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USSOUTHCOM, Components & Associates

Climate
July Was Earth’s Hottest Month Ever Recorded from USA Today 21 Aug 15

July was the hottest month worldwide since records began being kept in 1880, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) announced Thursday. 

DoS
Judge Says Hillary Clinton Didn’t Follow Government Email Policies from
New York Times 21 Aug 15

A federal judge on Thursday said that Hillary Rodham Clinton did not follow
government policies when she relied exclusively on a personal email account while
she was secretary of state, challenging her longstanding claim that she had complied
with the rules. 

State Department Did Nothing To Protect Clinton Emails After Hack from
McClatchy 21 Aug 15

Despite a hack two years ago that publicly exposed Hillary Clinton’s emails, the State
Department took no action to shore up the security of the former secretary of state’s
private computer server. 

Federal Employees
Cheating Website Subscribers Included WH, Congress Workers from
Associated Press 21 Aug 15

Hundreds of U.S. government employees — including some with sensitive jobs in the
White House, Congress and law enforcement agencies — used Internet connections in
their federal offices to access and pay membership fees to the cheating website Ashley
Madison, The Associated Press has learned. 

Iran Deal
Pelosi: House Democrats will sustain Obama veto on Iran deal from
Associated Press 20 Aug 15

House Democrats have the votes, if necessary, to uphold President Barack Obama's
veto of a resolution against his Iran nuclear deal, Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi said
Wednesday. 

JTF-GTMO
Defense Secretary: We’re Looking At U.S. Sites For Gitmo Detainees from
USA Today 21 Aug 15

Pentagon teams are examining sites in the United States to move terror detainees
currently held at the naval base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, Defense Secretary Ash

 Opinion / Editorial /
Commentary

From Russia To Iran, The Consequences Of
The Global Oil Bust from Washington Post 21 Aug

15

While we have been watching the Islamic State and
discussing Iran, something much bigger is
happening in the world. We are witnessing a historic
fall in the price of oil, down more than 50 percent in
less than a year. When a similar drop happened in
the 1980s, the Soviet Union collapsed. What will it
mean now? 

Lessons From The Bay Of Pigs In The Syrian
‘Division 30’ Debacle from Washington Post 21 Aug

15

The United States’ botched effort last month to
support a Syrian moderate rebel group known as
Division 30 was a chain of errors that recalls, in a
small way, the 1961 Bay of Pigs fiasco. 

In Europe, The Crisis Is Worse from Miami
Herald 21 Aug 15

The Greek island of Kos is a holiday paradise.
Travelers come to visit archaeological excavations
and splash in the Aegean Sea. But these days, Kos
has become a nightmare, an example of the huge
migrant crisis facing the European Union. 

Trans-Regional Issues
Child Exploitation
63 children made to work on farms in Mexico
rescued from Xinhua (China) 20 Aug 15

At least 63 minors, who were made to work long
hours in a vegetable packing company in the
northern Mexican state of Coahuila, were rescued
Wednesday, officials said on Thursday. 
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Carter said Thursday. 

Secretary Of Defense Carter Stumps For ‘Guantánamo North’ Pathway
To Closure from Miami Herald 21 Aug 15

Secretary of Defense Ash Carter used the Pentagon podium Thursday to stump for
support for the idea of setting up a “Guantánamo North,” emphasizing closure by
transferring the last war-on-terror prisoners to the U.S. over the dozens of detainees
already approved for release from U.S. military custody. 

Pentagon chief eyes alternative prisons for Guantanamo detainees from
Reuters 20 Aug 15

Teams working on plans to close the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay have
been visiting detention facilities in the United States to identify sites where war
prisoners could be held long term, Defense Secretary Ash Carter said on Thursday. 

Tropical Weather
Danny Becomes First Hurricane Of Atlantic Season from AFP 21 Aug 15

Tropical Storm Danny was upgraded to a hurricane Thursday, the first of the Atlantic
season, strengthening slightly as it barreled through the Caribbean, forecasters said. 

USCBP
Customs finds cocaine, heroin in Miami flower shipments from Associated
Press 21 Aug 15

U.S. Customs and Border Protection officers are regularly finding cocaine and heroin
concealed in shipments of flowers moving through Miami International Airport. 

Regional News
Andean Ridge

Colombia
Colombia: China commutes deaths sentence for drug mule from Associated
Press 20 Aug 15

Colombia's Foreign Ministry says a Colombian arrested in China on drug charges has
had his death sentence commuted and will soon be coming home. 

Ecuador
Ecuador indigenous protesters detain soldiers: army from Agence France-
Presse 20 Aug 15

Indigenous protesters opposed to President Rafael Correa detained two soldiers who
were on patrol in the southern mountains Thursday at dawn, the defense ministry said.

Peru
Peru approves shooting down of drug smuggling planes from BBC 21 Aug 15

The Peruvian Congress has approved legislation that allows the country's air force to
shoot down small planes suspected of carrying illegal drugs. Peru produces more
cocaine than any other country and anti-narcotics agents say most of it is smuggled to
the US. 

Venezuela
Venezuela Closes Key Bridge To Colombia After Attack from Miami Herald 21

Aug 15

Other Items
Andean Ridge

Peru
Peruvian Congress Authorizes Shooting
Down Drug Planes from Associated Press 21 Aug 15

Peru’s Congress voted unanimously Thursday to
authorize military planes to shoot down suspected
drug flights, which police say smuggle more than a
ton of cocaine to Bolivia daily. 

Central Africa Republic
U.N. Details Sexual Abuse Claims Against
Troops from New York Times 21 Aug 15

The United Nations disclosed new details on
Thursday about a series of sexual abuse allegations
against its peacekeepers in the Central African
Republic, saying that nine of the 13 cases reported
in the past year involved children as young as 11
and that no one had yet been convicted. 

Egypt
ISIS Affiliate Claims Responsibility For
Cairo Bombing from New York Times 21 Aug 15

An Islamic State affiliate claimed responsibility for
the bombing of a local branch of the Egyptian
security agency in Cairo on Thursday, the third
major attack by militants in the capital this summer. 

Europe Migration Crisis
Macedonia Declares Emergency, Joining
Nations Overwhelmed By Migrants from New
York Times 21 Aug 15

Europe’s migration crisis took on new dimensions
Thursday as at least three countries announced
added security measures to address the biggest
movement of refugees and migrants seen here since
the aftermath of World War II. 

Migrants In Kos Inspire Both Hospitality
And Anger In Greeks from New York Times 21 Aug

15

Dealing with the onslaught of migrants has forced
the Greeks, who could be excused for being
consumed with their own country’s never-ending
economic crisis, into a strange kind of double-think.
On the one hand, their fundamental hospitality
comes out, and they want to help. On the other, they
see the flood of migrants as detrimental to tourism
and their own economic interests. In public they
express compassion; in private, they are very often



The busiest border crossing between Colombia and Venezuela remained closed
Thursday after Venezuela shut it down overnight after an attack on three soldiers. 

Caribbean Basin
Cuba
U.S. State Dept: Fate Of Fleeing Cuban Doctors Not Part Of Negotiations
With Island from Miami Herald 21 Aug 15

The U.S. State Department on Thursday said a controversial program that gives
defecting Cuban medical professionals legal status in the United States is not on the
negotiating table, as the two nations begin restoring ties. 

Pope Francis’ Trip To Cuba Will Focus On Families, The Young And
Strengthening The Church from Miami Herald 21 Aug 15

In the shadow of a giant image of Argentine Che Guevara, workmen are in the final
stages of building the altar where Argentina-born Pope Francis will celebrate mass in
the Plaza de la Revolución during his four-day visit to Cuba next month. 

Haiti
Haitian Officials To Redo Voting In 25 Districts from Associated Press 21 Aug 15

Haitian election authorities say they will redo voting in 25 districts due to violent
disruptions that marred legislative elections earlier this month. 

Legislative Elections To Be Reheld Across Much Of Haiti from AFP 21 Aug 15

Legislative elections will be reheld across a large chunk of Haiti, where recent polling
turned deadly and voter turnout reached only 18 percent, electoral authorities said. 

Central America
Guatemala
Guatemalan ex-VP arrested for corruption from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 15

Guatemala's former vice president Roxana Baldetti was arrested on corruption
charges Friday, after resigning over revelations of a massive customs bribery ring. 

Southern Cone
Brazil
Brazil’s Embattled Left Strikes Back from AFP 21 Aug 15

Brazil’s embattled left staged a string of protests in a show of support for President
Dilma Rousseff, although turnout was markedly lower than at massive anti-
government rallies over the weekend. 

Brazil, Germany ink green energy accord as German chancellor visits from
Xinhua (China) 20 Aug 15

Brazil and Germany Thursday signed cooperation accords on renewable energy and
sustainable development, and issued a joint declaration on climate change. 

Uruguay
Pot economy thrives in Uruguay from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 15

The landmark marijuana law passed in December 2013 under former president Jose
Mujica, a folksy iconoclast known for living in a run-down farmhouse and giving
most of his salary to charity. Under the law, Uruguayan citizens and residents can buy
up to 40 grams (1.4 ounces) of weed a month from pharmacies, grow it themselves at

angry and resentful. 

Greece
Tsipras Calls Early Greek Elections To
Strengthen Grip On Power from Bloomberg
News 21 Aug 15

Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras announced he
will step down with an eye to snap elections, a move
the embattled leader will likely use to shut out
dissenters and return to power with a more
manageable coalition. 

Iran
What the secret agreement between Iran and
the UN says from Associated Press 21 Aug 15

An AP report has revealed that the U.N.
International Atomic Energy Agency has agreed
with Iran that Iranian experts and equipment will be
used to inspect Iran's Parchin military site, located
not far from Tehran, where Iran is suspected of
conducting covert nuclear weapons activity more
than a decade ago. 

On nuclear deal, not all Israelis are with
Netanyahu from Associated Press 20 Aug 15

At first glance, one might think Israelis are solidly
behind Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's all-
out diplomatic war against the U.S.-led nuclear deal
with Iran. But look closer and deep fissures appear:
There is angst over what some see as a reckless
diplomatic adventure that pits Israel against its
indispensable backer. 

AP Exclusive: UN to let Iran inspect alleged
nuke work site from AP 19 Aug 15

Iran will be allowed to use its own inspectors to
investigate a site it has been accused of using to
develop nuclear arms, operating under a secret
agreement with the U.N. agency that normally
carries out such work, according to a document seen
by The Associated Press. 

Israel
Israel launches strikes into Syria after rocket
attack from Reuters 20 Aug 15

Rockets hit an Israeli village near the Lebanese
border on Thursday and Israel struck back in the
Syrian Golan Heights, saying the rare salvo had
been launched there by an Iranian-backed
Palestinian militant group. 



home or join cannabis clubs where members pitch in to garden the plants together. 
Koreas
North And South Korea Exchange Artillery
Fire from Washington Post 21 Aug 15

Tensions on the Korean peninsula escalated sharply
Thursday when North and South exchanged fire
across the demilitarized zone that separates the
estranged Koreas.

Pakistan
In Pakistan, Worries That U.S. Could Cut
Military Aid Over Counterterror Efforts from
Washington Post 21 Aug 15

The Pentagon could withhold hundreds of millions
of dollars from Pakistan’s military over concerns
that it is not doing enough to combat insurgent
groups that launch attacks from its soil on
neighboring Afghanistan, according to officials in
the Pakistani Foreign Ministry. 

Thailand
Bangkok Bombing Not Likely To Be Tied To
Foreign Terrorism, Thailand Says from New
York Times 21 Aug 15

Thai authorities said on Thursday that although the
suspects in the deadly bombing of a shrine in
Bangkok this week were believed to be a foreign
man and at least 10 accomplices, the attack was not
likely to be the work of international terrorists
because foreign intelligence agencies had not seen
any movement on the terrorist networks they
monitor. 

Turkey
Pentagon chief urges Turks to 'do more'
against IS from Associated Press 21 Aug 15

Turkey needs to "do more" to assist the U.S.-led
international coalition fighting the Islamic State in
Syria and Iraq, Defense Secretary Ash Carter said
Thursday, urging America's sometimes reluctant
NATO partner to take steps to participate in
airstrikes and better control its border. 

Yemen
Deadly blasts hit Yemen's Aden and
Hadramout, EU criticizes port attacks from
Reuters 20 Aug 15

A bomb next to the governor's office in the Yemeni
city of Aden killed four people on Thursday,
witnesses said, and the European Union urged



parties to avoid hitting civilian infrastructure after
Saudi-led air strikes on Hodeida port. 
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USSOUTHCOM, Components & Associates
(Already under-resourced . . .) SOUTHCOM Has Come To Accept Doing Less With Even Less from Inside the Pentagon/Inside the Air

Force 11 Jul 14

...the Pentagon’s combatant command responsible for Latin America and the Caribbean is working to re-scope its objectives to account for further
belt tightening and to prioritize certain affordable activities, officials from U.S. Southern Command (included Army Lt. Col. Daryl Morse, Army
Lt. Col. Eloy Mazo, Mario Garza and Kevin Staley),told Inside the Pentagon this week.

SOUTHCOM Copes with Fewer People, Resources from Air Force Times 15 Oct 13

Master Sgt. Martin Gonzales recently became a casualty in a quiet war that has largely been overshadowed by U.S. efforts to fight terrorism in the
Middle East and elsewhere.

SOUTHCOM Identifies Airman Killed in Crash in Colombia from Local 10 (ABC) Miami 9 Oct 13

A U.S. airman from Florida was killed in a plane crash in Colombia while tracking a suspected smuggling vessel, the United States Southern
Command said Wednesday.

Drug-hunting Plane Crash Kills Miramar Serviceman from Miami Herald 9 Oct 13

A 39-year-old South Florida man who attained the rank of master sergeant in the U.S. Air Force was among four people killed in Saturday’s
apparently accidental crash of a drug-hunting plane in Colombia, the U.S. Southern Command said Wednesday.

Airman Killed in Colombia Identified from Air Force Times 9 Oct 13

U.S. Southern Command has identified an airman killed in an Oct. 5 plane crash in Colombia while taking part in an operation targeting drug
traffickers.

Shutdown Could Delay Death Benefits to South Florida Family of Air Force Member Presumed Dead in Colombia Crash from
NBC 6 Miami 8 Oct 13

A member of the U.S. Air Force working under the control of U.S. Southern Command in Doral is presumed dead after a mission in Latin
America — and his family soon could be impacted when it comes to his death benefits.

Exclusive: Fatal Spy Plane Crash in Colombia Was Part of Private US Intel Op Called 'Prospector' from Vocativ 7 Oct 13

A plane that crashed in Colombia on Saturday, killing three Americans and one Panamanian, was part of a privatized US military counter-drug
intelligence operation based in Panama and code-named “Prospector,” according to sources in the intelligence business.

All of the Bodies of the Plane Crash Retained from the Colombian Jungle from EFE 6 Oct 13

The Colombian Army today says today that it has recovered all of the bodies of the crew of the American plane that crashed Saturday in the
department of Choca, and that it left a toll of four dead and two injured.

Drug Flight Down in Colombia, 3 Americans Killed from Associated Press 6 Oct 13

A small plane on a U.S. counter-drug mission crashed Saturday in a remote, jungle region of northern Colombia, killing three American
contractors and a Panamanian National Guardsman, and seriously injuring the other two Americans on board.
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Cuba
Prison life turns upside down during Ramadan at Guantánamo from Miami Herald 20 Jul 15

It’s edging toward dawn on a Ramadan morning at a communal prison building, and one by one detainees inside a cellblock clad in a a jumble of
white, beige and brown uniforms are brushing their teeth, getting ready for the daylong fast and to settle in for a day’s sleep.

Alleged al-Qaida leader to appear in court from Military Times 20 Jul 15

An Iraqi man alleged to be a senior member of al-Qaida is scheduled to appear in court Monday at U.S. Naval Station Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
where he will face terrorism charges.

Sergeant celebrates Ramadan alone at Guantánamo from Miami Herald 16 Jul 15

While most captives are spending their 14th Ramadan at Guantánamo, an Army platoon sergeant mobilized with the California National Guard is
celebrating her first here. 

Guantánamo Bay psychologists to remain despite APA torture fallout from Guardian UK 16 Jul 15

Pentagon says it has no plans to remove five psychologists, who are said to participate in forced tube feedings, even as APA signals desire to end
relationship

Arkansas National Guard unit will deploy to Guantanamo Bay from KATV 16 Jul 15

The Arkansas Army National Guard's 119th Mobile Public Affairs Detachment is heading to Guantanamo Bay to support a year-long mission.

1998 Embassy Bombings
Judge Accepts Plea In 1998 Embassy Bombings Case from Associated Press 1 Oct 14

A judge on Tuesday accepted the guilty plea of an Egyptian lawyer in the 1998 bombings of two U.S. embassies in Africa, saying the government
acted reasonably in reducing charges against him. 

More Debate On Plea Deal For Suspect In Terrorism from New York Times 30 Sep 14

The debate over whether federal prosecutors in Manhattan had granted too lenient a plea bargain to a terrorist defendant who, under its terms,
would face no more than 25 years in prison, continued on Monday, with defense lawyers and prosecutors both asking the judge to accept the deal. 

2010 BP Oil Spill
US: Oil Spilled In 2010 Gulf Disaster More Than BP Estimate from Associated Press 16 Jan 15

A federal judge determined Thursday that more oil spilled into the Gulf of Mexico following a rig explosion in 2010 than BP estimated, a decision
that could potentially cost the London-based oil giant more than $13 billion in one of America’s worst environmental disasters. 

4th Fleet / NAVSOUTH
4th Fleet Celebrates the Navy's 238th Birthday from Navy Newsstand 9 Oct 13

U.S. 4th Fleet held an all hands call and cake cutting ceremony Oct. 9 to celebrate the Navy's 238th birthday at the fleet's headquarters at Naval
Station Mayport.

9/11
Obama At Pentagon Memorial: “We Carry On Because We Do Not Give In To Fear. Ever.” from Washington Post 12 Sep 14

President Obama observed the 13th anniversary of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks at the Pentagon Thursday, telling survivors and family members of
those who died that the American spirit endures in the resolve and optimism of its people. 

CIA Secrecy Over Detention Program Threatens 9/11 Prosecutions, Senators Warned Obama from McClatchy 23 May 14

Two powerful Senate committee chairs told President Barack Obama earlier this year that the CIA’s insistence on keeping secret how it treated
prisoners under its enhanced interrogation program threatens the country’s ability to bring to justice the perpetrators of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks.

Congress Should Update The 9/11 Law On The Use Of Military Force from Washington Post 23 May 14

One week after the 9/11 attacks, Congress authorized the president “to use all necessary and appropriate force against those nations, organizations,



or persons he determines planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred on September 11, 2001.” More than 12 years
later, the president continues to rely on this 60-word authorization to fight terrorist organizations around the world. 

Unidentified victims of 9/11 to be moved to Memorial from Voice of Russia 8 May 14

The unidentified victims of 9/11 are about to be moved to the 9/11 Memorial.Approximately 8,000 remains, which are currently in the custody of
the Office of Chief Medical Examiner, will be moved to the museum this year. 

Egyptian Cleric Denies Terror Support At NY Trial from Associated Press 8 May 14

An Egyptian cleric known for incendiary rhetoric at a London mosque denied supporting terrorism in testimony Wednesday at his Manhattan trial,
saying he would give up freedom if the price was his dignity and beliefs. 

Abu Hamza ‘Ordered Me’ To Afghanistan, US Court Hears from Agence France-Presse 1 May 14

A US Muslim convert told a New York terror trial Wednesday that British hate preacher Abu Hamza “ordered” him to take a young recruit to
Afghanistan to learn frontline jihad. 

Plotter Recalls Al-Qaida Brainstorming Targets from Associated Press 30 Apr 14

Shoe-bomb plotter Saajid Badat admits he was once in the thick of al-Qaida’s plans, winning a hug from Osama bin Laden for his quest to blow
up a U.S. plane in midair and brainstorming with the self-professed architect of the Sept. 11 attacks about new English and American targets. 

Defense: FBI Probe In 9/11 Trial Has Implications from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

The defense team for five people facing trial before a war crimes tribunal stemming from the Sept. 11, 2001 terror attacks claimed the
implications of the FBI’s questioning of one of its members are “staggering” and called on the court to probe the incident aggressively, according
to a motion unsealed on Wednesday. 

NYC Jury Hears Tape Defending 9/11 Terror Attacks from Associated Press 22 Apr 14

An Egyptian cleric defended the Sept. 11 attacks in a broadcast interview, saying it left Muslims and non-Muslims around the world happy,
according to a tape played for the jury at his terrorism trial on Monday. 

New York Judge: Jurors Can Hear Imam Praise 9/11 from Associated Press 16 Apr 14

An Egyptian Islamic preacher’s statements that “everybody was happy” when the World Trade Center was hit by airplanes can be heard by a jury
sitting just blocks from the site of the Sept. 11 attacks, a judge ruled Tuesday. 

Swift Justice from Miami Herald 27 Mar 14

The swift trial and conviction on Wednesday of Sulaiman Abu Ghaith, a son-in-law of Osama bin Laden, in New York bolsters the argument that
militants like him should be tried on terrorism charges in civilian courts instead of as combatants in military commissions. 

Abu Ghaith, Bin Laden’s Son-in-Law, Is Convicted In Terror Trial from New York Times 27 Mar 14

Sulaiman Abu Ghaith, the most senior adviser to Osama bin Laden to be tried in a civilian United States court since the Sept. 11 attacks, was
convicted on Wednesday of conspiring to kill Americans and providing material support to terrorists. 

Abu Ghaith Verdict Shows Lingering Impact Of Sept. 11 To New Yorkers from Los Angeles Times 27 Mar 14

However you viewed the outcome of the terrorism trial of Sulaiman abu Ghaith, perhaps best known as Osama bin Laden’s son-in-law, one thing
was clear from its start until the moment the word “guilty” was read in court: the lingering effect of Sept. 11, 2001, on this city. 

Terror Case Against Aide To Bin Laden Goes To Jury from New York Times 26 Mar 14

Jurors weighing the case of Sulaiman Abu Ghaith, a former top adviser to Osama bin Laden who later married his daughter, were sent home on
Tuesday after deliberating for half a day without reaching a verdict. 

Bin Laden Son-In-Law Tells US Trial Of 9/11 Cave Chat from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 14

Osama Bin Laden claimed responsibility for masterminding 9/11 on the night of the attacks, his son-in-law said Wednesday as he unexpectedly



testified at his federal trial in New York on terror charges. 

Alleged 9/11 Architect’s Testimony Barred From New York Terror Trial from Los Angeles Times 19 Mar 14

Jurors in the trial of a former Al Qaeda spokesman charged with conspiring to kill Americans will not hear testimony from the alleged architect of
the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, a judge ruled Tuesday. 

Trial Judge Will Not Allow 9/11 Architect’s Testimony from New York Times 19 Mar 14

A judge in Manhattan ruled on Tuesday that Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, the self-described architect of the Sept. 11 attacks, will not be permitted
to provide testimony in the terrorism trial of Sulaiman Abu Ghaith, a former top adviser to Osama bin Laden. 

Jurors Won’t Hear Testimony From Alleged 9/11 Mastermind In Terror Trial from Wall Street Journal 19 Mar 14

A federal judge said Tuesday that jurors in the terrorism trial of Osama bin Laden's son-in-law won't hear testimony from alleged 9/11 mastermind
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed. 

Feds: 9/11 Mastermind’s Testimony Should Be Barred from Associated Press 18 Mar 14

Prosecutors on Monday tried to stop the self-described mastermind of the Sept. 11 attacks from providing testimony at the terrorism trial of
Osama bin Laden’s son-in-law. 

US Tries To Block 9/11 Architect’s Testimony from New York Times 18 Mar 14

Federal prosecutors asked a judge on Monday to deny a request by defense lawyers to allow a jury to hear testimony from Khalid Shaikh
Mohammed, the self-proclaimed organizer of the Sept. 11 attacks. 

At Trial Of Bin Laden Relative, Witness Describes Meeting 9/11 Mastermind from New York Times 12 Mar 14

A British operative for Al Qaeda testified on Tuesday that, before abandoning a plot to blow up an airplane, he flew from Pakistan to the
Netherlands and then on to Britain while concealing a bomb in his shoe. 

American Tells Of Meeting Bin Laden Before 9/11 from Associated Press 7 Mar 14

An American who trained at an al-Qaida camp in Afghanistan in the spring of 2001 before losing his nerve testified Thursday how he encountered
Osama bin Laden and the terror group’s spokesman at a safe house — and that bin Laden hinted that a suicide attack on U.S. soil was in the
works. 

NY Prosecutor: Bin Laden Kin Wanted To Harm US from Associated Press 6 Mar 14

Osama bin Laden’s son-in-law went on trial Wednesday in federal court in Manhattan, where jurors heard him portrayed both as a murderous
mouthpiece for al-Qaida and as a target of a prosecution designed to play on fears and resentments from the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks. 

9/11, Al Qaeda Invoked As Lawyers Begin Arguing Terror Trial from Los Angeles Times 6 Mar 14

Prosecutors portrayed an alleged Al Qaeda spokesman as a member of Osama bin Laden’s inner circle Wednesday as they began trying to
convince a jury that he knew in advance of terrorist plots against U.S. targets, even if he did not plan or take part in them. 

Openings Set To Start In Trial Of Bin Laden Kin from Associated Press 5 Mar 14

Opening statements are expected to start in the New York trial of Osama bin Laden’s son-in-law on charges he conspired to kill Americans after
the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks. 

US Seeking To Keep “Potentially Inflammatory Topics” Out Of Terrorism Trial from New York Times 5 Mar 14

In the terrorism trial of Sulaiman Abu Ghaith, a former top adviser to Osama bin Laden, the specter of the Sept. 11 attacks has naturally loomed
heavily during jury selection, which resumed on Tuesday morning. 

Bin laden’s son-in-law goes on trial Monday in NYC from Seattle Times 3 Mar 14

Sulaiman Abu Ghaith is accused of conspiring to kill Americans in his role as al-Qaida’s mouthpiece after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. 



Acquisition
Pentagon, Congress Begin Rewriting DoD Acquisition Laws from Defense News 16 Feb 14

The Pentagon and the US Congress have begun the tedious effort of reviewing decades of antiquated, cumbersome defense acquisition policies to
speed up the defense procurement process and get more bang for the buck. 

Administration
U.S. Considers New ‘fusion Cell’ To Deal With Overseas Hostage Situations from Washington Post 7 Apr 15

The Obama administration is considering the creation of a “fusion cell” of law enforcement, intelligence and other officials to better coordinate its
response to hostage situations. Its mission would be to focus exclusively on developing strategies to recover American captives being held
overseas. 

Obama’s Foreign Policy Plans Collide With Wars Abroad And Politics At Home from Washington Post 11 Dec 14

A report that President Obama hoped would end the debate over the CIA’s brutal interrogation program has instead brought into sharper focus the
lingering obstacles the president faces as he tries to move the country beyond what he has described as the fearful excesses of the post-9/11 era. 

More to come? After Hagel’s departure, White House hints at other changes from Washington Times 25 Nov 14

The ink hadn’t even dried on Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel’s resignation letter before the White House hinted that other changes to President
Obama’s national security team could be coming. 

Aide: Obama open to limits in war authorization from Associated Press 20 Nov 14

The Obama administration is open to limits on the duration of its military efforts in Iraq and Syria and on the potential use of ground forces in a
new war authorization against the Islamic State, a top presidential adviser said Wednesday. 

Obama Could Replace Aides Bruised By A Cascade Of Crises from New York Times 30 Oct 14

One day this month, as the nation shuddered with fears of an Ebola outbreak and American warplanes pounded Sunni militants in Syria, President
Obama’s national security adviser, Susan E. Rice, invited a group of foreign policy experts to the White House to hear their views of how the
administration was performing. 

Boehner Blasts White House Over Netanyahu “Chickens**t” Quote from McClatchy 30 Oct 14

An unnamed senior Obama administration’s use of a slang term for fowl excrement to describe Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu put
House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, in a foul mood Wednesday. 

Unnamed U.S. Official’s Slur About Israeli Leader Shows Acrimony Of Relationship from Washington Post 30 Oct 14

The sometimes acrimonious relationship between the Obama administration and the current Israeli government burst into public view on
Wednesday when an anonymous U.S. official was quoted using a barnyard epithet to describe Israel’s leader. 

The White House effort to blame insurance companies for lost plans from Washington Post 7 Nov 13

“The provision in the law was the manifestation of the assurance that if you have a plan you want to keep, you can keep it. Insurance companies
that chose to strip away benefits from existing plans in the interim, that canceled existing plans in the interim, they took away that grandfathering
opportunity. And that’s a reality.” –White House spokesman Jay Carney, daily press briefing, Nov. 5, 2013 

As U.S. Weighs Spying Changes, Officials Say Data Sweeps Must Continue from New York Times 5 Nov 13

The Obama administration has told allies and lawmakers it is considering reining in a variety of National Security Agency practices overseas,
including holding White House reviews of the world leaders the agency is monitoring, forging a new accord with Germany for a closer
intelligence relationship and minimizing collection on some foreigners. 

Obama’s new picks for top jobs from Washington Post 30 Oct 13

There may not be an ambassador nominated for that fine post in France, but incumbent Charles Rivkin, fresh from being cuffed about in Paris
over NSA eavesdropping, is expected home shortly. President Obama announced Tuesday evening that Rivkin, a major 2008 Obama bundler
who’s close to Secretary of State John Kerry, is the pick to be assistant secretary of state for economic and business affairs. 



Kerry, Hagel Lay Out Military Objectives During Senate Hearing On Syria Strike from Washington Post 4 Sep 13

Obama administration officials told lawmakers Tuesday that a military strike against Syria would “degrade” the country’s ability to carry out
attacks — the most specific military objective they have laid out yet — but faced sharp questions about whether such an operation would
accomplish much. 

Affordable Care Act
ObamaCare could lead to loss of nearly 2.3 million US jobs, report says from FOX News 4 Feb 14

The long-term effect of ObamaCare on the U.S. economy was rewritten Tuesday with the Congressional Budget Office issuing a revised
projection that nearly 2.5 million workers could opt out of full-time jobs over the next 10 years -- allowing employers to wipe 2.3 million full-
time jobs off the books. 

Fed Retirees Glad To Hear Obamacare Doesn’t Hurt, But Strengthens Their Health Insurance from Washington Post 19 Nov 13

Those with the thinning gray hair, walking canes and a growing list of ailments are the lucky ones — at least in some ways. 

Obama to supporters: Push back against Obamacare 'misinformation' from Washington Examiner 18 Nov 13

President Obama tried to rally his most loyal supporters to continue talking up the new health care law over the holidays, urging them to fight
against “misinformation” and not let “naysayers” and “setbacks” get them down. 

Administration: 106,000 enrolled in health insurance in first month of HealthCare.gov from Washington Post 14 Nov 13

Slightly more than 106,000 Americans signed up for health plans in the first month of new state and federal insurance marketplaces, the Obama
administration reported Wednesday. The figure, which was far lower than the administration predicted, points to the steep challenge ahead as the
White House tries to overcome public and congressional frustration with the program’s problem-plagued rollout. 

Obama apologizes to Americans losing health coverage from Washington Examiner 7 Nov 13

President Obama personally apologized to the American public on Thursday, saying he is sorry that millions are losing their insurance coverage
even though he promised people could keep their existing health plans if they liked them under Obamacare. 

Jay Carney: Initial Obamacare enrollment figures 'will be low' from Washington Examiner 7 Nov 13

White House press secretary Jay Carney on Thursday set extremely low expectations for Obamacare enrollment numbers during October, the first
month in which Americans were able to sign up for the federal insurance exchanges. 

Obama's simple promises vex complex health rollout from Associated Press 5 Nov 13

It sounded so simple. Too simple, it turns out. President Barack Obama's early efforts to boil down an intricate health care law so Americans could
understand it are coming back to haunt him, leaving a trail of caveats and provisos in place of the pithy claims he once used to sell the law. 

Obamacare delay would send rates soaring from CNN Money 1 Nov 13

Delaying Obamacare by just a few months could send insurance premiums through the roof.

Few Obamacare insurance sign-ups on opening day, documents show from LA Times 1 Nov 13

Just six enrollments occurred on the opening day for www.healthcare.gov, the troubled Obamacare website, according to documents released late
Thursday by a House oversight committee. 

Obamacare: President fine-tunes ‘you can keep it’ promise about insurance from Christian Science Monitor 31 Oct 13

President Obama defended his health-care law Wednesday in Boston while also recalibrating unequivocal statements from the past. Although his
speech was a public-relations effort, it could have broader implications for the effectiveness of Obamacare. 

OPINION: Obamacare’s sticker shock from Washington Times 31 Oct 13

As many journalists focused on the technical problems of HealthCare.gov, the website for signing up for the Affordable Care Act, few looked at a
much more serious problem — the actual cost of Obamacare for individuals and families. 



Richard Cowart: Health exchange website bogged by bureaucracy from The Tennessean 30 Oct 13

Buying health insurance on a website appears to be simple. We can buy airline tickets, books and even made-to-order clothes online. If we can
operate so efficiently on the Web, what is behind the massive failure of the Affordable Care Act health exchange website? Let’s start with the
nature of the problem. 

Afghanistan
As Expected, President Karzai’s Brother Exits Afghan Election from New York Times 7 Mar 14

Qayum Karzai, a brother of President Hamid Karzai, announced Thursday that he was pulling out of the campaign for president of Afghanistan
and throwing his support behind a candidate believed favored by the president, Zalmay Rassoul, a former foreign minister. 

AFRICOM
Pentagon Using China Satellite For US-Africa Command from Bloomberg News 30 Apr 13

The Pentagon is using a Chinese commercial satellite to provide communications for its Africa Command, prompting questions from a U.S.
lawmaker about depending on China as a supplier of defense services. 

AFSOUTH
ACC TO HOST LARGEST RESCUE EXERCISE IN THE WORLD from Air Force Press 26 Mar 13

Angel Thunder is the world’s largest personnel recovery exercise, integrating sister services and numerous state, national, multinational and
interagency assets dedicated to saving lives in incredible circumstances. 

AFSOUTH hosts conference aimed at building long-lasting relationships with partner nations from DVIDS 6 Feb 13

Air Forces Southern (AFSOUTH) hosted 65 total force members from Air Force International Affairs, U.S. Southern Command, Special
Operations Command-South, Army South, Joint-Interagency Task Force South, Air National Guard Bureau, Air Education and Training
Command, Air Mobility Command, the Inter-American Air Forces Academy, 571st and 818th Mobility Support Advisory Squadrons (MSAS) and
State Partnership Programs to finalize country engagement plans during the AFSOUTH Cooperation Workshop here, Jan. 27 - Feb. 1. 

Air Force
Americans Start To Leave Air Base In Azores, And Locals Fear Economic Impact from New York Times 22 May 15

By the end of the year, the Air Force plans a major downsizing of its base here on Terceira Island in the Atlantic’s Azores archipelago, as part of
broader cuts in American military spending and as mid-Atlantic stopovers drop down the list of Washington’s military priorities. The number of
personnel at the base is expected to drop to 165 from 650, while the number of Portuguese workers will be cut in half, to 400. The local
municipality expects the loss of 1,500 indirect jobs and a cut of 6 percent in the island’s gross domestic product. 

2 nuke launch officers face illegal drug charges from Associated Press 24 Apr 15

The Air Force is charging two nuclear missile launch officers with illegal drug use. The cases at Malmstrom Air Force Base in Montana were
linked to a separate Air Force investigation of exam cheating by Minuteman 3 nuclear missile officers. 

‘Unrelenting’ Need For Drones Will Prompt Changes In Air Force from Washington Post 16 Jan 15

The Air Force units that run the service’s fleet of drone aircraft are “under significant stress,” with long hours and a potential brain drain coming
that will prompt a variety of changes, Air Force Secretary Deborah James said Thursday. 

571st MSAS Engagement in Colombia from 571st Mobility Support Advisory Squadron 5 Nov 14

The 571st Mobility Support Advisory Squadron recently deployed a mobile training team to engage and conduct training during a four-week
engagement with the Fuerza Aerea Colombiana in Bogota, Colombia from 24 August to 19 September.

Humanitarian Assistance Training in El Salvador from 571 Mobility Support Advisory Squadron 5 Nov 14

The 571st Mobility Support Advisory Squadron recently completed one week Humanitarian Assistance Program mobile training mission to El
Salvador. 



IG: Academy informant's expulsion not tied to work with OSI from Air Force Times 21 Mar 14

An inspector general inquiry has found that agents with the Air Force Office of Special Investigations acted properly when they used an Air Force
Academy cadet as a confidential informant. 

Nearly half of missileers at Malmstrom now tied to cheating investigation from Air Force Times 31 Jan 14

Air Force Secretary Deborah Lee James said Thursday the number of nuclear force officers implicated in a proficiency test cheating scandal has
grown to 92 out of a force of 500. 

State of the Air Force from Defense One 31 Jan 14

After more than a decade of up-tempo operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, the Air Force is shrinking and its mission is changing. The question is:
How is this affecting morale?

Case shows impact of year-old special victims counsel from Air Force Times 22 Jan 14

At first, it seemed the airman would escape the charge that he had raped a co-worker. The investigating officer didn’t think there was enough
evidence to send the case to court-martial and recommended tossing out the charge. In September, Lt. Gen. Craig Franklin, the general court-
martial convening authority, agreed. 

7,000 to face Quality Force Review Board from Air Force Times 16 Jan 14

Roughly 7,000 enlisted airmen are eligible to face — and possibly be selected for separation by — the Air Force’s first Quality Force Review
Board in May, the Air Force Personnel Center said. 

Congress: Informing on fellow cadets violates honor code from USA TODAY 15 Jan 14

Members of Congress are sharply criticizing a recently revealed program to recruit U.S. Air Force Academy cadets to serve as informants on
other cadets suspected of drug use and sexual assault. 

U.S. Air Force General Wants Simpler Weapons Quicker from Reuters.com 20 Sep 13

The three-star general who heads the secretive U.S. Air Force Special Operations Command is pressing arms makers to speed up the development
of new weapons and move toward greater standardization of aircraft and sensors. 

SECAF Nominee: Commanders Should Be Held Accountable For Sexual Assault from AirForceTimes.com 19 Sep 13

Deborah Lee James wants commanders evaluations to look at how they deal with sexual assault 

At AFA, USAF Secretary Calls For Innovation from DefenseNews.com 17 Sep 13

The acting Air Force secretary warned on Monday that his service needs to double down on innovation in order to survive budget reductions. 

General Cites Slowdown In Sexual Misconduct Accusations from AirForceTimes.com 16 Sep 13

Fifteen months have passed since the last sexual misconduct allegation against an Air Force basic training instructor, a hopeful sign the changes
put in place are working, the head of Air Education and Training Command said Monday. 

AF Chief Apologizes For Furloughs from Stars and Stripes 29 Aug 13

Gen. Mark A. Welsh III apologized Tuesday to Air Force personnel who were furloughed this year as a result of sequestration-forced budget cuts. 

US Air Force Chief Pays Secret Visit from Jerusalem Post 9 Aug 13

Gen. Mark A. Welsh, chief of staff of the US Air Force, completed a secretive week-long visit to Israel in recent days. 

U.S. Air Force QDR Chief: ‘Everything’ On The Table, Sort Of from Aerospace Daily & Defense Report 8 Aug 13

The U.S. Air Force will take a “sober look at technology” in proceeding with the congressionally mandated 2014 Quadrennial Defense Review
(QDR) and “everything is on the table” in terms of trades among programs and capabilities, the senior officer in charge of the effort says. 

Deborah James Is Pick For Air Force Secretary from Associated Press 2 Aug 13



President Obama is nominating a former assistant defense secretary and House staffer as secretary of the Air Force.

Lackland Instructor Pleads Guilty To 6 Charges In Sex Case from San Antonio Express-News 25 Jun 13

A former Air Force basic training instructor pleaded guilty Monday to adultery and having unprofessional relationships with women in the latest
misconduct scandal at Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland. 

Al Qaeda
Al Qaeda Lauds Lone-wolf Attacks In Chattanooga, Garland, Texas, Calls For More from Washington Times 6 Aug 15

Two al Qaeda branches have new, threatening messages to supporters praising lone-wolf jihadist attacks in the U.S. and calling for more of them. 

Al-Qaeda
Libyan Qaeda Suspect Deprived Rights In US Jail from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 14

The Libyan Al-Qaeda suspect captured last year outside his home in Tripoli is being deprived legal documents and personal effects in a US prison
hospital, his lawyer said Wednesday. 

Americas
Obama Overselling His “New Era” In Americas from Miami Herald 18 May 15

President Barack Obama’s recent claim that he has started “a new chapter of engagement” with Latin America has become a new mantra of his
administration, but it may be more rooted in wishful thinking than reality. 

Commerce Secretary Promotes Engagement With The Americas from Miami Herald 15 May 15

U.S. Commerce Secretary Penny Pritzker announced Thursday in Miami that she’ll be taking her first South American trip since taking up her
post. Pritzker plans to visit Colombia and Brazil — two important strategic partners for the United States — in mid-June.

Rubella is gone from the Americas: global health authorities from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 15

Improved vaccine campaigns have led to the elimination of rubella -- an infectious disease that can cause birth defects -- from North, Central and
South America, global health authorities said Wednesday. 

IAPA: press freedom deteriorating in the Americas from Associated Press 21 Oct 14

The Inter American Press Association says freedom of the press has sharply deteriorated in the Americas over the last six months. 

Anti-Terrorism Policy
Obama’s Revamp Of Anti-Terror Policies Stalls from Washington Post 22 May 14

A year after President Obama announced a major new counterterrorism strategy to take the country beyond the threats that flowed directly from
the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, much of the agenda he outlined remains unfinished or not even begun. 

AOR
OPINION: Achieving Quality Education In Latin America & Caribbean from Miami Herald 13 Aug 14

In Latin America, many children are not as fortunate as I was to receive such attention. According to a new World Bank report, Great Teachers:
How to Raise Student Learning in Latin America and the Caribbean, Latin American public school children are cheated out of a full day of
instruction every week due to teaching practices. Teacher absenteeism, poor preparation, low skill level and pay, as well as weak school
leadership, all play a role. 

Latin American, Caribbean Unlikely To Meet U.N. Anti-poverty Goals from Miami Herald 8 Jul 14

Latin American and Caribbean nations have collectively reached several anti-poverty goals set by United Nations members more than a decade
ago but are unlikely to reach them all by the approaching deadline, according to a progress report released Monday. 

Biden to visit Brazil, Caribbean, Central America from Agence France-Presse 16 Jun 14

US Vice President Joe Biden begins a four-country trip across Latin America on Monday that begins with a stop in Brazil to cheer the US team as
they face Ghana in the World Cup. 



Remittances To Latin America And The Caribbean In 2013 Still Not Back To Pre-global-crisis Levels from Miami Herald 11 Jun 14

A study released Tuesday shows that the money sent home by migrants from Latin American and the Caribbean reached $61.3 billion last year,
with three-quarters of those remittances coming from the United States. 

APA
Psychologist board to recommend getting out of the torture business from Al Jazeera (America) 3 Aug 15

The board of the American Psychological Association will propose reforms to its ethics guidelines [PDF] reported to prohibit psychologists from
participating in any national security interrogations. The new strictures will be unveiled later this week in Toronto at the annual meeting of the
United States' largest professional organization for psychologists. 

Armed Forces
OPINION: Military Sexual Assault Data Call For Change: Our View from USA Today 8 Dec 14

The Pentagon certainly put an optimistic spin on its latest statistics on sexual assaults, crowing that the number reported to authorities — 5,983,
up 8% from last year — shows growing trust in the military justice system. 

OPINION: Military Sexual Assault Unresolved from New York Times 8 Dec 14

The surest measure of the scale of the problem of sexual assault in the military — and the failure of the Pentagon and Congress to deal with it —
is that the Defense Department thinks it has really achieved something because the total number of rapes and other sexual assaults decreased to
19,000 in 2014 from about 26,000 in 2012. 

OPINION: Pentagon: Our Efforts Are Making Progress from USA Today 8 Dec 14

Our country is engaged in a national conversation about sexual assault — a problem with no single, easy solution. Last week, we re-affirmed our
commitment to eliminating sexual assault by making public our progress to protect our men and women. 

Reports Of Sexual Assaults In Military On Rise from New York Times 4 Dec 14

A new military study says that reports of rapes and sexual assaults in the military increased 8 percent in the fiscal year ending September 2014,
Obama administration officials said. 

Army
Departing US Army Chief Says Iraq May Have To Be Partitioned from AFP 13 Aug 15

The US Army’s outgoing chief of staff warned Wednesday that reconciliation between Shiites and Sunnis in Iraq is becoming harder and that
partitioning the country “might be the only solution.” 

Will the Army open its elite Ranger Regiment to women? A controversial decision awaits. from Washington Post 12 Aug 15

Air National Guard C-130s roared over the lush, shaggy grass of the Elizabeth Drop Zone here last week, a near-steady hum overhead. Army
Ranger students were a few hours into a mission known as Operation Pegasus, and needed to parachute in from a height of about 1,100 feet. 

Army Gen. Mark Milley, Army Chief Nominee, Open To Arming Recruiters from Washington Post 22 Jul 15

Gen. Mark A. Milley, President Obama’s nominee to become chief of staff of the Army, told the Senate Armed Services Committee that he is
opening to arming military recruiters in some cases, following the attack in Chattanooga, Tenn., that killed four Marines and a sailor. (Senate
Armed Services Committee) 

INITIAL MEDIA COVERAGE | GEN. MARK MILLEY CONFIRMATION HEARING from OMNITEC Solutions Media Analysis 21

Jul 15

OVERVIEW: Initial media coverage of Gen. Mark Milley’s confirmation hearing at the Senate Armed Services Committee has emerged from a
balanced array of newswires, major outlets, and defense-focused outlets. “The biggest headline to come from the hearing,” DefenseNews.com
wrote, was that Gen. Milley acknowledged to Sen. John McCain (R-AZ) in the wake of the Chattanooga shootings that, if legal issues could be
resolved, Gen. Milley thinks it could be appropriate, in some cases, to arm soldiers manning recruiting stations. 



The 13th Army Band: weekend warriors on woodwinds from Miami Herald 4 Jul 15

These soldiers play God Bless America on the Fourth of July and some perform Taps at funerals. Some mix and match their camouflage and
combat boots with guayaberas for salsa shows, and each one can fire an M16 as well as read music. They are the 13th Army Band, and when they
set up at a bandshell in West Palm Beach this Fourth of July, they will be continuing a tradition that dates to before World War II.

US army investigates reports that soldiers raped dozens in Colombia from The Guardian (UK) 7 Apr 15

The US army says it will look into claims that soldiers or civilian defence contractors sexually assaulted as many as 53 women and girls while
stationed in Colombia between 2003 and 2007. 

OPINION: Judging Sgt. Bergdahl: Our View from USA Today 27 Mar 15

Many Americans have made up their minds about what should happen to accused deserter Bowe Bergdahl, the Army private first class who
walked away from his post in Afghanistan in 2009 and wound up a Taliban captive for five years: He should be shot. He should do prison time.
Or, alternatively, he has suffered enough. 

OPINION: Bergdahl Should Pay For Betrayal: Opposing View from USA Today 27 Mar 15

The charge of desertion against Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl comes as a relief to many of us in the military who had worried politics might get in the way
of justice. 

Bowe Bergdahl, Once Missing U.S. Soldier, Charged With Desertion from Washington Post 26 Mar 15

Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, the U.S. soldier who was recovered in Afghanistan last spring after five years in captivity, is being charged with desertion
and misbehavior before the enemy, his lawyer said Wednesday. 

Ex-U.S. war prisoner Bergdahl charged with desertion, misbehavior from Reuters 26 Mar 15

U.S. Army Sergeant Bowe Bergdahl, a former Taliban prisoner in Afghanistan, was formally charged on Wednesday with desertion and
misbehavior before the enemy, and could be sentenced to life in prison if convicted of the most serious count, the Army said. 

OPINION: Turley: Obama Administration On Trial For Bergdahl from USA Today 26 Mar 15

Almost six years after he went missing in Afghanistan, Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl now faces criminal charges for desertion and misbehavior
before the enemy that endangered his fellow soldiers. The course and delay of the investigation has raised serious questions of political
manipulation of the case.

Some U.S. allies may send troops to Syria with trainees: Army chief from Reuters 19 Mar 15

Some U.S. allies in the fight against Islamic State militants in Syria may be willing to send troops to accompany and support the Syrian opposition
force the coalition is planning to train and send back to Syria, Army General Ray Odierno said on Wednesday. 

Initial Tests Show Dead Soldier Has No Ebola from USA Today 14 Jan 15

A soldier found dead on his doorstep who recently returned from Liberia initially has tested negative for the virus, Fort Hood officials said
Tuesday. 

Army’s Plan To Transfer All Apache Helicopters From National Guard Stopped By Lawmakers from Washington Times 5 Dec 14

Congress has put a halt to the U.S. Army’s plan to take control of the National Guard’s fleet of Apache helicopters. 

31 women chosen for Ranger Course assessment from Army Times 18 Nov 14

More than 30 women have been selected for a potential Ranger Course Assessment next spring, Fort Benning announced. 

U.S. Army to deactivate long-serving 'Iron Brigade' in South Korea from Reuters 7 Nov 14

An Army combat brigade that has anchored the U.S. military presence in South Korea for nearly 50 years will be deactivated and replaced with a
rotational unit as the service shrinks in size due to budget cuts, defense officials said on Thursday. 

Major U.S. Army division ends operations in Afghanistan 13 years after it arrived from Washington Post 5 Nov 14



The U.S. Army’s 10th Mountain Division formally concluded its operations in Afghanistan on Tuesday, another sign that the war is drawing to a
close even as American commanders are evaluating whether they will have enough resources to support the fledgling Afghan military. 

New Army vice chief expects worse manpower conditions from 22 Sep 14

Gen. Daniel Allyn, the Army's new vice chief, is warning soldiers that sequestration seems likely to return.

One retired colonel is campaigning for more cuts - and Congress is listening from Army Times 28 Jul 14

The Army insists cutting the service down to 420,000 cannot be done. That would mean 98,000 fewer soldiers than there are today, and that’s an
unacceptable risk, Army officials have said, and will continue to say, so long as the threat of budget cuts remains. 

Freed POW's legal status is murky from Military Times 2 Jun 14

Some call for Bergdahl's court-martial for desertion

Gold Star mom: 'This guy was worth my son's life?' from Army Times 2 Jun 14

Sondra Andrews’ son, 2nd Lt. Darryn Andrews, is one of six soldiers killed reportedly while searching for Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl. 

Inside the Army's plan to reintegrate Bergdahl from Army TImes 2 Jun 14

Once Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl is deemed healthy enough to travel, he will fly from Landstuhl Regional Medical Center in Germany to the San
Antonio Military Medical Center in Texas for what likely will be a lengthy reintegration. 

Lieutenant colonel charged in S.A. sex-trafficking case from San Antonio Express 29 May 14

A military commander who teaches for the U.S. Army War College has been charged in San Antonio with participating in the sex trafficking of
juveniles. 

AP sources: Work to free US soldier disorganized from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

Critics of the U.S. government's nearly five-year effort to seek the release of the only American soldier held captive in Afghanistan claim the
work suffers from disorganization and poor communication among numerous federal agencies involved, leaving his captors unclear which U.S.
officials have the authority to make a deal. 

Shooter fears he killed Pat Tillman from ESPN.com 22 Apr 14

In his first public statements about the death of Pat Tillman, the former NFL player turned Army Ranger, one of the fellow Rangers involved in
the 2004 friendly-fire incident in Afghanistan told ESPN's "Outside the Lines" he has lived for 10 years with the thought that he might have fired
the fatal shots. 

Disgraced Army general, Jeffrey A. Sinclair, gets $20,000 fine, no jail time from Wasington Post 20 Mar 14

A disgraced Army general who admitted carrying on a prolonged, turbulent affair with an officer under his direct command and having improper
relationships with two other women was reprimanded and fined $20,000 by a military judge Thursday. 

Sexual assaults: Army removing 588 soldiers from 'positions of trust' from Christian Science Monitor 27 Feb 14

Advocacy organizations are alternately hailing the Army's removals as an important step in ongoing efforts to bring down sexual assault rates, and
unleashing a new string of critiques against the Pentagon.

Despite 'historic' cuts, the US will still have 450,000 active-duty soldiers from The Guardian 27 Feb 14

The Pentagon is able to maintain a bloated and extravagant military force even when the US faces no actual security threats

AP Exclusive: Misconduct forces more soldiers out from Associated Press 18 Feb 14

The number of U.S. soldiers forced out of the Army because of crimes or misconduct has soared in the past several years as the military emerges
from a decade of war that put a greater focus on battle competence than on character. 

BRASS UNDER FIRE from Army Times 4 Feb 14



In a rare move, Army officials last month released 15 inspector general’s investigations documenting rule-breaking among senior-level Army
officials. 

State of the Army from Defense One 31 Jan 14

After fighting two major ground wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the Army is undergoing its biggest transformation since the end of World War II. 

Army opening 33,000 jobs to women from Army Times 24 Jan 14

The Army is opening more jobs to women in combat units starting this spring.These jobs are opening to women in combat units below the brigade
level, the Defense Department announced Jan. 17:

Army Presses Case for Relevance of Ground Forces from National Defense Magazine 22 Jan 14

The U.S. Army has been frequently criticized for being slow and heavy, and therefore less likely to be called upon to respond to a crisis halfway
around the world, whereas the Marine Corps or special operations forces can get there fast. 

America's Emaciated Army from Foreign Policy 16 Jan 14

The U.S. military is slated to shed 150,000 soldiers. Can it still go to war with so few? 

Establishing a Floor Under the Army’s End Strength from Small Wars Journal 15 Jan 14

How much Army is enough and too much? The essence of the argument, the size of the active Army, puts the cart before the horse.

Trouble Brewing Between US Army's Active Duty and Guard Forces from Defense News 13 Jan 14

In a sharply worded statement released Jan. 13, the president of the National Guard Association called remarks by US Army chief Gen. Ray
Odierno “disrespectful and simply not true” while complaining that “the Army chief of staff disparaged the Army National Guard last week by
telling reporters in Washington, D.C., that, essentially, the Army National Guard just isn’t good enough to be relied upon more in the future.” 

Army Restructures Warrior Transition Units from Department of Defense 10 Jan 14

The United States Army announced today a restructuring of its warrior transition units (WTUs) as the service prepares for a scheduled withdrawal
of troops from Afghanistan and a continued decline in the number of combat wounded. 

Al Qaida gains in Iraq concern U.S. Army chief from McClatchy 8 Jan 14

The Army’s top military commander expressed deep concern Tuesday over recent territorial gains in Iraq by al Qaida-backed insurgents and
declined to rule out the return of more U.S. troops to the war-torn country if overall security there worsens. 

Additional U.S. Battalion Going To South Korea from New York Times 8 Jan 14

The Pentagon announced Tuesday that 800 soldiers, about 40 Abrams battle tanks and 40 armored infantry fighting vehicles would be deployed to
South Korea next month as part of the Defense Department’s “rebalance” of forces across Asia and the Pacific. 

Female army members allegedly pressured into prostitution by officers at Ft. Hood from RT (Russia) 4 Dec 13

A number of female Army privates at Fort Hood military base in Texas were allegedly pressured to prostitute themselves to superior officers, with
the senior-most officer being the one in charge of sexual assault prevention for the unit.

Army quick-response forces stood up around the world from Army Times 4 Nov 13

Each regional Army command has created a contingency response force which can secure a U.S. Embassy or evacuate Americans. 

Soldiers Take Questions To The Army Boss On Facebook from ArmyTimes.com 25 Sep 13

Soldiers asked the Army’s top boss about the threat to their pay in the face of sequestration and a possible government shutdown during Gen. Ray
Odierno’s first virtual town hall meeting on Facebook on Tuesday. 

Military Commanders Investigated For Mishandling Army's 'Lost' Medal Of Honor Nomination from McClatchy 25 Sep 13

A Pentagon investigation into how a Medal of Honor nomination was “lost” -- possibly because of an improper effort to kill the award -- is



focused on its mishandling by members of the chain of command that included retired Army Gen. David Petraeus and other senior U.S.
commanders. 

Army Alerted About Issues With Program from USA Today 24 Sep 13

Documents reveal that leaders were told about fraud, sex harassment 

Elite Army Units To Stop Taking Anti-Malarial Drug from Associated Press 19 Sep 13

The top doctor for Green Berets and other elite Army commandos has told troops to immediately stop taking mefloquine, an anti-malaria drug
found to cause permanent brain damage in rare cases. 

Hasan Is Sentenced To Death For Fort Hood Rampage from Washington Post 29 Aug 13

Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan was sentenced to death Wednesday for killing 13 people and wounding 32 others in a 2009 shooting rampage at Fort
Hood, Tex., the worst mass murder at a military installation in U.S. history. 

Manning Says He Will Live As A Woman from Washington Post 23 Aug 13

Army Pfc. Bradley Manning said Thursday that he will live as a woman and seek hormone replacement therapy while incarcerated, confronting
the military prison system with a demand that has prompted state and federal institutions to reluctantly offer similar treatment to inmates. 

Jury Begins Work On Fort Hood Shooting from New York Times 23 Aug 13

Choosing small details to underscore the government’s larger murder case against Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan, a prosecutor on Thursday told a jury
of senior Army officers that on the day the major went on a deadly rampage in 2009, he had stuffed paper towels into the cargo pants of his
combat fatigues to muffle the metallic clanging of 16 magazines as he walked — a total of 420 rounds for his laser-sighted semiautomatic pistol. 

Manning Is Sentenced To 35 Years For Leaks from Washington Post 22 Aug 13

Civil liberties groups condemn decision: 'Sad day for all Americans' 

Fort Hood Suspect Calls No Witnesses from Wall Street Journal 22 Aug 13

Accused Fort Hood gunman Maj. Nidal Hasan declined to put on a defense Wednesday, offering a mere three words before the court-martial
ended for the day: "The defense rests." 

West Point Combat Casualties Are High In Post-9/11 Era from ArmyTimes.com 22 Aug 13

West Point graduates have accounted for a higher percentage of U.S. military combat deaths in the post-9/11 war on terrorism than in all but one
major American conflict since the academy’s founding in 1802. 

At Sentencing Hearing, Lawyers For Manning Urge Leniency from New York Times 20 Aug 13

Pfc. Bradley Manning’s defense lawyers on Monday made a last-minute personal plea to the military judge hearing his court-martial, asking her to
be lenient in sentencing and to allow Private Manning a chance to rehabilitate himself.

Judge Bars Key Evidence In Fort Hood Trial from Wall Street Journal 20 Aug 13

A military judge blocked several key pieces of evidence Monday that prosecutors said would explain the mindset of the soldier accused in the
2009 shooting rampage at Fort Hood, including his belief that he had a "jihad duty" to carry out the attack. 

Prosecutors In Fort Hood Case Will Focus On Motive from Associated Press 19 Aug 13

The prosecutors pursuing the death penalty against the Army psychiatrist accused in the 2009 Fort Hood shooting rampage will soon begin trying
to answer a difficult but key question: Why did Maj. Nidal Hasan attack his fellow soldiers in the worst mass shooting ever on a U.S. military
base? 

Hasan: 'I Was Defending My Religion' from Killeen Daily Herald 19 Aug 13

Letter outlines motive for shooting 



Report: Gifts To General Were Improper from Washington Post 8 Aug 13

U.S. commander in South Korea accepted expensive items 

Army Vice-Chief: More Personnel, Brigade Cuts Possible from Clarksville (TN) Leaf-Chronicle 2 Aug 13

Former 101st commander addresses list of hot topics during visit 

OPINION: Army Chief Of Staff: Leaner Military Will Have More Expertise from Washington Post 1 Aug 13

There is a new, smaller U.S. Army in the works whose officers and enlisted men and women will have greater regional expertise and language
skills and the ability to put together prepackaged, limited-size units for rapid overseas deployment, according to Gen. Raymond Odierno, the
Army chief of staff. 

Odierno Backs Lower Pay Raise For Troops from ArmyTimes.com 29 Jul 13

Army Chief of Staff Gen. Ray Odierno on Monday said he favors the president’s recommended 1 percent pay raise for troops over Congress’ 1.8
percent recommendation. 

WikiLeaks Trial Focuses Army Email List from Associated Press 18 Jun 13

A huge database of troop names and email addresses an Army private allegedly downloaded to a personal computer could be used by foreign
adversaries to launch cyberattacks on service members, a government witness said Monday as the trial of Pfc. Bradley Manning entered its third
week. 

Army Touts Efforts To Cut Sex Assaults from Honolulu Star-Advertiser 7 Jun 13

Prevention, more help for victims and faster response are some of the initiatives.

U.S. Sergeant Raped In Afghanistan Found Nowhere To Go from Bloomberg 24 May 13

As the only woman in her bomb-disposal unit in Afghanistan, Army Sergeant Rebekah Havrilla said she had learned to endure sexual harassment
from her team leader and contempt from the captain who commanded the unit. 

OPINION: Shrinking Budget Forces Army Into New Battlefield from Wall Street Journal 10 May 13

The apparent contradiction illustrates the Army's dilemma. As it prepares for peacetime budget cuts, the Army must shrink. But Pentagon officials
say reducing ground forces too much would leave the U.S. vulnerable to threats by such countries as North Korea or Iran. 

OPINION: Goal Of A Faster, Deadlier Army Echoes Rumsfeld's View from Wall Street Journal 10 May 13

Current calls for a leaner, quicker, more deadly U.S. Army echo proposals advocated a dozen years ago by former Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld. 

Army War College
The Unity We Have Achieved Since The Civil War Should Not Be Taken For Granted from Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 4 Jul 13

Today I represent the armed forces who are the legacy of your ancestors, you sons of Union and Confederate veterans. Our heritage stems from
those who were supremely motivated to raise this monument, for it is a monument to both sacrifice and to reconciliation. As one who has worn
the uniform of a U.S. soldier for more than three decades, I very personally comprehend both concepts -- sacrifice and reconciliation. 

AT/FP
Troops Notified Their Names Are On Islamic State Kill List from USA Today 24 Mar 15

Military units have notified their members whose names and addresses were included on a “kill list” created by alleged sympathizers of the
Islamic State group, a Pentagon official said Monday. 

Pentagon Notifying US Troops Named By Alleged IS Hackers from Associated Press 24 Mar 15

The Pentagon said Monday it is notifying 100 U.S. military members that their names and addresses were posted on the Internet by a group
calling itself the Islamic State Hacking Division. 



Attorney General
Holder, Other Top Officials Voice Concern About Potential France-Style Terror Attacks from Washington Post 12 Jan 15

Top U.S. officials warned again Sunday that deadly attacks similar to those in France could happen in the United States and raised fresh concerns
about potential vulnerabilities in the nation’s counterterrorism system. 

Baltimore Riots
Curfew Appears to Bring Calm to Baltimore After Days of Unrest from New York Times 29 Apr 15

Aided by wide support from residents, activists, pastors and local leaders, and by thousands of police and National Guard reinforcements, an
overnight curfew appeared to quell the unrest that had gripped this city earlier in the week. 

BBG
Agency Tries To Improve Its Low Employee Morale from Washington Post 19 Feb 14

When it comes to employee morale in federal agencies, the Broadcasting Board of Governors (BBG) has long lived among the dregs. 

Benghazi
Benghazi Terror Suspect Challenges U.S. Interrogation Policy, Prosecution from Washington Post 4 Aug 15

The man charged with leading the September 2012 attacks in Benghazi, Libya, that killed four Americans asked a federal judge Monday to return
him to Libya, alleging that his seizure and interrogation by American authorities for 13 days aboard a U.S. Navy vessel without a lawyer present
“outrageously” violated U.S. constitutional standards for due process. 

Clinton To Testify Before Benghazi Panel On Oct. 22 from Associated Press 30 Jul 15

The House committee investigating the 2012 attacks in Benghazi, Libya, says Hillary Rodham Clinton has agreed to appear before the panel on
Oct. 22. 

GOP: Still No Deal On Clinton Testimony To Benghazi Panel from Associated Press 29 Jul 15

Republicans on the House committee investigating the 2012 attacks in Benghazi, Libya, said Tuesday that there is no agreement with Hillary
Rodham Clinton over her possible appearance before the panel, despite the State Department’s pledge to produce 5,000 new pages of documents. 

House Benghazi panel says State Deptartment to hand over documents today from Reuters 28 Jul 15

The U.S. House of Representatives committee investigating the 2012 attacks on an American diplomatic compound in Benghazi, Libya, said the
State Department has pledged to hand over 5,000 new pages of documents related to the incident on Tuesday. 

John Kerry’s chief of staff compelled to testify on Benghazi from Washington Times 23 Jul 15

Secretary of State John Kerry’s right-hand man has been called to Congress to testify about the slow pace of information being released to the
congressional committee probing the 2012 Benghazi terrorist attack, the probe’s chairman announced Wednesday. 

Republican Investigating Benghazi Disputes Clinton Claim from Associated Press 9 Jul 15

Republicans on congressional committee investigating the deadly 2012 attacks in Benghazi, Libya, have released a March subpoena issued to
Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Rodham Clinton over her use of a private email account and server while serving as secretary of state. 

Hillary Clinton Caught In Lie: Benghazi Committee Contradicts Claim Of No Subpoena from Washington Times 9 Jul 15

The House Select Committee on Benghazi released Wednesday the March 4 subpoena for former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton’s
emails, refuting her claim in a national TV interview that she was never subpoenaed. 

Benghazi Emails Put Focus On Hillary Clinton’s Encouragement Of Adviser from New York Times 30 Jun 15

Hillary Rodham Clinton told reporters last month that the memos about Libya she received while secretary of state from Sidney Blumenthal, a
longtime adviser whom the Obama administration had barred her from hiring, had been “unsolicited.” 

New Emails Show Possible Benghazi Deception By Hillary Clinton, Obama Admin from Washington Times 23 Jun 15

Congressional Republicans released nearly 200 pages of emails involving former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, saying Monday they



raised questions about whether the Obama administration and the Democratic presidential candidate herself were truthful when they said they
turned over all of her email communications on Benghazi. 

House Benghazi Committee Examines The Origins Of Emails To Clinton from New York Times 17 Jun 15

Hillary Rodham Clinton’s longtime adviser Sidney Blumenthal testified before a congressional committee on Tuesday that dozens of memos he
sent her when she was secretary of state were written by a longtime high-ranking C.I.A. official. 

A Closer Look At Hillary Clinton’s Emails On Benghazi from New York Times 22 May 15

Hillary Rodham Clinton last year provided the State Department with 55,000 pages of emails that she said were related to her work as secretary of
state, all from the personal account she exclusively used while leading the department. 

Benghazi Panel Subpoenas Former Clinton Aide Sidney Blumenthal from Washington Times 22 May 15

The House’s investigation of Benghazi sent the U.S. Marshals Service to serve a subpoena on Sidney Blumenthal, a top Clinton aide whose ties to
former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton have raised tricky questions for the Democratic presidential hopeful. 

Benghazi Panel Subpoenas Former Clinton Aide Sidney Blumenthal from Washington Times 21 May 15

The House’s investigation of Benghazi sent the U.S. Marshals Service to serve a subpoena on Sidney Blumenthal, a top Clinton aide whose ties to
former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton have raised tricky questions for the Democratic presidential hopeful. 

AP Perpetuates Tale That Benghazi Attack Caused By Anti-Islam Film from Washington Times 20 May 15

In a report about a Supreme Court ruling, the Associated Press on Monday continued with the ruse that an anti-Muslim film posted on YouTube
caused violence in the Middle East, culminating in the murder of a U.S. ambassador on Sept. 11, 2012. 

New Report Claims Al-Qaeda-Benghazi Link Known Day After Attack from USA Today 19 May 15

One day after the deadly Sept. 11, 2012, attack on the U.S. compound in Benghazi, Libya, the Defense Intelligence Agency concluded the assault
had been planned 10 days earlier by an al-Qaeda affiliate, according to documents released Monday by conservative watchdog group Judicial
Watch. 

Benghazi Panel Wants Documents Before Hillary Clinton Testifies from New York Times 15 May 15

The chairman of the House committee investigating the 2012 attacks in Benghazi, Libya, said on Thursday that he would not call Hillary Rodham
Clinton to testify until the State Department turned over a trove of documents about the episode. 

Attorney Tells Benghazi Committee Hillary Clinton Is Ready To Testify, But Only Once from Washington Post 5 May 15

Hillary Rodham Clinton is prepared to testify, again, about the Benghazi attacks and her use of a personal e-mail account while serving as
secretary of state, as early as May 18, but will appear only once. 

Benghazi Committee Gets 4,000 Pages Of Documents And Notes From State from Washington Times 1 May 15

The chairman of the House Select Committee on Benghazi announced Thursday that the panel has received more than 4,000 pages of documents
and notes from the State Department’s Accountability Review Board (ARB) that examined the Sept. 11, 2012 terrorist attack on a U.S. compound
in Libya. 

GOP’s Latest Benghazi-related Inquiry Could Benefit Hillary Clinton from Los Angeles Times 27 Apr 15

As Congress pursues its latest investigation of Hillary Rodham Clinton’s missing emails and the role they may have played in the security lapses
in the terrorist attack in Benghazi, Libya, not every Republican is delighted by the prospect of dragging her to Capitol Hill for a skewering. Some
see danger.

GOP Spokesman: Benghazi Report May Slip Into 2016 from Associated Press 23 Apr 15

A Republican-led committee investigating the 2012 attacks on Americans in Benghazi, Libya, and former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham
Clinton’s role, is signaling that its final report could slip to just months before the presidential election if the Obama administration delays
producing documents and witnesses. 



Benghazi Probe Dogs Clinton Presidential Bid from USA Today 17 Apr 15

The 2012 attack in Benghazi, Libya, that killed four Americans weeks before President Obama’s re-election threatens to dog Hillary Clinton as
she wages her own presidential campaign. 

New Clinton Email Revelation Spurs Renewed Call From Benghazi Committee from McClatchy 16 Apr 15

The chairman of the House Benghazi Committee renewed his call Wednesday for Hillary Clinton to be interviewed by his panel amid revelations
that she didn’t respond to a different congressional inquiry two years ago about whether she used a private email account while serving as
secretary of state. 

Libya Says ‘New Elements’ In Killing Of US Ambassador from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 15

Libya’s internationally recognised parliament said Tuesday it has uncovered “new elements” behind the 2012 assassination of the US ambassador
when the American consulate was stormed in eastern city Benghazi. 

In Clinton Emails On Benghazi, A Rare Glimpse At Her Concerns from New York Times 24 Mar 15

It was a grueling hearing. A month after the September 2012 attack on the United States diplomatic compound in Benghazi, Libya, House
Republicans grilled a top State Department official about security lapses at the outpost. 

Gowdy Says He Doesn’t Want Benghazi Committee’s Probe To Stretch Into 2016 from Bloomberg Politics 16 Mar 15

Representative Trey Gowdy said Sunday he doesn’t want the House Select Committee on Benghazi’s work—which has now expanded to include
a look at Hillary Clinton’s e-mail practices—to become a focus of the presidential contest. 

Rep. Trey Gowdy Retreats From Benghazi Event from Washington Post 10 Mar 15

In May, just after he was picked to lead the House select committee on Benghazi, Rep. Trey Gowdy pledged not to raise money off the 2012
attacks in Libya, which killed the U.S. ambassador and three other Americans. 

Rules For Benghazi Panel Fuel Democrats’ Suspicion Of Political Motive from Washington Post 6 Feb 15

A congressional investigation of the 2012 attacks on U.S. facilities in Benghazi, Libya, is operating outside rules that require other House
committees to disclose publicly how much money they spend and the issues they intend to pursue, according to Democrats on the panel. 

State Department Tells Benghazi Committee Chairman: Witnesses Are Ready To Talk from Washington Post 29 Jan 15

Democrats charge that Rep. Trey Gowdy (R-S.C.), tasked by GOP leadership to lead the eighth investigation of the 2012 Benghazi attacks, has
been dragging his feet for nearly eight months on getting it going, raising questions about the purpose of the investigation. 

US Lawmaker Vows To ‘Ratchet Up’ Benghazi Investigation from Associated Press 28 Jan 15

The Republican chairman of a special U.S. House of Representatives committee investigating the deadly 2012 attacks in Benghazi, Libya,
promised Tuesday to “ratchet up” an inquiry he said is being hobbled by resistance from the Obama administration. 

Judge Extends Review Of Classified Documents In Benghazi Attack Case To April from Washington Post 15 Jan 15

Federal prosecutors said Wednesday that they need more time to review tens of thousands of pages of documents, many of them classified, before
turning over information to the defense team for Ahmed Abu Khattala, the suspected ringleader of the September 2012 attacks against U.S.
outposts in Benghazi, Libya. 

Benghazi Committee Meets With State, DOJ Behind Closed Doors from Washington Times 15 Jan 15

Members of the House Select Committee tasked with investigating the 2012 terrorist attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya, has met
recently behind closed doors with the State and Justice departments but still plans to hold public hearings, the committee’s chairman said
Wednesday. 

Benghazi Report ‘Full Of Inaccuracies,’ Say CIA Contractors from Washington Times 5 Dec 14

The House Intelligence Committee’s report on the Sept. 11, 2012 terrorist attacks in Benghazi, Libya is being challenged by two CIA contractors



who were there when they happened. 

GOP Senator Calls House Panel’s Benghazi Report A ‘Bunch Of Garbage’ from Los Angeles Times 24 Nov 14

A top Republican on Sunday dismissed as “full of crap” a report by the GOP-led House Intelligence Committee that largely absolves the Obama
administration for its handling of the deadly 2012 attack on the U.S. consulate in Benghazi, Libya. 

Benghazi: CIA Detected No ‘credible Threat’ Before Terror Attacks from Washington Times 24 Nov 14

The CIA’s main reason for setting up shop in Benghazi was to uncover the plans of al Qaeda-linked extremists, yet its officers there detected no
sign that terrorists were set to launch the deadly Sept. 11, 2012, attacks on the U.S. diplomatic mission and the agency’s own compound, a new
House Intelligence Committee report shows. 

Militant Pleads Not Guilty In Benghazi Attacks from Associated Press 21 Oct 14

A Libyan militant on Monday pleaded not guilty to charges arising from the 2012 Benghazi attacks that killed four Americans, including U.S.
Ambassador Chris Stevens. 

New Benghazi Indictment Confirms 2012 Attack Was Terrorist Plot from Washington Times 15 Oct 14

Federal prosecutors won a new 18-count indictment against accused Benghazi attacker Ahmed Abu Khatalla on Tuesday, charging him with
leading the assault that killed the U.S. ambassador to Libya and making him eligible for the death penalty. 

In Debut, Benghazi Panel Leaves Sparring To Others from New York Times 18 Sep 14

The special House committee on Benghazi seemed determined to prove on Wednesday that it would not be the bickering, partisan panel that many
expected. But the outside political class did not get the memo. 

Clinton Aides Scrubbed Benghazi Files Before Review, Former Official Says from Washington Times 16 Sep 14

A former State Department official is claiming confidants of Hillary Rodham Clinton scrubbed files on the 2012 Benghazi attack before turning
them over to the accountability review board, according to multiple news sources. 

Benghazi Select Committee To Hold Open Hearing Next Week from Washington Times 11 Sep 14

Family members and advocates for victims of the Benghazi attacks urged lawmakers on Wednesday to press for answers as the House select
committee on Benghazi prepped for its first public hearing next week. 

New Book Says C.I.A. Official in Benghazi Held Up Rescue from New York Times 4 Sep 14

Five commandos guarding the C.I.A. base in Benghazi, Libya, in September 2012 say that the C.I.A. station chief stopped them from interceding
in time to save the lives of Ambassador J. Christopher Stevens and an American technician during the attack on the diplomatic mission there. 

Prosecutor Expects To File New Charges Against Suspect In Benghazi Attacks from Washington Post 9 Jul 14

Federal prosecutors said Tuesday that they expect to file new charges against a suspected ringleader of the 2012 deadly attacks in Benghazi,
Libya. 

Well-Connected Rookie Judge To Preside Over Khattala Benghazi Trial from Washington Post 8 Jul 14

Just three months into his tenure on the federal bench, and before his formal investiture ceremony later this week, newly minted U.S. District
Judge Christopher “Casey” Cooper has been handed one of the most high-profile and politically sensitive American terrorism cases in recent
years. 

House GOP Wants To Spend $3.3M On Benghazi Probe from Associated Press 8 Jul 14

House Republicans have called for spending up to $3.3 million this year on the special select committee tasked with investigating the deadly 2012
attacks in Benghazi, Libya. 

Benghazi Suspect Organized Attack Out Of Ideological Fervor, Prosecutors Say from Washington Post 2 Jul 14

Ahmed Abu Khattala, one of the suspected ringleaders of the 2012 attacks in Benghazi, Libya, voiced opposition to the presence of a U.S. facility



there in the days before the assault and organized the attack out of a sense of ideological fervor, according to government prosecutors. 

Benghazi Suspect Said To Corroborate Details Of Attacks from New York Times 2 Jul 14

The militia leader who has been charged in connection with the 2012 killing of the United States ambassador in Benghazi, Libya, has provided
American interrogators with “voluntary statements” that corroborate “key facts” about the attacks, the Justice Department said in a court
document filed Tuesday night. 

Questions Raised Over Trial for Ahmed Abu Khattala in Benghazi Case from New York Times 25 Jun 14

For the past five days or so, the Libyan suspected of being the ringleader in the 2012 attacks that killed four Americans in Benghazi, Libya, has
been steaming to the United States from the Mediterranean Sea aboard a hulking Navy ship. 

Trial Secondary As U.S. Questions A Libyan Suspect from New York Times 20 Jun 14

The Libyan suspected of playing a key role in the deadly attack on the United States Mission in Benghazi is talking freely with American
interrogators aboard a Navy ship in the Mediterranean Sea, according to senior American officials. 

U.S. Captures Benghazi Suspect In Secret Raid from Washington Post 18 Jun 14

U.S. Special Operations forces captured one of the suspected ringleaders of the terrorist attacks in Benghazi in a secret raid in Libya over the
weekend, the first time one of the accused perpetrators of the 2012 assaults has been apprehended, according to U.S. officials. 

U.S. Defends Prosecuting Benghazi Suspect In Civilian Rather Than Military Court from New York Times 18 Jun 14

Conservative lawmakers on Tuesday sharply criticized the Obama administration’s decision to prosecute the suspected leader of the 2012 attack in
Benghazi, Libya, in the civilian criminal justice system, arguing that he should be questioned and tried by the military. 

Sen. Marco Rubio: Benghazi suspect should be interrogated at Guantanamo from Washington Times 18 Jun 14

Responding to the news that a suspect in the Benghazi attacks had been captured, Sen. Marco Rubio called on the Obama administration to
transfer him the Guantanamo Bay prison for interrogation. 

Benghazi attacks suspect is questioned about other possible plots from Los Angeles Times 17 Jun 14

Special operations forces grabbed the suspected ringleader of the 2012 attacks in Libya that killed an American ambassador and spirited him to a
U.S. warship where he faced questioning Tuesday about other possible plots against U.S. targets.. 

OPINION: Heritage’s Ugly Benghazi Panel from Washington Post 17 Jun 14

Representatives of prominent conservative groups converged on the Heritage Foundation on Monday afternoon for the umpteenth in a series of
gatherings to draw attention to the Benghazi controversy. 

U.S. Captures Top Suspect in Benghazi Siege, Pentagon Says from New York Times 17 Jun 14

American commandos operating under the cover of night seized the man suspected of leading the deadly attack on the United States Mission in
Benghazi, Libya, the government announced on Tuesday, ending a manhunt that had dragged on for nearly two years and inflamed domestic and
international politics. 

On Eve Of Book Tour, Hillary Clinton Rejects Blame For Benghazi And Vows To Fight Back from Washington Post 10 Jun 14

On the eve of a cross-country book tour seen as her opening gambit in the 2016 presidential campaign, Hillary Rodham Clinton rejected personal
blame for the terrorist attacks in Benghazi, Libya, and resolved to fight back against Republican criticism of her handling of the assaults, which
killed four Americans. 

Democrats On Benghazi Panel See Role As Defensive from Associated Press 2 Jun 14

The five Democrats on the House Select Committee on Benghazi are being counted on to defend the Obama administration’s record as
November’s elections creep closer. All five voted against the special investigation and most have described it as a political stunt and waste of
time. 



House Leaders Nix Bill That Would Give Obama Power To Kill Benghazi Terrorists from Washington Times 27 May 14

The House Republican leadership has abolished an amendment that would have given President Obama the authority to kill the terrorists
responsible for the Sept. 11, 2012, attack on the U.S. diplomatic mission and CIA annex in Benghazi, Libya, according to a legislative aide. 

House Dems to participate in Benghazi probe from Associated Press 22 May 14

House Democrats will participate in the special, Republican-led select committee investigating the deadly 2012 attack in Benghazi, Libya, despite
serious concerns within the party that the inquiry is an election-year ploy to energize core GOP voters. 

Pelosi Names Five Democratic Members To Benghazi Panel from Washington Times 22 May 14

Despite not getting the Republican concessions she was seeking, House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi appointed a full slate of Democrats to the
House’s new Benghazi investigative committee, giving the effort a bipartisan boost. 

GOP Benghazi Team Brings Long List Of Accusations from Associated Press 19 May 14

Republicans hoping to ride their Benghazi investigation to a November election sweep have entrusted a seven-member team with “getting to the
truth,” in the words of House Speaker John Boehner, about whether the Obama administration misled Americans about the deadly attack in Libya.

Democrats Quiet On Participation In Benghazi Investigation from Washington Times 19 May 14

More than a week after the announcement of a House select committee to investigate the terrorist attack in Benghazi, Democrats — who have
dismissed the panel as a partisan political witch hunt — have yet to formally say the extent to which they plan to participate in the probe. 

Pelosi On Benghazi Panel: “We Want To Show...How Unfair This Process Is” from McClatchy 15 May 14

House Democrats are divided on how to proceed with the special Benghazi committee created last week--and Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi is
still mulling what to do. 

Susan Rice Predicts Benghazi Panel Will Come Up Empty from Washington Times 15 May 14

White House National Security Advisor Susan E. Rice predicted Wednesday that the House’s new investigation into the 2012 Benghazi terrorist
attack won’t uncover any new information, saying the ground has already been thoroughly explored. 

Kerry to testify on alternative date on Benghazi from Associated Press 13 May 14

The State Department and a House panel are working on an alternative date for Secretary of State John Kerry to testify about information related
to the deadly attack in Benghazi, Libya, ending the immediate threat of a subpoena for a member of President Barack Obama's Cabinet. 

Democrats Look Dubiously At Joining Benghazi Panel from New York Times 12 May 14

House Democrats on Sunday made it clear that they do not expect fair proceedings from the Republican-led panel newly tasked with investigating
the 2012 attack in Benghazi, Libya, but offered no definitive answer on whether they would appoint any of their own members to participate. 

Congress showed little interest in Libya -- until Benghazi from McClatchy 8 May 14

It may be hard to believe now, but there was a time _ 16 months ago to be exact _ when Congress showed very little interest in Libya. 

Watchdog: White House Hiding More Benghazi Documents from USA Today 8 May 14

The Obama administration continues to withhold documents that could shed light on how U.S. officials produced its false narrative that the attack
on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi arose from a non-existent protest over a video, according to a conservative watchdog group. 

US Should Have Reacted More Aggressively To Benghazi Attack, Ex-General Testifies from Washington Post 2 May 14

A retired Air Force general said Thursday the military should have reacted more aggressively to the September 2012 attack in Benghazi, Libya,
bolstering Republicans’ efforts to portray the administration’s response to the assault as feckless. 

General’s Opinion On Benghazi Draws A Rebuke from Associated Press 2 May 14

A retired U.S. general came under sharp criticism from a Republican committee chairman on Thursday after testifying that the Obama
administration reacted weakly to the deadly 2012 attack on the U.S. mission in Benghazi, Libya. 



Release Of White House Email Stirs Up A New Controversy Over Benghazi from Los Angeles Times 2 May 14

A newly released email has again put President Obama and his senior aides on the defensive for their response to the 2012 attack that killed four
Americans at the U.S. diplomatic mission in Benghazi, Libya. 

Nancy Pelosi On Benghazi: ‘Why Aren’t We Talking About Something Else?’ from Washington Times 2 May 14

House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi on Thursday dismissed newly unveiled communications suggesting the White House helped shape the
public message that blamed a video for the Sept. 11, 2012, terrorist attack in Benghazi, Libya. 

Dems Seek End To Benghazi Probe; GOP Presses Ahead from Associated Press 10 Apr 14

House Democrats on Wednesday demanded an end to a Republican-led investigation into the deadly attack on the U.S. diplomatic mission in
Benghazi, Libya, calling the probe a partisan “witch hunt.” Republicans rejected those calls and pledged to press ahead. 

House Panel Gets Benghazi Hearing, But Few Answers from Associated Press 3 Apr 14

The CIA’s former deputy director said Wednesday he deleted references to terrorism warnings from widely disputed talking points on the deadly
2012 Benghazi attack to avoid the spy agency’s gloating at the expense of the State Department. 

Ex-CIA deputy defends role in Benghazi talking points from USA Today 3 Apr 14

The CIA's former deputy director told the House Intelligence Committee on Wednesday that politics played no role in his decision to believe CIA
analysts in Washington rather than his station chief in Benghazi, Libya, about whether a fictitious protest preceded an attack that killed four
Americans. 

Former CIA Official: No Politics In Benghazi Memo from Associated Press 3 Apr 14

The CIA’s former deputy director said Wednesday he deleted references to terrorism warnings from widely disputed talking points on the deadly
2012 Benghazi attack to avoid the spy agency’s gloating at the expense of the State Department. 

Officials Should Slow Military Cuts, Learn From Benghazi from Washington Times 12 Feb 14

House Armed Services Committee Chairman Howard P. “Buck” McKeon said Tuesday that Congress should slow cuts to the military to ensure
the country is ready for the next war. 

Republicans Investigating Benghazi Blame White House, State Dept. For Failures from Washington Post 12 Feb 14

Republicans on the House Armed Services Committee largely exonerated the U.S. military from responsibility for failures associated with the
Sept. 11, 2012, terrorist attack in Benghazi, Libya, instead blaming the White House and the State Department for ignoring heightened threats in
the area. 

Armed Services Committee slams White House on Benghazi from USA Today 12 Feb 14

The White House failed to order the military to prepare for possible violence in Benghazi, Libya, despite a deteriorating security situation before a
terrorist attack that killed four Americans on Sept. 11, 2012, according to a report issued Tuesday by Republicans on the House Armed Services
Committee. 

7 Seconds: Lawmaker’s Benghazi Question Stumps Top US Officials from ABC News Radio 6 Feb 14

The nation’s top intelligence officials have answered the question countless times over the past year and a half, but they seemed stumped during a
House hearing Tuesday when a Florida congressman asked them one more time: “Can anybody at the table tell us when somebody will be held
responsible for the murders in Benghazi?” 

U.S. official: Terror designation of Libyan group won’t blame ex-Guantanamo detainee for Benghazi from McClatchy 9 Jan 14

The State Department on Friday will slap a terrorist designation on a militant Islamist group it believes played a role in the deadly 2012 attack on
the U.S. mission in Benghazi, Libya, but the move will stop short of naming any individual as responsible for planning or leading the assault. 

U.S. Military Commandos Made It To Benghazi from Washington Times 31 Oct 13



Masked from public view, two of the U.S. military’s elite special operations commandos have been awarded medals for bravery for a mission that
further undercuts the Obama administration’s original story about the Benghazi tragedy. 

Bergdahl
OPINION: The Deportation of Veterans, the Creation of A New Class Of “Disposable U.S. Soldiers” from Global Research 24 Jun 14

The ongoing attack on Bowe Bergdahl, the captive U.S. Army sergeant exchanged on May 31 for five Afghan prisoners held at the Guantanamo
Bay Naval Base, demonstrates the lengths many in the United States are willing to go to persecute those perceived to have undermined U.S. war
efforts.

Soldier: Bowe Bergdahl lodged false war crime allegations against his unit from Washington Post 18 Jun 14

An Army veteran who served alongside Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl in Afghanistan said Wednesday that the long-captive soldier was deeply frustrated
with the mission and had lodged false allegations that their unit had carried out atrocities. 

Army general will lead new investigation of Bowe Bergdahl disappearance from Washington Post 17 Jun 14

A two-star Army general will lead a new investigation into the disappearance and capture of Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, who was recovered last month
by the United States in Afghanistan after being held captive for nearly five years. 

Army launches Bergdahl probe from McClatchy 16 Jun 14

The Army on Monday started its investigation into the mysterious June 2009 disappearance of Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl in Afghanistan and his capture
by the Taliban shortly afterward. 

U.S. military appoints general to probe Bergdahl disappearance from Reuters 16 Jun 14

The U.S. military has appointed a two-star general to investigate the circumstances under which Bowe Bergdahl, the U.S. soldier recently freed
after five years in Taliban captivity, disappeared in eastern Afghanistan in 2009, a U.S. official said on Sunday. 

Bergdahl Departs Germany For Treatment In Texas from New York Times 13 Jun 14

Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, the American prisoner of war freed on May 31 in exchange for five senior members of the Taliban, left Ramstein Air Base in
Germany on Thursday afternoon and will arrive in the United States early Friday to begin treatment at a Texas military medical facility, the
Pentagon said. 

Hagel Defends Trade For US Soldier from Associated Press 12 Jun 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel delivered an aggressive defense of the secret prisoner exchange of five Taliban detainees for a U.S. soldier, telling
Congress that the risks were too great and the situation too uncertain for the administration to tell lawmakers about the plan. 

Hagel Defends Bergdahl Trade As Part Of “Dirty Business” Of War from New York Times 12 Jun 14

A defiant Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Wednesday defended the prisoner exchange that brought the release of Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl after
years of captivity with the Taliban, telling skeptical lawmakers that the operation had needed to be kept secret from Congress to ensure that the
soldier was not killed by his captors in the days leading up to the swap.

OPINION: Donna Brazile: Hold views till real story of Sgt. Bergdahl breaks from Gannett Media 12 Jun 14

We are witnessing a media firestorm over the trade of five Taliban POWs for Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl the likes of which are rarely seen. It scares me a
little because it is fed by misinformation, misplaced anger and passion. 

Boehner: Obama Trusted Us With Bin Laden But Not Bergdahl from Washington Times 11 Jun 14

House Speaker John A. Boehner said Tuesday he rejected the White House’s latest explanation for keeping Congress in the dark about the swap
for Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, saying that top leaders in Congress were able to be briefed ahead of the Osama bin Laden strike and should have been
consulted this time. 

Positions Harden On Bergdahl Swap from McClatchy 11 Jun 14

The White House has dispatched senior officials to brief lawmakers in closed sessions at least three times in the 11 days since Army Sgt. Bowe



Bergdahl was released from Taliban captivity, but President Barack Obama’s efforts to assuage members of Congress – even fellow Democrats –
seem to have changed few minds. 

Hagel Testifies Wednesday On Taliban Prisoner Swap from Associated Press 11 Jun 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel will face angry lawmakers as he becomes the first Obama administration official to testify publicly about the
controversial prisoner swap with the Taliban. 

White House shifts reason for failing to notify Congress in Bergdahl trade from Washington Times 11 Jun 14

The Obama administration again shifted its explanation Tuesday for failing to notify Congress about the deal to gain the release of Army Sgt.
Bowe Bergdahl, saying it couldn’t divulge “operational details” of the secret military mission without risking the lives of U.S. soldiers who
conducted the exchange. 

Senator: Bergdahl Swap Only Finalized The Day Before from Associated Press 11 Jun 14

The Obama administration only finalized the exchange of the last remaining U.S. prisoner of war in Afghanistan for five Taliban detainees at
Guantanamo a day before the swap, a top Democratic lawmaker said Tuesday. He said American officials didn't learn the pickup location for Sgt.
Bowe Bergdahl until an hour ahead of time. 

USA TODAY poll: Obama mishandled Bergdahl exchange from USA Today 10 Jun 14

Public opposition to the exchange of five Taliban prisoners for captive Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl has less to do with Bergdahl himself and more
with how President Obama handled the transfer, according to a new USA TODAY/Pew Research Center poll. 

OPINION: From Zamperini To Bergdahl, The Changing Faces Of War from Washington Post 10 Jun 14

I am into my summer routine, which means I drive to a weekend house, and as I do so, I listen to a book on tape. For the moment, it’s Laura
Hillenbrand’s riveting “Unbroken,” the story of Louis Zamperini’s ordeal during World War II. 

Critics Of P.O.W. Swap Question The Absence Of A Wider Agreement from New York Times 9 Jun 14

When the heads of the two major intelligence committees criticized the Obama administration on Sunday for swapping Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl for
five members of the Taliban, they homed in on one part of the deal that the White House has struggled for a week, unsuccessfully, to explain.

Bowe Bergdahl Said He Was Tortured, Kept In A Cage By Taliban, US Officials Say from Washington Post 9 Jun 14

Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl has told his doctors and debriefers that he was repeatedly tortured by his Taliban captors and was kept in a cage for extended
periods after twice trying to escape, according to U.S. officials familiar with initial reports on Bergdahl’s condition. 

OPINION: What matters most is bringing the GI home from Chicago Tribune 8 Jun 14

Those who object to President Barack Obama's recent prisoner exchange raise a bracing question: How many Taliban terrorists is one freed U.S.
soldier worth? 

Threat to Bergdahl’s life drove the Taliban swap, administration says from McClatchy 6 Jun 14

Obama administration officials told lawmakers that Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl’s life could have been in danger if details about a covert operation to
swap him for five Taliban detainees had been divulged, a senior administration official said Thursday. 

Obama Has ‘No Apologies’ for Exchange to Free Bergdahl from Bloomberg 5 Jun 14

President Barack Obama said he makes “no apologies” for the Taliban prisoner exchange that freed Army Sergeant Bowe Bergdahl in
Afghanistan. Responding to questions at a news conference in Brussels, Obama dismissed the uproar in the U.S. over his decision to trade five
Taliban prisoners without notifying Congress in advance. 

Congress Twice Rejected Release Of Taliban From Gitmo In Trade For Bergdahl from Washington Times 5 Jun 14

President Obama’s aides met with unanimous opposition from Congress when they first raised the possibility of releasing five Taliban guerrillas
from Guantanamo Bay in 2011 and 2012, and administration officials publicly and repeatedly vowed to return to Capitol Hill before making any
final moves. 



OPINON: The Rush to Demonize Sgt. Bergdahl from New York Times 5 Jun 14

Four months ago, Senator John McCain said he would support the exchange of five hard-core Taliban leaders for the release of Sgt. Bowe
Bergdahl. “I would support,” he told CNN. “Obviously I’d have to know the details, but I would support ways of bringing him home and if
exchange was one of them I think that would be something I think we should seriously consider.” 

Sources outline conditions on Taliban leaders’ release in exchange for Bergdahl from Washington Post 5 Jun 14

The five senior Taliban leaders released to Qatar after years of detention at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, are subject to strict bans on militant
incitement or fundraising that might pose a danger to the United States, according to people familiar with the negotiations that freed American
prisoner of war Bowe Bergdahl. 

Bergdahl Is Said to Have History of Leaving Post from New York Times 5 Jun 14

A classified military report detailing the Army’s investigation into the disappearance of Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl in June 2009 says that he had
wandered away from assigned areas before — both at a training range in California and at his remote outpost in Afghanistan — and then returned,
according to people briefed on it.

Inside The Obama Administration’s Debate Over Freeing Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl from Washington Post 4 Jun 14

Within months of Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl’s capture in Afghanistan, the Obama administration began considering plans for a rescue. 

Obama defends swap of Taliban detainees for Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl from Los Angeles Times 4 Jun 14

President Obama defended his administration’s decision to trade Taliban detainees for the release of Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl on Tuesday,
saying there wasn’t time to consult with Congress as he followed the “pretty sacred rule” that Americans don’t leave men and women in uniform
behind on the field of battle. 

Obama Defends Swap Of Taliban For American P.O.W. from New York Times 4 Jun 14

President Obama defended on Tuesday the prisoner swap that freed an American soldier in Afghanistan and vowed to keep watch over the five
Taliban figures released from the American prison camp in Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, in exchange. 

Gen. Dempsey: Army may still pursue desertion charge for Bowe Bergdahl from Los Angeles Times 4 Jun 14

The Army may consider pursuing an investigation of possible charges of desertion or other violations by Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, who was freed
Saturday after nearly five years in Taliban custody, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff said Tuesday.. 

Military Brass Try To Damp Down Furor Over Guantánamo Release from Miami Herald 4 Jun 14

The nation’s top military leaders scrambled Tuesday to temper the clamor over the deal that traded five Taliban members for captive Army Sgt.
Bowe Bergdahl, amid some soldiers’ claims that he deserted in 2009 before his abduction by Taliban insurgents. 

Backlash cancels Hailey's celebration of Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl's return from Idaho Statesman 4 Jun 14

The “Bowe is Back” celebration was shaping up to be a showdown, with protesters bombarding Hailey with angry phone calls and threatening to
flood the tiny Central Idaho town during the annual June event, previously called “Bring Bowe Back.” 

Bergdahl-for-Taliban swap: why Pentagon officials think it's not a bad deal from Christian Science Monitor 4 Jun 14

The Bergdahl-for-Taliban swap is under fire from Republican lawmakers and commentators. But Taliban leaders' release does not pose that great a
threat to US troops, Pentagon officials say. 

Mentally, G.I. Has Long Path Back To Idaho from New York Times 2 Jun 14

For Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, the road home to Idaho began with a brief helicopter ride from the rugged frontier of eastern Afghanistan to Bagram Air
Base, north of Kabul. His return to anything close to a normal life will take much longer. 

Mixed Reaction To Bergdahl’s Recovery By Service Members Who Consider Him A Deserter from Washington Post 2 Jun 14

Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl’s recovery after five years in captivity has rekindled anger among some of his military peers over how he came to fall



into enemy hands and the price the United States has paid to get him back. 

Beyond the Horizon
A new humanitarian mission changes the U.S. military policy in Latin America from La Opinion 2 May 14

In spite of the tragic death of Specialist Hernaldo Beltran Jr., 24, in Guatemala during the operation“Beyond the Horizon” this mission constitutes
an important shift… 

Blackwater
Ex-Blackwater Guards Sentenced To Long Prison Terms In 2007 Killings Of Iraqi Civilians from New York Times 14 Apr 15

One by one, four former Blackwater security contractors wearing blue jumpsuits and leg irons stood before a federal judge on Monday and spoke
publicly for the first time since a deadly 2007 shooting in Iraq. 

Four Blackwater Guards Found Guilty In 2007 Iraq Shootings Of 31 Unarmed Civilians from Washington Post 23 Oct 14

Seven years after American security contractors killed 14 unarmed Iraqis by firing machine guns and grenades into a Baghdad traffic circle, a jury
in Washington on Wednesday convicted four Blackwater Worldwide guards of murder and manslaughter charges in the incident, one of the most
ignominious chapters of the Iraq war. 

4 Ex-Blackwater Guards Guilty Of Deadly Iraq Shooting from USA Today 23 Oct 14

A federal jury Wednesday convicted four former Blackwater guards of a 2007 shooting that killed 14 unarmed Iraqi civilians and wounded 17
others as a U.S. diplomatic convoy drove through Baghdad. 

Border Security
Texas OKs Extra $86M For Border Security Surge from Associated Press 2 Dec 14

A panel of state lawmakers on Monday unanimously authorized spending another $86 million on the state’s law enforcement surge at the Mexico
border, a move that will allow National Guard units to be gradually replaced by state troopers and surveillance technology. 

Texas governor criticizes Mexico border "failure" from Associated Press 17 Sep 14

In a sharp criticism of Mexico's "failure" on immigration and crime policies, Texas Gov. Rick Perry has invited President Enrique Pena Nieto to
visit his state and observe law enforcement efforts on the U.S. side of the border. 

Border Funding Bill Loses Steam In Congress from USA Today 5 Sep 14

The White House request in July for $3.7 billion in emergency spending to deal with a surge of undocumented minors has fallen to the wayside
and may not get a vote at all as lawmakers return to Capitol Hill for a three-week legislative sprint before Election Day. 

Americans Increasingly Want Border Secured from USA Today 4 Sep 14

Americans have become more focused on securing the border and less interested in providing legal standing to undocumented immigrants living
in the USA, according to a poll released Wednesday. 

Americans In Poll Increasingly Want Tough Border Control from Bloomberg News 4 Sep 14

Americans increasingly want tighter border security and tougher immigration enforcement, bolstering the Republican position as President Barack
Obama considers executive action on the issue. 

House And Senate Poised To Offer Competing Border Security Plans from Washington Post 23 Jul 14

The Senate and House are poised to act on separate emergency border security plans, likely setting up a protracted debate in Washington as the
Obama administration warns that it is running out of money to address the child-migrant crisis at the southern border. 

Border Security’s Turn Toward the High-Tech from New York Times 21 Mar 14

Among the federal officials who gathered here this week for a conclave on border security, there was little talk of building a fence along the
2,000-mile Mexican border. 



Americans Give Border Security, Dealing With Illegal Immigrants In U.S. Equal Weight, Poll Shows from Washington Times 18 Feb 14

Americans now assign equal weight to border security and a plan to deal with illegal immigrants who are in the United States, the top two aspects
of immigration reform up for debate on Capitol Hill, a new poll says. 

Bronze Star
FEATURE: Vet Receives Bronze Star for Declassified Mission from Marine Corps News 12 Sep 13

Not many people can say they served in three branches of the military, were involved in a war and two conflicts, provided care for a U.S. hostage
for nine months in a foreign country and gave vital information that led to an Army “Delta Force” extraction. 

Budget
GOP Unveils Budget Plans In Face Of Obama Opposition from Associated Press 30 Apr 15

Republicans controlling Congress Wednesday unveiled a budget plan for the upcoming year and beyond, setting up a confrontation with President
Barack Obama over his signature health care law and his vow to boost spending on domestic programs like transportation and education. 

White House Slams GOP Defense Budget from Associated Press 29 Apr 15

The White House is vigorously pushing back against provisions in a proposed $604 billion Republican defense budget plan that contradict
President Barack Obama’s national security priorities on issues ranging from the detention facility at Guantanamo Bay to changes in weapons
systems. 

Obama's budget would allow pot sales in District of Columbia from Reuters 2 Feb 15

U.S. President Barack Obama's $4 trillion budget would allow legal sales of marijuana in the District of Columbia by adding one word - "federal"
- to spending language Congress approved last year. 

White House threatens veto of defense bill from Associated Press 20 May 14

The White House is threatening a veto of the House version of a $601 billion defense bill over election-year moves to spare weapons systems and
popular programs in the face of limited budgets. 

White House Pushes Budget Hike from Defense News 9 Feb 14

Boost Would Start in FY16 

White House fiscal 2015 budget coming March 4 from Federal Times 24 Jan 14

The Obama administration will release its fiscal 2015 budget request on March 4, about a month past its legally required due date, the Office of
Management and Budget announced Thursday. 

White House Gives Pentagon Budget Guidance With Increase from Bloomberg 24 Jan 14

The White House this week gave the Defense Department budget guidance through 2019 that calls for more money after 2015 than congressional
budget caps allow, according to U.S. officials. 

White House Prepares For Budget Showdown from Washington Post 26 Jul 13

GOP's call for more cuts could result in government shutdown

Business Ethics
Survey Shows Low Ethics In The Finance Industry from Agence France-Presse 22 May 15

Nearly half of finance industry workers suspect competitors of cheating, while over a third in the highest pay bracket have witnessed wrongdoing
first hand, according to a survey seen Thursday. Key findings include that 23 percent believe their colleagues have engaged in unethical activity to
gain an edge, nearly double the level in a 2012 survey, while almost one-fourth of those making more than $500,000 a year have felt pressure to
compromise ethically. 

C-TOC
Cocaine-Runners Shift Their Routes to the Caribbean, U.S. Officials Say from Miami Herald 3 Oct 13



More of the cocaine smuggled to the United States is passing through the Caribbean, officials said, representing a shift in which drug traffickers
are returning to a region they largely abandoned decades ago. 

Obama Urges New Tack For Central America's Drug War from Los Angeles Times 5 May 13

President Obama capped a three-day visit to Latin America on Saturday by urging the region's leaders to fight the drug war not with more guns or
military aid but with greater investment in infrastructure, education and energy... "We shouldn't lose sight of the critical importance of trade,
commerce, business for Costa Rica, the United States and the entire hemisphere," Obama said Saturday. 

Camp David
Saudi Arabia’s King Salman Skipping Camp David Summit from Washington Post 11 May 15

King Salman of Saudi Arabia, a key ally of the United States, will not attend a summit this week at Camp David called to address security
concerns among Persian Gulf nations about a potential nuclear deal with Iran, the Saudi foreign minister said on Sunday. 

CANSEC
CANSEC 2015: A Joint Effort to Combat a Common Threat from Diálogo 21 Jan 15

...the main topic of this year’s CANSEC was “Countering Transnational Organized Crime and Threats to Caribbean Territorial Sovereignty.” The
conference, co-sponsored by the SOUTHCOM and the Royal Bahamas Defence Force, serves as an executive-level forum for SOUTHCOM and
defense and security chiefs from the Caribbean, as well as partners from regional organizations, the U.S. government, Canada, and Europe, to
discuss the way ahead for a regional effort and strategy to counter transnational organized crime and build a united front against this shared
problem. 

Capitol
Power Surge Knocks Out Electrical Service Across Parts Of D.C. from Washington Post 8 Apr 15

A power surge temporarily knocked out power to the White House, State Department and wide swaths of the nation’s capital and its Maryland
suburbs early Tuesday afternoon.

Caribbean
Parched Caribbean faces worsening drought that has hit agriculture, tourism sectors from Associated Press 24 Jun 15

The worst drought in five years is creeping across the Caribbean, prompting officials around the region to brace for a bone dry summer. 

Caribbean gathering focuses on joint approach to boost growth from Xinhua (China) 18 Jun 15

Over 200 officials, business leaders, regional and international stakeholders have gathered in St. Lucia for a two-day forum to discuss ways of
boosting growth in the Caribbean. 

Caribbean leaders to discuss strategies for regional growth from EFE (Spain) 15 Jun 15

Sustainable development and opportunities for public-private partnerships will be two of the main themes to be discussed at this week's Caribbean
Growth Forum in St. Lucia. 

Caribbean leaders to discuss growth at World Bank forum from EFE (Spain) 11 Jun 15

More than 200 business leaders and government representatives will gather in St. Lucia next week for a two-day forum organized by the World
Bank to discuss sustainable growth in the Caribbean. 

Eastern Caribbean Central Bank to stop issuing some coins from EFE (Spain) 11 Jun 15

The Eastern Caribbean Central Bank will stop issuing Eastern Caribbean one-cent and two-cent coins on July 1 due to their low value, an ECCB
spokeswoman told Efe in a phone interview on Thursday. 

Caribbean health authorities sound alert about Zika virus from EFE (Spain) 28 May 15

The Caribbean Public Health Agency, known as CARPHA, said Thursday that authorities in the region should be alert to the possible spread of
the Zika virus, which is transmitted by the same mosquito that carries dengue fever and Chikungunya. 



Dutch navy nets six tonnes of cannabis in the Caribbean from Agence France-Presse 21 May 15

The Dutch navy seized six tonnes of cannabis hidden on a fishing boat while patrolling the Caribbean, the defence ministry said Thursday,
describing it as "the biggest haul to date". 

French president visits Martinique for climate change summit from Associated Press 9 May 15

French President Francois Hollande is gathering with Caribbean leaders to talk about climate change and its impact on the tourism-dependent
region. 

More reforms needed to boost Caribbean economy, EU official says from EFE (Spain) 15 Apr 15

The head of cooperation of the European Union Delegation to Jamaica, Belize, Bahamas, Turks and Caicos and Cayman Islands, said Wednesday
that Caribbean governments should enact further reforms to improve the region's economy. 

Caribbean calls for slavery reparations summit from EFE (Spain) 14 Apr 15

Representatives from the Caribbean Community Reparations Commission and the U.S. National African American Reparations Commission plan
to call for a Global Summit of Reparations Commissions for 2017 to discuss demands for redress of the crimes of slavery and segregation. 

Obama To Offer Alternative To Venezuelan Crude On Caribbean Swing from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 15

Barack Obama will become the first US president to set foot on Jamaican soil in more than three decades Wednesday, as the United States bids to
check Venezuelan influence in the Caribbean. 

The New Russian Presence In The Caribbean from Barbados Gazette 31 Mar 15

Over the last five years Russian interest in the Caribbean has been growing steadily; so that today Moscow’s diplomatic profile and its economic
presence in a number of Caribbean nations is now stronger than at any time since the end of the Cold War. 

An Evolving Relationship Between President Obama And Caribbean Leaders from Miami Herald 23 Mar 15

Last month, as Antigua Prime Minister Gaston Browne welcomed his fellow Caribbean leaders to a two-day summit, he looked out into the
audience and thanked Venezuela, China and Taiwan for their support. 

Caribbean countries join a tsunami drill from EFE (Spain) 23 Mar 15

50 Caribbean and North Atlantic countries and territories will take part this week in a tsunami drill promoted by the Puerto Rico Seismic
Network, or RSPR. 

Eastern Caribbean States worried about U.S.-Venezuela tensions from EFE (Spain) 20 Mar 15

The Organization of Eastern Caribbean States, or OECS, expressed concern Friday over increasing tension between the United States and
Venezuela.

Caribbean Court Hears Suit Against 2 Nations’ Anti-gay Laws from Associated Press 19 Mar 15

A Caribbean court on Wednesday heard a challenge from a gay rights activist who argued that immigration laws ostensibly barring homosexuals
from entering two countries in the region are discriminatory and must be repealed. 

Bahamas to host meeting of Caribbean labor ministers from EFE (Spain) 23 Feb 15

The Bahamian government announced Monday it will host the 9th International Labor Organization meeting of Caribbean ministers of labor. 

IDB to host meeting with Caribbean finance ministers from EFE (Spain) 18 Feb 15

The Inter-American Development Bank will host a meeting in The Bahamas with finance ministers from Caribbean countries to discuss proposals
for the organizational structure and capitalization of the IDB's private-sector agency. 

Translated by GOOGLE from Spanish: Alarming Increase in Cocaine Trafficking through the Caribbean from EFE (Spain) 27 Jan 15

The transit of cocaine through the Caribbean to the United States increased 400 percent between 2011 and 2014, a sign that drug trafficking
organizations increasingly see the Caribbean route as an "attractive" alternative to going through Central America and Mexico, the State



Department, said today.

Caribbean nations seek US help for energy independence from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 15

Caribbean leaders huddled in closed-door talks with top US officials Monday seeking ways to diversify energy supplies as plunging oil prices and
political upheavals hit their long-time supplier, Venezuela. 

With Venezuela Facing Tough Economic Times, Caribbean Leaders Head To Washington For Energy Talk from Miami Herald 26

Jan 15

With global crude prices falling and their biggest oil supplier — PetroCaribe — on life support amid Venezuela’s tough economic times,
Caribbean leaders will participate in closed talks Monday in Washington with Vice President Joe Biden and other U.S. officials at the first
Caribbean Energy Summit. 

US unveils 1st plan of its kind to fight drugs in Caribbean from Associated Press 16 Jan 15

The Obama administration has unveiled a new plan to fight drug trafficking in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands amid concerns that the flow
of cocaine from the Caribbean to the U.S. has more than doubled in the past three years. 

Biden to host Caribbean leaders for energy summit from Associated Press 12 Jan 15

Vice President Joe Biden plans to convene heads of state from Caribbean nations in Washington to discuss energy issues. 

Competition For Transshipment Business Heats Up In Caribbean from Miami Herald 25 Nov 14

Two more Caribbean ports have tossed their hats into the ring as potential transshipment hubs that will be able to handle post-Panamax ships,
which will begin transiting the Panama Canal in early 2016. 

Small US-based Plane Crashes In Caribbean Sea from Associated Press 31 Oct 14

Authorities searched in the Caribbean Sea off Dutch St. Maarten on Thursday for one of two pilots from a small cargo plane operated by a U.S.
company that crashed shortly after takeoff. 

Caribbean countries announce Ebola travel bans from BBC 16 Oct 14

A group of Caribbean countries have announced bans on entry to foreigners who have travelled through the three West African countries most
affected by Ebola. 

Caribbean Leaders Ask U.N. For Help In Reducing Poverty from Miami Herald 30 Sep 14

Caribbean leaders meeting for the United Nations General Assembly said a lack of favorable financing options is hampering their countries’
efforts to reduce poverty and spur development. 

Caribbean health authorities urge caution on decriminalizing pot from EFE (Spain) 19 Sep 14

The executive director of the Caribbean Public Health Agency, known as CARPHA, urged regional countries to proceed with caution as they
contemplate the decriminalization of marijuana. 

Caribbean among most vulnerable regions to climate change from EFE (Spain) 18 Sep 14

Developing societies in the Caribbean are the most vulnerable economies in the Americas to climate change because the majority of the
population live in coastal areas, environmental experts said Thursday. 

Small Islands Meet To Discuss U.N. Goals from Miami Herald 5 Sep 14

A group of island nations, some from the Caribbean, met this week during a conference of small islands to strategize for reaching poverty
reduction and development goals, which the U.N. asked the developed world to meet by the end of next year. 

EU signs evelopment programs with 21 African, Caribbean and Pacific countries from Xinhua (China) 2 Sep 14

The European Union has signed development programs with 21 African, Caribbean and Pacific countries for a total amount of 339 million euros
(445 million U.S. dollars), an EU statement said on Tuesday. 



Japan to send mission to 3 Caribbean states over post-ODA program from Kyodo (Japan) 18 Aug 14

Japan plans to send a mission to three Caribbean states possibly later this month over a program to continue assistance to countries even after
economic growth has made them ineligible for receiving Japan's official development assistance, government sources said Friday. 

Caribbean drug flow increases concern U.S. from Miami Herald 29 Jun 14

For years, Caribbean governments have voiced concerns that U. S. counter-narcotics efforts in Mexico and Central America would force drug
traffickers back into their region to push their products on go-fast boats and cargo ships. 

New Program To Train App Developers In Caribbean from Associated Press 11 Jun 14

The World Bank and the Caribbean’s biggest university on Tuesday launched a new partnership that’s intended to encourage the regional
development of mobile app entrepreneurs. 

Chikungunya virus spreads in Caribbean from EFE (Spain) 6 Jun 14

One of the Caribbean's leading health officials has cautioned tourism stakeholders in the region not to turn a blind eye to the spread of the
Chikungunya virus. 

Three Florida women report acquiring chikungunya fever in Caribbean from Miami Herald 16 May 14

The Florida Department of Health is calling on residents and visitors to vigilantly protect themselves against mosquito bites after receiving reports
that three women who recently returned from the Caribbean had acquired a viral mosquito-borne disease that’s quickly spreading through that
region. 

New Zealand FM to discuss Pacific-Caribbean issues in Havana from Xinhua (China) 15 May 14

Issues facing small island developing states will be on the agenda for New Zealand Foreign Minister Murray McCully when he attends the annual
meeting of foreign ministers from the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) next week. 

New Effort To Halt Spread Of HIV In The Caribbean from Associated Press 8 May 14

A handful of sex workers sit on discarded cardboard along a filthy sewer channel, sharing food and razors to shave their legs and faces as they
prepare for the night’s labor on the streets of Jamaica’s capital. 

Newly arrived virus gains foothold in Caribbean from Associated Press 1 May 14

A recently arrived mosquito-borne virus that causes an abrupt onset of high fever and intense joint pain is rapidly gaining a foothold in many spots
of the Caribbean, health experts said Thursday. 

Caribbean Leaders Conclude Two-day Summit from Miami Herald 13 Mar 14

Caribbean Community leaders continued their calls for the Dominican Republic to correct a ruling by its constitutional court stripping citizenship
from thousands of Dominican-born children of Haitian migrants as they wrapped up a two-day summit in this eastern Caribbean island. 

Caribbean Community Leaders Want Formal Apology From Europe For Slavery from Miami Herald 11 Mar 14

Caribbean Community leaders Monday adopted a 10-point slavery reparations program that calls for a formal apology from Europe, debt
forgiveness and psychological rehabilitation for those still suffering from the damage of slavery. 

Caribbean Adopts Plan To Seek Slavery Reparations from Associated Press 11 Mar 14

Leaders of Caribbean nations on Monday unanimously adopted a broad plan on seeking reparations from European nations for what they say are
the lingering ill effects of the Atlantic slave trade on the region. 

Caribbean Community leaders meet to discuss climate change, medical marijuana from Miami Herald 10 Mar 14

Three months after an unpredictable, bizarre Christmas eve storm left a dozen people dead as landslides and floods ravaged communities in this
eastern Caribbean nation, leaders of the 15-member Caribbean Community bloc opened a two-day summit here with a packed agenda that include
the issue of climate change. 



Caribbean nations consider push for slavery reparations from Reuters 6 Mar 14

More than 150 years after European colonial powers abolished slavery, a coalition of Caribbean nations is considering legal action to seek a
formal apology and monetary compensation. 

Caribbean Islands Agree To Swap Diesel Power For Renewable Sources from New York Times 7 Feb 14

Several Caribbean nations committed on Thursday to start replacing diesel generators, the most common means of producing electricity on
islands, with renewable sources like wind, solar or the earth’s heat. 

Branson Gets Clean Energy Commitments In Caribbean from Associated Press 7 Feb 14

Political delegations from several small Caribbean islands who gathered this week on British tycoon Richard Branson’s private isle committed
Thursday to working with his renewable energy nonprofit and move at a faster pace to cut their dependence on fossil fuels. 

Branson Hosts Renewable Energy Summit In Caribbean from Associated Press 5 Feb 14

Caribbean politicians and renewable power experts gathered Tuesday on British billionaire Richard Branson’s private isle to discuss ways of
transitioning to clean energy in an effort to spur small island nations to slash their dependence on fossil fuels and prepare for the impacts of
climate change.

Operation CARIBBE 2013 Major Success for CAF from Naval Today 19 Dec 13

The Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) had tremendous operational success this year combating transnational organized crime off the Caribbean and
Pacific coasts of Central America, directly contributing to the seizure of 5 080 kilograms of cocaine and disruption of international drug
trafficking over 11 months. 

FEATURE: Caribbean struggles to stem resurgent tide of drug trafficking from Financial Times 18 Dec 13

After a relatively calm two decades, during which Mexico emerged as the dominant smuggling point for trafficking drugs into the US, local and
international officials say the Caribbean is once again becoming an important transit route, as cartels take advantage of the region’s economic
problems.

U.S., Caribbean nations to promote cooperation against crime from Xinhua (China) 20 Nov 13

The United States and nations of the Caribbean on Tuesday vowed to work together to combat rampant cross-border crimes in the Caribbean
region, said reports from the Guyanese capital of Georgetown. 

Caribbean Nations To Seek Reparations, Putting Price On Damage Of Slavery from New York Times 21 Oct 13

In a 2008 biography he wrote of an antislavery campaigner, Britain’s foreign secretary, William Hague, described the trade in human beings as an
indefensible barbarity, “brutal, mercenary and inhumane from its beginning to its end.”

COMMENTARY: China's Rising Tide In The Caribbean from Wall Street Journal 1 Oct 13

Most American vacationers see the Caribbean as a place for sun and sand, not for geopolitical struggle. But that may change as Beijing ramps up
its global power ambitions. As U.S. strategic interest in the Americas wanes, China has lavished money and attention on the Caribbean's island
nations, muddying the waters in what has long been "America's Lake." 

Caribbean Leaders Make Case For Reparations At U.N. from Miami Herald 30 Sep 13

There are no shortages of challenges facing sun-soaked Caribbean countries — burgeoning unemployment, high crime, a chronic health crisis. 

Caribbean nations told now is the time to help economy from Miami Herald 19 Sep 13

Finance ministers, central bank donors and multi-lateral lending agencies are meeting in the Bahamas to discuss how to help grow Caribbean
economies. 

Climate Change Threatens Caribbean’s Water Supply from Associated Press 6 Sep 13

Experts are sounding a new alarm about the effects of climate change for parts of the Caribbean — the depletion of already strained drinking



water throughout much of the region. 

TS Gabrielle Downgraded To Depression In Caribbean from Associated Press 6 Sep 13

Tropical Storm Gabrielle quickly lost power and formation Thursday although it lashed the U.S. territory of Puerto Rico with rain and wind,
causing a few mudslides and knocking down trees. 

State Department, PortMiami To Cooperate On Caribbean Security Issues from Miami Herald 29 Aug 13

As enforcement pressures increase against drug traffickers in Mexico and Central America, a top U.S. State Department official said Wednesday
that it is logical criminals will try to resurrect old drug routes through the Caribbean and regional governments should begin to prepare. 

Tropical Storm Chantal Weakens To Tropical Wave from Associated Press 11 Jul 13

Tropical Storm Chantal was downgraded Wednesday to a tropical wave as its scattered clouds drifted quickly westward toward Jamaica. But
heavy rains from the weakened system continued to drench parts of Haiti and the Dominican Republic and force the evacuation of thousands from
flood-prone areas. 

Chantal Nears Hurricane Strength In Caribbean from Agence France-Presse 10 Jul 13

Tropical Storm Chantal on Tuesday churned toward Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic and Haiti, unleashing driving rains and winds near
hurricane strength. 

Tropical Storm Chantal heads towards the Caribbean from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 13

Tropical Storm Chantal barrelled toward the Lesser Antilles islands in the Caribbean Sea on Tuesday on its way to the Dominican Republic and
Haiti, the US National Hurricane Center reported. 

Caribbean nations to launch aid-trade strategy from Associated Press 8 Jun 13

A Caribbean trade bloc says it plans to launch a strategy to boost trade through providing aid. 

China's Xi Offers Caribbean Nations $3 Billion In Loans from Bloomberg 4 Jun 13

China's President Xi Jinping promised more than $3 billion in loans to 10 Caribbean nations and Costa Rica, Trinidad & Tobago's prime minister
said, ahead of a summit in California with U.S. President Barack Obama. 

Biden Heads To Brazil After "Brutal" Discussions In Caribbean from Miami Herald 29 May 13

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden left Trinidad and Tobago on Tuesday after what he and leaders of the mostly English-speaking 15-member
Caribbean Community and the Dominican Republic called "frank" discussions on issues of mutual interests. 

V.P. Biden Signs Trade Pact With Caribbean Community from Associated Press 28 May 13

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden and political leaders from across the Caribbean met in the capital of resource-rich Trinidad & Tobago on Tuesday
to sign a trade agreement and discuss a range of security, investment and energy issues. 

Biden warns of drugs threat to Caribbean from Agence France-Presse 28 May 13

US Vice President Joe Biden warned Tuesday that preferred cocaine and heroin trafficking routes could shift back to the Caribbean, because
smugglers were being squeezed in Central America. 

US pledges $23M to fight crime in east Caribbean from Associated Press 17 May 13

The U.S. government has pledged $23 million to help improve security and fight drug trafficking and other crimes in the eastern Caribbean
region. 

Encroaching sea already a threat in Caribbean from Associated Press 7 May 13

Rising sea levels are threatening tens of thousands of people living near the coastline in the Caribbean, especially in southern island of Grenada. 

Caribbean bank accounts are next IRS target from USA Today 1 May 13



Opening a new front in the U.S. crackdown on offshore tax evasion, federal investigators late Monday won court approval for a summons that
will force a Caribbean bank to turn over account data for wealthy American clients. 

CARICOM
Caricom warns Venezuela, condemns Dominican immigration policy from EFE (Spain) 5 Jul 15

The Caribbean Community on the weekend ended its annual summit here with a warning to Venezuela that its claim on Guyana's Essequibo zone
could "poison" relations with the region, and condemning the Dominican Republic's immigration policy, which includes deporting descendents of
Haitians. 

UN chief to attend CARICOM summit in Barbados from Xinhua (China) 29 Jun 15

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon is scheduled to visit Barbados from Wednesday to Friday to address the opening of the 36th Summit of the
Caribbean Community (CARICOM) in a bid to underline the importance of sustainable development, a UN spokesman announced here Monday. 

CARICOM to hold 1st meeting with India on technical cooperation from EFE (Spain) 1 Jun 15

Representatives of the Caribbean Community will meet this week with a visiting delegation from India to discuss opportunities for mutually
beneficial "technical cooperation," a CARICOM spokesperson told Efe Monday. 

Caribbean to hold regional security summit from EFE (Spain) 10 Apr 15

Trinidad and Tobago Prime Minister Kamla Persad-Bissessar proposed on Friday a security summit to address the increasing number of
Caribbean Community citizens who are traveling to the Middle East to join jihadist groups. 

Caricom to analyze implications of legalizing marijuana use from Associated Press 28 Feb 15

A Caribbean trade bloc says it will form a commission to analyze the social, economic, health and legal impact of decriminalizing marijuana use. 

CARICOM begins annual summit in Bahamas from EFE (Spain) 26 Feb 15

Leaders of the Caribbean Community gathered Thursday in The Bahamas for the organization's 36th annual summit, where they were expected to
discuss a wide range of regional issues, including CARICOM's relationship with Dominican Republic, the creation of a marijuana commission
and reparations for slavery. 

CARICOM to discuss relationship with Dominican Republic at summit from EFE (Spain) 25 Feb 15

Caribbean Community leaders are scheduled to meet this week in the Bahamas for their annual inter-sessional summit, which is expected to focus
on questions of socio-economic development and the 15-member group's relationship with the Dominican Republic. 

CARICOM summit to discuss creation of marijuana commission from EFE (Spain) 19 Feb 15

The Caribbean Community announced Thursday an agenda for discussions at its 36th annual summit, scheduled for Feb. 26-27 in The Bahamas,
that includes creation of a marijuana commission and seeking reparations for slavery. 

French territories in the Caribbean to begin CARICOM membership process from EFE (Spain) 26 Jan 15

The French territories in the Caribbean have begun discussions with the Caribbean Community, or CARICOM, on their applications to become
associate members of the 15-member regional grouping, the Guyana-based CARICOM Secretariat announced Monday. 

Caricom leaders head to Cuba to talk aid, trade from Associated Press 6 Dec 14

Members of a 15-nation Caribbean trade bloc are traveling to Cuba for a summit to discuss financial assistance and economic agreements. 

CARICOM secretary-general meets with group's incoming chair from EFE (Spain) 17 Nov 14

Caribbean Community Secretary-General Irwin LaRocque met Monday with Bahamian Prime Minister Perry Christie, CARICOM's next chair. 

CARICOM calls for more youth involvement in reparations movement from EFE (Spain) 15 Oct 14

The Caribbean Community called for more youth involvement in the movement for reparations from Europe for slavery. 



CARICOM Commemorates 6th Caribbean Statistics Day from EFE (Spain) 15 Oct 14

The Caribbean Community on Wednesday marked Caribbean Statistics Day, a celebration instituted six years ago to promote transparency and
educate people about the importance of statistics. 

CARICOM begins 2nd conference on slavery reparations from Europe from EFE (Spain) 13 Oct 14

The Caribbean Community's second round of internal discussions on seeking reparations from European countries for slavery got under way on
Monday in Antigua and Barbuda. 

Caricom To Create Commission On Marijuana Debate from Associated Press 14 Mar 14

Caribbean trade bloc leaders announced Thursday that they are creating a regional commission to analyze the possibility of legalizing marijuana. 

CARPHA
Caribbean countries urged to make food safety a priority from EFE (Spain) 7 Apr 15

The Caribbean Public Health Agency, known as CARPHA, marked World Health Day 2015 by urging regional governments to treat food safety
as a priority issue. 

TB remains a threat to public health in the Caribbean from EFE (Spain) 24 Mar 15

Tuberculosis remains a threat to public health in the Caribbean, where more than 30,000 new cases are registered each year, the Caribbean Health
Public Agency, known as CARPHA, said Tuesday. 

Caribbean health officials begin regional Chikungunya conference from EFE (Spain) 3 Mar 15

The Caribbean Public Health Agency's regional conference on the Chikungunya virus got under way on Tuesday in Port-of-Spain, capital of
Trinidad and Tobago. The agency, known as CARPHA, said via Twitter account that health officials from St. Martin, Mexico, Canada, the
Cayman Islands and Martinique, among other countries, made presentations on Chikungunya cases in their countries and offered
recommendations for the region. 

Cartagena
White House denies involvement in Cartagena prostitute scandal from EFE (Spain) 10 Oct 14

The White House has insisted that no member of the U.S. travel advance team, preparing President Obama's visit to Colombia 2012, was guilty of
negligence regarding the prostitute scandal that affected several Secret Service agents. 

Cartegena
Report finds no evidence of widespread sexual misconduct in Secret Service from Washington Post 20 Dec 13

A long-awaited report analyzing the male-dominated culture of the U.S. Secret Service has concluded that the elite law enforcement agency does
not have a widespread problem with its employees engaging in sexual misconduct while on official business. 

CBP
Border Agent Charged With Assault Of Migrant Teen from Associated Press 26 Sep 14

A U.S. Border Patrol agent stationed in Nogales, Arizona, is facing a charge of aggravated assault in an incident involving a 15-year-old migrant
boy. 

Immigrants found in back of locked rental truck from Associated Press 20 Aug 14

Federal officials say nine immigrants who entered the United States illegally were found locked inside the cargo area of a rental truck at a Border
Patrol checkpoint in southern Arizona. 

CBP Commissioner: Border Is ‘More Secure And More Safe’ from Washington Times 25 Jul 14

The new commissioner of Customs and Border Protection said the U.S.-Mexico border is “more secure and more safe,” as the White House has
touted a drop in the number of unaccompanied children arriving there in recent weeks. 

CCDR



Reporter Moscosco Interview with GEN Kelly from El Mercurio 17 Aug 14

Kelly, a U.S. Marine Corps General, assumed command of SOUTHCOM – which encompasses South America, Central America and the
Caribbean, except Cuba – in November of 2012, after serving as senior military assistant to the Secretary of Defense (2011-2012). And this week,
he was in Santiago participating in the V South American Defense Conference as co-host, together with Chilean Joint Staff Chief, Vice Admiral
Jose Miguel Romero. 

Guantanamo prisoners set to leave amid trade furor from Associated Press 8 Jun 14

Some of the men held here for more than a decade have been drafting plans for work and marriage on the outside or studying languages, preparing
for a not-too-distant future beyond the coiled razor wire that surrounds the U.S. prison perched at the edge of the Caribbean Sea. 

Southcom Chief Meets With Brazilian Defense Officials from U.S. Southern Command 22 May 14

Marine Corps Gen. John F. Kelly, the commander of U.S. Southern Command, today concluded a three-day trip to Brazil after meeting with that
nation’s top defense officials. 

General: Millennial Marines shun self-absorbed culture from Washington Times 8 May 14

A four-star Marine general laments an American public that cannot comprehend why young Marines sacrifice their lives to defend the country,
saying millennial Marines shun a popular culture that celebrates the self-absorbed and materialistic. 

Chief U.S. Southern Command sees Colombian rebels on the ropes from Associated Press 27 Mar 14

The commander of U.S. Southern Command , General John Kelly, observed Thursday that Colombian guerrillas are almost defeated and that
Washington does everything possible to help end the long internal armed conflict in the Andean nation . 

U.S. Southern Command affirms support for peace talks in Colombia from Notimex 27 Mar 14

The head of U.S. Southern Command, General John Kelly, today reaffirmed its support for the peace talks being conducted by the government of
Juan Manuel Santos with guerrillas of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia ( FARC) . 

U.S. says it will do everything possible to help end terrorism in Colombia from Reuters 27 Mar 14

Southern Command's chief U.S. Gen. John Kelly , who is visiting Colombia , said today that his country does everything in its power to help the
Colombian Armed Forces put an end to terrorism. 

Speaking From Personal Grief from Los Angeles Times 7 Jun 13

Marine Gen. John Kelly shares a painful connection at dedication of memorial

CDC
Signs Ebola Spreads In Sex Prompt A C.D.C. Warning from New York Times 20 Apr 15

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention revised its guidelines on Ebola transmission on Sunday night, urging survivors to abstain from all
forms of sex or use condoms every time “until more information becomes available,” rather than three months as previously recommended. 

Heroin overdoses in US rise from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 4 Mar 15

Deaths from heroin overdoses in the US nearly quadrupled between 2000 and 2013, a Centres for Disease Control report said Wednesday. 

US measles outbreak not linked to illegal immigration, health official says from The Guardian (UK) 23 Feb 15

A top US health official on Monday once again quashed claims of a link between a recent measles outbreak and illegal immigration into the US. 

CDC Chief: ‘World Of Difference’ In Ebola Fight, But Complacency A Risk from Los Angeles Times 23 Dec 14

The fight against the Ebola virus in West Africa has seen some “real momentum and progress” in the last few months but remains imperiled by
complacency as hot spots of the disease continue to sprout across the region, the head of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said
Monday. 

C.D.C. Head Says Fight On Ebola Will Be Long from New York Times 23 Dec 14



There are reasons for both hope and continued worry about the Ebola epidemic in West Africa, Dr. Thomas R. Frieden, director of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, said on Monday. 

CDC Outbreak Prevention Advice Dismissed By Obama Administration from Washington Times 16 Oct 14

The Centers for Disease Control told the incoming Obama administration in 2008 that it should establish 18 regional disease detection centers
around the world to adequately safeguard the U.S. from emerging health threats like Ebola, according to an agency memo. 

CDC director: 'Hard to keep up' with Ebola outbreak in Africa from The Hill 6 Oct 14

The director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) on Sunday admitted that Ebola was spreading fast enough in Africa that it
was "hard to keep up." 

CDC Director: To Keep Ebola Away, Fight It In Africa from USA Today 6 Oct 14

The first priority of federal health officials is to protect Americans from Ebola, but “an outbreak anywhere is potentially a threat everywhere,” the
head of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said Sunday. 

Heroin overdose death rate doubles in US from 2010-12 from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 14

Fatal heroin overdoses rose sharply across much of the United States in just two years, with a new report showing the death rate doubled from
2010-12, health authorities said Thursday. 

US Launches New Global Initiative To Prevent Infectious Disease Threats from Washington Post 14 Feb 14

Faced with what they describe as a perfect storm of converging threats from infectious disease epidemics, U.S. officials are launching a global
effort Thursday with more than two dozen countries and international organizations to prevent deadly outbreaks from spreading. 

CELAC
Latin American leaders meet to discuss ways toward common development goals from Xinhua (China) 28 Jan 15

Costa Rican President Luis Guillermo Solis on Wednesday encouraged Latin American leaders attending a regional summit there to seek common
development goals by way of strengthening ties with regions including China and stepping up intra-community cooperation. 

CENTAM
Dengue outbreak has killed 26 in Central America: officials from Agence France-Presse 25 Jul 13

An unusually potent outbreak of dengue fever has killed 26 people and infected nearly 40,000 more so far this year in Central America, where the
mosquito-born illness is endemic. 

CENTCOM
ISIS Is Cited In Hacking Of Central Command’s Twitter And YouTube Accounts from New York Times 13 Jan 15

Hackers claiming to be working on behalf of the Sunni militant group the Islamic State took over the Twitter feed and the YouTube account of the
United States Central Command on Monday. 

New Centcom Commander On Troops Cuts Reductions, Middle East from Tampa Tribune 20 Aug 13

Army Gen. Lloyd Austin III, who took command of U.S. Central Command in March, oversees U.S. military operations in one of the world’s
most volatile regions, encompassing most of the Middle East and Southwest Asia. 

Centers for Disease Control
An Ebola Patient Is Leaving Africa For Treatment At An Atlanta Hospital from Washington Post 1 Aug 14

The outbreak of the extraordinarily lethal Ebola virus has worsened in West Africa, with the contagion showing no sign of coming under control,
prompting the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention on Thursday to warn Americans to avoid nonessential travel to Guinea, Liberia and
Sierra Leone. 

CDC issues travel health advisory for St. Martin from Associated Press 19 Dec 13

U.S. health authorities have issued a travel advisory for the French Caribbean dependency of St. Martin because of a mosquito-borne viral disease



that is apparently being spread locally at the start of the winter tourist season. 

Central America
OPINION: New U.S. Policy Of Little Help To Central American Families Who Live In Fear from Los Angeles Times 7 Jul 15

Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson announced recently that U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement would finally discontinue long-
term detention of families who have established eligibility for asylum. He went on to say: “Our larger hope is that Central American families will
heed our repeated calls to find a safe and lawful path for the migration of children to the United States.” 

Diplomatic itinerary: Taiwanese president to visit Central America in July from Nikkei English News (Japan) 29 Jun 15

Taiwanese President Ma Ying-jeou is slated to visit the island's three Central American allies -- Dominican Republic, Haiti and Nicaragua --
during an eight-day trip starting July 11. 

EDITORIAL: Central America’s Unresolved Migrant Crisis from New York Times 16 Jun 15

This time last year, migrants from Central America, including thousands of unaccompanied minors, were streaming into the United States,
creating a problem for border communities and Obama administration officials. With far fewer people reaching American soil this year, it is
tempting to conclude that the crisis is ebbing. 

Scandals In Guatemala, Honduras Threaten To Further Destabilize Region from Los Angeles Times 2 Jun 15

Two Central American presidents, both favored allies of the U.S., are facing corruption scandals threatening to undermine their governments and
further erode stability in the volatile region that is a principal source for illegal immigration to the United States. 

US Official Calls On Central America To Address Migration from Associated Press 1 May 15

The U.S. deputy secretary of state said Thursday it is ultimately up to Central American leaders and their citizens to make “hard decisions” to
stem the root causes of migration. 

Russian specialists train police in Central America for drug fight from Tass (Russia) 7 Apr 15

Russian specialists have trained more than 300 police officers assigned to battle drug traffickers in Central American and Caribbean countries,
Mexico and Colombia, where the world's biggest centres for heroin and cocaine production are concentrated, Russia's top enforcement official
said on Monday. 

OPINION: Joe Biden’s Solution To Central-American Chaos from Wall Street Journal 16 Mar 15

Joe Biden’s trip to Guatemala this month—during which he dangled $1 billion in aid before the presidents of three Central American countries—
has been overshadowed by what may seem like more pressing events elsewhere in the world. But the chaos in this region, the land bridge between
North and South America, is inviting a major breach in hemispheric security. Leaving the U.S. response up to Mr. Biden and the State Department
while the rest of the government isn’t paying much attention is risky. 

OPINION: Investing in a secure, stable Central America from The Hill 11 Mar 15

Earlier this month, I spent two days in Guatemala meeting with Central American leaders about our mutual efforts to tackle one of the most
significant and urgent challenges facing the Western Hemisphere: bringing stability to this impoverished and violent region. 

Just Like Old Times in Central America from Foreign Policy 9 Mar 15

Why the U.S. needs to stop funneling money to Honduras and start treating its president like the corrupt ruler he really is. 

Biden: Raising Taxes In Central America Will Slow Illegal Immigration from Washington Times 5 Mar 15

As part of the Obama administration’s plan to discourage illegal immigration, Vice President Joseph R. Biden is calling on Central American
governments to raise their taxes. 

Central America Proposes Security Initiatives On Biden Trip from Associated Press 4 Mar 15

Central American leaders are proposing security and other reforms during a visit by U.S. Vice President Joe Biden. 



Biden urges Central America to tackle poverty, violence from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 15

US Vice President Joe Biden urged Central American leaders to redouble their efforts in fighting violence and poverty, which stand in the way of
the region becoming "the next great success story." 

Senate Democrats Balk At $1-billion Aid Plan For Central America from Los Angeles Times 25 Feb 15

Senate Democrats on Tuesday unexpectedly challenged the Obama administration’s plan to pour $1 billion into Central America to try to slow the
flow of unaccompanied minors and others who enter the United States illegally. 

OPINION: A Resolute US Can Win Struggle With Putin from Boston Globe 18 Feb 15

Putin’s ambition is clear. He wants to dominate all the former Soviet states to Russia’s south and west in order to create a buffer zone that will
insulate his authoritarian regime from the infection that might eventually destroy it — independent, free market, democratic governments. 

EDITORIAL: The Case for Aid to Central America from New York Times 9 Feb 15

There are two important policy debates in Washington that deal with the vexing problem of illegal immigration. One is being approached
intelligently; the other is decidedly not. 

OPINION: Joe Biden: A Plan For Central America from New York Times 30 Jan 15

AS we were reminded last summer when thousands of unaccompanied children showed up on our southwestern border, the security and
prosperity of Central America are inextricably linked with our own. 

Obama eyes $1 billion for Central America from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 15

President Barack Obama's administration hopes to increase funding to Central America to $1 billion next year as part of a drive to boost relations
with southern neighbors, bolster security and stem illegal immigration. 

OPINION: Central American Meeting In D.C. Offers U.S. A Chance To Help from Miami Herald 7 Nov 14

Three Central American presidents will be in Washington next Friday for the second time since June to seek assistance from the international
community to address the political and economic challenges overwhelming the region. 

Drought hits food supplies in Central America from Associated Press 21 Aug 14

Central America is having one of its worst droughts in decades, and experts are warning that major farm losses and the deaths of hundreds of
cattle in the region could leave hundreds of thousands of families without food. 

FEATURE: Drought hits Central America's crops, cattle from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 14

The last raindrop fell three months ago, forcing Carlos Roman to take his cattle further and further away to find water and keep them alive in
Nicaragua's northeastern farmlands. 

FEATURE: U.S. Export: Central America’s Gang Problem Began In Los Angeles from McClatchy 6 Aug 14

American politicians now are debating how the United States should respond to the arrival in Texas of tens of thousands of adolescents and
children, many of them fleeing violent gangs that have come to virtually control many parts of El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras. What that
debate generally has lacked is a recognition that U.S. immigration policies played a major role in creating the gangs that now are driving young
people to flee to the United States. 

Taiwan president to head for Central America from Agence France-Presse 29 Jun 14

Taiwan's president was due to leave for Central America later Sunday to shore up diplomatic ties despite a truce with China after decades of
"dollar diplomacy". 

Report: Parts of Central America more dangerous than war zones from EFE (Spain) 28 May 14

The levels of lethal violence in Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador are greater than in some countries suffering armed conflict, a report
released here Wednesday concludes. 



Deforestation of Central America rises as Mexico's war on drugs moves south from The Guardian (UK) 15 Apr 14

Swaths of rainforest affected by 'narco-deforestation' caused by landing strips and roads built by and for drug traffickers 

FEATURE: U.S. Seeing A Surge In Central American Asylum Seekers from Los Angeles Times 17 Dec 13

In the last five years, “credible fear” applications at the border have increased sevenfold, from just under 5,000 to more than 36,000, driven
largely by an influx from El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala. 

Central American nations vow to end regional trade barriers from Xinhua (China) 13 Dec 13

Trade ministers from Central American nations on Thursday called for lifting regional trade barriers, which, they said, raised costs of cargo
transportation and handling. 

OPINION: Central America’s Democratic Hopes In The Balance from Washington Post 27 Nov 13

FORMER HONDURAN president Manuel Zelaya styles himself a man of the people. So it must be hard for him to absorb the fact that his people
do not actually want him — or his wife, Xiomara — to run their country again.

ICE says at least 158 arrested in sweep aimed at MS-13 gang from United Press International 16 Aug 13

At least 158 members and associates of the violent MS-13 gang were arrested in a national crackdown, the U.S. border agency said Friday. 

Blight Sweeping Central American Coffee Plantations Puts Thousands Out Of Work from McClatchy 4 Jun 13

Across Central America, even as rains arrive, many coffee plantations contain only spindly, nearly defoliated bushes, the result of a blight known
as coffee leaf rust whose devastation, so far, has yet to affect the prices of premium highland coffee that baristas serve around the developed word.

C.America asks U.S. for cheaper gas, more drug-busting efforts from Xinhua (China) 4 May 13

Central American leaders on Friday asked U.S. President Barack Obama to provide cheaper gas for the region and more support in preventing
drug-trafficking. 

Obama to talk drug war with Central American leaders from Agence France-Presse 3 May 13

US President Barack Obama visited Costa Rica on Friday for a Central American summit focused on trade and the drug war after a stop in
Mexico highlighting economic and security ties. 

Central America struggles to unite for Obama trip from Associated Press 3 May 13

President Barack Obama on Friday visits a Central America that continues to be plagued by violence, drug trafficking, corruption and poverty,
despite the success of a decade-old trade agreement with the United States. 

CEPAL
Reduction of poverty in Latin America at a standstill, Cepal says from 27 Jan 15

Poverty in 2014 affected 28.1 percent of the population of Latin America and the Caribbean, a figure that shows how improvement in that sector
has stagnated since the year 2012, Cepal [Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean] said Monday in Santiago. 

CFC
Far Fewer Federal Employees Donated To Charity Campaign Last Year from Washington Post 28 Apr 14

In the wake of new figures showing a sharp plunge in employee participation in a federally sponsored charity campaign, the Obama
administration is strongly defending new rules on the donation process that charity leaders fear could make things worse. 

Chattanooga
Chattanooga Gunman Was Said To Keep To Himself In Jordan from New York Times 5 Aug 15

The young visitor from America rode his skateboard, jogged near his house or strolled to the market, barely acknowledging his neighbors. He was
a regular at the mosque, but never bothered to introduce himself to fellow worshipers, appearing as indifferent to them as he seemed to his
surroundings. 



In Chattanooga, A Young Man In A Downward Spiral from New York Times 21 Jul 15

The last time family members here saw Mohammod Abdulazeez was last Tuesday, but they did not worry about his absence because they thought
he was heading back to the Nashville suburb where he had found steady work. He had even talked about a coming business trip. They dared to
hope that he was putting his troubles behind him. 

Chikungunya
Puerto Rico: More than 18,000 chikungunya infections, 5 related deaths from EFE (Spain) 21 Nov 14

Puerto Rico has accumulated more than 18,000 suspected cases of chikungunya and five deaths linked to that virus, the U.S. commonwealth's
Department of Health said, citing figures for the week ended Oct. 28. 

Chikungunya Virus
Death toll from Chikungunya hits 113 in the Caribbean, PAHO says from EFE (Spain) 15 Sep 14

At least 113 people have died in the Americas, with all the fatalities reported in the Caribbean region, after becoming infected with the
Chikungunya virus, the Pan American Health Organization, or PAHO, said, adding that it was not yet clear if these deaths were directly
attributable to the virus.

Puerto Rico to pay for chikungunya virus testing from Associated Press 23 Jul 14

Puerto Rico's health department is paying for laboratory tests that determine whether someone has the chikungunya virus amid an epidemic in the
U.S. territory. 

First Cases Of Mosquito Virus Reported In US from Associated Press 18 Jul 14

Health officials are reporting that for the first time, U.S. mosquitoes are spreading a virus that has been tearing through the Caribbean. 

Florida Reports First Locally Acquired Case Of Mosquito-borne Virus from Washington Post 18 Jul 14

State and federal health officials reported Thursday the first locally acquired cases of a mosquito-borne virus known as chikungunya that causes
intense joint pain and high fever, and has been spreading throughout the Caribbean and Central and South America. 

Chikungunya Virus 
Chikungunya cases hit nearly 200 in Puerto Rico, 2 in Florida from Agence France-Presse 18 Jul 14

Health authorities Friday reported nearly 200 confirmed cases of the chikungunya virus in Puerto Rico and the first two cases of the mosquito-
borne disease in Florida. 

Chikungunya Virus
Untreatable Virus Spreading In The Caribbean Now Afflicts 4,600 from Los Angeles Times 20 Jun 14

A mosquito-borne virus that arrived in the Americas just six months ago is spreading and afflicts nearly 4,600 people in the Caribbean, the Pan
American Health Organization reported this week. 

Child Immigration
UPDATE: Obama Approves Plan to Let Children Apply for Refugee Status in Central America from New York Times 30 Sep 14

President Obama has approved a plan to allow several thousand young children from Central American countries to apply for refugee status in the
United States, providing a legal path for some of them to join family members already living in America, White House officials said Tuesday. 

Refugee plan aimed at Central American minors from Associated Press 30 Sep 14

The Obama administration is initiating a program to give refugee status to some young people from Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador in
response to the influx of unaccompanied minors arriving at the U.S.-Mexico border. 

Child Migration
Child migration prompts Biden to visit Guatemala from USA Today 16 Jun 14

Vice President Biden will add a stop in Guatemala to his Latin American trip this week to try to stop the flow of unaccompanied children being
sent across the U.S. border, the White House said Sunday. 



Biden Heading To Central America To Stop Tide Of Children from McClatchy 16 Jun 14

Facing a tide of unaccompanied children pouring into the U.S., the Obama administration will dispatch Vice President Joe Biden to Central
America this week to make it clear they are not eligible for a path to citizenship and may be subject to deportation. 

CIA
CIA Veteran Morell: ISIS’ Next Test Could Be A 9/11-style Attack from USA Today 11 May 15

The Islamic State simply inspired the deadly assault by two men on an exhibit of cartoons depicting the prophet Mohammed near Dallas last
week, CIA veteran Michael Morell says. But it’s only a matter of time before the jihadist group is likely to be in a position to direct more
elaborate attacks on American soil that could result in mass casualties. 

CIA Looks To Expand Its Cyber Espionage Capabilities from Washington Post 24 Feb 15

CIA Director John O. Brennan is planning a major expansion of the agency’s cyber espionage capabilities as part of a broad restructuring of an
intelligence service long defined by its human spy work, current and former U.S. officials said. 

New Chief Of CIA Clandestine Service Is Spying Veteran from Associated Press 30 Jan 15

The CIA officer credited with saving former President Hamid Karzai’s life during the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan in 2001 has been named
director of the National Clandestine Service, the agency’s spying arm. 

CIA Promotes Top Paramilitary Officer To Lead Spying Branch from Washington Post 30 Jan 15

The CIA’s top paramilitary officer was named head of the agency’s spying branch on Thursday, a move that may signal a broader organizational
shake-up by Director John Brennan in the coming months. 

Former CIA Officer Jeffrey Sterling Convicted In Leak Case from Washington Post 27 Jan 15

A former CIA officer who was involved in a highly secretive operation to give faulty nuclear plans to Iran was convicted Monday of providing
classified information about his work to a New York Times reporter — a significant win for federal prosecutors and a presidential administration
that has worked zealously to root out leakers. 

CIA Finds No Wrongdoing In Search Of Computers Used By Senate Investigators from Washington Post 15 Jan 15

An internal CIA review concluded that agency employees committed no wrongdoing when they surreptitiously searched a computer system used
by Senate investigators in a multiyear probe of the agency’s brutal interrogations of terrorism suspects. 

Holder: Decision On Petraeus To Come From “Highest Level” from Associated Press 12 Jan 15

Attorney General Eric Holder isn’t saying whether he still will be on the job when the time comes to decide whether to bring charges in the
investigation of former CIA Director David Petraeus. 

Backing C.I.A. Tactics, Cheney Ramps Up Criticism Of Senate Torture Report from New York Times 15 Dec 14

Dick Cheney, who as vice president was a powerful sponsor of the brutal interrogation tactics used on detainees suspected of being linked to Al
Qaeda, on Sunday escalated his counterattack on the Senate Intelligence Committee’s report, which found that the C.I.A.’s now-defunct program
violated American values, was incompetently run and produced no useful intelligence that could not have been obtained in other ways. 

CIA Director Defends Agency’s Handling Of Torture from USA Today 12 Dec 14

The director of the CIA mounted a forceful but nuanced defense of the spy agency Thursday in response to a damning Senate report on its use of
torture during the George W. Bush administration. 

CIA Was ‘Unprepared’ To Run Interrogation Program, Director Says from Los Angeles Times 11 Dec 14

CIA Director John O. Brennan defended the effectiveness of the agency’s Bush-era interrogation program while acknowledging that the agency
failed to manage the program properly. 

Torture Report Revives Rogue Image the CIA Has Sought to Erase from Bloomberg 11 Dec 14



This week’s Senate report on the CIA’s use of harsh interrogation methods is neither the first nor the worst time the agency has run afoul of its
congressional overseers. 

CIA Interrogation Report Marks Another Hit For U.S. Global Standing from Washington Post 10 Dec 14

Born out of the horror over the 9/11 attacks, the CIA’s secret program of detention and interrogation was intended to make the United States safer. 

Dismissing Senate Report, Cheney Defends C.I.A. Interrogations from New York Times 9 Dec 14

Former Vice President Dick Cheney offered a full-throated defense of the Central Intelligence Agency on Monday, arguing that its harsh
interrogations of terrorism suspects a decade ago were “absolutely, totally justified” and dismissing a new Senate report criticizing them. 

CIA Director John Brennan Considering Sweeping Organizational Changes from Washington Post 20 Nov 14

CIA Director John Brennan is considering sweeping organizational changes that could include breaking up the separate spying and analysis
divisions that have been in place for decades to create hybrid units focused on individual regions and threats to U.S. security, current and former
U.S. intelligence officials said. 

Report: CIA Tortured Suspects 'Until the Point of Death' from Newsmax 8 Sep 14

The CIA tortured top al-Qaida suspects "until the point of death" by drowning them in water-filled baths, the British Daily Telegraph reported. 

OPINION: The CIA’s Shameful Secrets from Miami Herald 15 Aug 14

Official Washington is on vacation until after Labor Day, but behind the silence and apparent inactivity, a huge fight involving the public’s right to
know is taking place. At issue is how far the Central Intelligence Agency can go in hiding shameful secrets and whether the Obama administration
will tolerate CIA spying on the nation’s elected representatives. 

U.S. heightens embassy security, anticipating report on CIA interrogations from Reuters 5 Aug 14

The U.S. State Department is increasing security at some American embassies in anticipation of the public release of a long-awaited Senate report
detailing the CIA's use of harsh interrogation techniques, U.S. officials said on Tuesday. 

OPINION: The C.I.A.’s Reckless Breach Of Trust from New York Times 1 Aug 14

In March, John Brennan, the C.I.A. director, was indignant when Senator Dianne Feinstein charged that the agency had broken into computers
used by staff investigators from the Senate Intelligence Committee, which she leads. “As far as the allegations of C.I.A. hacking into Senate
computers,” he said, “nothing could be further from the truth. I mean, we wouldn’t do that. I mean, that’s just beyond the scope of reason.” 

OPINION: What CIA Credibility? Our View from USA Today 1 Aug 14

In March, when Senate Intelligence Committee Chairman Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., angrily charged the CIA with breaking into Senate
computers, CIA Director John Brennan flatly denied it. 

State Dept: ‘No American Is Proud’ Of CIA Tactics from Associated Press 1 Aug 14

The State Department has endorsed the broad conclusions of a harshly critical Senate report on the CIA’s interrogation and detention practices
after the 9/11 attacks, a report that accuses the agency of brutally treating terror suspects and misleading Congress, according to a White House
document. 

CIA Apologizes For Spying On US Senate from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 14

The head of the CIA has apologized to US lawmakers after an investigation confirmed claims that his officers had “improperly” accessed Senate
computers, the agency said Thursday. 

Powell Maybe Not Told Early About CIA Techniques from Associated Press 31 Jul 14

A Senate report on the CIA’s interrogation and detention practices after the 9/11 attacks concludes that the agency initially kept the secretary of
state and some U.S. ambassadors in the dark about harsh techniques and secret prisons, according to a document circulating among White House
staff. 



Some In ‘Torture’ Report Denied Chance To Read It from Associated Press 28 Jul 14

About a dozen former CIA officials named in a classified Senate report on decade-old agency interrogation practices were notified in recent days
that they would be able to review parts of the document in a secure room in suburban Washington after signing a secrecy agreement. 

White House Recommends Changes After Release Of CIA Officer’s Name from McClatchy 12 Jun 14

White House staff are recommending a series of changes after the name of the CIA’s top officer in Kabul was accidently released during President
Barack Obama’s surprise visit there last month. 

CIA’s Feet Held To Fire On Declassifying Senate Intelligence Panel Report from McClatchy 30 May 14

A federal judge on Thursday kept some pressure on the Central Intelligence Agency as it works to declassify a summary of a key Senate
intelligence committee report. 

White House To Investigate Inadvertent Naming Of CIA Officer from Washington Post 28 May 14

The Obama administration said Tuesday it will seek to determine how the identity of the CIA’s top spy in Afghanistan was exposed in an
embarrassing slip by the White House press office during President Obama’s surprise visit to the country on Sunday. 

Arms Cache Most Likely Kept In Texas By The C.I.A. from New York Times 5 May 14

In passing references scattered through once-classified documents and cryptic public comments by former intelligence officials, it is referred to as
“Midwest Depot,” but the bland code name belies the role it has played in some of the C.I.A.’s most storied operations. 

CIA’s Former Top Lawyer Fires Back At Senate Report, Criticizes Feinstein from McClatchy 17 Apr 14

The CIA’s former top lawyer disputes Senate findings that the spy agency lied about its brutal interrogations of terrorists, insisting the tactics
produced useful intelligence and flatly denying that the CIA misled the former Bush administration, Congress and the American public. 

CIA Ignored Station Chief In Libya When Creating Talking Points On Benghazi from Washington Times 2 Apr 14

Before the Obama administration gave an inaccurate narrative on national television that the Benghazi attacks grew from an anti-American
protest, the CIA’s station chief in Libya pointedly told his superiors in Washington that no such demonstration occurred, documents and
interviews with current and former intelligence officials show. 

CIA Misled On Interrogation Program, Senate Report Says from Washington Post 1 Apr 14

A report by the Senate Intelligence Committee concludes that the CIA misled the government and the public about aspects of its brutal
interrogation program for years — concealing details about the severity of its methods, overstating the significance of plots and prisoners, and
taking credit for critical pieces of intelligence that detainees had in fact surrendered before they were subjected to harsh techniques. 

Declassify The Torture Report from Miami Herald 27 Mar 14

An unprecedented public feud has broken out between Senator Dianne Feinstein, chairwoman of the Senate intelligence committee and a strong
supporter of the intelligence community, and CIA Director John Brennan, accused by Feinstein of spying on committee staff tasked with
investigating the Agency. 

COMMENTARY: A Cappuccino With The C.I.A. from New York Times 26 Mar 14

The invitation came in an email, written in the ingratiating tone of the Nigerian prince looking to wire his millions into my checking account, and
delivered the same jolt of giddy disbelief: Officers of the Near East Affinity Group at the Central Intelligence Agency wanted me to address them
on a variety of topics, including Persian poetry and literature.

CIA Has A Lot Of Explaining To Do from USA Today 13 Mar 14

Sen. Dianne Feinstein, chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee, isn’t one to throw bombs. Unlike congressional gadflies who abuse their
oversight power to afflict their political enemies and make a name for themselves, the veteran California Democrat has been a responsible and
low-key supporter of the intelligence community. 

US Suspect Possibly Targeted For Drone Attack from Associated Press 10 Feb 14



An American citizen who is a member of al-Qaida is actively planning attacks against Americans overseas, U.S. officials say, and the Obama
administration is wrestling with whether to kill him with a drone strike and how to do so legally under its new stricter targeting policy issued last
year. 

Ex-CIA Lawyer Says Bush Not Told At First About Waterboarding from Los Angeles Times 7 Jan 14

The decision to waterboard Al Qaeda prisoners in 2002 was made by CIA managers and government lawyers, and was not initially approved by
President George W. Bush, according to a new account by a former CIA lawyer that revises the history of America’s response to the Sept. 11,
2001, terrorist attacks. 

EDITORIAL: Release The Torture Reports from New York Times 20 Dec 13

A dozen years after the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, it is appalling that official reports about the extent and nature of the rendition, detention
and torture that came in their aftermath are still being kept from the American public and even members of Congress charged with overseeing
intelligence activities. 

C.I.A. Collecting Data on International Money Transfers, Officials Say from New York Times 15 Nov 13

The Central Intelligence Agency is secretly collecting bulk records of international money transfers handled by companies like Western Union —
including transactions into and out of the United States — under the same law that the National Security Agency uses for its huge database of
Americans’ phone records, according to current and former government officials. 

CIA Warily Watches For Threats To US Now That 87 Nations Possess Drones from Washington Times 12 Nov 13

The age of the drone is here, and U.S. intelligence agencies are warily monitoring their proliferation around the globe. 

CIA Talent Gap Blamed On Management from Los Angeles Times 30 Jul 13

For the Central Intelligence Agency, he was a catch: an American citizen who had grown up overseas, was fluent in Mandarin and had a master's
degree in his field. He was working in Silicon Valley, but after the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, he wanted to serve his country. 

CIA Cracks Down On Its Own To Stop Leaks from Associated Press 27 Jun 13

CIA Director John Brennan is launching a new campaign aimed at pressuring CIA officers to keep the intelligence agency's secrets secret, after a
series of leaks to the media. 

C.I.A. To Get First Woman In No. 2 Job from New York Times 13 Jun 13

The C.I.A.’s deputy director, Michael J. Morell, is retiring after 33 years at the agency and will be replaced by Avril D. Haines, the top lawyer at
the National Security Council, the C.I.A.’s director, John O. Brennan, announced Wednesday. 

FEATURE: C.I.A. To Focus More On Spying, A Difficult Shift from New York Times 24 May 13

It is a sign that Mr. Brennan is trying to shift the C.I.A.’s focus back toward traditional spying and strategic analysis, but that is not an easy task. 

Citizen-Soldier
Citizen-Soldier Job Protections Analyzed from Washington Post 23 Aug 13

Rand study finds 'incomplete' employer knowledge, support 

Civilian Personnel Issues
Is The Federal Personnel System Too Old To Do The Job? from Washington Post 16 Jul 14

A House federal workforce subcommittee hearing Tuesday asked the question this way: “Is the Federal Government’s General Schedule (GS) a
Viable Personnel System for the Future?”... The answer to the question, however, is not a simple yes or no. But when the question is before the
House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, which includes the workforce panel, don’t be surprised if the issue becomes sharp and
partisan.

CJCS
Joint Chiefs Nominee Warns of Threat of Russian Aggression from New York Times 10 Jul 15



Russia’s aggressive behavior and its nuclear arsenal make it the single greatest national security threat faced by the United States, Gen. Joseph F.
Dunford Jr. said Thursday at a Senate hearing on his nomination as the next chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

How to Read the New National Military Strategy from Foreign Policy 7 Jul 15

This week Gen. Martin Dempsey, the outgoing chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, released a new National Military Strategy (NMS). The NMS
is prescribed in law (Title 10.153) as one of the top-level documents that outline how an administration sees the global challenges and
opportunities it faces, and what it intends to do about them. 

How to Read the New National Military Strategy from Foreign Policy 6 Jul 15

This week Gen. Martin Dempsey, the outgoing chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, released a new National Military Strategy (NMS). The NMS
is prescribed in law (Title 10.153) as one of the top-level documents that outline how an administration sees the global challenges and
opportunities it faces, and what it intends to do about them. 

US Warns Of Russia, China Military Threat Amid Growing Chaos from Agence France-Presse 2 Jul 15

America’s new military strategy singles out states like China and Russia as aggressive and threatening to US security interests, while warning of
growing technological challenges and worsening global stability. 

U.S. Weighing More Military Bases In Iraq To Fight ISIS, Top General Says from New York Times 12 Jun 15

The United States is considering establishing a new network of American military bases in Iraq to aid in the fight against the Islamic State, senior
military and administration officials said Thursday, potentially deepening American involvement in the country amid setbacks for Iraqi forces on
the battlefield. 

Top U.S. Military Official Seeks To Assure Israel On Security from New York Times 10 Jun 15

The Obama administration on Tuesday increased its efforts to ease Israel’s opposition to a possible nuclear deal with Iran, as the top American
military leader assured Israeli officials that the United States would further strengthen Israel’s arsenal of arms, warplanes and cybertechnology. 

Some Thoughts for America’s Next Top General from Foreign Policy 13 May 15

A personal memo to the next chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Joe Dunford. 

Obama Picks Marine Commander For Next Chairman Of The Joint Chiefs from Washington Post 5 May 15

President Obama will nominate Marine Gen. Joseph F. Dunford Jr. to become the next chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, selecting an
experienced field commander to guide the United States through familiar insurgent conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan and new threats from
cyberattacks and China’s military rise. 

Joint Chiefs Chairman Distances Himself From Obama Promise On Afghanistan from Washington Times 12 Jan 15

President Obama last month vowed that Afghanistan never again will be a breeding ground for terrorist attacks on the U.S., but the chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff on Sunday seemed to distance himself from that statement. 

JCS Chief Meets Colombia Counterpart For First Time Since Late-90s from Washington Times 26 Sep 14

The commanding officer of Colombia’s military forces made a quiet appearance at the Pentagon on Thursday for talks with Joint Chiefs of Staff
Chairman Gen. Martin E. Dempsey — a rare face-to-face between the highest-level uniformed commanders from the two nations, military
officials said. 

US Military Chief Visits Vietnam To Boost Ties from Associated Press 14 Aug 14

U.S. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Martin Dempsey, held talks with Vietnamese officials Thursday aimed to boosting military ties
between the former foes. 

Dempsey Visits Vietnam, Most Senior Officer Since War from USA Today 14 Aug 14

Army Gen. Martin Dempsey landed here Wednesday, the first chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to visit Vietnam since 1971 when nearly
300,000 U.S. troops continued to fight in the bloody, costly war here. 



Dempsey: Iraq Has Requested US Airstrikes from Defense News 19 Jun 14

The Iraqi government has requested US military airstrikes to help combat widespread violence in Iraq, led by the Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant (ISIL), the top American general told Congress Wednesday. 

Dempsey to Retired Generals: Shut Up When it Comes to Politics from Intercepts 20 May 14

Like former Defense Secretary Robert Gates, Gen. Martin Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, does not like it when he sees retired
generals making political statements. 

US general: Grim Afghan future if no security pact from Associated Press 27 Feb 14

Depicting a grim future for Afghanistan without U.S. help, the top U.S. military officer said Wednesday that Afghanistan's refusal to sign a
security agreement with the United States may make the fight more difficult this year, embolden the enemy and prompt some Afghan security
forces to cooperate with the Taliban to "hedge their bets." 

Military Makes Ethics a Priority from Wall Street Journal 3 Feb 14

Gen. Martin Dempsey Says Armed Forces Should Place More Importance on Officers' Character

Dempsey’s Message on Women in Combat: Trust Transcends Gender from Defense One 28 Jan 14

Today, and every other day, women and men, sons and daughters, mothers and fathers faithfully serve our nation at home and abroad. We
celebrate their contributions. They make the United States military the dominant military force on the planet. 

Gen. Dempsey’s ‘failures In Leadership’ Cited In Benghazi Disaster from Washington Times 24 Jan 14

Congress has generally given the Pentagon a “pass” on failing to come to the aid of Americans in Benghazi — that is until now. 

Top Commanders Of S. Korea, U.S. Discuss Security Alliance from Yonhap News Agency 30 Sep 13

Top commanders of South Korea and the United States discussed the future of their security alliance Monday as the two nations are reviewing the
timing of the planned transition of wartime operational command (OPCON) to Seoul in response to a rising North Korean nuclear threat, officials
here said. 

Syrian War Shapes Trip By Chairman Of The Joint Chiefs Of Staff from New York Times 13 Aug 13

The chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff opened a weeklong visit to the Middle East on Monday for discussions on potential additions of
American support to Israel and Jordan, which are both facing border-security challenges from the conflict in neighboring Syria. 

General: U.S. Has Clearer Picture Of Rebels from USA Today 13 Aug 13

Dempsey concerned about extremists among Syrian opposition 

Top US Military Officer To Visit Israel, Jordan from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 13

The top US military officer is going to Israel and Jordan next week for a visit focused in part on Iran and the war in Syria, the US military said
Wednesday. 

McCain To Block New Term For Joint Chiefs Chairman from New York Times 19 Jul 13

Senator John McCain said Thursday that he intended to block President Obama's nomination of Gen. Martin E. Dempsey to another two-year
term as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Budget Cuts Have Left U.S. Forces Unbalanced, Less Prepared: General from Reuters 19 Jul 13

Dempsey says more cuts next year will dramatically hit readiness; Cuts this year grounded planes, reduced training 

Tough Questions Await Dempsey On Hill Ahead Of Confirmation Hearing from DefenseNews.com 17 Jul 13

Syria. Afghanistan. Egypt. Budget cuts. Military readiness. Judgment. There is no shortage of issues on which senators intend to press America’s
top military officer Thursday during a session likely to include some fireworks. 



COMMENTARY: Bridging The Military-Civilian Gap from Washington Post 5 Jul 13

Forty years ago this week, our nation instituted the all-volunteer force. For 39 of those years, I’ve witnessed the dedication of our men and women
in uniform. They are remarkable, and the establishment of a professional military composed entirely of volunteers is one of our nation’s finest
achievements. It’s been so effective that we often take it for granted — but we should pause to think about what our military means to the people
it protects. 

Preview of Sunday's CNN Interview With Gen. Dempsey from CNN 3 Jul 13

Our chief political correspondent, the anchor of CNN's "STATE OF THE UNION," is here with us right now. Candy, you had a terrific
opportunity today. You interviewed the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Martin Dempsey. 

Top U.S. Military Officer Calls Egyptian Counterpart from Reuters 1 Jul 13

General Martin Dempsey, the top U.S. military officer, called the chief of staff of Egypt's armed forces on Monday morning, a U.S. defense
official told Reuters, without providing details on the conversation. 

Obama To Re-Up Dempsey As Joint Chiefs Chairman from Associated Press 27 Jun 13

President Barack Obama said Wednesday that he's re-enlisting Army Gen. Martin Dempsey for another term as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. 

Joint Chiefs To Testify On Sexual Assault Legislation from The Hill 24 May 13

The chairman of the Joint Chiefs and all of the military service chiefs will be making a rare joint appearance on Capitol Hill next month to testify
on the numerous proposals in Congress to address military sexual assault. 

OPINION: In Sexual Assault Crisis, The Brass Didn't Act; Congress Might from Washington Post 16 May 13

The Joint Chiefs of Staff are preparing for a battle on Capitol Hill, but they'll be playing defense. 

No Further Reductions Of US Troops Overseas, JCS Chairman Says from Stars and Stripes 26 Apr 13

The drawdown of U.S. troops from overseas bases has likely run its course for now, America's top military commander said Thursday. 

U.S. General Sees Hope For Chinese Help On Korea from New York Times 25 Apr 13

After three days of talks here, America’s top military officer said Wednesday that he believed China wanted to limit the nuclear ambitions of
North Korea but that it remained unclear how China would work toward that goal. 

Top US General Foresees 'Prolonged Provocation' By North Korea from Christian Science Monitor 24 Apr 13

Belligerence by North Korea, coinciding with Kim Jong-un's ascent as leader, is likely to continue for a 'prolonged' period, Gen. Martin Dempsey
said Wednesday after a trip to China. He believes China's military to be as 'concerned' as the US about North Korea's actions.

US general: Taliban likely to be long-term threat from Associated Press 8 Apr 13

The United States accepts that a diminished but resilient Taliban is likely to remain a military threat in some parts of Afghanistan long after U.S.
troops complete their combat mission next year, the top U.S. military officer says. 

Climate
July Was Earth’s Hottest Month Ever Recorded from USA Today 21 Aug 15

July was the hottest month worldwide since records began being kept in 1880, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
announced Thursday. 

Climate negotiators urged to 'build bridges' from Agence France-Presse 20 Oct 14

The UN's climate chief urged country negotiators Monday to "build bridges" at talks in Bonn towards a new, global pact that received fresh
endorsement from world leaders last month. 



Climate Accord
Obama Pursuing Climate Accord In Lieu Of Treaty from New York Times 27 Aug 14

The Obama administration is working to forge a sweeping international climate change agreement to compel nations to cut their planet-warming
fossil fuel emissions, but without ratification from Congress. 

Climate Change
Obama’s Climate Legacy Takes Shape With Move On Power Plants from Bloomberg News 3 Aug 15

The Obama administration on Monday will issue rules to cut planet-warming carbon emissions from U.S. power plants, a move designed to
cement the president’s legacy on climate change and one which has already influenced the campaigns of those who want to succeed him. 

Pope Francis Calls For Climate Action In Draft Of Encyclical from New York Times 16 Jun 15

In a leaked draft of his much-awaited environmental encyclical, Pope Francis offers a broad vision of an endangered planet, partly blaming human
activity for global warming and calling for all people to take swift action. 

Upon Closer Look, A Global Warming Hiatus Is Ruled Out, U.S. Scientists Say from Los Angeles Times 5 Jun 15

A fresh look at the way sea temperatures are measured has led government scientists to make a surprising claim: The puzzling apparent hiatus in
global surface warming never really happened. 

2015 Climate Deal Must Avoid US Congress from Associated Press 2 Jun 15

The global climate agreement being negotiated this year must be worded in such a way that it doesn’t require approval by the U.S. Congress, the
French foreign minister said Monday. 

Climate Change Is A “Serious Threat” To US National Security, President Says from Washington Post 21 May 15

President Obama warned Wednesday that climate change is a growing and “serious threat” to national security, tying severe weather to the rise of
the extremist group Boko Haram in Nigeria and the civil war in Syria. 

Sea Levels Rose At Faster Pace, Study Says from Wall Street Journal 12 May 15

Previous research was at odds with evidence of increased melting from Greenland and Antarctica

Kerry, On Eve Of Arctic Summit, Calls For Citizen Pressure On Climate Change from Washington Post 24 Apr 15

Acknowledging that governments may not be moving fast enough to avert a climate disaster, Secretary of State John F. Kerry is pushing for a
bigger role for cities, universities and other institutions in achieving rapid cuts in greenhouse-gas emissions. 

Obama To Offer Major Blueprint On Climate Change from New York Times 1 Apr 15

The White House on Tuesday morning is expected to unveil President Obama’s blueprint for cutting United States greenhouse gas pollution by
nearly a third over the next decade. 

Kerry Speaks Out On Florida’s ‘Climate Change’ Ban from Associated Press 13 Mar 15

Secretary of State John Kerry said Thursday that elected officials who ban the words “climate change” are unwilling to face the facts, a non-so-
subtle dig at Florida Gov. Rick Scott’s administration. 

Climate Deal Would Commit Every Nation To Limiting Emissions from New York Times 15 Dec 14

Negotiators from around the globe on Sunday morning reached a climate change agreement that would, for the first time in history, commit every
nation to reducing its rate of greenhouse gas emissions – yet would still fall far short of what is needed to stave off the dangerous and costly early
impacts of global warming. 

U.S.-China Climate Change Deal Already Facing Challenges from Los Angeles Times 13 Nov 14

A landmark agreement on climate change between the U.S. and China, the world’s top two polluting nations, faced immediate challenges from
experts who warned that it would require an overhaul of China’s economy and from Republicans in Congress who vowed to undermine the deal. 



At UN, Obama to urge nations to go big on climate from Associated Press 19 Sep 14

Having spent political capital fighting climate change at home, President Barack Obama will turn his sights overseas next week, urging fellow
heads of state to be as ambitious as possible as they negotiate a make-or-break global treaty to be finalized in Paris next year. 

Cocaine Production
UN: Coca area down in Peru and Bolivia, stable in Colombia from BBC 26 Jun 14

Figures released by the United Nations suggest the area planted with coca - the raw ingredient for cocaine - has diminished in Peru and Bolivia. 

COCOM
Head of Southern Command says he lacks resources to fight drug trafficking from Washington Post 14 Mar 14

Dwindling defense budgets have been a boon to drug trafficking networks in Latin America as U.S. intelligence and interdiction assets in the
Caribbean have been pared down, the top American commander responsible for the region said Thursday. 

Competition for military resources impedes the drug war from Navy Times 14 Mar 14

U.S. must 'keep faith' with its partner nations on the front lines, generals say 

More Ships Equal More Drugs Seized, Southcom Commander Says from American Forces Press Service 14 Mar 14

Though drug interdiction looms large among U.S. Southern Command’s responsibilities, it isn’t the only national security role filled by the
command, the Southcom commander said today during a media briefing at the Pentagon. 

Military: 80 Percent of Colombian Drugs Gets to U.S. from Associated Press 13 Mar 14

The U.S. doesn’t have the ships and surveillance capabilities to go after the illegal drugs flowing into the U.S. from Latin America, the top
military commander for the region told senators Thursday, adding that the lack of resources means he has to “sit and watch it go by.” 

CODEL
Central America

Honduras
Honduras President, US Lawmakers Discuss Migrant Crisis from AFP 15 Jul 14

Honduran President Juan Orlando Hernandez told visiting US lawmakers Sunday that poverty and misinformation was fueling the flow of minors
from Central America seeking to enter the United States illegallly. Hernandez told the lawmakers that the “complicated” mix of factors included
gang violence, “violent crime and the lack of information about ... the US immigration reform legal process,” 

COMANDO SUR
IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: The military use in public safety SOUTHCOM sponsors from SurySur - Argentina 23 Sep 13

The confusion between police and military tasks began in Colombia, followed by Mexico and Central America.

Commander's Engagements
Central America

Belize
Southcom Commander Visits from 7newsbelize.com 5 Sep 13

General John Kelly concluded a two day visit to Belize today. Since taking over Southcom in November of last year, it is his first visit to Belize,
but during that period the US military has been cooperating in multiple training activities in Belize. Kelly told the media today he wants to extend
that. Here’s the story from his press conference: 

Communications
U.S., Latin American countries demonstrate, assess new information-sharing technology from US Southern Command 21 Mar 14

New tool aims to improve, expand counter illicit trafficking cooperation 

Congrees
Congress Coming Back, Must Act To Avoid Shutdown from Associated Press 8 Sep 14



Lawmakers are streaming back to Capitol Hill after their summer vacation for an abbreviated September session in which feuding Democratic and
Republican leaders promise action to prevent a government shutdown while holding votes aimed at defining the parties for the fall campaign. 

Congress
Senate committee seeks email facts from Clinton’s tech company from McClatchy 13 Aug 15

The chairman of the Senate’s homeland security committee has asked a small, 13-year-old Denver technology company that managed tens of
thousands of emails for former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton to describe what measures it took to safeguard national security information. 

Move To Allow U.S. Oil Exports Accelerates from Wall Street Journal 10 Aug 15

Big voices in the oil industry and Congress now support a move that would have been unthinkable not long ago: opening the U.S. oil industry to
exports

Senate Confirms The Next Members Of The Joint Chiefs Of Staff from Washington Times 7 Aug 15

The Senate recently confirmed the nominations of the next members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff — Gen. Mark Milley to be chief of staff of the
Army, Adm. John Richardson to be chief of Naval Operations, and Lt. Gen. Robert Neller to be general and commandant of the Marine Corps. 

Senate Confirms Obama’s Pick For Joint Chiefs Chairman from Associated Press 30 Jul 15

The Senate on Wednesday confirmed President Barack Obama’s pick to be the next chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Marine Gen. Joseph
Dunford Jr., who is currently commandant of the Marine Corps, is expected to take over Oct. 1 for Gen. Martin E. Dempsey, who will retire after
a 41-year Army career. 

House Passes Three-Month Highway Bill Without Ex-Im Renewal from Bloomberg Politics 30 Jul 15

The U.S. House passed a three-month highway funding bill as members prepare to leave for an August recess without considering a long-term
proposal by the Senate. 

U.S. Congressmen introduce bill to lift embargo on Cuba from EFE (Spain) 29 Jul 15

Republican Congressman Tom Emmer and Democrat Kathy Castor introduced a bill in the U.S. Congress Tuesday to end the 55-year-old U.S.
embargo on Cuba and allow American private companies to freely trade with the communist island. 

House Intelligence Chairman Calls For New Iran Assessment from Associated Press 29 Jul 15

House intelligence chairman Devin Nunes is asking for additional intelligence assessments related to the nuclear agreement with Iran. 

Former Members Of Congress Not Invited To Pope’s Speech from Washington Post 29 Jul 15

If any former members of Congress booked a return trip to Capitol Hill for Pope Francis’s anticipated visit, they might want to check the refund
policy. 

Bill To Boost Trade With Cuba Faces Long Odds, Despite Win from McClatchy 28 Jul 15

Legislation designed to boost agricultural trade with Cuba passed out of a Senate committee last week, joining a separate bill that would ease
restrictions on travel to the island. 

Congress To Scrutinize Iran Deal This Week from USA Today 22 Jul 15

A trio of top administration officials are making the rounds on Capitol Hill this week to assuage bipartisan concerns and shore up support for the
pending Iran nuclear deal. 

Cardin: If Iran Deal Survives, More U.S. Aid Likely To Israel, Gulf States from USA Today 22 Jul 15

If the Iran nuclear accord goes into effect, the top Democrat on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee says the United States should and
presumably would increase military aid to Israel and the friendly Gulf states that are now pushing for the deal’s demise. 

Fierce Fight Looms On Ex-Im Bank As Outside Groups Weigh In from Associated Press 21 Jul 15

Congress is about to decide the fate of an obscure federal agency that has become improbably tangled in presidential politics and Republican



Party infighting, and the billionaire Koch Brothers may end up on the losing side. 

Senate panel OKs $675M to curb flow of Central Americans from Associated Press 9 Jul 15

A key Senate panel has approved $675 million in aid to Central American countries to improve conditions in the poorest and most violent regions
of El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala that sparked a crisis of unaccompanied children fleeing to the U.S. last year. 

House Democrats Blast GOP Leadership On Ex-Im Expiration from Washington Times 1 Jul 15

The federal Export-Import Bank’s charter quietly expired at midnight Tuesday, leaving it unable to extend new lines of credit to help U.S.
companies export their goods and angering President Obama and other supporters, who say the 81-year-old agency bolstered job creation. 

House Leaders Warn Americans Of July 4 Terror Threats from USA Today 30 Jun 15

Americans need to remain vigilant to the threat of a terrorist attack heading into the Independence Day weekend, the chairman of the House
Homeland Security Committee warned Sunday. 

House Homeland Security Panel Leader: Be Alert For Terrorist Threats On Fourth Of July from Washington Times 30 Jun 15

Key members of Congress said Sunday said the threat posed by homegrown terrorists has increased exponentially, right on the cusp of the July 4
weekend, as a trio of vicious terror attacks on three continents last week underscored the Islamic State’s ability to work worldwide through web-
based calls to jihad. 

House Leaders Warn Americans Of July 4 Terror Threats from USA Today 29 Jun 15

Americans need to remain vigilant to the threat of a terrorist attack heading into the Independence Day weekend, the chairman of the House
Homeland Security Committee warned Sunday. 

Committee Passes Legislation to Combat International Wildlife Trafficking, Strengthen National Security from All Africa 25 Jun 15

Today, the House Foreign Affairs Committee passed H.R. 2494, the Global Anti-Poaching Act, bipartisan legislation that will help the United
States and partner countries counter the terrorist organizations, rebel groups, and international criminal syndicates that are profiting from
international wildlife trafficking. 

Senate Passage Of Defense Bill Sets Stage For Showdown With White House from Washington Post 19 Jun 15

The Senate voted Thursday to pass a $612 billion defense bill, setting lawmakers up for a showdown with the White House over measures that
would bypass mandated spending cuts and threaten President Obama’s plan for closing the military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

House Rejects Bid To Force Troop Withdrawal In Iraq, Syria from Associated Press 18 Jun 15

The House on Wednesday refused to order the withdrawal of U.S. forces deployed to fight Islamic State militants in Iraq and Syria by the end of
the year. The measure was defeated, 288-139. It would have directed that troops be withdrawn within 30 days of passage, or by the end of the
year, if Congress fails to authorize the fight against Islamic State militants. 

Senate To Vote On Defense Policy Bill from Associated Press 18 Jun 15

Over White House objections, the Senate is poised to pass a $612 billion defense policy bill that calls for arming Ukraine forces, prevents another
round of base closures and makes it harder for President Barack Obama to close the prison for terror suspects at Guantanamo Bay. The Senate was
scheduled to vote Thursday on the bill, which the president has threatened to veto. 

Lawmakers Skeptical About U.S. Middle East Strategy from McClatchy 18 Jun 15

When the issue on Capitol Hill is U.S. foreign policy in the Middle East, skepticism is often the prevailing view. That’s certainly what top defense
officials encountered Wednesday when they appeared before lawmakers to explain American strategy, amid efforts to send more American forces
to Iraq, the shifting alliances in the fight against terrorism and the persistent questions about what victory would look like. 

Senate Votes To Turn Presidential Ban On Torture Into Law from New York Times 17 Jun 15

The Senate voted Tuesday to ban the use of torture, moving to ensure that the government does not return to interrogation techniques like
waterboarding. 



House OKs Resolution Urging Iran To Release Jailed Americans from Associated Press 16 Jun 15

The House has unanimously passed a resolution urging Iran to release three Americans jailed in that country and provide information on a fourth
who is missing. 

Senators introduce bill to end Cuba embargo from EFE (Spain) 11 Jun 15

A bill introduced Thursday by two senators would effectively end the nearly 53-year-old U.S. economic embargo on Cuba. The Cuba Trade Act of
2015, presented by Sens. Jerry Moran (R-Kan.) and Angus King (I-Maine), would give private firms, including financial institutions, the right to
conduct business with the Communist-ruled island. 

Senators Broach Renewed Bid To Authorize Fighting Islamic State from Bloomberg 10 Jun 15

Senator Bob Corker, the chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, said he’ll try to bridge the differences that have prevented U.S. lawmakers
from voting to authorize the war against Islamic State. 

McCain Uses Committee Post To Press For Defense Agenda from New York Times 9 Jun 15

John McCain has had many dreams. But among his greatest — second only to residing in the White House as commander in chief — was to
clutch the chairman’s gavel at the Senate Armed Services Committee, where he would be empowered to advance his national security and
domestic fiscal policy agendas. 

Senator Seeks Inquiry Into Visa Program Used At Disney from New York Times 5 Jun 15

Senator Bill Nelson of Florida, a Democrat, called on Thursday for the Department of Homeland Security to investigate a temporary visa program
for highly skilled immigrants after a report in The New York Times that technology employees at Walt Disney World in Orlando and other
companies lost their jobs to immigrants and had to train their replacements. 

US Republicans vote to keep Cuba travel curbs from BBC 5 Jun 15

The US House of Representatives has voted to keep restrictions on US citizens travelling to Cuba, despite a recent thaw in relations. The
Republican-controlled chamber rejected proposals to allow regular scheduled flights to the island. 

GOP-controlled House backs state medical marijuana laws from Associated Press 3 Jun 15

The GOP-controlled House voted Wednesday to prevent the federal government from blocking state laws that permit the use of medical
marijuana. 

House Panel Calls On Iran To Release Americans Being Held In Its Prisons from Washington Post 3 Jun 15

The House Foreign Affairs Committee on Tuesday called on Iran to release three Americans imprisoned in Iran, including a Washington Post
reporter, and provide information on a fourth who is missing. 

Surveillance Powers Set To Lapse With No Deal In Senate from Associated Press 1 Jun 15

The National Security Agency is losing its authority to collect Americans’ phone records in bulk, after GOP Sen. Rand Paul stood in the way of
extending the fiercely contested program in an extraordinary Sunday Senate session. 

Rand Paul Takes On ‘Eye Roll’ Caucus To Oppose Data Gathering In Patriot Act from New York Times 1 Jun 15

With his presidential campaign flagging, Senator Rand Paul, the Kentucky Republican known for a strong libertarian bent and a penchant for
dramatics, understood on Sunday that he had to make good on his “Stand With Rand” sloganeering. 

Iran Sanctions At Risk If Congress Stops A Deal, EU Envoys Say from Bloomberg News 27 May 15

Sanctions against Iran’s economy are likely to erode if talks to curb Iran’s nuclear program fail or U.S. lawmakers try to block an international
agreement, according to the U.K. and German envoys to Washington. 

US Senators Urge BipartisanAction to Combat DrugAbuse from Sputnik International 26 May 15

Both Republicans and Democrats in the US Senate have called for immediate action to combat drug abuse, which has already caused an alarming



number of deaths in the United States. 

Debate Over Currency Cheating Intensifies In Trade Talks from New York Times 20 May 15

Thirty-six years ago, Japan lowered import tariffs on foreign automobiles to zero, ostensibly opening the world’s fourth-largest auto market to full
international competition. Yet United States automakers say 93 percent of the cars on Japan’s well-tended roads are still made in Japan by
Japanese companies. 

10 Members Of Congress Took Trip Secretly Funded By Foreign Government from Washington Post 14 May 15

The state-owned oil company of Azerbaijan secretly funded an all-expenses-paid trip to a conference at Baku on the Caspian Sea in 2013 for 10
members of Congress and 32 staff members, according to a confidential ethics report obtained by The Washington Post. Three former top aides to
President Obama appeared as speakers at the conference. 

Pentagon, U.S. Spy Chief To Lawmakers: Don’t Deny Access To Russian Rocket Engines from Washington Times 14 May 15

Defense Secretary Ashton Carter and Director of National Intelligence James Clapper are urging lawmakers not to deny military contractors
access to Russian rocket engines. 

Senate Democrats Vote To Block Obama On Trade from Washington Post 13 May 15

President Obama’s fellow Democrats derailed one of his major second-term priorities Tuesday, voting to hold up consideration of “fast track”
trade authority unless related measures are guaranteed to proceed alongside it. 

Senate Democrats Block Progress On Obama’s Trade Authority from New York Times 13 May 15

Senate Democrats handed President Obama a stinging rebuke on Tuesday, blocking consideration of legislation granting their own president
accelerated power to complete a major trade accord with Asia. 

Obama Admin Urges Approval Of New US-China Nuke Agreement from Associated Press 13 May 15

The Obama administration on Tuesday urged senators to support a new 30-year agreement with China on civilian nuclear cooperation but faced
concern from both parties that Chinese companies are exporting sensitive technology to Iran and North Korea. 

With Rubio’s Backing, Senate Votes To Approve Iran Nuclear Review Bill from McClatchy 8 May 15

Rubio could not convince his colleagues to vote on an amendment that would have required Iran to recognize Israel’s right to exist. But he said he
respected the decision made by Senate leaders to move on to other issues. 

Senate To Hold Test Vote On Iran Nuclear Bill from Associated Press 7 May 15

Legislation giving Congress a chance to review and possibly reject any final nuclear deal with Iran is facing a test vote in the Senate on Thursday. 

McConnell Promises To `move Quickly’ On Iran Nuclear Bill from McClatchy 6 May 15

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell of Kentucky said Tuesday he wants a quick vote on a bill that would give Congress the power to review
a nuclear agreement with Iran. 

Republicans Working To Get Iran Legislation Moving Again from Associated Press 5 May 15

Senate Republicans labored Monday to salvage bipartisan legislation granting lawmakers the right to review or even reject any agreement the
Obama administration makes to ease sanctions on Iran in exchange for concessions on nuclear research and development. 

Congressmen to reconsider separate funding for Iraq factions from Associated Press 4 May 15

Congress may reconsider a provision in an upcoming bill funding the training of the Iraqi army that would also send weapons directly to Arab
Sunnis and Kurds, a congressman visiting Baghdad said Sunday. 

Obama Needs Hillary Clinton To Clinch Trade Deal, Boehner Says from Washington Times 4 May 15

House Speaker John A. Boehner said Sunday that President Obama will need Hillary Rodham Clinton’s help to get skeptical Democrats to back a
major free trade deal he seeks. 



Congressional Review Of Iran Nuclear Deal Is Threatened By GOP Amendments from Los Angeles Times 1 May 15

A bipartisan bill for Congress to review any nuclear agreement with Iran faced new danger Thursday as Republican senators sought to force votes
on controversial amendments that leaders had hoped to avoid. 

U.S. Lawmakers Press Iran To Free Jailed Americans from New York Times 1 May 15

Congressional lawmakers, already conflicted about an impending nuclear deal with Iran, are increasingly angry over the incarceration of
American citizens in that country, where at least three are imprisoned, including one held for more than three and a half years. 

White House Says Sen. Blunt’s Amendment Would Undermine Iran Deal, Threatens Veto from McClatchy 30 Apr 15

The White House on Wednesday warned that President Barack Obama would veto any legislation that made a nuclear deal with Iran contingent
on the release of American prisoners. 

Marco Rubio’s Push To Amend Iran Measure Threatens A Fragile Balance In Congress from New York Times 30 Apr 15

Senator Marco Rubio, Republican of Florida, is demanding a vote on an amendment that would press Iran to recognize the state of Israel,
threatening a fragile bipartisan coalition that had already fashioned a compromise bill giving Congress a voice in the Iran nuclear talks. 

Senate Votes Against Making Iran Nuclear Deal A Treaty from Associated Press 29 Apr 15

The GOP-controlled Senate on Tuesday turned back an attempt to elevate any nuclear deal with Iran into a treaty, a vote that gave momentum to
Republicans and Democrats trying to pass a bill giving Congress a chance to review and possibly reject any agreement with Tehran. 

Bill Would Withhold Defense Funding Until Congress Gets Answers On Bergdahl Swap from Washington Times 28 Apr 15

Rep. Mac Thornberry’s draft of the annual defense authorization bill released Monday would withhold a portion of Defense Department funding
until the administration answers questions about the prisoner swap of Guantanamo Bay detainees in exchange for Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl. 

House Republican bill seeks curb on Cuba travel from Associated Press 28 Apr 15

House Republicans unveiled legislation on Tuesday to sharply curb the Obama administration's recent moves to ease U.S. restrictions on travel to
Cuba. 

John McCain, John Kasich call for change in CIA drone program after hostage-killing attack from Washington Times 26 Apr 15

Calls for moving the U.S. drone strike program from the CIA to the Pentagon intensified Sunday in the wake of a counterterrorism attack that
accidentally killed two Western hostages. 

U.S. House speaker tells Obama to 'get serious' about defeating Islamic State from Reuters 24 Apr 15

U.S. House of Representatives Speaker John Boehner on Thursday said President Barack Obama must "get serious" about a strategy to defeat
Islamic State militants before Congress would consider approving a new military force authorization. 

Anti-human trafficking bill passes Senate from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

Bipartisan legislation aimed at helping the victims of sex trafficking moved toward Senate passage Wednesday after lawmakers solved a partisan
dispute over abortion that had sidetracked the bill for weeks. 

Computer Attacks Spur Congress to Act on Cybersecurity Bill Years in Making from New York Times 22 Apr 15

Responding to a series of high-profile computer security breaches, Congress is now turning its attention to far-reaching cybersecurity legislation,
after years of false starts and bitter disappointments for the Obama administration. 

Congress to probe sex parties for leaks, DEA chief expected to step down from Reuters 21 Apr 15

A U.S. congressional panel will examine whether federal Drug Enforcement Administration agents divulged secrets at sex parties that Colombian
drug lords may have staged to elicit sensitive information. 

Washington, Though Still Divided, Comes Together On Trade And Other Issues from New York Times 21 Apr 15



Partisan peevishness is alive and well on Capitol Hill. But increasingly, Congress, under Republican control, is pressing forward on broad aspects
of President Obama’s end-of-term agenda. 

Democrats undermine Obama on fast-track trade authority, Asia deal from Washington Times 20 Apr 15

Democrats are “overwhelmingly” opposed to both fast-track trade authority and to the Asian trade deal the administration is negotiating, exposing
doubts about President Obama from within his own ranks — and an ever-shrinking number of lawmakers even willing to be persuaded by him. 

US House Leader: Obama Force Request Stalled In Congress from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

The leader of the U.S. House of Representatives said Tuesday it will be “virtually impossible” for Congress to approve President Barack Obama’s
proposed authority for use of military force against Islamic State militants. 

Senate Panel Passes Bill On Iran Nuclear Deal; Obama Indicates He’ll Sign It from New York Times 15 Apr 15

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee unanimously approved legislation granting Congress a voice in negotiations on the Iran nuclear accord,
sending the once-controversial legislation to the full Senate after President Obama withdrew his opposition rather than face a bipartisan rebuke. 

Boehner Calls For Expanded Role For U.S. Troops In Fighting ISIS In Iraq from New York Times 15 Apr 15

Speaker John A. Boehner said Tuesday that American troops in Iraq should move beyond training Iraqi forces to take a more direct role in
fighting against the Islamic State. 

From Cybersecurity To Trade Deal, Bills Are Expected To Start Moving from New York Times 14 Apr 15

After a lengthy stretch of legislative somnolence, interrupted occasionally by frenetic action to prevent the government from shutting down,
Congress is now pivoting to policy. 

US Senate Planning Iran Vote Despite Obama Warning from Agence France-Presse 7 Apr 15

Republican US Senate majority leader Mitch McConnell on Monday criticized the landmark deal on Iran’s nuclear program, confirming that
lawmakers opposed to the pact planned a formal response to the agreement. 

Business Advocates Lobby Congress For More Guest Workers, High-tech Visas from Washington Times 6 Apr 15

With the push for a broad immigration bill now dead in Congress, business advocates are ramping up their calls for Republicans who run both
chambers to at least consider updating the nation’s guest-worker programs to help boost the economy. 

Congress Responds Cautiously To Framework, And Demands Right To Review Deal from New York Times 3 Apr 15

Leading lawmakers from both parties in Congress responded cautiously on Thursday to the tentative framework for a nuclear deal between
Western powers and Iran, demanding to review any final agreement but pointedly refraining from a vow to kill the accord. 

US Senate Foreign Affairs Expert Indicted from Associated Press 2 Apr 15

Sen. Bob Menendez, the son of Cuban immigrants who rose to become one of the highest-ranking Hispanic members of Congress, was charged
Wednesday with accepting nearly $1 million worth of gifts and campaign contributions from a longtime friend in exchange for a stream of
political favors. 

Congress Moving On Long-sought Legislation To Thwart Cyberattacks from Washington Post 25 Mar 15

The House Intelligence Committee introduced bipartisan legislation Tuesday to grant legal immunity to firms that pass cyberthreat data to the
government, as lawmakers expressed cautious optimism that there is finally enough support to pass a bill that the president will sign. 

New legislation targets drug cartel look-outs from Associated Press 24 Mar 15

The men hired to be look-outs for drug cartels near the southern Arizona border with Mexico should face tougher penalties, the state's
congressional delegates say. 

Congressional Republicans Emboldened By Israeli Vote from McClatchy 19 Mar 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s election victory all but guarantees more partisan rancor in Congress when it comes to efforts by the



Obama administration to reach a deal with Iran to curb its nuclear activities and throws into doubt the longtime U.S. goal of a two-state solution to
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 

House Republican Bloc Poses A Threat To Pacific Trade Deal from Wall Street Journal 18 Mar 15

Some conservatives, along with most Democrats, could sink one of the few prospects for bipartisan cooperation

House Budget Plan Would Require Higher Federal Employee Retirement Contributions from Washington Post 18 Mar 15

A budget plan unveiled Tuesday by the Republican leaders of the House Budget Committee repeats a proposal to require federal employees to pay
more of their salary toward their retirement benefits. 

GOP Weighs Increase In War Funds To Skirt Pentagon Limits from Associated Press 17 Mar 15

House Republicans are considering adding tens of billions of dollars to President Barack Obama’s request for overseas military operations in an
effort to get around tight limits on Pentagon spending. The move comes as Republicans are set to unveil their latest budget plan. 

Top U.S. Republican lawmaker to launch investigation of Clinton emails: ABC from Reuters 16 Mar 15

The top Republican in the U.S. House of Representatives is expected to announce an investigation this week into Hillary Clinton’s use of email
when she led the State Department, ABC News reported on Sunday. 

Rubio To Hold Hearing On Venezuela, Sanctions from McClatchy 13 Mar 15

U.S. Sen. Marco Rubio, a Republican from Florida who last year prodded the White House to take strong action against Venezuelan officials for
human rights abuses, will convene a hearing next week on unrest in the South American nation and the U.S. response to it. 

Republican Senator Pushes For A Vote On Iran Deal from New York Times 13 Mar 15

The chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee urged President Obama on Thursday not to seek a United Nations endorsement of the
emerging nuclear agreement with Iran without first giving Congress a chance to vote on it. 

150,000 Sign Treason Petition On US Republican Letter To Iran from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 15

More than 155,000 people by Wednesday had signed a petition to the White House urging charges be filed against 47 Republican senators who
they say committed “treasonous” offenses by writing Iran’s leaders about ongoing nuclear negotiations. 

A Rift Imperils Authorization To Combat ISIS from New York Times 12 Mar 15

President Obama’s formal request for congressional authorization to fight the Islamic State — once framed by lawmakers as a matter of great
constitutional import — is now seriously imperiled because Republicans think it does too little and Democrats think it does too much. 

Republican Moves Imperil Democratic Cooperation On Iran from New York Times 11 Mar 15

The open letter that 47 Senate Republicans sent to Iran’s leadership on Monday warning about making a nuclear agreement with President Obama
is forcing Democrats to choose between confronting Tehran and rallying around Mr. Obama as he searches for a diplomatic solution to the nuclear
standoff. 

EDITORIAL: A Sensible Bill on Medical Marijuana from New York Times 11 Mar 15

Three senators, two Democrats and a Republican, introduced a bill on Monday that would allow patients to use marijuana for medical purposes in
states where it is legal, without fear of federal prosecution for violating narcotics laws. 

Politics And Tradition Collide Over Iran Nuclear Talks from New York Times 11 Mar 15

President Obama wants any nuclear deal reached with Iran to last at least 10 years. But a threat by Republican senators raises the question of
whether it would last even 22 months. 

Senators Push Obama To Arm Ukraine, Lament Slowness Of Aid from Associated Press 11 Mar 15

In the face of Russian violations of cease-fire agreements in Ukraine, both Democratic and Republican senators are asking why the Obama
administration hasn’t decided whether to send defensive weapons to Ukraine. 



3 Top US National Security Officials To Testify In Senate from Associated Press 11 Mar 15

Three of America’s top national security officials face questions in Congress about new war powers being crafted to fight Islamic State militants.
They also will be quizzed about Iran and the conflicts in Iraq and Syria. 

GOP Letter To Iran Deepens White House Ire from Washington Post 10 Mar 15

An already heated battle between the White House and Republicans over negotiations to curtail Iran’s nuclear program grew more tense Monday
when 47 Republican senators sent a letter to Iran designed to kill any potential deal. 

Obama Admin. Blasts GOP Letter To Iran, Says Republicans Want ‘war’ from Washington Times 10 Mar 15

The Obama administration on Monday accused Senate Republicans of looking for war and undermining U.S. negotiations with Iran, charging that
the GOP fundamentally misunderstands its role by acting outside “the role our Founding Fathers envisioned Congress to play when it comes to
foreign policy.” 

Oversight Panel Slams Government Official Over Use Of Personal E-mails from Washington Post 5 Mar 15

House Oversight Committee members railed against the head of the Chemical Safety Board (CSB), who had used personal e-mails to evade
public record disclosure rules, and called for him to resign immediately. 

Republicans Retreat From Shutdown Showdown, Give Democrats ‘clean’ Homeland Security Bill from Washington Times 5 Mar 15

Four months after vowing to use Congress’ power of the purse to block President Obama’s deportation amnesty, House Republican leaders
completed their retreat from a shutdown showdown Tuesday and surrendered to Democrats’ demands for a “clean” homeland security funding
bill. 

In Congress, Netanyahu Faults ‘Bad Deal’ On Iran Nuclear Program from New York Times 4 Mar 15

With dark warnings and a call to action, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel used one of the world’s most prominent venues on Tuesday
to denounce what he called a “bad deal” being negotiated with Iran and to mount an audacious challenge to President Obama. 

Decrying ‘Insult,’ House Democrats Seethe After Netanyahu Address from Washington Post 4 Mar 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was met with rounds of applause and repeated standing ovations Tuesday while addressing a joint
meeting of Congress but make no mistake: Democrats were by no means joining in the acclaim. 

Transcript of Netanyahu’s Speech to Congress from New York Times 3 Mar 15

Transcript of Netanyahu’s Speech to Congress

The Cry Being Heard Around Washington: ‘I Need A Netanyahu Ticket’ from New York Times 3 Mar 15

For Senator Lindsey Graham, the only ticket more in demand than a seat inside the House chamber for Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s
address to Congress on Tuesday morning would be “if it was Garth Brooks — maybe.” 

Boehner On The Firing Line Again After Democrats Block Bill To Fund DHS from Washington Post 3 Mar 15

House Speaker John A. Boehner, already under fire from unruly conservatives, is facing another agonizing choice over funding the Department of
Homeland Security after Democrats thwarted his plans once again Monday. 

Boehner Leaves Open Possible Vote On Dem-backed DHS Bill from Associated Press 3 Mar 15

Speaker John Boehner left open the possibility Monday of passage of long-term funding for the Department of Homeland Security without
immigration provisions attached, as his alternatives dwindled for avoiding a capitulation to the White House and Democrats. 

Boehner, GOP Vow Continued Immigration Fight Over Homeland Security Funds from Los Angeles Times 2 Mar 15

House Republican leaders flooded the Sunday TV talk shows, seeking to battle widespread criticism after an internal revolt by the party’s most
conservative wing nearly cut off funding Friday for the agencies that protect the nation’s borders, ports, airports and other key areas. 



GOP Discord Undercuts Efforts To Fund DHS from Washington Post 2 Mar 15

House Republican leaders will face a familiar dilemma this week when they try again to approve funding to keep the Department of Homeland
Security functioning through the end of September: They know their party is too divided to resolve the crisis on its own but fear the political
fallout if they rely on Democrats to get them out of the jam. 

Amid Rising Tensions, Kerry Says Netanyahu Is Welcome To Speak In U.S. from New York Times 2 Mar 15

Secretary of State John Kerry on Sunday tried to lower the temperature in the three-way fight among congressional Republicans, the Obama
administration and Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel, saying that Mr. Netanyahu was welcome to speak in the United States. 

Israel’s Netanyahu To Arrive For ‘Historic’ US Mission from Agence France-Presse 2 Mar 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was awaited in Washington on Sunday for a “historic” quest to stop an international nuclear deal with
Iran sought by the United States. 

Congressional Republicans Continue To Fight Over Homeland Security Funds from Los Angeles Times 27 Feb 15

With money for the Department of Homeland Security set to run out at midnight Friday, Republican leaders in Congress struggled to convince
their followers to fund the huge department now and fight President Obama’s immigration policies later. 

Hillary Clinton takes fire from Democrats as Libya chaos creates terrorist safe haven from Washington Times 27 Feb 15

Jim Webb could make national security focal point of rival 2016 presidential campaign 

Congress Split Over Ways To Face Islamic State from Washington Post 23 Feb 15

Congress returns to Washington this week after a 10-day break to confront the difficult business of how the United States should wage war against
terrorist organizations such as the Islamic State. 

Nancy Pelosi Visits Havana, Meets With Top Castro Regime Officials from Washington Times 20 Feb 15

Since arriving Tuesday in Havana, House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi has met with several high-ranking Cuba officials, including Cuban
Foreign Ministry Josefina Vidal and National Assembly Vice President Ana Maria Mari Machado. 

US Lawmakers Say Agreement On Trade Promotion Authority Near from Associated Press 19 Feb 15

A delegation of U.S. lawmakers say a bipartisan congressional agreement on granting President Barack Obama trade promotion authority for a
pan-Pacific trade deal is likely this spring. 

Military Force Authorization For Obama Has Little Effect On Islamic State War from Washington Times 13 Feb 15

President Obama’s request for new war powers is by the administration’s own contention legally unnecessary, and military and legal scholars say
the proposal would have little, if any, practical impact on the U.S. campaign against the Islamic State in the short term. 

Lawmakers divided over troop restrictions in war plan from USA Today 12 Feb 15

President Obama's decision to seek congressional authorization to use military force against Islamic militants is causing fissures on Capitol Hill,
where lawmakers will be tested to find a bipartisan coalition to approve a fight that is already underway. 

Netanyahu Says Speech To Congress Is His Duty from New York Times 11 Feb 15

For the third time in three days, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel said Tuesday that he still planned to address a joint meeting of
Congress next month on the Iranian nuclear program, despite mounting calls here and abroad for him to cancel. 

Netanyahu’s Ready To Talk To Congress, Even If Some Lawmakers Aren’t Ready To Listen from Washington Post 10 Feb 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu reaffirmed his intentions Monday to deliver a controversial address to Congress next month. There
have been simmering tensions over his plan to use the speech to oppose talks with Iran over its nuclear program. 

GOP Challenges Obama Over Flood Risks From Climate Change from McClatchy 10 Feb 15

Underscoring the political challenges President Barack Obama faces as he presses ahead to combat climate change, eight Republican senators are



contesting the legality of his Jan. 30 directive toughening floodplain standards for new federal projects. 

Obama Will Send Draft ISIL Resolution This Week from USA Today 10 Feb 15

President Obama’s formal request for Congress to authorize military force against the Islamic State will go to Capitol Hill in the next day or two,
congressional aides said. 

Obama War Authority Request For Islamic State Expected In Congress from Washington Times 9 Feb 15

Congress expects the White House to officially ask lawmakers next week to authorize the fight against the Islamic State and thereby provide
details of President Obama’s strategy for combating the terrorists. 

Ire Over Netanyahu’s Speech, But Dems Hopes To Limit Fallout from Associated Press 9 Feb 15

The Israeli prime minister’s upcoming speech to Congress without President Barack Obama’s blessing has angered Democratic lawmakers, but
they see little remedy except to hope for minimal damage to their party and U.S.-Israel relations. 

Biden Snub Sharpens Israel Debate Over Netanyahu’s Speech from Bloomberg News 9 Feb 15

White House displeasure with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu fueled new election-related bickering after Vice President Joe Biden
decided he’ll skip the Israeli leader’s contentious speech to Congress. 

Reid Won’t Condemn Democrats Boycotting Netanyahu Speech from Bloomberg News 5 Feb 15

The Senate’s top Democrat on Wednesday stopped short of criticizing lawmakers in his party who are planning to boycott Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu’s speech to a joint session of Congress. He just won’t be among them. 

Senate Democrats Again Block Homeland Security Funding Tied To Immigration from New York Times 5 Feb 15

For the second consecutive day, Senate Democrats blocked their Republican colleagues from bringing a bill to the floor to fund the Department of
Homeland Security, which has become a proxy for a broader policy disagreement over President Obama’s executive actions on immigration. 

Jewish Democrats Try To Divert Netanyahu Speech To Congress from Washington Times 5 Feb 15

Jewish Democrats try to divert Netanyahu speech to Congress New YorkRep. Steve Israel, who organized the private meeting with six fellow
Jewish House Democrats and Ambassador Ron Dermer, said that the lawmakers peppered the ambassador with alternatives to stop the speech
from becoming an embarrassment for the 

House Members Question How New Cuba Policy Will Improve Human Rights from Miami Herald 5 Feb 15

In an at-times combative hearing, the U.S. House Foreign Affairs Committee on Wednesday questioned whether the United States’ new
relationship with Cuba would improve Cuba’s human rights record. 

Committee Probes Agency Restrictions On Inspectors General from Washington Post 2 Feb 15

It’s hard for inspectors general to be watchdogs when chained by their agencies. IG employees investigate waste, fraud and other things that go
wrong in federal places. They often work in the same buildings and eat in the same cafeterias as those they investigate, yet they stand apart. While
legally under the supervision of an agency’s top boss, the IG is not supervised by that boss. 

US House Passes Bill Aimed At Expediting Natural Gas Exports from Associated Press 29 Jan 15

The Republican-controlled U.S. House of Representatives on Wednesday passed a bill aimed at expediting approvals of natural gas exports. 

Boehner Preparing For Legal Action Against Obama On Immigration Orders from McClatchy 28 Jan 15

House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, is laying the groundwork for legal action against President Barack Obama over his executive actions on
the nation’s immigration laws. 

Legislators Seek To Tighten Security Of Visa Waiver Program Amid Threats In Europe from Washington Post 28 Jan 15

The recent terrorist attacks in Paris are prompting bipartisan legislative efforts to tighten the security of a program that allows millions of
foreigners, mostly from Europe, to travel to the United States without visas. 



Democrats Say They’ll Delay Support For New Iran Sanctions For Two Months from McClatchy 28 Jan 15

Amid intense pressure from the White House, the top Democrat behind legislation to impose additional sanctions on Iran said Tuesday he will
temporarily withdraw his support for the bill, giving international negotiations more time to succeed. 

US House Leader: Boehner Invite To Netanyahu Inappropriate from Associated Press 23 Jan 15

The leader of the House Democrats said Thursday that Republican Speaker John Boehner blundered when he invited Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu to address the U.S. Congress amid sensitive negotiations about Iran’s nuclear program and in the shadow of Israel’s
elections. 

Republicans Seek To One-up Obama On Foreign Affairs from Washington Post 22 Jan 15

Republicans on Wednesday delivered a swift and bold response to President Obama’s exuberant State of the Union address by taking direct aim at
the administration’s foreign policy authority. 

Left slams Obama’s call for fast-track trade pact from Washington Times 22 Jan 15

House Democrats mobilized Wednesday in opposition to President Obama's call for legislation that would make it easier for him to negotiate free-
trade agreements, one of the few areas of potential compromise between the White House and Republican lawmakers. 

Senate Rejects Effort To Ban Keystone XL-pipeline Exports from Associated Press 21 Jan 15

The Republican-controlled Senate on Tuesday rejected Democrats’ bids to ban exports from the Keystone XL oil pipeline and to require building
the project with American-made steel. 

U.S. Congressional Delegation to Spend 3 Days in Cuba from New York Times 17 Jan 15

A delegation of American legislators led by Senator Patrick J. Leahy left the United States on Saturday for a three-day trip to Cuba, in one of the
first steps the United States has taken to chart a new relationship with the country since President Obama announced last month that he was
restoring full diplomatic ties with it. 

Senate Likely To Act Quickly On Iran Measure from Associated Press 16 Jan 15

In the Republicans’ first foreign policy challenge to President Barack Obama, the Senate is likely to vote within a few weeks on legislation
restricting the administration’s ability to strike a deal with Iran over its nuclear program, officials attending a retreat of GOP lawmakers said
Thursday. 

Hill Leaders: Obama To Seek Renewed War Authority from USA Today 14 Jan 15

Top congressional leaders said the White House is drafting new authorization language to redefine the U.S. mission in the war on terror that will
address the rise of the Islamic State. 

Obama To Offer Proposal For War On Islamic State, Senators Say from Bloomberg News 14 Jan 15

President Barack Obama told congressional leaders he will propose terms for a measure authorizing U.S. military force against Islamic State, two
top Republicans said following a White House meeting today. 

House Republican Calls For Stiffer Sanctions On North Korea from Associated Press 14 Jan 15

Amid calls for stiffer action against North Korea, the Obama administration told Congress on Tuesday the U.S. response to the Sony Pictures
cyberattack was only the first step to further isolate the country over its nuclear and missile programs and human rights abuses. 

Protesters Interrupt Senate, Demand CIA Torture Prosecutions from Associated Press 13 Jan 15

Protesters demanding prosecutions over the CIA torture report broke into shouts and briefly interrupted Senate proceedings Monday. They were
led out by Capitol Police. 

Congress Is Ready To Pass Keystone, But Is Pipeline Even Viable? from McClatchy 8 Jan 15

The battle over the Keystone XL pipeline, the nation’s noisiest referendum on energy and the environment, is reaching a climax in Congress after



six years. 

Boehner Beats Back Dissent To Reclaim House Speaker Post from New York Times 7 Jan 15

John A. Boehner beat back an embarrassing challenge to his speakership on Tuesday from restless conservatives as Republicans assumed control
of both houses of Congress for the first time in eight years. 

Rubio: New Sanctions On Iran Coming from Politico 2 Jan 15

Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) is predicting that the upcoming Republican-controlled Senate will pass laws imposing sanctions on Iran and approving
the Keystone XL pipeline next year. 

New Republican-led Panel Will Focus On Energy And Environment from Washington Post 31 Dec 14

House Republicans next year will use a new oversight subcommittee to examine the Obama administration’s energy and environmental policies.
Rep. Jason Chaffetz (R-Utah), future chair the powerful House Oversight and Government Reform Committee, announced that he would form the
new panel to watch over the Environmental Protection Agency, as well as the departments of agriculture, energy and interior. 

Congress presses Obama on Russia sanctions from Associated Press 16 Dec 14

Republicans and Democrats spoke with one voice Monday in pressing President Barack Obama to sign legislation that would slap new sanctions
on Russia while providing weapons and other assistance to Ukraine. 

Panel Votes To Authorize Military Force Against ISIL from USA Today 12 Dec 14

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee voted Thursday to authorize the use of military force against Islamic State militants, but the panel’s
incoming Republican chairman said the issue will be revisited in January. 

Senate Panel Passes Three-Year Military Authorization To Fight Islamic State from Washington Times 12 Dec 14

The Senate took the first step Thursday to redefining the war on terror, passing a new authorization for the use of military force against the Islamic
State that would grant President Obama limited authority to go after the insurgency, including severely restricting his ability to use ground combat
troops. 

Congress poised to nix marijuana legalization, overruling D.C. voters from Christian Science Monitor 11 Dec 14

When residents of the District of Columbia voted to legalize recreational use of marijuana last month, cannabis fans cheered. Then they quickly
realized that Congress – which has oversight over D.C.’s affairs – could overrule the will of the voters.

Congress Passes Sanctions On Venezuela Officials from Associated Press 11 Dec 14

The U.S. Congress has cleared and sent to President Barack Obama legislation directing him to levy sanctions against Venezuelan government
officials involved in a crackdown on anti-government protesters. 

House Prepares To Unveil Spending Bill, But Full Passage Before Deadline Is In Doubt from Washington Post 10 Dec 14

Congressional leaders are expected to unveil a massive $1.1 trillion spending agreement later Tuesday and then race the clock in hopes of
approving the deal before a spending deadline late Thursday night. 

Congressional Leaders Reach Deal On Spending from New York Times 10 Dec 14

Congressional leaders reached a deal Tuesday on a more than $1 trillion spending package that would fund most of the federal government
through the current fiscal year. 

Major Provisions Of $1.1 Trillion Spending Bill from Associated Press 10 Dec 14

Top lawmakers Tuesday released a massive 1,603-page, $1.1 trillion omnibus spending bill funding every government agency but the Homeland
Security Department through Sept. 30, 2015. The measure also contains dozens of policy provisions affecting financial regulations, the
environment, school lunches and regulations requiring truckers get more rest.

Senate Torture Report Condemns C.I.A. Interrogation Program from New York Times 9 Dec 14



A scathing report released by the Senate Intelligence Committee on Tuesday found that the Central Intelligence Agency routinely misled the
White House and Congress about the information it obtained from the detention and interrogation of terrorism suspects, and that its methods were
more brutal than the C.I.A. acknowledged either to Bush administration officials or to the public. 

U.S. Senate Approves Venezuela Sanctions from Miami Herald 9 Dec 14

The U.S. Senate on Monday passed a bill imposing targeted sanctions against Venezuelan officials responsible for violence and political arrests in
the wake of anti-government protests earlier this year. 

After Hostage Rescue Fails, No-negotiation Policy Is Questioned from McClatchy 9 Dec 14

Two days after an American hostage was killed during a failed rescue mission in Yemen, a member of Congress questioned on Monday the U.S.
policy of not negotiating with terrorists, saying that approach leaves highly risky military operations as the only means to bring an American back
alive. 

U.S. military braces for release of CIA interrogation report from Washington Post 9 Dec 14

The U.S. military has put thousands of troops on alert ahead of the expected release Tuesday of a Senate report detailing the CIA’s post-Sept. 11
detention and interrogation program, defense officials said. 

U.S. Bases, Embassies Prepare For Violence With Release Of Senate Torture Report from McClatchy 9 Dec 14

U.S. forces and diplomatic missions overseas braced on Monday for the release of the public version of a long-awaited Senate Intelligence
Committee report into the CIA’s use of torture after a U.S. intelligence community warning of a “heightened potential” for a “violent response,”
U.S. officials said. 

Officials fear torture report could spark violence from USA Today 8 Dec 14

Federal officials braced for possible violence at U.S. facilities around the world as senators prepared to release a report Tuesday detailing the
CIA's torture of suspected terrorists in the wake of the 9/11 attacks. 

Drones In Demand: Congress Eyes More Surveillance Craft For Islamic State Fight from Washington Times 8 Dec 14

Congress is blocking the Air Force from retiring next year any of its most famous drone assassins, and is increasing procurement of a second
bomb-dropping and surveillance unmanned aircraft. 

Scholars: China Gov’t Gets Foothold On US Campuses from Associated Press 5 Dec 14

China’s authoritarian government is gaining a foothold on American campuses by funding dozens of institutes that project a rose-tinted view of
the Asian nation that compromises the academic integrity of U.S. universities, a congressional hearing was told Thursday. 

Congress OKs Watered-down Bill On US-Israel Ties from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

Congress approved legislation Wednesday deepening U.S.-Israeli cooperation after softening a push to grant Israelis visa-free travel rights to the
United States even as the Jewish state persists in blocking some Arab and Muslim Americans from its territory. 

Paul Proposes Declaraton Of War Against Islamic State from McClatchy 4 Dec 14

Sen. Rand Paul Wednesday proposed having Congress formally declare war against the “organization referring to itself as the Islamic State (ISIS)
and the government and people of the United States.” 

House On Brink Of Deal To Avoid Government Shutdown from New York Times 4 Dec 14

House Republicans on Wednesday were quickly closing in on the final details of a spending plan to keep the government from shutting down next
week and, despite objections from more conservative lawmakers, were preparing to call a vote next week. 

US Diplomats To Argue Against New Iran Sanctions from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 14

Top US diplomats will this week make a “strong case” to lawmakers to hold off on fresh Iran sanctions, hoping to avoid an ugly political
showdown which could scupper nuclear talks. 



AP Sources: Lawmakers Agree On $585B Defense Bill from Associated Press 3 Dec 14

House and Senate negotiators have reached agreement on a $585 billion defense policy bill that provides funds to expand the U.S. mission in Iraq
to counter Islamic State militants and gives the military the authority to train moderate Syrian forces. 

Obama’s Legacy: Eschewing Congress When Using Military Force from Wall Street Cheat Sheet 3 Dec 14

Three days after the 9/11, Congress passed a piece of legislation known as the Authorization for the Use of Military Force, or AUMF. That
document granted the president the authority to use all “necessary and appropriate force” against all those whom he determined “planned,
authorized, committed or aided” the terrorist attacks, or who harbored those responsible.

Republicans Try To Balance Immigration Action While Avoiding A Shutdown from New York Times 2 Dec 14

Congressional Republicans returning to Washington on Monday found themselves facing a treacherous 10 days as they try to balance their desire
to fight President Obama’s executive action on immigration with the political imperative not to shut down the government. 

US Lawmaker: Fight With IS Needs ‘Arab Face’ from Associated Press 27 Nov 14

A Republican lawmaker says the battle against the Islamic State group needs to have “an Arab face,” even as the U.S. leads airstrikes to help
defeat the militant group. 

Lawmakers: Hagel Dismissal Points To Obama Trust Issue from USA Today 26 Nov 14

Chuck Hagel was a Barack Obama mentor, which made him part of the U.S. president’s inner circle. But when the defense secretary drifted, he
had to leave. And so it goes in Obama’s war cabinet. 

Missing debate on defense bill frustrates advocates from Military Times 18 Nov 14

In this do-nothing Congress, even work that might get done will be incomplete. 

Dems Demand Answers In State Dept. Cyber-attack from Associated Press 18 Nov 14

A House oversight committee demanded answers Monday about a suspected cyber-attack that has shut down the State Department’s unclassified
email system.

For House, 9th Pipeline Bill May Be The Charm from Associated Press 14 Nov 14

The Republican-controlled House is on track to easily pass a bill Friday to approve the Keystone XL oil pipeline, and this time, the Senate may
follow. 

Congress Questions Sanctions Against Islamic State from USA Today 14 Nov 14

Only four members of the Islamic State have been targeted for sanctions as part of the Obama administration’s efforts to cut off the money supply
to the terrorist group, officials said Thursday. 

Obama Seeks Human Rights Waiver On War Funds from Associated Press 14 Nov 14

The Obama administration has repeatedly asked Congress to exempt its military effort against the Islamic State from a longstanding ban on U.S.
assistance to torturers and war criminals, highlighting doubts about finding “clean” American allies in a region wracked by ethnic animosity and
religious extremism. 

Graham Wants A Role For Congress In Iran Nuclear Talks from McClatchy 14 Nov 14

When it comes to nuclear negotiations with Iran, Sen. Lindsey Graham wants Congress to have the last word. On the Senate floor Thursday, the
South Carolina Republican argued for legislation that would require President Barack Obama to submit any diplomatic agreement on the Iran’s
nuclear program to Congress for approval. 

Immigration, Keystone Top First Day Of Lame Duck from Associated Press 13 Nov 14

A political gambit by an endangered Senate Democrat broke loose long-stalled legislation to force approval of the Keystone XL pipeline as the
lame-duck Congress returned to a Capitol where results of last week’s GOP blowout are still sinking in. 



Senate Democrats To Tackle Keystone, NSA Snooping In Lame-duck Session from Washington Times 13 Nov 14

With just a few weeks left in power, Senate Democrats want to clear the decks of spending bills and force votes on dozens of President Obama’s
judicial nominations, but a brewing fight over the Keystone XL oil pipeline already has split Democrats and proved a major distraction. 

Lawmakers Question Obama’s $6-billion Request For Ebola Funding from Los Angeles Times 13 Nov 14

Weighing President Obama’s request for billions of dollars in new funding to combat the Ebola virus, lawmakers on Wednesday pressed federal
agencies to explain how the additional money would help in the fight against the disease. 

GOP Congressional Leaders Denounce U.S.-China Deal On Climate Change from Washington Post 13 Nov 14

Any hope for Congress to reconvene with a sense of bipartisanship was quickly erased Wednesday morning as Senate Minority Leader Mitch
McConnell (R-Ky.) and House Speaker John A. Boehner (R-Ohio) sharply criticized the announcement of a new climate deal between the United
States and China. 

Senators: We’re Optimistic Cuba To Free Contractor from Associated Press 12 Nov 14

Two U.S. senators expressed optimism Tuesday that Cuba will free imprisoned American government contractor Alan Gross. 

Lame-duck Congress Faces A Full Agenda, And Many Obstacles from McClatchy 12 Nov 14

Congress returns this week to a changed atmosphere after the Republican midterm election sweep – but before any new agenda is launched, old
business must be finished. 

Republican Senate Takeover Gives Neocons, War Hawks Bully Pulpit from Washington Times 7 Nov 14

Republican insiders say legislation already is in the works to pressure the White House into expanding the war against the Islamic State and
increasing pressure on Russia and Iran, as the GOP takeover of the Senate provides neocons and war hawks with their first bully pulpit since the
end of George W. Bush’s presidency. 

GOP Senators Urge Obama To Hold Off On Immigration from Associated Press 31 Oct 14

The three Republican senators responsible for comprehensive immigration legislation, which remains stalled in Congress, on Thursday urged
President Barack Obama to hold off on any steps to shield millions of people from deportation. 

Senate Report Outlines Plan To Keep Tens Of Billions Of Dollars Flowing To Afghanistan from Washington Post 27 Oct 14

Senate Democrats plan to keep supporting Afghanistan’s reconstruction but the spending must be linked to human rights reforms and closer
scrutiny of whether the country can maintain its new programs and buildings, says a congressional report due to be released Monday. 

Senators Move To Block U.S. Benefits To Ex-Nazis from Washington Times 24 Oct 14

Members of Congress rushed Thursday to announce legislation to close a loophole that has allowed Nazi war-crime suspects to collect millions of
dollars in Social Security benefits. 

Senate’s inquiry into CIA torture sidesteps blaming Bush, aides from McClatchy 16 Oct 14

A soon-to-be released Senate report on the CIA doesn’t assess the responsibility of former President George W. Bush or his top aides for any of
the abuses of the agency’s detention and interrogation program, avoiding a full public accounting of one of the darkest chapters of the war on
terror. 

Senator: Congress Should Debate Terrorist Threat from Associated Press 7 Oct 14

U.S. Sen. Bob Casey said Monday it would be “very healthy” for America if members of Congress spend about two weeks getting briefings,
holding hearings, and having a real debate about authorizing the use of force against the Islamic State terrorist group. 

Sen. Lindsey Graham: Need U.S. Boots On The Ground To Defeat Islamic State from Washington Times 6 Oct 14

Sen. Lindsey Graham, South Carolina Republican, said Sunday that U.S. service members need to go to Syria and Iraq because air strikes will not
be enough to defeat the Islamic State. 



Pelosi Says Boehner Should Start War Debate In Congress from Bloomberg News 30 Sep 14

House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi called on Speaker John Boehner to initiate a debate in Congress over granting President Barack Obama a
new authorization to use military force to defeat Islamic militants. 

Boehner: Don’t Expect War Authorization Vote in Lame-Duck Session from Roll Call 26 Sep 14

Speaker John A. Boehner thinks Congress should debate authorizing use of force against the Islamic State in Syria — but not until new members
of the House and Senate take office in January. 

House Republicans' Midterm Strategy: Terror, Terror, Terror! from Huffington Post 24 Sep 14

House Republicans are hoping that fears over national security will be their ticket to a bigger majority come the November midterm elections, so
much so that their message can be reduced to one panic-induced montage of terror, terror and more terror. 

With Few Qualms, Lawmakers Laud Obama’s Strikes Against Islamic State from McClatchy 24 Sep 14

Nearly a week after a brief and sometimes tumultuous debate to give President Barack Obama the authority to arm and train vetted Syrian rebels
to combat the Islamic State, members of the House of Representatives and Senate mostly snapped and saluted the president’s decision to launch
air strikes in Syria Monday. 

Syria vote isn't last word from Congress on war from Associated Press 23 Sep 14

President Barack Obama's Mideast war strategy isn't in the clear yet in Congress. The president got what he wanted this past week when the
House and Senate overwhelmingly approved arming and training moderate Syrian rebels to fight Islamic State militants. But the go-ahead is good
for less than three months. And many lawmakers want a say over the rest of a plan featuring some 1,600 U.S. military advisers in Iraq and
airstrikes expanding into Syria. By Sep. 22, 2014 12:20 PM EDT 

Senators spar over ISIS approach from The Hill 22 Sep 14

A pair of senators sparred Sunday over President Obama's approach to Islamic extremism in the Middle East, highlighting the difficult task facing
the administration as it tries to strike a balance between its military and diplomatic response to the rising threat. 

Congress’s Inaction Could Be Legal Basis For Stronger Executive War Powers from New York Times 19 Sep 14

As lawmakers grapple with President Obama’s claim that he already has congressional authorization for airstrikes against the Islamic State, legal
specialists are saying that even legislative inaction could create a precedent leaving the executive branch with greater war-making powers. 

Senate Approves ISIS Bill, Avoiding Bigger War Debate from New York Times 19 Sep 14

The Senate gave overwhelming approval on Thursday to a measure on the training and arming of Syrian rebels, then fled the Capitol for the fall
campaign, sidestepping the debate over the extent of American military action until the lame-duck session of Congress later this year. 

Senate Votes To Approve Obama’s Plan To Fight Islamist Militants from Washington Post 19 Sep 14

The Senate approved President Obama’s plan to train and equip moderate Syrian rebels Thursday, giving final congressional approval to the
strategy and capping a brief debate that sets the stage for broader discussions after the midterm elections over how to counter the growing threat
of the Islamic State organization. 

House Votes To Authorize Aid To Syrian Rebels In ISIS Fight from New York Times 18 Sep 14

A House divided along unusual and unpredictable lines voted Wednesday to authorize the training and arming of Syrian rebels to confront the
militant group Islamic State, backing President Obama after he personally pleaded for support. 

Va. Senator To Introduce Authorization For Military Force Against Islamic State from Washington Times 18 Sep 14

As the House of Representatives weighs voting to fund the arming and training of Syrian rebels in the fight against the Islamic State, Sen. Tim
Kaine, Virginia Democrat, says he’s introducing “specific and narrow” authorization for military action against the terrorist group. 

Obama’s Request To Arm Syrians Faces Skepticism Before Congress Votes from McClatchy 16 Sep 14

President Barack Obama’s request for Congress to authorize the training and equipping of Syrian rebels seemed a modest piece of the



administration’s new offensive against Islamic State militants. 

Boehner: ‘Give The President What He’s Asking For’ from Washington Times 12 Sep 14

House Speaker John A. Boehner said Congress should approve President Obama’s request for money to equip and train Syrian rebels, but said
that’s only the beginning of a strategy to destroy the Islamic State. 

Both Sides Of Congress Have Own Red Lines For Obama’s Action In Syria from Washington Times 12 Sep 14

Congress appears ready to give President Obama the $500 million he wants to arm and train moderate Syrian rebels, possibly as soon as next
week, but anything beyond that remained murky, including whether lawmakers will back the commander in chief if he expands airstrikes to
include targets in Syria. 

White House Asks Congress For Authorization To Arm Syrian Rebels from McClatchy 11 Sep 14

The White House is asking Congress to quickly authorize arming Syrian rebels to bolster President Barack Obama’s offensive against Islamic
State militants, a request that could be voted on as soon as this week in a must-pass spending bill. 

US Congress May Soon Vote To Arm, Train Syria Rebels from Agence France-Presse 11 Sep 14

US lawmakers could vote within days to authorize the military to arm and train moderate Syrian rebels, with Democrats drafting the legislation
Wednesday in an effort to reverse advances by the Islamic State (IS). 

Congress Expected To Avoid Vote On Military Action In Iraq, Syria from Los Angeles Times 10 Sep 14

President Obama on Tuesday began a bid to convince congressional leaders — and the American people — of his strategy to defeat Islamic
militants. But partisan divisions and political sensitivities in Congress make it unlikely lawmakers will agree on even a symbolic vote, much less
exercise their legal authority to approve military action. 

House Condemns Obama For Guantánamo Prisoner Swap from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

The Republican-controlled House on Tuesday pushed a resolution condemning President Barack Obama for failing to give 30-day notice to
Congress about the exchange in May of American prisoner Bowe Bergdahl for five Taliban leaders held at the U.S. prison at Guantánamo Bay,
Cuba. 

Lawmakers Unsure How To Proceed On ISIS Strategy from McClatchy 10 Sep 14

Sentiment was growing Tuesday for some sort of congressional action on U.S. policy toward ISIS, though leaders remained reluctant to commit to
any formal debate or vote. 

House GOP leadership outlines agenda for short session from McClatchy 5 Sep 14

Bills to keep the federal government open and upbraid President Barack Obama over his handling of Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdhal prisoner swap top
the House Republican agenda when Congress returns from its August recess. 

Democratic Senator To Introduce Bill For Airstrikes In Syria from McClatchy 3 Sep 14

A Democratic senator from Florida says he will introduce legislation giving President Barack Obama congressional authority for airstrikes against
militants in Syria. The announcement came after the apparent beheading of another U.S. journalist. 

In Senate-CIA Fight On Interrogation Report, Another Controversy from McClatchy 27 Aug 14

The background of a key negotiator in the battle over a Senate report on the CIA’s use of interrogation techniques widely denounced as torture has
sparked concerns about the Obama administration’s objectivity in handling the study’s public release. 

Senate Panel Didn’t Interview CIA Directors, Key Managers For Torture Report from Washington Times 26 Aug 14

Eleven years after the CIA last waterboarded a terror suspect, the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence is moving to uncloak its secret
report on America’s use of enhanced interrogation techniques in the early years of the war on terrorism, and the U.S. intelligence community is
preparing to fight back. 



Future Of Export-Import Bank Is Wild Card In Key Senate Races from New York Times 26 Aug 14

In an election cycle where no single issue is animating voters, the relatively obscure lender, which provides loans and loan guarantees to foreign
buyers of American products, has become an unlikely source of prominent campaign friction. 

Foley’s Death Isn’t Changing Views In Congress from Associated Press 21 Aug 14

The beheading of an American journalist in Syria, for all its horror, appears unlikely to change lawmakers’ minds about military intervention
against Islamic State extremists. It’s equally unclear whether the Obama administration will be asking them to back a new U.S. approach. 

U.S. In Greater Danger Than Before 9/11, Rep. Mike Rogers Says from Washington Times 18 Aug 14

The rise of the Islamic State group and other terrorist organizations across the globe has put the U.S. in even greater danger than it was in before
the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, a top Republican lawmaker said Sunday. 

Some Lawmakers Press For War-Powers Vote Over Iraq from Wall Street Journal 14 Aug 14

Leaders in House and Senate Haven't Joined the Effort, Which Could Trigger a Vote Before Midterms

White House Stands By Interrogation Report, But Will Work With Lawmakers from McClatchy 8 Aug 14

The White House on Thursday defended the administration’s censorship of a not-yet-public report on the CIA’s use of interrogation methods after
the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks against harsh criticism by Senate Democrats. 

It’s Official: Americans Are Disgusted With Country, Obama from Washington Times 7 Aug 14

Americans are fed up with President Obama and the way things are going in their country, found a new poll. 

Senate, CIA Clash Over Redactions In Interrogation Report from Washington Post 6 Aug 14

The planned release of a report by the Senate Intelligence Committee on the CIA’s interrogation of terrorism suspects has broken down in a
dispute between the committee and the Obama administration over how much of the document can be declassified. 

Redactions Of Report On C.I.A. Stoke Ire from New York Times 6 Aug 14

The chairwoman of the Senate Intelligence Committee said on Tuesday that heavy censorship by the Obama administration of her committee’s
voluminous report on the C.I.A.’s detention program eliminates or obscures “key facts” buttressing the document’s conclusions, and pledged to
fight for more of it to be declassified.

As The Senate Breaks For Recess, Obama’s Nominees Are Left Twisting In The Wind from Washington Post 5 Aug 14

High anxiety is gripping scores of Obama administration nominees who were left dangling above the Senate floor as that distinguished body took
off for a five-week recess. (That’s vacation for most of the lawmakers and nonstop campaigning for a few facing tight races.) 

Congress Losing Patience With Turkey’s Erdogan from Associated Press 5 Aug 14

Members of Congress are losing patience with Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan. 

Immigration issue produces congressional disarray from Associated Press 1 Aug 14

Once more, the tea party forced House Speaker John Boehner to blink. Minutes from a vote on legislation to deal with the immigration surge on
the U.S.-Mexico border, and hours from scheduled adjournment for the summer, a conservative revolt left the speaker with no choice but to pull
his border bill from the floor. 

Rebellion Inside G.O.P. Scuttles Vote on Border Bill from New York Times 1 Aug 14

Conservatives in the House rebelled against their leadership on Thursday to scuttle an emergency spending measure that addressed the migrant
crisis at the southern border, pushing the issue to a showdown on Friday as lawmakers prepared to leave for a five-week recess. The unexpected
turmoil offered a coda to the dysfunction that has gripped the Capitol for much of the year. 

Something Congress Will Get Done Before Recess? Sending An Ambassador To Russia from Washington Post 31 Jul 14

A rare moment of bipartisan momentum by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee has propelled the confirmation of the U.S. ambassador to



Russia – a post that’s been vacant since February. 

Aides: Senate Could Confirm Several Ambassadors from Associated Press 31 Jul 14

A series of ambassadors could be confirmed before lawmakers adjourn this week, including a new U.S. envoy to Russia. 

U.S. Chemical Sites Vulnerable Despite Millions Spent On Security: Congress from Washington Times 31 Jul 14

Despite spending hundreds of millions of dollars to bolster security, there are still large gaps in the nation’s chemical infrastructure that could be
exploited by terrorists, says a report by a top Senate Republican. 

Senate clock is ticking as nominees wait on their fate from Washington Post 30 Jul 14

We’re now into serious nail-biting time for about 150 nominees to see whether they’ll be confirmed by the Senate before the lawmakers slither out
of town for a five-week recess. 

Republican Demands Answers On US Israel Flight Ban from Associated Press 25 Jul 14

A potential Republican presidential contender in 2016 vowed Thursday to continue blocking confirmation of a series of ambassadorial and other
diplomatic nominees despite the Federal Aviation Administration lifting a ban on U.S. airline flights to Israel. The State Department criticized the
lawmaker. 

Senators: Cease-fire Must Allow Israel To Defend Against Rockets, Tunnels from Washington Times 25 Jul 14

A bipartisan group of senators is urging the Obama administration to ensure that any cease-fire in the ongoing conflict between Israel and Hamas
still affords Israel the ability to defend itself from incoming rocket fire and underground tunnel attacks. 

Senator: No Arms To Iraq Unless Congress Gets Info from Associated Press 25 Jul 14

An influential Democratic senator threatened Thursday to block U.S. arms sales to Iraq if Congress doesn’t get an assessment of Iraqi forces and
assurances the weapons won’t fall into the hands of extremist militants. 

House passes bills to prevent human trafficking from Hillicon Valley (The Hill) 24 Jul 14

The House on Thursday passed a package of legislation to combat human trafficking. Passage of the eight bills comes amid the debate over how
to address the surge of child migrants crossing the border and amending a 2008 human trafficking law.

US Senators Push To End Hamas Threat In Cease-fire from Associated Press 24 Jul 14

U.S. Senate Republicans and Democrats insisted on Wednesday that any viable cease-fire between Israel and Hamas militants must eliminate the
threat posed by Hamas rockets and tunnels. 

Senate Confirms Obama Pick For UN Aviation Job from Associated Press 22 Jul 14

The Senate has confirmed President Barack Obama’s choice to serve as U.S. representative to the U.N.’s International Civil Aviation
Organization, which has sent a team to help investigate the downing of Malaysian Airlines Flight 17 over eastern Ukraine. 

Lawmakers Challenge Spending Billions More On Wars from McClatchy 17 Jul 14

Pentagon leaders faced a bipartisan barrage of skeptical questions Wednesday from lawmakers over President Barack Obama’s request for $58.6
billion in emergency funds for conflicts in Afghanistan, Syria, Ukraine and beyond. 

Sen. Robert Menendez Seeks Probe Of Alleged Cuban Plot To Smear Him from Washington Post 8 Jul 14

Sen. Robert Menendez is asking the Justice Department to pursue evidence obtained by U.S. investigators that the Cuban government concocted
an elaborate plot to smear him with allegations that he cavorted with underage prostitutes, according to people familiar with the discussions. 

Face in the News: Foreign policy dominates the discussion from Face in the News 1 Jul 14

Foreign policy dominated "Face The Nation" on Sunday, with lawmakers weighing in on the unraveling crisis in Iraq and the trial of Benghazi
suspect Ahmed Abu Khatallah. 



China Blasts Proposal To Name D.C. Street For Dissident Liu Xiaobo from McClatchy 26 Jun 14

China reacted brusquely Wednesday to a vote in the U.S. Congress that approved renaming a street outside the Chinese embassy in Washington
after China’s most famous political prisoner. 

U.S. Export-Import Bank Chief Faces Heat From Republicans In House Hearing from Washington Post 26 Jun 14

The head of the U.S. Export-Import Bank defended the agency against charges  of cronyism and ineffectiveness Wednesday, telling a House panel
that the embattled bank’s work is essential to the health of the American economy. 

White House Addresses Ambassador Backlog from Washington Post 25 Jun 14

The White House weighed in Tuesday — we believe for the first time in a while – about the Senate GOP’s unwillingness to confirm President
Obama’s ambassadorial nominees, whether they be political fundraisers or career diplomats. 

White House Raps Republicans Over Ambassadorial Logjam from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 14

The White House blamed Senate Republicans Tuesday for putting US national security at risk by thwarting the swift confirmation of a long list of
President Barack Obama’s ambassador picks – some to hot-spot nations. 

Senators Hope To Fight Violence Against Women Worldwide from McClatchy 25 Jun 14

A Senate subcommittee began discussion Tuesday of a bill with bipartisan support that would promote reducing discrimination and violence
against women internationally, part of a years-long effort in Congress and, most recently, a response to terrorists’ kidnapping this spring of more
than 200 schoolgirls in Nigeria. 

Congressional Dems’ Bill Provides Lawyers For Illegal Immigrant Children from Washington Times 24 Jun 14

Congressional Democrats on Monday introduced a bill to grant taxpayer-funded lawyers to the illegal-immigrant children surging across the
border, with backers saying the children shouldn’t be forced to face the complex U.S. immigration system alone. 

Daines pushes legislation to maintain full ICBM force from Great Falls Tribune 19 Jun 14

The House of Representatives approved an amendment Wednesday night to the defense appropriations bill for fiscal year 2015, which begins Oct.
1, that blocks the Pentagon from using any funding to decommission silos that currently house intercontinental ballistic missiles. 

Senators fear plan will muzzle whistleblowers from The Hill 19 Jun 14

A bipartisan pair of senators fear that new Obama administration intelligence policies could crack down too hard on whistleblowers. 

Say No To Iran Helping In Iraq, Sen. Menendez Pleads With White House from Washington Times 18 Jun 14

The chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee said Tuesday that working with Iran should not be part of the Obama administration’s
response to the al Qaeda inspired fighters that are threatening the stability of Iraq and the Middle East. 

Senators Press Obama Administration To Clarify Surveillance Reform Legislation from Washington Post 13 Jun 14

Key U.S. senators pressed the Obama administration on Thursday to clarify language in pending surveillance reform legislation to ensure that it
could not be used by intelligence agencies to collect massive amounts of Americans’ personal data. 

Buck McKeon to question Chuck Hagel on leaks from Politico 12 Jun 14

When House Armed Services Committee Chairman Buck McKeon (R-Calif.) questions Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Wednesday at a
hearing on the prisoner swap that brought Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl home, he said he wants to know how the decision was reached and who
knew about it. 

What? Iraq? Members Of Congress Show No Interest In Country’s Burgeoning Crisis from McClatchy 12 Jun 14

The government of Iraq, where American soldiers fought and died for the better part of a decade, is in full retreat before an onslaught from a
radical Islamist group dedicated to establishing an Islamic state in Iraq, Syria and Lebanon. But the magnitude of the crisis has yet to capture the
attention of Washington. 



Lawmakers Fear A Re-run Of Iraq In Afghan Aid Effort from Washington Times 11 Jun 14

For U.S. taxpayers, post-withdrawal Afghanistan could become another Iraq when it comes to declining security and wasted international aid,
lawmakers warned Tuesday. 

Reid: ‘We Rescue Our Soldiers First And Ask Questions Later’ from Washington Times 5 Jun 14

Amid growing questions surrounding the release of Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid took to the chamber floor
Wednesday to offer a vigorous defense of the Obama administration’s actions and ask rhetorically whether critics of the prisoner exchange would
rather see the Taliban mete out justice than the U.S. military. 

Despite Administration Denials, U.S. Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen Thinks Obama Wants Cuba Spy-swap from Miami Herald 5 Jun 14

After news broke about President Barack Obama’s prisoner swap involving five Taliban Guantánamo Bay detainees, many wondered about the
fate of another person, this one locked away in Cuba: Alan Gross, the U.S. government contractor believed by many to have been railroaded on
trumped-up spy charges. 

Senators question port security after Navy base shooting from The Hill 5 Jun 14

Senators questioned the security of identification cards imposed by lawmakers for port workers after a Navy base shooting suspect was approved
for an ID. 

US Lawmakers Move To Toughen North Korea Sanctions from Agence France-Presse 30 May 14

US lawmakers moved Thursday to toughen sanctions against North Korea by targeting money laundering and human rights violations, voicing
impatience with the hardline regime. 

House Members Urge D.C. To Name Street For Imprisoned Chinese Dissident from Washington Post 30 May 14

A bipartisan group of House members — including Rep. Frank Wolf (R-Va.) and Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Cali.) — has called on Mayor
Vincent Gray and the D.C. Council to rename part of a Northwest Washington street that runs by the Chinese Embassy in honor of imprisoned
Chinese dissident Liu Xiaobo. 

US House Urges China To Stop Tiananmen Censorship from Agence France-Presse 29 May 14

The US House of Representatives on Wednesday urged China to stop censoring news about the Tiananmen Square crackdown as authorities
enforced a tight blackout ahead of the 25th anniversary. 

NKorea sanctions bill passes US legislative hurdle from Associated Press 29 May 14

A bill to toughen sanctions against North Korea and restrict its access to hard currency has passed a legislative hurdle in the U.S. Congress. 

House Votes To Shut Down NSA Phone-snooping from Washington Times 23 May 14

The House voted Thursday to cancel the NSA’s bulk-data phone records collection program, marking an overwhelming show of bipartisanship
that would have been unthinkable just a few months ago and delivering a stern message to the nation’s intelligence community that lawmakers
want limits on what the spies are snooping. 

House “Fix” Of Spy Program Seen As Ineffectual, Watered Down from McClatchy 23 May 14

While members of Congress reveled in a rare show of bipartisanship Thursday as they approved legislation to dramatically change the federal
government’s beleaguered bulk data collection system, an influential chorus of critics warned the bill was little more than a watered-down feel-
good exercise. 

15-Year-Old Boko Haram Victim Meets With House Foreign Relations Committee from McClatchy 22 May 14

What she didn’t say with her soft voice Deborah Peter made loud and clear with the small poster she held up before a phalanx of cameras that read
‘#Bring Back My Sisters.’ 

U.S. Senators Urge Obama To Penalize Venezuelan Officials from Wall Street Journal 21 May 14

Senate Panel Passes Bill Urging White House to Sanction Officials Responsible for Human-Rights Abuses in Venezuela



House Passes Bills Aimed At Stemming Human Trafficking from New York Times 21 May 14

The House on Tuesday passed a package of bills aimed at stemming human trafficking, an issue that has slowly begun to gain national attention. 

Changes To Surveillance Bill Stoke Anger from New York Times 21 May 14

Leaders of both parties in the House of Representatives, at the Obama administration’s request, have changed a surveillance overhaul bill that
restricts the power of the government to obtain Americans’ records in bulk. 

House Measure To Change Voice Of America’s Mission Is Drawing Intense Debate from New York Times 21 May 14

A bill to overhaul the Voice of America has prompted an intense debate among supporters of the legislation who say it will better enable the
broadcast news service to counter Russian disinformation and opponents who say it will turn the service into an American propaganda tool. 

Hill To Hear From Survivor Of Boko Haram Terror from Washington Times 21 May 14

A 15-year-old Nigerian girl will appear on Capitol Hill Wednesday to tell lawmakers the harrowing story of how she survived when three armed
men belonging to the shadowy Islamist group Boko Haram murdered her father and brother in front of her at point-blank range. 

US Republicans Harden Positions On Climate Change from Agence France-Presse 13 May 14

Despite President Barack Obama’s renewed push to tackle climate change, many American politicians see a tougher stance against anti-pollution
standards as a vote-winner in the race to replace him. 

Congressional Conundrum: Cut Weapons Programs Now or Later? from Defense News 12 May 14

Rep. Adam Smith grimaced and appeared to sigh. The nightmare scenario he had warned about for weeks was playing out all around him. And
the House Armed Services Committee ranking member could do nothing to stop it. 

Budget ax hovering over the military from The Hill 12 May 14

House lawmakers have rejected most of the Pentagon’s proposed cost-saving measures for next year, raising serious questions about how the
military will stay under budget limits once sequestration returns in 2016. 

Despite Senate Hopes Of Speedy Release, CIA Torture Report Won’t Be Made Public For Months from McClatchy 8 May 14

The release of the long-awaited Senate Intelligence Committee report on the CIA’s use of waterboarding and other interrogation techniques _
widely denounced as torture _ is certain to take much longer than the 30 days sought by Senate Democrats. 

Surveillance-bill Compromise Close In House, Would End Mass NSA Collection Of Phone Data from Washington Post 8 May 14

Key lawmakers in the House are nearing a bipartisan compromise on surveillance legislation that they believe can pass the full chamber and
satisfy President Obama’s goal of ending mass collection of Americans’ phone data, aides said this week. 

House Nixes NSA Bulk-collection Of Citizens’ Data from Washington Times 7 May 14

The NSA’s snooping program took its first major legislative hit Wednesday when the House Judiciary Committee approved a bill banning the
government from bulk-collection of Americans’ data. 

Pussy Riot Members Tell Congress Of Rights Abuses from Associated Press 7 May 14

Two members of the Russian dissident punk group Pussy Riot came to the Capitol Tuesday and asked members of Congress to add 16 officials to
the list of Russian human rights violators who face U.S. sanctions. 

Senate Hearing Seeks To “Cultivate” The Federal Workforce from Washington Post 6 May 14

A Senate hearing scheduled for Tuesday will examine “cultivating the federal workforce.” 

Dem: Defense bill leaves ‘crushing’ contraints on Pentagon from The Hill 5 May 14

The House’s 2015 spending plan for the Pentagon fails to relieve the “crushing financial constraints” facing the military, a top Democrat charged
on Monday. 



Defense hawks: No cuts in my backyard from Politico Pro 5 May 14

The message of congressional defense advocates used to boil down to a simple question: “Where’s mine?” Now, the shorthand pitch has become
an equally simple declaration: “Not it.” The Defense Department wants to close a base? Not the one in my district. The Air Force wants to
decommission a squadron? Not my guys. The Navy wants to get rid of some warships? Not ones built by the folks who vote for me. 

Congressman Drafts Bill To Authorize Killing Benghazi Terrorists from Washington Times 1 May 14

A Republican House member is drafting legislation that would authorize military and intelligence operatives to kill the terrorists involved in the
deadly attack on the U.S. diplomatic mission and CIA base in Benghazi, Libya, 

Senate Republicans Push Russia Sanctions Bill from Associated Press 1 May 14

Senate Republicans on Wednesday slammed President Barack Obama’s response to Russian aggression as timid and insufficient, and offered an
alternative that would impose sanctions on banking and energy sectors and provide weapons to Ukraine. 

Congressional Scrutiny Puts Propaganda Plan On Hold from USA Today 30 Apr 14

Increased scrutiny by Congress has led the Pentagon’s Special Operations Command to shelve a plan to pick potential targets for propaganda,
according to a command spokesman. 

Republican Pushes Bill To End Palestinian Aid from Associated Press 30 Apr 14

A Republican senator is pushing legislation that would end U.S. aid to the Palestinians unless they renounce terrorism and recognize the state of
Israel. 

Senators Drop Demand For Drone Death Tallies from Associated Press 30 Apr 14

Senators have dropped a demand for a public declaration of how many civilians the United States kills in CIA drone strikes each year after the
U.S. intelligence chief expressed concerns, congressional aides said. 

OPINION: Senate Probe Creates Tension With CIA, Agents from Washington Post 29 Apr 14

For a government worker, nothing concentrates the mind quicker — or makes you at first angry and later perhaps more cautious — than the
prospect that you might go to jail for doing your job. 

Senate Drops Bid To Report On Drone Use from New York Times 29 Apr 14

The Senate has quietly stripped a provision from an intelligence bill that would have required President Obama to make public each year the
number of people killed or injured in targeted killing operations in Pakistan and other countries where the United States uses lethal force. 

U.S. lawmakers press Obama administration on human trafficking from Reuters 29 Apr 14

U.S. lawmakers called on the Obama administration on Tuesday to punish countries that do too little to fight human trafficking, including
Thailand and Malaysia, and said Myanmar should not receive a waiver to avoid possible sanctions over its record. 

Sen. Rand Paul, Possible 2016 Republican Contender, To Introduce Pro-Israel Legislation from Washington Post 28 Apr 14

In a gesture that is sure to win applause from supporters of Israel within the Republican electorate, Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) on Monday will
introduce a bill that would stop U.S. aid to the newly formed unity government in Palestine unless certain demands were promptly met, including
a cease-fire and a public declaration of Israel’s right to exist. 

State Guard Generals Take Fight To Senate, Push Freeze To Planned Cuts from Breaking Defense 25 Apr 14

After convening in Washington for briefings on the Army budget and how to implement it, the state-level commanders of the National Guard have
instead launched a new offensive against the Army plan to cut their forces, flooding Capitol Hill with letters and PowerPoint slides (embedded
below).

Rep. John Kline urges White House to keep troop levels up in Afghanistan from StarTribune 25 Apr 14

Rep. John Kline said Wednesday he will urge the Obama administration not to depress troop levels in Afghanistan below 10,000 so the Afghan



security forces have some intelligence and logistical support through the year. 

Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand takes up fight for veterans with mental issues from Newsday 22 Apr 14

Gillibrand Wednesday cited Goldsmith's apprisals as she announced her support for legislation that would force the military to include
psychological health experts on panels that handle appeals from veterans seeking to clear their records of disciplinary discharges. 

Zuckerberg group goes after Steve King from The Hill 22 Apr 14

The pro-immigration-reform group co-founded by Facebook chief Mark Zuckerberg is going after Rep. Steve King (R-Iowa) for his opposition to
letting so-called "DREAMERs" join the military. 

Senate Postal Bill Would Cut Workers Comp For Feds Across The Government from Washington Post 21 Apr 14

Plans to stabilize the money-losing U.S. Postal Service have been bouncing around Capitol Hill for a long time, long enough to make you wonder
if Congress will ever do anything about it. The proposals are designed to help the Postal Service deal with a changing business climate that left it
with a net loss of $5 billion in fiscal year 2013. 

US Lawmakers Call For Tighter Sanctions On Russia from Associated Press 21 Apr 14

Two members of the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee called Sunday for tougher Western sanctions against Russia to include its
petrochemical and banking industries and warned that Moscow thus far has ignored U.S. and European efforts to persuade it to back off its
confrontation with Ukraine. 

Ted Cruz Thanks Obama For Denying Visas To Terrorists from Washington Times 21 Apr 14

Sen. Ted Cruz wrote President Obama a thank you letter in this week’s Politico magazine for the president’s support behind S. 2195, which gives
him the authority to deny visas to United Nations ambassadors who are known terrorists. 

US Senators Support Moldova In EU Bid from Associated Press 18 Apr 14

Four U.S. senators visited Moldova Thursday to lend support to the former Soviet republic’s move toward the European Union, while Russian
President Vladimir Putin urged Ukraine to end a blockade of the country’s separatist province Trans-Dniester. 

McCain: VA flatly denies secret wait-time data from AZ Central 18 Apr 14

U.S. Sen. John McCain said he confronted administrators at the Phoenix VA Medical Center on Friday about allegations that there are "secret
books" on patient care and received a "flat-out denial." 

US Congress Stymies Pakistani Naval Modernization Efforts from Defense News 17 Apr 14

Despite close defense ties with China, Pakistan still relies on the US to help it upgrade key defense areas. However, hostility from US lawmakers
has effectively halted progress in some areas with Pakistan’s Navy particularly hard hit. 

McCain: NATO allies must spend 2 percent of GDP on defense from The Hill 17 Apr 14

Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.) said NATO members needed to spend at least 2 percent of their GDP on defense in order to stop Russia from
invading neighboring countries. 

Congress unhappy with DoD, VA health records progress from Military Times 16 Apr 14

House lawmakers plan to hold back millions in dollars of technology funding from Defense and Veterans Affairs department planners until
Congress is convinced they are making progress on developing a way to share electronic medical records. 

Lawmakers slam current Air Force religious expression rules from The Hill 16 Apr 14

Rep. Walter Jones (R-N.C.) and other lawmakers are pressuring the Air Force to modify its rules limiting top officials' expression of their
religious beliefs.

Rand Paul clarifies: No containment on Iran from Washington Post 16 Apr 14

Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) is out with another clarification of his foreign policy positions, saying unequivocally in a Washington Post op-ed that he is



against a strategy of containment when it comes to Iran. 

Congress Takes Another Stab at Fixing Pentagon Procurement from National Defense 13 Apr 14

Congressional oversight committees have asked industry groups to help pinpoint specific trouble spots in the military procurement system.
Frustrated by decades of failed reform efforts, lawmakers are taking a different tack and, instead of piling on new rules, they are first investigating
why current laws and regulations have not worked as intended.

House Approves Budget That Would Save Money By Taking From Federal Workers from Washington Post 11 Apr 14

It was a lovely day at the Capitol Building — at least outside. .... Inside in the House chamber, the mood was fairly friendly, too. Discussion
between Republicans and Democrats on a budget measure was pointed but not angry, as those debates sometimes can be. 

House Follows Senate In Passing Bill To Bar Iran’s U.N. Pick from Washington Times 11 Apr 14

Congress on Thursday passed legislation that would bar an Iranian official linked to the 1979-81 hostage crisis at the U.S. Embassy in Tehran
from serving as his country’s ambassador to the United Nations in New York. 

Senators float study to avert Guard cuts from The Hill 10 Apr 14

Members of the Senate Armed Services Committee on Tuesday indicated support for delaying a plan that would shift resources and cut National
Guard personnel, over the clear objections of senior Army officials. 

Senator: Aid agency laudable for 'Cuban Twitter' from Associated Press 10 Apr 14

Congressional hearings scrutinizing the Obama administration's Twitter-like social media program it secretly built in Cuba are scrutinizing the
question of whether the U.S. Agency for International Development should be running such an intelligence-like operation, instead of the CIA or
other spy outfits. 

US Senator Warns Wartime Funding Might Not Be Coming from Defense News 9 Apr 14

A source of potential conflict arose during this morning’s hearing with US Army leadership at the Senate Armed Services Airland subcommittee,
when Sen. Roger Wicker, R-Miss., warned that supplemental wartime funding, which the Army has said it needs well after the war in Afghanistan
ends, may not be forthcoming. 

Senator Critical Of Effort To Free US Contractor from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

The chairman of a Senate oversight panel is criticizing the Obama administration for failing to secure the release of an American contractor who
remains imprisoned in Cuba five years after he was arrested. 

Feinstein Asks White House To Edit Torture Report from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

The head of the Senate Intelligence Committee appealed to President Barack Obama to reconsider his administration’s decision to task the CIA
with editing a torture report harshly critical of the spy agency’s treatment of terror suspects after the Sept. 11 attacks before it can be made public.

Feinstein Asks White House To Take Lead In Releasing CIA Report from McClatchy 9 Apr 14

The chairwoman of the Senate Intelligence Committee has called for the White House – not the Central Intelligence Agency – to lead the
declassification process for the panel’s summary of its massive, scathing report on the CIA’s detention and interrogation program. 

Angered By Iran Pick, Senate OKs Denying Visas from Associated Press 8 Apr 14

The Senate approved a bill Monday to bar a former hostage-taker tapped to be Iran’s ambassador to the United Nations from entering the United
States. 

Ted Cruz-Sponsored Bill To Bar Iran’s UN Envoy From Entering US Passes Senate from Washington Post 8 Apr 14

A measure that would bar Iran’s recently appointed ambassador to the United Nations from entering the United States easily passed the Senate on
Monday, delivering a rare legislative victory for its lead sponsor, Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Tex.). 

Senators Urge US To Deny Visa To Iran Ambassador from Associated Press 4 Apr 14



Twenty-nine Republican senators have written to President Barack Obama urging him to deny a visa to a former hostage-taker who is Iran’s
choice for ambassador to the United Nations. 

Senate Seeks Release Of Report Criticizing CIA Interrogations from Los Angeles Times 4 Apr 14

The Senate Intelligence Committee voted 11-3 Thursday to ask President Obama to declassify key portions of a controversial report that its
backers say disproves CIA claims that brutal interrogations of Al Qaeda captives helped thwart terrorist attacks and save American lives. 

Panel Votes To Reveal How C.I.A. Interrogated from New York Times 4 Apr 14

The public will soon get its first look at a voluminous report on the C.I.A.’s detention and interrogation practices during the George W. Bush
administration, after the Senate Intelligence Committee voted on Thursday to declassify key sections of it. 

Senate Panel Finds CIA Illegally Interrogated Terror Suspects After 9-11 from McClatchy 4 Apr 14

CIA officers subjected some terrorism suspects the agency held after the Sept. 11 attacks to interrogation methods that were not approved by
either the Justice Department or their own headquarters and illegally detained 26 of the 119 in CIA custody, the Senate Intelligence Committee
has concluded in its still-secret report, McClatchy has learned. 

Senate Panel Votes To Release CIA Interrogation Report from Washington Post 4 Apr 14

The Senate Intelligence Committee voted Thursday to make public a long-awaited report that concludes that the CIA’s use of brutal interrogation
measures did not produce valuable intelligence and that the agency repeatedly misled government officials about the severity and success of the
program. 

Senate Confirms Top Human Rights Official from Washington Post 3 Apr 14

The Senate confirmed Tom Malinowski to be the State Department’s assistant secretary for democracy, human rights and labor by voice vote
Wednesday evening. 

Senate Set To Seek Declassification Of CIA Report; White House Will Decide What’s Made Public from McClatchy 3 Apr 14

The Senate Intelligence Committee on Thursday is expected to approve the declassifying of the findings, conclusions and executive summary of
its $40 million report on the CIA’s harsh interrogation techniques, leaving it to the White House to decide just how much of the 6,300-page
investigation will actually become public. 

Senators Clear Path For Release Of Detention Report On C.I.A. from New York Times 3 Apr 14

Two members of the Senate Intelligence Committee on Wednesday announced their support for declassifying parts of a long-delayed report on the
C.I.A.’s defunct detention and interrogation program, all but assuring that the committee will approve the report and send it to President Obama
for eventual release. 

House Sends Ukraine Sanctions Measure With Aid To Obama from Bloomberg News 2 Apr 14

The U.S. House of Representatives cleared a measure authorizing $1 billion in loan guarantees to Ukraine and sanctions against Russian officials
following Russia’s annexation of Crimea. 

Lawmakers outraged over Iran U.N. choice, seek change in law from Reuters 2 Apr 14

Hardline U.S. lawmakers said on Tuesday they were concerned about Iran's selection of a U.N. envoy linked to the 1979-1981 hostage crisis, and
called on the Obama administration to do what it can to prevent him from taking up the post in New York. 

GOP Budget Would Amount To Pay Cut For Federal Employees from Washington Post 2 Apr 14

There’s nothing like a Republican budget proposal to strengthen unity among federal employee organizations and their supporters. 

CIA Misled On Interrogation Program, Senate Report Says from Washington Post 1 Apr 14

A report by the Senate Intelligence Committee concludes that the CIA misled the government and the public about aspects of its brutal
interrogation program for years — concealing details about the severity of its methods, overstating the significance of plots and prisoners, and
taking credit for critical pieces of intelligence that detainees had in fact surrendered before they were subjected to harsh techniques. 



Senate Report: Torture Didn’t Lead To Bin Laden from Associated Press 1 Apr 14

A Senate investigation concludes waterboarding and other harsh interrogation methods provided no key evidence in the hunt for Osama bin
Laden, according to congressional aides and outside experts familiar with a still-secret, 6,200-page report. The finding could deepen the worst rift
in years between lawmakers and the CIA. 

House Democrats Push To End Congressional Probe Of Benghazi Attacks from Los Angeles Times 28 Mar 14

Democrats in the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee are demanding that Chairman Darrell Issa (R-Vista) end his “partisan”
investigation of the September 2012 Benghazi attacks, which cost the lives of four Americans, including that of Ambassador J. Christopher
Stevens.

Congress Approves Aid Of $1 Billion For Ukraine from New York Times 28 Mar 14

The House and the Senate voted overwhelmingly on Thursday to approve a $1 billion aid package for Ukraine, but Congress’s near unanimity on
its modest package of aid and sanctions on Russia masked deep divisions on what the government should do next to confront President Vladimir
V. Putin. 

Senate Panel Vote On Releasing CIA Study Delayed from McClatchy 28 Mar 14

Senate Intelligence Committee Democrats, locked in an unprecedented power struggle with the CIA, have added 100 pages to the material they
want made public from their study of the agency’s use of waterboarding and other harsh interrogation methods on suspected terrorists, committee
chairwoman Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., said Thursday. 

Lawmakers Worry China Will Top U.S. In Scientific Research from Washington Times 28 Mar 14

As budget constraints limit how much federal funding can go to research and development, members of Congress said Thursday they worried
America is losing its edge versus the rest of the world — and China in particular. 

GOP Accuses Administration Of Having No Strategy In Syria from Washington Times 27 Mar 14

Republicans accused the Obama administration of having no strategy in Syria on Wednesday, but the administration fired back that it does have a
strategy – it just can’t tell them what it is. 

Senators Concerned By Secret Service Allegations from Associated Press 27 Mar 14

The Democratic chairman of the Senate Homeland Security Committee and a senior Republican senator expressed concern Wednesday over an
alleged incident involving a drunken Secret Service agent in connection with President Barack Obama’s overseas trip to the Netherlands. 

Democrats Push For House Vote On Immigration from Washington Times 27 Mar 14

House Democrats announced an official petition drive Wednesday to try to pressure Republicans and force a final congressional vote on
immigration — but they are facing criticism from immigrant rights activists who say the move is political theater and that the real problem is
President Obama’s deportation record.

Terror Report Release May Fuel Congress’ CIA Spat from Associated Press 25 Mar 14

A Senate panel’s vote this week could strain the already rancorous relationship between lawmakers and the CIA, and pressure President Barack
Obama to step into the fray. 

U.S. Intelligence Officials Believe Snowden Is Working With Russia, Lawmaker Says from New York Times 24 Mar 14

A top congressional intelligence official said on Sunday that American counterintelligence officials are virtually unanimous in believing that
Edward J. Snowden is “under the influence of Russian intelligence services.” 

House bill would delay commissary budget cuts from Military Times 24 Mar 14

Another legislative proposal has been introduced to ward off cuts in commissary funding — at least until the commission that is studying all
military compensation completes its work. 



In Defense Budget Hunger Games, What's on Congress's Wish List? from National Journal 21 Mar 14

Congress's pet priorities in the Defense budget don't always match Pentagon's.

Lawmakers still debating sexual assault case reforms from Congress 20 Mar 14

The legislative fight over military sexual assaults just won’t end.

Dem bill fixes death benefits for fallen soldiers from The Hill 20 Mar 14

Rep. Ron Barber (D-Ariz.) on Tuesday introduced legislation that would allow the Defense Department to continue making $100,000 "death
gratuity" payments to the families of fallen soldiers, even during a government shutdown. 

Congress full of ideas for handling Russia, but little agreement from McClatchy 19 Mar 14

Lawmakers are hammering President Barack Obama for a stronger U.S. response to the crisis in Ukraine, but Congress has so far been unable to
provide a unified course of action amid its own partisan divisions in an election year. 

Gillibrand, McCaskill Rekindle Debate After High-Profile Military Sexual-Assault Case from National Journal 18 Mar 14

Both senators see vindication after charges are dismissed. 

Republicans target civilian DOD personnel from The Hill 18 Mar 14

Six House Republicans have proposed legislation that would cut the civilian defense workforce by 15 percent in six years. 

Congress Wants to Shield Veterans From Another Government Shutdown from National Journal 14 Mar 14

Lawmakers push for advance funding for VA.

Hunter wants Pentagon leading effort to free captured soldier from The Hill 14 Mar 14

The Pentagon should take the lead on the U.S. effort to free Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, who was taken captive in Afghanistan in 2009, Rep.
Duncan Hunter (R-Calif.) said Thursday. 

Conflict Erupts In Public Rebuke On C.I.A. Inquiry from New York Times 12 Mar 14

A festering conflict between the Central Intelligence Agency and its congressional overseers broke into the open Tuesday when Senator Dianne
Feinstein, chairwoman of the Intelligence Committee and one of the C.I.A.’s staunchest defenders, delivered an extraordinary denunciation of the
agency, accusing it of withholding information about its treatment of prisoners and trying to intimidate committee staff members investigating the
detention program. 

Republicans Seek To Block IRS Rule In Ukraine Aid Package from Bloomberg News 12 Mar 14

Republicans in Congress want to add language to a U.S. aid plan for Ukraine that would block a proposed IRS rule curbing political activity by
tax-exempt groups, Senator Bob Corker said today. 

Senate Democrats’ All-Nighter Flags Climate Change from New York Times 11 Mar 14

In the summer of 2010, it was Harry Reid, the Senate’s Democratic leader, who squelched his party’s efforts to pass a climate change bill,
declaring it could never attract enough votes to pass. In the years since, he has rarely spoken publicly about the issue. 

Sen. McCaskill’s military sexual-assault bill is meatier than advertised from Washington Post 9 Mar 14

Sen. Claire McCaskill’s bill to overhaul — yes, overhaul — the way sexual-assault cases are handled in the military has routinely been described
as more modest, conservative, watered-down and incremental than her Senate colleague Kirsten Gillibrand’s measure. 

North Carolina lawmakers are questioning proposed changes to the military's Tricare health system from Fayobserver.com 8 Mar 14

Members of Congress who represent Fort Bragg are pressing defense officials for answers about changes to a military healthcare program. 

Senate blocks change to military sex assault cases from Military Times 6 Mar 14

The Senate on Thursday rejected a proposal to move sexual assault cases outside the military chain of command, instead backing simpler reforms



to the military justice system. 

HASC Dems Offer Pentagon, White House Cover on 2015 Budget Plan from Defense News 6 Mar 14

US House Democrats on Thursday offered the Pentagon and White House cover on a 2015 Pentagon budget that Republicans — and some
Democrats — have spent two weeks sharply panning. 

Congress facing reality of defense cuts from The Hill 6 Mar 14

Lawmakers are coming to grips with a 2015 proposed defense budget that would cut the Army down to 420,000 active duty soldiers and cut the
number of aircraft carriers down to 10. 

Brennan Agrees Computer Fraud Law Applies To CIA As Tension With Senate Committee Grows from McClatchy 6 Mar 14

CIA Director John Brennan has acknowledged in a letter that the Computer Crimes and Abuse Act applies to his agency. 

Probe: Did The CIA Spy On The US Senate? from McClatchy 6 Mar 14

The CIA Inspector General’s Office has asked the Justice Department to investigate allegations of malfeasance at the spy agency in connection
with a yet-to-be released Senate Intelligence Committee report into the CIA’s secret detention and interrogation program, McClatchy has learned. 

Congress Must Be Willing to Do More With Less Defense Spending from Defense One 5 Mar 14

When it comes to the Defense Department budget, the benefits of a strong national defense aren’t always visible or the product of any one
weapons program or strategic initiative.

DoD Budget Faces Defiant Congress from Defense News 2 Mar 14

Chuck Hagel, with his first budget plan as US defense secretary, has managed to do the unthinkable: He has united Republicans and Democrats on
Capitol Hill. 

Republicans blast Obama defense cuts from The Hill 2 Mar 14

GOP lawmakers say the Obama administration is ignoring history in planning a defense budget that bets there won't be another protracted ground
war in the near future. 

Gillibrand confident on sexual assault bill despite opposition from Face the Nation 2 Mar 14

With votes on two Senate proposals to reform the military justice system just days away, Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand hasn't given up on her fight to
take sexual assault prosecution decisions out of the hands of military commanders. 

McKeon sees little hope of overturning sequestration from The Hill 28 Feb 14

The chairman of the House Armed Services Committee is not optimistic that defense cuts known as sequestration will be overturned. 

Bickering Over Defense Budget on Horizon, Republican Lawmakers Say from National Defense 27 Feb 14

When the cuts that Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel announced as part of his Pentagon budget preview come to Congress, expect a battle, said the
two top Republicans on the House and Senate armed service committees. 

Democrats Seek To Avoid Iran Sanctions Vote Embarrassment from Washington Times 27 Feb 14

Democratic leaders’ desire to avoid a potentially embarrassing vote on Iran sanctions is tying the Senate into procedural knots, with the latest
victim being a bill that would boost veterans benefits. 

Key lawmaker: Don't try to hash out pay reform this year from Military Times 27 Feb 14

The chairman of the House Armed Services Committee wants to delay any major military retirement and compensation debate until next year,
instead focusing on other areas of potential savings for the fiscal 2015 defense budget. 

Panel Faults US Gov’t Over Offshore Tax Evasion from Associated Press 26 Feb 14

Billions of dollars in U.S. taxes are going unpaid because Americans are exploiting Swiss bank accounts, and the U.S. government has failed to



aggressively pursue Switzerland’s second-largest bank, a Senate investigation has found. 

Credit Suisse Helped Wealthy Americans Cheat The IRS, Senate Report Says from Washington Post 26 Feb 14

Swiss banking giant Credit Suisse helped wealthy Americans hide billions of dollars from U.S. tax collectors for several years and federal
prosecutors have done little to hold violators accountable, according to a U.S. Senate subcommittee report due out Wednesday. 

McCain places hold on two Obama defense nominees from The Hill 25 Feb 14

Sen. John McCain has placed a hold on two of President Obama's nominees for top Pentagon jobs, after he said they gave unsatisfactory answers
during their confirmation hearings Tuesday. 

GOP block votes on military sexual assault bills from The Hill 25 Feb 14

Sen. Jerry Moran (R-Kan.) objected Monday to Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid’s (D-Nev.) attempt to bring up two military sexual assault
bills. 

US Lawmakers Push Back Against DoD Budget Plans from Defense News 24 Feb 14

Congress and others in the defense community pushed back on Pentagon plans to cut 120,000 personnel from the active and reserve Army ranks,
retire entire fleets of Air Force aircraft and sideline Navy ships. 

Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand gets second shot at military sex-assault bill from Washington Times 21 Feb 14

Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand will get her second shot to strip military commanders of their ability to decide whether to convene a trial in sex-assault
cases as the Senate prepares to return to the issue next month. 

Aide: Congress Will Fight To Fund Combat Rescue Helo from Defense News 20 Feb 14

There’s still two weeks to go before the Pentagon’s 2015 budget proposal becomes public, but Congress already may be gearing up for a fight
over the future of the Air Force’s Combat Rescue Helicopter (CRH) program. 

McCain Vows New Fight Over Control of US Armed Drone Program from Defense News 19 Feb 14

A senior US lawmaker intends to renew his fight to require the Obama administration to fully shift its armed drone program from the CIA to the
Defense Department. 

Sen. Dianne Feinstein defends NSA and need for intelligence gathering from Los Angeles Times 19 Feb 14

Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) offered a full-throated defense of the government's collection of data on billions of American phone calls, saying
Wednesday that the National Security Agency’s practices have safeguarded the nation without trampling on civil liberties. 

McCain as Armed Services chairman? from The Hill 19 Feb 14

Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.) on Tuesday night said if Republicans win control of the Senate this year, he would want to be chairman of the Armed
Services Committee. 

Obama, Fellow Dems Are At Odds On Big Trade Bills from Associated Press 19 Feb 14

President Barack Obama wants to put major emerging trade deals with Europe and Asia on a “fast track” to congressional passage. But with
midterm elections looming, many fellow Democrats are working to sidetrack them instead. 

Security Insiders: High Time for Congress to Cave on Closing Military Bases from National Journal 17 Feb 14

"But they won't," one Insider said. 

Congress focusing on significant changes to federal security-clearance process from Washington Post 16 Feb 14

The outbreak of comity in the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee, often a sharply partisan place, means the government’s
security-clearance process is in for significant changes. 

Broad veterans' bill faces uncertain fate in Senate from Military Times 14 Feb 14



The repeal of planned reductions in military retirement pay by Congress has left the Senate’s wide-ranging veterans’ legislative package in limbo. 

Democrats Clash In Military Sexual Assault Debate from NPR 14 Feb 14

The Capitol Hill crackdown on sexual assaults in the U.S. military has been a rare mission on which Republicans and Democrats have found
common ground over the past year. 

Senate bill would provide clean service records for discharged gay, lesbian troops from Stars and Stripes 14 Feb 14

A bill that would upgrade the service records of gay, lesbian and bisexual troops discharged due to sexual orientation and open the door to
veterans’ benefits has been introduced in the Senate and referred to the Armed Services Committee for review, officials said. 

Pelosi Puts Obama Trade Powers On Slow Track from Wall Street Journal 13 Feb 14

The top Democrat in the House of Representatives rejected outright a bill that would help the Obama administration ease the passage of trade
agreements with foreign partners, dealing a further blow to ongoing negotiations with Asia-Pacific and European countries. 

Senate Confirms Obama Nominees At State And Veterans Administration from Washington Post 12 Feb 14

The Senate voted 90-8 Tuesday evening to confirm former Time Magazine managing editor Richard Stengel to be undersecretary of state for
public diplomacy and public affairs. 

House GOP rolls dice on debt limit from Politico 11 Feb 14

After a few weeks of vote searching — and a good deal of soul searching — House Republicans say they think their best hope of raising the debt
ceiling is to tie it to restoring pension cuts for retired soldiers. But even that might not work.

Boehner Drops Conditions on Raising Debt Limit from Newsmax.com 11 Feb 14

The House will vote Wednesday on raising the U.S. debt limit without conditions, Speaker John Boehner said Tuesday, ignoring factions of his
party that called for tying the measure to defunding of Obamacare and including benefits for military retirees.

House Republicans Seek To Trade Debt Deal For Repeal On Military Pensions Cut from New York Times 11 Feb 14

The House will vote Wednesday to extend the government’s borrowing authority into 2015 in exchange for reversing a cut to the pensions of
working-age military veterans that Congress approved just two months ago to try to trim the budget deficit. The plan, presented to House
Republicans on Monday evening by their leaders, represents a dramatic reversal for the House...

Federal Eye: Hill report puts dollar figures on military retiree COLA limit from Washington Post Online 10 Feb 14

The average military enlisted person retiring in the future would lose $69,000 in lifetime benefits and the average future retired officer would lose
$87,000 if a recently enacted limit on military retiree payments is left in place, according to a new analysis done for Congress.

Coburn: Government should get its own cyberhouse in order from C4ISR & NETWORKS 10 Feb 14

The government can't help the private sector if it can't first protect itself, senator argues

Senate to vote Monday on repeal of COLA caps for retirees from Military Times 10 Feb 14

Legislation that would repeal caps on annual cost-of-living adjustments for military retirees under age 62 will be considered next week by the
Senate. 

Lawmaker holds stock in defense contractor he champions from USA Today 10 Feb 14

The value of Wisconsin Republican Rep. Tom Petri's shares in Oshkosh Corp. increases by 30% as he sought to help the company retain a $3
billion military contract and escape Pentagon cuts.

Federal Unions Hope To Reenergize As Largest One Meets With Key Congressional Leaders from Washington Post 10 Feb 14

After a long struggle against strong head winds, federal labor leaders hope to finally catch a good backside breeze. 

At Pentagon, pre-emptive budget strikes from The Hill 9 Feb 14



Lawmakers are trying to strong-arm the Pentagon into saving favored programs and pet projects ahead of the release of its 2015 budget next
month. 

OPINION: Boehner’s Balancing Act from Washington Post 7 Feb 14

At a press conference today, House Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio) said this about immigration reform: 

Boehner Says No Immigration Deal Until Obama Enforces Laws from Washington Times 7 Feb 14

House Speaker John A. Boehner said Thursday that until President Obama proves he’s serious about enforcing immigration laws, it will be
difficult to get a bill through the House this year — dealing a potentially fatal blow to the chances for action in 2014. 

Hope Dims For Immigration Bill from USA Today 7 Feb 14

The uphill battle in Congress to overhaul the nation’s immigration laws became more difficult Thursday when House Speaker John Boehner cast
doubts that a bill can pass this year. 

House Leader: US Immigration Bill Tough To Pass from Associated Press 7 Feb 14

The leader of the U.S. House of Representatives on Thursday all but ruled out passage of immigration legislation before this November’s
elections, saying it would be difficult for the Republican-led House to act on the issue that President Barack Obama has made a top domestic
priority. 

Senators Seek Vote On US Troops In Afghanistan from Associated Press 7 Feb 14

A group of Senate Republicans and Democrats say Congress should vote on whether the U.S. leaves troops in Afghanistan after the NATO-led
combat mission formally ends this year. 

Republicans Spar On Leaks And Surveillance, Underscoring Partisan Shake-Up from New York Times 5 Feb 14

House Republicans on Tuesday offered sharply divergent views about secret government surveillance programs and the leaks that made them
public, underscoring the unsettled nature of a political debate that has scrambled the usual partisan lines. 

Congress Eases Standoff With White House Over Iran Sanctions from Wall Street Journal 5 Feb 14

The Obama administration appeared to be prevailing in its effort to persuade lawmakers to give U.S. diplomacy with Iran a chance, but faced
continued skepticism from senators at a hearing Tuesday. 

Lawmaker tries to block transfer of Guard Apaches and personnel cuts from Army Times 4 Feb 14

In what is likely the opening shot in a looming battle between Congress and the Army, Rep. Joe Wilson, R-S.C., has introduced a bill that would
freeze the Army’s plans to transfer all of the National Guard’s AH-64 Apache helicopters to the active-duty force and prevent most of the
proposed Guard personnel cuts. 

Reid readies bill repealing pension cuts from The Hill 4 Feb 14

The Senate is gearing up to vote on a bill as early as next week that would repeal the $6 billion cut to military pensions as part of a larger veterans
package, according to Senate aides. 

House approves bill to ease in-state tuition rules for veterans from Military Times 4 Feb 14

A bill that would require schools to ease in-state tuition rules for veterans — or lose eligibility for the Post-9/11 GI Bill entirely — sailed through
the House today, with support from a broad, bipartisan majority of lawmakers. 

House Dems Say Give Diplomacy A Chance With Iran from Associated Press 4 Feb 14

More than 70 House Democrats have signed a letter to President Barack Obama backing diplomatic efforts with Iran over its nuclear
development. 

Potent Pro-Israel Group Finds Its Momentum Blunted from New York Times 4 Feb 14

The last time the nation’s most potent pro-Israel lobbying group lost a major showdown with the White House was when President Ronald



Reagan agreed to sell Awacs surveillance planes to Saudi Arabia over the group’s bitter objections. 

Bypassing Congress on defense cuts from Politico Pro 3 Feb 14

The Pentagon has learned that if it can’t go through Congress to get what it wants, sometimes it’s best best to try going around. 

Gillibrand, Outside Group Push Back Against Military Sexual Assault Report from National Journal 3 Feb 14

Victims advocates have pressed for the decision to prosecute a sexual-assault case be taken away from the military chain of command. 

House GOP Leaders Embrace Immigration Fix That Includes Legal Status For Undocumented from Washington Post 31 Jan 14

House Republican leaders on Thursday said for the first time that they would be open to allowing the nation’s 11 million undocumented
immigrants to live and work legally in the United States, but they emphasized that they would not be offered a “special path” to achieve
citizenship. 

Military-pensions hearing raises alarm on cost of pay from Virginian-Pilot 31 Jan 14

The uproar last month over changes to military pensions may have worked - senators from both parties indicated Tuesday they want to repeal the
measure and put money back into the pockets of working-age retirees. 

The Veterans-Benefits Bandwagon Is Getting Mighty Crowded from National Journal 31 Jan 14

Lawmakers are scrambling to show their fiduciary support for the troops, risking a morass in the process. 

No Sign of Political Thaw After State of the Union from Defense News 29 Jan 14

There were few signs Wednesday morning that President Barack Obama’s State of the Union address will thaw in the chill that has so stymied the
legislative process here. 

Reid: Senate will vote on military sexual assault bill from The Hill 27 Jan 14

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) listed several legislative items Monday that he said the Senate would consider during February. 

Week ahead: Congress to tackle military pensions from The Hill 27 Jan 14

The Senate Armed Services Committee will dive into the most controversial part of last month’s budget deal this week when it holds a hearing on
the $6 billion cut to military pensions. 

Lawmakers call for Clapper's ouster from Defense News 27 Jan 14

A group of lawmakers are demanding President Obama fire the James Clapper, the director of national intelligence, and reform the NSA collection
of data. The group -- five Republicans and one Democrat -- made their case in a Jan. 27 letter. 

A Three-Horse Race Emerges for HASC Gavel from 26 Jan 14

The race for the House Armed Services Committee (HASC) gavel is underway, and sources see the panel’s vice chairman as the odds-on favorite
despite an expected challenge from an up-and-coming rival. 

Democrat Dianne Feinstein proves an obstacle to Obama’s push for changes at spy agencies from Washington Post 25 Jan 14

Twice in the past year, President Obama has set plans to get U.S. spy agencies out of secret missions that had come under harsh public scrutiny:
killing militants with drone strikes and stockpiling the phone records of U.S. citizens. 

Is COLA cap relief tied now to a rocket or a falling star? from Stars and Stripes 24 Jan 14

Senate Democrats have tied repeal of the COLA cap for working-age military retirees to a mammoth veterans’ health and benefits bill that they
aren’t sure yet how to pay for or whether Republicans will support it. 

Levin Again Resists Call to Open Up Senate Defense Markup Process from Roll Call 24 Jan 14

Senate Armed Services Chairman Carl Levin, D-Mich., has largely resisted calls to open his markups since taking the gavel in 2007. With the
exception of a two-hour session on sexual-assault provisions in 2013, the full committee has done its business behind closed doors.



Senate bill would restore COLA reduction for military retirees from Military Times 22 Jan 14

Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt, proposes to pay with war funds 

Patty Murray Comes Out Against Iran Sanctions Bill from Huffington Post 22 Jan 14

Sen. Patty Murray (D-Wash.), a member of the Senate leadership, came out Wednesday against passing a bill to slap more sanctions on Iran
during an interim six-month nuclear deal between that country and the world powers. 

Hard decisions await new House Defense Appropriations chair from Stars and Stripes 21 Jan 14

The man at the center of the new defense spending bill never intended to be there. But the death of an iconic congressman left open a coveted spot
in the Capitol Hill hierarchy. 

What Will Congress Cut to 'Support Our Troops'? from National Journal 21 Jan 14

Lawmakers are scrambling to avoid veterans' anger over spending cuts, but they can't decide how to pay for it. 

Senate to hold hearing on pending COLA cuts from Military Times 20 Jan 14

Senate Armed Services Chairman Carl Levin, D-Mich., has scheduled a hearing to examine the impact of the pending cost-of-living adjustment
cuts for military retirees. 

HASC Chair McKeon Acknowledges Tea Party Tactics Influenced Retirement Decision from Defense News 17 Jan 14

US House Armed Services Committee Chairman Rep. Buck McKeon made it official Thursday morning, announcing he will not seek a 12th term.

Senate bill amends War Powers Act from The Hill 17 Jan 14

Sens. John McCain (R-Ariz.) and Tim Kaine (D-Va.) unveiled a bill Thursday that they said would change the way Congress declares war. The
senators said their War Powers Consultation Act was needed because too many presidents have ignored Congress’s authority to declare war. 

Gillibrand Lowers Sights on Military Sexual-Assault Campaign from National Journal 17 Jan 14

Running out of routes to 60 votes, the New York Democrat is looking to the long game. 

Senate Sends Omnibus, Pentagon-Funding Measure to Obama's Desk from Defense News 16 Jan 14

The US Senate on Thursday evening passed a government-wide spending measure that would give the Pentagon nearly $600 billion to buy new
weapons, address readiness problems and fight America’s wars. The final vote tally was 72-26. 

Gates book: Harry Reid asked Pentagon to research irritable bowel syndrome from The Daily Caller 16 Jan 14

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid once urged Defense Secretary Robert Gates to spend taxpayer money on researching irritable bowel
syndrome. Gates revealed the strange request in his new memoir, “Duty,” writing that Reid made the plea while the military was fully engaged in
two ongoing wars.

Pentagon's hands tied on hunting down Benghazi attackers, transcripts show from The Hill 16 Jan 14

The U.S. military cannot hunt down and kill people responsible for the deadly 2012 attack on an American compound in Benghazi, Libya, as long
as the terrorists are not officially deemed members or affiliates of al Qaeda, newly declassified transcripts from congressional hearings show. 

EDITORIAL: Congress should let diplomacy on Iran nuclear program play out from Washington Post 16 Jan 14

NUCLEAR NEGOTIATIONS with Iran are proving as difficult as skeptics expected following a preliminary agreement in November.

McCain, Kaine unveil measure to change war powers from The Associated Press 16 Jan 14

Sens. John McCain, R-Ariz., and Tim Kaine, D-Va., unveiled legislation on Thursday that would repeal the 1973 War Powers Resolution, often
ignored by presidents of both parties, and replace it with a new law that requires greater consultation and a congressional vote within 30 days on
any significant armed conflict.



Coveted House gavel now up for grabs from The Hill 16 Jan 14

Defense industry officials say a three-way race could emerge to succeed Rep. Buck McKeon (R-Calif.) as chairman of the powerful Armed
Services Committee. 

Democrats Could Wreck Obama's Biggest Foreign Policy Success from The Atlantic 15 Jan 14

Derailing Iran negotiations means risking another military conflict in the Middle East. 

Spending bill extends 1% pay raise to blue-collar feds from Federal Times 15 Jan 14

Congressional negotiators have agreed on a $1.1 trillion spending package that would avert a new government shutdown, set federal agency
funding levels for fiscal 2014 and give a 1 percent pay raise to more than 200,000 blue-collar federal workers at military depots and other
facilities. 

Congress seeks to improve military sex assault investigations from Military Times 15 Jan 14

Lawmakers are taking fresh aim at the problem of sexual assault in the ranks, ordering the Defense Department to move forward on
recommendations made last July by the department’s own inspector general. 

Congress Wants More Insight into Cyber, SOF Budgets from Defense News 15 Jan 14

US lawmakers have ordered the Pentagon to provide more detailed documentation as to how it spends money for cyber and special operations. 

OPINION: Congress Should Let Diplomacy On Iran Nuclear Program Play Out from Washington Post 15 Jan 14

NUCLEAR NEGOTIATIONS with Iran are proving as difficult as skeptics expected following a preliminary agreement in November. 

Lobbying Picks Up Over Bill To Toughen Antinuclear Sanctions Against Iran from New York Times 15 Jan 14

Partisans in the debate over a Senate bill that would threaten onerous new antinuclear sanctions on Iran escalated their lobbying on Tuesday, with
critics submitting a letter to lawmakers signed by 62 multifaith organizations urging a delay and supporters pointing to what they called Iran’s
insincerity. 

US Set To Unfreeze Aid To Egypt from Agence France-Presse 15 Jan 14

Congress is prepared to allow US President Barack Obama to restore $1.5 billion in aid to Egypt, which is on a political knife edge as the
military-backed government bids to consolidate its rule. 

GOP Chairman Seeks Afghan Detainee Names from Associated Press 15 Jan 14

A House Republican chairman is seeking from U.S. military officials the names of 72 detainees that Afghan President Hamid Karzai has ordered
released from prison. 

OPINION: Finally, Congress Does Its Job from New York Times 15 Jan 14

The last time Congress approved a series of spending bills to pay for the government — its most basic job — was in 2011. 

Congress Readies 3-Day CR; Full Defense Bill is Complete from Defense News 13 Jan 14

Congressional appropriators have completed a full 2014 Pentagon spending bill that will be part of a massive government appropriations measure,
sources say. That omnibus measure, however, won’t pass before a Jan. 15 deadline, forcing lawmakers to first adopt a three-day stopgap funding
measure. 

Federal spending bill calls for $520B for Pentagon from Defense News 13 Jan 14

The 2014 defense appropriations bill would give DoD $92.9 billion in total procurement funds 

Stopgap won't hurt Pentagon, officials say from The Hill 10 Jan 14

Defense officials believe a temporary stopgap government funding measure will not have negative impacts on the Pentagon budget as long as it
only lasts several days. 



Congress standing in the way of waste reduction, lawmaker charges from Federal Times 9 Jan 14

A push to identify and target federal programs in need of streamlining has been stymied by Congress’s failure to act on the findings, the lawmaker
behind the effort said Thursday. 

After Nearly Killing NDAA, Senate Amendments Flap Erupts Again from Defense News 9 Jan 14

Seven weeks after a fight over Republican amendments nearly ended a five-decade streak of passing a national defense authorization act (NDAA),
the battle is still raging and shows no signs of receding. 

Republican senators look to merge fights over military pensions, jobless benefits from The Hill 9 Jan 14

Republican senators are trying to combine their efforts to offset the cost of a three-month unemployment benefits extension with a repeal of $6
billion in cuts to military pensions. 

Sources: Shutdown-Averting Measure to Include Full DoD Funding Bill from Defense News 6 Jan 14

Congressional appropriators intend to include a full fiscal 2014 Pentagon spending bill in a massive compromise measure that must pass before
next Tuesday night to avert another government shutdown. 

One in three lawmakers wants to repeal cuts to military pensions from The Hill 4 Jan 14

More than 150 House members and 35 senators have signed onto efforts to repeal the cuts to military pensions included in the budget deal signed
last month. 

Compensation commission gets lengthy extension from Military Times 3 Jan 14

The commission that could trigger historic changes to military pay and benefits system was granted an extension and will not conclude its work
until February 2015, many months after its original deadline. 

Military Propaganda Websites On Verge Of Extinction from USA Today 3 Jan 14

Barring a reprieve tucked into the upcoming $1 trillion spending bill working its way through Congress, the Pentagon’s worldwide network of
propaganda websites is nearing death. 

Congress letting 55 tax breaks expire at year end from Associated Press 31 Dec 13

In an almost annual ritual, Congress is letting a package of 55 popular tax breaks expire at the end of the year, creating uncertainty — once again
— for millions of individuals and businesses. 

Congress could reconsider military pension cut in January from Washington Post 30 Dec 13

A cut to military retirement pay in the budget signed Thursday by President Obama has already triggered such a backlash that Congress may vote
in January to toss it out. 

Congress Skeptical Of New Pentagon Spy Agency from Los Angeles Times 24 Dec 13

Congress is giving only halfhearted support to a Pentagon effort to broaden military espionage operations beyond war zones. 

Congress Divided On NSA Snooping, But Not Snowden from Washington Times 23 Dec 13

Members of Congress remain divided on whether to rein in the National Security Agency’s broad collection of phone records, with one Democrat
saying the Founding Fathers would be “astounded” by the snooping program, while an outspoken New Yorker insisted that the program is fine
and could have prevented the terrorist attacks on Sept. 11, 2001. 

NSA Snooping May Have Stopped 9/11 Attack: Rep. Peter King from Washington Times 23 Dec 13

Congressman Peter King offered an unapologetic defense Sunday of the National Security Agency’s broad collection of phone records, saying the
spying agency has not abused its power and that 2001 terrorist attacks might have been prevented if the tool had been in place then. 

Congress passes reform on how military handles sexual assault cases from CNN 20 Dec 13

U.S. military commanders would no longer be permitted to overrule a court-martial judgment in sexual assault cases under reforms approved by



the Senate late Thursday. 

On Iran, Senators Defy White House, Threaten New Sanctions from Washington Post 20 Dec 13

A bipartisan group of 26 senators introduced legislation Thursday that threatened new sanctions against Iran, dismissing warnings from the White
House that such a move could scuttle efforts to peacefully resolve the dispute over Iran’s nuclear program. 

Senate Bill To Impose New Sanctions On Iran Spurs Veto Threat From White House from New York Times 20 Dec 13

A bipartisan group of senators, defying the White House, introduced a bill on Thursday to impose fresh sanctions on Iran if it failed to conclude a
nuclear agreement, or stick to the terms of its interim deal, with the United States and other major powers. 

Democrats Go Against Obama On Iran from USA Today 20 Dec 13

Democrats broke with President Obama on Thursday by joining Republicans to introduce new strengthened Iran sanctions legislation that the
White House says may jeopardize negotiations to curtail Iran’s nuclear work. 

Senate Passes Bipartisan Budget Agreement from Washington Post 19 Dec 13

Congress declared a holiday truce in the budget wars Wednesday, sending President Obama a blueprint for funding the government through 2015.
But the next skirmish was already on the horizon: an election-year fight over the national debt. 

Senate Bill Would Allow US To Resume Egypt Aid from Associated Press 19 Dec 13

A Senate panel approved a bill Wednesday that would allow the United States to resume its full $1.6 billion aid relationship with Egypt by
granting President Barack Obama the power to waive a federal law based on national security. Wider congressional support for the measure is
unclear. 

Senate Asks C.I.A. To Share Its Report On Interrogations from New York Times 18 Dec 13

The Senate Intelligence Committee has asked the C.I.A. for an internal study done by the agency that lawmakers believe is broadly critical of the
C.I.A.’s detention and interrogation program but was withheld from congressional oversight committees. 

House’s Passage Of “Compromised” Defense Bill Reveals A “Mixed Bag” from MintPress News 16 Dec 13

The 2014 NDAA makes no efforts to modify the 2012 NDAA’s consent to indefinite detention. 

House Democrats Seek Delay In Keystone Environmental Review from Bloomberg News 13 Dec 13

The U.S. State Department shouldn’t release an environmental analysis of the Keystone XL pipeline until conflict-of-interest questions concerning
the contractor writing the report are resolved, some House Democrats said. 

US House votes to get tough on child abduction from Agence France-Presse 11 Dec 13

The US House of Representatives voted Wednesday to punish countries that do not promptly return abducted children, upping pressure in an issue
that has soured relations with Japan and other allies. 

House Introduces Resolution To Honor Nelson Mandela from Washington Times 10 Dec 13

Even in death, Nelson Mandela is bringing political opponents together, as a bipartisan group of House members introduced a resolution Monday
to honor his legacy. 

Rep. Mike McCaul: “Al Qaeda’s On The Run” Is “False Narrative” from Washington Times 9 Dec 13

Rep. Michael T. McCaul, chairman of the House Homeland Security Committee, said Sunday that terrorism is thriving across North Africa and in
the Middle East, despite assurances from President Obama that “al Qaeda is on the run.” 

House And Senate Are Near Deal To Speed Trade Pact from New York Times 6 Dec 13

Negotiators from the House and Senate are nearing an agreement that would “fast-track” the sweeping trade deal the Obama administration is
negotiating with a dozen Pacific nations, officials said Thursday. 



Democrats In Congress Remind Obama They’ll Have Final Say On Pacific Trade Deal from McClatchy 6 Dec 13

As part of his visit to Asia this week, Vice President Joe Biden is driving home a message: After three years of talks, it’s time to wrap up the
largest trade deal in U.S. history. 

Feinstein, Rogers: Terror Threat Against U.S. Has Grown As Al-Qaeda’s Dynamic Shifts from Washington Post 2 Dec 13

The terrorism threat against the United States is increasing and Americans are not as safe as they were a year or two ago, the leaders of the House
and Senate intelligence committees said Sunday. 

Senate Dems To Push Iran Sanctions Next Month from Associated Press 22 Nov 13

The Democratic-led Senate signaled Thursday it would only give President Barack Obama until next month before pressing ahead with new Iran
sanctions, and a key Republican introduced legislation designed to limit the president’s future negotiating ability with Tehran. 

Senate fails again to proceed with defense bill from Washington Post 20 Nov 13

The U.S. Senate failed again Wednesday to move ahead with debate on the annual defense authorization bill, a key measure that sets military pay
and policy. 

Obama Appeals To Lawmakers On Iran Sanctions from Associated Press 20 Nov 13

President Barack Obama personally appealed to senators Tuesday to hold off on seeking additional sanctions on Iran while the U.S. and other
world powers negotiate a nuclear deal with Tehran. 

U.S. Senate votes to extend worldwide anti-AIDS program from Reuters 18 Nov 13

The U.S. Senate passed legislation on Monday to extend for another five years a successful and popular program to combat AIDS worldwide
started 10 years ago by former President George W. Bush. 

Senate set to open debate on defense authorization bill from Washington Examiner 15 Nov 13

The defense authorization act is rife with contentious assumptions about the nature of warfare and the country’s defenses — and myriad other
national security policy issues — but lawmakers have made a point of passing the policy legislation every year for the past 51 years, even when
they couldn't pass budgets. 

House Stalls Trade Pact Momentum from New York Times 13 Nov 13

The Obama administration is rushing to reach a new deal intended to lower barriers to trade with a dozen Pacific Rim nations, including Japan and
Canada, before the end of the year. 

New push for immigration reform will target 9 House Republicans from Washington Post 7 Nov 13

With a year to go until the midterm elections, immigration reform advocates hoping to jump-start debate on Capitol Hill are planning to target a
handful of Republican lawmakers most likely to suffer political consequences next year if Congress fails to act on immigration reform.

Senate poised to pass gay rights bill barring workplace discrimination from Associated Press 7 Nov 13

The Senate is headed for a historic vote on legislation outlawing workplace discrimination against gay, bisexual and transgender Americans,
demonstrating the nation’s quickly evolving attitude toward gay rights nearly two decades after Congress rejected same-sex marriage. 

Gay rights measure advances in Senate from Politico 5 Nov 13

The Senate on Monday advanced legislation banning workplace discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity — marking a
victory for gay rights supporters despite the bill’s dim House prospects. 

At hearing on security clearances, senators learn that police records can go unchecked from Washington Post 1 Nov 13

We know the story: Nine years before Aaron Alexis went on a homicidal rage at the Washington Navy Yard last month, shooting dead a dozen
people, he was on another rage.

Nominees To Be Used As Leverage In Benghazi Case from USA Today 31 Oct 13



Several Republican lawmakers said Wednesday they will block President Obama’s nominations for top positions until the White House stops what
they say is muzzling people about the terrorist attack in Benghazi, Libya that killed a U.S. ambassador. 

Panel examines tighter security clearance procedures after the Navy Yard mass shooting from Washington Post 30 Oct 13

Aaron Alexis had a valid secret-level government clearance when he walked through security and into Building 197 at the Washington Navy Yard
last month. 

New bill would eliminate disruptions in military ‘death benefits’ from Washington Post 30 Oct 13

A few items that caught our attention on Wednesday: Bill would prevent delay in military “death benefits” under repeat shutdown: Reps. Gerry
Connolly (D-Va.) and Tom Rooney (R-Fla.) are moving to provide permanent funding for military death benefits as the government faces the
prospect of more budgeting gridlock and another shutdown in mid-January, according to a Navy Times article.

House panel kicks off Pentagon acquisition reform drive from Rueters 30 Oct 13

The House Armed Services Committee on Tuesday kicked off a fresh drive to fix the way the Pentagon buys weapons and services, vowing to
"look past Band-Aid fixes and parochial interests" and implement meaningful reforms. 

GOP lawmakers eye federal-retiree benefits in upcoming budget talks from Washington Post 29 Oct 13

Federal employees are bracing for the possibility of making higher contributions toward their retirement benefits as political leaders slowly renew
budget discussions with an eye toward deficit reduction. House Republicans and President Obama have both proposed the change in order to
achieve savings. 

Budget conference could cast wide net from The Hill 28 Oct 13

The prospects for the House and Senate to reach a new budget deal appear to be increasing in the days leading up to Wednesday’s first meeting of
the House-Senate budget conference committee created by this month’s debt-ceiling deal. 

On Brink Of Shutdown, All Quiet At Capitol from Washington Post 30 Sep 13

Waiting game before deadline day; Republican whip predicts new House measure 

Senate Action On Health Law Moves To Brink Of Shutdown from New York Times 30 Sep 13

The Senate is expected to reject decisively a House bill that would delay the full effect of President Obama’s health care law as a condition for
keeping the government running past Monday, as Senator Harry Reid, the Democratic majority leader, expressed confidence that he had public
opinion on his side. 

GOP Hard-Liners Block Strategy To Avoid Shutdown from Washington Post 27 Sep 13

Emergency meeting leads nowhere; Idea to shift from health law to debt limit rejected 

No Clear Path To Avoid Shutdown As House GOP Stands Firm from Wall Street Journal 27 Sep 13

Congress's rocky path to avoiding a government shutdown became even rougher Thursday, as Speaker John Boehner said the House wouldn't
accept the spending plan likely to emerge from the Senate. 

House GOP Offers Plan To Avoid Shutdown from Washington Post 26 Sep 13

Government set to close Tuesday 

Shutdown Looming, Senate Begins Debating Spending Bill from Washington Post 24 Sep 13

Top Republicans won't back revolt 

House Bill Links Health Care Law And Budget Plan from New York Times 21 Sep 13

House Republicans muscled through a stopgap bill Friday that would fund the government only if all spending for President Obama’s health care
law is eliminated. Senate Democrats and President Obama quickly made it clear they had no intention of going along, putting the government on a
course toward a shutdown unless one side relents. 



House Approves Budget Defunding Health-Care Law from Washington Post 21 Sep 13

Senate next to act as shutdown nears; Obamacare to face 2nd assault in debt-limit bill 

Shutdown's Shadow Shrinks Hill Priorities from Washington Post 20 Sep 13

When House Majority Leader Eric Cantor rolled out a list of Republican demands this week for raising the federal debt limit, there was a
surprising omission: any real plan to tackle the debt. 

Budget Uncertainty Crippling U.S. Military, Pentagon Officials Say from Reuters 20 Sep 13

Army chief says cuts jeopardize ability to fight a major war; Warnings come as Congress squares off over 2014 spending 

House Republican Budget Plan Cuts Health-Law Funds from Wall Street Journal 19 Sep 13

House Republicans said Wednesday that stripping funding from the health-care law championed by President Barack Obama would be their price
for keeping federal agencies open after the end of this month, a move that sharply increases the risk of a partial government shutdown in two
weeks. 

Durbin On Full DoD Spending Bill: 'I'm Working On It' from DefenseNews 19 Sep 13

A Senate leader is looking for a way to secure passage of a full 2014 Pentagon appropriations bill. 

Senate Confirms Former State Department Spokeswoman Caught Up In Benghazi Furor from Associated Press 13 Sep 13

The Senate on Thursday confirmed Victoria Nuland, President Barack Obama’s choice as chief U.S. envoy for Europe who was widely criticized
for her role in the talking points created after last year’s deadly assault in Benghazi, Libya. 

Senate Sets Aside Resolution On Military Strike Against Syria from Washington Post 12 Sep 13

The Senate on Wednesday at least temporarily put aside a resolution to authorize the use of force against Syria as the Obama administration
appealed for patience while it explored Russia’s proposal to monitor and ultimately destroy Syria’s chemical weapons. 

House GOP Pushes Vote On Budget To Next Week from Washington Post 12 Sep 13

With a government shutdown looming in less than three weeks, Republican House leaders conceded Wednesday that they have yet to muster
enough votes to approve a plan to keep federal agencies open. 

Senate Sets Aside Authorization Resolution from Washington Post 12 Sep 13

Lawmakers wait, watch as administration weighs Russia's proposal 

Senators Push For AFRICOM In Hampton Roads from Norfolk Virginian-Pilot 11 Sep 13

Virginia's two U.S. senators are reviving a push to relocate U.S. Africa Command from Germany to Hampton Roads after a new government
study said moving it stateside could save as much as $70 milllion a year and create up to 4,300 jobs. 

Senators Factor Voters Into Their Syria Equation from Wall Street Journal 10 Sep 13

Senators Up for Re-election Prove to Be Tough Sell on Military Action 

On Hill, Opposition To Strikes Piling Up from Washington Post 10 Sep 13

As key members voice skepticism, others seek alternative solutions 

Lobbying Group For Israel To Press Congress On Syria from New York Times 10 Sep 13

The American Israel Public Affairs Committee, the powerful pro-Israel lobby in Washington, plans to dispatch 300 of its members to Capitol Hill
on Tuesday as part of a broad campaign to press Congress to back President Obama’s proposed strike on Syria, the group said Monday. 

Congress debates new US stance on marijuana from Associated Press 10 Sep 13

Congress on Tuesday is debating the Obama administration's new decision to be more permission on marijuana, asking how the federal law can



make the drug illegal while states permit its recreational use. 

Mideast Derails Key Issues In Congress from Wall Street Journal 9 Sep 13

Syria Debate Could Push Budget, Other Issues to Side 

Obama Is Making Little Headway With Congress On Syria from Washington Post 6 Sep 13

Dissent in both parties helps complicate president's efforrts 

For A Vocal Obama Backer, Resolution Is A Tough Sell from Washington Post 6 Sep 13

Virginia's Connolly gets an earful from voters who oppose an attack 

Syria Strike May Hinge On Pelosi from Los Angeles Times 6 Sep 13

The Iraq war critic must persuade Democrats to see this differently 

Senate Panel Backs Force In Syria from Wall Street Journal 5 Sep 13

Measure says goal should be to 'change the momentum on the battlefield'; Pentagon plans more firepower 

Split Senate Panel Approves Giving Obama Limited Authority On Syria from New York Times 5 Sep 13

A sharply divided Senate committee voted Wednesday to give President Obama limited authority to use force against Syria, the first step in what
remains a treacherous path for Mr. Obama to win Congressional approval for a military attack. 

Obama Faces Barrier In His Own Party On Syria from New York Times 5 Sep 13

Congressional Democrats, torn over involving the United States in another unpredictable Middle East war, are emerging as a major barrier to
President Obama’s plan to strike Syria. 

House Panel Appears Divided from USA Today 5 Sep 13

Both parties show opposition to strikes

Kerry, Hagel To Appear Before Senate Foreign Relations Committee On Tuesday from Washington Post 3 Sep 13

Secretary of State John F. Kerry and Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel are scheduled to testify Tuesday before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, Senate aides said Monday. 

Congress Finds It Tough To Block Military Action from Wall Street Journal 30 Aug 13

Historically, the President Has Exercised Wide Latitude Over Military Actions 

Legislators Push For Vote Before Strike from New York Times 29 Aug 13

Lawmakers stepped up their call on Wednesday for President Obama to consult with Congress before ordering a military strike on Syria, with
more than 100 House members signing a letter pressing the president to seek a vote before taking action. 

Key Republican Opposes Marriage Leave For Gay Couples from ArmyTimes.com 23 Aug 13

The senior Republican on the Senate Armed Services Committee is challenging the Defense Department’s plan to provide extra uncharged
marriage leave for same-sex couples, saying it isn’t fair to traditional couples and may be illegal. 

McCain: Without Plan, Marines Stay On Okinawa from Stars and Stripes 23 Aug 13

A top U.S. senator says Congress still has the same concerns over the planning and costs of moving Marines off Okinawa that have held up
funding of the project for years. 

McCaskill On Meet The Press: No 'Coddling' Pentagon On Sexual Assaults from St. Louis Post-Dispatch 11 Aug 13

Congress is on the verge of forcing the Pentagon to deal forcefully with sexual misconduct in the service branches, and the Defense Department
may announce some changes as soon as this week. 



Kirsten Gillibrand: Military Resisting Change from Politico.com 9 Aug 13

Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand says the military doesn’t want change on how sexual assault cases are handled. 

Senate Panel Approves Bill With Federal Raise from Washington Post 6 Aug 13

Increased pay would be for Defense workers but may lead way for others 

Senate Confirms Adm. Cecil Haney As New StratCom Commander from Omaha World-Herald 2 Aug 13

The Senate on Thursday night confirmed Adm. Cecil Haney as the next commander of U.S. Strategic Command. 

Senate Easily Approves Obama's U.N. Nominee from New York Times 2 Aug 13

The Senate on Thursday approved the nomination of Samantha Power as the next ambassador to the United Nations, a relatively smooth and quiet
process that lacked the partisan acrimony of other recent confirmations. 

G.O.P. Rifts Lead Congress To Spending Impasse from New York Times 2 Aug 13

Hours before leaving on summer recess, Congress on Thursday hit a seemingly intractable impasse on government spending, increasing the
prospects of a government shutdown in the fall and adding new urgency to fiscal negotiations between the White House and a bloc of Senate
Republicans. 

U.S. Senate Confirms Obama's Head Of Joint Chiefs Of Staff from Reuters 1 Aug 13

The U.S. Senate on Thursday confirmed Army General Martin Dempsey to a second term as President Barack Obama's chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. 

Senate Panel Approves 2014 Defense Spending Bill from Associated Press 31 Jul 13

A Senate panel on Tuesday approved a defense spending bill for the 2014 fiscal year that seeks to reverse the most severe impacts of the across-
the-board budget cuts on the armed forces by adding nearly $4.5 billion to cover shortfalls in military training and equipment maintenance
programs. 

COMMENTARY: More Work To Do On Military Assaults from San Antonio Express-News 31 Jul 13

The U.S. House approved a measure last week to right a grievous wrong done to victims of sexual assault in the military. The Senate should
approve the measure and then both bodies should recognize that there is more to be done.

Senate Panel Approves Dempsey, Winnefeld Re-Appointments To Joint Chiefs Posts from ArmyTimes.com 30 Jul 13

The Senate Armed Services Committee voted Tuesday to keep the chairman and vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in their posts for
another two-year term. 

Dick Durbin To Roll Out $516 Billion DOD Bill from Politico.com 30 Jul 13

Senate Democrats will roll out a more than $516 billion defense appropriations bill Tuesday including new language designed to promote reforms
giving more discretion to President Barack Obama to transfer prisoners from Guantanamo. 

SASC Likely To Vote On Dempsey Nomination Before August Break from DefenseNews.com 25 Jul 13

Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman Sen. Carl Levin announced Thursday he expects the panel to vote on the nomination of Joint Chiefs
Chairman Gen. Martin Dempsey for a second term next week. 

House Attempt To Rein In N.S.A. Narrowly Fails from New York Times 25 Jul 13

Unusual alliances amid passionate debate on citizens' privacy 

White House Issues Veto Threat Of Defense Funding Bill from ArmyTimes.com 22 Jul 13

A veto of a $512.5 billion defense funding bill was threatened Monday by the White House budget office, not so much because of complaints
about the level of defense spending but because the Obama administration doesn’t want military spending to rob money from other federal



programs. 

US Senators Warn Of Sequester's Effects, But Offer No Alternatives from DefenseNews.com 19 Jul 13

Nelson: 'Shooting Ourselves Up The Torso' 

OPINION: Nation Needs Leadership, Not Gimmicks from Fayetteville (NC) Observer 19 Jul 13

At Fort Bragg, a name almost synonymous with "readiness," Congress is idly flirting with unreadiness. 

House Proposes Massive Cuts To US Aid, Diplomacy from Associated Press 19 Jul 13

House Republicans proposed slashing billions of dollars in U.S. diplomacy and overseas aid programs Thursday in legislation that will face fierce
opposition from the Obama administration and the Democratic-led Senate. 

Lawmakers Voice Doubts About NSA Surveillance from Washington Post 18 Jul 13

Lawmakers of both parties expressed deep skepticism Wednesday about the government's bulk collection of Americans' telephone records and
threatened not to renew the legislative authority that has been used to sanction a program described as "off the tracks legally." 

Lawmakers Say Administration’s Lack Of Candor On Surveillance Weakens Oversight from Washington Post 11 Jul 13

Lawmakers tasked with overseeing national security policy say a pattern of misleading testimony by senior Obama administration officials has
weakened Congress’s ability to rein in government surveillance. 

Top SASC Republicans Split Over Dempsey Nomination from DefenseNews.com 28 Jun 13

The senior Republicans on the Senate Armed Services split Thursday over the White House's intention to give Gen. Martin Dempsey a second
term as Joint Chiefs chairman. 

Obama Briefs Hill Leaders On Foreign Policy Issues from Associated Press 26 Jun 13

President Barack Obama briefed congressional leaders for an hour Tuesday on foreign policy issues that have recently dominated his agenda,
from his meetings with Chinese President Xi Jinping earlier this month to his recent session in Northern Ireland with Russian President Vladimir
Putin. 

Senate Confirms Economic Adviser As Trade Representative from Associated Press 20 Jun 13

Michael Froman, a senior White House economic adviser and classmate of President Obama at Harvard Law School, on Wednesday won Senate
confirmation to be the next United States trade representative. 

House, Senate On Diverging Paths On Agency Budgets from Associated Press 19 Jun 13

Republicans controlling the House unveiled slashing cuts Tuesday to a program that helps localities build community development projects, while
their rivals in the Democratic-led Senate proposed to restore GOP cuts to international food aid and nutrition help for pregnant women. 

House passes defense bill with punishments for military rape from Associated Press 14 Jun 13

The House overwhelmingly passed a sweeping, $638 billion defense bill on Friday that imposes new punishments on members of the armed
services found guilty of rape or sexual assault as outrage over the crisis in the military has galvanized Congress. 

Senate Committee Approves $625 Billion Defense Measure from Bloomberg 14 Jun 13

The U.S. Senate Armed Services Committee approved a $625 billion defense authorization measure for the fiscal year that begins Oct. 1,
matching the amount requested by President Barack Obama's administration. 

House OKs 2-Year Sentence For Military Sex Assault from Associated Press 14 Jun 13

Angered by the epidemic of sexual assault in the military, the House on Thursday endorsed a mandatory minimum sentence of two years in prison
for a member of the armed services convicted of rape or sexual assault in a military court. 

Senators Draw The Line On Military Sex Assaults from USA Today 13 Jun 13



Proposals designed to punish sexual assault offenders in the military passed a key vote in the Senate on Wednesday, making changes in the
military justice system appear increasingly likely. 

Split On How To Address Military Sex Assaults from Washington Post 13 Jun 13

Most Americans see sexual assault in the U.S. military as a big issue, but they are divided on whether the problem is best addressed by military
leaders or congressional intervention, according to a new Washington Post-Pew Research Center poll. 

House Panel Adds Funds From Copters To Sex-Assault Office from Bloomberg 12 Jun 13

The House Appropriations Committee today approved a Pentagon budget with $98.3 billion for weapons, less than the Pentagon’s request, while
adding money for Blackhawk helicopters made by United Technologies Corp.and Patriot missile interceptors from Lockheed Martin Corp. 

Committee Passes Bill To Address Sexual Assaults from Associated Press 6 Jun 13

With broad support from Republicans and Democrats, a House committee Wednesday approved legislation to tackle the growing problem of
sexual assault in the armed forces by taking away the power of military commanders to overturn convictions in rape and assault cases. 

McKeon's Defense Authorization Plan Doesn't Solve Thorny Issues from Defense News 4 Jun 13

Don't expect clear resolutions to several politically thorny issues when you dive into the version of a Pentagon policy bill unveiled on Monday by
US House Armed Services Committee Chairman Rep. Howard "Buck" McKeon. 

FEATURE: GI Sex Abuse Has Powerful Foes from San Antonio Express-News 30 May 13

The meeting reflected a passionate and more aggressive approach by a record number of 98 women in Congress and 20 on the powerful armed
services committees who are leading the fight against an epidemic of sexual assault in the military. 

House Presses Kerry For Post-Benghazi Disciplinary Details from Washington Times 30 May 13

Republicans on the House Foreign Affairs Committee are calling on Secretary of State John F. Kerry to "detail what personnel actions" the State
Department has taken following security failures in the deadly attack on the U.S. diplomatic post in Benghazi, Libya. 

Senators Seek Army Sex Investigation from Washington Post 28 May 13

Alaska's U.S. senators called for a full investigation of allegations that sexual affairs were condoned on the military base in their state that
provides the main U.S. defense against a missile attack. 

Women Senators Vow No Tailhook Repeat On Sexual Assaults from Bloomberg.com 28 May 13

California Senator Barbara Boxer recalls her “outrage” over the response to the 1991 sexual assault of 83 women and seven men at the Tailhook
Navy aviators’ convention in Las Vegas. 

Congressional Budget Office
Obamacare and jobs: CBO adds fuel to fire from Politico 4 Feb 14

The Republicans just got a big gift from the Congressional Budget Office: It’s going to be a lot easier for them to call Obamacare a “job killer.” 

Contractors
Many Civilian Contractors Battle Post-traumatic Stress from USA Today 10 Dec 13

Rates of mental illness among an international force of civilian contractors hired to work in Iraq or Afghanistan rivaled those among
servicemembers, with one in four civilians showing signs of post-traumatic stress disorder, according to a RAND Corp. study released today. 

Controlled Substance Act
BLOG: The government still insists pot is more dangerous than cocaine from Washington Post 15 May 15

Through federal court challenges and Congressional initiatives, activists have been pushing hard to have marijuana removed from Schedule I of
the Controlled Substances Act. Marijuana sits with heroin on the highly restrictive Schedule I, while cocaine and methamphetamine are on the
less restrictive Schedule II. This leaves many people puzzled: How can the federal government claim that pot is as dangerous as heroin and more
dangerous than meth? 



Corporate Business
Obama Hits At Companies Moving Overseas To Avoid Taxes from Washington Post 23 Sep 14

The Obama administration took action Monday to discourage corporations from moving their headquarters abroad to avoid U.S. taxes,
announcing new rules designed to make such transactions significantly less profitable. 

Corruption
United States Ranks 19 Of 177 On Global Corruption Survey from Washington Times 5 Dec 13

As far as corruption goes, you can’t get any worse than Afghanistan, North Korea and Somalia, a just-released survey of 177 nations from the
group Transparency International revealed. But America could stand to do a lot better, ranking only 19 out of 177 for transparent and honest
governance in this latest survey. 

Counter Illicit Trafficking
Central America

Honduras
State Department stymied probe into shooting of four Hondurans, whistleblower says from New York Post 13 Jun 13

A top State Department official stymied investigators trying to get to the bottom of four killings in Honduras involving DEA agents and local
police — yet another revelation from internal memos leaked by a whistleblower claiming a pattern of coverups. The incident ended in the deaths
of two pregnant women and two men last year, after Honduran national police opened fire from a State Department-owned helicopter on a small
boat.

Counter-Illicit Trafficking
4 Indicted For Drug Trafficking In Caribbean from AP 31 Jan 14

Four men have been indicted on drug trafficking charges after the Coast Guard seized $37 million worth of cocaine during an operation in the
Caribbean... The U.S. Coast Guard says it offloaded 2,500 pounds of cocaine valued at $37 million on Jan. 22 south of the Dominican Republic.
The men were seen tossing packages of drugs overboard during a pursuit launched from a British military ship.

Counterterrorism
Ohio Man Trained In Syria Is Charged With Planning Terrorism In U.S. from New York Times 17 Apr 15

An Ohio man who trained with a terrorist group in Syria was charged Thursday with returning to the United States with the goal of mounting an
attack at home, a pattern that counterterrorism officials have long feared. 

Criminal Justice Reform
In New York City, Marijuana May Mean Ticket, Not Arrest from New York Times 10 Nov 14

The New York Police Department, which has been arresting tens of thousands of people a year for low-level marijuana possession, is poised to
stop making such arrests and to issue tickets instead, according to law enforcement officials. 

CTOC
Morning Edition: U.S. Faces Fight At Intersection Of Crime And Extremism from 30 Apr 13

Gen. John Kelly sees it all firsthand as the top officer in the U.S. Southern Command... Cocaine is heading north to the United States. And drug
traffickers are even moving tons of drugs by submarine across the Atlantic. "And that cocaine moves across to Africa and then funds a lot of
things criminal, including religious extremism and terrorism," Kelly said. Kelly told reporters recently he is carefully monitoring what he calls a
complex network that also extends into the United States. 

Customs and Border Protection
US border agents hit during crowd confrontation from Associated Press 26 Nov 13

U.S. Border Patrol agents were pelted with rocks and bottles while turning back a crowd of more than 100 people who crossed the border illegally
into California, authorities said. 

Cyber



Got a Security Clearance? Now the Feds Want to Spy on You, Too from Defense One 15 Oct 13

National Security Agency leaker Edward Snowden had skeletons in his closet that employee records systems apparently did not share with the
NSA, raising the issue of whether cleared personnel should be under continual surveillance. Today, once an employee obtains a security clearance,
agencies can perform follow-up investigations every five years or when derogatory information is discovered.

Cyber Command
US Eyes Cyber ‘Deterrence’ To Stop Hackers from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 14

The US military is looking to flex its muscles in cyberspace as a “deterrence” to hackers eying American targets, the nation’s top cyber-warrior
said Tuesday. 

Cyber Security
FBI Faces Several Challenges With Cybersecurity Program from Washington Times 31 Jul 15

A government watchdog has discovered several roadblocks preventing the FBI from fully implementing a cybersecurity initiative aimed at
thwarting threats to the United States. 

Cyberattacks Represent Top Risk, SEC Chief Says from Wall Street Journal 8 May 15

Cyberattacks represent the “biggest systemic risk” facing the U.S., though government officials may not be tackling the range of cyber
vulnerabilities in an optimal manner, Securities and Exchange Commission Chairman Mary Jo White said. 

White House says it's always a target amid reports of hack from 9 Apr 15

President Barack Obama's spokesman says the White House is always going to be a target for hackers. 

Obama, Cameron To Discuss Encryption Of Online Services from Washington Post 16 Jan 15

British Prime Minister David Cameron, in Washington to meet with President Obama, is expected to raise the issue of widening government
access to data from U.S. Internet companies — a sensitive subject on both sides of the Atlantic in the aftermath of the attacks in Paris. 

U.K. and U.S. Banks Plan Joint Cyber Security Attack Test from Bloomberg 16 Jan 15

Banks in London and New York will simulate a massive cyber attack on their computer systems later this year as part of joint war games run by
the U.S. and U.K. governments. 

Obama Presents Proposals To Counter Cyberattacks from New York Times 14 Jan 15

President Obama on Tuesday unveiled new proposals to protect businesses and the government from cyberattacks, including increasing the
prosecution of crimes conducted through computer networks and toughening penalties for them. Under the steps outlined by Mr. Obama,
companies that share information about cyberthreats with the government would be shielded from liability. 

Obama’s Cybersecurity Proposals Part Of Decade-Old Programs from Associated Press 14 Jan 15

President Barack Obama said Tuesday that recent cyberthreats to Sony and the military’s U.S. Central Command are reminders of the serious
threats facing the nation. But an Associated Press review shows that some of his plans are retreads from years past. 

U.S. Puts New Focus on Fortifying Cyber Defenses from Wall Street Journal 25 Dec 14

The Obama administration is increasingly concerned about a wave of digital extortion copycats in the aftermath of the cyberattack on Sony
Pictures Entertainment, as the government and companies try to navigate unfamiliar territory to fortify defenses against further breaches. 

Cyber Warfare
Poll: Cyberwarfare Is Top Threat Facing US from Defense News 6 Jan 14

Cyberwarfare is the most serious threat facing the United States, according to almost half of US national security leaders who responded to the
inaugural Defense News Leadership Poll, underwritten by United Technologies. 

DEA
US Offers $5M For Information On Escaped Mexican Drug Lord from Associated Press 6 Aug 15



The U.S. government on Wednesday announced a $5 million reward for information leading to the recapture of one of the world’s most wanted
drug kingpins, Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman of Mexico. 

Acting DEA Chief Says He Believes ‘El Chapo’ Still In Mexico from USA Today 6 Aug 15

The federal government’s new chief drug enforcement officer said Wednesday that he suspects that Mexican drug lord Joaquin “El Chapo’’
Guzman is still in Mexico following his dramatic escape last month from a prison west of Mexico City. 

Escaped drug kingpin probably still in Mexico: U.S. DEA chief from Xinhua (China) 6 Aug 15

Acting head of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) indicated on Wednesday that the escaped Mexican drug mogul Joaquin "El
Chapo" Guzman is still in his home state Sinaloa. 

Cops from US to Australia in hunt for Mexico capo: DEA from Agence France-Presse 29 Jul 15

Police from the Americas to Europe and Australia have joined forces in a "marathon" to catch Mexican drug lord Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman, a
top US law enforcement official said Wednesday. 

DEA eavesdropping tripled, bypassed federal courts from USA Today 2 Jun 15

The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration more than tripled its use of wiretaps and other types of electronic eavesdropping over the past decade,
largely bypassing federal courts and Justice Department lawyers in the process, newly obtained records show. 

Doctors Among Dozens Held in Raids Against Illegal Sales of Prescription Drugs from New York Times 20 May 15

Seven doctors and 41 others in four Southern states were arrested Wednesday in raids by Drug Enforcement Administration agents, officials said,
part of what the agency called its largest operation against illegal trafficking of prescription drugs.

Top FBI Official Is Appointed To Take Helm At The DEA from Washington Post 14 May 15

The Justice Department on Wednesday appointed a top FBI official and former U.S. attorney to be the new head of the embattled Drug
Enforcement Administration. 

DEA seizes million dollar drug stash disguised as candies from EFE (Spain) 7 May 15

The Drug Enforcement Administration, or DEA, has seized a million dollar consignment of drugs from Mexico, disguised as candies, official
sources said. 

UPDATE: US drug enforcement head retires after sex scandal from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 15

The head of the US Drug Enforcement Administration is retiring, following a scandal involving drug agents attending orgies with cartel-hired
prostitutes abroad. 

House Lawmakers Say They’ve Lost Confidence In DEA Chief from Associated Press 16 Apr 15

A majority of lawmakers on the House Oversight Committee said Wednesday that they have lost confidence in the Drug Enforcement
Administration’s chief amid allegations that agents attended sex parties with prostitutes while stationed overseas. 

Chaffetz: DEA Chief Should Step Down Or Be Fired from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee called Tuesday for the head of the Drug Enforcement Administration to step down amid
allegations that DEA agents attended sex parties with prostitutes while stationed overseas. 

U.S. drug agents' alleged sex parties go back to 2001: from Reuters 14 Apr 15

U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) agents in Colombia were taking part in alleged "sex parties" with prostitutes funded by drug
cartels years earlier than previously known, U.S. lawmakers said on Tuesday. 

Drug cartels provided prostitutes for US agents' sex parties from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 26 Mar 15

Agents with the US Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) attended sex parties with prostitutes who were paid by drug cartels, a report by a
government watchdog said Thursday. 



Heroin Laced With Additive More Widespread, DEA Finds from Wall Street Journal 19 Mar 15

Drug dealers are increasingly adding a powerful anesthetic to heroin to increase its effect, contributing to deaths throughout the U.S., the Drug
Enforcement Administration said Wednesday. 

US anti-narcotics agency plans to reopen Pakistan office from Reuters 5 Mar 15

The US Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), an agency tasked with combating drug smuggling and use within the United States, has said
that it plans to re-open its office in Karachi, Pakistan, to work with its agents in Nairobi and with Pakistani authorities. 

D.E.A. Increases Restrictions on Prescription Painkillers Like Vicodin from New York Times 21 Aug 14

The federal government tightened the prescribing for the most common form of painkiller in the country on Thursday, the final step in a policy
shift that has been years in the making. 

DEA details path of deadly heroin blend from Boston Globe 29 Jun 14

Nearly all the heroin that has plagued New England with fatal overdoses in recent months is produced in Colombia and shipped to Mexico, where
authorities believe drug cartels add the painkiller fentanyl to make a potent combination destined for the United States, the region’s top drug
enforcement official said. 

DEA chief says marijuana-trafficking spiking in states near Colorado from Washington Post 30 Apr 14

The Drug Enforcement Administration is concerned about a surge in the illegal shipment of marijuana from Colorado since the state legalized the
drug, and is trying to crack down on minors’ use of the substance, the head of the agency said Wednesday. 

DEA: Drug Cartels Look To Capitalize On Legal Marijuana Laws from Washington Times 5 Mar 14

Drug cartels are already trying to take advantage of the Obama administration’s new rules allowing banks to do business with marijuana shops in
Colorado and Washington, a top Drug Enforcement Administration official testified to Congress on Tuesday. 

Mexican Cartels Abet Heroin And Meth Surge In U.S., DEA Study Says from Los Angeles Times 20 Nov 13

The availability of heroin and methamphetamine in the U.S. is on the rise, due in part to the ever-evolving entrepreneurial spirit of the Mexican
drug cartels, according to a new study released by the Drug Enforcement Administration. 

Debt Ceiling
World Leaders Fear a Default by US from Washington Post 10 Oct 13

For global leaders, the political crisis that has shut down Washington represents the most vexing kind of problem, one that they have virtually no
means to stem but that could soon wreak economic havoc on their own shores.

Defense Appropriations
Senate derails Army bid to take Guard helicopters from Associated Press 16 Jul 14

The Army has lost an initial Senate skirmish over a hotly disputed plan to take Apache attack helicopters away from National Guard units in a
budget-cutting move that has infuriated governors and state military leaders... But the war-fighting arguments and billions of dollars in cost
savings haven't been enough to overcome lawmakers' staunch support for their state units and their view that after 13 years of war, active-duty and
Guard battalions must be interchangeable.

US Senate Panel Proposes Keeping A-10, 11 Aircraft Carriers With $547.9B Defense Bill from DefenseNews.com 15 Jul 14

A US Senate panel on Tuesday approved nearly $550 billion in military spending as part of a bill that would keep alive weapon systems the
Pentagon wanted to retire. The chamber’s Appropriations Defense subcommittee unanimously approved legislation that would give the Pentagon
$489.6 billion in base spending and $58.3 billion in war funding. It would block a long list of weapon system retirement proposals or Pentagon
plans to not purchase systems...

Defense Budget
House Adds Funds To Counter Russian Info War from Washington Times 30 Apr 15



The current House defense authorization bill is targeting Russia’s aggressive information warfare operations in Ukraine, along with propaganda
activities by Islamist terrorists. 

Defense Cooperation
Japan And U.S. Set New Rules For Military Cooperation from New York Times 28 Apr 15

President Obama and Prime Minister Shinzo Abe of Japan have reached an accord to tighten defense cooperation and are pressing toward an
agreement to tear down trade barriers between their two countries and across the Pacific Rim, as both leaders move to counter rising economic
and military threats from China. 

Defense Department
Military services battle over shrinking budget; Factions have opposing concepts of what fighting force should be from USA Today
7 Nov 13

As the Pentagon withdraws from Afghanistan -- and more than a decade of ground war -- the services have begun an internal battle over the kind
of military needed to protect America in the future and the money needed to buy it. The lines being drawn reflect the differing visions of the
threats facing U.S. interests. 

Defense Ministers Conference
Americas defense summit seeking greater cooperation, consensus on security from EFE (Spain) 13 Oct 14

The 11th Conference of Defense Ministers of the Americas got under way on Monday in this Peruvian city with an eye toward strengthening
cooperation among the armed forces of the participating countries and dealing with transnational security challenges in a consensual manner. 

Defense Spending
OPINION: Smarter Spending At The Pentagon Would Satisfy Defense And Deficit Hawks from Los Angeles Times 24 Mar 15

The Pentagon wants more money. But the politics of Pentagon spending have gotten so contorted that it’s hard to know who the important players
are, much less how much money the department is likely to get when this year’s budget wrangling is finally over. The final number will probably
have less to do with partisan divisions than with resolving the split on the issue that exists inside the Republican Party. 

EDITORIAL: A Boost For America’s Defense from Washington Post 24 Mar 15

TWO PIECES of good news about U.S. defense spending: Both President Obama and congressional Republicans have recognized that cuts
imposed by the 2011 “sequester” scheme are unacceptable, and both have moved to restore tens of billions of dollars in funding for next year’s
budget.

Department of Defense
Carter to Resign as Pentagon's Deputy Secretary from Bloomberg 10 Oct 13

U.S. Deputy Defense Secretary Ashton Carter will resign Dec. 4 after four and a half years in two Pentagon jobs, overseeing weapons programs
and serving as the department’s No. 2 official. 

Military Braces For Furloughs Next Week from Associated Press 5 Jul 13

As sequestration kicks in, thousands of Guard members and airmen face a pay cut. 

Dept. of State
Conflict In Senate Creates A Logjam Of Ambassador Confirmations from New York Times 16 Jul 14

Of the ambassadorial nominations waiting for Senate approval, about half are career Foreign Service officers whose appointments to countries
like Honduras, Niger and South Korea would normally be approved with ease. In his statement last week, Mr. Kerry made a special plea for them,
arguing that “they should be expeditiously confirmed as a block, just the way we handle promotions of our military officers.”

Detainee Interogation
Psychologists To Review Role In Detainee Interrogations from New York Times 14 Nov 14

The nation’s largest organization of psychologists will conduct an independent review into whether it colluded with or supported the government’s
use of torture in the interrogation of prisoners during the Bush administration. 



DHS
US, Citing Militant Threat, Toughens Requirements In Visa Waiver Program from New York Times 7 Aug 15

The Department of Homeland Security has toughened air travel requirements on foreign governments in response to what it believes is the
growing threat from fighters who have gone to Syria and Iraq to join the Islamic State and other groups, senior American officials said Thursday. 

OPINION: A Stay On Deportations from Washington Post 3 Aug 15

When the administrative authorities order individuals removed from the United States, those people have the right to appeal to a federal court. But
the DHS can still deport them immediately, unless the court issues a stay of removal. 

Illegals Refuse To Give Up Three-year Amnesties from Washington Times 10 Jul 15

The Homeland Security Department is predictably having a devil of a time trying to get illegal immigrants to send back their three-year amnesty
approvals, administration lawyers said as they admitted to a federal judge Thursday, saying that more than 40 percent of them remain outstanding.

3,700 Illegal Immigrant ‘Threat Level 1’ Criminals Released Into U.S. By DHS from Washington Times 4 Jun 15

Most of the illegal immigrant criminals Homeland Security officials released from custody last year were discretionary, meaning the department
could have kept them in detention but chose instead to let them onto the streets as their deportation cases moved through the system, according to
new numbers from Congress. 

Johnson Admits DHS Does Not Have Full Control Of Border from Washington Times 30 Apr 15

Homeland Security still won’t have a complete handle on the border by the end of President Obama’s tenure, department Secretary Jeh Johnson
admitted to Congress on Wednesday, though he said they are quickly getting better. 

Homeland Security Official Didn’t Break Law On Visas, Inspector Says from New York Times 27 Mar 15

The inspector general of the Department of Homeland Security told a House committee on Thursday that he did not believe “there was criminal
activity involved” when the head of the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services agency directly intervened to expedite the
consideration of visas for foreign investors with close ties to prominent Democrats. 

Homeland Security Watchdog Faults Visa Official For Helping Insiders from Los Angeles Times 25 Mar 15

The No. 2 official at the Homeland Security Department intervened several times in projects with connections to insiders, including Virginia Gov.
Terry McAuliffe and a brother of Hillary Rodham Clinton, according to a report issued by the department’s watchdog Tuesday. 

Alleged Chinese ‘Maternity Tourism’ Operations Raided In California from Los Angeles Times 5 Mar 15

Federal agents raided about 20 locations in three Southern California counties early Tuesday as part of an investigation targeting “birth tourism”
schemes in which pregnant Chinese women travel to the United States on fraudulent visas so that their children will be born U.S. citizens. 

House passes bill fully funding the Department of Homeland Security from Washington Post 4 Mar 15

House Speaker John A. Boehner surrendered Tuesday to Democratic demands to fully fund the Department of Homeland Security, ending a tense
three-month showdown over immigration. But the move could further strain relations between the speaker and hard-line conservatives, whose
growing dissent threatens the future of the unified Republican majority. 

DHS Deportation Beds Empty As Obama Policies Leave Illegals On The Streets from Washington Times 26 Feb 15

The administration this year hasn’t been able to find enough illegal immigrants to fill the 34,000 detention beds the law requires, as President
Obama’s new policies kick in and agents spend more time and money going after each immigrant they do detain. 

McConnell Plan Moves Senate Closer To Deal On Homeland Security Funding from Washington Post 25 Feb 15

The Senate moved closer Tuesday to a deal to avert a partial shutdown of the Department of Homeland Security this weekend, but its plan faced
an uncertain path in the House. 

McConnell Offers DHS Bill Free Of Immigration Measures from USA Today 25 Feb 15



Bowing to political realities and Democratic opposition, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said Tuesday that he would allow a vote on a
Homeland Security funding bill without any immigration provisions attached. 

Concerns Mount as Homeland Security Shutdown Looks Likely from New York Times 24 Feb 15

The notion that Congress might actually shut down the Department of Homeland Security as part of a broader fight over President Obama’s
immigration policies seemed laughable just a few weeks ago. Literally. 

Republicans Split On DHS Funding, Edging Closer To Partial Shutdown from Washington Post 24 Feb 15

Congressional Republicans remained sharply divided Monday over how to fund the Department of Homeland Security, prompting White House
officials to begin preparations for a potential shutdown of the agency this weekend. 

DHS Staff Would Remain On Job With No Pay If Congress Does Not Fund Agency from Washington Post 23 Feb 15

Once again, it is federal employees who could take a hit because Uncle Sam can’t get his budget act together. Temporary funding for the
Department of Homeland Security expires Friday. If Congress and President Obama can’t agree on an appropriations bill by then, it will drape the
agency in confusion. 

Mall Of America Patrons Told To Be Careful Amid Threat from Bloomberg News 23 Feb 15

Visitors to the Mall of America must be “particularly careful” after a terror group threatened the Minneapolis-area tourist attraction, the U.S.
Homeland Security secretary said. 

Govt Tells Immigration Agents To ID Immigrants Not To Deport from Associated Press 28 Jan 15

The Obama administration has ordered immigration agents to ask immigrants they encounter living in the country illegally whether they might
qualify under President Barack Obama’s plans to avoid deporting them, according to internal training materials obtained by The Associated Press.

Jeh Johnson Demands Congress Stop Fighting Amnesty from Washington Times 16 Jan 15

Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson pleaded with Congress on Thursday to stop fighting President Obama’s amnesty and instead pass a
straightforward spending bill to fund his department through the end of the fiscal year, without any “political” conditions. 

U.S. Surveillance Drones Largely Ineffective Along Borders, Report Says from Washington Post 7 Jan 15

U.S. drones deployed along the borders are grounded most of the time, cost far more than initially estimated and help to apprehend only a tiny
number of people trying to cross illegally, according to a federal audit released Tuesday. 

Jeh Johnson: Deportation Amnesty Allows DHS To Get Serious About Border from Washington Times 16 Dec 14

Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson said Monday that President Obama’s deportation amnesty gives his department a chance to get serious
about border security, freeing it up to put more resources on the border instead of tracking illegal immigrants inside the U.S. 

DHS Already Hiring 1,000 Employees To Carry Out Obama Amnesty from Washington Times 4 Dec 14

Homeland Security officials wasted little time in ramping up for President Obama’s amnesty, posting 1,000 job openings the day after his
announcement and announcing it already has space for hundreds of employees at a new space in Arlington, Virginia — an indication that it had
laid its plans well before Mr. Obama said. 

Homeland Security Tightens Screening Of Foreign Air Travelers from Los Angeles Times 4 Nov 14

Concerned that Europeans who joined Islamic militants in Iraq and Syria might try to launch terrorist attacks in the West, Homeland Security
officials boosted screening Monday of people traveling to the United States on Western passports. 

DHS Heightens Security At Federal Buildings Nationwide from Washington Post 29 Oct 14

The Department of Homeland Security on Tuesday announced heightened security measures at federal buildings in the District and nationwide,
citing the recent shooting at the Canadian Parliament and threats from terrorist groups to attack the homeland. 

‘Terror Threat’: US Boosts Security At Government Buildings from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 14



The United States is to boost security at government buildings following threats from Islamist groups. The “precise actions” and “precise
locations” were not specified in the statement by Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson, who said they would vary, shift and “be
continually reevaluated.” 

Fogo De Chao Wins Meaty Case In Visa Fight With Homeland Security from Washington Post 22 Oct 14

For years, the Dallas-based chain brought the highly trained chefs from Brazil to work at its restaurants in the United States through a special visa
program. Then, it ran into an obstacle bigger than a bad tip: the Department of Homeland Security. 

DHS Details Aid Being Given To Immigrant Children from Associated Press 13 Jun 14

Homeland Security Secretary Jeh (jay) Johnson says the government is giving humanitarian aid to immigrant children caught trying to cross the
Southern border illegally without their parents. But he says it’s dangerous for families to send their children unaccompanied to America. 

Abbott Demands $30 Million From Feds For Border Crisis from Houston Chronicle 13 Jun 14

Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott on Thursday asked the Department of Homeland Security to chip in $30 million to help the state fill
enforcement gaps caused by the federal government’s response to the “extraordinary influx” of unaccompanied children crossing the Texas border.

Deportations Come Mostly From Border, DHS Chief Says from Washington Times 13 Mar 14

Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson acknowledged Tuesday that his department’s deportation numbers are now mostly made up of illegal
immigrants caught at the border, not just those from the interior, which means they can’t be compared one-to-one with deportations under
President Bush or other prior administrations. 

DHS made 98 percent of arrests at southern border from Associated Press 17 Jan 14

The Border Patrol says agents made more arrests along the Mexican border in Texas last year than any other place in the country. 

Homeland Security Helps Smuggle Illegal Immigrant Children Into The U.S. from Washington Times 20 Dec 13

A federal judge in Texas late last week accused the Obama administration of aiding drug cartels, saying that instead of enforcing immigration
laws, agents knowingly helped smuggle an illegal immigrant girl into the U.S. to live with her mother, also an illegal immigrant, in Virginia. 

Proposed bill would change overtime policies for Homeland Security agents from Washington Post 6 Nov 13

A bill to change the Department of Homeland Security’s overtime-pay policies is slated to be introduced in the next few weeks by Sen. Jon Tester
(D-Mont.) and Rep. Jason Chaffetz (R-Utah).

DHS and NSA
NSA, Homeland Security Withdraw Their Complaints Against Company’s Parodies from Washington Post 19 Feb 14

“NSA and DHS both recognized that they’d messed up and they’ve done the right thing and recognized the use of their name and seal are
protected for purposes of commentary,” or, in this case, parody, said Public Citizen lawyer Paul Levy. 

DIA
Inside The Ring: ‘The Next 9/11 Kind Of Event’ Could Be A Cyberattack from Washington Times 31 Jul 14

Army Lt. Gen. Michael T. Flynn, director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, last week called the threat of cyberattacks against U.S.
infrastructure a major strategic vulnerability. 

US is no safer after 13 years of war, a top Pentagon official says from Christian Science Monitor 28 Jul 14

Thee outgoing head of the Defense Intelligence Agency says that new players on the scene are more radical than Al Qaeda, and the core Al Qaeda
ideology has lost none of its potency. 

Head Of Pentagon Intelligence Agency Forced Out, Officials Say from Washington Post 1 May 14

The head of the Defense Intelligence Agency is being pushed out of the job after a series of clashes over his leadership at an agency that is under
pressure to shift focus following more than a decade of war, current and former U.S. officials said. 



Top 2 Pentagon Intelligence Officials Quitting from Associated Press 1 May 14

The three-star Army general who has headed the Defense Intelligence Agency for less than two years is being nudged aside amid conflict within
the agency and between the general and leaders elsewhere in the intelligence community, a senior defense official said Wednesday. 

Intelligence Director Says Budget Cuts Could Be "Insidious" For National Security from Washington Post 9 Apr 13

Today's cutbacks, known as sequestration, will harm the nation in ways that might not be known until it is too late, he said. Employee furloughs
are under consideration, though none has been announced. 

DISA
DISA tests a move away from CAC from C4ISR & Networks 9 Apr 14

The Defense Information Systems Agency is taking a first step away from the Defense Department’s longtime security backbone, the common
access card, with a small, early pilot exploring derived credentials. 

Disaster Response
U.S. and Central American organizations simulate earthquake in Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 16 Mar 15

More than 1,000 soldiers and some 20 U.S. and Central American organizations gathered Monday for the first day of exercises in a large-scale
simulation of an earthquake in Puerto Rico to test methods of coordination in case a natural disaster strikes. 

DLA
DLA Director Calls For $13 Billion In Budget Cuts from Federal Times 26 Aug 13

The Defense Logistics Agency plans to slash $13.1 billion in operating and material costs over the next six years. 

DoD
More Than $1 Billion In U.S. Emergency Reconstruction Aid Goes Missing In Afghanistan from McClatchy 24 Apr 15

A total of $1.3 billion that the Pentagon shipped to its force commanders in Afghanistan between 2004 and 2014 for the most critical
reconstruction projects can’t be accounted for by the Defense Department, 60 percent of all such spending under an emergency program, an
internal report released Thursday shows. 

This Is The Longest Period Without A U.S. Military Combat-zone Death Since 9/11 from Washington Post 27 Feb 15

At the end of an hour-long panel discussion in Washington on Wednesday, a middle-aged man raised his hand. Fred J. Boenig, the father of a U.S.
airman who died in Afghanistan, had a question for Rep. Adam D. Kinzinger, who called himself “hawkish” on using U.S. military power against
the Islamic State. 

U.S. Consolidates Forces In Europe To Save Money from New York Times 9 Jan 15

The Defense Department is consolidating American forces in Europe to save what Pentagon officials say will be about $500 million a year while
not reducing the number of American military personnel — some 67,000 — who are currently there. 

10 things to know around the DOD for 2015 from DVIDS 8 Jan 15

10 things to know around the DOD for 2015

DOD Wants To Build Drones That Can Buzz Into Bad Guys’ Doorways from Washington Post 31 Dec 14

At some point in the near future, the first clue that an Osama bin Laden might have that he’s been tracked down inside his Abbottabad compound
might not be the sound of helicopters outside, but the buzzing of a bird-size drone in his bedroom doorway. 

DoD policy will allow some immigrants in U.S. illegally to serve from Military Times 26 Sep 14

A small number of immigrants living in the U.S. illegally will have an opportunity to join the military for the first time in decades under a new
Defense Department policy unveiled Thursday. 

Active, reserve components spar over 'sexy' cyber mission from Military Times 23 Sep 14

After months of bureaucratic battles, the Pentagon is finalizing a plan to give reservists a limited role in the evolving cyber force. 



The Military Wants to Understand Why You Believe What You Believe from Defense One 23 Sep 14

At what point does an idea like the Islamic State go viral? What conditions on the ground must be present for the creation of an Islamic caliphate
across the Middle East to spread? 

Obama Moves To Fill Some Key Military Commands from Washington Post 25 Jun 14

President Obama has nominated senior officers to some of the military’s most powerful posts, including leadership of U.S. Special Operations
Command and U.S. forces in Afghanistan, the Pentagon announced Tuesday. 

GAO: DoD should revise furlough savings estimates from Federal Times 18 Jun 14

The Defense Department should update its estimates for how much money furloughs of employees save in case DoD has to do it again, according
to a June 17 report by the Government Accountability Office. 

Group calls for DoD to withdraw from Prayer Day event from Military Times 17 Apr 14

Longtime critics of Christian conservatives’ influence in military culture are demanding the Pentagon back away from involvement in a National
Day of Prayer event on Capitol Hill next month, saying it’s a thinly veiled rally for far-right fundamentalists. 

DISA tests a move away from CAC from C4ISR&NETWORKS 17 Apr 14

The Defense Information Systems Agency is taking a first step away from the Defense Department’s longtime security backbone, the common
access card, with a small, early pilot exploring derived credentials. 

If DoD Spending Levels Remain, $66B Modernization Cut Would Follow from Defense News 16 Apr 14

The Pentagon’s planned five-year spending plan for procurement and research-and-development projects, set forth in its 2015 budget proposal,
would be cut by $66 billion if US federal spending caps remain in place, according to a new Defense Department report. 

Commentary: Defense Civilian Layoffs Won’t be Pleasant, But They Are Necessary from Government Executive 14 Apr 14

Against the backdrop of an increasingly unstable world, including the Russian invasion of Crimea, the ongoing conflict in Syria, an agitated Iran,
aggression from the North Koreans and a militarized China, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel recently announced that he would seek further cuts to
our uniformed personnel.

Commentary: Defense Civilian Layoffs Won’t be Pleasant, But They Are Necessary from Government Executive 10 Apr 14

Against the backdrop of an increasingly unstable world, including the Russian invasion of Crimea, the ongoing conflict in Syria, an agitated Iran,
aggression from the North Koreans and a militarized China, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel recently announced that he would seek further cuts to
our uniformed personnel.

EDITORIAL: A Broken Military Justice System from New York Times 18 Mar 14

...The episode offers a textbook example of justice gone awry, providing yet another reason to overhaul the existing military justice system, which
gives commanding officers with built-in conflicts of interest — rather than trained and independent military prosecutors outside the chain of
command — the power to decide which sexual assault cases to try.

DoD Budget: Expect Big Changes In Five-Year Spending Priorities from Defense News 9 Mar 14

Just before Maj. Gen. Jim Martin, the US Air Force budget director, walked into the Pentagon briefing room on March 4, an aide slipped him a
note. 

DoD: Give reservists immediate retirement pay from Military Times 6 Mar 14

Reservists would be eligible to begin receiving military retirement pay immediately after completing 20 years of part-time service under a new
Pentagon proposal for overhauling the retirement system. 

Big budget cuts pose 'tough, tough choices' for Pentagon: Hagel from Reuters 6 Mar 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel warned on Thursday that "tough, tough choices are coming" if the Pentagon implements deep future spending



cuts required by law, including whether to slash the Army to 420,000 soldiers and decommission an aircraft carrier. 

Pentagon cuts have military families on high alert from FOX News 3 Mar 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Monday proposed shrinking the Army to its smallest size in 74 years, closing bases and reshaping forces to
confront a "more volatile, more unpredictable" world with a more nimble military. 

Senior defense official: 'We don't want to cut.' Blame Congress. from Army Times 28 Feb 14

A senior defense official says the Army and Defense Department are being unfairly vilified in the media over military budget cuts when Congress
is really to blame. 

DoD budget seeks cuts in BAH, commissary, Tricare benefits from Military Times 24 Feb 14

The Pentagon on Monday proposed the deepest and most far-reaching cuts to military compensation in the 40-year history of the all-volunteer
force, explaining that such cuts are necessary in order to pay for more modern gear and high-tech weaponry. 

A bad omen for Pentagon budget from The Hill 16 Feb 14

The swift work in Congress to repeal $6 billion in cuts to military pensions that passed just two months earlier is a bad omen for future efforts to
curb military personnel costs, budget analysts say. 

Documents reveal chaotic military sex-abuse record from Associated Press 10 Feb 14

The Associated Press originally sought the records for U.S. military personnel stationed in Japan after attacks against Japanese women raised
political tensions there. They might now give weight to members of Congress who want to strip senior officers of their authority to decide whether
serious crimes, including sexual assault cases, go to trial. 

US Shelves Combatant Command Proposals from Defense News 9 Feb 14

The Pentagon is dismissing proposals to merge some regional warfighting commands and will instead push forward with efforts to shrink the sizes
of these headquarters, sources said. 

Work Officially Nominated for Pentagon's No. 2 Job from Defense News 7 Feb 14

The White House has officially nominated Robert Work to be the next deputy secretary of defense.

Hagel hints at ethics enforcer from The Hill 7 Feb 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel announced Friday that he would appoint a senior general officer to address ethical lapses and misbehavior in the
military. 

Raises, BAH are likely targets of 2015 defense budget from Military Times 4 Feb 14

The Pentagon’s 2015 budget is likely to contain such belt-tightening proposals as reducing active-duty pay raises and housing allowances and
instituting fees for Tricare for Life, officials told a Senate panel Thursday. 

No Plans In The Works To Close Base Commissaries, Says Top Military Official from KPBS (San Diego) 31 Jan 14

The rumor mill has been circulating the same piece of information for months - that the Department of Defense plans to close all stateside base
commissaries. However, Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman Gen. Martin Dempsey is denying the Pentagon has such plans in the works. 

The Military has Cataloged Its Ethical Failures, and They're Kind of Awesome from Foreign Policy 30 Jan 14

Did you hear the one about the first lieutenant who had to pay $120,000 in fines for accepting bribes from contractors he'd awarded with lucrative
Defense Department deals?

Unresolved Budget Issues Continue to Cast Cloud Over Military Strategy from 30 Jan 14

Unsettled matters such as the future size of U.S. military forces and funding levels beyond 2015 are putting major decisions on hold at the
Defense Department. Among them are how to reorganize the armed forces under the “pivot to Asia” strategy and how to modernize the military
for its post-Afghanistan future. 



Heading into 2014, the state of defense is solidly ill-defined and in flux. And the brass knows it. from Defense One 28 Jan 14

Just about every top military leader has at once touted U.S. military dominance while warning that politics and spending cuts are hollowing out
the forces.

Panel Says DoD Could Save Billions by Changing Business Practices from Defense News 28 Jan 14

The US Defense Department could save $27 billion to $37 billion annually over the next four to five years by instituting business practices
commonly adopted by major corporations in cash-strapped periods, an influential Pentagon advisory board said in a new report. 

Panel slammed for closing sex assault policy hearings from Military Times 28 Jan 14

An independent panel formed to recommend changes to how the military oversees, investigates and prosecutes sexual assault cases will meet
Thursday in Arlington, Va., to discuss publicly the role of commanders in such cases. 

U.S. will be ready to rescue Americans from Sochi in the event of attack from USA TODAY 27 Jan 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel told reporters Friday that the United States will be ready to remove Americans from Sochi in the event of a
catastrophic terror attack at the upcoming Winter Olympics. 

Pentagon Proposes Plan to Gut Commissary's Budget from Military.com 27 Jan 14

The Defense Department is discussing a $1 billion cut over the next three years to the commissary’s budget in a move that could lead to a
widespread closure of stores, Pentagon and industry officials said. 

IG report accuses Pentagon historian of ‘unprofessional conduct’ from 24 Jan 14

A newly released Defense Department inspector general report found that the Pentagon’s chief historian engaged in unprofessional conduct,
misused government resources and used her public office for personal gain. 

Sikhs Fight Back Against New Pentagon Dress Code from New York Times 24 Jan 14

American Sikh leaders, disappointed that new Pentagon dress code requirements released on Wednesday do not go as far as the Sikhs would like,
are turning to Congress to increase the pressure on the military. 

Think Tank: Tighter Defense Budgets Could Drive Shift to Robotic Warfare from Defense News 23 Jan 14

Rapidly rising personnel costs combined with a decline in defense spending could drive the Pentagon to expand its robotic arsenal, replacing
humans with autonomous systems, a prominent think tank says. 

Pentagon contract workers strike over low pay from CBS News 22 Jan 14

One of the nation's largest employers faces a work stoppage by employees seeking higher pay: The Pentagon. 

Religious exemptions for troops easier to request under new rules from Military Times 22 Jan 14

The Pentagon on Wednesday announced new rules that make it easier for troops to request religious exemptions from uniform rules, grooming
standards and other military policies. 

Senior UK Defense Advisor: Obama Is Clueless About ‘What He Wants To Do In The World’ from Daily Beast 17 Jan 14

Sir Hew Strachan, an expert on the history of war, says that the president’s strategic failures in Afghanistan and Syria have crippled America’s
position in the world. President Obama is “chronically incapable” of military strategy and falls far short of his predecessor George W. Bush,
according to one of Britain’s most senior military advisors.

DoD Finalizing 2015 Budget Proposal from Defense News 17 Jan 14

US Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel huddled with his top military and civilian leaders Thursday as the Defense Department puts the finishing
touches on its 2015 budget proposal. 

DoD expects recruiting to slow down as economy speeds up from 16 Jan 14



The past several years have seen some of the best military recruits in history, as the civilian job market was poor in many places and the services
put large, well-funded recruiting teams in place at the height of the Iraq war. But as the U.S. economy gets back on track — unemployment
recently fell below 7 percent for the first time in five years — the Pentagon’s recruiting commands are bracing for potential challenges.

Hefty Bank Fees Waylay Soldiers from Wall Street Journal 16 Jan 14

Banks That Market to U.S. Military Are Among Top Collectors of Fees

Analysts: Pentagon Needs To Get Strategic on Budget, Likely Won't from Defense News 13 Jan 14

Now that it appears cuts to US defense spending won’t be removed any time soon, analysts are urging the Defense Department to start making
critical strategic choices to live within its means.

Military cracks down on 'locker room talk' from The Hill 13 Jan 14

Pentagon leaders on Friday said they intend to change the culture of the nation’s military academies by eliminating crude and sexist behavior. 

Sabbaticals may help military keep women in ranks from Associated Press 12 Jan 14

Navy Cmdr. Valerie Overstreet wanted to start a family. But her job as a Navy pilot and the fact that she and her husband, also a naval officer,
were stationed in different parts of the country made it complicated. 

Military Sexual Assaults Panel Meets Behind Closed Doors from US News 8 Jan 14

Experts face powerful group that will ultimately advise Hagel on sexual assaults emergency

2014 Defense Forecast: Many Decisions, More Uncertainty from Defense News 4 Jan 14

For the first time in nearly three years, the US Defense Department has some near-term budget certainty, but 2014 and beyond is still murky. 

Military sex assault reports jump by 50 percent from Associated Press 30 Dec 13

The number of reported sexual assaults across the military shot up by more than 50 percent this year, an increase that defense officials say may
suggest that victims are becoming more willing to come forward after a tumultuous year of scandals that shined a spotlight on the crimes and put
pressure on the military to take aggressive action. 

Department of Defense’s revolving door in full swing from Politico 4 Nov 13

Hundreds of Defense Department officials requested ethics opinions from the government over the past two years as they retired from the military
and sought jobs with private companies or organizations. 

Mental Illness Holding Troops Back from USA Today 26 Sep 13

Accounts for more days in hospital than war wounds, disease 

Without Deal In Washington, Military Pay May Be Delayed from Stars and Stripes 24 Sep 13

Military troops, including those in conflict zones, may have their paychecks delayed if elected officials in Washington can’t work out a deal to
fund government operations in the new fiscal year starting Oct. 1, the Pentagon said Monday. 

Paid Leave Can Sub For Excess Furloughs from Washington Post 24 Sep 13

Defense Department reduced number of unpaid days in August 

Future Troops Could See Reduced Benefits from Army Times 23 Sep 13

Powerful lawmaker says he would consider idea 

Shutdown Would Delay Military Pay from Politico.com 20 Sep 13

The armed forces and their families are once again facing the possibility of delayed paychecks. 

Starbucks WiFi network more secure than Pentagon's from Asia One 20 Sep 13



Using the Wi-Fi connection at Starbucks was a better bet than risking putting confidential defence documents on a glitch-prone Pentagon
computer network, a senior Defence Department official testified on Thursday. 

DoD Will 'Aggressively' Target Compensation from Army Times 16 Sep 13

As the Defense Department maps out plans to absorb long-term budget cuts, military compensation and troop levels are among the primary
targets, the Pentagon’s top financial officer said. 

One Theory In Military Suicide Surge: Money from Los Angeles Times 9 Sep 13

Experts say knowing life insurance will benefit kin can be a factor 

Hagel: I'll Protect GI Bill Family Transfer Rights from Navy Times 26 Aug 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel has pledged to protect the ability to transfer GI Bill benefits to family members from budget cuts. 

BAH Cuts Could Hurt Privatized Housing, Too from Army Times 26 Aug 13

The possibility of reducing Basic Allowance for Housing rates clearly would have an immediate effect on troops’ wallets by forcing them to pay
more out of pocket for housing. But it also could affect another aspect of their quality of life: privatized housing. 

Pentagon Weighs Firing Thousands Under 2014 Spending Cuts from Bloomberg.com 23 Aug 13

The Defense Department may have to fire at least 6,272 civilian employees if automatic cuts known as sequestration slice $52 billion from its
fiscal 2014 budget, according to a Pentagon planning document. 

Ruling Curbs Right To Appeal For Those In 'Sensitive' Jobs from Washington Post 22 Aug 13

Labor groups, others worry about chilling effect on whistleblowers 

Army, Navy Announce Cuts To Top Brass from Stars and Stripes 22 Aug 13

With a warning that “the money is gone,” military leaders driven by falling defense spending are moving to cut top brass positions and slash
headquarters spending. 

Pentagon unveils measures to combat sexual assaults in the military from Reuters 16 Aug 13

The U.S. Defense Department on Thursday unveiled steps to combat sexual assaults in the armed forces by increasing protection for victims,
beefing up oversight of investigations, and making responses to such crimes more consistent across the military.

Pentagon: Same-Sex Spouses To Get Benefits from Washington Post 15 Aug 13

Coverage for military follows Supreme Court decision on DOMA 

DoD Weighs Major COCOM Realignment from Defense News 12 Aug 13

The Pentagon is considering a major overhaul of its geographical combatant commands, possibly realigning oversight within hot-button areas of
the world and eliminating thousands of military and civilian positions, according to defense sources. 

DoD: Fate Of Quality-Of-Life Programs Left To Services from Army Times 12 Aug 13

As more and deeper budget cuts loom, the fate of the military’s quality-of-life programs will be left to the individual services, defense officials
say. 

Branches Of Military Battle Over Shrinking War Chest from Wall Street Journal 1 Aug 13

Fights between branches of the U.S. military have erupted over responsibility for everything from drones to clocks as America's armed forces
battle to keep their share of a shrinking defense budget. 

Little Restraint In Military Giveaways from Associated Press 31 Jul 13

An Associated Press investigation of the Defense Department program, originally aimed at helping local law enforcement fight terrorism and drug
trafficking, found that a disproportionate share of the $4.2 billion worth of property distributed since 1990 has been obtained by police



departments and sheriff's offices in rural areas with few officers and little crime. 

Taxpayers Are Paying For Military Brass To Live Rent-Free In Mansions from Business Insider 22 Jul 13

While Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel plans to cut "20%" of the top officers and senior Defense Department personnel, he doesn't seem too
concerned about ditching mansions that house the likes of Marine General John Kelly. 

Pentagon moves to reduce housing expenses for generals from CNN.com Blogs - "security Clearance" 22 Jul 13

the privilege of rank can translate to hundreds of thousands of dollars of taxpayer money spent each year on rent as illustrated in a June Pentagon
report highlighting 32 leased homes for senior officers. One is in Coral Gables, Florida, that the military spends $106,200 each year to rent. It is
occupied by the four-star general leading Southern Command, which oversees South America.

Marine Gen. In Limbo Over Bastion Attack from UTSanDiego.com 29 Jun 13

CENTCOM investigation extended to determine if U.S. commanders negligent

Military Plans Would Put Women In Most Combat Jobs from Associated Press 18 Jun 13

Women may be able to start training as Army Rangers by mid-2015 and as Navy SEALs a year later under plans set to be announced by the
Pentagon that would slowly bring women into thousands of combat jobs, including those in elite special operations forces. 

Elite Units In U.S. Military To Admit Women from New York Times 18 Jun 13

Women will be permitted to serve in the most intense and physically hazardous combat positions in the military, including the Navy SEALs, the
Army Rangers and the Marine infantry, senior defense officials said Monday. 

DoD Looking At Sequestration Impact To 2014 Budget from DefenseNews.com 5 Jun 13

Pentagon officials in the coming weeks will examine how to modify the US Defense Department’s 2014 budget proposal if sequestration spending
caps remain in place. 

Globalization Creates A New Worry: Enemy Convergence from New York Times 3 Jun 13

Adm. James G. Stavridis, who stepped down this month as NATO’s supreme commander, has been at war in two wars — overseeing the alliance’s
role in the enduring mission in Afghanistan as well as the shorter combat air campaign over Libya. 

U.S. Combat Commanders Should Handle War Zone Investigations, Panel Says from New York Times 31 May 13

Concerned about possible flaws in criminal proceedings against American troops accused of killing or abusing civilians in a war zone, a Defense
Department panel has proposed that investigations and prosecutions of crimes be carried out by a senior commander in the theater of combat and
not the branch of the armed services in which the accused serves. 

DoD Examines 3 Budget-Cut Scenarios from Defense News 20 May 13

Think Tanks Conducting Shadow Review: Senior US Defense Department officials are expected to present three budget-cutting scenarios to the
defense secretary when they wrap up a wide-ranging review of military strategy at the end of this month, according to sources. 

Baffling Rise In Suicides Plagues U.S. Military from New York Times 16 May 13

Of the crises facing American troops today, suicide ranks among the most emotionally wrenching — and baffling. Over the course of nearly 12
years and two wars, suicide among active-duty troops has risen steadily, hitting a record of 350 in 2012.

DoD Health Care Money Could Run Out In August from ArmyTimes.com 16 May 13

The Defense Department could run out of health care money in August, with a risk of disruption in Tricare coverage, according to a new
congressional report that looks at the governmentwide impact of sequestration. 

Defense Dept. Sex Scandals May Alter Military Law from Washington Post 16 May 13

Some on Capitol Hill are seeking reforms in the armed forces



OPINION: Why The Military Hasn't Stopped Sexual Abuse from USA Today 16 May 13

An aged and uneven justice system meets a coarse, war-hardened culture

Hagel Informed Obama Of Latest Sex Abuse Case from Associated Press 15 May 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel informed President Barack Obama of the latest sexual assault allegations against a soldier who was assigned to
prevent such crimes — the second soldier involved in similar accusations — and the president made clear he wants that behavior stopped,
officials said Wednesday

Hagel Open To 'All Options' To Deal With Military Sex Assaults from ArmyTimes.com 13 May 13

Stripping military commanders of their authority to handle sexual assault cases is one of many proposals that Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel is
willing to consider, a Pentagon spokesman said Monday. 

Still No Word On Defense Furloughs from GovExec.com 13 May 13

The Defense Department had not announced a final decision on departmentwide furloughs by late afternoon Monday, as the Navy pushed to
exempt shipyard workers from any involuntary unpaid leave. 

COMMENTARY: The Military's Assault Problem from Los Angeles Times 9 May 13

An alarming increase in sexual attacks shows that the culture in the armed forces must change.

Military Courts Are Called Outdated On Sex Crimes from New York Times 9 May 13

As Washington grows increasingly alarmed about sexual assault in the military, lawmakers of both parties and in both chambers of Congress are
moving to introduce legislation seeking to prevent and to better prosecute abuses. 

Samsung, BlackBerry Devices Cleared For Use On U.S. Defense Networks from Reuters 2 May 13

Step toward opening military networks to variety of devices; Aim is to ensure services have access to latest technology

DoD's Push To Dump Bad Leaders from Army Times 29 Apr 13

JCS chief wants troops to review COs

Defense Operating On Many Fronts, Dempsey Tells Congress from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

The Defense Department and Congress can work together to sustain a balanced and peerless force, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff told
members of the House Appropriations Committee today. 

Military Commissions Personnel Announcement from US DoD 22 Mar 13

Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel has designated Honorable Paul L. Oostburg Sanz to serve as the convening authority for military commissions.

DoD IG
DoD IG to review sex assault investigators from Military Times 2 Jan 14

Are military investigators responding properly to complaints of sexual assaults? 

DoJ
Islamic group fundraiser faces US terror charges from Agence France-Presse 20 Jul 15

An alleged fundraiser for a violent extremist group that supports the so-called Islamic State faced terrorism charges in US court Monday. 

Man admits smuggling $65 mn in electronics from US to Russia from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 15

A Russian-American pleaded guilty Thursday to smuggling $65 million worth of electronic components to Russia including parts that ended up in
the hands of Moscow's security services and nuclear experts. 

US judge jails Silk Road mastermind for life from Agence France-Presse 30 May 15

The American convicted of masterminding the criminal website Silk Road was sentenced in court Friday to life in prison over the online



enterprise that sold $200 million in drugs to customers worldwide. 

5 Global Banks To Pay $5.7 Billion In Fines Over Currency Manipulation from Los Angeles Times 22 May 15

The Justice Department, in a high-profile investigation into the manipulation of currency markets, announced a $5.7-billion settlement that
included rare criminal charges against five global banks, including New York giants Citigroup Inc. and JPMorgan Chase & Co. The banks’
conduct was a “brazen display of collusion” that went on for years, Atty. Gen. Loretta Lynch said at a news conference here Wednesday. 

More than 70 arrests after investigation into street gang from Associated Press 20 May 15

More than 70 people have been arrested after a long-running investigation into a New Jersey street gang on charges, including drug trafficking,
witness intimidation, and a plot to kill an FBI agent, prosecutors announced Wednesday. 

Judge Faults US For Delays In Terror-related Lawsuit from Associated Press 20 May 15

A federal judge sternly blamed the U.S. government Tuesday for lengthy delays in a lawsuit filed by a Pakistani-American man accusing the U.S.
of malicious prosecution in a terror financing case. 

Ex-CIA Officer Convicted In Leak Case Sentenced To 3½ Years In Prison from Washington Post 12 May 15

A former CIA officer who gave a journalist classified information about an operation to stem Iran’s nuclear ambitions was sentenced Monday to
three and a half years in prison — a penalty that is longer than what others in recent leak cases have faced, but not by much. 

DOJ: Cyber extortionists targeting hedge funds from USA Today 8 May 15

The government is working with "several" hedge funds that have been victims of cyber extortionists, said John Carlin, head of the Justice
Department's National Security Division. 

Ex-CIA Chief Will Be Sentenced For Leaking Military Secrets from Associated Press 23 Apr 15

Former CIA Director David Petraeus, whose career was destroyed by an extramarital affair with his biographer, was expected to be sentenced
Thursday in federal court in Charlotte for giving her classified material while she was working on the book. 

US To Inform Americans Whether They Are On “No-Fly” List, And Possibly Why from Washington Post 15 Apr 15

The Justice Department said U.S. citizens and residents can find out whether they are on the “no-fly” list and possibly receive a summary of the
reasons for their placement in the secret database, according to documents recently filed in federal court. 

US warns agents not to consort with prostitutes from Agence France-Presse 10 Apr 15

The head of the US Justice Department on Friday warned the agency's employees -- including FBI and DEA agents -- not to solicit prostitutes.
The stern memo comes on the heels of a scandal in which federal agents admitted to attending orgies put on by Latin American cartels. 

Judge Drops 2 Terror Attacks From Arab Bank Case from New York Times 9 Apr 15

A federal judge on Wednesday dropped two of the 24 terrorist attacks that a jury found Jordan-based Arab Bank liable for in September. 

Guardsman Accused Of Trying To Join ISIS In Libya from New York Times 27 Mar 15

Federal authorities in Illinois arrested an Army National Guardsman who they say tried to travel to Libya to fight on behalf of the Islamic State
and was helping his cousin plot an attack on an American military base, the Justice Department said on Thursday. 

Air Force Veteran From New Jersey Tried to Aid ISIS, U.S. Charges from New York Times 18 Mar 15

An Air Force veteran from New Jersey, recently fired from his job as an airplane mechanic, has been charged with trying to support the Islamic
State by seeking to join the group. 

Japan shipping firm official to be jailed in U.S. over cartel from Kyodo (Japan) 11 Mar 15

A senior official of the major Japanese shipping firm Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha has been sentenced to a 15-month imprisonment for his
involvement in a price-fixing conspiracy, according to the U.S. Justice Department.



Officials: Stolen electronics ring busted in Ohio, Michigan from Associated Press 10 Mar 15

Federal agents say they've broken up a stolen electronics ring in Ohio that sold computers and mobile phones in Toledo, Michigan and the Middle
East. The U.S. Department of Justice says 26 people were indicted on Tuesday as agents carried out several raids in and around Toledo. 

OPINION: A Double Standard On Government Secrets For David Petraeus from Los Angeles Times 6 Mar 15

The whiff of a double standard is overwhelming. If anything, a leader at Petraeus’ level should be held to a higher standard than lower-level
officials or contractors. 

Federal Agencies Can’t Be Forced To Find Emails Sent From Personal Accounts: Judge from Washington Times 5 Mar 15

A federal judge ruled Tuesday that federal agencies can’t be forced to go track down emails sent by employees from their personal accounts, in a
case that could shield former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, who conducted business on private accounts rather than a government
email address. 

US seeks 29 drug suspects in Puerto Rico, Florida, Colombia from Associated Press 29 Jan 15

U.S. authorities have issued arrest warrants for 29 suspects in Puerto Rico, Florida and Colombia who are accused of running a multimillion-
dollar drug-trafficking ring. 

U.S. Spies on Millions of Cars from Wall Street Journal 26 Jan 15

The Justice Department has been building a national database to track in real time the movement of vehicles around the U.S., a secret domestic
intelligence-gathering program that scans and stores hundreds of millions of records about motorists, according to current and former officials and
government documents. 

Justice Dept. Unveils New Guidelines For US News Leak Probes from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

The Justice Department on Wednesday announced revised guidelines for obtaining records from the news media during criminal leak
investigations, removing language that news organizations said was ambiguous and requiring additional levels of review before a journalist can be
subpoenaed. 

Holder Tightens Investigators’ Guidelines In Cases Involving News Media from Washington Post 15 Jan 15

Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr. on Wednesday announced changes to Justice Department policies in cases involving the news media, further
tightening guidelines for the use of subpoenas, court orders and search warrants to obtain information and records of journalists. 

Imam faces life in US jail after terror conviction from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 15

Prosecutors say Abu Hamza ‘waged a global war of jihad’ from his base in London; will be sentenced Friday 

Justice Department creates new cybersecurity unit from Los Angeles Times 5 Dec 14

The U.S. Justice Department created a new cybersecurity unit within its criminal division to deter, investigate and prosecute criminals hacking
their way through the virtual world. 

Holder: Federal Benefits Now Available To Gay Couples In More States from Washington Post 20 Oct 14

Attorney General Eric Holder announced Friday that the government will extend federal benefits to same-sex married couples in seven states
where federal appeals courts have struck down bans on the unions. 

US Man Guilty Of Conspiring To Support Terrorists from Associated Press 17 Oct 14

A North Carolina man faces up to 15 years in federal prison over plans to travel to either Syria or Yemen to join a jihadist group. 

Justice Dept. will review practice of creating fake Facebook profiles from Washington Post 7 Oct 14

The Justice Department said Tuesday that it will review federal law-enforcement practices in light of an incident in which a federal agent used a
woman’s photographs and other personal information to create a fake Facebook account as part of a drug investigation. 

Man Cleared In Taliban Terror Case Suing US from Associated Press 2 Oct 14



Irfan Khan, a naturalized U.S. citizen from Pakistan with a wife and two children, worked hard to realize the American dream after arriving in this
country in 1994. He held jobs in South Florida as a taxi driver and service technician, and operated a limousine company. He was an avid cricket
player. Then he stepped up to a California computer industry job in 2011 that promised a good living. 

Judge: Justice Dept Must Provide List Of Documents from Associated Press 21 Aug 14

A federal judge has ordered the Justice Department to provide Congress with a list of documents that are at the center of a long-running battle
over a failed law enforcement program called Operation Fast and Furious. 

Feds hit Columbus gang with racketeering charges from Associated Press 1 Jul 14

Federal prosecutors in Ohio say alleged gang members in Columbus carried out murders and attempted murders, drug trafficking, robbery and
other crimes to control their reputation and territory. 

US seeks to fine BNP $10 bn for breaking sanctions: media from Agence France-Presse 29 May 14

The US is seeking more than $10 billion from French bank BNP Paribas to settle charges it violated US sanctions on Iran, Sudan and Cuba, the
Wall Street Journal reported Thursday. 

U.S. Seeks To Censor More Of Memo That Approved Drone Strike On American from New York Times 29 May 14

One week after the Obama administration said it would comply with a federal appeals court ruling ordering it to make public portions of a Justice
Department memo that signed off on the targeted killing of a United States citizen, the administration is now asking the court for permission to
censor additional passages of the document. 

Assange Not Under Sealed Indictment, US Officials Say from Washington Post 19 Nov 13

The Justice Department, at least for now, appears to be drawing a distinction between those who were government employees or contractors and
were required by law to protect classified information and those who received and published the material. 

Domestic
Americans Spent About A Trillion Dollars On Illegal Drugs In The Last Decade from The Huffington Post 13 Mar 14

Americans spent roughly $1 trillion on illegal substances between 2000 and 2010, a new report compiled for the White House shows. 

DoS
Judge Says Hillary Clinton Didn’t Follow Government Email Policies from New York Times 21 Aug 15

A federal judge on Thursday said that Hillary Rodham Clinton did not follow government policies when she relied exclusively on a personal
email account while she was secretary of state, challenging her longstanding claim that she had complied with the rules. 

State Department Did Nothing To Protect Clinton Emails After Hack from McClatchy 21 Aug 15

Despite a hack two years ago that publicly exposed Hillary Clinton’s emails, the State Department took no action to shore up the security of the
former secretary of state’s private computer server. 

Clinton Lawyer Says Her Email Server Was Wiped Clean from Associated Press 20 Aug 15

Hillary Rodham Clinton’s personal lawyer has told a Senate committee that emails and all other data stored on her computer server were erased
before the device was turned over to federal authorities. 

Hillary Clinton Won’t Say If Her Server Was Wiped from Washington Post 19 Aug 15

Democratic president candidate Hillary Rodham Clinton said repeatedly Tuesday that she did not know if her e-mail server, which was turned
over to the FBI last week, had been wiped clean of data. 

New Clinton Email Count: 305 Documents Referred With Potentially Classified Information from Washington Times 18 Aug 15

More than 300 of former Secretary Hillary Rodham Clinton’s emails — or 5.1 percent of those processed so far — have been flagged for potential
secret information, the State Department reported to a federal court Monday. 



Number Of Hillary Clinton’s Emails Flagged For Classified Data Grows To 60 As Review Continues from Washington Times 17 Aug 15

While media coverage has focused on a half-dozen of Hillary Rodham Clinton’s personal emails containing sensitive intelligence, the total
number of her private emails identified by an ongoing State Department review as having contained classified data has ballooned to 60, officials
told The Washington Times. 

U.S. Flag Set To Fly Over Havana On Friday from USA Today 14 Aug 15

The United States and Cuba will enter a new phase in their long, tumultuous history Friday when the American flag is raised outside the recently
reopened U.S. Embassy along this city’s historic waterfront. 

Top US Diplomat Flies To Cuba For New Policy Victory Lap from Associated Press 14 Aug 15

Washington’s top diplomat is coming to Havana on Friday to raise the Stars and Stripes over the newly opened U.S. Embassy, making a
symbolically charged victory lap for the Obama administration’s new policy of engagement with Cuba. 

Hillary Clinton Emails: Intelligence Community Wants Security Clearance Suspended from Washington Times 14 Aug 15

Security experts say that if Hillary Rodham Clinton retained her government security clearance when she left the State Department, as is normal
practice, it should be suspended now that it is known her unprotected private email server contained top secret material. 

State Department-Intelligence Community Turf War Looms Over Review Of Clinton Emails from Washington Times 13 Aug 15

As secretary of state, Hillary Rodham Clinton never had to worry about a permanent government watchdog peering over her shoulder. But the
State Department’s first Senate-confirmed inspector general in five years, who came into office six months after Mrs. Clinton exited, is showing
that he is not afraid to criticize the front-runner for the Democratic presidential nomination ex post facto. 

Hillary Clinton Directs Aides To Give Email Server And Thumb Drive To The Justice Department from New York Times 12 Aug 15

Hillary Rodham Clinton has directed her aides to give the Justice Department an email server that housed the personal account that she used
exclusively while secretary of state, and a thumb drive that contained copies of the emails, her presidential campaign said on Tuesday. 

Clinton Relents, Gives Up Possession Of Private Email Server from Associated Press 12 Aug 15

Hillary Rodham Clinton relented Tuesday to months of demands she relinquish the personal email server she used while secretary of state,
directing the device be given to the Justice Department. 

Hillary Clinton Swears: I Turned Over All My Required E-mails from Washington Post 11 Aug 15

Democratic presidential front-runner Hillary Rodham Clinton, facing questions over her use of a private e-mail system while secretary of state,
signed a statement over the weekend declaring “under penalty of perjury” that she has turned over to the government all of the e-mails that were
federal records. 

State Department Cautions Americans Considering Travel To Iran from New York Times 7 Aug 15

The Obama administration hopes that the nuclear deal it negotiated with Iran may one day lead to broader cooperation. But the State Department
has some cautionary words for Americans who think the reconciliation is already underway. 

Lawyer: Gov’t Investigating Device Storage Of Clinton Emails from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

Federal investigators have begun looking into the security of devices on which Hillary Rodham Clinton’s private email was stored when she was
secretary of state, Clinton’s attorney confirmed Wednesday. 

Grassley To Block Obama’s State Dept. Nominee Until Huma Questions Answered from Washington Times 6 Aug 15

A top Republican senator announced Wednesday he will block one of President Obama’s State Department nominees until the administration does
a better job of answering questions surrounding former Secretary Hillary Rodham Clinton’s tenure. 

FBI Looking Into The Security Of Hillary Clinton’s Private E-mail Setup from Washington Post 5 Aug 15

The FBI has begun looking into the security of Hillary Rodham Clinton’s private e-mail setup, contacting in the past week a Denver-based
technology firm that helped manage the unusual system, according to two government officials. 



OPINION: To Intelligence Community, Clinton’s Private Email Scheme Is Inconceivable from Washington Times 5 Aug 15

Secrets. Spies. Statutes. Secretaries. Sounds like free association triggered by some of the stories making the rounds on the 24/7 news networks. 

Special Report: State Department watered down human trafficking report from Reuters 4 Aug 15

In the weeks leading up to a critical annual U.S. report on human trafficking that publicly shames the world’s worst offenders, human rights
experts at the State Department concluded that trafficking conditions hadn’t improved in Malaysia and Cuba. And in China, they found, things
had grown worse. The State Department’s senior political staff saw it differently — and they prevailed. 

Hillary Clinton Emails: U.S. Intelligence Preparing For Massive Breach Of Classified Data from Washington Times 31 Jul 15

The U.S. intelligence community is bracing for the possibility that former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton’s private email account
contains hundreds of revelations of classified information from spy agencies and is taking steps to contain any damage to national security,
according to documents and interviews Thursday. 

Data In Clinton’s ‘secret’ Emails Came From 5 Intelligence Agencies from McClatchy 31 Jul 15

The classified emails stored on former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s private server contained information from five U.S. intelligence
agencies and included material related to the fatal 2012 Benghazi attacks, McClatchy has learned. 

Judge Chides State Official Over AP Records Request Response from Associated Press 30 Jul 15

A judge on Wednesday chided a State Department official for the department’s slowness in responding to Associated Press requests for documents
from Hillary Rodham Clinton’s tenure as secretary of state. 

GOP: Still No Deal On Clinton Testimony To Benghazi Panel from Associated Press 29 Jul 15

Republicans on the House committee investigating the 2012 attacks in Benghazi, Libya, said Tuesday that there is no agreement with Hillary
Rodham Clinton over her possible appearance before the panel, despite the State Department’s pledge to produce 5,000 new pages of documents. 

New Clinton Emails Spark Warning from Wall Street Journal 27 Jul 15

Watchdogs contend that the transmissions contain potentially classified information

Criminal Inquiry Is Sought In Clinton Email Account from New York Times 24 Jul 15

Two inspectors general have asked the Justice Department to open a criminal investigation into whether sensitive government information was
mishandled in connection with the personal email account Hillary Rodham Clinton used as secretary of state, senior government officials said
Thursday. 

E-mail Shows Hillary Clinton’s Backroom Dealing For Ambassador Nominee from Washington Post 2 Jul 15

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton once joked with an aide about whether he had promised his “first born” to get an ambassadorial nomination
through the Senate. 

A Glimpse At Hillary Clinton’s E-mails, From Celebrities To Politicians from Washington Post 1 Jul 15

Hillary Rodham Clinton kept up a varied correspondence with staff members and contacts — from celebrities to former president Jimmy Carter
— during her first year as secretary of state, including a request with the subject line “Don’t Laugh” asking for details about fancy rugs she had
seen during a meeting with the Chinese president, according to records released Tuesday night. 

State Department Says 15 E-mails Missing From Pages Hillary Clinton Provided from Washington Post 26 Jun 15

The State Department said Thursday that it could not locate “all or part” of 15 e-mails provided last week to the House Select Committee on
Benghazi by Sidney Blumenthal from his exchanges with then-Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton. 

Computer Glitch At State Department Causes Havoc For Foreign Visitors from Washington Post 24 Jun 15

A computer glitch in the State Department system for conducting security checks on foreign visitors has virtually halted the issuing of visas at
embassies worldwide this month, upending the travel plans of hundreds of thousands of people seeking to come to the United States for business



and pleasure. 

Sexual Harassment Complaints At State Department Soar Under Clinton, Kerry from Washington Times 19 Jun 15

In a disclosure that could have political implications for election campaigns, the State Department’s chief watchdog reported Thursday that
worker harassment complaints have nearly tripled inside the department during the tenures of Hillary Rodham Clinton and John F. Kerry — but
the department still doesn’t have mandatory training for all employees. 

Top Investigator Says Federal Cybersecurity ‘Stinks’ from Washington Times 17 Jun 15

The Obama administration’s chief human resources officer ignored warnings to shut down the very computer systems that hackers would use to
steal the most personal information of millions of federal employees, Congress was told Tuesday in testimony that left lawmakers stunned at the
gaps in cybersecurity. 

US, Venezuela in 'positive' talks in Haiti from Agence France-Presse 16 Jun 15

The United States and Venezuela, which have had highly strained relations for more than a decade, held a "positive" diplomatic meeting over the
weekend in Haiti, the State Department said Monday. 

Supreme Court Strikes Down ‘Born In Jerusalem’ Passport Law from Associated Press 9 Jun 15

Siding with the White House in a foreign-policy power struggle with Congress, the Supreme Court ruled Monday that Americans born in the
disputed city of Jerusalem can’t list Israel as their birthplace on passports. 

Obama Nominates US’s Top Cuba Negotiator As Ambassador To Mexico from McClatchy 2 Jun 15

The White House said Monday that President Barack Obama will nominate Roberta S. Jacobson, the chief U.S. negotiator in talks to restore
diplomatic ties with Cuba, to be the U.S. ambassador to Mexico. 

McAuliffe Will Give Dozens Of Diplomats A Taste Of America’s Diversity from Washington Post 28 May 15

About 70 foreign ambassadors will lunch with Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe at the executive mansion and visit Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello
on Thursday during a State Department trip meant to show them a slice of life outside the Capital Beltway. 

Judge Rejects State Dept. Plan For Clinton Emails, Sets Timetable For Release from Washington Times 28 May 15

A federal judge rejected the Obama administration’s latest effort to delay release of some of former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton’s
emails, issuing an order Wednesday demanding that the State Department start rolling out the emails on a firm schedule every month. 

State Dept. Files Proposal To Release Clinton Emails from Associated Press 27 May 15

The State Department on Tuesday filed a proposal to resume the release of emails from former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton’s
private account next month. 

Clinton Urges State Department To Speed Release Of Emails from Associated Press 20 May 15

Hillary Rodham Clinton urged the State Department on Tuesday to speed the release of 55,000 pages of emails from her time as secretary of state,
as her decision to spurn administration rules and use a private email address continued to dog her presidential campaign. 

You Can’t Fire A Federal Employee? Don’t Tell That To The Agency That Hears Their Appeals. from Washington Post 14 May 15

The agency that hears appeals from fired federal employees has listed common misconceptions about the firing of federal employees — with
Number One being that it never happens. 

Bill Clinton’s Lucrative Speeches Got Fast Approval At State from Associated Press 13 May 15

State Department officials gave speedy and sometimes only cursory consideration to potential conflicts of interest when approving former
President Bill Clinton’s lucrative speeches to global companies and foreign governments during Hillary Rodham Clinton’s tenure as secretary of
state, an Associated Press investigation has found. 

Fisher Howe, Retired Foreign Service Officer, Dies At 100 from Washington Post 13 May 15



Fisher Howe, a retired Foreign Service officer and intelligence specialist who during World War II had served as a special assistant to the chief of
the Office of Strategic Services, a CIA predecessor agency, died May 10 at his home in Washington. He was 100. 

Hillary Clinton Email Case Reopened By Federal Judge from Washington Times 12 May 15

A federal judge has reopened an open-records case trying to pry loose some of former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton’s emails,
marking the first time a court has taken action on the email scandal. 

Obama’s Pick To Be US Ambassador To Somalia Withdraws from Associated Press 12 May 15

President Barack Obama’s pick to be the first American ambassador to Somalia in nearly 25 years has withdrawn her nomination, the White
House told lawmakers on Monday, an unexpected suspension in U.S. plans to deepen ties with the African nation plagued by violence and
instability. 

State Dept Plans No Review Of Clinton Foundation Donations from Associated Press 8 May 15

The State Department said Thursday it has no plans to review previously undisclosed donations to a branch of the Clinton Foundation that some
say raise questions about potential conflicts of interest during former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton’s time in office. 

Obama’s State Department Repeatedly Ignores Open Government Laws from Washington Times 7 May 15

The State Department has been dismissing about half of the press requests it receives for information under open government laws – a pattern of
rejection that members of the Senate Judiciary Committee described on Wednesday as unacceptable and embarrassing. 

Cody Wilson, Who Posted Gun Instructions Online, Sues State Department from New York Times 7 May 15

When is a gun not just a gun? When it’s also constitutionally protected free speech. That is the legal argument being made by Cody Wilson, a
Texas man who gained attention two years ago by posting what are believed to be the world’s first online instructions for how to build a 3-D
printable gun. Mr. Wilson’s files for what he called the Liberator, a single-shot pistol mostly made of plastic, were partly a statement about
freedom in the digital age and partly a provocation — and provoke they did. 

State Official: Clinton Email Practices ‘Not Acceptable’ from Associated Press 7 May 15

A high-ranking State Department official said Wednesday it’s “not acceptable” for any agency employee to conduct government business on a
private email server as former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton did. 

Hoping To Highlight Good Works, Clintons Find Controversy Instead from Washington Post 6 May 15

Bill and Chelsea Clinton are convening foreign leaders here at a lush golf resort set in a palm grove this week to showcase their foundation’s
charitable work. But the conference also highlights new controversies engulfing the Clinton family’s vast philanthropic enterprises as Hillary
Rodham Clinton begins her presidential campaign. 

State: No Evidence Of Conflict In Clinton Foundation Gifts from Associated Press 5 May 15

The State Department said Monday it has no evidence that any actions taken by Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Rodham Clinton when
she was secretary of state were influenced by donations to the Clinton Foundation or former President Bill Clinton’s speaking fees. 

Rep. Trey Gowdy: He Might Take Hillary Clinton’s Word On Disputed E-mails from USA Today 1 May 15

South Carolina Rep. Trey Gowdy, who heads the House committee investigating the 2012 Benghazi attacks that left four Americans dead, says he
might be willing to accept assurances under oath from Hillary Clinton that she has provided all her relevant emails to the panel — dropping
requests for an independent examination of her computer server. 

Turkish Mayor Berates State Department’s Marie Harf For Silence On Baltimore Unrest from New York Times 30 Apr 15

The mayor of Ankara, the Turkish capital, fired out a slew of sexist, anti-American remarks on Twitter on Wednesday and promoted a photograph
that referred to Marie Harf, the State Department spokeswoman, as a “stupid blonde.” 

Boehner Open To Issuing Subpoena For Hillary Clinton’s Email Server from USA Today 24 Apr 15

Speaker John Boehner suggested he is open to having the GOP-controlled House issue a subpoena to Hillary Clinton for her personal email server



if the former secretary of State does not turn it over voluntarily. 

Officials: Ex-Pentagon Spokesman To Move To State Department from Associated Press 23 Apr 15

Former Pentagon spokesman Rear Adm. John Kirby will retire from the military and move to the State Department to be that agency’s new public
face, U.S. officials said Wednesday. 

Richard C. Holbrooke’s Diary Of Disagreement With Obama Administration from New York Times 23 Apr 15

In the summer of 2010, Richard C. Holbrooke, the Obama administration’s special representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan, began recording a
secret audio diary, detailing his frustrations with a White House that he believed was too willing to listen to the military and too often mistook
domestic political calculations for strategic thinking. 

No, Hillary’s E-mail Controversy Isn’t Going Away from Washington Post 16 Apr 15

Michael Schmidt, the New York Times reporter who broke the news that Hillary Clinton had exclusively used a private e-mail address during her
time as secretary of state, wrote this Wednesday: 

Nicaragua Asks US To Remove Embassy Worker Over Ebola Worry from Associated Press 14 Apr 15

Nicaragua has asked the United States to remove an embassy worker who was in Liberia because it fears the person may have been exposed to the
Ebola virus that has devastated several West African countries. 

Former US Envoy For NKorea Nominated To Post In Thailand from Associated Press 14 Apr 15

President Barack Obama has nominated a former U.S. envoy for North Korea policy, Glyn Davies, as ambassador to Thailand. 

Hillary Clinton To Face Tough Questions On Benghazi, Email Scandal With 2016 Bid Official from Washington Times 13 Apr 15

The days of answering softball questions at paid speaking engagements have ended for former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, who
will face a slew of tough questions that she has sidestepped for months now that she has formally announced her bid for the Democratic
presidential nomination. 

Foreign Service Officers Fear State Dept. Wants To Define Them Away from Washington Post 3 Apr 15

Are U.S. Foreign Service officers an endangered breed? They fear the State Department wants to define them away. This is one thrust of a new
report from the American Academy of Diplomacy. Another is what it calls “the politicization of the policy and appointment process.” 

Watchdog Accuses Clinton Of Leaking Secrets, Seeks Access To Emails from McClatchy 3 Apr 15

A former federal prosecutor asked an appeals court Thursday to give him access to Hillary Clinton’s private email server and other records that
might show whether, as secretary of state, she’d leaked classified information about the Obama administration’s cyber attacks on Iran’s nuclear
program. 

House Panel Seeks Private Talk With Hillary Clinton About Email from New York Times 1 Apr 15

The chairman of the House select committee investigating the Benghazi attacks asked Hillary Rodham Clinton on Tuesday to appear for a private
interview about her exclusive use of a personal email account when she was secretary of state. 

House Benghazi Panel Calls For Clinton To Testify In Private from McClatchy 1 Apr 15

The House of Representatives committee that’s investigating the 2012 fatal attacks on the U.S. diplomatic compound in Benghazi, Libya,
formally asked Hillary Clinton on Tuesday to appear before lawmakers for a closed-door interview to answer questions about the use of a private
email account while she was secretary of state. 

Hillary Clinton Also Used IPad For Email from Associated Press 31 Mar 15

Hillary Rodham Clinton emailed her staff on an iPad as well as a BlackBerry while secretary of state, despite her explanation she exclusively used
a personal email address on a homebrew server so that she could carry a single device, according to documents obtained by The Associated Press. 

U.S. administration asks Congress for $2 bn in aid for Latin America from EFE (Spain) 24 Mar 15



Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs Roberta Jacobson on Tuesday asked Congress to approve the U.S. government's
proposal to grant almost $2 billion in aid to Latin America and the Caribbean, with half of that amount earmarked for the countries in Central
America's so-called Northern Triangle. 

Obama Scrambles To Limit Hillary Clinton Email Scandal Damage from Washington Times 24 Mar 15

Hillary Rodham Clinton’s email practices are now becoming a legal headache for the Obama administration, which for the first time has admitted
to a court that the former secretary of state withheld her emails. 

US To Close Djibouti Embassy To Public For Security Review from Associated Press 19 Mar 15

The State Department says it will temporarily close the U.S. Embassy in the Horn of Africa nation of Djibouti to the public for the rest of this
week for a security review in light of ongoing threats. 

State Department Is Asked To Explain Handling Of Clinton’s Emails from New York Times 19 Mar 15

The National Archives and Records Administration has asked the State Department to explain how Hillary Rodham Clinton’s emails were
managed when she was secretary, and to say what was being done to retrieve any federal records that may have been lost because she
communicated over a private email server. 

Police In Japan Investigate Death Threats Against Caroline Kennedy, U.S. Ambassador from New York Times 18 Mar 15

The police in Japan are investigating telephoned death threats to the United States ambassador, Caroline Kennedy, the daughter of President John
F. Kennedy, and to an American diplomat in Okinawa, Japanese and international news agencies reported on Wednesday. 

State Dept. Says Clinton Didn’t Fill Out Form Certifying Return Of Documents from Washington Post 18 Mar 15

The State Department has “no record” that former secretary of state Hillary Rodham Clinton signed a form certifying that she had returned all
department paperwork when she left her job, spokeswoman Jen Psaki said Tuesday. 

Clinton Used Her Own BlackBerry Rather Than A State Dept. Device from Washington Post 13 Mar 15

The BlackBerry device Hillary Rodham Clinton used when she was secretary of state was not issued by the government, the State Department
said Thursday, a detail that complicates Clinton’s explanation that she chose to rely on an unorthodox private e-mail address and server purely for
convenience. 

Associated Press Sues U.S. State Department To Force Release Of Clinton Emails from Huffington Post 12 Mar 15

The Associated Press filed a lawsuit Wednesday against the State Department to force the release of email correspondence and government
documents from Hillary Rodham Clinton’s tenure as secretary of state. 

Rand Paul On Hillary Clinton: ‘Convenience’ Shouldn’t Trump Security from USA Today 11 Mar 15

Rand Paul criticized Hillary Rodham Clinton’s explanations about her e-mail and suggested she is not “trustworthy.” “I don’t think convenience
should trump national security,” Paul said Wednesday on NBC’s Today show, choosing the word Clinton herself used to describe why she
exclusively used a private e-mail system for her business as secretary of State. 

Despite Attack, U.S. Ambassador Vows To Maintain ‘Open’ Style In South Korea from Washington Post 11 Mar 15

The U.S. ambassador to South Korea, Mark Lippert, on Tuesday vowed to continue his “open and friendly” style of diplomacy as he left a
hospital five days after being slashed by a knife-wielding assailant. 

State Department Reviewing Whether Clinton E-mails Violated Security Rules from Washington Post 6 Mar 15

The State Department is reviewing whether Hillary Rodham Clinton’s use of private e-mail during her four years leading the agency violated
policies designed to protect sensitive information, a senior department official said Thursday night. 

Clinton Wants You To See Her E-Mails, Except Those She Didn’t Hand Over from Bloomberg News 6 Mar 15

Hillary Clinton says she wants the public to see her e-mails. But there are some that voters may never see: the ones she didn’t give to the
government. Clinton used a private server and e-mail address while U.S. secretary of state, and the law doesn’t force her to release any of the e-



mails that she hasn’t turned over to the State Department. 

Clinton email policy violated Obama administration guidance from Associated Press 5 Mar 15

Even if Hillary Rodham Clinton's use of a private email server to conduct official business as secretary of state was not illegal, it violated Obama
administration guidance and undermined his pledge of historic transparency. 

US Envoy To SKorea In Stable Condition After Knife Attack from Associated Press 5 Mar 15

U.S. Ambassador Mark Lippert was in stable condition after a man screaming demands for a unified North and South Korea slashed him on the
face and wrist with a knife, South Korean police and U.S. officials said Thursday. 

House Committee To Subpoena E-mails From Clinton’s Personal Account from Washington Post 5 Mar 15

A House investigative committee is preparing to send out subpoenas later Wednesday to gather a deeper look into former secretary of state Hillary
Rodham Clinton’s nearly exclusive use of personal e-mails to do her official business as the government’s top diplomat, according to people
familiar with the probe. 

Hillary Clinton’s Use Of Private Email At State Department Raises Flags from New York Times 3 Mar 15

Hillary Rodham Clinton exclusively used a personal email account to conduct government business as secretary of state, State Department
officials said, and may have violated federal requirements that officials’ correspondence be retained as part of the agency’s record. 

Obama hopes for U.S. embassy in Cuba before April summit in Panama from Reuters 2 Mar 15

U.S. President Barack Obama said on Monday that he hopes the United States will open an embassy in Cuba by the time of a Western Hemisphere
summit in Panama in mid-April. 

State Department Official Arrested, Suspected Of Soliciting Sex From Minor from Los Angeles Times 25 Feb 15

A senior State Department official who oversees counter-terrorism programs has been arrested on suspicion of soliciting sex from a minor,
authorities in Virginia said late Tuesday.

U.S. Embassies Are Going To Measure Other Countries’ Air Quality. Surprise: Some Don’t Like It Much from Washington Post 20

Feb 15

In 2008, American diplomats in Beijing quietly installed an electronic monitor outside the U.S. Embassy to test pollution levels in the Chinese
capital’s famously sooty air. The results, posted daily on the Internet, were mainly intended for U.S citizens and visitors, but soon ordinary
Chinese were logging in for reliable information about health threats in the air they breathed. 

Jen Psaki To Succeed Jennifer Palmieri As White House Communications Director from New York Times 20 Feb 15

Jen Psaki, the spokeswoman for the State Department and a veteran of the White House and President Obama’s campaigns, will become the
president’s communications director, replacing Jennifer Palmieri, who will leave to join Hillary Rodham Clinton’s fledgling campaign, officials
said Thursday. 

New Iran-US Nuclear Talks To Be Held In Geneva from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 15

US negotiators will meet in the coming days in Geneva with their Iranian counterparts for a new round of talks on reining in Iran’s nuclear
program, American officials said Wednesday. 

Families Of Hostages Hold Out Hope That U.S. Review Will ‘make A Difference’ from Washington Post 20 Feb 15

After Peter Theo Curtis, an American journalist, was kidnapped in Syria and later turned over to al-Qaeda’s affiliate in the country, his family
traveled to Washington. During a meeting with officials from the State Department, they asked what would happen if they paid off the kidnappers.

Marie Harf: U.S., allies must also focus on Kony’s ‘Christian militant’ group from Washington Times 19 Feb 15

State Department spokeswoman Marie Harf drew attention to Joseph Kony’s “Christian militant” group Wednesday when discussing the threat
posed by extremist groups around the globe. 



Marie Harf, State Department, On Islamic State: ‘Can’t Win By Killing Them’ from Washington Times 18 Feb 15

Marie Harf, a spokeswoman for the U.S. State Department, said America can’t win against the Islamic State “by killing them” and ought instead
to focus on addressing what she claimed was the root problem — their poor economy — and help them get jobs. 

U.S. Approves The Sale Of Armed Drones from Bloomberg News 17 Feb 15

The U.S. has approved its first policy for selling armed drones to allies, the State Department said. “The United States is committed to stringent
standards for the sale, transfer, and subsequent use of U.S.-origin military” unmanned aerial systems, the department said in an e-mailed statement
on Tuesday. 

U.S. Intensifies Effort To Blunt ISIS’ Message from New York Times 17 Feb 15

The Obama administration is revamping its effort to counter the Islamic State’s propaganda machine, acknowledging that the terrorist group has
been far more effective in attracting new recruits, financing and global notoriety than the United States and its allies have been in thwarting it. 

Ambassadors To Caribbean Countries Discuss Energy, Security from Associated Press 13 Feb 15

Five U.S. ambassadors to the Caribbean on Thursday reinforced the U.S. government’s commitment to helping the cash-strapped region to reduce
its dependence on Venezuelan oil while addressing multiple security issues. 

CIA Scales Back Presence And Operations In Yemen, Home Of Potent Al-Qaeda Affiliate from Washington Post 12 Feb 15

The closure of the U.S. Embassy in Yemen has forced the CIA to significantly scale back its counterterrorism presence in the country, according to
current and former U.S. officials, who said the evacuation represents a major setback in operations against al-Qaeda’s most dangerous affiliate. 

Secretary Of State John Kerry’s Longtime Aide David Wade To Step Down from Boston Globe 12 Feb 15

Secretary of State John Kerry’s longtime chief of staff David Wade is stepping down this month, leaving the State Department to focus on being a
new father, he wrote in an e-mail to employees. 

U.S. Closing Embassy In Yemen Amid Continued Political Turmoil from Los Angeles Times 11 Feb 15

The U.S. Embassy in Yemen is closing because of security concerns amid the unstable Arab country’s deepening political turmoil, State
Department officials announced Tuesday. 

Top US Diplomat In Seoul As N. Korea Fires Missiles from Agence France-Presse 10 Feb 15

New US Deputy Secretary of State Antony Blinken stressed the need to sustain sanctions pressure on Pyongyang as he held talks Monday in
Seoul that focused on North Korea’s nuclear and missile programmes. 

Top USAID Contractor Allegedly Billed Taxpayers For Redskins Tickets, Alcohol from Washington Post 10 Feb 15

Two weeks after being suspended from government work, the leading development nonprofit for the United States in Iraq and Afghanistan has
purged numerous longtime senior executives amid a widening investigation of allegations of “serious” financial misconduct. 

State Department Budget Plan Includes $1 Billion For Central America from Los Angeles Times 3 Feb 15

The State Department’s proposed $50.3-billion budget for next year includes $1 billion to try to improve governance and the economies of Central
America in an effort to discourage migration to the United States. 

State Department Opens ‘Media Hub Of The Americas’ At Freedom Tower from Miami Herald 29 Jan 15

Miami’s iconic Freedom Tower, once a newspaper office and then a symbolic home for Cuban refugees, has a new purpose that’s rooted in its
history as the “Ellis Island of the South.” 

Hillary Clinton Undercut On Libya War By Pentagon And Congress, Secret Tapes Reveal from Washington Times 29 Jan 15

If Mrs. Clinton runs for president next year, her style of leadership as it relates to foreign policy will be viewed through the one war that she
personally championed as secretary of state. Among the key questions every candidate faces is how they w 

State Department Overpays $1.6 Million For Medical Supplies To Somalia Aid Group from Washington Times 23 Jan 15



The State Department failed to properly oversee billions of dollars from a nonprofit that provided medical supplies for humanitarian efforts in
Somalia, overpaying $1.6 million to Nour International Aid. 

Kerry Heads For London Talks On Combating Jihadists from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 15

US Secretary of State John Kerry headed for London late Wednesday to co-host talks on the fight against Islamic militants, insisting a 60-plus
coalition of nations was determined to win the battle. 

Report: State Department Considers Ending Its Domestic-partner Benefits from Washington Post 16 Jan 15

The State Department may halt its domestic-partner benefits for gay employees in light of the 2013 Supreme Court decision that overturned a key
portion of the Defense of Marriage Act, according to agency officials. 

Robert E. White, Who Criticized Policy On El Salvador As U.S. Ambassador, Dies At 88 from Washington Post 16 Jan 15

In 1980, when El Salvador was erupting in guerrilla war and military violence, the Carter administration sent a little-known Foreign Service
officer into the maelstrom as its new ambassador, hoping he could help the U.S.-backed government there find a reformist middle ground and
prevent a full-scale revolution. 

U.S. Failed To Track Spending On Aid For Afghan Women, Auditor Finds from Los Angeles Times 30 Dec 14

Helping Afghanistan’s women survive and prosper has been a popular cause in Washington for more than a decade, with active support from
former First Lady Laura Bush, former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton and top U.S. lawmakers. 

Gross Case Illustrates Agency’s Use Of Workers For Secret Cuban Projects from Washington Post 22 Dec 14

Although his high-profile scene in the diplomatic-relations drama starring the United States and Cuba will eventually fade to subplot, the role
Alan Gross played raises critical questions about the way this country uses people to represent its interests. 

Former Guantánamo Detainee Named ‘Global Terrorist’ from Miami Herald 19 Dec 14

The State Department on Thursday designated a former Guantánamo detainee as a Specially Designated Global Terrorist for his work with the
Yemen-based Al-Qaida of the Arabian Peninsula. 

Mastering The Art Of Secret Negotiations from New York Times 19 Dec 14

The last time Washington had a vigorous debate over the need for secrecy in diplomacy was in late 2010, when WikiLeaks forced the Obama
administration to mend fences with foreign leaders and others slighted in the reports that diplomats sent in from the field. 

Obama Intends To Lift Several Restrictions Against Cuba On His Own from New York Times 19 Dec 14

President Obama will move as soon as next month to defang the 54-year-old American trade embargo against Cuba, administration officials said
Thursday, using broad executive power to defy critics in Congress and lift restrictions on travel, commerce and financial activities. 

Contractors Ill-equipped For Secret Cuba Programs from Associated Press 19 Dec 14

When the U.S. government’s global-aid agency launched secret plans to undermine Cuba’s communist government, it didn’t turn to the CIA for
help. Instead, it used little-known contractors to carry out the operations — leading to multiple detentions and the high-profile arrest of American
Alan Gross. 

Several US Government Buildings Lose Power from Associated Press 16 Dec 14

It’s lights out for several government buildings in Washington. Authorities are blaming a blown transformer and a construction mishap. 

Millennials Exit The Federal Workforce As Government Jobs Lose Their Allure from Washington Post 16 Dec 14

Six years after candidate Barack Obama vowed to make working for government “cool again,” federal hiring of young people is instead tailing off
and many millennials are heading for the door. 

State Dept Deputy Approved By Panel, Full Senate Next from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 14

A US Senate panel on Thursday approved Tony Blinken as deputy secretary of state, setting up a potential full confirmation vote on President



Barack Obama’s nominee before Congress adjourns this week. 

U.S. Personnel Brace For Torture Backlash Worldwide from USA Today 10 Dec 14

U.S. military and State Department officials around the world were on alert Tuesday after the release of a report that found the CIA’s interrogation
techniques used in the war on terror were more brutal than the agency had previously disclosed. 

US Warns Of Violence In Afghanistan, Thailand from Associated Press 10 Dec 14

The U.S. embassies in Afghanistan and Thailand are warning of the potential for anti-American protests and violence in the aftermath of the
release a Senate report outlining harsh interrogation techniques used by the CIA on terrorist suspects. 

Sen. John McCain Blocks Nominee For Top State Department Post from Los Angeles Times 5 Dec 14

Sen. John McCain blocked a vote Thursday for a nominee to the State Department’s No. 2 post, challenging White House aide Tony Blinken’s
qualifications and past approach to U.S.-Iraq relations. 

The Benghazi, Libya, Attack: What Investigations Have Found from Los Angeles Times 4 Dec 14

The recently released House Intelligence Committee report on the Sept. 11, 2012, attack against an American diplomatic facility in Benghazi,
Libya, was the seventh such inquiry since 2012. An eighth, led by a House select committee, began work this year. 

Sharply Divided Senate Narrowly Confirms Two Bundlers For Sensitive Posts from Washington Post 3 Dec 14

The Senate, rejecting an impassioned plea from Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.), on Tuesday confirmed two major Obama campaign contributors for
ambassadorships to Hungary and Argentina. 

With Other Benghazi Investigations Completed, Final Probe Ramping Up from Washington Post 25 Nov 14

Republicans who remain convinced that there was an Obama administration coverup surrounding the deadly 2012 attack on the U.S. diplomatic
compound in Benghazi, Libya, are pinning their hopes on one last congressional probe to produce proof of a scandal. 

Eavesdropping On Pakistani Official Led To Inquiry Of Former U.S. Diplomat from New York Times 21 Nov 14

American investigators intercepted a conversation this year in which a Pakistani official suggested that his government was receiving American
secrets from a prominent former State Department diplomat, officials said, setting off an espionage investigation that has stunned diplomatic
circles here. 

U.S. State Department says unclassified emails running from Reuters 19 Nov 14

The U.S. State Department said on Tuesday its unclassified email system was up again after being shut down this weekend to improve security
following a cyber attack several weeks ago. 

Auditors: State Department has history of poor cybersecurity from Politico 18 Nov 14

The State Department, which shut down its unclassified email system and cut off Internet access over the weekend to deal with a suspected online
attack, has a history of weak cybersecurity, and it grew worse over the last four years, according to auditors. 

State Department Cyber Attack Prompts Shutdown Of Email System from Washington Times 18 Nov 14

The State Department computer system fell victim to a cyber attack during recent weeks, according to U.S. officials who say the incident
prompted a full shutdown of the department’s unclassified email system and occurred around the same time hackers penetrated systems at the
White House. 

White House Cyber Attack Hacking: State Dept. closes unclassified email system from America Herald 17 Nov 14

In an attempt to check the further security breach of its confidential data, the US State Department has reportedly closed down its entire
unclassified email system following a suspected hacker attack. 

World showers Obama administration with gifts; rules require presents go to storage from Washington Post 11 Nov 14

From furniture and food to fine art, members of the Obama administration received thousands of dollars in gifts from foreign leaders last year, but



first lady Michelle Obama appears to have been given the most expensive — gold jewelry set with gemstones. 

U.S. Diplomat And Longtime Pakistan Expert Under Federal Investigation from Washington Post 7 Nov 14

A veteran State Department diplomat and longtime Pakistan expert is under federal investigation as part of a counterintelligence probe and has
had her security clearances withdrawn, according to U.S. officials. 

With Iran Deadline Looming, Obama’s Top Negotiator Tapped For New Post from Washington Times 4 Nov 14

The Obama administration’s top diplomat in the sensitive negotiations over Iran’s nuclear program has now been tapped to serve as acting deputy
secretary of state. The State Department confirmed Monday that Wendy R. Sherman — at the center of the nuclear talks in her current post as
under secretary of state for political affairs — will take on the new role following the departure of William Burns, a career diplomat who
announced his retirement from the department six months ago. 

Justices Consider Status Of Jerusalem For U.S. Passports from New York Times 4 Nov 14

The Supreme Court on Monday considered the status of Jerusalem, which Solicitor General Donald B. Verrilli Jr. told the justices was “the most
vexing and volatile and difficult diplomatic issue that this nation has faced for decades.” 

US To Step Up Screening Of European And Other Visitors Who Don’t Need Visas from Washington Post 4 Nov 14

The United States has imposed tighter screening measures on travelers from European countries and other allied nations amid concern over the
rising number of Islamist militants who have fought in Syria and hold Western passports, U.S. officials said. 

Court Hears ‘Born In Jerusalem’ Passport Case from Associated Press 3 Nov 14

The first time Menachem Zivotofsky’s case was before the Supreme Court, Justice Stephen Breyer laid out why courts should stay out of a dispute
between Congress and the president over whether Americans born in Jerusalem may list Israel as their place of birth on passports. 

Top Priority For Lame-duck Senate: Vote On Obama Nominations from McClatchy 31 Oct 14

State Department officials and Washington’s diplomatic community are pressing the Senate to address a backlog of ambassadorial nominations
during Congress’ post-election lame-duck session. 

Can The Federal Protective Service Meet New Demands For Heightened Security? from Washington Post 31 Oct 14

When Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson heightened security at federal buildings this week, he turned to a little-known law enforcement
agency that describes itself as an elite protector of federal facilities nationwide. 

Watchdogs Wary Of Being Watched from Washington Post 31 Oct 14

Battling some recent bad press, the U.S. Agency for International Development’s Office of Inspector General determined it wasn’t the best time
for a trip abroad. A week after The Washington Post broke news that the office had changed internal audits to remove negative findings about
USAID programs, the OIG called off a three-day leadership meeting next week in Frankfurt, Germany. 

State Department Slammed In Investigation from Washington Times 17 Oct 14

State Department managers created the appearance of giving “undue influence and favoritism” by quashing or delaying official probes into
accusations of prostitution solicitation, sexual assault and document leaking by American diplomats in recent years, a report by the department’s
internal watchdog said Thursday. 

Watchdog Reviews Clear State Dept Of Wrongdoing from Associated Press 17 Oct 14

The State Department’s internal watchdog has concluded there was an “appearance of undue influence or favoritism” but no actual wrongdoing in
the way several high-profile investigations of alleged misconduct by U.S. diplomats were handled. 

John Kerry: Other countries aren’t doing enough to stop Ebola from Washington Post 9 Oct 14

A few rich nations are now providing most of the money and doing most of the work. That has to change immediately.

Kerry: World Must ‘Step Up’ Anti-Ebola Effort from Associated Press 9 Oct 14



Secretary of State John Kerry made an urgent plea Wednesday for nations to step up their response to the outbreak of the deadly Ebola virus,
saying more money, equipment and personnel are needed now. 

Iraq Stymied State Department Probe Into Military Contractor Kickbacks from Washington Times 24 Sep 14

State Department investigators last year quit probing kickback charges against one of the government’s largest military contractors because they
didn’t want to go through the “lengthy” process of getting permission from the Iraqi government to interview its citizens, records show. 

Obama: “I Still Have A Lot Of Debt To Pay” To Hillary Clinton from Washington Post 24 Sep 14

President Obama said Tuesday “one of the best decisions” he made in office “was to ask Hillary Clinton to serve as our nation’s secretary of
state.” 

State Department Downplayed Islamic State Threat, Privately Ramped Up Security from Washington Times 18 Sep 14

Weeks before the State Department assured Americans that things were operating “normally” at its consulate in the Kurdish capital of Erbil in
August, concerned procurement officials were quietly saying the advance of militants of the Islamic State, also known as ISIL or ISIS, meant the
government needed to shell out tens of millions of dollars to counter a “rapidly deteriorating” security situation. 

Work To Improve Security-Clearance Process Continues Year After Navy Yard Shootings from Washington Post 15 Sep 14

During a memorial service days after 12 people were slain at the Washington Navy Yard last year, President Obama said, “It’s clear we need to do
a better job of securing our military facilities and deciding who gets access to them.” 

Reporters’ Deaths Point To Dangers Foreign Service Officers Also Face Abroad from Washington Post 5 Sep 14

The horrific executions of journalists Steven Sotloff and James Foley at the hands of the Islamic State demonstrate the dangers Americans and
others face when working in hot spots abroad. 

State Dept. Releases Graphic ‘Welcome To Islamic State’ Mock Recruitment Video from Washington Times 5 Sep 14

The State Department has released a graphic mock recruitment video for the Islamic State terrorist group. 

Americans Dropping Their Citizenship To Pay More As State Department Hikes Its Processing Fee By Nearly Five-Fold from
McClatchy 4 Sep 14

Are you a frustrated American living abroad and want to ditch your U.S. citizenship? Be prepared to dig deeper into your pockets. 

Police: Diplomat Accused Of Beating, No Charges from Associated Press 28 Aug 14

The ambassador of Equatorial Guinea is suspected of beating his daughter with a wooden chair leg but won’t be arrested because he has
diplomatic immunity, police said Wednesday. 

Foley Killing Could Complicate Embassy Bomb Trial from Associated Press 26 Aug 14

An Egyptian lawyer charged in the 1998 embassy bombings in Africa is trying to distance himself from other acts of terrorism even as British
investigators reportedly look at his son in the killing of an American journalist. 

EEOC Report Paints An Uncle Sam All Too Human from Washington Post 25 Aug 14

It would be nice to think of Uncle Sam as an employer above reproach, one who does not stoop to common human frailties such as revenge and
retribution. Maybe the symbolic Sam is. But the people he employs are human and do not escape weaknesses that afflict the species. 

House Panel On Benghazi Hires General For Legal Team from New York Times 21 Aug 14

The House committee investigating the 2012 attack on the American diplomatic mission in Benghazi, Libya, has chosen Lt. Gen. Dana K.
Chipman as its chief counsel, a spokeswoman for the panel’s chairman said Wednesday.

Ebola Crisis Prompts Evacuation Order Of U.S. Embassy Family Members In Freetown. from Washington Post 15 Aug 14

The State Department on Thursday ordered family members of U.S. embassy employees in Sierra Leone to evacuate the country’s capital,
Freetown, due to worries that the ongoing Ebola crisis is overwhelming medical facilities there. 



State Department Hires Testimony Coach To Prepare For Congressional Grillings from Washington Times 8 Aug 14

After suffering through a striking number of rough grillings at the hands of Congress, State Department officials have approved a contract worth
up to $535,000 to help train themselves for how to brief lawmakers and to testify at hearings. 

Technical Glitch Clogs Up U.S. Visa System from Wall Street Journal 31 Jul 14

A technical glitch has hampered the U.S.'s ability to issue visas around the globe, stranding thousands of foreign businesspeople, high-tech
workers, performers and athletes trying to travel into the country. 

John Kerry: Millions Displaced By Religious Fighting In 2013 from Washington Times 29 Jul 14

Christians facing death threats from Islamic extremists flee their homes in Mosul, Iraq. The death toll continues to rise as Israel and Hamas
bombard each other with mortar fire. In China, police officers remove landmark crosses from the Christian churches. 

State Department Technical Glitch Creating Major Passport, Visa Delays from Washington Post 25 Jul 14

Waiting for a passport or visa? Sorry, the State Department is having some computer troubles. A global database that houses all the information
related to issuing travel documents crashed over the weekend, and by all accounts the glitch is not fixed and no one knows when it will be. We
hear it’s causing quite a headache for consulates around the world. 

Obama Nominates Fundraiser To Finland Envoy Post from Associated Press 18 Jul 14

President Barack Obama has nominated a lawyer who raised campaign money for him in the 2008 and 2012 elections as ambassador to Finland. 

Lawyer: US Terror-Case Client Is “Terminally Ill” from Associated Press 18 Jul 14

The U.S. government is rushing to bring to trial a “terminally ill” Libyan man charged with a role in orchestrating al-Qaida’s 1998 deadly
bombings of two U.S. embassies in Africa, his lawyer told a judge Thursday. 

Quarter Of World Has No U.S. Ambassador from McClatchy 17 Jul 14

The United States does not have ambassadors in more than a quarter of the countries in the world, hindering U.S. efforts on issues ranging from
counterterrorism work in Africa to the flood of children fleeing Central America for the U.S. border. 

US ‘Troubled’ By Jailing Of Saudi Rights Activist from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 14

The United States expressed its concern Monday over the jailing of a prominent rights lawyer in Saudi Arabia and said it would raise such cases
with the kingdom. 

Audit Finds Low Morale At Office Of Cuba Broadcasting from McClatchy 8 Jul 14

Low morale still plagues the Office of Cuba Broadcasting, the U.S. government organization responsible for Radio and TV Marti, a new audit
finds. 

US Documents:Blackwater Guards Were Out Of Control from Associated Press 1 Jul 14

A U.S. State Department investigator warned that contractors for Blackwater Worldwide saw themselves as above the law and that the contractors,
rather than department officials, were in command, according to a memo disclosed Monday. 

Senate Confirms New US Ambassadors To Iraq, Egypt from Associated Press 27 Jun 14

The Senate has confirmed new U.S. ambassadors to Iraq and Egypt after lengthy delays. 

Senate Logjam On Ambassadors Breaking? from Washington Post 27 Jun 14

The Senate logjam on confirming career foreign service officers for long-vacant ambassadorships appears to be breaking. 

Sen. Marco Rubio Has A Few Questions About Qatar — Including How To Pronounce It from Washington Post 13 Jun 14

Before Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) launched into a series of questions about the Taliban Five, he needed a little assist from President Obama’s
nominee to be the U.S. ambassador to Qatar. 



Audit Details Problems With Federal Background-Checks from Washington Post 13 Jun 14

Questionable work, poor oversight and lack of training have weakened background checks for federal employees and contractors, according to a
recent report from the Office of Personnel Management’s inspector general. 

Embassy Audit ?nds Improper Vetting Of Security Contractors from Washington Post 13 Jun 14

A newly completed internal audit of security contracts at U.S. embassies abroad found that none of those examined had fully complied with
vetting and other requirements for contractors who provide the first line of defense against attack. 

After Benghazi, Learning To Defend U.S. Consulates Through More Intensive Training from Washington Post 11 Jun 14

The terrorists threw everything they had at the U.S. consulate: a truck bomb, grenades, rockets, mortars and 15 black-clad attackers armed with
AK-47s, including one fighter strapped with a suicide vest trying to blow out the back door. 

Managing The State Department from Washington Post 6 Jun 14

Tom Fox interviews Deputy Secretary at the State Department, Heather Higginbottom.

Two Democrats Opposing Obama Bundler Ambassador Pick from Washington Post 5 Jun 14

Two key Senate Democrats have informed the Obama administration that they will oppose the nomination of Chartwell Hotels founder George
Tsunis – who bundled or contributed more than $1.3 million for President Obama in 2012 – to be ambassador to Norway. 

State Dept. Apologizes For Promoting Cleric Who Backed Killing Of U.S. Soldiers from Washington Times 28 May 14

The State Department’s Counter Terrorism (CT) Bureau apologized on Tuesday for promoting a controversial Muslim scholar whose organization
has reportedly backed Hamas and endorsed a fatwa authorizing the murder of U.S. soldiers in Iraq. 

Microchips In Our Passports And Credit Cards: Are They Safe? from McClatchy 28 May 14

U.S. passports have them. And these days, many more U.S. credit cards are starting to carry them, too. 

Feds Diverted Funds From Charity To Massages, Excessive Travel, Audits Show from Washington Times 23 May 14

One of the most celebrated civic activities federal workers stage each year is the annual drive to donate parts of their paychecks to their favorite
charities. But it turns out the much-celebrated Combined Federal Campaign has been plagued by misspending, lax oversight and abuse, with
federal workers diverting money for massages, personal travel and other unauthorized expenses, according to internal audits. 

State Department E-mail System, BlackBerries Went Down For Hours Wednesday from Washington Post 23 May 14

The State Department’s e-mail system, Blackberries and such went down for about three hours Wednesday — and not for the first time. 

Report: State Should Better Track Response Time To Congress Queries from Washington Post 21 May 14

Members of Congress send the State Department more than 2,000 letters a year, but the agency does an incomplete job of tracking how quickly it
responds. 

Rubio Holds Up Ambassador Nominee Who Had Never Been To Argentina from Washington Post 21 May 14

Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) embarrassed Noah Mamet at his confirmation hearing, and now has delayed the campaign bundler’s move to South
America. 

US Envoy Kennedy Tours Fukushima Nuclear Plant from Agence France-Presse 15 May 14

US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy toured the crippled Fukushima nuclear power plant for the first time Wednesday, pledging continued
US help with the clean-up. 

Latino Judge Confirmed To Be US Ambassador To Belize from Washington Post 15 May 14

Once a possible candidate for the U.S. Supreme Court, Carlos R. Moreno’s consolation is to spend a few years spreading U.S. diplomacy in
Belize. 



Clinton Defends “Hard Choices” As Top US Diplomat from Agence France-Presse 15 May 14

Four weeks from publication of her new memoir, Hillary Clinton on Wednesday robustly defended her record as secretary of state and navigator
of hot-button crises like Iran’s nuclear drive and elusive Mideast peace. 

Democrats Look Dubiously At Joining Benghazi Panel from New York Times 12 May 14

House Democrats on Sunday made it clear that they do not expect fair proceedings from the Republican-led panel newly tasked with investigating
the 2012 attack in Benghazi, Libya, but offered no definitive answer on whether they would appoint any of their own members to participate. 

Boehner Picks Fact-Finders For Benghazi Committee Who Appeal To Big Constituencies from Washington Times 12 May 14

Democrats are still weighing whether to participate in the select committee on Benghazi, but House Speaker John A. Boehner has managed to
check off most of his big constituencies in naming the seven Republican members: a chairman with a background as a former prosecutor, two
women, a former chairman of the conservative Republican Study Committee, a deputy whip, and members with experience on the oversight and
intelligence committees. 

Obama Childhood Friend Confirmed from Washington Post 9 May 14

The Senate unanimously confirmed President Obama’s grade school friend from Hawaii, Pamela Hamamoto, to be the next U.S. ambassador to
the United Nations in Geneva. 

Dems Open Door To Taking Part In Benghazi Probe from Associated Press 7 May 14

House Democrats opened the door Tuesday to participating in a special panel’s investigation of the deadly attack in Benghazi, Libya, even if they
see it as little more than an election-year ploy by Republicans to discredit the Obama administration and motivate GOP voters. 

Dems Undecided On Taking Part In Benghazi Panel from Associated Press 6 May 14

The Obama administration and House Democrats said Monday they were undecided about whether to take part in or boycott an election-year
investigation by Republicans into the Benghazi attack that killed four Americans. 

Federal Prosecutor-turned-lawmaker To Head GOP’s Benghazi Probe from McClatchy 6 May 14

House Speaker John Boehner on Monday chose Rep. Trey Gowdy, a South Carolina Republican and former federal prosecutor, to head a special
committee that will investigate the deadly September 2012 attack on the U.S. mission in Benghazi, Libya, and the Obama administration’s
response. 

Big Budgets, Little Oversight In War Zones from Washington Post 5 May 14

In Baghdad and Kabul, companies such as IRD were left to manage hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of taxpayer-funded programs with little
meaningful oversight from USAID, according to interviews with government auditors and former IRD employees familiar with the projects. 

Obama Taps Public Servants To Be Ambassadors from Huffington Post 1 May 14

President Barack Obama is picking four longtime public servants to be his new ambassadors to South Korea, Honduras, Qatar (GUH'-tur) and
Kazakhstan (kah-zahk-STAHN'). 

Top US Diplomat In Poland Gets To See Files Communists Kept On Him from Washington Post 1 May 14

U.S. Ambassador to Poland Stephen Mull will now know exactly what the communists had on him in the 1980s. 

Email Suggests White House Strategy On Benghazi from New York Times 1 May 14

A newly released email shows that White House officials sought to shape the way Susan E. Rice, then the ambassador to the United Nations,
discussed the Middle East chaos that was the context for the attack on the American diplomatic mission in Benghazi, Libya, in 2012. 

Qaeda Affiliates Gain Regional Influence As Central Leadership Fades from New York Times 1 May 14

Al Qaeda’s affiliates in Somalia, Syria, Yemen and West Africa are exerting increasing influence in their regions, posing new challenges for
American counterterrorism officials even after a decade of allied attacks that have weakened the group’s leadership in Pakistan, according to a



State Department report released Wednesday. 

Al Qaeda Core Degraded, But ‘more Aggressive’ Affiliates Still Pose Threat To U.S. from Washington Times 30 Apr 14

A “more aggressive set” of al Qaeda affiliates and like-minded groups that poses a threat to the U.S. and its interests has emerged across the
Middle East and Africa, even as al Qaeda’s core has been degraded, a new State Department report said. 

White House E-mail Reinforces Benghazi Talking Points from Washington Post 30 Apr 14

New White House e-mails made public Tuesday by conservative Judicial Watch further support that the Obama team wanted then-U.N.
Ambassador Susan Rice to stress that a video disparaging the Prophet Muhammad was the catalyst for a series of anti-American protests across
the Islamic world, including the deadly attacks on the Benghazi mission in September 2012. 

Emails On Benghazi Show Aides’ Effort To Make Obama Look ‘statesmanlike’ from Washington Times 30 Apr 14

A clutch of newly released White House emails provides the clearest evidence to date that top presidential aides sought to use anti-American
protests sweeping across the Middle East in 2012 — as well as the aftermath of the Benghazi terrorist attack — to push an image of President
Obama’s foreign policy as “steady and statesmanlike,” just weeks before his re-election. 

Government Watchdog Mismanages Funds from Washington Times 24 Apr 14

The government watchdog that recently chided the State Department for losing track of billions of dollars in contracts has had its own troubles
with procurement mismanagement. 

U.S. Promotes Network To Foil Digital Spying from New York Times 21 Apr 14

This Mediterranean fishing town, with its low, whitewashed buildings and sleepy port, is an unlikely spot for an experiment in rewiring the global
Internet. But residents here have a surprising level of digital savvy and sharp memories of how the Internet can be misused. 

Was “Cuban Twitter” Program Political Or Not? from Associated Press 10 Apr 14

The Obama administration is looking into whether a “Cuban Twitter” program secretly backed by the U.S. government contained messages that
were political in nature, despite assertions from the administration that the effort was intended only to increase the flow of information in a
country that heavily restricts Internet access. 

Judge Slaps State Department Over Blackwater from Associated Press 10 Apr 14

A federal judge is calling for an investigation of the State Department over years of delays in prosecuting Blackwater security guards in the
shootings of dozens of Iraqi citizens in 2007. 

At Senate Budget Hearing, Kerry Verbally Duels With Critics Of Obama Foreign Policy from Washington Post 9 Apr 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry gave as good as he got on Tuesday when lawmakers at a Senate hearing charged that President Obama’s foreign
policy was ineffective and weak. 

U.S. Agency Defends Social Media Project In Cuba from New York Times 9 Apr 14

A Twitter-like social media site created and financed by the United States Agency for International Development for use in Cuba was an attempt
to promote open communications among citizens on the island nation, not a covert attempt to overthrow the government, the agency’s top official
told members of Congress during a hearing on Tuesday. 

In Switch, Development Agency Welcomes Business And Technology To Poverty Fight from New York Times 8 Apr 14

Civic leaders recently broke ground on a lush cricket field here for the Nelson Mandela Children’s Hospital, a nearly $100 million state-of-the-art
pediatric facility that is to provide care for youth throughout Southern Africa. Donations are pouring in, but not enough. 

State Department Inspector General Issues Alert Over $6 Billion In Contracting Money from Washington Post 4 Apr 14

The State Department’s inspector general has warned the department that $6 billion in contracting money over the past six years cannot be
properly accounted for and cited “significant financial risk and . . . a lack of internal control.” 



Passport Boss’s Departure Intricately Planned from Washington Post 4 Apr 14

Outgoing assistant Secretary of State Janice Jacobs high-fives staffers on her last day on the job. (Photo: Al Kamen/Washington Post 

Ex-State Department Adviser Stephen J. Kim Sentenced In Leak Case from Washington Post 3 Apr 14

A former State Department arms expert who leaked classified information to a Fox News reporter was sentenced Wednesday to 13 months in
prison after a pointed courtroom debate about the Obama administration’s aggressive pursuit of unauthorized disclosures of top-secret
information. 

Lu Confirmed For Labor #2; Whitaker For Colombia from Washington Post 2 Apr 14

The Senate on Tuesday confirmed Chris Lu, White House cabinet secretary during President Obama’s first term, to be deputy secretary of Labor.
Lu, confirmed on a voice vote, is apparently only the second Asian American deputy secretary of a cabinet department in history.

Politicians Have Their Own March Madness As They Race To Raise Funds from Washington Post 1 Apr 14

College basketball’s March Madness continues into April, but for politicians playing in their own March competition, their game ended Monday
with a Hail Mary shot to beat the buzzer. 

CIA Ignored Station Chief In Libya When Creating Talking Points On Benghazi from Washington Times 1 Apr 14

Before the Obama administration gave an inaccurate narrative on national television that the Benghazi attacks grew from an anti-American
protest, the CIA’s station chief in Libya pointedly told his superiors in Washington that no such demonstration occurred, documents and
interviews with current and former intelligence officials show. 

Could The Next U.S. Ambassador To Russia Be A Woman? from Washington Post 19 Mar 14

The jaw-dropping talk that White House press secretary Jay Carney was angling to trade the combative press room for an even more contentious
post as the United States’ top diplomat in Russia was quickly squashed. 

If Not Carney, Then Who Will Be Nominated For Russia Post? from Washington Post 18 Mar 14

The jaw-dropping, yet short-lived, rumor that White House press secretary Jay Carney was angling to trade the combative press room for an even
more contentious post as the United States’ top diplomat in Russia was quickly squashed. 

State Department Employees Union Demands Documents On Embattled Ambassador Nominees from Washington Post 6 Mar 14

The State Department employees union is demanding that the department turn over key documents on three embattled ambassadorial nominees —
and all pending Obama administration nominees, both career Foreign Service and non-career folks — by Thursday evening or face a prompt
lawsuit for the materials. 

State Dept. Budget Proposal Includes $4.6 Billion To Secure Diplomatic Facilities Overseas from Washington Post 5 Mar 14

The Obama administration in its fiscal 2015 budget proposal is seeking $46.2 billion for the State Department and the U.S. Agency for
International Development, just $1.6 billion less than it requested for fiscal 2014. 

Ex-Time Executive Gets Ethics Waiver To Communicate With Press from Washington Times 5 Mar 14

The Obama administration is waiving its ethics rules for former Time magazine managing editor turned State Department official Richard
Stengel, one of a half dozen officials at Foggy Bottom who have received special exemptions from provisions aimed at cracking down on the
revolving door between special interests and government. 

Unasked Questions Fog Facts On Benghazi from Washington Times 3 Mar 14

Republican lawmakers have failed to pin down senior military officials on how they characterized the Benghazi attack to the White House and
President Obama on Sept. 11, 2012, the day terrorists stormed a U.S. diplomatic mission and bombed a CIA annex in the eastern Libyan city. 

McFaul Leaves Moscow And Two Dramatic Years In Relations Between U.S. And Russia from Washington Post 27 Feb 14

U.S. Ambassador Michael McFaul left Russia on Wednesday, a departure that attracted far more than the usual headlines for a change in
diplomats and illuminated a tumultuous period in relations between the two countries. 



U.S. envoy stresses human rights in China farewell speech from Reuters 26 Feb 14

China's future development will hinge on a neutral judiciary and freedom of speech, U.S. Ambassador Gary Locke said on Wednesday in his final
speech as envoy to Beijing, focusing heavily on human rights. 

Obama Nominees For Ambassador Posts May Face Opposition From Foreign Service Group from Washington Post 26 Feb 14

In an unusual move, the American Foreign Service Association, which represents more than 16,000 career diplomats, is expected to weigh next
week whether to publicly oppose some of President Obama’s controversial recent ambassadorial nominations. 

U.S. reviewing options on Venezuela expelling 3 diplomatic employees from United Press International 18 Feb 14

The United States is weighing its options since it was notified that three diplomatic workers will be expelled by Venezuela, the State Department
said. 

Egypt Detains U.S. Embassy Employee from Los Angeles Times 13 Feb 14

An Egyptian employee of the U.S. Embassy has been detained by police since Jan. 25, an embassy spokesman said Wednesday. 

OPINION: Looking For A Job As An Ambassador? Do Your Homework And Travel To That Country. from Washington Post 12 Feb

14

Nomination disasters often add new questions for potential picks undergoing background checks. 

US Eases Rules For Refugees Tied To Terror Groups from Associated Press 10 Feb 14

The Obama administration has eased the rules for would-be asylum-seekers, refugees, and others who hope to come to the United States or stay
here and who gave “limited” support to terrorists or terrorist groups. 

Obama Changes Rules For Refugees from Washington Times 10 Feb 14

The same week the White House was assuring Republicans they could trust him to enforce immigration laws, the Obama administration quietly
announced that it was reinterpreting the rules for refugees and asylum seekers so applicants could be approved even if they had given “limited”
material support for terrorism. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: The U.S. Antidrug Official will visit Guatemala and Honduras from Radio America 9 Feb

14

The drug charge of the Department of State , William Brownfield , will visit Guatemala and Honduras next week to discuss with presidents and
officials from both countries cooperation in public security and counternarcotics , said Friday the U.S. Embassy in Tegucigalpa. 

Witnesses: Consulate Employee’s Killing Was Error from Associated Press 6 Feb 14

The 2010 killing of an employee of the U.S. Consulate in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, and two others may have been a fatal case of mistaken identity,
according to witnesses who testified Wednesday in the trial of an alleged gang member. 

Audit Finds Asylum System Rife With Fraud from Washington Times 6 Feb 14

At least 70 percent of asylum applications showed signs of fraud, according to a secret 2009 internal government audit that found many of those
cases had been approved anyway. 

Baucus Pledges To Press China On Security Issues, Trade In Hearing On Ambassador Post from Washington Post 29 Jan 14

The Obama administration’s choice to be the next U.S. ambassador to China on Tuesday signaled a tougher public stance on simmering
commercial and security disputes, pledging to tell Beijing, “Uh-uh, we won’t be taken advantage of.” 

State Department Bureau’s Climate Change Data Can’t Be Relied Upon, Audit Says from Washington Times 29 Jan 14

While President Obama is expected to tout his progress on environmental issues in Tuesday’s State of the Union address, a recent government
audit exposed serious organizational problems that continue to lurk beneath the surface of the administration’s effort to confront climate change. 



PRESS RELEASE: U.S. Agencies Join Forces to Combat Human Trafficking from United States State Department 24 Jan 14

The Obama administration, as part of its commitment to fight human trafficking, has produced the first Federal Strategic Action Plan on Services
for Victims of Human Trafficking in the United States. 

State Dept. Computers Open To Hackers: Report from Washington Times 17 Jan 14

Despite frequent hacking attempts and the threat of another Edward Snowden-like data theft, the State Department’s computer systems remain
woefully insecure and easily could be breached by enemies seeking to steal classified information, the department’s internal watchdog says. 

India Moves To End Expat Privileges At U.S. Club; Sign Of Anger At Diplomat’s Arrest In N.Y. from Washington Post 9 Jan 14

India has ordered the U.S. Embassy here to shut down all “commercial activities” at a popular club it operates, stepping up the tit-for-tat measures
triggered by the arrest of an Indian diplomat in New York last month. 

India Takes Aim At Privileges Held By US Diplomats from Associated Press 9 Jan 14

India chipped away at America’s diplomatic perks Wednesday, ordering the envoys to obey local traffic laws and warning that a popular U.S.
Embassy club violates diplomatic law because it is open to outsiders. 

State Dept. Whistle-Blower Has Email Account Hacked from Washington Times 31 Dec 13

A whistle-blower who helped tell tales about the State Department has now found himself the target of a personal email hack and purge, his
lawyer said. 

Appointing Political Friends To Be Ambassadors from New York Times 27 Dec 13

Charles H. Rivkin has had quite a ride, going in four years from an Obama fund-raiser and Hollywood media honcho to ambassador to Paris and
now a nominee as an assistant secretary of state. 

OPINION: Diplomatic Welfare from Washington Times 27 Dec 13

It’s a rhetorical question with an obvious answer. Everybody knows that Mr. Putin can get away with insulting the United States, because
President Obama, who suffers a strange paralysis when American interests are snubbed, won’t do anything about it. 

Vanishing Adviser Reappears As Iran Policy Player from Associated Press 24 Dec 13

Last year, while Jake Sullivan was traveling with his boss, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, he quietly disappeared during a stop in Paris. He
showed up again a few days later, rejoining Clinton’s traveling contingent in Mongolia. 

Sen. Max Baucus: Obama’s Choice For China Ambassador from Washington Times 20 Dec 13

President Obama is going to nominate Montana Sen. Max Baucus to serve as the next U.S. ambassador to China to fill the shoes of former
Washington Gov. Gary Locke, sources said. 

Obama looks to Baucus to serve as China ambassador from Associated Press 19 Dec 13

President Barack Obama is looking to the Senate again to fill a top diplomatic post, with Democratic officials saying he intends to nominate six-
term Sen. Max Baucus of Montana to be the next U.S. ambassador to China. 

State Dept. Warns Of New Terrorist Group Posing Threat To U.S. Interests In Africa from New York Times 19 Dec 13

The State Department warned Wednesday that a new terrorist group linked to an Algerian militant has emerged as “the greatest near-term threat to
U.S. and Western interests” in the Sahel region of Africa. 

Alan Gross, Former USAID Contractor Jailed In Cuba, Appeals To Obama To Intervene from Washington Post 3 Dec 13

On the fourth anniversary of his imprisonment in Cuba, former U.S. government contractor Alan Gross said he fears his country has “abandoned”
him and appealed to President Obama to personally intervene in his case. 

Last Call For Liquor: State Department Buys $180,000 Worth Before Fiscal Year Ends, Shutdown Begins from Washington Times 3

Dec 13



While the rest of the government prepared to shut down this fall, the State Department was busy stocking up on embassy liquor supplies. 

Senators Take A Holiday Hike And Leave Obama Nominees Twisting In The Political Winds from Washington Post 26 Nov 13

Traditionally, before the Senate takes a long vacation, both parties negotiate to approve a list of noncontroversial judicial and executive branch
nominees. But not this time. Republicans, furious over the Democrats’ move to eliminate the filibuster on most nominations, were in no mood to
play nice. 

Embassy Row: Refugee Camp Is Iran And America’s Shame from Washington Times 22 Nov 13

Members of Congress and former diplomats Thursday invoked John F. Kennedy, the civil rights movement and Thanksgiving as they called on
President Obama to keep America’s promise to protect Iranian dissidents languishing in an Iraqi refugee camp. 

US Appoints New Ambassador To The Philippines from Associated Press 22 Nov 13

The United States has sworn in a veteran diplomat as its new ambassador to the Philippines as the Southeast Asian nation grapples with the
aftermath of a devastating typhoon. 

Gary Locke To Leave As U.S. Ambassador To China from New York Times 21 Nov 13

The American ambassador to China, Gary F. Locke, the first Chinese-American to hold the post, announced Wednesday that he was stepping
down to rejoin his family in Seattle. 

Senate Panel Raises Questions About “National Security Sensitive” Designation For Workers from Washington Post 21 Nov 13

Striking the right balance between security and liberty is an age-old struggle in democracies. In the United States, federal employees are caught in
the middle. 

U.S. Ambassador To China Will Step Down from Associated Press 20 Nov 13

The American ambassador to China said Wednesday he will step down from his post early next year to rejoin his family in Seattle. 

Report: Security Clearances Need Regular Review from Washington Post 20 Nov 13

Federal agency officials understand the need to limit the number of security clearances they issue, but without regular reviews they can’t be sure
they are doing that, according to a Government Accountability Office (GAO) report. 

Embassy Row: Ambassador Doings In Japan, Ireland And Domincan Republic from Washington Times 18 Nov 13

Irish-Americans are complaining that President Obama has failed to appoint a U.S. ambassador to Dublin since Daniel M. Rooney retired nearly a
year ago. The Japanese are thrilled now that Caroline Kennedy has arrived as the new American envoy in Tokyo. And gay advocates are cheering
the Senate confirmation of James W. Brewster as ambassador to the Dominican Republic, where he will serve as the sixth openly homosexual
ambassador appointed by Mr. Obama.

2 Nigerian networks designated as terrorist groups from Associated Press 14 Nov 13

Lawmakers who had long pushed for U.S. action against Nigerian Islamic extremists welcomed the State Department's decision on Wednesday to
designate two militant groups as foreign terrorist organizations blamed for the deaths of thousands of people in Africa's most populous nation. 

State Department: Visa Process Improving from USA Today 14 Nov 13

Interpreters have worked honorably alongside U.S. troops and diplomats in Afghanistan and Iraq for more than a decade. Without their help and
local knowledge, our missions would undoubtedly be more difficult and more dangerous. 

The Politics Of Diplomacy: Counting Donors And Embassy Appointments Of Presidents from Washington Post 14 Nov 13

Career diplomats are looking at the most recent data on President Obama’s ambassadorial appointments, and they don’t like what they see. 

Nigerian Network To Be Designated Terrorist Group from Associated Press 13 Nov 13

A U.S. official says the State Department intends to designate a Nigerian Islamist militant group as a foreign terrorist organization on Wednesday. 



Embassy Row: Rumors In Russia About U.S. Ambassador Leaving from Washington Times 13 Nov 13

U.S. Ambassador Michael A. McFaul is battling widespread rumors in Moscow that he plans to resign this week from a diplomatic post he has
held for fewer than two years. 

Kennedy Is Sworn in as Japan Envoy, a Post Long Held by Political Notables from New York Times 13 Nov 13

Caroline Kennedy, the daughter of John F. Kennedy and one of President Obama’s most prominent supporters, was sworn in Tuesday as the
United States ambassador to Japan. 

John Kerry: U.S. Military Not Neutered from Politico.com 30 Sep 13

Secretary of State John Kerry rejected the notion that the U.S. military has been “sidelined,” telling Scott Pelley on “60 Minutes” that “we will
continue to stand up for our interests.” 

US Renews Global Terror Alert from Associated Press 26 Sep 13

The State Department is renewing its global terrorism alert for U.S. citizens following the attack by al-Qaida linked extremists on an upscale
shopping mall in Nairobi, Kenya. 

US Cites Renewed Terror Threat In Global Travel Warning from Bloomberg News 26 Sep 13

Americans traveling abroad should beware of potential terror attacks aimed at them in Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle East by al-Qaeda or its
affiliated groups, the U.S. State Department said in a global travel alert. 

Some People Would Do Anything To Get A U.S. Visa from USA Today 18 Sep 13

Early each morning, a line forms outside the walls of the U.S. Consulate in downtown Ho Chi Minh City. Vietnamese citizens like Nguyen
Phuong, 24, wait patiently, rain or shine, to pay $160 for a visa interview and a chance to get to the United States. 

Obama Names Two For Top Justice, State Department Jobs from Washington Post 18 Sep 13

President Obama said Tuesday that he would nominate Time Magazine’s managing editor Richard Stengel to replace Tara Sonenshine as
undersecretary of state for public diplomacy and public affairs. 

Rep. Wolf: CIA Employee Who Refused To Sign Non-disclosure On Benghazi Suspended from Washington Times 18 Sep 13

A CIA employee who refused to sign a non-disclosure agreement barring him from discussing the Sept. 11, 2012 terrorist attack in Benghazi,
Libya, has been suspended as a result and forced to hire legal counsel, according to a top House lawmaker. 

Embassy Row: Diplomatic Condolences from Washington Times 18 Sep 13

U.S. diplomatic missions lowered the American flag to half staff Tuesday to honor the victims of the Washington Navy Yard shooting, as foreign
officials and diplomats sent condolences to the White House and the families of the 12 victims killed in the rampage. 

Richard Stengel to Leave Time for the Obama Administration from New York Times 13 Sep 13

Richard Stengel, the managing editor of Time magazine, is leaving to become under secretary of state for public diplomacy and public affairs at
the State Department, according to people with knowledge of the appointment. 

Embassy Row: Obama’s Accidental Diplomacy from Washington Times 11 Sep 13

President Obama’s reversal of fortunes over Syria sparked Twitter posts from Washington to Moscow, as foreign policy analysts Tuesday tried to
follow the latest twist in the accidental diplomacy at the White House. 

Obama Taps Heather Higginbottom As Deputy Secretary Of State from Washington Post 11 Sep 13

The White House on Tuesday announced more than two dozen nominations for various senior positions, including Heather Higginbottom to be
deputy secretary of state — the first woman named to that job. 

Diplomatic Security Must Be Priority At State Dept., Panel Says from New York Times 4 Sep 13

An independent review panel has concluded that with American embassies and consulates facing an increasing threat of terrorist attacks, the State



Department office overseeing diplomatic security is mired in the agency’s sprawling bureaucracy and must be elevated in importance. 

State Department Downplays Iran Role In Latin America; Report Likely To Pique Congress from Washington Times 24 Jun 13

Iran is not supporting active terrorist cells in the Western Hemisphere, according to a State Department report set to be released this week that is
likely to ignite a major battle with Capitol Hill. 

Embassy Row: Sex And Diplomacy from Washington Times 19 Jun 13

The gay community is cheering President Obama for nominating three open homosexuals to ambassadorial posts, while the head of the Catholic
League is denouncing the mainstream media for ignoring news of a U.S. ambassador accused of soliciting sex from children. 

State Department Memo Cites Hearsay On Sexual Misconduct from Bloomberg News 13 Jun 13

A four-page U.S. State Department memo alleging sex crimes, secret affairs and interference with investigations has Congress demanding answers
about the way a second federal agency handles reports of sexual misconduct in its ranks. 

Diplomats Hit By Accusations from Wall Street Journal 12 Jun 13

The U.S. ambassador to Belgium denied published reports about a memo that alleged he had solicited prostitutes, one of a series of accusations
involving the State Department. 

US Diplomatic Security Accused In Sex, Drugs Cover-Up from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 13

US watchdog has launched an inquiry into claims that diplomatic security officials tried to cover up alleged sex-and-drugs charges against agents
and diplomats, an official said. 

Report Outlines Accusations of Misconduct by Diplomats from New York Times 11 Jun 13

A former ambassador who oversaw an audit of the State Department’s Bureau of Diplomatic Security has outlined several cases of alleged
misconduct by American diplomats and security agents as part of an inquiry into whether senior officials interfered with politically delicate
investigations. 

Obama Defies Critics With State Dept. Choice from New York Times 24 May 13

President Obama defied Republican critics on Thursday by nominating to a high-ranking State Department job an official involved in editing
controversial talking points about the attack last year in Libya. 

Drone
Obama Administration To Release Drone Memo On Killing U.S. Citizens from Los Angeles Times 21 May 14

President Obama’s Justice Department will release a long-sought secret document laying out the legal basis for using drones to kill Americans
suspected of terrorist activities abroad, administration officials confirmed Tuesday. 

Drone Policy
Panel Warns Of “Unintended Consequences” Of US Drone Policy from Washington Post 27 Jun 14

Targeted drone strikes, a centerpiece of the Obama administration’s counterterrorism policy, represent a “slippery slope” toward a state of never-
ending war, according to a new report issued by a bipartisan panel of former intelligence and defense officials. 

U.S. Should Take Lead On Setting Global Norms For Drone Strikes from Washington Post 27 Jun 14

To understand why U.S. drone strikes outside traditional battlefields make so many people so uneasy, look to the past and look to the future. 

U.S. Memo Outlines Rationale For Drone Strikes On Citizens from Wall Street Journal 24 Jun 14

Document Lays Out Legal Rationale for Drone-Missile Strike That Killed Terror Suspect Who Was Citizen

Drone Strike
Court Releases Memo Justifying Drone Strike On US Cleric from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 14

A New York court on Monday released an edited version of a secret government memo legally justifying a drone attack that killed a US citizen,



radical Islamic cleric Anwar al-Awlaki, in Yemen in 2011. 

Drone Strikes
Drone Strikes Reveal Uncomfortable Truth: U.S. Is Often Unsure About Who Will Die from New York Times 24 Apr 15

Barack Obama inherited two ugly, intractable wars in Iraq and Afghanistan when he became president and set to work to end them. But a third,
more covert war he made his own, escalating drone strikes in Pakistan and expanding them to Yemen and Somalia. 

Hostages’ Deaths Raise Wider Questions About Drone Strikes’ Civilian Toll from Washington Post 24 Apr 15

After weeks of aerial surveillance, CIA analysts reached two conclusions about a compound to be targeted in a January drone strike: that it was
used by al-Qaeda militants and that, in the moment before it was hit, it had exactly four occupants. 

Drones
U.S. To Reveal Justification For Drone Strikes Against American Citizens from Washington Post 21 May 14

The Justice Department will publicly release a secret 2011 memo that provided the legal justification for the killing of American terrorism
suspects overseas, according to a U.S. official, following extensive pressure on the administration to do so. 

EARLY BIRD
Pentagon’s ‘Early Bird’ may be grounded from Stars and Stripes 25 Oct 13

A Pentagon-produced daily defense news roundup that has long provided early morning reading for defense leaders, journalists and others is on
hiatus, and may disappear for good. 

Earned Income Tax Credit
Obama Tax Refunds For Illegal Immigrants To Cost $2 Billion Over 5 Years from Washington Times 12 Mar 15

Illegal immigrants will file 800,000 claims for Earned Income Tax Credit refunds under President Obama’s new deportation amnesty, costing the
government $2 billion over the next five years, Congress’s scorekeeper predicted this week as key lawmakers proposed legislation to cancel
what’s become known as the “amnesty bonus.” 

Eastern Caribbean
FEATURE: Eastern Caribbean Whalers Follow A 139-year-old Tradition, Now Under Siege from Miami Herald 17 Apr 14

Whaling was once a big and profitable business in Bequia (pronounced BECK-way) supporting at least a dozen whale boats. But that was before
quotas and broad bans on commercial whaling made this hilly outpost off St. Vincent in the Grenadines the only place in the Americas to still
allow Moby-Dick style harpooning. 

Ebola
Panel: Politics Among Reasons For Botched UN Ebola Response from Associated Press 8 Jul 15

The Ebola outbreak exposed the U.N. health agency’s organizational failings, a panel reported Tuesday — but it didn’t blame any individuals at
the World Health Organization for its bungled response last year to the deadly crisis. 

Study: Ebola Virus Didn’t Mutate Into More Dangerous Strain from USA Today 10 Jun 15

The Ebola virus in West Africa that has killed 11,000 is not more virulent than prior strains as had been feared, according to a study published
Tuesday. 

BU Scientist Uses Existing Drugs In Fight Against Ebola from Boston Globe 4 Jun 15

Hoping to develop a drug against Ebola, but lacking the $1 billion to bring a new medicine to market, Boston University infectious disease
researcher Gene Olinger turned to a more affordable source of drugs — those already available at his local pharmacy. 

UN Official Says Ebola Will End In Sierra Leone In Weeks from Associated Press 2 Jun 15

The United Nations’ Ebola chief says he believes it’s only a matter of weeks before the Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone ends. 

Researchers Find Ebola “Achilles Heel”: Study from Agence France-Presse 27 May 15



US researchers believe they may have pinpointed the Achilles heel of the Ebola virus, which could hold the key to developing an effective
preventative vaccine, a study reported Tuesday. 

All Cuban medical workers return home from W Africa after Ebola fight from Xinhua (China) 23 May 15

The last group of Cuban health workers battling the Ebola epidemic in Western Africa have returned home, Cuba's official news agency said
Saturday. 

Sierra Leone Berates Ebola Quarantine Escapees As Cases Surge from AFP 21 May 15

Sierra Leone on Wednesday berated the “selfish and shameful” behavior of people risking a resurgence of the Ebola virus by flouting quarantine
restrictions, as authorities announced a spike in cases. 

Italian Nurse Who Worked In Sierra Leone Tests Positive For Ebola from New York Times 14 May 15

An Italian nurse who returned from Sierra Leone last week was flown to an infectious diseases hospital in Rome on Wednesday after he tested
positive for the Ebola virus a day before. 

Liberia’s Military Tries To Remedy Tension Over Ebola Quarantine from New York Times 13 May 15

The chief of staff for the Armed Forces of Liberia, Brig. Gen. Daniel D. Ziankahn Jr., hung up his navy blue suit, put on a bright yellow jersey and
shorts, then bounded toward a sandy field. 

Former US Leader Clinton Praises Liberia Progress On Ebola from Associated Press 5 May 15

Former President Bill Clinton said Monday he was pleased to see Liberia’s progress in the fight against the deadly Ebola disease, and urged
residents of the West African nation to support those who survived. 

UN Says It Will Try To Identify All Ebola Cases By June from Associated Press 29 Apr 15

The World Health Organization says it aims to identify and isolate all new Ebola cases in West Africa by the end of May to stop the spread of the
lethal virus before the rainy season. 

Guinea: 11 Accused In Ebola Worker Deaths Get Life Sentences from Associated Press 23 Apr 15

A Guinea court sentenced 11 people accused of killing eight Ebola health workers and journalists last year to life in prison on Tuesday. 

Ebola Drug Works Against West African Strain In Study Of Monkeys from New York Times 23 Apr 15

A study in monkeys offers the first evidence that a leading drug developed to fight Ebola works against the strain causing the current outbreak in
West Africa. 

Signs Ebola Spreads In Sex Prompt A C.D.C. Warning from New York Times 20 Apr 15

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention revised its guidelines on Ebola transmission on Sunday night, urging survivors to abstain from all
forms of sex or use condoms every time “until more information becomes available,” rather than three months as previously recommended. 

Ebola Researchers Take New Look At Risk Of Sexual Transmission from New York Times 17 Apr 15

Concerned about the potential for sexual transmission of Ebola, international health officials are investigating new reports of suspected cases and
beginning studies to determine how often and how long the virus remains active in semen. They are also warning Ebola survivors to practice
protected sex indefinitely. 

As Ebola Retreats, Obama Urges Vigilance and Preparation in West Africa from New York Times 16 Apr 15

Now that the Ebola crisis in West Africa finally appears to be petering out, President Obama on Wednesday called for renewed international
efforts to rebuild the shattered health systems in Liberia, Guinea and Sierra Leone, to shore up the response to future pandemics in the region. 

Ebola Vaccine Trial Begins In Sierra Leone from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 15

Thousands of healthcare workers in areas of Sierra Leone that are grappling with Ebola will now begin receiving an experimental vaccine against
the often deadly virus, officials said Tuesday. 



Ebola-hit Sierra Leone Goes Back To School from AFP 14 Apr 15

Sierra Leone’s 1.8 million children prepared on Tuesday to return to school, eight months after classes were shut to halt the spread of the deadly
Ebola virus. 

Japanese Ebola Test Gives Results In 11 Minutes: Researcher from Agence France-Presse 10 Apr 15

A Japanese research team said on Thursday it had developed a field test for Ebola that gives results in just over 11 minutes – down from the 90-
minute test used now. 

2 New Ebola Vaccines Pass Important Early Test, Researchers Say from New York Times 9 Apr 15

Two new Ebola vaccines have passed an important test, protecting monkeys against the strain of the virus responsible for the current deadly
outbreak, researchers reported on Wednesday. Only one dose was needed, and there were no apparent side effects. 

Baby Dies Of Ebola In SLeone Area Where Outbreak Started from Agence France-Presse 7 Apr 15

A baby has died of Ebola in a part of Sierra Leone where the outbreak began, dealing a blow to the recovery weeks after the district had eradicated
the virus, officials said Monday. 

Ebola Vaccine Tests Show It Could ‘Neutralise’ Virus: Geneva Hospital from AFP 2 Apr 15

An experimental Ebola vaccine tested on humans in Europe and Africa sparks the production of the antibodies needed to neutralise the deadly
virus, a Geneva hospital said Wednesday. 

US Ebola Patient’s Health Improves Again from AFP 31 Mar 15

An American healthcare worker who contracted the dangerous Ebola virus while working in Sierra Leone has improved and is now listed in fair
condition, hospital officials said Monday. 

3 West African Countries Increase Fight To End Ebola from Associated Press 30 Mar 15

The West African countries hit hardest by Ebola are ramping up efforts to eradicate the deadly disease using lockdowns, restrictions on burials
and a warning to survivors about the potential dangers of unprotected sex. 

An American With Ebola Is Improving from New York Times 27 Mar 15

An American aid worker being treated for Ebola at the National Institutes of Health clinical center in Maryland is doing better and has been
upgraded from critical to serious condition, the N.I.H. announced Thursday. 

Ebola-hit Sierra Leone Delays School Reopening from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 15

Sierra Leone said on Wednesday that it had postponed by two weeks the reopening of schools, shut for almost eight months to halt the spread of
the deadly Ebola virus. 

Exposure Concerns Grow In Liberia After Diagnosis Of First Ebola Case In Weeks from New York Times 25 Mar 15

Worries have widened in recent days over the number of people in Liberia who may have been exposed to the country’s first Ebola case in more
than two weeks, a street vendor who lived in a one-bathroom house shared with 52 others in a Monrovia suburb and who had sold food at a school
where more than 1,900 students are enrolled. 

As Ebola Fades In West Africa, Residents Face A New Crisis: Life After Ebola. from Washington Post 24 Mar 15

A year after the World Health Organization declared an Ebola outbreak in West Africa, it is fading. But the disease has cut a deep gash through
neighborhoods such as this one in Monrovia. More than 4,200 Liberians are dead. The economy is barely sputtering back to life following months
in which panicked investors fled and residents deserted fields and factories, fearing the insidious disease. 

WHO Denies Politics Swayed Ebola Emergency Declaration from Associated Press 24 Mar 15

The World Health Organization denied Monday that politics swayed the decision to declare an international emergency over the spread of the
Ebola virus last year, despite evidence senior staffers repeatedly discussed the diplomatic and economic fallout of such a move. 



One Year Later, Ebola Outbreak Offers Lessons For Next Epidemic from New York Times 23 Mar 15

One year has passed since the declaration of what became the largest Ebola outbreak in history, with more than 10,000 deaths. 

Emails: UN Health Agency Resisted Declaring Ebola Emergency from Associated Press 20 Mar 15

In a delay that some say may have cost lives, the World Health Organization resisted calling the Ebola outbreak in West Africa a public health
emergency until last summer, two months after staff raised the possibility and long after a senior manager called for a drastic change in strategy,
The Associated Press has learned. 

4 More Aid Workers Flown Back To US For Ebola Monitoring from Associated Press 18 Mar 15

Four more American aid workers arrived back in the United States on Tuesday from West Africa to be monitored for Ebola, health officials said. 

Doctors Treating Patient With Ebola At NIH Downgrade Condition To Critical from Washington Post 17 Mar 15

Doctors treating an American health-care worker who was transported to the National Institutes of Health last week after being infected with
Ebola have downgraded the patient’s condition from serious to critical. 

Hospital Says American Clinician Being Treated For Ebola Is Worsening from New York Times 17 Mar 15

The latest American aid worker to contract Ebola overseas, last week in Sierra Leone, was quickly transported back to the United States for
treatment at the National Institutes of Health clinical center in Bethesda, Md. Doctors at the center said Monday that his condition had worsened
from serious to critical. 

10 US Charity Staff To Leave Sierra Leone Amid Ebola Scare from Associated Press 16 Mar 15

Ten health care workers with a Boston-based nonprofit organization responding to Sierra Leone’s Ebola outbreak are to be evacuated to the United
States after one of their colleagues was infected with the deadly disease. 

Ebola Death Toll Passes 10,000: WHO from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 15

The global death toll from the Ebola outbreak centred in west Africa has topped 10,000 out of more than 24,000 recorded cases, the World Health
Organization said Thursday.

Ebola Outbreak Could Be Ended By Summer, U.N. Says from New York Times 12 Mar 15

The Ebola outbreak that has claimed nearly 10,000 lives over the past 15 months could be halted by the summer, but only if international financial
support is sustained, the World Health Organization said on Wednesday. 

Ebola Leaves Ongoing Health Issues For Survivors Of The Viral Disease from Washington Post 10 Mar 15

Texas nurse Nina Pham, who was infected with the Ebola virus, says she has had ongoing health problems since being cured, an outcome that
experts say is not uncommon for Ebola survivors. 

Last Ebola Patient In Liberia Discharged From Treatment Center from New York Times 6 Mar 15

Liberia’s last Ebola patient was discharged on Thursday after a ceremony in the capital, Monrovia, bringing to zero the number of known cases in
the country and marking a milestone in West Africa’s battle against the disease. 

Doctor’s Mishap Sheds Light On Ebola Vaccine’s Effects from New York Times 6 Mar 15

The moment he felt a needle jab into his thumb last September on an Ebola ward in Sierra Leone, Dr. Lewis Rubinson knew he was at risk of
contracting the deadly disease. What could he do but wait to see if he got sick, and hope that treatment would pull him through? 

UN Warns Against Complacency As Ebola Fight Enters New Phase from Associated Press 3 Mar 15

The United Nations is urging donors, organizations and countries fighting Ebola in West Africa not to give in to complacency as the death toll
from the virus climbs toward 10,000. 

Nurse Who Contracted Ebola In The U.S. Sues Her Hospital Employer from New York Times 3 Mar 15



The nurse who was the first person to contract Ebola in the United States filed suit on Monday against the Dallas hospital where she worked,
saying it knowingly left workers without the training or equipment needed to handle the disease. 

Ebola Battle Far From Over, Sirleaf Says from Washington Times 27 Feb 15

Liberia’s President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf wants Americans to know she’s grateful for the help so far but her country’s battle with the deadly Ebola
epidemic is far from over. 

AP Interview: Liberia Leader Urges Help In Post-Ebola Phase from Associated Press 23 Feb 15

Liberia’s leader on Sunday urged the United States and other countries to keep up their support to the West African nation as it recovers from the
Ebola epidemic and refocuses attention on infrastructure projects that will better position it to tackle future outbreaks of disease. 

UN To Issue First Report On Ebola Funds from Agence France-Presse 19 Feb 15

The United Nations will this week publish a first report on funding for the Ebola response, a top official said Wednesday, after Sierra Leone lost
track of more than $3 million donated to fight the epidemic. 

Sierra Leone promises probe into Ebola spending after 30 percent lack sufficient documentation from Associated Press 17 Feb 15

Sierra Leone's government promised a full investigation Monday after an internal audit found that nearly one-third of the money received to fight
Ebola was spent without saving the necessary receipts and invoices to justify the spending. 

Red Cross Faces Attacks At Ebola Victims’ Funerals from New York Times 13 Feb 15

Red Cross volunteers helping to safely bury people who die of Ebola in Guinea have been attacked in recent days by people attending the
funerals, complicating efforts to stop the spread of the disease. 

U.S. To Withdraw Nearly All Troops Fighting Ebola from New York Times 12 Feb 15

President Obama on Wednesday announced that the United States was withdrawing almost all of its troops from the fight against Ebola in West
Africa, but he said the world needed to remain vigilant as it sought to eradicate the deadly disease. 

Obama To Bring Most Military Personnel Fighting Ebola Home, Officials Say from New York Times 11 Feb 15

President Obama will announce Wednesday that he is withdrawing almost all the American troops who were sent to West Africa to help contain
the spread of the Ebola virus, administration officials said Tuesday. 

Persevering Past Roadblocks To Build Promising Ebola Vaccine from Associated Press 10 Feb 15

It took 16 years of twists and turns. Over and over, Dr. Nancy Sullivan thought she was close to an Ebola vaccine, only to see the next experiment
fail. 

In Treating Ebola, Even Using A Stethoscope Becomes A Challenge from New York Times 9 Feb 15

Doctors treating Ebola patients while wearing “the full spacesuit” — protective gear, including waterproof hoods — are struggling with a
clinician’s dilemma: what to do if they can’t use one of the oldest, most basic tools in medicine — a stethoscope. 

IMF Offers Ebola-hit Countries $100 Mn Debt Relief from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 15

The International Monetary Fund announced Thursday $100 million in debt relief for the three West African countries struck hardest by the Ebola
epidemic. 

Number Of New Ebola Cases Rises For First Time In 2015: WHO from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 15

The weekly number of new Ebola cases registered across Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone rose in the last week of January, marking the first hike
in 2015, the World Health Organization said Wednesday. 

Military Ebola Mission In Liberia Coming To An End from USA Today 5 Feb 15

President Obama is all but ending the U.S. military mission to Liberia to fight Ebola next month, as infection rates there fall to near zero. 



Low Infection Rate Halts Ebola Vaccine Trials In Liberia from Agence France-Presse 4 Feb 15

Britain’s Wellcome Trust said that clinical trials it was funding for a new Ebola vaccine in Liberia were halted on Tuesday due to a fall in new
cases. 

Ebola Vaccine Trial Starts In Liberia from Associated Press 2 Feb 15

A trial of an Ebola vaccine was to start Monday in Liberia’s capital following a launch event featuring musicians. 

New Ebola cases fall most in week since June from USA TODAY 30 Jan 15

The number of new Ebola cases in the three most affected countries rose at its slowest weekly pace since June, the World Health Organization
said Thursday. 

Trial Of 2 Ebola Vaccines’ Effectiveness Is Announced from New York Times 23 Jan 15

Federal officials said on Thursday that the first clinical trial to test the effectiveness of Ebola vaccines was expected to begin in Liberia in two
weeks. 

Schools Reopening As W.Africa Turns Page On Ebola Epidemic from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 15

Children on Monday trickled back to school in Guinea, where the Ebola epidemic broke out in December 2013, as west Africa cautiously began
turning the page on the deadly outbreak. 

Red Cross Nurse Dies From Ebola In Sierra Leone from Agence France-Presse 16 Jan 15

A nurse working for the Red Cross in Sierra Leone has died of Ebola in the eastern district of Kenema, where no new cases had been reported for
37 days, the organisation said. 

Sierra Leone President Predicts 0 Ebola Cases By March End from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

Even as his country registered 19 new Ebola cases over a 24-hour period, Sierra Leone’s president is predicting there will be zero new confirmed
cases by the end of March. 

Massachusetts Doctor Who Beat Ebola Heading Back To Liberia from Associated Press 13 Jan 15

The Massachusetts doctor who beat Ebola plans to return to Liberia, where he contracted the deadly virus, in order to help overworked colleagues
in the missionary hospital where he has worked for years. 

Ebola Vaccine Trials Offer Hope, WHO Head Says from NBC News 9 Jan 15

The accelerated testing of new Ebola vaccines is offering hope to the people of West African countries badly hit by the deadly virus, the head of
the World Health Organization said Thursday. 

DoD Releases Breakdown of Ebola Response Effort from DoD News, Defense Media Activity 8 Jan 15

The Defense Department today released a breakdown of the numbers of DoD personnel involved in the battle to stop the spread of Ebola. 

Effort On Ebola Hurt W.H.O. Chief from New York Times 7 Jan 15

Under a stormy sky, on a boat to a G-8 summit meeting, a media-savvy Hong Kong pediatrician named Margaret Chan first met her country’s
president, Hu Jintao. In a preview of the political maneuvering to come, he told her privately that China was considering backing her for the top
post at the World Health Organization. 

Vatican Earmarks $3.55 Million For Ebola Care from Associated Press 7 Jan 15

The Vatican is increasing assistance to Western African countries hard-hit by the Ebola virus, setting aside 3 million euros ($3.55 million) to fund
protective gear for care-givers, transport for sick patients and care for orphans left behind. 

Colorado-Based Soldiers Return From Ebola Deployment from New York Times 5 Jan 15

About 100 soldiers deployed to West Africa to help build treatment facilities to house Ebola patients and caretakers are back in the United States. 



Ebola-exposed Healthcare Worker Arrives In Nebraska from Los Angeles Times 5 Jan 15

An American healthcare worker who experienced high-risk exposure to Ebola while working in West Africa arrived Sunday at the University of
Nebraska Medical Center.

World Health Organization Reports 7,905 Ebola Deaths from Associated Press 2 Jan 15

The World Health Organization says the number of reported Ebola deaths in West Africa has risen to 7,905. 

Ebola Doctors Are Divided On IV Therapy In Africa from New York Times 2 Jan 15

Medical experts seeking to stem the Ebola epidemic are sharply divided over whether most patients in West Africa should, or can, be given
intravenous hydration, a therapy that is standard in developed countries.

First Ebola Victim May Have Been Infected By Bats from Associated Press 31 Dec 14

A team of researchers think they may have pinpointed how the Ebola epidemic in West Africa started — with a small boy playing in a hollowed-
out tree where infected bats lived. 

How Ebola Roared Back from New York Times 30 Dec 14

On the flight back to Atlanta, Dr. Pierre Rollin snoozed in Seat 26C in his usual imperturbable way, arms folded, head bobbing, oblivious to
loudspeaker announcements and the periodic passing of the galley cart. 

Obama aide: We're near pivot point in Ebola fight from USA Today 29 Dec 14

President Obama's top adviser on the fight against Ebola says signs are good in the United States, but challenges remain at the source of the virus
in West Africa. 

FEATURE: The Perilous Trek Of A 4-year-old Liberian Suspected Of Having Ebola from Washington Post 24 Dec 14

Darius Bondo was suspected of having Ebola, but no ambulance was coming. Three rivers and a rain forest uncut by roads lay between the skinny
4-year-old in a remote village and transportation to a treatment center. 

Ebola Deaths Reach 6,900 In West Africa; More Than 1M Could Face Food Shortage By March from Washington Times 19 Dec 14

The number of Ebola-related deaths has reached an even 6,900 in the three most-affected countries in West Africa, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention reported Thursday, the same day the U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon and a U.S. senator kicked off tours of the
devastated region. 

Federal Employees Are Heavily Involved In The Fight Against Ebola from Washington Post 17 Dec 14

If the participation of the relatively few federal employees who tortured terrorist suspects shocked Americans, the efforts of many more feds in the
fight against Ebola should make taxpayers proud. 

Fewer Ebola Cases Go Unreported Than Thought, Study Finds from New York Times 16 Dec 14

Transmission of the Ebola virus occurs mostly within families, in hospitals and at funerals, not randomly like the flu, Yale scientists said Tuesday,
and far fewer cases go unreported than has previously been estimated. 

Ebola Toll Rises To More Than 6,800 from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 14

More than 6,800 people have now died from the Ebola virus, almost all of them in west Africa, the World Health Organization said Monday. 

UN Says Several Months Needed To Control Ebola from Associated Press 12 Dec 14

The U.N. Ebola chief said Thursday it will take several more months before the outbreak in West Africa is under control, an assessment that
makes clear the U.N.’s goal of isolating 100 percent of Ebola cases by Jan. 1 won’t be met. 

With Ian Crozier’s Reveal, Here Are The 10 Ebola Patients Treated In U.S. from Los Angeles Times 9 Dec 14

Since the current Ebola outbreak began a year ago in West Africa — where the World Health Organization estimates the virus has claimed more
than 6,000 lives — 10 patients have been treated in the United States. Of those 10, eight have recovered and two have died. The U.S. patients and



their ages at diagnosis: 

U.S. Ebola Survivor Reveals Identity, Says He’s Grateful from Los Angeles Times 9 Dec 14

A former Ebola patient and physician whose identity was kept secret during his 40-day treatment at Emory University Hospital in Atlanta chose to
reveal his ordeal this weekend, saying he was “profoundly grateful” for his care and the chance to help others. 

U.S. Is Weighing More Aid To Fight Ebola In Sierra Leone from Washington Post 5 Dec 14

The United States is weighing an increase in aid, including a possible military component, to help fight the Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone, the
country in West Africa where the deadly virus is spreading the fastest, officials said Thursday. 

Possible Ebola Patient Arrives In Atlanta For Tests from Los Angeles Times 5 Dec 14

A U.S. healthcare worker who may have been exposed to Ebola while in West Africa has arrived at Emory University Hospital in Atlanta for
testing and observation. 

American Coming To US To Be Evaluated For Ebola from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

An American health-care worker in West Africa who may have been infected with Ebola is being flown to the United States. 

More U.S. Hospitals Equipped For Ebola Patients from Los Angeles Times 4 Dec 14

When American Dr. Kent Brantly contracted Ebola in Liberia this summer, he was rushed overnight via air ambulance to Emory University
Hospital in Atlanta — one of four facilities in the United States equipped to care for those with the highly contagious virus. 

New Concerns Over Response To Ebola Crisis from New York Times 3 Dec 14

Doctors Without Borders, the medical charity that was among the first to react early and aggressively to the Ebola crisis in West Africa, expressed
new concern on Tuesday about what it called a slow and uneven international response that portends further setbacks. 

Pentagon Rushes New Transport Isolation Units For Ebola from USA Today 3 Dec 14

The Pentagon is rushing the development of an isolation system for U.S. troops who may have been infected by or exposed to Ebola while
stationed in West Africa to treat the more than 15,000 people with the virus, a newly released Pentagon document shows. 

2014 Goals For Ebola Treatment May Not Be Met, U.N. Health Officials Say from New York Times 2 Dec 14

The World Health Organization expressed doubt on Monday about achieving important United Nations benchmarks in battling Ebola, saying the
year-end goals of isolating and treating all patients and safely burying all the dead would be major challenges. 

CDC Throws Cold Water On Talk Of “Airborne” Ebola Transmission from Washington Times 2 Dec 14

Hoping to tamp down fears about Ebola’s spread, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said Monday the virus wreaking havoc in West
Africa is unlikely to mutate and go airborne. 

Experimental Ebola Vaccine Draws Eager Test Volunteers from Los Angeles Times 28 Nov 14

Two years ago, Khandra Sears contracted malaria for the good of science. Two weeks ago, the 33-year-old postdoctoral fellow became a test
subject in research to stop another scourge: Ebola. 

Despite Aid Push, Ebola Is Raging In Sierra Leone from New York Times 28 Nov 14

Military choppers thunder over the slums. Nearly a thousand British soldiers are on the scene, ferrying supplies and hammering together new
Ebola clinics. Crates of food and medicine are flowing into the port, and planeloads of experts seem to arrive every day — Ugandan doctors,
Chinese epidemiologists, Australian logisticians, even an ambulance specialist from London. 

The strange case of the air marshal who was stabbed by a needle during the Ebola outbreak from Washington Post 26 Nov 14

Someone jabbed him with a needle in an airport in Nigeria. Was it the beginning of a new type of terrorism?

Ebola Getting Worse In Areas Of West Africa from USA Today 24 Nov 14



A snapshot of the Ebola epidemic raging across West Africa shows a wildfire of infections only slightly contained. While cases have been on the
decline in Liberia, the outbreak is worsening in neighboring countries, where basic Ebola-fighting tools are impractical. 

US Looking Past Ebola To Prepare For Next Outbreak from Associated Press 24 Nov 14

The next Ebola or the next SARS. Maybe even the next HIV. Even before the Ebola epidemic in West Africa is brought under control, public
health officials are girding for the next health disaster. 

Officials Downplay Debates Over Ebola Aid Response from Associated Press 21 Nov 14

U.S. officials on Thursday acknowledged disagreements over coordinating the international response to the Ebola epidemic in Liberia, but they
say most issues are being worked out and the overall fight against the disease there seems to be succeeding. 

U.S. Troop Falls Ill On Flight Back From Liberia; First Test For Ebola Is Negative from McClatchy 20 Nov 14

A U.S. service member returning from Liberia threw up during the flight home, prompting additional medical care to determine if he had been
exposed to Ebola, the Pentagon said Thursday. 

Ebola’s Economic Cost Re-Examined from New York Times 20 Nov 14

Ebola’s economic cost to sub-Saharan Africa may only be a fraction of the worst-case forecast made last month because of progress since then in
halting the spread of the disease, a World Bank official said Wednesday, but he warned against relaxation in the containment effort. 

Cuban Doctor Sick With Ebola To Be Flown To Geneva For Treatment from McClatchy 20 Nov 14

A Cuban doctor who was infected with the Ebola virus in Sierra Leone is being flown to Switzerland for treatment, diplomats and World Health
Organization officials said Wednesday. 

U.S. Military Will Build Fewer Ebola Clinics In Liberia from USA Today 19 Nov 14

A decline in new Ebola infections combined with an increase in international assistance prompted the U.S. military to reduce the number of
treatment clinics it is building in Liberia to 10 from the previously planned 17, according to USAID, the federal international assistance agency. 

Cost To Treat Ebola In The US: $1.16 Million For 2 Patients from Washington Post 19 Nov 14

It cost more than $1 million to treat two Ebola patients at the Nebraska Medical Center, said Jeffrey Gold, chancellor of the hospital’s academic
partner. 

Latest Ebola Death Shows Danger Remains: Column from USA Today 18 Nov 14

On Thursday, President Obama’s Ebola Czar Ron Klain said, “we are not at the beginning of the end or even the end of the beginning” of U.S.
efforts to fight the Ebola epidemic in Africa. As if on cue another stricken medical worker was flown to the U.S. for treatment on Saturday. 

USAID Urges Emergency Funds For Ebola Hot Spots from Associated Press 14 Nov 14

A U.S. official estimates there are 3,000 active cases of Ebola in West Africa, many in small clusters dotted throughout the countryside that
require a more rapid and flexible response. 

Liberia President, Citing Ebola Gains, Ends State Of Emergency from New York Times 14 Nov 14

President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf of Liberia announced an end to a national state of emergency in an address broadcast across the nation on
Thursday, citing progress in the fight against Ebola. 

Pentagon Cuts Planned Africa Ebola Deployment By 25 Percent from McClatchy 13 Nov 14

The U.S. military said Wednesday it would deploy 25 percent fewer U.S. troops to fight Ebola in West Africa than originally projected, but said
the cut wasn’t evidence that the crisis was under control. 

Fewer U.S. Troops Than Initially Planned Will Be Deployed Against Ebola In West Africa from Washington Post 13 Nov 14

The number of U.S. troops deploying to West Africa to help battle the Ebola epidemic will peak at about 3,000 by the middle of December, well
below the nearly 4,000 soldiers military officials anticipated they might need to send if the crisis continued to deepen. 



Mali Races To Contain New Ebola Outbreak As Deaths Worldwide Top 5,000 from Los Angeles Times 13 Nov 14

Authorities in Mali were scrambling Wednesday to contain a new outbreak of Ebola, just as they thought they had the deadly virus under control. 

With Phone Calls And Persistence, Tracking Travelers At Risk For Ebola from New York Times 12 Nov 14

New York City’s defense against the Ebola epidemic — and at least the hypothetical threat that it will percolate through the city’s mass transit
system, schools and dense neighborhoods — is this 24-hour-a-day operation now keeping track of almost 300 people, believed to be the largest
monitoring effort in the country. 

Mali Reports Second Ebola Case; Nurse Is Said To Have Died from Los Angeles Times 11 Nov 14

A clinic in Mali is on lockdown after a nurse there died of Ebola on Tuesday in what would be the country’s second confirmed case of the disease,
according to news reports. 

How The Obama Administration Wants To Spend That $6 Billion For Ebola from Los Angeles Times 7 Nov 14

Obama administration officials outlined in more detail Thursday how they would spend the president’s proposed $6-billion Ebola emergency
funding package, emphasizing the urgency of the situation as government funds are scheduled to sunset early next month. 

OPINION: No Time To Relax On Ebola from New York Times 7 Nov 14

Two distinct worlds of panic over the Ebola epidemic are becoming clearer, oceans apart.

Obama Seeks $6 Billion From Congress To Fight Ebola In Africa, United States from Washington Post 6 Nov 14

The Obama administration has asked Congress for more than $6 billion in emergency funding to fight the Ebola epidemic in West Africa and
secure the United States against further spread of the deadly virus. 

WHO Asks Canada To Justify Restricting Travel From Ebola Zone from Los Angeles Times 6 Nov 14

The World Health Organization is asking Canada to justify its decision to restrict travel from the West African nations hardest hit by Ebola. 

OPINION: It’s Too Early To Declare Victory Against Ebola from Washington Post 5 Nov 14

THE SPECTER of Ebola virus spreading across Africa and the rest of the world is so frightening, even a hint that the tide is receding seems like
welcome news. 

Thousands Break Ebola Quarantine To Find Food from Associated Press 5 Nov 14

Thousands of people in Sierra Leone are being forced to violate Ebola quarantines to find food because deliveries are not reaching them, aid
agencies said. 

Ebola Hits Health Care Access For Other Diseases from Associated Press 5 Nov 14

The Ebola outbreak has spawned a “silent killer,” experts say: hidden cases of malaria, pneumonia, typhoid and the like that are going untreated
because people in the countries hardest hit by the dreaded virus either cannot find an open clinic or are too afraid to go to one. 

Ebola Cure Delayed By Drug Industry’s Drive For Profit, W.H.O. Leader Says from New York Times 4 Nov 14

The leader of the World Health Organization criticized the drug industry on Monday, saying that the drive for profit was one reason no cure had
yet been found for Ebola. 

For Ebola Survivors, Sex Carries Added Risk from Wall Street Journal 4 Nov 14

Liberian Woman Declared Virus-Free Slept With Her Fiancé, Who Got Sick

Ebola Dominates As Africa Chooses WHO Leader In Shadows from Bloomberg News 3 Nov 14

The World Health Organization, under fire for responding too slowly to Ebola, is holding an election this week for a new regional leader in Africa.
Good luck finding out who the candidates are. 



Nurse: No Option But To Fight Ebola Quarantine from Associated Press 3 Nov 14

A nurse who successfully fought Maine’s quarantine for health care workers who have treated Ebola patients said she had no option but to
challenge how medical professionals were being treated and is hopeful that others who return from West Africa won’t face the same reaction. 

Ebola Infections Dropping With Safer Burials, Power Says from Bloomberg News 3 Nov 14

Can A U.S. Military Ebola Treatment Center Slow Ebola In One Hard-hit City? from Washington Post 3 Nov 14

The site of the U.S. military’s future Ebola treatment center is now an overgrown grassland next to an abandoned airstrip on the Guinean border. 

NBC/WSJ Poll: 71% Back Mandatory Quarantines for Ebola Health Workers from NBC News 3 Nov 14

More than seven in 10 Americans support mandatory quarantines for health professionals who have treated Ebola patients in West Africa, even if
they have no symptoms, according to a new NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll. 

Experts Urge Caution Over Ebola Hopes from Agence France-Presse 31 Oct 14

Health authorities called Thursday for renewed vigilance over the Ebola epidemic and urged caution over claims it is retreating as the World Bank
announced a $100-million fund for more health workers. 

Latin America, Carribean and U.S. outline "lines of action" against Ebola from EFE (Spain) 31 Oct 14

Specialists and government representatives from 34 countries of the Western Hemisphere, including the United States, have outlined a
coordinated "action plan" to prevent the spread of the Ebola virus in the region. 

Reported Ebola Cases Jump To 13,703, WHO Reports from Los Angeles Times 30 Oct 14

The World Health Organization says the number of reported Ebola cases has surpassed 13,700, a jump of more than 30% since the last numbers
were released four days ago. 

Rate Of New Ebola Infections In Liberia Is Slowing, WHO Says from Washington Post 30 Oct 14

New Ebola infections in virus-ravaged Liberia appear to be declining for the first time in months, the World Health Organization said Wednesday. 

Obama Steps Up Defense Of His Administration’s Ebola Response from Los Angeles Times 30 Oct 14

Standing with an Ebola survivor and doctors in white coats, President Obama declared Wednesday he was confident the U.S. would lead the way
to eradicating the deadly virus, ramping up his public relations effort to defend his administration’s handling of the epidemic. 

Pentagon, White House Go Separate Ways On Ebola from McClatchy 30 Oct 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Wednesday imposed a 21-day quarantine on troops returning from anti-Ebola service in West Africa even as
President Barack Obama reiterated his opposition to such restrictive steps for civilians. 

US, Cuba join to fight Ebola in West Africa from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 14

Cuba on Wednesday convened a regional meeting attended by the United States on the fight against Ebola -- a rare sign of cooperation between
the longtime foes. 

In Liberia, A Good Or Very Bad Sign: Empty Hospital Beds from New York Times 29 Oct 14

For days this month, the ambulances from this Ebola treatment unit went out in search of patients, only to return with just one or two suspected
cases. And many times, those people ended up testing negative for the disease. 

Obama Assails Ebola Quarantines, Saying They Are Based On Fear, Not Facts from Washington Post 29 Oct 14

President Obama on Tuesday forcefully rejected the idea of a quarantine for medical workers returning from Ebola-affected countries, arguing
that such an approach would undermine the broader effort to eliminate the epidemic . 

OPINION: Hasty Quarantine Adds To Ebola Problems from USA Today 28 Oct 14



In the face of Ebola, what’s needed most are cool heads and swift, decisive action. Over the weekend, the governors of New York and New Jersey
got the swift part down pat, but in their rush to impose a quarantine, they made a hash of it. 

Army major general, troops quarantined after Ebola aid trip from CNN 28 Oct 14

Thirty soldiers until recently stationed in West Africa will be quarantined in Italy when they arrive Wednesday after leaving the Ebola-stricken
region this morning, Army officials tell CNN. 

U.S. Ambassador To U.N. Could Face Ebola Restrictions from USA Today 28 Oct 14

Samantha Power, U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, could be subjected to close monitoring for Ebola when she returns from West Africa
later this week. 

Unapologetic, Christie Frees Nurse From Ebola Quarantine from New York Times 28 Oct 14

Even as New Jersey officials on Monday released a nurse they had kept quarantined in a tent since her return from treating Ebola patients in Sierra
Leone, an unapologetic Gov. Chris Christie dismissed those who questioned his handling of the case and denied that he had reversed himself. 

US Official: Welcome Home Medics Fighting Ebola from Associated Press 28 Oct 14

Health care workers who go to West Africa to fight Ebola must be welcomed home and nothing should be done to impede fighting the disease “at
its source,” the U.S. ambassador to the United Nations said Monday. 

US Envoy Visiting Ebola-Hit Africa Condemns World Response from Agence France-Presse 27 Oct 14

The US ambassador to the United Nations criticised the level of international support for nations hit by Ebola as she began a tour Sunday of west
African nations at the epicentre of the deadly outbreak. 

As Ebola Spreads, Asia Senses Vulnerability from New York Times 27 Oct 14

With hundreds of advanced infection-control hospital rooms left over from the fight against SARS, and with some medical professionals
suggesting that the Ebola virus was inherently fragile and unlikely to spread in places with modern medical facilities, many doctors in Asia paid
little attention to the disease until very recently. 

The Flu, TB And Now Ebola: A Rare Legal Remedy Returns from New York Times 27 Oct 14

It was nearly 100 years ago that an influenza pandemic led to sweeping quarantines in American cities, and it was more than two decades ago that
patients in New York were forced into isolation after an outbreak of tuberculosis. 

Patient In New York City Tests Positive For Ebola from New York Times 24 Oct 14

A doctor in New York City who recently returned from treating Ebola patients in Guinea tested positive for the Ebola virus Thursday, becoming
the city’s first diagnosed case. 

Tracing Patient’s Possible Contacts Creates Host Of Challenges For New York City from New York Times 24 Oct 14

New York City’s first confirmed case of Ebola has raised complicated logistical issues of how to trace the possible contacts of an infected patient
in a city of more than 8 million people with a sprawling mass transit system and a large population of workers who commute every day from
surrounding suburbs and states. 

Ebola Crosses New Border As Mali Confirms A Case from New York Times 24 Oct 14

Mali on Thursday became the sixth West African country to confirm an Ebola case, indicating again the disease’s barely controlled spread across
porous regional borders. 

Ebola Prompts North Korea To Bar Tourists from New York Times 24 Oct 14

North Korea has announced that it will not accept any foreign tourists beginning Friday because of fears of the Ebola virus, three agencies that
take tourists to the isolated country said on Thursday. 

U.S. Army Africa chaplain delivers hope in Ebola-stricken Liberia from Army.mil 24 Oct 14



Story Highlights No one has direct contact with Ebola patients, so the risk of contracting Ebola is very low. I try to remind our personnel of the
importance of what we are doing and how we're offering hope to a nation that has been devastated. Caring for and offering hope to those who are
suffering is at the heart of a chaplain's mission.

U.S. To Monitor Travelers From Ebola-Hit Nations For 21 Days from New York Times 23 Oct 14

Federal health officials on Wednesday placed new restrictions on travelers from West African countries with Ebola outbreaks, requiring that they
report their temperatures daily for three weeks, along with any other potential symptoms of the disease. 

AP-GfK Poll: Many doubt hospitals can handle Ebola from Associated Press 23 Oct 14

Most Americans have some confidence that the U.S. health care system will prevent Ebola from spreading in this country, but they're not so sure
their local hospital can safely handle a patient, according to an Associated Press-GfK poll. 

WHO: Ebola Responsible For 4,877 Deaths from Associated Press 23 Oct 14

Ebola is now believed to have killed 4,877 people globally and that the spread of the lethal virus remains “persistent and widespread” in West
Africa, the World Health Organization said Wednesday. 

5 U.S. Airports Set For Travelers From 3 African Nations from New York Times 22 Oct 14

Anyone flying to the United States from Ebola-affected countries in West Africa must enter through one of five airports screening for the disease,
Jeh C. Johnson, the Homeland Security secretary, said Tuesday as the Obama administration stepped up precautions to stop the spread of the
virus. 

Obama Coalition-Building Again, This Time On Ebola from Associated Press 21 Oct 14

After rallying dozens of nations to join the fight against Islamic State militants, President Barack Obama is back in the coalition-building business
– this time to fight the Ebola outbreak in West Africa. 

Rubio Pushes Visa Ban For Nationals From Liberia, Guinea, Sierra Leone from Washington Times 21 Oct 14

Sen. Marco Rubio, Florida Republican, says he plans to introduce legislation to temporarily ban new visas for nationals of West African countries
hardest hit by the Ebola virus. 

EU Agrees To Appoint Ebola Czar from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

European Union foreign ministers agreed Monday to appoint an Ebola coordinator to bring together resources and funding to tackle the deadly
disease before it becomes a global disaster. 

UPDATE: UN envoy hails Cuban, Venezuelan response to Ebola from Xinhua (China) 21 Oct 14

A UN envoy on Monday praised Cuba and Venezuela for their responses to the Ebola epidemic, Cuba's state daily Granma reported. 

Latin American bloc to launch Ebola action plan from Agence France-Presse 20 Oct 14

Twelve Latin American and Caribbean countries agreed Monday to tighten border checks to stop Ebola from spreading to the region and draft an
action plan to deal with the epidemic. 

Ebola Fears Spur Travel Bans In Latin America, Caribbean from Miami Herald 20 Oct 14

Amid growing fears over the spread of the world’s worst Ebola outbreak, several Latin American health ministers will meet Monday in Havana to
agree on joint measures to confront the deadly virus that, at last count, has infected 9,216 people and killed 4,555, according to the World Health
Organization. 

Top U.S. Commander In Ebola Fight Sees Progress from USA Today 20 Oct 14

The first of 17 U.S.-built Ebola treatment centers in West Africa will open in a few weeks, the top commander of U.S. troops in the region told
USA TODAY on Sunday. 

New U.N. Ebola Trust Fund Falls Far Short of Goal from New York Times 17 Oct 14



The United Nations trust fund for Ebola barely has $100,000 in cash, a fraction of the nearly $1 billion that the world body says it needs to help
tackle the outbreak, United Nations officials said Thursday. 

Ebola Presents Health, Political Challenges For Obama from Washington Post 17 Oct 14

President Obama has canceled campaign trips, convened high-level meetings with his top security and health advisers and consulted with seven
heads of state around the globe in an effort to contain the spread of Ebola. All in the last two days. 

As Ebola Fears Spread, Ohio And Texas Close Some Schools from New York Times 17 Oct 14

An Ebola-infected nurse’s air travel between Dallas and Cleveland has sent ripples of concern through at least two states, leading to school
closings and voluntary isolations. 

Congress Presses For Ebola Travel Ban from Washington Post 17 Oct 14

Members of Congress sharply questioned top public health officials Thursday about banning travel from West African countries where the Ebola
virus is out of control to the United States, demanding to know why the administration has not adopted that tactic. 

Obama May Name ‘Czar’ to Oversee Ebola Response from New York Times 17 Oct 14

President Obama raised the possibility on Thursday that he might appoint an “Ebola czar” to manage the government’s response to the deadly
virus as anxiety grew over the air travel of an infected nurse. 

U.N. Rights Chief Warns Against Anti-African Discrimination Over Ebola from New York Times 17 Oct 14

The new United Nations human rights chief expressed alarm on Thursday over anti-African prejudices arising from the Ebola crisis, warning
against what he described as ill-conceived quarantine enforcements and discriminatory travel restrictions. 

Caribbean ports reject ship with nurse who treated Ebola patient from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 17 Oct 14

A cruise ship carrying a US health care worker who treated an Ebola patient was on its way back to the United States after at least two Caribbean
countries refused to let it moor. 

More Caribbean islands bar travelers from Ebola-stricken countries from EFE (Spain) 17 Oct 14

Each day more Caribbean islands join the list of countries closing their doors to visitors from Ebola-stricken countries in West Africa. 

Ebola crisis: US says Cuban medical support 'welcome' from BBC 16 Oct 14

Cuba is a "welcome" addition to the fight against Ebola, a senior US official has said. A state department spokesman said the Cuban government
was doing more than many others to contain the disease. "We welcome their support," she said. 

Obama Tells CDC He Wants Ebola ‘SWAT Team’ Ready To Go Anywhere from Los Angeles Times 15 Oct 14

President Obama said Wednesday evening that he directed the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to create a “SWAT team” to be
ready to deploy anywhere in the country to help local healthcare systems respond to any future Ebola cases. 

CDC Acknowledges It Could Have Done More On Ebola from Associated Press 15 Oct 14

The nation’s top disease-fighting agency acknowledged Tuesday that federal health experts failed to do all they should have done to prevent Ebola
from spreading from a Liberian man who died last week in Texas to the nurse who treated him. 

LatAm, Caribbean ministers to meet on Ebola preparedness from Agence France-Presse 15 Oct 14

Health ministers from several Latin American and Caribbean countries will meet next week in Cuba to discuss preparedness for eventual Ebola
cases in the region, Venezuela said Wednesday. 

E.U. Urges States To Coordinate Efforts To Cut Risk Of Importing Ebola from New York Times 15 Oct 14

The European Union’s top health official has urged member governments to agree swiftly on a coordinated set of measures to limit the risk of
importing the Ebola virus into the region. 



WHO: Ebola Spreading In W. Africa, Threatens Ivory Coast; Some Areas See Fewer Cases from Washington Post 15 Oct 14

The Ebola virus is killing 70 percent of those infected, and there could be as many as 10,000 new cases a week in West Africa by Dec. 1, a top
official with the World Health Organization said Tuesday. 

CDC Dismisses Travel Ban On Ebola Nations After New Case from Bloomberg News 14 Oct 14

The head of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention rejected lawmakers’ calls to ban travelers from three West African nations
gripped by an Ebola outbreak, arguing it could increase risks to Americans. 

W.H.O. Chief Calls Ebola Outbreak A “Crisis For International Peace” from New York Times 14 Oct 14

The Ebola outbreak in West Africa is “unquestionably the most severe acute public health emergency in modern times,” Dr. Margaret Chan, the
director general of the World Health Organization, said Monday. 

The Ominous Math Of The Ebola Epidemic from Washington Post 10 Oct 14

When the experts describe the Ebola disaster, they do so with numbers. The statistics include not just the obvious ones such as caseloads, deaths
and the rate of infection, but also the ones that describe the speed of the global response. Right now, the math still favors the virus. 

Lawmakers approve $700 million to fight Ebola from Associated Press 10 Oct 14

The Republican chairmen of House panels that oversee the Pentagon signed off Thursday on an additional $700 million to pay for the military
mission to help fight Africa's deadly Ebola outbreak. 

Forget bombs: Joke about Ebola on flight to the Dominican Republic causes havoc from FOX News Latino 10 Oct 14

A joke by an American passenger traveling to the Dominican Republic caused panic among passengers and the airplane crew and caused
authorities to isolate the plane for more than an hour on the tarmac. 

Thomas Duncan, the Texas Ebola patient, has died from Washington Post 9 Oct 14

Thomas Eric Duncan, the first person ever diagnosed with Ebola in the United States, died Wednesday morning, according to the hospital in
Dallas that had been treating him. 

Health Officials Promise Extra Airport Screening from New York Times 8 Oct 14

Faced with growing concern over the spread of the Ebola virus, public health officials on Tuesday promised extra measures to screen airline
passengers arriving into the United States. But they remained opposed to more draconian travel restrictions that they say would cause more
problems than they would solve. 

Ebola Patient On Ventilator And Getting Kidney Dialysis, Officials Say from New York Times 8 Oct 14

The Liberian man battling the Ebola virus is on a ventilator and receiving kidney dialysis, health officials said Tuesday, while also getting an
experimental antiviral drug that doctors hope will help him recover. 

Spain Investigates Ebola Nurse from USA Today 8 Oct 14

Spanish authorities Tuesday were investigating how a nurse who cared for two Spanish priests who died from Ebola herself came to be infected. 

U.S. Will Augment Ebola Screenings For Airline Passengers In U.S. And Africa from Washington Post 7 Oct 14

President Obama said Monday the U.S. government would increase passenger screenings in the United States and Africa to detect the Ebola virus,
even as he resisted calls to impose a ban on those traveling from the three countries most affected by the outbreak. 

Spain Reports First Case Of Ebola Contracted Outside West Africa from New York Times 7 Oct 14

A Spanish nurse has become the first person to be infected with Ebola outside of West Africa after contracting the virus while treating a
missionary who died in a Madrid hospital, Spain’s health ministry said Monday. 

OPINION: Texas Ebola Case Exposes Readiness Gaps: Our View from USA Today 3 Oct 14

When Thomas Eric Duncan walked into a Dallas emergency room last week, he might as well have been wearing a sign shouting: “Ebola.” He



had flown in from virus-ravaged Liberia. He told a nurse where he was from. He was suffering from flu-like symptoms. Everything hospitals have
been warned to watch for. 

Officials Say As Many As 100 Had Contact With Ebola Patient; Four Have Been Quarantined from Washington Post 3 Oct 14

Public health officials in Texas said Thursday that as many as 100 people may have had contact with the Liberian man diagnosed with Ebola. Four
of these people, at least some of whom are believed to be family members of the man, have been ordered to remain at home in an attempt to
prevent the spread of the disease. 

Ebola Patient In Dallas Lied On Screening Form, Liberian Airport Official Says from New York Times 3 Oct 14

Thomas E. Duncan, the Liberian man who developed Ebola symptoms in Dallas after flying from Liberia to the United States last month, lied
about his history of contact with the disease on an airport questionnaire meant to screen out passengers who might be carrying the virus and is
subject to prosecution when he returns, Binyah Kesselly, chairman of the Liberia Airport Authority, said Thursday. 

162 medical experts from Cuba arrive in Sierra Leone from Xinhua (China) 2 Oct 14

Following the arrival of 59 medical experts from China about two weeks ago, 162 Cuban medical experts also arrived at Lungi international
airport of Freetown, the capital of Sierra Leone, to join in the fight against the dreaded Ebola disease. 

Ebola Patient Revels in ‘Miraculous Day’ as He and Another Exit Hospital from New York Times 22 Aug 14

To evaluate the condition of Dr. Kent Brantly, the American aid worker who became the first person to be treated for Ebola in the United States,
all anyone needed to do Thursday was notice what he was not wearing. 

Ebola Outbreak
Ebola Victim In Texas Is Identified As A Liberian, Thomas Eric Duncan from New York Times 2 Oct 14

A man who flew to Dallas and was later found to have the Ebola virus was identified by senior Liberian government officials on Wednesday as
Thomas Eric Duncan, a resident of Monrovia in his mid-40s. 

Ebola Overwhelming West Africa Communities from New York Times 2 Oct 14

“Where’s the corpse?” the burial-team worker shouted, kicking open the door of the isolation ward at the government hospital here. The body was
right in front of him, a solidly built young man sprawled out on the floor all night, his right hand twisted in an awkward clench. 

As Ebola Confirmed In U.S., CDC Vows: ‘We’re Stopping It In Its Tracks’ from Washington Post 1 Oct 14

Months after the deadliest Ebola outbreak in history began ravaging West African countries, a man who flew from Liberia to Dallas became the
first case of Ebola to be diagnosed in the United States. 

Ebola Outbreak In Nigeria Appears To Be Over from New York Times 1 Oct 14

With quick and coordinated action by some of its top doctors, Africa’s most populous country seems to have beaten its first Ebola outbreak, the
United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said Tuesday. 

Ebola Clinics Fill Up As Liberia Awaits Aid from Associated Press 29 Sep 14

Doctors are in short supply. So are beds for patients. Six months after the Ebola outbreak emerged for the first time in an unprepared West Africa
and eventually became the worst-ever outbreak, the gap between what has been sent by other countries and private groups and what is needed is
huge. 

U.N. Announces ‘Unprecedented’ Action, Launches Ebola Crisis Mission from Los Angeles Times 19 Sep 14

The U.N. Security Council voted unanimously Thursday on an urgent resolution calling for nations to provide immediate assistance in the fight
against Ebola, which WHO Director Margaret Chan called “likely the greatest peacetime challenge” the United Nations has ever faced. 

Obama To Call For Expansion Of Ebola Fight from New York Times 16 Sep 14

Under pressure to do more to confront the Ebola outbreak sweeping across West Africa, President Obama on Tuesday is to announce an
expansion of military and medical resources to combat the spread of the deadly virus, administration officials said. 



Obama Plans Major Ebola Offensive from Wall Street Journal 15 Sep 14

More Doctors, Supplies and Portable Hospitals Planned for West Africa

Global Response To Ebola Marked By Lack Of Coordination And Leadership, Experts Say from Washington Post 12 Sep 14

More than six months into the worst Ebola outbreak in history, there is no clear sense of who is leading the international response, how funds are
being collected and disbursed, which organizations are providing equipment and personnel, and when any of these efforts will make a significant
difference in slowing the epidemic in West Africa. 

Oxford Study Predicts 15 More Countries Are At Risk Of Ebola Exposure from Washington Post 10 Sep 14

Until this year’s epidemic, Ebola did not exist in West Africa. Now with nearly 2,300 people dead from the virus, mostly in Liberia, Guinea and
Sierra Leone, scientists still don’t fully understand how Ebola arrived from Central Africa, where outbreaks of this strain of the virus had occurred
in the past. 

Obama Addresses West Africans On Facts About Ebola from Associated Press 3 Sep 14

President Barack Obama urged West Africans on Tuesday to wear gloves and masks when caring for Ebola patients or burying anyone who died
of the disease. He also discouraged the traditional burial practice of directly touching the body of someone who died of Ebola, which is one way
the disease has been spreading in the region. 

WHO: More Ebola cases in past week than any other from Associated Press 29 Aug 14

The World Health Organization says the past week has seen the highest increase of Ebola cases since the outbreak began, more evidence that the
crisis is worsening.

US Official Warns Ebola Outbreak Will Get Worse from Associated Press 28 Aug 14

A third top doctor has died from Ebola in Sierra Leone, a government official said Wednesday, as a leading American health official warned that
the outbreak sweeping West Africa would get worse. 

W.H.O. Moves Team In Sierra Leone After A Medical Worker Contracts Ebola from New York Times 27 Aug 14

The World Health Organization announced Tuesday that it had removed its Ebola response teams from a region of Sierra Leone that has been
hardest hit by the outbreak after a Senegalese epidemiologist there contracted the virus. 

Argentina, Ecuador announce Ebola preventive measures from Xinhua (China) 11 Aug 14

Argentina and Ecuador on Monday announced preventive measures to fend off potential Ebola outbreaks. 

Ebola Virus
Second Ebola Victim Arrives At Atlanta Hospital from New York Times 6 Aug 14

A North Carolina missionary who contracted Ebola while working at a hospital in Liberia returned to the United States Tuesday to begin
treatment at the same specialized isolation unit as another American aid worker who has the virus. 

Economic Sanctions
U.S. sanctions fail two-thirds of the time. And allies are often to blame from Reuters 6 Jan 15

Why do U.S. sanctions fail so often? The answer lies not just with America’s adversaries, but also with its allies. You just need to look at Cuba to
see why. 

Economy
You Love A Strong Dollar And Cheap Oil. But They’re Bringing Big Companies Down from Washington Post 28 Jan 15

Oil is cheap, the dollar is strong, Americans are happy — and the business world is peeved. Stocks plummeted Tuesday amid a blizzard of big-
name disappointments from stalwarts like Microsoft, Procter & Gamble and Caterpillar, which largely blamed their recent underwhelming
performances on a weakening global economy. 



The U.S. Recovery Is Frustrating — But It’s The Envy Of The Advanced World from Washington Post 31 Oct 14

In the United States, the story of the economy is a good news, bad news affair. Jobs are coming back, but millions are reluctantly accepting part-
time work. Investors are accumulating wealth, but income levels are hardly growing. 

Education
Common Core lessons blasted for sneaking politics into elementary classrooms from FOX News 6 Nov 13

It's exactly what critics of the Common Core school curriculum warned about: Partisan political statements masquerading as English lessons
finding their way into elementary school classrooms. 

Embassy Row
Embassy Row: India Strikes Back Over Diplomat’s Arrest from Washington Times 18 Dec 13

India retaliated Tuesday over the arrest of an Indian diplomat in New York with a grab bag of punitive measures against U.S. diplomats, from
demanding details on the pay of their domestic help to curtailing the import of liquor to the U.S. Embassy to making unspecified threats against
gay diplomats, citing a Supreme Court ruling last week that makes homosexual acts a crime. 

Embassy Row: India ‘shocked,’ ‘appalled’ By Consular Officer’s Arrest from Washington Times 16 Dec 13

The arrest of an Indian diplomat in New York is souring relations between Washington and New Delhi, as India expresses “outrage” over the
detention and handcuffing of a consular officer while she was dropping off her daughter at a school in Manhattan. 

Emerging Markets
Poor port infrastructure in emerging markets hinders cruises from EFE (Spain) 16 Mar 15

The poor quality - or outright lack - of infrastructure in some ports of Latin America, the Caribbean and Asia are holding back the great
possibilities of cruise-ship tourism, industry leaders said here Monday. 

EPA
Unveiling New Carbon Plan, E.P.A. Focuses On Flexibility from New York Times 3 Jun 14

The Obama administration on Monday announced one of the strongest actions ever taken by the United States government to fight climate
change, a proposed Environmental Protection Agency regulation to cut carbon pollution from the nation’s power plants 30 percent from 2005
levels by 2030. 

EPA To Propose Cutting Carbon Dioxide Emissions From Coal Plants 30% By 2030 from Washington Post 2 Jun 14

The Environmental Protection Agency will propose a regulation Monday that would cut carbon dioxide emissions from existing coal plants by up
to 30 percent by 2030 compared with 2005 levels, according to individuals who have been briefed on the plan. 

EU
EU agrees tougher money-laundering law from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 14

Owners of secretive companies in Europe will have a harder time keeping out of the public eye, EU negotiators agreed Wednesday, in another
blow against opaque business practices after the LuxLeaks scandal. 

EU moves eastward with Tusk taking presidency from Associated Press 2 Dec 14

Former Polish prime minister Donald Tusk is pushing the European Union's center of political gravity eastward by taking over the EU presidency
from Belgium's Herman Van Rompuy. 

EU: Colombia, Peru fulfil criteria for visa-free access to Schengen area from Xinhua (China) 29 Oct 14

The European Union (EU) announced Wednesday that Colombia and Peru fulfill the relevant criteria for visa-free access to the Schengen area. 

Tight EU borders fuel deadly smuggling business: Amnesty from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 14

Tight EU border controls are fuelling the business of smugglers who allegedly sank a boat in the Mediterranean last week, killing 500 migrants on
board, Amnesty International said Thursday. 



EU backs Haiti-Dominican Republic dialogue amid citizenship spat from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 22 Jul 14

A top European Union official signalled progress Tuesday in talks between the leaders of Dominican Republic and Haiti, which are embroiled in a
spat over citizenship rights. 

E.U. Leaders Meet In Wake Of Election Setbacks from New York Times 28 May 14

European Union leaders met here Tuesday night under intense pressure to reform the way the bloc is run after populist upstart parties on the right
and left surged in four days of legislative elections ending Sunday. 

EU-CELAC
EU announces over $750 mn in aid to support LatAm-Caribbean region from EFE (Spain) 11 Jun 15

The European Commission, or EC, announced on Thursday at the summit of leaders from the European Union and the Community of Latin
American and Caribbean States, or CELAC, that it would donate a total of 700 million euros (around $786 million) for aid initiatives on
sustainable development in Latin America and the Caribbean. 

EU, Mercosur pledge progress this year on free trade deal from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Jun 15

The European Union and Latin America's Mercosur bloc pledged Wednesday to accelerate their long-running trade negotiations over the coming
months, on the sidelines of a summit aimed at fostering transatlantic ties. 

UPDATE: EU commits $133 million for Latin America, Caribbean from Associated Press 10 Jun 15

The European Union has committed 118 million euros ($133 million) in investment support for Latin America and Caribbean nations at the start
of their two-day summit. 

UPDATE: EU, Latin America pledge deeper ties at summit from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 15

EU leaders vowed to complete normalisation talks with Cuba and offered funds for Colombia once peace is achieved as they opened a summit
with their Latin American counterparts in Brussels on Wednesday. 

EU-CELAC summit kicks off in Brussels, centered on reinvigorating regional relationships from Xinhua (China) 10 Jun 15

The second European Union (EU)-Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) summit opened here on Wednesday with the
theme of working for prosperous, cohesive, and sustainable societies. 

EUCOM
Breedlove Takes Over As NATO's Top Officer from Stars and Stripes 14 May 13

Gen. Philip Breedlove took charge Monday as NATO’s top military officer, leading the 28-nation alliance at a time when its chief task will be
overseeing the end of the military campaign in Afghanistan. 

Hagel Says Air Force General Is Pick For NATO Post from Associated Press 29 Mar 13

A senior Air Force general is being nominated to take over as commander of all U.S. and NATO forces in Europe. Gen. Philip M. Breedlove is the
top Air Force commander in Europe. 

Commander: Contingency Plans Under Way For Syria from Associated Press 20 Mar 13

The top U.S. military commander in Europe said Tuesday that several NATO countries are working on contingency plans for possible military
action to end the two-year civil war in Syria as President Bashar Assad's regime accused U.S.-backed Syrian rebels of using chemical weapons. 

EXEC ORDER
Obama Announces Order To Cut Greenhouse Gas Output By 40 Percent from Washington Post 20 Mar 15

President Obama signed an executive order Thursday directing the federal government to cut its greenhouse gas emissions by 40 percent from
2008 levels over the next decade, and to increase the share of renewable energy in the government’s electricity supply to 30 percent over the same
period. 

Executive Branch



White House: Executive Branch Meets Most Of Its Performance Goals from Washington Post 14 Feb 14

Giving itself a pat on the back, the Obama administration says federal agencies are making strides toward improving their performances. 

Obama’s Use Of Executive Orders To Change Climate Policy Seen As Most Realistic Path from Washington Times 6 Jan 14

With a divided Congress unlikely to move any controversial climate change legislation, the hopes of environmentalists this year once again will
be pinned on the executive authority of President Obama. 

Extremism
Obama To Host Summit To Fight Violent Extremism from USA Today 12 Jan 15

In the wake of terrorist attacks in France and elsewhere, the Obama administration announced Sunday it will host a Summit on Countering
Violent Extremism next month. 

FAA
U.S. airline passengers forecast to grow 50 percent by 2035: report from Reuters 16 Mar 15

The number of travelers flying on U.S. airlines is expected to grow by about 50 percent in the next two decades, according to a report by the U.S.
Federal Aviation Administration. 

FBI
F.B.I. Emphasizes Speed As ISIS Exhorts Individuals To Attack from New York Times 28 Jul 15

In the immediate aftermath of Sept. 11, 2001, Justice Department officials, concerned that another attack was imminent, swiftly arrested many
people, some of whom were only remotely suspected of having ties to terrorism. 

FBI Sees 53 Percent Bump In Spies Trying To Steal U.S. Trade Secrets from Washington Times 24 Jul 15

The Federal Bureau of Investigation has noticed a 53 percent increase in the number of hostile intelligence agents that have been attempting to
steal U.S. trade secrets since this time last year, federal authorities said Thursday.

July 4 Terror Plots Foiled, F.B.I. Chief Says from New York Times 10 Jul 15

The F.B.I. director, James B. Comey, said on Thursday that counterterrorism authorities had thwarted multiple attacks being plotted for July 4 by
the Islamic State and its sympathizers in the United States. 

F.B.I. Opens Investigation Into New York Prison Where 2 Escaped from New York Times 30 Jun 15

The Federal Bureau of Investigation in Albany has opened a corruption inquiry focusing on employees and inmates at the maximum-security
prison in northern New York State where two convicted killers escaped this month, one official with knowledge of the matter said on Monday. 

FBI: Ransomware victims lost $18 million in 15 months from USA Today 24 Jun 15

Victims of a widely-used ransom software suffered losses of $18 million over the past 15 months, an advisory by the FBI's Internet Crime
Complaint Center says. 

Police break up US-Italy drug ring run out of NYC trattoria from Associated Press 7 May 15

Italian police say an operation conducted with U.S. FBI agents has targeted a major drug-trafficking ring based in a restaurant-pizzeria in New
York City. 

Texas shooters: No direct link 'at this point' to Islamic State, officials say from LA Times 7 May 15

The sources, speaking confidentially because the investigation is continuing, said preliminary evidence shows that Elton Simpson was deeply
engaged in social media chats with jihadi fighters in Syria and Somalia. But, they cautioned, investigators have not nailed down a direct link
between what the groups were telling him and what happened when he and an accomplice tried to shoot their way into the cartoon convention on
Sunday. 

Two Gunmen Killed At Anti-Islam Exhibit Are Identified from New York Times 5 May 15

Two men living in Phoenix, including one whom the F.B.I. had linked to Islamist terrorism, were identified Monday by law enforcement officials



as the pair who opened fire, and then were killed by a police officer, at an event in Texas where people were invited to present cartoons of the
Prophet Muhammad. 

FBI Helped Facilitate Ransom For U.S. Hostage Killed In Drone Strike from Wall Street Journal 30 Apr 15

Agency helped U.S. hostage Warren Weinstein’s family assess whether it should pay Pakistani middleman for his release 

Petraeus Pleads Guilty To Mishandling Classified Material, Will Face Probation from Washington Post 24 Apr 15

David H. Petraeus, a retired general considered one of the greatest military minds of his generation, pleaded guilty Thursday afternoon to a
misdemeanor charge of mishandling classified materials he provided to his former mistress and biographer. 

FBI to help Albania establish bureau of investigation from Xinhua (China) 2 Apr 15

Deputy Assistant Directors of the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) were in Tirana on Wednesday to discuss strengthening U.S.
cooperation with Albanian law enforcement institutions, Albanian Daily News reported. 

FBI Must ‘Urgently’ Upgrade Intelligence On Terror Threats, Panel Says from McClatchy 26 Mar 15

The FBI has made “measurable progress” in keeping the U.S. homeland safe since the 9/11 terrorist attacks, but the bureau should expand its
intelligence-gathering efforts to match an ever-changing threat from abroad and so-called lone wolves in this country, a special review
commission said Wednesday. 

Intel Community Wary Of Islamic State Influence On U.S. Citizens from Washington Times 26 Mar 15

The intelligence community’s inability to identify Americans who are susceptible to the “siren song” of the Islamic State before they make their
way to Syria to fight alongside the extremist group is troubling lawmakers and the country’s top spies. 

FBI: DNA indicates terror operative is dead from USA Today 5 Feb 15

DNA tests indicate that Zulkifli Abdhir, a skilled bombmaker and one of Southeast Asia's most wanted terror suspects, was killed last month in a
raid by authorities in the Philippines, the FBI said Wednesday. 

U.S. Officials Identify Tass As Russian News Organization Tied To Spy Ring In New York from Washington Post 28 Jan 15

The Russian government-owned news agency Tass worked with the country’s foreign intelligence service to gather economic information in New
York, according to U.S. officials. 

3 Men Are Charged With Serving as Secret Agents for Russia in New York from New York Times 26 Jan 15

The three men would typically agree to meet outside, where one might tell another that he had a book, umbrella or hat to pass on. Then, at the
appointed time and place, the secret handoff would occur: a bag, magazine or slip of paper changing hands. 

FBI Beefs Up Resources Against Foreign Corruption from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

The FBI is stepping up efforts against international corruption, creating new squads to search for bribery cases that are rooted overseas but reach
to the United States, law enforcement officials said. 

FBI mishandles large portion of US evidence: report from Agence France-Presse 20 Dec 14

The FBI has mishandled large amounts of evidence in its offices across the United States, The New York Times reported Friday after reviewing an
internal report from the investigative force. 

The FBI Finally Says How It ‘Legally’ Pinpointed Silk Road’s Server from Wired 5 Sep 14

As the trial of alleged Silk Road drug market creator Ross Ulbricht approaches, the defense has highlighted the mystery of how law enforcement
first located the main Silk Road server in an Icelandic data center, despite the computer being hidden by the formidable anonymity software...

FBI Says Global Effort Has Halted A Cybercrime Ring from Washington Post 3 Jun 14

In a secret 72-hour blitz over the weekend, the FBI, several foreign governments and a host of security firms dismantled what officials say is the
most sophisticated operation ever to commandeer private computers and siphon tens of millions of dollars from American bank accounts. 



FBI creating unit to trace corrupt foreign assets from Reuters 29 Apr 14

The FBI will create a unit to help trace the assets of corrupt foreign leaders, to complement an existing group of prosecutors focused on the issue,
Attorney General Eric Holder said on Tuesday. 

FBI Seeks Victims Of Major International Pedophile from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 14

The FBI was Thursday hastily seeking to identify victims of a serial paedophile who drugged and molested dozens of children over four decades
teaching at international schools around the world. 

FBI: Miami cop known as 'Milk Man' helped dealers from Associated Press 14 Apr 14

In 22 years at the Miami-Dade Police Department, Lt. Ralph Mata broke up major gangs, supervised an airport canine unit that sniffed out drug
smugglers and investigated police wrongdoing. He was also, according to the FBI, known as "The Milk Man" for helping New Jersey cocaine
dealers move hundreds of thousands of dollars around. 

Inside The FBI’s Secret Relationship With The Military’s Special Operations from Washington Post 11 Apr 14

When U.S. Special Operations forces raided several houses in the Iraqi city of Ramadi in March 2006, two Army Rangers were killed when
gunfire erupted on the ground floor of one home. A third member of the team was knocked unconscious and shredded by ball bearings when a
teenage insurgent detonated a suicide vest. 

EXCLUSIVE: FBI Had Human Source In Contact With Bin Laden As Far Back As 1993 from Washington Times 26 Feb 14

In a revelation missing from the official investigations of the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, the FBI placed a human source in direct contact with
Osama bin Laden in 1993 and ascertained that the al Qaeda leader was looking to finance terrorist attacks in the United States, according to court
testimony in a little-noticed employment dispute case. 

FBI: SF Chinese Consulate Fire Not Terrorism from Associated Press 3 Jan 14

The FBI says a fire at the Chinese Consulate in San Francisco was not an act of terrorism. 

Attacker Sets Fire At Chinese Consulate In San Francisco from New York Times 3 Jan 14

The F.B.I. is leading an investigation into a fire that was set Wednesday night at the main entrance of the Chinese Consulate General in San
Francisco, the authorities said Thursday. No injuries were reported. 

South Florida Ex-FBI Agent Seized In Iran Becomes Longest-held U.S. Hostage from McClatchy 27 Nov 13

The Obama administration renewed calls for Iran to free retired FBI agent Robert “Bob” Levinson, who on Tuesday reached the grim milestone of
becoming the longest-held hostage in U.S. history. 

APNewsBreak: American Muslim sues FBI, saying he was tortured at their behest in Mideast from Associated Press 31 May 13

An American Muslim who says he was beaten with batons by prison interrogators while held in solitary confinement overseas for more than three
months has sued the FBI and State Department, claiming the torture was done at their behest. 

Comey In Line To Become FBI Director, Officials Say from Washington Post 30 May 13

President Obama plans to nominate James B. Comey, a former senior Justice Department official in the George W. Bush administration, to replace
Robert S. Mueller III as FBI director, according to two people with knowledge of the selection process. 

FBI and NSA
Blue Ribbon Panel Weighs Snooping Reform Laws from Washington Times 5 Nov 13

Proposed changes to the federal laws governing electronic snooping by U.S. government agencies on Americans are being weighed Monday by a
special independent commission. 

Federal Benefits
Questions, doubts about plan to allow all in federal employees health insurance program from Washington Post 6 Nov 13



Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Calif.), chairman of the Oversight and Government Reform Committee, thinks FEHBP should be open to all Americans —
all 317 million of them. He has introduced legislation to do just that. 

Federal Court
Third Trial In 1998 U.S. Embassy Bombings In Africa Begins from New York Times 23 Jan 15

Fourteen years after four men were convicted in a trial stemming from the deadly 1998 bombings of two United States Embassies in East Africa,
a third trial in that attack began in Manhattan on Thursday. 

Abu Ghaith, A Bin Laden Adviser, Is Sentenced To Life In Prison from New York Times 24 Sep 14

A Kuwaiti-born cleric who sat with Osama bin Laden in an Afghan cave hours after the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, and later became a fiery
spokesman for the Qaeda leader, was sentenced to life in prison on Tuesday by a federal judge in Manhattan. 

Bin Laden Son-in-Law Sentenced To Life In US Prison from Agence France-Presse 24 Sep 14

Osama bin Laden’s son-in-law and former Al-Qaeda spokesman was jailed for life on Tuesday after a US judge warned he remained a deadly
threat to American citizens. 

Federal Employees
Cheating Website Subscribers Included WH, Congress Workers from Associated Press 21 Aug 15

Hundreds of U.S. government employees — including some with sensitive jobs in the White House, Congress and law enforcement agencies —
used Internet connections in their federal offices to access and pay membership fees to the cheating website Ashley Madison, The Associated
Press has learned. 

Union says all federal workers fell victim to hackers from Associated Press 12 Jun 15

A major federal union says the cyber theft of employee information is more damaging than it first appeared, asserting that hackers stole personnel
data and Social Security numbers for every federal employee. 

Why Top Federal Employees Leave: It’s Not Just The Money from Washington Post 5 May 15

Just in time for Public Service Recognition Week, a new government report suggests that a little more recognition could go a long way toward
preventing top-level federal employees from leaving public service. 

48,000 Federal Employees Potentially Affected by Second Background Check Hack from Nextgov 18 Dec 14

The Office of Personnel Management is alerting more than 48,000 federal employees their personal information may have been exposed
following a breach at KeyPoint Government Solutions, which conducts background investigations of federal employees seeking security
clearances. 

Federal Workers To See Another Rate Increase For Health Coverage from Washington Post 8 Oct 14

Federal employees will pay an average of about 4 percent more for their health insurance in 2015, marking the fourth straight year of increases in
that range, government officials said Tuesday. 

Federal Employees Give Their Savings, Health-Insurance Plans Top Ratings from Washington Post 9 Jul 14

Federal employees rank their retirement savings and health insurance programs as the most important of their benefits, and large majorities say
those programs meet their needs and provide value for the money. 

Median Federal Salary Increased 1.4 Percent Last Year, Despite Pay Freeze from Washington Post 13 May 14

The median federal salary increased by 1.4 percent during fiscal 2013 despite a hold on annual pay raises, with the rate rising roughly in line with
inflation for the year. 

Officials Vow To Improve Federal Workplace During Public Service Recognition Week from Washington Post 9 May 14

Public Service Recognition Week comes to a close with praise for federal employees, vows to boost their low morale and pledges to improve
workplace hiring and diversity. 



Federal Workers Hope For Relief In Obama’s 2015 Budget from Washington Post 24 Feb 14

Headline on the front page of Friday’s Washington Post: “Obama budget to rebuff austerity.” 

Federal Diary: Blue-Collar Workers Still Seeking Pay Raise from Washington Post 13 Jan 14

The wage-grade employees in the federal government don’t get much notice, but this generally quiet group now is making noise. 

For Federal Employees, 2014 Won’t Be As Bad As 2013, But Morale Problems Linger from Washington Post 6 Jan 14

This new year doesn’t promise to be especially happy for federal employees, but it won’t be marked by pay cuts and lockouts and hopefully not
the violence that marred 2013. 

Federal Employment
ANALYSIS: State Marijuana Laws Complicate Federal Job Recruitment from New York Times 29 Jun 15

For all the aspiring and current spies, diplomats and F.B.I. agents living in states that have liberalized marijuana laws, the federal government has
a stern warning: Put down the bong, throw out the vaporizer and lose the rolling papers. 

From FEW To Fewer In Femal Hiring, And Marine Civilian Whistleblower Settles Case from Washington Post 29 Sep 14

If a federal hiring trend continues, one organization might want to consider changing its name. FEW is the acronym for Federally Employed
Women. “Even Fewer” might be a more descriptive handle because of the falling percentage of women joining Uncle Sam’s ranks in recent years.

Hard-Hit Federal Training Gets Attention In Obama’s 2015 Budget Proposal from Washington Post 3 Mar 14

When President Obama presents his 2015 fiscal year budget proposal Tuesday, he’ll serve an appetizer to a crucial area of government that has
been on a starvation diet — federal employee training. 

Federal Government
The Federal Workforce Is Shrinking, But More Slowly from Washington Post 14 Jan 15

The federal workforce shrank in size for the third consecutive year in 2014, but the overall loss of jobs was less than in 2013, according to the
latest data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

Low Morale Of Federal Employees Is Putting A Crimp In Charitable Giving from Washington Post 10 Jan 14

When federal employees are mired in the muck of low morale, the effect can be found in more places than office cubicles. 

Obama Issues Executive Order Giving 1 Percent Raise To Federal Workers from Washington Post 24 Dec 13

President Obama signed an executive order Monday authorizing a 1 percent pay raise for federal employees, ending a four-year freeze in salary
rates. 

Federal government sets 20-year high for hiring veterans from Washington Post 31 Oct 13

The federal government set a 20-year high for hiring veterans last year, with nearly 29 percent of its new employees for 2012 being former
military personnel who served during times of war, according to an announcement this week from the Office of Personnel Management. 

Lawmakers Ask Pentagon Why 5% of Defense Workers Still on Furlough from Washington Times 10 Oct 13

House lawmakers demanded to know Thursday why the Pentagon still hasn't put all its civilian employees back to work after Congress passed the
Pay Our Military Act last week, which Congress said was designed to get the Defense Department running again.

Shutdown Would Entail Costs In And Out Of Government from Washington Post 27 Sep 13

A government shutdown would hinder the economy, waste billions of dollars in federal funds and put a scare in the markets, according to experts.
It’s already causing a slowdown in normal operations for agencies and businesses. 

Agencies Prepare To Turn Off Lights from Washington Post 27 Sep 13

If Congress reaches Tuesday with no approved spending plan to keep the government open, many of the day-to-day services the public sometimes



takes for granted would come to a standstill, as federal agencies send home more than 800,000 employees whose jobs are not considered essential.

COMMENTARY: Agencies Prepare To Furlough Workers In Face Of Shutdown from Washington Post 27 Sep 13

Facing the real possibility that Congress won’t do its job, federal agencies are telling many employees that they won’t be allowed to do theirs. 

Shutdown Uncertainty Generates Angst And Rumors Among Federal Employees from Washington Post 26 Sep 13

The Social Security Administration tells its story in “History Of SSA 1993 – 2000.” It isn’t the most gripping reading, but it does provide lessons
for federal employees and their agencies as they endure another period of government by brinksmanship. 

Post-Shutdown Back Pay? Don't Bet On It. from Washington Post 24 Sep 13

A government shutdown next week would jeopardize the paychecks of more than 800,000 federal workers who could be told to stay home. More
than 2 million other employees who are deemed essential by the government - including the active military - would be entitled to their salaries but
might not get paid on time. 

Job Cuts Possible from Washington Post 17 Sep 13

Federal Eye: Keeping Tabs On The Government: The federal government may lose 100,000 jobs next year if Congress does not reverse the
automatic spending cuts known as the sequester, according to an analysis from the Goldman Sachs investment-banking firm. 

Federal Hiring Down, With Most Jobs Going To Defense from Washington Post 10 Sep 13

Agencies made about 90,000 hires last year, lowest in six years 

U.S. Faces Mid-October Deadline On Debt Limit from Washington Post 27 Aug 13

With parties far apart, Obama says he won't negotiate raising ceiling 

In Federal Workforce, A Rush To Retirement from Washington Post 27 Aug 13

Falling budgets, morale spur exits; managers fear a veteran brain drain 

Federal Government Shutdown
Shutdown Ends, Obama Signs Bill To Raise Debt Limit, Reopen Government from Washington Post 17 Oct 13

After shutting down the U.S. government for 16 days and driving the nation toward the brink of default, a chastened Congress voted late
Wednesday to reopen federal agencies, call hundreds of thousands of civil servants back to work and raise the $16.7 trillion debt limit. 

Republicans Back Down, Ending Budget Crisis from New York Times 17 Oct 13

Congressional Republicans conceded defeat on Wednesday in their bitter budget fight with President Obama over the new health care law as the
House and Senate approved last-minute legislation ending a disruptive 16-day government shutdown and extending federal borrowing power to
avert a financial default with potentially worldwide economic repercussions.

Even With an Agreement, the Economy is Still in Peril from Washington Post 17 Oct 13

The deal reached by Congress on Wednesday to end the government shutdown and raise the debt ceiling averts a financial catastrophe but leaves
the weakened U.S. economy facing new threats.

Relief Around the World as U.S. Avoids Debt Default from Associated Press 17 Oct 13

The International Monetary Fund appealed Thursday to Washington for more stable management of the nation's finances as Asian stock markets
rose after U.S. leaders agreed to avoid a debt default and end a 16-day government shutdown.

Senate Deal Excludes Sequester-Flexibility Language from Defense News 16 Oct 13

The U.S. Senate on Tuesday evening approved legislation to end a government shutdown and avert a federal debt default that excludes proposed
language to give Pentagon leaders the authority to decide what gets cut under sequestration.

Debt Talks in Disarray as House Balks from New York Times 16 Oct 13



With the federal government on the brink of a default, a House Republican effort to end the shutdown and extend the Treasury’s borrowing
authority collapsed Tuesday night as a major credit agency warned that the United States was on the verge of a costly ratings downgrade. 

No Clear Plan to Avoid Default as Deal Collapses from Washington Post 16 Oct 13

A campaign to persuade House Republicans to lift the federal debt limit collapsed in humiliating failure Tuesday, leaving Washington careering
toward a critical deadline just two days away, with no clear plan for avoiding a government default.

Seeings Its Own Money at Risk, China Rails at U.S. from New York Times 16 Oct 13

China has become shrill in its criticism of the fiscal train wreck in the United States, arguing that the answer to a potential government default is
to begin creating a “de-Americanized world.” Beijing’s alarm is understandable, given that it is the world’s largest investor in American public
debt, with at least $1.3 trillion in holdings.

Soaring Jobless Claims Show Federal Shutdown's Impact from Washington Post 16 Oct 13

For federal employees, seeking unemployment compensation is one clear example of how the government shutdown is much harsher than a
“temporary inconvenience,” as Rep. Steve King (R-Iowa) recently declared.

Defense Industry Groups Press for Budget Deal, Relief from Sequester from National Defense 15 Oct 13

Defense industry groups are pressing Congress to solve the fiscal impasse and bring some semblance of stability to federal budgets. They also are
asking lawmakers to reverse the draconian spending cuts known as sequester that went into effect March 1.

CEOs to Up Pressure to End Sequester from Politico 15 Oct 13

The CEOs of about 100 defense companies concluded Tuesday night they must ramp up pressure on Congress to deal with sequestration.

Wounded Warrior Project Will Help Vets Hurt by Shutdown from USA Today 15 Oct 13

A non-profit group that helps those wounded in the Iraq and Afghanistan wars says that if the government shutdown results in cutting off VA
compensation benefits, it will send out $20 million to some 40,000 young veterans it has assisted in the past.

PCS Moves, TDYs Affected by Government Shutdown from Stars and Stripes 15 Oct 13

The budget impasse in Washington has left in limbo many servicemembers in the process of transferring to new duty stations and others waiting
for travel reimbursements – waiting.

Military Veterans Rally to Rescue Benefits from USA Today 15 Oct 13

Jesse and Caroline Bier understand better than most how much the partial government shutdown threatens the livelihood of military veterans.

Shutdown May Force Marine Corps to Cancel D.C. Marathon from Marine Corps Times 15 Oct 13

The Marine Corps Marathon will be canceled if the government shutdown is not resolved this week, race officials announced in a news release
Tuesday.

Senate Leaders See Deal on Horizon from Washington Post 15 Oct 13

Senate leaders said late Monday that they were closing in on a deal to raise the federal debt limit and end the two-week-old government
shutdown, just days before the Treasury Department exhausts its ability to borrow. 

Senators Near Fiscal Deal, But the House Is Uncertain from New York Times 15 Oct 13

Senate leaders neared the completion Monday night of a bipartisan deal to raise the debt ceiling and end the government shutdown while the rest
of the world braced for the possibility of an American default that could set off a global financial disaster.

Senate Leaders in Striking Distance of a Deal from Wall Street Journal 15 Oct 13

Top Senate leaders said they were within striking distance of an agreement Monday to reopen the federal government and defuse a looming debt
crisis just days before the U.S. could run out of money to pay its bills.



Debt Disaster Looms; Decisions on Troop Pay Would Be Out of DoD's Hands from Navy Times 15 Oct 13

The recent law that ensures active duty troops get paid during a government shutdown won’t mean much if the nation hits its debt ceiling in late
October.

Veterans, Worried About Benefits, to Protest Shutdown from USA 14 Oct 13

As the government shutdown grinds into its third week, veterans benefits will draw the spotlight Tuesday in what could be the biggest protest yet
aimed at pressing Congress and President Obama to solve the political impasse.

New Warnings on Sequester: Serious Damage Has Yet to Come from National Defense 14 Oct 13

Since the government spending cuts known as sequester went into effect March 1, Washington’s response has been a collective yawn.

Debt Breach Could Rock DoD, Industry from Politico 14 Oct 13

For the Pentagon and the sprawling defense industry, the worst may be yet to come.

No Quick Deal, But Offer by GOP on Debt Shifts the Tone from New York Times 11 Oct 13

President Obama and House Republicans failed to reach agreement on a six-week extension of the nation’s borrowing authority during a meeting
Thursday at the White House, but the two sides kept talking, and the offer from politically besieged Republicans was seen as an initial step toward
ending the budget standoff. 

Furloughs Could Shortchange Employees of Leave Benefits from Washington Post 10 Oct 13

When some federal employees receive their next leave and earnings statement—the government’s term for a paycheck—they may find that not
only is the earnings number smaller than normal, but also that their leave time has been affected.

Shutdown Standoff Showing Signs of a Thaw from Wall Street Journal 10 Oct 13

The partisan logjam that has paralyzed the capital showed signs of easing Wednesday, as conservative Republicans warmed to the idea of a short-
term increase in the country's borrowing limit and House GOP leaders prepared for their first meeting with President Barack Obama since the
government shutdown began.

Obama Signs Bill to Restore Military Death Benefits from Time 10 Oct 13

President Barack Obama signed a bill ending the suspension of benefits given to military families of fallen soldiers.

Obama, Republicans Aim To End Crisis After Meeting, Hurdles Remain from Reuters 10 Oct 13

President Barack Obama and Republican leaders appeared ready to end a political crisis that has shuttered much of the U.S. government and
pushed the country dangerously close to default after meeting at the White House on Thursday.

Military Death Benefits Return from USA Today 9 Oct 13

Outrage over a delay in death benefits to families of fallen servicemembers prompted Congress and the Pentagon on Wednesday to hastily restore
the payments as the latest unintended fallout from a government shutdown embarrassed leaders on both sides. 

Federal Contractors' Pain Won't End After Shutdown End from Bloomberg 9 Oct 13

The U.S. government shutdown may hurt contractors long after Congress and President Barack Obama find a way to open federal offices and
resolve the debt ceiling dispute.

The Government's Shrinking Shutdown from Politico 9 Oct 13

The longer the government shutdown goes on, the smaller it seems to get.

Paychecks in the Mail for Civilian Defense Workers from Kitsap (WA) Sun 9 Oct 13

Civilian defense workers not only will be paid but will get their checks on time.

VA Warns Shutdown Threatens Vets from Politico 9 Oct 13



Nearly 4 million veterans will not receive compensation payments on Nov. 1 in the event of a protracted government shutdown, Veterans Affairs
Secretary Eric Shinseki told Congress on Wednesday.

Default Threat Generates Fear Around Globe from New York Times 8 Oct 13

The bitter fiscal stalemate in Washington is producing nervous ripples from London to Bali, with increasing anxiety that the United States might
actually default on a portion of its government debt, set off global financial troubles and undercut fragile economic recoveries in many countries.

Lawmakers Trying to Reopen Government Piece by Piece from Washington Post 8 Oct 13

If House Republicans could get their way, the National Institutes of Health would be open right now.

Tensions Ratchet Up in Debt Battle from Wall Street Journal 8 Oct 13

President Barack Obama warned Tuesday of "economic chaos" if a political stalemate causes the U.S. to no longer be able to pay its bills, and said
he would accept even a short-term increase in the borrowing limit to give lawmakers time to negotiate.

Congress Moves to Reinstate Military’s Death Gratuity Amid Shutdown from Stars and Stripes 8 Oct 13

House lawmakers scrambled Tuesday to find a budgetary fix to resume death gratuity payments to families of troops killed overseas, the latest
surprise side-effect of the week-old government shutdown. 

Death Benefits Lapse Could Help Spark Agreement To End Shutdown from Defense News 8 Oct 13

The Defense Department’s denial of death benefits to the families of fallen troops could finally prompt lawmakers to reach an agreement to end
the government shutdown.

DoD: Troops Will Get All Pays, Allowances Oct. 15 from Defense News 8 Oct 13

The Pentagon’s accountants said today that all troops will receive their pays and allowances on time for the mid-month paycheck next week, but
some details remain unclear.

Obama, Boehner Trade Barbs, Hints of Compromise from Associated Press 8 Oct 13

President Barack Obama and House Speaker John Boehner offered hints of possible compromise but also traded heated rhetoric Tuesday, a
frustratingly inconclusive combination that left the eight-day partial government shutdown firmly in place and the threat of an unprecedented
national default drawing closer.

Shutdown Outrage: Military Death Benefits Denied to Families of Fallen Troops from Washington Times 8 Oct 13

At least five families of U.S. military members killed during in Afghanistan over the weekend were given a double-whammy by federal officials:
Not only have your loved ones died, but due to the government shutdown, you won’t receive a death benefit.

Mother of Fallen Soldier Denied Death Benefits: 'I Won't Ever Understand It' from Today News (NBC) 8 Oct 13

Debt Ceiling Fight Will Imperil Defense Spending from Defense News 7 Oct 13

In the week following the U.S. government shutdown, tea party Republicans are now poised for a new attack on federal spending as lawmakers
and the White House battle over the nation’s borrowing limit.

Shutdown Impact: Defense Workers Return to Work from Associated Press 7 Oct 13

A government shutdown is having far-reaching consequences for some, but minimal impact on others.

Defense Industry Split on Furlough Decisions from Politico 7 Oct 13

Some defense contractors are backing off their warnings about employee furloughs after the Pentagon’s weekend decision to call back many of its
civilian workers – but other key vendors say some furloughs are unavoidable.

DoD Acquisitions Staff Are Back To Work, They Just Can't Buy Anything from Defense One 7 Oct 13



The Pentagon has recalled 90 percent of the 350,000 civilians furloughed last week, including acquisition, contracts and logistics personnel.

Why Defense CIOs Remain Furloughed from NextGov.Com 7 Oct 13

All civilian Defense Department chief information officers and their staffs remain on mandatory leave, a Pentagon spokesman told Nextgov, even
though Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel has recalled 90 percent of the 350,000 civilian workers furloughed last week.

Back at Work, Question Now is About Back Pay from Kitsap (WA) Sun 7 Oct 13

The Navy called all but a fraction of its furloughed defense employees back to work Monday, though the federal shutdown continues. Those still
at home are in five categories: chief information officers, deputy chief management officers, legislative affairs and public affairs officers, auditors
and those supporting nondefense activities and agencies, according to a Navy statement Sunday. Some of them had already been excepted.

Boehner Ties Deal to Talks on Debt from Wall Street Journal 7 Oct 13

The government shutdown enters its second week with the two parties still bitterly divided and Republicans increasingly tying the fight to a fast-
approaching deadline to avoid a default on U.S. debt.

Boehner is Defiant in Face of Default from Washington Post 7 Oct 13

House Speaker John A. Boehner on Sunday defiantly rejected calls to reopen the government and raise the federal debt limit, warning that the
nation is headed for a first-ever default unless President Obama starts negotiating with Republicans.

In Military City, Government Reassurances Are Little Comfort from New York Times 7 Oct 13

The Pentagon’s announcement that thousands of civilian Defense Department employees would soon return to work, even as the federal
government shutdown continued, was welcome news to this city, which generations ago hitched its star to the military. But the anxiety remains, as
do the wounds already inflicted on lives and businesses, in some cases by months of spending cuts even before the shutdown began.

Defense Civilians to Return to Jobs from Washington Post 6 Oct 13

The Pentagon announced Saturday that it would order almost all of its 350,000 furloughed civilian employees back to work this week, a surprise
move that could substantially reduce the impact of the government shutdown.

Official: 90 Percent of Furloughed Civilians Coming Back to Work from Defense News 5 Oct 13

The Defense Department announced late Saturday afternoon that more than 90 percent of the 350,000 civilian employees it had furloughed on
Oct. 1 will be able to go back to work as soon as Monday.

Shutdown Impact: Travelers, Homebuyers Among The First To Lose, Guard Training Cancelled from Associated Press 5 Oct 13

A government shutdown is having far-reaching consequences for some, but minimal impact on others.

Rattled Congress Seeks Way Out of Its Standoff from New York Times 4 Oct 13

Republican efforts to resolve the fiscal standoff that has closed much of the federal government heated up Thursday, the third day of the
shutdown, with new talks over a broad budget deal and an effort by more moderate House members to break the logjam.

Boehner Says He Won't Let U.S. Default from Washington Post 4 Oct 13

With the government shuttered and a deadline for raising the debt limit just two weeks off, anxious Republicans began steering the party away
from a dead-end debate about the health-care law and toward discussion of a broader deal to reduce the nation’s debt.

How A Debt Ceiling Crisis Could Do More Harm Than A Shutdown from New York Times 4 Oct 13

The impasse in Congress this week has overshadowed the fact that the government is fast approaching its borrowing limit – or debt ceiling – later
this month. 

Bills Would Grant Missed Pay to Federal Workers from Washington Post 4 Oct 13

House and Senate lawmakers this week proposed legislation to retroactively pay the roughly 800,000 federal workers who are furloughed because
of the partial government shutdown that started Tuesday.



Gaps Emerge in U.S. Efforts to Shield Troops, Vets from Shutdown from Reuters 3 Oct 13

When President Barack Obama signed the "Pay Our Military Act" on Monday, the goal was to ensure that U.S. troops get their salaries on time
during the federal government shutdown along with essential payments like housing allowances.

What's Not Shut Down During the Shutdown from NextGov.com 3 Oct 13

A large chunk of the government’s Web and social media presence has been shuttered by the government shutdown and the furlough of employees
that manage those systems. Some government websites and social media profiles are still up and running though. Here’s a rundown.

Government Shutdown: White House Meeting with Lawmakers Goes Nowhere from Politico 3 Oct 13

President Barack Obama and congressional leaders appeared no closer to ending a two-day-old government shutdown after meeting for more than
an hour Wednesday night.

Federal Workers Also Start Facing a Furlough of Morale from Washington Post 2 Oct 13

The U.S. government attacked itself early Tuesday, shuttering much of its operation and forcing hundreds of thousands of federal employees from
their workplaces.

Capital Digs in for Long Haul: Congress, Obama Prepare for Siege Over Shutdown, then Debt Ceiling from Wall Street Journal 2 Oct

13

Lawmakers and the White House dug in Tuesday for a long fight as the first federal government shutdown in nearly two decades showed no signs
of breaking, increasing the likelihood it will become entangled in an even larger battle over the Treasury's ability to pay the government's bills. 

Deadlock Could Stretch into a Debt Limit Fight from Washington Post 2 Oct 13

Washington began bracing for a prolonged government shutdown on Tuesday, with House Republicans continuing to demand that the nation’s
new health-care law be delayed or repealed and President Obama and the Democrats refusing to give in.

Military, Many Defense Civilians Will Receive Pay from Washington Post 2 Oct 13

A bill signed into law by President Obama late Monday will keep paychecks flowing to members of the military and many Defense Department
civilians despite the government shutdown.

Shutdown in S. Florida: Facilities, workers idled from Miami Herald 2 Oct 13

“Closed” signs went up at national parks, and federal employees went home across South Florida on Tuesday as the federal government limped its
way through the first day of a shutdown.

Shutdown Talks Sputter As Focus Turns to U.S. Debt from Washington Post 2 Oct 13

The fight over the government shutdown quickly moved on Wednesday to a bigger showdown over raising the nation’s debt ceiling, as the first
White House talks to solve the fiscal standoff failed to make any progress toward a deal.

Overtures But No Movement in Standoff from Wall Street Journal 2 Oct 13

President Barack Obama and congressional leaders met Wednesday for the first time since the federal government shut down, emerging more than
an hour later with no evidence of progress toward resolving their impasse over health care and government spending.

Shutdown Halts 20% of U.S. Air Force Academy Classes from Defense News 2 Oct 13

The US Air Force Academy has halted 20 percent of its classes, closed its cadet library and other study centers, and canceled all flying operations
at the 306th Flying Training Group due to the government shutdown.

Vets Caught in Middle of Shutdown Fight from Defense News 2 Oct 13

Lawmakers are not above using veterans as pawns in their partisan fight over government funding.

Shutdown May Idle Non-Federal Workers Next Week from USA Today 2 Oct 13



The federal government shutdown is already affecting contractors and threatens to dampen private-sector employment, at least in the near-term,
industry officials say. 

Government Shutdown Hurting U.S. Army: General from Reuters 2 Oct 13

The U.S. Army's chief of staff said on Wednesday the government shutdown was significantly harming the army's day-to-day operations and he
urged a rapid resolution to the funding row.

Furloughed Feds Will Get Paid for Oct. 1--Eventually from Government Executive 2 Oct 13

The government shut down on Tuesday, furloughing nearly 1 million federal civilian employees nationwide. Most of them want to know when
they can go back to work, and if Congress will give them back pay for those missed days.

Despite Promises, Shutdown Has Delayed Troops' Bonus Payments from Navy Times 2 Oct 13

Potentially thousands of troops have not received their bonuses due to a glitch or processing delay between the Pentagon and the Treasury
Department – another fallout from the federal shutdown.

White House, DOD Looking at Using Military Pay Law to End Furloughs from Stars and Stripes 2 Oct 13

The Pentagon and the White House are weighing whether a new law that ensures military members as well as some Defense Department civilians
keep getting paid during the government shutdown could be used to bring furloughed civilians back to work.

DOD to Award Contracts Throughout Shutdown, but Won't Announce Them from Defense News 1 Oct 13

The Pentagon will continue to award hundreds of millions of dollars in acquisition, services and other types of contracts despite a government-
wide shutdown, but don’t expect to hear about them.

The Impact, Agency By Agency from Washington Post 1 Oct 13

The government shutdown will interrupt some services and jeopardize the paychecks of more than 800,000 federal workers.

Disability, Pension Payments Would Be Disrupted from Washington Post 1 Oct 13

Advocate: Congress, Obama 'playing chicken with people's lives' 

Federal Retirees
Budget Deal Protects Current Feds, While New Workers Will Pay More Toward Retirement from Washington Post 11 Dec 13

Federal employees hired after Jan. 1 will make higher contributions toward their retirement benefits than current workers under a budget deal
announced Tuesday night. 

Retirees to get 1.5 percent inflation increase to benefits from Washington Post 30 Oct 13

Federal retirees, Social Security recipients, military retirees and beneficiaries of several other government programs will receive an increase of 1.5
percent in their benefits in January.

Federal Retirement
It's Time to Cut Military Health and Pension Benefits from National Journal 3 Jan 14

The time has come: Military health and pension benefits, which have more than doubled in the past decade, should be reduced as the defense
budget comes down, said a whopping 90 percent majority of National Journal's National Security Insiders. 

Federal Workers Could Pay More For Retirement Benefits from Washington Post 10 Dec 13

Much to the consternation of federal employees, the question has quickly moved from “if” to “how much.” 

Federal Taxes
Obama To Urge End To Loophole Letting Firms Shield Profits Abroad from New York Times 25 Jul 14

President Obama on Thursday will call for Congress to end a tax loophole that allows big corporations to designate a foreign country as their
official address, avoiding American taxes while maintaining their presence in the United States. 



Federal Workers
Federal Labor Leader Tells Obama “It’s Time For A Raise” from Washington Post 16 Mar 15

A week later, American Federation of Government Employees President J. David Cox Sr. was still beaming from his March 7 meeting with
President Obama in Selma, Ala. Cox was invited to walk with Obama, former president George W. Bush and civil rights foot soldiers
commemorating the 50th anniversary of the Bloody Sunday march across the Edmund Pettus Bridge. 

Federal Workers Facing Tougher Time If GOP Wins Control Of The Senate from Washington Post 15 Oct 14

Republicans have a good chance to win the Senate on Nov. 4. No one expects them to lose the House. So what would a Capitol Hill controlled by
Republicans mean for millions of people — federal employees, retirees and their families — directly affected by congressional action? 

Federal Workers Hold On To Jobs Despite Blatant Misconduct from Washington Times 14 May 14

A program analyst at the Department of Housing and Urban Development spent up to three hours a day for five years working on private business
deals — including once arranging to supply lap dancers for a private party — while he was supposed to be doing government work. 

Federal Workforce Honored And Examined As Part Of Public Service Recognition Week from Washington Post 7 May 14

The occasion was Public Service Recognition Week and the annual Partnership for Public Service’s introduction of the 43 finalists for the Service
to America Medals, better known as the Sammies. These federal employees represent the finest in public service. 

Union: Don’t Force Retroactive Retirement Payments From Federal Workers from Washington Post 30 Apr 14

A federal labor organization says the government should not force workers to make retroactive retirement contributions after the government
failed to collect them at the time the payments were due. 

Federal Workforce
Report: Weakened Workforce Could “Overwhelm Government’s Capacity” from Washington Post 21 May 14

A new report on the state of the federal workforce can cause angst even in the sanguine. 

Ferguson
Ferguson Protests Move to Wal-Mart, Target Stores for Black Friday from ABC News 28 Nov 14

Protesters visited stores in the St. Louis area overnight, using the Black Friday shopping occasion to speak out about a grand jury’s decision not to
indict the officer who fatally shot Michael Brown. 

Ferguson, MO
Ferguson: In calling the National Guard, emphasis is on 'limited' role from Christian Science Monitor 19 Aug 14

President Obama said he hoped that the role of the National Guard would be limited, and suggested that local police departments reexamine their
use of heavy military equipment when confronting protesters.

FIFA Investigation
Brazil, Argentina Probe Soccer Industry from Wall Street Journal 29 May 15

Two of the world’s major soccer powers began probes against local executives in tandem with the U.S.-led bribery case 

Vladimir Putin Denounces U.S. Over FIFA Arrests from New York Times 29 May 15

Invoking the fates of Edward J. Snowden and the WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, President Vladimir V. Putin on Thursday denounced the
arrests of top FIFA officials in Zurich as “another blatant attempt by the United States to extend its jurisdiction to other states.” 

First Lady
Crisis In Girls Education: Michelle Obama from Agence France-Presse 19 Mar 15

Michelle Obama spoke Thursday of a “crisis” gripping the world as she launched an initiative to help get girls into education, on the second day
of her trip to Japan. 



FOIA
Associated Press Threatens Legal Action Over Request For Hillary Clinton Information from New York Times 5 Mar 15

The Associated Press said Wednesday that it was considering legal action over unfulfilled Freedom of Information Act requests for government
documents covering Hillary Rodham Clinton’s tenure as secretary of state. 

Foreign Investment
Record foreign investment in Latin America, Caribbean from Agence France-Presse ( 29 May 14

Nearly $185 billion dollars poured into Latin America and the Caribbean in foreign direct investment last year, a record for the region, a UN
agency said Thursday. 

Foreign Policy
How The Obama White House Runs Foreign Policy from Washington Post 5 Aug 15

When Susan E. Rice took over as President Obama’s national security adviser two years ago, she was struck by how the White House had grown.
Since she had last served on the National Security Council, during the Clinton administration, its staff had nearly quadrupled in size, to about 400
people. 

Chinese General Says U.S. Foreign Policy Has ‘Erectile Dysfunction’ Problems from Wall Street Journal 2 Jun 14

A Chinese general used a regional security conference this weekend to tell a global audience that U.S. rhetoric about the South China Sea risks
provoking Beijing. 

Foreign Service
Foreign Service Officer Pleads Guilty In Visa Fraud-bribery Scandal from McClatchy 7 Nov 13

A Foreign Service official accused of selling hundreds of visas to residents of Vietnam pleaded guilty Wednesday to charges of conspiracy, bribery
and money laundering. 

Fort Hood Shooting
Could Big Data Have Prevented the Fort Hood Shooting? from Defense One 9 Apr 14

The federal government stopped funding a medical data screening program last year that researchers say might have prevented the Fort Hood
shooting. 

At Fort Hood memorial, Obama promises help for war-weary troops from Christian Science Monitor 9 Apr 14

President Obama spoke at a Fort Hood memorial service Wednesday to remember three soldiers killed by Sgt. Ivan Lopez. He said the US needs
to better address mental illness in the military. 

Fort Hood Shooting Suspect Was Being Treated for 'Mental Issues' from ABC News 3 Apr 14

An Iraq War veteran who was being treated for mental health issues gunned down three colleagues at Fort Hood and injured 16 others before
killing himself Wednesday, authorities said. 

Fort Hood soldier kills three, wounds 16 before taking own life from Chicago Tribune 3 Apr 14

An American soldier with mental health issues shot dead three people and injured at least 16 on Wednesday before taking his own life at an Army
base in Fort Hood, Texas, the site of another deadly rampage in 2009, U.S. military officials said. 

Freedom of the Press
AP Chief: Killing Of Journalists Should Be A War Crime from Associated Press 30 Mar 15

The president and CEO of The Associated Press has called for changes to international laws that would make it a war crime to kill journalists or
take them hostage. 

FTC
BLOG: When Online Loan Applications Lead to Unauthorized Bank Account Debits from New York Times 12 Aug 15

Thousands of cash-strapped Americans who filled out applications for payday loans on sites with names like paymeloans.com instead found their



financial details had been used to make unauthorized debits or credit card charges, according to an investigation by federal regulators. 

BLOG: FTC: Data Brokers Can Buy Your Bank Account Number for 50 Cents from Digits (WSJ) 24 Dec 14

A Federal Trade Commission case brought against a data broker on Tuesday sheds light on the shadowy world of payday loan transactions. 

Fuerzas Comando 2014
Multinational Exercise To Test Special Operations Forces from Associated Press 22 Jul 14

Security forces from 21 countries will participate in Fuerzas Comando 2014 in Colombia tomorrow through Aug. 1, Defense Department officials
announced today. 

Furlough
Pentagon Furlough Reviews To Restart from Washington Post 27 Aug 13

Board halted the process after more than 30,000 appeals were submitted 

Agency Hopes To Move On Defense Furlough Appeals After Labor Day from GovExec.com 22 Aug 13

The Merit Systems Protection Board said on Thursday that it expects to start adjudicating furlough appeals from Defense Department employees
shortly after Labor Day. 

No Decision On More Furlough Reductions from Washington Post 31 Jul 13

News report claims cuts from 11 to 6 days set for defense workers 

OPINION: On Facebook, Furlough Page Is Taking On Combative Tone from Washington Post 30 Jul 13

...all responses by federal workers explaining how they spent their furlough day. Nice, right? Except forced time off is also divisive, painful and
political, like everything else in Washington these days.

AP Sources: Pentagon Likely To Cut Furlough Days from Associated Press 29 Jul 13

Defense department civilians will likely face up to five fewer unpaid furlough days than originally planned, as Pentagon leaders scrimp to find up
to $900 million in savings in the final months of the budget year that ends Sept. 30, officials told The Associated Press. 

Employee Group Calls On Congress To Halt Furloughs from Washington Post 26 Jul 13

House bill to protect Pentagon's civilian workers deemed lacking 

House Votes To Block More DoD Furloughs In 2014 from ArmyTimes.com 25 Jul 13

Move could force more budget cuts in other programs 

Federal Workers Feeling Furlough Pain Seek Assistance from Washington Post 24 Jul 13

The federal budget cuts known as the sequester and the employee furloughs that followed don’t command the attention they once did. For a while,
the cuts were all Congress could talk about. Now, many news organizations have moved on to the next big story. 

COMMENTARY: Furloughs Of Working Capital Fund Employees Criticized from Washington Post 18 Jul 13

It just doesn't make sense. Not to thousands of Department of Defense (DOD) workers. Not to Democrats. Not to Republicans. Almost no one
likes the budget cuts known as the sequester, but everyone understands those cuts have led to the furlough of many federal employees. 

Unions Advocate Stop To Defense Furloughs from Washington Post 2 Jul 13

A coalition of federal employee unions launched a campaign Monday to stop the Pentagon from imposing 11 furlough days that are set to begin
next week for its civilian workers. 

Defense Contractors And Military Personnel Can’t Fill In For Furloughed Civilians from GovExec.com 1 Jul 13

During furlough days set to begin July 8, Defense Department managers may not “borrow military manpower” nor step up assignments to
contractors to make up for idled civilian employees, a Pentagon official directed on Friday. 



Pentagon Issues Priority List For Summer Furlough Period from GovExec.com 5 Jun 13

Defense Department policy employees have received an updated list of priorities for the period this summer when most civilians will be
furloughed one day a week. 

COMMENTARY: Furloughing The Military from Miami Herald 3 Jun 13

Disasters in our homeland can occur at any time. Should we continue to pretend that they will not occur between July 8 and September 30 while
we furlough military personnel that enable the military response force in each of our states? 

Pentagon Delivers Furlough Notices from Washington Post 30 May 13

The Department of Defense has begun delivering furlough notices to civilian employees, who are scheduled to start taking up to 11 unpaid days
beginning July 8. 

Pentagon Furloughs Hit Hardest In Virginia, California from Bloomberg 30 May 13

Virginia, home to the military’s headquarters, and California have the most people who will be hit by Pentagon furloughs set to begin July 8,
according to data provided by the Defense Department. 

FUSED RESPONSE
IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Honduras and USA performing a civic-military exercise against drug trafficking
from FOX New Latino 13 May 15

Honduras and the United States today began a civil-military exercise in order to strengthen joint operations against drug trafficking, transnational
and natural disasters, crime officers and diplomats reported. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: US aid to Honduras to strengthen fight against organized crime from El Tiempo 13 May 15

Some 300 troops and civilians train Hondurans rapid response operations against organized crime, which is the Central American country as the
most violent in the world, said Wednesday authorities of both countries. 

GAO
Taliban-Bergdahl Prisoner Swap Broke The Law, Federal Agency Says from Los Angeles Times 22 Aug 14

The Defense Department broke the law when it exchanged five Taliban detainees held at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, for captive Army Sgt. Bowe
Bergdahl this year, the Government Accountability Office said Thursday. 

Pentagon Violated Law With Bowe Bergdahl Prisoner Swap: GAO from Associated Press 22 Aug 14

Congressional investigators say the Pentagon violated the law when it swapped five Taliban leaders for Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, who was held
prisoner in Afghanistan for five years. 

Global Drug Policy
Decriminalize, Regulate Heroin, Cocaine, Commission Says from Wall Street Journal 8 Sep 14

A commission composed mostly of former world leaders will recommend Tuesday that governments move beyond legalizing marijuana and
decriminalize and regulate the use of most other illegal drugs, including heroin and cocaine. 

Global War on Drugs
Failing global war on drugs disastrous for low-income farmers, claims study from The Guardian (UK) 25 Feb 15

Wealthy countries are exacerbating poverty by pressurising governments to enforce prohibitionist drug policies that exploit farmers and waste
billions of pounds a year on failed law enforcement programmes, a health group has warned. 

Global Warming
The Melting Of Antarctica Was Already Really Bad. It Just Got Worse. from Washington Post 17 Mar 15

A hundred years from now, humans may remember 2014 as the year that we first learned that we may have irreversibly destabilized the great ice
sheet of West Antarctica, and thus set in motion more than 10 feet of sea level rise.



Humans The Main Cause Of Glacier Melt Worldwide from USA Today 15 Aug 14

Since 1990, humans have been the primary cause of melting glaciers worldwide, says a study out Thursday in the journal Science. 

Government Shutdown
Survey: 62 Percent Rate Federal Workers Well Amid Government Shutdown from Washington Post 24 Oct 13

Finally, some good news for federal employees — the public likes you. 

In Wake Of Shutdown, Wary Feds Look To Congressional Budget Talks With Caution from Washington Post 23 Oct 13

Having survived the 16-day shutdown, federal workers are getting ready for the next round in the congressional budget fight. But this time they’re
keeping a wary eye on their cornerman, even as they try to block the big blows from Republicans across the ring. 

The Shutdown Is Over, But Federal Employee Morale Still Suffers from Washington Post 22 Oct 13

The partial government shutdown ended Thursday, but it opened a slow-healing wound that has corroded trust and confidence in the political
process and Sam’s ability to stay on the job. It also seriously infected employee morale. 

What The Republicans Delivered: Some Speeches To Remember from Washington Post 22 Oct 13

The Great Shutdown of 2013 has ended, and some folks are saying it was all for naught, since it failed to rid the nation of Obamacare. 

GTMO
Caribbean Basin

Cuba
Mystery solved: Southcom leasing MRI to study brain of Guantánamo prisoner, perhaps others from Miami Herald 15 Jul 15

The Pentagon is leasing an MRI to ship to Guantánamo to comply with a judge’s order to scan the brain of the man accused of planning the USS
Cole bombing, but the technology might be used on other prisoners there as well, a spokeswoman for the U.S. Southern Command said Tuesday.

Guantanamo
Business as usual in ‘occupied Guantánamo’ from Miami Herald 20 Jul 15

Washington and Havana may have made history Monday by reopening their embassies after a 54-year break, but at this U.S. military outpost,
which the Cuba government considers illegally occupied, it was business as usual. 

Guantanamo Bay
As relations ease, Cuba demands return of 'illegally occupied' Guantanamo Base from FOX New Latino 1 Jul 15

As President Obama announced that Cuba was restoring full diplomatic relations, reopening embassies in Washington and Havana after more than
five decades, Cuba was once again demanding the U.S. return Guantanamo to the country. 

Guantánamo Gets New Fighter-pilot Base Commander from Miami Herald 17 Apr 15

A career Navy fighter pilot and former Top Gun instructor takes charge at the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, in a low-key ceremony
on Friday, completing a transition that started in January with the unceremonious removal of the base’s last commander. 

OPINION: Keep The U.S. Naval Station At Gitmo Open from Miami Herald 26 Mar 15

President Obama’s decision to renew diplomatic ties with Cuba caused many to wonder what it bodes for the future of the U. S. Naval Station at
Guantánamo Bay. In addition to public speculation on about the now-infamous base, Cuban leader Raúl Castro weighed in earlier this year,
publicly demanding its return as a condition for normalized relations. 

New Guantánamo Commander: Base Is One Big Family from Miami Herald 28 Jan 15

This base’s brand-new commander went on Radio Gitmo on Tuesday with a call for unity at this remote outpost but never directly mentioned the
reason he had arrived suddenly last week to replace the skipper whose boss lost confidence in him. 

Here's What The Cuba Deal Could Mean For The US Base At Guantanamo Bay from Business Insider 19 Dec 14



President Obama on Wednesday announced the beginning of the end of the decades-old US embargo of Cuba, opening the door to normal
relations by re-establishing an American embassy in Havana and sending a US delegation there next month for talks on US-Cuba migration. 

Guantanamo Bay and beyond: How the U.S. military could change in Cuba (and not) from Washington Post 18 Dec 14

President Obama announced Wednesday that the United States will renew diplomatic ties with Cuba after decades of frostiness. It’s a major
change, complete with plans to open a U.S. Embassy in Havana. 

Guantanamo Bay Naval Base
Government Car Rentals At Guantanamo Cost Taxpayers More Than $500K from US News 31 May 13

Car rentals at Guantanamo Bay, which houses a detainment and interrogation facility of the U.S. military, have cost American taxpayers more
than a half million dollars since 2009...

Guantanamo Naval Station
What you didn’t know about Gitmo – U.S. Guantanamo Naval Base, Cuba from CCTV America 5 Aug 15

After more than 50 years of estrangement, renewed diplomatic relations between the United States and Cuba has been celebrated around the
world. But one issue still remains a major challenge – the status of the U.S. Guantanamo Naval Base in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Vinyl records at Guantánamo: Navy radio station resisted a recall from Miami Herald 3 Aug 15

Havana may have its classic American automobiles but, step into a back room of this base radio station, and the U.S. sailors who broadcast here
behind a Cuban minefield have a vintage collection trapped in a time warp of its own. 

Guard & Reserve
Guard Units Practice For Dangerous Situations from Norfolk Virginian-Pilot 27 Apr 13

The scene: wounded men and women strewn amid the rubble of a Virginia Beach building after an explosion, some crying for help, others
whimpering, the air around them poisoned by some sort of chemical contamination. 

Guard and Reserve
US Guardsmen accused of selling guns to agent from Associated Press 16 Apr 15

Two members of the U.S. National Guard in San Diego County were arrested Wednesday and charged with illegally selling guns, ammunition and
body armor to an undercover federal agent posing as a member of a Mexican drug cartel. 

Florida National Guard shares disaster expertise with partner nations from Miami Herald 30 Apr 14

For more than two decades, National Guard units across the United States have linked up with partner nations including Guyana, Haiti and Tonga,
to share information and learn from each other. 

Governor Deploys Okla. Guard To Assist After Tornado from Associated Press 20 May 13

Huge tornado hits Oklahoma City suburb; at least 37 killed.

GWOT
Drones: The Face Of The War On Terror from USA Today 20 Mar 15

A drone strike that killed an alleged planner of the 2013 Kenyan mall massacre is the latest victory for a U.S. campaign that has taken out more
than 500 suspected terrorist leaders since shortly after the 9/11 attacks. 

H1N1
Death Toll From Flu Rises As H1N1 Strain Returns, With “Young Invincibles” Most Affected from Washington Post 20 Feb 14

The H1N1 virus responsible for the 2009 global pandemic is back. State health officials from across the country say the resurgence is resulting in
a dramatic rise in flu deaths in young and middle-aged adults and in children this season. 

Halloween
New Scrutiny on Sweets With Ascent of Marijuana in Colorado from New York Times 29 Oct 14



As Halloween approached, the Denver Police Department and a marijuana-store owner teamed up to film a public service video that could exist
only in this weird new world of legalized pot. 

HealthCare.gov
Tony Trenkle: The HealthCare.gov official who stepped down from Washington Post 7 Nov 13

HealthCare.gov may have claimed its first casualty from the Obama administration: a veteran official who helped oversee development of the
federal government’s glitch-ridden online insurance exchange. 

Heroin
Overdose deaths from heroin galvanizing leaders in Maryland and Virginia from Washington Post 24 Jan 15

Political leaders in Annapolis and Richmond are searching for ways to combat a wave of heroin overdoses that is killing dozens of their
constituents each month — in inner-city neighborhoods, suburbs and rural enclaves. 

HIV
Surge in Cases of H.I.V. Tests U.S. Policy on Needle Exchanges from New York Times 16 May 15

In 1988, arch-conservative Senator Jesse Helms successfully pushed Congress to prohibit federal dollars from being used to distribute sterile
syringes to intravenous drug users, equating an effort meant to slow the spread of AIDS and other diseases to federal endorsement of drug abuse. 

Hostage Policy
In Hostage-Terrorist Policy Shift, Obama Admits Failures from New York Times 25 Jun 15

President Obama said Wednesday that his administration had too often failed the families of American hostages held overseas by groups like the
Islamic State, announcing a policy overhaul that will publicly state for the first time that the United States government can communicate and
negotiate with hostage takers. 

Obama Ordering Changes In U.S. Hostage Policies from New York Times 24 Jun 15

President Obama on Wednesday will announce that the government will no longer threaten criminal prosecution of the families of American
hostages who are held abroad by groups like the Islamic State if they attempt to pay ransom for the release of their loved ones. The change is one
of many that are intended to fix what the administration has acknowledged is a broken policy on United States captives, a senior administration
official said. 

Official: Relatives Could Be Allowed To Pay Ransoms For U.S. Hostages from Los Angeles Times 27 Apr 15

A White House review of hostage policy is likely to recommend that the government not block ransom payments by family members seeking
release of captives, a U.S. official said Sunday. 

Hostage Release
US Says American Held In Syria Has Been Freed from Associated Press 25 Aug 14

An American journalist kidnapped and held hostage for nearly two years by an al-Qaida-linked group in Syria was released Sunday, less than a
week after the horrific execution of American journalist James Foley by Islamic militants. 

American Hostage Released By Al-Nusrah Group In Syria from Bloomberg News 25 Aug 14

An American held hostage for two years in Syria by the Jabhat al-Nusrah terrorist group has been released into the custody of the United Nations. 

Hostage Rescue
Hostage killings have given new impetus to even risky rescue attempts from Los Angeles Times 21 Dec 14

The willingness to accept the risks was given greater impetus this fall by grisly videos of the beheadings of Americans and others held captive by
Islamic State militants in Syria, officials said. 

Housing
New referral website to help troops find housing from Military Times 4 Jun 14

A new Homes.mil website will launch June 30, helping connect troops and spouses with information about available rentals in civilian



communities, privatized military housing and government-owned housing, Navy officials said. 

Human Rights
Kerry concedes US «humility» on its own human rights problems from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 25 Jun 15

US Secretary of State John Kerry admits that the United States has its own human rights problems as he releases the annual Country Reports on
Human Rights Practices for 2014. 

Report: Egypt, Nigeria Led World In Death Sentences In 2014 from Associated Press 1 Apr 15

Egypt and Nigeria accounted for well over 1,000 of the death sentences announced last year, more than a third of the world’s total, Amnesty
International says in its latest annual report on the death penalty. 

EXPERTS FROM 15 NATIONS DISCUSS HUMAN RIGHTS AT SOUTHCOM from SOUTHCOM PAO 27 Aug 14

Military and civilian human rights experts from 15 Western Hemisphere nations are meeting at the headquarters of U.S. Southern Command
(SOUTHCOM) Aug. 26-28 to discuss the SOUTHCOM-sponsored Human Rights Initiative (HRI) and the protection of human rights in the
region. 

For U.N. Leader On Human Rights, Finish Line Looks Blurry from New York Times 14 Aug 14

In her final days as the United Nations high commissioner for human rights, Navi Pillay has neither slowed down nor shied away from
controversy. 

U.S., Rebuffing U.N., Maintains Stance That Rights Treaty Does Not Apply Abroad from New York Times 14 Mar 14

The Obama administration declared Thursday that a global Bill of Rights-style treaty imposes no human rights obligations on American military
and intelligence forces when they operate abroad, rejecting an interpretation by the United Nations and the top State Department lawyer during
President Obama’s first term. 

U.S. Human Rights Report Focuses More On LGBT Discrimination In Global Community from Washington Post 28 Feb 14

Gay and transgender people are singled out for state-sanctioned discrimination or mistreatment in about 80 countries, the United States charged
Thursday in the broadest statement yet that Washington considers the treatment of gays a key measure of human rights around the world. 

US Urged To Tighten Message On Human Rights Abuses from Agence France-Presse 6 Dec 13

Human rights activists Wednesday urged the US government to be more consistent in its approach toward repressive regimes, warning that
muddled responses sent the wrong message to democracy campaigners. 

Human Trafficking
Senators In Both Parties Blast Obama Administration For Playing Politics With Trafficking Report from Washington Times 7 Aug 15

Senators in both parties accused the Obama administration Thursday of putting its trade goals ahead of modern-day slavery. At a Senate Foreign
Relations Committee hearing, lawmakers threatened to subpoena State Department records on the agency’s upgrade for Malaysia on human
trafficking, at a time when that nation is seeking to join President Obama’s cherished Trans-Pacific Partnership, a massive free trade deal in the
Pacific Rim. 

Senators concerned US 'politicized' trafficking report from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 15

US lawmakers voiced concern Thursday that the State Department upgraded several countries' rankings in its annual human trafficking report for
political reasons, particularly Malaysia which is negotiating a sweeping Pacific trade accord. 

Hurricane
Hurricane Blanca Weakens To Category 2 But Still A Threat To Mexico from Associated Press 5 Jun 15

Hurricane Blanca has weakened slightly to a Category 2 storm as it swirls in the eastern Pacific off Mexico’s coast. The hurricane’s maximum
sustained winds decreased to near 100 mph by Thursday afternoon but the National Hurricane Center says some re-strengthening is expected
during the next day or so. 



Blanca Grows Into Major Hurricane Off Mexican Coast from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 15

Blanca mushroomed into a major hurricane off Mexico’s Pacific coast on Wednesday but could weaken before making landfall in the tourist-
friendly Baja California peninsula, forecasters said. 

IACHR
IACHR welcomes Catholic Church, hears human rights cases from Colombia, Cuba from EFE (Spain) 20 Mar 15

The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, IACHR, welcomed the Catholic Church, which made representation to the organization for
the first time to defend indigenous peoples and their resources, on a day also marked by complaints of human rights violations in Cuba and of
modifications to the criminal justice system in Colombia. 

ICC
ICC Sentences Congo Warlord To 12 Years from Associated Press 23 May 14

The International Criminal Court has sentenced a Congolese warlord to 12 years in prison, after convicting him in March of aiding and abetting
crimes including murder and pillage in a notorious 2003 attack on a village in which some 200 people were shot or hacked to death. 

ICE
US authorities announce arrest of 976 gang members from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 15

Nearly 1,000 gang members were arrested in the US after a major operation, federal authorities said Wednesday. The operation arrested 976
people with ties to 239 gangs in 282 American cities, reported the US Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency (ICE). 

Watchdog: Officials Didn’t OK Immigrant Releases from Associated Press 13 Aug 14

The Obama administration wrongly denied for weeks in 2013 that it had released more than 2,000 immigrants from jails because lower-ranking
government officials failed to notify the Homeland Security secretary they were letting them go due to budget concerns, according to an oversight
report released Tuesday. 

Obama Encourages ICE To Stand Down, Say Former Border Agents from Washington Times 25 Jul 14

President Obama has sent out a subtle message to Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents to stand down and slack off the enforcement,
former border agents told the National Review Online. 

Ice Bucket Challenge
The Ice Bucket Stops With Obama from Associated Press 22 Aug 14

The ice bucket stops with Obama. Instead of pouring cold water over his head, President Barack Obama has poured it on the idea of becoming the
highest-profile participant of the ice bucket challenge, a dare sweeping the nation that has raised nearly $42 million to support research into Lou
Gehrig’s disease. 

US Diplomats Banned From Ice Bucket Challenge from Agence France-Presse 22 Aug 14

It is the charity stunt that has got everyone from billionaires to pop stars and even former US presidents drenched by buckets of freezing water.
But don’t expect American diplomats to get involved in the fast-growing Ice Bucket Challenge – in support of Lou Gehrig’s disease research –
any time soon. 

IG
Pakistani Officials Bribed By Agents Of Military Contractors: IG from Washington Times 1 Oct 14

State Department investigators uncovered evidence that agents working for one of the largest U.S. military contractors paid tens of thousands of
dollars in bribes to Pakistani officials to obtain visas and weapons licenses, but records show the government closed the case without punishing
DynCorp. 

Illegal Immigration
Haiti migrant boat sinks off Florida: US officials from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 14

About 20 Haitian migrants attempted to swim to shore near Miami on Thursday after their boat sank off the coast of Florida, officials said. 



Illicit Drug Use
Report: Number of US heroin users rose 300,000 over a decade from Associated Press 7 Jul 15

Health officials say the number of U.S. heroin users has grown by about 300,000 over a decade. Most of the increase was among whites, across
income levels. 

IMF
IMF projects LatAm growth of just 0.5 percent in 2015 from EFE (Spain) 9 Jul 15

The International Monetary Fund on Thursday sharply lowered its growth forecast for Latin America and the Caribbean to 0.5 percent in 2015
and 1.7 percent next year, citing lower commodity prices and China's transition to a new growth model. 

IMF faults US for inaction over shell companies from Agence France-Presse 7 Jul 15

The International Monetary Fund said Tuesday that the United States was moving too slowly to prevent the use of shell and front companies to
hide ownership. 

IMF Cuts Forecast For US Economy, Upgrades Europe And Japan from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

The International Monetary Fund, citing the consequences of a strong dollar, is downgrading its outlook for the U.S. economy but raising its
forecast for Europe and Japan. 

IMF Head: Improved Policies Needed To Boost Growth from Associated Press 3 Oct 14

The head of the International Monetary Fund says that six years after the financial crisis, the world is still mired in a disappointing economic
recovery and will only be able to regain momentum through improved government policies. 

IMF Chief Lagarde Under Investigation In France from Associated Press 28 Aug 14

Christine Lagarde, the chief of the International Monetary Fund, was put under official investigation for negligence in a French corruption probe
that dates back to her days as France’s finance minister. 

Immigration
Immigrants Face Deportation As Feds Argue That They Should Stay from Boston Globe 18 Aug 15

President Obama vowed last year to deport “felons, not families,” but try telling that to Edvan Costa. The church deacon and Stoughton
homeowner has not been charged with any crimes since he arrived in the United States illegally 17 years ago, but he has spent the last month in
immigration jail fighting deportation to Brazil. He is married and the father of a daughter who is a US citizen. He has lived and worked in
Massachusetts nearly half his life. 

Illegal Immigration Prevention Spending In Central America Backfires, Entices Migrants from Washington Times 30 Jul 15

The U.S. government paid for a classroom full of computers in El Salvador, but the Salvadoran government never bothered to hire a teacher,
investigators said Wednesday — one of a series of bungles in the Obama administration’s plan to flood Central America with U.S. money to try to
stem another surge of illegal immigration. 

Appeals Court To Again Consider Obama Immigrant Deportation Policy from Wall Street Journal 10 Jul 15

Administration will make another attempt to persuade a federal appeals court to let it defer the deportations of millions of illegal immigrants

Obama Administration Stops Work On Immigrant Program from Washington Post 8 Jun 15

A series of legal setbacks have halted the government’s intensive preparations to move forward with President Obama’s executive actions
shielding millions of illegal immigrants from deportation, even as community organizations continue a rapid push to get ready for the programs,
according to U.S. officials and immigrant advocacy groups. 

Most Americans Support Path To Legal Status For Immigrants, Poll Shows from Los Angeles Times 5 Jun 15

A majority of Americans support a path to legal status for immigrants living in the U.S. illegally, according to a new poll by the Pew Research
Center, if certain requirements are met. 



House GOP Votes To Block Administration On Immigration from Associated Press 4 Jun 15

House Republicans voted Wednesday to block the Obama administration from spending any money to defend against a lawsuit over the
president’s immigration policies. 

Illegal-immigration Slowdown Changes Dynamics Of Border-security Debate from Washington Post 28 May 15

As the Department of Homeland Security continues to pour money into border security, evidence is emerging that illegal immigration flows have
slowed to their lowest level in at least two decades. The nation’s population of undocumented immigrants, which more than tripled, to 12.2
million, between 1990 and 2007, has dropped by about 1 million, according to demographers at the Pew Research Center. 

Area Illegal Immigrants Remain In Limbo As Court Blocks Relief Plan from Washington Post 28 May 15

Since November, when Obama announced the actions, a number of legal aid and immigrant advocacy groups in the region have been urging
potential applicants — mostly from Mexico and Central America — to gather tax returns, rent receipts, children’s birth certificates, police records
and other evidence to prove that they are eligible. 

Appeals Panel Won’t Lift Hold On Obama Immigration Action from Associated Press 27 May 15

President Barack Obama’s plan to shield as many as 5 million immigrants living in the U.S. from deportation remained on hold Tuesday after a
federal appeals court panel refused to allow it to take effect immediately. 

Obama Lives Up To Pledge To Slow Immigrant Deportations from Associated Press 30 Apr 15

President Barack Obama has failed to live up to a campaign promise to push through immigration legislation, but he has met a postelection pledge
to slow deportations with or without approval from Congress. 

Court Could Force Obama Administration To Change Detention Of Mother, Child Migrants from McClatchy 29 Apr 15

A federal court looks to be on the verge of delivering a significant blow to the Obama administration policy of detaining mothers and children
who say they’re fleeing violence in their home countries, according to attorneys representing the detained families. 

Illegal Immigrant Deportations Plummet As Amnesty Hampers Removal Efforts from Washington Times 24 Apr 15

Deportations have plummeted by another 25 percent so far this year, with the government even struggling to find enough criminals to kick out of
the country, according to the latest statistics that suggest President Obama’s amnesty has hampered removal efforts. 

Legal Fight Continues Over Obama’s Executive Action On Immigration from Los Angeles Times 10 Apr 15

To hear the White House tell it, a federal judge in Texas “has wrongly continued to prevent those lawful, common-sense policies from taking
effect.” The judge, meanwhile, says of Obama administration attorneys: “Whether by ignorance, omission, purposeful misdirection, or because
they were misled by their clients, the attorneys for the government misrepresented the facts.” 

Legal Fight Continues Over Obama’s Executive Action On Immigration from Los Angeles Times 9 Apr 15

To hear the White House tell it, a federal judge in Texas “has wrongly continued to prevent those lawful, common-sense policies from taking
effect.” 

Federal Judge Refuses To Lift Injunction On Obama’s Immigration Order from Los Angeles Times 8 Apr 15

A federal judge refused late Tuesday to lift a temporary hold on President Obama’s executive action seeking to shield up to 5 million immigrants
from deportation. 

DOJ Appeals Hold On Immigration Executive Action from Associated Press 31 Mar 15

The Justice Department urged a federal appeals court Monday to reverse a hold a judge placed on President Barack Obama’s immigration
executive action. 

Texas Judge Threatens Justice Department Over Obama’s Immigration Plan from Los Angeles Times 20 Mar 15

A federal judge threatened Thursday to sanction the Justice Department if he finds that government lawyers misled him about the rollout of
President Obama’s plan to shield up to 5 million people from deportation. 



Administration Asks Court To Lift Order Halting Immigration Programs from New York Times 13 Mar 15

The Obama administration, fighting a lawsuit by 26 states against the president’s executive actions on immigration, asked a federal appeals court
Thursday to lift an order by a judge in Texas that halted the programs. 

Obama Immigration Program, Blocked By Texas Judge, Wins 14 States’ Support from Los Angeles Times 13 Mar 15

California, New York and 12 other states are joining in the push to salvage President Obama’s plan to grant legal protection to millions of people
in the U.S. illegally – even if it’s only revived in their parts of the country. A federal judge has frozen the immigration program while a lawsuit
filed by Texas and 25 other states proceeds. Those states, mostly led by Republican governors, contend Obama is forcing their taxpayers to pick
up the financial burden for millions of immigrants. 

U.S. Immigration Officials Announce 2,000 Arrests In Nationwide Raids from Los Angeles Times 11 Mar 15

Top immigration officials said Monday that the U.S. rounded up about 2,000 people who had been convicted of crimes and are living in the
country illegally, an announcement made in part to show that agents are still aggressive about enforcement at a time of declining deportations. 

U.S. Immigration Authorities Arrest Foreigners Convicted Of Crimes from New York Times 10 Mar 15

Immigration authorities said Monday that they arrested 2,059 foreigners who were convicted criminals during a five-day nationwide operation in
early March, including more than 1,000 people who had committed felonies, among them 58 gang members and 89 sex offenders. 

Critics Are Right That Obama Action Could Provide Access To Citizenship from Washington Post 5 Mar 15

A little-known provision of U.S. immigration law, which allows illegal immigrants to travel home in special or emergency circumstances, is being
denounced by Republican critics and others as part of a back-door scheme by the Obama administration to slip large numbers of illegal
immigrants into line for green cards and U.S. citizenship. 

U.S. appeals court to hear Obama immigration challenge on May 4 from Reuters 4 Mar 15

A U.S. appeals court in Washington said on Tuesday it would hear oral arguments on May 4 in a challenge against President Barack Obama's
immigration executive actions. 

Obama: My Immigration Plan Will Prevail In Court from USA Today 25 Feb 15

President Obama is confident his immigration actions will ultimately be upheld in court, but would still like to see Congress pass immigration
legislation. 

Obama Moves On Immigration Amnesty Despite Judge’s Halting It from Washington Times 25 Feb 15

The Obama administration moved Tuesday to carry out portions of President Obama’s executive action on immigration even as a federal judge
has halted the president’s temporary deportation amnesty. 

Immigrants In US Feel Stuck After Judge Blocks Obama Orders from Associated Press 20 Feb 15

Brenda Armendariz, her husband and their two Mexico-born children were hoping to resolve their constant fears of being deported after President
Barack Obama issued his latest executive orders on immigration. But now that a federal judge in Texas has blocked Obama’s efforts to protect 4
million more immigrants, her family is disillusioned and her children feel stuck as the president’s offer of temporary legal status moves
frustratingly beyond their reach. 

Judge Blocks Obama Policy To Defer Deportation Of Millions from Los Angeles Times 17 Feb 15

A federal judge in Texas has issued a preliminary injunction blocking President Obama’s program that would defer deportation for up to 5 million
people living in the United States illegally. 

Obama Immigration Policy Halted By Federal Judge In Texas from New York Times 17 Feb 15

A federal judge in Texas has ordered a halt, at least temporarily, to President Obama’s executive actions on immigration, siding with Texas and 25
other states that filed a lawsuit opposing the initiatives. 



OPINION: Immigrants Get Work Permits, Americans Get Worked Up from Miami Herald 12 Feb 15

Apart from New York City, Miami has the largest number of immigrants in the nation, more than even Los Angeles or Houston. While correlation
does not always indicate causation, on economic matters it often does. Though amnesty proponents undoubtedly try to obfuscate the matter, it
isn’t rocket science: Unless a critical mass of immigrants’ activity is significantly contributing to and growing the economy, more individuals
competing for X number of jobs leads to greater unemployment. 

OPINION: Anti-immigration Hard-liners Are Up To Bat from Washington Post 4 Feb 15

We won this fight in the House, now the fight must be won in the United States Senate. It’s time for Senator [Ted] Cruz, Senator [Jeff] Sessions,
Senate Republicans and Senate Democrats to stand with the American people and to block the president’s actions. 

Cuban Migrants Flow Into South Florida At Highest Rate In 10 Years from Miami Herald 2 Feb 15

Javier Martínez boarded a plane at José Martí International Airport in Havana one day in October and left the island to seek a better future abroad.

Obama wants $1 billion to curb Central American immigration from Associated Press 2 Feb 15

President Barack Obama wants to spend $1 billion to help curb illegal immigration from three Central American countries, according to the
president's budget request. 

Calderón: Congress Can Find Common Ground On Immigration from USA Today 22 Jan 15

The United States must create a more flexible immigration system if it wants to end illegal migration, former Mexican president Felipe Calderón
said Wednesday in an interview with USA TODAY. 

OPINION: The Visa Waiver Program For Travelers Isn’t Hurting U.S. Security from Washington Post 20 Jan 15

EVEN BEFORE the murderous rampage by Islamist extremists in Paris this month, some members of Congress were sounding alarm bells about
Islamic State militants using Western passports to enter the United States. Now they may be even more tempted to undermine, suspend or end the
visa waiver program...

Immigrants Can Now Get Mexican Birth Certificates In US from Associated Press 16 Jan 15

For Mexicans living in the U.S. illegally and hoping to stay in the country under President Barack Obama’s new immigration policy, things just
got one step simpler. 

House Votes To Undo Obama Immigration Actions from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

Shunning a White House veto threat and opposition within their own party, House Republicans approved legislation Wednesday to overturn
President Barack Obama’s key immigration policies and expose hundreds of thousands of younger immigrants to expulsion from the U.S. 

House Votes To Revoke Legal Protections For Millions Of Immigrants from New York Times 15 Jan 15

The House on Wednesday voted to undo major provisions of President Obama’s immigration policy, approving legislation that would revoke legal
protections for millions of undocumented immigrants. The vote drew outrage from Democrats and led more than two dozen Republicans, many
worried about the perception that their party is hostile to immigrants, to break away. 

House GOP Sets Up Showdown Over Immigration from McClatchy 14 Jan 15

Congress and the White House are heading toward a high-stakes showdown over immigration, with financing for the crucial Department of
Homeland Security at stake at the very moment that terrorist attacks in Paris last week have Americans on edge. 

Obama threatens veto on immigration, regulatory bills from Associated Press 13 Jan 15

Another week, another round of veto threats from President Barack Obama. 

OPINION: Lawsuits On Obama’s Immigration Directives Won’t Move Us Closer To Reform from Los Angeles Times 8 Jan 15

One thing we’ve learned about President Obama’s opponents over the last six years is that they like to sue. A lot. Which should be surprising,
given the professed reluctance of conservatives to use the courts to effect political change.



Obama To Discuss Immigration With Mexico’s President At White House from Washington Times 6 Jan 15

Immigration will be on the agenda when President Obama hosts Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto Tuesday at the White House, Mr.
Obama’s first meeting with a foreign leader in the new year. 

Feds say illegals who aid others in crossing won’t be eligible for amnesty from Washington TImes 6 Jan 15

The Obama administration said Monday that illegal immigrants already in the U.S. who try to aid their relatives in sneaking across the border
won’t be eligible for the president’s new deportation amnesty, as federal officials try to head off a new surge of illegal immigrants hoping to take
advantage of lax enforcement. 

Migrant Flow Into US From Caribbean Spikes from Associated Press 5 Jan 15

A recent spike in Cubans attempting to reach the United States by sea has generated headlines. But the numbers of Haitians and other Caribbean
islanders making similar journeys are up even more. And while federal law grants legal residency to Cubans reaching U.S. soil, anyone else can
be detained and deported. 

Refugees Expand Cultural Diversity In Remote Texas Cities from Associated Press 5 Jan 15

Despite its reputation for anti-immigrant politicians, Texas has led the nation in refugee resettlements for the last four years and continues to
attract others who move here on their own, due in large part to a strong economy.

IOPINION: t’s Time For Congress To Agree On A Humane Immigration Solution from Los Angeles Times 2 Jan 15

In this nation’s never-ending debate over immigration, those who demand strict enforcement of existing laws are armed with a simple rejoinder:
What, they ask, do you not understand about “illegal”? To them, the solution to illegal immigration is to identify those who are here illegally and
deport them. 

How Obama’s Immigration Plan Is Expected To Roll Out from Los Angeles Times 31 Dec 14

President Obama’s new set of immigration policies could affect as many as 5 million people, including the possibility of a three-year reprieve
from the threat of deportation for parents of children with legal status. 

Obama Braces For Immigration Battle With GOP from Washington Post 16 Dec 14

President Obama is bracing for a political and legal battle with Republicans next year over his executive actions on immigration, but as he seeks
to rally support against the anticipated assault a lingering frustration among some Latinos could mean renewed pressure on him to do even more
to protect illegal immigrants. 

Obama Says Congress Could Eliminate Need For His Immigration Actions from New York Times 10 Dec 14

President Obama urged Congress on Tuesday to approve a legislative overhaul to the nation’s immigration system, telling a small group of
activists here that such a move would eliminate the need for his executive actions that shield millions from deportation. 

Obama Amnesty In Jeopardy With Bush Judicial Appointee Hearing States’ Challenge from Washington Times 8 Dec 14

The states challenging President Obama’s deportation amnesty have already won the first round in court after the case landed in the lap of Judge
Andrew S. Hanen, a Bush appointee who issued a scorching rebuke to the Department of Homeland Security last year, accusing it of refusing to
follow border security laws. 

Obama Amnesty In Jeopardy With Bush Judicial Appointee Hearing States’ Challenge from Washington Times 8 Dec 14

The states challenging President Obama’s deportation amnesty have already won the first round in court after the case landed in the lap of Judge
Andrew S. Hanen, a Bush appointee who issued a scorching rebuke to the Department of Homeland Security last year, accusing it of refusing to
follow border security laws. 

Ileana Ros-Lehtinen, Mario Diaz-Balart vote with Democrats to oppose GOP-led immigration bill from Miami Herald 5 Dec 14

Two Miami congressional representatives were among only seven Republicans to vote against a GOP-led immigration bill designed to show
disapproval of President Barack Obama’s recent executive action on the issue. 



House Republicans Repudiate Obama’s Immigration Actions from Washington Post 5 Dec 14

House Republicans sharply rebuked President Obama’s overhaul of the nation’s immigration system Thursday, easily passing legislation to curb
the White House’s ability to protect millions from being deported. But the effort was largely symbolic since the Democratic-controlled Senate
plans to ignore the bill, and the White House has said it would veto it. 

Number Of Immigrants Deported From U.S. Dropped Sharply In Last Year from Los Angeles Times 5 Dec 14

The number of immigrants deported from the U.S. fell sharply in the last year, a decline driven by the Obama administration’s struggle to handle
the surge of Central American migrants and its continuing shift in deciding whom to deport. 

Hardliners Push Opposing Obama Immigration Actions from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

In a defiant challenge to GOP leaders, immigration hardliners in Congress announced Wednesday they will oppose upcoming legislation to keep
the government open. They demanded specific provisions to stop President Barack Obama’s executive actions that granted a reprieve from
deportation for millions. 

US State Coalition Sues Over Immigration Order from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

Texas is leading a 17-state coalition suing over President Barack Obama’s recently announced executive actions on immigration, arguing in a
lawsuit filed Wednesday that the move “tramples” key portions of the U.S. Constitution. 

GOP Readies Obama Immigration Response: No Shutdown, But A Nod To Conservatives from Washington Post 3 Dec 14

Recent success at the polls has done little to calm the internal rancor among congressional Republicans, who remain deeply divided over how to
respond to President Obama’s overhaul of the nation’s immigration system. 

OPINION: Obama Has Already Won The Immigration Fight from Washington Post 3 Dec 14

Among the many ways Republican members of Congress are contemplating to punish President Obama for his executive actions on immigration
is a proposal of elegant simplicity: They would refuse to invite him to the Capitol to give his State of the Union address. 

OPINION: Getting It Right from Miami Herald 1 Dec 14

President Obama’s executive order on immigration could benefit hundreds of thousands of undocumented immigrants in South Florida, but
turning potential into reality will demand a lot of hard work and a lot of patience. 

Obama’s Immigration Approach Leaves Americans Split: Poll from Washington Times 27 Nov 14

A new poll shows Americans are split on how President Obama is handling immigration, but that Mr. Obama enjoys support on the issue from key
Democratic constituencies. 

Obama Tells Immigration Hecklers He’s Met Their Demands from Washington Times 26 Nov 14

President Obama on Tuesday told hecklers it no longer makes sense to criticize him for deportations, saying that his executive action last week to
grant temporary amnesty to millions of illegal immigrants. 

Americans Split On Obama Immigration Policy from McClatchy 26 Nov 14

Americans are split over how President Barack Obama should deal with undocumented immigrants, but support for keeping them in this country
is dropping. 

Immigrants From Ebola Countries Won’t Be Sent Home from Associated Press 21 Nov 14

Immigrants from the three countries at the center of West Africa’s Ebola crisis are being offered work permits and temporary protection from
deportation. 

Mexico, Central America praise Obama immigration fix from Agence France-Presse 21 Nov 14

Mexico and Central American nations welcomed US President Barack Obama's landmark offer Thursday to protect five million undocumented
migrants from deportation, saying it would benefit many of their citizens. 



GOP Governors Bash Obama On Immigration from McClatchy 21 Nov 14

Some Republican governors didn’t want to talk about immigration – after all, they said, it’s a federal issue – but most couldn’t help themselves
Thursday. 

Stuck? GOP Cannot Cut Off Money To Obama Immigration Order from McClatchy 21 Nov 14

Republicans may not be able to stop President Barack Obama from making big changes in immigration policy on his own, at least not now. 

Republicans Confront Own Worst Enemy On Immigration from Washington Post 21 Nov 14

Just two weeks ago, Republicans handed President Obama a humiliating defeat at the polls, winning full control of Congress. But already, GOP
leaders fear that the conservative uproar over the president’s immigration actions will doom any hopes for a stable period of GOP governance. 

Obama Spurns GOP With Expansive Immigration Orders from Associated Press 21 Nov 14

Spurning furious Republicans, President Barack Obama unveiled expansive executive actions on immigration Thursday night to spare nearly 5
million people in the U.S. illegally from deportation and refocus enforcement efforts on “felons, not families.” 

Obama To Immigrants: ‘Come Out Of The Shadows’ from McClatchy 21 Nov 14

President Barack Obama moved Thursday to halt deportations for nearly 5 million undocumented immigrants, defying congressional Republicans
who called his unilateral action an affront to the constitutional separation of powers. 

Republicans Weigh Legality of Obama’s Immigration Move from Wall Street Journal 20 Nov 14

Presidents Have Broad Latitude Over Immigration Laws, Experts Say, Setting High Bar for Opponents to Prevail in Court

Would An Obama Immigration Order Be On Firm Legal Ground? from McClatchy 20 Nov 14

President Barack Obama is about to flex his muscles on immigration; perhaps, skeptics believe, past the breaking point. As chief of the executive
branch, Obama enjoys considerable authority to act on his own in certain areas, including national security and immigration. His predecessors,
Republicans and Democrats alike, have employed similar powers. 

Obama To Announce Immigration Action Thursday from Associated Press 20 Nov 14

In a broad test of his executive powers, President Barack Obama declared Wednesday he will sidestep Congress and order his own federal action
on immigration – in measures that could spare from deportation as many as 5 million people illegally in the U.S. and set up one of the most
pitched partisan confrontations of his presidency. 

Obama Immigration Orders Said To Include Parents Of Citizens from Bloomberg News 19 Nov 14

President Barack Obama plans to grant a reprieve from deportation to undocumented immigrant parents of U.S. citizens and legal permanent
residents, part of an order that would let 4 million to 5 million people stay in the U.S., according to people familiar with the proposal. 

SPIN METER: Obama Is Firm But Vague On Immigration from Associated Press 18 Nov 14

President Barack Obama says he plans to help immigrants living illegally in the United States “get legal” without any action from Congress. And
he promises to curb a system that he describes as deporting immigrants improperly. But the White House is vague about the changes the president
is expected to announce soon. 

Krauthammer: Obama immigration action 'impeachable' from CNN 17 Nov 14

Conservative columnist Charles Krauthammer called President Barack Obama's planned executive action on immigration "impeachable." 

Obama Said To Plan Moves To Shield 5 Million Immigrants from New York Times 14 Nov 14

President Obama will ignore angry protests from Republicans and announce as soon as next week a broad overhaul of the nation’s immigration
enforcement system that will protect up to five million undocumented immigrants from the threat of deportation and provide many of them with
work permits, according to administration officials who have direct knowledge of the plan. 

GOP Debates Its Immigration Strategy As Obama Prepares Executive Action from Washington Post 14 Nov 14



Congressional Republicans have split into competing factions over how to respond to President Obama’s expected moves to overhaul the nation’s
immigration system, which are likely to include protecting millions from being deported. 

OPINION: Obama Making The Right Move On Immigration from Boston Globe 14 Nov 14

Asserting the full power of his office, President Obama is expected to announce a set of reforms to the country’s immigration enforcement system,
a plan that would offer a temporary reprieve from deportation to up to 5 million undocumented immigrants. 

Why Obama Could Act Alone On Immigration Despite Republican Threats from Bloomberg 12 Nov 14

There was no single day or singular event that crushed Florida Representative Mario Diaz-Balart’s hopes for immigration reform. Throughout
2014, he was talking to the White House, talking to his fellow reformers in the House, talking to reporters, and seeing the sun over the horizon. 

OPINION: Obama Will Use Immigration As A Wedge Issue from Bloomberg 10 Nov 14

President Obama used his post-election news conference Wednesday to make two promises. First, to cooperate more with Republicans, and,
second, to use his executive authority to drive a political wedge into the new Republican majority before the end of the year, splintering it before
it even takes office. 

Obama Vows To Use Executive Action On Immigratio?n Before New GOP Congress Sworn In from Washington Times 10 Nov 14

President Obama said Sunday that he plans to proceed with an executive order to ease immigration laws before the end of the year, despite dire
warnings from Republican leaders that it will damage his relationship with the new GOP-run Congress. 

OPINION: Mr. Obama’s Moment On Immigration from New York Times 7 Nov 14

President Obama said on Wednesday that he would act on his own by the end of the year to “improve” the immigration system, presumably by
giving many — perhaps millions — of the country’s unauthorized immigrants temporary protection from deportation and permission to work.

OPINION: What Obama Should Consider As He Contemplates Immigration Directives from Los Angeles Times 7 Nov 14

So, back to that immigration mess. 

Immigrants Anxious For Obama To Spare Them Deportation from Boston Globe 7 Nov 14

Few were as excited about Election Day as Moises Herrera. He did not run for office. He cannot even vote. But reaching Tuesday’s election, he
hopes, will set in motion actions that will allow him to stay in the country. 

Boehner To Obama: Don’t Go It Alone On Immigration from USA Today 7 Nov 14

Energized by the Republicans’ resounding electoral victory, House Speaker John Boehner on Thursday promised quick action on a GOP agenda in
the next Congress and warned President Obama not to “poison the well” by taking executive action on immigration. 

Obama Firm On Vow To Act On Immigration This Year from Associated Press 6 Nov 14

President Barack Obama is standing by his pledge to act on his own to reduce deportations and improve U.S. border security by the end of the
year. Obama says he will take his own steps despite election results that gave Republicans control of Congress. 

Republican Senators Warn Obama Against Executive Action On Amnesty from Washington Times 31 Oct 14

Three of President Obama’s GOP partners on immigration warned him Thursday not to try to act on his own to grant legal status to illegal
immigrants, saying the border is not yet secure enough from either illegal immigration or potential terrorist threats. 

Obama May Cut Deportations from Wall Street Journal 30 Oct 14

Length of Time in U.S., Family Ties to Others in Country Are Expected Criteria

OPINION: Is The U.S. Turning People Away At The Border Who’Ve Been Threatened With Rape And Murder? from Los
Angeles Times 17 Oct 14

The Department of Homeland Security has a protocol for handling undocumented migrants who show up at the border or at “ports of entry” such
as Los Angeles International Airport.



U.S. extends immigration benefit for Hondurans, Nicaraguans from EFE (Spain) 17 Oct 14

The U.S. government on Friday extended for 18 months the Temporary Protected Status enjoyed by more than 83,000 Honduran migrants and
some 4,200 people from Nicaragua. 

95 Percent Of Deported Illegals Were Criminals from Washington Times 17 Oct 14

President Obama has generally kept true to his vow to deport only criminals and repeat immigration violators, according to a new report Thursday
from the Migration Policy Institute that undercuts many of the fears immigrant rights advocates have about the severity of his policies. 

Disease Plagues Illegal Immigrants; Basic Hygiene, Lack Of Medications Blamed from Washington Times 7 Oct 14

Communicable diseases continue to be a problem at the New Mexico facility built to house illegal immigrant families surging across the U.S.-
Mexico border, and the immigrants themselves aren’t taking their own health care very seriously, according to an audit released Monday. 

Some Central Americans Can Now Seek U.S. Refugee Status From Home from Los Angeles Times 3 Oct 14

In an effort to discourage thousands of unaccompanied children from trying to enter the U.S. illegally, President Obama has instructed
immigration officials to allow citizens of Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador to apply for refugee status in their home countries for the first
time. 

Hispanics Promised Obama Will Act On Immigration By Year’s End from Washington Times 2 Oct 14

President Obama deployed a top Cabinet secretary Wednesday to assure Hispanic leaders that the White House will take executive action this year
to stop deportations for more illegal immigrants, trying to revive Hispanic voters’ backing of Democrats ahead of November’s elections. 

Virginia Illegal Immigrant Children Housing Site Files Lawsuits After Cancellation from Washington Times 29 Sep 14

Community outrage forced the federal government to nix its plans to house illegal immigrant children at a defunct college in rural Virginia, but
the school fought back this month with discrimination complaints accusing both the Obama administration and its own neighbors of bigotry. 

Illegal Immigrants Seeking Asylum Face A Higher Bar from Wall Street Journal 29 Sep 14

Newcomers Are Less Likely to Be Deemed Eligible Amid Tighter Standards

U.S. Immigration From Southeast Asia, Middle East Skyrockets from Washington Times 26 Sep 14

Immigration from southeast Asia and the Middle East has skyrocketed in the last few years, according to a report released Thursday that found the
overall immigrant population has hit a record 41.3 million. 

US: Immigrant Families Fail To Report To Agents from Associated Press 26 Sep 14

Tens of thousands of young families caught crossing the border illegally earlier this year subsequently failed to meet with federal immigration
agents, as they were instructed, the Homeland Security Department has acknowledged privately. 

U.S. Immigration From Southeast Asia, Middle East Skyrockets from Washington Times 25 Sep 14

Immigration from southeast Asia and the Middle East has skyrocketed in the last few years, according to a report released Thursday that found the
overall immigrant population has hit a record 41.3 million. 

Senate Falls Short In Bid To Halt Obama Immigration Policies from Washington Times 19 Sep 14

Senate Republicans narrowly missed a chance Thursday to halt President Obama’s non-deportation policies, falling just short in a vote that saw
even five Democrats join them in signaling worries over the White House’s immigration plans. 

Obama White House Deporting Fewer Illegal Immigrants Than Budget Allows from Washington Times 15 Sep 14

The Obama administration has cut deportations back to the level they were before President George W. Bush’s end-of-term surge, raising
questions about whether he is skirting the law with his claim of prosecutorial discretion. 

Federal Plan Calls For Immigrant Detention Facility In Texas For Children, Parents from Washington Post 15 Sep 14



Five years after claims of scathing human rights abuses ended the detention of immigrant families at the T. Don Hutto Residential Center, federal
officials last week announced a plan to build another detention center in South Texas to hold immigrant parents and children. 

80 Pct of deportees in 2014 were no threat to public security from EFE (Spain) 12 Sep 14

Close to 80 percent of deported immigrants in the 2014 fiscal year represented no threat to public security, according to an analysis by the
Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse at Syracuse University. 

Obama Chief Of Staff Pledges Action On Immigration from Associated Press 12 Sep 14

President Barack Obama will act on his own by year’s end to remake the nation’s fractured immigration system, and he will go as far as he can
under the law, the White House chief of staff told frustrated Latino lawmakers Thursday. 

Obama Draws Flak Over Immigration Reform Delay from Los Angeles Times 8 Sep 14

Insisting that factors beyond his control had created an untenable political situation, President Obama said Saturday that he would postpone his
promised executive action to make drastic changes to the immigration system — a delay that leaves tens of thousands of immigrants open to
deportation and millions more in limbo. 

Political Shift Stalls Efforts To Overhaul Immigration from New York Times 8 Sep 14

By the time Senator Angus King called the White House to warn President Obama against taking executive action to overhaul the immigration
system, officials were well aware they had a problem on their hands. 

WH: No Timing On Obama Immigration Plan from USA Today 3 Sep 14

People who are waiting to see the details of President Obama’s executive orders on immigration will have to wait a little longer. 

Obama’s Advisers in Final Review of Immigration Options from Bloomberg 29 Aug 14

President Barack Obama’s lawyers are finishing months of work on a legal rationale for unilateral action on immigration that will have to
withstand Republican assaults in the courts and during the congressional election campaign. 

Obama Says Immigration Action Still To Come from Washington Times 29 Aug 14

President Obama said Thursday his plans to take unilateral action on immigration were affected by the surge of illegal immigrant children on the
southwest border, but he still vowed to move ahead where he can later this year. 

White House Considers Proposals To Sharply Increase Legal Immigration from Washington Post 28 Aug 14

The White House is considering proposals from business and immigrant rights groups that are pressing President Obama to provide hundreds of
thousands of green cards for high-tech workers and the relatives of U.S. citizens and permanent residents.

Immigration Clash Could Lead To Shutdown from New York Times 28 Aug 14

As President Obama nears a decision on taking broad executive action to reshape the nation’s immigration system, Republicans are threatening to
force a confrontation over what they describe as a power grab by refusing to finance some or all of the moves. 

Nearly 300 Women, Children Deported From Immigration Detention Centers from Los Angeles Times 22 Aug 14

Nearly 300 Central American women and children have been deported from family detention centers that opened in the wake of a recent influx of
people illegally crossing the Southwest border. 

Obama Weighs Broader Move On Legal Immigration from Associated Press 21 Aug 14

President Barack Obama is considering key changes in the nation’s immigration system requested by tech, industry and powerful interest groups,
in a move that could blunt Republicans’ election-year criticism of the president’s go-it-alone approach to immigration. 

FEATURE: Militias Complicate Situation On Texas Border from Associated Press 19 Aug 14

The presence of armed militia members working on their own in a region known for human smuggling, drug smuggling and illegal immigration
has added one more variable to an already complex and tense situation. 



Surge Of Illegal Immigrant Children Drops By Half In July from Washington Times 8 Aug 14

The surge of illegal immigrant families and unaccompanied children dropped dramatically in July, and the Obama administration said it’s finally
getting a handle on the problem. 

Most Americans Fear Illegal Immigrants Hurt U.S. Culture, Economy: Poll from Washington Times 8 Aug 14

An overwhelming majority of Americans say they have deep worries that illegal immigration will erode the country’s culture and economy,
revealed a new poll. 

Seeking To Stop Migrants From Risking Trip, U.S. Speeds The Path To Deportation For Families from New York Times 6 Aug 14

After declaring the surge of Central American migrants crossing the border a humanitarian crisis, the Obama administration has shifted sharply to
a strategy of deterrence, moving families to isolated facilities and placing them on a fast track for deportation to send a blunt message back home
that those caught entering illegally will not be permitted to stay. 

Homeland Security Chief Steps Confidently Into Immigration Debate from New York Times 6 Aug 14

Shortly after Jeh Johnson was confirmed as secretary of the Department of Homeland Security, he invited the flamboyant antiwar protesters from
Code Pink to his new office to chat about national security and immigration. 

E-coyotes: The Central American people smugglers who 'Like' Facebook from Reuters 5 Aug 14

Social media like Facebook and Skype are changing, and in some cases accelerating, the decades-old northward migration of Central Americans,
U.S. and Honduran officials said, by providing crowd-sourced information on the risks and rewards of making the journey. 

US Lawmakers Postpone Recess To Deal With Immigration from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 14

In a last-ditch effort to schedule a vote dealing with a influx of undocumented Central American children, the US House of Representatives
postponed their summer recess Thursday. 

Border Agents Cleared Of Civil Rights Complaints From Illegal Immigrant Children from Washington Times 1 Aug 14

Internal investigators have already dismissed most complaints of civil rights violations against immigration agents handling the surge of illegal
immigrant children on the border, the Homeland Security Department inspector general said in a new report Thursday that details near-heroic
efforts agents and officers are making. 

Obama Has Legal Power To Halt Deportations, Top Official Says from Washington Times 30 Jul 14

The administration official who would administer any broader executive actions on immigration said Tuesday he believes President Obama has
the broad legal authority to halt most deportations. 

House Republicans Unveil Plan To Deal With Border Crisis from Washington Post 24 Jul 14

A House Republican plan to address the influx of illegal immigrants at the U.S.-Mexico border would cost considerably less than President
Obama has requested but could get upended by the political forces that long have divided GOP lawmakers. 

G.O.P. Plan On Migrants Calls For Less Cash Than Democrats And Obama Seek from New York Times 24 Jul 14

House Republicans unveiled a $1.5 billion plan on Wednesday to address the crisis of thousands of young migrants along the southern border,
proposing significantly less than President Obama and Senate Democrats say is necessary and setting up a standoff over pushing through the
emergency funds before Congress begins its five-week break at the end of the month. 

House Moves To Halt Illegal Immigration By Deploying U.S. Forces To Central America from Washington Times 24 Jul 14

A House Republican task force Wednesday unveiled a $1.5 billion plan to ease the border crisis, including deploying the National Guard to help
achieve “operational control” of the border and launching law enforcement operations in Central America and Mexico to stop illegal immigrants
before they reach the U.S. 

‘Operation Normandy’ Set To Send 3,500 Volunteers To Border To ‘stop An Invasion’ from Washington Times 24 Jul 14



Jim Gilchrist — one of the founders of the Minutemen Project — said he’s reaching out across America to recruit at least 3,500 volunteers who
will go to the border to patrol and cover the “porous areas” between San Diego and Brownsville, Texas. 

Border agents: ‘This is the dream of every terrorist in the world’ from Washington Times 24 Jul 14

The vice president of the National Border Patrol Council says the current border crisis is “the dream of every terrorist in the world,” with illegal
immigrants being able to board American jetliners without proper identification. 

Border Crisis Creates Discomfort For State, Local Politicians Over Housing Children from Washington Post 24 Jul 14

A governor was moved to tears. A mayor fretted about disease and crime. A city councilman accused the federal government of keeping secrets. 

U.S. Religious Leaders Embrace Cause Of Immigrant Children from New York Times 24 Jul 14

After protesters shouting “Go home” turned back busloads of immigrant mothers and children in Murrieta, Calif., a furious Cardinal Timothy M.
Dolan, the Roman Catholic archbishop of New York, sat down at his notepad and drafted a blog post detailing his shame at the episode, writing,
“It was un-American; it was un-biblical; it was inhumane.” 

57,000 Reasons Immigration Overhaul May Be Stalled For Now from New York Times 17 Jul 14

The crisis on the border with Mexico is rapidly overtaking President Obama’s plans to use executive action to reshape the nation’s immigration
system, forcing him to confront a new set of legal, administrative and political complications. 

Mexico Southern Border Control So Far Just Talk from Associated Press 16 Jul 14

Mexico is promising to stem the flow of Central American migrants to the United States by tightening control at its notoriously porous
Guatemalan border. But messages from the country’s top two leaders in little more than a week have provided few details on how. And the scene
on the ground is business as usual.

U.S. says deportation of Honduran children a warning to illegal migrants from Reuters 16 Jul 14

The White House said on Tuesday that Central Americans trying to cross the U.S. border should know "they will not be welcome to this country,"
a day after the United States deported a planeload of women and children to Honduras. A charter flight on Monday from New Mexico to San
Pedro Sula, the city with the highest murder rate in the world, transported 17 Honduran women, as well as 12 girls and nine boys between the
ages of 18 months and 15 years.

White House Says Deportation Flight To Honduras A ‘Signal’ from AFP 16 Jul 14

The White House said Tuesday that the deportation of 40 women and children to Honduras was a sign that illegal immigrants would not be
welcomed with “open arms” amid a border crisis. The immigrants, sent home ... on Monday, became a high profile symbol of the Obama
administration’s efforts to stem a tide of minors crossing into the United States from Central America.

Honduran Child Migrants Leave Home Because Of Poverty And Violence from Washington Post 16 Jul 14

(SAN PEDRO SULA) In this city, home to the largest number of child migrants apprehended at the U.S. border so far this year, there has not been
any dramatic new spike in violence or fresh economic catastrophe. Rather, it’s been all the old exhausting problems, plus the more recent
perception that the United States is allowing children to stay if they can make it across the Rio Grande, that have intensified the exodus.

Pope Seeks Protection Of Young US-Bound Migrants from Associated Press 16 Jul 14

Pope Francis on Wednesday called for “urgent intervention” to protect minors traveling on their own in increasing numbers from Central and
South America to the United States. The pontiff, in a letter to a Vatican conference on migration in Mexico, called the phenomenon “a hallmark of
our society” that is present in almost all countries and yet treated as a sporadic event.

Poll: Obama, Republicans Face Broad Disapproval Over Handling Of Migrant Crisis from Washington Post 16 Jul 14

Despite Obama’s deeply negative ratings on addressing the problem, a narrow 53 percent supports his request last week for $3.7 billion in
emergency funding to help provide services for the children and to speed up deportations. The proposal, which was described in detail by the
survey, was opposed by 43 percent, although just as many oppose the idea “strongly” as passionately support it.



Senate Democrats Push Back Against Speedy Deportations; Fate of Obama's $3.7 Billion Funding Request Could Hinge on
GOP Push for a Change in 2008 Law from The Wall Street Journal 15 Jul 14

The fate of the Obama administration's plan to deal with a surge of migrant children and families crossing the southern U.S. border is expected to
hinge on the Senate, where majority Democrats are divided about giving immigration officials more power to quickly return the children to their
home countries.

House GOP prepares response to border crisis from Associated Press 15 Jul 14

The recommendations, to come from a working group established by House Speaker John Boehner, will set up a clash with leading Democrats
who oppose changing U.S. law to eliminate automatic immigration hearings for Central American kids and return them more quickly to
Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala, where some areas are overrun by brutal gangs.

40 Central American immigrants deported from The Associated Press 15 Jul 14

About 40 Central American immigrants detained briefly in New Mexico were deported Monday, officials confirmed. U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement said the immigrants were placed on a plane in Roswell and flown to Honduras, but the agency did not say when they
arrived. The adults and their children previously were housed at temporary detention center in Artesia, the agency said.

NBC Nightly News: Immigration Crisis-Pope Francis. from NBC 15 Jul 14

At the Vatican today, Pope Francis waded into the immigration debate and the humanitarian crisis on our southern border with Mexico. The Pope
called for urgent intervention, as he put it, to welcome and protect unaccompanied minors traveling from Central and South America to the US.
He called for an information campaign to warn of the dangers of the journey. Something President Obama has included as part of his plan.

Border crisis puts strain on military budget from The Hill 15 Jul 14

Obama last week requested $3.7 billion from Congress to respond to the flow of children crossing the border but that did not include additional
funding for the military, which is housing thousands of immigrant children and trying to contain the violent drug trade. Military officials say
there’s a direct link between drug traffickers and the influx of immigrants from Central America, but that they lack the resources they need to
combat the problem at the source. 

Honduras president blames U.S. drug policy for migrant surge: paper from Reuters 15 Jul 14

Hernandez...said only a drop in violence would curb the wave of families and unaccompanied minors fleeing Guatemala, El Salvador and
Honduras who have overwhelmed temporary detention facilities on the U.S. border. "Honduras has been living in an emergency for a decade...
The root cause is that the United States and Colombia carried out big operations in the fight against drugs. Then Mexico did it."

COMMENTARY: GOOD: Popular Generals Take Huge Stand Against Barack Obama from Conservative Tribune 14 Jul 14

...it must be even more troubling to the Obama administration to be called out by active-duty officers. Lending his voice to that of highly-
decorated retired Army Major General Patrick Henry Brady, active-duty 4-star Marine General and US Southern Command Commander John
Kelly has argued publicly that the current border crisis threatens America’s very existence.

Children of the Americas: From Central America to South Florida from The Miami Herald 14 Jul 14

(Note: this format does not support hyper-links -- documentery may be viewed by going to the Miami Herald website)Children have arrived in the
United States without their parents for decades, but over the past two years the number of unaccompanied minors — primarily from Central
America — has become so large, it has been characterized as a humanitarian crisis. The number is unprecedented — more than 50,000 within the
past eight months, and rising quickly. 

$3.7B Border Bill Too Costly, Republicans Say from USA Today 14 Jul 14

Leading congressional Republicans dug in Sunday on their view that President Obama’s $3.7 billion emergency spending request to stop children
from crossing the southwest U.S. border is too costly and needs to include tougher immigration laws to pass. As part of the spending bill,
Republicans want to enact legislation that would expedite the return of unaccompanied minors that have flooded the U.S. border. 

US Republicans Skeptical Of Obama Border Request from AFP 14 Jul 14

“Every nation has the requirement to secure its borders. Our borders are not secure, no matter what they say.” McCain advocated sending children



back home, saying it would send a message to families and keep them from paying human traffickers to smuggle their offspring to the United
States on a perilous overland trek across Mexico.

Republicans Say Changes Needed To Speed Child Deportation from Bloomberg News 14 Jul 14

U.S. law should be changed to speed up the deportation of Central American immigrant children crossing the U.S.-Mexico border, Republican
lawmakers said... “All we need to do is change the act, the trafficking victims prevention act, to treat these children the same way as we do with
Canada and especially Mexico,” Senator John McCain, an Arizona Republican, said on CNN’s “State of the Union” program today.

Obama’s “Blank Check” Rejected As Border Solution from Washington Times 14 Jul 14

Not even a week after it was offered, President Obama’s $3.7 billion plan to deal with the growing crisis along the U.S.-Mexico border appears all
but dead, with Republican lawmakers Sunday decrying the administration’s “blank check” proposal and instead calling for a more targeted
response centered on greater border security.

Obama May Hold Fix To Flood Of Immigrant Kids from Associated Press 14 Jul 14

Republican Rep. Mike Rogers, chairman of the House Intelligence Committee, said Sunday that wholesale changes by Congress may not be
necessary and that Obama has the authority to return the children to their native countries. Since October, more than 57,000 children, mostly from
Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala, have crossed the Mexican border without their parents.

Segob: Aim is Not To Stem Migration, But To Make it Orderly from Excelsior Online (Mexico City) 14 Jul 14

Given the wave of Central American children fleeing violence in their countries, Undersecretary of Population of the Segob (Government
Secretariat), Mercedes del Carmen Guillen, said that "what is required is not to stop the mobility at any cost; it is about taking place in the best
condition, within an environment of safety, in an orderly way, legal, and dignified.”

For Salvadoran family, clash with gang takes a heavy toll from McClatchy 14 Jul 14

For those wondering why minors from Central America are flooding into the United States in unprecedented numbers, the story of Hector Antonio
Giron, a husky 46-year-old merchant, provides an answer. On Sept. 14, 2011, gang members abducted the youngest of his three daughters, who
was then 16... “They said, ‘Don’t worry, we have your daughter. She’s delicious,’ ” Giron recalled.

STATE OF THE UNION: Interview With Arizona Senator John McCain from 13 Jul 14

MCCAIN: Well, a lot of it is about border security, because the same people, by the way, that are transporting the children are transporting,
according to General Kelly, the head of Southern Command, $85-billion-a-year business in drugs. And he says he is watching it happen because
he doesn't have the capability to stop it. But the important thing here is that these children -- all we need to do is change the act, the trafficking
victims prevention act... 

Key Republicans balk at White House border funds request from Reuters 13 Jul 14

(Texas Gov.) Perry also said that conversations among Central Americans had been monitored. "We listen to the conversations. Er, I should say
that, the conversations are being monitored with calls back to Central America and the message is, 'Hey, c'mon up here. Everything is great.
They're taking care of us,'" he said.

Washington Wire: Perry Calls For National Guard, Agents at the Border from The Wall Street Journal 13 Jul 14

Mr. Perry’s solution: He called on Mr. Obama to direct the Defense Department to send National Guard troops to the border, rather than seek new
money to deal with the issue. And he said the thousands of border patrol agents who work within a few dozen miles of the border should be
moved to the border itself so they can serve as a visible deterrent.

Battle Lines Harden In Congress Over Immigration Crisis from Los Angeles Times 11 Jul 14

Battle lines hardened Thursday in Congress over how best to address the crisis of children on the border...Arizona Republicans Sen. John McCain
and Sen. Jeff Flake introduced a bill that would allow the Homeland Security Department to quickly process the Central American children at the
border...“... Round them up and ship them back,” said Sen. Tom Harkin (D-Iowa). “Sounds like we’re talking about cattle.”

Obama, Republicans In Congress Spar Over Border from McClatchy 11 Jul 14



Even before the Senate Appropriations Committee began its hearing on Obama’s request, House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, and Senate
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., signaled that they administration faces tough sledding on its supplemental request. “We’re not giving
the president a blank check,” Boehner told reporters Thursday.

U.S. Border Crisis Is Draining The Immigration Budget from Los Angeles Times 11 Jul 14

Congress is considering President Obama’s $3.7-billion request to handle the crisis. If it is not approved, other border security fuctions will have
to be cut, (Homeland Security Secretary Jeh)Johnson said, describing significant budget problems at the department’s Immigration and Customs
Enforcement and Customs and Border Protection agencies. “At the current burn rate, ICE is going to run out of money at mid-August and we
project CBP will run out of money in mid-September,” 

Border-state Lawmakers Work On Plans To Reverse Federal Policy On Young Migrants from Washington Post 11 Jul 14

Border state lawmakers have begun talks on Capitol Hill to reverse current federal policy on the processing of young immigrants from Central
America, a change that could accelerate the return of the children to their home countries...House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) (said)
“Just don’t mess with the children,” she said. “You want to talk about contiguous, non-contiguous, you can talk about it all day. But give us the
money to deal with it.” 

Border-state Lawmakers Work On Plans To Reverse Federal Policy On Young Migrants from Washington Post 11 Jul 14

Border state lawmakers have begun talks on Capitol Hill to reverse current federal policy on the processing of young immigrants from Central
America, a change that could accelerate the return of the children to their home countries...House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) (said)
“Just don’t mess with the children,” she said. “You want to talk about contiguous, non-contiguous, you can talk about it all day. But give us the
money to deal with it.” 

Possible Compromise Emerges On Border Request from Associated Press 11 Jul 14

Outlines of a possible compromise that would more quickly deport minors arriving from Central America emerged Thursday as part of President
Barack Obama’s $3.7 billion emergency border request to address the immigration crisis on the U.S. border with Mexico

Opinion: ALLARD: South Texas, the nation’s new front line; Only the National Guard can re-establish homeland security from
Washington Times 10 Jul 14

Marine Gen. John Kelly ...raised eyebrows last week when telling reporters that the “insatiable U.S. demand for drugs” has created “an incredibly
efficient network” for moving children, drugs or weapons of mass destruction “so long as they can pay the fare.” Even more startling, “Many
argue that these threats are not existential and do not challenge national security. I disagree.” 

U.S., Mexico Must Help Central America Do More In Stemming Flow Of Unaccompanied Minors Into U.S. from McClatchy 10 Jul

14

The Chairman of the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee said Wednesday urged the United States, Mexico, and
Colombia to do more in aiding Central American countries in trying to stem the flow of unaccompanied minors into the U.S.

Obama Vows To Secure Border, With Compassion On Surge Of Children from New York Times 10 Jul 14

Mr. Obama promised to “do the right thing by these children.” But he also urged parents in Central America to stop sending their children into the
United States, a trip he called especially dangerous. “It is unlikely that their children will be able to stay,” Mr. Obama said.

Obama: Congress Can Act Now To Fix Border Crisis from Associated Press 10 Jul 14

President Barack Obama said Wednesday he was open to all of Gov. Rick Perry’s suggestions for addressing the wave of unaccompanied minors
coming over the border from Mexico, urging Congress to approve his request for more funding so that those and other ideas can be put in place.

Obama Administration Pledges To “Stem This Tide’ from Associated Press 10 Jul 14

In testimony prepared for a Senate hearing Wednesday, several officials, including the Customs and Border Protection head, argue the
administration is acting aggressively on multiple fronts. They say they are trying to increase detention space and working with governments in the
region.



Obama In Texas As Border Surge Called Overwhelming from Associated Press 10 Jul 14

Tens of thousands of children streaming from chaotic Central American nations to the U.S. border have overwhelmed the government’s ability to
respond, senior administration officials said Wednesday as President Barack Obama visited Texas and urged Congress to move swiftly to approve
emergency spending request for the crisis.

Congress Faces Deadline For Border Funding Bill from USA Today 10 Jul 14

In 2011, fewer than 4,000 children from Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador — where most of the children are coming from — were caught
crossing the border. That has grown to more than 40,000 caught since October.

Few Children Are Deported; Clogged Courts Mean Young Migrants Face Low Odds of Being Sent Back Home from 10 Jul 14

Thousands of children from Central America are undertaking a perilous journey to the U.S. border despite warnings from the U.S. that they will
be sent back. In fact, many will get to stay.

CBS Evening News on the Immigration Crisis from CBS 10 Jul 14

Today the Republican leadership in Washington took a very dim view of President Obama’s nearly four billion dollar request to cope with a surge
of illegal immigrants... The governor of Texas says he has a solution to this crisis...there are tens of thousands of illegal immigrant children
waiting for their day in court...

NBC Nightly News on the Immigration Crisis; Guatemala from NBC 10 Jul 14

President Obama ... continues to hammer Republicans in Washington to give him a comprehensive bill. Today he continued that line of attack and
then received a sharp counter attack as you’ll see from the House Speaker John Boehner...our own team continues along their journey toward the
southern US border and through some very dangerous places... NBC’s Stephanie Gosk reports tonight from ... Guatemala.” 

Commentary: Drugs, Violence and Immigration: Think Twice, America from The World Post 9 Jul 14

The following three paragraphs are excerpts from Gen. Kelly's article. They should be read carefully by every American who uses illegal drugs
and is under the delusion that it's okay because they're not hurting anyone but themselves. They should also be read by every American who
believes all these migrants should simply be deported back to their home countries because, after all, they broke the law and... "hey, it's not our
fault their countries are such a bloody mess."

Before Border Crisis Peaked, Texas Governor Warned Obama Administration from Washington Post 9 Jul 14

“By failing to take immediate action to return these minors to their countries of origin and prevent and discourage others from coming here, the
federal government is perpetuating the problem,” Perry wrote to Obama in May 2012. “Inaction encourages other minors to place themselves in
extremely dangerous situations. . . .Every day of delay risks more lives. Every child allowed to remain encourages hundreds more to attempt the
journey.”

Obama Presses Perry To Help Win Emergency Border Request from Bloomberg News 9 Jul 14

“The bottom line is there’s nothing the governor indicated he’d like to see that I have a philosophical objection to,” Obama said in Dallas. “If the
Texas delegation is prepared to move, this thing can get done next week.”

General: Border crisis threatens U.S. existence; Top commander worries about what's 'easily' smuggled in from 6 Jul 14

America’s porous southern border and the recent surge in illegal immigration is more than just a “humanitarian crisis,” claims the top U.S. general
in charge of Central and South America, it’s a threat to the United States’ very existence.

Kerry asks Central America for help on immigration from Associated Press 1 Jul 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry is calling for Central American nations to work with the Obama administration to curb a massive influx of
unaccompanied children arriving in the United States illegally. 

Obama Says He’ll Order Action To Aid Immigrants from New York Times 1 Jul 14

President Obama said Monday he would use his executive power to make potentially sweeping changes to the nation’s immigration system
without Congress, acknowledging the death of his more than yearlong effort to enact compromise legislation granting legal status to 11 million



immigrants here illegally. 

Obama Pledges To Redirect Immigration Enforcement, Conceding Congress Won’t Act from Washington Post 1 Jul 14

President Obama angrily conceded Monday that Congress will not overhaul immigration laws this year and announced that he will redirect
immigration enforcement efforts to the border. 

Homeland Security Chief Defends Agency’s Handling Of Youth At Border from McClatchy 25 Jun 14

The nation’s top homeland security official on Tuesday defended his department’s handling of unaccompanied children crossing the U.S. border
from Mexico, turning aside Republican demands for a National Guard presence there even as officials predict the surge will continue into next
year. 

US: Looking At All Options In Immigration Surge from Associated Press 25 Jun 14

Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson told Congress on Tuesday he would consider every conceivable, lawful option to deal with a continuing
flood of immigrants crossing the U.S. border illegally in South Texas. 

California Migrant Kids Shelter Could Soon Fill from Associated Press 13 Jun 14

Officials expect a temporary shelter on a California military base could fill up next week as Central American children who entered the country
illegally are sent there amid a surge in border crossings. 

U.S. In Talks With Central American Officials About Immigrant Children from Los Angeles Times 13 Jun 14

In an attempt to stem a crush of Central American children illegally crossing the United States alone into south Texas, Homeland Security
Secretary Jeh Johnson announced Thursday that he was in contact with ambassadors in Latin America to discuss how to more quickly return those
children to their home countries. 

FEATURE: Central American migrants overwhelm Border Patrol station in Texas from Washington Post 12 Jun 14

Behind the beige brick facade and the barbed wire of the Border Patrol station here, crowds of Central American women and children are sleeping
on concrete floors in 90 degree heat. 

Central American migrants overwhelm Border Patrol station in Texas from Washington Post 12 Jun 14

Behind the beige brick façade and the barbed wire of the Border Patrol station here, crowds of Central American women and children are sleeping
on concrete floors in 90 degree heat. 

White House To Request $2 Billion To Handle Border Influx Of Children from Los Angeles Times 10 Jun 14

A rush of young children crossing alone and illegally into the United States from Texas is so large and unexpected that senior officials with the
Obama administration said Monday the White House is asking Congress for about $2 billion to grapple with what is being called a humanitarian
crisis. 

Holder Seeks Legal Team For Children On Border from Washington Times 9 Jun 14

The Obama administration announced a program late last week that would provide attorneys for the young illegal immigrant children crossing in
waves over the U.S.-Mexico border, saying they want to make sure the unaccompanied minors are getting fair legal representation. 

IMMIGRATION
Immigration reprieve for military family members from Jamaica Gleaner Online 18 Nov 13

The United States has offered a reprieve to illegal Caribbean and other immigrants who are close relatives of active military troops and veterans
by allowing them to stay in the country and move towards becoming permanent residents. 

Immigration
Central America

El Salvador
Children Do Not Leave: They Are Taken from elfaro.net 13 Jul 14



I find it funny when the media says unaccompanied children. None of them are unaccompanied, the traffickers take every one of them, they have
all been taken... says Mister Coyote [migrant trafficker] from his home in the northern department of Chalatenango, in El Salvador

Honduras
Planeload Of U.S. Deportees Met By Officials On Arrival In Honduras from Los Angeles Times 15 Jul 14

A planeload of single mothers and children arrived in this gang-ridden Honduran city on Monday, ferried back on a U.S.-chartered flight as an
unprecedented surge of Central American migrants has overwhelmed U.S. border enforcement officials in recent months. It was the first in a
series deportation flights that are expected to leave the United States for Honduras carrying only women and children in the coming days

U.S. Flies 38 to Honduras as Part of Expedited Deportations; Homeland Security Says It Is Stepping Up Enforcement as it
Deals With Immigrant Surge from The Wall Street Journal 14 Jul 14

Thirty eight women and children recently detained at the U.S. border were flown home to Honduras on Monday, in what U.S. officials say is the
first of an expected increase in expedited deportations. "This is just the initial wave," the Department of Homeland Security said in a statement.
"We expect additional adults with children will be returned to Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador soon, based on the results of removal
proceedings or expedited removal."

The People Flee as If We Were at War from Milenio.com 14 Jul 14

The congregation of the auxiliary bishop of San Pedro Sula, Romulo Emiliani, has become small and continues to shrink. A result of the stark
violence, thousands of faithful have fled from the most dangerous city on the planet... To unemployment and gang violence is now added drug
opportunism, a triple toxic cocktail made ??in Honduras and boiling over, expelling thousands of children to the North. 

Honduras To Receive First Wave of Migrants Today from El Tiempo 14 Jul 14

Although her luck is already set, an Honduras woman begged US President Barak Obama not to deport her from the United States because she
fears that upon turning to her country she and her children will be killed... Despite all her begging, apparently nobody can change her destiny.
That is why Honduras is preparing to receive the woman and her family who one day left her motherland with the hope finding a better future is
the United States.

Immigration Issues
Despite Pentagon Concerns, Obama Requests No New Military For Border Threat from DefenseOne.com 11 Jul 14

President Barack Obama’s nearly $4 billion supplemental request to Congress does not include funding for additional military resources or
missions to alleviate those threats at the border or in the Central American countries where the migration of drugs, weapons and humans
originates.

Imports
US opening market to Argentina, Brazil beef imports from Associated Press 30 Jun 15

Argentina is greeting news that it will soon be able to export fresh beef into the United States after a longtime ban. 

Institution
COMMENTARY: Commanders Must Fight Sexual Assault In Military from USA Today 30 Aug 13

Military commanders should have a say in which sexual assault cases go to trial. 

Enlistees' Retirement Options Under Review from Stars and Stripes 13 Aug 13

Military enlistees could soon be offered a range of new retirement options as the Defense Department tries to get a handle on a retirement benefit
fund that is spiraling out of control. 

Obama Exempts Military Pay, Personnel From Cuts Next Year from Bloomberg News 9 Aug 13

The White House budget director notified Congress today that President Barack Obama intends to exempt military personnel from automatic
budget cuts known as sequestration again next year. 

COMMENTARY: How Not To Battle Sexual Assault In The Military from Washington Times 30 Jul 13



Republican senators fall into a feminist trap 

OPINION: An Escalating Fight Over Military Justice from New York Times 30 Jul 13

Despite powerful evidence that the military’s approach to sexual assault needs an overhaul, the resistance to change among military brass and
their enablers on Capitol Hill remains fierce. 

COMMENTARY: Hope For Military Sex Assault Victims from Baltimore Sun 19 Jul 13

Bipartisan proposal to address crisis gets an unlikely and welcome boost 

COMMENTARY: Where Are Those $600 Toilet Seats When You Really Need Them? from Washington Post 11 Jul 13

Spend the money! Spend it all! Spend it now! That's the distinct impression created by a recent e-mail sent by Defense Information Systems
Agency (DISA) contracting and budget officers to their colleagues. 

COMMENTARY: Is Sexual Assault Really An *Epidemic*? from ForeignPolicy 11 Jul 13

The U.S. military actually looks pretty good compared to, say, college. 

FEATURE: Daughters And Moms Now Consider Rape Before Applying To Military from CNN 17 Jun 13

Shabren Kurtz-Russ wanted to join the military to start a family tradition. Her mother and father served in the Army. And now she sought to enlist
in the Army National Guard. She spoke to her mother, Sherry Kurtz, about the plan last year. That's when a dark family secret, only hinted at
earlier, was revealed: Her mother told her she was gang-raped in the Army in 1985. 

EDITORIAL: A Failure On Military Sexual Assaults from New York Times 13 Jun 13

The spate of alarming incidents in recent months underscoring the depth of the military’s sexual assault problem did not dissuade Senator Carl
Levin, chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, from killing the most promising corrective on the table. 

EDITORIAL: Military Sex Assault Victims Get Aspirin from USAToday.com 13 Jun 13

Senators settle for half-measures instead of overhauling prosecution system.

OPINION: Camo Envy Is Big Waste from Marine Corps Times 10 Jun 13

The services have spent billions over the past decade to develop and field at least 10 camouflage designs for the Army, Navy, Air Force and
Marines. 

COMMENTARY: Opening Eyes To An *Invisible War* from Washington Post 9 Jun 13

Kirby Dick and Amy Ziering knew from the start that they weren't just making a movie. 

Military Sexual Trauma Captures The Spotlight from Atlanta Journal-Constitution 8 Jun 13

At least once a day, on average, Atlanta's Veterans Administration Medical Center is alerted to another case of a woman in mental and emotional
pain because she was raped, groped or sexually harassed by someone else in the military. 

COMMENTARY: They Just Don’t Get It from Miami Herald 7 Jun 13

Military leaders are still in denial about escalating sexual assaults

Sexual Assault Is An 'Insider Attack' On U.S. Military - Admiral from Reuters 6 Jun 13

Sexual assault is an "insider attack" that is lethal to the U.S. military's culture of discipline and should have been eliminated years ago, the second-
highest U.S. officer told a women's military group on Thursday. 

COMMENTARY: Time To Change Military Justice from New York Times 3 Jun 13

In his commencement address at the United States Military Academy late last month, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel urged the newest graduates
of the two-centuries-old academy to help stamp out the “scourge” of sexual assaults in the military. His call had special resonance. 



Military's Sexual-Assault Problem Has Deep Roots from Associated Press 2 Jun 13

Sexual assault occurs in myriad settings and the perpetrators come from every swath of U.S. society. Yet as recent incidents and reports make
clear, it's a particularly intractable problem in the military, with its enduring macho culture and unique legal system. 

Rape Victim: Retaliation Prevalent In Military from Associated Press 31 May 13

Stacey Thompson had just been stationed at Marine base in Japan when she said her sergeant laced her drinks with drugs, raped her in his
barracks and then dumped her onto a street outside a nightclub at 4 a.m. 

Does Military Culture Foster Sex Abuse? from Stars and Stripes 24 May 13

Nearly a decade into the Pentagon's efforts to stop sexual assault and harassment in the military, some parts of the armed services still allow -- and
even encourage -- the kind of anti-woman sentiment that directly contradicts the Defense Department's oft-cited "zero tolerance" policy...

Congress Stepping Up Its Efforts Against Sexual Assault In Military from New York Times 24 May 13

House Speaker John A. Boehner on Thursday called the rise of sexual assaults in the military a "national disgrace" as lawmakers in both chambers
of Congress moved closer this week to legislation to address the problem. 

Sexual Assaults In Armed Forces A National Scandal from Columbus (GA) Ledger-Enquirer 21 May 13

Almost as outrageous as sexual abuse itself is a vocal minority of apologists and enablers making excuses for it. 

Victims Of Sex Assaults In Military Are Mostly Silent Men from Washington Times 21 May 13

Women are more likely to speak up. More military men than women are sexually abused in the ranks each year, a Pentagon survey shows,
highlighting the underreporting of male-on-male assaults. 

Rumsfeld: 'Zero Tolerance' For Military Sexual Assaults from Politico.com 20 May 13

Former Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld said on Sunday "there has to be zero tolerance" in military sexual assault cases and "there is an
argument that can be made for handling them" differently than they are now. 

COMMENTARY: A Deep Stain On The Military from Washington Post 20 May 13

Can you believe that there were about 26,000 incidents of sexual assault in the military last year? That's an astounding average of more than 70
per day. 

COMMENTARY: Training Push Fails To Halt U.S. Military Sexual Assault Crisis from Reuters 19 May 13

Under pressure to fight sexual assault, the U.S. armed forces in recent years rolled out education programs about proper sexual conduct through
methods like role playing and video games. 

Twice Betrayed from San Antonio Express-News 19 May 13

Part one of three (May 19, 2013): Sexual-assault victims in the military unjustly stigmatized, booted out 

OPINION: Breaking The Kill Chain from ForeignPolicy.com 17 May 13

How to keep America in the game when our enemies are trying to shut us out.

Budget Cuts Biting from USA Today 25 Apr 13

Military pay hikes would be lowest in 50 years

Virginia Leaders Want Flexibility On Furloughs from Newport News Daily Press 19 Apr 13

The Virginia congressional delegation wants the Pentagon to change the rules on civilian furloughs, hoping to lessen the impact in a state where
88,000 people are facing a significant pay cut. 

Local Legislators Wary Of Plan For Base Closures from Norfolk Virginian-Pilot 19 Apr 13

Congress appears to be skeptical of an Obama administration proposal to begin a new round of base closings within 24 months, with legislators



raising questions about whether previous rounds saved enough money and were worth the upheaval they caused around the country. 

Pentagon Unveils Plan To Curtail Unethical Conduct By Senior Officers from Foreign Policy .com 13 Apr 13

The ethics problems that rocked the Pentagon’s senior officer corps last year and resulted in a number of investigations and ruined careers, is
forcing the Defense Department to expand training, emphasize ethics in military education and require a new way to assess the character of
officers by their peers – and their subordinates. 

Hagel: U.S. 'Fully Prepared' For Trouble from USA Today 11 Apr 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel released a $526 billion Pentagon budget Wednesday amid a climate of fiscal uncertainty, but he said the United
States was prepared to respond if a conflict breaks out on the Korean Peninsula where tensions are running high. 

Proposed Defense Budget Is About Same As Last One from Washington Post 11 Apr 13

Plan assumes automatic spending cuts will be averted

Health Care And Military Spending Bear The Brunt Of Proposed Cuts from New York Times 11 Apr 13

President Obama’s effort to control federal spending would require the largest cuts from the government’s biggest programs — health care and the
military — while preserving or increasing spending on favored initiatives like early education, manufacturing and research. 

Amid Criticism, Pentagon Is Seeking Overhaul Of The Court-Martial System from New York Times 9 Apr 13

The Pentagon announced Monday that it would ask Congress to overhaul the court-martial system used to prosecute the nearly 5,000 service
members annually accused of crimes, scaling back the power of senior commanders to overturn convictions and dismiss charges. 

Sequester Leaves Flight Shows Up In The Air from Washington Post 5 Apr 13

Thunderbirds, Blue Angels, Golden Knights find ways to keep busy

Officials: General Fired Over Alcohol, Sex Charges from Associated Press 5 Apr 13

An Army major general with U.S. Africa Command has been relieved of his post in connection with alcohol and sexual misconduct charges,
defense officials said Thursday. 

Self-Sacrifice Is All The Rage As Federal Furloughs Loom from New York Times 5 Apr 13

The rush started on Tuesday when the flush new defense secretary, Chuck Hagel, announced that he would give back a share of his salary for each
day that Pentagon employees are furloughed. 

U.S. Service Secretaries Take Voluntary Pay Cut from ArmyTimes.com 5 Apr 13

The secretaries of the U.S. Army, Air Force and Navy will each give up a portion of his salary to show solidarity with hundreds of thousands of
Defense Department civilian workers facing mandatory furloughs this year. 

Senators To DoD: Where's The Tuition Assistance? from ArmyTimes.com 5 Apr 13

The two senators who led the charge to save tuition assistance from budget cuts want to know what's taking the Defense Department so long to
restart the benefits pipeline. 

House To Get First Crack At Hagel On Budget from DEFCON Hill (TheHill.com) 5 Apr 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel will make his first appearance on Capitol Hill as Pentagon chief before the House Armed Services Committee
next week, one day after the 2014 budget is released. 

More Cuts Ahead For Pentagon, Hagel Says from Washington Post 4 Apr 13

Defense secretary warns that military must rein in soaring costs

Hagel Outlines His Plan For Defense Spending Cuts from Wall Street Journal 4 Apr 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Wednesday outlined his vision for reducing defense spending in the coming years, saying he was taking a hard



look at weapons programs, overhead and personnel. 

Hagel Warns Of Big Squeeze At The Pentagon from New York Times 1 Apr 13

Ending his first month as defense secretary, Chuck Hagel invited six young enlisted personnel for lunch in his private Pentagon office. Without
military or civilian aides, Mr. Hagel himself took extensive notes as the sergeants and petty officers poured out their concerns about pay, benefits,
training and sexual assault — issues that would decide whether they make the military a way of life or just a way station in life. 

Odierno To Top Leaders: Expect Tougher Evals from Army Times 1 Apr 13

New plan casts an eye to booting toxic commanders

Commandant Sets Up Diversity Task Force from Marine Corps Times 1 Apr 13

A new white paper issued by Commandant Gen. Jim Amos outlines an aggressive campaign to make the senior officers' ranks more diverse in
race and gender. 

Pentagon's Budget Fears Fall On Deaf Ears from Washington Times 1 Apr 13

Media see opportunity to cut fat

Hagel To Address *Strategic And Fiscal Challenges* from DefenseNews.com 1 Apr 13

Chuck Hagel will deliver his first major speech as U.S. defense secretary Wednesday where he will focus of the “strategic and fiscal challenges”
facing the Pentagon. 

COMMENTARY: Why Eroding Public Confidence In The Supreme Court Should Worry The Military from ForeignPolicy.com 29

Mar 13

Shadow Government: Notes from the loyal opposition. A new Pew survey of public opinion shows approval of the Supreme Court at an "all time
low." I think these numbers are a warning sign for the U.S. military.

Pentagon Reduces Furlough Days For Civilian Staff from New York Times 29 Mar 13

Hundreds of thousands of Defense Department civilian employees will get a partial reprieve from the work furloughs imposed by the automatic
across-the-board spending cuts known as the sequester, with their number of unpaid days off reduced to 14 from 22 between now and October. 

Pentagon To Cut $41 Billion After Getting $5 Billion More from Bloomberg 29 Mar 13

The Pentagon must cut about $41 billion this fiscal year, not the $46 billion anticipated before Congress passed a stopgap spending bill providing
some relief from automatic reductions, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said. 

For Federal Workforce, Furlough Terrain Is Uneven from Washington Post 29 Mar 13

Every U.S. Park Police officer will be off the job for 14 days - but the national parks they patrol will be staffed. The Department of Housing and
Urban Development will shut down for seven days starting in May, after concluding that staggering furloughs for 9,000 employees would create
too much paperwork. 

Pentagon Cuts Number Of Furlough Days from Associated Press 27 Mar 13

The Pentagon will sharply cut the number of unpaid furlough days civilians will be forced to take over the next several months from 22 to 14,
defense officials said Wednesday, reducing the impact of automatic budget cuts on as many as 700,000 workers. 

Army Defends Battlefield Social Science Program from USAToday 27 Mar 13

Army Secretary John McHugh defended the use of military social scientists on battlefields despite some initial "command, training and personnel
challenges" with the program in its early years. 

Military Judge Rejects Two Trials In Sinclair Case from Fayetteville (NC) Observer 26 Mar 13

A military judge Monday denied a motion to split the court-martial of Brig. Gen. Jeffrey Sinclair into two trials and heard other motions during a
hearing on Fort Bragg. 



Navy Cancels Five Deployments Set For April from NavyTimes.com 26 Mar 13

The defense secretary officially terminated five upcoming ship deployments last week and ordered one deployed frigate to return home. These
ships have been on notice for the past month that their cruises may be canned, but lawmakers — when they passed a military funding plan through
September — made it official. 

Air Force Outlines Policy On Civilian Unpaid Leave from Washington Post 26 Mar 13

Air Force policy on the expected furloughs of civilian employees allows for some discretion over who would be affected, but such exceptions
would be rare and would have to be approved at high levels. 

National Guard Rescinds Mailed Furlough Notices from Washington Post 26 Mar 13

The National Guard is withdrawing furlough notices it mailed last week to employees from 21 states, after the Pentagon's announcement it would
delay its notices until April 5. 

OPINION: Tricare, Bloated But Untouchable from Washington Post 26 Mar 13

The U.S. government's fiscal predicament has many causes. But if you had to reduce them to one sentence, it might go like this: "Congress
responds to the short-term demands of particular groups, not the long-term needs of the nation as a whole." 

Military Times Poll from Army Times 25 Mar 13

Officers Much Happier Than Enlisted Members Views are split on pay, promotions and quality of life 

Pentagon Fine-Tunes Automatic Spending Cuts from Bloomberg Government 25 Mar 13

The Pentagon must work this week fine-tuning the automatic budget cuts of sequestration now that Congress has approved a stopgap spending
measure to fund the government for the rest of the fiscal year. 

Blue Angels Perform Last Show For Awhile from Associated Press 24 Mar 13

The Blue Angels may have performed their final exhibition for the foreseeable future. 

OPINION: Air Force Moves To Ensure Safety Of Trainees from San Antonio Express-News 24 Mar 13

Opinion asked Gen. Edward A. Rice, Jr., commander, Air Education and Training Command, about how the Air Force is handling cases of sexual
relationships between trainers and trainees at Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland. Last week, Staff Sgt. Eddy Soto, an Air Force instructor, was
given a four-year sentence for the rape of a former trainee. 

Congress Approves Temporary Spending Bill To Keep The Government Open from Washington Post 22 Mar 13

Legislation includes provisions that will blunt sequester's impact

Tired Of Fights, Congress Passes Funding Bill from Wall Street Journal 22 Mar 13

House, Senate Avoid Shutdown This Year, but Partisan Disputes Loom as Focus Turns to Fiscal '14 Budget and Debt Ceiling

Pentagon Delaying Furlough Notices By Two Weeks from USA Today 22 Mar 13

The Pentagon has delayed sending furlough notices to its civilian employees for two weeks while it studies legislation that would give it more
flexibility in spending its budget this year, according to a memo released Thursday. 

Pentagon Urged To Stop Stalling, Start Planning Defense Cuts from Reuters 21 Mar 13

The Pentagon needs to stop stalling and start figuring out how to cut its budget by $50 billion annually for the foreseeable future in a way that
preserves national security, defense analysts from across the political spectrum said on Thursday. 

New White House Plan Would Cut $100 Billion From Defense from DefenseNews.com 21 Mar 13

The White House is preparing to submit a fiscal 2014 federal budget that would partially offset across-the-board sequestration cuts by reducing
the Pentagon budget by $100 billion, but not until later this decade, according to a senior defense official and budget documents. 



House Panels Press Agencies Over Their Sequestration Plans from Washington Post 21 Mar 13

Members of both parties point fingers on spending cuts 

Senate Votes To Restore Tuition Assistance from ArmyTimes.com 20 Mar 13

The Senate voted Wednesday to restore tuition assistance for all services, reversing a budget-cutting move ordered by the Army, Air Force,
Marine Corps and Coast Guard. 

Bills Drop Federal Pay Raise, Retain Furloughs from Washington Post 20 Mar 13

Congress is poised to close the door on the possibility of a federal employee pay raise for the remainder of the calendar year while leaving in
place spending cuts that threaten many workers with unpaid furloughs. 

Congress Stands In Way Of Cuts, DoD Says from Army Times 20 Mar 13

Amid accusations that the Defense Department still has bloated budgets — and protects them by hyping the potential harm of even modest cuts —
the Pentagon’s top financial officer said big cuts are in fact being made and more are coming. 

Pacific Command Contractor Charged With Spying from Associated Press 19 Mar 13

A civilian defense contractor who works in intelligence at the U.S. Pacific Command has been charged with giving national security secrets to a
27-year-old Chinese woman he was dating, according to a criminal complaint unsealed Monday. 

Gulf Region Remains Important For US Interest: Dempsey from Press Trust of India 19 Mar 13

Arguing that the Persian Gulf region remains critical to the American interest, a top Pentagon Commander has said the US commitment to
security in the oil rich region remains firm. 

Top General Urges Caution On Syria Options, Rebels from Reuters 19 Mar 13

The United States has a less clear understanding of Syria's opposition than it did last year, the top U.S. military officer said on Monday, in
comments likely to disappoint rebels hoping that America might be inching toward a decision to arm them. 

Stopgap Budget Retains Furloughs from Washington Post 18 Mar 13

Measure locks in sequestration; Some departments may get flexibility

Army Vice Chief Of Staff Discusses Budget Cuts from Associated Press 18 Mar 13

Army Vice Chief of Staff Gen. John Campbell said Monday that senior leaders implementing federal budget cuts will remain focused on soldiers
and units that are still in Afghanistan. 

Pay Freeze, Furloughs Might Push Employees To Retire, But Stats Don't Show It Yet from Washington Post 15 Mar 13

Take a look at the recent federal retirement figures and you can easily get the impression that feds are fleeing the pay freeze and pending furloughs
like members of Congress leaving the Capitol on a Thursday night. 

Stavridis Spotlights Top National Security Issues from TMCNet.com 15 Mar 13

Asked by Congress today where the United States needs to focus attention to promote its national security interests, the longest-serving U.S.
combatant commander cited three areas: cyberspace, trafficking and special operations. 

*Together, We Will Make This A Better World,* Hagel Says At Ceremonial Swearing-In from Omaha World-Herald 15 Mar 13

Chuck Hagel, in his first few weeks as defense secretary, has faced trial by fire. He's managing the sprawling Defense Department in the face of
across-the-board budget cuts. Political pressure is mounting over how the military handles sexual assaults. And veterans' groups are objecting to
the status afforded a new medal to recognize drone pilots and cyberwarriors. 

Pentagon Plans To Add 13 Offensive Teams To Combat Online Threat from Washington Post 13 Mar 13

Cyber Command chief says budget cuts could impede effort. The Pentagon's Cyber Command will create 13 offensive teams by the fall of 2015 to



help defend the nation against major computer attacks from abroad, Gen. Keith Alexander testified to Congress on Tuesday, a rare
acknowledgment of the military's ability to use cyberweapons. 

Fewer Workers, Higher Contributions Toward Retirement Sought from Washington Post 13 Mar 13

The federal workforce would be reduced by attrition and employees would pay more toward their retirement benefits under the budget plan
unveiled Tuesday by House Budget Committee Chairman Paul Ryan (R-Wis.). 

Defense Officials Press Congress For Budget Flexibility from Reuters.com 12 Mar 13

Senior defense officials said on Tuesday they were doing their best to offset the worst impacts of $46 billion in budget cuts that began this month,
but they will have to slash personnel and weapons programs if reductions keep coming in future years. 

McCain: House Spending Plan Has $6.4 Billion In Earmarks DoD Doesn’t Want from DefenseNews.com 12 Mar 13

A U.S. House-passed federal spending measure that would fund the Pentagon and the rest of the government for the remainder of the year
contains $6.4 billion in special interest items not requested by the Defense Department, Sen. John McCain said Tuesday. 

DoD Furloughs To Begin April 26, With Almost No Exceptions from FederalNewsRadio.com 12 Mar 13

The vast majority of the Defense Department's civilian workforce will begin to receive notifications as soon as next week that they should expect
to be furloughed for 22 days this year.

Desperate Times: Marines Told To 'Save Every Round' from CNN.com 12 Mar 13

United States Marines are being told to preserve ammunition and gasoline as a deal softening the impact of automatic spending cuts continues to
elude leaders in Washington. 

Pentagon forming cyber teams to prevent attacks from Associated Press 12 Mar 13

The Defense Department is establishing a series of cyber teams charged with carrying out offensive operations to combat the threat of an
electronic assault on the United States that could cause major damage and disruption to the country's vital infrastructure, a senior military official
said Tuesday. 

Bliss Sets Itself Apart On Suicide Prevention from Army Times 11 Mar 13

Post gains ground with intervention training, reverse-cycle PT

U.S. Air Force Stops Reporting Data On Afghan Drone Strikes from Reuters 10 Mar 13

With debate intensifying in the United States over the use of drone aircraft, the U.S. military said on Sunday that it had removed data about air
strikes carried out by unmanned planes in Afghanistan from its monthly air power summaries. 

Hidden Losses from Austin American-Statesman 10 Mar 13

More Texas Army National Guard soldiers dying of car crashes, suicide than combat

DOD Warns Furloughs Could Affect Tricare from Stars and Stripes 8 Mar 13

Military health officials are bracing for federal government budget cuts and expect immediate cuts to research, facility repairs and new equipment,
the Pentagon's top health official said this week. 

Efforts To Avoid Gov't Shutdown Move To Senate from Associated Press 8 Mar 13

Efforts to stave off a late March government shutdown shifted to the Senate after House Republicans swiftly passed legislation to keep federal
agencies running, while also easing some effects of $85 billion in budget cuts. 

U.S. Commander Seeks To Ease Human-Rights Rules That Limit Training from Reuters 7 Mar 13

The head of the U.S. military's Special Operations Command is seeking to ease restrictions preventing elite American forces from training foreign
units linked to human rights violations, saying limiting such help can sometimes be counter-productive. 



GOP Aims To Give Pentagon Flexibility from Wall Street Journal 5 Mar 13

Having all but abandoned efforts to forestall across-the-board budget cuts known as sequestration, Congress is turning its attention to reordering
spending priorities as agencies put the cuts into effect. 

GOP Introduces Measure To Keep Government Running Funding resolution would leave sequester cuts in place from Washington
Post 5 Mar 13

House Republicans on Monday introduced a bill that would avoid a government shutdown at the end of March but that also could mitigate some
of the most striking effects of the across-the-board federal spending cuts enacted last week. 

Pentagon To Furlough Teachers, Cut Commissary Time from Associated Press 4 Mar 13

The Pentagon will furlough about 15,000 military school teachers and staff around the world because of the automatic budget cuts that took effect
last Friday, but spokesman George Little said Monday the department will manage the process so the schools don't lose their accreditation. 

Sequester Hits Federal Agencies. Now What For Federal Employees? from Washington Post 1 Mar 13

Now what? Congress has failed the country - again. 

FEATURE: Government Workers Anxious About Furloughs, Sequestration But Also Effects Of Bashing from Washington Post 1
Mar 13

No one would mistake Mantua, a leafy section of Fairfax County where houses sell in the $700,000 range, for a factory town, but where Jenny
Foo lives, almost everyone's paycheck comes from the same place. 

Cuts Imminent, Senate Rejects Stopgap Efforts from Associated Press 1 Mar 13

Squabbling away the hours, the Senate swatted aside last-ditch plans to block $85 billion in broad-based federal spending reductions Thursday as
President Barack Obama and Republicans blamed each other for the latest outbreak of gridlock and the administration readied plans to put the
cuts into effect. 

Spending Cuts Create Challenges For Army from Washington Post 1 Mar 13

For the past decade, the uncertainty of war hovered over this garrison town like an ominous cloud, with units shipping off and returning home
every few weeks from intense combat tours. 

Pentagon Says Cuts May Hurt Intelligence-Gathering from Associated Press 28 Feb 13

The Pentagon's top intelligence officials say looming automatic budget cuts and the downturn in defense spending put the development of
essential intelligence-gathering tools in jeopardy. 

Obama To Meet With Congressional Leaders On Ways To Avoid Sequester from Washington Post 28 Feb 13

In a meeting planned for Friday, President Obama will push Republican congressional leaders to accept higher tax revenue in order to avoid deep
spending cuts set to take effect on the same day.

Intelligence
US Interrogation Strategy Gets Scrutiny In Benghazi Case from Associated Press 17 Aug 15

After a suspected militant was captured last year to face charges for the deadly 2012 attacks on Americans in Benghazi, Libya, he was brought to
the U.S. aboard a Navy transport ship on a 13-day trip that his lawyers say could have taken 13 hours by plane. 

Obama Administration Warns Beijing About Covert Agents Operating In US from New York Times 17 Aug 15

The Obama administration has delivered a warning to Beijing about the presence of Chinese government agents operating secretly in the United
States to pressure prominent expatriates — some wanted in China on charges of corruption — to return home immediately, according to American
officials. 

Julian Assange Says He Will Leave Embassy “Soon” from New York Times 19 Aug 14

Julian Assange, the founder of WikiLeaks, who was given asylum in the Ecuadorean Embassy here two years ago, said Monday that he “will be



leaving the embassy soon,” but he provided no specifics. 

Latest US Media Intel Scoop Suggests New from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 14

The latest media scoop about the internal workings of the US intelligence community has convinced officials they have a new leaker feeding
information to journalists, reports said Tuesday. 

Intelligence Security Initiatives Have Chilling Effect On Federal Whistleblowers, Critics Say from Washington Post 24 Jul 14

The Insider Threat Program and a continuous monitoring initiative under consideration in the intelligence community were begun by the Obama
administration after the leaks of classified information by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden and Army Pvt. Chelsea Manning, and the
Navy Yard shootings by Aaron Alexis, who used his security clearance to gain access to the base. 

Intelligence Chief Forbids Unauthorized Talks With Reporters from McClatchy 22 Apr 14

Employees of U.S. intelligence agencies have been barred from discussing any intelligence-related matter _even if it isn’t classified _ with
journalists without authorization, according to a new directive by Director of National Intelligence James Clapper. 

How A Court Secretly Evolved, Extending U.S. Spies’ Reach from New York Times 12 Mar 14

Ten months after the Sept. 11 attacks, the nation’s surveillance court delivered a ruling that intelligence officials consider a milestone in the secret
history of American spying and privacy law. Called the “Raw Take” order — classified docket No. 02-431 — it weakened restrictions on sharing
private information about Americans, according to documents and interviews. 

Obama Plans Intelligence Surveillance Reforms, Aides Say from McClatchy 6 Jan 14

President Barack Obama is preparing a package of intelligence reforms that will probably put a public advocate for the first time in the secret
court that approves surveillance practices and remove a controversial telephone records database from direct government control, aides said. 

OPINION: Reveal What U.S. Torture Cost Us from Washington Post 13 Dec 13

The need for transparency in U.S. intelligence activities has drawn attention in Washington largely because of issues regarding surveillance and
drones. 

OPINION: Before the NSA, There Was ‘Patrolling the Ether’ from Wall Street Journal 13 Dec 13

The government spying on Americans? Sounded fine during World War II.

US may split command of spy and cyber agencies from Associated Press 7 Nov 13

The White House is considering a proposal to split the job now held by one military commander who oversees both the National Security Agency
and cybersecurity operations. 

Panel: U.S. Spy Agencies Hampered By Poor Collaboration, Inadequate Cyberdefense from Washington Post 6 Nov 13

The scientific research efforts of the U.S. intelligence community are poorly coordinated, and agencies have struggled to develop adequate
defenses against emerging threats including cyberattacks, according to a national commission that released its findings on Tuesday. 

U.S. Is Losing Advantage In Spying, Report Says from New York Times 6 Nov 13

A congressional panel created long before the recent revelations about government electronic spying operations issued a blistering report on
Tuesday charging that the intelligence world’s research-and-development efforts are disorganized and unfocused. 

Qaeda Plot Leak Has Undermined U.S. Intelligence from New York Times 30 Sep 13

As the nation’s spy agencies assess the fallout from disclosures about their surveillance programs, some government analysts and senior officials
have made a startling finding: the impact of a leaked terrorist plot by Al Qaeda in August has caused more immediate damage to American
counterterrorism efforts than the thousands of classified documents disclosed by Edward Snowden, the former National Security Agency
contractor. 

Leaked Memo Details NSA Data Sharing With Israel from Los Angeles Times 12 Sep 13



The raw intelligence may include U.S. citizen information, the document says. 

OPINION: More Mistakes At The N.S.A. from New York Times 12 Sep 13

A fresh trove of previously classified documents released on Tuesday provides further evidence — as if any more were needed — that the
National Security Agency has frequently been unable to comprehend, let alone manage, its vast and continuing collection of Americans’ telephone
and Internet records. 

Document Sheds Light On Raid That Killed Bin Laden from Washington Post 30 Aug 13

The U.S. commando raid that killed Osama bin Laden was guided from space by a fleet of satellites, which aimed dozens of receivers over
Pakistan to collect a torrent of electronic and signals intelligence as the mission unfolded, according to a top-secret U.S. intelligence document. 

Obama Orders Creation Of Intelligence Review Group from Associated Press 13 Aug 13

President Barack Obama is directing his national intelligence director to form a panel of outside experts to review government intelligence and
communications technologies. 

U.S. Says It Gathers Online Data Abroad from New York Times 7 Jun 13

The federal government has been secretly collecting information on foreigners overseas for nearly six years from the nation's largest Internet
companies like Google, Facebook and, most recently, Apple, in search of national security threats, the director of national intelligence confirmed
Thursday night.

International
Kerry Arrives In Israel As Rumors Swirl Of Netanyahu, Abbas Meeting from Washington Post 28 Jun 13

Secretary of State John F. Kerry met into the early hours of Friday morning here with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, but he
announced no progress in efforts to restart negotiations with Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas. 

International Narcotics Control Board
Drugs body attacks Uruguay, 2 US states over legalising dope from Associated Press 4 Mar 14

World drugs body INCB on Tuesday warned Uruguay and the US states of Colorado and Washington that legalising the recreational use of
marijuana violated international treaties. 

Interpol
Interpol, cruise firms share jihadi watch lists from Associated Press 7 Nov 14

Would-be jihadi fighters are increasingly booking tickets on cruise ships to join extremists in battle zones in Syria and Iraq, hoping to bypass
stepped-up efforts to thwart them in neighboring Turkey, Interpol officials have told The Associated Press. 

Deputy head of Germany's FBI equivalent elected Interpol chief from Agence France-Presse 7 Nov 14

Jurgen Stock, deputy head of Germany's BKA federal investigative police agency, was elected Friday as the new chief of Interpol at the
international organisation's annual general assembly. 

Interpol raids in Latam net fake goods worth $27 mn from Agence France-Presse 15 May 14

An Interpol-led operation across South America has led to the seizure of counterfeit goods worth $27.4 million (20 million euros), the
organisation said Thursday. 

Interpol-led operation seizes drugs in Caribbean from Associated Press 2 Jul 13

The international police agency Interpol has led an operation in the Caribbean and Central America that has seized $822 million worth of drugs
and led to 142 arrests. 

Interrogation Poll
Waterboarding, Other Interrogation Techniques Sometimes Justified, Half Of Americans Say: Poll from Washington Times 16 Dec 14

A new poll shows that seven in 10 Americans think waterboarding is torture, but 49 percent say such “aggressive” interrogation tactics are



sometimes justified, compared to 36 percent who say they are never justified. 

Iran
Iran, West inch closer to 'historic' nuclear deal in Vienna from India.com 17 Nov 14

With the deadline just a week away, Iran, the United States and other world powers are converging in Vienna to reach a historic, comprehensive
agreement that will mark the closure of the 12-year-long deadlock on Iran's nuclear programme. 

A Bill Stokes Debate, And Doubt, On Iran Deal from New York Times 17 Jan 14

Its Senate sponsors describe it as a “diplomatic insurance policy” that will help President Obama cut a better nuclear deal with Iran. The White
House condemns it as a deal-killer that could put the United States on a path to war. 

Iran Deal
White House ‘Confident’ IAEA Can Investigate Iran from AFP 20 Aug 15

The White House on Wednesday insisted it had confidence in the International Atomic Energy Agency, after it emerged that the watchdog may
allow Iran to self-inspect some suspected nuclear sites. 

Pelosi: House Democrats will sustain Obama veto on Iran deal from Associated Press 20 Aug 15

House Democrats have the votes, if necessary, to uphold President Barack Obama's veto of a resolution against his Iran nuclear deal, Minority
Leader Nancy Pelosi said Wednesday. 

Divisions And Inertia In Congress May Hand Obama A Victory On Iran Deal from New York Times 19 Aug 15

Partisanship has become the pre-eminent scapegoat for American political failure, an all-purpose explanation for Washington’s inability to act. Yet
in rare circumstances, it can actually guarantee action. So, notwithstanding an acrimonious debate, polarization makes the United States’
acceptance of the Iran nuclear deal very likely. 

Lobbying Fight Over Iran Nuclear Deal Centers On Democrats from New York Times 18 Aug 15

From his rented vacation home in Martha’s Vineyard with sweeping views of the Atlantic Ocean, President Obama has been making phone calls
to Democratic members of Congress, trying to rally support for the nuclear deal with Iran that faces a vote next month. 

Obama Could Act On Iran Deal Without Congressional Approval from Huffington Post 17 Aug 15

The September vote on the Iran nuclear deal is billed as a titanic standoff between President Barack Obama and Congress. Yet even if lawmakers
reject the agreement, it's not game-over for the White House. 

In Efforts to Sway Iran Debate, Big-Money Donors Are Heard from New York Times 12 Aug 15

In the weeks before Senator Chuck Schumer’s decision to oppose the Iran nuclear accord, John Shapiro, a New York financier and a leader of the
American Jewish Committee, had his ear, plying him with reasons to oppose it. 

Obama’s Iran Nuclear Deal A Tough Sell To American Public, Polls Show from Washington Times 12 Aug 15

President Obama has railed against congressional Republicans for opposing his administration’s nuclear deal with Iran to score partisan points,
but the president has a bigger problem: The American public generally opposes it, too. 

Dollar could suffer if U.S. walks away from Iran deal: John Kerry from Reuters 12 Aug 15

If the United States walks away from the nuclear deal with Iran and demands that its allies comply with U.S. sanctions, a loss of confidence in
U.S. leadership could threaten the dollar's position as the world's reserve currency, the top U.S. diplomat said on Tuesday. 

Nuclear Deal May Lead To More Moderate Iran, Obama Says from Bloomberg Politics 11 Aug 15

The nuclear agreement with Iran may help the U.S. and other countries focus on combating Islamic State and dealing with instability in other
Middle Eastern countries, President Barack Obama said in two interviews released Monday. 

Obama: Critics Of Iran Deal Have ‘Legitimate Concerns’ from USA Today 11 Aug 15



President Obama says critics of the Iran nuclear agreement are “ideological” and “illogical.” But in a pair of interviews released Monday, Obama
also concedes that opponents of the deal have some honest arguments. 

U.S. Calls On Israel To Prepare For ‘Day After’ Iran Deal Passes from Bloomberg News 11 Aug 15

The U.S. ambassador to Israel said Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu won’t discuss new security arrangements to prepare his nation for the
implementation of the Iran nuclear accord he opposes. 

Obama Defends Likening Republicans To Iran Hardliners On Nuclear Deal from Los Angeles Times 10 Aug 15

President Obama stood by his charge that Iranian hardliners are making “common cause” with Republican lawmakers in opposing the landmark
nuclear deal with Iran, insisting that such an accusation “is absolutely true, factually.” 

Sen. Claire McCaskill: Sen. Chuck Schumer Won’t Sway Other Democrats On Iran Nuclear Deal from Washington Times 10 Aug 15

Sen. Claire McCaskill insisted Sunday that Sen. Chuck Schumer’s notable decision to oppose the nuclear deal with Iran hasn’t placed pressure on
fellow Democrats to follow suit, as Congress readies to weigh in on the pact when it returns to Washington next month. 

Schumer Says He Will Oppose Iran Nuclear Deal from New York Times 7 Aug 15

Senator Chuck Schumer, Democrat of New York and the most influential Jewish voice in Congress, said Thursday night that he will oppose
President Obama’s deal to limit Iran’s nuclear program. 

Two Democrats Come Out Against Obama’s Iran Deal from USA Today 7 Aug 15

Sen. Chuck Schumer came out against the Iran nuclear agreement Thursday night, making him the most prominent Democrat to oppose one of the
biggest foreign policy initiatives of the Obama presidency. 

Flake Stands Out As Truly Undecided GOP Senator On Iran Deal from Associated Press 7 Aug 15

Sen. Jeff Flake has purposely spent time on deserted islands, so being the sole Senate Republican weighing whether to back President Barack
Obama on the international nuclear deal with Iran is hardly a new experience. 

Obama’s Iran Deal-or-War Warning Attracts Bipartisan Criticism from Bloomberg Politics 7 Aug 15

President Barack Obama’s warning that the Iran nuclear deal comes down to a choice “between diplomacy or some form of war” drew criticism
from both the Senate’s Republican leader and the House’s No. 2 Democrat. 

John Kerry Wins Gulf States’ Cautious Support For Iran Deal from New York Times 4 Aug 15

Persian Gulf monarchies issued a cautious endorsement on Monday of the accord Secretary of State John Kerry negotiated last month to constrain
Iran’s nuclear program. 

Iran Deal’s Fate In Congress Rests With Undecided Democrats from Washington Post 4 Aug 15

Before he served as a U.S. senator, before he ran Delaware’s largest county, Christopher A. Coons was a corporate lawyer, reviewing contracts
and business proposals for W.R. Gore & Associates. 

Congressman For Iran Prisoner’s Family Backs Nuclear Accord from New York Times 31 Jul 15

A congressman whose constituents include the family of the longest-held American prisoner in Iran said Thursday that he had decided to vote in
favor of the nuclear agreement reached with Iran on July 14. 

Pelosi says Iran deal 'a diplomatic masterpiece' from USA Today 31 Jul 15

The top House Democrat said Thursday that President Obama will have the support he needs to uphold the Iran nuclear deal if Republicans try to
block it. 

Iraq
Iraqi militia leader says U.S. not serious about fighting Islamic State from Reuters 29 Jul 15

The head of one of Iraq's fiercest Shi'ite militias called the U.S.-led coalition's campaign against Islamic State ineffective and accused Washington



of lacking the will to uproot radical Sunni jihadis controlling large swathes of Iraq and Syria. 

IRS
Chief Says I.R.S. Struggles to Stay Ahead of Online Attackers from New York Times 2 Jun 15

John Koskinen, the head of the Internal Revenue Service, on Tuesday attributed a recent online attack that exposed the information of more than
100,000 taxpayers to the agency’s inability to keep up with increasingly sophisticated threats. 

Islamic State
Obama Says Anti-Islamic State Strategy Unchanged Even As Airstrikes Increase from Los Angeles Times 7 Jul 15

President Obama acknowledged Monday that the Islamic State terrorists have been “particularly effective” at recruiting volunteers to fight in Iraq
and Syria but pledged to stay on track with his current strategy even though it “will not be quick” in bringing about the group’s defeat. 

Nervous: 58% Of American Voters Say President Obama ‘too Soft’ On Islamic Extremists from Washington Times 30 Jun 15

“American voters think Barack Obama is too soft on Islamic extremists, and that the U.S. fight against them is going badly,” says Fox News
analyst Dana Blanton. The network has released a new poll revealing that 58 percent of Americans think the president is too easy on the
extremists, including nearly four in 10 Democrats (37 percent) plus 57 percent of independents and 83 percent of Republicans. 

Anti-ISIS Coalition Makes Little Progress At Paris Meeting from New York Times 3 Jun 15

With Islamist militant fighters on the ground in Syria and Iraq moving faster than the international coalition arrayed against them, a meeting in
Paris by coalition members on Tuesday seemed unlikely to reverse the momentum anytime soon. 

Obama’s Islamic State Strategy Sparks Doubt, Resentment Among Pentagon Officials from Washington Times 27 May 15

Beneath the glowing battle reports about Iraq from U.S. military spokesmen in recent months, there remains a strong undercurrent of
dissatisfaction among the Pentagon rank and file with the Obama administration’s Islamic State strategy. 

Will U.S. Troops Be Drawn Back Into Iraq War? from USA Today 25 Feb 15

A coming Iraqi offensive to drive the Islamic State out of Iraq’s second-largest city renews a debate on whether U.S. forces should play a larger
role in the operation despite the risk of drawing them back into a war. 

Isolationism
Americans’ Isolationism On The Rise from Associated Press 5 Dec 13

Most Americans say the nation’s influence in world affairs is declining, disapprove of the way President Barack Obama is handling foreign policy
and would prefer more emphasis on domestic affairs, according to a new survey from the Pew Research Center. 

ISR Operations
U.S. Military Drone Surveillance Is Expanding To Hot Spots Beyond Declared Combat Zones from Washington Post 21 Jul 13

“Surveillance drones could really help us out and really take the heat and wear and tear off of some of our manned aviation assets,” Marine Gen.
John F. Kelly, chief of the U.S. Southern Command, said in March. One possible destination for more U.S. drones is Colombia.

Israel
Palestinian Bus Driver Found Hanged In Jerusalem from AFP 18 Nov 14

A Palestinian bus driver was found hanged in his vehicle in Jerusalem, sparking clashes Monday, after what Israel said was an apparent suicide
but a colleague said looked like murder. 

James Foley
Justice Department investigating terrorist killing of James Foley from Washington Times 22 Aug 14

The U.S. Justice Department is pursuing a criminal investigation into the beheading death of American photojournalist James Foley, Attorney
General Eric H. Holder announced Thursday. 

GlobalPost Chief: Kidnappers Demanded $132.5 Million For James Foley from Los Angeles Times 22 Aug 14



Before executing James Foley, the militant group Islamic State sent an email demanding $132.5 million in exchange for the return of the
kidnapped journalist, the director of the website GlobalPost said Thursday. 

JCS
Sexual-Assault Bill Goes Too Far, Military Chiefs Say from Washington Post 4 Jun 13

The nation's military chiefs have told Congress in writing that they oppose or have strong reservations about a controversial bill that would
reshape military law by taking sexual-assault cases out of the hands of commanders, setting up a likely clash with lawmakers who are pushing the
idea. 

JFT-GTMO
US senators visiting Guantanamo from Associated Press 14 Nov 14

Seven senators are visiting the U.S. detention center at Guantanamo Bay on Friday on a fact-finding oversight trip. 

JIATF-S
CSL Comalapa Commemorates 10-year Anniversary from CSL Comalapa Public Affairs 17 Dec 13

Cooperative Security Location (CSL) Comalapa, El Salvador commemorated its 10-year anniversary by hosting a general public visit Dec. 14. 

Narco-Terrorists Build Untraceable Submarines to Sneak up on U.S. Border from US News 22 May 13

*Brilliant evil people* have created drug trafficking tactics that elude sequestration-ravaged military, says task force officer

Spending Cuts Devastate Cocaine Interdiction, Admiral Says from American Forces Press Service 22 May 13

Sequestration spending cuts are letting 38 more metric tons of cocaine into the United States, the director of the Joint Interagency Task Force
South said here today. 

JIATF-South
Official Seeks Larger Counter-Drug Fleet from Navy Times 14 Apr 14

“We need about 16 ships, and in the words of [U.S. Southern Command chief Marine] Gen. [John] Kelly, they don’t need to be destroyers, they
don’t need to be fancy,” said Air Force Brig Gen. Steve DePalmer, deputy director at Joint Interagency Task Force South.

AFROTC cadet carries on Prop and Wings tradition from Maxwell AFB/Air University Public Affairs 15 Aug 13

... Brig. Gen. Steve DePalmer, U.S. Southern Command, Joint Interagency Task Force South deputy director ... surprised his daughter, Devin, a
cadet in the Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps, by joining her class during their graduation run and presenting her the Prop and Wings pin
in a ceremony here Aug. 6.

Task Force Leverages Partnerships in Counterdrug Fight from American Forces Press Service 28 Mar 13

With fewer dollars and fewer ships and aircraft to patrol cocaine traffickers' transit routes, Joint Interagency Task Force South is adopting
innovative new approaches to its counterdrug mission and leveraging partnerships across the interagency and with regional nations...

Local anti-smuggling force takes hit with budget cuts from Keysnews.com 10 Mar 13

A Key West-based government task force that works to stymie drug smugglers will have to make do with fewer ships. 

Joint Chiefs
Top U.S. Military Leaders Supported Bergdahl Exchange; Joint Chiefs Of Staff Stressed Importance of 'Leave No Soldier
Behind' from 11 Jul 14

Top U.S. military leaders fully supported the decision to exchange five Taliban prisoners to secure the release of Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl...The Joint
Chiefs of Staff and its chairman unanimously supported the decision to swap the detainees to win the freedom of Sgt. Bergdahl, said ... Sen. Carl
Levin (D., Mich), who heads the Senate Armed Services Committee.

Military Leaders Back Bergdahl Prisoner Exchange from McClatchy 11 Jul 14

In the wake of criticism of the May 31 exchange, mainly from Republican lawmakers, Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman Carl Levin



solicited the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. All seven members of the Joint Chiefs, who head the major military services, sent Levin letters in
support of the deal.

JRTC
El Salvadoran troops train at JRTC, deploy to Afghanistan from Fort Polk Guardian 2 Jul 13

El Salvadoran Soldiers spent eight weeks in the Joint Security Forces Assistant Course, administered by the 162nd Infantry Brigade and held at
the Joint Readiness Training?Center, in preparation for their deployment to Afghanistan. 

JTF-Bravo
NCI awarded Alliant task order from Data Centres News 2 Dec 14

NCI, a provider of IT and solutions to US Federal Government agencies, has announced that it was awarded a new firm-fixed price contract
valued at $12.3 million from U. Southern Command. 

JTF-Bravo leaders share vision with Honduran key leaders from DVIDS 14 Nov 14

The commander of Joint Task Force-Bravo and major subordinate commanders welcomed more than 40 key leaders from the Republic of
Honduras who participated in Honduran Leaders’ Day, Nov. 14. 

US Military, Honduran Surgeons Work in Puerto Lempira from Honduras Weekly 7 Dec 13

Joint Task Force-Bravo's Mobile Surgical Team (MST) partnered with the Honduran Ministry of Health and the Honduran Surgical Association
(HAS) to complete 40 surgeries at the Puerto Lempira Hospital in the Gracias a Dios region of Honduras during a Medical Readiness Training
Exercise (MEDRETE) on September 18-20.

Joint Task Force-Bravo brings medical care to more than 800 in Honduras from Joint Task Force-Bravo Public Affairs 23 Sep 13

Members of Joint Task Force-Bravo partnered with the Honduran Ministry of Health to provide medical care to more than 800 people in the
remote villages of Usibila and Raya in the Gracias a Dios region of Honduras during a Medical Readiness Training Exercise (MEDRETE), Sept.
18-19. 

Central America
Honduras
The U.S. trains firefighters from Central America from El Heraldo 17 May 13

Intending to teach how to put down fire on structures, aircrafts and automobiles, the Joint Task Force Bravo trained a group of 35 firefighters from
Honduras, El Salvador, Panama and Nicaragua among other countries. The CENTAM SMOKE exercises take place in the Enrique Soto Cano Air
Base in Palmerola. 

American military base in Honduras, 30 years later from Agence France-Presse 8 May 13

A strategic military base built by the United States as a launching point against communism during the 80’s “cold war” remains 30 years later ...
“Palmerola is a place where a quick mobilization to any country in Latin America can happen, so it is an important location for the United States’
geopolitics and not solely for drug trafficking”, said to the AFP Juan Almendares, Honduran scientist and pacifist. 

American military personnel train firefighters from the region in Palmerola from La Tribuna 8 May 13

“We are now working with the largest group yet because we have representatives from five nations and since 2007 when we started it, we have
been able to train 735 firefighters”. “We teach them here the basics but we also learn a lot from them”, emphasized Lemire, who is responsible for
a unit that has helped the region from Belize to Panama in cases of natural disasters and war on drugs. 

JTF-GTMO
Secretary Of Defense Carter Stumps For ‘Guantánamo North’ Pathway To Closure from Miami Herald 21 Aug 15

Secretary of Defense Ash Carter used the Pentagon podium Thursday to stump for support for the idea of setting up a “Guantánamo North,”
emphasizing closure by transferring the last war-on-terror prisoners to the U.S. over the dozens of detainees already approved for release from
U.S. military custody. 



Defense Secretary: We’re Looking At U.S. Sites For Gitmo Detainees from USA Today 21 Aug 15

Pentagon teams are examining sites in the United States to move terror detainees currently held at the naval base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
Defense Secretary Ash Carter said Thursday. 

Pentagon chief eyes alternative prisons for Guantanamo detainees from Reuters 20 Aug 15

Teams working on plans to close the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay have been visiting detention facilities in the United States to
identify sites where war prisoners could be held long term, Defense Secretary Ash Carter said on Thursday. 

Senators Warn Against “Unbelievable” Obama Administration Plan To Close GITMO, Open US Site from Washington Times 18 Aug

15

The Obama administration is now beginning site assessment plans for domestic alternatives to the Guantanamo Bay prison – such as the Naval
Brig in Hanahan, South Carolina and Ft. Leavenworth in Kansas. One South Carolina Republican is not so thrilled. 

Afghan Goes Before Guantánamo Parole Board from Miami Herald 18 Aug 15

An Afghan man described as “one of the most compliant detainees at Guantánamo” goes before a national security parole board Tuesday seeking
repatriation. 

Could ISIS appeal to Guantanamo detainees? from PRI 16 Aug 15

American intelligence officials who were once trying to figure out if the detainees at Guantanamo Bay prison were al-Qaeda and what role they
played, have now a new task at hand: Trying to figure out what the detainees think about ISIS.

Pentagon surveying potential U.S. ‘Guantánamo North’ lockups from Miami Herald 15 Aug 15

Pentagon teams studying alternative lockups to Guantanamo Bay visited Fort Leavenworth in Kansas this past week and head to the Charleston,
S.C., brig next week as part of spadework for a proposed closing plan that swiftly stirred opposition in Congress. 

U.S. military looks into moving some Guantanamo detainees to military sites: media from Reuters 15 Aug 15

The U.S. Department of Defense is sending a team to military installations in Kansas and South Carolina to investigate the possibility of
relocating some Guantanamo Bay prisoners to U.S. soil, media outlets reported on Saturday. 

Governor Sam Brownback responds to Obama Administration proposed transfer of Guantanamo ... from CBS 7 KOAM 14 Aug 15

Governor Sam Brownback today responded to the Obama Administration's plans to transfer detainees from the Guantanamo Bay detention camp
(GITMO). Governor Brownback, along with his Congressional colleagues, successfully blocked the transfer of GITMO detainees in 2009. 

US Military Surveying Prisons to Potentially Hold Guantanamo Detainees from Voice of America 13 Aug 15

The Department of Defense has started surveying a military installation in Leavenworth, Kansas, to potentially hold detainees currently at the
U.S. detention facility in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Now top US official 'says he wants to release' last Briton left in Guantanamo: Defence secretary is 'prioritising' case from The
Daily Mail 12 Aug 15

Hopes were raised last night that Shaker Aamer could be released from Guantanamo Bay after a senior US government official said he was
treating the case as ‘a priority’. 

Issue Of Where To Move Guantanamo Detainees Threatens Closure Plan from Washington Post 11 Aug 15

A renewed push by the White House to close the prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, has been bogged down by an internal disagreement over its
most controversial provision — where to house detainees who will be brought into the United States for trial or indefinite detention, according to
U.S. officials.

Issue of where to move Guantanamo detainees threatens closure plan from Washington Post 11 Aug 15

A renewed push by the White House to close the prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, has been bogged down by an internal disagreement over its
most controversial provision — where to house detainees who will be brought to the United States for trial or indefinite detention, according to



U.S. officials. 

Health Survey Underway At Guantánamo’s Camp Justice from Miami Herald 7 Aug 15

An industrial hygiene team is carrying out “a comprehensive occupational and environmental health survey” at the war crimes court compound at
the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, following concerns there may be carcinogens at the site, a base spokeswoman said Thursday. 

New: ECLECTIC RANT: Closing Guantanamo Bay Detention Camp from The Berkeley Daily Planet 2 Aug 15

On July 20, 2015, the U.S. and Cuba reopened embassies in each other's countries that had been closed since 1961. As the freeze between the two
countries thaws, I would expect the commercial, economic, and financial embargo imposed by the U.S. on Cuba since 1960 will be ended in due
time. Normalization of relations between the U.S. and Cuba will not be complete until the Guantánamo Bay Detention Camp is closed and
Guantánamo is returned to Cuba. 

Inside Gitmo's abandoned Camp X-Ray from Military Times 31 Jul 15

With President Obama renewing his vow to close detention facilities at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Medill News Service traveled to the base
and photographed the abandoned Camp X-Ray detention center. 

Guantánamo Base Searching Records Amid Cancer Scare from Miami Herald 31 Jul 15

Navy officials are combing through Guantánamo records in search of evidence of carcinogens at the Pentagon’s war court compound after a
complaint questioned whether the death of a former war court defense lawyer was linked to the lawyer’s service at the remote U.S. Navy base in
Cuba, the military said Thursday. 

U.S.-Taliban Fight Goes On, So Guantánamo Detainee Stays, Court Says from New York Times 31 Jul 15

The United States military may continue to hold a Guantánamo Bay detainee accused of being a Taliban fighter even though President Obama has
repeatedly said that the United States’ war in Afghanistan has ended, a federal judge ruled Thursday. 

US judge rejects legal challenge from Guantanamo detainee from Associated Press 31 Jul 15

A federal judge on Thursday rejected a legal challenge from a Guantanamo Bay detainee who said his imprisonment was unlawful now that
President Barack Obama has declared an end to hostilities in Afghanistan. 

OPINION: While Guantánamo Logjam Endures, Some Prisoners Could Be Freed from New York Times 30 Jul 15

American national security officials concluded more than five years ago that Tariq Ba Odah, a prisoner at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, should be
released because he doesn’t pose a major risk. Mr. Ba Odah, a Yemeni citizen who has been on a hunger strike since February 2007 and is subject
to forced feeding, is emaciated. Fearing that he could starve to death in the near future, his lawyers recently filed a petition challenging his
detention. 

US Navy Examines Health Concerns Near Guantanamo Court from Associated Press 29 Jul 15

A complaint lodged with the Pentagon has prompted the U.S. Navy to look into the possible presence of anything that may cause cancer in a
section of the base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, a military spokeswoman said Tuesday. 

Does Guantanamo Bay Have A Cancer Problem? Three Military Lawyers Are Dead. from Washington Post 29 Jul 15

The military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, may have another problem to deal with: Cancer. The U.S. Navy acknowledged Monday that it is
investigating concerns about possible carcinogens where the Defense Department holds military commissions for detainees. 

Cancer Connection? Guantánamo Lawyers Anxious About Ill Colleagues, 3 Deaths from Miami Herald 28 Jul 15

Nearly two weeks after a former Guantánamo attorney asked the Inspector General’s Office at the Pentagon to investigate whether the war court
compound at the remote base was linked to seven cases of cancer, a base spokeswoman said Monday that the Navy was aware of the issue and
looking into it. 

U.S. Guantanamo board hears case of alleged al-Qaeda member from Al Arabiya News 28 Jul 15

A suspected al-Qaeda recruiter held at the Guantanamo Bay military prison for 13 years faced a U.S. national security board on Monday to



determine if he is eligible to be transferred.

Guantanamo Prison Closing Plan Means New Obama-Congress Battle from Bloomberg 27 Jul 15

President Barack Obama’s plan to close the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, would bring as many as 64 of the 116 current
detainees -- those deemed too dangerous to transfer elsewhere -- to the U.S. for federal prosecution or continued military detention.

Kenyan Lawmaker Wants Terror Suspect Released From Gitmo from USA Today 27 Jul 15

When President Obama returns to the United States after his visit to East Africa, some Kenyans hope he’ll consider releasing one of their
countrymen from the Guantanamo Bay detention facility in Cuba. 

Obama Has a New Plan to Close Gitmo, but Will He Give the Base Back to Cuba? from Miami New Times 27 Jul 15

It's been seven years since President Obama ordered the detention center at Guantánamo Bay closed, yet more than a hundred prisoners of war
remain there. That could finally change. A top Obama official revealed this weekend that the president will soon ask Congress to let him transfer
dozens of inmates to U.S. prisons and to release the rest overseas. 

Some Guantanamo inmates would go to U.S. under new plan: Obama aide from Reuters 26 Jul 15

A plan being drafted for closing the Guantanamo military jail will call for the transfer to U.S. prisons of possibly dozens of inmates deemed too
dangerous to release, President Barack Obama’s counter terrorism adviser said, setting up a fight with congressional opponents. 

Obama Administration Outlines Plan to Close Guantanamo from TeleSUR 26 Jul 15

The Obama administration hopes to garner support from members of Congress in order to close the Guantanamo Bay detention facility. 

White House in ‘final stages’ of Guantanamo Bay closure plan from tvnewsroom.org 26 Jul 15

On January 22, 2009, President Obama signed an executive order requiring Guantanamo Bay prison camp be closed within a year. 

Obama is trying to close Guantanamo again. Will this time be different? from MSNBC 24 Jul 15

The White House is nearly finished with a plan to close the infamous detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, spokesman Josh Earnest announced
Wednesday. Closing the controversial prison would be a monumental victory for human rights and the rule of law, not to mention for the lives of
the detainees affected. But supporters of the prison’s closure have reason to be skeptical. 

Scenes From Guantanamo in the Lead-Up to a Crisis from TIME 24 Jul 15

Long before a detention center opened at Guantanamo Bay, another crisis took hold of the naval base

‘Doesn’t Make Any Fiscal Sense’ To Keep Guantanamo Open, Homeland Security Chief Says from Los Angeles Times 24 Jul 15

Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson urged a reluctant Congress on Thursday to allow the Obama administration to close the prison for
terrorism suspects at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and to transfer the last 116 detainees to facilities on American soil.

US Navy Nurse Honored For Not Force-feeding Gitmo Prisoners from Associated Press 24 Jul 15

A U.S. Navy nurse who refused to force-feed prisoners on an extended hunger strike at Guantanamo Bay has received an ethics award from the
American Nurses Association. 

White House is finalizing a plan to close Guantanamo Bay from Miami Herald 23 Jul 15

The Obama administration is in the “final stages” of drafting a long-awaited plan to close the prison at Guantanamo Bay, White House Press
Secretary Josh Earnest said Wednesday. 

Obama tries another push to close Guantanamo Bay prison from Associated Press 23 Jul 15

The White House is close to bringing Congress another plan for closing the prison for terrorism detainees at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, a campaign
pledge that President Barack Obama hasn't given up on, his spokesman said Wednesday. 

White House says it is drafting plan to close Guantanamo from Reuters 23 Jul 15



The White House said on Wednesday it was in the final stage of drafting a plan for closing the Guantanamo prison for foreign terrorism suspects,
racing against time to resolve one of President Barack Obama's most intractable problems.

Obama Team Drafting Another Plan To Close Gitmo from USA Today 23 Jul 15

The Obama administration is putting together a final plan to try and close the prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and is threatening to veto defense
funding legislation that would make that task harder, officials said Wednesday.

Obama’s Plan For Guantánamo Is Seen Faltering from New York Times 22 Jul 15

President Obama is enjoying a winning streak lately, with the Supreme Court reaffirming his signature health care law and Iran agreeing to curbs
on its nuclear program. But one longstanding goal continues to bedevil him: closing the wartime prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. 

Closing Guantanamo Tops Havana’s To-Do List from Defense One 20 Jul 15

The U.S.-Cuba relationship may be thawing, but Congress may be the only one who can melt the iceberg that is the U.S. military prison at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Guantánamo Detainees Shunned Women’s World Cup from Miami Herald 10 Jul 15

War-on-terror captives here have long been portrayed as soccer fanatics. The sport was so popular that some years ago the military built a
$744,000 soccer field outside Camp 6, the prison building for cooperative captives. 

Judge pushes to speed up release of force feeding videos at Guantánamo Bay from The Guardian (UK) 10 Jul 15

Judge Gladys Kessler accuses Obama administration of launching baseless legal challenges to delay court-ordered release of tapes showing
shocking treatment 

US Appoints New Special Envoy for Cuba Guantanamo Closure from Latin America Herald Tribune 6 Jul 15

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry has announced that Lee S. Wolosky will be the new Special Envoy for Guantanamo Closure. The job of the
Special Envoy is to shut down the Guantanamo Bay detention camp in Cuba by negotiating with countries which might accept the transfer of
captives, honoring one of President Barack Obama's campaign promises. 

Despite White House pledges, Gitmo closure remains long-term goal from ALJAZEERA 3 Jul 15

Obama administration has committed to shuttering military facility in Cuba, but major hurdles are in the way 

New Gitmo Closer: ‘Under no illusions that this is going to be easy' from Miami Herald 1 Jul 15

Secretary of State John Kerry on Tuesday named a former Clinton administration official with counter-terror credentials as the next Special Envoy
for Guantánamo Closure, filling a six-month vacancy. 

UPDATE: Despite revival of US-Cuba relations, US won't yield Guantanamo from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 1 Jul 15

Cuba has long protested the US Navy presence at Guantanamo Bay, and brought up the issue again Wednesday even as Washington and Havana
announced the imminent opening of mutual embassies. 

US names new Guantanamo special envoy from Agence France-Presse 30 Jun 15

Secretary of State John Kerry on Tuesday appointed a new special envoy to lead the Obama administration's efforts to close the US military
prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Obama Names New Envoy to Close Guantanamo from Defense One 30 Jun 15

President Barack Obama named former National Security Council official Lee Wolosky as his new special envoy for Guantanamo closure at the
State Department, filling a key post in the administration’s bid to shut down the controversial prison by moving its remaining detainees to foreign
countries and the U.S. mainland.

The road to closing Guantanamo is still being paved from The Globe and Mail (Canada) 28 Jun 15

Shackled, bound, blindfolded, clad in jumpsuits and kneeling in cages, the searing image of Guantanamo’s first detainees endures more than 13



years later. 

Miami-based former American Airlines pilot to run Guantánamo prison from Miami Herald 25 Jun 15

In an about-face, the U.S. Southern Command is dispatching a Miami-based Air Force combat pilot — an American Airlines pilot at the time of
the Sept. 11 attacks — to run the prison camps at Guantánamo after the admiral who was selected declined the position “for personal reasons.” 

Beyond Guantanamo from Defense One 24 Jun 15

President Obama has begun his final push to close the offshore prison. But America’s bigger challenge is deciding what to do with tomorrow's
prisoners in a war without end. 

Review board weighs release of injured Guantanamo prisoner from Associated Press 24 Jun 15

A Libyan prisoner at the U.S. Navy base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba with battlefield wounds made his initial appearance Tuesday before a review
board that will decide whether he can be released after 13 years in custody. 

Human rights groups ask attorney general to order new CIA torture probe from Miami Herald 23 Jun 15

Three leading human rights groups argued Tuesday that the so-called Senate Torture Report provided fresh fodder of “serious federal crimes,
including torture, homicide, conspiracy and sexual assault” in a letter asking U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch to appoint a special prosecutor
to re-investigate the CIA’s treatment of captives in its secret overseas prison network. 

WikiLeaks releases 60000 Saudi diplomatic documents from India Today 23 Jun 15

Guantanamo Bay procedures Guantanamo Bay Procedures was one of the first documents that WikiLeaks leaked. The document was released on
November 7, 2007. It was a copy of 'Standard Operating Procedures' for 'Camp Delta' which was the code of behavior for the U.S. Army at the
Guantanamo Bay detention camp. 

Fremont woman to stand trial for Guantanamo protest from Fremont News Messenger 22 Jun 15

A Fremont woman is one of 11 activists set to stand trial Monday in a Washington, D.C., courtroom after being charged with disorderly conduct
while protesting the government's use of torture at the Guantanamo Bay Detention Camp in Cuba. 

OPINION: A Rebuke To Military Tribunals from New York Times 18 Jun 15

The 2-1 decision, by Circuit Judge Judith Rogers, was a major rebuke to the government’s persistent and misguided reliance on the tribunals,
which operate in a legal no man’s land, unconstrained by standard constitutional guarantees and rules of evidence that define the functioning of
the nation’s civilian courts. 

Afghan war over? Then set us free, Guantanamo detainees say from Associated Press 17 Jun 15

Two Guantanamo Bay detainees are using President Obama's own words to argue that the U.S. war in Afghanistan is over — and therefore they
should be set free. 

Obama's remarks on Afghanistan prompt Guantanamo challenges from Associated Press 17 Jun 15

President Barack Obama's declaration that the U.S. is no longer at war in Afghanistan has given rise to new legal challenges from Guantanamo
Bay detainees who were captured in that country. They say there's no longer any legal basis to hold them. 

House GOP Votes To Keep Checks On Obama’s Power To Transfer Gitmo Detainees from Washington Times 17 Jun 15

House Republicans beat back an effort Tuesday to remove parts of an intelligence bill that would prohibit the use of funds to transfer detainees
from Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and make it harder for the administration to house the suspected terrorists on U.S. soil. 

Obama takes new steps to reduce Guantanamo population from MSNBC 15 Jun 15

As 2014 came to a close, President Obama was reminded of his longstanding goal of closing the detention facility at Guantanamo Bay. Asked if
2015 would finally be the year in which he reaches his goal, the president hedged a bit, but he committed to doing “everything I can to close it.” 

U.S. delivers 6 Guantánamo detainees to resettlement in Oman from Miami Herald 13 Jun 15



U.S. troops delivered six long-held Yemeni prisoners from Guantánamo for resettlement in the Arabian Sea nation Oman on Friday, the Pentagon
said early Saturday, resuming transfers that had been stalled for months. 

6 Gitmo Detainees Sent to Oman, Ending Pause in Transfers from Associated Press 13 Jun 15

A pause in prisoner transfers from Guantanamo Bay has ended with the arrival Saturday in Oman of six Yemenis long held at the U.S. prison for
suspected terrorists. 

6 Yemenis transferred from Guantanamo Bay to Oman in first move out of prison in 5 months from Associated Press 12 Jun 15

Six men long held at Guantanamo Bay arrived Saturday in Oman, the first movement of detainees out of the U.S. prison for terrorism suspects in
five months as Congress considers new restrictions on transfers. 

Guantánamo guard seized suspicious Qurans as contraband from Miami Herald 12 Jun 15

In a mysterious episode earlier this year, a guard became suspicious of three Qurans discovered in a recreation area inside Guantánamo’s most
clandestine prison and declared them contraband, court records show. 

Federal appeals court sets aside conviction of bin Laden assistant from McClatchy 12 Jun 15

A divided appeals court on Friday struck down the conspiracy conviction of a top-level Guantánamo Bay detainee in another blow to the
controversial U.S. military commission system. 

Ex-Gitmo Inmate Stopped From Flying To Canada, Overflies US from Associated Press 12 Jun 15

A former prisoner in Guantanamo said he was prevented from boarding a flight in France on Thursday for conferences in Canada because the
aircraft would fly through U.S. airspace. 

US Rights Group Seeks Hearing For Guantanamo Bay Detainee from Associated Press 11 Jun 15

US lawyers for a man held at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, for more than a decade are seeking a hearing to review his detention. 

‘Guantánamo Diary’ Author Seeks Parole Hearing, Return Of Belongings from Miami Herald 11 Jun 15

U.S. troops at Guantánamo seized long-held, cherished belongings and legal papers of the prison-camp diarist Mohamedou Ould Slahi months
before publication of his bestselling memoir, Guantánamo Diary, lawyers wrote in a federal court filing Wednesday that seeks return of the
property and a speedy parole hearing. 

Marine lawyer chosen as chief Guantánamo war court defense counsel from Miami Herald 9 Jun 15

President Barack Obama has chosen a U.S. Marine Corps lawyer for promotion to brigadier general and chief defense counsel at the Guantánamo
war court. 

Rubio seeks to block funds for closing Gitmo from The Hill 9 Jun 15

Sen. Marco Rubio is hoping to use an annual defense bill to limit President Obama's ability to close the Guantanamo Bay prison. The Florida
Republican, who is running for president, has filed an amendment to the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) that would block funds
from being used on a program that is focused on closing the detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Brits feel 'slap in the face’ from Obama over Guantanamo detainee from The Hill 8 Jun 15

Top leaders of the British government are throwing barbs at the Obama administration for stonewalling their attempts to free a detainee held at
Guantanamo Bay for the last 13 years. 

John McCain: White House Preparing New Plan to Close Guantánamo from Latin Post 8 Jun 15

The Obama administration is drafting a new plan to shut down the U.S. detention facility at Guantánamo Bay, Defense One reported on Thursday
based on comments by Arizona Sen. John McCain. 

Defense Secretary: Plan to Close Guantanamo Is A ‘Constructive Step’ from Defense One 7 Jun 15

En route to Washington on Friday after his whirlwind globe-trotting trip, Defense Secretary Ash Carter called the plan he’s working on with the



White House to close the Guantanamo Bay military prison a “constructive step.” The revived effort by Obama administration and Pentagon
officials to work with Congress on closing the facility was first reported Thursday by Defense One. 

Obama admin. tried to flip ‘Taliban Five’; efforts a ‘total failure,’ source says from Washington Times 6 Jun 15

The Obama administration tried to persuade the members of the “Taliban Five” to gather intelligence for the U.S. upon their release. 

Defense chief working on plan to close Guantanamo prison from Reuters 5 Jun 15

U.S Defense Secretary Ash Carter said on Friday he was working with the White House to prepare a proposal for Congress on closing the
Guantanamo prison for terrorism suspects, a long-time goal of President Barack Obama. 

White House, Ash Carter Drafting a Guantanamo Closure Plan for Congress, McCain Says from Defense One 4 Jun 15

Sen. John McCain says Defense Secretary Ash Carter and White House counterterrorism official Lisa Monaco are working on a plan to close the
prison, while he works for the Senate’s approval. 

Al Jazeera America to Air 'Guantanamo's Child – Omar Khadr' This Monday June 8th from TVbythenumbers 4 Jun 15

DOCUMENTARY EXPLORES LIFE STORY OF YOUNGEST PERSON EVER TO BE HELD IN GUANTANAMO BAY, CUBA 

CIA sex abuse and torture went beyond Senate report disclosures, detainee says from The Guardian (UK) 3 Jun 15

Majid Khan, who underwent ‘enhanced interrogation’, says authorities poured ice water on his genitals and hung him naked from a beam for days

New Allegations Of CIA Torture Lodged By Guantanamo Detainee from McClatchy 3 Jun 15

A U.S.-educated captive at Guantánamo who has pleaded guilty to being an al-Qaida money courier has told his attorneys he was twice
waterboarded by CIA agents, something not previously disclosed, according to his lawyers in a release Tuesday of once-censored torture
allegations. 

Exclusive: Detainee alleges CIA sexual abuse, torture beyond Senate findings from Reuters 3 Jun 15

The U.S. Central Intelligence Agency used a wider array of sexual abuse and other forms of torture than was disclosed in a Senate report last year,
according to a Guantanamo Bay detainee turned government cooperating witness. 

Former Maryland man held at Guantanamo alleges CIA torture from Associated Press 3 Jun 15

A former Maryland resident imprisoned at Guantanamo was subjected to mistreatment while in CIA custody far in excess of what has previously
been disclosed, including being hung from a wooden beam for three days and kept in total darkness for nearly a year, a legal organization that
represents him said Wednesday. 

Expect Up to 10 Guantanamo Transfers Within Weeks from Defense One 3 Jun 15

While the Senate debates freezing such transfers and keeping the prison open indefinitely, defense officials are laying plans to send inmates
elsewhere. 

Guantánamo prisoner claims undisclosed episodes of CIA waterboarding, other torture from Miami Herald 2 Jun 15

A U.S.-educated captive at Guantánamo who has pleaded guilty to being an al-Qaida money courier has told his attorneys he was twice
waterboarded by CIA agents, something not previously disclosed, according to his lawyers in a release Tuesday of once-censored torture
allegations. 

2 Ex-Guantanamo Detainees To Tie Knot With Uruguayan Women from Associated Press 29 May 15

Two former Guantanamo Bay detainees are planning to tie the knot with women from their adopted home of Uruguay. Imam Samir Selim told
The Associated Press on Thursday that he would officiate at the ceremony for both men June 6 at the Egyptian Islamic Center in Montevideo. 

Military bans Big Macs, other treats at Guantánamo legal meetings from Miami Herald 26 May 15

A Sudanese captive and his lawyers baked a Guantánamo guilty plea over chocolate chip cookies. Attorneys for a sickly Syrian hunger striker got
him to sip juice as they worked on federal court strategy. Child soldier Omar Khadr passed through his adolescence behind the razor wire in Cuba



chowing down on pizza and McDonald’s with his lawyers. 

EX-Gitmo inmate dies of mistreatment: Source from Press TV 26 May 15

A man formerly held at the US-run Guantanamo Bay prison in Cuba has died in Kazakhstan as a result of maltreatment in detention and
inadequate healthcare after release, a source says. 

Let nurses do the ethical thing from Washington Post 22 May 15

Patients' interests should trump all other obligations.

Former Guantánamo detainees quit protest at U.S. Embassy in Uruguay from Miami Herald 21 May 15

Former Guantánamo Bay detainees who were resettled in Uruguay have ended their protest in front of the U.S. Embassy in Montevideo. Four of
the six men had been camping in front of the embassy for several weeks to demand that America help them. U.S. officials have said they have no
obligation to compensate the men because they were lawfully detained during war in Afghanistan. 

Stop talking about closing Guantanamo and finally shut it down from Reuters 20 May 15

When President Barack Obama announced his intention to close the Guantanamo Bay detention center on his second day in office, he sounded
serious. He was flanked by more than a dozen retired military leaders, who’d all urged him to close the facility because it had become a virtual
recruitment tool for terrorists and a stain on the United States’ reputation for upholding human rights and the rule of law. 

Obama's last hope on Gitmo: John McCain? from The Hill 17 May 15

President Obama is running out of time to fulfill his 2008 campaign pledge to close the Guantánamo Bay detention facility. In an ironic twist, one
of his last, best hopes for meeting the promise could rest with the man he defeated in his quest for the White House: Sen. John McCain. 

Senate Panel Would Require Congress OK To Close Guantanamo from Associated Press 15 May 15

Congress would have to approve a detailed plan submitted by President Barack Obama to close the U.S. detention facility at Guantanamo Bay in
Cuba before it could be shut down, according to legislation approved Wednesday by a Senate committee. 

Canada High Court Rules Guantanamo Ex-inmate A Child Offender from Agence France-Presse 15 May 15

Canada’s high court Thursday rejected Ottawa’s bid to treat former Guantanamo detainee Omar Khadr, who was just 15 when he was captured on
an Afghan battlefield, as an adult criminal. 

Republicans Offer Obama Path To Close Guantanamo Before Leaving Office from Washington Times 15 May 15

Senate Republicans are offering the president a path in the annual defense policy bill to make good on a campaign promise and close Guantanamo
Bay before leaving office. 

Navy Nurse Who Refused To Force-feed At Guantánamo Keeps His Job from Miami Herald 14 May 15

A Navy nurse who refused to force-feed Guantánamo prisoners will not face a personnel board and is being returned to regular duties, the nurse’s
lawyer said Wednesday. 

No Penalty For Guantanamo Nurse Who Refused To Force-feed from Associated Press 14 May 15

A Navy nurse who refused to force feed prisoners on hunger strike at the U.S. base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, is no longer facing an
administrative discharge over his protest, his lawyer said Wednesday. 

White House Threatens Veto Of Defense Bill Over Guantanamo from USA Today 13 May 15

The White House threatened to veto a defense bill Tuesday night, objecting to a provision that imposes “onerous” restrictions on the president’s
ability to move detainees from the military prison at Guantanamo Bay 

White House Threatens Veto On Defense Bill from Washington Times 13 May 15

The White House issued a veto threat Tuesday night on the annual House defense policy bill, citing objections to sequestration spending levels
and lawmakers’ refusal to close the Guantanamo Bay terrorist detention center. 



Obama Administration Defends Guantanamo Transfers from Wall Street Journal 11 May 15

The Obama administration defended its December transfer of six Guantanamo Bay detainees to Uruguay, rejecting suggestions by a senior House
Republican that the resettlement fell short of security standards Congress imposed on releases from the offshore prison. 

OPINION: Lorne Gunter: Omar Khadr should be treated as a Canadian citizen from Edmonton Sun 9 May 15

I hate being on the same side of an issue as the Canadian Bar Association, the Canadian Conference of Catholic Bishops and Amnesty
International. It makes me wonder if one night when I was sleeping a new age spirit crept into my bedroom and cast a bleeding-heart spell on me. 

Omar Khadr, Former Guantánamo Detainee, Is Released On Bail In Canada from New York Times 8 May 15

Despite a vigorous protest from the Canadian government, a court in Alberta released Omar Khadr, a former child soldier in Afghanistan, on bail
Thursday while he appeals his conviction by an American military tribunal. 

Ex-Guantanamo Inmate Omar Khadr Released On Bail from Agence France-Presse 8 May 15

A Canadian appellate court released former Guantanamo detainee Omar Khadr on bail Thursday, rejecting the government’s attempt to keep him
in prison while he fights a US conviction for murdering an American soldier. 

Rep. Ed Royce: Gitmo detainees release ‘inconsistent with U.S. law’ from Washington Times 7 May 15

Six detainees were released from Guantanamo Bay in December with no restraints to mitigate the risk of their return to battle — an action
“inconsistent with U.S. law,” the leader of the House Foreign Affairs Committee said Wednesday. 

Six Gitmo Detainees Released In Uruguay Without Restraint, ‘Inconsistent With U.S. Law’ from Washington Times 7 May 15

Six detainees were released from Guantanamo Bay in December with no restraints to mitigate the risk of their return to battle — an action
“inconsistent with U.S. law,” the leader of the House Foreign Affairs Committee said Wednesday. 

Retired Justice Stevens says some Guantánamo captives may deserve reparations from Miami Herald 7 May 15

Retired U.S. Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens shattered the taboo on talking about reparations for Guantánamo captives this week in a
speech that said some of the nearly 800 men and boys held at the Pentagon’s prison camps in Cuba may be entitled to compensation, like Japanese
Americans who were interned during World War II. 

John Paul Stevens says some Guantanamo Bay detainees should be given reparations from Washington Post 6 May 15

Retired Supreme Court justice John Paul Stevens said this week that the government should compensate detainees still being held at Guantanamo
Bay even after authorities determined that they did not pose a threat to the United States. 

Is This Obama's Last Chance to Close Guantanamo Bay? from Defense One 5 May 15

Republicans are using their control of both chambers of Congress to push language that would kill the effort once and for all. 

Canada To Seek Emergency Stay Of Guantanamo Ex-Inmate Bail from AFP 5 May 15

The Canadian government said Monday it will seek an emergency stay of bail granted by a Canadian judge to former Guantanamo detainee Omar
Khadr. 

Diary entries from the darkness from Qantara.de 4 May 15

Mohamedou Ould Slahi wrote "Guantanamo diary" entirely by hand in his cell in Guantanamo Bay. Although heavily redacted by the censors, the
book is still a harrowing and moving account of what one inmate of this notorious detention camp has been suffering for almost 13 years.

Citing Religious Beliefs, Muslim Gitmo Inmates Object To Female Guards from NPR 2 May 15

A clash between Muslim inmates and the female soldiers assigned to guard them has led to a standoff at the lockup in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. A
judge has blocked female guards from shackling and escorting five Muslim men being tried for plotting the Sept. 11 attacks. Soldiers, in turn,
have filed Equal Opportunity complaints against the judge. 



OPINION: From terrorists to freeloaders? 'Uruguay Six' want Obama White House to take care of them from FOX News 1 May 15

Sounds like a story straight out of The Onion. Maybe we call it, “From terrorists to freeloaders.” Yes, that’s right. While President Obama
continues to obsess over closing Gitmo, a handful of former detainees, including men with training in suicide operations and explosives, are now
protesting for cash outside the U.S. Embassy in Montevideo.

Defense Bill Adds Restrictions On Transfers From Guantánamo from Miami Herald 1 May 15

Republican proposals to block most releases from Guantánamo cleared the House Armed Services Committee early Thursday despite a brief
effort by Democrats to lift new restrictions that would also freeze portions of the Pentagon budget until the Obama administration provides more
details on last year’s exchange of Taliban prisoners for POW Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl. 

War Court Judge Denies USS Cole Defense Lawyers Full ‘Torture Report’ from Miami Herald 30 Apr 15

The military judge in the USS Cole death penalty trial has rejected a defense request for a full copy of the so-called “Senate Torture Report,”
saying case prosecutors decide what the lawyers for the accused terrorist are entitled to see. 

GOP Measure Would Make It Harder For Obama To Empty Guantanamo from NPR 30 Apr 15

All presidencies begin with promises. One of the first ones President Obama made was to shut down the stockade holding enemy combatants at
the Guantanamo Bay prison camp in Cuba. 

Former Guantánamo detainees protest in Uruguay to demand aid from US from The Guardian (UK) 29 Apr 15

After being detained, tortured and – eventually – released without charges, four former Guantánamo Bay inmates are protesting outside the US
embassy in Montevideo to demand housing, jobs and living expenses from their former captors. 

Former State Department Official Says He Expects White House To Take Steps To Return Guantánamo from Miami Herald 29 Apr 15

Former Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs Roger Noriega says he thinks the United States will renew diplomatic
relations with Cuba soon and that the president will take steps to end the lease on the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Bay before the end of his
term. 

GOP Defense Budget Challenges Obama On Ukraine, Guantanamo from Associated Press 28 Apr 15

The GOP chairman of the House Armed Service Committee on Monday recommended a $604 billion defense budget for 2016 that challenges the
White House because it includes lethal weapons for Ukraine, makes it harder for the president to empty the detention facility at Guantanamo Bay
and restores funding for the A-10 fleet. 

GOP’s First Draft Of Defense Policy Could Stifle Guantánamo Transfers from Miami Herald 28 Apr 15

Call it Bowe Bergdahl swap blow back: The House Armed Services Committee chairman’s proposed 2015 defense policy bill seeks to stifle the
release of Guantánamo captives, require new accounting of recidivism and build new housing for prison guards. 

UPDATE: Ex-Guantanamo prisoners reject UN maintenance agreement, demanding U.S. reparations: Uruguayan gov't from
Xinhua (China) 27 Apr 15

Uruguay's government announced Monday that six ex-prisoners of Guantanamo have been offered a maintenance agreement by the United
Nations High Commission for Refugees, but some rejected it, demanding U.S. reparations. 

Briton held without trial in Guantanamo Bay for 13 years 'to be freed in weeks', US government source claims from Daily Mail
(UK) 27 Apr 15

Shaker Aamer has been held at Guantanamo without charge for 13 years The 48-year-old, from London, could be freed in June, it has been
revealed US President Barack Obama has repeatedly vowed to close the facility 

Ex-Guantanamo detainees in Uruguay protest at US Embassy from Associated Press 24 Apr 15

Three former Guantanamo Bay detainees resettled in Uruguay are protesting in front of the U.S. Embassy in Montevideo. The men were
protesting Friday night because they had been asked to leave a hotel where some stayed periodically. They say the house where they were initially
resettled didn't have enough space for all of them. 



Stage Not Yet Set For Resumption Of Guantánamo Detainee Releases from Miami Herald 24 Apr 15

While some in the Obama administration are eager to resume transfers of detainees at Guantánamo this summer, none of the mechanisms are yet
in place to move even one of the 122 captives now held at the detention center in southeast Cuba, U.S. officials say. 

Guantanamo Detainee With British Residency To Be Released from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 15

A Saudi detainee with residency status in Britain is expected to be freed from the US prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba in June following a
campaign for his release. 

House bill seeks $76 million for Gitmo buildup from Washington Examiner 23 Apr 15

The House Armed Services Committee is including $76 million more for construction of the detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, a sign
that Congress does not intend to allow President Obama to close it. 

Facing threat in Congress, Pentagon races to resettle Guantanamo inmates from Washington Post 22 Apr 15

The Pentagon plans to move up to 10 detainees out of Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, possibly in June, as officials scramble to reduce the prison’s
population before Congress attempts to stop future transfers and derail President Obama’s plan to shutter the U.S. military facility. 

Long-term Hunger Strike In Bid For Freedom From Guantanamo from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

A Saudi prisoner at the U.S. base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, who has been on a nine-year hunger strike would participate in a rehabilitation
program for militants and settle down to a peaceful life if allowed to go home, his lawyer told a government review panel Tuesday. 

Guantánamo’s 9-year Hunger Striker Asks To Go Home from Miami Herald 22 Apr 15

A man held captive as a suspected Osama bin Laden bodyguard since the day the prison opened at Guantánamo went before a multi-agency parole
board Tuesday seeking release to his native Saudi Arabia to marry, finish college and join his brothers in business. 

Parole board clears another Guantánamo ‘forever prisoner’ from Miami Herald 20 Apr 15

A federal parole board has cleared another Guantánamo “forever prisoner” — a 37-year-old Yemeni who the U.S. profiled as having met Osama
bin Laden — for release from the detention center in southeast Cuba. 

Rubio: I’d grow Guantánamo from Miami Herald 15 Apr 15

If President Barack Obama manages to close Guantánamo prison, would-be GOP nominee Marco Rubio said Monday, a President Rubio would
reopen it. 

UN to house former Guantanamo inmates: Uruguay from Press TV 11 Apr 15

Uruguayan President Tabare Vazquez says the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) will provide homes for
the six men formerly held at the US-run Guantanamo Bay prison in Cuba. 

Guantánamo’s next prison commander knows the neighborhood from Miami Herald 10 Apr 15

The Pentagon on Friday announced the appointment of the 15th commander of the prison camps at Guantánamo — an admiral with both
humanitarian relief and hurricane preparation experience who has worked in the region. 

Former Guantanamo Bay prisoner arrested in Ugandan prosecutor's murder from Associated Press 9 Apr 15

Hunting for suspects in the killing of a prosecutor who pursued Islamic extremists, Ugandan authorities arrested a Ugandan man who had
previously been held by the United States at its prison in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, before being released in 2006. 

Feinstein to Pentagon chief: Fix Guantánamo force-feedings from Miami Herald 8 Apr 15

California Sen. Dianne Feinstein, a critic of how Guantánamo handles hunger strikers, has asked new Secretary of Defense Ash Carter to have the
U.S. military in Cuba follow the protocol used at federal prisons to force-feed its captives. 

Ex-Gitmo detainee held in Uganda over killing of prosecutor from Associated Press 8 Apr 15



Ugandan authorities have arrested a Ugandan man who once was detained at Guantanamo Bay on suspicion of playing a role in the killing last
month of a local prosecutor who handled terror cases, police said on Wednesday. 

Judge Cancels This Month’s 9/11 Hearing At Guantánamo from Miami Herald 7 Apr 15

Military judges have canceled three war court hearings in a row, effectively leaving Guantánamo’s Camp Justice dark for two months and
signaling how much the war crimes cases are still a work in progress. 

French Court Summons Ex-Guantanamo Chief In Torture Probe from AFP 3 Apr 15

A French court on Thursday summoned former Guantanamo prison chief Geoffrey Miller over accusations of torture by two former detainees,
their lawyer told AFP. 

Guantanamo Bay Diary from Texas Observer 1 Apr 15

We arrive midmorning on Saturday. Some of us have been traveling since before dawn to get to Andrews Air Force Base in Maryland, then on to
a three-hour flight to Cuba, a 30-minute ferry ride to the base, and a 25-minute drive to Camp Justice, the encampment where we will live. 

Judge: Accused USS Cole Attack Plotter Gets Adequate Health Care At Guantánamo from Miami Herald 31 Mar 15

In the absence of proof otherwise, Guantánamo prison provides adequate health care to the accused mastermind of the USS Cole bombing as he
awaits his death-penalty tribunal, a military judge ruled Monday. 

Pentagon Envisions Up To 7 More Guantánamo Trials from Miami Herald 27 Mar 15

Pentagon officials envision prosecuting at most seven more Guantánamo captives, the most notorious among them an Indonesian man known as
Hambali who was once considered the CIA’s most wanted terrorist in Southeast Asia, according to just released documents. 

Jeb Bush doesn't want to close the Guantanamo Bay prison camp from Business Insider (Australia) 27 Mar 15

Former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush (R) thinks the US should “stay the course” and maintain operations at the detention center in Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba. 

Canadian Judge To Decide If Ex-Gitmo Detainee Gets Bail from Associated Press 26 Mar 15

A Canadian judge said Wednesday she needs time to decide whether a former Guantanamo Bay inmate who pleaded guilty to killing a U.S.
soldier should get bail. 

Guantanamo Ex-inmate Awaits Bail Decision In Canada from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 15

Canadian Omar Khadr, who was just 15 when he was captured on an Afghan battlefield in 2002 and sent to the US jail in Guantanamo Bay,
sought early release Wednesday. 

Judge: Pentagon Doesn’t Have To Say How It Would Execute Alleged USS Cole Bombing Mastermind from Miami Herald 25 Mar 15

Pentagon prosecutors don’t have to divulge the intended method of execution of the accused mastermind of the USS Cole bombing, a judge ruled
Tuesday. 

Ex-Guantanamo Detainee In Uruguay Wants To Discuss Future from Associated Press 24 Mar 15

A former Guantanamo Bay detainee who led hunger strikes as a prisoner and was resettled in Uruguay along with five other ex-inmates said
Monday he had requested a meeting with the foreign minister to talk about the men’s future in the South American country. 

Uruguay no longer accepting Guantanamo Bay detainees from UPI 24 Mar 15

The country will also postpone decisions on accepting refugees of the Syrian conflict.

Uruguay says won't take more Guantanamo inmates from Agence France-Presse 23 Mar 15

Uruguay, the only South American country to take in detainees from the US military prison at Guantanamo, said Monday it will not accept any
more. 



Nurses at Guantanamo May Get Option on Force-Feeding from Newsweek 23 Mar 15

A federal committee that advises the defense secretary on health policy matters has proposed that the Pentagon allow medical personnel to opt out
of performing medical procedures they find ethically or morally questionable, Vice News reports. 

56 Capital Region-based National Guard Soldiers hold Guantanamo Bay deployment ceremony Sunday from DVIDS 23 Mar 15

Fifty-six New York Army National Guard Soldiers slated to deploy to the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba in April will hold a deployment
ceremony on Sunday morning, March 22, at the Glenmore Road Armory. 

Scripps Howard honors Miami Herald’s Carol Rosenberg for Guantánamo coverage from Miami Herald 23 Mar 15

Carol Rosenberg, the Miami Herald’s military-affairs reporter, was this week named the winner of the Scripps Howard Foundation’s Edward
Willis Scripps Award for distinguished service to the First Amendment for her coverage of the U.S. detention center and terror trials at the U.S.
Navy base in Guantánamo, Cuba. 

After years in Guantanamo, ex-detainees find little solace in Uruguay from Washington Post 21 Mar 15

A megaphone-blaring salesman rattled past the house, and the man the U.S. military once called a “high threat” member of al-Qaeda’s global
terror network put his fingers in his ears and grimaced. 

Obama: I Should HaveClosed Gitmo ‘On theFirst Day’ from Sputnik International 20 Mar 15

A broken promise seems to trouble President Obama’s conscience. A broken promise, he repeatedly made on campaign trail as well as after
winning the highest office in the US. 

Obama Says He Should Have Closed Guantanamo On His First Day from Associated Press 19 Mar 15

President Barack Obama says if he could start his presidency over, he would have closed the Guantanamo Bay prison his first day. Instead, the
president ordered the detention center for terrorism suspects closed within a year. He says the politics around closure grew increasingly tough and
“people got scared by the rhetoric.” 

Obama Thinks He Should’ve Closed Gitmo On First Day from Washington Times 19 Mar 15

After scandals ranging from the IRS to Benghazi to the botched Obamacare rollout, President Obama said Wednesday his biggest regret is not
closing the terrorist detention center at Guantanamo Bay on his first day in office. 

Senior Official Resigns After Flap Over Relocating Judges To Guantanamo from Washington Post 19 Mar 15

A senior Pentagon official overseeing the military tribunals at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, is stepping down following a controversial order, now
reversed, that would have required judges to relocate to the military base during the slow-moving process of trying detainees there. 

Canada Opposes Guantanamo Ex-Inmate’s Bail Application from Agence France-Presse 18 Mar 15

Canada plans to ask a court to dismiss former Guantanamo detainee Omar Khadr’s bail application pending an appeal of his war crimes
conviction in the United States. 

Guantánamo parole board clears another ‘forever prisoner’ from Miami Herald 18 Mar 15

A federal parole board has cleared another Guantánamo “forever prisoner” — a 36-year-old Yemeni former foot soldier — for release from the
detention center in southeast Cuba. 

Scripps Howard Awards honor nation's best 2014 journalism from PR Newswire 18 Mar 15

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO THE FIRST AMENDMENT Carol Rosenberg of The Miami Herald receives the Edward Willis Scripps Award
for Distinguished Service to the First Amendment and $10,000 for overcoming gag orders and censorship the past 10-plus years to penetrate the
culture of secrecy surrounding Guantanamo. 

British MPs urge U.S. to free last UK resident held in Guantanamo from Reuters 17 Mar 15

British lawmakers called on the U.S. government on Tuesday to release the last British resident being held at Guantanamo Bay, describing his
treatment as "inhuman". 



Poland wants US to rule out death penalty for Gitmo detainees from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 15

Poland wants the United States to rule out the death penalty for two men who were tortured by the CIA in its territory before being transferred to
Guantanamo Bay, according to a government letter released Tuesday. 

ISIS Used Guantanamo as Model, Former Hostage Says from Newsweek 17 Mar 15

The Islamic State used the Guantanamo prison as a model for how it treated its hostages, according to former hostage Javier Espinosa, with many
security cameras and guards who subjected prisoners to various levels of torture. 

ISIS hostages subjected to mock executions at Guantanamo Bay-style camp: ex-captive from Daily News 16 Mar 15

ISIS built its own Guantanamo Bay in Syria, where Jihadi John and his terrorist crew subject their captives to mock executions, a freed hostage
said. 

Military: Gitmo detainees not treated like in early days from USA Today 16 Mar 15

A group of men in orange jumpsuits are kneeling. Their hands are shackled and their mouths are covered with light blue surgical masks. Military
guards stand watch. It is one of the iconic images of Guantanamo Bay. 

Thom Tillis in Cuba to visit Guantanamo Bay prison camp from McClatchy 16 Mar 15

Senator is 1 of 5 first-year Senate Republicans on the Armed Services Committee to make the trip 

Sept. 11 Defense Lawyers Ask Army Judge To Disqualify Guantánamo War Court Overseer from Miami Herald 13 Mar 15

Defense lawyers in the Sept. 11 death-penalty case are asking their military judge to disqualify a senior Pentagon official and his staff from the
case over a since abandoned effort to make the judges live permanently at Guantánamo. 

UN torture expert accuses US of hindering visits to prisons, Guantanamo from The Tribune (Int'l NYT) 13 Mar 15

GENEVA: The United Nations’ top investigator on the use of torture accused Washington on Wednesday of dragging its feet on his requested
visits to prisons and refusing to give him access to inmates at Guantanamo. 

Gitmo Prisoners ‘Splash’ US Guards with Urine, Feces and Vomit from Military.com 12 Mar 15

Some of the hard-core prisoners at the Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, detention facility can be "pretty abusive" to the guards and occasionally have to be
restrained, the commander of U.S. Southern Command said Thursday. 

UN Torture Expert Rejects Terms Of Guantanamo Invite from Associated Press 12 Mar 15

The United Nation’s special investigator on torture says he can’t accept the terms under which the United States has invited him to visit the
Guantanamo Bay detention center. 

UN torture expert refused access to Guantánamo Bay and US federal prisons from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 15

Juan Méndez says he has been waiting more than two years for access to a range of state and federal prisons and asks: ‘Is the United States hiding
something?’ 

US Supreme Court Rejects Guantanamo Torture Cases from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 15

The US Supreme Court declined to hear appeals Monday about the alleged mistreatment of Guantanamo Bay detainees, barring the release of
images and preventing a Syrian man from suing the government for alleged torture. 

Report Shows Increase in Number of Former GITMO Detainees Returning to Terrorism from Homeland Security Today 9 Mar 15

Almost 18 percent (116 of 647) of former Guantanamo Bay (GTMO) detainees have reengaged in jihad since being freed between January 22,
2009 and January 15, 2015, according to the new report from the Director of National Intelligence (DNI), Summary of the Reengagement of
Detainees Formerly Held at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Report: Many Released From Gitmo Will Resume Fight Against U.S. from Washington Times 9 Mar 15



Some of the suspected terrorists released from Guantanamo Bay will rejoin the fight against the U.S. no matter what conditions the government
tries to impose on them, the intelligence community concluded in a report last week that gives Republicans more ammunition to stop President
Obama’s push to close the U.S. military detention center in Cuba. 

Supreme Court Rejects Guantanamo Detainee Treatment Cases from Reuters 9 Mar 15

The Supreme Court on Monday spurned two appeals involving U.S. treatment of Guantanamo Bay detainees, barring a Syrian man from suing the
United States over alleged torture and blocking the release of images purported to show evidence of a Saudi man's mistreatment. 

News: Army National Guard Soldiers train in the snow and cold of a New York winter for Guantanamo Bay mission from DVIDS
9 Mar 15

Fifty-six National Guard Soldiers from the 42nd Infantry Division prepared deploy to the Caribbean by training in sub-zero temperatures and two-
foot high snow drifts at the New York National Guard’s training camp here just north of Peekskill. 

New Report Shows Decline In Recidivism Among Transferred Gitmo Detainees from International Business Times 7 Mar 15

At least 116 detainees transferred from the Guantanamo Bay detention camp in Cuba have been “confirmed of reengaging” in militant activities,
according to a new report released earlier this week by the office of the Director of National Intelligence. 

More Guantanamo Bay prisoners 'confirmed of reengaging' in terror after release as White House still plans to empty out
controversial military prison camp from Daily Mail (UK) 6 Mar 15

New figures from the Office of the Director of National Intelligence show 116 former Gitmo detainees have returned to terrorism President
Obama vowed as soon as he was inaugurated in 2009 that he would close the military detention center 'Deceptive' numbers make it seem like
Obama's releases have been better-behaved than Bush's 'These guys don't rejoin al-Qaeda overnight,' warns a military intelligence expert 

Governor Mapp sees St. Croix as the new Guantanamo Bay; pitches island to Disney from Virgin Islands Daily News 6 Mar 15

In a wide-ranging address about the territory's economy during Thursday morning's breakfast meeting of the St. Croix Chamber of Commerce,
Gov. Kenneth Mapp discussed two new ways to get the territory's economy back on track: Repurposing the HOVENSA property to be a
replacement for some services at Guantanamo Bay and getting Disney cruise ships to make the island a routine destination on their itineraries. 

War court judge orders Pentagon to replace USS Cole trial overseer from Miami Herald 3 Mar 15

The military judge presiding at the USS Cole death-penalty trial ordered the Pentagon to replace the senior official and his staff overseeing the
war-court process, ruling a since-revoked requirement for judges to live at Guantánamo until a trial is over appeared to be unlawful meddling. 

AP EXCLUSIVE: Ex-Guantanamo Detainees Struggle In Uruguay from Associated Press 3 Mar 15

Every day during the 12 1/2 years he was imprisoned in Guantanamo Bay as a suspected al-Qaida operative, Adel bin Muhammad El Ouerghi
dreamed of freedom. But since his release along with five other detainees in December, the 50-year-old Tunisian has struggled to cope with
freedom as he never dreamed. Resettled in a foreign land, surrounded by a language he doesn’t understand, he finds the challenges of everyday
life to be daunting. 

Navy judge named in discrimination complaint lifts Guantánamo female guard no-touch order from Miami Herald 2 Mar 15

A military judge has lifted his restraining order and is once again allowing female prison guards to touch an alleged war criminal while moving
him between Guantánamo’s most clandestine prison and legal appointments. 

Pentagon scraps judges’ Guantánamo move order; 9/11 case unfrozen from Miami Herald 27 Feb 15

In an abrupt retreat Friday, the Pentagon revoked an order to war court judges to drop their other military duties and take up residence at this
remote base until their cases are over. 

Guantanamo court holds closed session over U.S. military influence from Reuters 27 Feb 15

A U.S. military court at Guantanamo Bay met in closed session on Thursday as the judge assesses whether commanders are exerting so much
influence that a fair trial for accused al Qaeda extremists cannot be ensured. 



Families Of Sept. 11 Victims Watch Guantanamo Hearings With Mixed Feelings from NPR 27 Feb 15

Relatives of victims of the Sept. 11 attacks are periodically flown down to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, to witness court proceedings against five men
accused of plotting the attacks. For the witnesses of the most recent court session, the experience raised questions about justice, humanity and the
ethics of the death penalty. 

Judge halts Sept. 11 Guantanamo terror case from Stars and Stripes 26 Feb 15

A military judge halted all proceedings Wednesday in the Sept. 11 terror case at Naval Station Guantanamo Bay, ruling that a Pentagon edict
requiring trial judges to live there for the trial’s duration constituted unlawful influence. 

House lawmakers return from Gitmo inspection from The Hill 26 Feb 15

Eight House members returned Tuesday night from day-long inspection of the U.S. detention facility in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. The delegation
observed detention operations, received an intelligence overview and toured specific areas of the detention facility, Rep. Jackie Walorski (R-Ind.),
who participated in the trip, said in a statement. 

Guantánamo parole board OKs release of obese Egyptian captive from Miami Herald 25 Feb 15

A national security parole board has approved for release a long-held, chronically ill, morbidly obese Egyptian captive who was once considered a
candidate for a war crimes trial. 

Despite Detainee Transfers, Odds Against Obama Closing Guantanamo from World Politics Review 25 Feb 15

When the United States invaded Iraq in 2003, there were 680 prisoners being held in the detention facility at Guantanamo Bay. Today, there are
122. As The Associated Press has reported, that is “less than half the number when [U.S. President Barack] Obama took office, and the fewest
since 10 days after the U.S. began shipping al-Qaida and Taliban fighters, shackled and clad in orange jumpsuits, to the base on Jan. 11, 2002.” 

Uruguay's Mujica: Guantanamo turned inmates 'halfway into vegetables' from Reuters 25 Feb 15

Six former Guantanamo Bay prisoners sent to Uruguay as part of a push by President Barack Obama to close the U.S. military's prison camp in
Cuba were "turned halfway into vegetables" during their detention, outgoing President Jose Mujica said on Wednesday. 

Lost amid fiery rhetoric: progress toward closing Guantanamo from Associated Press 23 Feb 15

Thirty-five-year-old Abdalmalik Wahab had been imprisoned at Guantanamo Bay for nearly 14 years without charge when he got some good
news: The U.S. government was no longer interested in holding him. 

Judges’ reassignment to Guantánamo at issue in war court hearing from Miami Herald 23 Feb 15

The alleged mastermind of al-Qaida’s bombing of the USS Cole on Oct. 12, 2000 was expected back at Camp Justice Monday afternoon to
challenge the latest tweak of the war court that George W. Bush built and Barack Obama reformed: 

Guantánamo judge orders senior Pentagon official to testify on meddling motion from Miami Herald 23 Feb 15

A military judge on Monday called the top Pentagon official overseeing the war court to testify on why the Defense Department suddenly ordered
judges to move down to this remote base until they’ve wrapped up complex death-penalty cases that are months if not years away from trial. 

Lost Amid Fiery Rhetoric: Progress Toward Closing Guantanamo from Associated Press 23 Feb 15

Thirty-five-year-old Abdalmalik Wahab had been imprisoned at Guantanamo Bay for nearly 14 years without charge when he got some good
news: The U.S. government was no longer interested in holding him. 

Court Annuls Guilty Plea Of Australian Ex-detainee from McClatchy 19 Feb 15

An appeals court on Wednesday set aside the guilty plea of former Guantanamo detainee David Hicks, an Australia native who was held captive
amid other alleged terrorists for nearly six years. 

Military Court Throws Out Australian’s Guantanamo War Crimes Conviction from Los Angeles Times 19 Feb 15

A military appeals court on Wednesday threw out the Guantanamo tribunal’s conviction of Australian David Hicks on charges of material support
to terrorism, agreeing with a U.S. civilian court’s ruling last year that the charge is not a war crime and thus beyond the jurisdiction of a military



court. 

Court Nixes Guantanamo Conviction Of Australian Ex-detainee from Associated Press 19 Feb 15

An appeals court on Wednesday struck down the terrorism conviction of Australian David Hicks, reversing one of the few successful prosecutions
of a prisoner before a U.S. military court at the Navy base at Guantanamo Bay. 

Testy Relations Between Uruguay And 6 Guantanamo Detainees from Associated Press 19 Feb 15

Just two months ago, Uruguay welcomed six Guantanamo detainees for resettlement as a humanitarian gesture, and relations have already gotten
a little testy. 

Obama Leaves Al Qaeda War Resolution Intact, Keeping Guantanamo Open from Washington Times 18 Feb 15

Obama leaves al Qaeda war resolution intact, keeping Guantanamo open The push for a new war authorization to fight the Islamic State group
does nothing to change the 2001 fight against al Qaeda, leaving the detention facility at Guantanamo Bay open and meaning President Obama’s
successor could refill the prison he has 

Holder: Closing Gitmo 'realistic' from The Hill 17 Feb 15

Attorney General Eric Holder on Tuesday said it was “possible” President Obama could achieve his goal of closing the U.S. prison in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, though it will require cooperation from a GOP Congress. 

Should all Gitmo detainees “rot in hell”? from The Hill 16 Feb 15

The debate over the fate of the men detained at Guantanamo Bay has taken an unfortunate turn. At last week’s Senate Armed Services Committee
hearing, freshman Sen. Tom Cotton (R-Ark.) captured the headlines when he declared that, as far he was concerned, every last prisoner could “rot
in hell.” 

Will the PM fight for Pakistanis in Guantanamo? from Express Tribune (Int'l NYT) 16 Feb 15

The US Senate Select Committee on Intelligence released its CIA torture report recently, detailing the CIA practices of torture and inhuman
treatment of its prisoners since 9/11. The report has some shocking details of CIA torture techniques of ‘enhanced interrogation’, their inefficacy
in fighting terrorism and how the CIA and the White House have lied to Congress and policymakers since 9/11. Published: February 16, 2015

Guantanamo Bay: The Inmates Who Remain from Sky News (UK) 13 Feb 15

Eight prominent inmates who are held among the 122 who are still at the highly controversial US-run detention camp in Cuba. 

Senate panel passes bill limiting Gitmo transfers from The Hill 13 Feb 15

The Senate Armed Services Committee on Thursday narrowly approved a bill that would limit detainee transfers from the Guantanamo Bay
detention camp. 

Senate Measure Would Sink Obama’s Plan For Closing Guantanamo Prison from Washington Post 13 Feb 15

The Senate on Thursday took a step toward approving a measure that, if passed into law, could derail President Obama’s plan for shutting the
military prison at Guantanamo Bay before he leaves office. 

Medical Records Sought For Saudi Facing Guantanamo Trial from Associated Press 13 Feb 15

Lawyers for a Saudi prisoner charged in the Sept. 11 terrorist attack on the U.S. argued for access to more of his medical records and to allow him
to meet with officials from his government as the latest pretrial hearing in the case ended nearly a week ahead of schedule Thursday. 

Senate panel advances Guantanamo bill, White House promises veto from Reuters 12 Feb 15

A U.S. Senate panel voted narrowly on Thursday to advance a bill that would bar most transfers of prisoners from the Guantanamo Bay detention
center until after President Barack Obama's presidency, which the White House has promised to veto. 

Guantanamo Diary: Mauritanian detainee's memoir exposes horrors of notorious US detention camp from ABC News 12 Feb 15

It has taken 10 years to reach the public, but a new memoir has again exposed the horrors of the notorious US detention camp in Guantanamo



Bay. The account, entitled Guantanamo Diary, is written by Mohamedou Slahi, a Mauritanian citizen who has been detained since 2001 without
charge. 

9/11 Lawyers Trade Barbs Over CIA ‘black Site’ Translator Turned Guantánamo Defense Linguist from Miami Herald 12 Feb 15

The Sept. 11 trial judge and prosecutors struggled Wednesday to find a way forward out of the startling discovery that a former CIA linguist
tasked to translate for an alleged 9/11 plotter earlier worked at a secret CIA prison. 

OPINION: Foiled Again from Miami Herald 12 Feb 15

The on-again, off-again trial of alleged Sept. 11 plotters at the military tribunal at Guantánamo has become a real-life version of the recurring
comic-strip tale of Charlie Brown and the football. Every time lawyers think they’ve got the ball rolling toward an eventual trial, something
happens to frustrate the action. 

Guantanamo 9/11 case resumes despite CIA-linked interpreter from Associated Press 12 Feb 15

A military judge allowed the Sept. 11 war crimes case to proceed Wednesday over objections from defense lawyers alarmed at the discovery a
courtroom interpreter previously worked at a CIA "black site" where detainees were subjected to brutal interrogation. 

Pentagon Says Guantanamo Interpreter Worked For CIA from Associated Press 11 Feb 15

Information emerged Tuesday that lent credibility to claims by the defendants in the Sept. 11 war crimes trial that a courtroom interpreter worked
for the CIA during their confinement in secret prisons overseas. 

Pentagon: 9/11 Defense Team Linguist Was CIA Asset from Miami Herald 11 Feb 15

The military confirmed Tuesday that a linguist tasked to serve on the death-penalty defense of an alleged Sept. 11 plotter had previously worked
for the CIA but would not say whether he worked at a black site. 

Investigator Finishes Secret Review Of Guantánamo Female Guards’ Discrimination Complaint; Appeals Next from Miami Herald
11 Feb 15

An officer from the U.S. Southern Command has completed an investigation of some female prison camp guards’ sex discrimination complaint
against two war court judges, the military said Tuesday, declining to disclose the results. 

Death of former Guantanamo detainee turned IS recruiter complicates effort to close prison from Associated Press 11 Feb 15

During six years behind bars at Guantanamo Bay, Abdul Rauf insisted he was a lowly Taliban foot soldier who delivered bread and tea to
combatants, even though he was really a corps commander. He was released in 2007 and sent home to Afghanistan. Until this week, he was
working as the top recruiter in Afghanistan for Islamic State militants. 

Effort to close Guantanamo prison complicated by former detainee's turn to Islamic State from Associated Press 11 Feb 15

During six years behind bars at Guantanamo Bay, Abdul Rauf insisted he was a lowly Taliban foot soldier who delivered bread and tea to
combatants, even though he was really a corps commander. He was released in 2007 and sent home to Afghanistan. Until this week, he was
working as the top recruiter in Afghanistan for Islamic State militants. 

Guantánamo Hearing Halted By Supposed CIA ‘black Site’ Worker Serving As War Court Linguist from Miami Herald 10 Feb 15

The 9/11 trial judge abruptly recessed the first hearing in the case since August on Monday after some of the alleged Sept. 11 plotters said they
recognized a war court linguist as a former secret CIA prison worker. 

9/11 Victim Families Shocked, Frustrated At Guantánamo from Miami Herald 10 Feb 15

Family members who lost loved ones in the Sept. 11 terror attacks expressed shock, disappointment and frustration over Monday’s sudden
collapse of the resumption of the 9/11 pretrial hearings. 

Alleged CIA Prison Link Halts 9/11 Hearing from Associated Press 10 Feb 15

An attempt to get the 9/11 terrorism case moving again came to an abrupt end Monday as at least two of the five defendants identified a new
courtroom interpreter as someone they encountered while held in secret CIA custody before being taken to the U.S. Navy base at Guantanamo



Bay, Cuba, for a long-stalled military trial. 

Way Forward Sought For Stalled Sept. 11 Case At Guantanamo from Associated Press 9 Feb 15

A military judge is trying to decide whether the attempt to prosecute five prisoners at Guantanamo Bay for the Sept. 11 attacks can resume after
stalling for nearly a year because of the revelation of an apparent FBI investigation into members of one of the defense teams. 

Side issues slow progress toward 9/11 trial at Guantánamo from Miami Herald 9 Feb 15

The accused 9/11 plotters led by Khalid Sheik Mohammed return to war court Monday for the first time in six months with an agenda packed with
some of the most fundamental issues to bedevil the case — torture, religious accommodation and the sanctity of the attorney-client relationship. 

Indiana Military Police to deploy to Guantanamo Bay from Associated Press 8 Feb 15

The Indiana National Guard says about 30 members of a military police unit will deploy to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Conviction Of Australian At Guantanamo Court In Doubt from Associated Press 6 Feb 15

One of the few convictions at a military court at the U.S. base in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, appears to be on shaky ground. Prosecutors concede in a
legal filing that the conviction of Australian David Hicks may no longer be valid, even as they argue that it should be upheld because the former
Guantanamo prisoner agreed not to appeal as part of a plea deal that got him home. 

Fiery Debate Continues In Senate Over Guantanamo Prison from Associated Press 6 Feb 15

The fiery debate over whether to close the Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, prison sparked anew Thursday as the Obama administration pushed back
against a bill to restrict it from transferring terror subjects to other countries, while protesters in orange jumpsuits shouted it should be shuttered
posthaste. 

Senators Question Administration On Gitmo’s Use As Recruiting Tool from Washington Times 6 Feb 15

The Obama administration said Thursday that the Islamic State’s execution of captives in orange jumpsuits is evidence that Guantanamo Bay is
being used as a recruitment tool by terrorists and must be shut down. 

Do recent Guantanamo releases put US at risk? GOP senators question policy from Christian Science Monitor 6 Feb 15

The Obama administration has accelerated transfers out of Guantanamo, with 27 detainees released in the past two months. On Thursday,
lawmakers aimed to assess at a hearing the future of US terror detention policy. 

Does Ashton Carter Want to Close Gitmo? from The New Yorker 6 Feb 15

By "That doesn’t sound very sensible,” Ashton Carter, the next Secretary of Defense, said when Senator Kelly Ayotte asked him, at his
confirmation hearings, about the advisability of transferring any of the prisoners now at Guantánamo Bay to Yemen, given the disorder in that
country.

U.S. official: "No coincidence" Islamic State victims in Guantanamo-like jumpsuits from Reuters 5 Feb 15

A top U.S. defense official said it was "no coincidence" that recent Islamic State videos of the savage executions of Jordanian and Japanese
hostages showed the victims wearing orange jumpsuits, "believed by many to be the symbol of the U.S. detention facility at Guantanamo Bay." 

US won't return Guantanamo to improve ties with Cuba from Associated Press 4 Feb 15

The Obama administration's lead negotiator with Cuba is vowing to maintain U.S. support for democracy and human rights activists there as she
pushes to restore full diplomatic relations between the countries after a half-century interruption. 

To be commander at Gitmo, no experience necessary from ALJAZEERA AMERICA 2 Feb 15

No one in charge of the Guantanamo Bay detention facility has had a background in detention. Why? 

Hagel: WH wanted faster Gitmo releases from The Hill 31 Jan 15

Outgoing Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel has suggested that the White House pressured him to speed up the transfer of detainees held at
Guantanamo Bay. 



Prosecutor: Guantánamo’s Female-guard Dispute Is Al-Qaida Conspiracy from Miami Herald 30 Jan 15

A war court prosecutor Thursday cast an Iraqi captive’s request to not be touched by female guards as part of a wider al-Qaida conspiracy — and
asked a military judge facing a discrimination complaint to rule for the women. 

Guantánamo Judge To Revisit Separate Trial For 9/11 Defendant from Associated Press 30 Jan 15

One of five men facing trial by military commission for the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks may be dropped — again — from the case so proceedings
can resume at the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. 

Guantanamo Trial For 9/11 Accused May Lose 1 Of 5 Defendants from Associated Press 30 Jan 15

One of five men facing trial by military commission for the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks may be dropped from the case so proceedings can resume at
the U.S. Navy base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Sin Vs Safety: Judge Weighs Arguments on Gitmo Female Guards from Associated Press 29 Jan 15

Religious-based restrictions on the use of female guards at Guantanamo violate the military's gender-neutral policy and weaken prison security, a
government prosecutor argued Thursday in a dispute over assertions by detainees that their Muslim faith makes it a sin for them to be touched by
woman soldiers. 

Military judge weighs restrictions on Gitmo female guards from Associated Press 29 Jan 15

A military judge is hearing arguments on whether to make permanent a temporary order limiting the use of female guards to move prisoners
around the Guantanamo Bay prison. 

Taliban member swapped by Obama for Bowe Bergdahl tried to return to terror: report from Washington Times 29 Jan 15

One of the five Taliban members swapped by the Obama administration in exchange for Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl has reportedly tried to return
to terrorist activity, trying to reconnect with Islamic extremists near Qatar, according to CNN. 

Ash Carter Unlikely To Close Guantanamo Prison During Obama Presidency, Senators Told from Washington Times 29 Jan 15

Ash Carter, President Obama’s pick to be the new defense secretary, has told senators he doesn’t see any way to close down the prison at
Guantanamo Bay over the next two years, putting a major dent in Mr. Obama’s hopes to shut it down before he leaves office. 

Court Clash Over Female Guards At Guantanamo from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 15

Barring female guards from handling inmates at the US detention facility at Guantanamo Bay poses a “risk” to the soldiers working there, the
commander of a top-secret prison unit said. 

Guantanamo officer: Limits on female guards create safety risk from CBS News 28 Jan 15

The commander of a top-secret Guantanamo prison housing unit testified Wednesday that two court orders barring female guards from jobs
requiring physical contact with certain Muslim detainees could jeopardize the safety of his operation by limiting his staffing options. 

Defense lawyer asks Guantanamo judge to expand the female-guard no-touch rule from Miami Herald 28 Jan 15

A Marine defense lawyer asked a military judge Wednesday to expand his no-female-guard touching order beyond legal meetings to include an
Iraqi captive's medical, Red Cross and recreation yard visits at the prison's clandestine lockup for former CIA captives, Camp 7. 

Female Guards File Discrimination Complaints Against Guantánamo Judges from Miami Herald 27 Jan 15

Some female soldiers at the prison’s secret lockup for former CIA captives have filed gender discrimination complaints against two military
judges who are forbidding women from handling prisoners to and from legal meetings. 

Complaints challenge orders limiting female guards at Gitmo from Associated Press 27 Jan 15

Some female guards at the Guantanamo Bay prison have filed equal opportunity complaints challenging court orders barring them from jobs that
would require touching detainees while escorting them to hearings and attorney-client meetings, a military judge said Monday. 



Hagel: It will be difficult to close Guantanamo from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 26 Jan 15

Outgoing Secretary of Defence Chuck Hagel believes it will be "very difficult" to close the prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, during President
Barack Obama's remaining two years in office. 

From Inside Prison, a Terrorism Suspect Shares His Diary from New York Times 26 Jan 15

There’s a revealing moment in Mohamedou Ould Slahi’s gripping and depressing “Guantánamo Diary” when a new interrogator is assigned to
question him. By this point, Mr. Slahi has been asked the same questions and given the same answers for years. But the new military interrogator,
a woman he describes as “quiet and polite,” surprises him with a novel inquiry about what he knows of another terrorism suspect’s travel to Iraq
in 2003. 

High-value Guantanamo detainees call home for the first time in nearly a decade from Washington Post 26 Jan 15

For almost a decade, the 15 detainees considered to be the most dangerous at the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, have been locked
in a special top-security facility, deprived of some of the privileges granted to other prisoners, such as communal living, live television and
periodic calls with their families. 

Former CIA captives get stop-and-go video chats home from Guantánamo from Miami Herald 25 Jan 15

Two former CIA captives at Guantánamo have been granted time-delayed, 30-minute video-chats with family — the first nearly live conversations
with home by men who disappeared into the spy agency’s secret prison network a decade or more ago. 

Former Gitmo Australian inmate proclaimed innocent – lawyer from RT (Russia) 24 Jan 15

US authorities have told would-be jihadist David Hicks’ lawyer that the Australian is innocent of the crimes he allegedly committed in
Afghanistan in the early 2000s, which cost him six years in Guantanamo prison. 

OPINION: Closing Gitmo: Obama Must Confront Congress from Newsweek 22 Jan 15

New and justified optimism greets the otherwise dismal sixth anniversary of President Barack Obama’s decision to close the Guantanamo Bay
detention camp, one of his first decisions as president. While Obama failed to meet the one-year deadline established in his 2009 executive order,
fresh momentum behind the effort to close the prison has brought the achievement within reach. 

AP sources: US not sending Gitmo detainees to Yemen from Associated Press 22 Jan 15

In another challenge to President Barack Obama's efforts to close the Guantanamo Bay prison, a ban on transferring detainees to Yemen has been
effectively pushed back into place because of security concerns in the volatile Middle Eastern nation, administration officials say. 

OPINION: A Detainee’s Diary from New York Times 21 Jan 15

Last week, several Republican senators, including John McCain, called on President Obama to stop releasing detainees from the prison at
Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. Their argument was that after the terror attacks in Paris, the 122 prisoners still in Guantánamo should be made to stay
right where they are, where they can do the West no harm. 

Family Seeks Release of a Guantánamo Detainee Turned Author from New York Times 21 Jan 15

On one of the roughest days in Mohamedou Ould Slahi’s 14 years of captivity at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, an American interrogator initially
suggested that he pray out loud, then ridiculed him when he began reciting the Quran. 

First diary of Gitmo detainee hits shelves from CNN 21 Jan 15

A week to the day after a group of Republican senators announced legislation aimed at keeping Guantanamo Bay open, a detainee has published a
first-person account of his time in the prison. 

Obama to Congress: Guantánamo prison makes no sense from Miami Herald 21 Jan 15

Declaring “it’s not who we are,” President Barack Obama on Tuesday night appealed to Congress once again to let him close the prison camps at
the U.S. Navy base in Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. 

Obama: Time to close Guantanamo from Washington Examiner 20 Jan 15



President Obama again pushed Congress to close the detention center at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, in his State of the Union address Tuesday night. 

Obama 'will not relent' in bid to close Guantanamo prison from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 15

US President Barack Obama on Tuesday pledged to make good on his promise to close the military prison at Guantanamo Bay, saying it was
"time to finish the job." 

Horror Of Guantanamo Revealed In Inmate Diary from Sky News (UK) 20 Jan 15

The moving account has been published despite Mohamedou Ould Slahi still being a prisoner at the US detention camp. 

OPINION: A Detainee’s Diary from New York Times 20 Jan 15

Last week, several Republican senators, including John McCain, called on President Obama to stop releasing detainees from the prison at
Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. Their argument was that after the terror attacks in Paris, the 122 prisoners still in Guantánamo should be made to stay
right where they are, where they can do the West no harm. 

Airman Asks Judge To Quit Murder Trial Over Pentagon’s ‘Guantánamo-first’ Rule from Miami Herald 16 Jan 15

A Pentagon order reassigning military judges to remote Guantánamo for the duration of their war crimes trial is already reverberating in the
traditional military justice system. 

US Frees 5 Guantanamo Prisoners, Sends Them To Oman, Estonia from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

Five men from Yemen have been released from the U.S. Navy base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, after more than a dozen years of captivity. 

U.S. Moves Five Yemenis From Guantánamo from New York Times 15 Jan 15

The United States transferred five more detainees — all of them Yemenis — from the military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, on Wednesday,
the Defense Department announced. Their release intensified the dispute between the Obama administration and several Republican senators over
President Obama’s recent flurry of transfers as he seeks to empty the American-run prison. 

Guantánamo Sends 5 Yemeni Detainees To Oman, Estonia from Miami Herald 15 Jan 15

The United States released five more Yemeni detainees from the prison camps in Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, on Wednesday to far-flung locations —
four to the Arabian Sea nation of Oman, and a fifth to Estonia in Northern Europe — in continuing transfers that have stirred protest from
Congress. 

Guantanamo Inmates Sent To Oman, Estonia As Military Moves Ahead With Closure Push from Washington Post 15 Jan 15

The Obama administration has moved five additional prisoners out of the Guantanamo Bay detention center, sending four Yemeni inmates to the
Persian Gulf sultanate of Oman and a fifth to Estonia, the Pentagon said Wednesday. 

FACT CHECK: Recidivism Rate For Freed Guantanamo Detainees from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

The Obama administration and Republican senators are in a war of words over the percentage of terror suspects who have re-entered the fight
after being released from the U.S. detention center at Cuba’s Guantanamo Bay — a debate at the center of President Barack Obama’s stepped-up
effort to close the prison. 

Administration: Few Guantanamo Detainees Turn To Terrorism After Release from Los Angeles Times 15 Jan 15

The Obama administration on Wednesday accused Republican critics of overstating the number of accused terrorists who have taken up arms after
being released from the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Defense Lawyers Cry Foul Over Rule Change Requiring War Court Judges To Move To Guantánamo from Miami Herald 14 Jan 15

Lawyers for the alleged planner of the USS Cole bombing filed a motion Tuesday accusing senior Pentagon officials of unlawfully meddling in
the Saudi prisoner’s coming death-penalty tribunal by ordering the judge to move to Guantánamo until the trial is over. They asked the judge to
throw out the case. 

Top GOP Senators Look To Restrict Obama On Guantanamo from Associated Press 14 Jan 15



Citing the terrorist attacks in Paris, newly empowered Republican senators on Tuesday proposed restrictions on President Barack Obama’s ability
to transfer terror suspects out of the federal prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, for the remainder of his term. The White House acknowledged that
congressional action makes it difficult for Obama to fulfill his goal of closing the facility. 

Republican Senators Aim To Stop Guantanamo Closure, Tighten Detainee Transfer Rules from Washington Times 14 Jan 15

Fed up with President Obama’s renewed push to close Guantanamo Bay prison, top Republican senators on Tuesday announced legislation to
clamp down on his ability to empty the facility, saying he should no longer be allowed to send detainees to Yemen, home of al Qaeda’s deadliest
franchise, or to release any of the most serious terrorist suspects still being held. 

Dempsey Says 'Dozens' of Guantanamo Detainees Can't Be Released from Military.com 13 Jan 15

The U.S. will be left indefinitely with "dozens" of prisoners from Guantanamo who cannot be released or transferred for fear of their return to
terrorism despite the renewed push by the White House and the Pentagon to close the detention facility, Gen. Martin Dempsey said Sunday. 

Joint Chiefs chair: Gitmo is a "psychological scar" on U.S. from CBS News 11 Jan 15

Count the Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman among those who believe it's in the national interest to close the Guantanamo Bay detention center. Gen.
Martin Dempsey says the facility at the U.S. Navy base in Cuba "does create a psychological scar on our national values. Whether it should or
not, it does." 

Dempsey: Gitmo a 'psychological scar on our national values' from The Hill 11 Jan 15

Gen. Martin Dempsey, Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman, told host Chris Wallace on “Fox News Sunday” the nation should close Guantanamo Bay
prison, but dozens of prisoners will still need to be detained. 

Dempsey thinks US can do more to fight terror, backs closing of Guantanamo from FOX News 11 Jan 15

Army Gen. Martin Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, suggested Sunday that the United States could do more to fight terrorism but
predicted eventual defeat for the new-but-extremely-violent Islamic State group. 

Torture protesters including 83-year-old woman arrested outside Dick Cheney’s house from Daily News 11 Jan 15

Eve Tetaz, 83, and Tighe Barry, 57, were arrested on trespassing charges for allegedly refusing to leave former Vice President Dick Cheney’s
house in Virginia on Saturday morning during a demonstration calling for the closure of the Guantanamo Bay military prison. 

First Flight: 8 of first 20 'worst of worst' still at Guantánamo from Miami Herald 10 Jan 15

Thirteen years ago, a U.S. Air Force C-131 Starlifter cargo plane set down at the U.S. Navy base in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, dislodged 20 men in
orange jumpsuits brought from Afghanistan and started the Pentagon's experiment in offshore detention. 

420th Military Police Company begins 2015 stateside from DVIDS 9 Jan 15

The 420th Military Police Company, a U.S. Army Reserve unit out of Salt Lake City, began 2015 by returning stateside Jan. 1, arriving at the
Silas L. Copeland Arrival/Departure Control Group after completing a deployment in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Guantanamo Judges Told to Stay Put and Get Trials Moving from Bloomberg 9 Jan 15

The Pentagon is requiring military judges to stay on the U.S. base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, in an effort to speed trials, including a long-delayed
one for the alleged mastermind of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. 

Are some prisoners in Guantánamo forever? from ALJAZEERA 9 Jan 15

Obama may want to close the prison, but a number of its inmates have no prospect of being charged or released

Why closing Gitmo remains a daunting task for Obama from Public Radio International 7 Jan 15

Many of the cells at Guantanamo Bay detention center in Cuba are empty these days, now that the White House has picked up the pace of
detainee releases. But that doesn't mean President Barack Obama is any closer to his stated goal of closing Gitmo's doors, according to Miami
Herald correspondent Carol Rosenberg.



Obama Cuba Initiative Prompts New Fears of Gitmo Naval Base Giveaway from Washington Free Beacon 7 Jan 15

State Department: Base return not on US agenda for talks 

Guantanamo order bars women from moving accused in 9/11 case from Associated Press 7 Jan 15

A military judge ordered officials at the U.S. Navy base in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, on Wednesday to stop using female guards to move the five
defendants in the Sept. 11 case to court and back and to meetings with their lawyers. 

OPINION: The Path To Closing Guantánamo from New York Times 6 Jan 15

WHEN I began as the State Department’s envoy for closing the detention facility at Guantánamo Bay, many people advised me that progress was
impossible. They were wrong. 

BREAKING: Obama poised to free two more Gitmo inmates from Washington Times 6 Jan 15

President Obama is due to release two more Guantanamo Bay inmates in the coming days, Fox News reported early Tuesday. 

Obama Nears Goal for Guantánamo With Faster Pace of Releases from New York Times 6 Jan 15

In a series of secret nighttime flights in the last two months, the Obama administration made more progress toward the president’s goal of
emptying the military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, than it had since 2009. The accelerated pace came after an era of political infighting and
long bureaucratic delays. 

Kazakhstan Took In 5 Guantánamo Captives As Asylum Seekers from Miami Herald 6 Jan 15

The government of Kazakhstan said it accepted five cleared Guantánamo detainees from the Obama administration last month as asylum seekers. 

EDITORIAL: Guantanamo terrorists leave, threat to America grows from Washington Times 4 Jan 15

From Day One in the Oval Office, President Obama has been clear about his intention to close the terrorist prison, and though he dares not do it in
one conclusive deed he is slowly accomplishing it by shrinking population, one or two or five at a time. The president for once means what he
says, even if what he says and does puts Americans at risk. 

Guantanamo Bay detainees at 13-year low, but prison remains open from CCTV America 2 Jan 15

As the new year began, the Pentagon announced it was transferring five more prisoners out of the U.S. detention facility in Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba. That leaves the number of detainees at more than 125.

Dozens of detainees released in 2014, but goal of closing Guantanamo still far off from PBS Newshour 2 Jan 15

PBS Interview Transcript between Gwen Ifill and Carol Rosenberg.

Obama Wishes America a Safe New Year in 2015 by Releasing Five Gitmo Detainees from IJR Review 1 Jan 15

President Obama has marked the beginning of the new year by releasing 5 detainees from the Guantanamo Bay detention camp to Kazakhstan.
It’s part of an effort by the Obama administration to keep campaign promises to close the controversial detention camp. 

Obama's big push on Guantanamo from The Hill 1 Jan 15

President Obama's push to close the Guantanamo Bay detention camp is going into overdrive, with more detainee transfers in the last two months
of 2014 than in the previous three years combined. 

U.S. sends 5 detainees to Kazakhstan — a day late after aborted journey from Miami Herald 31 Dec 14

The Pentagon freed five Guantánamo prisoners to resettlement in Kazakhstan on Tuesday, a day after they left on a U.S. Air Force cargo plane
that had to circle back to the base in Cuba with a mechanical problem. 

U.S. Sends 5 Guantánamo Detainees To Kazakhstan from Miami Herald 31 Dec 14

The Pentagon freed five Guantánamo prisoners to resettlement in Kazakhstan on Tuesday, a day after they left on a U.S. Air Force cargo plane
that had to circle back to the base in Cuba with a mechanical problem. 



US Announces Release Of 5 Guantanamo Detainees, Held Without Charges, To Kazakhstan from International Business Times 31 Dec 14

The U.S. Department of Defense, in a statement released late Tuesday, announced the transfer of five detainees from its Guantanamo Bay
detention camp in Cuba to Kazakhstan for resettlement. The release of the detainees is the latest in a series of prisoner transfers made by the
Barack Obama-led administration aimed at closing the detention facility. 

Obama faces challenges in closing Gitmo from USA Today 31 Dec 14

Heading into the new year, President Obama is renewing efforts to redeem what is proving to be a very-difficult-to-keep campaign promise:
closing the Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, camp for suspected terrorists. 

Five Guantánamo Prisoners Are Released To Kazakhstan from New York Times 31 Dec 14

The United States transferred five detainees from the military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, to Kazakhstan, the Defense Department
announced late Tuesday. It was the last in a flurry of year-end moves as President Obama sought to fulfill his promise to close the American-run
prison. 

US releases 5 Guantanamo prisoners, sends them to Kazakhstan from Associated Press 30 Dec 14

Five men held for a dozen years without charge at the U.S. Navy base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, have been sent to the Central Asian nation of
Kazakhstan for resettlement. 

U.S. hopes to transfer dozens from Gitmo in six months, official says from CNN 29 Dec 14

The Obama administration hopes to transfer dozens of detainees from Guantanamo Bay in the next six months as part of a stepped-up effort to
reduce the population there, according to a U.S. official. 

U.S. allocates a whopping $65 million for new Guantánamo school from Miami Herald 29 Dec 14

The base with the most expensive prison on earth is getting one of the world’s priciest schools — a $65 million building with classroom space for,
at most, 275 kindergarten through high school students. Do the math: That’s nearly a quarter-million-dollars per school child. In Miami-Dade
County a new school costs perhaps $30,000 per student. 

Last British inmate at Guantanamo set to be freed in the new year in fresh push by Obama to empty prison from Daily Mail (UK)
28 Dec 14

Shaker Aamer, 46, has been detained without trial or charge since 2001 It is understood that he's one of 64 prisoners set to be freed from the camp
Latest step in president's gradual push to close US base, which holds 132 

Guantanamo Bay detainee Moazzam Begg: stop the rage and violence from Birmingham Post (UK) 28 Dec 14

Former Guantanamo Bay detainee Moazzam Begg has spoken about the torture he suffered during his incarceration at the notorious prison camp. 

U.S. prepares to accelerate detainee transfers from Guantanamo Bay prison from Washington Post 24 Dec 14

The Obama administration is accelerating its efforts to shut down the Guantanamo Bay detention center, preparing to move dozens of inmates out
of the prison in coming months in a step forward for President Obama’s redoubled attempt to achieve a core national security objective before he
leaves office. 

U.S. offers $5M reward for al Qaeda leader released from Gitmo from Washington Times 24 Dec 14

A Guantanamo Bay detainee who was released to Saudi Arabia in 2006 on the condition that he would take part in a “rehabilitation” program now
has a $5 million reward on his head by the U.S. government. 

64 Guantanamo detainees awaiting transfer from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 Dec 14

Sixty-four of the remaining 132 detainees at the military prison on Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, have been approved for transfer, the US said Tuesday. 

Will freed Guantanamo detainees resurface on battlefield? from FOX News 23 Dec 14

The steady stream of detainees being transferred out of Guantanamo Bay is raising security concerns among lawmakers who worry the Obama
administration has no system for keeping tabs on them. 



Obama may release even MORE Guantanamo Bay detainees this year, administration officials say from Daily Mail (UK) 22 Dec 14

President Barack Obama is planning to release more than five dozen detainees being held at terrorist-holding camp at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and
the transfers could come before the end of the year. 

Guantánamo Envoy Cliff Sloan Quits Amid Delays in Prisoner Releases from New York Times 22 Dec 14

The State Department envoy who negotiates detainee transfers from the military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, is resigning, dealing another
blow to President Obama’s efforts to close a facility that top administration officials say is a blight on the country’s international standing. 

Obama on Gitmo: 'I’m going to be doing everything I can to close it' from The Hill 22 Dec 14

President Obama in an interview broadcast Sunday vowed he would do everything in his power to close the detention camp at Guantanamo Bay,
but stopped short of declaring that he’d succeed in closing the controversial facility by the end of his second term. 

Obama: 'We're spending millions for each individual' held at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba from Tampa Bay Times 21 Dec 14

By on Sunday, December 21st, 2014 at 5:46 p.m. 

Obama vows again to close Guantanamo prison from Xinhua (China) 21 Dec 14

U.S. President Barrack Obama vowed Sunday that he will do everything possible to close the U.S. military detention facility at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba. 

US releases four Gitmo detainees, sends them back to Afghanistan from ALJAZEERA 20 Dec 14

Men repatriated at request of President Ashraf Ghani; camp census now 132

Four Afghan Guantanamo detainees repatriated: Pentagon from Agence France-Presse 20 Dec 14

The Department of Defense said the men -- Shawali Khan, Khi Ali Gul, Abdul Ghani and Mohammed Zahir -- had been moved from the prison
after a comprehensive review of their case. 

Obama signs defense bill that keeps Gitmo open from Washington Times 20 Dec 14

President cites executive powers as he signals potential for transfers 

 Guantánamo not part of U.S.-Cuban bargain from Miami Herald 18 Dec 14

The Obama administration has no intention of withdrawing from the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, despite the sudden shift in U.S.-
Cuban relations. “There is no impact to Guantánamo from the changes announced today,” the National Security Council spokeswoman,
Bernadette Meehan, said Wednesday evening. 

Kerry asks Vatican for help in relocating Guantanamo detainees from Catholic Herald 17 Dec 14

Cardinal Pietro Parolin met with Kerry for an hour 

FORMER GUARD: GUANTANAMO CONTINUES TO BE A TORTURE CENTER from Daily Sabah (Turkey) 17 Dec 14

President Obama promised to shut down the Guantanamo Bay detention camp when he was elected to his first term. Yet the prison still remains
open and despite promises, torture continues, according to a former guard 

Vatican Presses US On Guantanamo Inmate Treatment from Associated Press 16 Dec 14

The Vatican on Monday asked the U.S. to find an “adequate humanitarian solution” for prisoners held at the Guantanamo Bay detention center, a
reflection of Pope Francis’ vocal concern that prisoners be treated with dignity and not be subject to inhumane treatment. 

Sept. 11 Detainees In Guantanamo Get Copies Of CIA Torture Report from Los Angeles Times 16 Dec 14

As defense attorneys for five alleged Sept. 11 plotters began sharing the Senate Intelligence Committee report on CIA torture with their clients in
Guantanamo Bay, a U.S. military prosecutor predicted the findings will make the trial more transparent. 



9/11 Defendant Claims Rough Treatment By Guantánamo Guards; War Court Sidesteps Issue from Miami Herald 16 Dec 14

The attorney for an accused 9/11 plotter lost a bid Monday to hold an emergency war court hearing seeking urgent medical care following an
episode of alleged brutal treatment at the prison’s clandestine lockup for former CIA prisoners. 

Defense bill keeps Guantanamo Bay open for one more year from Washington Times 14 Dec 14

President Obama will soon sign a law that keeps a tight rein on his ability to close the prison at Guantanamo Bay, even as he's actively looking for
every possible avenue to let detainees out. 

Former Guantanamo Bay detainee David Hicks heckles Federal Attorney-General George Brandis from ABC News 12 Dec 14

Former Guantanamo Bay detainee David Hicks has heckled Federal Attorney-General George Brandis at an awards ceremony in Sydney.

Guantanamo Bay Detainee Details 'Sadistic' Abuse from TIME 12 Dec 14

Deprived of sleep, drugged, and forced to watch pornographic footage or videos of other prisoners being abused 

Supreme Court To Hear Canada’s Appeal Of Guantanamo Ex-inmate Ruling from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 14

Canada’s high court agreed Thursday to hear the government’s appeal of a lower court decision that would treat former Guantanamo detainee
Omar Khadr as a child criminal with the possibility for early release. 

Uruguay Tries To SetPattern On Guantanamo Detainees from Wall Street Journal 12 Dec 14

President José Mujica’s Government Expressed Hope That His Nation’s Gesture Would Lead Other Countries to Resettle Prisoners From at the
U.S.-Run Facility

Guantanamo general: ‘Foolishness’ to say U.S. has lost moral high ground on human rights from Washington Post 11 Dec 14

The top general overseeing the U.S. military detention center at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, said it is “foolishness” to assert that the United States has
lost the moral high ground on human rights following the release of a Senate report detailing the brutal treatment of detainees by the CIA. 

US Lawmaker Objects To Pending Guantanamo Transfer from Associated Press 11 Dec 14

The chairman of the U.S. House Armed Services Committee is objecting to the Pentagon’s plan for an upcoming transfer of Guantanamo Bay
detainees. 

Shutting down Guantanamo: Who's left and what's in the way from CNN 11 Dec 14

A Senate report delivered a scathing indictment Tuesday of torture policies that officially ended when President Barack Obama came into office,
but another holdover from the Bush-era war on terrorism is keeping Obama tethered to the previous administration. 

 Senate report confirms CIA had ‘black site’ at Guantánamo, hid it from Congress from Miami Herald 11 Dec 14

In 2004, as the U.S. Supreme Court was poised to let Guantánamo captives consult lawyers for the first time, the CIA spirited some men who now
face death-penalty trials from a clandestine lockup at the U.S. Navy base — and didn’t tell Congress. 

Fox News Poll: 81 percent expect ISIS attack on US, majority says keep Gitmo open from FOX News 11 Dec 14

A majority of American voters want any ISIS terrorist captured by the United States sent to Guantanamo Bay rather than a federal prison. That’s a
key finding of the latest Fox News poll, as President Obama wants to close Gitmo amid widespread fears ISIS will try to strike the homeland
soon. 

*20th hijacker* Moussaoui seeks transfer to Guantanamo from Associated Press 11 Dec 14

An imprisoned man known as the "20th hijacker" in the 9/11 terror attacks is asking a South Florida federal judge for a transfer to the military
prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

CIA Torture Report: Obama administration continues to torture Guantanamo Bay detainees, says Reprieve from International
Business Times 10 Dec 14

The damning report into the CIA's abuse of suspected Islamic militants exposed the "horrific torture" that was carried out by the US in the past,



but the Obama administration continues to abuse prisoners in Guantanamo Bay, according to Reprieve. 

Another Yemeni ‘forever prisoner’ at Guantánamo is cleared for release from Miami Herald 10 Dec 14

A Guantánamo Bay prisoner who was for a time suspected of being a bodyguard for Osama bin Laden has been cleared for release from the U.S.
base in Cuba. 

OAS Head Lauds ‘Generous’ Uruguay; House Intelligence Chair Expresses Unease from Miami Herald 9 Dec 14

The head of the Organization of American States has issued a statement saluting Uruguay for agreeing to resettle six Guantánamo captives as the
potential vanguard of future deals. 

Guantanamo Prisoners Start New Lives In Uruguay from Associated Press 9 Dec 14

Six men who were locked away for more than 12 years on the U.S. Navy base at Guantanamo Bay spent Monday in the seclusion of a military
hospital in Uruguay’s capital, speaking to family by phone, getting medical check-ups and preparing for a gradual introduction to their new lives
in this South American country. 

Yemeni Guantanamo prisoner told he can be released from Associated Press 9 Dec 14

A Guantanamo Bay prisoner who was accused of being a bodyguard for Osama bin Laden has been cleared for release from the U.S. base in
Cuba. 

Guantanamo ex-inmates are 'free men' in Uruguay: defense minister from Reuters 9 Dec 14

Uruguay will treat the six detainees it has taken in from the U.S. camp holding suspected terrorists in Guantanamo Bay as "totally free men" who
do not represent any security threat, the country's defense minister told Reuters on Monday. 

Where Are All Those Freed Guantanamo Detainees Now? from TIME 8 Dec 14

More than 600 former Guantanamo Bay detainees have ended up in over 53 countries 

Pentagon says six Guantanamo Bay detainees transferred to Uruguay from FOX News 8 Dec 14

The U.S. government said early Sunday that it had transferred six detainees held at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba for over 12 years to Uruguay for
resettlement as refugees. 

U.S. sends 6 Guantánamo captives to new lives in Uruguay from Miami Herald 8 Dec 14

The U.S. military dropped off six long-ago cleared Guantánamo captives in Uruguay on Sunday — culminating a complex, on-again, off-again
year-long deal to resettle the men in the nation of President José Mujica, himself a long-held political prisoner. 

EDITORIAL: Release The Guantánamo Force-Feeding Videos from New York Times 8 Dec 14

For 13 years, the detention center at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, has operated as a legal black hole, imprisoning hundreds of men without any charges
or meaningful access to the courts. If government officials have their way, that blackout will include graphic videotapes of guards force feeding
inmates who have been on a hunger strike for as long as 21 months to protest their endless detention. 

Guantánamo release of six to Uruguay will not impact force-feeding lawsuit from The Guardian (UK) 8 Dec 14

Abu Wa’el Dhiab, a Syrian man who brought the first courtroom challenge to the Obama administration’s force-feeding of hunger-striking
Guantánamo Bay detainees, has been transferred to Uruguay and freed. 

U.S. Transfers Six Prisoners From Guantanamo Bay To Uruguay from Wall Street Journal 8 Dec 14

Prisoners Are First Guantanamo Detainees to Be Resettled in South America

Six Guantanamo Detainees Transferred To Uruguay As Obama Works To Close Prison from Washington Post 8 Dec 14

Six detainees held at the U.S. military detention center at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, were transferred to Uruguay over the weekend, months after the
South American country had agreed to accept the men, the Pentagon announced Sunday. 



U.S. Transfers 6 Guantánamo Detainees To Uruguay from New York Times 8 Dec 14

The United States transferred six detainees from the Guantánamo Bay prison to Uruguay this weekend, the Defense Department announced early
Sunday. It was the largest single group of inmates to depart the wartime prison in Cuba since 2009, and the first detainees to be resettled in South
America. 

Guantanamo Transfer Leaves Harder Cases Remaining Amid Criticism from Bloomberg News 8 Dec 14

The release of six prisoners from the U.S. detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, this weekend was the largest transfer out of the offshore
jail in five years. 

US Sends 6 Prisoners From Guantanamo To Uruguay from Associated Press 8 Dec 14

Six prisoners held for 12 years at Guantanamo Bay have arrived as refugees in Uruguay, a South American nation with only a tiny Muslim
population, amid a renewed push by President Barack Obama to close the prison. 

Six Guantanamo prisoners sent to Uruguay for resettlement from Reuters 7 Dec 14

Six men held for more than a decade at the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, were sent to Uruguay for resettlement on Sunday, the
Pentagon said, the latest step in a slow-moving effort by the Obama administration to close the facility. 

In tit-for-tat, Khairy tells US to shut Guantanamo Bay from Malay Mail Online 5 Dec 14

A federal minister told the United States today to shut down its controversial Guantanamo Bay detention centre, after one of the country’s top
political leaders appeared to criticise the Malaysian judiciary and its handling of Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim’s Sodomy II case. 

Uruguay reaffirms decision to accept Guantanamo prisoners from EFE (Spain) 5 Dec 14

Uruguay's Jose Mujica reaffirmed Friday in an open letter to U.S. President Barack Obama the South American country's willingness to accept six
detainees from the Guantanamo Naval Base in Cuba. 

EU Guantanamo delegation calls for easing of 'radical' prison conditions from Middle East Eye 4 Dec 14

A European delegation to Guantanamo Bay has recommended an easing of restrictions for those still being held despite being cleared for release

EU Guantanamo delegation calls for flexible prison conditions from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 14

A delegation of five European officials recommended that inmates cleared for release from the US military detention center in Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba, be jailed under more flexible conditions, an aide said. 

Pentagon fears blowback from ‘humane’ Guantánamo video release from Miami Herald 3 Dec 14

A Pentagon official is invoking the revulsion of Muslims worldwide over images of U.S. Marines urinating on corpses to predict the global
backlash at seeing videos of Guantánamo troops hauling a captive to force-feedings. 

Annual Defense Policy Bill Stops Transfer of Guantanamo Prisoners to U.S. from Latin America Herald Tribune 3 Dec 14

The final draft of the U.S. annual defense policy bill will not include the transfer of prisoners from the Guantanamo Bay terrorist detention camp
to the United States, press reports said. 

Obama administration seeks to overturn decision to release controversial Guantanamo Bay force-feeding footage from The
Independent 3 Dec 14

President Obama’s administration will ask a federal appeals court to overturn a judge’s ruling to release more than 30 videos depicting
controversial force-feeding methods used on foreign prisoners held in Guantanamo Bay. 

US to appeal judge's ruling on Guantánamo Bay force-feeding videos from The Guardian (UK) 3 Dec 14

Obama administration will ask federal appeals court to overturn ruling saying that it must disclose videos depicting tube feedings of inmates 

Congress Rejects Guantánamo U.S. Transfer-to-close Concept from Associated Press 2 Dec 14

Congress has once again prevented President Barack Obama from moving any of the last 142 captives at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, to the United



States — thwarting a continuing White House bid to empty the war-on-terror detention center, and close it down. 

Obama's Plan To Shutter Guantanamo Bay Faces Opposition From Congress from International Business Times 2 Dec 14

U.S. lawmakers on Monday dealt a serious blow to President Barack Obama’s plan to shut down the Guantanamo Bay detention center in Cuba
by rejecting the inclusion of steps necessary for closing the facility in the annual defense authorization bill. 

Obama's plan to shut down Guantanamo Bay suffers major setback from Associated Press 2 Dec 14

President Obama's 5-year-old campaign to close the federal prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, suffered a major setback as lawmakers finalizing
the annual defense policy bill rejected steps toward shuttering the facility. 

Congress deals blow to plan to shut Guantanamo prison from Reuters 2 Dec 14

Lawmakers dealt a blow to President Barack Obama's five-year-long effort to close the prison camp at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba
by omitting a plan to shut the facility from an annual defense authorization bill. 

European delegation sets out for Guantanamo Bay prison from Agence France-Presse 30 Nov 14

A delegation of five European officials led by French former justice minister Rachida Dati will visit the US military detention center in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba this week, aides said Sunday. 

Pentagon prepares for more detainee releases from Guantanamo Bay from FOX News 28 Nov 14

The Pentagon is preparing to transfer more detainees from Guantanamo Bay in coming weeks despite continued Republican opposition, according
to defense and congressional officials. 

Pentagon Expected To Release More Detainees From Guantanamo from NPR 28 Nov 14

The U.S. prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, is far from being closed — something President Obama promised to do in the first days of his
administration. But people are being released. 

Pentagon Prepares More Guantanamo Releases from Wall Street Journal 28 Nov 14

Obama Has Vowed to Close Prison; GOP Opposition Could Slow Pace of Releases

OPINION: The President and Congress Finally Tackle the Guantanamo Problem from OpEdNews 26 Nov 14

I am encouraged by the recent visits of lawmakers to Guantanamo Bay Detention Camp, although some, like Republican Senator Mark S. Kirk
(Ill.), still don't get it. After his visit to the controversial prison camp, Kirk was quoted as saying, "I think when you're face-to-face with some of
the detainees who are pretty healthy, and pretty committed to war on the United States, you understand just the great danger that is represented by
these people here." 

Nurse Ethics Comes to a Head at Guantanamo Bay from HealthLeaders Media 25 Nov 14

A Navy nurse faces possible discharge for refusing to participate in force-feeding detainees. It's a test case for nurses in all practice settings who
are faced with ethical issues every day. 

Obama administration's quiet transfer of Gitmo detainees suggests closing prison still a priority from rtv6 (Indy) 25 Nov 14

13 have left prison so far this year

Why is Shaker Aamer still at Gitmo? from ALJAZEERA 25 Nov 14

Imagine being imprisoned, year after year, despite having been told that your captors had undertaken a high-level review process and no longer
wanted to hold you? 

Govt trying to bring nine more Gitmo inmates home from Arab News (Saudi Arabia) 24 Nov 14

The Interior Ministry is working for the release of another nine Saudis from Guantanamo Bay in Cuba, according to Maj. Gen. Mansour Al-Turki,
ministry spokesman. 



US releases Saudi prisoner from Guantanamo Bay, to take part in militant rehab program from FOX News 22 Nov 14

A detainee at the U.S. prison in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, is being returned to his home in Saudi Arabia where he will take part in a program to
rehabilitate militants, according to the Pentagon. 

OPINION: Saying ‘No’ To Force-Feeding At Guantanamo Bay from New York Times 21 Nov 14

The Navy is persecuting a nurse with 18 years of military service for refusing to perform a procedure that the American Medical Association
condemns as unethical. That is, for refusing to force-feed prisoners on a hunger strike at Guantanamo Bay. Now the American Nurses Association
is pushing back. 

US sends Guantanamo prisoners to Georgia, Slovakia from Associated Press 21 Nov 14

Five prisoners have been released from Guantanamo Bay as part of a renewed effort to close the detention center at the U.S. Navy base in Cuba,
officials said Thursday. 

U.S. releases five Guantanamo detainees to Georgia, Slovakia from Reuters 21 Nov 14

The United States has released five detainees from its detention center at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, including the first Yemeni detainee to be
resettled since 2010, officials said on Thursday. 

U.S. Sends 5 Guantánamo Detainees To European Resettlement from McClatchy 21 Nov 14

The Pentagon sent five long-held Arab detainees to resettlement in Europe on Thursday, three to Georgia and two to Slovakia. 

U.S. Resettles Guantánamo Bay Prisoners In Eastern Europe from New York Times 21 Nov 14

The government transferred five low-level Guantánamo Bay prisoners to Eastern Europe on Thursday. Four of the men were Yemenis, and their
resettlement was a significant policy change in the Obama administration’s effort to close the prison at the naval base in Cuba. 

Four Yemenis And A Tunisian Transferred Out Of Guantanamo Bay For Resettlement from Washington Post 21 Nov 14

The Pentagon announced Thursday that it had transferred four Yemenis and a Tunisian to third countries for resettlement after the men were held
at the U.S. military detention center at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, for more than a decade. 

Top Nursing Group Backs Navy Nurse Who Wouldn’t Force-feed At Guantánamo from Miami Herald 20 Nov 14

One of America’s leading nursing organizations is trying to save the U.S. Navy career of an officer, a nurse like them, who refused to force-feed
hunger strikers this summer. 

No female guards at Guantanamo's Camp 7 for now from News 24 (Africa) 19 Nov 14

A resolution of a dispute over the use of female guards inside the secret Camp 7 at the Guantanamo Bay prison will have to wait until at least
January, a US military judge ruled on Tuesday. 

Guantánamo Judge Leaves Female-guard Ban Intact Until Next Year from Miami Herald 19 Nov 14

A military judge on Tuesday left intact his order forbidding female guards to touch an alleged al-Qaida commander while he is being transported
to and from legal meetings, rebuffing remarks that the ban has been disruptive to the running of this base’s most clandestine prison. 

Use Of Women Guards On Hold At Guantanamo’s Camp 7 from Associated Press 19 Nov 14

A resolution of a dispute over the use of female guards inside the secret Camp 7 at the Guantanamo Bay prison will have to wait until at least
January, a U.S. military judge ruled Tuesday. 

Guantánamo prosecutors: Prison needs female guards touching, moving ex-CIA captives from Miami Herald 17 Nov 14

War court prosecutors are pushing back against a judges order to temporarily stop female guards from touching an alleged al-Qaida military
commander, warning that it could cause "unintended and dire consequences." 

Detention At Guantánamo Grinds On: 13 Years And Counting, 148 Captives Remain from Miami Herald 17 Nov 14

It’s the first Tuesday in November, just another day as Guantánamo grinds on toward the detention center’s 14th year as the most expensive prison



on earth with no end in sight. President Barack Obama ordered it emptied in 2009, on his second day in office, and people here are dubious that it
will be done before his last. 

At Gitmo, force-feeding shrouded in secrecy from The News (Pakistan) 16 Nov 14

Behind the barbed wire of Guantanamo Bay prison, hunger-striking inmates are routinely force-fed, a practice defended by officials as necessary
medical treatment but labeled by critics as torture. 

Ex-Gitmo prisoner behind IS campaign in Pakistan from The News (Pakistan) 15 Nov 14

The Pakistani authorities have finally identified Abdul Rahim Muslim Dost, a former Guantanamo detainee from Afghanistan, who had spent
several years in prison in Pakistan, as the moving spirit behind the countrywide wall-chalking campaign of the Islamic State (IS) headed by Abu
Bakar Al Baghdadi. 

Judge Upholds Guantánamo’s Treatment Of Hunger-striker Waiting To Go from Miami Herald 10 Nov 14

A federal judge has refused to intervene in the forced-feeding of a hunger-striking prisoner awaiting his transfer from the war-on-terror prison,
declaring that U.S. military medical staff do not show deliberate indifference to the health and welfare of long-held captive Abu Wa’el Dhiab. 

Guantanamo Bay Naval Station Fast Facts from CNN 10 Nov 14

Here's a look at Guantánamo Bay Naval Station and its detention facilities. Facts: The base, sometime referred to as "Gitmo," is located in
southeastern Cuba, on the coast of Guantánamo Bay. 

Southcom Again Seeking $69M for New Terror Prison at Guantanamo from Miami Herald 10 Nov 14

The Pentagon's Southern Command intends to seek $69 million from the Republican-controlled Congress to build a new prison for high-value,
former CIA detainees after President Barack Obama leaves office. 

Judge orders prison to stop using female guards to move prisoner to lawyer meeting from Miami Herald 10 Nov 14

A Navy judge has ordered the Guantánamo prison to temporarily stop using female soldiers to move an Iraqi detainee to legal meetings — a new
practice, according to his lawyer, that has resulted in the war-on-terror captive twice being forced from a cell for refusing to be handled by a
woman. 

Guantanamo closure by 2016 'unrealistic': commander from Agence France-Presse 8 Nov 14

The commander of the US military prison at Guantanamo Bay believes there is little chance of the controversial facility being closed in the next
two years, leaving Barack Obama struggling to achieve his goal of shuttering the jail before he leaves office. 

Guantánamo’s incommunicado captives may soon video chat with family from Miami Herald 7 Nov 14

Former CIA captives who were held in a secret prison overseas network after the Sept. 11 attacks will for the first time be able to have video chats
with their families, it was disclosed at the war court Thursday. 

OPINION: Will Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and other 9/11 terrorists ever be tried? from FOX News 7 Nov 14

It looks like Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and his fellow terrorists may die of old age before they are ever tried, convicted and executed. 

Kuwaiti Prisoner Held For 13 Years Is Released From Guantánamo from New York Times 6 Nov 14

A Kuwaiti man held by the United States without trial for nearly 13 years in Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, was released early Wednesday, the military
said. His repatriation is the first transfer to result from a new system of parole-board-like hearings to periodically review whether it is still
necessary to keep holding prisoners. 

U.S. Officials Send Kuwaiti Man Home From Guantanamo Bay Prison from Los Angeles Times 6 Nov 14

A long-held Al Qaeda suspect at Guantanamo Bay was sent home to Kuwait early Wednesday after U.S. officials concluded he does not pose a
threat to the United States. 

Judge To Probe Guantánamo’s No-Skype Policy For Ex-CIA Prisoners from Miami Herald 6 Nov 14



A military judge agreed to probe policy at the prison’s most secretive lockup on Wednesday, ordering witnesses to explain why the accused USS
Cole bomber can’t get a delayed video or phone chat with his parents. 

Kuwaiti Guantanamo Inmate Freed, US Plans Dozen More Releases from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 14

The United States is preparing to release more than a dozen Guantanamo detainees as President Barack Obama works towards his long-promised
goal of closing the controversial military prison, an US defense official said Wednesday. 

U.S. sends Guantanamo prisoner home to Kuwait from Associated Press 6 Nov 14

One of the longest-held prisoners at the U.S. detention center at Guantanamo Bay was sent home to Kuwait on Wednesday, the first release based
on the determination of a review panel that has been re-evaluating some men previously classified as too dangerous to release. 

Kuwaiti detainee transferred from Guantanamo from United Press International 5 Nov 14

Fawzi al Ohah was repatriated to Kuwait. 

Former ‘forever prisoner’ leaves for Kuwait from Miami Herald 5 Nov 14

A Kuwaiti aircraft lifted off from this remote Navy base with a long-held captive before dawn Wednesday, sealing the first repatriation of a former
so-called “forever prisoner” whose dangerousness was downgraded by a U.S. government parole board. 

Judge to probe Guantánamo’s no-Skype policy for ex-CIA prisoners from Miami Herald 5 Nov 14

A military judge agreed to probe policy at the prison’s most secretive lockup on Wednesday, ordering witnesses to explain why the accused USS
Cole bomber can’t get a delayed video or phone chat with his parents. 

War court censors word ‘female’ in legal argument from Miami Herald 31 Oct 14

A controversy has roiled the war-on-terror prison in Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, for weeks now over the recent use of female guards to shuttle devout
Muslim captives to legal appointments. 

Sources: Former Guantanamo detainees suspected of joining ISIS, other groups in Syria from FOX News 31 Oct 14

As many as 20 to 30 former Guantanamo Bay detainees -- some of whom were released within the last three years -- are suspected by intelligence
and Defense officials of having joined forces with the Islamic State and other militant groups inside Syria, Fox News has learned. By 

GOP lawmakers urge administration to suspend Gitmo transfers over ISIS concerns from FOX News 31 Oct 14

Republican lawmakers called Thursday for the Obama administration to suspend detainee transfers from Guantanamo Bay following a Fox News
report that as many as 20 to 30 former prisoners are suspected by intelligence and Defense officials of having joined forces with the Islamic State
and other militant groups inside Syria. 

News groups demand Guantanamo release force-feeding videos from Agence France-Presse 28 Oct 14

Media groups - including The New York Times, The Washington Post and The Guardian - are calling for the immediate release of force-feeding
videos from Guantanamo. 

Remembering the good times at Guantanamo Bay from Charleston Post Courier 27 Oct 14

The Guantanamo Bay Association will hold its annual national "reunion" next week at Mount Pleasant. And next year, the University of South
Carolina's McKissick Museum will open an exhibition called the Guantanamo Public Memory Project. 

One Of Obama's Earliest Campaign Promises Is Roiling Kansas' Razor-Thin Senate Race from Business Insider 27 Oct 14

The Obama administration is reportedly considering possible ways for President Barack Obama to unilaterally shut the military's detention facility
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, making good on one of his earliest campaign promises. As the Defense Department's only maximum-security facility,
Fort Leavenworth has often been floated as a possible destination for Guantanamo's remaining 149 detainees inside the continental US. Read
more: http://www.businessinsider.com/kansas-senate-race-guantanamo-bay-fort-leavenworth-pat-roberts-orman-2014-10#ixzz3HQcybsp4 

Guantanamo Bay prisoners find use of female guards to be religiously offensive from Associated Press 24 Oct 14



Some prisoners in the highest-security unit of the Guantanamo Bay detention center have launched a protest against what they consider the
religiously offensive use of female guards to move them around the U.S. base in Cuba, lawyers for the men say. 

Omar Khadr wins right to sue Feds for conspiring with U.S. in expanded suit from Canadian Press 23 Oct 14

Former Guantanamo Bay prisoner Omar Khadr should be allowed to claim the Canadian government conspired with the Americans to torture him
and breach his rights, a Federal Court judge ruled Thursday. 

Guantanamo prisoners in protest over women guards from Associated Press 23 Oct 14

The use of female troops inside the highest-security unit at Guantanamo Bay is sparking protests by prisoners. 

Colorado Soldiers Headed To Guantanamo Bay from CBS News (Denver) 22 Oct 14

Colorado Army National Guard soldiers are headed to Guantanamo Bay for a year-long deployment. 

A 9/11 Suspect Is Using the Hobby Lobby Ruling to Argue Female Prison Guards Violate His Rights from VICE News 22 Oct 14

A high-value Guantanamo detainee has asked a military judge to end a new policy at the detention facility that allows female guards to escort him
to meetings with his attorneys. He says that according to the US Supreme Court, the policy violates his religious rights. 

A Holder Legacy: Shifting Terror Cases to the Civilian Courts, and Winning from New York Times 21 Oct 14

After commandos and FBI agents snatched the man suspected of being the ringleader in the 2012 attack on an American diplomatic compound in
Libya, some Republican lawmakers urged the Obama administration to take him to Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, for interrogation and a military trial,
sounding what has become a common refrain over the past several years: that a civilian trial for a terrorist is, among other things, too dangerous. 

UN torture investigator wants to visit Guantanamo from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

The United Nations' investigator on torture said Tuesday he had asked the US military to allow him to interview inmates as a condition for a visit
to the Guantanamo prison. 

Board Says Saudi Detainee Should Be Repatriated from New York Times 21 Oct 14

A Saudi detainee who has been held for more than 12 years without trial at the American military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, should be
repatriated, a military parole-style board said in a statement on Monday. 

EDITORIAL: No presidential end run on Guantanamo from Charleston Post Courier 18 Oct 14

President Obama is exploring ways to close the prison at Guantanamo Bay Navy Base in Cuba and transfer any remaining prisoners to prisons in
the United States despite a congressional ban. And, according to a Wall Street Journal report, the Navy brig in Hanahan is the leading candidate to
receive up to 70 Guantanamo prisoners considered too dangerous to release. That number presumably includes Khalid Sheik Mohammed, the
mastermind of the 9/11 attacks. 

New coed guard duty causing ruckus at Guantánamo high-value prison from Miami Herald 17 Oct 14

The military now has female soldiers escorting former CIA captives around Guantánamo’s high-value prison, an apparent personnel change that
defense lawyers say is causing an uproar over religious insensitivity. 

Justice Department Seeks Delay In Redacting, Releasing Guantánamo Force-feeding Videos from Miami Herald 16 Oct 14

The Justice Department late Wednesday asked a federal judge to delay the release of dozens of videos of a Guantánamo captive being tackled,
shackled and forced-fed at the prison camps in Cuba, saying it may move to block the judge’s order to make the material public. 

White House: no bypass of Congress for Guantanamo closure from Agence France-Presse 14 Oct 14

The White House said Friday it aimed to work with US lawmakers towards closing Guantanamo and was not "drafting options" for circumventing
a congressional ban on transferring detainees to US soil. 

Estonia agrees to resettle a Guantánamo detainee from Miami Herald 10 Oct 14

The Baltic nation of Estonia said Thursday it had agreed to resettle one of Guantánamo’s 79 pre-cleared captives — a day after Uruguay’s



president linked his commitment to take in six prisoners to a dialogue with his successor. 

Public Hearing On Force-Feeding Of Guantanamo Bay Detainees Concludes from International Business Times 9 Oct 14

Attorneys of the United States Department of Justice argued that the controversial practice of force-feeding Guantanamo Bay inmates on hunger
strike, is “safe, necessary and humane” as a three-day hearing on the treatment of inmates at the prison ended on Wednesday, according to media
reports. 

Guantánamo ‘experiment’ Didn’t Break Hunger Strike But Gets Judge’s Attention from Miami Herald 9 Oct 14

Six Guantánamo captives who have been on hunger strike since 2007 got comfy seats this year, communal forced-feedings and television
distraction as a way to get them to stop their food protest at the Pentagon prison, it was revealed in federal court Wednesday. 

Doctor Says US Guantanamo Practices Ill-advised from Associated Press 8 Oct 14

The U.S. government is applying ill-advised procedures as a form of punishment for hunger strikers at Guantanamo Bay prison, a medical doctor
told a federal court Tuesday. 

Guantanamo Bay Detainee Force-feeding Case Continues from Washington Post 8 Oct 14

A Minnesota doctor testified Tuesday that officials at the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, were abusive in the way they force-fed a
hunger striking detainee, sometimes ordering the feedings when they weren’t necessary and using methods that run counter to accepted medical
standards. 

Doctor: Guantánamo erred by lubing forced-feeding tubes with olive oil from Miami Herald 8 Oct 14

Navy medical staff put Guantanamo prisoners’ health at risk by using — “for cultural preference” — olive oil to lubricate feeding tubes, a doctor
testified at federal court hearing on prison force-feeding practice Tuesday. 

Lawyers seek end to force-feeding practices for Guantanamo prisoner from Reuters 7 Oct 14

Lawyers for a Syrian prisoner at the Guantanamo Bay prison urged a U.S. judge on Monday to halt harmful force-feeding practices used on their
client during a hunger strike. 

Judge Orders Release Of Footage Showing Guantanamo Bay Prisoner Being Force-Fed from Huffington Post 6 Oct 14

A federal judge on Friday ordered the public release of 28 videotapes of a hunger-striking Guantanamo Bay prisoner strike being forcibly
removed from his cell and force-fed. 

Guantanamo Bay prison still an issue in Colorado politics from Denver Post 6 Oct 14

U.S. Sen. Mark Udall’s comment Sunday that the United States should close Guantanamo Bay “but keep the terrorists here in jail indefinitely”
brings back memories of a 2009 battle in Colorado, led by then state Rep. Cory Gardner, now Udall’s campaign opponent. 

Guantanamo Bay detainee seeks changes in force-feeding from Washington Post 6 Oct 14

Two doctors testified Monday that medical officials at the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay acted too harshly in their treatment of a
detainee who has been force-fed while on hunger strikes — at one point issuing a directive that his socks and boxer shorts be taken from him. 

Judge To Open Part Of Hearing On Gitmo Prisoner from Associated Press 3 Oct 14

A federal judge has decided to open part of a hearing into the government’s treatment of a Guantanamo Bay prisoner. 

Judge Rejects Government Request To Close Guantánamo Forced-feeding Hearing from Miami Herald 3 Oct 14

A federal judge Thursday rejected an Obama administration bid to shut the public out of next week’s hearing showcasing medical testimony in
one Guantánamo captive’s challenge of the prison’s forced-feeding policy. 

Ex-Guantanamo Detainee Walks Free After UK Drops Terror Charges from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 14

A former Guantanamo Bay detainee, Moazzam Begg, walked free from a British prison on Wednesday after prosecutors dropped seven terror
charges relating to the conflict in Syria. 



Ex-Marine Lawyer Gets Top Job Overseeing Guantánamo War Court from Miami Herald 1 Oct 14

The Pentagon disclosed Tuesday that it had installed a recently retired Marine lawyer to run the war court at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. 

Obama Goal Of Gitmo Closure Stalled At Pentagon from Associated Press 1 Oct 14

The transfer of prisoners out of Guantanamo Bay has ground to a halt amid a slow Pentagon approval process, causing deep frustration within the
administration and raising doubts that President Barack Obama will be able to fulfill his campaign promise to close the offshore prison for
terrorism suspects. 

OPINION: Don’t Shut Courtroom Door from Miami Herald 1 Oct 14

Not content to impose severe restrictions on reporting at the U.S. military prison in Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, the Obama administration now wants
to bring the secretive culture of its remote island prison to the mainland by closing a federal court hearing on forced-feeding in Washington, D.C.
It should not be allowed to succeed. 

Obama Goal Of Gitmo Closure Stalled At Pentagon from Associated Press 30 Sep 14

The transfer of prisoners out of Guantanamo Bay has ground to a halt amid a slow Pentagon approval process, causing deep frustration within the
administration and raising doubts that President Barack Obama will be able to fulfill his campaign promise to close the offshore prison for
terrorism suspects. 

Court Rejects, Again, Challenge By Guantanamo Bay Detainee from McClatchy 30 Sep 14

A federal judge has again rejected a challenge by Guantanamo Bay detainee Shawali Khan, an Afghanistan citizen whose travails have occupied
several court proceedings. 

Administration Seeks To Close Gitmo Hearing from Associated Press 30 Sep 14

The Obama administration is seeking to close a court hearing on the government’s treatment of a Guantanamo Bay prisoner, saying that much of
the information about the man is classified. 

Feds want Guantanamo force-feeding hearing secret from Politico 29 Sep 14

The U.S. Government is asking a federal judge to lock the public and the press out of the bulk of a significant court hearing on force-feeding
practices at Guantanamo Bay.

Guantanamo Is Not a Chilean Priority, Says Foreign Minister from Telesur 28 Sep 14

While the Uruguayan government agreed to welcome five prisoners, the issue is still dividing politicians in Chile.

The Financial Costs of Guantanamo from Lawfare 23 Sep 14

Jessica Schulberg, writing at the New Republic, has a good piece about the financial costs of Congress’s insistence on maintaining the detention
facility at Guantanamo: 

Arizona Army Guard unit heading to Guantanamo Bay from AZ Daily Sun 23 Sep 14

A 20-member Arizona Army National Guard unit is headed to the U.S. Navy base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Guantánamo Bay Is Crumbling Into Ruins But guards and prisoners aren't leaving any time soon from New Republic 22 Sep 14

At a cost of $2.8 million per prisoner per year, Guantánamo is the most expensive prison in the world. (The costliest prison in the U.S., the
Colorado Supermax, at $78,000 per prisoner per year.) 

Update: Gitmo prisoners in Peru is a no-go from Peru This Week 22 Sep 14

Officials have turned down the request made by the U.S. government to take prisoners. 

David Hicks' military lawyer Michael Mori desribes first meeting his client from Sydney Morning Herald 20 Sep 14

For lawyer Michael Mori, representing Guantanamo Bay detainee David Hicks was a painful and frustrating experience. 



First ISIS, now Guantanamo prisoners are Peru´s responsibility from Peru This Week 19 Sep 14

The United States has requested that Peru relieve the Cuban prison of detainees. 

Retired GTMO Marine Major General to Give Public Lecture on Terrorism from PR Newswire 18 Sep 14

Decorated war veteran Major General Michael Lehnert (retired) will help kick off the 20th anniversary celebration of Southwestern College –
Professional Studies with a public lecture on October 15th. 

Iraqi Captive At Guantánamo Gets Marine Lawyer Who Invaded Iraq from Miami Herald 16 Sep 14

An Iraqi prisoner accused of war crimes as commander of al-Qaida’s resistance of the U.S. military in Afghanistan in 2003 met for the first time
Monday with the lawyer chosen by the Pentagon to defend him: A Marine lawyer who was part of the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003. 

No Court Martial For Nurse Who Refused To Give Forced-Feeding At Guantánamo from Miami Herald 16 Sep 14

A Navy commander has chosen not to court-martial a nurse who refused to conduct forced-feedings of hunger strikers this summer and has
instead asked a board to determine whether the nurse should be allowed to stay in the U.S. Navy. 

Court won't release costs of Gitmo camp from Politico 12 Sep 14

A federal judge ruled Thursday that the Pentagon need not make public a document detailing the costs associated with a Guantanamo Bay prison
camp used to house so-called high-value detainees. 

Judge says U.S. doesn’t have to reveal cost of Guantánamo prison’s clandestine Camp 7 from McClatchy 12 Sep 14

A federal judge agreed Thursday that the Pentagon does not have to reveal how much was paid to build the crumbling, secret Camp 7 at the
Guantánamo Bay Detention Center, rejecting a Miami Herald bid to make the cost public. 

Thirteen Years After 9/11: Justice Eludes Us at Great Cost from Huffington Post 12 Sep 14

After spending a week at Guantánamo Bay serving as an Observer for the latest 9/11 Military Commissions proceedings and living out of a dingy
military tent in nearly 100 degree weather, my overarching impression of Guantánamo is that -- regardless of where one falls on the political
spectrum -- we are wasting billions on a process that is failing everyone's goals and will likely result in further harm to the American people. 

GOP criticizes Braley support for Thomson prison from Quad City Times 11 Sep 14

Republicans on Wednesday took to task Democrat Bruce Braley’s support for opening a federal prison near the Iowa-Illinois border, claiming that
indicates Braley’s willingness to allow the transfer of terrorist prisoners to the Midwest. 

Is Guantánamo Navy Base Part Of The USA? Well, That Depends... from Miami Herald 10 Sep 14

U.S. troops blare The Star Spangled Banner across this 45-square-mile base each morning at 8 o’clock sharp. Fireworks crackle overhead on the
Fourth of July. 

Guantánamo Prisoner In Standoff As Transfer Stalls from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

At about 155 pounds, the Syrian prisoner is gaunt for a man over 6 feet tall. He is pale and weak, so lethargic at times that one of his lawyers said
he had to lie on the floor when he met with her one day this summer at the prison on the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. 

Southwestern College Panel Discussion to Include Retired GTMO General, Local Law Enforcement Officials from PR Newswire
(Southwestern College) 9 Sep 14

To kick off the celebration of its 20th anniversary, Southwestern College – Professional Studies is hosting a panel discussion on October 15th
conducted by recognized law enforcement officials. Southwestern instructor Lionel Santiago, with the Orlando Police Department, Sedgwick
County Sheriff Jeff Easter, Wichita Police Chief Norman Williams and Major General Michael Lenhert will take part in a two-hour discussion on
the topic of the paradigm shift from law enforcement to law enforcement intelligence. 

Comment: No British company should be profiting from Guantánamo from Politics.Co.UK 8 Sep 14

The Guantánamo Bay detention camp has been called the gulag of our times, a shocking affront to democracy, and a monstrous failure of justice.



As human rights eyesores go, the prison is also a pricey one, with each detainee costing at least £1.7 million per year. 

Chile weighs taking Guantanamo detainees at US request from Agence France-Presse 8 Sep 14

The Chilean government is considering taking in detainees from the US detention camp at Guantanamo Bay, officials said Monday. 

Ex-Gitmo detainees: Where have they gone? from Talk News Radio Service 8 Sep 14

A semi-annual report from the Director of National Intelligence reveals that 620 detainees have been released from the detention facility at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Of them, 107 are known to have returned to the battlefield...

Guantanamo Bay: An Untold History of Torture and Resistance from RT 8 Sep 14

Few realize how expensive it is to keep Guantanamo Bay prison operational. The Joint Task Force (JTF) detention center, which opened in 2002,
costs US taxpayers $140 million a year, breaking down to about $800,000 per detainee. 

Indefinite Detention without Charge: Habeas Corpus and the Continuing Role of the Guantánamo Bay Prison from Global
Research 6 Sep 14

“It’s a long way from being closed.” -Gen. John F. Kelly, US Southern Command, Joint Task Force Guantánamo, Sep 1, 2014 Scholars, theorists,
and the generally perplexed have been trying to work it out for some years now. Can such insufferable policies such as the indefinite detention of
people, sometimes without charge, be tolerated? 

G4S Gitmo contract could facilitate human rights violations from RT 5 Sep 14

The British government has been urged to take swift action against UK firm G4S, following the company’s acceptance of a 71 million pound
contract to provide core support services to the US detention facility at Guantánamo Bay. 

Reporter Reflects On Obama's Stalled Effort to Close Guantanamo from NPR 5 Sep 14

NPR Reporter, Terry Gross, interviews Charlie Savage, NYT.

Khadr's lawsuit 10 years old with no end in sight from Leader-Post 5 Sep 14

The justice system in Canada isn't perfectly analogous to the health-care system, but it comes close in that people adore the idea of free universal
health care and justice for all, but sometimes a close encounter with one or the other can shake the faith. 

Alaska Guardsmen return from Guantanamo Bay deployment from Chugiak Eagle River Star 4 Sep 14

Approximately 50 Soldiers with the Alaska Army National Guard’s 761st Military Police Battalion returned home to various parts of Alaska Aug.
30, after a nine-month deployment to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Army Lawyer for Alleged 9/11 Mastermind Resigns from Stars and Stripes 4 Sep 14

An Army lawyer assigned to defend Khalid Sheikh Mohammed at Guantanamo Bay has resigned his commission after being told he was being
pulled from the case to attend a graduate program required for promotion. 

Khadr trying again to sue Canada, claims conspiracy with U.S. from The Globe and Mail 4 Sep 14

Potential embarrassment to the U.S. should not stop former Guantanamo Bay prisoner Omar Khadr from alleging in an expanded civil suit that
Ottawa conspired with Washington to torture him and breach his rights, federal court heard Wednesday. 

Feds allowed to withhold photos of would-be 9/11 hijacker from New York Post 2 Sep 14

Saying it’s in the best interest of national security, a federal appeal panel on Tuesday found that the government can withhold photographs and
videotapes of a Guantanamo Bay detainee identified as the fiendish “20th hijacker” during the 9/11 attacks. 

Guantanamo Far From Being Closed, Despite Obama’s Promise from Ria Novosti 2 Sep 14

Although President Obama has repeatedly claimed that Guantanamo prison, a symbol of torture and human rights abuse, would be closed, the
notorious camp is still operating amid steady decay. 



A Guantanamo Bay for Britain? How far will Cameron go? from The Week UK 2 Sep 14

The PM says he will look at the idea of internment – but any camp would have to be offshore 

Uruguay says Guantanamo prisoner not imminent from Associated Press 2 Sep 14

A plan to resettle six men held at the U.S. Navy base in Guantanamo in Uruguay is still being negotiated and is unlikely to occur before upcoming
elections in the South American country, an official said Monday. 

Camp X-Ray: A Ghost Prison from New York Times 2 Sep 14

Guantánamo was never meant to be a permanent prison, and X-Ray was even more makeshift.

Decaying Guantánamo Defies Closing Plans from New York Times 1 Sep 14

One sweltering afternoon last month, a Boeing C-17 military transport plane arrived at the American naval base here. It had come to take six low-
level detainees to new lives in Uruguay after 12 years of imprisonment. 

Once again, militants use Guantanamo-inspired orange suit in an execution from Washington Post 28 Aug 14

Islamic State fighters released a video Thursday showing the apparent execution of a soldier with Kurdish Iraq’s pesh merga forces. Like the video
of American journalist James Foley’s recent beheading in Syria, its brutality is overwhelming. And like Foley, the slain Kurdish soldier is wearing
a stark symbol: bright orange reminiscent of the jumpsuits worn by detainees at the U.S. military prison in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Joint-Letter to Sec. Chuck Hagel Urging Release of Guantanamo Force-feeding Videotapes (July 17, 2014) from Human Rights
Watch 27 Aug 14

If, as the government repeatedly claims, the force-feeding of hunger striking detainees at Guantanamo Bay is being done in a lawful and humane
manner then subjecting these videotapes to public scrutiny would seem to be the best way to demonstrate this fact. 

Hague Treats War Criminals Better Than Guantanamo from RIANovosti 27 Aug 14

War criminals awaiting trial at the detention center operated by the International Criminal Court in The Hague are treated better than detainees at
the Guantanamo Bay detention camp, The New Republic reported Tuesday. 

US Navy Pulls Protesting Nurse From Guantanamo from Associated Press 27 Aug 14

A Navy nurse who was the first, and apparently only, member of the medical staff at Guantanamo to refuse to take part in the feeding of hunger
striking prisoners has had his assignment cut short at the U.S. base in Cuba, officials said Tuesday. 

IN THE CAMPS: Nurse who refused to force-feed sent home from Guantánamo from 22 Aug 14

A Navy nurse who refused to force-feed hunger strikers at Guantánamo has been sent back to the United States with no resolution of his case. The
nurse has never been identified...“His orders were modified,” said Lt. Cmdr. Sarah Flaherty, a Navy spokeswoman. “And so he came home early
from temporary duty.” 

Breaking: GAO: Pentagon violated law with Bergdahl swap from The Associated Press 21 Aug 14

The nonpartisan (GAO) says the Defense Department's failure to notify the relevant congressional committees at least 30 days in advance of the
exchange broke the law... GAO also says the Pentagon's use of funds to conduct the transfer, when no money was available, was a violation of the
Antideficiency Act which bars spending by agencies above the amount of money that Congress has obligated.

Australian David Hicks — Guantánamo’s First Convict — Wants His Guilty Plea Canceled from Miami Herald 21 Aug 14

Lawyers for so-called Australian Taliban David Hicks — the first man to trade a Guantánamo guilty plea for his freedom — appealed that
conviction Wednesday in an argument that invokes a civilian-court ruling that disqualified providing material support for terrorism as a war crime.

Guantánamo-bound MRI spent year in storage from Miami Herald 20 Aug 14

The senior medical officer at Southern Command pulled the plug on plans to put an MRI at the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, after a
more than year-long review by medical staff concluded it wasn’t necessary for an aging prisoner population, an Army spokesman says. 



Gitmo Hunger Strike Cost Feds $300K For Liquid Nutrition; Half Spent On Vanilla Ensure from Washington Times 20 Aug 14

Accused terrorists being held in a Guantanamo Bay detention camp in Cuba have cost the federal government roughly $300,000 for liquid
nutritional supplements due to hunger strikes. 

Inside The Secretive World Of Guantanamo Bay: Vice News Documentary from Huffington Post 20 Aug 14

In the latest installment a new four-part series pulling back the curtain on Guantanamo Bay, a video crew from Vice News found that even the
most seemingly mundane lines of inquiry are not welcome at the secretive facility. 

Guantánamo Prison Policy: An Intelligence Unit Reviews The Accused 9/11 Mastermind’s Letter To Obama from Miami Herald 18

Aug 14

Khalid Sheik Mohammed, the man who bragged that he ran the Sept. 11, 2001, terror attacks “from A to Z,” has written President Barack Obama
about his views on the situation in Gaza and other current events. 

Nation’s true heroes fought to expose and end torture from Centre Daily Times (Penn State) 18 Aug 14

After more than a decade of denial and concealment on the part of our government, President Barack Obama’s recent acknowledgment that “we
tortured some folks” felt like a milestone. Even in its spare, reductive phrasing, the president’s statement opened up the possibility, finally, of
national reflection, contrition and accountability. 

Sept. 11 Suspect Pushes For Details Of FBI Inquiry from Associated Press 15 Aug 14

The lead attorney for the self-proclaimed mastermind of the Sept. 11 terror attacks said Thursday he might withdraw from the case unless the
judge orders the government to divulge details about FBI investigations of defense team members. 

Alleged 9/11 Plotters Don Palestinian Attire In Courtroom Gaza Protest from Miami Herald 15 Aug 14

Lawyers for the 9/11 accused sparred with a federal attorney Thursday over whether FBI agents secretly questioning their staff stirred a potential
ethical issue that paralyzes progress in the case. The judge didn’t resolve it. 

In Reversal, Military Judge Agrees To One Trial For Sept. 11 Defendants from Los Angeles Times 14 Aug 14

An Army judge at Guantanamo Bay reversed himself Wednesday, deciding that all five Sept. 11 defendants would be tried together after
prosecutors objected that a separate trial for one would be too much for victims to bear. 

Guantánamo Judge Bows To Prosecution, Reinstates 5-man 9/11 Trial from Miami Herald 14 Aug 14

The military judge in charge of the 9/11 terrorism trial bowed to a Pentagon prosecution protest Wednesday and agreed to go forward with a
single, five-man, Sept. 11 death-penalty tribunal. 

From Guantanamo To Uruguay, An Unlikely Journey from Associated Press 14 Aug 14

The southern edge of South America seems an unlikely home for six men who have spent more than a decade locked up without charge at the
U.S. base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Judge Orders Exam For Guantanamo Hunger Striker from Associated Press 13 Aug 14

A federal judge ordered the military Tuesday to allow an independent medical evaluation for a hunger-striking Guantanamo prisoner who his
lawyers say is in sharply declining health as a result of his protest at the U.S. base in Cuba. 

New Guantánamo Judge Throws Out Limburg Charges In USS Cole Case from Miami Herald 12 Aug 14

The new judge in the USS Cole case Monday dismissed collateral charges related to al-Qaida’s 2002 attack on a French oil tanker, according to
two defense attorneys who read the ruling. 

Fight Brews Over Separate Trial For 9/11 Suspect from Associated Press 12 Aug 14

Military prosecutors are asking a judge to reconsider his decision to try one of the men accused of plotting the Sept. 11 terror attacks apart from
the other four. 



Guantánamo-bound MRI machine now in Georgia, treating Soldiers from Miami Herald 9 Aug 14

An MRI machine purchased by the prison in anticipation of an aging detainee population is at a hospital for soldiers in Georgia, a spokeswoman
for the U.S. Army Surgeon General says. 

Guantánamo-bound MRI machine redirected to Maryland from Miami Herald 7 Aug 14

The curious tale of the missing prison camp MRI machine is only partially solved. A detention center spokesman said staff did indeed purchase a
$1.65 million mobile MRI, short for magnetic resonance imaging machine, some time ago. But someone decided not to have it shipped to this
remote U.S. Navy base in southeast Cuba currently holding 149 captives managed by about 2,200 Pentagon staff, mostly soldiers. 

Guantánamo Argument: Does USS Cole Defendant Have Brain Damage? from Miami Herald 7 Aug 14

Defense and prosecution lawyers sparred Wednesday over whether the accused USS Cole bomber should get an MRI of his brain before his
death-penalty trial. 

Defense Says Cole Attack Mimicked A US Ruse from Associated Press 7 Aug 14

The tactics used to attack the USS Cole in Yemen in 2000 were similar to a ruse the United States considered acceptable during World War II, a
lawyer said Wednesday in seeking dismissal of six of the 11 charges facing the Guantanamo detainee accused of orchestrating the bombing that
killed 17 U.S. sailors. 

Defense Lawyers Want To Know How A Guantánamo Convict Would Be Executed from Miami Herald 6 Aug 14

Defense attorneys for the likely first ex-CIA captive to get a death-penalty trial at Guantánamo asked a war court judge Tuesday to order the
Pentagon to declare how the U.S. military would execute the alleged USS Cole bomber, if he’s convicted. 

Attorney: Force-fed Gitmo Prisoner’s Life At Risk from Associated Press 6 Aug 14

A Guantanamo Bay prisoner from Syria cleared for release in 2009 has seen his health deteriorate amid a hunger strike and needs urgent,
independent medical examination, his attorney said Tuesday. 

Defense Says Deadly Cole Attack Mimicked A US Ruse from Associated Press 6 Aug 14

Lawyers for a Guantanamo Bay detainee accused of orchestrating the deadly bombing of the USS Cole in 2000 are asking a judge to dismiss six
of the 11 counts because of what they call U.S. hypocrisy. 

New Guantánamo Judge Takes Charge Of USS Cole Case, Won’t Step Down from Miami Herald 5 Aug 14

The new judge in the USS Cole case declined to step down Monday, saying he can rule in the death-penalty case without bias, but left undecided
whether he would let the old judge decide a series of bedrock legal issues after leaving the case. 

Hearing For Cole Bombing Suspect Continues from Associated Press 5 Aug 14

The Guantanamo detainee accused of orchestrating the 2000 attack on the USS Cole in Yemen is asking a military judge to order an MRI of his
brain. 

OPINION: Canada Should Let Media Interview Ex-Guantánamo Detainee from New York Times 4 Aug 14

The Canadian government has denied a request from a Toronto newspaper to conduct an on-camera interview with a former child soldier and
detainee at Guantánamo Bay, Omar Khadr. Mr. Khadr, a 27-year-old Canadian, was captured in Afghanistan in 2002, when he was just 15, and
accused of throwing a grenade during a firefight that killed an American soldier. 

Guantánamo Prosecutor Opposes Order To Separate Yemeni From Joint 9/11 Trial from Miami Herald 4 Aug 14

Prosecutors are challenging the military judge’s decision to put just four of the alleged 9/11 conspirators on trial together and try accused plotter
Ramzi bin al Shibh separately. 

Speech: Reporting Guantánamo, an assignment that morphed into a beat like no other from Miami Herald 4 Aug 14

It’s hard to be a reporter at Guantánamo — it takes days to travel there, the military can be abusive, or infantilizing Each year the faculty at the
Columbia Journalism School selects a leading American journalist to deliver the Pringle Lecture to the graduating class. Past lecturers have



included Daniel Schorr, Maureen Dowd and Doris Kearns Goodwin. This year, the school honored the Miami Herald’s Carol Rosenberg. Here is
her May 20, 2014 lecture: 

US court authorizes Guantanamo groin searches from Agence France-Presse 2 Aug 14

A panel of federal judges has upheld a new policy allowing guards at the US "war on terror" prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, to search the groin
areas of suspects meeting with their lawyers. 

US appeals court upholds Guantanamo detainee frisk-search policy from Reuters 1 Aug 14

A U.S. appeals court on Friday upheld the Obama administration's new search procedures for Guantanamo Bay detainees, rejecting the argument
that invasive practices such as frisking of anal and groin areas discouraged consultation with defense lawyers. 

House panel condemns Obama for Guantánamo prisoner swap from Associated Press 29 Jul 14

A bitterly divided House panel on Tuesday voted to condemn President Barack Obama for the May swap of five Taliban leaders for Army Sgt.
Bowe Bergdahl, who was held prisoner in Afghanistan for five years. 

OPINION: Jack Tame: From Fort Lauderdale to Guantanamo Bay from ONE News 29 Jul 14

I'm writing this in my assigned visitor housing in the main residential part of Guantanamo Bay Naval Base. As it happens, I've actually come
close to this point before; no more than 100km as the crow flies from the desk at which I sit. 

Guantánamo filmed guards searching Qurans for contraband, but you can’t see it from Miami Herald 28 Jul 14

The U.S. military filmed troops searching captives’ Qurans inside Guantánamo’s prison building for cooperative captives — an episode blamed
for sparking the prison’s long-running hunger strike, a Freedom of Information request has revealed. 

Bowe Bergdahl Prisoner Exchange 'Spectacular Achievement' For Taliban from International Business Times 26 Jul 14

Getting five Taliban commanders in exchange for U.S. soldier Bowe Bergdahl was a “spectacular achievement” the Taliban Supreme Leader
Mullah Omar said in a statement Friday. 

Panel clears Kuwaiti ‘forever prisoner’ for repatriation from Guantánamo from Miami Herald 26 Jul 14

Although the parole board published its decision on a Pentagon website Friday, the Kuwaiti can’t leave for at least a month; six Uruguay-bound
prisoners are likely the next detainees to get out of Guantánamo.

FEATURE: Guantanamo’s New Purgatory from Defense One 25 Jul 14

Muhammad Murdi Issa Al-Zahrani sat at the center of the conference room table, his foot shackled to the floor. 

Court: Former Guantanamo Detainee Can’t Get His Money Back from McClatchy 22 Jul 14

A former Guantanamo Bay detainee can’t get his money back, a federal judge ruled Monday. 

Russia Bans Congressman, 12 Other Americans from ABC News 19 Jul 14

Russia has placed a U.S. lawmaker and 12 other people connected with the Guantanamo Bay detention camp and the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq on
its list of those banned from entering the country. 

OPINION: Medical Staff At Guantánamo Should Not Compromise Ethical Principles from Miami Herald 18 Jul 14

The U.S. Navy nurse who has had the courage to object to participating in forced feeding at the military detention facility at Guantánamo Bay
should be supported by all professional medical organizations. 

Guantanamo Bay Officials Just Figured Out That Olive Oil Is a Terrible Lubricant from VICE.com 18 Jul 14

There have been many bizarre revelations about the way Guantanamo Bay detainees are treated by their captors. The latest involves the deadliness
of olive oil. 

Pentagon Told Lawmakers That It Plans To Move Six Guantanamo Detainees To Uruguay from Washington Post 17 Jul 14



The Pentagon recently notified members of Congress that it intends to transfer six low-level detainees at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, to Uruguay
soon, including a Syrian man who is legally challenging the manner in which the military force-feeds some prisoners, U.S. officials said
Wednesday. 

Hagel Quietly Notifies Congress Of Transfer Of 6 Gitmo Detainees from Washington Times 17 Jul 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel quietly notified Congress last week that the military is set to transfer six Guantanamo Bay prisoners to Uruguay
as soon as next month, The New York Times revealed Wednesday. 

US plans to transfer 6 from Guantanamo from Associated Press 16 Jul 14

U.S. officials said Wednesday the Pentagon has notified Congress of its intent to transfer six Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, detainees to Uruguay. 

Guantánamo judge’s secret order on secret motion is so secret defense lawyers can’t see it from Miami Herald 16 Jul 14

Only the prosecutors know what the war court judge has ordered, but they won’t discuss it because it’s a secret. 

Will full-body scanners replace some genital searches at Guantánamo? from Miami Herald 9 Jul 14

The Pentagon is shopping for airport-style scanners for its prison in southeast Cuba, but the military won’t say whether its routine genital searches
of detainees will continue. 

Guantanamo Bay prisoners sue for right to pray, cite 'Hobby Lobby' from United Press International 9 Jul 14

"If Hobby Lobby is a 'person' with a right to religious freedom, surely Gitmo detainees are people too," argue lawyers. 

For US taxpayers, Guantanamo Bay was real estate deal of the century from FOX News 8 Jul 14

As the debate flares anew over whether to close the detention center at Guantanamo Bay, supporters of the prison camp are pointing to an often
forgotten factoid: Gitmo is one of the best real estate deals the U.S. taxpayers have ever seen. 

OPINION: Failure to close Guantánamo is an existential threat to democracy from MSNBC 29 Jun 14

When we filed the first case challenging detentions at Guantánamo Bay shortly after the first men arrived there in 2002, we didn’t know what to
expect. 

Guantánamo Bay: a report from the inside from Financial Times 29 Jun 14

The notorious prison has seen a mere handful of convictions as detainees grow older in legal limbo 

Guantánamo Detainees’ Lawyers Urge Obama To Approve Release To Uruguay from New York Times 27 Jun 14

Lawyers for six low-level detainees at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, whom Uruguay has offered to resettle sent a letter to the Obama administration on
Thursday urging it to act on the deal, which has been awaiting the signature of Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel since March. 

Guantánamo Judge Doesn’t Relent On CIA “Black Site” Order from Miami Herald 27 Jun 14

A military judge isn’t backing down from his order to the U.S. government to provide defense lawyers with details of the accused USS Cole
bomber’s odyssey through the CIA’s secret prisons, but may let prosecutors shield identities of some agents, according to people who’ve seen a
secret Guantánamo war court order. 

OPINION: Balmy Gitmo Still Gives Chills from USA Today 27 Jun 14

There are lots of creepy moments for a newcomer here. Atop my list: the first sight in court of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, self-proclaimed
architect of the 9/11 attacks. 

Guantánamo Judge Doesn’t Relent On CIA ‘black Site’ Order from Miami Herald 25 Jun 14

A military judge isn’t backing down from his order to the U.S. government to provide defense lawyers with details of the accused USS Cole
bomber’s odyssey through the CIA’s secret prisons, but may let prosecutors shield identities of some agents, according to people who’ve seen a
secret Guantánamo war court order. 



Inside Guantanamo from USA Today 23 Jun 14

The Pentagon last week afforded a glimpse of the camps and the court. For some detainees, days are filled with reading and praying, painting and,
frankly, aging. Others, mount hunger strikes and strike out at guards. 

Iraqi wants civilian attorney at Guantánamo war court to navigate Afghanistan, Iraq from Miami Herald 23 Jun 14

An Iraqi prisoner at Guantánamo who is accused of commanding al-Qaida’s army after the Sept. 11 terror attacks wants a civilian lawyer to help
him gather evidence in war-torn Iraq and Afghanistan as an act of pragmatism, the captive’s U.S. Army lawyer said Monday. 

With Changes To Guantanamo Trials, A New Feel To Proceedings from NPR 22 Jun 14

The case of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, the self-confessed architect of the Sept. 11 attacks, is moving slowly. NPR's Arun Rath talks with Carol
Rosenberg of the Miami Herald about the latest in that legal process and other Guantanamo trials.

World Cup matches happen a day later for Guantánamo detainees from Miami Herald 20 Jun 14

A media group numbering 15 got glimpses of life in the detention center — but few hard facts — after a quirky week of proceedings at the war
court. 

OPINION: No To Guantánamo For Ahmed Abu Khattala from New York Times 20 Jun 14

NEARLY eight years ago, 14 men arrived at Guantánamo after years in Central Intelligence Agency custody. Since then, only one has been tried
and convicted with the case upheld on appeal.

House votes to block Gitmo transfers to Yemen from The Hill 19 Jun 14

The House on Thursday adopted a proposal to ban transfers of detainees at the Guantánamo Bay prison to Yemen. 

Why the Benghazi suspect isn't going to Guantanamo Bay from Washington Examiner 18 Jun 14

Guantanamo Bay isn't on the itinerary for Ahmed Abu Khattala, the first suspect expected to face trial in the U.S. for the Sept. 11, 2012, attack on
the U.S. consulate in Benghazi. 

White House opposes Guantánamo clause in House's $570B defense bill from Associated Press 18 Jun 14

The White House is objecting to the House's $570 billion defense spending bill, complaining about congressional restrictions on handling
detainees at the U.S. prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, and obstacles to Pentagon cost-saving moves. 

OPINION: An Ideal Candidate For Guantanamo from The Wall Street Jounal 18 Jun 14

The captured combatant from the Banghazi attack doesn't deserve civilian legal protections.

Biden urges Latin America to take in Guantanamo prisoners from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 14

US Vice President Joe Biden, on a four-country trip across Latin America, said he hoped the region would accept more Guantanamo prisoners to
help expedite closing the facility, in an interview published Wednesday by a Colombian newspaper. 

US begins a new war crimes case at Guantanamo from Associated Press 18 Jun 14

War crimes proceedings will soon get underway in a newly filed case at the U.S. naval base in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Interrogating Benghazi suspect at sea isn’t a new tactic from Miami Herald 18 Jun 14

By incarcerating and interrogating at sea the man captured in Libya as a suspect in the Benghazi consulate attack, the Obama administration is
reaching back to a tactic used during the Bush era. 

Iraqi appears in Guantanamo court on war crimes charges from Miami Herald 18 Jun 14

An Iraqi prisoner who the U.S. has said reported to one of the Taliban released in exchange for Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl was being charged in the war
courtWednesday. 

Al Qaeda suspect arraigned at Guantanamo Bay from Los Angeles Times 18 Jun 14



A former Al Qaeda commander and confidant of Osama bin Laden is to be arraigned Wednesday by U.S. military authorities at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba, making his case the third-highest prosecution in the troubled military tribunal system.. 

Judge in Guantanamo force-feeding case wants more evidence from McClatchy 18 Jun 14

A federal judge on Wednesday ordered the government to turn over more videotapes showing the forceful removal of a hunger-striking
Guantanamo Bay detainee from his cell. 

‘Extremely disturbing’ force-feeding tapes cited in Gitmo abuse case from Al Jazeera America 18 Jun 14

Lawyers spent the weekend examining footage — one told Al Jazeera she now has ‘trouble sleeping’ 

Military prosecutors charge Bin Laden lieutenant with murder from Los Angeles Times 18 Jun 14

After seven years in custody at Guantanamo Bay, a former top Al Qaeda commander and confidant of Osama bin Laden was arraigned
Wednesday by U.S. military authorities there, pushing his case into the troubled military tribunal system.. 

House Panel Weighs Limit On Guantanamo Transfers from Associated Press 17 Jun 14

A House panel has unveiled a $48.3 billion foreign aid measure that would impose new restrictions on the Obama administration’s transfer of
detainees from the U.S. prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

FBI Questions Disrupt 9/11 Case At Guantanamo from Associated Press 17 Jun 14

Lawyers for Guantanamo prisoners charged in the Sept. 11 attack say the FBI has questioned more support staff on their legal teams, a
development that may prompt a new detour in an already snarled case as the war crimes tribunal reconvened Monday at this U.S. base. 

US Official Defends FBI’s Secret Inquiry Into Detainees’ Lawyers from Los Angeles Times 17 Jun 14

The FBI committed no wrongdoing when it carried out a secret inquiry into the defense teams for the five accused Sept. 11 terrorist conspirators, a
government lawyer told a military judge at Guantanamo Bay on Monday. 

Federal Prosecutor To 9/11 Lawyers In Guantánamo Court: Trust Me, There’s No Mole On Your Teams from Miami Herald 17 Jun 14

A federal prosecutor sought to get the Sept. 11 war crimes tribunal back on track Monday by declaring in open court that the FBI doesn’t have
spies planted in the defense teams of the five men accused of conspiring in the terrorism attacks. 

Judge Deciding State Of 9/11 Case At Guantanamo from Associated Press 16 Jun 14

Lawyers for Guantanamo prisoners charged in the Sept. 11 attack say the FBI has questioned more people who work as support staff on their legal
teams than previously disclosed, a development that may prompt a new detour in an already snarled case when the war crimes tribunal reconvenes
Monday at this U.S. base. 

Pretrial Hearing Tests Military Commissions from USA Today 16 Jun 14

The 20 issues set for debate beginning today in pretrial military proceedings against Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and four other men offer a
glimpse of why it has taken so long – 11 years after Mohammed’s capture – to bring the alleged 9/11 mastermind to justice. 

Spain breaks up ring 'led by ex-Guantanamo prisoner' from Agence France-Presse 16 Jun 14

Spanish police arrested eight people in a pre-dawn raid in Madrid on Monday, breaking up a jihadist recruitment network led by a former
Guantanamo Bay inmate, the government said. 

Half of the Prisoners at Gitmo Have Been Cleared for Release from Defense One 16 Jun 14

The uproar over President Obama’s exchange of Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl for five Taliban prisoners held at Guantanamo Bay still reverberates
across Capitol Hill, reopening a debate about the fate of prisoners held at the storied prison. 

Pentagon prosecutor: Guantánamo detainees in Bergdahl swap couldn’t be successfully prosecuted from Miami Herald 15 Jun 14

When asked whether it was true that two detainees in the Bergdahl swap were deemed war criminals by the U.N., the Pentagon’s chief war crimes
prosecutor replied, ‘there was not a successful prosecution to be had of any of those five.’ 



Controversial prisoner exchange spurs unusual interest in the reclusive Guantánamo outpost from Miami Herald 14 Jun 14

The Pentagon airlifted special prosecutors and an unusually large contingent of reporters to the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Saturday, in a trip
that departed from the typical in several respects. 

Videos open window on Guantanamo hunger strike from Associated Press 14 Jun 14

The U.S. military has long insisted it employs only humane methods to keep hunger-striking prisoners alive at Guantanamo. That assertion is
under new scrutiny due to a judicial order. 

Nine things we've learned from Carol Rosenberg's 13 years covering Guantanamo from PRI's The World 13 Jun 14

Carol Rosenberg has covered the detention camps at Guantanamo Bay for the Miami Herald since 2001. She joined us in our newsroom in Boston
this week to talk about a story she has spent more than a decade covering and that she says may be the last story she ever covers.

What’s holding up the closure of Guantanamo Bay? from PBS Newshour 12 Jun 14

The exchange of five Taliban prisoners for Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl has raised larger questions about prisoners being transferred from Guantanamo
Bay. In all, 149 detainees from 19 countries still remain at the prison camp. For debate on what’s preventing the closure of the detention facility,
Judy Woodruff turns to Benjamin Wittes of the Brookings Institution and Baher Azmy of the Center for Constitutional Rights.

Official: More transfers from Guantanamo prison not 'imminent' from Los Angeles Times 12 Jun 14

The Obama administration is working on more transfers out of the Guantanamo Bay detention center in the wake of last week's release of five
Taliban fighters but said Wednesday it doesn't have a time line for progress.. 

White House to Transfer More Guantanamo Bay Prisoners Out of Facility from Latin Post 11 Jun 14

The White House is expected to transfer more detainees out of Guantanamo Bay in an effort to fulfill President Barack Obama's promise to shut
down the U.S. military prison, according to The Los Angeles Times. 

OPINION: Too Much Secrecy in Gitmo Trials from Huffington Post 11 Jun 14

Earlier this month, I traveled to Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, to observe the latest round of pre-trial proceedings in the death penalty case against Abd
al-Rahim al-Nashiri, the alleged al-Qaeda mastermind behind the USS Cole attack in 2000 that killed 17 American sailors. 

White House Plans More Transfers From Guantanamo Prison from Los Angeles Times 11 Jun 14

The White House is making plans to transfer more detainees from the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay despite the mounting political furor
over the exchange of five Taliban prisoners for Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, officials said Tuesday. 

OPINION: Brazile: US is held captive by our own captives from Amarillo Globe News 10 Jun 14

We are witnessing a media fire storm over the trade of five Taliban POWs for Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl the likes of which are rarely seen. It scares me a
little because it is fed by misinformation, misplaced anger and passion. 

House panel bars US funds for Guantanamo transfers from Associated Press 10 Jun 14

A House panel has overwhelmingly backed a measure barring the use of U.S. funds for the transfer of detainees from the prison at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba. The move comes amid a congressional outcry over the swap of five Taliban leaders for an imprisoned American soldier. 

OPINION: Bergdahl Trade More About Guantanamo from USA Today 9 Jun 14

As more information surfaces concerning Army Sergeant Bowe Bergdahl’s 2009 disappearance from his unit in Afghanistan, the greater the
backlash for trading five high value Taliban detainees to facilitate his return. Such criticism misunderstands which part of the trade was the
leverage and which was the benefit. 

Obama to free Gitmo terrorist ‘because he took up yoga’ from New York Post 7 Jun 14

If you thought President Obama’s release of five top Taliban commanders in exchange for POW Bowe Bergdahl was bad, wait until you see what
his Gitmo parole board plans. 



Moves to clear Guantánamo gathering pace from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 14

Administration officials say more prisoners will be freed

What the Bergdahl Story is Really About: Gitmo from NBC News 6 Jun 14

Lost in all the back-and-forth over Bowe Bergahl -- Was he a deserter? Did the Obama administration break the law? Why did some conservatives
once demand his release and now oppose it? And was Bergdahl even worth it? -- comes this more important question: What does this all mean for
the military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba?

US Says Its Moving Ahead With Guantanamo Closure from Associated Press 6 Jun 14

A U.S. official says President Barack Obama is moving ahead with the effort to close the Guantanamo Bay prison despite the uproar over the
exchange of five Taliban prisoners for a captured American soldier. 

US Sees 2014 Progress In Freeing Guantanamo Inmates from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 14

Moves to free detainees from the US military prison in Guantanamo Bay are gathering pace as the administration works to close the notorious jail,
a top US official said Thursday. 

U.S. Undeterred From Closing Guantanamo from Wall Street Journal 6 Jun 14

Furor Over Recent Prisoner Exchange Could Hamper Obama Administration's Plans to Shut Prison 

Bowe Bergdahl deal: Who are Taliban 5 and how dangerous are they? from Christian Science Monitor 6 Jun 14

The five Taliban swapped for Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl worked for the Taliban government that had harbored Al Qaeda in Afghanistan – three in senior
posts. As for the threats they pose now, assessments are mixed.

Seven things to know about Guantanamo Bay from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 14

The notorious military prison at Guantanamo Bay has once again been at the centre of a furore this week after five Taliban prisoners were
exchanged for a US soldier held in Afghanistan. 

Return To Kuwait Sought For Guantanamo Prisoner from Associated Press 5 Jun 14

A lawyer for one of the last two prisoners from Kuwait held at Guantanamo Bay told a government review panel Wednesday that his client will be
closely monitored if returned to his homeland. 

Graham warns of Republican impeachment push over Gitmo from The Hill 4 Jun 14

Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) warned Wednesday that Republican lawmakers would call for President Obama’s impeachment if he released more
prisoners from Guantanamo Bay without congressional approval. 

Kuwaiti Faces Guantanamo Transfer Hearing After Security Assurances from Reuters 4 Jun 14

A Kuwaiti held at the Guantanamo Bay U.S. military prison since 2002 faces a parole-style hearing on Wednesday on whether he should be
transferred home following Kuwait's assurances of a rehabilitation program. 

US Charges Guantanamo Bay Prisoner With War Crimes from Associated Press 4 Jun 14

A Guantanamo Bay prisoner accused of plotting roadside bombing attacks in Afghanistan as a commander of al-Qaida is facing a trial by military
commission on war crimes charges that could put him in prison for life, officials said Tuesday. 

Pentagon OKs War Crimes Trial For Iraqi At Guantánamo from Miami Herald 4 Jun 14

A Pentagon official on Monday approved for prosecution the case of Abd al Hadi al Iraqi, a former CIA prisoner who got to Guantánamo in 2007
and allegedly ran al Qaida’s army between 2002 and 2004. 

FLASHBACK: Freed Gitmo detainee becomes al-Qaida commander from WND 3 Jun 14

Case study poses possible consequences of Bergdahl exchange 



U.S. kept Red Cross in the dark about Guantánamo prisoner release from Miami Herald 3 Jun 14

The International Committee of the Red Cross usually is invited to interview detainees who are about to leave Guantánamo — not this time. 

Pentagon OKs war crimes trial for Iraqi at Guantánamo from Miami Herald 3 Jun 14

A Pentagon official on Monday approved for prosecution the case of Abd al Hadi al Iraqi, a former CIA prisoner who got to Guantánamo in 2007
and allegedly ran al Qaida’s army between 2002 and 2004. 

US charges Guantanamo Bay prisoner with war crimes from Associated Press 3 Jun 14

A Guantanamo Bay prisoner accused of plotting roadside bombing attacks in Afghanistan as a commander of al-Qaida is facing a trial by military
commission on war crimes charges that could put him in prison for life, officials said Tuesday. 

Bergdahl reaches Germany; Obama aides defend prisoner exchange from McClatchy 2 Jun 14

President Barack Obama’s top national security aides on Sunday defended the deal that freed an Army sergeant in Afghanistan in exchange for
five Taliban officials held at the detention center at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, even as the Taliban’s leader hailed the release as “a great victory.” 

Transfer of 5 Gitmo detainees brings 'great happiness': Taleban from The Straits Times 1 Jun 14

The release of five Afghan detainees from Guantanamo in exchange for that of American soldier Bowe Bergdahl, held for five years by the
Taleban, was welcomed with “great happiness” by the militants on Sunday. 

U.S. swaps 5 Taliban prisoners at Guantánamo for long-held POW from Miami Herald 31 May 14

In exchange for five Taliban prisoners held indefinitely by the U.S., Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl of Idaho has been freed in Afghanistan. 

Saudi co-conspirator asks for separate Guantanamo 9/11 trial from McClatchy 31 May 14

A Saudi man accused as a co-conspirator in the 9/11 case wants his own death-penalty tribunal. 

Obama Calls Gitmo ‘A Hard Problem’ from USA Today 30 May 14

President Obama still hopes to close the terrorism detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, but time is running out on his second term. 

Obama: Must Close Gitmo Before I Leave Office from Washington Times 30 May 14

President Obama said Thursday he’s still determined to close the prison for terrorism suspects at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, before the end of his
presidency. 

Under Pressure, Hagel Promises To Act On Guantánamo Transfers from New York Times 30 May 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel, who is under pressure from within the Obama administration to step up his pace in approving the transfer of low-
level Guantánamo Bay detainees, has told reporters that he would decide soon whether to accept a months-old offer to resettle six prisoners in
Uruguay. 

Arguments Over CIA’s ‘black Sites’ Continue In Guantánamo Closed Court Session from Miami Herald 30 May 14

USS Cole case lawyers met in closed session with the war court judge Thursday in a continuing prosecution bid to reverse a judicial order to
disclose details of the CIA’s “black sites” to defense lawyers in the death-penalty case. 

US Says Yemeni Can Be Transferred From Guantanamo from Associated Press 29 May 14

A 35-year-old from Yemen who has been held at the Guantanamo Bay prison for 12 years without charge has been approved for transfer by a
government review panel, a Pentagon spokesman said Wednesday. 

Guantánamo Lawyers Spar Over CIA “Black Site” Disclosures from Miami Herald 29 May 14

A defense attorney for a waterboarded prisoner told an Army judge he was as brave as the federal judge who helped topple the presidency of
Richard M. Nixon in an impassioned plea on Wednesday to not reverse an order to let lawyers see details of the CIA’s black site program. 



Gitmo Detainee Seeks Senate Interrogation Report from Associated Press 29 May 14

A Guantanamo detainee accused of orchestrating the 2000 bombing of the USS Cole asked a military judge Wednesday to order the release of a
Senate report on the CIA’s use of harsh interrogation techniques. 

Federal board OKs release of ‘forever prisoner’ who learned yoga at Guantánamo from Miami Herald 29 May 14

Ghaleb Nassar al Bihani, 35, of Yemen is cleared for release ‘when practicable’ and says he would prefer going to a third country rather than his
homeland. 

US says Yemeni can be transferred from Guantanamo from WDEF News 29 May 14

A U.S. military spokesman said Wednesday that a Yemeni prisoner has been approved for transfer from the Guantanamo Bay prison in Cuba by a
review panel. 

USS Cole Trial At Guantánamo Won’t Start Until At Least February from Miami Herald 28 May 14

An Army judge has reset the start of the USS Cole terror trial for next year, a delay attributed to the prosecutor’s effort to shield details of the
CIA’s secret detention program from the alleged terrorist’s lawyers. 

US Asks Judge To Reconsider His CIA Prison Order from Associated Press 28 May 14

Prosecutors are asking a military judge in Guantanamo Bay to reconsider his order that they share with defense attorneys details about a detainee’s
experience in secret CIA prisons after he was arrested in connection with the deadly attack on the USS Cole in Yemen. 

Blinded Soldier, Widow Sue Former Gitmo Prisoner from Associated Press 27 May 14

An American soldier blinded in Afghanistan and the widow of another soldier killed there have filed a $44.7 million wrongful death and injury
lawsuit against a Canadian man who was held at Guantanamo Bay and pleaded guilty to committing war crimes when he was 15. 

A Trick Play to Close Guantánamo Bay from New York Times 26 May 14

The closing of the detention camp at Guantánamo Bay — promised by President Obama in 2008, prevented by Congress ever since — may still
be far off, but on Thursday a bipartisan Senate committee laid out a pathway that could make it happen. 

Blinded U.S. Soldier & Widow File Lawsuit Against Guantanamo Bay Inmate from Associated Press 26 May 14

An American soldier blinded in Afghanistan and the widow of another soldier killed there have filed a $44.7 million wrongful death and injury
lawsuit against a Canadian man who was held at Guantanamo Bay and pleaded guilty to committing war crimes when he was 15. 

Defense Bill OK’d Over Veto Threat from Washington Digest Times Record 26 May 14

Despite a veto threat, the House approved a $601 billion defense authorization bill that retains planes, ships and other military programs that the
Pentagon wanted to knife....The House rejected an amendment to close the Guantanamo Bay prison by the end of 2016. 

OPINION: Judge Reluctantly Allows US To Resume Force-Feeding Guantánamo Hunger Striker – OpEd from Eurasia Review 26

May 14

As I explained last week, the Guantánamo prisoners secured a massive court victory on May 16, when a federal court judge ordered the
government to halt the force-feeding of Abu Wa’el Dhiab, a Syrian prisoner....On Thursday, however, Judge Kessler reluctantly lifted the stay on
Mr. Dhiab’s force-feeding. 

A Trick Play to Close Guantánamo Bay from New York Times 23 May 14

The closing of the detention camp at Guantánamo Bay — promised by President Obama in 2008, prevented by Congress ever since — may still
be far off, but on Thursday a bipartisan Senate committee laid out a pathway that could make it happen. 

Carl Levin Passes A Plan To Close Guantanamo Bay from TIME 23 May 14

After passing his bill out of committee Thursday, Carl Levin said “We’ve created a path to close Guantanamo.” Levin’s bill is written in cleverly
constructed language that would provide lawmakers some political cover if President Obama chooses to go down that path 



Senate Defense Bill Includes Path To Close Gitmo from Washington Times 23 May 14

Senators announced Thursday that they included a path to close Guantanamo Bay by transferring detainees to the U.S. in this year’s annual
defense policy bill. 

House Maintains Obstacles To Shuttering Guantanamo from Agence France-Presse 23 May 14

The US House of Representatives passed a mammoth annual defense bill Thursday, thumbing its nose at President Barack Obama by including
obstacles preventing him from taking steps to close Guantanamo. 

Government Ordered To Supply Records In Guantanamo Force-Feeding Case from McClatchy 22 May 14

A federal judge Wednesday ordered the government to turn over 34 videotapes showing the repeated removals of a Guantanamo Bay detainee
from his cell and his subsequent force-feedings. 

Judge: Produce Guantánamo Videos, Medical Records from McClatchy 22 May 14

A federal judge Wednesday ordered the government to turn over 34 videotapes showing the repeated removals of a Guantánamo Bay detainee
from his cell and his subsequent force-feedings. 

Judge: Produce Guantanamo Tapes, Medical Records from Associated Press 22 May 14

A U.S. judge on Wednesday brushed aside the Justice Department’s objections and ordered the government to produce 34 videotapes of a hunger-
striking prisoner at the Guantanamo Bay naval base. 

US Government Ordered To Supply Records Of Guantanamo Forced Feeding from Agence France-Presse 22 May 14

A US federal judge ordered the government Wednesday to provide the medical records and 34 videos of a Syrian hunger-striking prisoner who
was forced-fed at Guantanamo. 

F.B.I. Closes Investigation Into Guantánamo Defense Lawyer from New York Times 22 May 14

An F.B.I. investigation into a member of a defense team for a Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, detainee accused of aiding the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks has been closed, a Justice Department official told a war-crimes court on Wednesday. The court filing is not yet public but was described
by several people familiar with its contents. 

Why Are We Throwing MORE Money at Guantánamo? from ACLU 21 May 14

At a price tag of more than $4.8 billion since opening, the prison facility at Guantánamo Bay has long been both a moral and financial catastrophe.
But the National Defense Authorization Act – headed to the floor of the House of Representatives this week – could include plans to sustain the
prison camp at even greater expense. 

New York TImes Wants Info on Gitmo Health Care from Courthousenews.com 21 May 14

New York Times reporter Charlie Savage sued the Department of Defense for information on aging prisoners at Guantanamo who have serious
medical problems beyond the scope of care they can get at the prison. 

Another Terrorism Conviction, Another Reminder It's Time to Close Guantanamo from Huffington Post 19 May 14

On Monday, a New York jury convicted the one-eyed, hook-limbed Sheikh Abu Hamza al Masri on charges arising from the deadly 1998
kidnappings of 16 American, British and Australian tourists in Yemen, and an attempt to start a terrorist training camp in Oregon in 2000. The
jury took just 11 hours to decide Abu Hamza was guilty. 

Former Guantanamo Detainee Feroz Abbasi, Who Received $1.7M Compensation From UK Government, 'Attended Al-Qaida
Training Camp' from International Business Times 19 May 14

A British national who was freed from Guantanamo Bay and paid more than 1 million pounds ($1.68 million) as compensation has been accused
of attending al-Qaida training camps by a terrorist informer. 

EDITORIAL: Force-Feedings At Guantánamo from New York Times 16 May 14

Nothing comes to light easily at the Guantánamo Bay military prison in Cuba where 154 detainees are held on suspicion of terrorist activities.



Some have been incarcerated for more than a decade, in a legal limbo that remains a grave embarrassment to American justice. 

Texas firm wins $31M Guantánamo fiber-optic contract from Miami Herald 16 May 14

The Defense Department on Thursday awarded a Texas firm, Xtera Communications Inc., a $31 million contract to build Guantánamo’s undersea
fiber-optic cable connecting the remote U.S. Navy base in southeast Cuba with South Florida. 

US ordered not to force feed Guantanamo prisoner from Associated Press 16 May 14

A federal judge in Washington has ordered the U.S. military to at least temporarily stop force-feeding a hunger striking prisoner at the
Guantanamo Bay navy base. 

Judge halts force-feeding of Syrian Guantánamo captive from Miami Herald 16 May 14

A federal judge in Washington has ordered a temporary halt to the military’s forced-feeding at Guantánamo of a long-held Syrian captive. 

US manipulates number of Gitmo hunger strikers, says detainee from Al Jazeera America 15 May 14

A Yemeni Guantánamo prisoner who was cleared for release four years ago claims 17 people held at the detention facility have been waging a
hunger strike and are being subjected to brutal force-feedings by medical officers. 

Gitmo detainees fight destruction of force-feeding footage from RT TV Novosti (Russia) 15 May 14

Hunger-striking detainees in Guantanamo Bay are seeking a federal injunction to stop prison authorities from destroying newly-unearthed force-
feeding videos. The move follows reports increasingly harsh punishments are being meted out to hunger-strikers. 

Gitmo: Too dangerous to release? Not so fast. from Reuters 15 May 14

When the National September 11 Memorial & Museum opens Thursday, we will finally have a national institution dedicated to exploring the
effects of the tragic events of the 9/11 terrorist attacks. 

US Explores Legal Rights for Guantanamo Detainees from Associated Press 15 May 14

The Obama administration says that there are legal safeguards are in place in the event suspected terrorists being held at Guantanamo Bay are
relocated to the United States and that detainees would be barred from receiving asylum and would have no right to remain in the country
permanently. 

Yemen takes step to set up secure rehab for Guantánamo detainees from Reuters 14 May 14

Yemen is to formally look into building a secure rehabilitation center for Islamist militants - a move that could hasten the return of its citizens held
in the U.S. Guantanamo Bay detention center on Cuba. 

Pakistan govt decides to bring back its prisoners in Guantanamo Bay Detention Camp from News Tribe 14 May 14

The Pakistan’s federal government on Tuesday decided to bring back its nationals detained in Guantanamo Bay Detention Camp by US
authorities. 

Clinic, other features add $20M to new prison cost from Miami Herald 12 May 14

The exclusive prison some in Congress want to build got pricey, the military says, because it includes a clinic and special legal meeting rooms for
the accused 9/11 attack plotters and other former CIA prisoners.

Guantanamo should be abolished: Activist (CODE PINK) from Press TV 12 May 14

The US government is spending millions of dollars to imprison people without a judicial process at the Guantanamo Bay prison complex, which
“should be abolished,” a peace activist in Washington says.

Prosecution to Guantánamo judge: Take back your CIA ruling from Miami Herald 9 May 14

The Pentagon’s war crimes prosecutor is asking Guantánamo’s chief judge to do an about-face — either to amend or rescind the judge’s own
order — in a brief that argues the judge exceeded his authority by ordering the government to turn over to defense lawyers some of the CIA’s
deepest dark-site secrets. 



OPINION: Martial Law, Detention Camps and Kangaroo Courts: Are We Recreating the Third Reich? from OpEdNews 8 May 14

Despite what some may think, the Constitution is no magical incantation against government wrongdoing. Indeed, it's only as effective as those
who abide by it.

House committee earmarks $69M for new secret prison from Miami Herald 8 May 14

Some members of Congress have added $69 million for a new secret prison at Guantánamo — even though the Pentagon hasn’t asked for it.
Construction is not certain. 

New Admiral To Take Charge Of Guantánamo Prison from Miami Herald 7 May 14

The Navy Tuesday named a rear admiral who has served as a pilot and at the White House to be next commanding officer of the detention center
at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. 

Supreme Court rejects case of Guantánamo captive claiming to be medic from Bloomberg 6 May 14

The U.S. Supreme Court rejected an appeal by a Guantánamo Bay captive who says he served as a Taliban medic, not a combatant, refusing for
the second time in a month to spell out the limits of military detention. 

“Forever Prisoner” Boycotts Guantánamo Hearing Over Army Genital Searches from Miami Herald 5 May 14

A prisoner at the U.S Navy base at Guantánamo Bay is not attending his parole board hearing because he does not want to submit to what he
considers an overly intrusive body search, according to a statement released Friday from a military official appointed to represent him. 

W.Va. M.P. platoon headed to Gitmo from WV Gazette 5 May 14

Most of the soldiers headed for Guantanamo have never been on a tour of duty before. The entire company of more than 100 soldiers was
included in the original mission. However, the situation at Guantanamo changed, and 30 soldiers were asked to volunteer for the tour, which will
last roughly a year. 

Louisiana guard gets warm welcome on return from Guantanamo from The Advocate 4 May 14

80 disembark in BR from Gitmo base

Defense bill, midterms likely to stall drive to shutter Guantanamo, again from Washington Times 4 May 14

Obama finds it tough to keep his campaign promise 

There and back again: Guantanamo guards return 12 years later from DVIDS (JTF-GTMO PA) 2 May 14

Army Staff Sgt. Steve Prokup is one of the four retuning guards. He said the media often portrays detainees in Camp X-Ray, despite getting tours
of the modern camps.“Doesn’t make a good news story that they’re being treated well.” 

Louisiana National Guard soldiers returning home after Cuba mission from The Times-Picayune 2 May 14

After about a year of helping provide security at the U.S. Navy base where terrorism suspects are held in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, more than 130
Louisiana National Guard soldiers are expected to arrive home Friday.

Inside Gitmo from ABC News 29 Apr 14

One of the reporters watching in February, 2002 as orange clad figures, hand-cuffed and foot-shackled were dragged into their cells, was
Washington Correspondent Lisa Millar. Returning to Guantanamo for Foreign Correspondent Millar was able to re-visit Camp X-ray, now
abandoned to encroaching jungle, and to tour Camps 5 and 6 where the majority of the prisoners are held. It was an immensely frustrating
experience being rushed down claustrophobic corridors, banned from filming the inmates or even talking to them off camera. 

Media Access To Guantanamo Hearing Limited from Associated Press 29 Apr 14

Some media were effectively kept out of a pre-trial hearing in a Guantanamo Bay terror suspect’s case after a military judge scheduled a rare
Sunday session but provided no access for reporters who watch the proceedings in the U.S. 



Guantánamo Holds Rare War-Court Session To Hear From Captive’s Psychiatrist from Miami Herald 28 Apr 14

An Army psychiatrist testified Sunday that Guantánamo doctors, with no government account of what the CIA did to the accused USS Cole
bomber, offered the captive a range of treatments for his mental health problems, from anti-depressants to exposure therapy. 

Expert Testifies Accused USS Cole Bomber Was Tortured from Miami Herald 25 Apr 14

The Saudi prisoner awaiting death-penalty trial for the USS Cole bombing was tortured physically, mentally and sexually, an expert in treating
torture victims testified Thursday at the war court. 

Parole board clears another Yemeni ‘forever prisoner’ to leave Guantánamo from Miami Herald 25 Apr 14

An Obama administration parole board has approved for release another Guantánamo “forever prisoner” — a man once profiled by U.S. military
intelligence as an Osama bin Laden bodyguard — and recommended he be reunited with family in Yemen rather than resettled elsewhere 

USS Cole Trial Planning Coming Into Focus from Miami Herald 24 Apr 14

The judge in charge of the USS Cole case predicted Wednesday that the death-penalty trial could last nine months to a year, then hedged his bets
by saying he’s bad at forecasting these things. 

Govt Must Turn Over Info On CIA Prisons To Defense from Associated Press 23 Apr 14

Prosecutors must turn over never-revealed details about the time a Guantanamo Bay detainee spent in secret CIA prisons after his arrest in
connection with the deadly attack on the USS Cole in Yemen, according to a military judge’s order released Tuesday. 

Report On CIA Interrogations Shadows Gitmo Trials from Associated Press 23 Apr 14

The Senate’s forthcoming report on the CIA’s use of harsh interrogation techniques could add to the legal complications facing the long-delayed
U.S. military tribunals of terrorist suspects at the Guantanamo Bay detention camp. 

Will CIA Comply With Guantánamo Judge’s Order? Agency Won’t Say from Miami Herald 23 Apr 14

The CIA declined to comment again Tuesday on whether the agency would comply with a military judge’s week-old order to provide USS Cole
case defense lawyers with some of the deepest, darkest secrets of its now-defunct overseas prison program. 

Judge orders release of information on CIA prisons from Associated Press 22 Apr 14

A military judge is ordering prosecutors to turn over never-revealed details about the time a Guantanamo Bay detainee spent in secret CIA prisons
after being captured in connection with the 2000 attack on the USS Cole. Seventeen U.S. sailors were killed in the bombing in a Yemini port. 

Today’s Headlines and Commentary from LAWFARE 22 Apr 14

Carol Rosenberg of the Miami Herald has the latest order from Judge Pohl in the Al Nashiri military commission case, requiring the prosecution
to turn over to the defense the details of the CIA’s arrest, detention, rendition and interrogation of Al Nashiri. Wells is at Ft. Meade covering the
hearing today. 

Special Prosecutor Confirms FBI Investigation, Says It’s Not About KSM Document from Miami Herald 22 Apr 14

The FBI is investigating something related to the Sept. 11 case, but it’s not the release of alleged 9/11 mastermind Khalid Sheik Mohammed’s
commentary to The Huffington Post, a special war-court prosecutor wrote a military judge Monday. 

FBI Probe Confirmed In 9/11 Case At Guantanamo from Associated Press 22 Apr 14

A federal prosecutor confirmed the existence Monday of the FBI investigation that has thrown the Sept. 11 war crimes tribunal at Guantanamo
into disarray. 

High Court Rejects New Guantanamo Appeal from Associated Press 22 Apr 14

The Supreme Court has declined another appeal from a Guantanamo Bay prisoner who argues that federal appellate judges in Washington are
ignoring the high court’s command that the detainees be given a meaningful opportunity to challenge their confinement. 

Anger And Dismay At Stalled Guantanamo 9/11 Trial from Associated Press 18 Apr 14



Don Arias stormed out of the meeting with the defense lawyers at this U.S. Navy base after less than 15 minutes. He was soon followed by three
others who also lost family members in the 9/11 terror attack. 

Guantanamo Trial In 9/11 Veers Off Track Again from Associated Press 18 Apr 14

An effort to prosecute the self-proclaimed mastermind of the Sept. 11 terrorist attack and four co-defendants veered off track again Thursday as a
pretrial hearing ended with new obstacles that threaten to further derail the case before a military tribunal at Guantanamo Bay. 

Guantánamo Trial Delays Frustrate 9/11 Victims’ Family Members from Miami Herald 17 Apr 14

Frustration simmered into suspicion Wednesday as relatives of Sept. 11 victims attending stalled hearings here accused a jealous Justice
Department of conducting an FBI probe of 9/11 defense lawyers to derail the long-awaited war crimes tribunal. 

Guantánamo judge to CIA: Disclose ‘black site’ details to USS Cole defense lawyers from Miami Herald 17 Apr 14

The military judge in the USS Cole bombing case has ordered the U.S. government to give defense lawyers details — names, dates and places —
of the CIA’s secret overseas detention and interrogation of the man accused of planning the bombing, two people who have read the still-secret
order said Thursday. 

Guantanamo Judge Investigates Claims Of FBI Misconduct In Sept. 11 Case from Los Angeles Times 16 Apr 14

The military judge in the Sept. 11 conspiracy case signaled Tuesday he may order FBI agents to describe their secret investigation into whether
members of the defense teams for Al Qaeda leader Khalid Shaikh Mohammed and others illegally leaked a “manifesto” written by the alleged
9/11 mastermind about his time at the Guantanamo Bay prison. 

Guantánamo Judge Orders Inquiry Into FBI’s Involvement from Miami Herald 16 Apr 14

Military prosecutors turned Khalid Sheik Mohammed’s self-published “Invitation to Happiness” over to the FBI as potential evidence soon after
his lawyers handed them the document last year, a court filing shows. 

FBI Leak Probe Shuts Down 9/11 Case At Guantanamo from Associated Press 16 Apr 14

A judge agreed Tuesday to look into how FBI questioning of a defense team member will affect the trial of five Guantanamo Bay prisoners in the
Sept. 11 attack. 

Accusation of FBI spying stalls 9/11 hearing from Miami Herald 15 Apr 14

A military judge abruptly recessed the first 9/11 trial hearing of the year Monday after defense lawyers accused the FBI in open court of trying to
turn a defense team security officer into a secret informant. 

FBI breached lawyer-client privacy in terrorism case, defense says from Los Angeles Times 15 Apr 14

Lawyers for Khalid Shaikh Mohammed and codefendants say FBI agents sought confidential information from a paralegal. 

Window Opens On Secret Camp Within Guantanamo from Associated Press 14 Apr 14

Attorney James Connell has visited his client inside the secret Guantanamo prison complex known as Camp 7 only once, taken in a van with
covered windows on a circuitous trek to disguise the route on the scrub brush-and-cactus covered military base. 

9/11 Competency Hearing Puts Focus On Guantánamo’s Secret Prison from Miami Herald 14 Apr 14

Lawyers and the alleged Sept. 11 conspirators return to the war court Monday for first-ever testimony about life inside Guantánamo’s most
secretive lockup, in a U.S. government bid to establish that one accused plotter is fit for trial. 

Guantánamo Defense Attorneys Want CIA Names To Prepare USS Cole Case from Miami Herald 10 Apr 14

Just-released transcripts of a secret session at the Guantánamo war court show defense lawyers want a list of the countries where the CIA secretly
jailed the alleged USS Cole bomber, and the names of people who worked at the agency’s black sites. But the prosecution won’t provide them. 

Miami Herald Protests New 'Culture Of Censorship' At Guantanamo from Huffington Post 9 Apr 14

The Miami Herald’s top editor called on the Department of Defense to withdraw new media restrictions at the U.S. military prison in



Guantanamo, Cuba, and blasted the 13-year-old facility's growing “culture of censorship,” according to a letter obtained by The Huffington Post. 

Guantanamo Prisoner Appeals To Panel For Release from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

A prisoner held 12 years without charge at the Guantanamo Bay U.S. naval base made his case for release Tuesday in front of a new U.S.
government review board. 

Colombia Seeks Judicial Aid, Mulls GITMO Request from McClatchy 8 Apr 14

With – Colombia’s guerrilla wars dying down and peace talks appearing to advance, the United States could best help the South American nation
by bolstering aid for its judicial system, Ambassador Luis Carlos Villegas said Monday. 

Lawyers For A Guantánamo Detainee Cite Failing Health In Seeking His Release from New York Times 8 Apr 14

Lawyers for the last former British resident imprisoned at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, asked a federal judge on Monday to order his release because
he has post-traumatic stress disorder and other mental and physical ailments. 

Pacifist Yogi Or Al-Qaida Threat? Guantánamo Parole Board To Decide from Miami Herald 8 Apr 14

Ghaleb al-Bihani is either a one-time, gun-toting cook from war-torn Afghanistan turned yoga-practicing pacifist inside Guantánamo’s communal
prison blocks — or he is a trained extremist ripe to rejoin al-Qaida if he’s returned to his native Yemen. 

Defense In 9/11 Case At Guantanamo Seek CIA Report from Associated Press 3 Apr 14

A lawyer for one of the Guantanamo prisoners accused of orchestrating the 9/11 terror attack is trying to get a copy of the secret Senate report on
CIA interrogations that has caused a bitter rift between the agency and Congress. 

Disgraced Guantánamo Guard Got Medal For Saving Detainee From Suicide from Miami Herald 2 Apr 14

A former Guantánamo guard being discharged instead of facing a sexual-assault trial did avert a detainee’s suicide around the time of last year’s
prison camp raid that put hunger strikers under lockdown, the military confirmed. 

Opinion: The Yemenis at Guantánamo from Slate 1 Apr 14

Some call it "the Yemen problem,"...in Guantánamo they remain. The Yemenis are being held indefinitely for many reasons, not the least of which
is that they are from Yemen.

Military resolves a guard’s Guantánamo sex assault case with discharge from Miami Herald 31 Mar 14

A former Guantánamo prison camp guard is being permitted to quit the Army rather than face a sex-assault trial, the military said Friday. 

Colombia confirms U.S. request to take in Guantanamo prisoners from Xinhua (China) 28 Mar 14

Colombian Foreign Minister Maria Angela Holguin confirmed on Thursday that the U.S. Government has asked Colombia to receive some
detainees from Guantanamo Bay, Colombia's El Tiempo daily network reported. 

Mujica: Guantánamo Detainees Sent To Uruguay Could Travel Abroad from Miami Herald 26 Mar 14

President José Mujica said in an interview Monday that any Guantánamo detainees his country takes will be treated as refugees and will be free to
travel wherever they wish, even if they have promised the United States that they’ll stay in the South American country for at least two years. 

Tuberculosis ‘scare’ Hit Guantánamo Last Year from Miami Herald 26 Mar 14

As the U.S. military was grappling with the long-running prisoner hunger strike last year, U.S. Army guards and other detention center staff were
simultaneously shaken by a tuberculosis scare, the prison camps commander revealed last week. 

OPINION: Australia’s Guantánamo Problem from New York Times 26 Mar 14

On a remote, sunny island, some 52 people have been detained for up to nearly five years without trial on secret evidence, with no prospect of
release. A series of suicide attempts since 2012 speaks to their profound suffering.

2 Guantánamo Guards Accused Of Sexually Assaulting Subordinate Soldiers from Miami Herald 25 Mar 14



The military is putting two Guantánamo guards on trial in Texas on charges alleging they sexually assaulted junior soldiers at the remote outpost
at a time when commanders were grappling with the prison hunger strike, the military said Monday. 

UPDATE: Mujica: Guantanamo detainees could leave Uruguay from Associated Press 24 Mar 14

Uruguay's president says any Guantanamo detainees his country takes will be treated as refugees and will be free to travel wherever they wish,
even if they have promised the United States that they'll stay in the South American country for at least two years. 

Uruguay: no conditions on taking Guantanamo detainees from Agence France-Presse 24 Mar 14

Uruguay's President Jose Mujica reaffirmed Monday his government's decision to take in five detainees from Guantanamo, saying it was not
conditioned on the US release of imprisoned Cuban spies. 

Guantánamo Notebook: Glimpses of detainee living under lockdown from Miami Herald 22 Mar 14

Reporting at Guantánamo is never easy. But three days at the prison compound last week, where fewer than 40 of the 154 captives were still on
hunger strike, yielded guarded glances and few facts.

Uruguay Leader Open To Guantanamo Detainees from Associated Press 21 Mar 14

Uruguay’s president indicated Thursday he’s open to taking some former terror suspects still held at Guantanamo Bay, but the U.S. ambassador in
the country cautioned that no agreement has been reached. 

Guantanamo Prisoner Asks To Go Home To Yemen from Associated Press 21 Mar 14

A Guantanamo Bay prisoner who denies U.S. allegations that he’s a former member of al-Qaida says he wants to go home to Yemen and live a
peaceful life after 12 years at the military prison in Cuba. 

Uruguay’s President Offers To Resettle Guantánamo Detainees from Miami Herald 21 Mar 14

Uruguay has agreed to accept some prisoners held at the U.S. military base at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, President Jose Mujica said on Thursday,
and media reports indicated he might take in five detainees as refugees. 

Uruguay asks U.S. to free Cubans in return for Guantanamo transfer from Reuters 21 Mar 14

Uruguay has asked the United States to free Cuban prisoners as a gesture in return for the South American country agreeing to accept detainees
from the much-criticized Guantanamo detention center, President Jose Mujica said on Friday. 

OPINION: It’s Looking Like Forever from Miami Herald 20 Mar 14

The cultural adviser to the commander of the detention center, the war-on-terror facility that opened here in January 2002, says he advises the
hotheads who are bent on making trouble to cool it: “Wait a little longer. This place is going to close.” He explains, “Nothing lasts forever, right?
And that’s what the president said, right?” He appears to believe what he says, and may be correct on both counts. 

Guantánamo commander: 70 percent of captives no longer locked down from Miami Herald 19 Mar 14

Fewer than 40 detainees are refusing to eat or otherwise causing strife in the prison camps, the detention commander indicated Wednesday in a
wide-ranging interview that described a steadily calming atmosphere after a year-long hunger strike in the prison camps. 

Guantánamo Prosecutors: How Did KSM Document Get Out? from Miami Herald 19 Mar 14

The war court prosecutor has asked the Sept. 11 judge to investigate how Huffington Post and a British television station got a copy of some
commentary by the alleged 9/11 mastermind, Khalid Sheik Mohammed. 

Military Repatriates Algerian Detainee From Guantánamo Bay from New York Times 14 Mar 14

The military announced Thursday that it had repatriated an Algerian detainee who had been held without trial for 12 years at the prison at
Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. The transfer is the first in nearly three months, and it reduces the inmate population there to 154. 

Ex-Guantanamo Man Due At Old Bailey from Agence France-Presse 14 Mar 14

Former Guantanamo Bay detainee Moazzam Begg will appear at London’s Old Bailey on Friday charged with providing terrorist training and



funding terrorism in Syria. 

Algerian Sent Home After 12 Years At Guantanamo from Associated Press 14 Mar 14

An Algerian held for 12 years without charge at Guantanamo Bay has been sent back to his homeland, officials said Thursday, portraying the
transfer as a step toward eventual closure of the prison on the U.S. base in Cuba. 

Soldier to speak on Guantanamo prison camp Saturday from Idaho State Journal 13 Mar 14

The Islamic Society of Southeastern Idaho and the Idaho State University Muslim Students Association are hosting a lecture March 15 from 3 to 5
p.m. by Terry Holdbrooks, an American soldier assigned to the Guantanamo Bay prison camp. 

EDITORIAL: A tortuous debate from The Sun Sentinel 13 Mar 14

Our view: Why is the CIA trying so hard to hide its alleged mistreatment of terrorist detainees from Congress? 

US Panel Rejects Guantanamo Prisoner Release Bid from Associated Press 13 Mar 14

A 34-year-old man from Yemen who has spent the last 12 years at Guantanamo Bay has been rejected as a candidate for release from the U.S.
base in Cuba. 

U.S. repatriates once resistant Guantánamo detainee to Algeria from Miami Herald 13 Mar 14

The U.S. sent home to Algeria on Thursday a long-held Guantánamo captive who was cleared for return years ago but for a time sought
resettlement elsewhere rather than repatriation to his civil-war stricken homeland. 

OPINION: What Obama Doesn't Get About Gitmo from Wall Street Journal 12 Mar 14

Win the war against al Qaeda and there will be no need for detention. 

Panel Says Yemeni Man Should Stay in Detention from New York Times 12 Mar 14

A parole-style panel at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, has decided to recommend that the military continue to hold a Yemeni man in indefinite wartime
detention without trial, according to a military document.

U.S. Now Calls Guantánamo Hunger Strike ‘long Term Non-Religious Fasting’ from Miami Herald 12 Mar 14

The Guantánamo Bay prison has adopted a new forced-feeding policy that rhetorically recasts the year-long hunger strike in the remote prison
camps as “long term non-religious fasting.” 

Gitmo Detainee Challenges Force-feeding Procedures from Associated Press 12 Mar 14

A detainee at Guantanamo Bay is challenging force-feeding practices at the facility imposed on prisoners who go on hunger strikes. 

U.S. now calls Guantánamo hunger strike ‘long term non-religious fasting’ from Miami Herald 11 Mar 14

The Defense Department has released its three-month-old Guantanamo forced-feeding protocol, a 24-page how-to document that rhetorically
recasts the year-long hunger strike in the remote prison camps as “long term non-religious fasting.” 

Detainee Lawyer Calls Force Feeding In Guantanamo 'Water Cure' Torture from NPR 11 Mar 14

A lawyer for a group of detainees at the U.S. prison in Guantanamo Bay Cuba is accusing the military of torture. 

News: 591st MP Company relinquishes mission at Joint Task Force Guantanamo from Joint Task Force Guantanamo Public Affairs 7 Mar

14

The morning is warm and there is obvious excitement for many at the Buckeley parade field, Feb. 28, 2014, as the transfer of authority ceremony
between the 591st MP Company and the 339th MP Company comes to a start. 

Guantánamo Judge Pushes USS Cole Trial To Dec. 4 from Miami Herald 5 Mar 14

A military judge has pushed to Dec. 4 the trial date of a Saudi man accused of orchestrating al-Qaida’s USS Cole bombing in 2000 that killed 17
U.S. sailors, according to military sources. 



Terror Trials Test Prosecutors from Wall Street Journal 3 Mar 14

Three Cases Could Boost, or Harm, Effort to Use Civil Courts, Not Military Ones 

UK police charge ex-Guantanamo detainee over Syria from Associated Press 1 Mar 14

Police have charged a former Guantanamo Bay detainee with Syria-related terrorism offenses. 

Ex-Guantanamo Detainee Faces U.K. Terror Charges from Associated Press 1 Mar 14

Moazzam Begg Denies He Provided Terrorist Training and Funded Overseas Terrorism 

Guantanamo prison's secure wing falling apart from The Telegraph (UK) 28 Feb 14

The inner sanctum that houses accused September 11 mastermind Khalid Sheikh Mohammed is leaking 

UK holds ex-Gitmo detainee over Syria trip from Al Jazeera 27 Feb 14

Moazzam Begg, suspected of "terrorism" activity in Syria, told Al Jazeera he had informed UK authorities about visit. 

UK Gets More Time To Quiz Guantanamo Man Over Syria ‘Terror’ from Agence France-Presse 27 Feb 14

British police were on Wednesday given an extra five days to question former Guantanamo Bay detainee Moazzam Begg and three other people
arrested for suspected terror offences relating to Syria. 

General to Congress: Guantánamo’s hidden prison problems ‘increasingly unsustainable’ from Miami Herald 27 Feb 14

The general responsible for the detention center here told Congress on Wednesday that Guantánamo’s hidden prison for ex-CIA captives continues
to deteriorate and become “increasingly unsustainable due to drainage and foundation issues.” 

Ex-Guantanamo detainees ask French judge to probe torture from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 14

Two former Guantanamo Bay detainees asked a French judge Wednesday to subpoena a former prison commander they accuse of overseeing their
alleged torture. 

Former Guantanamo Detainee Arrested In Britain from Washington Post 26 Feb 14

Former Guantanamo Bay detainee Moazzam Begg was among four people arrested in Britain on Tuesday on suspicion of terrorism offenses
related to the war in Syria, British police said. 

Ex-Gitmo detainee latest to be suspected of terrorism from USA Today 26 Feb 14

The arrest of a former Guantanamo prisoner in England on suspicion of Syria-related terrorism is the latest example of a failed release program
that is setting free unrepentant jihadists, an analyst says. 

British Police Arrest Former Guantánamo Detainee from New York Times 25 Feb 14

The British police said on Tuesday that they had arrested Moazzam Begg, a former detainee at the American prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba,
along with three other people from the Midlands region of England on suspicion of terrorism offenses related to the war in Syria, where,
intelligence officials say, hundreds of British militants have been drawn to the fight against President Bashar al-Assad. 

British police arrest ex-Guantanamo man on Syria 'terror' grounds from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 14

Former Guantanamo Bay detainee Moazzam Begg was among four people arrested in Britain on Tuesday on suspicion of terror offences relating
to Syria, police said. 

USS Cole defense lawyers: You can’t get death sentence at Guantánamo with secret evidence from Miami Herald 24 Feb 14

Defense lawyers in the USS Cole bombing case asked the judge Monday to strip the trial jury of the power to hand down a death sentence because
the accused mastermind can’t see secret evidence in his case. 

Lawyers, judge hold secret Guantánamo hearing on CIA black sites from Miami Herald 23 Feb 14



A military judge held a secret war court session Saturday on defense lawyers’ efforts to uncover evidence of what the CIA did to the alleged USS
Cole bomber during years in the agency’s clandestine overseas prison network. 

Should Inmates In Prison Be Able To Launch Kickstarter Projects? from Forbes 21 Feb 14

Last week, five prisoners being held indefinitely in Guantánamo prison released a plan for a Kickstarter project. Reported by the Miami Herald’s
Carol Rosenberg, the 75 page document outlines a “Milk and Honey” farm in Yemen, run by a community of 200 families and 100 farmhouses
caring for cows, chickens, sheep, and honey bees. 

Saudi pleads guilty to terror charges, could get out of Guantánamo in 2018 from Miami Herald 21 Feb 14

A long-held Saudi captive pleaded guilty Thursday to terror charges for serving as a personal shopper and facilitator for al-Qaida militants plotting
suicide bombings of ships in the Arabian Sea. 

Saudi Relative Of 9/11 Hijacker Pleads Guilty At Guantanamo Bay To War Charges from Washington Post 21 Feb 14

The brother-in-law of a Sept. 11, 2001, hijacker pleaded guilty Thursday to war-crimes charges during an arraignment at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Guantánamo Detainee Pleads Guilty In 2002 Attack On Tanker from New York Times 21 Feb 14

A Saudi detainee at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, on Thursday pleaded guilty before a military commission to terrorism-related offenses involving a
2002 attack by Al Qaeda on a French-flagged oil tanker off the coast of Yemen. 

Guantanamo Prisoner Sentence Could Be 15 Years from Associated Press 21 Feb 14

A Guantanamo Bay prisoner pleaded guilty Thursday to war crime charges in a pretrial deal aimed at limiting his sentence to 15 years for helping
plan the suicide bombing of an oil tanker off Yemen in 2002 that killed a crewman and wounded a dozen others. 

Saudi at Guantanamo pleads guilty over French tanker attack from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 14

A Saudi detainee at the US prison in Guantanamo Bay pleaded guilty Thursday to terror charges in connection with the 2002 suicide bombing of a
French oil tanker off Yemen. 

Alleged USS Cole Bomber Apologizes For Delay, Calls Guantánamo Court ‘strange’ from Miami Herald 20 Feb 14

The accused architect of al-Qaida’s USS Cole bombing kept his Pentagon-paid defense team on Wednesday, allowing his attorneys to begin
arguing for dismissal of the prosecution that seeks his execution. 

Lawyers Allowed To Question Khalid Sheik Mohammed from Associated Press 20 Feb 14

Self-proclaimed Sept. 11 mastermind Khalid Sheik Mohammed can answer hundreds of written questions from lawyers preparing to defend
Osama bin Laden’s son-in-law at a New York City terrorism trial next month, a judge said Wednesday. 

Prosecutors May Not Review Terror Suspect’s Pretrial Statement from Los Angeles Times 20 Feb 14

Federal prosecutors will not be allowed to review the answers that alleged Sept. 11 mastermind Khalid Shaikh Mohammed provides later this
week to the defense team of a fellow suspected terrorist, a federal judge ruled Wednesday. 

Brother-in-Law Of 9/11 Hijacker Expected To Plead Guilty At Guantanamo Bay from Washington Post 20 Feb 14

The brother-in-law of a Sept. 11, 2001, hijacker is expected to plead guilty Thursday to war-crimes charges during an arraignment at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, and possibly agree to testify against another high-profile detainee at the facility, U.S. officials said. 

Bin Laden son-in-law seeks trial delay; Defense lawyers ask for 45 days to allow for testimony from Sept. 11 suspect Khalid
Shaikh Mohammed from Los Angeles Times 19 Feb 14

Defense lawyers in the upcoming New York terrorism trial of Osama bin Laden's son-in-law asked for a 45-day delay Tuesday, saying their case
hinges on testimony that self-confessed Sept. 11 mastermind Khalid Shaikh Mohammed is expected to give from his Guantanamo Bay prison cell.

A Bitter Valentine's Day from Huffington Post (UK) 19 Feb 14

It's 14 February. In Britain it will be Valentine's Day. In 2002, it was the day I arrived in Guantánamo Bay, and the day my youngest child was



born - Faris, whom I have never been allowed to touch. 

Congressman wants one official to coordinate POW's release from MilitaryTimes.com 18 Feb 14

...The Washington Post reported that the White House is attempting to resume talks with Taliban fighters to try to free Bergdahl. That includes the
possible release of five prisoners being held at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, in exchange for the American soldier.

Some Guantánamo Captives May Get Family Visits from Miami Herald 18 Feb 14

With the prison camps now in their 13th year, the U.S. military is willing to allow some war-on-terror captives to have family visits — if the
International Red Cross can find a Caribbean country to host the prisoners’ relatives between day trips to this remote U.S. Navy base. 

USS Cole bombing hearing halted; defendant may fire lawyer from Miami Herald 17 Feb 14

Monday’s was the first military commissions session of the year, and it was recessed abruptly until Wednesday. The week should include
arraignment of another alleged accomplice in an al-Qaida sea attack. 

Guantánamo Bay Prosecutors Accuse Detainee of Conspiracy from New York Times 15 Feb 14

Prosecutors for the military commission trials at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, disclosed ... they had added a charge of conspiracy against an Iraqi
detainee, potentially setting up a test of whether Congress has the power to make conspiracy a prosecutable offense in a war-crimes tribunal
despite its not being recognized as an international war crime.

Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Martin Dempsey Tours Gitmo from Newsmax 13 Feb 14

Gen. Martin Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, toured the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Bay including two of its prison buildings
where foreign suspected terrorists are held, Stars and Stripes reported. 

Khalid Shaikh Mohammed offers to testify in New York federal trial from Los Angeles Times 13 Feb 14

From his cell in the heavily guarded prison at Guantanamo Bay, the presumed chief architect of the Sept. 11 terrorist plot is offering to be a key
defense witness in what probably will be the only trial in New York of someone charged in connection with the World Trade Center attacks.

America’s top soldier visits Guantánamo’s prisons from Miami Herald 12 Feb 14

Gen. Martin Dempsey, the chairman of the joint chiefs of staff, took a three-hour tour of the U.S. Navy base and two prison buildings at
Guantánamo Bay this week — the first visit by America’s highest-ranking officer in six years. 

Appeals Court Allows Challenges By Detainees At Guantánamo Prison from New York Times 12 Feb 14

A federal appeals court ruled Tuesday that judges had the power to oversee complaints by detainees about the conditions of their confinement at
the military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. The ruling was a defeat for the Obama administration and may open the door to new lawsuits by
the remaining 155 Guantánamo inmates. 

Court Rejects Guantanamo Force-feeding Challenge from Associated Press 12 Feb 14

A U.S. appeals court Tuesday turned away a challenge to force-feeding Guantanamo Bay detainees on a hunger strike, but left the door open to
legal efforts aimed at ending the practice. 

After trip to Cuba, Tester says it's time to close Guantanamo from Billings Gazette 11 Feb 14

With an annual cost of roughly $2 million per detainee, the 13-year-old Guantanamo Bay Detention Center needs to be closed, U.S. Sen. Jon
Tester, D-Mont, said Monday. Tester, who toured Guantanamo late last week, said then the subject comes up later this year, he will push to close
the facility,

Rock band bills Pentagon $666,000 for blasting its tunes at Guantanamo detainees from al.com 10 Feb 14

A Canadian rock band wants the Department of Defense to pay it for using its songs as part of interrogations at Guantanamo Bay prison. Skinny
Puppy, an electro-industrial music group, said it will bill the Pentagon $666,000 for reportedly using its music at the detention facility.

Gitmo Inc.: 5 “Forever Prisoners” Have Business Plan For When They’re Free from Miami Herald 9 Feb 14



No, it’s not a kibbutz. But the crude jailhouse plans for a “Milk & Honey” farm business in Yemen are suggestive of one. 

Poland May Seek Access To Guantanamo Suspects from Associated Press 7 Feb 14

Polish prosecutors may seek access to terror suspects detained by the U.S. at Guantanamo Bay for direct questioning as part of an investigation
into whether a secret CIA prison operated here in 2002-2003, an official said Thursday. 

Motion Is Filed To Silence Prosecutor In Sept. 11 Case from New York Times 7 Feb 14

The defense team lawyers for one of the five Guantánamo Bay detainees charged with aiding the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks are seeking to muzzle
the chief military commissions prosecutor, saying that his comments defending the tribunals system — including in a recent “60 Minutes”
interview — are unethical and that they are undermining their client’s right to a fair trial. 

Judge Extends Delay Of 9/11 Case At Guantanamo from Associated Press 7 Feb 14

The latest delay in the Sept. 11 war crimes case at Guantanamo is getting longer. 

Saudi at Guantanamo charged over oil tanker attack from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 14

A Saudi man jailed in Guantanamo has been charged over a bombing attack against a French oil tanker ship in 2002 in Yemen, the Pentagon said
Wednesday. 

As Afghan war draws down, hope for some Gitmo detainees from Yahoo News 6 Feb 14

The approaching U.S. deadline to withdraw troops from Afghanistan in 2014 may help free a handful of Guantanamo detainees by the year’s end,
with or without President Barack Obama’s blessing. 

Pentagon Prosecuting Saudi At Guantánamo For 2002 French Oil Tanker Bombing from Miami Herald 6 Feb 14

The Pentagon has decided to go forward with a war crimes case against a Saudi man accused of planning the suicide bombing of an oil tanker off
Yemen that took place two months after he was already imprisoned at the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. 

Kin Of 9/11 Hijacker To Face Judge In Guantanamo from Associated Press 6 Feb 14

The U.S. military is moving forward with a war crimes case against a Guantanamo prisoner related to a Sept. 11 hijacker. 

DoD's Lips Are Sealed on Secret Guantanamo Site from Courthouse News Service 5 Feb 14

A document that sheds light on the costs behind Guantanamo Bay's secret "Camp 7," which houses the accused Sept. 11, 2001, conspirators,
should remain classified, the Defense Department told a federal judge. 

Skinny Puppy on Being Used for Torture at Guantánamo Bay from Miami New TImes 5 Feb 14

Deep in the bowels of Guantánamo Bay, extreme bass music rumbles from Bazooka speakers as federal agents use the music of Skinny Puppy to
torture prisoners. It's a fact that has been confirmed by the pioneering industrial band, and that inspired its latest album, Weapon. 

OPINION: For Terror Suspects, Wheels Of Justice Grind Slowly from Wall Street Journal 4 Feb 14

Slow Prosecution of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed Shines a Light on a Troubled System

OPINION: Obama Is Right: Close Guantanamo -- It's Anti-American from Huffington Post 4 Feb 14

Soon after his election, President Obama signed an executive order to close Guantanamo Bay. But today -- more than five years since -- the
infamous military prison is still open. Who's to blame? The answer is simple: Congress. 

DOD asks court to dismiss Guantanamo funding information request from The Jurist 3 Feb 14

The US Department of Defense (DOD) [official website] on Friday asked [memorandum, PDF] the federal courts to dismiss a case brought by the
Miami Herald [media website] demanding to know how much money the government spent to build a prison facility at Guantanamo.

Jason Leopold Talks Forensic Journalism from Uruknet.info 3 Feb 14

They call him a "FOIA terrorist." This is ironic, because most of Jason Leopold’s efforts at obtaining information through the Freedom of



Information Act are because the so-called Global War on Terror has made it virtually impossible to do it any other way. 

Obama administration won't divulge a Guantánamo prison cost, seeks lawsuit's dismissal from McClatchy 1 Feb 14

WASHINGTON The Obama administration is refusing to divulge how much it spent to build the secret prison facility at Guantanamo where the
accused 9/11 co-conspirators are held and has asked a court to dismiss a lawsuit by a Miami Herald reporter demanding documents that would
reveal the number. 

Mr. President, what should I tell cleared prisoners in Guantanamo? from Uruknet.info 1 Feb 14

Editor's note: Clive Stafford Smith is the founder and Director of the London-based human rights charity Reprieve. He is attorney for 14 men in
Guantanamo Bay. The opinions expressed in this commentary are solely his. 

Obama To Congress: We Need To Close Guantánamo Prison from Miami Herald 30 Jan 14

President Barack Obama used the occasion of his State of the Union address to remind the world of his quest to close the prison camps at
Guantánamo — in as much a vow as a plea to the members of Congress. 

Journalist: Guantanamo 'a total outrage' from Press TV 30 Jan 14

A Detroit-based political commentator has criticized Guantanamo officials for torture of detainees and urged authorities to close the facility as
soon as possible. 

Editorial: Closing Guantanamo?—?still from Associated Press 30 Jan 14

Ever since he ran for the presidency in 2008, Barack Obama has been promising to close the military prison at Guantanamo Bay. It has been part
of the boilerplate of his State of the Union address just about every year since, this year was no exception. 

Yemeni held as ‘forever prisoner’ at Guantánamo to argue Tuesday for his release from Miami Herald 28 Jan 14

One of Guantánamo’s longest-held prisoners is going before a newly created federal parole board on Tuesday — and the Obama administration is
giving journalists a glimpse of advocates arguing why the Pentagon should someday let the so-called ‘forever prisoner’ go home. 

Obama calls for Guantanamo closure this year from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 28 Jan 14

US President Barack Obama called on Congress to lift restrictions on transferring detainees from the prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba so that it
can be closed this year. 

Yemeni seeks release after 12 years at Gitmo from Associated Press 28 Jan 14

A Guantanamo Bay prisoner suspected of being an Osama bin Laden bodyguard is pleading for his release from the U.S. naval base in Cuba. 

Russia urges Gitmo closure during Obama's term from PressTV 28 Jan 14

Russia says the notorious US-run Guantanamo prison in Cuba must be shut down while US President Barack Obama is still in office. 

Obama Unable to Shut Down Guantanamo: Iranian MP from Tasnim News Agency 27 Jan 14

A senior Iranian lawmaker said the Zionist regime’s lobby and the “arrogant network” in the US will not allow US President Barack Obama to
fulfill his promise and close the Guantanamo prison. 

Russia Seeking Release of Guantanamo Prisoner from Ria Novosti 27 Jan 14

Russia will seek the release of one of its nationals from the United States’ notorious Guantanamo prison, the Foreign Ministry's human rights
envoy Konstantin Dolgov told journalists Monday. 

U.S. detainee reviews more open; Guantanamo case will be heard under a new program aimed at helping empty the military
prison from Los Angeles Times 26 Jan 14

Tuesday, the man identified by U.S. officials as Abd Malak Abd Wahab Rahbi will get his first shot at freedom under a long-delayed review
process designed to help empty the military prison. Rahbi will become the first Guantanamo detainee to receive a partially public hearing 



Guantanamo review boards to become partly public from Chicago Tribune 26 Jan 14

On Tuesday, the man identified by U.S. officials as Abd Malak Abd Wahab Rahbi will get his first shot at freedom under a long-delayed review
process designed to help empty the U.S. prison Guantanamo Bay. 

New Guantanamo hearings limit media, NGO access from Associated Press 25 Jan 14

Some prisoners at Guantanamo are getting an opportunity to plead for their release, but journalists and observers from human rights groups won't
get to hear them in what critics say is a break from past practice at the U.S. base in Cuba. 

9/11 Accused Said To Refuse Guantánamo Mental Exam from Associated Press 24 Jan 14

An accused Sept. 11 conspirator at Guantánamo is apparently not cooperating with an effort to determine if he is competent to stand trial. 

Five Years After Obama Vowed to Shut It Down, Guantanamo Bay Remains Open from Government Executive 22 Jan 14

On this day in 2009, President Obama issued an executive order that called for the Guantanamo Bay detention facility to be closed within a year.

Guantanamo prisoners use yoga to battle feelings of hopelessness from Yahoo News 22 Jan 14

Exactly five years after President Barack Obama signed an executive order shutting down the military prison at Guantanamo Bay, 155 men are
still detained there, most without charge. 

Amnesty urges US to close Guantanamo, end human rights hypocrisy from Press TV 22 Jan 14

Amnesty International says US’s continued operation of the notorious detention camp at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, and the torture of detainees
there is a prime example of America’s double standard on human rights. 

Retired US Generals Urge Guantanamo Closure from Agence France-Presse 21 Jan 14

Thirty-one retired US military officers urged President Barack Obama on Tuesday to make good on his promise to close the Guantanamo prison
by speeding up efforts to transfer detainees. 

Appeals panel: Former Gitmo detainee can't sue over alleged torture from United Press International 21 Jan 14

U.S. law bars federal courts from hearing a former detainee's claim he was tortured in the prison at Guantanamo Bay, an appeals court says. 

Guantánamo: Where There Are No Shades of Grey from Huffington Post 21 Jan 14

...these kinds of micro-decisions are perhaps revealing of the larger mindset at Guantánamo. 

U.S. court rejects former Guantanamo detainee's damages claim from Reuters 18 Jan 14

A former detainee at the U.S. naval station at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, has failed to persuade a federal appeals court to let him sue the U.S.
government for damages stemming from his treatment during seven years of detention. 

Foreign Ministry's Rights Commissioner to Visit Russian Inmate at Guantanamo Bay Prison from The Moscow Times 17 Jan 14

The Foreign Ministry's human rights commissioner was scheduled to visit Guantanamo Bay prison on Friday to meet a Russian inmate who was
captured in Pakistan along with other suspected al-Qaida fighters more than 11 years ago. 

RF delegation led by Foreign Ministry human rights commissioner to visit special jail at Guantanamo Friday from Itar-Tass
(Russia) 17 Jan 14

A Russian inter-agency delegation, led by Konstantin Dolgov, the Foreign Ministry's commissioner for human rights, democracy and supremacy
of law, will visit the US special prison at Guantanamo on Friday. The RF officials are planning to meet with a Russian inmate kept there, Ravil
Mingazov. 

Seven words you won’t hear in Guantanamo from Yahoo! News 16 Jan 14

, Last week, I went on a media tour of the Guantanamo Bay prison, where the US military is holding 155 men who were deemed “enemy
combatants” in the war against al Qaeda and its affiliates by the Bush administration. 



Guantánamo’s 12th Birthday Gift List from TIME 15 Jan 14

Restraints for detainees, protection for guards 

U.S. judge allows Bin Laden driver testimony at Abu Ghaith trial from Reuters 15 Jan 14

A former driver for Osama bin Laden and a witness linked to plots to bomb U.S. airliners may testify by video at the U.S. trial of Suleiman Abu
Ghaith, a son-in-law of bin Laden and former al Qaeda spokesman charged with conspiring to kill Americans and providing material support to
terrorists.

Thoughts of 9/11 'mastermind' revealed in new document from Channel 4 News 15 Jan 14

Exclusive: Channel 4 News obtains a 36-page document written by alleged al-Qaeda kingpin Khalid Sheikh Mohammed from behind the barbed
wire in Guantanamo Bay. 

"Miami Protest to Close Guantanamo Bay" marched in Doral on Saturday from NPR News 14 Jan 14

75 protestors gathered outside the U.S. Southern Command over the weekend for the event "Miami Protest to Close Guantanamo Bay". Protestors
in orange jumpsuits marched in Doral. 

The Guantanamo experiment: Letter from detainee on Gitmo’s 12th year from Yemen Times 14 Jan 14

The treatment here is often described by the public relations officer as next door to perfect. Indeed, now I am into my seventh year of being force
fed, it’s quite a Club Med holiday camp! 

Khalid Sheikh Mohammed writes manifesto behind bars from ABC News 14 Jan 14

A manifesto of sorts has been written by Khalid Sheikh Mohammed from his prison cell in Guantanamo Bay. 

11 of first 20 captives to arrive at Guantánamo remain there from Miami Herald 13 Jan 14

Of the first 20 captives to arrive at Guantánamo 12 years ago, 11 remain there. The general in command then reflects on that time and says the
prisons should be closed.

US injustice from Gulf in the Media 13 Jan 14

Yesterday, January 11, the Guantánamo Bay prison celebrated' its 12th birthday.

Former Guantanamo detainee Azerbaijani Polad Sirajov continues living in Slovakia from APA 13 Jan 14

APA reports quoting The Slovak Spectator that along with Sirajov, Guantanamo prisoners Adil al-Gazzar from Egypt and Rafik Hami from
Tunisia were resettled in Slovakia at the end of January 2010. 

First Guantánamo prison camps commander says it’s time for them to close from Miami Herald 12 Jan 14

Retired Marine Maj. Gen. Michael Lehnert, the officer who opened the prison camps at Guantánamo in January 2002 and handed it off in April
2002, has been outspoken lately about the need to close it. 

Hood continues to denounce Guantanamo Bay Prison from Yemen Post 12 Jan 14

Determined to secure the safe release of all Yemeni detainees, whom it is important to note have for the most part been clear from all charges by a
US court of law, HOOD, Yemen’s most prominent rights group, has planned a sit in in Sana’a, before the US Embassy building. 

OPINION: A National Embarrassment from Miami Herald 10 Jan 14

Twelve years ago this week, 20 captives in the “war on terror” arrived at an isolated U.S. Navy base on the eastern tip of Cuba to inaugurate
Camp X-Ray, opening a dismal chapter in the history of U.S. warfare and the treatment of detainees. 

Ex-bodyguard for bin Laden cleared for release from Guantanamo from LA Times 10 Jan 14

A former bodyguard for al-Qaida leader Osama bin Laden has been cleared for release from Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, the first in a series of review
hearings that the Obama administration is holding to speed up the eventual closure of the U.S. military prison for terrorist detainees, the Pentagon
announced Thursday. 



U.S. Panel Recommends Transferring Yemeni Detainee From Guantánamo from New York Times 10 Jan 14

In the first results of a long-delayed Obama administration initiative to hold parole-like hearings at the prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, a
military panel has recommended transferring a Yemeni detainee who had been ordered held indefinitely without trial, the Pentagon announced on
Wednesday. 

Completion of First Guantanamo Periodic Review Board from Department of Defense 9 Jan 14

The Department of Defense announced today the results of the first review conducted under Executive Order 13567 by the periodic review board
(PRB) for Guantanamo detainee Mahmud Abd Al Aziz Al Mujahid. 

First Guantánamo parole board clears 'forever prisoner' for eventual transfer from Miami Herald 9 Jan 14

President Barack Obama’s Guantánamo parole board has approved for transfer the first so-called “forever prisoner” to undergo a review of his
case file, the Pentagon said Thursday. 

Russians to check on Guantanamo inmate from Agence France-Presse 9 Jan 14

Moscow’s human rights commissioner said Thursday he will lead a team of lawmakers to the US military prison in Guantanamo Bay next week
for a meeting with its last Russian captive.

OPINION: A national embarrassment from Miami Herald 9 Jan 14

OUR OPINION: Maximum transparency should be rule at Guantánamo 

Government Secrecy Frustrates Legal Challenge to Forced Feeding of Guantanamo Prisoners from Uruknet 8 Jan 14

A case challenging the forced feeding of Guantanamo Bay prisoners is on appeal in the DC Circuit, but prisoners’ attorneys have been frustrated
by the United States government’s refusal to disclose new protocols for forced feeding, which are relevant to the lawsuit. 

US to Designate Group Led By Former Gitmo Detainee as Terrorist from NEWSMAX 8 Jan 14

The group, Ansar al-Sharia, has been tied to the attacks on the U.S. consulate in Libya in which Ambassador Chris Stevens and three other
Americans, including two former Navy SEALS, died, The Washington Post reports. 

Concerns Continue Over Algerian Detainees ‘Forcibly Repatriated’ From Guantanamo from Mint Press News 8 Jan 14

Rights groups suggest that two Guantanamo detainee transfers carried out over the past month appear to have violated international law. 

Former Guantanamo Detainee Implicated In Benghazi Attack from Washington Post 8 Jan 14

U.S. officials suspect that a former Guantanamo Bay detainee played a role in the attack on the American compound in Benghazi, Libya, and are
planning to designate the group he leads as a foreign terrorist organization, according to officials familiar with the plans. 

OpEd: The Last Three Uighurs Are Freed From Guantánamo; 76 Cleared Prisoners Remain from Eurasia Review 7 Jan 14

As was reported on New Year’s Eve by Carol Rosenberg in the Miami Herald, one of Guantánamo’s burning injustices has finally been addressed
with the release — to Slovakia — of the last three Uighur prisoners, five years and two months after a US judge ordered their release. 

COMMENTARY: GORDON: From Guantanamo to the battlefield from Washington Times 7 Jan 14

Al Qaeda fighters retake Fallujah while Obama frees them from detention 

EDITORIAL: Challenge at Guantanamo from Providence Journal 7 Jan 14

Under a budget compromise affecting the defense bill, Congress has relaxed restrictions on the Obama administration’s ability to transfer terrorist
suspects from the U.S. prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

EDITORIAL: It's time to quicken the pace for closing Guantanamo Bay prison from New Hampshire Register 7 Jan 14

No case better represented the misguided use of the Guantanamo Bay prison after 2001 than that of the 22 ethnic Uighurs imprisoned there. Swept
up by U.S. forces in Afghanistan, where they had fled from their native China, the Uighurs, like most of those dispatched to the U.S. base in Cuba,



never should have been designated for long-term detention there.

Government Opposes Disclosure of Force-Feeding Protocols; Detainees Respond from LAWFARE 7 Jan 14

Two more developments in Aamer v. Obama, the force-feeding case on appeal before the D.C. Circuit. 

State Dept. envoy 'absolutely convinced' Guantanamo prison will close from RT (Russia) 6 Jan 14

Five years ago this month, newly-elected President Barack Obama signed an executive order meant to close the United States’ controversial
military prison at Guantanamo Bay. Now a State Department official says he’s certain that day is finally forthcoming. 

OPINION: Uighur detainees freed from The Register-Guard 6 Jan 14

U.S. should take remaining steps to close Gitmo 

In Guantánamo, 'national security' rides roughshod over human rights from The Guardian (UK) 5 Jan 14

The military justifies its actions by claiming to protect the US – but it is also violating the constitution it is meant to uphold 

FEATURE: Davenport military police unit heading to Guantanamo Bay from Quad-City Times 5 Jan 14

...the Army Reserve’s 339th Military Police Co. based on North Division Street in Davenport. They’re heading to Fort Bliss, Texas, this morning
for a month before heading to Cuba. They’ll be guarding terrorist prisoners at Guantanamo Bay. 

‘Transparent’ detention at Guantánamo? Not anymore from Miami Herald 4 Jan 14

The military spent December systematically reducing the flow of information from the war-on-terror prison camps. 

Out Of Guantánamo: Do December Releases Mean More Are Going? from Miami Herald 2 Jan 14

In rapid succession, the U.S. in December sent Guantánamo prisoners home to Algeria, Saudi Arabia and Sudan, then capped the year with a
“significant milestone” deal that resettled three long-held Uighur captives in Slovakia. 

Heroes rescue stranded swimmers from DVIDS 2 Jan 14

On Thanksgiving Day, Army Staff Sgt. Noe PerezMartir and Army Pvt. Ryan Curtis....assigned to units serving under the JTF...sprang into action
as they simultaneously spotted two swimmers, separated by a good distance, struggling to stay afloat. 

Envoy says administration moving aggressively to transfer Guantanamo detainees from PBS Newshour 2 Jan 14

Internview with State Department's special envoy for Guantanamo closure, Cliff Sloan.

China denounces U.S. for sending Uighur 'terrorists' to Slovakia from Reuters 2 Jan 14

China's Foreign Ministry criticized the United States on Thursday for sending the last three Uighur Chinese inmates at the Guantanamo Bay
detention center to Slovakia, saying they were "terrorists" who posed a real security danger. 

Detainees who were 'never' suspects leave Gitmo from NBC News 1 Jan 14

Three Guantanamo Bay detainees have been sent to Slovakia where they are "voluntarily resettling," officials said Tuesday. 

Warren Weinstein's Family Breaks Silence Over Captivity from Jewish Daily Forward 31 Dec 13

Wife 'Wanted To Die' After Seeing Al Qaeda Hostage Video 

Last 3 Uighurs leave Guantánamo from Miami Herald 31 Dec 13

The Obama administration sent three ethnic Uighur Muslim captives from Guantánamo to Slovakia on Monday, ending one of the saddest and
longest-running chapters of unlawful detention at the U.S. prison camps in Cuba. 

Could Gitmo’s Closure Be On The Horizon? from MintPress News 30 Dec 13

The new policy will allow 160 detainees to be released in various repatriation processes in some countries but not all. 



Obama pushes Congress on Gitmo from Reuters 30 Dec 13

President Barack Obama on Thursday gave credit to Congress for relaxing restrictions on transferring detainees from the US prison at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, to the custody of foreign governments but said lawmakers need to go further. 

Files 'prove' Howard Government knew Guantanamo Bay detainee David Hicks' US trial was unfair from News.com (Australia) 29

Dec 13

A LAWYER for former Guantanamo Bay detainee David Hicks says newly obtained documents prove the Howard government knew he would
not get a fair trial in the US. 

Psychologist Found Accused Sept. 11 Plotter To Be Mentally Incompetent In 2009 from Washington Post 27 Dec 13

A psychologist who examined one of the defendants on trial at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, in connection with the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001,
concluded that the high-value detainee was mentally incompetent, raising questions about his fitness to stand trial, according to individuals
familiar with the finding. 

Obama Issues Signing Statement Objecting To Restrictions On Gitmo Transfer from Washington Times 27 Dec 13

President Obama signed the massive defense policy bill into law Thursday but said he is reserving the right to ignore part of the legislation that
prevents him from transferring detainees at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, into the U.S. 

Obama Praises Steps Toward Closing Prison At Guantanamo Bay from Los Angeles Times 27 Dec 13

President Obama praised Congress on Thursday for loosening regulations that will make it easier to transfer detainees from the Guantanamo Bay
prison to other countries, but noted that lawmakers’ actions fell short of the flexibility he would need to achieve his goal of closing the prison. 

Obama Signs Defense Law, Calls It A ‘welcome Step’ Toward Closing Guantanamo Bay Prison from Washington Post 27 Dec 13

President Obama signed a sweeping defense policy law here Thursday that cracks down on sexual assault in the military and eases restrictions on
transferring detainees from the federal prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, to the custody of foreign countries. 

Russian Delegation to Meet Guantanamo Prisoner from RIA Novosti 27 Dec 13

A Russian delegation will visit the US military jail at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba in January to meet a Russian prisoner who has been imprisoned
there for over a decade, a human rights official said Friday. 

OPINION: Emulate Mandela, free Gitmo prisoners from ALJAZEERA 26 Dec 13

Even though some progress has been made and some prisoners have been repatriated, there are still 158 behind bars. 

Stuck at Guantanamo from Yemen Times 26 Dec 13

Will Yemen manage to bring detainees home? 

Guantánamo judge to US government: Preserve what’s left of CIA ‘black sites’ from Miami Herald 23 Dec 13

The military judge in the Sept. 11 case has ordered the U.S. government to preserve whatever remnants exist of the CIA’s Bush-era secret prisons
known as the “black sites,” defense and prosecution lawyers said Friday. 

Obama, Congress Bring Guantanamo Bay Prison Closer to Closed from National Journal 23 Dec 13

Startling revelations have built momentum for closing the controversial detention facility—including among defense hawks.

New Delay Hits 9/11 Case At Guantanamo from Associated Press 20 Dec 13

A military judge on Thursday ordered a mental competency evaluation for a Guantanamo prisoner charged in the Sept. 11 attacks who has
repeatedly disrupted pretrial proceedings in recent days, freezing preparations for a trial that has already been plagued by delays. 

Half of Gitmo detainees could soon be freed, sent home from Washington Times 19 Dec 13

Up to half the terror suspects held at the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay could be closer to heading home under a bipartisan deal reached
in Congress that gives President Barack Obama a rare victory in his fight to close the prison. 



US Transfers 2 Guantanamo Detainees To Sudan from Agence France-Presse 19 Dec 13

The United States announced it had transferred two Sudanese detainees from Guantanamo to their home country, its second release this week as
President Barack Obama works to close the prison. 

Sudanese Guantanamo detainee says he was tortured from Associated Press 19 Dec 13

One of two Sudanese Guantanamo detainees who arrived home Thursday after release from the U.S.-run facility in Cuba said his jailers had
"systematically tortured" him, with punishment "doubled" for those who attempted hunger strikes. 

Rights body condemns US repatriation of Algerian detainee from Agence France-Presse 19 Dec 13

A regional human rights body Thursday condemned the United States' forced repatriation of an Algerian detainee from Guantanamo Bay prison
earlier this month. 

Alleged 9/11 plotter ejected from Guantánamo court again from Miami Herald 18 Dec 13

The military judge in the Sept. 11 case ejected captive Ramzi bin al Shibh from court twice again Wednesday, both times at the alleged 9/11
plotter’s request in a continuing protest over prison camp treatment.

Guantánamo skipper orders Nativity scenes that stirred controversy moved to base chapel from Miami Herald 18 Dec 13

The commander of this remote outpost said Wednesday night he would move two Nativity scenes from U.S. troops’ cafeterias to the base chapel,
ending a daylong controversy kicked up by a few troops who protested to the Pentagon in secret. 

US says 2 Guantanamo prisoners back in Sudan from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

The U.S. military has sent two prisoners from Guantanamo Bay back to their native Sudan in the third release this month. 

U.S. sends two Guantánamo prisoners home to Sudan from Miami Herald 18 Dec 13

The U.S. military on Wednesday sent two prisoners back to their native Sudan, the north African nation where Osama bin Laden built the base of
his al-Qaida organization before he was sent into exile in Afghanistan. 

Defense bill gives Obama rare Guantanamo victory from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

Many detainees at Guantanamo Bay may be closer to heading home under a bipartisan deal reached in Congress that gives President Barack
Obama a rare victory in his fight to close the prison for terror suspects. 

Guantánamo Guards Remove 9/11 Defendant From Court — Twice — After Noisy Protests from Miami Herald 18 Dec 13

The Sept. 11 trial judge twice expelled one of the accused 9/11 plotters from a pretrial hearing Tuesday for lodging a noisy protest about prison
camp conditions. 

Military Trial In U.S. Being Considered For Russian Detained In Afghanistan from Washington Post 18 Dec 13

The Obama administration is actively considering the use of a military commission in the United States to try a Russian who was captured
fighting with the Taliban several years ago and has been held by the U.S. military at a detention facility near Bagram air base in Afghanistan,
former and current U.S. officials said.

Guantanamo Judge Ejects Defendant At 9/11 Hearing from Associated Press 17 Dec 13

A Guantanamo Bay prisoner charged with aiding the Sept. 11 attack was ejected Tuesday from a pretrial hearing at the naval base after he ignored
several warnings to stop trying to address the court about alleged mistreatment inside his high-security prison cell. 

Two Guantanamo Bay prisoners sent to Saudi Arabia as part of closing plans from New York Daily News 17 Dec 13

Saad Muhammad Husayn Qahtani and Hamood Abdullah Hamood are the fifth and sixth prisoners to leave Guantanamo in recent months. The
move drops Guantanamo’s population to 160, and half of those detainees are cleared for transfer. 

Congress poised to take small step toward Guantanamo closing from NBC News 17 Dec 13



Congress appears ready to make it a little easier to allow the U.S. to send Guantanamo Bay detainees back to their home countries in a move that
inches President Barack Obama closer to his goal of shuttering the facility altogether. 

Two Saudi Prisoners Sent Home From Guantánamo from New York Times 17 Dec 13

Two Saudi men held by the United States without trial for nearly 12 years at the military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, have been repatriated,
the Pentagon said Monday. 

US Transfers Two Guantanamo Detainees To Saudi Arabia from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 13

Two inmates from the US prison at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba have been sent home to Saudi Arabia, the Pentagon said Monday, bringing the total
number remaining there to 160. 

Two Saudis back from Guantanamo face 'rehab' for militants from Reuters 17 Dec 13

Two Saudi detainees sent home from the U.S. detention center at Guantanamo Bay will go through the kingdom's rehabilitation program for
militants, the Interior Ministry said on Tuesday. 

U.S. repatriates two Guantanamo detainees to Saudi Arabia from Reuters 17 Dec 13

The United States has sent two detainees being held at the Guantanamo Bay detention facility back to their native Saudi Arabia, the Pentagon said
on Monday, the latest push in a slow-moving effort towards eventually shuttering the prison. 

9/11 case hearing opens with closed session at Guantánamo from Miami Herald 16 Dec 13

Lawyers in the Sept. 11 conspiracy trial met Monday with the judge in closed session for four hours and postponed until next year consideration
of some of the hot-button issues before the Guantánamo war court in favor of a weeklong hearing tackling dry legal issues surrounding the death-
penalty case. 

U.S. sends 2 Guantánamo prisoners home to Saudi Arabia from Miami Herald 16 Dec 13

The United States sent two long-cleared Guantánamo detainees to Saudi Arabia over the weekend, the latest move in renewed efforts to empty the
prison that President Barack Obama ordered closed in 2009. 

Secrecy eased at Guantanamo trial in 9/11 case from Associated Press 16 Dec 13

Defense lawyers in the Sept. 11 war crimes case at Guantanamo are praising a judge’s decision to ease restrictions on what defendants can say
about their treatment in CIA custody. 

US transfers two Guantanamo detainees to Saudi Arabia: Defense Dept from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 13

The US Defense Department announced Monday the transfer of two Guantanamo detainees to Saudi Arabia, bringing the total number of inmates
remaining at the US prison in Cuba to 160. 

No Sign Of Closing Up Shop At Guantanamo from NPR 16 Dec 13

RACHEL MARTIN, HOST: Interview with Carol Rosenberg. This is WEEKEND EDITION from NPR News, I'm Rachel Martin. The U.S.
prison at Guantanamo Bay could be closer to shutting down.

U.S. sends 2 Saudis home from Guantánamo from Miami Herald 16 Dec 13

The United States sent two long-ago cleared Guantánamo detainees to Saudi Arabia over the weekend, the latest move in renewed efforts to
empty the prison camps that President Barack Obama ordered closed in 2009. 

Monday’s 9/11 case hearing is closed session at Guantánamo from Miami Herald 15 Dec 13

The military judge in the Sept. 11 conspiracy trial ordered a daylong closed hearing of the Guantánamo war court Monday to map which of this
week’s arguments could be heard by the five alleged 9/11 plotters as well as the public. 

The Peaceful Protest US Govt Doesn't Want World to Know About from URUKNET 15 Dec 13

Media blackout hides Gitmo hunger strikes in military bid to erode public support 



Last Two Detained Sudanese in Guantanamo to Arrive in Khartoum Wednesday from Sudan Vision 15 Dec 13

The last two detained Sudanese in Guantanamo Bay will arrive in Khartoum airport on Wednesday 18 December, 2013. 

Guantanamo commander supports closing facility from ALJZAREEZA 12 Dec 13

Admiral's statement follows Obama's public call to shutter the military detention center in Cuba 

OPINION: The Mirror Of Guantánamo from New York Times 12 Dec 13

A decision last week by the federal appeals court in Washington, rejecting yet another Guantánamo detainee’s challenge to his continued
confinement, left barely a ripple in the vast, still pond of Guantánamo litigation. 

General who opened Guantanamo calls for it to be shut down from The Hill 12 Dec 13

Retired Maj. Gen. Michael Lehnert, who commanded the joint task force that established the prison at Guantánamo Bay in 2002, called Thursday
for it to be closed. 

‘Forever’ Prisoner’s Plea For Release From Guantánamo Stuck In Inter-agency Process from Miami Herald 12 Dec 13

Three weeks after the first Obama era parole-board hearing at Guantánamo, a step toward realizing the White House goal of emptying the prison,
the administration is still deciding what portions of a captive’s plea for freedom the public may see. 

UN Officials Lament Guantánamo Repatriation from Miami Herald 12 Dec 13

Two top United Nations officials said Tuesday they were concerned about the welfare of a Guantánamo captive the U.S. repatriated to Algeria last
week after a decade in the detention center in southeast Cuba. 

Half of Guantanamo prisoners could be transferred under defense bill from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Dec 13

Half the 162 detainees currently held at the military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, could be released to a third country under a bill expected to
pass Congress this month, a Senate Armed Services Committee source said Tuesday. 

US Congress deal on Guantanamo 'doesn't go far enough' from Agence France-Presse 11 Dec 13

A new US congressional deal that could ease restrictions on releasing Guantanamo detainees doesn't go nearly far enough towards closing the
controversial prison, defense lawyers and rights advocates said. 

UN Experts: Ex-Guantanamo Man May Be In Danger from Associated Press 11 Dec 13

Two U.N. special investigators say they fear an Algerian man recently sent home from Guantanamo Bay against his will is in danger. 

UN Officials Lament Guantánamo Repatriation from Miami Herald 11 Dec 13

Two top United Nations officials said Tuesday they were concerned about the welfare of a Guantánamo captive the U.S. repatriated to Algeria last
week after a decade in the detention center in southeast Cuba. 

Training ofthe Guards: Newcomers train through scenarios to ensure standards at GTMO from DVIDS 10 Dec 13

Behavioral Science Consultation Team assists newcomers through realistic scenarios, ensuring strength through the ranks of the guards at
Guantanamo Bay's detention facilities. 

Obese Guantanamo inmate loses court fight on care from Associated Press 10 Dec 13

A federal court has declined to get involved in a dispute over medical care for an obese prisoner in declining health at the Guantanamo Bay
detention center.

Half of Guantanamo prisoners could be transferred under defence bill from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 10 Dec 13

Half the 162 detainees currently held at the military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, could be released to a third country under a bill expected to
pass Congress this month, a Senate Armed Services Committee source said Tuesday. 



Congress' NDAA Deal Could Make It Easier For Obama To Finally Close Guantanamo from Huffington Post 10 Dec 13

The Senate and House Armed Services committees have reached a deal that would, for the first time, loosen restrictions that impede the
Pentagon's ability to transfer Guantanamo detainees to foreign countries, making it slightly easier for the Obama administration to pursue the
president's longstanding goal of closing the detention facilities. 

Guantanamo's secretive review boards from Al Jazeera 10 Dec 13

There are 162 prisoners still held at Guantanamo.

Congress deal to ease Guantanamo transfers from Agence France-Presse 9 Dec 13

Senior US lawmakers said Monday they have reached a compromise deal that eases restrictions on sending Guantanamo detainees home or to
third countries but bars their transfer to the United States. 

Congress deal to ease Guantanamo transfers: lawmakers from Agence France-Presse 9 Dec 13

Senior US lawmakers said Monday they have reached a compromise deal that eases restrictions on sending Guantanamo detainees home or to
third countries but bars their transfer to the United States. 

Vermont lawyer to talk about trying to represent Guantanamo detainee from Associated Press 9 Dec 13

A well-known lawyer based in St. Johnsbury travels across Vermont to Burlington this week to talk about representing a client who is imprisoned
at the military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Court weighs whether Guantanamo detainee searches are too aggressive from McClatchy 9 Dec 13

The key appellate court that’s incited a Senate-confirmation clash confronted on Monday touchy questions about searches of detainees at the U.S.
naval base at Guantanamo Bay. 

Judges question need for Guantanamo Bay genital searches from Associated Press 9 Dec 13

Federal appeals court judges Monday questioned whether the government has gone too far by searching the genital areas of Guantanamo
detainees who want to meet with their lawyers. 

Military retracts Guantánamo PTSD claim from Miami Herald 8 Dec 13

The U.S. military is retracting a claim made to “60 Minutes” that Guantánamo guards suffer nearly twice as much Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
as combat troops. 

Gitmo officials change procedures for hunger strikes, force-feeding from Uruknet 8 Dec 13

In move shrouded in secrecy, officials admit they have revised protocols regarding controversial prisoner protest 

OPINION: Bad decision at Guantanamo from New York Times 7 Dec 13

IN a perverse move, the Defence Department announced on Thursday that it had sent two of the longest-held detainees at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
both Algerian citizens, back to Algeria against their will. 

US repatriates two Algerian Guantanamo detainees from Agence France-Presse 6 Dec 13

Two Algerian detainees at the US prison camp in Guantanamo Bay have been repatriated, the Defense Department said Thursday, despite protest
from the prisoners who feared persecution. 

Sundance reveals 2014 dramatic film lineup from Columbia Missourian 5 Dec 13

In her first feature since "The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn _ Part 2," Kristen Stewart plays a guard stationed at Guantanamo Bay in budding
writer/director Peter Sattler's "Camp X-Ray." 

U.S. Sends Guantanamo Detainees to Algeria Despite Fears of Persecution from TIME Magazine 5 Dec 13

The United States said Thursday that it repatriated two Guantanamo Bay detainees to Algeria as it looks to eventually shutter the prison, sending
them to their native country despite their fears of persecution back home. 



Sudanese Detainee to Be Sent Home From Guantánamo from New York Times 5 Dec 13

A Sudanese man who in 2011 pleaded guilty before a military commission at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, to charges of conspiracy and providing
military support to terrorism has finished the portion of his sentence he was required to serve and will be sent home soon, the Pentagon announced
Tuesday. 

U.S. repatriates 2 Guantánamo prisoners who feared going home to Algeria from Miami Herald 5 Dec 13

The United States involuntarily repatriated two Guantánamo prisoners to Algeria on Wednesday, a move their lawyers decried as political
expedience and U.S. government officials said signaled another step toward emptying the controversial prison camps in southeast Cuba. 

IN THE CAMPS: Guantánamo ends daily hunger-strike reports from Miami Herald 5 Dec 13

The Guantánamo prison, whose motto is "safe, humane, legal, transparent detention," announced Tuesday that it will no longer disclose daily
hunger-strike figures — abandoning a practice that allowed the public to see the rise and fall of the captives’ nearly year-long protest. (Cmdr. John
Filostrat) refused to elaborate on how the daily report interfered with troop security and detainee welfare and whether "operational purpose" was
now a calculus in the "transparency" portion of the prison motto.

Gitmo detainees expose CIA's 'extraordinary rendition' at secret prison in Poland from RT (Russia) 4 Dec 13

In the first ever public hearing, Europe’s human rights court examined Poland’s role in CIA ‘black site’ prisons and torture of suspects. Poland
refuses to share information with the court saying that it could compromise a domestic investigation. 

Sudanese prisoner finishes Guantanamo sentence, will head home from Reuters 4 Dec 13

Prisoner Noor Uthman Muhammed has met the terms of his February 2011 plea agreement, which cut his 14-year sentence to 34 months in
exchange for his cooperation with prosecutors, the Pentagon official overseeing the Guantanamo war crimes tribunal wrote in a memo signed last
month and obtained by Reuters on Tuesday. 

Guantánamo ends daily hunger-strike reports from Miami Herald 4 Dec 13

The Guantánamo prison, whose motto is "safe, humane, legal, transparent detention," announced Tuesday that it will no longer disclose daily
hunger-strike figures — abandoning a practice that allowed the public to see the rise and fall of the captives’ nearly year-long protest. 

US will no longer disclose Guantanamo hunger strike tally from Associated Press 4 Dec 13

The U.S. military will no longer disclose to the media and public whether prisoners at Guantanamo Bay are on hunger strike, a spokesman said
Wednesday, eliminating what had long been an unofficial barometer of conditions at the secretive military outpost. 

Guantánamo Judge Lets Lawyers Take Secret Photos Of Scars Of Accused Sept. 11 “Mastermind” from Miami Herald 3 Dec 13

A military judge has ordered the prison at Guantánamo to let defense attorneys photograph scars on the ankles and wrists of the waterboarded,
alleged 9/11 mastermind, Khalid Sheik Mohammed, to preserve evidence in his death-penalty case. 

EDITORIAL: Politics keeps getTing in the way of closing Guantanamo from Washington Post 1 Dec 13

Six Months after President Obama rededicated himself to closing the Guantanamo Bay prison, his administration can point to modest signs of
progress.

2 Algerian Gitmo detainees refuse transfer to homeland from Agence France-Presse 30 Nov 13

Two Algerian detainees at Guantanamo Bay are fighting efforts by US President Barack Obama’s administration to transfer them to their
homeland, fearing abuse, a lawyer said late on Friday. 

Guantanamo Brit Resident Shaker Aamer Says Treatment By US Worse Than 'Despotic Regime' from The Huffington Post 29 Nov 13

Shaker Aamer, the last British resident in Guantanamo Bay has accused the US government of enforcing a punishment on him that even the most
"despotic regime" would not countenance. 

Prisoners Fight U.S. Over Repatriation From Guantanamo Bay from Wall Street Journal 29 Nov 13



Effort to Close Prison Hits Snag as Some Detainees Resist Transfer to Home Countries 

Gitmo detainees reportedly fighting transfer to home countries from FOX News 29 Nov 13

The Obama administration's effort to close the Guantanamo Bay prison has hit a new stumbling block with some detainees now fighting the
administration's push to have them repatriated. 

Penny Lane: Gitmo's other secret CIA facility from Associated Press 26 Nov 13

In the early years after 9/11, the CIA turned some Guantanamo Bay prisoners into double agents then sent them home to help the U.S. kill
terrorists, current and former U.S. officials said. The CIA promised the prisoners freedom, safety for their families and millions of dollars from the
agency's secret accounts.

They can’t read WikiLeaks, but they’re shown the movie; In the wacky world of Guantánamo, U.S. troops can watch the
movie about WikiLeaks but face court martial if they look at the website. from 26 Nov 13

In a surreal juxtaposition, the Navy last weekend screened The Fifth Estate for prison camp forces at Guantánamo — the base in Cuba where U.S.
troops are on notice they could be court-martialed if they actually read WikiLeaks, the material that the movie’s about. 

A Glimmer Of Sense On Guantánamo from New York Times 26 Nov 13

The Senate, in a little-noticed but positive move, voted last Tuesday to give President Obama new leeway to move toward closing the prison in
Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. 

Guantanamo Envoys Make First Joint Prison Visit from Associated Press 26 Nov 13

The two envoys appointed by President Barack Obama to lead the effort to close the Guantanamo Bay prison have made their first joint visit to the
U.S. base in Cuba. 

Obama’s Guantánamo closers make secret trip to prison camps, condemn status quo from Miami Herald 25 Nov 13

The two men charged with emptying the prison camps at Guantánamo of the last 164 captives visited the U.S. Navy base in southeast Cuba on
Monday and issued a strong rebuke of the status quo. 

Clock ticks on authority for Guantanamo detention from Miami Herald 23 Nov 13

...as Congress considers whether to grant trials and transfers to most detainees, time may be running out on the law that allows the U.S. to hold
them. The 2001 law is known as the Authorization for the Use of Military Force, or AUMF. It allowed the U.S. military to invade Afghanistan to
pursue, detain and punish extremists linked to the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001

WATCH: Senators Heed Call from Retired Admirals and Generals to Close Guantanamo from Human Rights First 21 Nov 13

This week, the Senate is considering the annual defense spending bill, the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), and the first contentious
amendments related to Guantanamo came up for a vote on Tuesday.

Rand Paul Aids Surprise Guantánamo Bay Win for Obama from TIME 21 Nov 13

Three Republicans join most Senate Democrats in a vote to loosen restrictions on transferring detainees out of the prison at Guantánamo Bay,
potentially leading to its closure 

US Senate eyes easing Guantanamo transfers from Agence France-Presse 21 Nov 13

The US Senate voted Tuesday to maintain a proposal that eases restrictions on transferring detainees from Guantanamo, setting up a potential first
step toward closing the controversial war-on-terror prison. 

US senate paralyzed over Gitmo from RT (Russia) 21 Nov 13

The US Senate is seemingly deadlocked when dealing with the Guantanamo Bay detention facility, voting down dueling measures which would
have either loosened or tightened restrictions on transferring detainees. 

Can Obama ever close Guantanamo? from Reuters (Blog) 21 Nov 13



Twelve years ago this week, President George W. Bush issued an order authorizing the U.S. military to detain non-U.S. citizen “international
terrorists” indefinitely, and try some of them in military commissions. Within two months, those seized in the “war on terror” following the U.S.-
led invasion of Afghanistan were being sent to Guantanamo Bay. 

Web Extra | A prison camps primer from Miami Herald 20 Nov 13

In early 2011, House Armed Services Committee chairman, Rep. Buck McKeon, R-Calif., declared the prison camp infrastructure had an overall
capacity to confine 800 captives. Here's a breakdown of the known lockups and other buildings, with best estimates of the current detainee
population: 

Senate paralyzed on what to do about Guantanamo from Associated Press 20 Nov 13

Stalemate prevents detainees from being transferred even though more than half of them have been cleared 

OPINION: A Rehab Model For Gitmo Detainees from Los Angeles Times 20 Nov 13

This week, the Senate takes up a White House-backed defense authorization bill that would reduce the restrictions on repatriating Yemeni
nationals held in the Guantanamo Bay detention facility.

Senate, House At Odds Over Moving Guantanamo Detainees from Washington Times 20 Nov 13

The Senate voted Monday night to ease restrictions on transferring suspected terrorist detainees from the prison at Guantanamo Bay to the U.S.,
overcoming GOP objections and giving President Obama at least a temporary victory on the annual defense policy bill. 

Senate weighs Guantanamo prison's fate from Agence France-Presse 19 Nov 13

The US Senate will vote later Tuesday on defense legislation that would ease restrictions on transferring detainees from Guantanamo, a major first
step toward closing the controversial war-on-terror prison. 

‘Let ’em out,’ Esperanza Spalding sings in Guantánamo protest video from Miami Herald 19 Nov 13

Grammy Award-winning musician Esperanza Spalding in a screengrab from her new music video 'We Are America,' urging closure of the prison
camps at Guantanamo. 

Guantanamo's last Briton speaks from IC Wolverhampton (UK) 19 Nov 13

The last British prisoner being held at Guantanamo Bay has spoken from his prison cell for the first time. 

Guantanamo's last UK inmate Shaker Aamer speaks from cell from BBC News 19 Nov 13

Mr Aamer was detained in Afghanistan in 2001

2014 NDAA, Now In Senate, Could Finally Mean The End Of Guantanamo from International Business Times 18 Nov 13

Since his 2008 campaign, President Barack Obama has promised to close the military prison at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba, but congressional
resistance has prevented him from transferring prisoners to either the U.S. mainland or overseas. 

Activists Demand USA Close Guantanamo Base from Prensa Latina 18 Nov 13

The Network of Intellectuals in Defense of Humankind demanded here today that the United States return to Cuba the territory occupied by the
Guantanamo naval base, which was seized a century ago and now houses an illegal detention center. 

White House pushes to loosen Gitmo transfer rules from Associated Press 18 Nov 13

President Barack Obama is pushing to overcome obstacles to closing the Guantanamo Bay prison, an elusive goal which has frustrated him since
he took office. That is setting the White House on a collision course with Congress in its bid to loosen restrictions for moving out detainees. 

List of remaining Guantanamo detainees from Associated Press 18 Nov 13

The Pentagon does not publicly release its list of current Guantanamo Bay detainees but earlier this year turned over a list of prisoners as of
January 2010 under a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit. 



Guantanamo will shift, not close from DW (Germany) 18 Nov 13

Critics accuse US President Barack Obama of breaking his promise to close Guantanamo. His hands are tied by a reluctant Congress - and an
America that might not want captured terrorists on its soil. 

A debrief with the 60 Minutes team who went to Gitmo from CBS News 18 Nov 13

For their two-part report on "Gitmo," correspondent Lesley Stahl and producer Rich Bonin were granted rare access to film the detention camp,
detainees, and guards who all unhappily coexist at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba. 

Guantanamo Bay in 1972: "Strangely tranquil" from CBS News 18 Nov 13

This week, Lesley Stahl showed 60 Minutes viewers the tense conditions at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base today for the detainees and guards who
coexist in collective "limbo" there. In 1972, the place was vastly different. 

FEATURE: Flights to Gitmo, and justice from The Philadelphia Inquirer 18 Nov 13

Pa. man, injured on 9/11, gets a chance via lottery to witness proceedings in Cuba

The two faces of America from Al Jazeera English 17 Nov 13

What did a Guantanamo inmate learn about Americans in Halloween? Shaker Aamer is the last remaining UK resident imprisoned at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba. He has been in US custody since 2002 and was one of the very first prisoners moved to Guantanamo, and was assigned Internment
Serial Number ISN 239. 

US generals: Guantanamo ‘symbol of torture’ from Press TV 15 Nov 13

Thirty-eight retired generals and admirals in the US have called on the Senate to close the notorious US-run Guantanamo prison describing it as
“a symbol of torture.” 

Retired Generals and Admirals Urge Senate to Take Steps to Close Guantanamo Responsibly from Human Rights First 14 Nov 13

As the Senate takes up the Fiscal Year 2014 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) this week, 38 of the nation’s most respected retired
generals and admirals are urging members of the Senate to take steps to close the Guantanamo Bay detention facility responsibly.

EDITORIAL: U.S. should finally close Guantánamo prison from Fresno Bee 14 Nov 13

The U.S. Senate should seize the chance to take a big step toward finally shutting down the prison. As soon as this week, senators will vote on a
defense spending bill that would give President Barack Obama long-needed flexibility to begin transferring the 164 detainees still being held,
including 84 already cleared for release as low-level security risks. 

U.S. Senate can take steps now to close Guantanamo Bay Prison from Chicago Sun-Times 14 Nov 13

The criminal justice system in the United States should set the highest standard of excellence and impartiality, a standard to which all other
democracies repair.

RT in Gitmo: Is there end in sight for US ‘Gulag’ 12 years after opening? from RT News (Russia) 14 Nov 13

Thirty-eight of the most respected retired generals and admirals have urged the US Senate to close Guantanamo Bay. America’s most notorious
military detention facility has reached its 12th anniversary, despite pressure and promises to shut it down. 

Statement Of Senator Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.), Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee, On Closing Guantanamo from Patrick
Leahy Vermont US Senator 14 Nov 13

There is ample evidence that the status quo is unsustainable. 

Amnesty International Urges Senators to Support Closing Guantanamo from Amnesty International 14 Nov 13

Organization supports transfer provisions in the Defense Authorization Bill 

EDITORIAL: Our View: Congress should help president close Guantánamo prison from Merced Sun-Star (CA) 12 Nov 13

The U.S. Senate should seize the chance to take a big step toward finally shutting down the prison. As soon as this week, senators will vote on a



defense spending bill that would give President Barack Obama long-needed flexibility to begin transferring the 164 detainees still being held,
including 84 already cleared for release as low-level security risks. 

EDITORIAL: America’s Global Gulag: Challenging Wrongful Convictions from Centre for Research on Globalization 12 Nov 13

Many thousands of political prisoners languish in America’s global gulag. They do so unjustly. War on terror victims increased earlier numbers. 

Bush Called Them ‘Unlawful Enemy Combatants.’ Obama Calls Them ‘Unprivileged Enemy Belligerents.’ from URUKNET 11 Nov

13

The Washington Post reported last week that hundreds of Afghan detainees held at Bagram airbase were transferred to Kabul’s control, as per
earlier agreements, and hundreds were simply released.

Sen. Chambliss warns against sending Gitmo detainees to Yemen for rehab from Washington Examiner 8 Nov 13

The top Republican on the Senate Intelligence Committee is urging the Obama administration to abandon any effort to help close Guantanamo
Bay by sending detainees back to their home country of Yemen. 

Secret diaries leaked of former top al-Qaida operative held Guantanamo from Agence France-Presse 8 Nov 13

Al Jazeera America published Thursday part of the secret personal diaries of one of Guantanamo’s most high-profile prisoners, with records of
meetings with al-Qaida chieftains. 

Closing Guantanamo: Obama's sudoku from Agence France-Presse 7 Nov 13

Closing Guantanamo prison may still top the White House's agenda, but the impossible headache that comes with it means President Barack
Obama may have to postpone his campaign promise indefinitely.

FEATURE: What it's like to be detained in Guantanamo Bay from URUKNET 7 Nov 13

As told to Ben Riley-Smith

Judge eases communication between Guantanamo inmates and lawyers from Daily Times (Pakistan) 7 Nov 13

The military judge in the September 11 trial ordered the US government on Wednesday to hand over correspondence on Guantanamo prison
conditions and lifted restrictions on lawyers’ communications with detainees. 

Sana’a – Washington discuss terror centre from Yemen Post 7 Nov 13

Now that the White House has agreed to close down its infamous Guantanamo Bay terror penitentiary as to avoid the wrath of human rights
organization and the ever increasing burden such a facility is having on its budget, US officials have been in talks with Yemeni officials to arrange
for the establishment of a detention/rehabilitation centre near the capital, Sana’a. 

U.S. Holds Talks About Yemen Detention Center For Guantanamo Inmates from Los Angeles Times 7 Nov 13

The Obama administration is in talks with Yemeni officials to set up a detention facility outside their capital to hold dozens of terrorism suspects
from Guantanamo Bay and Afghanistan, U.S. and Yemeni officials say. 

Guantánamo Judge Orders Pentagon To Let Him Read Red Cross-U.S. Correspondence from Miami Herald 7 Nov 13

The military judge in the Sept. 11 trial ordered the U.S. government Wednesday to turn over all correspondence from the International Committee
of the Red Cross about the treatment of the alleged 9/11 conspirators in Guantánamo detention, a blow to Pentagon arguments that the contacts are
confidential. 

US ordered to turn over Red Cross' files on Gitmo from Associated Press 6 Nov 13

A U.S. military judge on Wednesday ordered the U.S. government to turn over confidential reports compiled by the International Committee of
the Red Cross on conditions at Guantanamo Bay prison, a disclosure the ICRC argued could compromise its global mission. 

‘Australian Taliban’ Contests Guantánamo Guilty Plea from Miami Herald 6 Nov 13

Former “Australian Taliban” David Hicks, the first man to be convicted of war crimes at Guantánamo, asked the military commissions appeals



court to overturn his conviction on Tuesday, arguing he pleaded guilty to a terror charge as the desperate act of a tortured, suicidal captive at the
prison camps in Cuba. 

Obama meets with Guantánamo closure envoys from Miami Herald 5 Nov 13

Six months after he ordered creation of the special positions, President Barack Obama on Monday met with his two “special envoys for
Guantánamo closure” at the White House, which issued a statement calling the prison camps costly both financially and in U.S. standing overseas.

Former Muslim military chaplain to speak about experience at Guantanamo Bay from The Gazette (Iowa) 5 Nov 13

James Yee’s life took a “very different turn” for him when he went from being an Army captain and Muslim chaplain at the Guantanamo Bay
detention facility to finding himself imprisoned for 76 days on allegations of being a terrorist spy. Charges, which were later dropped. 

Military, CIA compelled medics to abuse detainees, report says from Los Angeles Times/Stars & Stripes 4 Nov 13

The Task Force on Preserving Medical Professionalism in National Security Detention Centers concludes that since September 11, 2001, the
Department of Defense and CIA improperly demanded that U.S. military and intelligence agency health professionals collaborate in intelligence
gathering and security practices in a way that inflicted severe harm on detainees in U.S. custody.

Report: Military doctors have abused detainees, breached ethics from Navy Times 4 Nov 13

A three-year review of physicians’ participation in force-feedings and detainee interrogations has concluded that military doctors engaged in
abusive practices in Iraq, Afghanistan and Cuba and continue adhering to Defense Department policies that breach medical ethics. 

Report Outlines How the C.I.A. and Department of Defense Sidestep Medical Ethics from Atlantic Wire 4 Nov 13

A new report from a taskforce of the Institute on Medicine as a Profession has outlined how doctors, nurses, and other healthcare workers for the
federal government violated their ethical agreements when dealing with terror detainees.

Report raps doctors over roles in post-9/11 interrogations from CNN 4 Nov 13

U.S. military and intelligence agencies pushed doctors working in military detention centers to violate medical ethics by taking part in the
mistreatment of prisoners by interrogators, medical and legal experts conclude in a new report. 

Doctors complicit in torture at CIA, military prisons from Agence France-Presse 4 Nov 13

Doctors and nurses tasked with monitoring the health of terror suspects were complicit in abuses committed at prisons run by the Pentagon and
the CIA, an independent report said on Monday. 

Obama reiterates commitment to closing Guantanamo from Xinhua (China) 4 Nov 13

U.S. President Barack Obama on Monday met with two special envoys tasked with closing detention facility at Naval Base Guantanamo Bay,
reiterating commitment to closing the infamous prison. 

Inside Guantanamo from CBS News 60 Minutes 3 Nov 13

The following script is from "Guantanamo" which aired on Nov. 3, 2013. The correspondent is Lesley Stahl. Rich Bonin, producer. 

US spends $450 million annually on Gitmo facility where 9/11 trials are under way from Washington Examiner 1 Nov 13

When 9/11 mastermind Khalid Sheikh Mohammed appears before the military commission trying him for war crimes, his day starts early, with a
lawyer arriving at his cell around 5 a.m. 

At Guantanamo prison, hunger strikes subside for now from Agence France-Presse 1 Nov 13

Only a dozen prisoners remain on hunger strike at the US detention center in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, eight months after the start of their protest
fast. 

Kuwait, US have understanding on Gitmo inmates from Kuwait Times 31 Oct 13

The Head of the Department of Follow-up and Coordination of the Foreign Ministry Ambassador Khaled Al- Meghmas hailed Wednesday the
success of talks held recently with American officials to secure the return of Kuwaiti inmates at Guantanamo Bay.



Best served with olive oil: Gitmo staffer describes force feeding to RT from RT News 31 Oct 13

A Guantanamo employee in charge of force feeding at the facility told RT correspondent how exactly the inmates ‘like’ the procedure to be
performed. 15 of the detainees are reportedly still being force fed at the detention center. 

40th ID Detachment Deploys to Cuba from Los Angeles Regional Public Affairs 31 Oct 13

On a typically beautiful Southern California morning, families, friends and loved ones of Soldiers with the California Army National Guard’s
Detachment A, Headquarters Support Company, 40th Infantry Division, gathered to bid their citizen-Soldiers farewell Oct. 19. 

Sweating Out Guantanamo's Pitfalls With Brig General from Courthouse News Service 30 Oct 13

The brigadier general gunning for the suspected plotters of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks goes to great lengths - on a roughly 5-mile run around the
Caribbean naval base - to convince skeptical reporters that he is steering the reputed "trial of the century" at an appropriate forum. 

Poland grants victim status to Guantánamo detainee over torture allegations from Amnesty International 30 Oct 13

By granting “injured person” status to a torture survivor currently detained by the US military at Guantánamo Bay, the Polish authorities are a step
closer to revealing the truth about the US-led secret detention and rendition programme in Poland, Amnesty International said today. 

Ex-Guantanamo detainee 'planned Benghazi attack' from The Telegraph (UK) 29 Oct 13

CBS report revives claim of an Obama cover-up of the assault that killed the US ambassador to Libya and three others 

Collective Punishment by Nationality: The Plight of Guantanamo's Yemenis from Huffington Post 29 Oct 13

Over one-third of all Guantánamo prisoners are Yemenis who have been approved for release by President Obama, many by President Bush as
well. Yet only one Yemeni prisoner has been transferred off of the island alive since 2010. Guantánamo is becoming an internment camp reserved
for Muslim men from Yemen. 

Vietnam vet calls Guantanamo immoral from Mail Tribune 29 Oct 13

Elliott Adams describes himself as a patriotic American who loves his country. And that, stresses the combat veteran of the Vietnam War, is what
drives him to speak out against the prison camp at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, which he concludes is both illegal and immoral.

Inter-American Commission Calls for Closure of Guantanamo in Public Hearing from URUKNET 28 Oct 13

CEJIL and CCR Call for United States to Grant IACHR and UN Experts Access to Detention Center 

Americas' rights commission questions Guantanamo treatment from Agence France-Presse 28 Oct 13

The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights Monday demanded the United States explain abuses allegedly committed at Guantanamo
prison, especially its practice of force-feeding inmates on hunger strike. 

UN Concerned about Indefinite Detentions in Gitmo Prison from Prensa Latina 28 Oct 13

The United Nations Special Rapporteur on Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, Juan Mendez, sais today to
be deeply concerned about the indefinite detention of many prisoners in the Guantanamo prison, opened by United States in occupied Cuban
terrotory. 

Former Guantanamo commander speaking at Furman from Associated Press 28 Oct 13

The former commanding officer of the Guantanamo Bay detention camp in Cuba is speaking at Furman University this week. 

Defense in 9/11 case at Guantanamo urge US president to release details CIA program from Associated Press 28 Oct 13

Defense lawyers for five men charged in the Sept. 11 attack appealed to President Barack Obama to declassify details of the CIA’s secret
interrogation program of terrorist suspects as the latest installment in the long-running proceedings came to an end Friday. 

Guantanamo fate tied to Afghanistan exit from Washington Post 27 Oct 13

Officials believe detainees could start new appeals



9/11 victims suffered 'torture,' not Guantanamo detainees: families from Agence France-Presse 26 Oct 13

Allegations by five accused 9/11 plotters that they were tortured in US detention have outraged many relatives of those who died in the attacks,
who said their loved ones suffered a far worse fate. 

Guantánamo lawyers want to photograph scars of waterboarded Sept. 11 ‘mastermind’ from Miami Herald 25 Oct 13

A U.S. Marine attorney defending alleged 9/11 mastermind Khalid Sheik Mohammed asked a military judge Friday to let lawyers photograph
scars on the ankles and wrists of the man who U.S. agents waterboarded 183 times. 

Guards at the Guantanamo Bay detention facility accused of improper document seizures from Reuters 25 Oct 13

An attorney for a man charged with plotting the Sept. 11 attacks accused US military guards at the Guantanamo Bay detention facility on
Thursday of seizing his client's private legal documents. 

Guantanamo official defends frequent cell searches from Associated Press 25 Oct 13

A Guantanamo Bay legal official is defending frequent searches of the prison cells of the men charged in the Sept. 11 attacks. 

Former Detainee’s Right To Speedy Trial Wasn’t Violated, Appeals Panel Rules from New York Times 25 Oct 13

A federal appeals panel in Manhattan ruled on Thursday that the government’s long detention of a valuable terrorist, first at a secret site run by the
Central Intelligence Agency and then at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, did not deprive the suspect of his right to a speedy trial. 

Guantánamo prisoner Shaker Aamer not allowed to see film of his plight from The Guardian (UK) 24 Oct 13

Prison's last British resident denied permission to watch Guantánamo Bay: The Hunger Strikes, an animation based on testimony from him and
four others 

At Guantánamo, 9/11 hearing probes cell searches, seizures from Miami Herald 24 Oct 13

Defense attorneys questioned a prison camp lawyer Thursday about guards seizing sensitive legal papers in the Sept. 11 case, the latest chapter in
a continuing struggle over the prison’s handling of privileged legal documents in the death-penalty tribunal. 

US court upholds embassy bombings conviction, rejecting speedy trial claim from Christian Science Monitor 24 Oct 13

The appeals court rejected the argument that Ahmed Khalfan Ghailani, a former Al Qaeda operative, should have his conviction and life sentence
overturned because he didn't have a speedy trial. 

Guantánamo Captive Sustained Head Injury While In CIA Custody from Miami Herald 24 Oct 13

One of the alleged Sept. 11 plotters suffered a head injury in CIA custody that caused memory loss and delusions, a Pentagon defense lawyer said
in court Wednesday at a pre-trial hearing focusing on the U.N. Convention Against Torture. 

Records: Guantanamo Inmate Injured In CIA Custody from Associated Press 24 Oct 13

Medical records show an accused terrorist now held at Guantanamo Bay sustained a head injury while he was in CIA custody and has suffered
lasting health problems as a result, his lawyer said Wednesday. 

Guantanamo official defends frequent cell searches from Associated Press 24 Oct 13

A Guantanamo Bay legal official is defending frequent searches of the prison cells of the men charged in the Sept. 11 attacks. 

Guantánamo Defense Attorneys Want To Accuse U.S. Of Torture — But Can’t from Miami Herald 23 Oct 13

Defense lawyers made clear Tuesday that they want to pursue international torture claims against the U.S. government to stave off execution of
the five men accused of conspiring in the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks — and argued that war-court restrictions block that avenue of defense. 

Torture Invoked In Guantanamo 9/11 Hearing from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 13

Lawyers for Guantanamo Bay detainees accused of the 9/11 attacks said their defendants’ rights were violated because they are prevented from
open discussion of alleged mistreatment in secret prisons. 



Guantanamo prisoner injured in CIA custody: official from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 13

Medical records show that a September 11 terror suspect sustained a head injury while being held and interrogated by the CIA that has triggered
lasting health problems, his lawyer said Wednesday. 

Guantanamo guards accused of seizing 9/11 documents from Reuters 23 Oct 13

The attorneys accused Guantanamo guards of taking legal papers stamped "privileged" from the detainees' cells. 

Torture treaty rights sought in Guantanamo trial from Associated Press 22 Oct 13

A new challenge is underway to secrecy rules imposed by a judge in the Sept. 11 war crimes case at Guantanamo Bay. 

Guantánamo War Crimes Prosecutor Agreed Latest Al-Qaida Catch Should Get NYC Trial from Miami Herald 22 Oct 13

The chief war crimes prosecutor said Monday he agreed with the Obama administration decision to bring the case of an alleged al-Qaida
conspirator in the 1998 U.S. embassies bombings to federal court rather than permit him to prosecute the case of Abu Anas al Libi at a military
commission. 

United States Guantanamo Force-Feeding Like Serial Rape, Says Campaigner from International Business Times (UK) 21 Oct 13

The United States government has been labelled a "serial rapist" by a man who underwent forced feeding in public to protest against the treatment
of prisoners at Guantánamo Bay. 

EDITORIAL: Close Guantanamo Bay, send the prisoners home from Gulf News 20 Oct 13

The US has achieved nothing but condemnation over this myopic and idiotic plan to combat terror

29 ND National Guardsmen honored after return from Guantanamo Bay from INFORUM 20 Oct 13

Twenty-nine North Dakota National Guardsmen were honored here on Sunday after returning from a nine-month deployment at the Guantanamo
Bay detention camp in Cuba. 

US court to hear appeal on ‘painful, humiliating, and degrading’ force-feeding at Guantanamo from URUKNET 17 Oct 13

A federal court will on Friday hear an appeal from Guantanamo Bay detainees asking that it rule to end force-feeding...

Federal Courts Prosecute Suspected Terrorists As Guantanamo Bay Remains Open from Associated Press 15 Oct 13

Four years after his failed effort to bring the 9/11 mastermind to New York for trial, President Barack Obama has reinstated the federal courthouse
as America's preferred venue for prosecuting suspected terrorists.

As Guantanamo Lurches and Stumbles, Obama Finds Quiet, Steady Terrorism Policy in Courts from Associated Press 15 Oct 13

Four years after his failed effort to bring the 9/11 mastermind to New York for trial, President Barack Obama has reinstated the federal courthouse
as America's preferred venue for prosecuting suspected terrorists.

Guantanamo Bay Prison Camp Still at Work on Its Image from Washington Post 13 Oct 13

Weeds now grow where nearly two dozen kneeling and blindfolded men in orange jumpsuits were photographed as guards in fatigues looked on.

The Making of "Guantanamo Bay: The Hunger Strikes" from The Observer (UK) 12 Oct 13

For Sami al-Hajj, the scenes in the film he is watching at his home in Doha, Qatar, take him back to his darkest hours. Twice a day, for 16 months,
al-Hajj was strapped down and force-fed inside Guantánamo Bay. Today, viewing a film representation of the procedure in Guantánamo Bay: The
Hunger Strikes – an animated short made by two British journalists – induces a familiar sensation of torment.

U.S. Reviewing Cases of Dozens of Detainees from Miami Herald 10 Oct 13

The Obama administration has begun reviewing for the possibility of release dozens of prisoners held at Guantánamo Bay without charges as part
of renewed effort to close the prison, the Pentagon said Wednesday.



Miami Herald Reporter Sues Pentagon to Learn Costs at Guantanamo's Camp 7 from Miami Herald 10 Oct 13

Carol Rosenberg, the Miami Herald reporter who's covered the detention center at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, since it opened in 2002, is suing the
Pentagon under the Freedom of Information Act over its refusal to divulge details of the cost to build and operate the center's Camp 7, where 16
so-called high-value detainees, including the accused 9/11 conspirators, are being held.

Lawyers Argue Some Guantanamo Bay Prisoners Are Too Sick to Keep Locked Up from Associated Press 10 Oct 13

Tarek El-Sawah is in terrible shape after 11 years as a prisoner at Guantanamo Bay, a fact even the U.S. military does not dispute.

Miami Herald Reporter Sues Pentagon to Learn Costs at Guantanamo's Camp 7 from Miami Herald 9 Oct 13

Carol Rosenberg, the Miami Herald reporter who's covered the detention center at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, since it opened in 2002, is suing the
Pentagon under the Freedom of Information Act over its refusal to divulge details of the cost to build and operate the center's Camp 7, where 16
so-called high-value detainees, including the accused 9/11 conspirators, are being held.

Pentagon to Review Guantanamo Detainees Held Without Charge from Reuters 9 Oct 13

The Pentagon said on Wednesday it had begun re-examining the evidence for the continued detention of terrorism suspects held without charge at
Guantanamo, Cuba, more than two years after President Barack Obama directed it to develop a review process.

Efforts to Close Guantanamo Begin with Inmate Reviews from Associated Press 9 Oct 13

A formal review process for dozens of men being held at Guantanamo Bay without charge has begun as part of an effort to close the prison, the
Pentagon said Wednesday.

Capitol Hill lawyer chosen as Pentagon’s ‘Guantánamo closer’ from Miami Herald 8 Oct 13

The Obama administration has chosen a former U.S. Marine and seasoned congressional lawyer to serve as the special envoy at the Defense
Department for the closure of the Guantánamo prison, which Tuesday held 164 prisoners. 

GOP to Obama: Send Libyan Suspect to Guantanamo from Associated Press 8 Oct 13

The Obama administration’s detention of a high-profile terrorist suspect aboard a Navy vessel drew sharp opposition Tuesday among Republicans
in Congress, who said Abu Anas al-Libi should be sent to the U.S. prison at Guantánamo Bay for indefinite interrogation.

Groups Urge Obama to Close Guantanamo Bay Prison from USA Today 7 Oct 13

The government is shut down, but activism goes on — including efforts to close the prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.

US Agrees to Release of Ill Guantanamo Prisoner from Associated Press 3 Oct 13

The U.S. government has dropped its opposition to the release of a Guantanamo Bay prisoner who suffers from severe psychological and physical
illnesses.

Court Reviews Gitmo Ruling from Wall Street Journal 1 Oct 13

U.S. Argues for Right to Try Defendants for Conspiracy Under 'American Common Law of War' The administration on Monday pressed a federal
appeals court to rule that the U.S. can prosecute foreigners before military commissions for conspiracy even though international law doesn't
consider the offense a war crime. 

Congress Shuts Down (College Services for Sailors at) Guantanamo from Huffington Post 1 Oct 13

Congress has stymied the Obama administration's efforts to close the detention facilities at Guantanamo Bay, but there's one component of
Guantanamo that it has now shut down: the office that provides academic counseling and educational services to the military personnel stationed
there.

Military Judge Refuses to Delay 9/11 Cases at Guantanamo Bay from Associated Press 1 Oct 13

Legal proceedings against five Guantanamo Bay prisoners charged in the Sept. 11, 2001, attack should go forward, a military judge ruled Tuesday,
rejecting a bid to put the case on hold until the Pentagon resolves concerns about computer network security.



Guantanamo: System failure from Human Rights Watch 30 Sep 13

You know something is wrong when defense lawyers have to hike to Starbucks to find Internet access they feel they can—relatively, anyway—
trust.

Guantanamo detainee files complaint about UK security services from Gulf News 29 Sep 13

In submission to UK’s most secret court, Shaker Aamer alleges his release has been blocked due to ‘defamatory statements’ 

US Says 2 Guantanamo Prisoners Left El Salvador from Associated Press 27 Sep 13

Two former detainees from the Guantanamo Bay prison who were resettled in El Salvador as refugees have left the Central American country. 

Southcom: No Fiber-Optic Contract Yet; Cable To Cuba To Be Dropped In 2015 from Miami Herald 26 Sep 13

A senior Pentagon official testified last week that a fiber-optic communications cable linking Florida to the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Bay,
Cuba, “would probably be implemented in about two years.” At Southern Command, a spokesman says the contract has yet to be awarded and the
work won’t start until after that Defense Department official departs government service. 

Jacksonville company to do $10 million in repairs at Guantanamo Bay from Jacksonvill Buisness Journal 26 Sep 13

A Jacksonville firm has been awarded a $10.3 million contract to repair public waterfront areas at Naval Station Guantanamo Bay that were
damaged by Hurricane Sandy.

2 former Guantánamo detainees, both Uighurs, have left El Salvador from McClatchy 26 Sep 13

When and how the two ethnic Uighurs left El Salvador is unknown, but their departure is sure to fuel worries that the United States has lost track
of some released Guantánamo detainees.

Will Obama Finally Close GITMO As Promised? from The Fiscal Times 26 Sep 13

But there’s a very simple reason for his failure to make good on this more than four years later: Closing the base would require Congress to
overturn a number of laws restricting prisoner transfer, and Republicans have refused to do so. 

Guantanamo Briton Shaker Aamer To Sue British Intelligence For Alleged Torture from Huffington Post (UK) 26 Sep 13

Shaker Aamer, the last British man in Guantanamo Bay, is to sue British intelligence services for alleged torture and unlawful detention at the
Cuban base. 

Pentagon denies funds to renovate Gitmo from Salon 26 Sep 13

The disintegration of facilities highlights how the promise of a temporary prison remains broken 

Pentagon Denies Money For Guantánamo Overhaul from New York Times 25 Sep 13

The Pentagon has rejected a military request that it spend $195.7 million to renovate the prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, an official with the
United States Southern Command said on Tuesday. The Obama administration has been trying to close the prison, but Congress has prevented it
from doing so.

COMMENTARY: TROTTER: Chilling dissent over Guantanamo policy from Washington Times 25 Sep 13

In Mr. Obama’s world, a secret kill list populated with U.S. citizens is more appropriate than waterboarding Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, principal
architect of Sept. 11 and Gitmo resident, in search of actionable intelligence.

Nothing to Celebrate Four Months After Obama’s Promise to Resume Releasing Cleared Prisoners from Guantánamo from
andyworthington.co.uk 25 Sep 13

Four months ago, on May 23, President Obama delivered a major speech on national security issues, in which he promised to resume releasing
cleared prisoners from Guantánamo. 

This Journalist Using Google Glass At Guantanamo Bay Is Testing The Limits Of Government Secrecy from Business Insider
(Australia) 25 Sep 13



It’s impossible to visit Guantanamo Bay (GTMO) Naval Station and not receive an earful about Carol Rosenberg of the Miami Herald. The
colonel in charge of the prison and the military communication teams at GTMO may find her tenacity causing unexpected work, but if they’re
annoyed it’s tempered by their immense respect for her. 

Pentagon: ‘No one believes Guantanamo hunger strike is over’ from URUKNET.info 24 Sep 13

The mass wave of prisoner hunger strikes at Guantanamo Bay cannot be considered over, a Pentagon spokesman said on Tuesday, following an
outcry over media reports suggesting the protest had largely ended. 

Guantanamo Officials Stop Daily Release Of Hunger Strike Numbers from Huffington Post 24 Sep 13

Military officials at the Guantanamo Bay prison camp announced on Monday that they would stop automatically releasing the numbers of
detainees being tracked as hunger strikers and those being force-fed. The hunger strike, which began in February and once involved the vast
majority of Guantanamo's low-value detainees, has been carried on by just 19 of the facility's 164 prisoners for the past two weeks. 

Guantanamo Hunger Strike Is Largely Over, U.S. Says from New York Times 24 Sep 13

The military on Monday effectively pronounced the end of a mass hunger strike among detainees at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba — a six-month
protest that at one point swept through a majority of the inmate population, refocused global attention on the prison, and pushed the Obama
administration to revive the effort to shutter it. 

Guantánamo: Protest Hits Bottom; 19 Prisoners Still On Hunger Strike from McClatchy 24 Sep 13

The prison at Guantánamo said Monday it believed a long-running hunger strike has bottomed out with 19 protesting prisoners — down from a
high of 106 protesters locked inside solitary cells this summer. 

US Military Ending Gitmo Hunger Strike Updates from Associated Press 24 Sep 13

U.S. military officials at the Guantanamo Bay prison announced Monday that they will stop releasing daily hunger strike updates because they say
the number of protesters has steadily dropped to a core group of 19 defiant prisoners. 

Guantanamo Authorities Consider Hunger Strike Wave Over from Agence France-Presse 24 Sep 13

Authorities at the US prison at Guantanamo Bay said they would no longer issue daily hunger strike updates on detainees, effectively announcing
the end of the unprecedentedly broad prisoner protest. 

Ex-Gitmo Detainee Khadr To Appear In Canada Court from Associated Press 24 Sep 13

A Canadian judge deciding if former Guantanamo Bay inmate Omar Khadr should be transferred from a federal prison said Monday his ruling
will come down to whether he believes he is serving time as a youth or an adult. 

OPINION: Pushing the Gitmo boulder from NEW YORK DAILY NEWS 23 Sep 13

Detainees, many of them never charged, sit and rot

Official: 9/11 Attorneys Were Improperly Queried from Washington Post 21 Sep 13

A senior Pentagon official said Friday that defense lawyers in the case of five alleged al-Qaeda terrorists charged with plotting the Sept. 11, 2001,
attacks should not have been questioned about their Internet browsing. 

Pentagon Cyber Chief Takes Stand At Guantanamo Bay from Associated Press 20 Sep 13

The Pentagon’s chief information officer has taken the witness stand at Guantanamo Bay amid a computer security dispute that threatens to delay
the Sept. 11 trial. 

Judge Rules Against Release of Video of Guantanamo Prisoner’s Interrogations, Could Be Used as Propaganda from Uruknet.net
20 Sep 13

A federal judge ruled last week that the United States government did not have to release images or videos of interrogations of a prisoner at
Guantanamo Bay, who a convening authority for military commissions previously conceded had been tortured. 



Eye on Guantanamo: Seton Hall student observing legal proceedings from Stars and Stripes 19 Sep 13

A Paramus, N.J., native traveled to Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba recently to observe pretrial hearings for Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and
four others accused of planning the 9/11 attacks.

Defense Files Lost Because DoD Techies Failed “IT 101? from human rights first 19 Sep 13

Another day of testimony in the 9/11 case at the Guantanamo Bay courtroom revealed a few new nuggets of information about the computer
catastrophes at the Office of Military Commissions and how to fix them. 

Tech Boss Says Computer System Is OK from Miami Herald 19 Sep 13

The head of computer systems in Guantanamo says the network is secure enough to protect the defendants’ attorney-client privilege.

9/11 Defense Lawyers Tell Of 'Monitoring' from Washington Post 19 Sep 13

They say government is tracking their Web activities in real time 

Guantanamo computer problems worsening, defense lawyer tells judge from Reuters 19 Sep 13

Months of efforts to fix a file-gobbling computer system used by defense lawyers in the Guantanamo war crimes tribunal have only turned up
more problems, the chief defense counsel testified on Wednesday. 

Moroccan Ex-Guantánamo Detainees Fighting in Syria's Civil War from AINA - Assyrian International News Agency 19 Sep 13

So far in the Syrian civil war, I have come across two Moroccan ex-Gitmo detainees fighting in Syria.

Ex-Guantanamo detainee dies in Syria fighting Assad from Reuters 18 Sep 13

A former prisoner at the Guantanamo Bay U.S. naval base died fighting for anti-government rebels in Syria, according to an Islamist opposition
group which posted a video of his funeral on YouTube. 

Ex-Guantánamo detainee dies fighting Assad in Syria from Miami Herald 18 Sep 13

An Islamic opposition group in Syria has posted a video of the funeral of a former Guantánamo prisoner, the first known report that one of the 500
or so captives released during the Bush administration joined the Syrian insurgency to topple Bashar Assad. 

Defense pushes to postpone 9/11 case at Guantanamo from Associated Press 18 Sep 13

Lawyers for the accused detainees in the Sept. 11 case at Guantanamo naval prison in Cuba are pressing their effort to put proceedings on hold
until security problems with a computer network are fixed. 

Ex-Guantánamo Detainee Dies Fighting Assad In Syria from Miami Herald 18 Sep 13

An Islamic opposition group in Syria has posted a video of the funeral of a former Guantánamo prisoner, the first known report that one of the 500
or so captives released during the Bush administration joined the Syrian insurgency to topple Bashar Assad. 

Guantanamo: 9/11 Suspect Expelled From Courtroom from Agence France-Presse 17 Sep 13

One of five men accused of plotting the September 11, 2001 attacks was expelled from a Guantanamo courtroom Monday after trying to speak
without permission. 

Unruly Defendants, Ill Lawyer Close Court from Miami Herald 17 Sep 13

The judge in the 9/11 trial halted hearings after two defendants spoke out of turn and a defense attorney required medical attention. 

Seton Hall student to observe Guantanamo proceedings from NorthJersey.com 17 Sep 13

A Paramus native traveled to Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba over the weekend to observe pretrial hearings for Khalid Sheikh Mohammed
and four others accused of planning the 9/11 attacks.

Tom Wilner: President Obama Could Close Guantánamo Tomorrow If He Wanted To from Independent Journalist (UK) 17 Sep 13

Guantánamo has been back in the news this year, because the prisoners, risking their lives, embarked on a prison-wide hunger strike to show their



despair at ever being released or given any form of justice, and the world’s media picked up on it.

Judge orders 9/11 defendant removed from Guantanamo courtroom after arguing with judge from Associated Press 16 Sep 13

A defendant in the Sept. 11 case at Guantanamo Bay was ejected from the courtroom Monday after arguing with the judge at the start of a pretrial
hearing. 

Judge to weigh whether 9/11 case at Guantanamo should be halted from Reuters 16 Sep 13

The judge in the Guantanamo war crimes court is to decide this week whether to halt pretrial hearings in the Sept. 11 case until next year so
technicians can fix computer problems that defense lawyers say are styming their work. 

OPINION: America's unfinished business from Tribune-Review 15 Sep 13

A dozen years after the 9/11 attacks, the trials against the accused jihadist plotters who incinerated pregnant women, firefighters, grandparents,
newlyweds, toddlers and schoolchildren have yet to begin. Justice not only has been delayed and denied. Justice has been demoted, disowned and
deserted. 

EDITORIAL: Guantanamo Bay prison must be shut down from Gulf News 15 Sep 13

The prison in Guantanamo Bay should be shut down. It is a gross abuse of the American and international legal systems, and a betrayal of the
high standards to which the US seeks to hold itself. 

OPINION: Obama's Gitmo policy: Aiding & abetting the enemy from Associated Press 14 Sep 13

The latest report to Congress on released Guantanamo Bay inmates shows more returning to terrorism, confirming yet again that the Obama
administration's desire to close the prison and release its inmates is no way to fight terrorism. 

US Judge Nixes Release Of Guantanamo Captive's Pics from Associated Press 14 Sep 13

The government does not have to release photographs and dozens of videotapes of a Saudi citizen held at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, a judge ruled
Friday after concluding they do not depict illegal conduct, evidence of mistreatment or potential sources of governmental embarrassment. 

Kuwait Ruler Presses Obama on Guantanamo Detainees from Associated Press 13 Sep 13

Kuwait's ruler said Friday he asked President Barack Obama to speed the process of releasing two countrymen held at the U.S. military prison at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR: Obama acts first, thinks later from Washington Times 13 Sep 13

On Jan. 22, 2009, President Obama signed an order to close the detention center for terrorism suspects at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba. As with most of his decisions, Mr. Obama acted first and thought second — and he didn't have a clue about how to implement this one,
either. "Gitmo" is still open. 

COMMENTARY: Cuba Diaries; “Welcome To Your Second Home” Cuba 4.1 – OpEd from Eurasia Review 13 Sep 13

Whenever I am invited to Cuba, if possible, I jump at the invitation. After the first time I visited in 2007, I was pleasantly surprised that I loved it
here so much. The first time I came, it was for the sixth anniversary of the opening of Guantanamo Bay by the US as a prison camp for those
rounded up in the Middle East by the Empire. 

It’s time to end the injustice of Guantanamo and Bagram from Aljazeera 13 Sep 13

On September 11, as the world remembered the dreadful terrorist attacks on New York City and Washington, DC 12 years ago, it is time also to
remember that, in its response to those attacks, the US embarked on a dangerous flight from the law that led to the use of torture and indefinite
detention without charge or trial.

EDITORIAL: Pursuit of justice advances in Gitmo court from Stars and Stripes 13 Sep 13

Twelve years after misguided religious sycophants of the late al-Qaida leader Osama bin Laden murdered nearly 3,000 people, costly ripple
effects still can be seen all over the world. A primary place they are evident is in a military courtroom in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 



Keeping Guantánamo on American Minds from Truthout 12 Sep 13

On Friday, September 6, 2013 dozens witnessed in front of the White House, a live force-feed of 52-year-old Andres Conteris on his 61st day of a
water-only hunger strike. Thousands more would watch from home via live stream, RT and Huffington Post. Conteris began a hunger strike on
July 8, 2013 in solidarity with Guantánamo Bay and the California prison, Pelican Bay. 

COMMENTARY: 9/11: America's Unfinished Business from Europe News 11 Sep 13

Before we head to Syria to avenge the mass murder of their kids, how about we finish avenging ours? 

At least 100 of the 603 freed Guantanamo Bay prisoners have returned to terrorism, U.S. intelligence report reveals from Daily
Mail (UK) 11 Sep 13

603 terrorists have been released from Guantanamo Bay prison in Cuba 100 are confirmed (and another 74 suspected) to have returned to
terrorism The U.S. military facility has recently been condemned for its controversial force-feeding processes 

FEATURE: Inside a Guantanamo Bay Prison Tour - Molly Crabapple Returns to Guantanamo Bay from VICE.com 11 Sep 13

On August 28, prisoner Nabil Hadjarab left Guantanamo Bay. Miss Holly, the three-time winner of Cupcake Wars, came to visit. Sold for a
bounty during the war in Afghanistan, Nabil had languished for over a decade in the island prison. Six years after he was cleared to leave, guards
threw a hood over his head, and shackled him and another detainee, and led him aboard a military plane to Algeria, a country he had not seen
since he was a teenager. Despite Obama's promises to close Guantánamo, the pair were the first detainees transferred in over a year. 

Guantánamo judge makes secret ruling on secret motion in secret hearing from Miami Herald 11 Sep 13

During a secret hearing at Guantánamo, the military judge in the 9/11 death-penalty case ruled against a secret government request to withhold
information from defense lawyers for accused Sept. 11 mastermind Khalid Sheik Mohammed and his four alleged co-conspirators, according to a
partially redacted transcript released Tuesday. 

FEATURE: From Karachi to Guantanamo from DAWN Media Group 10 Sep 13

Oblivious to the aftershocks of the Sept 11 attacks that left the world reeling from it, Fawzia, the 14-year-old bride of Mohammed Ahmad Ghulam
Rabbani, was leading a blissful marital life. Little did she know it was soon going to end when on the night of Sept 10, 2002, just a month into
their marriage, her husband was whisked away from their home in Bahadurabad by authorities.

Guantanamo Bay Naval Station Fast Facts from CNN 9 Sep 13

Here's a look at what you need to know about Guantánamo Bay Naval Station and its detention facilities. 

More Former Guantanamo Bay Detainees Return To Terrorism from The Weekly Standard 9 Sep 13

An unclassified version of a September report from the Director of National Intelligence reveals that another five former Guantanamo Bay
detainees have either been confirmed as reengaging in terrorism or are suspected of doing so. 

Number of Released Gitmo Detainees Returning to Terrorism Increases from Washington Free Beacon 9 Sep 13

ODNI reports say three more released terrorists confirmed and three killed since January

Guantanamo Bay: “Indefinite Detention is Unconstitutional” from Centre for Research on Globalization 7 Sep 13

Human Rights Lawyer David Remes on Guantanamo Bay detainees 

Key Guantanamo-Related Jobs At Pentagon Vacant from Miami Herald 7 Sep 13

More than 100 days after President Barack Obama pledged to create a Defense Department position to work on emptying the Guantanamo prison,
the post still has not been filled and the Pentagon’s detainee policy post is under interim management. 

Algeria puts ex-Gitmo prisoners on parole from Associated Press 6 Sep 13

An Algerian judge has put two detainees recently released from the U.S. prison in Guantanamo Bay under "judicial control," a type of supervised
parole. 



How Guantanamo Bay Became the Place the U.S. Keeps Detainees from Atlantic Media 5 Sep 13

A former Marine looks back on his tenure commanding the now-infamous U.S. Naval base. 

Donald Rumsfeld Confronted About Guantanamo At His Summer House from Huffington Post 5 Sep 13

Donald Rumsfeld got a little bit of an unpleasant surprise recently. The Iraq war architect and Secretary of Defense under George W. Bush was at
his summer home when a correspondent from Al Jazeera America knocked on his door to ask him about the prison camp at Guantanamo Bay, as
part of a documentary airing on the new network.

Bagram prison: Another Guantanamo in the making? from NBC News 5 Sep 13

The Bagram prison in Afghanistan is at risk of becoming the next Guantanamo Bay detention facility with some inmates being held without basic
legal rights, a Pakistani human rights law firm said Wednesday. 

Life after Guantanamo from ALJAZEERA 5 Sep 13

Fault Lines meets former Guantanamo inmates, and examines the consequences of the US' policy of indefinite detention.

Stockholm Artists Protest Obama by Putting Guantanamo Hoods on Statues from Atlantic Media 5 Sep 13

When President Obama arrived in Stockholm yesterday ahead of the G20 economic summit in Russia, he used the opportunity to pitch the
Swedish government on military action in Syria. But certain Swedes weren't going to let him forget another thorny issue closer to home – that
water-locked limbo for alleged terrorists at Guantanamo Bay detention camp.

Guantanamo's Harsh Realities Hidden Behind Wall of Secrecy from Truthout 5 Sep 13

Revelations about the NSA's mass surveillance system have sparked a larger debate about the secrecy of America's counterterrorism policies.
Another example of the National Security State's excessive secrecy lies in the information practices surrounding Guantanamo Bay Naval Station.

Force-feeding prisoners at Guantanamo tortures medical profession: Michael Kirsch from The Plain Dealer Cleveland.com 4 Sep 13

Physicians have been participating in force-feeding ‘detainees’ in the Guantanamo Bay detention camp. It is wrong and unethical for a physician
to have a role in force-feeding an individual who has the mental capacity to refuse medical care.

Guantánamo judge: Spiral-bound notebooks are ‘boutique’ items from Miami Herald 1 Sep 13

The military judge in Guantánamo’s USS Cole bombing case has denied a defense request to continue using spiral-bound notebooks at prison
camp legal meetings, bowing to U.S. troop fears that an accused terrorist could wiggle the wire out and use it as a weapon. 

Two Inmates leave Guantanamo after years behind bars from Voice of Russia 31 Aug 13

The United States has transferred two men from Guantanamo Bay detention center to the government of Algeria as part of its effort to close the
controversial prison. 

US releases 2 Algerians from Guantanamo from Associated Press 30 Aug 13

Two Algerians held at Guantanamo Bay prison for more than a decade have returned to their homeland, where they were interrogated by judicial
authorities pending an investigation, the Algiers Court said Thursday. 

US Sends Two Algerians Home From Guantanamo from Agence France-Presse 30 Aug 13

Two long-held Algerian detainees at Guantanamo Bay have been returned to their homeland, the first such transfer since US President Barack
Obama renewed his pledge to close the controversial jail. 

Algerians Leave Guantanamo Bay Prison from Washington Post 30 Aug 13

Two men, who were on hunger strike, are first transfers in a year 

U.S. sends 2 Algerian prisoners home from Guantánamo from Miami Herald 30 Aug 13

The Pentagon announced Thursday that it repatriated two long-held Algerians from the prison camps at Guantánamo — the first detainee transfer
from the U.S. Navy base in nearly a year.



Guantanamo Soldiers Get 9/11 History Lessons To Keep Terrorist Attacks Fresh In Minds from Huffington Post 27 Aug 13

Young soldiers at Guantanamo Bay would have been in grade school when the 9/11 attacks occurred. But the government is making sure the
terrorist attacks are fresh in their minds. 

Judge sets USS Cole trial date for next year at Guantanamo from Miami Herald 26 Aug 13

The military judge in Guantanamo's USS Cole bombing case has set a provisional trial date of Sept. 2, 2014, according to a document posted on
the war court website Monday. 

Soldiers arrive in US after 10-month Cuba deployment from DVIDS 26 Aug 13

The North Dakota Guardsmen worked alongside military police officers from elsewhere in the U.S. to provide security and support at the Joint
Task Force Guantanamo detention camp. 

Pentagon tech troubles could stall 9/11 hearings from Miami Herald 23 Aug 13

The judge in the Sept. 11 case on Friday wound up a week of pretrial arguments on overarching legal challenges to the war court with a warning
to the prosecution that he might in September suspend trial preparation — if the government doesn’t fix technological problems bedeviling the
defense team. 

9/11 Trial Lawyer: CIA Had Its Finger On Guantanamo's Mute Button from Miami Herald 23 Aug 13

Mystery solved, if there was any doubt: It was the CIA that hit the mute button in the war court earlier this year when a defense lawyer for the
accused 9/11 mastermind began talking about the CIA’s secret overseas prisons, the lawyer said Monday. 

Judge Hears Challenges To Guantanamo Court from Associated Press 22 Aug 13

Prosecutors and defense lawyers began arguing challenges Thursday to holding the trial for five men charged in the Sept. 11 attacks before a
military commission at Guantanamo Bay. 

Possible 9/11 Defense: The Attack Was Justified from Miami Herald 22 Aug 13

The lawyer for the alleged 9/11 mastermind floats the possibility of offering up a defense aiming to justify the attacks that killed 2,976. 

Guantánamo Bay guards 'gave Fifty Shades of Grey to prisoner' from The Guardian (UK) 22 Aug 13

Lawyer's allegation comes after US congressman says he was told book was favourite among detainees in Camp Seven 

Guantanamo Fifty Shades of Grey claim denied by lawyer from BBC News 22 Aug 13

A lawyer for a detainee at Guantanamo Bay's highest-security section has rubbished reports that Fifty Shades of Grey is a favourite read among
inmates. 

A visit to Guantanamo's secretive Camp 7 from BBC News 21 Aug 13

The suspects in the September 2001 attacks on the US are being kept in a mysterious jail at Guantanamo Bay. The BBC's Tara McKelvey spoke to
the first lawyer to visit a prisoner there. 

Alleged 9/11 conspirator complains about food service at Guantanamo from Miami Herald 21 Aug 13

If there was any question about whether the prisoners at the secret camp called 7 were on a hunger strike Tuesday, alleged 9/11 attack lieutenant
Ramzi bin al Shibh settled it. He complained about skimpy food service to the judge presiding at his death-penalty trial. 

US withholding food at Guantanamo, prisoner says from Associated Press 21 Aug 13

A defendant in the Sept. 11 case said Guantanamo Bay guards have been withholding food when he's in court or meeting with his lawyer. 

Google Glass Banned At Guantanamo from Watch List News 21 Aug 13

After reporter Carol Rosenberg from the Miami Herald tried to wear her Google Glass around Guantanamo Bay, a sign was quickly erected
banning the use of the new gadget. Reporting on a 9/11 trial, she was asked to remove the glasses. 



US Govt Wants To Speed Up Hearings For 9/11 Suspects from Agence France-Presse 20 Aug 13

The US government on Monday pushed for an acceleration of preliminary hearings in the case of five alleged 9/11 plotters as the proceedings
resumed in Guantanamo Bay. 

Guantanamo defense lawyers ask to restrict CIA's use of information in 9/11 case from Rueters 20 Aug 13

Attorneys defending a Guantanamo prisoner charged in the 9/11 plot turned the tables on Tuesday and asked for restrictions on the way the CIA
can use private information that defense lawyers generate. 

Hearing Is So Secret That Its Subject Remains Secret from Miami Herald 20 Aug 13

Citing a national security threat, the judge barred any discussion of a secret government request for a secret ruling by the judge. 

Agents defend 9/11 questioning at Guantanamo from Associated Press 20 Aug 13

Pretrial hearing resumes at Gitmo for 5 defendants

Defense attorney says Gitmo's Camp 7 violates Geneva Convention from United Press International 20 Aug 13

A defense lawyer in case on the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks on the United States said a Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, secret prison violates the Geneva
Convention. 

9/11 Trial Lawyer Criticizes Conditions At Secret Prison from Miami Herald 19 Aug 13

The Pentagon defense lawyer says conditions at the secret Camp 7 violate the Geneva Convention. 

Guantanamo Prosecutors Want 2014 Trial For 9/11 Case from Reuters 19 Aug 13

Prosecutors say they have turned over most evidence; Defense says they have received none related to CIA prisons 

COMMENTARY: Guantánamo Bay Déjà Vu from Huffington Post 19 Aug 13

The specter of dying hunger striking detainees and the public reaction to the draconian methods of force-feeding the prisoners appears to be what
prompted President Barack Obama to once again initiate an effort to close the Guantánamo prison.

Guantanamo Detainees' Cases To Be Reviewed By Intelligence Officials from Associated Press 18 Aug 13

As the U.S. renews its effort to close the Guantanamo Bay prison, it will soon begin reconsidering the fate of prisoners such as Mohammed al-
Shimrani. 

Books provide Guantánamo detainees an ‘escape from darkness’ from Miami Herald 18 Aug 13

Packed with 19,000 books purchased by the U.S. military or provided by the International Red Cross, Guantánamo’s prison camp library has long
been a source of fascination and sometimes controversy. 

Feinstein, Durbin press for closing Gitmo, call prison an ‘abomination’ from The Hill 15 Aug 13

Sens. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) and Dick Durbin (D-Ill.) on Wednesday pressed fellow lawmakers and the Obama administration to shutter the
military prison at Guantanamo Bay, calling the facility an “abomination.” 

OPINION: How To Close Gitmo from Los Angeles Times 14 Aug 13

The detention facility on our military base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, is holding 166 individuals. Most of them have been there a decade or more. 

Judge finds no evidence of eavesdropping on Guantanamo meetings from Rueters 13 Aug 13

There is no evidence that anyone listened in to confidential meetings between a Guantanamo war crimes defendant and his lawyer, at least during
the last two years, a U.S. military judge said in a ruling made public on Tuesday. 

Gitmo's czar speaks out from Politico 13 Aug 13

The closure of the U.S. detention facility at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, has been on Barack Obama’s mind for a long time. 



Tube Feedings Called Culturally Correct from Miami Herald 12 Aug 13

The nutritional supplement forced-fed to hunger-strikers is culturally appropriate, the Pentagon’s cultural advisor said. 

Guantanamo braces for unrest after Ramadan truce from Agence France-Presse 11 Aug 13

The end of Ramadan has left authorities at the Guantanamo Bay military jail preparing for an uptick in unrest at the controversial prison, U.S.
officials say. 

John Grisham calls for justice for Guantánamo Bay detainees from Salon 11 Aug 13

Some of his books are banned at the shadowy detention center. The writer shares the tragic story of one of his fans 

OPINION: After Guantanamo, Another Injustice from New York Times 11 Aug 13

ABOUT two months ago I learned that some of my books had been banned at Guantánamo Bay. Apparently detainees were requesting them, and
their lawyers were delivering them to the prison, but they were not being allowed in because of “impermissible content.” 

New terrorism threats hinder Gitmo closure from The Seattle Times 9 Aug 13

The recent threat involving al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula, as the terrorist group’s Yemen-based branch is known, underlines the national-
security and political obstacles to closing the military prison at Guantánamo, Bay, Cuba.

A look at Camp X-Ray as seen by first commander from JTF-GTMO PA 8 Aug 13

Former Joint Task Force Guantanamo Joint Detention Group commander retired Col. Terry Carrico visited JTF-GTMO July 26, nearly 10 years
after taking command of Camp X-Ray in 2002. 

Obama standing by decision to lift moratorium on releasing Guantanamo Bay prisoners back to Yemen from FOX News 8 Aug 13

In spite of the ongoing terror threat emanating from Yemen, the White House says it does not plan to rethink President Obama's decision last May
to lift a moratorium on releasing Guantanamo Bay prisoners back to that country. 

Force-feeding Must Stop at Guantanamo from Huffington Post 8 Aug 13

More than 11 years after the U.S. government transported the first prisoners from Afghanistan to the Guantanamo Bay Detention Center, and four
years after President Obama signed an executive order promising to close the prison within a year, it remains open. 

Six months on, hunger strike roils Guantanamo from Agence France-Presse 8 Aug 13

Guantanamo detainees are marking six months of an unprecedented hunger strike that has trained attention on the more than 150 men held at the
US military prison without charge or trial. 

Congressman: ‘Fifty Shades’ popularity shows Guantánamo prisoners are ‘phonies’ from Miami Herald 7 Aug 13

A member of Congress said Tuesday he disclosed the popularity of the erotic sometimes sadomasochistic series Fifty Shades of Grey among
Guantánamo’s most prized prisoners not to titillate but to set straight for their global followers that they were not devout holy warriors passing
their Ramadan reading the Quran. 

Security threat from Yemen complicates Obama’s Guantanamo plan from Washington Post 7 Aug 13

The recent security threat emanating from Yemen has complicated President Obama’s latest push to close the military prison at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba, reviving doubts among conservative lawmakers about whether it is safe to return Yemeni detainees to their turbulent home country. 

Yemen turmoil could stall Obama's effort to close Guantanamo from Reuters 7 Aug 13

Turmoil in Yemen and the warnings of attacks that prompted the United States to shut diplomatic missions across the Middle East could hinder
President Barack Obama's plans to close Guantanamo Bay prison. 

Hunger strikes put Guantanamo Bay in spotlight again from RTE News 7 Aug 13

What a strange place, this Guantanamo Bay. 



Eid Celebration At Guantanamo Bay Prison Includes Traditional Dinner And Special Prayers from Associated Press 7 Aug 13

Guards were preparing to serve the first in a series of special meals Wednesday to prisoners at Guantanamo Bay to mark the end of the Muslim
holy period of Ramadan, which this year brought a lull in a long-running hunger strike. 

Congressman blasts Guantanamo detainees for reading 'Fifty Shades of Grey;' 'these people are phonies' from Brimingham News 7

Aug 13

The reading preference for detainees at one of Guantanamo Bay's most secretive camps runs towards the salacious, with the inmates preferring the
erotic romance novel "Fifty Shades of Grey," over religious or political tomes.

Guantanamo hunger strike hits 6-month mark from RT News (UK) 6 Aug 13

A hunger strike that started over a routine cell search and escalated into a worldwide debate on the future of Guantanamo continues. For some, it
may have expedited a release, but to others, it has brought only humiliation. 

PJ Harvey's 'Shaker Aamer' Song Penned For Guantanamo Bay Detainee from Huffington Post 6 Aug 13

Acclaimed British singer PJ Harvey has released a new song, and its an ode to a Guantanamo Bay detainee. The track is called "Shaker Aamer,"
named for the man being held at the controversial detention camp. 

Russian Experts Insist on Inspection to Guantanamo Prison from Prensa Latina 5 Aug 13

Russian experts insisted today on fostering an international inspection to the prison in the US naval base in Guantanamo bay, which is there
against the Cuban people''s will. 

Al-Qaeda might attack Guantanamo, claims US from ALJAZEERA 5 Aug 13

Government lawyers seemingly unknowingly release information they say should remain secret.

Ramadan Offers Glimpse Of Peace At Guantánamo Prison from Miami Herald 3 Aug 13

As the military tells it, an angry hunger strike is cooling, and Islam’s holy month is a new beginning. But this guarded glance at the 12th Ramadan
for most Guantánamo detainees shows no fellowship, no festive meal in the blocks. And it is the complete opposite of a generous, confident
Ramadan visit of a year ago.

Why we should shut down Guantanamo: Prison camp's jailer-in-chief makes jaw-dropping U-turn and says it should never
have been built from Daily Mail (UK) 3 Aug 13

William Lietzau had key role in creating Guantanamo under George Bush; He has now argued the detention camp should never have been built;
He said detainees should have been PoW's and held in Afghanistan; If charged, they should have been taken to American prisons, he said

Obama praises Yemeni leader, makes no mention of Guantanamo from Reuters 2 Aug 13

President Barack Obama praised Yemeni President Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi for his work combating terrorism but made no mention of efforts to
repatriate detainees from the Guantanamo Bay prison in public remarks at the White House on Thursday. 

No breakthrough evident on Guantánamo detainees after Obama, Yemen’s president meet from McClatchy 2 Aug 13

President Barack Obama and Yemen’s president, Abed Rabbo Mansour Hadi, pledged Thursday to work together to repatriate dozens of
Guantánamo Bay detainees to the country. 

Al-Qaida: We Will Try To Free Guantanamo Inmates from Associated Press 1 Aug 13

Al-Qaida’s leader said in remarks posted Wednesday that a prisoners’ hunger strike in Guantanamo Bay has revealed the “odious” face of
America and claims that the terror network will spare no effort to free prisoners held at the U.S. military-run detention center in Cuba. 

Hunger strike at Guantanamo Bay shows signs of weakening from Reuters 1 Aug 13

The hunger strike that began nearly six months ago at the Guantanamo Bay detention camp in Cuba and spread to include two-thirds of its 166
prisoners has tapered off with a Ramadan pardon that has allowed some prisoners to be together during Islam's holy month. 



Al Qaeda leader: We will *spare no effort* to free Guantanamo Bay prisoners from Reuters 31 Jul 13

Al Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahri slammed U.S. treatment of hunger striking inmates at Guantanamo Bay and said the group would spare no
effort to free them, according to an audio recording posted on the Internet on Wednesday. 

*50 Shades* popular among Guantanamo Bay prisoners: Congressman from Reuters 31 Jul 13

The "Fifty Shades of Grey" series of erotic novels are the favorite reading material among "high-value" prisoners at the Guantanamo detention
camp in Cuba, a U.S. congressman said. 

Pentagon: Guantánamo tab $5.2B and counting from Miami Herald 31 Jul 13

New number-crunching by Democrats campaigning for Guantánamo’s closure says the Pentagon spends nearly a half-billion dollars a year — a
whopping $2.7 million per prisoner — to operate its offshore prison complex in southeast Cuba. 

Guantanamo Bay detainees' freedom a Qaeda goal, leader Ayman al-Zawahri says from CBS News 31 Jul 13

Al Qaeda's leader said in remarks posted Wednesday that a prisoners' hunger strike in Guantanamo Bay has revealed the "odious" face of America
and claims that the terror network will spare no effort to free prisoners held at the U.S. military-run detention center in Cuba. 

Rep. Moran Sees Hope for Progress on Guantanamo Bay Detainees from Sun Gazette 29 Jul 13

U.S. Rep. Jim Moran says a recent, bipartisan trip by local legislators to the military-run prison at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba may help move the
ball forward on closing the facility. 

Officials Who Oversaw Guantanamo Resigns As U.S. Says It Will Send 2 Detainees To Algeria from McClatchy 27 Jul 13

The Obama administration on Friday announced that it has notified Congress that it soon will transfer two detainees from the military detention
center in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, to their home nation of Algeria, the first repatriations from the detention center in 10 months.

Obama Administration To Transfer Two Guantanamo Bay Detainees from Washington Post 27 Jul 13

The Obama administration announced Friday its intention to repatriate two prisoners from the Guantanamo Bay detention facility to Algeria, the
first such transfers in nearly a year. White House press secretary Jay Carney said in a statement that the Defense Department notified Congress of
the transfers,

Obama Administration To Transfer 2 Detainees Out Of Guantánamo from New York Times 27 Jul 13

The Obama administration announced Friday that it was reviving the repatriation of low-level detainees from the prison at Guantánamo Bay,
Cuba, which had dried up after Congress imposed strict limits on transfers. The announcement comes as William K. Lietzau, the top Pentagon
official dealing with detainees, is stepping down to take a private sector job

Head of Military's Policy on Detainees Steps Down; William Lietzau is taking a job with closely held military contractor PAE.
from The Wall Street Journal 26 Jul 13

William Lietzau, the Defense Department's chief of detainee policy and a key figure in detainee affairs since the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks,
said he is stepping down to take a job with closely held military contractor PAE. As a Marine officer, Mr. Lietzau helped the George W. Bush
administration design military commissions

COMMENTARY: Why, Mr President, Is Guantanamo Bay Still Open? from Huffington Post 26 Jul 13

"A symbol around the world for an America that flouts the rule of law." These are President Obama's recent words on Guantanamo Bay, the
military prison he rules as commander-in-chief. But as Gitmo's infamous hunger strike enters its sixth month, it is increasingly plain that we have
not one, but two administrations on Guantánamo Bay. 

Obama to host Yemeni president at White House from Associated Press 25 Jul 13

President Barack Obama will meet with Yemen's president, Abdo Rabby Mansour Hadi, next week at the White House. Topping the agenda are
the Arab nation's political transition, counterterrorism efforts and the U.S. push to return Yemeni detainees held in Guantanamo Bay. 



For First Time Since 2009, U.S. Senate Talks Closing Guantanamo from Inter Press Service 25 Jul 13

Momentum appears to be building in the push to close down the U.S. detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, where 166 inmates, 86 of whom have
been cleared for release, remain held without charges. 

Guantanamo Divides Senate Panel from Los Angeles Times 25 Jul 13

Sharp disagreement over the future of the Guantanamo Bay detention camp dominated the first Senate hearing on the issue in four years. 

Obama To Meet Yemen Leader For Talks On Gitmo Inmates from Agence France-Presse 25 Jul 13

President Barack Obama will welcome his Yemeni counterpart for talks next week that could touch on the fate of dozens of Yemenis held at
Guantanamo, the White House said Thursday. 

Abu Ghraib break-out gives Guantanamo closing foes new argument from NBC News 25 Jul 13

Four-and-a-half years into his presidency, Barack Obama remains stymied in his effort to close the Guantanamo prison for detainees captured in
the war against al-Qaida. 

5 Senators At Guantanamo Hearing Easily Outnumbered By Protesters from McClatchy 25 Jul 13

More than four years after President Barack Obama ordered the closure of the U.S. detention center at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, members of
Congress are still sparring over the future of the facility. 

Senate Panel Shows Deep Divisions On Guantanamo from Associated Press 25 Jul 13

Deep divisions among members of a Senate panel over whether to close the U.S. detention center at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, underscore the uphill
battle President Barack Obama faces in fulfilling a 5-year-old promise to shutter the facility. 

Guantanamo Bay prison's future divides Senate panel from LA Times 25 Jul 13

At the first Senate panel hearing on Guantanamo Bay in years, senators show they remain divided on what to do with the prison and its inmates. 

Senate panel weighs plans to close Guantanamo from POLITICO 25 Jul 13

A series of Senate Democrats called urgently Wednesday for the closure of the Guantanamo Bay prison, but appeared divided on the question of
how to make that happen. 

Partisan divisions over Guantanamo Bay prison remain deep in Senate from MSNBC 24 Jul 13

Since President Obama signed an executive order to close Guantanamo Bay prison on his second day in office, the process of shutting down the
facility in which dozens of men have been held without charges or prospects for trial since 2001 has ground to a halt.

Lawmakers Blast Guantanamo's $2.7 Million Per Prisoner Cost from Reuters 24 Jul 13

Democratic lawmakers pushing to close the detention center at Guantanamo Bay said on Wednesday its cost has skyrocketed to $2.7 million per
inmate this year and argued it is too expensive to keep open while the country is fighting budget deficits. 

Al Qaeda leader's poem on Guantanamo Bay finds place in Calicut University syllabus from India Today 24 Jul 13

If a poem is a projection of the poet's mind and heart, this one being taught at Calicut University has made many people uncomfortable. Why?
Because the poet here is an ideologue of terror group Al Qaeda! 

OPINION: Guantanamo Rulings Change Little from New York Times 23 Jul 13

But at Guantánamo Bay, where prisoners the government itself acknowledges are not security threats can see no end to their decade-plus
imprisonment, nothing is “normal.” 

Pentagon announces Gitmo review hearings from MSNBC 23 Jul 13

Seventy-one prisoners at the Guantanamo Bay Detention Facility will receive hearings concerning their detention, the Pentagon notified habeas
attorneys via email on Friday evening.



71 Guantanamo detainees to be granted hearings from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 22 Jul 13

The US military is preparing to hold hearings for 71 detainees at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, to determine whether they should be released, a news
report said Monday. 

71 Guantanamo Prisoners Will Get Parole-style Hearings, Pentagon Says from McClatchy 22 Jul 13

Seventy-one detainees at the U.S. prison at Guantanamo Bay will get parole-board-style hearings at the Navy base in Cuba, the Pentagon said
Sunday, though it did not say when the panels will meet, whether the media can watch and which of the long-held inmates will go first.

US: More Prisoners End Hunger Strike At Guantanamo from Associated Press 19 Jul 13

The U.S. military says the number of prisoners on the hunger strike at Guantanamo Bay has dropped to 75, down from a peak of 106 last week. 

COMMENTARY: Pincus: Get things right at Guantanamo Bay from Washington Post 19 Jul 13

A quote worth recalling when it comes to the U.S. detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, is Nixon Attorney General John Mitchell’s:
“Watch what we do, not what we say.” 

Federal Judges Reinstate Guantánamo Groin Searches Pending Appeal from Miami Herald 18 Jul 13

A federal appeals court is allowing Guantánamo guards to resume searching detainees’ genitals on their way to and from legal meetings while the
Obama administration challenges a federal judge’s ruling that the searches unfairly impede attorney-client interaction. 

Challenges To Policies On Terror Are Halted from New York Times 18 Jul 13

A federal appeals court in New York on Wednesday held that the government could enforce a statute dealing with the indefinite detention without
trial of terrorism suspects, reversing a district judge’s decision last year to permanently block the law, part of the National Defense Authorization
Act of 2012. 

At Guantanamo Bay, genital searches can continue, judge says from Washington Post 18 Jul 13

The Obama administration wants to continue conducting searches of the genital areas of detainees at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, deeming them
essential to the security of the facility, so Wednesday it appealed a ruling of a federal judge who called the practice “religiously and culturally
abhorrent.” 

GTMO hunger strike appears to end as detainees start eating again from Foreign Policy 17 Jul 13

According to Lt. Col. Samuel House, a spokesman for Joint Task Force Guantanamo, 99 detainees had a hot meal last week, though they will still
be considered to be on strike until they consume a minimum number of calories over several days; at least 45 hunger strikers are still being force-
fed twice a day.

U.S. appeals court reinstates new Guantanamo detainee searches from Reuters 17 Jul 13

A U.S. appeals court on Wednesday reinstated a military method for searching Guantanamo Bay detainees, reversing at least temporarily a lower
court's finding that the searches were so invasive that they improperly cut off access to attorneys. 

Judge Turns Down Bid To End Gitmo Force-Feeding from Associated Press 17 Jul 13

A federal judge Tuesday turned down a bid by three Guantanamo Bay detainees on a hunger strike to stop the government from force-feeding
them. 

Number Of Gitmo Inmates On Hunger Strike Drops: US from Agence France-Presse 17 Jul 13

The number of detainees on hunger strike at the US prison at Guantanamo has dropped sharply in the past week, Pentagon officials said Tuesday. 

Military seeks stay of Guantanamo groin search ban from Politico 17 Jul 13

The Obama Administration and the U.S. military are asking a federal judge to put a hold on his order blocking groin searches of Guantanamo Bay
prisoners in connection with attorney visits. 

Pentagon Spends $81K on TVs for Gitmo While Civilian Workers Are Furloughed from CNSNews.com 17 Jul 13



Just two days after the Pentagon began furloughing hundreds of thousands of civilian personnel due to budget cuts, the Army ordered its second
batch of televisions for the terrorist detention center at Guantanamo Bay, an expense totaling more than $80,000 in the last two months.

Gitmo Genital Search Ban Appealed By Obama Administration from Associated Press 17 Jul 13

A federal appeals court is allowing the U.S. government to continue genital searches of Guantanamo Bay detainees – at least temporarily. 

How Ramadan Affects Guantanamo Bay Detainees' Hunger Strike from NPR 17 Jul 13

A federal judge has refused to stop the force-feeding of Guantanamo Bay inmates on a hunger strike. David Greene talks to Carol Rosenberg, of
the Miami Herald, who's just returned from the Guantanamo Bay detention center in Cuba, where she's been reporting on the prisoners' hunger
strike.

Judge rejects request to block force-feeding of Guantanamo Bay detainees from Washington Post 16 Jul 13

A federal judge on Tuesday rejected the request of three Guantanamo Bay detainees on hunger strike to block the U.S. military’s practice of force-
feeding. 

OPINION: Guantanamo’s Challenge from Washington Post 16 Jul 13

A quote worth recalling when it comes to the U. S. detention facility at Guantanamo Bay Cuba is Nixon Attorney General John Mitchell’s:
“Watch what we do, not what we say.” 

OPINION: Force-Feeding Is Not Torture from Washington Post 16 Jul 13

Officials at Guantanamo Bay are once again being falsely accused of “torture” — this time for using nasogastric feeding tubes to sustainterrorist
detainees who are on a hunger strike. 

Guantanamo Detainee Begs to Be Charged as Legal Limbo Worsens from Wall Street Journal 16 Jul 13

After 11 years of detention at Guantanamo Bay, suspected terrorist Sufiyan Barhoumi has decided to plead guilty to war crimes, throw himself on
the mercy of the court and serve whatever sentence a U.S. military commission deems just. 

15 Held At Guantánamo Are Said To Quit Hunger Strike from New York Times 15 Jul 13

An American military spokesman said Sunday that 15 detainees at the military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, who had been listed as having
gone on hunger strike had quit participating in the protest, accelerating an apparent downward trend since the start of Ramadan last week.

25 Guantanamo Prisoners End Hunger Strike from McClatchy 15 Jul 13

Twenty-five Guantanamo prisoners have quit their hunger strike during Ramadan, according to the U.S. military, which reported on Sunday that
Navy medical staff still considered 45 captives sufficiently malnourished to require forced feeding.

Guantanamo Bay Hunger Strike Might Be Ending from Washington Post 13 Jul 13

A prolonged hunger strike by more than 100 detainees at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, appeared to be coming to an end Friday after military officials
reported that almost all had started eating again. The military said in a statement that 99 of the 102 inmates listed as being on hunger strike had
eaten a hot meal in the previous 24 hours.

US Says Most Guantanamo Hunger Strikers Now Eating from Associated Press 13 Jul 13

A spokesman for the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay says nearly all prisoners on hunger strike have eaten in the last 24 hours.

Ramadan, court rulings ease tensions of Guantanamo hunger strike from 13 Jul 13

Weak from lack of food and worn down by months of harassment, the 100-plus hunger strikers at the Guantanamo Bay prison complex in
southern Cuba scored symbolic court victories this week as their nearly 5-month-old protest against indefinite detention stretched into the Muslim
holy month of Ramadan.

Court Orders US Gov't to Stop Guantanamo Genital Searches from Voice of America 12 Jul 13

A U.S. federal judge has ordered the government to stop genital searches of prisoners at the Guantanamo Bay detention center, an act detainees’



lawyers say was aimed to break a hunger strike and discourage their clients from seeking legal counsel. 

Guantánamo: 2 detainees quit hunger strike; calm in communal prison from Miami Herald 12 Jul 13

Two Guantánamo captives have quit their hunger strike, the military said Thursday, reporting the first dip in the prison camps protest and a
cessation of clashes between guards and prisoners that coincides with the Ramadan holiday. 

Judge Halts Groin Searches At Guantánamo, Calling Them Abhorrent To Muslims from New York Times 12 Jul 13

Judge Royce C. Lamberth ... called the searches ... “religiously and culturally abhorrent” to Muslims. He portrayed the procedure as unnecessary
and intended to “actively discourage” meetings with lawyers. 

Judge: Searching Guantánamo Detainees’ Genitals Impedes Attorney Meetings from Miami Herald 12 Jul 13

Army Col. Greg Julian...said the “chain of command including Gen. Kelly will review the procedures to figure out how to accommodate the
ruling.” ... the ... spokesman, wondered how one federal judge could conclude that he had the authority to intervene just days after another federal
judge had concluded the opposite.

Guantánamo: 2 Detainees Quit Hunger Strike; Calm In Communal Prison from Miami Herald 12 Jul 13

Two Guantánamo captives have quit their hunger strike, the military said Thursday, reporting the first dip in the prison camps protest and a
cessation of clashes between guards and prisoners that coincides with the Ramadan holiday. “It’s quiet,” said the prison camps spokesman, Navy
Capt. Robert Durand,

Genital searches of Guantanamo Bay detainees halted from Associated Press 11 Jul 13

A federal judge Thursday ordered the government to stop genital searches of Guantanamo Bay detainees who want to meet with their lawyers,
concluding that the motivation for the searches is not to enhance security, but to deter the detainees' access to attorneys. 

Feinstein, Durbin Ask Obama To Halt Guantánamo Forced-Feedings from Miami Herald 11 Jul 13

Two leading Democratic senators on Wednesday asked President Barack Obama to order the Pentagon to stop routinely force-feeding hunger
strikers at the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo and adopt a model that feeds out of medical necessity, like in the federal prison system. 

Senators ask Obama to rein in Guantanamo force-feeding from Politico 11 Jul 13

Two veteran Democratic senators, Dianne Feinstein of California and Dick Durbin of Illinois, are urging President Barack Obama to rein in force
feeding of hunger-striking inmates at the U.S. military's Guantanamo Bay prison for terror suspects. 

Rapper’s Graphic Video Puts Spotlight On Guantánamo Forced-feeding At Ramadan from Miami Herald 10 Jul 13

In a brutal video that’s gone viral, rapper-actor Yasiin Bey, a k a Mos Def, is clad in an orange jumpsuit and recoils against restraints as a doctor
tries to put a feeding tube up his nose. He resists. He sobs. He wriggles out of his restraints. 

Democrats Urge Obama To End ‘Inhumane’ Force-Feeding from Agence France-Presse 10 Jul 13

Two senior Democratic lawmakers called for an end Tuesday to the force-feeding of dozens of Guantanamo detainees, clashing with the White
House which argued that they “don’t want these individuals to die.” 

Leaked Guantanamo Files Caused No Harm To US: Witness from Agence France-Presse 10 Jul 13

Secret files on Guantanamo detainees that a US soldier gave to WikiLeaks were simple biographical “baseball cards” that were of no use to
America’s enemies, a former prosecutor at the prison testified Tuesday. 

FBI Nominee Comey Signed Memo Allowing Waterboarding from Los Angeles Times 10 Jul 13

James B. Comey Jr., nominated to become the nation’s seventh director of the FBI, conceded Tuesday that he signed a controversial memo
allowing waterboarding but said he first lobbied hard to have the policy toned down. 

Judge Urges President To Address Prison Strike from New York Times 9 Jul 13

A federal judge ruled on Monday that she had no power to order the military to refrain from force-feeding a detainee at the prison at Guantánamo



Bay, Cuba. But in an unusual move, the judge made a direct appeal to President Obama to address issues raised by the hunger strike at the prison
that has lasted months. 

Obama Can Halt *degrading* Force-feeding At Guantanamo, Federal Judge Says from Washington Post 9 Jul 13

A federal judge on Monday condemned the military’s practice of force-feeding detainees at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, as “painful, humiliating, and
degrading” and said President Obama has the authority to stop it. 

Judge Faults Gitmo Force-Feeding But Won’t Stop It from Associated Press 9 Jul 13

A U.S. federal judge ruled Monday that she lacks the authority to halt the force-feeding of prisoners on hunger strike at Guantanamo Bay, while
pointedly noting that the practice appears to violate international law and that President Barack Obama can resolve the issue. 

Judge: I Can’t Stop Guantanamo Force-feeding, But Obama Can from McClatchy 9 Jul 13

A federal judge voiced sympathy Monday for Guantanamo Bay detainees but said she was powerless to stop force-feeding by U.S. authorities. 

Obama Should Review Force-Feeding At Guantanamo: Judge from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 13

A US judge Monday rejected a legal bid by a Guantanamo detainee to have his force-feeding blocked, but urged President Barack Obama to
review the issue to see if the controversial practice should end. 

Lawyers Argue Guantánamo Captive So Sick He Should Go Home from Miami Herald 9 Jul 13

...his New York lawyers are arguing a novel twist in a war-on-terror habeas corpus petition at the U.S. District Court in Washington, D.C. Rather
than ask Chief Judge Royce Lamberth to judge what Idris did or did not do before he got to Guantánamo, they argue he’s too fat, too crazy and
too physically sick to be a danger in the future. So Lamberth should send him home. 

U.S. judge denies Guantanamo inmate's request to end force-feeding from Rueters 8 Jul 13

A U.S. judge on Monday denied a Guantanamo prisoner's request to halt the force-feeding of hunger strikers and said that only President Barack
Obama had the power to intervene. 

Opinion: Force-Feeding -- Guantanamo's Shame from The Los Angeles Times 7 Jul 13

As the president said in a speech on May 23, force-feeding detainees who have been held without charge for more than a decade is unacceptable...
The administration must move as swiftly as possible to exercise its authority to restart transfers out of Guantanamo, beginning with those
detainees previously cleared for transfer. Exercising that authority is the best chance to end the hunger strike. 

Guantánamo Reports 106 Captives Still On Hunger Strike from Miami Herald 7 Jul 13

The U.S. military on Saturday said no Guantánamo captives had quit their months-old hunger strike, reporting that 106 prisoners were refusing
meals -- and Navy medical forces put 45 of them on a list for forced-feedings. Army Maj. Gordon Campbell, a deputy prison spokesman, said an
earlier report that two captives had voluntarily resumed eating was in error

Obama's Toughest Sell On Guantanamo: Senate Dems from Associated Press 6 Jul 13

President Barack Obama's hardest sell in his renewed push to close the U.S. detention center at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, may be members of his
own party - moderate Senate Democrats facing tough re-election bids next year in the strongly Republican South.

Day 150: Gitmo hunger strike continues amidst world’s outrage from RT 5 Jul 13

The hunger strike in Guantanamo detention facility enters its 150th day with prisoners accusing the guards of worsening treatment and abusive
searches. Doctors urge to stop the force-feeding in the prison and more voices call to shut it down. 

Obama's New Guantanamo Envoy Begins Work, Tours Detention Center from McClatchy Newspapers 5 Jul 13

The State Department's new special envoy for the closure of the prison camp at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba began work this week
with a one-day trip to the notorious site and said Wednesday that closing it was a national priority. 

US Defends Force-Feeding Of Guantanamo Prisoners from Associated Press 5 Jul 13



The U.S. government on Wednesday defended the force-feeding of hunger strikers at Guantanamo, urging a judge to reject a legal challenge to the
practice filed by four prisoners taking part in an ongoing protest at the U.S. base in Cuba. 

New GTMO command team talks mission with military police from Fort Bliss Monitor 3 Jul 13

With increased political and social media coverage of the U.S. detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba (GTMO), Military Police Soldiers
prepare for deployment and the task at hand. 

Guantanamo detainees on hunger strike ask U.S. judge to end force-feedings before Ramadan from Rueters 2 Jul 13

The prisoners’ lawyers argue that the force-feeding of the 106 hunger strikers violates their human rights. A Guantanamo spokesman said that
detainees would be force-fed at night so that they can observe Ramadan in the morning. 

Guantanamo prison to synchronize force-feedings to Ramadan fast from Miami Herald 2 Jul 13

The U.S. prison at Guantanamo has sufficient military medical staff to synchronize forced-feedings to the Ramadan fast and will only feed hunger
strikers after sunset and before dawn, a prison spokesman said Tuesday. 

New Effort To End Force-Feeding At Guantanamo from Associated Press 2 Jul 13

Prisoners at the U.S. Navy base in Guantanamo Bay are asking a federal court to halt the practice of force-feeding hunger strikers to keep them
alive. 

Lawyers Ask Judges To Halt Force-Feeding from Miami Herald 2 Jul 13

Lawyers for detainees seek a speedy court hearing on their request for an injunction against force-feeding because Ramadan’s a week away. 

Yemen detainee *hoarded drugs before overdose* from Washington Post 1 Jul 13

Report offers harrowing glimpse of mental anguish of Guantanamo inmate 

*Waist* of money at Guantanamo Bay as detainees get prison’s *infidel* gym replaced from New York Post 30 Jun 13

Americans are supposed to have sympathy for the accused terrorist detainees now on hunger strike to protest supposedly cruel conditions at the
US military prison in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Military Faults Guards In Guantanamo Captive's Suicide By Overdose from Miami Herald 29 Jun 13

A U.S. military investigation found Guantanamo troops didn't follow their own rules, allowing a captive to take a fatal overdose of an anti-
psychotic drug a day after he was moved into a disciplinary cell from the detention center's psychiatric ward. 

Suicide By Pills Is Cited In Death Of Guantanamo Detainee from New York Times 29 Jun 13

A Yemeni detainee who was found dead last year at the military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, committed suicide by taking an overdose of
psychiatric medication, according to a military report made public on Friday. 

Protester Arrested After Jumping White House Fence from ABC News 27 Jun 13

WASHINGTON— A Code Pink protester, calling attention to the detainees at Guantanamo, was arrested Wednesday afternoon on the grounds of
the White House for jumping the fence. Several others were also arrested outside the grounds. 

Kuwaiti request on detainees in Gitmo *taken seriously* - Kerry from Kuwait News Agency 27 Jun 13

Kuwaiti request to release its two nationals held at Guantanamo Bay Detention Camp is "taken very seriously" and there will be a full review
process in conjunction with the justice department to appropriately address the issue, said US Secretary of State John Kerry here Wednesday. 

Guantanamo Bay prison poses moral dilemma for White House from Catholic News Service 27 Jun 13

A growing chorus of voices -- from international human rights groups to grass-roots faith-based activists -- are pushing President Barack Obama
to finally make good on his pledge to close the military-run prison at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba. 

Bishop urges US to respect rights of Guantanamo detainees from Catholic News Agency 26 Jun 13



The U.S. bishops’ international justice head told the U.S. Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel that detainees held on terrorism charges at
Guantanamo Bay deserve a just trial and should not be held indefinitely. 

Bill Allowing Guantánamo Detainees To Be Moved Advances from New York Times 25 Jun 13

The Senate Armed Services Committee has approved a bill that would significantly relax legal restrictions on the transfer of detainees out of the
military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba...

OPINION: Force-feeding Guantánamo detainees is unethical and inhumane from The Guardian (UK) 25 Jun 13

The 'war on terror' doesn't justify riding roughshod over people's rights. Force-feeding policies have never succeeded

Bill To Ease Transfers Of Guantanamo Detainees Moves Through Senate from New York Times 25 Jun 13

The Senate Armed Services Committee has approved a bill that would significantly relax legal restrictions on the transfer of detainees out of the
military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, giving President Obama much greater flexibility as he attempts to revive his effort to close the facility. 

Secret CIA Photos Uncovered from Miami Herald 25 Jun 13

One case prosecutor revealed in a secret court session that CIA photos of the alleged USS Cole bomber had surfaced. 

US steps up efforts to break Guantánamo hunger strike from The Guardian (UK) 22 Jun 13

Shaker Aamer, last British resident held in camp, tells of harsh regime to break strikers' resistance 

Guantánamo Questioning Sparks Tense Exchange Between Lawyers from Miami Herald 21 Jun 13

The military judge in the Sept. 11 conspiracy trial abruptly cleared the court Thursday after a defense attorney said he was threatened by a
prosecutor during a tense standoff over what U.S. intelligence agencies are working at the base. 

Guantánamo Prosecutors Say Arguments On Waterboarding Should Be In Secret Session from Miami Herald 20 Jun 13

The prosecution in the Sept. 11 conspiracy trial put the judge on notice Wednesday that it wants to hold secret pretrial motions in the death-
penalty case - and exclude both the public and five alleged terrorists during discussion of their years in CIA custody. 

Secret Hearings Debated In Guantanamo 9/11 Case from Associated Press 20 Jun 13

Prosecutors in the Sept. 11 war crimes case at Guantanamo are asking a judge to allow secret pretrial hearings that would exclude even the
defendants. 

Prosecutors Request Secret Hearings In 9/11 Case from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 13

Prosecutors trying five men accused of plotting the September 11, 2001 attacks asked Wednesday that the defendants be excluded from their trial
when classified evidence is heard. 

Dem Senator Presses Pentagon On Guantanamo Feeding from Associated Press 20 Jun 13

The force-feeding of terror suspects at the U.S. detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, runs counter to international standards, medical ethics
and the practices at American prisons, the head of the Senate Intelligence Committee said Wednesday in pressing the Pentagon to establish a more
humane treatment. 

Doctors Urge Access To Guantanamo Hunger Strikers from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 13

More than 150 doctors from the United States and Britain have written to President Barack Obama urging him to grant independent medical care
to hunger-striking Guantanamo detainees. 

Red Cross' Guantanamo Reports Sought In 9/11 Case from Associated Press 19 Jun 13

The International Committee of the Red Cross urged a military judge Tuesday to refuse a request to open its confidential communications with
U.S. officials about conditions at Guantanamo Bay to the lawyers for the prisoners charged in the Sept. 11 terror attack. 

Lawyers For 9/11 Suspects Ask For Confidential Reports from Agence France-Presse 19 Jun 13



Lawyers for five men accused of planning the 9/11 attacks sought access Tuesday to confidential communications between the International
Committee of the Red Cross and the men after they were held at CIA black sites. 

Red Cross To Guantánamo Judge: Don't Give 9/11 Defense Lawyers Our Confidential Records from McClatchy 19 Jun 13

"The ICRC goes places, to places of conflict that no one else can go to. We visit and speak to people that no else can speak to," said attorney
Matthew MacLean, arguing that release of Red Cross records would jeopardize its ability to have confidential dialogues with governments
worldwide. 

Feinstein: Pentagon should stop force-feeding detainees from DEFCON Hill (The Hill) Blog 19 Jun 13

Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif) is calling on the Pentagon to stop force-feeding detainees who are on a hunger strike at Guantánamo Bay. 

Dianne Feinstein: End Guantanamo Detainee Force-Feeding from Huffington Post 19 Jun 13

Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) on Wednesday urged Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel to reconsider force-feeding hunger strikers at the
Guantanamo Bay prison in Cuba. 

Stop force-feeding Guantanamo prisoners -U.S. senator from Reuters 19 Jun 13

U .S. Senator Dianne Feinstein urged the Pentagon on Wednesday to stop force-feeding hunger-striking prisoners at the Guantanamo Bay
detention camp and called the practice "out of step" with medical ethics and international norms. 

Hearings Open For 9/11 Suspects from Washington Post 18 Jun 13

Proceedings at Guantanamo Bay; Prelude to trial for Mohammed, four others 

Herald Suit Yields Names Of *Indefinite Detainees* from Miami Herald 18 Jun 13

In response to a suit by the Miami Herald suit, the feds released the names of 48 men deemed too dangerous to release but ineligible for trial.

WikiLeaks Breach Included Secret Details On Guantanamo Prisoners: Official from Reuters 18 Jun 13

The soldier accused of the largest release of classified data in U.S. history provided WikiLeaks with secret details of prisoners held at Guantanamo
Bay, threatening "serious" damage to national security, the prison's former commander testified on Monday. 

US Names Lawyer To Help Close Guantanamo Jail from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 13

The United States on Monday appointed a lawyer as its new pointman for the tough task of trying to close down the notorious Guantanamo Bay
military jail in southern Cuba. 

Justice Dept. Releases Recommended Fates For Guantánamo Detainees from New York Times 18 Jun 13

The Justice Department on Monday opened a window on how the government views the 166 remaining inmates at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba,
releasing a list showing who has been recommended for transfer, prosecution or continued detention without trial. 

Envoy Appointed To Shut Down Prison At Guantanamo from Los Angeles Times 18 Jun 13

The Obama administration announced Monday that it had chosen a longtime Washington attorney who has worked in both Democratic and
Republican administrations to find a way to close down the prison at the U.S. Navy base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Prosecutor: Court Ruling Cuts Vision For Guantánamo War Crimes Trials from Miami Herald 17 Jun 13

Guantánamo’s chief war crimes prosecutor predicts there will be just seven more war crimes trials after 9/11, USS Cole death cases.

Detainees' Defense Lawyers Want ICRC's Secret Guantanamo Files from Reuters 17 Jun 13

Lawyers for five prisoners accused of plotting the September 11 attacks in 2001 have asked to see confidential reports made by representatives of
the International Committee of the Red Cross who visited the defendants at the Guantanamo detention camp. 

Kerry Associate Chosen For Post On Closing Guantanamo Prison from New York Times 17 Jun 13

The Obama administration on Monday is expected to name Cliff Sloan, a Washington lawyer and confidant of Secretary of State John Kerry, as



the new diplomatic envoy for the shutdown of the military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, an official said on Sunday. 

Amid Gitmo Strike, Ex-Detainee Tells Of Force-Feed from Associated Press 17 Jun 13

For more than three months, the U.S. military has faced off with defiant prisoners on a hunger strike at Guantanamo Bay, strapping down as many
as 44 each day to feed them a liquid nutrient mix through a nasal tube to prevent them from starving to death. 

U.S. House Votes To Block Obama Plan To Close Guantanamo from Reuters 17 Jun 13

The U.S. House of Representatives passed a massive defense bill on Friday that includes measures to block President Barack Obama's plans to
close the Guantanamo Bay prison, underscoring the tough fight ahead for the White House as it seeks to shutter the controversial detention camp. 

Guantanamo's First Secret National Security Session A Mystery from Miami Herald 17 Jun 13

Pentagon prosecutors and defense lawyers in the USS Cole death penalty case held the first closed hearing of the Obama war court Friday, a 78-
minute secret session that excluded both the public and the accused al-Qaida terrorist. 

Obama Chooses Lawyer As Guantanamo Closure Envoy from Associated Press 17 Jun 13

President Barack Obama has chosen a high-powered Washington lawyer with extensive experience in all three branches of the government to be
the State Department's special envoy for closing down the military-run prison at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba. 

Longtime gov't lawyer to lead Gitmo closure effort from Associated Press 17 Jun 13

President Barack Obama has chosen a high-powered Washington lawyer with extensive experience in all three branches of the government to be
the State Department's special envoy for closing down the military-run prison at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba. 

Judge Orders A Closed Session Of War Court from Miami Herald 14 Jun 13

A judge ordered the first closed war court motions, locking out both the accused and the public in a Guantanamo death penalty case.

Guantanamo Bay To Stay Open As House Blocks Bill To Close Infamous Prison from Huffington Post 14 Jun 13

A worsening hunger strike and a fresh plea by President Barack Obama to close the Guantanamo Bay prison fell on deaf ears in Congress Friday,
as the House of Representatives voted to keep the increasingly infamous jail open. 

Guantanamo Inmate Requests Victim Status In Poland from Agence France-Presse 13 Jun 13

A third inmate of the Guantanamo Bay prison, who says he was tortured in a secret CIA jail in Poland, has requested the formal status of victim in
the European nation, one of several accused of hosting the US "black sites", his lawyer said Wednesday. 

Medical Ethicists: Stop Prison Force-Feeding from Miami Herald 13 Jun 13

Medical ethicists are urging a mutiny by doctors at the Navy base prison where, as of Wednesday, medics were tube-feeding 43 hunger strikers.

Guantánamo Debate: When Is A Spiral Notebook A Weapon? from Miami Herald 12 Jun 13

When is a spiral-bound notebook a possible weapon? And who gets to decide? 

WikiLeaks Trial Focuses On Gitmo Detainee Records from Associated Press 12 Jun 13

The court-marshal of an Army private who sent troves of classified documents to WikiLeaks is turning to information gathered from Guantanamo
Bay detainees. 

Charges Sought For Iraqi Held At Guantanamo from Associated Press 11 Jun 13

U.S. military prosecutors announced plans Monday to add another case to the docket of the war crimes tribunal at Guantanamo amid efforts by
President Barack Obama to move the proceedings to the United States and shutter the detention center. 

US Files Charges Against Guantanamo Inmate from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 13

The Pentagon announced Monday that war crime charges carrying a life sentence have been brought against an Iraqi held at the Guantanamo Bay
prison. 



New Layer Of Secrecy Emerges At Guantanamo Court from McClatchy 11 Jun 13

When the war court reconvenes this week, pretrial hearings in the case of an alleged al-Qaida bomber will be tackling a government motion that's
so secret the public can't know its name. 

Guantanamo prosecutors charge Iraqi with unlawful war tactics from Reuters 11 Jun 13

An Iraqi prisoner identified as a senior al Qaeda commander has been charged in the Guantanamo war crimes tribunal with firing on a medical
evacuation helicopter and using unlawful tactics to wage war on U.S. and allied forces in Afghanistan. 

Guantanamo Bay Legal Issues Stubbornly Persist from Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 10 Jun 13

More than a decade after 9/11, and despite a presidential promise to close it, the controversial detention center remains open. Two experts talk
about the legal issues surrounding the center and its prisoners.

Guantanamo Gets Troop Surge, No Special Envoys from Miami Herald 9 Jun 13

Two weeks after President Barack Obama pledged to appoint two special czars to work on closing the prison camps at Guantanamo, the jobs have
yet to be filled — and the only jobs announced are in a plan to send more troops to the detention center. 

White House Chief Of Staff, Feinstein, McCain Visit Prison, Say End Guantanamo Detention from Miami Herald 8 Jun 13

President Barack Obama's chief of staff toured the Guantanamo detention center on Friday with Senators Dianne Feinstein and John McCain —
and all three promptly issued a joint statement supporting closure of the controversial prison camps in southeast Cuba. 

AG: US Not Using Drones To Avoid Growing Guantánamo from Miami Herald 7 Jun 13

Attorney General Eric Holder denied Thursday that the Obama administration is killing suspected terrorists with drone strikes to avoid capturing
them and sending them to the Guantánamo prison it wants to close. 

Number Of Protesting Guantanamo Bay Detainees Being Force-Fed Grows To 41 from Washington Post 7 Jun 13

103 are on hunger strike because Obama has not closed facility.

Senators, senior Obama aide vow to close Guantanamo prison from Reuters 7 Jun 13

President Barack Obama's chief of staff and two leading U.S. senators said on Friday they were determined to come up with a plan to close the
military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, which would fulfill Obama's five-year-old campaign promise. 

Guantanamo Prison Getting Reinforcements from Miami Herald 6 Jun 13

The Guantánamo prison already has more than 10 staffers for each captive. And the number is growing, thanks in part to the hunger strike.

Gitmo Detainees Claim Genitals Being Searched from Associated Press 5 Jun 13

Lawyers for Guantanamo Bay detainees urged a federal judge Wednesday to stop what they describe as new "genital searches" for detainees who
want to meet with their lawyers. 

Southcom General Has Nothing To Offer Guantánamo Hunger Strikers from Miami Herald 5 Jun 13

The chief of the U.S. Southern Command, fresh from a weekend trip to Guantánamo, said Tuesday there's nothing the military can do to resolve
the hunger strike by more than 100 captives demanding release and closure of the prison. 

Bill Would Retain Gitmo from Philadelphia Inquirer 4 Jun 13

Obama wants to close the prison.

Guantanamo Captive Accused In USS Cole Bombing Suffers From PTSD, Depression from Miami Herald 2 Jun 13

A Guantanamo prisoner who was waterboarded by the CIA suffers from post-traumatic stress disorder and depression but is sane enough to face a
capital terror trial on charges of orchestrating al-Qaida's 2000 suicide bombing of the USS Cole, according to a report filed at the war court. 



OPINION: Past Time To Close Guantanamo from Norfolk Virginian-Pilot 2 Jun 13

President Barack Obama revisited an old campaign promise recently by pledging to renew his efforts to close the detainee facility at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba. 

Pentagon: No Weekend Detainee Release From Guantanamo from Miami Herald 1 Jun 13

The Pentagon flatly refuted reports Saturday that it had released two men from the prison camps in Guantanamo Bay to Mauritania and said the
most recent transfer took place nine months ago. 

COMMENTARY: Is Force-Feeding Torture? from New York Times 1 Jun 13

Nearly four months into a hunger strike that has now spread to some two-thirds of the detainees at the prison in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, the
question in this headline can no longer be avoided. 

Guantánamo Bay hunger strike worsens from The Guardian (UK) 31 May 13

President vowed last week to close controversial detention camp but 103 prisoners remain on strike, with many being force-fed 

OPINION: Why Gitmo Will Never Close from Time 31 May 13

President Obama wants to shut down the controversial prison but not the policies it has come to represent

Inside Guantánamo Bay: Photographs by Eugene Richards from Time 30 May 13

On assignment documenting Guantánamo Bay for this week’s issue of TIME, photographer Eugene Richards spent several days at the infamous
detention facility. Here, Richards writes for LightBox about how he approached the assignment and the distinct challenges he faced working
under the tight restrictions imposed on the media by the U.S. military. 

OPINION: Gitmo’s Other Prisoner from New York Times 29 May 13

President Obama’s articulation and defense of his policy on targeted killing by drones got the most attention. I was equally interested in what he
had to say about the Guantánamo Bay prison in Cuba, where most of the 166 detainees are on a hunger strike. What the president said was not
particularly new: Guantánamo is terrible advertising for the United States; he wants to close it and bring the detainees into the United States for
trial and maximum-security imprisonment; and Congress won’t let him. 

Should Guantanamo be open or closed? Either way, Democrats have stuck with Obama from Pew Research Center 29 May 13

...President Obama renewed his vow to close the prison at Guantanamo Bay where 166 detainees are still held. Obama was stymied from doing so
in his first term by congressional opposition, and he acknowledged again that “the politics are hard.” But one near-certainty on which he can count
is support from rank-and-file Democrats who have consistently backed him on this issue. 

Newt Gingrich: Obama's National Security Speech Was *Astonishingly Naïve* from Huffington Post 28 May 13

Former House Speaker and one-time presidential candidate Newt Gingrich did not mince words on Tuesday when asked to critique President
Barack Obama's counterterrorism speech from last week. 

Guantanamo Review Speedup Urged from Wall Street Journal 28 May 13

U.S. agencies are trying to move ahead on the long-stalled process of reviewing terrorism suspects held at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, with an eye
toward reducing the prison population, in keeping with President Barack Obama's national-security speech last week. 

*My Son Will Leave In A Coffin Unless The World Takes Notice* from London Times 28 May 13

Guantánamo Bay detainees are determined to continue their three-month hunger strike even if it means leaving the US military base in a coffin, a
father said yesterday. 

U.S. Military Force Feeding A Third Of Guantanamo Hunger Strikers from Miami Herald 28 May 13

U.S. Navy medical staff were on Sunday force feeding 35 captives at the prison camps at Guantanamo, a military spokesman said, noting that six
of at least 103 hunger strikers were hospitalized. 



U.S. laws keep detainees locked up at Guantanamo from Washington Times 28 May 13

Under the defense policy law, Mr. Obama cannot transfer any of the detainees to the U.S. and can transfer them to other countries only if his
administration certifies that they are not likely to return to the battlefield. 

COMMENTARY: Drones, Guantanamo Prison Examples Of Abuse Of Power from Miami Herald 25 May 13

The best thing about President Obama's speech on counterterrorism last week was that it revived a long overdue debate over reining in the powers
of the presidency in wartime. 

Yemen Welcomes US Decision On Guantanamo Prisoner Transfers from Agence France-Presse 24 May 13

Yemen welcomed President Barack Obama's decision Thursday to lift a moratorium on transferring prisoners from Guantanamo Bay to the Gulf
country. 

Obama Lifts Moratorium On Transfer Of Detainees from New York Times 24 May 13

President Obama on Thursday lifted a moratorium on repatriating low-level inmates from the prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, to Yemen and, in
a surprise move, announced the creation of a new Pentagon position to spearhead the transfer of detainees. 

New Guantanamo Plan Faces Same High Hurdles from Washington Post 24 May 13

Congress would need to accept the transfer of detainees to the U.S.

Charleston, S.C., Is Leading Choice For Military Tribunals from Wall Street Journal 24 May 13

The leading candidate for the U.S. location for military commissions is the Naval Brig at Charleston, S.C., according to a senior administration
official. 

Obama lifts ban on Guantanamo transfers to Yemen from Associated Press 24 May 13

President Barack Obama is lifting his self-imposed ban on transferring Guantanamo Bay detainees to Yemen, where a leadership upheaval has
improved the country's security but not eliminated a terrorist organization trying to recruit jihadists. 

Experts Weigh In on Challenges of Closing Guantanamo Prison from Voice of America 23 May 13

The Obama administration is asking Congress for more than $450 million to maintain and upgrade the Guantanamo Bay terrorist prison even as
the president is searching for ways to close the 11-year-old facility on a U.S. Navy base in Cuba. 

OPINION: 9 myths about drones and Guantanamo from CNN 23 May 13

On Thursday, President Barack Obama is scheduled to deliver a major speech in Washington about his administration's counterterrorism policies,
focusing on the rationale and legal framework for the controversial CIA drone program and his plans to wind down the prison camp at
Guantanamo Bay. So we thought it might be useful to examine some common myths about the drone program and the prison population at
Guantanamo. 

COMMENTARY: Obama's Forgotten Victims from New York Times 23 May 13

WHEN Barack Obama ran for president of the United States in 2008, his message of hope and change gave us, the citizens of lesser republics,
hope that he would close Guantánamo and shut down programs where extrajudicial killing or bribing foreign heads of state with American
taxpayer dollars had become standard practice. 

Troops can tweet from Guantánamo again from Miami Herald 23 May 13

U.S. troops can once again tweet and post on Facebook from the coffee shop, Irish pub and library at the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Bay, a
base spokeswoman said Wednesday. 

OPINION: An Exit Strategy From Detention at Guantanamo from Huffington Post 23 May 13

It is time to close the detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba (GTMO). Until it is closed, it will remain a symbol of attempts to avoid the rule
of law. 



Obama to announce plans to lift ban on sending Guantanamo detainees to Yemen from Fox News 23 May 13

President Obama will announce Thursday that the White House plans to lift the ban on sending detainees from Guantanamo Bay to Yemen, Fox
News confirms, a move that could effectively resume efforts to close down the prison. 

Switching from scandals, Obama to address drones and Guantanamo from Reuters 23 May 13

President Barack Obama will seek to draw attention away from a series of domestic scandals with a speech on Thursday that defends the U.S. use
of drones abroad and lays out a vision for closing the military prison in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Obama Restarts Bid to Close Guantanamo from Wall Street Journal 23 May 13

Plan Calls for Speeding Up Detainee Transfers, Kick-Starting Drive to Shut Prison; Hunger Strike Has Increased Pressure

U.S. military lawyers put more pressure on Guantanamo from Reuters 22 May 13

Military and civilian lawyers for prisoners at the Guantanamo naval base urged U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel to improve conditions for
detainees, putting more pressure on the Obama administration to make good its promise to close the camp. 

Fox News Poll: Voters want Guantanamo Bay kept open from Fox News 22 May 13

A majority of American voters wants to keep the military prison at Guantanamo Bay open, and many feel it has made the United States safer. 

Obama to Restart Transfers From Guantanamo from Wall Street Journal 22 May 13

The Obama administration is set to restart transfers of detainees from Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, U.S. officials said, kick-starting a long-stalled drive
to close the prison. 

Guantanamo Force-Feeding Criticism Called 'Political' By Official Overseeing Process from Huffington Post 21 May 13

A military physician who oversees the nurses who force-feed Guantanamo’s hunger-striking detainees told reporters visiting the remote naval base
last week that the opposition to the force-feeding process by human rights and medical groups is "political." 

Hunger striker launches Twitter campaign to close Guantanamo from Wired.com 21 May 13

Petitions have failed. Lawsuits have failed. Even campaign pledges from future presidents have failed. So now one Guantanamo Bay detainee is
hoping that Twitter can help him shut down the infamous detention facility. 

Pentagon wants $450M for Guantanamo prison from Associated Press 21 May 13

The Pentagon wants more than $450 million for maintaining and upgrading the Guantanamo Bay prison that President Barack Obama wants to
close. 

Gitmo needs $200 million in upgrades;... from Foreign Policy 21 May 13

The Pentagon is considering a request from U.S. Southern Command to spend about $200 million renovating some of the buildings at Gitmo.
President Barack Obama is expected to make a major speech Thursday at National Defense University about his administration's drone policy as
well as an update of his plans to close the detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba...

Guantánamo’s military defense lawyers cite My Lai massacre in plea to Hagel from Miami Herald 21 May 13

Military lawyers for former CIA captives held at Guantánamo are appealing to Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel to intervene in what they
describe as deteriorating conditions and leadership failures on a scale similar to the Vietnam War’s My Lai Massacre. Hagel is a Vietnam combat
veteran. 

Guantanamo Force-Feeding Criticism Called 'Political' By Official Overseeing Process from Huffington Post 21 May 13

A military physician who oversees the nurses who force-feed Guantanamo’s hunger-striking detainees told reporters visiting the remote naval base
last week that the opposition to the force-feeding process by human rights and medical groups is "political." 

White House Has Renewed Resolve To Close Guantanamo from NPR 20 May 13

Later this week President Obama is expected to give a major address on counterterrorism; the closing of Guantanamo Bay prison could figure



prominently in his address. The president promised to close the facility back in 2009, but he has made little progress in doing so. For the first time
in years, the administration is looking to reduce the number of detainees at the island prison. 

Guantanamo Hack Threat Prompts WiFi Shutdown from Associated Press 20 May 13

US military halts Guantanamo WiFi, limits social networks because of hack threat.

Obama to detail terrorism policy including drone attacks and Guantánamo Bay prison from Christian Science Monitor 20 May 13

In what’s being billed by the White House as a major national security speech, President Obama this week will explain his policies dealing with
counterterrorism, the use of drone aircraft, Al Qaeda, and the military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. 

Obama to speak on prison, legality of drone program from Associated Press 20 May 13

President Barack Obama will discuss the legality of his administration’s secret drone program and his plans to close the prison camps at
Guantánamo during a speech Thursday on counterterrorism practices, a White House official said. 

Photos Sought Of Guantanamo Man Hit In Clash from Associated Press 18 May 13

A lawyer for a Guantanamo Bay prisoner is calling on the U.S. Justice Department to release photos of wounds the man suffered when struck with
non-lethal rounds at a recent clash with guards at the prison. 

Move To Shutter Guantanamo Now from New York Daily News 17 May 13

100 days of hunger strikes

Hunger Strike Tally Rises To 102 At Guantanamo from Miami Herald 17 May 13

Military officials would not comment on whether the current 102 hunger strikers include alleged 9/11 conspirators. 

OPINION: How Gitmo Imprisoned Obama from Newsweek 17 May 13

Five years later, Guantanamo remains open. It is the president's biggest failure. Now he tries to close it -- again.

30 Of 100 Hunger Strikers Being Tube-Fed from Miami Herald 16 May 13

The number of Guantánamo detainees being tube-fed has reached its highest level since 2005.

The Moment When Barack Obama Decided Not To Close Guantánamo Bay from Business Insider (Australia) 16 May 13

On his second day in office President Barack Obama signed an executive order to close the Guantánamo Bay detention camp, established to
indefinitely detained and interrogate suspected terrorists, within a year.But more than four years later, 168 prisoners remain at the facility,
including 86 who have been cleared for release. 

Daily life at Guantanamo: Hunger strikes, sprays of filth from CNN 16 May 13

For the 160-plus inmates at the U.S. prison camp here, each sunrise brings a new day that most would rather starve than endure. For the American
troops who guard them, each day brings a daily rain of obscenities and filth -- sometimes physical as well as verbal. 

Eric Holder hints Yemenis held at Guantánamo may be released from The Guardian (UK) 15 May 13

Attorney general suggests a number detainees could be sent back to Yemen as Obama attempts to fulfil promise to close camp 

Guantanamo denying detainees lawyer contact without invasive body search from RT TV (TV - Novosti) 15 May 13

In a letter sent to British foreign secretary William Hague, a prominent human rights lawyer is alleging that Guantanamo Bay's hunger striking
detainees are being threatened with humiliating body searches before they are allowed to contact legal counsel. 

Gitmo Prisoner: Obama Has 'Abandoned' Detainees from Associated Press 15 May 13

A Guantanamo Bay detainee says he feels abandoned by President Barack Obama and the world after more than 10 years at the U.S. prison. 

Detainee's Release In Doubt, Lawyers Seek Order By Judge from New York Times 15 May 13



Lawyers for a detainee at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, who is scheduled to be transferred out of the prison in December under a 2011 plea deal have
asked a judge to order the Pentagon to live up to its agreement, recently unsealed tribunal papers show. 

Medical Alert In Guantanamo Amid Hunger Strike from Associated Press 15 May 13

A U.S. military spokesman says medics at the Guantanamo Bay prison were called to a cell amid a long-running hunger strike at the U.S. base in
Cuba. 

Human Rights Groups Call For End To Force-Feeding Of Guantanamo Detainees from McClatchy 15 May 13

Human rights organizations are asking Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel to order troops to abandon the practice of force-feeding prisoners at
Guantanamo, a move that could permit them starve to death if they choose. 

ACLU, Human Rights Groups: 'Cruel' Force-Feeding Of Hunger-Striking Guantanamo Detainees Must End from Huffington Post
14 May 13

The American Civil Liberties Union and other human rights groups on Monday called on Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel to halt the force-
feeding of hunger-striking Guantanamo detainees. 

OPINION: National Repentance Begins With Guantanamo from Huffington Post 14 May 13

Recently, the mass Guantanamo hunger strikes have intensified pressure on the Obama Administration to fulfill the president's long-delayed 2009
promise to shut down the detention center there. That certainly needs to be done. But it is just one aspect of so much more unfinished business
related to our nation's misbegotten counterterrorism policies. 

OPINION: Counting the Days: It Is Time to Close Guantanamo from Huffington Post 14 May 13

In its recent report on torture and indefinite detention, the Constitution Project's bipartisan Task Force on Detainee Treatment unequivocally called
the force-feeding of detainees torture. This stance is backed up by the American Medical Association, which in an April letter to Secretary of
Defense Chuck Hagel reiterated their opposition to force-feeding a prisoner who is mentally competent.

OPINION: Liberals AreTurning on Obama Over Military Policy from Christian Post 14 May 13

...something unusual has started happening. Influential figures on the left are speaking up loudly and attacking Obama over his policies regarding
the U.S. military and defense. Obama is accused of being worse than former President George W. Bush due to the way he is continuing to detain
Guantanamo inmates. 

Gitmo prisoner: Obama has 'abandoned' detainees from Associated Press 14 May 13

A Guantanamo Bay detainee says he feels abandoned by President Barack Obama and the world after more than 10 years at the U.S. prison. 

Revised Guantanamo force-feed policy exposed from Al Jareeza 13 May 13

Al Jazeera's exclusive publishing of a key Guantanamo prison military document lays bare the brutality of force-feeding. 

Gulag that shames the West: from Daily Mail (UK) 11 May 13

Five years after Obama said he'd shut it, over 100 prisoners - including a British resident - are still chained in Guantanamo. DAVID JONES went
inside and was horrified by what he found 

USS Cole Suspect’s Lawyer Leaves Case from Miami Herald 10 May 13

The Navy lawyer who has for years defended the man accused of orchestrating a 2000 terrorist bombing of a U.S. Navy warship off Yemen is
leaving the case. 

Answers To Key Questions About Guantanamo Detention Center from McClatchy 9 May 13

Candidate Barack Obama pledged that he’d close the Guantanamo Bay detention facility. Easier said than done. As president, Obama has failed to
shut down the facility he calls “expensive,” and “inefficient” and a “recruitment tool for terrorists.” 

COMMENTARY: The President And Guantanamo from Miami Herald 9 May 13



Chief executive can take steps to reduce detainee population

Work Harder To Close Gitmo from Philadelphia Inquirer 9 May 13

Sometimes the absurdities of an official policy or action are so clear that they need not be elucidated. Such is the case with the Obama
administration’s maintenance of the U.S. detention facility at Guantanamo Bay. 

OPINION: Guantanamo detainees deserve due process from Des Moines Register 9 May 13

To some who have languished for up to 11 years in intolerable conditions, without charges or trial, death might be preferable. It’s an awful
prospect, but with every other right stripped away from them, the right to refuse food is one they still have. 

OPINION: Guantanamo's Collapse from Huffington Post 9 May 13

The Department of Defense has requested $170 million to upgrade the detention facility at Guantanamo Bay in next year's budget, but no amount
of money will repair the government's irrational terrorism detention policy that is collapsing even more quickly than the dilapidated facility in
which the hunger striking detainees are housed. 

OPINION: Guantánamo medical providers face dilemma from Miami Herald 9 May 13

It is time to stop placing our dedicated military healthcare providers who serve in Guantánamo in the middle of a national security dilemma. 

OPINION: Obama, Congress chicken out on Guantanamo’s anti-prisoner’s dilemma from The Atlantic Wire 8 May 13

Obama’s failure to get Gitmo closed is his most famous broken campaign promise from 2008, and even promised parole-style hearings have been
delayed more than a year. 

Guantanamo Prison Hunger Strike Grows from Voice of America 8 May 13

The hunger strike has succeeded in drawing attention to their indefinite detention, and their treatment at the hands of the U.S. military, which runs
the prison. Among the chief complaints is the practice of force-feeding prisoners. 

OPINION: Obama's Prisoners at Guantanamo from Wall Street Journal 8 May 13

The president has the power to end indefinite detention without trial. But he won't use it. . 

OPINION: Obama Can Close Guantanamo. Here’s How. from Bloomberg News 8 May 13

President Barack Obama’s renewed request to close the prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, confirms what the detainees have already shown with
their hunger strike: Permanent detention at the U.S. naval station isn’t viable as a matter of practicality or conscience. 

OPINION: Obama should close Gitmo — now from Fort Worth Star Telegram 8 May 13

The ongoing hunger strike by detainees at the Guantanamo detention camp is doing exactly what a non-violent protest is intended to do: call
attention to the plight and grievances of those who feel they are being treated unjustly. 

Online activist group Anonymous calls for huge anti-Gitmo protest effort from Press TV 8 May 13

Activist group Anonymous has announced a major global protest effort on the ground and online to mark the 100th day of the hunger strike
waged by captives held at US Guantanamo military prison to object to their indefinite detention without charges or trials. 

Guantanamo detainee gives first inside account of raid from Ekklesia (UK) 8 May 13

Younous Chekkouri, a detainee cleared for release but who remains held in Guantanamo, has given the first inside account of the raid carried out
by prison authorities. 

EDITORIAL: Least bad option is to close Gitmo from Decatur Daily 8 May 13

There are no good solutions in dealing with Guantanamo Bay prison. The least disastrous option is to close it. 

OPINION: Should we really be applauding Obama? from Nouse (UK - York University Paper) 7 May 13

Hussein Kesvani looks at if we can really applaud Obama’s sense of humour in light of his repeated failures to turn around his nation’s defence



record 

Outcry over Guantanamo Bay grows, as does hunger strike from Agence France-Presse 7 May 13

Free them or put them on trial. Thus urges a petition to President Barack Obama over the prisoners held at Guantanamo, jailed and in limbo for
more than a decade. 

Detainee Alleges Guards Searched Qurans in Guantanamo Prison from Bellingham Herald (WA State) 7 May 13

An Afghan captive at Guantanamo has said in a sworn statement that guards rifled through Qurans to trigger the ongoing 100-captive hunger
strike at the prison camps in Cuba. 

Obama must show muscle from New Jersey Herald 7 May 13

Former White House press secretary Ron Nessen put it this way at lunch the other day with me and another old friend, former newspaper
publisher and current author Herman Obermayer. 

OPINION: Guantanamo: America’s Great Shame from EURASIA Review 7 May 13

The last three prisoners to leave Guantánamo have left dead. The last one, Adnan Latif, committed suicide after being told he was cleared for
release. He had been stuck in the dungeon for ten years, another totally innocent victim of being in the wrong place at the wrong time.

OPINION: The Guantanamo Dilemma from Chicago Tribune 6 May 13

An incomplete solution is better than none

COMMENTARY: America Can't Afford The Real Cost Of Guantanamo from Christian Science Monitor 6 May 13

The consequences of ignoring Guantánamo, its abuses, and its hunger strikers are foreboding -- for the prisoners and for America. President
Obama must release prisoners with no case against them, move the rest to US courts to be charged and tried, and finally close the detention
facility.

COMMENTARY: It's Your Turn from Boston Globe 6 May 13

American public must demand closure of Guantanamo facility.

Detainee Alleges Guards Searched Qurans In Prison from Miami Herald 6 May 13

In a newly released court filing, a detainee accused guards of going through their holy books to instigate a hunger strike.

Outcry Over Guantanamo Grows, As Does Hunger Strike from Agence France-Presse 6 May 13

Free them or put them on trial. Thus urges a petition to President Barack Obama over the prisoners held at Guantanamo, jailed and in limbo for
more than a decade. The petition launched by Guantanamo's former chief military prosecutor Colonel Morris Davis was signed by more than
137,400 people...

Guantanamo Camp Burns Through $900,000 A Year Per Inmate from Reuters 6 May 13

It's been dubbed the most expensive prison on Earth and President Barack Obama cited the cost this week as one of many reasons to shut down
the detention center at Guantanamo Bay, which burns through some $900,000 per prisoner annually. 

What’s Next For Guantanamo? from On Point 6 May 13

Guests Carol Rosenberg, reporter for the Miami Herald covering the U.S. Navy base at Guantanamo, Cuba. (@carolrosenberg) Daniel Klaidman,
national political correspondent for The Daily Beast. Author of “Kill Or Capture: The War On Terror And The Soul Of The Obama Presidency”
— read the book’s prologue (PDF). (@dklaidman) John Hutson, retired Navy Rear Admiral, attorney and judge advocate of the U.S. Navy. Dean
and President Emeritus of the University of New Hampshire School of Law. Ben Wittes, senior fellow at the Brookings Institution. Co-founder
and editor-in-chief of the blog Lawfare. (@benjaminwittes) 

COMMENTARY: Obama's Gitmo Woes from Los Angeles Times 5 May 13

President Obama sounded genuinely outraged last week when he talked about the Kafkaesque situation at the Guantanamo prison camp, where



the United States has been holding 166 men without trial for terms that are, at this point, officially endless. 

COMMENTARY: Close Guantanamo from Baltimore Sun 5 May 13

The president needs to make good on his 2009 pledge to disband America’s most infamous prison and bring the detainees to appropriate justice.

Former Detainee Talks Of Desperation In Guantanamo BayWeekend Edition from NPR 5 May 13

My name is Omar Deghayes. I'm a lawyer. I graduated from law school here in the U.K. and I was locked up in Guantanamo for about five years,
several months - from 2002 to 2007. 

My Guantanamo hunger strike hell: US prison camp's only British inmate describes torture and humiliation... and these are
the chairs they use for force-feeding prisoners from Mail Online 5 May 13

Shaker Aamer, 44, is the only Briton being held at Guantanamo Bay. He has been detained without charge for more than 11 years and on hunger
strike since mid-February – one of more than 100 prisoners taking part in a protest which has brought the camp close to meltdown. 

Behind The Hunger Strike from Los Angeles Times 4 May 13

A Guantanamo Bay detainee tells in an affidavit of a February 'shakedown' by U.S. guards that sparked the ongoing protest

Guantanamo Hunger Strike At 100 Prisoners from Associated Press 4 May 13

A U.S. military spokesman says the number of prisoners on hunger strike at Guantanamo Bay has held steady for nearly a week. 

COMMENTARY: Enough To Make You Gag from The Economist 4 May 13

The prison is a deeply un-American disgrace. It needs to be closed rapidly.

TRANSCRIPT: Hunger Striking Detainees At Guantanamo Are Force Fed from NPR 3 May 13

Carol Rosenberg of the Miami Herald recently returned from one of many reporting trips to Guantanamo Bay. She described the force-feeding at
the prison. 

Guantanamo Hunger Strike Lays Bare Detainees' Growing Desperation from Huffington Post 3 May 13

For weeks, said Army Col. John V. Bogdan, the man in charge of Guantanamo’s detention facilities, he had tried to bring the crisis to a peaceful
resolution. Since early February, a little more than six months after he took over command here, detainees had been protesting their treatment.

Yemen Human Rights Minister In Washington To Talk About Guantanamo Detainees from McClatchy 3 May 13

With a weeks-long hunger strike focusing new attention on conditions at the United States' controversial detention center at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba, the minister of human rights for Yemen is due in Washington on Friday for talks she hopes will lead to the repatriation of at least some of
the scores of Yemenis held at the island prison. 

FEATURE: Guantanamo Hunger Strike Renews Debates Over Indefinite Detention from Washington Post 3 May 13

The strike has not only energized rights activists who have long campaigned for the closure of the prison at Guantanamo Bay, but also compelled
the Obama administration to grapple with an issue that had been effectively abandoned. 

EDITORIAL: Guantanamo Bay Exit Strategy from USA Today 3 May 13

If the nation has learned anything from a decade of fighting in Afghanistan and Iraq, it's that wars are far easier to get into than out of. The lesson
is the same with suspected terrorists. Locking them up is much simpler than letting them go - or hanging onto them. 

OPINION: Keep Guantanamo Open from USA Today 3 May 13

President Obama's podium pronouncement that he would work with Congress to close the detention facility at Guantanamo Bay is the latest
episode in a long saga over the detention of captured terrorists. The president's actions and his administration's policies, so far as we can
understand them, are at odds with his talking points. 

Afghanistan's Karzai Urges Closure Of Guantanamo from Associated Press 3 May 13



Afghan President Hamid Karzai on Thursday pressed for the closure of the Guantanamo Bay prison as President Barack Obama mulls a renewed
push before a reluctant U.S. Congress. 

Renewed Gitmo Push Faces Test In Congress from Wall Street Journal 3 May 13

President Barack Obama's renewed call to close the Guantanamo Bay prison faces its first Capitol Hill test this month, as lawmakers take up a bill
expected to include restrictions on repatriating detainees or resettling them in third countries. 

COMMENTARY: Five Myths About Guantanamo Bay from Washingtonpost 3 May 13

Renewing his push to close the military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, President Obama this past week said what many of his critics have been
saying for years--that it is “inefficient,” inspires new terrorists, alienates our allies and, above all, “is contrary to who we are.” 

COMMENTARY: Send Judges To Guantanamo, Then Shut It from NYTimes 3 May 13

PRESIDENT OBAMA has once again pledged to close the Guantanamo Bay prison. But can he back up his brave words with decisive action?
The answer is yes, if he chooses to. 

Twenty-three Guantanamo hunger strikers being force-fed from CBS Evening News 2 May 13

"He told me, 'I don't not want not eat, I don't want to starve myself. I don't want to die, I want to see my family, but I have been pushed too far,'"
his attorney, Pardiss Kebriaei, told CBS News "I think that describes the mental state of many of the men at Guantanamo." 

White House Says Moratorium On Sending Guantanamo Detainees To Yemen Remains from McClatchy 2 May 13

The White House said Wednesday that despite President Barack Obama's pledge to do what he can to close the detention center at Guantanamo
Bay, a moratorium on sending cleared detainees back to Yemen "remains in place" – a policy that, if unchanged, provides perhaps the biggest
obstacle to shuttering the controversial island prison. 

Force-feeding Breaches Law, UN Says Amid Guantanamo Strike from Agence France-Presse 2 May 13

Force-feeding hunger strikers is a breach of international law, the UN's human rights office said Wednesday, as US authorities tried to stem a
protest by inmates at the controversial Guantanamo Bay jail. 

Some Force-fed Captives Are Cleared For Release From Guantanamo from McClatchy 2 May 13

At least four of the captives being force-fed at Guantánamo were cleared for release years ago. 

REVIEW & OUTLOOK (Editorial): Obama's Guantanamo Contortions; The President won't defend his own antiterror
policies. from 1 May 13

Mr. Obama as Commander in Chief wants to use the means that the Bush era gave him to fight terrorism, but he also wants to pretend for political
reasons that he's somehow different. This pose ... is creating an opening for the misrepresentations of a Rand Paul to undermine the tools the U.S.
still needs to avoid more Boston marathon bombings. Mr. Obama should try honesty instead. 

Obama may appoint new Guantanamo envoy from Agence France-Presse 1 May 13

President Barack Obama is considering appointing a new senior State Department official to work out how to transfer detainees to permit the
closure of the war-on-terror prison at Guantanamo Bay. 

Hunger strike at Gitmo from Khaleej Times (UAE) 1 May 13

The US-led war on terror has been a contentious endeavour, marred with legal issues and human rights violations. 

Obama Renews Vow To Close Guantanamo from Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty 1 May 13

U.S. President Barack Obama has renewed an old promise to close the U.S. detention center at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Obama renvews effort to shut down Guantanamo from EURONEWS 1 May 13

Going back to a pledge he made during his first presidential campaign, Barack Obama will try to persuade Congress to close the Guantanamo
detention centre. 



Obama: We need to close Guantanamo Bay from USA Today 1 May 13

President to restart push to close prison 

Obama vows again to close prison at Guantanamo Bay from Associated Press 1 May 13

President Barack Obama on Tuesday renewed his pledge to close the prison for terrorist suspects at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, but the impediments
that have thwarted him thus far remain. 

OPINION: On Guantanamo, Obama must act now from NY Daily News 1 May 13

To end the hunger strike, the President should start freeing detainees at once 

Obama vows anew to close Guantanamo, blasts operation from McClatchy 1 May 13

President Barack Obama said Tuesday he would redouble efforts on a failed first-term campaign promise to close the prison for terrorism suspects
at the US Navy base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Obama vows new bid to close Gitmo 'no man's land' from Agence France-Presse 1 May 13

President Barack Obama said Tuesday the military jail at Guantanamo Bay is damaging US interests and vowed a renewed push to close it, as
around 100 prisoners take part in a hunger strike there. 

Nearly every captive is on lockdown at Guantanamo during hunger strike from Miami Herald 1 May 13

With nearly every one of the 166 Guantánamo prisoners now under lockdown — back in solitary existence after years of communal living — the
military has reverted to a battle rhythm reminiscent of the Bush administration. 

President Obama Renews Pledge to Close Guantanamo Detention Center from PBS News Hour 1 May 13

President Obama's plan for closing Guantanamo involves bringing the detainees there who can't be sent home because they're deemed too
dangerous to release or because they are from countries where security conditions are poor, taking those detainees and bringing them to another
prison inside the United States. 

Guantanamo Attorney Found Dead in Apparent Suicide from Truthout.org 1 May 13

An attorney who represented prisoners detained at Guantanamo Bay was found dead last week in what sources said was a suicide. 

Gitmo closure elusive, Obama looks at other steps from Associated Press 1 May 13

Despite President Barack Obama's new vow, closing the Guantanamo Bay prison is still a tough sell in Congress. So the White House may look
instead toward smaller steps like transferring some terror suspects back overseas. 

US Ups Medics At Guantanamo Over Hunger Strike from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 13

Extra medical staff have been sent to the US military prison in Guantanamo Bay to help address a hunger strike that has spread to nearly two-
thirds of the detainees, authorities said. 

More Navy Medics Arrive At Guantánamo To Help Out On Forced Feedings from Miami Herald 30 Apr 13

About 40 additional U.S. Navy medical forces have arrived at the prison camps at Guantánamo to assist in the growing hunger strike by 100
captives, more then a fifth of them being force-fed, a spokesman said Monday. 

Portsmouth Medics Respond To Gitmo Hunger Strike from Norfolk Virginian-Pilot 30 Apr 13

Medical workers from Portsmouth Naval Medical Center have arrived at Guantanamo Bay to help deal with a hunger strike among detainees at
the U.S. base in Cuba, where a growing number of prisoners are being force-fed. 

AMA Questions Guantanamo Force-Feedings from Reuters 30 Apr 13

The Navy sent extra medical personnel to the Guantanamo detention camp because of a growing hunger strike, and the American Medical
Association questioned whether doctors were being asked to violate their ethics by force-feeding prisoners. 



COMMENTARY: The Detainees’ Dilemma from New York Times 30 Apr 13

Although the Americans contend that Hentif left his home in Yemen to become an Al Qaeda jihadist, he has always insisted that he was simply in
the wrong place at the wrong time.

Medical Reinforcements Arrive At Guantanamo Bay from Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty 30 Apr 13

Additional medical staff have arrived at Guantanamo Bay to help deal with a spreading hunger strike among prisoners at the U.S. detention camp
in Cuba. 

EDITORIAL: Guantanamo Quagmire A Stain Against The U.S. from Newsday 29 Apr 13

Scores of men detained at Guantanamo Bay are on a months-long hunger strike, and the Pentagon is seeking $200 million to refurbish and expand
the prison. 

Guantanamo Detainees Choose Starvation from CNN International 29 Apr 13

Welcome back to the program. And we turn now to a story we've been covering at the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo, where, according to
officials, 100 prisoners are now on hunger strike, although defense attorneys assert the number is even higher. 

Life Under Lockdown At Strike-Hit Guantanamo from Miami Herald 28 Apr 13

America's offshore war-on-terror prison camp has gone from peaceable routine to hunger-striking nightmare. A look at life at the prison where
nearly every captive is under lockdown.

Red Cross Arrives At Guantanamo As Hunger Strike Hits 100 Mark from Miami Herald 28 Apr 13

International Red Cross delegates began inspecting conditions at the Guantanamo prison camps on Saturday, as the U.S. military said the number
of hunger strikers had reached 100. 

Ex-Guantanamo detainee to appeal US conviction from Canada from Global Post 28 Apr 13

Omar Khadr, a Canadian citizen who was held under US custody at Guantanamo Bay for 10 years, is appealing the terrorism charges against him
in US civilian courts, according to the Associated Press. 

What happened? from Miami Herald 28 Apr 13

Lawyers for the detainees and U.S. military commanders offer two theories for what caused the detainees to go on a hunger strike and the military
to react by ending almost all POW-style communal living: 

Some Force-Fed Captives Are Cleared For Release From Guantanamo from Miami Herald 27 Apr 13

At least four of the captives being force-fed at Guantanamo were cleared for release years ago. 

COMMENTARY: In Force-Feeding Detainees, Obama Has Courts On His Side from Reuters 26 Apr 13

As detainees at the U.S. military prison in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, press ahead with a widening hunger strike nearly three months old, President
Barack Obama has come under increasing criticism for his policy of force-feeding them. 

COMMENTARY: The Guantanamo Stain from New York Times 26 Apr 13

Polls show that Americans are increasingly indifferent to the prison. We received a fair amount of criticism recently for publishing on our Op-Ed
page a first-person account from one of the Guantánamo hunger strikers. 

Feinstein Urges U.S. To Resume Guantánamo Transfers; Hunger Strike Up To 94 from Miami Herald 26 Apr 13

The Senate's influential Intelligence Committee chairman urged the White House to renew its efforts to release cleared captives at the U.S. Navy
base at Guantánamo on Thursday, as the prison spokesman said the hunger striking population had reached 94. 

Amid Growing Strike, Review Of Releases Urged from Miami Herald 26 Apr 13

The U.S. military now counts 94 of the 166 Guantanamo captives as hunger strikers — with 17 being tube fed and three hospitalized.



92 Of 166 Guantanamo Detainees On Hunger Strike from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 13

More prisoners have joined a hunger strike to protest their indefinite detention at the US-run Guantanamo military prison, with 92 out of 166
detainees refusing food, a spokesman said. 

Military Says Guantanamo Hunger Strike Rises To 92 from Associated Press 25 Apr 13

A U.S. military spokesman says the number of prisoners at Guantanamo Bay labeled as hunger strikers has been raised to 92 based on evaluations
by medical personnel at the U.S. base in Cuba. 

US Military Says 84 On Hunger Strike At Guantanamo from Associated Press 24 Apr 13

A U.S. military spokesman says 84 prisoners held at Guantanamo Bay are on hunger strike. 

Southcom To Send More Medics To Guantánamo from Miami Herald 24 Apr 13

The number of hunger strikers at Guantánamo held at just over half the camp's prisoners Tuesday as the Southern Command said it was sending
additional medical forces to help out the 100-member Navy staff carrying out forced feedings. 

FEATURE: Despair Drives Guantánamo Detainees to Revolt from New York Times 24 Apr 13

The prisoners “had great optimism that Guantánamo would be closed,” Gen. John F. Kelly, who oversees the prison as head of the United States
Southern Command, recently told Congress. “They were devastated when the president backed off — at least their perception — of closing the
facility.” 

U.S. Sending More Medics To Guantanamo As Hunger Strike Grows from Reuters 23 Apr 13

The U.S. military is sending additional medical personnel to the Guantanamo prison camp, where more than half the captives have joined a
hunger strike to protest their open-ended detention, a camp spokesman said on Monday. 

Guantanamo's Camp X-Ray, Abandoned In 2013 (PHOTOS) from Huffington Post 23 Apr 13

Camp X-Ray was the most infamous detention facility at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base. Only used for a few months in 2002 to house
prisoners in the "war on terrorism," it's now completely overgrown...

Jimmy Carter speaks at Lafayette from The Lafayette 23 Apr 13

Carter went on to discuss how half of the prisoners in Guantanamo Bay detention camp have never been tried or accused, but will remain in
prison the rest of their lives. 

Half of Guantanamo detainees on hunger strike from ALJAZEERA 23 Apr 13

US military to send more medical personnel to prison camp as 84 of 166 inmates are refusing meals. 

Half Of Guantanamo Prisoners On Hunger Strike from Associated Press 22 Apr 13

The U.S. military says just over half of the prisoners at Guantanamo Bay are on hunger strike. 

Nearly Half Of Guantanamo Prisoners Now On Hunger Strike from Miami Herald 21 Apr 13

Nearly half the war-on-terror captives at the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, were considered hunger strikers Saturday, and more than
10 percent of all detainees were being tube fed, according to the military. 

Military Says Hunger Strike By Detainees Is Growing from New York Times 20 Apr 13

The number of detainees at the wartime prison here deemed to be on a hunger strike by the military spiked again on Friday, to 63. Defense
lawyers contend that an overwhelming majority of the 166 prisoners have been participating in the protest. 

UPDATED: Guantanamo Hunger Strike Will Lead To Multiple Deaths, Says Military's Muslim Adviser from Huffington Post 19 Apr

13

Military officials found a detainee “almost dying because of hunger and thirst” after a raid to regain control of a communal prison camp early



Saturday, a Muslim military liason told reporters on Thursday. 

More Terror Captives Begin Hunger Strikes from Miami Herald 19 Apr 13

A third of the war-on-terror captives are now considered hunger strikers, with 15 of them being force fed and four hospitalized, the U.S. military
said Thursday. Navy Capt. Robert Durand, the prison-camps spokesman, said 59 of the 166 captives had missed enough meals or become
malnourished enough to meet the detention-center definition of a hunger strike. 

After Long Period Of Quiet, Guantanamo Grows Tense from Associated Press 19 Apr 13

The morning routine started before dawn with a prisoner chanting the Muslim call to prayer through a small opening in the heavy steel door of his
cell as soldiers with face shields quietly paced in the dimly lit corridor. The calm did not last long. 

Guantanamo Hunger Strike Will Lead To Multiple Deaths, Says Military's Muslim Adviser from Huffington Post 19 Apr 13

Military officials found a detainee “almost dying because of hunger and thirst” after a raid to regain control of a communal prison camp early
Saturday, a Muslim military liason told reporters on Thursday. 

OPINION: Why has Obama abandoned his Guantanamo pledge? from CNN (London) 18 Apr 13

U.S. President Barack Obama failed to keep his 2008 election promise to close the Guantanamo Bay prison camp at a U.S. naval base in Cuba
because the world had stopped watching. 

New Delay Ordered In Sept. 11 Case At Guantanamo from Associated Press 18 Apr 13

A military judge has agreed to postpone the next round of hearings in the Sept. 11 case at Guantanamo after thousands of defense emails were
turned over to the prosecution in an apparent mistake. 

Almost A Third Of Guantánamo Captives Now Considered Hunger Strikers from Miami Herald 18 Apr 13

After weeks of refusing to take back detainees' Qurans, the U.S. military said Wednesday that it was no longer requiring captives to keep their
copies of Islam's holy book. 

Guantanamo Quran Search Story Disputed By Top Prison Official from Huffington Post 18 Apr 13

The man in charge of the Guantanamo Bay prison told reporters here Tuesday that nothing was out of the ordinary when interpreters searched
detainees’ Qurans in February, the event which purportedly set off a months-long hunger strike. 

Vanishing Files Delay Guantanamo Hearings In 9/11 Case from Reuters.com 18 Apr 13

Guantanamo war crimes prosecutions of five prisoners charged with plotting the September 11 hijacked planes attacks will be delayed by two
months because of lost files caused by Pentagon computer problems, U.S. military officials said on Wednesday. 

Taliban Vow Revenge Over Guantanamo Shootings from Agence France-Presse 18 Apr 13

The Taliban on Thursday pledged to take revenge on US troops in Afghanistan after guards at Guantanamo prison fired non-lethal rounds at
inmates to quell unrest. 

US says Guantanamo hunger strike on the rise from Associated Press 18 Apr 13

Days after a violent clash between guards and prisoners, the U.S. military says a hunger strike at Guantanamo Bay is on the rise. 

Guantanamo Hunger Strike Numbers Continue To Rise from Huffington Post 17 Apr 13

The number of detainees the military has recognized as hunger strikers rose again on Wednesday, days after a raid forced many of the prisoners
who had been in communal settings back into individual cells. 

OPINION: Indisputable Torture from New York Times 17 Apr 13

A dozen years after the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, an independent, nonpartisan panel's examination of the interrogation and detention
programs carried out in their aftermath by the Bush administration may seem to be musty old business. But the sweeping report issued on Tuesday
by an 11-member task force convened by the Constitution Project, a legal research and advocacy group, provides a valuable, even necessary



reckoning. 

OPINION: America Must Atone For The Torture It Inflicted from Washington Post 17 Apr 13

A report released Tuesday by an independent task force on detainee treatment (to which I contributed) makes it clear that U.S. officials could have
used the same advice. 

U.S. troops details skirmish with Guantánamo captives from Miami Herald 16 Apr 13

Military commanders Tuesday offered a description of a communal prison camp where the captives ruled inside their cellblocks for months,
covering cameras, poking guards with sticks through fences, spraying U.S. forces with urine and refusing to lock themselves inside their cells for
nightly sweeps. 

Judge Denies Gitmo Detainee's Bid For Relief from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

A federal judge Monday denied an emergency motion for relief filed by a Guantanamo Bay prisoner on a hunger strike, despite pleas from the
man's lawyer who says his client is dying. 

U.S. Practiced Torture After 9/11, Nonpartisan Review Concludes from New York Times 16 Apr 13

A nonpartisan, independent review of interrogation and detention programs in the years after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks concludes that “it
is indisputable that the United States engaged in the practice of torture” and that the nation’s highest officials bore ultimate responsibility for it. 

White House Alerted Ahead Of Prison Raid from Miami Herald 16 Apr 13

A Guantánamo spokesman said 45 of 166 captives are now considered to be hunger strikers, and 13 are being tube fed.

US military defends Guantanamo prison raid from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

Top officials at the Guantanamo Bay detention center on Tuesday defended a raid that resulted in a violent clash with detainees, saying the
operation was critical and the handful of injuries on both sides were minor. 

Guantanamo Prison Raid Defended By U.S. Officials from Huffington Post 16 Apr 13

Military officials said Tuesday they used appropriate force during a prison raid Saturday that hurt two guards and five inmates, which they said
was aimed at stopping detainees from blocking cell cameras. 

Officials Describe Chaos At Guantanamo In Weeks That Preceded Raid On Prison from New York Times 16 Apr 13

Military officials on Tuesday described prison conditions here in the weeks leading up to a raid Saturday as chaotic, with detainees breaking rules
with impunity, blocking cameras and windows, shouting at guards, splashing them with urine and poking sticks at them through the fencing. 

COMMENTARY: Gitmo Is Killing Me from New York Times 15 Apr 13

I could have been home years ago - no one seriously thinks I am a threat - but still I am here.

Mounting Tensions Escalate Into Violence During Raid at Guantanamo Prison from New York Times 14 Apr 13

Weeks of mounting tensions between the military and detainees at the wartime prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, escalated into violence on
Saturday during a raid in which guards forced prisoners living in communal housing to move to individual cells. 

Guantanamo Hunger Strikers: The Dilemma Of Forced Feeding from Miami Herald 14 Apr 13

The head of the International Committee of the Red Cross said this week that the group disagrees with the United States over its practice of force-
feeding captives at Guantanamo. 

Pentagon: All Sides Suffer From Guantanamo Computer Crashes from Miami Herald 13 Apr 13

A computer server crashed and programmers set the wrong search parameters in two mishaps involving Guantanamo war court files, but
prosecutors did not breach defense lawyers' confidentiality or attorney-client privilege, a Pentagon spokesman said Friday. 

Navy Names Next Prison Camps Commander from Miami Herald 13 Apr 13



The Pentagon Friday named a veteran U.S. Navy officer, an F-14 pilot who trained at the “Top Gun” school, to become the 13th commander of
the prison camps at Guantánamo. 

US guards quell Guantanamo prison unrest from Agence France-Presse 13 Apr 13

Guards at the Guantanamo Bay prison fired several non-lethal shots to quell prisoner unrest Saturday as they relocated inmates into individual
cells, US military officials said. 

Military tries to end hunger strike at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba from Washington Post 13 Apr 13

The military attempted to break a hunger strike at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, early Saturday when the detention center commander ordered an end to
communal living conditions and returned the detainees, sometimes forcibly, to single cells. 

Guards, detainees clash at Guantanamo Bay from Associated Press 13 Apr 13

The U.S. military says guards have clashed with prisoners amid a hunger strike at Guantanamo Bay, leading officers to move detainees from
communal to single cells at Camp 6. 

Commander Orders Single-Cell Detention at Guantanamo Bay for Continued Detainee Health and Security from JTF-GTMO PAO
13 Apr 13

The commander of Joint Task Force Guantanamo (JTF-GTMO) ordered the transition of detainees from communal to single-cell living at Camp
VI to ensure the health and security of those detainees. 

Mishandling Of E-Mails At Guantanamo Creates Furor from Washington Post 12 Apr 13

The military justice system at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, which has been dogged by charges of secret monitoring of proceedings and defense
communications, became embroiled in a fresh controversy Thursday when it was revealed that hundreds of thousands of defense e-mails were
turned over to the prosecution. 

International Red Cross Leader: End Stalemate from Miami Herald 12 Apr 13

The president of the International Committee of the Red Cross blames U.S. politics for impasse that led to hunger strike.

Pentagon Accused Of Data Breach In Gitmo Ship Case from Associated Press 12 Apr 13

The lawyer for a man accused in an attack on a U.S. warship said Wednesday that a Pentagon computer server failure resulted in the loss of a
large cache of documents used by military tribunal defense lawyers. 

Hagel favors closing military prison at Guantanamo from Associated Press 11 Apr 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel says he backs President Barack Obama's call to close the military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Defense In Guantanamo Ship Attack Case Say Pentagon Mishandled Email, Lost Data from Associated Press 11 Apr 13

The lawyer for a man accused in an attack on a U.S. warship said Wednesday that a Pentagon computer server failure resulted in the loss of a
large cache of documents used by military tribunal defense lawyers. 

During Guantanamo Hunger Strike, Detainee Attempted Suicide, Lawyer Says (UPDATE) from uruknet.info 11 Apr 13

A Guantanamo detainee who had been on a hunger strike for 43 days tried to kill himself in solitary confinement in March, his lawyer told The
Huffington Post. 

US Now Naming Force-Fed Guantanamo Prisoners from Associated Press 9 Apr 13

The U.S. government has begun notifying lawyers of Guantanamo Bay prisoners if the men they represent are being force-fed to prevent them
from starving to death in a hunger strike that has dragged on for more than two months, though its extent remains in dispute. 

Tugboat sinks into Guantánamo Bay from Miami Herald 8 Apr 13

A Pentagon contract tugboat inexplicably sunk at the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, over the weekend, creating a hazardous waste
spill, the base said Monday. 



Guantanamo Hunger Strike: Will Starving Captives Finally Get Obama's Attention? from Policymic 6 Apr 13

Guantanamo Bay captives are participating in a severe hunger strike, which has managed to gain attention from media throughout the United
States. Although it is largely debated how long the hunger strike has been going on, it is clear that the prison's guard force is now confronted with
one of the greatest challenges in years. 

U.N. Official Calls for Closing of Guantanamo Bay from Rolling Stone 5 Apr 13

High Comissioner for Human Rights says the U.S. is in "clear breach of international law" 

EDITORIAL: Hunger Strike at Guantánamo from New York Times 5 Apr 13

The hunger strike that has spread since early February among the 166 detainees still at Guantánamo Bay is again exposing the lawlessness of the
system that marooned them there.

Explainer: What's Behind The Hunger Strike At Guantanamo Bay? from Radio Free Europe Radio Liberty 5 Apr 13

News that many of the detainees at Guantanamo have gone on hunger strike has refocused attention on the U.S.-run detention facility. RFE/RL
looks at the issues surounding the prisoners' actions. 

Pentagon: Nearly 1-in-4 Gitmo detainees on hunger strike from CBS News 5 Apr 13

As the U.S. military acknowledged that nearly one-in-four detainees at the Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, prison for foreign terrorism suspects are
participating in a two-month-old hunger strike, the Pentagon defended its treatment of those detainees. 

Guantanamo grows, despite U.S. promises to shut it down from The Daily Star (Lebanon) 5 Apr 13

Despite Barack Obama’s promise in 2009 – one of his first as president – to shut down “Gitmo,” the U.S. evidently has no intention of doing so
anytime soon. In fact, the only thing concerning Gitmo that the Obama administration has shut down is the office of the special envoy, Daniel
Fried, who had been tasked with its closure.

Guantanamo Hunger Strike Grows As Military Locks Out Press from Huffington Post 5 Apr 13

In the midst of an ongoing hunger strike, the military is denying reporters access to the prison camps at Guantanamo Bay.

The Least Bad Options For Guantanamo Bay from NPR 4 Apr 13

At the Guantanamo Bay detention center, 166 prisoners remain detained. U.S. officials say nearly a fourth of the captives are on hunger strike,
though lawyers for the prisoners say the strike is more widespread. Meanwhile, President Barack Obama has re-declared his desire to close the
facility. Guests Carol Rosenberg, reporter, Miami Herald Jennifer Daskal, fellow and adjunct professor, Georgetown University Law School 

Steps And Missteps At Guantanamo Bay from New York Times 4 Apr 13

Even by the lax standards of Washington political rhetoric, the recurring debate over military tribunals stands out as especially unmoored from
reality. 

US won't allow Russians to meet with Guantanamo prisoner who refuses to see delegation from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

The U.S. won't grant Russia access to one of its citizens held at the Guantanamo Bay prison because the prisoner refuses to meet with the
delegation from his government, the State Department said Wednesday. 

More Detainees On Hunger Strike from New York Times 2 Apr 13

A hunger strike at the military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, is continuing to grow, but the number of participants is the subject of a dispute
between the military and lawyers for the detainees.

US Says Guantanamo Strike Grows; Extent In Dispute from Associated Press 2 Apr 13

One of the best known prisoners in Guantanamo says a hunger strike at the U.S. base in Cuba has grown to include 130 men in a protest over their
confinement. 



Guantánamo Hunger Strike Numbers Rise; Yemen Proposes Visit from Miami Herald 2 Apr 13

Confronted with news of a widening hunger strike at Guantánamo, Yemenis renewed their efforts Monday to win release of nationals held at the
detention center - notably dozens of them cleared for release by review boards but trapped there by both White House and Congressional
restrictions. 

Yemenis Demand Release Of Guantanamo Detainees from Associated Press 2 Apr 13

Activists and relatives of around 90 Yemeni detainees held in Guantanamo Bay protested outside the U.S. Embassy in Sanaa on Monday to
demand the prisoners' release after more than a decade in detention. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Frustration and hunger in Guantanamo from El Espectador (Noticias CARACOL) 1 Apr 13

The prisoners' rebellion at the U.S. military base in Cuba began nearly two months ago. The strike is due to frustration from the inability to close
the prison.

COMMENTARY: Get Serious About Closing Guantanamo Prison from My San Antonio 1 Apr 13

A hunger strike is spreading at the Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, prison camp. The main reason, as the military has acknowledged, is the growing sense
of frustration and despair among the detainees.

Gitmo Hunger Strikers Vow To Leave Cuba 'Alive Or In A Box' from Huffington Post 1 Apr 13

Turmoil engulfing American prisons at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, was sparked by a new base commander whose aggressive approach to the
detainees has backfired, according to defense attorneys. The camp is now in the midst of a full-blown revolt, with most of the inmate population
committeed to a hunger strike, yet the commander, Col. John V. Bogdan, has rejected the simple demand made by the prisoners, the lawyers said. 

Guantanamo Guard Chief: Prison Tap Water Is Safe from Miami Herald 29 Mar 13

A colonel and a detainee’s defense team disagreed about the safety of Guantanamo’s tap water.

COMMENTARY: A Hunger Strike For Justice from Washington Post 29 Mar 13

A hunger strike is spreading at the Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, prison camp. The main reason, as the military has acknowledged, is the growing sense
of frustration and despair among the detainees.

COMMENTARY: No Progress At Guantanamo from Miami Herald 29 Mar 13

End hunger strike before it creates new martyrs for terrorists 

White House Monitors Hunger-Strike Situation from Miami Herald 28 Mar 13

The White House said Wednesday it was keeping an eye on the hunger strike at the Pentagon’s war-on-terror prison at the U.S. Navy base in
Guantánamo, Cuba, and once again blamed Congress for its inability to close the detention center containing 166 captives. 

Striking Guantanamo Prisoners Say Water Denied from Associated Press 28 Mar 13

Prisoners taking part in an expanding hunger strike at Guantanamo Bay leveled new complaints about their military jailers Wednesday as a team
from the International Committee of the Red Cross made a fact-finding trip to the U.S. base in Cuba. 

EDITORIAL: No progress at Guantánamo; OUR OPINION: End hunger strike before it creates new martyrs for terrorists
from Miami Herald 28 Mar 13

...the strike is growing, and camp authorities must find a way to bring it to an end. It’s their prison. They’re the ones in charge. If commanders
can’t find a way to accommodate the prisoners without sacrificing security, Mr. Obama would do well to appoint a high-level U.S. representative
to get the job done. “Monitoring” won’t produce a solution. 

EDITORIAL: Gitmo glam from Washington Times 27 Mar 13

A $150 million face-lift for the retirement home for terrorists 

Red Cross in Guantánamo a week early to check on hunger strikers from Miami Herald 27 Mar 13



Two delegates from the International Committee of the Red Cross, one of them a physician, are at Guantánamo this week in an accelerated trip
moved up from next month to check out the ongoing hunger strike at the war on terror prison. 

More Join Hunger Strike At Guantanamo Prison from New York Times 26 Mar 13

A hunger strike among detainees at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, who have been imprisoned by the United States military without trial — some for
more than a decade — is continuing to grow, although there is sharp disagreement between the military and lawyers for the detainees about how
many are participating. 

FEATURE: Guards Borrow From Bard For Pseudonyms from Miami Herald 26 Mar 13

Items from a reporter’s notebook after a three-day visit to the U.S. detention center at Guantánamo Bay to report on the hunger strike.

BBC Radio Story on GTMO from BBC World News Radio 26 Mar 13

...we begin with Guantanamo, the prisoners there have faced a number of problems though some seem to have done nothing wrong. The
Americans released them without charge.

Guantanamo hunger strike reflects growing despair from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 13

A growing number of Guantanamo inmates are going on hunger strike, protesting against their indefinite detention and the diminishing prospects
that the infamous prison will be closed.

War Court Gets Interim Supervisor from Miami Herald 25 Mar 13

The Navy’s top lawyer has been chosen to temporarily oversee the Sept. 11 and USS Cole death penalty trials.

Guantanamo Bay detention center needs major repair from Associated Press 22 Mar 13

As much as $170 million is needed to improve facilities for the troops stationed at the Guantanamo Bay detention center that President Barack
Obama has marked for extinction, the top U.S. commander in South and Central America said Wednesday. 

 A prison camps primer from Miami Herald 22 Mar 13

The Pentagon has built a series of facilities at Guantánamo Bay since it inaugurated its offshore detention and interrogation center for terrorist
suspects in January 2002 by airlifting captives to remote Cuba from Bagram, Afghanistan. In early 2011, the House Armed Services Committee
chairman, Rep. Buck McKeon, R-Calif., declared the prison camp infrastructure had an overall capacity to confine 800 captives. Here's a
breakdown of the known lockups and other buildings, with best estimates of the current detainee population as of March 22, 2013:

Pentagon ponders Gitmo overhaul amid growing detainee unrest from NBC News 21 Mar 13

The Pentagon is considering plans for a $150 million overhaul of the U.S. detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba -- including building a new
dining hall, hospital and barracks for the guards -- as part of an ambitious project recommended by the top general in charge of its operations,
officials tell NBC News. 

Pentagon Wants To Build New Prison At Guantanamo from New York Times 21 Mar 13

The United States Southern Command has requested $49 million to build a new prison building at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, for "special" detainees
on top of other renovations it says are necessary since Congress has decided to keep it open indefinitely. 

Number Of Hunger Strikers Surges At Guantanamo from New York Times 21 Mar 13

A hunger strike by detainees who have been held for years without trial at the military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, has grown to involve at
least 25 prisoners, the Defense Department disclosed Wednesday. 

General: Guantanamo Needs $170M For Repairs from Associated Press 21 Mar 13

Gen. John Kelly told the House Armed Services Committee that the U.S. Navy base and detention center in Cuba needs major upgrades.

OPINION: Feinstein: A Better Path To Justice from Los Angeles Times 21 Mar 13

Critics complain that he should have been taken to Guantanamo to be detained and interrogated there as an enemy combatant. They object to his



being tried in the United States as a "common criminal." 

Guantanamo video watches, but doesn't listen from CNN 21 Mar 13

A photo of a listening device in a room where attorneys met with terror detainees at Guantanamo Bay caused a stir this month, but a senior
military official says it is a relic from the days when interrogations occurred in the facility. 

24 Now Refusing Food In Protest Of Quran Searches from Miami Herald 20 Mar 13

The number of detainees on a hunger strike has risen to 24, the U.S. military said, as prisoners seek to end what they call the desecration of the
Quran.

Hunger Strike Grows To 21 Detainees, U.S. Says from Associated Press 19 Mar 13

A hunger strike at the Guantanamo Bay prison has grown and now involves at least 21 men, a U.S. military official said Monday while denying
reports trickling out from prisoners through lawyers that there is a more widespread protest and lives are in danger. 

COMMENTARY: Military Commissions Don't Give Victims Justice from USA Today 18 Mar 13

Twenty-eight black pine trees stand on the banks of the Elizabeth River at Norfolk Naval Station in Virginia. They commemorate the 17 sailors
who lost their lives in the suicide bombing of the USS Cole in Yemen on Oct. 12, 2000, and the 11 children they left behind. The pine trees are
older now than many of the Cole children were when their parents were taken from them. Yet they, and others who lost their loved ones on the
Cole, still await justice. 

Navy Ruling Ends Commercial Flights To Base from Miami Herald 18 Mar 13

Commercial air passenger service from South Florida to the Guantánamo base is ending on an order from a Navy commander.

Guantanamo Hunger Strike Enters Day 41 from Press TV 18 Mar 13

A hunger strike by prisoners at the US’s notorious Guantanamo Bay detention facility enters its 41st consecutive day, as medical experts and
lawyers warn of the deteriorating health of more than 100 hunger strikers. 

Gitmo hunger strike downplayed by U.S. from UPI 18 Mar 13

The U.S. military said claims that inmates at the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, were holding a mass hunger strike were
overblown. 

Hunger strike at Guantanamo, tensions spike between detainees and military from The Voice of Russia 17 Mar 13

Tensions between detainees and the military at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, have spiked in recent weeks, with a hunger strike at one of the camps
reflecting growing despair that the Obama administration has abandoned efforts to repatriate prisoners cleared for release, according to defense
lawyers and other people with access to information about detention operations. 

US admits Gitmo hunger strike spreading from RT.com 15 Mar 13

The US Military said Friday that 14 prisoners at Guantanamo Bay prison can be defined as hunger strikers, five more than they had previously
reported. Lawyers have said that more than 100 inmates are taking part in the five-week-long protest. 

OPINION: Amy Goodman: Starving for justice at Guantanamo from Cap Times 15 Mar 13

Reports are emerging from the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay that a majority of the prisoners are on a hunger strike.

Help end Guantanamo hunger strike, lawyers ask Pentagon chief from Reuters Middle East 15 Mar 13

Lawyers for Guantanamo prisoners urged U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Thursday to help end a mass hunger strike that they said
threatened the health and lives of detainees, though the U.S. military has played down the scale of the protest. 

Obama Officials Offer OAS Panel No New Date For Closing Guantanamo from McClatchy 14 Mar 13

For the first time since President Barack Obama was re-elected, administration officials this week formally answered questions about human
rights violations at the Guantanamo Bay detention center for suspected terrorists, but they avoided offering any timeframe for closing the facility. 



Lawyers Lobby Hagel Over Guantanamo Hunger Strike from Agence France-Presse 14 Mar 13

Lawyers representing Guantanamo prisoners wrote an open letter to US Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Thursday to highlight the "mass
hunger strike" at the facility. 

Rights Panel Told Of 'Dire' Guantanamo Conditions from Associated Press 13 Mar 13

Attorneys for Guantanamo Bay prisoners took their allegations about worsening conditions at the detention center to an international human rights
body Tuesday, warning about the effects of prolonged indefinite detention and harsh conditions.

Guantánamo Smoke Detector/listening Device Revealed from Miami Herald 12 Mar 13

Across several days at Guantánamo last month, lawyers and the military jousted at the war court over whether it was possible to know that a
listening device was affixed to the ceilings of the cells where defense attorneys meet the men accused of orchestrating the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks.

Guantanamo Prisoners on Hunger Strike over Desecration of Qurans from International Quran News Agency 12 Mar 13

Detainees at the United States’ infamous Guantanamo Bay prison in Cuba are staging a mass hunger strike to protest disrespect of the Quran and
confiscation of personal items, their lawyers and prison officials say. 

Gitmo detainees observe hunger strike from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 13

Detainees at the Guantanamo Bay prison camp have launched a hunger strike to protest interference with their personal effects, including Qurans,
their lawyers and prison officials, said on Monday.

COMMENTARY: Presidents Change, But Excesses Abide from Philadelphia Inquirer 11 Mar 13

The worst remaining excesses of U.S. antiterrorism tactics aren't likely to be reined in anytime soon. The State Department office charged with
closing the prison at Guantánamo Bay has been shut down, while Gitmo itself remains very much in business.

War crimes prosecutor agrees Guantanamo court transparency challenge should be heard from Miami Herald 8 Mar 13

The Pentagon’s war crimes prosecutor has agreed a review panel should hear a transparency challenge of the Sept. 11 trial, but insists that what
the CIA did with the accused 9/11 conspirators on their way to Guantanamo are secrets that the public must not hear. 

Pentagon IDs *Non-Lethal* Weapon Used To Quell Disturbance By Prisoners At Guantanamo from Associated Press 8 Mar 13

The weapon used to quell a disturbance at the Guantanamo Bay prison was a modified shotgun that fires a shell packed with small rubber pellets,
the Pentagon said Thursday. 

*Non-lethal round* fired at Gitmo detainees in soccer field incident, US military confirms from NBC News 8 Mar 13

U.S. military officials confirmed Thursday that a guard at the U.S. detention facility at Guantanamo Bay last January fired a "non-lethal round" to
disperse detainees after one of them sought to climb a fence and others threw rocks at the guard tower. 

US confirms ‘non-lethal force’ incident at Gitmo from Associated Press 7 Mar 13

Guards at the Guantanamo Bay prison used “non-lethal force” to quell a disturbance in a recreation yard, a military spokesman said Wednesday,
declining to confirm a lawyer’s account that a shot was fired and that one prisoner was injured. 

Non-lethal round fired at Guantanamo from UPI 7 Mar 13

The U.S. military Tuesday acknowledged the shooting of a non-lethal round at detainees on a recreational facility at the Guantanamo, Cuba,
detention facility. 

Guard Shot ‘Non-Lethal’ Round At Detainees from Miami Herald 6 Mar 13

A guard fired a non-lethal round to quell a disturbance in January that occurred among normally cooperative captives.

Barge Spills Cargo Containers Into Waters Near Key Biscayne from NBC 6 News (South Florida) 5 Mar 13



A total of 22 cargo containers fell into waters near Key Biscayne after a barge transporting goods to Guantanamo Bay began listing and the stacks
of containers toppled over like dominoes, officials said.

Lawyers For Guantanamo Prisoners Say Most On Hunger Strike; US Military Says It’s Not True from Associated Press 4 Mar 13

Lawyers for Guantanamo Bay prisoners said Monday that a widespread hunger strike was under way over deteriorating conditions, but a prison
spokesman denied there was any mass protest at the U.S. base in Cuba. 

Former Guantanamo Bay Detainee Resettled To Turkey from Associated Press 27 Feb 13

One of six Chinese nationals held by the U.S. at its Guantanamo Bay prison and released to Palau in 2009 has resettled in Turkey, the tiny island
republic's former president confirmed Wednesday. 

Torture at Guantanamo: Lt. Col. Stuart Couch on His Refusal to Prosecute Abused Prisoner from Democracy NOW 26 Feb 13

Lieutenant Colonel Couch's first assignment was the prosecution of a man named Mohamedou Ould Slahi. At one point, Slahi was described as
"the highest value detainee" at Guantánamo Bay.

The Miami Herald’s Carol Rosenberg on How to Report From Guantanamo Bay from New York 25 Feb 13

The Miami Herald’s Carol Rosenberg has reported from the detention center at Guantanamo Bay since the first detainee arrived in 2002....Petra
Bartosiewicz spoke with the veteran correspondent by phone from Gitmo’s Camp Justice, where Rosenberg has been covering pretrial hearings
this month of the alleged 9/11 mastermind Khalid Sheikh Mohammed. 

Groups press for greater transparency at Guantanamo court from The Miami Herald 25 Feb 13

Weeks after they were rebuffed by the Sept. 11 trial judge, civil liberties and media groups have appealed to the Pentagon's Court of Military
Commissions Review for more transparency at the Guantanamo war court. 

FEATURE: Clerk's path to U.S. District Court in Denver wound through Gitmo from The Denver Post 24 Feb 13

Jeffrey Colwell traveled an uncommon path to his position as clerk of U.S. District Court in Denver, one that wound through the Naval Academy,
flight school, the first Gulf War and Guantanamo Bay. 

Judge: No Sleepover But Lawyers Can Spend 12 Hours In Guantánamo's Secret Prison from McClatchy 22 Feb 13

They can't sleep over, but a judge has ordered the military to let defense attorneys spend 12 hours inside the secret prison at Guantánamo that
houses alleged Sept. 11 mastermind Khalid Sheik Mohammed and his accused co-conspirators, attorneys said Thursday. 

Judge Grants Access To Secret Guantanamo Camp from Associated Press 22 Feb 13

The judge presiding over the Sept. 11 war crimes tribunal is allowing defense lawyers their first chance to see the secret section of the
Guantanamo Bay prison where the accused are held. 

ACLU Appeals Decision Allowing Censorship of Torture Testimony at Guantánamo Military Commission from ACLU 22 Feb 13

Asserting the public’s First Amendment right to open trials, the American Civil Liberties Union sought to reverse the parts of a Guantánamo
military judge’s order granting the government’s request to censor any testimony from the 9/11 defendants relating to their torture and other abuse
in U.S. custody.

Asked & Answered: Sarah Mehta on Guantanamo Bay from Legal News 21 Feb 13

The State Department has reassigned its special envoy responsible for closing the U.S. prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Ambassador Daniel
Fried was reassigned as the department's sanctions coordinator, according to an internal notice, focusing on governments like Iran and Syria. No
one is replacing Fried as lead diplomat to persuade countries to resettle Guantanamo inmates approved for release.

COMMENTARY: Military commissions are American justice: Column from USA Today 19 Feb 13

The ACLU has called on the president to try suspected terrorists like common criminals, providing the detainees with all the procedural
safeguards of American civilians. They conclude, "That is the American way." Except it is not. At least not historically.



Symposium to examine Guantanamo Bay's future from The Southern Illinoisan 18 Feb 13

Legal scholars will examine the future of Guantanamo Bay, litigating detainee cases there, and the role of U.S. constitutional and international law
during a symposium at the Southern Illinois University School of Law.

Legal Clashes At Hearing For Defendants In 9/11 Case from New York Times 15 Feb 13

The retired admiral who runs the military commissions system was called to testify at a tribunal hearing on Thursday in the case involving the
terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001 — and ended up arguing with a lower-ranking Navy defense lawyer about his handling of the matter. 

Angry Outburst At Sept 11 Hearing In Guantanamo from Associated Press 15 Feb 13

A pretrial hearing in the Sept. 11 war crimes case started Thursday with an angry outburst from one of the defendants complaining about searches
of his cell and the confiscation of his personal papers by guards at the Guantanamo Bay prison. 

Eavesdropping Gear Installed At Guantanamo, Official Says from Los Angeles Times 14 Feb 13

The top security officer at the detainee compound on Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, testified Wednesday that prison cells for high-value inmates and a
special visitation room include monitoring equipment that the FBI had installed and later turned over for use by U.S. intelligence officials. 

Official says Uighur man released from Guantanamo Bay prison to Palau is now missing from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

One of six Uighur men resettled to the tiny island of Palau after being released from the Guantanamo Bay military prison four years ago is
missing, an official from the South Pacific nation said Thursday. 

Gitmo Official: No Eavesdropping On Lawyers from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

A senior Guantanamo official says the FBI installed hidden microphones that have sparked fears of eavesdropping among defense attorneys in the
Sept. 11 case. 

Hidden Mike Revealed At Guantanamo Meeting Room from Associated Press 13 Feb 13

A senior official for the Guantanamo Bay prison said under questioning Tuesday that the government had placed a hidden microphone inside a
meeting room but that he was assured it was not used to monitor the private conversations that prisoners have with their lawyers and the Red
Cross. 

Guantanamo Bay Officials Deny Eavesdropping On Detainees from Los Angeles Times 13 Feb 13

Top officials at the U.S. naval base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, denied Tuesday that hidden microphones or other devices were installed in the
courtroom, meeting huts and prison compound to enable government intelligence officials to eavesdrop on confidential sessions between defense
lawyers and five detainees

9/11 Lawyer Says U.S. Is Listening In On Clients from Washington Post 12 Feb 13

A defense lawyer at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, said Monday that there is "overwhelming circumstantial evidence" that the U.S. government is
listening to privileged communications between high-value detainees accused of orchestrating the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks and their attorneys.

9/11 Case Is Delayed As Defense Voices Fears On Eavesdropping from New York Times 12 Feb 13

The tribunal case against Khalid Shaikh Mohammed and four others accused of being accomplices in the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, was
delayed again on Monday as defense lawyers pressed forward with concerns that their confidential communications with their clients and other
counsel may be subject to eavesdropping by the government. 

At Guantanamo, Microphones Hidden In Attorney-client Meeting Rooms from Washington Post 12 Feb 13

A military lawyer at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, acknowledged Tuesday that microphones are hidden inside devices that look like smoke detectors in
the rooms where defense lawyers meet detainees, but he said the government does not listen in on attorney-client communications. 

9/11 Lawyers Fear Gov't Eavesdropping At Gitmo from NYTimes.com 11 Feb 13

Lawyers for the five Guantanamo Bay prisoners charged in the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks want to know if U.S. government officials have been
eavesdropping on their private conversations with the defendants. The evidence for any such listening, the subject of a hearing scheduled to start



Monday at this U.S. base in Cuba, is circumstantial. 

9/11 hearings bogged down on attorney-client privilege from Miami Herald 11 Feb 13

Pre-trial hearings in the Sept. 11 case bogged down again Monday over the question of attorney-client confidentiality as defense lawyers sought to
prove someone was eavesdropping on their conversations, and the chief prosecutor said they are not.

COMMENTARY: The Challenges of Reporting in Guantanamo Bay from WNYC News 10 Feb 13

Pre-trial hearings in the case against five men accused of plotting the September 11 terror attacks resume Monday. Those hearings are being held
off the U.S. mainland in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Access to the base is strictly controlled, and that made for some reporting challenges I never
expected. 

Guantanamo Bay Failed from The American Conservative 7 Feb 13

Last week the Obama administration announced that it is shuttering the office tasked with closing Guantanamo Bay prison. The storied facility
will soldier on, despite its questionable treatment of prisoners and their lawyers, its opaqueness and secrecy—and above all, prosecutors’ flimsy
record on convicting actual terrorists. 

OPINION: Justice delayed at Guantanamo from New Jersey Herald 7 Feb 13

If, in 2009, Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and four other detainees accused in the 9/11 attacks had been tried in civilian criminal courts, especially
the New York federal courts with their great experience in prosecuting terrorism cases, the sheikh and his co-defendants by now would have their
verdicts, be deep into the appeals process and close to facing whatever fate the judiciary had in store for them. The prison at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba, a continuing embarrassment and rebuke to our preaching about due process and the rule of law, would likely be closed, as President Barack
Obama pledged to do, and no longer a rallying cry for jihadi zealots. 

Torture expert testifies at Guantanamo war court - U.S. from Miami Herald 6 Feb 13

A doctor with expertise in torture was testifying at the war court Tuesday, advising the chief Guantanamo judge on how to conduct a no-harm
medical examination on an alleged al-Qaida deputy who was waterboarded by the CIA. Dr. Vincent Iacopino testified remotely, and mostly
theoretically, from a military base in the western United States in the case of Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri, accused of war crimes. The doctor said he
had never examined or met al-Nashiri, 48, the waterboarded detainee, but that mental health exams of victims of torture need to be culturally
sensitive and follow protocols. 

Guantanamo judge allows testimony about torture from Associated Press 5 Feb 13

Lawyers for the Guantanamo Bay prisoner accused of orchestrating the deadly attack on the USS Cole are presenting expert testimony at a pretrial
hearing on how to conduct a mental examination of a torture victim....Defense lawyers say it should be done with sensitivity to Al-Nashiri's
history of being waterboarded and threatened with weapons while he was being held by the CIA in a series of secret prisons. 

Former Guantanamo Prisoners Fighting in Syria With Islamist Opposition Group from Assyrian International News Agency 5 Feb 13

Former terrorists held at the U.S. prison in Guantanamo, Cuba were detected by U.S. intelligence agencies recently working with Islamist rebels
in Syria, according to U.S. officials. The al Qaeda-linked terrorists in Syria are part of a group called the Al Nusrah Front that is fighting alongside
the Free Syrian Army (FSA), the rebels opposing the Bashar al-Assad regime in the civil war. The number and names of the former Guantanamo
inmates were not disclosed. 

USS Cole bombing suspect al-Nashiri faces pretrial hearing at Guantanamo Bay from Associated Press 4 Feb 13

The Guantanamo Bay prisoner accused of orchestrating the attack on the USS Cole faces a pretrial hearing in his war crimes tribunal. The four-
day hearing for Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri begins Monday. Video of the proceeding in Cuba is being fed to a viewing room at Fort Meade. 

U.S. Faces Construction Quandary At Aging Guantanamo Camp from Reuters 3 Feb 13

The U.S. failure to shut down the detention camp at Guantanamo has Captain John Nettleton in a predicament. As commander of the Guantanamo
Bay Naval Base in eastern Cuba, he is in charge of making sure the prisoners and the troops and contractors who work at the camp have proper
facilities. The problem is that he has no idea how long they will be staying. 



Gitmo military psychologist draws MU protest from Associated Press 1 Feb 13

The prospective hiring of a retired Army psychologist who has faced abuse accusations at the Guantanamo Bay military prison is drawing protests
at the University of Missouri. The mid-Missouri chapter of the anti-war Fellowship of Reconciliation planed a Friday afternoon protest outside
Hill Hall. That's home to the College of Education, which has selected Larry James as 1 of 2 finalists for a top leadership job. 

Ex-Gitmo prosecutor in Chapel Hill to speak on use of torture from Associated Press 1 Feb 13

The former chief military prosecutor of suspected terrorists at Guantanamo Bay is appearing at North Carolina colleges to criticize the use of
torture. Retired Air Force Col. Morris Davis is speaking Thursday at the UNC School of Law in Chapel Hill, Duke University and Johnston
Community College as a guest of the group North Carolina Stop Torture Now. Davis speaks Friday at North Carolina State University. 

Judge Stops Censorship In Sept. 11 Case from New York Times 1 Feb 13

The military judge overseeing the prosecution of Khalid Shaikh Mohammed and four other detainees accused of aiding the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks ordered the government on Thursday to disconnect the technology that allows offstage censors - apparently including the Central
Intelligence Agency - to block a public feed of the courtroom proceedings at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. 

Sept. 11 Judge Rules On Censor But Little Else from Associated Press 1 Feb 13

The second round of pretrial hearings in the Sept. 11 case sputtered to a close Thursday with the judge ordering the government to remove
censorship equipment from the courtroom at the U.S. base in Cuba but little progress on some fundamental legal issues that must be resolved
before the long-stalled case can go to trial. 

Judge Overrules Censors In Guantánamo 9/11 Hearing from New York Times 31 Jan 13

The Defense Department released a transcript on Wednesday of what it said was an exchange that had been censored from the public video feed
of a military tribunal at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, this week. A military judge had ordered the excerpt made public. The blocked comments came
during a pretrial motions hearing on Monday in the case against Khalid Shaikh Mohammed and four other detainees accused of aiding the attacks
of Sept. 11, 2001. The episode was the first public indication that censors outside the courtroom were monitoring the live video from the tribunal
and that they could cut the feed, which is delayed by 40 seconds before it can be viewed by the public and reporters. 

Ex-Guantanamo military prosecutor visits NC colleges to criticize torture of terror suspects from Associated Press 31 Jan 13

The former chief military prosecutor of suspected terrorists at Guantanamo Bay is appearing at North Carolina colleges to criticize the use of
torture. Retired Air Force Col. Morris Davis is speaking Thursday at the UNC School of Law in Chapel Hill, Duke University and Johnston
Community College as a guest of the group North Carolina Stop Torture Now. Davis speaks Friday at North Carolina State University. 

FEATURE: 9/11 families confront the terror plotters that killed their children, asking : 'What brings such hate? What
happened to them? from New York Daily News 30 Jan 13

During the pre-trial hearings of Khalid Sheik Mohammed and the cohorts who planned the killing of 3,000 innocent Americans, Loreen Sellitto
and other grieving mothers lay eyes on the terrorists that allegedly destroyed their families. 

Special envoy reassigned for closing Gitmo prison from Associated Press 30 Jan 13

The State Department has reassigned its special envoy for closing the United States prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, in another step away from
one of President Barack Obama's first campaign promises. Ambassador Daniel Fried is starting this week as the department's sanctions
coordinator, according to an internal notice, focusing on governments like Iran and Syria. 

Defense lawyers in 9/11 case ask to view Guantanamo conditions from Stars and Stripes 30 Jan 13

Defense lawyers for five alleged Sept. 11 conspirators asked a judge Tuesday to allow them to spend 48 hours every six months deep inside the
terrorist prison at the U.S. Naval Base on Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, in order to document the conditions there to persuade a jury to reject the death
penalty should their clients be convicted of capital murder. 

Guantanamo defense lawyers seek 48-hour visits from New York Times 30 Jan 13

Defense attorneys for Khalid Shaikh Mohammed and four other accused accomplices in the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, asked a military
tribunal judge in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, on Tuesday to let them stay in prison with their clients for 48-hour periods every six months. But



military prosecutors called that request unreasonable, saying the defense should be allowed to visit just once for two hours. “The idea that they are
entitled to walk around for 48 hours in their clients’ shoes is unsupported by anything,” said Maj. Robert McGovern of the Army, a member of the
prosecution team. 

Strange Censorship Episode At Guantánamo Enrages Judge from Miami Herald 29 Jan 13

Someone else besides the judge and security officer sitting inside the maximum-security court here can impose censorship on what the public can
see and hear at the Sept. 11 trial, it was disclosed Monday The role of an outside censor became clear when the audio turned to white noise during
a discussion of a motion about the CIA's black sites. Confusion ensued. 

Office Working To Close Guantánamo Is Shuttered from New York Times 29 Jan 13

The State Department on Monday reassigned Daniel Fried, the special envoy for closing the prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, and will not
replace him, according to an internal personnel announcement. Mr. Fried's office is being closed, and his former responsibilities will be "assumed"
by the office of the department's legal adviser, the notice said. 

At Guantanamo, A Minor Mystery As Audio, Video Feeds Are Cut At Hearing from Washington Post 29 Jan 13

Who controls what the public and reporters can see and hear at the military commissions at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba? Is there an invisible hand,
unknown to even the military judge, that can switch off audio and video feeds? Those questions arose Monday on the first day of another round of
pretrial motions in the trial of Khalid Sheik Mohammed, the self-professed mastermind of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, and his four co-defendants. 

Lawyer Fired In 9/11 Case At Guantanamo from Associated Press 28 Jan 13

A Guantanamo Bay prisoner charged in the Sept. 11 attacks fired one of his military attorneys Monday in an apparent sign of frustration and
distrust of his Pentagon-appointed legal counsel. At the start of what is expected to be a four-day hearing to address pre-trial legal issues, Waleed
bin Attash at first refused to speak when questioned by the judge about his desire to dismiss one of his three lawyers, Marine Corps Maj. William
Hennessy. He hinted at his motivation later...

View from Guantanamo: Families of 9/11 Victims Frustrated By Pace of Trials from WNYC News 28 Jan 13

A new set of pre-trial motions for Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and the four other men accused of plotting the September 11 terror attacks starts
Monday. The five are being tried before a military commission at Guantanamo Bay. In January 2009, Retired Deputy New York City Fire Chief
Jim Riches attended the proceedings. He was one of about a dozen family members picked from a lottery to see the trial of alleged mastermind of
the attacks that killed his son and almost 3,000 others. 

Court rulings dim outlook for Guantanamo trials from Associated Press 28 Jan 13

A civilian appeals court has now reversed the verdicts of the only two Guantanamo Bay prisoners convicted in trials by military tribunal, casting a
shadow over proceedings set to resume this week at the U.S. base in Cuba for the men accused in the Sept. 11 terrorist attack. A federal appeals
court on Friday threw out the military commission conviction of Ali Hamza al-Bahlul, who was charged with providing material support to
terrorism and conspiracy for making propaganda videos for al-Qaida.

Pretrial Hearings Resume for Terror Suspects at Guantanamo Bay from Voice of America News 28 Jan 13

A second pretrial hearing gets under way Monday for the five men accused of masterminding the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on the
United States. The proceedings at the U.S. naval base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba is the latest in what promises to be a long series of hearings to
determine how to try the men in a way that is visibly fair and transparent. 

9/11 Suspects Get New Hearings at Guantanamo from Voice of America 24 Jan 13

Another round of pre-trial hearings is set to get under way next week at the U.S. naval base at Guantanamo Bay in the case of Khalid Sheikh
Mohammed, the self-confessed mastermind, and four other suspects accused in the September 11th, 2001 attacks. More than 11 years after the
attacks, the case drags on in a Guantanamo Bay naval base courtroom. 

Obama's Promise To Close Guantanamo Prison Falls Short from WCAI Cape and Islands NPR Station 23 Jan 13

In one of his first acts as commander in chief, President Obama in 2009 signed an executive order to close the U.S. detention camp at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba. It was part of a campaign promise the president made, to close the camp and "determine how to deal with those who have been held



there." But four years on, the controversial prison remains open. 

No dropped charge in Sept. 11 case at Guantanamo from Associated Press 23 Jan 13

There will be no change to the charges against five Guantanamo Bay prisoners accused in the Sept. 11 attacks after all. At least not yet. A
Pentagon legal official has denied a prosecution request to withdraw the conspiracy charge. The chief prosecutor sought to dismiss the charge
because a court ruling in another case meant that charge was vulnerable to appeal. 

Russia’s ‘Guantanamo list’ targets Americans from Washington Times 22 Jan 13

Dozens of Americans have been placed on a “Guantanamo list” barring them from entering Russia, in the latest phase of Moscow’s retaliation
against a U.S. law that imposes sanctions against Russians suspected of human rights abuses. Alexei Pushkov, head of the Russian parliament’s
foreign relations committee, said the list had been expanded to 60 people from the 11 U.S. officials involved in running the U.S. Guantanamo Bay
prison facility in Cuba, as well as others holding terrorism suspects. 

OPINION: John Brennan, Sami al-Hajj and the blight of Guantanamo from Palm Beach Gardens and Jupiter Florida Weekly 17 Jan 13

I sat down with Sami al-Hajj last month at Al-Jazeera’s headquarters in Doha, Qatar. He now heads up the network’s human rights and public
liberties dril desk. Tall, dignified, in his flowing white robe that is standard attire for the men in Qatar, al-Hajj told me in his best English what he
endured. 

No Decision Yet on Slovenia Accepting Guantanamo Detainees from The Slovenia Times 17 Jan 13

The Foreign Ministry and the US Embassy have denied media reports that two prisoners from the Guantanamo camp on Cuba would arrive in
Slovenia in the coming weeks. The US embassy Wednesday said the reports were "completely false" while the ministry said the government had
not adopted any decisions to that effect. 

There's No Way Out Of The Guantanamo Bay Paradox from Business Insider 17 Jan 13

In September of 2012, Adnan Farhan Abdul Latif, a Yemeni detainee at the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, was found dead of a
psychiatric drug overdose. As one of the first men to be transported to the military prison in 2002, Mr. Latif had been described as a persistent
problem for prison staff, often going on hunger strikes, and had been repeatedly placed on suicide watch. Ironically Latif had been cleared by a
federal judge for transfer back to Yemen more than once, rulings which were reversed due to hesitation by both the Bush and Obama
administrations in light of that country’s ongoing Islamic insurgency.

Guantanamo terror trial judge: U.S. Constitution may not apply from Bloomberg News 16 Jan 13

The military judge overseeing the prosecution of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and four other men accused of plotting the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks ruled that the U.S. Constitution may not always apply in the case, a lawyer for one of the defendants said. U.S. Army Col. James Pohl said
Tuesday that there won't be a "presumption" that the five defendants are protected by legal rights afforded by the Constitution, according to James
Connell, an attorney for Ammar al Baluchi, a nephew of Mohammed's who allegedly helped finance the attacks. 

Protesters March As Guantanamo Camps Start 12th Year from Miami Herald 12 Jan 13

About 20 people marked 11 years since establishment of the prison camps at Guantánamo with a protest outside the U.S. Southern Command in
Doral on Friday, some donning symbolic orange jumpsuits and hoods in what has become an annual rite demanding closure of the detention
center. One hooded protester waved a sign with a skull and crossbones, photo of President Barack Obama and the words, “War Criminal.” Most
signs said, “Close Gitmo Now,” using the military term for the U.S. Navy base in southeast Cuba that as of Friday was holding 166 captives, nine
of them convicted or facing trials. 

USS Cole Defendant Seeks Dismissal Of Guantanamo Conspiracy Charge from Miami Herald 11 Jan 13

The Pentagon lawyer for a Saudi-born man accused of orchestrating al Qaida's 2000 suicide attack on the USS Cole asked a Guantanamo judge on
Friday to dismiss a conspiracy charge in his death-penalty war crimes case. Army Brig. Gen. Mark Martins, the chief war crimes prosecutor, this
week petitioned for dismissal of a conspiracy charge in the Sept. 11 murder case against alleged al Qaida kingpin Khalid Sheik Mohammed and
four other alleged accomplices. 

OPINION: Don't Close Guantánamo from New York Times 11 Jan 13



Now, almost four years later, I have changed my mind. Despite recognizing the many policy imperatives in favor of closure, despite the bipartisan
support for this position, and despite the fact that 166 men still languish there, I now believe that Guantánamo should stay open - at least for the
short term.

COMMENTARY: 'Death Of A Prisoner' from New York Times 11 Jan 13

When President Obama pledged to close the Guantánamo Bay prison on his first day in office as president in 2009, I believed the country had
shifted direction. I was wrong. Four years later, President Obama has not only institutionalized Guantánamo and all the horrors it symbolizes, but
he has initiated new extrajudicial programs, like the president's secret kill list.

Al-Qaeda Propagandist's Conviction Must Be Vacated from Washington Post 10 Jan 13

The 2008 conviction of Osama bin Laden's media secretary in a military commission at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, must be vacated because of a
ruling by a federal appeals court in another terrorism case, the Justice Department said in a court filing Wednesday. But the government said that
the court decision that requires overturning the conviction is flawed and that the Justice Department may appeal to the full court of appeals or the
Supreme Court.

U.S. To Press Fight Of Detainee's Appeal from New York Times 10 Jan 13

The Obama administration, after a high-level debate among its legal team, told a federal appeals court on Wednesday that the conviction of a
Guantánamo Bay prisoner by a military commission in 2008 was valid even though the charges against him - including "conspiracy" and
"material support for terrorism" - were not recognized as war crimes in international law. 

Chief Prosecutor In Sept. 11 Case At Guantanamo Seeks To Remove Conspiracy From Charges List from Associated Press 9 Jan 13

The chief prosecutor for the Guantanamo Bay military tribunals said Wednesday that he is seeking to withdraw one of the eight charges against
five men accused of planning and aiding the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. Army Brig. Gen. Mark Martins said he has asked a Pentagon legal official
to dismiss the charge of conspiracy to comply with an appeals court ruling in a separate case, but the men will still face charges that include nearly
3,000 counts of murder...

Conspiracy Charges Dropped for 9/11 Suspects . from Wall Street Journal 9 Jan 13

Acknowledging a legal flaw, the Defense Department moved Wednesday to drop conspiracy charges against Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and four
co-defendants facing trial over the Sept. 11, 2001, terror attacks. The action likely will have little effect on the planned trial, because the
defendants face separate capital charges for the suicide hijackings that downed four airliners, demolished the World Trade Center and part of the
Pentagon and killed 2,976 people.

Judge Won't Give Gitmo Lawyers Helpful Information from Associated Press 9 Jan 13

A federal judge ruled Wednesday that lawyers for an Afghan man held at the Guantanamo Bay naval brig cannot see top secret information that
she acknowledges would be helpful to his case. U.S. District Judge Rosemary Collyer said in an opinion that the information could bolster efforts
to win the release of suspected Taliban and al-Qaida financier Wali Mohammad Morafa. But Collyer said the information identifying a
confidential source is too sensitive...

U.S. Legal Officials Split Over How To Prosecute Terrorism Detainees from New York Times 8 Jan 13

The Obama administration legal team is divided over whether to drop two terrorism cases originally prosecuted in a military commission at
Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, a decision that could have far-reaching consequences by significantly reducing the number of other prisoners who can
receive tribunal trials. 

FEATURE Guantanamo: A Place Of Sometimes Puzzling Secrecy from Miami Herald 6 Jan 13

The war court proclaims that transparency is a priority in testimony and legal filings. But when a claim of national security is invoked, secrecy
wins out.... So why the secrecy in postings on the Pentagon’s military commissions website, the portal for tribunal documents, whose motto is
“Fairness, Transparency, Justice?” 

Cuba Helps U.S. Navy Find A Way To Pay Guantánamo Retirees from McClatchy 4 Jan 13

The Navy has secured a solution to the problem of how to pay some $45,000 a month in pensions due to 67 elderly Cubans who once worked as



day laborers at the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo, the Pentagon said Thursday. Army Lt. Col. Todd Breasseale would not describe how the
money would be delivered to the former Navy base workers, elderly Cubans who once commuted from the Cuban side of the minefields to the
U.S. Navy base ... But he said the U.S. and Cuban governments had found a fix to ensure that "we won't skip" the January payouts of pensions to
the Guantánamo retirees. 

Prisoner at Guantanamo Bay's Camp 7 has a grasp of U.S. pop culture from Associate Press 3 Jan 13

An Afghan man who is being held with the most significant terrorism suspects in U.S. custody has apparently gained extensive knowledge of
western pop culture in an unlikely place: the top secret prison-within-a-prison in Guantanamo Bay. 

Suicide underscores grim conditions at Guantanamo from OpEdNews.com 28 Dec 12

The suicide of a Guantanamo inmate underscores the grim reality for detainees held there for nearly 11 years without charge or trial, with no end
in sight to their imprisonment. Three months after Adnan Farhan Abdul Latif was found dead in his cell, the US Army formally declared his death
to be a suicide — the seventh at the prison. 

Southern Cone
Uruguay
Uruguayan president agrees to take six detainees from Guantanamo from Washington Post 15 May 14

Uruguayan President José Mujica said Thursday that his nation is willing to accept six detainees from the U.S. prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba
— one of the largest groups of Arab detainees to be released to a third country. 

JTF-Guantanamo
Navy Nurse Refuses To Force-feed Guantánamo Captive from Miami Herald 16 Jul 14

In the first known rebellion against Guantánamo’s force-feeding policy, a Navy medical officer recently refused to continue managing tube-
feedings of prison hunger strikers and was reassigned to “alternative duties.” A prison camp spokesman... would not provide precise details but
said Monday night that the episode had “no impact to medical support operations at the base.”

Navy Nurse Refuses To Force-feed Gitmo Detainees from Associated Press 16 Jul 14

A U.S. Navy nurse has refused to force-feed prisoners who are on an extended hunger strike at Guantanamo Bay, the first protest of its kind at the
detention center, a rights lawyer and U.S. official said Tuesday...It is the first time a nurse or doctor is known to have refused to tube-feed a
prisoner, said Army Col. Greg Julian, a spokesman for Southern Command, which oversees Guantanamo. 

Court Sidesteps How to Prosecute Detainees from The New York Times 15 Jul 14

In a long-awaited decision about military commissions that was more confusing than clarifying, the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia on Monday reinstated the 2008 conspiracy conviction of a detainee at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. The question presented by the
case, which involves a Yemeni named Ali al-Bahlul, is whether it was legitimate to prosecute him for conspiracy before a commission even
though that charge is not an international war crime.

US Court Issues Partial Win To Bin Laden Assistant from Associated Press 15 Jul 14

A U.S. appeals court on Monday set aside two of three convictions against a former personal assistant to Osama bin Laden... The U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit issued the ruling in the case of Ali Hamza al-Bahlul...A military commission had convicted him of
conspiracy to commit war crimes, providing material support for terrorism and soliciting others to commit war crimes. He has been sentenced to
life imprisonment.

Appeals Court Vacates Two Convictions Of Bin Laden Aide from McClatchy 15 Jul 14

A civilian appeals court on Monday vacated two convictions of a former aide to terrorist mastermind Osama bin Laden. In a split decision, the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit concluded a military commission lacked authority to convict Ali Hamza Ahmad
Suliman al Bahlul of two out of three charges.

New Navy Boss Takes Charge Of Guantánamo Detention Center from Miami Herald 11 Jul 14

Marine Gen. John Kelly, chief of the U.S. Southern Command, took part in the ceremony that installed Rear Adm. Kyle Cozad as responsible for



the 149 detainees and about 2,200 staff, mostly military, at the prison operation, said Army Col. Greg Julian at Southcom.

Guantánamo Judge Steps Down From USS Cole Case, Names Air Force Successor from Miami Herald 11 Jul 14

In an order obtained by the Miami Herald, Army Col. James L. Pohl said that he chose to step down from the case to “to ensure continuity of the
proceedings and to avoid scheduling conflicts” with the 9/11 conspiracy trial of Khalid Sheik Mohammed and four alleged accomplices in the
Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.

New Judge For Guantanamo Trial In USS Cole Attack from Associated Press 11 Jul 14

Army Col. James Pohl, a prominent judge who has presided over a number of major cases, assigned Air Force Col. Vance Spath to take over the
case against Abd al Rahim al-Nashiri. The trial is scheduled to start in February but is likely to be postponed.

Ex-Guantanamo detainee arrested in Spain tied to infamous al Qaeda cell from Small Wars Journal 26 Jun 14

A former Guantanamo detainee named Lahcen Ikassrien was arrested earlier this month in Spain. Authorities suspect that he has led a network
responsible for sending jihadist recruits off to fight in Syria and Iraq. Members of Ikassrien's group reportedly fought for the Islamic State of Iraq
and the Sham (ISIS), although it is not clear when they did so. 

JTFGTMO
In Obama Defense Of McCain Honor, A Chit In Closing Gitmo Debate from Bloomberg Politics 28 Jul 15

President Barack Obama’s impromptu defense of John McCain’s honor during a news conference in Ethiopia on Monday was more than just an
excuse to bash Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump, who fanned the Obama “birther” conspiracists during the 2012 election. 

Keystone
Nebraska court could force Obama to quit stalling on Keystone pipeline from Washington Times 8 Jan 15

A crucial piece of the Keystone XL pipeline puzzle could fall into place as soon as Friday, with a Nebraska court set to deliver a long-awaited
ruling on whether the project’s proposed route through the state is legal. 

US Senate Rejects Keystone Pipeline By One Vote from AFP 19 Nov 14

The US Senate on Tuesday narrowly rejected a bill that would have approved construction of the Keystone XL pipeline to bring crude oil to Gulf
coast refineries from Canada’s controversial tar sands. 

Landrieu And Keystone Backers Need One Vote For Approval from Bloomberg News 18 Nov 14

U.S. Senator Mary Landrieu and other supporters of a bill to approve TransCanada Corp. (TRP)’s Keystone XL pipeline are still one vote shy of
the 60 needed as time runs short before tomorrow’s vote. 

Keystone Pipeline
Majority Of Americans Have No Idea What The Keystone XL Pipeline Is from Huffington Post 30 Apr 15

The majority of Americans have no idea what the Keystone XL pipeline is, but among those who do, support for its construction is firmly split
along partisan lines, according to a new poll released Wednesday. 

Federal Data: Not Many Oil Trains For Keystone XL To Displace from McClatchy 3 Apr 15

New data on crude oil shipments by rail released by the Department of Energy this week show that there are relatively few oil trains taking the
path of the controversial proposed Keystone XL pipeline. 

A Chilly Wind From The Great White North from Washington Post 24 Mar 15

To put it simply, President Obama and Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper aren’t exactly close. 

Fight Over Keystone XL Project Doesn’t Stall Pipeline Boom from Associated Press 16 Mar 15

In a far corner of North Dakota, just a few hundred miles from the proposed path of the Keystone XL pipeline, 84,000 barrels of crude oil per day
recently began flowing through a new line that connects the state’s sprawling oilfields to an oil hub in Wyoming. 



Senate Fails To Override Obama’s Keystone Pipeline Veto from New York Times 5 Mar 15

The Senate on Wednesday failed to override President Obama’s veto of a bill that would have approved construction of the controversial Keystone
XL oil pipeline. 

With Expected Keystone Veto, Obama Is To Open New Era Of Presidency from New York Times 23 Feb 15

Wielding the weapon of his pen, President Obama this week is expected to formally reject a Republican attempt to force construction of the
Keystone XL oil pipeline. But in stopping the transit of petroleum from the forests of Alberta to the Gulf Coast, Mr. Obama will be opening the
veto era of his presidency. 

West Virginia, Canada Derailments Renew Focus On Oil Tank Cars from McClatchy 18 Feb 15

The tank cars involved in back-to-back crude oil train derailments since the weekend were an improved design built since 2011, raising new
questions about the safety of the tank car fleet used to haul North America’s energy bounty. 

Keystone XL Pipeline On Hold After Nebraska Judge Grants Injunction from Los Angeles Times 13 Feb 15

In a temporary victory for opponents of the Keystone XL pipeline, a Nebraska state judge sided with landowners seeking to stop Canadian energy
firm TransCanada from taking land from dozens of properties in the northern half of the state. 

Congress approves bill on Keystone pipeline from Associated Press 12 Feb 15

The Republican-controlled Congress approved a bill Wednesday to construct the Keystone XL oil pipeline, setting up a confrontation with
President Barack Obama, who has threatened to veto the measure. 

Obama Prepares For Divisive Veto from The Hill 10 Feb 15

President Obama is just days away from issuing the biggest veto of his tenure, with Republicans poised to send him legislation that would
authorize construction of the Keystone XL pipeline. 

EPA: Cheap Oil Weakens The Case For The Keystone XL Pipeline from Washington Post 4 Feb 15

Plummeting oil prices have undermined one of the primary arguments for building the Keystone XL pipeline, the Environmental Protection
Agency has told the State Department in a letter that implicitly urges a White House rejection of the controversial project. 

With Veto Threat, Obama And Congress Head For Collision Over Keystone Pipeline from New York Times 7 Jan 15

The White House on Tuesday made it clear that President Obama would veto a bill authorizing construction of the Keystone XL oil pipeline,
setting up an immediate clash with Republicans just as they assume control of Congress. 

Red-State Democrats Blast Latest Keystone Delay from Washington Times 21 Apr 14

The Obama administration’s latest Keystone pipeline delay had barely been announced late last week when red-state Democrats began to howl,
calling the move everything from ridiculous to irresponsible and vowing to explore ways to force President Obama’s hand. 

Keystone XL
Keystone XL: US Review Taking 5 Times Longer Than Average from Associated Press 13 Aug 15

The federal review of the proposed Keystone XL oil pipeline from Canada to Texas has dragged on for nearly seven years, more than five times
the average for such applications. 

TransCanada Quietly Plots Response As Keystone XL Rejection Seems Imminent from CBC News (CAN) 10 Aug 15

The Canadian company involved in the controversy-plagued Keystone XL project has begun planning its response as indications mount the
proposed oil pipeline will be rejected by U.S. President Barack Obama. 

Alaska Senator Doesn’t See Obama Saying Yes To Keystone Pipeline from Bloomberg Politics 7 Aug 15

The chairman of the Senate energy committee said she thinks President Barack Obama will reject the Keystone XL pipeline to protect his legacy
on climate change. 



Alberta Officials Won’t Lobby Obama On Keystone Pipeline from The Hill 31 Jul 15

Government officials in Alberta, Canada won’t push President Obama to approve the Keystone XL Pipeline, saying they’ll focus instead on
securing permits for other projects. 

Canada’s Harper Isn’t “Hopeful” Obama Will Approve Keystone from Bloomberg News 30 Jul 15

Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper said U.S. delays in approving the Keystone XL pipeline are “not a hopeful sign” and reflect the
“peculiar politics” of the Obama administration. 

Oversight Republicans Subpoena Kerry For Keystone Documents from The Hill 9 Jul 15

House Republicans have subpoenaed Secretary of State John Kerry for documents related to the Obama administration’s review of the Keystone
XL pipeline. 

Canada disses Obama, postpones meeting with U.S. over Keystone pipeline: report from Washington Times 16 Jan 15

The White House confirmed Thursday that Canada has postponed the North American Leaders Summit scheduled for next month but would not
say whether tension over the Keystone XL oil pipeline is the reason. 

Keystone XL Oil Pipeline
Law allowing Keystone pipeline in Nebraska struck down from USA Today 20 Feb 14

A judge has struck down a Nebraska law that allowed the Keystone XL oil pipeline to proceed through the state.

Keystone XL Pipeline
IG: State Department Did Not Break Rules When Hiring Consultant For Keystone Report from Washington Post 27 Feb 14

The State Department’s inspector general cleared the department on Wednesday of allegations that it improperly hired an outside consultant with
industry ties to evaluate the proposed Keystone XL oil pipeline. 

Harper Sees Keystone Approval, With Or Without Obama from Bloomberg News 10 Feb 14

As far as Stephen Harper is concerned, history and economics carry far more weight in Canada-U.S. relations than whoever happens to occupy
the White House at a given moment. 

Landmines
U.S. Chided For Delays Over Treaty On Weapons from New York Times 26 Jun 14

The American peace activist who pioneered a treaty that bans antipersonnel land mines chided the Obama administration on Wednesday for not
yet having signed it after five years of review. The activist, Jody Williams, said that China — which also has not signed — now appears to have
far fewer of these weapons than the United States. 

Latin America
Half of Latin Americans lack Internet access from EFE (Spain) 24 Jul 15

Half of the population in Latin America lacks access to the Internet and only 10 percent of the region's people have a broadband connection,
according to figures from the CAF Development Bank of Latin America released Friday in Miami. 

LatAm countries mull drug war's failure, planning to change course from Xinhua (China) 26 Jun 15

Latin American countries on Friday, the UN-designated International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, mulled the failure of the
hardball tactics in fighting drug, planning to change course in the drug war on Friday, 

EU, Latin American leaders hold talks on trade, diplomatic ties from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 10 Jun 15

Around 40 leaders from Europe, Latin America and the Caribbean are meeting in Brussels on Wednesday for two days of talks focused on trade
relations and diplomatic ties, as well as global issues such as climate change. 

Russia says closer ties with Latin America are not jab at US from Associated Press 9 Jun 15

Russia's foreign minister has rejected allegations that Moscow was trying to develop closer ties with Latin American nations as a countermove to



the United States amid the Ukrainian crisis. 

LatAm gov'ts, residents must take new approach to dealing with drought from EFE (Spain) 8 Jun 15

Droughts in Latin America are more than emergencies solved by distributing food, and it is difficult to persuade governments and the public that
sound mid- and long-term projects are needed, Oxfam regional humanitarian manager for Latin America and the Caribbean Carlos Mansilla told
Efe.

Latin America eyes broader cooperation with Russia, says Lavrov from Tass (Russia) 5 Jun 15

Latin American countries are interested in expanding and diversifying cooperation with Russia on a bilateral basis as well as within multilateral
formats, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov told a session of the ministry's Business Council on Friday. 

World Bank: Poverty reduction slows in Latin America from EFE (Spain) 3 Jun 15

The pace of poverty reduction in Latin America has slowed from 5.7 percent annually in the previous decade to 4.1 percent now, the World Bank
said Wednesday. 

Chinese VP meets Latin American youth delegation from Xinhua (China) 3 Jun 15

Chinese Vice President Li Yuanchao met with a Latin American youth delegation here on Wednesday, calling for closer exchanges between
Chinese and Latin American youth. 

Hungary to open 5 new embassies in Latin America, Africa: minister from Xinhua (China) 1 Jun 15

Hungary will open five new embassies in Latin America and Africa within the next year and a half, Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs and
Trade Peter Szijjarto said here on Monday, according to Hungarian News Agency MTI. 

Latin Americans open their own Fifa enquiries from BBC 28 May 15

Brazil's federal police has begun investigations into possible Fifa corruption in the country. Justice Minister Eduardo Cardozo said they were
looking at possible tax evasion and money laundering within Brazil. 

Latin American experts discuss regional issues in Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 27 May 15

The Latin American Studies Association's annual congress began here Wednesday with more than 5,000 academic experts taking part. The 33rd
edition of the international conference will continue through Saturday at a San Juan hotel. 

Chinese premier's LatAm tour reviving Beijing's economic interest in region from EFE (Spain) 17 May 15

Chinese Prime Minister Li Keqiang departed Sunday on a tour of Brazil, Colombia, Peru and Chile, a trip with a marked economic accent that is
reviving Beijing's strong interest in cultivating ties with the region. 

Chinese premier leaves Beijing for official visits to Latin American nations from Xinhua (China) 17 May 15

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang left Beijing on Sunday morning for official visits to Brazil, Colombia, Peru and Chile. Li will visit the four Latin
American countries at the invitation of Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff, Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos, Peruvian President Ollanta
Humala Tasso and Chilean President Michelle Bachelet Jeria. 

ANALYSIS: Latin America and U.S. Split in Drug Fight from New York Times 15 May 15

Colombia just discarded a cornerstone of the American-backed fight against drugs, blocking the aerial spraying of coca, the plant used to make
cocaine. Bolivia kicked out the United States Drug Enforcement Administration years ago and allows farmers to grow small amounts of the crop.
Chile, long one of Latin America’s most socially conservative countries, is gathering its first medical marijuana harvest. 

Report: Hezbollah Rakes in Up to $100 Million Annually from Latin America from Breitbart 12 May 15

A new blockbuster report in Argentine news outlet Infobae claims that Hezbollah generates between $60 to $100 million dollars a year in illegal
activities in Latin America, particularly in the Tri-Border area uniting Paraguay, Argentina, and Brazil. The piece echoes years of reporting
warning that the Lebanese Shiite terrorist group has expanded its influence in the region. 



Chinese premier to visit Latin America from Xinhua (China) 11 May 15

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang will pay an official visit to Brazil, Colombia, Peru and Chile from May 18 to 26, Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hua
Chunying said on Monday. 

Latin America’s Big Education Innovation from Miami Herald 7 May 15

Here’s an interesting innovation that is taking place in Latin America: A company is paying for the college education of thousands of students in
exchange for their commitment to pay back a small percentage of their salaries when — and if — they get a job. 

Amnesty new office tackles Latin America's 'hidden crisis' from Agence France-Prese 5 May 15

With a brand new Americas office in Mexico City, Amnesty International wants to tackle the "hidden crisis" afflicting human rights in the vast
region, the organization's head said Tuesday. 

Pope Francis to tour Latin America in July from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 15

Pope Francis will make his first visit as pontiff to Spanish-speaking Latin America in July, stopping in Ecuador, Bolivia and Paraguay, the Vatican
said Thursday. 

Lavrov: Cooperation between Russia, Latin American countries important to global world order from Interfax (Russia) 16 Apr 15

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov believes cooperation between Russia and the countries of Latin America ensures the stability of
international relations. 

Castro backers disrupt activist meeting at Americas Summit from Associated Press 9 Apr 15

A group of pro-government Cubans muscled their way into a closed-door meeting of grassroots activists Thursday, disrupting for the second day
in a row a tension-filled meeting ahead of this week's Summit of the Americas. 

Energy aid, new diplomacy mark Obama visit to Americas from Associated Press 9 Apr 15

As he wades into a region suffering economic and political stresses, President Barack Obama sought Thursday to reassert U.S. influence in the
Caribbean and the Americas with pledges of energy assistance and diplomatic fence mending, a mix of modest steps and high ambition for the
U.S.'s southern neighbors.

Latin American ex-leaders urge 'free' polls in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 15

Former Latin American leaders called Thursday for "free and fair" elections in Venezuela and the release of "political prisoners," in pointed
criticism of the government ahead of a regional summit. 

OPINION: Democracy In Peril from Miami Herald 9 Apr 15

Twenty years after the first Summit of the Americas was held in Miami amid bright hopes that a new era of prosperity and democracy was about
to emerge, it has become depressingly evident that the dream has been thwarted. Look no further than this week’s seventh gathering of 35 regional
heads of state in Panama for proof. 

OPINION: Summit Final Document Aims At U.S. from Miami Herald 9 Apr 15

We’ve known for a while that Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro was planning to stage an anti-U.S. show at this weekend’s Summit of the
Americas in Panama, but a copy of the draft final declaration of the meeting that I obtained this week shows that he will seek much more: a
formal, region-wide condemnation of the United States. 

Acer Takes On Latin America’s Huge PC Market from Miami Herald 30 Mar 15

Internationally known for its personal computers, Acer has been in the Latin American and Caribbean markets for more than 20 years, battling
against much larger competitors like HP and Lenovo, the Chinese company that acquired IBM’s PC business in 2005, as well as other computer
makers. 

LatAm, Korean political, business leaders meet to deepen relations from EFE (Spain) 27 Mar 15

A business summit in Busan ended Friday with a proposal by political and private-sector leaders from Latin America and the Caribbean and South



Korea to expand trade opportunities and sign new free trade treaties between the regions. 

Vatican sending diplomat to Obama summit with Latin America from Associated Press 26 Mar 15

Pope Francis is sending a top emissary to a gathering between U.S. President Barack Obama and leaders of Latin America. Panama on Thursday
confirmed that Cardinal Pietro Parolin will attend next month's Summit of the Americas. 

New clout for Eurasia union as Latin America eyes partnership from Tass (Russia) 25 Mar 15

Eurasian Economic Union, the new Russia-led political and economic bloc formed together with Kazakhstan, Belarus and Armenia, looks set to
play a growing role on the world stage, judging by nations seemingly knocking at the door. 

Europe said worried about Chinese economic advance in LatAm from EFE (Spain) 18 Mar 15

Europe is concerned about its loss of influence in Latin America and China's growing presence in the region, one of the co-presidents of the Euro-
Latin American Parliamentary Assembly, or Eurolat, said here. 

Latin America and Asia herald new trans-pacific era from EFE (Spain) 9 Mar 15

The Cartagena Dialogue has challenged Pacific Rim countries to launch a new era in trade relations, integration and cooperation. 

Chronic poverty affects 130 million LatAm residents from EFE (Spain) 9 Mar 15

Chronic poverty affects 130 million residents of Latin America and the Caribbean, who live on less than $4 per day, despite the economic growth
achieved by the region over the past decade and the efforts to facilitate access to the labor market, a World Bank report said Monday. 

OPINION: Latin America And The ‘End Of Capitalism’ from Miami Herald 26 Feb 15

The saddest thing about outgoing Uruguayan President José Mujica’s statement this week suggesting that capitalism is agonizing is not that he
said it as the New York stock market was reaching its all-time high, but the fact that it’s an idea that is being happily repeated by many Latin
American presidents as if it were an indisputable truth. 

Google invests $1 mn to narrow digital divide in LatAm from EFE (Spain) 26 Feb 15

Google will invest $1 million to support educational initiatives aimed at narrowing the "digital divide" in Latin America, company executive
Adriana Noreña told Efe. 

Oil boom's end threatens pain for much of Latin America from Associated Press 25 Feb 15

Soaring oil prices the past decade transformed this rural backwater into Colombia's richest city as nearby fields pumped black gold, drawing new
businesses, international pop stars and vanity art projects such as the biblical-themed arch that towers over these sweltering grasslands. 

Biden heading to Latin America during Netanyahu address from Associated Press 18 Feb 15

Vice President Joe Biden is heading to Latin America the first week of March, putting him out of the country while Israel's prime minister is to
address Congress. 

Globetrotting Pope Francis to travel to Latin America from Agence France-Presse 19 Jan 15

Francis, the first pontiff from Latin America, will return to the region in July when he visits Bolivia, President Evo Morales said, adding that
Paraguay and Ecuador are also on the pope's itinerary. 

OPINION: Many Latin Leaders Reacted Weakly To Paris Terror from Miami Herald 15 Jan 15

The official reaction of Venezuela, Argentina, Ecuador and several other Latin American countries to the Islamic radicals terrorist attack against
the French magazine Charlie Hebdo was not only weak, but shameful: they condemned the bloodshed but not its intention to silence the press. 

Amid Falling Crude Prices, Latin American Leaders Look East from Miami Herald 8 Jan 15

As plummeting oil prices are battering Latin American economies, the region’s leaders are gathering this week in the one country that many see as
a lifeline: China. 



China angles for Central America influence in US 'backyard' from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 14

With ambitious plans for a canal through Nicaragua and a Honduran hydroelectric dam, Chinese firms are increasingly testing the waters in
Central America, a region long considered the United States' backyard. 

Latin America only region set to meet hunger reduction goals: U.N. from Reuters 10 Dec 14

Latin America and the Caribbean is the only region on track to meet the 2009 World Food Summit goal of halving the number of people suffering
from hunger by 2015, the United Nations reported. 

Spanish premier: Veracruz summit was a success from EFE (Spain) 9 Dec 14

Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy said that the Ibero-American Summit that ended here on Tuesday was a success because it marks the
beginning of a new phase in which it is clear that citizens are the priority and the region is moving toward greater efficiency. 

UPDATE: Absences glare again at Ibero-American summit from Agence France-Presse 9 Dec 14

Latin American nations and their ex-colonial powers, Portugal and Spain, wrapped up a summit Tuesday again marked by major absences, with
the leaders of Argentina, Brazil and Cuba shunning the event. 

UPDATE: Castro shuns Ibero-American summit again from Agence France-Presse 9 Dec 14

Cuban President Raul Castro shunned a summit of Latin America, Spanish and Portuguese leaders on Tuesday, shrugging off an invitation by
Madrid to attend the gathering for the first time. 

Private Firms Filling Latin America’s Security Gap from Associated Press 28 Nov 14

A panic alert flashed across Alberto Herrera’s computer screen. Men claiming to be with the notorious Gulf Cartel had stopped a convoy
transporting chemicals through a lawless region of northeastern Mexico. They seized two drivers from an escort truck and demanded the valuable
cargo in exchange for their release. 

Long-conservative Latin America Is Turning Liberal from USA Today 30 Oct 14

Just a couple of years ago, this tiny country that’s squeezed between Brazil and Argentina found itself in the same position as so many of its Latin-
American neighbors. Abortion was illegal. Gay marriage was illegal. Marijuana was not tolerated. 

Spanish official warns of populism, inequality, lack of security in LatAm from EFE (Spain) 21 Oct 14

The main threats facing the Latin American democracies are populism, inequality and lack of public safety, Spain's secretary of state for
international cooperation and for Ibero-America, Jesus Gracia, warned on Tuesday in Cartagena, Colombia. 

Latin America among OPEC fund's priorities for cooperation from EFE (Spain) 16 Oct 14

Cooperation with Latin America and the Caribbean has become a priority for the OPEC Fund for International Development, or OFID, as part of
its objectives to improve the standard of living of the population of the Western Hemisphere. 

LatAm countries ink initiative to abolish child labor from Xinhua (China) 14 Oct 14

Some 25 Latin American countries on Tuesday signed a declaration to eradicate child labor, as part of a regional gathering organized by the
International Labor Organization (ILO) and held in Lima, Peru. 

OPINION: Latn America Should Play Larger Role In U.S. Elections from Miami Herald 9 Oct 14

While Latin America rarely appears to factor among campaign priorities, this year’s midterm elections are beginning to show why that’s
changing, and why politicians need to start paying attention. 

BLOG: Will Latin American leaders give Obama an ‘earful’ on Cuba at Americas summit? from Washington Post 29 Sep 14

For the United States, the last Summit of the Americas was a fairly regrettable experience. 

OPINION: Latin America Offers U.S. Dose Of Realpolitik from Miami Herald 26 Sep 14

Today’s international affairs quiz: Would you rather see Venezuela denied a temporary seat on the U.N. Security Council, or would you prefer to



see an end to Colombia’s eternal civil war? 

Latin America's prisons in critical condition from Agence France-Presse 2 Sep 14

Latin America's prisons are overcrowded, violent and sometimes lack even the most basic services, despite the fact that several of the region's
current leaders themselves spent time behind bars. 

LatAm business climate at worst level in 5 years, survey shows from EFE (Spain) 13 Aug 14

The business climate in Latin America last month fell to its worst level since July 2009, Brazil's Getulio Vargas Foundation, or FGV, said
Wednesday. 

Latin America closes ranks with Palestinians on Gaza crisis from EFE (Spain) 31 Jul 14

Bolivia has joined the majority of Latin American governments in condemning Israel's offensive in Gaza, announcing that it will demand visas
from Israelis. Meanwhile, Venezuela said that it will send humanitarian aid to the people in Gaza after unsuccessful appeals to end the violence.
Most Latin American countries have condemned the offensive, which has left more than 1,300 Palestinians dead over the past 24 days and five of
them, Chile, Peru, El Salvador, Brazil and Ecuador, have recalled their ambassadors in Israel. 

China, Japan and Russia zero in on Latin America from Agence France-Presse 28 Jul 14

The leaders of China, Russia and Japan all descended on Latin America in recent weeks, jostling with the United States to increase their influence,
invest and tap into resource-rich markets. 

Abe leaves for Latin America to boost economic ties from Kyodo (Japan) 24 Jul 14

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe departed Friday on a five-nation tour of Latin America to promote infrastructure exports and strengthen economic ties
in the fields of resources and energy development. 

China hosts military forum with Latin American countries from Xinhua (China) 21 Jul 14

Senior military officers from eight Latin American countries gathered at a defense forum hosted by China's Ministry of Defense in Beijing
Monday. 

China offers $35 bn for LatAm infrastructure, development from EFE (Spain) 18 Jul 14

China has taken a key step toward closer political, economic and trade ties with Latin America, proposing a $35 billion fund to finance
infrastructure and development projects. 

Intel exec: Latin Americans want better mobile devices, more Internet access from EFE (Spain) 17 Jul 14

Latin American consumers are increasingly demanding mobile devices that are faster and more efficient, as well as better Internet access,
following a trend seen around the world, Intel Corp. consumer sales and marketing manager for Latin America Santiago Cardona said in an
interview with Efe. 

Chinese leader seeks to woo Latin America from Agence France-Presse 17 Jul 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping pressed a charm offensive with Latin American leaders on Thursday, highlighting Beijing's growing interest in a
resource-rich region traditionally considered the backyard of the United States. 

In Latin America, Putin to counter Russia's growing isolation from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin will on Friday begin an ambitious Latin America tour that will take him to Cuba, Argentina and Brazil as he
seeks to shore up support for his policies amid a showdown with the West. 

Two LatAm regional blocs pledge to jointly fight hunger, poverty from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 14

The Latin American Integration Association (ALADI) will work with the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) to
combat hunger and poverty in the region, ALADI Secretary General Carlos Alberto Alvarez said Tuesday. 

Russia wants Latin America to become one of leading global centres - speaker from Itar-Tass (Russia) 25 Jun 14



Russia wants Latin America to become one of the global economic and political centres, State Duma speaker Sergei Naryshkin said on
Wednesday, June 25. 

Low-gear growth predicted for Latin America from BBC 20 Jun 14

If he were a weatherman, International Monetary Fund economist André Meier said his economic forecast for Latin America would be “cloudy
with a chance of rain.” 

COMMENTARY: Latin America Tackles Challenge Of Climate Change from Miami Herald 3 Jun 14

It is no coincidence that the Globe International network of legislators has chosen Mexico as the venue for the Second World Summit of
Legislators on climate change that takes place in the Mexican Congress this coming weekend. 

As Latin American Economic Growth Slows, Regional Economies Are At A Crossroads from Miami Herald 23 May 14

Latin America’s “golden decade” of growth, fueled by a global credit bubble and commodity boom, has faded and now the countries of the region
are facing difficult questions about their economic future. 

OPINION: Anti-Semitism In Latin America Troubling, Not As Bad As Mideast from Miami Herald 23 May 14

The Anti-Defamation League’s Global 100 Index of Anti-Semitism is the broadest public opinion survey of attitudes toward Jews ever conducted.
It is one of the most important efforts we have undertaken in our history as an organization. 

LatAm countries have widest wealth gap: UN official from Xinhua (China) 5 May 14

Latin America and the Caribbean have the widest wealth gap of any region on the planet, a UN official said Monday. 

Russia appeals to Latin American allies over Ukraine from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 29 Apr 14

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov appealed to Moscow's left-leaning allies in Latin America for support over the crisis in Ukraine. 

Lavrov to start Latin American tour from Cuba from Interfax (Russia) 28 Apr 14

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov is starting a tour of Latin America, his first stop will be Cuba on April 28-29, the Russian Foreign
Ministry said. 

Deepening cooperation historical choice for China, L. America: Chinese FM from Xinhua (China) 26 Apr 14

It is a historical choice for China and Latin America to deepen their bilateral cooperation, visiting Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi said here
Saturday. 

World Bank president calls for inclusive growth in Latin America from Xinhua (China) 23 Apr 14

The World Bank Group President Jim Yong Kim on Wednesday urged Latin America and the Caribbean to maintain and deepen their focus on
inclusive economic growth. 

Chinese foreign minister starts Latin America tour from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 14

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi was in Cuba Sunday, the first stop on a tour of four Latin America countries. The purpose of the stop in
Havana was to pave the way later this year for a visit by Chinese President Xi Jinping. 

Chinese FM to start Latin America trip from Xinhua (China) 18 Apr 14

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi will pay visits to four Latin American countries from April 19 to 26, said Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua
Chunying on Friday. Wang will visit Cuba, Venezuela, Argentina and Brazil, Hua told a regular press briefing.

Latin America Is World's Most Violent Region from Wall Street Journal 11 Apr 14

Latin America is the world's most violent region, accounting for nearly one in three global homicides, according to data from a new study by the
United Nations. 

Chinese FM to visit Latin American countries from Xinhua (China) 11 Apr 14



Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi will pay official visits to Cuba, Venezuela, Argentina and Brazil from April 18 to 27, a Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokesman announced on Friday. 

Latin America stuck in slow gear: IMF from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 14

Depressed commodity prices and the challenge of tougher capital market conditions will keep economic growth across Latin America and the
Caribbean in slow gear, the International Monetary Fund said Tuesday. 

LatAm countries to jointly fight hunger, poverty from Xinhua (China) 7 Apr 14

Member countries of the Venezuela-led Bolivarian Alliance for the Americas (ALBA) has taken a joint step to stamp out hunger and poverty, a
top Nicaraguan official said Monday. 

Migrant Women Lift Remittances from Wall Street Journal 7 Apr 14

Even when times were tough, immigrant Silvia Navas says she never stopped sending money to her mother in Guatemala. "She needs the money
to pay her utilities and other expenses," says Ms. Navas, a 46-year-old facilities manager in Maryland. 

Russia in talks with Latin American countries over logistics, not bases - deputy DM from Itar-Tass (Russia) 29 Mar 14

A senior Russian military official has confirmed that Russia is in talks with a number of Latin American countries over creation of logistics
facilities for its naval ships, but at the same time dismissed rumours of Russia's plans for planting its naval bases in some countries of the region.

Russian helicopters' fleet up by 6 percent in Latin America from Itar-Tass (Russia) 26 Mar 14

The fleet of Russia-made helicopters in Latin American countries has increased by 6 percent for the past three years, says director-general of
Russian Helicopters Alexander Mikheyev. 

EU announces 2.5 bln euros support for Latin America from Xinhua (China) 24 Mar 14

The European Union announced support of at least 2.5 billion euros (3.4 billion U.S. dollars) for Latin America for the period 2014 to 2020, an
European Commission statement said on Monday. 

Putin’s quiet Latin America play from The Hill 21 Mar 14

Away from the conflict in Ukraine, Russian President Vladimir Putin is quietly seeking a foothold in Latin America, military officials warn. 

Kremlin seeks to boost ties with Latin America from Associated Press 13 Mar 14

Russia is seeking to expand ties with Latin American nations amid tensions with the West over Ukraine. 

IN SPANISH with BING Translation: Drug trafficking in Latin America is more "efficient" than Fedex, says southern
command from Las Americas News 28 Feb 14

The person in charge of the command South of United States, general John Kelly, said today that the traffic in arms and drugs in Latin America
routes "are more efficient that what Fedex can never hope". 

ILO calls for youth integration in Latin America from Xinhua (China) 17 Feb 14

Latin American governments should adopt policies to encourage social integration of young people, Regional Director of the International Labor
Organization (ILO) for Latin America and the Caribbean Elizabeth Tinoco said here Monday. 

UPDATE: LatAm summit lashes out at US spying from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 14

Cuban President Raul Castro Tuesday railed against US spying as he opened a summit of Latin American and Caribbean leaders set up by
Venezuela's late anti-US leader Hugo Chavez. 

In Latin America, Right In Retreat As Left Wins More Elections from Washington Post 27 Jan 14

More than two decades after the Cold War, during which the United States backed anti-communist military rulers and pushed free-market policies
in Latin America, conservative governments have virtually disappeared from the region. 



BEWILDERING LATIN AMERICA from Before it's News 11 Jan 14

The year 2013 was shockingly damaging to relations between the U.S. and the countries of Latin America. 

The Two Latin Americas from Wall Street Journal 3 Jan 14

There are two Latin Americas right now. The first is a bloc of countries—including Brazil, Argentina and Venezuela—that faces the Atlantic
Ocean, mistrusts globalization and gives the state a large role in the economy. The second—made up of countries that face the Pacific such as
Mexico, Peru, Chile and Colombia—embraces free trade and free markets. 

BLOG: Organized crime in 2014: What can Latin America expect? from Christian Science Monitor 2 Jan 14

We can already identify some of the trends that are likely to mark the evolution of organized crime in 2014.

Animal traffickers use same routes from LatAm as drug smugglers, police say from EFE (Spain) 2 Jan 14

Criminals involved in smuggling endangered species from Latin America into Spain are using the same routes as drug traffickers, Spanish police
told Efe. 

The Americas Must Confront Hemispheric Difficulties in 2014 from MexiData.info 30 Dec 13

True peace does not act as a pretext for justifying a social structure, nor does the absence of violence resulting from the domination of one part of
society over others.

OPINION: Latin America Leans Forward from New York Times 30 Dec 13

Latin America of late has shown a maturity without precedent in its turbulent history. 

Interpol seeks help to find 15 fugitives in Latin America from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 13

Interpol on Monday issued an appeal to the public to help track down 15 people suspected of belonging to international crime syndicates,
including the head of a Mexican drug cartel. 

US Mulls Wider Trade Pact With Latin America from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 13

The United States is exploring the idea of setting up a wider regional trade pact with Latin America, Secretary of State John Kerry revealed on
Sunday. 

U.S. Shifts Its Stance in Latin America from Wall Street Journal 11 Dec 13

U.S. officials quietly say they are softening their hard-line stance on fighting illicit drugs in Latin America. 

OPINION: U.S. Policy Should Help Our Democratic Friends In Latin America from Miami Herald 21 Nov 13

Peace and prosperity in Latin America are important to the United States. Not only do we wish our fellow republics well, but their stability is in
our national interest, too. That’s why it is worrisome that the Obama administration continues to squander freedom’s hard gains in a region facing
many challenges. 

Latin Migrants Shift Sights From U.S. to Neighbors from Wall Street Journal 18 Nov 13

More Migrant Workers Send Money Home From Developing Countries

China's Latin America presence not a threat: U.S. official from Xinhua (China) 13 Nov 13

The United States does not see China's increasing engagement in Latin America as a threat and the two countries' presence in the region is not a
zero-sum game, a U.S. official said in Beijing on Wednesday. 

Latina Creates Children’s Book About Women in the Military from Latin American Herald Tribune (Venezuela) 12 Nov 13

Retired U.S. Air Force officer Graciela Tiscareño-Sato has written the first bilingual children’s book about women who serve in the military. 

Latin America, Caribbean economies growing from Miami Herald 25 Oct 13

Latin American economies are well placed to once more sustain relatively high growth rates and manage risks that could once again send their



economies plummeting, said the director of the International Monetary Fund’s Western Hemisphere division.

All Latin American countries spied on by US: Greenwald from Agence France-Presse 22 Oct 13

Glenn Greenwald, the former Guardian reporter who broke many of the recent stories about secret US surveillance programs, claimed Monday
that all Latin American countries had been spied on by Washington. 

OPINION: Militaries In The Region Tilting Left Against U.S. from Miami Herald 19 Sep 13

As concern grows over the declining ability of the United States to influence events in faraway places such as Syria, little attention has been paid
to a significant loss of influence much closer to home — South America, where there is a concerted effort by radical populist governments to erase
any trace of U.S. military doctrine. 

US Urged to Curb Militarization in Latin America from Inter Press Service 19 Sep 13

The United States needs to phase down its drug war and tighten the reins on its cooperation with local militaries and police in Latin America,
according to a new report released here Wednesday by three influential think tanks. 

OAS chief and Pope Francis talk drugs, Chile’s coup and Latam’s coming challenges from Merco Press 15 Sep 13

The Secretary General of the Organization of American States (OAS), José Miguel Insulza, was received in a private audience by Pope Francis in
Vatican City and by the President of Italy, Giorgio Napolitano, in the framework of a visit to Rome at the invitation of the Italianaeuropei to give a
lecture during the commemoration of the 40th anniversary of the military coup in Chile.

Protest Wave Poses Test For Latin American Leaders from Wall Street Journal 10 Sep 13

Demonstrations Reflect Discontent as Once-Hot Growth Slows, Threatening Fiscal Rigor .

OPINION: Tide Reverses In Latin America from Wall Street Journal 9 Sep 13

The divergent fortunes of global emerging markets can be told through Latin America's two biggest economies: Mexico and Brazil. 

With lure of religious classes, Iran seeks to recruit Latin Americans from Washington Post 10 Aug 13

The initiative includes not only the recruitment of foreign students for special study inside Iran, but also direct outreach to Latin countries through
the construction of mosques and cultural centers and, beginning last year, a new cable TV network that broadcasts Iranian programming in
Spanish.

UN, Latin American Leaders Stress Regional Cooperation For Global Peace from Miami Herald 7 Aug 13

UNITED NATIONS Hoping to improve peace and security around the world, Argentine President Cristina Fernández led a day-long Security
Council meeting Tuesday where she and other leaders said regions in turmoil could learn from how Latin American and the Caribbean have
settled internal conflicts. 

U.S. Gun Laws Blamed For Worsening Latin American Violence from Los Angeles Times 1 Aug 13

Lax U.S. gun regulations are enabling the international trafficking of high-powered weapons and fueling the spread of gun violence in Latin
America and the Caribbean, the Council on Foreign Relations argues in a report urging President Obama to take action on initiatives that have
foundered in Congress. 

Latin America Demands Answers From US On Spying from Agence France-Presse 11 Jul 13

From its neighbor Mexico down to Argentina, Latin American nations are demanding answers from the United States after a report of vast US
spying on close allies and leftist critics alike. 

Latin America's Next Challenges from Los Angeles Times 1 Jul 13

Latin America has had a good decade. Over the last 10 years, economic growth averaged 4.2%, and 70 million people escaped poverty.
Macroeconomic stability, open-trade policies and pro-business investment climates have supported and will continue to support strong growth in
the years to come. 



Joe Biden: The Americas Ascendant from New York Times 5 Jun 13

The spread of free trade and democracy has been a boon to the hemisphere.

Kerry makes first Latin America trip in office from Associated Press 4 Jun 13

Secretary of State John Kerry is heading to Latin America for the first time since taking office, leading the U.S. delegation to a 35-nation
organization he once disparaged as ineffective and nearly irrelevant. 

OPINION: Uncovering Iran's Latin Networks from Wall Street Journal 3 Jun 13

A prosecutor in Buenos Aires finds Tehran's fingerprints region-wide.

Latin America Boom Starts To Fade from Wall Street Journal 30 May 13

A decadelong commodity boom in Latin America that lifted millions out of poverty is showing signs of fatigue, as fading demand in China hits
consumers and corporate earnings from Bogotá to Brasilia. 

Biden supports "new era" in U.S.-LatAm relations from EFE (Spain) 29 May 13

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden on Wednesday in Brazil expressed his country's wish to broaden ties with Latin America. 

Latin American Trade Bloc to Lower Tariffs from Wall Street Journal 23 May 13

The leaders of a regional trade bloc that encompasses Chile, Peru, Colombia and Mexico moved Thursday to lower import tariffs between the
member countries, a decision that could boost economic integration efforts in Latin America. 

Latin America Seeks Asian Trade from Wall Street Journal 22 May 13

Presidents of some of the most economically dynamic countries in Latin America are looking to promote a new trade group as an alternative to
other regional blocs that have become more protectionist in recent years. 

Xi's Latin American tour to enhance cooperation: spokesman from Xinhua (China) 21 May 13

China will take the opportunity of President Xi Jinping's upcoming visits to three Latin American nations to further increase political trust and
consolidate friendship with them, a Foreign Ministry spokesman said Tuesday. 

State Visits Amplify Obama Focus On Latin America from Associated Press 9 May 13

Keeping a keen eye south of the border, the Obama administration is intensifying its engagement with Latin America, hosting leaders from a pair
of presidents at the White House and sending Vice President Joe Biden to visit two others. 

Clinton Announces Latin America Initiative from Associated Press 7 May 13

The Clinton Global Initiative is taking its formula of a powerhouse gathering of global leaders to a new part of the world. 

Iran says Latin America can help resolve Syrian crisis from Xinhua (China) 7 May 13

Iranian Foreign Minister Ali-Akbar Salehi called for cooperation between Iran and Latin American countries to work out a peaceful solution to
the ongoing crisis in Syria, Press TV reported on Tuesday. 

COMMENTARY: In Latin America, U.S. Focus Shifts From Drug War To Economy from New York Times 5 May 13

Last week, Mr. Obama returned to capitals in Latin America with a vastly different message. Relationships with countries racked by drug violence
and organized crime should focus more on economic development and less on the endless battles against drug traffickers and organized crime
capos that have left few clear victors.

Obama: US, Latin America must strengthen economies from Associated Press 3 May 13

Eager to move the conversation beyond drugs and violence, President Barack Obama met with Central American leaders Friday and declared that
building stronger economies and greater trade ties will allow nations of the region to offer their residents a better way of life and reduce incentives
to support narco-trafficking. 



U.S. lauds Pacific Alliance as successful trade model from Xinhua (China) 25 Apr 13

The Pacific Alliance of Latin American countries is poised to become the region's largest economic and trade bloc, Roberta S. Jacobson, U.S.
Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs, said Thursday. 

UN Lowers 2013 Latin America Growth Forecast from Associated Press 24 Apr 13

The economy of Latin America and the Caribbean is expected to grow by 3.5 percent this year, less than previously forecast, because of
uncertainty about the future of the world economy and slower growth in developed nations, the United Nations said on Tuesday. 

COMMENTARY: Latin America’s fastest-growing economies of 2013 from The Miami Herald 24 Apr 13

New economic projections from the World Bank and the United Nations show that Latin America countries will keep growing at moderate rates
this year, except for the booming economies of three countries that start with the letter P — Paraguay, Panama and Peru. Before we get into what
the P countries have in common... let’s take a look at their latest figures. 

Majority of Latin Americans believe Iran poses no threat to Mideast: Poll from Press TV (Iran) 23 Apr 13

RENDON NEWS ANALYST NOTE: Press TV is an English-language, global media outlet owned by the Iranian government. As such, news is
often biased to convey the Iranian government's stance and rhetoric. Iran’s growing popularity in Latin America has raised major concerns in the
US, which regards the region as its strategic backyard and traditional sphere of influence.”

Latin America's *Wiki-constitutionalism* from Miami Herald 22 Apr 13

Latin America has the world's most tortuous constitutional history. According to a study of constitutions around the world by Jose Luis Cordeiro,
19 of the 21 Latin American nations have had at least five constitutions, 11 have written at least 10, and five countries have adopted 20 or more. 

OPINION: Latin Leaders Abandon Democracy In Venezuela from Wall Street Journal 22 Apr 13

Latin American leaders are apparently fine with military governments—as long as they are communist dictatorships. 

U.N. development chief flags failings of "war on drugs" from Reuters 14 Mar 13

There is increasing evidence that the U.S.-led war on drugs has failed, with criminalization often creating more problems than it solves, said
Helen Clark, the head of the United Nations Development Program (UNDP). 

Cancer epidemic among Latin American leaders not coincidental – Dr. Barret from The Voice of Russia 12 Mar 13

With the untimely death of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez many respected experts and individuals are finally listening to what Hugo Chavez
said when he publically contemplated the possibility that the fact that all anti-US imperialist Latin American leaders, including himself, had come
down with cancer or heart conditions, was not coincidental. Dr. Kevin Barret adds his voice to those questioning the suspicious nature of the death
and the “coincidental” epidemic of cancer among Latin American leaders. 

Latin America and Caribbean
OPINION: Despite Progress, Many In Region Remain Vulnerable from Miami Herald 28 Aug 14

As we lost Gabriel Gárcia Márquez this year I am reminded of his speech upon receiving the Nobel Prize in 1982: “Neither floods nor plagues,
famines nor cataclysms, nor even the eternal wars of century upon century, have been able to subdue the persistent advantage of life over death.” 

Gay-rights Community Fights To Advance Cause In Latin America And Caribbean from Miami Herald 3 Jan 14

In the Caribbean, “the media have played a major role” in the international visibility of the struggle for gay rights in Jamaica, Belize and Trinidad
and Tobago. But Placide said the scrutiny in those countries has overshadowed the worsening human-rights conditions in other Caribbean nations.

OPINION: IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: The U.S. military bases are spearheads to dominate Latin America and
the Caribbean from Redes Cristianas 2 Jan 14

36 U.S. military bases installed in Latin America and the Caribbean are a threat to peace , democracy , sovereign and independence of our
countries . 

LatinAmerica



Abe eyes enhanced economic ties with Latin America in upcoming trip from Kyodo (Japan) 23 Jul 14

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe aims to strengthen Japan's economic ties with five Latin American nations, including Mexico and Brazil, during his
visit starting Friday. 

Legal Affairs
Sounding An Alarm Against Military Assault from Washington Post 3 Sep 13

Susan Burke has a booming pro-bono practice representing those who report sexual abuse 

Legalization of Medical Marijuana
Medical marijuana support high ahead of Florida vote from Agence France-Presse 28 Jul 14

Support for legalizing medical marijuana in Florida gathered steam ahead of a November referendum, with a poll out Monday showing 88 percent
in favor of the measure. 

MARFORSO
Marines train allies to battle cartels in Central America from 30 Jun 14

As troops in Central America turn up the fight against narco-traffickers, they’re looking to the Marine Corps for guidance. Now the Corps has a
year-round training mission that leaves small teams of Marines deployed to Central America for six months at a time.

Marine intelligence officer busted in $235,000 sting, FBI says from Sun Sentinel 3 Feb 14

A U.S. Marine Corps intelligence officer complaining of money and marriage woes may have thought his troubles were over when he pulled into
a Dania Beach parking lot to pick up a duffel bag stuffed with $235,000 in cash. 

U.S. intelligence analyst charged with extortion held on bail from Reuters 3 Feb 14

A U.S. intelligence analyst charged with trying to orchestrate a covert heist of hundreds of thousands of dollars of drug money while working for
the Pentagon's top secret Defense Intelligence Agency, made his first appearance in a south Florida federal court Monday. 

Marine intelligence officer arrested in Florida bribery, extortion case from Stars and Stripes 2 Feb 14

A U.S. Marine Corps intelligence officer complaining of money and marriage woes may have thought his troubles were over when he pulled into
a Dania Beach parking lot to pick up a duffel bag stuffed with $235,000 in cash. 

St Lucia to host Tradewinds 2013 from CMC 19 May 13

St Lucia will host representatives from 16 partner nations and the United States for the multinational exercise Tradewinds 2013, from May 20
until May 31, 2013. US Marine Corps Forces South, the executive agent of Tradewinds 2013 for U.S. Southern Command, will conduct the
maritime training exercise in collaboration with the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) and other facilitating agencies. (also carried by the Antigua
Observer, ZIZ radio, I-Witness News, Grenada Broadcast, St. Lucia News Online) 

Andean Ridge
Colombia
From uniforms to boot camp, Colombian marines mirror their U.S. Marine mentors from Marine Corp Times 30 Jun 14

When members of the naval infantry here discovered a secret runway used by narcotics traffickers to fly drugs across the border, engineers with
the Colombian marines showed them how to blow it up...And it’s the Colombians — experts in riverine operations — who are leading the
amphibious training events. How did the Colombians become so proficient? The U.S. Marine Corps.

MARFORSOUTH
MARFORSOUTH security cooperation team completes advisor training at MCSCG from Marine Corps Security Cooperation Group 16

Dec 13

A U.S. Marine Corps Forces, South, security cooperation team graduates from a five-week pre-deployment training program at Marine Corps
Security Cooperation Group on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story, Va. Friday at 8 a.m. 

Marijauna Legalization



BLOG: After legalization, Colorado pot arrests plunge from Washington Post 26 Mar 15

Arrests in Colorado for the possession, cultivation and distribution of marijuana have plummeted 95 percent since voters in that state legalized
recreational use of the plant in 2012. That's according to a new analysis of Colorado judiciary data by the Drug Policy Alliance, an organization
working to reform the nation's drug laws. 

Marijuana Industry
Absent regulations, marijuana growers 'guessing' on what pesticides to use from Christian Science Monitor 20 Jul 15

The commercial marijuana industry is growing quickly in the United States, and government regulation is starting to fall behind. 

New UN Report Shows Marijuana Is Getting Stronger and Cocaine Is in a Bear Market from Bloomberg News 26 Jun 15

Coke is dying out, while weed is innovating

Labels for Edible Marijuana Often Err on Potency, Study Says from New York Times 23 Jun 15

An analysis of 75 edible marijuana products sold to patients in Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles found that labels on just 17 percent
accurately described their levels of THC, the main psychoactive ingredient, researchers reported Tuesday. 

Medical marijuana regulations advance in state Legislature from Los Angeles Times 5 Jun 15

Competing proposals to regulate the state's medical marijuana industry advanced in the Legislature on Thursday, capping a week of bustling
legislative activity before state budget talks take priority for awhile in the Capitol. 

Washington State Tightens Its Law on Medical Marijuana from Associated Press 25 Apr 15

Nearly two decades after voters passed a medical marijuana law that often left the police, prosecutors and even patients confused about what was
allowed, Gov. Jay Inslee signed a bill on Friday that attempts to clean up that largely unregulated system and to bring it in line with Washington’s
new recreational marijuana market. 

Marijuana delivery app raises 10 million dollars from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 14 Apr 15

A new app that promises medical marijuana delivery in "about 15 minutes" raised 10 million dollars in start-up funding in the United States, the
company announced Tuesday. 

District of Columbia Sees Loophole in Congress’s Move to Halt Marijuana Law from Washington Post 7 Feb 15

Last fall, voters in the District of Columbia chose to join a handful of states in legalizing the growth and possession of small amounts of
marijuana. But unlike in the states, the free will of district voters — no matter how overwhelmingly expressed — is never the end of the story. 

Marijuana Legalization
Oregon latest US state to legalize recreational pot from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 15

Oregon on Wednesday became the fourth US state to allow the recreational use of marijuana, amid a growing legalization trend in the western
United States. 

Medical Use of Marijuana Doesn’t Increase Youths’ Use, Study Finds from New York Times 15 Jun 15

Marijuana use did not increase among teenagers in the states in which medical marijuana has become legal, researchers reported Monday. 

Colorado court rules employees can be fired for medical marijuana use from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 15 Jun 15

The Colorado Supreme Court ruled Monday that businesses in the state can fire employees for using marijuana, even if it is off-duty or for
medical reasons. 

Hawaii to allow medical marijuana sales from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 7 May 15

Legislators passed a measure Thursday in the US Pacific island state of Hawaii to allow sales of marijuana for medical use, expanding a previous
law that only allowed patients to grow their own, local media reported. 

Georgia governor signs law legalizing medicinal marijuana from EFE (Spain) 16 Apr 15



Georgia Gov. Nathan Deal on Thursday signed a law allowing the use of marijuana for medical purposes in the state, a move that will benefit up
to 500,000 patients. 

Judge declines to remove marijuana from dangerous drug list from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

A federal judge in California declined Wednesday to remove marijuana from the list of most dangerous drugs. U.S. District Judge Kimberly
Mueller issued the ruling in response to a motion by defense attorneys to dismiss charges in a case that authorities say involves a marijuana
growing operation. It will likely be appealed. 

BLOG: Marijuana Taxes Won’t Save State Budgets from New York Times 9 Apr 15

Colorado’s marijuana tax collections are not as high as expected. In February 2014, Gov. John Hickenlooper’s office projected Colorado would
take in $118 million in taxes on recreational marijuana in its first full year after legalization. With seven months of revenue data in, his office has
cut that projection and believes it will collect just $69 million through the end of the fiscal year in June, a miss of 42 percent.

Gavin Newsom takes risk by seeking to legalize recreational pot use from Los Angeles Times 6 Apr 15

A few weeks into his first term as mayor of San Francisco in 2004, Gavin Newsom made a bold and controversial decision, ordering the city-
county clerk to violate state law and issue marriage licenses to same-sex couples. 

Colorado Lawmakers Scramble to Keep Millions in Marijuana Taxes from New York Times 1 Apr 15

In the State Capitol, they are calling it Refund Madness. A year after Colorado became the first state to allow recreational marijuana sales,
millions of tax dollars are rolling in, dedicated to funding school construction, marijuana education campaigns and armies of marijuana inspectors
and regulators. But a legal snarl may force the state to hand that money back to marijuana consumers, growers and the public — and lawmakers
do not want to. 

15,000 Marijuana seeds distributed in Washington to celebrate legalization from EFE (Spain) 27 Mar 15

A group of 30 defenders of marijuana use distributed 15,000 seeds of the plant in Washington D.C. to celebrate the fact that, since a month ago, it
has been legal to smoke, plant and possess cannabis, though not to sell it, in the capital of the United States. 

US state of Georgia set to allow medical marijuana from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 15

Georgia looks set to become the 24th US state to legalize marijuana for certain medical uses, part of a growing movement in the country. 

One surprising downside of marijuana legalization: major energy use from Washington Post 23 Mar 15

Across the country, there’s a growing trend toward the legalization of marijuana. Four states — Oregon, Washington, Colorado, Alaska — have
voted to allow people to possess limited amounts of marijuana use for personal use and also to let producers apply for licenses to produce and sell
it. D.C. also just voted to allow personal possession. All of this is on top of the 23 states that allow it for medical reasons. 

BLOG: After losing at the ballot box, marijuana opponents make a hail mary pass to the courts from Washington Post 11 Mar 15

After losing at the ballot box and in the court of public opinion, marijuana opponents are turning to the federal judiciary in an attempt to halt the
momentum of marijuana legalization efforts happening at the state level.

Bill to limit marijuana screening by D.C. employers advances in council from Washington Post 4 Mar 15

A D.C. Council committee on Wednesday unanimously advanced legislation to ban employers in the nation’s capital from testing prospective
employees for marijuana until after a job offer is made. 

BLOG: DEA warns of stoned rabbits if Utah passes medical marijuana from Washington Post 2 Mar 15

Utah is considering a bill that would allow patients with certain debilitating conditions to be treated with edible forms of marijuana. If the bill
passes, the state's wildlife may "cultivate a taste" for the plant, lose their fear of humans, and basically be high all the time. That's according to
testimony presented to a Utah Senate panel (time stamp 58:00) last week by an agent of the Drug Enforcement Administration. 

Marijuana legalization takes effect in Alaska from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 15

Alaska on Tuesday became the third American state to allow the recreational use of marijuana, following in the steps of Colorado and Washington



state -- and soon to be joined by Oregon. 

U.S. states' pot legalization not in line with international law: U.N. agency from Reuters 12 Nov 14

Moves by some U.S. states to legalize marijuana are not in line with international drugs conventions, the U.N. anti-narcotics chief said on
Wednesday, adding he would discuss the issue in Washington next week. 

New Marijuana Initiatives Loom as 3 Win Approval from New York Times 5 Nov 14

Conservative candidates garnered majorities in many elections around the country on Tuesday, but so did efforts to legalize marijuana. And the
lessons of that complex pattern — with voters in Oregon, Washington, D.C., and here in Alaska approving recreational marijuana, and in Florida
supporting medical marijuana — are already being absorbed for the next wave of state voter referendums, and fights, already planned for 2016. 

US capital votes to legalize marijuana from Agence France-Presse 4 Nov 14

Voters in the US capital backed legalizing marijuana Tuesday, in a symbolic victory for campaigners aiming to build on two states' 2012 decision
to allow weed for recreational purposes. 

Ballot measures: Voters decide on legalizing pot from Associated Press 4 Nov 14

The marijuana-legalization movement, which achieved historic victories two years ago, seeks further momentum Tuesday as voters in Alaska,
Oregon and Washington, D.C., weigh in on ballot measures that would allow recreational use of pot by adults. 

Guam likely approves medical marijuana measure from Associated Press 4 Nov 14

With nearly all of Guam's precincts counted, unofficial election results indicate the majority of voters in the U.S. territory want to legalize medical
marijuana. 

Legal marijuana could be $130 million a year business in D.C., study finds from Washington Post 31 Oct 14

If D.C. residents vote to legalize marijuana possession next week, it wouldn’t just mean a sea change in drug policy in the nation’s capital. It could
also mean big business. 

Intense Florida campaign for medicinal use of pot in final stretch from EFE (Spain) 28 Oct 14

A week before the midterm elections, the campaign promoting medicinal marijuana use in Florida is becoming more intense with approval of the
measure still uncertain despite the powerful popular impetus the issue received to get on the ballot. 

For Marijuana, a Second Wave of Votes to Legalize from New York Times 28 Oct 14

Two years after voters in Colorado and Washington State broke the ice as the first states to legalize sales of recreational marijuana to adults,
residents of Oregon, Alaska and Washington, D.C., will vote next week on ballot measures patterned on those of the two pioneers. People on both
sides of the issue say these initiatives could determine whether there will be a national tide of legalization. 

U.S. senator supports pot legalization in Oregon from Reuters 27 Oct 14

A Democratic U.S. Senator from Oregon supports legalizing the recreational use of marijuana and will vote “yes” to a state initiative next week
that would let adults consume pot for fun, his office said on Monday. 

Marijuana Regulation
Colorado may ban 'candy' name on marijuana treats from Associated Press 12 Aug 15

Edible marijuana products in Colorado may soon come labeled with a red stop sign, according to a draft of new rules released Wednesday by state
marijuana regulators. 

Marijuana Use
Colorado unveils 'Don't Be a Lab Rat' ads to curb teen pot use from Reuters 11 Aug 14

Colorado health officials launched a $2 million "Don't Be a Lab Rat" advertising campaign on Monday, aimed at warning young people about the
risks marijuana use has on their developing brains. 



Medical Marijuana Research Hits Wall of U.S. Law from New York Times 9 Aug 14

Nearly four years ago, Dr. Sue Sisley, a psychiatrist at the University of Arizona, sought federal approval to study marijuana’s effectiveness in
treating military veterans with post-traumatic stress disorder. She had no idea how difficult it would be. 

Marines
Marines Looking At Deploying Aboard Foreign Ships from USA Today 22 Jun 15

Faced with a shortage of U.S. Navy ships, the Marine Corps is exploring a plan to deploy its forces aboard foreign vessels to ensure they can
respond quickly to global crises around Europe and western Africa. 

Small US Marine contingent headed to Central America from Central America 10 May 15

About 280 U.S. Marines will be sent to Central America any day now. The operation has no code name, but it's the fruit of about a year's planning
by the U.S. Southern Command to insert a newly formed expeditionary outfit into the U.S.-run part of Soto Cano air base in Honduras for about
200 days, the longest, largest known Marine deployment on Central American turf in years.

Marine Corps Times first casualty in headquarters' war to 'professionalize' from Marine Times 9 Feb 14

Independent newspaper does not conform to new Marine Corps message, brass says 

State of the Marines from Defense One 31 Jan 14

The Marine Corps will be faced once again with doing more with less this year. 

OPINION: The Marines Need Funding For Today's Threats, Not A Pre-9/11 World from Wall Street Journal 17 Sep 13

The Corps faces budget cuts even as its responsibilities expand in an age of cyber terror and embassy attacks. 

Maya-Chorti Task Force
Guatemala, Honduras tackle crime, migration after US talks from Associated Press 23 Mar 15

Guatemala and Honduras have set up a joint border task force to fight criminal gangs and tackle other causes of migration as part of an attempt to
reduce the number of people headed north to the United States, officials said Monday. 

Medal of Honor
After Long Wait, Seattle Man Gets Highest Military Honor from McClatchy 17 Sep 13

Seattle resident and former Army Capt. William Swenson is to receive, belatedly, the Medal of Honor, the nation’s top military award, for
gallantry in Afghanistan in 2009. For reasons not entirely clear, the military lost his original nomination papers. 

Medal Of Honor Awarded To Soldier from Washington Post 27 Aug 13

Army staff sergeant with PTSD hopes to help other troops 

COMMENTARY: Ty Carter's Gallantry Under Fire from Wall Street Journal 27 Aug 13

President Obama presented the Medal of Honor on Monday to Army Staff Sergeant Ty Carter, and his heroism in Afghanistan in 2009 is worth
recounting.

An Honor So Rare from USA Today 22 Aug 13

In just days, Ty Carter will receive a Medal of Honor for unimaginable gallantry, only the 12th such award in these 12 years of war -- and far
fewer than in America's past conflicts. 

Medical Marijuana
BLOG: Colorado marijuana revenues hit a new high from Washington Post 14 Oct 14

New figures from the Colorado Department of Revenue show that recreational marijuana sales continued to climb in August, the most recent
month for which data are available. Recreational sales totaled approximately $34.1 million in August, up from $29.3 million the previous month. 

Cuomo: Speed up medical pot for kids with epilepsy from Associated Press 29 Sep 14



New York has requested federal permission to import out-of-state marijuana so children and young adults with epilepsy can get medication soon
instead of waiting for the state to develop its own program. 

Memorial Day
Obama at Arlington on Memorial Day pays tribute for a ‘debt we can never fully repay’ from Washington Post 26 May 15

President Obama marked Memorial Day by laying a wreath at the Tomb of the Unknowns at Arlington National Cemetery and thanking American
soldiers and their families for sacrifices made from World War II through the war in Afghanistan. 

MERCOSUR
Mercosur presents EU with offer to negotiate trade deal from Xinhua (China) 17 Dec 14

The Southern Common Market (Mercosur) has presented the European Union (EU) with an offer to negotiate an eventual trade deal between the
two regions, Argentine Foreign Minister Hector Timerman said Tuesday. 

Mercosur
Venezuela hosts Mercosur Labor Congress from Xinhua (China) 14 Feb 14

The first Southern Common Market ( Mercosur) Labor Congress opened in Caracas on Friday with host Industries Minister Wilmer Barrientos
calling upon Mercosur members to use the bloc to promote unity and social development. 

Mercosur slams US over surveillance claims from Agence France-Presse 30 Oct 13

Foreign Ministers from South America's Mercosur nations slammed the United States Wednesday for what they called worldwide spying that has
targeted Brazil's president among others, officials said. 

Middle East
For US, Killing Terrorists Is A Means To An Elusive End from New York Times 17 Jun 15

In the 18 months remaining in Mr. Obama’s presidency, and with Qaeda and Islamic State fighters filling a power vacuum in both Yemen and
Libya, the occasional killing of militant leaders might be the most the administration can hope to achieve in the two war-racked countries. 

Former CIA Official Cites Agency’s Failure To See Al-Qaeda’s Rebound from Washington Post 4 May 15

U.S. intelligence agencies badly misjudged al-Qaeda’s ability to take advantage of political turmoil in the Middle East and regain strength across
the region after Osama bin Laden was killed, according to a new book by the CIA’s former deputy director. 

Chris Wallace interview of Former DIA Director Lt. Gen. (Ret.) Michael Flynn from FOX News Sunday 29 Mar 15

Chris Wallace interviews former Defense Intelligence Agency Director Lt. Gen. (Ret.) Michael Flynn who described the ongoing events in the
Middle East as "almost a complete breakdown of order in the region," due to Iran's backing of militants and also a "takeover of Islam by radical
extremists [namely ISIL.]" 

Migration
Two dozen Cuban migrants land in Key West: police from Agence France-Presse 3 Aug 15

A group of 24 Cuban migrants landed early Monday on a beach in Key West on the southern tip of Florida after crossing from Cuba in a
makeshift boat, local authorities said. 

Migration from EU to Latin America, Caribbean region increases: study from Xinhua (China) 5 Jun 15

The International Organization of Migration (IOM) on Friday released a study that reveals a trend of increased migration flow from the European
Union (EU) to Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) region. 

Military
FEATURE: How The IED Changed The U.S. Military from USA Today 19 Dec 13

The rate of Americans dying or becoming dismembered by improvised explosive devices (IEDs), for 10 years the tormentor of U.S. forces, has
dropped sharply as coalition troops withdraw from the battlefield. But lives still depend on what soldiers see or don’t see. 



Military Joint Chiefs
Military joint chiefs warn about budget cuts from Associated Press 8 Nov 13

The country's top military officers warned Congress Thursday that continued automatic cuts in the armed services' budgets will force reductions in
manpower, training and weapons purchases that reduce the nation's ability to defend itself and could cause higher U.S. casualties. 

Defense Budget Cuts Risk Higher Casualties: US Generals from Agence France-Presse 8 Nov 13

US commanders told lawmakers on Thursday that deep cuts to military spending will leave American forces ill-prepared for combat and risk
higher casualties on the battlefield. 

Military Retirement
Survey shows distrust of retirement reform in the ranks from Military Times 13 Mar 14

Older troops largely reject changes; younger troops more receptive 

Military Pension Fight Rages On from Government Executive 15 Jan 14

Some military retirees scored a small victory this week. 

Military Spending
Americans Remain Divided on Military Spending from Gallup 28 Feb 14

Views are not as extreme in either direction as in other years 

Minor Migration
Child border crossings into US seen dropping: official from Agence France-Presse 7 Jul 15

The number of unaccompanied minors detained while crossing from Mexico into the United States has dropped by half since a surge of such
immigration last year, US officials told Congress Tuesday. 

US to grant refugee status to Central American child migrants from Agence France-Presse 14 Nov 14

The United States will allow some Central American children to apply for refugee status from their home countries, as Washington seeks to stem
a large, clandestine influx of minors, Vice President Joe Biden said Friday. 

Central America plan to stem child migration from Associated Press 12 Nov 14

The presidents of Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador will present the United States with a proposed plan to stem child migration from their
countries. 

OPINION: A Betrayal Of Migrant Children, And The Law from New York Times 24 Oct 14

When hundreds of unaccompanied children — part of a recent surge of thousands of migrants stopped at the Southern border after fleeing
violence and poverty in Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador — were sent by federal officials to stay with relatives or other sponsors on Long
Island, many found themselves blocked at the schoolhouse door. 

EDITORIAL: The Border Crisis Isn’t Over from New York Times 10 Oct 14

The vast influx of young Central American migrants that overwhelmed southern Texas this summer has receded, and so has the panic at the
border. But the emergency has not gone away; it has just moved on, out of view. 

OPINION: Children In The Immigration System Need More Legal Protection from Miami Herald 9 Oct 14

The vast majority of the 66,000 unaccompanied Central American children who have surrendered at the southwest border still do not have
attorneys. Desperate advocates, seeking lawyers to represent kids as young as 6 appearing alone in court to fight deportation, are being forced to
tinker around the edges of an unfolding legal crisis. 

OPINION: Those Migrant Children Belong With Their U.S. Families from Wall Street Journal 7 Oct 14

Stop the deportations to Central America and do more to end the poverty that drives desperate attempts to flee.



New wave of Central American kids to reach U.S. soon, expert says from EFE (Spain) 18 Sep 14

While the U.S. government acknowledges that there is still a lot to do about the crisis of Central American children entering the country, experts
and activists believe that sooner rather than later a new wave of unaccompanied youngsters will arrive at the border with Mexico. 

US, Mexico, CentrAm join forces on child migrants from Agence France-Presse 9 Sep 14

The top prosecutors of the United States, Mexico and Central America agreed to join forces Tuesday to go after criminal organizations involved in
a surge of unaccompanied child migrants. 

Number Of Child Immigrants At Border Declining from Associated Press 4 Sep 14

The number of immigrant children caught alone illegally crossing the Mexican border into the United States continued to decline in August,
according to figures disclosed Wednesday by the Homeland Security Department. 

Influx Of Illegal Immigrant Children Presents Challenges For U.S. Schools from Washington Times 4 Sep 14

Central American children may be surging across the southwest border, but their effect is felt in school districts across the country — and
nowhere more than in Alexandria, Virginia, where federal authorities this year placed 205 in a city of fewer than 150,000 people. 

OPINION: Underage Immigrants Must Be Treated Humanely While They Are In The US from Washington Post 2 Sep 14

THE EXTRAORDINARY surge of unaccompanied immigrant children at the Southwest border has eased somewhat, at least for now, thanks
partly to the hot summer weather. But federal, state and local government agencies continue to struggle to accommodate the undocumented
children already in the country, and the thousands who continue to cross the border each month. 

OPINION: Gov. Brown Is Right To Offer Legal Help To Immigrant Minors from Los Angeles Times 25 Aug 14

Gov. Jerry Brown, state Senate President Pro Tem Darrell Steinberg and a roster of other elected state officials want to spend $3 million on legal
help for unaccompanied minors facing federal immigration court hearings in California. 

Federal Government Ends Hunt For Housing For Children Crossing Border from Washington Post 25 Aug 14

The Obama administration has quietly abandoned its aggressive months-long search for emergency shelters across the nation as the number of
children illegally crossing the southern border alone continues to drop. 

Plan to send immigrant kids to NY church draws ire from Associated Press 16 Aug 14

The possibility that a suburban New York church would play host to some of the tens of thousands of immigrant children illegally crossing the
United States' border with Mexico to reunite with family is causing an uproar in one Long Island community. 

Child’s Detention Despite Citizenship Reveals Immigration Case Woes from Los Angeles Times 15 Aug 14

An 11-year-old boy — one of hundreds who have been shuttled to an immigration detention facility in the middle of the New Mexican desert —
was released this week after it was discovered that he is a U.S. citizen, according to the child’s attorney. 

Number of unaccompanied children held at US border climbs to 63,000 from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Aug 14

Nearly 63,000 unaccompanied children, mostly from Central America, have crossed the border into the United States in the current fiscal year, the
US Bureau of Customs and Border Protection said Friday. 

Flow Of Child Immigrants Slows Along Texas Border from Associated Press 8 Aug 14

Fewer unaccompanied immigrant children are crossing the Texas-Mexico border, allowing the federal government to close the temporary shelters
that it hurriedly opened to handle the surge, authorities say. 

Biden makes plea to U.S. lawyers for pro bono help on migrant crisis from Reuters 6 Aug 14

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden made an impassioned plea to U.S. law firms on Wednesday to free up attorneys to help deal with the surge of
Central American children who have entered the country illegally by providing more pro bono representation. 

U.S. to Shut 3 Interim Shelters Housing Immigrant Children from New York Times 5 Aug 14



The federal government is shutting down three temporary shelters that had been opened to house a surge of unaccompanied children from Central
America entering the United States across the southern border, officials said Monday afternoon. 

Advocates Scramble As New York Accelerates Child Deportation Cases from New York Times 5 Aug 14

Immigrant advocacy groups were rushing on Monday to prepare for special new court procedures in New York City next week that will accelerate
deportation hearings for newly arrived unaccompanied children from Central America. 

Gov't closing emergency child immigrant shelters from Associated Press 4 Aug 14

The government said Monday it will soon close three emergency shelters it established at U.S. military bases to temporarily house children caught
crossing the Mexican border alone. It said fewer children were being caught and other shelters will be adequate. 

UN rights chief sounds alarm over US child migrant expulsions from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 14

UN human rights chief Navi Pillay on Thursday raised the alarm over Washington's plans to scale up the deportation of illegal child migrants
from Central America. 

Senate Opens Debate On Border Crisis Legislation from New York Times 31 Jul 14

Senate Democrats opened debate Wednesday on an emergency measure to help stem the flood of young migrants from Central America, though
they still face two uphill votes — another procedural, and one of final passage — before they can head home for the five-week August recess
having passed legislation to address the crisis at the southern border. 

OPINION: What Would Irving Berlin Say About The Children Spilling Over The Border? from Boston Globe 31 Jul 14

It was billed as a “Stop the Invasion” rally, and it drew thousands of protesters to the steps of the State House on Saturday. Outraged by Governor
Deval Patrick’s proposal that Massachusetts shelter some of the unaccompanied minors from Central America who have been surging across the
border, the crowd chanted: “Send them home! Send them home!” 

Obama Mum On Where Illegal Immigrant Children Are Sheltered from Washington Times 30 Jul 14

The Obama administration is concealing key details about its response to the surge of unaccompanied children illegally crossing the southern
border, including where the unaccompanied minors are being sheltered and the circumstances under which some are set free inside the U.S. 

White House: No Plan To House Texas Border Kids At Guantánamo from Miami Herald 29 Jul 14

The Obama administration has no plans to use its pop-up tent city for Caribbean migrants at Guantánamo to help ameliorate the Texas border
crisis of unaccompanied children crossing the border from Central America. 

108 solo child migrants given asylum in 2014: US from Agence France-Presse 29 Jul 14

Just 108 of the thousands of unaccompanied minors illegally crossing the US border have been granted asylum in 2014, in a process that often
takes more than a year, Congress heard Tuesday. 

Central America Leaders Plead For Help From Washington Amid Border Crisis (Nakamura, O'Keefe, WP) from Washington Post
25 Jul 14

Central American presidents sharply criticized Washington on Thursday for failing to address the root causes of violence and poverty in their
countries that helped spur a recent influx of child migrants to the United States. 

Obama to meet Central American leaders on child migrants from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 14

President Barack Obama will meet three Central American leaders Friday to discuss the surge of children crossing the southern US border without
parents or papers, in flight from violence and poverty. 

Central American leaders seek solution in US from Associated Press 24 Jul 14

The presidents of Honduras and Guatemala are meeting with U.S. lawmakers amid a stalemate over the immigration crisis on the U.S.-Mexico
border. 



Swindlers Target Kin Of Migrants from New York Times 24 Jul 14

The federal government is investigating how detailed information about migrant children being held at two American military bases wound up in
the hands of con artists who are using it to lure unsuspecting relatives into paying hefty sums to reunite their families, preying on people who have
been separated for years, according to the F.B.I. 

Perry To Deploy National Guard Troops To Mexican Border from New York Times 22 Jul 14

Gov. Rick Perry of Texas said on Monday that he would send 1,000 National Guard troops to the border with Mexico to bolster security as the
Border Patrol faces an influx of Central American immigrants. 

White House reports drop in minors crossing border from Associated Press 22 Jul 14

The White House says the number of unaccompanied minors crossing the border is dropping significantly. 

US-bound migrants face abuses in Mexico: rights groups from Agence France-Presse 22 Jul 14

Human rights groups on Tuesday said that US-bound migrants passing through Mexico routinely face abuses, discrimination and even torture. 

OPINION: America’s Test At The Border from New York Times 21 Jul 14

The crisis of young migrants at the Texas border is a test of American values, one of those surprise exams that history now and then throws our
way: Here are 57,000 helpless children. We are a nation of 300 million. Do we spit on them, or give them blankets and beds? 

Commentary: What Really Drove the Children North; Our appetite for drugs caused the violence that made life unbearable in
much of Central America from Wall Street Journal 21 Jul 14

Thank heaven for four-star Marine Corps Gen. John Kelly, who ...heads the U.S. military's Southern Command... Conservatives may not like his
conclusions, in which the U.S. bears significant responsibility, but it is hard to accuse a four-star of a "blame America first" attitude.

Central America leaders to ask Obama for plan to stem child exodus from Reuters 19 Jul 14

Central American leaders will ask U.S. President Barack Obama to support a regional development and security plan to stem the tide of illegal
child migrants to the United States at a meeting next week, a Honduran minister said on Saturday. 

Flow of child immigrants at border slowing for now from Associated Press 19 Jul 14

The flood of children crossing the Mexican border illegally and without their parents has slowed down in recent weeks, two senior Obama
administration officials said. 

HHS Shepherds “Border Children”’ Through The System from McClatchy 18 Jul 14

As more unaccompanied children from Central America are caught entering the country illegally, their plight is proving to be both a political and
custodial headache for the Obama administration. 

OP-ED: Follow The Law from Miami Herald 18 Jul 14

President Obama’s first duty as he tries to cope with the crisis of migrant children from Central America is to reject the ugly displays of
xenophobia around the country and follow the law as written. That means resisting pressure to engage in mass deportations without giving the
children the benefit of due process. 

OPINION: Why Washington Won’t Solve The Migrant Child Crisis from Miami Herald 18 Jul 14

The thousands of undocumented children from Central America crossing the border into the United States have received no lack of media
attention. But don’t count on the politicians responsible for the problem fixing it. 

Prospects fade for resolution on border crisis from Associated Press 18 Jul 14

Prospects for action on the nation's border crisis faded Thursday as lawmakers traded accusations rather than solutions, raising chances that
Congress will head out for its summer recess without doing anything about the tens of thousands of migrant children streaming into South Texas. 

Boehner: Return Central American kids faster from Associated Press 18 Jul 14



House Speaker John Boehner said Thursday he can't envision a U.S. response to the border crisis that doesn't involving speeding up the process of
returning unaccompanied Central American children home. 

State Dept. Says Central American Countries Need Help from USA Today 18 Jul 14

A State Department official testified Thursday that Central American children won’t stop rushing across the border until the U.S. helps stabilize
their home countries. 

Boehner raises doubts Congress will approve border funding request before August break from Washington Post 18 Jul 14

House Speaker John A. Boehner (R-Ohio) raised doubts Thursday that Congress will be able to approve President Obama's emergency funding
request to address the growing influx of illegal migrants crossing the U.S.-Mexico border before lawmakers leave Washington for their summer
recess. 

Up To $1,000 A Day To Care For Child Migrants from Agence France-Presse 17 Jul 14

As US lawmakers grapple with ways to slash spending, many were shocked to learn authorities are spending $250 to $1,000 per day to care for
each minor apprehended crossing the US border. 

More Democrats Oppose Weakening Legal Protections Of Kids Crossing The Border from Washington Post 17 Jul 14

The pace of migrants attempting to cross the U.S.-Mexico border has slowed in recent weeks, administration officials told lawmakers Wednesday. 

Obama Administration Backs Changing Child Deportation Law from Bloomberg News 17 Jul 14

Obama administration officials asked senators to pass legislation making it easier to deport Central American children who illegally cross the
U.S.-Mexico border, Senate Homeland Security Committee Chairman Tom Carper said. 

Obama On A High Wire On Immigration Law Changes from Associated Press 17 Jul 14

Democratic opposition increased Wednesday to legal changes that would speed removals of young Central American migrants, jeopardizing
President Barack Obama’s call for $3.7 billion in emergency border spending to deal with the remarkable surge of unaccompanied youths at the
South Texas border. 

OPINION/EDITORIAL: Tears For The Border Children from New York Times 17 Jul 14

The fight over how to process and care for masses of children from Central America who have crossed into this country is quickly becoming a
spectacle of the obscene. 

White House Requests $3.7 Billion In Emergency Border Control Funds from Washington Post 9 Jul 14

The White House on Tuesday formally requested $3.7 billion from Congress in emergency funding to deal with an influx of unaccompanied
minors from Central America, a far higher amount than the Obama administration had previously signaled. 

White House seeks more money for rapid return of child migrants from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 8 Jul 14

President Barack Obama asked Congress on Tuesday for an additional 3.7 billion dollars for "aggressive" action to deal with the surge of
unaccompanied children flooding into the United States. 

OPINION: Wickham: Send border children to Gitmo from USA Today 8 Jul 14

Don't scatter refugees to unprepared facilities when we can do something better. 

Most Children Illegally Crossing The Border Alone Will Be Deported, White House Signals from Washington Post 8 Jul 14

The White House signaled Monday that it expects to deport most of the unaccompanied minors entering the country illegally across the southern
border, employing the strongest rhetoric to date to indicate that an influx of thousands of Central American migrants will not be tolerated. 

US Homeland Security chief to Guatemala on child migrants from Agence France-Presse 7 Jul 14

US Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson will visit Guatemala Tuesday for talks on the flood of Central American child migrants entering the
United States, his department said Monday. 



Central American ministers analyze child emigration to U.S. from EFE (Spain) 5 Jul 14

Foreign ministers of El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras met in the Salvadoran capital to analyze the actions their countries should take in the
case of children traveling illegally to the United States, officials said Saturday. 

Kerry warns U.S. will deport undocumented Central American children from Reuters 2 Jul 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said on Tuesday Washington would work with Central America to address the root causes of an immigration
crisis, but kept up the Obama administration's tough message that undocumented children would be deported.

Pentagon Approaching Cap For Housing Immigrant Children At Military Bases from Washington Times 1 Jul 14

The Pentagon is nearing its cap for the number of illegal immigrant children that it has agreed to house on military bases, forcing the Obama
administration to consider its options for sheltering the influx of unaccompanied minors flooding over the borders. 

Obama Says He’ll Order Action To Aid Immigrants from New York Times 1 Jul 14

President Obama said Monday he would use his executive power to make potentially sweeping changes to the nation’s immigration system
without Congress, acknowledging the death of his more than yearlong effort to enact compromise legislation granting legal status to 11 million
immigrants here illegally. 

Obama Looks To Act Alone On Immigration Overhaul from McClatchy 1 Jul 14

President Barack Obama plans to go it alone to revise the nation’s broken immigration laws, he said Monday, charging that Republican
obstructionism has left him no choice. 

White House Asks Congress For Help Along Border from USA Today 1 Jul 14

President Obama is asking for help from Congress to control the flood of young immigrants who are being caught trying to cross the nation’s
southwest border. 

Obama’s Bid To Deport Children Complicates Immigration Reform Effort from Los Angeles Times 30 Jun 14

President Obama’s surprise request that Congress give him authority to quickly deport thousands of Central American children illegally crossing
the border is likely to renew the on-again, off-again immigration reform debate that many Republicans had hoped to avoid. 

CentrAm seeks migrant kids' reunification in US from Agence France-Presse 30 Jun 14

Leaders of Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras hope to meet with top US diplomat John Kerry this week to discuss the child migrant crisis in
the United States, and seek family reunification. 

OPINION: Migrant Children Must Be Treated Fairly from Miami Herald 27 Jun 14

This year an estimated 60,000 children will cross the U.S.-Mexico border without parents or guardians, a tenfold jump from previous years. 

Sending children illegally into US pointless: official from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 14

The United States Thursday warned Central American families to stop sending their unaccompanied children across the Mexican border into the
United States, calling the trip dangerous and pointless. 

Illegal Children Likely To Remain In U.S. For Years from Washington Times 26 Jun 14

Mr. Homan admitted the government has just 96 beds to hold those immigrants — meaning almost all of them are given court dates and then
released into the country, where agents say they disappear into the shadows and don’t show up to be deported. 

Panel Seeks To Stop Tide Of Central American Children from USA Today 25 Jun 14

As thousands of children from Central America stream across the Texas border, Rep. Matt Salmon said Wednesday he can’t help but think about
what happened to the fate of the young immigrants who didn’t make it to the United States. 

U.S. Amps Up Warning To Parents Of Child Migrants from McClatchy 25 Jun 14



Obama administration officials are wielding a powerful bullhorn to warn Central American parents against sending their unaccompanied children
to the United States. 

Mexico has stopped 9,622 unaccompanied minors, official says from EFE (Spain) 25 Jun 14

Mexican immigration agents have stopped 9,622 unaccompanied minors this year, a figure equal to the 2013 total, with the total for the full year
projected at 16,000, Deputy Government Secretary for Population, Migration and Religious Affairs Mercedes del Carmen Guillen Vicente said. 

DHS Boss Jeh Johnson: “No Permisos” For Children On Border from Washington Times 24 Jun 14

Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson penned an op-ed for Spanish-language news outlets over the weekend vowing there will be no
“permisos” or “free passes” for illegal immigrant children who are jumping the border. 

US warns undocumented child migrants will be deported from Agence France-Presse 23 Jun 14

US authorities have stressed that thousands of underage migrants rushing to make it into the United States, most of them from violent regions of
Central America, will face deportation. 

A Modest Proposal For Migrant Children from Wall Street Journal 23 Jun 14

It has come to our attention that it has become fashionable in your countries to export your children to the U.S. We're not sure how many
unaccompanied minors are sneaking over the U.S.-Mexico border without being detected. But we hear that the numbers of those apprehended by
law enforcement have shot up in recent months. 

US boosts aid to Central America to cope with migrants from BBC 20 Jun 14

The United States is boosting aid and speeding up deportations to cope with the growing number of migrants from Central America. 

UPDATE: Biden vows to tackle 'unacceptable' child migrant surge from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 14

US Vice President Joe Biden warned Friday that Central American nations had a "responsibility" to work with Washington to stem a surge of
thousands of illegal child migrants into the United States. 

OPINION: Central American Families Must Not Be Given False Hope About Immigration from Washington Post 20 Jun 14

THIS COUNTRY benefits from a healthy, legal flow of fresh talent and energy from all over the world. For that, a comprehensive reform of U.S.
immigration laws, including a path to legalized status for those already here illegally, is essential. 

Obama Tells Mexico: Illegal-immigrant Children Won’t Get To Stay from Washington Times 20 Jun 14

President Obama told his Mexican counterpart in a phone call Thursday that immigrants crossing into the U.S. illegally won’t qualify for legalized
status or deferred deportation, including children. 

Democrats, Central American Ambassadors Trade Blame For Humanitarian Crisis On Border from Washington Times 20 Jun 14

Central American governments are beginning to feel heat from Washington, which is increasingly blaming leaders in El Salvador, Honduras and
Guatemala for failing their own citizens — forcing many to flee to the U.S., banking on uncertain promises or rumors of legal status. 

Obama, Pena Nieto discuss U.S. influx of Central American minors from Reuters 19 Jun 14

President Barack Obama spoke on Thursday with Mexican President Enrique Pena Nieto about a strategy to deal with a flood of children coming
from Central America to the United States, the White House said. 

Minors Migration
Biden Heading To Central America To Address Child Immigration Wave from Los Angeles Times 17 Jun 14

The White House is expanding a public campaign aimed at dispelling rumors in the U.S. and Latin America about its rules regarding deportation
of young immigrants — part of an effort to slow the rising number of minors crossing into the U.S. without parents or guardians. 

Biden Will Make Plea, But Obama’s Voice Urged To Stop Immigrant Children from Washington Times 17 Jun 14

President Obama has dispatched Vice President Joseph R. Biden to Central America this week to plead with parents to stop sending their children



illegally to the U.S., but critics say the president himself should take a stronger stand to stem the surge of child immigrants streaming over the
Mexican border. 

OPINION: Immigrant Children Need Safety, Shelter And Lawyers from New York Times 17 Jun 14

The surge of desperate young migrants across the southwest border has the Obama administration scrambling to respond. It was clearly ill-
prepared for a problem that grew steadily for years before exploding this year, with more than 47,000 unaccompanied children caught at the
border since October. 

OPINION: Influx Of Children Shows Urgent Need For Immigration Reform from Boston Globe 17 Jun 14

The fact that families in South and Central America are essentially giving up their children on the slender hope that they might be allowed to stay
in the United States attests to the level of misery caused by Congress’s failure to approve a guest-worker program and comprehensive immigration
reform. 

NASA
NASA Spots Worrisome Antarctic Ice Sheet Melt from Associated Press 13 May 14

The huge West Antarctic ice sheet is starting a glacially slow collapse in an unstoppable way, two new studies show. Alarmed scientists say that
means even more sea level rise than they figured. 

International Space Station Operation Extended By Obama Until At Least 2024 from Washington Post 9 Jan 14

The international space station received a significant boost Wednesday when the Obama administration vowed to keep the laboratory in orbit at
least until 2024, a four-year extension, NASA officials said Wednesday. 

Nat'l Security Agency
Lights Out for NSA? Maryland Lawmakers Push to Cut Water, Electricity to Spy Agency Headquarters; NSA nerve center in
Fort Meade targeted by bill. from U.S. News & World Report 10 Feb 14

Eight Republicans in the 141-member Maryland House of Delegates introduced legislation Thursday that would deny the electronic spy agency
“material support, participation or assistance in any form” from the state, its political subdivisions or companies with state contracts.

Nat'l Security Council
Security Staff Getting Its Old Name Back from New York Times 11 Feb 14

On Monday, Mr. Obama... issuing an executive order titled: “Changing the name of the National Security Staff to the National Security Council
Staff.” ... henceforth “all references to the National Security Staff or Homeland Security Council Staff in any executive order or presidential
directive shall be understood to refer to the staff of the National Security Council.” 

New Name, Same As Old Name, Still Means Security from Associated Press 11 Feb 14

The White House’s National Security Council staff has regained its team name. President Barack Obama signed an executive order Monday
restoring the designation the NSC staff had operated under since the NSC’s creation in 1947. The NSC advises and assists the president on
national security and foreign policy matters.

National Guard
State governors fight back against National Guard cuts from Army Times 1 Mar 14

The nation’s governors have banded together to oppose cuts to the Army National Guard as outlined in the Army’s 2015 budget proposal. 

National Guard and Reserve
Ready To Deploy At Any Moment from Miami Herald 20 May 13

The Florida National Guard’s emphasis is changing as foreign deployments dwindle. Now its members are getting serious training to face a
familiar foe — the next big hurricane

National Guard/Reserve
Pentagon cuts could cost Florida National Guard 1,000 troops from Miami Herald 30 Jan 14



A current Pentagon plan to reduce the size of the Army would lose the Florida National Guard about 1,000 troops, or about a 10th of the force, the
FNG said in a said Wednesday.

812th MPs complete GTMO mission and go home to NY from DVIDS 7 Nov 13

The 812th Military Police Company is an Army Reserve unit that recently demobilized through Fort Bliss after a nine-month tour in Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba. 

Colorado Rescue Effort Biggest In USA Since Katrina In '05 from USA Today 20 Sep 13

Experience from recent wildfires has helped process go smoothly 

Florida Guard Seeks Ruling On Gay-Spouse Benefits from Miami Herald 10 Sep 13

Florida’s National Guard asked Attorney General Pamela Bondi whether gay spouses are allowed to apply for federal benefits at state facilities. 

N.C. Guard To Recognize Same-Sex Marriages from Associated Press 10 Sep 13

The North Carolina National Guard announced Monday that it will begin recognizing same-sex marriages, a policy shift that could have
substantial financial help for families not previously eligible for the same federal military benefits awarded to heterosexual couples. 

Guard Aims To Mend Divide On Benefits from Washington Post 5 Sep 13

Officials in Mississippi, Texas say state laws block gay spouses' enrollment 

National Guard/Reserves
Freedom Salute to honor Military Police who served in Cuba from North Dakota National Guard Public Affairs 17 Oct 13

A formal welcome home ceremony will honor about 30 North Dakota National Guard soldiers who served on a 10-month deployment to Cuba.
The 191st Military Police Company members will be lauded during a Freedom Salute ceremony at 2 p.m. Sunday at the Fargo Air Museum. 

Nat Guard Budget Pinch from UTSanDiego.com 26 Aug 13

Everything on table under sequestration, including merger Guard, Reserves 

National Security
Climate Change Deemed Growing Security Threat By Military Researchers from New York Times 14 May 14

The accelerating rate of climate change poses a severe risk to national security and acts as a catalyst for global political conflict, a report published
Tuesday by a leading government-funded military research organization concluded. 

NATO
Amid progress at Iran talks NATO must guarantee missile defense is not against Russia - Patrushev from Interfax (Russia) 22 Jun 15

Moscow is expecting NATO to guarantee that the new missile defense network will not be targeted against it, Russian Security Council Secretary
Nikolai Patrushev has said. 

US Commander Says NATO To Step Up Its Intelligence-sharing from Associated Press 1 May 15

The top U.S. commander for NATO says the alliance will begin to improve intelligence-sharing with members and cooperation about the
movement of foreign fighters from Iraq and Syria to the U.S. and other Western countries. 

NATO Caps Size Of Russia’s Mission After Internal Reports Of Espionage from New York Times 10 Apr 15

For a year after the North Atlantic Treaty Organization cut back its cooperation with Russia as punishment for the country’s incursions into
Ukraine, Russia’s NATO mission has seemed curiously impervious to the deteriorating ties. 

NATO To Create Interim Rapid Response Force To Counter Russia from New York Times 3 Dec 14

NATO will establish a prototype of a new rapid response force next year as it strives to improve its ability to deter a potential Russian attack, the
alliance said on Tuesday. 



NATO Struggles to Muster ‘Spearhead Force’ to Counter Russia from Wall Street Journal 2 Dec 14

Promised Rapid-Reaction Force Proves Costly, Logistically Difficult for Europe

NATO unconcerned by Russian warships in English Channel from Reuters 28 Nov 14

A squadron of Russian warships entered the English Channel on Friday but a NATO official dismissed a Russian media report that they were there
to conduct military exercises. 

NATO Sees Russia Ready For Ukraine Incursion from Associated Press 27 Nov 14

Russia still has enough troops along Ukraine’s border to mount a major incursion, NATO’s top commander said Wednesday, and Moscow is using
its military might to affect political developments inside Ukraine. 

NATO Says Russian Jets, Bombers Circle Europe In Unusual Incidents from Washington Post 30 Oct 14

NATO said Wednesday that it had intercepted more than two dozen Russian aircraft flying close to European airspace in the last two days, in an
unusual series of incidents that brought Russian bombers as far afield as Portugal. 

New NATO Chief Brings Poles Message Of Reassurance from Associated Press 7 Oct 14

NATO’s new secretary general said Monday he is concerned about the “many violations” of the cease-fire in eastern Ukraine and that it is
important for Russia to use its influence to make sure the pro-Russia separatists adhere to it. 

U.S. Signals Putin Not To Move Against New NATO Members from Bloomberg News 1 May 14

Unsure of Russian President Vladimir Putin’s intentions, the Obama administration is attempting to warn the Kremlin not to test the U.S.
commitment to defend its allies in eastern and central Europe. 

NATO to ramp up in response to Russian aggression from Military Times 16 Apr 14

U.S. troops in Europe likely will ramp up operations and continue a historic shift eastward after the NATO alliance this week agreed to vastly
expand its military readiness in response to Russian aggression. 

Lack of bilateral agreement would be blow to Afghan army, NATO chief says from Stars and Stripes 27 Jan 14

NATO’s top official warned on Monday that failure to achieve a Status of Forces agreement with Afghanistan could result not just in a “zero
option” for foreign troops remaining there after 2014, but it also puts at risk further financial assistance for the government’s security forces. 

NATO Shows Off Its New HQ-To-Be from Associated Press 14 Nov 13

NATO’s future goals might be hazy but work is progressing steadily on the U.S.-led alliance’s new home-to-be. 

NATO Still Has Vital Role, Secretary General Says from USAToday 25 Sep 13

NATO, the alliance born and bred in the Cold War, has provided good value for the U.S. taxpayer and offers international legitimacy to military
action through its 28 member nations, NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen said Wednesday in an interview with USA TODAY. 

EUCOM Head Touts USAF Mission In Poland from Stars and Stripes 30 Jul 13

Gen. Breedlove says budget woes won't affect mission 

North African Instability A Concern For NATO: Military Chief from Reuters 30 Jul 13

Instability in north Africa is a concern for NATO which is keeping a close eye on events in Egypt and its neighbours, NATO's top military
commander said on Tuesday. 

NATO Needs Defence Spending To Keep Edge, Commander Says from Reuters 25 Jul 13

NATO is at its most cohesive yet, its new commander said, but must ensure that spending cuts do not erode the power of an alliance facing tasks
as diverse as a new training mission in Afghanistan and protecting Turkey's border with Syria. 

NATO Summit



At NATO Summit, U.S. And Britain Eye International Backing In Islamic State Fight from Washington Times 5 Sep 14

A highly anticipated NATO summit kicked off Thursday with the U.S. and Britain looking to rally international partners to stop the advance of the
terrorist group the Islamic State. 

As NATO Summit Kicks Off, Ukrainian Leader Voices Cautious Optimism About Peace Plan from Washington Post 5 Sep 14

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko expressed guarded optimism Thursday that a peace initiative advanced by Russia can bring a quick end to
his country’s months-long conflict. 

NATO Leaders Accuse Russia, Aid Ukraine from Agence France-Presse 5 Sep 14

NATO leaders on Thursday accused Russia of failing to take “a single step towards peace” in Ukraine even as President Petro Poroshenko voiced
“careful optimism” about forging a ceasefire with pro-Moscow rebels. 

As NATO Summit Kicks Off, Ukrainian Leader Voices Cautious Optimism About Peace Plan from Washington Post 5 Sep 14

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko expressed guarded optimism Thursday that a peace initiative advanced by Russia can bring a quick end to
his country’s months-long conflict. 

Naval Station Guantanamo Bay
Navy Commander at Guantanamo Base Fired Amid Alleged Affair, Suspicious Death from ABC News 22 Jan 15

The officer in charge of the U.S. Naval base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, has been fired for a “loss of confidence” after he allegedly had an affair
with a woman whose husband was recently found dead in the waters off the base. 

Navy relieves Guantánamo base commander amid death probe from Miami Herald 22 Jan 15

The commander of the U.S. Navy base at Guantánamo Bay has been removed from the remote outpost and reassigned to headquarters, a Navy
announcement said Wednesday, declining to elaborate because of an ongoing Naval Criminal Investigative Services probe. 

NAVSO/4th Fleet
USS Rentz to return from deployment from Naval Surface Force 27 Feb 14

The guided-missile frigate USS Rentz (FFG 46) will return to San Diego from a seven-month deployment to the 4th Fleet Area of Operations on
Feb. 28. 

USS Rentz and Joint Task Force-Bravo Conclude Three Days of Deck Landing Qualifications from Navy News Service 12 Feb 14

The Oliver Hazard Perry Class frigate USS Rentz (FFG 46) and personnel attached to Joint Task Force-Bravo (JTF-B) concluded three days of
deck landing qualifications Feb. 11 off the coast of Latin America. 

COMUSNAVSO/US4F Hosts 2014 Latin America Navy Section Chief Conference from NAVSO/4th Fleet PAO 5 Feb 14

Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Southern Command/U.S. 4th Fleet hosted the 12th annual U.S. Military Group Navy Section Chief
Synchronization Conference Jan. 27-30. 

U.S. Navy Warship Stops To Help Out Tangled Turtles from Good New Network 26 Jan 14

Crew members aboard the navy warship USS Rentz recently traded in their anti-organized crime hats to become wildlife protectors for a few
hours and rescue a group of helpless sea turtles caught in a tangle of netting. 

USS Halyburton Deploys from Navy.mil 15 Jan 14

Guided-missile frigate USS Halyburton (FFG 40), departed Naval Station Mayport Jan. 15 on a five-month deployment to the U.S. 4th Fleet Area
of Responsibility. 

JECC Completes Exercise Aboard Naval Station Mayport from Navy.mil 19 Dec 13

Personnel from the Joint Enabling Capabilities Command (JECC), Command U.S. Naval Forces Southern Command (COMUSNAVSO),
Commander Destroyer Squadron (DESRON) 40, and Marine Forces South (MARFORSOUTH) participated in mission readiness exercise Dec. 9-
13 at Naval Station Mayport. 



Navy Unit Conducts Medical Training with Peruvian Navy from 4th Fleet Public Affairs 16 Dec 13

The U.S. Naval Medical Research Unit in Peru (NAMRU-6) held a medical conference Nov. 18-29 focusing on HIV/AIDS/STI Program
Monitoring and Evaluation in partner nations. 

Urgent Provider Experience Unites HumanitariaEurosan Planners from Navy.mil 12 Dec 13

The Naval War College issued the following story: Fifty active and Reserve members from multiple commands participated in the humanitarian
assistance and disaster relief planning exercise Urgent Provider, hosted by Navy Reserve Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Southern
Command/U.S. 4th Fleet from Dec. 5 through Dec. 7 here. 

CNO: SOUTHCOM Will Get New Look, Led By JHSVs; Top officer assures Fla. crowd that amphibs are still en route to
Mayport from Navy Times 2 Dec 13

Some of the Navy’s most innovative hardware could find a home in U.S. Southern Command, the service’s top officer told a South Florida
audience in mid-November... a lot of the heavy lifting could be done by the new joint high speed vessels, of which the first two, the Spearhead and
Choctaw County, are now in service.

Greenert: US Southern Command To Get New Look, Led by JHSVs from Defense News 2 Dec 13

Some of the US Navy's most innovative hardware could find a home in US Southern Command, said the service's top officer. 

US 4th Fleet Sailors Speak at Schools during Jacksonville Week of Valor from U.S. 4th Fleet Public Affairs 15 Nov 13

Sailors assigned to U.S. 4th Fleet at Naval Station Mayport spoke at local elementary, middle and high schools Nov. 12-15 in support of
Jacksonville Week of Valor. 

Navy to decommission USS Thach Friday from FOX 5 San Diego 31 Oct 13

The guided-missile frigate USS Thach will be decommissioned in a ceremony at Navy Base San Diego Friday. 

Mayport welcomes two new patrol craft from WOKV - Jacksonville 31 Oct 13

Naval Station Mayport welcomes two new ships and their crews to the base, which they will now call home. 

4th Fleet/Coast Guard team wraps up technical support in Grenada from U.S. 4th Fleet Public Affairs 28 Oct 13

The Caribbean Basin Security Initiative Technical Assistance Field Team (CBSI TAFT) completed its first deployment to the island of Grenada to
provide technical support to Coast Guard and local police forces, Oct. 10. 

First U.S. Navy Joint High Speed Vessel USNS Spearhead Completes Testing from Yahoo Contributor Network 17 Oct 13

The United States Naval Institute Press recently reported that the first Joint High Speed Vessel, the USNS Spearhead, has completed its initial
operational testing and evaluation. It will be joining the 4th Fleet later in 2013. 

Information Warriors Work Together to Reach Career Milestone from NAVSO/4th Fleet PA 30 Sep 13

Six Sailors assigned to U.S. Naval Forces Southern Command and U.S. Fourth Fleet earned their Enlisted Information Dominance Warfare
Specialist designations Sept. 26 after studying together for as many as 3 1/2 hours daily since August. 

Welcome To Mayport, USS Shamal from The Florida Times 25 Sep 13

Patrol Coastal USS Shamal (PC 13) made the homeport shift from Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek in Virginia Beach, Virginia to Naval
Station Mayport on Saturday, bringing with her a crew of 30 to join the Florida installation. 

Ton of cocaine unloaded at Mayport Friday after August seizure at sea from Florida Times-Union 20 Sep 13

About a ton of cocaine seized by the U.S. Coast Guard in the Pacific Ocean made it to shore Friday, but not where its smuggler owners wanted. 

4th Fleet Frigate Offloads $78 Million in Drugs from Navy.mil 17 Sep 13

The Oliver Hazard Perry-class frigate USS Rentz (FFG-46) and its embarked Coast Guard law enforcement detachment transferred $78 Million in



confiscated cocaine Sept. 15 to the U.S. Coast Guard cutter Forward (WMEC 911) in the Western Caribbean Sea while assigned to the U.S. 4th
Fleet. 

VR-62 helps keep sea lanes open from Florida Times Union - Jacksonville 11 Apr 13

Logging another ‘Nomads’ success. In naval aviation, one of the tenets of crew resource management is “adaptability and flexibility.” Recently,
the Nomads exhibited these tenets – or what is also referred to as the “Nomads Pivot” – by reacting quickly and effectively to an urgent airlift
request. 

Southern Partnership Station 13 Concludes in Guatemala, Next Stop Honduras from Navy.mil 1 Apr 13

Southern Partnership Station 2013, a 4th Fleet initiative designed to strengthen civil and maritime capabilities with regional partner nations in the
Caribbean and Central and South America, ended three weeks of joint training and partnership building here April 1. 

Seabees work to improve maritime response with partners in Guatemala from The Flagship 27 Mar 13

Construction Battalion Maintenance Unit 202 (CBMU 202) deployed to Guatemala in support of Southern Partnership Station 2013 (SPS), a 4th
Fleet mission to strengthen regional civil and maritime capabilities supporting a Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) initiative to improve maritime
response. 

Commander, Army South Visits 4th Fleet Headquarters from Navy.mil 27 Mar 13

Maj. Gen. Frederick S. Rudesheim, Commander, Army South (ARSOUTH) visited Rear Adm. Sinclair Harris, Commander, U.S. Naval Forces
Southern Command/Commander, U.S. 4th Fleet (COMUSNAVSO) at 4th Fleet Headquarters, March 26. 

International Leaders Observe Southern Patnership Station 2013 from NAVY.mil 22 Mar 13

Leaders from Guatemala, Mexico and Belize visited service members taking part in Southern Partnership Station 2013 (SPS), in Santo Tomas De
Castilla, Guatemala, March 20. 

Seabees Work to Improve Maritime Response With Partners in Guatemala from Navy.mil 22 Mar 13

Construction Battalion Maintenance Unit 202 (CBMU 202) deployed to Guatemala today in support of Southern Partnership Station 2013 (SPS),
a 4th Fleet mission to strengthen regional civil and maritime capabilities, supporting a Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) initiative to improve
maritime response. 

Budget Cuts Could Pull Navy Out of The War on Drugs from USNI News 4 Mar 13

U.S. Navy frigates will stop patrolling for drug runners by April because of forced sequestration budget cuts, a Navy spokesman told USNI News
on Monday. 

Chilean sub departs Mayport; deployment of USS Gettysburg postponed from The Florida Times-Union Jacksonville 8 Feb 13

Navy ships have been hunting a foreign submarine up and down the East Coast in the Atlantic Ocean since late last year. No need to worry
though. It wasn’t an enemy. The SS-21 Simpson, a submarine in the Chilean Navy, has been deployed at Mayport Naval Station since
Thanksgiving weekend. The submarine was taking part in the Diesel Electric Submarine Initiative, a program that the United States, Peru,
Colombia and Chile take part in that allows those countries’ navies to train with one another. 

Commander of USS Gary Relieved of Duty from NBC San Diego 4 Feb 13

The U.S. Navy relieved the executive officer of a San Diego-based guided missile frigate citing offensive behavior toward the crew. According to
the Navy’s website, Cmdr. James "Slim" Pickens was temporarily relieved of his position aboard USS Gary February 3. Pickens was removed
based on “loss of confidence because of offensive comments and behavior” according to the military news website. 

FEATURE: US military expands its drug war in Latin America from Associated Press 1 Feb 13

The crew members aboard the USS Underwood could see through their night goggles what was happening on the fleeing go-fast boat: Someone
was dumping bales. When the Navy guided-missile frigate later dropped anchor in Panamanian waters on that sunny August morning, Ensign
Clarissa Carpio, a 23-year-old from San Francisco, climbed into the inflatable dinghy with four unarmed sailors and two Coast Guard officers like
herself, carrying light submachine guns. It was her first deployment, but Carpio was ready for combat. 



NAVSUP FLC Jacksonville Expands Operational Logistical Reach to Panama from Navy.mil 31 Jan 13

NAVSUP Fleet Logistics Center (FLC) Jacksonville has increased its operational logistical engagement within the U.S. 4th Fleet Area of
Responsibility (AOR) with the first successful delivery of the Subsistence Prime Vendor (PV) contract in Panama, Jan. 22. Supreme Foodservice
completed the delivery to USS Gary (FFG 51) as she was berthed in Vasco Nunez de Balboa, Panama. 

Navy
USNS Comfort Deploys In Support of Continuing Promise 2015 from USNS Comfort PA 31 Mar 15

U.S. Navy hospital ship USNS Comfort (T-AH-20) is set to deploy from Norfolk, Va. this week to Central and South America and the Caribbean
in support of Continuing Promise 2015 (CP-15) from April through October 2015. 

US Navy Investigating Soldier Who Claimed To Have Shot Bin Laden from Agence France-Presse 24 Dec 14

The former US Navy Seal who claims to be the soldier who fired the shots that killed Osama Bin Laden is being investigated for possibly leaking
classified information, the US military confirmed. 

Women officers secretly filmed in shower on board US Navy submarine from The Telegraph 5 Dec 14

Reports suggest that some of the first women officers to serve on board US Navy subamarines have had secret footage of them undressing
distributed by a male colleague. Claire Cohen reports 

2 former Navy SEALs found dead aboard ship at center of ‘Captain Phillips’ saga from FOX News 20 Feb 14

Two former Navy SEALs working as security contractors aboard the Maersk Alabama were found dead Tuesday aboard the container ship, a day
after it was docked near an island northeast of Madagascar, according to the Trident Group, the security firm that employed the men. 

Alleged military sex assault victims seek to block use of counseling records from Washington Post 14 Feb 14

The sexual assault case at the U.S. Naval Academy that began at an off-campus party nearly two years ago has turned a microscope on otherwise
routine aspects of military legal procedure. 

Issa to probe Navy bribery scandal from The Hill 31 Jan 14

House Oversight Committee Chairman Darrell Issa (R-Calif.) said Thursday that his committee would investigate the bribery scandal that rocked
the Navy and ensnared senior officers. 

State of the Navy from Defense One 31 Jan 14

The Navy must balance its strategic mission for the post-war era with budget realities. This year, the Navy will attempt to salvage its long-term
fleet strategy and future force from fiscal realities facing all of the armed services right now. 

White House Pushing Against Proposed Pentagon Carrier Cut from US Naval Institute 30 Jan 14

The White House is pushing back against a Pentagon plan to cut a carrier as part of its Fiscal Year 2015 budget, several sources confirmed to
USNI News. 

Judge orders TV networks to turn over footage in Naval Academy case from The Baltimore Sun 22 Jan 14

A military judge has ordered CNN and CBS to turn over unaired footage of interviews with a Naval Academy midshipman who was the alleged
victim of sexual assault at an off-campus party in 2012. 

New type of Navy ship to make first deployment from Associated Press 21 Jan 14

A new breed of Navy ship is preparing to begin its maiden deployment. The USNS Spearhead is a joint high-speed vessel that can be called upon
by the Army, Navy or Marines to quickly ferry people and equipment for a variety of missions. 

SECNAV, CNO Affirm Importance of Surface Navy, Sailors at SNA from Navy News Service 15 Jan 14

Naval leaders, government officials and members of private industry gathered to discuss the surface navy's future at the 26th Annual Surface
Navy Association (SNA) Symposium in Crystal City, Va., Jan. 14. This year's theme is Surface Warfare--Warfighting First. 



Weather Impacts Dive Operations for MH-53E Crash from Navy.mil 13 Jan 14

The Navy will temporarily suspend dive operations late Friday on the wreckage of the Navy MH-53E as a safety precaution due to deteriorating
weather conditions. 

Employment Guide for New LHA 6-Class Released by Navy and Marine Corps Commands from Navy News Service 17 Dec 13

Navy Warfare Development Command (NWDC), in concert with the U.S. Marine Corps Capabilities Development Directorate, published an LHA
6 Amphibious Ready Group/Marine Expeditionary Unit (ARG/MEU) Employment Guide tactical memorandum (TACMEMO), now available
through the Navy Doctrine Library System (NDLS), officials announced Dec. 16. 

Naval academy chief discusses sexual assault case from Associated Press 10 Dec 13

The U.S. Naval Academy superintendent said Monday that he decided to court-martial two midshipmen in a sexual assault case against a military
judge's recommendation because it is his duty to make sure the charges are fully examined. 

USS America successfully completes builder's sea trials from Naval Technology 18 Nov 13

The US Navy's America-class large-deck amphibious assault ship, USS America (LHA 6), has successfully completed builder's sea trials in the
Gulf of Mexico. 

OPINION: U.S. Navy to the Rescue Again from Wall Street Journal 17 Nov 13

In the wake of Typhoon Haiyan, one man desperately seeks contact with his uncle in Virginia who served in the U.S. Navy. 

Navy Chief: Sequester Threatens To Undo Four Years Of Progress from GovExec.com 26 Sep 13

Sequestration and Congress’ annual “inability to pass a budget” are putting at risk all the gains the Navy and Marine Corps have made during his
four years in office, Navy Secretary Ray Mabus said on Wednesday. 

NAVSCIATTS Launches Waterborne Instructor Course – Coastal from Naval Small Craft Instruction & Tech Tng School PA 23 Sep 13

Thirteen students from seven different countries became the first graduates of the Waterborne Instructor Course - Coastal (WIC-C) offered by the
Naval Small Craft Instruction and Technical Training School (NAVSCIATTS) on Sept. 26. 

OPINION: Obama's Massive Pentagon Spending Cuts Could Sink The Navy from Washington Examiner 23 Sep 13

China, Russia, and even Iran are building up undersea warfare assets. 

OPINION: Academy Hearing Should Be The Last Of Its Kind from Baltimore Sun 17 Sep 13

... Indeed, if one were looking for a way to create a chilling effect on complainants coming forward, it would be hard to do better than conduct an
Article 32 investigation like the one that just ended.

U.S. Navy: Budget Challenges Threaten Submarine Program from Newport News Daily Press 13 Sep 13

The U.S. military touts its submarine program as an unqualified success, yet the fleet is expected to drop by nearly 30 percent in coming years and
one Hampton Roads lawmaker wants to pull money from outside the Navy's shipbuilding program to ease the pressure on one key program. 

Navy To Delay $4 Billion Contract For Next Carrier from Bloomberg News 13 Sep 13

The Navy will delay by as much as a year awarding Huntington Ingalls Industries Inc. a contract for at least $4 billion to start construction on the
second vessel in a new class of aircraft carriers, according to U.S. officials. 

Reports Of Navy Sexual Assaults Rise from New York Times 12 Sep 13

The number of sexual assaults reported annually to the Navy has grown by about 50 percent in the past year, which Navy officials said
Wednesday was a sign that more sailors felt comfortable reporting an assault and believed something would be done about it.

Navy Says All Weapon Programs Under Budget Reviews from Reuters 12 Sep 13

U.S. Navy Secretary Ray Mabus said all Navy and Marine Corps weapons programs were being examined for possible cuts or cancellation if



mandatory, across-the-board budget cuts remained in effect in coming years. 

Suit Wants Academy Chief Out Of Sex Assault Case from Washington Post 6 Sep 13

Female midshipman asks court to remove Navy superintendent 

OPINION: Naval Academy Case Evokes A Backward, Brutal America from Washington Post 3 Sep 13

Well, America has made it pretty hard this past week to remind myself that we do not, in fact, live in the brutal 18th-century society I'm reading
about, where rape is unacknowledged and young women are treated as disposable. 

10 Midshipmen Testify About Rape Accuser from Washington Post 3 Sep 13

Ten midshipmen testified Monday in the case of a woman who said she was raped at a Naval Academy party last year, giving often-conflicting but
mostly damning accounts as to how intoxicated the accuser was and her level of awareness about what had happened to her when she later
recounted events to them. 

Accuser's Credibility Questioned In Rape Case from Washington Post 30 Aug 13

Midshipman adamant she doesn't remember much about 2012 party 

Accuser Attempted To Stop Rape Inquiry from Washington Post 29 Aug 13

Woman says she didn't want anyone at Naval Academy to be in trouble 

No Comfort: Cuts Leave Hospital Ship At Norfolk Pier from Norfolk Virginian-Pilot 2 Aug 13

Since the day it arrived in Norfolk, making this town its new home base, the Navy hospital ship Comfort has been sitting pierside at Norfolk
Naval Station - ready to go, but stripped of its humanitarian mission. 

New Leader For Navy SEALs from U-T San Diego 25 Jun 13

Rear Adm. Brian Losey takes helm in Coronado

USNA Athletes To Be Charged from Washington Post 18 Jun 13

Football players accused in rape; Naval Academy chief allows hearing

Now Hear This: Navy Abandons All Caps from Wall Street Journal 13 Jun 13

Official Communications, Long Written Large, Can Use Mixed Case; No Shouting

FEATURE: Federal Cuts Slice Big Apple Economy: No Fleet Week from Norfolk Virginian-Pilot 20 May 13

This was supposed to be the week when thousands of free-spending Norfolk sailors were to descend on lower Manhattan, where New Yorkers
promised to shower them with gifts, drinks and kisses. But the annual party on the Hudson River was canceled. Fleet Week New York – like all
the Navy's big community outreach events this year – fell victim to sweeping federal budget cuts. 

NDLEA
Ndlea Arrests 346 Drug Dealers, Seizes 6,366 Kg of Drugs in Kaduna from All Africa 24 Jan 15

The National Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA), Kaduna State Command, has in 2014 arrested 346 suspected drug traffickers and seized
6,366.906kg of substances. 

New York Supreme Court
Sexism and Anti-Semitism Charged in Al Jazeera America Lawsuit from New York Times 4 May 15

Al Jazeera America, the cable network that started 20 months ago to great fanfare and with big budgets, came under fire on Tuesday after the
network was sued by a former employee and lost two executives. 

NORAD
US Warplanes Scrambled After Bogus Jetliner Threats from Agence France-Presse 26 May 15



US warplanes were scrambled to escort an Air France passenger jet flying from Paris to New York on Monday, following one of several threats
against commercial aircraft that proved to be unfounded. 

NORTHCOM
D.C. Power Outage Shows Infrastructure Vulnerabilities, Top Military Commander Warns from Washington Times 8 Apr 15

The head of U.S. Northern Command said Tuesday’s power outage in the nation’s capital proved backup systems were successful at keeping key
agencies up and running but also showed the vulnerabilities of critical infrastructure. 

N. Korea's WMD Program Making Faster Progress Under New Leader: U.S. Commander from Yonhap News Agency 21 Mar 13

North Korea's nuclear and missile programs have moved forward faster than expected, especially since the transition of leadership a year ago, a
top U.S. military commander told lawmakers Wednesday. 

NSA
File Is Said To Confirm N.S.A. Spied On Merkel from New York Times 2 Jul 15

More than three years ago, Chancellor Angela Merkel “professed to be at a loss” over the option of debt relief that would best stem the crisis in
Greece. Yet even then, she feared that no amount of coaching from visiting experts would resolve the problems in Athens. 

WikiLeaks: NSA Spied On French Presidents from McClatchy 24 Jun 15

A new trans-Atlantic diplomatic storm may be brewing. The National Security Agency eavesdropped on confidential conversations of French
President Francois Hollande, his two predecessors and other senior French officials, according to top-secret NSA documents released on Tuesday
by Wikileaks, the online whistleblowing organization. 

NSA Surveillance Prevented Terrorist Attacks, Most Voters Say: Poll from Washington Times 5 Jun 15

Nearly two-thirds of U.S. voters say the National Security Agency’s bulk data collection program has thwarted terrorist attacks in the United
States, but a majority also think it’s likely that the program has violated Americans’ civil liberties. 

Hunting For Hackers, N.S.A. Secretly Expands Internet Spying At U.S. Border from New York Times 5 Jun 15

Without public notice or debate, the Obama administration has expanded the National Security Agency’s warrantless surveillance of Americans’
international Internet traffic to search for evidence of malicious computer hacking, according to classified N.S.A. documents. 

NSA chief says Sony attack traced to North Korea after software analysis from Reuters 20 Feb 15

The U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) identified North Korea as the source of the recent cyberattack on Sony Pictures Entertainment after
analyzing the software used in the intrusion, NSA Director Admiral Michael Rogers said on Thursday. 

Avril Haines Picked By Obama As Deputy CIA Director For White House Post from Washington Times 19 Dec 14

President Obama tapped CIA deputy Director Avril Haines Thursday to serve as one of his top national security advisers in the White House. 

Obama Facing Uphill Battle In Curbing NSA Snooping from Washington Times 28 Nov 14

With the lame-duck Congress failing to advance bipartisan surveillance-reform legislation, President Obama faces an uphill climb next year with
his plans to end the National Security Agency’s mass collection of phone records. 

Foreign Powers Steal Data On Critical U.S. Infrastructure, NSA Chief Says from Washington Post 21 Nov 14

Several foreign countries, including China, have infiltrated the computers of critical industries in the United States to steal information that could
be used in the planning of a destructive attack, the director of the National Security Agency said Thursday. 

NSA Surveillance Limits: The Focus Turns To Courts from Associated Press 28 Oct 14

While Congress mulls how to curtail the NSA’s collection of Americans’ telephone records, impatient civil liberties groups are looking to legal
challenges already underway in the courts to limit government surveillance powers. 

Report: NSA Eyed Preset Strikes In Cyberattacks from Associated Press 14 Aug 14



The National Security Agency secretly planned a cyberwarfare program that could automatically fire back at cyberattacks from foreign countries
without any human involvement, creating the risk of accidentally starting a war, according to a new report based on interviews with former NSA
contractor Edward Snowden. 

Senator’s Bill Is Stricter On N.S.A. Than House’s from New York Times 25 Jul 14

Senator Patrick J. Leahy said Thursday that next week he would file a new version of a bill aimed at ending the National Security Agency’s bulk
phone records collection program after extensive negotiations with the Obama administration and privacy groups. 

Court Gave NSA Broad Leeway In Surveillance, Documents Show from Washington Post 1 Jul 14

Virtually no foreign government is off-limits for the National Security Agency, which has been authorized to intercept information “concerning”
all but four countries, according to top-secret documents. 

New N.S.A. Chief Calls Damage From Snowden Leaks Manageable from New York Times 30 Jun 14

The newly installed director of the National Security Agency says that while he has seen some terrorist groups alter their communications to avoid
surveillance techniques revealed by Edward J. Snowden, the damage done over all by a year of revelations does not lead him to the conclusion
that “the sky is falling.” 

BLOG: Bahamas looked to law firm after phone tapping news from Hillicon Valley (The Hill) 4 Jun 14

The government of the Bahamas hired American lawyers to help with U.S. surveillance after a report alleging that the National Security Agency
was tapping the island nation's calls. 

N.S.A. Releases Email That It Says Undercuts Snowden’s Whistle-Blower Claim from New York Times 30 May 14

The National Security Agency on Thursday released what it said was the sole internal email from Edward J. Snowden before he fled with a trove
of agency secrets, and officials asserted that the message undercut his argument that he protested the legality of surveillance programs before he
released any of the documents he stole to journalists. 

House Passes Curbs On NSA Phone Surveillance from Associated Press 23 May 14

In an overwhelming vote, the House moved the U.S. closer to ending the National Security Agency’s bulk collection of Americans’ phone records
Thursday, the most significant demonstration to date of leaker Edward Snowden’s impact on the debate over privacy versus security. 

White House’s Late Changes To NSA Spying Bill Shake Support from Los Angeles Times 22 May 14

Carefully crafted legislation that would end the government’s bulk collection of Americans’ phone records is under fire after the White House
requested last-minute changes that critics say would water down its protections. 

Book Reveals Wider Net of U.S. Spying on Envoys from New York Times 13 May 14

In May 2010, when the United Nations Security Council was weighing sanctions against Iran over its nuclear program, several members were
undecided about how they would vote. The American ambassador to the United Nations, Susan E. Rice, asked the National Security Agency for
help “so that she could develop a strategy,” a leaked agency document shows. 

Rival House Bills Aim To Rein In N.S.A. Phone Data Program from New York Times 7 May 14

Senior members of the House Judiciary and Intelligence committees have agreed on similar but rival bills that would restrict the National Security
Agency’s ability to collect Americans’ phone call data in bulk. 

OPINION: Away From The Post, A Pro-NSA Counterdemonstration from Washington Post 17 Apr 14

On Monday, my Washington Post colleagues celebrated winning the Pulitzer Prize for public service along with the Guardian newspaper for their
reporting on Edward Snowden’s revelations about the National Security Agency. 

NSA Searched Americans’ Communications Without A Warrant, Intelligence Director Says from Washington Post 2 Apr 14

Director of National Intelligence James R. Clapper Jr. acknowledged that the National Security Agency has searched for Americans’
communications without warrants in massive databases that gather e-mails and phone calls of foreign targets. 



OPINION: NSA Curbs A Good First Step: Our View from USA Today 28 Mar 14

Americans upset by the government’s indiscriminate sweeping up of phone records got hopeful news Thursday. President Obama proposed new
rules that would go a long way toward ending the most disturbing aspects of this mass collection effort, done in secret for years before fugitive
leaker Edward Snowden confirmed its existence last summer. 

House NSA Plan A Better Solution: Opposing View from USA Today 28 Mar 14

Back on Jan. 17, President Obama defended the National Security Agency (NSA) telephone metadata program as lawful and necessary to protect
the USA. 

Obama Requests 90-Day Extension To NSA Phone Snooping Program from Washington Times 28 Mar 14

President Obama ordered the Justice Department Thursday to seek a 90-day extension of the National Security Agency’s current phone
surveillance program while Congress debates his proposed reforms. 

White House Proposes To End NSA Bulk Data Collection from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 14

The White House outlined plans Tuesday to end the National Security Agency’s bulk telephone data collection on Americans, aiming to reassure
the public following revelations about widespread surveillance. 

Report: Obama To Propose NSA Data Overhaul from USA Today 25 Mar 14

Corrections and clarifications: An earlier version of this story misstated the year of terrorist attacks on the United States. 

NSA Surveillance Program Reaches “Into The Past” To Retrieve, Replay Phone Calls from Washington Post 19 Mar 14

The National Security Agency has built a surveillance system capable of recording “100 percent” of a foreign country’s telephone calls, enabling
the agency to rewind and review conversations as long as a month after they take place, according to people with direct knowledge of the effort
and documents supplied by former contractor Edward Snowden. 

Navy Admiral Relays Concerns About NSA Changes from Associated Press 12 Mar 14

If the U.S. government turns over the bulk collection of telephone data to an independent third party, higher costs and delays in identifying
potential threats could result, the Navy admiral nominated to be the next head of the troubled National Security Agency said Tuesday. 

Admiral Set To Face Confirmation To Lead N.S.A. from New York Times 11 Mar 14

It’s not hard to understand why veterans of the National Security Agency argue that 2013 was the worst year since Harry S. Truman got the place
running 62 years ago. 

N.S.A. Director Says Snowden Leaks Hamper Protection Against Cyberattacks from New York Times 5 Mar 14

Gen. Keith B. Alexander, the director of the National Security Agency, said Tuesday that the leaks by the former agency contractor Edward J.
Snowden had slowed the effort to protect the country against cyberattacks on Wall Street and other civilian targets. 

Outgoing NSA chief Keith Alexander signals openness to surveillance reform from The Guardian 28 Feb 14

Alexander says NSA could accept a change where agency would only be allowed to collect phone data related to terrorism 

NSA Surveillance: A New Door To Court Challenges? from Associated Press 27 Feb 14

A man in prison for terrorism may have a new opportunity to challenge his conviction because the U.S. government only recently told him how it
obtained evidence it intended to use against him. It was through one of the National Security Agency’s secret surveillance programs. 

White House Weighs Four Options For Revamping NSA Phone Surveillance from Wall Street Journal 26 Feb 14

Proposals Range From Running Program Through Phone Companies to Ditching It Altogether

NSA Explores Options For Relinquishing Vast Telephone Record Database from Washington Post 21 Feb 14

The National Security Agency has been exploring options for relinquishing its massive database of telephone records that include searching



across phone companies’ data for numbers linked to those of suspected terrorists, and having the firms search daily against a watch list of suspect
numbers, according to individuals briefed on the deliberations. 

NSA Employee Implicated In Snowden Probe Resigned, Memo Says from Washington Post 14 Feb 14

A National Security Agency employee has resigned from his job after admitting to FBI investigators that he allowed Edward Snowden, then an
NSA contractor, to use his personal computer credentials to gain access to classified information, according to an agency memo. 

NSA: Co-worker Provided A Digital Key To Snowden from Associated Press 14 Feb 14

A National Security Agency employee resigned from the agency after admitting to federal investigators that he gave former National Security
Agency analyst Edward Snowden a digital key that allowed him to gain access to classified materials, the NSA has told Congress. Snowden has
previously said he did not steal any passwords. 

NSA To Congress: Snowden Copied Co-worker Password from Associated Press 14 Feb 14

Former National Security Agency analyst Edward Snowden gained access to at least some classified documents he later disclosed by copying a
password from a co-worker who has since resigned, the NSA reported to Congress. Snowden has previously said he did not steal any passwords. 

Reforms Won’t Hamper NSA’s Efforts, Official Says from Washington Post 13 Feb 14

Many of the new privacy protections and surveillance reforms ordered by President Obama will probably not harm the National Security
Agency’s ability to do its job, the agency’s deputy said. 

Google, Twitter, Microsoft Support Protest Over NSA Surveillance from Los Angeles Times 12 Feb 14

Google, Twitter and Microsoft were among the nation’s tech companies who lent their support to an anti-spying protest Tuesday that urged
Congress to restrict the National Security Agency’s powers. 

OPINION: Pulling The Plug On The NSA’s Metadata Collection from Washington Times 29 Jan 14

In the months since Edward Snowden’s unauthorized release of information about National Security Agency (NSA) programs involving
collection of data on Americans at home and foreigners abroad, there has been a long overdue debate about the legality, as well as the need and
desirability, of these programs. 

Spy Agencies Tap Data Streaming From Phone Apps from New York Times 28 Jan 14

When a smartphone user opens Angry Birds, the popular game application, and starts slinging birds at chortling green pigs, spies could be lurking
in the background to snatch data revealing the player’s location, age, sex and other personal information, according to secret British intelligence
documents. 

Obama signs off on nomination of Rogers as NSA director from Washington Post 26 Jan 14

President Obama has signed off on the nomination of Vice Adm. Michael S. Rogers to lead the embattled National Security Agency and the
Pentagon’s cyberwarfare organization, according to sources familiar with the decision. 

Panel: Shut Down NSA Call-Collection Program from USA Today 24 Jan 14

The controversial surveillance program that collects the telephone records of millions of Americans has done little to assist U.S. counterterrorism
efforts and should be shut down in its current form, a government panel has concluded.

Obama Disagrees With Watchdog Group’s Conclusion That NSA Phone Program Is Illegal from Washington Post 24 Jan 14

President Obama disagrees with an independent watchdog group’s conclusion that the National Security Agency’s once-secret program that
collects billions of Americans’ phone records is illegal, the White House said Thursday. 

OPINION: A Presidential Placebo On NSA Unconstitutionality from Washington Times 23 Jan 14

Instead of addressing the massive violations of the natural and constitutionally protected right to privacy; instead of acknowledging that but for
the personal courage of Edward Snowden, his administration would still be pulling the wool over our eyes; and instead of re-establishing the
serious constitutional and civil liberties bona fides he established for himself as a U.S. senator, the president defended his massive spying as a



necessary tool in the fight to maintain national security and offered only a placebo to its critics. 

Obama Goal For Quick Revamp Of NSA Program May Be Unworkable, Some U.S. Officials Fear from Washington Post 22 Jan 14

U.S. officials directed by President Obama to find a way to end the government’s role in gathering Americans’ phone records are deeply
concerned that there may be no feasible way to accomplish the task soon, according to individuals familiar with the discussions. 

Obama Faces Criticism Ahead Of NSA Speech from USA Today 17 Jan 14

President Obama will wade into treacherous waters today when he delivers his much-anticipated address on government surveillance. Already the
knives are out on both sides. 

OPINION: We Need Real Protection From The NSA from USA Today 16 Jan 14

Wake up, America. While we’ve been paying attention to other things, our intelligence agencies have been tearing holes into the Bill of Rights. 

NSA Phone Record Collection Does Little To Prevent Terrorist Attacks, Group Says from Washington Post 13 Jan 14

An analysis of 225 terrorism cases inside the United States since the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks has concluded that the bulk collection of phone
records by the National Security Agency “has had no discernible impact on preventing acts of terrorism.” 

Obama Meets Spy Bosses On NSA Reforms from Agence France-Presse 9 Jan 14

US President Barack Obama met top spy chiefs as he finalized a decision on how to rein in National Security Agency spying sweeps following
revelations by Edward Snowden. 

Obama Expected To Curb NSA Access To Phone Records from Associated Press 9 Jan 14

President Barack Obama is expected to restrict National Security Agency access to Americans’ phone records and rein in spying on foreign
leaders, according to people familiar with a White House review of the government’s surveillance programs. 

German Leader To Visit US Amid Discord Over NSA from Associated Press 9 Jan 14

German Chancellor Angela Merkel has accepted an invitation to visit the United States, months after allegations that U.S. intelligence had tapped
her phone strained relations between Berlin and Washington. 

OPINION: An Unworried NSA Sneers At Congress from Washington Times 9 Jan 14

Happy New Year. Just when you thought the National Security Agency spying scandal couldn’t get any worse, it has. 

NSA Exploring Alternatives To Holding Database Of Domestic Phone Logs from Washington Post 8 Jan 14

The National Security Agency is exploring how it could relinquish control of the massive database of domestic phone logs that has been the focus
of an intense national debate, according to current and former officials briefed on the discussions. 

OPINION: The NSA Is Collecting Too Much Information from Washington Post 7 Jan 14

President Obama’s anticipated reform of the National Security Agency’s practices needs to go beyond ending the mass surveillance of innocent
Americans’ phone calls. He should force the agency to think less about the quantity of information it gathers and more about the quality. 

OPINION: The Hidden Consequences Of Snowden’s NSA Revelations from Washington Post 6 Jan 14

There is more than a little hypocrisy to the outcry that the government, through the National Security Agency (NSA), is systematically destroying
Americans’ right to privacy.

OPINION: NSA Intelligence-gathering Programs Keep Us Safe from Washington Post 3 Jan 14

It’s time we all came to our senses about the National Security Agency (NSA). If it is true, as many allege, that the United States went a little nuts
in its all-out pursuit of al-Qaeda after the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, it is equally true that we are going a little nuts again in our dogged pursuit of the
post-Snowden NSA. 

NSA Seeks To Build Quantum Computer That Could Crack Most Types Of Encryption from Washington Post 3 Jan 14



In room-size metal boxes, secure against electromagnetic leaks, the National Security Agency is racing to build a computer that could break
nearly every kind of encryption used to protect banking, medical, business and government records around the world. 

Editorial: More Reasons To Rein In The NSA from Los Angeles Times 1 Jan 14

...the privacy of a significant number of Americans also can be compromised by other surveillance programs intended to gather information about
terrorism. 

Report: NSA Intercepts Computer Deliveries from Associated Press 30 Dec 13

A German magazine lifted the lid on the operations of the National Security Agency’s hacking unit Sunday, reporting that American spies
intercept computer deliveries, exploit hardware vulnerabilities, and even hijack Microsoft’s internal reporting system to spy on their targets. 

If Not The NSA, Who Should Store The Phone Data? from Washington Post 26 Dec 13

A measure that President Obama is considering as a way to curb the National Security Agency’s mass storage of phone data is already facing
resistance — not only from the intelligence community, but also from privacy advocates, the phone industry and some lawmakers. 

OPINION: Will The NSA Have To Curtail Some Intelligence Tools? from Washington Post 24 Dec 13

The NSA’s domestic collection of telephone toll records, a program created in the immediate aftermath of Sept. 11, has come under particular
scrutiny. Its defenders say it can provide “dots” of information that could lead to unraveling a plot. 

Netanyahu calls for probe of NSA spying in Israel from McClatchy 24 Dec 13

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Monday that he has ordered a probe into reports that the United States and Britain had monitored
communications of the previous prime minister and defense minister, calling the actions unacceptable. 

Panel Could Help Ease Global Anger Over NSA from USA Today 20 Dec 13

Among the 46 recommendations the White House intelligence review panel offered President Obama this week, there are a few tools that could be
helpful as he tries to assuage international anger over the National Security Agency’s global surveillance practices. 

OPINION: The Wrong Ruling On NSA Data Collection from Washington Post 20 Dec 13

A federal judge’s ruling Monday that the National Security Agency’s (NSA’s) bulk telephone metadata collection is “likely” unconstitutional is
wrong on the law and the facts.

Putin Gives Ringing Endorsement To NSA Spying from Associated Press 20 Dec 13

President Vladimir Putin says the National Security Agency surveillance program is necessary to fight terrorism, but must be regulated by strict
rules and norms. 

Obama’s NSA Review Panel Calls Phone-snooping An Abuse Of Patriot Act from Washington Times 19 Dec 13

President Obama’s internal review panel has accused the government of abusing the Patriot Act and said many of the intelligence community’s
key tools should be reined in, including the NSA’s phone-snooping program and the FBI’s use of national security letters to demand secret
information from private businesses, according to the stunning report released Wednesday. 

NSA Review Group Seeks To Limit Government Data Troves from Bloomberg News 19 Dec 13

Instead of the National Security Agency collecting and storing phone metadata, those records should be held by telecommunications companies or
a private third party, a White House advisory panel said. The government would then need a court order to access them. Related 

NSA Review Group Seeks To Limit Government Data Troves from Bloomberg News 19 Dec 13

Instead of the National Security Agency collecting and storing phone metadata, those records should be held by telecommunications companies or
a private third party, a White House advisory panel said. The government would then need a court order to access them. Related 

Obama is Urged to Sharply Curb N.S.A. Data Mining from New York Times 19 Dec 13

A panel of outside advisers urged President Obama on Wednesday to impose major oversight and some restrictions on the National Security



Agency, arguing that in the past dozen years its powers had been enhanced at the expense of personal privacy. 

Tech Executives To Obama: NSA Spying Revelations Are Hurting Business from Washington Post 18 Dec 13

Leaders of the nation’s biggest technology firms warned President Obama during a lengthy meeting at the White House on Tuesday that National
Security Agency spying programs are damaging their reputations and could harm the broader economy. 

Feinstein: Judge Got NSA Ruling Wrong from Washington Times 18 Dec 13

The chairwoman of the Senate intelligence committee criticized a federal judge’s ruling this week that the NSA is likely violating Americans’
rights by storing records about their phone calls, saying Tuesday that the decision flies in the face of Supreme Court precedent and dozens of other
court rulings.

Obama Meets With Tech CEOs Amid NSA Concerns from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

President Barack Obama on Tuesday huddled with executives from leading technology companies, including Google, Twitter and Apple. 

Judge Questions Legality Of N.S.A. Phone Records from New York Times 17 Dec 13

A federal district judge ruled on Monday that the National Security Agency program that is systematically keeping records of all Americans’
phone calls most likely violates the Constitution, describing its technology as “almost Orwellian” and suggesting that James Madison would be
“aghast” to learn that the government was encroaching on liberty in such a way. 

NSA Telephone Spying “Likely” Illegal, Judge Says from McClatchy 17 Dec 13

A federal judge on Monday concluded that a National Security Agency program that collects massive amounts of telephone data “likely” violates
the Constitution, propelling a high-stakes fight right toward the Supreme Court. 

Obama Panel Said To Urge N.S.A. Curbs from New York Times 13 Dec 13

A presidential advisory committee charged with examining the operations of the National Security Agency has concluded that a program to
collect data on every phone call made in the United States should continue, though under broad new restraints that would be intended to increase
privacy protections, according to officials with knowledge of the report’s contents. 

Presidential Task Force Recommends Overhaul of NSA Surveillance Tactics from Wall Street Journal 12 Dec 13

Draft Proposals Would Change Spy Agency's Leadership to Civilian, Limit How It Gathers and Holds Information 

At Senate Hearing, NSA Director Defends Spying Program from Washington Post 12 Dec 13

Senior government officials on Wednesday continued to defend the National Security Agency’s collection of billions of Americans’ phone records
as vital to national security, despite skepticism from some senior lawmakers who pressed for an assessment of the program’s utility. 

NSA: No Better Way To Protect US Than Surveillance from Associated Press 12 Dec 13

The NSA chief said Wednesday he knows of no better way his agency can help protect the U.S. from foreign threats than with spy programs that
collect billions of phone and Internet records from around the world. 

Report: NSA Spying On Virtual Worlds, Online Games from Associated Press 10 Dec 13

American and British intelligence operations have been spying on gamers across the world, media outlets reported, saying that the world’s most
powerful espionage agencies sent undercover agents into virtual universes to monitor activity in online fantasy games such as “World of
Warcraft.” 

Big Tech Companies Lash Out At Government Snooping from Associated Press 10 Dec 13

Silicon Valley is escalating pressure on President Barack Obama to curb the U.S. government surveillance programs that vacuum personal
information off the Internet and threaten the technology industry’s financial livelihood. 

OPINION: Lawmakers must understand their limits when it comes to reforming the NSA from Washington Post 6 Nov 13

Whatever the National Security Agency was doing with Angela Merkel’s cellphone number for the past 10 years may have been poorly conceived



— even reckless — but it didn’t violate U.S. law. 

NSA and DHS: the most humorless agencies? from 1 Nov 13

The National Security Agency has been having some tough times of late in the wake of reports that have infuriated America’s closest allies —
especially German Chancellor Angela Merkel — by indicating that the agency has been engaged in unfriendly monitoring of their electronic
skies. 

NSA Infiltrates Links To Yahoo, Google Data Centers Worldwide, Snowden Documents Say from Washington Post 31 Oct 13

The National Security Agency has secretly broken into the main communications links that connect Yahoo and Google data centers around the
world, according to documents obtained from former NSA contractor Edward Snowden and interviews with knowledgeable officials. 

Officials Say White House Knew Of Spying from New York Times 30 Oct 13

The nation’s top spymaster said on Tuesday that the White House had long been aware in general terms of the National Security Agency’s
overseas eavesdropping, stoutly defending the agency’s intelligence-gathering methods and suggesting possible divisions within the Obama
administration. 

NSA Chief Says NATO Allies Shared Phone Records With The US Spy Agency from Washington Post 30 Oct 13

By The director of the National Security Agency on Tuesday dismissed as “completely false” reports that his agency swept up millions of phone
records of European citizens, and he revealed that data collected by NATO allies were shared with the United States. 

Europeans Shared Spy Data With U.S. from Wall Street Journal 30 Oct 13

Phone Records Collected Were Handed Over to Americans to Help Protect Allied Troops in War Zones

Exclusive: Obama orders curbs on NSA spying on U.N. headquarters from Rueters 29 Oct 13

President Barack Obama recently ordered the National Security Agency to curtail eavesdropping on the United Nations headquarters in New York
as part of a review of U.S. electronic surveillance, according to a U.S. official familiar with the decision. 

NSA Chief Defends The Collection Of Americans’ Phone Records from Washington Post 26 Sep 13

Database can help 'connect the dots,' Alexander says 

COMMENTARY: Making The Case For The NSA -- at Last from Wall Street Journal 23 Sep 13

A FISA court ruling, recently made public, shows how surveillance is limited and legal. 

Judge Urges U.S. To Consider Releasing N.S.A. Data On Calls from New York Times 16 Sep 13

A judge on the nation’s intelligence court directed the government on Friday to review for possible public release the court’s classified opinions on
the National Security Agency’s practice of collecting logs of Americans’ phone calls. 

N.S.A. Foils Much Internet Encryption from New York Times 6 Sep 13

The National Security Agency is winning its long-running secret war on encryption, using supercomputers, technical trickery, court orders and
behind-the-scenes persuasion to undermine the major tools protecting the privacy of everyday communications in the Internet age, according to
newly disclosed documents. 

Obama to Europe: U.S. isn’t snooping through emails, eavesdropping on phone calls from Washington Times 5 Sep 13

President Obama sought to reassure Europeans again Wednesday that America isn't spying on them, saying his administration wants to "align"
U.S. surveillance practices to address concerns in the European Union. 

Report: NSA directly spied Brazil, Mexico leaders from Associated Press 1 Sep 13

A new report says the U.S. National Security Agency's spy program on global Internet and telephone traffic directly targeted the leaders of Brazil
and Mexico. 



NSA Pays Firms Large Sums For Network Access from Washington Post 30 Aug 13

The National Security Agency is paying hundreds of millions of dollars a year to U.S. companies for clandestine access to their communications
networks, filtering vast traffic flows for foreign targets in a process that also sweeps in large volumes of American telephone calls, e-mails and
instant messages. 

OPINION: The NSA Dossier from Wall Street Journal 29 Aug 13

The real news is that our surveillance overseas may be too limited. 

Leaker's Security Check Faulted from Wall Street Journal 28 Aug 13

Review of Former NSA Contractor Snowden Found to be Inadequate.

Data Collection Is Illegal, A.C.L.U. Says In Filing from New York Times 27 Aug 13

In a detailed legal attack on the National Security Agency’s collection of Americans’ phone call data, the American Civil Liberties Union argued
in court papers filed Monday that the sweeping data gathering violates the Constitution and should be halted. 

NSA Spied On The U.N.: Der Spiegel Report from Associated Press 26 Aug 13

The German magazine Der Spiegel says the U.S. National Security Agency secretly monitored the U.N.'s internal video conferencing system by
decrypting it last year. 

NSA Has Flashbacks To Watergate from Los Angeles Times 26 Aug 13

The recent crisis is the worst since the domestic spying scandals of the 1970s. 

N.S.A. Said To Have Paid E-Mail Providers Millions To Cover Costs From Court Ruling from New York Times 24 Aug 13

The National Security Agency apparently compensated e-mail service providers “millions of dollars” for costs they incurred in the fallout from an
October 2011 court ruling that an unrelated aspect of the agency’s surveillance operations violated the Constitution, according to a newly
disclosed document. 

NSA Admits Rare Willful Surveillance Violations from Associated Press 23 Aug 13

The National Security Agency said Friday that some of its analysts knowingly and deliberately exceeded its surveillance authority on occasion
over the past decade and that those involved were disciplined.

OPINION: Surveillance: An American Success Story from Politico.com 23 Aug 13

...what’s not fine, according to many in the media and politicians on the extreme left and extreme right, is for the government to store telephone
numbers in case a warrant is needed at some point in the future to uncover the identity of a terrorist plotting to kill thousands of Americans. 

NSA Collected Thousands Of Domestic E-Mails from Washington Post 22 Aug 13

Agency was ordered to revise practice in 2011 

OPINION: Revelations Of 'Mistakes' Hint At Agency Ducking Oversight from USA Today 19 Aug 13

NSA's approach to collecting data is easily abused 

OPINION: Put NSA *Violations* In Proper Context from USA Today 19 Aug 13

Incidents were inadvertent 

NSA Cutting Staff Since Snowden’s Disclosures from Washington Post 14 Aug 13

Edward Snowden fired a thunderbolt through top intelligence officials, and now he’s sending a jolt through his former colleagues on the job. 

N.S.A. Leaks Make Plan For Cyberdefense Unlikely from New York Times 13 Aug 13

Even while rapidly expanding its electronic surveillance around the world, the National Security Agency has lobbied inside the government to
deploy the equivalent of a “Star Wars” defense for America’s computer networks, designed to intercept cyberattacks before they could cripple



power plants, banks or financial markets. 

Obama Plan To Revamp NSA Faces Obstacles from Wall Street Journal 12 Aug 13

President Barack Obama's proposal to revamp the National Security Agency's surveillance programs faces potent obstacles on Capitol Hill, where
both parties are divided on the issue and some Republicans already are throwing cold water on a cornerstone of his plan. 

Ability To Challenge NSA Is Disputed from Washington Post 11 Aug 13

Some legislators feel oversight was limited; White House says Congress fully informed of surveillance 

NSA's Need To Keep Database Questioned from Washington Post 9 Aug 13

Critics say court orders could secure phone data one case at a time 

Broader Sifting Of Message Data By N.S.A. Is Seen from New York Times 8 Aug 13

Checking for Mentions of Foreigners Under U.S. Surveillance 

NSA In The Cross Hairs from USA Today 2 Aug 13

Momentum builds toward upending once-secret programs 

OPINION: Too Quiet For Our Own Good from Washington Post 1 Aug 13

The government's release of NSA documents is a start toward transparency. 

Senate Panel Presses N.S.A. On Phone Logs from New York Times 1 Aug 13

New details on Web monitoring abroad 

NSA Outreach Fails To Win Hackers' Trust from Washington Post 1 Aug 13

Gen. Keith B. Alexander, director of the National Security Agency, faced a standing-room-only crowd Wednesday, selling the idea of government
surveillance programs. 

COMMENTARY: Mend But Don't End The NSA Data Programs from Washington Post 31 Jul 13

The National Security Agency (NSA) program based on section 215 of the USA Patriot Act, which collects phone numbers and related data, is
often called a "surveillance program" or a program to "listen to phone calls." 

Most Think Agency Infringes On Rights from Washington Post 25 Jul 13

But majority also want leaker charged with crime, poll finds 

NSA Sets Anti-leak Measures from Associated Press 19 Jul 13

The National Security Agency is implementing new security measures because of the disclosures by former NSA-systems-analyst-turned-fugitive
Edward Snowden, a top defense official said Thursday. 

NSA Chief Suggests Phone Companies Could Store Calling Records from Washington Post 19 Jul 13

Solution would address privacy concerns, Alexander says 

N.S.A. Imposes Rules To Protect Secret Data Stored On Its Networks from New York Times 19 Jul 13

The National Security Agency has imposed new rules designed to sharply restrict the sharing and downloading of top-secret material from its
computer networks after an review of how Edward J. Snowden, a former agency contractor, managed to expose several of the country’s most
sensitive surveillance programs, two of the Pentagon’s most senior officials said Thursday. 

New Oversight Board Hears Testimony On NSA Surveillance from Los Angeles Times 10 Jul 13

As Americans were learning that the National Security Agency has been secretly collecting their phone records, a privacy board intended to
monitor government surveillance finally came into existence last month — years after the Sept. 11 Commission recommended its creation. 



Echoes Of Echelon In Charges Of NSA Spying In Europe from Wall Street Journal 2 Jul 13

It isn't the first time the U.S. has found itself in the center of a storm about spying on allies. The allegations that the National Security Agency
spied on European Union institutions and friendly countries in continental Europe and further afield echo a furor of more than a decade ago. 

A Trail Of Inaccuracy About NSA Programs from Washington Post 1 Jul 13

U.S. officials have parsed, hedged and misstated facts 

NSA Leaks' Harm Cited from Los Angeles Times 29 Jun 13

Snowden's disclosures have helped Russia, China and terrorism suspects skirt U.S. monitors, officials say. 

OPINION: The Criminal N.S.A. from New York Times 28 Jun 13

THE twin revelations that telecom carriers have been secretly giving the National Security Agency information about Americans' phone calls, and
that the N.S.A. has been capturing e-mail and other private communications from Internet companies as part of a secret program called Prism,
have not enraged most Americans.

Details Emerge On NSA's Now-Ended Internet Program from Wall Street Journal 28 Jun 13

Newly divulged documents confirm that the National Security Agency collected vast amounts of "metadata" about domestic Internet and email
use, beginning under the Bush administration and continuing into the Obama presidency. 

Surveillance Aided 54 Cases, NSA Says from Washington Post 28 Jun 13

Gen. Keith B. Alexander, the director of the National Security Agency, provided new details Thursday about the extent to which the government
believes its sweeping surveillance powers have led to the disruption of terrorist plots or the arrest of suspects. 

Documents Detail Restrictions On N.S.A. Surveillance from New York Times 21 Jun 13

Since the disclosure of National Security Agency surveillance documents by the British newspaper The Guardian began this month, President
Obama, top intelligence officials and members of Congress have repeatedly assured Americans that they are not the target of the N.S.A.'s
sweeping electronic collection system. 

Obama: 'Lives Have Been Saved' By NSA Programs from Associated Press 20 Jun 13

Trying to tamp down concerns about government over-reach, President Barack Obama on Wednesday defended U.S. Internet and phone
surveillance programs as narrowly targeted efforts that have saved lives and thwarted at least 50 terror threats. 

N.S.A. Chief Says Surveillance Has Stopped Dozens Of Plots from New York Times 19 Jun 13

Top national security officials on Tuesday promoted two newly declassified examples of what they portrayed as "potential terrorist events"
disrupted by government surveillance.

N.S.A. Leaker Denies Giving Secrets To China from New York Times 18 Jun 13

Edward J. Snowden, the former National Security Agency contractor who has confessed to disclosing troves of highly classified documents
detailing American surveillance at home and abroad, said Monday that he had not given any classified materials to the government of China. 

Snowden Says He Can't Get A Fair U.S. Trial from Washington Post 18 Jun 13

In online chat, admitted NSA leaker defends his actions

Obama's Chief Of Staff Defends NSA Surveillance from Washington Post 17 Jun 13

White House Chief of Staff Denis McDonough defended the administration's sweeping surveillance efforts Sunday, saying President Obama does
not think the tactics have violated the privacy of any American, and he signaled that the president will be elaborating on the issue soon. 

U.S. Officials Fear Leaker Has More Classified Files from Washington Post 14 Jun 13

Feinstein: agency to release material; Some lawmakers question programs' efficacy



While Working For Spies, Snowden Was Secretly Prolific Online from Reuters 14 Jun 13

While working for U.S. intelligence agencies, Edward Snowden had another secret identity: an online commentator who anonymously railed
against citizen surveillance and corporate greed. 

How The NSA Could Get So Smart So Fast from Wall Street Journal 13 Jun 13

Modern Computing Is Helping Companies and Governments Accurately Parse Vast Amounts of Data in a Matter of Minutes 

OPINION: Snowden Knows Best? from Washington Post 13 Jun 13

Journalists have a professional commitment to the idea that more debate is better, so we instinctively side with leakers. But I'm skeptical about
some of the claims of Edward Snowden, the young National Security Agency (NSA) contractor who leaked secrets about that agency's
surveillance programs to The Post and the Guardian. 

EDITORIAL: Robust Debate On Snooping Depends On Having The Facts from USA Today 13 Jun 13

Should data mining continue? 

US to pursue Snowden ‘with a sledgehammer’ for NSA leak from RT (UK) 12 Jun 13

RT Interview with Michael Ratner, attorney for Julian Assange and the president of the Center for Constitutional Rights

Edward Snowden Claims NSA Documents Show U.S. Hacks China: Report from ABCNews.com 12 Jun 13

Alleged NSA leaker Edward Snowden claimed today to have evidence that the U.S. government has been hacking into Chinese computer
networks since at least 2009 – an effort he said is part of the tens of thousands of hacking operations American cyber spies have launched around
the world, according to a Hong Kong newspaper. 

Extremists Take More Security Measures In Wake Of NSA Leak from Washington Times 12 Jun 13

Extremists are sharing media reports about the National Security Agency's telecommunications surveillance program and are urging each other to
increase their security. 

How A Low-level Insider Could Steal From NSA from USA Today 12 Jun 13

Edward Snowden's ability to extract sensitive data from the National Security Agency, working as a low-level contract consultant, comes as no
surprise to the security community. 

Newspapers Discuss NSA Data Collection from Various 7 Jun 13

NSA Articles from the NY Times, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal and USA Today.

Four-Star General In Eye Of U.S. Cyber Storm from Reuters 28 May 13

Depending on your point of view, U.S. General Keith Alexander is either an Army four-star trying to stave off a cyber Pearl Harbor attack, or an
overreaching spy chief who wants to eavesdrop on the private emails of every American. 

Maintaining The Mission from Washington Post 20 Mar 13

The National Security Agency (NSA), home to America's code makers and code breakers, recently celebrated its 60th anniversary. Tom Fox
spoke with the agency's deputy director, John Inglis, about this unique defense agency and its goals for the future.

Nuclear Security
Obama: Nuke Security Deal Makes World Safer from Associated Press 26 Mar 14

President Barack Obama declared Tuesday that a security summit took “concrete steps” to prevent nuclear material falling into the hands of
terrorists even though Russia and China failed to sign an agreement to beef up inspections. 

OAS
OAS: Irregularities Did Not Disrupt Overall Haiti Elections from Associated Press 11 Aug 15



An international mission that monitored legislative elections in Haiti said Monday that there were scattered problems with violence and other
disruptions during Sunday’s first round but not enough to disrupt the legitimacy of the overall vote. 

OAS Calls For Talks Between Haiti, Dominican Republic from Miami Herald 5 Aug 15

As Haiti and the Dominican Republic remain at an impasse over a brewing migration crisis, the head of a hemispheric mission that recently
visited the island both nations share, is reiterating calls for the governments to talk. 

OAS approves new chief's reform agenda from EFE (Spain) 15 Jun 15

The General Assembly of the Organization of American States, meeting in Washington, approved Monday by consensus a resolution that in
practice will allow the new Secretary-General Luis Almagro to launch his reform of the organization. 

OAS: U.S., Canada & Uruguay top consumers of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 30 Apr 15

The consumption of cocaine powder in North America is concentrated in the United States and Canada, and in Chile and Uruguay in South
America, according to the 'Report on Drug Use in the Americas 2015' published by the Organization of American States, OAS. 

OAS General Assembly scheduled for June 15-16 in Washington from EFE (Spain) 30 Mar 15

The 45th General Assembly of the Organization of American States, or OAS, is scheduled for next June 15-16 at its Washington headquarters
with an "austere" budget, the hemispheric organization said Monday. 

OAS calls for dialogue between U.S. and Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 20 Mar 15

Most member countries of the inter-continental body, Organization of American States, or OAS, have called for a dialogue between the United
States and Venezuela to reduce tension. 

New leader vows to «renew» struggling Americas regional organization from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 18 Mar 15

Former Uruguayan foreign minister Luis Almagro was elected Wednesday to become the next secretary-general of the Organization of American
States (OAS), and stressed that he intends "to facilitate renewal" within the institution. 

OPINION: OAS Is Nearing The End Of The Line from Miami Herald 25 Feb 15

On March 18, member countries of the Organization of American States will elect a new secretary-general who will face the daunting challenge
of turning around the 66-year-old institution. This election is critical because the OAS is at the proverbial end of the line. 

Obama, Castro to attend historic Summit of the Americas in April from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 17 Dec 14

US President Barack Obama and Cuban President Raul Castro will attend the Summit of the Americas in Panama in April, ending a long-standing
tiff within the Organization of American States (OAS). 

OAS to elect new secretary general on March 18, 2015 from EFE (Spain) 19 Nov 14

The member nations of the Organization of American States next spring will elect a successor to Secretary General Jose Miguel Insulza, of Chile,
to head the inter-American entity, a decision made Wednesday in an extraordinary session of the Permanent Council. 

Stein: OAS Needs To Put House In Order from Miami Herald 10 Nov 14

Uruguay and Guatemala have nominated candidates to replace Jose Miguel Insulza, secretary general of the 34-country Organization of American
States. In the second part of an occasional series leading up to January’s vote, columnist Andres Oppenheimer asks former Guatemalan Vice
President Eduardo Stein five questions about his plans for the OAS.

García Sayán pulls out of bid for OAS secretary general from EFE (Spain) 2 Oct 14

Peruvian politician Diego García Sayán has dropped his candidacy for the post of secretary general of the Organization of American States(OAS)
because of lack of support from the Peruvian govenment. 

OAS chief urges LatAm nations to take Guantanamo inmates from Agence France-Presse 30 Sep 14

The head of the Organization of American states is encouraging Latin American countries to take in inmates cleared for release from the US jail at



Guantanamo. 

OAS faces test of relevance after crisis of confidence in US from Agence France-Presse 1 Jun 14

The Organization of American States holds its annual general assembly here this week amid signs its influence as the region's arbiter keeps
waning. 

OAS bars press for session on Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 14

The Organization of American States decided Friday to close to the press a session at which a prominent Venezuelan opposition lawmaker was
expected to speak to the regional body. 

No drug policy change as OAS wraps up in Guatemala from Associated Press 7 Jun 13

The Organization of American states has ended its general assembly meeting without including the themes of decriminalizing or legalizing drugs
in its final declaration. 

In Americas, Resistance To Legal Marijuana from New York Times 7 Jun 13

Whatever noisy hints Latin America has been making about a defiant march toward legalizing marijuana, the summit meeting of Western
Hemisphere foreign ministers that ended Thursday revealed how rocky that path would be - and how many nations remained reluctant to join it. 

OAS wraps up regional meeting on security, drugs from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 13

The Organization of American States on Thursday wrapped up a ministerial meeting focused on costly efforts to combat a rampant drug scourge
that has claimed tens of thousands of lives. 

Group Calls Criminal Penalties For Drug Use A Human Rights Violation from Washington Post 5 Jun 13

On the eve of a major conference on drug problems in the Western Hemisphere, Human Rights Watch said Tuesday that jailing people for
personal drug use constitutes a human rights violation and called for abolishing criminal penalties. 

OAS To Seek Fresh Ways To Combat Illegal Drugs from Los Angeles Times 5 Jun 13

Drug policy and the need to substantially change the way countries tackle the issue will take center stage at a major regional meeting of nations of
the Americas that starts Tuesday. 

Latin American Nations To Push At OAS Meeting For US To Try New Approach In Drug Fight from Associated Press 5 Jun 13

Latin American countries frustrated by the United States' refusal to change its drug war strategy are pushing the U.S. government to look at
alternatives to a fight that has killed tens of thousands in a region beset by drug cartels. 

Kerry Meets With Group He Once Disparaged On First Latin America Trip Since Taking Office from Associated Press 5 Jun 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry is demanding reforms in the 35-nation Organization of American States as he visits Latin America for the first
time since taking office. 

Kerry Begins First Latin America Trip from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry began his first trip to Latin America for talks with his regional counterparts expected to focus on drugs and
security. 

Kerry to push for OAS reform, broad debate on drug policy from Reuters 5 Jun 13

Secretary of State John Kerry will press for reform of the 35-nation Organization of American States and back a broad approach to tackling drug-
related violence at OAS meetings this week, a senior U.S. official said on Tuesday. 

US serious about its responsibility on drug issues, Kerry says from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 5 Jun 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry told the General Assembly of the Organisation of American States (OAS) Wednesday in Guatemala that his
country takes the drug problem seriously and has reduced demand within its borders by 50 per cent over five years. 



Four new ways to deal with the problem of drugs in the Americas from The Guardian (UK) 4 Jun 13

The secretary general of the OAS, José Miguel Insulza, has now delivered his report. This document, the product of a rigorous and creative
process by a team of prominent individuals from across the hemisphere's security, justice, health, education, government, business, and civil
society sectors, provides a refreshingly broad and open set of perspectives on a debate that has become narrowed and polarised between drug
"warriors" and "legalisers".

OECS
Caribbean countries demand removal from EU tax haven list from EFE (Spain) 30 Jun 15

The Organization of Eastern Caribbean States said it is determined to have 13 Caribbean countries removed from the European Union's list of 30
international tax havens. 

Eastern Caribbean develops plan to revive agricultural sector from EFE (Spain) 28 Apr 15

The Organization of Eastern Caribbean States has developed a plan to revive the region's agricultural sector and reduce the amount spent on food
imports, the Dominica government said Tuesday. 

OP Martillo
USS Vandegrift-Coast Guard Team Prevents Smuggling Attempt Off Central America from Navy News Service 1 Dec 14

Oliver Hazard Perry-class guided-missile frigate USS Vandegrift (FFG 48) and a U.S. Coast Guard Law Enforcement Detachment (USCG
LEDET) interdicted almost 2,000 pounds of cocaine being smuggled in a small vessel Nov. 20 while on patrol in international waters off the coast
of Central America. 

HMS Argyll seizes £36m of cocaine in the Caribbean from BBC 24 Nov 14

Cocaine worth an estimated £36m has been seized by the Royal Navy after a high-speed chase across the Caribbean. Smugglers began to throw
their cargo overboard but were surrounded by patrol boats guided by the Plymouth-based frigate HMS Argyll. 

Op Martillo
Coast Guard offloads $93M of drugs in Miami Beach from Associated Press 4 Sep 14

6,000+ pounds of cocaine seized in western Caribbean 

 Panamanian Helicopter Crashes During Maritime Operations, 1 Dead from Maritime Executive 10 Feb 14

A Panamanian helicopter crashed killing one and injuring eight while working together with USS Halyburton (FFG 40) conducting operations in
support of Operation Martillo in the 4th Fleet area of operations, Feb. 6. 

San Diego-Based USS Rentz Intercepts $10 Million Worth Of Cocaine from KPBS 14 Jan 14

The San Diego-based Navy frigate USS Rentz intercepted roughly 313 kilograms (690 pounds) of cocaine in the month of December, while
taking part in counter drug trafficking operations in the coastal waters off Central America. 

USS Rentz Intercepts 313 Kilograms of Cocaine Worth More than $10 Million from Navy News Service 13 Jan 14

The frigate USS Rentz (FFG 46), Helicopter Squadron Anti-Submarine Warfare Light 49 Detachment 5, and U.S. Coast Guard Law Enforcement
Detachment (LEDET) personnel disrupted approximately 313 kilograms of cocaine while conducting counter drug trafficking operations in
December in the 4th Fleet Area of Responsibility (AOR). 

Royal Navy vessel joins U.S. Coast Guard in £1m cannabis bust off the Caribbean coast from Mail Online 8 Jan 14

Naval support ship Wave Knight chased the suspect vessel. Crew of five were detained and delivered to US authorities. Seizure was the second
large drugs bust for the Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) 

USA: CMPR 11 Changes Command from NavalToday.com 15 Nov 13

Crewmembers aboard the United States Coast Guard Cutter Vigorous are scheduled to offload approximately 1,212 kilograms of cocaine with an
estimated wholesale value of approximately $40 million today at Port Everglades in Broward County, Florida. 



Coast Guard offloads $19M in cocaine in St. Petersburg from ABC News 8 Nov 13

Crewmembers of the US Coast Guard Cutter Sitkinak offloaded 20 bales of cocaine with an estimated value of $19 million in St. Petersburg
Thursday morning. 

USS Rentz Disrupts a Ton of Cocaine Worth $80 Million from Navy.mil 18 Oct 13

Less than a week after arriving on station following a port visit in Panama, USS Rentz (FFG 46) and embarked U.S. Coast Guard Law
Enforcement Detachment (LEDET) and helicopter squadron disrupted a shipment of 1,000 kg. of cocaine off the coast of Colombia in
coordination with the Colombian navy Oct. 9. 

In SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Yankee military operation in Central America remain "indefinitely" from tercera
(Spain) 18 Sep 13

Operation Hammer, formed by a multinational military force led by the United States that aims to "combat drug trafficking and organized crime in
Central America"??, will remain in the region indefinitely.

Royal Navy drugs bust nets £9m haul from Cayman News 15 Sep 13

MARIJUANA with a street value of £9m has been stopped from reaching the streets after a joint action in the Caribbean between the Royal Navy
and US law enforcement. 

Focus on Central America is Crucial to Our Security from Right Side News 12 Sep 13

Central America constitutes an important strategic area for the United States. 

Operation Martillo
US seizes sub-like vessel with 8+ tons of cocaine aboard from Associated Press 22 Jul 15

U.S. authorities have seized a submarine-like vessel loaded with more than eight tons of cocaine off the coast of El Salvador. 

USS Haliburton Prepares For ‘Martillo’ from USS Halyburton Public Affairs 6 Feb 14

The oldest Oliver Hazard Perry-class frigate USS Halyburton stopped at Naval Station Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, for a scheduled refueling stop Jan.
18 and to begin its mission in the 4th Fleet Area of Responsibility (AOR). 

Frigate saves lives while pursuing anti-drug mission from Navy Times 28 Oct 13

October was a big month for the San Diego-based frigate Rentz and its onboard Coast Guard law enforcement detachment, who in a two-week
period rescued a fishing vessel stranded for 10 days and intercepted $80 million worth of cocaine. 

Operation Martillo: Southern Command Takes Control of Central American Territorial Waters from The Will (Guatemala) 3 Oct 13

Little by little, the United States Southern Command has been controlling the sea routes on the sides of the Central American coasts, in the Pacific
and the Atlantic. 

Frigate Seizes $78M In Cocaine from U-T San Diego 17 Aug 13

Ship had been on its current station for less than a week 

3 held on drug charges following arrest at sea from Miami Herald 19 May 13

While authorities that day provided some information about where and how the cocaine was seized, somewhere off the Panama coast after a
suspicious boat was interdicted, the full story did not emerge until last week. 

FEATURE: US Ships Look To Net Big Drug Catches In Pacific from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 13

The USS Thach was sailing the Pacific as part of Operation Martillo, a mission launched in January 2012 by the United States with Central
American nations in an unprecedented militarization of the war on drugs. 

San Diego Frigate Makes Big Drug Bust from UTSanDiego.com 16 Mar 13

The San Diego-based frigate Gary, which is patrolling the eastern Pacific on one of its last deployments, has captured 2,200 pounds of cocaine in



the largest high seas bust in the ship's history, the Navy says. 

USS Gary, Embarked Coast Guardsmen, Seize a Ton of Cocaine Worth $81 Million from USS Gary PA 14 Mar 13

The Oliver Hazard Perry-class Frigate USS Gary (FFG-51) and embarked U.S. Coast Guard Law Enforcement Detachment Team (LEDET)
recently seized more than 2,200 lbs of cocaine in the Eastern Pacific Ocean in support of the ongoing Operation Martillo. 

Sequester promises more cocaine in America from Death and Taxes 12 Mar 13

Lieutenant Commander Corey Barker of the United States Navy announced last week that, as part of the $85 billion in forced sequestration
budget cuts, at least two warships responsible for intercepting drug traffickers in the Caribbean would be indefinitely suspended from deployment.

Navy pulls frigates from multinational anti-smuggling operation from KeysNet.com 7 Mar 13

Move blamed on automatic cuts that took effect March 1. The automatic spending cuts that went into effect last Friday because of Congress’
inability to agree on a budget could mean more illegal drugs from South America on U.S. streets. 

Budget cuts force Navy out of anti-drug operation from Virginian Pilot 6 Mar 13

Because of sequestration budget cuts, Navy frigates will stop conducting drug patrols in the Caribbean and along the South American coastline,
ending their participation in a joint operation that stopped 160 tons of cocaine from reaching U.S. streets last year. 

Coast Guard offloads 600 pounds of marijuana in FL from Associated Press 3 Mar 13

The U.S. Coast Guard has offloaded 600 pounds of marijuana and transferred one suspected drug smuggler to federal agents in Key West. 

Cutters interdicts millions in Caribbean cocaine with help from armed helicopters from Government Security News 24 Jan 13

Coast Guard Cutter Confidence returned to its home of Port Canaveral, FL, on Jan. 21 with a $25 million load of cocaine seized in interdictions,
with help from armed helicopters. The crew of the 210-foot Coast Guard Cutter Confidence concluded a 56-day deployment in the southern
Caribbean, after departing Port Canaveral at the end of November on a counter-drug law enforcement patrol under Joint Interagency Task Force
South. 

USS Gary Seizes $22 Million of Narcotics During Operation Martillo, Sinks Drug Boat from BeforeIt'sNews.com 18 Jan 13

The Oliver Hazard Perry-class frigate USS Gary (FFG 51) and its embarked U.S. Coast Guard team leveraged the capabilities of partner nations
and the interagency to intercept a small drug trafficking vessel and confiscated more than 600 pounds of cocaine while on patrol in U.S. 4th Fleet
while conducting Operation Martillo Jan. 4. The estimated street value of the seizure is approximately $22 million.

Operation Urgent Fury Anniversary
US marks 30th anniversary of Grenada military intervention from The Daily Herald 29 Oct 13

The United States Department of Defence (DOD) says officials from US Southern Command in Miami and the US Embassy in Grenada on Friday
commemorated the 30th anniversary of a "multinational intervention that rescued Grenada from chaos and restored the security and democratic
institutions it enjoys today." 

News: US leaders visit Grenada on the 30th anniversary of the US-led intervention from US Southern Command PAO 28 Oct 13

The days leading up to the Oct. 25, 1983, marked a tumultuous period for the people of Grenada. The country’s prime minister and more than a
dozen cabinet members had been murdered, a military council dissolved the civilian government, and a contingent of Cuban workers, suspected to
be a clandestine fighting force, arrived on the island.

Correction: Grenada-US Invasion story from Associated Press 27 Oct 13

In a story Oct. 25 about the 30th anniversary of the U.S. invasion of Grenada, The Associated Press reported erroneously that everyone was killed
in a multiple helicopter crash. The U.S. Southern Command says three U.S. Army rangers died and five were seriously injured. 

Fort Bragg marks 30th anniversary of invasion of Grenada from fayobserver.com 25 Oct 13

In late October 1983, the nation, especially Fort Bragg, was focused on the tiny Caribbean island nation of Grenada. 



OPM
Manipulation Of Feds’ Personal Data Is A Major Danger In OPM Cyber Heist from Washington Post 19 Aug 15

The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) data breach shows us how espionage is done in the digital world. It’s not only about the theft of
information, it’s also about the potential manipulation of personal data. Records can be changed to make a federal employee appear less
trustworthy or possibly destroyed to make a person disappear, at least in the computer files. 

Following The OPM Data Breach, Uncle Sam Needs To Step Up Recruitment Of Cyber Talent from Washington Post 17 Aug 15

Better than any report on the federal government’s “critical skills gap,” the cybertheft of 22 million federal personnel records demonstrates Uncle
Sam’s need for cyber experts. 

OPM Hackers Are More Likely To Get Counterintelligence Action Than Criminal Charges, Report Says from Washington Post 29 Jul

15

If you are one of the 20 million-plus people — including federal employees, contractors, job candidates and their family members — whose
personal information was hacked and stolen from the Office of Personnel Management, you probably want the thieves captured and hauled off to
prison. Don’t hold your breath on that one. 

OPM 
US Wonders: Why Stolen Data On Federal Workers Not For Sale? from Associated Press 18 Jun 15

The Obama administration is increasingly confident that China’s government, not criminal hackers, was responsible for the extraordinary theft of
personal information about as many as 14 million current and former federal employees and others, The Associated Press has learned. One sign:
None of the data has been credibly offered for sale on underground markets popular among professional identity thieves. 

OPM
Background Checks Possibly Compromised By Hack Of Government Personnel Records from McClatchy 17 Jun 15

Still unknown about one of the largest hacks of government personnel records two weeks after it was revealed: how many of the millions of
records pilfered belonged to people working for the military or the country’s intelligence services. 

USIS Contracts For Federal Background Security Checks Won’t Be Renewed from Washington Post 10 Sep 14

The Office of Personnel Management will not renew any of its contracts with USIS, the major Falls Church, Va., contractor that provides the bulk
of background checks for federal security clearances and was the victim of a recent cyberattack, officials confirmed Tuesday evening. 

USAJobs Site Still Leaves Something To Be Desired For Users from Washington Post 4 Sep 14

The federal government’s human resources department fixed many of the problems that led to the troubled launch of USAJobs.gov in 2011, but
the agency still wants to fine tune its employment database. 

Fraud Still Rife Despite Scrutiny Of Background Check System from Washington Times 27 Mar 14

Despite heightened concerns over holes in the federal government’s system for conducting employee background checks, complaints about
investigators filing fraudulent or falsified records have led to 35 cases in fiscal 2013. 

OPM Unveils IT Plan To Improve Federal Retirement Operations And Recruitment from Washington Post 12 Mar 14

Office of Personnel Management Director Katherine Archuleta announced a new strategic plan Tuesday that she said will help the agency
“recruit, retain and honor a world-class federal workforce.” 

RIFs pose tough HR challenge from Federal Times 28 Oct 13

Severe budget cuts could force agencies to resort to the first large-scale layoffs since the 1990s. And that has many experts wondering if federal
human resources staffs have the expertise to manage a major reduction-in-force (RIF). 

OPM Breach
OPM Breach Was Enormous, FBI Director Says from Wall Street Journal 9 Jul 15

White House expected to announce millions of Office of Personnel Management records stolen; intelligence chief suspects Chinese hackers



OTHER
Vice Admiral (Ret.) Joe Kernan Joins Swiftships Advisory Board from Maritime Global News 26 Sep 13

Most recently he served as the Deputy Commander of Southern Command, engaging in countering illicit trafficking and building security force
capabilities across Latin America and the Caribbean.

Pacific Alliance
Next Steps For Latin America’s Pacific Alliance from Miami Herald 24 Sep 14

The Pacific Alliance is achieving significant results. Three years ago, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru decided to move toward deeper
economic and commercial integration. The effort was based on our common belief that the free movement of people, goods, services and capital
can help us achieve greater welfare and social inclusion for our citizens. 

PACOM
US: Growing China, Russia Military Activity In Asia-Pacific from Associated Press 16 Apr 15

The commander of U.S. forces in the Pacific said Wednesday that major land reclamation by China at outposts in the South China Sea could allow
it to exert more influence over the contested area and deploy military assets such as long-range radar and advanced missile systems. 

Pay Raise
Obama To Ask For 1.3 Percent Pay Raise For Federal Workers And Military Troops from Washington Post 2 Feb 15

President Obama wants to give federal employees and uniformed members of the U.S. military a 1.3 percent pay raise in fiscal year 2016,
according to two government officials familiar with his plans. 

Pearl Harbor Remembrance
Pearl Harbor attack remembered at PAFB from Florida Today 6 Dec 14

As they have for nearly two decades, men and women from Patrick Air Force Base gathered to honor survivors and pay tribute to those who
perished in the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor 73 years ago. 

Pentagon
Thousands Of .mil Addresses Potentially Leaked In Ashley Madison Hack from Washington Post 20 Aug 15

Huge amounts of personal information, including sexual fantasies and thousands of e-mail addresses, was leaked online Tuesday after the
extramarital affair Web site Ashley Madison was hacked in July, according to a report first published in Wired. While the data contains a trove of
information about the site’s users, it also contains numerous military and government e-mail addresses that affair-seekers used to sign up for the
service. 

Pentagon Plans To Increase Drone Flights By 50 Percent from Associated Press 18 Aug 15

Faced with escalating aggression from Russia and China, the Pentagon is planning to increase its use of drones by about 50 percent over the next
several years, using the Army and civilian contractors to put more of the unmanned aircraft in the air. 

Pentagon Scoffs At Islamic State List Of Private Info Of U.S. Government, Military Personnel from Washington Times 14 Aug 15

The Pentagon is currently investigating the release of over 1,400 names, emails and passwords belonging to U.S. military, state and federal
government personnel that was posted Tuesday on Twitter by a pro-Islamic State hacking group. 

Pentagon Guidelines On War Coverage By Journalists Draw Fire from AFP 11 Aug 15

The Pentagon is drawing fire for new legal guidelines that liken war correspondents to spies and says that in some instances they can be treated as
“unprivileged belligerents.” 

U.S. Suspects Russia In Hack Of Pentagon Computer Network from Washington Post 7 Aug 15

U.S. military officials said Thursday that they suspect Russian hackers infiltrated an unclassified Pentagon e-mail system used by employees of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the latest in a series of state-sponsored attacks on sensitive U.S. government computer networks. 



Pentagon Cites Ineffective Testing In Shipping Of Live Anthrax — But Still Isn’t Sure How It Happened from Washtington Post 24

Jul 15

The Defense Department’s first detailed review of how an Army laboratory in Utah distributed scores of live anthrax samples to facilities across
the United States and overseas found that ineffective irradiation and testing procedures have been used there for a decade, but determined that a
root cause is still not certain. 

Grisly propaganda bomb targets ISIL from USA TODAY 24 Jul 15

The Pentagon on Thursday released a copy of its latest propaganda leaflet, appearing to urge young Syrians to reject the Islamic State with an
illustration that echoes comic book super heroes. 

Pentagon Considers Expanding US ‘Lily Pad’ Outposts In Iraq from Washington Times 12 Jun 15

The U.S. hub at al Taqaddum air base to help Iraqis in the fight against the Islamic State could be the first of “several,” the Pentagon said
Thursday. 

Pentagon: Live Anthrax Reached 51 Labs, Number Likely To Rise from McClatchy 4 Jun 15

Senior Pentagon and health officials said Wednesday that 51 labs in 17 states, the District of Columbia and three foreign countries received
mistakenly shipped samples of live anthrax, and they acknowledged that those numbers will all but certainly rise as investigations into the
shipments reveal new information. 

U.S. Raid In Syria To Capture Islamic State Finance Kingpin Ends In His Death from McClatchy 18 May 15

American special forces commandos swooped into the heart of Islamic State’s oil and gas operations in eastern Syria in a raid intended to capture
the man viewed as the group’s chief financial officer, Pentagon and White House officials said Saturday. 

U.S. Special Forces Kill Senior ISIS Leader in Syria, Capture His Wife from Wall Street Journal 16 May 15

A senior Islamic State leader was killed, and his wife captured, in a raid in eastern Syria by U.S. Special Operations forces, the first on-the-ground
mission in that country targeting wanted extremists, defense officials said on Saturday 

U.S. Military Helicopter On Aid Mission In Nepal Is Missing from New York Times 13 May 15

A United States Marine helicopter assigned to the relief efforts in the aftermath of the latest earthquake in Nepal is missing, military officials said
on Tuesday. 

New Push To Give Pentagon The Lead On Drone Strikes from Associated Press 8 May 15

The deaths of an Italian and an American in a covert CIA drone strike in Pakistan — and the rhetorical contortions required of the president when
he informed the world — have breathed new urgency into a long-stalled plan to give the Pentagon primacy over targeted killing of terrorists
overseas. 

Pentagon Announces New Strategy For Cyberwarfare from New York Times 24 Apr 15

The Pentagon on Thursday took a major step designed to instill a measure of fear in potential cyberadversaries, releasing a new strategy that for
the first time explicitly discusses the circumstances under which cyberweapons could be used against an attacker, and naming the countries it says
present the greatest threat: China, Russia, Iran and North Korea. 

Pentagon Eyes Recruiting Cyber Talent Through National Guard from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

The Defense Department still doesn’t have the capabilities and resources needed to defend against a major cyberattack from another nation or
other tech-savvy criminals, Pentagon officials told members of a Senate panel Tuesday. 

The Pentagon’s $10-billion Bet Gone Bad from Los Angeles Times 6 Apr 15

Leaders of the U.S. Missile Defense Agency were effusive about the new technology. It was the most powerful radar of its kind in the world, they
told Congress. So powerful it could detect a baseball over San Francisco from the other side of the country. 

U.S. deploys A-10 Warthogs to Romania to deter Russian aggression from Washington Times 3 Apr 15



The fate of the A-10 Warthog may be uncertain, but the U.S. has at least one more mission for the storied fighter jet: A dozen of the planes have
been deployed to Romania in the face of Russian aggression. 

Pentagon Confirms Strike Killed Shabab Militant Leader In Somalia from New York Times 19 Mar 15

The Pentagon on Wednesday said that airstrikes last week against the Shabab extremist group were successful, and that Adan Garar, a senior
member of the group, had been killed in a drone strike on his vehicle. 

Pentagon Loses Track Of $500 Million In Weapons, Equipment Given To Yemen from Washington Post 18 Mar 15

The Pentagon is unable to account for more than $500 million in U.S. military aid given to Yemen, amid fears that the weaponry, aircraft and
equipment is at risk of being seized by Iranian-backed rebels or al-Qaeda, according to U.S. officials. 

Pentagon’s $55 Billion Mystery Plane Is Secret, But Debate On Cost Is Appearing from Washington Post 2 Mar 15

The closest it’s come to a public debut was a prime-time tease during a Super Bowl ad that showed its svelte outline veiled beneath a sheet, but
revealed not a glimpse of the Pentagon’s most mysterious plane. 

Obama To Request Hike In US Military Budget from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 15

President Barack Obama plans to ask for an increase in military spending in a proposed budget for 2016, with a request for $585 billion that
would exceed funding caps mandated by Congress, officials said. 

Pentagon Docs: Obama To Request Big Pentagon Budget Hike from Associated Press 28 Jan 15

President Barack Obama will ask Congress for a hefty, almost 8 percent boost for the Pentagon, including $5.3 billion to equip and train Iraqi
soldiers and moderate Syrian rebels to fight Islamic State militants in the Middle East. 

Pentagon’s IED Unit Improperly Collected Intel from USA Today 19 Dec 14

The Pentagon’s main arm for fighting improvised explosive devices engaged in unauthorized surveillance of U.S. citizens and companies and
improperly collected intelligence from Afghan farmers when an analyst posed as a college student, according to an inspector general’s report
released Thursday. 

Cutting Pentagon Bureaucracy, Improving Efficiency Proves Daunting from Washington Times 8 Dec 14

Just how daunting a battle it can be to reform a bureaucracy as large and as stubborn as the Department of Defense can be seen in the survival of a
secretive club whose membership comprises boards that handle security clearances. 

U.S. Defense Officials: No Policy Review on Tap After Somers Killing from Wall Street Journal 8 Dec 14

Hagel Notes Rescue Attempts Only Proposed After Careful Consideration

Pentagon: Sexual Assault Claims Drop Among Military Women from Washington Times 5 Dec 14

Sexual assaults in the military are down and victims are more likely to report the crime, according to the latest numbers released Thursday that
advocates say show recent changes are beginning to make a dent in what had become a crisis for the Pentagon. 

Troops to Be Checked for Chemical Exposure in Iraq from New York Times 30 Oct 14

The Pentagon will offer medical examinations and long-term health monitoring to service members and veterans who were exposed to chemical
warfare agents in Iraq, the Army and Navy said in separate statements this week, as part of a review of how the military handled encounters with
thousands of abandoned chemical munitions during the American occupation. 

Pentagon Plans Ebola Domestic-response Team Of Medical Experts To Aid Doctors from Washington Post 20 Oct 14

The Pentagon announced Sunday that it will create a 30-person team of medical experts that could quickly leap into a region if new Ebola cases
emerge in the United States, providing support for civilian doctors who lack proficiency in fighting the deadly virus. 

Pentagon Promises to Try to Cut Pay and Benefits Again from Military.Com 30 Sep 14

Deputy Defense Secretary Bob Work said Tuesday that the Pentagon will continue pressing to trim military pay, pensions, and housing allowances



despite rejections by Congress. 

Pentagon cyber unit wants to ‘get inside the bad guy’s head’ from Washington Post 19 Jun 14

After several years of planning, the Pentagon’s Cyber Command is finally beginning to conduct operations such as tracking adversaries overseas
to detect attacks against critical computer networks in the United States, according to a senior defense official. 

Pentagon Leaders Blast Maliki Government from Defense News 19 Jun 14

The Pentagon’s two top officials had harsh words for the government of Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al Maliki Wednesday morning, saying Maliki
has alienated and repressed his country’s Sunni population, resulting in the chaos spreading in the northern and western parts of the nation. 

Pentagon: Russian fighter intercepted US plane from Associated Press 4 Jun 14

A Russian fighter jet intercepted an American reconnaissance plane in international airspace over the Pacific in late April, prompting top officials
to complain to senior Russian military officials, a Pentagon spokesman said Tuesday. 

Pentagon to review claims US soldiers killed during search for Bergdahl from FOX News 2 Jun 14

The Pentagon said Monday it is reviewing claims that U.S. soldiers were killed in the course of the years-long search for Army Sgt. Bowe
Bergdahl, who was released over the weekend by his Taliban captors. 

Pentagon 'firmly behind' Obama cuts despite rejection by House from The Hill 8 May 14

The Pentagon on Thursday said it stands “firmly” behind President Obama's 2015 defense budget request, much of which was rejected by the
House Armed Services Committee. 

US plans to sell Black Hawks to Mexico for $680 mn from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 14

The Pentagon said Monday it has informed the US Congress that it plans to sell 18 Black Hawk helicopters to Mexico for $680 million. 

Pentagon: Cuts leave military 'too small' from The Hill 16 Apr 14

The Pentagon released a report Tuesday evening that says sequestration budget cuts leave the United States "gambling" with its military readiness.

More budget cuts mean longer deployments, Pentagon leaders say from Military Times 9 Apr 14

The defense budget squeeze could mean longer deployments overseas and longer tours at sea, as military officials try to man more missions with
fewer people, defense leaders warned Wednesday. 

US will cut deployed nuke missile force by 50 from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

The U.S. will keep its current force of 450 land-based nuclear missiles but remove 50 from their launch silos as part of a plan to bring the U.S.
into compliance with a 2011 U.S.-Russia arms control treaty, the Pentagon said Tuesday. 

Pentagon Says Benghazi Probes Cost Millions from Associated Press 26 Mar 14

Congress’ multiple investigations of the deadly 2012 attack on the U.S. diplomatic mission in Benghazi, Libya, have cost the Pentagon millions of
dollars and thousands of hours of personnel time, according to the department. 

Pentagon's Wish List Is All About Buildings, Training, and Aircraft from National Journal 21 Mar 14

Army, Navy, and Air Force fight for different pieces of budget pie. 

Pentagon’s Gamble on Getting More Money Questioned from Bloomberg 20 Mar 14

The Pentagon is betting that Congress will roll back $35 billion in automatic defense cuts scheduled to begin in fiscal 2016. 

The Pentagon’s Battle Against Sexual Assault Rages On from TIME 9 Mar 14

The Senate will vote on a scaled-back military reform measure after Sen. Gillibrand's reform package fell short of the 60 votes it needed to beat a
filibuster 



The Pentagon's Budget Arrives With a $79 Billion Mystery from National Journal 5 Mar 14

The Defense Department still doesn't know how much to request from Congress for spending on wars. 

2015 budget released: How the cuts affect pay, BAH, per diem and Tricare from Military Times 5 Mar 14

The Pentagon’s new budget released Tuesday says military personnel spending should fall to its lowest point since 2008 as cuts to compensation
take effect and the force continues to shrink from its wartime peak. 

Pentagon: Ground Forces Can Fight in One Theater, Support Air, Sea Forces in Another from Defense News 25 Feb 14

When it comes to the US Army and Marine Corps, there were no real surprises in Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel’s peek today of the 2015
defense budget. 

Pentagon Plans To Shrink Army To Pre-World War II Level from New York Times 24 Feb 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel plans to shrink the United States Army to its smallest force since before the World War II buildup and eliminate
an entire class of Air Force attack jets in a new spending proposal that officials describe as the first Pentagon budget to aggressively push the
military off the war footing adopted after the terror attacks of 2001. 

Military backslides on ethnic diversity from USA Today 17 Feb 14

The Pentagon is making a priority of efforts to increase minority presence in the ranks.

U.S. Pentagon Criticized for Scandals in Air Force from Prensa Latina 13 Feb 14

The measures of the US Pentagon to minimize the recent scandals in the US Air Force, are similar to those unsuccessfully tested more than 5
years ago, said US newspaper Stars and Stripes Wednesday. 

US Official: Snowden Leaks Lead To Pentagon Change from Associated Press 5 Feb 14

A top U.S. military intelligence official said Tuesday that the Pentagon will have to make costly changes to programs and personnel because of
leaks by former National Security Agency analyst Edward Snowden. 

Robert Work Said To Be Obama Choice For Pentagon’s No. 2 from Bloomberg News 5 Feb 14

The White House is expected to announce as soon as tomorrow that President Barack Obama will nominate Robert Work as the Pentagon’s No. 2
civilian leader, according to U.S. officials who asked not to be identified in advance of an announcement. 

Panel: Commanders should retain authority in sex assault cases from Military Times 31 Jan 14

Commanders should retain their authority to prosecute military sexual assault cases, a key subcommittee of a congressionally mandated Pentagon
panel has concluded. 

One year later, military criticized for progress on women in combat from Stars and Stripes 31 Jan 14

A year after the Pentagon opened combat jobs to female servicemembers, plans for integrating women into these jobs remain problematic,
women’s advocates said this week. 

Pentagon, GSA map out acquisition cybersecurity; tester finds issues remain from Reuters 30 Jan 14

The U.S. Defense Department and General Services Administration on Wednesday mapped out six broad reforms to improve the cybersecurity of
more than $500 billion in goods and services acquired by the U.S. federal government each year. 

Pentagon to Outline How It Would Spend an Additional $26 Billion from Bloomberg 27 Jan 14

The Pentagon’s budget plan for the fiscal year starting Oct. 1 will outline how it would spend an additional $26 billion if Congress could find the
money, according to U.S. officials. 

Pentagon Study Finds Agencies Ill Equipped To Detect Foreign Nuclear Efforts from New York Times 24 Jan 14

A three-year study by the Pentagon has concluded that American intelligence agencies are “not yet organized or fully equipped” to detect when
foreign powers are developing nuclear weapons or ramping up their existing arsenals, and calls for using some of the same techniques that the



National Security Agency has developed against terrorists. 

U.S. military says readying plans for Olympic security assistance from Reuters 21 Jan 14

The U.S. military said on Monday that air and naval assets, including two ships in the Black Sea, would be made available if needed during the
Sochi Winter Olympics in support of Russia, which faces militant threats to disrupt the Games. 

War Funding Climbs in Omnibus Bill for First Time Since 2010 from Defense News 15 Jan 14

A massive US government spending bill introduced Monday evening would ramp up war spending for the first time in four years, and it includes
billions for new weapon systems. 

Pentagon on watch for disruptive technology worldwide from USA Today 8 Jan 14

Concerned about the potential military consequences of a surge of high tech innovation in China and other nations, the Pentagon is creating a
program to track and analyze emerging technology research and patents, military records and interviews show. 

Pentagon Officially Extends Benefits to Same-Sex Spouses from Government Executive 7 Jan 14

The Defense Department on Monday formally adapted its definitions of “marriage” and “spouse” to include legally married same-sex couples,
finalizing a plan it announced in August. 

DoD Official Concerned US Losing Technological Edge from Defense News 3 Jan 14

The Pentagon and defense industry have been behind some of the most important technological achievements in history, said defense acquisition
chief Frank Kendall, but continued advances are threatened by reduced research spending. 

Pentagon’s new warfare: Battle of the sexes from Washington Times 3 Jan 14

As the armed forces shrink and withdraw from some global hot spots, their agenda for the battle of the sexes grows. 

Providing For Common Defense A Lower Priority As Pentagon Pivots To Social Issues from Washington Times 2 Jan 14

The Pentagon under the Obama administration has devoted considerable hours in public and private to sorting out same-sex relationships, the
roles of women in the foxhole and ways to stop sexual assaults. Now, another issue has arisen: gender transformation. 

Pentagon seeks to build a disappearing battery from USA Today 30 Dec 13

The Pentagon will pay a Silicon Valley-based research institute $4.7 million to develop a silicon/air battery capable of powering electronic
devices and becoming "unobservable to the human eye" when activated, according to contract documents released this week. 

Pentagon builds forces in Pacific, eyes China from USA Today 25 Nov 13

The Pentagon is fortifying bases in the Pacific and looking to revive World War II-era air bases as part of an effort to survive a Chinese missile
attack that could wipe out critical installations on Okinawa and elsewhere, military records, interviews and congressional testimony show. 

McCaskill demands explanation over staged arrival ceremonies for fallen soldiers from FOX News 30 Oct 13

Sen. Claire McCaskill is pressing the Pentagon for answers following reports -- and an admission by the U.S. Department of Defense -- that it
staged “arrival ceremonies” for fallen soldiers. 

Pentagon Prepares For Possible US Government Shutdown from Agence France-Presse 24 Sep 13

The Pentagon warned its workforce on Monday that it is preparing for a possible government shutdown if Congress fails to break a political
impasse. 

Pentagon Begins 'Prudent' Prep For Possible Shutdown from Stripes.com 20 Sep 13

With less than two weeks to go before a new fiscal year begins and no measure in place to fund federal government operations, the Pentagon says
it has begun dusting off and updating plans for navigating a government shutdown. 

Service Chiefs: Budget Cuts Put Troops, Nation At Risk from ArmyTimes.com 19 Sep 13



The U.S. military’s gloomy future came into clearer focus Wednesday when the four service chiefs testified on Capitol Hill about the long-term
impact of defense spending caps on the force, including troop cuts, deployment-to-dwell times and cutbacks to worldwide operations. 

Anti-IED Twitter account shuttered after poor taste comment from Stripes.com 18 Sep 13

The Pentagon shut off the Twitter feed for its anti-IED organization Wednesday after a tweet made light of a reported bombing at a movie theater
in the Philippines. 

U.S. Budget Cuts Complicate Pentagon Reform Drive from Reuters 6 Sep 13

New programs likely to be "few and far between"; Companies opting out of some competitions; New U.S. Army helicopter competition likely
deferred 

Pentagon Sees $20 Billion Hit In 2014 If Budget Cuts Hold from Reuters 5 Sep 13

The Pentagon would have to slash its budget by about $20 billion in fiscal 2014 from a year earlier if mandatory budget cuts remain in effect, the
chief arms buyer for the U.S. military said on Wednesday, calling that an increasingly likely scenario. 

Pentagon Testing Ways To Destroy Chemical Weapons from USA Today 30 Aug 13

The Pentagon has spent more than a decade trying to develop weapons to neutralize chemical weapons, the threat that has the United States poised
to launch a missile strike on Syria, according to military planning documents and officials. 

COMMENTARY: The Defense Appropriations Shuffle from Washington Post 27 Aug 13

Just how many extra billions of dollars are still floating around inside the Pentagon that the Senate Appropriations Committee is able to move
staggering amounts from one program to another? 

Pentagon Prepares Rules On Sexual Assault from Wall Street Journal 10 Aug 13

Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel is preparing to unveil new Pentagon regulations for dealing with and stemming sexual assault, but his tentative
plan would sidestep demands to strip commanders of authority over assault cases. 

Pentagon 'Information Operations' Chief Moves On from USA Today 9 Aug 13

The Pentagon's point man for "information operations," Austin Branch, is moving on to the National Counter Terrorism Center. 

Pentagon Finishing Rules To Curb Sexual Assaults from New York Times 8 Aug 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel is completing new rules to fight what he has called a “scourge” of sexual assault in the military, taking steps
meant to guarantee high-level attention to accusations of wrongdoing and to offer greater protections to victims, according to Pentagon,
administration and Congressional officials. 

Pentagon Conducts Overhaul Of War Plans from Wall Street Journal 2 Aug 13

U.S. military revamps plans for potential conflicts from the Middle East to the Pacific 

Pentagon's Questions Now Need Answers from New York Times 2 Aug 13

Chuck Hagel is looking for a few good ideas. 

Defense Fights To Keep Funds from Los Angeles Times 2 Aug 13

Senior Pentagon officials pleaded with Congress on Thursday to halt or at least delay additional budget cuts, arguing that they would produce an
undersized, ill-equipped military that would have to scale back its operations around the world. 

Pentagon Officials Press Congress For More Time On Budget Cuts from Reuters 2 Aug 13

Carter says budget caps will force bad management decisions; Analysts welcome findings but say Pentagon can go further 

Military Paints Dire Picture From Budget Cuts from Associated Press 1 Aug 13

Senior Pentagon leaders offered a sober assessment Thursday of the impact of automatic spending cuts on the military, arguing that they are



embarrassing and unsafe for the United States while imploring a stymied Congress to stop them. 

Pentagon Sees Support For Afghans After 2014 from New York Times 31 Jul 13

Following reports in recent weeks that the White House is considering a full withdrawal from Afghanistan when the NATO-led mission ends in
December 2014, a Pentagon assessment released Tuesday says significant foreign military assistance and financial support for Afghan security
forces will be required long after United States troops are expected to depart. 

Pentagon: Afghan Forces Will Need Help Beyond 2014 from Associated Press 31 Jul 13

The Pentagon said Tuesday it is offering no "zero option" for the number of troops that would remain in Afghanistan after the U.S. combat
mission ends in December 2014. 

Pentagon To Bear Brunt Of Upcoming Budget Cuts from Associated Press 31 Jul 13

A second, deeper round of automatic federal budget cuts is on its way, and it's going to hit the Pentagon hard. 

Pentagon Propaganda Websites Under Fire from USA Today 31 Jul 13

Pentagon propaganda websites aimed at countering terrorism in foreign countries would be shut down under a Senate measure sponsored by the
chairman of the Armed Services Committee, according to his office. 

OPINION: Pentagon A Ripe Target For Cuts from Boston Globe 31 Jul 13

In recent hearings at the State House, there was a sense of overwhelming frustration by people from all walks of life who profoundly disagree
with the federal government's taxing and spending policies.

COMMENTARY: The Pentagon's Stages Of Budget Grief from ForeignPolicy.com 31 Jul 13

There's been denial and anger, and now bargaining with the SCMR. When do we get to acceptance? 

Military Misconduct: 88 Cases Of Bad Behavior, IG Says from USA Today 2 Jul 13

The Pentagon's inspector general announced Monday that it had substantiated 88 cases of misconduct from October through March. 

COMMENTARY: Has The Pentagon's Strategy Shop Gone MIA? from ForeignPolicy 1 Jul 13

At the cash-strapped Defense Department, the bean counters now have the upper hand. 

The Pentagon's Hollywood Liaison from Army Times 1 Jul 13

Five Questions... for the man who greenlights DoD's participation in films

Pentagon Is Updating Conflict Rules In Cyberspace from New York Times 28 Jun 13

The Pentagon is updating its classified rules for warfare in cyberspace for the first time in seven years, an acknowledgment of the growing threat
posed by computer-network attacks — and the need for the United States to improve its defenses and increase the nimbleness of its response, the
nation's top military officer said Thursday. 

Obama Chooses Leader Of Strategic Command At Offutt Air Force Base from Associated Press 25 Jun 13

The Pentagon says President Obama is appointing Pacific Fleet commander Adm. Cecil Haney to lead the U.S. Strategic Command in Nebraska. 

Nothing To See Here, Says The Pentagon from USA Today 24 Jun 13

Edward Snowden may not agree, but the government does need to keep secrets to protect lives. The names of spies, for example. The movements
of troops so that they're not ambushed by the enemy. 

COMMENTARY: Pentagon Shoots Down Kerry's Syria Airstrike Plan from Bloomberg News 19 Jun 13

At a principals meeting in the White House situation room, Secretary of State John Kerry began arguing, vociferously, for immediate U.S.
airstrikes against airfields under the control of Bashar al-Assad's Syrian regime -- specifically, those fields it has used to launch chemical weapons
raids against rebel forces. 



Pentagon Still Doesn't Have A Grasp On Improper Payments, Auditors Find from GovExec.com 7 Jun 13

The Defense Department is falling down in its efforts to comply with laws requiring a crackdown on improper payments, producing estimates that
are "neither reliable nor statistically valid" due to long-standing weaknesses in financial reporting, an audit found. 

COMMENTARY: They Still Don’t Get It from Baltimore Sun 6 Jun 13

The nation’s military leaders are missing in action when it comes to the rise in sexual assaults; Congress should enact reforms despite their
objections.

OPINION: Pentagon Leaders Need To Act Decisively In Sex Assault Cases from Austin American-Statesman 5 Jun 13

A sex scandal emerged at the U.S. Naval Academy only a few weeks after the president told the graduating class: “Those who commit sexual
assault are not only committing a crime, they threaten the trust and discipline that make our military strong.

OPINION: Don't Trust The Pentagon To End Rape from New York Times 4 Jun 13

THE Senate Armed Services Committee will hold a hearing today on sexual assault in the military. This comes after months of revelations of
rapes and other violent attacks at military bases and academies. At the hearing, the chiefs of staff of the military branches will likely admit that
there is a serious problem and insist that the solution involves changing military culture.

COMMENTARY: The Pentagon's Clothing Addiction from Chicago Tribune 3 Jun 13

A not-so-hidden tale of waste.

Pentagon To Trim Perks, Number Of Top Officers from Stars and Stripes 3 Jun 13

The U.S. military says it’s ready to reduce the number of its highest-ranking, highest-paid officers and reign in some of the perks that came with
the positions during a decade of war spending. 

Pentagon, Regional Staffs Grew By 15%, Despite Orders To Trim Personnel from Defense News 3 Jun 13

The size of the Pentagon's vast oversight organizations grew by more than 15 percent from 2010 to 2012, despite efforts to pare down the US
Defense Department’s bureaucracy, a Defense News analysis has found. 

Pentagon Launches Chat Room For Sex-Assault Victims from USA Today 31 May 13

The military has launched an online chat room for troops who are victims of sexual abuse, the Pentagon announced on Thursday. 

GAO: Military Propaganda Efforts Flawed from USA Today 24 May 13

At height of wars, $580M spent each year on programs

COMMENTARY: The Pentagon's Bad Math On Sexual Assault from Wall Street Journal 20 May 13

Potential recruits need to know that serving in the military doesn't turn a woman into a victim.

Obama Tells Pentagon Leaders Sexual Assault Is 'Shameful' from New York Times 17 May 13

With arrests in the military continuing to shadow its program to combat sexual harassment, President Obama summoned the Pentagon's senior
leaders to the White House on Thursday, telling them that the levels of sexual assault across the armed services were a disgrace that undermined
the trust essential for the military to carry out its mission effectively. 

OPINION: Military Rape Prosecutions Won't Work from CNN.com 17 May 13

And in light of a new Pentagon report estimating the number of military sexual assaults at 26,000 a year -- about half of them against men -- this
time around, even many in the military community agree there is a problem that won't go away and can't be ignored. 

Debating The Legal Basis For The War On Terror from New York Times 17 May 13

A top Pentagon official said Thursday that the evolving war against Al Qaeda was likely to continue "at least 10 to 20 years" and urged Congress
not to modify the statute that provides its legal basis. 



Pentagon: No Need To Alter Drone Policy from Washington Post 17 May 13

A senior Defense Department official said Thursday that the Pentagon sees no need to change the broad congressional authorization under which
the military conducts lethal drone strikes against terrorist targets and estimated that the war with al-Qaeda could continue for up to two decades. 

Pentagon: U.S. Still In Armed Conflict With Al-Qaida from Associated Press 16 May 13

The United States remains in armed conflict with al-Qaida and its affiliates, a fight likely to last a decade or two, senior Pentagon officials told
Congress on Thursday in arguing against changes to the 2001 military force law used in the war on terror. 

Pentagon's China Guru David Helvey: Friction Is *Inevitable* But Mil-Mil Relations Are *As Good As It Has Been* from The
E-Ring 10 May 13

By As the United States was deploying destroyers, stealth bombers, and missile defense batteries around the Pacific last month as a show of force
against North Korea's nuclear provocations, the Pentagon's top leaders said they had little interaction with China, alarming some senators. 

COMMENTARY: The Pentagon's Problem With Proselytizing from Wall Street Journal 10 May 13

Evangelicals lately have detected worrying signals from the military

Pentagon Plans To Cut Civilian Workforce from Agence France-Presse 9 May 13

The Pentagon plans to cut its vast civilian workforce by 5-6 percent over the next five years to match similar reductions in the number of US
troops, Deputy Defense Secretary Ash Carter said Tuesday. 

Pentagon Awards Drop 52% As U.S. Automatic Cuts Trigger Slowdown from Bloomberg Government 7 May 13

Pentagon contracts tumbled 52 percent in April from a month earlier as across-the-board federal budget cuts took hold. 

Pentagon Furloughs Still Uncertain As Services Disagree from Bloomberg 3 May 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said he's still reviewing options that may avert furloughs more than three months after the Pentagon said
automatic budget cuts may require unpaid leave for as many as 750,000 civilian workers. 

Defense Cuts Prove A Paradox For The Left from Washington Post 29 Apr 13

Military reductions long sought by liberals are drag on economy

Pentagon Finds That Furloughs Can't Be One-Size-Fits-All from Washington Post 29 Apr 13

Military branches have different needs -- and friends on Hill

Cut Defense? A Fight Begins from Wall Street Journal 23 Apr 13

One of the Pentagon's biggest contractors is launching a lobbying campaign this week to rescue a venerable Army vehicle line from shrinking
spending and shifting military priorities. 

Pentagon Chief Meets Netanyahu At End Of Israel Visit from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 13

US Defence Secretary Chuck Hagel was meeting Israel's Benjamin Netanyahu on Tuesday at the end of a three-day trip which saw him touting
strong backing for Israel despite differences over Iran's nuclear project. 

Congress Slows Military Efforts To Save from Associated Press 23 Apr 13

Parked around the airstrip at Lackland Air Force Base are more than a dozen massive C-5A Galaxy transport planes. There is no money to fly
them, repair them or put pilots in the cockpits, but Congress rejected the Air Force's bid to retire them. 

Survey: More Women In Military Report Sex Abuse from USA Today 23 Apr 13

Roughly one out of five military women say they were victims of unwanted sexual contact by another servicemember since joining the military,
according to a Pentagon health survey conducted in 2011 and released Monday. 



Pentagon expands cyber-attack capabilities from USA Today 21 Apr 13

The U.S. military is increasing its budget for cyber-warfare and expanding its offensive capabilities, including the ability to blind an enemy's radar
or shut down its command systems in the event of war, according to two defense officials. 

Pentagon Sending Additional Troops To Jordan from Washington Post 18 Apr 13

Pentagon officials said Wednesday that the Obama administration has ordered additional U.S. troops to Jordan for possible chemical weapons
control, humanitarian response or "stability operations" in Syria. 

Officials: Pentagon looks to cut furlough days from Associated Press 17 Apr 13

Senior Pentagon leaders are taking another look at sharply reducing the number of unpaid furlough days that department civilians will have to
take in the coming months, suggesting they may be able to cut the number from 14 to as few as seven, defense officials said Thursday. 

Personnel Security
More Frequent Automated Security Clearance Checks Likely In Defense And Other Agencies from Washington Post 26 Mar 14

The nation’s security clearance process resembles Washington’s streets after a tough winter — potholes everywhere. Fixing street potholes can’t
be done on the same schedule used for reviewing security clearances, which occurs every five to 10 years. 

Polaris Project
U.S. states boost anti-trafficking laws but slow to help sex, labor slaves from Reuters 17 Sep 14

A rising number of U.S. states have strengthened laws to combat human trafficking in the past year but programs to help victims of forced
prostitution and labor are lagging behind, according to a report by an anti-slavery group on Wednesday. 

Pollard
Convicted Spy Pollard To Be Paroled Nov. 21 from USA Today 29 Jul 15

Convicted Israeli spy Jonathan Pollard, imprisoned for nearly three decades, will be paroled Nov. 21, officials said Tuesday. Pollard, 61, was
granted parole by a 3-0 vote Tuesday by the U.S. Parole Commission. Eliot Lauer, one of Pollard’s lawyers, said he was informed of the panel’s
decision early Tuesday afternoon. 

POTUS
Obama: Iraq War Backers Now Seek To Derail Iran Nuclear Deal from Washington Post 6 Aug 15

President Obama took sharp aim at critics of the Iran nuclear deal on Wednesday, saying many of those who backed the U.S. invasion of Iraq now
want to reject the accord and put the Middle East on the likely path toward another war. 

Africa Trip Takes Obama Back To A Complex Part Of Himself from New York Times 23 Jul 15

The first time Barack Obama visited Kenya, the land of his father, he was hoping to fill “a great emptiness” he felt inside, to figure out who he was
and where he fit in the world. 

Nigeria’s New President, Hoping To Host Obama, Visits White House Instead from New York Times 21 Jul 15

President Obama kicked off a week of renewed focus on Africa on Monday by welcoming the new president of Nigeria in an Oval Office visit full
of praise for his democratic election and his avowed commitment to fighting corruption and the extremist group Boko Haram. 

Domestic Legacy Assured, Obama Remains Challenged Abroad from TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE 27 Jun 15

While back-to-back Supreme Court rulings upholding the Affordable Care Act and gay marriage burnish President Barack Obama's legacy at
home, his foreign policy record is unsettled and may not be fully established until years after he leaves office. 

Obama Urges China To ‘Cool’ Cyber, Maritime Tensions from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 15

US President Barack Obama urged Beijing to take “concrete steps” to ease tensions over cyber intrusions and maritime claims, as America and
China wrapped up three days of candid talks. 

Obama Meets With Parents Of Slain U.S. Captive from McClatchy 29 May 15



President Obama met privately Thursday in Miami with the parents of Steven Sotloff, an American journalist who was killed last summer by the
Islamic State. 

Text of Obama's Speech to Anti-extremism Summit from VOA 20 Feb 15

Remarks as delivered by President Barack Obama in a speech at a summit on countering violent extremism at the U.S. State Department
Thursday. 

Obama Calls For Expansion Of Human Rights To Combat Extremism from New York Times 20 Feb 15

President Obama on Thursday called on nations around the world to expand human rights, religious tolerance and peaceful dialogue as they
struggle to combat a spate of terrorism that has recently struck places as far afield as Australia, Canada and Europe. 

To Fight Extremism, Obama Calls On US To Embrace Its Muslims from Associated Press 19 Feb 15

In the fight against violent extremism, President Barack Obama has argued the U.S. has one thing going for it that Europe doesn’t: a long tradition
of warmly embracing its immigrants, including Muslims. 

Obama To Host Summit On ‘Violent Extremism’ from Washington Times 17 Feb 15

Even with Islamic State terrorists committing a new atrocity by beheading Christians in Libya, President Obama hopes to avoid blaming radical
Muslims for terrorism as he hosts a summit beginning Tuesday in Washington to counter generic “violent extremism.” 

Obama Makes Formal Request For War Authorization Against Islamic State from Washington Post 12 Feb 15

President Obama asked Congress Wednesday for formal authority to use the U.S. military to combat the Islamic State, calling the group “a grave
threat to . . . the national security of the United States and its allies and partners.” 

Obama Threads Needle In Military Request’s Wording from New York Times 12 Feb 15

In formally asking Congress to authorize a three-year military campaign against the Islamic State, President Obama has carefully worded his
request to soothe worried Democrats who do not want another big war. At the same time, he is assuring Republican hawks that the American
military will do what it takes to defeat the Sunni militant group. 

Obama Poised To Ask Congress For New War Authorization from Associated Press 6 Feb 15

President Barack Obama is poised in coming days to ask Congress for new authority to use U.S. military force against Islamic State militants, the
White House said Thursday. But the top Republican in Congress warned it won’t be easy to pass the measure and that it will be up to Obama to
rally support from lawmakers and the public. 

Obama Says Terror Committed In Islam’s Name Betrays The Faith from New York Times 6 Feb 15

President Obama on Thursday condemned terrorism carried out under the mantle of Islam, saying that the last few months had shown the degree
to which faith could be “twisted and misused in the name of evil.” 

Transcript: President Obama's Full NPR Interview from NPR 29 Dec 14

NPR's wide-ranging interview with President Obama covers recent executive actions on Cuba and immigration, race relations in the U.S., health
care, the midterm elections and extending democracy in the Middle East. 

Obama applauds Sony move to release 'The Interview' from Associated Press 24 Dec 14

President Barack Obama is applauding Sony Pictures Entertainment's decision to screen its film "The Interview" in a limited number of theaters. 

PRESIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM: Continuation of U.S. Drug Interdiction Assistance to the Government of Colombia from
United States White House 7 Aug 14

Presidential Determination No. 2014-12

Obama's phone calls show urgency of world crises from USA Today 29 Jul 14

Mounting crises in Ukraine and the Middle East have driven a surge in President Obama's telephone diplomacy, as the president has made more



calls in July to world leaders than in all but one month of his presidency, according to White House records analyzed by USA TODAY. 

Obama urging Central American leaders for help from Associated Press 25 Jul 14

President Barack Obama met with Central American leaders Friday to urge them to help slow the stream of unaccompanied children from their
countries to the U.S., as House Republicans tried to agree on their own proposed solution to the crisis at the Mexican border. 

Obama Boosting America’s Military Effort In Europe from Associated Press 4 Jun 14

President Barack Obama pledged Tuesday to boost U.S. military deployments and exercises throughout Europe, an effort costing as much as $1
billion to demonstrate American solidarity with a continent rattled by Russia’s intervention in Ukraine. 

U.S. announces $1 billion program to boost military presence in Eastern Europe from Washington Post 4 Jun 14

President Obama pledged his ironclad commitment Tuesday to the defense of Europe and proposed as much as $1 billion in additional spending
to bolster the U.S. military presence in Poland and its neighbors, part of a strategy to reassure nervous allies and check Russia’s encroachment into
the region. 

US to boost aid to Syrian opposition from McClatchy 29 May 14

President Barack Obama used a commencement address today at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point to defend his foreign policy against
critics who say he’s too tepid -- and said the U.S. will increase support for the moderate opposition in Syria. 

Religious Freedom Is a Tenet of Foreign Policy, Obama Says from New York Times 7 Feb 14

President Obama on Thursday scolded China, Iran, North Korea and other countries known for repressing religious minorities and declared that
promoting freedom of faith around the world was a central goal of American foreign policy. 

Obama Is Tackled By O’Reilly Before Game from New York Times 3 Feb 14

Some of the hardest hits of Super Bowl Sunday came a couple of hours before kickoff. 

Obama Denies Any Wrongdoing On IRS, Benghazi from Washington Times 3 Feb 14

President Obama said Sunday there was “not even a smidgen” of corruption in the IRS targeting of conservative groups, and that his team did not
try to deceive the nation about the terrorist attack in Benghazi to aid his reelection bid in 2012. 

Obama wants marijuana to remain illegal from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 22 Jan 14

US President Barack Obama wants marijuana to remain illegal under federal law, but wants the law to be enforced fairly, the White House said
Wednesday. 

Obama Responds to Gates Memoir from Wall Street Journal 14 Jan 14

President Says Part of His Job Is to 'Sweat the Details' 

Proclamation on Slavery, Human Trafficking Prevention Month from White House 31 Dec 13

NATIONAL SLAVERY AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING PREVENTION MONTH, 2014 BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA A PROCLAMATION 

White House says Castro handshake just a nicety, doesn't signal policy change from McClatchy 11 Dec 13

President Barack Obama's handshake with Cuban President Raul Castro at Nelson Mandela's memorial service was simply a nicety, the White
House says, not a sign that the U.S. is considering a further thawing of relations with Cuba. 

Republicans thump Obama for Castro handshake from Agence France-Presse 10 Dec 13

Republicans were left steaming Tuesday after President Barack Obama shook the hand of Cuban leader Raul Castro, with one senior lawmaker
likening the act to appeasement of the Nazis. 

A brief but important handshake between Obama, Castro from CNN 10 Dec 13



Arriving on stage at FNB stadium in Johannesburg to pay tribute to Nelson Mandela, President Barack Obama shook hands with dozens of other
world leaders, pausing briefly to grasp the hand of Cuban President Raul Castro. 

President
Analysis: Obama Expresses Regrets But Seeks To Retain Anti-Terror Powers from Washington Post 24 May 13

President Obama declared an end to a fearful chapter in American history on Thursday and demanded more from the country and himself as it
enters the next. 

Heckled By An Activist, But Getting The Last Word from New York Times 24 May 13

At times on Thursday, it seemed President Obama was taking part in a debate rather than giving a speech. Deep into an address at the National
Defense University, where Mr. Obama sought to redefine America’s approach to fighting terrorism, a heckler repeatedly interrupted from the back
of the room, demanding an end to drone strikes and the closing of the Guantánamo Bay detention center in Cuba. 

Code Pink Founder Medea Benjamin Heckles Obama Repeatedly from Washington Post 24 May 13

President Obama had a run-in with a heckler on Thursday, when a founder of the anti-war group Code Pink interrupted his speech on drone policy
and other national security issues. 

Obama: Al Qaeda Is On "A Path To Defeat" from Washington Times 24 May 13

President Obama on Thursday announced changes to the nation's counterterrorism policy, limiting drone strikes and renewing his effort to close
down the Guantanamo Bay prison facility by returning detainees to their home countries in Afghanistan and Yemen. 

Press Freedoms
U.S. Press Freedom Suffers Under Obama, Survey Finds from Washington Times 12 Feb 14

The Obama administration’s handling of whistleblower Edward Snowden, the National Security Agency leaks and the investigation of a string of
leaks produced a plunge in the country’s rating on press freedoms and government openness, according to a new global survey released Tuesday. 

Privacy
Privacy Panel: Government Snooping May Hit ‘large Scope’ Of Americans from Washington Times 2 Jul 14

An “unknown and potentially large scope” of Americans are caught up in the government’s overseas electronic surveillance programs, according
to a federal privacy watchdog report slated to be adopted Wednesday. 

Radio/TV Marti
Caribbean Basin

Cuba
U.S. Spends $24 Million On ‘Propaganda Plane' Few Can See or Hear from FOREIGN POLICY 28 Jul 13

For the last six years, the U.S. government has spent more than $24 million to fly a plane around Cuba and beam American-sponsored TV
programming to the island's inhabitants. But every day the plane flies, the government in Havana jams its broadcast signal.

Religious Extremism
Muslim Leaders In U.S. Seek To Counteract Extremist Recruiters from New York Times 20 Feb 15

Imam Mohamed Magid tries to stay in regular contact with the teenager who came to him a few months ago — at his family’s urging — to discuss
how he was being wooed by online recruiters working for the Islamic State, the extremist group in Syria and Iraq. 

Religious Freedoms
Religion Freedom Commission: Consider Sanctions To End Christian Persecution from Washington Times 12 Feb 14

The U.S. should consider economic sanctions on countries where Christians endure persecution, torture and death to help ensure security here and
abroad, a religious rights advocate told Congress Tuesday. 

Right to Privacy
Report Finds No Alternative To ‘Bulk Collection’ Of Phone Data from New York Times 16 Jan 15



A federal study released on Thursday concludes that there is no effective alternative to the government’s “bulk collection” of basic information
about every telephone call made in the United States, a practice that civil rights advocates have called overly intrusive. 

SACEUR
Interview: NATO Supreme Allied Commander on Syria and Soft Power from The Atlantic 9 May 13

Admiral James Stavridis talks with us about this year's biggest military challenges. 

SECARMY
Army Secretary John McHugh to step down, Pentagon says from Washington Post 8 Jun 15

John McHugh, secretary of the U.S. Army, will step down by November, the Defense Department said Monday, adding to a growing list of senior
military personnel who are departing the Pentagon during President Obama’s final period in office. 

COMMENTARY: Army Leader From ABQ Helping Boost Regional Alignment Strategy from Albuquerque Journal 6 Sep 13

Eager Lion is a Jordanian-led military exercise that brought together soldiers from 19 countries across five different continents. Its purpose is to
strengthen military-to-military partnerships in the region by responding to realistic, modern-day security scenarios. It is a prime example of our
commitment to promoting security, stability and our mutual interests in the region. 

SECDEF
Pentagon Chief Ashton Carter Adds ‘Secretary of Reassurance’ to His Portfolio from New York Times 4 Aug 15

President Obama’s defense secretary, Ashton B. Carter, has become the secretary of reassurance. In April, Mr. Carter was in Tokyo, reassuring
officials worried about China that the United States would back Japan’s administrative control over disputed islands in the East China Sea and
provide its advanced F-35 fighter jets to its foremost Pacific ally. 

Ashton Carter: Obama Failed To Anticipate Iran’s Role In Yemeni Rebellion from Washington Times 24 Jul 15

Defense Secretary Ashton Carter says the Obama administration failed to anticipate that Iranian-backed Houthis rebels could, or would, oust the
Yemeni government which had been a strong U.S. counter-terrorism ally. 

Carter Vows To Help Saudi Arabia Contain Iran’s Regional Ambitions from Washington Post 23 Jul 15

Saudi and U.S. leaders agreed Wednesday to curb Iran’s military reach across the Middle East, amid fears that last week’s nuclear deal with
Tehran would encourage it to pursue more aggressive regional ambitions. 

Defense Secretary Ashton Carter Makes Surprise Visit To Iraq from New York Times 23 Jul 15

The defense secretary, Ashton B. Carter, made an unannounced visit to Iraq on Thursday morning as American and Iraqi military officials finished
plans for an assault meant to retake Ramadi from the Sunni militant group known as the Islamic State. 

Pentagon Relying On Kurds In Syria Bombing Raids from McClatchy 7 Jul 15

Defense Secretary Ash Carter said Monday that Kurdish fighters in Syria are identifying bombing targets for U.S.-led airstrikes, the highest-level
Obama administration acknowledgment of close cooperation with a group key NATO ally Turkey opposes. 

Carter, Brazilian Counterpart Discuss Defense Relationship from DoD News 30 Jun 15

With Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff scheduled to meet with President Barack Obama at the White House today, Defense Secretary Ash
Carter hosted Brazilian Defense Minister Jaques Wagner at the Pentagon yesterday to discuss the U.S.-Brazilian defense relationship. 

Carter: NATO must bolster cyberdefense from Associated Press 25 Jun 15

NATO must improve its ability to defend itself against cyberattacks before it tries to build its offensive cyberwarfare capabilities, Defense
Secretary Ash Carter told alliance leaders Wednesday amid rising tensions with Russia, which has proven its willingness to launch computer-
based attacks against other nations. 

US To Deploy Heavy Weapons On NATO’s Eastern Flank from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 15

The US will deploy heavy weapons in central and eastern Europe for the first time, Washington said Tuesday, in the midst of the worst stand-off



between Russia and the West since the Cold War, triggered by the crisis in Ukraine. 

Carter: US to provide weapons, aircraft, commandos for NATO from Associated Press 23 Jun 15

The U.S. committed Monday to contribute weapons, aircraft and forces, including commandos, as needed for NATO's new rapid reaction force, to
help Europe defend against potential Russian aggression from the east and the Islamic State and other violent extremists from the south. 

United States To NATO: Ditch The ‘Cold War Playbook’ from Washington Post 22 Jun 15

As NATO forces continue a slew of large-scale military exercises that have included amphibious operations and airborne drops across Eastern
Europe and the Baltics, Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter will spend the next week in the region pushing the alliance to ditch the Cold War
playbook these exercises seem ripped from. 

Ashton Carter: Training Of Iraqis Slow, But New U.S. Troops Making Progress from Washington Times 18 Jun 15

Defense Secretary Ashton Carter told lawmakers Wednesday that U.S. training of Iraqi forces is moving too slowly and Iraqi forces are hampered
by “disunity, deserters, and so-called ‘ghost solders.’” 

U.S. Defense Secretary Visits India To Build Military Ties from New York Times 4 Jun 15

With a dash of the requisite South Asian pomp and a heap of expectations for the future, Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter met on Wednesday
with senior Indian officials to inch forward with military ties to a country that the United States sees as a crucial future partner in Asia. 

Carter demands accountability in anthrax blunder from USA Today 1 Jun 15

The Pentagon will determine who was responsible for shipments of live, deadly anthrax samples to laboratories in the United States and abroad
and hold them accountable, Defense Secretary Ashton Carter said Sunday. 

Pentagon Names Military Leaders Selected To Head Army, Navy from Washington Post 14 May 15

Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter announced Wednesday that President Obama has selected a career infantry officer with extensive experience
in Iraq and Afghanistan and a naval officer who has commanded a variety of surface ships and submarines to lead the Army and Navy in coming
years. 

Ashton Carter: Texas Attack ‘inspired By’ Islamic State from Washington Times 8 May 15

Defense Secretary Ashton Carter said Thursday that the shooting in Texas at a Prophet Mohammed cartoon contest was inspired by — but not
directed by — the Islamic State. 

Defense Secretary Supports Trade Deal With Asia from New York Times 7 Apr 15

Defense Secretary Ashton Carter on Monday threw the weight of the Pentagon behind President Obama’s fight to push a trade deal with Asia
through Congress, warning that Asian markets are being gobbled up by global competitors. 

Defense Secretary: Politics Dictates Timeline In Authorization For War from Washington Post 12 Mar 15

The Obama administration’s three-year time limit in its proposed congressional authorization for war against the Islamic State has little to do with
how long the fight might take, top administration officials told lawmakers Wednesday. 

Pentagon Calls Mosul Briefing A Mistake By CentCom from Associated Press 4 Mar 15

A U.S. military officer’s media briefing about plans for an Iraqi-led ground offensive in Mosul, including its expected timing, amounted to a
mistaken disclosure of “military secrets,” Defense Secretary Ash Carter said Tuesday. 

Pentagon Chief Says He Is Satisfied By U.S. Campaign Against Islamic State from Washington Post 24 Feb 15

Calling the Islamic State “hardly invincible,” new Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter gave his blessing Monday to the U.S.-led strategy against
the militant group after convening a high-powered summit of U.S. commanders and diplomats here. 

Carter Summons U.S. Military Commanders, Diplomats To Kuwait from Washington Post 23 Feb 15

New Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter, seeking to put his imprimatur on the U.S. fight against the Islamic State, has summoned about 30 high-



ranking military commanders and diplomats to Kuwait for an unusual session to review war plans and strategy. 

Ashton Carter Priorities As Defense Secretary Include Pentagon Funds, Obama Advice from Washington Times 20 Feb 15

Defense Secretary Ashton Carter addressed the military’s top brass and troops on Thursday to announce his priorities, which included advising
President Obama on how to combat the nation’s adversaries and resisting dangerous congressional budget cuts. 

Senate Confirms Carter as 25th Secretary of Defense from Defense Media Activity 13 Feb 15

The U.S. Senate today confirmed former Deputy Defense Secretary Ash Carter as the 25th secretary of defense. 

U.S. defense chief voices fear of north-south NATO divide from Reuters 6 Feb 15

U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel expressed concern on Thursday about a possible north-south divide in NATO and urged the alliance to tackle
multiple security issues at once rather than focusing on only one. 

Defense Chief Nominee Ashton Carter, Unlike Obama, Backs Arming Ukraine from Los Angeles Times 5 Feb 15

Ashton Carter, President Obama’s nominee for secretary of Defense, said at his Senate confirmation hearing Wednesday that he was “very much
inclined” to provide lethal arms to Ukrainian forces fighting Russia-backed separatists, staking out a position that goes beyond White House
policy. 

Chuck Hagel Exposes Rift Between U.S. And Iraq from Washington Times 23 Jan 15

Outgoing Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Thursday exposed a growing rift between the United States and Iraq when he blasted its new prime
minister for publicly complaining that the international community has left his country in a lurch. 

Flournoy Drops Out Of Defense Secretary Consideration from USA Today 26 Nov 14

Michele Flournoy, a former top official at the Pentagon, removed her name from consideration to succeed Chuck Hagel, who resigned Monday as
Defense secretary, a source familiar with the circumstances said Tuesday. 

White House Seeks A Stronger Hand At Pentagon To Manage Crises from Washington Post 25 Nov 14

President Obama tapped Chuck Hagel as defense secretary because he wanted someone who would quietly implement the administration’s policy,
avoid controversy and promote no big, sweeping ideas. 

Defense Secretary Hagel, Under Pressure, Submits Resignation from Washington Post 25 Nov 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel bowed to pressure from the White House and submitted his resignation Monday after less than two years in the
job, a casualty of the Obama administration’s infighting over national-security policy, especially regarding the Middle East. 

John McCain: Chuck Hagel ‘very, very frustrated’ in Obama Cabinet from Washington Times 24 Nov 14

Sen. John McCain, Arizona Republican, said outgoing Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel was “up to the job” despite private criticism and described
Mr. Hagel as “very, very frustrated” as a member of President Obama’s Cabinet. 

Glass shattering? Flournoy tops Pentagon shortlist from Associated Press 24 Nov 14

Michele Flournoy, formerly the Pentagon's policy chief and among President Barack Obama's more hawkish advisers, could be in line to become
the first woman to lead the U.S. military after Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel's resignation. 

Hagel Said to Be Stepping Down as Defense Chief Under Pressure from New York Times 24 Nov 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel is stepping down under pressure, the first cabinet-level casualty of the collapse of President Obama’s Democratic
majority in the Senate and a beleaguered national security team that has struggled to stay ahead of an onslaught of global crises. 

UPDATE: President Announces Hagel'S Resignation As Defense Secretary from Associated Press 24 Nov 14

Praising Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel's "class and integrity," President Barack Obama announced today at the White House that Hagel will
leave his post. The president said Hagel has agreed to remain in his position until a successor is nominated and confirmed. 



Hagel urges more base closures, troop benefit cuts from The Hill 18 Nov 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel is calling on lawmakers to approve a new round of military base closures and limit troop benefits to give the
Pentagon flexibility to address its budget woes. 

UPDATE: Hagel says Colombia to be valuable global trainer from Associated Press 10 Oct 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel is praising Colombia's advances in counterterrorism, and says the Central American country will provide valuable
training and peacekeeping assistance around the globe as its internal conflicts wind down. 

Hagel to discuss Ebola with South America leaders from Associated Press 9 Oct 14

U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel says that he will discuss the growing threat from the Ebola virus with Central and South American leaders
when they meet in the coming days. 

Hagel Visits Turkey In Bid To Strategize Over Coordinated Campaign Against Islamic State from Washington Post 9 Sep 14

As it builds a coalition to confront the Islamic State, the Obama administration is showering renewed attention on Turkey, which has had chilly
relations with Washington of late but whose cooperation is vital to combat Islamist extremists in Iraq and Syria. 

Hagel on Iraq: 'We didn't lose anything' from Military Times 19 Jun 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Wednesday pushed back on criticism that U.S. forces failed to protect Iraq from a predictable collapse,
insisting blame be focused on the Iraqi government instead. 

Hagel To Defend Bowe Bergdahl Swap from Wall Street Journal 10 Jun 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel is expected to vigorously defend the swap that freed Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl when he goes before a House committee
Wednesday, in what is seen as a critical opportunity to allay political controversy over the trade. 

Hagel, In Saudi Arabia, Tells Arab States Not To Fear Nuclear Talks With Iran from Washington Post 15 May 14

As Washington’s negotiations with Tehran over its nuclear program entered a crucial stage this week, Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel told Arab
defense chiefs Wednesday that the United States would keep a robust military presence in a region where many fear the prospect of a nuclear-
armed Iran. 

US Defence Chief Arrives In Saudi from Agence France-Presse 14 May 14

US Defence Secretary Chuck Hagel arrived in the Saudi Arabia Tuesday, the first leg of a regional tour focusing on Iran’s nuclear programme and
Syria’s civil war. 

Russia In Ukraine Dispute For “Short-Term Gain” from Agence France-Presse 12 May 14

Russia’s interest in Ukraine is for “short-term gain,” and its troops remain massed along the Ukrainian border, US Pentagon chief Chuck Hagel
said in an interview that aired Sunday. 

Poll Shows Low Job Approval for Hagel from Defense News 27 Apr 14

More leaders in government, industry and academia disapprove of US Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel’s job performance — 44.9 percent — than
approve — 36.2 percent, according to a new Defense News Thought-Leader Poll. 

In Mexico, Hagel Focuses on Crime, Cyber and Natural Disasters from Defense One 24 Apr 14

There’s the pivot to Asia, the growing threat of terrorism in the Middle East and North Africa, the continuing conflict in Ukraine, serious budget
cuts at home. And then there’s Canada and Mexico. 

Hagel seeking to deepen US-Mexico ties from AP National Security Writer 24 Apr 14

U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said Wednesday he is exploring ways to deepen U.S.-Mexican defense ties, including the possibility of
training exercises with Mexican forces. 

Hagel to Visit Mexico, Guatemala to Affirm U.S. Commitment from United States Defense Department 22 Apr 14



Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel begins a three-day trip to Mexico and Guatemala tomorrow to meet with allies and partners in the Western
Hemisphere and affirm America's commitment to the region, Pentagon Press Secretary Navy Rear Adm. John Kirby said here today. 

Hagel launches broad review of military justice system from Military Times 16 Apr 14

The Pentagon is launching a “systemic” review of the entire military justice system that will look at how commanders convene courts-martial and
impose nonjudicial punishments. 

Pentagon Chief’s Visit Exposes US-China Divide from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 14

Visiting US Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel and Chinese military chiefs traded warnings and rebukes Tuesday as they clashed over Beijing’s
territorial disputes with its neighbours, North Korea’s missile programme and cyber espionage. 

Hagel Receives Tour Of Carrier In China Visit from New York Times 8 Apr 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel got a long-awaited look at China’s only aircraft carrier on Monday, taking a two-hour tour of the vessel at a naval
base near this port city, in the first such visit by a foreign defense official, Pentagon officials said. 

U.S. Tries To Steer Through Dispute Between China And Japan from New York Times 7 Apr 14

As he heads to China on his first trip as the secretary of defense, Chuck Hagel is finding himself in the middle of a spat that would not be out of
place in “Mean Girls,” a movie about social cliques in high school. 

Hagel to meet with brass Friday on sex assault review from USA Today 13 Mar 14

The meeting follows reports about troops dismissed from "positions of trust."

Troops in key posts may be rechecked for sex offenses from USA Today 8 Mar 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel has discussed with Air Force, Marine Corps and Navy leaders an Army review that disqualified 588 soldiers from
posts as sexual assault counselors and whether those services should follow the Army's lead. 

SecDef Hagel ordering full review of nuclear force from Associated Press 23 Jan 14

With public trust and safety at stake, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel ordered immediate actions Thursday to define the depth of trouble inside the
nation’s nuclear force, which has been rocked by disclosures about security lapses, poor discipline, weak morale and other problems that raise
questions about nuclear security.

Readout of Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel's Phone Call with Egyptian Minister of Defense General Al-Sisi from DoD 13 Jan 14

Secretary Hagel and Egyptian Minister of Defense General Al-Sisi spoke today regarding the Jan.14-15 constitutional referendum in Egypt. 

Readout of Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel's Meeting with Norway’s Minister of Defense Ine Eriksen Soreide from DoD 10 Jan

14

“Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel met with Norwegian Minister of Defense Ine Eriksen Soreide today at the Pentagon. 

Hagel discusses military benefits, Iraq and Gates’ new memoir from Stars and Stripes 9 Jan 14

Wounded warriors implored Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel during a town hall meeting Wednesday not to cut health care and other benefits for
servicemembers and veterans. 

Hagel Criticizes Chinese Navy, Citing Near Miss from New York Times 20 Dec 13

The Chinese Navy has been “irresponsible,” and its actions risk escalating tensions with the United States, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said
Thursday in the highest-level rebuke of Beijing since a Chinese warship came dangerously close to an American guided missile cruiser this
month. 

Hagel Details 20% Cut In Personnel Who Report To Him from New York Times 5 Dec 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Wednesday unveiled details of a plan to save at least $1 billion in personnel costs over five years through a 20
percent reduction in the number of Pentagon staff members who report to him. 



Hagel Warns That Defense Cuts Mean Trade-offs from Washington Post 6 Nov 13

The Pentagon will continue to scale down the size of the armed forces to protect investments in high-tech weapons and cyberwar capabilities,
Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said Tuesday as he laid out how austere times are forcing basic trade-offs in national security priorities. 

Hagel Warns Of Dangers In Deep Cuts To Defense from Associated Press 6 Nov 13

The Pentagon is preparing top-to-bottom changes, including a push to limit the growth of military pay, as it adjusts to steep budget cuts and the
winding down of war in Afghanistan, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said Tuesday. 

Hagel: Military Must Play Supporting Role In Foreign Policy from Washington Times 6 Nov 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel laid out his strategic vision for a smaller, more technologically advanced military force that will play a supporting
role to foreign policy, in contrast to the last decade in which foreign policy was dominated by 9/11 and wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

Hagel Blasts Congress On Defense Cuts from McClatchy 6 Nov 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Tuesday sharply criticized Congress for imposing spending reductions on the Pentagon that he warned risk
have serious impacts on U.S. military power. 

Hagel's sales pitch to Wall Street: Hire veterans from Wall Street Journal 2 Nov 13

U.S. defense leaders worried about the future of veterans in a downsized military are working to improve their job prospects, with Defense
Secretary Chuck Hagel meeting with executives of top Wall Street firms in New York on Friday. 

Hagel Deploys National Guard Chief to Combat States' Gay Troop Protest from 1 Nov 13

Defense secretary discusses same-sex spouse rights and new weapons deal for Israel in speech 

Hagel directs National Guard to press forward with same-sex benefits from CNN 1 Nov 13

The states whose National Guard units continue to deny military benefits to same-sex spouses were taken to task by Secretary of Defense Chuck
Hagel on Thursday night, in a speech to the Anti-Defamation League. 

Hagel blasts states on same-sex military benefits policy from Associated Press 31 Oct 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Thursday sharply criticized U.S. states that are defying the Pentagon by refusing to allow National Guard
facilities to issue ID cards that enable same-sex spouses of military members to claim benefits. 

Hagel addresses Anti-Defamation League at invitation of group’s director from 31 Oct 13

Less than a year after some pro-Israel groups tried to torpedo his nomination to lead the Pentagon, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel gave a keynote
address Thursday evening in New York to the Anti-Defamation League, an influential Jewish civil rights group. 

Carter Praises U.S. Soldiers’ ‘Ferocious Ingenuity’ from Armed Forces Press Service 30 Oct 13

Thanks, in part, to the efforts of U.S. soldiers in Afghanistan, success there is within sight, Deputy Defense Secretary Ash Carter told soldiers at
Fort Bliss, Texas, yesterday. 

Defense Chief Chuck Hagel Urges Congress To Restore Predictability To Defense Funding from Washington Post 18 Oct 13

The Defense Department on Thursday welcomed back thousands of civilians furloughed during the government shutdown as senior officials
acknowledged that they are now planning for a degree of fiscal retrenchment the Pentagon has long sought to avoid. 

Pentagon Chief, At Korean DMZ, Says U.S. Will Not Cut Force In Korea from Reuters 30 Sep 13

U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel toured the Korean DMZ on Monday, at times under the watchful eye of North Korean soldiers, and said the
Pentagon had no plan to reduce its 28,500-member force in the South despite budget constraints.

Interview With Defense Secretary Hagel from PBS 18 Sep 13

PBS NewsHour, 7:00 PM JUDY WOODRUFF: Secretary Chuck Hagel, welcome to the NewsHour. DEFENSE SECRETARY CHUCK HAGEL:



Thank you, Judy. 

Hagel Says U.S. To Continue To Work On International Coalition from Wall Street Journal 30 Aug 13

Efforts to Consult and Collaborate Will Continue Despite British Vote Against Action in Syria 

Hagel: US Discusses 'Facts' On Syria With Allies from Associated Press 30 Aug 13

U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said Friday the Obama administration was consulting with allies to "further develop the facts" about last
week's alleged chemical weapons attack in Syria, and options for a response. 

Syria Crisis Tests U.S. Defense Chief Wary Of War from Reuters 29 Aug 13

Since U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel left for Southeast Asia last week, he has been wrestling with a dilemma at the heart of Washington's
policy on Syria and Hagel's own guiding philosophy - when and how to go to war. 

U.S. Defense Chief Outlines Closer Southeast Asia Ties from Wall Street Journal 29 Aug 13

U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel outlined a series of proposals on Thursday to improve military cooperation and joint exercises in Southeast
Asia, part of the American effort to draw closer to nations in the region and improve the prowess of their armed forces. 

Hagel Issues Warning Over Asian Maritime Disputes from Agence France-Presse 29 Aug 13

Pentagon chief Chuck Hagel warned fellow defence ministers Thursday that a growing number of maritime incidents and tensions in disputed
Asian waters increase the risk of a dangerous international confrontation. 

Chuck Hagel: No UN Approval Needed For Syrian Strikes from Washington Times 28 Aug 13

The United States does not need the permission of the United Nations or any other international body for a military strike against Syria to retaliate
for its use of chemical weapons against civilians, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said Tuesday. 

Hagel: US Forces Ready To Strike Syria If Ordered from Associated Press 28 Aug 13

U.S. forces are now ready to act on any order by President Barack Obama to strike Syria, U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said Tuesday. 

U.S. Focus On Asia Will Boost Development, Hagel Says from Wall Street Journal 26 Aug 13

The U.S. military's renewed focus on Asia will have benefits for economic development throughout the region, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel
said Sunday. 

Navy Moves Ships As U.S. Preps For 'All Contingencies' from Wall Street Journal 23 Aug 13

Hagel Says U.S. Determination on Syrian Deaths Due 'Very Shortly' 

Defense Secretary Meets With Military, Thanks Hawaii from HawaiiNewsNow.com 23 Aug 13

For the second time in three months the Secretary of Defense has stopped in Hawaii. Secretary Chuck Hagel left Washington DC this morning
starting an eight day trip to Southeast Asia. He kicked off the trip by speaking to about 200 Marines and Sailors at the Marine Corps Base Hawaii.

Pentagon Chief To Tour Southeast Asia from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel will depart Thursday on a tour of Southeast Asia to bolster US military ties with regional partners who face
increasing concerns over maritime disputes with China. 

U.S., China To Expand Military Exchanges Amid Rows Over Cyber Security, Territory from Reuters 20 Aug 13

The United States and China agreed on Monday to expand military exchanges and exercises as part of efforts to build more stable ties, despite
tensions over cyber security and East Asian territorial disputes. 

Hagel Holds First Pentagon Talks With Chinese from Associated Press 19 Aug 13

In his first Pentagon meeting with his Chinese counterpart, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel faces a familiar agenda marked with tensions over
U.S. missile defenses, Chinese cyberattacks and other issues. 



Hagel Tries To Blunt Effect Of Obama Words On Sexual Assault Cases from New York Times 15 Aug 13

In an effort to stop military lawyers from using comments by President Obama to prevent sexual assault prosecutions, Defense Secretary Chuck
Hagel has sent out a directive ordering the military to exercise independent judgment in the cases and effectively ignore the president’s remarks. 

Hagel Gives Dire Assessment Of Choices He Expects Cuts To Force On The Pentagon from New York Times 1 Aug 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel warned on Wednesday that if across-the-board budget cuts were not lifted, the United States would have to
reduce its global security objectives by trading away the size of its armed forces or its edge in technology as the Pentagon seeks to remain solvent.

Pentagon Details Possible Cuts Ahead from Washington Post 1 Aug 13

Hagel shares options for complying with sequester 

The Options For Hagel: Personnel Or Technology from Omaha World-Herald 1 Aug 13

Readiness will suffer no matter which endures cuts, the defense chief says. 

Hagel: Budget Cuts Could Harm Nation's Defense from Associated Press 31 Jul 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel warned Wednesday that the Pentagon may have to mothball up to three Navy aircraft carriers and order additional
sharp reductions in the size of the Army and Marine Corps if Congress doesn't act to avoid massive budget cuts beginning in 2014. 

McCain Won’t Delay Renomination For Chairman Of Joint Chiefs from New York Times 24 Jul 13

Senator John McCain, who is calling for greater American involvement in the Syrian civil war, said Tuesday that he was lifting his hold on Gen.
Martin E. Dempsey’s nomination for a second term as Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman.

Hagel: DoD Must 'Fundamentally Reshape' Itself from DefenseNews.com 22 Jul 13

The Pentagon must “fundamentally reshape” itself to adapt for a future of strategic and budgetary challenges, US Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel
said Monday. 

At VFW Convention, Hagel Vows Continued Support Of Veterans from Stripes.com 22 Jul 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Monday promised continued focus by Pentagon officials on improving veterans’ lives even as his department
struggles with fiscal headaches and strategic soul-searching in years to come. 

FEATURE: Discussing Furlough Concerns At Military Bases, Hagel Has 'No Good News' from New York Times 19 Jul 13

The news from Mr. Hagel was grim. 

Hagel Says No Change In U.S. Policy Until N. Korea Moves To Denuclearization from Yonhap News Agency 18 Jul 13

U.S. Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel made clear that his country will not engage in peace talks with North Korea as long as it stays on a
nuclearization track. 

Hagel: No Good News In Pentagon Budget from Associated Press 18 Jul 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel warned hundreds of Department of Defense workers Wednesday that there is no good news when it comes to the
Pentagon budget. 

Hagel Warns Of Impact Of Cutbacks On Pentagon from New York Times 11 Jul 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel offered Congress his first formal description of the impact on the Pentagon if across-the-board budget cuts are not
lifted by October, writing in a letter on Wednesday that the effectiveness of jet fighter wings, ground combat units and even Special Operations
forces would plummet. 

Hagel Warns Key Lawmakers Against Further Pentagon Cuts from Washington Post 11 Jul 13

Defense secretary lays out potential effects of continued sequestration



Independence Day Message From Chuck Hagel from Lincoln (NE) Journal Star 3 Jul 13

On this Independence Day, I want to express my appreciation to the men and women and their families who serve our country across the nation
and around the world. Thank you for everything you do to help keep our nation safe. 

Pentagon Chief Called Egyptian Army Chief from Agence France-Presse 3 Jul 13

US Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel spoke by telephone to his Egyptian counterpart after the army issued an ultimatum to Egypt's embattled
president to meet the demands of his people, the Pentagon said Wednesday. 

Hagel: Cuts Have Begun To Hurt Military Readiness from Associated Press 29 Jun 13

Mandatory budget cuts have begun to hurt military readiness, but the armed forces will continue to do their job, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel
said Friday. 

Hagel Attends First Panel Reviewing Pentagon Sexual Assault Policies from DEFCON Hill 27 Jun 13

The panel mandated by Congress to conduct a wholesale review of the Pentagon's sexual assault policies met for the first time on Thursday. 

Hagel: Let Commanders Deal With Sexual Assault from Associated Press 12 Jun 13

Military commanders must remain part of the legal process in dealing with major crimes in the ranks such as sexual assault, Defense Secretary
Chuck Hagel told lawmakers Wednesday. 

FEATURE: Chuck Hagel Taps Global Network Of Contacts from Omaha World-Herald 9 Jun 13

Hagel spoke with The World-Herald in his cabin aboard the E4-B that carries him on overseas trips. He was just a couple of hours from landing
back at Andrews Air Force Base outside of Washington, D.C. It was the end of a weeklong trip that took him around the globe, covering more
than 20,000 miles and requiring nearly two full days in the air. 

Hagel Calls Sex Assaults In Military A *Scourge* from New York Times 26 May 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Saturday called the increasing reports of sexual assault a "scourge" on the military and urged the Army's
newest officers to help build "a culture of respect and dignity" in the armed forces. 

How Can Chuck Hagel Fix Military Sexual Assault Epidemic? from Christian Science Monitor 26 May 13

President Obama and Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel have stressed to graduates of the US military academies that rampant rates of sexual assault
could corrode the force.

*Political, Not Military* Solutions Needed In Mideast: Hagel from Agence France-Presse 10 May 13

The problems that plague the Middle East, including Iran's nuclear ambitions and Syria's civil war, require "political, not military" solutions, US
Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said Thursday. 

SecDef
U.S. Defense Chief Reaffirms Military Ties With Egypt from Reuters 25 Apr 13

U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel underscored Washington's military commitment to Egypt on Wednesday and pledged American support as
Egyptian forces evolve to address new and shifting security threats, U.S. defense officials said. 

Hagel Says Israel Was Silent On Syria Findings from Washington Post 25 Apr 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said Wednesday that Israeli military leaders kept him in the dark, during three days of face-to-face meetings,
about their assessment that forces loyal to the Syrian government have killed rebel fighters with chemical weapons. 

Secret Service
Obama Picks Secret Service Insider Joseph Clancy To Lead Troubled Agency from Washington Post 19 Feb 15

President Obama has named his acting director and trusted former detail leader Joseph Clancy as the new permanent leader of the Secret Service,
the White House said Wednesday. 



Secret Service facing with another sex scandal from Associated Press 14 Nov 13

More than 18 months after a prostitution scandal in South America rocked the Secret Service, the agency in charge of protecting the president is
investigating another case of suspected sexual misconduct in its ranks. 

Secretary of State
Kerry: Biggest Risk To US Is Dysfunction from Agence France-Presse 25 Oct 13

Secretary of State John Kerry warned Thursday that the greatest risk to the United States was its own dysfunction as he pleaded for no repeat of a
government shutdown. 

In Colombia, Kerry Addresses Spying from Washington Post 13 Aug 13

On South America trip, he faces questions about NSA activities in the region 

SECSTATE
U.S. And China Set To Meet, With Few Expectations from New York Times 24 Jun 15

Expectations are low as top officials of the United States and China prepare for an annual meeting here on Tuesday. Yet the fact that the two
nations are talking at all is seen as positive at a time when they seem as far apart as ever, not least after the recent discovery that hackers linked to
China have stolen the personal data of millions of federal workers. 

Kerry Hurt In Bike Accident; Rest Of Europe Visit Canceled from Washington Post 1 Jun 15

Secretary of State John F. Kerry cut short a scheduled week-long overseas trip Sunday to return home after suffering a broken leg during an early-
morning bicycling accident near this Swiss city. 

Kerry: Iran letter 'calculated' to interfere with talks from USA Today 16 Mar 15

Secretary of State John Kerry heads into a critical round of negotiations this week over Iran's nuclear program as the Obama administration and
congressional Republicans remained sharply divided over the talks. 

Kerry Defends Israel Against U.N. ‘Bias’ Amid Strains Over Iran Nuclear Talks from Washington Post 3 Mar 15

Secretary of State John F. Kerry came to Israel’s defense Monday amid growing political tensions between the allies, saying that anti-Israeli bias
by the United Nations’ top rights panel is undermining its mission. 

John Kerry stands pat on Americans ‘safer than ever’ remarks from Washington Times 2 Mar 15

Secretary of State John F. Kerry on Sunday stood firm on his assessment that Americans are “safer than ever,” despite a spike in deaths from
terrorism across the world. 

ISIS Claims Control Of Government’s Last Outpost In Northern Iraq; Hundreds Flee Tal Afar from McClatchy 17 Jun 14

The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria claimed control Monday of the last major city that had been held by the government in northern Iraq. 

John Kerry, At Conference In London, To Address Ending Rape As Weapon Of War from Washington Post 13 Jun 14

At a London conference Friday on ending sexual violence in conflict, Secretary of State John F. Kerry plans to call for five concrete steps to end a
weapon of war so common it has its own catchphrase: rape, pillage and plunder. 

Angelina Jolie, William Hague To Open Summit On Rape In War from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 14

Co-hosts Angelina Jolie and British Foreign Secretary William Hague will on Tuesday open a four-day summit on ending sexual violence in
conflict, the biggest meeting ever held on the subject. Senior officials from over 100 countries, including US Secretary of State John Kerry, will
join over 900 experts, NGOs, survivors and religious leaders at London’s Excel Centre. 

A Call To Action To Protect Our Oceans from Huffington Post 9 Jun 14

The ocean covers almost three quarters of our planet and sustains life on Earth as we know it. But our ocean is at grave risk today – and we know
the reason why. 



Kerry Voices Concern About Hamas In Palestinian Government from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 14

Secretary of State John Kerry spoke with Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas about forming a new unity government, and voiced renewed
concern about Hamas. 

Democracy, Prosperity Linked from Miami Herald 2 Jun 14

Last month in Mexico City, I walked through the halls of the Palacio Nacional, and I couldn’t help but feel the impact of Diego Rivera’s powerful
murals depicting four centuries of Mexican history, remarkable testament to the long journey from subjugation to thriving democracy. 

Kerry calls on U.S. college graduates to face down climate change from Reuters 20 May 14

The rapidly changing climate poses a threat of sparking greater global conflict, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry on Monday told the graduating
class of Boston College, urging the graduates to play a role in pushing for new energy policies. 

Foreign countries and dollar diplomacy from Washington Post 15 May 14

....Some of the chatter these days has it that deputy national security adviser Antony Blinken is a leading contender. Blinken worked at State
during the Clinton presidency and then moved to the White House National Security Council. But we should caution that Kerry has not weighed
in yet with his views.

Texas Plan to Execute Mexican May Harm U.S. Ties Abroad, Kerry Says from New York Times 11 Dec 13

The scheduled execution next month of a Mexican national by the State of Texas threatens to damage relations between the United States and
Mexico and complicate the ability of the United States to help Americans detained overseas, Secretary of State John F. Kerry has warned Texas
officials.

Kerry says two century US LatAm policy over from Agence France-Presse 18 Nov 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry on Monday declared that a nearly 200-year-old policy which had governed Washington's relations with Latin
America was finally dead. 

Kerry to Mideast, Europe on damage control mission from Associated Press 1 Nov 13

Secretary of State John Kerry is hitting the road again, this time on a damage-control mission to the Middle East and Europe where rancor is high
over U.S. strategies in Syria, Egypt and Iran as well as American surveillance activities revealed by ex-NSA analyst Edward Snowden. 

Kerry Says In Some Cases US Spying ‘Reached Too Far’ from Agence France-Presse 1 Nov 13

The United States has said in some cases its surveillance program has gone too far, an unprecedented admission in its tense row with Europe over
US spying against allies. 

Kerry Says Rebels Not All 'Bad Guys' from USA Today 5 Sep 13

Implies low risk of arming extremists 

Vacation For Kerry, But First... from Washington Post 15 Aug 13

Washington is slipping into full vacation mode. President Obama’s on Martha’s Vineyard. And Secretary of State John Kerry, coming back from a
quick swing to Bogota, Colombia, and Brasilia — not even bothering to stop in Rio — looks to be easing out of town till Labor Day with a fairly
light schedule on Thursday. 

Security
U.S. To Establish Sanctions Program To Combat Cyberattacks, Cyberspying from Washington Post 1 Apr 15

President Obama on Wednesday will sign an executive order establishing the first sanctions program to allow the administration to impose
penalties on individuals overseas who engage in destructive attacks or commercial espionage in cyberspace. 

Top U.S. security threats: lone wolves, Syria fighters : officials from Reuters 18 Sep 14

Americans radicalized by online propaganda from Islamic State and other militant groups pose the main terrorist threat to the United States, which
is especially vulnerable to foreign fighters returning from Syria, senior U.S. security officials said on Wednesday. 



Homeland Insecurity: Americans Feel Less Safe Than Any Time Since 9/11, Poll Finds from Washington Times 11 Sep 14

Americans feel less safe now than any time since the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks because of the rise of the Islamic State and its on-camera
beheadings of journalists, revealed a new poll released Wednesday. 

Security Clearance
Feds To Reform Security Clearance System To Prevent Insider Attacks from Washington Times 19 Mar 14

The Obama administration acknowledged Tuesday that it missed warnings in the background check of the Washington Navy Yard shooter and
promised major changes, including cutting the number of people granted secret clearance and testing whether background investigators should
scour applicants’ social media profiles for red flags. 

Security Clearances
Devastating Betrayals Suggest Weakness In U.S. Security Checks from USA Today 1 Oct 13

Emphasis on speed likely hurting quality of investigations 

Security Cooperation
Caribbean Basin

Barbados (RSS)
Security talks from Barbados Today 7 Aug 13

Barbados and the US have again been discussing security cooperation and illegal drugs. The issues emerged during an official visit to the island
today by Commander of the US Southern Command, US Marine Corps General, John Kelly. Kelly held talks with Barbados Defence Force Chief
of Staff, Colonel Alvin Quintyne and Regional Security System Coordinator, Grantley Watson. 

SEL, SOUTHCOM
News: Southern Command CSM visits DoMaD from DoMaD Public Affairs 12 Feb 14

The Directorate of Mobilization and Deployment accommodated a visit from Command Sgt. Maj. William B. Zaiser, command senior enlisted
leader for United States Southern Command, Feb. 2 to meet with leaders of the 342nd and 339th Military Police Companies, United States Army
Reserve. 

Senate
OPINION: Robert Menendez and John McCain urge U.S. Senate to ratify treaty promoting global rights for the disabled from
Delmarva Now 5 Nov 13

This week, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee will begin consideration the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, which
promotes the fairness and equality that people with disabilities enjoy here to countries around the world. This treaty is consistent with our nation’s
interests and values. The Senate should ratify it this year. 

September 11
Hagel Reflects On 9/11 from Washington Post 12 Sep 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Wednesday saluted the heroism of the emergency workers, service members, Defense Department civilians
and construction workers who responded in the minutes, hours and days after the Pentagon was struck by a hijacked jetliner 12 years ago. 

Obama Marks Sept. 11 Anniversary At Pentagon from Associated Press 12 Sep 13

For President Barack Obama, the prospect of more U.S. military action in the Middle East hung over his observance Wednesday of the Sept. 11
attacks that occurred a dozen years ago. 

First Lady Makes 9/11 Visit To Virginia USO Center from Associated Press 12 Sep 13

Michelle Obama drew a pair of construction paper hands for a project with military children during a 9/11 visit to a USO center at the Army's Fort
Belvoir. 

Sequester



OPINION: Sequester Impact On Military A Disgrace from Newport News Daily Press 22 Sep 13

... Yet thanks to sequestration, the U.S. military is facing a situation where our sons and daughters are being asked to do more with less training,
less maintenance, and less modern platforms. Today, the military is experiencing the greatest readiness crisis since the Vietnam War. Should the
president and Congress fail to find a solution to our nation's budget woes, readiness will likely degrade even further.

Sequestration
Hagel urges Congress to reverse defense cuts from The Hill 9 Jul 14

"Sequestration has been devastating to this institution. It's something that our leaders and I work with every day trying to convince Congress to
change that," he told troops at Naval Submarine Base Kings Bay in Georgia. Under sequestration, the Pentagon faces $500 billion in cuts over the
next decade. 

Sequester Hit Public Services, Employee Pocketbooks, Report Says from Washington Post 11 Mar 14

The impact of sequestration budgetary limits imposed last year may never be fully known, a new study says, but one effect on federal employees
is clear: it cost nearly 800,000 of them upward of $1.4 billion total in lost salary. 

Budget sequester leaves US de-'fence'-less in space from ALJAZEERA America 3 Jan 14

Washington closes the military's Space Fence, which protects against catastrophic debris collisions 

Pessimistic Report Says Budget Cuts Could Be Worse In 2014 from Washington Post 3 Dec 13

Though the distress from the federal budget cuts in fiscal year 2013 wasn’t as bad as originally projected, it was plenty tough enough. Now comes
a report that says if sequester continues, the pain will hurt much more.

Cuts to AFN, closing Stars and Stripes on Pentagon budget table from Stars and Stripes 27 Nov 13

The Pentagon, under intense pressure to maintain American military might in an era of sequestration and falling budgets, is considering the
elimination of Stars and Stripes and the Pentagon Channel as well as programming cuts to American Forces Network. 

Industry Eager to Ease Sequester and Restore Clout from Politico 16 Oct 13

The heads of the world’s largest defense companies are working to reclaim their clout in Congress after failing to push lawmakers to tackle
sequestration as part of an agreement to end the latest standoff.

The Sequester from Washington Post 5 Sep 13

Civilian Army employees who served too many furlough days under the sequester can swap their excess hours for annual leave to receive pay for
the now-unnecessary time off work. The obvious drawback is that they will lose vacation time. 

Cuts In Troops, Civilians Looming from USA Today 6 Aug 13

Troop cuts and civilian layoffs are imminent unless Congress and the White House reach a deal to avert another round of automatic budget cuts
this fall, according to the Pentagon’s No. 2 official. 

OPINION: The Sequester’s Moral Failings from Washington Post 31 Jul 13

The July 23 article “Big defense firms faring well despite budget cuts” and the July 24 Federal Diary column “Even with financial help, ‘the most
vulnerable’ workers can barely handle the furloughs” spoke to the misplaced priorities in the application of federal budget cuts.

Budget Cuts, But No Chaos from Washington Post 1 Jul 13

Sequester milder than forecast

OPINION: How The Sequester Endangers America's Future from Washington Post 3 Jun 13

In Time Of Sequesters, Uncle Sam Is Trying To Hire 27,000 from Washington Times 28 May 13

200 openings at bowling alleys



Military Not Created Equal Under Sequestration from US News 21 May 13

U.S. prioritizes funding for China, North Korea threats despite growing dangers from Venezuela, Iran 

DNI Clapper: No Furloughs For Civilian Intel Workers from FederalTimes.com 15 May 13

Federal employees at civilian intelligence agencies will most likely be spared furloughs this year, Director of National Intelligence James Clapper
said Tuesday. 

Hagel to announce furlough plan change, defense official confirms from Stars and Stripes 14 May 13

Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel will announce Tuesday that most of the Defense Department's nearly 800,000 workers are going to lose paid
workdays this year, but the number of planned furlough days will be reduced from 14 to as many as 11, a senior defense official said early
Tuesday. 

Defense Agency Will Use Sequester, Other Cuts To Make Big Changes from GovExec.com 13 May 13

The Defense Logistics Agency is using the current budget environment to its advantage, leveraging the culture of cuts into transformative changes
at the Pentagon’s logistics arm. 

Odierno: Sequestration May Hurt Contingency Response from Stars and Stripes 8 May 13

If sequestration continues, the Army might not be ready by next year to respond to contingencies such as the Syrian conflict, Army Chief of Staff
Gen. Ray Odierno said Tuesday. 

COMMENTARY: High Stakes And The Sequester Squeeze from ForeignPolicy.com 7 May 13

When defense budgets get tight, politics can get a little complicated.

COMMENTARY: A Gimmick To Cure Sequester Pain from Washington Post 29 Apr 13

How predictable was that? Sequestration starts to pinch - and pinch the middle class - so the restrictions are loosened. Why cure the disease when
treating the symptom is so much easier? Why lose weight when you can let out the pants? 

COMMENTARY: Federal Employee Furloughs Begin from Washington Post 23 Apr 13

Federal employee furlough policies are like snowflakes. 

Major Furloughs Spur Uncertainty At U.S. Agencies from Washington Post 22 Apr 13

Union leaders say lost days will hit federal workers hard

Sexual Assault
Obama Signs Defense Bill Cracking Down On Military Sexual Assault from Associated Press 27 Dec 13

President Barack Obama has signed into law a comprehensive defense bill that cracks down on sexual assault in the military.

Reported sexual assault in the military jumps as lawmakers call for more accountability from RT 7 Nov 13

The number of sexual assault incidents reported in the military skyrocketed over the last fiscal year, jumping by 46 percent in the months between
October 2012 and June, according to newly released Pentagon figures. 

The U.S. Military's Enemy Within from ESPN 1 Oct 13

As a sexual assault case involving three U.S. Naval Academy midshipmen – all current or former football players – works its way through the
system, advocates for victims of sexual assault in the U.S. military say abuse stems from a culture of misogyny and machismo in which sexual
aggression and deviance are tolerated and even admired as the Right Stuff.

New Commission To Focus On How Well Service Academy Chiefs Work To Fight Sexual Assault from Associated Press 5 Aug 13

A new commission to focus on how well superintendents of the nation’s military service academies address the problem of sexual assault would
be created under the Defense Department’s appropriations measure, which has cleared a Senate committee, Maryland Sen. Barbara Mikulski said



Monday. 

COMMENTARY: Someone To Speak For And Protect Sex Assault Victims from San Antonio Express-News 4 Aug 13

A justice system cannot truly be just if it is not vested with the confidence of the people it is meant to serve. This is as true for the military as it is
for civilians. 

Sexual Harrassment/Assault
Sex Assault Victim: 'I Would Never... Ever Report Again' from Army Times 1 Jul 13

The case comes after the Senate Armed Services Committee has rejected legislation proposed by Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand, D-N.Y., which would
have sidelined military commanders in sexual assault cases.

Sexual Misconduct
Sexual Misconduct in the Military—and Why Kirsten Gillibrand Is Pushing Reform to the Top of Her Agenda from VOGUE 26 Feb

14

Kirsten Gillibrand dates her battle with the U.S. military brass to late 2012. That was when the junior senator from New York attended a screening
of The Invisible War, writer-director Kirby Dick’s documentary about sexual assault in the military.

Snowden
Snowden Sees Some Victories, From A Distance from New York Times 20 May 15

For an international fugitive hiding out in Russia from American espionage charges, Edward J. Snowden gets around. May has been another
month of virtual globe-hopping for Mr. Snowden, the former National Security Agency contractor, with video appearances so far at Princeton and
in a “distinguished speakers” series at Stanford and at conferences in Norway and Australia. Before the month is out, he is scheduled to speak by
video to audiences in Italy, and also in Ecuador, where there will be a screening of “Citizenfour,” the Oscar-winning documentary about him. 

Snowden’s Asylum Status In Russia Ending from Associated Press 1 Aug 14

Edward Snowden’s temporary asylum status in Russia will expire at midnight Thursday, but the former U.S. National Security Agency systems
administrator appears set to stay on until authorities decide on his application for an extension. 

Snowden Should “Man Up,” Face Trial In US: Kerry from Agence France-Presse 29 May 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry lashed out at fugitive Edward Snowden Wednesday, urging him to “man-up” and do his patriotic duty by
returning home to face trial for leaking intelligence secrets. 

Snowden Retained Expert In Espionage Act Defense from New York Times 29 Apr 14

Edward J. Snowden, the former National Security Agency contractor who provided journalists a trove of classified documents, retained a well-
known Washington defense lawyer last summer in hopes of reaching a plea deal with federal prosecutors that would allow him to return to the
United States and spare him significant prison time. 

Robot Snowden Promises More US Spying Revelations from Agence France-Presse 19 Mar 14

Former intelligence contractor Edward Snowden emerged from his Russian exile Tuesday in the form of a remotely-controlled robot to promise
more sensational revelations about US spying programs. 

Snowden: NSA Leaks Fueled Needed Debate On Spying from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 14

Former intelligence contractor Edward Snowden said Monday he has no regrets over his leaks about mass surveillance programs, saying they
sparked a needed public debate on spying and data collection. 

Spy Chief Says Snowden Took Advantage Of “Perfect Storm” Of Security Lapses from New York Times 12 Feb 14

The director of national intelligence acknowledged Tuesday that nearly a year after the contractor Edward J. Snowden “scraped” highly classified
documents from the National Security Agency’s networks, the technology was not yet fully in place to prevent another insider from stealing top-
secret data on a similarly large scale. 



U.S. Willing To Hold Talks If Snowden Pleads Guilty from New York Times 24 Jan 14

Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr. said Thursday that the United States was willing to discuss how the criminal case against Edward J. Snowden
would be handled, but only if Mr. Snowden pleaded guilty first. 

Could Better Whistleblower Protections Prevent Another Snowden From Happening? from Washington Post 22 Jan 14

When President Obama announced “a series of concrete and substantial reforms” related to the controversy surrounding the nation’s massive
collection of electronic data, he omitted discussion of an important one: increased whistleblower protections for intelligence and national security
contractors. 

Snowden Denies Suggestions That He Was A Spy For Russia from New York Times 22 Jan 14

Edward J. Snowden on Tuesday adamantly denied as “absurd” and “smears” the suggestion by the leaders of the House and Senate Intelligence
Committees that he might have been a Russian spy when he downloaded archives of classified National Security Agency documents and leaked
them to journalists.

Snowden Denies Receiving Assistance From Russian Intelligence With NSA Leaks from Washington Post 22 Jan 14

Former National Security Agen cy contractor Edward Snowden denied accusations that he was working for a foreign government when he stole
countless classified documents detailing U.S. surveillance programs and efforts to gather information on world leaders. 

Fugitive US Leaker Snowden ‘Fears For His Life’ from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 14

The Russian lawyer of Edward Snowden said Tuesday that the fugitive US intelligence leaker has feared for his life since reading of explicit
threats against him by unnamed Pentagon officials. 

OPINION: Make A Deal With Snowden from Washington Post 7 Jan 14

Is Edward Snowden a traitor? The question has vexed me since he leaked some of the United States’ most valued secrets to news organizations,
including The Post. It soon became obvious, though, that he was giving Americans information that maybe we should have had all along...

Senators Differ Sharply On Penalty For Snowden from New York Times 6 Jan 14

A debate over whether Edward J. Snowden deserves lenience or the strict treatment the Obama administration has demanded for divulging a vast
array of national secrets drew sharply opposing views on Sunday from two prominent senators. 

Lawmakers Dispute Snowden’s Declaration Of Victory from Associated Press 30 Dec 13

Members of Congress said Sunday they weren’t impressed with Edward Snowden’s recent publicity blitz calling for an end to mass surveillance
and declaring that he’s already accomplished his mission. 

Snowden Says Spying Worse Than Orwellian from Washington Post 26 Dec 13

National Security Agency whistleblower Edward Snowden invoked George Orwell and warned of the dangers of unchecked government
surveillance Wednesday in a televised Christmas message to the British people that reflected his growing willingness to take a public role in the
debate he ignited. 

OPINION: Spy Wars: Americans Need To Know More Than Snowden Has Revealed from Los Angeles Times 26 Dec 13

Thanks to Edward Snowden, we know a lot about what the National Security Agency has secretly been up to. 

OPINION: Edward Snowden Was The Person Of The Year from Washington Post 24 Dec 13

There are really just two possible choices for person of the year. I want to say Pope Francis, but I’ve got to go with Edward Snowden. 

FEATURE: Edward Snowden, After Months Of NSA Revelations, Says His Mission’s Accomplished from Washington Post 24 Dec 13

Late this spring, Snowden supplied three journalists, including this one, with caches of top-secret documents from the National Security Agency,
where he worked as a contractor. 

Rep. Mike Rogers: I'd Pay for Snowden's Ticket Back to US to Face Charges from 630WPRO (Rhode Island) 23 Dec 13



As the NSA faces new scrutiny over its surveillance activities, House Intelligence Committee Chair Rep. Mike Rogers, R-Mich., said he would
“personally pay” for former NSA contractor Edward Snowden’s plane ticket back to the U.S. to face charges for stealing agency secrets, adding
that Snowden’s writing of an open letter to Brazil asking for asylum in exchange for information amounts to the actions of a traitor. 

Soccer Scandal
Soccer’s Corruption Scandal Could Undermine Shining Moment For US from Los Angeles Times 1 Jun 15

In the spring of 2014, international soccer officials made a historic announcement — Copa America, one of the world’s oldest and most-
prestigious tournaments, was coming to the U.S. for the first time. 

S.Africa Admits Paying $10 Mn But Denies FIFA Bribe from Agence France-Presse 1 Jun 15

South Africa admitted Sunday that it paid $10 million in 2008 but denied it was in any way a bribe to FIFA for the 2010 World Cup, in the latest
twist to the massive corruption scandal engulfing world football’s governing body. 

Social Security
Expelled Nazis Paid Millions In Social Security from Associated Press 20 Oct 14

Dozens of suspected Nazi war criminals and SS guards collected millions of dollars in U.S. Social Security benefits after being forced out of the
United States, an Associated Press investigation has found. 

SOCOM
SOCOM tries again with propaganda research from USA Today 12 Aug 14

The Pentagon's Special Operations Command will conduct a social research program in Colombia to help shape future propaganda efforts, newly
released military records show. 

U.S. Trains African Commandos To Fight Terrorism from New York Times 27 May 14

United States Special Operations troops are forming elite counterterrorism units in four countries in North and West Africa that American officials
say are pivotal in the widening war against Al Qaeda’s affiliates and associates on the continent, even as they acknowledge the difficulties of
working with weak allies. 

After Steep Climb, US SOCOM Funds Begin To Slide from Defense News 20 May 14

The Pentagon still plans to increase funding for special operations equipment in the coming years, but after years of plus-ups, that trend is
expected to flatten. 

Lawmakers Skeptical of Global Spec Ops Plan from Defense News 10 Aug 13

Sometime next month, the heads of the US military’s global combatant commands will convene at the Tampa, Fla., headquarters of US Special
Operations Command (SOCOM) to be briefed on an ambitious and controversial plan to revamp the way special operators deploy around the
globe. 

Lawmakers Skeptical of Global Spec Ops Plan from Defense.com 10 Aug 13

Sometime next month, the heads of the US military’s global combatant commands will convene ... to be briefed on an ambitious and controversial
plan to revamp the way special operators deploy around the globe...“SOUTHCOM is saying no way, and SOUTHCOM has the trump card on
that,” ... In a statement, Kelly took issue with reports of his opposition

SOCSOUTH
Fuerzas Comando: To Be the Best of the Best from Defense Media Network 27 May 15

Competition. It is a word that automatically resonates with virtually every member of the special operations forces (SOF) community worldwide.
Just to become a member of a credible SOF unit requires a personal competition against the toughest selection, qualification, and training
standards a particular country has for its professional military personnel.

4 American soldiers earn the Colombian title of 'Lancero' from DVIDS 6 Dec 13

Special Forces, SEAL, Ranger, paratrooper are all titles and terms that tend to garner respect and admiration from U.S. military personnel and



civilians alike because of the physical and mental strength it takes to earn them. 

Special Ops Command South Presses for Increased Engagement from American Forces Press Service 30 Jan 13

Despite dwindling resources and a national defense focus on the Middle East, Asia and the Pacific, the commander of Special Operations
Command South is committed to not only maintaining, but increasing engagements in Central and South America and the Caribbean. Regular,
sustained engagement is key to SOC South’s core mission: building partner capacity so regional nations can address their own challenges, Army
Brig. Gen. Sean P. Mulholland told American Forces Press Service while here for an annual Special Operations and Low-intensity Conflict
Symposium and Exhibition. 

FEATURE: NSW operators assist Honduran military to establish elite maritime unit from DVIDS 24 Jan 13

With the assistance of Special Operations Command South (SOCSOUTH), the Honduran military has stepped up their efforts in order to secure
their borders through a strong partnerships and theater security cooperation. During a recent six-month deployment, members of Naval Special
Warfare Task Element-Alpha, a deployed maneuver element attached to Naval Special Warfare Unit-4, partnered with their Honduran
counterparts to train and increase the military capacity of the newly established Honduran Fuerza Especiales Naval or (FEN). 

South America
Pope Francis embarks on 3-nation South America tour from United Press International 5 Jul 15

Pope Francis set off for his homeland of South America Sunday to begin a three-nation tour -- his first as Catholic leader. The pope left the
Vatican Sunday morning and headed to Quito, Ecuador. Afterward, he will visit Bolivia and Paraguay. It's the first time the Argentine-born pope
will visit three nations in a single trip, the Miami Herald reported. 

Chinese PM Starts South American Investment Tour from Associated Press 20 May 15

China’s Premier Li Keqiang will accelerate plans for an ambitious railway linking Brazil’s Atlantic coast with a Pacific port in Peru, and announce
billions in other investments and trade deals, when he visits Brasilia on Tuesday. 

Long In Charge, Leftist Leaders Struggle Across South America from Washington Times 30 Apr 15

Argentina may not be alone in South America moving from left to right in the coming days. A string of leftist leaders across the continent have
come under scrutiny in recent months for political scandals, falling poll numbers and economic reverses that, in the case of Venezuela, have
produced the world’s second-highest inflation rate after Syria. 

Dozens killed in extreme South American storms from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 28 Mar 15

The death toll reached three dozen and was expected to rise in extreme storms along Pacific coastal regions of South America, reports said
Saturday. 

South American foreign ministers to discuss US sanctions on Venezuela from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Mar 15

The foreign ministers of the 12-country Union of South American Nations (Unasur) are to meet Thursday in Montevideo to discuss US sanctions
against seven Venezuelan officials, Ecuadorian Foreign Minister Ricardo Patino said Wednesday. 

Italian trial against alleged South American junta murderers starts from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Feb 15

A trial against 21 officials from military dictatorships that ruled Bolivia, Chile, Peru and Uruguay in the 1970s and 1980s accused of kidnapping
and murdering political dissidents got under way in Italy on Thursday. 

An Economic Boom Recedes, But South America Might Avert The Bust from New York Times 30 Dec 14

For a decade, the continent was transformed by sustained economic growth and historic reductions in poverty, driven by a boom in prices for the
region’s abundant commodities, including oil, natural gas, copper, gold, iron, soybeans and corn. But now that boom is over...

South America offers infrastructure investment worth $130 billion from EFE (Spain) 4 Nov 14

Brazil, Chile, Colombia and Peru, four of the major South American economies, offer infrastructure investment opportunities with an estimated
total worth of $129.92 billion in projects managed until 2017, according to a study by the Brazilian bank Itau BBA released this week. 



South Carolina
South Carolina officer who shot black man was subject of prior excessive force complaint from Associated Press 9 Apr 15

The South Carolina police officer charged with murder after video surfaced of him shooting a fleeing unarmed black man in the back was allowed
to stay on the force despite an earlier complaint that he used excessive force against another unarmed man. 

South Florida
Restoring South Florida’s fading military memory from Miami Herald 26 Mar 14

A chapter of Miami’s armed-forces history will be preserved if a museum under construction on an old blimp base is completed. 

South Florida man to accept overdue Medal of Honor for his late uncle's valor in Korea from Miami Herald 15 Mar 14

A South Florida man will accept the Medal of Honor on behalf of his uncle who was killed in action during the war in Korea. 

SOUTHCOM
Confronting the narcoterrorism nexus from Yahoo News 5 Aug 15

U.S. officials worry that a confluence of powerful drug-trafficking cartels, terrorist groups and an insecure southern border poses a strategic threat.

The Existential Angst of America’s Top Generals from Foreign Policy 4 Aug 15

If the Pentagon and the Obama administration can’t even get on the same page about the top existential threats to America, what hope is there for
humanity? 

SOUTHCOM chief said command has ISR shortage from InsideDefense.com 24 Jul 15

Navy Awards $80 Million Contract To Airtec For ISR Support In SOUTHCOM

High-ranking US Southern Command official says drug interdiction efforts could be in peril from Fierce Homeland Security 18 Jun 15

A U.S. joint military task force's progress in detecting, monitoring and stopping illicit drug trafficking from South America, Central America and
the Caribbean could be in "jeopardy" due to defense cutbacks and limited resources, a high-ranking U.S. Southern Command official said at a
recent House hearing. 

Southcom wants to expand its Doral headquarters, adding military-only housing from Miami Herald 3 Apr 15

The Pentagon’s subsidiary in South Florida is quietly exploring whether to expand its office-style headquarters to function more like a traditional
U.S. military base with a gated housing development across the street in a cow pasture in Doral. Call it Southcomville. 

SOCOM Commander: Caribbeans Joining Islamic Extremists from Talk Radio News Service 13 Mar 15

“I expect while they’re in Syria, they’ll get good at killing. Pick up some real job skills in terms of explosives, beheadings and things like that,"
said General John F. Kelly

Southcom Commander Discusses Recruit Movement to Syria from DoD News, 13 Mar 15

The movement and tracking of recruits traveling from the Caribbean region to Syria to fight alongside Islamic extremists is concerning, Marine
Corps Gen. John F. Kelly, commander of U.S. Southern Command, said today. 

US general: Extremist recruits going to Syria from Caribbean from Associated Press 12 Mar 15

The top U.S. general in South America says about 100 would-be militants have left the region to go fight with Islamic extremists in Syria. Gen.
John Kelly says that if they return to their home nations, those recruits could come up through cross-border networks into the U.S. 

Islamic State could infiltrate U.S. through Caribbean and South America, general says from Washington Post 12 Mar 15

About 100 people have joined the Islamic State militant group from countries in the Caribbean and South America, and existing human smuggling
networks are in place that could allow them to infiltrate the United States if they return, said a top U.S. general on Thursday. 

Sailing through SOUTHCOM from Marine Corps Times 10 Sep 14

New amphib highlights the future of Marine aviation



Southcom Chief Reaffirms Support to Honduran Anti-crime Efforts from U.S. Southern Command 4 Jun 14

The commander of U.S. Southern Command visited Honduras this week and met with the Honduran president and top national security officials. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Chief of U.S. Southern Command is in the country from Listin Diario (Dom Rep) 28 Jan 14

The head of the Southern Command U.S. Infantry General John Kelly , arrived in the country yesterday to attend the Conference of Caribbean
Nations Security CANSEC 2014 , which coordinates with the Ministry of the Dominican Armed Forces. 

NANOSATELLITE LAUNCH MARKS SOUTHCOM’S ENTRY TO SPACE from USSOUTHCOM PAO 5 Dec 13

U.S. Southern Command took a first step in an effort to evaluate how low-cost space communication capabilities can support information sharing
and tactical communications across wide geographic expanses, including remote and densely forested areas. 

Southcom honors Miramar airman killed in Caribbean drug-hunting plane crash from Miami Herald 28 Oct 13

South Florida’s military community paid tribute Monday to Air Force Master Sgt. Martin L. Gonzales, killed earlier this month in a plane crash
while helping track narcotics smugglers in the Caribbean. 

COMMENTARY: Words Of A General Who Lost A Son In Combat Resonate from USA Today 27 Jun 13

At a time when the divide between the military and civilian world has never been greater, the words of Marine Gen. John Kelly have helped
bridge the gap. 

Southcom Honors Fallen Service Members from Miami Herald 21 May 13

Families gathered at U.S. Southern Command Headquarters in Doral to remember their loved ones before the Memorial Day weekend. 

SOUTHCOM Commander
General, Gold Star dad gives moving Memorial Day speech from Marine Corps Times 26 May 15

During a Memorial Day address aboard the aircraft carrier Intrepid in New York City, Marine Gen. John Kelly helped his audience to understand
exactly what it was to lose a loved one in war. 

Marine Corps Gen. John F. Kelly honors fallen police officers and firefighters at Manhattan Memorial Day ceremony from
Newsday 25 May 15

A U.S. Marine Corps general hailed New York City's fallen firefighters and police officers Monday as among those whose sacrifices should also
be honored on Memorial Day. 

FSU grads urged toward service, giving back from Tallahassee Democrat 4 May 15

Fiona Southwell wants to be a park ranger, but she is somewhat "terrified" that her college days are coming to an end. 

Speakers draw on past experiences, share life lessons at spring commencement from Florida State 24/7 2 May 15

Marine Gen. John F. Kelly, commander of U.S. Southern Command, opened his Saturday morning commencement address by telling graduates to
grasp and welcome the surprises of life. 

Space
Pentagon, NASA To Spend $44 Bln On Space Launches Through 2018: GAO from Reuters.com 9 Sep 13

The U.S. Defense Department and NASA expect to spend about $44 billion to launch government satellites and other spacecraft over the next five
years, including $28 billion in procurement funding, the Government Accountability Office said on Monday. 

Special Operations
Lumpkin Warns Of Risks To Special Ops Even If Budget Ax Spares Them from Inside the Army 17 Feb 14

Projected funding reductions across the military and the federal government are expected to degrade the readiness of special operations forces
even if direct cuts to America's elite formations can be avoided, according to Michael Lumpkin, the assistant secretary of defense for special
operations and low-intensity conflict. 



State Dept.
Obama far outpaces predecessors in appointing donors to foreign posts from Fox News 10 Feb 14

A string of gaffes by some of his recent nominees has thrust the Washington practice of appointing donors to foreign posts back into the spotlight.
The administration faced difficult questions from the press last week, for instance, after Obama's nominee to Argentina admitted he'd never been
there.

State of the Union Address
Obama: We're not at cyberwar with North Korea from USA TODAY 22 Dec 14

The United States is not at cyberwar with North Korea, President Obama said in an interview broadcast Sunday, and will "respond
proportionately" as he accused that nation of the hack attack on Sony Pictures. 

State Partnership Programs
Caribbean Basin

St Kitts and Nevis (RSS)
US Military Personnel Injuried in Accident in St. Kitts US Military Personnel Injuried in Accident in St. Kitts from MiyVue.com
23 Apr 13

Passengers involved in a traffic accident on Saturday, in the town of Sandy Point have been released from hospital after treatment for their
injuries... The accident involved motor van P-4000 owned by the Government and driven by ...a member of the St. Kitts and Nevis Defense Force
and stationed at Camp Spring Field. It is also believed that the vehicle was also carrying members of the Florida National Guard who have been
on island working with the police and Defense Force...

St Kitts-Nevis security forces praised by Florida National Guard team from Caribbean News Now! 20 Apr 13

Members of the security forces in St Kitts and Nevis have been saluted by First Sergeant Elbert John Nettles III of the Florida National Guard
(FLNG) for their knowledge and discipline during a five-day infantry exchange programme. 

Steven Sotloff
Beheaded journalist Steven Sotloff’s Jewish identity was kept secret from Islamic State captors from Miami Herald 4 Sep 14

Pinecrest journalist Steve Sotloff lost his life to Muslim militants who kidnapped him and proudly posted his decapitation on the Internet. But he
kept a secret from them to the very end: He was Jewish, and an Israeli citizen.

STRATCOM
Gen. Kehler Lays Out Vision For STRATCOM from DefenseNews.com 12 Jun 13

The head of US Strategic Command made the case this morning that STRATCOM cannot be viewed simply as the nuclear arm of the Pentagon. 

Suicides
Military suicides drop; unclear why from Associated Press 12 Nov 13

Suicides across the military have dropped by more than 22 per cent this year, defence officials said, amid an array of new programmes targeting
what the Defence Department calls an epidemic that took more service members' lives last year than the war in Afghanistan did during that same
period. 

Summit of the Americas
UPDATE" Summit of Americas ends without declaration again amid Obama's engagement push from Xinhua (China) 12 Apr 15

The seventh Summit of Americas concluded here on Saturday without a final declaration, again. With the participation of Cuba for the first time in
the summit's 21-year history, this summit was attended by leaders and representatives from all of the 35 countries in the West Hemisphere. 

Americas Summit wraps up with other issues in US-Cuba shadow from Associated Press 11 Apr 15

Climate change. Peace in Colombia. Argentina's longstanding claim of sovereignty over the Falkland Islands. Heads of state representing lands
from Tierra del Fuego to the North American tundra pressed their concerns in a marathon session at a Panama City convention center as the
seventh Summit of the Americas wrapped up Saturday. 



Text of Obama, Castro in meeting at Summit of the Americas from Associated Press 11 Apr 15

Text of remarks by President Barack Obama and President Raul Castro of Cuba at the Summit of the Americas in Panama City, as transcribed by
the White House: 

OPINION: Summit Final Document Aims At U.S. from Miami Herald 10 Apr 15

We’ve known for a while that Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro was planning to stage an anti-U.S. show at this weekend’s Summit of the
Americas in Panama, but a copy of the draft final declaration of the meeting that I obtained this week shows that he will seek much more: a
formal, region-wide condemnation of the United States. 

OPINION: Democracy In Peril from Miami Herald 10 Apr 15

Twenty years after the first Summit of the Americas was held in Miami amid bright hopes that a new era of prosperity and democracy was about
to emerge, it has become depressingly evident that the dream has been thwarted. Look no further than this week’s seventh gathering of 35 regional
heads of state in Panama for proof. 

Obama to promote competitiveness, trade at Summit of the Americas from EFE (Spain) 9 Apr 15

U.S. President Barack Obama said he would seek to promote competitiveness and trade in the region during his participation in the April 10-11
Summit of the Americas in Panama City, touting them as keys to spurring development and narrowing the gap between rich and poor. 

Ban asks Obama, Castro to use Americas Summit to speed up reconciliation from EFE (Spain) 9 Apr 15

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon wants U.S. President Barack Obama and Cuba's Raul Castro to take advantage of their mutual presence at
the Summit of the Americas in Panama to accelerate the normalization of relations between their two countries. 

At The Summit Of The Americas, Focus Is Likely To Be On The U.S. And Cuba from Washington Post 8 Apr 15

Cuba ends more than five decades of official isolation from the institutions of the Western Hemisphere this week when President Raúl Castro
attends a regional summit with up to 35 heads of state, including President Obama. 

Cuba to attend Summit of the Americas: host from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 14

Cuba will attend the Summit of the Americas next year for the first time in the history of the regional gathering that began in Miami two decades
ago, Panama's foreign minister said Friday. 

Caribbean Basin
Cuba
China applauds US-Cuba rapprochement during Panama Summit from EFE (Spain) 13 Apr 15

The Chinese government on Monday applauded the historic meeting between U.S. President Barack Obama and President Raul Castro of Cuba at
the VII Summit of the Americas in Panama, according to statements from Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Hong Lei. 

Summit on Extremism
Biden Opens Summit On Countering Violent Extremism from McClatchy 18 Feb 15

Vice President Joe Biden on Tuesday opened a three-day White House summit on countering violent extremism by pointing to the U.S.
experience with assimilating immigrants as a factor in helping it prevent the terrorist attacks that have hit Europe. 

Supreme Court
Justices Uphold Denial Of Visa To Afghan Husband Of American Woman from New York Times 16 Jun 15

In a fractured 5-to-4 decision with no majority opinion, the Supreme Court on Monday refused to second-guess the denial of a visa on national
security grounds to the Afghan husband of an American woman. 

Justices Weigh Denial Of Visa To Husband Of U.S. Citizen from New York Times 24 Feb 15

The Supreme Court on Monday did not seem inclined to second-guess the denial of a visa on national security grounds to the Afghan husband of
an American woman. 



Supreme Court Throws Out “Two-Bit” Conviction Based On Chemical Weapons Ban from Washington Post 3 Jun 14

The Supreme Court on Monday threw out the conviction of a woman who had been prosecuted for trying to poison her husband’s mistress under a
federal law banning chemical weapons. 

Justices Take Case On Status Of Jerusalem In Passports from New York Times 22 Apr 14

The Supreme Court on Monday agreed to decide whether Congress may require the State Department to treat Jerusalem as the capital of Israel in
American passports, in a case that touches on generations of conflict in the Middle East, as well as the dueling roles of Congress and the president
in the conduct of foreign affairs. 

Supreme Court To Rule On Use Of Jerusalem In US Passports from Washington Post 22 Apr 14

After years of litigation, the Supreme Court on Monday said it would decide if Congress or the State Department has the final say in whether U.S.
passports acknowledge Jerusalem as part of Israel. 

Bin Laden Photos Won’t Be Released as Court Spurns Appeal from Bloomberg 16 Jan 14

The U.S. Supreme Court refused to order the release of photos of Osama bin Laden’s corpse and burial at sea, leaving intact the CIA’s
classification of those images as top-secret. 

OPINION: A Ruling On Terrorism That Throttles Civil Liberties from Boston Globe 27 Nov 13

Tarek Mehanna’s conviction was affirmed earlier this month.

Supreme Court wrestles with how ‘religious’ prayer should be at public meetings from Religious News Service 6 Nov 13

The Supreme Court struggled Wednesday (Nov. 6) with a case that asks whether government bodies can open with prayers that some people find
overly religious and excluding. 

Terrorism
ISIS Or Al Qaeda? American Officials Split Over Top Terror Threat from New York Times 5 Aug 15

The Obama administration’s top intelligence, counterterrorism and law enforcement officials are divided over which terrorist group poses the
biggest threat to the American homeland, the Islamic State or Al Qaeda and its affiliates. 

Girding For Counterattack, Administration Tightens Terrorist Watch from McClatchy 25 Sep 14

Hours after U.S. forces unleashed a barrage of bombs over territory held by the Islamic State and al Qaida-linked rebels in Syria, the Obama
administration sought Wednesday to reassure Americans that it’s doing all possible to protect against retaliatory strikes by terrorists in this
country. 

Treasury Imposes Terrorism Sanctions from New York Times 25 Sep 14

The Treasury Department on Wednesday imposed sanctions on 11 people and one entity it said were sending financial and other support to
terrorist groups, including the Islamic State. The sanctions are aimed at the funding streams that have allowed the terrorist organizations to
flourish and recruit fighters from the Middle East, Europe and North Africa. 

Perry Says Terrorists Could Be Entering The U.S. From Mexico from New York Times 22 Aug 14

Gov. Rick Perry of Texas warned Thursday that militants from the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria and other terrorist groups may have already
slipped across the Mexican border. 

Milder View Of Suspect In U.S. Case On Terror from New York Times 30 Apr 14

...at a hearing on Tuesday in Federal District Court in Manhattan, a prosecutor told a judge that the government was now prepared to allow Mr.
Abassi, 27, to plead guilty to two counts that did not involve terrorism. 

Al Qaeda Remains A Threat To U.S. Via Its Franchises from Washington Times 30 May 13

Analysts refute Obama's claim



Al Qaeda An Evolving Threat Despite Obama's Boast from Washington Times 30 May 13

"I totally disagree with the premise the al Qaeda is on the path to defeat," said retired Army Gen. Jack Keane, who has advised U.S. commanders
in the Iraq and Afghanistan wars.

Trade
UPDATE: Vietnam concludes bilateral negotiations for TPP: ministry from Xinhua (China) 4 Aug 15

Vietnam has concluded bilateral negotiations with all relevant countries during the meetings of ministers from 12 member countries of the Trans-
Pacific Partnership (TPP) in Maui, Hawaii from July 28 to 31, according to Vietnam's Ministry of Industry and Trade. 

Trans-Pacific Partnership Session Ends With Heels Dug In from New York Times 4 Aug 15

Tokyo was ready to extend major concessions on American truck tariffs but was blocked by Mexico, which wanted less competition for its own
trucks in the United States market. 

Issues Mount As Negotiators Gather To Wrap Up Trans-Pacific Trade Pact from New York Times 28 Jul 15

The top trade negotiators of the United States and 11 other Pacific nations are gathering this week at a luxury resort in Maui for one last push to
complete the largest regional trade accord in history, roping together 40 percent of the world’s economic output. 

Minimum damages payments for copyright violations eyed under TPP from Kyodo (Japan) 26 Jul 15

Twelve countries negotiating a Pacific Rim free trade agreement are arranging to set a minimum amount for damages payments to boost
protection of copyrights and trademarks, according to negotiation sources. 

State Dept: Trade Bill Can’t Defend Israel’s Territories from Associated Press 1 Jul 15

One day after President Barack Obama signed hard-fought trade legislation, his administration took issue with language meant to discourage
boycotts of Israel. 

Obama Says He Likes Signing Bills, as He Signs Trade Bills from New York Times 30 Jun 15

It’s not every day that President Obama gets to sign a bill into law, but on Monday, as he signed a bipartisan trade package that survived several
near-death experiences, he allowed himself to daydream that it might become a habit. 

WASHINGTON: Obama Signs Trade, Worker Assistance Bills Into Law from Tacoma News Tribune 30 Jun 15

In a rare bipartisan scene at the White House, President Barack Obama on Monday signed into law two hard-fought bills giving him greater
authority to negotiate international trade deals and providing aid to workers whose jobs are displaced by such pacts. 

Congress Approves Assistance For Workers Who Lose Jobs To Trade from Los Angeles Times 26 Jun 15

Congress gave final approval Thursday to a program that provides funds for retraining workers who lose their jobs to overseas trade, a key
component of President Obama’s trade agenda. 

Trade Authority Bill Wins Final Approval In Senate from New York Times 25 Jun 15

The Senate on Wednesday gave final approval to legislation granting President Obama enhanced power to negotiate major trade agreements with
Asia and Europe, sending the president’s biggest end-of-term legislative priority to the White House for his signature. 

Senate Hands A Victory To Obama On Trade Pact from New York Times 24 Jun 15

The Senate narrowly voted Tuesday to end debate on legislation granting President Obama enhanced negotiating powers to complete a major
Pacific trade accord, virtually assuring final passage Wednesday of Mr. Obama’s top legislative priority in his final years in office. 

Key Democratic senators back plan for trade legislation from Reuters 23 Jun 15

The U.S. Senate is headed toward showdown votes this week on legislation key to a Pacific trade pact, with some Democrats essential to passing
the measure vowing to support it again and others undecided on whether to change their votes to oppose the bill. 



Obama Trade Kabuki Takes Dramatic New Turns In Congress This Week from Washington Post 22 Jun 15

Congress is headed for several critical votes this week on President Obama’s trade agenda. These will be the latest twists in a several-month saga
that has seen a majority of his own party turn against him while his long-standing adversaries have been going to extraordinary lengths to find
ways to help him. 

House Revives Obama’s Trade Agenda With Passage Of Fast Track Bill from Washington Post 19 Jun 15

The House resurrected the centerpiece of President Obama’s trade agenda Thursday, six days after his fellow Democrats dealt him a dramatic
setback that spurned a months-long lobbying effort on the president’s part. 

Obama, Leading Republicans Mounting Rescue Effort On Trade from Associated Press 18 Jun 15

President Barack Obama and top Republicans in Congress joined forces Wednesday on a quick, bipartisan rescue attempt for the administration’s
trade agenda, left for dead in the House last week in a revolt carried out by Democrats and backed by organized labor. 

House Moves To Delay Action On Trade Bill For 6 Weeks from New York Times 17 Jun 15

In an extraordinary twist that perhaps only a lame duck president can relish, President Obama has largely jettisoned his plan to lure House
Democrats to get his trade agenda through Congress, and instead is now working closely with Republican leaders. 

Obama’s Trade Agenda In Limbo After Clinton, Pelosi Leave Obama In Lurch from Washington Post 16 Jun 15

President Obama’s trade agenda hung in limbo Monday as House Republican leaders mulled several bad choices for reviving legislation that the
president has said is necessary to complete a 12-nation deal across the Pacific Ocean. 

Singapore: US Credibility On The Line Over Trade Pact from Associated Press 16 Jun 15

Staunch ally Singapore says U.S. credibility in Asia is on the line amid uncertainty over its participation in a 12-nation free trade pact. 

Obama Fights For Asia Trade Deal With Relevance Hanging In The Balance from Washington Times 15 Jun 15

Obama fights for Asia trade deal with relevance hanging in the balance If President Obama somehow persuades dozens of Democratic lawmakers
to change their minds by Tuesday night and vote with him on a second attempt to pass trade legislation, he will rescue an agreement that is
designed to be the centerpiece of his fore 

House Clears First Trade Bill, Setting Stage For Friday Showdown from Washington Times 12 Jun 15

The House cleared the first piece of the complex package of trade bills Thursday, easily approving preferences for Haiti and African countries in a
move President Obama and GOP leaders hoped would pave the way for the bigger votes later this week. 

What Chicago Democrats Tell Us About President Obama’s Problems On Trade from Washington Post 12 Jun 15

With his presidency waning and a Republican Congress obstructing all but a handful of items on his legislative agenda, Obama has one more big
request for House Democrats like Davis: a vote to grant his administration “fast track” negotiating authority, paving way for the completion of the
vast Trans-Pacific Partnership trade accord. 

White House, Republicans Work Together In Final Push On Trade Bill from Washington Post 11 Jun 15

House Republicans and President Obama joined forces for the final push for votes to keep the White House’s trade agenda alive, unveiling the
latest version of fast-track authority overnight Tuesday and setting up a possible Friday vote on the measure. 

For Dems Who Vote Yes On Trade, Obama Offers Help In 2016 from Associated Press 10 Jun 15

As the White House pleads with House Democrats for votes on trade, President Barack Obama is sweetening the deal with an offer of presidential
campaign support if Democrats come under fire for their votes from unions and liberals in 2016. 

Obama And His GOP Allies Launch Big Effort To Win Trade Fight In The House from Washington Post 5 Jun 15

President Obama opened an intense final round of lobbying to win support for his sweeping Pacific Rim trade accord ahead of a crucial vote in the
House as soon as next week, expressing confidence that he will overcome deepening skepticism among fellow Democrats. 



Obama Starts New Trade Push Targeting Reluctant House Democrats from Bloomberg News 4 Jun 15

President Barack Obama raised the prospect Wednesday that the world’s most populous country may someday join the largest-ever U.S. trade
agreement, as he courts reluctant Democrats to grant him authority to fast-track the deal through Congress. 

Obama’s Push For Trade Deal Faces Bipartisan Peril In House from New York Times 1 Jun 15

The bruising battle over President Obama’s push for the power to negotiate two potentially far-reaching trade pacts will shift this week to the
House, where the White House faces entrenched opposition from Democrats and the stirring of rebellion from the Republicans’ right flank. 

Obama’s Trade Agenda Faces Tougher Odds Heading Into House from Associated Press 1 Jun 15

After several near death experiences in the Senate, the trade agenda that President Barack Obama is pushing as a second term capstone faces its
biggest hurdle yet in the more polarized House of Representatives. 

Obama Pursues Democrats On Trade In Test Of His Clout On Capitol Hill from Los Angeles Times 28 May 15

As a proposal over a major trade deal reached a critical point in the Senate last week, lawmakers reported a rare occurrence: last-minute calls from
President Obama. 

Obama’s Asia Trade Deal Faces Mounting Opposition In House from Washington Times 27 May 15

After a victory in the Senate, President Obama’s push for a huge free-trade deal with Asia faces a higher hurdle in the House, where an unusual
coalition of conservative Republicans and liberal Democrats oppose granting him more executive power. 

Senate Clears Hurdle On Bill To Give Obama Fast-track Authority On Pacific Rim Trade Deal from Washington Post 22 May 15

President Obama’s bid to secure a broad trade deal with Pacific Rim nations cleared a major hurdle Thursday as the Senate voted to advance
legislation that would give him expanded authority to complete the accord. 

Obama’s Trade Allies Scramble To Line Up 60 Senate Votes from Associated Press 21 May 15

Supporters of President Barack Obama’s trade agenda are scrambling to keep Senate foes from killing it Thursday before a full-blown debate even
begins. 

China’s Impact Looms Large As US Debates Its Own Trade Deals from Associated Press 20 May 15

If the U.S. doesn’t write the rules of international trade, President Barack Obama warns, China will. In fact, China is already helping write those
rules, and in some ways has jumped ahead of the game. There’s intense competition between the U.S. and China for economic influence in the
world. As Obama seeks to persuade lawmakers to back his trade agenda, he has cast that competition as an economic threat. 

Republicans claim enough votes to pass fast-track trade bill from Reuters 18 May 15

Top Republicans predicted on Sunday that both chambers of Congress would muster the votes to pass the "fast-track" authority sought by
President Barack Obama to negotiate major trade deals, despite opposition from Obama's fellow Democrats. 

Commerce Secretary On Pacific Trade Deal: “It’s About Market Access” from Los Angeles Times 18 May 15

As U.S. Commerce secretary, Penny Pritzker has spent months trying to sell Congress on giving President Obama fast-track authority to pave the
way for a new trans-Pacific trade pact that the White House hopes will cut the hefty U.S. trade deficit with Japan. 

Obama’s Trade Agenda Clears A Key Hurdle In Senate from Washington Post 15 May 15

President Obama’s trade agenda cleared a key hurdle in the Senate on Thursday, as lawmakers voted to start debate on the centerpiece of the
legislative package — so-called “fast track” negotiating authority that is expected to pave the way for the wide-ranging Trans-Pacific Partnership
trade accord. 

As Obama Plays China Card On Trade, Chinese Pursue Their Own Deals from New York Times 13 May 15

President Obama has toured Nike’s headquarters and busy American ports in recent weeks to try to convince Democrats that rejecting the Trans-
Pacific Partnership, a 12-nation trade deal that he envisions as a crucial part of a legacy of national economic revival, will undercut American
power. 



Senate Vote On Trade Looms Big, But Won’t Settle The Debate from Associated Press 12 May 15

A much-anticipated Senate vote on trade will pack some suspense Tuesday. But it won’t be the final word no matter how it turns out. Supporters
of President Barack Obama’s trade agenda need 60 votes in the 100-member Senate merely to start a full-blown debate on the legislation. 

Obama Pushes Skeptical Legislators Hard On Pacific Trade Deal from New York Times 11 May 15

President Obama’s most aggressive and sustained legislative push since the Affordable Care Act faces a crucial first test this week, when a divided
Senate considers a bill that would grant him accelerated power to finalize a massive trade accord with 11 nations across the Pacific Rim. 

GOP Chairmen: Immigration Legislation Not In Trade Bill from USA Today 1 May 15

Top House Republicans offered public assurances Thursday that an upcoming “fast track” trade authority bill will not be a vehicle for immigration
legislation — a fear stoked mainly in online conservative forums in recent weeks. 

TPP countries to hold ministerial talks May 26-28: U.S. from Kyodo (Japan) 30 Apr 15

Twelve countries negotiating for a Pacific free trade pact will hold ministerial talks from May 26 to 28 in the Philippines to seek ways to conclude
a deal as soon as possible, a U.S. government official said Thursday. 

Shinzo Abe Of Japan Avoids Specifics In Speech On Trade Accord from New York Times 30 Apr 15

Shinzo Abe, in the first address by a Japanese prime minister to a joint meeting of Congress, praised his nation’s “quantum leap” in economic
reforms but offered no specific concessions as he appealed to skeptical lawmakers to back a far-reaching Pacific trade accord. 

Once Concerned, China Is Quiet About Trans-Pacific Trade Deal from New York Times 29 Apr 15

As Congress debates the direction of economic policy in the Pacific, the main country worried about an American-led trade deal has gone nearly
silent: China. 

Obama, Abe Push For Completion Of Free-trade Deal Among Pacific Rim Nations from Washington Times 29 Apr 15

President Obama and Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe agreed Tuesday to join forces to push for completion of a major free-trade deal among
Pacific rim nations, starting with Mr. Abe’s speech on Wednesday to a divided Congress. 

Obama’s Trade Agenda Draws GOP Support In House from Associated Press 24 Apr 15

Legislation to strengthen President Barack Obama’s hand for future trade deals moved toward committee approval in the House on Thursday
courtesy of Republicans and over the protests of Democrats, a political role reversal that portends a bruising struggle for passage later this spring. 

Obama: Democrats Should Back Free-trade Deals from USA Today 24 Apr 15

President Obama told skeptical Democrats on Thursday that new free-trade deals will open foreign markets for U.S. products, thereby benefiting
working families and middle-class Americans. 

Obama’s Fight For Trade Powers Faces Altered Political Landscape from Washington Post 23 Apr 15

Twenty-two years ago, 102 House Democrats joined 132 Republicans to ratify the North American Free Trade Agreement. Today, supporters of a
new trade measure are on the hunt for votes to give President Obama more authority to negotiate multilateral trade deals. But shifting party
politics and an evolving congressional map will make their task much tougher than it was two decades ago. 

Deal On Trade Pact Gives Obama Authority But Builds In A Delay from New York Times 22 Apr 15

Republican lawmakers and the White House have agreed to subject any trade deal negotiated by President Obama to a monthslong review by
Congress and the public, a concession aimed at winning the support of Democrats who view trade agreements as a threat to American workers. 

Lawmakers Reach Deal On ‘Fast Track’ Trade Authority from USA Today 17 Apr 15

Top lawmakers reached a deal Thursday on legislation to grant President Obama “fast track” trade authority to advance one of the largest trade
pacts in history, a step that could set off one of the sharpest legislative battles of the year and put Democratic unity to the test. 



Legislators mobilize against Trans-Pacific Partnership from The Blade (Ohio) 31 Mar 15

Kaptur, Brown’s efforts come to Toledo UAW hall

Critical of Obama’s past actions, GOP now wants to give him more power on trade from Washington Post 28 Jan 15

Republicans have consistently railed at President Obama’s exercise of his executive authority, disparaging him as “an emperor” who has ignored
Congress on immigration, climate and Cuba. 

Trade Relations
Pacific trade ministers to gather in Hawaii July 28-29: report from Kyodo (Japan) 6 Jul 15

Pacific Rim countries seeking a free trade initiative are set to hold ministerial talks on July 28 and 29 in Hawaii, a U.S. report said Monday,
quoting informed sources. 

Obama Warns Of Anti-Globalization Sentiment In Both Parties from Bloomberg News 27 Apr 15

President Barack Obama said the rising anti-globalization sentiment in factions of both political parties risks a withdrawal by the U.S. from global
economic competition and stymied growth. 

US, Japan Talks Fail To Close Gap On Farm, Auto Trade from Associated Press 21 Apr 15

The U.S. and Japan need further work to resolve differences on autos and farm exports that are hindering progress toward a Pacific Rim trade
deal, U.S. Trade Representative Michael Froman said Tuesday. 

Obama’s Proposal For More Trade With Asia May Not Go Over So Well In His Own Party from Washington Post 16 Apr 15

Against that backdrop, Illinois’ junior U.S. senator, Barack Obama, delivered a commencement speech at Knox College and directly addressed the
seismic changes affecting the economic life of places like Galesburg. He suggested that he understood the problem and that he would pursue
policies to provide a solution. 

Obama pitches Pacific trade pact in annual economic report from Kyodo (Japan) 19 Feb 15

President Barack Obama promoted his administration's bid Thursday to boost free trade initiatives, including a U.S.-led Pacific free trade
agreement, in its annual economic report. 

Trade Talks
Obama Gets Update On Asia-Pacific Trade Talks from Associated Press 17 Dec 13

President Barack Obama is meeting with senior White House officials and Cabinet secretaries to discuss the status of talks on a massive Trans-
Pacific Partnership trade agreement. 

TRADEWINDS
IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Caribbean and USA made ??counternarcotics exercises from Associated Press 2 Jun 14

Members of the security forces of 11 countries in the Caribbean , U.S. and Canada began on Sunday in Antigua and Barbuda maritime training to
address natural disasters and combating organized crime. 

TRADEWINDS 15
Canada to participate in U.S. -led Exercise TRADEWINDS 15 from Xinhua (China) 29 May 15

The Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) will participate in U.S.-led multinational military game named Exercise TRADEWINDS 15 which is to takes
place in the Caribbean from May 31 to June 24, according to the Canadian defence ministry Friday. 

Trafficking in Persons (TiP)
US penalises Malaysia for shameful human trafficking record from The Guardian (UK) 20 Jun 14

The US has downgraded Malaysia to the lowest ranking in its annual human trafficking report, relegating the southeast Asian nation to the same
category as Zimbabwe, North Korea and Saudi Arabia. The move could result in economic sanctions and loss of development aid. 

Treasury Department



US faces $300 bn in illicit funds in anti-laundering fight from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 15

The US has largely blocked terror groups from moving money through banks, but tens of billions of dollars in illicit funds still transit the financial
system each year, the Treasury said Friday. 

Tropical Storm/Hurricane
Ingrid Becomes Second Hurricane As Storms Threaten Mexico from Bloomberg News 16 Sep 13

Hurricane Ingrid, bearing down on eastern Mexico as Tropical Storm Manuel came ashore on the country’s Pacific coast, will probably make
landfall early tomorrow, with both storms expected to bring life-threatening floods. 

Tropical Weather
Danny Becomes First Hurricane Of Atlantic Season from AFP 21 Aug 15

Tropical Storm Danny was upgraded to a hurricane Thursday, the first of the Atlantic season, strengthening slightly as it barreled through the
Caribbean, forecasters said. 

Tropical Depression Hanna soaks Nicaragua, Honduras from Agence France-Presse 27 Oct 14

Tropical Depression Hanna on Monday lashed northeastern Nicaragua and eastern Honduras, unleashing heavy rains that US forecasters warned
could cause deadly flash-flooding. 

“Dangerous” Hurricane Gonzalo Roars Toward Bermuda from USA Today 17 Oct 14

Packing ferocious winds of 145 mph, “dangerous” Hurricane Gonzalo continued on a path toward Bermuda on Thursday as a Category 4 storm. 

Gonzalo becomes 'major hurricane' in Atlantic: US forecasters from Agence France-Presse 15 Oct 14

Gonzalo strengthened to a "major hurricane" over the open Atlantic late Tuesday and was expected to continue gaining force, forecasters said. 

Hurricane Cristobal heads for Bermuda from Agence France-Presse 26 Aug 14

Hurricane Cristobal churned slowly toward Bermuda on Tuesday after dumping rain on the Bahamas and the Turks and Caicos Islands, US
forecasters said. 

UPDATE: Hurricane Cristobal kills four, churns towards Bermuda from Agence France-Presse 26 Aug 14

Strengthening Hurricane Cristobal killed at least four people in the Caribbean and then trained its deadly sights Tuesday on the holiday paradise
of Bermuda, officials and meteorologists said. 

UPDATE: Cristobal strengthens into hurricane in Atlantic; winds at 75 mph off the Bahamas from Associated Press 25 Aug 14

The center of Tropical Storm Cristobal was slowly moving away from the Bahamas on Monday, leaving behind flooded communities across a
swath of soaked Caribbean islands and resulting in at least three fatalities. 

Tropical Storm Cristobal Likely To Dodge US from Miami Herald 25 Aug 14

Tropical Storm Cristobal blossomed from a messy system trudging through the Caribbean early Sunday but is likely to dodge the U.S., the
National Hurricane Center said. 

Hurricane Bertha charts course between US, Bahamas from Agence France-Presse 4 Aug 14

Hurricane Bertha was on course to pass midway between Bermuda and the US East Coast on Monday and it was not expected to make landfall in
either place, forecasters said. 

TS Bertha aims for Bahamas, Turks and Caicos from Associated Press 3 Aug 14

Tropical Storm Bertha aimed for the Bahamas and the Turks and Caicos islands early Sunday as its heavy rains and wind led to the cancellation of
flights and caused power outages in parts of the Caribbean. 

Tropical depression weakens to tropical wave from Associated Press 23 Jul 14

The U.S. National Hurricane Center says a tropical depression in the Atlantic has weakened to a tropical wave as it approaches the Lesser



Antilles. 

Tropical Storm Gabrielle batters Bermuda: forecasters from Agence France-Presse 11 Sep 13

Tropical Storm Gabrielle was battering Bermuda with heavy rains and powerful winds Tuesday, as US forecasters warned it was strengthening
and moving closer to the popular vacation spot. 

Hurricane Humberto forms in the Atlantic from Associated Press 11 Sep 13

Humberto (oom-BEHR'-toh) has strengthened to a Category 1 hurricane far out in the Atlantic, becoming the first hurricane of the Atlantic
season. 

Humberto could reach hurricane strength; Gabrielle moves near Bermuda from United Press International 10 Sep 13

Tropical Storm Humberto strengthened and could become a hurricane Tuesday while Gabrielle regenerated into a tropical storm south of
Bermuda, forecasters said. 

TSA
TSA Chief: Travelers From Some Nations Targeted from Associated Press 17 Dec 14

The Transportation Security Administration needed an exemption from new Obama administration rules restricting racial profiling by the
government so the TSA could target travelers for extra scrutiny based on their nationality and gender, the head of the agency said Tuesday. 

TSP
TSP Moves To Expand Investment, Withdrawal Choices from Washington Post 28 Jul 15

More options for investing and withdrawing retirement savings are planned for federal employees and retirees, including the freedom to invest in
funds other than those offered by the Thrift Savings Plan itself. 

Don’t phish in our pond, TSP tells Pentagon from Washington Post 14 May 14

One of the government’s smallest agencies has written to the largest to say, in effect, that if you want to go phishing, do it somewhere else. 

U. S. Air Force
News Bulletin: Air Force Announces Changes to Headquarters Organization; from 14 Jul 14

Air Force leaders announced changes to headquarters staff manning and organization today. The Air Force will create efficiencies by deactivating
and realigning organizations at headquarters Air Force, major commands (MAJCOMs), numbered air forces and field operating agencies,
resulting in savings of $1.6 billion across the Air Force in the next five years.

U.S. Army
FORSCOM head nominated to be new Army vice chief from Army Times 9 Jul 14

The top general at Forces Command has been nominated to be the next Army Vice Chief of Staff, according to information on the Senate Armed
Services Committee website. If confirmed, Gen. Daniel Allyn will succeed Gen. John Campbell as the Army’s No. 2 officer.

U.S. Navy
DOD tester questions Navy ship's survival in attack from Bloomberg News 10 Jul 14

Revised standards adopted for the vessel intended to operate in shallow coastal waters "continue to accept the risk the crew would need to
abandon ship under circumstances that would not necessitate that action" on other vessels, Michael Gilmore, the Defense Department's director of
operational testing and evaluation, said

Wanted: Armchair analysts during disasters; Navy tests social media to help direct response after typhoons, earthquakes from
U-T San Diego 10 Jul 14

Navy officials from San Diego are experimenting with the power of social media when U.S. troops respond to the damage caused by killer
weather, tsunamis and earthquakes...the sea service has come to realize the force of an iPhone photo.

U.S. Navy 



Alcohol Is The 'Lone Common Denominator'; Assistant SECNAV weighs in on drinking, suicide, sex assault and more from
Navy Times 29 Jul 13

Alcohol is a common denominator among some of the Navy’s worst problems, including suicides and sexual assaults. So sailors should not be
surprised to see the Navy taking more offensive actions to curb the abuse.

U.S. Southern Command
Marine 4-star general offers powerful testimony in defense of accused officer from Marine Corps Times 17 Oct 13

Marine Gen. John Kelly, the four-star head of U.S. Southern Command, testified during an administrative hearing here Wednesday that it is the
battalion and unit leadership — not Capt. James Clement — who should answer for failing to properly supervise the scout snipers who made a
video of themselves urinating on dead insurgents in Afghanistan. 

UCMJ
Gillibrand Fights For Military Justice Reform from San Antonio Express-News 9 Aug 13

After hearing victims of military sexual assault tell their stories, Gillibrand realized the current system was not working. 

UN
UN Statement On Syria Delayed Over Venezuela Objections from Associated Press 13 Aug 15

Security Council approval of a draft U.N. statement strongly backing intensive preparatory talks on key issues to restore peace to conflict-torn
Syria has been delayed because of objections from Venezuela. 

U.N. seeks to mediate between Guyana and Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 10 Aug 15

Guyana's foreign minister confirmed Monday that U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon is trying to arrange a meeting between Guyanese
President David Granger and Venezuelan counterpart Nicolas Maduro on the margins of next month's General Assembly to discuss the two
countries' boundary dispute. 

U.N. panel calls for innovation to boost LatAm economy from EFE (Spain) 6 Aug 15

The economy of Latin America and the Caribbean will grow this year only about 0.5 percent and improving on that modest performance will take
investment and technological innovation, the head of the U.N. Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, or ECLAC, said here.

Cheers As UN Irons Out Roadmap To End Poverty from AFP 3 Aug 15

Jubilant UN member states put the finishing touches to a hugely ambitious roadmap aimed at wiping out poverty worldwide by 2030 and taking
on climate change. 

UN chief calls for global efforts to help small islands conquer "unique vulnerabilities" from Xinhua (China) 30 Jul 15

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon on Thursday called on the international community to help Small Island Developing States (SIDS) to combat
climate change, promote sustainable development and address their vulnerabilities. 

Top American Commander Warns U.N. That Too Few Carry Efforts For Peace from New York Times 29 Jul 15

The top American military commander urged United Nations member states on Tuesday to increase their commitments to its global peacekeeping
forces, warning of what he called an unsustainable imbalance caused by too few contributors. 

Putin, Xi, Rouhani to address annual UN high-level meeting from Associated Press 27 Jul 15

The presidents of China, Russia, Iran and the United States are scheduled to speak at the 70th annual U.N. General Assembly of world leaders in
September — a rare appearance for Russian President Vladimir Putin and the first for Chinese President Xi Jinping. 

U.N. Official Quits Amid Scrutiny Of Response To Sex Abuse Accusations from New York Times 23 Jul 15

The senior-most United Nations official to have been informed accusations of child sexual abuse by French soldiers in Central African Republic
last year, who took no action at the time, has resigned from her post, United Nations officials confirmed on Wednesday. 

U.N. Refugee Agency: World’s Displaced Reach Record High from USA Today 19 Jun 15



The number of people forced to flee their homes because of conflict and persecution reached a record high last year, the United Nations said in a
report released Thursday. 

New UN Report Says World’s Refugee Crisis Is Worse Than Anyone Expected from Washington Post 18 Jun 15

The number of people uprooted from their homes by war and persecution in 2014 was larger than in any year since detailed record-keeping began,
according to a comprehensive report released early Thursday by the U.N. refugee agency that will add to the evidence of a global exodus unlike
any in modern times. 

UN Report Makes Recommendations To Stop Sex Abuse from Agence France-Presse 17 Jun 15

To eliminate sex abuse from UN peacekeeping missions, the first major review of operations in 15 years recommends that countries which flout
children’s rights be barred from blue helmet missions. 

UN Peacekeepers Buy Sex With Cellphones, TVs: Report from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 15

UN peacekeepers routinely buy sex with everything from jewelry to televisions and even shoes in countries where they are deployed, a draft UN
report says, in the latest damning revelations tarnishing its operations. 

UN: Sex Exploitation By Peacekeepers Strongly Underreported from Associated Press 10 Jun 15

Members of a U.N. peacekeeping mission engaged in “transactional sex” with more than 225 Haitian women who said they needed to do so to
obtain things like food and medication, a sign that sexual exploitation remains significantly underreported in such missions, according to a new
report obtained by The Associated Press. 

Ban Ki-moon begins trip to Central Asia amid rights concerns from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 15

UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon on Tuesday began a five-day trip to ex-Soviet Central Asia with a visit to Tajikistan, as advocacy groups
pressed him to raise rights concerns with the region's governments. 

EU approves 40 mln euros for police internal security fund from Xinhua (China) 8 Jun 15

The European Commission on Monday said it approved the 2015 annual work program for the internal security fund for police amounting to 40
million euros (44.82 million U.S. dollars), including 1 million euros envisaged for emergency assistance. 

UN Report: Volunteers Key To Advancing Development from USA Today 5 Jun 15

Volunteerism around the globe helped people in developing countries participate more actively in their governments and economies, but
governments undervalue the contributions of volunteers, a United Nations report found. 

African Countries Are Urged To Investigate Reports Of Abuse By Peacekeepers from New York Times 2 Jun 15

The top human rights official at the United Nations has urged several African members to “intensify their efforts” at prosecuting what he
described as longstanding allegations of egregious abuses, including summary killings, by troops they had sent to keep the peace in the Central
African Republic, one of the continent’s most dysfunctional and chaotic countries. 

Latest FAO Food Insecurity report suggests eradication of hunger goal within reach from Xinhua (China) 27 May 15

As latest data show the number of hungry people has fallen under 800 million worldwide, UN officials has said that to eradicate hunger fully is a
target within reach for the current generation. 

UN Officials Let Child Sex Abuse Claims Linger from Associated Press 27 May 15

For months, the U.N.’s top human rights officials knew about allegations of child sexual abuse by French soldiers in Central African Republic,
collected by their own staff. But they didn’t follow up because they assumed French authorities were handling it, statements marked “strictly
confidential” show, even as France pressed the U.N. for more information about the case. 

Meth seizures quadruple across much of Asia-Pacific: UN from Agence France-Presse 26 May 15

Methamphetamine seizures across much of the Asia-Pacific region have quadrupled over five years, the UN said Tuesday, citing rising wealth as
one reason for a boom in production and consumption. 



Europe must do more on migrants: UN chief from 26 May 15

Europe must do more to help migrants crossing the Mediterranean, UN chief Ban Ki-moon said on Tuesday ahead of a visit to Brussels, as a
planned EU naval operation awaits UN Security Council approval. 

UN refugee agency welcomes developments in Southeast Asia sea from Xinhua (China) 21 May 15

The office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) on Wednesday welcomed the commitment announced by the foreign ministers
of Malaysia and Indonesia to help thousands of migrants stranded in boats in the Bay of Bengal and off the coast of Southeast Asia. 

UNEP awards enforcement officers, authorities from Asia-Pacific region from Xinhua (China) 20 May 15

The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) awarded Wednesday for 13 enforcement officers and authorities from Asia-Pacific region for
their efforts in fighting illegal wildlife trade, chemicals and hazardous waste. 

Central America world's top region for violent deaths: UN from Agence France-Presse 8 May 15

Despite the bloody conflicts raging in the Middle East, Central America remains the region with the highest number of violent deaths worldwide,
a UN report showed Friday. 

Ban names head of UN anti-crime entity from Xinhua (China) 16 Apr 15

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon on Thursday announced the appointment of Cindy Smith of the United States as director of the UN
Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute (UNICRI). 

Only A Third Of Countries Reach 2015 Education Goals: UN from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 15

The UN gave a third of the world’s countries a passing grade Thursday for efforts to provide universal basic education, but said most governments
had failed on a pledge made 15 years ago. 

UN Report: More Than 25,000 Foreigners Fight With Terrorists from Associated Press 2 Apr 15

A new U.N. report says more than 25,000 foreign fighters from over 100 countries have traveled to join with al-Qaida, the Islamic State group and
other splinter groups in countries from Iraq and Syria to Afghanistan, Libya and the Philippines. 

Hugo Chavez' favorite daughter makes UN debut as US bashed from Associated Press 1 Apr 15

The favorite daughter of Venezuela's late leader Hugo Chavez has made her debut as her country's deputy permanent representative to the United
Nations at an event where countries lined up to slam the United States for its recent sanctions against Venezuelan officials. 

United Nations Unveils Slavery Memorial from Miami Herald 26 Mar 15

The United Nations on Wednesday remembered the millions of victims of the largest forced migration in history with the unveiling of a slavery
memorial on its visitors plaza before global ambassadors and Jamaica Prime Minister Portia Simpson Miller. 

UN Worried By Rise In Mass Abductions Of Children from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 15

Mass abductions of children by groups like Boko Haram and the Islamic State are on the rise, with the practice now becoming a tactic of war, a
UN envoy warned Wednesday. 

Russia believes Brazil, India, South Africa should become permanent UN Security Council members - diplomat from Tass (Russia)
25 Mar 15

Moscow believes that Brazil, India and South Africa are worthy candidates to join the UN Security Council on a permanent basis, the Russian
Foreign Ministry's special envoy, Vadim Lukov, said on Wednesday. 

Accusations Of Sexual Abuse Against United Nations Workers Are Cited from New York Times 17 Mar 15

United Nations personnel were accused in nearly 80 cases of rape, sexual assault and sex trafficking in 2014 alone, with the bulk of the cases
involving peacekeepers deployed to some of the most troubled parts of the world. 



U.N. Finds ‘Alarmingly High’ Levels Of Violence Against Women from New York Times 10 Mar 15

The evidence is ubiquitous. The gang rape of a young woman on a bus in New Delhi sets off an unusual burst of national outrage in India. In
South Sudan, women are assaulted by both sides in the civil war. In Iraq, jihadists enslave women for sex. And American colleges face mounting
scrutiny about campus rape. 

U.N. Rights Chief Denounces World Powers Over Abuses from New York Times 6 Mar 15

The United Nations’ rights chief on Thursday delivered a blunt critique of global powers, including the United States, in a report warning that
many of the measures adopted by governments in the name of protecting national security violated human rights. 

New drugs pose serious health risks says UN body from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 15

The proliferation of new narcotics developed to circumvent existing drug laws poses a serious health problem, the United Nations drugs control
body said on Tuesday. 

Head Of U.N. Climate Panel Resigns Amid Harassment Accusations from New York Times 25 Feb 15

The head of the United Nations panel on climate science resigned on Tuesday after allegations of sexual harassment were filed against him in
India, where he lives and works. 

UN takes aim at Islamic State financing from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 15

The UN Security Council on Thursday unanimously adopted a resolution aimed at choking off millions of dollars in earnings from oil smuggling,
antiquities trafficking and ransom payments to the Islamic State group. 

Schoolgirls Are Facing More Threats, U.N. Reports from New York Times 10 Feb 15

Attacks against girls attending school or seeking access to education appear to be increasing around the world despite legal protections of gender
equality, the United Nations said in a report issued on Monday. 

OPINON: Central America Still Awaits Relief From Violence, Brutality from Miami Herald 27 Jan 15

Earlier this month, I stood in awe in an amphitheatre filled with thousands of people in El Salvador’s capital city of San Salvador. The place
pulsed with cheers and music. Legions of young people hoisted signs for peace. Former leaders of warring parties stood together in common
cause. 

Exclusive: U.S. to back new system warning airlines in conflict zones from Reuters 23 Jan 15

The United States will throw its support behind a proposal by the U.N.'s aviation agency to share information about risks to commercial aircraft
over conflict zones after the downing of a Malaysian jet in Ukraine last year, according to a senior U.S. official. 

UN Holds First-ever Meeting On Anti-Semitism On Thursday from Associated Press 22 Jan 15

The U.N. General Assembly is holding its first-ever meeting devoted to anti-Semitism on Thursday in response to a global increase in violence
against Jews — a meeting scheduled even before the recent attack on a kosher supermarket in Paris. 

Union: At Least 61 People Working For UN Were Killed In 2014 from Associated Press 14 Jan 15

The U.N. Staff Union says at least 61 people working for the United Nations were killed in 2014 — up from 58 in 2013 and 37 in 2012. 

UN chief to visit Honduras, El Salvador from Xinhua (China) 9 Jan 15

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon is scheduled to travel to two Latin American countries of Honduras and El Salvador next week, where he
will meet leaders, address the parliaments and visit the World Heritage Sites of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization ( UNESCO), a UN spokesman told reporters here Friday.

U.N. confirms Palestinians will be ICC member on April 1 from Reuters 8 Jan 15

United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has confirmed the Palestinians will formally become a member of the International Criminal
Court (ICC) on April 1 and the court's registrar said on Wednesday that jurisdiction would date back to June 13, 2014. 



U.N. Disaster Chief Warns Of More Natural Catastrophes To Come from New York Times 24 Dec 14

Thailand’s Khao Lak coast 10 years ago was a wasteland of palm beaches littered with the detritus of destroyed hotels and corpses blackened by
the tropical sun. 

Treaty regulating global arms trade takes effect Wednesday from Associated Press 24 Dec 14

A landmark treaty regulating the multibillion-dollar global arms trade comes into force on Wednesday, a milestone hailed by the United Nations
and campaigners seeking to stop weapons sales to dictators, terrorists and human rights abusers. 

UN warns of humanitarian crisis in drought-hit Central America from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Dec 14

A long drought in Central America has slowly turned into a humanitarian crisis, as 2.5 million people are no longer able to feed themselves, the
UN emergency aid agency said Friday. 

Global homicide rates drop, but nearly 500,000 murdered in 2012: UN from Agence France-Presse 10 Dec 14

Global homicide rates have plunged 16 percent since the beginning of the century, but nearly half a million people were still murdered worldwide
in 2012, a UN report said Wednesday. 

UN rights chief slams indifference over migrant deaths at sea from Agence France-Presse 10 Dec 14

The UN's human rights chief on Wednesday condemned rich nations for their indifference to waves of global migration, after new figures showed
more than 3,400 people died in the Mediterranean this year trying to reach Europe. 

UN urges all member states to "break corruption chain" from Xinhua (China) 9 Dec 14

The fight against corruption is a global concern requiring the broadest possible response to " dismantle its high walls," UN Secretary-General Ban
Ki-moon said Tuesday in a message marking the International Anti-Corruption Day. 

UNODC holds regional meeting in Tbilisi from Xinhua (China) 9 Dec 14

Prosecutors, law enforcers and judicial officials from a dozen countries on Tuesday joined the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
(UNODC) for its regional meeting in Tbilisi. 

U.N. Relief Agencies Seek $16 Billion To Meet ‘Unprecedented’ Needs from Los Angeles Times 9 Dec 14

Armed conflicts driving millions to flee their homes have intensified over the last year and created an “unprecedented” refugee crisis that will
require $16.4 billion to address next year, United Nations aid agencies warned Monday. 

UN Security Council eyes Palestinian, N Korean issues for December from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 2 Dec 14

Chad, which presides over the UN Security Council in December, wants to bring resolutions on two controversial issues involving the Palestinian
question and North Korea, according to comments by Mahamat Cherif, Chad's ambassador to the UN, on Tuesday. 

UN chief calls for joint efforts to eradicate contemporary forms of slavery from Xinhua (China) 2 Dec 14

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon appealed Tuesday for united efforts of governments, civil society and the private sector to root out all
contemporary forms of slavery, including forced labor. 

U.N. Urges Protection Of Privacy In Digital Era from New York Times 26 Nov 14

The United Nations adopted a resolution on Tuesday urging all countries to protect the right to privacy in digital communications and to offer
their citizens a way to seek “remedy” if their privacy is violated. 

UN Committee Adopts Resolution On Migrant Children from Associated Press 26 Nov 14

The U.N. General Assembly’s human rights committee has adopted a resolution declaring that the arrest or detention of children based solely on
their migration status should be a last resort. 

U.N. Extends Help For South Sudan from New York Times 26 Nov 14

The United Nations Security Council voted unanimously on Tuesday to extend its peacekeeping mission in South Sudan, where a nearly year-old



civil conflict has killed thousands of civilians, uprooted more than 1.5 million and put more than seven million at risk of hunger and disease. 

U.N. official visits Bahamas to discuss new immigration policy from EFE (Spain) 24 Nov 14

The deputy director-general of the International Organization for Migration visited the Bahamas for talks with top officials on the nation's
controversial new immigration law, the government said Monday. 

UN: World Not Close To Avoiding Dangerous Warming from Associated Press 20 Nov 14

The world still isn’t close to preventing what leaders call a dangerous level of man-made warming, a new United Nations report says. That’s
despite some nations’ recent pledges to cut back on carbon dioxide emissions. 

Protests As US Defends Record Before UN Anti-torture Body from AFP 14 Nov 14

Activists stood in silent protest as the United States on Thursday defended its record before a UN anti-torture watchdog, raising their fists and
displaying pictures of victims of police brutality. 

U.S. Tells UN Torture Treaty Applies To Everyone, Everywhere from McClatchy 14 Nov 14

The Obama administration moved forcefully Thursday to distance itself from Bush administration policies, telling a United Nations panel that the
ban on torture enshrined in a 1984 treaty that the U.S. signed applies worldwide and covers all people and places, including detention facilities
abroad. 

U.S. Affirming That U.N. Torture Ban Applies Overseas, On Guantánamo And U.S. Ships At Sea from Miami Herald 13 Nov 14

The United States is telling the United Nations that it now considers a ban against torture to apply to prisoners held by the U.S. overseas. 

United Nations Asks United States To Clarify Its Position On Torture from Washington Post 13 Nov 14

It has been nearly six years since President Obama, on his third day in office, signed an executive order banning torture or cruel treatment of U.S.
detainees. But while the order reinforced laws that already prohibited such treatment, the administration has never formally reversed a 2005
interpretation by the Justice Department, under President George W. Bush, that an international treaty against cruelty did not apply “with respect
to aliens overseas.” 

United Nations Asks United States To Clarify Its Position On Torture from Washington Post 11 Nov 14

On Wednesday, administration officials will be invited to clarify the U.S.’s position before a U.N. committee in Geneva that monitors compliance
with the treaty — officially the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. 

UN Refugee Agency Moves To Wipe Out Statelessness from Associated Press 5 Nov 14

The U.N. refugee agency launched an ambitious campaign Tuesday to wipe out statelessness in the next decade with the goal of preventing
millions from spending their entire lives without legal documentation. 

UN Chief Launches Campaign To End Female Genital Mutilation from Agence France-Presse 31 Oct 14

UN chief Ban Ki-moon launched Thursday a global campaign to end the often deadly practice of female genital mutilation within a generation, as
survivors said it had “shattered” their lives. 

UNDP: 200 mn Latin Americans at risk of falling into poverty from EFE (Spain) 31 Oct 14

Latin American countries managed to reduce poverty levels between 2002 and 2012, however, 200 million people continue to remain vulnerable,
according to United Nations Development Programme, UNDP, Administrator Helen Clark. 

Just What Does This U.N. Agency Want To Do To The Internet? from Los Angeles Times 24 Oct 14

The International Telecommunication Union, an arm of the United Nations that oversees global communications networks, has alarmed tech
advocates by debating whether to extend its authority to the Internet. 

UN 
15 new members elected to UN Human Rights Council from Xinhua (China) 21 Oct 14



The UN General Assembly on Tuesday elected 15 member states, including Albania, Bolivia, India, Ghana, Nigeria and Portugal, to the UN
Human Rights Council for a three-year term of office beginning Jan. 1, 2015. 

UN
UPDATE: Angola, Malaysia, New Zealand, Venezuela elected to UN Security Council from Agence France-Presse 16 Oct 14

Angola, Malaysia, New Zealand and Venezuela were elected to the UN Security Council on Thursday, leaving Turkey and Spain to face off in a
new round of voting for a seat. 

Tough Competition For The Most Coveted Seat At The United Nations from New York Times 16 Oct 14

The sales pitch was not subtle. On the ground floor of the General Assembly building, the government of Turkey presented a photo exhibition
congratulating itself for having welcomed refugees over the years: Abhkazians, Macedonians, and lately, Syrians fleeing the war next door. 

UN Chief Heading To Washington, Tunisia And Cairo from Associated Press 8 Oct 14

The U.N. chief is heading to Washington for meetings at the World Bank and then to Tunisia to support its political transition and Cairo to attend
a donors conference to rebuild Gaza. 

Iceland Announces Men-Only UN Meeting On Women from Associated Press 30 Sep 14

Iceland is announcing a U.N. conference on women and gender equality — and only men and boys are invited. 

Bahamas strikes tough tone on immigration at UN from Associated Press 30 Sep 14

The foreign minister of the Bahamas said Tuesday his country is determined to control illegal immigration, saying that allowing it to balloon
could be a "recipe for civil strife." 

UN rights body condemns 'vulture funds' from Agence France-Presse 26 Sep 14

The UN Human Rights Council on Friday passed a resolution condemning so-called "vulture funds" like the ones pursuing Buenos Aires for
payment on the Argentine bonds they hold. 

UN Arms Trade Treaty to take effect in December from Associated Press 25 Sep 14

An ambitious treaty designed to regulate the multibillion-dollar global arms trade will take effect on in late December after it was ratified by five
more countries. 

UN Chief Urges Hope In World Seeming To Fall Apart from Associated Press 25 Sep 14

The United Nations chief called for world leaders Wednesday to join an international campaign to ease the plight of nearly unprecedented
numbers of refugees, the displaced and victims of violence in a world wracked by wars and the swift-spreading and deadly Ebola epidemic. 

U.N. Approves Rules To Curb Foreign Fighters from Washington Post 25 Sep 14

The United Nations Security Council demanded Wednesday that members nations make it harder for would-be terrorists to travel abroad to join
extremist groups, or use their home-country passports to return and carry out attacks. 

U.N. Food Program Warns Of Coming Cuts To Aid from New York Times 23 Sep 14

Just months after a United Nations Security Council resolution pressed Syria to open several of its border crossings to humanitarian aid convoys,
money has dried up and allotments of grain and lentils are set to shrink significantly next month, the head of the World Food Program said
Monday. 

UN To Bind Nations On New Foreign Terrorist Rules from Associated Press 23 Sep 14

The U.N. Security Council is expected to adopt a binding resolution this week that would require nations to bar their citizens from traveling
abroad to join terrorism organizations, part of a U.S.-led effort to galvanize the international community against what Obama administration
officials call an “unprecedented” threat from extremists flocking to Syria and Iraq. 

U.N. Summit: Europe Touts 40% Carbon Cut Goal from USA Today 23 Sep 14



At the U.N. Climate Summit, the European Commission will formally recommend a 40% cut in heat-trapping greenhouse gas emissions by 2030
for its 28 member countries, its president said Monday. 

UN rights chief demands justice after migrant 'mass murder' from Agence France-Presse 19 Sep 14

People smugglers who allegedly sank a boat killing up to 500 migrants are likely guilty of "mass murder" and should be brought to justice, the
UN's new rights chief said on Friday. 

Despite Declines, Child Mortality And Hunger Persist In Developing Nations, U.N. Reports from New York Times 17 Sep 14

The United Nations on Tuesday reported significant declines in the rates of child mortality and hunger, but said those two scourges of the
developing world stubbornly persist in parts of Africa and South Asia despite major health care advances and sharply higher global food
production. 

Proposed UN Resolution Targets Foreign Fighters from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

A proposed U.N. resolution which the U.S. hopes will be unanimously approved at a meeting chaired by President Barack Obama later this month
would require all countries to prevent the recruitment and transport of would-be foreign fighters preparing to join terrorist groups. 

UN ponders anti-piracy tactics in heroin smuggling fight from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 9 Sep 14

East African countries should adopt anti-piracy tactics to stem the flow of Afghan heroin across the Indian Ocean, the UN Office on Drugs and
Crime (UNODC) said Tuesday. 

U.N. experts to investigate North Korean ship moored in Mexico from Kyodo (Japan) 7 Sep 14

A U.N. panel that upholds sanctions against North Korea's nuclear weapons program is sending personnel to investigate a North Korean cargo
ship moored at a Mexican port, U.N. diplomatic sources familiar with the matter told Kyodo News. 

UNDP: Poverty down in Latin America and the Caribbean from BBC 26 Aug 14

More than 56 million people have been lifted out of poverty in Latin America and the Caribbean in recent years, according to the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP).

U.N. rights chief rebukes Security Council for failures to act from Reuters 22 Aug 14

Outgoing U.N. rights chief Navi Pillay rebuked the U.N. Security Council on Thursday for putting short-term geopolitical concerns and narrowly-
defined national interests ahead of intolerable human suffering and grave breaches of global peace and security. 

UN sanctions North Korea operator of ship with weapons from Associated Press 28 Jul 14

The United Nations has imposed sanctions on the North Korean shipping company that operates a ship seized by Panama in July 2013 for
carrying undeclared military equipment from Cuba and has ordered all countries to freeze its assets. 

UN Pushes For Migrants To Be Called Refugees from Associated Press 8 Jul 14

United Nations officials are pushing for many of the Central Americans fleeing to the U.S. to be treated as refugees displaced by armed conflict, a
designation meant to increase pressure on the United States to accept tens of thousands of people currently ineligible for asylum. 

UN chief urges greater global efforts against illicit drugs from Xinhua (China) 26 Jun 14

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon on Thursday called for greater international efforts to confront illicit drugs as an integral element in building
a safe and sustainable future. 

UN rights body to negotiate rules for transnational firms from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 26 Jun 14

The UN Human Rights council decided Thursday to start negotiating a treaty on the conduct of transnational corporations, in a move that was
opposed by Western countries. 

Opium Production on the Rise Worldwide, U.N. Reports from New York Times 26 Jun 14

Illegal opium cultivation occupies more land worldwide than ever before, according to the United Nations, largely because of a surge over the last



year in Afghanistan, the world’s dominant opium producer. 

UN Security Council urges greater cooperation in countering narcotics in Afghanistan from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 14

The UN Security Council on Wednesday called for greater international and regional cooperation in countering the threat posed by the production,
trafficking, and consumption of illicit drugs originating in Afghanistan. 

U.N. Says ISIS Rebels Carried Out “Cold-Blooded Executions” In Iraq from Washington Post 17 Jun 14

Al-Qaeda-inspired insurgents battled government forces in several locations across Iraq on Monday, as the United Nations said the insurgents
almost certainly had committed war crimes by carrying out “cold-blooded executions” in their drive for power. 

Jordanian Prince Becomes UN’s Next Rights Chief from Agence France-Presse 17 Jun 14

The UN General Assembly Monday approved the nomination of Jordan’s Prince Zeid al-Hussein as the next human rights chief, making him the
first Muslim and Arab to hold the post. 

UN chief to visit Brazil, Bolivia, Switzerland from Xinhua (China) 9 Jun 14

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon will start a trip on Wednesday which will take him to Brazil, Bolivia and Switzerland, UN spokesman
Stephane Dujarric told reporters here Monday. 

8 more countries ratify UN Arms Trade Treaty from Associated Press 3 Jun 14

Eight more countries have ratified a landmark U.N. treaty regulating the multibillion-dollar global arms trade, meaning 10 more countries are
needed before the agreement goes into force. 

UN report: 21 million in forced labor worldwide from Associated Press 20 May 14

Forced labor produces illegal profits of $150 billion a year, the United Nations' labor agency said Tuesday as it appealed for global eradication of
the abuse. 

UN: Challenge Ahead On Weapons Of Mass Destruction from Associated Press 8 May 14

A landmark U.N. resolution aimed at preventing terrorists from obtaining weapons of mass destruction has accomplished a great deal in the last
decade, with one notorious step backward: the use of chemical weapons in Syria, U.N. Deputy Secretary-General Jan Eliasson said Wednesday. 

Renewables, Nuclear Must Triple To Save Climate, UN Says from Bloomberg News 14 Apr 14

The world needs to triple the energy it gets from renewables, nuclear reactors and power plants that use emissions-capture technology to avoid
dangerous levels of global warming, United Nations scientists said. 

U.N. Ignores South Sudan Camp Crisis, Charity Says from New York Times 10 Apr 14

The United Nations peacekeeping operation in South Sudan was severely criticized on Wednesday by Doctors Without Borders, the emergency
medical charity, over what it called a shameful indifference to the squalid living conditions of 21,000 displaced people forced to shelter in a
flooded portion of a peacekeeping base in the capital, Juba. 

UN Climate Panel Chair Calls For “Enlightenment” from Associated Press 8 Apr 14

The head of the United Nations scientific panel on climate change urged diplomats and scientists to show “enlightenment” Monday, as they began
a weeklong meeting aimed at spelling out in plain terms what options the world has if it wants to prevent catastrophic global warming. 

UN Raps US Civil Rights Record On Secret Programs from Associated Press 28 Mar 14

A U.N. panel has found serious shortcomings in the United States’ civil rights record, with experts citing Thursday a lack of adequate oversight
and transparency in national security programs dealing with everything from electronic surveillance to targeted drone killings and secret
detentions. 

No substantial changes in global drug demand: UN official from Xinhua (China) 13 Mar 14

The world drug demand has not substantially changed at the global level, the chief of UN anti-crime and illicit drugs on Thursday said in a



conference in Vienna. 

Chief UN drug expert accuses countries of hypocrisy on cannabis from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 Mar 14

Countries have been legalizing cannabis even though efforts are underway to ban synthetic forms of the drug, chief UN drug expert Raymond
Yans criticized at a UN review conference of global drug policies Thursday in Vienna. 

UN chief Ban advocates services for drug users at UN drug meeting from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 Mar 14

Countries should consider policies that focus on helping drug users as a counterbalance to law enforcement, UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon
said in a statement on Thursday to a UN review conference of global drug policy. 

Legalization won't fix world's drugs problem: U.N. official from Reuters 10 Mar 14

Legalization will not solve the world's narcotics problem, the U.N. anti-drugs chief said on Monday, indicating disagreement with a decision by
Uruguay to allow the growing, sale and smoking of marijuana. 

UN chief launches "Children, not soldiers" campaign from Xinhua (China) 6 Mar 14

The United Nations on Thursday launched its global campaign "Children, not soldiers" in order to prevent children from being recruited or used
as soldiers in conflict areas. 

UN Experts Urge Halt To Ransoms Financing Al-Qaida from Associated Press 20 Feb 14

U.N. experts are urging a halt to hefty ransom payments that have made kidnapping a core tactic for al-Qaida and its affiliates in recent years. 

New U.S. law links whistleblowers defense to U.N. funds from USA Today 7 Feb 14

State Department must require the United Nations to create a whistleblower protection program to combat corruption

UN Food Programme Cuts Back As $1 Bn Shortfall Looms from Agence France-Presse 3 Feb 14

The UN’s World Food Programme (WFP) is scaling back projects in a number of countries as it confronts a $1 billion funding shortfall, with costs
mounting for missions such as Syria, its director said Monday. 

UN chief urges world leaders to contribute to resolving global problems from Xinhua (China) 17 Jan 14

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon on Friday called on leaders around the world to take action to address underlying threats in global hotspots
while developing and protecting the Earth. 

UNGA works towards measures to eliminate int'l terrorism: senior UN official from Xinhua (China) 23 Dec 13

Sri Lankan UN Ambassador Palitha Kohona faced diplomatic tests on a variety of topics including on "measures to eliminate international
terrorism" in the outgoing year in his capacity as the chair of the Sixth Committee of the UN General Assembly (UNGA). 

U.N. Votes To Protect Online Privacy; Edward Snowden Leaks Credited from Los Angeles Times 20 Dec 13

United Nations member states unanimously adopted a symbolic resolution Thursday that declares a worldwide right of individuals to online
privacy, a slap at the U.S. National Security Agency’s massive surveillance programs that have angered Washington’s friends and foes alike. 

UN: Latin American Economy Decelerated This Year, Expected To Grow For The Next Two from Miami Herald 19 Dec 13

Economic growth in Latin America and the Caribbean declined this year, but is expected to improve over the next two years, according to a new
U.N. report. 

Secretary-General, in Security Council, Contrasts Weak Cooperation among States with ‘Closely Networked Structure’ of
Transnational Criminal Groups from Noodls 18 Dec 13

Following are UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon's remarks to the Security Council meeting on drug trafficking in West Africa and the Sahel, in
New York today: 

UN Seeks Record Sum For Humanitarian Aid In 2014 from New York Times 17 Dec 13



The United Nations announced a record appeal for victims of the Syrian conflict on Monday as part of the largest request it has ever made for
global humanitarian emergency financing. 

UN Urged To End Paying Ransom To Terrorists from Associated Press 5 Dec 13

Britain is urging the U.N. Security Council to adopt a resolution calling on all countries not to pay ransom to kidnappers who use the money to
finance terrorist groups. 

UN: Reduction of poverty slowing in Latin America from Associated Press 5 Dec 13

The U.N.'s economic body for Latin America and the Caribbean says the region's poverty is now easing at a slower pace. 

UN officials urge concerted action to eradicate modern forms of slavery from Xinhua (China) 2 Dec 13

Top United Nations officials on Monday marked the International Day for the Abolition of Slavery with a call for concerted action to eradicate the
contemporary forms of this heinous practice. 

Activists Walk Out Of UN Climate Talks from Associated Press 22 Nov 13

Hundreds of environmental activists walked out of U.N. climate talks on Thursday, saying they were deeply disappointed by the lack of results
with just one day remaining. 

Rights groups urge UN to back privacy protection from Associated Press 21 Nov 13

Human rights groups urged the U.N. General Assembly Thursday to approve a resolution to protect the right to privacy against unlawful
surveillance in the digital age and criticized the U.S. and its key allies for trying to weaken it. 

Developing Nations Stage Protest at Climate Talks from New York Times 21 Nov 13

The United Nations climate talks here are bogging down over the old divide between rich and poor nations on the question of who should pay
when climate-related disaster strikes, with developing nations staging a symbolic walkout early Wednesday in protest at what they consider
inadequate financial support from wealthy countries. 

US Calls For Sanctions In Central African Republic from Agence France-Presse 21 Nov 13

The United States called Thursday for sanctions against the leaders of strife in Central African Republic that is forcing the United Nations to
consider sending thousands of peacekeepers. 

6 Of 14 New States On U.N. Human Rights Council Called Abusers from Los Angeles Times 13 Nov 13

Member states of the United Nations on Tuesday elected 14 new countries to serve on the Human Rights Council, drawing fire from rights
advocates critical of six of the incoming delegates for their dubious national track records in respecting personal freedoms. 

Saudi Officially Rejects UN Security Council Seat from Agence France-Presse 13 Nov 13

Saudi Arabia officially told the United Nations on Tuesday that it would not be taking up a UN Security Council seat – opening the way for
Jordan to take the place. 

UN: Crime, Violence Keep Latin America Back from Miami Herald 13 Nov 13

Despite a decade of social and economic advances in the region, young Latin Americans are living in the world’s most insecure conditions, and
that insecurity is hindering more meaningful growth in the region, a panel of U.N. experts said Tuesday. 

U.N. elects 5 new Security Council members from Associated Press 18 Oct 13

Saudi Arabia and Chad easily won coveted seats on the U.N. Security Council Thursday, despite criticism from human rights groups. Nigeria,
Lithuania and Chile also won seats. 

UN Climate Summit
Activists plan NYC climate march before UN summit from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

Labor unions and environmental groups said Wednesday they expect a huge turnout for a New York City march to draw attention to climate



change taking place two days before a United Nations summit on the issue. 

UNASUR
Unasur rejects U.S. meddling in Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 7 Mar 15

South American nations on Friday showed their support for Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro's government and criticized U.S. interference
in Venezuelan affairs. 

Unasur seeks to reorient drug policy, decriminalize drug use from Xinhua (China) 10 Feb 15

The Union of South American Nations (Unasur) is seeking to reorient regional drug policy to combat the large cartels, not the small consumers,
an Uruguayan daily said Monday. 

Unasur envoys meet in Venezuela to promote peace from Xinhua (China) 7 Apr 14

Foreign Ministers from member countries of the Union of South American Nations (Unasur) gathered in the Venezuelan capital Caracas Monday
for a second time to promote peace in the country. 

UNHCR
Bay of Bengal people smuggling doubles in 2015: UNHCR from Reuters 8 May 15

An estimated 25,000 Rohingyas and Bangladeshis boarded people smugglers' boats in the first three months of this year, twice as many in the
same months of 2014, the U.N. refugee agency UNHCR said in a statement on Friday. 

UNICEF
UNICEF appeals for children protection in Albania from Xinhua (China) 11 Jun 15

The United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) Thursday drew the attention of Albanian authorities to take concrete measures to stop the
phenomenon of children's exploitation for labor, the Albanian Daily News reported. 

UNICEF calls for more action before more tragedies unfold in Mediterranean from Xinhua (China) 20 Apr 15

The UN Children's Fund (UNICEF) on Monday called for more action to prevent tragedies on the Mediterranean Sea, which have left hundreds of
people, including children, dead or missing and are becoming all too frequent. 

Unicef Calls 2014 One Of Worst Years For Children from New York Times 9 Dec 14

The year 2014 has been one of the worst on record for the world’s children, the United Nations said on Monday in a report that chronicled a litany
of war, violence, atrocities and disease, mostly in the Middle East and Africa. 

Unicef: Girls in LatAm, Caribbean remain vulnerable from EFE (Spain) 9 Oct 14

Girls in Latin America and the Caribbean lag behind boys in virtually all measures of well-being, according to a report released Thursday by
Unicef to mark the International Day of the Girl Child. 

Unicef Report Details Endemic Violence Against Children from New York Times 5 Sep 14

One in 10 girls worldwide have been forced into a sexual act, and six in 10 children ages 2 to 14 are regularly beaten by parents and caregivers,
according to a report issued Thursday by the United Nations’ children’s agency, Unicef. 

UPDATE: UNICEF goodwill ambassador resigns after offensive tweet from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 14

Dutch actress Nicolette Van Dam resigned as a UNICEF goodwill ambassador Thursday, after a scandal erupted over her tweet of a doctored
photo appearing to depict two Colombian football players snorting cocaine. 

Unit Deployed to USSOUTHCOM
Seabee Battalion Battle 'E' Awards Announced from Navy.mil 17 Jan 13

Headquartered in Brunswick, Maine, NMCB 27 was commended for accomplishments in preparation for and during its deployment to U.S.
Southern Command. Its unit level training included two command post exercises, embark training exercises, a communications exercise and a
field training exercise involving 376 battalion personnel. They completed more than 31,000 mandays of training and 19,000 mandays of homeport



and contingency construction. They deployed an 85-person Air Detachment to Guantanamo Bay and completed projects there as well as El
Salvador and Peru.

UNITAS
HMS Lancaster visits Colombia to participate in the multinational exercise Unitas from MercoPress (Uruguay) 18 Sep 13

The Royal Navy warship HMS Lancaster has visited Colombia to strengthen relationships with the country. The vessel called at the port of
Cartagena ahead of Exercise Unitas, a multinational exercise being played out in the region headed by the US Navy. 

Annual UNITAS Naval Exercise Wraps Up in Colombia from U.S. 4th Fleet Public Affairs 16 Sep 13

Naval forces from 15 partner nations concluded UNITAS 2013, the 54th annual multinational maritime exercise, Sept. 15 in Cartagena, Colombia.

Unitas Maritime Exercise Promotes Unity from American Forces Press Service 13 Sep 13

Ships, aircraft and personnel from 15 nations launched the most enduring maritime exercise within U.S. Southern Command’s area of
responsibility recently, with scenarios designed to increase their ability to work together to address regional challenges and threats. 

Rentz Team Boards Canadian Frigate During UNITAS Exercise from U.S. 4th Fleet Public Affairs 13 Sep 13

A team from the Oliver Hazard Perry-class frigate USS Rentz (FFG 46) boarded the Canadian destroyer HMCS Iroquois (DDG 280) for a mock
inspection Sept. 12 during the annual UNITAS multinational maritime exercise off the coast of Colombia while assigned to U.S. 4th Fleet. 

US, Canadian Ships Complete Replenishment at Sea from Military.com 13 Sep 13

The Oliver Hazard Perry-class frigate USS Rentz (FFG 46), assigned to U.S. 4th Fleet during the annual UNITAS multinational maritime
exercise, conducted replenishment at sea Sept. 11 with the Canadian supply ship HMCS Preserver (AOR 510). 

UNITAS kicks off in Colombia from U.S. 4th Fleet Public Affairs 12 Sep 13

Naval forces from Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, the Dominican Republic, Honduras, Peru, the United Kingdom and the United States kicked
off UNITAS 2013, an annual multinational exercise, Sept. 8. 

United Nations
Security Council Adopts First-ever Resolution Dedicated to Question of Small Arms, Light Weapons from Security Council 27 Sep 13

Governments Reminded to Respect Embargoes as Russian Federation Abstains 

At U.N., Obama Will Focus On Major U.S. Challenges Overseas from Washington Post 24 Sep 13

More-directed approach marks shift from past appearances at forum 

Enigmatic Leader Of Iran Backs Overture, For Now from New York Times 24 Sep 13

Khamenei said to approve nuclear talks, but the question is for how long 

As Obama Prepares For U.N. Speech, Experts Say His Approach Fits A Pattern from Washington Post 23 Sep 13

U.S. presidents often treat organization with ambivalence 

United States Coast Guard
Safeguarding our Hemisphere from Proceedings 16 Oct 13

In the coming decade, the U.S. Coast Guard must confront growing transnational threats and challenges in the Western Hemisphere. Several
threats to the region are either persistent or emerging, including adaptive transnational organized crime (TOC) networks, globalization, an
increasing reliance on the maritime transportation system (MTS), advances in technology that include cyber threats to critical infrastructure, as
well as climate change and population growth, which increases demand on ocean resources. These threats are converging as they strengthen.

Unresponsive Aircraft
UPDATE: Jets scrambled to unresponsive aircraft near Cuba from Agence France-Presse 5 Sep 14

An unresponsive aircraft flew from New York to Cuba Friday, followed by US fighter aircraft that turned away as it entered Cuban airspace,



officials said. 

US Armed Forces
Letter: Pot shops off limits to military members from Associated Press 27 Jan 15

Dozens of recreational marijuana businesses in Washington state have received letters from the military telling them that their shops are off limits
to all members of the armed forces.

US Attorney General
Holder argues for success of drug sentencing policies from Associated Press 17 Feb 15

The share of federal drug offenders subject to mandatory minimum sentences that critics call unduly harsh has plunged in the last year, according
to figures Attorney General Eric Holder plans to release Tuesday in arguing for the success of his criminal justice policies. 

US Capitol
Ohio Man Arrested In Alleged Plot To Attack Capitol from Washington Post 15 Jan 15

Federal authorities on Wednesday arrested an Ohio man who espoused support for the Islamic State and who allegedly plotted to attack the U.S.
Capitol in a military-style assault, according to court documents. 

US Coast Guard
Coast Guard in Fla. seizes $27M in cocaine from Associated Press 26 Apr 13

The Coast Guard in Miami says one of its cutters seized cocaine worth an estimated $27 million after stopping a fishing boat in the western
Caribbean Sea. 

US$17m in drugs seized in Caribbean Sea; The Coast Guard said “four suspected smugglers” whose names and nationalities
were withheld had been turned over to law enforcement authorities. from Caribbean Media Corp. 20 Feb 13

The United States Coast Guard says it has it brought ashore more than half a ton of cocaine seized during operations in the Caribbean, with a
street value of more than US$17 million. The Coast Guard said the drug was recovered by a Coast Guard crew after an at-sea chase. “Using
coordinates provided by U.S. Customs and Border Protection, the Coast Guard cutter Mohawk was sent to intercept a fast boat in the south
western Caribbean on January 24,” said a US Coast Guard statement. 

FEATURE: Coast Guard Integrates New Security Boats from Coast Guard News 7 Feb 13

...there’s a new, more capable asset on the horizon and PSU 311 welcomed the replacement during their current deployment at Naval Station
Guantanamo Bay. Two new 32-foot Transportable Port Security Boats arrived at Naval Station Guantanamo Bay for their first operational
deployment, after a 2,800-mile journey from Long Beach, Calif., aboard a Dover, Del., based Air Force C-17. 

US Courts
Palestine Liberation Organization on trial in US civil case from Associated Press 14 Jan 15

A U.S. jury at a high-stakes civil trial was asked on Tuesday to decide whether the Palestinian authorities should be held responsible and pay hefty
damages for a series of terror attacks in Israel that killed and wounded Americans. 

US District Court
Judge Orders U.S. To Answer Calderon Complaint from Los Angeles Times 15 Nov 13

A federal court ordered law enforcement officials Thursday to respond to an accusation by state Sen. Ronald S. Calderon that they leaked a
confidential FBI affidavit alleging that he took bribes.

US Election
U.S. Election Results Resonate Globally, With Fears Of A Deepening Leadership Void from Washington Post 6 Nov 14

A Republican romp in U.S. midterm elections that was built in part on American anxiety about an increasingly dangerous world prompted
concerns from overseas Wednesday that President Obama’s global role will only be further diminished. 

USA’s Friends, Foes See Policy Shifts After GOP’s Big Win from USA Today 6 Nov 14



Friends and foes of the USA see policy shifts from the big Republican gains Tuesday, from closer ties with Israel to greater strains with Russia. 

US Foreign Policy
Poll: Americans are down on Obama’s foreign policy from McClatchy 10 Mar 15

President Barack Obama’s efforts against the Islamic State – as well as his entire foreign policy –is deeply unpopular in this country, a new
McClatchy-Marist poll found. 

Obama Lays Out His Foreign Policy Doctrine: Singles, Doubles And The Occasional Home Run from Washington Post 29 Apr 14

At a news conference in the Philippines on Monday afternoon, President Obama initially scoffed when a reporter asked him to explain the
“Obama doctrine” in light of his handling of recent world events. 

US Marshals Service
U.S. Marshals Service Reportedly Gathering Phone Data Through Airborne Surveillance from Washington Post 14 Nov 14

The U.S. Marshals Service is harvesting large amounts of data from Americans’ cellphones through devices mounted on airplanes in an effort to
locate fugitives, according to two individuals familiar with the activity. 

US Policy
Families Of U.S. Hostages Say Government Ignored Their Search For Answers from McClatchy 21 Nov 14

Within days of a video emerging that showed the beheading of journalist James Foley, his mother, Diane Foley, bluntly told President Barack
Obama what she and the families of other hostages held in Syria had been feeling for months: The government failed them. 

U.S. Reviewing How It Deals With Families Of American Hostages from McClatchy 19 Nov 14

The Obama administration is reviewing its policies for helping the families of Americans held hostage overseas, following criticism from
Congress and families of captives later executed by the Islamic State. 

White House reviewing policy toward U.S. hostages held by militants from Reuters 18 Nov 14

President Barack Obama has ordered a comprehensive review of U.S. policy governing efforts to free Americans being held by militant groups
overseas, the White House said on Monday.. 

US Public Sentiment
Poll: Amid Foreign Crises, More Americans Support U.S. Action from USA Today 29 Aug 14

After years of retrenchment in the wake of two costly wars, a new USA TODAY/Pew Research Center Poll finds that Americans increasingly are
open to a larger U.S. role in trying to solve problems around the world. 

Support For U.S. Overseas Involvement Jumps, Poll Finds from Los Angeles Times 29 Aug 14

Public support for a more active U.S. foreign policy has grown sharply since last year as Americans see the world becoming more dangerous. 

US Ransom Policy
Families of hostages hold out hope that U.S. review will ‘make a difference’ from Washington Post 22 Feb 15

After Peter Theo Curtis, an American journalist, was kidnapped in Syria in October 2012 and later turned over to al-Qaeda’s affiliate in the
country, his family traveled to Washington. During a meeting with officials from the State Department, they asked what would happen if they paid
off the kidnappers. 

US Service Academies
Military grooms new officers for war in cyberspace from Associated Press 26 Apr 13

The U.S. service academies are ramping up efforts to groom a new breed of cyberspace warriors to confront increasing threats to the nation's
critical computer networks. 

US Supreme Court
US Supreme Court to consider whether to hear Cases over Gay Marriage Ban from Newsmaine 9 Jan 15



On Friday, the United States Supreme Court will reconsider whether to hear any case regarding the constitutionality of state bans on gay marriage.
The decision could affect a federal lawsuit that has challenged the ban in North Dakota of United States. 

US Supreme Court mulls BG, Argentina court battle from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 13

The US Supreme Court heard arguments on Monday in the case of a British company embroiled in a legal battle with Argentina, with justices
mulling the question of whether an arbitration tribunal has jurisdiction to punish a sovereign state in favor of a private company. 

US Terror List
Wheeling and Dealing Going On? Iran and Hezbollah M.I.A. from US Terror Threat List During Nuke Negotiations from FOX
News 18 Mar 15

Greta Van Susteren and Catherine Herridge interview with John Bolton, Former U.N. Ambassador

USA
Army Says No To More Tanks, But Congress Insists from Associated Press 29 Apr 13

Built to dominate the enemy in combat, the Army's hulking Abrams tank is proving equally hard to beat in a budget battle. 

Army Plans Few Exceptions For Furloughs from Washington Post 22 Mar 13

The Army said this week it plans to allow only narrow exceptions to furloughs of its civilian employees and will neither put them on overtime nor
shift work to contractors to make up for the lost work time. 

USAF
Stealth B-2s Buzz Europe As Russian Bombers Skirt U.S. Airspace from Washington Times 10 Jun 15

A pair of B-2 Spirit stealth bombers have been dispatched by the Air Force to join three B-2s at the Royal Air Force Base Fairford, in the wake of
Russia doubling its number of long range strategic bomber flights along the U.S. coastline and cruising over NATO ally airspace. 

Air Force To Move A-10 Jets Into Backup Status Despite Congressional Opposition from Washington Post 3 Mar 15

The Air Force has begun moving A-10 attack jets into backup status, even as it continues to use the plane in airstrikes against the Islamic State.
Air Force officials announced the move on Friday. Eighteen planes will be placed into “Backup-Aircraft Inventory” (BAI) status, with the
possibility of 18 more being mothballed later this year. 

Secretary Of State John Kerry Has To Fly Commercial After Air Force Jet Breaks Down from Washington Post 15 Aug 14

Flight delays stink, no matter who you are. Secretary of State John F. Kerry flew around the world over the past week, zipping hither and yon for
nine days on his Air Force jet till the plane broke down Thursday. 

U.S. Air Force Helicopter Crashes On Britain’s Eastern Coast; 4 Dead from Los Angeles Times 8 Jan 14

A U.S. Air Force helicopter on a training mission out of an eastern British base crashed in a bird sanctuary Tuesday night, killing all four U.S.
crew members on board, British and U.S. military sources reported. 

OPINION: Time to abolish Air Force from Boston Globe 5 Jan 14

The Pentagon was built to wage wars abroad, but much of its war-making has been inside the building.

Air Force General Killed In Va. Crash from Washington Post 22 Apr 13

What caused veteran pilot's plane to go down is being investigated

USAG-Miami
Report questions costs of villas and mansions for military’s top brass from The Los Angeles Times/The Stars and Stripes 21 Jul 13

Marine Gen. John F. Kelly works in a fortress-like headquarters near the Miami airport. Starting this fall, he will live in Casa Sur, an elegant home
with a pool and gardens on one of the area’s swankiest streets. The five-bedroom residence, across the street from the famed Biltmore Golf
Course, is provided rent free to Kelly



USAID
Obama Nominates Gayle Smith To Lead U.S.A.I.D. from New York Times 1 May 15

President Obama nominated Gayle Smith, a senior White House official, on Thursday to be the next administrator of the United States Agency for
International Development, administration officials said. 

Longtime USAID Contractor Embroiled In Scandal Fires Top Managers, Others from Washington Post 23 Feb 15

International Relief and Development Inc., once one of the largest nonprofit contractors working for the U.S. Agency for International
Development, has dismissed its board of directors and laid off 21 employees in an effort to stabilize the struggling organization, senior managers
said Friday. 

U.S. Aid Agency Suspends Group From New Contracts from New York Times 27 Jan 15

The United States Agency for International Development announced Monday that it had suspended one of its largest contractors, International
Relief and Development, a nonprofit group based in Virginia, because of questions over oversight of its spending. 

USAID Op Undermines Cuba’s Hip-hop Protest Scene from Associated Press 12 Dec 14

In early 2009, a U.S. government contractor sent a Serbian music promoter to Cuba with these covert marching orders: Recruit one of Havana’s
most notorious rappers to spark a youth movement against the government. In communist Cuba, it was a project that could have landed Rajko
Bozic in jail.

Agency May Halt Risky Democracy Work from Associated Press 10 Nov 14

The U.S. global development agency is preparing internal rules that would effectively end risky undercover work in hostile countries, such as the
once-secret “Cuban Twitter” program it orchestrated, The Associated Press has learned. 

Whistleblowers Say USAID’s IG Removed Critical Details From Public Reports from Washington Post 23 Oct 14

After the fall of Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak in 2011, the U.S. Agency for International Development hired several nongovernmental
organizations to set up pro-democracy programs in Egypt—even though they were not registered to work in the country. 

USAID Says Ebola Nations Following Right Approach from Associated Press 16 Oct 14

A U.S. official touring the West African countries worst hit by the deadly Ebola virus expressed optimism Wednesday that the right strategies to
fight the disease are in place, even as warnings mount over the deteriorating situation. 

Inspector general probing US 'Cuban Twitter' plan from Associated Press 18 Jul 14

The inspector general for the nation's international aid agency is probing a once-secret Obama administration program that created a social media
network in Cuba, The Associated Press has learned. 

With Help Of Private Industry, USAID Review Finds $2.9 Billion For Maternal, Child Health from Washington Post 26 Jun 14

Faced with the daunting task of starting an ambitious program in global child and maternal health during a depressed funding climate in
Washington, Rajiv Shah knew just where to turn for advice: private industry. 

U.S. Initiative To Reduce Hunger And Poverty Effective, Report Shows from New York Times 20 May 14

An Obama administration program set up to reduce chronic hunger and poverty has contributed to rising incomes for farmers around the world
and helped save millions of people from starvation, according to a report released Monday by the United States Agency for International
Development. 

US Acts To Fight Disease Harming ‘Fair Trade’ Coffee from Agence France-Presse 20 May 14

The US government announced Monday a new $5 million effort to fight a disease savaging Central America’s “fair trade” coffee bean harvest and
pressuring the price of a morning cup. 

Auditors Examining Nonprofit Organization’s Confidentiality Agreements, ‘revolving Door’ from Washington Post 7 May 14

Auditors for two federal agencies are examining the operations of Arlington-based International Relief and Development, a nonprofit organization



that is the largest recipient of grants from the U.S. Agency for International Development. The vast majority of its funding — 82 percent of $2.4
billion — went to projects in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

BLOG: USAID hits back on ‘Cuban Twitter’ report's 'inaccuracies' from Hillicon Valley (The Hill) 7 Apr 14

Press reports depicting a covert U.S. program to set up a “Cuban Twitter” service to undermine the communist government are “not true,” the aid
agency behind the effort said on Monday. 

USAID Says New Farm Law to Boost Food Aid Abroad from Associated Press 12 Feb 14

U.S. Agency for International Development Administrator Rajiv Shah says changes to the way the United States distributes food aid could help
feed 800,000 more people abroad, many of them Syrian refugees. 

U.S. Foreign Aid Chief Talks About Region's Future from Miami Herald 19 May 13

Rajiv Shah is the head of the U.S. Administration for International Development ... Shah ... talked to The Miami Herald about budget constraints,
USAID's role in a post-conflict Colombia and working in a region often suspicious of U.S. aid. 

USAID Develops A Bad Reputation Among Some Foreign Leaders from Los Angeles Times 7 May 13

When Bolivian President Evo Morales expelled the U.S. Agency for International Development from his impoverished country last week, he
complained that Washington "still has a mentality of domination and submission" in the region. It was a familiar charge for the State Department's
principal foreign aid agency. In the last two years, it has been booted out of Russia, snubbed in Egypt and declared unwelcome by a bloc of left-
leaning Latin American countries. 

USAREUR
An American Military Convoy In Europe Aims To Reassure Allies from New York Times 30 Mar 15

Lt. Gen. Ben Hodges, commander of United States Army forces in Europe, said the idea for Operation Dragoon Ride — part public relations
event, part training exercise, part shot across the Russian bow — came to him slowly, over several months. 

USARSO
Exercise at GTMO tests Army South, SOUTHCOM's abilities to deploy, set up joint task force from 123d Mobile Public Affairs
Detachment 21 Feb 13

The commander of Army South...was tasked with deploying personnel from his command, along with personnel from the other SOUTHCOM
service component commands, augmentees and other government agencies to exercise the establishment of Joint Task Force-Migrant Operations
to support Homeland Security Task Force Southeast. 

Army South, leaders from 5 partner nations discuss collaborative regional solutions from USARSO PAO 1 Feb 13

U.S. Army South hosted, on behalf of the U.S. Army, senior military and security forces leaders from five partner nations for this year's annual
Central American Regional Leaders' Conference at the command's headquarters here, from Jan. 28 to Feb. 1. The meeting provided the respective
armies and security forces' leaders a forum to engage in open dialogue, to facilitate the understanding of mutual regional security issues and to
discuss potential collaborative solutions. 

USASUR
Unasur chief calls for concrete steps towards regional integration from Xinhua (China) 5 May 15

The head of the Union of South American Nations (Unasur) urged the bloc's 12 member states to implement existing integration policies,
Argentine daily Pagina/12 reported Tuesday. 

USBP
US Border Patrol targets cartel look-outs from Associated Press 3 Oct 14

The U.S. Border Patrol is targeting Mexican cartel scouts who get paid to live in the desert for days and help smugglers stay clear of law
enforcement with the use of sophisticated technology. 

Another Suspect Charged In Border Agent’s Slaying from Associated Press 8 Aug 14



A seventh suspect in the 2010 killing of a U.S. Border Patrol agent has been charged in the slaying that is at the center of a scandal over a botched
U.S. gun-smuggling probe known as Operation Fast and Furious. 

USCBP
Customs finds cocaine, heroin in Miami flower shipments from Associated Press 21 Aug 15

U.S. Customs and Border Protection officers are regularly finding cocaine and heroin concealed in shipments of flowers moving through Miami
International Airport. 

U.S. ads target illegal immigration from Central America from Reuters 19 Aug 15

The head of U.S. Customs and Border Protection launched an advertising campaign on Tuesday aimed at dissuading Central Americans from
trying to enter the United States illegally and avoid the influx of the tens of thousands who tried to come last year. 

Border Braces As Number Of Illegals Swells from Washington Times 18 Aug 15

The number of illegal immigrant mothers and children jumping the Southwest border swelled in July, according to new Border Patrol statistics
that suggest last year’s surge could be repeating. 

ANALYSIS: Cuban immigration dilemma far from over despite human trafficking concerns from Xinhua (China) 31 Jul 15

The U.S. Customs Border and Protection said that 9,371 Cubans arrived in the U.S. in the first quarter of 2015, marking a 118-percent surge over
the same period in 2014. 

Border Patrol Sued Over Immigrant Detention Conditions from Washington Times 11 Jun 15

The ACLU and other immigrant rights groups are asking a federal court to clean up Border Patrol detention facilities in Arizona, arguing
Wednesday that illegal immigrants are held for too long, kept in cold, smelly cells, starved and denied medical care, and left without toilet paper
or beds. 

Air and Marine Agents Involved Shooting near British Virgin Islands from USCBP Release 18 May 15

On May 17, 2015, shortly before midnight, and pursuant to a bilateral agreement with British Customs and Immigration, U.S. Customs and
Border Protection Marine Interdiction Agents onboard a marine interceptor vessel entered British Virgin Islands territorial waters and engaged in
a pursuit of a suspect smuggling vessel. 

Border Agents’ Use Of Firearms Declines After New Guidelines Adopted from Los Angeles Times 9 Apr 15

Border Patrol agents have used firearms and other weapons less frequently in recent months on the often-violent Southwest border after
implementation of guidelines aimed at curbing abuses, officials said Wednesday. 

UPDATE: Big drug busts off Panama, Miami: US from Agence France-Presse 24 Mar 15

US customs authorities Tuesday announced the seizure of a ton of cocaine in a fast boat off the coast of Panama and another 800 pounds (360
kilos) of the drug on a cargo ship in Miami, Florida. 

Several Dominicans missing, 12 detained after boat sinks in Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 2 Feb 15

Twelve Dominican migrants were detained and an undetermined number are still missing after the boat they were on sank off a beach in the
northwestern Puerto Rican town of Camuy, authorities said Monday. 

More Cubans reaching US via Mexico: official from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 15

US border authorities said Thursday they are seeing a surge of Cubans crossing into the United States from Mexico and by boat at sea. The US
Customs and Border Patrol said that 6,489 Cubans have arrived from Mexico since October, 37 percent of the number who arrived the entire
previous year. 

Border Protection lends a hand for Super Bowl security from Associated Press 26 Jan 15

Black Hawk helicopters and truck-sized X-ray machines that are typically deployed along the U.S.-Mexico border have been brought to the Super
Bowl venue to assist with the security effort. 



Border Patrol shoots, kills person along border in Texas from Associated Press 21 Jan 15

The Starr County Sheriff's Office says in a statement that one person was shot and killed on the U.S. side of the border when agents came under
fire early Wednesday morning. 

USCG
US repatriates 65 Cubans picked up at sea from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 15

The US Coast Guard has repatriated 65 Cubans caught at sea while trying to reach Florida in rickety vessels, officials said Wednesday. The
Cubans were picked up over the past few days in six separate interdictions in the Florida Straits, the Coast Guard said. 

US officials seize cocaine haul after chase off Puerto Rico from Associated Press 17 Aug 15

The U.S. Coast Guard has seized over 1,200 pounds of cocaine and detained two suspected smugglers after stopping a speedboat off Puerto Rico's
east coast. 

Cocaine seizures skyrocket off Latin America's Pacific coast from Agence France-Presse 10 Aug 15

The U.S. Coast Guard has seized more cocaine off Latin America's Pacific coast over the past 10 months than in the previous three years
combined as it rebounds from budget cuts and combats smugglers increasingly moving drugs on the high seas, officials said Monday. 

US Coast Guard in Alameda Seizes 12,000 Pounds of Cocaine Valued at $181 Million, Largest Bust of Its Kind in History from
NBC (US) 6 Aug 15

The U.S. Coast Guard in Northern California seized 12,000 pounds – or six tons – of cocaine valued at $181 million from a semi-submersible
vessel in the Pacific Ocean 200 miles south of Mexico, the largest bust of its kind in Coast Guard history. 

US catches 16 Dominicans trying to reach Puerto Rico from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 15

The US Coast Guard said Thursday it repatriated 11 Dominicans caught trying to reach Puerto Rico and will charge another five for attempting to
enter the commonwealth after having been deported. 

Coast Guard seizes semi-submersible carrying $181M in cocaine from UPI International 5 Aug 15

U.S. Coast Guard officials said guardsmen seized a semi-submersible vessel carrying more than 16,000 pounds of cocaine worth $181 million last
month in the eastern Pacific Ocean.

Eastern Pacific cocaine seizures in past 6 months already top all of 2014 from United Press International 17 Apr 15

The U.S. Coast Guard seized more than 28,000 pounds of cocaine Thursday in the eastern Pacific Ocean, capping off a six-month period in which
more of the drug was seized at sea than all of 2014. 

Essay: The Coast Guard Legends of SOUTHCOM from USNI News 16 Mar 15

Marine Gen. John F. Kelly, Commander United States Southern Command said Coast Guard’s national security cutters serve as a critical force
countering transnational organized crime when fiscal constraints limit the availability of large surface assets such as U.S. Navy frigates. 

Guard: Cocaine haul seized, 2 detained off Dominican coast from Associated Press 4 Feb 15

U.S. authorities say two alleged drug traffickers have been detained off the coast of the Dominican Republic and 50 bales of cocaine have been
seized. 

Cuban, Dominican immigrants picked up en route to Puerto Rico from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 15

The US Coast Guard picked up 16 Cubans and two Dominicans traveling in a makeshift wooden boat as they tried to reach Puerto Rico,
authorities in the US territory said Monday. 

16 Cubans repatriated after boat sinks near Puerto Rico from Associated Press 23 Jan 15

The U.S. Coast Guard says it has rescued 16 Cuban migrants after their boat began to sink in the treacherous sea passage between Puerto Rico and
the Dominican Republic. 



The Coast Guard faces a new spike in Cuban ‘boat people’ from Washington Post 6 Jan 15

The U.S. diplomatic opening with Cuba has spurred a seemingly unintended consequence: A flood of Cubans taking to makeshift rafts to get to
the United States illegally due to concerns that a quick path to legal residency may end. 

33 Cuban Migrants Rescued Off Boca Raton from Miami Herald 30 Oct 14

Thirty-three Cuban men were rescued from the water by U.S. Coast Guard crews Wednesday morning after they jumped off a boat that was taking
on water off Boca Raton in southern Palm Beach County. 

Coast Guard rescues 33 migrants off Florida from EFE (Spain) 29 Oct 14

The U.S. Coast Guard rescued 33 migrants Wednesday from the sea near Boca Raton, north of Miami, after their boat sank, officials told Efe. 

Guard seizes cocaine haul in Dominican waters from Associated Press 30 Sep 14

The U.S. Coast Guard says it has seized a haul of cocaine and captured two smugglers in waters south of the Dominican Republic. 

Coast Guard seizes cocaine valued at $32 million from EFE (Spain) 28 Aug 14

The U.S. Coast Guard seized a shipment of 970 kilograms of cocaine valued at $32.4 million on Aug. 10 in an operation conducted in Caribbean
waters, the service announced Thursday. 

Officials: Pot haul seized on Caribbean cargo ship from Associated Press 21 Jul 14

U.S. authorities say they have seized a haul of marijuana from a Guyana-flagged cargo ship in the Caribbean south of Puerto Rico. 

Coast Guard court martial alleging sexual assault underway in Miami from Miami Herald 27 Jun 14

A Coast Guard judge Friday empaneled a seven-member jury to hear a South Carolina rape case in Miami starting Monday that alleges a male
petty officer sexually assaulted a female Air Force staff sergeant in 2010. 

US repatriates 31 Cuban, 25 Haitian migrants from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 14

The US Coast Guard said Friday it had repatriated 31 Cubans and 25 Haitians found in precarious boats in the Caribbean and the Florida Straits. 

US Coast Guard repatriates 16 Cuban migrants from Agence France-Presse 30 May 14

The US Coast Guard said Friday it has repatriated 16 Cubans picked up in rickety boats off Florida's Key West island. 

US Coast Guard seize $110 million worth of cocaine from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 14

The US Coast Guard said Tuesday it had seized an estimated $110 million worth of cocaine during two recent operations in the Caribbean. 

12 Cubans rescued in Bahamian waters from EFE (Spain) 28 Mar 14

The U.S. Coast Guard rescued 12 Cuban migrants whose boat sank near Lobos Cay Island in the Bahamas, authorities said Friday. 

Coast Guard: $122M of cocaine seized at sea from U-T San Diego 4 Mar 14

Cocaine valued at $122 million that was seized at sea, in several cases where shots were fired at fleeing suspected drug-smuggling vessels, was
unloaded in San Diego to be used as evidence, the Coast Guard said in a statement Tuesday. 

Seafaring drug smugglers challenge US Coast Guard from Associated Press 24 Feb 14

While security has tightened at the U.S. border, drug smugglers are increasingly turning to the high seas. 

US Coast Guard offloads $37 million of cocaine from Associated Press 28 Jan 14

The U.S. Coast Guard has offloaded $37 million worth of cocaine seized in a multi-national operation in the Caribbean. 

Coast Guard Calls Off Search For Cuban Migrants Believed To Be Lost At Sea from Miami Herald 26 Dec 13

After four days, the U.S. Coast Guard on Wednesday called off its search for a group of Cuban migrants reported bound for Puerto Rico. 



Coast Guard shoots out engines of drug-laden boat from Associated Press 11 Dec 13

The U.S. Coast Guard says its crews shot out the engines of a small Mexican boat before seizing more than 7,000 pounds of marijuana and
detaining three suspected smugglers. 

COMMENTARY: Time To Reinvigorate The Coast Guard from U-T San Diego 11 Aug 13

Today, America’s Coast Guard is in drastic need of reinvention. 

Coast Guard seizes cocaine worth $19 million from Associated Press 1 Jul 13

The Coast Guard says cocaine confiscated by U.S. authorities off the coast of Costa Rica is worth roughly $19 million. 

Sequester Means $1 Billion More Of Cocaine Floods Into US: Coast Guard from Breaking Defense 22 May 13

The automatic, across-the-board spending cuts known as sequestration will reduce the Coast Guard and Navy forces available to intercept South
American cocaine to record lows...

USCPB
JFK Airport: Man stopped trying to board flight to Qatar with $770,000 cash in luggage, say police from The Independent (UK) 4 Mar

15

A man trying to fly to the Middle East out of a New York airport was allegedly stopped with $770,000 hidden in cash among boxes of soap,
stickng plaster and indigestion tablets. 

USDoS/WHA
New Funding Encourages Latin American-U.S. Student Exchanges from USDoS 17 Jan 14

100,000 Strong in the Americas advances President Obama’s goal to increase the number of U.S. students studying in Latin America each year to
100,000 and the number of Latin American students studying in the United States to 100,000.

USICE
Mexico arrests suspect in forced-prostitution ring from Associated Press 30 Apr 15

U.S. officials say they have joined with Mexican authorities to arrest one of the leaders of a forced-prostitution ring that operated in the New York
City area. 

Immigrant On Detention Center Hunger Strike: “We Want To Be Free” from Los Angeles Times 23 Apr 15

Last month, a federal judge ruled against ICE’s practice of setting high bonds to keep women such as Cruz, 36, locked up during their
immigration cases (Cruz and Alexis have yet to be released on bond). The American Civil Liberties Union had sued on behalf of asylum-seeking
mothers who fled violence in Central America and were detained even after they were found by a U.S. immigration officer or judge to have a
“credible fear” of persecution back home. The ACLU argued the women were detained partly as a deterrent to others who would cross the border
illegally. 

US Targets 700 Miami Firms For Money Laundering Scrutiny from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

U.S. investigators are targeting 700 businesses in the Miami area for enhanced scrutiny to detect trade-based money laundering schemes involving
Latin American criminal organizations, authorities announced Tuesday. 

USMC
Dunford Next To Chair Joint Chiefs? from Washington Times 23 Apr 15

Marine Corps Gen. Joseph Dunford, commandant of the Marine Corps, has emerged as a leading candidate to replace Army Gen. Martin
Dempsey as the next chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, according to defense officials familiar with internal discussions of the matter. 

Marine vet Kyle Carpenter receives highest award for valor from Marine Times 19 Jun 14

He becomes second living Marine from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan to earn Medal of Honor



Dunford picked to be next Marine Corps commandant from Marine Times 6 Jun 14

Marine Gen. Joseph “Fighting Joe” Dunford has been nominated as the next commandant of the Marine Corps. 

Into the breach: How Sangin will enter the annals of Marine history from Marine Corps Times 12 May 14

A full third of all British casualties in Afghanistan had occurred in the Sangin district of Helmand Province, and by the time they decided to leave,
The Guardian, one of Britain’s most well-read newspapers, said that troops “applauded” the pullout. The paper also declared the Taliban in Sangin
“undefeated.”

Mideast Marine force in wings from USA Today 24 Jan 14

The Marine Corps is developing plans to establish a contingency force that will be based in the Middle East and be capable of responding to crises
in the troubled region, a Marine spokesman said Thursday. 

Former U.S. Officials Make New Push To Free U.S. Marine In Iran from Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty 23 Jan 14

Former top American security and defense officials have launched a new appeal to free a former U.S. Marine imprisoned in Iran. 

Four-star: Marine Corps not threatened by Army's Pacific strategy from Marine Times 15 Jan 14

The Army’s new amphibious strategy for the Pacific has raised hackles among some who feel the service is encroaching on turf claimed by the
Marine Corps and Navy. But Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps Gen. John Paxton says there is room in the Pacific theater for all three
services. 

Nature Is Unfair … Even To Female Marines from Washington Times 10 Jan 14

The last thing a Marine thinks about is the minimum standard.

FEATURE: When mommy and daddy both deploy from CNN 23 Dec 13

From 2011 to the present, 681 Marine Corps couples had simultaneous deployments, according to the Manpower Management Information
Systems Division Headquarters for the U.S. Marine Corps. 

Delta Force Marine Awarded Navy Cross For Fight At CIA Annex In Benghazi from Washington Times 18 Nov 13

In a unique battlefield commendation, a Marine Corps member of Delta Force has been awarded the nation’s second-highest military honor for
coming to the defense of Americans last year at a CIA annex in Benghazi, Libya. 

Officials say 4 Marines killed in accident at Camp Pendleton from Associated Press 14 Nov 13

Four U.S. Marines were killed Wednesday during a range maintenance operation at Camp Pendleton in California, the base said in a press release.

2 Marine Generals Fired Over Base Attack from Washington Post 1 Oct 13

Taliban entered NATO airfield in Afghanistan, killing 2, destroying jets 

Marine Commandant Calls For Two Generals To Be Fired Over 2012 Taliban Ambush from Business Insider 30 Sep 13

The Marine Corps has announced it will fire the pair of 2-star generals who were in charge in Helmand province, Afghanistan last year when the
Taliban executed a complex ambush on the Marines regional headquarters at Camp Leatherneck. 

Commandant Calls For New Crackdown On Barracks Life, Marine Behavior from MarineCorpsTimes 25 Sep 13

The Marine Corps commandant wants tough new measures put in place in barracks across the service to “reawaken” it morally and crack down on
bad behavior, Marine Corps Times has learned. 

A Force Of 174,000 from Marine Corps Times 23 Sep 13

Corps will cut Marines to save readiness 

Preparing For Chaos from Marine Corps Times 23 Sep 13

Marine Corps to expand footprint to thwart crises 



Marines Plan Troop Cuts, Command Headquarters Relocations By 2017 from GovExec.com 20 Sep 13

Budget cuts will force the Marine Corps to trim the “strategy-driven” force design it had envisioned and shift toward reduced troop strength and
the elimination of a three-star command headquarters, a key planning officer said on Thursday. 

8th And I Welcomes First Female Sergeant Major from MarineCorpsTimes 25 Jun 13

The Washington, D.C., command housing the Marines’ most prestigious ceremonial units will receive its first female sergeant major later this
week. 

FEATURE: Marines Have Six Four-Stars — But Not for Long from Washington Wire 30 Apr 13

With its emphasis on its enlisted troops and its creed that every Marine is a rifleman, the Marine Corps is the military service that keeps the
smallest ratio of brass to troops. But for a brief moment —actually only until Wednesday—there are, for the first time, six four-star generals in the
Corps. 

Commandant Relieves Officer Candidates School Commander from MarineCorpsTimes.com 25 Apr 13

The commander of the Marine Corps' Officer Candidates School, where last month three Marines died in an apparent murder-suicide, was
removed from his job this week by the service's top general. 

General Expects Marine Corps To Shrink Due To Sequester from Wall Street Journal 22 Mar 13

The U.S. Marine Corps, which already has shed thousands of service members because of postwar downsizing and budget tightening, is preparing
to cut even more under mandated reductions known as the sequester, the commandant of the corps said Thursday. 

USN
US Commando Who Killed Bin Laden To Reveal Identity from Agence France-Presse 30 Oct 14

The US Navy Seal commando who fired the shots which killed Al-Qaeda chief Osama Bin Laden is to reveal his identity in a Fox News television
documentary next month, the network announced Wednesday. 

Vice CNO Describes Sequester Impact On Navy Plans from U-T San Diego 29 Apr 13

Cuts realign priorities in operations, maintenance and new procurement

USNORTHCOM
Pentagon Spends More On Training Of Mexican Military from USA Today 16 Jul 14

The United States is quietly expanding its training of Mexico’s armed forces, helping to reverse decades of mistrust that made Mexico’s military
reluctant to cooperate with its northern neighbor. The amount the Pentagon spent on training Mexico’s armed forces, though small, increased to
more than $15million last year, up from about $3million in 2009, according to U.S. Northern Command,

USPACOM
U.S. Pacific Commander Calls North Korea A 'Clear' Threat from Bloomberg.com 9 Apr 13

North Korea's development of nuclear weapons and long-range missiles poses a "direct threat" to the U.S. and its allies, a top U.S. military
commander plans to tell Congress today amid rising tensions on the Korean peninsula. 

USS America
Andean Ridge

Colombia
Visit by 'USS America' Is Symbol of Cooperation, Strategic Alliance Between United States, Colombia: Defense Minister from
MoD, Colombia 17 Jul 14

"The Visit of the 'USS America' to Colombian waters in her first trip is very important and is a sign of the respect the US has for Colombia and of
its support for the cooperation and support programs being performed by the two countries. " John F. Kelly, commander of US Southern
Command...



USS Cole
USS Cole Defense Lawyers Want Entire Senate ‘Torture Report’ from Miami Herald 4 Mar 15

Defense lawyers for a former CIA captive awaiting a death-penalty trial as the alleged mastermind of the USS Cole bombing asked the judge
Tuesday to secure a U.S. government copy of the full so-called “Torture Report” before it disappears into a Senate vault. 

USSOUTHCOM
US General to Senate: Terror Groups Benefiting from Latin American Drug Trade from Breitbart 30 Mar 15

The Iran-backed Lebanese terror group Hezbollah is among the terrorist organizations that are benefiting from the illegal drug trade in Latin
America, Lt. Gen. Kenneth Tovo, deputy commander of the U.S. Southern Command (Southcom), told lawmakers. 

U.S. Southern Command: Ebola in Latam could cause mass migration to U.S. from EFE (Spain) 8 Oct 14

The head of U.S. Southern Command, General John Kelly has said that if Ebola reaches Latin America, especially Central America or countries
like Haiti, it could lead to mass migration to the United States. 

US general urges Colombian rebels to sign peace deal from Agence France-Presse 7 Oct 14

A top US general urged Colombia's Marxist FARC rebels on Tuesday to sign a peace accord to end a decades-long civil war, saying they should
"be smart, take the deal." 

‘Their problems are our problems’ from Marine Corps Times 23 Sep 14

Head of SOUTHCOM says partnership and cooperation are vital in the Americas 

SOUTHCOM HOSTS DEFENSE MINISTERS’ SECURITY DIALOGUE from SOUTHCOM PAO 18 Sep 14

U.S. Southern Command (SOUTHCOM) hosted defense and public security ministers from Colombia and Central America, and defense leaders
from Mexico at its headquarters today for a day-long discussion on regional security. 

US Southern Command shows off new gear for disaster relief, humanitarian assistance from Associated Press 4 Sep 14

Drones, portable network systems and wearable, real-time translation devices are among the new equipment U.S. military officials hope will
improve communications during disaster relief and humanitarian assistance missions. 

Southcom Gets High Tech Gadgets To Help In Emergency Situations from CBS News Miami/AP 3 Sep 14

First responders under the direction of the U.S. Southern Command will have new high tech gear to work with during disaster relief and
humanitarian assistance missions. 

Competition for military resources impedes the drug war from Marine Corps Times 27 Feb 14

U.S. must 'keep faith' with its partner nations on the front lines, generals say

FEATURE: Launch of nanosatellites a major milestone for U.S. SOUTHCOM from Diálogo 10 Dec 13

The Atlas V’s payload includes one of three U.S. SOUTHCOM sponsored nanosatellites, which are part of the SNaP-3 Joint Capability
Technology Demonstration (JCTD). The JCTD project is managed by U.S. SOUTHCOM’s Science, Technology, and Experimentation Division. 

U.S. launches nanosatellite from United Press International 10 Dec 13

A satellite no bigger in size than a loaf of bread has been launched into orbit in an experiment to improve military communications. 

U.S. Southern Command—First Step Toward Lower Cost For Space Comms (Satellite) from SatNews 9 Dec 13

U.S. Southern Command took a first step in an effort to evaluate how low-cost space communication capabilities can support information sharing
and tactical communications across wide geographic expanses, including remote and densely forested areas. 

U.S. SOUTHCOM testing “nanosatellites” in Latin America from Inside Costa Rica 9 Dec 13

The United States Southern Command (SOUTHCOM) took a first step in an effort to evaluate how low-cost space communication capabilities
can support information sharing and tactical communications across wide geographic expanses, including remote and densely forested areas. 



Southcom Tailors Exercise Program in Light of Budget Squeeze from Armed Forces Press Service 12 Apr 13

Confronted with sequestration and more anticipated budget cuts for the next fiscal year, officials at U.S. Southern Command are making tough
choices as they scale back the exercise program they call integral to regional stability and U.S. national security. 

Sequestration Cuts Affect U.S. and Latin Security Equally from Fox News Latino 9 Apr 13

Sequestration, the congressional version of a budgetary IED, has hit the Pentagon hard. Born of political gridlock, the across-the-board cuts are
forcing military commanders to cut even important missions and programs.

Whither The Hunter-Killers? USAF Ponders Post-Afghan Glut of Reapers, Predators from Defense News 3 Apr 13

One command that’s been hungry for more ISR assets is Southern Command, which wants more eyes on the drug trade, FARC rebels, Venezuela,
Cuba and more. 

Cuts Hurt Fight Against Narco-Al Qaida Connection from Military.com 1 Apr 13

President Obama and Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel hosted West African leaders last Friday to talk of the increasingly dangerous mix of pirates,
drugs, and Al Qaida -- and the Navy's increasing inability to meet the threat in the region. 

Sequester: Democratic theory of the case from Politico 29 Mar 13

Warnings are also growing that the spending cuts will open the floodgates for more illicit drugs reaching U.S. soil. At a hearing last week before
the House Armed Services Committee, Southern Command chief Marine Gen. John Kelly said sequestration means he could end up without
critical air and water surveillance to monitor for cocaine trafficking. 

Man of valor: Defense contractor honored by military a decade after he died a hero from Montgomery Advertiser 28 Mar 13

U.S. Marine Corps Gen. John Kelly on Wednesday presented a Defense of Freedom medal to Janis’ widow, Judith, who lives in the Montgomery
area. The medal has been described as the civilian version of the Purple Heart. Thomas Janis was a defense contractor when narcoterrorists killed
him in Colombia on Feb. 13, 2003. 

Pilot Killed in 2003, Family Finally Receives Defense of Freedom Medal from Alabama News Network 28 Mar 13

An army veteran's family is awarded the civilian equivalent of the Purple Heart, the Defense of Freedom Medal, after being killed by narco-
terrorists in Columbia about a decade ago. 

Russian Drug Control Service chief criticizes U.S. for ineffective anti-drug fight in Latin America from Interfax (Russia) 26 Mar 13

Head of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service, Viktor Ivanov, said that the help of the United States to Latin America in the fight against
cocaine was ineffective.

Will Venezuela curtail cheap oil for Cuba? from Agence France-Presse 22 Mar 13

For more than a decade, Cuba has relied heavily on cheap Venezuelan oil and favorable terms of trade to keep its economy afloat. 

General: Cuts could hurt anti-drug efforts from CNN 21 Mar 13

Pentagon budget cuts will severely reduce U.S. military efforts to stop the illegal trafficking of drugs and people into the United States from South
and Central America, according to the top American commander in that region. 

US General Kelly plays down Guantanamo hunger strike from BBC News 21 Mar 13

A senior United States military commander has played down reports that a group of Guantanamo Bay prison inmates are on hunger strike. 

No abuse of Quran at Guantanamo prison: US general from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 13

WASHINGTON: Guantanamo Bay guards have not desecrated or mishandled the Quran in any way, despite allegations by inmates on hunger
strike there, a top US general said on Wednesday. 

General Warns Of Increased Drug Traffic Under Budget Cuts from Washington Times 21 Mar 13



Automatic defense spending cuts will force the U.S. military to curtail training for Latin American allies who combat drug traffickers, the
commander of U.S. Southern Command said Wednesday. 

General calls Guantanamo hunger strikers *frustrated* from CBS News 20 Mar 13

The U.S. military now labels as "hunger strikers" 25 detainees at the naval prison in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, up from 10 detainees just a week
ago. 

Venezuela may have to curtail cheap oil for Cuba: US from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 13

Venezuela will be hard-pressed to keep providing cheap oil and loans to Cuba and other allies given the "faltering" state of its economy, a senior
US commander said Wednesday. 

US military's counter-narcotics effort at risk: general from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 13

Pentagon budget cuts will undermine the US military's efforts to seize illegal narcotics shipments out of Latin America and will open the way to
more cocaine flowing to the United States, a top US general warned Wednesday. 

General: Budget Cuts Will Hamper Drug Seizures from Associated Press 20 Mar 13

Pentagon budget cuts will dramatically slash U.S. efforts to seize illegal drug shipments at sea, the top U.S. commander in South America told
senators Tuesday, saying that the number of ships at his disposal for counter-drug operations will drop from about six to possibly zero. 

General: Budget cuts will hamper drug seizures from Associated Press 19 Mar 13

The top U.S. commander in South America says budget cuts will dramatically slash U.S. efforts to seize illegal drug shipments at sea, reducing
the number of ships at his disposal for counter-drug operations from about six to possibly zero. 

Iran's influence 'waning' in Latin America: US general from Agence France-Presse 19 Mar 13

Iran is "struggling" to cultivate ties with Latin American countries that are wary of the United States, and Tehran's influence in the region is on the
decline, a top US general said Tuesday. 

Leveraging Partnerships to Combat Corruption, Money Laundering, and Illicit Networks from DoS 13 Mar 13

Remarks David M. Luna Director for Anticrime Programs, Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs Towards an
Archipelago of Security Across the Caribbean Curacao, Netherlands March 13, 2013 

Sequestration Means More Drugs Will Be Arriving in South Florida from New Times (Broward Palm Beach) 7 Mar 13

The epic partisan clusterfrick in Washington known as sequestration is sure to put the squeeze on government budgets down the line. But an
immediate impact on Uncle Sam's spending is already registering in military circles -- specifically, deployment. What does that mean? Basically it
means the neighborhood drug dealer is about to have some gangbuster product. 

Sequestration Will Likely Mean More Cocaine On America's Streets from Huffington Post 7 Mar 13

Here's a possible effect of the sequester you probably didn't see coming: more cocaine on America's streets. 

OPINION: Latin America After Chávez from New York Times 7 Mar 13

HISTORY will affirm, justifiably, the role Hugo Chávez played in the integration of Latin America, and the significance of his 14-year presidency
to the poor people of Venezuela, where he died on Tuesday after a long struggle with cancer. 

Latin America in mourning over Chavez death from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 13

Several Latin American leaders declared three days of national mourning Wednesday over the death of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, who
was widely praised as a strong leader who had worked to unify the region. 

Gen. Kelly Speaks at Summit from University of South Florida 28 Feb 13

Southern Command's Gen. John Kelly says sequestration will diminish drug-fight capabilities and response to disasters. 



The Latin American Exception from Foreign Policy In Focus 19 Feb 13

To illustrate a damning new report, “Globalizing Torture: CIA Secret Detentions and Extraordinary Rendition,” recently published by the Open
Society Institute, the Washington Post put together an equally damning graphic: it’s soaked in red, as if with blood, showing that in the years after
9/11, the CIA turned just about the whole world into a gulag archipelago.

OPINION: The Latin America Mistake from LA Times 12 Feb 13

The United States is expanding its military presence in Honduras on a spectacular scale.... This is happening while the post-coup regime of
Honduran President Porfirio Lobo is more out of control than ever, especially since the Honduran Congress staged a "technical coup" in
December. 

Guantanamo drills Caribbean mass exodus scenario from Voice of Russia 11 Feb 13

This week, soldiers, sailors from the Guantanamo Base and Homeland Security officials have been drilling how to manage an imaginary
humanitarian-relief crisis in case of a massive migration from the Caribbean.

Guantanamo is used for mass-migration scenario training by U.S. military from Miami Herald 11 Feb 13

The boat people trying to reach U.S. soil are imaginary and so is the Caribbean nation in crisis. But the Army general who flew in from Texas to
take charge is the real deal for hundreds of troops rehearsing to get ready for a humanitarian crisis. Guantánamo’s airstrip was abuzz this weekend
as about 500 troops descended for an every-other-year drill whose name reflects how little the military wants to draw attention to it — Exercise
Integrated Advance. 

U.S. trains for mass migration in Caribbean security drill from Reuters 11 Feb 13

A simulated wave of Caribbean migrants sailed to the Guantanamo naval base this week for a training drill designed to prepare U.S. troops and
security agencies who might someday have to handle the real thing. The exercise is held every two years to prepare for a potential mass migration
brought on by political upheaval or natural disaster in the region. More than 500 U.S. troops and government workers flew to the Guantanamo
Bay U.S. Naval Base in eastern Cuba for the drill

Pentagon Continues Contracting US Companies in Latin America from Upside Down World 6 Feb 13

The Pentagon signed $444 million in non-fuel contracts for purchases and services in Latin America and the Caribbean during the 2012 fiscal
year, an overall decrease of nearly 15% from the previous year. But US military spending in the region is still considerably higher than during the
George W. Bush administration, when the equivalent Pentagon spending in Latin America averaged $301 million a year. 

General Kelly, new head of U.S. military operations in Latin America from VOXXI 6 Feb 13

Marine Corps General John F. Kelly was appointed commander of Southern Command (SOUTHCOM) in November 2012, replacing Air Force
General Douglas Fraser. As head of U.S. military operations in Latin America and the Caribbean, Kelly has already made declarations regarding
his objectives for his tenure in Florida, and has taken trips to meet with U.S. allies in the region in recent months. Unsurprisingly, illegal narcotic
trafficking has taken a prominent role in the General’s first declarations.

US Southern Command head visits today from Trindad and Tobago's Newsday 5 Feb 13

UNITED States Marine Corps General John Kelly, a former Senior Military Adviser to US Secretary of Defence Leon Panetta, is expected to
arrive in TT today for his first official visit to the Caribbean since assuming leadership of US Southern Command on November 19. He will meet
with top defence and civilian leaders to discuss the cooperative security ties and collaborative efforts between the two countries’ defence forces. 

FEATURE: US military expands its billion dollar drug war in Latin America from Associated Press 4 Feb 13

In the most expensive initiative in Latin America since the Cold War, the U.S. has militarized the battle against the traffickers, spending more than
$20 billion in the past decade. U.S. Army troops, Air Force pilots and Navy ships outfitted with Coast Guard counternarcotics teams are routinely
deployed to chase, track and capture drug smugglers. The sophistication and violence of the traffickers is so great that the U.S. military is training
not only law enforcement agents in Latin American nations, but their militaries as well, building a network of expensive hardware, radar,
airplanes, ships, runways and refueling stations to stem the tide of illegal drugs from South America to the U.S. 

U.S. SUPPORTS BRAZILIAN RESPONSE TO FIRE VICTIMS from SOUTHCOM PAO 1 Feb 13



The U.S. Southern Command partnered with the U.S. Embassy in Brasilia, the Brazilian Ministry of Health, American Airlines, Miami Dade
Aviation, and the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) today, to secure the rapid transport of medication urgently needed to treat victims
of the tragic nightclub fire Jan. 27 in Santa Maria, Brazil. The medication, called Cyanokit, will be transported to Brasilia, where it will be used to
treat victims exposed to Cyanide poison that resulted from the fire igniting acoustic foam insulation inside the club. 

Rubio Meets With New Commander For U.S. Southern Command, General John Kelly from BigNews.Biz 1 Feb 13

U.S. Senator Marco Rubio, the Ranking Member of the Senate’s Subcommittee on Western Hemisphere Affairs, met with General John Kelly,
who was recently installed as the commander for U.S. Southern Command (SOUTHCOM). General Kelly was on Capitol Hill for his first round
of meetings as the new commander. 

Southcom Commander: Cooperation Vital in Confronting Threats from American Forces Press Service 25 Jan 13

Three months into the job as the top U.S. military officer at U.S. Southern Command, Marine Corps Gen. John F. Kelly is reaching out to partners
in the region and emphasizing the importance of cooperation among nations directly to America's south. Kelly, who assumed command Nov. 19,
returned to his Miami headquarters this week after a two-day visit to Peru. There, he met with President Ollanta Humala, Vice Defense Minister
Mario Sanchez, and Peruvian Chief of Defense Adm. Jose Cueto to explore ways to strengthen the two countries' military partnership and
enhance regional collaboration in support of shared security goals, Southcom officials reported. 

US Southern Command chief meets with Peruvian leaders in Lima from Andina 24 Jan 13

Marine Gen. John Kelly, commander of U.S. Southern Command, completed a two-day visit to Peru Tuesday that included meetings with senior
defense and government officials to discuss shared security concerns and cooperation. During the visit, the general listened to the perspectives and
ideas of Peruvian leaders on areas of mutual interest including ways to strengthen military partnerships, enhance regional collaboration, and
contribute to shared security goals. 

OPINION: Too Many Targets from Strategyworld.com 17 Jan 13

On January 8th the Colombian Navy captured its first drug smuggling submersible vessel of the year. This one was 18 meters (56 feet) long and
capable of carrying over four tons of cocaine. It had been abandoned at sea and was towed back by a Colombian Navy ship to try and find out
what happened. Last year the Colombians captured eight of these. Naval forces from the United States and other nations along the Pacific coast
and the Caribbean caught even more. But the detection system, run mainly by the United States, locates a lot more of these cocaine subs than
there are warships available to run them all down. 

DISPATCHES FROM THE EDGE: Four More Years: Militarizing Latin America from The Berkeley Daily Planet 16 Jan 13

This past December marked the 190th anniversary of the Monroe Doctrine, the 1823 policy declaration by President James Monroe that
essentially made Latin America the exclusive reserve of the United States. And if anyone has any doubts about what lay at the heart of that
Doctrine, consider that since 1843 the U.S. has intervened in Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Haiti, Nicaragua, Panama, Cuba, Puerto Rico, Honduras,
the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Uruguay, Granada, Bolivia, and Venezuela. In the case of Nicaragua, nine times,
and Honduras, eight. 

Sailors Ask For Trial In Prostitution Scandal from Associated Press 12 Jan 13

Two U.S. sailors have rejected administrative punishments after being accused of hiring prostitutes in Colombia last year in a scandal that
engulfed members of the military and Secret Service, and both asked for trials by court-martial. 

Is Iran's presence in Latin America a threat? The White House says yes. from Christian Science Monitor 8 Jan 13

When the White House signed a law countering Iran in Latin America recently, it was the most public strategy to date against Iran’s influence in
the region....When the United states government signed into law the Countering Iran in the Western Hemisphere Act, the US was quickly
criticized for being stuck in the past....Iran...said the US “still lives in the cold war era and considers Latin America as its back yard.” 

Judge Restricts More Materials In Sept. 11 Trial; Even unclassified items will be shielded from the public in the military
proceedings. from Los Angeles Times 4 Jan 13

The military judge overseeing the trial for alleged Sept. 11 mastermind Khalid Shaikh Mohammed and four others has ruled that lawyers cannot
make public even unclassified materials. The ruling by the judge, Army Col. James L. Pohl, follows a Dec. 6 order in which he directed that any



evidence or discussion about harsh interrogation techniques used against the five men also be kept secret. 

Obama Disputes Limits On Detainee Transfers Imposed In Defense Bill from New York Times 4 Jan 13

President Obama set aside his veto threat and late Wednesday signed a defense bill that imposes restrictions on transferring detainees out of
military prisons in Afghanistan and Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. But he attached a signing statement claiming that he has the constitutional power to
override the limits in the law. The move awakened a dormant issue from Mr. Obama's first term: his broken promise to close the Guantánamo
prison. Lawmakers intervened by imposing statutory restrictions on transfers of prisoners to other countries or into the United States, either for
continued detention or for prosecution. 

Obama: Guantánamo Camps A Waste Of US Resources from McClatchy 4 Jan 13

President Barack Obama late Tuesday signed a $633 billion defense bill that continues to block his ability to close the prison camps at
Guantánamo, then in a separate signing statement issued Wednesday called the prison camps a waste of national security resources. "I continue to
believe that operating the facility weakens our national security by wasting resources, damaging our relationships with key allies, and
strengthening our enemies," Obama said in a statement released by the White House Wednesday morning. While the president has bristled at the
restrictions in past signing statements, this time he highlighted the expense, and it comes immediately after the hot debate over the fiscal cliff. 

Defense Bill's Guantanamo Bay Provisions Have Human Rights Groups Upset With Obama from Washington Post 4 Jan 13

With President Obama's second term about to begin, one of his administration's first promises, that it would close the military detention center at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, looks all but abandoned after he signed a defense bill late Wednesday that includes an array of tough restrictions on the
transfer of detainees out of the facility. Obama had threatened to veto the $633 billion National Defense Authorization Act but signed it, as he did
last year, with a statement criticizing sections of the bill that he said are "unwarranted restrictions on the executive branch's authority" by
Congress. 

Recommendations for a New Administration: Move beyond the Drug Focus in the Andes from CSIS HEMISPHERE FOCUS 3 Jan 13

For 25 years the U.S. government has had an “Andean policy,” focused primarily on keeping drugs produced in South America from arriving in
the United States. Perhaps it is time for a change. On all sides, there has been growing skepticism, and in two cases rejection, of a one-note
approach to the region.

OPINION: Crucial time for our hemisphere from The Miami Herald 30 Dec 12

This is an important time for the U.S. military, as troops re-deploy from Iraq and Afghanistan, and as we face flat defense budgets and the
looming threat of automatic spending cuts on Jan. 1. It is also a crucial time for the Western Hemisphere and for U.S. interests in the region. Gen.
Kelly has an opportunity to renew a forward-leaning U.S. engagement posture with our allies in the region. We need this because there has been a
woeful lack of focus on Latin America over the last several years. 

VA
Retaliation claims rise sharply at VA from Atlanta Journal-Constitution 26 Sep 14

Complaints of retaliation against whistleblowers at the Department of Veterans Affairs more than doubled in recent months, according to an
Atlanta Journal-Constitution analysis, and one of the highest profile VA whistleblowers claims he and the chief witness in his case have been
subjected to retaliation in Atlanta. 

VA Report Provides Lessons To Other Agencies On What Not To Do; Stress On Metrics Risky from Washington Post 11 Jun 14

The Department of Veterans Affairs’ report on outrageous waits for veterans seeking health care provides lessons that reach well beyond this one
agency. As always, it’s the coverup that’s really getting people into trouble. 

VA Story Has A Lesson For Unions: Don’t Sleep On Civil-Service Reform from Washington Post 9 Jun 14

The folks honoring federal senior executives in the State Department’s Diplomatic Reception Rooms last week might want to inquire about
reserving the grand digs for a wake. 

Senators announce deal to address VA problems from Military Times 6 Jun 14

Congress appears poised to adopt new legislation making it easier for veterans to get private medical care and harder for underperforming



administrators to keep their jobs, under a deal announced by Senate leaders Thursday. 

Leahy offers bill to increase VA transparency from The Hill 5 Jun 14

Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) has introduced a bill to prevent Department of Veterans Affairs facilities from avoiding reports to Congress on major
medical facility renovations and potentially causing longer wait times for care. 

What the VA and the Cleveland Clinic have in common from Marketplace Healthcare 4 Jun 14

One of the country’s top hospital executives may be on the short-list to become the next secretary of the Department of Veterans Affairs. 

White House Considering Cleveland Clinic Head for VA Secretary Post from Wall Street Journal 4 Jun 14

Obama Looks at High-Profile Hospital Executive to Take Over Beleaguered Veterans Agency

Boehner won't join calls for Shinseki to resign from The Hill 8 May 14

Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio) on Thursday declined to join Republicans in demanding the resignation of Veterans Affair Secretary Eric
Shinseki, saying the problems at the VA are “systemic” and won’t be solved by a change at the top. 

VA orders national care review as critics' frustration grows from Military Times 8 May 14

Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki on Thursday ordered a nationwide health care access review as frustration continued to mount over VA’s
response to allegations of care delays leading to patient deaths. 

Despite Backlogs, VA Gives Staff Bonuses from Washington Post 26 Aug 13

Workers see incentives to handle easy claims as veterans wait for benefits 

COMMENTARY: Thousands Of Ailing Veterans Wait For VA To Clear Backlog from USA Today 22 Aug 13

Delays last a year or more 

COMMENTARY: VA Aggressively Attacking Backlog from USA Today 22 Aug 13

100,000 claims cleared monthly 

Progress Is Reported On VA Claims Backlog from Washington Post 13 Jun 13

Pending cases were cut by 74,000 in 45 days, official tells Senate panel

VCJCS
More US Missile-Defense Systems In Pacific Possible, Admiral Says from Washington Post 29 May 14

The United States is considering deploying more regional missile-defense systems in the Pacific to counter North Korea, the Pentagon’s second-
ranking officer said Tuesday.

Veterans
Disenchanted By Civilian Life, Veterans Volunteer To Fight ISIS from New York Times 12 Mar 15

Last fall, Patrick Maxwell, a 29-year-old Iraq war veteran now selling real estate in this bustling city, saw something in news footage of Islamic
fighters in Iraq that he never saw as an infantry Marine there: the enemy. 

Report: Vets’ Preference For Federal Jobs Too Complicated, Sometimes Controversial from Washington Post 22 Aug 14

Uncle Sam’s long-standing policy of giving veterans a hiring preference for government jobs enjoys strong support. But it’s a pain to explain. The
preference is so complicated, confusing and difficult to understand that it tempts abuse. 

VA reform bill to get vote this week from Military Times 28 Jul 14

In a dramatic legislative turnaround, the chairmen of the House and Senate Veterans’ Affairs committees on Monday unveiled plans for a $17
billion compromise VA reform bill that funds the hiring of more clinicians, expands private care options and makes it easier to fire Veterans
Affairs Department executives. 



2 more VA officials resign from Military Times 27 Jun 14

Two more high-ranking Veterans Affairs officials announced plans to step down from their leadership roles Wednesday, the latest personnel
overhaul for an embattled department already lacking multiple top administrators. 

Cost of scramble to solve VA's waiting-time crisis: $54 billion yearly from Stars and Stripes 19 Jun 14

Like a waiter bringing the check after a high-spirited meal in a fine restaurant, the Congressional Budget Office has dampened some good vibes
among lawmakers who rushed to solve the access-to-care crisis for veterans. 

House, Senate go to conference on VA bill from The Hill 19 Jun 14

The House and Senate on Wednesday established conference committees to reconcile differences in legislation to reform the Department of
Veterans Affairs. 

VA chief: More vets wait 30 days for appointment from Associated Press 18 Jun 14

About 10 percent of veterans seeking medical care at VA hospitals and clinics have to wait at least 30 days for an appointment — more than twice
the percentage of veterans the government said last week were forced to endure long waits, the acting veterans affairs secretary said Wednesday. 

Volunteers to help South Florida’s homeless vets on Memorial Day weekend from Miami Herald 19 May 14

Organizers call the event a “stand down,” a military term for removing exhausted troops from the battlefield. 

Disability pay: simpler, broader, more generous from Military Times 6 Mar 14

The Pentagon’s new retirement reform proposal would make sweeping changes to the complex system of benefits that aim to compensate
wounded warriors for injuries that cut short a military career. 

Senate blocks huge vets benefits bill from Military TImes 28 Feb 14

A massive veterans legislative package that would have expanded a host of post-military benefits was sidelined Thursday after Senate Democratic
backers failed to find enough support among their Republican colleagues. 

Massive veterans bill heading toward Senate vote from USA Today 24 Feb 14

What has been characterized as the most sweeping veterans legislation in decades could reach the Senate floor for a vote as early as Tuesday. 

Congress Is Getting Tougher on the VA from Wall Street Journal 9 Feb 14

Lawmakers Criticize Agency on Response to What They Say Are Errors at Facilities

Veterans group seeks action to cut backlog of claims from USA Today 3 Feb 14

The federal government's move to cut its backlog of overdue compensation claims for veterans has stalled and better efforts must be made to
understand what isn't working to solve the problem, a veterans group says. 

Veterans group says military suicide rate is 'out of control' from Gannett Washington Bureau 30 Jan 14

Suicide prevention is the No. 1 legislative priority this year for the Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America, says Paul Rieckhoff, the group’s
founder and CEO. 

Online complaints system will police colleges over GI Bill benefits from Stars and Stripes 30 Jan 14

Federal officials on Thursday launched an online complaints system designed to root out colleges taking advantage of student veterans and their
military education benefits. 

Veterans’ groups disappointed in Obama on veteran benefits from Washington Times 30 Jan 14

Criticize speech for not mentioning cost-of-living cuts despite earlier promises 

Grandfather current troops, retirees on COLA cuts, DoD urges from Military Times 28 Jan 14



The Pentagon opposes the pending reductions in annual retirement pay increases and believes changes in the military retirement system should
come not from Congress but from a commission convened to study benefits modernization, senior officials told lawmakers Tuesday. 

Top enlisted retirees push back on COLA cuts from Military TImes 28 Jan 14

If the cost-of-living adjustment reduction to military retired pay included in the Bipartisan Budget Act goes into effect in December 2015, the
retired chief, now 50, stands to lose as much as $55,000 in retirement pay over his lifetime. 

FEATURE: For injured veteran, war continues even at home from The Virginian-Pilot 27 Jan 14

It takes awhile to get to the part about the IED, the shrapnel, the flying body parts, the brain injury. 

Software glitch exposed thousands of veterans’ private information from Wastington Post 23 Jan 14

A software glitch with a Department of Veterans Affairs benefits portal allowed users to access one another’s private information, alarming some
veterans groups and lawmakers, who see the incident as the latest manifestation of an ongoing security problem. 

Up to 48,000 Afghan, Iraq vets homeless from USA TODAY 17 Jan 14

As more young veterans of recent wars leave the military, the number of them falling on hard times and homelessness continues to rise sharply. 

Gates skewers Congress, VA backlog on 'The Daily Show' from 16 Jan 14

Congress has made it virtually impossible to cut the time it takes for veterans to get the services they need from the Veterans Affairs Department,
said former Defense Secretary Robert Gates. 

COMMENTARY: Why We Died: Political Validation for Veterans from War on the Rocks 9 Jan 14

There are questions that come at parties. Questions that I try and avoid, but I know in the end it’s impossible. Someone finds out about my time in
the service, or maybe I tell them just to get it over with. 

Veterans groups vow to fight cuts in military pensions from Associated Press 23 Dec 13

The Pentagon's top civilian says it's time to tame burgeoning military personnel costs, but he's facing a test of wills with the nation's powerful
veterans groups, which want no cut in their benefits. 

EDITORIAL: Pension panic is unnecessary from Washington Post 20 Dec 13

Of all the reactions to the bipartisan budget pact that passed Congress this week, none is less justifiable than the outrage of certain supposed
Republican budget hawks at the plan’s minuscule trim to military retirement pay. 

Legion Says VA, Defense Should Do More On PTSD from Washington Post 13 Sep 13

The departments of Defense and Veterans Affairs provide "limited and inadequate" treatment for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and
traumatic brain injury (TBI), according to a new report issued by the American Legion. 

OPINION: Wounded Vets Deserve Better from Wall Street Journal 29 Aug 13

"To care for him who shall have borne the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan." Abraham Lincoln's words light the path of America's eternal
responsibility to those who have served in uniform. 

Newest Veterans Say Suicide Is Their Biggest Challenge from USA Today 30 Jul 13

The nation's newest combat veterans -- those who fought in Iraq and Afghanistan -- say the biggest challenge facing their generation is suicide,
according to a survey by the group Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America. 

Veterans' Uphill Road Back, Struggle With Suicide from Associated Press 25 Jun 13

Five years ago, Joe Miller, then an Army Ranger captain with three Iraq tours under his belt, sat inside his home near Fort Bragg holding a cocked
Beretta 40mm, and prepared to kill himself.

Veterans Administration



American Legion says Shinseki should resign from VA from Military Times 6 May 14

The American Legion is demanding the immediate resignation of Veteran Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki and two other top VA leaders, citing a
pattern of “poor oversight” and “failed leadership.” 

VA’s response to congressional inquiries about patient deaths called ‘ridiculous’ from McClatchy 9 Apr 14

A House of Representatives committee blasted the Department of Veterans Affairs on Wednesday over a lack of progress and accountability in the
aftermath of at least 23 preventable veteran deaths that were the result of delays in treatment at VA medical centers across the country. 

VA still dragging feet in answering congressional inquiries from FCW Federal Cyber Workforce 15 Jan 14

The Department of Veterans Affairs’ pattern of selective responsiveness – and sometimes total unresponsiveness – to oversight inquiries from the
House Veterans Affairs Committee has continued into 2014. 

VA Criticized For Bonuses To Doctors from Washington Post 27 Aug 13

Department didn't link money to performance, a GAO study finds 

Veterans Affairs
Schumer: VA Must Fix Psych Care from Newsday 23 Sep 13

The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs should improve its mental health treatment programs and help create a psychiatric response center to
share information and prevent tragedies like the Sept. 16 Washington Navy Yard shooting, Sen. Charles Schumer said yesterday. 

Veterans Affairs Will Begin Providing Spousal Benefits To Gay Couples from New York Times 5 Sep 13

The Obama administration on Wednesday escalated its effort to dismantle federal barriers to same-sex marriages, announcing that the Department
of Veterans Affairs would immediately begin providing spousal benefits to gay men and lesbians despite a federal statute that limits such benefits
to veterans’ spouses who are “of the opposite sex.”

Veterans Day
IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Hialeah Celebrates Veterans Day from Miami Herald 12 Nov 13

With 21 shotgun and the death knell of the horn at the foot of the busy Ockeechobee Road, dozens of political figures , neighbors , former soldiers
and their families celebrated Veterans Day on Monday in Hialeah. 

A Veteran's Day Message from Debbie Lee, Gold Star Mother from Highland News (CA) 11 Nov 13

It is with great respect, admiration and deep understanding that I write this letter to honor each and every Veteran that has served or is serving our
blessed Country! I understand and appreciate all who have given so much for me, so that I could enjoy my daily freedoms. 

Vice-President
Biden visits South America, Caribbean from Agence France-Presse 26 May 13

US Vice President Joe Biden arrived in Colombia on Sunday as he launched a six-day tour that will also take him to the Caribbean island nation
of Trinidad and Tobago, and Brazil. 

Voice of America
Voice Of America’s Mission from New York Times 22 Apr 15

It is incumbent on the Senate to reconfirm the Voice of America’s worldwide mission to serve as a consistently reliable and authoritative source of
news, and to present the policies of the United States as well as responsible discussion and opinion on these policies. 

VP
U.S. VP to visit Brazil, Colombia, Dominican Republic from Xinhua (China) 29 May 14

U.S. Vice President Joseph Biden will travel to Brazil, Colombia and the Dominican Republic next month to discuss a full range of issues, the
White House said on Thursday. 

Biden To Visit Panama, Mexico In September from Associated Press 30 Aug 13



The White House says Vice President Joe Biden is preparing to travel next month to Panama and Mexico, part of an effort by the Obama
administration to strengthen economic ties with Latin and Central America. 

VPOTUS
UPDATE: Biden: US cannot offer huge antidrugs plan in Central America from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 14

The United States on Wednesday downplayed any hopes of Washington launching a massive anti-drugs program in Central America to help deter
emigration. 

W.H.O.
W.H.O. Tries To Quell Fear Of Ebola Spreading By Plane from New York Times 15 Aug 14

The World Health Organization on Thursday swiftly sought to quell fears that international air travel could become a conduit for spreading the
deadly Ebola virus from Africa around the globe, emphasizing that such a risk was low. 

War Authorization
Obama’s Islamic State war powers beyond congressional control, research service finds from Washington Times 24 Feb 15

President can use ground troops, successor could extend fight no matter what is passed 

War on Drugs
Nobel economists, others urge end to 'war on drugs' from Reuters 5 May 14

Global efforts to thwart the drugs trade have failed and the time has come for a radical rethink, according to a group of Nobel-prize winning
economists, a former U.S secretary of state, the deputy prime minister of Britain and others. 

BLOG: Top Military Officials Say U.S. Pot Legalization Efforts Are Harming War On Drugs from Huff Post Politics (Huffington Post)
30 Apr 14

Two top military officials suggested at a congressional hearing Tuesday that the push by many U.S. states to legalize marijuana has rattled the
confidence of some of America’s closest allies in the war on drugs. 

Water
World’s Aquifers Losing Replenishment Race, Researchers Say from New York Times 26 Jun 15

From the Arabian Peninsula to northern India to California’s Central Valley, nearly a third of the world’s 37 largest aquifers are being drained
faster than they are being replenished, according to a recent study led by scientists at the University of California, Irvine. The aquifers are
concentrated in food-producing regions that support up to two billion people. 

WH National Security Adviser
Susan Rice Slams Russia, China On Human Rights from Washington Times 5 Dec 13

Less than two weeks after the U.S. partnered with China and Russia on a nuclear pact with Iran, White House National Security Adviser Susan E.
Rice criticized both nations’ records on human-rights abuses Wednesday. 

WHINSEC
WHINSEC, 1-507 participate in Wing Exchange from The Bayonet 28 Aug 13

More than 60 Airborne Soldiers from the 507th Parachute Infantry Regiment, the Maneuver Center of Excellence and partner nation instructors
from the Western Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation participated in the newly reinstated Foreign Wing Exchange Program on Aug.
19. Spearheaded by MCoE Command Sgt. Maj. James Carabello, the program was conducted by El Salvador jump master Capt. Jose Molina from
WHINSEC.

US military transparency battle could empower Chile, Latin America from The Santiago Times 29 Jul 13

Human rights activists in Chile and across Latin America are watching closely as a legal battle continues in the courthouses of California between
representatives of the School of the Americas Watch (SOAW) and the U.S. Department of Defense.

White House



White House launches initiative to combat heroin use from Associated Press 17 Aug 15

The White House is launching a new $5 million initiative to combat heroin use and trafficking of the drug, particularly in states along the East
Coast. 

FACT SHEET: Venezuela Executive Order from Office of the Press Secretary 9 Mar 15

President Obama today issued a new Executive Order (E.O.) declaring a national emergency with respect to the unusual and extraordinary threat
to the national security and foreign policy of the United States posed by the situation in Venezuela. The targeted sanctions in the E.O. implement
the Venezuela Defense of Human Rights and Civil Society Act of 2014, which the President signed on December 18, 2014, and also go beyond
the requirements of this legislation. 

White House chief of staff shoulders blame for Paris snub from Associated Press 21 Jan 15

White House chief of staff Denis McDonough is taking the blame for not having a top-level official at an anti-terror solidarity rally earlier this
month in Paris. 

Obama Spokesman Says U.S. Should Have Sent High Profile Representative To March from New York Times 13 Jan 15

The White House, facing a barrage of criticism for President Obama’s decision not to attend Sunday’s peace march in Paris, said on Monday that
an American official with a higher profile should have been on hand for the show of solidarity. 

Obama uses 'memos' in place of congressional action from USA Today 18 Dec 14

The White House acknowledged Thursday that President Obama has used various forms of executive action when Congress has not acted, but it
said the president was accurate when he said he has issued fewer executive orders than his predecessors. 

White House Denies Role In Latest Keystone Delay from Washington Times 22 Apr 14

The State Department alone decided to delay the Keystone XL pipeline approval process yet again, and President Obama had no hand in the
decision, White House press secretary Jay Carney said Monday. 

24 to receive Medal of Honor today at the White House from Army Times 18 Mar 14

At the White House today, 24 people, three of them living, are receiving the Medal of Honor for their valor in wars of past decades. 

Sources: White House Eyes Wormuth, Sherwood-Randall for Pentagon Policy Chief from Defense News 22 Jan 14

On the shortlist to become the Pentagon’s third-ranking civilian leader are a senior Defense Department official and a top White House national
security adviser, multiple sources say. 

White House Disputes Claims In Gates’ Critical Book from USA Today 8 Jan 14

The White House is disputing claims by former Defense Secretary Robert Gates that President Obama has lost faith in his Afghanistan policy. 

Obamas, Biden To Skip The Winter Olympics In Russia from Washington Post 18 Dec 13

The White House announced Tuesday that President Obama, Vice President Biden and the first lady will not attend the Winter Olympics in Sochi,
Russia, in February, a pointed snub by an administration that is feuding with Russian leaders on a range of foreign policy and human rights issues.

New Obama Adviser Will Not Work On Keystone XL from Associated Press 12 Dec 13

A new senior adviser to President Barack Obama will not be involved in deliberations on the Keystone XL oil pipeline, the White House said
Wednesday. 

PRESS BRIEFING: Presidential Determination -- Major Drug Transit and Drug Producing Countries for FY 2014 from United
States White House 13 Sep 13

Pursuant to section 706(1) of the Foreign Relations Authorization Act, FY 2003 (Public Law 107-228)(FRAA), I hereby identify the following
countries as major drug transit and/or major illicit drug producing countries: Afghanistan, The Bahamas, Belize, Bolivia, Burma, Colombia, Costa
Rica, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Jamaica, Laos, Mexico, Nicaragua, Pakistan, Panama,
Peru, and Venezuela. 



Obama: Changes To Compensation Should Grandfather Current Troops from ArmyTimes.com 12 Sep 13

President Obama wants to consider sweeping changes to the military’s retirement and compensation system, but he also said that all current troops
should be grandfathered under the current retirement plan if they choose. 

Obama Tests Limits Of Power In Syrian Conflict from New York Times 9 Sep 13

In asking Congress to authorize an attack on Syria over claims it used chemical weapons, President Obama has chosen to involve lawmakers in
deciding whether to undertake a military intervention that in some respects resembles the limited types that many presidents — Ronald Reagan in
Grenada, Bill Clinton in Kosovo and even Mr. Obama in Libya — have launched on their own. 

For Obama, A Lot Is Riding On Syria Vote from Los Angeles Times 9 Sep 13

Failure to secure Congress' approval for airstrikes could harm his agenda in foreign and domestic policy. 

Obama pledges to work with Brazil, Mexico to address US spying concerns: aide from Agence France-Presse 6 Sep 13

President Barack Obama has promised his Brazilian and Mexican counterparts that the United States would cooperate with their governments to
"address concerns" over alleged US spying on the Latin American leaders, an aide said Friday. 

Obama's Iraq Concerns Central To Syria Policy from DefenseNews.com 23 Aug 13

POTUS Cites Cost of War, American Casualties 

WHO
W.H.O. Calls ‘Vaccine Hesitancy’ An Increasing Concern Globally from New York Times 19 Aug 15

The World Health Organization warned Tuesday of what it called the growing problem of “vaccine hesitancy,” when people delay or refuse
vaccines for themselves or their children. 

Catching Up With A Childhood Killer, Diarrhea from New York Times 11 Aug 15

Far from the world’s fears about Ebola and MERS, a quiet revolution is taking place in the diagnosis of a disease much more prosaic but far more
threatening: childhood diarrhea. After pneumonia, diarrhea is the deadliest threat to infants worldwide, killing about 700,000 every year. 

W.H.O. Is Not Equipped To Handle A Crisis Like Ebola, Report Says from New York Times 8 Jul 15

More than a year after the Ebola epidemic began tearing through three of the world’s most fragile countries, the World Health Organization
remains unfit to handle a public health emergency, an independent panel concluded in a blistering report released on Tuesday. 

Report Shows Widespread Mistreatment By Health Workers During Childbirth from New York Times 1 Jul 15

A new report based on information from 34 countries, published in the journal PLOS Medicine, finds that “many women globally experience poor
treatment during childbirth, including abusive, neglectful or disrespectful care.” 

Countries Vow To All But Eradicate Malaria By 2030: WHO from Agence France-Presse 22 May 15

Countries have agreed to rid the world of malaria almost completely over the next 15 years, the World Health Organization said Thursday.
Diplomats gathered in Geneva for the UN health body’s annual decision-making assembly agreed late Wednesday to a plan to cut malaria cases
by 40 percent by 2020 and by 90 percent by 2030, WHO said. 

Some 30 nations have dangerously weak health systems: WHO from Agence France-Presse 21 May 15

About 30 countries have health systems that are as dangerously weak as the ones that allowed Ebola to ravage Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone,
the World Health Organization warned Thursday. 

W.H.O. Needs Reforms In Wake Of Ebola Crisis, Report Says from New York Times 12 May 15

The World Health Organization needs structural reform and a radical change of culture to enable it to cope with future health emergencies, a panel
of experts said in a preliminary report issued Monday that was critical of the agency’s delayed reaction to the Ebola crisis. 



W.H.O Officials Report A Drop In New Ebola Cases from New York Times 7 May 15

The World Health Organization on Wednesday reported the lowest weekly total of new cases in the West Africa Ebola epidemic this year, calling
it an encouraging development but expressing caution about complacency until all infections from the highly contagious virus have been
eradicated. 

W.H.O. Promises Reform After Criticism Over Ebola Response from New York Times 21 Apr 15

After criticism that it was slow and ineffective in the crucial early months of the Ebola crisis, the World Health Organization said Monday that it
would overhaul the way it deals with epidemics. 

Amid crisis, states expand access to opioid rescue drug from USA Today 25 Mar 15

With drug overdoses skyrocketing across the USA, a growing number of states are expanding access to a fast-acting rescue drug called naloxone,
which can revive a dying addict in minutes.

WHO Chief Says ‘Tremendous Progress’ Made In Ebola Fight from Agence France-Presse 19 Mar 15

The world has made “tremendous progress” in combatting the deadly Ebola virus, the UN’s World Health Organization chief told AFP on
Wednesday. Margaret Chan’s remarks come almost a week after the WHO announced that the death toll from the world’s largest Ebola outbreak
had topped 10,000. 

Botswana Doctor Is Named To Lead W.H.O. In Africa from New York Times 28 Jan 15

A defining moment in the life of Dr. Matshidiso Moeti, the World Health Organization’s new regional director for Africa, came when she was 9
and her father realized that her little sister’s mathematics textbook was below even the level he had studied as a poor child on a South African
farm. 

W.H.O. Members Endorse Resolution To Improve Response To Health Emergencies from New York Times 26 Jan 15

As the battle to snuff out the Ebola epidemic in West Africa continues, amid hopeful signs of ebbing, fears of an even more deadly and
widespread infectious disease emerging in the future are motivating efforts to reform global health institutions that faltered in the current
outbreak. 

WHO will miss Ebola targets it set for Dec 1 from Associated Press 1 Dec 14

Two months ago, the World Health Organization launched an ambitious plan to stop the deadly Ebola outbreak in West Africa, aiming to isolate
70 percent of the sick and safely bury 70 percent of the victims in the three hardest-hit countries - Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone - by
December 1. 

WHO Report Indicates Dec. 1 Goals For Ebola Treatment And Safe Burials May Not Be Met from Washington Post 28 Nov 14

Despite some progress in the effort to halt the Ebola epidemic in West Africa, global health organizations have far to go to meet a self-imposed
Dec. 1 deadline for isolating patients with the deadly disease and safely burying those who die of it, according to a World Health Organization
report released Wednesday. 

W.H.O. Declares Nigeria Free Of Ebola from New York Times 21 Oct 14

The World Health Organization declared Nigeria, Africa’s most populous nation, officially free of Ebola infections on Monday, calling the
outcome the triumphal result of “world class epidemiological detective work.” 

Health Agency’s New Assessment Of The Epidemic Is More Dire Still from New York Times 23 Sep 14

New figures published Monday by the World Health Organization reveal a far worse outlook than it had previously anticipated for the Ebola
epidemic in West Africa. 

WHO: Ebola Death Toll Tops 1,900, Surpassing All Previous Outbreaks Combined from Washington Post 4 Sep 14

The death toll from the Ebola epidemic in West Africa has surpassed 1,900 people, the World Health Organization’s chief said Wednesday. 

W.H.O. Concerned About Another Ebola Cluster In Nigeria from New York Times 4 Sep 14



The World Health Organization expressed worry on Wednesday about a second cluster of Ebola virus patients in Nigeria — in the center of its oil
industry — because one of the three confirmed victims was a doctor who had treated patients and socialized after he became contagious. 

WHO cautions against Ebola-related travel restrictions from Washington Post 20 Aug 14

As governments in West Africa struggle to contain the Ebola epidemic, World Health Organization officials are warning that the suspension of
flights and imposition of travel restrictions raise fears of shortages and could undermine the capacity to respond. 

OPINION: What’s Behind The WHO’s Emergency Declaration On The Spread Of Wild Polio from Washington Post 9 May 14

THE WORD “emergency” was emphasized in the headlines about the World Health Organization’s May 5 declaration on the spread of wild
poliovirus, and rightly so.

Polio’s Return After Near Eradication Prompts A Global Health Warning from New York Times 6 May 14

Alarmed by the spread of polio to several fragile countries, the World Health Organization declared a global health emergency on Monday for
only the second time since regulations permitting it to do so were adopted in 2007. 

UN: Spread Of Polio Now A World Health Emergency from Associated Press 6 May 14

For the first time ever, the World Health Organization on Monday declared the spread of polio an international public health emergency that could
grow in the next few months and unravel the nearly three-decade effort to eradicate the crippling disease. 

World Bank
World Bank: Jamaica, Colombia make doing business easier from Miami Herald 28 Oct 14

Several regulatory reforms adopted in the past year have helped improve the business climate in Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago and the Dominican
Republic, according to the World Bank's 2015 "ease of doing business" rankings. 

World Series
Finally! Party 95 years in the making from Associated Press 31 Oct 13

The Red Sox have now won three World Series in the past decade - but not since the days of Babe Ruth had Boston won a fall classic in its
beloved Fenway Park. 

WTO
WTO lowers 2015 trade forecast amid mounting geopolitical risks from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 14 Apr 15

Global trade will grow less than previously forecast this year, the World Trade Organization (WTO) said Tuesday in Geneva, pointing to
geopolitical crises and concerns about economic growth in emerging and developed markets. 
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Regional News
US Lifts Restrictions Over Seized Property In Nicaragua from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

The United States has lifted restrictions that required the Nicaraguan government to seek an annual waiver to get access to international credit and
bilateral assistance. 

Latin American currencies feel the pain from Financial Times 20 Jul 15

Latin American currencies are no stranger to pain. But the region has taken a battering in recent weeks compared with the rest of emerging
markets as the latest signs of weaknesses in the two Cs — China and commodities — push it further out of investors’ favour.

Pope: Church is committed to solving problems in Latin America from EFE 20 Jul 15

Pope Francis said Sunday that the Catholic Church is "committed" to finding solutions for Latin America's "serious social and economic
problems," although he noted that the continent has "great human and spiritual potential."

Navy sailor becomes 5th fatal victim of Tennessee shootings from EFE 20 Jul 15

A Navy Petty Officer on Saturday became the fifth fatal victim of a shooting spree targeting military facilities in Chattanooga, Tennessee, carried
out by a man suspected of having adopted radical Islamic views.

Four Latin American athletes exit Pan Ams for doping from Reuters 20 Jul 15

TORONTO (Reuters) - Four Latin American athletes have been kicked out of the Pan American Games for positive doping tests, the international
organization which runs the quadrennial multi-sport competition said on Friday.

Marine recruiters told not to wear uniforms after attack from Military Times 20 Jul 15

The military services have taken swift action to increase security after Thursday's shootings in Tennessee, even closing some facilities and telling
Marine recruiters not to wear uniforms in public.

Guard soldiers in Indiana to carry personal handguns from AP 20 Jul 15

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Indiana National Guard soldiers and airmen will begin carrying personal handguns at armories and recruiting stations
Monday to defend themselves following the fatal shootings of four Marines and a sailor in Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Americans Are Heading To Cuba, But The Europeans Don’t Like It from Buzzfeed 15 Jul 15

Cuba is gearing up for an influx of American visitors, and the only people who seem unhappy are the Europeans, who want to keep it to
themselves. Karla Zabludovsky reports from the Sierra Maestra mountains.

OPINION: Obama Administration Turns A Blind Eye To Cuba’s Transgressions from Miami Herald 4 Jun 15

As Gen. Raúl Castro celebrates his removal from the U.S. State Department’s list of State Sponsors of Terrorism, President Obama’s finding that
Havana “no longer supports international terrorism” is not one to be taken seriously in Washington. 

Biggest Brazil City Desperate For Water In Drought from Associated Press 7 Nov 14

It’s been nearly a month since Diomar Pereira has had running water at his home in Itu, a commuter city outside Sao Paulo that is at the epicenter
of the worst drought to hit southeastern Brazil in more than eight decades. 
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Afghan Talks Could Continue After Inauguration from Associated Press 11 Sep 14

The candidate most likely to be named the next president of Afghanistan said Wednesday that he believes in a government of national unity and
will seek to include his political opponent even if doing so requires negotiations after his swearing-in. 

Our Challenge With Fundamentalist Islam from Washington Post 5 Sep 14

Destroying, degrading or containing the Islamic State — whichever goal President Obama chooses — will be the easy part. Finding ways for
fundamentalist Islam to express itself peacefully is a bigger, tougher and more important project. 

Brazilian homeless activists renew protests from EFE (Spain) 17 Jul 14

Brazil's MTST Homeless Workers Movement has intensified its protests in Sao Paulo in recent days, including staging new demonstrations on
Thursday, after having dialed down the pressure during the month-long World Cup soccer tournament. 

Cuba Moves To End Condom Shortage By Selling Stock With “Wrong Expiration Dates” from Miami Herald 21 Apr 14

Hoping to resolve a shortage of condoms that has sparked complaints around Cuba, the island’s public health system has approved the sale of
more than one million prophylactics with apparently expired dates. 

American imprisoned in Cuba begins hunger strike from Associated Press 8 Apr 14

An American man who has been imprisoned in Cuba for more than four years is on a hunger strike, according to a statement released by his
lawyer Tuesday. 

Iran Aims To Move Ahead To Drafting Nuclear Deal from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 14

Iran said Monday it aims, at talks with world powers this week, to wind up the negotiating phase and move on to drafting a final accord on its
nuclear programme. 

COMMENTARY: Andres Oppenheimer: Latin Leaders To Applaud Cuba’s Dictatorship from Miami Herald 23 Jan 14

What’s most shameful about Latin American presidents’ scheduled visit to Cuba for a regional summit Tuesday is not that they will visit one of
the world’s last family dictatorships, but that they most likely won’t even set foot at a parallel summit that the island’s peaceful opposition plans to
hold at the same time. 

Lime Attack Incapacitates Guatemala’s Vice President from McClatchy 23 Jan 14

A strange act of protest last week in which two women tossed white powder into the face of Guatemala’s vice president has underscored the
political tensions in the Central American nation. 

EDITORIAL: Chile: A New Model For Latin America? from Washington Post 17 Dec 13

For three decades, Chile has been the paragon of successful development in the region, having soared to the brink of rich-world status while
consolidating a stable democracy.

Secret Memos Reveal Explicit Nature Of US, Pakistan Agreement On Drones from Washington Post 24 Oct 13

Despite repeatedly denouncing the CIA’s drone campaign, top officials in Pakistan’s government have for years secretly endorsed the program and
routinely received classified briefings on strikes and casualty counts, according to top-secret CIA documents and Pakistani diplomatic memos
obtained by The Washington Post.

Rights activist slain in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 23 Oct 13

A delegate from the Medellin Municipal Council for Victims' Participation was murdered in the northwestern Colombian province of Antioquia,
her colleagues said Wednesday. 

FARC sees promise in Colombia armistice proposal from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 13

The FARC guerrilla group on Wednesday praised a proposal that calls for declaring an armistice before a peace agreement is reached in
Colombia's near half-century-old conflict. 



UN Study: Women's Limited Role in Digital Economy Hinders LatAm Development from Xinhua (China) 15 Oct 13

Women's unequal participation in the digital economy hinders development in Latin America and the Caribbean, according to a new study
released Tuesday by the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC). 

Venezuela, Guyana Seek Diplomatic End to Ship Spat from Reuters 14 Oct 13

Venezuela's and Guyana's foreign ministers will meet on Thursday to seek a negotiated solution to the detention of a ship used by a U.S. oil
exploration firm in waters disputed for more than a century by the South American neighbors, Venezuela said.

Colombian President Presses for Progress in FARC Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 8 Oct 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos urged FARC rebels Tuesday to pick up the pace of peace negotiations under way in Cuba for almost a
year now.

Fall In Colombia Coca Cultivation Deceptive: Experts from Agence France-Presse 22 Aug 13

Coca cultivation in Colombia has fallen dramatically over the past two years, but experts say smarter drug trafficking strategies may account for
the decline. 

Venezuela's President Maduro Defends Edward Snowden: *He Did Not Kill Anyone* from Washington Times 3 Jul 13

Edward Snowden's frantic bids for asylum to escape prosecution on espionage charges could lead him back to America - specifically, South
America. 

Bolivia files UN complaint after president's jet diverted from Agence France-Presse 3 Jul 13

Bolivia on Wednesday lodged a complaint with the United Nations and planned another to the UN Human Rights Commission against several
European countries that closed their airspace to the plane carrying President Evo Morales. 

Popular Honduran TV Journalist Kidnapped from Associated Press 26 Jun 13

Police investigators say they're searching for a popular television journalist in the northern Honduran city of San Pedro Sula who was taken by
heavily armed men while driving in his truck. 

PRESS RELEASE: Colombia: Military Justice Law a Blow to Human Rights from Targeted News Service 18 Jun 13

Human Rights Watch issued the following news release: Colombia's (http://www.hrw.org/americas/colombia) assage of a law to reform the
military justice system is a major setback for human rights...

2 American Embassy Officials Are Shot In Venezuela Strip Club from New York Times 29 May 13

Two staff members of the American Embassy in Caracas, Venezuela, were shot and wounded at a strip club there early Tuesday, according to
officials. 

Ex-President Of Guatemala Faces Judge In Manhattan from New York Times 29 May 13

A former Guatemalan president who was extradited to the United States last week in a money laundering case pleaded not guilty on Tuesday in a
New York courtroom. 

Venezuelan leader shows TV viewers Putin-presented bronze bust of Chavez from Itar-Tass (Russia) 24 May 13

In a live television broadcast on Thursday, Venezuelan President Nicolas Manduro showed the viewers a bronze bust of Hugo Chavez that he had
received from Russian President Vladimir Putin as a present. 

Ecuadorian president: no more run for presidency from Xinhua (China) 23 May 13

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa Thursday ruled out the possibility of running for presidency again when he completes his third term in 2017. 

Colombian police: Kidnappers seek big ransom for Spanish tourists from EFE (Spain) 22 May 13

The Spanish tourists kidnapped last week in northern Colombia are the victims of an "extortion kidnapping" and their captors are asking for a
"significant sum in euros," the Andean nation's police chief said Wednesday in Washington. 



COMMENTARY: The Left's Cold War Revenge In Guatemala from Wall Street Journal 20 May 13

The history behind an absurd court ruling that Gen. Rios Montt is guilty of genocide.

Brazil beefs up security for Confederations Cup from Associated Press 18 May 13

Brazil is using more than 20,000 troops along its borders with 10 South American nations to reinforce security ahead of the Confederations Cup
soccer tournament in June. 

Colombia court convicts ex-lawmaker in massacre from Associated Press 15 May 13

Colombia's Supreme Court has convicted a former longtime congressman of being the mastermind behind the massacre of 43 people by right-
wing paramilitary fighters in the north of the country more than two decades ago. It has sentenced him to 30 years in prison. 

Peru gets first female foreign minister from Agence France-Presse 15 May 13

Former justice minister Eda Rivas took the oath of office Wednesday as Peru's foreign minister, becoming the first woman to hold the top
diplomatic post. 

Fighting in Colombia leaves five rebels, police officer dead from Agence France-Presse 14 May 13

Marxist FARC rebels and police clashed in different regions of Colombia on Tuesday, in violence that left five guerrillas and a police officer dead,
authorities said. 

Rios Montt Denies He Ordered Genocide from Associated Press 10 May 13

Former Guatemalan dictator Efrain Rios Montt denied Thursday that he ordered the extermination of Ixil Mayas as he testified for the first time at
his genocide trial. 

z(Other) Bahamas
Bahamas Returns Haitian Migrants; Solution To Deaths At Sea Remains Elusive from Miami Herald 3 Dec 13

Survivors from a rickety wooden sailboat, which ran aground last week while ferrying undocumented Haitian migrants through the Bahamas, are
scheduled to be repatriated to Haiti Tuesday, Bahamian authorities said. 

Bahamas detains 56 Haitian migrants at sea from Associated Press 28 Nov 13

The Bahamas military has detained 56 Haitian migrants on a boat near where another migrant vessel capsized earlier this week. 

Bahamas holds Cuban migrants left on small island from Associated Press 29 Oct 13

The Foreign Ministry of the Bahamas says about 40 migrants from Cuba have been detained among the small, uninhabited keys in the south of the
island chain. 

Release of the U.S. Majors List for Major Drug Producing and Transit Countries from Bahamas Islands Info 18 Sep 13

In the Presidential Determination, The Bahamas was identified as a major drug transit country. However, a country’s presence on the Presidential
Majors List is not necessarily an adverse reflection of its government's counternarcotics efforts or level of cooperation with the United States.

Cuban arrivals from Bahamas allege beatings and sexual abuses from Miami Herald 30 Aug 13

The first Cubans to arrive in Miami from a notorious migrant detention center in Bahamas this month alleged Friday that guards regularly beat
some of the male inmates and sexually abused some of the women. 

US Warns Of Armed Robbery Threat In Bahamas from Associated Press 20 May 13

The U.S. Embassy in the Bahamas is warning about the threat of armed robbery in the capital of the island chain off Florida's east coast. 

Bahamas Gov't To Allow Offshore Oil Exploration from Associated Press 11 Mar 13

Offshore oil exploration will be allowed off the Bahamas, the environmental minister said Sunday, adding that a voter referendum on whether to
go forward with full production will be held only after it is determined whether the island chain has commercially viable reserves. 



Local Government raises awareness of human trafficking from Freeport News 7 Mar 13

Over 50 individuals participated in an intense two-day training course about human trafficking on Friday, March 1, and Saturday, March 2 at the
Shiloh Baptist Church Hall. Human trafficking or modern day slavery is a global issue. 

Voters In Bahamas Reject Gambling Referendum from Associated Press 29 Jan 13

Voters in the Bahamas on Monday overwhelmingly rejected a referendum to legalize gambling for citizens of the archipelago off Florida's east
coast, where locals were already barred from betting in casinos at the islands' tourist resorts. Underground gambling operations called "web
shops" where Bahamians bet on numbers in televised U.S. lotteries have become commonplace in recent years. The shops operate in violation of
Bahamian law, but police and political leaders have largely turned a blind eye to them for years. 

Andean Ridge
Bolivia
Police in Bolivia clash with indigenous people, seven hurt from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 15

Bolivian police clashed with indigenous people blocking a road in a dispute over oil and money, leaving at least seven people injured, the
government and an NGO said Wednesday. 

UPDATE: Bolivian peasants accused of killing cop free 4 officers held hostage from EFE (Spain) 18 Aug 15

The Bolivian peasants accused of killing one of the police officers trying to evict them from the gold mine they had occupied, have released the
four officers they had held hostage since Monday, Bolivian Interior Minister Carlos Romero said. 

Bolivian cop killed, comrades taken prisoner in clash with peasants from EFE (Spain) 18 Aug 15

A Bolivian cop was killed and another four were taken hostage in a western Bolivian community when the officers attempted to evict local
peasants who had occupied a gold mine, the government reported Tuesday. 

Cultivation of coca leaf in Bolivia falls to 13-year low from Associated Press 17 Aug 15

The United Nations said Monday that Bolivia's eradication of unauthorized crops dropped the Andean nation's area under coca cultivation by 11
percent last year and by one-third since 2010. 

Bolivia Leader Says He Wants To Improve Ties With US from Associated Press 12 Aug 15

Bolivia’s leftist president says he wants to accelerate efforts to improve diplomatic ties with Washington, as Cuba and Iran recently have. Evo
Morales says it’s important “not to be left out of an important political context.” 

Bolivia, U.S. tout "good relations" but don't yet exchange ambassadors from EFE (Spain) 11 Aug 15

Bolivia will resume its "good relations" with the United States, President Evo Morales said Tuesday during a meeting with the top U.S. diplomat
in La Paz, though neither party offered a date for when the two countries will again be represented by ambassadors in their respective capitals. 

Bolivian anti-drug forces suspected of selling info to drug dealers from Xinhua (China) 27 Jul 15

Bolivia's President Evo Morales declared Monday that there were suspicions that certain elements within the country's anti-drug forces have been
selling information to drug dealers. 

Bolivian gov't and Potosi regional leaders agree to start talks from EFE (Spain) 25 Jul 15

The Bolivian government and leaders of the Andean province of Potosi formally agreed to begin talks Saturday in order to resolve the general
strike that has paralyzed and isolated that region for the past 20 days. 

Bolivia frees 47 of 51 arrested after violent protests from EFE (Spain) 24 Jul 15

Bolivian prosecutors freed 47 demonstrators who took part in violent protests here in support of the demands being made for the southwestern
region of Potosi, but arraigned four of them for the destruction they caused with dynamite, the government said Friday. 

Bolivian Judge Remands CONMEBOL Treasurer In Custody from AFP 22 Jul 15



A Bolivian judge remanded the president of the Bolivian Football Federation and treasurer of the sport’s South American confederation in custody
Tuesday, as he faces corruption charges. 

Bolivian miners, police clash, dozens arrested from EFE (Spain) 22 Jul 15

Hundreds of Bolivian miners and police clashed violently on Wednesday in La Paz after a new attempt at dialogue between government ministers
and leaders of a protest in the southwestern city Potosi failed. 

German embassy in Bolivia grazed by explosion during protests from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 22 Jul 15

The German embassy in Bolivia was slightly damaged Wednesday by an explosion set off at a rally of Bolivian miners protesting their working
conditions in front of a building next door. 

Bolivia to explore oil in seven of 22 protected areas from Agence France-Presse 21 Jul 15

Bolivia will explore for oil in seven of 22 protected reserves, the president said Tuesday, sparking outcry from opposition activists. 

General strike to continue in Bolivian mining region from EFE (Spain) 20 Jul 15

A two-week-old general strike in the Bolivian mining region of Potosi will continue and protest leaders said Monday that they would only
negotiate with President Evo Morales. 

Protests trap foreign tourists in Bolivian city from EFE 17 Jul 15

The southwestern Bolivian city of Potosi has now been paralyzed and isolated from the rest of the country for 11 days, with at least 69 foreign
tourists trapped there amid a protest by political and social organizations demanding regional development projects be undertaken to benefit the
local populace.

In Bolivia, Pope Francis Apologizes For Church’s ‘Grave Sins’ from New York Times 10 Jul 15

Pope Francis offered a direct apology on Thursday for the complicity of the Roman Catholic Church in the oppression of Latin America during
the colonial era, even as he called for a global social movement to shatter a “new colonialism” that has fostered inequality, materialism and the
exploitation of the poor. 

Pope Asks Pardon For Church’s ‘Crimes’ Against Indigenous from Associated Press 10 Jul 15

Pope Francis has cast himself as the spiritual and political leader of the world’s oppressed with his remarkable mea culpa for the sins and crimes
of the Catholic Church against the indigenous peoples during the colonial conquest of the Americas. 

Bolivia: Gift Of ‘Communist Crucifix To Pope Not Political from Associated Press 10 Jul 15

The Vatican and Bolivia both insist no offense was intended or taken when President Evo Morales gave Pope Francis a “Communist crucifix” as
gift during his visit to this South American nation. 

Bolivia's Morales doubtful of full diplomatic ties with U.S. soon from Reuters 9 Jul 15

Bolivian President Evo Morales said on Thursday he wanted to restore full diplomatic relations with the United States but doubted this would
happen soon, even after the recent rapprochement between Washington and former Cold War enemy Cuba. 

Pope Takes Message To Defend Poor, Environment To Bolivia from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 15

Pope Francis headed to Bolivia on Wednesday, ready to share his message in defense of the poor and the environment on the second leg of a
three-nation tour of his home region. 

Church-state Tensions In Bolivia Cloud Pope Francis’ Visit from Associated Press 8 Jul 15

President Evo Morales is a huge fan of Pope Francis, and says he couldn’t be happier they are of the same mind that capitalism promotes social
inequalities that leave the poor by the wayside. 

Pope insists on church role in Bolivia after limits imposed from Associated Press 8 Jul 15

Pope Francis arrived in Bolivia on Wednesday on the second leg of his South American tour and immediately insisted that the Catholic Church



continue to play an important role in society amid efforts by the government of President Evo Morales to curb its influence. 

Church-state Tensions In Bolivia Cloud Pope Francis’ Visit from Associated Press 8 Jul 15

President Evo Morales is a huge fan of Pope Francis, and says he couldn’t be happier they are of the same mind that capitalism promotes social
inequalities that leave the poor by the wayside. 

Happy 5,523! Bolivians usher in Aymara New Year from Associated Press 21 Jun 15

Bolivians on Sunday ushered in the year 5,523, a turn of the page in the ancient Aymara calendar coinciding with the southern hemisphere's
winter solstice. 

Bolivia to open 8 national parks to oil exploration from EFE (Spain) 18 Jun 15

Eight of the 22 national parks in Bolivia will be opened for oil exploration, officials said. "We're talking about eight parks, but it's not a new thing
because there's been exploration in prior years," Deputy Environment Minister Gonzalo Rodriguez told Erbol radio. 

Bolivia urges OAS to approve declaration of indigenous rights after 18 years from EFE (Spain) 10 Jun 15

Bolivia urged the Organization of American States, OAS, to approve the American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, pending for
nearly two decades. 

Bolivia, Russia to ink nuclear cooperation agreement from Xinhua (China) 6 Jun 15

Bolivia and Russia are set to sign a nuclear energy cooperation agreement later this month, the state Bolivian News Agency (ABI) reported
Friday. 

China, Bolivia agree on closer coordination, consultation in mining from Xinhua (China) 29 May 15

China and Bolivia on Friday agreed to establish a mechanism to promote bilateral coordination and consultation on joint mining projects. 

2 Charged with poisoning more than 500 Bolivian students from EFE (Spain) 28 May 15

The Bolivian Attorney General's Office charged two women with poisoning more than 500 schoolchildren who became ill after eating breakfast at
a school in the northern city of Cobija, bordering on Brazil, the Public Ministry reported Thursday. 

Belaunde arrested, transferred to La Paz, Bolivian gov't says from EFE (Spain) 28 May 15

Peruvian businessman Martin Belaunde Lossio, who is facing corruption charges in his country, will arrive in La Paz in the coming hours from the
city of Beni, in the Bolivian Amazon region, where he was captured on Thursday, the Bolivian government said, adding that he was in perfect
health and "did not have a scratch" when he was arrested. 

Revolt From Indigenous Base Challenges Bolivia’s Morales from Associated Press 21 May 15

Just months after President Evo Morales won re-election with a convincing three-fifths of the vote, Bolivia’s first indigenous president is suddenly
up against a formidable opposition. 

Bread Strike Has Soldiers Turned Bakers In Bolivia from Associated Press 20 May 15

Bolivia’s government has temporarily turned some soldiers into bakers, ordering barracks to leaven loaves for the public after bakeries went on
strike over the lifting of subsidies on imported flour. 

Morales hopes Hague court rules "wisely" in Bolivia-Chile coastal dispute from EFE (Spain) 6 May 15

Bolivians feel "very proud" of the presentation their legal team made Wednesday before the International Court of Justice in La Paz's suit against
Chile to recover the stretch of Pacific coast Bolivia lost in a 19th-century war, President Evo Morales said. 

Bolivia's drug control service seizes batch of cocaine worth $48 million from Tass (Russia) 21 Apr 15

Bolivia's drug control service has seized 654 kilograms of cocaine, government spokesman Hugo Moldiz said on Wednesday. 

Japan, Bolivia agree to boost economic ties from Kyodo (Japan) 13 Apr 15



Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and Alvaro Garcia Linera, Bolivia's vice president, agreed Monday to boost their nations' economic ties, Japanese
officials said, as Japan seeks to tap into Latin America as a promising market for investment. 

Bolivia, eyeing more reserves, to approve 6 new natgas contracts from EFE (Spain) 9 Apr 15

Bolivia has moved closer to approving six new contracts aimed at confirming the existence of 2 trillion cubic feet of natural gas in concession
areas awarded to units of state-owned energy firm YPFB, the government said. 

Bolivia defence minister sacked over controversial vest from BBC 1 Apr 15

Bolivian President Evo Morales sacked Defence Minister Jorge Ledezma on Tuesday over a controversial vest he wore on a trip to neighbouring
Chile. Chile's government criticised Mr Ledezma for wearing a vest which made reference to Bolivia's claim to a stretch of coastline it lost to
Chile in a 19th-Century war. 

Evo Morales' party loses La Paz in Bolivian elections from Associated Press 30 Mar 15

President Evo Morales' governing party has suffered serious setbacks in local and regional elections in Bolivia, with unofficial results showing it
losing the capital of La Paz and several key governorships. 

UPDATE: Bolivia's Morales upset about rare election defeat from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 30 Mar 15

Bolivian President Evo Morales admitted Monday that his party suffered a painful defeat in a regional and municipal election in its traditional
stronghold, the city of El Alto, near La Paz. 

Bolivia to export liquefied petroleum gas to Brazil from EFE (Spain) 29 Mar 15

Bolivia plans to start exporting liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) to Brazil soon and is already selling the fuel to Uruguay, Paraguay and Peru,
President Evo Morales said. 

Bolivian mob tries to bury alive teacher accused of raping girl from EFE (Spain) 26 Mar 15

Bolivian police rescued and later arrested a teacher whom residents in the western town of Caranavi tried to bury alive after he allegedly raped a
10-year-old girl, local media reported Thursday. 

Bolivia's first woman general, daughter of Che Guevara nemesis from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 15

Bolivia has named its first woman army general, the daughter of the military commander who led the final operation against Che Guevara, the
state news agency said Monday. 

Bolivia ex-police commander accused of ties to "El Chapo" Guzman from EFE (Spain) 6 Mar 15

Bolivia's government on Friday accused a jailed former National Police commander of ties to Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman through one of the
imprisoned Mexican drug trafficker's sons. 

Former Chief Of Bolivia Drug Police Under Investigation from Associated Press 5 Mar 15

The retired police general who reorganized Bolivia’s counter-narcotics force after President Evo Morales expelled U.S. drug agents is under
investigation for illicit enrichment and drug trafficking ties. 

Former chief of Bolivia police jailed in drug probe from Associated Press 5 Mar 15

A judge has ordered jail for the retired police general who reorganized Bolivia's counter-narcotics force after President Evo Morales expelled U.S.
drug agents. 

Former chief of Bolivia's police wanted on drug charges from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 4 Mar 15

A former chief of Bolivia's police is wanted amid "serious suspicions" that he was once involved in drug trafficking, Bolivian authorities said
Wednesday.

Bolivia seizes 27 tons of coca bound for Lebanon from EFE (Spain) 2 Mar 15

Bolivian police seized 27 tons of ground coca leaves concealed in packets of yerba mate tea that were about to be shipped to Lebanon for



processing into cocaine, the government said Monday. 

Bolivia plans to create "sovereign cloud" to improve computer security from EFE (Spain) 22 Feb 15

Bolivian lawmakers are drafting a bill to develop a "sovereign cloud," or technology platform, that will store government information with the
goal of "strengthening Bolivia's sovereignty and computer security," the Senate said. 

Two 'mercenaries' jailed in Bolivia over Morales plot from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 15

Two men accused of involvement in a suspected foreign mercenary plot to kill Bolivian President Evo Morales were sentenced to nearly six years
in prison. 

Bolivia: Nuclear program will yield energy, health, agro-industrial benefits from EFE (Spain) 18 Feb 15

Bolivia is planning a broad-based nuclear program that will help diversify the country's energy matrix and also bring benefits to other areas
including the health sector and agro-industry, the government said Wednesday. 

Acha to stay on as head of Bolivian state energy company YPFB from EFE (Spain) 5 Feb 15

Bolivian President Evo Morales confirmed Thursday that Luis Guillermo Acha will stay on as the chief executive of state energy company YPFB,
whose previous CEO died two weeks ago after a battle with cancer. 

Chilean hackers attack Bolivian ministry Web site from EFE (Spain) 4 Feb 15

Chilean hackers attacked the Web site of the Bolivian Communications Ministry with messages against La Paz's demand that Chile reestablish its
sovereign corridor to the sea lost in a 19th century war. 

Bolivia opens its first divided highway from EFE (Spain) 2 Feb 15

Bolivia opened Monday the country's first divided highway, which runs across the Altiplano to connect the provinces of La Paz and Oruro. 

US Envoy Expresses Hope For Normalized Bolivia Ties from Associated Press 23 Jan 15

The U.S. delegation chief attending Bolivian President Evo Morales’ third inauguration says he hopes the two countries can soon normalize
relations. 

Bolivia's Morales swears in new cabinet from Agence France-Presse 23 Jan 15

Bolivia's President Evo Morales swore in a new cabinet Friday, one day after he was sworn in to a third term likely to be shaped by the impact of
falling oil prices. 

Bolivia's Evo Morales to begin third consecutive term and tenth year in power from EFE (Spain) 22 Jan 15

Bolivian President Evo Morales is to begin on Thursday his third consecutive term as president which is to conclude in 2020. Morales is also to
complete his tenth year in power in October, making him the longest serving ruler, with an uninterrupted run, in the history of the country after
Andres de Santa Cruz (1829-1839) who ruled Bolivia for nine years and 10 months. 

Economic test looms as Bolivia's Morales begins new term from Associated Press 21 Jan 15

Bolivian President Evo Morales is beginning a new term that will make him the Andean nation's longest-serving leader, riding high on a wave of
unprecedented growth and stability. 

Bolivia keen to normalize ties with U.S. from Xinhua (China) 19 Jan 15

Bolivian President Evo Morales on Monday said he was keen to mend broken relations and reestablish ties with the United States, based on
mutual respect. 

Heavy Rains in Bolivia Leave 13 Dead and 6,000 Homeless from Telesur TV 16 Jan 15

Bolivia experiences heavy rains on a yearly basis, however this year's rains will be worse due to El Niño. 

Morales Government Generates Massive Jobs Growth in Bolivia from Telesur TV 16 Jan 15



Since being elected Bolivian President, Evo Morales has implemented policies to create employment throughout the country. 

Further drop in oil crisis will complicate situation, Bolivia says from EFE (Spain) 29 Dec 14

Bolivia's economic situation could become "delicate" if oil prices continue to drop, the CEO of state-owned oil company YPFB, Carlos Villegas,
said in an interview with the Pagina Siete newspaper. 

HRW claims Bolivian laws violate human rights from EFE (Spain) 16 Dec 14

Human Rights Watch, HRW, has criticized several Bolivian laws claiming that they authorize child labor and encroach on human rights, and
asked President Evo Morales to immediately change the norms. 

Bolivian authorities seize huge load of contraband fuel bound for Chile from EFE (Spain) 25 Nov 14

A total of 6,974 liters (1,842 gallons) of diesel and 510 liters (135 gallons) of gasoline being smuggled from Bolivia into Chile were seized by
army troops and drug enforcement agents, the official ABI news agency reported. 

IAEA to assist Bolivia with nuclear energy plans from EFE (Spain) 14 Nov 14

The International Atomic Energy Agency will assist Bolivia with its plans for a peaceful nuclear energy program, a representative of that
organization, Pablo Delfang, said Friday. 

Morales Gets Absolute Majority In Bolivia Legislature from Agence France-Presse 30 Oct 14

In addition to his own reelection, Bolivia’s President Evo Morales kept his absolute majority in congress in the October 12 general elections,
authorities said Wednesday. 

In Bolivia, Morales allies win 2/3 of congress from Associated Press 29 Oct 14

Electoral authorities say President Evo Morales' party retained two-thirds control of Bolivia's legislative assembly in this month's elections. 

Bolivia's Morales to visit pope next week from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 14

Bolivian President Evo Morales, fresh from winning a third term in office, will meet Pope Francis at the Vatican next week. 

Now It’s Official: Bolivia’s Morales Re-elected from Associated Press 20 Oct 14

Bolivia’s top electoral court is now confirming the re-election of President Evo Morales. 

Bolivia electoral court confirms Evo Morales's poll win from BBC 20 Oct 14

Bolivia's top electoral court has confirmed President Evo Morales's victory in the presidential polls of 12 October. 

OPINION: Evo Morales Of Bolivia And Democracy from New York Times 17 Oct 14

Evo Morales, Bolivia’s populist president, dedicated his landslide re-election victory on Sunday night to the late Venezuelan leader, Hugo Chávez.
Mr. Chávez’s brand of socialist policies and anti-American bombast have found strong resonance in much of the continent, most significantly in
Ecuador and Bolivia. 

Bolivia funds safe houses for abused women from EFE (Spain) 14 Oct 14

Bolivian President Evo Morales issued decrees Tuesday to finance the operation of safe houses for women who are the victims of male violence
as well as the police units created to repress this aggression. 

Bolivia has no further plans for nationalizations: President Morales from Reuters 13 Oct 14

Bolivia does not have any further plans for nationalizations, President Evo Morales told Reuters on Monday, following a landslide election victory
that handed him his third consecutive term at the helm of the Andean country. 

Bolivia has no further plans for nationalizations: President Morales from Reuters 13 Oct 14

Bolivia does not have any further plans for nationalizations, President Evo Morales told Reuters on Monday, following a landslide election victory
that handed him his third consecutive term at the helm of the Andean country. 



Bolivia's Morales confident of keeping super-majority in congress from EFE (Spain) 13 Oct 14

President Evo Morales said Monday that the same exit polls which show him winning another term in Bolivian's elections indicate his leftist MAS
party will continue to command a two-thirds majority in both houses of congress. 

Bolivia blames threats from hackers for delay in vote count from EFE (Spain) 13 Oct 14

Bolivia's TSE electoral court said Monday that delays in releasing the official results from the weekend presidential election were due to the need
for extra precautions after anonymous threats from hackers to sabotage the process. 

Bolivia's President Morales wins election easily: exit poll from Reuters 12 Oct 14

Evo Morales won a third term as Bolivia's president on Sunday, one exit poll and a quick count showed, trouncing his opponents on a promise to
consolidate socialist reforms that have vastly extended the state's reach into the natural gas-powered economy. 

Bolivian VP calls on Electoral Tribunal to sanction "cyber dirty war" from Xinhua (China) 12 Oct 14

Bolivian Vice President Alvaro Garcia Linera on Sunday urged the Supreme Electoral Tribunal (TSE) to sanction the "cyber-dirty war" that broke
the electoral silence period and hacked Twitter accounts of several media. 

Bolivia to spend $2 bn on nuclear energy plant: Morales from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 14

Bolivia's President Evo Morales on Thursday announced plans to spend two billion dollars to build a nuclear energy plant, with construction set to
get underway later this year. 

Bolivia's Morales on course for re-election in first round: poll from Reuters 1 Oct 14

President Evo Morales is cruising to an outright first-round victory in Bolivia's Oct. 12 presidential election, with his nearest rival trailing by 46
percentage points, a new opinion poll showed on Wednesday. 

China, Bolivia eye broader practical cooperation from Xinhua (China) 22 Sep 14

Chinese Vice Premier Zhang Gaoli and Bolivian President Evo Morales met here Monday and agreed to further expand and deepen cooperation
between their countries. 

Bolivian president seeks support for re-election from Xinhua (China) 21 Sep 14

Bolivian President Evo Morales held a massive rally Sunday in the central city of Cochabamba to win support for his re-election in October. 

Bolivia rejects U.S. allegations of anti-drug war failure from Xinhua (China) 17 Sep 14

Bolivia rejected Tuesday U.S. allegations of its failure in combating drug trafficking and production, describing the report which accused Bolivia
of non-fulfillment of anti-drug agreements as "unilateral" and biased. 

4 Killed, 11 wounded in Bolivian jail shootout from EFE (Spain) 15 Sep 14

At least four inmates were killed and 11 were wounded in an armed clash between foreign and Bolivian prisoners at a jail in the central city of
Cochabamba, authorities said Monday. 

Former Bolivian president discusses maritime dispute with UN chief from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 5 Sep 14

Former Bolivian president Carlos Mesa met with UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon Friday to discuss "the legal underpinnings" of Bolivia's
dispute with Chile over gaining sovereign access to the Pacific Ocean, Mesa told reporters. 

Bolivia expects to become electricity self-sufficient in 2018 from EFE (Spain) 30 Aug 14

Bolivia will be able to cover 100 percent of its domestic electricity demand in 2018 thanks to additional output from two natural gas-fired plants
currently under construction in the Andean nation, President Evo Morales said Saturday. 

Bolivia patient isolated for Ebola check from Agence France-Presse 23 Aug 14

Authorities said Saturday they were investigating a first potential case of Ebola in Bolivia. 



Bolivia unveils Ebola detection, response plan for airports from Xinhua (China) 22 Aug 14

Health authorities in Bolivia's eastern department of Santa Cruz Friday presented a plan to detect and contain any case of Ebola at airports
throughout the country. 

Bolivia reaches agreement with Pan American Energy over 2009 expropriation from EFE (Spain) 22 Aug 14

Bolivia's government has reached a deal with Pan American Energy over the 2009 expropriation of its controlling stake in natural gas firm Chaco,
a move that prompted the Anglo-Argentine company to bring an arbitration claim against La Paz before the World Bank's International Center for
Settlement of Investment Disputes. 

G77+China meeting in Bolivia postponed from Xinhua (China) 15 Aug 14

A meeting of energy and mining ministers of the G77+China grouping scheduled for Aug. 25-26 in Bolivia has been postponed until November
"due to international events," a government spokesman said Friday. 

Bolivia's YPFB: $3 bn invested in exploration projects from EFE (Spain) 15 Aug 14

Bolivian state-owned energy firm YPFB said Friday that $3 billion is currently being invested in nearly 50 exploration projects in the Andean
nation with oil, gas and condensate potential. 

Bolivia deports Argentine 'dirty war' ex-army officer from Agence France-Presse 11 Aug 14

Bolivia on Sunday deported an Argentine ex-army officer convicted of serious rights abuses during the 'dirty war' of his country's 1976-1983
military regime, a senior government official said. 

Bolivia, France negotiate deal on radars, prospecting satellite from Xinhua (China) 1 Aug 14

Bolivia and France are negotiating an agreement for 10 French-made radars to monitor Bolivian airspace and a prospecting satellite, a top
diplomat said Friday. 

Bolivian President Seeks Votes In The Bedroom from Associated Press 29 Jul 14

As night falls and Bolivian couples slip between the sheets, pillow talk turns, naturally, to economic policy. At least that’s the way President Evo
Morales sees it. 

Bolivian president vows to expand coca crops from Associated Press 21 Jul 14

Bolivian President Evo Morales has been re-elected head of the country's largest union of coca growers and promises to expand crops if he wins a
third term as the nation's leader. 

FEATURE: Bolivia Legalizes Work By Children As Young As 10 from Associated Press 18 Jul 14

While most of the world is trying to diminish child labor, Bolivia has become the first nation to legalize it from age 10. Congress approved the
legislation early this month, and Vice President Alvaro Garcia signed it into law Thursday in the absence of President Evo Morales, who was
traveling. 

Bolivia: Morales Officially Candidate For 3rd Term from Associated Press 15 Jul 14

Bolivian President Evo Morales’ candidacy for a third consecutive term is now official. Bolivia’s electoral council announced Monday that the
Andean nation’s first indigenous president will be on the Oct. 12 ballot. The 54-year-old coca growers’ union leader is heavily favored to win.

Bolivia Ask US To Extradite Ex-President from AFP 11 Jul 14

Bolivia said Thursday it has requested the extradition of former president Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada from the United States to face charges of
human rights abuses while in office. The United States has turned down previous attempts to extradite Sanchez de Lozada, who resigned his
second stint as president in 2003 amid violent protests and spiralling social unrest.

ILO Probes Bolivia Law Allowing Children To Work From Age 10 from AFP 11 Jul 14

The International Labour Organization said Thursday it was investigating a new law in Bolivia that allows children as young as 10 to work, amid



fears it breached global rules. “The ILO is still looking into the provisions of the new law,” 

Bolivia blasts Chile denial of world court jurisdiction in land dispute from EFE (Spain) 8 Jul 14

Bolivian President Evo Morales on Tuesday rejected Chile's challenge to the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice over a long-standing
bilateral territorial dispute. 

Bolivia Rebels At Rightist Timepieces, Flips Clock from Associated Press 26 Jun 14

Bolivia’s leftist government is turning back the clock. Or, more precisely, turning it backward. 

6 reported hurt in Bolivia airport knife attack from Associated Press 26 Jun 14

Bolivian news reports say a man has attacked and wounded six women with a knife at the international airport terminal in La Paz. 

Bolivia Coca Acreage At 12-Year Low from Associated Press 24 Jun 14

The area under coca cultivation in Bolivia last year dropped to its lowest in 12 years, down 9 percent from 2012, the United Nations reported
Monday. 

Bolivian coca cultivation dropped 9% in 2013: UN from Agence France-Presse 23 Jun 14

Bolivia's coca cultivation declined by nine percent in 2013 to the lowest level in more than a decade, the United Nations said Monday. 

Industrialization is Bolivia's biggest challenge, economy chief says from EFE (Spain) 18 Jun 14

Bolivia's economy and finance minister said Wednesday that the Andean nation's most pressing challenge is to consolidate its drive toward
industrialization. 

Bolivia calls to end UN Security Council at G77 summit from Agence France-Presse 15 Jun 14

A summit of G77 leaders plus China kicked off deliberations on a new world order Sunday with a call by Bolivia's President Evo Morales to
eliminate the UN Security Council. 

Bolivia to develop nuclear power: president from Agence France-Presse 16 May 14

Bolivian President Evo Morales said Thursday that, with Argentina's help, his country was working to develop nuclear power. 

Military protest suspended in Bolivia amid talks from Agence France-Presse 6 May 14

Bolivian non-commissioned officers returned to duty Tuesday after suspending a 15-day protest against the South American country's military
leadership, spokesmen for the soldiers said. 

Bolivian officers suspend protests to opt for negotiations from Xinhua (China) 6 May 14

Non-commissioned officers in Bolivia called off their two-week-old protests Tuesday to make way for negotiations with the military leadership,
their spokesmen said. 

Bello: Bolivia’s rentier republic from The Economist 3 May 14

BOLIVIANS are good at protesting.

Bolivia military backtracks on sackings over protests from Agence France-Presse 3 May 14

Bolivia's military command moved Saturday to try to defuse unrest in the ranks, announcing it would not go ahead with the planned firing of more
than 400 non-commissioned officers. 

Bolivian troops stage new protest march from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 14

Bolivian non-commissioned officers marched through La Paz again Tuesday, the second such demonstration in less than a week against the
military hierarchy over racial grievances. 

Bolivia Sacks Hundreds Of Military After Protest from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 14



Bolivia sacked 702 members of the military in a quick, firm response to a march by non-commissioned officers protesting alleged discrimination
against indigenous members. 

Bolivian soldiers vow to keep protesting from Associated Press 25 Apr 14

A group of Bolivian soldiers are vowing to keep up protests to demand the option of rising to the rank of officer despite the dismissal of 702
enlisted men for sedition. 

Bolivia's Morales urges troops to end their strike from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 14

Bolivian President Evo Morales on Friday urged striking members of the armed forces to return to their barracks, calling for a return to military
"discipline" by the soldiers. 

Bolivia fires hundreds of protesting soldiers from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

Bolivia's military leaders have ordered the dismissal for sedition of 702 low-ranking soldiers who had been protesting for equal treatment in the
country's armed forces. 

500 Bolivian Soldiers On Strike Over Dead End Jobs from Associated Press 23 Apr 14

About 500 Bolivian soldiers have gone on strike to demand they be given the option of rising to the rank of officer and to protest the dismissal of
four of their leaders. 

Bolivia threatens to fire protesting soldiers from Associated Press 23 Apr 14

Despite a government threat to fire them, some 500 soldiers marched in Bolivia's capital Wednesday for a second consecutive day to demand
greater upward mobility within the armed forces. 

Bolivia approves downing of drug-smuggling planes from Associated Press 23 Apr 14

A new law in Bolivia authorizes the military to shoot down planes suspected of smuggling cocaine. 

Bolivian sergeants strike, march in La Paz from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 14

Bolivian sergeants marched through La Paz Tuesday in a peaceful protest against the sacking of four non-commissioned officers and alleged
discrimination by the military's high command. 

Bolivia's Morales files Hague documents in sea access claim against Chile from Reuters 15 Apr 14

Bolivian President Evo Morales personally handed over documents at the International Court of Justice on Tuesday that supports his country's
claim against Chile in an ongoing case that it hopes will win it back the sea access it lost over a century ago. 

One dead and 40 injured in Bolivia mining clashes from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 14

One person died and 40 were injured Monday in Bolivia in clashes between miners and police, officials said. 

China delivers communications satellite project to Bolivia from Xinhua (China) 1 Apr 14

The Great Wall Industry Corporation of China (GWIC) said late on Tuesday that it has delivered the communications satellite project to Bolivia. 

Locals Try To Halt Counterdrug Base In Bolivia from Associated Press 28 Mar 14

People in a Bolivian area considered a major production hub for Europe- and Brazil-bound cocaine have clashed with police over construction of
a counter-narcotics base. 

Bolivians clash at protest over anti-drugs military HQ from BBC 27 Mar 14

Bolivian police have clashed with residents protesting against the construction of an anti-drugs military base in a coca leaves producing region. 

UN chief to attend G77+China summit in Bolivia from Xinhua (China) 12 Mar 14

United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-moon will attend an upcoming summit of the Group of 77 developing countries plus China
(G77+China) in Santa Cruz, Bolivia in June, Bolivian President Evo Morales announced Wednesday. 



70 dead in Bolivia Carnival: official from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 14

Carnival festivities in Bolivia left 70 people dead, most of them in road accidents but at least 15 in acts of violence, the government said
Wednesday. 

EU to help improve Bolivia's justice system from Xinhua (China) 20 Feb 14

The European Union (EU) will help Bolivia improve its justice administration at the request of the government of President Evo Morales, local
media reported Thursday.

Bolivian president proposes emergency meeting on Venezuela's unrest from Xinhua (China) 18 Feb 14

Bolivian President Evo Morales on Tuesday proposed that the Union of South American Nations (UNASUR) call an emergency meeting on
Venezuela, where a recent unrest resulted in three deaths. 

Bolivia calls for int'l aid for flood victims from Xinhua (China) 14 Feb 14

Bolivia called for international aid on Friday to help tens of thousands of flood victims around the country, whose communities have been
destroyed by recent heavy rains. 

Bolivia won't drop ICJ suit against Chile: president from Xinhua (China) 31 Jan 14

Bolivia will not drop the suit it has filed against neighboring Chile at The Hague-based International Court of Justice (ICJ), demanding for its
access to Pacific Ocean through Chile, Bolivian President Evo Morales said Friday. 

Bolivia Declares Emergency Over Weeks Of Flooding from Associated Press 29 Jan 14

Bolivia’s government has declared a national emergency to deal with flooding that has claimed at least 30 lives and forced some 21,000 families
from their homes over the past two months. 

Chinese company to build Bolivia's longest bridges from EFE (Spain) 24 Jan 14

China's Harzone Industry Corp. has been selected to build two bridges in Bolivia's Amazon region that, once completed, will be the nation's
longest, the official ABI news agency said Friday. 

Bolivian president swears in new cabinet from Xinhua (China) 23 Jan 14

Bolivia's President Evo Morales swore in the 21 ministers of his new cabinet Thursday, days after the previous cabinet resigned as part of a
traditional new year measure to bolster accountability. 

Evo Morales Announces Construction of New Nuclear Reactor in Bolivia’ from ACAN-EFE (Panama City) 22 Jan 14

President Evo Morales stated that the peaceful development of atomic energy has become a "strategic priority" for the Bolivian state. Morales
made this statement upon announcing his intention to build a nuclear reactor. Morales made the announcement before Congress during his speech
to report on his administration’s results in 2013...

Bolivian president appoints new legislative leaders from Xinhua (China) 16 Jan 14

Bolivian President Evo Morales Thursday endorsed the appointments of new parliamentary leaders for the 2014-2015 legislative term. 

Bolivia urges internationally legal coca leaf from Associated Press 8 Jan 14

Bolivia's President Evo Morales has assumed the chairmanship of the Group of 77 nations and said he would use his new international platform to
have coca leaf, which can be refined into cocaine, removed from the list of internationally banned drugs. 

Bolivian president applauds China, Russia ties, laments rift with U.S. from Xinhua (China) 6 Jan 14

Bolivian President Evo Morales praised his country's cordial diplomatic ties with China and Russia on Monday, and lamented a "lack of trust" in
relations with the United States. 

Bolivian president touts nuclear power program from EFE (Spain) 1 Jan 14



Bolivia will have a nuclear power industry in the near future, President Evo Morales said Wednesday during a military ceremony in the central
region of Cochabamba. 

Bolivia’s President Criticizes American’s Escape from Associated Press 24 Dec 13

Bolivian President Evo Morales said a US businessman’s decision to flee the South American nation was tantamount to admitting to the money
laundering crimes he was being investigated for. 

Bolivia Leader – An Ex-child Worker – Opposes Child Labor Age from Associated Press 24 Dec 13

President Evo Morales said Monday he opposed any outright ban on child labor or setting a minimum age for workers in Bolivia – as a former
child worker, himself. 

Bolivian City Hires ‘Cholita’ Traffic Policewomen from Associated Press 23 Dec 13

This city in Bolivia’s highlands has hired Aymara women dressed in traditional multilayered Andean skirts and brightly embroidered vests to
work as traffic cops and bring order to its road chaos. 

Bolivian crowds cheer Tupak Katari satellite launch from BBC News 20 Dec 13

President Evo Morales, who was in China for the launch, said it would end Bolivia's dependence on foreign powers for its communications. 

Bolivia expels Danish NGO for meddling: official from Agence France-Presse 20 Dec 13

Bolivia on Friday announced the expulsion of Danish NGO Ibis, accusing it of meddling in its internal affairs. 

Chinese premier meets Bolivian president from Xinhua (China) 20 Dec 13

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang met on Friday with visiting Bolivian President Juan Evo Morales Ayma on bilateral ties and cooperation. 

Bolivia Accuses U.S. Of Aiding In An American’s Escape from New York Times 19 Dec 13

A top Bolivian government minister on Wednesday accused the United States of being behind the escape from house arrest of an American
businessman facing money-laundering charges — potentially creating a new strain between the two countries. 

Bolivia charges US helped American flee prison from Agence France-Presse 18 Dec 13

Bolivia charged Wednesday that the United States helped one of its citizens jailed for money laundering here, break out of jail in what it called an
"elite operation." 

New Yorker’s Escape From Bolivia Still A Mystery from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

It’s a smoke and mirrors saga fit for Hollywood, complete with a major movie star, murky reports of a kidnapping and an American fugitive
sneaking across the border of a far-away nation unfriendly to the U.S. 

Bolivia Says New York Businessman Fled Justice from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

Bolivia’s government says it considers American businessman Jacob Ostreicher a fugitive after unknown groups helped him flee across the border
into Peru. 

Sean Penn With US Businessman Wanted In Bolivia from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

Actor Sean Penn said Tuesday that he’s with Jacob Ostreicher after the New York businessman was secretly spirited out of Bolivia, where he’s
been fighting for more than two years to clear his name in a money-laundering investigation. 

Cross-Continent Escape Has Discrete Narratives from New York Times 18 Dec 13

In an odd twist to a serpentine tale, two discrete stories emerged on Tuesday about how a Brooklyn businessman who was jailed in a squalid
prison in Santa Cruz, Bolivia, for 18 months, then placed under house arrest, managed to escape and make his way to the United States. 

Bolivia confirms detained US businessman's escape from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 13

A US businessman detained in Bolivia for the past two and a half years on suspicion of money laundering has escaped the country, Justice



Minister Cecilia Ayllon said Tuesday. 

Bolivian Jail, An Actor’s Help And Now A Return To New York from New York Times 17 Dec 13

A Brooklyn flooring contractor and father of five, who was jailed in Bolivia for 18 months until the intervention of the actor Sean Penn lessened
his punishment to confinement under house arrest, has been spirited out of the country and is in the New York area, according to Assemblyman
Dov Hikind of Brooklyn. 

State Dept: Businessman held in Bolivia is in US from Associated Press 16 Dec 13

The U.S. State Department says a New York businessman detained the past 2 1/2 years in Bolivia on suspicion of money laundering has arrived in
the United States.

Bolivia unveils ground control station for Chinese-made satellite from Xinhua (China) 2 Dec 13

Bolivian President Evo Morales inaugurated on Monday the first ground control station built to operate and receive data from Chinese-built Tupac
Katari satellite. 

Bolivia: Less than half its coca goes to cocaine from Associated Press 13 Nov 13

Bolivia's government has released a study that says 58 percent its coca crop goes to traditional uses while the rest is processed into cocaine. 

4 arrested for alleged coca smuggling from Peru to Bolivia from Xinhua (China) 31 Oct 13

Peruvian authorities have arrested four suspects attempting to smuggle three tons of coca leaves into Bolivia, anti-narcotics police operating in
Peru's south Andean region of Juliaca reported Thursday. 

Bolivian police arrest 15 for anti-drug agents' murders from EFE (Spain) 23 Oct 13

Bolivian police in recent days have arrested 15 people allegedly linked to the ambush in La Paz in which three anti-drug agents and a doctor died,
a government official told Efe on Wednesday. 

Two killed in ambush at Bolivian coca plantation from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 21 Oct 13

At least two uniformed security officers were shot dead in an ambush during the destruction of coca plants, Bolivian Interior Minister Carlos
Romero said Monday. 

Bolivia ambush kills 2 security forces, 8 taken hostage from Agence France-Presse 20 Oct 13

Eight Bolivian soldiers were being held hostage Sunday by suspected coca growers after a firefight that left two security officers dead and 17
wounded. 

Venezuelan FM: Bolivia, Venezuela Face New Stage in Bilateral Ties from Xinhua (China) 9 Oct 13

Bolivia and Venezuela will move toward a "new stage in bilateral economic ties" marked by major national projects in agriculture and energy,
Venezuela's Foreign Minister Elias Jaua said here Wednesday.

Bolivia Arrests Senior Official Accused of Diverting Coca from BBC 7 Oct 13

The head of Bolivia's coca control and industrialisation agency has been arrested over accusations of illegally selling seized coca and other
crimes.

Bolivia Seizes $1M in Cash from Drug Smugglers from EFE 1 Oct 13

Bolivia's FELCN counternarcotics squad seized $1 million in cash that drug traffickers threw from a small plane in the eastern province of Santa
Cruz. 

Bolivia interested in Eurocopter choppers from Agence France-Presse 30 Sep 13

Bolivia is considering buying Superpuma helicopters from EADS subsidiary Eurocopter to strengthen its counter-drug capabilities, the
government and the French embassy said Monday. 



Bolivia slams alledged U.S. meddling from Xinhua (China) 23 Sep 13

Bolivian President Evo Morales on Monday accused the United States of continued meddling in Bolivia's national affairs through its aid agency. 

Morales hails Pope Francis as 'brother' from Agence France-Presse 6 Sep 13

Bolivian President Evo Morales on Friday hailed Pope Francis as a "brother" as the two discussed social inequality and the role of the Church in
Bolivia. 

Bolivia’s Anti-Corruption Chief Charged With Extorting Airline Executive In Miami from Miami Herald 6 Sep 13

Only in Miami: The Bolivian government’s top anti-corruption cop is locked up in a downtown jail cell, accused of shaking down a foreign
businessman here for $30,000 in exchange for making criminal charges brought against him back home go away. 

Bolivian journalists protest bill on news restrictions from Agence France-Presse 4 Sep 13

Journalists rallied Wednesday against a bill that would allow Bolivian President Evo Morales' government broad rights not to disclose news
considered too sensitive for the public. 

Bolivia, Venezuela to propose against intervention in Syria at UNASUR summit from Xinhua (China) 29 Aug 13

Bolivia's President Evo Morales said Thursday he hoped South American leaders attending the Summit of the Union of South American Nations
(UNASUR) in Suriname Friday would denounce a potential U.S.-led military intervention in Syria. 

Bolivia demands return of senator who fled to Brazil from Agence France-Presse 28 Aug 13

Bolivia's President Evo Morales demanded Wednesday the return of an opposition senator who escaped to Brazil after 15 months holed up in the
latter's embassy in La Paz. 

Rousseff slams transfer of Bolivian exile to Brazil from Agence France-Presse 27 Aug 13

Brazil's president on Tuesday chided her diplomats for helping a Bolivian dissident escape to Brazil, saying they had put his life in danger. 

Bolivian president launches anti-corruption campaign from Xinhua (China) 19 Aug 13

Bolivia's President Evo Morales launched the Caravan for Transparency on Monday, an anti-corruption campaign that aims to promote honesty
and ethical values among the general public. 

UN: Bolivia's coca crop down 2nd straight year from Associated Press 5 Aug 13

The United Nations says Bolivian land under coca cultivation is down for a second straight year, dropping 7 percent from 2011-2012 after a 12
percent decline the previous year. 

Spain apologizes to Bolivia for presidential plane delay from Reuters 16 Jul 13

Spain apologized on Monday for its part in the events that led Bolivian President Evo Morales' plane to be delayed earlier this month during an
international search for U.S. fugitive Edward Snowden. 

Bolivia’s Evo Morales Claims The US Hacked Into His Email; He Won’t Use It Now from Washington Times 16 Jul 13

Bolivian President Evo Morales has stopped using email because he says U.S. intelligence agencies have hacked into his country’s online
infrastructure. 

Morales Says US Hacked Bolivian Leaders’ Emails from AFP 13 Jul 13

Bolivia’s leftist president Evo Morales on Saturday accused US intelligence of hacking into the email accounts of top Bolivian officials, saying he
had shut his own account down. 

Mercosur members recall envoys to protest Europe's treatment of Bolivian from EFE (Spain) 12 Jul 13

The countries of South America's Mercosur trade bloc agreed Friday to call home for consultation their ambassadors to Spain, France, Italy and
Portugal to protest last week's forced diversion of the Bolivian president's aircraft. 



Bolivia Asks OAS To Condemn Morales’ Plane Row from Associated Press 10 Jul 13

Bolivian Interior Minister Carlos Romero on Tuesday denounced what he called an “act of aggression” when Bolivian President Evo Morales’
plane was rerouted to Austria amid suspicions that National Security Agency leaker Edward Snowden was on board. 

European ambassadors summoned to Bolivian Foreign Ministry from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 8 Jul 13

The ambassadors of Spain, France and Italy and the Portuguese consul were to appear Monday at the Bolivian Foreign Ministry over the incident
last week that blocked Bolivian President Evo Morales' passage over their territory. 

How The Hunt For Edward Snowden, And Bad Information, Stranded Bolivian President from McClatchy 8 Jul 13

The diplomatic row between the United States and Bolivia began before Friday, when Bolivian President Evo Morales started talking about
kicking the U.S. Embassy out of his country. It began before Italian, French, Spanish and Portuguese airspace was closed to Morales' presidential
jet, forcing him to land and spend 14 unplanned hours in Vienna during a trip home from Moscow.

Bolivia to buy Russia's two copters to fight drug trafficking - DM from Itar-Tass (Russia) 8 Jul 13

Bolivia plans to buy Russia's two Mi-17 helicopters to fight drug trafficking, Bolivian Defence Minister Ruben Saavedra said on Sunday. 

Bolivia's Morales Offers Asylum To US Leaker Snowden from AFP 7 Jul 13

Declaring that Bolivia has "no fear" of the United States and its European allies, Morales said that he would be willing "to give asylum to the
American, if he asks."

Search For NSA Leaker Edward Snowden Reveals Tensions With Bolivia, Latin America from Washington Post 6 Jul 13

The apparent diversion of the Bolivian president's airplane in Europe has fed suspicion that the United States is quietly orchestrating an
international manhunt for former NSA contractor Edward Snowden despite efforts by President Obama to play down the magnitude of that
pursuit.

Spain Says It Was 'Told' Snowden On Bolivia Plane from Associated Press 6 Jul 13

Spain says it and other European countries were told that fugitive NSA leaker Edward Snowden was aboard the Bolivian presidential plane that
was diverted to Austria this week, causing a diplomatic row...The minister did not say who supplied the information and declined to say whether
he had been in contact with the United States.

Spain Says It Was Told Snowden On Bolivian Flight from AFP 6 Jul 13

Foreign Minister Jose Manuel Garcia Margallo said Spain had nothing to apologise for, however, denying allegations that Madrid had refused
overfly rights for the Bolivian leader's plane... Margallo did not identify who provided the apparently faulty intelligence that Snowden was aboard
the presidential jet.

Bolivia Threatens U.S. Embassy Closing After Snowden Search from Bloomberg News 6 Jul 13

Bolivia threatened to close the U.S. embassy as presidents from across the region met to show solidarity with President Evo Morales after the
global manhunt for fugitive Edward Snowden diverted his flight. "We don't need them, we've got other allies...We don't need the pretext of
cooperation and diplomatic relations so that they can come and spy on us."

Spain says will not be apologizing to Bolivia for presidential jet incident from Itar-Tass (Russia) 5 Jul 13

Spain will not be bringing apologies to Bolivia for the problems that arose earlier this week with the transit of the Bolivian President Evo
Morales's jet via the airspace of a number of European countries, the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, Jose Manuel Garcia-Margallo
told Spanish television Friday. 

Spain says it was *told* Snowden on Bolivia plane from Associated Press 5 Jul 13

Spain says it and other European countries were told that fugitive NSA leaker Edward Snowden was aboard the Bolivian presidential plane that
was diverted to Austria this week, causing a diplomatic row. 

Bolivia's leader threatens to close US embassy from Agence France-Presse 5 Jul 13



Bolivia's president threatened Thursday to close the US embassy as leftist Latin American leaders joined him in blasting Europe and the United
States after his plane was rerouted amid suspicions US fugitive Edward Snowden was aboard. 

Bolivian president to meet Unasur leaders on flight rerouting from Xinhua (China) 4 Jul 13

Bolivian President Evo Morales will meet with counterparts from the Union of South American Nations ( Unasur) later Thursday to discuss the
rerouting of his flight earlier this week when several European countries denied his plane access to their airspace on suspicions that Edward
Snowdon was on board. 

UPDATE: Spain opens airspace to Bolivia leader's plane in US spy row from Agence France-Presse 3 Jul 13

The Spanish government on Wednesday authorised Bolivian President Evo Morales's plane to fly over and land in Spain after several countries
barred it suspecting fugitive US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden was on board. 

France says Morales jet was given air permit from Agence France-Presse 3 Jul 13

France on Wednesday said it had given permission for Bolivian President Evo Morales's jet to cross its airspace, after officials in La Paz claimed
that overflight had been denied. 

Bolivia *to file UN complaint* over European airspace blockade from Agence France-Presse 3 Jul 13

Bolivia will file a complaint to UN chief Ban Ki-moon over several European countries' moves to block President Evo Morales's plane from
flying over their airspace, the Latin American country's envoy said Wednesday. 

Protest at French embassy over Morales jet diversion from Agence France-Presse 3 Jul 13

About 100 protesters threw stones and burned the French flag at Paris's embassy in La Paz Wednesday, as Bolivians expressed rage over France's
decision to deny their president's aircraft permission to enter its airspace. 

UPDATE: Bolivia fury after presidential jet diverted over Snowden row from Agence France-Presse 3 Jul 13

Bolivian President Evo Morales flew out of Austria on Wednesday after police inspected his jet and found that fugitive US leaker Edward
Snowden was not on board in an incident that has sparked a diplomatic row. 

Bolivian minister: Evo Morales’ plane rerouted on suspicion Snowden on board from Associated Press 2 Jul 13

The plane carrying Bolivian President Evo Morales home from Russia was rerouted to Austria on Tuesday after France and Portugal refused to let
it cross their airspace because of suspicions that NSA leaker Edward Snowden was on board, the country’s foreign minister said. 

Bolivia's Morales 'to consider' Snowden asylum from Agence France-Presse 2 Jul 13

Bolivia's President Evo Morales said Tuesday his Latin American country was willing to consider US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden's
political asylum request. 

Bolivia FM denies Snowden on Morales plane from Agence France-Presse 2 Jul 13

Bolivia's foreign minister on Tuesday denied that fugitive US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden was traveling with President Evo Morales in
his plane, which made an unscheduled landing in Austria. 

Bolivia mulls state of emergency for drought from Xinhua (China) 18 Jun 13

The Bolivian government on Tuesday discussed whether to declare a state of national emergency due to drought in the departments of
Chuquisaca, Santa Cruz, Tarija and Cochabamba. 

Bolivian gov't, bankers agree to amend banking law from Xinhua (China) 13 Jun 13

Bolivian President Evo Morales and representatives of Bolivia's Association of Private Banks (Asoban) agreed to make changes to at least four
articles of a proposed Financial Services bill designed to replace an older Banking Law on Thursday. 

4 die from A/H3N2 flu virus in Bolivia from Xinhua (China) 10 Jun 13

The seasonal H3N2 Influenza A virus has claimed four lives in Bolivia so far, according to the Office of Epidemiology at the Department of



Health Service (Sedes) of La Paz Monday. 

Bolivia pledges to speed up anti-drug fight without U.S. help from Xinhua (China) 29 May 13

Bolivian President Evo Morales Tuesday announced that Bolivia will face the challenge to achieve better results in the anti-drug fight without the
support of the United States. 

Bolivia Lashes At Sean Penn Over Jailed American from Associated Press 22 May 13

Bolivia's culture minister calls it actor-activist Sean Penn's "worst performance" ever. He isn't talking about a movie. 

Bolivian workers end two week-long general strike from Agence France-Presse 22 May 13

Workers in Bolivia have ended a two week long strike after reaching an agreement with the government over improved retirement benefits, labor
leaders said Wednesday.

Sean Penn Urges No Dakar Rally in Bolivia until US Man Freed from AFP 21 May 13

Actor and humanitarian Sean Penn called Monday for the Dakar Rally to cancel its debut run in Bolivia unless an ailing American businessman
being held under house arrest there is released... Bolivia is set to become the fourth South American country (after Argentina, Chile and Peru) to
be included on the Dakar route since the grueling event was relocated from Africa in 2009. 

Penn Urges US To Pressure Bolivia To Free US Man from Associated Press 21 May 13

Actor Sean Penn on Monday urged the U.S. government to pressure Bolivia to free an American businessman detained without charge since 2011
in a case that has drawn accusations he was the victim of corrupt local prosecutors. 

Bolivian senator with asylum in embassy asks Brazil high court for help from EFE (Spain) 20 May 13

Bolivian opposition Sen. Roger Pinto, who has been taking refuge in the Brazilian Embassy in La Paz for almost a year, has asked the Brazilian
Supreme Court to intercede on his behalf, the court reported Monday. 

Bolivia leader to meet Carter over land dispute with Chile from Agence France-Presse 20 May 13

President Evo Morales planned to meet ex-US president Jimmy Carter in the US state of Georgia on Monday to discuss Bolivia's longstanding
territorial dispute with Chile...Last month landlocked Bolivia sued neighboring Chile in the Hague, in the latest maneuver in its attempt to recover
land lost in a 19th century war and thus regain access to the Pacific. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Harvest errors from El Diario (Bolivia) 17 May 13

The government "claims" that some Huanuni mine workers earn too much. And with that argument wants to weaken the protest over pensions. 

Bolivia's Morales faces 11th day of protests from Associated Press 17 May 13

Hundreds of miners, teachers and other workers have marched in Bolivia's capital on the 11th day of protests called by the country's largest union
to demand higher old-age pensions. 

Bolivia gets modern drug incinerators from Xinhua (China) 10 May 13

The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) Friday delivered two modern drug incinerators to help Bolivia fight drugs. 

Bolivia's challenge: Making coca palatable from Associated Press 8 May 13

Since taking office seven years ago, Bolivian President Evo Morales has tried to persuade the world that he has no tolerance for cocaine and that
his country's thousands of acres of coca plants are dedicated to uses such as fighting off fatigue and even in whipping up wholesome treats such as
sweet breads and coca puff snacks. 

Brazil police probe killing of drug trafficker from Associated Press 7 May 13

Authorities in Brazil are investigating last year's killing of an alleged drug trafficker in an operation that involved police spraying part of a Rio de
Janeiro slum with machine gun fire from a helicopter. 



At least 7 injured in clash between Bolivian police and protesters from EFE (Spain) 6 May 13

At least seven people were injured in a clash between groups of demonstrators and Bolivian police, who used tear gas to unblock one of the
highways cut by protesters affiliated with the Bolivian Workers Central, or COB. 

U.S. Agency Is Expelled From Bolivia from New York Times 2 May 13

President Evo Morales expelled the United States Agency for International Development from Bolivia on Wednesday, suggesting that it had
conspired against his leftist government. 

Bolivia President Expels US Government Aid Agency from Associated Press 2 May 13

President Evo Morales acted on a longtime threat Wednesday and expelled the U.S. Agency for International Development for allegedly seeking
to undermine Bolivia's leftist government, and he harangued Washington's top diplomat for calling the Western Hemisphere the "backyard" of the
U.S. 

FEATURE: Video of Killing Crystallizes Bolivian Anger Over Crime from New York Times 2 May 13

The shocking video, taken from a security camera, showed the killer in a backward baseball cap and dark glasses, stalking his terrified prey in
broad daylight on a city street. His victim seemed to plead for his life and tried to stumble away before the killer, gripping the pistol in two hands,
shot the man dead beside a parked car. 

US regrets Bolivian expulsion of USAID from Agence France-Presse 1 May 13

The United States Wednesday rejected Bolivia's allegations of meddling in its domestic affairs and expressed regret over La Paz's decision to
expel the aid agency USAID. 

Bolivia court says Evo Morales can run a 3rd time from Associated Press 29 Apr 13

Bolivia's constitutional court says President Evo Morales can run for a third term in elections set for December 2014. 

5,000 Live baby caimans seized in east Bolivia from EFE (Spain) 20 Apr 13

Bolivian police seized 5,000 live baby caimans in an operation against animal trafficking in the oriental province of Santa Cruz, which borders on
Brazil and Paraguay, the provincial government said Saturday. 

Bolivia ex-presidential candidate sentenced in absentia from Agence France-Presse 13 Apr 13

A Bolivian court sentenced ex-presidential candidate Manfred Reyes Villa, now living in the United States, to five years in jail for defrauding the
state, court sources said Saturday. 

US ends logistical support for Bolivia drug fight from Agence France-Presse 5 Apr 13

The United States is ending its logistical and financial support of Bolivia's fight against drugs with a donation of equipment, Washington's top
envoy said. 

Bolivia plays key role in world anti-drug effort: UN agency from Xinhua (China) 19 Mar 13

Bolivia plays a key role in the global anti-drug fight, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) said on Tuesday. 

Morales: 'imperialists' behind Chavez death from Associated Press 11 Mar 13

Bolivian President Evo Morales is blaming "imperialists" for the death of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez.

Bolivia's president defends coca-leaf chewing from Associated Press 11 Mar 13

Bolivia's president says the coca leaf is not cocaine, defending the practice of chewing it after securing de-facto U.N. acceptance of it in his
country. 

Chávez Family 'Encouraged,' Bolivia Leader Says At U.N. from New York Times 21 Feb 13

President Evo Morales of Bolivia said Wednesday that Hugo Chávez, the cancer-stricken president of Venezuela and one of his closest friends,
had endured "most difficult moments" and that Mr. Chávez's doctors and family were encouraged now that he had returned home...



Boom In Quinoa Demand Stresses Bolivia Highlands from Associated Press 21 Feb 13

The growing global demand for quinoa by health food enthusiasts isn't just raising prices for the Andean "super grain" and living standards among
Bolivian farmers. Quinoa fever is running up against physical limits. 

Bolivian president in Venezuela for visit from Xinhua (China) 19 Feb 13

Bolivia's President Evo Morales arrived here Tuesday, presumably to visit Venezuela's President Hugo Chavez, who returned Monday from Cuba
to continue recovering from cancer surgery. 

Abertis claims 90 million dollars from Bolivia for nationalization from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 19 Feb 13

The Spanish infrastructure company Abertis said Tuesday it was seeking 90 million dollars from Bolivia in compensation for the nationalization
of its subsidiary Servicios de Aeropuertos Bolivianos (Sabsa). 

Bolivia: Morales criticises Chile over sea and solders from BBC 14 Feb 13

Bolivia's President Evo Morales has renewed his calls for the release of three soldiers arrested in Chile. 

Bolivia says arrest of soldiers in Chile 'regrettable' from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 13

Bolivia on Saturday lamented the "regrettable incident" that led to the arrest of three of its soldiers across the border in Chile, denying they
intended to violate Chilean territory. The soldiers were arrested on Friday near the border complex of Colchane, in northern Chile. The soldiers
were in a car with a gun, and witnesses reported hearing shots, Chile Interior Minister Andres Chadwick said. 

Chavez in physical therapy to return home: Bolivia from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is undergoing physical therapy to return home from Cuba, where he has been convalescing from cancer
surgery, Bolivian President Evo Morales said Tuesday. Morales, who made the announcement in a report to the Bolivian Congress at the start of
his eighth year in office, said he had been in contact "with Cuba" Sunday and Monday. He did not provide more specifics about the source of his
information. 

Bolivia aims to export coca leaves: Morales from Agence France-Presse 17 Jan 13

Having persuaded the United Nations to classify coca leaf chewing as legal, Bolivia will now focus on trying to export leaves on an industrial
scale, President Evo Morales said Thursday. China is interested in buying coca leaf to make tea, he told a news conference. 

Bolivia returns to UN drugs convention with coca opt-out from Agence France-Presse 11 Jan 13

Bolivia has been allowed to return to the United Nations' main anti-narcotics treaty, after winning an opt-out allowing its population to keep
chewing coca leaves. Bolivia withdrew from the UN Convention on Narcotic Drugs last year in protest over the coca leaf being labeled an illegal
drug. 

Russia Objects to Bolivia’s Coca Leaf Exception from RIA Novosti 10 Jan 13

Russian President Vladimir Putin has submitted to parliament a draft law on Russia’s formal objection to Bolivia’s reservation to the UN drugs
convention seeking an exception for the use of coca leaf. Effective January 1, 2012, Bolivia denounced the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic
Drugs and is now seeking to re-join the Convention with a reservation upholding uses of coca leaf in its natural state within Bolivian territory.

Bolivia claims 'irrefutable' proof of US embassy meddling from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 13

Bolivia on Sunday accused the US embassy in La Paz of actively working to destabilize the government of President Evo Morales, saying it is
gathering evidence to present to US President Barack Obama. There is "irrefutable evidence" that the US mission is working "to damage the
image and prestige of the government," the minister of the presidency, Juan Ramon Quintana, told state media.

Bolivia Expropriates Spanish Energy Subsidiaries from Associated Press 31 Dec 12

President Evo Morales nationalized the Bolivian electricity distribution subsidiaries of the Spanish energy company Iberdrola in a public
ceremony Saturday. Morales issued a decree allowing the takeover of shares in Empresa de Electricidad de La Paz (Electropaz) and Empresa de
Luz y Fuerza de Oruro (Elfeo), which supply energy in this Andean nation. 



Bolivia expects talks for 'fair' settlement from Associated Press 30 Dec 12

Bolivia's government says it expects amicable negotiations toward a compensation settlement with Spanish energy company Iberdrola after
President Evo Morales nationalized four of the company's subsidiaries.

Spain seeks 'legal security' from Bolivia after nationalisations from Agence France-Presse (AFP) 30 Dec 12

The Spanish government said Sunday it regretted the decision by Bolivia to nationalise units of Spain's Iberdrola utility group and stressed the
importance of "legal security" for foreign investors. "Legal security is a crucial requirement for all foreign investment in Bolivia," Industry
Minister Jose Manuel Soria told ABC newspaper. 

Bolivia expects to improve ties with U.S. in 2013 from Xinhua (China) 27 Dec 12

Bolivian Vice President Alvaro Garcia said Thursday that his country is interested in improving relations with the United States in 2013, but
Washington should respect Bolivia's sovereignty....Garcia also expressed the hope that would-be U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry will
understand that, in order to improve the bilateral relations, Bolivia only asks for respect. 

Coca Licensing Is A Weapon In Bolivia's Drug War from New York Times 27 Dec 12

There is nothing clandestine about Julián Rojas's coca plot....It has been mapped with satellite imagery, cataloged in a government database, cross-
referenced with his personal information and checked and rechecked by the local coca growers' union. The same goes for the plots worked by Mr.
Rojas's neighbors and thousands of other farmers in this torrid region east of the Andes who are licensed by the Bolivian government to grow
coca, the plant used to make cocaine. 

Colombia
69 Activists Killed In Colombia In 2015: UN from AFP 20 Aug 15

Sixty-nine human rights activists, community leaders and politicians have been killed in Colombia this year, despite efforts to stop decades of
violence wracking the country, the UN said Wednesday. 

Colombia: China commutes deaths sentence for drug mule from Associated Press 20 Aug 15

Colombia's Foreign Ministry says a Colombian arrested in China on drug charges has had his death sentence commuted and will soon be coming
home. 

69 activists killed in Colombia in 2015: UN from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 15

Sixty-nine human rights activists, community leaders and politicians have been killed in Colombia this year, despite efforts to stop decades of
violence wracking the country, the UN said Wednesday. 

Pope not planning meet with Colombia rebels: Vatican from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 15

Pope Francis is not planning to meet with Colombia's FARC rebels when he visits Cuba in September, the Vatican said Wednesday.
Representatives of the guerrilla group have been holding peace talks with a Colombian government delegation since November 2012 in a bid to
end an insurgency dating back to the 1960s which has cost more than 220,000 lives. 

Colombia's Catholic Church representatives meet FARC negotiators in Cuba from EFE (Spain) 18 Aug 15

Representatives of the Episcopal Conference of Colombia met negotiators from Colombian rebel group Farc, or Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia, in Havana Monday, the guerrilla group said. 

Pope's letter urges Colombia to strengthen peace efforts to end conflict from EFE (Spain) 14 Aug 15

Pope Francis Thursday sent a letter of encouragement to participants of the XXVIII Meeting of the Ordinary Jurisdiction being held in Cartagena
to "identify solutions" to strenthen peace efforts in Colombia, according to official sources. 

UN names delegate to Colombia peace talks from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 15

UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon appointed a mediation expert Thursday as his representative to peace talks between leftist guerrilla fighters
and the Colombian government. 



Experienced Colombia helping Mexico in 'El Chapo' manhunt from United Press International 13 Aug 15

The Colombian government is helping Mexican authorities with training and intelligence gathering in the hunt for notorious drug lord Joaquin "El
Chapo" Guzman. 

16 paramilitary members suspected in slaying of Colombian reporter from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Aug 15

A Colombian judge on Wednesday ordered the arrests of 16 alleged paramilitary members for their suspected involvement in the killing of a
journalist last year. 

Colombian ship joins EU counter-piracy operation from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 15

A Colombian navy patrol boat has joined the European Union's counter-piracy operation off the coast of Somalia, Spain's defence ministry, which
leads the force, said Wednesday. 

Pilot dies as suspected smuggling plane crashes in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 10 Aug 15

One person died when a small plane with Costa Rican registration crashed in the northwestern province of Choco, Colombia's civil aeronautics
agency said. The aircraft, a Cessna 182, fell to the ground on Sunday near Pizarro, a hamlet in a jungle area of Choco, which borders Panama. 

One American Hunts For Emeralds In Colombia. But Many Want To Stop Him. from Washington Post 10 Aug 15

Since before the conquistadors, men have dug for emeralds in the soil of this steep-walled jungle valley. The gemstone bounty found here fueled
the empire of Victor Carranza, the feared billionaire “emerald czar” who vanquished his rivals in bloody battles that left some 6,000 dead.

Air crash kills three in central Colombia from Xinhua (China) 8 Aug 15

Colombian authorities confirmed that a Cessna 402 light aircraft crashed in the outskirts of Cajica municipality, about 28 kilometers north from
Bogota, the national capital, Saturday, killing all three people on board. 

Santos: Colombia gov't negotiator met twice with FARC's top leader from EFE (Spain) 8 Aug 15

The Colombian government's chief negotiator in peace talks with the FARC met twice with that guerrilla group's top leader, Rodrigo Londoño,
a.k.a. "Timochenko," President Juan Manuel Santos said. 

Bomb kills two soldiers in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 15

Two soldiers guarding an oil facility in northeastern Colombia were killed by an improvised bomb, the army said on Friday. The soldiers were
killed in Norte de Santander state near the Venezuela border, at a facility where oil pipeline repairs are taking place, according to an army press
release, which said an investigation was launched to determine what group was responsible for the attack. 

Jailed FARC rebels call for amnesty in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 15

Any peace deal to end Colombia's five-decade guerrilla war must include an amnesty for imprisoned FARC rebels, two of them told AFP in a rare
interview from jail. 

Debt collector for Colombian drug ring sentenced in Boston from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

A man who federal authorities say was the principal debt collector for a Colombia-based crime syndicate has been sentenced in Boston to seven
years in prison for conspiring to invest proceeds from the sale of hundreds of kilograms of cocaine. 

La Caucana, a survivors' town in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 5 Aug 15

Residents of La Caucana say they are all survivors since they made it through two decades of violence unleashed by illegal armed groups that
killed large numbers of people in the Bajo Cauca, a prosperous region in the northwestern Colombian province of Antioquia. 

15 Colombian police killed in helicopter crash from Agence France-Presse 4 Aug 15

Fifteen police were killed Tuesday in Colombia when a helicopter taking part in an anti-drug trafficking operation crashed in a remote jungle-
covered region, the national police force said. 



UPDATE: Helicopter crash kills 16 Colombian police from Agence France-Presse 4 Aug 15

At least 16 police were killed Tuesday in Colombia when a helicopter taking part in an anti-drug trafficking operation crashed in a remote jungle-
covered region, officials said. 

ANALYSIS: It may not look like it, but a Colombia peace agreement could be within reach from Washington Post 4 Aug 15

The process of ending Colombia’s half-century war with leftist guerrillas has been its own multiyear struggle of halting talks, aborted cease-fires,
frustration and distrust. 

CIA reported plan by Colombia's FARC to kidnap Pinochet's niece from EFE (Spain) 3 Aug 15

Colombia's FARC rebels in 1975 planned to kidnap one of Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet's nieces in hopes of exchanging her for political
prisoners in Chile, Bogota daily El Tiempo said Monday, citing cables declassified by the CIA. 

Colombia army says ELN rebels kill two soldiers from Xinhua (China) 3 Aug 15

The Colombian army said two soldiers were killed and two others wounded on Sunday when National Liberation Army (ELN) insurgents
attacked a pipeline in the northeastern department of Arauca. 

Colombia rebels want meeting with pope during Cuba visit from Agence France-Presse 2 Aug 15

Colombia's Marxist FARC rebels, now negotiating a peace deal in Havana, said Sunday they hope to meet with Pope Francis on his upcoming
Cuba visit. 

Colombia to buy land for poor in post-war period from Agence France-Presse 2 Aug 15

Colombia aims to buy land from private owners and redistribute it among the poor after its 50-year-old war ends, the government said Sunday,
addressing the root cause of the conflict. 

Soldier killed in combat against FARC despite insurgents' cease-fire from EFE (Spain) 1 Aug 15

A Colombian army sergeant died in combat against the FARC in Chaparral municipality in the central province of Tolima, even though the
guerrilla group announced a unilateral, indefinite cease-fire last July 20, military officials said Saturday. 

Colombia to have full Internet coverage this year from EFE (Spain) 1 Aug 15

Colombia will have 100 percent nationwide Internet coverage this year as part of a government effort to promote social inclusion through
technology, Information and Communication Technologies Minister David Luna said. 

A Colombian military plane has crashed, killing all 11 people on board, according to the nation's air force. from CNN 1 Aug 15

Mother, baby survive 4 days in the jungle after plane crash The CASA-235 reported an engine failure before crashing in Agustin Codazzi, about
370 miles (600 km) north of Bogota, officials said. 

Freed Colombian warlord apologizes for atrocities from Associated Press 31 Jul 15

One of Colombia's most-feared right-wing warlords has been released from jail and he's apologizing for atrocities. 

Colombian government, FARC issue joint statement on landmine-removal progress from BBC (Latin America) 31 Jul 15

Text of report by Colombian Office of the President website on 28 July [Joint statement from Havana by government, FARC peace delegations on
28 July: "Joint Communique No.56"] 

Colombia-Venezuela Border Closed After Deadly Clash from AFP 30 Jul 15

A man was shot and killed during clashes between the Venezuelan national guard and merchants moving goods into Colombia, prompting
authorities to shutter the main border crossing between the two countries. 

Colombia-Venezuela border closed after merchant's death from Associated Press 29 Jul 15

A clash between Colombian street vendors and Venezuela's national guard has caused authorities to close the main border crossing between the
two countries. 



Protests by taxi, bus drivers snarl traffic in Colombia's capital from EFE (Spain) 29 Jul 15

Protests by taxi and bus drivers demanding better working conditions and a government crackdown on the Uber app-based private driver service
caused major traffic delays on Wednesday in the Colombian capital. 

Santos Says Patience Runs Thin as Colombia Peace Talks Drag from Bloomberg News 28 Jul 15

Colombian Marxist rebels need to accept that they must face justice for crimes committed during the five-decade conflict before the public loses
faith in the peace talks, President Juan Manuel Santos said.

FARC praises Colombia's Santos for halting air strikes from Agence France-Presse 28 Jul 15

Colombia's FARC guerrillas on Tuesday praised President Juan Manuel Santos' decision to suspend air strikes against rebel forces, but urged
further steps to de-escalate the half-century-old conflict. 

As peace talks advance, Colombia struggles to find its missing from Reuters 28 Jul 15

Swinging a pickaxe high above his head, the sweating former Marxist guerrilla brings it down sharply, breaking up hard-packed earth on a
wooded hillside in central Colombia. 

Colombian gov't begins work to exhume hundreds of bodies from EFE (Spain) 27 Jul 15

Colombian authorities on Monday here began the country's largest forensic excavation to search for hundreds of victims of both organized crime
and armed groups buried under huge piles of trash. 

Colombian army seizes 330 kg of FARC's explosives in Bogota area from Xinhua (China) 27 Jul 15

Colombian authorities on Monday seized, in the outskirts of Bogota, 330 kg of ANFO explosives allegedly belonging to the FARC guerrillas, a
Colombian officer said. 

Colombia unearths landfill looking for scores of disappeared from Associated Press 27 Jul 15

Human rights activists say it could be the biggest mass grave ever in Colombia and the dig represents a glimmer of hope that justice will be
realized. But the search will be complicated. Despite more than a decade-long clamor by victims' families that the landfill be closed and
excavated, giant trucks have continued to dump construction waste daily. 

Volcanic ash forces airport closures in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 26 Jul 15

Colombia's Nevado del Ruiz volcano erupted in an ash cloud on Sunday, prompting authorities to temporarily close two airports in the area. 

Colombian president orders end to bombing raids on FARC from Agence France-Presse 25 Jul 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Saturday ordered an end to bombing raids against Marxist-inspired FARC rebels in Latin America's
oldest insurgency. 

2 Soldiers freed after being kidnapped by locals in southwest Colombia from EFE (Spain) 25 Jul 15

The two army soldiers who were kidnapped by locals this Friday in a rural area of southwest Colombia, where they were carrying out surveillance
operations, were freed Saturday, the Public Ombud's Office said. 

FARC says there will be no justice if gov't goes unpunished from EFE (Spain) 25 Jul 15

The FARC said Saturday in Havana that no justice can be expected if at the end of the peace talks the Colombian government goes unpunished
and the guerrillas have to take full responsibility for compensating victims of the conflict. 

Colombia's FARC denies seeking impunity for suspected war criminals from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 15

Colombia's FARC guerrillas on Friday said they were not seeking impunity for members accused of war crimes in the decades-long conflict, Latin
America's longest running insurgency. 

Colombian police seize 800 kilos of cocaine in Bogota area from Xinhua (China) 23 Jul 15



Colombian police seized Wednesday 800 kilos of cocaine hidden inside a tanker in the outskirts of Bogota, the capital city, allegedly ready to
make its way to the northern port of Barranquilla and then be shipped to Manzanillo, Mexico. 

Colombia's rebels present new plan to speed up peace negotiations from Xinhua (China) 23 Jul 15

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) presented a new working plan here Thursday to speed up the ongoing peace negotiations
with the government. 

Colombian soldier killed in fresh FARC clash: army from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 15

A Colombian soldier died during a clash with FARC guerillas, the army said Thursday, as peace talks aimed at ending the decades-long conflict
resumed in Cuba. 

Colombia and FARC rebels resume peace talks from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 15

Colombia and FARC rebels resumed peace talks Thursday with a new commitment to make progress after months of stagnation at the negotiating
table and fighting on the battlefield. 

Farc conducted 372 armed attacks in two months after suspension of ceasefire from EFE (Spain) 22 Jul 15

Farc, Colombia's largest guerrilla group, carried out 372 armed attacks in the months between suspension of its last unilateral ceasefire on May 22
and the new ceasefire that began on July 20, Colombian ngo, Foundation for Peace and Reconciliatio said in a report Tuesday. 

Colombia announces change of 17 members of FARC peace delegation from EFE (Spain) 22 Jul 15

The Colombian government Wednesday announced the 'rotation' of 17 members of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC,
delegation participating in the peace talks in Cuba. 

UN official hails start of unilateral ceasefire in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 21 Jul 15

UN Resident Humanitarian Coordinator in Colombia Fabrizio Hochschild on Tuesday hailed the unilateral ceasefire declared by the FARC
guerrilla movement. 

Cocaine found in 'overly talkative' woman's car at border from Associated Press 21 Jul 15

A Phoenix woman who was said to have flirted with an officer at a border crossing station is accused of trying to smuggle 13 pounds of cocaine
into the United States from Mexico. 

Elusive cocaine smuggler arrested in Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 21 Jul 15

An international drug dealer who earned the 'Mil Caras' (1,000 faces) nickname for the ability to disguise his identity has been arrested in
Colombia, Italian police said Tuesday. 

Colombian Navy Is Waging ‘A Battle Of Wits’ With Cocaine Smugglers (Kraul, LAT) from Los Angeles Times 20 Jul 15

Acosta, captain of the 140-foot coastal cruiser Punta Arditas patrolling Colombia’s Pacific coast, and crew are tasked with stopping gangs from
smuggling cocaine out of swamps and mangroves to consumers in North America.

FARC Rebels Release Colombian Soldier Ahead Of Ceasefire (AP) from AP 20 Jul 15

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — A Colombian army officer who was held by rebels for 11 days has been turned over to the International Committee
of the Red Cross.

Colombia Rebels Free Soldier Ahead Of Ceasefire (Toll, AFP) from 20 Jul 15

Bogota (AFP) – Colombia’s FARC guerrillas freed a captive soldier Sunday in an apparent good will gesture hours before they start observing a
unilateral ceasefire.

Colombia celebrates FARC rebel ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 20 Jul 15

War-weary Colombia celebrated Monday the start of a FARC rebel ceasefire after a half-century of hostilities, with hopes still high that its fragile
peace process can hold. 



Colombia signs contract for 1st regasification terminal from EFE 20 Jul 15

Colombia's government signed a contract for the country's first regasification terminal, which will operate at a port in the Caribbean province of
Bolivar, officials said.

1 dead, 3 injured in guerilla ambush from AFP 17 Jul 15

El Tiempo reported that Father Luis Alfonso Leon, a priest and former mayor of Montería, Córdoba, was stabbed to death inside a church by an
unidentified homeless man in an attempted robbery yesterday. An angry mob gathered to kill the murderer whose life was saved by police
intervention.

Colombia's FARC says ready to hand over captured army officer from EFE 13 Jul 15

Bogota, Jul 10 (EFE).- Colombia's FARC rebels said Friday that they are holding an army officer prisoner and asked the government to begin the
relevant protocols for his return.

Colombia arrests 15 rebel suspects for bombings in capital from Associated Press 13 Jul 15

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — Colombian police arrested 15 presumed collaborators of the country's second largest rebel group in connection with
simultaneous bombings that shook the capital last week. 

Colombia and rebels will seek bilateral ceasefire from Associated Press 13 Jul 15

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — Negotiators say the Colombian government and leftist rebels will seek to work out a cease-fire by both sides that
would end the country's more than five-decade long conflict.

Colombia, FARC reach agreement on de-escalating conflict: officials from AFP 13 Jul 15

Havana, July 12, 2015 (AFP) - The Colombian government reached a historic agreement Sunday with leftist FARC guerillas to de-escalate the
decades-long armed conflict, diplomats in Havana said.

Ex-Colombian president stripped of visa back on US soil from Associated Press 13 Jul 15

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — A former Colombian president stripped of his U.S. visa for taking money from the nation's biggest drug cartel is
back on American soil for the first time in two decades.

Two Colombian soldiers dead in latest FARC clashes from AFP 13 Jul 15

Bogota, July 10, 2015 (AFP) - Fighting between Colombian troops and leftist FARC guerrillas left two soldiers dead and three wounded, the latest
casualties in an uptick in violence, officials said Friday. 

Colombia, Rebels Agree To Strive For Full Cease-fire from Associated Press 13 Jul 15

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — Colombia’s government and leftist rebels have agreed to accelerate peace negotiations and will attempt to negotiate
a cease-fire even before reaching an agreement to bring an end to the South American nation’s five-decade-old conflict.

Colombian president rejects extradition of guerrilla leader to U.S. from Xinhua (China) 9 Jul 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Thursday refused to extradite a guerrilla leader of the National Liberation Army (ELN) to the United
States. 

Colombia's FARC wants peace if gov't guarantees safety from Xinhua (China) 9 Jul 15

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia's (FARC) negotiating delegation reiterated here Thursday its willingness to lay down arms in the
name of peace with Colombia's government as long as the safety of its members was guaranteed. 

Colombia’s FARC Rebels Announce Unilateral Cease-fire from Associated Press 9 Jul 15

Colombia’s largest guerrilla army on Wednesday announced a monthlong, unilateral cease-fire, seeking to ease tensions as it continues long-
running peace talks with the government. 



Colombia Arrests 15 Rebel Suspects For Bombings In Capital from Associated Press 9 Jul 15

Colombian police arrested 15 presumed collaborators of the country’s second largest rebel group in connection with simultaneous bombings that
shook the capital last week. 

14 Arrested for bombings in Colombia capital from EFE (Spain) 8 Jul 15

Colombian police on Wednesday arrested 14 suspects in connection with a pair of bombings in Bogota that left eight people wounded, President
Juan Manuel Santos said. 

UPDATE: Colombia's FARC rebels announce one-month ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 15

Colombia's FARC rebels announced Wednesday they will observe a one-month unilateral ceasefire in response to an international appeal for an
urgent de-escalation in the country's decades-old conflict. 

Colombia's FARC rebels announce one-month unilateral ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 15

Colombia's FARC rebels announced Wednesday they will observe a one-month unilateral ceasefire in response to an international appeal for a de-
escalation in the country's decades-long conflict. 

Backers Of Colombia Peace Talks: Dial-down Hostilities from Associated Press 8 Jul 15

Two countries aiding Colombia’s peace talks called on both the government and rebels Tuesday to ease hostilities to help the tense negotiations
move forward. 

Colombia conflict needs 'urgent de-escalation': mediators from Agence France-Presse 7 Jul 15

The four countries supporting peace talks between the Colombian government and FARC rebels called Tuesday for an "urgent de-escalation" of
armed conflict in the South American nation. 

Colombia hails solution to maritime dispute with Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 7 Jul 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos hailed Tuesday the fact that the dispute between his country and Venezuela over maritime borders has
been settled by means of dialogue and not by violence. 

Colombia president replaces top military leaders from Agence France-Presse 7 Jul 15

President Juan Manuel Santos has replaced Colombia's top military leaders, days after the release of a Human Rights Watch report alleging
complicity by the country's top brass in extrajudicial killings of civilians. 

OPINION: Bello: Time to call the FARC's bluff from The Economist 6 Jul 15

Colombia's peace process risks drifting to collapse IT WAS never going to be easy. Three times since the 1980s Colombian governments have
tried but failed to broker peace with the guerrillas of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). 

Colombia seeks int'l aid in gruesome search for bodies from EFE (Spain) 6 Jul 15

Colombia's Interior Ministry said Monday that it is seeking contributions from France, Sweden, Norway and Spain to finance a massive
excavation in search of what could be hundreds of bodies of people killed by criminals, leftist guerrillas and right-wing paramilitaries. 

FARC negotiator demands strong gestures from Colombia president from Agence France-Presse 6 Jul 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos must make strong gestures to avoid another half-century of conflict in the South American nation, a
commander for the FARC rebel group told AFP. 

Policeman killed by rebels in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 6 Jul 15

A policeman was killed and three other people were wounded on Sunday after the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) rebels
attacked a town in southern Colombia. 

Colombia threatens to halt peace talks if rebels continue attacks from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 5 Jul 15

The Colombian government's chief representative in negotiations with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) warned Sunday that



the peace talks may be in danger over continued military action by the Marxist rebel group. 

FARC suggests to Colombian gov't implementing anti-drug element of peace plan from EFE (Spain) 5 Jul 15

FARC negotiators at the peace talks with the Colombian government in this capital said Sunday that they are ready to agree on the procedures
needed to implement the element of the peace plan dealing with illegal drugs and crop cultivation reached last year. 

UPDATE: Colombian government says ready for bilateral ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 5 Jul 15

The Colombian government is ready to consider a bilateral ceasefire with FARC rebels, even before the end of peace talks, the country's chief
negotiator said in an interview released Sunday. 

Colombia peace process now at lowest ebb: government from Reuters 5 Jul 15

Colombia's peace negotiations with leftist FARC rebels have hit a critical low as the group steps up violent attacks and the government could walk
away from the process unless the group shows more commitment, the government's top negotiator said. 

Man caught who threw pamphlet bomb in downtown Bogota from EFE (Spain) 4 Jul 15

Colombian police arrested a man in downtown Bogota who detonated an explosive device that blasted out pamphlets referring to the National
Liberation Army, or ELN, the second-largest guerrilla group in the country, officials said. 

Colombia's coca up 44% from Mirror (UK) 4 Jul 15

THE area used for coca leaf crops in Colombia increased by 44% last year, a UN report has found. 

Colombia President Says Rebels Likely Carried Out Bombings from New York Times 3 Jul 15

President Juan Manuel Santos said Friday that Colombia's second-largest rebel group is likely to blame for two bomb blasts in the capital that
wounded 10 and rattled city residents who have become unaccustomed in recent years to such acts of violence. 

Chinese VP calls for deeper Colombia ties from Xinhua (China) 3 Jul 15

Chinese Vice President Li Yuanchao met with Colombian Congress President Jose David Name Cardozo in Beijing on Friday morning, vowing
greater cooperation between the two countries. 

Illicit crops increase 40 pct in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 2 Jul 15

A United Nations report confirmed Wednesday that illicit crops in Colombia have increased by 40 percent from 48,000 hectares of coca leaves in
2013 to 67,000 hectares in 2014. 

FARC ambush kills two policemen in western Colombia from Xinhua (China) 2 Jul 15

Colombian police reported Wednesday that two policemen were killed in an ambush conducted by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
(FARC) in the western Huila department. 

China, Colombia pledge closer legislative ties from Xinhua (China) 1 Jul 15

Top Chinese and Colombian legislators pledged to advance legislative cooperation and help boost exchanges and collaboration in other fields on
Wednesday. 

Ex-Colombian paramilitary leader sentenced on drug charges from Associated Press 30 Jun 15

A former Colombian paramilitary leader convicted of federal cocaine trafficking charges will serve nearly seven more years in an American
prison before he is sent back to his country. 

Farc rebels bomb new section of Colombian oil pipeline from The Guardian (UK) 29 Jun 15

Colombia’s Farc guerrillas bombed a new section of an oil pipeline on Monday, even as cleanup teams struggled to contain a massive oil spill that
the government said may be the worst environmental disaster in the country’s history. 

OPINION: No Good Patriot Goes Unpunished in Colombia from Wall Street Journal 29 Jun 15



Alfonso Plazas Vega is a retired Colombian army colonel and a former director of Colombia’s antinarcotics office. He is serving a 30-year
sentence for the disappearance of two individuals who were said to be inside the Palace of Justice when it was attacked in 1985 by Cuban-backed
Marxist rebels known as the M-19. 

Govt denies agreement with FARC on applying new post-conflict rules from EFE (Spain) 29 Jun 15

The Colombian government denied reaching an agreement with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, FARC, to apply different post-
conflict rules than those of the Legal Framework for Peace, a set of guidelines included in the country's Constitution to regulate aspects such as
the demobilization of guerrillas in 2012. 

UN envoy urges restraint amid standoff in Colombia between residents, police from Associated Press 28 Jun 15

A United Nations envoy is urging restraint amid a tense standoff in Colombia between security forces and farmers who this week expelled police
allegedly under pressure from leftist rebels. 

Colombia's ELN rebels claim to down army helicopter from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 15

Leftist rebels with the National Liberation Army (ELN) claimed responsibility Saturday for this week's attack on a Colombian army helicopter in
which eight troops were killed. 

FARC slams Colombia gov't for causing environmental destruction from EFE (Spain) 27 Jun 15

The FARC decried Saturday in Havana a campaign to blame the guerrilla group for environmental damage in Colombia, where, according to the
rebels, the government's economic policies inflict a constant "ecocide." 

Colombian capital seeks to avert rebel attack from EFE (Spain) 26 Jun 15

Colombia's capital is "armor-plated" to prevent an attack by FARC guerrillas, Bogota's police chief said Friday. 

Environmentalists blast Colombian rebels for pipeline attacks from EFE (Spain) 25 Jun 15

Environmental groups condemned Colombia's FARC guerrillas for attacks on pipelines that have allowed crude oil to flow into bodies of water
and seep into the soil. 

France pledges support for Colombian peace process from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 25 Jun 15

The French government on Thursday pledged active support for the peace process in Colombia. French Prime Minister Manuel Valls made the
commitment after meeting with Colombian Prime Minister Juan Manuel Santos in Bogota. 

Politician sentenced in killing of Colombian journalist from Associated Press 25 Jun 15

A Colombian court has sentenced a state legislator to 36 years and three months in prison as the mastermind behind the killing of a well-known
journalist. 

UN chief concerned at current escalation of fighting in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 15

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon on Thursday said that he "is concerned by the current upsurge in fighting in Colombia following a welcome
period of de- escalation in the armed conflict," and encouraged the Colombian parties to seek peace through negotiations. 

U.S. imposes sanctions on individuals, company for ties with Colombian drug cartel from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 15

The United States on Wednesday slapped sanctions on four Colombian nationals aligned with the Colombian criminal group La Oficina de
Envigado (La Oficina), and one related company for their role in international narcotics trafficking. 

Chinese customs seizes Colombian drug trafficker from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 15

Chinese customs has caught a Colombian drug trafficker with 5 kg of cocaine, customs announced on Wednesday ahead of International Day
Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking on Friday. 

Colombia rejects ceasefire with FARC from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 Jun 15

The Colombian government has rejected a proposal by left-wing FARC guerillas for a bilateral ceasefire. Interior Minister Juan Fernando Castro



said on Tuesday that the offer was not appropriate or practical, the newspaper El Espectado reported. 

Colombian army killed civilians to fake battlefield success, rights group says from Washington Post 23 Jun 15

In a twisted attempt to show battlefield success against FARC rebels, the Colombian military murdered hundreds, possibly thousands, of civilians
between 2002 and 2008, falsely depicting them as slain combatants, according to a new report by Human Rights Watch. 

Santos demands Venezuela respond to protest note on maritime boundaries from EFE (Spain) 23 Jun 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Tuesday demanded that the Venezuelan government respond to the protest note his government sent
regarding the recent unilateral decree by Caracas claiming Caribbean waters that are in dispute with Bogota. 

US unseals indictments against leaders of Colombia drug gang from Associated Press 23 Jun 15

U.S. prosecutors unsealed indictments against 17 alleged leaders of Colombia's largest cocaine-trafficking organization in a move seeking to shore
up bilateral cooperation in the drug war. 

Colombian rebels say escalating violence poses threat to peace talks from Reuters 23 Jun 15

Colombia's Marxist-led FARC guerrillas warned on Tuesday that escalating violence could damage peace talks in Cuba, where the government
and insurgents are seeking a negotiated end to half a century of civil war. 

Colombian army prepared to keep fighting, defense chief warns rebels from EFE (Spain) 23 Jun 15

Colombia's new defense minister addressed the nation Tuesday with a warning to the FARC that he is prepared to continue the war if peace talks
in Havana between the guerrillas and the government break down. 

Colombian navy seizes almost 3 tons of cocaine from submarine from EFE (Spain) 23 Jun 15

The Colombian navy seized almost 3 tons of cocaine hidden aboard a small submarine with a four-man crew, which was detected in the Pacific
Ocean heading for the border area between Guatemala and Mexico, officials said Tuesday. 

ANALYSIS: Colombia faces hard task to reinsert rebels if peace struck from Reuters 22 Jun 15

President Juan Manuel Santos hopes to incorporate thousands like them into society if peace is reached at talks with FARC leaders in Cuba that
have gone on for two-and-a-half years. But combatants face multiple challenges. Many like Jessica have been traumatized by war, others have
spent most of their lives fighting in the jungle and have few other skills, and Colombian society might struggle to accept them. 

ANALYSIS: In Cuba, U.S. envoy works to end the world’s longest guerilla war from Washington Post 22 Jun 15

At his first meeting with Colombia’s Revolutionary Armed Forces last February, Bernard Aronson began with a joke. “Maybe you were expecting
Miss Universe?” he asked, referring to the Colombian winner of the international beauty contest just a few weeks before. 

4 Colombian soldiers die when helicopter lands in minefield from Associated Press 22 Jun 15

Four Colombian soldiers died and their Black Hawk helicopter was destroyed when the aircraft landed in a minefield planted by leftist rebels in
northeastern Colombia. 

Colombian army helicopter believed shot down by guerrillas from EFE (Spain) 22 Jun 15

A Black Hawk helicopter of the Colombian army crashed in a rural area of Teorama municipality in Norte de Santander province, apparently shot
down by guerrillas, officials said Monday. 

FARC rebels knock out power to 5 cities in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 21 Jun 15

FARC guerrillas blew up an electricity transmission tower in southwestern Colombia, knocking out power to Tumaco, one of the country's main
Pacific ports, the Nariño Power Company, or Cedenar, said. 

Colombia protests Venezuela fixing of maritime border from Reuters 20 Jun 15

Colombia's foreign ministry has sent a letter of protest to neighboring Venezuela after the government of President Nicolas Maduro decreed
maritime borders in a disputed area of the Atlantic Ocean, a ministry source said on Saturday. 



UPDATE: Suspected kidnappers of Colombian dignitary's daughter nabbed from EFE (Spain) 20 Jun 15

Colombian authorities have arrested three brothers on suspicion of kidnapping the daughter of the director of the National Protection Unit, or
UNP, Diego Fernando Mora, early this month in the northeastern part of the country, officials said. 

Colombian army captures 20 rebels as conflict simmers on from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 19 Jun 15

Colombian troops captured 20 leftist rebels in the southern region, seizing weapons and munitions, according to a radio report Friday 

Football: FARC rebels cheer Colombia's win over Brazil from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 15

Colombia's FARC guerrillas took time out Thursday from peace talks with the government and a recent spate of attacks to cheer the national
football team's upset of five-time world champions Brazil. 

UPDATE: FARC attack on oil pipeline pollutes water supply in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 18 Jun 15

An attack against an oil pipeline by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), the country's largest rebel group, Wednesday affected
water service to more than 16,000 people in Tibu, northeastern Colombia, the environment minister said. 

FARC blasts Santos for distorting reality of Colombia from EFE (Spain) 18 Jun 15

The FARC rebel group on Wednesday criticized Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos for the biased and "incoherent" account of the country
and the peace talks between the guerrillas and the government he offered during a visit to Norway. 

Five children kidnapped by FARC in southeast Colombia from Xinhua (China) 18 Jun 15

Five girls aged between eight and 13 were kidnapped in southeast Colombia by guerrilla movement Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
(FARC), police reported Thursday. 

UPDATE: 3 Guerrillas, soldier killed in fighting in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 17 Jun 15

A soldier and three National Liberation Army, or ELN, guerrillas were killed in fighting in a rural area in Arauca, a Colombian province on the
border with Venezuela, the army said. 

Colombian rebels attack oil pipeline from EFE (Spain) 17 Jun 15

A pipeline in the northeastern Colombian province of Norte de Santander was attacked Wednesday by guerrillas, state oil company Ecopetrol said.

Four Colombian soldiers killed by landmine from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 17 Jun 15

Four Colombian soldiers were killed Wednesday by an anti-personnel mine while on patrol in the southern department of Caqueta, the military
said. 

Colombia, Norway push for efforts to tackle tropical deforestation from Xinhua (China) 16 Jun 15

Colombian and Norwegian leaders on Tuesday urge world leaders to make tackling tropical deforestation a top priority in the lead-up to the UN
Climate Change Conference in Paris late this year, the Office of the Norwegian Prime Minister said in a statement. 

Colombian army kills two FARC rebels from Agence France-Presse 16 Jun 15

Colombian troops have killed the commander of a FARC guerrilla unit and another rebel in an operation near the Venezuelan border, the army
said Tuesday. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Armed Forces of Colombia and Honduras meet in Cartagena from El Colombiano.com 15

Jun 15

In order to thoroughly review the cooperation agreements and support to hemispheric security and, in order to determine potential and points of
strength in the military sphere between the two countries, it takes place in Cartagena de Indias from Friday 12 to June 14, the first binational
meeting of the Military Forces of Colombia and Honduras. 

Rebel attacks on oil sites threaten peace talks in Colombia from Los Angeles Times 15 Jun 15



Already-stagnant peace talks between the Colombian government and leftist rebels have been thrown further into question by a score of attacks by
insurgents on mostly civilian targets over the last week. 

Colombian president says Pope Francis ready to cooperate in peace process from EFE (Spain) 15 Jun 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos related that during a meeting on Monday, Pope Francis expressed his willingness to help end the "single
oldest conflict in Latin America," referring to the armed conflict between Colombian authorities and FARC guerrilla group. 

ELN guerrilla commander killed in military operation in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 14 Jun 15

Jose Amin Hernandez Manrique, commander of the Dario Martinez Front of the National Liberation Army, or ELN, guerrilla group, was killed in
a military operation in Antioquia, a province in northwestern Colombia, officials said Sunday. 

Rebel front leader killed in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 14 Jun 15

A National Liberation Army (ELN) front leader, also wanted in the 1999 hijacking of an Avianca passenger jet, has been killed in northern
Colombia, authorities said Sunday. 

Attack by Colombian FARC rebels kills two police officers, civilian from Reuters 12 Jun 15

Marxist rebels killed two Colombian police officers and a civilian in the country's southwest, the government said on Friday, as the guerrillas
continue to increase attacks against infrastructure and the armed forces. 

UPDATE: Peace without ELN incomplete, says Colombian High Commissioner for Peace from EFE (Spain) 12 Jun 15

The Colombian High Commissioner for Peace, Sergio Jaramillo, on Thursday urged the National Liberation Army, ELN, to carry out dialogue
with the government like the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, FARC, in Cuba. 

Colombia’s peace talks at risk amid renewed clashes, warns UN refugee agency chief from World UN 11 Jun 15

Concerned at the recent armed clashes amid the ongoing peace talks on Colombia, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, António
Guterres, today said these incidents have the potential to “derail” a long sought peace process, increasing risks for the civilian population. 

UPDATE: FARC kill three police, cut power to 500,000 in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 15

Colombia's FARC rebels killed three police officers Thursday and left nearly half a million people without electricity in two separate attacks,
authorities said, in the latest blow to peace talks. 

Colombia's FARC rebels step up attacks on energy infrastructure from Reuters 11 Jun 15

Colombia's FARC rebels attacked an energy pylon in the southern province Caqueta, leaving 500,000 people without electricity, the military said
on Thursday as the Marxist group steps up attacks on infrastructure amid stumbling peace talks. 

Venezuelan wanted for journalist's murder nabbed in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 11 Jun 15

The Interpol office in Colombia has apprehended a Venezuelan man wanted for killing a journalist during anti-government protests here in early
2014, Venezuela's justice minister said Thursday. 

Spill caused by rebel attack on Colombian pipeline will reach Pacific Ocean from EFE (Spain) 10 Jun 15

The attack by the FARC guerrilla group on a pipeline in southwestern Colombia earlier this week caused a 20-kilometer (12.4-mile) oil spill that
is expected to reach the Pacific coast on Wednesday, Ecopetrol CEO Juan Carlos Echeverry said. 

Ecopetrol oil well attacked in northeastern Colombia from EFE (Spain) 8 Jun 15

Unidentified individuals detonated explosives over the weekend at an Ecopetrol oil well in Norte de Santander, a province in northeastern
Colombia, temporarily disrupting production, military spokesmen told Efe. 

Colombian rebels dump 200,000 gallons of crude oil from EFE (Spain) 8 Jun 15

Leftist FARC guerrillas on Monday waylaid tanker trucks and dumped some 200,000 gallons (757,000 liters) of crude oil in the southern province
of Putumayo, Colombian military sources told Efe. 



Colombian former militia chief murdered after completing sentence from EFE (Spain) 8 Jun 15

Jose de Jesus Perez Jimenez, alias Sancocho, former militia head who was released after completing his prison sentence, was murdered on
Saturday by two members of a criminal gang in Medellin, police sources confirmed to Efe on Sunday. 

Latest FARC attack leaves Colombia town without water from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 15

FARC rebels blew up a water plant in southwestern Colombia, military officials said Saturday, in the latest alleged attack by the guerrilla
movement on the nation's infrastructure. 

Kidnapped daughter of Colombian official is freed from BBC 6 Jun 15

The 11-year-old daughter of a high profile Colombian security official has been freed by kidnappers. 

Colombian police recapture reporter's confessed torturer from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 15

Colombian authorities have recaptured an ex-paramilitary accused of the rape and torture of a journalist, following public outcry in the days since
authorities ordered his release. 

Colombia Limits Presidents To Single Term from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 15

Colombia’s Congress has voted to bar presidents from seeking re-election, a move backed by President Juan Manuel Santos that undoes a law
passed by his predecessor and rival Alvaro Uribe. 

Oil palm could revitalize Colombian agriculture from EFE (Spain) 5 Jun 15

Production of oil palm has the potential to become an growth engine for Colombian agriculture, the president of the National Federation of Oil
Palm Growers, or Fedepalma, told Efe. 

Colombian Indians supplant drug crops with spiritual coffee from EFE (Spain) 5 Jun 15

In the foothills of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta mountains, Colombia's indigenous communities have won back land from plots of marijuana
and coca by producing a smooth-tasting coffee with a process based on spirituality and respect for nature. To do it their way, Kogi Indians control
the entire production process, even managing exports to Germany and the United States. 

Colombia's Santos welcomes pressure on peace talks from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said Thursday he welcomes international pressure to accelerate peace talks with the FARC guerrillas,
which has mounted in recent weeks as fighting has intensified. 

Colombian govt, FARC rebels to create truth commission from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 15

The Colombian government and FARC guerrillas said Thursday they have agreed at peace talks to set up a truth commission to probe crimes
committed during the country's half-century conflict. 

Court declares Colombia-NATO cooperation agreement not applicable from EFE (Spain) 4 Jun 15

The Constitutional Court of Colombia declared not applicaple the cooperation agreement signed in Brussels by the country with NATO, official
sources told Efe. 

Colombia's Congress eliminates presidential re-election from Associated Press 4 Jun 15

Colombian lawmakers have approved a proposal to end presidential re-election. Opposition congresswoman Tatiana Cabello told The Associated
Press that lawmakers in the House of Representatives, after the eighth and final debate in both legislative houses, voted 90-10 in favor of
prohibiting presidents from seeking re-election. 

Colombia "has nothing to lose" with potential sale of Isagen, gov't says from EFE (Spain) 3 Jun 15

Colombia "has nothing to lose and a lot to gain" with the possible sale of state-controlled electricity generator Isagen, Finance Minister Mauricio
Cardenas said of a transaction potentially worth $3 billion that a judiciary authority temporarily suspended last month. 



Hate crime: Colombia's new law punishing attacks on women from BBC 3 Jun 15

Lawmakers in Colombia passed a bill on Tuesday imposing tough sentences for hate crimes against women. The bill was passed with 104 votes in
support and three against. It still needs to be signed by the president to become law. 

Colombia to release reporter's self-confessed torturer from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 15

Colombian prosecutors have ordered the release of a former paramilitary fighter who admitted to taking part in the torture and rape of a journalist
but then retracted his confession, officials said Wednesday. 

FARC rebel strike blamed as another Colombian town loses power from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 15

Presumed FARC rebels blew up an electrical pylon Tuesday, plunging a southwestern town into darkness just two days after a similar strike hit the
port of Buenaventura, authorities said. 

Push For Colombians To Stop Farming Coca Falls Short from New York Times 3 Jun 15

Today, Mr. Velasco, 50, and most of his neighbors have traded in their coca for other crops, growing cacao (for making chocolate), corn and
plantains in an ambitious plan to stabilize parts of Colombia long controlled by rebel fighters, paramilitary groups and drug traffickers. The effort
has suddenly gained new urgency, given the government’s decision last month to halt a longstanding American-backed campaign to kill coca
crops with aerial spraying. Now, Colombia will have to rely more heavily on approaches like this one. 

No jail time for rebels: Colombia's FARC from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 15

Colombian leftist rebels holding peace talks with the government insisted Wednesday that none of their people should end up in jail for fighting in
the five-decade-old war. 

Colombian army says dismantles huge FARC drug lab from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 15

The Colombian army said Tuesday it dismantled a large synthetic drug laboratory it alleges was used by the FARC guerrillas to fund their
insurgency against the government. 

Colombia struggles to restore power to port hit by rebels from Associated Press 2 Jun 15

Authorities in Colombia are struggling to restore power to a major port city after a rebel attack left its 400,000 residents in the dark. 

Effort to Switch Colombian Farmers From Coca Falls Short of Hopes from New York Times 2 Jun 15

White Brahman cattle munched grass under a mango tree as Bernardo Velasco stretched out his right hand, pointing to a section of green pasture
on his farm. 

Retired Colombian general on trial in murder of politician from Associated Press 1 Jun 15

Colombia's Supreme Court began hearing arguments Monday in the trial of a retired army general accused of taking part in the 1989 assassination
of a top presidential contender. 

Colombian govt, FARC rebels begin clearing landmines from Agence France-Presse 1 Jun 15

The Colombian government and FARC guerrillas have begun clearing the country's landmines in a joint effort seen as a ray of hope in their
stumbling peace negotiations, the countries facilitating the talks said Friday. 

Spain offers itself as Colombia's great ally in infraestructure area from EFE (Spain) 1 Jun 15

Madrid could be Colombia's great ally in developing its infrastructure due to the knowledge and experience that have made Spain an international
"power" in this sector, Spanish Development Minister Ana Pastor said here Monday. 

FARC attack leaves Colombia port city without power: military from Agence France-Presse 31 May 15

Some 400,000 people in Colombia's bustling port city of Buenaventura lost power Sunday after a key electrical tower was destroyed -- an act
military officials blamed on FARC rebels. 

Two guerrillas killed in Colombia fighting: military from Agence France-Presse 30 May 15



Colombian soldiers killed two leftist rebels Saturday, the military said, amid renewed fighting that has shaken peace talks between the government
and the FARC group. 

Colombian foreign minister travels to Cuba for talks with FARC from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 28 May 15

Colombian Foreign Minister Maria Angela Holguin was expected Thursday in Havana to join the ongoing talks between the Colombian
government and the rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). 

Illegal baby sale, abortion ring dismantled in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 28 May 15

Colombian authorities have dismantled a trafficking ring involving illegal abortions and stolen babies, arresting five suspects, police said
Thursday. 

Colombian troops defuse car bomb from EFE (Spain) 28 May 15

Army sappers neutralized a car packed with nearly a ton of explosives that a patrol encountered on a road in the southern province of Caqueta, the
Colombian military said Thursday. 

Colombian foreign minister travels to Cuba for talks with FARC from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 28 May 15

Colombian Foreign Minister Maria Angela Holguin was expected Thursday in Havana to join the ongoing talks between the Colombian
government and the rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). 

Six soldiers, guerillas die in fresh Colombia clashes from Agence France-Presse 28 May 15

A total of six soldiers and guerillas were killed in Colombia, as fresh fighting erupted between FARC rebels and government troops, authorities
said Thursday. 

Peace Prevails In An Unlikely Spot: The Cradle Of Colombia’s Guerrillas from Miami Herald 28 May 15

As the FARC celebrate its 51st anniversary this week, the hopes for a national peace deal have been battered. FARC raids and military air strikes
have left almost 50 dead in recent months, eroding the goodwill built up over more than two years at the negotiating table in Havana. But the Nasa
villagers of this area that they call Nasa We’sx — just a few hours by mule from the birthplace of the FARC — say they’re living proof that an
agreement, even between bitter enemies, is possible. 

Colombian Rebel Peace Negotiator Among Dead In Military Raid from Associated Press 28 May 15

Leftist rebels in Colombia claimed on Wednesday that one of their most-veteran fighters, a former envoy to peace talks with the government, was
killed during a military raid last week. 

Colombian president talks tough amid ceasefire calls from Agence France-Presse 28 May 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Wednesday warned his troops to stay prepared for conflict after leftist FARC rebels decided to drop
their unilateral ceasefire. 

FARC peace negotiator killed in Colombia strike: rebels from Agence France-Presse 27 May 15

Colombia's FARC guerrillas said Wednesday that a member of their delegation at peace talks with the government was among the 27 rebels killed
last week in an air strike. 

Colombian military kills 5 FARC rebels in strike from Agence France-Presse 26 May 15

The Colombian military killed at least five FARC guerrillas in the northwest of the country Monday, part of a new offensive that has challenged
ongoing peace talks with the rebel group. 

Colombian government, FARC rebels resume peace talks from Agence France-Presse 26 May 15

The Colombian government and FARC guerrillas resumed peace talks Monday in the Cuban capital Havana, amid heightened tensions following
air strikes that killed dozens of rebels. 

UPDATE: Colombia's FARC says end of ceasefire a 'step back' in peace talks from Reuters 25 May 15



Colombia's Marxist FARC rebels said on Monday the end to their unilateral ceasefire, which was called off last week after a government attack
killed dozens of guerrilla fighters, is a setback for peace talks to end five decades of war. 

UPDATE: Colombian rebels demand return of guerrillas' remains from Associated Press 25 May 15

Colombian rebel leaders attending peace talks in the Cuban capital are demanding that their government return the bodies of 37 guerrillas killed in
two recent attacks. 

Colombia's Santos to visit Pope Francis in June: report from Agence France-Presse 24 May 15

President Juan Manuel Santos will meet Pope Francis in mid-June as part of a European tour, Colombia's foreign minister said in comments
reported Sunday. 

Police officer killed in grenade attack in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 24 May 15

A police officer was killed and two others were wounded in a grenade attack in Tumaco, a city in the southwestern Colombian province of Nariño,
the National Police said Sunday. 

Colombia's Santos presses for peace as FARC death toll climbs from Agence France-Presse 23 May 15

The president of Colombia called Saturday for accelerated peace negotiations with FARC guerrillas, as local media reported that seven rebels had
died in an ongoing government offensive. 

U.N. expresses concern over escalating conflict in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 23 May 15

The United Nations Office in Colombia on Friday expressed concerns over the escalation of the armed conflict in the country. "The escalation of
violent actions is particularly disturbing at a time that the most needed acts for the peace process are peace acts that inspire public trust that a
negotiated solution to the conflict is possible," a U.N. statement published at the official network said. 

Colombia sees China as strategic partner from EFE (Spain) 22 May 15

Colombia and China signed several agreements to strengthen their strategic partnership during the visit of Chinese Prime Minister Li Keqiang to
Bogota on Thursday. 

China Premier Arrives In Colombia As Part Of Investment Tour from Associated Press 22 May 15

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang vowed to deepen economic ties with Colombia during a visit to the Andean nation Thursday as part of his four-
nation South American tour aimed at boosting trade and investment. 

Colombian paramilitary warlord wanted in US freed from jail from Associated Press 22 May 15

A prominent Colombian paramilitary warlord wanted in the U.S. on drug charges has walked from a Colombian jail, becoming the first major
paramilitary leader to earn their freedom as part of a decade-old peace deal. 

18 FARC rebels killed in Colombia army air strike from Agence France-Presse 21 May 15

A bombing raid by Colombia's army killed 18 FARC guerrillas Thursday, the deadliest attack since President Juan Manuel Santos lifted a
suspension of air strikes against the group last month, an official said. 

The key to ending Colombia's seven-decade civil war could be the US from The Guardian (UK) 20 May 15

When Washington appointed a special envoy to peace talks between the Colombian government and the leftwing rebels of the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia (Farc), it was billed as a show of support for the process and for President Juan Manuel Santos. 

Mexican drug cartels and Colombian rebels linked by arms and drug trafficking from EFE (Spain) 19 May 15

The relationship between the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, guerrilla group and Mexico's drug cartels is rooted in shared
interests in arms and drug trafficking, but not in the insurgents providing military training to the organized crime groups, experts told Efe. 

Massive flooding sweeps away homes in Colombia from Associated Press 19 May 15

Disaster relief authorities are rushing to a Colombian town where more than a dozen people have been reported killed when a flash flood swept



away ramshackle homes in the dead of night. 

Colombia's Santos replaces defense minister from EFE (Spain) 19 May 15

President Juan Manuel Santos on Tuesday said his defense minister was being reassigned and replaced, as the government wades through peace
talks with leftist rebels. 

UN offers help to Colombian landslide victims from Xinhua (China) 19 May 15

The United Nations' Colombia office on Tuesday expressed its solidarity with victims of a massive landslide happening in northwest Colombia
where so far 63 bodies have been found and 150 people are still missing. 

Colombia mudslide: At least 52 killed and dozens injured when flash flood and mudslide sweeps through town of Salgar from
The Independent (UK) 18 May 15

At least 52 people were killed and dozens injured when a flash flood and mudslide swept through the town of Salgar in Colombia. Homes, bridges
and other structures were were washed away into the Libordiana ravine as water, rocks and other debris devastated the town. 

Rescue Efforts Resume In Colombia Mine Collapse from Agence France-Presse 15 May 15

Colombian crews resumed efforts Thursday to rescue at least 15 workers trapped in a mine collapse, as authorities launched an investigation into
the owners of the unlicensed gold mine. 

Colombia Takes U-Turn On Drug Policy from Wall Street Journal 15 May 15

Aerial spraying of coca, a cornerstone of Washington’s war on drugs in the Andes, will be phased out in Colombia

In Rural Colombia, Ban On Anti-coca Herbicide Is Bittersweet from Associated Press 15 May 15

Tales of harmful health effects, everything from skin problems to miscarriages, abound in this hamlet on the edge of the remote Paramillo national
park in northern Colombia. Tracing the health problems to glyphosate is impossible — too many years have passed with possible exposure to
other pesticides, and most of the town’s residents, many of them coca growers, are either too poor or afraid to travel the three hours by boat and
car to the nearest hospital and prosecutor’s office to investigate the causes.

Colombia defense minister says cocaine production increasing from EFE (Spain) 15 May 15

ian Defense Minister Juan Carlos Pinzon is convinced that, based on the volume of drugs seized this year, cocaine production in the country is on
the rise, officials told Efe.

Colombia Halts U.S.-Backed Spraying of Illegal Coca Crops from New York Times 14 May 15

A Colombian government panel on Thursday evening met to decide whether to halt a cornerstone of the American-backed antidrug campaign: the
aerial spraying of the country’s vast illegal plantings of coca, the crop used to make cocaine. 

Colombia charges US firm over workers' deaths from Agence France-Presse 14 May 15

Colombia will file charges against a US mining company over the death of two workers, alleging violations of workplace safety standards,
officials said Wednesday. 

In Rural Colombia, Ban on Anti-Coca Herbicide Is Bittersweet from Associated Press 14 May 15

President Juan Manuel Santos last week decided to halt fumigation in the wake of a report by a research arm of the World Health Organization
classifying glyphosate as a probable carcinogen. 

For some Colombian kids, classroom is jungle and family is FARC from Agence France-Presse 14 May 15

There are no precise figures on how many minors have been recruited in Colombia, whose tangled conflict has drawn in multiple leftist guerrilla
groups, right-wing paramilitaries and drug gangs since it erupted in the 1960s. The state-run Family Wellbeing Institute says it has helped more
than 5,000 child recruits since 1999. 

Santos: Colombia's ELN met with FARC in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 12 May 15



Colombia's smaller insurgency, the National Liberation Army (ELN), has met with members of the main rebel force FARC, in Cuba, with the
blessing of President Juan Manuel Santos, who is hoping it will lead to a second peace process. 

Colombian prosecution denounces use of churches for money laundering from EFE (Spain) 12 May 15

The criminal gang Clan Usuga used churches in Choco and Antioquia departments to launder money, Colombia's Office of the Attorney General
alleges. 

ANALYSIS: Will Colombia stop fighting coca with Monsanto's glyphosate? from The Guardian (UK) 12 May 15

Aerial fumigations using glyphosate - developed and patented by US-based firm Monsanto - have been carried out in Colombia for more than 20
years, and have become the cornerstone of the US-financed and -supported so-called “War on Drugs.” The stated aim is to destroy the cultivation
of coca, the plant used to make cocaine, and it is estimated that at least 1.6 million hectares have been sprayed. 

Colombia army raids illegal mines funding FARC rebels from Reuters 11 May 15

Colombia's armed forces raided 63 illegal mines operated by leftist FARC guerrillas on Monday, blowing up machinery and arresting dozens, in
an operation the defense minister said will deprive FARC of $9 million a month. 

Colombia Government, FARC Agree on Specific Minefield Clearance Plan from Sputnik International 11 May 15

FARC and the country's government reportedly have agreed on a roadmap for the clearance of minefields. 

Colombia deals blow against illegal mining in Amazon from Associated Press 11 May 15

Colombia's armed forces have arrested 59 people in a major crackdown on illegal mining in the Amazon rainforest dominated by leftist rebels. 

Colombia: 'No blanket amnesty for Farc' from BBC 11 May 15

Briefing journalists at the Colombian embassy in London, Mr Jaramillo acknowledged there had been stumbling blocks on the road to peace. He
said that a rebel attack in western Cauca province in April in which 11 soldiers were killed had been met with "strong reaction" in Colombia. 

Drug Policy Alliance hails end of glyphosate spraying in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 11 May 15

The Drug Policy Alliance, a U.S. organization, congratulated Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos for announcing the suspension of spraying
of a powerful herbicide to eradicate illicit crops. 

Colombian group denies displaying soldier's severed leg as trophy from EFE (Spain) 11 May 15

The smaller of Colombia's two main guerrilla groups said Monday that its fighters did not display as a trophy the severed leg of a soldier injured
by a landmine, an incident that horrified the nation and prompted an intensification of military operations against the National Liberation Army, or
ELN. 

Four soldiers killed in Colombia helicopter crash from Agence France-Presse 11 May 15

Four Colombian soldiers were killed and two others were wounded Sunday when their helicopter crashed in the central Uribe region, the military
said. 

Soldiers find mass grave containing 7 bodies in southwestern Colombia from EFE (Spain) 11 May 15

A mass grave containing the remains of at least seven people was found by soldiers in Valle del Cauca, a province in southwestern Colombia, the
army said. 

Two Colombian soldiers killed in ELN rebel clashes from Agence France-Presse 10 May 15

Two Colombian soldiers were killed in clashes with leftist ELN rebels, the country's second largest rebel group, the military said. 

Colombia suspending use of anti-coca herbicide from Associated Press 9 May 15

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos says he's halting use of a herbicide that's a key part of U.S.-financed efforts to wipe out cocaine crops. 

Colombian government distrusts ELN's willingness for peace: official from Xinhua (China) 9 May 15



The Colombian government said it distrusts the National Liberation Army (ELN) guerrilla's willingness for peace talks, denouncing the recent
appalling actions allegedly conducted by the group. 

Civilians injured by landmine in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 8 May 15

A woman and her two daughters were critically injured when they stepped on an anti-personnel landmine in a rural area of the southern province
of Caqueta, the Colombian army said Friday. 

UPDATE: Colombian rebels said to display soldier's severed leg as trophy from EFE (Spain) 8 May 15

Colombia's ELN rebel group, accused of having displayed a soldier's severed leg as a trophy, said Friday that any member who engages in cruelty
would face punishment. 

Colombian leader slams rebels over soldier's severed leg from Agence France-Presse 8 May 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos ordered his government on Friday to step up an offensive against the leftist ELN guerrilla movement
after the rebels showed off a soldier's severed leg. 

How I helped a pseudo-scholar spread anti-American propaganda from Colombia Reports 7 May 15

Instead of spurring a serious investigation into alleged sexual abuse carried out by the US military in Colombia, I feel my recent reporting on the
scandal has been a disservice to my readers and to victims. Here’s why. 

Colombian teachers end two-week strike from EFE (Spain) 7 May 15

Colombian public-school teachers have approved the agreement in principle reached between their union and the government and will return to
their classrooms on Friday, bringing an end to a two-week strike. 

Colombian gov't, striking teachers reach agreement in principle from EFE (Spain) 6 May 15

Colombian public teachers and the government reached an agreement in principle early Wednesday that could end a two-week work stoppage
affecting nearly 9 million students, officials said. 

Colombian minister defends new antidrug policy on U.S. trip from EFE (Spain) 6 May 15

Colombian Justice Minister Yesid Reyes on Wednesday in this capital defended a new antidrug policy that leaves behind "methods from 1970s"
focusing on criminal prosecution, as per a new proposal in Bogota with an eye toward the 2016 U.N. Special General Assembly Session on
Drugs. 

Colombia investigate US military sex abuse allegations from BBC 6 May 15

An academic report said in February that at least 53 underage girls were abused in two towns in central Colombia. US soldiers allegedly filmed
the abuse and sold the tapes as pornography. 

More Land in Colombia Used to Grow Coca, U.S. Says from New York Times 6 May 15

The amount of land in Colombia used to grow coca, the plant that drug traffickers use to make cocaine, increased significantly last year, according
to an annual survey by the United States government. 

Last flight looms for US-funded air war on drugs as Colombia counts health cost from The Guardian (UK) 6 May 15

For more than two decades crop dusters have buzzed the skies of Colombia showering bright green fields of coca with chemical defoliant as part
of a US-funded effort to stem the country’s production of cocaine. 

Colombia considers Russia an important ally on world stage - Deputy FM from Tass (Russia) 6 May 15

Colombia regards Russia as an important ally on the world stage, the South American country's Deputy Foreign Minister Patty Londono said on
Tuesday. She was speaking while opening an exhibition dedicated to the 80th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between the
two countries. 

Report: U.S. troops in Colombia linked to more than 50 rapes from EFE (Spain) 5 May 15



At least 53 underage girls were raped by U.S. military personnel and contractors based in Colombia, according to a report prepared as part of the
ongoing peace process between the Colombian government and the FARC rebel group. 

Colombian ex-president Uribe defends jailed allies from Agence France-Presse 5 May 15

Colombian ex-president Alvaro Uribe vehemently defended several key allies Tuesday at the Supreme Court after a series of corruption and
spying scandals that have been damaging for his Democratic Center party. 

Large quantity of marijuana found in coffin in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 5 May 15

Colombian police found 130 kilograms (286.6 pounds) of marijuana inside a coffin in Norte de Santander department, bordering Venezuela, and
detained one person, official sources reported. 

Covering protests is most dangerous for reporters in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 4 May 15

Covering protests in Colombia has become the most dangerous task for reporters as they face frequent aggressions, illegal detentions and
destruction of equipments during such events, said the Colombian Foundation for Press Freedom, FLIP. 

Coca production in Colombia jumped 39 pct in 2014 from Associated Press 4 May 15

Cultivation of the leaf used to make cocaine skyrocketed last year in Colombia, according to a new White House report that's likely to pressure
the government to preserve a threatened U.S. aerial eradication program that's been at the heart of the drug war for over a decade. 

Workers' marches in Bogota end in disturbances from EFE (Spain) 1 May 15

The marches of workers through the streets of the Colombian capital on Friday to celebrate International Workers Day ended in disturbances at
the downtown Plaza de Bolivar, where some 400 demonstrators armed with clubs and rocks clashed with police. 

Report blames U.S. military for 53 rapes in Colombia, but where’s the evidence? from Fusion 1 May 15

Allegations that U.S. military contractors sexually abused 53 women in a small Colombian town appear to be unsubstantiated, a Fusion
investigation has found. 

Landmines take heavy toll on Colombian children from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 15

Eight-year-old Angie was running to catch up with her cousins on their way home from church when she stepped on a landmine that exploded and
ripped off her leg. 

ANALYSIS: Trouble at the top from The Economist 30 Apr 15

Even the highest courts are not immune from scandal 

Former head of Colombian secret service jailed for political spying from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 30 Apr 15

The Colombian Supreme Court Thursday sentenced the former head of the country's secret service to a long prison term over spying on opponents
of former president Alvaro Uribe. 

Colombia arrests military personnel accused of arming FARC from United Press International 29 Apr 15

Colombia arrested seven non-commissioned army personnel accused of trafficking weapons to common criminals, drug organizations and the
FARC rebel group. 

Low oil prices prompt need for Colombian fiscal, policy measures from EFE (Spain) 29 Apr 15

Colombia's government must raise taxes and promote investment in the hydrocarbon sector to counteract the sharp drop in the price of crude,
experts said at a symposium in Bogota. 

UPDATE: Colombia Health Minister Wants Aerial Spraying of Coca Plants Suspended from Wall Street Journal 29 Apr 15

Colombia’s armed forces on Tuesday defended the use of a controversial weedkiller in the country’s U.S.-backed coca fumigation program after
health officials urged it be halted, exposing rifts within the government here over how to conduct the war on drugs. 



Colombia mulls ending aerial spraying for drug eradication from EFE (Spain) 28 Apr 15

Colombia's deputy health minister said Tuesday that he expects the government to adopt the ministry's recommendation to suspend the aerial
spraying program for glyphosate, a powerful herbicide used to eliminate illicit crops. 

Colombian President links bi-lateral ceasefire to end of peace negotiations from EFE (Spain) 28 Apr 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said that a bi-lateral ceasefire, like that requested by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia,
FARC, at ongoing peace negotiations in Cuba, will come into effect in Colombia only at the end of peace negotiations, as it is an agreement
requiring "very complex" conditions. 

Colombia's health ministry seeks to halt coca spraying from Associated Press 28 Apr 15

Colombia*s Health Ministry is recommending the immediate suspension of aerial spraying of a herbicide that*s the cornerstone of U.S.-financed
efforts to wipe out cocaine crops. 

Virgins recruited as sex slaves for Colombian drug lords: reports from Reuters 27 Apr 15

When Colombian authorities intercepted phone calls between a young woman and a member of Colombia's most powerful drug cartel, the
Urabenos, they heard the woman offer merchandise with "zero kilometers". But the 23-year-old human trafficker, known by her alias Paola, was
not referring to a car's mileage but to virgin girls she had recruited and groomed to serve as sex slaves for kingpins of the notorious organised
crime network. 

Chikingunya kills 25 in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 27 Apr 15

The virus chikungunya has killed 25 people in Colombia in less than a year, the National Health Institute said Monday. 

US to invest in demining to help Colombia's peace process from Agence France-Presse 27 Apr 15

The United States will provide $5 million for demining activities over the next two years in Colombia, which is trying to thrash out a historic
peace deal with the FARC guerrillas, officials said Monday. 

Colombia's Santos open to dialogue with striking teachers from EFE (Spain) 27 Apr 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said again Monday that his government is open to dialogue with the teachers who are out on strike, as
long as their protests don't harm students. 

OPINION: Devilish Dealmaking In Colombia from Wall Street Journal 27 Apr 15

The predawn execution of 11 Colombian soldiers in the province of Cauca by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) on April 15
is shaping up as a defining moment for President Juan Manuel Santos.

Soldier killed in fighting with FARC rebels in southwest Colombia from EFE (Spain) 26 Apr 15

A soldier was killed in combat with FARC guerrillas in a rural area in Cauca, a province in southwestern Colombia, the army said. 

Colombia's ELN rebels say peace talks near, rule out jail from Reuters 24 Apr 15

Colombia's second-biggest guerrilla group says exploratory talks with the government are very advanced and the "peace train" could start soon,
but warns any deal to end half a century of war will have to rule out jail time for the rebels. 

Colombian president says orgaized crime reduced by half from Xinhua (China) 24 Apr 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said Thursday that cases of organized crime in the country have been reduced by nearly 50 percent in
2015. 

Colombia invites Russia to national arms exhibition from Tass (Russia) 24 Apr 15

Colombia has invited Russia's defence sector companies to participate in the national arms exhibition Exspodefensa-2015, which will be held in
Bogota from November 30 to December 2, Roberto Restrepo, director for international business development of Colombia's company Corferias
that is the exhibition organiser, told TASS. 



Professional liars are undermining justice in Colombia from Associated Press 23 Apr 15

Sen. Luis Fernando Velasco's life began to unravel in 2008 when a lawyer appeared before prosecutors and accused him of conspiring with leftist
rebels to coerce voters to support him. 

UPDATE: Colombian police arrest 72 members of Usuga drug gang from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 15

Colombian police said Wednesday they arrested 72 members of the powerful Clan Usuga drug gang, including regional commanders and a
woman who kidnapped minors to be forced into sexual slavery. 

Ban Ki-moon backs Colombian President in call to accelerate peace process from EFE (Spain) 22 Apr 15

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has offered U.N. support for Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos' efforts to accelerate the peace
process with Colombian rebels. 

Colombia arrests 298 in sweep against child sex abuse from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 15

Authorities in Colombia have arrested 298 people in a nationwide operation against child sex offenders, prosecutors said Tuesday. 

Colombia orders Chinese ship with weapons to sail for Cuba from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 15

A court ordered a Cuba-bound Chinese ship loaded with undeclared weapons to sail for Havana on Tuesday, saying the arms could not be
unloaded and might pose a safety threat. 

Colombia leader lashes back at critics of his peace effort from Associated Press 21 Apr 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos is lashing out at a wave of booing over his response to a deadly attack by leftist rebels. 

Colombia will not cave to political pressure to end peace talks: Santos from Reuters 21 Apr 15

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos said on Tuesday he will not allow peace talks with FARC rebels to collapse under political pressure
from the opposition and renewed calls for the Marxist group to show its commitment to end 50 years of war. 

US doing 'all we can' to help Colombian peace process from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 15

The United States is committed to the peace process being negotiated between the Colombian government and FARC guerrillas and will do
everything in its power to help talks succeed, Secretary of State John Kerry said Tuesday. 

Colombia, FARC Trade Accusations Over Deadly Clash from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 15

Peace negotiators from the Colombian government and FARC guerrillas traded accusations Monday over a clash that left 11 soldiers dead last
week, but vowed to continue the two-year-old peace process. 

Colombia, FARC Trade Accusations Over Deadly Clash from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 15

Peace negotiators from the Colombian government and FARC guerrillas traded accusations Monday over a clash that left 11 soldiers dead last
week, but vowed to continue the two-year-old peace process. 

US top court rejects Colombia Chiquita human rights case from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 15

The US Supreme Court declined Monday to take up a lawsuit filed against US fruit company Chiquita Brands over funding paramilitaries
responsible for human rights violations. 

UPDATE: FARC to maintain cease-fire, but Colombian gov't says rebels behind attack from EFE (Spain) 20 Apr 15

Colombia's FARC guerrilla organization said it will maintain the unilateral and openended cease-fire it declared in December, while the
Colombian government countered that the rebels are responsible for the deaths of 11 soldiers in an attack last week, although Bogota added that it
will not end its peace dialogue with the group. 

Colombian town without water after rebel attack on oil pipeline from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Apr 15

The Colombian town of Arauca was left without water Monday after an attack by leftist rebels on an oil pipeline polluted the local river. 



Colombia's FARC rebels vow to maintain unilateral ceasefire from Reuters 20 Apr 15

Colombia's FARC rebels pledged on Monday to continue their unilateral ceasefire despite a rebel attack last week that killed 11 government
soldiers, and said peace talks with the government should not be broken for any reason. 

In Colombia, Land Mines Are Cleared, Inch By Inch from New York Times 20 Apr 15

...their ability to trust each other and work together was thrown into new doubt last week when 11 army soldiers and at least one rebel fighter were
killed in a confrontation that President Juan Manuel Santos condemned as a violation of a rebel pledge in December not to attack government
forces. 

Drug trafficker who ran network in CentAm arrested in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 19 Apr 15

The suspected leader of a gang that smuggled cocaine into Panama and other Central American countries using speedboats and small fishing
vessels has been arrested, the Colombian navy said. 

2 Guerrillas die in renewed bombing of FARC targets in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 18 Apr 15

Two guerrillas died Saturday in a military bombardment in the central Colombian province of Meta, the first since President Juan Manuel Santos
gave the order this Wednesday to renew airstrikes against FARC camps after 11 soldiers were killed in a rebel attack. 

Colombian military, FARC resume technical meeting in Cuba to end conflict from EFE (Spain) 18 Apr 15

The delegation of Colombian military officers and FARC guerrillas who make up the technical End of Conflict Subcommittee met again Saturday
in Havana, though with tensions reigning in their home country for the 11 soldiers slain Wednesday in a guerrilla attack. 

Park calls for quick ratification of FTA with Colombia from Yonhap (South Korea) 18 Apr 15

South Korean President Park Geun-hye called Friday for quick ratification of a free trade agreement (FTA) with Colombia to further boost
bilateral trade in the second day of her visit to the South American country. 

US condemns 'brutal' FARC attack in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 15

The United States branded a FARC attack that killed 11 Colombian soldiers "brutal" Friday and accused the Marxist guerrillas of violating their
unilateral ceasefire. 

EU calls FARC attack an "obstacle" for reconciliation from EFE (Spain) 17 Apr 15

The High Representative of the European Union, Federica Mogherini, has called the attack carried out on Wednesday by a FARC guerrilla militia,
in which 11 members of the Colombian army were killed and 24 wounded, an "obstacle" to reconciliation. 

Colombia's FARC rebels deny breaking ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 15

Colombia's leftist FARC guerrillas denied Thursday that they had broken their unilateral ceasefire, saying fighting the government has denounced
as a rebel attack was in fact started by the army. 

Colombia accuses FARC of 'war crime' in disputed clash from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 15

Colombia's attorney general accused the FARC rebels Thursday of committing a war crime by ambushing a resting army unit with unconventional
weapons, but the guerrillas insisted they acted in self-defense. 

FARC asks Colombian government to avoid ill-considered measures from EFE (Spain) 16 Apr 15

The negotiating team of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, FARC, has appealed to the Colombian government to "keep a cool head"
and "not adopt ill-considered measures" that could jeopardize peace talks and the unilateral cease-fire maintained by the guerrillas since
December. 

UPDATE: Colombian president renews anti-FARC air strikes from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos ordered the military Wednesday to resume air strikes on the leftist FARC guerrillas after they allegedly
killed 10 soldiers in a "vile" attack. 



UPDATE: Eleven dead in clash between army and FARC rebels in Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 15 Apr 15

Ten soldiers and at least one rebel were killed in a clash between the Army and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) in southern
Colombia, the authorities said Wednesday. 

Colombian army denounces FARC guerrillas for recruiting minors from Xinhua (China) 15 Apr 15

The Colombian army on Tuesday denounced Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrillas for continued recruitment of minors,
after the rebel group promised to stop in February. 

Ex-Colombia ministers convicted of bribes on behalf of Uribe from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

Two Cabinet ministers for then President Alvaro Uribe are being sentenced to six years in jail for bribing lawmakers to support the conservative
leader's 2006 re-election. 

Colombia modifies bill to judge killings in military courts from Associated Press 14 Apr 15

Under pressure from human rights groups, Colombia's government is backtracking on proposed legislation that would potentially deny justice for
the families of thousands of victims of extrajudicial killings at the hands of the U.S.-backed military. 

FARC violated cease-fire 5 times last month, investigators say from EFE (Spain) 14 Apr 15

The FARC launched five offensive actions last month in violation of the unilateral, indefinite cease-fire that began on Dec. 20, a report by
CERAC, a think tank that studies violence in the country, said. 

Santos: FARC must see the "golden opportunity" for peace from EFE (Spain) 13 Apr 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said Monday that he hopes the FARC guerrillas hear the international clamor for peace in this country
expressed by the leaders participating in the 7th Summit of the Americas held over the weekend in Panama. 

Colombia rebels thank LatAm leaders for backing peace process from Xinhua (China) 13 Apr 15

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) on Sunday thanked Latin America leaders for supporting its peace negotiations with the
Colombian government. 

Army Reviewing Rape Charges Against U.S. Troops In Colombia from NPR 13 Apr 15

In recent years, the country of Columbia has been the scene of scandal for U.S. security officials. Last month, a Justice Department investigation
found that DEA agents were attending sex parties with Colombian prostitutes. That follows a similar incident a few years ago when members of
President Obama's Secret Service team were sent home after partying with prostitutes. And now, the government of Colombia has issued a truth
commission report on the country's civil war that alleges multiple cases of sexual abuse by U.S. troops or military contractors.

Colombian generals investigated for "false positives" from BBC 12 Apr 15

The Colombian attorney general says he is investigating 22 generals for their alleged roles in the murder of civilians in the "false positives"
scandal. 

Hacker gets 10 years in jail for spying on Colombia peace process from EFE (Spain) 11 Apr 15

A Colombian court sentenced hacker Andres Sepulveda to 10 years in prison after he admitted to various crimes, including spying on the
government's peace talks with the FARC, and accepted the prosecution's offer of a reduced penalty in exchange for his cooperation. 

Colombia FARC rebels say they cannot be judged as 'common criminals' from Reuters 10 Apr 15

Colombia's FARC rebels cannot be submitted to the same judicial processes as "common criminals" under a possible peace deal, the Marxist
group said on Friday. 

Thousands march in Colombia to support peace process from Associated Press 9 Apr 15

Colombia has extended a suspension of air attacks on the country's main rebel movement amid a day of marches in support of peace. 

Colombia to extend suspension of bombing raids on rebels from Reuters 9 Apr 15



Colombia will extend its halt on bombing raids against Marxist FARC rebels for another month, President Juan Manuel Santos said on Thursday
after ordering a one-month suspension of the air raids in March to abet talks to end 50 years of war. 

Colombia's Santos: U.S. sanctions on Venezuela 'counterproductive' from Miami Herald 8 Apr 15

On the eve of the 7th Summit of the Americas, Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos agreed to answer a series of questions in writing about
the hemispheric meeting, the crisis in Venezuela, why he's having trouble connecting with Colombians in Miami and why the peace process in
Colombia won't produce an overnight "miracle." 

Colombian navy seizes more than 5 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 7 Apr 15

The Colombian navy seized 5.2 tons of cocaine being transported in the Pacific in a St. Vincent and the Grenadines-flagged boat toward Central
America, the institution reported Tuesday. 

Colombia's Cano Limon oil pipeline halted by bomb attack from Reuters 6 Apr 15

Colombia's Cano Limon oil pipeline has been shut down following a bomb attack on Sunday evening, state-run oil company Ecopetrol said,
adding that it did not expect exports to be disrupted. 

3 Police officers killed in attack in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 5 Apr 15

Three police officers were killed and a fourth was wounded in an attack staged by unidentified individuals in a rural area in Norte de Santander, a
Colombian province that borders Venezuela, the National Police said. 

Pope Francis to visit Colombia, urges support for peace process from Reuters 2 Apr 15

Pope Francis will visit Colombia, the Vatican said on Thursday, as the pontiff urged Colombians to work for peace as the country conducts talks
with Marxist rebels to end 50 years of war. 

Colombian police seize almost a ton of cocaine in Cartagena from EFE (Spain) 2 Apr 15

Colombian anti-drug police at the port of Cartagena seized 985 kilograms of cocaine hidden in eight containers destined for the Dominican
Republic, authorities said Thursday. 

Colombia puts two new naval ships into service from Xinhua (China) 31 Mar 15

The Colombian Navy on Monday put two new naval ships into service in the country's Pacific waters in order to defend its sovereignty and
strengthen maritime operations against drug trafficking by speedboats in particular. 

Colombian gov't, FARC agree to begin land-mine removal from EFE (Spain) 27 Mar 15

The Colombian government and FARC rebels have agreed to start removing land-mines from two provinces, though they still haven't decided
exactly where the work will be done. 

Colombia seizes 650 kilos of cocaine off Pacific coast from Xinhua (China) 27 Mar 15

The Colombian navy on Thursday seized 650 kilos of cocaine inside a speedboat en route to North America in the waters near the town of
Tumaco, in the southwestern Narino department. 

Russia backs Colombia's efforts to resolve conflict with rebels - Lavrov from Tass (Russia) 25 Mar 15

Moscow supports the Colombian government's efforts on promoting the negotiation process with the rebels, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey
Lavrov said on Wednesday. 

Colombian authorities break up group that carried out attacks for ELN rebels from EFE (Spain) 24 Mar 15

Colombian police on Tuesday captured five members of a criminal organization that - at the behest of the National Liberation Army, or ELN,
guerrillas - placed and detonated explosives in recent weeks in this capital, authorities said. 

The hazard below: Colombia tackles its landmine issue amid peace talks from Miami Herald 24 Mar 15

As a child soldier for Colombia's largest guerrilla group, Jairo watched his fellow fighters seed trails and pastures with anti-personnel mines



designed to kill and maim. 

Colombian army reports FARC attack during ceasefire from Xinhua (China) 23 Mar 15

The Colombian army said on Monday that an attack carried out by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) rebels killed a solider
and injured three soldiers in Calamar municipality, in southeast of the country. 

Colombia's hunt for elusive drug lord Otoniel from BBC 23 Mar 15

Widescreen TV sets hooked up to satellite dishes, expensive drinks and perfumes - these are just some of the luxury items Colombian police have
found in huts in the otherwise poor rural area of Uraba, in western Colombia. 

Colombian army nabs drug suspect wanted in U.S. from EFE (Spain) 23 Mar 15

A Colombian man wanted in the United States on drug trafficking charges was detained by soldiers near the border with Panama, Colombia's
army said Monday. 

Colombia's FARC rebels say will clear landmines out of humanitarism from Xinhua (China) 22 Mar 15

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) said here on Sunday that it will choose some areas to clear landmines in the first stage and
the act is out of humanitarism. 

Four killed in Colombia FARC clash from Agence France-Presse 22 Mar 15

Three FARC guerrillas and one soldier were killed in a military operation in central Colombia, the army reported Sunday. 

Colombia drug debate revived as herbicide deemed carcinogen from Associated Press 22 Mar 15

The new labeling of the world's most-popular weed killer as a likely cause of cancer is raising more questions for an aerial spraying program in
Colombia that is the cornerstone of the U.S.-backed war on drugs. 

Drug gang led by female trafficker from Mexico nabbed in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 21 Mar 15

Colombian police captured in Bogota five members of a drug trafficking gang that also operated in Panama and Mexico, and which was led by a
woman, officials said Saturday. 

Colombia and US seize five tons of cocaine from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 15

Colombian authorities and US Drug Enforcement Administration agents seized more than five tons of cocaine from a Panamanian-flagged ship in
the waters between Nicaragua and Costa Rica, authorities said Saturday. 

FARC Call On Colombian Leader To Save Ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 15

Colombia’s leftist FARC guerrillas urged President Juan Manuel Santos Thursday to intervene to save their unilateral ceasefire, saying ongoing
army attacks put it at risk. 

A Dynamic Bogotá Attracts Foreign Buyers and Businesses from New York Times 19 Mar 15

Roberto Vale has become a passionate rolo, as residents of Bogotá are known. Mr. Vale, a Venezuelan oil field services executive, fled his
country’s rising crime and socialist government two years ago to open his business and start anew in Colombia’s capital, a burgeoning energy hub.

Colombian rebels threaten to end unilateral truce from Reuters 19 Mar 15

Colombia's Marxist-led FARC guerrillas on Thursday threatened to end a unilateral truce that has been in place since December unless the
government of President Juan Manuel Santos calls off military attacks on rebel positions. 

Trucker strike leads to arrests, food shortages in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 19 Mar 15

A strike of Colombian truckers has left 49 people arrested and is causing food shortages in some regions, authorities said Wednesday. 

Nearly 150 trafficked animals flown to Amazon freedom from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 15

A Colombian Air Force plane whose cargo hold looked more like the hull of Noah's Ark delivered nearly 150 trafficked animals back to the



Amazon on Tuesday following months of rehabilitation. 

Mine-infested Colombia to begin removal in weeks from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 15

A breakthrough agreement to begin clearing Colombia, one of the most mined countries in the world, of its anti-personnel landmines will be
implemented in the coming weeks, officials said Tuesday. 

Organized crime is biggest security and humanitarian threat to Colombia: U.N. from Reuters 16 Mar 15

Colombia's criminal gangs pose the biggest threat to Colombians and are responsible for human trafficking, rights abuses and for forcing tens of
thousands of people to flee their homes each year, the United Nations said. 

US, Cuba resume talks amid Venezuela tensions from Agence France-Presse 16 Mar 15

US and Cuban officials met Monday in Havana for new talks on restoring diplomatic ties, but their historic rapprochement was strained by
tensions over Venezuela. 

Only one point left to finalize dialogue agenda, says Colombia's ELN from EFE (Spain) 16 Mar 15

Colombian guerrilla group National Liberation Army, or ELN, said that there remains only one pending point to "clearly" define an agenda for
negotiations for an eventual peace dialogue with the government. 

INTERVIEW: Colombia prepares for peace dividend after half century of conflict from The Telegraph (UK) 16 Mar 15

The country's president tells Szu Ping Chan he is confident of higher growth as its long-running guerrilla war finally draws to a close Juan Manuel
Santos is a man ready for change. Colombia's president is used to making quick decisions that don't always follow protocol. 

1 Of the 50 drug traffickers most wanted by DEA arrested in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 14 Mar 15

Colombian police in the northern province of La Guajira have arrested Jose Elber Merchan Cortes, alias "El Alcalde," one of the 50 drug
traffickers most wanted in the world by the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration, or DEA, officials said Saturday. 

Six suspected FARC fighters killed in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 14 Mar 15

Six suspected FARC fighters were killed in military operations in Colombia this week, the army said, at a fragile time when the leftist guerrilla
group is conducting a unilateral ceasefire. 

Japan, Colombia agree to sign memo for defense exchanges from Kyodo (Japan) 14 Mar 15

Japan and Colombia agreed in their first defense ministerial meeting Saturday to sign a memorandum possibly in May for defense exchanges in
such areas as disaster relief and humanitarian assistance. 

11 Arrested in Colombia for illegal mining from EFE (Spain) 13 Mar 15

Colombian authorities arrested 11 people, including two navy personnel, and destroyed 20 heavy machines in an operation against illegal mining
in the Pacific region, officials said. 

How Colombia went from murder capital to tech powerhouse from CNN 13 Mar 15

When Mark Zuckerberg hosted Facebook's first overseas town hall meeting, he didn't go to Beijing, London or Dubai. Instead, Zuckerberg went
to Bogota, a city once known for drug kingpins and murder. Now, Colombia may be Latin America's best comeback story. 

Seven injured in bomb attack in Bogota, Colombia from Reuters 12 Mar 15

Five police and two civilians were injured after a bomb exploded in the south of Colombia's capital Bogota on Thursday, police said, in the latest
of a string of attacks in the city. 

Colombian top judge asked to resign amid corruption allegations from Xinhua (China) 12 Mar 15

Colombian government on Wednesday urged Constitutional Court head Jorge Pretelt to resign amid accusations that he had asked an oil company
for about 200,000 U.S. dollars in exchange for passing a ruling in the firm's favor. 



Colombian top judge asked to resign amid corruption allegations from Xinhua (China) 12 Mar 15

Colombian government on Wednesday urged Constitutional Court head Jorge Pretelt to resign amid accusations that he had asked an oil company
for about 200,000 U.S. dollars in exchange for passing a ruling in the firm's favor. 

Colombia Is Open to Cease-Fire With Rebels from Wall Street Journal 11 Mar 15

President Juan Manuel Santos said Wednesday that his suspension a day earlier of bombing raids on rebel camps is the first step toward a
permanent bilateral cease-fire, which would be unprecedented in the country’s long conflict if it happened. 

Colombia To Temporarily Halt Bombing Of FARC Rebels: President from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 15

Colombia will stop bombing raids against Marxist FARC rebels for a month, President Juan Manuel Santos said Tuesday, a major stride in a peace
process aimed at ending Latin America’s longest-running civil war. 

Colombian guerrillas free four hostages from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 15

Colombia's second largest guerrilla group, the National Liberation Army, on Tuesday freed four geologists it had been holding hostage since mid-
February, the International Committee of the Red Cross said. 

Strong Earthquake Shakes Eastern Colombia from Huffington Post 10 Mar 15

A strong earthquake shook eastern Colombia on Tuesday, causing buildings to sway in the capital and elsewhere but there were no immediate
reports of damage or injuries. The quake had a magnitude of 6.2 and was centered near the city of Bucaramanga, about 175 miles (280 kilometers)
north of Bogota, according to the U.S. Geological Survey. 

EDITORIAL: Hope for Colombia's Peace Process from New York Times 10 Mar 15

Over the past decade, American intelligence and military personnel, drawing little attention or controversy, have helped the Colombian
government make substantial inroads in the fight against a guerrilla group in the mountains of the country.

Report: Violence Persists In Colombian Port City from Miami Herald 10 Mar 15

A year after the government said it would crack down on horrific crimes in the port city of Buenaventura, problems persist, including child
recruitment and dismemberment, Human Rights Watch reported Wednesday. 

Colombia's president says to halt bombings of Marxist rebels for a month from Reuters 10 Mar 15

Colombia's armed forces will halt bombing raids against Marxist FARC rebels for one month, President Juan Manuel Santos said on Tuesday, in
recognition of the unilateral ceasefire declared by the guerrillas, who are in peace talks with the government. 

Colombia's ELN rebels call for US to step up in peace talks from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 15

Colombia's ELN rebels have called on the US to assume responsibility for a role in the Colombian armed conflict, as peace talks make new strides
forward. 

Five Military Officials Join Ceasefire Negotiations from Business Monitor International 9 Mar 15

Colombia has moved closer to a ceasefire agreement with rebel group Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias Colombia (FARC) after five top military
officials travelled to Cuba to participate in peace talks. 

Colombia puts Chinese ship captain under house arrest from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 15

A judge has ordered house arrest for the Chinese captain of a freighter Colombia stopped in port for carrying unregistered Cuba-bound weapons
and materiel, a prosecutor said Sunday. 

Thousands of Colombians rally in support of peace deal from Associated Press 8 Mar 15

Tens of thousands of Colombian took to the streets nationwide Sunday to denounce violence and express support for a deal to end the country's
half-century conflict. 

Colombian gov't and guerrillas reach agreement on landmine removal from EFE (Spain) 8 Mar 15



The government and the FARC guerrilla group have taken a major step toward ending the armed conflict in Colombia by reaching an agreement
on the removal of landmines during negotiations in the Cuban capital that included the presence of high-level army commanders for the first time. 

Colombia, leftist FARC in deal on demining from Agence France-Presse 7 Mar 15

Colombia's government and Marxist FARC rebels announced Saturday they had reached a deal on demining, a stride forward on a key issue to
negotiate peace after decades of conflict. 

Colombians Catch Illegal Arms On Chinese Ship Bound For Cuba from Washington Times 6 Mar 15

A Chinese cargo ship has been detained by Colombian authorities for illegally shipping a large amount of arms to Cuba. The container ship, called
the Da Dan Xia, is owned by the Chinese government-run shipping giant China Ocean Shipping Co. and was passing through Colombia on
Saturday, en route to Cuba. Colombian authorities received a tip from an unidentified source and boarded the ship. 

Conflict-Related Violence Down 40%, Says Report from Business Monitor International (UK) 5 Mar 15

Conflict-related violence in Colombia declined 40% in 2014 despite increased attacks by the rebel group National Liberation Army (ELN),
according to the annual conflict monitoring report by the Foundation for Peace and Reconciliation (PARES). 

Colombian army, FARC begin 'unprecedented' talks from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 15

Colombian army generals met commanders from leftist guerrilla group FARC for the first time Thursday to begin work on a ceasefire proposal
aimed at ending their five-decade conflict. 

FARC Demands Colombia Government Release Classified Files from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 15

Colombia’s FARC rebels called on the government Wednesday to release classified military and intelligence files about the half-century old civil
war, saying full disclosure is key to any future reconciliation between the two sides. 

Colombian military authorities open contacts w/ FARC on ending conflict from EFE (Spain) 5 Mar 15

Peace negotiations between the Colombian government and the FARC guerrillas moved a step closer toward ending the country's internal conflict
when a group of top-level military officers arrived in this capital to hold an unprecedented face-to-face meeting with the rebels to discuss
proposals for a permanent cease-fire. 

Report: Killings continue in Colombia city at alarming rate from Associated Press 4 Mar 15

Criminal gangs continue to operate freely in the port city of Buenaventura, carrying out murders and dismembering victims at an alarming rate
one year after Colombia created a special task force to curb violence there, Human Rights Watch says in a new report released Wednesday. 

FARC demand amnesty for all their members from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 4 Mar 15

The leftist Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) demanded an amnesty for all their fighters in talks with the Colombian government
in Havana. 

UPDATE: China says detained ship involved in 'normal trade cooperation' from Reuters 4 Mar 15

China's foreign ministry said on Wednesday that a ship detained in Colombia for illegally transporting arms and operated by China's largest
shipping group was involved in "normal trade cooperation". 

Colombia's FARC rebels say no peace without immunity from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 15

Colombia's leftist FARC guerrillas said Tuesday they will not sign any peace deal that allows their members to be tried and jailed. 

Suspected killer of Colombian journalist arrested from EFE (Spain) 3 Mar 15

Police in Colombia have arrested the suspected killer of journalist Luis Peralta Cuellar, who was gunned down Feb. 14 in the southern province of
Caqueta, authorities said Tuesday. 

Colombia discusses arms cargo aboard detained Chinese ship from EFE (Spain) 3 Mar 15

Colombian authorities on Tuesday confirmed they had found a large quantity of armaments and ammunition with irregular shipping documents on



board the Chinese-flagged vessel Da Dan Xia, which was ultimately headed for Cuba but made a stop in Cartagena. 

OPINION: Obama Elbows Into the Colombia Peace Talks from Wall Street Journal 2 Mar 15

Meddling in the FARC negotiations advances his Cuba policy; the rest is collateral damage. 

Colombia is braced for 'new normal' as oil plunges from The Telegraph (UK) 2 Mar 15

THE era of $100 oil is over, according to Colombia's finance minister, who said his country was preparing for a "new normal" of $60 to $70 per
barrel.

U.S. special envoy meets Colombian peace teams for first time from Reuters 1 Mar 15

The recently appointed U.S. special envoy to Colombian peace talks met with government and rebel negotiators for the first time on Sunday,
holding separate sessions with each side, a Colombian government official said. 

ELN frees Colombian mayor it had kidnapped in December from EFE (Spain) 1 Mar 15

The National Liberation Army, or ELN, released a mayor it had kidnapped late last year claiming it intended to "place him on trial" for corruption,
Colombian authorities said Sunday. 

Former top Colombian officials convicted in domestic spying scandal from Agence France-Presse 28 Feb 15

Colombia's Supreme Court has convicted the country's former intelligence boss and a presidential chief of staff of spying on judges, journalists
and politicians during the presidency of Alvaro Uribe. 

Colombia seizes over 400 kg of cocaine from Xinhua (China) 27 Feb 15

Colombian officers seized on Thursday 431 kg of cocaine that is estimated to be worth 12 million U.S. dollars on the black market. 

Colombian president meets U.S. envoy on peace process from Xinhua (China) 27 Feb 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Thursday met Bernard Aronson, the U.S. special envoy to the South American nation's peace
process. 

Colombia's Santos confident of peace accord with FARC this year from EFE (Spain) 26 Feb 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos, in an interview with Efe, expressed his confidence that formal peace negotiations will be opened with
the ELN guerrillas and a peace agreement with the larger FARC rebel group will be concluded so that, by the end of his term in 2018, peace will
reign in the South American country. 

3 plead not guilty to trying arms sale to Colombian rebels from Associated Press 26 Feb 15

Three men have pleaded not guilty to conspiring in Europe to sell military-grade weapons to informants who claimed they wanted to shoot down
American helicopters in Colombia. 

Montenegro extradites accused arms traffickers to US from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 15

Montenegro on Wednesday extradited to the United States three international arms traffickers who face charges in New York of conspiring to
supply Colombia's Marxist FARC rebels with weapons intended to kill Americans. 

Colombia peace talks saved 5,000 people from death, injury: report from Reuters 25 Feb 15

Colombia's ongoing peace negotiations with Marxist FARC rebels saved 5,000 people from being killed or injured last year, amid fewer
confrontations between the military and guerrillas, according to a report by a local think-tank on Wednesday. 

Hiding In Plain Sight: Colombia’s Newest Volcano from Miami Herald 25 Feb 15

It’s not often that scientists discover a new volcano, but that’s what happened in the farming village of Florencia — smack in the middle of the
country. Colombia’s Geological Service (SGC) announced this week that an overgrown mound that had long been mistaken for a hill was, in fact,
a dormant but highly explosive volcano. 



Colombia peace deal should ensure criminals held to account: Annan from Reuters 25 Feb 15

Those responsible for crimes committed during Colombia's 50-year war must be held accountable as part of a peace deal between the government
and Marxist rebels, ex-United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan said on Wednesday. 

Colombia Attorney General's office against NATO agreement from EFE (Spain) 24 Feb 15

Colombia's Attorney General's Office has announced it is asking the Constitutional Court to declare the country's agreement on cooperation and
information security with the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, NATO, to be without merit. 

Colombia ELN guerrillas claim kidnap of four geologists from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 15

Colombia's leftist ELN guerrilla group claimed Tuesday to have kidnapped four geologists missing since last week in the northeast of the country. 

Colombia welcomes naming of US special envoy to peace talks from Agence France-Presse 23 Feb 15

President Juan Manuel Santos on Monday welcomed the appointment of a US special envoy to Colombia's talks with FARC rebels as a strong
signal of Washington's interest in a peace agreement. 

12 Arrested accused of selling hostages to Colombian rebels from EFE (Spain) 23 Feb 15

Colombian authorities have arrested 12 people, including a town councilor, for being members of a gang of kidnappers that sold their victims to
the guerrillas of the National Liberation Army, according to judicial sources. 

OPINION: Colombian Terrorists Want Amnesty For War Crimes from Wall Street Journal 23 Feb 15

The FARC smears the country’s military to set up a false narrative of moral equivalence. 

3 Mexican students arrested on drug charges in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 22 Feb 15

Colombian drug enforcement agents arrested three individuals at Bogota's Eldorado airport claiming to be Mexican students who had 53 kilos of
cocaine hidden in notebooks, officials said Sunday. 

Six dead after skirmishes between troops, rebels in Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 22 Feb 15

Six people died Sunday in skirmishes between security forces and leftist rebels in north-eastern Colombia, local media reported, citing regional
authorities. 

Colombia arrests 17 from notorious drug cartel from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 15

Seventeen members of a notorious paramilitary drug gang have been captured during raids in northeast Colombia, officials said Saturday. 

4 Geologists kidnapped by suspected rebels in northern Colombia from EFE (Spain) 21 Feb 15

Four geologists have been kidnapped in a rural area of the northern Colombian province of Norte de Santander, according to the Colombian
Geological Service, or SGC, which said ELN leftist rebels are the likely culprits. 

UPDATE: Colombia judge frees US missionary arrested over alleged FARC ties from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 15

A Colombian judge on Thursday said there was not enough evidence to keep an American missionary jailed after he was arrested over suspected
links to FARC leftist guerrillas. 

Colombian judge frees U.S. missionary accused of ties to rebels from EFE (Spain) 20 Feb 15

A U.S. missionary arrested on charges of aiding Colombia's largest rebel group, the FARC, was released by a judge due to insufficient evidence,
media outlets said Friday. 

US missionary arrested in Colombia over alleged FARC links from Agence France-Presse 19 Feb 15

An American missionary has been arrested in Colombia over suspected links with FARC leftist guerrillas, police and prosecutors said Thursday. 

Colombia issues arrest warrants in probe of bribes paid to rebels from Reuters 19 Feb 15

Colombia's Attorney General's office has issued five arrest warrants as part of an investigation into whether bribes were paid by Italian



construction company SICIM to Marxist rebels to guarantee the security of its employees, an official said on Thursday. 

Colombian avocados want a spot in U.S. guacamole bowls from Miami Herald 19 Feb 15

U.S. consumer demand for the green, buttery vegetable is spiking. And Colombia -- armed with a free-trade agreement with the United States -- is
hoping to be the next big player in America's guacamole bowl. 

Colombian police seize 3.2 tons of cocaine destined for Mexico from EFE (Spain) 18 Feb 15

The Colombian Anti-drug Police seized 3.2 tons of cocaine in the Caribbean port city of Cartagena, from where the drug was to have been
shipped to Veracruz, Mexico, the department announced Wednesday. 

Colombian police seizes 260 kilos of cocaine from Xinhua (China) 18 Feb 15

Colombian police seized on Tuesday 260 kilograms of cocaine in the country's central department of Cundinamarca. 

Colombian police die in bombing from EFE (Spain) 18 Feb 15

Two police officers were killed and three others wounded Wednesday when unidentified attackers detonated explosives near a patrol vehicle,
Colombian authorities said. 

Political chief of feared Usuga cartel arrested in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 18 Feb 15

A leader of one of Colombia's most feared crime syndicates has been arrested and was due to appear in court in Wednesday, justice officials in
Bogota said. 

Colombian army seizes more than 900 kg of FARC explosives from EFE (Spain) 17 Feb 15

The Colombian army located and destroyed 902 kilograms (1,984 pounds) of explosives belonging to the FARC guerrillas with which they were
intending to make more than 3,600 antipersonnel mines, the military said Tuesday. 

Colombian rebel group, FARC, to discharge minors under 15 from EFE (Spain) 17 Feb 15

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, FARC, leftist rebel group has said it is considering discharging fighters younger than 15 from its
ranks, a week after it announced that it would stop recruiting youths under 17 years old. 

Colombia's police director proposes resumption of death penalty from Xinhua (China) 16 Feb 15

Colombia's police director proposed Sunday restarting the debate on death penalty, citing the recent killing of four children in the southwestern
city of Florencia. 

Colombian journalist murdered after receiving death threats from EFE (Spain) 15 Feb 15

Colombian journalist Luis Peralta Cuellar, who had received death threats and survived an attack in 2010, was murdered in the southern province
of Caqueta, the Press Freedom Foundation, or Flip, reported Sunday. 

Guerrilla involved in 1999 hijacking killed in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 15 Feb 15

Three National Liberation Army, or ELN, guerrillas, including a rebel involved in the 1999 hijacking of an Avianca plane, were killed in fighting
with army troops, while five other insurgents were captured, the Colombian Defense Ministry said. 

Colombia proposes world's largest eco-corridor with Brazil, Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 14 Feb 15

Colombia's government will draw up plans to join with Brazil and Venezuela in creating the world's largest ecological corridor, a project aimed at
mitigating the effects of climate change and preserving biodiversity, President Juan Manuel Santos announced. 

Colombia detains 16 Pakistanis trying to reach US from Agence France-Presse 14 Feb 15

Colombian authorities detained 16 Pakistani nationals who illegally entered the country and were trying to reach the United States, immigration
officials said Friday. 

Colombia's FARC rebels renounce recruitment of minors under 17 from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 15



Colombia's leftist FARC guerrillas pledged Thursday to stop recruiting children under 17 years old, increasing the age at which it inducts youths
into its ranks from 15 to 17. 

How Colombia Became The King Of Valentine’s Day from Miami Herald 12 Feb 15

The Valentine’s Day industrial complex, complete with mandatory red roses and bouquets of flowers, owes a debt to the sweeping savannahs
around this capital city. 

2 Kidnapped by rebels in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 11 Feb 15

Two people were kidnapped by the rebel National Liberation Army, or ELN, in the northwestern Colombian province of Choco, police sources
told Efe Wednesday. 

Colombian academics differ over legitimacy of rebel group's armed struggle from EFE (Spain) 11 Feb 15

Members of the Historical Commission of the Conflict and its Victims have agreed that the responsibility for Colombia's long insurgency war be
shared by the country's main rebel group, the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, FARC, the government and the paramilitary. 

Turkish president visits Colombia to boost trade, cooperation from Xinhua (China) 11 Feb 15

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan pledge Tuesday to boost trade, defense and culture cooperation with Colombia in his two-day official
visit to the nation. 

Colombian pres. vows "not to bother" successor after leaving office in 2018 from EFE (Spain) 11 Feb 15

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said Tuesday that he will not bother his successor and will retire from politics altogether when he leaves
power in 2018. 

Colombia's ELN rebels free Dutch citizen from Reuters 11 Feb 15

Colombia's Marxist ELN rebels have freed a Dutch citizen kidnapped in January, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) said on
Wednesday after facilitating his liberation. 

Colombia's FARC extends unilateral cease-fire from EFE (Spain) 10 Feb 15

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, announced Tuesday that in accord with a request from the Broad Front for Peace
coalition, Latin America's largest guerrilla organization will maintain the unilateral cease-fire it declared in December. 

ELN guerrillas say they abducted Colombia mayor from Agence France-Presse 10 Feb 15

Colombia's ELN fighters, currently in exploratory peace talks with the government, has claimed responsibility for abducting a mayor, saying he
was corrupt. 

Colombia Farc: Guerrillas invite Miss Universe to talks from BBC 8 Feb 15

Rebels from Colombia's Farc militia have invited the country's newly crowned Miss Universe to assist their peace negotiations with the
government. 

About 60 bodies found in mass grave in Colombia from Associated Press 7 Feb 15

Colombian investigators say they've found about 60 bodies in a mass grave in the southwest of the country and say the people were likely killed
by right-wing paramilitary groups between 2000 and 2005. 

Colombia's FARC seeks reinvention as political party from Agence France-Presse 7 Feb 15

Leftist FARC guerrillas on Saturday vowed to lay down their weapons and reinvent themselves as a political party, if the Colombian government
follows through with the reforms under discussion in peace talks. 

Colombian police neutralize explosive device from EFE (Spain) 6 Feb 15

Colombian police on Friday carried out controlled detonations to neutralize an explosive device found in Bogota's central La Macarena
neighborhood, authorities said. 



Colombia's No. 2 rebel group says accord with gov't remains distant from EFE (Spain) 5 Feb 15

The National Liberation Army, or ELN, Colombia's second-largest guerrilla group, does not expect to reach a peace agreement with the
government in the near future, leader Nicolas Rodriguez Bautista, known as "Gabino," said in an interview aired Thursday. 

Four siblings 'slaughtered' in Colombia attack from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 15

Armed men shot dead four siblings aged between seven and 17 in their Colombian home, police said Thursday, with the president lamenting they
had been "slaughtered." 

11 Colombian troops punished for killing civilian from EFE (Spain) 4 Feb 15

The Colombian Inspector General's Office, or "Procuraduria," dismissed and banned from military service for a decade 11 marines who
"arbitrarily" executed a civilian whom they falsely claimed was a guerrilla, the institution said Wednesday. 

Boom in Colombian extortion rings undermines security gains from Associated Press 4 Feb 15

A U.S.-backed military offensive has crushed leftist rebels and right-wing militias over the last decade, leading to a sharp decline in murder and
kidnapping rates that once were among the highest in the world. But the crackdown has spurred less visible forms of violence, none more so than
extortion, frequently carried out by gunmen who go freelance when their criminal organizations are broken up. 

Colombian government, rebels clash over demining from Agence France-Presse 3 Feb 15

The Colombian government lashed out at leftist FARC guerrillas Tuesday for failing to actively work to dismantle minefields present in half the
country's municipalities. 

Colombian navy rescues 4 Ecuadorian fishermen from EFE (Spain) 2 Feb 15

The Colombian navy rescued four Ecuadorian fishermen who had been adrift for 48 hours off the coast of southwestern Nariño province, the
institution reported Monday. 

UPDATE: Colombian guerrillas, government resume talks from Agence France-Presse 2 Feb 15

Leftist FARC guerrillas resumed peace talks with the Colombian government Monday in Cuba, after a year-end break. The Bogota government
and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia have been negotiating for more than two years in Havana to bring an end to the 50-year
insurgency, but key issues remain unresolved, including disarmament and how any agreement should be ratified. 

Colombia's ex-president defends spy chief in wiretap scandal from Agence France-Presse 2 Feb 15

Colombia's former president Alvaro Uribe denied Monday that his onetime intelligence chief had done anything illegal after she was flown home
to face charges of spying on his political opponents. 

Ex-spy Chief Wanted In Colombia For Wiretaps Surrenders from Associated Press 2 Feb 15

The former head of Colombia’s intelligence agency ended several years on the run and surrendered to face charges of spying on opponents of
former President Alvaro Uribe. 

Colombia seeks to speed up peace agreement with rebels from EFE (Spain) 2 Feb 15

Colombian representatives conducting peace talks with the leftist rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, FARC, have traveled to
Havana for the first round of this year's negotiations set to begin Monday with the aim of accelerating an agreement. 

UPDATE: Ex-spy chief wanted in Colombia for wiretaps surrenders from Associated Press 31 Jan 15

The former head of Colombia's intelligence agency has surrendered to authorities. Maria del Pilar Hurtado is accused of ordering illegal wiretaps
on politicians, journalists and even Supreme Court justices opposed to former President Alvaro Uribe. 

US and Colombia arrest 17, disrupt trafficking network from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 15

US and Colombian authorities made 17 arrests and disrupted a criminal network that trafficked drugs between the two countries through
Venezuela and Puerto Rico, they said Thursday. 



ANALYSIS: Investigation shakes up political environment from EIU Viewswire 28 Jan 15

Event: New developments surrounding an investigation into cyber-espionage during the 2014 presidential campaign have shaken the political
environment. 

Former FARC hostage Betancourt calls for trust-building with rebels from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 28 Jan 15

Ingrid Betancourt, a former Colombian presidential candidate who was the most high-profile hostage in the Colombian conflict, called for earnest
negotiation and trust-building efforts with the rebels. 

BLOG: Colombia Calls for Release of Venezuelan Political Prisoner from New York Times 28 Jan 15

Latin American governments typically refrain from criticizing the domestic policies of their neighbors. But Colombia broke with that unwritten
rule this week by calling on Venezuela to free the political prisoner Leopoldo López. 

Colombia calls on Venezuela to release jailed opponent from Associated Press 27 Jan 15

Colombia is taking a tougher tone with neighboring Venezuela by calling for the release of a jailed opposition leader. Since taking office in 2010,
President Juan Manuel Santos has been reluctant to criticize Caracas, hoping to avoid a return of tensions that had the countries hinting at a
possible armed conflict in 2008. 

Colombia police capture crime boss over Asprilla threats from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 15

Colombian police said Monday they have captured a notorious local crime boss accused of threatening former international striker Faustino
"Tino" Asprilla. 

25 Colombia military, police sanctioned for spying on peace talks from EFE (Spain) 23 Jan 15

Colombia's armed forces expelled five of its members and removed 20 others from their current duties over their suspected role in spying
operations targeting the government's peace process with the FARC guerrilla group. 

Peace could destroy environment in Colombia, warns U.N. from EFE (Spain) 22 Jan 15

Implementing some of the agreements reached during peace talks between the Colombian government and the leftist rebels of the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia, FARC, could destroy a great part of the country's environment, the Colombian office of the United Nations has
warned. 

UPDATE: Woman officer killed in Bogota police HQ shooting from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 15

A Colombian policewoman was killed and two other officers wounded in a shooting inside the Bogota police headquarters Wednesday, apparently
following an argument between lovers, officials said. 

Colombia adds 32 combat vehicles near border with Venezuela from Reuters 22 Jan 15

Colombia has incorporated 32 Canadian-built bulletproof combat vehicles into a new tactical unit stationed close to the border with Venezuela,
the Defence Ministry said on Thursday. 

Colombia Unlikely to Cut Defense Budget If FARC Deal Is Reached, Officials Say from Wall Street Journal 20 Jan 15

Colombia is unlikely to immediately cut its hefty defense budget if a peace a deal is reached with Marxist guerrillas, said two senior ministers
Monday, even as analysts say the decline in oil prices will squeeze government finances. 

UPDATE: FARC demands Colombia stop ceasefire 'abuse' from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 15

The communist FARC guerrillas demanded on Tuesday that Colombia's government do more to respect a unilateral ceasefire begun last month, as
the sides work to end a half-century of civil war. 

OECD recommends tax reform for Colombia from Xinhua (China) 20 Jan 15

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) on Monday recommended tax reform for Colombia in order to boost
investment. 



UPDATE: FARC ceasefire holds one month on: Colombian officials from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 15

A month-long ceasefire by FARC guerrillas is holding in Colombia, officials said Tuesday, as the two sides continue to seek a negotiated end to a
half-century of civil war. 

2 Colombian cops die in ELN guerrilla attack from EFE (Spain) 20 Jan 15

Two police officers died in an attack by the National Liberation Army, or ELN, guerrillas in southeastern Nariño province, law enforcement
authorities said Tuesday. 

Colombia views decisive phase of peace talks with "moderate optimism" from EFE (Spain) 20 Jan 15

Colombia's peace negotiations are reaching a decisive phase that the government views with "moderate optimism" due to the complexity of the
issues and believes that it will take a total committment from the FARC rebels and the citizens to bring the 50-year armed conflict in the country
to an end. 

Santos: Bilateral cease-fire w/ FARC could come before peace from EFE (Spain) 19 Jan 15

After saying for months that fighting with the FARC guerrillas would only cease when a definitive peace accord is reached, Colombian President
Juan Manuel Santos said Monday that a bilateral and openended ceasefire with the rebels could come before that. 

Colombia, FARC 'differences' on post-conflict justice: negotiator from Agence France-Presse 19 Jan 15

Colombia and the FARC have "considerable differences" about what kind of justice should be meted out to rebels who lay down their arms as part
of a peace agreement, a top negotiator acknowledged Monday. 

Colombia’s Government Seeks Bilateral Cease-Fire With FARC Rebels from Wall Street Journal 16 Jan 15

President Juan Manuel Santos Says Deal Would Be Important Step To End Half Century of Conflict 

Colombia: President Hints At Shift On A Cease-Fire from New York Times 16 Jan 15

President Juan Manuel Santos appeared to open a window this week to a bilateral cease-fire with Colombia’s main rebel group, saying that while
peace talks to end more than 50 years of war continue, “We are seeking to de-escalate the intensity of the conflict.” 

Facebook Founder In Colombia To Promote Affordable Internet from Agence France-Presse 15 Jan 15

Improved Internet access can be a force for peace, Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg said during a trip to Colombia to promote his project to
boost web availability for two-thirds of the world not yet connected. 

Facebook Founder Launches Free Internet Project In Colombia from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg traveled to Colombia on Wednesday to bring his global Internet-access initiative to Latin America. 

Colombian Army Denies FARC Claim Of Eight Dead from Agence France-Presse 15 Jan 15

Colombia’s military denied a claim by the FARC rebel group that eight soldiers were killed this week in a counter-insurgency operation. 

Explosion in Colombia mine kills three from EFE (Spain) 13 Jan 15

Three miners died and one was injured in a blast at a mine near Angelopolis, in northwestern Colombia, local press reports said. 

Colombian gov't and FARC to resume peace talks on Jan 26 from EFE (Spain) 12 Jan 15

Colombian government representatives and members of the lefist Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, FARC, guerrilla rebels are to begin
their next round of peace negotiations on Jan. 26. 

FARC says Colombian army offensive puts truce at risk from EFE (Spain) 10 Jan 15

FARC negotiators in Havana warned Saturday that the "continuing military offensive" of the Colombian army against guerrilla units puts "at
serious risk" the unilateral and indefinite truce that the insurgency decreed last Dec. 20. 



Colombia police nab head of Office of Envigado drug gang from EFE (Spain) 10 Jan 15

Colombia's National Police said it has arrested the top leader of the Office of Envigado drug gang, which was founded as the enforcement wing of
late drug lord Pablo Escobar's Medellin cartel. 

Colombia police nab head of Office of Envigado drug gang from EFE (Spain) 10 Jan 15

Colombia's National Police said it has arrested the top leader of the Office of Envigado drug gang, which was founded as the enforcement wing of
late drug lord Pablo Escobar's Medellin cartel. 

Colombians ask US Supreme Court to reverse Chiquita decision from Associated Press 8 Jan 15

Attorneys for thousands of Colombians are asking the U.S. Supreme Court to review a decision tossing out their lawsuits against Chiquita Brands
International over payments made to a right-wing paramilitary group. 

Colombia’s ELN Guerrillas Inch Toward Peace Talks from Miami Herald 8 Jan 15

Colombia’s second-largest guerrilla group announced Wednesday that it’s open to peace talks with the government and would consider a ceasefire
if negotiations begin in earnest. 

4G Internet connections rise 275 pct. in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 8 Jan 15

Fourth generation connections to the Internet increased 275 percent between January and September 2014, totaling 808,762 subscriptions, the
Information and Communications Technology Ministry said. 

Colombia passes law for referendum on peace agreement along with elections from EFE (Spain) 7 Jan 15

The Colombian government has passed a law to allow the holding of a popular referendum on a possible peace agreement with the leftist
Colombian Revolutionary Armed Forces, FARC, rebel group on the same day as elections in the country, officials said. 

Colombia rebel group opens door to peace talks from Associated Press 7 Jan 15

Colombia's second-largest rebel group said it's willing to lay down its weapons if government-brokered peace talks open political space for leftist
groups. 

Colombian FM hopes FTA with S. Korea can be ratified in months from Yonhap (South Korea) 7 Jan 15

Colombia's foreign minister expressed hope Wednesday that Bogota's domestic process for the ratification of its free trade deal with South Korea
can be completed "in the coming months." 

Afro-Colombian leader threatened after denouncing illegal mining from EFE (Spain) 6 Jan 15

An Afro-Colombian leader who traveled to Bogota to denounce illegal mining in the southwestern province of Cauca told Efe she fled her home
after receiving death threats from armed men. 

Figures show US-Cuba trade hit decade low last year from Associated Press 6 Jan 15

U.S. exports to Cuba hit one of their lowest points in a decade last year, a demonstration of the longstanding barriers to trade that will hamper
President Barack Obama's recent move to expand ties, new figures showed Monday. 

Colombia's Santos calls on ELN rebels to declare ceasefire from Reuters 5 Jan 15

President Juan Manuel Santos called on Monday for the smaller of Colombia's two leftist rebel groups, the ELN, to join the larger FARC
guerrillas in declaring a unilateral ceasefire as peace talks advance to end a 50 year war. 

Army captures rebel leader accused of attacks in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 2 Jan 15

Colombian troops have captured the second-in-command of a unit of the leftist Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, FARC, rebel group in
the southern part of the country, according to military sources. 

Colombian police seize 3.6 tons of marijuana from EFE (Spain) 31 Dec 14

Drug enforcement agents seized 3.6 tons of marijuana hidden in a shipment of flour, spaghetti and cooking oil in southwestern Colombia, officials



said Wednesday. 

Spread of Chikungunya causes alarm in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 30 Dec 14

With almost 75,000 confirmed cases since July, the spread of the Chikungunya virus is causing alarm in Colombia, where the government came
under criticism Tuesday by a spokesman for the Medical Federation. 

FEATURE: In Colombia, a palm oil boom has its roots in years of fighting from Washington Post 30 Dec 14

...As the government and the country's largest rebel group, the FARC, now attempt to reach a peace accord to end the fighting, Colombia faces the
painstaking task of trying to sort out what happened in Mapiripan and other places like it, and how to move forward. 

Colombia offers reward for capture of alleged rebel killers from Xinhua (China) 29 Dec 14

Colombian authorities Monday offered up to 50 million pesos (nearly 21,000 U.S. dollars) for information leading to the capture of those
responsible for the killings Sunday. 

Guerrilla commander in Havana for peace talks with Colombian gov't from EFE (Spain) 28 Dec 14

Joaquin Gomez, the commander of the Southern Bloc of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, guerrilla group is in Havana
and will participate in the peace talks with the government, officials said Sunday. 

FARC says it has freed Colombian soldier from Associated Press 26 Dec 14

Latin America's oldest and strongest rebel group says it has freed a soldier who was captured earlier this month. 

Colombian rebels call on gov't to join cease-fire from EFE (Spain) 25 Dec 14

Colombia's FARC guerrillas on Thursday asked President Juan Manuel Santos to order the security forces to suspend offensive operations against
the rebels, who initiated a unilateral cease-fire last weekend. 

Oil Shock Hitting Colombia Harder as Bonds Plummet from Bloomberg News 24 Dec 14

The oil boom that enriched bondholders in Colombia is now turning against them. 

Colombia army launches search for soldier kidnapped by rebels from Reuters 23 Dec 14

Colombia's army has launched a search operation for a soldier kidnapped during an ambush by leftist FARC rebels last week in which five of his
colleagues were killed, a spokesperson said on Tuesday. 

Colombia views U.S.-Cuba accord as historic watershed from EFE (Spain) 22 Dec 14

The agreement for the restoration of diplomatic ties between the United States and Cuba marks a before and after in the history of U.S. relations
with Latin America, Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said Monday. 

Colombian army confirms missing soldier kidnapped by FARC rebels from EFE (Spain) 22 Dec 14

A Colombian soldier who was missing last Friday after a clash with the FARC guerrillas in southwestern Cauca province was kidnapped by the
rebels, the army announced Monday. 

Colombia rebels begin indefinite, unilateral ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 20 Dec 14

Leftist rebels in Colombia began a unilateral ceasefire Saturday hailed as a key step in peace negotiations -- but uncertainty marred the truce,
which the guerrillas threatened to break if attacked by the army. 

UPDATE: U.N. offers to verify ceasefire in Colombia at parties' request from EFE (Spain) 19 Dec 14

The United Nations has the willingness and the experience to oversee a ceasefire in Colombia if the parties involved so request it, U.N.
representative in Colombia Fabrizio Hochschild has said. 

ANALYSIS: The FARC’s ceasefire gambit from The Economist 18 Dec 14

A good sign, though one that poses a dilemma for the government 



Colombia's government rebuffs rebel truce from Associated Press 18 Dec 14

Colombia's government is rebuffing a unilateral truce declared by the country's largest rebel group as unacceptable. 

UPDATE: Colombian gov't praises FARC cease-fire, rejects monitoring from EFE (Spain) 18 Dec 14

Colombia's government on Thursday welcomed the announcement by FARC guerrillas of a unilateral cease-fire to start this weekend, but officials
rejected the rebels' demand for international verification. 

Easing embargo would boost Cuba's moribund economy from Agence France-Presse 18 Dec 14

Easing the 54-year-old US trade embargo would be breath of fresh air for communist Cuba's moribund economy, giving greater life to recent
reforms by the island's communist regime. 

Guatemala seize 540 kilos of cocaine from Colombia from Agence France-Presse 18 Dec 14

Guatemala's army seized off the coast of the South Pacific 540 kilos of cocaine from Colombia and captured two Guatemalans and a Colombian,
police said Thursday. 

Colombia's Trasandino oil pipeline shut by rebel bomb attack from Reuters 17 Dec 14

The Trasandino pipeline in southern Colombia was suspended on Wednesday after a bomb attack by leftist guerrillas that caused a significant oil
spill on the damaged stretch, state-owned oil company Ecopetrol said. 

UPDATE: Colombia's FARC rebels declare unilateral ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 14

Colombia's FARC guerrillas declared an indefinite, unilateral ceasefire Wednesday, saying they would only use weapons if they came under attack
by the army. 

New York charges arms traffickers over FARC conspiracy from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 14

US officials announced Wednesday the arrests of three international arms traffickers for conspiring to supply Colombia's Marxist FARC rebels
with weapons intended to kill Americans. 

A ceasefire announcement in Colombia's war could be expected this Wednesday from EFE (Spain) 17 Dec 14

A ceasefire announcement could be expected this Wednesday during the closing of the latest round of talks between Colombian goverment and the
Revolutionary Armed Forces, FARC, according to sources involved in the negotiations. 

Colombian Congress approves free trade agreement with South Korea from EFE (Spain) 17 Dec 14

Colombia's Congress has approved a Free Trade Agreement, FTA, that was signed by Colombia and South Korea in 2013 and now awaits the
president's approval, the Colombian Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism reported. 

Nine FARC members killed by army raid in Colombian jungle from Reuters 16 Dec 14

Nine members of leftist Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia guerrillas were killed on Monday in an aerial bomb attack by the Colombian
army and in clashes with troops in a southeastern jungle region, President Juan Manuel Santos wrote on Twitter. 

110 Minors recruited by armed groups in Colombia in 2014 from EFE (Spain) 15 Dec 14

Some 110 children and teenagers, both boys and girls, have been recruited to date this year in Colombia by the various armed groups operating in
Colombia, the Public Ombud's office reported Monday. 

Farc 'amnesty': Colombian marchers reject 'impunity' from BBC 13 Dec 14

Thousands of people have joined protests in Colombia against a possible amnesty for Farc rebels as part of a peace process to end 50 years of
conflict. Many of the marchers were supporters of former President Alvaro Uribe, an opponent of his successor, Juan Manuel Santos. 

FARC calls jailing guerrillas as condition of peace pact "unreal" from EFE (Spain) 13 Dec 14

Peace negotiators for the FARC on Saturday said it was "unreal" and "asymmetrical" to make jailing guerrillas in Colombia a condition of a peace



pact "while impunity for the oligarcy, the political class and the armed forces continues." 

Peace negotiations with FARC going in right direction, says Santos from EFE (Spain) 12 Dec 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos has said that his government's talks with the leftist rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia, FARC, in Cuba were going in the right direction, following their resumption after the dialogue was suspended last month. 

Santos: Colombia is now a leading country from EFE (Spain) 11 Dec 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Thursday acknowledged that his country was "on the verge of being a failed state" but had
transformed itself into a "totally different" nation, recognized as a "leader in growth" and pursuing a peace process. 

International courts charges Colombia in raid from Associated Press 10 Dec 14

The Inter-American Court of Human Rights has charged Colombia with human rights violations in connection with the disappearance of 10
people during a military raid in the 1980s. 

ANALYSIS: How have Colombia-FARC peace talks affected scale of conflict? from Christian Science Monitor 10 Dec 14

A new United Nations report provides some sense of the scale of Colombia's conflict since rebel group the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC) began peace talks with the government in 2012, even as negotiations remain in limbo following the capture of a military
general in November. 

UPDATE: Colombian government, rebels restart suspended peace talks from Reuters 10 Dec 14

The Colombian government and leftist FARC guerrillas on Wednesday restarted peace talks that had been suspended over the rebel capture of an
army general who has since been released. 

Football: Asprilla flees Colombian home after threats from Agence France-Presse 10 Dec 14

Colombian former football star Faustino "Tino" Asprilla says he has fled his home city in fear of his life after receiving death threats and extortion
demands from a criminal gang. 

Colombian president eyes 'happy ending' in peace talks from Agence France-Presse 9 Dec 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos called Tuesday for serious peace talks when negotiations between his government and Marxist FARC
guerrillas resume this week to ensure a "happy ending." 

Colombian navy seizes 1.1 tons of cocaine from Xinhua (China) 8 Dec 14

Colombia's navy seized 1,123 kg of cocaine that allegedly belonged to the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), it said on Sunday. 

OPINION: A Dangerous Deal-Sweetener In Colombia from Wall Street Journal 8 Dec 14

President Santos’s latest cave-in would give FARC narco-terrorists a pass on drug trafficking. 

Police rescue kidnapped girl in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 8 Dec 14

An 8-year-old girl who had been kidnapped in Cauca, a province in southwestern Colombia, was rescued on Monday by the army and National
Police, military spokesmen told Efe. 

Colombian authorities capture two rebels planning to attack bus stations from Xinhua (China) 7 Dec 14

Colombian authorities have captured two alleged guerrilla rebels who were planning to attack on Bogota's bus-based mass transit system, known
as "TransMilenio," a local official said on Sunday. 

UPDATE: Colombia, FARC rebels to resume peace talks on Dec. 10 from EFE (Spain) 3 Dec 14

Colombia's government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, guerrilla group said Wednesday they have overcome a crisis
stemming from the capture of an army general and that the next round of negotiations will take place here from Dec. 10-17. 

Colombia, Marxist FARC rebels to restart peace talks this month from Reuters 3 Dec 14



The Colombian government and leftist rebels will renew peace talks this month, officials from guarantor nations Cuba and Norway said on
Wednesday. 

UPDATE: FARC, government meet on reviving Colombia peace talks from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 14

Negotiators from the Colombian government and leftist guerrilla group FARC met Tuesday on resuming peace talks whose balance of power has
likely shifted since the rebels released five army captives. 

Colombian General Captured By Rebels Resigns from Associated Press 2 Dec 14

An army general whose surprise capture by leftist rebels nearly derailed two years of peace talks has resigned after coming under pressure for
venturing into guerrilla territory dressed as a civilian and without bodyguards. 

Colombian General Freed In Jungle By Rebel Captors from Los Angeles Times 2 Dec 14

A Colombian army general was released by his rebel captors Sunday in a remote northwestern jungle, setting the scene for a resumption of peace
talks that were halted after insurgents captured the commander two weeks earlier. 

BLOG: Back to the table from Americas View (The Economist) 1 Dec 14

NOW that the FARC guerrilla army has released the Colombian general it had kidnapped in November, peace talks with the Colombian
government can resume. Colombia’s president, Juan Manuel Santos, had suspended the negotiations in Havana after the abduction. The general’s
release "helps to create a favourable atmosphere” for continuing them, he said. So far no date has been set for doing so. When the talks resume,
will they prosper? 

UPDATE: Colombian president pushes army to explain capture from Associated Press 1 Dec 14

A day after leftist rebels freed a top Colombian general, President Juan Manuel Santos is pressing his military to explain to the strange
circumstances that led to his surprise capture two weeks ago. 

UPDATE: FARC, Colombian peace negotiators to meet Tuesday from Agence France-Presse 1 Dec 14

Delegates from the Colombian government and leftist guerrilla group FARC will meet Tuesday in Cuba to discuss resuming peace talks after the
rebels released five army captives, President Juan Manuel Santos said. 

Colombian Rebels Release Army General, Two Others from Wall Street Journal 1 Dec 14

FARC Had Held Alzate, Army Captain and Lawyer Since Nov. 16

Colombian Peace Talks to Resume After FARC Frees Hostages from Bloomberg News 1 Dec 14

Colombia’s government will meet with negotiators of the South American nation’s biggest rebel group to discuss restarting peace talks after the
insurgents ended a two-week crisis by releasing three hostages. 

Colombian rebels free captured general from Associated Press 30 Nov 14

Colombia's largest rebel group has freed an army general and two others whose capture led President Juan Manuel Santos to break off peace talks.

US officials return convicted murderer to Colombia from Associated Press 30 Nov 14

Immigration officials have sent a Colombian fugitive convicted of murder back to his country. U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
officers sent Pedro Nel Moreno-Romero back to Bogota this week. 

FARC confirms release of Gen. Alzate and comrades this Sunday from EFE (Spain) 29 Nov 14

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, confirmed Saturday that Gen. Ruben Dario Alzate and the two other hostages with him
will be released this Sunday, after activating early Saturday morning the humanitarian protocol for their deliverance. 

Jailed Colombian rebels launch hunger strike from EFE (Spain) 28 Nov 14

More than 100 jailed guerrillas in Colombia initiated a hunger strike this week to protest neglect and abuse behind bars, representatives of the
FARC rebel group said here Friday. 



Colombian defense minister says delay in release of hostages unjustified from EFE (Spain) 28 Nov 14

Colombian Defense Minister Juan Carlos Pinzon has said that delays in the planned release of an army general, corporal and lawyer seized by a
leftist rebel group two weeks ago were unjustified. 

Twelve tonnes of marijuana linked to leftist rebels seized in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 28 Nov 14

Colombian police have seized more than 12 tonnes of marijuana in an operation that was carried out simultaneously in six departments of the
country. 

Colombia could fail thousands in land return - Amnesty from Reuters 27 Nov 14

Hundreds of thousands of people displaced from their land during five decades of war could lose out unless Colombia returns the property fairly
and jails those responsible for driving families away from their homes, an Amnesty International official said. 

Colombia's FARC delays captive general's release from Agence France-Presse 27 Nov 14

Colombian guerrilla group FARC said Thursday it will release a general whose capture has derailed peace negotiations a day later than
announced, delaying efforts to get the talks back on track. 

FARC and Army begin preparations for release of Colombian general from EFE (Spain) 27 Nov 14

Leftist rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, FARC, and the Colombian army have begun preparations for the release in the
next few days of Gen. Ruben Dario Alzate and two companions whose abduction resulted in the suspension of peace talks in Havana. 

Report: Colombia's land restitution effort lagging from Associated Press 27 Nov 14

Threats of violence and flawed legislation are undercutting Colombia's efforts to return huge swaths of land illegally snatched from poor farmers
during the country's half-century conflict, according to a study released Thursday. 

ARGUMENT: Sidelining the Spoilers from Foreign Policy 26 Nov 14

When the news broke last week that Colombian Brig. Gen. Rubén Darío Alzate and two colleagues had been detained in the Chocó region by the
Colombian Revolutionary Armed Forces (FARC-EP), it threw the country's two-year-old peace talks into crisis.

UPDATE: Colombia general, other FARC captives may be free Saturday: Santos from Reuters 26 Nov 14

A Colombian general and two others taken captive by Marxist FARC rebels could be free by Saturday, President Juan Manuel Santos said, in a
move that may lead to the restart of suspended peace negotiations to end 50 years of war. 

Colombia must assign more spectrum for wireless Internet, advisory body says from EFE (Spain) 26 Nov 14

Colombia must assign more spectrum for wireless Internet services within the next eight years to ensure that enough capacity exists to meet
growing demand, the National Spectrum Agency, or ANE, said. 

Colombia Rebels Free First Of 5 Captives from Associated Press 26 Nov 14

Colombian rebels on Tuesday freed the first two of five captives on whose release President Juan Manuel Santos has conditioned the resumption
of peace talks. 

FARC frees two hostage Colombian soldiers from Agence France-Presse 25 Nov 14

Colombia's FARC guerrillas on Tuesday freed two soldiers captured in combat, the first step in a hostage release deal aimed at reviving suspended
peace talks. 

Colombian church asks non-interference in freeing of abductees from EFE (Spain) 25 Nov 14

Episcopal Conference of Colombia President Luis Augusto Castro has called for non-interference in the release of a general and another four
people kidnapped by leftist rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, FARC. 

China, Colombia pledge closer legislative ties from Xinhua (China) 25 Nov 14



Top Chinese and Colombian legislators on Monday vowed to promote exchanges and cooperation between legislative bodies. 

Colombian government only has data on release of 2 soldiers from EFE (Spain) 24 Nov 14

The Colombian Defense Ministry has claimed that the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, FARC, leftist rebel group has only provided
information on the release location of two soldiers and said that military operations in this area were suspended to facilitate the handover. 

OPINION: A Clear Vision for Colombia from New York Times 24 Nov 14

Re “Colombia’s compromise with murder” (Opinion, Nov. 13) by José Miguel Vivanco and Max Schoening: Your article shows no awareness of
the New Colombia. 

UPDATE: Colombia suspends military operations ahead of hostage release from Agence France-Presse 24 Nov 14

Colombia's military has suspended its operations in the east in order to allow the liberation of two soldiers held by the leftist FARC rebels,
authorities said Sunday. 

FARC attack on island scares Colombia tour agency from Associated Press 24 Nov 14

Colombia's biggest tour operator is ceasing services to a Pacific Ocean island popular with foreign tourists and scuba divers after a surprise deadly
attack by leftist rebels. 

Colombia rebel chief says peace talks suspension destroyed confidence from Reuters 24 Nov 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos "destroyed" confidence in the peace process by suspending talks and violated the terms of an agreement
that brought the rebels to the negotiating table, FARC guerrilla leader Rodrigo Londono said. 

UPDATE: FARC confirms release of two Colombia soldiers Tuesday from Agence France-Presse 24 Nov 14

Colombia's FARC guerrillas confirmed they will release two soldiers Tuesday in a deal to revive peace talks, warning the army not to jeopardize
the separate release of a captive general. 

Top Chinese legislator starts Colombia visit from Xinhua (China) 23 Nov 14

China's top legislator Zhang Dejiang on Sunday arrived in Bogota, capital of Colombia, for an official goodwill visit to promote bilateral
relations, particularly the legislative ties. 

FARC warns army actions threaten general's release from Agence France-Presse 23 Nov 14

FARC guerrillas warned Sunday that increased military activity was jeopardizing the release of a Colombian general and other captives they have
taken. 

FARC to free Colombian general, others next week: president from Agence France-Presse 22 Nov 14

FARC guerrillas who captured a Colombian general and four other people will release the prisoners next week, president Juan Manuel Santos said
Saturday.

Criminal investigation closed against Bogota mayor from Agence France-Presse 21 Nov 14

Colombian prosecutors closed a criminal investigation Friday into Bogota's mayor, who was temporarily removed from office last year following
a months-long battle in court. 

Father arrested in case of Colombian child drug mule from Agence France-Presse 21 Nov 14

A Colombian father was arrested Friday on suspicion of forcing his 11-year-old daughter to swallow 104 cocaine-filled capsules and trying to use
her as a drugs mule. 

Accused Colombia rebel extradited to U.S. to face hostage-taking charges from Reuters 21 Nov 14

An accused member of the Colombian FARC rebel group was extradited from Colombia to face hostage-taking and terrorism charges in U.S.
court in Washington, the U.S. Justice Department said on Friday. 



Ecopetrol, Talisman announce oil find in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 21 Nov 14

Colombian state-controlled oil company Ecopetrol and Talisman Colombia Oil & Gas Ltd., a unit of Canada's Talisman Energy Inc., announced
an oil find Friday in the central province of Meta. 

OPINION: Colombia’s Data-Driven Fight Against Crime from Fixes (New York Times) 20 Nov 14

Colombia has always been a violent country, but after the 1948 assassination of Jorge Eliécer Gaitán, a politician who threatened to break the
oligarchy’s stranglehold, hundreds of thousands of people were killed over the next five years.

UPDATE: Handover of kidnapped Colombian general begins from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 14

The highly anticipated handover of a general and four other hostages captured by FARC guerrillas got underway Thursday, Colombian President
Juan Manuel Santos said, paving the way for the resumption of peace talks. 

Colombia launches operation to free kidnapped general from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said Thursday that he has ordered an operation to free a general and four other hostages from leftist
FARC guerrillas. 

Colombia's rebel-held general a bookish strategist from Associated Press 20 Nov 14

The general whose capture by rebels has put Colombia's peace talks on hold is one of the country's foremost counterinsurgency strategists who
once received his officer's insignia from the hands of U.S. Army Gen. David Petraeus. 

Colombia arrests 11 in Asia drug smuggling ring from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 14

Colombian police arrested 11 gang members suspected of using human mules to smuggle narcotics to Asia, charging four of them with murder
after a courier died of a cocaine overdose, officials said Wednesday. 

U.S. labels owner of Colombian soccer club as drug kingpin from EFE (Spain) 19 Nov 14

The U.S. Treasury said Wednesday that the owner of an elite professional soccer club is among 10 individuals and 14 entities in Colombia newly
designated as Foreign Narcotics Kingpins. 

Reward in hunt for father of Colombian drug mule, 11 from Agence France-Presse 19 Nov 14

Colombia offered $10,000 on Wednesday for the capture of the father of an 11-year-old girl in intensive care following emergency surgery to
remove 104 cocaine-filled capsules from her stomach. 

UPDATE: Colombia, rebels agree to terms on releasing captured general from Reuters 19 Nov 14

The Colombian government and leftist FARC rebels have agreed to unspecified conditions under which the rebels will release General Ruben
Dario Alzate and four others as soon as possible, representatives of the Cuban and Norwegian governments said on Wednesday. 

UPDATE: Colombia, rebels agree on steps to free general from Associated Press 19 Nov 14

Countries assisting peace talks between Colombia's government and leftist rebels said Wednesday night that an agreement has been reached to
free a general whose capture jeopardized the negotiations. 

OPINION: U.S.-Colombia Partnership Should Be Strengthened from Miami Herald 19 Nov 14

During my recent visit to Colombia, I was often asked what the new Republican majorities in Congress mean for the future of the U.S.-Colombia
alliance. The simple answer is that the American people remain as supportive as ever of the Colombian people’s aspirations to build a safer and
more prosperous republic after a half century of armed conflict...

Colombia’s FARC Guerrillas Suggest Kidnapped General May Not See Speedy Release from Miami Herald 19 Nov 14

Colombia’s largest guerrilla group on Tuesday suggested that a general kidnapped over the weekend may not be released anytime soon — casting
doubt over the future of peace talks. 

FARC defends Colombia peace process from Associated Press 19 Nov 14



Colombia's largest rebel group is defending the peace process suspended by its capture of an army general, saying it should not derail progress
toward a deal. 

Colombia's Santos won't relaunch peace talks until general's release from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 19 Nov 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos insisted Wednesday he would not relaunch peace talks between his government and the rebels until the
release of Army General Ruben Dario Alzate, who was kidnapped by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). 

FARC says it has no info on kidnapped Colombia general from Agence France-Presse 18 Nov 14

Negotiators from Colombia's FARC guerrillas said Tuesday they had no information on the general whose disappearance has caused the
government to suspend peace talks with the rebels. 

FARC confirms it is holding kidnapped Colombia general from Agence France-Presse 18 Nov 14

Colombia's FARC guerrillas confirmed Tuesday that they are holding a missing general whose kidnapping caused the government to suspend
peace talks aimed at ending the country's 50-year-old conflict. 

Colombian president demands rebels release general from Associated Press 18 Nov 14

President Juan Manuel Santos demanded that Colombia's largest rebel group immediately release an army general it captured, saying the
resumption of suspended talks to end the half-century-old conflict depend on it. 

Girl, 11, is Colombia's youngest drug mule: police from Agence France-Presse 18 Nov 14

Police say they have caught Colombia's youngest drug mule after an 11-year-old girl underwent surgery to have more than 100 capsules removed
from her stomach. 

UPDATE: Farc defends general's abduction from BBC 18 Nov 14

Farc rebels in Colombia have defended the kidnapping of a general and his two companions during peace negotiations. In a statement, the left-
wing group said they had been captured because "they were military personnel" who were moving "in a war zone". 

ANALYSIS: Peace interrupted from The Economist 18 Nov 14

The kidnapping of a general by leftist guerrillas is a blow to the peace process TALKS between Colombia’s government and the leftist FARC
guerrilla army have not been easy.

UPDATE: U.S. condemns kidnapping of Colombian general by rebels from Xinhua (China) 18 Nov 14

The United States on Tuesday denounced the kidnapping of an army general in Colombia, a move that had led to a suspension of peace talks
between the government and the FARC rebels. 

Foreigners Flock to Mine Gold Illegally in Colombia from Bloomberg 18 Nov 14

The number of foreigners involved in illegal mining in Colombia is on the rise as metal profits including gold exceed those of cocaine, police said.
Citizens from Italy, Brazil and China have been arrested in Colombia this year as authorities attempt to halt money flows and environmental
destruction arising from the illegal activity. 

EU urges Colombia's FARC to 'immediately' free general from Agence France-Presse 17 Nov 14

The EU on Monday urged Colombian rebel group the FARC to "immediately and unconditionally" free a general and two others the movement is
suspected of having abducted, causing the suspension of peace talks. 

EDITORIAL: Colombian Peace Process at an Impasse from New York Times 17 Nov 14

Peace talks between the Colombian government and the country’s main rebel group came to an abrupt halt on Sunday when President Juan
Manuel Santos suspended the process in response to the mysterious abduction of a senior army general. 

ANALYSIS: President of Colombia Halts Peace Talks With Rebels After General Is Seized from New York Times 17 Nov 14

In the first major setback in peace talks intended to end 50 years of guerrilla warfare, President Juan Manuel Santos of Colombia on Monday



suspended negotiations with the country’s main rebel group and accused it of taking an army general and two other people captive. 

UPDATE: Huge search for abducted general from BBC 17 Nov 14

The Colombian authorities have begun a huge search operation to find a general abducted by left-wing Farc rebels on Sunday. The abduction of
Ruben Dario Alzate marks the first time in 50 years of conflict that a general has been taken. 

UPDATE: Colombia suspends peace talks with FARC after general kidnapped from AFP 17 Nov 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Sunday suspended two-year peace talks with the country's largest rebel group, the FARC, as the
military investigated the suspected abduction of a general and two others. 

Colombia mounts rescue operation for general from Associated Press 16 Nov 14

Authorities in Colombia are mounting a massive search and rescue operation for an army general who went missing in an area dominated by
leftist rebels. 

Colombian president says peace talks at risk unless deal reached in 2015 from Reuters 16 Nov 14

Colombia's peace process with Marxist rebels risks sliding backwards unless an agreement can be reached next year to end 50 years of war,
President Juan Manuel Santos said in an interview published on Sunday. 

State Department Issues Travel Warning on Colombia from Targeted News Service 15 Nov 14

The Department of State strongly encourages U.S. citizens to exercise caution and remain vigilant as terrorist and criminal activities remain a
threat throughout the country. 

Colombia peace not viable unless signed in 1st half of 2015, senator says from EFE (Spain) 14 Nov 14

Peace in Colombia will not be viable if an accord is not signed between the government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or
FARC, in the first half of 2015, the head of the Senate Peace Commission, Roy Barreras, said Friday. 

Rebel chief criticizes sentences handed to colleagues by indigenous group from EFE (Spain) 14 Nov 14

The commander of Colombia's largest leftist rebel organization has criticized sentences imposed by an indigenous tribe on seven guerrillas for
killing two tribal members last week in the southeast of the country. 

FARC guerrillas abduct two Colombian soldiers from Agence France-Presse 14 Nov 14

FARC rebels kidnapped two Colombian soldiers after clashes between the Marxist guerrillas and the military in the far east of the country, the
army said Thursday. 

Colombia peace negotiator warns FARC rebels from Los Angeles Times 14 Nov 14

Colombia peace negotiator warns FARC rebels to get serious about talks

Ex-pres. Samper took $10 mn from cartel, Colombian kingpin says from EFE (Spain) 13 Nov 14

Ernesto Samper, who governed Colombia from 1994-1998, knowingly accepted $10 million in campaign contributions from the now-defunct Cali
drug cartel, the son of the outfit's jailed boss said Thursday. 

Two convicted in Colombian bar massacre sentenced to 32 years from EFE (Spain) 13 Nov 14

Colombian justice authorities have sentenced two men who last year killed nine people in a bar in Cali to 32 years in prison. 

If Colombia's guerrillas sign a peace deal, will the guns go silent? from Miami Herald 13 Nov 14

Several weeks ago on the outskirts of the northwestern town of Montelíbano, a police caravan was ambushed. By the time the firefight was over,
seven police officers were dead and another seven were wounded, making it the second most lethal attack on the armed forces this year. 

OPINION: Colombia’s Compromise With Murder from New York Times 13 Nov 14

On Aug. 23, 2008, Víctor Gómez left his home outside of Bogotá, telling his family he had been offered work in another region of Colombia. The



23-year-old man had been struggling to provide for his young daughter as a part-time doorman. Two days later Mr. Gómez was dead, with a bullet
between his eyes, in a faraway morgue, where the army had reported him an enemy combatant killed in action. 

Kuwait, Colombia seek to deepen bilateral relations from EFE (Spain) 12 Nov 14

Kuwaiti Prime Minister Hamad Mubarak al-Jaber al-Sabah met with Colombian Foreign Minister Maria Angela Holguin on Wednesday in
Kuwait, where they discussed ways of strengthening relations between their countries. 

U.S. court refuses to hold Occidental liable in Colombia bombing from Reuters 12 Nov 14

A divided federal appeals court on Wednesday refused to hold Occidental Petroleum Corp and a security contractor legally responsible for alleged
complicity in a 1998 military bombing of a Colombian village that killed 17 people, including six children. 

Colombia's Senate moves to pass medical marijuana from Associated Press 12 Nov 14

Legislation to allow marijuana for medical use has cleared an important hurdle in Colombia. A Senate committee approved the bill by a vote of 14
to 2 on Tuesday. The bill will now be sent to the full chamber. 

Colombia nabs army captain turned drug-ring accountant from Agence France-Presse 12 Nov 14

A former Colombian army captain has been arrested on suspicion of acting as the chief accountant of a major drug trafficking gang, prosecutors
said Tuesday. 

Colombia Farc rebels 'sorry' over tribal leaders' murder from BBC 12 Nov 14

Colombia's largest left-wing rebel group, the Farc, says it "profoundly laments" killing two members of the Nasa indigenous group on 5
November. 

OPINION: Colombia’s Compromise With Murder from New York Times 12 Nov 14

On Aug. 23, 2008, Víctor Gómez left his home outside of Bogotá, telling his family he had been offered work in another region of Colombia. The
23-year-old man had been struggling to provide for his young daughter as a part-time doorman. Two days later Mr. Gómez was dead, with a bullet
between his eyes, in a faraway morgue, where the army had reported him an enemy combatant killed in action. 

Colombian denounces plot to kill rebel peace negotiator from EFE (Spain) 11 Nov 14

Colombian peace activist Piedad Cordoba said Tuesday that she has learned of plans to kill her and one of the people representing leftist FARC
rebels in negotiations with the government aimed at ending decades of strife in the Andean nation. 

INTERVIEW: Medicinal marijuana offers Colombia a new approach to drugs from EFE (Spain) 11 Nov 14

A bill to legalize medicinal marijuana set to be taken up Tuesday by Colombia's Senate could be the start of a new approach to the drug problem,
the son of a presidential hopeful slain by the cartels 25 years ago said in an interview with Efe. 

Colombian tribal court Farc verdict: UN concerned from BBC 11 Nov 14

The United Nations says it is concerned by the verdict handed down by an indigenous court in Colombia to seven members of the Farc rebel
group. 

FARC rebels get heavy jail time for killing tribe members from Agence France-Presse 9 Nov 14

An indigenous court convicted seven FARC guerrillas of murdering two leaders of the Nasa tribe in western Colombia on Sunday, sentencing
them to between 40 and 60 years in jail and 20 lashes. 

Search teams recover body from mine in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 9 Nov 14

The body of one of the 12 miners killed last month in northwestern Colombia was recovered in the past few hours by the special search teams that
have been working in the area for 11 days, media reports said Sunday. 

Another Indian slain in southwest Colombia from EFE (Spain) 8 Nov 14

An Indian was killed in the southwestern Colombian province of Cauca, the same area where two other members of the Nasa indigenous



community were gunned down three days ago, officials in the region confirmed to Efe on Saturday. 

Opponents of planned Colombian dams take heart from OAS report from Los Angeles Times 7 Nov 14

Opponents of a Chinese plan to construct several dams along Colombia's longest river said they were encouraged by an international human rights
panel's report Friday that noted "tension" between Latin American mega-projects and "the full exercise of human rights." 

FARC guerrillas face trial for killing tribe members from Agence France-Presse 7 Nov 14

Seven suspected FARC guerrillas will be tried Sunday by an indigenous court for murdering two leaders of the Nasa tribe in western Colombia,
officials said. 

Leftist leader says defending human rights in Colombia "punishable by death" from EFE (Spain) 7 Nov 14

Former presidential candidate of the leftist PDA party, Clara Lopez, said Friday that in Colombia, "defending either the poor or human rights is
punishable by death." 

Colombian president says peace in his country important for all from EFE (Spain) 7 Nov 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said in Paris that the success of the peace negotiations between his government and a leftist rebel group
were important for Europe and the world, both politically and economically, a French newspaper reported Friday. 

Alleged mastermind of murder of Venezuelan politician arrested in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 6 Nov 14

Colombian authorities have arrested the alleged mastermind behind the of murder of Venezuelan legislator Robert Serra and his girlfriend Maria
Herrera last month, Colombian media has reported. 

Colombia's FARC kill two over memorial to ex-leader, bomb pipeline from Reuters 6 Nov 14

Leftist FARC guerrillas killed two members of an indigenous community in southwestern Colombia on Wednesday apparently for removing a
billboard commemorating the death of their former leader Alfonso Cano in the region three years ago, police said. 

Colombia thanks Germany for aiding its peace process from Xinhua (China) 6 Nov 14

Germany has provided Colombia with 116 million euros over the last two years to help end the latter's decades-long armed conflict, Foreign
Minister Maria Angela Holguin disclosed Wednesday. 

FEATURE: The Dead Are In Demand In Colombian Town from Miami Herald 6 Nov 14

To die alone, anonymous and far from home is among the darkest fates in many cultures. The forgotten dead are often relegated to paupers’ graves
and forlorn, unmarked tombs. 

Colombia will be a winner in IT revolution, minister says from EFE (Spain) 6 Nov 14

Colombia has a chance to emerge as a winner in the revolution represented by the advent of the information society, Information and
Communications Technology Minister Diego Molano said. 

UPDATE: Indian guard units capture 8 guerrillas in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 6 Nov 14

Members of the Indigenous Guard captured eight FARC guerrillas suspected of murdering two members of the Nasa tribe in southwestern
Colombia, local media reported Thursday. 

Colombians Angered By Prince’s Plaque To ‘Pirates’ from Associated Press 4 Nov 14

Colombians are expressing outrage over a plaque dedicated by Prince Charles during a visit to Cartagena commemorating a British assault on the
port city in 1741. 

Colombia Condor Conservation Program Lacks Hard Numbers from Los Angeles Times 4 Nov 14

Their wings spanning 10 feet or more as they glide serenely above Colombia’s Andes, condors are majestic physical specimens. They have been
important symbols here since pre-colonial times, when indigenous tribes saw them as messengers of the gods and harbingers of good fortune. 



EU ready to help Colombia peace efforts from Agence France-Presse 4 Nov 14

The European Union said Tuesday it is ready to provide "concrete assistance" to Colombia to help implement any peace accord it can reach with
FARC rebels after years of bloody conflict. 

Rubio to visit Colombia to talk trade, security from Miami Herald 4 Nov 14

Fresh on the heels of midterm elections and stumping for Gov. Rick Scott, Florida Sen. Marco Rubio will be traveling to Colombia for two days
starting Wednesday to meet with government officials, business leaders and civil society organizations, his office said. 

OPINION: Colombians Shed International Pariah Status from New York Times 4 Nov 14

Traveling While Colombian is about to get significantly easier. Starting next year, 32 European nations will allow Colombians to visit visa-free for
up to 90 days. That might seem like a routine regulatory tweak by the group of nations that make up the Schengen area. 

Colombian president seeks EU support for peace deal with FARC from Agence France-Presse 3 Nov 14

Colombian President Jose Manuel Santos on Monday began a whistlestop tour of Europe to drum up support for a possible peace deal with FARC
rebels to end five decades of insurgency. 

Spainsh PM discusses bilateral relations with visiting Colombian president from Xinhua (China) 3 Nov 14

The Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy received the visit of the President of the Republic of Colombia Juan Manuel Santos at his official
residence in the Palacio de la Moncloa on Monday. 

Colombian president hails 'important step' by FARC rebels from Agence France-Presse 3 Nov 14

Colombian President Jose Manuel Santos on Monday hailed the decision by the FARC rebel group to acknowledge for the first time that it had
hurt civilians, calling it "an important step". 

Neo-Nazi groups have been threatening journalist for past two years from Reporters without Borders 3 Nov 14

Reporters Without Borders has registered several cases of threats against journalists by paramilitary groups, criminal gangs and others in
Colombia since the start of 2014. 

Recovery hampered as Colombia mine flood kills 12 from Agence France-Presse 31 Oct 14

It could take three days to recover the bodies of 12 miners trapped in a Colombian coal shaft, authorities said Friday after ruling out any hope the
men survived. 

Authorities Seek U.S. Links After Colombian Child-sex Sting from Miami Herald 31 Oct 14

Dozens of U.S. citizens, perhaps as many as 50, could be detained in the coming weeks in the wake of a child-sex trafficking sting that is shining
a spotlight on the seedy side of Colombia’s booming tourism industry. 

A dozen workers trapped in Colombian mine due to floods from EFE (Spain) 31 Oct 14

Between 10 and 12 coal miners at a pit in the Colombian city of Amaga remain trapped after it was flooded in an apparent accident, officials said. 

Colombian AG says military obstructing spy probe from EFE (Spain) 30 Oct 14

The Colombian Attorney General's Office on Thursday accused the military of obstructing a probe of the army's alleged spying on government
officials, diplomats and journalists. 

FARC admits its actions harmed Colombian civilians from Agence France-Presse 30 Oct 14

The Colombian rebel group FARC acknowledged for the first time on Thursday its actions have affected civilians and said it is ready to take
"responsiblity." 

President Santos grateful for U.K.'s support to the peace process from EFE (Spain) 30 Oct 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos has expressed his gratitude to the visiting Prince of Wales for his country's support for the peace process
between the Colombian government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia rebels. 



Cali cartel boss' daughter charged with extortion from Associated Press 30 Oct 14

Authorities in Colombia have jailed the daughter of one of the world's most famous drug lords on extortion charges after she allegedly threatened
a businessman who owns a farm that she says once belonged to her father. 

Colombia's president welcomes Prince Charles from Associated Press 29 Oct 14

Colombia's President is welcoming Prince Charles with full military honors during the British heir's first official visit to the South American
nation. 

Official figure for reduction in overcrowding in Colombian prisons revised from EFE (Spain) 29 Oct 14

The Colombian Ombudsman's Office on Wednesday said that the figure released this week by the Inpec national prison institute of a 9.5 percent
reduction in overcrowding in the country's prisons to 49 percent was incorrect. 

Colombian general to be dismissed over spying scandal from EFE (Spain) 29 Oct 14

A Colombian general who oversaw a database containing the personal e-mails of government representatives and foreign and domestic journalists
will be dismissed later this year, Blu Radio reported here Wednesday. 

Colombia's army intelligence chief furloughed from Associated Press 28 Oct 14

Colombia's head of army intelligence has been furloughed as part of an investigation into whether his office compiled a database containing the
emails of hundreds of journalists, diplomats and peace negotiators. 

British Prince Charles visits Colombia from Xinhua (China) 28 Oct 14

British Prince Charles and his wife Camila, the Duchess of Cornwall, arrived in Bogota on Tuesday afternoon for an official visit to Colombia. 

Colombia leader seeks Europe's help for 'last chance' peace from Agence France-Presse 27 Oct 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos says he hopes Europe can provide funds to help him strike a "last chance" deal with leftist guerrillas
after half a century of conflict. 

Colombia economy: Oil sector faces difficult future from The Economist 27 Oct 14

Although Colombia's economy remains relatively sturdy, the government of the president, Juan Manuel Santos, faces a number of challenges,
including a decline in oil earnings due to lower production and falling international prices.

About 5,000 Prisoners Go on Hunger-Strike in Colombia: Reports from RIA Novosti 27 Oct 14

More than 5,000 prisoners are on hunger-strike to denounce conditions in Colombian prisons, particularly overcrowding, and to force the
government to take action in order to reform the system, Notimerica news portal reported. 

Colombia's rebels demand compensation for victims from Xinhua (China) 25 Oct 14

Colombia's rebel Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) on Saturday demanded here compensation for the victims of the conflict. 

Ex-FARC commander sentenced to 27 years in prison from Associated Press 24 Oct 14

A former commander in the leftist Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia faces 27 years in prison for holding three American citizens hostage
after their single-engine plane crash-landed in the Colombia jungle in 2003. 

Top rebel commanders join Colombian peace talks in Cuba from Reuters 24 Oct 14

High-ranking guerrilla commanders joined the Colombian peace talks taking place in Cuba on Friday, injecting a sense of urgency into
negotiations seeking to end Latin America's longest-running war. 

Cuba Guerrilla chiefs join Colombian peace talks from The Guardian (UK) 24 Oct 14

High-ranking guerrilla commanders joined the Colombian peace talks taking place in Cuba yesterday, injecting a sense of urgency into
negotiations seeking to end Latin America's longest-running war. 



Colombian drug lord captured in Brazil wanted for 100 murders from EFE (Spain) 23 Oct 14

An alleged Colombian drug trafficker captured in a luxurious house in Brazil is under investigation for more than 100 murders in Colombia,
including the killings of several politicians, the Colombian Defense Ministry has announced. 

Colombia to intensify battle against smuggling from Reuters 23 Oct 14

The battle against contraband is set to become a focal point for Colombia's armed forces as the risk to the economy and security matches the
dangers of drug trafficking to the Andean nation, the head of the fiscal police said. 

Regional lawmaker kidnapped in NE Colombia from EFE (Spain) 21 Oct 14

Colombian lawmaker Carlos Omar Angarita Navarro, a legislator with the Norte de Santander provincial assembly, was kidnapped by presumed
National Liberation Army, or ELN, guerrillas, authorities confirmed Tuesday. 

Colombia boosts security ahead of release of paramilitaries from EFE (Spain) 21 Oct 14

Colombia is implementing additional security measures for human rights activists in high-risk areas ahead of the forthcoming release from prison
of rightist paramilitaries sentenced to eight years under the 2006 pact leading to their demobilization, the Interior Ministry said Tuesday. 

Uribe says Venezuela manipulated witnesses to implicate him in Serra's murder from EFE (Spain) 21 Oct 14

Former Colombian president Alvaro Uribe has said that he has information that Venezuela's government prepped suspects captured in Caracas for
the murder of ruling party parlimentarian Robert Serra, accusing him of having paid them to commit the crime. 

Colombian president invites predecessor to talk about peace process from EFE (Spain) 21 Oct 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos has invited predecessor and strong critic of the peace process, Sen. Alvaro Uribe, to talk about the
negotiations between his government and the leftist rebel group, the Colombian Revolutionary Armed Forces (FARC). 

Separate peace talks for Colombia's ELN and FARC rebels from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

Colombia's two top rebel groups, the ELN and the FARC, will hold separate peace talks with the government, the ELN said Monday, as the sides
aim to end decades of conflict. 

Regional lawmaker released unharmed in NE Colombia from EFE (Spain) 21 Oct 14

Colombian lawmaker Carlos Omar Angarita Navarro, a legislator with the Norte de Santander provincial assembly, was kidnapped and later
released unharmed by National Liberation Army, or ELN, guerrillas, authorities said Tuesday. 

Colombia to launch world's 1st floating gas liquefaction plant from EFE (Spain) 21 Oct 14

The world's first floating gas liquefaction plant is due to begin operating next year off the coast of northern Colombia under a pact between
Canada-based Pacific Rubiales Energy and Belgian shipbuilder Exmar. 

Leftist deaths 'crimes against humanity': Colombia from Agence France-Presse 20 Oct 14

Colombia on Monday declared that the murders of 34 members of a leftist political party during the 1980s and '90s were crimes against humanity
by paramilitary groups with links to the state. 

Colombian police seize half ton of cocaine from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Oct 14

Colombian police on Monday in Bogota seized a 556-kilogramme load of cocaine believed to belong to major drug gang Clan Usuga. 

Army seizes large explosives cache in southwestern Colombia from EFE (Spain) 19 Oct 14

Army troops conducting an operation in a rural area in Huila, a province in southwestern Colombia, found more than 200 kilos (440 pounds) of
explosives, 800 landmines, munitions and grenades in a rural area in Huila, a province in southwestern Colombia, military spokesmen said. 

Colombian farmers sue oil giant BP for environment damage from Agence France-Presse 15 Oct 14

A case in which 100 Colombian farmers are suing British oil giant BP for environmental damage opened in the High Court in London on



Wednesday. 

Colombia checking travelers arriving from Ebola epidemic countries from EFE (Spain) 15 Oct 14

The Colombian government is undertaking preventive questioning of all travelers coming from the African nations affected by the Ebola
epidemic, including Sierra Leone, Liberia, Guinea Conakry and Nigeria. 

BLOG: In Colombia, Peace Could Bring New Challenges For Business from Control Risks (Forbes) 14 Oct 14

The world’s longest-running armed conflict could soon be coming to an end. Peace negotiations between the Colombian government and the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) have gone on for months in Havana, Cuba, but they have gathered steam following the re-
election of Colombia’s President Juan Manuel Santos in July.

Half tonne of cocaine seized in Franco-Colombian operation from Agence France-Presse 14 Oct 14

A Franco-Colombian naval operation led to the seizure of nearly $30 million (24 million euros) worth of cocaine in international waters off
Colombia, the French military said Tuesday. 

Inside a Dangerous Mission to Rescue Children in Colombia's Sex Trafficking Trade from ABC News 14 Oct 14

In a shady corner of beautiful historic Cartagena, Colombia, two men sit in an open café, bartering over the price of sex with several young girls
with an alleged sex trafficker named Marcus Bronschidle. 

UPDATE: Colombia arrests 17 for child prostitution, trafficking from Agence France-Presse 14 Oct 14

Twelve adults and five children suspected of child sex crimes and human trafficking have been arrested in Colombia in a joint operation with the
United States, officials from both countries said Tuesday. 

UPDATE: Colombia breaks up underage prostitution ring from Associated Press 14 Oct 14

Authorities in Colombia say they have broken up a major sex-trafficking ring that forced underage boys and girls into prostitution. 

Colombia mayor fights Cali's murder rate with science from BBC 14 Oct 14

One of Colombia's most violent cities is successfully using science to combat crime. 

Colombian says calling Panama a tax haven not a hostile move from EFE (Spain) 13 Oct 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said Monday that Bogota's recent designation of neighboring Panama as a tax haven came in response
to legal requirements and was not motivated by hostility to the Central American nation. 

2 Police killed in rebel attack in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 13 Oct 14

Two police officers died and a third was wounded in an attack by members of the small EPL rebel group in the northeastern province of Norte de
Santander, Colombian authorities said Monday. 

FEATURE: Colombian port city where body parts wash up following screams in the dark from The Guardian (UK) 12 Oct 14

So many different criminal groups have terrorised the slums of Colombia’s main Pacific port that residents rarely bother to learn the name of the
latest clan in control. They simply call the warring gangs los malos or the bad guys. 

ANALYSIS: Bodyguard scandal a threat to peace in Colombia from Associated Press 11 Oct 14

If current negotiations end the 50-year-old Marxist uprising, the job of protecting the peace likely will fall to the National Protection Unit, or
UNP, a 3-year-old government agency that keeps watch over politicians, judges, high-profile activists and members of other historically
threatened groups. 

Colombia's Santos says U.S. backs peace process with rebels from EFE (Spain) 10 Oct 14

The U.S. government supports a transition of the Colombian military in the context of a possible peace agreement with FARC rebels, President
Juan Manuel Santos said Friday after meeting with U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel. 



Attacks on rights activists in Colombia increase by 170 pct. from EFE (Spain) 9 Oct 14

Between June and September, 186 cases of attacks on human rights activists were registered in Colombia, an increase of 170 percent compared to
the same period in 2013, the Siaddhh monitoring agency said. 

Colombia says rebel chief has been to Cuba for peace talks from Reuters 9 Oct 14

Colombian guerrilla leader Rodrigo Londono has traveled secretly to Cuba several times in the last year to meet with his team of negotiators as
part of peace talks to end 50 years of civil war, Colombian officials said on Thursday. 

Colombian and German police arrest 15 drug suspects from EFE (Spain) 9 Oct 14

Colombian police, with the help of their German counterparts, broke up an international organization that shipped illegal drugs between South
America and Europe in an operation in which 15 people were arrested, the force reported Thursday. 

Aides Knew Of Possible White House Link To Cartagena, Colombia, Prostitution Scandal from Washington Post 9 Oct 14

As nearly two dozen Secret Service agents and members of the military were punished or fired following a 2012 prostitution scandal in Colombia,
Obama administration officials repeatedly denied that anyone from the White House was involved. 

Obama expresses support to Colombia peace talks from Xinhua (China) 8 Oct 14

U.S. President Barack Obama on Wednesday underscored continued strong support for efforts of the Colombia government to end a decades-old
civil conflict, the White House said. 

Peace will cost Colombia $44 billion over 10 years, senator says from Reuters 8 Oct 14

Colombia must invest at least 90 trillion pesos ($44.4 billion) to implement a peace deal with Marxist rebels to end a 50-year conflict, says a
senator who backs the current peace talks, adding the amount is much less than the cost of waging war. 

UPDATE: Fast-Growing Colombia Faces Challenges in Oil Price, Conflict Related Spending from Wall Street Journal 8 Oct 14

Colombia’s reputation as a fast-growing economic powerhouse and investor haven in Latin America may be tested by a slippery oil price and a
push for increased social spending as the government seeks to wrap up a conflict with Marxist guerrillas. 

Santos reveals that Uribe's government tried to negotiate with FARC in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 7 Oct 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos has revealed that the government of predecessor Alvaro Uribe tried to initiate a peace process with the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia(FARC) in Brazil. 

Judge frees 30 of 33 Colombian troops arrested in peasant's death from EFE (Spain) 7 Oct 14

A judge has freed 30 of the 33 soldiers accused of killing a Colombian peasant who was gunned down just after going through a military
checkpoint in the southwestern province of Cauca, the media reported Tuesday. 

Colombia’s Terrorists: Talk Talk, Fight Fight from Wall Street Journal 6 Oct 14

President Santos says negotiations with the FARC, now in the fourth year, are ‘successful.’ 

1 Policeman dead, 1 wounded in guerrilla attack in NE Colombia from EFE (Spain) 5 Oct 14

One policeman died and another was wounded Sunday in an armed attack, evidently staged by guerrillas with the National Liberation Front, or
ELN, against officers in the town of San Calixto, in Colombia's Norte de Santander province, local police said. 

FEATURE: Tackling Murder and Melodrama in Bogotá from New York Times 5 Oct 14

As television globalizes, we’ve come to recognize the characteristics of the British cop show, the Canadian cop show and the Scandinavian cop
show. Other varieties, however, remain less familiar. For instance, how do you know if you’re watching a Colombian cop show? 

OPINION: Colombia’s Terrorists: Talk Talk, Fight Fight from Wall Street Journal 5 Oct 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos says he now knows why so many Colombians opposed his re-election to a second term, which he won
in a hotly contested runoff in June: They didn’t trust his negotiations in Havana with the Marxist terrorist group known as the Revolutionary



Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). 

8 Men murdered outside Colombian city of Cali from EFE (Spain) 4 Oct 14

Eight men were shot dead outside the southwestern Colombian city of Cali, authorities investigating the case said. 

Eight people killed in western Colombia from Agence France-Presse 4 Oct 14

Eight bodies bearing gunshot wounds were found in an exclusive rural area of the western Colombian city of Cali, officials said. 

Colombian attorney general says conflict cases could be shelved from EFE (Spain) 3 Oct 14

Colombian Attorney General Eduardo Montealegre has raised the possibility of "definitely closing" the investigation of criminal cases stemming
from the decades-long war between the government and the leftist Colombian Revolutionary Armed Forces (FARC). 

Colombia victims ask for protection following threats from Agence France-Presse 3 Oct 14

Victims of the 50-year-old armed conflict in Colombia called on President Juan Manuel Santos Thursday to protect witnesses testifying in peace
talks and investigate death threats against them. 

Colombia targets lands said held by paramilitaries from Associated Press 3 Oct 14

Colombian officials say they are starting efforts to take over about 25,000 acres (more than 10,000 hectares) of lands believed stolen by right-
wing paramilitary bands. 

Colombia arrests 33 soldiers in civilian's death from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 14

Thirty-three Colombian soldiers have been arrested in connection with the shooting death of a civilian, the attorney general's office said Thursday.

Colombia victims threatened after testifying: UN from Agence France-Presse 1 Oct 14

Three victims of Colombia's 50-year-old conflict who gave testimony as part of peace talks in Havana have received death threats since returning
home, the United Nations said Wednesday. 

Bogotá to welcome World Travel Awards Latin America Gala Ceremony 2015 from BreakingTravelNews 30 Sep 14

Colombian capital Bogotá has been selected as host for the World Travel Awards Latin America Gala Ceremony 2015 after a fierce bidding
process. 

Protesters torch cars at Colombia-Venezuela border from Agence France-Presse 30 Sep 14

Demonstrators in Colombia set several vehicles ablaze at a Venezuela border crossing Tuesday in protest over the Venezuelan-ordered night-time
shutdown of the vast frontier, an official said. 

Colombia rebels apologize for killing two oil workers from Agence France-Presse 29 Sep 14

Colombia's second largest guerrilla group, the National Liberation Army (ELN), apologized Monday for killing two workers sent to repair an oil
pipeline that had been bombed by the group. 

Colombia has record month of threats during peace process from EFE (Spain) 27 Sep 14

More than 150 human-rights defenders, journalists and politicians have been threatened in Colombia in less than 30 days, in the most massive
intimidation campaign since peace talks began between the government and the FARC. 

Colombian authorities seize nearly half million U.S. dollars from rebels from Xinhua (China) 27 Sep 14

The Colombian authorities seized 925 million Colombian pesos (about 458,600 U.S. dollars) in cash hidden inside a truck from the rebel
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), a military spokesman said in a statement on Friday. 

ANALYSIS: Peace revelations spark mixed reactions from EIU Viewswire, The Economist 26 Sep 14

The decision on September 25th of the government, led by the president, Juan Manuel Santos, and the leftist Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de
Colombia (FARC) guerrillas to publish the full texts of agreements that they have reached thus far as part of their peace talks has been received



with a mixture of hope and scepticism. 

Colombia's Civico app building virtual city in Chile from EFE (Spain) 26 Sep 14

Civico, a Colombian app that allows users to earn rewards by recommending places, events and news, is already available for residents in the
Chilean capital where, in just four weeks it has collected data on 4,000 sites, according to creator Platafor.ma. 

Colombian army kills 3 rebels in southwestern region from Xinhua (China) 26 Sep 14

The Colombian army killed three rebels in the country's southwestern Putumayo department, authorities said on Thursday. 

UPDATE: Government and FARC disclose agreements to give transparency to peace process from EFE (Spain) 25 Sep 14

The Colombian government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) have released complete drafts of the three partial
agreements reached in the current peace process, "as a measure of transparency" to put an end to speculations and misinformation about the talks. 

Santos: Colombia is "closer than ever to achieving peace" from EFE (Spain) 25 Sep 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said Thursday at the U.N. General Assembly meeting that the Andean nation is "closer than ever" to
bringing an end to its decades-old armed conflict. 

Third Colombian admits role in killing of US agent from Agence France-Presse 24 Sep 14

A third Colombian pleaded guilty Wednesday to participating in the kidnap and murder of a US Drug Enforcement Administration agent in
Bogota last year, the US Justice Department said. 

Colombia publishes parts of draft peace agreement from Associated Press 24 Sep 14

Colombia's government and Marxist rebels are releasing parts of a draft peace agreement to deflect criticism that the country's democratic
institutions are being redrawn behind people's backs. 

Biden reiterates "firm support" by U.S. for Colombian peace process from EFE (Spain) 24 Sep 14

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden has reiterated America's "firm support" for the ongoing peace negotiations between Colombia and the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) rebels, the White House said. 

Colombia's rebel group urges president to take "concrete steps" toward peace from Xinhua (China) 24 Sep 14

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) Wednesday called on President Juan Manuel Santos to take "concrete steps" toward peace.

Colombia to Create New Congressional Seats Under FARC Peace Deal from Bloomberg 24 Sep 14

Colombia will create new seats in its House of Representatives for war-torn regions of the country, according to the text of a draft agreement
between the government and Marxist rebels published today. 

At least 8 civilians injured in guerrilla attack in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 23 Sep 14

At least eight civilians, including three minors, were injured in a bombing in the southwestern Colombian province of Nariño that authorities
blamed on leftist FARC guerrillas. 

Colombia's FARC denies links to drug traffickers from Agence France-Presse 23 Sep 14

Colombia's leftist FARC guerrillas denied government accusations Tuesday of collaborating with drug traffickers to carry out a recent attack that
killed seven police officers. 

Colombian municipalities near Bogota seal first accord with China from EFE (Spain) 23 Sep 14

The association of Colombian municipalities Asosentro, integrated by 11 towns in Sabana Centro province near Bogota, has signed two
memorandums of understanding with local cultural organizations in Shanghai. 

Colombia's Santos says using 'carrot and stick' to disarm FARC from Reuters 23 Sep 14

Ending Colombia's 50-year war against Marxist rebels without a ceasefire will require carrots, sticks and social policy incentives, President Juan



Manuel Santos said on Tuesday. 

Colombia: Venezuela must be 'constructive' at UN from Associated Press 23 Sep 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos says he hopes Venezuela will play a "constructive" role if it gains a seat on the U.N. Security Council. 

Colombian police bust powerful drug gang, seize over 2 tons of narcotics from EFE (Spain) 21 Sep 14

One of the biggest drug trafficking organizations in Colombia was dismantled and 34 people, including the gang's three leaders, were arrested, the
National Police said. 

Colombia tightens borders to keep out Ebola from EFE (Spain) 19 Sep 14

President Juan Manuel Santos ordered Friday the tightening of Colombia's borders to keep out the deadly Ebola virus, though he described the
move as a simple precaution. 

Colombian troops kill rebels linked to deaths of Indian leaders from EFE (Spain) 19 Sep 14

Two member of the guerrilla group blamed for the deaths of two Indian leaders were killed during a military operation in a rural area of the
northwestern province of Choco, the Colombian army said Friday. 

Colombian police seize properties of drug kingpin from EFE (Spain) 19 Sep 14

Colombian law enforcement agencies have seized $40 million in property from reputed drug lord Daniel "El Loco" Barrera, who was extradited
last year to the United States, police said Friday. 

OPINION: Ending A Civil War: Colombia Cracks The Code? from Boston Globe 18 Sep 14

The world is mired in insurgencies, with the rise of ISIS in the Middle East, the persistence of Russian-backed rebels in Ukraine, and the
continuing attacks of Boko Haram and Al Shabab in Africa. But at least one seemingly intractable guerrilla war — Latin America’s longest —
may be coming to an end. 

Colombia's Ex-President Uribe grilled by lawmakers from Associated Press 17 Sep 14

Former Colombian President Alvaro Uribe is being grilled by lawmakers over allegations of ties to drug-traffickers and right-wing paramilitaries. 

Carlos Vives, Juanes, other Colombian artists record peace anthem from EFE (Spain) 17 Sep 14

Sixty Colombian musical artists, including Carlos Vives, Juanes and Andres Cepeda, have released the song "A Step Toward Peace," as part of the
I Can campaign that aims to end the decades-long armed conflict in the country. 

UPDATE: Colombian president orders intense effort against rebels and criminal gangs from EFE (Spain) 17 Sep 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos has ordered the military and police to "intensify" operations against leftist guerrillas and criminal gangs
following a joint attack in the north that left seven policemen dead and five others injured. 

Seven police dead in Colombia ambush from Agence France-Presse 16 Sep 14

Seven police officers were killed and five wounded when gunmen reportedly from the FARC rebel group ambushed their convoy Tuesday in
northwest Colombia, officials said. 

Colombia Growth Slows More Than Forecast Amid Rebel Attacks from Bloomberg 16 Sep 14

Colombia’s economic growth slowed more than forecast in the second quarter as oil and mining output contracted amid a surge in attacks by
Marxist guerrillas. Bond prices rose. 

Colombian rebels hand over teen combatant to authorities from EFE (Spain) 16 Sep 14

Colombia's FARC rebels handed over to a humanitarian mission a 15-year-old indigenous girl who had been fighting in the guerrilla ranks in the
southwestern province of Cauca, the national ombudsman's office said Tuesday. 

Leftist rebels slay two oil company contractors in Colombia from Reuters 15 Sep 14



Leftist guerrillas in northeastern Colombia killed two contractors working on a pipeline for the state oil company, Ecopetrol, military sources said
on Monday.

Colombia may pre-finance 2015 borrowing needs - finance minister from Reuters 15 Sep 14

Colombian Finance Minister Mauricio Cardenas said on Monday the government could start early to pre-finance some of its estimated $3 billion
in 2015 borrowing needs by tapping international capital markets before year-end. 

Indigenous leader slain in northwest Colombia from EFE (Spain) 15 Sep 14

The Colombian national ombudsman's office confirmed the murder Monday of the president of an association of indigenous communities in the
Baudo region of the northwestern province of Choco. 

Passenger airplane makes emergency landing in western Colombia from Xinhua (China) 14 Sep 14

A Colombian jetliner carrying 147 passengers was forced to make an emergency landing on Sunday in Western Colombia's Pereira city, officials
said. None was injured. 

Santos offers security plan for island where Argentine tourists were attacked from EFE (Spain) 13 Sep 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos presented Saturday a five-step plan for improving security on Colombia's San Andres Island, where two
Argentine tourists were assaulted last month. 

Colombia president Samper making comeback from Associated Press 11 Sep 14

A former Colombian president stripped of his U.S. visa two decades ago for taking payments from the nation's biggest drug cartel is making a
political comeback. 

Colombian war victims urge ceasefire during peace talks from Reuters 10 Sep 14

Colombian war victims demanded a bilateral ceasefire to halt Latin America's longest running conflict on Wednesday in a direct challenge to
President Juan Manuel Santos, who has resisted rebel calls for a ceasefire during peace talks. 

Colombia arrests man posing as Lebanon diplomat from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

Colombian authorities say a man posing as the Lebanese ambassador fooled local officials for months, until a suspicious army colonel checked
with the embassy and unmasked him. 

Second group of Colombian conflict victims arrive in Havana from EFE (Spain) 10 Sep 14

A dozen victims of Colombia's long-running armed conflict, many of whom were kidnapped or subject to sexual violence, have arrived in the
Cuban capital to take part in dialogue with representatives of the Colombian government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
(FARC) rebel group. 

Aerial fumigation in Colombia not affecting Ecuador, Quito says from EFE (Spain) 9 Sep 14

The aerial fumigations that Colombia has carried out recently against coca plantations along its southern border have not affected Ecuador, Quito's
top diplomat said Tuesday. 

Canada mum on ex-Colombian peace commissioner asylum report from EFE (Spain) 9 Sep 14

Canadian authorities have declined to confirm or deny that Colombia's former peace commissioner, Luis Carlos Restrepo, had receiving asylum in
their country. 

Colombian police arrest brother of former paramilitary chief from EFE (Spain) 9 Sep 14

A brother of former warlord Salvatore Mancuso was arrested along with three other people accused of having links with the disbanded AUC
rightist militia federation and of participating in 18 murders, Colombian police reported Tuesday. 

Imposter passed as Lebanese diplomat in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 9 Sep 14

A Colombian man is being investigated for posing as a Lebanese diplomat after giving lectures on the Middle East and advising the Colombian



military under a false identity, local media reported. 

Colombia blames rebels for attack on dam project from EFE (Spain) 8 Sep 14

Leftist FARC guerrillas detonated two bombs at the cement supply plant for the construction of the Ituango hydroelectric dam in northwestern
Colombia, an official of the Antioquia provincial government said Monday. 

Colombia begins "Peace Week" with aim of reconciliation from EFE (Spain) 7 Sep 14

Colombia on Sunday began its annual "Peace Week" celebration, which has been organized by several civil organizations for the past 27 years and
which - this year - has national reconciliation and support for the Havana peace talks between the government and the FARC guerrillas as its
theme. 

Ten victims confirmed dead in Colombia plane crash from Xinhua (China) 7 Sep 14

All 10 people aboard a plane which crashed Saturday in the Amazon jungle were confirmed dead, local authorities on Sunday. 

Colombia's rebel FARC demands recognition of deceased guerrillas' rights from Xinhua (China) 7 Sep 14

The rebel Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) on Saturday demanded in a statement that the government recognize the rights of its
fighters who have died in the country's civil war since 1930. 

Plane with 10 people aboard crashes in southern Colombia from Xinhua (China) 6 Sep 14

Colombia's Civil Aviation authority said Saturday that a Laser's company airplane with two crew members and eight passengers aboard crashed
after taking off from an airport in the southern department of Caqueta. 

FARC kills policeman, injures two in northwest Colombia from Xinhua (China) 6 Sep 14

The Colombian police said Saturday that a cop was killed and two others were injured during an attack by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC) rebels in the country's northwestern department Antioquia. 

UPDATE: Colombia deports two Venezuelan activists raising fears about their fates from Miami Herald 6 Sep 14

Colombia deported two Venezuelan opposition activists within 24 hours Friday, raising alarm that they might face detention or retribution in the
neighboring country. 

Bogota mayor, others hit with huge fines for garbage collection switch from EFE (Spain) 5 Sep 14

Two years after a change in the garbage collection system resulted in tons of uncollected refuse clogging the streets of the capital, the city of
Bogota, Mayor Gustavo Petro and a host of other officials have been ordered to pay fines totaling $42 million. 

Colombia expels Venezuelan opposition student activist Lorent Gomez Saleh from EFE (Spain) 5 Sep 14

Colombia has expelled a Venezuelan student opposition activist and handed him over to Venezuelan authorities, Colombian officials have said. 

Top Colombian general says rebels will be defeated if no peace deal from Reuters 3 Sep 14

Colombia's military will not stand in the way of a peace deal between the government and leftist rebels, but would defeat the guerrillas on the
battlefield if an accord fell through, the head of the armed forces said on Wednesday. 

Colombian taxi driver admits role in killing of US agent from Agence France-Presse 3 Sep 14

A Colombian taxi driver pleaded guilty on Wednesday to his part in the kidnap and murder of a US Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)
agent in Bogota last year, the US Justice Department said. 

Colombia sees India as a giant with potential for its products from EFE (Spain) 2 Sep 14

India, with more than 1 billion consumers, has huge potential for Colombian products at a time when bilateral trade is on the rise, experts from
both countries meeting in the Colombian capital have said. 

Spain returns Colombian treasure seized from drug gangs from BBC 1 Sep 14



Spain has returned to Colombia 691 indigenous artefacts seized in a police operation 11 years ago. 

Colombia negotiators downplay progress from Associated Press 1 Sep 14

The guerrillas and government officials negotiating a possible end to Colombia's half-century-old civil war both say much work remains despite
recent progress. 

Rebels say no to Colombian military role in peace from Agence France-Presse 1 Sep 14

Leftist FARC guerrillas in peace talks aimed at ending a five-decade conflict rejected Monday a Colombian plan to put the military in charge of
disarming the rebels. 

Hired guns slay union leader in Colombia's oil industry from EFE (Spain) 30 Aug 14

A union leader in the oil industry in the central Colombian province of Meta was gunned down by hired killers riding a motorcycle, officials said
Saturday. 

Colombian police captures 64 gang members from Xinhua (China) 30 Aug 14

A total of 64 members of "Usaga Clan" and "La Empresa" criminal gangs were captured in different departments of Colombia, authorities said on
Saturday. 

Colombia Arrests 32 Politicians Over Paramilitary Ties from Agence France-Presse 29 Aug 14

Colombian authorities have arrested 32 local politicians for alleged ties to right-wing paramilitary groups that fueled the country’s 50-year conflict
before being disbanded a decade ago, prosecutors said Thursday. 

Girls In Colombian Town Struck By Mystery Illness from Associated Press 28 Aug 14

A mystery illness has overwhelmed a small town in northern Colombia as scores of teenage girls have been hospitalized with symptoms that
parents fear could be an adverse reaction to a popular vaccine against cervical cancer. 

The moment of truth: Colombia’s peace process from The Economist 28 Aug 14

So far the two sides have reached outline agreements on three of the five items on their agenda—on rural development, the guerrillas’ future
participation in politics and on policy towards drug-trafficking.

Lesbian commerce minister speaks out in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 28 Aug 14

Colombian Commerce Minister Cecilia Alvarez spoke publicly for the first time Thursday about her lesbian relationship with fellow cabinet
member Gina Parody, saying sexuality had no relation to government work. 

Colombian photojournalist threatened, watchdog group says from EFE (Spain) 27 Aug 14

Colombian photojournalist and indigenous rights activist Juan Pablo Gutierrez has received death threats, Reporters Without Borders said
Tuesday. 

Colombian rebels free geologist hostage from Agence France-Presse 27 Aug 14

A Colombian geologist abducted in June, reportedly by a left-wing guerrilla group, has been freed, police told AFP on Wednesday. 

Colombia rebels free kidnapped geologist from EFE (Spain) 27 Aug 14

Leftist ELN rebels released a geologist kidnapped nearly two months ago while on a mapping mission in the northern Colombian province of
Cesar, the academic institution that hired him for the project said Wednesday. 

FARC negotiator says disarming will be 'long process' from Agence France-Presse 26 Aug 14

Colombia's FARC guerrillas will not give up their weapons at once, and need guarantees from the government to disarm, a negotiator said
Tuesday as the peace process marked two years. 

3 Colombian soldiers killed in combat with rebels from Xinhua (China) 26 Aug 14



Three Colombian soldiers were killed and four others wounded Monday in a battle with combatants of the rebel Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC) in the northeastern Arauca Department. 

Escobar lieutenant asks Colombian authorities for protection from EFE (Spain) 26 Aug 14

The soon-to-be-paroled former top enforcer for late drug lord Pablo Escobar has asked Colombian authorities for protection, the national
ombudsman's office said Tuesday. 

UPDATE: Colombian kingpin's former hit man leaves prison from Associated Press 26 Aug 14

A former hit man for Pablo Escobar who confessed to hundreds of murders as head of the Colombian drug kingpin's army of assassins has been
freed from prison despite protests by his many victims. 

Colombian journalist murdered from EFE (Spain) 25 Aug 14

Authorities in the southwestern Colombian city of Cali are investigating the murder of the former director of Todelar radio, the broadcaster said
Monday.

Detained Colombia hacker outlines alleged political plot against peace process from Miami Herald (FL) 25 Aug 14

President Juan Manuel Santos Monday called on officials to get to the bottom of allegations that the political party of former President Alvaro
Uribe was using classified intelligence to try to derail ongoing peace talks with the country's largest guerrilla group. 

Colombia's deputy military chief joins peace talks from EFE (Spain) 25 Aug 14

Colombia's No. 2 military officer, Gen. Javier Florez, is leaving his post as chief of the general staff to become part of the government delegation
to peace talks with leftist FARC guerrillas, the army said Monday. 

FEATURE: Colombian anti-groping squad goes to work from BBC 25 Aug 14

An in a survey conducted a couple of years ago, six out of every 10 women in Bogota said they had been sexually harassed at least once on the
city's overcrowded buses. While few ever press charges, the number of formal complaints has been steadily rising: from 81 in 2013 to more than
150 in the first eight months of 2014. 

Arrested computer programmer: Colombian military hacked Santos' emails from EFE (Spain) 24 Aug 14

Colombian military personnel linked to former President Alvaro Uribe spied on President Juan Manuel Santos' emails, arrested computer
programmer Andres Fernando Sepulveda said in an interview in the current issue of Semana magazine. 

FARC ambush kills three policemen in southwestern Colombia from Xinhua (China) 22 Aug 14

Three policemen were killed in an ambush carried out on Thursday by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) in the southwestern
Cauca department, authorities said. 

UPDATE: Colombia: "Serious possibilities" exist for ending the conflict from EFE (Spain) 22 Aug 14

The head of the Colombian government delegation negotiating peace with leftist FARC guerrillas said here Friday that the process is entering
"decisive moments" and that there are "serious possibilities" for ending the decades-long conflict. 

Colombia army, rebels meet face-to-face at peace talks from Reuters 22 Aug 14

Colombian military officers and leftist guerrillas met face-to-face on Friday for the first time in their 50-year war, starting talks on a ceasefire that
would take hold should the government and the rebels reach a comprehensive peace agreement. 

Colombia names general to head ceasefire committee from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 14

Colombia named its top general on Thursday to lead a committee tasked with hammering out a ceasefire proposal as peace negotiations with the
FARC rebel group entered a crucial phase. 

Rebel attacks in 2014 on Colombia oil infrastructure cause $531 mn in losses from EFE (Spain) 21 Aug 14

Nearly 100 attacks by leftist rebels on Colombian oil infrastructure this year have cost the Andean nation roughly 1 trillion pesos ($531 million),



an industry group said. 

New Colombian agency to probe journalist's murder from EFE (Spain) 20 Aug 14

A new agency created by the Colombian Inspector General's Office will investigate this month's murder of a journalist whose police protection
had been recently withdrawn even though he had denounced a fresh death threat. 

Colombian police seize 1.3 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 20 Aug 14

Colombian police announced the seizure of 1.3 tons of cocaine found in a cargo container aboard an outbound ship in the Pacific port of
Buenaventura. 

Colombians protest Venezuela's decision to close border from Xinhua (China) 18 Aug 14

Colombian protesters Monday blocked two border crossings into neighboring Venezuela to protest the latter's decision to close its border with
Colombia in its fight against smuggling. 

Colombian gov't, FARC pledge to work for rights of conflict victims from Xinhua (China) 17 Aug 14

The Colombian government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla group pledged in Havana on Sunday to work for
the rights of the victims of the armed conflict. 

OPINION: How to reintegrate Colombia’s child soldiers into society from Miami Herald 17 Aug 14

On Saturday in Havana, Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos’ administration will reconvene with the leadership of Colombia’s largest
insurgency, known by the acronym FARC. And, for the first time in two years of peace talks, the warring sides will turn the stage over to the
conflict’s victims. 

Colombia arrests FARC rebel accused of helping kidnap 3 Americans from Agence France-Presse 16 Aug 14

Colombian police captured a suspected FARC rebel accused of participating in the kidnapping of three Americans held hostage from 2003 to
2008, authorities said Saturday. 

Victims of Colombian conflict testify at peace talks in Cuba from Xinhua (China) 16 Aug 14

A first group of victims affected by the over 50-year armed conflict in Colombia offered testimonies before delegations of the Bogota government
and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) at peace negotiations held here Saturday. 

OPINION: How To Reintegrate Colombia’s Child Soldiers Into Society from Miami Herald 15 Aug 14

Child soldiers are the most helpless and most voiceless of the vast victim pool created by five decades of war in Colombia. 

Santos Endorses Medical Marijuana For Colombia from Associated Press 15 Aug 14

President Juan Manuel Santos on Thursday endorsed newly introduced legislation that would legalize marijuana for medicinal and therapeutic use
in this drug war-afflicted Andean nation. 

Colombia president supports allowing medical marijuana from Agence France-Presse 14 Aug 14

President Juan Manuel Santos signalled his support Thursday for a bill that would allow the medical use of marijuana in Colombia. 

"We are all victims" from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 14 Aug 14

In an effort to promote national reconciliation as the talks progress, 12 victims are set to appear before peace delegates Saturday in Cuba to tell
their stories. The Colombian government and FARC have agreed to hear up to 60 people in similar sessions over the coming months. 

Colombia says Venezuela border closure no solution to contraband from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 14

Colombia said Wednesday it would work with Venezuela to stem smuggling but said the nighttime closure of their common border was not a good
solution. 

Journalist who had received death threats gunned down in northwest Colombia from EFE (Spain) 13 Aug 14



A Colombian journalist who had received death threats was gunned down in Tarazá, in the northwestern department of Antioquía, by three
gunmen suspected to be in the pay of criminal gangs, police said. 

Interview with Constitutional Court President Luis Ernesto Vargas: "Peace Must Be Reconciled With Victims' Rights" from
Semana.com (Bogota) 13 Aug 14

The president of the Constitutional Court, Luis Ernesto Vargas, has spoken to Semana.com about the implications of such a transcendental
decision at a critical moment in which the government and the FARC ... are participating in the Dialogue Table, in Havana, in addition to the
important role the Congress will probably play in relation to the topic.

Violent groups burn 3 cargo trucks in northeastern Colombia from EFE (Spain) 13 Aug 14

Unidentified violent groups on Wednesday burned three cargo trucks on a road linking the town of Ocaña with the city of Cucuta, both in
Colombia's northeastern Norte de Santander province, which borders on Venezuela, sources with the National Police confirmed to Efe. 

Colombia Postpones $2.6 Billion Privatization Sale of Isagen from Wall Street Journal 12 Aug 14

The Colombian government, which was hoping next week to sell its majority stake in Isagen for $2.6 billion to fund much-needed highway
construction, said Tuesday it is postponing the privatization plan by up to a year to give possible suitors more time to evaluate the situation. 

Venezuela Seals Border With Colombia To Fight Smuggling from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 14

Venezuela closed its border with Colombia to crack down on smuggling of cut-rate gasoline and other products and stanch huge losses for the
Caracas government. 

Colombia drought triggers clashes in La Guajira province from BBC 12 Aug 14

Nine people have been injured in clashes between police and residents of Colombia's northern La Guajira province demanding more government
support for the impoverished region. 

Colombia peace talks turn to reparations for victims from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 14

Peace talks between the Colombian government and leftist guerrilla group FARC resumed Tuesday, focused on the delicate topic of dealing with
the 5.3 million victims of the 50-year-old conflict. 

8 Colombian troops wounded in attack from EFE (Spain) 12 Aug 14

Eight soldiers were wounded Tuesday when an explosive device was launched at them by unknown persons in the northeastern Colombian
province of Arauca, military officials told Efe. 

Colombia sends more troops to ELN rebel stronghold from BBC 12 Aug 14

The military in Colombia says it is sending more troops to the eastern province of Arauca, a rebel stronghold, to deal with a recent wave of
attacks. 

Colombian gov't, FARC resume peace talks in Cuba from Xinhua (China) 12 Aug 14

Colombia's government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) rebel group Tuesday resumed peace talks in Havana, Cuba. 

FARC leader rules out peace agreement by year's end from Agence France-Presse 11 Aug 14

The leader of Colombia's FARC rebel group ruled out brokering a peace accord this year, saying there was not enough time to reach an accord
with the government. 

Colombian rebels attack Tibu oil field, says government from BBC 11 Aug 14

Colombian rebels have attacked an oil field in the north-west of the country, the state-owned company Ecopetrol says. 

Colombians at home, abroad don’t see eye-to-eye on fate of country from Miami Herald 11 Aug 14

As President Juan Manuel Santos begins another four-year term, there’s one segment of the population he’s not reaching: Colombian expats. 



Colombia truckers say Venezuela border curfew will hurt from Agence France-Presse 10 Aug 14

Venezuela's nighttime border closure, a move meant to combat smuggling, will be costly, Colombia's transport industry said Sunday. 

FEATURE: Victims' issues come to the fore in Colombia peace talks from Agence France-Presse 10 Aug 14

Farmer Elver Montano has a long tale of pain and uprooting to tell as Colombia's peace talks turns to the 5.3 million victims of Latin America's
longest armed conflict. 

UPDATE: Colombia's Ecopetrol suspends operations in Tibu field after 2 attacks from EFE (Spain) 9 Aug 14

Colombian state oil company Ecopetrol suspended operations at its onshore field in Tibu, in the northeastern province of Norte de Santander,
following two attacks on its infrastructure, the company announced Saturday. 

Colombia's government, ELN guerillas take steps toward peace talks from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 8 Aug 14

Colombia's second-largest guerilla group, National Liberation Army (ELN), has made contact with the government in Bogota about initiating
peace talks, Ecuador's president said Friday. 

INTERVIEW: An interview with Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos from Washington Post 7 Aug 14

uan Manuel Santos, to be sworn in for a second term as president of Colombia on Thursday, campaigned for reelection on his vision of ending the
country’s decades-long civil conflict and negotiating peace with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla group. But the
country is so divided over the peace talks that Santos actually finished second in the first round of voting.

Santos: Let's build a new Colombia with peace, equality and education from EFE (Spain) 7 Aug 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Thursday began his second term with a call for unity among his countrymen with an eye toward
building a new country enjoying peace, equality and education. 

Colombia's Santos says FARC attacks threaten peace talks from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos warned the FARC guerrilla group Thursday, as he swore in for a second term, that recent attacks
jeopardized the peace process to end the 50-year-old conflict. 

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos to be sworn in from BBC 7 Aug 14

Foreign delegations from 73 countries have arrived in Colombia for the inauguration of President Juan Manuel Santos. 

Colombia court bars rebels guilty of war crimes from public office from Reuters 6 Aug 14

A Colombian high court on Wednesday ruled that Marxist rebels found guilty of war crimes cannot hold public office, a decision that would block
FARC leaders from entering politics and may complicate negotiations to end five decades of war. 

Former Colombian paramilitary chief shot dead at airport from EFE (Spain) 6 Aug 14

A former paramilitary chief was killed in a shootout at a northern Colombian airport when he tried to escape as he was about to be transferred on a
commercial flight to a prison in Boyaca, in the center of the country, prison sources reported. 

Colombia probes soldiers' poisoning in Arauca from BBC 4 Aug 14

Forensic scientists in Colombia are investigating the death by poisoning of a soldier in eastern Arauca province. 

UPDATE: Soldiers were poisoned by rebels, Colombian army says from EFE (Spain) 4 Aug 14

The Colombian army charged the ELN guerrilla group with the death of a soldier who ate poisoned meat. 

Chinese president's envoy to attend Colombian presidential inauguration from Xinhua (China) 1 Aug 14

A senior Chinese official will go to Colombia for the inauguration ceremony of Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos next week. 

Power gradually being restored in Colombia city from Associated Press 31 Jul 14

Authorities in Colombia say electricity is gradually being restored in the port city of Buenaventura, which was blacked out Monday night when



suspected rebels blew up a transmission tower. 

US court throws out Chiquita terror payment claims from Associated Press 31 Jul 14

A divided U.S. appeals court on Thursday threw out claims against produce giant Chiquita Brands International made by relatives of thousands of
Colombians killed during years of bloody civil war. 

Girl dies in western Colombia bombing from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 14

A girl was killed and two others were wounded in a grenade attack attributed to FARC guerrillas in western Colombia, officials said Thursday. 

Colombia's Buenaventura on alert after 'rebel' attack from BBC 30 Jul 14

Authorities in the Colombian city of Buenaventura, on the Pacific coast, have temporarily banned the sale of alcohol and the carrying of arms. 

Colombia seizes more than 1.5 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 30 Jul 14

Colombian authorities seized 1,555 kilograms (3,425 lbs.) of cocaine that were found on a boat en route to Central America, the military said
Wednesday. 

Frustrated by Rebels, Colombia's President Calls Emergency Security Meeting from Wall Street Journal 30 Jul 14

President Juan Manuel Santos, increasingly impatient as rebels attack the country's infrastructure, called an emergency security summit
Wednesday with top military brass after saying he'll considering ending peace negotiations if the attacks continue. 

Rights group denounces rebel abuses in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 14

A leading human rights group Wednesday accused leftist FARC guerrillas of widespread rights abuses in a Colombian port city whose residents
are predominantly of African descent. 

Colombia's Marxist ELN rebels to blame for explosions: police from Reuters 29 Jul 14

Colombia's Marxist ELN rebels detonated four small explosive devices around the capital, Bogota, early Tuesday morning, causing no injuries but
damaging a highway overpass and other structures, police told local media. 

Colombia's Santos says FARC attacks could end peace process from Reuters 29 Jul 14

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos said continuing attacks perpetrated by leftist FARC guerrillas, many of which target infrastructure,
could bring an end to peace negotiations with the government. 

Japan, Colombia to agree on acceleration of free trade talks from Kyodo (Japan) 29 Jul 14

Japan and Colombia are expected to agree to accelerate talks to conclude a bilateral free trade agreement when Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and
President Juan Manuel Santos meet Tuesday in Bogota. 

Colombia blames FARC for power outage at major port from Agence France-Presse 29 Jul 14

A rebel bombing of an electric tower knocked out power to Colombia's largest Pacific port, authorities said Tuesday. 

Colombian rebels blow up aqueduct from EFE (Spain) 28 Jul 14

At least 16,000 residents in part of the central Colombian province of Meta are without potable water after the leftist FARC guerrillas dynamited a
portion of a local aqueduct, media outlets said. 

Colombia busts antiquities traffickers from Agence France-Presse 28 Jul 14

Three people have been arrested in southern Colombia, accused of trafficking in more than 850 archaeological relics, police said Sunday. 

Colombia counting on offshore projects to boost reserves from EFE (Spain) 26 Jul 14

The head of Colombia's National Hydrocarbons Agency, or ANH, said the country is counting on offshore production to boost its oil and gas
reserves. 



Chiquita do not need to pay banana terror victims, US court rules from The Independent (UK) 25 Jul 14

A US court has dismissed a lawsuit brought against the world's largest banana supplier by 4,000 Colombians, who accused the company of
complicity in the torture and murder of their relatives during the country's civil war. 

Colombian leader announces aid to drought-stricken regions from EFE (Spain) 25 Jul 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos announced financial aid for the agricultural sector that could be hurt if the weather phenomenon known
as El Niño aggravates the severe drought already affecting much of the northern part of the country. 

13 rebels killed in Colombia fighting: official from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 14

The Colombian army killed at least 13 leftist guerrillas early Wednesday in two separate engagements, the defense ministry said. 

Ex-Colombia minister ordered jailed on corruption from Associated Press 22 Jul 14

A close ally of former President Alvaro Uribe was sentenced in absentia Thursday to more than 17 years in prison for diverting farm subsidies in
one of the most prominent corruption cases tied to Uribe's conservative administration. 

Colombian tried to board plane with grenade from EFE (Spain) 22 Jul 14

Colombian authorities at the airport in the northeastern city of Barrancabermeja arrested a union official who was intending to board an airplane
with a grenade hidden in his hand luggage, media outlets said. 

Colombia posts lowest murder rate in 10 years: officials from Agence France-Presse 22 Jul 14

Homicides in Colombia fell to their lowest rate in a decade, plummeting more than nine percent in 2013 compared to the previous year, officials
said Monday. 

Colombia nabs rebel chief wanted by U.S. on drug charges from EFE (Spain) 21 Jul 14

Colombia's National Police apprehended a high-ranking member of the FARC guerrilla group who is wanted by the United States on drug
trafficking charges, Defense Minister Juan Carlos Pinzon said Monday. 

Colombia's Santos vows to restore presidential term limits from EFE (Spain) 21 Jul 14

President Juan Manuel Santos told lawmakers at the opening session of Colombia's Congress that among the priorities of his second
administration will be undoing the 2004 constitutional amendment allowing an incumbent head of state to seek re-election. 

Bogotá: Colombia's Door To Foreign Investment, Tourism from Forbes 21 Jul 14

Bogotá, Colombia’s capital and largest city, is the entry point for tourists and business people who arrive to the country. 

Colombia's Santos opens 'Congress of peace,' urges deal with rebels from Reuters 20 Jul 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos opened a new session of Congress on Sunday, calling on lawmakers to back government efforts to
strike a peace deal with Marxist rebels to end 50 years of war. 

Ex-Colombia Minister Ordered Jailed On Corruption from Associated Press 18 Jul 14

A close ally of former President Alvaro Uribe was sentenced in absentia Thursday to more than 17 years in prison for diverting farm subsidies in
one of the most prominent corruption cases tied to Uribe’s conservative administration. 

FARC destroys vital road linking Colombia's southern departments from Xinhua (China) 17 Jul 14

A road linking Colombia's three southern jungle departments with the rest of the country was destroyed Wednesday by the leftist Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), leaving the regions isolated, a Colombian official said. 

Former Colombian spy chief charged in 1989 political murder from EFE (Spain) 17 Jul 14

A Colombian former intelligence chief has been charged in the 1989 assassination of presidential candidate Luis Carlos Galan. 

Victims to be heard in Colombia peace talks from Agence France-Presse 17 Jul 14



Representatives of victims of the conflict in Colombia will take part in peace talks between the government and the FARC guerrilla group next
month, the two sides announced Thursday. 

Colombia: Oil Spill By Rebels Not As Bad As Feared from Associated Press 16 Jul 14

Colombian officials say an oil spill caused by rebels in the country’s southwest may not have been as big as originally thought nor has it caused
significant environmental damage... Guerrillas of the (FARC) stopped 19 tanker trucks and forced the drivers to dump an estimated 4,000 barrels
of crude oil. Officials initially feared that water services for 100,000 people might be affected.

Colombian authorities seize 11 tons of smuggled food from EFE (Spain) 16 Jul 14

More than 11 tons of fish, chicken and beef smuggled into Colombia from neighboring Venezuela were seized in the northeastern border province
of Norte de Santander, the customs and tax police said Wednesday. 

Juan Manuel Santos: Colombia Is Ripe For Investment from Miami Herald 15 Jul 14

Making his first U.S. trip since winning reelection on June 15, Santos noted at a later news conference that “practically half the country is ripe for
investment.” He said Colombia had a very ambitious development agenda that added up to investment opportunities of $26 billion. Santos will be
sworn in to a new four-year term on August 7.

Impunity still high for Colombia’s ‘false positives’ cases, rampant at highest ranks from Colombia Reports (Medellin) 14 Jul 14

Seven years after the scandal originally broke, only 27.6% of those members of the public security forces believed to have participated in the false
positives practice — in which civilians were murdered and disguised as guerrillas slain in combat — have been investigated, while only 15% have
been charged with a crime, according to the latest figures, which cut off in January 2014.

12 alleged guerrillas killed in Colombia military strike from Colombia Reports (Medellin) 14 Jul 14

A military operation carried out over the weekend left 12 alleged guerrillas dead in northwest Colombia, according to a statement released by the
Ministry of Defense. The attack, carried out with the help of the National Police in the northwest of the central state of Antioquia, was directed
against the senior leader of the Northwest Bloc of the FARC rebel group, the country’s largest.

National Army Prevents 2,500 Deaths in Antioquia, Cordoba, Choco from elespectador.com (Bogota) 13 Jul 14

The military campaign in this part of the country has not only prevented the death of some 2,500 members of the Armed Forces but also of
civilians, who are victim of the activation of these terrorist weapons located and planted indiscriminately, in the departments of Antioquia,
Cordoba and Choco, points out a press release issued by the National Army’s news agency.

FARC, Colombian government to resume talks in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 14

Marxist FARC rebels and Colombia's government will resume peace talks on July 15 in Havana after a break, the two sides said Tuesday. 

Bill Clinton, Blair back Colombia peace efforts from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 14

Former world leaders Bill Clinton and Tony Blair attended a special summit on Tuesday in Colombia in support of the country's bid to forge peace
with FARC rebels. 

Rebels kidnap geologist in northern Colombia from EFE (Spain) 1 Jul 14

Members of the ELN guerrilla group kidnapped a geologist engaged in cartography work in the northern province of Cesar, the Colombian
Geological Service, or SGC, said Tuesday. 

Colombian rebel group claims responsibility for attack on police from EFE (Spain) 1 Jul 14

The smaller of Colombia's two main guerrilla groups claimed responsibility for a June 20 bombing at a Bogota police station that left three people
injured. 

Seven Colombians extradited to US for drug agent's murder from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 14

Seven Colombians accused of involvement in the 2013 murder of a US Drug Enforcement Administration agent were delivered to American
authorities Tuesday. 



Guerrilla attack leaves 13 injured in northeastern Colombia from Xinhua (China) 30 Jun 14

A recent attack allegedly conducted by the leftist National Liberation Army (ELN) in Colombia's northeast has injured 13 people, a minister said
Sunday. 

Colombian troops seize 1,500 rebel land mines from EFE (Spain) 30 Jun 14

Colombian authorities reported Monday the confiscation of some 1,500 anti-personnel land mines and nearly 1,400 kilos (1 1/2 tons) of
explosives from a guerrilla hideout in the southern province of Caqueta. 

UPDATE: Rebel attack slows Colombian oil production, wounds 13 from Agence France-Presse 30 Jun 14

Colombia said Monday the country's oil production would be hurt following an attack against a pipeline that left thirteen people wounded. 

Dutch NGO says mines sponsored Colombian paramilitaries from Agence France-Presse 30 Jun 14

A Dutch non-governmental group on Monday accused two coal mining companies in Colombia's restive northeast of having sponsored
paramilitary groups to protect their business interests. 

Colombia Remains World’s No. 2 In Coca Cultivation from Associated Press 27 Jun 14

The United Nations says the area under coca cultivation in Colombia held steady last year, though the crop used to make cocaine increased in
several conflict zones. 

Colombian police nab drug trafficker wanted by U.S. from EFE (Spain) 27 Jun 14

Colombian police said Friday that they captured a reputed drug trafficker who is wanted in the United States. 

FARC targets Colombia capital to mark anniversary: mayor from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 14

FARC guerrillas left at least six small explosive devices dotted around Bogota on Wednesday -- three of which detonated -- to mark 50 years of
the Marxist rebellion, the mayor of the Colombian capital said. 

Senior CPC official meets Colombian party secretary-general from Xinhua (China) 23 Jun 14

Zhao Hongzhu, a senior official of the Communist Party of China (CPC) met with Juan Carlos Wills, secretary-general of the Colombian
Conservertive Party here on Monday. 

Senior CPC official meets Colombian party secretary-general from Xinhua (China) 23 Jun 14

Zhao Hongzhu, a senior official of the Communist Party of China (CPC) met with Juan Carlos Wills, secretary-general of the Colombian
Conservertive Party here on Monday. 

Colombia warlord could go free July 1 from Associated Press 20 Jun 14

A paramilitary warlord recently sentenced to 40 years in prison for his role in hundreds of murders could go free as early as July 1 because he
surrendered in a deal with the government. 

Colombia meets 2013 e-govt goals from BNamericas 20 Jun 14

Colombia met its e-government goals for 2013 in terms of online services provided by both local and central authorities. 

Colombian judges suspect they're being spied on from EFE (Spain) 20 Jun 14

The president of Colombia's highest administrative court said Friday that an investigation is under way to determine whether the tribunal has been
a victim of cyber-espionage. 

Colombian judges suspect they're being spied on from EFE (Spain) 20 Jun 14

The president of Colombia's highest administrative court said Friday that an investigation is under way to determine whether the tribunal has been
a victim of cyber-espionage. 



Bomb suspected in blast in Colombian capital from EFE (Spain) 20 Jun 14

At least two people were injured Friday when a powerful explosion rocked a police station in the Colombian capital. 

Oil sector is Colombia's biggest economic concern -finance minister from Reuters 20 Jun 14

Rebel attacks on infrastructure and burdensome red tape are making Colombia's one million barrel a day oil sector the Andean nation's biggest
economic concern, Finance Minister Mauricio Cardenas said on Friday. 

Colombia: U.S. Ends Cali Gang Blacklist from New York Times 20 Jun 14

The United States Treasury on Thursday removed 308 names from a sanctions blacklist that helped cripple the Cali drug gang in Colombia, once
considered the most powerful drug trafficking organization in the world. 

Support From The Left Helps Keep A Right-Wing President In Power In Colombia from New York Times 20 Jun 14

Going into Sunday’s presidential election here, many people expected that the right-wing former president, Álvaro Uribe, would be the one whose
outsize influence might tip the balance in favor of his preferred candidate, Óscar Iván Zuluaga. 

Colombia adopts new sexual violence law from Agence France-Presse 19 Jun 14

Sexual violence now may be prosecuted as a crime against humanity in Colombia, where President Juan Manuel Santos signed a law to stem
assaults against women during the ongoing civil war. 

Sanctions lifted on 308 linked to drug cartel from Associated Press 19 Jun 14

The Treasury Department is lifting sanctions against more than 300 people and entities with suspected links to a now-defunct Colombian drug
cartel. 

Colombian congress delays ratification of FTA with S. Korea from Yonhap (South Korea) 19 Jun 14

Colombia's congress has postponed its decision on the ratification of a free trade agreement (FTA) with South Korea, apparently reflecting a
worsening public sentiment toward free trade deals in the Latin American country, a government official here said Thursday. 

Colombia denounces UNICEF ambassador after offensive tweet from Agence France-Presse 19 Jun 14

Colombia demanded Thursday that UNICEF sack a Dutch goodwill ambassador after the actress tweeted a doctored photo depicting two players
from the South American country apparently snorting cocaine. 

Help From the Left Keeps a Right-Wing President in Power in Colombia from New York Times 19 Jun 14

Going into Sunday’s presidential election here, many people expected that the right-wing former president, Álvaro Uribe, would be the one whose
outsize influence might tip the balance in favor of his preferred candidate, Óscar Iván Zuluaga. 

Colombian drug trafficker gets 19+ years prison from Associated Press 19 Jun 14

A Colombian cocaine trafficker who U.S. authorities say used submarine-like vessels to move major drug loads has been sentenced to more than
19 years in federal prison. 

Biden visits Colombia as part of regional tour to repair ties, address immigration from Miami Herald 18 Jun 14

When U.S. Vice President Joe Biden visits Colombia on Wednesday, he will find the region's largest recipient of U.S. military aid banking on a
peace agreement that hopes to end the hemisphere's longest and bloodiest civil conflict. 

Biden offers support for Colombia's peace negotiations from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 18 Jun 14

US Vice President Joe Biden offered support Wednesday for Colombia's ongoing peace negotiations with the Marxist guerilla group the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) during a visit with Colombian president Juan Manuel Santos. 

Colombia Leader Pledges New Openness In Peace Process from Wall Street Journal 18 Jun 14

President Santos Acknowledged That a Wrathful Electorate Threatened to End His Presidency Over His Decision to Negotiate Peace with Marxist
Guerrillas.



Colombian president unveils constitutional reform proposal from Xinhua (China) 17 Jun 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos announced Monday that he would submit to Congress a constitutional reform plan that includes a ban
on presidential re-election in exchange for an extended office term. 

Can Santos finally make peace in Colombia? from Washington Post 17 Jun 14

After one of the nastiest presidential campaigns in recent memory, Colombians savored a few moments of civility on Sunday night, when they
reelected President Juan Manuel Santos to a second four-year term.

After Santos election victory, Colombia resumes peace bid from Agence France-Presse 16 Jun 14

Colombia resumed its path toward peace with leftist rebels Monday, bolstered by President Juan Manuel Santos' victory in elections seen as a
referendum on his bid to end the 50-year-old conflict. 

Guerrilla killed in fighting was not a commander, Colombian officials say from EFE (Spain) 16 Jun 14

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, guerrilla killed over the weekend in fighting in the northwestern province of Antioquia
was not 18th Front and Northwestern Bloc commander Alfredo Machado Alarcon, National Police chief Gen. Rodolfo Palomino said. 

OPINION: Colombia’s Peace Gamble from Wall Street Journal 16 Jun 14

Santos wins re-election but now must deal with the FARC. 

UPDATE: Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos Wins Re-Election from Wall Street Journal 15 Jun 14

President Juan Manuel Santos won re-election Sunday in a vote many saw as a referendum on his peace talks with leftist rebels—negotiations he
pledged will end a bloody, 50-year conflict that has bedeviled Latin America's third most-populous country. 

Santos wins Colombia presidential election from Reuters 15 Jun 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos won a second term on Sunday, beating right-wing challenger Oscar Ivan Zuluaga in a historic vote that
will allow peace talks with Marxist FARC rebels to continue and seek an end to five decades of war. 

Colombia's presidential runoff carried out amid tight security from Xinhua (China) 15 Jun 14

Colombians went out to the polling stations amid tight security during the country's runoff election Sunday. 

FARC guerrilla commander dies in fighting in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 15 Jun 14

The commander of the 18th Front and the Northwestern Bloc of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, was killed in fighting in
a rural area outside Ituango, a city in the northwestern region of Antioquia, the army said. 

Colombia votes in cliffhanger presidential poll from Agence France-Presse 15 Jun 14

Colombians went to the polls Sunday in a cliffhanger presidential election that has become a referendum on peace talks with leftist guerrillas. 

Uribe charges massive fraud in Colombia vote from Associated Press 15 Jun 14

Colombians voted Sunday in the nation's tightest presidential contest in two decades, a referendum on President Juan Manuel Santos' bid to end
the Western Hemisphere's longest-running conflict. 

For war-weary rebels, Colombia invites defections with comforts and kindness from Washington Post 13 Jun 14

For all the damage that airstrikes and smart bombs have inflicted on Colombia’s FARC rebels, the biggest threat they face may be the hot tub and
the computer room at this converted motel along the highway. 

Colombia’s Presidential Runoff Sunday Influenced By Rebel Talks from Los Angeles Times 13 Jun 14

Colombian voters appear deeply divided by the government’s peace negotiations with rebels, helping make Sunday’s presidential runoff election
between incumbent Juan Manuel Santos and former Finance Minister Oscar Ivan Zuluaga too close to call, analysts say. 



UN chief welcomes peace talks between Colombian gov't, ELN insurgents from Xinhua (China) 10 Jun 14

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon on Tuesday welcomed the start of peace talks between the Colombian government and representatives of the
National Liberation Army (ELN). 

When it comes to drug trafficking, don't compare Mexico to Colombia: Report from Christian Science Monitor 10 Jun 14

A new report from a leading think tank makes the case that the challenges in the drug war facing Mexico are not the same as those in Colombia,
and seeks to outline a new paradigm to serve as a replacement. 

Colombia, No. 2 rebel group announce peace process from Associated Press 10 Jun 14

The government of President Juan Manuel Santos and Colombia's No. 2 rebel group say they're starting a peace process. 

Alleged hacker re-arrested in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 14

A systems engineer accused of spying on Colombia's peace talks with FARC rebels was taken back into custody Tuesday a day after a judge
ordered his release for lack of evidence. 

Labor unions back Colombian president's reelection bid from Xinhua (China) 9 Jun 14

Some 200 labor leaders representing 147 unions announced their support Monday for Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos' reelection bid. 

Judge orders hacker freed in Colombia presidential race from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 14

A Colombian judge Monday ordered freed an alleged hacker accused of spying on President Juan Manuel Santos' government and sensitive peace
talks, his attorney said. 

Rebel killed in Colombia pipeline clash: military from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 14

The Colombian military said Monday it surprised a group of leftist guerrillas trying to blow up an oil pipeline and killed one of them. 

Colombia's FARC begins cease-fire for presidential runoff from EFE (Spain) 9 Jun 14

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, on Monday began a unilateral cease-fire so as not to disrupt the Andean nation's June
15 presidential runoff election. 

Colombia's rebel group declares ceasefire during presidential runoff from Xinhua (China) 7 Jun 14

Colombia's largest rebel group declared a unilateral ceasefire Saturday ahead of a June 15 presidential runoff pitting incumbent President Juan
Manuel Santos and his conservative rival Oscar Ivan Zuluaga. 

Colombian pols praise news about FARC victims attending peace talks from EFE (Spain) 7 Jun 14

Several of Colombia's political groups on Saturday described as "historic" the fact that victims of the country's armed conflict are at the center of
peace talks in Havana between the government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, the first time in 50 years there has
been an acknowledgment of victims by this armed group. 

Colombia government and Farc rebels to set up truth commission from BBC 7 Jun 14

The Colombian government and the Farc rebel group have agreed to set up a truth commission to investigate the deaths of thousands of people in
five decades of conflict. 

Poll says Colombia presidential runoff a dead heat from Associated Press 6 Jun 14

The latest poll in Colombia says President Juan Manuel Santos and challenger Oscar Ivan Zuluaga are in a dead heat a little more than a week
before their presidential runoff election. 

Colombian peace negotiator demands FARC hand in weapons from Reuters 5 Jun 14

A retired Colombian general who is on the government's peace negotiating team on Thursday demanded that FARC rebels hand in their weapons
in an unexpected riposte to guerrilla criticism of the Colombian military. 



Key Colombia oil pipeline shut again by bomb attack: source from Reuters 5 Jun 14

A bomb attack blamed on Colombia's leftist guerrillas has shut down the key Cano Limon-Covenas oil pipeline, a source at state-run oil company
Ecopetrol which owns the pipeline, said on Thursday. 

FARC backs Colombian president's pledge to abolish military draft from Xinhua (China) 5 Jun 14

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla group on Thursday welcomed a pledge by President Juan Manuel Santos to
abolish mandatory military service if he is reelected to a second term, and a peace deal is reached with the rebels. 

Defeated Colombian leftist calls on voters to back Santos from Reuters 4 Jun 14

Leftist politician Clara Lopez, who was defeated in the first round of Colombia's presidential elections, has called on her supporters to back
incumbent Juan Manuel Santos in the June 15 runoff vote to keep the country's peace process on track. 

Santos promises to end draft if Colombia peace is struck from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos, in a close re-election fight, promised Wednesday to abolish the military draft if a peace agreement is
reached with FARC rebels. 

Colombian smugglers blockade Venezuelan border post from EFE (Spain) 4 Jun 14

The border post between Cucuta, Colombia, and San Antonio, Venezuela, was blocked on Wednesday by Colombian smugglers protesting alleged
abuses suffered at the hands of Venezuelan police. 

BLOG: Colombian elections offer a chance for peace – or endless war from The Guardian (UK) 4 Jun 14

After four years of the government moving painstakingly from the language of war, which characterized the previous administration, a hard-right
wing presidential candidate could end the fragile dream of peace and modernity in Colombia for another generation. 

INTERVIEW: Colombian challenger tough on rebels from Associated Press 4 Jun 14

The conservative challenger in Colombia's presidential runoff says he'll take a tougher line with Marxist rebels in peace talks and end what he
calls his rival's "complicit silence" on the crackdown on dissidents in neighboring Venezuela. 

Colombian president vows to abolish military draft if re-elected from Xinhua (China) 4 Jun 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said Wednesday that he will abolish the military draft if re-elected and a peace deal is reached with the
country's armed leftist rebels. 

Bogota, FARC appeal for support for peace process from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 14

Colombia's government and the FARC rebel group Tuesday called on the public to support a peace process that is under challenge in the country's
closely contested presidential elections. 

Colombia, FARC resume peace talks in Cuba from Xinhua (China) 3 Jun 14

The Colombian government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) insurgent group resumed peace talks Tuesday in Havana,
capital of Cuba, to find a negotiated settlement to five decades of fighting in the South American country. 

136 Colombian communities at risk for election violence from EFE (Spain) 3 Jun 14

The Colombian national ombudsman's office on Tuesday issued an alert about the risk to public security and the possibility of voter coercion in
136 of the country's 1,102 municipalities with an eye on the June 15 presidential runoff. 

4 Police officers die in guerrilla attack in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 3 Jun 14

Four police officers were killed and another wounded on Tuesday in an attack by leftist ELN guerrillas in the northeastern province of Arauca,
Colombia's Defense Ministry said. 

Colombian army kills 6 FARC rebels in military operations from Xinhua (China) 3 Jun 14

Colombia's army killed six rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) during military operations over the weekend in the



country's southwestern Valle del Cauca and Cauca departments, authorities said on Monday. 

FARC leader declares opposition to drug trade from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 14

The head of Colombia's FARC rebels, long believed to fund guerrilla activities via the drug trade, said Monday that he opposes the trade as
"counter-revolutionary." 

Colombia peace talks to resume though future in doubt from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 14

Colombia's government and the FARC rebel group will resume peace talks on Tuesday, officials said, even though the country's presidential
elections has placed their future in doubt. 

Rastrojos members held in Barranquilla raid from BBC 31 May 14

Colombian police have arrested 46 members of the Rastrojos criminal gang in northern Atlantico department. 

Kidnappers release Colombian police commander's daughter from EFE (Spain) 30 May 14

The kidnappers who grabbed the 10-year-old daughter of a Colombian police commander released the girl hours later, authorities said. 

Colombian left divided on backing Santos in runoff from EFE (Spain) 30 May 14

Colombia's two left-most political formations endorsed center-right incumbent Juan Manuel Santos in the June 15 presidential runoff against
rightist Oscar Ivan Zuluaga, but the country's largest leftist party urged its supporters to abstain. 

Colombia's Zuluaga softens on FARC peace talks ahead of run-off vote from Reuters 29 May 14

Colombia's Oscar Ivan Zuluaga, who faces President Juan Manuel Santos in a run-off vote on June 15, on Thursday backed away from a threat to
end peace talks with Marxist rebels if elected, softening his stance on the election's most pivotal issue. 

Colombian police chief's daughter kidnapped from EFE (Spain) 29 May 14

The 10-year-old daughter of a police chief in the southwestern town of Padilla was kidnapped Thursday by a group of armed men, Colombian
authorities said.

Colombia's Zuluaga softens on FARC peace talks ahead of run-off vote from Reuters 29 May 14

Colombia's Oscar Ivan Zuluaga, who faces President Juan Manuel Santos in a run-off vote on June 15, on Thursday backed away from a threat to
end peace talks with Marxist rebels if elected, softening his stance on the election's most pivotal issue. 

Colombia Conservative Party divided over run-off support from Reuters 28 May 14

Marta Lucia Ramirez, who came third in Colombia's presidential election on Sunday, threw her support behind right-wing contender Oscar Ivan
Zuluaga for June's run-off, even while most lawmakers from her party will back incumbent Juan Manuel Santos. 

Colombian authorities arrest 8 wanted for extradition by U.S. from EFE (Spain) 28 May 14

Colombian authorities arrested eight of their citizens wanted for extradition by the United States to face charges linked to drug trafficking, as well
as seven other members of the same criminal group, police said Wednesday. 

Ex-President’s Protégé Leads Colombia Vote from Wall Street Journal 27 May 14

Oscar Ivan Zuluaga Wins First Round of Presidential Vote 

UPDATE: FARC says Colombia peace talks not in 'limbo' from Agence France-Presse 27 May 14

Colombia's FARC rebels on Tuesday denied peace talks with the government had been put in "limbo" by the country's presidential vote, which
largely hinges on how to handle the Marxist rebels. 

Colombian Farc rebels 'dream of effective peace' from BBC 27 May 14

The leader of Colombia's largest rebel group, the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (Farc), says his guerrilla group "dreams of an
effective peace". 



UPDATE: Colombian presidential vote heads for runoff from Agence France-Presse 26 May 14

Colombian opposition candidate Oscar Zuluaga narrowly led President Juan Manuel Santos in first-round elections Sunday but they now face a
runoff in a crucial campaign for peace talks with Marxist rebels. 

Colombians vote for president, with runoff likely from Washington Post 25 May 14

Colombians voted for president Sunday in an election widely viewed as a referendum on incumbent Juan Manuel Santos’s attempt to negotiate a
peace accord with FARC guerrillas. 

Peace talks on the line in Colombia presidential vote from Agence France-Presse 25 May 14

Colombians vote Sunday in a presidential election held up as a test for peace talks between the government and Marxist guerrillas to end a half-
century-old civil war. 

Colombia’s Presidential Race Engulfed By Scandal from Associated Press 23 May 14

Accusations of bribes from drug traffickers, spying and email hacking have turned Colombia’s presidential election into an ugly slugfest that has
further polarized a country trying to emerge from its violent past. 

OPINION: Colombia's Chance for Peace from New York Times 23 May 14

As Colombia’s civil war approaches its 50th anniversary next week, the government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC,
are engaged in peace talks in Cuba. 

Tight Polls And Blossoming Scandals Agitate A Once Dull Colombian Presidential Race from Miami Herald 22 May 14

Just a few months ago, Colombians were looking forward to the World Cup to break the monotony of a brutally boring presidential race that
seemed like a mere formality to keep President Juan Manuel Santos in the Casa de Nariño for four more years. 

Peace at stake in Colombia's scandal-tainted presidential vote from Reuters 22 May 14

Colombians vote on Sunday in a tightly fought presidential election that has seen the top two candidates tainted by scandal as they wrestle over
the pivotal issue of how to end a five-decade insurgency by Marxist FARC rebels. 

Police officer dies in guerrilla ambush in northeast Colombia from EFE (Spain) 21 May 14

A police officer was killed on Wednesday in a town in northeastern Colombia apparently by members of the Popular Liberation Army, or EPL,
which is not participating in the unilateral cease-fire begun this week by two other guerrilla groups, authorities said. 

Colombia oil, mining industries push for leaner regulations from Reuters 21 May 14

Colombia's oil and mining industries, hit by lower output and growing resistance to some key projects, are pleading for help from the next
government to streamline slow and erratic regulations. 

Colombian rebels begin election cease-fire from EFE (Spain) 20 May 14

Colombia's two main guerrilla groups, the FARC and the ELN, on Tuesday began a unilateral cease-fire so as not to disrupt the May 25
presidential election. 

After 50 years of war, Colombian rebels look to politics from Reuters 20 May 14

From shallow trenches carved into an isolated mountain range, Manuel "Sureshot" Marulanda led a long battle against thousands of U.S.-backed
troops seeking to wrest control of the area from his small band of peasant fighters. 

Colombian police dismantle drug gang from EFE (Spain) 19 May 14

Colombian police nabbed nine members of a demobilized paramilitary group involved in drug trafficking on the country's Amazonian border with
Brazil and Peru, authorities said Monday. 

Colombia's presidential election campaign closes from Xinhua (China) 19 May 14



Colombia's presidential election campaign closed Sunday, a week before voters are scheduled to cast their ballot on May 25. 

At least 32 children killed in Colombian bus fire from Xinhua (China) 19 May 14

At least 32 children were burnt to death and 18 others were injured when a bus carrying them caught fire Sunday in north Colombia's Magdalena
province, authorities said. 

Video scandal jolts Colombia's presidential campaign from Agence France-Presse 18 May 14

A video showing Colombia's main opposition presidential candidate receiving apparently confidential information from a hacker jolted the
campaign Sunday. 

US hails Colombia drug trade deal with rebels from Agence France-Presse 18 May 14

The United States cheered a deal clinched by Colombia and leftist FARC rebels on ending the country's vast illicit drugs trade. 

New ‘hacker’ scandal rattles Colombian presidential race from Miami Herald 18 May 14

A video that emerged over the weekend seems to show front-running presidential candidate Oscar Iván Zuluaga relying on classified information
purportedly extracted from military intelligence and the U.S. Southern Command. 

Colombia hails 'important step' in FARC peace process from Agence France-Presse 17 May 14

Colombia and leftist FARC guerrillas concluded a key stage in talks on Friday aimed at ending five decades of war, as the rebels announced a
truce for the upcoming presidential election. 

Colombia's presidential election: Ballots and bullets from The Economist 16 May 14

The slow pace of peace talks has complicated Juan Manuel Santos's campaign. 

2 years later, U.S.-Colombia trade deal holds bitter lessons for some from Miami Herald 15 May 14

When the United States and Colombia implemented a free-trade deal two years ago, it was supposed to usher in an era of commerce with a heart.
The deal was intended to spur bilateral trade and also smooth out Colombia's troubled labor landscape -- one of the world's harshest for union
organizers. 

Zuluaga Tops Santos in Colombian Presidential Poll from Bloomberg 15 May 14

Former Colombian Finance Minister Oscar Ivan Zuluaga would defeat President Juan Manuel Santos in a second round vote, a Gallup poll said,
as the opposition leader demands an end to peace talks with Marxist guerrillas. 

Colombia rebels say 'stable and lasting peace' is possible from Reuters 14 May 14

The chances for a "stable and lasting peace" have never been better, Colombian rebels said before peace talks on Wednesday in the latest sign that
President Juan Manuel Santos could receive a boost from the negotiations ahead of the May 25 election. 

Homeless man set on fire, killed in Colombian capital from EFE (Spain) 14 May 14

A homeless man was killed in Bogota by unknown attackers who doused him with gasoline while he was sleeping and then set him on fire,
Colombian authorities said Wednesday. 

Colombian police arrest paramilitary leader 'Movil 5' from BBC 13 May 14

Police in Colombia have arrested a senior paramilitary known as Movil 5. 

Colombian teachers announce strike from EFE (Spain) 13 May 14

The Fecode union representing Colombia's public school teachers announced plans for a strike after failing to reach an agreement with the
government on pay, healthcare and teacher evaluation. 

Colombian rebels release rap video from Associated Press 13 May 14

Colombia's largest rebel group is trying to rally support for peace talks with a new rap video. 



Scandals taint Colombian presidential race from The Guardian (UK) 12 May 14

Damning accusations of espionage and payoffs from drug lords have tainted Colombia's presidential campaign, with advisers to the top two
candidates resigning in separate scandals that could keep already indifferent voters away from the ballot boxes. 

Businessman rescued from kidnappers in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 12 May 14

A businessman kidnapped two months ago was rescued in an operation in which four suspects were captured, the Colombian police reported
Monday. 

Colombian government, FARC launch last round of talks before election from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 May 14

Representatives of the Colombian government and the leftist rebel group Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) launched Monday
the last round of peace talks ahead of the May 25 presidential election in the South American country. 

Colombia's Santos: opposition poisoning peace talks from Agence France-Presse 12 May 14

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos, in an interview with AFP, accused his opponents of waging a "dirty" campaign to poison peace talks
with leftist guerrillas. 

Colombia ex-leader told to back up allegations from Associated Press 11 May 14

The office of Colombia's top prosecutor jumped into a presidential feud between a past and current president on Sunday, summoning Alvaro Uribe
to substantiate suggestions that drug money went into the campaign of current President Juan Manuel Santos. 

ELN rebels ambush and wound 7 police officers in northern Colombia from EFE (Spain) 11 May 14

Seven police officers traveling from Norosi to Rio Viejo in the northern Colombian province of Bolivar were wounded in an ambush by National
Liberation Army, or ELN, guerrillas, officials said Sunday. 

Colombian army says three rebels killed from Agence France-Presse 10 May 14

The Colombian army said Saturday its forces killed three leftist guerrillas during an operation in the northwestern province of Antioquia. 

Colombian peace talks at stake in presidential election from Reuters 8 May 14

Peace talks to end five decades of war are on the line in Colombia's election this month with President Juan Manuel Santos fighting for a second
term while opponents accuse him of giving up too much to Marxist rebels at the negotiating table. 

Santos denounces hacking of peace talks communications from Agence France-Presse 8 May 14

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos lashed out Thursday at cyber-espionage allegedly carried out by a computer expert who worked for his
main rival in upcoming presidential elections. 

4 Colombian rebels killed in airstrike from EFE (Spain) 8 May 14

Four guerrillas died early Thursday morning when the Colombian air force bombarded their camp, attempting to target a senior commander of the
FARC rebel group, although he managed to escape, the military said. 

British combat hovercraft 'a game changer' in Colombia from BBC 8 May 14

Colombia has begun deploying British-made combat hovercraft in one of its most troubled provinces to fight rebels and drug traffickers. 

UPDATE: Colombian broadcaster offered peace talks info by hacker, opposition figure from Reuters 7 May 14

A Colombian broadcaster said on Wednesday it was offered information on peace talks with leftist rebels by an opposition campaign official and a
hacker arrested for spying on the negotiators. 

Colombian judge orders accused cyber spy held from EFE (Spain) 7 May 14

A man arrested for conducting a clandestine cyber-espionage operation targeting the Colombian government's negotiations with leftist guerrillas
will remain in custody pending trial, a judge ordered Wednesday. 



Press group condemns photographer's arrest in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 7 May 14

A media advocacy group on Wednesday condemned the Labor Day arrest of a press photographer in Colombia, calling on authorities to
investigate the incident. 

UPDATE: Spy targeted Colombia peace talks, president: official from Agence France-Presse 6 May 14

A cyber-spy seeking to undermine Colombia's peace talks intercepted emails from President Juan Manuel Santos and leftist rebels, prosecutors
said Tuesday. 

UPDATE: Colombia: Hacker tried to sabotage peace talks from Associated Press 6 May 14

Colombian authorities have arrested a purported hacker for allegedly breaking into President Juan Manuel Santos' email account and trying to
obtain information to sabotage government peace talks with the country's biggest rebel movement. 

Colombia raids office that 'spied to undermine peace' from BBC 6 May 14

Colombian authorities say they have raided an office that illegally spied on rebel and government communication to try to undermine peace talks. 

Colombia, U.S. seize 1.5 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 6 May 14

Colombian police and elements of the U.S. Coast Guard and Drug Enforcement Administration seized in international waters more than 1.5 tons
of cocaine and arrested four people, authorities here said Tuesday. 

Santos' e-mails intercepted, Colombian AG says from EFE (Spain) 6 May 14

Investigators discovered a clandestine cyber-espionage operation targeting the government's negotiations with leftist guerrillas, Colombia's
attorney general said Tuesday, adding that the spies apparently intercepted President Juan Manuel Santos' e-mails. 

Colombia's Santos keeps lead in opinion poll on election; rival gains from Reuters 6 May 14

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos kept his clear lead in voting intentions four weeks ahead of elections, although his closest rival, Oscar
Ivan Zuluaga, continued to gain on the incumbent, a poll published late on Monday showed. 

Canadian, Brazilian missing in Colombia air crash from Agence France-Presse 5 May 14

A Canadian and a Brazilian were missing Monday after their Canadian-registered twin engine aircraft crashed in a mountainous area of northern
Colombia, authorities said. 

Campaign chief for Colombian president resigns from Associated Press 5 May 14

The head of President Juan Manuel Santos' re-election campaign is resigning amid allegations he received $12 million from drug traffickers in
exchange for helping negotiate their surrender. 

Marxist Rebel Bombings Send Colombia Oil Output to 20-Month Low from Bloomberg 5 May 14

Colombian crude production sank to a 20-month low in April as Marxist rebel attacks and community protests curbed output amid continuing
peace talks in Havana. 

Colombia busts group smuggling migrants from Middle East from EFE (Spain) 5 May 14

Colombian authorities broke up a band of eight people who specialized in smuggling migrants from the Middle East, to whom they supplied fake
documents to enable them to remain in the country, judicial sources said. 

Colombia a surprising leader in high tech from San Francisco Chronicle 5 May 14

In the past four months alone, a parade of foreign dignitaries has passed through the Bay Area: the prime minister of Israel, the foreign minister of
Egypt, the governor general of Canada. Photo ops with Silicon Valley types seem almost a prerequisite for global diplomacy, especially for those
who want to present their countries as centers of high-tech innovation. 

Toll rises to 12 dead in Colombia mine disaster from Agence France-Presse 5 May 14



The death toll from a landslide at an illegal gold mine in western Colombia has risen to 12, authorities said Monday, as rescuers searched for four
more missing victims. 

Rescue teams recover 7 bodies from illegal mine in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 4 May 14

Rescue teams recovered the bodies of four men and three women from the illegal mine that collapsed last week in the southwestern Colombian
province of Cauca, emergency management officials said. 

Colombia's FARC says agreement near on drug trafficking from Agence France-Presse 4 May 14

Colombia's FARC guerrilla group said Sunday it was close to an agreement with the government on drug trafficking, as they concluded another
round of peace talks in Havana. 

Death toll rises to four in Colombia mine disaster from Agence France-Presse 3 May 14

Rescue workers on Saturday recovered the body of a fourth miner killed in a landslide at an illegal gold mine in western Colombia, leaving a
dozen others still unaccounted for. 

Rebel attack on Colombia pipeline causes oil spill from EFE (Spain) 2 May 14

A new guerrilla attack on Colombia's Caño Limon-Coveñas pipeline, out of service since March 25, has caused an oil spill and sparked
environmental concerns. 

Rescue effort resumes at collapsed Colombian mine from Associated Press 2 May 14

Rescue workers aren't giving up hope of finding some 13 miners still missing after an illegal gold mine collapsed in southwest Colombia. 

Colombia to repair oil pipeline after deal with indigenous group from Reuters 2 May 14

A Colombian oil pipeline owned by state-run Ecopetrol will be repaired after the government reached a deal with the U'wa indigenous community
who blocked access to a damaged section for more than a month, the Energy Ministry said on Thursday. 

Three dead, 30 buried in collapse of illegal Colombia mine from Agence France-Presse 1 May 14

At least three people were killed and up to 30 more are feared dead after the collapse of an illegal gold mine in western Colombia, rescue officials
said on Thursday. 

Colombia: Amid a tightening election, Santos faces farmer strike from Miami Herald 30 Apr 14

Less than a month before facing reelection, President Juan Manuel Santos has a farmer problem. A national coalition of agricultural workers went
on strike Monday accusing the government of reneging on promises it made during a strike in August. 

Colombia deploys military might to crush farmers' strike before election from The Guardian (UK) 29 Apr 14

The Colombian government is deploying tanks, troops and riot police to counter a farmers' strike that aims to choke food supplies before the
upcoming presidential election on 25 May. 

Colombia's FARC wants to avoid 'Nuremberg' scenario from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 14

The FARC rebel group warned it would not agree to peace with Colombia's government only to see its leaders subjected to Nuremberg-like war
crimes trials. 

S. Korean parliament ratifies bilateral FTA with Colombia from Yonhap (South Korea) 29 Apr 14

South Korea's parliament on Tuesday ratified the country's free trade agreement (FTA) with Colombia Tuesday, over one year after the deal was
signed. 

Santos holds lead in Colombia election opinion poll but rival gains from Reuters 29 Apr 14

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos maintained his clear lead in voting intentions ahead of May 25 elections, a Gallup poll published on
Tuesday showed, but his nearest rival, Oscar Ivan Zuluaga, continued to gain support. 



Colombia peasant farmers call protest against government from Agence France-Presse 28 Apr 14

Colombian peasant farmers launched a national protest Monday against what they said was the government's failure to make good on promised
subsidies for small-scale agriculture. 

Colombian rebels torch convoy repairing Ecopetrol pipeline from Reuters 28 Apr 14

A Colombian rebel group stopped and set fire to 12 vehicles transporting contractors and equipment to repair a pipeline on behalf of state-owned
oil company Ecopetrol, police officials said on Monday. 

Colombian president unveils plan to lobby for reelection from Xinhua (China) 28 Apr 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Monday unveiled a new plan to make a case for his reelection bid for the upcoming May 25 general
elections. 

Colombia's Santos would win reelection in run-off: poll from Xinhua (China) 27 Apr 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos would win a second term in office, but he may have to compete against rival candidates in a runoff,
according to a poll published on Sunday. 

Explosion in Colombia mine leaves 4 dead, poisons more than 65 from EFE (Spain) 26 Apr 14

Four dead miners and 65 more poisoned by inhaling toxic gases was the toll taken by an explosion in a gold mine in the northwestern Colombian
municipality of Buritica, emergency management services said Saturday. 

Colombia president to challenge Bogota mayor's return from Reuters 25 Apr 14

Colombia's government will challenge a judicial decision restoring the mayor of Bogota to his post weeks after he was ousted, the president said
on Friday in the latest twist to a saga that has left the city without stable leadership. 

Colombia Aims to End Standoff Between Oil Companies, Indians from Wall Street Journal 24 Apr 14

Top government officials will meet Friday with some 300 U'wa Indians in Colombia's remote northeastern cloud forests near the Venezuelan
border in the hopes of ending a standoff that has caused a month-long shutdown of the country's second-longest oil pipeline and forced two major
oil companies to cancel contracts to sell oil. 

Chiquita asks court to toss terror payments case from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

Produce giant Chiquita Brands International is asking a federal appeals court to toss out lawsuits filed against it in the U.S. by thousands of
Colombians whose relatives were killed in a bloody civil war. 

Colombia denies saying about military cut from Xinhua (China) 23 Apr 14

Colombian government chief negotiator Humberto de la Calle to the peace talks with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC)
guerrilla group on Wednesday denied a saying about that officials were negotiating a cut in military forces. 

Colombian president reinstates ousted mayor of Bogota from Xinhua (China) 23 Apr 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Wednesday reinstated the ousted mayor of Bogota, Gustavo Petro, just two days after naming his
replacement. 

Colombia arrests 10 cocaine smugglers at airport from Associated Press 22 Apr 14

Colombia's anti-narcotics police force says it arrested five foreigners and five Colombians trying to smuggle cocaine through Bogota's
international airport during Holy Week. 

Colombians Are Tired of People Misspelling Their Country's Name as 'Columbia' from Wall Street Journal 22 Apr 14

To Fight Back, They Take to Social Media, Calling Out Companies and Celebrities Who Use the U Spelling; #itscolombianotcolumbia. 

Colombia soldier killed by rebel mine from EFE (Spain) 22 Apr 14

One soldier was killed and 13 others wounded when an army convoy set off mines laid by FARC guerrillas on a road in the northeastern province



of Norte de Santander, the Colombian military said. 

Urban hero takes on establishment in Colombia presidential race from Reuters 22 Apr 14

Enrique Penalosa, a jovial economist who made Colombia's congested capital more tolerable when he was mayor in the 1990s, is bringing his
urban smarts to the national scene, hoping to persuade voters he will bring peace and prosperity as president. 

Colombia court reinstates ousted Bogota mayor from Associated Press 22 Apr 14

A Colombian court has ordered the reinstatement within 48 hours of ousted Bogota Mayor Gustavo Petro. 

Colombia's Santos names city planner acting mayor of Bogota from EFE (Spain) 21 Apr 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Monday named Bogota planning chief Maria Mercedes Maldonado as acting mayor of this capital
pending a still-unscheduled special election to choose a permanent successor to the ousted Gustavo Petro. 

Colombian President Santos Seeks New Path on Drug War from Wall Street Journal 21 Apr 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said the war against drugs has failed, and the world must come up with new approaches to deal with a
scourge that has killed thousands of Colombians. 

4 FARC rebels killed in fighting in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 20 Apr 14

Four FARC guerrillas have been killed in fighting in Colombia this weekend, the army said. The rebels died in clashes with army troops in
Arauca, Meta and Cauca provinces. 

Colombia's ELN rebels free two hostages from Xinhua (China) 20 Apr 14

Colombia's National Police confirmed Saturday the release of two hostages held by the National Liberation Army insurgent group (ELN) in
Saravena municipality, located in the country's eastern Arauca department. 

OPINION: Myths And Realities About The Colombian Peace Process from Miami Herald 17 Apr 14

Some opponents of the peace process between the government of Colombia and insurgents have been circulating false versions about the talks
underway in Havana and unbelievable myths about its actual scope. We will clarify the main legends right now. 

FEATURE: Gabriel García Márquez, Exemplar of the Fiction of Magic Realism, Dies at 87 from New York Times 17 Apr 14

Gabriel García Márquez, the Colombian novelist whose “One Hundred Years of Solitude” established him as a giant of 20th-century literature,
died on Thursday at his home in Mexico City. He was 87.

Will the real Mr Santos please speak up from The Economist 17 Apr 14

UNTIL a few weeks ago, nobody seriously thought that Juan Manuel Santos would fail to win a second term in an election on May 25th. By any
reasonable standard, his has been a good government.

Colombian rebels free captured soldier from EFE (Spain) 17 Apr 14

Leftist FARC guerrillas released a soldier they captured earlier this week in the southwestern province of Cauca, the Colombian national
ombudsman's office said Thursday. 

Police in Colombia seize 3 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 15 Apr 14

Colombian police on Tuesday seized 2,877 kilos (6,337 lbs.) of liquid cocaine discovered in the Caribbean port of Cartagena, where seven tons of
the drug in solid form were confiscated a week ago. 

Colombian rebels blow up stretch of key highway from EFE (Spain) 15 Apr 14

Colombia's leftist FARC guerrillas blew up a portion of the main road linking their country with neighboring Ecuador, authorities said Tuesday. 

As Possibility for Peace Grows in Colombia, a New WOLA Report Analyzes the Challenges Ahead from Targeted News Service 14 Apr

14



The Washington Office on Latin America issued the following news release: 

OPINION: Building Peace In Colombia from Miami Herald 14 Apr 14

After more than 60 years of internal conflict, at the outset of 2014 Colombia’s government and the FARC appear to be on the road to a peace
agreement. 

Violence flares in Colombian city patrolled by military from EFE (Spain) 14 Apr 14

Two young men were found dismembered in the Pacific port of Buenaventura, the first known murders in Colombia's most dangerous city since
the military took charge of security on March 21, Colombian authorities said Monday. 

Clash in Colombia leaves seven drug gang members dead from Agence France-Presse 13 Apr 14

Seven alleged members of the drug trafficking gang "Los Urabenos" died in a clash with the army in northeastern Colombia, the army said
Saturday. 

Colombian drug bust seizes over a ton of marijuana from Agence France-Presse 12 Apr 14

The Colombian Army seized 1.3 tons of marijuana worth nearly a million dollars, allegedly owned by FARC leftist guerrillas, it said Saturday. 

Progress in peace talks between Colombian gov't, rebels from Xinhua (China) 11 Apr 14

The Colombian government and the rebel Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia(FARC) on Friday ended the 23rd round of peace talks in
Havana, with progress in issues relating to illicit drugs. 

Rash of acid attacks stir calls for change in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 14

A rash of acid attacks in recent weeks have horrified Colombians, provoking calls for special laws to deter a particularly fearsome form of
aggression in an already violent society. 

Colombia leader would 'think twice' about killing FARC chief from Agence France-Presse 10 Apr 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said Thursday he would "think twice" before giving the order to kill FARC guerrilla leader Timoleon
Jimenez, alias Timochenko. 

Seven tons of cocaine seized in northern Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 10 Apr 14

Authorities in Colombia seized seven tons of cocaine in a cargo of pineapple bound for the Netherlands late Wednesday, an official and a news
report said. 

Colombian democracy took a backward leap with ousting of Bogotá mayor from The Guardian (UK) 9 Apr 14

Last month, the Colombian president, Juan Manuel Santos, took a decision that could undermine attempts to present his country as a modern
democracy and might affect the delicate peace process being negotiated with the Farc guerrilla group in Havana. 

Colombian president condemns killing of three policemen from Xinhua (China) 8 Apr 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos Tuesday condemned the killing of three policemen in an ambush blamed on members of the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) insurgent group.

Colombian pleads to trafficking with 'El Chapo' from Associated Press 8 Apr 14

A Colombian man has pleaded guilty to his role in a decade-long international drug trafficking conspiracy that authorities say is connected to the
recently arrested Mexican drug lord known as "El Chapo." 

3 Colombian police killed in rebel ambush from EFE (Spain) 8 Apr 14

Three Colombian police officers were killed Tuesday by FARC guerrillas on a highway in the southern province of Caqueta, authorities said. 

U.S. Helping Colombia Quell Marxists Guerrilla Group from Washington Times 8 Apr 14

This impoverished port town on the Pacific coast has become ground zero for the Colombian government’s U.S.-funded efforts to quell a Marxist



guerrilla rebellion and eradicate the drug trade, which serves as the group’s main source of financing. 

Colombian labor unions say their plight is being overshadowed by trade deal with U.S. from Miami Herald 8 Apr 14

Union leaders Monday accused the government of failing to implement a program that was supposed to protect the lives and rights of workers in
the run-up to the free trade agreement with the United States. 

In wake of attacks, Colombia to regulate acid sales from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 14

The Colombian government plans to regulate the sale of acids following a spate of recent attacks that have shocked the South American country. 

Santos sees Colombian reelection race tighten as one rival heads to Miami to raise funds from Miami Herald 5 Apr 14

With 50 days to go before Colombia's May 25 election, the race is tightening for President Juan Manuel Santos. Most major polls show him being
forced to defend his administration in a run-off June 15. And some show former Bogota Mayor Enrique Penalosa defeating him in that second
round. 

Two police killed in Colombia FARC attack from Agence France-Presse 4 Apr 14

Two officers were killed early Friday in a FARC attack in western Colombia, police said, amid ongoing peace talks between the rebel group and
government. 

Colombian killed in Venezuela clash: military from Agence France-Presse 3 Apr 14

A Colombian national was killed and 14 others arrested in a clash with the Venezuelan military in the restive border state of Tachira, the military
said. 

UPDATE: Colombian troops neutralize explosives-laden vehicle from EFE (Spain) 2 Apr 14

Colombian army sappers were able to detonate a vehicle loaded with explosives that had been abandoned by FARC guerrillas on a highway in the
southwestern province of Cauca, where the insurgents also blew up part of a major highway. 

Colombian military operations result in 6 rebels killed, 4 captured from EFE (Spain) 1 Apr 14

Colombian army operations in the central and southwestern part of the country have resulted in six FARC guerrillas killed, four captured and four
who have laid down their arms voluntarily, the Defense Ministry announced Tuesday. 

Colombia peace talks: Martin McGuinness meets President Santos from BBC 1 Apr 14

Northern Ireland Deputy First Minister Martin McGuinness has met the Colombian president to advise him on the peace process there. 

Six FARC guerrillas killed, 8 captured from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 14

Colombia's army said it killed six FARC rebels and captured eight on Tuesday in a deadly clash that came against the backdrop of ongoing peace
talks. 

FARC rebels blow up highway in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 1 Apr 14

Suspected FARC guerrillas used 100 kilos (more than 200 lbs.) of dynamite to blast a hole in a stretch of the Panamericana highway in
southwestern Colombia, authorities said Tuesday. 

Colombia wants truth commission after FARC peace deal from Agence France-Presse 30 Mar 14

A truth commission to probe abuses in Colombia's half-century-old conflict should be held after, not before, peace is reached with leftist rebels,
Bogota's top negotiator said Sunday. 

Nearly 400 people forced to flee fighting in Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 30 Mar 14

Heavy fighting between Colombian military forces and Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) rebels in western Colombia has driven
nearly 400 people from their village. 

Colombian president vows to pursue FARC despite talks from Agence France-Presse 30 Mar 14



Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Saturday said government troops killed a finance officer with the FARC and vowed to press ahead
with offensives against the guerrilla group despite peace talks. 

Colombia captures drug money launderer from Agence France-Presse 29 Mar 14

Colombia has captured an alleged drug money launderer linked to one of the country's top former kingpins, the army said Saturday. 

Two tons of cocaine seized in north Colombia from Xinhua (China) 29 Mar 14

Colombia's anti-narcotic police on Saturday seized two tons of cocaine that allegedly belonged to the criminal gang Los Urabenos at the port of
Santa Marta on the country's northern Caribbean coast. 

Colombian troops kill one FARC leader, capture another from Xinhua (China) 28 Mar 14

The Colombian troops have killed one of the leaders of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla group and captured
another, the Defense Ministry said Thursday. 

FARC hails gov't proposal to create peace commission from Xinhua (China) 28 Mar 14

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) rebel group Friday hailed a Colombian government proposal to reestablish a national
peace commission to aid peace talks between the two sides. 

Nearly 90 murdered this year in Colombian port city from EFE (Spain) 28 Mar 14

Authorities in the Pacific port city of Buenaventura have documented 87 homicides so far this year amid a gang war for control of the drug trade,
the office of Colombia's national ombudsman said Friday. 

Colombia: Venez accepts terms for political talks from Associated Press 27 Mar 14

The president of Colombia says Venezuela's socialist administration has accepted the opposition's conditions for dialogue. 

FEATURE: Colombian soldiers clown around in roving circus from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 14

The circus is part of efforts to ease local fears about Colombian armed forces after decades of conflict -- a brutal civil war with leftist rebels that
has lasted half a century and left thousands dead.

Colombia captures synthetic-drug distributing tsar from Xinhua (China) 26 Mar 14

Colombian police authorities announced Wednesday they had captured Hector Alonso Castro, believed to be the country's largest distributor of
synthetic drugs, local media reported. 

Colombia blast attack kills one, wounds eight from Agence France-Presse 24 Mar 14

One policeman was killed and eight others, police and civilians, were wounded in an explosion in southwestern Colombia suspected to have been
carried out by leftist rebels. 

UPDATE: Four dead in bomb attack on Colombia drug-rehab center from Agence France-Presse 22 Mar 14

Four people were killed and 16 wounded Saturday in a bomb attack on a newly opened Colombian drug-rehab center which police believe was
the work of organized crime. 

FARC justifies slaying 2 police because of military harassment from EFE (Spain) 22 Mar 14

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, admitted Saturday they killed two policemen they kidnapped last weekend in the
southwestern part of the country, saying their deed was justified because of "the huge military pursuit operation" they had to endure. 

Colombia bomb blast leaves 3 homeless people dead from EFE (Spain) 22 Mar 14

A bomb explosion at a homeless shelter in the northwestern Colombian city of Medellin left three people dead Saturday and a total of 15 people
wounded, authorities said. 

Colombia militarizes violent port city from EFE (Spain) 22 Mar 14



Colombia's government has deployed 700 additional security force members to this violence-wracked Pacific port city, which has been plagued by
killings, dismemberments and forced disappearances. 

FARC calls for launching agrarian reform in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 21 Mar 14

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) rebels on Friday urged the government to start agrarian reform, a key issue for their
ongoing peace talks. 

Four FARC rebels killed in Colombian air force raid from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 21 Mar 14

Four members of the leftist rebel group Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) were killed in an air force raid in north-western
Colombia, the Colombian army said Friday. 

In Colombia, cows, crops and timber coexist from Christian Science Monitor 21 Mar 14

An ambitious program in Colombia shows that mixing grazing, agriculture, and trees can coax more food from each acre, boost farmers' incomes,
restore degraded land, and make farming more resilient to climate change. 

Colombia eyes big boost in biofuel production from EFE (Spain) 21 Mar 14

Colombia, the fifth-largest producer of palm oil-based biodiesel and 10th-largest maker of sugarcane-based ethanol, plans to boost production of
both biofuels by around 50 percent in the 2014-2015 period. 

Colombia's Santos slips in poll but still election favourite from Reuters 20 Mar 14

Support for Colombia's centre-right President Juan Manuel Santos has slipped in a survey of voters' intentions for May 25 elections, but he
remains the clear front runner in a race that will centre on how to end the country's five-decade conflict. 

Colombia's Urabeños criminal gang traffics in mayhem from Los Angeles Times 20 Mar 14

Human Rights Watch on Thursday blamed the Urabeños criminal gang for helping cause one of Colombia’s worst humanitarian crises in years:
the forced displacement last year of 19,000 people from the city of Buenaventura. 

Colombian rebels free kidnapped oil workers from EFE (Spain) 20 Mar 14

The leftist FARC guerrillas who kidnapped five oil company employees in the central province of Meta freed the captives hours later thanks to
pressure from the security forces, Colombia's defense minister said. 

Colombia rebels condemn ouster of Bogota mayor from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 14

The FARC guerrilla group Thursday condemned Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos' ouster of Bogota's elected mayor, warning it
undermined confidence in peace talks underway in Havana. 

INTERVIEW: Colombia's Santos on making and keeping peace from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos, campaigning for a second term, is basing his bid on his confidence he will conclude a peace deal to end
Latin America's oldest leftist insurgency. 

Colombia's president removes Bogota mayor from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 14

Defying international rights monitors, Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos on Wednesday dismissed Bogota's elected mayor, Gustavo Petro.

Oil workers abducted in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 19 Mar 14

Five employees of an oil company were kidnapped Wednesday in the central province of Meta, Colombian authorities said, blaming the action on
leftist FARC guerrillas. 

Colombia should stop Bogota mayor's ouster: rights commission from Reuters 19 Mar 14

The Inter-American Commission of Human Rights has called on Colombia to suspend a decision to oust the mayor of its capital, putting pressure
on President Juan Manuel Santos to intervene in the sensitive case just as his re-election campaign begins. 



Colombia says FARC rebels killed 2 cops from EFE (Spain) 19 Mar 14

The director of the Colombian Police confirmed Tuesday the murders of two officers in the southwestern part of the country and attributed the
deed to leftist FARC guerrillas. 

Approval for Colombian mayor's contested dismissal from Agence France-Presse 19 Mar 14

Colombia's Council of State on Tuesday approved the contested dismissal of Gustavo Petro as mayor of Bogota, the most important elected
position in the country after the presidency. 

Colombian president condemns murder of police officers from Xinhua (China) 18 Mar 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Tuesday condemned the murder of two police officers allegedly captured by the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla in the southwestern department of Narino. 

Colombian rebel pleads guilty to hostage taking from Associated Press 18 Mar 14

A member of the leftist Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia has pleaded guilty to taking three American citizens hostage after their single-
engine plane crash-landed in a remote area of Colombia in 2003. 

Oil pipeline bombed in Colombia from United Press International 17 Mar 14

An oil pipeline was bombed in Colombia's Norte de Santander province, the mayor of Cubara said, the 17th time this year it has been attacked. 

Peace deal in sight in Colombia, says president from The Guardian (UK) 17 Mar 14

Colombia is nearing a peace deal that could end the longest-running civil war on the planet and significantly reduce the global supply of cocaine,
according to President Juan Manuel Santos, who predicts an agreement with Farc guerrillas that will include the eradication of coca plantations. 

In Colombia, Two Warring Officials Provide a Portrait of a Nation's Political Divide from New York Times 17 Mar 14

The political battle royale playing out between the mayor of Bogotá and the country's powerful inspector general, who ordered him removed from
office, has been compared to a Latin soap opera.

Governing party councilman murdered in southwestern Colombia from EFE (Spain) 16 Mar 14

Segundo Benjamin Morales, a councilman belonging to the governing Radical Change party in the municipality of San Jose de Alban, in
Colombia's southwestern Nariño province, was murdered on the weekend by an unknown gunman who broke into his house and shot him to
death. 

COMMENTARY: Hostile forces from The Economist 14 Mar 14

Colombia’s congressional election Opponents of peace talks with the FARC gain a more powerful platform. 

Colombian police seize 1.5 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 14 Mar 14

Colombian police seized 1.5 tons of cocaine being shipped in a speedboat across the Caribbean to Honduras, authorities said Friday. 

Colombia election shrinks government majority in Congress from Reuters 10 Mar 14

Colombia's governing coalition emerged from elections on Sunday with its congressional majority intact but shrunken by the arrival of ex-
president Alvaro Uribe's new party which opposes peace talks aimed at ending five decades of civil conflict. 

Ex-President Wins a Seat in Colombia from New York Times 10 Mar 14

Voters in Colombia on Sunday elected former President Álvaro Uribe to the Senate, increasing the influence of one of the most vocal critics of
peace negotiations between the government and the country’s main guerrilla group. 

Colombian president welcomes safer elections from Xinhua (China) 10 Mar 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos expressed gratitude for the efforts of the country's security forces in safeguarding Sunday's
parliamentary elections. 



Colombia voters give lukewarm support for peace process from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 14

Colombian voters showed lukewarm support for peace talks with guerrillas Sunday by giving the country's president a majority in Congress, but
also electing his conservative rival, ex-president Alvaro Uribe, to the senate. 

4 Soldiers dead, 4 civilians wounded in rebel attack in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 10 Mar 14

Four Colombian army soldiers died and four civilians were wounded in an attack apparently carried out by FARC guerrillas in the municipality of
Montañita, in southern Caqueta province, the Defense Ministry announced here Monday. 

FARC leader arrested ahead of Colombia parliamentary poll from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 8 Mar 14

Attempts to disrupt the Colombian parliamentary elections taking place on Sunday have been thwarted by authorities, broadcaster RCN quoted
Defense Minister Juan Carlos Pinzon as saying on Saturday. 

Ex-Colombian Leader Declares War on Peace Process from Wall Street Journal 7 Mar 14

Former President Álvaro Uribe, who forged his legacy in this war-weary nation by leading a military offensive that pummeled a guerrilla
insurgency, is preparing for a new fight. 

Colombian election seen as referendum on peace talks from Agence France-Presse 7 Mar 14

Colombia holds legislative elections Sunday that are seen as a referendum on peace talks with FARC leftist guerrillas and a trial run for a
presidential vote in May. 

Colombian paramilitaries set for release from Associated Press 7 Mar 14

One veteran of Colombia's disbanded far-right militias admitted to ordering or taking part in at least 3,000 killings, mostly targeting leftists, and
incinerating many of the corpses to destroy evidence. 

Colombia rebels release kidnapped policeman from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 14

The Colombian Red Cross said Thursday a police officer held for two weeks by leftist ELN rebels had been released, following an attack on his
patrol that left four dead. 

Five killed by armed group in northern Colombia from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 14

Five people were killed Wednesday by an armed group that invaded a farm in northern Colombia, the public defenders office said in a statement. 

OPINION: Colombian Rebels Declare War on Oil from Bloomberg News 5 Mar 14

Colombia’s Marxist guerrillas are at war with oil. According to the government, rebel groups, notably the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia, or FARC, perpetrated 259 pipeline bombings last year, the highest level in a decade. The FARC and its smaller cousin, the National
Liberation Army (or ELN) also kidnapped 16 energy industry workers in 2013. 

Colombia's Santos throws hat in ring for re-election from Agence France-Presse 4 Mar 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos submitted his official bid for re-election Tuesday, with a promise to complete the work he's begun in
negotiations with leftist rebels. 

ANALYSIS: Colombia: With Peace On The Horizon, New Risks Emerge from Control Risks 4 Mar 14

2014 is shaping up to be a watershed year for Colombia. The big story coming out of the country is continuing peace negotiations between the
government the country’s biggest guerrilla group, the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), which could put an end to more than
five decades of conflict.

8 Hurt in protests in Colombian capital from EFE (Spain) 4 Mar 14

At least eight people were injured Tuesday when Colombian police used tear gas against commuters gathered at a Bogota bus terminal to protest
poor service. 

Colombian ex-military alleged to sell stolen weapons from Agence France-Presse 4 Mar 14



Colombian authorities have arrested more than a dozen people, most of them former soldiers and police accused of selling stolen military
weaponry to drug traffickers. 

Rebels apologize for firing on candidate's convoy from Associated Press 27 Feb 14

Colombia's No. 2 rebel group is apologizing for shooting at a leftist presidential candidate's convoy. 

Colombian president hails European visa waiver for Colombians from Xinhua (China) 27 Feb 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Thursday welcomed a decision by the European Parliament to waive tourist visas for Colombians
traveling to any European Union (EU) member countries. 

Colombian Finance Minister Sees GDP Boost From Infrastructure Projects from Wall Street Journal 27 Feb 14

Colombia's finance minister said some $12 billion in investment on infrastructure projects this year will boost this Andean country's gross
domestic product even as the U.S. signals an end to easy-money policy and some analysts predict a drop in commodity prices. 

Former governors, military leaders to be probed for role in massacre from United Press International 27 Feb 14

Prosecutor said they have asked the Colombian Supreme Court to investigate the involvement of governors and leaders in the 1998 Cano Jabon
massacre. 

FEATURE: A Colombian Gem from Wall Street Journal 26 Feb 14

Colombian artist Jorge Julián Aristizábal was 16 when a group of artists and architects converted a small house in his home city of Medellín into a
museum of modern art.

UPDATE: Four killed in Colombia supermarket blast from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 14

Four people were killed and 10 injured Wednesday by a strong blast that tore through a supermarket in western Colombia, local authorities said. 

Colombia policeman captured during raid: rebels from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 14

Colombia's National Liberation Army, or ELN, said Monday it captured a Colombian police officer during a government drug raid and promised
to free him soon. 

Helicopter crash kills 4 soldiers in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 24 Feb 14

Four soldiers died in a helicopter crash in central Colombia that was apparently caused by bad weather, the army said Monday. 

Colombia blames ELN rebels for attack on presidential candidate from Reuters 24 Feb 14

The National Liberation Army (ELN), Colombia's second-biggest guerrilla group, was behind the attack this weekend on a leftist presidential
candidate, the country's top defense official said on Monday. 

Colombia investigates Santos email hacking from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 14

Colombian prosecutors Monday opened an investigation after President Juan Manuel Santos said more than 1,000 of his personal emails had been
hacked, as spying allegations mar peace talks with the FARC rebels. 

Colombia's Santos says thousands of his emails hacked from Agence France-Presse 23 Feb 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos confirmed Sunday that more than a thousand of his personal emails had been hacked, saying unknown
parties were trying to slander him as he seeks another term. 

Colombian presidential candidate's convoy attacked from EFE (Spain) 23 Feb 14

The convoy carrying Patriotic Union presidential candidate Aida Avella Esquivel was attacked Sunday by two men riding a motorcycle in Tame, a
city in Colombia's Arauca province, police said. 

Colombian authorities capture 26 rebels, gang members from Xinhua (China) 22 Feb 14

Twenty-six members of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) and "Los Urabenos" criminal gang were captured in the last 24



hours in different operations, Colombia's Ministry of Defense said on Saturday. 

Colombian president's email account hacked: report from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos' personal email account has been hacked by unknown parties, a newspaper reported Saturday. 

Colombia's armed forces: General exit from The Economist 21 Feb 14

The ousting of the country's military chief may help peace negotiations 

Journalist killed in Colombia: press group from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 14

A television news cameraman was shot to death in an area of Colombia where he had received death threats several months earlier, a press
foundation said Friday. 

Colombia's Bicentenario pipeline escapes damage in bomb attacks from Reuters 21 Feb 14

Colombia's Bicentenario oil pipeline was undamaged by two explosions about 50 km (31 miles) apart, an industry source told Reuters on Friday. 

1 killed in Colombia military plane crash from Xinhua (China) 19 Feb 14

The Colombian Air Force (FAC) on Tuesday confirmed that a pilot was killed and another aboard injured after a fighter-bomber Kfir crashed in
central colombia. 

Complaint to be filed at ICJ against former Colombian military boss from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 19 Feb 14

A complaint is to be filed before the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in The Hague against General Leonardo Barrero, who was dismissed as
commander of Colombia's military forces in a corruption case, a lawyer for victims of unlawful military executions said Wednesday. 

Colombia Military Hit By Second Scandal In A Month from Associated Press 18 Feb 14

Colombia’s military grappled Monday with its second big scandal in less than a month after an investigation into extrajudicial killings exposed
high-level corruption and raised questions over its top commander’s commitment to human rights. 

UPDATE: Colombian gov't condemns FARC attack on police from Xinhua (China) 17 Feb 14

The Colombian government on Monday condemned an "ambush" carried out by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla
group on police, which killed five officers and injured three others. 

FARC rebels kill five police in Colombia ambush from Agence France-Presse 17 Feb 14

Colombia's leftist FARC rebels killed five police officers and injured three others Monday in an ambush in the north of the country, authorities
said. 

Irregularities found in Colombian military contracts: official from Agence France-Presse 17 Feb 14

Colombia's defense minister acknowledged Monday "administrative deficiencies" have been found in army aviation contracts following a
magazine's expose of corruption in the military. 

Colombian leader 'outraged' by army corruption claims from BBC News 16 Feb 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos says he is "outraged" by allegations of a massive corruption network in the Colombian army. The
allegations were published by the Colombian weekly magazine Semana. 

Colombia army report says there was no spying on peace talks from Reuters 14 Feb 14

Peace talks between Colombia's government and Marxist FARC rebels were not spied on by military intelligence, the army's Inspector General
said in a report on Friday that disputed such claims made by a weekly news magazine. 

Missing candidate found in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 14 Feb 14

A candidate running for Colombia's congress next month was found after being missing for more than a day and says he was abducted, police said
Friday. 



Colombian illegal goldmine collapse kills 5 from Xinhua (China) 14 Feb 14

At least five people were killed and 17 others injured Friday in the collapse of an illegal goldmine in southwestern Colombia, said the authorities. 

Wiretaps: This Is the Story from Semana (Bogota - in Spanish) 14 Feb 14

...they were monitoring emails and instant messages from several public figures, among them one of the peace negotiators in Havana, Sergio
Jaramillo. In addition, the place had been raided by the Prosecutor General's Office on 23 January, and as of that date, almost two weeks later, for
some mysterious reason, the news had not been made public. 

UPDATE: Colombian gov't, FARC agree on anti-drug issue in peace talks from Xinhua (China) 13 Feb 14

The Colombian government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla group on Thursday closed the 20th round of
peace talks held in Havana, Cuba, with some agreements on the thorny issue of drug-trafficking. 

OPINION: Colombia’s Warning for Mexico from New York Times 13 Feb 14

MOST everyone agrees: the only thing worse than killing is being killed. If our lives are threatened, we have the right to defend ourselves, with
force if necessary. In a civilized society, that defense is delegated to the state. But not all of us, apparently, live in that kind of civilized society. 

250 thousand in Cali at high risk for violence: Colombia Ombudsman from Colombia Reports (Medellin - in English) 11 Feb 14

More than 250,000 people in Cali are highly vulnerable to violence and criminal exploitation, according to a risk report published by Colombia’s
Ombudsman on Monday. Some 55% of the districts in Colombia’s third largest city were classified as high risk areas.

Interview with Foreign Minister Maria Angela Holguin: 'Nicaragua Ought Not To Be Campaign Issue' from El Espectador (Bogota -
in Spanish) 8 Feb 14

Holguín is in Cartagena to host a summit of the Pacific Alliance, a trading bloc that is on the way to becoming one of the most important in the
region. The minister spoke of this and other achievements, and the challenges for the current government in the area of foreign policy.

Colombia’s Santos Says Spying Was “Totally Legal” from Latin America Herald Tribune 6 Feb 14

The conservative president appeared to have done a complete reversal from his initial reaction to revelations in newsweekly Semana about
clandestine eavesdropping targeting the delegates talking peace with the FARC rebels 

Colombia Rebels Accuse Ex-president In Spying Scandal from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 14

Colombia’s FARC guerrilla group Wednesday accused former president Alvaro Uribe of being behind alleged spying on peace negotiators by an
army intelligence unit. 

Colombia Rebels Troubled By Peace Talks Spy Report from Associated Press 6 Feb 14

A high-ranking member of Colombia’s largest guerrilla army said Wednesday it is very concerned over a report that an elite unit of the South
American nation’s military allegedly spied on the electronic communications of negotiators at peace talks in Havana. 

Hackers Were ‘Duped’ into Colombia Army Spy Program: Attorney General from NTN24 5 Feb 14

New evidence in the Colombian Army wiretap scandal shows the military allegedly “massively recruited” hackers, duping them into joining the
spy program against government officials negotiating a peace agreement with the FARC, the Attorney General’s Office announced. 

Alleged Army Cyberspying On Colombia Negotiators from Associated Press 5 Feb 14

President Juan Manuel Santos denied Tuesday that his administration was in any way involved in the reported spying by members of an elite army
cyber-unit on the digital communications of government peace negotiators and at least two top leftist politicians. 

President Santos Calls For Investigation Into Alleged Army Spying On Peace Negotiators from Miami Herald 5 Feb 14

In an escalating scandal that could lay bare the deep divisions in this Andean nation, President Juan Manuel Santos on Tuesday ordered a
thorough investigation into allegations that factions within the army might be spying on the government’s own peace negotiators in Havana. 



Poll: Colombia’s President Santos Keeps Strong Lead Over Rivals from Miami Herald 4 Feb 14

With almost four months to go before the May 25 elections, President Juan Manuel Santos is leading his nearest rival by 17 points — even as a
majority of Colombians say they are either undecided or will cast blank votes in protest. 

Colombian negotiators reach Cuba for peace talks with rebels from Agence France-Presse 3 Feb 14

Negotiators for the government of Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos arrived in communist Cuba Sunday to resume peace talks with their
country's leftist rebels. 

Colombian Navy foils FARC bomb attack from Xinhua (China) 1 Feb 14

Colombian Navy announced on Saturday that it foiled a bomb attack to be conducted by the rebel Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
(FARC), after the institution seized 20 grenades in a rural area of the country's southwestern Narino department, where most of the rebel attacks
are carried out. 

Colombian priest who ran far-right militia nabbed from Associated Press 31 Jan 14

Colombian authorities say they have captured a Roman Catholic priest who ran a far-right militia and has been sentenced in absentia to 19 years
in prison. 

Colombian rebels burn Canadian oil company vehicles from EFE (Spain) 31 Jan 14

Two trucks and a crane belonging to the Canadian oil company Gran Tierra Energy were burned up by FARC guerrillas on a highway in the
southern province of Caqueta, the Colombian army said Friday. 

Colombia Minister Doesn't See Much Effect From Fed Bond-Buying Cut from Wall Street Journal 30 Jan 14

Colombia Finance Minister Mauricio Cardenas said Thursday that while the Federal Reserve's decision to further reduce its bond buying is
hurting many emerging-market nations, his country won't be much affected because it has a strong economy with safeguards in place. 

Judge: Suit By Former Informant For US Can Proceed from Associated Press 29 Jan 14

A U.S. judge has denied a government bid to dismiss a lawsuit by a former confidential informant working for the United States in Colombia. 

Prison Fire Kills 10 Inmates In Colombia: Officials from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 14

Ten inmates were killed and 38 injured when an inferno ripped through a Colombian jail during the deadliest violence to rock the country’s
overcrowded prison system in more than decade, officials said Tuesday. 

Santos "more optimistic" than a year ago on Colombian peace talks from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 29 Jan 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos is "more optimistic" than he was a year ago about the chances of success of the ongoing peace talks
between his government and the leftist rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). 

Colombia prison fire kills nine, injures dozens: media reports from Reuters 28 Jan 14

A fire that broke out in a prison in northern Colombia late on Monday has killed at least nine and injured dozens after a fight between inmates
following routine inspections for drugs and weapons, local media reports said. 

Three FARC rebels killed in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 14

Colombia's military said Sunday three FARC guerrillas were killed in two separate operations, capping a week of combat that has left 29 rebels
dead. 

Divisions erupt as Colombia rebels criticize their own from Agence France-Presse 25 Jan 14

In the latest sign of division amongst Colombia's FARC rebels as peace talks continue, the group's leadership made a rare condemnation Friday of
an attack by some of its own guerrillas. 

Colombia seizes 1.5 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 24 Jan 14

Coast guard and police units seized 1.5 tons of cocaine from a high-speed launch intercepted in Pacific waters near the southwestern port of



Buenaventura, the Colombian navy said Friday. 

Colombian president leads pre-election poll from Xinhua (China) 24 Jan 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos, who is seeking reelection, is leading the presidential race ahead of the country's May 25 election,
according to a latest poll. 

Colombian Rebels Say Santos Govt Escalates War from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 14

FARC guerrillas Thursday accused President Juan Manuel Santos of escalating the war in Colombia even as his government engages in peace
talks here. 

Colombia urges global approach to legalising drugs from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos has called for a scientifically backed international effort to weigh the consequences of legalising
marijuana, urging a coherent joint policy to tackle the scourge of drugs. 

Colombia's FARC condemns rebel attack killing civilian from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 14

Colombia's FARC rebel central command Friday condemned an attack by its own guerillas that left a civilian dead, highlighting possible divisions
within the group as it attempts to negotiate peace. 

Spanish citizen missing in north Colombia from EFE (Spain) 24 Jan 14

A Spaniard went missing 17 days ago in the northern Colombian province of La Guajira, the Spanish consul in Cartagena, Juan Antonio Martinez,
told Efe Friday. 

Colombian court halts mayor's contested ouster from Agence France-Presse 23 Jan 14

A Colombian court on Thursday suspended the contested ouster of Bogota Mayor Gustavo Petro, a former rebel turned leftist stalwart, his lawyer
said. 

Colombian police seize a ton of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 23 Jan 14

Colombia's highway patrol seized 1,234 kilos (2,718 pounds) of cocaine in the northern province of Cordoba, authorities said Thursday. 

Colombian rebels say Santos govt escalates war from Agence France-Presse 23 Jan 14

FARC guerrillas Thursday accused President Juan Manuel Santos of escalating the war in Colombia even as his government engages in peace
talks here. 

The Problem of Being Called Uribists from Semana (Bogota) 23 Jan 14

As the electoral campaign gets into full swing the Democratic Center is looking sad. This newborn movement which is challenging Juan Manuel
Santos and his National Unity in this year’s elections has had to change its logo three times, has been left with no candidates for Congress in five
departments, and is complaining about the problems it is having with campaign funding.

Colombia army kills five more rebels as conflict heats up from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 14

Colombian troops killed five FARC guerrillas Wednesday, in the latest in a succession of military operations that have claimed the lives of 26
leftist rebels since the weekend, a military source said. 

Patriotic March Turns Fatal from Semana (Bogota) 22 Jan 14

Former senator Piedad Córdoba, a member of the leadership of the Patriotic March movement, has provided Semana with a list of 29 leaders and
activists who have been killed since April 2012, when the group was formed, and as of the first days of January this year. Carlos Lozano,
Communist leader and member of the leadership of the Patriotic March, has confirmed the number and the seriousness of the situation.

Few victim reparations, impunity for violators hinder Colombia human rights: HRW from Colombia Reports (Medellin) 21 Jan 14

Colombia in 2013 once again received a failing grade on human rights, a problem made worse by the justice system’s impunity for human rights
abusers, and slow progress on victim reparation, according to Human Right Watch (HRW) on Tuesday. 



Government Says Transitional Justice Not Act of Resignation from El Espectador (Bogota) 21 Jan 14

Humberto de la Calle, the Colombian Government's head negotiator in the peace talks with the FARC, has said that the strategy for transitional
justice "is not an act of resignation," nor does it imply alleged concessions or impunity for the perpetrators of crimes against humanity. De la Calle
addressed this issue ... to counter "the false accounts and untrue myths" about the implications of the current peace process...

Spanish police snatch suspected Colombian hitman from Agence France-Presse 21 Jan 14

Spanish police said Tuesday they had arrested a suspected Colombian hitman nicknamed "El Nino" (The Kid), accused of killing and then cutting
up two compatriots whose remains were found in a Dutch canal. 

Seven guerrillas killed Colombia clash: military from Agence France-Presse 21 Jan 14

Colombian army troops killed at least seven FARC guerrillas on Tuesday in an operation in the central department of Tolima, the military said. 

Angry Crowds Throw Tomatoes at Uribe in Soacha; Call Him a ‘Paraco’ and a ‘Liar’ in Tunja from NTN 24 20 Jan 14

Calling him a ‘paraco’ (paramilitary) and a liar, ex-Colombian president Alvaro Uribe has been shouted down by hostile crowds not receptive to
his opinions for the second time in less than three days. 

Air raid kills 9 rebels in northeastern Colombia from EFE (Spain) 19 Jan 14

At least nine guerrillas with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, died in a Colombian air force bombardment of one of the
insurgent group's camps in the northeastern province of Arauca, media reports and military spokesman said Sunday. 

FARC appeals for rebel leader's release from US prison from Agence France-Presse 18 Jan 14

FARC rebels appealed Saturday for the immediate release of one of their leaders from prison in the United States, as they resumed peace talks
with the Colombian government. 

Colombia's Santos says peace deal attainable this year from Agence France-Presse 17 Jan 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said Friday he believes his government can reach a peace deal with leftist rebels this year, a day after a
deadly bomb attack blamed on the guerrillas. 

Colombia's Santos says peace deal attainable this year from Agence France-Presse 17 Jan 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said Friday he believes his government can reach a peace deal with leftist rebels this year, a day after a
deadly bomb attack blamed on the guerrillas. 

Elections: Opposition Getting in Gear from Semana (Bogota) 17 Jan 14

The campaign for the presidency of the republic did not take a vacation. Neither President Juan Manuel Santos nor his two main competitors
squandered rest days and instead sent messages to Colombians, with the first round of voting just over four months away. 

UN envoy condemns alleged FARC attack in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 16 Jan 14

A UN envoy on Thursday condemned a deadly motorcycle bomb blast that Colombian authorities blamed on the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC) guerrilla group. 

FARC blamed for bomb that kills one, wounds 25 from Agence France-Presse 16 Jan 14

A motorcycle bomb attack blamed on Colombia's FARC rebels killed one person and wounded at least 25 after a local truce by the guerrillas
ended, an official said Thursday. 

Hagel Reaffirms Bilateral Relationship With Colombia from American Forces Press Services 15 Jan 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel called Colombian Defense Minister Juan Carlos Pinzon last night to continue the strong defense cooperation
between the United States and Colombia, Pentagon Press Secretary Navy Rear Adm. John Kirby said. 

FARC rebels declare end of ceasefire in Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 15 Jan 14



Leftist rebels in Colombia on Wednesday declared the end of a unilateral ceasefire that had held since mid-December, raising the prospect of
renewed clashes with government forces. 

Colombia considers transit visas for citizens of foreign countries from Xinhua (China) 15 Jan 14

The Colombian government is considering applying transit visas to citizens of some countries to prevent their possible abuse by human trafficking
organizations, Foreign Minister Maria Angela Holguin announced on Wednesday. 

Colombia president yields to court in mayor's ouster from Agence France-Presse 15 Jan 14

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos said Wednesday he would abide by a court order temporarily suspending the controversial ouster of the
mayor of Bogota. 

Colombia's FARC rebels end holiday ceasefire from Reuters 15 Jan 14

A unilateral ceasefire declared by Colombia's Marxist FARC rebels over the holidays ended on Wednesday, the organization said at peace talks in
Havana, and it accused the Colombian government of mercilessly pursuing the war during its truce.

Hagel Reaffirms Bilateral Relationship With Colombia from AFP 15 Jan 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel called Colombian Defense Minister Juan Carlos Pinzon last night to continue the strong defense cooperation
between the United States and Colombia, Pentagon Press Secretary Navy Rear Adm. John Kirby said.

Colombian court blocks removal of Bogota mayor from EFE (Spain) 14 Jan 14

A Colombian court issued a temporary injunction Tuesday blocking enforcement of a decision by the Inspector General's Office to oust capital
Mayor Gustavo Petro for alleged mismanagement. 

Colombia rebels, at peace talks, urge regulation of drug crops from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 14

Colombia's FARC rebels called Tuesday for regulating the cultivation and sale of coca leaf, opium poppies and marijuana, in peace talks with the
government. 

Bogota Mayor Loses Appeal To Keep Job, Calls For National Protests from Miami Herald 14 Jan 14

On Monday, the inspector general’s office tried to put an end to Petro’s rise, ratifying a Dec. 9 ruling that ousts him from city hall and bans him
from politics for 15 years. 

Colombian mayor's ouster ratified from Agence France-Presse 13 Jan 14

Colombia's inspector general office on Monday reaffirmed last month's controversial ouster of Bogota's mayor, a former rebel turned leftist
symbol, who subsequently urged his supporters to take to the streets in protest. 

FARC criticize Colombian government ahead of more talks from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 Jan 14

The leftist rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) criticized Monday the government of Colombian President Juan
Manuel Santos, ahead of a new round of peace talks in Havana. 

Colombia peace talks resume in Havana from Associated Press 13 Jan 14

Colombian government and rebel negotiators have resumed peace talks in the Cuban capital after a three-week recess. 

Colombian official confirms ouster of Bogota's leftist mayor from 13 Jan 14

Colombia's inspector general confirmed on Monday the ouster of Bogota Mayor Gustavo Petro, despite weeks of protest over the move and
widespread support for the former leftist rebel. Petro appealed the December 9 decision, and has since rallied tens of thousands ... to protest his
removal from Colombia's second-most powerful post and a 15-year ban from holding political office ... The nation's chief inspector, Alejandro
Ordonez, rejected the appeal on Monday

Colombia, FARC resume peace talks in Havana from Xinhua (China) 13 Jan 14

Colombian officials and leftist rebels resumed peace talks Monday in Havana, Cuba, with the insurgent group urging voters to use upcoming



elections to reject right-wing candidates. 

Oil industry engineer kidnapped in Colombia from EFE 12 Jan 14

An engineer employed by Tecnotecnica Coindustrial, a subcontractor working for Colombia's Ecopetrol, was kidnapped by an unidentified illegal
armed group this weekend, the oil company said. Jorge Gonzalez was abducted on Friday afternoon in Convencion, a city in the northeastern
province of Norte de Santander,

Oil industry engineer kidnapped in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 12 Jan 14

An engineer employed by Tecnotecnica Coindustrial, a subcontractor working for Colombia's Ecopetrol, was kidnapped by an unidentified illegal
armed group this weekend, the oil company said. 

Colombia gives safe-conduct to 6 Cubans seeking asylum from EFE (Spain) 11 Jan 14

Colombia's Foreign Ministry granted a safe-conduct for five days to six Cuban citizens, who have been in the transit lounge of Bogota's El Dorado
International Airport since Jan. 1, so they can apply for official acceptance of their refugee status. 

Four youths decapitated in Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Jan 14

The decapitated bodies of four youths have been found in Colombia, a newspaper reported Saturday. 

Colombian president to seek "dignified peace" for country from Xinhua (China) 11 Jan 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Saturday said during a ceremony that he is seeking "dignified" peace for his country and wants to
demobilize the rebel group FARC rather than make it surrender. 

Colombia Says It Cannot Consider Cuban Asylum Requests from Miami Herald 10 Jan 14

Colombia said it could not take asylum requests from six Cubans who have been in the international transit area of the capital’s airport since Jan.
1 because they are not officially in the country. 

16 Presumed FARC guerrillas surrender to Colombian army from EFE (Spain) 7 Jan 14

Sixteen alleged FARC guerrillas, including two minors, laid down their arms and turned themselves in to Colombian navy troops in the
southwestern part of the country, the military said Tuesday. 

Colombian government expresses regret over murder of union leader from EFE (Spain) 7 Jan 14

The Colombian Labor Ministry on Tuesday expressed regret over the murder of a regional leader of the Sinaltraceba brewery workers union in the
northern coastal province of Atlantico. 

Colombia law fails to put land back in farmers' hands from Los Angeles Times 5 Jan 14

The law raised the hopes of hundreds of thousands of farmers whose land was lost to rebels, paramilitaries and drug lords. So far, though, little
has changed. 

Colombia sets vote on recall of Bogota mayor from EFE (Spain) 3 Jan 14

A referendum to recall embattled Bogota Mayor Gustavo Petro will be held on March 2, Colombian electoral authorities said Friday. 

Colombia VP calls on guerrillas to stop planting landmines from Xinhua (China) 3 Jan 14

Colombian Vice President Angelino Garzon on Thursday called on guerrilla groups to stop planting landmines in the country, which is already
one of the most mine-affected nation. 

Kidnapped businessman rescued by marines in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 2 Jan 14

Marines rescued a businessman who had been kidnapped by the Los Urabeños gang in Buenaventura, a city in southwestern Colombia, the navy
said Thursday. 

Colombian Navy Finds Body of Missing Free-Diving French Tourist from NTN24 (EFE) 2 Jan 14



A French tourist who disappeared Sunday while scuba diving in Colombia’s Caribbean waters was found dead, the Colombian Navy announced. 

Colombian mayor challenges official who ordered his ouster from EFE (Spain) 31 Dec 13

This capital's mayor, Gustavo Petro, filed a legal challenge to Colombian Inspector General Alejandro Ordoñez's fitness to rule on the mayor's
appeal of an IG office decision to remove him from office, El Tiempo newspaper said Tuesday. 

News Analysis: Colombian president seeks to end conflict, win reelection from Xinhua (China) 31 Dec 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos's chances to be reelected next May rely to a large extent on his determination to end the country's 50-
year armed conflict, analysts say. 

Colombian troops kill 6 guerrillas from EFE (Spain) 31 Dec 13

Soldiers killed at least six leftist ELN guerrillas in an operation in the northeastern region of Catatumbo, the Colombian military said Tuesday. 

Colombia to drill three off-shore oil wells from Xinhua (China) 29 Dec 13

Colombia's deputy energy minister Orlando Cabrales said on Sunday that three oil wells will be drilled in 2014 to explore hydrocarbons. 

City councilman murdered in southwestern Colombia from EFE (Spain) 29 Dec 13

A councilman belonging to the leftist PDA party in Sucre, a city in the southwestern Colombian province of Cauca, was gunned down at his
house, the political party said Sunday. 

OPINION: Don’t Trash Colombia’s Democracy from New York Times 27 Dec 13

On Dec. 9, I was giving a talk at City Hall on the need to fight corruption when, suddenly, my cellphone alerted me to this message: Colombia’s
inspector general had decided to remove me from my job as mayor of the nation’s capital and to bar me from holding office for 15 years. 

UPDATE: Colombian military kills 10 Farc rebels in bombing raid from BBC 27 Dec 13

The Colombian military says it has killed at least 10 members of the left-wing Farc rebel group in an operation in central Meta province. 

Colombia says diplomacy fruitful in 2013 from Xinhua (China) 26 Dec 13

Colombia's diplomacy was fruitful this year, with ties forged with new trade partners and good relations maintained with neighbors, Foreign
Minister Maria Angela Holguin said. 

At least 10 guerrillas die in Colombian military operation from EFE (Spain) 26 Dec 13

At least 10 guerrillas, including the second-in-command of FARC Front 53, Pedro Lain Parra Suns, alias "Jhon 26," died in the bombardment of a
rebel camp in central Meta province, the Colombian Defense Ministry announced Thursday. 

Psychological Warfare Meets Hallmark: Colombia’s Christmas Ads Target Guerrillas from Miami Herald 25 Dec 13

During Colombia’s 50-year civil conflict with armed guerrillas, the military has developed a powerful weapon: Christmas. 

Colombian rebels free man held captive for 2 months from EFE (Spain) 25 Dec 13

The smaller of Colombia's two main guerrilla insurgencies has freed a man held captive since Oct. 30, the International Committee of the Red
Cross told Efe Wednesday. 

Colombian capital's mayor formally notified of ouster from EFE (Spain) 24 Dec 13

The Colombian Inspector General's Office published an edict Tuesday formally notifying Bogota Mayor Gustavo Petro that he is to be removed
from office for mismanagement. 

Colombia Downplays Report Of CIA Covert Program from Associated Press 24 Dec 13

Colombia’s government is downplaying a newspaper report that a covert CIA program helped it kill two dozen rebel leaders. 

Police helicopter targeted in Colombia blast from Agence France-Presse 23 Dec 13



Assailants set off explosives near a police helicopter as it landed in northern Colombia Monday, leaving several people hurt, police said. 

Farmers fret Colombia peace deal could end coca trade from Agence France-Presse 23 Dec 13

Will the olive branch of peace in Colombia cut down coca leaves, which bring prosperity? 

Colombian president confident in winning re-election in first round from Xinhua (China) 22 Dec 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos expressed confidence in winning the May 2014 presidential elections in the first round, given his
growing popularity, local media reported on Sunday. 

Colombian president confident in winning re-election in first round from Xinhua (China) 22 Dec 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos expressed confidence in winning the May 2014 presidential elections in the first round, given his
growing popularity, local media reported on Sunday. 

U.S. secretly helps Colombia kill rebel leaders from Washington Post 21 Dec 13

The 50-year-old Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), once considered the best-funded insurgency in the world, is at its smallest
and most vulnerable state in decades, due in part to a CIA covert action program that has helped Colombian forces kill at least two dozen rebel
leaders, according to interviews with more than 30 former and current U.S. and Colombian officials. 

U.S. Halts Coca Spraying Efforts In Colombia After Planes Shot Down, Americans Hurt from FOX News Latino 20 Dec 13

United States-funded flights in Colombia to spray coca fields were put on an indefinite hiatus after the shooting down of two duster planes and the
death of the one of the American pilots. 

Colombian peace talks end year with praise for progress from Agence France-Presse 20 Dec 13

Negotiators concluded the year's last round of Colombian peace talks Friday with the chief government representative praising the progress made
as "important and hopeful." 

Colombian captured for plotting to kill Venezuelan pres. from EFE (Spain) 20 Dec 13

Colombian police captured in the northwestern municipality of Bello a career criminal accused of plotting to kill Venezuelan President Nicolas
Maduro, authorities said Friday. 

FEATURE: Hezbollah financing evolves beyond Colombia’s Muslim communities from Miami Herald 19 Dec 13

Today, Hezbollah is the most powerful political movement in Lebanon — and its influence stretches all the way to Maicao.

Bogota mayor hit with recall referendum from Agence France-Presse 18 Dec 13

Bogota's leftist mayor faced a redoubled threat to his mandate Wednesday after Colombia's election authorities accepted an opponent's petition for
a referendum to recall him from office. 

Colombia anticipates Schengen visa exemption from Xinhua (China) 18 Dec 13

Colombian Foreign Minister Maria Angela Holguin has expressed confidence European visa requirements for the country's citizens may be
removed soon. 

FEATURE: Colombia seeks answers in unmarked graves from Agence France-Presse 18 Dec 13

"We have a slogan: life took them from us and death brings them back to us," said Pedro Morales, the deputy director of Colombia's Institute of
Forensic Medicine. 

Five rebels killed in Colombia, army says from Agence France-Presse 18 Dec 13

The Colombian army said Wednesday five FARC guerrillas were killed during a military operation, days after the rebel force declared a unilateral
ceasefire. 

45,000 missing people in Colombia may be buried in mass graves from United Press International 17 Dec 13



The Colombian General Prosecutor's Office said it is investigating the disappearance of 45,154 people who may be buried in mass graves. 

Anti-coca Spraying Halted In Colombia After 2 U.S. Pilots Shot Down from Los Angeles Times 17 Dec 13

U.S.-funded anti-coca spraying in Colombia has been suspended indefinitely in the aftermath of the shooting down, apparently by leftist rebels, of
two spray planes and the death of one of the American pilots, sources confirmed Monday. 

Colombia rebel killed as FARC ceasefire goes into effect from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 13

A leftist guerrilla linked to high profile kidnappings and an attempt to assassinate a former Colombian interior minister has been killed, police said
Monday. 

Colombia’s FARC Rebels Begin 30-day Ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 13

Colombia’s FARC rebels begin a 30-day unilateral ceasefire Sunday as peace talks continue with the government to try to end Latin America’s
longest insurgency. 

Violence Despite Colombia Rebels Ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 13

Colombia’s FARC rebels began a 30-day unilateral ceasefire Sunday but there was no let-up from government operations which left one guerilla
dead. 

FARC set for unilateral ceasefire try from Agence France-Presse 15 Dec 13

Colombia's FARC rebels begin a 30-day unilateral ceasefire Sunday as peace talks continue with the government to try to end Latin America's
longest insurgency. 

Police precinct chief murdered in southwestern Colombia from EFE (Spain) 15 Dec 13

The police precinct chief in a town in southwestern Colombia was murdered by an unidentified assailant who shot him in the head, officials said. 

FEATURE: Colombian reporter Jineth Bedoya Lima gives voice to abused women from The Guardian (UK) 14 Dec 13

On the first day that Jineth Bedoya Lima arrived for work at the offices of Colombia National Radio in Bogotá, she was assigned to cover a story
that would become her life.

Two Colombian rebels killed in clashes with army from Agence France-Presse 13 Dec 13

Two FARC rebel fighters were killed and two others injured during clashes with Colombian soldiers, the army said Thursday. 

Thousands gather in Colombian capital to back ousted mayor from EFE (Spain) 13 Dec 13

Thousands of people flocked to the Colombian capital's Bolivar Square on Friday to show support for Mayor Gustavo Petro, ousted this week for
alleged mismanagement. 

Official of rights watchdog agency murdered in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 13 Dec 13

An attorney working for the Colombian Public Ombud's office in the central province of Meta was fatally shot in Villavicencio, the provincial
capital, authorities said Friday. 

Colombia bristles at comments by future US ambassador from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 13

Colombia's foreign minister rebuked the United States on Thursday for public comments by its ambassador-designate questioning the abrupt
removal from office this week of Bogota's leftist mayor. 

Colombian president's ratings move up again, would win election from Reuters 12 Dec 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos' popularity rose for a third straight month in December and he would be re-elected next year in a
second-round vote, a poll published on Thursday showed. 

Colombian rebels say capital mayor's ouster hurts peace process from EFE (Spain) 11 Dec 13

Colombia's FARC rebels said Tuesday that the decision of Inspector-General Alejandro Ordoñez to oust the leftist mayor of Bogota dealt "another



serious blow" to the 13-month-old peace process between the guerrillas and the Andean nation's government. 

Bogota mayor's ouster put under legal review from Agence France-Presse 11 Dec 13

Colombia's attorney general has intervened in a controversial decision to oust the mayor of Bogota, saying Wednesday that his office was
reviewing evidence and legal grounds in the case. 

Colombian rebels warn of attacks before ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 11 Dec 13

Colombia's FARC rebels warned Wednesday of new attacks before their unilateral ceasefire gets under way later this month, saying ongoing
tensions could trigger fresh violence. 

Colombia's ousted Bogota mayor rallies thousands in protest from Rueters 10 Dec 13

Waving banners and chanting his name, thousands of supporters of Colombia's leftist Bogota mayor converged on the capital's central plaza on
Tuesday to express outrage at his ouster and 15-year ban from holding political office. 

500,000 Colombians have requested U.S. visas this year from EFE (Spain) 10 Dec 13

A record half a million Colombians this year have requested a U.S. visa and 85 percent of those requests have been approved, the U.S. consulate
in Bogota reported after the milestone was reached. 

Mayor Ousted In Colombia After Claims Of Bungling from New York Times 10 Dec 13

The inspector general of Colombia on Monday ordered the mayor of Bogotá to be removed from office, saying that he had made serious mistakes
in his handling of the botched transfer of garbage collection from private contractors to a government-run service. 

Thousands Gather In Bogota To Defend Deposed Mayor from Miami Herald 10 Dec 13

Thousands of people gathered in front of City Hall late Monday in support of Mayor Gustavo Petro, after the attorney general ordered that he step
down for breaking the law in his attempts to reform waste collection last year that briefly left tons of garbage on the streets. 

Colombia marks 2nd major oil find in a week from EFE (Spain) 10 Dec 13

Colombian state oil company Ecopetrol and Canada-based Talisman Energy said Monday that they discovered an estimated 1.3 billion barrels of
oil in the central province of Meta, the Andean nation's second major petroleum find in five days. 

Mayor of Colombia's capital removed from post from Reuters 9 Dec 13

The leftist mayor of Colombia's capital of Bogota was removed from his post on Monday for the mismanagement of garbage collection and
banned from holding office for 15 years, a blow to the nation's left as peace talks continue with Marxist FARC rebels. 

Colombian FARC Rebels Declare 30-Day Unilateral Ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 9 Dec 13

Colombia’s FARC rebels declared a 30-day unilateral ceasefire Sunday and urged the government to do the same, in a surprise move after a
deadly bombing blamed on the guerrillas. 

Colombia rebels announce 30-day cease-fire from Associated Press 8 Dec 13

Colombia's largest rebel group says it's calling a 30-day cease-fire starting Dec. 15. 

Colombia: 8 killed in rebel attack from Associated Press 7 Dec 13

Colombian authorities say eight people, including civilians, military and a police officer, have died in an attack on a police post that's being
blamed on rebels. 

Exclusive: A Secret Mission, a One-Eyed Pilot, a Fiery Crash in Colombia from Vocativ.com 6 Dec 13

In the fourth part of a series about a secretive Air Force unit called Big Safari, Vocativ takes an in-depth look at a fatal plane accident in Colombia

Colombian president 'optimistic' about peace, to meet Obama Tuesday from Reuters 3 Dec 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos, bound for Washington on an official visit, said on Monday he remains cautiously optimistic about



peace talks with Marxist FARC rebels taking place in Cuba. 

With Monroe Doctrine Dead, Obama To Host Latin American Leader from Washington Times 3 Dec 13

President Obama meets Tuesday with Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos — the first Latin American leader to visit the White House since
Secretary of State John F. Kerry declared the death of the Monroe Doctrine. 

Obama-Santos meeting to focus on economy, not security from United Press International 3 Dec 13

President Obama's White House meeting with Colombia's president Tuesday marks a move to economic ties from a security alliance, an
administration official said. 

UPDATE: US, Colombia to triple cooperation in region from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 13

President Juan Manuel Santos on Tuesday said Colombia and the United States would triple security cooperation in a group of third countries in
Latin America and the Caribbean. 

Colombia's FARC rebels renew call for ceasefire from Xinhua (China) 3 Dec 13

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) rebels renewed their call for a ceasefire Tuesday amid peace talks with the government. 

Colombia farmers protest alleged inaction on gov't promises from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 13

Thousands of farmworkers from across Colombia marched Tuesday in Bogota to demand President Juan Manuel Santos deliver on agreements
made after last August's violent protests. 

Colombia announces 2014 election dates from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 13

Parliamentary elections in Colombia will take place on March 9 and the first round of the presidential poll will be on May 25, electoral authorities
said Monday. 

Colombian president 'optimistic' about peace, to meet Obama Tuesday from Reuters 2 Dec 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos, bound for Washington on an official visit, said on Monday he remains cautiously optimistic about
peace talks with Marxist FARC rebels taking place in Cuba. 

U.S. Commandos About to Kick Their Drug War Mission in Colombia from Foreign Policy 2 Dec 13

The $8 billion U.S war on drugs and instability in Colombia has pressed U.S. special operators, air crews and other personnel into a decade-plus
operation to solidify security in the South American country. 

Colombia rebel group urges drug 'decriminalization' from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 13

Colombia's FARC guerrilla group Monday called on the government of Juan Manuel Santos to decriminalize coca growing and drug use, in peace
talks in Havana. 

INTERVIEW: Colombia at a Crossroads: A Conversation with Colombia’s Minister of National Defense from Brookings Institute 2

Dec 13

After more than four decades of conflict, Colombia has made substantial progress under the Uribe and Santos administrations in combating drug
trafficking and insurgents and demobilizing paramilitary groups. 

Colombian rebels release another hostage from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 1 Dec 13

The National Liberation Army (ELN) guerrilla group has released another hostage, the International Committee of the Red Cross said Sunday. 

Eight arrested as Colombia drug ring dismatled from Agence France-Presse 1 Dec 13

Colombian police dismantled a cocaine and heroin network trafficking drugs to the United States, arresting eight people including its leader,
authorities said Sunday. 

Colombian FARC rebels agree to 'peace' match from Agence France-Presse 1 Dec 13



Colombia's FARC rebels agreed Saturday to a "peace" match proposal by famed former footballer Carlos "El Pibe" Valderrama, with the group
seizing on the idea and suggesting two games. 

Colombia's ELN rebels name envoys for peace talks with gov't from Xinhua (China) 29 Nov 13

Colombia's second largest rebel group, the National Liberation Army (ELN), on Friday appointed five representatives for peace talks with the
government. 

Colombian FARC rebels say they taxed coca growers from Agence France-Presse 29 Nov 13

Colombia's FARC rebels acknowledged Friday that they collected taxes from coca cultivators but rejected accusations of "narco-terrorism." 

Coca Trade In Spotlight As Colombia Peace Talks Resume from Agence France-Presse 29 Nov 13

The Colombian government and leftist FARC rebels resumed peace talks Thursday amid differences over coca cultivation, blamed by political
leaders for drug-linked violence and killings. 

Colombian government resumes talks with rebels on drugs from Xinhua (China) 28 Nov 13

The Colombian government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla resumed peace talks in Havana Thursday, with a
focus on drug trafficking. 

Colombian government names two women for peace talks from Xinhua (China) 27 Nov 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Tuesday named two women who are to join the ongoing peace talks with the Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia (FARC) rebels held in the Cuban capital of Havana.

Police seizes two tons of marijuana in southwestern Colombia from Xinhua (China) 27 Nov 13

Colombian police seized on Wednesday two tons of marijuana that were hidden inside a truck parked within a property in Corinto township in the
country's southwestern Cauca department, officials said. 

Attack on electrical tower leaves Colombian port city without power from United Press International 27 Nov 13

An attack on an electrical tower blamed on rebels left the major Colombian port city of Buenaventura without power, officials said. 

Colombia, Spain to exchange intelligence from EFE (Spain) 27 Nov 13

Spanish Defense Minister Pedro Morenes and his Colombian counterpart, Juan Carlos Pinzon, agreed here Wednesday to increase cooperation in
the fight against terrorism, drug trafficking and organized crime by exchanging intelligence information. 

FARC peace may cut Colombia cocaine, but synthetic drugs new scourge from Reuters 27 Nov 13

A peace deal between FARC rebels and the Colombian government would greatly help cut cocaine production in Colombia, but officials fear new
crime gangs could fill the gap while anti-narcotics police fight a new scourge: synthetic drugs. 

Colombia says hidden lab could make 2 tons of cocaine monthly from United Press International 26 Nov 13

A laboratory capable of producing more than two tons of cocaine a month has been discovered in central Colombia, military officials say. 

FARC wants to lead pilot project to end coca production in Colombia from United Press International 25 Nov 13

A major rebel group in peace talks with the Colombian government says it wants an active role in a pilot project to get coca farmers to grow
alternative crops. 

Colombian rebels urged to agree on 'humanitarian minimums' from Agence France-Presse 25 Nov 13

Colombia's vice president Monday urged the leftist FARC rebel group to agree to a set of "minimum" humanitarian practices to strengthen
prospects for peace. 

Army kills 10 ELN guerrilas in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 24 Nov 13

Soldiers killed 10 National Liberation Army, or ELN, guerrillas in fighting early Sunday in Fortul, a rural area in the northeastern Colombian



border province of Arauca, military spokesmen told Efe. 

Colombia's new-look narcos, discreet yet ambitious from Agence France-Presse 24 Nov 13

Dario carefully eyes the flames on the gas stove in his apartment as if he were heating milk in a pot. But he's no chef -- he's a new breed of
Colombian drug trafficker. 

Colombian army accuses FARC rebels of polluting river from Xinhua (China) 22 Nov 13

Colombia's army accused Friday the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARE) guerrillas of polluting a river in the jungle area of the
southern department of Putumayo. 

Famed ex-hostage runs for Colombia president from Associated Press 22 Nov 13

A spokesman for Colombia's Green Party says famed former rebel hostage Ingrid Betancourt will seek to represent it in next year's presidential
elections. 

Famed ex-hostage runs for Colombia president from Associated Press 22 Nov 13

A spokesman for Colombia's Green Party says famed former rebel hostage Ingrid Betancourt will seek to represent it in next year's presidential
elections. 

Colombia to avoid armed conflict with Nicaragua due to territorial dispute: FM from Xinhua (China) 20 Nov 13

Colombia is not seeking an armed confrontation with Nicaragua following an unfavorable resolution on the two countries' territorial dispute,
Foreign Minister Maria Angela Holguin said Tuesday. 

UPDATE: Santos announces he'll seek reelection in 2014 from EFE (Spain) 20 Nov 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos announced Wednesday that he will seek reelection in the 2014 elections. 

Colombian president says will seek re-election in 2014 from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Wednesday announced in an address to the nation that he will seek re-election next year. 

Colombia's president to address nation amid re-election talk from Reuters 20 Nov 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos is scheduled to address the nation on Wednesday night amid speculation he will reveal plans to run for
re-election next year in hope of finalizing peace talks with Marxist FARC rebels. 

Ex-intelligence chief ordered arrested in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 13

Colombian prosecutors issued an arrest warrant Wednesday for a former intelligence director accused of the 1989 assassination of presidential
candidate Luis Carlos Galan. 

Authorities seize 2.5 tons of cocaine in southwest Colombia from United Press International 19 Nov 13

Federal law enforcement officials in southwest Colombia said they seized 2,300 kilos of cocaine in a series of raids during the past week. 

FEATURE: Justin Bieber’s Visit To Bogota Opened Doors For Colombian Graffiti Artists from Washington Post 19 Nov 13

Mauricio Rodriguez says he and fellow graffiti artists always knew what could happen to them when they spray-painted on buildings in this
bustling city: beatings by the police, nights in jail, paint cans confiscated. 

After A Year Of Talks, Colombia, Rebels Inch Toward Peace from Agence France-Presse 18 Nov 13

Colombia this week marks one year of talks to end Latin America’s oldest insurgency, making substantial gains towards peace despite continued
fighting between the government and leftist rebels. 

Colombia peace talks to resume November 28 after delay from Agence France-Presse 18 Nov 13

Peace talks between the Colombian government and the leftist FARC rebels will resume on November 28, after a 10-day postponement, a joint
statement said Monday. 



Colombia leader downplays alleged Uribe murder plot as 'old' from Agence France-Presse 18 Nov 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Monday downplayed an alleged FARC assassination plot against his predecessor as "old," saying the
information dated back several years. 

Colombia moves to head off renewal of "emerald wars" from EFE (Spain) 18 Nov 13

Colombia President Juan Manuel Santos on Monday ordered his government to prevent violence among emerald businessmen in the north-central
province of Boyaca, site of most of the Andean nation's emerald production. 

100 Pistols stolen from police warehouse in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 17 Nov 13

One hundred U.S.-made pistols were stolen from a Colombian police warehouse and officials are offering a reward for information that would
solve the crime, a police spokesman said. 

Next round postponed in Colombia peace talks from Agence France-Presse 17 Nov 13

The next round of talks between Colombia and the leftist FARC rebels -- planned for November 18 -- has been postponed, a government source
said Sunday. 

Colombian president rejects cease-fire with guerillas from Xinhua (China) 15 Nov 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said on Friday his government will not cease military operations against rebel groups even as they
threaten to murder political leaders of the war-torn country. 

2 children injured in FARC attack in southeastern Colombia from Xinhua (China) 15 Nov 13

The Revolutionary Armed Forces ( FARC) of Colombia rebels carried out an attack on Friday in southeastern Colombia, which left two children
injured and 20 houses destroyed, authorities said.

OPINION: Not out of the woods yet from The Economist 14 Nov 13

WHEN President Juan Manuel Santos began peace talks with Colombia’s FARC guerrillas last November, he promised that the negotiations
would take “months, not years”. As well as seeking to reassure voters that the rebels would not be allowed to spin out the process as cover for
their own regrouping, Mr Santos had the country’s political calendar in mind.

State apologizes for Palace of Justice Holocaust from Latinamerican Press 14 Nov 13

Military operation to recapture judicial building taken by guerrilla caused more than a hundred deaths and forced disappearances 28 year ago 

Rebels Kill Colombian Soldier in Mine Attack from Wall Street Journal 13 Nov 13

Marxist rebels were suspected in an attack Colombian army troops guarding the country's largest coal mine Cerrejon, killing one soldier and
injuring two others, the mine said. 

Uribe plot would 'destroy' peace talks: Colombia gov't from Agence France-Presse 13 Nov 13

The alleged assassination plot by Colombia's FARC rebels against ex-president Alvaro Uribe is "unacceptable" and will "destroy" efforts towards
negotiating peace, the chief government negotiator said Wednesday. 

Colombia accuses FARC of plot to kill ex-president Uribe from Agence France-Presse 12 Nov 13

Colombia accused the leftist FARC guerrilla group Tuesday of plotting to kill former president Alvaro Uribe, a vehement critic of peace talks with
the rebels. 

FEATURE: Children Thrive in Rural Colombia's Flexible Schools from New York Times 10 Nov 13

Escuela Nueva’s flexible program encourages dropout students to come back to school to study at their own pace and to take exams when they are
ready. 

3 Die in attack on emerald dealer in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 10 Nov 13



At least three people were killed in an attack on emerald dealer Pedro Nel Rincon, who was wounded by shrapnel from a grenade, Colombian
media reported. 

Spain arrests Colombia drug gang leader: police from Agence France-Presse 8 Nov 13

Spanish police arrested the fugitive leader of one of Colombia's most violent gangs, accused of killings and drug-smuggling, authorities said
Saturday. 

Lukashevich: Russia studying bomber protest note from Colombia from Interfax (Russia) 8 Nov 13

Moscow has received a note from the Colombian Foreign Ministry concerning the flight of its aircraft. The note is being studied and a response
will be given soon, Russian Foreign Ministry Alexander Lukashevich said on Friday. 

Good money, danger galore in Colombia gold rush settlement from Agence France-Presse 8 Nov 13

Hernan Pineda risks his life daily digging for gold, toiling in a dangerous, unlicensed mine in Colombia, in a crude settlement that has sprung up
in a sort of modern-day gold rush. 

Colombia slams incursion of U.S. ship into its Caribbean waters from EFE (Spain) 8 Nov 13

President Juan Manuel Santos denounced Friday the incursion of a U.S. research vessel into Colombia's Caribbean waters. 

UN chief welcomes agreement between Colombian gov't, rebel group from Xinhua (China) 7 Nov 13

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon on Thursday welcomed a major peace agreement reached between the Colombian government and the
country's armed rebel group on terms for ending a nearly half-century insurgency. 

Colombia Looking to Develop Military Industry Like That of Israel: Pinzon from NTN24 (Colombia) 7 Nov 13

Colombian Minister of Defense Juan Carlo Pinzon on Thursday lauded the cutting-edge innovation and technology in the military sector and said
he is looking to develop Colombia’s weapons sector modeled after that of Israel. 

Colombia And Rebels Reach Deal On Political Participation from New York Times 7 Nov 13

Negotiators for the Colombian government and the country’s largest guerrilla group announced Wednesday that they had agreed on a framework
for the rebels to take part in the political process, a crucial step forward in peace talks aimed at ending nearly 50 years of fighting between the
government and the rebel group, the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC. 

Agreement On Rebels’ Role In Politics Moves Colombia Closer To Peace from Washington Post 7 Nov 13

The government and the FARC rebel group reached a deal Wednesday that would allow rebel commanders to exchange their weapons for a future
in politics, an important advance that analysts say leaves little doubt there will be a final peace pact in the months ahead. 

Colombia, FARC Rebels Reach Agreement On Key Peace Issue from Agence France-Presse 7 Nov 13

Colombia’s government and the FARC guerrilla group reached agreement Wednesday on the rebels’ participation in politics once they end their
near 50-year insurgency, the two sides announced. 

Colombia's Uribe criticizes agreement with FARC rebels from Agence France-Presse 7 Nov 13

Colombia's former president Alvaro Uribe Thursday sharply criticized an agreement reached with the FARC guerrilla group on terms for ending a
half century old insurgency. 

Colombia, FARC rebels reach agreement on political participation from Reuters 6 Nov 13

Colombia's government and Marxist FARC rebels have reached an agreement on the critical issue of the guerrillas' future in politics, the two sides
said on Tuesday in what could be a key step forward in their peace talks to end their decades-long war. 

Colombia gov't, rebels to announce progress from peace talks from Reuters 6 Nov 13

Colombia's government and FARC guerrillas on Wednesday will announce a partial agreement on the rebel group's future role in politics, one of
the thorniest issues in peace talks being held in Cuba, a source from Colombia's High Commission for Peace said. 



Colombia says Russian bombers violated its airspace from Rueters 5 Nov 13

Colombia is preparing a letter of protest to Russia after two Russian bomber planes twice entered the Andean nation's airspace without
authorization when flying between Venezuela and Nicaragua last week, President Juan Manuel Santos said on Tuesday. 

Colombian police seize well-equipped drug sub from EFE (Spain) 5 Nov 13

Colombian police on the Pacific coast destroyed a submarine outfitted with modern technology and with the capacity to transport up to eight tons
of cocaine. 

4 FARC rebels linked to terrorism captured in southern Colombia from EFE (Spain) 5 Nov 13

The Colombian army on Tuesday captured four FARC guerrillas accused of being responsible for a terrorist attack last year on a police station in
the city of Tumaco in which 12 people died and more than 70 were wounded. 

Colombia ELN rebels prepare to free another captive from Agence France-Presse 5 Nov 13

Colombia's leftist ELN rebel group said Tuesday it was willing to free an engineer they have held captive for more than a year, while calling for
the Chilean company he works for to leave the country. 

Colombia ELN rebels release three hostages: Red Cross from Agence France-Presse 4 Nov 13

A Colombian leftist guerrilla group, the ELN, on Monday freed three oil workers who had been kidnapped September 10, the Red Cross said. 

Controversy in Colombia over photo of sunbathing FARC rebels from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 4 Nov 13

A photo of rebels belonging to the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) sunbathing on a yacht in Cuba touched off a controversy in
Colombia Monday. 

US-Colombian Op Nets Huge Cocaine Haul In Caribbean from Agence France-Presse 4 Nov 13

US and Colombian anti-drugs agents cooperated in a massive bust in the southern Caribbean that led to the confiscation of 1,450 kilos of cocaine,
authorities said Sunday. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Colombia and US seize more than 3,000 lbs of cocaine in the Caribbean from EFE
(Spain) 3 Nov 13

RENDON News Summary: In an international operation, the United States and Colombia oversaw the seizure of 3,194 lbs of cocaine and
detained four people, among them three Venezuelans, in the Caribbean. 

US, Colombia seize speedboat with 1.4 tons cocaine from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Nov 13

The US Navy seized a speed boat with 1.4 tonnes of processed cocaine off the coast of the Dominican Republic in a combined US-Colombian
initiative, police in Bogota said Sunday. 

Colombian police arrest 17 in international drug ring bust from Agence France-Presse 2 Nov 13

Police in Colombia have arrested 17 people allegedly involved in an international cocaine-smuggling ring, authorities said Saturday. 

Colombian President To Meet With Obama In December from Associated Press 1 Nov 13

The White House says Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos will come to Washington and meet with President Barack Obama later this year. 

Colombia defense minister says troop cuts after peace 'big mistake' from Reuters 31 Oct 13

It would be a "big mistake" for Colombia to reduce troop numbers or cut its security budget if a peace agreement is signed with Marxist FARC
rebels to end a half century of war, the defense minister said on Thursday. 

Colombia, FARC signal progress in peace talks from Agence France-Presse 31 Oct 13

The Colombian government and the leftist guerrilla group FARC said Thursday they were extending their latest round of peace negotiations,
signaling progress on a key issue in the year-old talks. 



Half-a-ton of cocaine headed for US seized in Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 30 Oct 13

Colombian police seized half-a-ton of cocaine that was to be shipped across the Caribbean to a Central American nation, with the United States as
the final destination, authorities said Wednesday. 

Colombia arrests 286 suspected drug traffickers at airports from Xinhua (China) 30 Oct 13

Colombia has arrested 286 suspected drug traffickers at major airports throughout the country so far this year, a police report said Wednesday. 

FARC rebels search for 10-million-dollar jungle stash from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 29 Oct 13

Rebels of the leftist Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) were looking for 10 million dollars one of their leaders buried in the
jungle before he died, the Colombian daily El Tiempo reported Tuesday citing police sources. 

Peace And Politics Clash As Colombia Gears Up For Presidential Race from Miami Herald 29 Oct 13

Ever since President Juan Manuel Santos announced last year his intention to pursue peace talks with the country’s largest guerrilla group, he’s
been under attack from his predecessor and former boss Alvaro Uribe. Over the weekend, Uribe unveiled his latest weapon in the war: a candidate
to face Santos in the April 25 presidential race. 

Colombia Rebels Free American Hostage from New York Times 28 Oct 13

Colombia’s largest rebel group has released a United States citizen it held hostage for more than four months, Secretary of State John Kerry said
Sunday in a statement from Washington. 

Colombia rebels say US 'decisive' in American's release from Agence France-Presse 28 Oct 13

Colombia's FARC said Monday the US State Department played a "decisive role" in the leftist guerrilla group's release of a US national held
captive for four months. 

Colombia’s FARC Frees U.S. Man Four Months After Capture on Trek from Bloomberg News 27 Oct 13

A Colombian Marxist group released a U.S. man taken prisoner in June after he ignored warnings from police and hotel staff not to attempt a trek
through rebel-controlled jungle. 

Colombia's FARC frees kidnapped ex-U.S. marine: Red Cross from Reuters 27 Oct 13

Colombia's FARC guerrillas have freed a former U.S. marine, Kevin Scott Sutay, who was kidnapped in June while he trekked through the jungle
in a known guerrilla area, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) said on Sunday. 

Colombia ex-leader Uribe's movement names candidate for president from Reuters 27 Oct 13

Former Colombian President Alvaro Uribe's political movement chose economist Oscar Ivan Zuluaga on Saturday as its candidate for presidential
elections in May, a vote he looks set to contest echoing Uribe's tough stance against leftist guerrillas. 

Conflict’s harvest from The Economist 24 Oct 13

A protest by farmers draws attention to a deeper crisis in the countryside 

Bomb attack partially derails train in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 13

Assailants in northern Colombia triggered a blast that derailed part of a coal freight train, the Cerrejon company said Wednesday, the second such
recent strike. 

Colombia court nixes military justice reform from Associated Press 23 Oct 13

In a blow to Colombia's government, the country's Constitutional Court has struck down an expansion of the military justice system that human
rights activists had said would lead to greater impunity for armed forces members. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Guerrilla leader says that FARC "will not submit" at the negotiation table from
Agence France-Presse 22 Oct 13



RENDON News Summary: The most senior leader of FARC, Timoleón Jiménez (Timochenko), accused the president of Colombia, Juan Manuel
Santos, on Tuesday of intensifying a campaign to discredit the guerrilla organization because it would not agree to submit at the negotiating table
that they maintain in Havana. 

Colombian president calls for greater progress in talks with FARC from Xinhua (China) 22 Oct 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos has called for greater progress in talks with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC)
guerrilla group to end five decades of internal strife, the chief government negotiator said here Tuesday. 

Former informant suing US for abandoning her from Associated Press 21 Oct 13

A former confidential informant working for the United States in Colombia claims in a lawsuit that the U.S. government abandoned her when she
got in legal trouble for her undercover operations, and she wound up spending three years in a Colombian jail. 

OPINION: Hey Macarena! A Family Vacation in the Land of Guerrillas from TIME 21 Oct 13

The answer is that we were making a leap of faith that Colombia, where a guerrilla war has been grinding on since the 1960s, is finally on the path
towards peace.

Colombia's FARC frees captive police officer from Agence France-Presse 20 Oct 13

The FARC guerrilla group on Sunday freed a police officer who was captured 10 days ago in Colombia, the International Committee of the Red
Cross said. 

Talks with FARC are on right path from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 19 Oct 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said Saturday that talks with the leftist rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC)
were going well despite delays. 

Colombia's army nabs six FARC rebels from Agence France-Presse 19 Oct 13

Government troops captured six rebels including a member of the security team of the leader of the leader of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia, or FARC, the army announced. 

UPDATE: Colombia's ELN rebels release oil workers after brief capture -police from Reuters 18 Oct 13

Colombia's ELN rebels released three oil contractors hours after kidnapping them in the eastern province of Arauca on Friday, a police
commander said, following an intensive air and ground search launched by security forces. 

Colombia, China Close In on Coal and Railway Deal from Wall Street Journal 18 Oct 13

Colombia is in advanced talks with a Chinese company to build a railway to its Pacific coast that will allow coal to be exported to Asia more
cheaply.

Colombia to investigate deadly building collapse from Associated Press 17 Oct 13

Colombia's chief prosecutor says his office is investigating the manager of the company that was building a tower that collapsed in the city of
Medellin over the weekend, killing at least one person and leaving another 10 missing. 

Colombia, China Close In on Coal and Railway Deal from Wall Street Journal 17 Oct 13

Colombia is in advanced talks with a Chinese company to build a railway to its Pacific coast that will allow coal to be exported to Asia more
cheaply, Colombia's mines and energy minister said Thursday.

Indigenous protesters clash with police in western Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 17 Oct 13

Violent clashes on Thursday between indigenous protesters and police in western Colombia left a number of people injured, reports said. 

Colombian journalist leaves country due to threats from EFE (Spain) 17 Oct 13

Colombian journalist Gonzalo Guillen had to leave the country after receiving death threats apparently linked with the recent arrest of a provincial
governor on murder charges, the Foundation for Freedom of the Press, or FLIP, said Thursday. 



One dead as rebels attack bus in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 16 Oct 13

Leftist guerrillas opened fire on a bus in Colombia, killing one person and wounding six others after its driver ignored orders to stop, police said
Wednesday. 

Dutch Police Bust Cocaine Banana Gang from Agence-France Presse 16 Oct 13

Dutch law enforcement officers arrested four suspected drug smugglers who allegedly tried to smuggle millions of euros of cocaine hidden in
boxes of bananas from Colombia, prosecutors said.

FARC Attacks Coal Train, Electricity Pylons from Xinhua (China) 14 Oct 13

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) blew up a stretch of railway line in the country's north Sunday, derailing 43 wagons
loaded with coal, authorities said.

Colombia Peace Talks Stall, Tension Mounts from Reuters 13 Oct 13

The Colombian government and left-wing FARC rebels ended a 15th round of peace negotiations on Sunday trading accusation over
responsibility for the slow pace of the talks and for the first time failing to issue a joint statement on their progress.

Colombia FARC Rebels Launch Website of the Female Rebel from BBC 12 Oct 13

Colombia's main rebel group, the FARC, has launched a new website run by and dedicated to its female members.

Colombia Rebels Condemn 'Unfortunate' Offensive from Agence France-Presse 11 Oct 13

Colombia's leftist guerrillas on Friday criticized President Juan Manuel Santos's "unfortunate" decision to order a military offensive amid peace
talks.

Colombia's Rebels Asked to Seize Fire for 2014 Vote from Agence France-Presse 10 Oct 13

A former senator who has frequently served as a mediator with the FARC said Thursday she will ask the rebel group to declare a unilateral
ceasefire during Colombia's 2014 elections.

4 Troops Die in a FARC Attack in Arauca from EFE 10 Oct 13

Four soldiers died and another was injured in a battle with the FARC in the rural zone in the municipality of Arauquita, the Army said.

Colombian Authorities Seize More than 1.5 Tons of Explosives from EFE 10 Oct 13

Colombian authorities seized more than 1.5 tons of explosives belonging to a column of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC,
guerrillas in a rural area in the southern part of the country, the Attorney General's Office said Thursday.

Santos to Send More than 50,000 Troops After FARC from Associated Press 10 Oct 13

Colombia’s President Juan Manuel Santos has ordered the command of his armed forces to “neutralize” commanders of rebel group FARC and to
reinforce their offensive in the southeastern parts of the country, according to local media.

Colombian President Orders Renewed Military Offensive Against FARC from Xinhua (China) 10 Oct 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos Wednesday again ordered the military to reinforce its offensive against the Southern and Eastern blocs
of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla group.

Colombia Seizes 1.5 More Than Tons of Explosives from EFE 10 Oct 13

Colombian authorities seized more than 1.5 tons of explosives belonging to a column of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC,
guerrillas in a rural area in the southern part of the country, the Attorney General's Office said Thursday. 

Attack on Pipeline Cuts off Colombia Gas Exports to Venezuela from Reuters 9 Oct 13

A bomb attack on a gas pipeline in eastern Colombia has cut off 150 million cubic feet of exports to neighboring Venezuela, the police said on
Wednesday, the latest in a run of attacks on the country's oil infrastructure blamed on leftist guerrillas.



Colombian Rebels Say No Plans to Leave Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 9 Oct 13

Colombian FARC rebels holding peace negotiations in Havana on Wednesday said they were committed to moving forward in the talks, but
shrugged off their president's call to pick up the pace.

FARC Offers to Put Talks on Hold from Associated Press 9 Oct 13

A negotiator for Colombia's main leftist rebel group says it is prepared to put peace talks on hold until after May presidential elections.

Colombia Minister Says Tax Haven 'Party Over' with 33 Percent Charge from Reuters 8 Oct 13

Colombia slapped a 33 percent charge on Tuesday on assets moved to tax havens, and the finance minister said "the party is over" for Colombians
dodging taxes by sending funds abroad.

Rebels Blame Colombia Defense Chief for Stalled Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 8 Oct 13

Colombian rebels blamed a lack of progress in peace negotiations on the country's defense minister, whom they accused of trying to undermine
the talks. 

FARC Publishes Sign of Life of Kidnapped US Citizen from Agence France-Presse 7 Oct 13

The Colombian guerrilla group FARC Monday disseminated declarations from American Kevin Scott Sutay, who they've had kidnapped since
June 20th, and insisted on asking the government to authorize a commission before turning him in. 

Police: Colombia Raid Nets a Ton of Cocaine from Agence France-Presse 7 Oct 13

Colombian authorities said Monday they seized more than a ton of cocaine in a raid in the northern La Guajira region bordering Venezuela. 

Colombia's No. 2 Pipeline Shut After Bomb Attack from Reuters 7 Oct 13

Colombia's second most important oil pipeline, the Cano Limon-Covenas, has been temporarily shut down after three bomb attacks, state oil
company Ecopetrol said on Monday, explosions the security forces attributed to leftist guerrillas.

Official: Two Police Killed in Rebel Attack from Agence France-Presse 5 Oct 13

FARC guerrillas killed two police officers in an attack in southern Colombia, authorities said.

Colombian Ex-President Sounds Off on His Successor's Peace Talks with FARC Rebels from Washington Post 5 Oct 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos has a problem: his predecessor and former boss, Álvaro Uribe.

Colombia, Rebels Resume Peace Talks in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 3 Oct 13

The Colombian government resumed peace talks with leftist rebels Thursday in a renewed bid to end nearly half a century of armed conflict.

Colombian Government 'Ready to Reintegrate Rebels' from BBC 3 Oct 13

Colombia has said it is ready to reintegrate thousands of demobilised rebels into society, as peace talks between Farc rebels and government
negotiators enter their 15th round.

Colombian Rebels: Modest Progress in Havana Talks from Associated Press 3 Oct 13

Colombia's largest rebel group is reporting modest advances during 10 months of peace talks.

Colombia's FARC Claims U.S. Spying on Rebels from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 13

Colombia's leftist FARC guerrillas said Wednesday they have been victims of "cyber espionage," and suggested the US National Security Agency
may be to blame.

Colombian President Proposes Referendum on Peace Deal with FARC Rebels from Xinhua (China) 1 Oct 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos Tuesday presented a bill to congress, calling for a referendum on any eventual peace deal with the rebel
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC).



Colombian Military Kills Three FARC Rebels, Two Paramilitary from Dutch Presse-Agentur 1 Oct 13

Colombian soldiers killed three FARC rebels and two members of the right-wing paramilitary forces in clashes, according to the military
command and a newspaper report on Tuesday. 

Jackson To Travel To Colombia “Soon” For Hostage Talks from Agence France-Presse 1 Oct 13

US civil rights activist Jesse Jackson said Monday he hopes to travel to Colombia “soon” to help negotiate the release of a former US soldier held
captive by leftist rebels. 

Colombia Arrests Former Security Chief For Uribe from Associated Press 1 Oct 13

A retired police general who was the security chief for former Colombian President Alvaro Uribe for four years was arrested Monday and charged
with illicit enrichment. 

Confirmation that Panamanian is a FARC leader from Newsroom Panama 30 Sep 13

PANAMA’S Minister of Security José Raúl Mulino and Colombian Defense Minister Juan Carlos Pinzón confirmed Monday, September 30, that
a Panamanian is part of the management structure of of a powerful Colombian revolutionary group.

Jackson to travel to Colombia "soon" for hostage talks from Agence France-Presse 30 Sep 13

US civil rights activist Jesse Jackson said Monday he hopes to travel to Colombia "soon" to help negotiate the release of a former US soldier held
captive by leftist rebels. 

Colombia seizes war arsenal from FARC rebels from Xinhua (China) 30 Sep 13

Colombian police Monday displayed a large war arsenal seized from the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) insurgent group in the
central department of Meta, including such high-tech equipment as night vision goggles and electronic sniper scope. 

Colombia, Israel ink free trade accord from Xinhua (China) 30 Sep 13

Colombian Trade, Tourism and Industry Minister Sergio Diaz-Granados said Monday his country has signed a free trade agreement (FTA) with
Israel that will take effect next year. 

New round of Colombian peace talks to be held soon from Xinhua (China) 30 Sep 13

The Colombian government has authorized a Congress delegation to meet negotiators of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC)
for a new round of peace talks, an official said Sunday. 

Colombia Arrests Former Security Chief for Uribe from Associated Press 30 Sep 13

Colombian prosecutors have arrested a retired police general who was security chief for former President Alvaro Uribe.

UPDATE: Jesse Jackson to mediate US hostage release in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 29 Sep 13

US civil rights activist the Reverend Jesse Jackson said Saturday he accepted a request from leftist Colombian rebels to mediate the release of an
American hostage in Colombia. 

OPINION: No Peace in Colombia With a War on Drugs from Wall Street Journal 29 Sep 13

Barring a change in policy, the casualties are bound to keep climbing. 

UPDATE: Colombia leader rejects Jesse Jackson help in release of U.S. hostage from Reuters 28 Sep 13

Colombia's president rejected the involvement of U.S. civil rights activist Jesse Jackson in overseeing the release of a former U.S. Marine
kidnapped by FARC rebels, saying on Saturday he would not allow the guerrillas a "media spectacle." 

Colombia FARC rebels ask Jesse Jackson to assist hostage release from Reuters 28 Sep 13

Colombia's FARC rebels called on Saturday for U.S. civil rights activist Jesse Jackson to oversee the release of a former U.S. Marine they
kidnapped in June while he trekked through jungle in a known guerrilla zone despite warnings of the risks. 



OPINION: Why I'm Talking to Terrorists in Colombia from Wall Street Journal 26 Sep 13

Peace in Colombia is finally within reach. In the midst of turbulent times in the Middle East and other parts of the world, there is an untold story
of hope and success emerging out of the Americas. 

Colombia's FARC rebels reject president's UN speech from Xinhua (China) 26 Sep 13

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) on Wednesday rejected President Juan Santos's speech at the United Nations (UN)
General Assembly about the peace process. 

Colombia police seize ton of marijuana in midwest from Xinhua (China) 25 Sep 13

Colombian police said Tuesday that they seized a ton of marijuana hidden in a truck carrying oranges. 

Colombia investigates Uribe brother's militia ties from Associated Press 25 Sep 13

Colombian prosecutors have opened a formal investigation into the brother of former President Alvaro Uribe for allegedly sponsoring a far-right
militia. 

Colombia's Santos says support of Venezuela, Cuba key to peace talks from Reuters 25 Sep 13

The support of Venezuela and Cuba will play a key role in Colombia's efforts to reach a negotiated end to Latin America's last major guerilla war,
Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said on Wednesday. 

Colombian army kills 12 rebel militants from Xinhua (China) 25 Sep 13

Colombian governmental forces killed 12militants of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) and arrested another in the
southwestern part of the country, military authorities said Wednesday. 

Colombian army kills 9 FARC rebels in combat from EFE (Spain) 24 Sep 13

Nine presumed FARC rebels died in a clash with the Colombian army in the southern province of Caqueta on Tuesday, the Defense Ministry
announced. 

Colombian president tells U.N. the drug war has not been won from Rueters 24 Sep 13

The "war on drugs" has not been won, Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos told the United Nations on Tuesday, exhorting the world body to
add teeth to a special session on drugs in 2016. 

Santos announces capture of gang chief accused of over 30 murders from EFE (Spain) 21 Sep 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos announced the capture in the southwestern part of the country of a suspected leader of the criminal gang
Los Rastrojos, who is believed to have committed more than 30 murders, and of another 17 members of that organization. 

Santos offering impunity to FARC rebels, Uribe says from Agence France-Presse 21 Sep 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos is offering impunity to leftist FARC rebels as he seeks to end the long-running insurgency, his
predecessor said Friday. 

U.N.: Colombia must find killers of radio host from United Press International 20 Sep 13

A Colombian lawyer and radio host shot dead as he rode his motorcycle home was the third journalist killed in the country this year, U.N. officials
said Friday. 

Gunmen storm hospital in Colombia in daring prisoner 'rescue bid' from The Independent (UK) 19 Sep 13

In scenes resembling a Hollywood movie, a group of gunmen have stormed a hospital in Colombia to break out a prisoner who was being treated
there. 

Colombia peace talks enter new recess in Havana from Associated Press 19 Sep 13

Colombian government and guerrilla negotiators have concluded another round of peace talks in Havana with no new agreement to announce. 



For Many Victims Of Colombian Strife, The Path Home Is Proving Treacherous from Miami Herald 19 Sep 13

The government wants to help hundreds of thousands of people reclaim land, but Human Rights Watch says many are targeted for reprisals. 

Colombia captures 16 drug dealers from Xinhua (China) 18 Sep 13

Colombian police have captured 16 drug dealers from a criminal ring that grows and distributes illicit drugs through a network of small
convenience stores in the country's major cities, police announced Wednesday. 

Colombia To Pay Ecuador $15 Million To Settle Coca Herbicide Suit from Los Angeles Times 17 Sep 13

Colombia has agreed to pay $15 million to settle a lawsuit filed by Ecuador for human and economic damage caused by spraying an anti-coca
herbicide that blew across the countries’ common border. 

HRW: Colombia inadequate in helping landless from Associated Press 17 Sep 13

Colombia has "chronically failed" to protect people trying to reclaim stolen land, threatening to sabotage President Juan Manuel Santos'
unprecedented efforts to end the Western Hemisphere's worst internal refugee problem, a major human rights organization says. 

Colombian former President Uribe to run for Senate from Reuters 16 Sep 13

Colombia's former President Alvaro Uribe, revered by many for crippling the power of the country's guerrillas, said on Monday he plans to return
to politics by seeking election to the Senate in March. 

Colombian navy seizes 1.4 tons of cocaine from Xinhua (China) 14 Sep 13

The Colombian navy announced Saturday that it seized 1.4 tons of cocaine from a ship at the Caribbean port of San Andres Island. 

Colombian authorities seize one tonne of cocaine from Agence France-Presse 12 Sep 13

Police in Colombia seized 950 kilograms (2,100 pounds) of cocaine in a drug processing laboratory allegedly run by FARC rebels, officials said
Thursday. 

Colombia: Woman feigned pregnancy to carry drugs from Associated Press 11 Sep 13

Colombian police say they have arrested a Toronto woman who simulated pregnancy to try to smuggle cocaine. 

Colombia, rebels resume peace talks in Havana from Associated Press 9 Sep 13

Colombia's main guerrilla army says it is prepared to meet with a delegation of lawmakers on the sidelines of peace talks in Havana. 

Multinational naval exercises underway in Colombia from Xinhua (China 9 Sep 13

A multinational naval drill, codenamed Unitas Naval Operation, kicked off in the Colombian Caribbean Monday, Colombia's navy said.

Colombia's Santos says to thwart Nicaragua's 'expansionist plans' from Reuters 9 Sep 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said on Monday he will do everything in his power to prevent Nicaragua's "expansionist" ambitions
over domestic territory and called an international court ruling that gave waters to Nicaragua inapplicable. 

Colombian gov't set for peace talks with 2nd rebel group from EFE (Spain) 9 Sep 13

The Colombian government expects to begin peace talks with the smaller of the country's two main rebel groups "in the coming days" as
negotiations continue with the largest guerrilla army, Vice President Angelino Garzon said Monday. 

Colombian protesters free police officers taken hostage from Xinhua (China) 7 Sep 13

Colombian protesters released 23 police officers taken hostage days ago during a farmers' strike in the central of the country, local police
confirmed on Friday. 

Alleged Colombian drug don arrested from Agence France-Presse 7 Sep 13

An alleged drug don, Claudio Baez, was arrested in Colombia as he headed to a football match, police said Saturday. 



Cabinet Reshuffle In Colombia from Agence France-Presse 6 Sep 13

Faced with social unrest and with only a few weeks left in which to decided whether to run for another term, Colombia’s President Juan Manuel
Santos has reshuffled his cabinet. 

Colombia leader lays out sequence for peace process from Agence France-Presse 6 Sep 13

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos said Friday FARC rebels would keep their weapons until a peace agreement is ratified, but a ceasefire
will begin immediately a deal is agreed. 

Colombia's FARC may face alternative justice, not impunity from Reuters 5 Sep 13

Colombia's peace negotiations with Marxist FARC rebels will not lead to impunity for the rebels as critics fear after a half-century conflict that
has killed more than 200,000 people, a senior Colombian official said. 

Colombia's president names five new ministers, including energy from Reuters 5 Sep 13

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos named five new ministers on Thursday to strengthen his government ahead of presidential elections
next year and after heavy criticism of his handling of a protest in the farming sector that turned violent last week. 

Colombian police kill six members of drug trafficking gang from Xinhua (China) 4 Sep 13

Colombia's National Police said Wednesday that they killed six members of a drug trafficking gang on the outskirts of the northeastern city of
Cucuta, along the border with Venezuela. 

Colombia leader's popularity plunges to 21 percent from Associated Press 4 Sep 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos' approval rating has plummeted 27 percentage points to its worst since he took office: 21 percent. 

Armed group sets armored vehicle on fire in Colombia rural protests from United Press International 3 Sep 13

An armored vehicle was burned by a gang of armed men operating in an area of Colombia hit by nationwide rural protests, officials said. 

Colombia's FARC talks at 'critical' stage, government negotiator says from Rueters 3 Sep 13

Colombia's peace talks with Marxist FARC rebels have reached a "critical" stage, with discussions over the next couple of months a key gauge of
whether an end to five decades of war is likely or not, government negotiator Sergio Jaramillo said on Tuesday. 

Colombian miners agree to end protests from Agence France-Presse 3 Sep 13

Colombian miners agreed Tuesday to end a month-and-a-half-long protest after the government promised to give legal standing to small-scale,
artisanal diggers. 

Colombia's Cabinet resigns to allow Santos to make shuffle from Reuters 2 Sep 13

Sixteen members of Colombia's Cabinet presented their resignations to President Juan Manuel Santos on Monday, a decision that paves the way
for changes he may want to make after a protest in the farming sector turned violent last week. 

Colombian gov't inks accord with indigenous farmers from Xinhua (China) 1 Sep 13

Colombia's government has signed an agreement with two indigenous communities in the southwestern province of Narino, where protesting
farmers had blocked highways as part of a 13-day nationwide strike, Interior Minister Fernando Carrillo said Sunday. 

Colombia president calls troops to patrol capital from Associated Press 30 Aug 13

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos on Friday ordered troops to patrol the capital following rioting in which at least two people died. 

Colombia's Santos breaks off talks with disgruntled farmers from EFE (Spain) 30 Aug 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Friday instructed Cabinet ministers who have held four days of talks aimed at ending a general strike
in the agricultural sector to break off negotiations with farm leaders, citing the impossibility of reaching an agreement. 



Colombian Presidential Hopeful Under Arrest from Associated Press 30 Aug 13

A conservative Colombian presidential hopeful has surrendered to authorities after the Supreme Court ordered him arrested for allegedly
benefiting politically from collusion with illegal far-right militias. 

Violence In Bogota Amid Farm Sector Crisis from Associated Press 30 Aug 13

About 30,000 people marched peacefully in the capital Thursday in support of a 10-day protest by small farmers, then pandemonium broke out as
masked youths hurling rocks and bricks fought tear gas-firing riot police and shattered store windows. 

Court declares Colombia 'peace' law constitutional from Associated Press 29 Aug 13

A Colombian high court has declared constitutional a law the government says is key to its peace process with rebels but which rights activists say
could lead to impunity for war crimes. 

Colombia braced for major nationwide protests from The Guardian (UK) 29 Aug 13

Colombia's largest cities were braced on Thursday for marches by students and labour unions in support of a growing nationwide strike by miners,
truckers, coffee growers, milk producers and potato farmers protesting everything from high fuel prices to free trade agreements that farmers say
have them on the brink of bankruptcy. 

Colombian court gives green light for ex-rebels to take part in politics from Agence France-Presse 29 Aug 13

Colombia's constitutional court on Wednesday approved a reform that will enable rebels who lay down their arms after a peace process to take
part in political life, it said. 

UPDATE: ICRC says willing to mediate peace between Colombian gov't, guerrilla group from Xinhua (China) 28 Aug 13

Jordi Raich, head of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), said Wednesday that the relief agency is willing to facilitate possible
peace talks between the Colombian government and the guerrilla group National Liberation Army (ELN). 

Colombia 'ready to talk to ELN' from BBC 28 Aug 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos says his government is ready to start peace talks with the country's second-largest rebel group, the
National Liberation Army (ELN). 

In Colombia, A Struggle Between Securing Peace And Delivering Justice from Washington Post 28 Aug 13

Colombia’s constitutional court will rule as early as Wednesday whether a government plan to address war crimes through its peace process with
Marxist guerrillas is constitutional, a decision that could determine the outcome of President Juan Manuel Santos’s efforts to end a half-century of
conflict here. 

Colombia Rebels Free Canadian Held 7 Months from Associated Press 28 Aug 13

Colombia’s No. 2 rebel group on Tuesday freed a Canadian mining executive it kidnapped in January and whose release the government had
demanded as a condition for opening peace talks. 

Colombia extradites top drug gang leader to U.S from Reuters 28 Aug 13

Colombia extradited Diego Perez Henao, one of the country's most wanted gang leaders, to the United States on Wednesday to face charges for
alleged cocaine trafficking and involvement in hundreds of murders, Colombia's prison authority said. 

UPDATE: Colombia's ELN rebels free Canadian geologist from Reuters 27 Aug 13

Colombia's ELN rebels on Tuesday freed a Canadian geologist they had held captive for seven months, meeting one of the demands by President
Juan Manuel Santos to enable the start of peace talks. 

Colombian Air Force kills FARC chief from Xinhua (China) 27 Aug 13

A senior leader nicknamed "Silver" of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) rebels was killed in an air strike, a Colombian
military official said Monday. 



Colombia rebel group says will free Canadian Tuesday from Agence France-Presse 27 Aug 13

A Colombian leftist guerrilla group, the ELN, said it will free Canadian engineer Jernoc Wobert on Tuesday after more than seven months in
captivity. 

In Colombia, a struggle between securing peace and delivering justice from Washington Post 27 Aug 13

Colombia’s constitutional court will rule as early as Tuesday whether a government plan to address war crimes through its peace process with
Marxist guerrillas is constitutional, a decision that could determine the outcome of President Juan Manuel Santos’s efforts to end a half-century of
conflict here. 

Colombia's Santos open to talks with FARC leader Timochenko from Reuters 27 Aug 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said on Tuesday he would consider meeting FARC rebel leader Timochenko to accelerate talks aimed at
ending 50 years of conflict but warned the nation will continue at war if Colombians reject what is agreed at the negotiating table. 

Colombia, Rebels Resume Peace Talks After Pause from Agence France-Presse 27 Aug 13

FARC rebels resumed peace talks with the Colombian government in Havana Monday after a brief pause in reaction to a proposal that any deal be
put to a national referendum. 

Colombian police arrest head of drug trafficking gang from Agence France-Presse 26 Aug 13

Colombian police arrested the head of a drug trafficking gang who is wanted for extradition by the US, officials said Monday. 

FARC rejects government plan for referendum on peace deal from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 26 Aug 13

The left-wing rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) have rejected a proposal by the Colombian government for a
referendum on any peace deal, the group's chief negotiator Ivan Marquez said on Monday. 

Colombian president urges non-violence from Xinhua (China) 26 Aug 13

Roiled by a week-long nationwide strike and struggling through peace negotiations with the nation's largest rebel group, Colombian President
Juan Manuel Santos Sunday called on the country to reject violence. 

UPDATE: 16 members of Colombia's armed forces killed by FARC from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 25 Aug 13

Two attacks allegedly carried out by the leftist Colombian rebel group FARC have left 16 members of Colombia's armed forces dead, the
country's RCN broadcaster said Sunday. 

Colombia agricultural strike sparks fear of shortages from BBC News 24 Aug 13

Thousands of anti-riot police have been deployed across Colombia as protests by agricultural workers spread further. 

Colombia rebels announce "pause" in peace talks with gov't from EFE (Spain) 23 Aug 13

Colombia's FARC guerrillas have announced a "pause" in the peace talks they have been holding here with the government in Bogota, saying
Friday they would use the intermission to analyze President Juan Manuel Santos's proposal that any eventual accord be submitted to a referendum.

Kidnapped Spaniard found dead in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 23 Aug 13

A 28-year-old Spaniard who had been kidnapped in June in Colombia was found dead in the southwestern province of Cauca, authorities said
Friday. 

One dead in Colombia's farmworker protest from Agence France-Presse 23 Aug 13

A five-day-old farmworkers' protest in Colombia claimed its first fatality Friday when a man on a motorcycle crashed and died at a roadblock,
police said Friday. 

Colombian rebels suspend peace talks in Havana from Associated Press 23 Aug 13

Colombia's largest guerrilla army is suspending peace talks with the government due to President Juan Manuel Santos' refusal to call an assembly
to modify the constitution. 



UPDATE: FARC says peace talks with Colombian gov't to resume Monday from EFE (Spain) 23 Aug 13

FARC guerrillas will resume peace talks with the Colombian government here on Monday after a "pause" to analyze President Juan Manuel
Santos's proposal that any eventual accord be submitted to a referendum, sources with the insurgents' negotiating team told Efe. 

Colombian VP dismisses ICJ ruling on maritime dispute with Nicaragua from Xinhua (China) 23 Aug 13

Colombian Vice President Angelino Garzon said Thursday that the ruling by the International Court of Justice (ICJ) on its maritime dispute with
Nicaragua is "inapplicable." 

Colombia leader will put any peace deal to referendum from Agence France-Presse 22 Aug 13

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos said Thursday he would put any peace agreement reached with leftist FARC rebels to a national
referendum. 

Farmworkers protest snarl Colombia highways from Agence France-Presse 22 Aug 13

Farmworkers disrupted traffic on 30 highways across Colombia Thursday, the fourth day of sometimes violent protests to push demands for
agricultural subsidies and other benefits to rural areas, police said. 

Thieves steal $3 million in gold and platinum in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 22 Aug 13

Gunmen, including three in police uniform, stole $3 million in gold and platinum on Wednesday from a warehouse in Medellin, northwestern
Colombia, police said. 

FARC sets conditions for political participation in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 21 Aug 13

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla group Wednesday proposed concrete measures to ensure its political
participation in Colombia, local media reported. 

Colombian president seeks reelection in 2014 from Xinhua (China) 21 Aug 13

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos said Tuesday that he is seeking reelection in a presidential race in 2014. 

UPDATE: Colombian rebels urge commission on war's victims from Associated Press 20 Aug 13

Colombia's largest guerrilla army called Tuesday for the creation of a truth commission to investigate the victims of the country's protracted
armed conflict. 

UPDATE: In first, FARC accepts partial blame for Colombia bloodshed from Agence France-Presse 20 Aug 13

The FARC guerrilla group for the first time accepted partial responsibility Tuesday for the thousands of victims of Colombia's nearly 50-year-old
insurgency. 

Colombian Labor Protest Challenges President from Wall Street Journal 19 Aug 13

Colombia—Truckers, coal miners, coffee farmers and other workers united Monday in a strike that was among the biggest labor protests in
Colombia in years and a challenge to President Juan Manuel Santos. 

Colombian rebels say they will free Canadian hostage from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 13

Leftist guerrillas in Colombia said Monday they will free a Canadian engineer who has been held hostage since January. 

Colombian rebel chief willing to shake president's hand from Xinhua (China) 16 Aug 13

The top leader of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) insurgent group, Rodrigo Londono Echeverri, said Friday he would like
to "shake hands" with President Juan Manuel Santos, despite the president having ordered his destruction. 

Colonel who took down Escobar jailed from Agence France-Presse 15 Aug 13

A Colombian police colonel who led the operation that took down notorious drug lord Pablo Escobar has been sentenced to nine years in prison
for ties to a paramilitary group. The Supreme Court... determined that retired colonel Hugo Aguilar had been elected governor of ...Santander



...with the support of the...(AUC) ...

ANALYSIS: Colombia politics: Quick View - Juan Manuel Santos replaces military and police leadership from The Economist (UK)
15 Aug 13

Although there were expectations that Mr Santos could make some changes in the upper echelon of the security forces by the end of the year-
when promotions in the service routinely take place-he unexpectedly announced the appointment of a completely new military and police cupola. 

1.6 tons of cocaine seized in Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 15 Aug 13

Colombia's military seized Thursday 1.6 tons of cocaine that is believed to belong to the left-wing rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC).

Kerry backs peace talks during visit to U.S. ally Colombia from Reuters 13 Aug 13

Secretary of State John Kerry on Monday promised strong U.S. backing for peace talks aimed at ending Colombia's half-century of conflict,
calling the country a success story in a world where many states have failed or are failing. 

FEATURE: Propaganda that works: Christmas decorations from USA Today 13 Aug 13

Christmas decorations and messages in the Colombian jungle prompted a 30% increase in FARC insurgents putting down their weapons. 

USGS: 6.7 Magnitude Earthquake - 90km WSW of Mutis, Colombia from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 13 Aug 13

At 1143(EST), 13 August 2013, a 6.7 Magnitude Earthquake struck 90km WSW of Mutis, Colombia.

Kerry And Colombia Leaders Discuss Guerrilla War And Spying from New York Times 13 Aug 13

Secretary of State John Kerry met Monday with leaders of Colombia, Washington’s top ally in South America, offering support as negotiators
move ahead with talks aimed at ending that country’s long-running guerrilla war, and seeking to assuage concerns over the scope of the National
Security Agency’s surveillance practices. 

Colombian troops capture rebels targeting oil industry from EFE (Spain) 12 Aug 13

Government troops neutralized a guerrilla unit that targeted oil infrastructure in the northeastern region of Catatumbo, the Colombian military said
Monday. 

Colombian questions US Internet snooping from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 13

Colombian officials will raise the issue of US electronic surveillance on Monday during a visit by US Secretary of State John Kerry, the American
ambassador said. 

FARC, Colombia end latest peace talks after reporting progress from United Press International 12 Aug 13

Negotiators for the Colombian government and the country's largest rebel group say they have ended the 12th round of peace talks after making
good progress. 

In Colombia, turning coca farmers into breeders of ornamental fish from Los Angeles Times 12 Aug 13

The expansion of China's middle class isn't some abstract notion in this sweltering corner of Colombia's Amazon River basin. 

One killed, 19 injured in clash between Colombian indigenous people from Xinhua (China) 11 Aug 13

One teenager was killed and 19 people injured during a clash within indigenous people in southwestern Colombia, local media reported Sunday. 

Rebels kill police officer, wound teenager in southern Colombia from EFE (Spain) 11 Aug 13

A police officer was killed and a boy wounded in an attack staged by FARC rebels on a police station outside La Hormiga, a city in the southern
Colombian province of Putumayo, officials said. 

Colombia peace talks eye political participation from Associated Press 10 Aug 13

Colombia's government and its largest rebel army say they have begun building agreements on the guerrillas' participation in politics if peace talks



succeed. 

Colombia rebels urge army to not try to rescue US hostage from Agence France-Presse 10 Aug 13

Leftist rebels engaged in peace talks with the Colombian government urged the army on Friday to refrain from any attempt to rescue a US hostage
they are holding. 

Coca Farming In Colombia Dropped 25% Last Year, U.N. Says from Los Angeles Times 9 Aug 13

Aggressive eradication programs and better alternatives for poor farmers are being credited with reducing the acreage under coca cultivation in
Colombia by 25% last year. 

UN: Colombia Coca Crop Down 25 Percent from Associated Press 9 Aug 13

Colombia reduced its area under coca cultivation by 25 percent last year, the United Nations said Thursday, meaning Peru has likely surpassed it
as the world’s No. 1 cocaine-producing country. 

Colombia's Santos says FARC faces jail, death without peace from Reuters 8 Aug 13

Colombia's FARC rebel leaders negotiating peace with the government must return to the jungle and end their days on the battlefield or in prison
if talks under way in Cuba collapse, President Juan Manuel Santos said on Thursday. 

Colombia's Santos seeks US clarification on spying from Associated Press 8 Aug 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos says he's seeking clarification from Washington on whether its intelligence-gathering in his country
exceeded joint operations against drug traffickers and illegal armed groups. 

FARC attack in Colombian capital foiled: police from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 13

Colombian police said Tuesday they intercepted a vehicle loaded with explosives in Bogota, foiling an attack by FARC guerrillas. 

Bogotá Plans Second Front in Rebel Talks from Wall Street Journal 6 Aug 13

The Colombian government plans to start peace talks with the country's second-largest rebel group as President Juan Manuel Santos steps up
efforts to bring a negotiated end to a civil conflict that has left nearly a quarter million people dead over five decades. 

Colombia's Santos urges rebels to get on the *peace train* from Reuters 5 Aug 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said the time for peace with Marxist FARC rebels is now or never but the instant he determines
negotiations are going nowhere or strengthening the rebels, he would abandon the talks and seek resolution to the conflict on the battlefield. 

Colombian president rejects impunity for FARC rebels from Xinhua (China) 4 Aug 13

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos said recently there will not be an impunity for the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC)
guerrilla members who committed crimes against humanity, in case a peace agreement is achieved, according to local media. 

Colombia Eradicates “river Blindness,” Paving Way For Hemisphere And Africa from Miami Herald 3 Aug 13

This sometimes troubled Andean nation became a global role model this week when the World Health Organization certified it as the first country
to eliminate onchocerciasis — the second-leading infectious cause of blindness.

Colombia leader ready for peace talks if hostage freed from Agence France-Presse 2 Aug 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said Thursday he is willing to start peace talks with the leftist ELN rebels as soon as they release a
Canadian hostage, held since January. 

Colombian gov't receives rebel proposals on political engagement from Xinhua (China) 1 Aug 13

The rebel Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) said Thursday that the government has received their proposals on political
participation "with respect and responsibility." 

Colombia to charge militants for crimes against humanity from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 13



Colombia will charge 13 right-wing paramilitary chiefs and three leftist rebel chiefs with crimes against humanity for some of the worst atrocities
in decades of civil strife. 

Bomb kills soldier in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 30 Jul 13

One soldier died and one other was wounded Tuesday when a bomb exploded near the airport of the southwestern port city of Tumaco, the
Colombian military said. 

FARC insists on delegation for ex-Marine's release from Associated Press 30 Jul 13

Colombia's largest guerrilla army is reiterating its willingness to free a former U.S. Marine it captured last month, but insists that the government
send a high-level delegation to retrieve him. 

Colombia's largest oil pipeline attacked from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 13

Colombia's largest oil pipeline was hit by an explosion causing a significant oil spill in an attack blamed on leftist guerrillas, the army said
Monday. 

UPDATE: Rebels say Colombia holding up American's release from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 13

The leftist FARC guerrilla group accused Colombia's government Tuesday of prolonging the captivity of a retired US Marine by blocking his
release to a commission proposed by the rebels. 

Colombia rebels say plan to free Canadian captive from Associated Press 29 Jul 13

Colombia's No. 2 leftist rebel band is welcoming a Canadian company's decision to pull out of a gold exploration project. The insurgents say it's a
good-faith gesture and indicated they plan to release a company executive kidnapped in January. 

Colombian rebels promise to free Canadian captive from Xinhua (China) 29 Jul 13

Colombia's rebel group the National Liberation Army (ELN) Monday reiterated its intention to free a Canadian citizen kidnapped by the rebels on
Jan. 18 in northern Bolivar department (state). 

8 Gang members arrested in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 28 Jul 13

Eight suspected members of the Los Rastrojos gang were arrested in Bahia Solano and Nuqui, two cities located in the northwestern Colombian
province of Choco, the navy said Sunday. 

First Same-Sex Civil Union Legalized In Colombia from Associated Press 25 Jul 13

Colombia got its first legalized same-sex union Wednesday when a judge sanctioned the partnership of two men who have been a couple for two
decades. 

Colombia admits rights violations in battle with leftists from Agence France-Presse 25 Jul 13

Colombia admitted for the first time Thursday that the government has been guilty of "serious human rights violations" during its 50-year battle
with leftist rebels. 

Colombian leader Santos defends constitutionality of peace law from Reuters 25 Jul 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Thursday defended the constitutionality of a law that paved the way for ongoing peace talks with
Marxist rebels, as legal challenges risk undermining efforts to end five decades of war. 

Colombia Admits Rights Violations In Battle With Leftists from Agence France-Presse 25 Jul 13

Colombia admitted for the first time Thursday that the government has been guilty of “serious human rights violations” during its 50-year battle
with leftist rebels. 

Panel: More than 220,000 dead in Colombia conflict from Associated Press 24 Jul 13

Colombia's internal conflict has claimed at least 220,000 lives since 1958, and more than four of every five victims have been civilian
noncombatants, a government-created commission said in a report released Wednesday. 



Taxi Driver Apologizes For Killing DEA Agent from Associated Press 24 Jul 13

A taxi driver jailed in the stabbing death of a U.S. drug agent in Colombia has tearfully confessed in a radio interview, saying the American fought
back with his hands after an attempt to subdue him with a stun gun. 

Santos: No Media Show For Ex-Marine’s Handover from Associated Press 24 Jul 13

Colombia’s president says he refuses to let the country’s main rebel group make a media event of the release of a 26-year-old former U.S. Marine.

Santos: No Media Show For Ex-Marine’s Handover from Associated Press 24 Jul 13

Colombia’s president says he refuses to let the country’s main rebel group make a media event of the release of a 26-year-old former U.S. Marine.

Colombia says won't let FARC make media show of U.S. captive release from Reuters 23 Jul 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said he would not allow FARC rebels to make a media circus of the release of a U.S. citizen they
captured last month after the group "flagrantly violated" a promise to end kidnappings before peace talks began. 

Colombia sets condition for American hostage's release from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 13

President Juan Manuel Santos Tuesday rejected the involvement of a leftist mediator in the handover of a former US Marine held hostage by
leftist guerrillas, potentially complicating his release. 

Colombia peace worries after rebels offer to arm protesters from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 13

A government negotiator expressed concern Monday over Colombia's peace process, after a FARC guerrilla unit offered to supply a rural protest
with fighters and weapons. 

Two FARC rebels killed in Colombia clashes: military from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 13

Two leftist FARC guerrillas were killed Monday in a flare-up of fighting in Colombia that claimed the lives of 25 soldiers and rebels over the
weekend, the military said. 

Colombia's ambassador to U.S. quits over land scandal from Xinhua (China) 23 Jul 13

Colombia's Ambassador to the United States Carlos Urrutia resigned Tuesday after being accused of involving in a land swindle scandal. 

FARC offers to arm coca growers in Colombia from Associated Press 22 Jul 13

Colombia's main rebel group is offering to arm coca growers who have been blocking roads for more than a month in a turbulent northeastern
region to demand a halt in coca eradication. 

Santos Vows Full-Bore Assault After FARC Kills 19 from Associated Press 22 Jul 13

President Juan Manuel Santos promised decisive retaliation Sunday after Colombia’s main rebel band killed 19 soldiers in a single day in the
biggest blow to the military since peace talks began in November.

Fifteen Colombia Soldiers Killed In Rebel Ambush: Govt from AFP 22 Jul 13

Fifteen Colombian soldiers have been killed in an ambush by leftist FARC rebels, the country’s president said Sunday, raising concerns about
peace talks launched last year. “Our hearts are with the families of the fifteen heroes who sacrificed their lives in Arauca 

Colombian Rebels Holding An American from New York Times 21 Jul 13

The United States ambassador to Colombia demanded on Saturday that the country’s largest rebel group quickly release a former American
service member whom the militants say they have been holding since last month ...the FARC, had announced on Friday that it was holding the
man and that it planned to release him as a sign of good will during continuing peace talks with the government.

U.S. Vet Ignored Warnings Before Abduction By Colombian Rebels from Bloomberg News 21 Jul 13

A former member of the U.S. armed forces kidnapped in Colombia ignored warnings from police and hotel staff not to attempt a trek through
jungle controlled by Marxist rebels. The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, said in a statement on its website last night that it



had captured a U.S. soldier named Kevin Scott Sutay on June 20 ...

10 Rebels And Soldiers Killed In Colombia Clashes from AFP 21 Jul 13

Six guerrillas from the leftist FARC rebel group and four Colombian soldiers died Saturday in clashes in southwest Colombia, the military said.
The fighting occurred in the town of El Doncello, in the department of Caqueta, a stronghold of the southern bloc of the Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia, the military statement said.

Fatal grenade blast at Cucuta, Colombia nightclub from BBC 21 Jul 13

An explosion at a nightclub in the northern Colombian city of Cucuta has killed one person and left at least 20 injured, police say. 

Red Cross talking to Colombian rebels about release of U.S. captive from Reuters 21 Jul 13

The International Committee of the Red Cross is talking to Colombia's FARC rebels about handing over a former U.S. marine seized by the
Marxist group in a jungle region after he set out on a solitary trek despite police warnings about its dangers... Kevin Scott Sutay, a veteran of the
war in Afghanistan, was captured on June 20 as he walked, apparently alone, toward El Retorno in Colombia's dangerous southeast ... The FARC
has pledged to release Sutay.

UPDATE: Fifteen Colombian soldiers killed in FARC ambush: govt from Agence France-Presse 21 Jul 13

Fifteen Colombian soldiers were killed Saturday in an ambush by leftist FARC rebels, the country's president said, raising concerns about peace
talks launched last year. 

Colombia to strengthen border river patrol with Brazil, Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 21 Jul 13

Colombia will create a naval force unit to strengthen military presence in the navigable border rivers with Brazil and Venezuela, the Colombian
Navy announced on Sunday in a statement. 

Colombian Rebels Say They’re Holding US Ex-Soldier from Associated Press 20 Jul 13

Colombia’s main rebel movement said Friday that it has been holding a U.S. veteran of the Afghan conflict for nearly a month and offered to
release him to a humanitarian commission. The ... FARC, identified the man as Kevin Scott Sutay and said in a statement ... that it “captured” him
on June 20 in the town of Retorno in the country’s southeast.

Six Colombians charged in US for drug agent murder from Agence France-Presse 19 Jul 13

Six Colombians have been charged in the United States for the kidnapping and murder of a US drug enforcement agent in Bogota in June, the US
justice department said Thursday. 

70-year-old German arrested in Colombia killing from Associated Press 19 Jul 13

Colombian authorities say they have arrested a 70-year-old German woman they accuse of hiring a right-wing criminal band to kill a man who
stole money and jewelry from her. 

Colombia seeks clarification from U.S. over alleged espionage from Xinhua (China) 18 Jul 13

Colombia will send a team of experts to the United States to seek clarification over alleged espionage against it, Foreign Minister Maria Angela
Holguin said Wednesday.

Colombia to eradicate illegal mining: president from Xinhua (China) 18 Jul 13

The Colombian government will eradicate illegal mining that damages environment and funds rebel groups while keeping the independent mining
running, Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said on Wednesday after demonstrations broke out in key mining departments. 

Colombian rebel unit lays down arms from EFE (Spain) 16 Jul 13

A contingent of the ELN guerrilla group operating in the southwestern province of Valle del Cauca has demobilized, Colombian President Juan
Manuel Santos said Tuesday. 

FARC leader says Colombia insurgency near end from Agence France-Presse 15 Jul 13



The top negotiator for Colombia's leftist FARC rebel group said Monday he was confident that the nearly 50 year old guerrilla war is almost over. 

Colombia's ELN rejects disarming as precondition for peace talks from Xinhua (China) 15 Jul 13

Colombia's second largest guerrilla group National Liberation Army (ELN) Monday rejected a call by the Catholic Church to lay down arms as a
precondition for peace talks with the government of President Juan Manuel Santos. 

Police officer killed in FARC attack in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 15 Jul 13

A police officer was killed and another seriously injured by a homemade grenade launched by members of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC) rebel group in the northwest city of Quibdo, police said Monday. 

Police seize nearly 3.5 tons of marijuana in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 14 Jul 13

A total of 3,436 kilos of marijuana were seized in separate operations in the Caribbean province of Magdalena, the Colombian National Police
said Sunday. 

Colombian police arrest criminal kingpin from Xinhua (China) 13 Jul 13

Colombian authorities announced Friday that Nilson Alberto Avila, one of the most wanted men in the country, has been arrested. 

Colombia demands answers on U.S. spying as Latin America seethes from 11 Jul 13

Colombia called for answers from Washington on Wednesday after revelations the United States had spied on the Andean nation, its closest
military ally in Latin America, as anger mounted in the region over U.S. intelligence gathering. 

Colombia will ask US to explain reported espionage from Associated Press 10 Jul 13

Colombia's government says it will ask the United States to explain alleged spying on its citizens. 

Extradited Colombian To Face Charges Of Drug Trafficking from New York Times 10 Jul 13

A Colombian who has been described by his country’s president as “the last of the great kingpins” was extradited to the United States from
Colombia on Tuesday to face charges that he manufactured large quantities of cocaine that he then trafficked to the United States and elsewhere. 

Suspected Colombian drug kingpin pleads not guilty in U.S. court from Reuters 10 Jul 13

Alleged Colombian drug kingpin Daniel Barrera made his first appearance in a U.S. court on Wednesday and pleaded not guilty to conspiring to
import cocaine into the United States. 

U.S. targets money laundering network operating out of Colombia from Xinhua (China) 9 Jul 13

The Obama administration on Tuesday hit with sanctions 31 persons and entities for their involvement in laundering of proceeds from drug
trafficking through a network operating out of Colombia. 

FEATURE: Bogotá’s Urban Horsemen Facing Life Without Their Steeds from Miami Herald 9 Jul 13

Authorities say there are more than 2,290 zorreros in this bustling capital of 7.3 million, but the horsemen’s days are numbered. Bogotá is
requiring them to trade in their horse and carts for small four-wheel vehicles. By the year’s end, it will be illegal for horses to plod the streets. 

Colombia extradites major drug suspect to US from Associated Press 9 Jul 13

Colombian officials say they've extradited a major drug trafficking suspect to the United States. 

U.S. targets money laundering network operating out of Colombia from Xinhua (China) 9 Jul 13

The Obama administration on Tuesday hit with sanctions 31 persons and entities for their involvement in laundering of proceeds from drug
trafficking through a network operating out of Colombia. 

South Korea, Colombia to implement free-trade agreement from United Press International 8 Jul 13

South Korea and Colombia Monday agreed to speedily implement their bilateral, free-trade agreement signed in February, the Seoul government
said. 



Colombian rebel group frees captured soldier from EFE (Spain) 4 Jul 13

Colombia's National Liberation Army, or ELN, insurgent group on Thursday released a soldier the rebels captured in May, the International
Committee of the Red Cross said. 

Colombia peace possible by year's end, President says from Reuters 3 Jul 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said on Wednesday an agreement with the Marxist FARC rebels to end their 50-year-old insurgency
could be reached by the end of this year if there were "sufficient political will". 

Extradition sought for Colombian suspects from United Press International 3 Jul 13

U.S. authorities said they are seeking the extradition of seven members of a gang who allegedly killed a Drug Enforcement Agency official in
Colombia. 

Colombia’s largest guerrilla group hopes smaller ELN can join peace talks from Miami Herald 2 Jul 13

Colombia’s largest guerrilla group on Tuesday said it will try to help the smaller National Liberation Army, or ELN, join ongoing peace talks with
the government. 

Colombia: 7 now arrested in DEA agent killing from Associated Press 2 Jul 13

Colombian police say they have now arrested seven people in the slaying of a U.S. anti-drug agent during a robbery. 

Colombia Farc rebels in *unification* talks with ELN from BBC 1 Jul 13

Colombia's largest armed rebel groups, the Farc and ELN, have met "to strengthen" their "unification process". 

Colombian peace talks resume in Cuba amid tensions from Reuters 1 Jul 13

The Colombian government and leftist FARC rebels clashed on Monday over how to incorporate Latin America's oldest guerrilla movement into
the democratic process, as they began the latest round of peace talks in Havana. 

Colombian government, FARC resume peace talks in Havana from Xinhua (China) 1 Jul 13

The Colombian government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla group resumed peace talks here Monday. 

Gunmen kill 5 in southwest Colombia from EFE (Spain) 30 Jun 13

At least five people were killed and four others wounded when a group of gunmen attacked a hamlet in southwestern Colombia, media reports
said Sunday. 

FEATURE: Colombian Land Deals Are Scrutinized from Wall Street Journal 28 Jun 13

The government is "trying to put in order property rights and figure out and resolve land conflicts, and behind the scenes, what these companies
are doing is the opposite,"...

Colombia coca crops *drop by 25% to historic low* from BBC 28 Jun 13

Colombia, one of the world's largest producers of cocaine, has seen the proportion of land planted with coca drop to a "historic low", sources in
the Colombian security forces say. 

Colombia says closer than ever to peace with rebels from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 13

Colombia is closer than ever to a peace deal with Marxist FARC rebels after 10 rounds of talks to end their half-century-old conflict, the country's
foreign minister said Thursday. 

Colombia seizes 6.5 tons of drugs from Xinhua (China) 26 Jun 13

Colombian authorities seized 6.5 tons of drugs on Wednesday, including six tons of marijuana and half a ton of cocaine, official sources said. 

Colombia arrests 6th suspect in death of DEA agent from Associated Press 26 Jun 13



Colombian police say they have arrested a sixth suspect in the slaying of a U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration agent. 

Four Men Arrested In The Killing Of DEA Agent In Colombia from Washington Times 26 Jun 13

Colombian law enforcement authorities have arrested four men in the killing of U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration agent James "Terry"
Watson," who was fatally stabbed last week during what police said was an aborted robbery attempt. More arrests are expected. 

UPDATE: Colombia arrests four in US drug agent's killing from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 13

Colombian authorities have detained four suspects in the killing of a US Drug Enforcement Administration agent who was stabbed to death
during a robbery last week, officials said Tuesday. 

Colombia signs deal with NATO in Latin America first from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 13

Colombia on Tuesday signed an information exchange agreement with NATO, an unprecedented move for a Latin American country and a first
sign of closer cooperation that already has several of the region's leftist leaders up in arms. 

Colombia rebel leader, negotiator sentenced in absentia from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 13

The leader of Colombia's FARC rebels and the head of their peace talks delegation have been convicted of terrorism and sentenced in absentia to
40 years in prison, prosecutors said Tuesday. 

Colombian court sentences rebel leaders 40 years in jail from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 13

A local Colombian court sentenced on Monday two top rebel leaders 40 years in jail for crimes of terrorism, rebellion and murder in 2003. 

IMF approves new credit line for Colombia from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 13

The International Monetary Fund on Monday approved a new multibillion-dollar credit line for Colombia to help protect it from a potential
downturn in the global economy. 

Colombia dismantles transnational drug trafficking ring from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 13

Colombia's National Police Monday announced that a transnational drug trafficking ring was dismantled during an operation carried out
throughout the country with 20 suspects arrested and charged. 

Rebels attack pipeline near Colombia's border with Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 23 Jun 13

FARC guerrillas attacked a Petroleos del Norte pipeline in a rural area outside Tibu, a city in northwestern Colombia, media reports said. 

UPDATE: US drug agent killed in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 21 Jun 13

A US Drug Enforcement Administration agent was stabbed to death Friday in Bogota while fighting off an apparent robbery attempt, Colombian
police and US officials said. 

FEATURE: Kidnapping in Colombia: The role of abductions in decades-long conflict from Christian Science Monitor 21 Jun 13

Although kidnappings have been registered since 1970, the problem began escalating in the 1990s and peaked in 2000, when more than 3,500
kidnappings were reported. The number of abductions has leveled off but still remains high at more than 1,000 in 2010, the last year under review
in the study. 

Report: Nearly 40,000 people kidnapped in Colombia in 40 years from EFE (Spain) 20 Jun 13

At least 39,058 people were kidnapped over a period of 40 years in Colombia, or an average of nearly 1,000 cases per year, according to a report
released Thursday in Bogota. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: FARC proposes to replace the Chamber of Representatives in Colombia from Agence
France-Presse 20 Jun 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: The communist guerrillas of the FARC proposed on Thursday to replace the Chamber of Representatives
(deputies)of Colombia with a Territorial Chamber that would grant greater participation to the regions, farmers, indigenous populations, and Afro-
Colombians in the legislative process.



40,000 Abducted In 40 Years Of Colombia's Civil War: Study from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 13

Almost 40,000 people were abducted during the 40 years of Colombia's civil war, according to a study published on Thursday, the first attempt to
quantify the scourge of kidnapping

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Five FARC guerrillas captured in southwestern Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur
18 Jun 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The Colombian Navy and Army reported today the capture of five FARC guerrillas in a joint operation in
a rural area of the Valle del Cauca department.

Colombian authorities arrest mayor sought by U.S. from Xinhua (China) 18 Jun 13

Authorities have arrested a mayor sought by the United States for alleged drug trafficking, the Public Prosecutor's Office said. 

Colombia's Long-Elusive Goal: Land Reform from Associated Press 17 Jun 13

Caught in the crossfire between far-right militias and leftist rebels, 40 families abandoned the farm they shared in the foothills of Colombia's
Montes de Maria range. The land repeatedly switched hands before being sold to a businessman. 

Colombian police rescue 2 kidnapped Spaniards from EFE (Spain) 15 Jun 13

Spanish tourists Maria Concepcion Marlaska Sedano and Angel Sanchez Fernandez, abducted on May 17 in the northern Colombian province of
La Guajira, were rescued in the wee hours of Saturday by a National Police anti-kidnapping unit, authorities told Efe. 

A Former Murder Capital Cleans Up, But Gains Prove Fleeting from Washington Post 14 Jun 13

Medellin was once in a league of its own, racking up 6,349 killings in 1991, or 380 murders per 100,000 people, when the drug kingpin Pablo
Escobar had put a bounty on the heads of police officers and vowed to bring the city to its knees. The homicide rate has since fallen by 80
percent...

FEATURE: Medellin’s efforts against crime prove fleeting from Washington Post 12 Jun 13

These days, there are cities far more dangerous in the world, but none are in war zones like Afghanistan. The vast majority are instead in Latin
America and the Caribbean, where the cocaine trade, easy access to illegal arms and weak judiciaries help fuel the violence. 

PRESS RELEASE: Congress Should Reject Law Reforming the Military Justice System from Targeted News Service 12 Jun 13

Members of Colombia's Congress should reject a proposed law whose purpose is to give greater powers to the military justice system and which
will shield members of the armed forces and the police from justice for crimes under international law, Amnesty International said today. 

Colombian Peace Talks Resume As The FARC Eyes Its Political Future from Miami Herald 12 Jun 13

Is Latin America's oldest guerrilla group ready to trade bullets for ballots? That's the issue negotiators began tackling in Havana on Tuesday as
Colombia resumed negotiations to end a half-century old civil war that has claimed tens of thousands of lives. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: FARC confirm support of Venezuela in peace processes from El Espectador 12 Jun 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: The FARC said that they have confirmed Venezuela will accompany them in the peace process, despite the
diplomatic crisis between president Juan Manuel Santos and the opposition leader Henrique Capriles. 

Colombia's guerrilla group defends bid to convene Constituent Assembly from Xinhua (China) 12 Jun 13

Colombia's largest guerrilla group, the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), on Wednesday defended its proposal to convene a
Constituent Assembly to vote on whether upcoming presidential elections can be postponed for one year to give ongoing peace talks more time. 

UPDATE: Colombian Senate rejects FARC's call to put off elections from Xinhua (China) 11 Jun 13

The Colombian Senate on Tuesday rejected a call by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), the country's largest rebel group, to
postpone the May 2014 presidential elections. 



Abbas meets Colombian president in Ramallah from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 13

Palestinian leader Mahmud Abbas met Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos in the occupied West Bank on Tuesday, a day after Israel's
closest South American ally signed a free trade deal with the Jewish state. 

Uribe prepares to announce candidate from United Press International 11 Jun 13

Former Colombian President Alvaro Uribe said he has met with his political allies to discuss his newly funded political movement's presidential
candidate. 

Colombian peace talks to resume in Cuba from BBC 11 Jun 13

Members of Colombia's largest rebel group, the Farc, will resume peace negotiations with representatives of the Colombian government on
Tuesday. 

UPDATE: FARC calls for election delay in Colombia talks from Associated Press 11 Jun 13

Talks on ending Colombia's protracted civil conflict have resumed with a surprising proposal from the country's largest rebel group: postpone next
year's elections. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Military offensive against drug trafficking in Norte de Santander from El Espectador 10

Jun 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: Authorities assigned to the North Ground Combat Battalion located a laboratory for processing cocaine belonging
to the Capitan Franscico ELN guerrilla unit. They seized 400 pounds of coca leaves. --- 

Venezuela instability a risk for Colombia growth - finance minister from Reuters 10 Jun 13

Colombia's economy faces its greatest risks this year from instability in neighbouring Venezuela and the slump in commodity prices, the country's
finance minister said on Monday. 

Rebel attack leaves 2 children dead in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 9 Jun 13

Two children were killed and two other people wounded in an attack staged by National Liberation Army, or ELN, guerrillas on Sipi, a city in the
northwestern Colombian province of Choco, media reports said. 

FARC warns Colombia peace 'deflated' by Venezuela spat from Agence France-Presse 8 Jun 13

Leftist FARC guerrillas said President Juan Manuel Santos had "deflated" peace prospects in Colombia by antagonizing Venezuela, warning
Saturday that talks to end the conflict were now in limbo. 

War on drugs a failure, says Colombian leader from The Telegraph (UK) 8 Jun 13

COLOMBIA'S president has called on world leaders to find new ways to tackle the scourge of the illegal drugs trade, including the possibility of
legalisation with regulation. 

Colombia will reach peace deal by end of 2013: president from Agence France-Presse 7 Jun 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos hopes to bring peace between his government and leftist rebels by the end of the year, he told an
economic forum in London on Friday, insisting his country was safe for investors and had huge potential. 

Two FARC rebels, Colombian soldier killed in battle from Agence France-Presse 7 Jun 13

Two FARC rebels and a Colombian special forces soldier were killed in a firefight that broke out in the country's southwest when the army
occupied a guerrilla camp, authorities said Friday. 

Colombia welcomes removal from ILO "black list" from Xinhua (China) 7 Jun 13

Labor Minister Rafael Pardo says Colombia has been removed from the International Labor Organization's "black list" of 25 countries that have
failed to comply with international workers' conditions. 

Russian, Colombian antidrug services work out plan of joint actions from Itar-Tass (Russia) 7 Jun 13



Chief of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service Viktor Ivanov and Colombian National Police Director Jose Roberto Leon Riano have signed a
plan of joint actions to combat drug traffic for the next four years in accordance with the 30th international drug enforcement conference (IDEC)
to combat drug production.

Colombia rebels ready to release Canadian captive from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 13

Colombia's ELN rebel group said Wednesday it is willing to release a kidnapped Canadian engineer soon, apparently dropping demands that the
mining company he works for leave the country first. 

Facebook blocks FARC's account from United Press International 5 Jun 13

Representatives from Colombia's largest rebel group, FARC, said the organization's Facebook account has been blocked. 

Colombia Minister Rules Out NATO Membership from Associated Press 5 Jun 13

Colombia's defense minister on Tuesday backed away from a suggestion by President Juan Manuel Santos that the country might be looking at
membership in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, a comment that had alarmed some other South American leaders. 

FARC denies kidnapping Spanish tourists from Xinhua (China) 4 Jun 13

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) on Monday denied kidnapping two Spanish tourists who were missing last month in the
northern La Guajira province. 

NATO rules out Colombia membership from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 13

Colombia can not be considered for NATO membership but the alliance is exploring ways of boosting ties with the country, a NATO official said
Tuesday after an uproar in Latin America over the possibility. 

Colombia seeks to be NATO "partner": Defense chief from Xinhua (China) 4 Jun 13

Colombian Defense Minister Juan Carlos Pinzon said on Tuesday that his country wants to become a " partner" of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO), not a full member as reported earlier. 

FARC kills prison guards in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 4 Jun 13

At least four prison guards were killed Tuesday by alleged members of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla in rural
Caqueta, a department in southern Colombia, local media reported. 

Four rebels killed in Colombia clashes; government from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 13

Four leftist FARC guerrillas have been killed in recent clashes in Colombia's southern Putumayo province, which borders Ecuador and Peru,
authorities said Monday. 

Colombian president says Farc 'threats' endanger peace from BBC 2 Jun 13

President Santos, 30 May President Santos says the Armed Forces are trying to establish whether the FARC statement is genuine 

FEATURE: Colombia faces $17bn laundry bill: Smuggling, drug trafficking and their profits are warping an entire economy
from Reuters 1 Jun 13

Contraband smuggled into Colombia is part of multibillion-dollar money laundering operations that damage legitimate businesses, undermining
Colombia's effort to reinvent itself as a thriving economy after decades of political and drugs-related violence. 

Colombia heads toward NATO membership from Agence France-Presse 1 Jun 13

Colombia's defense ministry later this month will sign a cooperation agreement with NATO, in hopes of joining the international military alliance,
President Juan Manuel Santos said Saturday. 

Colombia praises Venezuela's role in FARC peace process from Agence France-Presse 31 May 13

Colombia's chief negotiator in peace talks with the country's largest leftist rebel group on Friday praised Venezuela's role in the process after
Caracas threatened to pull out over a diplomatic spat. 



US Accused Of Withholding Evidence In Drug Case from Associated Press 31 May 13

Two Colombians who were facing the prospect of spending the rest of their lives in a U.S. prison for drug trafficking will go home much sooner
after prosecutors were accused of withholding evidence about payments by the Drug Enforcement Administration to police in the South American
country. 

Colombia's Santos calls Venezuela plot accusations "crazy" from Reuters 31 May 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Friday dismissed as "crazy" accusations made by his Venezuelan counterpart Nicolas Maduro that
Santos is involved in a plot to overthrow him, and called for a diplomatic solution to the dispute. 

FARC attack kills 3 soldiers in Colombia: military from Xinhua (China) 30 May 13

Three army soldiers were killed and two others were wounded in an attack allegedly carried out by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
(FARC), authorities said Thursday. 

Colombian Rebel Rejects Peace Talks Deadline from Associated Press 30 May 13

A leading peace negotiator of Colombia's main rebel group has rejected the government's insistence that talks wrap up by November ahead of
national elections, saying the president should not put his personal ambition ahead of the peace process. 

Colombian rebel rejects peace talks deadline from Associated Press 29 May 13

A leading peace negotiator for Colombia's main rebel group is rejecting the government's insistence that talks wrap up by November, ahead of
national elections. 

Colombia Peace Still Distant Despite A First Deal from Agence France-Presse 29 May 13

A land reform deal reached by Colombia's government and leftist FARC rebels marked a major step forward in their peace talks, but they still face
a long slog to end Latin America's oldest conflict. 

UN hails first deal between Colombian government, rebels from Xinhua (China) 29 May 13

A land reform deal between the Colombian government and the FARC rebel group was fundamental to the future peace process, the UN
Representative to Colombia said Tuesday. 

Colombia declares emergency state for prisons from Xinhua (China) 28 May 13

The Colombian government has declared a state of emergency for prisons to mitigate the crisis of overcrowding at least 40,000 inmates in the
country's prisons, Justice Minister Ruth Stella Correa announced Tuesday. 

Money laundering distorts Colombia's economic comeback from Reuters 28 May 13

Rotting wooden planks heave as dozens of barefoot Wayuu Indians carry washing machines, fans and stereos on their backs from the hull of a
cargo ship docked on the tip of northern Colombia. 

Colombia peace still distant despite a first deal from Agence France-Presse 28 May 13

A land reform deal reached by Colombia's government and leftist FARC rebels marked a major step forward in their peace talks, but they still face
a long slog to end Latin America's oldest conflict. 

Colombian president hails first peace talk accord with rebels from Xinhua (China) 26 May 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Sunday hailed the first agreement reached after six months of negotiations between the government
and the FARC guerrilla group to end their five decades of fighting. 

UPDATE: Colombia and its rebels reach land reform deal from Associated Press 26 May 13

Colombia and that country's largest rebel group have announced an agreement on one of their main bones of contention _ land reform. The deal is
the fruit of more than half a year of slow-moving peace negotiations in the Cuban capital. 



IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: New FARC attack in Colombia leaves three soldiers dead and three wounded from
Xinhua (China) 23 May 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: The Colombian military announced on Thursday that three of its troops were killed by FARC militants in the
northeastern San Andres de Cuerquia municipality. 

Santos: 6 soldiers killed by Colombia rebels from Associated Press 22 May 13

Colombia's president says six soldiers have been killed in an attack by the country's second-largest leftist rebel band, the National Liberation
Army. 

Amnesty urges Canada's Harper to talk rights in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 22 May 13

Amnesty International on Wednesday urged Prime Minister Stephen Harper to raise human rights concerns with his Colombian counterpart when
he travels to the South American nation for trade talks. 

Colombian rebels deny kidnapping two Spaniards from Reuters 22 May 13

Colombia's FARC rebels on Wednesday denied accusations that they were holding two Spanish tourists who authorities say were kidnapped in the
South American country last week. 

UPDATE: Nine soldiers killed in Colombia rebel attack from Agence France-Presse 22 May 13

Nine soldiers were killed and six wounded in an attack the government blamed Wednesday on the ELN, Colombia's second largest leftist guerrilla
group. The soldiers were attacked with home-made explosives in north-eastern Colombia near the border with Venezuela...

A FARC rebel in Colombia explains why he wanted out from Los Angeles Times 22 May 13

Leftist rebel Reinel Usuga surrendered this month because he was afraid of dying in battle and being buried in an unmarked grave even as rebel
leaders negotiate a possible peace agreement that would make such a death pointless — perhaps even absurd. 

Colombia rebels release woman hostage from Agence France-Presse 21 May 13

Leftist guerrillas on Tuesday released a woman who had been held hostage since August, the International Committee of the Red Cross said,
saying she had been reunited with her family.

Spanish tourists kidnapped in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 21 May 13

Two Spanish tourists were kidnapped last week in northeastern Colombia, police said Tuesday. 

Colombia Farc rebels ask for 'more time' for peace deal from BBC 19 May 13

Colombia's left-wing Farc rebels have rejected criticism that efforts to end almost fifty years of conflict are moving too slowly. 

Colombia's Santos hints he will run for re-election in 2014 from Reuters 17 May 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos hinted on Friday that he would seek re-election next year to ensure continuity of his policies, though he
did not explicitly announce his candidacy. 

Colombian Rebels Recruit Child Fighters Even As They Negotiate To End Conflict from Washington Post 16 May 13

Colombia's largest rebel organization has stepped up the recruitment of children to boost its weakened fighting units even as it talks peace with the
government, according to child welfare workers, officials and community leaders. 

Colombian government, rebels resume peace talks from Associated Press 15 May 13

Representatives of Colombia's government and largest rebel army have resumed peace talks in the Cuban capital. 

Colombian rebels recruit child fighters even as they negotiate to end conflict from Washington Post 15 May 13

Colombia’s largest rebel organization has stepped up the recruitment of children to boost its weakened fighting units even as it talks peace with
the government, according to child welfare workers, officials and community leaders. 



Colombian leader urges enhanced peace efforts with rebels from Xinhua (China) 15 May 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Tuesday ordered government envoys to speed up peace talks with the Revolutionary Armed Forces
of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla group. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Ten FARC guerrillas neutralized in fight with army from El Espectador 14 May 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Five guerrillas were killed and five were captured in ongoing army action in the rural zone of Arauquita. 

New threats in Colombia highlight risk for journalists, analysts from Reuters 14 May 13

Colombia on Tuesday warned of a plot by an organised crime group to kill several high-profile journalists, just weeks after an assassination
attempt on an investigative reporter boosted concerns over threats to a free press in the violence-plagued Andean nation. 

Santos says he works with Maduro despite differences from El Universal (Venezuela) 14 May 13

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos said on Monday that he has differences with his Venezuelan counterpart Nicolás Maduro, but they work
together. "With (late Hugo) Chávez and Maduro we have profound differences, but that is no obstacle to finding a common ground where we can
work together for the good of our peoples,"

Fighting in Colombia leaves five rebels, police officer dead from Agence France-Presse 14 May 13

Marxist FARC rebels and police clashed in different regions of Colombia on Tuesday, in violence that left five guerrillas and a police officer dead,
authorities said. The deadly unrest threatened to overshadow the resumption of peace talks between the Colombian government and the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) being held in Havana. 

Pope urges Colombia's Santos to continue peace talks from Agence France-Presse 13 May 13

Pope Francis on Monday expressed his support for peace negotiations with the Colombian guerrilla group FARC at a private audience in the
Vatican with President Juan Manuel Santos. 

Colombian govt, FARC to hold new round of peace talks from Xinhua (China) 13 May 13

The Colombian government's chief negotiator Humberto de la Calle said Monday a new round of peace talks between the government and the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) will be held on May 15-25 in Cuba. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: OPINION: The biggest challenge to the Santos government from El Espectador
(Colombia) 13 May 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The Santos government's policies and institutions have changed, but they have not changed prevailing
ideas. They made a strategic decision to pursue their reforms without thoroughly questioning the status quo and without explaining the ideology
of Colombian society. Alvaro Uribe instituted a durable leftist mythos, made to fit the majority based on simplifications and aligned with values
and hatreds of those majorities. 

Colombia's Santos likens 'warmaker' leaders to Caligula from Reuters 10 May 13

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos has taken another apparent potshot at his predecessor, comparing him with tyrannical Roman Emperor
Caligula in an increasingly heated internal dispute over the direction of peace talks with Marxist rebels..."Yes, there are some leaders, some heads
of state in the past, in history - Caligula liked to make war just because, because he lived for war," the president said 

Colombia's Santos likens 'warmaker' leaders to Caligula from Reuters 10 May 13

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos has taken another apparent potshot at his predecessor, comparing him with tyrannical Roman Emperor
Caligula in an increasingly heated internal dispute over the direction of peace talks with Marxist rebels. 

Colombia rolls out flight simulator for drones from EFE (Spain) 10 May 13

Colombian authorities presented the country's first domestically produced flight simulator for training operators of unmanned drones. 

Colombia's Santos links peace talks to hostage release from Agence France-Presse 9 May 13

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos Thursday said a leftist guerrilla group holding a Canadian engineer hostage must set him free if it wants



to engage in peace talks with the government. 

Colombian rebels put conditions on Canadian's release from Agence France-Presse 8 May 13

Guerrillas holding a Canadian engineer hostage demanded Wednesday that the Colombian government revoke mining rights granted to the
company he works for. 

Colombia hosts int'l anti-drug meeting from Xinhua (China) 8 May 13

An international meeting on anti-drug observations and investigations opened here Wednesday, drawing experts from at least nine countries to
share their experiences in fighting illicit drugs. 

Colombia's Capital Banks On Marijuana Cure For Hard Drug Addicts from Miami Herald 8 May 13

Marijuana has long been accused of being a gateway to deadlier vices. But could cannabis be a swinging door that might also lead people away
from hard drugs? That's what this capital city is trying to find out. 

Colombia arrests fake nuns with drugs in their habits from BBC 7 May 13

Three women dressed like nuns have been arrested at a Colombian airport allegedly smuggling drugs. 

Colombia’s capital banks on marijuana cure for hard drug addicts from Miami Herald 7 May 13

Marijuana has long been accused of being a gateway to deadlier vices. But could cannabis be a swinging door that might also lead people away
from hard drugs? That’s what this capital city is trying to find out. 

Colombian police find over 2,000 landmines belonging to rebels from EFE (Spain) 6 May 13

A total of 2,345 landmines belonging to the FARC guerrilla group were found in the southern province of Caqueta, the Colombian National Police
said. 

Colombia's Santos opts for diplomacy in Uribe, Maduro spat from Reuters 6 May 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Monday refused to be drawn into a war of words between his predecessor - and harshest critic - and
Venezuela's new president, Nicholas Maduro. 

Popularity of Colombia's Santos edges up slightly from Reuters 6 May 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos' popularity recovered 3 percentage points, as people feel more upbeat about the outcome of peace talks
with Marxist rebels and applaud a program to give homes to the poor, a leading pollster said on Friday. 

Clashes kill 7 guerrillas in southwest Colombia from Agence France-Presse 5 May 13

At least seven FARC militants were killed in clashes in a rural area of southwest Colombia, the military said Sunday. 

FARC says satisfied with progress in peace talks with Colombian gov't from Xinhua (China) 4 May 13

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) on Friday expressed satisfaction with the progress in peace talks with the government of
President Juan Manuel Santos. 

Colombia, FARC say progress made in talks from Reuters 4 May 13

Colombia and Marxist-led FARC rebels reported important advances on Friday on the critical issue of agrarian reform in their talks to end half a
century of war but the government complained the negotiations were still moving too slowly. 

Authorities investigate alleged massacre of 7 Colombian Indians from EFE (Spain) 4 May 13

Colombian authorities are continuing an investigation to verify an alleged massacre in the northwestern town of Taraza, in which five children and
two adults are said to have died, all members of an indigenous community. 

Top Colombian Investigative Journalist Attacked from Associated Press 3 May 13

The prize-winning investigations editor of Colombia's top newsmagazine said Thursday that he believes a roadside attack on him by gunmen who



put five bullets in his car was related to his work. Ricardo Calderon, 42, was uninjured in Wednesday night's shooting by at least two gunmen after
he had stopped by the roadside to urinate in Girardot, a valley town southwest of Bogota. 

Top Colombian investigative journalist attacked from Associated Press 2 May 13

The editor of Colombia's top newsmagazine says gunmen fired five shots at its prize-winning investigations chief, but he was uninjured. 

Colombia rebels go global in drive for jailed leader from Agence France-Presse 2 May 13

Colombia's leftist FARC rebels urged international pressure on the United States Thursday for it to free a jailed guerrilla leader so he can take part
in peace talks with the Bogota government. 

Colombia's FARC expects report on peace talk progress in May from Xinhua (China) 1 May 13

Colombia's rebel group FARC said Tuesday that it expects a report by the end of May on the progress made so far in peace negotiations with the
government. 

Paramilitary soap opera stirs dispute in Colombia from Associated Press 1 May 13

A television soap opera is stirring unprecedented controversy in Colombia by dramatizing the career of three brothers who were central figures in
the creation of the country's murderous far-right militias. 

Colombia's FARC expects report on peace talk progress in May from Xinhua (China) 30 Apr 13

Colombia's rebel group FARC said Tuesday that it expects a report by the end of May on the progress made so far in peace negotiations with the
government. 

Colombian kingpin faces drug charges in Miami, New York after extradition from Miami Herald 30 Apr 13

Colombian drug kingpin faces double-barreled charges in Miami and New York, accusing him of smuggling tons of cocaine from Venezuela to
the United States while financially supporting leftist guerrillas in his homeland, authorities said Tuesday. 

FARC can take part in politics after disarmed: Colombian government from Xinhua (China) 29 Apr 13

The Colombian government delegation to peace talks with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), currently being held in Havana,
said Monday that the rebels will be able to participate in the country's political life once they are disarmed. 

Colombia sees leniency for rebels if peace deal reached from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 13

Colombian guerrilla leaders convicted of war crimes or crimes against humanity could get suspended sentences if government and rebel
negotiators reach a peace accord, an official said Monday. 

Colombia tops IDMC internally displaced people list from BBC 29 Apr 13

For the fourth year running, Colombia has the highest number of internally displaced people on the list. 

FARC asks for patience in peace talks with Colombian government from Xinhua (China) 28 Apr 13

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla group Sunday asked for patience in peace talks with the government of President
Juan Manuel Santos currently held in Havana. 

Leader of Cuban opposition group visits exiles from Associated Press 27 Apr 13

One of the founders of a Cuban opposition group awarded Europe's top human rights prize is meeting with exiles in Miami. 

Colombian police capture 17 FARC rebels from Xinhua (China) 26 Apr 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos announced Friday that the police had captured 17 members of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC) in a jungle region administered by the country's southwestern district of Cauca department (state). 

Italian mafia leader arrested in Columbia: Interpol from Agence France-Presse 26 Apr 13

A suspected leader of the Calabrian mafia who was one of Italy's most wanted fugitives has been arrested in Colombia, the international police



agency Interpol announced on Friday. 

Colombian Rebels Thank US Reps For Backing Talks from Associated Press 26 Apr 13

Colombia's largest rebel army is thanking a group of U.S. lawmakers for supporting peace talks that have been conducted in Havana since last
fall. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: The FARC believe the US can help support the peace process from EFE (Spain) 25 Apr 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: The FARC resubmitted a petition calling for Simón Trinidad to participate in the conversations. The guerrillas
wrote in a letter addressed to a group of 62 Congressmen, who had written to Secretary Kerry calling for him to pledge his support to the peace
process. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: An explosives factory belonging to the FARC was dismantled from El Espectador
(Colombia) 25 Apr 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: The Army's 30th Mobile Brigade dismantled the FARC's Antonio Santos Mobile Column, which was dedicated
to the manufacturing of explosives and detonators. 

Colombian drug gang's No. 2 killed in police operation from EFE (Spain) 24 Apr 13

The second-in-command of Colombia's Los Urabeños drug gang was killed in a shootout with police, authorities said Wednesday. 

Drug boss' ex-girlfriend, 'the Queen-Pin' pleads guilty as accessory from United Press International 24 Apr 13

The ex-girlfriend of a one-time Colombian drug cartel boss pleaded guilty in Florida to being an accessory in the crimes for which her friend was
convicted. 

Colombia rebels make new demands at peace talks from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 13

The FARC rebel delegation at Colombian peace talks on Wednesday called for ending what it labeled Bogota's neoliberal economic policy as the
insurgents made new demands. 

7 dead in Colombia as FARC, government to resume talks from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 13

Five FARC militants, a policeman and a soldier were killed in recent days, authorities said Monday as peace talks aimed at ending the long-
running conflict were set to resume. 

Six tonnes of marijuana seized in Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 Apr 13

Colombia's National Police has seized almost 6 tonnes of marijuana worth 1 million dollars in three raids in Bogota. 

Colombia's Santos changes mind on two-year re-election bid from Reuters 22 Apr 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Monday said he is no longer considering running for a shorter term of two years in 2014 and told
lawmakers it was too early to consider an extension of presidential terms to six years. 

FARC controls 60 percent of drug trade - Colombia's police chief from Reuters 22 Apr 13

Colombia's FARC rebels control more than 60 percent of the Andean nation's drug trade, including cocaine trafficking overseas, an activity the
armed group has denied during peace talks in Cuba, Colombia's police chief said on Monday. 

Colombia's Santos hints he may run again, for two years from Reuters 20 Apr 13

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos on Friday signaled he may run for re-election in 2014, but only if he can stay in office for two more
years, half the usual term, and change the rules for future heads of state. 

Police seize 3 tons of cocaine on Colombia's Caribbean coast from EFE (Spain) 20 Apr 13

Colombian police seized three tons of cocaine belonging to a gang of paramilitary drug traffickers known as "Los Urabeños" at a farm in the
northern province of Antioquia on the Caribbean coast, authorities said. 



Three blasts, one at a police station, hit Tumarco, Colombia from United Press International 18 Apr 13

Three explosive devices, one targeting a police station, detonated Thursday in Tumarco in southwestern Colombia, police said. 

Colombia peace talks to resume next week from Agence France-Presse 18 Apr 13

Colombian peace talks designed to end Latin America's last and oldest insurgency will resume next week after a month's recess, the two sides
said. 

Colombian president lauds poverty reduction achievement from Xinhua (China) 18 Apr 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Thursday announced that his government has taken Colombia out of its "shameful" top spots in
regional and world inequality rankings. 

Colombia seizes drug lord Madman Barrera's properties from BBC 17 Apr 13

Police in Colombia have seized almost 300 properties belonging to one of the country's most notorious drug lords, Daniel Barrera - known as The
Madman. 

Six tons of marijuana, cocaine seized in Colombia from United Press International 16 Apr 13

Nearly six tons of marijuana and cocaine allegedly owned by major rebel and drug trafficking groups has been seized in raids by Colombian
police. 

Colombia billboards feature rebel chief, slain drug baron from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 13

Billboards showing the faces of slain Colombian drug cartel chief Pablo Escobar and a leftist guerrilla leader have set off a controversy by asking:
"Guess who has killed more police?" 

In Spanish with GOOGLE Translation: Peace negotiations between the Colombian government and FARC will resume on
April 22 from EFE (Spain) 15 Apr 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: Peace discussions between the Colombian government and the FARC will reconvene in Havana on 22APR and
not 18APR as was previously agreed upon by both parties according to local sources. 

In Spanish with GOOGLE Translation: Suspected ELN guerrillas kill three Colombian soldiers from Xinhua (China) 14 Apr 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: Three Colombian soldiers were killed today by presumed members of the Army of National Liberation (ELN) in
a rural part of the state of Arauca near the border with Venezuela. 

In Spanish with GOOGLE Translation: Colombian military defuses 17 FARC IEDs from EFE (Spain) 14 Apr 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: Colombian military troops announced the discovery of 17 improvised explosive devices in several regions of the
country traceable to the FARC. 

In Spanish with GOOGLE Translation: Clashes between the military and FARC leave three soldiers dead from Agence France-
Presse 13 Apr 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: At least three soldiers and five FARC guerrilla fighters were killed in clashes in a rural area of the state of
Caqueta, the Armed Forces announced Saturday. 

Former Colombia leader pans peace talks with rebels from Agence France-Presse 13 Apr 13

Colombia's former leader Alvaro Uribe had harsh criticism Saturday for current President Juan Manuel Santos's peace overtures to leftist rebels,
whom he likened to infamous drug kingpins. 

Colombian rebels: Miner must abandon concessions to get exec back from EFE (Spain) 10 Apr 13

The smaller of Colombia's two main guerrilla groups said Wednesday that Canada's Braeval Mining Corporation must give up its concessions in
the Andean nation to secure the release of an executive grabbed by the rebels in January. 

Santos leads march for peace in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 13



Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos led a march for peace through Bogota Tuesday, calling for an end to decades of armed conflict at a time
when peace talks in Havana are under fire from his predecessor Alvaro Uribe. 

Colombia's president, predecessor clash over peace talks from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 13

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos accused his predecessor Alvaro Uribe Monday of attempting to sabotage peace talks with the FARC
rebel group. 

Colombia seize 1 ton of cocaine from Xinhua (China) 8 Apr 13

Colombian authorities said Monday they have seized more than one ton of cocaine in a boat heading to Central America from the country's Pacific
coast. 

BLOG: Death of a tsar from The Economist 8 Apr 13

Mr Carranza, a gem magnate who won the moniker “emerald tsar” for the control he imposed over the business, died of cancer on April 4th,
raising fears that the fragile peace he oversaw could be about to shatter. 

Colombia's president, predecessor clash over peace talks from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 13

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos accused his predecessor Alvaro Uribe Monday of attempting to sabotage peace talks with the FARC
rebel group. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Santos branded Uribe as "irresponsible" for leaking coordinates from El Espectador
(Colombia) 8 Apr 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: President Santos did not hide his criticism of former President Uribe for leaking the arranged coordinates for an
operation aimed at the peace process with the FARC. Santos said Uribe tried to sabotage the operation and put in danger the lives of those people
involved in the operation.

Bissau president implicated in U.S. drugs case from Reuters 8 Apr 13

Guinea-Bissau's caretaker president may have cooperated with the planners of a doomed cocaine-and-weapons smuggling scheme meant to arm
Colombian rebels, according to U.S. court filings reviewed by Reuters on Monday. 

Security forces kill 4 FARC rebels in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 7 Apr 13

The security forces killed four FARC rebels and captured two others near Colombia's border with Panama, President Juan Manuel Santos said. 

Colombian FARC leader Catatumbo joins peace talks in Havana from Reuters 7 Apr 13

Colombian rebel leader Pablo Catatumbo has joined the team of FARC negotiators hammering out a peace deal in Havana, a move that could help
the Marxist group garner more support from low-ranking guerrillas to end the country's five-decade conflict. 

Military suspends operations in southwest Colombia from Agence France-Presse 6 Apr 13

The Colombian army has suspended operations in the country's southwest, a military source told AFP on Saturday, in a move reports said was
meant to allow FARC leader Pablo Catatumbo to exit the country to attend peace talks in Cuba. 

Colombian FARC leader Catatumbo to join peace talks: source from Reuters 5 Apr 13

Colombian FARC leader Pablo Catatumbo will join rebel negotiators already in Havana for peace talks, a security source said, in a bid to rally
more support from rank and file guerrillas to end Colombia's five-decade conflict. 

Reserved for whom? from The Economist 4 Apr 13

In practice, lack of government follow-up led to the FARC and other armed groups co-opting farmers. And now these peasant reserve zones
(ZRCs from their initials in Spanish) have themselves become a matter of dispute in peace talks between the government and the guerrillas. 

Arms dealer Bout's associate agrees to US extradition from Agence France-Presse 4 Apr 13

Bout, who was convicted by a US court in 2011 of conspiring to sell arms to Colombia's FARC rebels, has been accused over the past two



decades of selling arms to despots embroiled in some of the world's bloodiest conflicts. 

Colombians: No evidence FARC has missiles from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

Colombia's defense minister and armed forces chief says there is no evidence the country's main leftist rebel group has acquired surface-to-air
missiles, contradicting a claim by the top U.S. military official for Latin America. 

Colombians: No evidence FARC has missiles from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

Colombia's defense minister and armed forces chief says there is no evidence the country's main leftist rebel group has acquired surface-to-air
missiles, contradicting a claim by the top U.S. military official for Latin America. 

US lifts sanctions on team tied to Colombian drug cartel from Agence France-Presse 3 Apr 13

The US Treasury Department on Wednesday said it removed the professional Colombian football team America de Cali from a blacklist of groups
owned by people linked to the illegal drug trade. 

FARC rebels have surface-to-air missiles: US from Colombia Reports 3 Apr 13

The Southern Command of the United States' armed forces allegedly said Colombia's largest rebel group, FARC, has surface-to-air missiles with
the capacity of downing military aircraft. 

BLOG: Why is less cocaine coming from Colombia? from The Economist Explains (The Economist) 2 Apr 13

...last year a White House report http://www.whitehouse.gov/ondcp/news-releases-remarks/survey-shows-significant-drop-in-cocaine-production-
in-colombia concluded that when it comes to the production of cocaine itself, Colombia has now fallen behind both Peru and Bolivia. How were
Colombia’s coke kings dethroned? 

Colombia: Activist deaths and postponed peacetalks highlight struggle over land from Christian Science Monitor 2 Apr 13

Three advocates and leftist political organizers were killed across Colombia last month, as FARC and government negotiators announced an
unscheduled recess in peace talks until late April. 

BLOG: Why is less cocaine coming from Colombia? from The Economist 2 Apr 13

And last year a White House report concluded that when it comes to the production of cocaine itself, Colombia has now fallen behind both Peru
and Bolivia. How were Colombia’s coke kings dethroned? 

Colombian rebels deny involvement in drug trade from EFE (Spain) 1 Apr 13

Colombia's FARC rebels blasted authorities on Monday for seeking to implicate the guerrillas in drug trafficking. 

Indigenous Colombians free soldiers held for 24 hours from BBC 1 Apr 13

A group of indigenous Colombians has let go three soldiers it had been holding for 24 hours. 

Colombia, rebels pause peace talks for three weeks from Agence France-Presse 30 Mar 13

The Colombian government and leftist FARC rebels on Saturday suspended peace talks for three weeks, though their technical teams will
continue to work together, according to a statement. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: A leader of the ELN, alias "Omar," died in fighting with the Colombian Army from
EFE (Spain) 28 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: The main leader of the ELN's Camilo Cienfuegos company, alias "Omar," died near the town of La Sierra in the
southwestern department of Cauca. Omar was with the ELN for 17 years and was responsible for the extortion of workers and the purchasing of
cocaine paste in the towns of La Vega, La Sierra and Bolívar. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: FARC says it will not go to jail for even one day if peace is achieved from El Espectador
(Colombia) 27 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: If peace is achieved the FARC will not accept going to jail. The FARC also criticisized the government's peace



plan as naive for ending the conflict without touching the current economic model. The FARC said in a statement that no negotiations on the
economic model would lead to a peace that is not durable or stable. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: According to the police, there has been an increase in the amount of marijuana
entering Bogotá from El Tiempo (Colombia) 27 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: In each of the past 10 day, between four and five tons of marijuana have arrived for small time distribution
(narcomenudeo); the same amount that arrives in Medellín. Police said the marijuana is coming from Cauca and is being distributed to gangs in
the Bronx area of Bogotá. Police said the FARC's Sixth Front is responsible for trafficking the drugs. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: FARC used youths as human shields from El Espectador (Colombia) 26 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: The Army denounced alleged FARC guerrillas of using two children as human shields to avoid an attack by
security forces in Silvia Cauca, a rural area in the Cauca department. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Colombian police seize 7.7 tonnes of the FARC's marijuana from EFE (Spain) 26 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: The marijuana was being transported from the southwestern Valle del Cauca department to Bogotá in two trucks
by three men. The marijuana apparently belonged to the FARC's Sixth Front and was going to be sold to two different criminal gangs. 

Colombian police arrest drug suspect wanted by Spain from EFE (Spain) 25 Mar 13

A suspected drug trafficker wanted by Spain was arrested in Pereira, a city in central Colombia, the National Police said. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: ELN head says Chavez's death doesn't affect the peace process from Deutsche Presse-
Agentur 25 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: The leader of the ELN, Nicolás Rodríguez, alias "Gabino", said Venezuelan President Chavez's death will not
affect the peace process between the FARC and the Colombian government, nor will it affect possible talks between the government and the ELN.

Colombian police seize cocaine stashed in bricks from BBC 24 Mar 13

Police in Colombia say they have seized half a tonne of cocaine hidden in a shipment of bricks. 

Capriles faces Chavez's ghost in Venezuela vote from Agence France-Presse 23 Mar 13

Henrique Capriles lost his last presidential bid to Hugo Chavez, and as he prepares for Venezuela's April 14 elections, his main rival appears to be
the ghost of the late leader. 

Colombia nabs rebel linked to Uribe inauguration attack from EFE (Spain) 23 Mar 13

Colombian police captured a purported high-ranking member of the FARC leftist guerrilla group's Eastern Bloc who is suspected of participating
in a deadly 2002 mortar attack during former President Alvaro Uribe's first inauguration. 

Colombian rebels repeat cease-fire call from Xinhau (China) 22 Mar 13

The rebel Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) on Thursday repeated a call for a cease-fire with the government as the two sides
were in negotiations for a peace deal to end five decades of fighting. 

Colombia's ex-pres faces blowback over peace talks from Associated Press 21 Mar 13

Alvaro Uribe did more as president than any Colombian leader to weaken the South American nation's main leftist rebel group and he has been
among the most vocal opponents of peace talks with the insurgents. Now, he's finding that his strident opposition to the negotiations is bringing
him some unsought attention. 

Colombia rebels say peace requires social 'justice' from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 13

Colombia's leftist FARC rebels said Wednesday that an end to Latin America's longest-running armed conflict would only come about as a result
of policies providing for social "justice." 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: FARC reiterate demand of bilateral cessation of hostilities from Xinhua (China) 21 Mar 13



The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) in Havana today insisted on the need to agree on a bilateral ceasefire with the government
of Juan Manuel Santos, during the last day of the sixth round of peace talks. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: *Rastrojos* leader in Antioquia killed from El Tiempo (Colombia) 21 Mar 13

Walter Manuel Ramos Soto, alias "Alex 15," died fighting against the members of the police's jungle commando unit. The fighting happened in
the rural area of Remedios. 

Colombia chides rebels to stick to peace talks agenda from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 13

Colombia's government on Thursday rejected calls by the leftist FARC guerrilla group to demilitarize rural areas in Colombia, saying that and
other issues were beyond the scope of ongoing peace talks. 

Colombia, FARC say peace talks make progress, but still disagreements from Reuters 21 Mar 13

Colombia and the Marxist FARC rebels have made strides toward striking an accord on land reform, but disagreements remain, the two sides said
on Thursday at the end of their latest round of peace talks. 

Colombia peace talks recess; no initial agreement from Associated Press 21 Mar 13

Colombia's government and largest guerrilla army have closed another round of peace talks without reaching a deal on agrarian reform, the first of
six agenda points for negotiations taking place in Havana. 

Colombian court calls drug lord to appear from United Press International 20 Mar 13

Colombian drug lord Juan Carlos Sierra Ramierz has been called before a court in Colombia to answer charges of drug trafficking, prosecutors
said. 

Colombia rebels demand rural demilitarization, reparations from Agence France-Presse 19 Mar 13

Leftist FARC rebels on Tuesday pressed for a "demilitarization" of the Colombian state and reparations for the rural poor, during the latest session
of peace talks in Cuba. 

Dissident's visit warms Washington's Cuba Cold War from Reuters 19 Mar 13

A visit to the Congress on Tuesday by Cuba's best-known dissident may have slightly narrowed one of Washington's long-standing political gaps -
the angry dispute over the U.S. embargo against the Communist government in Havana. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: The FARC accused the defense minister of being a "sniper" when it comes to dialog
from EFE (Spain) 19 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: The FARC's number two, Luciano Marín Arango, alias "Iván Márquez," accused Defense Minister Pinzón of
"attacking the peace, firing like a sniper at the peace efforts." 

Colombian rebels say they killed 16 soldiers from EFE (Spain) 19 Mar 13

Colombia's FARC rebels claimed responsibility for the deaths of at least 16 members of the security forces in the strife-torn southwestern
province of Cauca, but the government said the guerrillas were lying. 

FARC: We're too serious to traffic cocaine from United Press International 18 Mar 13

Colombia's largest rebel group denied Monday it owned 4 tons of cocaine captured last week, saying it was too "serious" an organization to do
such a thing. 

Colombia deploys more police in crime-troubled city from Xinhua (China) 18 Mar 13

Colombia is sending 1,400 more police officers to patrol the streets in the western city of Medellin as part of an anti-crime program launched
Monday by President Juan Manuel Santos. 

Canadian military hardware good for Colombia's stability, says envoy from The Canadian Press 18 Mar 13

The federal government's plan to sell military hardware to Colombia will further stabilize the country and help its economy grow, says the



Colombian ambassador to Canada. 

Colombian Rebels Optimistic About Peace Talks With Government from Xinhua (China) 18 Mar 13

Colombia's FARC rebels said on Sunday they were "moderately optimistic" about progress achieved so far in their peace talks with the
government to end a decades-old conflict in the country. 

Colombian Army Destroys Huge FARC Drug Lab, Seizes 4 Tons of Cocaine from Latin American Herald Tribune 17 Mar 13

Army troops destroyed “the largest drug storage center” operated by the FARC guerrilla group in southwestern Colombia and seized four tons of
cocaine bound for Central America and the United States, special counternarcotics brigade commander Col. Jorge Mora said. 

El Cerrejón rail line bombed in Colombia from Coalage.com 15 Mar 13

A bombing attack rocked Colombia’s largest coal mine this week, knocking 17 wagons off a rail line mere days after the end of a worker strike in
the country’s lawless western Guajira province, according to officials at the El Cerrejón coal company; there were no reported injuries. 

Colombia’s Peace Process Sans Chávez from Inter Press Service 15 Mar 13

Late Venezuelan leader Hugo Chávez played a key role in the current attempt to negotiate peace in Colombia. Along with Cuban President Raúl
Castro, he confidentially urged the FARC guerrillas to agree to Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos’s secret proposal for peace talks. 

Colombia's biggest coal exporter attacked with explosives from Reuters 14 Mar 13

Unknown assailants bombed the rail line of Colombia's largest coal exporter on Thursday, knocking 17 wagons off the rails, the Cerrejon coal
company said. 

FEATURE: Even The Young Are Caught Up In Medellín Gang Wars from Miami Herald 14 Mar 13

In Comuna 13, a violence-prone district of Medellín, death is only too common, but it usually involves teenagers and young men caught up in a
war between neighborhood gangs battling for control of the city's underworld.

Colombia to extradite drug trafficker from United Press International 14 Mar 13

The supreme court in Colombia approved the extradition of Diego Perez Henao to face charges in the United States for allegedly trafficking
cocaine. 

FARC sells drug franchises, source says from United Press International 14 Mar 13

The Colombian rebel group FARC has sold its drug trafficking franchises in advance of a peace pact with the Colombian government, Colombia
Reports reported. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE TRANSLATION: FARC welcome Maduro's support for the Colombian peace talks from Agence
France-Presse 13 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The FARC welcomed the support shown by Venezuelan President Maduro for the peace talks taking
place in Havana. 

Eight arrested for killing two children from United Press International 13 Mar 13

Police said eight people in Colombia were arrested Tuesday in the killing and dismembering of two 11-year-old children in February. 

Colombia says main rebel group numbers fewer than 8,000 from EFE (Spain) 12 Mar 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said that the Andean nation's largest guerrilla group, the FARC, now has fewer than 8,000 fighters. 

Letter bomb sent to home of Colombian journalist from Committee to Protect Journalists 11 Mar 13

The Committee to Protect Journalists calls on Colombian authorities to investigate an attack on a journalist who had denounced political
corruption and the activities of leftist guerrilla groups in the region. Juan David Betancur received a letter bomb in the mail on Thursday that
failed to explode and did not injure him...



IN SPANISH: Maduro says that if he wins, he will serve peace in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 11 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The interim president said that he had maintained contact with parties in Havana over the last year and
that he will assist Colombia in creating peace, calling it a "promise" made to Hugo Chavez before his death.

Blast kills 2 soldiers, injures 2 children in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 13

Two soldiers were killed and two children injured in a blast in northwestern Colombia, authorities said Monday, blaming leftist FARC rebels for
the attack. 

IN SPANISH: The government and the FARC will resume peace talks in a positive phase from EFE (Spain) 10 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The seventh stage of the talks will begin today in Cuba after both sides recognized they had come to an
agreement regarding land issues in their previous talks.

Colombian ELN rebels release two German hostages: ICRC from Reuters 8 Mar 13

Colombia's second-largest guerrilla group, the National Liberation Army (ELN), freed two German hostages on Friday, the International
Committee of the Red Cross said. 

IN SPANISH: Government and FARC have a five page document about land agreements from EFE (Spain) 6 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The government and FARC have ready a document of five pages with concrete agreements regarding the
land problem in Colombia, the first point on the peace process agenda. They have the ability to begin negotiating the second point, regarding the
political participation of the guerrillas.

IN SPANISH: UN praises Colombian efforts to reduce cocaine production from EFE (Spain) 5 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The Colombian efforts to reduce the growing and production of cocaine has led to a 47% decrease in the
crop from 2006 to 2010. The UN's International Narcotics Control Board said in their annual report that 63% of the crops are found in four
departments: Nariño, Putumayo, Guaviare and Cauca.

IN SPANISH: Colombian congressman will abstain on legislation regarding peace talk issues with the FARC from Agence France-
Presse 5 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The FARC stated the President of the Colombian Congress, Roy Barreras, promised not to legislate on
issues that deal with the peace talks when he was at a meeting with the rebels on Monday in Havana.

Colombian Congress sets July deadline for peace deal with rebels from Xinhua (China) 5 Mar 13

Colombia's Congress Tuesday set a July deadline for the government and the rebel Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) to sign a
peace deal to end the five-decade fighting, pressuring the two sides to speed up negotiations. 

Two blasts darken Colombian city from United Press International 5 Mar 13

Two attacks left Tumaco, a city in southwestern Colombia, without water or electricity Tuesday, officials reported. 

Colombia seizes 1.56 tons of cocaine from Xinhua (China) 4 Mar 13

Colombia's Navy has seized 1.564 tons of cocaine, which were suspected of being shipped by boat to Central America, naval officials said
Monday. 

FARC peace talks to involve lawmakers from United Press International 4 Mar 13

Colombian lawmakers say they have traveled to peace talks with FARC guerrillas in Cuba to consider allowing the rebel group to take part in
politics. 

Colombia says crucial moment for FARC peace talks from Associated Press 1 Mar 13

Colombian government delegates at peace talks with the hemisphere's largest guerrilla army say negotiations are at a critical juncture and must
yield concrete results. 



Colombia's Medellin named world's most innovative city from EFE (Spain) 1 Mar 13

This metropolis in northwestern Colombian was named Friday as the winner of the Innovative City of the Year competition, beating out New
York and Tel Aviv. 

US drugs prosecutors switch sides to defend accused Colombian traffickers from The Guardian (UK) 27 Feb 13

US prosecutors and other senior officials who spearheaded the war against drug cartels have quit their jobs to defend Colombian cocaine
traffickers, saying their clients are not bad people and that United States drug policy is wrong. 

Colombian Peace Talks Drift from Wall Street Journal 27 Feb 13

The Colombian government's peace talks with leftist rebels that began with high expectations on both sides have hit a rough patch, with President
Juan Manuel Santos showing frustration with negotiations while the rebels are increasingly resorting to violence. 

Rebels ask Carter to join truth commission from United Press International 27 Feb 13

Guerilla group FARC has asked former U.S. President Jimmy Carter to join a commission that would look into charges the group stole thousands
of acres of land. 

Colombian police capture head of drug trafficking gang from Xinhua (China) 27 Feb 13

Colombia's police announced on Wednesday the capture of a leader and eight members of one of the country's largest drug trafficking groups. 

FARC rebels urge Colombians to 'mobilize for peace' from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 13

Leftist FARC rebels called on Colombians to "mobilize for peace" on Tuesday after President Juan Manuel Santos threatened to abandon talks
aimed at ending a nearly 50-year old conflict. 

Colombia to send committee for release of German hostages from Reuters 26 Feb 13

Colombia's government on Monday authorized a committee of civilians and Red Cross officials to travel to a jungle zone where it hopes two
German hostages will be freed by the nation's second-largest guerrilla group. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: The positive image of President Santos falls to 44 percent from EFE (Spain) 26 Feb 13

The negative image of Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos, stood at 47 percent, while the positive dropped to 44 percent, according to a
survey by Gallup Colombia, revealed today by Radio Caracol.

Colombia nabs Italian mob ties suspect from Agence France-Presse 23 Feb 13

Colombian authorities have nabbed Tommaso Iacomino, reputedly a fugitive Camorra clan leader wanted for extradition to Italy, police said
Saturday. 

Colombia president threatens to end peace talks with FARC from Agence France-Presse 23 Feb 13

President Juan Manuel Santos, frustrated over a lack of progress in peace negotiations with leftist FARC rebels, threatened Saturday to abandon
bilateral talks to end their nearly 50-year old conflict.

Colombian rebels call on Santos to save peace talks from Reuters 22 Feb 13

Colombia's Marxist FARC rebels charged on Friday that the hostile attitude of President Juan Manuel Santos threatened peace negotiations under
way in Havana and urged him to salvage the talks, in their harshest criticisms since talks began three months ago.

Rebel commander surrenders in Colombia from United Press International 20 Feb 13

Colombian authorities said a leading commander of the rebel group FARC has surrendered to the military while citing discord within the Marxist
organization. 

U.S. imposes sanctions on Colombian drug trafficker from Xinhua (China) 20 Feb 13

The Obama administration on Wednesday slapped sanctions on a Colombian drug trafficker linked to the largest rebel group in the South
American nation. 



Colombia's FARC presses Santos for ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 19 Feb 13

Colombia's leftist FARC guerrillas called on President Juan Manuel Santos Tuesday to agree to a cease-fire, saying they supported a proposal for
an internationally verified truce.

Colombian rebels say holding Canadian engineer from Agence France-Presse 18 Feb 13

Colombia's ELN guerrilla group said Monday they were still holding a Canadian engineer after releasing five other captured mining company
employees last week. 

Leftist guerrillas release Colombian soldier from Agence France-Presse 16 Feb 13

Colombia's largest guerrilla group, the Marxist FARC, on Saturday released a soldier they held for almost three weeks, the International
Committee of the Red Cross said. 

Colombia rebel group frees kidnapped mine workers from EFE (Spain) 15 Feb 13

Five foreign workers kidnapped last month from a mining project in northern Colombia were released Friday by the smaller of the Andean
nation's two main guerrilla groups, the International Committee of the Red Cross said. 

Is Colombia's Santos already running for re-election? from Reuters 15 Feb 13

With one hand on the wheel of a 1940s jeep, Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos edges through the crowd in a coffee-farming town,
handing out subsidies and promises of a brighter future. 

Colombian guerrillas release two police hostages from Agence France-Presse 15 Feb 13

Leftist Colombian guerrillas on Friday released two police officers they had held for three weeks, the International Committee of the Red Cross
said. 

Rebel-held hostages' release postponed in Colombia from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

Representatives of the International Committee of the Red Cross say the expected releases of three hostages held by Colombian rebels have been
postponed. 

7 Troops Killed In Colombia Fighting from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

At least seven Colombian soldiers were killed and five others were wounded in fighting with rebels who tried to seize a town on Wednesday, the
military said. 

Colombia rebels to release captured police from Agence France-Presse 14 Feb 13

A non-governmental delegation set out Thursday to an undisclosed location in Colombia to recover two policemen captured by leftist rebels who
have pledged to free them. 

Colombian police searching for hostages freed by rebels from Xinhua (China) 13 Feb 13

Colombian police were searching for the five hostages allegedly freed late Tuesday by the rebel National Liberation Army (ELN). 

Colombian soldiers die in clash with Farc rebels from BBC 13 Feb 13

At least seven Colombian soldiers have been killed and another five injured in clashes with the country's largest rebel group, the Farc. 

Colombian rebels say they freed five captives from Reuters 12 Feb 13

Colombian rebels from the National Liberation Army said on Tuesday they had freed two Peruvians and three Colombians kidnapped last month
from a gold mine in the north of the country. 

Two killed in Colombia rebel attack: authorities from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 13

Suspected FARC guerrillas killed a policeman and a boy and wounded 27 other people, many of them children, in a grenade and gunfire attack in
a town in southern Colombia...



UPDATE: Colombian troops kill 3 rebels from EFE (Spain) 12 Feb 13

Colombian troops killed three FARC rebels and captured four others during operations in the province of Caqueta...El Tiempo reported that a
guerrilla attack in Guaviare province left two dead and 25 injured. 

IN SPANISH: Santos and the ICRC president spoke about moving forward with a plan to free the hostages from EFE (Spain) 12 Feb

13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Colombian President Santos and the ICRC President Maurer held a private meeting about moving
forward with a plan to free two policemen and a soldier held by the FARC. Earlier, the former liberal senator and leader of the NGO Colombians
for Peace, Piedad Córdoba, said the FARC gave her the coordinates to the place where they will hand over the hostages. 

UPDATE: Colombian rebels kill two in south, blow up oil pipeline from Reuters 12 Feb 13

Colombia's FARC rebels killed a policeman and a child with a grenade in what the defense minister called a "demented, diabolical" attack and
police said the guerillas also blew up an oil pipeline. 

FEATURE: Colombian farmers learn how to remove landmines from Agence France-Presse 11 Feb 13

Colombia has the world's second highest number of landmine victims after Afghanistan....Between 1990 and December 2012 land mines killed
more than 2,100 people in Colombia and wounded more than 8,000...

FARC rebels destroy oil firm vehicles from United Press International 11 Feb 13

Rebels with Colombia's FARC guerrilla group have destroyed several vehicles belonging to state-owned oil company Ecopetrol....The attack was
the sixth in a series of incidents by the group since the beginning of the year... 

Colombian ELN rebels want proof German hostages aren't spies from Reuters 11 Feb 13

Colombia's second-largest guerrilla group has asked for proof that two German men it holds hostage are tourists and not intelligence agents...the
ELN, captured the two men in November 2012...in a sparsely populated area near the Venezuelan border but only made the kidnapping public
earlier this month. 

Colombian leader denies military scaleback from Xinhua (China) 11 Feb 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos Monday dismissed allegations that the government was considering scaling back its military presence
around the country to foster ongoing peace talks with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). 

IN SPANISH: Colombian authorities say 18 FARC guerrillas were neutralized from Xinhua (China) 11 Feb 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The Colombian Army reported three guerrillas were killed, seven were arrested and eight were
demobilized after troops invaded two rebel camps located in the jungle areas of the central department of Meta and the southern department of
Caquetá. 

Colombian rebels ready to free 3 captives from Associated Press 10 Feb 13

Colombia's main rebel group says it is prepared to release a soldier and two policemen kidnapped last month. The Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia also says peace talks with the government are proceeding like "a bullet train," despite past complaints on both sides of slow progress.
The talks are being held in Havana, Cuba. 

Colombia, FARC say peace talks advancing from Reuters 10 Feb 13

Colombia and the Marxist FARC rebels said on Sunday their talks aimed at ending half a century of conflict are picking up the pace and making
progress toward an agreement on land reform, a key point in the peace process. Speaking as they ended their latest round of negotiations in the
Cuban capital, negotiators signaled that the public acrimony they had displayed in recent weeks did not reflect what was happening behind closed
doors. 

Colombia quake damaged 100 houses, injured 15 from Agence France-Presse 10 Feb 13

A strong earthquake that shook Colombia over the weekend destroyed 100 houses and damaged nearly 2,000 others, authorities said Sunday. Only



15 people were injured, none seriously, they said. The National Risk Management Unit said all areas affected by Saturday's quake had been
reached, and the toll was definitive. 

Give peasants land, Colombia rebels urge from Agence France-Presse 9 Feb 13

Leftist rebels holding peace talks with Colombia's government called on it Saturday to hand over a huge amount of land to farmers so as to to
address the key issue of rural poverty. The FARC guerrilla group emerged in the 1960s precisely because of the huge gap in wealth between
peasants and ultra-wealthy owners of huge haciendas, or estates. Land redistribution is one of the most critical issues on the agenda of peace talks
that began in November ...

7.0 magnitude quake in Colombia: USGS from Agence France-Presse 9 Feb 13

A 7.0 magnitude earthquake shook southern Colombia Saturday and was felt as far away as Quito, Ecuador, authorities said. There were no
immediate reports of casualties or damage. The quake, occurring at a depth of 129 kilometers (80 miles) at 1416 GMT, was located 11 kilometers
(7 miles) southwest of Pasto, Colombia, a city of 400,000 people at the foot of the Galeras volcano, according to the US Geological Survey.

ICC eyeing Uribe in 10,000 civilian deaths from United Press International 8 Feb 13

An international tribunal is eyeing a former Colombian president for a possible role in the deaths of 10,000 civilians while he was in office,
officials say. The International Criminal Court is investigating Alvaro Uribe, during whose term as president most of the extrajudicial killings
occurred, Colombia Reports said Friday. Uribe held office from 2002-08, a period in which the ICC alleges the Colombian military killed
thousands of civilians. 

IN SPANISH: The president of the International Red Cross will visit Colombia next week from El Espectador (Colombia) 8 Feb 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: ICRC President Peter Maurer will begin his trip on Sunday. He will meet with President Santos, Vice
President Garzón, High Peace Commissioner Jaramillo, FM Holguín, DM Pinzón and Justice Minister Correa. 

EU condemns kidnapping of two Germans in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 8 Feb 13

The foreign policy chief of the European Union Catherine Ashton on Friday condemned the kidnapping of two German citizens by the rebel
National Liberation Army (ELN) of Colombia. Ashton called upon the group to free them immediately and unconditionally and to end its
activities, according to a statement issued by her spokesperson. 

Video shows abducted Germans from Associated Press 7 Feb 13

A Colombian newsmagazine has obtained video of two German retirees relaxed and jovial before they were abducted by the country's No. 2 rebel
group. ELN rebels announced this week that they had held the men, ages 69 and 72, for several weeks and would consider them spies until
otherwise proven. 

IN SPANISH: Capture of 15 gang members from Xinhua (China) 7 Feb 13

RENDON NEW STORY SUMMARY: Colombian authorities captured 15 members of the criminal gang "Los Urabeños", known specifically for
narcotrafficking in northern Colombia. Those detained are believed to be responsible for the death of two police officers in the district of
Antioquia. Among those detained are three police officers, each with more than six years of experience on the force. 

Colombian Army Says 2 Car Bombs Exploded in Strife-Torn Province from EFE (Spain) 7 Feb 13

Colombia’s army said two car bombs – not one, as was initially reported – were used in attacks in the conflict-ridden province of Cauca that left
two dead and two others wounded. One of the explosives-laden vehicles detonated in a rural zone of the municipality of Caloto and the second
near an aqueduct that supplies that area of southwestern Colombia. 

Colombia kidnappings seen as bid for peace talks from Agence France-Presse 7 Feb 13

The recent kidnapping of several foreigners by Colombia's leftist ELN guerrilla group may, paradoxically, be aimed at prodding the government
into peace talks, analysts say. The government is already carrying out peace negotiations in Havana with Colombia's largest rebel group, the
FARC, but President Juan Manuel Santos has not been keen to extend the negotiations to the lesser-known ELN. 

UPDATE: Colombia rebels call for decriminalization of drug crops from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 13



Colombia's leftist FARC guerrillas on Wednesday called for the decriminalization of the cultivation of marijuana, coca leaf and poppies in the
country. The rebel group, which allegedly finances its operations in part through drug trafficking, said some cultivation of these crops should be
legalized for "therapeutic or medicinal uses, industrial uses or for cultural reasons." 

IN SPANISH: Colombia: ELN applies pressure to start peace talks with the kidnapping of foreigners from Agence France-Presse 6

Feb 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: According to analysts, the ELN's kidnapping of foreigners in Colombia is a way of looking
to press the government to include them in the peace process that is ongoing with the FARC. León Valencia, Director of the New Rainbow
Corporation, said President Santos wants an agreement on the issues to be discussed as well as the ELN to take steps the FARC has taken in the
past, like agreeing to stop the kidnapping of civilians. 

UPDATE: Colombia kidnappings seen as bid for peace talks from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 13

The recent kidnapping of several foreigners by Colombia's leftist ELN guerrilla group may, paradoxically, be aimed at prodding the government
into peace talks, analysts say. The government is already carrying out peace negotiations in Havana with Colombia's largest rebel group, the
FARC, but President Juan Manuel Santos has not been keen to extend the negotiations to the lesser-known ELN. 

Rebel car bomb kills one in Colombia: military from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 13

A suspected FARC guerrilla detonated a car bomb at a military checkpoint in southwestern Colombia Tuesday, killing one person, a military
commander said. The person killed in the bombing near the village of El Pao in Cauca province, who has not been identified, may have been the
bomber, he said. "When he sees the presence of soldiers, the driver abandons the vehicle, which explodes outside of El Palo," General Jorge Jerez,
a task force commander operating in the region told AFP by telephone.

Colombia leader says peace possible this year from Xinhua (China) 5 Feb 13

President Juan Manuel Santos said Tuesday if the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) is ready, peace could come this year after 50
years of armed conflict that killed some 600,000 people in the South American country. "If there is will, I have confidence that this year we can
achieve peace in this country," said Santos at a Latin American leadership event in Bogota. 

Colombian Rebel Groups Compromise Ongoing Peace Process from AQ Online 5 Feb 13

Juan Manuel Santos announced today that six members of the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia—FARC) and two policemen were killed in an attack near the Venezuelan border. The announcement comes only days after the
president requested that the Ejército de Liberación Nacional (National Liberation Army—ELN) set free two German citizens who were seized last
week in the northern Catatumbo region. These events have raised concern about the viability of the peace talks in Havana, but both the
government and the FARC remain optimistic about progress.

UPDATE: Car bomb kills 2 in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 5 Feb 13

At least two people died and three others were wounded Tuesday when a car bomb exploded in a rural part of the strife-torn Colombian province
of Cauca, authorities told Efe. A spokesman for the armed forces said that the people killed in the apparent rebel attack were civilians. But the
secretary of the provincial government, Edith Milena Cabezas, said by telephone from Popayan, Cauca's capital, that an army captain was the only
fatality. 

UPDATE: Colombian rebels: We have 2 presumed Germans from Associated Press 4 Feb 13

Colombia's No. 2 leftist rebel group says it is holding two presumed Germans it detained in a turbulent northeastern region and who it will
consider spies barring evidence to the contrary. The National Liberation Army, or ELN, identified the men as Uwe Breur and Guenther Otto
Breuer...."in the weeks that they have been detained, the men have not been able to justify their presence in the area, and for that reason they are
considered, for the moment, intelligence agents and will continue to be investigated." 

Colombian rebels deny talks near collapse from Associated Press 4 Feb 13

Colombia's main rebel group has denied that peace negotiations with the government are foundering. A spokesman for the Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia has accused that country's media of trying to derail the talks. Marco Leon Calarca says negotiations are "continuing in a
normal way." The FARC negotiator was reading off a statement from rebel command ahead of another day of talks Monday at a Havana



convention center. 

Rebels say they'll free 2 police, 1 soldier from Associated Press 2 Feb 13

Colombia's main rebel group says it intends to free two police officers and a soldier it recently captured. Their detentions had cast a pall on peace
talks under way in Cuba between the group and the Colombian government. The police officers were seized Jan. 25 while on an intelligence
mission. The rebels said the soldier was captured Tuesday during combat. 

IN SPANISH: The FARC returns to the stage of kidnappings for ransoms: Defense Minister from El Espectador (Colombia) 1 Feb 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Defense Minister Pinzón said the FARC are trying to have companies pay ransoms after the
three engineers were briefly kidnapped in Cauca. He said the FARC are looking to pressure the population, but the actions of the security forces
are not letting them succeed. 

Colombian forces kill FARC commander close to chief negotiator from Reuters 1 Feb 13

Colombian government forces have killed a FARC brigade commander close to the Marxist group's chief peace negotiator, the defense minister
said on Friday, as combat heats up after the expiration of a unilateral guerrilla ceasefire. Defense Minister Juan Carlos Pinzon said that Jacobo
Arango, a FARC commander in a northwestern area straddling Cordoba and Antioquia provinces, a known drug route, was among six rebels
killed in an assault on Thursday. 

Colombian Air Force strikes and kills a FARC chief from Voice of Russia 1 Feb 13

The Colombian Air Force has killed, in an airstrike, a chief of the Colombian Revolutionary Armed Forces, FARC, Jacobo Arango, and five other
militants who have not yet been identified....Clashes between government troops and FARC rebels are continuing despite the ongoing talks
between the Colombian authorities and the rebel leaders. 

Colombia Sets Hurdles for FARC Rebels to Join Politics from Reuters 1 Feb 13

As Colombia holds peace talks with FARC rebels, some opposition lawmakers have speculated the insurgents could take part in national elections
next year, but the government is laying down terms that make that unlikely. Interior Minister Fernando Carrillo said in an interview he is
"moderately optimistic" that talks in Cuba to end five decades of war with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia or FARC will be
successful, while saying he harbors a "big dose of skepticism." 

Colombia rebels blame government as conflict flares from Agence France-Presse 1 Feb 13

Colombia's FARC rebels on Friday said they were committed to peace talks with the government, amid rising tensions and renewed clashes in
Latin America's longest-running insurgency. The conflict has flared up this week with four soldiers and five rebels killed in separate clashes, even
while the leftist guerrillas and the government resumed peace talks in Havana after a six-day break. 

IN SPANISH: UPDATE: Kidnapped engineers freed in Cauca from El Espectador (Colombia) 31 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The civilians were freed under pressure from military operations in the area. The Army said
it intensified its operations in the area known as El Palmar in the town of Piamonte. 

IN SPANISH: HRW report denounces abuses by Colombia, Venezuela, Mexico and Cuba from EFE (Spain) 31 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Human Rights Watch said in Colombia "there is chronic impunity with regards to cases of
violations of human rights that continue to represent a grave problem." 

Colombia rebels seize three oil workers, blow up energy tower from Reuters 31 Jan 13

Colombia's FARC rebels kidnapped three oil workers and killed four soldiers in the nation's south, while they blew up an energy tower in the
north, military sources said, in a sign the group is stepping up pressure during peace talks. The kidnappings and other violent incidents on
Wednesday came days after the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, made clear during the negotiations in Cuba that it would
continue to capture armed forces members even as talks continue. 

Conflict Flares Anew As Colombia, Rebels Resume Talks from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 13

Colombia's armed conflict flared up again Thursday, leaving four soldiers and five rebels dead in separate clashes as the government and leftist



rebels resumed peace talks in Havana. They were the first combat casualties for the Colombian military since the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia ended a two-month unilateral ceasefire on January 20. 

Colombia to resume FARC talks despite kidnapping from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 13

Colombia on Thursday was to resume peace talks with FARC guerrillas aimed at ending the half-century conflict despite the kidnapping of two
police officers by the leftist insurgent group. "The order of the president (Juan Manuel Santos) to the police is to keep pursuing the FARC. The
order to this delegation is to continue working on a deal to end the conflict. We will not be diverted from this objective," chief government
negotiator Humberto De la Calle said late Wednesday. 

Colombian Rebels Say They Have 'Right' To Take Hostages, Putting Peace Talks On Edge from McClatchy 31 Jan 13

Peace talks with the nation's largest guerrilla group were put on edge Wednesday after the rebels defended the recent kidnapping of two policemen
saying they were legitimate "prisoners of war." On his way to Havana to resume talks, the government's chief negotiator, Humberto de la Calle,
blasted the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, and said the administration would not accept "peace at any cost." 

Five FARC rebels killed by Colombian army: military from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 13

Army troops killed five leftist FARC rebels in fighting in northwestern Colombia Thursday, the same day four soldiers were killed in a clash with
the FARC in the south, the military said. 

UPDATE: Conflict flares anew as Colombia, rebels resume talks from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 13

Colombia's armed conflict flared up again Thursday with the combat deaths of four soldiers even as the government and leftist rebels resumed
peace talks in Havana. Rebels from the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) clashed with troops early Thursday in southern
Colombia, leaving two soldiers wounded in addition to the four killed, the military said in a statement. 

U.S. imposes sanctions on Colombian criminal group from Xinhua (China) 30 Jan 13

The Obama administration on Wednesday slapped sanctions on a Colombian criminal organization and its key drug trafficker. The Department of
the Treasury targeted Los Rastrojos for its violent activities spanning Colombia, Ecuador and Venezuela, while Diego Perez Henao was
blacklisted for alleged involvement in drug trafficking and other criminal activities for over 20 years. 

UPDATE: FARC says police captives 'prisoners of war' from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 13

Colombia's leftist FARC rebels confirmed Wednesday they had captured two police officers and were holding them as "prisoners of war," in a
move that could undermine recent peace talks. The policemen were captured on Friday in the southwestern province of Valle del Cauca, the first
kidnapping by the FARC since the rebel group freed what they said were their last 10 captive police and soldiers. 

Despite Peace Talks, Colombia’s Oil Industry Increasingly Under Attack from World Politics Review 30 Jan 13

With peace talks engaged for the first time in a decade, and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) at its weakest point in history,
Colombia’s once-stifled oil and mining sectors have taken off, enabling oil production to reach a record of 1 million barrels per day in late-
December. Yet the extractive industry has found itself increasingly targeted by the FARC and other rebels who are seeking to force concessions
from the government, putting foreign investment, now at all-time highs, at risk. 

IN SPANISH: "We should accept that Colombia is a consumer country": Justice Minister from El Espectador (Colombia) 30 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Justice Minister Ruth Stella Correa explained the importance of the Anti Drug Statuete,
which looks to establish the minimum dosage for synthetic drugs so as to not send the consumer to jail. The idea Correa is trying to establish is to
treat drug use as a public health problem and to establish concrete responsibilities for territorial entities not to bring consumers of minimal dosage
to jail. 

Colombian troops seize 3 tons of explosives from Xinhua (China) 30 Jan 13

Colombian naval troops seized three tons of explosives and an arsenal of weapons in the southwestern province of Narino, the Colombia National
Radio said Wednesday. "The first cache included 3,000 kilos of ammonium nitrate and 145 homemade anti-personnel-style mines," the navy was
quoted as saying.



IN SPANISH: Eight departments affected by criminal gangs from El Tiempo (Colombia) 29 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: According to the Rainbow Corporation NGO and the defense ministry, the fight for control
of drug trafficking routes and illegal mining is concentrated in at least eight departments and 228 towns. 

IN SPANISH: Women in the FARC forced to have abortions from El Espectador (Colombia) 29 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: FARC mail, internal documents and confessions from former women guerrillas revealed that
over the nearly 50-year conflict, women part of the FARC were forced into around 1,000 abortions per year. 

Former Colombian guerrillas face hardships re-entering society from Reuters 29 Jan 13

As the decades-long guerrilla war in Colombia winds down, the biggest task facing the government is to reintegrate the fighters to society,
Alejandro Eder, director of the Colombian Agency for Reintegration, said on Monday. The main obstacle facing Colombia's former guerrillas and
paramilitaries in becoming productive members of civil society is stigmatization by the public and a lack of job opportunities, he said. 

New drug bill 'to legalise ecstasy' in Colombia from BBC 29 Jan 13

Colombia's Justice Minister, Ruth Stella Correa, has said a new drugs bill would legalise the personal use of synthetic drugs, such as ecstasy. The
proposal would replace current laws, which ban cocaine and marijuana, although people are not prosecuted for possessing small amounts.
Colombia's legislation is being re-assessed in an attempt to tackle drug use, trafficking and related issues. 

Chavez 'better each day,' working more: minister from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, who is recovering in Cuba after a fourth cancer surgery, is improving each day and becoming more engaged
in his work, a top aide said Tuesday. Chavez is getting "better each day, and more involved in his official duties," Science and Technology
Minister Jorge Arreaza, who also is Chavez's son-in-law and has served as a family spokesman in recent weeks, told VTV television by phone
from Havana. 

IN SPANISH: Government proposes legalization of personal doses of synthetic drugs from El Espectador (Colombia) 29 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The national government put forth a plan that would change the handling of drug policy in
the country. "The proposal looks to standardize the quantity of drugs allowed, a quantity the same as synthetic drugs" Justice Minister Ruth Stella
Correa said. 

IN SPANISH: Colombian police arrested an alleged head of the gang "Los Urabeños" from Xinhua (China) 29 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The police said the arrested Héctor Mario Urdinola, "Chicho", who is accused of a murder at
the beginning of this year in Buenaventura Port in the Valle del Cauca department. The arrest was made in the central Meta department. 

IN SPANISH: Santos condemns kidnappings after the end of the ceasefire with FARC and promises not to lower his guard from
EFE (Spain) 28 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Colombian President Santos condemned the kidnapping of two police officer in his country
after the end of the FARC ceasefire. He said the government will continue to fight the FARC, even though the talks with the guerrillas are "on a
good path." 

IN SPANISH: Four people with documents belonging to those kidnapped were arrested in Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur
28 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Four ELN members were arrested and authorities said they had the papers belonging to the
Canadian, two Peruvians and two Colombians who were kidnapped by the group. The four ELN members were arrested in the town of Santa Rosa
in Bolívar department, near where the kidnapping took place. 

Colombia steps up operations for policemen taken by FARC rebels from Reuters 28 Jan 13

Colombia stepped up search-and-rescue operations on Monday for two police patrolmen seized by FARC guerrillas in the first kidnapping of
security forces in more than a year, which may muddy peace negotiations between the government and rebels. The Revolutionary Armed Forces
of Colombia, the biggest armed group in Latin America, vowed last year to abandon kidnapping for ransom but never said it would stop taking
members of the armed forces as "prisoners of war." 



Colombia rebels arrested with hostage passports: official from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 13

Colombian authorities Monday arrested four suspected leftist guerrillas who were carrying the passports of two Peruvians and a Canadian
kidnapped earlier this month. The four -- three of whom were minors -- were captured near where the kidnapping took place on January 18 in the
northern region of Bolivar, the army said in a statement. 

IN SPANISH: Another sailor ended up being a drug trafficker in San Andrés from El Tiempo (Colombia) 28 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Eight days after Honduras and Panama arrested the drug trafficking brothers Smith Pomare,
known as drug lords on the island of San Andrés, a special police force arrested the main leader of the cocaine trafficking network: Madison
Benjamín James Walters, who was caught in the area of Elsy Bar in San Andrés.

IN SPANISH: Cocaine seized in an armored apartment in Cartagena from El Tiempo (Colombia) 27 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: In total, there was 300 kilos stuffed into 12 bags that could be trafficked by sea. The seizure
occurred in the upscale Cartagena neighborhood of Manga on Saturday morning. 

IN SPANISH: Extortion in the south of Bolívar department, a "mine" for the ELN from El Tiempo (Colombia) 27 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Official reports show the ELN has increased the charges related to extortion in mining. While
the ELN has said in statements that it kidnapped the miners belonging to the Geo Explorer firm due to the exploitation of resources, authorities
say they are generating a lot of money from it too. 

FEATURE: The Saharan caravans of cocaine that fund al-Qaeda from The Telegraph (UK) 27 Jan 13

LIKE EVERYWHERE else that has fallen under Islamist rule in northern Mali, the city of Gao on the edge of the Sahara is not a place where vice
is tolerated....Such all-encompassing piety, though, comes to a halt outside the high walls of the gaudy new villas on Gao's outskirts, which stand
out amid the shanty towns overlooking the sand dunes. Nicknamed Cocainebougou - which translates as "cocaine town" - the strip of mansions is
home to the elite of the city's ancient smuggling community...

Colombia warns FARC against kidnapping from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 13

Colombia on Sunday warned FARC rebels that fresh kidnappings could undermine peace talks, after two policemen were seized in an attack
blamed on the leftist guerrillas. "The practice of kidnapping cannot continue, especially when representatives of the FARC guerrilla group are in
peace talks," Vice President Angelino Garzon said, demanding that the militants keep the police officers alive. 

IN SPANISH: Top extortion criminal in Tolima arrested from El Tiempo (Colombia) 25 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The Army's Sixth Brigade arrested alias 'Tomate' and alias 'Polo' near the towns of Alvarado
and Anzoátegui for financing the FARC's 21st Front. The criminal was known to extort people in the towns of Ibagué, Venadillo, Espinal,
Anzoátegui, Alvarado, Santa Isabel, and other areas of Huila department. 

IN SPANISH: "Drug trafficking in Medellín is only a link in the global supply chain" from EFE (Spain) 25 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Medellín's Mayor, Aníbal Gaviria, stated the advances in innovation and security that have
reduced the crime rates in the city. He also rejected the idea that his city is responsible for the "global supply chain" of drug trafficking and said
that it is only a "link." 

IN SPANISH: Colombia rejects cease fire with the FARC until peace is reached from Xinhua (China) 25 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The Colombian government's Chief Negotiator, Humberto de la Calle, did say the talks are
moving forward in a respectful environment though there are still some notable differences between the two parties. 

UPDATE: Colombia peace talks take a break, no major advances reported from Reuters 24 Jan 13

Marxist rebels and the Colombian government adjourned their latest round of peace talks on Thursday with no major advances toward ending
their long conflict and said they had significant differences to overcome despite some areas of agreement. They said they agreed that the lives of
the country's rural poor must be improved, which is the key issue in their 50-year-long war, but not on how to go about it.



Colombian rebels target oil, mining sectors from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 13

Colombia's oil and mining industries have become the main targets of leftist rebels but a spate of kidnappings and attacks have done little to
disrupt the growth of these key sectors. Lucrative kidnap ransom and lax security in far-flung rural areas is driving the trend by the country's
guerilla groups -- the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) and the lesser known National Liberation Army (ELN). 

FARC signal progress in peace talks from Agence France-Presse 23 Jan 13

Colombia's FARC guerrilla group said Wednesday said it had established some common ground with the government on sensitive land issues in
peace talks aimed at ending their decades-long conflict. The positive tone taken by rebel negotiators in Havana came in letters to delegates to the
talks from Chile and Venezuela, just days after the leftist guerrilla group ended a unilateral ceasefire. 

High child death toll in Colombia from United Press International 23 Jan 13

The deaths of 105 children were recorded in Colombia during the first 21 days of 2013, the director of the country's national coroner's office said
Wednesday. Carlos Eduardo Valdes told Colombia Reports homicide was the primary cause of death followed by accident and suicide. 

Authorities seize 3.8 tonnes of cocaine in Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 22 Jan 13

Colombia's anti-narcotics police seized 3.8 tonnes of cocaine Tuesday in containers that were headed for Mexico. National Police Director Jose
Roberto Leon estimated that the load would fetch up to 95 million dollars on the streets of the United States, the main market for Colombian
cocaine. 

IN SPANISH: FARC propose to legalize illicit crops for therapeutic and cultural reasons from El Espectador (Colombia) 22 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: FARC negotiator in Cuba, Rubén Zamora, proposed a plan that would legalize some illicit
crops for therapeutic, medicinal and cultural purposes. 

IN SPANISH: The FARC proposed creating a land fund to distribute to farmers and women from EFE (Spain) 22 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The FARC released a proposal to create a "land fund" from unproductive lands or "seized" as
part of their contribution to the agrarian problem that is central to the agenda of the peace talks between the government and the guerrillas. 

Colombian oil pipeline bombed after rebels lift ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 21 Jan 13

Suspected FARC rebels detonated explosives along a section of an oil pipeline near Colombia's border with Ecuador, the state oil company said
Monday. The attack late Sunday came the same day the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia ended a ceasefire it declared unilaterally two
months ago as it began peace talks with the Colombian government in Havana. 

Colombia's FARC rejects fast-track peace talks from Xinhua (China) 21 Jan 13

The rebel Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) has rejected government's proposal to quicken the pace of peace talks, saying the
approach is inconsistent with the goal of achieving a "stable and long-lasting peace." "We are trying to end the conflict and begin a stable and
long-lasting peace process, and that needs time," Rodrigo Granda, a senior FARC commander, told Colombia's RCN radio on Monday.

Analysts say Colombian rebels’ unilateral cease-fire showed discipline in FARC ranks from Associated Press 21 Jan 13

A unilateral cease-fire by Colombia’s main leftist rebel group that ended at midnight Sunday was deemed largely successful by analysts, who say
it showed that divisions in the insurgency’s ranks are relatively minor. The rebels’ main negotiator in peace talks taking place in Cuba, Ivan
Marquez, offered Sunday to extend the two-month cease-fire if the government would agree to embrace it. 

Local authorities deny clash between drug ring, rebels in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 20 Jan 13

Local authorities on Sunday denied reports of a clash between members of the rebel Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) and a
criminal gang in rural areas in the northern department of Cordoba. Carlos Arturo Cogollo, mayor of Tierralta where an exchange of gunfire
allegedly occurred, said that there were no traces of any killing nor reports of missing people in the region. 

Turf war between rebels and drug traffickers leaves 5 dead in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 20 Jan 13

At least five people were killed in a remote village in northern Colombia this weekend in a turf war between leftist rebels and drug traffickers,
police told Efe. The killings occurred Friday in Santa Isabel, a village in Cordoba province. 



UPDATE: Canadian's kidnappers arrested in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 13

Colombian authorities on Sunday arrested three people suspected of taking part in the kidnappings of a Canadian, two Peruvians and two
Colombians, which have been blamed on leftist rebels. "We have managed to capture three people who were with the group that abducted those
people (Friday)....

Colombian president warns FARC against violence from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos has warned the country's leftist rebels against resuming violent guerrilla operations, saying the army
and police were ready to respond to their attacks. The warning came as a unilateral ceasefire announced by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC) in November to facilitate peace talks with the government was set to expire on Sunday. 

Colombia's rebels demand bilateral ceasefire from Xinhua (China) 20 Jan 13

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla group demanded a bilateral ceasefire with the Colombian Army on Sunday, the
day when the previous unilateral ceasefire ended. "With pain in our hearts, we have to admit that nobody wants war in this country," the FARC's
chief negotiator Ivan Marquez said in Cuba before holding peace talks with government representatives in Havana's Convention Center.

Colombia nabs 3 alleged rebels linked to abduction from Associated Press 20 Jan 13

President Juan Manuel Santos says authorities in Colombia have captured three suspected rebels who formed part of the group that kidnapped five
gold prospectors doing exploratory drilling for a Canadian company in the country's north. Santos said in a press conference Sunday that two of
the alleged National Liberation Army, or ELN, rebels are minors and have been turned over to the Colombian Institute of Family Welfare. 

Stopping child labor: There's an app for that from Christian Science Monitor 19 Jan 13

A smartphone app in Colombia uses crowdsourcing to document and fight child labor. Whenever users see a child working they can take a picture,
log the location, and the app sends it to Colombia's child welfare agency. Kids at stoplights offering to wipe a windshield for a few coins, or little
ones hawking goods at produce markets: In much of the developing world, it’s common to see children as young as eight or nine hard at work. 

Canadian, Peruvian gold prospectors kidnapped from Associated Press 18 Jan 13

Leftist rebels kidnapped five gold prospectors doing exploratory drilling for a Canadian company — a Canadian, two Peruvians and two
Colombians — before dawn Friday in a northern province, officials said. Toronto-based Braeval Mining Corp. said the five — three company
employees and two consultants — were working at its Snow Mine gold and silver project. It did not further identify them. 

OPINION: Concern over Colombia military expansion from TicoTimes.net 18 Jan 13

The Robert F. Kennedy Center for Justice and Human Rights (RFK Center) expresses its profound concern surrounding Colombia’s recent
constitutional reform to expand the power of military tribunals in the country. The Colombian Senate approved the reform on Dec. 11, 2012, and
promulgated Legislative Act No. 2 on Military Jurisdiction on Dec. 28, which modified articles 116, 152, and 221 of Colombia’s Constitution.
The reform represents a step backwards for the defense of human rights and a deviation from other countries in the region...

The FARC call for an explanation from Santos regarding multinational corporations in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 18 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The FARC stated Agricultural Minister Juan Camilo Restrepo said there would be more
regulations on the presence of foreign capital in Colombia but the US corporation Cargill launched a production project for cereal that will take up
90,000 hectares in the department of Meta. 

Canadian among five kidnapped in Colombia: army from Agence France-Presse 18 Jan 13

Five water facility workers, including a Canadian and two Peruvians, were kidnapped Friday by suspected leftist rebels in northern Colombia, the
army said. Some 20-25 "bandits" from the leftist National Liberation Army (ELN) stormed the facility, which is used to pump water from an
aquifer, and made off with the hostages, General Alejandro Navas told reporters. 

Colombia: Sectors at Odds Over FARC Proposal To Put Initiatives on Hold from World News Connection 17 Jan 13

Material in the World News Connection is generally copyrighted by the source cited. Permission for use must be obtained from the copyright
holder. Inquiries regarding use may be directed to NTIS, US Dept. of Commerce. Some of the initiatives that the FARC [Revolutionary Armed



Forces of Colombia] are referring to are related to agrarian or land issues and to political participation. 

Colombia to hold popular vote on FARC peace deal from Reuters 17 Jan 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos on Jan. 16 opened the door to a popular vote on any peace accord negotiated and signed with FARC
militants, but rejected a militant demand to change the Constitution if a deal is clinched. Talks to bring an end to Latin America’s longest-running
insurgency began in Cuba in November, when the government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, known as the FARC, sat down
for the first round of a five-point peace agenda. 

21 Reasons Colombia Is The Happiest Country In World from Huffington Post 17 Jan 13

By the end of 2012, Colombia was crowned the happiest country in the world. But why exactly are Colombians so happy? A poll by WIN/Gallup
International Association released earlier this month revealed that individuals in the South American country not only felt the happiest but almost
doubled the global average. 

IN SPANISH: Fighting between Colombian narco-traffickers displace about a thousand people. from Xinhua (China) 17 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: A thousand people of the Colombia town of Litoral de San Juan in the western department of
Chocó had to leave their homes due to territorial fighting between criminal drug-trafficking gangs. Colombian VP Garzón ordered police and
security forces to intervene in the area and stop the displacement of the tribal population. 

IN SPANISH: The Colombian government calculated 5 million people have been victims of the armed conflict from Xinhua (China)
16 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The Colombian government said the 5 million people were victims to almost five decades of
violence, according to a recent census report. 

Colombia rebels slams govt on land bill from Agence France-Presse 16 Jan 13

Colombia's FARC guerrilla group accused the government Wednesday of fast-tracking laws on sensitive issues like land ownership that are on the
agenda of peace talks underway in Havana. "The government should halt the precipitous movement in Congress of bills related to peace, until the
people can take a position with the support of this (peace) process which belongs to everybody," the leftist rebel group said.

IN SPANISH: Colombian President rejects dialog with the FARC regarding the creation of a new Constitution from Xinhua
(China) 16 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Colombian President Santos rejected negotiations with the FARC to call for a Constituent
Assembly to draw up a new Political Framework. Santos said it is possible to put together a popular referendum for whatever agreement but the
government would not end negotiations with a Constituent Assembly, as has been called for yesterday. 

FARC deny buying weapons on the black market from Ecuador from Xinhua (China) 16 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The FARC rejected accusations from a Ecuadorean general that they allegedly bought
weapons and ammunition on the black market. 

FARC ask for the Agriculture minister to appear at the negotiating table from EFE (Spain) 15 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The FARC asked for the Colombian Agriculture Minister, Juan Camilo Restrepo, to appear
at the peace talks in Havana and explain the legislation regarding the lands the government would have should the parties reach a peace. 

IN SPANISH: Hillary Clinton and Colombian FM Holguín meet in Washington from EFE (Spain) 15 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Colombian FM Holguín met with US Secretary of State Clinton to take stock of bilateral
relations over the past four years. There were no press statements after their meeting. 

IN SPANISH: Almost four tons of the FARC's marijuana was seized in Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 15 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Anti drug police in Colombia reported the seizure of 3.8 tonnes of marijuana belonging to
the FARC's Sixth Front. The drugs were found inside a truck on a a road in the southwestern Valle del Cauca department. The drug had a street
value of close to USD680,000. 



FARC sets out demands for peace talks from United Press International 15 Jan 13

Land reform and a decrease in inequality are the minimum demands to reach a peace agreement with the government, Colombia's largest rebel
group says. The demands were set out in an interview with FARC's lead negotiator, known as Ivan Marquez, published...by Colombia Reports. 

Colombian Rebel Group Steps Up Violence from Wall Street Journal 15 Jan 13

As the Colombian government on Monday kicked off a new round of peace talks with the country's main rebel group, Colombia's other guerrilla
organization has begun a violent show of strength, as it tries to be invited to participate. The National Liberation Army, or ELN, has repeatedly
sought to join the three-month-old peace talks between the government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC. But it has
been rebuffed by President Juan Manuel Santos, whose government views the group as less of a security threat. 

Colombia expects Venezuelan help for FARC talks even if Chavez dies from Reuters 15 Jan 13

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos has said he is optimistic that Venezuela would continue to support the peace talks with Marxist FARC
guerrillas should ailing President Hugo Chavez die and be succeeded by Vice President Nicolas Maduro. Chavez, a fiery socialist leader who is
fighting to recover from cancer surgery, has played a key role in pushing the talks between Colombia and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia, or FARC, as they try to end almost fifty years of war.

Colombian government, FARC resume peace talks in Cuba from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 14 Jan 13

Colombian authorities and rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) resumed Monday peace talks in Havana after a
holiday break. The government's head negotiator, former Colombian vice president Humberto de la Calle, said the pace should pick up in the
talks. 

Colombia pushes for more momentum in peace talks from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 13

Colombia's government wants to pick up the pace of its peace negotiations with Marxist FARC rebels, the chief government negotiator said
Sunday ahead of the continuation of talks in Cuba. "We really need to get things moving. I want to make that known to people in general, as well
as to the FARC," former vice president Humberto de la Calle told reporters ahead of his departure for Havana. 

Court confirms sentence against the Colombian government for the displacement of 280 families from EFE (Spain) 14 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The Colombian Council of State ratified the sentencing against the nation for not providing
security to 280 families in 1996 when they were forced to leave their lands under the threat of death on the part of paramilitaries in the
northeastern department of Cesar. The Colombian government will be responsible for paying USD679,162 dollars to the victims. 

IN SPANISH: Another mafia "summit," behind the massacre in Buenaventura from El Tiempo (Colombia) 14 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: In the last two weeks, there have been at least 40 assassinations due to fighting over drug
territory. Two groups fighting over access to the Buenaventura Port for drug trafficking are the "Urabeños" and the "Empresa." 

IN SPANISH: Santos rejects having a mediator in the peace process with the FARC from Xinhua (China) 14 Jan 13

RENDON NEWS STORY ANALYST SUMMARY: Colombian President Santos rejected the intervention of mediators in the peace negotiations
going on between the government and the FARC in Cuba. He told Caracol Radio that if there are direct dialogs to build confidence and achieve
agreements with the guerrillas directly, then there is no need for a mediator. 

IN SPANISH: Head of criminal gang in Meta arrested from El Espectador (Colombia) 13 Jan 13

RENDON NEWS STORY ANALYST SUMMARY: Edward Alonso Suarez, alias ‘Calamisco’, was arrested Saturday along with three security
guards. They are all members of the "Meta block." They were arrested during a police operation called "Napoleon" that took place in the rural
area of the centrally located town of San Martín. 

IN SPANISH: Criminal gangs look to expand presence in Antioquia from El Espectador (Colombia) 13 Jan 13

RENDON NEWS STORY ANALYST SUMMARY: Organized criminal groups are looking to move into five sub-regions in the department to
transport drugs and exploit gold. 



Colombian government, rebels to resume peace talks from Agence France-Presse 12 Jan 13

Colombia's government and leftist FARC rebels resume peace talks in Cuba on Monday after a three-week break, under pressure to show results
in the coming months to finally end their half-century-old conflict. The longtime rivals launched the negotiations in October, their fourth attempt
in three decades to close a battle that has left 600,000 people dead, 15,000 missing and four million displaced since 1964. 

Colombian Minister of Defense Accuses FARC of 'Subcontracting' ELN from World News Connection 12 Jan 13

During the delivery of a fleet of vehicles for Barranquilla's Metropolitan Police, Defense Minister Juan Carlos Pinzon once again criticized the
way in which the FARC speak of peace to the media, while at the same time they keep attacking the civilian population. He indicated that the
FARC's terrorist attacks reflect their weakness of spirit and the lack of interest in the resolution of the armed conflict.

Uribe denounces investigation via Twitter from United Press International 9 Jan 13

Former Colombian President Alvaro Uribe has taken to the Twitterverse to denounce an investigation into allegations he helped start paramilitary
groups. Members of two demobilized paramilitary groups have testified against him, Colombia Reports said Wednesday. Charging the groups had
been "manipulated," Uribe tweeted Tuesday that "since last week I [have] denounced an investigation against me due to the slander of imprisoned
criminals." 

IN SPANISH: 100 families displaced by dispute between paramilitary gangs in Colombia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 9 Jan 13

RENDON's ENGLISH NEWS STORY SUMMARY: At least 100 families have been displaced due to a territorial dispute between the drug
trafficking paramilitary gangs Los Urabeños y Los Rastrojos in the northwestern department of Chocó. 

IN SPANISH: Second attack in 2013 on the Cañón Limón-Coveñas oil pipeline from EFE (Spain) 9 Jan 13

RENDON's ENGLISH NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The attack happened in the town of Toledo in Norte de Santander department, near the
border with Venezuela. There are no reports as to whether the attack has caused a spill or contaminated water supplies. 

Colombia's FARC rebels say ceasefire to end January 20 from Reuters 9 Jan 13

A unilateral ceasefire declared at the beginning of peace talks with the Colombian government in November will end on January 20 unless the
government agrees to also lay down its arms, the country's Marxist FARC rebels said on Wednesday. The rebels announced the ceasefire on
November 19, the first day of peace talks in Havana aimed at ending five decades of conflict in Colombia, but said it would last only two months
if the government did not observe the truce.

Colombia: Former President's Ties To Militia Under Investigation from Associated Press 9 Jan 13

Colombia's chief prosecutor's office has opened a preliminary criminal investigation into former President Álvaro Uribe over allegations he
sponsored a deadly far-right militia as a regional governor in the 1990s. The inquiry ordered last Wednesday was made public Tuesday by Mr.
Uribe's lawyer, Jaime Granados. 

Colombian navy captures drug gang's semi-submersible from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 13

The Colombian navy has captured an empty semi-submersible vessel that was adrift in the Pacific ocean and is believed to have been the property
of a drug trafficking gang. The navy said Tuesday that a patrol ship found the vessel 60 nautical miles from the southwestern coast on Saturday. 

Preliminary probe for Colombia's Uribe from Associated Press 8 Jan 13

Colombia's chief prosecutor's office has opened a preliminary criminal investigation into former President Alvaro Uribe over allegations he
sponsored a killer far-right militia as a regional governor in the 1990s. The probe ordered on Jan. 2 was made public Tuesday by Uribe's attorney,
Jaime Granados. 

Spanish Article: Colombian authorities arrested the alleged head of the Norte del Valle cartel from EFE (Spain) 6 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST SUMMARY: Authorities arrested Wilson Caicedo, alias "Gandhi", in the southwestern town of Restrepo in Valle del Cauca
department during operation "Ezequiel." Caicedo also led the armed division of "Los Rastrojos." 

Colombia arrests Bahamian for drug trafficking from Associated Press 6 Jan 13

A top police official says Colombian authorities have detained a Bahamian citizen wanted in the United States on drug trafficking charges. Luis



Alberto Perez is director of Colombia's anti-narcotrafficking unit and said Sunday that Matthew Ian Ferguson was detained in the city of
Monteria, some 500 kilometers (310 miles) northeast of Bogota. 

Colombian police seize over 1.2 tons of drugs from Xinhua (China) 6 Jan 13

The Colombian authorities seized more than 1.2 tons of marijuana Sunday in a rural area of the northern Magdalena department. The confiscated
drugs, seized with the help of a tip, have a local street value of 369,000 U.S. dollars, which would be tripled abroad, Narcotics Police Director
Luis Alberto Perez said.

Colombian navy copter crash kills one, injures five from Xinhua (China) 6 Jan 13

A Colombian navy helicopter crashed into the waters on Sunday, leaving one dead and five others injured in the country's southwestern Narino
region bordering Ecuador, navy authorities said. The accident occurred early Sunday morning when the helicopter Bell 212 was on a medical
mission "where it reported an emergency at a place known as Bajito Vaqueria" in a rural area nearby Tumaco city.

Justice Ministry To Focus on Prison Reform, Drug Statute in 2013 from El Espectador 4 Jan 13

Interview of Justice Minister Ruth Stella Correa by El Espectador reporter Juan Sebastian Jimenez on 1 January; place not specified: "Ruth Stella
Correa: 'I Thought Everything Would Be More Difficult'" 

(in Spanish): Un soldado muerto y tres heridos al caer en campo minado de FARC en Colombia (One soldier dead and three
injured from a FARC minefield in Colombia) from EFE 3 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST SUMMARY: The minefield was located in the southwestern Cauca department and was allegedly installed by the "Jacobo
Arenas" column of the FARC. The soldiers belonged to the Army's 37th Brigade. 

Colombia’s Santos Says He Has Not Decided on Seeking Another Term from EFE 3 Jan 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said that he will wait until mid-2013 to make the decision on whether to seek a second four-year term in
2014 and he remarked that he wants to decouple this matter from his government’s peace process with the FARC rebels. “I’ve been prudent and
cautious not to mix one with the other,” the president said in an interview

Spanish Article: Assassination of Colombian indigenous leader during new year celebrations denounced from EFE (Spain) 2 Jan 13

ANALYST SUMMARY: The Indigenous Organization of the Colombian Department of Antioquia denounced the assassination of a leader of
Embera ethnicity, Reinaldo Domicó, during the morning of 01JAN13, when an unknown hooded person entered his house and shot him four times
in the back. The attack took place in the town of Dabeiba right after midnight when Reinaldo Domicó was celebrating with friends and family.

Colombia police blames FARC for grenade attack from Associated Press 2 Jan 13

Colombia's national police director is blaming the FARC for a grenade attack that injured six people on New Year's Eve, and says this breaks a
much-publicized truce that the leftist guerrillas unilaterally declared as a goodwill gesture during peace talks. 

Spanish Article: FARC victims will begin to return to their lands this month from El Tiempo (Colombia) 1 Jan 13

ANALYST SUMMARY: The restitutions will begin in Tolima department in the town of Mampuján with 900 lawsuits filed by families ousted by
the FARC.

Midnight attack on Colombian police station injures 6 from EFE (Spain) 1 Jan 13

Unknown attackers used explosives to strike a National Police station in Guapi, a town in Cauca province in Colombia's Pacific coastal region,
wounding six people, civil authorities reported. "The attack was against the police station located in the center of town," Guapi Education
Secretary Dimas Orjuela told Caracol Radio. 

FARC calls for peace through struggle from United Press International (UPI) 31 Dec 12

Colombian rebels Monday issued a video message touting peace through "struggle and mobilization."...."We expect 2013 to be a year of political,
economic and social gains, through struggle and mobilization," chief negotiator "Ivan Marquez" said.

FEATURE: How Colombian drug traffickers used HSBC to launder money from Reuters 31 Dec 12



When several Colombian men were indicted in January 2010 on money-laundering charges, the case in Brooklyn federal court drew little
attention. It looked like a bust of another nexus of drug traffickers and money launderers, with mainly small-time operatives paying the price for
their crimes....But a review of confidential investigative records...shows how investigators tracing the activities of people who allegedly worked
with Chaparro were able to expose large-scale money laundering at one of the world's biggest banks. 

President's Brother Speaks Out On Colombia Talks from Associated Press 31 Dec 12

A brother of Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos has revealed that the country's largest guerrilla group had initially proposed to hold peace
talks within Colombia or in neighboring Venezuela, rather than in Cuba. Enrique Santos said in an article published in the newspaper El
Espectador on Sunday that the government's team had insisted that the talks not be held in Colombia. 

Colombia landslide kills five in Neiva with 25 missing from BBC 30 Dec 12

Rescue teams in Colombia have been searching for at least 25 people missing after a landslide cut off a road near the south-western city of Neiva.
Five people were killed in the accident, which happened on Saturday. The Colombian authorities believe at least six cars are buried under tons of
mud and rocks. 

US requests Colombia Urabenos 'gang leader' extradition from BBC 28 Dec 12

Prosecutors in the United States have requested the extradition of one of Colombia's most wanted drug dealers, detained two months ago in
Argentina. Henry de Jesus Lopez Londono, known as Mi Sangre or My Blood, is the alleged leader of the Urabenos gang, which operates in
northern Colombia. 

Sister Of Colombian Drug Cartel's Founder Killed from Associated Press 28 Dec 12

Authorities in Colombia say the sister of a man who founded the country's Northern Valley drug cartel has been killed by gunmen. Luis Alberto
Cantillo of Colombia's National Police says Lorena Henao was shot to death Thursday on a ranch on the outskirts of Armenia, a city in
northeastern Colombia. 

Colombia Residents Want Germany To Return Stone Statues from Los Angeles Times 28 Dec 12

Nearly a century ago, Konrad Preuss did pioneering work in Colombia's most important archaeological zone, called San Agustin. But the German
archaeologist also took 35 stone statues back to Germany....About 1,800 residents of the Andean community of the San Agustin region signed a
petition this month in a grass-roots effort to urge Colombia's government to make a formal request for the return of the intriguing artifacts.

Colombia units use U.S. techniques to bust drug operations from Los Angeles Times 24 Dec 12

U.S.-vetted Sensitive Investigative Units rack up impressive successes in the drug wars using American technology and training at a relatively
low cost....The SIU program in Colombia, first launched in 1997, increasingly is being used as a model for other countries fighting drug mafias:
The Drug Enforcement administration has set up SIUs in 11 other mostly Latin American countries...

Ecuador
Anti-government protest march in Ecuador demands release of detainees from EFE (Spain) 20 Aug 15

A large number of indigenous protesters and representatives of trade unions and social sectors marched in Quito Wednesday demanding the
release of those arrested during demonstrations against President Rafael Correa's government. 

Ecuador President’s Bid For Fourth Term Faces Growing Opposition from Los Angeles Times 20 Aug 15

Indigenous schoolteacher Manuel Cartuche was once an ardent supporter of Ecuadorean President Rafael Correa for his stewardship of a booming
economy and a road-building program that better connected the country’s once-isolated Andean cities and villages. Now, the 48-year-old member
of the Saraguro ethnic community in southern Ecuador has turned implacable foe. He joined an estimated 10,000 marchers in Quito, the capital,
on Wednesday to demonstrate against Correa’s bid for a fourth term in office. 

Ecuador indigenous protesters detain soldiers: army from Agence France-Presse 20 Aug 15

Indigenous protesters opposed to President Rafael Correa detained two soldiers who were on patrol in the southern mountains Thursday at dawn,
the defense ministry said. 



S. Korea, Ecuador set to launch FTA talks from Yonhap (South Korea) 19 Aug 15

South Korea and Ecuador will announce the start of negotiations for a bilateral free trade agreement (FTA) next week, the Seoul government said
Wednesday. 

Cotopaxi volcano threatens more than 300,000 Ecuadorans from Agence France-Presse 17 Aug 15

Nearly 325,000 people could be affected by an eruption of Cotopaxi, the volcano looming beyond the Ecuadoran capital of Quito, officials said
Monday. The biggest risk is from an eruption melting the 5,900-meter (19,000-foot) mountain's snowcap and triggering massive melt-water floods
and lahar mudflows that could sweep through nearby towns,...

Ecuador volcano quiet after prompting state of emergency from Agence France-Presse 16 Aug 15

After rumbling and belching ash, the Cotopaxi volcano was silent Sunday, hours after Ecuador declared a state of emergency and fearful residents
were evacuated. 

General Strike Nearly Paralyzes Much Of Ecuador from Associated Press 14 Aug 15

A general strike against President Rafael Correa virtually paralyzed Ecuador’s capital, provincial cities and major highways Thursday and violent
clashes broke out between protesters and police in several cities. 

Ecuador protests left 67 police injured, 47 arrested from Agence France-Presse 14 Aug 15

A total of 67 police officers were injured and 47 people arrested during protests in Ecuador against President Rafael Correa's moves to seek a
fourth term, an official said Friday. 

Protests in Ecuador over Correa's looming 'dictatorship' from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 15

Demonstrators took to the streets around Ecuador on Thursday to protest President Rafael Correa's moves to seek a fourth term, but the leftist
leader declared that plans for a paralyzing general strike had failed. 

Sweden, Ecuador aim to break deadlock in Assange case from Reuters 12 Aug 15

Sweden and Ecuador have agreed to hold talks to break a deadlock over questioning Wikileaks founder Julian Assange, but investigations into
three of four cases against him are likely to be dropped in the coming days due to statutes of limitation. 

Indigenous group marching against Ecuador president from Agence France-Presse 11 Aug 15

Hundreds of Ecuador's indigenous people are marching from an Amazon province towards the capital in protest against President Rafael Correa,
joining mounting anti-government dissent. 

Ecuador denies Swedish asylum is condition for Assange questioning from Reuters 10 Aug 15

Ecuador denied on Monday that it had requested Sweden grant asylum for WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange as a condition for allowing Swedish
prosecutors to question him in London. 

China to continue to finance projects in Ecuador from Xinhua (China) 4 Aug 15

The Chinese Ministry of Commerce (MOC) will continue encouraging domestic financial institutions to fund major projects in Ecuador, it said
Tuesday. 

Ecuador spied on Amazon oil plan opponents, leaked papers suggest from The Guardian (UK) 3 Aug 15

Ecuadorian spies may have broken the law by obtaining personal information on MPs, environmentalists, indigenous groups, human rights
activists, academics and political opponents of president Rafael Correa who opposed the exploitation of oil from an Amazonian wilderness,
according to leaked papers. 

Rights Group Says Ecuador Denying Justice from Associated Press 22 Jul 15

Human Rights Watch says activists convicted in Ecuador of terrorism and sabotage for anti-government protests have been denied justice through
political interference that has prevented judges from hearing their appeals under a new penal code. 



Rights group says Ecuador denying justice from Associated Press 21 Jul 15

Human Rights Watch says activists convicted in Ecuador of terrorism and sabotage for anti-government protests have been denied justice through
political interference that has prevented judges from hearing their appeals under a new penal code. 

Indigenous Leaders Complain Of Being Left Off Pope’s Agenda from Associated Press 8 Jul 15

Ecuador’s largest indigenous association is complaining that it was left off of Pope Francis’s agenda during his visit to Ecuador, where the group
has been at odds with President Rafael Correa. 

Pope Calls For Unity And Brotherhood In Divided Ecuador from Miami Herald 8 Jul 15

In an impassioned sermon with political overtones, Pope Francis on Tuesday called on this divided Andean nation to come together to help create
a utopia where no one was excluded. 

Pope Wraps Ecuador Leg Of SAmerica Trip, Next Stop Bolivia from Associated Press 8 Jul 15

Pope Francis wraps up the first leg of a three-nation South American pilgrimage Wednesday after issuing an impassioned call for a new economic
and ecological world order where the goods of the Earth are shared by everyone, not just exploited by the rich. 

Pope Calls For Unity And Brotherhood In Divided Ecuador from Miami Herald 8 Jul 15

In an impassioned sermon with political overtones, Pope Francis on Tuesday called on this divided Andean nation to come together to help create
a utopia where no one was excluded. 

OPINION: Ecuador’s Correa Wants To Co-Opt Pope Francis from Wall Street Journal 6 Jul 15

The pontiff risks leaving the impression on his visit that the church condones repression.

Pope urges dialogue, participation upon arrival in Ecuador from EFE (Spain) 5 Jul 15

Pope Francis on Sunday arrived in Ecuador, the first leg of his three-nation South American tour, and urged Ecuadorians to foster dialogue and
participation without exclusion in a speech at the Quito airport. 

UPDATE: Calls to Oust Ecuador’s President Flare Before Visit by the Pope from New York Times 3 Jul 15

Protesters calling for the ouster of President Rafael Correa have filled the streets of Ecuador’s largest cities in recent weeks in some of the largest
antigovernment demonstrations here in years, creating tensions on the eve of a visit by Pope Francis. 

3 days before pope visit, Ecuador protests aim at president from Associated Press 2 Jul 15

Thousands of people turned out for protest marches across Ecuador on Thursday to call for the ouster of President Rafael Correa just three days
before a visit by Pope Francis. 

Ecuador president warns of coup plans at protest from Agence France-Presse 2 Jul 15

Ecuador's embattled president, Rafael Correa, said the government had "clear indications" a coup would be attempted when opposition protestors
marched in the capital on Thursday. 

Ecuador Vents Its Presidential Ire On The Streets Ahead Of Papal Visit from Miami Herald 2 Jul 15

As President Rafael Correa scrambles to roll out the red carpet for the first papal visit in 30 years, many in this Andean nation seem intent on
sending their leader a less welcoming message. 

Opponents Of Ecuador President March In Biggest City from Associated Press 26 Jun 15

Thousands of Ecuadoreans filled the main downtown avenues in the coastal city of Guayaquil on Thursday to protest against the policies and
governing style of populist President Rafael Correa. 

Opponents of Ecuador president march in biggest city from Associated Press 25 Jun 15

Thousands of Ecuadoreans filled the main downtown avenues in the coastal city of Guayaquil on Thursday to protest against the policies and
governing style of populist President Rafael Correa. 



Julian Assange's three-year stay in Ecuadorean embassy has cost taxpayer £11.1m from The Telegraph (UK) 19 Jun 15

Three years ago the WikiLeaks founder fled bail and sought asylum in Ecuador - resulting in millions being spent on policing the embassy 

Ecuador Weighs Swedish Request To Question Assange from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 15

Ecuador said Wednesday it is considering Swedish prosecutors’ request to question WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange over rape allegations. 

Ecuador government fines newspaper $350,000 from United Press International 18 Jun 15

A newspaper in Ecuador has been fined $350,000 for not publishing a government reply to a report as requested. The El Universo daily published
a report in March on the government owing about $1.7 million to Ecuador's Social Security. 

UPDATE: Ecuador's embattled president suspends inheritance bill amid protests from Agence France-Presse 16 Jun 15

Rocked by a week of protests over a his government's bid to redistribute wealth, and opposition calls for him to resign, Ecuador's President Rafael
Correa on Monday dropped the bill for now. 

Ecuadorian leader puts controversial tax changes on hold from EFE (Spain) 16 Jun 15

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa announced the "temporary" withdrawal of a pair of tax proposals that sparked large protests last week. 

Ecuador's Correa challenges opponents to remove him via recall from EFE (Spain) 15 Jun 15

President Rafael Correa said Monday that Ecuadorians who oppose new taxes on large inheritances and capital gains should choose the route of
unseating him via popular vote over attempts to force him from office through violent protest. 

Ecuador opposition mobilizes against inheritance tax plan from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 15

Rival protesters in Ecuador took to the street for the third night running Wednesday to demonstrate over President Rafael Correa and a
"redistribution of wealth" plan that would increase inheritance taxes. 

Chinese naval ship visits Ecuador on global voyage from Xinhua (China) 7 Jun 15

The oceanographic research ship Zhu Kezhen of the Navy of the Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) on a mission of global voyage made a
call at Guayaquil Port on Sunday for a five-day goodwill visit to Ecuador. 

More than 7.7 tonnes of cocaine seized in Ecuador from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Jun 15

Ecuadorian police seized more than 7.7 tonnes of cocaine Wednesday in the port of Guayaquil, an Interior Ministry official said. 

Police seize 3.4 tons of cocaine in southwest Ecuador from EFE (Spain) 31 May 15

A total of 3.4 tons of cocaine packed into a container bound for Manzanillo, Mexico, were seized in Guayaquil, a port city in southwestern
Ecuador, the National Police said Sunday. 

Ecuador seizes huge illegal shark fin haul from BBC 28 May 15

Police in Ecuador have seized around 200,000 sharks fins which were about to be illegally exported to Asia. The fins - often used to make soup -
were discovered after raids on nine locations in the port city of Manta. 

Governing party lawmaker arrested in Ecuador for corruption from EFE (Spain) 25 May 15

A female lawmaker with the governing Alianza Pais movement identified as M.E.G. was arrested for allegedly receiving $800,000 from a
company that supplied infrastructure services to the state, Ecuadorian Vice President Jorge Glas announced Monday. 

Ecuador seizes cocaine bound for China from Agence France-Presse 23 May 15

Ecuadoran police have smashed an international drug trafficking ring that attempted to ship cocaine to China, the interior ministry said Saturday. 

Ecuador says hosted talks between Colombia gov't, ELN rebels from Reuters 13 May 15

Ecuador said on Wednesday it hosted meetings between representatives of Colombia's government and the leftist National Liberation Army



(ELN) rebels it has been fighting for 50 years, which aim to start peace negotiations. 

Ecuadorian police seize 2.2 tons of cocaine at port of Guayaquil from EFE (Spain) 12 May 15

Ecuadorian police seized 2.2 tons of cocaine that was intended for shipment to the United States in sacks of zeolite, a porous mineral used as an
absorbent in the agricultural and petrochemical sectors, the Interior Ministry reported Tuesday. 

CELAC FMs meet in Ecuador over proposed 2015-2020 agenda from Xinhua (China) 5 May 15

Foreign ministers from the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) gathered in Ecuador's capital of Quito Tuesday to
discuss the bloc's proposed five-year agenda (2015-2020). 

Thousands rally in Ecuador for and against president from Agence France-Presse 1 May 15

Tens of thousands of Ecuadorans, including President Rafael Correa, his supporters and anti-government protesters turned out Friday for May Day
rallies across a handful of cities. 

S. Korea to announce start of FTA talks with Ecuador, Central America from Yonhap (South Korea) 29 Apr 15

South Korea will soon announce the start of negotiations for free trade agreements (FTAs) with Ecuador and other Central American countries as
part of a plan to expand its presence in the region, the government said Wednesday. 

ASEAN to assess partnership applications from Ecuador, DPRK, Mongolia from Xinhua (China) 26 Apr 15

The secretary-general of ASEAN will conduct an assessment on the applications for formal partnership with association from Ecuador, DPRK and
Mongolia, Malaysian Foreign Minister Anifah Aman said here Sunday. 

Ecuador’s President Says Threat Forced Event Cancellation from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

Ecuadorean President Rafael Correa says a telephoned death threat forced the abrupt cancellation of a presidential lunch with citizens in a town
near Quito. 

Ecuador president says 'seriously threatened' from Agence France-Presse 14 Apr 15

Ecuadoran President Rafael Correa abruptly pulled out of a public lunch on Tuesday because of what he called "a serious threat" of attack against
him. 

Ecuador president may sit out Summit of Americas from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 15

Ecuador's President Rafael Correa could boycott next month's Summit of the Americas over US "lack of respect" for Latin America, Quito's top
diplomat warned Wednesday. 

Ecuador denies blaming US for 'attrition campaign' from Agence France-Presse 23 Mar 15

Ecuador has denied that leftist president Rafael Correa had accused the United States of trying to destabilize his government by infiltrating it with
spies, according to an official statement. 

Ecuador's Correa accuses US of trying to destabilize government from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 15

Ecuador's leftist President Rafael Correa on Saturday accused the United States of trying to destabilize his government, by infiltrating it with
spies. 

Ecuador accepts Venezuela's proposal to mediate with U.S. from EFE (Spain) 19 Mar 15

Ecuadorian Minister of Foreign Affairs Ricardo Patiño said that he has gladly accepted Venezuelan President Nicholas Maduro's proposal to lead
mediation efforts, between Venezuela and United States, of a coordinator of a group of facilitators from several Latin American organizations. 

Thousands protest plan to end term limits for Ecuador leader from Associated Press 19 Mar 15

Thousands ignored heavy rain to march in Ecuador's capital Thursday to protest constitutional changes that would allow indefinite re-election of
the president and other officials as well as legislation to alter labor and land ownership rules. 



Ecuador sees 'light at end of tunnel' in Assange case from Agence France-Presse 19 Mar 15

The surprise offer by Swedish prosecutors to question WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange at Ecuador's London embassy over rape allegations
offers a clear breakthrough in the deadlocked case, Ecuadoran Foreign Minister Ricardo Patino said Thursday. 

Ecuadorian President refutes U.S. sanctions on Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 10 Mar 15

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa on Tuesday strongly criticized U.S. government for listing Venezuela as a "national security threat" and
imposing sanctions on seven Venezuelan officials over human rights abuses and corruption. 

Ecuador seizes 13 tons of narcotics this year from Xinhua (China) 23 Feb 15

The Ecuadorian authorities reported Monday that the South American country's police have seized a total of 13.29 tons of narcotics in nationwide
operations so far this year, way more than the 2.53 tons seized in the same period in 2014. 

Ecuador Seizes Ton of Cocaine Heading to Galapagos Islands from Sputnik (Russia) 22 Feb 15

Ecuador authorities seized about a ton of cocaine en route to Galapagos Islands. The country has become a transit territory for drug trafficking
because of its location between Colombia and Peru, two major cocaine-producing countries. 

And the world’s most expensive chocolate goes to… Ecuador! from VOXXI 17 Feb 15

A luxury brand of chocolate by the name of To’ak takes the prize for purest and most expensive chocolate in the world. It’s fair trade, USDA
organic-certified and exclusively sourced from rare cacao beans found in the South American nation of Ecuador. 

Principal Financial Backer of Fraudulent Ecuador Litigation Withdraws Support, Settles with Chevron from Business Wire 16 Feb 15

Chevron Corporation (NYSE: CVX) has reached a settlement agreement with James Russell DeLeon, the principal funder of the fraudulent
lawsuit against Chevron in Ecuador.

Emergency declared after Galapagos ship grounding from Agence France-Presse 4 Feb 15

Ecuador activated a state of emergency Wednesday at the famous Galapagos Islands, authorities said, a week after the stranding of a cargo ship
loaded with supplies that included hazardous materials. 

Ecuador President’s Social Media Counter Attack from Associated Press 2 Feb 15

Far from laughing along with those who poke fun at him on social media, President Rafael Correa has created a website and Twitter account to
marshal digital counterattacks by his supporters against the “defamers.” 

Ship grounding threatens Galapagos Islands from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 15

Ecuadoran authorities called for a state of emergency to be declared in the Galapagos Islands on Saturday as they aimed to limit damage to the
archipelago's pristine environment after a ship ran aground. 

Men wanted for human trafficking deported to Ecuador from Associated Press 26 Jan 15

Two Cuban men discovered in Texas have been deported after authorities determined they were wanted in Ecuador on human-trafficking charges. 

Ecuador website to counter anti-government 'smearing' from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 15

Ecuador President Rafael Correa on Saturday unveiled a website meant to confront the "smearing" of his government on social media. 

Ecuador website to counter anti-government 'smearing' from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 15

Ecuador President Rafael Correa on Saturday unveiled a website meant to confront the "smearing" of his government on social media. 

Ecuador targets cartoonist as world rejects Paris attacks from Fusion 16 Jan 15

Ecuador’s president can’t take a joke. And now he wants to punish cartoonists for trying to make other people laugh. 

23rd Asia-Pacific Parliamentary Forum opens in Ecuador from Xinhua (China) 12 Jan 15

The 23rd Annual Meeting of the Asia-Pacific Parliamentary Forum (APPF) opened Sunday in Ecuador's capital city of Quito, gathering



parliamentary leaders from 17 countries in the region. 

Ecuador tribesmen briefly seize Amazon oilfield from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 15

Armed Amazon tribesmen briefly seized an Ecuador oilfield Wednesday, halting production before clashing with soldiers who reclaimed the
facility, the defense ministry said. 

Chinese premier pledges industrial cooperation with Ecuador from Xinhua (China) 8 Jan 15

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang met in Beijing on Thursday with Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa, vowing to aid Ecuador in its industrialization. 

Oil Price Woes: Ecuador Gets $5.3 Billion China Credit from Associated Press 7 Jan 15

Ecuador’s state-run news agency says the Andean country has secured a $5.3 billion line of credit from China to help it cope with a budget
shortfall caused by plunging oil prices. 

Ecuadorean president in China on state visit from EFE (Spain) 5 Jan 15

Ecuadorean President Rafael Correa arrived in Beijing Monday to begin a state visit to China during which he is to meet his Chinese countrpart
Xi Jinping and participate in the China-Celac Forum. 

Chinese, Ecuadorian presidents exchange congratulatory messages on ties from Xinhua (China) 2 Jan 15

Chinese President Xi Jinping on Friday exchanged congratulatory messages with his Ecuadorian counterpart, Rafael Correa, on the 35th
anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between their two countries. 

Ecuador returning German money in environment row from Agence France-Presse 20 Dec 14

Ecuador's President Rafael Correa said Saturday that Quito would be giving back about $8.5 million donated by Germany last year, in an
environmental row. 

Ecuador Family Wins Favors After Donations To Democrats from New York Times 17 Dec 14

The Obama administration overturned a ban preventing a wealthy, politically connected Ecuadorean woman from entering the United States after
her family gave tens of thousands of dollars to Democratic campaigns, according to finance records and government officials. 

Indigenous leader says activist killed in Ecuador from Associated Press 8 Dec 14

An Ecuadorean indigenous leader was slain just days before he planned to travel to U.N. climate talks in Peru to protest a Chinese-owned open-pit
copper mine being developed on his community's ancestral lands, a tribal head said Monday. 

Andes glaciers, ailing giants hit by climate change from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 14

Like ailing giants, the tropical glaciers of the Andes Mountains are melting at worrying speed, raising scientists' fears that many will disappear
before anything can be done to save them. 

OPINION: Chevron Takes Ecuador’s Government To Court from Wall Street Journal 1 Dec 14

By fighting a dodgy lawsuit, the giant oil company may help the country’s democracy.

Ecuador Police confiscated a ton of marijuana from Agence France-Presse 23 Nov 14

Ecuador police seized a ton of marijuana in Carchi province (north) border with Colombia, and arrested two people, said Sunday Interior Minister
Jose Serrano. 

Assange welcome in Ecuador embassy 'as long as necessary' from Agence France-Presse 21 Nov 14

Ecuador Friday guaranteed political asylum to WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange for "as long as necessary," one day after he lost an appeal
against a Swedish warrant for his arrest. 

Thousands protest in Ecuador against president from Agence France-Presse 19 Nov 14

Thousands of people marched Wednesday in Ecuador against the leftist government of President Rafael Correa, denouncing a move that would



allow him to extend his rule beyond 2017. 

Ecuador police seize 1.8 tons of cocaine headed for Mexico from EFE (Spain) 10 Nov 14

Ecuadorian police reported Monday the seizure of 1.8 tons of cocaine about to be shipped to Mexico hidden in burlap bags containing palm-nut
paste.

Ecuador to continue to skip IACHR hearings until it "corrects" its attitude from EFE (Spain) 7 Nov 14

Ecuador's Attorney General Diego Garcia Carrion has said his country's government, led by President Rafael Correa, would continue to refrain
from sending representatives to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, IACHR, hearings until it stops treating specific cases during
thematic hearings. 

Ecuador in a hurry to seal trade pact with Japan - minister from EFE (Spain) 6 Nov 14

Ecuador's Foreign Trade Minister Francisco Rivadeneira hopes to begin negotiations on a free trade agreement with Japan as soon as possible, he
told Efe in an interview on Thursday. 

OPINION: A Boon For The Women Of Ecuador from New York Times 5 Nov 14

For the 60,000 residents of this rural county of green hills and small villages, migration is something of a rite of passage. The share of Cañar’s
people leaving the country is greater than that of any other district in Ecuador. More than 70 percent of its households receive remittances every
month, and rely on them to cover basic necessities. 

Ecuador court clears way for Correa third term from Agence France-Presse 31 Oct 14

Ecuador's Constitutional Court gave lawmakers the green light Friday to set new rules on term limits that would allow President Rafael Correa to
extend his rule beyond 2017. 

HRW criticizes Correa for applauding police abuse during protests from EFE (Spain) 21 Oct 14

Human Rights Watch (HRW) has denounced the excessive use of force by the Ecuadorean police in anti-government protests last month and
criticized the President Rafael Correa for applauding the abuses. 

Ecuadorian gov't battles cyberattacks from Colombia from EFE (Spain) 17 Oct 14

The Ecuadorian government has taken steps to counteract "systematic" attacks on its computer networks, some of them originating in Colombia,
President Rafael Correa said. 

Ecuador busts 'dangerous' drug cartel from Agence France-Presse 6 Oct 14

Ecuadorian police have busted a drug trafficking ring described as the "most dangerous in the country," Interior Minister Jose Serrano said
Monday. 

USAID shuts Ecuador office after dispute with Correa from Agence France-Presse 1 Oct 14

The US Agency for International Development officially closed its Ecuador office on Tuesday following a dispute with the leftist government of
President Rafael Correa, a fierce US critic. 

60 Convicted for role in 2010 uprising in Ecuador from EFE (Spain) 23 Sep 14

Sixty people have been found guilty for the deeds of Sept. 30, 2010, when a police revolt was staged that is seen by the government as an
attempted coup, Ecuador's attorney general said Tuesday. 

Ecuadorian defense minister announces resignation from Xinhua (China) 23 Sep 14

Defense Minister of Ecuador Maria Fernanda Espinosa on Tuesday announced that she had submitted her resignation to President Rafael Correa. 

At least 15 officers wounded as thousands rally in Ecuador from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 14

At least 15 officers were wounded and multiple arrests were reported in Quito Wednesday as thousands gathered for rallies for and against leftist
President Rafael Correa, officials said. 



China and Ecuador agree to strengthen military ties from EFE (Spain) 16 Sep 14

Ecuadorian Defense Minister Maria Fernanda Espinosa and her Chinese counterpart, Chang Wanquan, agreed during a meeting Tuesday in
Beijing to strengthen bilateral military ties. 

Ecuador Heralds ‘Digital Currency’ Plans from Associated Press 29 Aug 14

Ecuador is planning to create the world’s first government-issued digital currency, which some analysts believe could be a first step toward
abandoning the country’s existing currency, the U.S. dollar, which the government cannot control. 

Policemen Get 12 Years For Trying To Kill Ecuador Leader from Agence France-Presse 27 Aug 14

An Ecuadoran judge sentenced six police officers to 12-year terms Tuesday for trying to assassinate President Rafael Correa during a 2010
rebellion. 

Ecuadoran police sentenced for attack on president from Associated Press 27 Aug 14

An Ecuadoran court has sentenced six police officers to prison for attempting to kill President Rafael Correa during a protest in 2010. 

Senior CPC official meets Ecuadorian politicians from Xinhua (China) 26 Aug 14

Senior Communist Party of China (CPC) official Liu Qibao on Tuesday met with a delegation of Ecuador's ruling Alianza PAIS Movement
headed by executive secretary Doris Soliz. 

Ecuador seizes 7.8 tons of liquid drugs bound for Spain from Agence France-Presse 23 Aug 14

Ecuador authorities seized 7.8 tons of liquid drugs, likely a form of cocaine, disguised as "disinfectant" due to be shipped to Spain, authorities said
Saturday. 

LatAm losing fear of legalizing drugs: Ecuador president from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 14

Ecuadoran President Rafael Correa said Tuesday that Latin America is "losing fear" of legalizing drugs after decades of fighting traffickers with
ample US prodding but limited success. 

Julian Assange May Be Ready To End Standoff from USA Today 18 Aug 14

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange is holding a news conference Monday in London, during which he may indicate he is considering leaving the
Ecuadorian Embassy where he has been holed up for two years. 

Ecuador Quake Death Toll Rises To Four from Agence France-Presse 14 Aug 14

The death toll from a 5.1-magnitude quake that struck Ecuador rose to four Wednesday with two additional deaths in an area near Quito where a
hillside collapsed. 

Ecuador quake triggers deadly landslides from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 14

A shallow 5.1-magnitude earthquake struck the Ecuadoran capital Quito Tuesday, triggering landslides that killed at least two people and violently
shaking buildings and homes. 

President of Ecuador cancels trip to Israel from Xinhua (China) 6 Aug 14

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa cancelled his visit to Israel scheduled for the second half of this year due to Israeli attacks against the
Palestinians, Andes Agency reported Wednesday. 

7.3 tons of narcotics seized in Ecuador in first 7 months from Xinhua (China) 6 Aug 14

Ecuadorian police, with the help of trained dogs, discovered 7.343 kilograms of narcotics from January to July in 2014, local media reported
Wednesday. 

Ecuador to open embassy in Palestine from Xinhua (China) 5 Aug 14

Ecuador's Foreign Minister Ricardo Patino announced that the Andean country will open an embassy in Palestine, local media Andes Agency



reported Tuesday. 

Six guilty of assassination attempt on Ecuador president from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 14

A court in Ecuador convicted six police officers Friday of attempting to assassinate President Rafael Correa during a 2010 rebellion that left 10
people dead and 274 wounded. 

Physician detained for defaming Ecuador president from Associated Press 22 Jul 14

Authorities in Ecuador say prominent physician Carlos Figueroa has been detained near Quito and sent to prison to serve a six-month sentence for
defaming President Rafael Correa. 

Serbian extradited from Ecuador to Russia accused of creating int'l drug cartel - Russia interior ministry from Itar-Tass (Russia) 20

Jul 14

Serbian citizen Ivan Savkic accused of launching a large-scale drug trafficking channel was handed over to Russian law enforcement agencies at
the airport of Ecuador's capital, Quito, the press centre of the Russian Interior Ministry told Itar-Tass on Sunday. 

Ecuador, EU reach long-delayed trade pact from Agence France-Presse 17 Jul 14

Ecuador, the world's top banana exporter, and the European Union reached a long-delayed trade agreement, the Ecuadorian Minister of Trade
Francisco Rivadeneira said on Thursday. 

Ecuadoran indigenous march to protest water policy from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 14

Scores of indigenous demonstrators marched on Quito Tuesday, to protest against President Rafael Correa's government and losing control of
water on their traditional lands. 

Ecuador Pushing Plan For Indefinite Re-Election from Associated Press 27 Jun 14

Ecuador’s ruling party pushed ahead Thursday with a plan to allow indefinite re-election of President Rafael Correa and other officials. 

US lab 'sold indigenous blood': Ecuador from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 14

A US laboratory sold across at least eight countries blood samples taken without consent from an indigenous group, Ecuador alleged Friday after
a months-long investigation. 

Ecuador says talks with Britain over Julian Assange at an impasse from Reuters 20 Jun 14

Ecuador said on Thursday that talks with Britain on a standoff over WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange were at an impasse as the Australian
prepared to spend a third year holed up at the country's London embassy. 

OPINION: Ecuador Breaks Its Amazon Deal from New York Times 12 Jun 14

In 2007, Ecuador pledged to refrain from oil drilling in the Amazon’s Yasuni National Park in exchange for financial compensation from several
foreign governments.

Ecuador Prepares To Return To Bond Market from Wall Street Journal 10 Jun 14

Country to Meet Investors in London, Boston, Los Angeles and New York

Ecuador sentences former president in absentia from Associated Press 30 May 14

Ecuador's Supreme Court has sentenced in absentia former President Jamil Mahuad to 12 years in prison for misappropriating public funds during
the country's late 1990s banking crisis. 

Duo freed in Ecuador cyberattack probe from Agence France-Presse 30 May 14

Ecuadoran authorities have released two people who were arrested over allegations they were involved in cyberattacks targeting President Rafael
Correa. 

Ecuador Sentences Ex-president To 12 Years In Absentia from Agence France-Presse 30 May 14



An Ecuadoran court sentenced exiled ex-president Jamil Mahuad to 12 years in jail for corruption. 

Ex-Ecuadorean President Calls Charges Political from Associated Press 29 May 14

Former Ecuadorean President Jamil Mahuad says an arrest warrant issued for him on corruption charges is unfounded political persecution. 

Two arrested in Ecuador for alleged cyberattacks from Agence France-Presse 29 May 14

Ecuadoran authorities said Thursday they have arrested two people for alleged cyberattacks targeting President Rafael Correa. 

Arrest warrant issued for former Ecuador president from Associated Press 27 May 14

Ecuadorean authorities announced on Tuesday that an arrest warrant has been issued for former President Jamil Mahuad for allegedly
misappropriating public funds during the country's late 1990s banking crisis. 

Ecuador's president backs indefinite re-elections, coy about his plans from Reuters 24 May 14

Ecuador's President Rafael Correa on Saturday backed a constitutional change to allow politicians to run indefinitely, potentially paving the way
for the leftist himself to seek the top job again in 2017. 

Ecuador Issues Permit To Drill In Amazon Reserve from Associated Press 23 May 14

Ecuador’s government has issued an environmental permit for oil drilling in the pristine Amazon reserve that President Rafael Correa initially
offered to exempt from exploration if rich countries would pay his government. 

Mayor-elect gunned down in Ecuador from EFE (Spain) 13 May 14

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa condemned the murder of the mayor-elect of the coastal city of Muisne and asked his compatriots to prevent
violence from taking over the country. 

Referendum on oil drilling in Ecuador preserve rejected from Agence France-Presse 9 May 14

Ecuador's election authority has rejected a petition for a referendum on oil exploration and development in Yasuni, a unique nature preserve in the
Amazon rain forest. 

More than 1 ton of cocaine seized in Ecuador from EFE (Spain) 8 May 14

Ecuadorian authorities seized more than a ton of cocaine in an operation in which they arrested six people, the Attorney General's Office reported
Thursday. 

US will cut off anti-drug assistance to Ecuador: official from Agence France-Presse 7 May 14

The United States will end decades of anti-drug trafficking assistance to Ecuador this month, pulling its staff from the INL office in the South
American nation, a top official said Wednesday. 

Ecuadorian leader denies being anti-American despite downsizing U.S. military personnel from Xinhua (China) 30 Apr 14

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa said here on Tuesday it was wrong to paint him as anti-American despite his order to reduce the presence of
U.S. military personnel in his country. 

Ecuador’s President Warns Indigenous Community from Associated Press 30 Apr 14

President Rafael Correa threatened unspecified consequences Tuesday for a fiercely independent indigenous community in Ecuador’s Amazon
that is harboring three political opponents who face prison for defaming him. 

Ecuador orders 20 Pentagon employees to leave: US embassy from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 14

Ecuador's President Rafael Correa has ordered 20 Pentagon officers and staff to leave the country, a US embassy official said on Friday. 

APNewsBreak: Ecuador Expels US Military Group from Associated Press 25 Apr 14

Ecuador has ordered all 20 Defense Department employees in the U.S. Embassy’s military group to leave the country by month’s end, The
Associated Press has learned. 



Spanish king offers warm welcome to Ecuadorian leader from EFE (Spain) 24 Apr 14

King Juan Carlos of Spain welcomed Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa on Thursday for talks on bilateral relations and Ibero-American matters.

Ecuador appoints new military chiefs from Xinhua (China) 7 Apr 14

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa has renewed the leadership of the Armed Forces, the presidency said on its website Monday. 

Ecuador president says Twitter account hacked from Agence France-Presse 28 Mar 14

Ecuador's President Rafael Correa has said his Twitter account was hacked, blaming right-wing foreign groups for posting false tweets on it. 

U.S. Investigates Brothers From Ecuador With Ties To Campaigns from New York Times 28 Mar 14

Two fugitive brothers from Ecuador, whose relatives have contributed hundreds of thousands of dollars to American political campaigns, have
been investigated by the Department of Homeland Security to determine whether any of the millions the men were accused of pilfering in their
home country made it to the United States, according to people close to the case. 

Charges Reduced, Ecuadorean Hopes To Stay In US from Associated Press 20 Mar 14

An Ecuadorean immigrant facing possible deportation said Wednesday he hopes to be allowed to stay in the United States after a court removed a
felony conviction stemming from a clash with a now-disgraced police officer. 

Ecuadoran president reshuffles cabinet from Xinhua (China) 11 Mar 14

Ecuadoran President Rafael Correa on Monday reshuffled his cabinet after his party suffered major setbacks in local elections. 

Ecuadoran president reshuffles cabinet from Xinhua (China) 10 Mar 14

Ecuadoran President Rafael Correa on Monday reshuffled his cabinet after his party suffered major setbacks in local elections. 

1.5 tons of drugs seized in Ecuador's coastal province from Xinhua (China) 6 Mar 14

Ecuador authorities reported on Thursday the seizure of 1.5 tons of drugs during an operation in the coastal province of Los Rios, and five people
were arrested. 

Federal Judge Rules For Chevron In Ecuadorean Pollution Case from New York Times 5 Mar 14

Since losing a $19 billion judgment in an Ecuadorean court three years ago, Chevron has drawn the condemnation of human rights and
environmental activists by refusing to pay anything in fines or accept blame for polluting the Ecuadorean rain forest. 

Federal Judge Rules For Chevron In Ecuadorean Pollution Case from New York Times 5 Mar 14

Since losing a $19 billion judgment in an Ecuadorean court three years ago, Chevron has drawn the condemnation of human rights and
environmental activists by refusing to pay anything in fines or accept blame for polluting the Ecuadorean rain forest. 

Ecuador President Correa hints at 2017 re-election bid from Agence France-Presse 1 Mar 14

Ecuador President Rafael Correa on Saturday said he may seek re-election in 2017, despite previously supporting constitutional measures limiting
the country's leader to only two consecutive terms. 

Ecuador rejects U.S. human rights report as "biased" from Xinhua (China) 28 Feb 14

Ecuador Friday rejected as "biased" an annual U.S. human rights report which accuses the government of President Rafael Correa of stifling
freedom of expression. 

Ecuador's president moves to reshuffle cabinet after poll defeat from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 26 Feb 14

The Ecuadorean cabinet resigned en masse Wednesday in response to a request by President Rafael Correa, ahead of an anticipated reshuffle, and
after a defeat for his party in municipal elections at the weekend. 

Correa government loses Ecuador capital in local election from Reuters 24 Feb 14



Ecuador's opposition won control of the capital Quito and one other major city in the oil-producing Andean nation in elections on Sunday,
preliminary results showed, in a blow to the socialist government of President Rafael Correa. 

Ecuadorian leader confident of ruling party win in local polls from Xinhua (China) 23 Feb 14

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa cast his vote Sunday in local elections, saying he was confident his left-wing ruling PAIS Alliance party
would win, especially in key battleground Quito. 

Presidential helicopter crashes in Ecuador, three dead from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 14

A military helicopter assigned to the presidency crashed in southern Ecuador, killing three people, President Rafael Correa has announced. 

Cartoonist Tries To Turn Government Sanction Into Laughing Matter from Miami Herald 6 Feb 14

Last week, Ecuador’s newly formed media watchdog ordered El Universo newspaper to print a “correction” of an editorial cartoon. 

Will Ecuador Extortion Rise with Growth of International Organized Crime? from In Sight Crime 5 Feb 14

Prosecutors in Ecuador are investigating a wave of extortions believed to have been carried out by the same criminal group, raising the question of
what effect the growing presence of transnational organized crime will have on local criminal activities. 

Volcano’s Ash Affects A Third Of Ecuador Provinces from Associated Press 4 Feb 14

A cloud of ash that climbed more than 2.5-mile-high (4-kilometer) from Tungurahua volcano on Monday has affected a third of Ecuador’s
provinces and forced the suspension of classes at some schools after temporarily closing a regional airport. 

Former Ecuador police chief arrested in US from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 14

A former head of Ecuadoran police wanted for crimes against humanity was arrested in Washington at the request of Interpol and will be deported
to his country, Ecuador said Wednesday. 

Economists Expect Declining Profitability at Ecuadorean Banks from Latin American Advisor 28 Jan 14

Economists are expecting the profitability of Ecuadorean banks to continue declining this year as President Rafael Correa's administration eyes
stricter regulations, The Wall Street Journal reported Friday. Banks in the South American country had a return on equity of 10.15 percent last
year, as compared to 12.79 percent in 2012 and 18.91 percent in 2011...

Ecuador firm on reducing US presence, spies from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 14

Ecuador on Saturday stressed it wanted the number of US military staff on its territory reduced, and warned it also would not allow US
"espionage equipment." 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Ecuador insists that the U.S. has "disproportionate " military figure in Quito from
Agence France-Presse 25 Jan 14

Ecuador insisted on Saturday that the U.S. Embassy in Quito has a " disproportionate" military figure , the output will be ordered by the
government, and said he will not allow " spy equipment " installed in their territory. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Ecuador investigates presence " military group " U.S. Embassy in Quito from EFE
(Spain) 25 Jan 14

The Government of Ecuador investigates the presence of an alleged " military group " under orders from U.S. Southern Command , which works
in the U.S. Embassy in Quito country , today said Foreign Minister Ricardo Patiño. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Ecuadorian Government disputes alleged presence of U.S. military group from
Associated Press 25 Jan 14

Ecuador will not allow his government is the subject of espionage by the United States and other nations , the foreign minister said Saturday
Ricardo Patiño to question the supposed presence of a military group of 50 people at the U.S. Embassy in Quito. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Ecuador will not allow U.S. spy equipment install , says Foreign Minister Patiño from



La Hora (Ecuador) 25 Jan 14

Ecuadorian Foreign Minister Ricardo Patiño said a military group of the Southern Command and the U.S. Department of Defense would have
been about 50 people in the U.S. Embassy in Quito. 

Ecuadorean Airline Halts Flights To Venezuela from Associated Press 24 Jan 14

The Ecuadorean airline Tame suspended on Thursday its once-daily flights to and from Venezuela until that country’s cash-strapped government
pays it $43 million owed for ticket sales. 

Correa Wants Some US Military Officials To Leave from Associated Press 23 Jan 14

President Rafael Correa said Wednesday that Washington has too many military officers assigned to its embassy in Ecuador and he plans to order
some to leave. 

Correa Wants Some US Military Officials To Leave from Associated Press 23 Jan 14

President Rafael Correa said Wednesday that Washington has too many military officers assigned to its embassy in Ecuador and he plans to order
some to leave. 

Correa 'loves America,' doesn't trust its gov't from AP 22 Jan 14

Ecuadorean President Rafael Correa says he loves the United States. He says he has a problem, though, with what he calls Washington's ``clumsy''
foreign policy toward Latin American governments it considers hostile.

Ecuador: International Support Crucial in Battle with Chevron from Latin American Herald Tribune 22 Jan 14

Foreign Minister Ricardo Patiño said... “If it were just a fight between Chevron and Ecuador, we would surely lose,” but the impact of global
solidarity could turn the tide in the country’s favor...Patiño is in Uruguay to take part in a conference of signatories to the Inter-American
Convention on Human Rights...

Ecuador's Correa wants US military to leave from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 14

Ecuador's leftist President Rafael Correa said Wednesday he would ask the United States to withdraw American military personnel assigned to its
embassy in Quito. 

Ecuadorian president optimistic about trade deal with EU from Xinhua (China) 21 Jan 14

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa Tuesday struck a positive note on his country's on-going trade negotiations with the European Union (EU),
after the first round of talks were concluded Friday in Brussels, Belgium, which the EU hailed as with "significant progress." 

Chinese VP meets Ecuadorian counterpart on ties from Xinhua (China) 20 Jan 14

Chinese Vice President Li Yuanchao met his Ecuadorean counterpart Jorge Glas Espinel on Monday. 

Ecuador's Correa rebukes 'intrusions' by UN, Americas court from Agence France-Presse 18 Jan 14

Ecuador's President Rafael Correa on Saturday rebuked requests by major international bodies for clarification on his anti-abortion position and
decision to extract oil from an Amazon reserve. 

Ecuador drug bust nets plane, drugs, 9 suspects from Xinhua (China) 16 Jan 14

Ecuador's Anti-Narcotics Police on Thursday seized a plane, drugs, and arrested nine people suspected of drug trafficking, as part of a wide-
reaching operation, Ecuadorian Interior Minister Jose Serrano said. 

Ecuador politician complains of email hacking from AP 14 Jan 14

Electronic documents published by an Ecuadorean state-run newspaper in a report alleging an opposition politician sought U.S. help to undermine
President Rafael Correa's leftist government were stolen from her email, she and others affected allege... Press freedom activists called it another
sign of eroding civil liberties in this Andean nation. 

Ecuador Has Seized More Drug Now Than Ever from Prensa Latina 8 Jan 14



Ecuadorian police figures reflect today than in the recent four years, Ecuador has improved the amount of drug seizures regarding those captured
during the operation of the U.S. military base in Manta, installed in 1999 to fight drug trafficking.

Six Colombian FARC rebels surrender to Ecuadorian police from Xinhua (China) 29 Dec 13

Six alleged Colombian guerrillas, including two women, one of whom is pregnant, surrendered to Ecuadorian police in a town bordering
Colombia, Ecuadorian media reported Sunday. 

Correa slams report on CIA role in Ecuador strike from Agence France-Presse 23 Dec 13

Ecuador's President Rafael Correa warned Monday that reports US intelligence played a role in a 2008 Colombian attack on FARC rebels in his
country as a threat to regional peace efforts. 

Ecuador Orders Policeman Who Tried To Kill President Detained from Agence France-Presse 19 Dec 13

Ecuadoran authorities ordered a policeman accused of involvement in a failed 2010 coup bid against President Rafael Correa to be held pending
investigation. 

Ecuador freezes cooperation with USAID from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 13

Ecuador announced Monday that it was freezing cooperation with USAID, after charging last year the US agency was meddling in its domestic
affairs. 

Belarus, Ecuador ready to develop multilateral cooperation - Lukashenko from Itar-Tass (Russia) 16 Dec 13

Belarus and Ecuador are ready to develop multilateral cooperation - from agricultural to military-technical relations, Belarusian President
Alexander Lukashenko said at a meeting with Ecuadorian Vice-President Jorge Glas Espinel on Monday. 

Correction: Ecuador - Besieged Journalists story from Associated Press 12 Dec 13

Investigative journalist Juan Carlos Calderon received multiple death threats after launching something rare in the claustrophobic media climate
of today’s Ecuador, a digital magazine exposing high-level corruption. 

Ecuador Shuts Down Nonprofit Environmental Group from Associated Press 6 Dec 13

President Rafael Correa’s government has shut down a nonprofit environmental group that opposes Amazon rainforest oil drilling, alleging it was
involved in disturbing public order. 

Two tonnes of cocaine seized in Ecuador from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Nov 13

Ecuadorian police seized 2 tonnes of cocaine in a raid in the country's southern coast, the Interior Ministry said Wednesday. 

US warns of fallout if Ecuador scraps bilateral treaty from Agence France-Presse 11 Nov 13

Ecuador's possible scrapping of a bilateral investment treaty with the United States could lead to loss of American investment in the country,
Washington's envoy warned Monday. 

Ecuador: a clean haven in a cocaine-plagued region from Agence France-Presse 9 Nov 13

Ecuador borders top cocaine producers Colombia and Peru, yet it has pulled off a small miracle: not only does it not make the drug, it is also
proving to be a major headache for the region's powerful cartels. 

Ecuador awards Chinese military doctors from Xinhua (China) 31 Oct 13

A group of Chinese military doctors were awarded Ecuador's highest military honor on Thursday for their outstanding performance over the past
year in the country. 

Lukashenko considers cooperation with Ecuador successful from Itar-Tass (Russia) 31 Oct 13

President Alexander Lukashenko considers oil cooperation with Ecuador successful. 

Ecuadorean president invites Putin to visit his country from Itar-Tass (Russia) 29 Oct 13



President of Ecuador Rafael Correa has invited Russian President Vladimir Putin to visit his country. 

Ecuador could still consider Snowden's asylum bid: president from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 13

Ecuador's President Rafael Correa said on Tuesday that his country could still consider an application for political asylum from US fugitive
Edward Snowden. 

Police Seizes 3 Tons of Cocaine in Ecuador from Xinhua (China) 4 Oct 13

Ecuador's anti-narcotic agents from the National Police seized at least three tons of cocaine in an operation held in the southwestern coastal
province of Santa Elena, Ecuador's Interior Minister Jose Serrano announced Friday.

Ecuadorian Military Helicopter Allegedly Attacked on Colombian Border from Xinhua (China) 3 Oct 13

An Ecuadorian military helicopter allegedly came under fire from the Colombian side of the border during a reconnaissance flight over Ecuador's
northwest province of Esmeraldas, the Ecuadorian Armed Forces Joint Command said Thursday in a statement.

Report Links Politicians to 2010 Police Mutiny in Ecuador from EFE 1 Oct 13

A commission created in Ecuador to investigate the police revolt of Sept. 30, 2010, found that "certain political actors" were implicated in the
actions undertaken, including former President Lucio Gutierrez. 

Ecuador president meets Fidel, Raul Castro on Cuba trip from Agence France-Presse 21 Sep 13

Ecuadoran President Rafael Correa met Friday with Cuban revolutionary leader Fidel Castro and his younger brother, President Raul Castro, the
leftist South American leader said. 

Panel rules for Chevron in Ecuador Amazon case from Associated Press 20 Sep 13

Plaintiffs' hopes for collecting a $19 billion judgment awarded by an Ecuadorean court against Chevron Corp. for oil contamination in the
Amazon have suffered another potential setback. 

Ecuador’s Correa Calls For Chevron Boycott from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 13

Ecuadoran President Rafael Correa called Tuesday for a global boycott of Chevron, as part of a campaign to highlight Amazon pollution that
Quito has attributed to the US oil giant. 

Ecuador police clash with protesters over Amazon oil drilling from Agence France-Presse 28 Aug 13

Police in Ecuador clashed Tuesday with ecologists and indigenous people protesting plans to open up a huge Amazon reserve to oil drilling. 

Ecuadoran police find tons of cocaine in cans of hearts of palm from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Aug 13

Ecuadoran police confiscated 4.4 tons of cocaine hidden in cans of hearts of palm headed for Spain, the Interior Ministry said Tuesday. 

Ecuador’s President Abandons No-Drilling Plan from Associated Press 16 Aug 13

President Rafael Correa says he has abandoned a unique and ambitious plan to persuade rich countries to pay Ecuador not to drill for oil in a
pristine Amazon rainforest preserve. The idea was to set a precedent in the fight against global warming by lowering the high cost to poor
countries of going green.

Ecuador Pulls The Plug On Innovative Cash-For-Conservation Program In The Amazon from Miami Herald 16 Aug 13

Ecuador will open a pristine swath of the Amazon to oil drilling after the international community failed to back an ambitious conservation plan
to leave the crude untouched, the government said Thursday.

HRW says Ecuador trampling NGOs from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 13

A prominent human rights group sharply criticized Ecuador's President Rafael Correa Monday for a decree imposing restrictions on non-
governmental organizations. 

UPDATE: Ecuadorian president orders to repel FARC attacks from Xinhua (China) 10 Aug 13



Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa Friday ordered armed forces to repel any attacks from the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC)
guerrilla group. 

FARC blamed for deadly Ecuadoran border attack from Agence France-Presse 9 Aug 13

A fierce border skirmish which claimed the life of an Ecuadoran army lieutenant was attributed to Colombian FARC rebels, Colombia's Ministry
of Defence said Friday. 

Ecuadoran officer killed in Colombia border clash: official from Agence France-Presse 8 Aug 13

An Ecuadoran army lieutenant was killed Thursday in a clash with an armed Colombian group in a border area between the two countries, an
official said. 

UPDATE: Six killed in clashes with Colombian militias: Ecuador from Agence France-Presse 8 Aug 13

An Ecuadoran army lieutenant and five members of an illegal armed Colombian group were killed in clashes Thursday in a border area between
the two countries, an official said. 

Snowden case shows that US puts its interests above morals-Ecuadorean FM from Itar-Tass (Russia) 7 Aug 13

Washington's desire to have CIA whistleblower Edward Snowden extradited at all costs suggests that the United States puts its own interests
above all generally accepted moral principles, Ecuadorean Foreign Minister Ricardo Patio stated. 

An experiment in Amazon conservation faces economic reality from Miami Herald 3 Aug 13

In 2010, the United Nations threw its support behind the project, setting up a trust fund to receive and manage donations. There were hopes that
crowd-sourcing conservation might be a model for other developing nations. But six years after its launch, those goals are proving elusive.

Ecuador reports 137 H1N1 cases, 11 deaths from Xinhua (China) 31 Jul 13

The H1N1 Influenza A virus has killed 11 and infected 137 people this year in Ecuador, spreading to 14 provinces out of its 24 provinces, the
Ministry of Public Health said Tuesday. 

Ecuador's Tungurahua Volcano records major explosion from Xinhua (China) 14 Jul 13

The Tungurahua Volcano, located in Ecuador's central Andean region, registered a major explosion on Sunday with a stronger eruption that
spewed ash and rocks into the atmosphere, according to the Geophysics Institute of the National Polytechnic School (IGEPN). 

Leaker Poses Latin America Paradox from Wall Street Journal 11 Jul 13

Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia Attack Opponents and Media While They Laud Snowden, Critics Say. 

Ecuador expects OAS to condemn incident on Bolivian president's plane from Xinhua (China) 10 Jul 13

Ecuadorian Foreign Minister Ricardo Patino said on Tuesday he expected the Organization of American States (OAS) to condemn last week's
incident, in which some European countries denied access of Bolivian President Evo Morales' plane. 

FEATURE: In Ecuador, A Magazine’s Death Comes Amid Questions from New York Times 9 Jul 13

....the cause of death is much in dispute....The owner said the country’s contentious new news media law had killed the magazine by creating
restrictions that threatened to strangle a free press....President Rafael Correa...saying it had starved to death: no one read it, he said, and the money
ran out....But the magazine’s reporters and editors had a different opinion: it died of fear. 

For Ecuador, No Rosy Picture from Washington Post 2 Jul 13

Terrible timing for a cheery campaign - which includes prominent ads on Metro trains - by the Ecuadoran Embassy promoting a trade pact with
the United States. 

Snowden’s Fate Is Up To Russia, Ecuador Says from New York Times 1 Jul 13

President Rafael Correa said Sunday that while there were weighty arguments for granting asylum to the fugitive American intelligence leaker
Edward J. Snowden, it was up to Russia to decide what happens to him. 



Ecuador Leader Says Biden Called Him About Snowden from New York Times 30 Jun 13

President Rafael Correa of Ecuador said Saturday that Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. had asked him in a telephone call not to grant asylum to
Edward J. Snowden, the fugitive former security contractor wanted in the United States. 

Ecuador president says spoke to US vice president about Snowden from Agence France-Presse (AFP) 29 Jun 13

President Rafael Correa said Saturday he has spoken with US Vice President Joe Biden about Edward Snowden, and that the American official
asked Ecuador to reject the fugitive intelligence leaker's asylum request. 

Ecuador Quits U.S. Trade Deal To Avoid *Blackmail* Over Snowden from Los Angeles Times 28 Jun 13

Ecuador on Thursday announced it was withdrawing from a 2-decade-old trade pact with the United States, saying the agreement left the South
American nation vulnerable to "blackmail" as U.S. officials seek the return of fugitive Edward Snowden. 

Ecuador issued a 'safe pass' for Snowden: report from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 13

Ecuador has issued a "safe pass" transit permit for US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden, according to the US-based Spanish-language TV
network Univision, which posted what it said was a copy of the document online. 

US warns of 'grave' impact if Ecuador takes in Snowden from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 13

The United States on Thursday warned Ecuador it would create "grave difficulties" in bilateral ties if Quito grants asylum to fugitive US
intelligence leaker Edward Snowden. 

Ecuador rejects trade status with US from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 Jun 13

Ecuador said on Thursday it would renounce tariff preferences with the United States, which need renewal by Congress. 

Ecuador Reviews Snowden Request from USA Today 27 Jun 13

NSA leaker Edward Snowden remained in hiding Wednesday though a hint of his escape plans emerged when the Ecuadorean Embassy asked the
U.S. why it should not grant him political asylum. 

Ecuador says Snowden asylum document unauthorized from Associated Press 27 Jun 13

Ecuadoran officials say a government employee issued a safe conduct pass for National Security Agency leaker Edward Snowden to travel to
Ecuador to seek political asylum, but the action was unauthorized and the pass has no validity. 

Ecuador denies it gave travel document to Snowden from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 13

Ecuador denied on Wednesday that it gave a travel document to fugitive US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden that allowed him to travel from
Hong Kong to Russia. 

Ecuador: Decision on Snowden could take months from Associated Press 26 Jun 13

Ecuador's foreign minister says his government could take months to decide whether to grant asylum to fugitive U.S. National Security Agency
leaker Edward Snowden. 

Ecuador Courts Trade Problems With US If It Grants Asylum To Snowden from New York Times 26 Jun 13

President Rafael Correa of Ecuador has more than just the ire of United States to consider as he weighs an asylum request from Edward J.
Snowden, the fugitive intelligence contractor trying to dodge American authorities. 

OPINION: Snowden Case Highlights Ecuador's Double Standard from Washington Post 25 Jun 13

CHINA MADE a show of disrespect for the Obama administration Sunday by facilitating the flight of Edward Snowden.

Through Snowden, Ecuador Seeks Fight With U.S. from Washington Post 25 Jun 13

If Edward Snowden, the former intelligence contractor on the run from American officials, winds up receiving sanctuary in tiny Ecuador, he will
be welcomed by a brash populist leader who savors tussling with the United States.



In Ecuador, fears of US retaliation over Snowden case from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 13

Ecuador's decision to study the asylum petition of US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden has angered the opposition and sparked fears that the
United States could retaliate by hitting Ecuadoran exports. 

Ecuador FM says he doesn't know where Snowden is from Associated Press 25 Jun 13

Ecuador's foreign minister says he doesn't know where Edward Snowden is after the National Security Agency leaker failed to board a flight from
Russia. 

Ecuador says Snowden raises *freedom of expression* issue from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 13

Ecuador's foreign minister on Monday said protection for fugitive US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden was an issue of "freedom of
expression" as his government analyses a request for asylum by the whistleblower. 

Vietnam, Ecuador to promote cooperation from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 13

Vietnam has attached importance to developing friendship and all-sided cooperation with Latin- American countries, including Ecuador, said
Vietnamese Foreign Minister Pham Binh Minh here on Monday. 

UPDATE: Snowden seeks asylum in Ecuador: minister from Agence France-Presse 23 Jun 13

Edward Snowden has requested asylum in Ecuador, the Ecuadoran foreign minister said Sunday, as he seeks to escape US justice for revealing
secrets of a vast phone and Web surveillance drive. 

Ecuador sheltering 55,480 refugees, says UNHCR from Xinhua (China) 21 Jun 13

Some 55,480 people, 98 percent of them from Colombia, currently seek refuge in Ecuador, making it the country with the biggest number of
refugees in Latin America, according to an envoy with the United Nations refugee agency. 

A Year On, Assange Stays Put In Ecuadorean Embassy from Associated Press 19 Jun 13

A year ago, Julian Assange skipped out on a date with Swedish justice. Rather than comply with a British order that he go to the Scandinavian
country for questioning about sex crimes allegations, the WikiLeaks founder took refuge in the Ecuadorean Embassy in London. 

Ecuador's legislature passes restrictive media law from Associated Press 14 Jun 13

Ecuador's congress has approved a communications bill that creates official media overseers, imposes sanctions for smearing "people's good
name" and redistributes radio and TV frequencies. 

Ecuador Moves to Tighten Reins on Media from The Wall Street Journal 14 Jun 13

Ecuador's legislature Friday approved a law that will tighten media regulations, raising concerns that press freedom will be eroded ...
Nongovernmental organizations say the law opens the way for censorship from the executive branch, a charge the government denies.

Ecuador Congress OKs law to ease mining investment terms from Reuters 13 Jun 13

Ecuador's lawmakers on Thursday approved a mining law that should speed the development of small and medium-size ventures... the...nation is
largely unexplored and could potentially have big copper, gold and silver deposits.

Ecuador to vote controversial media law from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 13

Ecuador's Congress is set to vote Friday on a communications bill that will sharply reduce the private media's allotment of the country's airwaves
over opposition protests. 

Ecuador dismantles gang linked to Mexican cartel from Xinhua (China) 7 Jun 13

Ecuador has dismantled a criminal gang with suspected ties to Mexico's Sinaloa drug cartel and arrested an intelligence chief in the military who
served as its ringleader, Interior Minister Jose Serrano announced Friday. 

Britain And Ecuador May Discuss Assange Case from New York Times 4 Jun 13



The Ecuadorean foreign minister is due to travel to London this month and has offered to meet his British counterpart to discuss the impasse over
the Julian Assange case, officials from both countries said on Monday. 

Ecuador's Top Diplomat Says He'll Meet With British Counterpart In London On Assange Stalemate from Associated Press 3 Jun 13

Ecuador's foreign minister says he plans to meet with his British counterpart on June 17 to discuss the unresolved asylum case of WikiLeaks
founder Julian Assange. 

Ecuador moves to prevent spread of H1N1 flu from Xinhua (China) 1 Jun 13

Ecuador had kicked start a prevention program, mainly in the border areas, to avoid a possible spread of H1N1 flu, which has hit neighboring
Colombia and Venezuela, Health Minister Carina Vance said Friday. 

Ecuador's Top Diplomat To Visit Assange from Agence France-Presse 30 May 13

Ecuadoran Foreign Minister Ricardo Patino said he would travel to London to meet with WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, living at Ecuador's
embassy for nearly a year to avoid extradition. 

Ecuador's President Correa sworn to second term from Agence France-Presse 24 May 13

Ecuador's hugely popular leftist president, Rafael Correa, was sworn in to a second term Friday, with energy reform and expanded overseas trade
topping his agenda. 

Ecuador confirms Russian rocket remains hit its satellite from Xinhua (China) 23 May 13

The Ecuadorian Space Civil Agency ( EXA) said Thursday that Ecuador's first satellite "Pegaso" put into orbit last April was hit by the remains of
a Russian rocket launched into space in 1985. 

Ecuador's vice president to leave office from Xinhua (China) 22 May 13

Ecuador's Vice President Lenin Moreno will leave office Thursday before President Rafael Correa swears in for a new presidential term Friday,
local media reported Wednesday. 

Ecuador warns satellite could hit rocket remains from Agence France-Presse 22 May 13

An Ecuadoran satellite launched last month could collide with the remains of a Russian rocket in the coming hours, the country's civilian space
agency warned Wednesday. 

Ecuador's Andean Parliament members sworn in from Xinhua (China) 19 May 13

Ecuador's five representatives to the Andean Parliament, the decision-making body for the Community of Andean Nations (CAN) composed of
Peru, Bolivia, Colombia and Ecuador, were sworn in Sunday by Ecuador's National Assembly. 

Ecuador smashes India-to-US migrant smuggling ring from Agence France-Presse 16 May 13

A ring that smuggled immigrants from India and Sri Lanka into the United States through Ecuador has been broken up with the arrest of six
people, Ecuadoran authorities said Thursday. 

Ecuador's new legislature takes office from Xinhua (China) 14 May 13

Ecuador's new National Assembly, elected in Feb. 17 elections that saw the ruling party win an overwhelming majority of seats, took office
Tuesday for a period of four years. 

Police arrest a suspected Sinaloa cartel member in Ecuador from EFE (Spain) 8 May 13

A suspected member of Mexico's Sinaloa drug cartel and eight other people were arrested during an anti-drug operation in Ecuador, the National
Police said. 

Ecuador withdraws ambassador in Peru over supermarket brawl from Reuters 7 May 13

Ecuador removed its ambassador in Peru from his post on Monday over his involvement in a supermarket brawl in Lima, an incident that
threatened to sour relations between the neighboring countries... In the supermarket security videotape shown on Peruvian television, Riofrio is



seen swatting a woman with a magazine after she hits him. Several women are then seen slapping him and pulling his hair.

Ecuador recalls 'brawl' ambassador after spat with Peru from BBC 7 May 13

Ecuador's ambassador to Lima, Rodrigo Riofrio, has resigned after being involved in a brawl with two women in a supermarket in the Peruvian
capital. 

Ecuador makes strides in human development: UN report from Xinhua (China) 7 May 13

Ecuador has evolved from a country of medium human development to one of high human development within seven years, according to an
annual Human Development Index report of the United Nations. 

Ecuador makes strides in human development: UN report from Xinhua 7 May 13

Ecuador has evolved from a country of medium human development to one of high human development within seven years, according to an
annual Human Development Index report of the United Nations. Ecuador is one of the four countries that have improved their standings by rising
10 places in seven years, Ecuador's official Andes news agency reported on Tuesday. 

Ecuador nabs 2 in possession of anti-tank rockets from EFE (Spain) 3 May 13

Military personnel confiscated eight anti-tank rockets from two civilians traveling in a private automobile, Ecuador's Armed Forces Joint
Command said Friday. 

Ecuador dismantles regional criminal gang from Xinhua (China) 19 Apr 13

Ecuador's police dismantled on Friday a dangerous 11-member criminal gang consisting of Ecuadorians and Colombians, the country's Interior
Minister Jose Serrano announced. 

Ecuador to launch first homemade satellite from Agence France-Presse 13 Apr 13

Ecuador will launch its first satellite into space from China in two weeks, President Rafael Correa announced Saturday. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Ecuadorean soldiers repelled a guerrilla attack from Xinhua (China) 26 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: The soldiers were patrolling the Colombian border in an area called Real Cuembí in the Amazonian province of
Sucumbios when they came under attack from three Colombian guerrillas that had crossed the border illegally.

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Ecuador Police seize 603 kilos of cocaine from Xinhua (China) 21 Mar 13

Ecuador counternarcotics officials seized 603 kilos of cocaine, allegedly from Colombia, in two operations in the provinces of Pichincha and
Guayas, said the police general commander, Rodrigo Suarez.

OPINION: Ecuador And Other States Try To Muzzle Human Rights Protections from Washington Post 20 Mar 13

A historic showdown set to occur at Friday's meeting of the general assembly of the Organization of American States could determine the future
of human rights protections throughout the Western Hemisphere. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Ecuador said there is less of a presence of Colombian irregular groups on the
border from EFE (Spain) 14 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The Commanding General of the Ecuadorean Army, Jorge Peña, said he has found less of a presence of
Colombian illegal groups in the border area and stressed that he maintained constant patrols in the area. Peña thought the reduced presence in the
border area was part of a strategy by the FARC while they are in peace talks with the Colombian government. 

Ecuador plans legal challenge on foreign investment, oil from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 13

Ecuador's president on Saturday said he planned to challenge several bilateral investment treaties after the South American country was ordered to
pay billions of dollars in damages by overseas courts. 

Ecuador: Correa Calls for Latin American Help with Chevron Case from The Argentina Independent 28 Feb 13

As Ecuador’s long-running legal battle with Chevron over environmental damage to the country’s rainforest lingers on, Rafael Correa is urging



for Latin America’s support. 

Ecuador President Vows To Push Large-scale Mining from AFP 25 Feb 13

Ecuador's re-elected President Rafael Correa said Saturday he will push large-scale mining projects during his next four years in office, despite
opposition from some indigenous groups...Correa, a socialist, said his goal was to use the country's mining and oil wealth to eliminate poverty and
said he was committed to "the Amazonian people and all the areas where there is mining or oil." 

COMMENTARY: Ecuador's President, Suppressing The Media from Washington Post 21 Feb 13

...Mr. Correa has intimidated Ecuador's independent media into virtual silence. Since May, the government closed 11 other radio stations that did
not toe its line.

EDITORIAL: Can Correa Chart A Democratic Path? from Miami Herald 20 Feb 13

The voting is over in Ecuador and President Rafael Correa has won a third term. Election monitors from the Organization of American States
have reported no major irregularities. That's a good start; the region can ill-afford another election fiasco.

After re-election, Ecuador's Correa eyes broader change from Agence France-Presse 18 Feb 13

Fresh from a landslide re-election victory, Ecuador's President Rafael Correa was hoping to follow up with the sweeping legislative win needed to
clear the way for deeper socialist changes. 

Ecuador leader heavily favored to win re-election from Associated Press 17 Feb 13

Rafael Correa, a dynamic, polemical economist whose leftist government has won broad backing from the lower classes as it leads Latin America
in social spending, is expected to sail to a second re-election Sunday as the Andean nation's president. 

Polls open in Ecuador general election from Agence France-Presse 17 Feb 13

Polls opened Sunday in Ecuador's general election, in which President Rafael Correa is the overwhelming favorite to win re-election and possibly
a majority in Congress.

Ecuador's Correa re-elected president: exit polls from Agence France-Presse 17 Feb 13

Ecuador's President Rafael Correa won a second four-year term Sunday according to two exit polls giving him around 61 percent of the vote,
published as polls closed in the general election. 

Ecuador's Political Juggernaut Faces Re-election from Associated Press 15 Feb 13

On a campaign stage, Rafael Correa is a dancing, singing, swirling tornado of energy. Ecuador's president doesn't make promises. He's way past
that. 

OPINION: Ecuador's Permanent Mob-Rule Campaign from Wall Street Journal 11 Feb 13

...in...Ecuador, where President Rafael Correa is a candidate for re-election on Feb. 17. Mr. Correa is a permanent campaigner and has been so
since his first presidential victory in November 2006. He has spent the past six years demonizing the opposition rather than looking for common
ground as a leader might be expected to do. He also has used permanent campaigning to rewrite the constitution and eliminate barriers to his
absolute power.

In A First, Transsexual Runs For Office In Ecuador from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 13

A 30-year-old rights activist is vying to become Ecuador's first transsexual lawmaker. Diane Rodriguez is seeking to fill a vacant congressional
seat as a candidate of the leftist Rupture 25 party in the South American country's February 17 presidential and parliamentary elections. If she
succeeds, the psychology student would become the first transsexual to hold public office in this socially conservative nation where 85 percent of
the population identifies as Catholic. 

Ecuador's president resumes reelection campaign after stabbings from Xinhua (China) 6 Feb 13

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa has resumed his reelection campaign for the Feb. 17 poll following fatal attacks on two of his supporters at a
rally Monday. "In the name of the victims, today more than ever, we will continue despite the pain caused by this tragedy, but with hope and



optimism to continue building our new country," Correa said at a rally Wednesday in the northern province of Carchi, on the border with
Colombia. 

Ecuador's Correa suspends campaign after deaths of two supporters from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 5 Feb 13

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa and his party Alianza Pais suspended their electoral campaign Tuesday after two of their supporters were
stabbed to death at a rally. A suspect in the two killings, which happened late Monday in Quinindie, some 190 kilometres from Quito, has been
arrested. Correa, who is seeking re-election on February 17 and is ahead in the polls, said the killings were a "tragedy" but also "an isolated
incident." 

Ecuador election rally knife attack leaves two dead from BBC 5 Feb 13

Two people have been stabbed to death in Ecuador after a man attacked people waiting for President Rafael Correa to address an election rally. A
video broadcast on local TV showed a man wielding a big knife as he pushed though a crowd of Correa supporters. Four people were also injured
in the attack in the town of Quininde, and a man has been arrested, officials said. 

Ecuador seizes 4 Peruvian vessels for fishing in its waters from EFE (Spain) 4 Feb 13

The Ecuadorian navy last week intercepted four Peruvian boats with 10 citizens of that nation aboard that were fishing in its territorial waters, the
National Directorate of Aquatic Areas, or Dirnea, announced Monday. The vessels were detected in the waters bordering on Peruvian territorial
waters off the coast of the Ecuadorian province of El Oro. 

Ecuador leader blasts U.S. LatAm policy from Xinhua (China) 21 Jan 13

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa said Monday that Washington still pursues "double standards" in its foreign policy toward Latin America.
Correa made the comment in the wake of U.S. President Barack Obama's inauguration for a second term. 

Ecuador's highly supported president vows to win reelction from Xinhua (China) 4 Jan 13

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa on Friday vowed to win the Feb. 17 presidential elections as he currently enjoys a support rate of more than
60 percent. "Today we begin to build a path towards a new victory of our revolution, our campaign will be with happiness, unity and harmony.
Let's leave bitterness to the ones who can't defeat us in the elections," Correa, also head of the ruling PAIS Alliance Movement, told supporters in
Quito Friday when the official election campaign began.

Ecuador president taking leave in re-election bid from Associated Press 3 Jan 13

Ecuador's Congress voted overwhelmingly Wednesday to grant President Rafael Correa a monthlong leave of absence while he campaigns to be
the first Ecuadorean leader in more than a century to hold the presidency for more than a single term. The South American nation limited its
presidents to single terms in the 20th century until the charter was changed in 2008 to allow re-election...

(Spanish) Roban armamento de destacamento ecuatoriano ubicado cerca a frontera Colombia (Ecuadorean arms detachment
stolen near border with Colombia from EFE 2 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST SUMMARY: The theft happened in the Sansahuari area in Sucumbíos province. The Ecuadorean defense ministry didn't
provide details as to what type of arms were stolen and how many there were. 

Peru
Peru approves shooting down of drug smuggling planes from BBC 21 Aug 15

The Peruvian Congress has approved legislation that allows the country's air force to shoot down small planes suspected of carrying illegal drugs.
Peru produces more cocaine than any other country and anti-narcotics agents say most of it is smuggled to the US. 

Eradication spells misery for Peru's coca farmers from Associated Press 18 Aug 15

Edma Duran uses a machete to salvage what leaves she can from the family's coca plot, which government workers have just destroyed in a
record-breaking U.S.-backed eradication campaign that has affected roughly a half million Peruvians. 

Eradication Spells Misery For Peru’s Coca Farmers from Associated Press 17 Aug 15

Edma Duran uses a machete to salvage the leaves she can from the family’s coca plot, which government workers have just destroyed in an



record-breaking U.S.-backed eradication campaign that has affected roughly a half million Peruvians. 

Peruvian miners end roadblock after reaching accord with gov't from EFE (Spain) 13 Aug 15

Miners and metalworkers in the La Oroya district, some 185 kilometers (110 miles) northeast of Lima, ended their blockade of a major highway
after the Peruvian government agreed to seek a way to keep the area's largest employer afloat. 

Two Shining Path fighters captured in Peru from BBC 10 Aug 15

The Peruvian government has announced the capture of two leaders of the Maoist guerrilla group, Shining Path. They were brought to the capital
Lima by air from an isolated valley in the Amazon region. 

Peru's Shining Path rebels still enslaving around 200 people from EFE (Spain) 6 Aug 15

Hidden among the dense Peruvian jungle, the Shining Path rebels are still enslaving between 170 and 200 people, of which around 70 to 80 are
children, said the Peruvian Defense Vice-Minister Ivan Vega Wednesday. 

Peru rescues 15 people, including children, held by rebels from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 15

Peruvian troops rescued seven children and eight adults that were kidnapped by Shining Path rebels, an official said Saturday. 

Peru's president highlights success in fight against drug-trafficking from Xinhua (China) 29 Jul 15

Peru's President Ollanta Humala announced Tuesday his administration's achievements mainly in fighting against drug trafficking between 2011
and 2015 during his term of office. 

Peru decrees warrantless geolocation tracking of cellphones from Associated Press 29 Jul 15

Peru's government on Monday ordered telecommunications companies to grant police warrantless access to cellphone users' locations and other
call data in real time and store that data for three years, a decree that civil libertarians called an unconstitutional invasion of privacy. 

Peru welcomes Brazilian cooperation in corruption probe from EFE (Spain) 29 Jul 15

Peruvian anti-corruption prosecutor Joel Segura praised on Wednesday the willingness of his counterparts in Brazil to investigate whether
Brazilian companies paid bribes in Peru to win contracts for work building portions of a pair of transnational interoceanic highways. 

Peru Decrees Warrantless Geolocation Tracking Of Cellphones from Associated Press 28 Jul 15

Peru’s government on Monday ordered telecommunications companies to grant police warrantless access to cellphone users’ locations and other
call data in real time and store that data for three years, a decree that civil libertarians called an unconstitutional invasion of privacy. 

Peru frees 39 people held by Shining Path rebels from Agence France-Presse 27 Jul 15

Authorities in Peru rescued 39 people, including 26 children, whom Maoist Shining Path rebels were raising in bondage as future rebel troops, the
government said Monday. 

Soldier dies in firefight with guerrillas in Peru from EFE (Spain) 21 Jul 15

One soldier was killed and another wounded in a firefight between an army patrol and guerrillas in Peru's Valley of the Apurimac, Ene and
Mantaro Rivers, or VRAEM, officials said Tuesday. 

Humala sets off for Spain to promote economic and cultural ties from EFE (Spain) 6 Jul 15

Peruvian President Ollanta Humala left for Madrid on Sunday for a state visit beginning Tuesday, aimed at boosting economic and cultural ties
with Spain, official sources told EFE. 

In Peruvian valley, coca harvest means survival from Associated Press 30 Jun 15

The more than 600,000 people living in the Apurimac, Ene and Mantaro river valley depend on coca production. It is the reason many settled in
the remote region where the Andes ridge meets the Amazon basin. 

Peru nabs Shining Path logistics boss, ends state of emergency from Agence France-Presse 28 Jun 15



Peru announced Saturday that the logistics chief of the Shining Path rebel group had been captured and that the government is lifting a three-
decade-long state of emergency in a coca-growing region. 

Peru eradicates 17,500 hectares of illegal coca crops from EFE (Spain) 28 Jun 15

The armed forces and National Police have eradicated 17,500 hectares (43,209 acres) of illegal coca crops so far this year, the head of Peru's
Devida drug enforcement agency, Alberto Otarola, said. 

Peru nabs Shining Path logistics boss from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 15

Peruvian police caught the logistics chief of Shining Path, the rebel group largely gutted after 20 years of fighting but whose remnants are active
in coca-growing regions, officials said Saturday. 

Prosecutor drops money laundering probe of Peru first lady from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 15

Peru's First Lady Nadine Heredia will not be investigated for money laundering as alleged by a prosecutor, a court ruled Tuesday. 

Transcontinental railway to help expand trade between Peru, Brazil from Xinhua (China) 1 Jun 15

Trade between Peru and Brazil will expand by 10 billion U.S. dollars with the construction of a proposed transcontinental railway linking them,
Brazilian Ambassador Carlos Alfredo Lazary in Lima said Monday. 

US: Peru's Maoist Shining Path rebels now major drug traffickers from Agence France-Presse 1 Jun 15

The Shining Path rebels which terrorized Peru in the 1980s have evolved into a major drug trafficking group, the US Treasury said Monday. 

US: Peru's Maoist Shining Path rebels now major drug traffickers from Agence France-Presse 1 Jun 15

The Shining Path rebels which terrorized Peru in the 1980s have evolved into a major drug trafficking group, the US Treasury said Monday. 

Anti-mining Protesters Square Off With Troops In South Peru from Associated Press 28 May 15

Dozens of farmers and activists burned tires and briefly occupied a bridge in Peru’s southern highlands Wednesday, defying troops sent to quell
weeks of deadly protests against a Mexican-owned copper mining project. 

China, Peru to study transcontinental railway from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 26 May 15

China and Peru have agreed to conduct a feasibility study into a 5,300-kilometre transcontinental railway linking Peru's Pacific coast with Brazil's
Atlantic coast. 

Grenade explosion damages buildings, spreads alarm in Lima from EFE (Spain) 26 May 15

A grenade explosion on Tuesday damaged the building of a financial institution and some homes in the upscale Miraflores district of Lima, spread
alarm among the population and mobilized security forces. 

Peru suspends civil liberties in region after 4th death from Associated Press 23 May 15

Peru's government has suspended civil liberties in a southern coastal valley after a fourth death in violent anti-mining protests against a Mexican-
owned copper mining project. 

Squatters Clash With Police In Peru’s Capital from Associated Press 21 May 15

A dusty plateau on Lima’s southern outskirts with a protected pre-Incan burial site has become a scene of violent clashes between Peruvians
desperate for land and a new police unit tasked with dislodging squatters. 

Peru declares emergency after huge cracks in earth threaten village from Agence France-Presse 16 May 15

Peru declared a state of emergency in part of the country Saturday after deep cracks caused by heavy rains appeared in a village, terrifying
residents. The gaping crevasses have worsened over several weeks in the northern Ancash region, making some houses uninhabitable and
prompting the emergency resolution by the government. 

Peru police arrest leader of anti-mining protests from EFE (Spain) 15 May 15



Peruvian police on Friday arrested the main leader of protests against Southern Copper's Tia Maria mining project in the southern province of
Islay, authorities said. 

Peru Attorney General Carlos Ramos Heredia dismissed from BBC 14 May 15

Peruvian Attorney General Carlos Ramos Heredia has been dismissed over corruption allegations which predate his time in the post. He was
suspended from office in December pending a probe into his alleged ties with the former governor of the rich mining province of Ancash. 

7 Police wounded in growing protest against Peru mining project from EFE (Spain) 13 May 15

Seven police were wounded in fresh clashes with local residents protesting Southern Copper's Tia Maria mine project in the Peruvian province of
Islay, part of the southern region of Arequipa. 

Army deployed over Peru mining project violence from Agence France-Presse 9 May 15

Peruvian troops have been deployed to help maintain law and order after weeks of deadly protests about a controversial mining project in the
country's south, the government said Saturday. 

Peru may declare state of emergency in province hit by anti-mining protests from EFE (Spain) 7 May 15

Peru's government is studying the possibility of declaring a state of emergency in the southern province of Islay, where protests against Southern
Copper's Tia Maria project have left two dead and nearly 200 injured in recent weeks. 

Drug trade's lowest rung: Peru's cocaine backpackers from Associated Press 6 May 15

Sixty percent of Peru's cocaine comes from the remote Apurimac, Ene and Mantaro river valley, and the backpackers trek for three to five days to
deliver cocaine to traffickers who move the drugs on for export. But it is not the lung-searing ascents to high altitudes that worry the young men.
It is the armed gangs, crooked police, and rival backpacker groups who regularly rob cocaine's beasts of burden on journeys that can extend 100
miles (160 kilometers) or more. 

One person killed in seventh week of Peru mining protest from Agence France-Presse 5 May 15

One person was killed and two others injured Tuesday in clashes between police and demonstrators during a seventh week of protests against a
mining project in southern Peru, the Interior Ministry said. 

Wave of contract killings alarms Peru from EFE (Spain) 4 May 15

A spate of murders by contract killers amid an apparent war among drug gangs has alarmed Lima residents and spurred Peruvian officials to
propose harsher punishments for hired guns. 

Wreckage of drug smuggling plane found in southern Peru from EFE (Spain) 3 May 15

A military patrol found the wreckage of a Bolivian-registered plane that was destroyed in the jungles of the southern Peruvian region of
Ayacucho, the Armed Forces Joint Command said. 

Peru declares Chile spying row over from Agence France-Presse 28 Apr 15

Peru said Tuesday it had received a satisfactory explanation from Chile after accusing it of spying and would begin resuming normal relations,
sending its ambassador back to Santiago. 

Peru May Resume Shooting Down Suspected Coke-smuggling Planes from Los Angeles Times 27 Apr 15

An upsurge in illicit air shipments of cocaine to Bolivia has prompted neighboring Peru to consider resuming a policy of shooting down small
aircraft suspected of ferrying the drug, authorities say. 

Month-long Protest Over Peru Copper Mine Claims First Life from Associated Press 24 Apr 15

Mourners carried a coffin holding a 61-year-old farmer through the streets of a southern Peru port city Thursday after the man became the first
fatality of a monthlong protest against a Mexican-owned copper mining project. 

South Korea boosting Peru aviation industry: president from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 15



South Korea is working with Peru to further boost its aviation industry, South Korean president Park Geun-Hye said Tuesday in Lima while
presenting a training aircraft co-produced by both countries. 

Park seeks to export S. Korea's attack aircraft to Peru from Yonhap (South Korea) 19 Apr 15

President Park Geun-hye will seek the export of South Korea's light attack aircraft to Peru during her four-day state visit to the South American
country, an official said Sunday. 

Peru names new PM after spying scandal from Agence France-Presse 3 Apr 15

Peru's President Ollanta Humala named a new prime minister Thursday, moving to end a crisis sparked by spying allegations leveled at the
previous premier, who was sacked by Congress. 

Peru PM Sacked In Spy Scandal, President Faces Crisis from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 15

Peruvian President Ollanta Humala was left scrambling to find a new prime minister Tuesday after Congress sacked the incumbent, Ana Jara, over
allegations of domestic spying. 

Peru sacks PM over alleged domestic spying from Agence France-Presse 31 Mar 15

Peru's Congress sacked the prime minister, Ana Jara, Monday night over alleged spying against lawmakers, reporters, business leaders and
everyday citizens. 

OPINIO: Peru Is Chavismo’s Next American Target from Wall Street Journal 30 Mar 15

For the citizens of a nation that boasts one of the world’s most spectacular long-run growth spurts since the 1990s, Peruvians are amazingly short
on confidence.

Peruvian PM says ready to face no-confidence vote from Xinhua (China) 30 Mar 15

Peruvian Prime Minister Ana Jara said Sunday that she is ready to face a no-confidence vote over the collection of personal information by the
country's intelligence agency. 

Mining project cancelled over local opposition in Peru from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 Mar 15

The mining company Southern Peru on Friday cancelled a 1.4-billion-dollar project to open a copper mine in the southern Peruvian region of
Arequipa, after major protests from locals. 

Peru mudslide emergency declared in Chosica near Lima from BBC 26 Mar 15

The Peruvian authorities have announced a state of emergency in a town which was hit by an avalanche of mud and rocks on Monday. 

Intelligence chiefs fired after spying complaints in Peru from EFE (Spain) 22 Mar 15

The Peruvian government on Sunday fired the executive director of the National Intelligence Directorate, or Dini, Ivan Kamisaki, and accepted
the resignation of the national intelligence director, Javier Briceño, after the press published alleged information gathered by spying on public
personalities. 

Isolated Tribe Ventures Out Of Threatened Peru Forests from Agence France-Presse 18 Mar 15

Dressed in loincloths and speaking an unknown language, the Mashco-Piro, one of the last isolated peoples on Earth, are increasingly venturing
out of their forests in Peru – to the government’s distress. 

Peruvian parties to lose seats in Congress for serious criminal offences from EFE (Spain) 13 Mar 15

The Congress of Peru has legislated to penalize parliamentarians convicted of drug-trafficking, terrorism, human-trafficking or money laundering. 

Peru eyes backing bill to resume shooting down drug planes from Reuters 10 Mar 15

The government of President Ollanta Humala said on Tuesday it might back a bill that would lift a 14-year-old ban on shooting down aircraft
suspected of carrying drugs, even though the U.S. government opposes the practice. 



Peru first lady denies taking Venezuelan campaign cash from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 15

Peru's first lady Nadine Heredia, who heads the ruling party and is touted as a possible presidential contender, denied Monday that Venezuela's
late president Hugo Chavez funded her husband's campaigns. 

UPDATE: Peru: Ambassador won't return to Chile until spying spat resolved from EFE (Spain) 9 Mar 15

Peru's government said its ambassador to Chile, who was recalled for consultations last month, will not return until a case of alleged spying is
satisfactorily resolved. 

Sabotage causes oil leak in Peruvian rainforest from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 2 Mar 15

An alleged sabotage on a pipeline led to a leak of about 30,000 litres of oil in the Peruvian rainforest, of which about 8,000 litres are believed to
have reached the river Patuyacu, the news agency Andina reported Monday. 

Popular Peru ex-minister charged in killing of journalist from Associated Press 1 Mar 15

A Peruvian prosecutor has formally accused a popular former interior minister of murdering a journalist who covered the country's brutal internal
conflict. 

Peru recalls ambassador from Chile over spying suspicions from Reuters 21 Feb 15

Peru's President Ollanta Humala said on Saturday that he was recalling the Peruvian ambassador from Chile and would not accept "unfriendly
acts" from the neighboring Andean country amid suspicions of spying. 

Peru awaits constructive reply from Chile on spying charges from EFE (Spain) 21 Feb 15

Peruvian Foreign Minister Gonzalo Gutierrez said Saturday that his country awaits a "constructive, precise reply" from the Chilean government
about a suspected case of spying, which led to the delivery of a diplomatic note to the Chilean Embassy in Lima and the recall for consultation of
Peru's ambassador to Santiago. 

Peru charges two with spying, ties with Chile fray from Reuters 19 Feb 15

Two Peruvian naval officers face treason charges on allegations that they spied for Chile, a case that threatens to derail newly improved relations
between the two Andean countries, Peru said on Thursday. 

Soldier wounded in attack on Peru military base from Agence France-Presse 13 Feb 15

A soldier was wounded in a suspected guerrilla attack on a military base in Peru's coca-rich La Mar province, local press reported Friday. 

Argentina oil company leaves Peru town after protests from BBC 12 Feb 15

An Argentine oil company says it will withdraw from an area of the Peruvian Amazon where it has been prospecting for gas deposits. 

Peru Anti-oil Exploration Protest Leaves 1 Dead, 22 Wounded from Associated Press 12 Feb 15

Rock-throwing protesters battled riot police Wednesday after security forces fired on locals demonstrating against oil and natural gas exploration
in the Peruvian Amazon. At least one person was killed by gunfire and 22 wounded, hospital officials said. 

Peru gov't: Pluspetrol to withdraw from gas project after violent protests from EFE (Spain) 12 Feb 15

Peru's mines and energy minister said Thursday that Argentine energy company Pluspetrol will withdraw from a natural gas project in the south-
central district of Pichanqui after protests that left one dead and dozens injured. 

One dead in Peru in oil-related protest from Agence France-Presse 11 Feb 15

Police clashed with protesters fighting oil company operations in the Amazon, leaving one dead and 20 injured, police and local media reports
said. 

Prosecutor Drops Request To Jail Journalists from Associated Press 10 Feb 15

Peruvian prosecutors on Monday withdrew their request to have two journalists jailed while they are investigated over a Greenpeace action at the
ancient Nazca lines site in December that angered many Peruvians. 



Indigenous Peruvians occupy oil wells, demand compensation from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 15

Hundreds of indigenous Indians from the Peruvian Amazon demanded compensation for land use at 14 oil wells, where their demonstrations
caused production to be suspended, Argentine oil company Pluspetrol said Wednesday. 

Peru lawmakers shoot down unpopular labor law from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 15

Lawmakers in Peru on Monday threw out a controversial labor law that would have given young adults fewer benefits, an idea that had sparked
huge protests against President Ollanta Humala. 

2 police killed in Peru mining clash from Associated Press 26 Jan 15

Peruvian authorities say two police officers have been killed in the southern Andean highlands while trying to dislodge protesters blocking a mine
entrance. 

Peru president denies gov't spied on VP, will hand over classified info from EFE (Spain) 19 Jan 15

Peruvian President Ollanta Humala on Monday "categorically" denied allegations that his administration's intelligence services spied on Vice
President Marisol Espinoza and his political opponents, promising to provide classified information to ensure transparency in the investigation. 

Security forces arrest 4 suspected drug traffickers in Peru from EFE (Spain) 18 Jan 15

A special unit made up of military personnel and National Police officers arrested four suspected drug traffickers in the jungles of southern Peru
and seized 420 kilos of cocaine and firearms, the Armed Forces Joint Command said. 

Young Peruvians Clash With Police Over Cuts In Labor Rights from Associated Press 16 Jan 15

Thousands of young Peruvians marched in at least nine cities protesting a new law that strips workers between ages 18 and 24 of some labor
rights. 

Peru’s Attorney General Suspended Amid Corruption Scandal from Associated Press 31 Dec 14

Peruvian Attorney General Carlos Ramos Heredia has been suspended from his post for six months while authorities investigate his alleged ties to
a case of corruption. 

Peruvians Spar Over Protecting Ancient Sites from Wall Street Journal 29 Dec 14

Archaeologists Say Government Inadequately Safeguards Treasures Dating Back to the Incas

Peru launches program to reduce newborn deaths by 3 pct from EFE (Spain) 25 Dec 14

The Peruvian government on Thursday launched the "Welcome to life" social program aimed at improving the care provided to newborns and
reducing their death rate by 3 percent, Health Minister Anibal Velasquez said. 

Peru evacuates remote village after indigenous attacks from Agence France-Presse 24 Dec 14

An isolated Peruvian village in the Amazon rainforest that came under attack by bow-and-arrow wielding indigenous people is being evacuated
by boat, authorities said Wednesday. 

Peru's drive to stamp out people trafficking undermined by high growth from The Guardian (UK) 22 Dec 14

Efforts to help thousands of trafficked children and adults in Peru are being undermined by a strong economy, enduring social and ethnic
inequalities, and a lack of awareness, the head of the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) in the country has warned. 

OPINION: Peru’s Climate Talks Conclude Without A Big Accord In Reach from Washington Post 19 Dec 14

EVER SINCE negotiators failed to agree on a climate accord in Copenhagen five years ago, diplomats have been trying for a big, international
do-over. Talks in Lima, Peru, this month put this effort on track to conclude an agreement in Paris next year. The trade-off is that the accord will
be insufficiently ambitious and difficult to enforce, in part because of the intransigence of developing countries.

New Zealand navy sells helicopters, missiles to Peru from Xinhua (China) 19 Dec 14



The Royal New Zealand Navy has sold five of its aging Seasprite helicopters to Peru for 30 million NZ dollars (23.36 million U.S. dollars), New
Zealand Defence Minister Gerry Brownlee said Friday. 

Peru Asks US For Info In Airplane Corruption Case from Associated Press 17 Dec 14

Peru is asking the United States to provide the names of the members of the Peruvian armed forces who accepted bribes from a U.S. airplane
engine maintenance company. 

Greenpeace Won’t Name Activists, Peru Says from New York Times 16 Dec 14

Peruvian officials said on Monday that the environmental group Greenpeace had refused to hand over the names of activists who entered a
protected area near the Nazca Lines, ancient etchings in the Peruvian desert. 

UPDATE: China tries to block climate agreement at Lima meeting from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 Dec 14

The world's top two carbon emitters are on a confrontation course at the UN climate summit with China calling the draft closing text for the
meeting inequitable and the United States urging the more than 190 nations attending to approve it. 

Peru climate summit spills over to Saturday in search of draft agreement from EFE (Spain) 13 Dec 14

Peruvian Environment Minister Manuel Pulgar Vidal brought together negotiators at the United Nations' climate summit early Saturday for a
plenary session in which he urged them to agree on an outline text of a agreement that can serve as a basis for a new global treaty. 

UPDATE: Fraught last day of UN climate talks open with deal under scrutiny from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Dec 14

The last day of a UN climate conference began in Lima, Peru, on Friday amid criticism that a draft agreement doesn't do enough to avert the most
disastrous environmental impacts of excessive carbon in the atmosphere. 

Kerry praises Peru success, Humala stresses good ties with U.S. from EFE (Spain) 12 Dec 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry has praised Peru's economic success and the fight against drug trafficking while the Peruvian President Ollanta
Humala highlighted the good bilateral relations between the two nations and the hope of becoming strategic partners. 

UPDATE: Peru moves to sue Greenpeace over Nazca banner from BBC 10 Dec 14

Peru says it will sue activists from the environmental pressure group Greenpeace after they placed a banner next to the Nazca Lines heritage site. 

Peru indignant at Greenpeace stunt at Nazca lines from Associated Press 10 Dec 14

Peru's Culture Ministry is expressing indignation at a stunt by the environmental group Greenpeace at the world-renowned Nazca lines and says it
will seek to prevent those responsible from leaving the country. 

Kerry to join Lima climate talks from Xinhua (China) 9 Dec 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry will join the ongoing UN climate talks being held in Lima, as first week of negotiations in the Peruvian capital
ended with no breakthrough, the State Department said Tuesday. 

Final week of climate talks start with new draft text from Agence France-Presse 8 Dec 14

Negotiators pored over draft outlines for a UN pact to curb global warming on Monday, hoping for a breakthrough ahead of the arrival in Lima of
ministers and the UN chief. 

Peru climate change talks slowed by clashes of rich and poor nations from Los Angeles Times 8 Dec 14

International climate talks in Lima, Peru, are entering their final week, with few hints of whether a newfound optimism that marked the start of
negotiations will ultimately translate into an agreement that would rein in climate change.. 

 Fugitive wanted on sex charges with minor caught in Peru from Miami Herald 4 Dec 14

Police began looking for Joel Alexander Chirinos in 2007 after a female teenager in Miami came forward and said she had been sexually
assaulted for more than seven years. since she was a young child. 



Amazon indigenous land loss threatens climate, says study from BBC 2 Dec 14

Scientists say destroying indigenous areas of the Amazon rainforest will have an irreversible impact on the atmosphere of the planet. A new study
said indigenous lands were "protected natural areas" accounting for 55% of the carbon stored in the Amazon basin. 

At climate talks, UN calls fossil fuels 'high risk' investment from Reuters 2 Dec 14

Falling oil prices show the "high risk" of fossil fuel investments compared with renewable energies, the U.N.'s climate chief said on Monday at
the start of 190-nation talks on a deal to slow global warming. 

Peru makes inroads against coca from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 14

Peru has wiped out more than its 2014 target of 30,000 hectares of coca plants, making inroads against the raw material for cocaine, the Interior
Ministry reported Tuesday. 

Climate Change Impacts Heat Up UN Talks in Lima from Associated Press 1 Dec 14

With this year on track to become the warmest on record, more than 190 nations began talks Monday on new limits for the greenhouse gases that
are already changing global climate patterns and making life more difficult around the world. 

OPINION: In Peru, A Fight Over Land Rights from New York Times 28 Nov 14

In September, four indigenous activists who stood up to unscrupulous loggers in a remote region of Peru’s rain forest were slain. The deaths could
have easily gone unnoticed. 

In Peru, Whip-cracking Vigilantes Serve Up Justice from Associated Press 28 Nov 14

The standard “peacemaker” in this highlands Peruvian provincial capital is a whip fashioned from the twisted sinew of a bull penis. It gets a lot of
respect. So do the well-organized bands of citizen vigilantes who wield it. 

Delegates to Peru climate change conference to use "green" cars from Xinhua (China) 27 Nov 14

Some 10,000 delegates attending a UN climate change conference in the Peruvian capital of Lima next month will get around in ecological cars,
the state Andina news agency reported Wednesday. 

Bolivian plane carrying drugs crashes in central Peru from EFE (Spain) 23 Nov 14

A Bolivian plane carrying drugs crashed in Junin, a region in central Peru, when it tried to flee from a military air patrol, the Armed Forces Joint
Command said. 

Peru court denies ex-president Fujimori house arrest from Agence France-Presse 22 Nov 14

Former Peru president Alberto Fujimori's request to serve the remainder of his 25-year prison sentence under house arrest has been rejected,
judicial authorities said Friday. 

Top Chinese legislator starts Peru visit from Xinhua (China) 21 Nov 14

China's top legislator Zhang Dejiang on Thursday arrived in Lima, capital of Peru, to start an official goodwill visit intended to promote relations
between the national legislatures of China and Peru and between the two countries. 

Peru attacks illegal mining ahead of climate talks from Associated Press 19 Nov 14

Peru has sent 1,000 police into its southeastern jungles to dismantle illegal gold-mining camps, just weeks before the country hosts global climate
talks. 

Peru activist killings condemned ahead of climate talks from Agence France-Presse 17 Nov 14

At least 57 environmental activists have been murdered in Peru since 2002, a rights group said Monday, criticizing the killings as the country
prepares to host major UN climate talks. 

Judge Orders Lebanese Man Held 18 Months from Associated Press 14 Nov 14

A Peruvian judge has ordered held for 18 months for investigation a Lebanese man who entered the country with false documents and who



authorities say belongs to the radical Islamist group Hezbollah. 

2 Suspected Shining Path members captures in southern Peru from EFE (Spain) 13 Nov 14

Two suspected members of the Shining Path rebel group were captured Thursday after they exchanged gunfire with an army patrol, the Peruvian
Armed Forces Joint Command said. 

China's top legislator meets Peruvian president from Xinhua (China) 12 Nov 14

China's top legislator Zhang Dejiang met visiting Peruvian President Ollanta Humala Tasso here Wednesday. 

Prosecutor: There's proof of Fujimori gov't ties to drug trafficking from EFE (Spain) 9 Nov 14

Peruvian anti-drug prosecutor Sonia Medina said that there is abundant proof linking the 1990-2000 government of former President Alberto
Fujimori to drug trafficking. 

Putin welcomes Peruvian president from EFE (Spain) 7 Nov 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin met on Friday with his Peruvian counterpart, Ollanta Humala at his country residence of Novo-Ogariovo, near
Moscow. 

Peruvian president to discuss prospective arms contracts in Moscow from Interfax (Russia) 6 Nov 14

Military-technological cooperation will be on the agenda of the Russian visit of Peruvian President Ollanta Moises Humala, a source in an entity
related to arms exports told Interfax-AVN on Thursday. 

Peruvian president on first-ever official visit to Moscow at Putin's invitation from Tass (Russia) 6 Nov 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin and Peruvian President Ollanta Humala will meet on Friday to discuss partnership between the two countries,
the Kremlin press service said. 

Peruvian president to make state visit to China after APEC summit from EFE (Spain) 4 Nov 14

Peruvian President Ollanta Humala is to visit China next week to attend a summit of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation, APEC, and
afterwards undertake a state visit, officials said Tuesday. 

Outrage in Peru over murder of mother in front of her 5 kids from EFE (Spain) 28 Oct 14

The murder of a mother in front of her five children - ages 1 through 14 - at a Lima high school, has sparked outrage nationwide here and was
condemned by the government. 

Tests rule out Ebola in African patient hospitalized in Peru from EFE (Spain) 13 Oct 14

Laboratory tests have ruled out the possibility that a citizen of Guinea hospitalized in Peru is suffering from Ebola, Peruvian Health Minister
Midori de Habich announced Monday. 

ANALYSIS: Divide and bribe from The Economist 9 Oct 14

IN A recent opinion poll almost half those asked said they believed that if Luis Castañeda was elected as Lima’s mayor he would “steal but would
do public works”. In Peru’s regional and local elections on October 5th Mr Castañeda, who denies that he is corrupt, duly won the post.

2 Peru governor candidates win despite drug probes from Associated Press 6 Oct 14

Two gubernatorial candidates under investigation for drug trafficking-related crimes have won election in Peru and two face runoffs after a
nationwide vote for mayors, governors and municipal councils. 

7 Police officers die in accident in Peru from EFE (Spain) 5 Oct 14

Seven National Police officers were killed and one was injured when the pick-up truck they were riding in went off a rural road and plunged into a
ravine in Julcan, a province in Peru's La Libertad region, officials said. 

Peru vote marred by violence, drugs from Associated Press 5 Oct 14



Voters across Peru are choosing mayors, governors and municipal councils following the most violent campaign since 2000, with hundreds of
candidates suspected of ties to drug trafficking. 

Cocaine cash is polluting Peruvian politics from Associated Press 4 Oct 14

In his run for governor of a rough Peruvian jungle state, Manuel Gambini has repeatedly cited his plaudits from the U.S. government for
promoting the cultivation of cocoa beans over coca leaves in this cocaine-producing hotspot. 

2 police killed in pre-election Peru attack from Associated Press 3 Oct 14

Peruvian officials say suspected Shining Path rebels killed two police officers and wounded a third in an ambush of a convoy transporting ballot
boxes for Sunday's regional and municipal elections. 

Peru declares state of emergency in earthquake-affected areas from EFE (Spain) 29 Sep 14

Peru has declared a state of emergency in the rural localities of Paruro Province in Cuzco which were struck by a 5.1 magnitude earthquake
leaving eight people dead, five injured and 530 reported missing. 

Authorities say 8 killed in Peru quake from Associated Press 28 Sep 14

A shallow 4.9-magnitude earthquake has killed at least eight people whose crudely constructed homes collapsed in a remote Andean village near
Cuzco, a Peruvian civil defense official said Sunday. 

Peru: Environmental 'extremists' threaten revenue from Associated Press 26 Sep 14

Peru's president warned Friday that environmental "extremists" could hurt the golden goose of mining revenue. 

Peru's Humala expects "coherent" draft to emerge from Lima climate talks from EFE (Spain) 23 Sep 14

Peruvian President Ollanta Humala said Tuesday that he is confident December's climate change meeting in Lima will produce a "clear and
coherent" document ready for signing at a 2015 gathering in Paris. 

China to help make Lima climate meeting a success: vice premier from Xinhua (China) 23 Sep 14

Chinese Vice Premier Zhang Gaoli said here Tuesday that China will support Peru's efforts to make the Lima climate conference a success. 

Dynamiting barely dents Peru's narco air bridge from Associated Press 22 Sep 14

The dynamiting of clandestine airstrips by Peruvian security forces in the world's No. 1 coca-growing valley cuts into profits but hardly
discourages cocaine traffickers who net tens of thousands of dollars with each Bolivia-bound flight. 

Peru Investigates The Killing Of An Environmental Advocate from New York Times 11 Sep 14

The authorities here are investigating the killing of an environmental advocate and indigenous leader who died along with three other men in a
remote region of the Amazon jungle that he had sought to protect from illegal logging. 

Four Peru indigenous leaders killed defending land: NGO from Agence France-Presse 9 Sep 14

Four indigenous leaders fighting deforestation in the Amazon rainforest were killed by suspected members of an illegal logging ring, a rights
group said Tuesday. 

Peru's Congress denounces former president Toledo for money laundering from EFE (Spain) 5 Sep 14

In a unanimous vote, Peruvian legislators have approved a report that recommends filing charges against former president Alejandro Toledo and
his wife, Eliane Karp, for alleged money laundering and criminal conspiracy. 

US returns 9 stolen Cabrera paintings to Peru from Associated Press 5 Sep 14

The U.S. has returned nine stolen 18th-century paintings by Mexican artist Miguel Cabrera to the government of Peru. 

UPDATE: Peru police display record 7.7-ton cocaine haul from Associated Press 1 Sep 14

Peruvian police displayed in a Lima airport police hangar on Monday what officials called the largest cocaine haul ever in the Andean nation, 7.7



metric tons (8.5 tons). 

Record cocaine seizure in Peru totaled 7.6 tons from Agence France-Presse 31 Aug 14

Peru's interior ministry said Saturday the final tally of a record cocaine seizure this week totalled 7.6 tons, valued at more than $300,000 million.

Peru police seize record six tons of cocaine from Agence France-Presse 27 Aug 14

Peruvian police on Wednesday seized a record six tons of cocaine from a Mexican drugs cartel operating in the country, in what authorities hailed
as a major blow to organized crime. 

Peruvian PM wins confidence vote from EFE (Spain) 26 Aug 14

Peruvian Prime Minister Ana Jara on Tuesday secured a vote of confidence in Congress by the narrowest of margins after falling short on two
previous attempts. 

Peru police seize 3.3 tons of cocaine from Associated Press 26 Aug 14

Peruvian police say they have seized at least 3.3 tons of cocaine, the year's biggest haul, hidden in a shipment of coal that was bound for Belgium
and Spain. 

Large 6.9 Earthquake Reported In Central Peru from Associated Press 25 Aug 14

A large 6.9-magnitude earthquake has struck a sparsely populated area of central Peru, the U.S. Geological Survey said Sunday. 

USGS: Earthquake in Peru from United States Geological Survey 24 Aug 14

USGS: 7.0 Magnitude Earthquake - 42km ENE of Tambo, Peru

Peruvian Prime Minister loses vote of confidence in Congress from EFE (Spain) 21 Aug 14

Peruvian Prime Minister Ana Jara failed to get a vote of confidence in Congress on Thursday, amid criticism over her proposals on public safety,
health, education, investments and the fight against corruption. 

Peruvian army rescues 9 captives from rebels from EFE (Spain) 20 Aug 14

Peru's armed forces rescued nine captives from a column of Shining Path guerrillas in the central region of Junin, the defense ministry said. 

FEATURE: Peru Fights Gold Fever With Fire And Military Force from Washington Post 19 Aug 14

After years of ignoring the frantic gold rush fouling the Amazon forests of southeastern Peru’s Madre de Dios region, the government has
launched a no-mercy campaign to crush it. 

Thousands of tons of maca smuggled out of Peru from EFE (Spain) 18 Aug 14

Thousands of tons of maca, the Andean root famous for its healing and energizing properties, have been smuggled out of Peru, America
Television's "Cuarto Poder" news program said. 

Soldier and two civilians wounded in ambush in Peru from EFE (Spain) 15 Aug 14

A soldier and two civilians were wounded in an attack by an armed group in the southern Peruvian region of Ayacucho, the ministries of Defense
and Interior reported in a joint statement. 

Peru court orders mining firm to pay $163 million from Agence France-Presse 5 Aug 14

Pervuian mining concern Doe Run must pay $163 million for failing to take sufficient environmental measures at its site in La Oraya, the
country's high court announced Saturday. 

Peru court order US mining firm to pay $163 million from Agence France-Presse 2 Aug 14

American mining concern Doe Run must pay $163 million for failing to take sufficient environmental measures at its site in La Oraya, Peru's high
court announced Saturday. 



Panama, canal contractors finalize accord from EFE (Spain) 1 Aug 14

The Panama Canal Authority and the GUPC consortium hired to build a third set of locks for the inter-oceanic waterway sealed on Friday an
accord that envisions completion of the project by December 2015. 

Peru nabs a top drug trafficker from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 14

Police in Peru have captured Alberto Santillan, one of the country's most wanted drug traffickers who allegedly works with Mexico's Tijuana
cartel, the Interior Ministry said Wednesday. 

Peru orders LAV-IIs as Canadian defence co-operation grows from IHS Jane's Defence Weekly 28 Jul 14

The Peruvian Ministry of Defence (MoD) has ordered 32 LAV-II 8x8 armoured personnel carriers (APCs) from General Dynamics Land Systems
in Canada (GDLS-C) under a USD67 million contract, according to the Canadian Commercial Corporation (CCC). 

Peru Acquires Dutch Replenishment Ship from Defense News 23 Jul 14

The Peruvian government has acquired the Netherlands’ fleet replenishment ship HNLMS “Amsterdam,” which will be delivered to the South
American country in December, a move signaling an effort to boost naval capabilities.

EU supports Peru with $43 million to combat drug smuggling from EFE (Spain) 21 Jul 14

European Commissioner for Development Andris Piebalgs on Monday begins a visit to Peru, where he will announce a new aid package worth
$43 million to combat drug trafficking. 

Deputy P.M. Saenz de Santamaria meets with Spanish business leaders in Peru from EFE (Spain) 20 Jul 14

Spanish Deputy Prime Minister Soraya Saenz de Santamaria had a working breakfast Sunday with top Spanish business leaders in Peru, one of
the most attractive destinations for Spanish investment. 

Mexico, Peru seal 10 cooperation accords from Xinhua (China) 17 Jul 14

Mexican President Enrique Pena Nieto and his visiting Peruvian counterpart Ollanta Humala on Thursday presided over the signing of 10 bilateral
cooperation accords, official and media sources reported. 

Chinese, Peruvian presidents pledge to boost cooperation from Xinhua (China) 16 Jul 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping met here Wednesday with Peruvian President Ollanta Humala and the two agreed to further promote cooperation
between their countries. 

Interior Minister Faces New Accusation, Questionned on Appointment from Peruvian Times (Lima) 14 Jul 14

Interior Minister Daniel Urresti, already under investigation for a death 30 years ago, is now facing another charge that he was responsible more
recently for the death of an informal miner, who was killed during a police operation to stop unregulated mining, daily La Republica reported.

Peru's President Humala reshuffles cabinet as popularity sinks from Reuters 23 Jun 14

Peru's President Ollanta Humala replaced his foreign affairs, interior and transportation ministers on Monday in a surprise cabinet shake-up as his
popularity sinks to new lows. 

Chikungunya virus spreads to Peru from Agence France-Presse 23 Jun 14

Peru on Monday reported its first cases of the chikungunya virus, in two people who recently traveled to the Dominican Republic, authorities said.

Peru Congress endorses drug corruption probe from Associated Press 20 Jun 14

Peru's Congress has endorsed a special commission's findings that former President Alan Garcia broke the law by pardoning or reducing the
sentences of more than 3,200 convicted drug traffickers. 

Peruvian soldier killed in clash with drug smugglers from EFE (Spain) 19 Jun 14

A soldier was killed in a battle with armed drug smugglers in the southern region of Cuzco, Peru's Armed Forces Joint Command said Thursday. 



Peruvian troops kill 3 guerrillas from EFE (Spain) 17 Jun 14

Three guerrillas were killed in a clash with army troops in the southeastern region of Cuzco, the Peruvian armed forces Joint Command said
Tuesday. 

UN Reports Big Drop In Peru Coca Crop from Associated Press 12 Jun 14

Peru’s coca eradication efforts cut the area under cultivation by 17.5 percent last year, contributing to the South American nation’s highest cocaine
prices in 15 years, the U.N. announced Wednesday. 

UN reports big drop in Peru coca crop from Associated Press 11 Jun 14

The United Nations says Peru's coca eradication efforts cut the area under cultivation there by 17.5 percent last year, contributing to the Andean
nation's highest cocaine prices in 15 years. 

Peru arrests governors in corruption probes from Associated Press 5 Jun 14

Two provincial governors have been arrested and a third is being sought in a Peruvian crackdown on corruption, prosecutors said Thursday. 

Peru drug police break up cocaine ring at airport from Associated Press 5 Jun 14

Peru's counter-narcotics police say they broke up a ring that shipped cocaine from Lima's international airport to Mexico on commercial flights by
swapping out unsuspecting passengers' luggage with identical suitcases. The passengers' real bags would be put on later flights. 

Peru to jointly manufacture Russian helicopters from EFE (Spain) 4 Jun 14

Peru in the coming years will jointly manufacture Russian helicopters, the Andean nation's defense minister said Wednesday while denying that
Lima plans to buy armored vehicles from Moscow. 

Peru postpones coca crop destruction from Associated Press 2 Jun 14

Peru's president says he is indefinitely postponing plans to forcibly eradicate coca fields in the world's top cocaine-producing valley. 

Mountain city in Peru sends up drones against crime from Agence France-Presse 14 May 14

A city in Peru's Andes is deploying a fleet of drones to crack down on crime, authorities said Wednesday. The "eagle eye" trial project is putting
five drones in Huancayo's skies at a total cost of $50,000 "to help police identify criminals," said mayor Dimas Aliaga. 

Russian foreign minister heads to Peru on visit from Itar-Tass (Russia) 30 Apr 14

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov is heading to Peru for talks with his counterpart Eda Rivas and President Ollanta Humala. 

Peruvian police burn 11 tons of seized drugs from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 14

Peruvian police on Tuesday burned about 11 tons of drugs confiscated in raids in recent months. 

Peru security forces trash illegal mining machines from Associated Press 29 Apr 14

In a surprise raid, about 1,500 police and troops dynamited $20 million worth of heavy machinery as Peru's government throttled up a crackdown
on illegal gold mining that has badly scarred the ecologically rich southeastern jungle region of Madre de Dios. 

Protesters occupy remote oilfield in Peru from Associated Press 25 Apr 14

Indigenous protesters have occupied Peru's biggest oilfield in the Amazon jungle near Ecuador to demand the cleanup of decades of
contamination from spilled crude. 

Peru buys surveillance satellite from France from EFE (Spain) 24 Apr 14

Peru's government signed on Thursday a $213 million contract to acquire a French-made surveillance satellite that Lima says will be the most
modern spacecraft operated by any nation in South America. 

Peru evacuates 28,000 llamas, alpacas from active volcano area from EFE (Spain) 19 Apr 14

Peruvian authorities organized the moving of 28,000 camelids - alpacas and llamas - of the herds that live around the Ubinas volcano in the



southeastern region of Moquegua, because of the seismic activity that has covered their pastures in ash. 

Peru Volcano Prompts Evacuation Of 4,000 from Associated Press 18 Apr 14

Peruvian authorities have ordered the preventative evacuation of 4,000 people living near the Ubinas volcano, which has been spouting ash clouds
up to 2 miles (nearly 4 kilometers) high. 

Peru volcano prompts evacuation of 4,000 from Associated Press 17 Apr 14

Peruvian authorities have ordered the preventative evacuation of 4,000 people living near the Ubinas volcano, which has been spouting ash clouds
up to 2 miles (nearly 4 kilometers) high. 

Peru volcano spews white hot rocks, prompts evacuation from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 14

Residents have fled villages near Peru's Ubinas volcano, which this week began spitting out white hot chunks of rock, some as big as 30
centimeters (one foot) in diameter. 

Peru arrests 24 for alleged ties to Shining Path rebels from EFE (Spain) 10 Apr 14

Peruvian authorities arrested 24 people accused of links to the Shining Path guerrilla group that terrorized the Andean nation in the 1980s,
President Ollanta Humala said. 

Chinese-owned mine paralyzed 3rd day in Peru from Associated Press 1 Apr 14

Peru's environmental protection agency says ore extraction has been suspended for three days at the Chinese-owned Toromocho copper mine
since inspectors found toxic discharge contaminating two highlands lakes. 

Evacuations as Peru volcano rumbles to life from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 14

A volcano in Peru that has not blown its top in four decades spewed more ash skyward on Tuesday, after authorities evacuated villagers to avoid
Ubinas's wrath. 

Clashes over mining in Peru lead to 23 arrests from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 14

Police clashed with independent miners in the Peruvian capital Wednesday, spraying them with tear gas and arresting 23 after marchers who want
in to a government mining plan hurled stones. 

Police, striking miners clash in Peru, 11 injured from Associated Press 22 Mar 14

Thousands of police have used tear gas to open a section of the Pan-American Highway in Peru that had been blocked by striking wildcat miners. 

USGS: 6.3 Magnitude Earthquake from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 15 Mar 14

USGS: 6.3 Magnitude Earthquake - 6KM West of Sechura, Peru

Protesters block highways in southern Peru from EFE (Spain) 26 Feb 14

People taking part in a 48-hour general strike to protest the policies of Peruvian President Ollanta Humala are blocking the main roadways in the
southern region of Cuzco, an official with the public ombudsman's office told Efe on Wednesday. 

Study Links Temperature To A Peruvian Glacier’s Growth And Retreat from New York Times 26 Feb 14

Sitting on a flat volcanic plain 18,000 feet above sea level, the great Quelccaya ice cap of Peru is the largest piece of ice in the tropics. In recent
decades, as scientists have watched it melt at an accelerating pace, it has also become a powerful symbol of global warming. 

Peruvian chief of staff's resignation unleashes cabinet reshuffle from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 24 Feb 14

Cesar Villanueva resigned Monday as the Peruvian government's chief of staff, unleashing a cabinet reshuffle. 

Peruvian Prime Minister steps down from post from Xinhua (China) 24 Feb 14

Peruvian Prime Minister Cesar Villanueva on Monday submitted his resignation to President Ollanta Humala following a brawl with the country's
finance minister, an official source said. 



Foreign Drug Mules In Peruvian Parole Purgatory from Associated Press 13 Feb 14

Profuse sweating betrayed Nicole Bartscher’s internal panic over having 10 pounds of cocaine strapped to her body as she negotiated her way
through Lima’s international airport in 2010 for a flight to the Netherlands. 

Peru begins implementing new maritime border with Chile from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 14

Peru began the process of mapping its maritime holdings Tuesday, one day after the UN's top court handed it a victory, amending its maritime
border with Chile. 

Peru dispatches military contingent to Haiti from Xinhua (China) 20 Jan 14

Peru's Defense Minister Pedro Cateriano presided on Monday over a ceremony at the Peruvian Army' s headquarters in Lima, marking the
deployment to Haiti of the country's 20th military contingent, dubbed "Peru Company." 

OSC Summary: Peru Media Watch: Poll Shows Humala's Disapproval Rating Reaching 64% in January from Open Source Center
17 Jan 14

The following is a selection of political and economic highlights from Peruvian press outlets, and the "Great Summary of the Hour" and
"Newspaper of the Airwaves" programs broadcast at 2300 GMT on Lima Radio Programas del Peru on 16 – 17 January:

Peru Gradually Reducing Coca Leaf Production from Wall Street Journal 16 Jan 14

Peru said it is gradually reducing the area of illegally grown coca leaf, the raw material for cocaine, as the government tries to cut down on
exports of the drug. 

Chinese legislator pledges stronger ties with Peru from Xinhua (China) 13 Jan 14

Top Chinese legislator Zhang Dejiang on Monday held talks with President of Peru's National Congress Fredy Otarola Penaranda, pledging
stronger ties. 

Chinese Legislator Pledges Stronger Ties With Peru from Xinhua (via OSC) 13 Jan 14

Top Chinese legislator Zhang Dejiang on Monday held talks with President of Peru's National Congress Fredy Otarola Penaranda, pledging
stronger ties. Zhang, chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress (NPC), reviewed the friendship between the Chinese
and the Peruvians

Chinese Legislator Pledges Stronger Ties With Peru from Xinhua (via OSC) 13 Jan 14

Top Chinese legislator Zhang Dejiang on Monday held talks with President of Peru's National Congress Fredy Otarola Penaranda, pledging
stronger ties. Zhang, chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress (NPC), reviewed the friendship between the Chinese
and the Peruvians

Peruvian Ex-Official Calls For Marijuana Legalization Debate from Huffington Post 7 Jan 14

Uruguayan President José Mujica isn’t the only Latin American leader that wants to legalize weed. 

Battle Brews Over Media Influence In Peru from Wall Street Journal 3 Jan 14

President Humala Says Grupo El Comercio Deal That Gives Media Company More Than 70% of Market Is Dangerous

Russian choppers to fight Peru drugs war from Itar-Tass (Russia) 19 Dec 13

Peru will buy 24 Russian Mi-171Sh helicopters to fight illegal drug trafficking, the country's defence ministry reported on Wednesday. 

Peru special forces destroy 20 clandestine landing strips in jungle used by drug traffickers from Associated Press 19 Dec 13

Peru says special forces troops have destroyed 20 clandestine landing strips used to fly drugs out of the jungle to Bolivia and Brazil. 

Peru Congress OKs sale of minority stake in state oil refiner from EFE (Spain) 14 Dec 13

Peru's Congress has passed a bill that allows the government to sell an up to 49 percent stake in state oil refiner Petroleos del Peru S.A. to private



investors. 

Peru Keeps Interest Rate Unchanged from Wall Street Journal 12 Dec 13

Peru's Central Bank Says Policy Rate Level Compatible With Inflation Forecast 

One of FBI's wanted is nabbed in Peru from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 13

Peruvian police on Wednesday nabbed a man they said was among the FBI and Interpol's most wanted swindlers, on the run since 2005. 

Fujimori In Hospital For Cancer Recurrence from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 13

Peru’s jailed former president Alberto Fujimori has been admitted to hospital for tests after a recurrence of cancer, his attorney said. 

54 bodies found in common graves in Peru from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 13

The remains of 54 people, mostly women and children, have been found in common graves in southern Peru, prosecutors said Tuesday. 

Peru destroys nearly 9 tons of drugs from Xinhua (China) 26 Nov 13

Peruvian authorities Tuesday destroyed nearly nine tons of drugs confiscated in anti-narcotics operations, local media said. 

Peru government gets vote of confidence from Agence France-Presse 21 Nov 13

Peru's government won a vote of confidence in the Congress early Thursday as it sought to put to rest an influence-peddling scandal in the
country's security forces. 

Top Peruvian police chief relieved of duties from Agence France-Presse 13 Nov 13

Lima's police chief has been relieved of his duties for allegedly providing protection to a man convicted of corruption during the presidency of
Alberto Fujimori, authorities said Wednesday. 

PetroChina to pay $2.6 bn for Peru oil and gas assets from Agence France-Presse 13 Nov 13

PetroChina will pay $2.6 billion to acquire oil and gas interests in Peru, the company said Wednesday, in China's latest move to secure crucial
energy supplies. 

Peru, France sign defense agreements from Xinhua (China) 4 Nov 13

Peru and France signed here Monday two cooperation agreements on defense and protection of information and sensitive materials, said the
Defense Ministry. 

Andean nations launch joint program to combat drugs from Xinhua (China) 30 Oct 13

Andean Community of Nations (CAN) members have launched a program aimed at reducing drug demand in the region, a Peruvian official said
here Tuesday. 

Peru's cabinet chief steps down from Agence France-Presse 30 Oct 13

The cabinet chief for Peru's President Ollanta Humala, Juan Jimenez Mayor, said Tuesday that he will resign after just over a year in the job. 

Peru looking at signing free trade agreement with Customs Union from Itar-Tass (Russia) 29 Oct 13

Peru is looking at signing a free trade agreement with the Customs Union of Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan. 

Peru police seize over $4 million in counterfeit bills from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 13

Some $3.7 million and 450,000 euros -- all false -- were seized in Lima from international counterfeiters hoping to pass off the bills as real in the
United States, Peru police said Tuesday. 

Peru’s Jailed President Begins Another Trial from Associated Press 18 Oct 13

Former Peruvian President Alberto Fujimori showed up for the start of his fifth trial with mussed hair and wearing a sweater over a T-shirt. He sat
at the defendant’s table taking his blood pressure and writing the measurements in a white notebook. 



Russia Offers Peru to Buy Mi-171Sh Helicopters, Armoured Vehicles from Itar-Tass (Russia) 17 Oct 13

Russia has offered Peru to buy Russian-made Mi-171Sh helicopters and armoured vehicles, director of Russia's federal service for military
technical cooperation Alexander Fomin told journalists on Wednesday.

1 Civilian dead, 4 wounded in Peru anti-terrorist operation from EFE (Spain) 17 Oct 13

One civilian died and four others were wounded in a military anti-terrorist operation conducted in Peru's main coca-growing valley, the Joint
Armed Forces Command, or CCFFAA, said in a communique made public on Thursday. 

Peru to Seek $80 million in Loans for Agricultural Sector from Xinhua (China) 8 Oct 13

Peru's government Tuesday approved a request to apply for loans from the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) and World Bank (WB)
worth 80 million U.S. dollars to help modernize the agricultural sector, Minister of Agriculture Milton von Hesse said.

South America, Arab League to Rev Up Education Cooperation from Xinhua (China) 2 Oct 13

The 2nd meeting of Education Ministers from South American-Arab Countries (ASPA) opened here Wednesday, with a mission to improve
cooperation between the two regions via sharing experiences and discussing communication technology.

Peru declares state of emergency for quake-hit areas from Agence France-Presse 27 Sep 13

Peru declared a 60-day state of emergency in various areas Friday, two days after a powerful magnitude 7.0 earthquake struck off the country's
southern coast. 

Peru Hit By 7.0 Magnitude Quake from Agence France-Presse 26 Sep 13

A powerful magnitude 7.0 earthquake struck off Peru’s southern coast Wednesday, triggering panic across several cities though there were no
immediate reports of major damage or injuries, authorities said. 

USGS: 6.8 Magnitude Earthquake Peru from United States Geological Survey 25 Sep 13

The earthquake epicenter was 80km SSW of Acari, Peru

Peru Overtakes Colombia As World’s Top Coca Grower: UN from Agence France-Presse 25 Sep 13

Peru was the world’s top coca grower in 2012, even though the area under cultivation shrank for the first time in seven years, a UN report said
Tuesday. 

Peru now No. 1 in coca crop from Associated Press 24 Sep 13

The U.N. says Peru has reversed seven years of continuous growth of coca cultivation even though it now surpasses Colombia as top producer of
the crop, which is the basis of cocaine. 

Peru on track to meet coca eradication goal of 2013 from Xinhua (China) 12 Sep 13

Peruvian authorities have eradicated some 17,000 hectares of coca crop since January, 77 percent of the official target for 2013, Peru's Interior
Minister Wilfredo Pedraza said Thursday. 

FEATURE: Peru the global leader in dollar counterfeiting from Associated Press 5 Sep 13

Over the past decade, $103 million in fake U.S. dollars "made in Peru" have been seized — nearly half since 2010, Peruvian and U.S. officials
say. Unlike most other counterfeiters, who rely on sophisticated late-model inkjet printers, the Peruvians generally go a step further — finishing
each bill by hand. 

Volcanic activity in Peru prompts deployment of emergency response teams from Xinhua (China) 4 Sep 13

A volcano in southern Peru spewed a 2, 000-meter high plume of smoke and ash into the sky, prompting authorities to sent emergency response
teams to the area. 

Peru rules no 'crime against humanity' in jail deaths from Agence France-Presse 4 Sep 13



Peru's Constitutional Tribunal ruled Wednesday there was no evidence of a crime against humanity in a 1986 prison crackdown which left more
than 100 inmates dead, angering human rights campaigners who have long protested the case. 

Peru slow in exhuming Shining Path militants' victims from Associated Press 4 Sep 13

Fewer than 3,000 bodies have been exhumed because Peru has lagged behind in healing the wounds of its 1980-2000 war, which claimed nearly
70,000 lives.

58 Arrested in coffee growers' protests in Peru from EFE (Spain) 22 Aug 13

Violent protests by coffee growers demanding government help in dealing with a crop blight resulted in police arresting 58 people and an
undetermined number of people being injured, Peruvian media said. 

Clashes between Peru coffee producers, police: reports from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 13

More than 10 people were arrested in Peru after violent clashes between protesting coffee producers and police, local media reported Wednesday. 

Briton And Irishwoman In Peruvian Court On Drug Charge from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 13

Two women from Britain and Ireland appeared in a Peruvian court on Tuesday to face drug charges, in a case that has triggered sensational
headlines in their homelands. 

FEATURE: As A Boom Slows, Peru Grows Uneasy from New York Times 20 Aug 13

Peru’s economy grew an average of 6.4 percent a year from 2002-12 after adjusting for inflation, according to government figures, a remarkable
period of sustained expansion that has made it one of the world’s star economies. But suddenly growth has slowed here, and just beyond the view
from Mr. Kristensen’s window, under Lima’s perpetually gray winter sky, the reason becomes clear. 

AP Photo Feature: Lima's dreaded leaden skies from Associated Press 16 Aug 13

For roughly four months a year, the sun abandons Peru's seaside desert capital, suffocating it under a ponderous gray cloudbank and fog that coats
the city with nighttime drizzles. The 19th-century writer and seafarer Herman Melville called Lima "the strangest and saddest city thou can'st
see."

In Peru, drones used for agriculture, archeology from Agence France-Presse 15 Aug 13

Drones are most often associated with assassinations in remote regions of Pakistan and Yemen but in Peru, unmanned aircraft are being used to
monitor crops and study ancient ruins. 

Peru drugs arrests: We were forced to smuggle cocaine with loaded guns to heads, claim British girls from The Mirror (UK) 14 Aug 13

Speaking exclusively to the Mirror inside Lima’s maximum security police HQ they gave their version of events for the first time. 

Peru Military Chief: Explosion Killed Rebels from Associated Press 14 Aug 13

Peru’s armed forces chief says an explosion apparently triggered by bullets and an ensuing fire killed the two Shining Path rebels believed to be
the top two military leaders of the cocaine-funded insurgency. 

Analysts: Shining Path Bruised, Far From Defeated from Associated Press 14 Aug 13

The ambush killing of what Peruvian authorities say is almost certainly half the Shining Path’s four-man leadership comes amid a territorial
expansion by the cocaine-fueled insurgency and, analysts say, is not apt to cripple it. 

Peru Says Shining Path Number Two Killed In Clash from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 13

The number two leader of Peru’s Shining Path is believed to have been killed with two other guerrillas in a battle with government forces,
President Ollanta Humala said Monday. 

Peru says slain rebels may be Shining Path leaders from Associated Press 13 Aug 13

Peru's president says security forces believe they have killed two top leaders of the Shining Path rebel group in combat in a southeastern coca-
growing region. 



USGS: 6.2 Magnitude Earthquake - 94km WSW of Paita, Peru from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 12 Aug 13

At 0549, a 6.2 Magnitude Earthquake occurred 94km WSW of Paita, Peru

EU to cut aid to Peru from Xinhua (China) 6 Aug 13

The European Union (EU) will reduce funds in its aid program to Peru in the next six years as the South American nation has entered a high stage
of development, EU's country representative Hans Allden said Tuesday. 

Crisis-displaced matadors turn to Peru from Associated Press 5 Aug 13

...the spectacle ends with the bull slain and the matador on the shoulders of an ecstatic farmer, villagers clamoring for his autograph, pleading to
be photographed with him. The Lisbon native is among dozens of bullfighters, mostly Spaniards, who are hoping to gain the fame in Latin
America that the economic crisis back home, compounded by rising ethical opposition to the bloody sport, has made near impossible.

Thousands Protest In Peru As President Feels Heat from AFP 28 Jul 13

Peruvian police used tear gas and water cannon to drive back thousands of demonstrators protesting against what they said were President Ollanta
Humala’s failed promises on schools and jobs

Peru confirms 3rd death from H1N1 from Xinhua (China) 17 Jul 13

A 38-year-old woman was confirmed Tuesday to be Peru's third victim of H1N1 swine influenza, a local health official said. 

Medical Workers Strike In Peru from Agence France-Presse 17 Jul 13

Around 15,000 public sector medical workers in Peru went on strike Tuesday over demands for wage increases, officials said. 

Relatives: Peruvian Indians kill 8 settlers from Associated Press 17 Jul 13

Peruvian authorities say they have taken custody of the bodies of eight men whose relatives say were killed by Ashaninka Indians for invading the
group's ancestral lands in the Amazon jungle. 

Former Peru lawmaker arrested for alleged drug ties from Agence France-Presse 14 Jul 13

A former lawmaker from Peruvian President Ollanta Humala's party was arrested Sunday for alleged ties to drug traffickers and Maoist rebels,
prosecutors said. 

3 Dead in Peru helicopter crash from EFE (Spain) 10 Jul 13

Three police officers died when the helicopter they were using to make a nighttime training flight crashed five kilometers (three miles) northwest
of the city of Tingo Maria in Peru's central jungle, the National Police reported Wednesday in a communique. 

Peru First Lady Rules Out Presidential Bid In Boost For Humala from Bloomberg News 6 Jul 13

Peru's first lady Nadine Heredia ruled out a bid for the presidency in 2016, putting an end to speculation she would circumvent rules that bar her
from succeeding her husband. Heredia emphasized her respect for the "rules of the game" when announcing her decision to reporters today in
Lima.

Peru police use water cannons, tear gas on protesters from Agence France-Presse 4 Jul 13

Police in Peru used tear gas and water cannons to repel student protesters marching to Congress on Thursday. 

Peru destroys three cocaine labs from Xinhua (China) 1 Jul 13

Peruvian authorities have destroyed three cocaine-processing laboratories in the town of Sandia, in Peru's southern Puno province, the National
Police reported Monday. 

Peruvian Congress ratifies Pacific Alliance deal from Xinhua (China) 29 Jun 13

Peru's Congress has ratified the Framework Agreement of the Pacific Alliance (APA), an official newspaper reported on Friday. 



Security forces remove explosive charges from pipeline in southern Peru from EFE (Spain) 24 Jun 13

Several explosive charges were removed by military bomb experts on the Camisea pipeline in the southeastern Peruvian region of Cuzco, the
Armed Forces Joint Command said Monday. 

Thousands Protest Newmont Mine Plans In Peru from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 13

Thousands of farmers took to the streets in northern Peru against US mining behemoth Newmont, which plans to build a controversial $4.8 billion
gold and copper mine. 

Guardians of Peru’s Treasures Stake Out Post Office to Block Smuggling from The New York Times 17 Jun 13

Ms. Collatupa and a colleague, Sonia Rojas...are a pair of Indiana Joneses in reverse. Instead of swashbuckling around the world looting ruins,
they try to keep Peru’s ancient riches from being spirited out of the country by mail.

Peru to host 2014 UN climate talks: climate chief from Agence France-Presse 14 Jun 13

Peru will host the 2014 ministerial-level climate conference -- a key meeting just one year before the deadline for a new, global deal on curbing
global warming, the UN's climate chief said Friday. 

Peru launches first homemade rocket from Xinhua (China) 12 Jun 13

Peru successfully launched its first rocket built with 100 percent Peruvian technology with the capacity to reach the stratosphere, head of the
National Aerospace Research and Development Commission (Conida) said Wednesday. 

Obama, Humala Talk Trade, World Cup from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 13

President Barack Obama welcomed Peruvian counterpart Ollanta Humala to the White House Tuesday, in Washington's latest effort to meet a
deadline to seal a Trans-Pacific Partnership trade deal. 

Last of Shining Path's original leaders gets life sentence in Peru from EFE (Spain) 8 Jun 13

A court sentenced the last of Peru's original Shining Path guerrilla leaders, Florindo Flores Hala, known as "Comrade Artemio," to life in prison 

Peruvian guerrilla leader denies involvement in drug trafficking from EFE (Spain) 6 Jun 13

Florindo Flores Hala, the last of Peru's original Shining Path guerrilla leaders, told a Lima court that he was not a drug trafficker and was only a
political leader, media reports said. 

Second former Peru president faces inquiry before campaign from Reuters 27 May 13

Peru's Alejandro Toledo was grilled in Congress on Monday over his family's purchase of a luxury home in Lima, making him the second former
president to face inquiries that could narrow the 2016 presidential field. 

New UN Assessment Of Disaster Risks Highlights Peru from Miami Herald 16 May 13

Officials saluted Peru for being a leader in disaster risk reduction, as the U.N. launched a startling global assessment of economic losses on
Wednesday. Peru's budget, which in 2010 made risk reduction measures a condition for funding major public projects, was held up as an example
of development policy for other nations prone to natural disasters to emulate and for investors willing to fund projects after disasters strike

Peru gets first female foreign minister from Agence France-Presse 15 May 13

Former justice minister Eda Rivas took the oath of office Wednesday as Peru's foreign minister, becoming the first woman to hold the top
diplomatic post... Rivas replaces Rafael Roncagliolo, who resigned following diplomatic spats with Ecuador and Venezuela. 

Peru foreign minister quits over health after Venezuela spat: report from Reuters 15 May 13

Peru's foreign minister has resigned for health reasons, local media reported on Wednesday, days after he was criticized for contributing to a
diplomatic spat with Venezuela. 

14 Wounded in Peru police shooting from EFE (Spain) 6 May 13

Fourteen people were wounded Monday when Peruvian police opened fire on a van in the southeastern region of Cuxco, the victims and local



authorities told the media. 

Peru probes ex-President Garcia's finances in corruption inquiry from Reuters 3 May 13

Peru's attorney general is opening the financial records of two-time former president and likely 2016 presidential candidate Alan Garcia as part of
a preliminary corruption inquiry, the government said on Friday. 

Peru President Hints At Fujimori Pardon from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 13

President Ollanta Humala has left open the door for a possible pardon of Alberto Fujimori, the ex-Peruvian leader serving a 25-year prison
sentence for human rights abuses. 

Peru asks Ecuador to recall ambassador after ruckus from EFE 30 Apr 13

government has asked Ecuador to consider recalling its ambassador to Lima after he was involved in an altercation, Foreign Minister Rafael
Roncagliolo said Tuesday. He also said that Ecuador's deputy foreign minister, Marco Albujar, was coming to Lima on Tuesday to be briefed in
detail about the matter.

Peruvian military discovers war arsenal of guerilla group from Xinhua (China) 25 Apr 13

The Peruvian security forces have discovered a war arsenal believed to belong to an armed guerilla group known as the "Shining Path" operating
around an Amazonian region, the Joint Command of Peru's Armed Forces announced on Thursday in a report. 

Global crisis forces Peru to bolster economy: president from Xinhua (China) 24 Apr 13

The global financial crisis has forced Latin American countries such as Peru to strengthen sustainable economic growth, Peruvian President
Ollanta Humala said Wednesday. 

Peru's first lady to be investigated for spending from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 13

Fist Lady Nadine Heredia, a popular Peruvian figure tipped as a likely presidential candidate, will be investigated for spending at the request of
opposition lawmakers, officials said Wednesday. 

In Sign Of Global Warming, 1,600 Years Of Ice In Peru's Andes Melted In 25 Years from New York Times 5 Apr 13

Glacial ice in the Peruvian Andes that took at least 1,600 years to form has melted in just 25 years, scientists reported Thursday, the latest
indication that the recent spike in global temperatures has thrown the natural world out of balance. 

Peru Criticized For 'Avoidable' Military Draft from Associated Press 27 Mar 13

Facing a shortage of recruits, Peru's government has reinstated selective, obligatory military service. But it can be avoided by paying a $700 fine,
prompting accusations that what is really being imposed is a draft for the poor. 

FEATURE: Short Of Water, Peru's Engineers *Make Our Own* from Agence France-Presse 27 Mar 13

The message emblazoned on a billboard outside the Peruvian capital sounds almost too good to be true: drinkable water for anyone who wants
some in this arid village. 

Peru Declares Amazon Oil Contamination Emergency from Associated Press 26 Mar 13

Peru's government declared an environmental state of emergency on Monday in a remote Amazon jungle region it says has been affected by years
of contamination at the country's most productive oil fields, which are currently operated by Argentina-based Pluspetrol. 

Peru declares Amazon oil contamination emergency from Associated Press 26 Mar 13

Peru's government has declared an environmental state of emergency in an Amazon jungle region due to years of contamination from oil drilling
it blames on Pluspetrol, the country's biggest oil and natural gas producer. 

Exit Polls: Lima's Mayor Survives Recall Election from Associated Press 18 Mar 13

Lima's first elected female mayor will survive a recall election widely seen as a bid to reclaim power by groups threatened by her reforms, three
exit polls suggested on Sunday. 



US: Reduced Threat Of Kidnapping At Machu Picchu from Associated Press 7 Mar 13

The U.S. Embassy in Peru says it now sees a reduced threat of American tourists being kidnapped in the Cuzco region and is lifting a restriction
on embassy personnel traveling there. The area includes the Inca citadel of Machu Picchu. 

Peru, UN create anti-drug center from Xinhua (China) 5 Mar 13

Peru and the UN office on drugs agreed Monday to jointly establish a center to stem the production and trade of illegal drugs in Latin America
and the Caribbean. 

Peru Official Says 2 Missing Americans Are Safe from Associated Press 28 Feb 13

Peru's tourism minister said Wednesday that he spoke with a young California man who has been reported missing along with his girlfriend for
more than a month and that the couple is navigating an Amazon tributary headed for Ecuador. 

Peru ousts nearly 500 high-ranking cops from EFE (Spain) 25 Feb 13

Peru's National Police dismissed 498 chiefs and senior officers nationwide as part of the measures being taken to improve public safety and
combat organized crime, La Republica newspaper said Monday. 

Lima's Reformist Mayor Battles To Stay In Office from Associated Press 21 Feb 13

After becoming the first woman ever elected to run Peru's capital, Susana Villaran did what no modern predecessor had dared: She tried to bring
order and transparency to a metropolis plagued by widespread corruption and a chaotic, patronage-thick transit system swollen with aging, smog-
belching taxis and buses. 

US warns tourists of Machu Picchu kidnap threat from Agence France-Presse 14 Feb 13

The US embassy in Peru has issued a warning to tourists of a "credible" threat that kidnappers could be targeting Americans in the area around the
legendary Inca citadel of Machu Picchu. 

Peru Says It Has Arrested Top Colombian Narco from Associated Press 7 Feb 13

Peru's police chief says agents have arrested a top Colombian drug trafficker and gangster who entered Peru in late January with a false passport.
Gen. Raul Salazar says Jacinto Nicolas Fuentes German, alias Don Leo, was arrested Wednesday in the affluent seaside Lima district of
Miraflores with the help of Colombian police. Salazar identified Fuentes as head of the Urabenos criminal gang in Colombia's Bajo Cauca
region...

Peru says it has arrested top Colombian narco from Associated Press 7 Feb 13

Peru's police chief says agents have arrested a top Colombian drug trafficker and gangster who entered Peru in late January with a false passport.
Gen. Raul Salazar says Jacinto Nicolas Fuentes German, alias Don Leo, was arrested Wednesday in the affluent seaside Lima district of
Miraflores with the help of Colombian police. 

Witness ties Peruvian guerrilla leader to drug traffickers from EFE (Spain) 5 Feb 13

The last of Peru's original Shining Path guerrilla leaders had ties to drug traffickers and ordered the murders of a family that failed to make
payments to the group, a witness told a Lima court, judicial officials said. Florindo Eleuterio Flores Hala, known as "Comrade Artemio," took part
in a meeting a day before the massacre of the family, the witness, identified only by the code CDT1011, said.

Peru Seeks To Protect Little Fish With Big Impact from Associated Press 5 Feb 13

Peru's government ordered deep cuts in what the country's 1,200-boat commercial fleet could catch in October after anchoveta stocks plummeted
to about 5 million metric tons - at the low end of what fishermen would bring in during previous years. While the small fish reproduce rapidly,
their overall population is now less than half its volume a decade ago, said Patricia Majluf, a top Peruvian marine scientist. 

Peru intervenes to prevent currency appreciation from Xinhua (China) 4 Feb 13

Peru's Central Reserve Bank purchased 80 million U.S. dollars on Monday to prevent the dollar's slip against the Peruvian sol and adverse effects
on Peruvian exports. With the purchase, the sol closed unchanged at 2.578 sols to the U.S. dollar. Last Friday, the bank bought 160 million U.S.



dollars. 

At least 4 wounded in Peru anti-mining clash from Associated Press 25 Jan 13

Police in northern Peru say at least four people have been wounded in a clash with several hundred peasants who were trying to enter a Canadian-
owned copper mine where drilling began last month. A local doctor told The Associated Press by phone that at least a dozen were wounded, with
one man shot in the back with live ammunition. He spoke on condition of anonymity out of fear for his safety. 

Peru, EU agree to boost cooperation, business ties from Xinhua (China) 23 Jan 13

Peru and the European Union, during European Commission Vice President Antonio Tajani's visit here, agreed Wednesday to boost their
cooperation and strengthen business ties. During the visit so far, Tajani has signed four agreements with Peruvian Foreign Minister Rafael
Roncagliolo in the fields of raw materials, industrial cooperation, small- and medium-sized enterprises development, and sustainable construction,
as well as one joint declaration aimed at boosting tourism in low seasons. 

Peru aims for record coca eradication in 2013 from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 13

Peru aims to eradicate a record 22,000 hectares (54,400 acres) of illegal coca crops in 2013, Interior Minister Wilfredo Pedraza announced
Monday. "The goal reflects the fact that the government of President Ollanta Humala has a strong policy to combat drug trafficking, and is
proposing to exceed all historic records in this fight," Pedraza said. 

Peru juveniles escape from prison in mass breakouts from BBC 2 Jan 13

Peruvian police are hunting for some 19 young inmates who escaped during unrest at a juvenile detention centre in Lima. At least 27 youths were
reported to have fled in two mass breakouts but eight have since been caught. 

Peru's Shining Path Chief Denies He Was Captured from Associated Press 27 Dec 12

The leader of Peru's once-powerful Shining Path rebel group denies he was captured by police and soldiers. Authorities say the rebel commander
known as Comrade Artemio was captured along with two of his confederates on Feb. 12 after he was shot by an infiltrator. Artemio, however, told
a panel of judges on Wednesday he turned himself over to authorities. His given name is Florindo "Jose" Flores. 

Venezuela
Venezuela Closes Key Bridge To Colombia After Attack from Miami Herald 21 Aug 15

The busiest border crossing between Colombia and Venezuela remained closed Thursday after Venezuela shut it down overnight after an attack on
three soldiers. 

Venezuelan Leader Closes Colombia Border Crossing For 3 Days from Associated Press 20 Aug 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has ordered the closure of a major border crossing with Colombia after three soldiers were attacked while
looking for smugglers. 

Grisly Killing Becomes Political Battleground In Venezuela from Associated Press 20 Aug 15

The grisly slaying of a woman has become yet another political flashpoint in hyper-polarized Venezuela, with supporters and opponents of the
country’s socialist administration each saying the killers were working for the other side. 

OPINION: U.S., Cuba Share Common Fear: Chaos In Venezuela from Miami Herald 20 Aug 15

If you ask me what was the most interesting thing that Secretary of State John Kerry told me in an interview last week, it wasn’t any of his
statements about human rights in Cuba that made headlines, but his open admission that the United States and Cuba are talking about ways to
solve the Venezuelan crisis. 

Venezuelan leader closes Colombia border crossing for 3 days from Associated Press 20 Aug 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro is ordering the closure of a major border crossing with Colombia after three soldiers were attacked while
looking for smugglers. 

2 Arrested In Connection With Murder Of US Lawyer In Caracas from Associated Press 19 Aug 15



Venezuelan authorities have arrested two men on charges related to the murder of an American expatriate lawyer at his Caracas home. State
prosecutor Luisa Ortega Diaz said Tuesday that two men in their 20s had been arrested in connection with the death of 70-year-old John Ralston
Pate. Pate was found stabbed to death in his apartment in an upscale part of the city on Aug. 9. His companion Sally Elizabeth Evans was found
wounded. 

Venezuela gets new oil minister from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 15

Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro on Tuesday announced the current head of state oil giant PDVSA will take over as minister of oil and
mining as well. 

Eight Venezuelan police prosecuted in videotaped killing from Agence France-Presse 15 Aug 15

Eight Venezuelan police officers have been detained and face prosecution after videotape emerged of them apparently executing a suspected
criminal as the bodies of three others lay on the ground, officials said Friday. 

Venezuela rejects Kerry's "interventionist intentions" from Xinhua (China) 14 Aug 15

Venezuelan Foreign Minister Delcy Rodriguez on Thursday urged U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry to cease his "interventionist intentions"
against Venezuela and described his recent comments on Caracas as "unacceptable". 

Venezuela Releases Two Prominent Government Critics From Prison from New York Times 14 Aug 15

Venezuela released two prominent government critics from prison this week, including a former defense minister who had been a confidant of
President Hugo Chávez. 

Police And ‘mega-gangs’ Locked In Brutal Combat from Miami Herald 14 Aug 15

Police agents of the Venezuelan state of Aragua executed in cold blood an alleged member of a “mega-gang” shortly after killing at least three
other men, a video obtained by el Nuevo Herald shows. 

Venezuela releases former general-turned-Chavez critic: lawyer from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 15

A former Venezuelan defense minister and ally-turned-critic of the late president Hugo Chavez has been released on parole after spending more
than six years in prison on corruption charges, his lawyer said Thursday. 

Venezuela set to release 2nd prominent opponent from Associated Press 13 Aug 15

A former Venezuelan defense minister turned staunch government critic has been granted early release from jail, putting him in line to become the
second prominent opposition leader to be freed in little more than 24 hours. 

Venezuela Releasing Jailed Opposition Leader To House Arrest from Associated Press 12 Aug 15

One of the Venezuelan opposition’s most prominent leaders will be released to house arrest while he awaits trial, the government said Tuesday,
stirring hope for the dozens of administration critics who remain behind bars. 

Venezuela: Daniel Ceballos 'to be under house arrest' from BBC 12 Aug 15

Jailed Venezuelan opposition politician Daniel Ceballos will be freed from jail and put under house arrest, his wife announced on Tuesday. Mr
Ceballos was jailed last year over anti-government protests in the city of San Cristobal, where he was mayor. 

Venezuela's Maduro accuses US of plotting economic sabotage from Associated Press 11 Aug 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro is again accusing the United States of plotting to destabilize his socialist administration. The accusations
follow talks meant to improve relations between the two countries. 

American Lawyer Slain, Companion Wounded In Caracas Home from Associated Press 11 Aug 15

A prominent American expatriate lawyer was slain and his companion was wounded in an attack at their home in the Venezuelan capital,
authorities and family members said Monday. 

Venezuelan opposition admits scant attendance at Caracas demonstration from EFE (Spain) 8 Aug 15



The Venezuelan opposition alliance, the Democratic Unity Roundtable, or MUD, admitted that the demonstration it called for Saturday in Caracas
was poorly attended, but said it has no doubts about winning the legislative elections next December. 

Venezuela using prosecutions to go after government critics: HRW from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro's government is misusing the criminal justice system to go after its critics, with prosecutors opening
criminal cases against more than two dozen of them, Human Rights Watch charged Thursday. 

Ex-President Carter Shuts Down Electoral Office In Venezuela from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

A pro-democracy foundation run by former U.S. President Jimmy Carter has shut down its 13-year-old electoral observation office in Venezuela
as the South American country gears up for closely watched legislative elections. 

Venezuela Congressional Election: Campaign Amid Chaos, Or Chaos As Campaign? from Miami Herald 5 Aug 15

As Venezuela gears up for a key congressional election, sometime it’s hard to know if the campaign is taking place amid chaos — or if chaos is
part of the campaign strategy. 

Venezuela Ruling Party Games Twitter For Political Gain from Associated Press 5 Aug 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro’s approval ratings may be languishing below 30 percent, but on Twitter he’s as popular as Pope Francis —
or so it would seem. 

U.S. asks Venezuela to scrap ban on opposition political candidates from Reuters 4 Aug 15

The United States on Tuesday called on Venezuela to reverse a ban on opposition members from holding office and participating in the Dec. 6
parliamentary elections. 

Venezuelan First Lady to run for parliamentary elections from EFE (Spain) 4 Aug 15

Venezuelan First Lady, Cilia Flores, often referred to as the 'first fighter', will run as a candidate in the legislative elections scheduled for
December, informed President Nicolas Maduro Monday. 

Venezuela opposition figure Machado barred from vote from Agence France-Presse 3 Aug 15

Venezuelan opposition politician Maria Corina Machado said Monday officials refused to register her as a candidate for the country's December
legislative elections after she was controversially banned from public office. 

VENEZUELA SUPERMARKET LOOTING LEAVES ONE DEAD, DOZENS DETAINED from Reuters 3 Aug 15

One person was killed and dozens were detained following looting of supermarkets in Venezuela's southeastern city of Ciudad Guayana on Friday
morning, according to Venezuelan authorities. 

Venezuelan opposition calls for protest "against hunger and crime" from EFE (Spain) 1 Aug 15

The Venezuelan opposition alliance known as the Roundtable of Democratic Unity, or MUD, has called on citizens to make Aug. 8 a "national
day of protest against hunger and crime, and in favor of freedom," the executive secretary of the group, Jesus Torrealba, said Saturday. 

Currency Crisis Has Venezuelans Struggling To Call Abroad from Associated Press 31 Jul 15

Venezuelans are struggling to call abroad as telephone carriers fall behind on payments to international partners amid a currency crisis that is
leaving the country increasingly cut off from the rest of the world. 

Venezuela troops occupy Polar, Nestle food distribution warehouses from Reuters 31 Jul 15

Venezuelan troops occupied a Caracas warehouse complex used by local food giant Empresas Polar and Nestle to distribute food and beverages,
workers and company officials said on Thursday. 

Venezuela leader angers Spain by calling PM a 'hitman' from Agence France-Presse 28 Jul 15

Spain lashed out Tuesday at Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro for what it called "insulting and unacceptable" comments in which he branded
conservative Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy a "hitman". 



Venezuela's Maduro visits US to seek UN help with Guyana from Associated Press 28 Jul 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro is in the United States seeking United Nations support for a solution to a territorial dispute with
neighboring Guyana. 

Maduro to meet with Ban Ki-moon over territorial dispute with Guyana from Xinhua (China) 28 Jul 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro is set to talk with UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon on Tuesday over Caracas' rights in a century-old
territorial dispute with Guyana, Venezuelan Foreign Minister Delcy Rodriguez said Monday. 

Capriles to travel to U.S. to request OAS observers for Venezuelan elections from EFE (Spain) 27 Jul 15

Henrique Capriles, a two-time Venezuelan opposition presidential candidate, will be traveling to Washington Monday to ask Luis Almagro,
secretary general of the Organization of American States, or OAS, to appoint electoral observers for the upcoming legislative elections in the
country in December. 

U.S. looking to stir up chaos in LatAm: Venezuelan president from Xinhua (China) 25 Jul 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Friday accused the United States of looking to "implode" the South American nation and instill "a sea of
chaos" in the region. 

Venezuelan opposition agrees to fight elections under one ballot card from EFE (Spain) 24 Jul 15

Venezuela's opposition coalition, grouped together as the Democratic Unity Roundtable, or MUD, reached consensus to participate in
parliamentary elections under a single ballot card. 

Venezuela, China maintain "perfect cooperation": Maduro from Xinhua (China) 24 Jul 15

Caracas today maintains "perfect cooperation" with Beijing that goes beyond economic agreements and starts to socially benefit millions of
Venezuelans, President Nicolas Maduro said Thursday. 

Spanish senators in Caracas to show solidarity with political prisoners from EFE (Spain) 23 Jul 15

Spanish senators, on a solidarity visit to Venezuela met Caracas mayor Antonio Ledezma, who has been under house arrest for four months. 

ANALYSIS: Crackers in Caracas from The Economist 23 Jul 15

THIS month Venezuela’s currency, the bolívar, passed a melancholy milestone: its value on the black market is now a hundredth of what it is
supposed to be at the main official exchange rate. The government insists that there are 6.3 bolívares to the dollar, but it will cost you 630 to buy
one from a willing seller. 

Venezuela orders producers to divert food to state stores from Associated Press 22 Jul 15

A food industry group said Monday that Venezuela's government has ordered companies to distribute food staples to a network of state-run
supermarkets amid chronic shortages of basic goods. 

Venezuela arrests 2 military officers for drug trafficking from Associated Press 21 Jul 15

Venezuelan officials have arrested two retired military officers wanted for alleged drug trafficking. 

Venezuela Orders Producers To Divert Food To State Stores from Associated Press 21 Jul 15

A food industry group said Monday that Venezuela’s government has ordered companies to distribute food staples to a network of state-run
supermarkets amid chronic shortages of basic goods. 

Third opposition politician barred in Venezuela from BBC 20 Jul 15

A former Venezuelan state governor, Pablo Perez, says he has been barred from holding public office for 10 years.

Taking land from Guyana might be the one thing all Venezuelans can agree on from Washington Post 17 Jul 15

Venezuela's political divisions run so deep it can sometimes seem like the country has broken in two. Pro-government chavistas and their



opponents are barely on speaking terms, and the country's rifts periodically explode into violence. 

Venezuela Bars Third Opposition Leader From Holding Office (AP) from Associated Press 17 Jul 15

CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) — Venezuela has barred another opposition leader from holding office ahead of hotly contested legislative elections. 

AP Exclusive: Palestinians Quit Medical Study In Venezuela (Dreier, AP) from Associated Press 16 Jul 15

CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) — The Palestinian students were greeted like celebrities upon arrival in Caracas. President Nicolas Maduro wore a
kaffiyeh headdress and played up their symbolic importance during an address broadcast across the socialist South American country.

Venezuela Bars Opposition Leader From Holding Office from Associated Press 15 Jul 15

CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) — One of Venezuela’s most prominent opposition leaders announced Tuesday that she had been barred from holding
public office as a critical election looms.

Venezuela’s National Electoral Council says 40% of candidates must be women from Miami Herald 13 Jul 15

The day after Venezuela’s coalition of opposition parties announced its list of candidates to run in the Dec. 6 congressional races, the rules of the
game were changed. The National Electoral Council announced late Thursday that at least 40 percent of a party’s candidates must be women. 

Venezuela to ask UN to mediate Guyana border dispute from Associated Press 13 Jul 15

CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) — Venezuela is asking the United Nations to help resolve a border dispute with Guyana over an area where a new
oil discovery has been made.

Venezuela to stop buying rice from Guyana amid dispute from Associated Press 9 Jul 15

Venezuela has decided to stop buying much of Guyana's rice crop amid an escalating border dispute between the South American neighbors, the
Guyanese finance minister said Thursday. 

Venezuela Officials Step In To Keep Beer Flowing from Associated Press 9 Jul 15

A government official has stepped in to try to solve a dispute between Venezuelan labor unions and the country’s largest beer distributor before it
begins to leave brew-lovers thirsty. 

Maduro hails Venezuela-U.S. diplomatic talks from Xinhua (China) 9 Jul 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro Wednesday night described the diplomatic talks being held between Washington and Caracas as a "great
achievement" to bring down political tensions and normalize bilateral ties. 

Venezuela's Maduro says U.S. diplomatic channel 'working well' from Reuters 7 Jul 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said on Monday that a recently created diplomatic back-channel with the United States is "working very
well" at improving communication between the two countries following more than a decade of tensions. 

President declares emergency in western Venezuela due to massive floods from Xinhua (China) 3 Jul 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has declared a state of emergency in the western state of Apure after massive floods have left over 40,000
people affected due to heavy rains over the last two weeks. 

OPINION: No More Hiding From Venezuela’s Abuses from Wall Street Journal 2 Jul 15

Don’t be misled by news about elections—the government violates human rights, emboldened by the international community’s silence. 

U.S. senator meets in Caracas with members of gov't, opposition from EFE (Spain) 1 Jul 15

The head of the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Bob Corker, is in Caracas, where he is holding meetings with government and
opposition representatives, official and opposition sources, along with local media, said Wednesday. 

UPDATE: U.S., Venezuela launch quiet diplomacy to ease acrimony from Reuters 1 Jul 15

The United States and Venezuela have embarked on their most extensive dialogue in years in an attempt to improve their acrimonious relations,



according to a senior U.S. administration official. 

US senator on visit to Venezuela amid diplomatic detente from Associated Press 30 Jun 15

The Republican chairman of the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee is making a surprise visit to Venezuela amid a U.S. effort to reduce
tensions with the South American nation. 

BLOG: Putin offered to support Venezuela in case of war with Colombia, book claims from Washington Post 30 Jun 15

During a moment of peak tensions between Colombia and Venezuela, Vladimir Putin told the late Hugo Chávez to count on his support if war
broke out, according to a new biography of José Mujica, the popular ex-Uruguayan president who was close to his Venezuelan counterpart. 

Venezuelan, Iraqi specialists to train in Russia from Interfax (Russia) 30 Jun 15

The Russian Armed Forces' international anti-mine center will admit first trainees from Venezuela and Iraq in February 2016, the head of the
Russian Armed Forces Engineering Troops, Lt. Gen. Yury Stavitsky, told reporters on Tuesday. 

Venezuela's ruling party selects candidates for parliamentary elections from EFE (Spain) 29 Jun 15

The United Socialist Party of Venezuela, or PSUV, held primaries on Sunday for parliamentary elections on Dec. 6, in which President Nicolas
Maduro's party will seek to retain majority. 

Tensions with U.S. have eased, head of Venezuelan congress says from EFE (Spain) 29 Jun 15

The speaker of Venezuela's National Assembly said Monday that tensions with the United States have eased following the talks between
Presidents Barack Obama and Nicolas Maduro during April's Summit of the Americas in Panama. 

Iran, Venezuela to expand economic cooperation from Xinhua (China) 26 Jun 15

Venezuela and Iran agreed Friday to expand economic, financial, industrial and technological cooperation by inking six new agreements and
opening a 500-million-U.S.-dollar credit line from Tehran to Caracas. 

Pirates and hold-ups: crime strikes Venezuela's oil industry from Reuters 25 Jun 15

When night falls over western Venezuela, armed gangs known as "pirates" sometimes ride boats into muggy Lake Maracaibo to steal equipment
from oil wells. In the country's Paraguana peninsula, opposite the Caribbean island of Aruba, slum dwellers at times break through a perimeter
wall into Venezuela's biggest refinery and rob machinery, construction tools, and cables to sell as scrap. 

Venezuela frees 2 opposition activists from jail from Associated Press 24 Jun 15

Venezuelan authorities have freed two student activists arrested during last year's anti-government protests. 

Venezuelan opposition leader ends hunger strike ahead of elections from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 24 Jun 15

Jailed Venezuelan opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez ended his hunger strike Tuesday after the country announced parliamentary elections. 

Venezuela rejects Colombia's protest over maritime boundary claim from EFE (Spain) 23 Jun 15

Venezuela on Tuesday rejected a formal protest lodged by Colombia over President Nicolas Maduro's recent decree unilaterally claiming disputed
territory in the Caribbean Sea and urged bilateral dialogue on the matter. 

Jailed Venezuelan opposition leader ends hunger strike from Agence France-Presse 23 Jun 15

Jailed Venezuelan opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez announced Tuesday he has ended a monthlong hunger strike, a day after the government set
a date for legislative elections. 

Venezuela to hold parliamentary election on Dec. 6 from Reuters 22 Jun 15

Venezuela's parliamentary election will be held on Dec. 6, the National Electoral Council announced on Monday, ending lengthy speculation over
the date for a vote that polls show is likely to punish the ruling socialists. 

OPINION: Easing Venezuela’s Crash from Washington Post 22 Jun 15



For months, Venezuelans have been reading reports that one of the most powerful figures in their autocratic and virulently anti-American
government, National Assembly president Diosdado Cabello, is a principal target of a U.S. criminal investigation into a Caracas-based drug
trafficking cartel. 

Venezuela anti-government march demands election date from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 15

Marchers hit the Caracas streets Saturday to demand elections and the release of jailed Venezuelan opposition activists including figurehead
Leopoldo Lopez, who has been on hunger strike since May 24. 

Hungry For Cash At Home, Venezuela’s Oil Company To Sell Stake In Louisiana Refinery from Miami Herald 19 Jun 15

Facing a cash-crunch, Venezuela’s state-run PDVSA oil company said it plans to sell its 50 percent stake in the 189,000-barrel-per-day Chalmette
oil refinery on the outskirts of New Orleans. 

Venezuela students join opposition leader's hunger-strike protest from Reuters 17 Jun 15

Jailed Venezuelan opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez has lost 12 kilograms (26 pounds) on a partial hunger-strike now in its fourth week, his
family said, while students around the country escalate similar protests in solidarity. 

Signs Of Rapprochement As US, Venezuelan Officials Meet from Associated Press 17 Jun 15

President Nicolas Maduro says a recent meeting between Venezuelan and U.S. officials has opened an important channel that could lead toward
restoration of full diplomatic relations. 

Spanish senior official to visit Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 17 Jun 15

Spain's top diplomat for Latin America will travel next week to Venezuela amid tensions in the bilateral relationship, Spanish Foreign Minister
Jose Manuel Garcia-Margallo said here Wednesday. 

Signs of rapprochement as US, Venezuelan officials meet from Associated Press 16 Jun 15

President Nicolas Maduro says a recent meeting between Venezuelan and U.S. officials has opened an important channel that could lead toward
restoration of full diplomatic relations. 

Venezuela gives landing permission for Brazil senators from Reuters 16 Jun 15

Venezuela gave landing permission on Tuesday for a Brazilian Air Force plane set to carry a group of Brazilian senators to visit jailed Venezuelan
opposition leaders, the head of Brazil's opposition party said. 

Russian oil corporation to work on new projects in Venezuela from Tass (Russia) 16 Jun 15

Venezuela's state oil company PDVSA and the Russian oil corporation Rosneft are expected to sign an agreement on joint development of new
projects in Venezuela on the sidelines of the St Petersburg International Economic Forum (SPIEF), a high-rank source at the Venezuelan company
told TASS. 

US official, Venezuelan National Assembly leader meet in Haiti from Agence France-Presse 14 Jun 15

A top US diplomat met with the president of Venezuela's National Assembly in Haiti this weekend to discuss diplomatic relations amid high
tension between the two countries, the assembly said. 

Jailed Venezuelan Dissident Ends Hunger Strike from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 15

Venezuelan dissident Daniel Ceballos has ended a prison hunger strike after 20 days, his wife reported on Twitter. 

Jailed former mayor ends hunger strike in Venezuela from Reuters 11 Jun 15

A former Venezuelan mayor jailed last year for his role in anti-government protests has ended a 20-day hunger strike that supporters said had
weakened him and triggered kidney pain, his wife said on Thursday. 

Venezuelan official says Brazil will help end shortages from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 15

Venezuela has received pledges of support from the Brazilian government and businessmen to help end the country's food and medicine shortages,



the president of the Venezuelan National Assembly said Wednesday. 

Mexican president urges Venezuela to "respect human rights" from EFE (Spain) 11 Jun 15

Mexican President Enrique Pena Nieto called on Thursday for the "respect for human rights in Venezuela" in an interview with Efe, while he
confirmed having an "institutional" and "very friendly" relationship with his Venezuelan counterpart, President Nicolas Maduro. 

Gonzalez leaves Venezuela, receives flak for using Colombian airplane from EFE (Spain) 10 Jun 15

Former Spanish Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez left Venezuela on Tuesday without being able to visit opposition prisoners or attend their trials
and amidst scathing criticism from Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro to Colombia for having sent him an airplane to leave the country. 

Venezuela saw 189 extrajudicial executions last year: NGO from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 15

At least 189 people died in extrajudicial executions last year in Venezuela at the hands of security forces, a human rights group said Tuesday. 

Russia extends period of state loan provided to Venezuela - Kremlin from Tass (Russia) 8 Jun 15

Russian President Vladimir Putin signed the law on ratifying the Protocol on amending the Agreement on granting a state loan to Venezuela. The
document has been posted on the Kremlin's website on Monday. 

Venezuela must pay $3.7 billion to airlines: industry group from Agence France-Presse 8 Jun 15

Venezuela must take steps to resolve an impasse that has held up $3.7 billion dollars in payments to international airlines, the head of a major
airline industry group said Monday. 

Venezuelan prosecutors charge cops with kidnapping from EFE (Spain) 8 Jun 15

A court has ordered eight police officers held without bail on kidnapping charges, the Venezuelan Attorney General's Office said Monday. The
officers, all members of the PNB national police force, are accused of aggravated kidnapping and criminal conspiracy in connection with last
Friday's abduction of a businessman in the coastal city of La Guajira, the AG's office said in a statement. 

Ex-Spanish PM's visit to support Venezuela opposition causes stir from Reuters 8 Jun 15

Former Spanish Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez's trip to support jailed opposition leaders in Venezuela has brought cheers from anti-government
foes but cries of interventionism from socialist President Nicolas Maduro. 

Felipe Gonzalez in Venezuela: Ex-Spain PM to help opposition from BBC 7 Jun 15

Former Spanish Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez has arrived in the Venezuelan capital, Caracas, to help with the defence of jailed opposition
politicians. 

Spain ex-premier plans Venezuela trip to help politician from Associated Press 3 Jun 15

A former Spanish prime minister hopes to travel to Venezuela this weekend to help lawyers defending imprisoned opposition leader Leopoldo
Lopez. 

Venezuela's No. 2 says he will bring libel suit in US from Associated Press 1 Jun 15

The powerful leader of Venezuela's congress says he will bring a lawsuit in the U.S. against news outlets that say he's the subject of a drug
trafficking probe. Diosdado Cabello's threat comes two weeks after The Wall Street Journal reported that U.S. officials are investigating Cabello
and other members of the country's socialist administration for allegedly trafficking cocaine and money laundering. 

Venezuelan parliamentary chief: I will sue Spanish, U.S. newspapers from EFE (Spain) 31 May 15

The head of the Venezuelan Parliament, Diosdado Cabello, announced Sunday that he will sue Spanish daily ABC and U.S. daily The Wall Street
Journal for publishing stories "without presenting evidence" that he allegedly has links to drug trafficking and money laundering. 

Venezuelan opposition holds rallies for imprisoned leaders from Reuters 30 May 15

Thousands of Venezuelan opposition sympathizers rallied on Saturday in support of leaders jailed last year in connection with months of violent
protests against socialist President Nicolas Maduro. 



European Parliament president's statements "embarrassing", says Maduro from EFE (Spain) 29 May 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro described as "embarrassing" statements made by European Parliament President Martin Schulz expressing
concern over the political and economic situation in Venezuela. 

Venezuela blocks Latin American ex-presidents from seeing detained leaders from Reuters 29 May 15

Venezuela blocked two former Latin American presidents on Friday from visiting opposition leaders jailed a year ago for their roles in deadly
protests against the government of socialist President Nicolas Maduro. 

Hunger strike and call to protest inspires Venezuelan opposition from EFE (Spain) 28 May 15

Three Venezuelan opposition leaders joined a hunger strike that began over the weekend, started in part by imprisoned Leopoldo Lopez and
Daniel Ceballos to demand the release of political prisoners, while the opposition group prepared a protest in their support. 

UPDATE: U.S.: Talks with Venezuela "positive and productive" from EFE (Spain) 28 May 15

The U.S. government on Wednesday called the talks held with Caracas in recent weeks "positive and productive" and said that it hopes they
continue, after meetings between Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro and State Department adviser Thomas Shannon. 

Venezuela, Russia strengthen strategic cooperation from EFE (Spain) 27 May 15

Venezuela and Russia gave new impetus on Wednesday to their strategic cooperation as Venezuelan Foreign Minister Delcy Rodriguez concluded
a visit to Moscow. 

Russia says supports Venezuela's efforts to overcome difficulties facing the country from Tass (Russia) 25 May 15

Russia supports Venezuela's policy aimed at overcoming differences in society by constitutional means and without outside interference, the
Foreign Ministry said on Monday. 

Jailed Venezuelan leader starts hunger strike, urges protest from Associated Press 23 May 15

A jailed prominent opponent of Venezuela's socialist government has been transferred to one of the country's most violent prisons, his lawyer said
Saturday. 

Currency tumbles as Venezuelans look to offload bolivars from Associated Press 22 May 15

A staggering plunge in the free market value of Venezuelan currency sent people scrambling to sell off their depreciating bolivars Friday.

Venezuelan And US Officials Discuss Colombia Peace Process from Associated Press 22 May 15

Venezuela President Nicolas Maduro met with a U.S. diplomat in Caracas Wednesday to discuss ways the two countries can support the peace
process in neighboring Colombia. 

UPDATE: Chavists band together to defend Venezuelan parliament head Diosdado Cabello from EFE (Spain) 21 May 15

Chavists have launched a collective defense campaign against international news reports implicating Diosdado Cabello, president of the
Venezuelan National Assembly, in drug-trafficking and organized crime networks. 

OPINION: Venezuela Needs The World’s Help from Miami Herald 20 May 15

Venezuelans of all backgrounds denounced our failed state and marched for a constitutional change of the current regime. It was because we
spoke out publicly against the government’s corruption and inefficiency that I and so many others are in prison. Last year, the United Nations
found that I am being held in violation of international law, and I will not relent until the people’s demand is met: Democracy must be restored to
Venezuela. 

Drug plane from Venezuela crashes off Colombia's coast from Associated Press 20 May 15

A small plane from Venezuela with more than a ton of cocaine on board has crashed into the Caribbean while being pursued by Colombia's air
force. Video released by the air force shows how fighter jets intercepted the Hawker 800 aircraft after it entered Colombia's air space Wednesday
and ordered it to descend.



U.S. drug probe won't topple Venezuela regime from Miami Herald 20 May 15

There has been a lot of excitement among critics of Venezuela's authoritarian populist government about new reports confirming that U.S.
authorities are investigating Venezuela's No. 2 official on drug trafficking charges, but -- unfortunately -- the news will have very little political
impact in that country. 

UPDATE: Maduro says anyone messing with Diosdado Cabello is messing with him from EFE (Spain) 20 May 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has said that anyone messing with National Assembly President Diosdado Cabello is messing with him,
after an article in a U.S. newspaper alleged Cabello is being investigated in the United States for links to drug-trafficking. 

Venezuela’s No. 2 Denies Any Involvement In Drug Trafficking from Associated Press 20 May 15

The powerful leader of Venezuela’s congress on Tuesday fiercely denied allegations he might be involved in the drug trade. National Assembly
chief Diosdado Cabello said he would never do anything that could hurt the South American nation’s young people. 

U.S. Focuses On Top Venezuelan Officials In A Broad Cocaine Inquiry from New York Times 20 May 15

Senior Venezuelan officials are under investigation by the American authorities as part of a wide-ranging inquiry into the distribution of cocaine
in the Western Hemisphere, American law enforcement officials said on Tuesday. 

Feds In Miami Targeting Venezuelan Officials In Widening ‘Narcostate’ Drug Probe from McClatchy 20 May 15

Federal authorities are taking aim at the second most powerful official in the Venezuelan government in a widening U.S. investigation into
allegations that he pocketed millions of dollars from drug profits while providing a safe haven for Colombian traffickers to ship loads of cocaine
through the country to the United States. 

Venezuela Opposition Claims Healthy Turnout In Legislative Primary from Miami Herald 20 May 15

The legislative primary for opposition candidates in Venezuela saw more than 640,000 voters — twice as many as in a similar vote in 2010,
organizers said. 

Venezuela affirms support for Palestinian statehood from Xinhua (China) 19 May 15

Venezuela affirmed Tuesday its support for Palestinian statehood during an official visit by Palestine's Foreign Affairs Minister Riyad al-Maliki. 

Venezuela's No. 2 denies any involvement in drug trafficking from Associated Press 19 May 15

The powerful leader of Venezuela's congress is fiercely denying any involvement in the drug trade. National Assembly chief Diosdado Cabello
said Tuesday that he would never do anything that could hurt the South American country's young people. 

U.S. probing Venezuelan officials for possible drug trafficking: WSJ from Reuters 18 May 15

U.S. authorities are investigating Venezuela's powerful parliamentary head, Diosdado Cabello, and other senior officials for possible cocaine
trafficking and money laundering, the Wall Street Journal reported on Monday. 

Venezuelan Officials Suspected of Turning Country into Global Cocaine Hub from Wall Street Journal 18 May 15

U.S. probe targets No. 2 official Diosdado Cabello, several others, on suspicion of drug trafficking and money laundering 

Venezuela student murdered who campaigned against insecurity from EFE (Spain) 15 May 15

Conan Quintana Orellana, a university student known for his activism against the insecurity lashing Venezuela, was gunned down Thursday by
thieves who tried to steal his van in Caracas, the Attorney General's Office told national media on Friday. 

Venezuela denies violating Colombian migrants' rights from Agence France-Presse 14 May 15

Venezuela denied Thursday that it has violated the rights of deported Colombian immigrants, as police continued detaining undocumented
workers in an intensifying crackdown. 

Spain's Felipe Gonzalez "not welcome," Venezuela says from EFE (Spain) 14 May 15



The Venezuelan government says that Spanish former Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez "is not welcome" in the country, according to a
communication sent by the foreign ministry to Spain's embassy in Caracas to which Efe received access on Thursday. 

Venezuelan court bans 22 media officials from leaving the country from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 May 15

A Venezuelan court banned 22 media officials from leaving the country while they are under investigation in a libel case involving National
Assembly Speaker Diosdado Cabello, those affected said Wednesday. 

Young Critics Of Venezuela Government Put Hope In Elections from Associated Press 13 May 15

Last year’s sometimes bloody demonstrations against the country’s mounting economic chaos petered out after a government crackdown. But the
problems young people protested — including severe shortages and the world’s highest inflation — have only worsened amid a plunge in oil
prices. Oil revenues fund almost all of Venezuela’s government spending. 

Venezuelan officer who killed teen at protest sent to prison from Associated Press 8 May 15

A Venezuelan police officer who killed a 14-year-old boy during an anti-government protest in February has been sentenced to 18 years in prison. 

Venezuelan Military Officers Sentenced For Plotting Coup from Associated Press 7 May 15

A group of Venezuelan military officers the government accused of plotting to blow up the presidential palace have been sent to prison, officials
said Wednesday. 

Maduro rejects Madrid's interference in Venezuela's internal affairs from Xinhua (China) 7 May 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Wednesday night the "Spanish elite" that governs Madrid has a "plan" to attack his administration to
affect the outcome of this month's elections in that European nation. 

Mass grave found on the Venezuela-Colombia border from BBC 6 May 15

Seven bodies have been found in a mass grave on the border between Venezuela and Colombia, say officials. 

Venezuelan military officers sentenced for plotting coup from Associated Press 6 May 15

A group of Venezuelan military officers the government accused of plotting to blow up the presidential palace have been sent to prison. 

"Forced" closure of Venezuelan editorial group Sexto Poder from EFE (Spain) 5 May 15

Venezuelan editorial group Sexto Poder said officials from the National Office against Organized Crime and Terrorist Finance executed a judicial
seizure of goods and evicted personnel from its offices, leading to the "forced closure" of the company. 

Cuban Five greeted as heroes in Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 4 May 15

The "Cuban Five," a group of intelligence agents jailed in the United States for more than 16 years, were greeted on Monday at a massive
gathering on the capital's main square as they arrived here for a six-day visit to pay homage to the late head of state Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuela to nationalize food distribution from Agence France-Presse 2 May 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has promised to nationalize food distribution in the South American nation beset with record shortages of
basic goods, runaway inflation and an escalating economic crisis. 

Export Freeze Sows Bitterness In Venezuela Chocolate Trade from Associated Press 30 Apr 15

William Machado worked all winter harvesting palm-sized yellow cacao pods and drying the flavorful beans inside. He’s part of a chocolate trade
that is one of this South American county’s most prized industries, but Machado increasingly fears his hard work may be in vain, squandered by a
freeze on exports. 

Venezuela invests 73 bln USD for basic need for housing from Xinhua (China) 30 Apr 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro announced Thursday that his government has invested more than 73 billion U.S. dollars in the past four
years in building affordable housing, under international cooperation with countries including China. 



UPDATE: Venezuela to unveil economic reforms from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 15

President Nicolas Maduro said Tuesday he will announce economic reform measures this week, as Venezuela grapples with severe inflation,
shortages and other woes. 

Venezuela Shortens Officials’ Work Hours To Save Electricity from Associated Press 29 Apr 15

Venezuelan government workers are getting a few extra hours off each day as officials try to save on electricity. Starting immediately, government
offices will stay open only six hours a day, closing early at 1 p.m., Electric Energy Minister Jesse Chacon said Tuesday. 

GM Fires 13 Percent Of Venezuelan Workforce On Economic Woes from Associated Press 29 Apr 15

The Venezuelan unit of General Motors is firing 13 percent of its workforce as a shortage of dollars idle assembly lines across the oil-rich South
American country. 

Venezuela's reserves fall to 12-year low from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 15

Venezuela said Wednesday its foreign exchange reserves have fallen 14 percent since the beginning of the year, to $18.99 billion, their lowest
level in almost 12 years. 

Venezuela cuts working hours to tackle energy crisis from BBC 28 Apr 15

Venezuela says it will cut the working day for public sector workers to five-and-a-half hours to conserve energy, down from eight to nine hours.
The initiative is part of a nationwide electricity rationing plan. 

At least one dead in Venezuelan prison mutiny from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 28 Apr 15

One inmate was stabbed to death and several were injured Monday in a mutiny at a Caracas detention centre operated by Venezuelan police, the
authorities said. 

Imprisoned Venezuelan opposition mayor to recover under house arrest from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 Apr 15

Caracas Mayor Antonio Ledezma, jailed on charges of conspiracy against the Venezuelan government, will spend at least 15 days under house
arrest to recover from surgery, his lawyer said Monday. 

UPDATE: Jailed Venezuelan mayor transferred from prison to hospital from Associated Press 25 Apr 15

The jailed mayor of Venezuela's capital has been taken from prison to a hospital where he will undergo emergency surgery for a groin hernia. 

Jailed opposition mayor may be granted home arrest in Venezuela from Reuters 24 Apr 15

Venezuelan authorities requested on Friday that jailed opposition mayor Antonio Ledezma be granted home arrest due to medical problems, a
move that could soften international pressure over his case. 

Venezuelan Governor: Amazonas Being ‘invaded’ By Colombian Guerrillas from Miami Herald 24 Apr 15

Liborio Guarulla, the governor of Venezuela’s massive and remote Amazonas state, says his community is being overrun by an unwanted guest:
Colombian guerrillas. 

Venezuelan governor: Amazonas being 'invaded' by Colombian guerrillas from Miami Herald 23 Apr 15

Liborio Guarulla, the governor of Venezuela's massive and remote Amazonas state, says his community is being overrun by an unwanted guest:
Colombian guerrillas. 

Venezuela declares former Spanish president persona non grata from EFE (Spain) 22 Apr 15

The Chavista-dominated National Assembly of Venezuela has declared former Spanish president Felipe Gonzalez persona non grata. 

Spain recalls ambassador to Venezuela for talks from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

Spain's foreign minister has recalled the country's ambassador to Venezuela for consultations, a day after Venezuela's leader accused Prime
Minister Mariano Rajoy of backing a conspiracy to overthrow his government. 



How To Fix The Mess In Venezuela from New York Times 22 Apr 15

The recent news from Venezuela has been troubling — and also far from surprising. As the Venezuelan economy continues to struggle and
inflation pushes many of the most basic everyday needs out of reach of ordinary working people, President Nicolás Maduro has responded, not
with a plan, but with a crackdown. 

US interested in 'common ground' with Venezuela: Kerry from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 15

The United States is interested in improving its ties with Venezuela, a relationship that has been "severely strained" in recent years, Secretary of
State John Kerry said Tuesday. 

Head of Venezuela congress sues news outlets for defamation from Associated Press 21 Apr 15

The powerful head of Venezuela's congress is suing three news outlets for publishing reports linking him to the drug trade. 

Venezuela Reports Receiving $5 Billion Loan From China from Associated Press 21 Apr 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro says China has given the socialist South American country a $5 billion loan. It’s unclear if the money is
new financing or part of a deal announced earlier. 

Venezuela’s Maduro: Two Years Of Troubles from Miami Herald 21 Apr 15

ay what you will about Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro, but one thing is certain: the man was denied a honeymoon.

Rights Board Says Venezuela Dissidents’ Lives ‘In Danger’ from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 15

A regional rights body urged Venezuela to implement cautionary measures for jailed opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez and another detainee,
saying their lives are at risk. 

Rights board says Venezuela dissidents' lives 'in danger' from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 15

A regional rights body urged Venezuela on Monday to implement cautionary measures for jailed opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez and another
detainee, saying their lives are at risk. 

Maduro Marks Two Years In Power In Tough Times from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 15

Embattled President Nicolas Maduro marks two years in power Sunday with Venezuela’s deep pockets pinched hard by plummeting oil prices,
Latin America’s highest inflation and simmering anger on the streets. 

Venezuela receives $5 bn funding from China from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 15

Cash-strapped Venezuela has received $5 billion in financing from China, President Nicolas Maduro announced Sunday as his country struggles
with an economic crisis. 

Burned bodies of six found in vehicle in central Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 16 Apr 15

The burned bodies of five men and a woman were found inside a vehicle in north-central Aragua state, according to the Venezuelan Public
Ministry on Thursday. 

Spain files protest with Venezuela over president's comments from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

The Spanish foreign ministry has summoned the Venezuelan ambassador to protest against comments by the Venezuelan president against Spain
after the Spanish Parliament passed a motion calling for the release of opposition leaders jailed in the South American country. 

Maduro refuses to comment about Obama encounter in Panama from EFE (Spain) 15 Apr 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said that he will divulge nothing about his brief encounter with U.S. President Barack Obama in the VII
Summit of the Americas in Panama, after rumors broke out that the conversation brought him "to his knees." 

Maduro orders probe of suspected graft among Panama-based Venezuelans from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 15

President Nicolas Maduro said Tuesday he had launched a probe into reports of Panama-based Venezuelans who may have illegally obtained
wealth. 



Venezuela announces "exhaustive" review of ties with Spain from EFE (Spain) 15 Apr 15

The Venezuelan government will conduct an "exhaustive" review of its relations with Spain, Foreign Minister Delcy Rodriguez said Wednesday
after meeting with the Spanish envoy in Caracas. 

Spain, Venezuela summon ambassadors in growing spat from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 15

Spain and Venezuela summoned each other's ambassadors Wednesday in a mounting row, as accusations flew back and forth across the Atlantic of
a Venezuelan opposition crackdown and Spanish "racism" and "meddling". 

Maduro Didn’t Have A Good Summit from Miami Herald 14 Apr 15

Imagine a U.S. President came to the Summit of the Americas and, while criticizing the government of a certain oil-rich South American nation,
remarked that he does enjoy Venezuelan salsa singers like Rubén Blades. 

Meeting with Obama to bring "relations of respect" with U.S., Maduro says from Xinhua (China) 12 Apr 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Saturday that following his "short meeting" with U.S. President Barack Obama in Panama, an
"opportunity could open up for relations of respect" between the two countries. 

UPDATE: Obama, Venezuela's Maduro speak at summit amid tensions from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 15

US President Barack Obama briefly spoke with Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro at a regional summit Saturday, telling him Washington was
not seeking to threaten Caracas amid rising tensions. 

Obama meets Venezuela's president on sidelines of summit from Associated Press 11 Apr 15

President Barack Obama met privately with his Venezuelan counterpart Saturday amid a bitter dispute between the two nations over recent U.S.
sanctions on seven senior Venezuelan officials. 

UPDATE: Maduro doesn't 'trust' Obama but wants talks from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro told an Americas summit on Saturday that he does not trust US President Barack Obama but is willing to
talk to ease tensions. 

UPDATE: Obama: Region cannot "remain silent" about situation in Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 9 Apr 15

President Barack Obama said neither the United States nor any other member of the Inter-American community "should remain silent" about the
situation in Venezuela, though he stressed that Washington "remains open to direct dialogue" with Caracas. 

Venezuelan expats in Panama demand release of political prisoners from EFE (Spain) 9 Apr 15

Around 300 Venezuelan residents of Panama protested in the capital demanding the release of 'political prisoners' and the cessation of state
repression and violence in Venezuela. 

Former leaders call for Venezuela to be confronted on human rights from Miami Herald 9 Apr 15

Saying that the hemisphere can no longer ignore widespread abuses in Venezuela, 26 former presidents signed a statement Thursday calling on the
Andean nation to hold elections and free political prisoners. 

Venezuela's President Maduro receives millions signatures condemning U.S. decree from Xinhua (China) 9 Apr 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has received 10.42 million signatures on a petition calling on the United States to repeal a decree declaring
the country a national security threat, media reported Thursday. 

Venezuela wants US to revoke decree calling Caracas a threat from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 15

Foreign Minister Delcy Rodriguez said Wednesday she pressed a visiting US diplomat over Caracas' wish to have Washington revoke an order
calling Venezuela a national security threat. 

Venezuela links Exxon presence in disputed zone to Obama executive order from EFE (Spain) 8 Apr 15



Venezuela's government said a subsidiary of U.S. oil giant ExxonMobil was carrying out "unauthorized" operations in disputed waters off Guyana
and linked them to Washington's recent diplomatic steps against Caracas. 

Senior US official in Venezuela for meetings with Maduro from Associated Press 8 Apr 15

A senior U.S. diplomat was in Venezuela on Wednesday for talks with President Nicolas Maduro ahead of a regional summit in which tensions
between Caracas and Washington threatened to overshadow a thaw in U.S.-Cuba relations. 

OPINION: Leaving Venezuela’s Fields Of Dreams from New York Times 8 Apr 15

In cruelly polarized Venezuela, mired in a disastrous economy and swept by criminal violence, baseball culture has been a haven of joyful civility,
togetherness and tolerance. Now even that bridge over the sectarian abyss seems to be collapsing. 

UPDATE: Venezuelan minister replaced as father-in-law charged from Associated Press 8 Apr 15

Venezuela's tourism minister has been replaced just as his father-in-law, the mayor of Caracas, is being charged with conspiring against the
socialist government. 

Venezuela formally charges Caracas mayor from Agence France-Presse 7 Apr 15

Prosecutors in Venezuela formally charged Caracas mayor and opposition politician Antonio Ledezma Tuesday with staging a US-funded
attempted coup against President Nicolas Maduro. 

Latin America silent on Venezuela as US airs rights concerns from Associated Press 7 Apr 15

From Mexico to Brazil, leaders in Latin America have largely kept silent amid charges of human rights abuses in Venezuela and are unlikely to
speak out against their neighbor at this week's Summit of the Americas. 

White House plays down summit spat with Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 7 Apr 15

The White House said Tuesday Venezuela is not a security threat, in a disavowal aimed at defusing a controversy just days before Presidents
Barack Obama and Nicolas Maduro come face-to-face at a regional summit. 

Venezuela health crisis grows with emigration of 13,000 doctors from EFE (Spain) 7 Apr 15

Some 13,000 doctors have emigrated from Venezuela in recent years, the president of the Venezuelan Medical Federation, Douglas Leon Natera,
said Tuesday, while warning that "the crisis" in the sector has a "tendency to gradually get worse." 

Venezuela Has Its Own Agenda For Hemispheric Summit from Miami Herald 6 Apr 15

The Summit of the Americas, which begins Friday, was supposed to mark the United State’s return to the fold. During the last few meetings of the
hemisphere’s leaders, Washington had been sidelined over its stance on the Falklands, the war on drugs and, most important, its insistence that
Cuba not be invited to the party. 

Venezuela's anti-Obama signature drive passes six million from Reuters 31 Mar 15

President Nicolas Maduro decreed a new annual "anti-imperialist" day on Tuesday and said a signature drive demanding the repeal of U.S.
measures against Venezuela had passed 6 million. 

Accused Assassin Of Venezuelan Lawmaker: I Was Framed from Miami Herald 31 Mar 15

For almost six months, Leiver Padilla Mendoza has listened to Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro vilify him on national television. The
president has accused the 34-year-old of being the cold-blooded paramilitary assassin behind the Oct. 1 stabbing of Robert Serra, a ruling-party
lawmaker. 

Venezuela sends letter of protest to US from Agence France-Presse 27 Mar 15

Venezuela said Friday it has sent a letter of protest to the United States over Washington's new sanctions on officials accused of an opposition
crackdown. 

Venezuelan Opposition Leader Ordered Kept In Jail from Associated Press 27 Mar 15



A prominent opposition leader has completed a prison sentence for disobeying authority but will remain in jail while on trial for more serious
charges related to his alleged support of anti-government unrest. 

Venezuela Slashes Oil Shipments To Cuba, Caribbean In Half from Miami Herald 27 Mar 15

Venezuela has cut in half its subsidized shipments of crude oil to Cuba and Petrocaribe member nations to 200,000 barrels per day, down from
400,000 shipped in 2012, a Barclays report says. 

Maduro says "Venezuela is ready" for dialogue with U.S. from EFE (Spain) 27 Mar 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Venezuela is ready to initiate dialogue with the United States based on mutual respect and equality,
and that he is prepared to speak directly with U.S. President Barack Obama on this basis. 

Venezuela collects three million anti-Obama signatures, foes denounce coercion from Reuters 26 Mar 15

Venezuela's socialist government said on Wednesday it has collected more than three million signatures asking U.S. President Barack Obama to
repeal measures declaring the South American country a security threat. 

Amnesty denounces deadly Venezuela protest crackdown from Agence France-Presse 24 Mar 15

Amnesty International on Tuesday condemned a crackdown on demonstrations that swept Venezuela last year and which left 43 people dead,
saying protesters were shot, electrocuted and sexually assaulted. 

Venezuela claims Spanish ex-PM working to overthrow Maduro from Agence France-Presse 24 Mar 15

Venezuela alleged Tuesday that Spain's former socialist prime minister Felipe Gonzalez had joined a plot of ultraconservatives to overthrow
President Nicolas Maduro's embattled government. 

EDITORIAL: Whose emergency in Venezuela? from The Economist 21 Mar 15

IT WAS the kind of diplomatic clumsiness for which the United States has a unique capacity. On March 9th Barack Obama issued an executive
order declaring “a national emergency” because of the “extraordinary threat to the national security” of the United States posed by Venezuela.
Really? Is Uncle Sam scared of a country with a government that is incapable of organising a reliable supply of toilet paper, an army whose best-
known capabilities are coups, petrol smuggling and drug trafficking, and a president who spent most of January touring the world to beg for cash? 

Venezuelan foreign minister to visit Moscow - Lavrov from Interfax (Russia) 21 Mar 15

Venezuelan Foreign Minister Delcy Rodriguez will visit Russia to hold talks with Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov and take part in an
intergovernmental commission meeting. 

BLOG: Venezuela’s military exercises put spotlight on its MANPADS missiles from Washington Post 19 Mar 15

When Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro ordered a 10-day military exercise over the weekend, soldiers and civilian loyalists deployed
countrywide in a show of strength. Since then, the exercise has showcased the force’s inventory of jets, armored trucks and other weaponry. It has
also made a conspicuous display of something else in Venezuela’s arsenal: shoulder-fired surface-to-air missiles.

Venezuela seeks 10 million signatures in anti-US petition from Associated Press 19 Mar 15

Supporters of President Nicolas Maduro are launching a petition drive to end what they consider U.S. aggression. The goal is to round up 10
million letters and signatures demanding President Obama repeal an order freezing the assets of Venezuelan officials accused of violating human
rights during anti-government protests. 

Venezuela prepared for potential U.S. oil sanctions, minister says from EFE (Spain) 19 Mar 15

Venezuela's oil minister said Thursday that the OPEC nation has a fallback plan in place in case the United States decides to impose sanctions on
its crude exports. 

UPDATE: Venezuela high court releases 4 government opponents from Associated Press 18 Mar 15

Four Venezuelans arrested during a crackdown on anti-government protests last year have been released from jail following widespread
international condemnation and the recent suicide of an imprisoned government opponent. 



Venezuela court orders release for prominent protester from Associated Press 18 Mar 15

Venezuela*s Supreme Court has ordered the release of a prominent student protester whose arrest has drawn strong international condemnation. 

OPINION: Yes, Venezuela Is A Security Threat from Miami Herald 17 Mar 15

There is, besides, a matter of hierarchy. Cuba is the nanny. Venezuela behaves as it does at the behest of the Cuban advisers who rule the country.
This is the expertise that Cuba sells to Venezuela: intelligence, social control and tough-fisted governability. 

Venezuela allies line up with Maduro on faceoff with US from Associated Press 17 Mar 15

Leftist allies of Venezuela on Tuesday rallied behind embattled President Nicolas Maduro in his faceoff with the U.S. government, which he is
accusing of trying to oust his socialist administration. 

U.S. insists it doesn't seek Maduro's ouster and wants regional solutions from EFE (Spain) 17 Mar 15

The U.S. government insisted Tuesday before Congress that it is not seeking the fall of Nicolas Maduro's government, but it called on its Latin
American partners to join forces to find a solution to the crisis besetting Venezuela. 

Venezuela advert in US press demands Obama rescind 'national security threat' from The Guardian (UK) 17 Mar 15

Venezuela’s foreign ministry has demanded President Obama retract an executive order declaring the South American state a threat to US national
security in a combative full-page advert published in the New York Times. 

Elected officials grant Venezuelan leader broad powers from Washington Post 16 Mar 15

Venezuela’s parliament granted President Nicolas Maduro decree powers on Sunday for the rest of 2015 in a move he says is to defend the
country from U.S. meddling but opponents decry as evidence of autocracy. 

Law granting Maduro expanded powers takes effect in Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 16 Mar 15

A law went into effect Monday in Venezuela, granting Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro expanded powers to fight "growing aggression from
the United States government." 

Venezuela ordered to pay Owens-Illinois unit $455 mn in compensation from EFE (Spain) 13 Mar 15

The World Bank's arbitration body has ordered Venezuela to pay $455 million to U.S.-based packaging product manufacturer Owens-Illinois
Inc.'s Dutch subsidiary for the 2010 unlawful expropriation of its majority interest in two glass-bottle plants, the parent company said. 

EDITORIAL: A Failing Relationship With Venezuela from New York Times 12 Mar 15

By imposing sanctions this week on seven officials in the Venezuelan government on Monday, the Obama administration took a gamble. The
move appears intended to signal to members of that government that persecuting the political opposition and limiting an independent press will
have consequences. 

OPINION: Obama’s Sanctions May Play Into Maduro’s Hand from Miami Herald 12 Mar 15

The big question about the U.S. sanctions on seven top Venezuelan officials accused of human rights violations is not whether they deserve them
— of course they do — but whether the measure won’t give Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro a golden excuse to usurp even more powers
and further clamp down on the opposition. 

Venezuela's Maduro says may go to U.S. to challenge Obama from Reuters 12 Mar 15

Ridiculing the U.S. qualification of Venezuela as a security threat, President Nicolas Maduro said on Thursday he may travel to Washington to
challenge American counterpart Barack Obama. 

Euro MPs call on Venezuela to release detainees from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 15

The European Parliament called on Venezuela Thursday to release students and opposition figures "arbitrarily detained" during protests against
left-wing President Nicolas Maduro. 



UPDATE: Russia says concerned by 'negative trends' in Venezuela from Tass (Russia) 12 Mar 15

Russia's foreign ministry on Thursday expressed concern about Washington stepping up political and sanctions pressure on Caracas, saying these
"negative trends" destabilised the situation in Venezuela and were discordant with positions of other countries. 

Venezuela Congress gives 1st OK to president decree powers from Associated Press 11 Mar 15

Venezuela's Congress has approved President Nicolas Maduro's request for expanded powers, which he says he needs to protect the socialist
South American country from U.S. "imperialism." 

U.S. ready to wage war on Venezuela: Venezuelan FM from Xinhua (China) 11 Mar 15

The United States is laying a legal groundwork to wage a war against Venezuela and other countries in the world, Venezuelan Foreign Minister
Delcy Rodriguez warned Wednesday. 

EU rules out Venezuela sanctions for now from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 15

The EU has no plans to follow the US lead and impose sanctions against Venezuela but is closely watching a government crackdown on the
opposition, a spokeswoman said Tuesday. 

Maduro to request emergency powers in response to US sanctions from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 10 Mar 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Tuesday was set to formally request special powers from the country's General Assembly to counter
"threats" from the United States. 

In Chávez, Maduro Trusts, Maybe To His Detriment And Venezuela’s from New York Times 10 Mar 15

He thunders about conspiracies and assassination plots. He says that he sleeps with both eyes open. Few Venezuelans even know where he lives.
But no matter the dangers, President Nicolás Maduro says that no one will scare him, fool him or divert him from carrying out the mission that the
“eternal Commander Chávez” has given him “until the end of the end of the roads, now and forever.” 

Venezuela's Maduro says U.S. sanctions seek to topple his government from Reuters 9 Mar 15

A furious Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said on Monday U.S. sanction measures were intended to topple his socialist government. 

After new sanctions, Venezuela recalls envoy from US from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 15

Venezuela recalled its envoy to Washington for consultations Monday, after US President Barack Obama ordered new sanctions against senior
Venezuelan officials. 

Obama orders deeper Venezuela sanctions over abuses from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 15

US President Barack Obama on Monday ordered a fresh wave of sanctions against senior Venezuelan officials involved on opposition crackdown
and the prosecution of Caracas's mayor. 

Venezuela installs finger scanners in supermarkets from BBC 8 Mar 15

Venezuela is due to begin installing about 20,000 fingerprint scanners at supermarkets across the country. 

EDITORIAL: In Venezuela, Punishing Scapegoats from New York Times 6 Mar 15

The governing strategy of President Nicolás Maduro of Venezuela increasingly relies on blaming and punishing scapegoats for his own failings.
He took that approach to a ludicrous level over the weekend, announcing that the United States Embassy in Caracas would have to shrink its staff
from more than 100 to 17 and that American citizens would henceforth need visas to travel to Venezuela. 

Amid crisis, Venezuelans commemorate Chavez from Associated Press 5 Mar 15

Early morning fireworks burst over Venezuela's capital on Thursday for a commemoration of Hugo Chavez on the second anniversary of his
death, even as an economic crisis threatens to undo the former president's legacy of lifting many out of poverty. 

Venezuela: U.S. Has 15 Days To Gut Embassy Staff from Washington Times 5 Mar 15

Venezuela is giving the U.S. 15 days to chop its embassy staff by 83 percent. Agencia Venezolana de Noticias (AVN), Venezuela’s official news



agency, said Monday the U.S. Embassy has been told to cut its staff from 100 personnel to 17, CNN reported. 

Venezuelans fret Maduro measures may slow U.S. visas from Reuters 4 Mar 15

Queuing in their hundreds from dawn then often waiting for hours in the sun, Venezuelans seeking U.S. visas fear their government's order to
slash American embassy staff to less than a fifth of current levels may snarl the process far more. 

UNASUR delegation to visit Venezuela to "support democracy": Maduro from Xinhua (China) 4 Mar 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro announced Tuesday that a delegation of the Union of South American Nations (UNASUR) will visit
Caracas Friday to "support democracy" due to the alleged U.S. meddling in the nation's internal affairs. 

Venezuela launches new US visa requirement from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 15

Venezuela began requiring visas for US travelers to the country Tuesday, implementing a measure announced by President Nicolas Maduro in
retaliation for American "meddling." 

Venezuelan opposition needs protection from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Mar 15

Former Colombian president Andres Pastrana asked the Inter-American Human Rights Commission (IAHRC) Tuesday to take measures to
protect the members of the political opposition in Venezuela. 

Venezuelan opposition needs protection from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Mar 15

Former Colombian president Andres Pastrana asked the Inter-American Human Rights Commission (IAHRC) Tuesday to take measures to
protect the members of the political opposition in Venezuela. 

U.S. to respond to Venezuela's demand to cut U.S. embassy staff from Reuters 3 Mar 15

The United States said on Tuesday it would respond through diplomatic channels to Venezuela's demand for a cut in U.S. embassy staff in
Caracas, but said Venezuela had drastically underestimated its own diplomatic presence in the United States. 

UPDATE: Venezuela tells U.S. embassy in Caracas: Cut staff by 80 percent from Reuters 2 Mar 15

Venezuela on Monday ordered the U.S. embassy in Caracas to reduce staff from 100 to 17 amid the worst diplomatic flare-up between the two
ideological foes since socialist President Nicolas Maduro was elected in 2013. 

US, Venezuelan officials meet amid rising diplomatic tension from Associated Press 2 Mar 15

The head of the U.S. diplomatic mission in Caracas is having a rare meeting with Venezuela's foreign minister days after the socialist South
American country announced it had detained American spies and would be taking steps to shrink the U.S Embassy staff. 

US officials called 'terrorists' mock Venezuela travel ban from Associated Press 2 Mar 15

Conservative U.S. politicians banned from traveling to Venezuela by socialist President Nicolas Maduro are taking the restriction as a badge of
honor. 

Venezuela to sanction U.S officials, limit diplomatic personnel, require visas for Americans from Xinhua (China) 28 Feb 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro announced Saturday that his government will deny visas to a number of United States officials whom he
called "terrorists", including former president George W. Bush and senators Marco Rubio and Bob Menendez. 

Senator: Venezuela frees 4 US missionaries from Associated Press 28 Feb 15

Sen. John Hoeven says Venezuela has released four missionaries from North Dakota who were detained several days ago. 

Clamor against use of weapons in protests rises with Venezuelan teen's death from EFE (Spain) 27 Feb 15

The death this week of a Venezuelan teenager by a police officer who shot him with a shotgun firing rubber bullets has caused not only shock
among the public but also the rejection of a large part of society on the use of weapons to suppress protests. 

Venezuela newspaper that opposed Chavez ends daily edition from Associated Press 27 Feb 15



The Venezuela newspaper started by a former guerrilla as a forum to criticize the socialist revolution started by Hugo Chavez is ending its daily
print edition amid a shortage of newsprint and what it says is a pattern of government harassment. 

UN chief backs efforts to re-launch dialogue in Venezuela from Associated Press 26 Feb 15

Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon is backing efforts by South American nations to re-launch a dialogue between Venezuela's government and
opposition following new reports of violence. 

Venezuelan students demand end to 'deadly force' order from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 15

Angry Venezuelan students marched to the justice ministry Wednesday to demand it revoke a resolution allowing police to use deadly force at
protests after an officer was charged with killing a 14-year-old boy. 

Kerry blasts Venezuela's 'egregious behavior' from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 15

US Secretary of State John Kerry on Wednesday blasted the Venezuelan government's "egregious behavior" and promised the speedy
implementation of recent sanctions against the crisis-hit country. 

Kerry tells Venezuela to free political prisoners and stop accusing U.S. from EFE (Spain) 25 Feb 15

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry has asked the Venezuelan government to free all political prisoners and abandon the 'old script' of blaming the
United States for non-existent coup attempts. 

OPNION: Conspiracy Claims In Venezuela from New York Times 25 Feb 15

Listening to embattled President Nicolás Maduro of Venezuela ramble for hours about an international right-wing conspiracy to oust him, it’s
clear that he would use any fabricated pretext to jail opposition leaders and crack down on dissent. 

Venezuela's ruling party targets new opposition leader from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 15

Lawmakers from Venezuela's ruling party said Tuesday they have asked prosecutors to investigate a leading opposition lawmaker for conspiring
to overthrow President Nicolas Maduro, the latest attack on his opponents. 

Venezuelan 14 year-old killed during anti-government protest from Associated Press 24 Feb 15

A 14-year-old student died Tuesday after being shot in the head during an anti-government protest in Venezuela's restive western region. 

Majority of Venezuelans positive about economy under Maduro: poll from Xinhua (China) 24 Feb 15

Some 57 percent of Venezuelan voters have confidence that the current administration led by President Nicolas Maduro could improve the
troubled national economy, according to results of a poll released Tuesday. 

Venezuela condemns killing of teenage protester from Xinhua (China) 24 Feb 15

The Venezuelan government on Tuesday condemned the fatal shooting of a teenager during an anti-government protest and pledged to prosecute
the police officer responsible for the incident. 

Police officer arrested in teen's death at Venezuela protest from EFE (Spain) 24 Feb 15

A police officer was arrested Tuesday afternoon for his alleged involvement in the death of a 14-year-old boy during a demonstration in the
western Venezuelan city of San Cristobal, Interior Minister Carmen Melendez announced. 

Venezuelan opposition reacts to arrest of Caracas mayor from EFE (Spain) 24 Feb 15

Members of the Venezuelan opposition have reacted to the arrest of Caracas Mayor Antonio Ledezma by signing an 'agreement for transition',
which the government sees as proof of a conspiracy led by Ledezma and jailed opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez. 

EDITORIAL: Conspiracy Claims in Venezuela from New York Times 24 Feb 15

Listening to embattled President Nicolás Maduro of Venezuela ramble for hours about an international right-wing conspiracy to oust him, it’s
clear that he would use any fabricated pretext to jail opposition leaders and crack down on dissent. 



Maduro again accuses opposition of coup attempt with foreign funding from EFE (Spain) 23 Feb 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has once again accused the opposition of planning coups against his leftist government with the backing of
foreign governments. 

Amid A Slump, A Crackdown For Venezuela from New York Times 23 Feb 15

For a glimpse into Venezuela’s economic disarray, slip into a travel agency here and book a round-trip flight to Maracaibo, on the other side of the
country, for just $16. Need a book to read on the plane? For those with hard currency, a new copy of “50 Shades of Grey” goes for $2.50. Forget
your toothpaste? A tube of Colgate costs 7 cents. 

Venezuelan leader seeks to rally poor with mayor's arrest from Associated Press 23 Feb 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro appears to have chosen his latest foe carefully. 

Venezuela's ruling Socialists target another opposition leader from Reuters 23 Feb 15

Socialist Party legislators called on Monday for a probe of another Venezuelan opposition leader accused of conspiring against President Nicolas
Maduro, just days after the mayor of Caracas was arrested on similar charges. 

Venezuela's Maduro to visit Trinidad for talks on energy from EFE (Spain) 23 Feb 15

The future of Caracas' PetroCaribe initiative is expected to be high on the agenda when Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro visits Trinidad and
Tobago this week for talks with Energy Minister Kevin Ramnarine and Prime Minister Kamla Persad-Bissessar, the Trinidadian government said
Monday. 

Venezuela Mayor Is Accused Of U.S.-Backed Coup Plot from New York Times 22 Feb 15

The mayor of Caracas, Antonio Ledezma, who was arrested last week by intelligence agents, has been indicted on charges of conspiracy against
the Venezuelan government and plotting an American-backed coup. 

Venezuela opposition mayor ordered held: prosecutors from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 15

Venezuela prosecutors on Friday ordered the continued detention of Caracas opposition Mayor Antonio Ledezma, who was arrested a day earlier
in an alleged coup plot. 

UPDATE: Caracas mayor to appeal coup plot charge from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 15

The mayor of Caracas, who was detained and charged with plotting to overthrow Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro's government, will appeal
the "baseless" allegations, his lawyer said Saturday. 

Venezuela charges Caracas mayor Ledezma over 'conspiracy' from BBC 21 Feb 15

Caracas Mayor Antonio Ledezma has been indicted for plotting violence against Venezuela's government - a move condemned by the country's
opposition. The attorney general's office said Mr Ledezma, 59, would remain in a military prison pending his trial. 

Venezuela's Maduro says met Fidel Castro in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Thursday that he had visited Cuba and met retired leader Fidel Castro, considered one of his leftist
mentors. 

UPDATE: Venezuela arrests Caracas opposition mayor over 'coup' from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 15

Masked intelligence service agents arrested the mayor of Caracas on Thursday over what socialist President Nicolas Maduro alleges was a coup
plot financed by the United States and directed "from Washington." 

UPDATE: US, Latin America worry over Venezuela tensions from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 15

The United States and Latin American nations voiced concerns Friday over political tensions in Venezuela after the socialist government arrested
the opposition mayor of Caracas in an alleged coup plot. 

Venezuelan opposition leaders say Caracas mayor arrested from Associated Press 19 Feb 15



Opposition leaders in Venezuela are reporting that Caracas Mayor Antonio Ledezma has been arrested. The leaders condemned the detention
while residents of Venezuela's capital are banging pots in protest and cars in snarled traffic honk their horns. 

UPDATE: Caracas mayor who opposed government violently arrested from Associated Press 19 Feb 15

National police in camouflage uniforms smashed into the office of Caracas Mayor Antonio Ledezma on Thursday and carried the opposition
figure away. President Nicolas Maduro announced that the mayor would be punished for all his efforts to disturb the peace. 

UPDATE: Mayor of metro Caracas, opposition figure Antonio Ledezma, arrested from EFE (Spain) 19 Feb 15

The opposition mayor of metropolitan Caracas, Antonio Ledezma, was arrested Thursday by officials of Venezuela's intelligence service, or
Sebin, at the downtown headquarters of his party, officials close to the politician told Efe. 

Resignation in Venezuela on anniversary of leader's arrest from Associated Press 18 Feb 15

Wednesday marked the anniversary of his 2014 detention, but there were no marches or raucous protests on view. Even though Venezuela's oil-
based economy is in tatters and polls show support for socialist President Nicolas Maduro at an all-time low, demonstrations against the
government have been small and sporadic. 

Freeing of Venezuelan opposition leaders would ease dialogue, says OAS chief from EFE (Spain) 17 Feb 15

The Secretary General of the Organization of American States, O.A.S. Jose Miguel Insulza, has said that the freeing of Venezuelan political
opposition leaders would facilitate conditions for a dialogue to help that country overcome its crisis. 

Venezuela foils coup plot by group of soldiers: defense minister from Xinhua (China) 14 Feb 15

Venezuelan Defense Minister Vladimir Padrino Friday condemned a coup attempt by a group of air force officers who had been arrested on
evidence of planned military actions designed to overthrow the government. 

14 Cops hurt in clashes in western Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 13 Feb 15

Fourteen police officers were injured and 11 people were arrested during streets demonstrations in the western state of Tachira to mark the first
anniversary of the start of months of anti-government protests across Venezuela, authorities said Friday. 

Venezuela says SwissLeaks accounts 'transparent' from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 15

The Venezuelan government's bank accounts at the Swiss division of HSBC, which were revealed in the "SwissLeaks" scandal, are "totally
transparent," said the South American country's economy minister. 

Marches mark anniversary of Venezuela protest movement from Associated Press 12 Feb 15

Friends and foes of Venezuela's socialist government braved pouring rain Thursday to stage dueling marches on the anniversary of the protest
movement that wracked the country last year. 

Violent clashes in Venezuela on protest movement anniversary from Associated Press 12 Feb 15

Protesters clashed with police in this anti-government stronghold Thursday amid a storm of tear gas, rocks and rubber bullets as Venezuelans
staged dueling marches on the anniversary of last year's bloody protest movement. 

Amid Coup Charges, Joe Biden Meets Venezuelan Opposition Figures from Washington Times 12 Feb 15

Vice President Joseph R. Biden met Wednesday at the White House with the spouse of a jailed Venezuelan opposition leader, just a week after the
South American nation’s president accused Mr. Biden of actively plotting a coup against him. 

Russian-made arms reinforce potential of Venezuelan army - Venezuelan defense minister from Tass (Russia) 11 Feb 15

Russian-made weapons have reinforced the potential of Venezuela's army, the republic's Defense Minister Army General Vladimir Padrino Lopez
said Wednesday. 

Venezuela arrests judge after ruling in drug smuggling case from Associated Press 11 Feb 15

Venezuelan authorities have arrested a judge less than 24 hours after he issued a sentence in a high-profile drug trafficking case that prosecutors



say is too lenient. 

Russian defense minister accepts invitation to attend Venezuelan military exercises from Tass (Russia) 11 Feb 15

Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu has accepted the invitation of Venezuela's defense minister to participate in Venezuelan military
exercises. 

Venezuela drug kingpin sentenced to 14 years from Associated Press 10 Feb 15

A long-sought drug kingpin who was extradited by Colombia back to Venezuela over the objections of the U.S. has been sentenced to 14 years in
prison for trafficking and money laundering. 

White House brands Venezuela's allegations against U.S. "ludicrous" from EFE (Spain) 10 Feb 15

Venezuela's accusations of alleged United States interference in its internal affairs are "ludicrous" and nobody gives them credit in Latin America,
according to a senior advisor to U.S. President Barack Obama. 

Venezuela, Brazil leaned heavily on secret Swiss accounts from Associated Press 9 Feb 15

Venezuela was among the top clients for HSBC's Swiss private banking arm, which helped shield wealthy clients around the world from scrutiny
and taxes. 

Ex-Venezuelan Judge To Be Sentenced In US Drug Case from Associated Press 9 Feb 15

Sentencing is scheduled for a former Venezuelan judge in a major cocaine trafficking case linked to the government of former President Hugo
Chavez. 

Supermarket Chain Denies Venezuela’s Charges Of Food Hoarding from New York Times 9 Feb 15

The head of a supermarket chain taken over by the Venezuelan government rejected on Sunday charges that the company was hoarding foodstuffs
to destabilize the economy, arguing that its warehouse had only three days’ supply of basic goods. 

Venezuelan president condemns new U.S. "conspiracy" against his country from Xinhua (China) 7 Feb 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro rejected on Saturday a new "conspiracy" by the United States government which intended to use the Inter-
American Democratic Charter (IDC) of the Organization of American States (OAS) to justify a foreign intervention in his country. 

OPINION: Venezuela’s Political Crisis Grows More Explosive from Miami Herald 6 Feb 15

As Venezuela drifts toward repression, the Obama administration has failed to “name and shame” human-rights violators, as mandated by
Congress last December.

Ex-judge in Venezuela to be sentenced in US drug case from Associated Press 6 Feb 15

A former Venezuelan judge faces sentencing in Miami federal court in a cocaine trafficking case linked to the government of former President
Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuela to incorporate occupied grocery into state system from Associated Press 6 Feb 15

Venezuela will fold an occupied supermarket chain into the state food distribution system. 

Venezuela arrests pharmacy chain managers from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 15

Two top executives at one of Venezuela's largest drugstore chains have been arrested for allegedly violating laws meant to protect consumers from
shortages and runaway inflation, the government said. 

UPDATE: U.S. tells Venezuela to communicate "directly" without UNASUR interference from EFE (Spain) 5 Feb 15

The U.S. government has said that "it has not received contact" from the Union of South American Nations, UNASUR, on a possible role as a
mediator to relax the tense relations between the United States and Venezuela and has urged the latter government to communicate "directly". 

UNASUR pledges support for Venezuela to counter U.S. "aggressions" from Xinhua (China) 5 Feb 15



The Union of South American Nations (UNASUR) on Wednesday voiced support for Venezuela on its recent face-off with the United States. 

Venezuelan president slams U.S. intelligence report from Xinhua (China) 4 Feb 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro Wednesday rejected a recent U.S. report which predicts an outbreak of violent anti-government protests in
the South American nation in 2015. 

Venezuela commemorates 23rd anniversary of Chavez's attempted coup from EFE (Spain) 4 Feb 15

The Venezuelan government on Wednesday commemorated the 23rd anniversary of the attempted coup d'etat led by late President Hugo Chavez
with assorted events around the country and a military and public procession in downtown Caracas that made its way to the Montaña Barracks,
where his remains are interred. 

Maduro asks UNASUR to mediate talks with U.S. from Xinhua (China) 4 Feb 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Tuesday evening he has asked Union of South American Nations (UNASUR) to mediate in the recent
tensions between Venezuela and the United States. 

Pharmacies In Venezuela Are Accused Of ‘Sabotage’ from New York Times 3 Feb 15

The authorities detained several executives of the country’s top pharmacy chain over the weekend amid accusations that retailers were seeking to
maintain long lines outside stores as part of what President Nicolás Maduro called a “guerrilla tactic” to sow discontent in the economically
beleaguered nation. 

Venezuelan oil ministry official charged with corruption from EFE (Spain) 3 Feb 15

The general director for domestic markets at the Venezuelan Petroleum and Mining Ministry was arrested for alleged corruption, the Attorney
General's Office in this capital announced Tuesday. 

Venezuela's Maduro takes over chain for waging 'food war' from Agence France-Presse 3 Feb 15

President Nicolas Maduro, whose country faces severe economic crisis and shortages, ordered a Venezuelan chain be taken over Tuesday and its
proprietors detained for inciting "a food war against the people." 

Venezuela rejects U.S. sanctions, reserves right to defend itself from EFE (Spain) 3 Feb 15

The Venezuelan government on Tuesday rejected the new sanctions imposed by the U.S. government on cdertain Venezuelan officials and warned
that it reserves the right to take "all necessary actions" to defend its sovereignty. 

U.S. Expands Sanctions Against Venezuela Officials from Miami Herald 3 Feb 15

The U.S. State Department on Monday said it is expanding the number of Venezuelan officials and their family members who will be denied U.S.
visas in punishment for their human rights’ records and for corruption. 

U.S.: Maduro's accusations of Biden "unfounded and false" from EFE (Spain) 2 Feb 15

The United States on Monday called Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro's accusations of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden "unfounded and false"
after the Venezuelan leader said Biden was behind a plan to topple his government. 

Venezuela authorities probe drug store chain amid shortages from Associated Press 2 Feb 15

Venezuela's largest drugstore chain says it's under investigation by price-control authorities and the intelligence service, presumably on suspicion
of aggravating the country's chronic shortages. 

U.S. slaps visa restrictions on unnamed Venezuelan officials from Reuters 2 Feb 15

The United States said on Monday it has imposed visa restrictions on unnamed current and former Venezuelan officials involved in human rights
abuses as well as unidentified people believed responsible for public corruption. 

Maduro accuses Biden of leading coup plan against his government from Xinhua (China) 2 Feb 15

Venezuelan head of state Nicolas Maduro Sunday accused U.S. Vice President Joe Biden of heading a "bloody" plan to overthrow his



government, which he said was announced to presidents and prime ministers of Caribbean countries. 

Venezuelan president says U.S. conspires to overthrow him from Xinhua (China) 31 Jan 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Friday that U.S. agencies are plotting to overthrow him, and asked President Barack Obama if he is
aware of the conspiracy. 

Venezuela confirms it downed plane near Aruba from Associated Press 30 Jan 15

Venezuela's military confirmed that it shot down over the Caribbean Sea a small civilian plane believed to be carrying drugs. 

Venezuela unveils new rules on use of deadly force at demos from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 15

Venezuelan soldiers overseeing demonstrations can open fire if they feel their lives are at risk, says a new regulation published a year after anti-
government riots left 43 people dead. 

OPINION: Ex-leaders Can Play A Big Role In Venezuela from Miami Herald 29 Jan 15

The recent visit by three former Latin American leaders to Venezuela has not only helped draw attention to their assertion that the region’s
democracies have “abandoned” Venezuela, but has shown that former presidents can play a larger-than-expected role in pushing for democracy in
Latin America. 

UPDATE: Venezuela's Cabello: defector after money, can't prove drug claims from Reuters 28 Jan 15

Venezuelan Socialist Party heavyweight Diosdado Cabello on Wednesday said a defector reportedly accusing him of running a drug ring was
merely chasing money and had no proof. 

UPDATE: Venezuela confirms desertion of ex-agent from armed forces from Associated Press 28 Jan 15

A Venezuelan official confirmed on Tuesday that the former bodyguard of the head of congress has deserted from the socialist country's armed
forces amid reports the man is in the United States to testify against his former boss. 

Venezuelan officials reject allegation of drug trafficking from Associated Press 27 Jan 15

Venezuelan officials are denouncing a report that links the head of the socialist South American country's parliament to the drug trade. 

Venezuela opposition gets boost from visit by former regional leaders from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 26 Jan 15

Former presidents of Colombia, Chile and Mexico Monday dismissed charges by Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro that they were visiting his
country to provoke trouble. 

Thousands march against socialist president in Venezuela from Associated Press 26 Jan 15

Thousands of opponents of President Nicolas Maduro marched in the capital Saturday to denounce the socialist government for a deepening
economic crisis marked by widespread shortages and galloping inflation. 

Venezuela blocks meeting of former leaders, opposition chief from Associated Press 25 Jan 15

Venezuelan authorities have blocked two former Latin American presidents from visiting jailed opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez. 

Venezuela Braces For Protests After Economic Reforms Fail To Calm Passions from Miami Herald 23 Jan 15

It turns out “God will provide” isn’t the most comforting of economic policies. The day after Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro rolled out a
series of vague economic reforms and called on a higher power to help the country overcome crashing oil prices, opposition leaders were calling
for protests and analysts were clamoring for more details. 

Thousands of Chavistas march in Caracas in honor of "martyrs" from EFE (Spain) 23 Jan 15

Tens of thousands of Chavistas went down the streets of Caracas's west side to celebrate the 57th anniversary of the triumph of democracy over
dictatorship in Venezuela, in a rally to honor the nation's "martyrs" with what is called "the march of the unconquered." 

Maduro criticizes visit by 3 former Latin American leaders from Associated Press 23 Jan 15



President Nicolas Maduro on Friday blasted a weekend visit to Venezuela by the former leaders of Mexico, Chile and Colombia, accusing them of
inadvertently lending support to extremist groups trying to oust him from power. 

Venezuela's economy shrunk 2.8 percent in 2014: Maduro from Reuters 21 Jan 15

OPEC member Venezuela's recession-hit economy shrunk 2.8 percent in 2014 while inflation topped 64 percent, President Nicolas Maduro said
on Wednesday, in almost certainly the worst performance in Latin America. 

IMF: Venezuela economy to shrink 7 percent this year from Associated Press 21 Jan 15

The International Monetary Fund is predicting Venezuela's troubled economy will shrink by 7 percent in 2015, suffering the worst contraction in
Latin America. 

Venezuelan gasoline and goods still sold in Colombia despite crackdown from Los Angeles Times 17 Jan 15

Miguel is a pimpinero, a curbside vendor of contraband Venezuelan gasoline that he sells at two-thirds of the going price at Colombian gas
stations. 

Venezuela moves opposition ex-mayor from jail to home arrest from Reuters 17 Jan 15

Venezuelan judicial authorities have allowed a former opposition mayor jailed during a wave of anti-government protests in 2014 to swap his cell
for house arrest because of poor health. 

Qatar Helps Venezuela Weather Oil Crisis from Wall Street Journal 13 Jan 15

Venezuela will receive “several billion dollars” in financing from Qatari banks to help the beleaguered South American oil-exporter withstand the
fall in crude prices, said President Nicolás Maduro from Doha on Monday. 

Venezuela: Shortages Prompt Protests from Reuters 12 Jan 15

Venezuelan authorities on Monday released a dozen demonstrators who had been arrested over the weekend while protesting swelling lines at
supermarkets, following several days of scattered unrest that included a group of masked assailants burning a bus. 

Venezuela's Maduro in OPEC kingpin Saudi for talks from Agence France-Presse 11 Jan 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has arrived in OPEC's leading oil producer Saudi Arabia, state media reported on Sunday, after he visited
Iran to discuss the impact of plummeting crude prices. 

Bomb destroys 8 vehicles of Venezuela state telephone firm CANTV from EFE (Spain) 10 Jan 15

Eight vehicles of the Venezuelan state telephone company CANTV were destroyed by a bomb launched by unknown persons before dawn in a
parking lot in the northeastern city of Puerto Ordaz. 

Embattled Venezuela Says It Has Secured $20 Billion Lifeline From China from Miami Herald 8 Jan 15

Venezuela has secured $20 billion in Chinese loans and financing, President Nicolás Maduro said on Wednesday — a much needed lifeline as the
South American nation struggles with a recession and record-high inflation amid plummeting oil prices. 

Furor Over French Fry Shortage At McDonald’s In Venezuela from Associated Press 8 Jan 15

McDonald’s is finding itself under attack in Venezuela both for not selling french fries — and for selling them. 

China, Venezuela financing cooperation proceeding "smoothly": spokesman from Xinhua (China) 7 Jan 15

China said on Wednesday that financing cooperation with Venezuela is going smoothly, following reports that Venezuela is seeking more loans
from China to overcome economic recession. 

US rules out prisoner swap with Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 15

The United States has rejected a proposal by Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro to swap a jailed opposition leader for a Puerto Rican
nationalist held in a US prison. 



US rejects Venezuela's offer of prisoner swap for Lopez from BBC 6 Jan 15

The US has ruled out a prisoner swap to secure the release of jailed Venezuelan opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez. Mr Lopez has been in prison
since last February on charges of inciting violence during mass anti-government protests held at the beginning of 2014. 

Venezuela's Maduro would free Lopez if U.S. freed Puerto Rican from Reuters 5 Jan 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said on Sunday he would only seek the release of jailed opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez if the United
States agreed to release a Puerto Rican nationalist currently held in a U.S. prison. 

OPINION: Obama Is Overlooking Deep Trouble In Venezuela from Washington Post 5 Jan 15

An enduring characteristic of Barack Obama’s presidency has been his determination to implement the ideological agenda with which he arrived
in office without regard for conditions in the real world.

Venezuela's Maduro heads to China to seek financial aid from Agence France-Presse 4 Jan 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro begins a trip to China and OPEC member countries late Sunday in search of financial support as his
country reels from falling oil prices and a tattered economy. 

Opposition leader says "it smells like devaluation" in Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 3 Jan 15

Venezuelan opposition leader and presidential candidate in the last two elections, Henrique Capriles, said Saturday that once again "it smells like
devaluation" of the bolivar, a reference to President Nicolas Maduro's declaration that changes are about to be made to the state monetary
exchange system that has been in effect for 12 years. 

Venezuelan president's popularity hits new low: pollster from Reuters 2 Jan 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro's approval rating has slipped to 22 percent, the lowest of his nearly two-year rule as a result of economic
problems, a local pollster said on Friday. 

Biden, Maduro shake hands, exchange words at Brazil meet from Agence France-Presse 2 Jan 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro called for "respectful relations" when he shook hands with US Vice President Joe Biden on the sidelines of
Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff's swearing in, he said Friday. 

Venezuela’s President Blames Opposition For Deep Recession from Associated Press 31 Dec 14

Venezuela’s government on Tuesday confirmed that the economy is struggling to emerge from a deep recession but President Nicolas Maduro said
the crisis engulfing the oil-rich nation could have been a lot worse. 

Venezuelan opposition leader agrees to meet with Pres. Maduro from EFE (Spain) 30 Dec 14

Opposition leader and former presidential candidate Henrique Capriles confirmed Tuesday that he will attend the meeting next Sunday to which
he was invited by President Nicolas Maduro. 

NGO: Venezuela Homicide Rate Rises To World’s 2nd from Associated Press 30 Dec 14

A non-governmental group that tracks crime in Venezuela says the country’s homicide rate rose again in 2014. 

Venezuelan pro-govt. elect Supreme Court judges almost alone from EFE (Spain) 29 Dec 14

The parliamentary majority loyal to Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has appointed on Monday virtually alone the judges of the Supreme
Tribunal of Justice, TSJ, as no agreement was reached with the opposition in three previous sessions. 

Venezuela's opposition questions key judicial appointments from Associated Press 29 Dec 14

Venezuela's opposition is blasting a string of key appointments it says will further bend the judiciary to the interests of the socialist government.

Venezuelan foreign minister becomes envoy to U.N. from EFE (Spain) 26 Dec 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Friday that Rafael Ramirez has been relieved as foreign minister and will become Caracas' permanent
representative to the United Nations. 



Venezuela: Opening to Cuba crucial for U.S. ties with LatAm from EFE (Spain) 26 Dec 14

The U.S. government's decision to restore diplomatic relations with Cuba after more than 50 years is key to Washington's understanding the new
era in Latin American, Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro wrote in a letter published Friday in Cuban official media. 

Oil Prices Push Venezuela To Brink Of Economic Collapse from Washington Times 24 Dec 14

The ongoing plunge in global oil prices is pushing Venezuela toward economic collapse just as President Nicolas Maduro — the hand-picked
successor to the late socialist Hugo Chavez — faces mounting international criticism for jailing opposition figures after months of street protests. 

OPINION: Venezuela’s Phony Olive Branch from Miami Herald 23 Dec 14

As expected, President Obama last week signed legislation imposing sanctions on government officials in Venezuela responsible for violence and
human-rights violations in the wake of anti-government protests early this year. It will allow the president to freeze assets and deny or revoke
visas of Venezuelan officials. 

Oil Shakes Venezuelan Debt to Its Foundations from Wall Street Journal 22 Dec 14

Venezuela Benchmark Bonds Fell to Record Low Last Week 

Venezuela blasts 'interventionist' EU resolution from Agence France-Presse 22 Dec 14

Venezuela has reacted angrily to a European Parliament resolution accusing the Latin American nation of persecuting the opposition, saying
Europe is trying to divert attention from its own financial woes. 

Group of 77 And China condemns US sanctions against Venezuelan officials from Tass (Russia) 22 Dec 14

International community of developing countries known as the Group of 77 and China /G77 + China/ condemns the U.S. sanctions against a
number of Venezuelan government officials, President Evo Morales of Bolivia said on Monday. 

US seeks to overthrow Venezuela government: official from Agence France-Presse 20 Dec 14

Tighter new US sanctions against Venezuela are aimed to foment violent unrest to try to overthrow President Nicolas Maduro, his defense
minister said Saturday. 

Obama signs sanctions law targeting Venezuelan officials from Agence France-Presse 18 Dec 14

President Barack Obama signed a law Thursday allowing sanctions against senior Venezuelan officials accused of violating the rights of protesters
during anti-government demonstrations that rocked the country earlier this year. 

Euro MPs slam Venezeula opposition 'persecution' from Agence France-Presse 18 Dec 14

The European Parliament on Thursday strongly condemned Venezuela for the "persecution" of the democratic opposition and urged Caracas to
free political prisoners. 

Pro-Government Venezuelans Protest US Sanctions from Associated Press 16 Dec 14

Supporters of the Venezuelan government have marched in the streets of the nation’s capital to protest sanctions that US lawmakers approved last
week. 

Jailed Venezuela Opposition Leader Rattles Cage from Associated Press 16 Dec 14

Locked up and denounced by Venezuela’s government as a terrorist, Leopoldo Lopez may be out of sight, but he is not out of mind. 

Venezuelans march against United States sanctions from BBC 15 Dec 14

Wearing predominantly red, the protesters called on the United States to respect Venezuela. President Nicolas Maduro addressed his supporters at
the end of the march and accused the US of trying to intervene in his country's domestic affairs. 

Venezuelan leader says Spain's Aznar is a war criminal from EFE (Spain) 15 Dec 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Monday repeated his charge that former Spanish Prime Minister Jose Maria Aznar shares in the



responsibility for the deaths of Iraqis killed as a consequence of the 2003 U.S.-led invasion of the Middle Eastern country, which the Spaniard
supported. 

Jailed Venezuela Opposition Leader Rattles Cage from Associated Press 15 Dec 14

Locked up and denounced by Venezuela’s government as a terrorist, Leopoldo Lopez may be out of sight, but he is not out of mind. 

Maduro: I haven't broken ties with U.S. because of "Chavista wisdom" from EFE (Spain) 14 Dec 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said in a recorded television interview aired Sunday that he had wanted to break "all" relations with the
United States and close Washington's embassies and consulates, but he decided not to out of "Chavista wisdom." 

Spain summons Venezuelan diplomat over Maduro's remarks from EFE (Spain) 13 Dec 14

Spain's Foreign Ministry said it has summoned the Venezuelan Embassy's charge d'affaires to explain "unacceptable remarks" by that nation's
president, Nicolas Maduro. 

Venezuela drug trade rings alarm bells from Reuters 12 Dec 14

Hidden in a large ochre-colored container, the 1.4 tonnes of cocaine got past two dozen army checkpoints during a 500-mile journey from the
Colombian border to the Venezuelan capital. 

Venezuela Leader Lashes Out As White House Says Obama Will Sign Sanctions Bill from Washington Post 12 Dec 14

The White House says President Obama is ready to approve sanctions targeting senior Venezuelan officials, despite balking on the measures this
year at the height of a government crackdown against protesters. 

Obama Favors Sanctions For Abuse Of Venezuela Protesters from New York Times 12 Dec 14

President Obama plans to sign into law a bill that would impose sanctions on Venezuelan government officials responsible for human rights
violations or violence against protesters who took part in antigovernment demonstrations here this year, a White House spokesman said in
Washington on Thursday. 

Obama plans to sign bill to impose sanctions on Venezuelan officials from Xinhua (China) 11 Dec 14

U.S. President Barack Obama plans to sign into law a bill that would levy sanctions against some Venezuelan officials over human rights
violations, the White House said on Thursday. 

U.S. Sanctions Against Venezuela: A wrong turn for regional diplomacy from Council on Hemisphere Affairs 10 Dec 14

This time around, the sanctions bill is officially backed by the White House.[6] So why sanctions now? The U.S. midterm elections have signaled
a move to the right in the House and Senate, giving new hope to the ultra-right in Venezuela.

Venezuela leader Nicolas Maduro slams US sanction threat from BBC 10 Dec 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has called US senators "insolent" for passing a bill which would impose sanctions on Venezuelan officials
found to have violated protesters' rights. 

US Congress approves fresh sanctions on Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 10 Dec 14

The US Congress gave its final approval Wednesday to new sanctions against Venezuelan officials accused of violating the human rights of anti-
government protestors this year. 

Maduro rejects sanctions vote by U.S. Senate on Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 10 Dec 14

President Nicolas Maduro on Tuesday denounced a U.S. Senate bill that would lead to sanctions on senior Venezuelan officials and officers,
warning of "severe" countermeasures if it is finally approved. 

Only Venezuela fails in the fight against malaria in Latin America - WHO from EFE (Spain) 9 Dec 14

Latin America has made great progress in its fight against malaria with Venezuela as the only exception given its failure to combat the disease
which could eventually put neighboring countries at risk, the World Health Organization, WHO, has said. 



Venezuela seizes some $3 mn on board vessel from U.S. from EFE (Spain) 9 Dec 14

Venezuelan authorities seized "at least $3 million" hidden in a vehicle being transported on a Lebanese-flagged vessel that arrived in the capital's
port from the United States, the state-run press reported Tuesday. 

Chinese vice premier meets Venezuelan economy chief from Xinhua (China) 4 Dec 14

Chinese Vice Premier Zhang Gaoli met Thursday afternoon with Venezuela's top economic policy maker, Rodolfo Marco Torres. During the
meeting at Zhongnanhai in Beijing, the headquarters of the Chinese government, Zhang said the two sides should advance cooperation in the
areas of energy, mineral resources, agriculture, infrastructure and high technology to a new stage. 

Opposition Leader Indicted In Alleged Plot To Kill Venezuela President from Los Angeles Times 4 Dec 14

A Venezuelan judge on Wednesday formally charged opposition leader Maria Corina Machado with conspiracy to kill President Nicolas Maduro
and told her that she faces a maximum prison sentence of eight to 16 years if convicted. 

Venezuela opposition leader charged over 'plot' to kill president from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 14

Venezuelan prosecutors charged a prominent opposition leader with conspiracy Wednesday in relation to an alleged plot to assassinate leftist
President Nicolas Maduro. 

OPINION: Venezuela’s Downward Economic Spiral from Washington Post 1 Dec 14

Unfortunately for Venezuelans, Mr. Putin’s lesson is lost on their own leaders, who are continuing to preside over an accelerating — and
dangerous — economic collapse in one of the world’s biggest petroleum powers. 

Venezuela leader orders budget cuts after OPEC decision from Agence France-Presse 29 Nov 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Friday his government would slash the budget of his oil wealth-dependent nation, as crude prices
plunged after OPEC nations decided to hold output steady. 

Venezuela Opposition Leader Maria Corina Machado Answers Charges from Los Angeles Times 28 Nov 14

Venezuelan opposition leader Maria Corina Machado on Thursday vowed to continue her political protests after officials ordered her to face
charges of conspiracy to murder the nation’s president, an accusation she denied. 

NGO elevates death toll in Venezuelan prison poisoning to 33 from EFE (Spain) 28 Nov 14

A Venezuelan NGO which monitors prison conditions in the country has raised the death toll of inmates who died from drug overdoses and severe
poisoning in an incident in a prison in western Venezuela. 

Venezuela's Maduro pursues push for OPEC output cut from Agence France-Presse 28 Nov 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Thursday he would keep pushing OPEC to cut oil output to boost sliding crude prices after the cartel
opted not to slash production -- a move backed by Caracas. 

Venezuelan charges president's foe in alleged assassination plot from Xinhua (China) 26 Nov 14

Former Venezuelan lawmaker Maria Corina Machado will be charged by the Attorney General's office for her involvement in an "assassination
plot" against President Nicolas Maduro. 

On Venezuela’s Communes, Idyllic Future Is Just Over The Rainbow from Washington Post 26 Nov 14

With an Iranian tractor, and two big subwoofers blasting salsa music across his onion patch, Ivan Lora says he is turning his weedy hillside into a
building block of Venezuelan socialism. 

41 Prisoners break out of Venezuela jail from EFE (Spain) 26 Nov 14

A total of 41 alleged criminals fled on Wednesday morning from a jail managed by the CICPC scientific, penal and criminal research corps in the
central Venezuelan city of Los Teques, in the state of Miranda. 



OPINION: Oil Woes For Venezuela from Miami Herald 24 Nov 14

The global market is playing a cruel trick on the troubled regime of Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro. What’s the latest drama? Well, the last
time you gassed up did you pay under $3 a gallon? That’s bad news for the oil-rich Venezuelan government, whose economy depends almost
solely on oil exports. 

Venezuela pledges commitment to Petrocaribe despite oil-price dip from EFE (Spain) 20 Nov 14

Venezuela pledged at a Petrocaribe meeting here Thursday to continue supplying oil on favorable terms to member states despite a drop in
international crude prices. 

Venezuela to enact new laws to boost economy from Xinhua (China) 19 Nov 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Tuesday that he would enact 28 new economic laws to diversify the country's industry, according to
the official Venezuelan News Agency (AVN). 

White House backs increased Venezuela sanctions from Agence France-Presse 19 Nov 14

The White House would support increased sanctions against Venezuela, a US administration official said in a Senate confirmation hearing
Wednesday. 

Maduro calls for OPEC coordination to defend prices from Xinhua (China) 18 Nov 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Monday urged "common actions" of oil-producing nations to tackle the global oil price slump. 

Venezuela Court Keeps Opposition Leader In Jail from Associated Press 14 Nov 14

A Venezuelan court has declined to meet a United Nations call for the release of opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez, who faces charges of inciting
violence stemming from anti-government protests early in 2013. 

With Goods Scarce In Caracas’s Stores, Street Sales Boom And Officials Glower from Washington Post 14 Nov 14

The sprawling street market that radiates outward from the metro station in Petare, Caracas’s largest slum, is the retail equivalent of an anti-
Target. 

Trial Again Delayed For Venezuela Judge from Associated Press 13 Nov 14

A Venezuelan judge whose arrest has sparked international condemnation had her day in court postponed yet again on Wednesday. 

Venezuelan speaker suspects Colombian envoy has info on murder of legislator from EFE (Spain) 13 Nov 14

Venezuelan National Assembly Speaker Diosdado Cabello has said that he suspects Colombian ambassador Luis Eladio Perez knows more about
the murder of a ruling party legislator than he is letting on 

Eight killed in two localities near Colombia-Venezuela border from EFE (Spain) 11 Nov 14

Eight men, including five Colombians, have been murdered in two Venezuelan towns bordering Colombia for reasons not yet known, the
Colombian ambassador to Venezuela, Luis Eladio Perez has said. 

Gang battle kills 11 in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 11 Nov 14

A gang shootout in Venezuela left 11 people dead, local media and prosecutors said Tuesday, just weeks after the government launched a
nationwide initiative to crack down on escalating violence. 

Venezuelan gov't eliminates 2 police corps and takes over 3 more from EFE (Spain) 10 Nov 14

The Venezuelan government will abolish two police corps and will take over three more in keeping with its review of 141 of the country's police
departments, Freddy Bernal, the president of the commission created to implement the so-called "police revolution," announced Monday. 

Venezuela: Mastermind of lawmaker killing captured from Associated Press 7 Nov 14

Venezuelan authorities say the purported leader of a Colombian paramilitary group who they allege masterminded the October slaying of socialist
Venezuelan lawmaker Robert Serra has been captured. 



Venezuela Welcomes 119 Palestinian Students from Associated Press 7 Nov 14

Venezuela is welcoming 119 Palestinian students who will study medicine on grants provided by the Latin American country’s socialist
government. 

Venezuela says will keep oil production steady from Agence France-Presse ( 6 Nov 14

Venezuela will maintain oil production in 2015 at the current level of three million barrels a day despite falling oil prices, the head of state oil
company PDVSA said Thursday. 

Venezuela's leftist 'collectives' defy disarmament bid from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 14

Armed groups of supporters of Venezuela's late president Hugo Chavez have refused to take part in a government-sponsored disarmament effort
aimed at combatting rampant crime, posing a delicate problem for his successor. 

Venezuelan official ruffles feathers in Brazil from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 14

A Venezuelan official's seemingly low-key visit to Brazil has drawn a rare rebuke from a staunch ally and prompted grumbling at home about
privileges enjoyed by top officials. 

US Sen Rubio sees new hope for Venezuela sanctions from Associated Press 5 Nov 14

U.S. Sen. Marco Rubio hopes Republican gains in midterm elections will breathe new life into efforts to impose sanctions on Venezuelan officials
who commit human rights abuses. 

Venezuela’s President Orders 15pct Wage Increase from Associated Press 5 Nov 14

President Nicolas Maduro is boosting Venezuela’s minimum wage to protect workers’ salaries from inflation running at more than 60 percent a
year. 

Venezuela hands over Colombian warlord to Bogota from EFE (Spain) 4 Nov 14

A Colombian militia chief wanted in his homeland for murder and land theft was extradited on Tuesday, the Venezuelan Foreign Ministry said. 

Venezuela's Maduro to raise minimum wage from BBC 4 Nov 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro says he will increase the minimum wage by 15% starting in December. The raise, the third this year, comes
amid an annual inflation rate of 63.4%. 

Venezuela Shoots Down Trespassing Plane That Allegedly Smuggled Drugs from RIA Novosti 4 Nov 14

Venezuelan air defense forces have downed a suspected drug mafia plane over the western state of Apure on the border with Colombia, the
country's Defense Minister, Gen. Vladimir Padrino Lopez said early Tuesday on his Twitter account. 

Venezuela, With World’s Largest Reserves, Imports Oil from USA Today 2 Nov 14

For the first time in its 100-year history of oil production, Venezuela is importing crude — a new embarrassment for the country with the world’s
largest oil reserves. 

Venezuela and Canadian mining abuses in Latam under IACHR scrutiny from EFE (Spain) 29 Oct 14

At its latest meeting in the U.S. capital, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, or IACHR, has studied reports on the increase in
impunity, violence and poverty this year in Venezuela. 

Venezuelan ambassador to Spain recalled for consultations from EFE (Spain) 28 Oct 14

Venezuela has recalled its ambassador to Spain for consultations as part of a review of relations with Madrid prompted by recent comments from
Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy, the Venezuelan Foreign Ministry said Tuesday. 

Venezuela vows police 'purge' after lawmaker's murder from Agence France-Presse 28 Oct 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has vowed to conduct a "major purge" of the police force following the brutal murder of a top lawmaker



earlier this month. 

Venezuela opposition leader skips court in protest from Associated Press 28 Oct 14

Jailed Venezuelan opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez is refusing to appear in court in an attempt to pressure the government to respond to a United
Nations request for his freedom. 

$1.6 bn award suspended in Exxon-Venezuela case from Agence France-Presse 27 Oct 14

A World Bank arbitration panel suspended enforcement of a $1.6 billion judgment against Venezuela over its takeover of an ExxonMobil oil
project after Caracas asked for a revision to the award. 

Venezuela says it will not sell Citgo from EFE (Spain) 27 Oct 14

Citgo Petroleum, the U.S. unit of state-owned oil giant PDVSA, will not be sold, Economy and Finance Minister Rodolfo Marco said. 

Venezuela sets up commission to prevent Ebola outbreaks from Tass (Russia) 25 Oct 14

Venezuela has established a commission on preventing diseases caused by the deadly Ebola virus, the country's President Nicolas Maduro has
said. 

Venezuelan president names nominees for new defense, interior ministers from Xinhua (China) 24 Oct 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Friday tapped Carmen Melendez as minister of the Interior, Justice and Peace, and Vladimir Padrino
Lopez as the minister of the country's defense ministry. 

Venezuela interior minister sacked after clashes from Agence France-Presse 24 Oct 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro abruptly replaced his interior minister on Friday, weeks after violent clashes in Caracas which left five
people dead. 

US seeks to impose energy control to harm Venezuela, Russia - Maduro from Tass (Russia) 23 Oct 14

The United States is producing 9.5 million barrels of oil a day in an effort to deal a blow to the economies of Venezuela and Russia, Venezuelan
President Nicolas Maduro has said. 

Ex-Venezuelan judge to plead guilty in Miami drug case linked to Chávez government from Miami Herald 23 Oct 14

An ex-Venezuelan judge who was arrested this summer on drug charges that for the first time linked former officials in the late President Hugo
Chávez's administration to Colombian cartels plans to plead guilty in Miami federal court on Tuesday. 

Despite Riches, Venezuela Starts Food Rationing from Wall Street Journal 23 Oct 14

Government Rolls Out Fingerprint Scanners to Limit Purchases of Basic Goods; ‘How Is it Possible We’ve Gotten to This Extreme’

Venezuelan public safety plan to include radar and drones with cameras from EFE (Spain) 20 Oct 14

The Venezuelan government's public safety plan will include radars sensitive to gunfire and drones equipped with video cameras, Interior Minister
Miguel Rodriguez announced Monday. 

UN urges Venezuela to release jailed activist from Associated Press 20 Oct 14

The United Nations' top human rights official is calling for the immediate release of Leopoldo Lopez and dozens of other jailed opponents of
Venezuela's socialist government. 

OPINION: Falling Oil Prices Put Pressure On Russia, Iran And Venezuela from Washington Post 20 Oct 14

THE SILVER lining in the recent financial market turbulence has been the continued decline in the price of oil, which is down about 25 percent
since June. 

Maduro supporters, foes stage rival protests in polarized Venezuela from Reuters 18 Oct 14

Red-clad "Chavistas" rallied in central Caracas on Saturday to protest the killing of a young ruling party lawmaker, while across town a protest



called by the opposition's new leader failed to attract as big a crowd. 

Venezuela Gets Security Council Seat; Turkey Fails ( from New York Times 17 Oct 14

Despite objections by the United States, Venezuela secured a seat Thursday at the global table of high power, the United Nations Security
Council, while Turkey, a vital but complicated American ally, was resoundingly defeated. 

Venezuela expected to win in second attempt at UN council seat from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 16 Oct 14

The UN General Assembly's 193 member states are set to vote on Thursday to fill five seats on the UN Security Council, and bids by three
countries - Venezuela, Angola and Malaysia - are almost certain to go through. 

Venezuela: Colombia paramilitary aided in killing from Associated Press 15 Oct 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro says a Colombian paramilitary group collaborated in the killing of a young Venezuelan congressman earlier
this month. 

Lopez defense attorney asks court for his immediate release from EFE (Spain) 14 Oct 14

The defense attorney for Venezuelan opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez, who has been held in prison for almost nine months, on Tuesday asked
the court handling the case for his immediate release. 

Two arrested in Venezuela lawmaker's murder from Agence France-Presse 12 Oct 14

Two men have been arrested in Venezuela for the murder of a ruling party lawmaker and his assistant, a high-profile crime with political
overtones, the country's supreme court said Sunday. 

Venezuela blocks Argentine website showing politician's corpse from Reuters 10 Oct 14

An outraged Venezuelan government sought on Friday to block an Argentine website that published photos of the corpse of a young Socialist
Party legislator stabbed to death last week in a mystery that has convulsed the nation. 

UPDATE: Venezuelan government says Exxon Mobil compensation "reasonable" from Xinhua (China) 10 Oct 14

Venezuela said Thursday that a compensation ordered by the World Bank in a dispute with oil giant Exxon Mobil was within a "reasonable range"
once a previous payment is deducted from the 1.6 billion U.S. dollars new determination. 

Venezuela fined $1.6 bn for taking ExxonMobil assets from Agence France-Presse 9 Oct 14

A World Bank arbitration panel Thursday ruled that the Venezuelan government must pay ExxonMobil $1.6 billion to compensate for taking
control of the US firm's heavy-oil project in the country. 

Venezuela press freedoms at risk, press group warns from Agence France-Presse 9 Oct 14

Venezuela is on the verge of becoming a "second Cuba" in terms of press freedom with the imminent closure of one of its last independent
newspapers, a regional press group warned Thursday. 

Venezuela's 'Chavismo' risks implosion, dissident faction warns from Reuters 8 Oct 14

The socialist movement built by Venezuela's former president Hugo Chavez risks imploding if corruption, inefficiency and an economic crisis are
not tamed, a dissenting faction of the ruling Socialist Party says. 

Chavists ask Venezuelan government to declare Uribe persona "non grata" from EFE (Spain) 8 Oct 14

The Venezuelan National Assembly has voted in favor of asking President Nicolas Maduro's government to declare senator and former
Colombian president Alvaro Uribe persona "non grata" and asked for the petition to be extended to other Latin American governments. 

Russian, Venezuelan foreign ministers to negotiate in Moscow on Oct 8 from Interfax (Russia) 7 Oct 14

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov will negotiate with his Venezuelan colleague Rafael Ramirez in Moscow on Wednesday. 

Venezuela requiring hospitals to report cases of Chikungunya from EFE (Spain) 7 Oct 14



The Venezuelan government on Tuesday declared the detection of Chikungunya to be "an obligatory notification event" in all the country's health
centers, where, authorities say, 788 cases have been confirmed to date. 

UPDATE: Maduro links lawmaker's murder to groups backed by U.S. from Xinhua (China) 5 Oct 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said on Friday that the murder of young socialist lawmaker Robert Serra and his companion is linked to
paramilitary groups financed by former Colombian president Alvaro Uribe, and "mafias" in the U.S. backed by Washington. 

Venezuela Authorities: Murdered Lawmaker Robert Serra Was Targeted from Miami Herald 3 Oct 14

The murder of a Venezuelan lawmaker and his wife Wednesday was “intentional, planned, and executed with great precision,” Interior Minister
Miguel Rodríguez said. 

Groups planning urban attacks arrested, says Venezuelan president from EFE (Spain) 3 Oct 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has reported the arrest of four groups who were planning to attack and carry out violent acts in the capital
and other cities. 

Pro-government Venezuela Lawmaker Slain At Home from Associated Press 3 Oct 14

A rising star in Venezuela’s ruling socialist party was found stabbed to death in his home, and officials said Thursday it was a carefully planned
murder. 

Venezuela vows legal action after Twitter suspends official's account from Reuters 2 Oct 14

Venezuela's Socialist government has said it will take legal action against Twitter Inc, the U.S. social media site, for apparently suspending the
account of a ruling party governor. 

Venezuelan lawmaker Robert Serra shot dead in Caracas from BBC 2 Oct 14

A lawmaker from Venezuela's governing party has been killed in the capital, Caracas. 

Venezuelan Stores Fingerprint Shoppers To Stop Hoarding from USA Today 2 Oct 14

The government has begun implementing a novel solution to chronic short supplies of basic goods at its supermarkets: fingerprinting shoppers to
prevent hoarding. 

Opposition leader blames Venezuelan president for protest deaths from EFE (Spain) 1 Oct 14

Venezuelan opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez, on trial for political unrest, has denounced President Nicolas Maduro and Interior Minister Miguel
Rodriguez to the public prosecutor's office for two deaths during protests earlier this year. 

Venezuelan U.N. Security Council spot could be thorn in the side for U.S. officials from Fox News Latino 30 Sep 14

There was no smell of sulfur in the air, but Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro’s first speech in front of the United Nations General Assembly
last week was filled with the same fiery rhetoric customary for leaders from the South American nation and could be viewed as a precursor to
what can be expected if the country gains a non-permanent spot on the U.N. Security Council come October. 

Venezuela’s Currency Hits New Low from Wall Street Journal 30 Sep 14

Plunge Has Citizens Scrambling for Dollars on Black Market 

Venezuelan leader Nicolas Maduro defends Clorox seizure from BBC 30 Sep 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has defended the seizure of a factory owned by US-based company Clorox. 

Venezuela asks citizens to swap guns for grants, meds from Agence France-Presse 29 Sep 14

Seeking to slash the world's second-highest murder rate, Venezuela launched a gun swap program Monday asking citizens to exchange firearms
for scholarships, medicine, free surgery or construction materials. 

Venezuelans gather signatures against Maduro from Associated Press 27 Sep 14



Hardliner opponents of President Nicolas Maduro are beginning to collect signatures to force a constitutional assembly and remove the socialist
leader before presidential elections in 2019. 

Venezuela announces 'temporary occupation' of US firm Clorox from Agence France-Presse 27 Sep 14

The Venezuelan government announced Friday it was temporarily taking control of a Clorox factory, after the US-based firm said this week it was
leaving the country and selling its assets. 

Blackout Hits Parts Of Capital, Western Venezuela from Associated Press 26 Sep 14

Venezuela’s government says parts of the capital and seven western states were left without electricity after two generating plants had technical
problems. 

Under Pressure At Home, Venezuela’s Maduro Calls For A More ‘democratic’ U.N. from Miami Herald 25 Sep 14

Addressing the United Nations General Assembly for the first time since taking office 17 months ago, Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro said
it was time to make good on the dreams of his late boss Hugo Chávez and shake up the staid body. 

Opposition Picks Activist as Leader from Wall Street Journal 25 Sep 14

The country's opposition parties named a crusading journalist and political newcomer to head the perennially fractious coalition confronting
President Nicolás Maduro's socialist government. 

Venezuela's opposition names new coordinator from Associated Press 24 Sep 14

Venezuela's opposition parties have named a crusading journalist and political newcomer to head the perennially fractious coalition confronting
President Nicolas Maduro's socialist government. 

Maduro asks U.S. to "rectify its erratic harassment policy" towards Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 24 Sep 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has asked the U.S. government to "rectify its erratic harassment policy" towards his country and claimed he
was not anti-American despite his frequent diatribes against the United States. 

Venezuela's Maduro calls for shakeup at UN from Associated Press 24 Sep 14

Venezuelan leader Nicolas Maduro is calling for a "re-founding" of the United Nations in his debut at the annual General Assembly of world
leaders. 

Venezuela frees man who assaulted president at inauguration from EFE (Spain) 23 Sep 14

The man who assaulted Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro during his 2013 inauguration was released from prison last weekend, the press said
Tuesday. 

Canada mining firm claims $740 mn win against Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 23 Sep 14

The World Bank has ordered Venezuela to pay Canadian miner Gold Reserve $740.3 million for stripping its rights to a gold and copper mine in
2008, the company said. 

Venezuela Seeks to Quell Fears of Disease Outbreak from Wall Street Journal 23 Sep 14

Government Seeks Doctor's Arrest for Saying Deaths Could Point to Mosquito-borne Disease 

Venezuela's Maduro to travel to UN from Agence France-Presse 22 Sep 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Monday he would travel to New York for this year's United Nations General Assembly, after canceling
his trip last year alleging threats on his life. 

As Venezuela Fights Smugglers, Parts Of Colombia Go Hungry from Miami Herald 22 Sep 14

Venezuela is cracking down on smugglers who sell the country’s cheap, price-controlled goods on this side of the border. The government has
touted huge seizures of everything from potatoes to rice. But those controls are having some unintended consequences in Guajira state, home to
some of Colombia’s most vulnerable populations. 



Venezuela adpots national peace plan to improve security from Xinhua (China) 21 Sep 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Sunday approved a national disarmament plan to lower crime rates and to promote citizen security. 

Jailed Venezuelan police chief freed from Associated Press 20 Sep 14

A police chief whose decade-long imprisonment was taken up by Venezuela's opposition has been freed from jail. 

Popular Venezuelan cartoonist fired over drawing from Associated Press 18 Sep 14

A popular cartoonist says she lost her job over her representation of the late Hugo Chavez's iconic signature as a flat-lined heartbeat to dramatize
Venezuela's health care crisis. 

Chinese construction supply firms to operate in Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 18 Sep 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Thursday that three Chinese firms will deliver construction materials in his country. 

Maduro says foreign media behind fears of epidemic from Associated Press 18 Sep 14

President Nicolas Maduro accused CNN and other international media on Thursday of conspiring against his government by publishing what he
called false reports of a mysterious illness. 

US official: Venezuela fighting drug trafficking from Associated Press 17 Sep 14

Even as the U.S. and Venezuela publicly feud about the role the South American country plays in fighting drug smuggling, there are signs the two
nations may not be as far apart on the issue as it seems. 

Venezuela, Iran establish commission to promote ties from Xinhua (China) 17 Sep 14

Ministers from Iran and Venezuela on Tuesday unveiled the Eighth Mixed Commission here to promote bilateral cooperation, state media
reported. 

US silent on Venezuela's Security Council bid from Associated Press 16 Sep 14

The Obama administration declined to say whether it will oppose Venezuela's bid to grab a non-permanent seat on the United Nations Security
Council. 

BLOG: boaNow rding at a Venezuelan airport: cocaine from Washington Post 16 Sep 14

Venezuela's main international airport, Maiquetia, has developed something of a bad reputation in recent years for its long lines, stranded
passengers and dingy terminals. In July, there was a national outcry after airport authorities began charging travelers a clean air tax. 

OPINION: Black Eye For The Region from Miami Herald 15 Sep 14

If Venezuela succeeds in its bid to join the U.N. Security Council, as appears likely, it certainly won’t be the first (or last) time that an undeserving
government gets the green light to join the world body’s enforcement arm. But that doesn’t make this bad decision go down any easier. 

OPINION: Venezuela Heads To A Default Reckoning from Wall Street Journal 15 Sep 14

Amid bills for imports and debt servicing, and shrinking dollar liquidity, something has to give.

Venezuela’s Newest Shortage: Breast Implants from Associated Press 15 Sep 14

Venezuela’s chronic shortages have begun to encroach on a cultural cornerstone: the boob job. Beauty-obsessed Venezuelans face a scarcity of
brand-name breast implants, and women are so desperate that they and their doctors are turning to devices that are the wrong size or made in
China, with less rigorous quality standards. 

Venezuelan governor denies existence of fast-acting deadly virus from EFE (Spain) 13 Sep 14

A Venezuelan governor denied that eight people were killed by a deadly, fast-acting virus at a hospital in the north-central city of Maracay and
accused the head of the local medical association of deliberately attempting to sow panic among the local population. 



64 People arrested after Venezuela protests, NGO says from EFE (Spain) 13 Sep 14

At least 64 people were arrested in Venezuela following anti-government protests in Caracas and the western city of Barquisimeto, the executive
director of the non-governmental organization Foro Penal Venezolano, Alfredo Romero, said Saturday. 

Venezuela extends night closure of Colombia border to stop smuggling from Reuters 11 Sep 14

Venezuela said on Thursday it would extend an overnight closure of its border with neighboring Colombia for another three months in a campaign
to stop widespread fuel and food smuggling. 

Venezuela's UN Security Council bid gains backing from Associated Press 11 Sep 14

Venezuela's socialist government has quietly secured the backing of Latin America and the Caribbean to obtain a diplomatic trophy that long
eluded the late Hugo Chavez: a seat on the United Nations Security Council. 

Poor working conditions in Venezuela sending Cuban doctors to U.S. from Los Angeles Times 11 Sep 14

Worsening conditions in Venezuela are causing increasing numbers of Cuban medical personnel working there to immigrate to the United States
under a special program that expedites their applications, according to Colombian officials who help process many of the refugees. 

Venezuela's oldest newspaper shuts down from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

Venezuela's oldest newspaper is shutting down because of a lack of newsprint and a difficult economic climate as the country grapples with
chronic shortages. 

Venezuela to detain 2 deported student activists from Associated Press 9 Sep 14

Two Venezuelan student activists deported from Colombia last week will be kept in detention in Caracas. 

Argentina Says It’s No Venezuela As Price Cap Law Debated from Bloomberg News 5 Sep 14

A price fixing law under debate in Argentina’s Congress will be used sparingly to protect consumers and won’t track similar legislation in
Venezuela that has led to widespread shortages, the nation’s commerce secretary said. 

Venezuelan president unveils new stage of "revolutions" on economic, social development from Xinhua (China) 4 Sep 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro announced "five revolutions" on economic and social development on Wednesday, local press reported on
Thursday. 

Venezuela Leader Scraps Expected Economic Revamp from Wall Street Journal 4 Sep 14

In recent weeks, the government here hinted it was considering controversial steps to ease a deepening economic crisis, including raising the price
of gasoline. 

FEATURE: A Once-Proud Industrial City, Now A Monument To Venezuela’s Economic Woes from Washington Post 4 Sep 14

A half-century later and 15 years after Chavez came to power, Ciudad Guayana’s factories are crippled, starved for investment and roiled by labor
disputes. 

Venezuelan president reshuffles cabinet to bolster socialist reforms from Xinhua (China) 3 Sep 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has announced new cabinet appointments aimed at strengthening his government's socialist reforms, media
sources reported Wednesday. 

Venezuela livid over US TV show depicting Maduro buying chem arms from Agence France-Presse 3 Sep 14

Venezuela has opened a probe into a US television drama series that depicts President Nicolas Maduro as buying chemical weapons on the black
market to put down anti-government protests. 

Maduro replaces Venezuela's longtime oil chief from Associated Press 2 Sep 14

President Nicolas Maduro has replaced the Venezuela's longtime oil minister and economic czar as part of a cabinet shakeup sidelining the most-
prominent voice within his administration for much-needed reforms to address the country's economic crisis. 



Venezuela rails against portrayal in US spy drama from Associated Press 2 Sep 14

Venezuelan officials are denouncing a U.S. spy drama that portrayed country stockpiling nerve gas to put down social unrest. 

Man shot during anti-government protest in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 1 Sep 14

A man was wounded by gunfire Monday during the latest protest against the Venezuelan government's new economic policies and authorities later
broke up the demonstration, a non-governmental group said. 

Trapped In Venezuela: Airlines Abandon Fliers Amid Currency Dispute from Wall Street Journal 28 Aug 14

Delta, American, Lufthansa Have Slashed Service Since January; A Tough Road Trip for Soccer Team

Venezuela's Maduro: Fingerprinting at shops is voluntary from BBC 26 Aug 14

Venezuela's recently announced fingerprinting system, aimed at combating food shortages and smuggling, is to be "voluntary," President Nicolas
Maduro has said. 

Venezuelan president calls Netanyahu "modern Herod" from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 Aug 14

Venezuela's president called Israeli Premier Benjamin Netanyahu a "modern Herod," and proposed to take care of Palestinian children orphaned
by the conflict in Gaza. 

Venezuela proposes fingerprinting shoppers from Associated Press 21 Aug 14

Venezuelans soon may need to have their fingerprints scanned before they can buy bread. President Nicolas Maduro has announced a mandatory
grocery fingerprinting system to combat food shortages. 

Charges dropped against Venezuelan protesters from Associated Press 21 Aug 14

Venezuelan courts have dropped all charges against hundreds of demonstrators detained during anti-government protests that wracked the South
American country this spring. 

Venezuela's president pays visit to Fidel Castro from Associated Press 20 Aug 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro made a belated birthday visit to Fidel Castro, the former Cuban leader revealed in one of his regular
columns. 

Venezuela calls for greater "civic-military unity" to stabilize economy from Xinhua (China) 19 Aug 14

Venezuelan Vice President Jorge Arreaza on Tuesday called for greater civic-military cooperation to stabilize the economy, the Venezuelan News
Agency (AVN) said. 

Venezuelan hospitals say shortages creating emergency from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 14

Private hospitals and clinics reeling from the shortages that have hit Venezuela urged President Nicolas Maduro on Tuesday to declare a
humanitarian emergency over a lack of medicine and supplies. 

Venezuela Begins Overnight Closures Of Border To Deter Smuggling from Los Angeles Times 13 Aug 14

In a bid to slow, if not stop, the massive flow of contraband fuels and foods to Colombia, the Venezuelan government has begun a nightly closure
of all border crossings to its neighboring country. 

Venezuela sends 17,000 troops to seal Colombia border from Agence France-Presse 11 Aug 14

Venezuela said Monday it has deployed 17,000 troops along the Colombian border to combat gasoline smuggling, as it prepared to seal the
frontier nightly to stanch multi-billion-dollar annual losses. 

Venezuela to close Colombia border at night to fight smuggling from Agence France-Presse 9 Aug 14

Venezuela will close its Colombia border at night starting Monday to combat smuggling of various Venezuelan products, including food and
gasoline, officials said Saturday. 



Venezuela to shelter orphaned, injured Gazan children from Xinhua (China) 8 Aug 14

Venezuela has offered to shelter Palestinian children who have been orphaned or injured in the ongoing Israeli offensive in the Gaza Strip, Foreign
Minister Elias Jaua said Friday. 

OPINION: Stealth Censorship In Venezuela from New York Times 7 Aug 14

Censorship is nothing new in Venezuela, but it is taking novel, more covert, forms under Mr. Chávez’s lackluster replacement, Nicolás Maduro.
Mr. Maduro hasn’t made much headway against the problems he inherited from his predecessor: soaring inflation, supply shortages, crumbling
infrastructure and criminality. And lacking Mr. Chávez’s charisma and talent for masking hard realities with populist promises, he has been
leaning hard on the media instead: Censorship has gone from piecemeal to systematic. And like the devil, it is trying to convince the world that it
doesn’t exist. 

Venezuelan Hero Bolivar Gets Blockbuster Treatment from Associated Press 6 Aug 14

Latin America’s greatest hero is finally getting a big-budget, Hollywood-style epic befitting his towering stature. 

State Department Announces Travel Restrictions On Several Venezuelan Officials from Washington Post 31 Jul 14

The State Department announced new travel restrictions against a number of Venezuelan officials Wednesday in response to what it described as a
sustained effort by the Caracas government to silence the political opposition. 

US Bars Some Venezuela Officials From US Travel from Associated Press 31 Jul 14

Amid escalating tensions with socialist Venezuela, the U.S. State Department on Wednesday announced sanctions against officials it said
committed human rights abuses during a crackdown on anti-government protests. 

US bars some Venezuelan officials accused of rights abuse from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 14

The United States has slapped travel bans on a number of Venezuelan government officials accused of being behind human rights abuses, a senior
US diplomat said Wednesday. 

Venezuelan opposition leader quits coalition post over internal strife from Xinhua (China) 30 Jul 14

The leader of Venezuela's opposition alliance, Ramon Guillermo Aveledo, has resigned due to strong internal divisions, but will stay within the
alliance, according to an announcement made Wednesday. 

Argentina in default as 'vulture fund' talks drag on from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 14

Debt rating agency Standard and Poor's declared Argentina in "selective default" on Wednesday, as Buenos Aires remained locked in last-ditch
talks with the US hedge funds it has branded "vultures." 

UPDATE: U.S. accuses Venezuela of using oil to press Aruba on extradition from Reuters 29 Jul 14

The United States accused Venezuela on Tuesday of using economic pressure, including a reported threat to close an oil refinery, to apply pressure
on the Netherlands not to extradite an official whom Washington wants on drugs charges. 

Venezuelan Officers Linked To Colombian Cocaine Traffickers from New York Times 29 Jul 14

The head of Venezuelan military intelligence was on the payroll of a Colombian drug lord, invested his own money in drug shipments and
personally coordinated the shipment of thousands of kilograms of cocaine, according to prosecutors in Miami and New York. 

Bill to sanction Venezuela takes step forward from Associated Press 29 Jul 14

A bill that seeks to punish Venezuelan officials accused of human rights abuses has surmounted another hurdle in the Senate. 

Venezuela seeks to renew nuclear cooperation with Russia from Itar-Tass (Russia) 28 Jul 14

Venezuela seeks to continue temporarily put on hold nuclear cooperation with Russia, Venezuelan Ambassador to Russia Juan Vicente Paredes
Torrealba told Tass on Monday. 



UPDATE: Aruba faced potentially ‘severe’ economic pressure over Venezuelan general from Miami Herald 28 Jul 14

As tensions rose in Aruba over the fate of a Venezuelan general wanted in the United States on drug charges, the island nation was worried that
Venezuela was prepared to cut off air traffic for an extended period and sink its tourism industry, a senior U.S. State Department official said. 

Venezuela risks isolation over owed money, airlines warn from Agence France-Presse 28 Jul 14

Venezuela risks isolation from the global economy over a $4.1 billion debt owed leading air transport companies, the head of the world's airline
trade association said Monday. 

Venezuela says ex-general sought by U.S. to be freed in Aruba from Reuters 27 Jul 14

Venezuela said on Sunday that retired military General Hugo Carvajal, wanted by the United States over drug accusations and arrested four days
ago on the Caribbean island of Aruba, would be released and return home shortly. 

Venezuela's Maduro combats dissidence among ruling socialists from Reuters 26 Jul 14

Venezuela's ruling Socialist Party began a six-day congress on Saturday with President Nicolas Maduro seeking to quieten hardliners who believe
the state is failing to stem corruption or fix the economy. 

Venezuelan Socialists hold first Congress of post Chavez era from Xinhua (China) 26 Jul 14

The ruling United Socialist Party of Venezuela (PSUV) began its first congress on Saturday without its founder, Hugo Chavez, and with its sights
set on a major renovation of the Venezuelan revolutionary leadership to face the great challenges of the coming years. 

Minister: Flights between Aruba, Venezuela resume from Associated Press 26 Jul 14

Flights between Aruba and Venezuela have resumed after the South American country suspended them to protest the arrest of its designated
counsel to the island territory, the highest-ranking Venezuelan official ever detained on a U.S. warrant, officials said Saturday. 

UPDATE: Aruba to hold Venezuelan official seeking immunity from Associated Press 25 Jul 14

A judge in Aruba ruled Friday that the highest-ranking Venezuelan official ever arrested on a U.S. warrant must remain behind bars pending an
extradition request on drug-trafficking charges, prompting Venezuela to cancel flights to the Dutch Caribbean island in retaliation. 

Caracas blasts arrest of former Venezuelan spy chief in Aruba from EFE (Spain) 24 Jul 14

Venezuela denounced on Thursday the "illegal and arbitrary" arrest in Aruba of a former head of military intelligence who was traveling on a
diplomatic passport. 

Reports: Venezuelan general wanted by U.S. arrested in Aruba from Miami Herald 24 Jul 14

Authorities in Aruba have detained the former director of Venezuela’s Military Intelligence Hugo Carvajal, 54, on allegations of drug trafficking
and aiding Colombian guerrillas, local and international media reported. 

Jailed Venezuelan Opposition Leader Goes On Trial from Associated Press 24 Jul 14

A top leader of the anti-government protests that wracked Venezuela for months this spring is getting his day in court. 

End Comes For Notorious Venezuelan Vertical Slum from Associated Press 23 Jul 14

The beginning of the end came for the world’s tallest slum Tuesday as officials began evicting thousands of squatters from a haphazard
community inside the half-built Caracas skyscraper known as the Tower of David. 

Venezuelan network Telesur expands into English from Associated Press 23 Jul 14

The Spanish-language television network started by the late Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez as a vehicle for promoting in Latin America his
leftist brand of political change will now reach audiences in English. 

Mass evacuation starts as Venezuela clears world's «tallest slum» from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 Jul 14

The evacuation of a 45-storey building overrun by squatters seven years ago and converted into the 'world's tallest slum' has begun, according to
Venezuelan authorities. 



Venezuelan conspiracy theories a threat to critics from Associated Press 23 Jul 14

Roderick Navarro was in class when he got the news that a high-ranking minister had accused him of plotting to assassinate Venezuela's president.

Venezuelan opposition leader Lopez goes on trial from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 14

Venezuelan opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez went on trial Wednesday on charges of inciting violence during anti-government protests that
ultimately left 43 people dead. 

4 Arrested in murder of Venezuelan mayor from EFE (Spain) 22 Jul 14

Venezuela's interior minister on Tuesday announced the arrests of four people in last weekend's murder of Enrique Franceschi, the mayor of the
city of Arismendi Rio Caribe. 

Venezuela moves to empty squatter-filled office tower from Agence France-Presse 22 Jul 14

Venezuelan authorities on Tuesday began moving residents out of the Tower of David, a Caracas skyscraper so notorious as a haven for squatters
and gangs it was depicted in the US TV series "Homeland." 

China to launch satellite for Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 22 Jul 14

The China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation (CASC) has signed an agreement with Venezuela for in-orbit delivery of a second
remote sensing satellite for the country, the company said on Tuesday. 

Wife Of Imprisoned Venezuelan Activist Pleads For His Release from McClatchy 22 Jul 14

The wife of a Venezuelan opposition leader made a public plea to U.S. and international leaders Monday, saying her husband had been jailed on
trumped-up charges by what she called the weak and frightened regime of President Nicolas Maduro. 

OPINION: Leopoldo Lopez’s Jailing Is A Symptom Of A Sick Venezuela from Washington Post 21 Jul 14

No one should doubt why Leopoldo is in prison: Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro is afraid of him, and he has great reason to be. 

China, Venezuela lift ties to comprehensive strategic partnership from Xinhua (China) 21 Jul 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping and his Venezuelan counterpart Nicolas Maduro agreed here Sunday to upgrade their countries' relations to a
comprehensive strategic partnership. 

UPDATE: China Development Bank opens office in Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 20 Jul 14

The China Development Bank (CDB) opened an office here on Saturday, a move that indicates the two countries will further strengthen their
economic relations. 

Opposition mayor stabbed to death in Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 20 Jul 14

Enrique Franceschi, the mayor of the city of Arismendi Rio Caribe, was stabbed to death on Sunday, Venezuelan prosecutors said. 

Venezuela vows to boost all-out cooperation with China from Xinhua (China) 19 Jul 14

Venezuelan Foreign Minister Elias Jaua said Saturday that his country and China should deepen trade and economic relations and strengthen
cooperation in areas of common interests. 

US funds political groups in Venezuela despite ban from Associated Press 18 Jul 14

Almost four years after Venezuela enacted a law to bar the U.S. from funding groups frequently critical of the socialist government, millions of
the American dollars the administration tried to ban still flow to these organizations, an analysis by The Associated Press shows. Much more U.S.
support is under consideration. 

Sale Of Paper In Venezuela Raises Fears On Freedom from New York Times 15 Jul 14

One of Venezuela’s leading pro-opposition newspapers has been sold in a transaction shrouded in mystery, fueling growing concerns here over the
independence of the news media. The newspaper, El Universal, whose sale was announced this month, is the third major media outlet to change



hands here since the death ...of the country’s longtime socialist president, Hugo Chávez, and the election of his handpicked successor, Nicolás
Maduro.

Profits Vanish In Venezuela After Currency Devaluation from New York Times 9 Jul 14

Brink’s, the armored car company, could see about $400 million in revenue disappear this year from its operations in this country. Procter &
Gamble announced a write-down of $275 million on its Venezuela business. American Airlines and Delta Air Lines are slashing their Venezuela
flights. 

Delta Slashes Venezuela Flights Amid Currency Dispute from USA Today 8 Jul 14

Delta Air Lines is the latest carrier to trim its service to Venezuela, which has seen numerous airlines trim or end service altogether amid a
currency dispute with international carriers that fly to the country. 

US 'open' to better Venezuela ties from Agence France-Presse 7 Jul 14

The United States said Monday it was open to improved ties with Venezuela after more than a decade of rocky relations, but cautioned it was up
to Caracas to change its ways. 

Venezuela leader says ties restored with Panama from Associated Press 1 Jul 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro says his government is restoring diplomatic relations with Panama now that the Central American country
has a new president. 

Venezuela doctors demand gov't security in hospitals after shooting from EFE (Spain) 1 Jul 14

Venezuela's FMV medical federation demanded Tuesday that the government guarantee security in hospitals after two people were riddled with
bullets at a medical center. 

Chinese, Venezuelan presidents exchange congratulations on 40th anniversary of diplomatic ties from Xinhua (China) 28 Jun 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping and Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro exchanged congratulatory messages on Saturday to warmly celebrate the
40th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between the two countries. 

Temporary blackout hits Venezuela, including parts of capital from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 14

A power outage hit a wide area of eastern Caracas and several cities in the interior of Venezuela for at least two hours Friday. 

Venezuelan Opposition Figure Mardo Charged from Associated Press 26 Jun 14

Venezuela’s Attorney General is charging a former opposition lawmaker with a host of crimes including tax fraud. 

Venezuelan FM vows to boost ties with China from Xinhua (China) 26 Jun 14

Venezuela would continue to deepen its relations with China in various fields to achieve fair and balanced development for both countries,
Foreign Minister Elias Jaua said late Wednesday. 

Venezuela ruling party suspends leader for echoing criticism: media from Reuters 25 Jun 14

Venezuela's ruling Socialist Party has suspended one of its directors for echoing a former official's recent criticism over corruption, local media
reported on Wednesday, a sign President Nicolas Maduro is facing growing dissent from his own ranks. 

North Korea strengthening ties with Venezuela from United Press International 25 Jun 14

North Korea is planning to open an embassy in Venezuela, having recently received approval from the Venezuelan government to do so. 

Former Venezuelan President Velazquez Dead At 97 from Associated Press 25 Jun 14

Former Venezuelan president Ramon Jose Velasquez, known for his role in opposing dictatorship in the South American country, has died. He
was 97. 

Death toll from Venezuela protests hits 43 from Agence France-Presse 21 Jun 14



At least 43 people have died in opposition protests against President Nicolas Maduro that began in February, a non-government group said
Saturday after a student died from a bullet wound. 

EDITORIAL: Venezuela’s Nicolas Maduro continues human rights abuses from Washington Post 20 Jun 14

POLITICAL THEATER has reached ludicrous heights in Venezuela. For seven hours on Monday, the government in Caracas questioned a key
opposition leader over her alleged assassination plot against President Nicolás Maduro...

Venezuela bars ex-lawmaker from leaving country from Associated Press 20 Jun 14

A Venezuelan court has barred an opposition leader from leaving the country. 

American Airlines Cuts Venezuela Flights In Trapped-cash Dispute from Miami Herald 18 Jun 14

American Airlines Group, the U.S. carrier with the most flights to Latin America, will reduce weekly trips to Venezuela to 10 from 48 because of
an unresolved dispute over cash trapped there. 

Venezuela ex-planning minister said to slam Maduro as weak leader from Reuters 18 Jun 14

Venezuela's former planning minister, who helped the late president Hugo Chavez forge the country's state-driven economic model, has excoriated
current president Nicholas Maduro as a weak leader who is straying from socialism, according to a widely circulated document. 

Venezuela orders 3 arrested for alleged plot from Associated Press 11 Jun 14

Venezuela's attorney general ordered the arrests Wednesday of three government opponents, including a former presidential candidate and a
former state oil company executive, who are wanted for questioning in an alleged plot to assassinate President Nicolas Maduro. 

Venezuela: OPEC to keep present output target from Associated Press 11 Jun 14

OPEC oil ministers are heading into a meeting with apparent agreement to keep unchanged their output target of 30 million barrels a day. 

Iraq, Venezuela say OPEC to roll over output ceiling from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 14

The OPEC oil producers' cartel appeared set to maintain its output ceiling later this week, Iraq and Venezuela said here on Monday. 

OPEC set for another rollover on output: Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 14

Venezuelan Energy Minister Rafael Ramirez expects OPEC to rollover its output ceiling when the oil cartel meets later this week, he said here on
Monday. 

Venezuela Rally Supports Jailed Opposition Leader from Associated Press 9 Jun 14

Thousands of Venezuelans who oppose their country’s socialist-led government rallied peacefully in the capital Sunday to protest the continued
detention of an opposition leader and to call for an early presidential election. 

Venezuela's Maduro hails Assad win in Syria from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 14

Venezuela President Nicolas Maduro offered his congratulations Thursday to Syria's Bashar al-Assad for his victory in an election seen as
illegitimate by the West and the opposition in Damascus. 

Venezuela's judiciary targeting protestors: watchdog from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 14

Venezuela's judiciary is cracking down on students and dissidents while allowing nine out of ten other crimes, including thousands of murders, to
go unpunished, an international watchdog said Thursday. 

Venezuela opposition leader to face trial over demos: prosecutors from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 14

A Venezuelan opposition leader has been ordered to stand trial on charges of instigating violence at an anti-government demonstration,
prosecutors said Thursday. 

Jailed Venezuelan activist awaits judge's ruling from Associated Press 2 Jun 14

A Venezuelan court is holding a hearing to determine whether opposition hard-liner Leopoldo Lopez will be freed or must wait in jail while facing



charges of inciting violence and arson during anti-government protests. 

Venezuela warns of payback for suspension of gas from Colombia from EFE (Spain) 31 May 14

Venezuelan Energy Minister Rafael Ramirez said the suspension of gas from Colombia could affect the supplies that Venezuela sends to that
country in the future. 

Venezuelan gov't slams opposition over assassination plot from Xinhua (China) 30 May 14

The Venezuelan government on Friday slammed the opposition's "irresponsible and foolish" attitude toward an abortive assassination and coup
plot against Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro. 

Venezuela leader praises US rejection of sanctions from Associated Press 30 May 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro is offering rare praise for the U.S. administration because it is opposing unilateral sanctions against his
country. 

Venezuela meets with airlines to negotiate debt from Agence France-Presse 29 May 14

Venezuelan authorities met Thursday with international airlines to which the oil-rich country owes more than $4 billion, after many cut back or
halted service. 

Russia opposes sanctions on Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 29 May 14

Russia opposes any foreign interference in the affairs of Venezuela, including the imposition of sanctions, Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said
here Thursday at a joint press conference with his Venezuelan counterpart. 

U.S. dismisses allegations of role in coup plots against Venezuelan gov't from Xinhua (China) 29 May 14

The United States on Thursday rejected allegations of its envoy aiding coup plots against the Venezuelan government. 

Russia-Venezuela Commission to ponder cooperation issues on Friday from Interfax (Russia) 29 May 14

Russia-Venezuela cooperation in industries, trade and the energy sector will be high on the agenda of the Friday session of the High-Level
Intergovernmental Commission, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said. 

As Venezuelan Regime Cracks Down On Protestors, House Passes Crackdown On Regime from McClatchy 29 May 14

The House of Representatives passed a sanctions bill Wednesday that would bolster the ability of U.S. officials to levy penalties on the people
who have been involved in cracking down on Venezuelans protesting the regime of President Nicolas Maduro. 

Venezuelan foreign ministry to arrive to Moscow on May 29 from Interfax (Russia) 28 May 14

Venezuelan Foreign Minister Elias Jaua is expected to hold talks with his Russian counterpart Sergei Lavrov in May 29. 

House adopts new sanctions against Venezuela from Associated Press 28 May 14

The House approved new sanctions Wednesday against Venezuela, instructing the Obama administration to compile a list of human rights abusers
in the government, freeze any assets they hold in American banks and ban them from entering the United States. 

Venezuela implicates US envoy in opposition plot from Associated Press 28 May 14

Venezuela's government is implicating the U.S. ambassador to Colombia in a plot to destabilize President Nicolas Maduro's rule. 

Some See Promise And Pain In Venezuelan Sanctions Bill from Miami Herald 28 May 14

U.S. lawmakers hope to ratchet up pressure on Venezuela when the House debates a bill Wednesday that would allow authorities to block assets
and deny visas to those who have ordered or committed human rights violations during protests that left at least 42 dead and 835 injured. 

14 Dems Express Opposition To Venezuela Sanctions from Associated Press 28 May 14

Fourteen Democratic members of Congress are voicing opposition to authorizing unilateral U.S. sanctions against Venezuela ahead of a House
vote Wednesday. 



Mind your own business, Venezuela foreign minister tells Kerry from Reuters 27 May 14

Venezuela's foreign minister on Monday rebuked his U.S. counterpart, John Kerry, for criticizing the handling of street protests and reiterated
accusations Washington wants to topple the socialist government. 

Venezuela Announces Debt Deal With Airlines from Associated Press 27 May 14

Venezuela’s cash-strapped government has agreed to pay part of $4 billion owed to foreign airlines and may soon allow them to aggressively raise
airfares as it works to head off more carriers from leaving the country. 

Mind your own business, Venezuela foreign minister tells Kerry from Reuters 26 May 14

Venezuela's foreign minister on Monday rebuked his U.S. counterpart, John Kerry, for criticizing the handling of street protests and reiterated
accusations Washington wants to topple the socialist government. 

Wives of ousted mayors win Venezuela elections from Associated Press 25 May 14

The wives of two Venezuelan opposition mayors ousted during anti-government protests have won landslide victories in special elections to
choose their husbands' replacements. 

Venezuela replacing two mayors jailed over protests from Agence France-Presse 25 May 14

Venzeuelans in two cities went to the polls Sunday to elect new mayors two months after the opposition-member incumbents were dismissed and
jailed for failing to prevent violence in anti-government protests. 

South America rejects US sanctions on Venezuela from Associated Press 24 May 14

South American governments are rejecting an effort by U.S. lawmakers to apply sanctions on Venezuela over human rights concerns. 

Venezuela Blames World Cup For Airline Cutbacks from Associated Press 23 May 14

Blame it on the World Cup. That’s what Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro is doing to explain why airlines are slashing flights to the crisis-
plagued South American nation. 

Venezuela accuses US of 'interference,' seeks South American summit from Agence France-Presse 23 May 14

Venezuela wants to convene a summit of South American leaders to condemn US "interference" in its affairs, its foreign minister said Friday,
accusing Washington of seeking the leftist government's overthrow. 

Kerry Warns Of Possible Sanctions Against Venezuela from Washington Post 22 May 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry warned on Wednesday that patience with Venezuela’s government is wearing thin, and he raised the possibility of
sanctions against the South American country if the process of political reconciliation does not move forward. 

Venezuelan universities launch protest strike from Associated Press 22 May 14

Venezuela's universities launched a 24-hour strike Thursday to demand the release of 164 students jailed during three months of anti-government
protests, which have left 42 people dead. 

UPDATE: Impatience growing over Venezuela's attitude to crisis: Kerry from Reuters 21 May 14

Impatience with Venezuela's government is growing over its "total failure" to demonstrate good faith in talks over resolving the crisis there, U.S.
Secretary of State John Kerry said on Wednesday. 

UPDATE: US slow to back sanctions on Venezuela from Associated Press 21 May 14

As sanctions legislation against Venezuela advances in Congress, the Obama administration is finding itself wedged between pressure from
Capitol Hill to punish officials over human rights and regional governments who think such a move would only add to tensions in the South
American country. 

Mediators Leave Venezuela As Standoff Continues from Associated Press 21 May 14



A South American effort to end a standoff in talks between Venezuela’s government and opposition appeared to have stalled Tuesday, while
legislation in the U.S. Congress to punish Venezuelan officials for human rights abuses took a step forward. 

US firms extend $2 billion oil loan to Venezuela from Associated Press 21 May 14

Venezuela's state oil company PDVSA has secured a $2 billion credit line from several energy service companies, including U.S.-based
Halliburton and Schlumberger. 

Air Carrier Group To Venezuela: Time To Pay Up On Ticket Revenue from Los Angeles Times 21 May 14

The group of international air carriers on Tuesday said Venezuela’s government had reneged on a promise to pay billions of dollars in ticket fees,
an accusation that followed a second airline’s announcement that it would stop all flights in and out of the country. 

Kerry to discuss Venezuela crisis with Mexico from Agence France-Presse 21 May 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry arrived in Mexico on Wednesday to discuss what role the two regional allies can take to help resolve the
political crisis in Venezuela. 

US Senate panel approves Venezuela sanctions from Agence France-Presse 20 May 14

A US Senate committee on Tuesday greenlighted new sanctions on Venezuelan officials responsible for violent crackdowns against anti-
government student protesters that have left 42 people dead. 

Union of South American States fails to revive Venezuela talks from Reuters 20 May 14

Mediators from the Union of South American States (UNASUR) urged Venezuela's government and opposition back to the negotiating table on
Tuesday after failing to revive talks to stem months of protests in the polarized nation. 

Venezuela in selective default on domestic debt: experts from Agence France-Presse 20 May 14

Venezuela has selectively defaulted on its domestic commercial debt, suspending payments to a wide gamut of creditors owed more than $14
billion, economists here say.

Venezuela to bring complaint against US at UN from Agence France-Presse 18 May 14

Venezuela vowed Sunday to accuse the United States of meddling in its political crisis at the United Nations and other international organizations.

Venezuela to send oil to Palestinians from Agence France-Presse 17 May 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro pledged Friday to send oil and diesel to the Palestinian Authority, as part of agreements signed with its
leader Mahmud Abbas during his visit to Caracas. 

Harvard honors Venezuelan opposition leader with alumni award from Agence France-Presse 16 May 14

Harvard University announced Friday that it had given an annual alumni achievement award to jailed Venezuelan opposition leader Leopoldo
Lopez for his "support of democracy and transparency." 

Palestinian leader Abbas expected in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 15 May 14

Palestinian leader Mahmud Abbas was expected in Venezuela on Thursday to seek backing from Caracas for observer status in three Latin
American regional organizations. 

Venezuela probes 160 allegations of rights abuses at protests from EFE (Spain) 15 May 14

Venezuelan prosecutors are investigating 160 allegations of human rights violations in connection with the anti-government protests that began
three months ago, the attorney general said Thursday. 

Venezuelan opposition to meet LatAm foreign ministers from Agence France-Presse 15 May 14

Venezuela's main opposition coalition said Thursday it will meet with South American foreign ministers and a Vatican envoy on Sunday to
discuss stalled political talks with the government. 



OPINION: Tighten The Screws On Venezuela from Miami Herald 15 May 14

The failure of Venezuela’s government to bargain in good faith with leaders of the pro-democracy movement strengthens the case for imposing
U.S. sanctions on President Nicolás Maduro’s cronies and the beneficiaries of his corrupt regime. 

UPDATE: Venezuelan police arrest 105 in clashes from Agence France-Presse 15 May 14

Venezuelan police arrested 105 people and fired tear gas at anti-government student protesters who hurled stones and fireworks Wednesday at a
ministry building in the capital, officials said. 

Venezuelan police arrest 80 in clashes from Agence France-Presse 14 May 14

Venezuelan police made about 80 arrests and fired tear gas at anti-government student protesters who hurled stones and fireworks at a ministry
building in Caracas on Wednesday. 

Venezuela opposition threatens to end crisis talks from Associated Press 13 May 14

Members of Venezuela's opposition are threatening to pull out of crisis negotiations with the government over what they consider an unjustified
crackdown on recent protests. 

Venezuelan opposition suspends government talks over arrests from Agence France-Presse 13 May 14

Venezuela's opposition said Tuesday it has suspended working group-level talks with the government because of mass arrests of student protesters
last week. 

Venezuela Sends 11 Students To Trial, Frees Others from Associated Press 12 May 14

Venezuelan courts have ordered 11 student protesters to stand trial, but they have freed more than 150 others arrested with them during raids on
their encampments, prosecutors said Sunday. 

Venezuela Frees Most Youths Arrested In Raid from Agence France-Presse 12 May 14

Venezuela has set free most of more than 200 people detained when authorities demolished protest camps last week, officials said Sunday. 

ANALYSIS: Venezuelan Oil Dynamics: Why The Protests Matter from Forbes 12 May 14

Venezuela’s protests, which have gripped the country for most of this year, threaten to upend the country’s status quo—with global implications.
Demonstrations that began in a university town over a sexual assault case ballooned into a larger outcry against the country’s rampant crime and
crippled economy. 

OPINION: The 'Dialogue' in Venezuela Is a Fraud from Wall Street Journal 12 May 14

More than 500 citizens have been arrested since negotiations began.

U.N. 'particularly concerned' about Venezuela's reported 'excessive from United Press International 9 May 14

The United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights expressed concern Friday about renewed violence in Venezuela and the
detention of more than 200 youth movement protesters. 

US congressional panel passes Venezuela sanctions bill from Agence France-Presse 9 May 14

A US congressional panel passed a bill Friday that would impose sanctions on those responsible for human rights abuses against anti-government
protesters in Venezuela. 

As cost of Venezuelan goods go up, Colombian smugglers feel the pinch from Christian Science Monitor 9 May 14

Venezuela recently raised the price of chicken, rice, and sugar. Could its cheaper-than-water gasoline be next? Colombian fuel smugglers hope
not. 

Venezuela Arrests 243 In Raids On Antigovernment Protest Camps from New York Times 9 May 14

Security forces arrested 243 people in Caracas on Thursday as they dismantled four protest camps set up in the Venezuelan capital by
demonstrators opposed to the government of President Nicolás Maduro, and a policeman was fatally shot in clashes that followed, officials said. 



As Venezuela continues crushing dissent, a bipartisan push in Senate for sanctions from McClatchy 8 May 14

The Obama administration said in a Senate hearing Thursday it was hesitant to use individual sanctions as a tactic in the Venezuelan political
crisis, saying that doing so could escalate the situation into a fight between the Maduro regime and the United States rather than a struggle
between that country’s people and their government. 

Policeman shot dead in Venezuela protests from Agence France-Presse 8 May 14

A Venezuelan policeman died after he was shot in the neck Thursday in clashes with anti-government demonstrators in Caracas angered by pre-
dawn raids on their protest camps. 

Congress Moves Toward New Venezuela Sanctions from Associated Press 8 May 14

Congress is moving closer to imposing economic penalties against Venezuela’s government. 

EDITORIAL: U.S. Sanctions Against Venezuela Could Break The Nation’s Free Fall from Washington Post 8 May 14

AS VENEZUELA plummets toward economic and social chaos, the successors to Hugo Chávez are flailing in all directions.

US 'deeply concerned' about protest-hit Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 7 May 14

The United States is "deeply concerned" at what Secretary of State John Kerry called Wednesday "the deteriorating situation" in protest-hit
Venezuela. 

Truth commission to be set up in Venezuela without opposition member from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 7 May 14

The ruling-party majority in the Venezuelan National Assembly is set to establish a truth commission to investigate recent political protests, but it
will not include representatives of the opposition, said National Assembly Speaker Diosdado Cabello. 

Water rationing begins in Venezuela amid drought from Miami Herald 7 May 14

In deeply polarized Venezuela even the rain can set off political fighting. 

Venezuela arrests two police over death of protester from Agence France-Presse 7 May 14

Venezuela has arrested two National Guards over the death of a student in anti-government protests that swept the country in recent months, the
government said Tuesday. 

Caracas to begin four months of water rationing from Agence France-Presse 6 May 14

Water use in Caracas will be rationed for at least four months due to drought, authorities said Tuesday, as Venezuela grapples with shortages of
basic goods which have spurred massive anti-government protests. 

HRW denounces 'pattern of serious abuses' in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 5 May 14

Venezuela's security forces have engaged in a "pattern of serious abuses" against anti-government protesters, including the use of torture, with the
apparent aim of punishing political dissent, Human Rights Watch said Monday. 

Bodyguard of Venezuelan president murdered from EFE (Spain) 4 May 14

One of the bodyguards of the Venezuelan president was shot to death while driving along a Caracas highway on Sunday, the Public Ministry
announced. 

Venezuela: Alleged plan to provoke protests from Associated Press 2 May 14

Venezuelan authorities say they'll present proof of an organized effort to provoke violent protests aimed at leading to an overthrow of the
government. 

Venezuela tackles shortages with controversial food card from Reuters 2 May 14

President Nicolas Maduro is introducing a controversial shopping card intended to combat Venezuela's food shortages but decried by critics as a
Cuban-style policy illustrating the failure of his socialist policies. 



UPDATE: Venezuela detains 58 foreigners on suspicion of inciting unrest from Xinhua (China) 2 May 14

Venezuelan authorities have arrested 58 foreigners suspected of inciting unrest and violence during recent anti-government protests, the country's
interior and justice minister said here Friday. 

Venezuela to raise minimum wage by 30%, Maduro says from BBC 30 Apr 14

Venezuela will raise the minimum wage by 30% on 1 May, President Nicolas Maduro has announced. He said he would also raise pensions by the
same amount. The increase is below the level of annual inflation, which official figures put at 56.2% for 2013. 

US resumes visa issuance in Venezuela from Associated Press 29 Apr 14

The U.S. Embassy in Venezuela says it will again issue tourist visas for first-time applicants a month after abruptly suspending them. 

Venezuelan students protest new bid to limit demonstrations from Agence France-Presse 28 Apr 14

About 100 Venezuelan students chained themselves Monday to the front gate of a UN agency's Caracas office, calling for an end to a new high
court ruling requiring government approval for protests. 

In Venezuela, Protesters Point To Their Scars from New York Times 28 Apr 14

Clipso Martínez was shot at such close range by a soldier at a protest that his surgeon said he had to remove pieces of the plastic shotgun shell
buried in his leg, along with the shards of keys Mr. Martínez had in his pocket, shattered by the blast. 

Anti-government protests return to Venezuela's streets from Agence France-Presse 26 Apr 14

Several thousand people took to the streets of Caracas and other Venezuelan cities Saturday to protest education reform plans and restrictions on
the right to demonstrate. 

Venezuelan leader says talks with opposition "historic" from Xinhua (China) 25 Apr 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said late Thursday that talks with the opposition were heading in a "good" direction and hailed them
"historic." 

Venezuela Accuses U.S. Man Of Arms Trafficking, Attempted Murder from Miami Herald 24 Apr 14

A criminal court in the Venezuelan border state of Táchira on Wednesday ordered the detention of a U.S. citizen pending investigation into
allegations of arms trafficking, criminal association and attempted homicide, the Ministry of Information reported. 

American Arrested In Venezuela On Murder Charges from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

A U.S. citizen has been arrested in Venezuela on attempted murder and weapons charges after he allegedly shot another man, authorities said
Wednesday. 

Mother says American arrested in Venezuela is not a terrorist or anti-government agent from Miami Herald 24 Apr 14

The mother of a U.S. citizen, arrested in Venezuela on attempted murder and arms-trafficking charges, said her son is not a terrorist or anti-
government agent as authorities portray him. 

Venezuela, China advance to deepen economic cooperation: Maduro from Xinhua (China) 23 Apr 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Tuesday that Venezuela and China have taken new steps to deepen economic and social cooperation
after Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi's two-day visit to the South American country. 

Venezuela government, opposition to resume talks Thursday from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 14

A Venezuelan opposition coalition and President Nicolas Maduro's government will meet for new talks aimed at ending more than two months of
deadly anti-government protests, officials said Tuesday. 

Venezuela accuses 9 of financing violent protests from EFE (Spain) 22 Apr 14

Venezuela's interior minister reported Tuesday the arrest of nine people on charges of leading, financing and organizing violent anti-government



protests in the Caracas municipality of Chacao. 

China, Venezuela discuss cooperation deals from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 14

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi, on a tour of Latin America, met his Venezuelan counterpart Elias Jaua Monday to discuss boosting
cooperation in a range of areas including energy. 

Riot Police, Protesters Clash In Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 14

Fresh clashes erupted in Venezuela’s capital, with hooded anti-government protesters hurling rocks and Molotov cocktails at riot police who
returned fire with rubber bullets, tear gas and water cannon. 

Venezuela unrest: Fresh violence erupts in Caracas from BBC 20 Apr 14

Fresh violence has erupted in the Venezuelan capital, Caracas, between police and opponents of President Nicolas Maduro. Masked protesters
burned effigies of the president after a rally called "Resurrection of Democracy". 

Progress In Venezuela Talks, But Protests Continue from Associated Press 17 Apr 14

Negotiators for the government and the opposition have agreed to broaden membership in a truth commission that is to investigate who is to
blame for 41 deaths tied to weeks of political unrest in Venezuela. 

Venezuela Opposition Resumes Talks With Government from Associated Press 16 Apr 14

Venezuela’s opposition resumed negotiations with the government Tuesday amid rising doubts that the talks will produce a long-sought political
opening. 

Venezuela In New Crisis Talks from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 14

Venezuela’s government and opposition sat down for a new round of talks aimed at ending two months of deadly protests that have rocked the oil-
rich nation. 

Venezuelan crisis talks show signs of progress from Associated Press 16 Apr 14

Negotiators from Venezuela's government and the opposition agreed to broaden membership in a truth commission tasked with investigating
who's to blame for 41 deaths tied to weeks of political unrest. 

Venezuela opposition resumes talks with government from Associated Press 15 Apr 14

Venezuela's opposition is resuming negotiations with the government amid rising doubts the talks will produce a breakthrough. 

OPINION: Amid Venezuela’s Crisis, An Urgent Need For Dialogue from Wall Street Journal 15 Apr 14

As the leader of Venezuela's opposition coalition, I have traveled the length and breadth of my country during the past two years, often on foot.
Most places, I am greeted by red-shirted government supporters protesting my presence. My message to them is always the same: "Friends, I am
going to work even harder to win your trust." 

Venezuelan talks helpful for stability: Chinese FM from Xinhua (China) 15 Apr 14

Talks between the Venezuelan government and the opposition last week were helpful for stability in the Latin American country, a Chinese
Foreign Ministry spokeswoman said on Tuesday. 

Venezuela Probes 97 Security Troops For Torture from Agence France-Presse 14 Apr 14

Venezuela is investigating nearly 100 armed forces and police staff for alleged torture during more than two months of ongoing deadly anti-
government protests, authorities said Sunday. 

Venezuelan journalist freed 8 days after kidnap from Associated Press 14 Apr 14

A Venezuelan journalist has been freed eight days after she was kidnapped. 

30 Venezuelan officers arrested for alleged coup plot from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 14 Apr 14



Around 30 officers of the Venezuelan Armed Forces were arrested on allegations they were planning a coup against the government of President
Nicolas Maduro, a Caracas newspaper reported Monday, citing government sources. 

Kidnappers of Venezuelan journalist keeping silent from EFE (Spain) 12 Apr 14

Venezuelan Vice President Jorge Arreaza said the kidnappers of Globovision television journalist Nairobi Pinto, abducted last Sunday in Caracas,
are keeping quiet, which makes the investigation more difficult. 

Venezuela protests: 181 reporters beaten, arrested or robbed from Agence France-Presse 12 Apr 14

A total of 181 journalists have been the target of attacks, thefts or arbitrary detentions in Venezuela since the start of anti-government protests two
months ago, a reporters' union said Saturday. 

Venezuela's Maduro, opposition spar in crisis talks from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro and opposition leaders traded barbs during six hours of nationally televised talks that ended at dawn Friday,
a rocky first attempt to end deadly anti-government protests. 

Venezuela's Maduro to broadcast live meeting with the opposition from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 10 Apr 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro plans a live broadcast of his meeting with representatives of the opposition on Thursday. 

Majority of Venezuelans condemn violent protests from Xinhua (China) 10 Apr 14

Some 85 percent of Venezuelans condemned violent protests that have roiled the country since mid- February, and 87 percent believed those
responsible should be punished, according to a poll released Thursday.

Venezuela Prepares For Talks Aimed At Ending Crisis from AFP 10 Apr 14

President Nicolas Maduro and Venezuela’s opposition leaders are to meet Thursday for talks aimed at ending two months of deadly anti-
government protests. 

UPDATE: Maduro, opposition meet in first bid to end protests from Agence France-Presse 10 Apr 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro sat down for talks with arch-rival Henrique Capriles on Thursday in a first meeting with opposition leaders
to end two months of deadly street protests. 

Pope Francis urges on Venezuelan crisis talks from Associated Press 10 Apr 14

Pope Francis is urging Venezuela's government and its opponents to put aside their political differences and demonstrate the necessary courage to
reach an agreement that ends weeks of violent protests. 

Venezuela Government And Opposition To Begin Peace Talks Thursday On Live TV from Miami Herald 10 Apr 14

Venezuela’s government and factions of the opposition will sit down Thursday — on live national television — to try to dig their way out of a
months-long political crisis that has paralyzed parts of the country and left dozens dead. 

Venezuela asks Vatican official to witness crisis talks from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 14

Venezuela said Wednesday it had formally invited the Vatican's Secretary of State to be a "witness in good faith" to talks on ending two months of
deadly anti-government protests there. 

US declines to accept proposed Venezuelan ambassador from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 9 Apr 14

The United States on Wednesday said it will not consider a Venezuelan proposal to redeploy an ambassador in Washington, saying it would be a
"distraction" from the South American country's internal problems. 

Venezuela’s Opposition To Meet With Government from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

Venezuela’s opposition has agreed to sit down with President Nicolas Maduro’s government for talks aimed at defusing the nation’s political
crisis, now entering its third month. 



Maduro To Meet Venezuela Opposition In Bid To End Crisis from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro and members of the opposition were to meet later Tuesday to lay the groundwork for talks to end more than
two months of demonstrations that have killed dozens. 

Maduro agrees to negotiations in protest-hit Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 14

President Nicolas Maduro has agreed to meet with a Venezuelan opposition delegation on Tuesday, after a fresh push from top diplomats from
across South America. 

Venezuelan TV journalist kidnapped by armed men from Associated Press 7 Apr 14

The father of a Venezuelan TV journalist says his daughter has been kidnapped by armed, masked men in the western section of the capital of
Caracas. 

Venezuelans seize more than 3 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 7 Apr 14

Venezuela's ONA counternarcotics agency said Friday that it seized 3,175 kilos (6,993 lbs.) of cocaine last week in the western state of Zulia,
bordering on Colombia. 

Protest-hit Venezuelan government slams Spain's jab from Agence France-Presse 6 Apr 14

The government of Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro, after more than two months of street protests, slammed Spain on Sunday for claiming
it was not seeking dialogue with political foes. 

UN concern over 'high human cost' of Venezuela protests from Agence France-Presse 5 Apr 14

The United Nations office in Venezuela expressed deep concern Saturday over the "high human cost" of anti-government protests which have left
39 people dead during two months of unrest. 

Spain confirms ban on police gear to Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 5 Apr 14

Spain's foreign minister confirmed Saturday that Madrid has suspended exports of anti-riot and police gear to Venezuela where tensions are high
after two months of anti-government demonstrations. 

Venezuela charges opposition leader, sparking protests from Agence France-Presse 4 Apr 14

Venezuela's attorney general formally charged jailed opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez on Friday over anti-government protests that have roiled
the country for two months, triggering fresh demonstrations in Caracas. 

Spain refuses to sell riot gear to Venezuela from United Press International 4 Apr 14

The Spanish government has decided it will no longer sell riot-control equipment to Venezuela. 

Venezuela street battles leave seven injured from Agence France-Presse 4 Apr 14

Venezuelan riot police fired water cannons and tear gas Thursday at stone-throwing student protesters in the capital Caracas, leaving at least seven
injured. 

Venezuela Street Battles Leave Seven Injured from Agence France Presse 4 Apr 14

Venezuelan riot police fired water cannons and tear gas Thursday at stone-throwing student protesters in the capital Caracas, leaving at least seven
injured. 

Deteriorating economic situation fuels mass protests in Venezuela from Itar-Tass (Russia) 3 Apr 14

According to Russian experts, mass anti-government rallies, which are already on the second-month run in Venezuela, were first of all instigated
by a deteriorating social and economic situation and a split in the society, but not by foreign interference. 

Venezuelan opposition member arrested for arson attack from Xinhua (China) 3 Apr 14

A member of the right-wing opposition Popular Will party has been arrested for setting fire to the Ministry of Housing and Habitat Tuesday,
Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said here on Thursday. 



OPINION: Venezuela: A Call For Peace from New York Times 2 Apr 14

THE recent protests in Venezuela have made international headlines. Much of the foreign media coverage has distorted the reality of my country
and the facts surrounding the events. 

Venezuela government seeks 'totalitarian' regime: church from Agence France-Presse 2 Apr 14

The Roman Catholic Church in Venezuela on Wednesday accused the leftist government of President Nicolas Maduro of seeking to impose a
"totalitarian government," and said protests shaking the country were the result. 

OPINION: Venezuela: A Call for Peace from New York Times 1 Apr 14

THE recent protests in Venezuela have made international headlines. Much of the foreign media coverage has distorted the reality of my country
and the facts surrounding the events. 

Venezuela top court upholds opposition deputy's ouster from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 14

Venezuela's Supreme Court has upheld the ouster of a prominent opposition deputy from the National Assembly, the latest step in a crackdown on
leaders of weeks-long anti-government protests here. 

Rally for Venezuela lawmaker stripped of seat from Associated Press 1 Apr 14

Protesters wearing white T-shirts and hats in the red, yellow and blue of Venezuela's flag have gathered to cheer an opposition lawmaker who was
thrown out of congress last week. 

Rights group warns of "spiral of violence" in Venezuela from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 1 Apr 14

Human rights organization Amnesty International slammed Tuesday the political violence in Venezuela, where 39 people have died in anti-
government protests since mid-February. 

Vargas Llosa to visit Venezuela to back anti-Maduro groups from BBC 1 Apr 14

The Peruvian Nobel Prize winning author, Mario Vargas Llosa, has said that he will travel to Venezuela to lend his support to opposition groups. 

UPDATE: Venezuela troops block opposition leader from parliament from Reuters 1 Apr 14

Venezuelan troops dispersed opposition demonstrators with tear gas on Tuesday and blocked anti-government activist Maria Corina Machado,
recently stripped of her seat in the National Assembly, from reaching the legislature. 

Venezuela issues ID cards to curtail food hoarding from Associated Press 1 Apr 14

Battling food shortages, the government is rolling out a new ID system that is either a grocery loyalty card with extra muscle or the most dramatic
step yet toward rationing in Venezuela, depending on who is describing it. 

Fingerprints For Food: Venezuela Rolls Out New Plan To Keep Shelves Stocked from Miami Herald 1 Apr 14

Call it fingerprints for food. In the latest effort to keep shelves stocked in Venezuela, the government on Tuesday will begin registering the
biometric information of customers who use state-run grocery stores. 

Gov. Rick Scott: President Barack Obama’s “Not Caring About Venezuela” from Miami Herald 1 Apr 14

Ruth Alcalá just wants the president she twice voted for, Barack Obama, to speak forcefully about Venezuela’s crackdown on protesters. 

Venezuelan sees end of civil war threat through dialogue from EFE (Spain) 31 Mar 14

Venezuela's foreign minister said Monday that the government of President Nicolas Maduro sees dialogue with the opposition as the way to end
the threat of civil war, the dream of only small minority faithful to a conservative sector of the United States. 

Venezuela clears protest city's streets: official from Agence France-Presse 31 Mar 14

Venezuelan security forces have cleared barricades from the western city that launched the first in a wave of national anti-government protests, a
military commander said Monday. 



Venezuela death toll rises to 39 amid new protests from Agence France-Presse 29 Mar 14

The death toll from several weeks of protests that have paralyzed Venezuela rose to 39 on Saturday after two more people died in separate
incidents, Interior Minister Miguel Rodriguez said. 

Venezuela Accepts ‘Witness’ To Ease Talks With Opposition from Agence France-Presse 28 Mar 14

Following weeks of violent protests, Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro agreed to having an outside “witness” to ease stalled talks with his
political opposition.

UPDATE: Venezuela accepts 'witness' to ease talks with opposition from Agence France-Presse 28 Mar 14

Following weeks of violent protests, Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Thursday agreed to having an outside "witness" to ease stalled
talks with his political opposition. 

Venezuelan court declines to free opposition leader from EFE (Spain) 28 Mar 14

The Caracas Court of Appeals rejected the defense attorney's plea for the release of opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez, locked up in a military
prison since last Feb. 18, Venezuela's Supreme Court said Friday. 

Venezuelan FM calls on all parties to join dialogue for peace from Xinhua (China) 28 Mar 14

Venezuelan Foreign Minister Elias Jaua on Friday called on all political parties to condemn violent protests and join a national dialogue for peace.

Vatican says it's willing, able to help Venezuela from Associated Press 28 Mar 14

The Vatican says it is willing and able to help intervene diplomatically in Venezuela's crisis after weeks of deadly unrest but says it must study
expectations and options about what role it could play. 

Trinidadians among 13 facing terror charges in Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 27 Mar 14

A court in Caracas ruled Thursday that 13 people - including five Trinidadian nationals - arrested last week will be held pending trial on charges
of terrorism and criminal conspiracy, the Venezuelan Attorney General's Office said. 

US: Venezuela sanctions may be "important tool" from Associated Press 27 Mar 14

The U.S. is signaling increased willingness to impose sanctions on Venezuela if the socialist administration of Nicolas Maduro doesn't reconcile
with opponents who have been protesting for nearly three months. 

Venezuelan Institutions Unite Against Opposition from Associated Press 27 Mar 14

Venezuela’s military, congress and Supreme Court are joining in an increasingly blunt response to the country’s opposition as protests continue to
roil the streets. 

Opposition Politician Dares Venezuela To Arrest Her from Agence France-Presse 27 Mar 14

Opposition politician Maria Corina Machado dared Venezuela’s leftist government to arrest her Wednesday, as President Nicolas Maduro’s
administration carried out a widening crackdown on protesters. 

Venezuelan military reaffirms support for Maduro from EFE (Spain) 26 Mar 14

Venezuela's military on Wednesday reaffirmed its support for President Nicolas Maduro following the arrest of three air force generals accused of
plotting a coup amid ongoing anti-government protests. 

Venezuelan politician heads home, risks arrest from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 14

Venezuelan opposition politician Maria Corina Machado traveled home from Peru Wednesday, daring her country's leftist government to arrest
her for allegedly inciting protest marches. 

Britain calls for reconciliation, dialogue in Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 26 Mar 14

Britain called for reconciliation and "genuine dialogue" between the Venezuelan government and protesters, as violent protests have rocked the



South American country since early February, British Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) said Wednesday. 

Venezuelan Supreme Court imprisons opposition politician from Xinhua (China) 26 Mar 14

The Venezuelan Supreme Court on Tuesday sentenced opposition politician Daniel Ceballos to one year in prison on charges of treason and civil
rebellion. 

Venezuelan protesters camp near UN office from Associated Press 26 Mar 14

Dozens of students have pitched camp outside the United Nations office in Caracas to complain the international community is siding with
Venezuela's government by not speaking out against rights abuses during a bloody, two-month political standoff. 

Venezuela Opposition Lawmaker Returns in Challenge to Government; Facing Accusations of Treason, María Corina
Machado Vows to Fight Removal From Office from The Wall Street Journal 26 Mar 14

Lawmakers from the ruling party are pushing to investigate María Corina Machado, who has called for President Nicolás Maduro's government to
step down, as Caracas intensifies a crackdown on antigovernment protesters who have roiled this nation for two months.

US Embassy In Venezuela To Stop Issuing Some Tourism Visas As Unrest Continues from Miami Herald 25 Mar 14

One day after the U.S. Embassy in Caracas said it was suspending appointments for first-time applicants of tourism visas due to lack of staff,
Venezuelan authorities called it a “reprisal” but also said they would seek solutions. 

Forest fires leave downtown Caracas without power from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 14

Forest fires on a mountain overlooking Caracas knocked out power to downtown areas of the city Tuesday and officials said they suspected the
blazes were set deliberately. 

Venezuela arrests three generals for alleged coup plot from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 14

Venezuela has arrested three air force generals suspected of plotting an uprising against the leftist government, President Nicolas Maduro said
Tuesday. Maduro told a meeting of South American foreign ministers that the three generals, who were not identified, had been in contact with the
opposition and "were trying to rise up against the legitimately constituted government." 

OPINION: Venezuela’s Failing State from New York Times 25 Mar 14

For 15 years, the definition of “intolerable” in this country has declined by degrees until, to our dismay, we found ourselves with one of the
highest murder rates in the Western Hemisphere, a 57 percent inflation rate and a scarcity of basic goods unprecedented outside of wartime. 

Venezuela says opposition lawmaker has lost seat from Associated Press 24 Mar 14

The head of Venezuela's congress says leading opposition politician Maria Corina Machado has lost her seat in the legislature and is no longer
immune from prosecution for her alleged role fomenting violence in anti-government protests. 

OPINION: Who Is Killing Venezuela’s Protesters? from Wall Street Journal 24 Mar 14

New evidence suggests that Chávez recruited today's political militia from among the army.

Ousted lawmaker brands Venezuela's Maduro 'desperate' from Agence France-Presse 24 Mar 14

An ousted Venezuelan lawmaker hit back at President Nicolas Maduro on Monday, accusing the government of desperation after she was
effectively fired for raising the country's deadly political crisis. 

US partially suspends visa issuances in Venezuela from Associated Press 23 Mar 14

The U.S. Embassy in Venezuela is partially suspending the issuance of tourist visas because President Nicolas Maduro's recent expulsion of
American diplomats has left it understaffed. 

Venezuela cites some 'excesses' against protesters from Associated Press 23 Mar 14

Venezuela's attorney general says some security force members have committed "excesses" in dealing with anti-government protesters, but insists
most officers are following the law. 



Demonstrators in Venezuela demand release of jailed mayor from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 22 Mar 14

Opponents of the Venezuelan government marched Saturday in Caracas and other cities to demand the release of two leaders under arrest. 

UPDATE: Tear gas fired in fresh Venezuela protests from Agence France-Presse 22 Mar 14

Venezuelan security forces fired tear gas and made several arrests as 20,000 people marched on Saturday in the capital Caracas against what they
see as President Nicolas Maduro's heavy-handed repression of dissent. 

2 more deaths in Venezuela before dueling marches from Associated Press 22 Mar 14

Two more people were reported dead in Venezuela as a result of anti-government protests even as supporters and opponents of President Nicolas
Maduro took to the streets on Saturday in new shows of force. 

Unasur accepts invitation to Venezuela's peace conference from Xinhua (China) 21 Mar 14

The Union of South American Nations (Unasur) has accepted Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro' s invitation to take part in an ongoing
National Peace Conference designed to put an end to violent anti-government protests, Venezuela's ambassador to the United Nations Jorge Valero
said Friday. 

Both sides rally supporters ahead of Venezuela protests from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 21 Mar 14

Groups opposing the government of leftwing Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Friday called supporters to a demonstration Saturday in
eastern Caracas.

Venezuela moves swiftly against opposition from Associated Press 21 Mar 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has used the military, legislative and judicial power consolidated during 15 years of socialist rule in a
sudden series of blows against opponents who have spent more than a month protesting in the streets, knocking down their barricades and
throwing dissident leaders in jail. 

Clashes In Caracas After Opposition Mayors Arrested from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 14

Demonstrators clashed with riot police in Caracas on Thursday after a march against the arrest of two opposition mayors accused of failing to stop
violence in protests that have rocked Venezuela. 

UPDATE: Clashes in Caracas after opposition mayors arrested from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 14

Demonstrators clashed with riot police in Caracas on Thursday after a march against the arrest of two opposition mayors accused of failing to stop
violence in protests that have rocked Venezuela. 

Venezuela denounces Panama's initiative to let oppositon lawmaker speak to OAS from Xinhua (China) 21 Mar 14

Venezuela Friday denounced Panama's initiative to let a prominent Venezuelan opposition lawmaker address the Organization of American States
(OAS). 

UPDATE: Venezuela arrests two opposition mayors from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 14

Venezuela upped pressure on the opposition Wednesday after weeks of protests, arresting two mayors including one in the town where they
started and seeking a probe of a prominent anti-government lawmaker. 

Venezuelan officials say opposition leader faces criminal charges from Los Angeles Times 19 Mar 14

One month after the arrest of a key opposition leader, Venezuelan government officials have moved to prosecute another: national assembly
member Maria Corina Machado. 

Venezuela President Pushes Back, Using Bellicose Words And Brute Force from Washington Post 19 Mar 14

With fresh swagger and volleys of tear gas, Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro has moved forcefully in recent days to extinguish the month-
long protests against his government, sending security forces to clear barricaded streets while he taunts his opponents with new, lurid insults. 



Mayor of Venezuelan city arrested amid protests from Associated Press 19 Mar 14

Agents of Venezuela's domestic intelligence service on Wednesday arrested the opposition mayor of San Cristobal, a western city that has seen
some of the fiercest anti-government protests. 

Detained Venezuela Activist Calls For More Protests from Agence France-Presse 19 Mar 14

A Venezuelan opposition leader jailed for a month urged supporters Tuesday to maintain their fight against socialist President Nicolas Maduro’s
protest-hit government. 

U.S. to be most affected if it imposes sanctions on Venezuela: Maduro from Xinhua (China) 19 Mar 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Tuesday that the United States will be the most affected if it decides to impose economic sanctions on
the South American country over the recent violent protests that had left 29 dead and over 400 injured. 

Venezuela breaks commercial ties with Air Canada from Xinhua (China) 18 Mar 14

The Venezuelan government said on Tuesday it was breaking commercial ties with Air Canada a day after the airline suspended flights to Caracas
citing security reasons. 

Bid to strip Venezuelan lawmaker's immunity from Associated Press 18 Mar 14

Venezuela's National Assembly has voted to begin a process that could strip an opposition lawmaker of her immunity from prosecution for alleged
crimes related to anti-government protests. 

Venezuelan Troops Take Control Of Protest Plaza from Associated Press 18 Mar 14

Security forces on Monday took control of a Caracas plaza that has been at the heart of anti-government protests that have shaken Venezuela for a
month. 

Students and faculty man barricades in Venezuela university city from Reuters 18 Mar 14

An engineering student armed with a slingshot commands a barricade. A biologist with a PhD organizes residents of a rebellious barrio. A retired
economist prays for the hooded youths who guard her building. 

Airlines scale back Venezuela operations: report from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 14

International airlines have scaled back their operations in Venezuela amid a dispute over dollar payments with the government, it was reported
here Monday. 

Another cop killed in Venezuela protests from EFE (Spain) 17 Mar 14

An officer with Venezuela's GNB militarized police was fatally shot Monday in the western city of Maracay during anti-government protests,
authorities said. 

Anti-government Marchers In Caracas Slam Cuban “‘Invader” from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 14

Hundreds of anti-government protesters marched Sunday against Cuban meddling in Venezuela’s domestic affairs. 

Amid Protests, Venezuela Sends Forces to Opposition Stronghold from New York Times 17 Mar 14

The government on Monday deployed hundreds of soldiers in a part of Caracas where weeks of often violent protests had taken place, and a top
official boasted that the area had been “liberated.” 

Air Canada suspends Venezuela flights over unrest from Associated Press 17 Mar 14

Air Canada says it has suspended its flights to and from Venezuela due to civil unrest. 

Venezuela forces take opposition protest plaza from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 14

Venezuela's authorities deployed hundreds of security forces, including troops in combat gear, into an opposition stronghold Monday to stamp out
protests against the leftist government of President Nicolas Maduro. 



More clashes in Caracas after anti-Cuba protest from Reuters 16 Mar 14

Opponents of Venezuela's socialist government marched on Sunday to protest against alleged Cuban interference in the armed forces, with clashes
breaking out afterwards in a Caracas square. 

US dismisses 'absurd' Venezuela intervention claims from Agence France-Presse 15 Mar 14

The United States on Friday brushed aside "absurd" accusations by Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro that it was meddling in the country's
internal affairs by intervening in anti-government protests. 

Pro-government rally in Venezuela, Maduro eyes talks from Agence France-Presse 15 Mar 14

Hundreds of supporters of President Nicolas Maduro's leftist government staged a colorful rally in the Venezuelan capital Saturday, as opponents
called for more protests from their side. 

Venezuela Cracks Down As Protests Rage On from Agence France-Presse 14 Mar 14

Police in protest-hit Venezuela stepped up a campaign of arrests and raids on Thursday, as authorities said the death toll from more than a month
of anti-government demonstrations had risen to 28. 

Amid Unrest, Venezuela Is Accused Of Owing Airlines $3.7 Billion from Los Angeles Times 14 Mar 14

President Nicolas Maduro’s government Thursday faced accusations of owing international airlines more than $3.7 billion and violating treaties,
while separately officials said the number of deaths from violence related to antigovernment protests continued to rise. 

U.S. seeking to fund unrest in Venezuela, Caracas says from EFE (Spain) 14 Mar 14

The money U.S. lawmakers are proposing to spend to protect human rights in Venezuela would actually be used to fund violent anti-government
protests, the Andean nation's attorney general said here Friday. 

Venezuela pres: 'Miami lobby' leads US policy from Associated Press 14 Mar 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro says South Florida politicians are leading the United States into an extremist foreign policy against his
country. 

Venezuelan president calls for stepped up security from Associated Press 13 Mar 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro is calling on the National Guard to search the central city of Valencia for those responsible for a day of
violence that left three dead. 

US urges Maduro to end Venezuela 'terror campaign' from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry called on Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro Thursday to "end this terror campaign" against his own people. 

OPINION: To Survive, Maduro Must Dismantle The Chavismo Model from Miami Herald 13 Mar 14

Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro, pressured by the most radical wing of Chavismo, has been forced to maintain a formula of totalitarian
control that only accelerates his own collapse, analysts said. 

28 dead, 365 injured in Venezuela protests: official from Xinhua (China) 13 Mar 14

The death toll from violent protests that have rocked Venezuela for over a month has reached 28, with 365 others injured, a top official said
Thursday. 

Media covering Venezuela unrest subject to arrests, attacks: union from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 14

Nearly 100 journalists have suffered arbitrary arrests, robberies or physical attacks and harassment covering protests in Venezuela, the national
press workers union SNTP said Wednesday. 

Venezuela bans anti-govt protests in capital from Xinhua (China) 12 Mar 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Wednesday announced a ban on violent anti-government protests which have roiled the capital Caracas
for a month. 



Venezuela to invite Unasur to national peace conference from Xinhua (China) 12 Mar 14

Venezuelan Foreign Minister Elias Jaua Wednesday said his country will ask the Union of South American Nations (Unasur) to send a delegation
to attend an ongoing National Peace Conference aimed at quelling political violence. 

Venezuelan students march to mark first protest deaths from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 14

About 3,000 Venezuelan students marched Wednesday to mark a month since the first deaths in anti-government protests that have now claimed at
least 21 lives. 

Anti-government rally called in Caracas amid new violence from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 14

Students and opponents of the Venezuelan government have called a new rally for Wednesday to mark a month of protests in Caracas, as the death
toll from demo-related violence reached 21. 

Official: Biden Mentions Mediation For Venezuela from Associated Press 12 Mar 14

US Vice President Joe Biden has been discussing the “difficult situation” in Venezuela with other Latin American leaders attending Chile’s
presidential inauguration on Tuesday, and mentioned the possibility of mediation by third parties, according to a senior U.S. administration
official. 

Venezuela Protest Toll Climbs To 21 With Student Death from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 14

The death toll from five weeks of political unrest in Venezuela has climbed to 21 after a student was fatally shot in the city of San Cristobal,
authorities said Tuesday. 

Fears Spread That Venezuela Is Approaching Bloody Face-Off from New York Times 12 Mar 14

The gunmen descended a street on Monday night toward a park taken over by student demonstrators in the western city of San Cristóbal, the
crucible of the protests that have shaken Venezuela.

UPDATE: Venezuelan protests claim more lives, including police officer from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Mar 14

Protests against Venezuela's leftist government turned violent again Wednesday, claiming four lives in the western city of Valencia. 

UPDATE: UNASUR to send ministerial commission to Venezuela from Associated Press 12 Mar 14

Foreign ministers from South America's UNASUR group of nations say they're sending a commission to Venezuela to oversee political dialogue
toward recovering peace. 

Venezuela charges cops, spies with violence against protesters from EFE (Spain) 11 Mar 14

Authorities are holding 14 members of the security forces on charges of violating human rights amid weeks of anti-government protests blamed
for more than a score of deaths, the Venezuelan Attorney General's Office said Tuesday. 

Student who lives with parents rises as a leader in Venezuela’s protests from Washington Post 11 Mar 14

After nearly a month of anti-government protests and street clashes, the one figure who may be capable of guiding Venezuela out of its crisis is a
bearded, disheveled 24-year-old who lives with his parents. 

Motorcyclists open fire at Venezuelan protesters; student shot dead from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Mar 14

A student was shot dead when motorcyclists opened fire on protesters demonstrating against the government of Venezuelan President Nicolas
Maduro, media reports said Tuesday. 

OPINION: Venezuela Goes Mad from New York Times 11 Mar 14

THE violent demonstrations that have rocked Venezuela for weeks are threatening to wipe out what little democracy is left here after 15 years of
systematic erosion by the state.

Student Leader Killed In West Venezuela Crackdown from Associated Press 11 Mar 14



A student leader was fatally shot Monday night in the western university city of San Cristobal after a long day of street clashes in which
Venezuelan security forces attacked and dismantled barricades at key intersections, the mayor said. 

Venezuela rebuts torture allegations from Xinhua (China) 11 Mar 14

Venezuela's human rights representative German Saltron said Monday the political opposition's accusations that the government had violated
human rights were baseless. 

Doctors stage protest in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 14

Several hundred doctors and medical students protested conditions in Venezuela's hospitals Monday, citing shortages of medicines and critical
supplies in the troubled oil-rich country. 

Security forces attack barricades in Venezuela from Associated Press 10 Mar 14

People in the western Venezuelan city of San Cristobal say National Guard troops have attacked and dismantled barricades that protesters had
raised at key intersections. 

Venezuelans bang pots, pans to protest president from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 14

Armed with cooking pots in a potent symbol of Venezuela's chronic food shortages, several thousand people took to the streets of Caracas
Saturday in the latest rally against President Nicolas Maduro. 

Protests continue after Venezuelan diplomatic win from Associated Press 8 Mar 14

Venezuelans are again filling downtown streets in protest while the government celebrates a diplomatic victory in the Organization of American
States. 

OAS calls for peace, dialogue in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 8 Mar 14

The Organization of American States late Friday overwhelmingly approved a call for talks between the Venezuelan government and opposition,
urging a return to peace in the protest-torn country. 

FEATURE: With number on wrist, Venezuelans queue at markets from Agence France-Presse 8 Mar 14

The empty store shelves are among the major grievances fueling a wave of protests that have spread to other cities and dogged President Nicolas
Maduro for the past month. 

International scrutiny of Venezuela grows from Associated Press 7 Mar 14

Venezuela is coming under increasing international scrutiny amid violence that mostly recently killed a National Guardsman and a civilian in a
clash at a protest barricade. 

Much of LatAm behind Venezuela's Maduro, few critical from Agence France-Presse 7 Mar 14

In the face of violent protests roiling Venezuela, many of Latin America's leaders have backed the government of President Nicolas Maduro, some
have stayed mum and only a few have complained. 

Rubio Wants U.S. Attention On Venezuela Crisis from McClatchy 7 Mar 14

As violence intensifies in Venezuela, Sen. Marco Rubio faults the White House for being preoccupied with the crisis in Ukraine and not paying
appropriate attention to our much closer neighbor. 

Two dead in Venezuela violence as protests drag on from Reuters 7 Mar 14

A Venezuelan soldier and a motorcyclist died in a confused melee sparked by the opposition's barricading of a Caracas street, officials said on
Thursday, boosting the death toll from nearly a month of violence to 20. 

UN Experts Demand Answers About Venezuela Violence from Associated Press 7 Mar 14

United Nations human rights experts demanded answers Thursday from Venezuela’s government about the use of violence and imprisonment in a
crackdown on widespread demonstrations. 



Maduro blames 'minority' for Venezuela violence from Agence France-Presse 7 Mar 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro blamed the month-old unrest shaking his country on a "minority" that has left the opposition in a difficult
situation. 

UN experts demand answers about Venezuela violence from Associated Press 6 Mar 14

United Nations human rights experts are demanding answers from Venezuela's government about the use of violence and imprisonment in a
crackdown on widespread demonstrations. 

Two dead in Venezuela opposition protest: official from Reuters 6 Mar 14

A Venezuelan soldier and a motor cyclist were killed in a standoff with opposition demonstrators who had set up a barricade along an avenue of
Caracas, the vice president of the ruling Socialist Party said on Thursday. 

Maduro wants South America to meet on Venezuela crisis from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 14

President Nicolas Maduro on Thursday called for a meeting of South American leaders on the turmoil in Venezuela after more than a month of
anti-government street protests. 

OAS To Convene Nations On Venezuelan Crisis from McClatchy 6 Mar 14

The Permanent Council of the Organization of American States is set to talk Thursday about the crisis in Venezuela at a meeting requested by
Panama and coming amid calls by U.S. lawmakers for action against the regime of Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro. 

Venezuelans mourn Chavez but protests don't break from Associated Press 6 Mar 14

Thousands of Venezuelans mourned the passing of President Hugo Chavez on the first anniversary of his death Wednesday, while National Guard
troops fired tear gas and rubber bullets at anti-government activists who pressed on with street protests despite the commemorations. 

Venezuela’s Hugo Chávez Died A Year Ago, But The ‘eternal Commander’ Still Won’t Be Silenced from Washington Post 6 Mar 14

A year after his death, outside the hilltop mausoleum that is the final resting place for late Venezuelan president Hugo Chávez, the “eternal
commander” was still putting on a show. 

UPDATE: Venezuela rejects OAS interference from Xinhua (China) 5 Mar 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro Wednesday dismissed as "interference" a request by the Organization of American States (OAS) to hold
talks on the political turmoil roiling the South American country. 

US House condemns Venezuela's deadly crackdown from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 14

The House of Representatives on Tuesday voiced near-unanimous condemnation of Venezuela's government and its "inexcusable" deadly
crackdown on opposition leaders and protesters. 

OPINION: Venezuela, The Uprising No One Is Noticing from Washington Post 4 Mar 14

There are plenty of reasons to worry about Venezuela.

Wasserman Schultz: Obama “Looking” At Venezuela Sanctions, Should Act On Immigration from Miami Herald 4 Mar 14

President Barack Obama’s administration is considering imposing sanctions on Venezuelan officials culpable in that nation’s repression and who
travel to and hold bank accounts in the United States, U.S. Rep. Debbie Wasserman Schultz said Monday. 

In Chávez’s Big Shoes, Maduro Stumbles from Washington Post 4 Mar 14

After more than two weeks of daily protests that have left at least 14 dead and 150 injured, Maduro is stumbling toward Wednesday’s anniversary
of Chávez’s death, saddled by doubts about his ability to keep his mentor’s “Bolivarian” revolution running.

One Year After Chavez, Venezuela Gropes For Way Forward from Agence France-Presse 4 Mar 14

Hugo Chavez, the charismatic ex-paratrooper who for 14 years drove a socialist-inspired revolution in oil-rich Venezuela, died one year ago – and



his deeply divided country is in crisis. 

Thousands protest ahead of Chavez anniversary from Agence France-Presse 4 Mar 14

Thousands of flag-waving protesters flooded the streets of Venezuela's capital Tuesday to keep the pressure on the government on the eve of
commemorations marking the anniversary of Hugo Chavez's death. 

Thousands protest against Caracas government from Agence France-Presse 4 Mar 14

Thousands of flag-waving protesters took to the streets in Venezuela Tuesday to keep the pressure on the government on the eve of the
anniversary of the death of Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuela target of 'psychological war': foreign minister from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 14

Venezuelan Foreign Minister Elias Jaua on Monday accused international media and foreign governments of wilfully misconstruing deadly
protests in his oil-rich country in what he called "psychological warfare". 

OPINION: The Roots Of Venezuela’s Disorder from Wall Street Journal 3 Mar 14

On Wednesday, as Venezuelan strongman Nicólas Maduro was promising more repression to crush relentless student protests, Russian Defense
Minister Sergei Shoigu told reporters that Moscow plans to put military bases in Venezuela, Nicaragua and Cuba.

Venezuela's opposition calls new protests from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 14

Leaders of Venezuela's opposition movement on Monday announced plans for more street demonstrations, a month after protests began over
economic insecurity and political repression. 

UN's Ban Ki-moon urges Venezuela to hear protesters' demands from BBC 3 Mar 14

United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-moon has urged the Venezuelan authorities to "listen carefully to the aspirations" of protesters and
engage in dialogue with the opposition. 

Venezuelan opposition to organize at grassroots from Associated Press 3 Mar 14

A leader of the Venezuelan opposition called Monday for citizens to begin organizing committees that could sustain the pressure that continuing
street protests have placed on the socialist government of President Nicolas Maduro. 

Venezuelan opposition tries to keep momentum from Associated Press 2 Mar 14

Thousands of anti-government marchers have converged on an upper-class Caracas district shaken by more than two weeks of unrest, trying to
maintain momentum. 

UN chief, Venezuela FM to discuss deadly protests from Agence France-Presse 1 Mar 14

Venezuela's foreign minister will meet Tuesday with UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon in Geneva to discuss three weeks of deadly protests that
have rattled the oil-rich country. 

Venezuela protesters march against security crackdown from Agence France-Presse 1 Mar 14

Hundreds of Venezuelan protesters threw stones and Molotov cocktails at security forces who tried to disperse them with tear gas Friday, as the
death toll from three-week street battles rose to 18. 

Venezuela leaders must start talks, stop arrests: US from Agence France-Presse 28 Feb 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry on Friday called on Venezuelan leaders to start talking to their own people and stop a wave of opposition arrests.

Venezuela pursues second opposition figure from Agence France-Presse 28 Feb 14

Venezuelan authorities issued an arrest warrant for a second opposition figure, ramping up the pressure on protesters who have staged nationwide
rallies this month in the biggest threat to President Nicolas Maduro since he came to power. 

Venezuela student protest in Caracas ends in clashes from BBC 27 Feb 14



Security forces in Venezuela have used tear gas to break up a student demonstration in the capital, Caracas. 

Kerry: US won't take Venezuelan blame for things it hasn't done from Reuters 27 Feb 14

The United States is seeking to improve relations with Venezuela's new government but will not stand by when Caracas falsely accuses it of
stoking violence, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said on Wednesday, a day after Washington ordered three Venezuelan diplomats to leave the
country. 

Carnaval Could Sap Venezuela Protests from Washington Post 27 Feb 14

...after two weeks of deadly street demonstrations against his government, embattled President Nicolás Maduro would like nothing more than for
the country to go numb on booze and rumba. 

Venezuelan Opposition Rejects Dialogue With Government from Agence France-Presse 27 Feb 14

Venezuela’s opposition refused Wednesday to take part in talks that were called by the government in a bid to halt three weeks of protests that
have left 14 dead. 

OPINION: The Fight Is Between Nicolás Maduro And The Venezuelan People from Miami Herald 27 Feb 14

This is not a U.S.-Venezuela issue. It is an issue between Venezuela and its people.” This curt dismissal by White House Spokesman Jay Carney
of President Nicolás Maduro’s charges of U.S. plotting against Venezuela epitomizes the different approach between the Bush and Obama
administrations on Venezuela. 

Venezuelan protests persist at start of holiday from Associated Press 27 Feb 14

The start of a week-long string of holidays leading up to the March 5 anniversary of former President Hugo Chavez's death has not completely
pulled protesters from the streets as the government has hoped. 

Venezuela calls meeting of South American bloc over domestic crisis from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 Feb 14

Venezuela is calling a meeting of the Union of South American Nations (Unasur) after weeks of political unrest and anti-government
demonstrations, Venezuelan Foreign Minister Elias Jaua said Thursday during a visit to Buenos Aires. 

Venezuelan leader to boost agricultural output in indigenous land from Xinhua (China) 27 Feb 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro Wednesday proposed a plan for boosting agricultural output to transform the nation's indigenous territories
into economic powerhouse. 

Venezuelan opposition spurns government crisis talks from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 14

Venezuela's opposition on Wednesday spurned the crisis talks that government called to try to halt three weeks of protests that have left 14 dead. 

Five Venezuelan intelligence agents charged in protest deaths from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 26 Feb 14

Five Venezuelan intelligence agents have been arrested and charged in the deaths of two people on February 12, when the ongoing wave of
protests against the government started, the Attorney General's office said Wednesday. 

UN chief calls for urgent efforts to ease tensions in Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 26 Feb 14

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon on Wednesday said that he "is saddened by continuing reports of violence and loss of life amid protests in
Venezuela," calling for urgent efforts made to lower the tensions and prevent further violence in the Latin American country. 

Venezuela: Local Protests With A Global Flavor from Miami Herald 26 Feb 14

The epicenter of the student protests in Venezuela has been barricades in Caracas and other cities. But with a large and growing community of
exiles, the nation’s troubles have rippled across the globe like few other crises. 

Pope pleads for 'end to violence' in Venezuela from BBC 26 Feb 14

Pope Francis says he is concerned about recent unrest in Venezuela, in which at least 13 people have died. Speaking at the end of his weekly
general audience, the Pope said he hoped that "violence and hostility will cease as soon as possible". He called on the Venezuelan people "to



promote reconciliation through mutual forgiveness and sincere dialogue". 

US not to blame for Venezuela woes: Kerry from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry denied Wednesday that Washington was behind a wave of protests in Venezuela, adding that tensions between
the two countries have lasted too long. 

Protests Ease In Caracas, US Expels Venezuelan Diplomats from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 14

Student protesters marched toward the Cuban embassy Tuesday in yet another day of anti-government demonstrations in Caracas as the United
States announced the tit-for-tat expulsions of three Venezuelan diplomats. 

Crude Weapons Help Fuel Unrest In Bastion Of Venezuelan Opposition from New York Times 26 Feb 14

No one here is hiding the heavy artillery, such as it is. Students camping out on an intersection of this city, which has become a battleground
between the authorities and antigovernment protesters, have a variety of homemade weapons — mortars to lob small, noisy explosives, miniature
firebombs, slingshots, clubs and nasty-looking things called Miguelitos made from hoses festooned with nails. 

U.S. expels Venezuelan diplomats in tit-for-tat move over unrest from Reuters 26 Feb 14

The United States on Tuesday ordered three Venezuelan diplomats to leave in reprisal for President Nicolas Maduro's expulsion of three American
embassy staff accused of fomenting unrest that has killed at least 13 people. 

OPINION: Venezuela Still Reeling From Dysfunction from Washington Times 26 Feb 14

Just shy of one year since the death of Venezuelan strongman Hugo Chavez, the movement he created is floundering. In recent days, massive
demonstrations have rocked the government of Chavez’s hapless successor Nicolas Maduro. 

Official: US expelling 3 Venezuelan diplomats from Associated Press 25 Feb 14

A U.S. official says the United States is expelling three Venezuelan diplomats in response to last week's expulsion of three U.S. consular officials
from Caracas. 

Venezuela, despite friction, to name envoy to US from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 14

Venezuela, which has been at odds with the United States for years and announced the expulsion of three US diplomats last week, will nominate
an ambassador to Washington Tuesday, President Nicolas Maduro said Monday. 

ANALYSIS: In Venezuela, Middle Class Joins Protests from New York Times 24 Feb 14

As the National Guard roared around the corner on motorcycles and in an armored riot vehicle, the people in this tightly knit middle-class
neighborhood, who on any other Monday morning would have been heading to work or taking their children to school, rushed into the street,
hurling rocks and shouting obscenities. The guardsmen responded with tear gas and shotgun fire, leaving a man bleeding in a doorway. 

Venezuela implements new foreign currency exchange system from Xinhua (China) 24 Feb 14

Venezuela on Monday officially launched a new foreign currency exchange system that allows two different exchange rates to be applied to the
public and private sectors. 

UPDATE: Venezuelan opposition leader to sit out meeting from Associated Press 24 Feb 14

A meeting billed as a "national dialogue" for local and state officials for troubled Venezuela was taking place Monday without the most prominent
opposition leader. 

OPINION: Behind The Turmoil In Venezuela from Wall Street Journal 24 Feb 14

Cuba is worried about losing 100,000 barrels of oil per day if its man in Caracas falls.

Amid the coverage of Ukraine, is a crisis in Venezuela being ignored? from Washington Post 24 Feb 14

Ukraine wasn't the only news story in the world, however. On the surface of it, there is a similar situation brewing in Venezuela, and some people
are beginning to wonder whether it is getting enough attention. 



Venezuelan opposition shuns proposed peace talks from Associated Press 24 Feb 14

Opposition protesters erected barricades across major thoroughfares on Monday, bringing traffic to a halt in parts of the Venezuelan capital in a
continuation of the unrest that has roiled the country for nearly two weeks. 

Opposition blocks roads in Venezuelan capital from Associated Press 24 Feb 14

Traffic has come to a halt in parts of the Venezuelan capital because of barricades set up by opposition protesters across major thoroughfares.

Maduro, governors to meet amid Venezuela turmoil from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 14

President Nicolas Maduro was to meet with governors from across Venezuela on Monday, as a wave of protests that has engulfed the country
showed no sign of ebbing. 

UPDATE: Maduro demands surrender of retired Venezuelan army general from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 24 Feb 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro demanded the surrender of a retired general who barricaded himself in his home against troops that
attempted to arrest him Sunday. 

Elderly march in Venezuela after night-time clashes from Agence France-Presse 23 Feb 14

Hundreds of mainly elderly people marched Sunday in downtown Caracas in support of President Nicolas Maduro, a day after Venezuela's largest
demonstrations in weeks of escalating protests left 25 people injured. 

Venezuelan president posts video of alleged violent protesters from Xinhua (China) 23 Feb 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro Sunday tweeted a video allegedly showing violent protestors in recent anti-government demonstrations in
the capital. 

Ex-Venezuelan general in armed standoff at home from Associated Press 23 Feb 14

One of Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro's most outspoken critics has become the latest rally cry for opposition protesters after engaging in
an armed standoff with security forces. 

Venezuela closes consulates in Dutch Caribbean from Associated Press 23 Feb 14

Venezuela is closing its consulates in the Dutch Caribbean after what authorities said was an attack on a government office. 

Venezuelans take to streets for rival mass rallies from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 14

Tens of thousands of supporters and opponents of Venezuela's government took to the streets of Caracas Saturday amid fears of more violence in
the bitterly divided country. 

CNN told it can stay after Venezuela orders it out of country from Reuters 22 Feb 14

CNN has been told it can remain in Venezuela just a day after it was ordered to leave the country where it has been covering ongoing anti-
government protests, the network reported Friday night. 

Maduro: Kerry remarks give violence 'green light' from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 14

President Nicolas Maduro said Saturday that remarks by US Secretary of State John Kerry on the unrest in Venezuela gave violent groups a
"green light" to carry out attacks. 

Murder, terrorism charges dropped against opposition politician Lopez from United Press International 21 Feb 14

Venezuelan prosecutors said they dropped the most serious charges against Leopoldo Lopez, the opposition political leader blamed for inciting
deadly clashes. 

Maduro challenges Obama to 'high-level' dialogue from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro challenged his US counterpart Barack Obama on Friday to hold "high-level dialogue" between their
governments, as opposition protests rattled the leading OPEC member. 



Venezuela threatens to cut off fuel to protest areas from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 14

Venezuela's leftist government Friday threatened to cut off gasoline supplies to areas hit by opposition protests that have spiraled into the biggest
challenge to Nicolas Maduro since he became president last year. 

US urges Venezuela to treat jailed politician fairly from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 14

The United States expressed concern Friday over the jailing of Venezuelan opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez and insisted that any charges
against him be handled in an "impartial and transparent" manner. 

8 Dead in Venezuela protests, gov't says from EFE (Spain) 21 Feb 14

Eight people have died and 137 injured in incidents related to the anti-government protest marches taking place in Venezuela's streets since Feb.
12, Attorney General Luisa Ortega said Friday. 

OPINION: Are The Americas Turning A Blind Eye To Chaos In Venezuela? from Miami Herald 21 Feb 14

The past two weeks have seen the explosive escalation of protests — some violent — across Venezuela. And with new developments surfacing —
including Tuesday’s surrender of opposition leader Leopoldo López to Venezuela’s police on trumped-up charges — the end is not immediately in
sight. 

Colombian Candidate Zuluaga Attacks Santos on Venezuela from Bloomberg 21 Feb 14

Colombia’s administration is turning a blind eye to Venezuelan government repression in a bid to keep peace talks with Marxist guerrillas on
track, according to presidential candidate Oscar Ivan Zuluaga. 

Venezuela Sends In Military Units As Protests Continue from USA Today 21 Feb 14

The country’s embattled government said it was sending military units to the southwestern state of Tachira to restore order as supporters of jailed
opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez continued to protest Thursday. 

Battle For Venezuela Being Fought Online from Associated Press 21 Feb 14

The battle for Venezuela is being fought as vigorously online as on the streets, with opposition activists tracking the government crackdown on
social networks, and authorities fighting back by cutting Internet to a clash-torn city, and selectively blocking websites and a communication app
popular with protesters. 

Students Urge Peaceful Venezuela March After Violent Night from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 14

Student protest leaders in Venezuela called a march with white flowers for peace Thursday after another night of violent disturbances wracking
the capital Caracas and other cities. 

Venezuela Opposition Denounces ‘Brutal Repression’ from Associated Press 21 Feb 14

Venezuelan opposition leaders condemned the government Thursday for its heavy-handed attempt to subdue a protest movement with nighttime
sweeps that have turned many parts of the country into dangerous free-fire zones. 

Protests Swell In Venezuela As Places To Rally Disappear from New York Times 21 Feb 14

The only television station that regularly broadcast voices critical of the government was sold last year, and the new owners have softened its
news coverage. Last week, President Nicolás Maduro banned a foreign cable news channel after it showed images of a young protester shot to
death here. 

Venezuela anti-government protests rage from United Press International 21 Feb 14

Anti-government protests in Venezuela raged in several cities overnight, with the death toll rising to six as a jailed opposition leader remained in
custody. 

Venezuela threatens to expel CNN over protest coverage from CNN 20 Feb 14

Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro has threatened to expel the US news network CNN from the country over its reporting of recent protests



there. 

Venezuelan dissident faces 10 years in jail, his party says from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Feb 14

Venezuelan opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez is to remain in jail awaiting trial for instigating violent protests, and he faces a 10-year jail term,
his party said Thursday. 

Venezuela rejects Obama remarks on violent unrest from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 14

Venezuela's government said Thursday it "emphatically repudiates" US President Barack Obama's condemnation of the violent unrest in the South
American country. 

Venezuelan Government Expands Internet Censorship from Mashable 20 Feb 14

Last week, the government blocked its citizens from uploading and viewing pictures on Twitter. Now officials are warning that social networks
are being used by "cybercriminals" to spread misinformation and support what they call a "coup." 

Jailed Leader Channels Venezuelans’ Ire from Washington Post 20 Feb 14

Leopoldo López, the defiant Venezuelan opposition leader taken into custody Tuesday in front of thousands of anti-government protesters, spent
last night in a prison on a military base. 

U.S. considers reciprocating after Venezuela expelled diplomats from Reuters 20 Feb 14

The United States said on Wednesday it was considering its response to Venezuela's expulsion of three U.S. diplomats and said this could include
reciprocal action in Washington. 

FEATURE: Venezuela's violent crime fuels the death business from Reuters 20 Feb 14

Both the official national rate of 39 deaths per 100,000 people in 2013 and a tally of double that from monitoring group the Venezuelan Violence
Observatory (OVA) make Venezuela an international leader in homicides, vying with gang-plagued nations such as Honduras and El Salvador. 

Police disperse another rally in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 14

Venezuelan police fired tear gas and buckshot to disperse hundreds of anti-government protesters late Wednesday, and the death toll from two
weeks of unrest rose to four. 

Venezuela gears for rally backing opposition leader from Agence France-Presse 19 Feb 14

Students and opposition parties staging the biggest challenge to Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro since he took power geared Wednesday for
another rally, this time in support of a colleague accused of instigating deadly street violence. 

Venezuelan Protest Leader Taken Into Custody from Washington Post 19 Feb 14

The man who has aroused Venezuela’s latest protest movement against a decade and a half of socialist rule surrendered to authorities Tuesday
after an impassioned speech to thousands of his followers. 

Leader of Protests in Venezuela Turns Himself In from Wall Street Journal 19 Feb 14

Opposition leader Leopoldo López, facing accusations from Venezuela's government of inciting deadly violence, surrendered Tuesday to
authorities after giving a fiery speech to thousands of antigovernment activists. 

EDITORIAL: Venezuela’s Neighbors Have To Work To Stem The Chaos from Washington Post 19 Feb 14

ANYONE WATCHING Venezuela’s descent into economic and social chaos in recent months could predict what would come next: street
demonstrations by students and average citizens fed up with soaring inflation, shortages of basic goods, one of the world’s highest murder rates
and a government whose only response has been to shout senseless populist slogans.

EDITORIAL: From Bad To Worse In Venezuela from Miami Herald 19 Feb 14

Venenzuelan President Nicolás Maduro apparently never learned the first rule of crisis management: When you’re in a hole, stop digging. With
every move that he makes, he plunges his country deeper into the abyss of chaos. 



Obama urges Venezuela to release protesters from Agence France-Presse 19 Feb 14

US President Barack Obama urged Venezuela on Wednesday to release protesters detained in demonstrations that turned violent and address the
"legitimate grievances" of its people.

Venezuela opposition leader surrenders, protesters flood streets from Reuters 18 Feb 14

Venezuelan security forces arrested opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez on Tuesday on charges of fomenting unrest that has killed at least four
people, bringing tens of thousands of angry supporters onto the streets of Caracas. 

White House concerned about violence in Venezuela from Associated Press 18 Feb 14

The White House is expressing deep concern about violence in Venezuela and calling for those responsible to be held accountable. 

OPINION: From Bad To Worse In Venezuela from Miami Herald 18 Feb 14

Venenzuelan President Nicolás Maduro apparently never learned the first rule of crisis management: When you’re in a hole, stop digging. With
every move that he makes, he plunges his country deeper into the abyss of chaos. 

Obama Administration: We Weren’t Told Of Venezuela’s Expulsion Of U.S. Diplomats from Washington Times 18 Feb 14

The State Department said on Monday it had not been formally notified about the expulsion of U.S. diplomats from Venezuela. 

China believes Venezuela can protect national stability: FM from Xinhua (China) 18 Feb 14

China here on Tuesday expressed the belief that Venezuela's government and people have the ability to handle internal affairs, protect national
stability and promote social development. 

Venezuela accuses US of promoting destabilization from Agence France-Presse 17 Feb 14

Venezuela on Sunday alleged that the United States was trying to "promote and legitimize efforts to destabilize" the country's democracy, after
almost two weeks of anti-government protests. 

Wanted Venezuelan opposition leader calls new march from Agence France-Presse 17 Feb 14

The opposition leader accused by Venezuela's government of being responsible for deadly anti-government protests said Sunday he was calling a
new march in 48 hours. 

US says Venezuela accusations 'baseless and false' from Agence France-Presse 17 Feb 14

The United States on Monday rejected as "baseless and false" accusations by Venezuela that it was aiding anti-government protests. 

Venezuelan vice president warns opposition not to be manipulated from Xinhua (China) 17 Feb 14

Venezuelan Vice President Jorge Arreaza on Monday warned the country's opposition and its followers against the "fascist" elements in the ring-
wing groups, which he alleged have orchestrated protest violence that claimed three lives over the past few days. 

Venezuela expels 3 US consular officials from Associated Press 16 Feb 14

Venezuela's president says he's ordering the expulsion of three U.S. consular officials. President Nicolas Maduro made the announcement during a
televised speech Sunday night that comes amid rising tensions in Venezuela over anti-government protests. 

Venezuelan government accused of protest violence from Agence France-Presse 16 Feb 14

Several thousand people turned out for an opposition rally in Caracas Sunday, as student leaders blamed the government for violence that has
marred recent protests. 

Venezuelan opposition leader's arrest sought from Associated Press 15 Feb 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Saturday that a police manhunt was underway for Leopoldo Lopez, the hard-line opposition leader
behind anti-government demonstrations that ended with three deaths. 



Army sent in to Venezuelan cities as unrest prompts coup warning from London Telegraph 14 Feb 14

Subhead: President Nicolás Maduro claims 'fascist' opponents orchestrated protest violence that claimed three lives as part of plan to overthrow
government. Venezuelan troops fanned out across the capital, Caracas, and other major cities on Thursday after President Nicolás Maduro ordered
a military clampdown against deadly unrest that he warned was part of a "fascist" coup plot.

Venezuela’s Leader Pulls Foreign Channel Over Protest Coverage from New York Times 14 Feb 14

Venezuela’s president said that a Colombia-based cable news channel was ordered to be removed from cable lineups in Venezuela because of its
coverage of an antigovernment protest. President Nicolás Maduro said Thursday that the channel, NTN24, had tried to “foment anxiety about a
coup d'état.”

Venezuelan minister says riots in Caracas staged by conspirers trained abroad from Itar-Tass (Russia) 14 Feb 14

Disorders in the Venezuelan capital Caracas that began Wednesday after a student manifestation "had the character of a conspiracy" and were
instigated by plotters who had been trained abroad, Interior Minister Miguel Rodriguez said Thursday speaking to reporters. 

Venezuela Protests Turn Deadly; Maduro Accuses Opponents Of Coup Plot from Los Angeles Times 14 Feb 14

In the wake of civil unrest that left three dead and scores injured in the Venezuelan capital and other cities on Wednesday, President Nicolas
Maduro said he would order the arrest of opposition leaders who he claimed were plotting an overthrow. 

Officials In Venezuela Order Arrest Of Opposition Leader Leopoldo López from Washington Post 13 Feb 14

A Venezuelan court ordered the arrest of opposition leader Leopoldo López on Thursday on charges including murder and terrorism linked to
street protests that resulted in the deaths of three people Wednesday. 

Student Protests In Venezuela Turn Violent Amid Growing Discontent from Miami Herald 13 Feb 14

Venezuela’s opposition and the government were accusing each other of bloodletting on Wednesday after student-led protests paralyzed the
capital and turned into one of the most significant demonstrations against the 11-month administration of President Nicolás Maduro. 

Venezuela opposition fears crackdown after protest from Associated Press 13 Feb 14

Members of Venezuela's opposition said Thursday they were bracing for a crackdown after authorities tried to search the offices of a political
party and blamed a hard-line leader for inciting violence that led to three deaths during anti-government street protests. 

3 Killed As Venezuelan Protests Turn Violent from Associated Press 13 Feb 14

Armed vigilantes on motorcycles attacked anti-government demonstrators in Venezuela on Wednesday, setting off a stampede by firing into
crowds as the biggest protest against President Nicolas Maduro’s year-old administration turned violent. Three people were killed. 

Venezuelan Anti-government Protests Turn Violent from Associated Press 13 Feb 14

Venezuelan security forces fired rubber bullets into the air to break up a crowd of violent activists following the largest protests against President
Nicolas Maduro’s government since he was re-elected almost a year ago. 

Two Dead, 23 Hurt In Venezuela Protests from Agence France-Presse 13 Feb 14

Two people died and 23 were injured as rival protests linked to Venezuela’s deepening economic crisis exploded into violence on Wednesday, a
prosecutor said. 

Rights Groups: Venezuela Seeks To Suppress Dissent from Associated Press 12 Feb 14

Human rights groups are condemning Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro for what they say is a campaign to squash demonstrations against his
government. 

Woman arrested for entering Venezuelan prison with plastic explosives from EFE 11 Feb 14

A woman in a wheelchair was arrested on the weekend as she was trying to enter a prison in the western state of Tachira with almost a kilogram of
C-4 plastic explosive...



Ramirez Says Toyota Announcement Contains Political Slant from El Universal (Caracas - in Spanish) 10 Feb 14

Ramirez said the statement from the Toyota subsidiary , which said that they will halt their operations in the country on 13 February has " political
slant" because representatives of the National Government have established working groups with these and other transnational automakers that
operate in the country. 

Venezuela’s Currency Squeeze Threatens Nation’s Newspapers from Wall Street Journal 10 Feb 14

Venezuelan newspapers said President Nicolás Maduro's government is withholding the foreign currency they need to buy newsprint and in doing
so crippling the industry and impoverishing the political discourse. 

Venezuela announces changes to foreign currency system from Xinhua (China) 3 Feb 14

The Venezuelan government is to adopt new measures to better regulate the country's foreign currency in a bid to restore the balance of
Venezuela's economy. 

Opposition Venezuelan blogger steps aside from Associated Press 2 Feb 14

One of Venezuela's most-prominent opposition bloggers, whose English-language musings are a must-read for foreign journalists, academics and
political junkies, is leaving his beat as a chronicler of the country's socialist revolution. 

Venezuela launches "smart patrolling" to tame crime wave from Xinhua (China) 31 Jan 14

The Venezuelan government launched Friday a new security measure to crack down on a surge in crimes. 

Venezuela's best and brightest camp on sidewalks from AP 31 Jan 14

Venezuela's best and brightest ... are abandoning their homeland in droves rather than wait for a punishing currency crisis, record shortages and 50
percent inflation to ease... And the exodus keeps building. 

Over 500 killed in Venezuela jails in 2013: report from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 14

A total 506 inmates were killed and more than 600 wounded in staggering levels of violence in Venezuelan jails in 2013, a report released
Wednesday said. 

Venezuelan Journalists Protest Over Paper Shortage from Associated Press 29 Jan 14

Journalists and journalism students protested on one of Caracas’ avenues Tuesday to demand that the government auction off dollars to allow
newspapers to buy newsprint after nine regional dailies shut down and some of the main media chains are experiencing difficulties. 

Crises Squeeze Two Latin Leaders from Wall Street Journal 26 Jan 14

Argentina, Venezuela Face Their Most Acute Economic Crises in a Decade

Thousands in Venezuela march against violent crime from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 14

Thousands of Venezuelans marched Sunday against crime in one of the world's most violence-plagued countries, in terms of kidnappings, killings
and thefts. 

OPINION: Reckoning in Caracas from Wall Street Journal 24 Jan 14

Venezuela is running out of other people's money. 

Venezuela to deepen "economic offensive" to fight speculation from Xinhua (China) 24 Jan 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Thursday the country would step up its "economic offensive" with an aim to protect fair prices and
combat speculation and hoarding. 

Venezuela Touts Currency Changes As Critics Decry ‘devaluation’ from Miami Herald 23 Jan 14

Venezuela on Wednesday announced it’s overhauling its foreign-currency system as it hopes to break a cycle of scarcity and inflation that has
pummeled the Andean nation. 



Venezuela overhauls foreign exchange system from AP 22 Jan 14

Venezuela is overhauling its foreign currency system and will now administer scarce dollars with a multi-tiered exchange system... Venezuelans
traveling abroad will no longer be able to purchase air tickets or obtain cash at the official 6.3 bolivars per dollar rate. 

Venezuela limits access to dollars at official rate from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 14

Venezuela said Wednesday it would allow only importers of high priority goods like food to buy dollars at the official rate, forcing others to pay
nearly twice as much. 

Venezuela’s President Blames Soap Operas For Crime from Associated Press 22 Jan 14

President Nicolas Maduro has a new villain as he campaigns to bring down Venezuela’s spiraling crime: TV soap operas. He accuses them of
spreading “anti-values” to young people by glamorizing violence, guns and drugs. 

Venezuela May Meet New Reality, And New Price, At The Pump from New York Times 21 Jan 14

Venezuela has the world’s cheapest gasoline, about 6 cents a gallon, a price so low that drivers often fill their tanks for less than a dollar and tip
the gas station attendant more than the cost of the fuel pumped into their cars. 

Venezuela intimidates opponents, media: HRW report from Agence France-Presse 21 Jan 14

Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro of runs a "feigned democracy" and intimidates opponents and the media, US-based Human Rights Watch
charged Tuesday in its annual report. 

Venezuela aims to eliminate violence from TV from Xinhua (China) 21 Jan 14

The Venezuelan government urged television channel owners and cable operators Monday to reform their programs and help improve content. 

National Alternative Media Meeting and Venezuelan Government Agree on Steps Forward from Venezuelanalysis.com (Caracas) 21 Jan

14

While members of the communications ministry met with hundreds of community and alternative media over the weekend to look at ways to
support that movement, other government officials met with private media on Monday to encourage them to promote better values... The Ministry
of Communications convoked and organised the meeting

Venezuela opposition leader wary of Maduro's rapprochement from Reuters 21 Jan 14

Venezuela's opposition leader has welcomed President Nicolas Maduro's dialogue with once-vilified political foes but also suspects it may be a
ploy to defuse anger over his failure to control crime and end economic scarcities... Maduro's ... government has held a string of meetings with
opposition governors and mayors... to strategize over violent crime and other national problems.

Violence-torn Venezuela creates phone 'panic button' from Agence France-Presse 18 Jan 14

A free app for certain smartphones that works as a "panic button" in emergencies has launched in Venezuela, one of the world's most violent
countries, a lawmaker said Saturday. 

U.S. voices willingness to develop better ties with Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 17 Jan 14

The United States on Friday expressed its willingness to seek better ties with Venezuela following a goodwill gesture by the leader of the South
American nation. 

Domestic economy is based on a powerful Venezuela from Agencia Venezolana de Noticias (Caracas) 17 Jan 14

Venezuela's domestic economy must be a sustainable force based on the building of a power country, as it is stipulated on the Plan of the
Homeland 2013-2019, devised by Supreme Commander Hugo Chavez, said President Nicolas Maduro, Wednesday.

Venezuela Post-Chávez: Hustlers' Paradise from Bloomberg 16 Jan 14

Venezuela, a country of 30 million, has been in a state of economic bedlam since strongman socialist Hugo Chávez succumbed to cancer ... The
stock market is up 483 percent in the past year, largely because people holding depreciating Venezuelan bolivars seek any store of value and
traders bet on the end of Chavismo and/or a return to some semblance of capitalistic rule of law. The black market, meanwhile, seems straight out



of Mad Max. 

Venezuela Shuffles Economic Team from Wall Street Journal 16 Jan 14

Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro shuffled his economic team on Wednesday and pledged to keep the country's fixed exchange rate
unchanged this year as he struggles to prop up the oil-rich country's struggling economy ... at a time when Venezuelans are grappling with Latin
America's highest inflation rate and shortages of basic goods ranging from wheat to car parts.

Venezuela’s National Dog Keeps Chavez Legacy Alive from 16 Jan 14

Venezuela’s former president rescued the mucuchies, named for this Andean town where the breed originated 400 years ago, from near-extinction
in 2008 by providing funding to breed the remaining 23 purebreds, and he used to delight in recalling how one early tail-wagger called Nevado
fought at the side of his idol, 19th century independence hero Simon Bolivar.

Venezuela reforms economic governance system from Xinhua (China) 16 Jan 14

President Nicolas Maduro announced Wednesday the decision to merge the Finance and Banking System ministries and named Rodolfo Torres to
head the new Finance Ministry. 

Portugal: Think Venezuela Says Deputy PM from Lusa (Lisbon) 15 Jan 14

There are good perspectives for Portuguese companies, their goods and services in Venezuela, Deputy Prime Minister Paulo Portas told Lusa after
arriving in Caracas to participate in the 9th meeting of the Bilateral Supervision Commission.

Chinese loans to Venezuela exceed $40 bn from EFE (Spain) 15 Jan 14

China has disbursed more than $40 billion in credit to Venezuela via a bilateral investment fund, the president of the Venezuelan Economic and
Social Development Bank, or Bandes, said Wednesday. 

Maduro Orders To Review Programming of Television Stations To Build Peace Culture from AVN (Caracas) 15 Jan 14

"I have instructed Communication and Information Minister Delcy Rodriguez and Conatel to review all the television programming in this
country, cable and wireless. We will build a culture of peace," he said.

PetroVietnam suspends Venezuela operations: official from Agence France-Presse 15 Jan 14

Vietnam's state-run oil and gas giant PetroVietnam said Wednesday it had suspended production of crude oil in Venezuela in response to
deepening economic woes in the South American country, an official told AFP. 

Maduro Reiterates Venezuela's Willingness To Have Positive Relations With US from AVN (Caracas) 15 Jan 14

President Nicolas Maduro confirmed today, Wednesday, the Bolivarian Government predisposition to establish with the United States fluid
relations and communication based on mutual respect. "We are ready to sit at any roundtable to discuss bilateral issues and to see if at some time
we could achieve an optimal point for positive relations," 

Sidor Rebar Production Drops 18.9% in 2013 from El Universal (Caracas) 14 Jan 14

The Orinoco Steel Works " Alfredo Maneiro " (Sidor ) could not meet last year none of the goals set out in its 2013 Annual Operating Budget .
Not only was production just 38 % of its plan to produce 4 million 45 thousand tons of liquid steel , but deliveries shrank and it failed to fulfill the
goal of positioning again in international markets...

PetroVietnam Announced Paralyzation of Petromacareo from El Universal (Caracas) 14 Jan 14

The Vietnamese company PetroVietnam , which owns 40 % of the shareholding of the joint venture Petromacareo in the Orinoco Oil Belt ,
announced yesterday that the oil extraction project has been stopped in the face of difficult economic conditions in Venezuela, with a inflation of
56 % in 2013 and the huge exchange rate differential between the official rate and the black market

Venezuelan papers threatened by newsprint shortage from AP 14 Jan 14

Venezuela's oldest newspaper is scrambling for newsprint as worsening shortages threaten to take several publications out of circulation in the
coming weeks. Caracas-based El Nacional, one of the nation's largest newspapers, has enough paper to continue publishing for only one month,



says its president and editor Miguel Henrique Otero. El Universal, its main rival, says it can hold out for just six weeks.

Venezuelan military downs suspected smuggling plane from EFE (Spain) 14 Jan 14

Venezuela's armed forces reported Tuesday that it intercepted a Cessna 210 aircraft arriving from Central America after its crew ignored orders to
land. 

Maduro Attacks 'Media Show' over Monica Spear Murder in Venezuela from Venezuelanalysis.com (Caracas) 13 Jan 14

President Nicolas Maduro has struck out at media coverage of ex-Miss Venezuela Monica Spear's murder as a "show" to make money and
"demoralise" the South American country. Other recent notable murders meanwhile have not received mainstream media coverage.

Maduro names new cabinet but main ministries remain unchanged from Merco Press 13 Jan 14

Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro appointed seven new ministers... Venezuela has been shocked by the extent of crime and killings, which
means according to private organizations stats that only two out of ten cases ever are caught and face trial.

Citizens Energy Hasn't Received Oil Shipment From Venezuela from Latin American Advisor 13 Jan 14

Massachusetts-based Citizens Energy Corp. said Friday that it has not received a shipment of oil that Venezuela has donated annually since 2005
that the nonprofit distributes to be used to heat households of low-income and elderly residents ... The organization said it has received thousands
of calls inquiring about the oil, which typically arrives in late November or December. 

Venezuela's Maduro appoints new ministers in gov't reshuffle from CCTV (China) 10 Jan 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro Thursday appointed seven new ministers, after all 23 previous ministers presented their resignations as part
of the government reshuffle. 

Venezuela Says Farewell To Slain Beauty Queen from Miami Herald 10 Jan 14

Dozens of teary-eyed mourners gathered in the Caracas suburb of La Guarita on Thursday to begin saying their final farewells to fallen beauty
queen Monica Spear and her ex-husband, Henry Thomas Berry. 

Venezuelan Officials Identify 7 Suspects In Slaying Of Beauty Queen from Los Angeles Times 10 Jan 14

Authorities Thursday identified seven suspects arrested in connection with the shooting deaths of former beauty queen Monica Spear and her ex-
husband and said some of the victims’ personal belongings were recovered. 

Beauty Queen’s Slaying A ‘Blow’ To Venezuelans, Leader Declares from The Los Angeles Times 9 Jan 14

Denouncing the slayings of a former beauty queen and her ex-husband as a “blow” to all Venezuelans, President Nicolas Maduro met Wednesday
with governors and mayors to discuss measures to deal with the country’s out-of-control violent crime. 

Hunt For Food Sends Venezuelans To Colombian Border Towns from Bloomberg News 9 Jan 14

Venezuelan taxi driver Jose Sotomayor drives four hours through army checkpoints every week from the city of Maracaibo to buy rice in
Colombia for his family at 10 times the government-set price back home. 

Venezuela Outraged By Murder Of A Former Beauty Queen from Washington Post 9 Jan 14

Venezuelans kill each other by the tens of thousands every year, making this South American nation one of the world’s most violent. 

Slain Former Miss Venezuela Symbol Of Crime-ridden Nation from USA Today 9 Jan 14

The murder of a former Miss Venezuela and soap-opera star has outraged people here who have been living in one of the most crime-ridden
countries in the world. 

Former Miss Venezuela, Partner Shot Dead, Child Hurt from Agence France-Presse 9 Jan 14

A former Miss Venezuela and her British-born partner were shot dead while their five-year-old daughter was wounded during a suspected roadside
robbery that shocked the nation, authorities said Tuesday. 



Venezuela President Suggests Slain Beauty Queen May Have Been Targeted from Miami Herald 9 Jan 14

Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro said Monday’s slaying of former Miss Venezuela and popular actress Mónica Spear seemed more like a
targeted killing than a random act of violence. 

Venezuela Arrests Seven Over Beauty Queen’s Killing from Agence France-Presse 9 Jan 14

Venezuelan police have arrested seven people including a woman and two teenagers over the brutal double murder of a beauty queen turned soap
star and her British-born partner, prosecutors said. 

Venezuela Sales of Oil to U.S. Fall 15 Percent Through October from Latin American Herald Tribune 8 Jan 14

Sales of Venezuelan oil to the United States fell 15 percent last year through the end of October, according to data from the U.S. Department of
Energy, El Universal reported Tuesday.

Former Miss Venezuela, Partner Shot Dead, Child Hurt from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 14

A former Miss Venezuela and her British-born partner were shot dead while their five-year-old daughter was wounded during a suspected roadside
robbery that shocked the nation, authorities said Tuesday. 

Maduro Hikes Minimum Wage In Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 7 Jan 14

President Nicolas Maduro announced Monday that Venezuela’s miniumum wage was being hiked by 10 percent in a bid to keep up with Latin
America’s highest inflation rate.

Who Needs Bitcoin? Venezuela Has Its 'Sucre' from Wall Street Journal 3 Jan 14

Virtual Currency Is Growing in Popularity—And Raising Some Alarms

Venezuela Says Inflation Is Slowing from Associated Press 31 Dec 13

Venezuela’s government said inflation slowed in the last two months of the year after the government took action to slash prices of appliances.

Venezuela Inflation Data Questioned By Economists from Associated Press 31 Dec 13

For three weeks Venezuelan economists have complained that the central bank is delaying delivery of its inflation report to hide the government’s
poor record of containing prices. Its release on Friday only fueled those suspicions. 

4 Venezuelan police slain from EFE (Spain) 26 Dec 13

Four members of Venezuela's national militarized police died Thursday morning when they were gunned down as they left a party in suburban
Caracas, the deputy chief of detectives said. 

Venezuela Car Owners Unfazed By Planned Fuel Hike from Associated Press 23 Dec 13

Owners of the 1970s-era gas guzzling trucks and sedans that have long reigned over Caracas’ smog-filled roadways will soon have to pay a bit
more to keep flaunting their energy-inefficient monsters. 

OPINION: Venezuela Is the Next Zimbabwe from Wall Street Journal 20 Dec 13

As inflation rages, Nicolás Maduro seizes private farms and companies, arresting businessmen for 'speculation.'

Venezuela’s President Calls For Higher Gas Prices from Associated Press 19 Dec 13

The price of the world’s cheapest gasoline will start to nudge higher for the first time years if Venezuela’s president has his way — and he usually
does. 

Venezuela's Maduro holds rare meeting with opponents from Reuters 18 Dec 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro held a rare meeting with opponents on Wednesday, challenging them to collect signatures to oust him in
2016 if they wanted but to work with him in the meantime. 

Spain to sell nationalised bank to Venezuela's Banesco from Agence France-Presse 18 Dec 13



Venezuela's Banesco bank will buy 88.33 percent of nationalised Spanish bank NCG Banco for one billion euros ($1.34 billion), Spain's bank
restructuring fund FROB said Wednesday. 

Kerry renews call for Venezuela to improve ties from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry has again held out an olive branch to Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro, urging him to help improve ties
between the two countries. 

UPDATE: Air France bomb threat in Caracas was false alarm: officials from Agence France-Presse 15 Dec 13

A bomb threat that forced the evacuation of an Air France jet in Caracas was a false alarm, Venezuelan authorities said Sunday. 

Venezuela suspends Air France flight after bomb warning from Reuters 14 Dec 13

Venezuelan bomb experts were checking an Air France flight that had been due to depart to Paris on Saturday when it was suspended after French
officials warned of a possible bomb threat, Venezuela's interior minister said. 

Venezuelan police shoot dead eight suspected gang members from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 14 Dec 13

A shootout between police and suspected gang members in Venezuela left eight of the suspects dead and four police wounded, a news report said
Saturday. 

Venezuelan Mayoral Votes Show No Big Power Shift from New York Times 9 Dec 13

Venezuelans went to the polls on Sunday to elect hundreds of mayors around the country in a vote seen as an early test of the fledgling president,
Nicolás Maduro, and his ability to carry the country further along the socialist path laid out by his predecessor and mentor, Hugo Chávez. 

Venezuelan President Faces First Electoral Test from Associated Press 9 Dec 13

Venezuelans cast ballots in municipal elections Sunday being watched as a gauge of popular support for President Nicolas Maduro, who was
counting on a recent crackdown on businesses to prevail in his first electoral test since taking office eight months ago. 

Venezuela Municipal Elections A Test For Chavez Heir from Agence France-Presse 9 Dec 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro faced a big test Sunday as municipal polls, seen as a referendum on his performance amid soaring crime,
high inflation and household shortages, closed. 

Venezuela's Maduro government wins local elections from Reuters 8 Dec 13

President Nicolas Maduro's government won a majority of votes in Venezuela's local elections on Sunday, boosting his quest to preserve the late
Hugo Chavez's socialist legacy and denting the opposition's hopes for change. 

Venezuela's president tightens grip on media from Associated Press 7 Dec 13

As Gov. Henrique Capriles campaigned for president of Venezuela last April, he couldn't venture more than a few steps without being hounded by
dozens of sharp-elbowed cameramen and photographers.

Venezuela Cyber Crackdown Ensnares Web’s Bitly from Associated Press 6 Dec 13

Venezuelans have been scrambling for dollars for weeks, taking refuge in the greenback as their own currency is in free fall. Rather than address
the economic imbalances behind the bolivar’s plunge, the government is going after the bearers of the bad news — it’s blocking websites people
use to track exchange rates on the black market. 

Local vote to test Venezuelan president's strength from Reuters 5 Dec 13

Nationwide local polls this weekend are President Nicolas Maduro's first electoral test since taking power and will show what Venezuelans think
of his socialist government's radical response to deepening economic problems. 

UPDATE: Venezuelan president says he has proof blackout was sabotage from Reuters 4 Dec 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said on Tuesday he had proof that a massive power outage was caused by saboteurs aiming to throw the
country into chaos before municipal elections this weekend. 



Venezuela: Maduro signs decree to control car prices from BBC 4 Dec 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has signed a decree controlling the price of new and second-hand cars. 

Venezuelan embassy 'trafficked drugs', witness tells Kenya court from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 13

Venezuela's embassy in Kenya used diplomatic bags to smuggle drugs, a witness in a trial over the murder of the mission's ambassador told a
Nairobi court Wednesday. 

UPDATE: Venezuela probes blackout that halted Maduro broadcast from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 13

A blackout that plunged much of Venezuela into darkness as President Nicolas Maduro spoke on TV was caused by a ruptured conductor in a
transmission line, the government said Tuesday. 

Venezuelan electoral system improved significantly: official from Xinhua (China) 3 Dec 13

Venezuela's automated electoral system has been improved significantly, as votes can be easily audited and verified, the nation's top election
official said Tuesday. 

Venezuela Caps Car Prices As Crackdown Continues from AP 3 Dec 13

Venezuela’s government is setting limits on prices for cars as President Nicolas Maduro tries to close a popular loophole used by savers to guard
against the fastest inflation in two decades. Maduro said Monday that he would use new emergency decree powers granted by Congress to enable
the government to set “fair” prices for all cars...

Venezuela Caps Car Prices As Crackdown Continues from Associated Press 3 Dec 13

Venezuela’s government is setting limits on prices for cars as President Nicolas Maduro tries to close a popular loophole used by savers to guard
against the fastest inflation in two decades. 

Venezuela Blacked Out By Huge Power Cut from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 13

Caracas and other cities in Venezuela plunged into darkness Monday night as a power cut hit just as the president was speaking on TV and radio,
with local elections five days away. 

UPDATE: Blackout hits Venezuelan capital, opposition blamed from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Dec 13

A blackout hit Caracas and other parts of Venezuela late Monday, minutes after President Nicolas Maduro addressed the nation by radio and
television. 

Power blackout plunges Caracas, other cities into darkness: residents from Reuters 2 Dec 13

A power blackout plunged the Venezuelan capital, Caracas, and other cities around the nation into darkness on Monday night, residents said. 

Maduro Steps Up Economic Offensive 18 Days Before Elections from EFE 2 Dec 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro announced new measures in his battle against “speculation” and ordered the arrest of merchants who have
raised the prices of their products after being inspected to make sure they had lowered them.

Venezuelan Economic Crisis Forces President's Hand from 2 Dec 13

The late President Hugo Chavez's dream of leveraging Venezuela's oil wealth to spread revolution across Latin America is crumbling under the
weight of an economic crisis that is forcing his hand-picked successor to cut back on generous foreign aid.

Venezuelan oil diplomacy curbed by economic crisis from Associated Press 2 Dec 13

The late President Hugo Chavez's dream of leveraging Venezuela's oil wealth to spread revolution across Latin America is crumbling under the
weight of an economic crisis that is forcing his hand-picked successor to cut back on generous foreign aid. 

OPINION: The Pope, the State and Venezuela from Wall Street Journal 2 Dec 13

Nicolás Maduro needs cover for an economy in free fall. He gets it from an unlikely source.



Venezuela sets up 2 agencies to push economic reforms from Xinhua (China) 30 Nov 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro announced on Friday the creation of two agencies to help his government carry out new economic reforms. 

Venezuela's Maduro threatens arrests over prices from Agence France-Presse 29 Nov 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro vowed Friday to arrest shopkeepers who defy government price controls, the latest salvo in a populist
"economic war" ahead of key municipal elections. 

Gazprombank extends $1 bln loan to Petroleos de Venezuela from Itar-Tass (Russia) 29 Nov 13

Russia's Gazprombank has extended a $1 million loan to Venezuela's oil company Petroleos de Venezuela (PdVSA) for increasing oil production
by the Petrozamora JV. 

Venezuelan leader announces new economic measures from Agence France-Presse 29 Nov 13

Venezuela's leftist President Nicolas Maduro announced Wednesday he will unveil a second package of economic measures under an emergency
decree to counter what he calls an economic war by the business sector. 

Venezuela arrests two more in Air France cocaine case from Agence France-Presse 27 Nov 13

Venezuelan authorities have arrested two more people in an investigation into a 1.3 ton cocaine shipment discovered on an Air France flight in
September, the government said Wednesday. 

Violence intrudes on Venezuelan election campaign from EFE (Spain) 27 Nov 13

An opposition city council candidate was gunned down in the western state of Zulia hours before the bodyguard of a ruling-party mayoral hopeful
was slain here Wednesday ahead of Venezuela's Dec. 8 municipal elections. 

Venezuela opposition leader says his vehicle was attacked from EFE (Spain) 26 Nov 13

Venezuelan opposition leader Henrique Capriles said it was only the intervention of a group of motorcyclists that prevented unidentified assailants
from setting fire to his vehicle in the western city of Maracay. 

Venezuela's opposition leader says aide arrested before marches from Reuters 23 Nov 13

Venezuela's opposition leader said state agents arrested one of his aides on Saturday before planned marches across the country to pressure
President Nicolas Maduro's government in the run-up to December 8 municipal elections. 

Thousands protest Maduro's special powers from Agence France-Presse 23 Nov 13

Venezuela's opposition leader Henrique Capriles rallied thousands of demonstrators Saturday to use midterm elections to underscore public
opposition to President Nicolas Maduro's special emergency powers. 

Venezuelan president tries out new emergency powers from Agence France-Presse 22 Nov 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro exercised new emergency powers for the first time Thursday, signing decrees limiting business profit
margins and tightening regulation of imports. 

OPINION: Venezuela’s Maduro Resorts To State-sponsored Looting from Washington Post 22 Nov 13

LIKE A slow-motion car crash, the unraveling of Venezuela’s economy and political system is a fascinating, as well as sickening, spectacle. 

US issues warning against travel in Venezuela from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 22 Nov 13

The United States on Friday issued a travel warning to US citizens planning trips to Venezuela, saying violent crime is pervasive in the country. 

Venezuela acuses US of interference in its affairs from Agence France-Presse 21 Nov 13

Venezuela accused the United States of "interference" in its internal affairs Thursday after Washington expressed concern that President Nicolas
Maduro had been granted powers to rule by decree. 



Venezuelan President’s Backers Laud War On “Capitalist Parasites,” But Others See Difficulties from Washington Post 21 Nov 13

Christmas came early here in Venezuela, thanks to President Nicolás Maduro, who has slashed the prices of big-screen televisions and appliances
by 60 percent or more for his overjoyed followers. 

Venezuela opposition leader calls rally against Maduro special powers from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 13

Venezuelan opposition leader Henrique Capriles on Wednesday urged supporters to take to the streets to oppose President Nicolas Maduro's
emergency powers. 

US voices 'concern' at Maduro rule by decree from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 13

The United States on Wednesday voiced concern after Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro was given emergency powers to rule by decree for
the coming months. 

Venezuela leader says to decree two economic laws on Thursday from Reuters 20 Nov 13

President Nicolas Maduro said he would use newly granted powers to decree two laws on Thursday to cap retailers' profits and reorganize the
distribution of foreign currency in Venezuela's troubled economy. 

Venezuela to join Mercosur customs information exchange mechanism from Xinhua (China) 20 Nov 13

Venezuela is ready to join the Customs Records Information Exchange, used by the Southern Common Market (Mercosur) members to share data,
the Venezuelan News Agency reported Wednesday. 

Venezuela's Congress approves decree powers for Maduro from Rueters 20 Nov 13

Venezuelan lawmakers granted President Nicolas Maduro yearlong decree powers on Tuesday that he says are essential to regulate the economy
and stamp out corruption but adversaries view as a thinly veiled power grab. 

Venezuelan President Maduro Given Power To Rule By Decree from Washington Post 20 Nov 13

Venezuela’s legislature on Tuesday gave President Nicolás Maduro decree powers that he says are necessary for an “economic offensive” against
the spiraling inflation and food shortages buffeting the country’s economy ahead of important municipal elections. 

UPDATE: Venezuela lawmakers give Maduro power to rule by decree for one year from Agence France-Presse 19 Nov 13

Venezuela's National Assembly on Tuesday gave President Nicolas Maduro wide-ranging special powers to rule by decree for one year. 

Venezuela's Congress set to approve decree powers for Maduro from Reuters 19 Nov 13

Venezuela's parliament looked set on Tuesday to grant President Nicolas Maduro year-long decree powers he says are needed to regulate the
economy and stamp out corruption but adversaries view as a thinly veiled power grab. 

In Venezuela, Campaign Takes The Form Of A Fire Sale from New York Times 15 Nov 13

This week, the entire cabinet of President Nicolás Maduro of Venezuela has been waging a battle against soaring inflation like a socialist version
of Crazy Eddie, the onetime electronics chain store famous in New York for its goofy 1980s ads that trumpeted its “insane” prices. 

Mexico, Venezuela to cooperate in probe of plane incident from EFE (Spain) 14 Nov 13

The foreign ministers of Mexico and Venezuela agreed Thursday in a telephone conversation to cooperate to clarify last week's destruction of a
Mexican-registered plane in the Andean nation. 

Venezuela parliament backs Maduro rule by decree bid from Agence France-Presse 14 Nov 13

Venezuela's legislature gave initial backing Thursday to a measure granting extraordinary powers over the economy to President Nicolas Maduro,
following his controversial attempt to forcibly cut consumer prices. 

Venezuela Appliances Crackdown Spurs Uncertainty from Associated Press 14 Nov 13

Even by Venezuela’s volatile standards, it’s been a difficult few days. 



Venezuela’s Maduro Poised To Get Decree Powers from Associated Press 13 Nov 13

Venezuela’s National Assembly on Tuesday stripped an opposition lawmaker of her immunity from prosecution in a case of alleged corruption,
clearing the way for the legislature to grant the president special power to enact laws by decree. 

Venezuela's Maduro closes in on powers by decree from Agence France-Presse 12 Nov 13

Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro was a step closer to getting the votes he needs to govern by decree after his ruling party ousted an
opposition lawmaker from parliament on Tuesday. 

Maduro Urges Calm As Venezuelans Jam Stores Again from Associated Press 12 Nov 13

President Nicolas Maduro, who called for an emptying of shelves when he seized control of a slew of appliance retailers last week, urged calm
Monday as Venezuelans massed outside stores nationwide for a fourth straight day. 

Venezuela Moves to Cap Prices, Profits from Wall Street Journal 12 Nov 13

Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro began to extend price controls over a broad swath of the economy.

FEATURE: Miami Herald Reporter Recounts His 48 Hours In Venezuelan Custody from Miami Herald 12 Nov 13

My troubles began Thursday in the border town of San Cristóbal in Táchira state. I had spent the day interviewing opposition and ruling-party
leaders about Venezuela’s Dec. 8 municipal vote. 

Venezuelan President Maduro 'to expand price controls' from BBC News 11 Nov 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro says he plans to extend price controls to all consumer goods, if he is given powers to govern by decree. 

Mexico asks Venezuelan ambassador to discuss plane's destruction from EFE (Spain) 10 Nov 13

Venezuelan Ambassador to Mexico Hugo Jose Garcia Hernandez has been asked to "clear up" the destruction of a Mexican-registered plane last
week in Venezuela, the Foreign Relations Secretariat said. 

Mexico plane downed in Venezuela had cocaine: president from Agence France-Presse 9 Nov 13

A Mexican plane forced down and destroyed in Venezuelan territory earlier in the week was full of cocaine, President Nicolas Maduro said
Saturday. 

US journalist freed in Venezuela: paper from Agence France-Presse 9 Nov 13

A Miami Herald journalist detained in Venezuela was released after nearly 48 hours in custody, the US newspaper confirmed on its website
Saturday. 

Thousands Of Venezuelans Plan A Protest Against State Of Country from Miami Herald 8 Nov 13

Thousands of Venezuelans plan to take to the streets on Saturday to express their “indignation” at Nicolás Maduro’s regime and the country’s
serious economic, political and social crisis on a protest organized directly by demonstrators, without direct participation of opposition leaders. 

Downed Plane In Venezuela Draws Questions From Mexico from Los Angeles Times 8 Nov 13

When a high-ranking officer in the Venezuelan military posted the picture of the burned-up remnants of a small Mexican aircraft this week on
Twitter, it launched a flurry of questions. 

Venezuela looks to install missiles in slums from Associated Press 7 Nov 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro wants to install anti-aircraft weapons systems in hillside slums ringing Caracas to dissuade "imperialist"
foreign powers from attacking the South American nation. 

Venezuela Tightens Control Of Foreign Exchange from Associated Press 7 Nov 13

President Nicolas Maduro is tightening control of Venezuela’s foreign exchange system and intensifying the pursuit of currency speculators that
the government accuses of waging an “economic war” against his rule. 



‘Chavistas’ Flank Venezuela Opposition With Shadow Governments from Agence France-Presse 7 Nov 13

Venezuela’s leftist government has created shadow governments in states led by the opposition, establishing special entities with money to spend
ahead of next month’s crucial, test-of-strength municipal elections, experts say. 

Nicaragua Leader Wants No Presidential Term Limits from Associated Press 7 Nov 13

Nicaraguan lawmakers on Wednesday began studying a proposal by President Daniel Ortega to remove an article in the constitution intended to
bar consecutive presidential terms. 

Venezuela says U.S. spies on it for resources, oil from Xinhua (China) 6 Nov 13

Venezuela's natural resources, especially its vast oil reserves, make the country a target of U.S. spying, Venezuelan Interior and Justice Minister
Miguel Rodriguez said Tuesday. 

Doctors say Venezuela's health care in collapse from Associated Press 6 Nov 13

Driving the crisis in health care are the same forces that have left Venezuelans scrambling to find toilet paper, milk and automobile parts.
Economists blame government mismanagement and currency controls ... for inflation pushing 50 percent annually. The government controls the
dollars needed to buy medical supplies and has simply not made enough available.

Venezuela Envoy: Relations With US Still Frozen from Associated Press 6 Nov 13

Venezuela’s foreign minister says efforts to re-establish diplomatic relations between his country and the United States remain frozen. 

Venezuela Slams New US Spying Claims from Agence France-Presse 5 Nov 13

Venezuela Monday denounced a new report that the United States made Caracas a spying priority, and warned that bilateral ties would remain
frozen. 

Venezuela sets annual holiday of "loyalty and love" for Chavez from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 5 Nov 13

Venezuela is to celebrate a yearly Day of Loyalty and Love for late socialist president Hugo Chavez, the government decreed Tuesday. 

Venezuela charges 14 cops in attacks on gov't buildings from EFE (Spain) 5 Nov 13

A court in the northeastern Venezuelan city of Maturin on Tuesday ordered 14 Monagas state police held without bail on charges of attacking
federal government buildings. 

Venezuela envoy: Relations with US still frozen from Associated Press 4 Nov 13

Venezuela's foreign minister says efforts to re-establish diplomatic relations between his country and the United States remain frozen. 

Afghan, Iranians found on Canada flight with fake tickets from Agence France-Presse 3 Nov 13

A Toronto-bound flight was stopped shortly before departure from Caracas when four Iranians and an Afghan were found aboard with fake tickets
and no visas, Venezuelan officials said Saturday. 

Venezuelan president accuses Twitter of attacking account from Agence France-Presse 1 Nov 13

Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro has accused Twitter of attacking his Twitter account and those of some of his ministers as part of a right
wing plot. 

Venezuela rejects criticism on rights as biased from Agence France-Presse 31 Oct 13

Venezuela rejected criticism of its human rights record Thursday, dismissing as biased a key regional body that put it on its black list as a rights
abuser. 

Russian strategic bombers fly to Venezuela from Associated Press 28 Oct 13

Two Russian strategic bombers have flown to Venezuela as part of a military exercise. 

Venezuela government creates happiness agency from Associated Press 25 Oct 13



Americans may insist on the right to pursue happiness, but Venezuela now has a formal government agency in charge of enforcing it. 

Venezuela Sets Lofty Spending Goal from Wall Street Journal 23 Oct 13

Venezuela's leader proposed a budget for 2014 that would boost spending by nearly 40%.

Venezuela announces massive push to import food, goods from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 13

Venezuela will massively boost its food and basic supplies imports in the next two months to counter shortages and high inflation, a minister said
Wednesday. 

Cuba, Venezuela Slammed On Press Freedoms from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 13

Venezuelan journalists and a dissident Cuban blogger denounced press censorship and other forms of media control by their countries’ leftist
governments, at a conference here Sunday. 

Venezuela downs 2 drug-smuggling planes from EFE (Spain) 21 Oct 13

The Venezuelan military downed two drug-smuggling aircraft in a 24-hour period, the head of the armed forces Strategic Operational Command
said Monday. 

Venezuela arrests four more in Air France cocaine bust from Agence France-Presse 19 Oct 13

Venezuelan authorities arrested four more people Friday linked to a foiled attempt to smuggle 1.3 tons of cocaine into Paris from Caracas on an
Air France jet. 

Venezuela rules out imminent devaluation from Agence France-Presse 18 Oct 13

The Venezuelan government denied Friday it planned to devalue its currency, despite a shortage of dollars and euros that has fueled demand on
the black market. 

Venezuela: Divers still search for Missoni party from Associated Press 18 Oct 13

Venezuela's attorney general says divers have been searching since the weekend for the bodies of the CEO of the Italian fashion house Missoni
and others missing in a January plane crash in the Los Roques islands. 

Owner: Venezuela Releases U.S.-Run Oil Ship from Agence France-Presse 15 Oct 13

Venezuela has released a US-operated oil exploration ship and all 36 crew members, its Malaysian owners said Tuesday, five days after it was
detained in disputed waters off its coast.

Venezuela to Charge Ukranian Captain of Ship from Agence France-Presse 14 Oct 13

The Ukrainian captain of an oil research ship detained by the Venezuelan navy is being charged with illegally sailing in Venezuela's maritime
economic zone — waters that are disputed with neighboring Guyana.

Venezuela Navy Escorts Seized Oil Vessel into Port from Associated Press 13 Oct 13

A U.S.-chartered oil exploration ship seized by the Venezuelan navy in Caribbean waters disputed with neighboring Guyana has arrived at
Venezuela's Margarita Island.

U.S. Ship Detained by Venezuela in Guyana Disputed Waters from BBC 12 Oct 13

Guyana says the Venezuelan navy has entered its territorial waters and detained a US-operated ship.

Venezuela's President Vows to Boost Food Supply from Xinhua (China) 11 Oct 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro announced Friday that he was preparing the country for a new round of socialist Bolivarian Revolution to
improve food supply.

Venezuelan Lawmakers to Debate Special Powers for Maduro from Agence France-Presse 7 Oct 13

Venezuela's legislature starts debate Tuesday on granting special powers to President Nicolas Maduro for use fighting corruption, a move



opponents say could lead to witch hunts.

3 Die in Attack on Venezuelan Official from EFE 3 Oct 13

Three assailants died Thursday in an attack on the head of Venezuela's Indepabis consumer protection agency, who escaped unscathed, police
said.

Venezuelan Leader Hints at DEA Role in Air France Drug Haul from Xinhua (China) 3 Oct 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Wednesday his government is investigating whether the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) was
involved in a recent attempted multi-million dollar cocaine smuggling operation.

Maduro Warns U.S. All Its Diplomates Could Be Thrown Out from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 13

Venezuela President Nicolas Maduro lashed out at the United States anew Wednesday, warning after he expelled three US diplomats in Caracas
that the rest could be next.

Lavrov, Venezuela Parliament Speaker Discuss Situation in Syria from Itar-Tass 2 Oct 13

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov met with Speaker of the National Assembly, Venezuela's parliament, Diosdado Cabello, who is on an
official visit in Moscow at the invitation of Speaker of the State Duma lower house of Russian parliament Sergei Naryshkin.

Venezuela Makes New Arrest in Air France Case from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 13

Venezuelan authorities Wednesday announced the arrest of another person in an attempt to smuggle 1.3 tonnes of cocaine on an Air France jet to
Paris.

U.S. : Three Venezuelan Diplomats Being Expelled from Associated Press 2 Oct 13

The State Department says three Venezuelan diplomats are being expelled in response to a decision by the Venezuelan government to expel three
U.S. officials there, including charge d' affaires Kelly Keiderling.

Venezuela Leader Rejects Cordial Relations with U.S. from Associated Press 1 Oct 13

Venezuela's president says his government won't have cordial relations with the United States as long as its diplomats continue what he alleges is
attempts to destabilize his country.

With Accusations Of Sabotage, Venezuela Expels 3 U.S. Embassy Officials from New York Times 1 Oct 13

Stepping up hostilities with the United States, President Nicolás Maduro of Venezuela expelled the top American diplomat and two other embassy
officials from the country on Monday, accusing them of supporting plots to sabotage the country’s electrical grid and the economy. 

Venezuela expels three U.S. diplomats from Xinhua (China) 30 Sep 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Monday ordered to have three American diplomats expelled for allegedly plotting with the Venezuelan
opposition to stir up violence in the country. 

Venezuela’s UN Cancellation Shines Light On Maduro’s Boogeymen from Miami Herald 27 Sep 13

As Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro tells it, he lives in a very dangerous world. Since winning a narrow and contested election in April, his
administration has unveiled almost a dozen plans to murder him. 

Venezuelan president scraps UN trip over 'threats' from Agence France-Presse 26 Sep 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Wednesday he had scrapped his plan to take part in the UN General Assembly in New York to "protect
my life" after purported threats on it. 

UPDATE: Venezuela arrests five more in Air France cocaine bust from Agence France-Presse 26 Sep 13

Venezuela has arrested five more people in a smuggling case in which 1.3 tonnes of cocaine were flown from Caracas to Paris on an Air France
jet, officials said Thursday. 



Venezuela claims US 'obstacles' to Maduro's UN visit from Agence France-Presse 26 Sep 13

Venezuela complained Thursday to the United Nations about US "obstacles" preventing President Nicolas Maduro and his delegation from
attending the global body's General Assembly summit. 

Venezuela President Skips UN Debut Citing Death Threats from Miami Herald 26 Sep 13

Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro cancelled his debut at the United Nations General Assembly Wednesday, saying his enemies were plotting
to incite violence in New York or even kill him. 

Venezuela Arrests 22 In Air France Cocaine Bust from Agence France-Presse 26 Sep 13

Venezuela has arrested 22 people including eight military staff in a smuggling case in which 1.3 tons of cocaine were flown from Caracas to Paris
on an Air France jet. 

Venezuela overhauls airport security amid drug smuggling scandal from EFE (Spain) 26 Sep 13

The central government took charge of security at the country's main international airport after learning that military and civilian officials
connived in smuggling 1.5 tons of cocaine to France, Venezuela's interior minister said Thursday. 

Big blast, then quiet, from Nicaraguan volcano from Agence France-Presse 25 Sep 13

A volcano in Nicaragua erupted Wednesday with a mighty blast and a column of ash, then quieted down again, the government said. 

Venezuela detains six more in cocaine smuggling case from Agence France-Presse 25 Sep 13

Venezuela has arrested six more people over a smuggling case in which 1.3 tons of cocaine were flown from Caracas to Paris abord an Air France
jet, prosecutors said Wednesday. 

Venezuela arrests five more soldiers over big Air France cocaine haul from Reuters 24 Sep 13

Venezuela has arrested five more National Guard soldiers, including a lieutenant colonel, in connection with the smuggling of 1.3 tonnes of
cocaine on an Air France flight from Caracas to Paris, prosecutors in the South American country said on Tuesday. 

Venezuela to UN: Make sure US respects us at General Assembly from Agence France-Presse 23 Sep 13

Venezuela said Monday it has asked the United Nations for guarantees that its president and his entourage will be respected by the United States
when they attend the General Assembly this week. 

Venezuela arrests three in Air France cocaine case from Agence France-Presse 23 Sep 13

Three members of Venezuela's security forces were arrested in connection with the 1.3 tonnes of cocaine French police found aboard an Air
France flight that originated in Caracas, a top cabinet minister said Sunday. 

Venezuela's Maduro vows to boost China ties on Beijing visit from Agence France-Presse 22 Sep 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro met his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping in Beijing on Sunday, vowing to strengthen the partnership
established by his predecessor, deceased leader Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuelan president in China after US airspace row from Agence France-Presse 21 Sep 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said he had arrived in Beijing on Saturday after accusing the United States of refusing his plane access to
its airspace for the journey. 

US allows Venez pres to cross its airspace from Associated Press 20 Sep 13

U.S. officials say they have allowed Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro to fly over Puerto Rico after his government said the U.S. had barred
Maduro from crossing American airspace.

ETA fugitive arrested in Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 20 Sep 13

A member of the Basque terrorist group ETA wanted by courts in Spain and France was arrested in Venezuela, the Spanish Interior Ministry said
Friday. 



UPDATE: Venezuela accuses US of blocking diplomatic efforts from Agence France-Presse 20 Sep 13

Venezuela accused the United States of hampering its diplomatic efforts Thursday, saying Washington was denying airspace to its China-bound
president and blocking visas for its UN delegation. 

Venezuela: US banned presidential overflight from Associated Press 19 Sep 13

Venezuelan Foreign Minister Elias Jaua says that the United States has prohibited a planned flight by President Nicolas Maduro from passing
through U.S. airspace over Puerto Rico. 

Venezuelan President Maduro To Visit China from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Tuesday announced that he will visit China between September 21-24 to discuss bilateral business and
to work on what he touted as “new geopolitics.” 

16 Killed In Venezuela Prison Violence from Associated Press 18 Sep 13

Venezuelan officials say at least 15 inmates were killed in a bloody battle among inmates, some of them armed, in a prison in the country’s west. 

Venezuelan Opposition Leader Capriles Delivers Message Of Confidence In Miami from Miami Herald 16 Sep 13

Former Venezuelan presidential candidate Henrique Capriles — who has been criticized by certain segments of the opposition that would like to
see him take a more radical position against Nicolás Maduro’s regime — came out Sunday to convince nearly 5,000 people at a Miami convention
hall that he knows exactly what he’s doing. 

Venezuelan gov't closes radio station for its "call to rebellion" from EFE (Spain) 14 Sep 13

Venezuelan Tourism Minister Andres Izarra said the radio station Voz del Orinoco, which broadcasts in the southern state of Amazonas, was
closed down because of its "call to rebellion" and for "creating divisions among Venezuelans." 

In Venezuela, Surrounded By Dark Plots from New York Times 11 Sep 13

When a sweeping power failure left more than half the country without electricity last week, President Nicolás Maduro wasted no time issuing a
verdict. Despite a strained power grid that has gone lacking in basic upkeep for years, he assured Venezuelans that there could be only one cause:
sabotage. 

In Venezuela, Leader Finds Conspiracies Behind Every Door from Wall Street Journal 11 Sep 13

Conspiracy Theories Have Flourished in the Months Since Nicolás Maduro Succeeded Mentor Hugo Chávez

Venezuelan Inflation Soars from Wall Street Journal 11 Sep 13

Venezuela's soaring inflation climbed in August toward its fastest pace in decades. 

Venezuela quits regional rights bodies it calls U.S. pawns from Rueters 10 Sep 13

Venezuela withdrew on Tuesday from the Organization of American States' (OAS) human-rights bodies, which it has denounced as pawns of U.S.
foreign policy that have been antagonistic to the South American nation's socialist government for years. 

Venezuela: Sabotage caused deadly refinery blast from Associated Press 9 Sep 13

Venezuela's oil minister says sabotage caused an explosion and fire that killed more than 40 people last year at the South American country's
largest petroleum refinery. 

Two malls tell a tale of Venezuelan capital flight from Miami Herald 9 Sep 13

Before a single product was sold, the mall became one of the more than 1,000 businesses and properties Chávez expropriated during his 14 years
as president. Four and a half years later, the mall-that-wasn’t takes up an entire city block. 

Maduro claims US plot seeks to bring down Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 8 Sep 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has claimed the White House is plotting the "collapse" of his government next month by sabotaging food,



electricity and fuel supplies. 

Venezuela newsprint restrictions threaten press: reporters from Agence France-Presse 6 Sep 13

Venezuela's government has increased its efforts to silence the opposition media, including imposing restrictions that have left several newspapers
without newsprint, a group of the country's journalists said Friday. 

Venezuela force to guard electrical system post-blackout from BBC 5 Sep 13

The Venezuelan government has announced the creation of a security unit to defend the country's electrical system, a day after a blackout that
affected 70% of the country. 

Venezuelans skeptical of power sabotage claims from Associated Press 5 Sep 13

Venezuelans expressed skepticism Wednesday on President Nicolas Maduro's claims that saboteurs caused a blackout that knocked out electricity
in about 70 percent of the country, creating chaos in Caracas by interrupting subway service and snarling traffic. 

Blackouts Hit Nearly Half Of Venezuela from Associated Press 4 Sep 13

A power outage has hit nearly half of Venezuela, including much of Caracas, which normally escapes blackouts. Deputy Energy Minister Franco
Silva says failures on several transmission lines are to blame. 

Maduro Blames Venezuelan Opposition For Blackouts from Agence France-Presse 4 Sep 13

President Nicolas Maduro on Tuesday blamed Venezuela’s right-wing opposition for what he dubbed “sabotage” that prompted blackouts which
plunged much of the country into chaos. 

Venezuela will get into satellite launch business, president says from EFE (Spain) 3 Sep 13

Satellites will be launched into space from Venezuela "sooner rather than later," President Nicolas Maduro said. 

UPDATE: Venezuelan president orders military deployment following blackout from Xinhua (China) 3 Sep 13

Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro Tuesday ordered the deployment of army troops to reinforce public security following a large-scale
blackout across half the country. 

Power blackouts hit Venezuela capital from Agence France-Presse 3 Sep 13

Major power blackouts paralyzed Venezuela's capital and several states across the country on Tuesday but there was no official explanation for the
cause. 

Venezuela President Warns Against Attack On Syria from Associated Press 28 Aug 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro says any outside military action taken against Syria over its alleged use of chemical weapons on its own
citizens could lead to a “disastrous war.” 

Venezuela Nabs Hitmen In Alleged Plot To Kill Maduro from Agence France-Presse 27 Aug 13

Venezuela said Monday it derailed a plot to kill President Nicolas Maduro, arresting two hitmen it said wanted to execute the leftist leader on
orders from a Colombian ex-president. 

Venezuela charges 2 with plotting to kill president from EFE (Spain) 26 Aug 13

Venezuela's leftist government announced Monday the arrest of two foreign nationals who planned to assassinate President Nicolas Maduro in a
plot involving former Colombian head of state Alvaro Uribe. 

COMMENTARY: Chavez's Inflation Bites His Successor from Wall Street Journal 25 Aug 13

Nicolás Maduro needs a circus because there is no bread in Venezuela. 

Fatal Venezuela refinery blast was sabotage: Maduro from Agence France-Presse 25 Aug 13

A 2012 explosion that killed 42 people at an oil refinery in Venezuela was "sabotage," President Nicolas Maduro said Saturday, accusing



opponents of being responsible. 

Venezuela To Install 30,000 Cameras To Combat Crime from Agence France-Presse 22 Aug 13

Venezuela is installing 30,000 surveillance cameras to crack down on rampant crime, officials said Wednesday. 

Journalists jumping ship at Venezuela TV channel from Associated Press 22 Aug 13

Any hope of maintaining editorial independence at what had been Venezuela's last nationally broadcast opposition TV channel now appears gone. 

Treasury Targets Venezuelan Narcotics Trafficker from Associated Press 21 Aug 13

The U.S. Department of the Treasury today designated Venezuelan national, Vassyly Kotosky Villarroel Ramirez, as a drug kingpin pursuant to
the Foreign Narcotics Kingpin Designation Act (Kingpin Act). 

Venezuelan doctors say country faces health emergency from EFE (Spain) 20 Aug 13

The president of the Venezuelan Medical Association asked the Venezuelan government Tuesday to declare a health emergency and take steps to
address serious problems with the Andean nation's healthcare system. 

Voice of Venezuelan anti-government TV station down to a whimper from Agence France-Presse 20 Aug 13

Globovision, once a bastion of media opposition to Venezuela's late Hugo Chavez and now his handpicked successor, is lowering its criticism to a
whisper. 

U.S. Rice Farmers Cash In On Venezuelan Socialism from Wall Street Journal 18 Aug 13

U.S. Exporters Benefit as Production Falls in Latin American Country.

Venezuelan president seeks special powers to fight corruption from Xinhua (China) 16 Aug 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro Friday said his administration plans to request that the National Assembly (AN) approve an "enabling law"
that would give him special powers to fight corruption.

Venezuela Gov’t Lawmaker Hurls Gay Slurs At Foes from Associated Press 16 Aug 13

The lawmaker displayed photos in the National Assembly on Tuesday showing a top aide to opposition leader Henrique Capriles dressed, along
with other men, in women’s clothing, apparently at a party. He suggested, without elaboration, that the photos proved the aide’s involvement with
drug traffickers and male and female prostitution

Venezuela's economic, political woes knock its currency to its knees; The Venezuelan bolivar has plunged in value against the
U.S. dollar since the presidential election in April. from 15 Aug 13

Capital flight, political instability and misguided attempts to rein in double-digit inflation are being blamed for the weakening of Venezuela's
currency on the black market, where it has fallen more than 75% against the U.S. dollar since April.

Under fire, Venezuela's Maduro vows new graft crackdown from Reuters 14 Aug 13

When even Venezuela's most famous topless model complains on Twitter that the government is too soft on corruption, it could be time for
President Nicolas Maduro to sit up and take action. 

Venezuelan Leader Seeks to Boost His Power from Wall Street Journal 14 Aug 13

President Nicolás Maduro took a page from his predecessor's playbook, saying he would seek fast-track legislative powers to let him enact laws
by decree without the parliament, to aid his government's fight against corruption. 

Venezuela's Maduro to seek decree powers in graft fight from Reuters 13 Aug 13

Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro said on Monday he will ask for decree powers last used by his predecessor Hugo Chavez to ramp up a fight
against corruption that has begun to cost him politically with supporters. 

Venezuela High Court Shoots Down Presidential Election Challenge from Miami Herald 8 Aug 13



Venezuela’s high court Wednesday shot-down legal challenges to the April 14 presidential election that gave Nicolás Maduro a narrow victory,
saying the opposition had not provided compelling evidence that the results were flawed. 

Venezuela's Supreme Court rejects electoral challenges by opposition from Xinhua (China) 7 Aug 13

Venezuela's Supreme Court of Justice (TSJ) Wednesday declared "inadmissible" 10 electoral complaints presented by the opposition on the April
14 presidential elections. 

Arrest order for Venezuela opposition figure from Associated Press 7 Aug 13

Venezuela's opposition say authorities have ordered the arrest of a close adviser to opposition leader Henrique Capriles. 

Venezuela: “U.S. drones stationed in Curacao and Aruba ready to attack countries in South America” from Curacao Chronicle 6 Aug

13

The ex-Venezuelan Vice President, Jose Vicente Rangel has warned of a possible U.S. drone attack stating that the drones had entered Venezuelan
airspace. 

Venezuela's opposition to appeal election internationally from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 13

Venezuela opposition leader Henrique Capriles announced Tuesday he would go "before international bodies" to contest the April presidential
vote that brought Nicolas Maduro to power. 

Venezuelan media group shuts down after owner's arrest from EFE (Spain) 5 Aug 13

The Venezuelan media group 6to Poder announced Monday that it was suspending its activities due to financial problems caused by the freezing
of its bank accounts after the arrest several days ago of owner and publisher Leocenis Garcia. 

Venezuela: Cuban Exiles In Miami Are Backing Plots from Miami Herald 1 Aug 13

In the latest twist on long-running allegations, Venezuelan officials Wednesday accused members of Miami’s Cuban exile community and former
CIA agent Luís Posada Carriles of plotting to assassinate President Nicolás Maduro, as he struggles to fill the shoes of late leader Hugo Chávez. 

Suit Alleges Graft In Venezuelan Contracts from Wall Street Journal 1 Aug 13

A former top U.S. diplomat, Otto Reich, filed a lawsuit against three young Venezuelan businessmen whom he accuses of bribing senior
Venezuelan officials in exchange for contracts worth hundreds of millions of dollars.

Venezuela Arrests Men In U.S. Attack from Wall Street Journal 30 Jul 13

Venezuelan authorities filed charges against two suspects in connection with the shooting of two U.S. Embassy officials at a strip club in May.

Venezuela Gov’t Targets Newspaper Editor from Associated Press 29 Jul 13

Venezuela’s chief prosecutor said she has asked a court to freeze the assets of the editor of one of the country’s two major opposition newspapers.
El Nacional editor Miguel Henrique Otero called the move an attack on freedom of expression in statements published Sunday.

Editor: Venezuela government trying to silence us from Associated Press 29 Jul 13

The editor and publisher of one Venezuela's last two nationally circulating opposition newspapers is accusing the leftist government of an
unfounded bid to silence and intimidate it. 

US Still Up For Warming Venezuela Ties After Fresh Row from Agence France-Presse 25 Jul 13

The United States said Wednesday it is still open to improving ties with Venezuela after Caracas called off the rapprochement, accusing
Washington of meddling in its internal affairs. 

Venezuela accuses U.S. of interfering in internal affairs from Xinhua (China) 23 Jul 13

Venezuelan Foreign Minister Elias Jaua on Tuesday accused the United States of interfering in his country's internal affairs. 

Venezuela Stops Efforts To Improve U.S. Relations from New York Times 21 Jul 13



Venezuela announced late Friday that it was stopping the latest round of off-again-on-again efforts to improve relations with the United States in
reaction to comments by the Obama administration’s nominee for United Nations ambassador. The nominee, Samantha Power...said part of her
role as ambassador would be to challenge a “crackdown on civil society” in several countries, including Venezuela.

Venezuela Ends Attempt to Repair Diplomatic Relations With U.S.; Caracas is protesting comments by the nominee for U.S.
ambassador to the U.N. from The Wall Street Journal 20 Jul 13

The Venezuelan government has ended fledgling efforts to repair diplomatic relations with Washington in protest of comments made earlier in the
week by Samantha Power, the nominee for U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, who grouped the South American country among nations
carrying out a "crackdown on civil society."

Venezuela ‘Ends’ Rapprochement With US from AFP 20 Jul 13

Venezuela said it has “ended” its rapprochement with the United States due to a statement by Samantha Power, nominated to become the US
envoy to the United Nations...Power said at a US Senate confirmation hearing ... she would stand up to “repressive regimes” and challenge the
“crackdown on civil society being carried out in countries like Cuba, Iran, Russia, and Venezuela.”

Maduro Demands Retraction from Associated Press 19 Jul 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has lashed out at Washington’s U.N. ambassador-designate for what he called her “despicable” criticism of
his government’s human rights record. 

Venezuela slams U.S. over 'repressive regimes' remarks from Reuters 19 Jul 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro demanded the United States apologize on Thursday after the Obama administration's nominee for envoy to
the United Nations said there was a crackdown on civil society in the South American country. 

Iran, Venezuela vow to boost economic cooperation from Xinhua (China) 17 Jul 13

Iran and Venezuela on Wednesday vowed to boost their economic cooperation. 

The President Of Venezuela Weds His “First Combatant” from New York Times 17 Jul 13

President Nicolás Maduro refuses to refer to his longtime companion, Cilia Flores, as Venezuela’s first lady, preferring to call her by the more
ideologically resonant title “first combatant.” Now he can also call her something else: his lawfully wedded wife. 

Venezuelan Leader Ties The Knot from Associated Press 17 Jul 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro and his longtime companion, former Attorney General Cilia Flores, have married in a civil ceremony. 

2 more arrested in Venezuela corruption drive from Associated Press 15 Jul 13

Venezuelan authorities say they have arrested two officials of the PDVSA state oil company for allegedly soliciting a $95,000 bribe from a
contractor to solve an unspecified legal problem. 

Venezuela expands army-led security plan to four more states from Xinhua (China) 15 Jul 13

The Venezuelan government on Monday expanded its army-led Safe Homeland Plan to four more states. 

Venezuela Announces Hard-Currency Auction from Associated Press 12 Jul 13

Venezuela’s central bank says that on Friday it will begin selling dollars at auction for only the second time since Hugo Chavez died in March.
The oil-rich country is plagued by food and medicine shortages that many blame on economic mismanagement and overspending by the late
socialist president.

OPINION: Venezuela Shows That It Can’t Handle The Truth from Washington Post 11 Jul 13

IT’S NOT clear yet whether Edward Snowden will accept Venezuela’s announced offer of asylum or, if he should do so, whether he would be able
to reach the South American country from the Moscow airport.

Venezuela not receive confirmation that Snowden decides to go to that country from Itar-Tass (Russia) 10 Jul 13



Venezuela did not receive any confirmation yet that Edward Snowden decided to go to that country, Foreign Minister of this South American
republic Elias Jaua said on Tuesday. 

With Snowden Offer, Venezuela’s Maduro Is On World Stage from Washington Post 9 Jul 13

American fugitive Edward Snowden’s diminishing possibilities of remaining free to continue releasing information about secret U.S. surveillance
programs increasingly appear to hinge on Venezuela, which on Monday awaited word on whether the former National Security Agency contractor
would accept its offer of asylum. 

Snowden has not yet accepted Venezeula asylum: WikiLeaks from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 13

US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden has not yet accepted an offer of asylum in Venezuela, the WikiLeaks website said on Tuesday, after a
Russian lawmaker sparked confusion over the American's status. 

Venezuelan authorities arrest 5 officials for embezzling $ 84 million from Itar-Tass (Russia) 9 Jul 13

Venezuelan authorities have arrested five officials on charges of embezzling $ 84 million from the Venezuelan-Chinese Fund, President Nicolas
Maduro said Monday as he addressed a meeting with Amazonas State residents. 

Venezuela received Snowden asylum request: president from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Monday his government had received an asylum application from US intelligence leaker Edward
Snowden and the fugitive must now decide if he wants to fly to Caracas. 

Venezuelan leader declares "emergency" in Amazonas state from Xinhua (China) 8 Jul 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Monday declared a state of emergency in southeast Amazonas, the country's second-largest state, saying
its weak programs and infrastructure merit federal government support. 

Venezuela Says No Contact Yet With Snowden from Associated Press 8 Jul 13

Venezuela's foreign minister says his country has not yet been in contact with NSA leaker Edward Snowden, despite its offer of asylum. Elias Jaua
says he expects to consult on Monday with Russian officials. Snowden is believed to be in the transit area of a Moscow airport.

Russian Official Says Venezuela Is The 'Best Solution' For Snowden from New York Times 7 Jul 13

A senior member of the Russian Parliament said Saturday that political asylum in Venezuela would be "the best solution" for Edward J. Snowden,
the former intelligence contractor who is on the run from the American authorities.

Russians Signal Openness To Venezuela's Offer To Shelter Snowden from Washington Post 7 Jul 13

Venezuela's offer of asylum for NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden got a thumbs up from key members of the Russian parliament Saturday,
even as the Kremlin and Foreign Ministry kept a studious silence. "Sanctuary for Snowden in Venezuela would be the best decision," Alexei
Pushkov, head of the foreign affairs committee of Russia's lower house

Venezuela Leads Latin American Shelter Offers To Snowden from Bloomberg News 7 Jul 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro offered asylum to the fugitive U.S. security contractor Edward Snowden..."We decided to grant Snowden,
this figure of international human rights, protection from persecution from the most powerful empire of the world," Maduro said yesterday in a
speech at a parade commemorating Venezuela's July 5 independence day.

Snowden's Hopes Rise On Venezuela Asylum Offer from AFP 7 Jul 13

US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden remained stranded in a Moscow airport for the 14th day Saturday amid rising hopes he may finally be
able to leave Russia after being offered asylum by Venezuela.

Edward Snowden Encouraged By Russian Official To Accept Venezuela's Offer Of Asylum from AP 7 Jul 13

An influential Russian parliament member who often speaks for the Kremlin encouraged NSA leaker Edward Snowden on Sunday to accept
Venezuela's offer of asylum. Alexei Pushkov...posted a message on Twitter saying: "Venezuela is waiting for an answer from Snowden. This,
perhaps, is his last chance to receive political asylum."



Snowden should take Venezuelan asylum offer, Russian official says from The Los Angeles Times 7 Jul 13

"Venezuela is waiting for an answer from Snowden," Alexei Pushkov, head of the Russian parliament's international affairs committee, said on
Twitter. "This, perhaps, is his last chance to receive political asylum." In a separate tweet, Pushkov noted that Snowden "shouldn't live in
Sheremetyevo," Moscow's main international airport where the fugitive has been stuck in a transit area for two weeks.

Venezuela Offers Asylum To Snowden from New York Times 6 Jul 13

President Nicolás Maduro of Venezuela said Friday that he would offer asylum to the fugitive intelligence contractor Edward J. Snowden, who
has been stranded in a Moscow airport ..."I have decided to offer humanitarian asylum to the young American Edward Snowden," Mr. Maduro
said

Venezuela Says It Will Shelter Snowden from Washington Post 6 Jul 13

"I announce to the friendly governments of the world that we have decided to use international humanitarian rights to protect Snowden from the
persecution that the world's most powerful empire has unleashed against a young person who has told the truth," Maduro said in a speech in
Caracas.

Venezuela Defends Snowden but Hedges on Offering Sanctuary from New York Times 2 Jul 13

President Nicolás Maduro of Venezuela said Tuesday that he had not yet received an application for political asylum from Edward J. Snowden,
the former National Security Agency contractor who is on the run from the American authorities, and that he would not use his plane to ferry Mr.
Snowden to Caracas. 

Right wing seeks to restore capitalism: Venezuelan leader from Xinhua (China) 30 Jun 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro Sunday urged right-wing groups not to seek restoring capitalism in the country, the state-run Venezuelan
News Agency (AVN) said. 

Venezuela's supreme court orders Electoral Council to submit audit report from Xinhua (China) 28 Jun 13

Venezuela's Supreme Court of Justice (SCJ) Friday ordered the National Electoral Council (NEC) to submit to the Constitutional Hall the audit
results of the presidential elections held on April 14 which was won by President Nicolas Maduro. 

Venezuela detains ex-governor in corruption case from Associated Press 28 Jun 13

Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro says a former governor from his ruling party has been detained on allegations of corruption. 

Venezuela's Maduro reiterates Snowden asylum offer from Agence France-Presse 28 Jun 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro reiterated late Thursday his offer to grant asylum to fugitive US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden,
whom he praised as a "brave youth." 

Venezuelan president to visit Russia, Belarus next week - Embassy from Itar-Tass (Russia) 27 Jun 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro will visit Russia and Belarus next week, the Venezuelan Embassy in Moscow reported on Thursday. 

Venezuela says would *almost certainly* shelter Snowden from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 13

President Nicolas Maduro said Wednesday that Venezuela would "almost certainly" grant political asylum to Edward Snowden if the fugitive US
intelligence leaker applied for it. 

Venezuela says would consider asylum for Snowden from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 13

Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro said Tuesday he would consider an asylum request from US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden if the
country receives one. 

Venezuela not to bow to any superpower: president from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 13

Venezuelans have an independent country that does not bow to any superpower, Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said Monday. 



Venezuelan embassy in Moscow says it has no information about Snowden from Itar-Tass (Russia) 24 Jun 13

Venezuela's embassy in Russia has no information about NSA leaker Edward Snowden, Venezuelan Ambassador to Moscow Juan Paredes
Torrealba told Itar-Tass on Monday. 

Attackers Torch Buses At Venezuela University from Associated Press 20 Jun 13

A group of masked assailants has attacked a leading university in the Venezuelan capital, torching two buses and seriously damaging its rectory
building. 

Venezuela To Boost Dollar Sales To Aid Imports, Leon Says from Bloomberg News 19 Jun 13

Venezuela will boost supplies of dollars to importers as it seeks to alleviate a shortage of goods that is fueling the fastest inflation in the region,
central bank director Armando Leon said. 

Venezuela reports more H1N1 cases from Xinhua (China) 19 Jun 13

A total of 1,538 cases of infection with influenza A (H1N1) virus were reported across Venezuela by June 8, the Ministry of Health said
Wednesday. 

Portugal, Venezuela sign multiple cooperation agreements from Xinhua (China) 18 Jun 13

Portugal and Venezuela signed multiple agreements during a month-long forum which concluded here Tuesday, to boost the cooperation in the
domains of economy, trade and science and technology between the two countries. 

Venezuela's Maduro to meet Iran's Hassan Rowhani from Associated Press 18 Jun 13

Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro says he'll meet soon with Iran's President-elect Hassan Rowhani to further strengthen already close
relations. 

Venezuelan Socialists Propose Ban On Bottle-feeding from Washington Times 17 Jun 13

The Venezuela congress, in an attempt to improve children's health, will discuss legislation this week that would ban bottle-feeding, Reuters
reported Friday. 

Venezuela's Cardinal: Pope Should Urge Coexistence from Associated Press 17 Jun 13

Pope Francis should pressure Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro to focus on promoting democracy and peaceful coexistence to ease tensions
with the socialist government's opponents, the Catholic Church's top representative in the country said Sunday. 

Capriles warns pope of rights violations in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 15 Jun 13

Venezuela's opposition leader told Pope Francis on Saturday that the government was violating basic democratic and human rights, just two days
before President Nicolas Maduro visits the Vatican. 

Spain, Venezuela renew political dialogue from EFE (Spain) 14 Jun 13

Spanish Foreign Minister Jose Manuel Garcia-Margallo and Venezuelan counterpart Elias Jaua had a meeting Friday in Madrid that proceeded
"on very cordial terms," the ministry said in a communique. 

Venezuela lifts house arrest for embattled judge from Agence France-Presse 14 Jun 13

Venezuela Friday lifted a house arrest order against a judge who became a human rights cause celebre following her arrest in 2009 on corruption
charges. 

Venezuela Says Audit Finds Valid Vote from Wall Street Journal 12 Jun 13

The head of Venezuela's electoral commission said Tuesday that a full audit of the disputed presidential vote—launched as the political opposition
alleged voting irregularities—has found no fault with the April election in which President Nicolás Maduro captured a slim victory. 

OPINION: Venezuela Gets A Lifeline From The United States from Washington Post 12 Jun 13

One government, however, has chosen to toss Mr. Maduro a lifeline: the United States.



Venezuela Auditors: No Signs Of Fraud In Contested Presidential Vote from Miami Herald 12 Jun 13

After finishing a complete audit of Venezuela's contested April 14 presidential race, the nation's electoral council said there was no evidence of
fraud or error in the vote that gave President Nicolás Maduro a narrow win over his rival. 

H1N1 flu cases up sharply in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 13

The number of H1N1 swine flu cases rose sharply in Venezuela during the last week of May, the health ministry said Wednesday, refusing to
disclose whether any deaths have been linked to the outbreak. 

Audit finds no flaws in Venezuela vote: official from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 13

An audit of Venezuela's presidential election results has found no flaws in the snap vote to replace the late Hugo Chavez, the head of the National
Electoral Commission said Tuesday. 

Venezuelan President To Meet Pope from Associated Press 11 Jun 13

Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro is scheduled to meet Pope Francis at the Vatican on June 17. 

Venezuela arrests Colombians over plot to kill Maduro from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 13

Venezuelan authorities said Monday they had arrested nine Colombian paramilitary fighters they accused of plotting to assassinate President
Nicolas Maduro amid an ongoing diplomatic spat with Bogota. 

Venezuela announces capture of invading paramilitaries from EFE (Spain) 10 Jun 13

Venezuelan authorities apprehended armed intruders who apparently entered the country from neighboring Colombia, President Nicolas Maduro
said. 

Maduro says no to restricted food sales from Associated Press 8 Jun 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro says he has asked that plans be halted to restrict sales of 20 basic food products in a western border state. 

Venezuela moves to ease house arrest for judge from Agence France-Presse 7 Jun 13

Venezuela's attorney general has requested more lenient treatment for a judge who has become a human rights cause celebre since her arrest in
2009 on corruption charges hailed by the late Hugo Chavez. 

Bird flu virus infects 724 people in Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 7 Jun 13

A total of 724 people have been infected with the A/H1N1 bird flu virus so far this year in Venezuela, the Health Ministry said Thursday. 

US, Venezuela take steps towards mending ties from Agence France-Presse 7 Jun 13

US and Venezuelan officials will meet soon for talks that could lead to the countries exchanging ambassadors for the first time since 2010,
Venezuela's foreign minister said late Thursday. 

Media buyouts point to new tactics in Venezuela: analysts from Agence France-Presse 7 Jun 13

Back-to-back buyouts of major media properties in Venezuela over the past month appear to have ushered in a new phase in the leftist
government's long struggle to bring to heel an independent press, analysts say. 

Kerry Says US, Venezuela On Track To Better Ties from Associated Press 6 Jun 13

The United States and Venezuela have agreed to begin a high-level dialogue with the aim of restoring ambassador-level relations and ending more
than a decade of steadily deteriorating ties, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said Wednesday. 

Venezuela Expels U.S. 'Spy' Ahead Of Meeting With John Kerry from Bloomberg News 6 Jun 13

Venezuela expelled a U.S. citizen who had been held on accusations of spying, ahead of the first ministerial meeting between the two countries
since elections in April. 



U.S., Venezuela to find ways to forge positive relations: Kerry from Reuters 5 Jun 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said on Wednesday he and Venezuelan Foreign Minister Elias Jaua had agreed to find new ways to forge
positive relations between their two countries, long at political loggerheads. 

Rationing To Begin In Venezuelan State from Associated Press 5 Jun 13

In a sign Venezuela's food shortages could be worsening, restrictions on the sale of 20 basic items including toilet paper and chicken subject to
price controls are set to begin next week in its most populous state, officials said Tuesday. 

Kerry to meet Venezuelan foreign minister from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry will briefly meet with his Venezuelan counterpart on the sidelines of the Organization of American States
meeting here, a US official said Tuesday. 

Venezuelan state considers system to limit food purchases from Reuters 4 Jun 13

A Venezuelan state is testing a system to limit purchases of food and other staples, local media reported on Tuesday, in a move that officials
defended as necessary to stop contraband trade but opposition critics slammed as Cuban-style rationing. 

Venezuela media group sold, company says from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 13

The Venezuelan media group Cadena Capriles, which owns the country's largest circulation newspaper, announced Monday it is being sold to an
unidentified group of local investors. 

Venezuela defense chief rules out coup from Associated Press 2 Jun 13

Venezuela's defense minister said Sunday that he would never support a military coup to unseat President Nicolas Maduro and has never even
entertained the idea. 

Venezuela's Capriles says Maduro government will fall from Reuters 2 Jun 13

Venezuelan opposition leader Henrique Capriles says President Nicolas Maduro's government will "cave in" under the pressure of growing
economic troubles, in-fighting and a belief by many Venezuelans that it stole the April election. 

Venezuela launches drones to fight drug smuggling from Associated Press 31 May 13

Venezuela's government has launched three surveillance drones equipped with small cameras as part of an initiative to curb drug trafficking. 

Venezuela's Maduro angry at Colombia's 'betrayal' from Agence France-Presse 31 May 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro accused his Colombian counterpart Juan Manuel Santos of betrayal Thursday after he met with Venezuela's
opposition leader. 

Venezuela: New Details In Strip Club Shooting from New York Times 30 May 13

American officials on Wednesday provided new details about the two employees of the embassy in Caracas who were wounded in an early-
morning shooting in a strip club on Tuesday.

US Confirms Defense Attache Staff Shot In Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 30 May 13

The two US embassy employees shot and wounded at a nightclub in Venezuela's capital Caracas work in the office of the defense attache, the
State Department said Wednesday. 

Venezuela threatens to end support for Colombia peace from Agence France-Presse 30 May 13

Venezuelan opposition leader Henrique Capriles on Thursday denounced as "blackmail" a threat by Caracas to end support for Colombia's peace
process with leftist rebels. 

Venezuela police seize 2,500 rolls of toilet paper from Associated Press 30 May 13

Police in Venezuela say they have seized nearly 2,500 rolls of toilet paper in an overnight raid of a clandestine warehouse storing scarce goods. 



Venezuela opposition politician charged again from Associated Press 30 May 13

Prosecutors have charged a prominent opposition leader with having misappropriated municipal funds 11 years ago, the second case brought
against Leopoldo Lopez in three months. 

Venezuela: New Details In Strip Club Shooting from New York Times 30 May 13

American officials on Wednesday provided new details about the two employees of the embassy in Caracas who were wounded in an early-
morning shooting in a strip club on Tuesday. 

Gunfire At Caracas Strip Club Hurts 2 US Officials from Associated Press 29 May 13

Two officials from the U.S. Embassy suffered gunshot wounds early Tuesday in an altercation at a strip club in Venezuela's crime-ridden capital,
police and U.S. State Department officials said. Their injuries were not considered life-threatening. 

Gunfire At Caracas Strip Club Hurts 2 US Officials from Associated Press 29 May 13

Two officials from the U.S. Embassy suffered gunshot wounds early Tuesday in an altercation at a strip club in Venezuela's crime-ridden capital,
police and U.S. State Department officials said. Their injuries were not considered life-threatening. 

Two US Embassy Personnel Shot In Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 29 May 13

Two employees of the US embassy in Venezuela were shot and wounded early Tuesday in the capital Caracas, in a murky incident that local
media and a police source said took place at a strip club. 

U.S. Officials Shot In Caracas Incident from Wall Street Journal 29 May 13

Two U.S. officials at the U.S. Embassy, one a military attache, were wounded by gunfire early Tuesday morning while at a strip club here,
officials said. 

Venezuela accuses CNN of seeking to foment coup from Agence France-Presse 27 May 13

Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro on Monday accused US-based news network CNN en Espanol of working to promote a coup d'etat as part
of a wider media war against his socialist government. 

Opposition leader: Channel won't air live speeches from Associated Press 27 May 13

Venezuela's opposition leader says owners of the local Globovision television news channel won't allow the station to broadcast his live speeches. 

Venezuela top court rejects challenge to Maduro win from Agence France-Presse 25 May 13

In a ruling out Saturday, Venezuela's Supreme Court rejected one of six challenges to the April 14 presidential election, which saw Hugo Chavez's
successor Nicolas Maduro win by a razor-thin margin. 

Venezuela to create new workers militia from Associated Press 24 May 13

Venezuela's president has ordered the creation of a new workers' militia as part of an existing pro-government fighting force. 

Venezuela prosecutor to open probe over leaked recording from Reuters 23 May 13

Venezuela's prosecutor's office said on Thursday it would open an investigation into in a recording the opposition says features a top government
ally accusing the deputy head of the ruling Socialist Party of corruption and conspiring against the new president. 

Helicopter crash kills five Venezuelan police officers from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 May 13

Five Venezuelan police officers died Thursday aboard a helicopter that crashed flew into high-tension wires and crashed onto a road on the
outskirts of Caracas. 

Miami Workers Bribed Venezuelan Banker And Shortchanged Her, U.S. Says from New York Times 22 May 13

There may be no honor among thieves, but there certainly is no shortage of chutzpah. 

Venezuela Moves To Relieve Toilet Paper Shortage from Agence France-Presse 22 May 13



Venezuela's National Assembly approved a $79 million credit to import toilet paper and other personal hygiene products to relieve shortages in
the petroleum-rich state.

Leaked recording stirs political furor in Venezuela from Reuters 21 May 13

A recording released by Venezuela's opposition purportedly revealing graft and conspiracy in the ruling Socialist Party has stirred a new political
storm in the OPEC nation's already traumatic transition after the death of Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuela parliament resumes 3 weeks after brawl from Associated Press 21 May 13

Venezuela's parliament roared back to life Tuesday with fractious debates between government and opposition lawmakers after a three-week
paralysis following a brawl on the assembly floor. 

Venezuela TV host goes off air after audio scandal from Associated Press 21 May 13

A prominent Venezuelan talk show host has gone off the air after allegedly being caught on tape discussing politics inside Venezuela's ruling party
with a Cuban intelligence official. 

Chávez Ally Paints Picture Of Power Struggles In Alleged Tape from Miami Herald 21 May 13

On Monday, Silva became a victim of his own methods when critics released a tape they claim is the cantankerous broadcaster trash-talking the
administration to a member of Cuba's military intelligence. 

Venezuela says taking steps to restore U.S. diplomatic ties from Reuters 20 May 13

Venezuela's recent designation of an acting head of its diplomatic mission in the United States shows the OPEC nation's desire to restore full
diplomatic relations, the foreign minister said in an interview broadcast on Sunday. 

Venezuela opposition: Audio suggest Cuban meddling from Associated Press 20 May 13

Venezuela's opposition has released an audio recording that it says contains a prominent member of the ruling party discussing political strategy
with a Cuban intelligence officer. 

Venezuela in rare diplomatic overture to US from Agence France-Presse 19 May 13

Venezuela on Sunday made a rare diplomatic overture to the United States, suggesting it could be time for better ties. 

Maligned Dollar Flourishes In Venezuela from Washington Post 18 May 13

there's one outpost where greenbacks have never been stronger: in socialist, anti-imperialist Venezuela, whose government rails against American-
style capitalism as the bane of humanity. The dollar is not just holding steady here - it is flourishing like nowhere else, the byproduct of the fast-
wilting economy President Hugo Chavez left behind when he died in March. 

Venezuela's Military Enters High-crime Slums from Associated Press 18 May 13

Critics dismiss the "Secure Homeland" initiative as a political charade that risks degenerating into human rights abuses while having no lasting
impact on crime. But to many residents, weary of being terrorized by armed gangs, seeing troops on the streets is a welcome projection of
government power. 

Caracas Offers Peace To Private Sector from Wall Street Journal 17 May 13

In Policy Shift, New Venezuela Leader Reaches Out to Firms to Fix Goods Shortages and High Inflation

Venezuela frees opposition activist jailed over post-vote violence from Reuters 17 May 13

Venezuela on Friday released an opposition activist that had been jailed on accusations of inciting violence in the wake of President Nicolas
Maduro's narrow election victory in April. 

Venezuela's military enters high-crime slums from Associated Press 17 May 13

Venezuelan soldiers are manning dozens of checkpoints across the country's capital in an effort to control a pandemic of violence. 



Capriles expects Venezuela vote ruling 'within hours' from Agence France-Presse 16 May 13

Venezuelan opposition leader Henrique Capriles, narrowly defeated at the polls the late Hugo Chavez's successor, said the Supreme Court will
decide very soon whether a new presidential vote should be held. 

Venezuela to import 50M rolls of toilet paper after government claims it's wiped out from Associated Press 16 May 13

First milk, butter, coffee and cornmeal ran short. Now Venezuela is running out of the most basic of necessities — toilet paper. Blaming political
opponents for the shortfall, as it does for other shortages, the embattled socialist government says it will import 50 million rolls to boost supplies. 

Under Brazilian suggestion, Maduro says he is prepared for political dialogue with Capriles from MercoPress 15 May 13

Venezuelan president Nicolas Maduro said he is prepared for political dialogue with the leader of the opposition Henrique Capriles to ensure
peace in the country, even if it means “talking to the devil”. He also warned that United States must “give a huge leap forward” if relations as
equals are to be advanced between Caracas and Washington. 

Venezuela's Last Major Opposition TV Station Is Sold from Los Angeles Times 15 May 13

The sale of Globovision, Venezuela's last major television station critical of the government, raised concern Tuesday that no mass media platform
may remain on which to challenge the Chavista administration of President Nicolas Maduro. 

Under Brazilian suggestion, Maduro says he is prepared for political dialogue with Capriles from Mercopress 14 May 13

Venezuelan president Nicolas Maduro said he is prepared for political dialogue with the leader of the opposition Henrique Capriles to ensure
peace in the country, even if it means “talking to the devil”. He also warned that United States must “give a huge leap forward” if relations as
equals are to be advanced between Caracas and Washington. 

Troops Deployed To Subdue Venezuela Crime from Agence France-Presse 14 May 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said that his government will dispatch some 3,000 police and army troops throughout the country in a bid
to stem spiraling violent crime. 

Venezuela's Lone Opposition TV Network Is Sold from Agence France-Presse 14 May 13

Globovision, Venezuela's only opposition television network which had a long history of clashes with the socialist government, was sold Monday
and will change its critical coverage, network officials said. 

Venezuela Food Maker Denies Blame For Shortages from Associated Press 14 May 13

Venezuela's biggest food company on Monday hit back at President Nicolas Maduro's claims that it's to blame for the country's persistent food
shortages. 

Venezuela launches massive street security operation from BBC 13 May 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has launched a massive security plan aimed at curbing street crime. 

760,000 Tons of food to arrive in Venezuela this week from EFE (Spain) 13 May 13

The Venezuelan government said Monday that this week a shipment of 760,000 tons of food will arrive in the country, all of it being the product
of agreements reached during President Nicolas Maduro's recent tour through countries of the Mercosur trade bloc. 

Venezuela's "Carlos The Jackal" Seeks Repatriation from Associated Press 13 May 13

A lawyer representing the convicted terrorist known as "Carlos the Jackal" is urging Venezuela's government to demand that France return her
Venezuelan-born client to his homeland. 

Venezuela's Maduro: US 'mistaken' in ignoring his victory from Agence France-Presse 12 May 13

Venezuelan leader Nicolas Maduro said late Saturday that Washington was making a "grave mistake" in not acknowledging his victory in the
controversial April 14 presidential election. 

Maduro blames Venezuela's biggest food company for scarcities from EFE (Spain) 11 May 13



Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro accused Polar, the country's biggest food corporation, of reducing production and hoarding products to
cause scarcities in the country, and spoke of economic "sabotage" against his presidency. 

ICC asked to investigate alleged Venezuela abuse from Associated Press 11 May 13

A Venezuelan civil rights group has asked the International Criminal Court to investigate alleged physical and psychological abuse of detained
young protesters at military bases following last month's disputed presidential election. 

Venezuelan President, Accused Of Electoral Fraud At Home, Finds Backing Abroad from Washington Post 10 May 13

Venezuela's embattled new president, Nicolás Maduro, worked hard this week to strengthen diplomatic ties with neighbors, winning much-needed
support from some of the continent's biggest democracies as he faced accusations at home that his government stole April's presidential election. 

Venezuela: US Officials Get Access To American from Associated Press 10 May 13

Venezuela's government has granted U.S. diplomats access to a California man who is being held while he awaits trial on charges of espionage
and fomenting unrest. 

FEATURE: Venezuelan Politics Get Personal, Divide Families from Associated Press 10 May 13

In a country evenly split between the ruling party and opposition, countless families have been torn apart by political divisions, mirroring tensions
that have spilled out into in the street in sometimes bloody fashion. 

Cry havoc from The Economist 9 May 13

As political and economic crises deepen, the army waits in the wings 

US places sanctions on Iran-Venezuela bank from Agence France-Presse 9 May 13

The US Treasury Department on Thursday announced sanctions on a former Iranian-Venezuelan bank it said is being used to avoid restrictions
placed earlier on other Iranian institutions. 

Venezuela: US officials get access to American from Associated Press 9 May 13

Venezuela's government has granted U.S. diplomats access to a California man who is being held while he awaits trial on charges of espionage
and fomenting unrest. 

Biden Urges Venezuelan Leader To Talk To Opposition from AFP 9 May 13

US Vice President Joe Biden urged Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro to talk to his political opponents Wednesday, asserting that the Latin
American country's present turmoil was untenable. 

Venezuela leader, rivals take battle on the road from Associated Press 8 May 13

Venezuelan leader Nicolas Maduro and his ally Cristina Fernandez met behind closed doors on Wednesday ahead of a big soccer-stadium rally
organized by the Argentine president's supporters. 

Biden urges Venezuelan leader to talk to opposition from Agence France-Presse 8 May 13

US Vice President Joe Biden urged Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro to talk to his political opponents Wednesday, asserting that the Latin
American country's present turmoil was untenable. 

Family: No U.S. Access To Man Held In "Nightmare" from Associated Press 7 May 13

U.S. diplomats have been given no access to a California man held in Venezuela for nearly two weeks in what his family on Monday called a
"nightmare" that unfolded after he was accused of being a spy fomenting postelection unrest. 

Venezuelan banker charged in US for corruption from Agence France-Presse 7 May 13

A senior Venezuelan government bank official has been charged in the United States for using fake transactions to steal millions of dollars which
were sent to Swiss and US accounts, the Justice Department announced Tuesday. 



Venezuela to tap military to fight crime from Associated Press 5 May 13

Venezuela's top security official says the government of President Nicolas Maduro will use the military to fight rampant violent crime. 

Venezuela rebuffs Obama, repeats case against U.S. 'spy' from Reuters 5 May 13

Venezuela brushed off criticism from U.S. President Barack Obama on Sunday and maintained its accusation that an American detainee in
Caracas is a spy pretending to be a filmmaker. 

Obama: US Not Interfering In Venezuelan Election from Associated Press 5 May 13

President Barack Obama says the idea that an American filmmaker detained by Venezuela's government is a spy is, in his words, "ridiculous."
Thirty-five-year-old Timothy Tracy, of West Hollywood, California, was formally charged last week with crimes including conspiracy, association
for criminal purposes and use of a false document. 

Spy Charges Against US Filmmaker 'Ridiculous': Obama from AFP 5 May 13

President Barack Obama dismissed as "ridiculous" Venezuela's allegations that an American filmmaker in the country during last month's
elections was a US spy sent by Washington to stir up trouble... "The notion that this individual is some spy is ridiculous," Obama said ... His
remarks came several days after Caracas lodged formal criminal charges against filmmaker Timothy Hallet Tracy, who says he was in Venezuela
working on a documentary...

Maduro Accuses Ex-Colombian Leader Of Plotting Assassination from AFP 4 May 13

Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro has accused Colombian ex-president Alvaro Uribe of plotting his assassination with sectors of the right
wing he says are seeking his overthrow. Uribe, responding on his Twitter account, dismissed the charges as "immature." 

Sole Opposition TV Channel In Venez Makes Changes from Associated Press 4 May 13

Venezuela's only opposition television channel says it is bringing in new management after its sale to new owners, but pledges to maintain its
critical line against the government. Leopoldo Castillo is Globovision's main news anchor and said journalist Vladimir Villegas would become
news director. 

Venezuela's Maduro blasts 'devil' Obama from Agence France-Presse 4 May 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro took a swipe at Barack Obama on Saturday, calling him the "grand chief of devils" after the US president
declined to recognize his contested re-election. 

Venezuela's Maduro says Colombia's Uribe plotting to kill him from Reuters 3 May 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Friday said Colombian ex-president Alvaro Uribe was plotting to kill him, adding to a deluge of
accusations by the former bus driver in recent months. 

Angry with Peru, Maduro calls home ambassador from Associated Press 3 May 13

President Nicolas Maduro has responded angrily to a call by Peru's foreign minister for tolerance and dialogue in Venezuela, saying he will recall
his ambassador for consultations. 

Venezuela Opposition Wants Probe Of Violence from Associated Press 3 May 13

Venezuela's opposition on Thursday asked prosecutors to investigate a brawl on the floor of congress that injured several of its lawmakers and
forced at least one of them to undergo surgery. 

Obama won't say whether US recognizes Maduro from Associated Press 3 May 13

President Barack Obama isn't saying whether the United States recognizes Nicolas Maduro as Venezuela's new president. 

Venezuela Opposition Challenges Post-Chavez Vote from AFP 3 May 13

Venezuela's opposition challenged the results of last month's presidential poll won by the late Hugo Chavez's successor, further muddying an
already messy transition to life without the divisive leader. The center-right opposition in the oil-rich South American nation filed its formal
challenge with the Supreme Court, even though it says the tribunal is loaded with pro-Chavez judges and certain to reject the challenge. 



Venezuela opposition challenges post-Chavez vote from Agence France-Presse 2 May 13

Venezuela's opposition on Thursday challenged the results of last month's presidential poll won by the late Hugo Chavez's successor, further
muddying an already messy transition to life without the divisive leader. 

Venezuela opposition wants probe of violence from Associated Press 2 May 13

Venezuela's opposition on Thursday asked prosecutors to investigate a fight on the floor of congress that injured several opposition lawmakers and
forced at least one of them to undergo surgery. 

Venezuela's Maduro accuses opposition of totalitarianism from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 2 May 13

Venezuela's "extremist" opposition would impose totalitarianism, like dictator Augusto Pinochet did in Chile, President Nicolas Maduro said in an
interview published Thursday by French daily Le Monde. 

Venezuelan Opposition Protests Vote from Washington Post 2 May 13

Unable to force a sweeping review of last month's disputed presidential election, opposition supporters marched in the streets Wednesday to
demonstrate their fury at the ruling party's efforts to blunt a recount. 

Political tensions run high at Venezuela May Day rallies from Miami Herald 2 May 13

Government supporters and opposition groups in Venezuela held dueling May Day marches Wednesday amid growing tensions over last month's
contested presidential election and one day after the legislature devolved into a bloody, chair-throwing brawl. 

Opposition to formally contest Venezuela poll result from Agence France-Presse 1 May 13

Venezuelan opposition candidate Henrique Capriles said Wednesday that his campaign will formally contest the official results of his country's
presidential elections in a Supreme Court filing. 

Venezuela Lawmakers Brawl Amid Election Tensions from Associated Press 1 May 13

Members of Venezuela's National Assembly say postelection tensions set off a brawl between lawmakers that left one opposition assembly
member badly bruised and bleeding. Opposition assembly member Ismael Garcia tells The Associated Press that pro-government legislators threw
punches Tuesday night after members of his coalition tried to protest a proposal barring them from legislative activities. 

US 'deeply concerned' by brawl in Venezuela assembly from Agence France-Presse 1 May 13

The United States said Wednesday it was "deeply concerned" by a brawl in Venezuela's parliament, urging calm in the wake of the country's
disputed presidential elections. 

Venezuela braces for May Day rallies from The Guardian (UK) 30 Apr 13

Political divisions and resentment in Venezuela are set to return to the streets on Wednesday with both the ruling and opposition coalitions
planning to stage demonstrations in Caracas. 

Venezuela election: Maduro victory margin narrows from BBC 30 Apr 13

Venezuela's electoral council has amended the final result of the 14 April presidential election after finishing counting votes cast abroad. 

OPINION: A "Hard Hand" In Venezuela from Washington Post 30 Apr 13

ANY DOUBT that new Venezuelan leader Nicolas Maduro is taking his cues from Cuba should have been dispelled by events over the weekend.

Venezuela lawmakers brawl amid election tensions from Associated Press 30 Apr 13

Members of Venezuela's National Assembly say postelection tensions set off a brawl between lawmakers that left one opposition assembly
member badly bruised and bleeding. 

Contentious Venezuela Vote Audit Begins from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 13

Venezuela began a partial audit of the disputed election won by the late Hugo Chavez's handpicked successor, as the opposition rejected the move



as insufficient. 

Ex-General Formally Charged In Venezuela Crackdown from Associated Press 30 Apr 13

Venezuelan authorities say a judge has ordered the continued detention of a dissident former general who is accused of inciting post-election
unrest. 

Venezuela opposition leader charged with spurring violence from Reuters 29 Apr 13

A Venezuelan court charged retired general Antonio Rivero on Monday with inciting post-election violence in the latest political flash point in the
bitterly divided nation. 

OPINION: Kirchner Targets Argentina's Judiciary from Wall Street Journal 29 Apr 13

A video of the Venezuelan minister of penitentiaries at a Tuesday news conference in Caracas went viral within hours, and not because it is
pleasant to watch. 

Venezuela vote audit, rejected by opposition, begins from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 13

Venezuelan authorities on Monday began a partial audit of the disputed election won by Hugo Chavez's handpicked successor, as the opposition
flatly rejected the move as insufficient. 

Venezuela to audit votes without opposition conditions from BBC 28 Apr 13

Venezuela's electoral body has said the audit of votes cast in the presidential election will start on 6 May 

Venezuela's Capriles raised false hopes on vote audit: election body from Reuters 28 Apr 13

Venezuela's electoral authority said on Saturday the opposition created false hopes about a vote audit being prepared after President Nicolas
Maduro's narrow election win, adding that his rival had failed to present compelling proof of foul play. 

Venezuela's Maduro pledges continued alliance with Cuba from Reuters 28 Apr 13

Cuba and Venezuela signed cooperation accords on Saturday for 51 projects as Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro, on his first trip to the island
since his election, pledged to maintain the close alliance forged by his late predecessor, Hugo Chavez. 

American charged, ex-general held in Venezuela from Associated Press 27 Apr 13

Venezuelan authorities say they have formally charged an American filmmaker they accuse of paying right-wing groups to foment postelection
unrest on behalf of U.S. intelligence. 

Venezuela's Maduro visits Cuba to strengthen ties from Agence France-Presse 27 Apr 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro arrived in Cuba to strengthen ties with the communist regime of the island, the state run media said
Saturday. 

Government rejects full Venezuela vote audit from Associated Press 26 Apr 13

A member of Venezuela's top electoral authority says it has formally decided not to meet opposition demands for a top-to-bottom audit of the
April 14 presidential election, heightening tensions over the almost evenly split and contested vote. 

Venezuelan President warns of severe penalties against sabotage from Xinhua (China) 26 Apr 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro Friday warned that anyone found sabotaging the nation's electricity network will face "the most severe
penalties." 

US denies man arrested in Venezuala is spy from Agence France-Presse 26 Apr 13

The United States denied Friday that a US national arrested in Venezula was a spy tasked with sowing civil unrest throughout the country, as
claimed by Caracas. 

Venezuela seizes 2.7 tons of cocaine from Xinhua (China) 25 Apr 13



Venezuelan authorities seized nearly 2.7 tons of high-grade cocaine in the northwestern Zulia state, Interior and Justice Minister Miguel
Rodriguez said on Thursday. 

Political Violence Threatens Crime-ridden Venezuela from AFP 25 Apr 13

With one of the world's highest murder rates, Venezuela's daily Russian roulette with violent crime now has an added spin: the threat of political
violence due to the country's election impasse. Cardinal Jorge Urosa, the archbishop of Caracas who has appealed to Venezuelan leaders to tone
down their rhetoric, with little apparent success, worries about the dovetailing trends in a deeply divided society. 

US man detained in Venezuela post-vote crackdown from Associated Press 25 Apr 13

Venezuelan authorities say they have detained a 35-year-old American man they accuse of paying right-wing youth groups to carry out violence as
part of a plan to destabilize the country. 

Venezuela: Opposition to boycott vote audit from Associated Press 25 Apr 13

Henrique Capriles says Venezuela's opposition will boycott an audit of election results because the National Electoral Council did not accept his
demand for the examination of registers containing voters' signatures and fingerprints. 

Venezuelan president orders arrest of political subversives from Xinhua (China) 25 Apr 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Thursday ordered to arrest anyone involved in inciting violence or fomenting instability in post-election
Venezuela. 

Venezuela's Henrique Capriles issues ultimatum over vote audit from BBC 25 Apr 13

Venezuelan opposition candidate Henrique Capriles has threatened to take action over disputed votes he claims were "stolen" by Nicolas Maduro's
government. 

US welcomes Venezuela's appointment of envoy from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 13

The United States voiced hope Wednesday for a "productive" relationship with Venezuela as it welcomed the appointment of a new envoy to
Washington by the successor of leftist leader Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuela's Maduro sends conciliatory message to U.S. from Reuters 24 Apr 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro named a new acting head of its U.S. diplomatic mission in Washington on Tuesday and sent an offer of
dialogue after attacking the United States for "interference" in a row over his election. 

Political rivals call for mass rallies in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 13

Political tensions soared in Venezuela Wednesday as Nicolas Maduro's government and the rival who refuses to recognize his win as president
called massive street rallies for May 1. 

Political violence threatens crime-ridden Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 13

With one of the world's highest murder rates, Venezuela's daily Russian roulette with violent crime now has an added spin: the threat of political
violence due to the country's election impasse. 

Venezuela wrestles over truth of bombing claims from Associated Press 24 Apr 13

More than a week later after Venezuela's ruling party won the presidential election, a national dispute is raging over government accusations that
opposition provocateurs have been firebombing Cuban-run neighborhood health clinics in revenge. 

Venezuelan post-election violence leaves 9 dead, 78 injured: official from Xinhua (China) 24 Apr 13

Venezuelan Attorney General Luisa Ortega announced Wednesday that the violence in the wake of April 14's presidential elections has so far left
nine people dead and 78 others injured. 

Venezuela opposition accuses government of post-vote vendetta from Reuters 24 Apr 13

Venezuela's opposition is accusing state institutions of intimidating and threatening to fire employees critical of President Nicolas Maduro after a



disputed election that stirred protests and a wave of violence. 

Venezuela Opens Investigation of Opposition Leader from The Wall Street Journal 24 Apr 13

Government allies accuse opposition leader Henrique Capriles of orchestrating protests and disputing the vote in order to destabilize the current
regime. Their detractors, however, say the violence is being used to cover up alleged fraud and irregularities on voting day that tipped the result in
favor of President Nicolás Maduro, the handpicked successor of late strongman Hugo Chávez. Electoral authorities agreed to an audit, but they
are still negotiating the terms with the opposition. 

US welcomes Venezuela's appointment of envoy from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 13

The United States voiced hope Wednesday for a "productive" relationship with Venezuela as it welcomed the appointment of a new envoy to
Washington by the successor of leftist leader Hugo Chavez. State Department spokesman Patrick Ventrell said Ortega was "known and respected"
for work in a group seeking to improve relations between the United States and Venezuela, which have not exchanged full ambassadors since
2010. 

Venezuela names new charge d'affaires in Washington from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 13

President Nicolas Maduro named a ruling party lawmaker as Venezuela's charge d'affaires in Washington Tuesday, taking "positive note" of a US
statement denying it was considering sanctions against Caracas. 

Venezuela to take steps to reduce blackouts from Associated Press 23 Apr 13

Venezuela's government has enacted "an emergency decree" allowing the largest state power utility to sign agreements with domestic and foreign
companies to help improve electricity service. 

US denies effort to sanction Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 13

The United States on Tuesday denied charges it was considering sanctions against Venezuela over its disputed election after the country's left-
leaning leader warned of retaliation. 

FEATURE: Media war gives Venezuelans dueling views of reality from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 13

There may be two sides to every story, but in Venezuela you're not likely to find them in the same television newscast. 

Church calls for halt to political persecution in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 13

The leader of Venezuela's Roman Catholic Church called Tuesday for an immediate halt to the persecution of government employees suspected of
sympathizing with the opposition. 

Venezuela's Maduro Retains Key Chavez Ministers from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro launched a "government of the streets" Monday with new finance and interior ministers, even as his
election to replace the late Hugo Chavez remained in dispute. 

Venezuelan Cabinet Tweak Seen Aiding Economy In Short Term from Wall Street Journal 23 Apr 13

Venezuela's appointment of central banker Nelson Merentes as the country's new finance minister replaces a rigid Marxist with a pragmatist. 

Venezuela threatens oil, trade measures in vote row with US from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 13

Venezuela threatened Monday to take measures affecting energy and trade if the United States resorts to sanctions in a row over the disputed
presidential election in Caracas earlier this month. 

Venezuela's new cabinet sworn in from Xinhua (China) 22 Apr 13

Newly elected Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Monday swore in his new cabinet, pledging to continue the Bolivarian Revolution. 

Venezuelan president shuffles Cabinet from Associated Press 22 Apr 13

Newly elected Venezuelan leader Nicolas Maduro has shuffled his Cabinet, putting allies of late president Hugo Chavez in positions to tackle
pressing problems including widespread power outages and double-digit inflation. 



Suspected drug smuggler arrested in Venezuela from Associated Press 21 Apr 13

Venezuela's top security official says authorities have caught an alleged drug trafficker wanted in neighboring Colombia on drug smuggling,
kidnapping and extortion charges. 

Venezuela Opposition Denounces Arrests Of Protesters from AFP 20 Apr 13

Venezuela's opposition Saturday accused the government of President Nicolas Maduro of engaging in mass arrests of protesters, in a contentious
start to his new administration. Maduro, who was sworn in to office on Friday to replace the late Hugo Chavez, said in his inaugural address he
was ready for dialogue with the opposition but coupled that with warnings he would take a "hard fist" against those promoting a coup d'etat. 

Venezuela opposition says protesters arrested from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 13

Venezuela's opposition charged Saturday that 242 people have been arrested in noise-making protests since President Nicolas Maduro was
proclaimed the narrow winner in snap elections. 

Maduro victory will stand despite audit: election official from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 13

An audit of election returns cannot overturn Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduros's win, a top election official said Saturday, warning the
opposition against creating "false expectations." 

Venezuelan military pledges allegiance to new president from Xinhua (China) 20 Apr 13

Venezuela's armed forces have pledged allegiance to newly elected President Nicolas Maduro, who was voted into office after the recent death of
Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuelan opposition should realize that elections took place and president was elected - Russian diplomat from Interfax (Russia)
19 Apr 13

Moscow has called on Venezuela's opposition forces to respect the results of the presidential election, which was held in the country last Sunday. 

Venezuelan election officials agree to full recount from EFE (Spain) 19 Apr 13

Amid persistent political tension in Venezuela, the CNE election authority accepted opposition candidate Henrique Capriles's request for a review
of 100 percent of the ballots cast in last weekend's special presidential election. 

Spectator rushes stage at Venezuela inaugural from Associated Press 19 Apr 13

A spectator rushed the stage and pushed Venezuela's new president away from the microphone as he delivered his inaugural address on Friday,
startling millions watching on national television before the intruder was tackled and dragged away. 

Election Council To Audit Vote In Venezuela from Associated Press 19 Apr 13

Venezuela's electoral council says it will audit the 46 percent of the vote not scrutinized on election night, a surprise concession that opposition
candidate Henrique Capriles says will prove that he won the presidency. 

Maduro To Take Power Amid Questions And Protests from Miami Herald 19 Apr 13

When Nicolás Maduro is sworn-in as Venezuela's president Friday, he's hoping the cheers of his supporters will drown out the sound of protesters
clanging pots and pans that is expected to erupt over the city. 

Venezuela Crackdown Deemed Worst In Years from Associated Press 19 Apr 13

National Guard troops beat dozens of opposition supporters inside a barracks for refusing to accept the government-certified electoral victory of
Hugo Chavez's heir, a leading human rights lawyer charged Thursday in what he called Venezuela's worst political repression in six years. 

FEATURE: Venezuelans Are Polarized In Post-Election Crisis from Washington Post 19 Apr 13

...since Sunday's bitterly disputed presidential election, which the government says Maduro won by a whisker, Venezuelans on both sides seem to
be moving even further apart. 



Venezuela's Maduro Eyes Inauguration As Tensions Ease from Agence France-Presse 19 Apr 13

Nicolas Maduro steamrolled toward inauguration as Venezuela's president Thursday despite days of flaring tensions over opposition demands for
a recount in elections to replace Hugo Chavez. 

OPINION: Maduro’s lousy start from The Economist 18 Apr 13

A narrow, tainted election victory is a fitting epitaph for his rotten predecessor. But Venezuela is on the brink 

Rights activist: Venezuelan troops beat protesters from Associated Press 18 Apr 13

A Venezuelan human rights activist is accusing National Guard troops of beating opposition protesters who refused to recognize the election of
Hugo Chavez's heir as president. 

OPINION: Options Narrow For Venezuelan Opposition from Associated Press 18 Apr 13

Venezuela's opposition watched its options dwindle Wednesday after the head of the Supreme Court said there could be no recount of the razor-
thin presidential election victory by Hugo Chavez's heir, leaving many government foes feeling the only chance at power is to wait for the ruling
socialists to stumble. 

OPINION: Latin America's Go-To Hero from New York Times 18 Apr 13

There is no Washington party, no Jeffersonian republic. No one runs for president in Madison's name. But in Latin America, as the Venezuelan
election on Sunday reminded us, the question is easy, and the answer is Simón Bolívar. 

Venezuela Opposition Formally Asks For Vote Recount from Agence France-Presse 18 Apr 13

Opposition leader Henrique Capriles formally requested a recount in Venezuela's disputed presidential election, even after being rebuffed by the
country's Supreme Court. 

Venezuela High Court Chief: No Basis For Recount from Associated Press 18 Apr 13

Venezuela's Supreme Court president said Wednesday there is no legal basis for holding a vote-by-vote recount that opposition candidate
Henrique Capriles is demanding for the disputed presidential election. 

Venezuela to audit remaining vote, not do recount from Associated Press 18 Apr 13

Venezuela's electoral council says it will audit the voting machines that were not audited election night in an apparent rejection of the opposition's
demand for a full vote-by-vote recount. 

Troop loyalty a challenge for Venezuela's Maduro from Agence France-Presse 18 Apr 13

Venezuelan troops will parade past Nicolas Maduro after he is sworn into office Friday, but keeping their loyalty will be tricky for a leader lacking
the charisma and savvy of his predecessor. 

Venezuela's Maduro looks to inauguration as tensions subside from Agence France-Presse 18 Apr 13

Nicolas Maduro steamrolled toward inauguration as Venezuela's president Thursday despite days of flaring tensions over opposition demands for
a recount in elections to replace Hugo Chavez. 

Post-Election Tensions Escalate in Venezuela as Demonstrations Turn Deadly from New York Times 17 Apr 13

Tensions escalated here on Tuesday as the newly elected president, Nicolás Maduro, and his opponent blamed each other for the violence that the
government said had left seven people dead, and Mr. Maduro accused the United States of being behind that violence. 

Venezuela high court chief: No basis for recount from Associated Press 17 Apr 13

Venezuela's Supreme Court president said Wednesday there is no legal basis for holding a vote-by-vote recount that opposition candidate
Henrique Capriles is demanding for the disputed presidential election. 

FEATURE: Pots or fireworks? The symbols of Venezuela's political divide from Reuters 17 Apr 13

Split down the middle over an acrimonious election, Venezuelans are squaring off en masse every night at 8 p.m. on the dot in a cacophony of



noise from rival factions. 

*We don't care* about US recognition: Venezuela president-elect from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 13

Venezuela's president-elect Nicolas Maduro said Wednesday "we don't care" about US recognition after Washington suggested it was not ready to
acknowledge his contested weekend election win. 

FEATURE: Gov't backers wreak havoc in Venezuelan town from Associated Press 17 Apr 13

The motorcycles roared into the center of Los Teques and circled its town square, the tough-looking riders clad in T-shirts bearing the image of
the late President Hugo Chavez and chanting "Chavez lives!" and "Maduro, president!" 

US calls on Venezuela to protect right to protest from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 13

The White House on Wednesday urged the Venezuelan government to protect the rights of free speech and protest but warned against violence
after a disputed election sparked deadly demonstrations. 

Kerry won't recognize Maduro yet, urges recount from Associated Press 17 Apr 13

The Obama administration is refusing to recognize Venezuelan President-elect Nicolas Maduro and says a recount of this week's election should
occur. 

Capriles distances himself from violent protests in Venezuela from Reuters 17 Apr 13

Venezuelan opposition leader Henrique Capriles distanced himself from post-election street violence after seven fatalities threatened to turn the
South American OPEC nation's vote dispute into a full-blown crisis. 

OPINION: Nicolas Maduro Shoves Aside Democracy In Venezuela from Washington Post 17 Apr 13

THE ATTEMPT by the followers of Hugo Chavez to install a successor to the dead caudillo through a one-sided election is faltering. Now the
Venezuelan regime appears to be preparing to maintain itself in power through brute force - and the oil-producing country is headed for a crisis
that demands the attention of the United States and Latin America's democracies. 

UPDATE: One dead in Venezuela as vote anger turns violent from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 13

Protests over Venezuela's disputed presidential election have claimed their first victim, the government said Tuesday, as the contest to replace the
late Hugo Chavez moved to the streets. 

Venezuelan vote bad news for Cuba: analysts from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 13

Venezuela's disputed election result is bad news for the communist regime in Cuba, which became heavily dependent on oil and hard currency
from Caracas under its late leader Hugo Chavez, analysts say.

Maduro blames US for violence over Venezuela vote from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

Venezuela's President-elect Nicolas Maduro is accusing the United States of inciting all the violence that has occurred in the wake of Sunday's
contested elections. 

Venezuela: Violent protests in Chavez home state from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

Violent protests have broken out in the provincial capital of the home state of the late President Hugo Chavez. Police have fired tear gas and
plastic bullets at protesters demanding a recount of Sunday's contested presidential election. 

Venezuela: Maduro bans planned opposition march from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

Venezuela's President-elect Nicolas Maduro says he won't permit a march to protest a presidential election opponents say is illegitimate. 

US criticizes Venezuela election certification from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 13

The United States on Tuesday questioned Venezuelan authorities' decision to certify the election of late president Hugo Chavez's heir but
condemned the violence during political protests. 



Four dead in Venezuela post-vote violence: state news agency from Reuters 16 Apr 13

Violence over Venezuela's disputed presidential election has killed four people, state news agency AVN said on Tuesday. 

Venezuela post-vote violence kills seven, more protests start from Reuters 16 Apr 13

Violent clashes at opposition protests over Venezuela's disputed presidential election have killed seven people... as both sides mobilized
supporters nationwide for new demonstrations... The election authority has ruled out a recount, raising fears of more violence ...The deaths
happened on Monday when hundreds of protesters took to the streets in various parts of the capital Caracas and other cities, blocking streets,
burning tires and fighting with security forces in some cases. Officials also said 135 people were arrested in the post-election violence. State
media and officials said the fatalities included two people shot by opposition sympathizers while celebrating Maduro's victory in a middle-class
area of Caracas. 

Chavez heir begins 6-year term with weak mandate from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

Nearly half Venezuela's voters don't want Nicolas Maduro in the presidential chair. He's inherited a dysfunctional economy, a deteriorating power
grid and one of the world's highest homicide rates. And a glimmer of discontent already has surfaced in the movement of Hugo Chavez, who
picked him to carry on the socialist revolution. 

Capriles urges talks with Venezuelan government from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 13

Venezuelan presidential election runner-up Henrique Capriles on Tuesday urged the government to open a dialogue after the vote, whose result he
disputes, plunged into deadly protests. 

Mercosur praises Venezuela's elections from Xinhua (China) 16 Apr 13

Member nations of the Southern Common Market (Mercosur) Tuesday praised Venezuela's Sunday presidential elections for transparency,
according to a communique issued here by the regional trade bloc s current presidency Uruguay. 

Maduro urges supporters to protest across Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 13

Venezuela's acting president Nicolas Maduro urged supporters on Monday to demonstrate across the nation on the same day that the opposition
plans to protest his disputed election victory. 

Tensions Surge in Venezuela After Vote from Wall Street Journal 16 Apr 13

Tension in Venezuela rose sharply Monday after the government reneged on its promise to carry out a full recount of the bitterly contested
presidential vote and declared acting President Nicolás Maduro as president-elect. 

Venezuela Government Defends Election Result, Backtracks On Recount Pledge from Washington Post 16 Apr 13

Venezuela's government on Monday defended a presidential election that authorities said gave interim leader Nicolas Maduro a six-year term,
backtracking on a pledge he had made to permit an audit of ballots demanded by the opposition after the razor-thin victory. 

FEATURE: Victory Proves Gloomy For Venezuela's New Leader from New York Times 16 Apr 13

It hardly seemed like a victory celebration. Nicolás Maduro stepped onto a stage here Sunday night after being declared the winner by a narrow
margin in the presidential election to replace his mentor, Hugo Chávez, but his supporters were already streaming away in droves.

Venezuelan rivals rally supporters after clashes over election results from Reuters 16 Apr 13

Both sides in Venezuela's political stand-off will hold rival demonstrations on Tuesday after authorities rejected opposition demands for a
presidential election recount and protesters clashed with police in Caracas. 

Maduro Certified As Election Winner Amid Protests from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

Venezuela's government-friendly electoral council quickly certified the razor-thin presidential victory of Hugo Chavez' hand-picked successor
Monday, apparently ignoring opposition demands for a recount as anti-government protests broke out in the bitterly polarized nation. 

OPINION: The Mess In Caracas from Wall Street Journal 16 Apr 13

The close election is a repudiation of chavismo. 



Venezuela challenger says officers imprisoned from Associated Press 15 Apr 13

Venezuela's opposition presidential candidate says members of the military have been thrown in jail for trying to defend an election outcome he
says favored him. 

Nicolas Maduro Narrowly Wins Presidential Election In Venezuela from Washington Post 15 Apr 13

Calling himself the "Son of Chavez," Nicolas Maduro, the interim president, won a slim victory after a brief but nasty presidential campaign in
which he had pledged to complete the socialist transformation of this oil-rich nation that began under the man he served loyally for 20 years,
President Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuela Gives Chávez Protégé Narrow Victory from New York Times 15 Apr 13

In an unexpectedly close race, Venezuelans narrowly voted to continue Hugo Chávez's revolution, electing his handpicked political heir, Nicolás
Maduro, to serve the remainder of his six-year term as president, officials said late Sunday. 

Henrique Capriles Demands Recount As Nicolas Maduro Wins Venezuelan Presidential Election from Miami Herald 15 Apr 13

Hugo Chávez proved his power from beyond the grave Sunday, as his handpicked successor narrowly won office in a contested vote that many
saw as a tribute to the fallen socialist firebrand. 

OPINION: Venezuela's Cuban Election from Wall Street Journal 15 Apr 13

The Castro regime wasn't going to allow an easy victory for the opposition candidate who has pledged to stop sending oil to Havana.

Opposition candidate demands recount in Venezuela from Associated Press 15 Apr 13

Venezuelan opposition candidate Henrique Capriles is refusing to accept the results of Sunday's presidential election and is demanding a recount. 

Chavez heir chosen to lead Venezuela from Associated Press 15 Apr 13

Venezuelan electoral officials say voters have narrowly elected Hugo Chavez's hand-picked successor as president in a razor-close special election
Sunday. 

Divided Venezuela awaits recount decision from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 13

Venezuela's acting President Nicolas Maduro began the post-Hugo Chavez era under pressure Monday after the opposition demanded a recount of
his slim victory in a vote to succeed the late leader. 

US says Venezuela vote audit 'necessary step' from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 13

An audit of the results in Venezuela's tightly contested weekend presidential election would be an "important, prudent and necessary step," White
House spokesman Jay Carney said Monday. 

Putin is convinced that Maduro will continue strengthening strategic partnership with Russia from Interfax (Russia) 15 Apr 13

Russian President Vladimir Putin has congratulated Nicholas Maduro on winning the presidential elections in Venezuela, the Kremlin press
service has reported. 

Maduro wins Venezuela's presidency, but Capriles refuses to concede from EFE (Spain) 15 Apr 13

Ruling-party candidate Nicolas Maduro, a protege of late President Hugo Chavez, is claiming victory in Venezuela's presidential race while the
opposition is challenging the results. 

Maduro confirmed as Venezuela president-elect from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 13

Venezuela's electoral authorities on Monday confirmed acting President Nicolas Maduro as the winner of the weekend election to succeed Hugo
Chavez, despite opposition demands for a recount. 

Scattered protests in Venezuela over election from Associated Press 15 Apr 13

Thousands of students protesting Venezuela's disputed election are facing off with National Troops on a highway in the capital. 



China congratulates Maduro on presidential election win from Xinhua (China) 15 Apr 13

China on Monday congratulated Nicolas Maduro on his victory in Venezuela's presidential election. 

Aide says Capriles meets with military brass from Associated Press 14 Apr 13

A senior campaign aide for Venezuelan opposition presidential candidate Henrique Capriles says Capriles is meeting with members of the
country's military high command. 

Venezuelan tensions rise with hints of victory from Associated Press 14 Apr 13

Tensions are rising in Venezuela as the campaign of acting President Nicolas Maduro strongly hints it has won Sunday's election to replace the
late Hugo Chavez. The opposition, meanwhile, suggests fraud is in the works. 

Capriles denounces fraud attempt in Venezuela from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 14 Apr 13

Venezuelan opposition leader Henrique Capriles warned of an alleged attempt "to change the will expressed by the people" in Sunday's
presidential election. 

Twitter account of Venezuelan acting president is hijacked from Agence France-Presse 14 Apr 13

The Twitter accounts of Venezuela's acting president Nicolas Maduro and the ruling socialist party were hacked Sunday as the country went to the
polls to pick a new president, officials said. 

Capriles calls for 'true democracy' in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 14 Apr 13

Venezuelan opposition candidate Henrique Capriles called for a "true democracy" on Sunday after casting a vote in his bid to succeed late leader
Hugo Chavez. 

Few problems reported in Venezuelan presidential election from EFE (Spain) 14 Apr 13

The election to pick a successor to late President Hugo Chavez, who died last month after a nearly two-year battle with cancer, is taking place
Sunday amid a climate of calm in Venezuela, with few problems reported, officials said. 

Venezuela's acting president urges women to vote from Xinhua (China) 14 Apr 13

Venezuela's Acting President Nicolas Maduro on Sunday called on women to vote, saying that never in history women were taken into account as
much as during the government of late president Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuela's acting president defends electoral system from Xinhua (China) 14 Apr 13

Venezuela's acting President Nicolas Maduro defended the country's electoral system by saying that the system was "perfect" after he voted
Sunday afternoon in presidential elections at Miguel Antonio Caro Bolivarian High School in western Caracas. 

Maduro denounces US 'interventionism' in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 14 Apr 13

Venezuela's acting President Nicolas Maduro said Sunday his government would provide "new direct evidence" of US interventionism in his
country after he cast a vote in his bid to succeed Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuela opposition says government broke election law from BBC 13 Apr 13

The Venezuelan opposition has made an official complaint against the government following allegations that it broke the law by continuing its
electoral campaign on state television. 

South Florida Venezuelans head to New Orleans to cast vote for president from Miami Herald 13 Apr 13

The numbers tell the story of the determination of Venezuelans in South Florida to vote in their country’s presidential election Sunday — and
perhaps help end the legacy of the late President Hugo Chávez. 

Venezuela says it foiled plot to destabilize presidential vote from Reuters 12 Apr 13

Venezuela's government said on Friday it foiled a plot to destabilize Sunday's presidential election, the latest in a flurry of claims that the



opposition has derided as crude attempts to distract voters from the country's problems. 

Venezuela Rivals Make Final Pitches In Bitter Campaign from Agence France-Presse 12 Apr 13

Venezuela's acting President Nicolas Maduro and opposition rival Henrique Capriles made Thursday their final pitches in a brief and bitter race to
replace Hugo Chavez on the anniversary of a failed coup against the late leader. 

FEATURE: Outside Caracas, Chavismo's Unfulfilled Promises from Associated Press 12 Apr 13

Worsening power outages, crumbling infrastructure and other unfulfilled promises witnessed this week in a trip through the country's industrial
heartland could be an important factor in Sunday's election to replace socialist President Hugo Chavez, who died last month after a long battle
with cancer. 

Military Poses Risk For Next Venezuela Leader from Wall Street Journal 12 Apr 13

Under Chávez, Armed Forces Took a Larger Role in Society and Are Seen Likely to Press Advantage After Sunday's Vote

Venezuela Campaign Ends With Massive Rallies from Miami Herald 12 Apr 13

Venezuela's blazing fast and bitter presidential campaign came to an end Thursday night as interim resident Nicolás Maduro and Miranda Gov.
Henrique Capriles drew massive crowds and vowed to win Sunday's vote. 

Maduro Takes Narrowing Lead Into Sunday Vote from Associated Press 12 Apr 13

It's the final day of campaigning for Sunday's election to replace Hugo Chavez and the streets of Caracas are flooded with red-shirted backers of
the man the recently deceased Venezuelan president tapped to succeed him. 

Even in death, Chavez shadows Venezuela's vote from USA Today 12 Apr 13

The late Hugo Chávez bequeathed his title of president to his loyal aide Nicolas Maduro before he succumbed to cancer, and the anointment has
been the focus of Maduro's pitch to voters in Sunday's presidential election. 

Almost-Free Gas Comes At A High Cost from Wall Street Journal 12 Apr 13

In this dilapidated tropical capital, most prices go up monthly, and essentials like milk and flour are hard to find. But one item is ubiquitous, and
practically free: gasoline. 

OPINION: Voting in St Hugo’s shadow from The Economist 11 Apr 13

In his search for a popular mandate, Nicolás Maduro ascribes divine powers to his predecessor but offers few earthly policies 

A Salsa Star Fuels A Fight In Venezuela's Election from New York Times 11 Apr 13

Now, as Venezuela rushes toward an election on Sunday to replace its deceased president, Hugo Chávez, the opposition has an unlikely musical
ringer on its side: Willie Colón, the Bronx-born salsa star with Puerto Rican roots. 

FEATURE: Venezuelan Support For Maduro Is Conditional from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 13

Many residents, fishmongers and fruit salesmen along the crowded blue-collar neighborhood of Petare have pledged to follow Hugo Chavez's
wishes and vote for Maduro in Sunday's presidential election. 

FEATURE: Fragile Economy Awaits Chavez Successor from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 13

...despite an oil bonanza, with the country sitting on the world's biggest proven reserves of crude, the economy remains fragile. 

Venezuela's parliament speaker decries opposition's destabilizing plot from Xinhua (China) 10 Apr 13

Venezuelan parliament speaker Diosdado Cabello on Wednesday denounced an alleged plan by the opposition to create chaos in the country if
defeated in the April 14 presidential elections. 

In Venezuela Election, Food Is A Voting Issue from Associated Press 10 Apr 13

Venezuelans complain that what goes into their Sunday dinner plate comes from abroad: Steak, from Brazil; plantains, the Dominican Republic;



rice, South Africa; Parmesan cheese, Uruguay; oats, Chile. Even coffee, in a country famed for it, often is Colombian. 

Maduro pledges 45 pct wage increase if elected Venezuela's president from Xinhua 9 Apr 13

Venezuela's acting President Nicolas Maduro on Tuesday pledged a 45-percent rise in minimum wage if he wins the upcoming April 14
presidential vote. The candidate of the ruling socialist party made the pledge at a campaign rally in Caracas attended by thousands of government
workers. The wage-increase plan is to be fulfilled in three stages after being officially decreed on May 1. 

Maduro pledges 45 pct wage increase if elected Venezuela's president from Xinhua (China) 9 Apr 13

Venezuela's acting President Nicolas Maduro on Tuesday pledged a 45-percent rise in minimum wage if he wins the upcoming April 14
presidential vote. 

Conspiracy theories abound ahead of Venezuela vote from Associated Press 9 Apr 13

Salvadoran mercenaries are plotting with Venezuela's opposition candidate to assassinate interim President Nicolas Maduro. But wait, the plot
thickens. Central American agents, along with former U.S. diplomats, are also plotting to kill the opposition candidate, Henrique Capriles. 

Venezuela's Maduro Vows To Recognize Election Result from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 13

Venezuela's interim leader Nicolas Maduro urged opposition rival Henrique Capriles on Monday to join him in signing a pledge to recognize the
results of the nation's April 14 presidential election. 

Even In Death, Chávez Is A Powerful Presence from New York Times 9 Apr 13

Nicolás Maduro is certainly not the first political candidate to invoke the name and legacy of a dead leader to win votes. But he may be the first to
say that his political mentor, President Hugo Chávez, visited him from beyond the grave in the form of a little bird. 

Venezuela closes borders ahead of election from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 13

Venezuela on Tuesday stepped up security and closed its borders earlier than usual ahead of Sunday's presidential election after acting President
Nicolas Maduro claimed former US officials hatched a plot to kill him. 

Past haunts Venezuelan opposition ahead of election from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 13

The final stretch of Venezuela's race to replace Hugo Chavez coincides with a delicate anniversary for the opposition: 11 years since a brief coup
against the late leftist leader. 

Maduro vows to fight corruption from Xinhua (China) 8 Apr 13

Venezuela's Acting President Nicolas Maduro on Monday pledged that he will improve the government's performance and step up measures to
combat corruption in the country. 

Venezuela's Maduro vows to recognize election result from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 13

Venezuela's interim leader Nicolas Maduro urged opposition rival Henrique Capriles on Monday to join him in signing a pledge to recognize the
results of the nation's April 14 presidential election. 

Unasur praises popular participation in Venezuelan elections from Xinhua (China) 8 Apr 13

The Union of South American Nations (Unasur) on Monday praised the high turnout of Venezuelans in their political and electoral affairs, which
reflects the same commitment of the voters in the previous presidential elections six months ago. 

Venezuela Opposition Candidate Holds Massive Rally In Capital, Vows To Win Presidency from Miami Herald 8 Apr 13

In one of the most combative and optimistic speeches of his rushed campaign, opposition presidential candidate Henrique Capriles said internal
polling showed him with a growing lead over rival Nicolás Maduro, one week before the crucial vote that will determine the future of the oil-rich
nation. 

Capriles Supporters Rally In Streets Of Caracas from Associated Press 8 Apr 13

A general expectation that Hugo Chavez's hand-picked successor will win next weekend's presidential election didn't dim the spirits of more than



100,000 backers of challenger Henrique Capriles, who jammed the capital's center on Sunday. 

Polls Aside, Capriles Says He Will Win Venezuela Presidency from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 13

Hundreds of thousands of supporters on Sunday crammed Caracas' streets in what opposition presidential hopeful Henrique Capriles, trailing in
the polls, called a fast-changing tide. 

Capriles supporters rally in streets of Caracas from Associated Press 7 Apr 13

Venezuelans backing Henrique Capriles are flooding the streets of the capital to show their for the opposition leader ahead of next weekend's
presidential election. 

Maduro claims there is a US-led plot to kill him from Agence France-Presse 7 Apr 13

Venezuela's acting president Nicolas Maduro has accused former US officials Roger Noriega and Otto Reich of plotting to kill him to prevent his
victory in next week's presidential elections. 

Venezuelan Leader Says Foes Sabotaging Power Grid from Associated Press 5 Apr 13

Interim President Nicolas Maduro on Thursday charged that allies of Venezuela's opposition are sabotaging the country's power grid ahead of this
month's presidential election. 

Venezuelan Leader Says Opposition Will Turn Lights Off from Agence France-Presse 5 Apr 13

Venezuela's acting President Nicolas Maduro accused the opposition Thursday of plotting to sabotage the national power grid to cause a blackout
ahead of the April 14 election to replace Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuela's Future Uncertain One Month After Chavez's Death from Agence France-Presse 5 Apr 13

One month after the death of Venezuela's larger-than-life president Hugo Chavez, the oil-rich nation faces an uncertain political and economic
future, as it finds itself in the throes of a nasty election campaign to replace him. 

FEATURE: Shrine To Mourn And Celebrate Venezuela's Chavez from Associated Press 4 Apr 13

"He's still our supreme commander," Torres says with a relaxed smile that suggests that the initial trauma of Chavez's death has passed, and that
the memories - and his social programs - endure. 

Venezuela's Maduro: Stop crying, start campaigning from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

Interim president Nicolas Maduro is urging Venezuelans to stop mourning the death of Hugo Chavez and spring into action to secure his victory in
a looming presidential election. 

Brazil Ex-Leader Wades Into Venezuela Vote from Wall Street Journal 3 Apr 13

Former Brazilian leader Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva plunged into Venezuelan politics, throwing his weight behind late President Hugo Chávez's
handpicked successor in elections this month, as the campaign officially kicked off. 

Venezuela opposition: Military can't take sides from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

The campaign of Venezuela's opposition presidential candidate has lodged a formal protest, claiming that several high-ranking military officers
are illegally endorsing ruling party candidate Nicolas Maduro. 

Venezuela Candidates Rachet Up Campaigns from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

Interim President Nicolas Maduro exhorted supporters of Venezuela's ruling party on Tuesday to stop mourning the late President Hugo Chavez
and spring into action to secure Maduro's victory in a looming presidential election. Speaking in Chavez's native state of Barinas, Maduro told a
crowd of red-clad supporters that the best way to honor Chavez is to campaign vigorously for him as the April 14 vote approaches. 

Venezuela Interim Leader Vows To Tackle Crime from Los Angeles Times 2 Apr 13

Interim President Nicolas Maduro on Monday raised the curtain on Venezuela's abbreviated campaign to elect a successor to Hugo Chavez,
lavishly praising the late leader during a televised address but promising to tackle escalating crime, perhaps Chavez's darkest legacy. The 50-year-



old Maduro, a former bus driver and socialist union leader, is heavily favored to beat his challenger, Gov. Henrique Capriles of Miranda state, in
the April 14 election to fill out Chavez's six-year term. 

Tough Times Ahead In Post-Chavez Venezuela from Associated Press 2 Apr 13

Thousands of companies suffer under currency controls that all but deny them the U.S. dollars they need to import vital items into this oil-rich
country, from food to cars to spare parts - even gasoline. Venezuelan firms must sell their wares at state-controlled prices that don't reflect the 22
percent inflation rate, the highest in Latin America. Even Venezuela's socialist government admits the controls don't work - but its attention is
focused on the April 14 election to replace the late President Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuela presidential race begins amid personal attacks and tension from Miami Herald 2 Apr 13

Drugs, lies and murder plots. Venezuela's compressed presidential campaign officially begins Tuesday in a race that will determine the future of
the Andean nation after the death of President Hugo Chavez...

Venezuela Interim Leader Vows To Tackle Crime from Los Angeles Times 2 Apr 13

Interim President Nicolas Maduro on Monday raised the curtain on Venezuela's abbreviated campaign to elect a successor to Hugo Chavez,
lavishly praising the late leader during a televised address but promising to tackle escalating crime, perhaps Chavez's darkest legacy. 

Venezuela Presidential Race Begins Amid Personal Attacks And Tension from Miami Herald 2 Apr 13

Drugs, lies and murder plots. Venezuela's compressed presidential campaign officially begins Tuesday in a race that will determine the future of
the Andean nation after the death of President Hugo Chávez, who led the country for 14 years. But the accusations and innuendos being hurled
between the two main candidates are threatening to turn this into one of the uglier races in recent memory. 

Tough Times Ahead In Post-Chavez Venezuela from Associated Press 2 Apr 13

Doing business in post-Hugo Chavez Venezuela is not for the faint of heart. 

Venezuela's Capriles Cries Foul Ahead Of Election (AFP) from Agence France-Presse 2 Apr 13

Opposition presidential hopeful Henrique Capriles on Monday said Venezuela's acting president Nicolas Maduro was unfairly using state media
and money to support his campaign. 

Venezuela's Capriles cries foul ahead of election from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 13

Opposition presidential hopeful Henrique Capriles on Monday said Venezuela's acting president Nicolas Maduro was unfairly using state media
and money to support his campaign. 

Venezuela's acting president leads latest poll before election from Xinhua (China) 1 Apr 13

With the presidential election less than two weeks away, Venezuelan Acting President Nicolas Maduro led opposition leader Henrique Capriles by
20 percent in latest polls. 

Venezuela candidates torched in Easter effigy from Agence France-Presse 31 Mar 13

Venezuela's two presidential candidates were burnt in effigy Sunday in an Easter tradition that replaces the biblical Judas Iscariot with disliked
public figures. 

Venezuelans Desperate for U.S. Dollars Get Defrauded on Internet from Bloomberg 31 Mar 13

After a decade of currency controls, normally law-abiding Venezuelans and businesses are taking unconventional steps to find the greenbacks
needed to protect against growing instability following Hugo Chavez’s death from cancer last month. That’s allowed fraud to proliferate, piling
more risk into an illegal market for hard currency that’s being driven further underground as authorities hoard scarce dollars. 

FEATURE: Chavez's Legacy Gains Religious Glow In Venezuela from Associated Press 31 Mar 13

Holding a Bible in her arms at the start of Holy Week, seamstress Maria Munoz waited patiently to visit the tomb of the man she considers
another savior of humanity. The 64-year-old said she had already turned her humble one-bedroom house into a shrine devoted to the late President
Hugo Chavez ... "He saved us from so many politicians who came before him," Munoz said as tears welled in her eyes. "He saved us from



everything." 

Opposition Are 'Heirs To Hitler': Venezuela's Maduro from AFP 31 Mar 13

The opposition, Maduro said, are the "heirs of Hitler" because they are conducting a campaign of "intolerance" by criticizing the presence of
Cuban doctors in Venezuela and local artists that have joined the Maduro campaign. Capriles ran a positive campaign against Chavez in October,
even as the leftist president slammed him as a pampered member of the "rancid oligarchy" taking orders from Washington. 

Venezuela Move Seen As Currency Devaluation from AFP 31 Mar 13

A Venezuelan government foreign currency auction for local importers has triggered a de facto currency devaluation, the second in less than 50
days, analysts said. Venezuela has had strict currency exchange controls since 2003 in an attempt to halt capital flight. Individuals and businesses
could obtained limited amounts of foreign currency through the government at an official rate. But the hunger for dollars and euros persisted,
fueling a black market with a much higher exchange rate that by law cannot be published. 

Chavez heir Maduro vows probe into leader's death from Agence France-Presse 31 Mar 13

Venezuela's acting president Nicolas Maduro told AFP Sunday that his mentor Hugo Chavez had fought for his life "until the last second" and
called for a probe into the leader's death. 

Venezuela's Maduro says opposition seeks violence from Associated Press 30 Mar 13

Venezuela' acting president, Nicolas Maduro, on Saturday accused his opponent of seeking to provoke violence by scheduling a dueling campaign
rally in the same western state next week. 

No Clear Successor To Chávez As Leader Of Latin American Left from Miami Herald 30 Mar 13

When Chávez died March 5, Argentine President Cristina Fernández, President José Mujica of Uruguay and Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff,
for example, released a joint statement saying the best tribute to Chávez "would be to preserve his legacy, activism and commitment to the
regional integration project." But with the Venezuelan economy in rickety shape and rampant crime plaguing the country, keeping Chávez's dream
alive in Venezuela - let alone the rest of the continent - may prove daunting. 

No Chavez means level playing field, opposition says from Agence France-Presse 29 Mar 13

As Venezuela prepares for its first election without Hugo Chavez in years, the opposition hopes to find a level playing field at last. And the
government can't help but cling to his legacy. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Relations with the U.S. government from Analitica.com 28 Mar 13

What muddies the relations with the United States government is consistently provocative and aggressive behavior of the Venezuelan regime. 

Venezuela Stays Mum On Rate At Auction from Wall Street Journal 28 Mar 13

Venezuela completed its first auction of dollars, selling $200 million to nearly 400 local importers in a move designed to pump more U.S. dollars
into an economy strapped for hard currency. 

Russia's observers to participate in monitoring Venezuela's election - Churov from Itar-Tass (Russia) 27 Mar 13

Delegates from Russia's Central Election Commission may take part in monitoring the April 14 early presidential election, due on April 14, CEC
chief Vladimir Churov told Itar-Tass. 

Venezuela Interim President Maduro Takes On Currency Exchange Website from Miami Herald 27 Mar 13

Venezuela's interim president, Nicolás Maduro, came out Tuesday fighting the acute depreciation of the bolivar against the U.S. dollar by ordering
the indictment and jailing of the creators of lechuga.com, a popular website that thousands of Venezuelans consult everyday to check currency
exchange quotes in the parallel market. Maduro issued the order as part of his government's effort to contain the impact on the economy of the
two back-to-back devaluations of the Venezuelan currency.

Politics Rule Everyday Govt In Venezuela from Associated Press 27 Mar 13

The late leader transformed this country's enormous state industries into political arms of the government, they said, with partisan loyalties



trumping technical competence in hiring and ministries turning out thousands of civil servants for election year rallies. State companies such as oil
producer PDVSA and the manager of Caracas' subway system used to be known around the world for their professionalism. In recent years, many
of those companies have seen service and revenue deteriorate as political cadres rather than engineers were brought in...

Venezuela's Capriles sees 'epic crusade' for presidency from Agence France-Presse 27 Mar 13

Venezuelan opposition candidate Henrique Capriles calls his campaign against acting President Nicolas Maduro a spiritual struggle and "heroic
and epic crusade" against abuses of power. 

Venezuela Interim President Maduro Takes On Currency Exchange Website from Miami Herald 27 Mar 13

Venezuela's interim president, Nicolás Maduro, came out Tuesday fighting the acute depreciation of the bolivar against the U.S. dollar by ordering
the indictment and jailing of the creators of lechuga.com, a popular website that thousands of Venezuelans consult everyday to check currency
exchange quotes in the parallel market. 

FEATURE: Politics Rule Everyday Govt In Venezuela from Associated Press 27 Mar 13

A sea of marchers in red and yellow T-shirts flowed through the capital's main downtown boulevard, paralyzing traffic while state TV cameras
stood ready to record every second. The crowd had come out to show their support for the late President Hugo Chavez and his successor Nicolas
Maduro, but they weren't student activists or community organizers. 

Venezuela To Auction $200 Million Of Dollars from Wall Street Journal 26 Mar 13

Venezuela will auction $200 million of dollars to private importers this week, the first test of a new currency mechanism designed to pump more
dollars into the country's financial system to prop up the nation's currency and alleviate widespread shortages of food and consumer goods. 

Venezuela's Acting Pres urges people to rebuff campaign defaming Chavez from Itar-Tass (Russia) 26 Mar 13

Venezuela's Interim President Nicolas Maduro has called on the Venezuelan people to rebuff a smear campaign aimed at defaming the name of the
late leader of the Bolivarian Revolution, Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuelan Leader Warns Of Sabotage Plans from Associated Press 26 Mar 13

Venezuelan leader Nicolas Maduro claims government opponents are planning to sabotage the country's power grid and interrupt food distribution
ahead of the April 14 presidential election. Maduro's comments come amid growing concerns about sporadic shortages of some basic foods and
occasional power outages in several regions of Venezuela. 

Venezuelan leader warns of sabotage plans from Associated Press 25 Mar 13

Venezuelan leader Nicolas Maduro claims government opponents are planning to sabotage the country's power grid and interrupt food distribution
ahead of the April 14 presidential election. 

RF hopes for dynamical relations with Venezuela - Ryabkov from Itar-Tass (Russia) 22 Mar 13

Moscow hopes that Russia will continue developing dynamical relations with Venezuelan after the death of Hugo Chavez, Deputy Foreign
Minister Sergei Ryabkov said. 

US still seeks productive ties with Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 13

Washington is still hoping for better ties with Venezuela even as the South American nation ratcheted up tensions by cutting off a channel of
communications, a US official said Thursday. 

Chavez backers, protesters clash in Venezuela from Associated Press 21 Mar 13

Students protesters marching to protest Venezuela's electoral commission and government have clashed with supporters of the late President Hugo
Chavez. 

Venezuela ends talks with U.S. over diplomat comment: minister from Reuters 21 Mar 13

Venezuela has cut off an informal channel of communication with the United States because of comments by a State Department official about
next month's presidential election, the foreign minister said on Wednesday. 



Venezuela Halts Communication With US Diplomat from Associated Press 21 Mar 13

Venezuela has halted communication with a top U.S. diplomat in the wake of President Hugo Chavez's death, hardening its anti-U.S. stance ahead
of an election next month. 

FEATURE: Surviving A Surge In Street Violence In Venezuela from Associated Press 21 Mar 13

On their daily cable car rides to and from home in Venezuela's capital, Maria Gonzalez and Jose Rafael Suarez soar in a bubble of safety far above
the deadly, trash-strewn streets below. 

Venezuela To Auction US Dollars To Businesses from Associated Press 20 Mar 13

Venezuela's government plans to auction dollars to private businesses that sell food, medicine and other basic goods amid widespread shortages. 

Venezuela halts communication with US from Associated Press 20 Mar 13

Venezuela's foreign minister says the South American country has cut off all diplomatic contact with the United States because Washington is
meddling in its domestic affairs. 

FEATURE: Venezuela Book Fair Offers More Chavez Than Books from Associated Press 20 Mar 13

Near the entrance to Venezuela's national book fair, an image of the late Hugo Chavez holding a can of paint in one hand and a brush in the other
greets visitors. Beside him reads a bright-red message that has also been scrawled on walls all over the country: "I will be present in the struggle." 

Venezuela's Maduro has double-digit lead in polls from EFE (Spain) 19 Mar 13

The ruling party candidate in Venezuela's April 14 special presidential election, Nicolas Maduro, leads the opposition standard-bearer by double
digits in two polls released Tuesday. 

Capriles barbs unite "Chavistas" in Venezuela: strategist from Reuters 19 Mar 13

Supporters of late president Hugo Chavez will punish opposition leader Henrique Capriles for his anti-government barbs at a vote next month
likely to produce a bigger win for the socialists than last year, a campaign strategist for Capriles' rival forecast. 

Venezuela to create new foreign exchange system from Associated Press 19 Mar 13

Acting President Nicolas Maduro says Venezuela will launch a "complementary" foreign exchange system to facilitate the supply of U.S. dollars
to priority sectors of the economy... He said the government would offer more details on how the system will work on Tuesday, adding that it
aimed to "topple the parallel dollar." 

Opposition leader wants to halt Cuba oil shipments from Associated Press 19 Mar 13

Venezuelan opposition leader Henrique Capriles says he would stop trading oil to Cuba for services such as Cuban doctors providing medical care
for Venezuela's poor. Capriles says he opposes selling petroleum to Cuba under preferential terms because it doesn't benefit Venezuela. 

Venezuela's Maduro urges Obama to halt "plot" against rival from Reuters 17 Mar 13

Venezuela's acting president urged U.S. leader Barack Obama to stop what he called a plot by the Pentagon and the Central Intelligence Agency to
kill his opposition rival and trigger a coup before an April 14 election. 

Presidential candidates spar in Venezuela from Associated Press 16 Mar 13

Venezuelan opposition candidate Henrique Capriles has launched a nationwide tour as part of his campaign to replace the late President Hugo
Chavez. 

Final march held in honor of Chavez from Agence France-Presse 15 Mar 13

Hundreds of thousands of Venezuelans thronged the streets of Caracas on Friday to bid a final farewell to late president Hugo Chavez a month
before elections to pick his successor. 

Venezuela's Opposition Ground Down By Chavistas from Associated Press 15 Mar 13



The people tapped by Hugo Chavez to carry on his socialist revolution seem to be improvising the rules of governing as they march toward what
most Venezuelans consider certain victory in a mid-April vote to replace the late president. 

OPINION: Venezuela After Chavez: What Comes Next? from Washington Times 15 Mar 13

...Mr. Maduro could potentially be worse for the Venezuelan people and for U.S. national security interests. Mr. Maduro still controls all branches
of government, stifles free speech and was indoctrinated with socialist ideology.

COMMENTARY: Venezuela Takes Out Another Critic from Wall Street Journal 14 Mar 13

The last independent TV owner gives up.

Eternal viewing of Chavez may be impossible: Maduro from Agence France-Presse 14 Mar 13

For many Venezuelans, the late Hugo Chavez is deeply etched in their minds and souls. But plans for them to be able to view him in perpetuity
may have gone awry. 

Maduro Claims Chavez Swung Race For Argentine Pope from Agence France-Presse 14 Mar 13

Venezuela's acting president Nicolas Maduro joked on Wednesday that late leftist president Hugo Chavez's recent death must have played into the
selection of the first Latin American pope. 

Venezuela Investigating If U.S. Killed Hugo Chavez With Cancer Implant from Washington Times 14 Mar 13

Venezuela governing officials are opening a formal investigation into America's role in the death of President Hugo Chavez, following conspiracy
theories that claim U.S. hit-men took him out with a cancer implant. 

Venezuela To Create New Parallel Exchange Rate, Ramirez Says from Bloomberg News 14 Mar 13

Venezuela will establish a new parallel exchange rate as it seeks to crack down on a black market in which the dollar is worth about four times
more than the official rate, Oil Minister Rafael Ramirez said. 

Opposition leader wants to debate Venezuela's Maduro from Reuters 14 Mar 13

Venezuela's opposition leader challenged acting President Nicolas Maduro on Thursday to "stop lying" and have a debate, adding that he was
sorry if he had caused offense during the increasingly bitter run-up to an April 14 election. 

Chavez gone, but his jailed opponents languish from Reuters 14 Mar 13

Venezuela's Hugo Chavez may be dead, but his jailed opponents are still wrestling with his ghost and their relatives see little hope of freedom if
the divisive socialist's protégé wins the presidential election to succeed him. 

Venezuela's Maduro says U.S. 'far-right' wants to kill Capriles from Reuters 13 Mar 13

Venezuelan acting President Nicolas Maduro said on Wednesday that "far right" figures in the United States were plotting to kill opposition leader
Henrique Capriles. "We have detected plans by the far-right, linked to the groups of (former Bush administration officials) Roger Noriega and
Otto Reich, to make an attempt against the opposition presidential candidate," Maduro said in a televised speech. 

Top Venezuelan Diplomat Charges US With Coup Plotting from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 13

Venezuelan Foreign Minister Elias Jaua charged Tuesday that the United States had been plotting to overthrow late president Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuela opposition's strategy to expose Maduro "lies" from Reuters 12 Mar 13

Opposition leader Henrique Capriles will campaign across Venezuela seeking to dispel the "lies" of Hugo Chavez's preferred successor as they
duel for the presidency, a coalition leader said.

Last Anti-Chavez TV Station To Be Sold from Associated Press 12 Mar 13

The last remaining television station critical of Venezuela's government is being sold to an insurance company owner who is apparently friendly
with the ruling socialists, its owners announced Monday, following an unrelenting official campaign to financially strangle the broadcaster
through regulatory pressure. The announcement, which civil liberties advocates called a crushing blow to press freedom, comes a month ahead of



crucial elections to replace Hugo Chavez ... The editorial line of Globovision is expected to change under new management, employees told The
Associated Press. 

Venezuela to probe Chavez cancer "poisoning" accusation from Reuters 12 Mar 13

Venezuela will set up a formal inquiry into suspicions that the late President Hugo Chavez's cancer was the result of poisoning by his enemies
abroad, the government said. 

OPINION: Venezuela’s revolution came at enormous cost from Business Day Live 12 Mar 13

...Chavez did more than buy votes and prop up bankrupt regimes such as his close ally, Cuba, where he in effect stepped in as creditor of first and
last resort after the demise of the Soviet Union.

Venezuela invites int'l organizations to observe presidential election from Xinhua (China) 12 Mar 13

Venezuelan electoral authorities said Tuesday that they had invited international organizations to observe the upcoming presidential election. 

U.S. Expels Two Venezuelan Diplomats from Washington Post 12 Mar 13

The United States has expelled two Venezuelan diplomats, the State Department said Monday, a diplomatic tit-for-tat following the Latin
American oil giant's expulsion of two American military attachés last week. 

Hand-picked Chavez Successor Registers In Election from Associated Press 12 Mar 13

Thousands of cheering, crying admirers accompanied President Hugo Chavez's hand-picked successor Monday as he registered to be a candidate
to replace the dead leader, while forcing the main opposition candidate to delay his entry into the race. 

Candidates Ready To Determine Venezuela's Post-Chávez Future from Miami Herald 12 Mar 13

The two men vying to lead Venezuela into the post-Hugo Chávez era registered their candidacies Monday for snap presidential elections, in acts
that underscored the challenges that lay ahead for the opposition. 

Venezuelan Opposition Leader Henrique Capriles Announces He Will Run For President from Washington Post 11 Mar 13

Henrique Capriles, a young governor who ran a spirited but unsuccessful effort to unseat President Hugo Chavez in an October election, said
Sunday he will now run against the late president's hand-picked successor in a snap vote that would determine the future of the late leader's self-
styled socialist revolution. 

US expels 2 Venezuelan diplomats from Associated Press 11 Mar 13

The Obama administration has expelled two Venezuelan diplomats, further setting back U.S. efforts to repair relations with the Latin American
country after Hugo Chavez's death. 

Venezuela Opposition Leader Will Run Against Interim President from Los Angeles Times 11 Mar 13

Opposition leader Henrique Capriles agreed Sunday to run against interim President Nicolas Maduro in an election to determine Hugo Chavez's
successor, but accused the government of "shameful" and unconstitutional maneuvers to undercut his chances. Capriles, 40, ran unsuccessfully
against Chavez as the opposition's unity candidate in October, losing by 10 percentage points. He was reelected governor of Miranda state in
December - the same month Chavez traveled to Cuba for his fourth cancer surgery in less than two years and anointed Maduro his political heir. 

Chávez Heir Faces Challenge In Ties With Armed Forces from New York Times 11 Mar 13

But beneath the surface, the array of factions Mr. Maduro must contend with seems daunting, from radical armed cells in this city's slums to
privileged bureaucrats with strong ties to Cuba, Venezuela's top ally, to what is arguably the most powerful pro-Chávez group of all: senior
military figures whose sway across Venezuela was significantly bolstered by the deceased leader. 

Venezuelan Election Set For April from New York Times 10 Mar 13

Venezuela will hold a special election on April 14 to choose a new president to complete the term of Hugo Chávez ... Mr. Maduro was sworn in as
interim president on Friday after Mr. Chávez’s funeral. The opposition coalition has offered its slot to Henrique Capriles Radonski, a state
governor who ran unsuccessfully against Mr. Chávez in October. Mr. Capriles was expected to make a statement later on Saturday. The winner



will serve the remainder of Mr. Chávez’s current six-year term, which began in January. 

Hugo Chavez’s Chosen Successor Maduro Takes More Chavez-like Approach from Washington Post 10 Mar 13

All week long, from the moments before President Hugo Chavez died and in the days that followed, the man Chavez picked to succeed him has
thundered from the podium against oligarchs, transnational oil companies and the United States... Once seen as reserved, Maduro has come out in
recent speeches with not only the same bellicose rhetoric as Chavez but also a similar fire-and-brimstone cadence. He has pledged to keep alive El
Comandante’s flame by saving the poor from greedy elites operating here and in the United States, which he calls Venezuela’s “historic enemy.” 

Maduro Leans On Chavez's Charisma For Popularity from Associated Press 10 Mar 13

Nicolas Maduro so far has led by imitation, seeking to fill the shoes of a president whose uncanny vigor, mischievous humor and political wiles
sowed a revolution and transformed a nation... Maduro has stoked confrontation, and shed tears. While steering Venezuela through the trauma of
Chavez's death, Maduro has pinned his move to the top on his beloved predecessor. Yet there are doubts, even among die-hard Chavistas, about
his ability to lead the nation. 

Capriles to repeat as opposition candidate from Associated Press 10 Mar 13

Opposition leader Henrique Capriles says he will run in April 14 presidential elections to replace Hugo Chavez. 

Venezuela opposition picks Capriles as unity candidate from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 13

Venezuela's main opposition coalition has picked Miranda state Governor Henrique Capriles as a unity candidate to run in the April 14
presidential election, an official said Saturday. 

Venezuela election likely on April 14: source from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 13

Venezuela is likely to hold a presidential election on April 14, a national electoral council source told AFP on Saturday, one day after the funeral
of Hugo Chavez and swearing in of an acting president. 

Venezuela's Supreme Court endorses Maduro as "acting president" from Xinhua (China) 8 Mar 13

Venezuela's Supreme Court Friday ratified that Nicolas Maduro can swear in as "acting president" and also be presidential candidate in the
elections which have to be held within 30 days after the absolute absence of the President, as stipulated in the Constitution. 

Venezuela's opposition leader calls Maduro a liar from Associated Press 8 Mar 13

Venezuela's opposition leader is calling Vice President Nicolas Maduro a bold-faced liar and accuses him of using Hugo Chavez's funeral to
campaign for the presidency. 

Opposition to boycott swearing-in of Chavez VP from Associated Press 8 Mar 13

Venezuela's opposition says it will not attend the swearing-in of Hugo Chavez's anointed successor Nicolas Maduro as interim president. 

Venezuela to embalm Chavez 'like Lenin' from Agence France-Presse 8 Mar 13

Hugo Chavez's political heir said Thursday that the late Venezuelan president and leftist leader would be embalmed "like Lenin" and displayed in
the barracks where he plotted a failed coup. 

Thousands Line Up For Last Glimpse Of Chávez from New York Times 8 Mar 13

Thousands of people waited for hours on Thursday to pay a moment of respect to the body of the late president of Venezuela, Hugo Chávez,
dressed in his iconic red beret and green military uniform, visible to his people one last time. 

U.S. To Send Delegation To Chavez Funeral from Washington Post 8 Mar 13

Venezuela's long, weepy goodbye to Hugo Chavez carried on Thursday as foreign heads of state - and even a delegation sent by the Obama
administration - made their way to Caracas in advance of Friday's funeral. 

Ahmadinejad to attend Chavez’s funeral in Caracas from Washington Times 8 Mar 13

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad will leave Tehran for late Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez’s funeral in Caracas Thursday. 



COMMENTARY: Hugo Chavez: Equity Came With An Authoritarian Streak from Boston Globe 8 Mar 13

The tragedy of Hugo Chavez was that his genuine concern for Venezuela's poor was accompanied by a deep authoritarian streak. Chavez, who
died Tuesday, became a bogeyman of the American right because he confronted US business interests, and of the State Department for taunting
and defying US administrations of both parties.

OPINION: Hugo Chavez's Legacy from Los Angeles Times 8 Mar 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, who died Tuesday of cancer at age 58, was beloved and reviled, bombastic and provocative, a flamboyant
figure who was vastly influential in his country and throughout the region. 

Venezuela: Maduro to take oath as acting president from Associated Press 7 Mar 13

The speaker of Venezuela's National Assembly says Vice President Nicolas Maduro will be sworn in as acting president Friday night, the same
day a state funeral is held for Hugo Chavez. 

FEATURE: The wild card in Venezuela: armed Chavistas from Associated Press 7 Mar 13

For such Chavez supporters, Monday's call by Communication Minister Ernesto Villegas' to be "on a war footing" was clearly heard. 

US Seeks Better Relations With Venezuela, But Says They May Not Come Soon from Washington Post 7 Mar 13

The Obama administration is treading carefully in response to the death of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, extending an olive branch while
warning there may not be any early improvement in relations between the two countries. 

U.S. Dismisses Charges Of Interfering In Venezuela from Washington Times 7 Mar 13

Apparently hoping to preserve the chance of a new relationship with Caracas, two senior State Department officials downplayed the significance
of accusations made by Mr. Maduro - just hours before Mr. Chavez died - that Washington was attempting to destabilize Venezuela and that the
U.S. had some unspecified role in giving Mr. Chavez the cancer that caused his death. 

A Day After Death, Venezuela Pays Homage To Hugo Chavez from Washington Post 7 Mar 13

A day after Hugo Chavez's death, the populist government that was built around his outsized persona began to pay homage on Wednesday as
Venezuelans wondered what would come next after his 14 years in office. 

A Leader Cries, ‘I Am Chávez,’ as U.S. Seeks Policy Clues from New Yok Times 7 Mar 13

In the weeks leading up to his mentor’s death, Vice President Nicolás Maduro’s imitations of President Hugo Chávez became ever more apparent. 

Chavez widely mourned, but some hope change on way from Associated Press 7 Mar 13

Some cried, some cheered. Many Latin Americans mourned the death of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, leaders in Europe and Asia sent
condolences, and Iran's president predicted great works in the afterlife. 

Chávez Deputy Takes Steps Toward Control from Wall Street Journal 7 Mar 13

Maduro Signs First Decree Before Being Sworn In, Greets Heads of State; Venezuelans Worry About Country's Direction

With Worries For Its Economic Future, Cuba Bids A Sad Goodbye To A Generous Ally from New York Times 7 Mar 13

The death of Hugo Chávez sent a ripple of sadness and uncertainty across this island on Wednesday as Cubans mourned the loss of an ideological
son and generous ally, and worried about the economic pain that could lie ahead if the new Venezuelan leadership cut off hefty oil subsidies. 

OPINION: A Misguided U.S. Strategy For Venezuela from Washington Post 7 Mar 13

So much for the "reset" with Caracas. The ludicrous and crude propaganda launched by Mr. Maduro was a sign that Mr. Chavez's successors will
be more thuggish and less politically adept than he was - and, if anything, more inclined to scapegoat the United States and Venezuela's
democratic opposition for the horrendous problems the caudillo leaves behind. 

OPINION: Venezuela After Chávez from Wall Street Journal 7 Mar 13



Venezuela's Hugo Chávez is dead. But chavismo, the military government that he fashioned with the help of Cuba over his 14-year rule, lives on. 

OPINION: Hugo Chávez from New York Times 7 Mar 13

...his legacy is stained by the undermining of democratic institutions and the embrace of malevolent foreign leaders like Bashar al-Assad of Syria
and Mahmoud Ahmadinejad of Iran. 

OPINION: Chavez changed Americas for the better: ECLAC chief from Xinhua (China) 6 Mar 13

Venezuela's late President Hugo Chavez, whose death Tuesday from cancer has focused the world's attention on the Western Hemisphere, changed
the face of the Americas for the better, the head of a UN regional economic body said Wednesday on its website. 

Chavez's body paraded in Caracas from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 6 Mar 13

The body Hugo Chavez was on Wednesday paraded through the streets of Caracas accompanied by thousands of mourners who paid their final
respects to the Venezuelan president. 

US rejects Venezuela's accusations of conspiracy from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 13

The United States on Tuesday rejected Venezuela's allegations of a conspiracy, saying it was "absurd" to assert Washington was somehow behind
President Hugo Chavez's cancer. 

U.S. seeking "productive" relationship with Venezuela: White House from Xinhua (China) 5 Mar 13

The White House said on Tuesday that the United States continues to seek a "productive" relationship with Venezuela, as the health of the
country's anti- American president was deteriorating. 

UPDATE: Obama: US supports Venezuelan people after Chavez death from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 13

President Barack Obama said within hours of the death of American foe President Hugo Chavez Tuesday that the United States was interested in a
"constructive" future relationship with Venezuela. 

Venezuelans pour into streets to mourn Hugo Chavez from Associated Press 5 Mar 13

Hundreds of anguished Venezuelans poured into the streets of downtown Caracas crying, hugging each other and shouting slogans in support of
President Hugo Chavez after learning of his death Tuesday. 

UPDATE: Venezuela expels second US embassy official from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 13

Venezuela said Tuesday it was expelling a second US embassy official for unauthorized contacts with Venezuelan military officials and conspiracy
amid the illness of ailing President Hugo Chavez. 

UPDATE: Venezuela expels U.S. military attache, denouncing U.S. conspiratorial plan from Xinhua (China) 5 Mar 13

Venezuelan Vice President Nicolas Maduro on Tuesday denounced conspiratorial plan from the United States, announcing the expulsion of the
U.S. Military Attach, David del Monaco.

UPDATE: Chavez's successor in Venezuela: Nicolas Maduro from Associated Press 5 Mar 13

Vice President Nicolas Maduro is taking over leadership of Hugo Chavez's political movement after the socialist leader died Tuesday at age 58
after a nearly two-year bout with cancer. Maduro now faces the daunting task of rallying support in a deeply divided country while maintaining
unity within his party's ranks. 

UPDATE: Venezuela deploys army, police after Chavez death: VP from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 13

Venezuela deployed its army and police in the wake of Tuesday's announcement of President Hugo Chavez's death, as the nation entered a period
of political uncertainty and national mourning. 

Venezuela says *enemies* caused Chavez cancer from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 13

Vice President Nicolas Maduro accused Venezuela's "historic enemies" on Tuesday of being behind the cancer of President Hugo Chavez. 



Chavez's breathing problems worsen, has severe new infection from Reuters 5 Mar 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez's breathing problems have worsened and he is suffering from a "severe" new respiratory infection as he
struggles to recover from cancer surgery, the government said in a somber medical update on Monday. 

Garcia: Aid Those Who Fled Chávez from Miami Herald 5 Mar 13

Cuban-American U.S. Rep. Joe Garcia, D-Miami, announced Monday that when the immigration reform debate begins in the House he will
present an amendment that would grant permanent residence to tens of thousands of undocumented Venezuelans living in the United States. 

Venezuela: Chávez's Health "Very Delicate" Due To New Infection from Miami Herald 5 Mar 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez's health has taken a turn for the worse as he battles a "new and severe" lung infection in the wake of a trouble-
plagued cancer surgery, the government said Monday. 

Venezuela: Chavez Hit By New, Severe Infection from Associated Press 5 Mar 13

President Hugo Chavez is breathing with greater difficulty as a new and severe respiratory infection has taken hold, Venezuela's government said,
describing the cancer-stricken president's condition as "very delicate." 

Venezuela Investigates Slaying Of Indigenous Chief from Associated Press 5 Mar 13

Venezuelan authorities launched an investigation on Monday into the shooting death of an Indian leader who had repeatedly requested
government protection as he campaigned for indigenous rights in a largely lawless and violent region. 

Venezuela says election to be called within 30 days from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 13

Venezuelan Vice President Nicolas Maduro will take over as interim president and an election will be called within 30 days, the country's foreign
minister said Tuesday, after Hugo Chavez's death. 

Venezuelan gov't investigating indigenous leader's murder from EFE (Spain) 4 Mar 13

Venezuela's information minister on Monday said that the investigation to identify the killers of Yukpa indigenous leader Sabino Romero "is
under way." 

Venezuela Says It's Tracking Opposition Leader In U.S. from New York Times 4 Mar 13

The bruising and often bizarre world of Venezuelan politics would seem to be a long way from New York City, but a top official here said this
weekend that the government of President Hugo Chávez was tracking the movements of a prominent opposition politician while he was on a trip
to Manhattan. 

Opposition March Demands 'Truth' About Chavez Health from Agence France-Presse 4 Mar 13

Waving Venezuelan flags, the protesters rallied to a street where some 50 university students have staged a week-long sit-in to demand more
transparency about Chavez's condition. 

Cuba And Other Venezuela Beneficiaries Worry About Life After Chavez from Los Angeles Times 4 Mar 13

In communist Cuba, people remember how painful it was to lose the patronage of the former Soviet Union, their longtime sugar daddy. They
certainly don't want to lose another one. 

Chavez takes his time to recover: Venezuelan vice president from Xinhua (China) 3 Mar 13

Venezuelan Vice President Nicolas Maduro said Saturday that President Hugo Chavez is taking his time to recover and there are decisions that
only he could evaluate and make. 

Protesters demand details of Chavez's health from Associated Press 3 Mar 13

Hundreds of opposition supporters are protesting in Venezuela's capital, demanding the government provide complete details about the health of
President Hugo Chavez. 

Let Chavez receive chemo in peace: foreign minister from Agence France-Presse 2 Mar 13



Venezuela's foreign minister demanded Saturday that President Hugo Chavez be allowed to recover in peace after the government revealed for the
first time that the cancer-stricken leader was in chemotherapy. 

Chavez in chemotherapy but in *good spirits*: VP from Agence France-Presse 2 Mar 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is in "good spirits" but fighting for his life as he undergoes chemotherapy in a Caracas military hospital, the
vice president said, revealing new details about the leftist leader's treatment. 

Venezuela rejects "absurd" rumors over Chavez death from Reuters 1 Mar 13

Senior aides and relatives of Venezuela's Hugo Chavez countered on Friday a crescendo of rumors that the socialist president may be dead from
cancer, saying he was still battling for his life. 

ANALYSIS: Chavez's cancer puts Venezuela on undeclared vote footing from Reuters 1 Mar 13

Opposition leaders plot strategy behind closed doors. The government's presumed candidate blitzes the airwaves. Posters plaster walls. Hugo
Chavez is still president, but Venezuela feels like a nation heading fast towards an election for his successor. 

Many Venezuelans believe in Chavez recovery from Associated Press 1 Mar 13

Venezuela's vice president said Thursday that Hugo Chavez is still fighting for his life, yet a recent poll says nearly three in five Venezuelans
believe their president will return to power. 

Venezuela VP: Chavez 'battling' for life from Associated Press 28 Feb 13

Venezuela's vice president says that President Hugo Chavez is fighting for his life while he continues to undergo treatment more than two months
after his latest cancer surgery. 

Chavez opponent charged with influence peddling from Associated Press 28 Feb 13

Venezuelan prosecutors have brought charges of influence peddling against a prominent opponent of President Hugo Chavez. 

In Venezuela, Twitter spreads official line, rumors from Agence France Presse 28 Feb 13

Addressing Venezuelans on state television, Vice President Nicolas Maduro pressed his thumb in the air as if typing on a smartphone, mocking the
opposition for "saying absurdities" on Twitter... "They tweet in real-time, commenting on everything we say...I salute them so that they can tweet
this salute, too. I respond to them because they go on Twitter saying absurdities," said Maduro

US says it has a role to play in transition in Venezuela from EL UNIVERSAL 28 Feb 13

The United States "has a role to play" in a possible political transition in Venezuela by promoting free and fair elections, said US Assistant
Secretary of State for Latin America Roberta Jacobson. In a hearing before ... Jacobson answered the question of Republican Congressman Trey
Radel on whether Washington can do something to better the political climate in Venezuela if an election is convened, AFP reported. 

Venezuela Plotting Currency Moves from Wall Street Journal 28 Feb 13

Seeking to stem the slide of the local currency on the black market, Venezuelan officials are developing a plan to pump more dollars into the
country's economy, according to people who have met recently with central bank officials. 

Thousands celebrate Chavez on revolt anniversary from Agence France-Presse 27 Feb 13

Thousands of people clad in red rallied in Caracas on Wednesday, many holding signs of ailing President Hugo Chavez as they marked the
anniversary of a deadly popular revolt in 1989. 

As Chavez's Silence Persists, Venezuela Mulls New Elections from McClatchy 27 Feb 13

President Hugo Chavez spent his first week back in Venezuela too frail to be seen in public and too weak to receive well-wishers. But despite his
precarious health, few doubt Chavez's prowess at the ballot box.

Chavez's Return Spurs Doubts, New Speculation from Associated Press 27 Feb 13

President Hugo Chavez's continued silence in the week since his return to Venezuela has only deepened the mystery about his health. 



With Chavez out of sight, opposition eyes election from Agence France-Presse 27 Feb 13

As Hugo Chavez recovers in a military hospital, the Venezuelan opposition is huddling to pick a unity candidate in case the ailing president is
unable to govern and a snap election is called. 

FEATURE: With Chavez still sick, supporters turn to religion from Agence France Presse 26 Feb 13

Another day, another prayer for Chavez, whose cancer relapse has pained his fervent followers, many of whom have attended ceremonies in
Catholic churches, the Caracas mosque and now even a Yoruba ritual of African origin held in a sweltering concrete space. "This man sacrificed
his life and health for the Venezuelan people. Now we the people, from any faith, have the duty to pray for him to return to health," Gonzalo Baez,
president of the Yoruba Society of Venezuela, told AFP. 

As Chávez’s silence persists, Venezuela mulls new elections from The Miami Herald 26 Feb 13

...despite his precarious health, few doubt Chávez’s prowess at the ballot box. And that’s reviving tensions among a battered opposition at a time
when many are expecting new elections. The alliance of about 30 opposition parties known as the MUD has begun the process of trying to choose
an eventual Chávez successor. But many wager the coalition will settle on Henrique Capriles, the 40-year-old governor of Miranda State,

Most Venezuelans back Chavez: poll from Xinhua (China) 26 Feb 13

An overwhelming number of Venezuelans support the policies of President Hugo Chavez, a survey showed Tuesday. 

Ailing Chavez in charge, giving orders: VP from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 13

Venezuelan Vice President Nicolas Maduro dismissed rumors about Hugo Chavez's health Tuesday, saying the ailing leader was giving orders to
subordinates who listen "with a knee on the ground." 

Chavez Congratulates Cuba's Castro On Re-election from Associated Press 26 Feb 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez has sent a message to Raul Castro, congratulating him for his re-election as Cuba's president. 

Up to Chavez to decide inauguration date: top lawmaker from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, whose inauguration was delayed due to cancer treatment, will decide himself when he is ready to be sworn in
to office, the National Assembly's leader said Monday. 

Waiting For Hugo: Questions Outside Chavez Hospital from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 13

A huge banner of a smiling Hugo Chavez covers the top of the military hospital where the ailing president is recuperating, but Venezuelans await
for the man himself to finally appear in the flesh. 

ANALYSIS: Chavismo minus Chavez? from The Washington Post 24 Feb 13

Aside from three Twitter posts fired off upon landing in Caracas, Chavez hasn't addressed his countrymen for almost 11 weeks...And one opaque
government statement, issued Thursday, simply said Chavez was "clinging to Christ" as a respiratory problem persisted. The developments are
prompting a burning question that both his fawning followers and his most determined detractors are asking: Will Chavismo - as the president's
movement is known - outlive Chavez if the 58-year-old dies from the cancer he has been battling for nearly two years? 

Maduro says an energetic Chavez met 5 hours with gov't from EFE (Spain) 23 Feb 13

Venezuelan Vice President Nicolas Maduro said Saturday that President Hugo Chavez met with members of his government team for 5 1/2 hours
to discuss various topics, about which he expressed his views in writing and seemed "very energetic." 

Chavez opponents demand answers about his cancer from Associated Press 23 Feb 13

Hundreds of government opponents in Venezuela have held a demonstration demanding answers about President Hugo Chavez's condition while
he remains out of sight in a hospital.

Venezuelan gov't accuses opposition of being "inhuman, corrupt" from Xinhua (China) 22 Feb 13

Venezuela's Vice President Nicolas Maduro Friday said the right-wing opposition is "inhuman and deeply corrupt," in response to the attacks



against President Hugo Chavez, who recently returned to Caracas after a two-month cancer treatment in Cuba. 

Venezuela's Chavez still suffers breathing trouble from Reuters 22 Feb 13

Venezuela's cancer-stricken president, Hugo Chavez, is still suffering respiratory problems after surgery in Cuba two months ago, the government
said on Thursday in a somber first communiqué since his homecoming this week. 

All Eyes On Venezuelan Hospital, No Sign Of Chavez from Associated Press 22 Feb 13

At Caracas' military hospital, the only outward signs that President Hugo Chavez is a patient inside are the motorcades that come and go and the
soldiers standing guard, some of them wearing red berets. 

Unfavorable outlook for Chavez's respiratory insufficiency from EFE (Spain) 22 Feb 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez continues his treatment in Caracas for the respiratory insufficiency that began after his last operation and
whose outlook "has not been favorable," while the treatment for his cancer proceeds without any "significantly adverse" effects, the government
said. 

With Chavez sick, heir apparent Maduro raises his profile from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 13

The growing presence of Vice President Nicolas Maduro on state-run television, normally focused on ailing President Hugo Chavez, is giving
analysts a sense that a transition is afoot in Venezuela. 

Venezuela Channel: Excluded From Digital TV System from Associated Press 21 Feb 13

A Venezuelan television channel that takes a critical stance toward President Hugo Chavez accused the government on Wednesday of excluding it
from a new digital television system, and it warned that the action could force it off the open airwaves. 

Morales Refused Permission To See Ailing Ally Chavez from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 13

Doctors for ailing Venezuelan leader Hugo Chavez refused to let Bolivian President Evo Morales see his close ally when he went to Caracas this
week, Morales said Wednesday. 

Bolivia Leader Unable To Visit Chavez At Hospital from Associated Press 21 Feb 13

Bolivian President Evo Morales said Wednesday that he was unable to meet with his friend and ally Hugo Chavez when he came to the military
hospital in Caracas where the Venezuelan president is undergoing unspecified cancer treatment. 

Sick Chavez back, but mystery lingers from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 13

The burst of joy many Venezuelans felt on President Hugo Chavez's return from Cuba after cancer treatment is petering out, and the veil of
secrecy surrounding him is only getting thicker

Chavez's breathing problem 'persists': minister from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 13

Venezuela's cancer-stricken president Hugo Chavez is still suffering from respiratory problems, and the evolution of that condition "has not been
favorable," the information minister said Thursday. 

Venezuela channel: excluded from digital TV system from Associated Press 20 Feb 13

A Venezuelan television channel that takes a critical stance toward President Hugo Chavez is accusing the government of excluding it from a new
digital television system, and it warns that action could force it off the open airwaves. 

Chavez Back Home In Venezuela, Still Out Of Sight from Associated Press 20 Feb 13

President Hugo Chavez is back in Venezuela after 10 weeks of cancer treatment in Cuba, but he remained silent and out of sight on Tuesday,
closed away in a tightly guarded military hospital, leaving the nation to speculate about whether he can still govern, and for how long.

Chavez stays quiet on second day back in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 13

A day after President Hugo Chavez surprised Venezuelans by returning home, after a two-month absence in Cuba for cancer treatment, the once-
omnipresent leader stayed out of the public eye on Tuesday.



Chavez back in Venezuela, stirs succession talk from Associated Press 20 Feb 13

Hugo Chavez's sudden return to Venezuela after more than two months of cancer treatments in Cuba has fanned speculation that the president
could be preparing to relinquish power and make way for a successor and a new election.

Venezuela irked by US comments on Chavez from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 13

Venezuela complained Wednesday that the United States meddled when it noted a new election must be called in that country if cancer-stricken
President Hugo Chavez is deemed too sick to do his job. 

Venezuela's Maduro would win if Chavez goes: poll from Reuters 19 Feb 13

Venezuelan Vice President Nicolas Maduro would comfortably win a presidential election should his boss Hugo Chavez's cancer force him out of
power, according to an opinion poll. 

Chavez's return to Venezuela raises questions from Associated Press 19 Feb 13

The announcement of President Hugo Chavez's return to Venezuela after a 10-week silence in Cuba is raising questions about his cancer
treatments, his delicate health, and the political purposes that motivated his homecoming. 

UPDATE: Chavez returns to Venezuela after cancer surgery from Agence France-Presse 18 Feb 13

President Hugo Chavez returned to Venezuela early on Monday after spending more than two months in Cuba for cancer surgery and treatment,
announcing his surprise homecoming via Twitter.

Chavez announces on Twitter he is back in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 18 Feb 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez announced in a Twitter message early on Monday that he had returned home to Venezuela following his
cancer surgery in Cuba. 

Venezuela open to improved ties with Washington from Associated Press 17 Feb 13

Venezuela's foreign minister says the government of President Hugo Chavez wants improved relations with the United States. 

Venezuela opposition politician to face crime charges from Agence France-Presse 16 Feb 13

Venezuela on Saturday ordered opposition politician Leopoldo Lopez and his mother to show up at the prosecutor's office to face charges for
"presumed irregularities" dating from 1998. 

Venezuela to publish photos of recuperating Chavez from Reuters 15 Feb 13

The Venezuelan government will publish photographs of Hugo Chavez on Friday, the information minister said, in what would be the first view of
the president since he had cancer surgery in Cuba on December 11.

Venezuelan students protest outside Cuba's embassy from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

A group of Venezuelan students has held a protest outside the Cuban Embassy in Caracas, wearing chains and condemning what they call Cuban
meddling in their country's affairs...

VP: Chavez Getting 'Complex And Tough' Treatments from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is undergoing "extremely complex and tough" treatments following cancer surgery, his vice president said
Wednesday. 

Venezuela Devalues Currency Amid Dollar Shortage from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

Venezuela devalued its currency on Wednesday amid questions about how the government can get a grip on 22-percent inflation and satisfy
growing demand for dollars to pay for imported goods. 

UN rights officials urge Venezuela to free judge from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

Human rights officials from the United Nations are calling on Venezuela's government to free a judge who has been charged with corruption,



abuse of authority and aiding an inmate's escape. 

Venezuela denies check for evading sanctions from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

A top official from Venezuela's government denies that a $46 million check found on Iran's former central bank chief when he was arrested in
Germany was going to be used to skirt economic sanctions against Iran. 

Chavez foe asks why president silent for 2 months from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

Venezuela's top opposition leader is asking why President Hugo Chavez hasn't spoken publicly in more than two months while undergoing cancer
treatment in Cuba. 

Carter Center urged to help broker amnesty deal from Associated Press 13 Feb 13

A prominent opposition politician in Venezuela is asking the Carter Center to push President Hugo Chavez's government toward granting an
amnesty to more than 100 people in prison or exile. 

Russia to maintain strong military cooperation with Venezuela from Itar-Tass (Russia) 13 Feb 13

Whoever holds the power in Venezuela, its military-technical cooperation with Russia will remain unchanged, the director-general of Russia's top
arms exporter Rosoboronexport, Anatoly Isaykin, told a news conference on Wednesday. 

VP: Chavez undergoing 'tough and complex' post-op from Associated Press 13 Feb 13

Vice President Nicolas Maduro says Hugo Chavez is undergoing "tough and complex treatments" following cancer-related surgery. 

Chavez working, giving orders, Venezuela's gov't says from EFE (Spain) 12 Feb 13

Two months after being operated for cancer in Cuba, President Hugo Chavez was analyzing images from Venezuela's recently launched Miranda
satellite and giving orders based on what he observed, Science and Technology Minister Jorge Arreaza said. 

OPINION: In Venezuela, Plenty of Oil, Not Enough Food from Wall Street Journal 12 Feb 13

There are now reports of severe food shortages in Venezuela, including milk, bread, sugar, poultry, dairy products and cooking oil. Vice President
Nicolás Maduro—running the country in the absence of ailing President Hugo Chávez—has threatened Venezuela's businessmen with unspecified
punishment for "hoarding food." 

Venezuelan tribe to release captive soldiers from Associated Press 10 Feb 13

A representative of Venezuela's Pemon tribe says a group of Indians who have tied up and held dozens of soldiers captive plan to release them.
Alexis Romero says members of the tribe decided to release the soldiers after reaching an agreement with government representatives. Romero
says the Pemon have been angered by what they perceive as abuses and mistreatment by soldiers in the eastern state of Bolivar...

Venezuelan authorities seize cocaine aboard plane from Associated Press 9 Feb 13

Venezuelan authorities say they have seized about a ton of cocaine that was being smuggled aboard a plane. Justice Minister Nestor Reverol says
officials intercepted the plane on the ground in the southwestern state of Apure near the border with Colombia. Reverol announced the seizure on
television on Saturday.

Opposition slams Venezuela devaluation, shoppers fret from Reuters 9 Feb 13

Opposition leaders derided another currency devaluation by President Hugo Chavez's government as evidence of economic incompetence, while
some anxious Venezuelans hit the shops on Saturday in fear of price increases. Although Chavez has not been seen in public since cancer surgery
two months ago in Cuba, ministers said he personally ordered the fifth devaluation of the bolivar in a decade of socialist economics - this time by
32 percent. 

Chavez knows his recovery will be "slow," Maduro says from EFE (Spain) 9 Feb 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez admitted that the process of recovering from his fourth cancer operation will be "slow" and said he continues
to do "battle" holding fast to Christ, Vice President Nicolas Maduro, who returned to Caracas after visiting the head of state in Cuba, said. Chavez
"specifically told us: 'I'm in the process of a slow recovery,'" Maduro said Friday during a Cabinet meeting broadcast on state television, following



the announcement of a 32 percent currency devaluation on the express orders of the president. 

Venezuela announces currency devaluation from Associated Press 8 Feb 13

Venezuela's government announced Friday that is devaluing the country's currency, a change expected to push up prices in the heavily import-
reliant economy. Officials said the fixed exchange rate is changing from 4.30 bolivars to the dollar to 6.30 bolivars to the dollar. The devaluation
had been widely expected by analysts in recent months.

Venezuela: Chávez allies step up attacks amid president’s two-month silence from Miami Herald 8 Feb 13

It has been two months since Venezuelans have seen or heard their ailing president. But the administration insists that the cancer-stricken
comandante is firmly in control of Latin America’s fourth largest economy, even if he is incommunicado in a Cuban hospital. On Friday — hours
before the nation was headed into a four-day holiday for carnival — the government announced it was devaluing the currency by 46.5 percent to
6.3 bolivares to the dollar.

Iran Ex-Official Probed On Undeclared Check from Wall Street Journal 7 Feb 13

Germany is investigating a former head of the Iranian Central Bank for smuggling after customs officials seized what they said was an undeclared
$70 million check he was holding from a Venezuelan state-run bank. German officials said Tahmasb Mazaheri, who resigned from his central-
bank post in 2008, failed to declare the Banco de Venezuela check for 300 million bolívars when he arrived at Düsseldorf Airport on Jan. 21. 

Venezuelan politics heating up in Chavez's absence from Associated Press 6 Feb 13

Corruption accusations and insults are flying between allies and opponents of President Hugo Chavez nearly two months after the Venezuelan
leader disappeared from the political stage to undergo cancer surgery in Cuba. Analysts say the increasingly heated attacks between the two camps
appear to be a preamble to what many expect to be a bruising campaign ahead of a possible new presidential election this year. 

Diplomat: Check was for Iranian company's work from Associated Press 5 Feb 13

Iran's ambassador to Venezuela says a check worth about $70 million found on a former Iranian official in Germany was intended to pay an
Iranian company for expenses incurred while building public housing in Venezuela. Iranian Ambassador Hojattolah Soltani made the remarks
Tuesday in an interview with the Venezuelan television channel Globovision. Soltani said the check for 300 million Venezuelan bolivars was to be
used for the expenses of the Kayson Company...

Chavez Supporters Rally On 1992 Coup Anniversary from Associated Press 5 Feb 13

Army tanks and soldiers in fatigues joined government supporters on Monday in the streets of Venezuela's capital in demonstrations
commemorating the anniversary of a failed coup attempt led by Hugo Chavez in 1992. The ailing president was absent for the first time from the
annual event as thousands marched through Caracas wearing the red T-shirts of his socialist movement. Chavez remained in Cuba, where he has
been out of sight and hasn't spoken publicly since he underwent cancer surgery on Dec. 11. 

Venezuela 'spying' on Jewish community from Jewish Chronicle Online 5 Feb 13

The Venezuelan intelligence agency SEBIN is spying on the country's Jewish community, according to 50 leaked papers published last week.
Marked "Secreto", the documents hold information on local Jewish organisations, notable Venezuelan Jews and groups with links to Israel.
Reports suggest that the papers contain the personal details of those under surveillance, including office photos, home addresses, passport
numbers and travel itineraries. 

Chavez supporters rally on 1992 coup anniversary from Associated Press 4 Feb 13

Supporters of President Hugo Chavez are holding demonstrations in Venezuela's capital to commemorate the anniversary of a failed coup attempt
led by Chavez in 1992. The president was absent for the first time from the annual demonstrations as crowds gathered for multiple marches
wearing the red T-shirts of his socialist movement. Chavez remains in Cuba and hasn't spoken publicly in nearly two months since he underwent
cancer surgery. 

Germany check bust stirs questions in Venezuela from Associated Press 4 Feb 13

Venezuela's opposition is calling for the government to explain how a former Iranian official ended up with a check in Venezuelan currency worth
about $70 million. Venezuela's opposition coalition on Monday said the government should clear up why the Iranian had a check for 300 million



Venezuelan bolivars that was found by German customs authorities. 

Ex-Iran bank chief found with $70 mln cheque: report from Agence France-Presse 4 Feb 13

The former head of Iran's central bank, Tahmasb Mazaheri, has been found in possession of a cheque worth 54 million euros ($70 million) by
German authorities, the Bild am Sonntag weekly reported....After the report was published, Mazaheri said that the cheque was designed to finance
the Venezuelan government's construction of 10,000 homes. 

On coup anniversary, Chavez health said 'improving' from Agence France-Presse 4 Feb 13

Venezuela's National Assembly speaker Diosdado Cabello marked Monday's anniversary of a 1992 coup attempt led by Hugo Chavez by assuring
that the cancer-stricken president is "improving every day." Cabello also warned that any attempt to "cross the lines and instructions of
commander Chavez will be paid back by the people." 

Chavez 'Clearly' Recovering: Official from Agence France-Presse 4 Feb 13

Hugo Chavez is making steady progress recovering from cancer surgery, said the leader of Venezuela's parliament, who said the convalescing
president is "clearly" moving ahead in his recovery. "The health of Comandante Chavez is clearly recovering," said National Assembly President
Diosdado Cabello. "He continues to make consistent but gradual progress." 

FEATURE: Covert Flour Deals Show Venezuela Woe from Wall Street Journal 4 Feb 13

On any given day at the Quinta Crespo wholesale market, dozens of people lurk in the back alleys trying to get their hands on a white powder.
Dealers sell it on the sly at inflated prices, careful to avoid patrolling National Guardsmen who can arrest them. But this is no illicit substance
trading hands in this grimy downtown bazaar: It is corn flour, used to make Venezuela's staple food, the pancake arepa. 

Man caught with $70M check in Germany is former governor of Central Bank of Iran from Examiner.com 3 Feb 13

Tahmab Mazaheri, trying to enter Germany, was stopped at customs at Dusseldorf airport with a check for $70 million was Iran’s former central
bank chief, The Associated Press reported on Saturday, Feb 2. German newspaper Bild am Sonntag reported that German customs officials issued
a statement saying that a check for 300 million Venezuelan Bolivars issued by the Bank of Venezuela was found in the then unnamed 59-year-old
man luggage. 

Military chief: Chavez in 'best moment' from Associated Press 3 Feb 13

Venezuela's military chief says President Hugo Chavez is experiencing "his best moment" following cancer-related surgery in December. Chavez
hasn't appeared or spoken publicly since before his Dec. 11 operation in Cuba for an unspecified type of pelvic cancer. The government has said
recently that Chavez's condition has been improving and that he has overcome a severe respiratory infection. 

Venezuela's Maduro accuses rival of "conspiring" against country from Reuters 2 Feb 13

Venezuelan Vice President Nicolas Maduro accused opposition leader Henrique Capriles on Saturday of "conspiring" against the OPEC nation
during meetings in neighboring Colombia, stepping up his attacks on his most likely potential election rival. The government is upbeat about
President Hugo Chavez's recovery from cancer surgery in Cuba. But the socialist maverick has not been seen in public or heard from in eight
weeks, calling into question the future of his self-styled revolution. 

Venezuela's Chavez in 'new' recovery phase: Maduro from Agence France-Presse 1 Feb 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez has entered "a new phase" in his recovery from a fourth cancer surgery at a hospital in Cuba, Vice President
Nicolas Maduro said Friday. "Fortunately, the post-operative cycle has closed and the president entered a new phase of treatment for his illness,"
Maduro said at an event broadcast on VTV state television. 

Diplomat says Hugo Chavez will not return to Caracas February 4 from Itar-Tass (Russia) 1 Feb 13

President Hugo Chavez, who is taking a course of post-surgical treatment in Cuba, will not return to Caracas February 4, Venezuelan ambassador
to Moscow Hugo Hernandez told a news conference in Moscow Friday. "At this moment, there's no precisely specified date for Chavez's return to
Caracas," he said.

Group: 591 Killed In Venezuela Prisons Last Year from Associated Press 1 Feb 13



Venezuela's latest bloody prison clash came after a year in which 591 inmates were killed in the country's troubled prisons, the deadliest toll yet
during President Hugo Chavez's 14-year government, a watchdog group said Thursday. The Venezuelan Prisons Observatory released last year's
death toll nearly a week after fierce gunfire erupted at Uribana prison in the western city of Barquisimeto. The government said 58 people were
killed on Friday when armed inmates clashed with National Guard troops who were attempting to carry out an inspection. Nearly all of those
killed were prisoners. 

Chavez-run government holds total power: rights group from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 13

Venezuela's government, headed by ailing and absent President Hugo Chavez, holds "total" power while the country's Supreme Court lacks all
credibility, Human Rights Watch said Thursday. "In Venezuela, there is what one would call a total concentration of power," Jose Miguel Vivanco,
HRW's America's director told reporters at the presentation of the group's annual global rights report. 

Chavez ally travels to Cuba to see ailing leader from Associated Press 31 Jan 13

The president of Venezuela's National Assembly has traveled to Cuba to visit President Hugo Chavez, who is recovering on the island more than
seven weeks after undergoing cancer surgery. Vice President Nicolas Maduro announced in a televised speech that National Assembly President
Diosdado Cabello departed for Cuba on Thursday. 

Putin calls Venezuela's Chavez 'a true fighter' from Xinhua (China) 30 Jan 13

Russian President Vladimir Putin Wednesday sent a letter of support to Venezuela's ailing President Hugo Chavez, describing him as a "true
fighter." "Throughout the many years of our friendship, you have convinced me more than once that you are a true fighter, a brave man, a man of
strong will," Putin wrote Chavez, who remains hospitalized in Havana, Cuba, following cancer surgery Dec. 11. 

OPINION: Venezuela Leader's Heir Apparent: He's No Hugo Chávez from USA Today 29 Jan 13

As Venezuela awaits news of its president's health, Hugo Chávez's heir apparent, a mustachioed, affable and Cuba-trained politician, is hoping to
come out from under El Comandante's shadow. Nicolás Maduro, 50, has already provided one example of the difference between himself and
Chávez. He took 10 minutes to give this month's state of the union address in Chávez's absence. Chávez delivered a 10-hour oration last year. 

Venezuelan vice president says Chavez is "very optimistic" of recovery from Reuters 29 Jan 13

Hugo Chavez is upbeat about recovering from cancer and confident in his medical team, his No. 2 said on Tuesday in the latest message from the
Venezuelan leader's sickbed in Cuba. "He told us with great strength: 'I am very optimistic, I trust completely in the treatments I am undergoing, I
will beat this again. I'm holding onto Christ and life,'" Vice President Nicolas Maduro said of Chavez's words to him on a recent visit. 

Venezuela local elections set for July from Associated Press 29 Jan 13

The chief of Venezuela's electoral council has announced that the country will hold municipal elections on July 14, later than tentative dates
discussed earlier. Tibisay Lucena is president of Venezuela's National Electoral Council, and she announced the date for the elections at a news
conference on Tuesday. 

UN agency: Venezuela prison violence 'alarming' from Associated Press 29 Jan 13

Venezuela's government is facing mounting criticism from activists and the U.N. human rights office for its handling of the country's overcrowded
and violent prisons following a clash between inmates and troops that left at least 58 dead. Rupert Colville, a spokesman for the office of the U.N.
High Commissioner for Human Rights, expressed concern on Tuesday about "an alarming pattern of violence in Venezuelan prisons, which is a
direct consequence of poor conditions." 

Venezuela Congress Chief To Visit Chavez In Cuba from Associated Press 28 Jan 13

The president of Venezuela's congress said he hopes to return to Cuba this week to see President Hugo Chavez, who is receiving additional
treatment nearly seven weeks after undergoing cancer surgery. National Assembly President Diosdado Cabello announced his plans during an
interview broadcast Sunday, expressing optimism about Chavez's condition. The president hasn't been seen or spoken publicly since before his
Dec. 11 operation, but Cabello said he was encouraged by Chavez's recovery when he last saw him about two weeks ago. 

Venezuela's Chavez addresses CELAC summit by letter from Xinhua (China) 28 Jan 13

Venezuela's Vice President Nicolas Maduro Monday read a letter from ailing President Hugo Chavez to leaders attending the Community of Latin



American and Caribbean States (CELAC) Summit held in Chile's capital Santiago. The letter from Chavez, who remains hospitalized in Cuba
following cancer surgery, praised CELAC's role in supporting Cuba in its struggle against the 50-year U.S.-led trade embargo and Argentina in its
dispute with Britain over the Malvinas Islands...

LatAm leaders hear message from Chavez from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 13

Venezuelan Vice President Nicolas Maduro on Monday read out a message from cancer-stricken President Hugo Chavez to a summit of Latin
American leaders in Chile. In his message, Chavez, who is undergoing treatment in Havana and has not been seen in public for weeks, hailed
Cuba for its assumption of the presidency of the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States. 

Venezuela making 'bald-faced lies' over Chavez: opposition from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 13

Venezuela's government is flat-out lying to its people about cancer-stricken President Hugo Chavez's health, the country's leading opposition
figure charged Sunday. "The people are being told bald-faced lies about the situation the president is in," Henrique Capriles, who lost last
October's presidential race to Chavez, said at a ceremony in Miranda state of which he is governor.

Venezuelan gov't says it's still waiting for apology from Spanish daily from EFE (Spain) 27 Jan 13

The incident involving the posting by the Spanish daily El Pais on its Web site of a photo of a man with breathing tubes wrongly identified as
ailing Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez "has not been overcome" because the newspaper has not apologized to the head of state or people of the
South American country, Venezuelan Communications Minister Ernesto Villegas said. 

Venezuela jail closed after more than 60 died in riot from BBC 26 Jan 13

Venezuelan prison minister Iris Varela has announced the closure of the jail where more than 60 people died in a riot on Friday. Ms Varela said the
female wing of the Uribana prison near the city of Barquisimeto had already been cleared. She also called on male inmates to stop rioting.
Violence between rival gangs is common in Venezuela's overcrowded jails.

Chavez in his "best moment" since operation, Maduro says from EFE (Spain) 26 Jan 13

In a statement made on his return from Cuba and before going to Santiago for the summit of the Community of Latin American and Caribbean
States (CELAC) and the European Union (EU), Maduro said that Chavez, who suffered from complications after the operation, "has entered a
phase of complementary treatments" to deal with the cancer he is suffering. 

Chavez has beaten respiratory infection: minister from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 13

President Hugo Chavez has beaten a severe respiratory infection that occurred after his latest cancer surgery in Cuba, Venezuelan
Communications Minister Ernesto Villegas said Saturday in Santiago. "The respiratory infection has been overcome, though there still is some
degree of breathing difficulty that is being treated appropriately," he said on the sidelines of a regional summit with European Union leaders in the
Chilean capital. 

Venezuela prompted EU to change summit declaration from Associated Press 26 Jan 13

Leaders of 60 nations meeting in Chile have agreed to a broad agenda that includes reducing trade barriers and risks for foreign investment,
making new climate change commitments and rethinking the war on drugs. Latin American diplomats tell The Associated Press that Venezuela
lobbied the Europeans to change a key phrase regarding investor protections in a draft of the summit declaration. 

Chavez still facing tough battle with cancer, Venezuela says from EFE (Spain) 25 Jan 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is recovering from his Dec. 11 operation to remove a tumor, but is still fighting "the more difficult battle"
against cancer, one of his top aides said. "We can say of the post-operative situation, the president is well into the process of recovery," Foreign
Minister Elias Jaua said from Havana, where he and other senior officials have been conferring with Chavez. 

Spanish Newspaper Apologizes For Printing Fake Photo Of Chávez from New York Times 25 Jan 13

The eye-catching photograph on the front page of a major Spanish newspaper on Thursday showed a man with a shaved head who appeared to be
lying on an operating table, with a large tube coming out of his mouth. The caption identified him as Hugo Chávez, the cancer-stricken president
of Venezuela, and said he was undergoing medical treatment in Cuba. 



Chavez Meets With His Foreign Minister In Cuba from Associated Press 25 Jan 13

Venezuela's foreign minister said Thursday that he met with President Hugo Chavez in Cuba, where the ailing leader is convalescing following
cancer surgery. Elias Jaua said that during their meeting, the president "made decisions about the international agenda, the domestic agenda." 

COMMENTARY: Absent But Omnipresent, Chavez A Powerful Symbol from Associated Press 25 Jan 13

While Venezuela's sick president recuperates from surgery behind closed doors in Cuba, at home he is more visible than ever. Iconic images of his
eyes look out from murals lining the streets of Caracas, his portrait appears on T-shirts sported by followers, and on television he can be heard
booming "I am a nation!" 

Spanish Daily Halts Edition With Fake Chavez Photo from Associated Press 25 Jan 13

The leading Spanish newspaper El Pais withdrew and reprinted its Thursday edition after discovering that its front-page exclusive photograph
supposedly showing ailing Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez being treated in Cuba was a fake. The newspaper apologized to its readers for the
mistake and said it was investigating how the photo made its way into the paper. The Venezuelan government announced that it would sue El Pais
saying the image was grotesque and an offense to Chavez's dignity. 

Chavez Making Progress, Foreign Minister Says from AFP 25 Jan 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is making progress in his recovery from cancer surgery, but faces a tough battle ahead, Foreign Minister Elias
Jaua said. "The president is in the process of recovering. However, the upcoming battle is more complex," Jaua said upon his return from Cuba,
where he was visiting the ailing 58-year-old Chavez. The firebrand leftist leader has not been seen for more than a month since undergoing his
latest cancer surgery in Havana.

Venezuela tightens security for VP, speaker from Xinhua (China) 24 Jan 13

Venezuelan Interior and Justice Minister Nestor Reverol said Thursday that the government has "stepped up" security around Vice President
Nicolas Maduro and National Assembly President Diosdado Cabello. The measures came a day after the government announced authorities had
uncovered a plot by right-wing extremists to attack the two senior officials. 

Venezuela diplomat laments remark by Kerry from Associated Press 24 Jan 13

Venezuela's foreign minister has taken issue with a comment by Sen. John Kerry during his confirmation hearing as nominee for U.S. secretary of
state. Kerry said during Thursday's hearing in Washington that depending on what happens in Venezuela, there could be an opportunity for a
transition. 

Venezuela VP back in Cuba to see Chavez from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 13

Venezuela's vice president is back in Havana to see cancer stricken Hugo Chavez, as an opposition leader called for the once ever-present
president to speak out and give his people peace of mind. Nicolas Maduro traveled to Cuba late Wednesday after a day of dueling marches in
Caracas: tens of thousands demonstrated in support of Chavez, overshadowing a much smaller rival rally by the opposition. 

Venezuela VP: Plot Against Chavez Allies Revealed from Associated Press 24 Jan 13

Venezuela's vice president said Wednesday that the government has uncovered a plot to attack him or another senior leader of President Hugo
Chavez's party. The purported plot involved "groups that have infiltrated the country," Vice President Nicolas Maduro said in a speech to
government supporters. He added that the authorities believe the unidentified groups intended to attack him or National Assembly President
Diosdado Cabello, and then "try to blame one or the other." 

Chavez absence poses problems for military from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 13

Hugo Chavez's long sick leave in Cuba has created serious obstacles for the Venezuelan military, which looks to the ailing president for hands-on
leadership as its commander-in-chief, analysts say. Chavez, 58, is a soldier by training and during his 14 years in power has transformed the once
symbolic role into one with direct operational control. 

Chávez Foes' Hopes Grow Dim . from Wall Street Journal 24 Jan 13

Venezuela's battered opposition is preparing for a future without Hugo Chávez. But life without its nemesis might not be as rosy as many activists
had hoped. Despite the cancer-stricken leader's absence from Venezuela for more than a month, Mr. Chávez's allies have kept a tight grip on



power, while a dispirited opposition helplessly cries foul. 

Venezuela alleges right wing plot against top Chavez allies from Agence France-Presse 23 Jan 13

The Venezuelan government charged Wednesday that rightwing extremists were plotting to attack Vice President Nicolas Maduro, ailing President
Hugo Chavez's handpicked successor. "We have received some very important intelligence in which actors from Venezuela's extreme right,
working with right wing actors from outside the country, were plotting an attack against the vice president of the republic," said Interior Minister
Nestor Reverol. 

UPDATE: Marchers rally for ailing Chavez on democracy anniversary from Agence France-Presse 23 Jan 13

Thousands of Venezuelans marched in support of cancer-stricken President Hugo Chavez in Caracas Wednesday on the anniversary of the day the
country's last dictator was overthrown. Meanwhile, some 2,000 opposition members, according to an AFP estimate, gathered at a separate rally in
eastern Caracas, marking the same anniversary in 1958 -- when Marco Perez Jimenez was ousted -- but from a different perspective. 

Venezuelan Government: Hugo Chavez Recovering from Associated Press 23 Jan 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is in good spirits and recovering six weeks after he underwent cancer surgery in Cuba, his government said
Tuesday in a continuation of more upbeat assessments of the leader's fragile health. Information Minister Ernesto Villegas said officials received a
"very encouraging" report Tuesday about the president's condition from Jorge Arreaza, Chavez's son-in-law and science minister. 

Dueling rallies show two views of Venezuela's democracy from Agence France-Presse 23 Jan 13

Venezuela's government and opposition are staging rival demonstrations on Wednesday, each seeking to lay claim to the country's democratic
mantle as a cancer-stricken President Hugo Chavez convalesces in Cuba. Both sides claim to be marking a key anniversary -- January 23, 1958,
the day the country's last dictator, Marco Perez Jimenez, was overthrown -- but from very different perspectives. 

Chavez ally: economic adjustments being considered from Associated Press 22 Jan 13

An ally of President Hugo Chavez says the government is considering economic adjustments to combat Venezuela's 20 percent inflation. Former
Finance Minister Rodrigo Cabezas told the Venezuelan station Union Radio on Monday that he understands the government is considering
decisions relating to anti-inflation measures and "adjustments in some prices." 

UPDATE: Chavez health 'encouraging' but no return date set: official from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 13

Ailing Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez has no scheduled date to return home from Cuba despite an "encouraging" report on his health,
Communications Minister Ernesto Villegas said Tuesday. Villegas said the report on Chavez's health by his son-in-law, Technology Minister Jorge
Arreaza, "has been very encouraging." 

Chávez Allies Strike Optimistic Tone from Wall Street Journal 22 Jan 13

Relatives and political allies of President Hugo Chávez, hospitalized for the past six weeks in Cuba, have struck an optimistic tone about the
cancer-stricken leader's health in the past days. Mr. Chávez has not been seen or heard publicly since departing Caracas on Dec. 10 for surgery
related to his battle with an undisclosed type of cancer. 

Venezuela FM: I "Joked And Laughed" With Chavez from Associated Press 22 Jan 13

Venezuela's top diplomat said he joked and laughed with President Hugo Chavez after meeting him on Monday in Cuba, where the ailing leader is
recovering from a fourth cancer surgery. Foreign Minister Elias Jaua wrote on his official Twitter account that Chavez made decisions about
Venezuela's participation in this weekend's Community of Latin American and Caribbean States summit in Chile and was "very happy because the
Bolivarian dream continues advancing." 

Chavez health 'encouraging' but no return date set: official from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 13

Ailing Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez has no scheduled date to return home from Cuba despite an "encouraging" report on his health,
Communications Minister Ernesto Villegas said Tuesday. Villegas said the report on Chavez's health by his son-in-law, Technology Minister Jorge
Arreaza, "has been very encouraging." But he added: "No date is set for his (Chavez's) return yet." 

Chavez's followers to rally on Democracy Day from Xinhua (China) 21 Jan 13



Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez's followers confirmed Monday that they will rally on Democracy Day to show support of the ailing leader.
Chavez's followers will rally along several important avenues in Caracas on Wednesday to celebrate the Democracy Day, which commemorates
the fall of the military regime of Marcos Perez Jimenez, who ruled between 1953 and 1958, said Dario Vivas, national coordinator of rallies and
events of the United Socialist Party of Venezuela.

UPDATE: Brother says Chavez's return up to medical team from Associated Press 21 Jan 13

One of Hugo Chavez's brothers said Monday that the Venezuelan president's medical team would decide when he could return home from Cuba.
Argenis Chavez, one of the president's five brothers and the president of the National Electric Corporation, said in a government statement on
Monday night: "We're all eager for his return."

UPDATE: Venezuela FM meets with ailing Chavez in Cuba from Associated Press 21 Jan 13

Cuban television is reporting that Venezuela's top diplomat exchanged jokes and laughed with President Hugo Chavez after meeting with him in
Havana, where the ailing leader is recovering from a fourth cancer surgery. State television showed Twitter messages sent by Venezuelan Foreign
Minister Elias Jaua after meeting with Chavez on Monday. 

UPDATE: Chavez getting stronger, entering 'new phase': VP from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is "gaining strength" as he finishes post-operative care and enters a "new phase" of cancer treatment, Vice
President Nicolas Maduro said Sunday. Chavez anointed Maduro his political heir before flying to Cuba for a fourth round of cancer surgery on
December 11. The longtime Venezuelan leader's condition has been the topic of much debate ever since. 

Venezuela weighing US request for DEA visit from Associated Press 18 Jan 13

Venezuela is weighing a U.S. government request to let a high-level DEA official visit the South American country. Venezuelan Ambassador to
the Organization of American States Roy Chaderton told The Associated Press on Friday that his country's main consideration is ensuring mutual
respect between the countries.

Venezuela opposition cancels rally, fearing violence from Agence France-Presse 18 Jan 13

Venezuela's opposition on Friday canceled a march planned for January 23, saying it feared President Hugo Chavez's ruling party would "incite
violence" with its own parallel mass demonstration. Tensions have run high in Venezuela amid uncertainty over the future of Chavez, who missed
his own inauguration on January 10 and has not been seen in public since he traveled to Cuba last month for his latest cancer surgery.

Critics Question Chávez Signature On An Official Decree from New York Times 18 Jan 13

A tempest in an ink pot has broken out over the signature of President Hugo Chávez, which suddenly appeared on a government decree this week
despite his long absence from the country. The case of the mysterious signature comes as Mr. Chávez remains out of public view since undergoing
cancer surgery in Havana on Dec. 11. He is still in Cuba, officials say, undergoing what they call a delicate recovery, which left him too sick to be
sworn in on Jan. 10.

Decree Shows Chavez Still Rules Venezuela: Minister from AFP 18 Jan 13

Venezuela's newly appointed foreign minister said Thursday the decree that installed him in office is proof that ailing President Hugo Chavez is
still in control of the oil-rich country. Elias Jaua was named in Venezuela's official government gazette in a decree signed by Chavez, who remains
gravely ill in a Havana hospital some five weeks after complications arose during his fourth round of cancer surgery.

Student protester in Venezuela vows to continue anti-government rallies from Miami Herald 17 Jan 13

As President Hugo Chávez recovers in a Havana hospital, student protesters in Venezuela said they will not recognize the new government. Days
after having been brutally beaten up by the Chávez regime agents, student leader Lorent Saleh explained why Venezuelan youths have no other
option but to take to the streets to demand the restoration of the Constitution, even when they are knowingly risking their lives. 

Decree shows Chavez still rules Venezuela: minister from Agence France-Presse 17 Jan 13

Venezuela's newly appointed Foreign Minister Elias Jaua said Thursday the decree that installed him in office is proof that ailing President Hugo
Chavez still rules the country despite being absent. Jaua was named in Venezuela's official government gazette in a decree signed by Chavez, who
remains gravely ill in a Havana hospital some five weeks after complications arose during his fourth round of cancer surgery. 



Venezuela Military To Play Central Power Broker from Associated Press 17 Jan 13

In a country riven by political strife, Venezuela's military often has served as the arbiter of power. It has launched coups and frustrated them and
dispatched soldiers to guarantee stability, distributing food, fighting crime and securing oil fields. Now with President Hugo Chavez battling for
his life, the stance of the 134,000-strong armed forces again will be crucial. 

Venezuela Publishes Decree With Chavez Signature from Associated Press 17 Jan 13

Venezuela's government has published a decree signed by President Hugo Chavez, while his vice president said Wednesday that the ailing leader
also sent a message of gratitude to the military for its loyalty. It was the first time the president's signature has appeared in the Official Gazette
since his latest cancer surgery in Cuba more than five weeks ago. 

FEATURE: Student Protester In Venezuela Vows To Continue Anti-Government Rallies from Miami Herald 17 Jan 13

Days after having been brutally beaten up by the Chávez regime agents, student leader Lorent Saleh explained why Venezuelan youths have no
other option but to take to the streets to demand the restoration of the Constitution, even when they are knowingly risking their lives. 

OPINION: What Happens To Venezuelan Oil When Chavez Is Gone? from McClatchy 17 Jan 13

The end of Hugo Chavez could mean big changes for the struggling state-owned Venezuelan oil industry, which drives its nation's economy,
provides the money for Chavez's export of socialism, and has helped prop up Cuba through subsidies of hugely discounted oil. Chavez, who is
possibly in his final days after cancer-related surgery in Cuba, has used the state-owned oil company Petroleos de Venezuela SA as a cash cow to
bankroll social welfare programs for his country and to give cheap oil to favored countries.

Meeting In Cuba Angers Venezuelan Opposition from New York Times 16 Jan 13

With the president absent and ailing, the country on edge and the government eager to portray a sturdy sense of continuity, there might be nothing
unusual about the most powerful officials in Venezuela meeting over the weekend, except for the location they chose for the sit-down: Havana. It
has been five weeks since President Hugo Chávez of Venezuela went to Cuba for his fourth cancer-related operation, and the normally garrulous
leader has not been seen or heard from in public since - a closely guarded silence that underscores the extremely tight relationship between the
two countries. 

Venezuelan opposition irked by ailing Chavez signature from Agence France-Presse 16 Jan 13

Venezuela's opposition seized on just a few words -- cancer-stricken Hugo Chavez's signature on a decree -- Wednesday to demand the president
clarify how sick he is and what he can and cannot do. The official government gazette published a decree in which Elias Jaua was named as
Venezuela's new foreign minister. The decree -- number 9,351 -- is dated Caracas and carries the signature of Chavez, who underwent a fourth
cancer operation on December 11 in Havana and remains there recovering from a pulmonary infection.

Chavez to troops: thanks for the 'loyalty and love' from Agence France-Presse 16 Jan 13

Lying in a Havana hospital bed as he recovers from cancer surgery, President Hugo Chavez thanked Venezuela's military for their loyalty and
love, the vice president said Wednesday. Nicolas Maduro told a military audience the president expressed this message to Science Minister Jorge
Arreaza, who is also Chavez's son-in-law and with him in Cuba. 

COMMENTARY: Quick, what's the capital of Venezuela? Havana? from Agence France-Presse 15 Jan 13

Has Venezuela's capital -- and decision-making process -- moved to Havana? For all practical purposes, and insultingly to Venezuelans, the
answer is yes, say parties opposed to President Hugo Chavez, who underwent cancer surgery a month ago in Cuba's capital and remains there,
recovering. What is worse, these parties say, Venezuela is not only being run from Havana -- the vice president and several ministers went there,
again, over the weekend -- but rather it's all happening under the influence of President Raul Castro and his brother Fidel.

Venezuela VP To Give State Of Nation Speech For Chavez from AFP 15 Jan 13

Venezuelan Vice President Nicolas Maduro is to deliver the annual state of the nation address to lawmakers on Tuesday in place of cancer-stricken
President Hugo Chavez, who is convalescing in Cuba. Maduro, Chavez's chosen political heir, will give the speech in accordance with the
constitution, due to Chavez's authorized leave of absence, the first vice president of the National Assembly, Dario Vivas, told Venezuelan radio. 



Venezuela Struggles With Sporadic Food Shortages from Associated Press 15 Jan 13

Venezuela's government has launched a crackdown on businesses accused of causing shortages by hoarding food and selling products at inflated
prices. Consumers often struggle to find staples such as milk, chicken, cooking oil, sugar and coffee as well as products such as toilet paper and
some medicines.

Venezuelan president names new FM from Xinhua (China) 15 Jan 13

Venezuela' s ailing President Hugo Chavez, currently recovering from cancer surgery in Cuba, has appointed Elias Jaua Milano as new foreign
minister, Vice President Nicolas Maduro announced Tuesday. Maduro, on behalf of Chavez, made the announcement when delivering the state of
the nation address at the National Assembly.

Venezuelan VP delivers state-of-the-nation address from Associated Press 15 Jan 13

Venezuelan Vice President Nicolas Maduro took the place of the country's ailing president Tuesday by delivering a short state-of-the-nation
address amid legal debate about his legitimacy. Maduro submitted the report in writing from ailing President Hugo Chavez, who is receiving
treatment in Cuba after undergoing his fourth cancer surgery. Opposition politicians had argued that lawmakers should have postponed the annual
speech because Chavez was supposed to deliver it.

UPDATE: Chavez's health "making progress," Venezuelan vice president says from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 15 Jan 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is "making progress" in his fight against cancer, Vice President Nicolas Maduro said Tuesday. "The truth is
our commander is immersed in a battle," Maduro said. "We could say he is climbing up the hill, he is making progress and that fills us with great
joy." Maduro, who is temporarily in charge of the Venezuelan government, returned to Caracas late Monday after visiting Chavez in Havana,
where he is undergoing treatment.

Venezuelan VP: Chavez asked questions during visit from Associated Press 15 Jan 13

Venezuela's vice president has returned from a visit with President Hugo Chavez in Cuba and says the ailing leader is in the midst of what he calls
"a battle" but has also been making progress in his treatment. Vice President Nicolas Maduro says Chavez asked questions when he visited him.
Maduro expressed gratitude to Chavez's medical team during a televised meeting in Caracas on Tuesday morning.

Venezuelan ruling party calls pro-Chavez demo from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 13

Venezuela's ruling party Monday called a rally for later this month to counter one convened by opposition parties angry that the government
remains in power even though President Hugo Chavez is too sick to preside over it. The dueling rallies are scheduled for January 23, the
anniversary of the end of a rightwing dictatorship in 1958. 

Mixed signals on ailing Chavez sparks confusion in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 13

Mixed signals from officials in Venezuela sparked confusion on Monday over the condition of cancer-stricken President Hugo Chavez, under
treatment in a Cuban hospital for over a month. Chavez is "fighting for his life," former vice president Elias Jaua said. "The situation is complex
and delicate, but it is true that Hugo Chavez has fought and is fighting for his life,"...

Top Venezuelan leaders in Cuba to support Chavez from Reuters 13 Jan 13

Venezuela's three most powerful government figures after President Hugo Chavez were again gathered in Havana on Sunday to check on their
ailing leader's condition and meet with Cuban allies. Vice-President Nicolas Maduro, Congress head Diosdado Cabello, and Oil Minister Rafael
Ramirez have been shuttling to and from Cuba since the 58-year-old socialist president's fourth and most serious cancer surgery a month ago. 

Nicaraguan VP spotlights Chavez's leading role in L. America from Xinhua (China) 13 Jan 13

Reformers across the world identify with ailing Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez's leading role in Latin America, Nicaraguan Vice President
Omar Halleslevens said Sunday. Halleslevens said Chavez is not only a national leader in Venezuela, but a political figure whose influence has
been extended to the whole region and the world at large. 

Venezuela: Chavez is responding to treatment from Associated Press 13 Jan 13

Venezuela's government says President Hugo Chavez is conscious and responding to treatment for a respiratory infection at a Cuban hospital.
Information Minister Ernesto Villegas says the infection has been controlled, but Chavez is still suffering from respiratory deficiency. 



Chavez 'fighting for his life': former VP from Agence France-Presse 13 Jan 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, who has not been seen in public for more than a month, is "fighting for his life" after cancer surgery in Cuba,
former vice president Elias Jaua said Sunday. "The situation is complex and delicate, but it is true that Hugo Chavez has fought and is fighting for
his life,"...

Rights groups condemn crackdown on Venezuela TV from Associated Press 12 Jan 13

Rights groups are condemning an order by Venezuela's broadcast agency for a television channel to stop showing clips that question the legality of
postponing President Hugo Chavez's inauguration. The organizations Human Rights Watch and Reporters Without Borders criticized the
government's actions against the country's only staunchly anti-Chavez channel, Globovision. 

Hugo Chavez not in coma: brother from Reuters 12 Jan 13

Venezuela's cancer-stricken President Hugo Chavez is recovering in Cuba and is not in a coma as some have rumored a month after surgery, his
brother, Adan Chavez, said after a visit to Havana. The 58-year-old socialist leader has not been seen or heard from since his December 11 cancer
surgery - his fourth such operation after the disease was detected in his pelvic area in mid-2011 - leaving Venezuela in a state of national suspense.

Venezuelan military seizes cocaine aboard plane from Associated Press 12 Jan 13

Venezuelan authorities say they have intercepted a small plane and seized more than a half-ton of cocaine packed aboard it. Gen. Eslain Longa
says Venezuelan military planes intercepted the drug-laden plane and forced it to land in the southwestern state of Apure. 

Chavez opponents to challenge Venezuela ruling from Associated Press 12 Jan 13

Venezuelan opposition politicians say they're preparing to present a case before a regional human rights court to challenge a Supreme Court
decision that permits the indefinite postponement of President Hugo Chavez's inauguration. The case is being prepared by a group of lawyers for
the country's opposition coalition. Lawyer and opposition politician Gerardo Blyde says it's not yet clear when the case will be brought before the
Costa Rica-based Inter-American Court of Human Rights. 

FEATURE: Venezuela Holds Symbolic Inauguration For Chavez from Associated Press 11 Jan 13

Nothing shows the extent of Hugo Chavez's grip on power quite as clearly as his absence from his own inauguration Thursday. Venezuela
gathered foreign allies and tens of thousands of exuberant supporters to celebrate a new term for a leader too ill to return home for a real
swearing-in. In many ways, it looked like the sort of rally the president has staged dozens of times throughout his 14 years in power...

FEATURE: A Celebration That Accentuated An Absence from New York Times 11 Jan 13

President Hugo Chávez is famous for speeches that last for hours, and Thursday should have been a special day for the loquacious socialist to let
loose. But even with a parade of foreign dignitaries in town to laud him and a large, boisterous crowd on the day he was to be sworn in for a
triumphal new term, Mr. Chávez's silence spoke loudest of all.

FEATURE: Ailing Hugo Chavez's Inauguration Proceeds Symbolically In Venezuela from Washington Post 11 Jan 13

The show must go on, Venezuelan leaders promised, and so it was Thursday. Thousands of followers of President Hugo Chavez convened outside
the presidential palace, diplomats and three Latin American presidents flew in for the festivities, and Venezuelan ministers delivered fiery
revolutionary speeches. 

OPINION: Hugo Chavez: What's The Prognosis? ( from Los Angeles Times 11 Jan 13

Is the delay the right move or the wrong move? Will it enable the duly elected president to take office as he should or merely throw the country
into a state of long-term paralysis? It's impossible to know because of the government's failure to provide a full account of the president's health
and an honest appraisal of his prognosis. That's irresponsible and has served only to further stir political divisions in the deeply polarized country.

OPINION: CARDENAS: State Department Picked A Bad Time To Cozy Up To Venezuela from Washington Times 11 Jan 13

More than a decade's worth of Hugo Chavez gutting his country's democratic institutions and centralizing power in his person has led to the
present turmoil in Venezuela, where just who is the country's constitutional leader is no longer clear. According to the Venezuelan constitution,
Jan. 10 was the day Mr. Chavez was to be sworn in for his fourth presidential following his re-election last October.



Venezuela's future uncertain amid Chavez absence from Agence France-Presse 11 Jan 13

Venezuela faced an uncertain future without its ailing President Hugo Chavez on Friday, a day after a giant rally in support of the cancer-striken
leader on the day he was to have been sworn in for another term. Thousands of Chavez supporters fervently swore "absolute loyalty" on Thursday
to the charismatic Chavez, who has held a vice-like grip over the country's politics for 14 years and is currently recovering from his fourth surgery
in Cuba.

FEATURE: Venezuela vice president faces leadership test from Los Angeles Times 10 Jan 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez has kiddingly called Nicolas Maduro "the bus driver" in reference to his former role as a union leader and
mocked his voracious consumption of submarine sandwiches. But the cancer-stricken Chavez, flush from his resounding reelection victory last
year, clearly thought highly of Maduro, naming him vice president in October.

Anti-Chavez TV channel faces forthcoming sanction from Associated Press 10 Jan 13

Officials from Venezuela's telecommunications regulatory agency have notified the local Globovision television channel of a forthcoming
sanction. National Assembly president Diosdado Cabello and Energy Minister Rafael Ramirez urged the agency earlier Wednesday to take action
against Globovision for allegedly violating broadcast regulations.

Thousands hold street inauguration for Chavez from Associated Press 10 Jan 13

Thousands of chanting supporters of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez rallied outside his presidential palace Thursday in an exuberant
alternative inauguration for a leader too ill to return home for the real thing. Backers wearing T-shirts with the slogan "I am Chavez" waved flags
while upbeat music from Chavez's last presidential campaign blared from speakers, proclaiming: "Chavez, heart of the people!"

Venezuela court: Chavez swearing-in can be delayed from Associated Press 10 Jan 13

Venezuela's Supreme Court chief on Wednesday endorsed putting off President Hugo Chavez's inauguration, siding with the government in a
heated dispute with the opposition while the ailing leader struggles with complications a month after cancer surgery in Cuba. Supreme Court
President Luisa Estella Morales made the statement after the opposition urged the top court to rule that the government was violating the
constitution by delaying the swearing-in for a new term...

In Chavez’s absence, U.S. works to open communication with Venezuela from Washington Post 10 Jan 13

With cancer-stricken President Hugo Chavez battling for his life, the Obama administration has embarked on a discreet but concerted weeks-long
diplomatic initiative to open channels of communication with his sharply anti-American government. The effort to break through a years-old deep
freeze with one of the world’s top oil suppliers comes as Venezuela plunged deeper into an institutional crisis Wednesday over Chavez’s long
absence since undergoing surgery Dec. 11 in Cuba. 

Chávez, or at Least His Sash, Is Set for Venezuela Inauguration from New York Times 9 Jan 13

President Hugo Chávez’s supporters have not ruled out swearing him in from his hospital in Havana. His detractors are calling for government
investigators to go check his pulse themselves. The justices whom Mr. Chávez’s allies have named to the Supreme Court have decided that he can
continue to govern in absentia. 

No Sign Of Lost Plane With Missoni CEO Off Venezuela; Owner Says Plane Was Well Maintained from Associated Press 9 Jan 13

The owner of a plane that disappeared off Venezuela carrying the CEO of the Missoni fashion firm said that his company hadn't yet received its
certification as a small airline but that the plane met all safety requirements....Venezuelan authorities have been searching since the twin-engine
plane was lost Friday off the resort islands of Los Roques. On board were Vittorio Missoni, the head of the company, three other Italians and two
Venezuelan crew members.

Chávez, Too Ill To Return To Venezuela, Will Be Sworn In Later, Official Says from New York Times 9 Jan 13

Hugo Chávez, Venezuela's cancer-stricken president, will not return from Cuba this week in time to be sworn in for the start of his new term, a top
government official said on Tuesday, adding that the ceremony could legally take place at a later date. Vice President Nicolás Maduro reported the
president's expected absence from Thursday's scheduled inauguration in a letter to the National Assembly. The letter was read during an assembly
session by the legislative leader, Diosdado Cabello. 



Home of Venezuelan microblogger raided from United Press International 8 Jan 13

Venezuelan intelligence officers raided the home of a microblogger allegedly spreading false information on the health of Hugo Chavez, Chavez
supporters said. Federico Medina Ravell was not at home at the time but Chavez supporters said officers confiscated several computers, Britain's
The Guardian reported. 

Stricken Chavez will miss his inauguration from Associated Press 8 Jan 13

President Hugo Chavez will not attend his scheduled swearing-in this week, Venezuela's government announced today, confirming suspicions that
the leader's illness will keep him in a Cuban hospital past the key date. Vice-President Nicolas Maduro broke the news in a letter to the National
Assembly President, Diosdado Cabello, saying on the recommendation of Mr Chavez's medical team, his recovery process "should be extended
beyond January 10"...

Venezuela opposition leader: Court should rule from Associated Press 8 Jan 13

Venezuela's opposition leader says the Supreme Court should rule in a dispute between the opposition and President Hugo Chavez's government
over whether the ailing leader's inauguration can legally be postponed. Opposition leader Henrique Capriles said Tuesday the constitution is clear
that the current presidential term ends on Jan. 10.

UPDATE: Venezuelan opposition: No inauguration without Chavez from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 8 Jan 13

The Venezuelan opposition on Tuesday criticized the government over possibly delaying the inauguration of ailing President Hugo Chavez and
accused it of violating the constitution. Chavez is due to be sworn in for a fourth term on Thursday, after winning the elections in October.
However, the 58-year-old left-wing nationalist leader is being treated for cancer in Cuba.

Venezuela delays Chavez inauguration as crisis deepens from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 13

Ailing President Hugo Chavez cannot return home in time for his inauguration on Thursday and so will take the oath of office at a later date
before the Supreme Court, the government announced. The announcement confirming that Chavez, 58, is too sick to make it back in time for the
January 10 inauguration came in a letter to the National Assembly from Vice President Nicolas Maduro.

Venezuela Gov't: Ailing Hugo Chavez "Stable" from Associated Press 8 Jan 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is in a "stable situation" in a Cuban hospital receiving treatment due to a severe respiratory infection, his
government said Monday. Information Minister Ernesto Villegas provided the update, saying the government is in "permanent contact" with
Chavez's medical team and relatives who are with him in Havana where he underwent surgery for cancer.

FEATURE: With Chávez Ill And State In Flux, Videos Offer An Image Of Stability from New York Times 8 Jan 13

Mr. Chávez's fragile health has thrown Venezuela into political uncertainty. After being re-elected in October, he is supposed to be sworn in for
the start of his new term on Thursday, but the charismatic leader who has dominated every aspect of government here for 14 years may be too ill
to return in time, much less continue in office for the next six years.

Church Warns Venezuela Govt On Constitution from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 13

Venezuela's Catholic church warned the government Monday it would be "morally unacceptable" to override the constitution amid an intensifying
crisis over President Hugo Chavez's health. The church weighed in with four days to go before Chavez, who is in Cuba recovering from cancer
surgery, is supposed to be sworn in to a new six year term.

OPINION: Venezuela After Chávez from Wall Street Journal 7 Jan 13

It has been four weeks since Mr. Chávez left the country for cancer surgery in Havana, and he has yet to make a postoperative public appearance.
The details of his illness and his prognosis have remained a state secret since June 2011, when he announced that he had cancer. The government
only will say now that he is suffering a severe respiratory infection that makes it difficult for him to breath. But as time goes by the speculation
that he is not going to recover is increasing.

Venezuela opposition furious over likely Chavez inauguration delay from Reuters 7 Jan 13

Venezuela's opposition is accusing the government of violating the constitution by proposing to delay cancer-stricken President Hugo Chavez's



inauguration Thursday for a new term amid growing uncertainty over the polarized OPEC nation's political future. The socialist leader's allies say
the January 10 inauguration date laid out in the constitution is just a "formality." They insist Chavez, who has not been heard from for almost a
month after complex cancer surgery in Cuba, can take office when his health allows.

Venezuela faces uncertainly with Chavez health crisis from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 13

Venezuela faced growing uncertainty Sunday as President Hugo Chavez fought "severe" complications in Cuba following cancer surgery just four
days before he is scheduled to be sworn in for an unprecedented third term in office. Chavez was re-elected on October 7 despite his debilitating
battle with cancer and the strongest opposition challenge yet to his 14-year rule in Venezuela, an OPEC member with the world's largest proven
oil reserves.

Opposition plans protests over Chavez inauguration from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 13

A top Venezuelan opposition leader called late Sunday for street protests if the government goes ahead with a plan to delay the inauguration of
ailing President Hugo Chavez. Julio Borges, national coordinator of the opposition Justice First party, also promised to file complaints with
unspecified international organizations, if the January 10 swearing-in ceremony does not take place.

Foe alleges conflict brewing between Chavez allies from Associated Press 6 Jan 13

An opponent of Hugo Chavez alleged Sunday that conflicts are brewing within Venezuela's ruling party and argued that alleged differences
between the president's close confidants have prompted them to postpone the socialist leader's inauguration. Opposition lawmaker Julio Borges
told a news conference Sunday that a rivalry between Vice President Nicolas Maduro and National Assembly President Diosdado Cabello was
behind the postponement of Chavez's swearing-in ceremony.

FEATURE: Military on sidelines of Venezuela crisis from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 13

With Venezuela sliding into unknown territory over President Hugo Chavez's health, analysts say the normally quiescent military could be pulled
in unpredictable directions, especially if a power struggle breaks out. Like nearly every other institution here, the armed forces have been
brilliantly mastered by Chavez, a former paratrooper who has assiduously promoted loyalists and stacked top positions in his government with
active and retired military officers.

Venezuela assembly meets amid Chavez health crisis from Agence France-Presse 5 Jan 13

Venezuela's National Assembly meets Saturday to elect its leadership in a session that also is expected to thrash out the country's political future
as President Hugo Chavez battles cancer in Cuba. The elections will be a key political test for its current leader Diosdado Cabello, the regime's
number three and a perceived rival for power with Vice President Nicolas Maduro, Chavez's handpicked successor. 

Venezuela VP says Chavez swearing-in can be delayed from Reuters 4 Jan 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez's formal swearing-in for a new six-year term scheduled for January 10 can be postponed if he is unable to
attend due to his struggle to recover from cancer surgery, his vice-president said on Friday. In an interview with state TV, Nicolas Maduro said
Chavez could be sworn in at a later date by the South American nation's top court. "The formality of his swearing-in can be resolved in the
Supreme Court," he said.

Venezuela VP: Contacts With US Diplomats Distorted from Associated Press 4 Jan 13

CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) - Venezuela's vice president on Thursday suggested that reports about recent contacts between U.S. and Venezuelan
diplomats were distorted in implying the conversations were initial efforts toward improving relations if President Hugo Chavez dies. He said
Chavez authorized the conversations. Vice President Nicolas Maduro spoke on television upon his return from Cuba, where he and other officials
met with the ailing president more than three weeks after he underwent cancer surgery. 

Disputes Brewing Over Hugo Chavez's Inauguration from Associated Press 4 Jan 13

President Hugo Chavez is due to be sworn in for a new term in less than a week and his closest allies still aren't saying what they plan to do if the
ailing leader is unable to return from a Cuban hospital to take the oath of office. The Venezuelan government on Thursday night described
Chavez's lung infection as "severe" and said he is now being treated for "respiratory deficiency." 

Venezuela's Hugo Chavez Suffering "Respiratory Deficiency" from Los Angeles Times 4 Jan 13



Venezuela's government, facing demands from opposition leaders to say whether ailing President Hugo Chavez expects to be sworn in Jan. 10,
announced Thursday night that Chavez was suffering "respiratory deficiency" related to a severe lung infection. In a statement read before a
national television audience, Communications and Information Minister Ernesto Villegas said Chavez had "encountered complications" after his
fourth surgery in Havana in December to treat cancer first diagnosed in June 2011. 

Venezuela Parliament Chief "Flies To See Chavez" from AFP 4 Jan 13

The head of Venezuela's national assembly has flown to Cuba to join the vice president and other members of the government at the bedside of
ailing President Hugo Chavez, a local paper reported. Diosdado Cabello "traveled Wednesday afternoon to Havana," the pro-government Ultimas
Noticias reported. "It is unknown what agenda brought Cabello to make the visit." 

Chavez still has "severe" respiratory problem from Reuters 3 Jan 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is still suffering a "severe" respiratory infection that has hindered his breathing as he struggles to recover from
cancer surgery in Cuba, the government said on Thursday. The 58-year-old socialist leader has not been seen in public nor heard from in more
than three weeks. Officials say he is in delicate condition after his fourth operation in just 18 months for an undisclosed form of cancer in his
pelvic area. 

US denies it is meddling in Venezuela transition from Agence France-Presse (AFP) 3 Jan 13

The United States on Thursday denied that it is meddling in a possible transition process in Venezuela amid growing demands for news about
cancer-stricken President Hugo Chavez' condition. 

As Chavez fights cancer, aides build his myth from Agence France-Presse (AFP) 3 Jan 13

As Hugo Chavez battles cancer in Cuba, his lieutenants here are actively glorifying Venezuela's firebrand leader in what observers see as a
campaign to erect a heroic myth that can survive his death. Since leaving Caracas for Cuba more than three weeks ago for his fourth and riskiest
round of cancer surgery so far, the larger-than-life leftist Chavez has vanished from view for the longest stretch of his 14-year presidency. Even
so, his image has been ever present across the state-run media, in adoring new documentaries about his life and legacy and older video clips that
lionize the "comandante." 

Factions In Venezuela Looking To Succession from Miami Herald 3 Jan 13

The physical weakening of cancer-ridden Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez is leading his potential heirs to maneuver for the reins, in a delicate
game played behind the scenes that pits the interests of Cuba against those of Chavist military brass and those of the so-called "bolibourgeois."
Even though apparently solid, Chavism seems to be unraveling...

FEATURE: Venezuelans Wail, Wait And Worry About Chávez from USA Today 3 Jan 13

Minerva Nuñez watches Venezuela's state television hours each day, waiting for the latest news about cancer-stricken President Hugo Chávez. The
updates are often delivered by Vice President Nicolás Maduro...."I don't trust Maduro, and I don't believe what he's telling us about the president,"
said Nuñez, a 49-year-old nurse who has voted for Chávez in each of his four presidential runs. "He's just another politician out for his piece of
the pie." 

Venezuela Leader Hugo Chavez's Status Questioned By Opposition from Los Angeles Times 3 Jan 13

Amid rising uncertainty about whether Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is healthy enough to remain in office, opposition leaders Wednesday
demanded that the cancer-stricken leader's administration say whether he expects to be sworn in Jan. 10. If Chavez is too ill to return from
Cuba...then the government should follow constitutional guidelines and call an election within 30 days...

Chavez Cancer Imperils $7 Billion Caribbean Oil Funding: Energy from Bloomberg News 3 Jan 13

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez's battle with cancer threatens $7 billion of subsidized oil exports that help prop up Cuba's economy and
contain inflation in Caribbean nations from Jamaica to the Bahamas. Chavez, hospitalized in Havana after a fourth operation, sent Cuba $3.6
billion of oil in 2011 through the Petrocaribe program that serves 70 million people across Central America and the Caribbean.

Venezuelans on edge amid shifting news on Chavez from Associated Press 2 Jan 13

Supporters and opponents of President Hugo Chavez alike nervously welcomed the new year Tuesday, left on edge by shifting signals from the



government about the Venezuelan leader's condition three weeks after cancer surgery in Cuba. With rumors swirling that Chavez had taken a turn
for the worse, Vice President Nicolas Maduro said in a televised interview in Cuba that he had met with the president twice, spoken with him and
planned to return to Venezuela on Wednesday. 

UPDATE: Chavez's VP says ailing leader still 'delicate' from Associated Press 2 Jan 13

Venezuela's vice president is returning home Wednesday from a visit with Hugo Chavez in Cuba and says the ailing president's condition remains
"delicate" three weeks after his cancer surgery. With rumors swirling that Chavez had taken a turn for the worse, Vice President Nicolas Maduro
said Tuesday that he had met with the president twice and had spoken with him. 

Venezuela's Chavez congratulates Cuba on 54th anniversary since revolution from Itar-Tass (Russia) 2 Jan 13

President Hugo Chavez of Venezuela, who is taking a course of treatment for cancer at a clinic in Havana, has congratulated the Cuban political
leadership and rank-and-file people on the occasion of the 54th anniversary since the Socialist revolution, the Venezuelan Foreign Ministry said.

UPDATE: Chavez conscious, aware of 'complex' condition: VP from Agence France-Presse (AFP) 1 Jan 13

Hugo Chavez is conscious and fully aware of how "complex" his condition remains three weeks after difficult cancer surgery in Havana, the
Venezuelan president's handpicked successor said Tuesday. Vice President Nicolas Maduro, who accused the Venezuelan right of spreading what
he described as sick lies and rumors about Chavez's health, said that he had spoken to the ailing leader twice over the past three days. 

Hugo Chavez reportedly suffers 'new complications' from Associated Press 31 Dec 12

Venezuelan Vice President Nicolas Maduro did not give details about the complications related to cancer surgery Hugo Chavez was suffering
from. Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is confronting "new complications" due to a respiratory infection nearly three weeks after undergoing
cancer surgery, his vice president said in Cuba as he visited the ailing leader for the first time since his operation. 

Venezuela says it deported alleged French agent from Associated Press 29 Dec 12

Venezuelan authorities say they have deported a man they describe as a French intelligence agent who was jailed for alleged involvement in a plot
to assassinate President Hugo Chavez.

Venezuelan opposition asks for medical report on Chavez cancer from EFE (Spain) 29 Dec 12

The Venezuelan opposition asked the government to release the latest medical report on President Hugo Chavez, who is recovering in Cuba from
an operation made necessary by the reappearance of his cancer, the location and type of which have never been made public.

VP reads message from ailing Chavez to military from Associated Press 28 Dec 12

In a message read by his vice president, an ailing President Hugo Chavez saluted Venezuela's military during what he called "complicated and
difficult" times. The message offered no new details on Chavez's condition and it was unclear when the president composed it. 

Murders Hit New Record In Venezuela: NGO from AFP 28 Dec 12

Venezuela, already the most violent country in South America, recorded a new high of almost 21,000 murders in 2012, a non-governmental
organization that monitors crime here said Thursday. "We can conservatively estimate that 2012 will end with 21,692 deceased victims of
violence, a rate of 73 deaths per 100,000 inhabitants," the Venezuelan Violence Observatory said in its annual report. 

Venezuelan Economy Grew 5.5 Percent In 2012 from Associated Press 28 Dec 12

Venezuela's gross domestic product grew 5.5 percent in 2012 compared to the previous year, consolidating an economic recovery that began in
2010. The growth was fueled in part by government spending, especially on a program to construct low-income housing. Construction grew 16.8
percent. Central Bank President Nelson Merentes announced the figures Thursday. 

Chavez Delegates Some Duties To Venezuelan VP from Associated Press 27 Dec 12

Hugo Chavez has delegated some administrative responsibilities to Venezuela's vice president, allowing his close confidant to make decisions
related to the budget, expropriations and government debt. Chavez passed on the duties to Vice President Nicolas Maduro on Dec. 8, three days
before the socialist leader underwent cancer-related surgery in Cuba. The measure took effect Wednesday upon its publication in the Official
Gazette. 



Venezuelan V.P.: Chavez has "giant will to live" from EFE (Spain) 26 Dec 12

Venezuela's vice president said Wednesday that head of state Hugo Chavez, now recovering in Cuba from his fourth cancer surgery in 18 months,
remains undaunted by his illness. "He has a complex, difficult health situation and a gigantic will to live," Nicolas Maduro said at an official event
in the northwestern state of Falcon. 

Caribbean Basin
Antigua and Barbuda (RSS)
Antigua and Barbuda authorities seize 153 kilos of cocaine, pot from EFE (Spain) 1 Jul 15

The government of Antigua and Barbuda announced Wednesday the seizure of more than 104 kilos of marijuana and 49 kilos of cocaine with a
total estimated value of $1.5 million. 

Antigua and Barbuda signs grant agreements with Japan from EFE (Spain) 12 Jun 15

The Antigua and Barbuda government announced on Friday the signing of two new grant agreements with the government of Japan to improve
the Caribbean nation's fishing industry and disaster reduction programs. 

Antigua's P.M. calls plans for new regional airline "treason" from EFE (Spain) 30 Mar 15

There appears to be more turbulence ahead for regional carrier LIAT with Antigua and Barbuda Prime Minister Gaston Browne crying "treason"
over a purported plan to set up a competing airline based in Barbados. 

Antigua reacts to U.S. money laundering allegations from EFE (Spain) 20 Mar 15

The Antigua and Barbuda government said Friday that U.S. claims about the country's vulnerability to money laundering practices are "arbitrary." 

Antigua to receive $24 mn from Venezuela for stake in refinery from EFE (Spain) 23 Feb 15

The Antigua and Barbuda government announced Monday the signing of an agreement that will see Venezuela pay $24 million for a stake in the
West Indies Oil Company. 

Caribbean leaders open summit in Antigua from Miami Herald 1 Jul 14

The prime minister of St. Vincent and the Grenadines on Tuesday condemned a recently approved naturalization law in the Dominican Republic
for children of illegal migrants, saying “the so-called reform law” does not go far enough to reinstate citizenship, especially to those of Haitian
descent. 

Labor Party returns to power in Antigua and Barbuda from Agence France-Presse 13 Jun 14

Voters in Antigua and Barbuda have returned the Labor Party to power after a 10-year hiatus, with the incoming prime minister pledging Friday to
tackle the Caribbean country's economic woes. 

Antigua’s Ruling Party Seeks 3rd Straight Term from Associated Press 13 Jun 14

Antigua & Barbuda’s ruling party faced an uphill battle for a third term in office in Thursday’s election in the tiny Caribbean country, which has
been hit hard by the global economic crisis. 

Poll gives opposition an edge in Antigua elections from EFE (Spain) 5 Jun 14

Barbados-based Caribbean Development Research Services, or CADRES, says the main opposition Antigua Barbuda Labor Party is on track to
win the June 12 general elections in the twin-island nation. 

Antigua parties woo voters ahead of vote from EFE (Spain) 3 Jun 14

Days before Antiguans and Barbudans go to the polls to elect a new government, both of the two main parties are promising to reduce taxes,
create jobs and promote foreign investment. 

Antigua ruling party hopeful of early ruling in electoral case from EFE (Spain) 14 Apr 14

The chairman of Antigua and Barbuda's ruling United Progressive Party said Monday that the Eastern Caribbean Court of Appeal understands the



need for it to rule in a timely manner on two cases that have a bearing on the scheduling of this country's next general elections. 

Antigua P.M. warns of possible election violence from EFE (Spain) 7 Apr 14

Antigua and Barbuda's prime minister warned against possible violence in the campaign leading up to the next general election as the main
opposition again called on him to dissolve parliament and set the date for the poll. 

Antigua P.M. says he is ready to face voters from EFE (Spain) 24 Mar 14

Prime Minister Baldwin Spencer said Monday his ruling United Progressive Party, or UPP, was prepared to face voters in a general election, but
he insisted that his hands were "tied" due to the appeals filed by the main opposition Antigua Labor Party, or ALP, with the courts. 

FEATURE: Antiguan Assembly Head Increases Caribbean Prominence At U.N. from Miami Herald 26 Sep 13

Perhaps it wouldn’t shock the elder Ashe to know the Caribbean Community has high hopes for his son, Antigua and Barbuda’s permanent
representative to the United Nations and the new president of the General Assembly’s 68th session, which began hearing from world leaders this
week. 

Antigua and Barbuda PM calls for more efforts to combat int'l crime from Xinhua (China) 25 Sep 13

Prime minister of Antigua and Barbuda said Wednesday that the international community should provide greater support for small island
countries in their fight against trans-boundary crime and drug trafficking. 

FEATURE: Antigua Seeks A Different Kind Of Payout In Gambling Dispute With US from Miami Herald 14 Aug 13

Frustrated by the inability to collect on its $3.4 billion World Trade Organization victory against the U.S. over Internet casinos, Antigua is seeking
to cash in its winnings another way — by directing payments for American intellectual property, such as music and film, to the government. 

Antigua's Ashe to be next UN assembly president from Associated Press 14 Jun 13

The U.N. General Assembly has unanimously elected John Ashe, the U.N. ambassador for Antigua and Barbuda, as president of its next session. 

Police want old, damaged, or useless firearms from The Observer Media Group 23 Apr 13

Firearm holders – both licensed and unlicensed – are being urged to turn over to police, weapons that are old, damaged and no longer
operational... The call came from National Security Minister Dr Errol Cort yesterday, as Antigua & Barbuda received two pieces of equipment for
firearm destruction and ammunition burning... The items were made available by the US government. 

Money Laundering Still a Sore Issue from Caribarena 3 Apr 13

Antigua and Barbuda has been reported as still susceptible to money laundering despite recent improvements, according to a 2013 International
Narcotics Control Strategy Report on money laundering and financial crimes. The report from the US Department of State, which came out earlier
this year, noted that during the past year, the Office of National Drug Control and Money Laundering Policy (ONDCP) compiled evidence that
money laundering related to drug trafficking takes place through local financial institutions. 

Caribbean Nation Gets An International Go-Ahead To Break U.S. Copyright Laws from New York Times 29 Jan 13

A long-simmering trade conflict between the United States and Antigua and Barbuda appears to be boiling over. Antigua and Barbuda...is
planning on getting legal retribution from the United States' $15 trillion economy over its refusal to let Americans gamble at online sites based in
the Caribbean nation - perhaps by offering downloads of American intellectual property, like Hollywood films, network television shows or hit
pop songs. On Monday, the World Trade Organization gave its go-ahead for Antigua and Barbuda's tentative plan. 

Barbados (RSS)
Magnitude-6.4 Quake Strikes In Ocean Northeast Of Barbados (Williams, AP) from Associated Press 17 Jul 15

BRIDGETOWN, Barbados (AP) — A strong earthquake struck Thursday in the ocean northeast of Barbados and was widely felt throughout the
Caribbean, but officials said there were no reports of damage or injuries.

Barbados to seek membership in International Atomic Energy Agency from EFE (Spain) 25 Jun 15

Barbados is seeking to become a member of the International Atomic Energy Agency in order to develop comprehensive strategies to address



potential dangers from radioactive materials. 

4 Guyanese ask Caribbean court to hear appeal of drug convictions from EFE (Spain) 26 Mar 15

Four Guyanese convicted of drug trafficking in Barbados in 2009 have submitted appeals to the Caribbean Court of Justice, a spokesperson of the
regional tribunal told Efe Thursday. 

Barbados P.M. wants the island to become a republic from EFE (Spain) 24 Mar 15

Prime Minister Freundel Stuart wants Barbados to renounce Britain's Queen Elizabeth II as head of state and declare itself a republic. 

Barbados Planning To Replace Queen As Head Of State from Associated Press 24 Mar 15

Barbados plans to remove Queen Elizabeth II as titular head of state and replace her with a ceremonial president from the Caribbean island, a
former British territory once known as “Little England” for its colonial trappings. 

Barbados urges consideration of SIDS needs in designing new UN agenda from Xinhua (China) 30 Sep 14

The unique vulnerability and challenges of the Small Island Developing States (SIDS) should be taken into consideration when formulating the
UN post-2015 development agenda, Barbados' top diplomat said here on Tuesday. 

Barbados Struggling To Clear Seaweed Surge from Associated Press 18 Jun 14

Clean-up crews in tourism-dependent Barbados are trying to clear gobs of brown seaweed littering numerous beaches, officials said Tuesday. 

Barbados Disagrees Its Currency Should Be Devalued from Associated Press 9 Jun 14

Barbados’ government does not support devaluing the Caribbean island’s currency and says it is determined to maintain its fixed exchange rate
with the U.S. dollar. 

Barbados Signs Deal To Build Waste-to-energy Plant from Associated Press 20 Mar 14

A Guernsey-based company has signed an agreement with Barbados to build and operate a proposed waste-to-energy plant that could eventually
provide as much as 25 percent of the Caribbean island’s power. 

Barbados opposition faults gov't on economy from EFE (Spain) 18 Mar 14

The Barbados government announced a raft of new tax measures to help ease the financial burden facing the Freundel Stuart administration, but
the opposition denounced the move as an ambush. 

6.7 Magnitude Earthquake NNE of Bathsheba, Barbados from USGS 18 Feb 14

USGS: 6.7 Magnitude Earthquake - 181km NNE of Bathsheba, Barbados

UPDATE: Strong earthquake shakes Barbados from Associated Press 18 Feb 14

A magnitude-6.5 earthquake struck northeast of Barbados early Tuesday, jolting thousands from their sleep but causing no reported damage or
casualties. 

US Sends Barbados Congratulations on 47th Anniversary of Independence from Latin America Herald Tribune 2 Dec 13

Barbados National Day

Barbados Makes Strides in the Prevention of Human Trafficking from Barbados Government Information Service 19 Sep 13

The National Task Force for the Prevention in Human Trafficking has made significant achievements in the areas of prevention, protection and
prosecution. 

Security talks from Barbados Today 7 Aug 13

Barbados and the US have again been discussing security cooperation and illegal drugs. The issues emerged during an official visit to the island
today by Commander of the US Southern Command, US Marine Corps General, John Kelly. 



Barbados denies it is seeking IMF rescue from Xinhua (China) 31 May 13

The Barbados government on Thursday denied that it is seeking rescue from the International Monetary Fund (IMF). 

Caribbean bank accounts are next IRS target from USA Today 1 May 13

Opening a new front in the U.S. crackdown on offshore tax evasion, federal investigators late Monday won court approval for a summons that
will force a Caribbean bank to turn over account data for wealthy American clients. Investigators planned to serve the summons on Wells Fargo,
the San Francisco-based bank that maintains correspondent accounts for CIBC FirstCaribbean International Bank. FCIB is a Barbados-based bank
with 18 branches in the Caribbean but no operations in the U.S.

Barbados AG concerned about US report on child prostitution from Caribbean News Now! 26 Apr 13

Attorney General Adriel Brathwaite has expressed concern over the accuracy of a United States report that suggests that underage children in
Barbados were engaging in prostitution....recently, Brathwaite said he had no knowledge of such activities taking place on the island, but hastened
to add that if such was the case, then the situation needed to be addressed as a matter of urgency. 

Drug court is worth it, says AG from 26 Mar 13

While some persons may remain unsure as to whether Barbados should go the route of implementing a drug treatment court, this country’s
Attorney General and Minister of Home Affairs, Adriel Brathwaite, says that if just one person is saved through this facility, it would be worth it.
Brathwaite’s comments came as he spoke at a ceremony to sign a Memorandum of Understanding with the Inter-American Drug Abuse Control
Commission of the Organisation of American States (OAS/CICAD), to implement a pilot drug treatment court project. He said that this latest
effort is a major step towards bringing Barbados in line with other countries in the region, including Trinidad, Jamaica and Bermuda. 

New US data shows Caribbean immigrants held in solitary confinement from Caribbean Media Corp. 25 Mar 13

Caribbean nationals are among a number of people held in solitary confinement at detention centres across the United States on a daily basis,
according to new federal government data released here. The figures show that most of the detainees, overseen by the US Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) agency, are held for 15 days or more. Psychiatrists say that is the point where mental harm could result. 

Cuba
U.S. State Dept: Fate Of Fleeing Cuban Doctors Not Part Of Negotiations With Island from Miami Herald 21 Aug 15

The U.S. State Department on Thursday said a controversial program that gives defecting Cuban medical professionals legal status in the United
States is not on the negotiating table, as the two nations begin restoring ties. 

Pope Francis’ Trip To Cuba Will Focus On Families, The Young And Strengthening The Church from Miami Herald 21 Aug 15

In the shadow of a giant image of Argentine Che Guevara, workmen are in the final stages of building the altar where Argentina-born Pope
Francis will celebrate mass in the Plaza de la Revolución during his four-day visit to Cuba next month. 

Airlines To Expand Cuba Flights As Restrictions Ease from McClatchy 19 Aug 15

As the Obama administration eases travel restrictions between the U.S. and Cuba, domestic airlines are gearing up to offer more direct flights to
the island. 

White House, Cuba work to resume scheduled commercial flights: WSJ from Reuters 17 Aug 15

The White House is seeking an agreement with Cuba to begin scheduled commercial flights between the two countries as soon as December, the
Wall Street Journal reported on Monday, citing officials. 

Cuban dissidents report 100 arrests last weekend from EFE (Spain) 17 Aug 15

Cuban dissidents reported Monday that more than 100 arrests were made on the island over the weekend at marches and demonstrations around
the country, though all who were jailed have now been set free, representatives of the opposition on the island told EFE. 

Kerry in Havana for banner day in US-Cuba relations from Agence France-Presse 14 Aug 15

Secretary of State John Kerry visited Cuba on Friday to raise the US flag over the newly reopened embassy, sealing Washington's historic
rapprochement with Havana. 



Kerry to Strike Delicate Balance in Havana Trip for Embassy Flag-Raising from New York Times 14 Aug 15

Secretary of State John Kerry will arrive in Cuba on Friday morning to attend a flag-raising ceremony at the American Embassy and to give a lift
to the effort to rebuild ties after more than half a century of hostility. 

OPINION: Cuba’s Slow Walk To Freedom from Miami Herald 14 Aug 15

The symbolic hoisting of the Stars and Stripes by U.S. Marines — the same men who lowered the flag more than five decades ago — over the
newly proclaimed U.S. Embassy in Havana on Friday will signal the start of a new era in U.S.-Cuba relations that holds the promise of a better
future for the Cuban people. 

OPINION: Havana’s U.S. Flag No Victory For Pope from USA Today 14 Aug 15

Secretary of State John Kerry’s historic flag-raising at the U.S. Embassy in Havana on Friday culminates a diplomatic accomplishment for the
Obama administration and Pope Francis. But the ceremony has some irony, not all that unlike President George W. Bush’s 2003 “Mission
Accomplished” speech. 

Cuba, U.S. create bilateral commission to solve key issues from Xinhua (China) 14 Aug 15

Cuba and the United States on Friday agreed here to create a bilateral commission to help move toward the full normalization of diplomatic ties,
announced Cuban Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez. 

Cuban opposition leaders gather in Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 14 Aug 15

Leaders of the Cuban dissidence from around the world are meeting Friday in Puerto Rico in search of a common approach to the new scenario
created by the renewed relations between U.S. authorities and Havana. 

Fidel Castro to US: you owe us millions from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 15

Fidel Castro marked his 89th birthday Thursday by insisting the United States owes Cuba "many millions of dollars" because of the half-century-
old American trade embargo. 

Exclusive: Kerry Says Human Rights Will Be Top Issue In Talks With Cuba from Miami Herald 13 Aug 15

Shortly before traveling to Cuba to preside over the flag-raising at the U.S. Embassy in Cuba, Secretary of State John Kerry said in an interview
that human rights will be “at the top” of his agenda in talks with his Cuban counterpart on Friday, and revealed that he will meet with Cuban
government opponents while in the country. 

Kerry to meet with dissidents in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 15

Top US diplomat John Kerry will meet with Cuban dissidents during his historic trip to Cuba, he said on Wednesday. "They will be invited to our
mission," Kerry told the US Spanish-language network Telemundo ahead of Friday's visit to Havana. 

Cuba dissidents won't attend US Embassy event from Associated Press 12 Aug 15

The U.S. doesn't plan to invite Cuban dissidents to Secretary of State John Kerry's historic flag-raising at the American Embassy in Havana on
Friday, illustrating a shift in U.S. policy from the island's opposition to its government. 

In Brief Trip To Havana, Kerry To Preside Over U.S. Embassy Flag-raising from Miami Herald 12 Aug 15

When the stars and stripes run up the flagpole Friday at the U.S. Embassy in Havana for the first time in nearly 55 years, it will officially mark the
end of the Cold War in the Caribbean and the beginning of the really tough work of trying to forge a normal relationship between the United
States and Cuba. 

Cuba renews solidarity with Syria on 50th anniversary of establishing ties from EFE (Spain) 11 Aug 15

Cuban Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez expressed Cuba's solidarity with Syria on Tuesday in the war-torn Arab country's effort "to ward off
any attempt to disrupt its independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity." 

Cuba’s Tourism Boom Leaves Some Worrying They’ll Be Left Out from Associated Press 11 Aug 15



This 500-year-old city smells of fresh paint and varnish. Residents stroll along a recently completed harbor promenade under gleaming new
streetlights, enjoying sea breezes while relaxing on newly installed metal benches. 

Under The Radar, Advertising Returns To Cuba from Miami Herald 11 Aug 15

In Cuba, advertising — that hallmark of capitalism — is back. 

UPDATE: US says 'deeply concerned' by arrests in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 10 Aug 15

The United States is "deeply concerned" about arrests of dissidents in Cuba but this will not affect a landmark visit to Havana by US Secretary of
State John Kerry, the State Department said Monday. 

Cuba briefly arrests 90 dissidents at protest march from AFP 10 Aug 15

With tense bilateral ties recently renewed after five decades, and top US diplomat John Kerry due in Havana in days, Cuba briefly detained about
90 activists on Sunday. 

Cuban Youth See New U.S. Embassy, But Same Old Drab Life from New York Times 7 Aug 15

While the news media was buzzing about the new American Embassy, which had reopened for the first time in more than 50 years, barely a word
passed among the Cuban youth about the many changes afoot in their nation. 

OPINION: Growing Momentum To Repeal Cuban Embargo from New York Times 3 Aug 15

With the United States and Cuba restoring diplomatic relations, a significant majority of Americans and an overwhelming majority of Cubans
want the embargo repealed. It is time for Congress to help make engagement the cornerstone of American policy toward Cuba. 

EDITORIAL: Growing Momentum to Repeal Cuban Embargo from New York Times 3 Aug 15

With the United States and Cuba restoring diplomatic relations, a significant majority of Americans and an overwhelming majority of Cubans
want the embargo repealed. It is time for Congress to help make engagement the cornerstone of American policy toward Cuba. 

US envoy to UN visits Cuba's UN Mission, a first in decades from Associated Press 31 Jul 15

Samantha Power has made the first visit by an American ambassador to the United Nations to Cuba's U.N. Mission in over a half-century. 

OPINION: Keep The Cuban Trade Embargo from Miami Herald 31 Jul 15

Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton will be in Miami today — and reports are that she’s going to tackle Miami’s Cuban exile
community’s historic third rail question: Should the 50-plus-year-old U.S. trade embargo on Cuba be lifted? 

Economists Ask What’s Next For The Cuban Economy from Miami Herald 31 Jul 15

The Obama administration has outlined an economic opening designed to increase engagement with the Cuban people, but speakers at the 25th
annual meeting of the Association for the Study of the Cuban Economy said Thursday that the policy’s success depends on the Cuban
government’s response and the pace and breadth of its ongoing economic reforms.

Americans Have New Hopes To Reclaim Property Seized By Cuba 50 Years Ago from USA Today 31 Jul 15

Across the country, thousands of Americans are storing fading documents that represent a piece of Cuba taken from them by Fidel Castro in the
1960s. They could be worth billions. 

The U.S. now has an embassy in Cuba. But relations are hardly normal. from Washington Post 30 Jul 15

In nations all over the world where the United States has an embassy, U.S. diplomats promote trade and assist American companies looking to
make business contacts. And now, the United States has an embassy in Cuba. But it also has a trade embargo against the island. 

U.S. business slow to invest in Cuba; rules still evolving from Miami Herald 30 Jul 15

Many barriers remain for U.S. businesses wishing to take advantage of thawing relations between the United States and Cuba. With a trade
embargo still in effect, businesses are proceeding slowly when it comes to the limited commercial opening toward Cuba outlined by President
Barack Obama as part of the U.S. rapprochement with Cuba. 



Cuba objects to being placed on US trafficking list from Agence France-Presse 29 Jul 15

Cuba objected Wednesday to being placed on the US human trafficking list, saying it distorted the overseas work of its doctors and its requirement
that students work as part of their education. 

Cuba objects to being placed on US trafficking list from Agence France-Presse 29 Jul 15

Cuba objected Wednesday to being placed on the US human trafficking list, saying it distorted the overseas work of its doctors and its requirement
that students work as part of their education. 

Malaysia, Cuba taken off US human trafficking blacklist from Associated Press 27 Jul 15

The State Department has taken Malaysia and Cuba off its blacklist of countries failing to combat modern-day slavery, leaving the U.S. open to
criticism that politics is swaying the often-contentious rankings in its annual human trafficking report. 

OPINION: Tricky Negotiations In The Wake Of The Cuba Thaw from Washington Post 27 Jul 15

AS THE Obama administration has pursued normalization with Cuba, it has been drawn into lower-profile but thorny dialogues with two of
Havana’s long-standing clients: the Venezuelan government of Nicolás Maduro and Colombia’s Revolutionary Armed Forces (FARC). 

Cuba marks Castro uprising anniversary with call for US embargo end from Agence France-Presse 26 Jul 15

Cuba marked the anniversary of Fidel Castro's first armed uprising 62 years ago Sunday with calls for an end to the US embargo and the return of
the US naval base at Guantanamo. 

OPINION: It’s Time For Kerry To Engage With Cuban Dissidents from Miami Herald 23 Jul 15

If Secretary of State John Kerry is serious when he claims that the Obama Administration will keep pressing for democracy and human rights in
Cuba, this is the least he should do: invite Cuban dissidents to the flag-raising ceremony at the U.S. Embassy in Havana when he travels for the
historic event there on Aug. 14. 

UPDATE: US Senate panel votes to lift Cuba travel ban from Associated Press 23 Jul 15

A Republican-controlled Senate panel has voted to lift a decades-long U.S. ban on travel to Cuba, giving a boost to President Barack Obama's
moves to ease travel restrictions and open up relations with the Castro-governed nation. 

U.S. lawmakers seek to change Cuba travel, shipping rules from Reuters 23 Jul 15

Republican and Democratic senators were to introduce amendments to a Senate bill on Thursday that would end some major U.S. restrictions on
travel and trade with Cuba, according to documents seen by Reuters. 

South Florida bank signs agreement with Cuban bank from Associated Press 22 Jul 15

A South Florida bank announced it is setting up a correspondent banking relationship with a Cuban financial institution. Pompano Beach-based
Stonegate Bank said Wednesday it has reached an agreement with Banco Internacional de Comercio. 

Cuban reservoirs far below capacity amid drought from EFE (Spain) 22 Jul 15

The lack of rain during May and June in Cuba, normally the island's rainy season, has aggravated the dire situation caused by the drought, where
the country's reservoirs are at a mere 37 percent of their capacity. 

NGO reports on Paya's death, suggests Cuban gov't murdered him from EFE (Spain) 22 Jul 15

A report prepared by the Human Rights Foundation and published Wednesday says that evidence gathered to date in the case of Cuban dissident
leader Oswaldo Paya "suggests" the "direct responsibility" of the Cuban government for his death. 

EDITORIAL: Formal Restoration of Diplomatic Ties With Cuba Is Just a Beginning from New York Times 21 Jul 15

As a neatly pressed Cuban flag was raised outside Cuba’s diplomatic mission in Washington on Monday morning, rancorous cries rang out from
the crowd gathered outside the stately limestone building.



OPINION: Formal Restoration Of Diplomatic Ties With Cuba Is Just A Beginning from New York Times 21 Jul 15

As a neatly pressed Cuban flag was raised outside Cuba’s diplomatic mission in Washington on Monday morning, rancorous cries rang out from
the crowd gathered outside the stately limestone building.

OPINION: U.S. Diplomats In Cuba Would Do Well To Focus On Human Rights from Washington Post 21 Jul 15

PRESIDENT OBAMA’S opening to Cuba is based on the hope that, after more than a half-century of hostility from the United States, a surge of
commerce, information and travel will somehow erode the rigid authoritarian state built by Fidel Castro and now presided over by his brother,
Raúl. The assumption is questionable: The opening, including Monday’s reestablishment of embassies, could well enhance rather than undermine
the regime.

OPINION: New Beginning, Old Script from Miami Herald 21 Jul 15

As Cuba and the United States re-opened their respective embassies on Monday after 54 years, Secretary of State John Kerry delivered perhaps
the only line on which all sides can agree: “This milestone does not signify an end to the many differences that still separate our governments.”

Poll: Majority Of Americans Favor Diplomatic Ties With Cuba from Associated Press 21 Jul 15

Nearly three-fourths of Americans think the United States should have diplomatic ties with Cuba, but they’re not sure how far to go in lifting
sanctions, according to an Associated Press-GfK poll released Monday as full diplomatic relations between the two countries were formally
restored. 

UPDATE: Cuban FM urges end to US blockade, Guantanamo return from Agence France-Presse 20 Jul 15

Cuban Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez on Monday called for an end to the US economic embargo against Cuba and urged the return of
territory used as a US military base at Guantanamo Bay. 

US could deport 35,000 Cubans from Indo Asian News Service 20 Jul 15

Washington, July 19 (IANS/EFE) Over 35,000 Cubans for whom deportation orders have been issued could be repatriated to the Caribbean island
as a result of the renewal of relations between the two countries, according to the US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE).

As U.S. And Cuba Relations Warm, Property Claims Issue Is Revived (Davis, NYT) from New York Times 20 Jul 15

WASHINGTON — When Amy Rosoff’s parents boarded a ferry from Cuba to Key West, Fla., in April 1961, they took only the clothes they
could carry and a wedding band and diamond engagement ring, smuggled in a bundle of her brother’s cloth diapers that her mother had stained
brown with vanilla to deter communist soldiers from searching them.

US, Cuba Sweeping Aside Cold War Enmity To Restore Ties (Sahmkow, Biddle, AFP) from AFP 20 Jul 15

Washington (AFP) – The United States and Cuba abolish one of the last vestiges of the Cold War Monday when, in a move unimaginable just a
few months ago, they restore diplomatic ties frozen for half a century.

US, Cuba Set To Reboot Relations Over 5 Decades After Split (Orsi, AP) from Associated Press 20 Jul 15

HAVANA (AP) — Cuba’s blue, red and white-starred flag is set to fly outside the country’s diplomatic mission in the United States for the first
time since the countries severed ties in 1961. 

For G.O.P., Pope Francis’s Visit To Congress Comes With Tensions (Steinhauer, NYT) from NYT 20 Jul 15

WASHINGTON — In the Reading, Ohio, neighborhood where Speaker John A. Boehner grew up, nearly every house had two things on the wall:
a crucifix and a photo of the pope. “You never ever expected to meet the pope,” said Jerry Vanden Eynden, a lifelong friend of Mr. Boehner’s. “In
all of our minds, the pope was the closest thing to meeting God in person here on earth.” 

US embassy in Havana opens to a day 'like any other' from Agence France-Presse 20 Jul 15

At the US mission in Havana, there were few outward signs Monday of its new status as an American embassy and the epochal shift in relations
with Cuba after a 54-year break. 

Spain's Balearia gets U.S. license to run Cuba-Florida ferry from Reuters 17 Jul 15



Spanish ferry company Balearia said on Friday it has been granted U.S. licenses to operate a passenger service between Cuba and the United
States, though it is waiting on final clearance from Cuban authorities.

Exclusive: U.S. poised to upgrade Cuba in annual human trafficking report from Reuters 17 Jul 15

The upgrade would lift Cuba to the so-called "Tier 2 Watch List" in the State Department's annual Trafficking in Persons report from Tier 3, the
lowest rank where it has languished for 12 years due to allegations of sex trafficking and forced labor.

Cuba to reopen U.S. embassy with solemn ceremony before 500 invited guests from EFE 17 Jul 15

Cuba on July 20 will reopen its U.S. embassy with a formal and "very solemn" ceremony to be attended by about 500 people, headed by the
island's foreign minister, Bruno Rodriguez, who will be received in Washington later that same day by Secretary of State John Kerry.

Cuba says Kerry to host FM on Monday as ties restored from AFP 17 Jul 15

US Secretary of State John Kerry will meet with his Cuban counterpart Bruno Rodriguez on Monday to mark the historic reopening of diplomatic
ties after a half-century freeze, Cuban officials said Thursday.

German FM In Cuba To Try To Kickstart Ties (AFP) from AFP 17 Jul 15

Havana (AFP) – German Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier kicked off an two-day visit to Cuba aimed at relaunching full ties with
Havana, against the backdrop of the thaw in US-Cuban relations.

Keeping Score: Which Side Got More From New US-Cuba Policy? (Whitefield, MH) from Miami Herald 17 Jul 15

As the United States and Cuba prepare to resume diplomatic relations Monday for the first time in 54 years, the debate over who got the better
deal in the historic rapprochement continues to swirl, especially in South Florida, where Cuba-watching sometimes resembles a contact sport. 

Cuba A La Carte: Forgoing Tours Brings Travel Challenges (Trejos, USAT) from USA Today 17 Jul 15

HAVANA—At Parque Central, a park anchored by a statue of national hero Jose Marti, a favorite pastime among Cubans is to try to guess one’s
nationality.

Castro: Next Week The “Long And Complex” Task Of Normalizing Relations With The US Begins from Miami Herald 16 Jul 15

Cuban leader Raúl Castro said Wednesday that when Cuba and the United States reestablish diplomatic ties next week after a 54-year gap, the
“long and complex” phase of the relationship will begin as the two countries work toward normalizing relations.

Raul Castro Eyes ‘New Stage’ For US-Cuba As Ties To Resume from AP 16 Jul 15

HAVANA (AP) — Raul Castro said Wednesday that Cuba and the United States are entering a new era as the countries prepare to restart
diplomatic relations next week, though he insisted more changes in U.S. policy toward the communist-run island are necessary. 

Raul Castro Calls On Obama To Dismantle Cuba Embargo from AFP 16 Jul 15

Havana (AFP) – Cuban President Raul Castro asked his US counterpart Barack Obama Wednesday to use his executive powers to “dismantle” the
economic embargo placed on his island nation.

2 Cuban Soccer Players Are No-shows At Gold Cup Match In US from AP 16 Jul 15

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) — The whereabouts of two Cuban national soccer team midfielders are unknown ahead of the squad’s Gold Cup match
vs. Guatemala. 

Ex-Commerce Secretary Gutierrez: Cuba must recognize business needs to make a profit from Miami Herald 15 Jul 15

Former Secretary of Commerce Carlos Gutierrez said Tuesday that now is the time for Cuba to start exploring membership in international
financial institutions if it wants to attract investment capital, grow and develop its economy.

Mariel Port, Economic Zone Attract 1st Foreign Firms from Associated Press 15 Jul 15

MARIEL, Cuba (AP) — At Cuba’s new mega-port project west of Havana, shipping containers are stacked five-deep the length of its 2,300-foot
(700-meter) dock alongside four massive, Chinese-built offloading cranes.



Tourism Is Surging in Cuba from Bloomberg 14 Jul 15

Visitors have flocked to Havana since the U.S. and the island nation made nice 

FEATURE: The strange and challenging world of Cuban tech start-ups from Miami Herald 13 Jul 15

Cuba may have one of the lowest Internet penetration rates in the Western Hemisphere, but that hasn’t stopped the development of a tech start-up
community whose young entrepreneurs have aspirations similar to millennials in the United States.

Planting Seeds Against The Cuban Embargo from Bloomberg 13 Jul 15

In the first quarter of 2015, the number of organizations lobbying the federal government about the Cuban embargo doubled from the previous
three months. Senate records show that in the wake of President Obama announcing the normalization of diplomatic relations with Havana,
dozens of organizations—ranging from Marriott International to Royal Caribbean Cruises to Major League Baseball—rushed to send
representatives to talk to members of Congress about repealing sanctions enacted against Fidel Castro’s communist regime by President Kennedy
in 1962.

Fidel Castro reappears in public for 2nd time in a week from EFE 13 Jul 15

Havana, Jul 11 (EFE).- Cuba's former President Fidel Castro reappeared in public for the second time in a week, at a meeting with officials and
civil servants of the Interior Ministry, whom he presented with diplomas for their work in food production. 

Cuba records 16 pct rise of tourists from XINHUA 13 Jul 15

HAVANA, July 11 (Xinhua) -- Cuba has received two million foreign tourists so far this year, an increase of 16 percent over the same period in
2014, the Ministry of Tourism said Saturday.

Senate leader says Congress will block some Obama moves on Cuba from Reuters 13 Jul 15

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The top Senate Republican said on Sunday that Congress is likely to block any nominee that President Barack Obama
names as ambassador to Cuba and retain broad economic sanctions, even as Obama moves to establish diplomatic and economic ties with the
Communist-run island.

Cuba Announces 5-fold Spike In Cruise Tourism Since 2012 from Associated Press 10 Jul 15

Cruise ship tourism to Cuba spiked more than five-fold over the last three years and is up even higher so far in 2015, government officials
reported Thursday. 

Dissident Group Asks To Meet Pope In Cuba from Agence France-Presse 10 Jul 15

A prominent Cuban dissident group has asked to meet Pope Francis during his upcoming visit to Cuba in September, its leader said Thursday. The
Ladies in White, made up of the wives and relatives of former political prisoners, visited the Vatican’s mission in Cuba to submit their request. 

State Dept.: Cuban Detentions Won’t Slow Normalization from Associated Press 8 Jul 15

The State Department says it is concerned about the beating of a political activist and the detention of another 100 activists by Cuban authorities
last weekend, but says the incident will not change the process of normalizing diplomatic relations with the island nation. 

Spanish minister: Cuba's economic reforms open "extraordinary opportunities" from EFE (Spain) 7 Jul 15

Spain's minister of industry, energy and tourism said here Tuesday that the economic reforms being pursued by Cuba's President Raul Castro
"mark a good route" and open up "extraordinary opportunities." 

Bahamas, Cuba to establish cultural ties from EFE (Spain) 6 Jul 15

The Bahamian government has signed an agreement with Cuba to establish cultural ties, including the creation of a student exchange program.
The minister of Youth, Sports and Culture, Daniel Johnson, signed the accord Cuban Culture Minister Julian Gonzales in Santiago de Cuba, the
Bahamian government said in a statement. 

No change for now in Cuba migration policy: US from Agence France-Presse 6 Jul 15



Washington has no current plans to modify its Cuban migration rules after the Cold War foes announced the re-establishment of diplomatic ties
from July 20, officials said Monday. 

Fidel Castro reappears in public at a meeting of master cheesemakers from EFE (Spain) 4 Jul 15

The leader of the Cuban Revolution, Fidel Castro, reappeared in public at a meeting lasting more than four hours with the island's master
cheesemakers at the Food Industry Research Institute, official media said Saturday. 

Cubans demand end of U.S. blockade against island from Xinhua (China) 4 Jul 15

With Cuba and the United States announcing to restore diplomatic relations by re-opening embassies in Washington and Havana on July 20,
Cubans now demand an eventual lifting of the U.S. blockade against the island which has been going on for over half a century. 

S. Africa calls for lifting of U.S. embargo against Cuba from Xinhua (China) 3 Jul 15

South Africa on Friday called on the United States to immediately lift its unilaterally imposed blockade against Cuba. 

OPINION: Despite Mr. Obama’s ‘engagement,’ Cuba Continues Its Repression from Washington Post 2 Jul 15

IN announcing the reopening of the U.S. embassy in Havana, President Obama said “nobody expects Cuba to be transformed overnight” by his
policy of “engagement.” That’s just as well because in the first six months of Mr. Obama’s normalization of relations with the Communist regime
most indicators of human rights on the island have moved in the wrong direction. 

UPDATE: Cubans hail diplomatic ties with US from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 15

As word spread that the United States will soon turn its interests section into a full-fledged embassy in Havana, Cubans standing outside the
mission voiced hope for a better future. 

UPDATE: Cuban foreign minister to open embassy in Washington from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 15

Cuban Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez will preside over the historic opening of his country's embassy in Washington on July 20, his
government said Wednesday. 

UPDATE: US, Cuba to restore ties; Obama calls for end to embargo from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 15

US President Barack Obama announced a deal Wednesday to restore diplomatic ties with Cuba, describing it as an "historic step forward" that
must be followed by an end to the decades-old US embargo. 

US proposes US, Cuba reopen embassies as of July 20: Havana from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 15

US President Barack Obama has proposed that the United States and Cuba reopen embassies in their respective capitals as of July 20, in a letter
delivered Wednesday to President Raul Castro, authorities in Havana said. 

UPDATE: Obama to unveil deal with Cuba to reopen embassies from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 15

President Barack Obama will unveil Wednesday a breakthrough deal with Cuba to reopen embassies in Washington and Havana, officials said, in
a major step toward ending decades of Cold war enmity. 

On Cuban embassy news, Marco Rubio restates vow to oppose ambassador from Miami Herald 1 Jul 15

U.S. Sen. Marco Rubio, a key voice opposing the United States’ opening to Cuba, reacted to the news that the two nations are set to establish their
embassies by repeating his vow to oppose one of the next steps in the thawing process -- the confirmation of an ambassador to the island nation --
until certain conditions are met. 

UPDATE: China welcomes normalized Cuba, U.S. ties: spokesperson from Xinhua (China) 1 Jul 15

China welcomes and supports Cuba and the United States carrying forward normalization of their ties, a Foreign Ministry spokesperson said on
Wednesday. 

UPDATE: Restoration of Cuba-US diplomatic relations not to affect Russian-Cuban ties - deputy from Tass (Russia) 1 Jul 15

Restoration of diplomatic relations between Cuba and the United States will not negatively affect the contacts between Moscow and Havana, the



first deputy chairman of the international affairs committee of the State Duma, the lower house of Russia's parliament, Leonid Kalashnikov
(Communist Party), said Wednesday. 

UPDATE: UN chief welcomes Cuba, U.S. to reopen embassies from Xinhua (China) 1 Jul 15

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon on Wednesday welcomed the announcement that Cuba and the United States will reopen embassies in
other's capital city on July 20. 

AP Source: US, Cuba to announce embassy openings Wednesday from Associated Press 30 Jun 15

A senior Obama administration official says the U.S. and Cuba will announce the opening of embassies in Washington and Havana on Wednesday.

Cuba becomes first nation to eliminate mother-to-child HIV from Agence France-Presse 30 Jun 15

Cuba on Tuesday became the first country in the world to eliminate mother-to-child transmission of HIV and syphilis, the World Health
Organization said. 

Kazakh president to visit Cuba from Interfax (Russia) 30 Jun 15

Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev is due to pay a visit to Cuba, the Kazakh Senate's press service said in a report on Tuesday following a
meeting of the chamber's Speaker Kasym-Zhomart Tokayev and Cuban Deputy Foreign Minister Rogelio Sierra Diaz. 

Cuba, China call for deeper cooperation from Xinhua (China) 29 Jun 15

Cuba and China should join hands to further improve bilateral relations and boost cooperation, Raul Castro, President of the Council of State of
Cuban, has said. 

Cuba, China to expand biotechnology cooperation from Xinhua (China) 28 Jun 15

Cuba and China are set to expand cooperation in the field of biotechnology, the Cuban News Agency ( ACN) reported Sunday. The 8th meeting of
the Cuba-China Joint Working Group on Biotechnology will be held Monday and Tuesday in Havana to review progress made over the last two
years on already existing agreements. 

UPDATE: Visiting U.S. senators voice support for lifting embargo against Cuba from Xinhua (China) 27 Jun 15

Visiting U.S. senator Patrick Leahy said here Saturday that the most of the congressmen and American people support the restoration of
diplomatic relations with Cuba and the lifting of the economic blockade against the island. 

US senators urge full US-Cuba embassy ties from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 15

A trio of US senators visiting Cuba's capital on Saturday called for the reopening of full embassies in Havana and Washington, under the recent
US-Cuban diplomatic thaw. 

US Sen. Leahy sees 'positive change,' work to do in Cuba from Associated Press 27 Jun 15

A leading U.S. Democratic senator said Saturday that Cuba is making progress on reform, but much remains to be done including opening a U.S.
embassy in the country. 

Cuba’s Top Rum Gets Boost From Tourism While Awaiting U.S. Entry from Miami Herald 26 Jun 15

The Parisian distiller Pernod Ricard SA is toasting the thaw in U.S.-Cuba relations. After decades on the U.S. no-go list, Cuba is developing into a
hotspot in the Caribbean, spurring interest by companies ranging from Airbnb Inc. to Netflix Inc. 

Amid new engagements, US tags Cuba, Iran as rights abusers from Associated Press 25 Jun 15

The Obama administration on Thursday tagged Iran and Cuba as serial human rights abusers even as it accelerates attempts to improve relations
with both countries. 

EU, Cuba hold first human rights dialogue meeting in Brussels from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 15

The European Union (EU) and Cuba here on Thursday held their first human rights dialogue meeting. According to a press release issued by the
European External Action Service, they agreed that dialogue should, in principle, take place on an annual basis. It should cover all human rights



issues brought to the table by any of the parties. 

Cuba reports rise in drug, firearms trafficking in early 2015 from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 15

Officials from Cuba's border control agency on Thursday reported 29 attempts to introduce drugs to the island during the first half of 2015, an
increase compared with the same period last year. 

Venezuelan training vessel Simon Bolivar visits Cuba from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 15

Venezuelan Navy training vessel the Simon Bolivar docked in Havana's port Wednesday as part of her 27th Overseas Instruction Cruise. 

EU to hold first high-level human rights dialogue meeting with Cuba from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 15

The European Union (EU) will hold a first High-Level Human Rights Dialogue meeting with Cuba on Thursday, according to a press release
issued here Wednesday by the European External Action Service. 

Cuba sees first-half GDP growth of 4 percent from Reuters 22 Jun 15

The Cuban economy will grow 4 percent in the first half of 2015, in line with official forecasts on the strength of increases in sugar production,
manufacturing, construction and trade, Economy Minister Marino Murrillo said. 

American Food Producers See Bonanza In Cuba, But Steep Barriers Remain from Washington Post 19 Jun 15

Before the U.S. embargo, Cuba bought more American rice than any other country in the world. Now, most Cuban rice comes from Vietnam. Last
year, Cuba imported $200 million worth of wheat — virtually all of it from Europe and Canada and none from the United States, the largest
global exporter. 

Human rights organization estimates 71 political prisoners in Cuba from EFE (Spain) 19 Jun 15

The dissident Cuban Commission for Human Rights and National Reconciliation, or CCDHRN, estimates that at least 71 prisoners are being held
on the island for "political reasons or by means of politically imposed procedures," about half as many as were documented a year ago. 

Putin welcomes Cuba-U.S. rapprochement from EFE (Spain) 19 Jun 15

Russian President Vladimir Putin said here Saturday that he views the rapprochement between Cuba and the United States as a positive step,
while he declined to comment on the situation in Venezuela, citing Russia's custom of non-intervention in the internal affairs of other nations. 

Cuban gov't delegation due in Seoul for culture event from Yonhap (South Korea) 18 Jun 15

A Cuban government delegation will arrive here next week for a joint cultural event, the Foreign Ministry said Thursday, as the sides are moving
to restore diplomatic ties. 

US Coast Guard sends 32 rafters back home to Cuba from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 15

The US Coast Guard has repatriated 32 Cuban migrants intercepted in a rickety raft headed to the United States, the fourth such incident in less
than a week, officials said Thursday. The individuals were sent back to Cuba's Bahia de Cabanas Wednesday, the Coast Guard said in a statement. 

EU official says progress made on cooperation, trade issues in talks with Cuba from Xinhua (China) 17 Jun 15

A European External Action Service senior official said here Wednesday that the freshly-concluded talks between the EU and Cuba saw progress
on cooperation, trade and economy areas, while less progress were made on political issues. 

OPINION: Voices: Too Soon To Judge Obama’s Cuba Plan from USA Today 17 Jun 15

Wednesday will mark six months since President Obama and Cuban President Raúl Castro made their historic announcement that they were
reestablishing diplomatic relations between the Cold War foes. 

China, Germany to boost air connections to Cuba from Xinhua (China) 15 Jun 15

Chinese and German airlines are strengthening their air connections with Cuba, state daily Granma reported Monday. 

Cuba, EU to continue talks on normalizing ties from Xinhua (China) 14 Jun 15



Cuba and the European Union (EU) will hold a fourth round of talks starting Monday on normalizing bilateral ties, and paving the way for
unrestricted trade and political cooperation. 

U.S. senators meet in Cuba with vice president, foreign minister from EFE (Spain) 13 Jun 15

A delegation made up of U.S. Senators Jeff Flake, Susan Collins and Pat Roberts, all Republicans, made a working visit to Havana, where on
Saturday they met with Cuban First Vice President Miguel Diaz-Canel and with Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez. 

Cuba, Portugal agree on agricultural cooperation from Xinhua (China) 11 Jun 15

Cuba and Portugal have signed a cooperation agreement to exchange experiences and information in sanitary and phytosanitary measures in
agriculture, state daily Granma reported Thursday. 

EU, Latin America urge US to lift embargo on Cuba from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 15

The EU joined Latin America and the Caribbean in calling Thursday for the United States to lift its decades-old embargo on Cuba and in vowing
to help secure a global deal in Paris to curb climate change. 

EU determined to strike first bilateral accord with Cuba from EFE (Spain) 10 Jun 15

European Council president Donald Tusk confirmed on Wednesday that the European Union is determined to finish negotiating its first bilateral
agreement with Cuba, equally hoping for the normalization of relations between Havana and Washington to end the U.S. embargo against the
Caribbean island. 

U.S. Frees Hundreds Of Cuban Criminals Because Havana Won’t Take Them Back from Washington Times 10 Jun 15

Hundreds of Cuban criminals are released onto the streets of the U.S. every year because that nation won’t take them back — even though the
Obama administration is trying to broker a more open relationship with the communist island nation. 

Newsman Jack Skelly Who Fled Cuba 56 Years Ago Is Ready For A Visit from Miami Herald 10 Jun 15

John T. Skelly’s life has been inextricably linked with Cuba, Fidel Castro and the Kennedys. 

US appreciates opening of global financial system, CAF, to Cuba from EFE (Spain) 10 Jun 15

The U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for Latin America, Roberta Jacobson, welcomed the Development Bank of Latin America, CAF's, approach
to Cuba stressing that the island will need "technical assistance" to advance their reforms for greater openness to the global financial system. 

Raul Castro adviser urges "decolonization" of new technologies from EFE (Spain) 8 Jun 15

A prominent Cuban intellectual who serves as an adviser to President Raul Castro has urged progressive elements in the international community
to lead a "decolonizing" approach to the use of new technologies. 

Declassified Document Says Posada Carriles Likely Planned 1976 Bombing Of Cuban Plane from Miami Herald 5 Jun 15

A 1976 document declassified Wednesday by the State Department shows concerns about the CIA’s links with extremist groups within the Cuban
exile community and points to Luis Posada Carriles as the most likely planner of the bombing attack against a Cubana Airlines plane that year. 

Embassy In Havana? House Panel: Cuba, No! from McClatchy 4 Jun 15

The White House may be moving quickly to restore full diplomatic relations with Cuba, but House Republicans are trying to put on the brakes as
a key panel voted Wednesday to prohibit funding for a U.S. embassy in Havana. 

As Cuba trade beckons, US ports jostle to become the gateway from McClatchy 4 Jun 15

As U.S.-Cuban relations emerge from a deep freeze, U.S. port cities desiring to become gateways to the island are jostling for advantage. Leading
the pack is Tampa, Fla., home to the second-largest Cuban-American population in the United States. But port cities like Mobile, Ala., New
Orleans and Houston are not sitting still. 

White House threatens to veto Cuba travel curbs from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 15

The White House signaled its intent Monday to veto legislation that would stymie President Barack Obama's push to open travel to Cuba, the



latest political clash over his landmark foreign policy goal. 

EU and Cuba to resume talks June 15 from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 15

A new round of talks to warm relations between the European Union and Cuba has been scheduled for June 15 and 16 in Brussels, a Havana
official told AFP Wednesday. 

OPINION: Obama Administration Turns A Blind Eye To Cuba’s Transgressions from Miami Herald 3 Jun 15

As Gen. Raúl Castro celebrates his removal from the U.S. State Department’s list of State Sponsors of Terrorism, President Obama’s finding that
Havana “no longer supports international terrorism” is not one to be taken seriously in Washington. 

Dissident group: 641 political arrests during May in Cuba from EFE (Spain) 3 Jun 15

The dissident Cuban Commission for Human Rights and National Reconciliation, or CCDHRN, reported Wednesday that in May there were at
least 641 politically-motivated arrests on the communist island, almost double the number registered the previous month and the highest monthly
total in the past 10 months. 

Canada expands air links with Cuba from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 15

The Canadian and Cuban governments signed a deal to allow more flights between their two countries, Canada's transportation minister
announced Tuesday. 

U.S. invites Cuba to adopt more open market from EFE (Spain) 2 Jun 15

U.S. Undersecretary of Commerce for International Trade Stefan Selig on Tuesday invited Cuba to open its market and make reforms as part of
the process of normalization with the United States at the inauguration of a conference on the island's economic future. 

In An Online World, Cuba Remains A Stand-in-line Society from Washington Post 1 Jun 15

As one of Havana’s largest state-run retail hubs, the Supermercado 3ra y 70 is the communist government equivalent of a Target or Wal-Mart,
created as a one-stop shopping center. It was designed, quite possibly, by sadists. 

Cuba advances free-market experiments with caution from Xinhua (China) 1 Jun 15

Cuban President Raul Castro has urged his cabinet to scrutinize the results of the country's limited free-market reforms to ensure it is on the right
path, state daily Granma reported Monday. 

Cuba's corruption-fighting measures fall short: govt from Xinhua (China) 1 Jun 15

Anti-corruption measures put in place by the Cuban government have not had the expected impact, state daily Granma reported Monday. 

Stage Set For Cuba’s Removal From U.S. Terrorism List from Miami Herald 29 May 15

For 33 years, Cuba has occupied a spot on the U.S. list of state sponsors of terrorism — a place reserved for nations that repeatedly provide
support for international acts of premeditated, politically motivated violence against non-combatants. 

US senator in Cuba says normal relations 'weeks away' from Associated Press 27 May 15

A U.S. senator leading a delegation to Cuba predicts the two countries are just weeks away from full diplomatic relations. Sen. Tom Udall says the
steps toward full relations that began with the historic detente announced Dec. 17 are nearly complete. 

Even Sport Fishing Benefits From Better US-Cuba Relations from Associated Press 27 May 15

An annual sport fishing tournament is benefiting from the thaw in relations between the U.S. and Cuba. 

U.S. attorneys travel to Cuba to examine legal regulations from EFE (Spain) 27 May 15

Representatives of several Florida law firms are traveling on Wednesday to Cuba to evaluate firsthand the system of regulations affecting business
and its legal protection, within the context of the process of normalizing relations with the Havana regime. 

Building ties: Japan mulls energy, infrastructure aid to Cuba from Nikkei English News (Japan) 24 May 15



Japan is considering expanding developmental assistance to Cuba beyond just the agricultural and medical fields into energy- and infrastructure-
related projects, in a bid to bolster ties with the Latin American nation. 

Cuban port terminal in transformation with Chinese assistance from Xinhua (China) 24 May 15

Santiago de Cuba's Guillermon Maoncada port is undergoing a dramatic transformation into a modern multipurpose terminal with involvement of
a Chinese company. 

Development work begins at Cuba's container terminal in Mariel from Xinhua (China) 22 May 15

A little more than a year after the official inauguration of the Containers Terminal in Cuba, the first projects to be approved by the food industry
are underway there, local daily "Juventud Rebelde" said on Friday. 

US-Cuba talks stretch into second day from Agence France-Presse 22 May 15

The United States and Cuba agreed to hold an unscheduled second day of talks on Friday hoping to overcome hurdles blocking the restoration of
diplomatic ties frozen for some five decades. 

U.S. And Cuba Meet For Talks To Fully Restore Diplomatic Ties from New York Times 22 May 15

The United States and Cuba are closer than ever to reaching an agreement to fully restore diplomatic relations and reopen embassies, officials in
both countries said as negotiators met Thursday in Washington for another round of talks to iron out remaining details and discuss possible dates. 

Is Obama Weighing A Cuba Visit Sometime Soon? from Washington Post 22 May 15

President Obama could visit Cuba before the end of his term in office, White House press secretary Josh Earnest said Thursday. 

US, Cuba Push To Finalize Talks On Re-establishing Embassies from Associated Press 22 May 15

American and Cuban officials were trying Thursday to complete talks to re-establish embassies in each other’s capitals after a half-century
interruption. Many differences appeared close to being resolved. 

Both Sides Optimistic About 4th Round Of US-Cuba Talks from Miami Herald 22 May 15

The fourth time could be the charm as the United States and Cuba head into their next round of talks aimed at reestablishing diplomatic ties and
opening embassies. 

U.S.-Cuba Talks on Restoring Diplomatic Ties Stall from New York Times 22 May 15

Despite a wave of optimism, United States and Cuban negotiators meeting in Washington late this week could not reach an accord on re-
establishing diplomatic ties fractured five decades ago during the Cold War. 

US Optimistic About Next Round Of Talks With Cuba, Set For Thursday from Los Angeles Times 21 May 15

The U.S. and Cuba on Thursday head into a fourth round of talks aimed at renewing diplomatic ties after more than half a century of hostile
estrangement and bolstered by the historic meeting of Presidents Obama and Raul Castro on the margins of the Summit of the Americas in
Panama in April. 

Both Sides Optimistic About 4th Round Of US-Cuba Talks from Miami Herald 21 May 15

The fourth time could be the charm as the United States and Cuba head into their next round of talks aimed at reestablishing diplomatic ties and
opening embassies. 

Cuban press quiz White House from Agence France-Presse 21 May 15

A group of Cuban journalists made a symbolic appearance in the White House press room Thursday, posing questions and offering further
evidence that the vestiges of Cold War animosity are rapidly receding into history. 

Cuban gov't opens account at Florida bank from EFE (Spain) 20 May 15

The Cuban Interests Section in the United States opened an account at the Stonegate Bank in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, after in 2014 it was left
without banking services here, local media reported Wednesday. 



Cuba Establishes Banking Relationship In US, Furthering Ties from Associated Press 20 May 15

Cuba has established a banking relationship in the U.S., clearing another major obstacle to the countries re-establishing diplomatic relations, a
senior State Department official said Tuesday. 

US And Cuban Sailors In Friendly Race Amid Warming Relations from Associated Press 20 May 15

Competitive sailors from the U.S. and Cuba have been showing off their skills in Havana Bay as the two countries work on restoring diplomatic
relations after decades of hostility. 

US, Cubans In First Regatta Since Diplomatic Thaw from Agence France-Presse 20 May 15

Cuban and American sailors competed Tuesday in the first regatta since their countries’ decision to seek normal ties after more than five decades
of Cold War strains. 

Cuba’s Dairy Industry, Once Touted As A Success, Is Struggling from McClatchy 20 May 15

Cuba’s dairy industry is moribund as well. Dairy cows today on average produce less than a gallon a day, a fraction of the seven to eight gallons
U.S. dairy cows issue daily, not to mention White Udder’s voluminous service to socialism. 

Elián González Speaks Out: I Would Visit US One Day; Relatives Should Apologize from Miami Herald 19 May 15

Elián González, who was caught up in a bitter custody war between his father in Cuba and his Miami family that ultimately returned him to the
island 15 years ago when he was six, says he’d like to visit the United States again — but this time as a tourist. 

U.S. admits full normalization with Cuba impossible until embargo is lifted from EFE (Spain) 19 May 15

The United States admitted Tuesday that no "complete" normalization of relations with Cuba can occur until the trade embargo against the island
is lifted, something that will only be resolved over the "long term," and it said that the round of talks to be held this week will deal with the last
obstacles to opening embassies in the two capitals. 

U.S. officials hopeful ahead of talks with Cuba on reestablishing relations from Washington Post 19 May 15

The United States and Cuba both expressed optimism ahead of talks scheduled for Thursday on reestablishing diplomatic relations. 

OPINION: After A Visit From The Pope, Mr. Castro Has Much To Confess from Washington Post 19 May 15

Who am I to tell the pope how to be, well . . . the pope? But after President Raúl Castro of Cuba, an observant communist for most of his life, said
he was so impressed with Francis that he was considering returning to the Roman Catholic Church, I would have liked for the pope to have
handed Castro a list of political prisoners, adding, “Free these people, and then we’ll talk.” 

Behind The Pope’s Embrace Of Castro from Wall Street Journal 18 May 15

Speculation runs from a Trojan horse plan to Latin American antipathy of the U.S.

Cuba: There is an "appropriate context" for rapprochement with U.S. from EFE (Spain) 18 May 15

A Cuban Foreign Ministry official said Monday that there is an "appropriate bilateral and regional context" within which to move forward on
reestablishing relations with the United States and opening embassies, matters that will be discussed at the next round of negotiations, to be held
in Washington on May 21. 

Cuba says migrants aboard US ship allowed back into country from Associated Press 16 May 15

U.S. authorities detained the migrants at sea as they headed toward the United States. Those migrants would ordinarily be quickly sent back to
Cuba under an existing agreement intended to discourage sea crossings. But U.S. officials said Cuba balked because the migrants had tourist visas
issued by the Caribbean nation of St. Lucia and thus were not covered by the agreement. 

U.S. Coast Guard holding 38 Cuban migrants at sea from EFE (Spain) 15 May 15

Thirty-eight Cuban migrants intercepted last month near the Virgin Islands are being held aboard a U.S. Coast Guard vessel in international waters
pending Havana's agreement to take them back, a State Department official confirmed to Efe on Friday. 



Number of wireless users in Cuba tops 3 mn in April from EFE (Spain) 14 May 15

The number of wireless users in Cuba topped 3 million in April, when a promotion by state telecommunications monopoly Etecsa enabled the
company to meet 40 percent of its 2015 target for new cellular lines, the official daily Juventud Rebelde reported Thursday. 

Hollande's visit to Cuba opens door to strategic, lucrative Latin American markets: expert from Xinhua (China) 14 May 15

"Normalizing relations with Cuba is a means of facilitating improvement of relations with other Latin American governments," said Janette
Habel, an expert on Cuba affairs, adding French President Francois Hollande's "important visit" would reinforce economic ties with strategic
markets. 

US, Cuba to hold embassy talks next Thursday: State Department from Agence France-Presse 14 May 15

American and Cuban officials will meet on May 21 to discuss reopening embassies and tackle broader migration, security and environmental
issues, the US State Department said Thursday. 

US, Cuba to meet next week on reopening embassies: minister from Agence France-Presse 13 May 15

The United States and Cuba will hold a new meeting next week in Washington on reopening embassies, the latest step in their historic
rapprochement, Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez said Wednesday. 

US repatriates 50 Cuban migrants found at sea from Agence France-Presse 13 May 15

The United States repatriated 50 Cuban migrants Wednesday who had been intercepted at sea in precarious rafts trying to reach US shores. 

OPINION: What Are The Vatican’s Objectives In Cuba? from Miami Herald 13 May 15

Raúl Castro traveled to the Vatican and met with Pope Francis. Their conversation, behind closed doors, apparently was very satisfactory for the
Cuban dictator. He declared that, if the pope stayed the same, “I’ll go back to praying and go back to the Church.” After all, he added, “I was
always in Jesuit schools.” 

UPDATE: French President Meets Fidel and Raúl Castro in Cuba from New York Times 12 May 15

President François Hollande of France has called for an end to the United States trade embargo against Cuba, where he met with Fidel Castro in
the first visit by a Western head of state to Havana since the United States announced plans in December to re-establish diplomatic relations with
the country. 

Raul Castro: US and Cuba ambassadors to be named soon from Associated Press 12 May 15

Cuba and the U.S. will name ambassadors to each other's countries after the island is removed from the U.S. list of state sponsors of terrorism
later this month, Cuban President Raul Castro said Tuesday. 

Cuba's Castro concerned over 'illegal' activity at U.S. mission from Reuters 12 May 15

Cuban President Raul Castro said on Tuesday he was concerned about "illegal" training for dissidents at the U.S. diplomatic mission in Havana,
an issue he raised with U.S. President Barack Obama in talks on restoring diplomatic ties. 

Pope Francis to visit Cuba between September 19-22 from EFE (Spain) 11 May 15

Pope Francis will visit Cuba between September 19-22 as part of a tour that will then take him to the United States, the Conference of Catholic
Bishops of Cuba, or COCC, said Monday. 

UPDATE: France's Hollande calls for end to US embargo on Cuba from Agence France-Presse 11 May 15

French President Francois Hollande called Monday for an end to the US embargo on Cuba during a historic visit to the island, the first by a
Western leader since Washington and Havana moved to restore ties. 

White House: Obama visit to Cuba 'not ruled out' from Agence France-Presse 11 May 15

US President Barack Obama has no immediate plans to visit Cuba but has not ruled out making such a trip "in the year to come," the White House
said Monday. 



France's Hollande to meet Fidel Castro in Cuba visit: office from Agence France-Presse 11 May 15

French President Francois Hollande will meet Cuba's Fidel Castro Monday during his historic visit to the island, the first by a Western leader since
Washington and Havana moved to restore ties. 

Castro at Vatican thanks pope for mediation role with US from Agence France-Presse 10 May 15

Cuban President Raul Castro met with Pope Francis at the Vatican Sunday, thanking the pontiff for his role in brokering the recent rapprochement
between Havana and Washington, a papal spokesman said. 

Fidel Castro hails Russia, China as "shield" for peace from EFE (Spain) 8 May 15

Russia and China "constitute a powerful shield of world peace and security so that the life of our species may be preserved," Cuba's Fidel Castro
said in an article published Friday by official media. 

Netherlands offers to mediate to spur Cuba-EU negotiations from EFE (Spain) 7 May 15

Dutch Foreign Minister Bert Koenders said Thursday in Havana that his country is ready to act as a mediator to "stimulate" the negotiations
between Cuba and the European Union for a bilateral accord on the basis of the "solid relationship" The Netherlands has with the island. 

Russia, Cuba to implement number of economic projects from Interfax (Russia) 6 May 15

Russian Presidential Aide Yury Ushakov has listed a number of promising bilateral economic projects ahead of the talks between Russian
President Vladimir Putin and Cuban State Council leader Raul Castro. 

UPDATE: Cuba's Castro starts Russian visit from Agence France-Presse 6 May 15

Cuban President Raul Castro has arrived in Moscow and was to hold meetings Wednesday on a visit that will see him participate in the Victory
Day military parade May 9. 

US experts size up Cuba's untapped oil wealth from Agence France-Presse 6 May 15

US experts were briefed by Cuban authorities for the first time Wednesday on technical details of a possible partnership to tap Cuba's deep-sea oil
wealth, in another sign of warming ties between the two nations. 

Google web-browsing toolbar debuts in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 6 May 15

A Google toolbar to streamline tasks -- such as searching the Internet or bookmarking online pages with Web browsing programs -- made its debut
in Cuba on Wednesday. 

Medvedev, Raul Castro to meet in Moscow Wednesday from EFE (Spain) 5 May 15

Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev and Cuban President Raul Castro will meet on Wednesday in Moscow to discuss enhancing bilateral
cooperation, the Russian government said. 

Pope to hold private audience with Raul Castro from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 5 May 15

Cuban President Raul Castro will meet with Pope Francis at a private audience Sunday, Vatican spokesman Federico Lombardi said Tuesday. 

US authorizes commercial ferry services to Cuba from Agence France-Presse 5 May 15

The United States authorized commercial ferry services to Cuba for the first time in more than a half-century on Tuesday, another major step in
improving relations between the two countries. 

Cuban Wrestlers To Face USA In Times Square from Associated Press 5 May 15

The Cuban national wrestling team will face off against the U.S. in an exhibition in New York’s Times Square later this month. 

Cuban president hails Algeria's foreign policy from Agence France-Presse 4 May 15

Cuban President Raul Castro on Monday praised Algeria's role in trying to resolve conflicts in neighbouring Mali and Libya during a visit to the
North African country. 



Anti-Cuban embargo movement picks up steam in US from Associated Press 4 May 15

Big businesses are putting their muscle into new Washington lobbying efforts to end the U.S. embargo on Cuba as the two countries press ahead
to re-establish diplomatic relations. 

Dissident organization denounces increase in police violence in Cuba from EFE (Spain) 4 May 15

The dissident Cuban Commission for Human Rights and National Reconciliation, or CCDHRN, on Monday announced that in April there were at
least 338 arrests for political reasons in Cuba, fewer than the 610 it tallied the month before, but it claimed there has been an increase in political
violence directed against opposition members. 

Cuba's Raul Castro visits Algeria from Xinhua (China) 4 May 15

Cuban President Raul Castro began on Sunday a three day visit to Algeria at the invitation of his Algerian counterpart Abdelaziz Bouteflika, APS
news agency reported. 

Cuba: Fidel Castro Meets With Japanese Foreign Minister from Associated Press 4 May 15

An official Cuban newspaper reports that Fidel Castro joined his brother, President Raul Castro, for a rare appearance to meet with Japan’s foreign
minister. 

UPDATE: Fidel Castro meets Japanese foreign minister in Havana from Agence France-Presse 3 May 15

Cuba's former president Fidel Castro has met with Japan's foreign minister, Fumio Kishida, local media reported. 

Japan to launch "large scale cooperation" with Cuba from Xinhua (China) 3 May 15

The Japanese government announced plans on Saturday to increase cooperation and strengthen bilateral ties with Cuba. The announcement came
as the Japanese Foreign Minister Fumio Kishada concluded his official visit to the Caribbean island. 

Japan eyes 'large-scale' cooperation with Cuba from Agence France-Presse 2 May 15

Japan's Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida said Saturday that Tokyo wants to launch "large-scale cooperation" with Havana to support the island's
reforms. 

Japan sees rising business interest in Cuba with thaw from Agence France-Presse 1 May 15

Japanese business interest in Cuba is likely to intensify because of the thaw in US-Cuban relations, Japan's foreign minister said in an interview
published Thursday as he arrived for a visit. 

Cuba-Britain business forum produces deals worth $400 mn from EFE (Spain) 30 Apr 15

Cuba and Britain signed investment accords in tourism, energy and agriculture valued at approximately $400 million during a business forum held
this week in Havana, the state-run Web site Cubadebate reported Thursday. 

Storm leaves three dead in Havana from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 15

Three people died as a result of torrential rains and high winds that damaged more than two dozen structures and flooded parts of Havana, local
media reported Thursday. 

Cuban ambassador in Berlin dampens expectations for political change from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 30 Apr 15

Cuba's ambassador to Germany Rene Juan Mujica Cantelar Thursday lowered expectations for political change on the Caribbean island after the
ongoing historic reconciliation between Washington and Havana. 

Pritzker On Cuba: ‘I Will Lead A Delegation There’ from Miami Herald 29 Apr 15

U.S. Secretary of Commerce Penny Pritzker is laser-focused on expanding U.S. exports and American competitiveness, but these days she’s also
spending time on a market that purchased only $291.3 million worth of U.S. exports and ranked 49th among American trading partners last year. 

Raul Castro, Vatican emissary discuss pope's Cuba visit from Agence France-Presse 28 Apr 15



Cuban President Raul Castro met with a high-ranking Vatican emissary to discuss Pope Francis's September visit to the communist island,
officials said Tuesday. 

Congress Moving to Improve Trade With Cuba from US News & World Report 27 Apr 15

Congress has been moving swiftly on rule changes that could provide American producers of agricultural products greater access to Cuba by
removing barriers to credit. 

Severe drought plagues Cuba's westernmost province from EFE (Spain) 27 Apr 15

A severe drought affecting Pinar del Rio, Cuba's westernmost province, has left reservoirs at only 28 percent of capacity and forced authorities to
implement water-saving measures, official media reported Monday. 

Cuba’s Removal From Terrorism List May Prove More Symbolic Than Business-friendly from Miami Herald 27 Apr 15

Regulations governing the United States’ new commercial opening toward Cuba were announced in January, but so far there have been few
takers. 

OPINION: Obama Administration Ignores ‘Fugitive Issue’ from Miami Herald 27 Apr 15

President Obama’s actions to remove Cuba from the State Department’s list of terrorist states is stripping the United States of its leverage to
achieve economic and political reform in Cuba. 

OPINION: Voices: Soviet Bloc’s Lessons For Change In Cuba from USA Today 27 Apr 15

Now it’s Cuba’s turn. Can the last Soviet-style economy learn anything from the agonies of its one-time Marxist-Leninist brethren? 

Cuba Moves Closer To Exit U.S. Terror List from New York Times 24 Apr 15

President Obama’s decision to remove Cuba from a list of state sponsors of terrorism is not likely to face a challenge in Congress, after a
Republican who had threatened to lead the opposition said Thursday that there was no legal mechanism to do so. 

Republicans Won’t Challenge Cuba’s Removal From Terrorism List from Miami Herald 24 Apr 15

Republicans say they will not mount a challenge to President Barack Obama’s plan to remove Cuba from the list of state sponsors of terrorism. 

OPINION: Rewards Of Diplomacy From A Thaw In US-Cuba Relations from Boston Globe 22 Apr 15

CRITICS OF the decades-old embargo on Cuba have long argued that it’s an irritant in US relations with other countries in Latin America, but
only now are the broader diplomatic benefits of a thaw becoming clear.

Mogherini: EU, Cuba to hold political dialogue meeting in June from Xinhua (China) 22 Apr 15

The European Union (EU) foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini on Wednesday said EU and Cuba restarted political dialogue and will hold the
first meeting in June. 

U.S., Cuba agree to develop cancer vaccine with clinical trial in U.S. from Xinhua (China) 21 Apr 15

U.S. and Cuban cancer research centers have agreed to develop cancer vaccine under deals signed here during a two-day visit by New York State
Governor Andrew Cuomo and a delegation of 18 business leaders and academics, company executives said on Tuesday. 

Cuomo Stays Optimistic After Seeing The Challenges Of Doing Business In Cuba from New York Times 21 Apr 15

Those along for the ride on Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo’s whirlwind trade mission to Cuba got a quick lesson on the challenges of doing business
here: They saw abject poverty and a poorly developed infrastructure — and even experienced spotty air-conditioning at a hotel as temperatures
soared well above 90 degrees. 

Upbeat Cuomo Arrives in Cuba, Seeking Trade and Recalling His Father from New York Times 20 Apr 15

Just before 11:30 a.m. on Monday, Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo peered out an airplane window and got his first glimpse of Havana, a city he hopes
will one day prove to be an economic boon to New York. 



As some US farmers see markets in Cuba, those in Florida see worries from McClatchy 20 Apr 15

Congress this week will be talking up the possibility of expanding agricultural markets to Cuba _ a shift encouraged by U.S. farmers and some
members of Congress, who see a $2 billion market just 90 miles from U.S. shores. 

Two opposition candidates defeated in Cuba vote from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 15

Two Cuban opposition candidates failed Sunday to become the island's first non-Communist elected officials in decades. 

Dissidents on the ballot in historic Cuba vote from Agence France-Presse 19 Apr 15

Cubans are voting in local elections Sunday featuring two opposition candidates who could become the island's first non-Communist elected
officials in decades. 

Faltering Colombia Peace Talks Cast Doubt Over Cooperation from New York Times 19 Apr 15

But the two sides have been negotiating a peace deal for over two years, and their ability to trust each other and work together was thrown into
new doubt last week when 11 army soldiers and at least one rebel fighter were killed in a confrontation that President Juan Manuel Santos
condemned as a violation of a rebel pledge in December not to attack government forces. 

Pope to visit Cuba in September: Vatican from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 15

Pope Francis is planning to visit Cuba in September as part of a trip that will also take him to the United States, the Vatican announced on Friday. 

Cuba commemorates victory at Bay of Pigs amid thaw with U.S. from EFE (Spain) 16 Apr 15

Cuba on Thursday began commemorating the 54th anniversary of the proclamation of the socialist nature of its revolution, which had been
declared a day before the 1961 Bay of Pigs invasion, an event that marked the start of the long confrontation with the United States, although both
Washington and Havana are now undertaking a process of rapprochement. 

US: Spain, Cuba in talks for extradition of 2 ETA members from Associated Press 16 Apr 15

A U.S. State Department official says Spain and Cuba are in extradition discussions about two members of the Basque armed separatist group and
wanted by Spain since 2010. 

Spain seeks more economic engagement with Cuba from EFE (Spain) 16 Apr 15

Spain is proposing "opening a new phase of greater intensity" in economic and trade relations with Cuba, in the current situation of a developing
rapprochement between the communist island and the United States and the opportunities that will bring, according to Spanish Secretary of State
for Trade Jaime Garcia-Legaz. 

ANALYSIS: Next move in U.S.-Cuba thaw rests in Havana from New York Times 16 Apr 15

The Cuban government offered measured praise for President Obama's decision to clear it from a list of terrorism-sponsoring nations, but gave no
indication following the announcement whether it would accelerate plans to normalize diplomatic relations. 

Cubans to open talks about US fugitives as ties warm from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

The U.S. and Cuba will open talks about two of America's most-wanted fugitives as part of a new dialogue about law-enforcement cooperation
made possible by President Barack Obama's decision to remove Cuba from a list of state sponsors of terror, the State Department announced
Wednesday. 

OPINION: Barriers Remain for American Business in Cuba from New York Times 15 Apr 15

It had become a political sticking point: As long as Cuba remained on the American government’s list of states that sponsor terrorism, there would
be no historic opening of America’s first full-fledged embassy in Havana in more than 50 years. 

Obama removes Cuba from state sponsor of terror list from Associated Press 14 Apr 15

The White House says President Barack Obama is removing Cuba from a list of state sponsors of terrorism, a key step in President Barack
Obama's bid to normalize relations between the two countries. 



Cuba praises 'fair' US pledge on terrorism list from BBC 14 Apr 15

Cuba has welcomed as "fair" a US decision to remove it from a list of state sponsors of terrorism, saying it should never have been on the list in
the first place. 

Spain wants to be in "forefront" of economic changes in Cuba from EFE (Spain) 14 Apr 15

Spain wants to be in the "forefront" of the economic changes that Cuba will experience in the coming years with the new relationship between the
island and the United States, the Spanish secretary of state for trade said here Tuesday. 

American Flags Popping Up In Cuba On Everything But A Pole from New York Times 14 Apr 15

The diplomatic thaw between the United States and Cuba has been accompanied by an unexpected outburst of flag-waving here — of the
American flag. 

U.S. media emphasize historic change after Obama-Castro meeting from EFE (Spain) 12 Apr 15

U.S. media outlets on Sunday discussed the "historic" meeting between U.S. President Barack Obama and his Cuban counterpart, Raul Castro,
saying it was a key milestone in a new era of relations between the two countries. 

UPDATE: Obama says not decided whether to remove Cuba from terror sponsors list from Xinhua (China) 11 Apr 15

U.S. President Barack Obama said Saturday he has not yet decided on whether to remove Cuba from State Sponsors of Terrorism List and that he
has held "candid and fruitful conversation" with Cuban leader Raul Castro on the sidelines of a regional summit. 

Obama says talks with Castro 'candid and fruitful' from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 15

US President Barack Obama said Saturday that he did not shy away from discussing human rights concerns during his historic meeting with
Cuban leader Raul Castro. 

Castro absolves Obama of fault for U.S.' "imperialist aggression" from EFE (Spain) 11 Apr 15

Cuban President Raul Castro recounted the history of U.S. "imperialist aggression" in Latin America in an address here Saturday at the 7th
Summit of the Americas, although he absolved U.S. head of state Barack Obama of responsibility for those past actions. 

Cuba affirms socialist convictions, calls for end to trade embargo from Xinhua (China) 11 Apr 15

Cuban leader Raul Castro Saturday affirmed Cuba's socialist convictions, while calling for an end to the U.S. trade embargo. 

Obama: Cubans' enthusiasm "proves that we're on the right path" from EFE (Spain) 10 Apr 15

U.S. President Barack Obama hailed his recent decision to order the restoration of full diplomatic relations with Cuba, telling Efe that short-term
results are already apparent, including significant progress toward the re-opening of embassies, and that the Cuban people are enthusiastically
welcoming the new approach. 

UPDATE: Kerry, Cuban minister see 'progress' in historic talks from Agence France-Presse 10 Apr 15

US Secretary of State John Kerry and Cuba's foreign minister made progress as they held historic talks Thursday to restore diplomatic ties, a US
official said before their presidents attend a landmark summit. 

UPDATE: US, Cuba chief diplomats hold landmark meeting from Agence France-Presse 10 Apr 15

The Cuban and US foreign ministers held a historic meeting in Panama late Thursday, the highest-level encounter between the Cold War-era foes
in decades ahead of a historic summit. 

UPDATE: Obama advised to take Cuba off terror list from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 15

US President Barack Obama has been advised by aides to remove Cuba from a list of state sponsors of terrorism, a major hurdle in his diplomatic
thaw with Havana. 

US lawmaker: State Dept recommends lifting Cuba terror designation from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 15

The State Department has recommended that Cuba be removed from the US blacklist of alleged state sponsors of terrorism, a leading member of



the Senate foreign relations committee said Thursday. 

Obama And Castro To Break Cold War Ice In Person from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 15

US President Barack Obama and Cuba’s Raul Castro will have a historic face-to-face encounter at the Summit of the Americas this week,
breaking the ice after decades of glacial relations. 

UPDATE: State Department Review of Cuba’s Status on Terrorism List Is Complete, Obama Says from New York Times 9 Apr 15

President Obama said Thursday that the State Department had completed its review of whether to remove Cuba from its list of nations that
sponsor terrorism, but he added that he had not yet received a final recommendation and was not ready to announce a decision. 

Defying U.S., Cuba stands by Venezuela on eve of regional summit from Reuters 8 Apr 15

Cuba said on Wednesday it would remain steadfast by Venezuela even as it seeks to improve ties with the United States, criticizing Washington's
Venezuela policy before a summit meeting where the U.S. and Cuban leaders will meet face-to-face. 

U.S., Cuba not expected to re-open embassies before regional summit: Obama aide from Xinhua (China) 7 Apr 15

The United States and Cuba are not expected to re-open embassies before a regional summit slated for April 10-11, an aide to U.S. President
Barack Obama said Tuesday. 

Cuba to launch new publication to promote products, services in May from EFE (Spain) 7 Apr 15

A new Cuban publication named "Ofertas" devoted to publicizing products and services, both produced by the state-run sector as well as the
island's private sector, will go on sale in May in Cuba, local media reported. 

Obama says would move fast to take Cuba off terrorism sponsor list from Reuters 7 Apr 15

President Barack Obama vowed on Tuesday to act quickly once he receives a State Department recommendation on whether to remove Cuba
from the U.S. list of terrorism-sponsoring countries, a remaining obstacle to the restoration of relations between Washington and Havana. 

NBA Set For 1st Cuba Trip Since Order To Restore Relations from Associated Press 7 Apr 15

The NBA is set to become the first U.S. professional sports league to visit Cuba since President Barack Obama ordered diplomatic relations
between the countries to be restored. 

Cuba says Obama's steps to ease embargo 'insufficient' from Agence France-Presse 6 Apr 15

Cuba's trade minister said Monday that US President Barack Obama's moves to ease the five-decade embargo on the communist island are
"incomplete and insufficient." 

UPDATE: U.S. not automatically eligible for preferential trade status: Cuba from Xinhua (China) 6 Apr 15

Restoring diplomatic ties with Cuba will not automatically make the United States a preferential trade partner, Havana-based news agency Prensa
Latina (PL) reported Monday. 

UPDATE: Obama, Castro will have chance to meet: White House from Agence France-Presse 6 Apr 15

US President Barack Obama and Cuba's Raul Castro will have an opportunity for an historic face-to-face meeting at the Summit of the Americas
this week, a senior White House official told AFP Monday. 

OPINION: Obama Rehabilitates The Castro Brothers from Wall Street Journal 6 Apr 15

The Organization of American States is now open to dictatorships.

Fidel Castro makes first public appearance in 14 months from Agence France-Presse 6 Apr 15

Cuba's former president and revolutionary icon Fidel Castro has made his first public appearance in 14 months, local media reported Saturday.
The state-run newspaper Granma said Castro had this week met with a Venezuelan delegation that had been invited to the communist island. 

Obama and Raul Castro to 'interact' at Americas summit: US official from Agence France-Presse 6 Apr 15



President Barack Obama and Cuban counterpart Raul Castro will have an "interaction" when they attend next week's Summit of the Americas in
Panama, a US official said Friday. 

Is Cuba ready for the business boom? from The Telegraph (UK) 5 Apr 15

Cuba’s government has realised that its highly-educated squadrons of medics, pharmacists and biotechnicians are an appealing prospect for
international businesses looking to expand. As a result, the authorities in Havana are highlighting the investment potential of their nation, in
developments unimaginable only a few years ago. 

U.S.-based Airbnb Adding Private Cuban Homes To Listings from Miami Herald 3 Apr 15

Airbnb lets travelers book stays in a shipping container in the Netherlands, a treehouse in Spain and a castle in Croatia. And as of Thursday, the
San Francisco-based company will add private homes in Cuba known as casas particulares to its million-plus listings in more than 190 countries.

Airbnb offers Cuba lodgings in major US business expansion from Associated Press 2 Apr 15

The popular online home-rental service Airbnb will allow American travelers to book lodging in Cuba starting Thursday in the most significant
U.S. business expansion on the island since the declaration of detente between the two countries late last year. 

U.S. concerns reflect "ignorance" of Cuban reality: official from Xinhua (China) 2 Apr 15

Ongoing talks between Cuba and the United States serve to address misconceptions and "ignorance" of the Cuban society, a top official said
Thursday. 

Havana wants Internet for 'all Cubans' by 2020 from Agence France-Presse 2 Apr 15

Havana announced Thursday it wants "all Cubans" to be connected to the Internet by 2020, a goal the United States says will be difficult given the
government's communications monopoly. 

Cuba Delegate Reports ‘Civilized’ Talks On Rights With US from Associated Press 1 Apr 15

A Cuban delegate to talks with the United States says the two sides have held “a respectful, professional, civilized conversation” on human rights
in Washington. 

U.S. companies cautioned to curb their enthusiasm for trade with Cuba from Washington Post 1 Apr 15

President Obama’s efforts to normalize relations with Cuba are producing a wave of enthusiasm from U.S. firms eager to do business there, but
that passion is bumping up against stubborn realities of Cuba’s limited economic capacity and uncertainty about what is permitted under both U.S.
and Cuban law. 

US, Cuba hold technical talks on human rights from Agence France-Presse 31 Mar 15

US and Cuban officials held a brief technical-level meeting Tuesday to define an agenda for future sessions on human rights as part of the
rapprochement between the long-time adversaries, a Cuban source said. 

UPDATE: U.S., Cuba end human rights meeting amid "differences" and "respect" from EFE (Spain) 31 Mar 15

The United States and Cuba on Tuesday concluded a preliminary meeting to determine the guidelines for their future dialogue on human rights, a
session in which the two nations' differences on the issue were "evident," albeit one conducted amid an "atmosphere of respect," according to the
Cuban delegation. 

US, Cuba To Face Off On Human Rights from McClatchy 31 Mar 15

The latest round in the U.S.-Cuba rapprochement gets underway Tuesday when the two countries meet in Washington to discuss the potentially
divisive issue of human rights. 

U.S. And Cuba To Face Off On Human Rights In Tuesday Washington Meeting from Miami Herald 31 Mar 15

The latest round in the U.S.-Cuba rapprochement gets under way Tuesday when the two countries meet in Washington to discuss the potentially
divisive issue of human rights. 



Pritzker: U.S. Business Can Be At The Forefront Of Change In Cuba from Miami Herald 31 Mar 15

U.S. Secretary of Commerce Penny Pritzker said Monday that she is planning a trip to Cuba as soon as diplomatic ties are renewed and that
trading with the island can involve the U.S. business community in “positive change” in Cuba. 

Cuba wants more Internet access while keeping state control from Agence France-Presse 30 Mar 15

Cuba wants to boost public Internet access while keeping the Communist government's control over it, a senior US official close to talks with
Havana on technology said Monday. 

Georgia to open embassy in Cuba from Tass (Russia) 30 Mar 15

Georgia opens its embassy in Cuba, a fourth country in Latin America to have a Georgian diplomatic mission, Georgian Foreign Ministry
Spokesman David Kereselidze told journalists on Monday. 

US-Cuba rights talks 'preliminary' in nature: US from Agence France-Presse 27 Mar 15

A round of US-Cuban talks devoted to human rights will be "preliminary" in nature and used to set a format for future discussions on the issue,
the State Department said Friday. 

Japan FM eyes visit to Cuba: report from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 15

Japanese Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida could visit Cuba next month, a report said Thursday, becoming one of the highest-profile visitors to the
isolated island since a thaw began between Washington and Havana. 

US telecommunications delegation in Cuba for talks from Associated Press 25 Mar 15

A delegation of U.S. telecommunication officials is in Havana to meet with their Cuban counterparts as part of talks to restore full diplomatic
relations between the countries. 

EU official: Deal with Cuba possible by end of year from Associated Press 25 Mar 15

The European Union's foreign affairs chief met with Cuban President Raul Castro on Tuesday in a bid to accelerate talks aimed at normalizing ties
with the island's communist government and said a deal could be in place by the end of the year. 

EU Foreign Policy Chief Starts Cuba Visit from Agence France-Presse 24 Mar 15

EU foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini arrived in Cuba for crucial talks aimed at normalizing ties between the European Union and the
communist island state. 

Russia, Cuba preparing major energy, civil-aviation projects - Lavrov from Interfax (Russia) 24 Mar 15

Russia and Cuba are preparing large projects in various areas, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said after meetings with President of the
Cuban Council of State, Raul Castro, and Cuban Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez. 

U.S. takes 45 Cuban entities off terrorism blacklist from EFE (Spain) 24 Mar 15

The U.S. government on Tuesday removed 45 Cuban companies, individuals and vessels from a list of entities suspected of supporting terrorism
or drug trafficking, in the latest step to ease restrictions on the island's economy and promote stronger bilateral ties. 

Russian FM visits Cuba, calls for end to US trade embargo from Associated Press 24 Mar 15

Russian Foreign Minister Serguei Lavrov has launched a tour of Latin America with a stop in Cuba, where he has called for an end to the U.S.
embargo against the island nation. 

Russia wants to be 'in step' with Cuba on US embargo from Agence France-Presse 24 Mar 15

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov visited Cuba on Tuesday, saying he was meeting officials there to develop a joint position on the US
embargo on the communist island. 

UPDATE: Russian foreign minister praises new U.S.-Cuba relations from Reuters 24 Mar 15

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov praised the thaw in U.S.-Cuban relations on Tuesday during a six-hour stop in Havana, his first visit here



since the United States and Cuba agreed to restore diplomatic ties. 

EU foreign policy chief in Cuba to boost bilateral ties from Xinhua (China) 23 Mar 15

European Union foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini arrived on Monday in Cuba for an official two-day visit aimed at boosting bilateral
cooperation. 

EU's Mogherini prepares for first Cuba visit from Agence France-Presse 22 Mar 15

EU foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini arrives in Cuba on Monday in a bid to spur delicately balanced talks aimed at normalizing ties with
the communist island state. 

Questions over US-Cuba talks amid Venezuela dispute from Associated Press 18 Mar 15

It has been a strange few days for U.S.-Cuba relations that are meant to be on the mend. First, the two sides emerged from surprise talks in
Havana on Monday with nothing to say about progress toward reopening embassies after more than a half-century hiatus. U.S. Assistant Secretary
of State Roberta Jacobsen returned to Washington as quietly as she arrived. 

Both sides mum during latest round of U.S.-Cuba talks from EFE (Spain) 17 Mar 15

Cuba and the United States on Monday in this capital resumed their dialogue on reestablishing diplomatic relations and opening embassies at the
most closely-guarded meeting the two parties have held since the historic announcement of the rapprochement between the two nations. 

UPDATE: Cuba, DPRK underscore "excellent" state of ties from Xinhua (China) 17 Mar 15

Cuban Foreign Affairs Minister Bruno Rodriguez Monday met here with his counterpart from the Democratic People's Republic of Korea
(DPRK) and the two officials underscored the "excellent" state of bilateral ties. 

U.S.-Cuba Talks on Restoring Diplomatic Ties End Abruptly from New York Times 17 Mar 15

The United States and Cuba have ended their third round of talks on re-establishing diplomatic relations as abruptly as the meeting was
announced, with no breakthrough on sticking points and in an atmosphere of rising tension over Venezuela. 

Direct charter flights resume between Havana and New York from EFE (Spain) 17 Mar 15

Weekly direct charter flights between Havana and New York resumed on Tuesday following a third round of talks on the restoration of diplomatic
ties between the United States and Cuba. 

UPDATE: Talks wrap up and Cuba's leader lambastes US over Venezuela from Associated Press 17 Mar 15

A third round of negotiations over the restoration of full diplomatic relations ended after a day of talks, Cuban and U.S. officials said Tuesday.
Hours later, Cuban President Raul Castro delivered a toughly worded attack on the United States for levying a new round of sanctions on his
country's closest ally, Venezuela. 

Cuba approves first public wi-fi hub in Havana from BBC 16 Mar 15

Cuba's state telecom agency Etecsa has granted approval to the artist Kcho to open the country's first public wireless hub at his cultural centre.
Kcho, who has close ties to the Cuban government, is operating the hub using his own, government-approved internet connection, and paying
approximately $900 (£600) per month to run it. 

Peace talks to resume in Havana amid growing optimism from Miami Herald 16 Mar 15

As government and guerrilla negotiators begin the 34th round of peace talks in Cuba on Tuesday in hopes of ending Colombia's half-century
conflict, they're going to have a powerful force behind them: momentum. 

Pro-Venezuela protest to greet US negotiator in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 15 Mar 15

The US negotiator for normal diplomatic ties with Cuba is due back in Havana on Sunday -- just as thousands rally to support close ally
Venezuela in a mounting row with Washington. 

Cuba allows rare free public Wi-Fi at Havana cultural center from Associated Press 13 Mar 15



Cuba has allowed the launch of the island's first known free, public Internet service at a Havana cultural center that quietly began offering open
Wi-Fi in recent weeks. 

US, Cuba re-establish direct phone link: official from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 15

The United States and Cuba have re-established a direct telephone link, the Cuban state telecommunications company said Wednesday, in the
latest step toward normalizing ties between the one-time Cold War foes. 

Cuba dissident leader expects to survive referendum vote from Associated Press 11 Mar 15

The head of the Cuban dissident group the Ladies in White was poised to survive a referendum on her leadership Wednesday following an internal
dispute that sparked demands for her resignation. 

OPINION: Cuba’s Wrongdoing Goes Unchallenged from Miami Herald 11 Mar 15

A few days after American negotiators met with Cuban officials to continue talks to reestablish formal diplomatic relations, a Chinese ship bound
for Cuba was intercepted near Colombia’s Port of Cartagena carrying 100 tons of gunpowder, almost 3 million detonators and some 3,000 cannon
shells to Cuba. 

U.S. cooperatives present plan for helping Cuban colleagues from EFE (Spain) 10 Mar 15

Members of American cooperatives from different sectors of the economy announced Tuesday the launch of the U.S.-Cuba Cooperative Working
Group to promote the exchange of ideas and experiences with their Cuban colleagues and to promote its role in boosting the Cuban economy. 

Gov. Terry McAuliffe to travel to Cuba to promote trade from Washington Post 10 Mar 15

Gov. Terry McAuliffe announced Tuesday that he will travel to Cuba as part of a trade mission intended to build on partnerships forged between
the commonwealth and the island nation years before the recent thaw in U.S.-Cuba relations. McAuliffe (D) made the announcement as Cuba’s
top diplomat in the United States spoke at an agricultural trade conference at a Richmond hotel. 

OPINION: Cuba’s Wrongdoing Goes Unchallenged from Miami Herald 10 Mar 15

A few days after American negotiators met with Cuban officials to continue talks to reestablish formal diplomatic relations, a Chinese ship bound
for Cuba was intercepted near Colombia’s Port of Cartagena carrying 100 tons of gunpowder, almost 3 million detonators and some 3,000 cannon
shells to Cuba. 

Japan, Cuba agree to boost trade amid U.S.-Cuba talks to restore ties from Kyodo (Japan) 9 Mar 15

Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida and Ricardo Cabrisas, vice president of the Council of Ministers of Cuba, agreed Monday to boost bilateral trade
and investment in the wake of the start of negotiations in January between the Caribbean country and the United States to restore diplomatic ties. 

Cuba re-establishes summer time to save energy from Xinhua (China) 8 Mar 15

Cuba on Sunday re-established Daylight Saving Time, also known as Summer Time, in a bid to make a better use of sunlight and save fuel. 

Cubans Request Direct And Secret Vote In ‘Juventud Rebelde’ Forum from Miami Herald 6 Mar 15

Cuba’s electoral system doesn’t allow for the direct election of the island’s leaders, but when the newspaper Juventud Rebelde asked readers about
how the Communist country elects its leaders, their opinions were clear: They direct and secret votes. 

Florida House Republicans Eager To Rebuke Obama On New Cuba Policy from Miami Herald 6 Mar 15

A rebuke to President Barack Obama for reestablishing diplomatic relations with Cuba received the support Thursday of a committee in the
conservative Florida House of Representatives. 

EU, Cuba In ‘Frank’ Talks To Normalize Relations from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 15

The European Union and Cuba held a third round of “frank” talks aimed at normalizing relations, as Havana and Washington work through their
own historic rapprochement. 

U.S. agribusinesmen in Cuba call for end to embargo from Xinhua (China) 5 Mar 15



A sizable delegation of U.S. agri- business owners visiting Cuba has called for an end to the U.S.- led trade embargo, state daily Granma reported
Tuesday. The 96-member delegation of agricultural representatives on Monday kicked off a series of meetings with their Cuban counterparts,
aimed at "exploring trade and exchange opportunities, " said the daily. 

Cuba looks north to US farmers for help with food crisis from Associated Press 4 Mar 15

The rust-red fields stretched for miles in the Cuban sun, garlic shoots and beetroot leaves waving gently in the spring breeze. 

Detentions of dissidents in Cuba rise again despite talks with US from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Mar 15

Cuban authorities carried out 492 temporary detentions of dissidents in February, the highest figure in six months and almost three times as many
as in January, the Cuban Commission for Human Rights and National Reconciliation (CCDHRN) said Tuesday. 

BLOG: Why Midwestern farmers want to break the Cuba embargo from Washington Post 3 Mar 15

Cuba policy sometimes makes strange bedfellows, which is how a man like Thomas Marten, a burly Illinois soybean farmer with a bushy red
beard, had come to Havana to make a statement about the principles of free enterprise. "As a Republican, I believe in trade for the betterment of
all people," he said, as he rushed to another business meeting with communist officials. "Prohibiting it is something that hurts us all." 

Hollande plans first ever visit by French president to Cuba: presidency from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 15

President Francois Hollande will visit Cuba on May 11 in the first ever such visit by a French head of state, the French presidency announced
Tuesday. 

EU, Cuba hold new round of talks to normalize ties from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 15

Cuba and the European Union will meet Wednesday and Thursday for a third round of negotiations aimed at normalizing ties following the
historic rapprochement between Havana and Washington. 

French president to pay first state visit to Cuba in May: Elysee from Xinhua (China) 3 Mar 15

French President Francois Hollande will visit Cuba in May in a move to improve diplomatic and economic links with Havana, his office the
Elysee said on Tuesday. 

Fidel Castro meets spies freed by US from Agence France-Presse 2 Mar 15

Cuba's Fidel Castro met this weekend with the three intelligence agents freed by the United States as part of last December's historic
rapprochement, state media said Monday. 

U.S. agriculture delegation visits Cuba, protests embargo from Reuters 2 Mar 15

The most important U.S. agricultural delegation to visit Cuba in more than a decade began three days of meetings on Monday, hoping to find
potential business partners, while urging the U.S. Congress to lift the U.S. embargo on trade with the island. 

U.S., Cuba will focus dialogue "completely" on reopening embassies from EFE (Spain) 26 Feb 15

The second round of talks between the United States and Cuba, due to take place on Friday in Washington, will focus "completely" on
reestablishing diplomatic relations between the two countries and seeking to reopen their respective embassies "as soon as possible." 

Reality sinks in for many Cubans on eve of talks with US from Associated Press 26 Feb 15

The jubilation that greeted the announcement of U.S.-Cuban detente two months ago has faded to resignation for many Cubans who are realizing
they're at the start of a long process unlikely to ease their daily struggles anytime soon. 

Cuba says terror list, banking issues are blocking better ties with the U.S. from Washington Post 26 Feb 15

With the United States and Cuba set to resume talks Friday in Washington on the restoration of diplomatic relations, a senior Cuban official said
his government wants to be removed from the U.S. list of terrorism-sponsoring nations and to be able to reopen U.S. bank accounts in order for
the process to move forward. 

Senior U.S. lawmaker makes case against removing Cuba from terror list from Reuters 26 Feb 15



A senior U.S. lawmaker is pressing his case against any Obama administration plan to remove Cuba from the U.S. list of state sponsors of
terrorism, saying the communist-ruled island is harboring dozens of U.S. fugitives. 

Spain blasts ex-PM meeting with Castro in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 15

Spain's conservative government reacted angrily Thursday to a visit by former Socialist Prime Minister Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero to Cuba and
his meeting with Cuban President Raul Castro, calling it disloyal. 

*Fixers* keep Cuba rolling through embargo from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 15

After half a century lacking basic goods, many Cubans have become experts at fixing devices and cars long past their prime. 

Russia, Abu Dhabi in talks on Cuba airport: report from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 15

Russia is seeking backing from Abu Dhabi investors to build a giant airport in Cuba seen as an international gateway to Latin America, a report
said Wednesday. 

FEATURE: Inequality Becomes More Visible In Cuba As The Economy Shifts from New York Times 25 Feb 15

As Cuba opens the door wider to private enterprise, the gap between the haves and have-nots, and between whites and blacks, that the revolution
sought to diminish is growing more evident. 

Cuba honors five spies who served long prison terms in U.S. from Reuters 24 Feb 15

Cuba President Raul Castro on Tuesday pinned medals on five spies, declaring them national heroes for infiltrating right-wing exile groups that
plotted against Havana and for then enduring long prison terms in the United States. 

Cuban communists announce 2016 party convention from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 15

Cuba's ruling Communist Party has agreed to hold a party congress next year and approve a new electoral law, state run media said. 

Dissidents say as many as 200 arrested in Cuba from Associated Press 23 Feb 15

Cuban dissidents say that more than 100 anti-government activists have been arrested and they are awaiting word Monday on how many have
been released. 

High court hands win to Cuban firm over use of Cohiba brand name in U.S. from EFE (Spain) 23 Feb 15

The U.S. Supreme Court gave a victory to state-run Cuban tobacco firm Cubatabaco on Monday by refusing to intervene in the legal case against
a U.S.-based rival firm over the Cohiba trademark that both use for their cigars. 

Cuban cigar maker eyes 25-30 pct of U.S. market if embargo lifted from Reuters 23 Feb 15

Cuban cigar-maker Habanos S.A. expects to immediately gain 25 to 30 percent of the U.S. premium cigar market if the United States lifts its trade
embargo and up to 70 percent of the market within a few years, the company said on Monday. 

UPDATE: US concerned about 'violent silencing' in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 23 Feb 15

The top US diplomat for Latin America expressed concern Monday about the "violent silencing" of dissidents in Cuba, days before the
resumption of US-Cuba talks. 

OPINION: Courting The Castros from Washington Post 22 Feb 15

FOR ALL the high expectations, and deep anxieties, that surround the U.S.-Cuba thaw that President Obama announced two months ago, the
reality is that the process is still in its very early days.

Businessman Cy Tokmakjian back in Canada after 3 years in Cuban jail from EFE (Spain) 21 Feb 15

Canadian businessman Cy Tokmakjian returned to Canada Saturday after spending three years in a Cuban jail for economic crimes, his attorney
Barry Papazian said. 

Cuba stresses int'l cooperation on cybersecurity amid easing U.S. restrictions from Xinhua (China) 21 Feb 15



Cuban First Vice President Miguel Diaz-Canel has said Cuba will continue to cooperate with other countries on cybersecurity as Washington is
easing technological restrictions against the island nation, the official daily Granma reported Saturday. 

Cuba signs telecommunications deal with US firm from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Feb 15

Direct telephone communications between Cuba and the United States are set to be restored, after US telecom firm IDT reached an agreement
with Cuban telecommunications monopoly ETECSA. 

US-Cuba talks tackle human rights, reopening embassies from Agence France-Presse 19 Feb 15

The United States will continue to push Cuba on its human rights record, American lawmakers said in Havana on Thursday, insisting reopening
diplomatic channels was the best way to do so. 

Sponsor Of Bill To Lift Cuban Trade Embargo: Passage ‘just A Question Of When’ from McClatchy 19 Feb 15

U.S. Sen. Amy Klobuchar, a Democrat from Minnesota, predicted that recent bills expanding the U.S. relationship with Cuba would pass
“eventually” – but said she didn’t know when eventually would come. 

Cuba unveils policy for expanding use of new technologies from EFE (Spain) 19 Feb 15

Cuba is launching a "strategic" computerization policy that will involve infrastructure and technology development, e-commerce and expanded
access to the Internet, state-run media reported Thursday. 

Cuban foreign minister welcomes U.S. lawmakers from EFE (Spain) 18 Feb 15

Cuban Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez on Wednesday welcomed a delegation of lawmakers from the U.S. House of Representatives headed by
Democratic minority leader Nancy Pelosi who are in the communist island on an official visit to move forward with reestablishing relations
between the two countries. 

Cuba temporarily cuts price of Internet access from Associated Press 18 Feb 15

Cuba has temporarily reduced the hourly charge for using state-run Internet cafes in the country's first small but substantive public move to
increase online access since the declaration of detente with the U.S. 

Senator: Next round of US-Cuba talks next week from Associated Press 17 Feb 15

A U.S. senator says the next round of negotiations on restoring full diplomatic ties with Cuba will take place next week in Washington. 

In Cuba, US senators urge bipartisan end to embargo from Agence France-Presse 17 Feb 15

Democratic senators visiting Havana called Tuesday for a bipartisan effort in the US Congress to lift the decades-old embargo against communist
Cuba. 

UDPATE: Next round of US-Cuba talks Feb 27 in Washington from Agence France-Presse 17 Feb 15

The United States and Cuba will hold a second round of talks on normalizing relations on February 27 in Washington, the State Department said
Tuesday, as they work to end half a century of enmity. 

Cuba sentences 2 to life imprisonment in trafficking scheme from Associated Press 16 Feb 15

Cuba's official newspaper Granma says two men have been sentenced to life imprisonment in a migrant trafficking scheme that left four people
dead. 

Cuba sentences 2 to life imprisonment in trafficking scheme from Associated Press 16 Feb 15

Cuba's official newspaper Granma says two men have been sentenced to life imprisonment in a migrant trafficking scheme that left four people
dead. 

In Cuba, prosperity will require changes to government control from Washington Post 14 Feb 15

The grand gesture as a way of addressing economic crises, from the mass mobilization to harvest sugar in 1970 to the attempt to replace every
light bulb in the country 35 years later, has disappeared under Cuba's current leader, Fidel Castro's brother Raúl. 



Russian defence minister hails 'constructive' development of Cuba ties in military sphere from Tass (Russia) 14 Feb 15

The Russian-Cuban relations in the military and military-technical sphere are developing in a constructive way, Russian Defence Minister Sergey
Shoigu said during the meeting with Cuba's President Raul Castro on Saturday. 

Cuba, Russia vow to further boost military cooperation from Xinhua (China) 14 Feb 15

Cuban President Raul Castro held talks here Friday with visiting Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu, with both sides expressing readiness to
further strengthening military-technical cooperation between their two countries. 

US Orchestra Travel To Cuba In Major Cultural Exchange from Associated Press 13 Feb 15

The Minnesota Orchestra announced Thursday that it will play two concerts in Cuba in May in what’s believed to be the first major cultural
exchange between the two countries since their leaders announced a move toward warmer relations. 

EU Tip For U.S.-Cuba Negotiators: Patience Is A Virtue from Miami Herald 12 Feb 15

The United States isn’t the only country in negotiations with Cuba. The European Union also has opened a dialogue and hopes to forge a political
and cooperation agreement with the island by the end of the year. 

Senators sponsor bill to end Cuba embargo from EFE (Spain) 12 Feb 15

A bipartisan group of senators on Thursday presented a bill to end the Cuban trade embargo and open up the doors to U.S. exports to the
communist island.

Raul Castro, Erdogan push to strengthen Cuba-Turkey links, dialogue from EFE (Spain) 11 Feb 15

Cuban President Raul Castro and his Turkish counterpart, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, on Wednesday expressed their mutual desire to strengthen
bilateral links in an official meeting held in this capital, the second stop on the Turkish leader's Latin American tour. 

Netflix launches in Cuba as diplomatic relations thaw from BBC 9 Feb 15

Internet movie and television streaming service Netflix has launched in Cuba, as diplomatic relations between the US and Cuba continue to thaw. 

U.S. pressing Cuba to restore diplomatic ties before April: officials from Reuters 6 Feb 15

The United States is pressing Cuba to allow the opening of its embassy in Havana by April, U.S. officials told Reuters, despite the Communist
island's demand that it first be removed from the U.S. list of state sponsors of terrorism. 

New York to start direct flights to Cuba from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 15

Direct flights between New York and Havana are to resume next month when a US charter company seeks to profit from a growing
rapprochement between the United States and Cuba. 

Is It Time to Give Back Guantanamo Bay? from PanAm Post 5 Feb 15

The Military Base Remains a Sticking Point in US-Cuba Negotiations Two OPINIONS: Jacob G. Hornberber: End the Imperialist Outpost &
Alina Brouwer: Don’t Trade US Security for Nothing 

UPDATE: US will back dissidents in Cuba; poll shows support for thaw from Associated Press 4 Feb 15

The Obama administration's lead negotiator with Cuba is vowing to maintain U.S. support for democracy and human rights activists there as she
pushes to restore full diplomatic relations between the countries after a half-century interruption. 

UPDATE: U.S. Official Says Cuba’s Political Detentions Declined from New York Times 3 Feb 15

Cuba temporarily detained about 178 political prisoners in January, Tom Malinowski, the State Department’s senior human rights official, said
Tuesday. 

Cuban dissidents, divided on U.S. outreach, call for more consultation from Washington Post 3 Feb 15

Visiting Cuban dissidents told Congress on Tuesday that while they might disagree on the wisdom of President Obama’s new policy toward Cuba,



they were united in believing that further U.S. engagement with Havana should be based on consultation with political activists on the island. 

Cuba Publishes First Photos Of Fidel Castro In 5 Months from Associated Press 3 Feb 15

Cuba has published the first photos of Fidel Castro in more than five months, showing the 88-year-old former leader engaged in what appears to
be a lively conversation with a university student. 

Obama administration defends new Cuba policy in Congress for 1st time from EFE (Spain) 3 Feb 15

The Barack Obama administration on Tuesday defended its new policy toward Cuba in Congress for the first time despite acknowledging that "the
nature of the Cuban regime has not changed" and the fact that the process of normalizing relations will take "years." 

US diplomat: More US-Cuba talks planned for this month from Associated Press 3 Feb 15

The top American diplomat for Latin America says she'll meet with top Cuban officials again this month to talk about restoring the U.S. Embassy
in Havana. 

Cuba Hearings To Begin Tuesday On Capitol Hill from Miami Herald 3 Feb 15

The first in a series of congressional hearings examining the potential impact of President Barack Obama’s new Cuba policy gets underway
Tuesday in the Senate. 

Cuba publishes first photos of Fidel Castro in nearly six months from Agence France-Presse 3 Feb 15

Cuban state media released the first photographs of former president Fidel Castro to be published in nearly six months late Monday in a bid to
quiet rumors that his health is failing. 

Cuba registers noteworthy drop in political arrests in January, group says from EFE (Spain) 2 Feb 15

Cuba registered some 178 arbitrary and politically-motivated arrests in January, the lowest figure in the past four years, according to the Cuban
Commission for Human Rights and National Reconciliation, or CCDHRN, which emphasized the "noteworthy reduction" in short-term arrests by
the regime. 

U.S. lawmakers preparing Cuba telecomms, agriculture bills: aides from Reuters 2 Feb 15

U.S. lawmakers are preparing a series of bills to ease U.S. restrictions on trade with Cuba, with plans to introduce them in the Senate in the next
two months, senior congressional aides said on Monday. 

Law Favoring Cuban Arrivals Is Challenged from New York Times 2 Feb 15

In the wake of President Obama's move to rekindle diplomatic ties with Cuba, Cuban-American legislators in Washington and local officials in
Florida are calling for reconsideration of a once-sacrosanct element of American foreign policy -- the 1966 law that gives Cubans broader
protections than any other immigrants arriving in the United States. 

Cuban Migrants Flow Into South Florida At Highest Rate In 10 Years from Miami Herald 2 Feb 15

Javier Martínez boarded a plane at José Martí International Airport in Havana one day in October and left the island to seek a better future abroad.
After five days in Ecuador, the 24-year-old accounting graduate made his way to the Mexican border and on Dec. 30 arrived in Miami from
Brownsville, Texas, where he crossed. 

Could Houston be the U.S. hub of trade with Cuba? from Houston Chronicle 31 Jan 15

Could Houston become the major trading hub between the U.S. and Cuba? Experts say that if Washington finally lifts the embargo that restricts
trade between the two countries, the city would have definite advantages over competitors: Put simply, Houston exports things that are in demand
on the island. 

Kerry: 'Enormous interest' in new relationship with Cuba from Associated Press 31 Jan 15

North America has an "enormous interest" in building diplomatic relationships with Cuba, Secretary of State John Kerry said Saturday during a
weekend meeting with his counterparts from Canada and Mexico. 



EDITORIAL: Washington and Havana Break the Ice from New York Times 30 Jan 15

A couple of years after America’s attempted invasion of Cuba in 1961, the disastrous intervention known as the Bay of Pigs, an envoy President
John F. Kennedy secretly dispatched to Havana posed an odd question to the Cuban leader, Fidel Castro. 

Washington And Havana Break The Ice from New York Times 30 Jan 15

A couple of years after America’s attempted invasion of Cuba in 1961, the disastrous intervention known as the Bay of Pigs, an envoy President
John F. Kennedy secretly dispatched to Havana posed an odd question to the Cuban leader, Fidel Castro. 

Investing In Cuba Can Be A Risky Business from Miami Herald 30 Jan 15

The Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce holds its annual South Florida Economic Summit today. This is what businessmen should know about
doing business with Cuba:

U.S. lawmakers seek to end restrictions on travel to Cuba from Reuters 29 Jan 15

Eight Republican and Democratic U.S. senators introduced legislation on Thursday to repeal all restrictions on U.S. citizens' travel to Cuba, the
first step in Congress toward ending the U.S. embargo since President Barack Obama moved toward normal relations last month. 

US says 'no' to handing Guantanamo back to Cuba from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 15

Efforts to improve ties with Cuba will not extend to handing control of Guantanamo Bay back to Havana, the White House said on Thursday. 

In Havana’s Outskirts, A Less Sunny View Of U.S.-Cuba Ties from USA Today 29 Jan 15

Just an hour’s drive from downtown Havana, people in the rural outskirts tend to be more concerned with crops, church and scraping together
their next meal than politics. Yet many intently followed last week’s historic talks in the capital between U.S. and Cuba to gauge how the
diplomatic détente was progressing. 

Raul Castro Demands U.S. Return Control Of Guantanamo Bay To Communist Regime from Washington Times 29 Jan 15

Cuban President Raul Castro said Wednesday that any attempt to normalize relations with the U.S. would be pointless if the U.S. base at
Guantanamo Bay wasn’t returned to the communist regime. 

UPDATE: Raul Castro: US must return Guantanamo for normal relations from Associated Press 28 Jan 15

Cuban President Raul Castro demanded on Wednesday that the United States return the U.S. base at Guantanamo Bay, lift the half-century trade
embargo on Cuba and compensate his country for damages before the two nations re-establish normal relations. 

Cuban leader demands end of US embargo to renew ties from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 15

Cuban President Raul Castro demanded on Wednesday an end to the US embargo against his country in order to make progress in talks to
normalize relations. 

American Express Says Sí To Cuba from Miami Herald 28 Jan 15

American Express is the latest U.S. company to throw its hat into the ring and say it plans to do business in Cuba under new regulations outlined
by the Obama administration. 

Fidel Castro meets with Brazilian theologian: report from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 15

Fidel Castro held a meeting with Brazilian theologian who advocates liberation theology, the state newspaper Granma said Wednesday. 

Fear of immigration policy change triggers new wave of Cuban migrants from Washington Post 27 Jan 15

President Obama’s opening to Cuba has accelerated a surge in Cuban migration to the United States, the latest U.S. statistics show, as many on the
island grow worried that America’s long-standing immigration benefits for Cubans are now in jeopardy. 

Fidel Castro Breaks Silence On U.S.-Cuba Efforts To Renew Diplomatic Ties from Miami Herald 27 Jan 15

Retired Cuban leader Fidel Castro broke his silence Monday on rapprochement with the United States, giving guarded approval to the process
now underway to establish diplomatic ties between the two countries. 



American businesses preparing to flood Cuba from USA Today 27 Jan 15

American diplomats completed their first high-level meetings with their Cuban counterparts in Havana last week. Now come the suits. A wave of
U.S. business leaders are preparing to flood the island to explore new opportunities and to learn about a market that has been largely closed for 50
years. 

Fidel Castro: 'I don't trust the US, nor have I spoken with them' from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 15

Fidel Castro does not "trust the US, nor have I spoken with them," the revolutionary icon, 88, said in a letter attributed to him and read out on
state television Monday. 

FEATURE: Cubans look to US detente for better Web access from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 15

Cubans are starved for information in a country where only 3.4 percent have Internet service at home, which arrives via a fiber-optic cable from
Venezuela, according to the International Telecommunications Union. 

Cuba digs in heels on concessions as part of better US ties from Associated Press 25 Jan 15

The start of talks on repairing 50 years of broken relations appears to have left President Raul Castro's government focused on winning additional
concessions without giving in to U.S. demands for greater freedoms, despite the seeming benefits that warmer ties could have for the country's
struggling economy. 

UPDATE: Top US official to meet dissidents in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 23 Jan 15

The highest-ranking US official to visit Cuba in 35 years will meet with dissidents on Friday, one day after historic talks aimed at normalizing
relations with the communist regime. 

U.S., Cuba Begin Talks Aimed At Ending Decades-long Estrangement from Washington Post 23 Jan 15

The United States and Cuba began historic talks here Thursday, aimed at ending more than five decades of official estrangement. 

Conflict, And Smiles, As U.S. And Cuba Discuss Ties from New York Times 23 Jan 15

The United States and Cuba held talks on Thursday to re-establish diplomatic ties broken during the Cold War, aiming to put the countries on a
path toward normal relations after decades of hostility, acrimony and mistrust. 

UPDATE: US, Cuba move toward embassies, disagree on human rights from Associated Press 22 Jan 15

The United States and Cuba closed two days of historic talks in Havana with some progress toward restoring diplomatic ties after a half-century
of estrangement, but sharp differences over the role of human rights in their new relationship. 

US, Cuba fail to set embassy date, will meet again from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 15

The United States and Cuba failed Thursday to agree on dates to reopen their embassies, but the Cold War foes agreed to meet again to overcome
deep rifts and normalize relations. 

U.S.-Cuba Talks Begin Amid Bilateral Optimism from Washington Post 22 Jan 15

The most senior U.S. official to visit Cuba in decades arrived here Wednesday for talks on normalizing relations between the two countries, barely
a month after President Obama and Cuban President Raúl Castro announced an end to 61 years of official estrangement. 

Kerry's 'to-do' list for restoring US-Cuba ties from Agence France-Presse 21 Jan 15

Cuba and the United States have much to negotiate before the two nations can normalize ties frozen for more than five decades, top US diplomat
John Kerry said Wednesday. 

U.S., Cuba agree to disagree about migration from EFE (Spain) 21 Jan 15

Cuba and the United States held a "respectful dialogue" on immigration matters here on Wednesday, but Washington said it has no plans to
abandon policies that Havana blames for encouraging illegal emigration from the island. 



UPDATE: Cuba, US see good first day of historic talks from Agence France-Presse 21 Jan 15

US and Cuban officials claimed a good first day in historic talks in Havana on Wednesday despite disagreements over migration policies ahead of
negotiations to restore diplomatic ties. 

UPDATE: Cuba, U.S. ready for historic talks on restoring ties from Xinhua (China) 20 Jan 15

Cuba and the United States are preparing to hold historic high-level talks on restoring relations and immigration issues, starting Wednesday in
Havana, the Cuban capital. 

Obama calls for an end to Cuba embargo from Xinhua (China) 20 Jan 15

Hailing the return of Alan Gross, an U.S. contractor jailed in Cuba for five years, U.S. President Barack Obama urged Congress to further ease
sanctions on Cuba in his second-to-last State of Union speech on Tuesday. 

Cuba wants off U.S. terrorism list before restoring normal ties from Reuters 20 Jan 15

Cuba will tell the United States in face-to-face talks this week it wants to be removed from the U.S. list of state sponsors of terrorism before
restoring diplomatic relations, a senior foreign ministry official said on Tuesday. 

Russian spy ship in Havana on eve of US-Cuba talks from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 15

A Russian intelligence warship docked in Havana on Tuesday, the eve of historic US-Cuba talks aimed at normalizing diplomatic relations. 

US officials seek end to Cuban restrictions on diplomats from Associated Press 19 Jan 15

American officials head to Havana this week with fairly modest goals for cooperation with Cuba, hoping restrictions on the U.S. Interests Section
there will end so that an embassy — and symbol of the two countries' new relationship — can be established. 

Florida banks eye opportunities of U.S. opening to Cuba from EFE (Spain) 19 Jan 15

Banks in Florida with overseas operations are looking at potential opportunities created by the U.S. government's easing of the economic embargo
against Cuba. 

US delegation meets with Cuban officials, not Castro from Associated Press 19 Jan 15

Cuba's foreign minister told a group of U.S. senators and congressmen Monday that his country is open to greater diplomatic and trade ties but the
congressional delegation did not meet President Raul Castro, the man who will make many of the key decisions about the new U.S.-Cuban
relationship. 

Moving Swiftly, US Eases Travel And Trade Rules On Cuba from Associated Press 16 Jan 15

Swiftly expanding trade ties with Cuba, the Obama administration opened the door to easier travel and a wide range of new export opportunities
with the communist island starting Friday, punching the biggest hole to date in America’s half-century-old embargo. 

U.S. Eases Cuban Trade And Travel Rules As It Moves Toward Restoring Full Ties from Washington Post 16 Jan 15

The Obama administration announced new rules easing travel and trade restrictions against Cuba on Thursday, moving quickly to implement steps
the president ordered less than a month ago when he said the United States would reestablish diplomatic relations with the island’s communist
government. 

Starting Friday, U.S. Will Ease Restrictions On Travel To Cuba from New York Times 16 Jan 15

The United States government on Friday will begin making it easier for Americans to travel to Cuba than it has been for more than half a century,
opening the door to a new era of contact between neighbors that have been estranged longer than most of their citizens have been alive. 

Fact Sheet: Obama Administration Loosens Trade And Travel Restrictions On Cuba from Washington Post 16 Jan 15

The White House on Thursday provided a guide to its updated approach toward Cuba. The following is a fact sheet provided by the White House.
It explains the Obama administration’s updated policy toward Cuba. Read the full story here. 

Q&A: Understanding Latest U.S.-Cuba Rules from Miami Herald 16 Jan 15



Last month, President Barack Obama announced that the U.S. would normalize diplomatic relations with Cuba. On Thursday, the Treasury and
Commerce departments announced revised rules related to travel, trade, banking and other matters. The rules go into effect Friday. 

OPINION: Voices: Why Fidel’s Death Would Unlikely Topple Regime from USA Today 15 Jan 15

The latest “Fidel Castro is dead” rumors that roared through Cuba over the past week appear, like many before them, to have been proven false. 

53 Cuban Political Prisoners Are Free, But Controversy Remains from Miami Herald 15 Jan 15

Even though the United States has verified that all 53 Cuban political prisoners on a list it submitted to Havana last summer have been freed, the
list continues to stir controversy. 

Business Group: Cuba Deal Opens Prospects For US Companies from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

The head of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce said Wednesday that U.S. efforts to restore diplomatic ties with Cuba and ease curbs on trade
presents American companies with “extraordinary opportunities” to boost business by selling everything from cars to computers. 

Dan Coats, Marco Rubio Challenge Obama’s Power To ‘Unilaterally’ Lift Cuba Sanctions from Washington Times 15 Jan 15

A pair of Republican senators demanded Wednesday that the Treasury explain how it will carry out President Obama’s order to normalize
relations with Cuba and lift sanctions imposed under existing law. 

Freed Cuba Dissidents Praise Detente, Pledge Push For Change from Associated Press 14 Jan 15

Cuban dissidents freed as part of a historic detente with the United States said Tuesday they support the warming of relations and predicted it will
help their efforts to bring change inside their country. 

Sister: Cuban Spy Hailed By Obama Fine, In US from Associated Press 14 Jan 15

The Cuban spy traded to the U.S. for jailed Cuban intelligence agents but out of contact with his family for nearly a month is in the U.S. and is
doing fine, his sister told The Associated Press in an interview Tuesday. 

Cuba’s Latest Revolutionary Trend: Fine Dining from McClatchy 14 Jan 15

Private restaurants in Havana are exploding in number and soaring in quality, providing a treat for visitors and a surprising bright spot in a nation
better known for monotonous food and spotty service. 

Freed Cuba Dissidents Say Detente Will Help Push For Change from Associated Press 14 Jan 15

Newly freed dissidents have high hopes that detente with the U.S. will help their push to bring changes for their country, despite skepticism about
Cuba’s government and worry about the legal cases still hanging over many of them. 

Obama’s Diplomatic Outreach To Cuba Sparks Surge In Immigration Attempts from Washington Times 14 Jan 15

The number of Cubans fleeing to the U.S. has surged since President Obama’s diplomatic deal with the island nation, according to statistics that
lawmakers on Capitol Hill said suggest the administration was caught off guard. 

US: Cuba Completes Release Of 53 Political Prisoners from Associated Press 13 Jan 15

Cuba has completed the release of 53 political prisoners that was part of last month’s historic deal with the United States, the Obama
administration said Monday. The move clears a major hurdle for the normalization of ties between the two countries after more than five decades
of estrangement. 

U.S. businesses eye new opportunities in Cuba from USA Today 12 Jan 15

Jay Brickman envisions a day when the company he works for freely trades with Cuban entrepreneurs and the Cuban government without
restrictions or crippling regulations. 

Cuba moves to expand Internet service slightly from Associated Press 12 Jan 15

Cuba says it will offer WiFi service in a public park in the country's far east but at a price that makes access prohibitive for most Cubans. 



Cuba has freed all 53 prisoners as agreed in U.S. deal - U.S. officials from Reuters 12 Jan 15

Cuba has released all 53 prisoners it had promised to free, senior U.S. officials said, a major step toward détente with Washington. The release of
the remaining prisoners sets a positive tone for historic talks next week aimed at normalizing relations after decades of hostility, the officials said. 

ANALYSIS: Despite changes, U.S. businesses still face a minefield of sanctions in Cuba from Washington Post 11 Jan 15

To the Cuban government, it is “The Blockade,” and sometimes, “The Genocidal Blockade,” as if U.S. Navy gunboats had circled the island and
cut off its inhabitants. 

US firms hoping to open shop in Cuba still face a minefield of sanctions from Washington Post 11 Jan 15

To the Cuban government, it is "The Blockade," and sometimes, "The Genocidal Blockade," as if U.S. Navy gunboats had encircled the island and
cut off its inhabitants. 

Havana's goals in US-Cuba normalization remain unclear from Washington Post 10 Jan 15

One of the first things the State Department would like to do when diplomatic relations are reestablished with Cuba is to renovate the once and
future U.S. Embassy building - a six-story, 1950s-era structure on the Havana waterfront that is in desperate need of a new roof. 

56th anniversary of Fidel Castro's entry in Havana commemorated from EFE (Spain) 9 Jan 15

The Cuban capital has celebrated the 56th anniversary of the entrance of Fidel Castro into the city following the triumph of the revolution on a
day that also marked one year since the last public appearance of Castro, who is yet to comment on the reopening of U.S.-Cuban ties. 

UPDATE: US welcomes 'significant' release of Cuban prisoners from Agence France-Presse 9 Jan 15

The United States hailed Friday the "significant" release of at least 35 political prisoners in the past 48 hours in Cuba, part of moves to normalize
ties between the two countries. 

Cuba denies calling press conference amid rumors of Fidel's health from EFE (Spain) 9 Jan 15

Cuba denied Friday that it had called a press conference in response to rumors circulating on social networks and in the international media about
the state of former President Fidel Castro's health. 

UPDATE: Cuba frees 30 political prisoners: dissidents from Agence France-Presse 9 Jan 15

At least 30 Cuban political prisoners have been released in the last 48 hours, dissident leaders said Thursday, as Cuba moves towards normalizing
ties with the United States. 

US farmers will push Congress to end embargo on Cuba from Associated Press 8 Jan 15

At least 30 food and agriculture American companies and associations announced Thursday they will push Congress to end the embargo the
United States imposed on Cuba in 1962. 

Cuba frees two more political prisoners, dissidents say from Reuters 8 Jan 15

Cuba freed two more detainees, dissidents said on Thursday, as Havana began to release 53 people the United States considers political prisoners,
as part of an agreement between the two nations aimed at ending decades of hostility. 

Cuba releases three prisoners in sign of meeting U.S. agreement from Reuters 8 Jan 15

Cuba released three detainees on Wednesday in a sign it was fulfilling an agreement to free a list of 53 people the United States regards as
political prisoners as part of a thaw in relations between the two nations. 

US to meet Cuba January 21-22 for first talks on new ties from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 15

The United States and Cuba will meet on January 21-22 for their first talks on normalizing diplomatic relations disrupted for half a century, a US
official said Thursday. 

Cuba has released some of 53 'political' prisoners, U.S. says from Reuters 7 Jan 15

Cuba has freed some of 53 people the United States regards as political prisoners, as agreed under last month's U.S.-Cuban rapprochement, the



U.S. State Department said on Tuesday in its first public acknowledgement that some detainees have been released. 

U.S. senator wants Cuba talks canceled over prisoners' fate from Reuters 7 Jan 15

U.S. Senator Marco Rubio, a leading opponent of President Barack Obama's restoration of ties to Cuba, called on the administration on Tuesday
to cancel upcoming talks with Havana at least until dozens of detainees are released. 

Cuban dissident says he believes 2 on US list are freed from Associated Press 7 Jan 15

Two young Cuban political prisoners were freed Wednesday, and a leading human rights advocate said he believed their liberation was part of a
U.S.-Cuban deal to release 53 dissidents. 

US says Cuba has freed some political prisoners on list from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 15

Cuba has freed some of the 53 political prisoners identified on a US list as it moves towards normalizing ties with the United States, an American
official said Tuesday. 

OPINON: Will It Be Another Frustrating Year? from Miami Herald 6 Jan 15

A visa to emigrate, prosperity in a business, economic improvement, better housing, love and good health were the wishes most often expressed.
Throughout the island hovered the most incredible hopes and predictions. For the sake of asking, people asked for the impossible. How many of
those dreams and hopes will become reality in the next several months? Many and very few, would be the enigmatic answer. 

Menendez predicts it will be ‘very difficult’ to confirm ambassador to Cuba from Washington Post 5 Jan 15

Sen. Bob Menendez (D-N.J.), an outspoken critic of President Obama's decision to normalize relations with Cuba, predicted Sunday that the
administration would face stiff resistance on Capitol Hill when it seeks to confirm an ambassador to the Caribbean country. 

Economic Reforms Changing Life – And Dreams – For Cubans from USA Today 5 Jan 15

Joan Perez-Garcia has tried just about everything to find a decent-paying job in Cuba’s state-run economy. He became an elementary
schoolteacher, but it only paid the equivalent of $6 a month. He became a train mechanic, and that increased his salary to $10. Working as a
construction worker and barber were no better. 

Cuba to hold partial elections in April from Xinhua (China) 5 Jan 15

Cuba's State Council convened about eight million voters for partial elections in April to choose the delegates for a two-and-a-half-year-term to
the 168 municipal assemblies of the People's Power, the daily Granma reported Monday. 

In fight against drugs, Cuba and U.S. on same team from Washington Post 5 Jan 15

Cuba is surrounded by countries used as cartel way stations. But it has distinguished itself as a tough place to traffic drugs — and also an unlikely
behind-the-scenes partner with its decades-long rival the United States. 

OPINION: Where Are Cuba’s Political Prisoners? from Wall Street Journal 5 Jan 15

Fifty-three of those jailed by the Castros were supposed to have been freed in the Obama deal.

Cuban opposition group: 8,900 political arrests in Cuba during 2014 from EFE (Spain) 5 Jan 15

The Cuban Commission for Human Rights and National Reconciliation on Monday said that Cuban authorities made 8,899 arbitrary arrests for
political reasons during 2014, some 2,500 more than during the previous year. 

Cuba Again Arrests Artist Seeking Dissidents’ Release from New York Times 2 Jan 15

A performance artist advocating free speech in Cuba was arrested for the third time in two days on Thursday, her supporters said, along with
several dissidents after they went to a jail demanding the release of government opponents rounded up in a crackdown this week. 

Despite Thaw, American Base At Guantánamo Still Stings For Cubans from New York Times 2 Jan 15

Despite the sudden thaw in relations between the United States and Cuba, the base here remains a sore point for Cubans, a deeply felt grievance
that the Castros, first Fidel and now his brother Raúl, have long pointed to as a stinging symbol of American imperialism. 



Culture Overshadows Politics On Anniversary Of 1959 Revolution from Miami Herald 2 Jan 15

Cuba celebrated the 56th anniversary of the triumph of the revolution on Thursday but this year for the first time in 53 years, there was a novelty:
renewed diplomatic relations with the United States are on the horizon. 

US 'deeply concerned' over detained Cuba dissidents: State Dept from Agence France-Presse 31 Dec 14

The United States expressed concern Wednesday over the plight of several dissidents detained by Cuba, just two weeks after Washington's historic
move to normalize relations with Havana. 

How Cuba Talks Were Reshaped By The Release Of Bergdahl from New York Times 31 Dec 14

Of all the tense moments in the year and a half of secret negotiations to free Alan P. Gross from Cuba, none may have matched a meeting in
Ottawa early last June between a two-person White House delegation and their Cuban counterparts. 

OPINION: Cuba Turns Off Critics’ Open Mic from New York Times 31 Dec 14

The Cuban artist Tania Bruguera, who splits her time between Chicago and Havana, traveled to Cuba in recent days seeking to pull off a bold
experiment. She called on Cubans from all walks of life to meet at Havana’s iconic Revolution Square on Tuesday at 3 p.m., where they would
take turns at a microphone to outline their vision for the new era in the country.

Relatives: Cuba detains dissidents before protest from Associated Press 30 Dec 14

Cuban dissidents say police have arrested at least three members of the island's political opposition hours before the first major test of the
government's tolerance for dissent since the declaration of U.S.-Cuban detente this month. 

Two members of Cuba's opposition arrested ahead of demonstration from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 30 Dec 14

Cuban police arrested government critic Eliecer Avila and her husband before a planned demonstration Tuesday in the Cuban capital. 

Cuba-US detente upends life for Cuban dissidents from Associated Press 30 Dec 14

President Barack Obama told the world this month that engaging Cuba is the best way to strengthen people pushing for greater freedom on the
island. 

Low-profile US Diplomat Helped Negotiate With Cuba from Associated Press 30 Dec 14

Just in time for the holidays, a low-profile presidential aide invited long-suffering Judy Gross into his White House office to personally give her
the gift she’d been hoping for the past five years. Her husband, aid contractor Alan Gross, was being released from a Cuban prison and coming
home. 

OPINION: Patience Should Be A New Year’s Resolution from Washington Post 30 Dec 14

For the new year, my hope is that the American people, politicians and the news media have more patience when it comes to complicated national
security issues. 

In U.S.-Cuba prisoner swap, mystery surrounds the unnamed 53 from Reuters 29 Dec 14

Cuba's most prominent dissidents say they have been kept in the dark by U.S. officials over a list of 53 political prisoners who will be released
from jail as part of a deal to end decades of hostility between the United States and Cuba. 

OPINION: A New Day For U.S., Cuba, But It Is No Sure Thing from Miami Herald 24 Dec 14

The geopolitical world shifted on its axis last week and when it came to rest, Miami was no longer the turning point of U.S.-Cuba policy.
Washington, after more than half a century of letting Miami Cubans set that policy, finally took back the reins. But in what direction are we
headed? 

Cuba’s Promising New Online Voices from New York Times 24 Dec 14

At times, hitting the publish button feels like playing Russian roulette. Carlos Alberto Pérez, a blogger in Havana, is far from being a dissident.
He works for the Ministry of Communication and has government-provided access to the Internet at work and at home.



Cuban dissidents shaken by U.S. rapprochement, seek new tactics from Reuters 24 Dec 14

President Barack Obama's decision to end five decades of enmity with Cuba has shaken the island's political dissidents, dividing their ranks and
forcing them to rethink tactics. 

Settlement Results In $3.2 Million Check For Alan Gross from Miami Herald 24 Dec 14

The U.S. Agency for International Development and Development Alternatives Inc. finalized a settlement this week for claims related to USAID
subcontractor Alan Gross, who was released from a Cuban prison last week. 

U.S.-Cuba Travel Business Prepares For Seismic Shift from Miami Herald 24 Dec 14

When news broke that Washington and Havana would be renewing diplomatic relations, the phones at InsightCuba began ringing off the hook
with Americans interested in traveling to the island. 

U.S. support grows for Obama's push to boost ties with Cuba from Reuters 23 Dec 14

American support for lifting the trade embargo on Cuba appears to be growing after President Barack Obama said he plans to restore diplomatic
ties with Havana, new Reuters/Ipsos polling shows. 

How A Cuban Spy And His Wife Came To Be Expectant Parents from New York Times 23 Dec 14

It was no easy feat to get a vial of frozen sperm from Gerardo Hernández, a Cuban spy serving two life sentences in California, to Panama, where
his wife, desperate to have a baby, was artificially inseminated. 

Italy welcomes re-establishment of relations between US, Cuba from Xinhua (China) 22 Dec 14

Italian has warmly welcomed the announcement that the United States and Cuba are to reestablish diplomatic relations, according to local reports
on Monday. 

U.S. support grows for Obama's push to boost ties with Cuba from Reuters 22 Dec 14

American support for lifting the trade embargo on Cuba appears to be growing after President Barack Obama said he plans to restore diplomatic
ties with Havana, new Reuters/Ipsos polling shows. 

Cuba: Asylum for fugitives is legitimate right from Associated Press 22 Dec 14

Cuba is open to all of U.S. President Barack Obama's moves to improve relations and strengthen private enterprise and civil society on the island,
the country's head of North American affairs said Monday. 

Cuba and US Foreign Policy from Strategic Culture Foundation 22 Dec 14

On December 17, US President Obama ordered the restoration of full diplomatic relations with Cuba. He and Cuban President Raul Castro agreed
in a phone call on the opening of embassies in each other's countries. The two leaders made the announcement in simultaneous televised speeches.
It happened after 18 months of secret talks as the Vatican facilitated the deal.

OPINION: John Kerry: President Obama’s New Cuba Policy Looks Forward, Not Back from Miami Herald 22 Dec 14

President Obama’s decision to begin normalizing relations with Cuba will advance United States’ interests and those of the Cuban people. The 11
million people of this island nation have waited far too long — over half a century — to fulfill their democratic aspirations and build closer ties
with the rest of the world in the 21st century. 

Obama says US can influence new generation in Cuba from Associated Press 21 Dec 14

President Barack Obama said his plan to normalize relations with Cuba gives the U.S. a chance to influence events at an important moment of
change for the communist nation, and he brushed off critics who accuse him of kowtowing to dictators. 

Cuban opening to increase Caribbean tourist competition from EFE (Spain) 21 Dec 14

The historic shift in diplomatic relations between the United States and Cuba could be an opportunity for the island to emerge as one of the
biggest competitors in the Caribbean tourist market, where large Spanish hotel chains enjoy a privileged position. 



Cuba protests planned in Miami, but turnout unclear from Associated Press 20 Dec 14

Cuban-American groups opposed to President Barack Obama's plan to normalize relations with the Castro government plan to protest Saturday in
Miami. 

Cuba 'will not change' communist system, despite thaw with US from BBC 19 Dec 14

Cuban President Raul Castro has hailed a recent US move to normalise bilateral relations, but stressed that Havana will not change its political
system. 

New Ties With Cuba Won’t Change Immigration Rules from Associated Press 19 Dec 14

Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson says the Obama administration’s decision to renew diplomatic ties with Cuba will not impact U.S.
immigration rules just yet. 

Officials: U.S. Embassy In Havana Soon from McClatchy 19 Dec 14

The U.S. hasn’t had an embassy in Cuba for more than 50 years, but establishing one may not take much time. Though President Barack Obama’s
decision Wednesday to normalize relations with the Castro government in Havana upends longstanding U.S. policy, a State Department official
said Thursday that the process of restoring diplomatic ties between the former adversaries is “relatively straightforward.” 

EDITORIAL: Obama's Cuba thaw is a historic achievement. And it shows the need for more creative diplomacy from The
Guardian (UK) 19 Dec 14

It is no surprise that Barack Obama is attempting to make use of his final two years in the Oval office to try to polish his legacy, especially in
foreign policy. Other US presidents have gone down this road. 

Brazil assisted U.S.-Cuba rapprochement, Rousseff aide says from EFE (Spain) 19 Dec 14

Brazil "actively participated" in the process leading to this week's announcement by the United States and Cuba that they are restoring diplomatic
ties after more than 50 years, President Dilma Rousseff's foreign affairs adviser said Friday. 

Obama: No quick end to embargo on Cuba from Associated Press 19 Dec 14

President Barack Obama praised the reopening of diplomatic relations with Cuba on Friday but said he doesn't expect it to bring overnight change
on the island, a quick end to the U.S. economic embargo or the likelihood that he will soon visit the communist nation. 

Francis Reclaims Vatican’s Role as Diplomatic Mediator from New York Times 18 Dec 14

Perhaps the timing was purely coincidental. But a day after he was credited with helping broker the historic diplomatic breakthrough between
Cuba and the United States, Pope Francis began his Thursday morning by greeting a new crop of Vatican diplomats, and offering some advice. 

US-Cuba rapprochement complicates LatAm politics from Associated Press 18 Dec 14

The renewing of ties between Cuba and the United States complicates matters for Havana's chief ally, Venezuela, which has been moving in the
opposite direction, becoming more stridently anti-American. 

White House webpage touts Cuba policy from Agence France-Presse 18 Dec 14

The White House on Thursday launched a Spanish-language webpage called "A new course for Cuba" and devoted to explaining President Barack
Obama's opening to the longtime Cold War foe. 

US-Cuba ties thaw, but Congress may uphold embargo from Agence France-Presse 18 Dec 14

US President Barack Obama's historic decision to renew ties with Cuba was a diplomatic triumph but he faces a tough battle with Congress over
lifting the embargo at the heart of the dispute. 

Latin American leaders hail renewed US-Cuban diplomatic relations from Washington Post 17 Dec 14

Latin American leaders across the political spectrum praised President Barack Obama's decision announced on Wednesday to reestablish
diplomatic relations with Cuba, a move that could spark more investment in the Caribbean island and ease Cold War-era resentments throughout



the hemisphere. 

Cuban exile community divided over Obama changes from Associated Press 17 Dec 14

Some Cuban exiles in Miami are outraged, but others are elated that President Barack Obama secretly arranged prisoner exchanges with Cuban
leader Raul Castro as part of an effort to normalize relations. 

France hails Obama and Castro's decision to normalize diplomatic relations from Xinhua (China) 17 Dec 14

French Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius on Wednesday hailed the move of American and Cuban leaders to open a new chapter on their diplomatic
relations which have been severed since 1961. 

EU welcomes US-Cuba accord as 'historical turning point' from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 14

The EU, seeking to normalise its own ties with Havana, on Wednesday welcomed a breakthrough US-Cuba accord to re-establish diplomatic
relations after more than 50 years as a "historical turning point." 

UPDATE: Jailed American, safely back home, hails Cuba shift from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 14

Alan Gross, back on US soil after five years in Cuban jails, hailed Wednesday the abrupt shift in US-Cuban relations, saying it was time to end a
half-century of "mutually belligerent policies." 

UPDATE: U.S. and Cuba to Start Talks on Normalizing Relations from New York Times 17 Dec 14

The United States will open talks with Cuba aimed at restoring full diplomatic relations and opening an embassy in Havana for the first time in
more than a half century after the release of an American contractor held in prison for five years, American officials said Wednesday. 

Alan Gross: Cuba Releases American After Five Years in Prison from ABC 17 Dec 14

Held for five years in Cuba, 65-year-old American contractor Alan Gross has been released from prison and is en route to U.S. soil, ABC News
has learned. 

UPDATE: Cuba to free 53 political prisoners: US official from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 14

Cuba has agreed to release 53 political prisoners, a US official said Wednesday amid a historic thawing of ties announced by the two nations. 

UPDATE: Obama announces 'new chapter' in US-Cuba ties from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 14

US President Barack Obama said Wednesday a "new chapter" had been opened in Washington's ties with Cuba, declaring it was time to end an
"outdated approach" that had failed to move relations forward. 

UPDATE: Cuba to 'reestablish diplomatic relations' with US: Castro from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 14

Cuban President Raul Castro said Wednesday that Cuba had agreed to reestablish diplomatic ties with Cold War enemy the United States after a
prisoner swap paved the way to a historic breakthrough. 

UPDATE: UN ready to help US, Cuba develop ties: Ban from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 14

UN chief Ban Ki-moon welcomed on Wednesday a historic decision by the United States and Cuba to normalize ties and offered UN help to
develop the new relationship. 

ANALYSIS: Cuba Action Is Obama’s Latest Step Away From 6 Years of Caution from New York Times 17 Dec 14

President Obama is putting his most ardent Republican critics on notice: Remember what I vowed to do as a candidate in 2008? I have two years
left in office, and I intend to do it all. 

Much Unfinished Work Remains As Cuba Reforms Its Economy from Miami Herald 15 Dec 14

Unifying Cuba’s cumbersome dual-currency system tops the list of reforms the government says it will carry out, but analysts say other changes
— from measures to speed up foreign investment to a new tax structure — are critical to deepen and expand the reforms. 

Cuba’s Economy At A Crossroads from New York Times 15 Dec 14



In July 2007, while serving as acting president as his brother underwent medical treatment, Raúl Castro delivered a startling indictment of the
Cuban economy when he railed about the inefficiencies of the dairy industry.

Cubans on homemade boat get refuge from high seas in Cayman Islands from Reuters 14 Dec 14

A group of 26 Cubans on a homemade wooden boat were granted temporary refuge in the Cayman Islands when bad weather interrupted their
quest to seek exile in the United States. 

Cuba says it's committed to expanding computerization, Internet access from EFE (Spain) 12 Dec 14

Computerizing daily activities and expanding Internet access are priorities for Cuba, according to Communist party daily Granma, which said the
island is making progress in those areas "steadily but unhurriedly." 

Top Chinese political advisor meets Cuban defense chief from Xinhua (China) 11 Dec 14

China's top political advisor Yu Zhengsheng met with Cuban Minister of the Revolutionary Armed Forces Leopoldo Cintra Frias on Thursday . 

Training Delays Cuban Doctors From Fighting Ebola from Associated Press 10 Dec 14

The Cuban doctors were all fired up and raring to get to work: Fidel Castro had praised their commitment and urged them to work even with
American troops who might otherwise be considered the enemy, and President Raul Castro came to the airport to wish them well in their mission
to fight Ebola in West Africa. 

Cuba to continue renewing passports in U.S. despite banking issue from EFE (Spain) 10 Dec 14

The Cuban Interests Section in Washington announced Wednesday a three-month extension of passport-renewal services in the United States,
which have been hampered by the mission's lack of a local bank. 

Cuba police arrest 32 during rights protest from Agence France-Presse 10 Dec 14

Police in Havana arrested at least 32 people Wednesday at a demonstration marking Human Rights Day, AFP reporters on the scene observed. 

Saudi fund grants Cuba 40 mln USD in credit for water project from Xinhua (China) 10 Dec 14

The Saudi Fund for Development Wednesday granted Cuba 40 million U.S. dollars in soft credit for a water project in the east Cuban city of
Camaguey, the Havana-based Prensa Latina news service reported. 

OPINION: Wickham: Rescue Alan Gross from USA Today 9 Dec 14

Gross is a hostage of another sort. His life is threatened not by a blood-thirsty terrorist group, but instead by the intransigence of this nation’s half-
century-old effort to topple Cuba’s communist government.

Raul Castro blasts 'unfair' globalized world from Agence France-Presse 8 Dec 14

Cuban President Raul Castro opened a Caribbean summit Monday by calling for economic and political integration in the region, and urging
action against an "unfair" globalized world. 

Caribbean nations urge US to lift 'senseless' Cuba embargo from Agence France-Presse 7 Dec 14

Caribbean leaders urged the United States to lift its 54-year-old "senseless" embargo against Communist-ruled Cuba on Sunday as they convened
in Havana for a regional summit. 

Cuban doctor who beat Ebola wants to complete his mission in Sierra Leone from EFE (Spain) 7 Dec 14

Cuban physician Felix Baez Sarria, who contracted Ebola while working in Sierra Leone and was treated and cured at a hospital in Geneva, said
he will return to the African nation to finish his task of treating Ebola patients there, local media reported here Sunday. 

Cuban doctor Felix Baez returns home after Ebola treatment from BBC 6 Dec 14

A Cuban doctor who recovered from Ebola after receiving experimental treatment in Switzerland has been welcomed back to Havana by relatives
and officials.



US Contractor Ends Fifth Year In Cuban Prison from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

Five years to the day after his arrest in Cuba on espionage charges, former U.S. contractor Alan Gross is threatening a hunger strike, refusing
almost all visitors and predicting he will die in prison if he isn’t freed by his 66th birthday in May, relatives and backers said Wednesday. 

Gross’ Wife On His 5 Years In Jail: ‘Enough Is Enough’ from Miami Herald 4 Dec 14

Saying “enough is enough,” the wife of a U.S. subcontractor jailed in Cuba called on the Obama administration Wednesday — the fifth
anniversary of Alan Gross’ arrest — to secure her husband’s release. 

Family Of American Worker Imprisoned In Cuba Says He Is ‘Done’ from Los Angeles Times 4 Dec 14

The family of a U.S. foreign aid specialist who has been imprisoned in Cuba for five years said Wednesday that he is “done” and that President
Obama must act to secure his release. 

American Prisoner Marks Fifth Year In Cuban Prison from USA Today 4 Dec 14

American contractor Alan Gross has tried a hunger strike to bring attention to his cause. He’s tried telling people he’s lost five teeth, 100 pounds
and is losing sight in one eye. He’s even stopped accepting visits from his wife and daughters. 

U.S. Calls On Cuba To Free American Held Since 2009 As Spy from New York Times 4 Dec 14

After five years of behind-the-scenes talks, entreaties from high-profile emissaries, and statements from two governments, each blaming the other
for intransigence, it still comes down to this: Alan P. Gross, an American government contractor, remains imprisoned in Cuba on espionage
charges. 

WH Calls On Cuba To Release Alan Gross, Remove “Impediment” To Normalizing Relations from McClatchy 4 Dec 14

The White House marked the fifth anniversary of U.S. contractor Alan Gross’s captivity in Cuba by calling for his release, saying it “would
remove an impediment to more constructive relations between the United States and Cuba.” 

Cuban dissidents concerned about violence against opposition leaders from EFE (Spain) 3 Dec 14

The Cuban Commission for Human Rights and National Reconciliation, or CCDHRN, said Wednesday that in November there were 398 political
arrests on the communist-ruled island, the lowest monthly figure so far this year, but the dissident group expressed its concern over recent
violence against opposition leaders. 

Family of American held in Cuba pleads for his freedom from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 14

The family of a US contractor jailed in Cuba urged President Barack Obama on Wednesday to bring him home, saying they feared for his life as
he began a sixth year in prison. 

US warns Cuba American's detention blocking better ties from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 14

Cuba's lengthy imprisonment of an American contractor is a major obstacle to improving frosty ties between Havana and Washington, a senior US
diplomat warned Tuesday. 

OPINION: Cuban Teen In The Military Returned To A Certain Death from Miami Herald 1 Dec 14

Like most other 18-year-olds, Dayro Andino Leon was determined to find his own way in the world. For Dayro, that meant leaving his home and
country. Living in Cuba’s police state was not what he envisioned for his family, especially his young wife and their 1-month-old daughter. 

Alan Gross Losing Hope After 5 Years In Cuban Prison from Miami Herald 1 Dec 14

As the fifth anniversary of the arrest and imprisonment of U.S. Agency for International Development subcontractor Alan Gross in Cuba
approaches, he has received recent visits from his lawyer and two senators but refuses to see U.S. diplomats in Havana. 

Spain's foreign minister in Cuba for bilateral and regional talks from EFE (Spain) 24 Nov 14

Spanish Foreign Minister Jose Manuel Garcia-Margallo has arrived on his first official visit to Cuba where he will discuss bilateral relations and
regional and international issues with his hosts. 



Cuban doctor with Ebola in stable yet worrying condition from EFE (Spain) 22 Nov 14

The health of Cuban doctor Felix Baez Sarria, who was flown to Switzerland last Thursday from Sierra Leone where he contracted the Ebola
virus, is stable though a cause for concern, the Cantonal Hospital of Geneva said Saturday. 

Cuban customs seizes 38.8 kg of drugs by November 2014 from Xinhua (China) 21 Nov 14

Cuba's General Customs Service (AGR) has so far this year seized nearly 40 kg of drugs at ports of entry and via post, state-run news website
Cuba Si reported Friday. 

Guinea-Bissau PM visiting Cuba to boost ties from Xinhua (China) 21 Nov 14

Guinea-Bissau's visiting Prime Minister Domingos Simoes Pereira on Friday called for strengthening relationship with Cuba in healthcare and
agriculture, the Cuban News Agency said. 

Cuba, Congo to boost technical military cooperation from Xinhua (China) 21 Nov 14

Senior military officials from Cuba and the Republic of Congo met here in the Cuban capital to discuss expanding technical military cooperation,
state daily Granma reported Friday. 

Cuban migrants head off from Caymans, bound for Honduras from Reuters 21 Nov 14

A group of 15 Cuban migrants waved to onlookers as they set sail from Grand Cayman aboard a 14-foot homemade boat on Friday after a brief
overnight stop, hoping to make the risky 400-mile journey across the Caribbean to the north coast of Honduras. 

U.S. will not ease sanctions on Cuba unless reforms are made from EFE (Spain) 20 Nov 14

U.S. President Barack Obama will not take measures to ease the embargo on Cuba unless the goverment of Havana makes significant progress in
democratic and economic reforms, his deputy national security advisor, Antony Blinken, said. 

Cuba says doctor catches Ebola in Sierra Leone from Associated Press 19 Nov 14

Cuba says a member of the 165-member medical team it sent to fight Ebola in Sierra Leone has been diagnosed with the disease. 

US senators optimistic that Cuba will free contractor Alan Gross from FOX News 11 Nov 14

Two U.S. senators expressed optimism Tuesday that Cuba will free imprisoned American government contractor Alan Gross. 

OPINION: In Cuba, Misadventures In Regime Change from New York Times 10 Nov 14

In 1996, spurred by an appetite for revenge, American lawmakers passed a bill spelling out a strategy to overthrow the government in Havana and
“assist the Cuban people in regaining their freedom.” The Helms-Burton Act, signed into law by President Bill Clinton shortly after Cuba shot
down two small civilian American planes, has served as the foundation for the $264 million the United States has spent in the last 18 years trying
to instigate democratic reforms on the island. 

Amnesty International Urges Fair Trial For Three Jailed Cubans from Miami Herald 7 Nov 14

Amnesty International has called on Cuban authorities to allow the often-postponed trial of two dissidents and their neighbor to go ahead as
scheduled Friday with full guarantees to a fair trial. 

Miami’s Bay Of Pigs Museum Won’t Be Declared Historic from Miami Herald 4 Nov 14

A divisive effort to declare the Brigade 2506 Museum and Library in Little Havana a historic monument has fizzled in the face of opposition. But
a rift over plans to move the institution to Hialeah Gardens continues to simmer among veterans of the failed CIA-backed invasion of Cuba. 

Cuba seeks over $8 billion in foreign investment from Associated Press 3 Nov 14

Cuba asked international firms Monday to invest more than $8 billion in the island as it attempts to kick-start a centrally planned economy starved
for cash and hamstrung by inefficiency. 

OPINION: A Prisoner Swap With Cuba from New York Times 3 Nov 14

Nearly five years ago, authorities in Cuba arrested an American government subcontractor, Alan Gross, who was working on a secretive program



to expand Internet access on the island. At a time when a growing number of officials in Washington and Havana are eager to start normalizing
relations, Mr. Gross’s continued imprisonment has become the chief obstacle to a diplomatic breakthrough. 

U.S. praises Cuba's contribution to fight against Ebola from EFE (Spain) 31 Oct 14

The United States ambassador to the United Nations, Samantha Power, on Friday praised Cuba's contribution to the fight against Ebola in West
Africa, and said that her country is very grateful. 

Cuba, Britain ink deals to boost bilateral ties from Xinhua (China) 31 Oct 14

Cuba and Britain signed several deals Thursday to boost bilateral cooperation in trade and sports, Cuban media reported. 

In Cuba, A New Church, A Ray Of Hope from USA Today 30 Oct 14

Of all the politicians, lawyers, doctors and businessmen who have graduated from my high school, the most intriguing name on the alumni rolls
has always been Fidel Castro. 

FEATURE: Cuban Wave Arrives by Land from Wall Street Journal 29 Oct 14

Migrants Take Circuitous Routes to Reach the Border, Where They Gain Entry 

UN votes to lift US embargo on Cuba, for 23rd time from Agence France-Presse 28 Oct 14

For the 23rd straight year, the United Nations voted on Tuesday in favor of lifting the US embargo on Cuba, with Iran saying the ban was
undeserved given Havana's help in fighting Ebola. 

OPINION: Cuba Hasn’t Earned Embargo’s End from Miami Herald 27 Oct 14

In October of 1960, the United States imposed an embargo on exports to Cuba covering all commodities except medical supplies and certain food
products. That was the beginning of a trade embargo that still endures and still inspires heated debate. 

Cuba Stalemate Makes Identifying Rafters Difficult from Associated Press 27 Oct 14

The bodies surfaced 20 miles out from a popular South Florida beach: Four men, still youthful. Their remains were badly deteriorated, bitten by
sharks, their faces unrecognizable. 

OPINION: No Change By Castro, No Change In Trade Embargo from Miami Herald 23 Oct 14

...despite economic difficulties, Castro does not seem ready to provide meaningful and irreversible concessions for a U.S.-Cuba normalization.

Russia finds continued economic embargo on Cuba intolerable from Tass (Russia) 23 Oct 14

Russia finds current economic embargo against Cuba intolerable and unacceptable, spokesman of Russian Foreign Ministry Alexander
Lukashevich said on Thursday over forthcoming debate on October 28 over a UN draft resolution on lifting U.S. economic, trade and financial
blockade from Cuba. 

OPINION: Cuba Should Not Be Rewarded For Denying Freedom To Its People from Washington Post 21 Oct 14

THE OTHER day, Fidel Castro wrote an opinion column for Cuba’s state-run newspaper, Granma, as he has done periodically from retirement.
He lavished praise on an editorial in the New York Times that called for an end to the U.S. trade embargo on Cuba.

Poland's Lech Walesa pleads for democracy in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

Former Polish president and freedom icon Lech Walesa has offered to assist Cuba's opposition in democratizing the communist island, according
to an interview published on a Cuban dissident web site. 

Duma urges intl community to prompt U.S. to end Cuba's embargo from Interfax (Russia) 21 Oct 14

The Russian State Duma has issued a statement urging the UN General Assembly and the parliaments of the UN member-states to call on the U.S.
to lift its economic, commercial and financial embargo from Cuba. 

Cuba sends 91 more doctors to fight Ebola from Associated Press 21 Oct 14



Every few years Dr. Leonardo Fernandez flies to a nation shaken by natural disaster, political turmoil or disease, leaving his hospital in eastern
Cuba for countries that have included Pakistan, Nicaragua and East Timor. 

US praises Cuba's anti-Ebola efforts from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Oct 14

The US State Department is praising Cuba's deployment of 250 health workers to fight Ebola in West Africa, even as larger, wealthier countries
have been slow to respond with money and other resources for the urgent effort. 

OPINION: Cuba’s Impressive Role On Ebola from New York Times 20 Oct 14

Cuba is an impoverished island that remains largely cut off from the world and lies about 4,500 miles from the West African nations where Ebola
is spreading at an alarming rate. 

Castro tells LatAm leaders Ebola 'threatens us all' from Agence France-Presse 20 Oct 14

Cuban President Raul Castro urged fellow Latin American leftist leaders Monday to work together to fight Ebola, saying the disease "threatens us
all" as he opened a summit in Havana. 

Cuba, DPRK sign agreements to expand trade ties from Xinhua (China) 17 Oct 14

Cuba and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) signed agreements Friday designed to expand bilateral trade ties, state daily
Granma reported. 

Head of Cuba's Ebola effort expects more aid soon from Associated Press 17 Oct 14

The head of Cuba's internationally lauded effort to slow the spread of Ebola says a regional summit Monday should lead to more aid for Africa,
including Cuban doctors and support staff from other leftist Latin American countries. 

OPINION: Still Pondering U.S.-Cuba Relations, Fidel Castro Responds from New York Times 15 Oct 14

Fidel Castro, who was once omnipresent in state media and notorious for delivering hourslong speeches in packed halls, has largely vanished from
public view in Cuba. But the 88-year-old former president has not altogether abandoned the business of telling Cubans what to think since he
handed the reins of power in 2008 to his brother, Raúl. 

US official downplays Cuba's invitation to summit from Associated Press 8 Oct 14

A senior State Department official says the U.S. is prepared to welcome Cuba for the first time to a region-wide summit but wants heads of state to
focus attention on the communist government's human rights record. 

Nato waging extermination war against Russia: Castro from Agence France-Presse 8 Oct 14

Havana: Cuba's former president Fidel Castro on Wednesday accused Nato of planning a "war of extermination" against Russia, in the latest echo
of Cold War tensions between the West and the vestiges of the former Soviet bloc. 

Havana sees no sign Obama will change U.S. policy on Cuba from Reuters 8 Oct 14

Cuba has received no indication the Obama administration might change U.S. policy toward Cuba despite increasing support within the United
States for closer ties, a top Cuban official said on Wednesday. 

Cuban health professionals arrive in Liberia to fight Ebola from EFE (Spain) 7 Oct 14

The first group of Cuban health professionals to take part in the fight against Ebola in Liberia have arrived in this country, the Liberian
government said Tuesday. 

New Book Unveils Diplomatic Exchange Between Castro And Obama from Miami Herald 7 Oct 14

President Barack Obama tapped Spanish Ambassador Miguel Angel Moratinos to deliver a message to Raúl Castro in 2009 and urge him to
reciprocate a decision to lift the travel restrictions for Cuban Americans, according to a recently published book. 

Cuba convicts ex-officials, foreigners for corruption from Xinhua (China) 4 Oct 14

A Havana criminal court Friday passed sentences to 14 former Cuban officials and three foreign businessmen found guilty of corruption, the



official Granma daily reported. 

Political arrests down in Cuba, opposition says from EFE (Spain) 2 Oct 14

Last month saw at least 411 politically motivated detentions in Cuba, the lowest monthly total this year, the dissident Cuban Commission for
Human Rights and National Reconciliation, or CCDHRN, said Thursday. 

Political arrests down in Cuba, opposition says from EFE (Spain) 2 Oct 14

Last month saw at least 411 politically motivated detentions in Cuba, the lowest monthly total this year, the dissident Cuban Commission for
Human Rights and National Reconciliation, or CCDHRN, said Thursday. 

Records: Kissinger Made Plans To Attack Cuba from Associated Press 2 Oct 14

U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger ordered contingency plans drawn up nearly 40 years ago to attack Cuba, incensed over the small island’s
deployment of troops to Angola, according to declassified government documents posted online Wednesday. 

Cuba Says It’s Likely To Increase Money Supply from Miami Herald 2 Oct 14

The planned elimination of Cuba’s unusual dual-currency system will likely mean printing more of the single currency that remains, the country’s
central bank chief said in a report published Wednesday. 

OPINION: Keep Cuba Out Of Hemispheric Summits from Miami Herald 2 Oct 14

The leadership and resolve of the United States will be tested anew in the Western Hemisphere as the Seventh Summit of the Americas
approaches in April 2015. 

Cuba announces details of currency unification from Associated Press 1 Oct 14

Cuba's central bank chief is giving new details of the elimination of a special currency, saying that the shift will require putting more Cuban pesos
into circulation and issuing higher-denomination bills. 

At UN, Cuba slams US sanctions from Agence France-Presse 27 Sep 14

Cuba on Saturday slammed the United States for applying unilateral sanctions as a foreign policy instrument -- like the five-decade US embargo
on Havana. 

Cuba hands Canadian businessman 15-year sentence from Associated Press 27 Sep 14

A Canadian company says its president has been sentenced in Cuba to 15 years in prison on corruption-related charges that Cuban officials call
part of a widespread campaign against graft. 

U.S. reaffirms opposition to Cuba attending Americas Summit from EFE (Spain) 26 Sep 14

The United States reaffirmed Friday its opposition to Cuba's participation in the Americas Summit, on grounds that only "democratic" countries
should attend, but did not specify whether it would skip the regional conference if Panama goes forward with its intention to invite the Cuban
government. 

Cuban cabinet change aims to boost flagging economy from Reuters 26 Sep 14

With Cuba's economy flagging, President Raul Castro has turned to his most trusted economic adviser, Marino Murillo, granting him more
authority to carry out ambitious reforms to the socialist economy. 

Castro Names Reform ‘Czar’ As Economy Minister from Associated Press 26 Sep 14

Cuban President Raul Castro is returning his reform “czar” to the job of economy minister, saying efforts to overhaul the island’s economy need
to be “harmonized and integrated.” 

Cuba sends 300 more doctors, nurses to fight Ebola from Agence France-Presse 26 Sep 14

Cuba said it will send nearly 300 more doctors and nurses to west Africa to help fight the Ebola epidemic. 



Blind Cuban dissident says he fears for his life from Agence France-Presse 23 Sep 14

A blind dissident said Tuesday he fears for his life after denouncing repression by the Cuban government before a UN human rights panel. 

Cuban Baseball Opening Runs Into Trouble from Associated Press 22 Sep 14

Cuba’s unprecedented effort to stop a devastating baseball talent drain doesn’t seem to be working, with a string of stars leaving for the major
leagues in the year since the government allowed a small number to play professionally overseas. 

Cuba's average temperature increases by 0.9 degrees Celsius from Xinhua (China) 22 Sep 14

The standard surface air temperature in Cuba rose by 0.9 degrees Celsius on average since the mid-1900s, state daily Granma reported Monday. 

American jailed in Cuba pursues case against US government from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 19 Sep 14

Representatives of a former US contractor who is serving a 15-year prison sentence in Cuba filed an appeal Friday seeking to allow their client to
sue the US government over his ordeal. 

Cuba to privatize 9,000 restaurants from Agence France-Presse 19 Sep 14

The Cuban government announced plans Friday to sell nearly 9,000 state-owned restaurants to private operators, the latest step in the communist
island's economic reforms. 

Cuban customs uncovers drugs hidden in speaker battery from Xinhua (China) 17 Sep 14

Cuban customs officials uncovered nearly a kilogram of cocaine stashed inside the battery of a high-powered speaker, the Cubadebate website
reported Tuesday. 

Senior CPC official vows to enhance China-Cuba ties from Xinhua (China) 11 Sep 14

China vowed continued exchange of governing strategies with Cuba as communist party officials from both countries met in Beijing on Thursday.

Raul Castro reforms not enough, Cuba's bishops say from Agence France-Presse 10 Sep 14

Cuba's Roman Catholic bishops pressed the Americas' only Communist government to deepen economic reforms and hinted at a desire for
political opening in a document obtained by AFP Wednesday. 

US embargo cost Cuba over $100 bn: diplomat from Agence France-Presse 9 Sep 14

Communist Cuba on Tuesday accused the United States' economic embargo on Havana of costing it $116 billion in economic losses over five
decades. 

Mexico foreign secretary visits Cuba from EFE (Spain) 8 Sep 14

Mexican Foreign Secretary Jose Antonio Meade on Monday began a visit to Cuba as part of a tour to promote the agenda of the Ibero-American
Summit his country is hosting later this year and to strengthen links with the island. 

Member Of Cuba 5 Says He’s Optimistic About Deal from Associated Press 5 Sep 14

A Cuban intelligence agent who spent more than 15 years in a United States prison said Thursday that he’s optimistic that softening U.S. attitudes
will lead to the liberation of three fellow agents who remain behind bars. 

Cuba cracks down on goods in travelers' luggage from Associated Press 2 Sep 14

Lugging duffel bags crammed with soap, socks, toys and other hard-to-obtain consumer goods, travelers arriving in Cuba on Monday complained
that new government restrictions on their imports would leave their families wanting. 

Fidel Castro rails at Western "imperialism" from EFE (Spain) 1 Sep 14

Fidel Castro on Monday attacked the alleged imperialism of the United States and its allies, accusing them of promoting conflicts in third
countries and comparing the style of recent statements by NATO spokespeople with those of the Nazis. 

Cuba cracks down on goods in travelers' luggage from Associated Press 1 Sep 14



Cubans braced Monday for a clampdown on the flow of car tires, flat-screen televisions, blue jeans and shampoo in the bags of travelers who haul
eye-popping amounts of foreign-bought merchandise to an island where consumer goods are frequently shoddy, scarce and expensive. 

Cuba introduces new customs limits from BBC 31 Aug 14

Cuba is bringing in new rules limiting personal imports of foreign goods into the country, where locally-made items are scarce and expensive. 

EU, Cuba sit down for talks in Brussels from EFE (Spain) 27 Aug 14

The European Union and Cuba on Wednesday began the second round of negotiations on a bilateral accord focusing on increasing cooperation but
leaving difficult political questions to the side. 

Cuban doctors return to Guantanamo for 20th anniversary of rafter crisis from Miami Herald 24 Aug 14

Twenty years after the doctors from the Miami Medical Team (MMT) volunteered to treat Cuban and Haitian migrants in this U.S. military
enclave on Cuba's southeastern coast, members of the nonprofit returned Friday to commemorate their work. 

Cuba reports no Ebola case, but bolsters sanitary measures from Xinhua (China) 20 Aug 14

Cuba's Public Health Ministry Wednesday said no Ebola case has found in the country, but the government is going to reinforce sanitary measures
to prevent an outbreak. 

Cuba to issue new security-enhanced banknotes from Xinhua (China) 19 Aug 14

Cuba's Central Bank (CBC) announced Tuesday it will issue new banknotes with enhanced security measures, as one of the first steps toward
establishing a single-currency system. 

A Castro Breaks Tradition With ‘No’ Vote In Cuba from Associated Press 19 Aug 14

Mariela Castro, the daughter of President Raul Castro and niece of Fidel Castro, gave the thumbs-down to a workers’ rights bill that she felt didn’t
go far enough to prevent discrimination against people with HIV or with unconventional gender identities. 

Cuba orders lawyers to report "suspicious" operations from Xinhua (China) 16 Aug 14

A new resolution issued by Cuba's Ministry of Justice established that lawyers, notaries and juridical consultants are obliged to report operations
"suspicious" of being related to money laundering, financing terrorism or weapon trafficking. 

US sees surge in Cuban rafters aiming for Florida from Associated Press 15 Aug 14

Coast Guard officials and social workers are seeing many more Cubans risk their lives on homemade rafts to reach the U.S. this year. 

FEATURE: Cuba to build first Catholic church since 1959 revolution from BBC 11 Aug 14

The days when believers would baptise their children in secret or attend mass surreptitiously in distant neighbourhoods have passed, and even
Communist Party members now practice their religion openly. 

Cuba acts on WHO Ebola alert from Xinhua (China) 8 Aug 14

Cuban health authorities took steps Friday to protect the country against the Ebola virus, after the World Health Organization (WHO) issued a
global alert to prevent the spread of the disease. 

Group asks Cuba to clarify the situation of imprisoned blogger from EFE (Spain) 7 Aug 14

Reporters Without Borders urged Cuban authorities to offer "a clear explanation" of the status of writer and blogger Angel Santiesteban-Prats,
who has been in prison since 2013 and recently was accused of trying to escape. 

U.S. pressed to cease covert anti-Cuba schemes from Xinhua (China) 6 Aug 14

Cuba's Foreign Affairs Ministry is pressing the United States to cease its covert anti-government activity, in the wake of yet another embarrassing
revelation of a slipshod U.S. plot to undermine Havana. 

Fidel Castro’s Daughter Alina Fernandez Visits Cuba To Be With Ailing Mother from Miami Herald 6 Aug 14



Alina Fernandez, the rebellious daughter of Cuban former ruler Fidel Castro, has gone from Miami to Havana to be with her seriously ill mother.
It’s her first trip back since 1993, when she escaped the island using a false passport and wig. 

Castro says US, Europe's biggest mistake is underestimating Russian people from Itar-Tass (Russia) 5 Aug 14

A biggest mistake of the United State and Europe is their underestimating the Russian people, Cuban Revolution leader Fidel Castro said in an
article published in Tuesday's issue of the Granma newspaper. 

Israel conducting 'new form of fascism': Fidel Castro from Agence France-Presse 5 Aug 14

Former Cuban leader Fidel Castro compared Israel's offensive in Gaza on Tuesday to a "disgusting form of fascism" that its ally, the United
States, is unable to control. 

Cuba calls US political work on island shameful from Associated Press 5 Aug 14

Public health advocates and U.S. lawmakers are highly critical of the Obama administration's use of an HIV-prevention workshop in Cuba for
political purposes, saying such clandestine efforts put health programs at risk around the world. 

Groups: US political effort in Cuba hurts aid work from Associated Press 5 Aug 14

A U.S. program in Cuba that secretly used an HIV-prevention workshop for political activism was assailed Monday by international public health
officials and members of Congress who declared that such clandestine efforts put health programs at risk around the world. 

Cuba Abuzz Over News Of US Travelers Program from Associated Press 5 Aug 14

News that the U.S. government quietly contracted young Latin Americans to travel to Cuba for political purposes under the guise of health and
civic programs was the talk of the town in Havana and the Cuban diaspora Monday, eliciting both criticism and praise for the secret program. 

Economist: Currency reform is long overdue in Cuba from EFE (Spain) 4 Aug 14

Ending Cuba's dual-currency system, one of the most complicated reforms proposed by the government of Raul Castro, should have been done
long ago, according to an economist cited in Monday's edition of Communist Party daily Granma. 

UPDATE: American in Cuba jail says goodbye; US defends activist aid workers from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 4 Aug 14

An ailing US government contractor held prisoner in Cuba has said goodbye to his family and is refusing visitors, his US backers seeking his
release said Monday. 

US sent Latin youth undercover in anti-Cuba ploy from Associated Press 4 Aug 14

Over at least two years, the U.S. Agency for International Development — best known for overseeing billions of dollars in U.S. humanitarian aid
— sent nearly a dozen neophytes from Venezuela, Costa Rica and Peru to gin up opposition in Cuba. The danger was apparent to USAID, if not to
the young operatives: A USAID contractor, American Alan Gross, had just been hauled away to a Cuban jail for smuggling in sensitive
technology. He remains there still. 

Cuba attends post-forum dialogue of Pacific Islands Forum for first time from Xinhua (China) 1 Aug 14

Cuba has made a splash at the Pacific Islands Forum in Palau on Friday by joining in the post- forum dialogue for the first time. 

Independent Cuban Journalists In Miami For Training from Miami Herald 31 Jul 14

The nine independent Cuban journalists said that authorities have detained them a total of more than 400 times, usually for reporting news that the
Cuban government tries to hide from the island nation’s 11 million people. 

Cuba escapes UN sanctions in North Korean weapons transport scheme from Miami Herald 29 Jul 14

The United Nations has sanctioned a North Korean shipping company but spared Cuban entities in connection with a Cuban weapons shipment
seized aboard a Pyongyang-bound freighter in violation of a U.N. arms embargo. 

U.S. Report Says Religious Freedom In Cuba Is Bad But Getting Better from Miami Herald 29 Jul 14

Cuban government restrictions on religion remain severe although they have been eased on several fronts over the past year, according to the U.S.



State Department’s annual report on freedom of religion around the world. 

Raul Castro marks anniversary of Cuba revolution landmark from Agence France-Presse 26 Jul 14

Cuban President Raul Castro on Saturday officiated at a ceremony to mark the 61st anniversary of the guerrilla assault on the Moncada Barracks,
widely regarded as the beginning of the Cuban Revolution. 

Chinese president lauds Cuba visit as "total success" from Xinhua (China) 25 Jul 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping says his latest visit to Cuba is a "total success" and he is full of confidence in the future of bilateral cooperation. 

PM of Solomon Islands inaugurates embassy in Cuba from Xinhua (China) 24 Jul 14

Visiting prime minister of the Solomon Islands Gordon Darcy Lilo on Thursday inaugurated his country's embassy in Havana, Cuba's official
daily Granma reported. 

China's Xi in Cuba on last stop of Latin America swing from Agence France-Presse 22 Jul 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping arrived in Cuba late Monday, officials said, the last stop on a Latin American tour that has stressed trade and aid
more than ideology. 

UPDATE: China's Xi eyes increased investment in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 22 Jul 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping met his Cuban counterpart Raul Castro Tuesday in a visit to expand investment in the fellow communist nation, his
last stop on a four-country Latin American charm offensive. 

Ambassadors laud China-Cuba relations, expect further development from Xinhua (China) 21 Jul 14

The China-Cuba relationship is at its best in history and Chinese President Xi Jinping's upcoming visit to Cuba will open a new phase in bilateral
ties, Chinese and Cuban ambassadors say. 

ANALYSIS: Russia-Cuba love affair on again from Miami Herald 19 Jul 14

Like lovers who quarrel and then kiss and make up, Cuba and Russia are falling into each other’s embrace again, bringing back memories of their
more than 30 years as the warmest of Cold War allies.

Putin denies Russia plans to reopen spy base in Cuba from BBC 17 Jul 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin has denied reports that he made a deal with Cuba to reopen an electronic listening post on the Caribbean island. 

Russia 'to reopen Cold War Cuban listening post used to spy on America' from Daily Mail (UK) 16 Jul 14

Facility at Lourdes was the largest Russian listening post abroad It was mothballed in 2001 after relations with the U.S. warmed But relations with
the West have deteriorated amid the Ukraine crisis Moscow has also shown a new interest in Latin America and Cuba Last week, Russia agreed to
write off 90 per cent of Cuba's debt 

Russia agrees to reopen spy base on Cuba: report from Agence France-Presse 16 Jul 14

Russia has provisionally agreed to reopen a major Cold War listening post on Cuba that was used to spy on the United States, a Russian daily
reported Wednesday after President Vladimir Putin visited the island last week. 

US Slams Cuba Dissident Arrests As ‘Intimidation Tactic’ from AFP 15 Jul 14

The United States on Monday blasted Cuba’s recent mass arrest of dissidents as an “intimidation tactic” to silence critics, and called for the end to
such detentions. Cuban authorities broke up a Sunday march by the Ladies in White, arresting about 100 of the opposition activists as they
marked the 20th anniversary of the sinking of a tugboat in which 37 people drowned while seeking to flee the communist-ruled island.

US, Cuba Hold Migration Talks In Washington from Associated Press 10 Jul 14

U.S. and Cuban government officials were meeting in Washington on Wednesday for the latest round of migration talks, a rare chance for
dialogue between two countries that have not had full diplomatic relations for more than five decades.



Cuban ‘Dissident’ Says He Was Really An Infiltrator from Miami Herald 10 Jul 14

A Cuban lawyer has confessed that he was a State Security collaborator for the four years he spent portraying himself as a dissident and harshly
attacking two of the country’s most active opposition groups.

Senator Sees Cuban Role In Corruption Inquiry from New York Times 9 Jul 14

With a public corruption investigation hanging over him, Senator Robert Menendez suggested Tuesday that Cuban spies had planted the seeds of
that inquiry as a way to discredit him and mute his strident opposition to the government in Havana. 

U.S. gov't drops airborne TV broadcasts to Cuba from EFE (Spain) 8 Jul 14

The United States has discretely cancelled Aero Marti, an airborne broadcasting platform that sent radio and television signals to Cuba and began
operating in 2006, sparking controversy over its cost and debated effectiveness. 

Economy stalled, Cuba resists speedier path to free enterprise from Reuters 5 Jul 14

Cuban President Raul Castro told parliament on Saturday the communist country's market-oriented reforms must remain gradual, a clear signal he
would resist calls to accelerate change in order to address an underperforming economy. 

Two South Florida Women Detained In Havana from Miami Herald 2 Jul 14

A young woman and a grandmother from South Florida have been detained in Cuba on charges that they tried to smuggle synthetic marijuana
when they landed at the Havana airport over the weekend, relatives say. 

Opposition group slams Cuba's 963 political arrests in June from EFE (Spain) 1 Jul 14

The dissident Cuban Commission for Human Rights and National Reconciliation, or CCDHRN, said Tuesday that at least 963 arrests were made
for political reasons last month on the Communist-ruled island. 

Cuba: Just 50 Cars Sold In 6 Months Under New Law from Associated Press 1 Jul 14

Just 50 automobiles and four motorcycles have been sold in Cuba in the nearly six months since a new law took effect that let islanders buy
vehicles from state-run dealerships without a special permit for the first time in decades, authorities said Monday. 

Critical Forum May End With Cuban Magazine Changes from Associated Press 1 Jul 14

Launched as a bulletin for Catholic lay people, Espacio Laical magazine became an unusually open and critical forum for debate in Cuba, a rarity
in a country where the state has controlled all media for five decades. 

Cuba enacts new foreign investment law from Xinhua (China) 28 Jun 14

Cuba's new Foreign Investment Law went into effect on Saturday in a bid to attract more foreign capital for development. 

Wife Of US Man Jailed In Cuba Says He’s Despondent from Associated Press 26 Jun 14

The wife of Alan Gross, a U.S. government development subcontractor serving a 15-year prison sentence in Cuba, said Wednesday she fears for
his life even more after he received the demoralizing news of his mother’s death from cancer. 

Lawyer: Alan Gross “Plans To End His Life” from Associated Press 26 Jun 14

The wife and lawyer of Alan Gross, a U.S. government subcontractor serving a 15-year prison sentence in Cuba, said Wednesday they fear for his
life even more after his mother’s death from cancer last week. 

Heavy use of Cuba mobile e-mail service strains cellular network from EFE (Spain) 25 Jun 14

More than 238,000 customers have signed on in just three months for a new mobile e-mail service in Cuba despite its high cost, taking state
telecoms company Etecsa by surprise and causing network disruptions. 

OPINION: Lift The Embargo – But Liberate Cuba First from Boston Globe 25 Jun 14

At a June 12 appearance in New York before the Council on Foreign Relations, Hillary Clinton made the familiar argument for ending the US
trade embargo against Cuba, the same one critics of the policy have been making for years. 



Cuba Downgrades 2014 GDP Forecast To 1.4 Percent from Associated Press 24 Jun 14

Cuba has revised its 2014 economic growth forecast downward to 1.4 percent, Communist Party newspaper Granma said Monday, nearly a point
off previous projections of 2.2 percent. 

Cuba rounding up more dissidents: opposition from Agence France-Presse 23 Jun 14

Cuba is cracking down again on dissidents, according to opposition leaders, who said Monday that the numbers held in prison rose from 87 in late
November to a current figure of 102. 

Cuba rejects U.S. accusation over human trafficking from Xinhua (China) 23 Jun 14

Cuba on Saturday dismissed a U.S. report which put the island nation on a black list of "human trafficking countries." 

UPDATE: Cuba authorizes Internet access for emerging private companies from Xinhua (China) 20 Jun 14

The Cuban government has authorized the state telecom company to provide Internet access to the country's budding private cooperatives, the
Cuban News Agency reported Friday. 

Cuba lifts censorship on critical Web pages from Miami Herald 20 Jun 14

Cuba has suddenly unblocked access to several Web sites censored for years because of their criticism, including the U.S. government’s Radio/TV
Marti. But it was not immediately clear if the change was temporary or permanent. 

Chikungunya virus reported in Cuba amid Caribbean outbreak from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 14

Cuban health authorities confirmed six cases of the mosquito-born chikungunya virus Wednesday, the latest in a spate of Caribbean countries
reporting the fever-causing disease in their backyard. 

Cuba Clamps Down On Wi-Fi Networks from Miami Herald 17 Jun 14

When the illegal Wi-Fi network in the Havana neighborhood of Mantilla was up and running, 120 members could play computer games and
exchange news, movies and TV shows with each other far from the watchful eye of the communist government. 

Poll: Support for warmer relations with Cuba grows among Cuban Americans in Miami-Dade from Miami Herald 17 Jun 14

Cubans in Miami-Dade County are continuing to increase their support for warmer relations with the island, including lifting all embargo and
travel sanctions and opening full diplomatic ties, according to a new poll by Florida International University. 

Two Top Dissidents Still Held Day After Crackdown from Miami Herald 13 Jun 14

Cuban police and State Security agents were still holding dissidents Jorge Luis García Pérez and his wife Thursday, one day after they raided their
home to roust them out of bed and paint over anti-Castro graffiti scrawled on the front walls. 

Top Dissidents Detained In Cuba from Miami Herald 12 Jun 14

Cuban police detained four top pro-democracy activists and at least 40 other dissidents Wednesday in a crackdown in which an independent
journalist alleges he was severely beaten by a State Security agent. 

Four Cubans found slain in apparent bid to flee country from Reuters 11 Jun 14

Four people were found murdered on a farm just outside Havana after an apparent attempt to flee the country illegally turned deadly, Cuban
authorities said on Wednesday. 

Miami exile group: Cuban opposition figure arrested "with violence" from EFE (Spain) 11 Jun 14

The Cuban Democratic Directorate exile group in Miami on Wednesday reported the arrest "with violence" in Cuba of opposition figure Jorge
Luis Garcia Perez, known as "Antunez," and his wife, Yris Perez Aguilera, after authorities "raided their home." 

Chikungunya may have arrived in Cuba from Miami Herald 10 Jun 14

Cuban doctors already facing outbreaks of dengue and cholera are now reporting the island’s first cases of Chikungunya, a painful, mosquito-born



fever spreading across the Caribbean, according to an independent journalist. 

Cuba delivers first patrol ship built for Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 7 Jun 14

Cuba on Saturday delivered the first coastal patrol ship for Venezuela, the official daily Granma reported. 

Cuba to seek foreign investment in oil sector at int'l congress from Xinhua (China) 6 Jun 14

Cuba needs investment in its oil industry, searches foreign capital for its oil plans in the north coast of the center and east of the island, official
daily Granma reported on Friday. 

New Movement Tackles Constitutional Changes In Cuba from Miami Herald 5 Jun 14

More than 300 roundtable sessions that attracted 2,400 people were held last weekend in Cuba, part of a project to reach a consensus among
political players and civil society — inside and outside Cuba — on a proposed constitution. 

US sends a new top diplomatic envoy to Cuba from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 14

The United States has selected career diplomat Jeffrey DeLaurentis as its new top diplomat in Havana, a State Department official said
Wednesday. 

Cuba: U.S. gov't should heed calls for rapprochement with island from EFE (Spain) 4 Jun 14

The U.S. government should pay attention to the calls from various sectors of civil society promoting a rapprochement with Cuba, Havana's
representative in Washington said Wednesday. 

Investment In Cuban Cement Plant Is Questioned from Miami Herald 2 Jun 14

A lawsuit in Spain has turned up documents indicating that a giant Swiss firm invested in a cement plant in Cuba despite warnings the deal might
violate U.S. law because the plant sits on land seized from U.S. citizens. 

Cuba agent: US-Afghan prisoner swap a precedent from Associated Press 2 Jun 14

A Cuban intelligence agent who spent years in jail in the United States says the exchange of five Taliban detainees for a U.S. Army sergeant held
captive in Afghanistan could set a precedent for a similar swap with Cuba. 

Time To Start New US-Cuba Relations: US Commerce Chief from Agence France-Presse 30 May 14

The head of the US Chamber of Commerce said the time has come to start a new chapter in relations between Cuba and the United States. 

Groups Call For Arrests In Alleged Cuba Plot from Miami Herald 30 May 14

Two pro-Havana groups have called for the prosecution of Miami exiles who the Cuban government has alleged were behind a plot by four other
men, arrested in Cuba last month, to attack military installations on the island. 

US Chamber head prescribes open markets for Cuba from Associated Press 29 May 14

The head of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce is prescribing a heavier dose of open markets as the cure for communist-run Cuba's struggling
economy. 

Independent Cuban News Site Interviews Biden from Agence France-Presse 29 May 14

Fledgling Cuban independent online newspaper 14ymedio on Wednesday published an interview with US Vice President Joe Biden, who
expressed hope that Havana’s economic reforms will be accompanied by greater “rights and freedoms.” 

Senator Criticizes Chamber Of Commerce’s Cuba Trip from Associated Press 28 May 14

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee chairman has told the U.S. Chamber of Commerce that he believes its trip to Cuba is a bad idea. 

U.S. commerce delegation visits Cuba from Xinhua (China) 28 May 14

A delegation from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, led by executive chairman Thomas J. Donohue, was visiting Cuba, official daily "Granma"
reported here Wednesday. 



High-level Mexican trade delegation heading to Cuba from EFE (Spain) 26 May 14

Mexican Economy Secretary Ildefonso Guajardo and several business leaders are visiting Cuba this week as part of an effort to expand trade in
strategic areas, the Economy Secretariat said. 

US was major backer of blocked dissident website: Cuba from Agence France-Presse 24 May 14

Cuba on Saturday accused Washington of being a major sponsor of an opposition newspaper whose online debut it blocked earlier this week. 

Dissident Cuban website, once blocked, now accessible from Reuters 24 May 14

An independent news website that had been blocked in Cuba since its debut on Wednesday became available to Cuban Internet users on Saturday. 

OPINION: No Time To Ease Up On Cuba from Miami Herald 23 May 14

Just as interest groups in this country mount a renewed effort to improve U.S. relations with Cuba, the regime in Havana offers fresh evidence that
this is no time for Washington to ease restrictions on trade and travel. 

US Officials Sorry For Citizenship Denial To Cuban from Associated Press 22 May 14

Immigration authorities on Wednesday apologized for rejecting a Cuban native’s naturalization request after the man belatedly discovered he was
not a U.S citizen and quickly planned to administer his oath of allegiance. 

Blogger Yoani Sánchez’s Digital Newspaper Blocked In Cuba from Miami Herald 22 May 14

A digital newspaper launched Wednesday by Cuba’s best known blogger, Yoani Sanchez, as an attempt to break the government monopoly on the
mass media has run into its first big challenge: censorship. 

Court Rules Against Radio/TV Marti In Employment Case from Miami Herald 22 May 14

Sixteen Miami employees of the U.S. government’s Radio/TV Marti who were laid off in a bitterly disputed move five years ago have won the
next step of their lawsuit and demanded their jobs back plus damages. 

US blasts Cuba for blocking dissident website from Agence France-Presse 22 May 14

The US State Department accused Cuba Thursday of suppressing free speech by shutting down a dissident-run online newspaper just hours after
its launch. 

Dissident's new digital newspaper blocked in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 21 May 14

Dissident blogger Yoanni Sanchez launched a new digital newspaper Wednesday, with hopes of making it Cuba's first independent news outlet in
50 years, but it was blocked in the communist-ruled island almost immediately. 

Negroponte Leads Group Urging Obama To Ease Cuba Embargo from Bloomberg News 20 May 14

A group of 44 former high-ranking U.S diplomats, civil servants, military officers and Cuban-American businessmen is calling on President
Barack Obama to further loosen a half-century embargo on the Communist regime in Cuba. 

New Call For Easing Restrictions On Cuba from Miami Herald 20 May 14

A group of well known U.S. personalities has urged President Barack Obama to support Cuba’s civil society and growing private business sector
by increasing travel and export opportunities on the island. 

Former US Officials Urge Easing Embargo On Cuba from Associated Press 20 May 14

A group of former high-ranking U.S. officials, business executives and academics called Monday for President Barack Obama to loosen the five-
decade embargo on Cuba in order to stimulate the flow of capital and expertise to the island’s nascent class of independent entrepreneurs. 

Head of US Chamber of Commerce to visit Cuba from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 19 May 14

The head of the US Chamber of Commerce, Tom Donohue, is set to lead a historic delegation to Cuba next week, the private organization said
Monday. 



Chinese military delegation visits Cuba from EFE (Spain) 19 May 14

The chief of the general staff of the Chinese People's Liberation Army is leading a delegation on an official visit to Cuba, state television here
said. 

Cuba resumes processing all consular affairs from Miami Herald 15 May 14

Cuba’s diplomatic mission in Washington has resumed all consular services, including the issuance of visas, clearing away a roadblock that had
threatened to severely disrupt the summer high-travel season, according to Miami travel agents. 

Cuban Blogger Yoani Sanchez Says Her Digital Newspaper Will Be Published Wednesday from Miami Herald 15 May 14

Cuba’s best-known blogger, Yoani Sanchez, announced Wednesday that her digital newspaper would begin publishing next week despite the
government’s monopoly on the mass media, and will be named “14ymedio.” 

Cuban blogger sets date for independent digital newspaper from Agence France-Presse 15 May 14

Blogger Yoani Sanchez announced Thursday that her planned digital newspaper "14ymedio" will see the light May 21 to become the first
independent Cuban news outlet in half a century. 

Cuban migrants protest detention in Mexico from Associated Press 15 May 14

Fifty-nine Cubans migrants being held in a detention center in southern Mexico are threatening to go on a hunger strike if Mexican authorities
don't resolve their legal situation. 

Russia, Cuba sign memorandum on interaction from Itar-Tass (Russia) 14 May 14

Russia's Security Council and Cuba's national security and defence commission have signed a memorandum on interaction and agreed to set up a
joint working group. 

Cuba partially resumes consular activities in Washington from Agence France-Presse 13 May 14

Cuba's de facto embassy in Washington said Tuesday that it would begin renewing some citizens' expired passports despite being unable to find a
US bank able to handle its finances. 

Exiles Captured In Cuba During Armed Infiltrations Cannot Return To The US from Miami Herald 12 May 14

Branded as a terrorist by both the Cuban and U.S. governments, Tomas Ramos says he is essentially a non-person in Havana — no job and no
identification papers, but lots of harassment by State Security agents. 

COMMENTARY: The Plight Of Alan Gross from Miami Herald 9 May 14

I sympathize with the plight of Alan Gross, a USAID contractor unjustly sentenced to 15 years in a Cuban prison. Some reports have said he is, or
was, waging a hunger strike to protest his confinement; other reports say he is “fasting.” I, too, was once a political prisoner in Cuba. 

Cuban migrants intercepted in Mexico from EFE (Spain) 8 May 14

Authorities detained nine undocumented Cuban migrants whose boat ran aground on the coast of the southeastern state of Yucatan, Mexico's
National Institute of Migration, or INM, said in a statement. 

Cuba arrests four Miami-based exiles suspected of attack plot from Reuters 7 May 14

Cuba has arrested four Miami-based Cuban exiles suspected of planning attacks on military installations with the goal of promoting anti-
government violence on the communist-run island, the interior ministry said. 

Four Cuban exiles arrested on terror charges from Xinhua (China) 7 May 14

Four Cuban exiles, the residents of Miami, Florida of the United States, have been arrested on alleged charges of planning terrorist attacks in the
Caribbean island nation, local authorities said Wednesday. 

Cuban blogger Yoani Sanchez to launch online newspaper from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 6 May 14



For some, high-profile Cuban blogger Yoani Sanchez is "obstinately" dissident to the government of Cuban President Raul Castro, while others
accuse her of being too light-hearted because she also likes to talk about films. 

Cuba, France sign accord to increase trade from EFE (Spain) 5 May 14

Cuba and France on Monday signed an agreement to increase bilateral trade with a short-term line of credit, Cuban official media said. 

Congress members visit American jailed in Cuba from Associated Press 5 May 14

Four U.S. House members have met with an American government subcontractor who is serving a 15-year prison sentence in Cuba. 

Cuba Protests Terror Designation On Latest US List from Associated Press 2 May 14

Havana is protesting its continued inclusion on the U.S. government’s latest list of “state sponsors of terrorism.” 

Cuba marks May Day with call for economic efficiency from EFE (Spain) 1 May 14

Cuba on Thursday held its yearly May Day celebration amid its regular calls for increased economic efficiency, criticism of the United States and
messages of support for the Venezuelan government and president, Nicolas Maduro. 

Cuba rejects US report designating it a terror sponsor from Agence France-Presse 1 May 14

Cuba on Thursday "vigorously" rejected its continued inclusion on an annual US list of terror sponsors, saying Washington was merely seeking to
justify its decades-old economic embargo on the communist-run nation. 

Canadian Parliament Member Warns Cuba Investors from Miami Herald 1 May 14

A senior Canadian parliament member has taken a punch at Cuba’s new foreign investment law, saying that one of his constituents has been jailed
on the island since 2011 without trial and has been offered leniency if he pays questionable debts. 

First EU-Cuba talks on normalizing ties 'fruitful' from Agence France-Presse 1 May 14

Talks aimed at normalizing ties between Cuba and the European Union were "very fruitful" the Brussels team said after the negotiations ended
Thursday. 

US contractors profiled 'Cuban Twitter' responses from Associated Press 30 Apr 14

Paula Cambronero was studying public relations at a Costa Rican college when she landed her first real job working for a U.S. government
contractor. But it wasn't to write press releases. 

Cuba, EU approve road map on normalization talks from Associated Press 30 Apr 14

Cuba and the European Union have closed a first round of talks on normalizing relations troubled since the 1990s after agreeing to a road map for
further discussions. 

Cuba's Raul Castro receives Russian foreign minister from EFE (Spain) 29 Apr 14

Cuban President Raul Castro and Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov met Tuesday in Havana to review bilateral relations, Cuba's official
media said. 

Moody’s Cuts Cuba Credit Rating from Miami Herald 29 Apr 14

The Moody’s credit rating firm has dropped Cuba’s low ranking even further, saying that the island is vulnerable to an “elevated risk” of an
economic collapse in Venezuela as well as “abrupt and disorderly” changes at home. 

EU, Cuba in talks years after human rights row from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 14

Cuba and the European Union sat down at the negotiating table Tuesday aiming at deals on political dialogue and economic cooperation. 

Cuba loosens reins on state companies from Agence France-Presse 28 Apr 14

Cuba announced Monday it has decided to allow state companies to operate more freely in its latest step to open the island's communist economy
to market forces. 



Cuba seeks better ties with EU as equals: VP from Xinhua (China) 25 Apr 14

Cuba seeks to improve its once- strained ties with the European Union (EU), but as equals with mutual respect, Cuban Vice President Miguel
Diaz-Canel said Friday. 

OPINION: Coming Soon, A Spring Thaw With Cuba? from Los Angeles Times 25 Apr 14

It’s often assumed, or even taken for granted, that U.S. policy on Cuba is not dictated in Washington but in Miami by Cuban exiles who would
rather die than allow Washington to negotiate with Havana. 

Cuban Government Halts Some Travelers To Island from Miami Herald 25 Apr 14

The Cuban government has suddenly blocked the arrival of Cubans from abroad whose passports lack a required validation, angering dozens of
travelers who were stopped at Miami International Airport and others halted after they landed in Havana. 

Lawyer: Alan Gross Wants Out Of Cuba Dead Or Alive from Miami Herald 24 Apr 14

U.S. government subcontractor Alan P. Gross is “not doing well” after 4 1/2 years in a Cuban prison and has vowed that he will “return to the
United States before his 66th birthday, dead or alive,” his lawyer said Wednesday. 

Mother Of Slain Man Blames Rio Police from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

The mother of a young man whose death sparked clashes in a Rio de Janeiro slum near a key Olympic venue blames police for her son’s death,
news reports said Wednesday. 

Cuba, EU launch forum for exchanging economic experience from Xinhua (China) 23 Apr 14

Cuba and the European Union (EU) Tuesday initiated a forum in a bid to exchange economic and trade experience, Cuban news agency Prensa
Latina reported. 

Cuban top diplomat meets with attorney of jailed American from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 14

Cuba's top diplomat has met with a lawyer for jailed US contractor Alan Gross who is serving a 15-year term in Cuban prison, his defense team
said Wednesday. 

A Wi-Fi Network For Cuba? Maybe from Miami Herald 22 Apr 14

A program financed by the U.S. Agency for International Development to develop the technology for a novel Wi-Fi network in Cuba has not been
deployed on the island and is under review, a USAID spokesman said Monday. 

Cuban-American leaders helped 'Cuban Twitter' from Associated Press 22 Apr 14

Leaders with the largest nonprofit organization for young Cuban-Americans quietly provided strategic support for the federal government's secret
"Cuban Twitter" program, connecting contractors with potential investors and even serving as paid consultants, The Associated Press has learned. 

OPEC aid agency to grant Cuba 50 mln USD from Xinhua (China) 21 Apr 14

The aid arm of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) has agreed to grant Cuba 50 million U.S. dollars over the next few
years to renovate infrastructure and boost agriculture, state daily Granma reported Monday. 

Cuba Home Woes Endure Despite Real-estate Reform from Associated Press 21 Apr 14

The residents of 308 Oquendo Street were jolted awake in the middle of the night by violent shaking and a noise that they likened to a freight
train, or an exploding bomb. 

COMMENTARY: Easter No. 3 For A Prisoner Of Castro from Wall Street Journal 21 Apr 14

Bearing witness to Cuba's political persecution costs Sonia Garro her freedom.

Group Says Jailed Cuban Journalist Should Be Freed from Miami Herald 18 Apr 14

Cuban authorities should immediately free a journalist jailed for reporting on a case of alleged police abuse involving a man bitten by a police



dog, the Paris-based Reporters Without Frontiers (RWF) said Thursday. 

Cuba Publishes Text Of Foreign Investment Law from Associated Press 17 Apr 14

Cuba on Wednesday published the full language of a new law that seeks to make it more attractive for foreign investors to bring badly needed
capital to the island, but provides less advantage for projects that are 100 percent foreign-financed. 

France's top diplomat visits Cuba, first time in 30 years from Agence France-Presse 12 Apr 14

French Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius arrived Saturday in Havana for a brief visit aimed at strengthening ties, as Cuba begins talks with the
European Union on normalizing relations. 

Alan Gross, U.S. contractor held in Cuba, ends hunger strike from EFE (Spain) 11 Apr 14

Alan Gross, the U.S. government contractor serving a 15-year sentence in Cuba on subversion charges, has abandoned a hunger strike after eight
days at the urging of family members, his attorney said Friday. 

Russia provides humanitarian aid to hurricane-hit Cuba - Foreign Ministry from Itar-Tass (Russia) 11 Apr 14

Russia has provided one million U.S. dollars to the U.N. Development Programme to assist to Cuba, hit by Hurricane Sandy in October 2012, the
Russian Foreign Ministry says. 

Alan Gross Hunger Strike Worries Cuba from Miami Herald 10 Apr 14

The Cuban government is “concerned” about the hunger strike declared by Alan Gross, a U.S. government subcontractor jailed in Havana for four
years, and it is willing to swap him for three Cuban spies in U.S. prisons, a senior official said Wednesday. 

Cuba shows concern over American's hunger strike from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

The Cuban government is expressing concern over a hunger strike launched by a U.S. government subcontractor imprisoned on the island. 

Cuba to increase Internet access after "Cuban Twitter" revelations from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 9 Apr 14

Cuban authorities on Wednesday unveiled plans to expand Internet access on the communist island in the wake of recent revelations about
ZunZuneo, a clandestine US-sponsored social network known as the "Cuban Twitter." 

Cuba probes mobile data leak in ZunZuneo case from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

Cuba says it has launched a probe into how hundreds of thousands of customer cellphone numbers fell into the hands of a U.S. government
agency. 

UPDATE: Cuba says fasting jailed American in 'good physical condition' from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 14

Jailed American Allan Gross is in "good condition," the Cuban government said Wednesday in response to news the USAID subcontractor had
gone on a hunger strike to press for his release. 

US penned political satire in secret Cuban Twitter from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

Draft messages produced for a Twitter-like service in Cuba that the U.S. government secretly funded were overtly political, documents obtained
by The Associated Press show, even though the Obama administration has said the program had a more-neutral purpose. 

U.S. Contractor Held In Cuba Begins A Hunger Strike from New York Times 9 Apr 14

Alan Gross, a former contractor for the United States Agency for International Development who has been imprisoned in Cuba for four years,
plans to announce today that he has begun a hunger strike to help him win his freedom, a spokesman for Mr. Gross said. 

Held In Cuba, American Alan Gross Launches Hunger Strike from Miami Herald 9 Apr 14

U.S. government subcontractor Alan P. Gross, serving a 15-year prison sentence in Havana, went on a hunger strike after learning that
Washington had financed a semi-clandestine Twitter-like system for Cubans, his U.S. lawyer said Tuesday. 

EU, Cuba to begin negotiating political accord this month from EFE (Spain) 8 Apr 14



The European Union and Cuba will hold the first round of negotiations to reach a political and cooperation accord on April 29-30 in Havana, EU
sources told Efe on Tuesday. 

OPINION: Wickham: Cuckoo Cuba Twitter Network from USA Today 8 Apr 14

When word reached me of this country’s latest harebrained scheme to topple Cuba’s communist government, I thought it must have been
something hatched in the closing days of George W. Bush’s presidency. 

Study: US Travelers To Cuba Continues To Rise from Associated Press 8 Apr 14

The number of U.S. visitors to Cuba continues to rise, even as the more than five-decade long embargo remains firmly in place, according to study
released Monday. 

Cuba Slashes More Than 100,000 Health Care Jobs from Associated Press 8 Apr 14

Cuban authorities say they have eliminated more than 100,000 jobs in health care, considered one of the pillars of the 1959 revolution. 

OPINION: A U.S. Plan To Help Cubans Communicate Should Be Applauded from Washington Post 7 Apr 14

HUMAN RIGHTS Watch’s 2014 annual report paints a somber picture of political life in Cuba. “The Cuban government continues to repress
individuals and groups who criticize the government or call for basic human rights,” the report notes. 

Cuba says U.S. created other 'Cuban Twitter' projects from Reuters 6 Apr 14

Cuba said on Sunday the United States continues to use social media to "subvert" the island's government and that the revelation this week of a
U.S.-created, Twitter-like service for Cuba was just one of several examples. 

French FM to visit Cuba next Saturday from Xinhua (China) 4 Apr 14

French Foreign Affairs and International Development Minister Laurent Fabius will visit Cuba on April 12, the ministry confirmed Friday. 

Cuba demands US cease 'covert actions' from Agence France-Presse 4 Apr 14

Cuba demanded Friday that the United States cease its "illegal and covert actions" against the communist country following disclosures
Washington set up a Twitter-style application there. 

OPINION: Fabiola Santiago: Cuban Twitter Story A Big ‘So What?’ from Miami Herald 4 Apr 14

On first read, the Associated Press report on the “Cuban Twitter” sounds ominous and cloak-and-daggerish — like an old Cold War caper. 

USAID Effort To Undermine Cuban Government With Fake “Twitter” Another Anti-Castro Failure from Washington Post 4 Apr 14

On April 6, 1960, a U.S. diplomat named Lester Mallory wrote a secret memo about Cuba. Subject line: “The Decline and Fall of Castro.” Make
Cubans unhappy, argued the memo, which was a precursor to the U.S. embargo. Saddle them with “economic dissatisfaction and hardship.”
They’ll sour on Fidel Castro. 

U.S. Says It Tried To Build A Social Media Site In Cuba, But Failed from New York Times 4 Apr 14

The Obama administration acknowledged Thursday that it had attempted, and failed, to build a Twitter-like social media site in Cuba, but insisted
that it was part of the Agency for International Development’s effort to encourage political discussions, not a covert program to overthrow the
government. 

‘Cuban Twitter’ Raises Question: Is It OK For U.S. To Help Cubans? from Miami Herald 4 Apr 14

Does the U.S. government have the right to circumvent a dictatorship’s controls on information? And if Washington tries to help foster democracy
in a country ruled by a dictator, is it pushing for “regime change?” 

UPDATE: White House denies covert Twitter-style Cuba operation from Agence France-Presse 3 Apr 14

The White House on Thursday denied that the US aid agency had mounted a secret social media project designed to provoke unrest against Cuba's
communist leaders. 



US admits to having funded an internet platform in Cuba from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Apr 14

The US government funded a Twitter-like communications platform in Cuba "to expand the space for Cubans to express themselves," the US
State Department confirmed Thursday. 

US secretly created 'Cuban Twitter' to stir unrest from Associated Press 3 Apr 14

The Obama administration secretly financed a social network in Cuba to stir political unrest and undermine the country's communist government. 

OPINION: In Cuba, Unequal Reform from New York Times 2 Apr 14

The last three years have brought tremendous economic reforms to Cuba, particularly in terms of opening up the tourism and small business
sectors. The National Assembly has legalized the purchase and sale of property and cars, granted licenses to small businesses and nonprofessional
independent contractors, and done away with the exit permits that have restricted Cubans’ travel and migration since 1961.

Cuban opposition group says political arrests declined in March from EFE (Spain) 1 Apr 14

The opposition Cuban Commission for Human Rights and National Reconciliation reported Tuesday a decline in the number of political arrests in
March compared with earlier months, a situation it attributed to the Communist government's interest in showing "a better image" with an eye
toward its talks with the European Union. 

Cuba passes law to lure foreign investment from Agence France-Presse 29 Mar 14

Cuba's parliament unanimously approved a new law on foreign investment Saturday aimed at boosting sputtering economic growth on the
communist-ruled island. 

Stakes are high for Cuba foreign investment law from Associated Press 28 Mar 14

Cuban authorities are on the verge of enacting a new foreign investment law considered one of the most vital building blocks of President Raul
Castro's effort to reform the country's struggling economy. 

Son Of Cuban Interior Minister Lives In Miami from Miami Herald 28 Mar 14

The son of Cuban Interior Minister Abelardo Colomé Ibarra, one of the island’s most powerful and feared figures, has defected and joined the
long list of relatives of top government officials now living in South Florida, according to a Miami blog. 

Report: Law Will Let Cubans Abroad Invest On The Island from Miami Herald 27 Mar 14

Cuba’s new foreign investment law cuts taxes, opens new sectors to foreigners and allows investments by Cubans living abroad as part of ruler
Raúl Castro’s efforts to lure fresh capital to his long-stagnant economy, according to published reports. 

Cuba sets stage for foreign investment: minister from Xinhua (China) 20 Mar 14

Cuba has all the necessary conditions to attract foreign investment, Foreign Trade and Investment Minister Rodrigo Malmierca was quoted by
Cuba's offcial daily Granma as saying on Thursday. 

Cuban Parliament To Consider New Foreign Investment Law from Miami Herald 20 Mar 14

Cuba’s parliament has been summoned to a special session later this month to approve a new foreign investment law designed to strengthen
guarantees to wary capitalists and help drag the island’s economy out of the doldrums. 

Castro Son-in-law Promoted To General from Miami Herald 20 Mar 14

A powerful son-in-law of Cuban ruler Raúl Castro, in charge of the military enterprises that dominate the island’s economy, has been promoted to
general despite recurring reports of tensions with his wife and brother-in-law. 

French FM says to pay first visit to Cuba: media from Xinhua (China) 19 Mar 14

French Foreign Affairs Minister Laurent Fabius on Wednesday said he would soon travel to Cuba, the first such visit in three decades in a move to
improve diplomatic and economic links with Havana. 

EU, Cuba prepare to start negotiations from EFE (Spain) 18 Mar 14



Authorities of the European Union and Cuba are actively working to start official negotiations on a political dialogue and cooperation agreement,
EU sources said Tuesday. 

US Congressman Celebrates Hemingway Legacy In Cuba from Associated Press 18 Mar 14

U.S. Congressman Jim McGovern visited Ernest Hemingway’s former home outside the Cuban capital on Monday to celebrate a joint U.S.-Cuban
effort to preserve and digitize the Nobel Prize-winning author’s personal effects and writings. 

U.N. report: Cuba violated the arms embargo on North Korea from Miami Herald 11 Mar 14

Cuba violated the U.N. arms embargo on North Korea, refused to identify the Cuban entities involved in the violation and clearly intended that at
least some of the weapons intercepted in Panama would be sold to the Asian country, said a United Nations report made public Tuesday. 

Cruise ship rescues 24 Cuban migrants in Caribbean from Miami Herald 6 Mar 14

A passing Carnival cruise ship has rescued 24 Cubans stranded in a wooden boat for five days, part of an apparently increasing number of would-
be migrants setting off from the southeastern end of Cuba and trying to reach the United States. 

Cuba slams foreign interference in Venezuela, Ukraine from Xinhua (China) 6 Mar 14

Cuba on Thursday condemned the attempts by some foreign countries to destabilize and overthrow the governments of Venezuela and Ukraine. 

Cuba agrees to negotiate with EU on normalizing ties from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 14

Cuba has agreed to begin negotiations with the EU on normalizing ties after a decade of differences and sanctions, Havana's foreign minister said
Thursday. 

A Miami Congressman Adamantly Defends Isolating Cuba from New York Times 5 Mar 14

As more Cuban-Americans find ways to engage with Cuba — through travel, helping families with new businesses, and now business training —
they have increasingly come into conflict with Cuban-American lawmakers who insist that isolation, through the United States trade embargo, is
the best and only acceptable approach when dealing with Cuba. 

As Cuba’s Economy Opens A Bit, Some Who Fled Castro Return To Help from New York Times 5 Mar 14

The business ideas have ranged from a bikini franchise to a peanut farm, restaurants, and design firms for software and home interiors. But even
more novel than the pitches — in a country where entrepreneurship used to be illegal — is the financial muscle behind them: Cuban-Americans
whose last business ventures were seized by Cuba’s Communist government. 

Cuban leader welcomes agent freed from U.S. jail from Xinhua (China) 28 Feb 14

Cuban leader Raul Castro Friday welcomed home one of five Cuban intelligence agents who were tried and jailed in the United States on charges
of attempted spying and other crimes, the official media reported. 

Russia warship docks in Havana harbor from Associated Press 27 Feb 14

A Russian warship is in Havana a day after the country's defense minister announced plans to expand Russia's worldwide military presence. 

US releases "Cuban Five" member convicted of espionage from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 Feb 14

The United States on Thursday released from prison the second member of the "Cuban Five" spy ring convicted of espionage in 2001, the Federal
Bureau of Prisons confirmed on Thursday. 

U.N. Reviews Cuban Weapons Shipment from Miami Herald 26 Feb 14

A U.N. Security Council committee has started to consider the case of a Cuban weapons shipment bound for North Korea and intercepted in
Panama, but will need more time to reach a conclusion, according to the panel’s chairman. 

FEATURE: Cuban Writer Padura Tests US Literary Waters from Associated Press 21 Feb 14

Sitting in the courtyard of a picturesque Miami bookstore cafe, Cuban writer Leonardo Padura chuckles between drags on a cigarette. Nearly all
his life, he explains, has taken place in one Havana neighborhood. 



U.S. says it offered Cuba a solution to banking dilemma from Miami Herald 20 Feb 14

The U.S. State Department says it came up with a “workable solution” to the banking dilemma that prompted Cuba to suspend its consular
services in the United States but Cuba decided not to pursue it. 

Russian nuclear-powered missile cruiser to visit Cuba - source from Interfax (Russia) 20 Feb 14

The North Fleet nuclear-powered missile cruiser Pyotr Veliky, which is accomplishing special missions in the Mediterranean, will head for Cuba
in the spring, a Navy staff representative told Interfax-AVN on the sidelines of the Krasnodar submarine keel-laying ceremony at the Admiralty
Shipyards on Thursday. 

Communist Cuba To See Rare Political Reform Campaign from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 14

A campaign seeking political change in one-party Communist Cuba will soon be launched with backing from domestic and international groups, a
prominent dissident announced Wednesday. 

Cuban Spies Received Secret Messages By Old-time Short-wave from Miami Herald 18 Feb 14

Even if you’re not a Cuban spy, you too can receive secret messages sent by Havana to its spooks in Miami, Washington and around the world. 

US disappointed at Cuban consular shutdown from Associated Press 16 Feb 14

The U.S. government says it is disappointed that Cuba's diplomatic missions to the United States have ceased consular services because they
haven't been able to find a bank to handle their accounts. 

NKorean ship seized with arms returning to Cuba from Agence France-Presse 15 Feb 14

A North Korean ship caught in July while trying to move undeclared Cuban weapons through the Panama Canal left Saturday to return to Cuba,
the Foreign Ministry said. 

Cuba Embargo? What Embargo? from USA Today 14 Feb 14

Danilo Gomez (no relation) chuckles when asked whether the U.S. embargo on Cuba should end. “What embargo?” he says, sitting on top of his
scooter after picking up some groceries near downtown Miami. 

Cuba hopes EU talks will lead to U.S. gesture: commissioner from Reuters 13 Feb 14

Cuba hopes the opening of negotiations on a new political agreement with the European Union could lead to similar talks with the United States, a
visiting EU commissioner said Cuba's foreign minister told her on Thursday. 

USAID Cut Out Of Cuba Programs from Miami Herald 13 Feb 14

The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) has been left out of the $17.5 million appropriated for Cuba democracy programs this
fiscal year, amid complaints over partisan political fighting and agency mishandling of the programs. 

Poll: Majority Want Change In US-Cuba Policy from Associated Press 12 Feb 14

A majority of Americans and even higher proportion of Floridians support re-establishing relations with Cuba, Washington’s Cold War-era foe
that remains blocked behind a five-decade economic embargo, results from a poll released Tuesday show. 

Cuba’s Reward For The Dutiful: Gated Housing from New York Times 12 Feb 14

In the splendid neighborhoods of this dilapidated city, old mansions are being upgraded with imported tile. Businessmen go out for sushi and
drive home in plush Audis. Now, hoping to keep up, the government is erecting something special for its own: a housing development called
Project Granma, featuring hundreds of comfortable apartments in a gated complex set to have its own movie theater and schools. 

Griffey Jr., Larkin Do Baseball Diplomacy In Cuba from Associated Press 11 Feb 14

Hall of Famer Barry Larkin and Ken Griffey Jr. ... are holding sports clinics for little-leaguers, talking baseball with Cuban fans and taking in a
game featuring the powerhouse ball club Industriales.



Majority Of Americans Favor Ties With Cuba, Poll Finds from New York Times 11 Feb 14

...a majority of Americans — and an even greater majority of Floridians, home to this country’s largest Cuban-American population — now favor
normalizing relations or engaging more directly with the Cuban government...

The Cuban Embargo Emerges As A Political Issue In Florida from Miami Herald 11 Feb 14

Florida Gov. Rick Scott took issue Monday with Democratic gubernatorial candidate Charlie Crist’s view that the U.S. embargo has outlived its
usefulness, saying keeping it in place is “standing up” for the Cuban people.

Europe Approves Negotiations With Cuba from Miami Herald 11 Feb 14

The Cuban government has welcomed a European Union initiative for bilateral negotiations that include the issue of human rights, even as
dissidents said they suspect the EU’s negotiating stance lacks sufficient focus on democracy.

AP: Fidel Castro Handout Photos Digitally Altered from Associated Press 11 Feb 14

The Associated Press is eliminating from its archive seven Cuban government handout photos of Fidel Castro after determining some were
digitally altered ...In addition ... the AP is conducting a review of all Cuban handout pictures of Castro from recent years 

Police Free Cuban Dissident Antúnez, Wife from Miami Herald 7 Feb 14

Cuban police have freed dissidents Jorge Luís García Pérez, known as Antúnez, and his wife after detaining them for several hours Wednesday
and seizing computers, flash memories and personal items during a search of their home. 

Earthquake Hits Off The Northern Coast Of Cuba—again from Miami Herald 6 Feb 14

An earthquake hit in waters off Cuba Tuesday night—the second time in less than a month. 

Tours Changing American Views Of Cuba, US Policy from Associated Press 3 Feb 14

When President Barack Obama reinstated “people-to-people” travel to Cuba in 2011, the idea was that visiting Americans would act as cultural
ambassadors for a U.S. constantly demonized in the island’s official media. 

Exclusive: In diplomatic shift, Europe seeks improved ties with Cuba from Reuters 31 Jan 14

The European Union will agree next month to deepen relations with Cuba in its most significant overture to the communist nation since
diplomatic sanctions were lifted in 2008, people close to the matter told Reuters. 

Castro Holds Court On Sidelines Of Havana Summit from AFP 31 Jan 14

Fidel Castro, the 87-year-old father of the Cuban revolution, held court on the sidelines of a regional summit here this week, looking alert and
well ...Besides his traditional political friends, the Maximum Leader also received UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon .... and young Mexican
President Enrique Pena Nieto.

Leaders Line Up To Visit Fidel Castro In Cuba from AP 31 Jan 14

This week he had his busiest social calendar in years as nearly a dozen world leaders attending a regional summit in Havana stopped in to pay
their respects to — and have their picture taken with — the man considered the godfather of the Latin American left.

OPINION: Europe’s Relations With Cuba Should Require Improvement On Human Rights from Miami Herald 30 Jan 14

In their meeting on Feb. 10, the European Union foreign ministers are expected to approve the E.U. position for negotiations with Cuba about a
new agreement between the two parties. 

US to release Cuban convicted of espionage from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 29 Jan 14

The United States plans to release from prison one of the five Cubans convicted of espionage in 2001, the daily El Nuevo Herald reported
Wednesday citing his lawyer. 

Cuban leader, OAS chief hold brief talk from Xinhua (China) 29 Jan 14

Cuban leader Raul Castro has met briefly in Havana with the Organization of American States (OAS) Secretary General Jose Miguel Insulza, an



OAS source said Wednesday. 

EU agrees mandate for normalisation talks with Cuba: source from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 14

EU member states have agreed the terms for negotiating a "whole package" aimed at normalising ties with Cuba, an EU source said Wednesday. 

UN chief meets with Fidel Castro in Havana from AP 28 Jan 14

Ban's office tweeted that the two met for about 55 minutes Tuesday. The U.N. chief is in Cuba for a summit of the Community of Latin American
and Caribbean States. The U.N. office said it would provide details on the meeting shortly.

Cuba's Castro calls for integration free of US from Associated Press 28 Jan 14

Cuban President Raul Castro called on Latin American and Caribbean leaders Tuesday to work together on pressing regional problems at a
gathering of all Western Hemisphere nations except the U.S. and Canada. 

US, rights groups condemn Cuban dissident detentions from Miami Herald 28 Jan 14

The U.S. State Department, Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch joined Tuesday in condemning the Cuban government’s detentions
of dozens of dissidents to keep them away from a Havana summit of hemispheric leaders. 

UN chief meets with Fidel Castro in Havana from Associated Press 28 Jan 14

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has met with former Cuban leader Fidel Castro in Havana. 

OPINION: E.U. Policy Toward Cuba Must Not Overlook Its Human Rights Abuses from Washington Post 28 Jan 14

AS AN island nation with a failed socialist economy, Cuba depends for its survival on those beyond its borders. Venezuela has been its principal
patron in recent years, but trade with the European Union is also significant.

LatAm Foreign Ministers Kick Off Cuba Summit from Associated Press 28 Jan 14

Foreign ministers from 33 Latin American and Caribbean nations met Monday in the Cuban capital for a summit of Western Hemisphere
countries minus the United States and Canada. 

OAS Head At Cuba Summit In Unusual Encounter from Associated Press 28 Jan 14

The secretary-general of the Organization of American States arrived in Cuba on Monday to attend a regional summit, in an unusual encounter 52
years after Cuba was kicked out of the regional bloc. 

Former Exit Port For A Wave Of Cubans Hopes To Attract Global Shipping from New York Times 28 Jan 14

The images of desperate refugees crammed onto boats have defined this bay outside Havana for decades. About 125,000 Cubans left from here in
1980 after Fidel Castro, facing growing discontent, announced that anyone who wanted to leave should just go to Mariel and get out. 

OAS head at Cuba summit in unusual encounter from Associated Press 27 Jan 14

The secretary-general of the Organization of American States arrived in Cuba on Monday to attend a regional summit, in an unusual encounter 52
years after Cuba was kicked out of the regional bloc.

Brazil helps Cuba inaugurate special development zone from Xinhua 27 Jan 14

Cuban leader Raul Castro and Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff Monday inaugurated the first phase of the Cuba's Special Development Zone in
the port of Mariel, a project largely financed by Brazil. The first phrase of the project is the construction of a 702-meter dock at the deep-water
port.

Cuban dissident says under house arrest from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 14

Cuban dissident Guillermo Farinas said Sunday he has been placed under house arrest to keep him from taking part in an opposition forum on the
sidelines of a Latin American summit. 

Dozens of dissidents arrested in Cuba as major summit looms from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 14



Dozens of dissidents have been detained in a "wave of political repression" ahead of a major international summit in Cuba, activists said Sunday. 

Cuban leading activist Jose Ferrer 'arrested' in Havana from BBC 25 Jan 14

Pro-democracy activists in Cuba say a leading dissident Jose Ferrer has been arrested after meeting European diplomats in the capital, Havana. 

Cuba won't return to OAS: FM from Xinhua (China) 24 Jan 14

Cuba reaffirmed Thursday that it won't return to the Organization of American States (OAS), from which it was expelled in 1962, although it
invited the OAS chief to attend an upcoming conference here. 

Cuba to freeze foreign funds linked to Al-Qaeda, Taliban from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 14

The Cuban government adopted legislation to immediately freeze funds from foreign banks linked to terror groups, including Al-Qaeda and the
Taliban, officials said Friday. 

UN secretary-general to visit Cuba next week from Associated Press 24 Jan 14

The United Nations says Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon will visit Cuba next week, but there's no confirmation of any meeting with former
President Fidel Castro. 

Cuban Vendors, In Rare Move, Stage A Protest from New York Times 24 Jan 14

In a rare demonstration of public dissent, dozens of Cuban artisans and vendors protested in the city of Holguín this week, marching to local
government offices and demanding the right to work without government harassment, witnesses said. 

Mexican leader to visit Cuba to take advantage of "key moment" from EFE (Spain) 23 Jan 14

Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto next week will make a state visit to Cuba during which he will seek to take advantage of a "key moment"
to strengthen the "historic and close" relations between the two countries. 

Street Protest In Cuba Draws At Least 500, Sparks Clash With Police from Miami Herald 23 Jan 14

At least 500 Cubans staged a rare street protest and clash with police in the eastern city of Holguin after municipal authorities confiscated
household goods being sold in an open-air market by the island’s nascent private business owners... “This has been something immense...” said
Holguin business owner Wilian Zaldivar Perez, who added that patrons in a restaurant near the protest also threw rocks at the police

Cuba Announces New Plans For Oil Exploration from Miami Herald 23 Jan 14

Cuba has announced new plans to drill for oil from land, while experts say its prospects for deep-water explorations remain grim because of more
promising opportunities in Mexico, Brazil and West Africa. 

Cuban dissident says her home is "under siege" from EFE (Spain) 22 Jan 14

The only woman who was part of the "Group of 75" political prisoners told Efe Wednesday that she asked a Cuban court to send her back to jail,
because she prefers it to the "siege" she says she has been suffering under for months in her home in Havana. 

Hundreds Of Cubans Turn Up For Rumor Of Mass Exodus from Miami Herald 21 Jan 14

It was only a rumor. But several hundred people turned up at a remote Cuban port on the last days of 2013, some carrying inner tubes, hoping to
reach the ship said to be waiting offshore for anyone who wanted to escape the island. 

Spain says EU considering closer ties with Cuba from Associated Press 20 Jan 14

Spain's foreign minister says European Union countries may consider upgrading the bloc's trade relations with Cuba, but only if Havana respects
human rights. 

Cuba wants LatAm region declared as nuclear-free zone from Xinhua (China) 20 Jan 14

Cuba is calling on fellow member countries of the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) to back a proposal to declare
the region a nuclear-free zone, a top official said Monday. 



14 rebels killed in Colombia fighting: military from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 14

The Colombian military said an offensive against FARC over the weekend killed 14 guerrillas, five more than previously reported. 

Cuba sees "major role" for foreign investment from Agence France-Presse 18 Jan 14

Cuba plans to open its economy to greater foreign investment under a new law to be taken up soon by its legislature, a report in state-run media
said Saturday. 

Cuba, China underscore strong bilateral ties from Xinhua (China) 17 Jan 14

Visiting senior Chinese legislator Chen Changzhi met here on Friday with Cuban leaders, vowing to boost ties between the two countries. 

EU official says bloc eyes changes to Cuba policy from Associated Press 17 Jan 14

A senior European Union official says the bloc is considering changes to its policy on Cuba. 

Senior EU official says bloc is eyeing changes to its Cuba policy from Associated Press 17 Jan 14

A senior European Union official says the bloc is considering changes to its policy on Cuba. European Commission President Jose Manuel
Barroso said Friday during a visit to Madrid that the EU "is discussing, internally, the possibility of modifications" to its Cuba policy, though any
changes would require the blessing of the bloc's 28 member countries.

Cuban Travel In Record Numbers A Year Into Reform from AP 17 Jan 14

A year into the new law, Cubans are traveling in record numbers. Some have not returned, but there’s no sign of the mass exodus that some feared.
Dissidents are coming and going and raising their international profiles — and money — but there has been little impact on their limited ability to
effect political change back home.

EU Set To Normalise Ties With Cuba from Agence France-Presse 17 Jan 14

The European Union is preparing to normalise ties with Cuba following a decade-long dispute over human rights, EU diplomats said Thursday. 

Jailed Cuban opposition figure released on parole from EFE (Spain) 16 Jan 14

A Cuban dissident sentenced in 2012 to 30 months in prison for "pre-criminal social dangerousness" was released this week on parole, a leader of
the Patriotic Union of Cuba opposition group said Thursday. 

US Collegians On Baseball Diplomacy Tour In Cuba from AP 16 Jan 14

Balls and strikes, not politics, ruled the day Wednesday at a baseball diamond in Havana, as last year’s NCAA Division II championship team
from the University of Tampa played an exhibition game against a Cuban youth squad. The visitors scraped out a hard-fought 2-1 win, but the
encounter was more about bridging the vast gulf between these neighboring nations

University Of Tampa Team Plays Ball In Cuba from Miami Herald 16 Jan 14

The UT Spartans, who arrived Sunday, faced Havana’s Industriales Blue Lions youth team in an exhibition game Wednesday and won 2-1. The
team has two more games this week against other teams in Cuba’s 16-team national league.

Kerry asks Vatican to help win release of American jailed in Cuba from Reuters 16 Jan 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry on Tuesday asked the Vatican to help win the release of an American contractor who has been in jail in Cuba
since 2009. 

Two Cuban Dissidents Get Early Release From Prison from Miami Herald 16 Jan 14

Two Cuban political prisoners, included one identified by Amnesty International as a “prisoner of conscience,” have been released early from
their sentences on charges of resisting arrest and “dangerousness,” dissidents reported Wednesday. 

Britain boosts cooperation in energy, agriculture with Cuba from Xinhua (China) 15 Jan 14

A high-ranking British official voiced his country's interests in boosting cooperation in energy and agriculture with Cuba on Wednesday, the
second day of the Business Forum being held in Havana, according to the Cuban News Agency (ACN). 



Kerry asks Vatican to help win release of American jailed in Cuba from 14 Jan 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry on Tuesday asked the Vatican to help win the release of an American contractor who has been in jail in Cuba
since 2009... "I raised the issue of Alan Gross and his captivity, and we hope very much that there might be able to be assistance with respect to
that issue," he said.

Cuba Marks One Year Under More Liberal Migration Regime from Latin American Herald Tribune 14 Jan 14

Cuba’s migration reform has been in effect one year this Tuesday and has allowed thousands of its citizens to travel abroad without the restrictions
they suffered for decades, but with other problems like the price of travel tickets and getting a visa. The latest official figures show that between
January and November 2013, some 185,000 Cubans traveled out of the country, many for the first time

Former Sen. Bob Graham In Cuba To Talk Oil Drilling from Naples (FL) Daily News 14 Jan 14

Former U.S. Senator and Florida Gov. Bob Graham is part of an American contingent traveling to Cuba on Monday to explore the communist
nation’s oil drilling plans. 

Cuban students open rare study program to Miami from AP 13 Jan 14

A group of students from Cuba is opening the communist country's first academic trip in more than five decades to the largest public college in
Miami... Fifteen Cuban students have arrived and two more are en route for a semester of study at Miami Dade College ... The students range
from 18 to 37 and will be taking courses in sociology, computing, business and other subjects.

The Ten Most Popular Android Apps in Cuba from Huffington Post 12 Jan 14

Linux lives in a good share of the smartphones entering the country, legally or illegally... If we take a look at what's inside these Smartphones, we
note the prevalence of applications that work off-line. Local users prefer those that work without access to the Internet, to ease the limitations of
living on the "Island of the disconnected."

U.S. Official Visits Alan Gross Behind Bars in Cuba from Latin American Herald Tribune 11 Jan 14

The head of the U.S. delegation that held a new round of migration talks with Cuba, said Friday that he had been able to visit Alan Gross, the
American contractor serving a 15-year sentence on the Communist-ruled island after being convicted of subversion.

U.S. says migration talks with Cuba were “very constructive" from Miami Herald 11 Jan 14

A U.S. State Department delegation in Havana had “very constructive” migration talks with their Cuban counterparts and again called for the
release of jailed U.S. government subcontractor Alan Gross, department officials said Friday. 

Florida Keys And Cuba Rattled By A Rare Quake from Miami Herald 10 Jan 14

Even seasoned scientists were surprised by a rare 5.1-magnitude earthquake that struck Thursday afternoon off the northern coast of Cuba, rattling
residents on both sides of the Florida Straits. 

Fidel Castro Makes Rare Public Appearance from Miami Herald 10 Jan 14

Former Cuban ruler Fidel Castro has made his first totally public appearance since April, looking frail, stooped over a cane, supported by a burly
aide and trailed by a man identified as his personal physician. 

Castro makes first public appearance in nine months from Agence France-Presse 9 Jan 14

Cuban leader Fidel Castro has appeared in public for the first time in nine months, attending an art gallery opening near his home, the local press
reported Thursday. 

State Department Confirms US-Cuba Migration Talks from Miami Herald 9 Jan 14

A U.S. State Department delegation will hold migration talks with Cuban foreign-ministry officials Thursday in Havana, a department
spokesperson confirmed on Wednesday. 

US, Cuba to hold migration talks in Havana from AP 8 Jan 14



Cuban and U.S. representatives are set to meet in Havana for a new round of restarted migration talks on Thursday, a signal of the longtime Cold
War foes' recent willingness to engage in areas of mutual interest but unlikely to be a harbinger of a major thaw in relations. 

Bad Weather Forces Postponement of Cuban Revolution Celebration from Latin American Herald Tribune 8 Jan 14

The official events on Wednesday to celebrate the 55th anniversary of the entry into Havana of Fidel Castro and his caravan of rebels in 1959 had
to be postponed due to bad weather and will take place on an as-yet-unspecified date, state media reported.

Cuba, US to hold migration talks in Havana from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 7 Jan 14

The governments of Cuba and the United States are to meet again about migration on Thursday in Havana, the US Interest Section in the Cuban
capital confirmed Tuesday. 

US-Cuba Migration Talks To Be Held Wednesday In Havana from Miami Herald 7 Jan 14

U.S. and Cuban government officials will meet in Havana on Wednesday for the second round of migration talks since the Obama administration
resumed the contacts in July, according to well informed sources. 

Dutch Foreign Minister calls for new EU policy on Cuba from BBC 7 Jan 14

Dutch Foreign Minister Frans Timmermans has urged the European Union to take a new look at its relationship with Cuba. 

Three Babalawo Groups Agree: An ‘optimist’ Year Ahead For Cuba from Miami Herald 3 Jan 14

For the first time in memory, New Year’s predictions issued by three groups of Cuban Santeria priests — two in Havana and one in Miami —
have agreed: The communist-ruled island faces an “optimistic” year. 

Dutch foreign minister to visit Cuba to boost ties from Xinhua (China) 3 Jan 14

Dutch Minister of Foreign Affairs Frans Timmermans will go to Cuba from Sunday to Tuesday in order to"strengthen the ties,"Dutch media
reported Friday. 

Raul Castro warns of anti-Cuba "campaign" from Xinhua (China) 1 Jan 14

Cuban leader Raul Castro warned Wednesday that someone is waging "a permanent political and ideological campaign" in a bid to dismantle the
island nation's socialism from within. 

Cuban Dissident Antunez Calls For Push Against Castro Regime from Miami Herald 31 Dec 13

On the eve of returning to Cuba after a four-month trip abroad, democracy activist Jorge Luis García “Antúnez” said Monday that Cubans on the
island and in exile must aggressively push to end the Castro government. 

OPINION: Mandela's Message Didn't Make It to Cuba from Wall Street Journal 30 Dec 13

In Havana a small white clique rules a majority black nation.

Man Who Shouted “Down With Communism!” During Pope’s Visit To Cuba Is Now In Chattanooga from Miami Herald 27 Dec 13

Andrés Carrión Alvarez says he knew it would be up to him to shatter the image of peace and order clamped on Cuba by government security
agents when then Pope Benedict XVI said Mass last year in Santiago de Cuba. 

Cuba to eliminate currency pegged to dollar from Associated Press 21 Dec 13

Cuba will eliminate its double-currency system, which had become a symbol of economic inequality among its people. 

Fidel Castro Discloses Brother’s Words To Obama from Associated Press 20 Dec 13

Cuban President Raul Castro introduced himself to President Barack Obama in English at Nelson Mandela’s funeral, telling him, “Mr. President,
I’m Castro,” as the two leaders shook hands. 

Cuba Lifting Restriction On Purchase Of Cars from Associated Press 20 Dec 13

Cuba is opening its automobile market and its roads to thousands of late-model cars by eliminating a special permit that sharply restricted the



number of people allowed to buy vehicles from the state, the government announced Thursday. 

What Raul Castro Said To Barack Obama: ‘I Am Castro’ from Miami Herald 20 Dec 13

Now we know what Cuban ruler Raúl Castro said to President Barack Obama as they famously shook hands at a memorial for the late South
African President Nelson Mandela. 

Castro praises Raul's handshake with Obama from Agence France-Presse 19 Dec 13

Cuban leader Fidel Castro spoke in praise Thursday of his brother Raul's brief encounter and handshake in South Africa with US President Barack
Obama. 

Cuban Woman Will Get Visa To Help Ailing Sister In Miami from Miami Herald 19 Dec 13

U.S. diplomats in Havana have agreed to issue an emergency visa to a Cuban woman who was initially denied permission to travel to Miami to
donate bone marrow to a sister suffering from leukemia, relatives and U.S. officials said Wednesday. 

13 Cuban Migrants Detained In Bahamas from Miami Herald 19 Dec 13

Thirteen Cubans who left the island aboard a stolen fishing vessel were intercepted by the U.S. Coast Guard and turned over to Bahamas
authorities for likely deportation to Cuba, according to Coast Guard and other reports. 

Cuban police free the last of the dissidents detained on Human Rights Day from Miami Herald 13 Dec 13

Cuban police have freed the last of the more than 150 dissidents detained during International Human Rights Day, including Estado de SATS
founder Antonio G. Rodiles and rocker Gorky Aguila. 

EDITORIAL: Lift The Cuban Embargo from New York Times 13 Dec 13

This page has long called for an end to America’s embargo, which has strengthened the hand of Mr. Castro, his brother Fidel and other hard-liners
who have used it as an excuse for their disastrous misrule in Havana. And it has hurt the Cuban people whom we claim to want to help. 

Is It Time For The U.S. To Shake Cuba’s Hand Too? from Los Angeles Times 13 Dec 13

The handshake between President Obama and Raul Castro at Nelson Mandela’s memorial service would have made the South African leader
smile. It was the latest sign of a gradual thawing in relations between Washington and Havana after a frozen half-century. 

S. African president meets with Cuban counterpart to discuss bilateral ties from Xinhua (China) 12 Dec 13

President Jacob Zuma on Thursday met with his Cuban counterpart Raul Castro Ruz in Pretoria to discuss bilateral ties, Zuma's office said. 

Cuban Dissidents Say Police Detained More Than 150 On Human Rights Day from Miami Herald 12 Dec 13

Cuban police carried out more than 150 detentions of dissidents Tuesday on International Human Rights Day and followed up Wednesday by
carting off the founder of a group that was holding a rare human rights congress, according to activists in Havana. 

Czech Ambassador Says His Country’s Experiences May Be Useful To Cuba’s Transition To Democracy from Miami Herald 12 Dec

13

For the Czech Republic’s ambassador to the United States, Petr Gandalovic, Cuba’s future might well follow the path of his country’s past. 

Up to 150 arrested in Cuba on global Human Rights Day from EFE (Spain) 11 Dec 13

As many as 150 dissidents were arrested while trying to mark U.N. International Human Rights Day, the opposition Cuban Human Rights and
National Reconciliation Commission said Wednesday. 

Cuban Police Detain Dozens Of Dissidents On Human Rights Anniversary from Miami Herald 11 Dec 13

Cuban police detained dozens of dissidents, beat up others, blocked their telephones and sealed off their homes Tuesday to forestall a string of
protests and other gatherings planned to mark International Human Rights Day. 

Cuban Dissidents Call For Protests And Gatherings To Mark International Human Rights Day On Tuesday from Miami Herald 10



Dec 13

Cuban dissidents girded for a wave of arrests and other police crackdowns as they prepared for an unusually daring list of protests and marches to
mark International Human Rights Day on Tuesday. 

Cuban Diplomats In Washington Resume Consular Work from Miami Herald 10 Dec 13

Averting a chaotic disruption in U.S. visits to Cuba, the island’s diplomatic mission in Washington announced Monday it had resumed processing
visas and passports and other consular matters until at least Feb. 17. 

FEATURE: A Sudden Surge In Cuban Migrants from Miami Herald 10 Dec 13

The number of Cubans going to the Florida State Department of Health clinic had surged by 20 percent that June, compared to the three-year
average for the month, and experts around South Florida were seeing similar spikes in arrivals. 

COMMENTARY: Cuba’s American Hostage from Miami Herald 10 Dec 13

Alan Gross began his fifth year as a prisoner of Cuba’s unjust “justice” system last week, a symbol of the continuing estrangement between that
island nation and the United States, and, more important, the fundamentally unchanged nature of the governing regime. 

Two Argentine rights activists detained in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 10 Dec 13

Police detained two Argentine rights activists and several Cuban dissidents in Havana Tuesday, the organizer of an international human rights
gathering said. 

Three Cuban migrants feared killed off Florida coast from Reuters 9 Dec 13

One suspected Cuban migrant was found dead on Monday, and two others were missing and feared drowned, after a homemade raft with a sole
survivor on board was found floating in Biscayne Bay southwest of Miami, authorities said.

Cuba temporarily resumes consular services in US from Associated Press 9 Dec 13

Cuba says it is resuming consular services at its diplomatic missions in the United States after receiving an extension from a private bank that
handles its financial transactions in the country. 

Russia signs deal to forgive $29 billion of Cuba's Soviet-era debt - diplomats from Reuters 9 Dec 13

Russia and Cuba have quietly signed an agreement to write off 90 percent of Cuba's $32 billion debt to the defunct Soviet Union, a deal that ends
a 20-year squabble and opens the way for more investment and trade, Russian and European diplomats said. 

ANALYSIS: Within Cuba’s Revolution, Glimmers of Tolerance for Voices of Dissent from New York Times 7 Dec 13

It is a rare day in Cuba when the Communist Party’s triumphalist newspaper suggests that the government — just maybe — messed up. Or when
the party’s chief ideologist renounces government secrecy. Or a salsa star, performing at an official concert, calls for the freedom to vote and to
smoke marijuana. 

Cuba Consular Problem In Washington May Cause Ripples For US Diplomats In Havana from Miami Herald 6 Dec 13

Cuban diplomats in Washington have said they will wait for a fix to their banking roadblock, but hinted that the U.S. diplomatic mission in
Havana could suffer the consequences if the problem continues, according to Cuba travel company employees. 

Kerry: U.S. Is “Currently Engaged” In Talks To Free Alan Gross from Miami Herald 5 Dec 13

The Obama administration is “currently engaged” in behind-the-scenes discussions to win the release of U.S. government subcontractor Alan
Gross, jailed in Cuba for the past four years, according to Secretary of State John Kerry. 

Cuba Drops In Corruption Index from Miami Herald 5 Dec 13

Cuba slipped five places on an international corruption ranking, reinforcing the perception that bribery is a growing problem in a country caught
between its Soviet-styled economy and its push toward market reforms. 

COMMENTARY: Alan Gross, Left Behind In Cuba from Washington Post 4 Dec 13



The fourth Thanksgiving. The fourth Hanukkah. This is a hard season for Judy Gross, even harder for her husband, Alan, who on Tuesday began
his fifth year of captivity in a Cuban prison. 

Marking 4 Years, Family Urges Release Of Cuba Captive Alan Gross from McClatchy 4 Dec 13

Tuesday, on the four-year anniversary of her husband’s arrest, Judy Gross joined family, friends and supporters for a vigil across from the White
House to urge President Barack Obama to personally intervene to secure his return home. 

Cuba Expects Slight Rise in HIV Cases from EFE 3 Dec 13

Cuba expects to finish this year with a slight rise in HIV cases, but the number of people being diagnosed with the disease remains stable and the
island is on the list of the 18 countries with the lowest transmission rates for the virus... “The group that is drawing our attention the most is the 24
to 39 age group, even though there is a slight increase, like in other countries in the world, among those older than 50,”

U.S. contractor held in Cuba appeals to Obama from EFE (Spain) 3 Dec 13

Alan Gross, the U.S. government subcontractor serving a 15-year sentence in Cuba after being convicted of subversion, has asked President
Barack Obama to "take whatever steps are necessary" to bring him home. 

OPINION: Obama Thaws U.S.-Cuba Relations from USA Today 3 Dec 13

While, understandably, a lot of news media attention in recent days has focused on the U.S.-led talks to prevent Iran from obtaining nuclear
weapons, the Obama administration appears to be laying the groundwork for another diplomatic breakthrough. 

U.S.-Cuba Money Transactions Could Get More Complicated from Miami Herald 3 Dec 13

The difficulties in transferring funds between the U.S. and Cuba have sparked broad concerns in the wake of M&T Bank’s decision to stop
processing accounts for the Cuban diplomatic mission in Washington. 

U.S. again urges Cuba to release long-held citizen from Xinhua (China) 2 Dec 13

The Obama administration on Monday reiterated its call for Cuba to release U.S. contractor Alan Gross, denouncing as "unjustified" his continued
imprisonment. 

US study-abroad programme returns to Cuba from Caribbean News Now 2 Dec 13

Hundreds of US students on board the MV Explorer, in what is known as the study-abroad program Semester at Sea, will come to Cuba after a
nine-year interruption due to the US economic, financial and commercial embargo of the island. 

Cuba says 2 dead as heavy rains collapse buildings from AP 30 Nov 13

Cuban authorities say two people are dead due to torrential rains that have lashed the country for the last two days. Communist Party newspaper
Granma said Saturday the deluge caused the collapse of two buildings in central Havana, killing a man and a woman.

U.S. seeks to end Cuba consular services suspension from El Nuevo Herald 29 Nov 13

The Obama administration said Wednesday it was “actively” assisting the Cuban diplomatic mission in Washington find a new bank willing to
handle its accounts so it can resume issuing passports and visas to people who want to travel to the island. 

Cuban opposition group denounces arrests, raids from EFE (Spain) 27 Nov 13

The Patriotic Union of Cuba opposition group, known as Unpacu, on Wednesday denounced the fact that the homes of some of its members were
raided and 25 people arrested during a police operation in the eastern province of Santiago. 

Cuba Indefinitely Suspends Consular Services In U.S. from Miami Herald 27 Nov 13

In a startling move, the Cuban government’s diplomatic mission in Washington announced Tuesday that it was suspending consular services until
further notice — in effect no longer issuing passports or visas for travel to Cuba. 

Cuba To Let Islanders Rent Out Their Home Phones from Associated Press 27 Nov 13

Cubans have a new private enterprise opportunity — acting as “telecommunications agents” by essentially turning their homes into phone booths



and charging neighbors by the minute to use their telephones. 

US says working with Cuba to solve banking issue from Associated Press 27 Nov 13

The U.S. government says it is actively working with Cuba to try to find a new financial institution to handle its diplomatic banking needs in the
United States. 

Cuba currency reform will take 3 years: ex-minister from Agence France-Presse 27 Nov 13

The unification of Cuba's dual currency system will take at least three years, the architect of the unpopular two-decades old policy of using dollars
and convertible pesos has said. 

Cuban mission in US halts consular services from Associated Press 26 Nov 13

Cuba's diplomatic mission to the U.S. says it has been forced to halt nearly all consular services because it has lost its ability to do banking in the
country. 

Cuba holds largest military drill in four years from Xinhua (China) 20 Nov 13

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Cuba on Tuesday launched a nationwide military exercise which is expected to be the largest drill held on the
island in the last four years, state media reported. 

Cuba is holding 87 political prisoners, human rights groups say from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 18 Nov 13

At least 87 people are in prison in Cuba because of their political beliefs, a dissident organization said Monday. 

Kerry: Cuba must embrace broader reform agenda from Associated Press 18 Nov 13

Secretary of State John Kerry says that while the U.S. welcomes changes taking place in Cuba that allow Cubans to travel more freely and work
for themselves, Havana needs to do more. 

Analysis: New climate of pragmatism prevails in U.S.-Cuba relations from Reuters 18 Nov 13

U.S. relations with Cuba have undergone a surprise warming in recent months, raising expectations of possible agreements to bring the two
countries closer after more than 50 years of hostility. 

Cuba Believed To Have Intercepted Details Of U.S. Aid To Dissidents from Miami Herald 18 Nov 13

The documents were definitely not classified as secret. But they contained detailed information about U.S. government programs to help Cuban
dissidents that Havana has outlawed as a semi-clandestine campaign to topple the communist system. 

OPINION: What Castro Knew About Lee Harvey Oswald from Wall Street Journal 17 Nov 13

The official narrative skips tantalizing signs of a Cuban connection. 

Cuban Diplomats Visited South Florida from Miami Herald 13 Nov 13

Two officials from Cuba’s diplomatic mission in Washington visited the Miami area quietly Monday to meet with companies that handle travel
between the island and the United States, according to travel industry members. 

Cuba hails its election to UN rights council from Agence France-Presse 13 Nov 13

Cuba on Wednesday hailed its election to the UN Human Rights Council, saying it was a "resounding recognition" of its work in the area. 

Cuba seizes 190 kg of marijuana on northern coast in 2013 from Xinhua (China) 12 Nov 13

Cuba's North Central Border Troops detected 13 drug arrivals so far in 2013 on the north-central coast of the island, seizing over 190 kg of
marijuana, local media reported Tuesday. 

Cubans heartened by possible reversal of 3D ban from Associated Press 12 Nov 13

Something unusual appears to be happening in Havana.The Communist government may be backing off an unpopular economic crackdown
barely a week after it was announced — a feat of political dexterity islanders say they are not used to seeing from a leadership that has been in



power since the 1950s. 

Former Hijacking Fugitive In Cuba ‘protests’ Proceedings In Miami Federal Court from Miami Herald 8 Nov 13

William Potts Jr., the former longtime U.S. fugitive accused of hijacking a Miami-bound commercial airliner to Cuba almost 30 years ago, took
umbrage with the American justice system during his first appearance in federal court Thursday. 

Japan seeks Cuba's help to resolve abduction issue from Xinhua (China) 8 Nov 13

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on Friday met here with visiting Cuban Minister of Foreign Affairs Bruno Rodriguez Parrilla and sought
Cuba's efforts to help resolve the issue of Democratic People's Republic of Korea's (DPRK) past abductions of Japanese nationals, reported local
media. 

Obama: US must continue updating Cuba policies from Associated Press 8 Nov 13

President Barack Obama says the U.S. must continue updating its policies toward Cuba. 

Hijacker Returns To US After 30 Years In Cuba from Associated Press 7 Nov 13

An American who hijacked an airliner to Cuba nearly 30 years ago as a self-described revolutionary flew back home Wednesday to face U.S.
justice. 

Chinese president meets Cuban FM from Xinhua (China) 7 Nov 13

Chinese President Xi Jinping met with Cuban Minister of Foreign Affairs Bruno Rodriguez Parrilla here on Thursday. 

Cuba promotes special development zone at trade fair from Xinhua (China) 5 Nov 13

Cuban Foreign Trade and Investment Minister Rodrigo Malmierca wooed foreign investment to the country's new Special Development Zone
(ZED) Tuesday. 

Cuba Cracks Down On Private Movie Theaters, Video Arcades from Agence France-Presse 5 Nov 13

Private movie theaters and video arcades, which have sprung up across Cuba in recent months, are not among occupations sanctioned by recent
government reforms and must shut down, state media said. 

47 Cuban Migrants Spotted In Cayman Waters from Miami Herald 5 Nov 13

At least 47 Cuban migrants aboard three boats have been spotted since Friday in the territorial waters of the Cayman Islands, a British possession
125 miles off the southeaster coast of the communist ruled nation. 

Nearly 30 Cuban Dissidents Were Detained Over The Weekend from Miami Herald 5 Nov 13

Cuban security officials detained nearly 30 members of the dissident Ladies in White while a government-backed mob twice pummeled and
kicked a top opposition leader in yet another weekend crackdown on pro-democracy activists. 

Cuba shutters private theaters, threatens other businesses from Rueters 3 Nov 13

Cuba closed dozens of home-based movie theaters on Saturday and reaffirmed its plans to end the private sale of imported goods as communist
authorities pressed for "order, discipline and obedience" in the growing small business sector. 

Mexico, Cuba sign 8 cooperation agreements from EFE (Spain) 2 Nov 13

The Mexican and Cuban governments signed eight cooperation agreements in different areas including tourism, trade, education and the
environment, authorities said. 

Rights group reports rise in political arrests in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 1 Nov 13

A human rights group reported Friday a worrying rise in politically-motivated arrests in Cuba, which it linked to worsening economic conditions
on the communist-ruled island. 

Cuba Hosts Workshop on U.S. Base in Guantanamo from Prensa Latina 31 Oct 13



Domestic and foreign specialists are debating today about the implications of the U.S. naval base in Guantanamo, in southeastern Cuba, which the
island's authorities considered illegal and harmful to their right to national sovereignty. 

U.S. should consider returning Guantanamo to Cuba, scholar says from EFE (Spain) 31 Oct 13

U.S. historian and academic Jonathan Hansen urged here that Washington open a debate regarding returning its naval base at Guantanamo to
Cuba. 

Flights from Key West to Cuba resume after 51 years from EFE (Spain) 31 Oct 13

Direct passenger flights between Key West and Cuba, suspended in 1962, will resume on Nov. 15, one of the charter companies flying the route
confirmed to Efe.

Key West-Havana Flights Resuming For First Time Since 1962 from Miami Herald 31 Oct 13

For the first time since 1962, regularly scheduled air travel between Key West and Havana is returning. 

Cuba, India pledge to expand economic cooperation from Xinhua (China) 30 Oct 13

Cuban First Vice President of the Council of State Miguel Diaz-Canel and visiting Indian Vice President Mohammad Hamid Ansari pledged
Wednesday to expand economic, trade and cooperation ties between their two countries, local media said. 

Overwhelming UN Vote Against US Embargo Of Cuba from Agence France-Presse 30 Oct 13

A record-equalling 188 countries on Tuesday condemned the five-decade-old US embargo against communist Cuba in an annual UN General
Assembly vote that signalled hardening opposition to US sanctions. 

Cuban dissidents testify on human rights at OAS from Miami Herald 29 Oct 13

Seven top Cuban dissidents alleged during testimony before the human rights branch of the Organization of American States Tuesday that security
officials regularly beat, strip search and evict government opponents from jobs and schools. 

188 nations back UN vote against US Cuba embargo from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 13

A record-equalling 188 countries on Tuesday backed an annual UN General Assembly vote condemning the five-decade-old US embargo against
communist Cuba. 

U.N. Investigators Visited Cuba To Discuss N. Korean Freighter from Miami Herald 29 Oct 13

A team of United Nations experts was in Havana last week to talk about the Cuban weaponry found aboard a North Korea-bound freighter this
summer, showing that Cuban officials have at agreed to discuss the shipment, according to a Japanese media report. 

Number of Cuban travelers rises with looser rules from Associated Press 28 Oct 13

Cuban officials say travel abroad has risen 35 percent since the island's government loosened restrictions this year. 

U.N. experts conduct probe in Cuba over N. Korean weapons cargo from Kyodo (Japan) 25 Oct 13

Experts from a panel under the U.N. Security Council's sanctions committee have conducted investigations in Cuba into a North Korean cargo
ship loaded with weapons that was seized in Panama in July on its way from a Cuban port, the chair of the committee said Friday. 

US Envoy Meets With Late Cuban Activist’s Daughter from Associated Press 23 Oct 13

U.S. Ambassador Samantha Power says she met with the daughter of Cuban dissident Oswaldo Paya and discussed the need for an investigation
into his death. 

Cuba Will Phase Out Troublesome Two-Currency System from Miami Herald 23 Oct 13

Cuba’s announcement that it will phase out a convoluted two-currency system that angered housewives and befuddled accountants for decades
has given hope to consumers and economists. 

Cuba Announces Move Toward Currency Unification from Associated Press 23 Oct 13



Cuba’s government announced Tuesday that it will take the first small, symbolic step toward eliminating a two-currency system that has become
an uncomfortable manifestation of economic inequality on the island. 

Cuba announces end to dual currency from Agence France-Presse 22 Oct 13

Cuba announced Tuesday it was ending an unpopular 19-year-old dual currency system that has contributed to a growing wealth gap between
Cubans with access to dollars and those without. 

Be "rational" and end embargo, Cuba urges U.S. from EFE (Spain) 22 Oct 13

A panel of Cuban specialists on Monday blasted the damage caused by the economic embargo imposed on the island by the U.S. since 1962, and
urged Washington to be "rational." 

Iran, Cuba vow to enhance relations from Xinhua (China) 19 Oct 13

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani and the new Cuban ambassador to Tehran called for enhancing bilateral ties, official IRNA news agency
reported on Saturday. 

Italy looks for economic cooperation with Cuba from Xinhua (China) 18 Oct 13

Italy is looking for economic cooperation with Cuba, although there are restrictions in Europe, the Cuban Foreign Ministry said here on Thursday.

Catholic Church opens business classes in Cuba from Associated Press 17 Oct 13

Cuba's Catholic Church says it has launched classes aimed at training aspiring entrepreneurs to open and run small businesses permitted by the
country's new program of economic reforms. 

Cuba Replaces Top Editor at Communist Party Newspaper from Agence France-Presse 9 Oct 13

Cuba has replaced the editor of the Communist Party newspaper Granma, it said Wednesday, signaling possible changes in the island's hidebound
state media.

Cuba Once Again Seeks U.N. Condemnation of U.S. Embargo from Reuters 7 Oct 13

For the 22nd consecutive year, Cuba will ask the United Nations to condemn the United States economic embargo against the island, a top Cuban
official announced on Monday, accusing Washington of tightening sanctions in place for more than half a century.

New Cuba Dissident Group Asks Government for 'Real' Changes from EFE 5 Oct 13

A new Cuban dissident group called the Transition Support Center, or CAT, led by ex-political prisoner Hector Maseda, gathered in Havana to ask
the island's government for "real" changes.

Freedom House Ranks Cuba's Internet as "Not Free" from Miami Herald 3 Oct 13

Cuba’s Internet remains one of the least free in the world, suffering under “prodigious government regulation” that have left it with little access to
almost anything except for e-mail, the rights group Freedom House reported Thursday.

Political Arrests Spike in Cuba: Rights Group from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 13

A Cuban human rights group reported Wednesday that politically motivated arrests spiked in September on the communist-ruled island, hitting an
18-month high. 

Jackson Ends Cuba Trip Without Gross Meeting from Associated Press 1 Oct 13

The Rev. Jesse Jackson ended a four-day visit to Cuba on Monday without getting to visit a U.S. government development subcontractor who is
serving a 15-year sentence in the Caribbean nation. 

Cuba Faces Challenges In Push To End Dual Currency from Associated Press 1 Oct 13

Cuba is the only country in the world that mints two national currencies, a bizarre system that even President Raul Castro acknowledges is
hamstringing the island’s socialist economy and must be scrapped. 



IAEA Chief Visits Cuba from Xinhua (China) 30 Sep 13

The head of the UN nuclear watchdog on Sunday kicked off a three-day official visit to Cuba, a local TV channel reported.

COMMENTARY: Cuba’s Antunez: Our Peaceful Steps For Freedom from Miami Herald 30 Sep 13

The dictatorship that oppresses my country fears the free exchange of ideas because it knows that its proposals cannot withstand the light of
reason. For more than half a century, it has poisoned the Cuban people with an indoctrination that goes from the cradle to the grave.

New Cuban Regulations Open, Close Opportunities For Private Jobs from Miami Herald 27 Sep 13

Cubans can now work as real estate agents, handymen, soap makers and 15 other types of “self-employed” jobs. But they cannot sell machine-
made clothes, or profit from the resale of items purchased at state stores. 

Cuba Expands List Of Allowed Private Sector Jobs from Agence France-Presse 27 Sep 13

Cuba on Thursday expanded the list of occupations open to the communist-ruled island’s fledgling private sector as part of a gradual reform of its
Soviet-style economy. 

Cuba passes "strategic" national development measures from Xinhua (China) 25 Sep 13

Cuba's Council of Ministers has approved a series of "strategic" development measures as part of an ongoing process to modernize its aging
economic model, official media reported Tuesday. 

Spanish Judge Throws Out Payá Family Lawsuit from Miami Herald 24 Sep 13

A Spanish judge has rejected a lawsuit against Cuban security officials filed by relatives of the late Havana dissident Oswaldo Payá, arguing that
Spanish politician Angel Carromero already has declared himself responsible for the death of the democracy activist. 

Cuba, U.S. agree to preliminary procedure for aeronautical, marine rescue from Xinhua (China) 21 Sep 13

Delegations from Cuba and the United States have agreed to a preliminary Operational Procedure for the Aeronautical and Marine Search and
Rescue between the two countries, but the document will be subjected to the final approval by the two governments, said an official release
available to Xinhua Saturday. 

Pentagon wants Guantánamo fiber-optic cable to someday serve Cuba from Miami Herald 20 Sep 13

The Pentagon plans to one day extend to the entire island of Cuba its under-construction $40 million fiber-optic cable linking this base to Florida,
a senior Defense Department official testified Friday at the war court. 

Cuba to accept majority of recommendations from U.N. rights council from EFE (Spain) 19 Sep 13

Cuba will accept the majority of the 292 recommendations prepared in May during the U.N. Human Rights Council's review of the situation on
the Communist-ruled island, official media said Thursday. 

Cuban Singer’s Blast At The Government Draws Support, Criticism from Miami Herald 18 Sep 13

Reaction to singer Roberto Carcassés’ decision to castigate the Cuban government during a televised concert last week was mixed Tuesday as
other artists came out in his support, criticized him or just danced gingerly around the issue. 

Former FBI Informant Now Living Posh Lifestyle In Cuba from Miami Herald 16 Sep 13

Two years ago, Miami FBI informant Gilberto Abascal was the key prosecution witness in the trial of militant Cuban exile Luis Posada Carriles.
In 2006, he was the main informant in the weapons conviction of Posada supporter Santiago Alvarez. 

U.S. and Cuba talk about resuming direct mail service from Reuters 16 Sep 13

The United States and Cuba concluded on Monday their second round of talks aimed at re-establishing direct mail service between the two
countries after a 50-year ban, but left for later the most sensitive issue - Cuban planes landing on U.S. soil. 

Spanish Prosecutor Recommends Dismissal Of Lawsuit By Oswaldo Payá Family Against Cuban Security from Miami Herald 13 Sep

13



A Spanish prosecutor Wednesday recommended dismissing the lawsuit against Cuban security officials filed by the family of dissident Oswaldo
Payá, arguing that Spain’s government already has accepted the Havana version of Payá’s death as the result of a car accident. 

Cubans wear yellow ribbons for agents jailed in US from Associated Press 13 Sep 13

Cubans tied yellow ribbons to homes, trees and lampposts across the capital Thursday, in an organized mass campaign to press for the return of
several espionage agents imprisoned in the United States on the 15th anniversary of their arrest. 

OPINION: Cuba’s Hard Truths Exposed from Washington Post 13 Sep 13

The truth about Cuba, however, is that the revolution’s achievements were never as great as its propagandists claimed and that economic and
social conditions on the island trail those of many Latin American countries Cuba once surpassed. 

Spanish prosecutor recommends dismissal of lawsuit by Oswaldo Payá family against Cuban security from El Nuevo Herald 12 Sep 13

A Spanish prosecutor Wednesday recommended dismissing the lawsuit against Cuban security officials filed by the family of dissident Oswaldo
Payá, arguing that Spain’s government already has accepted the Havana version of Payá’s death as the result of a car accident. 

Amnesty recognizes Cuban 'prisoner of conscience' from Associated Press 11 Sep 13

Amnesty International designated a sixth Cuban dissident jailed in the island nation as a "prisoner of conscience" Wednesday and called for his
immediate and unconditional release. 

Cuba announces creation of new non-agricultural cooperatives from Xinhua (China) 7 Sep 13

A new batch of non-agricultural cooperatives will be established shortly in Cuba for the manufacturing of high demand items, local media
reported Saturday, quoting a senior official. 

Florida Won’t Appeal Ruling Against Law Banning Public Hiring Of Firms Tied To Cuba from Miami Herald 6 Sep 13

The state of Florida has conceded it will not enforce a law — ruled unconstitutional by federal courts — that tried to prohibit the state and local
governments from hiring companies with business ties to Cuba. 

Florida won’t appeal ruling against law banning public hiring of firms tied to Cuba from Miami Herald 5 Sep 13

The state of Florida has conceded it will not enforce a law — ruled unconstitutional by federal courts — that tried to prohibit the state and local
governments from hiring companies with business ties to Cuba. 

FEATURE: Three decades after Mariel Boatlift repatriations continue from El Nuevo Herald 4 Sep 13

Currently there are 502 names left on the list, ICE said recently in a statement. This means that it may take another four or five years before ICE
works through all the names on the list. On average, about 90 to 100 Cubans on the list have been deported every year. 

Cuba launches yellow-ribbon campaign for spies held by U.S. from EFE (Spain) 4 Sep 13

Cuba's Communist government is urging a display of yellow ribbons on Sept. 12 in an appeal to the United States to release four Cuban
intelligence agents who have been in custody since 1998, official media said Wednesday. 

Cuba political arrests spiked in August: group from Agence France-Presse 3 Sep 13

At least 547 political arrests were reported in Cuba last month, in a spike after a steep drop in the first half of the year, an opposition group said
Tuesday. 

Grounded TV Marti Plane A Monument To The Limits Of American Austerity from Washington Post 3 Sep 13

At an airfield in rural Georgia, the U.S. government pays a contractor $6,600 a month for a plane that doesn’t fly. The plane is a 1960s turboprop
with an odd array of antennas on its back end and the name of a Cuban national hero painted on its tail. It can fly, but it doesn’t. Government
orders. 

US-Cuba Talks On Direct Mail Service Proposed For Next Month from Miami Herald 30 Aug 13

Cuba has proposed that a U.S. government delegation visit Havana next month for a second round of talks since June on resuming direct postal



services, interrupted for the past 50 years, knowledgeable officials said Wednesday. 

Fidel Castro Rejects Cuban ‘Refusal’ To Host Snowden from Agence France-Presse 29 Aug 13

Fidel Castro said in remarks published Wednesday that no Cuban official should have denied US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden entry to the
communist-run island, as alleged by a Russian newspaper. 

Fidel Castro Pens New Essay On Syria, Snowden from Associated Press 29 Aug 13

Fidel Castro can’t stay away. Despite a vow to retire from his second career as a columnist last year, the 87-year-old revolutionary whose interests
range from the nutrition benefits of a leafy plant called moringa to the threat of nuclear Armageddon apparently still has a lot to say about world
events. 

Report: Cuban Weapons In North Korean Ship Violated UN Sanctions from Miami Herald 28 Aug 13

Cuban weapons found in a freighter bound for North Korea “without a doubt” violate U.N. sanctions and some of it seemed intended for
Pyongyang’s own use, not for repair and return as Havana claims, according to a report Tuesday. 

FEATURE: Cuba Reports More Cholera Among Foreign Visitors from Miami Herald 27 Aug 13

Cuba-born New York high school teacher Alfredo Gómez says it was bad enough that he contracted cholera during a family visit to Havana this
summer. Then he got a bill from the government hospital – $4,700. 

US Issues Travel Alert For Cholera In Cuba from McClatchy 22 Aug 13

The U.S. diplomatic mission in Havana has issued an alert for cholera, triggering fresh allegations that Havana is hushing up an outbreak of the
potentially fatal disease to avoid damaging its $2.5 billion-a-year tourism industry. 

Cuban Police Shift Tactics Against Dissidents from McClatchy 22 Aug 13

Cuban dissident Ana Celia Rodriguez Torres says police arrested her, punched her and kept her all day in a scorching hot bus, then freed her the
next morning in a remote farming area 20 miles from her home. 

Dissident's family sues Cuba in Spain over his death from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 13

The family of late Cuban dissident Oswaldo Paya launched a lawsuit in Spain on Monday accusing the Cuban secret service of killing him, his
human rights group said. 

Carromero Says Cuban Officer Forced Him To Change Crash Story from Miami Herald 14 Aug 13

Angel Carromero says a Cuban officer slapped him “a couple of times” to dissuade him from insisting that the death of leading dissident Oswaldo
Payá was caused by State Security agents and was not an accident. 

Fidel Castro Turns 87 Behind Closed Doors from Associated Press 14 Aug 13

Fidel Castro turned 87 behind closed doors Tuesday, with official tributes in state media serving as a reminder that the clock is ticking on his
revolutionary generation’s grip on power. 

COMMENTARY: Raul Castro’s Empty Talk On Civility In Cuba from Washington Post 13 Aug 13

The kind of civility that is recognized all over the world as basic dignity — the freedom to speak and associate, to choose one’s leaders, to live
without fearing a regime’s security services — is not on Mr. Castro’s mind. 

Ex-Cuban Prisons Official Accused Of Abuse Flees US — Again from Miami Herald 12 Aug 13

A former Cuban prisons official, who fled Miami after he was accused of abusing inmates and lying on his U.S. visa and residency documents, has
apparently again left his latest U.S. home in a hurry, amid fresh news reports on his case. 

Former Cuban prison official flees U.S. for second time from United Press International 12 Aug 13

A former Cuban prison official has fled to Cuba for the second time after Spanish-language media said he had returned to the United States. 



Cuban Dissident: Opposition May Eventually Spark A Work Stoppage from Miami Herald 9 Aug 13

Opponents of the Cuban government may eventually spark a gradual work stoppage against the government that would undermine Havana’s
ability to repress dissent, according to activist Jorge Luís García Pérez, also known as “Antúnez.” 

Cuba Sees Closer Cooperation With N. Korea from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 13

Cuba said Tuesday it was looking forward to closer cooperation with North Korea after “favorable” talks in Pyongyang. 

Payá’s Widow Urges International Inquiry Into Husband’s Death from Miami Herald 6 Aug 13

The widow of Oswaldo Payá, a Cuban dissident killed in a car crash in Cuba last year, said in Miami on Monday that the driver’s statements over
the weekend that Cuban secret services assassinated her husband make all the more relevant an international investigation of the tragedy. 

Cuba sees closer cooperation with N. Korea from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 13

Cuba said Tuesday it was looking forward to closer cooperation with North Korea after "favorable" talks in Pyongyang. 

Carromero: Payá was murdered by Cuban secret services from Miami Herald 5 Aug 13

Angel Carromero, who was sentenced to prison in Havana for the death of two Cuban dissidents in a car accident, said in an interview published
Sunday by Spain’s daily newspaper El Mundo, which was subsequently reported by the news service EFE, that Cuba’s secret service murdered
Oswaldo Payá.

Amnesty Names 5 Cubans “Prisoners Of Conscience” from Associated Press 4 Aug 13

Amnesty International designated five Cubans detained on the island as “prisoners of conscience” on Sunday and called for their immediate
release. The New York-based human rights watchdog highlighted the cases of Rafael Matos Montes de Oca, Emilio Planas Robert and brothers
Alexeis, Diango and Vianco Vargas Martin. It said they have been held for months in eastern provincial lockups.

Cuba Says 79 Pct Rise In US Visas For Islanders from Associated Press 3 Aug 13

The number of Cubans receiving U.S. nonimmigrant visas jumped by 79 percent in the first half of the year, Communist Party newspaper Granma
reported Friday. According to statistics published by Granma, the U.S. Interests Section in Havana issued 16,767 such visas in the first six months
of 2013, compared to 9,369 in the same period last year.

US Ups Duration Of Non-immigrant Visas For Cubans from Associated Press 1 Aug 13

The Obama administration announced Wednesday it is extending the duration of non-immigrant visas for Cuban travelers from six months to five
years, two weeks after officials from the two countries resumed long-stalled migration talks. 

Hurricane Tips From Cuba from New York Times 30 Jul 13

Old computer processors whirred and paint crumbled from the walls in the National Prognostic Center of Cuba’s Meteorological Institute, set on a
rise above Havana’s old city. Half a dozen meteorologists shifted their gaze between satellite images on large video screens and a giant overhead
map of the United States. 

Cuba Looks To Medical Tourism As Income Source from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 13

Football legend Diego Maradona blazed a path for Cuba to become a medical tourism destination when he traveled to the island for drug
addiction treatment in 2000. 

Fidel Castro: *Slander* over case of seized arms from Associated Press 28 Jul 13

Fidel Castro says foes of Havana have tried to manipulate the case of Cuban armaments seized at the Panama Canal on a boat bound for North
Korea. 

Cuba Marks 60th Anniversary Of Revolution’s Start from Associated Press 27 Jul 13

Cuba celebrated the 60th anniversary of the onset of its revolution Friday, with the aging Communist leader who took part in the initial failed
uprising vowing to focus the future on younger generations that have been slow to come to power.



Cuba marks 60th anniversary of revolution's onset from Associated Press 26 Jul 13

Cuba is commemorating the 60th anniversary of Fidel Castro's failed attack on the Moncada army barracks that is considered the beginning of the
Cuban Revolution. 

Cuba Heavy Metal Band Seeks Asylum In United States from Agence France-Presse 25 Jul 13

Six members of a Cuban heavy metal group requested political asylum after touching down in the United States, a band member told AFP on
Wednesday. 

For Cuba, A Harsh Self-Assessment from New York Times 24 Jul 13

There was a time, Alexi remembers, when life in Cuba was simpler. People dressed properly. Children respected their elders. Stealing was
stealing. 

Chinese leader stresses close ties with Cuba from Xinhua (China) 24 Jul 13

Chinese leader Liu Yunshan said Wednesday that China and Cuba are closely tied with common aspiration and belief despite the two countries
being geographically far apart. 

Senators push for action on Cuba over North Korean arms ship from Reuters 18 Jul 13

Senators sought to increase pressure on the Obama administration on Wednesday to respond after a North Korean cargo ship in Panama was found
carrying what appeared to be military equipment loaded in Cuba. 

US And Cuba Discuss Migration Issues from Associated Press 18 Jul 13

Migration issues headlined talks on Wednesday between the U.S. and Cuba, yet long-standing disputes threaten efforts to thaw relations between
the Cold War enemies. 

US, Cuba In Migration Talks Despite N. Korea Weapons from Agence France-Presse 18 Jul 13

The United States and Cuba held migration talks, despite news that Panama had impounded a North Korean freighter carrying Cuban missile
equipment. 

North Korea arms ship from Cuba likely breached sanctions: UK from Reuters 17 Jul 13

A North Korean cargo ship Panama said was hiding missile equipment in a shipment of brown sugar from Cuba appears to have violated a U.N.
arms embargo on Pyongyang, Britain's U.N. Ambassador Mark Lyall Grant said on Wednesday. 

Cuban, US Diplomats Increasingly Allowed To Travel from Associated Press 16 Jul 13

For decades, Cuban and U.S. diplomats have faced strict limits on their travel within the Cold War enemy countries. 

Cuban Athletes And Artists Get In On Capitalism from Associated Press 16 Jul 13

Cuban track and field legend Javier Sotomayor has launched a sports bar named for the height of his world record high jump. An Olympic
volleyball champion has opened a swanky new Italian restaurant, and salsa star Hugo Morejon has a first-rate automotive repair shop. 

FEATURE: Cuban, US diplomats increasingly allowed to travel from Associated Press 15 Jul 13

...Cuban and U.S. diplomats have been increasingly, and more easily, stepping outside the once nearly insurmountable fences. 

Cuban dissidents denounce harassment by gov't supporters from EFE (Spain) 15 Jul 13

The Cuban dissident group Ladies in White denounced Monday the harassment its members in Matanzas province over the weekend. 

Cuba’s food ration stores mark 50th anniversary from 11 Jul 13

The hundreds of state-run food stores that distribute the rations are marking their 50th anniversary Friday, although the decree creating the system
was issued in March 1962, at a time when U.S. economic sanctions on Cuba were beginning to cause shortages of food, medicines and other
supplies.



Cuba’s Ex-prisons Chief — Accused Of Human-rights Abuses — Is Back In The US from Miami Herald 11 Jul 13

A former Cuban prisons chief who was living in Miami and returned hastily to the island after he was accused of human-rights abuses is now back
again in the United States, according to a knowledgeable source. 

Cuba Economy Czar: Reforms Entering Critical Phase from Associated Press 10 Jul 13

Communist-led Cuba’s experiment with limited capitalism is entering a crucial and transformative phase this year with the decentralization of
bloated state-run businesses, the island’s economic czar said Tuesday. 

Cuba to reform state-owned companies in 2014 from Xinhua (China) 8 Jul 13

Cuba announced on Sunday its readiness to reform state-owned enterprises in 2014 by granting them more autonomy. 

Cuba's Raul Castro Backs Asylum Offers For Snowden from Associated Press 8 Jul 13

Castro stood shoulder-to-shoulder Sunday with Latin American countries willing to take in NSA leaker Edward Snowden, but made no reference
to whether Cuba itself would offer him refuge or safe passage. Venezuela and Bolivia both made asylum offers to Snowden over the weekend, and
Nicaragua has said it is also considering his request.

Castro Speech Scolds Islanders For Bad Behavior from Associated Press 8 Jul 13

Raul Castro spent the lion's share of a prominent speech Sunday scolding his countrymen for all kinds of bad behavior, everything from
corruption and theft to public urination and the odoriferous practice of raising pigs in cities... Castro aired a laundry list of complaints about illegal
activities that he said do the country harm: unauthorized home construction, illicit logging and slaughter of livestock and the acceptance of bribes,
to name a few. 

Slowly, Cuba Is Developing An Appetite For Spending from New York Times 7 Jul 13

... a small, but increasingly visible, consumer class in Cuba whose appetite for luxuries... has caught the eye of the island's entrepreneurs. Some
savvy businesspeople are transforming their homes and garages into small movie theaters, others are renting out swimming pools or opening
sports bars, cafes with video games, carwashes and even pet-grooming shops. 

Private Talks Hint At Change In US-Cuba Relationship from Washington Times 5 Jul 13

The State Department has quietly been holding talks with a small but diverse cadre of Cuban natives in Washington -- including democracy
activists offering insider views of the communist island's politics -- that analysts say could send shock waves through the long-standing debate
about what a future US policy toward Cuba should look like. 

EU human rights laureate calls for change in Cuba from Associated Press 3 Jul 13

Cuban dissident Guillermo Farinas appeared in person Wednesday before the European Parliament to receive his 2010 Sakharov Prize for
Freedom of Thought — after a three-year wait because of a Cuban government travel ban. 

Report Says Cuban Economic Growth Hasn't Quickened Despite Reforms from Miami Herald 2 Jul 13

Cuba said Monday its economy will grow by no more than 3 percent this year, about the same as in 2012 but far short of the 3.6 percent goal and
another indication that ruler Raúl Castro's reforms are generating little new economic activity. 

After 5 Decades, MLB Makes A Comeback On Cuban TV from Associated Press 2 Jul 13

Cubans got to watch something on their television screens this week that this baseball-crazed island hasn't seen in more than half a century: a
Major League Baseball game broadcast in its entirety on the open airwaves. 

Priest Alleges That Foreign Hurricane Aid To Cuba Is Not Reaching The People from Miami Herald 26 Jun 13

Outspoken Cuban priest Jose Conrado Rodriguez alleged that foreign aid sent to his native Santiago de Cuba province after Hurricane Sandy last
year was diverted to government, military and tourism facilities but denied to private homes. 

Cuba to send doctors to work in Saudi Arabia from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 13

Cuba will send temporary medical personnel to work in Saudi Arabia under a deal reached this week with Riyadh, officials in Havana announced. 



Jet supposed to bring Snowden to Cuba lands at Havana airport from Itar-Tass (Russia) 24 Jun 13

Flight SU 150 of the Russian airline Aeroflot landed at Havana's Jose Marti international airport at 18:45 local time Monday /23:45 GMT/. 

Cuba, US Try Talking, But Face Many Obstacles from Associated Press 21 Jun 13

They've hardly become allies, but Cuba and the U.S. have taken some baby steps toward rapprochement in recent weeks that have people on this
island and in Washington wondering if a breakthrough in relations could be just over the horizon. 

State Department Confirms Resumption Of Migration Talks With Havana from Miami Herald 20 Jun 13

The U.S. State Department confirmed Wednesday that U.S. and Cuban officials will meet July 17 in Washington to resume long-suspended
migration talks, but said the talks do not represent a change in U.S. policy toward the island. 

US And Cuba Agree To Resume Migration Talks from Associated Press 20 Jun 13

The United States and Cuba have agreed to resume bilateral talks on migration issues next month, a State Department official said Wednesday, the
latest evidence of a thaw in chilly relations between the Cold War enemies. 

Talks Held On Resuming Direct Mail To Cuba from Washington Post 20 Jun 13

The Obama administration completed two days of talks with Cuban officials Wednesday on resuming long-dormant direct mail delivery to the
island. 

U.S., Cuba agree to resume immigration talks from USA Today 20 Jun 13

The United States and Cuba have agreed to resume talks in immigration issues next month.

U.S., Cuba to resume immigration dialogue next month from EFE (Spain) 19 Jun 13

The United States and Cuba on July 17 will resume their dialogue on immigration, talks that have been stalled for more than two years, in the
second attempt to explore establishing closer links after the bilateral conversations on the resumption of direct mail service between the two
countries that concluded Wednesday in this capital. 

COMMENTARY: Afro-Cubans Fight For Equality Under Castro Regime from Washington Post 19 Jun 13

"More than half a century ago, Fidel decreed the elimination of racism," said Leonardo Calvo Cárdenas. But "this just made the problem deeper
and more complex."

Cuban Dissident: Repression Forced Family To Flee from Associated Press 19 Jun 13

One of several Cuban dissidents recently allowed to visit Europe and the U.S. after Cuba changed its travel laws said Tuesday she decided to seek
refuge in Miami after facing continued repression on the island. 

U.S., Cuban Postal Officials To Hold Landmark Direct Talks from Washington Times 18 Jun 13

The announcement that U.S. and Cuban officials will hold landmark talks this week about restarting direct mail service between the two nations
prompted a mix of reactions Monday on whether the Obama administration plans a broader outreach to the Castro regime. 

Cuba Cites Drop In US, European Arrivals As Tourism Sags from Miami Herald 18 Jun 13

Cuba's tourism arrivals shrank by nearly 5 percent in April compared to the same month last year, largely because of significant drops in visitors
from the United States and southern Europe, according to official reports. 

Chinese President meets Cuban VP on stronger ties from Xinhua (China) 18 Jun 13

Chinese President Xi Jinping on Tuesday met with Miguel Diaz-Canel, Cuban first vice-president of the councils of state and ministers. 

FEATURE: Dissidents Say They Are Returning To Cuba Reenergized from Miami Herald 17 Jun 13

When Berta Soler, leader of Cuba's dissident Ladies in White, returned to the island last month after her first-ever trip abroad, she felt ready to
resume the grinding struggle against the communist government. 



AP source: US, Cuba to resume talks on direct mail from Associated Press 17 Jun 13

The United States and Cuba will resume talks this week on restarting direct mail service despite a deadlock between Washington and Havana over
detainees that has largely stalled most rapprochement efforts, a U.S. official said Monday. 

Remittances From Cubans Abroad Drive The Island's Economy from Miami Herald 13 Jun 13

Cash remittances to Cuba in 2012 surpassed all revenue coming from the main components of the Cuban economy while becoming the largest
element of support to the retail market, according to a study by a Miami-based analysis group. 

Widow, Children Of Oswaldo Payá Seek Political Refuge In Miami from Miami Herald 10 Jun 13

The widow of the late Cuban dissident Oswaldo Payá Sardiñas, Ofelia Acevedo, and her children Rosa María and Reinaldo, have asked for
political asylum in Miami, according to representatives of the anti-Castro movement that Payá had founded. 

Syrian envoy meets with senior Cuban official from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 13

A special envoy of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad met in Havana with Miguel Diaz-Canel, the number two man in government, Cuban state
media said. 

Online, At A Price: Cubans Get Public Internet Spots from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 13

Cubans barred from logging onto the Internet at home on Tuesday flocked to newly opened public access spots to surf an uncensored World Wide
Web -- if they could afford the high prices. 

Cuba: 22 Percent Of Water Received At Home Is Wasted from Miami Herald 5 Jun 13

The Cuban government's past agricultural policies blocked the needed growth in production, and 22 percent of the water that reaches the country's
homes is wasted because of leaks, according to an official report released Monday. 

Cuba: 22 Percent Of Water Received At Home Is Wasted from Miami Herald 4 Jun 13

The Cuban government's past agricultural policies blocked the needed growth in production, and 22 percent of the water that reaches the country's
homes is wasted because of leaks, according to an official report released Monday. 

Cuba to introduce new measures to boost agriculture from Xinhua (China) 3 Jun 13

The Cuban government has approved new free-market measures to vitalize agriculture, local media reported Monday. 

Raul Castro meets senior Chinese communist party official from Xinhua (China) 2 Jun 13

Cuban leader Raul Castro met a senior Communist Party of China (CPC) official Saturday afternoon and pledged to enhance communication
between the two countries. 

Cuba says Venezuela's spat with Colombia could hurt peace talks from Reuters 2 Jun 13

Cuba expressed support on Saturday for its ally Venezuela in a row with Colombia, which Havana suggested could hurt peace talks it has been
hosting to end Colombia's long war with leftist rebels. 

Britons On Trial In Cuba Corruption Crackdown from Associated Press 31 May 13

Two British businessmen targeted in a corruption probe in Cuba went on trial Thursday, as authorities continue to press a crackdown on graft that
has caught up several other foreigners and dozens of islanders. 

Russian Oil Company Suspends Exploration In Cuba from Miami Herald 31 May 13

A Russian state oil company drilling off Cuba's northern shores has reportedly confirmed that it is temporarily halting its exploration - the fourth
disappointment for Cuba's dreams of energy self-sufficiency in less than two years. 

Cuba Still On U.S. List Of State Sponsors Of Terrorism from Los Angeles Times 31 May 13

Cuba further distanced itself from terrorist activities last year but the U.S. government still considers it a state sponsor of terrorism along with



Syria, Iran and Sudan, according to the State Department's annual report. 

State Department: Havana Provides Safe Haven To US Fugitives from Miami Herald 31 May 13

Cuba is harboring and supporting U.S. fugitives but may be trying to distance itself from two dozen members of a Basque terrorist group who live
on the island, according to the State Department's annual Country Report on Terrorism released Thursday. 

Landed in Havana: Dissident blogger home after 3-month, high-profile world tour from Associated Press 30 May 13

Blogger Yoani Sanchez returned Thursday to the island homeland that officially considers her a traitor, concluding a more than three-month
globe-trotting tour that cemented her status as the most internationally recognizable face of Cuba’s small dissident community. 

Britons on trial in Cuba corruption crackdown from Associated Press 30 May 13

The trial in Cuba of two British businessmen targeted in a crackdown on corruption is underway. 

Russia suspends oil exploration in Cuba from Xinhua (China) 30 May 13

Russian state oil company Zarubezhneft ceased its oil exploration work in deep waters off northern Cuba, due to geological and technical reasons,
but pledged to return to the same area in 2014, the company said here Thursday. 

American Contractor Held in Cuba Loses a Lawsuit from New York Times 30 May 13

A federal judge has dismissed a lawsuit against the United States by an American contractor serving a 15-year sentence in Cuba for distributing
communications equipment there under a State Department program, ending an effort to press the Obama administration into a financial payout
and a more vigorous push for his release. 

Cuba rejects continued inclusion on US terror list from Associated Press 30 May 13

Havana is forcefully condemning a U.S. government decision to keep Cuba on its annual list of state sponsors of terrorism. 

Russia insists on lifting U.S. blockade from Cuba - Lavrov from Interfax (Russia) 30 May 13

Russia insists on the soonest possible lifting of the U.S.' economic blockade from Cuba, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said. 

Cuba: Internet Access Limits Not Due To Politics from Agence France-Presse 29 May 13

A senior Cuban official denied Wednesday that public access to the Internet was being limited in Cuba for political reasons, insisting it was due to
"technological and financial" considerations. 

Cuba plans to connect homes to Web eventually from EFE (Spain) 29 May 13

Cuba's government plans to bring the Internet into people's homes, but that is not the "initial priority" of its overall strategy to expand Web access,
Communist Party daily Granma said Wednesday. 

Cuban Dissident Says Security Forces Are Studying Vladimir Putin's Rule from Miami Herald 29 May 13

Cuban security officers are studying post-communist changes in Russia - and being nicer to dissidents - in preparation for a possible transition
away from the island's totalitarian system, leading opposition activist Guillermo Fariñas said Tuesday. 

Cuba to expand public Internet access from Agence France-Presse 28 May 13

Cuba will expand public access to the Internet next month by setting up another 118 places where people on this communist-run island can surf
the Web for a fee, authorities said Tuesday. 

Cubans More Optimistic About Castro's Economic Changes from Miami Herald 24 May 13

Cubans appear to be growing more optimistic about ruler Raul Castro's economic reforms and large majorities favor direct elections of their
president but say the government is repressive, according to a poll made public Thursday. 

Cuba holds anti-drug drills from Xinhua (China) 24 May 13

Cuba started a two-day anti-drug drill on Friday to assess the joint preventive work against drugs. 



U.S. Envoy In Cuba Engages Critics On And Offline from Associated Press 22 May 13

Since arriving at the U.S. Interests Section in Havana nine months ago, Conrad Tribble has become perhaps its tweeter-in-chief, while reaching
out to some of Washington's most vocal critics. The Interests Section, which stands in for an embassy due to lack of full diplomatic relations, for
years has cultivated ties to dissident bloggers and tweeters, who are widely scorned by Cuba's leaders and their cybernetic supporters as
"mercenaries." 

FEATURE: US envoy in Cuba engages critics on and offline from Associated Press 21 May 13

Since arriving at the U.S. Interests Section in Havana nine months ago, Conrad Tribble has become perhaps its tweeter-in-chief, while reaching
out to some of Washington's most vocal critics. 

Dissident: Cuban gov't "desperate" to improve its image from EFE (Spain) 20 May 13

The leader of the Cuban opposition group Ladies in White, Berta Soler, said here Monday that the Cuban government is "desperate" to improve
its image abroad and would not have allowed acknowledged dissidents to leave the island were it not for international pressure. 

Cuban Food Production Drops Despite Reforms from Miami Herald 17 May 13

Cuba saw a steep and unexplained drop in the harvest of vegetables and fruit in the first three months of the year despite government reforms to
increase production in a country that spends more than $1.5 billion on food imports. 

Cuban parliament leader says ties with Russia under full expansion from Xinhua (China) 17 May 13

The relations between Cuba and Russia are under full expansion, Esteban Lazo, president of Cuban parliament, said on Friday. 

Cuban Dissident Says Racism Remains A Grave Problem from Miami Herald 16 May 13

Cuban dissident Manuel Cuesta Morua on Wednesday called for "affirmative action" to redress what he called the "grave" problem of racism on
the communist-ruled island. 

Cuba Government Minister Reports On Corruption In International Deals And Gas from Miami Herald 14 May 13

Cuban government officials must fight "a grand battle" against corruption in areas such as business deals with foreigners and the distribution of
gasoline, according to an official news media report Monday. 

Exclusive: Cuba Readies Corruption Trials of Western Businessmen from Reuters 14 May 13

Canadian and British executives of three foreign businesses shut in 2011 by Cuban authorities, ostensibly for corrupt practices, have been charged
after more than a year in custody and are expected to go on trial soon... The arrests, part of a broad government campaign to stamp out corruption,
sent shockwaves through Cuba's small foreign business community where the companies were among the most visible players. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: OPINION: Minister of Peace from El Tiempo (Colombia) 13 May 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The little information that is coming from the table in Havana tends to be contradictory. Some suggest
that the negotiation process, among other things, is at a standstill. Perhaps the best way to understand how the process is going is to identify the
tone of the government officials. In recent days, that tone has gone from optimism to caution, indicating that Juan Manuel Santos and his team do
not have many illusions that a deal will be made this year. 

Cuba intensifies fight against corruption from EFE (Spain) 13 May 13

Corruption and illegal activities in areas like fuel distribution are of great concern for the Cuban government, the official media reported here
Monday. 

Fariñas: Cubans are being subjected to "social genocide" from EFE (Spain) 13 May 13

Cuba's Communist government is carrying out a process of "social genocide" against the island's people, prominent dissident Guillermo Fariñas
said Monday in Miami. 

Elsa Morejón, wife of Cuban dissident Oscar Elías Biscet, visits Miami from El Nuevo Herald 13 May 13



Elsa Morejón, wife of Cuban dissident Oscar Elías Biscet, said the Cuban government is “worried” more about assigning resources to criticize
opponents while ignoring the most urgent needs of the population. Morejón arrived recently in South Florida to visit her father, former political
prisoner Juan Ramón Morejón, and close friends. 

FEATURE: Cuban Eliécer Ávila Asks Tough Questions That Scare Regime from Miami Herald 12 May 13

He calls the movement Somos Más, (We are more) and calls himself " un cubano más." Just another Cuban. "I'm a dissident," he told me with
evident pride, noting that he resigned from the UJC about three years ago. "What we want is to give Cubans the opportunity to do at home the
things that now they can only do outside." 

Cuba to hold disaster relief drills from Xinhua (China) 10 May 13

Cuba is preparing for a nationwide emergency drill to strengthen official and public response to disasters such as hurricanes, earthquakes and
industrial accidents, Cuba's Civil Defense announced Friday. 

Cuban spy officially stripped of US citizenship from Associated Press 10 May 13

A Cuban intelligence agent who served 13 years in a U.S. prison has officially been stripped of his American citizenship. 

Cuba's Ladies In White Leader Meets Pope Francis from Miami Herald 9 May 13

Pope Francis exchanged a brief greeting Wednesday with Cuban dissident Berta Soler, leader of the Ladies in White, in the Vatican at the end of a
general audience held in St. Peter's Square. 

Castro's daughter advocates U.S.-Cuba dialogue from EFE (Spain) 7 May 13

The daughter of Cuban President Raul Castro said here Tuesday that the people and government of Cuba want dialogue with Washington and to
normalize relations "without conditions," a message she said she repeated on her recent visit to the United States. 

Cuba Challenges Australian Tobacco Rules from New York Times 7 May 13

Cuba is seeking to overturn Australia's tough tobacco-labeling rules at the World Trade Organization, the trade body said Monday, the first time
that Havana has used the forum to directly confront another nation over its commercial laws. 

Cuban agent begins renouncement of U.S. citizenship from Reuters 7 May 13

A Cuban agent who served 13 years behind bars in the United States for his role in an espionage ring began the process of renouncing his U.S.
citizenship on Monday so he can stay in Cuba. 

Cuban Spy Unrepentant, But Hopes For Better Ties from Associated Press 7 May 13

A Cuban intelligence agent who spent 13 years in a U.S. prison said Monday he still has affection for America and hopes to see the two countries
reconcile, but added that he does not regret for a moment his decision to spy for Cuba. 

Federal Appeals Court: Florida Law Prohibiting Hiring Of Companies Tied To Cuba Is Unconstitutional from Miami Herald 7 May

13

A federal appeals court on Monday upheld a ruling that struck down a Florida law prohibiting the state and local governments from hiring
companies with business ties to Cuba. The ruling continues to block the 2012 law from taking effect. 

Former Cuban spy to renounce U.S. citizenship from Xinhua (China) 7 May 13

Rene Gonzalez, one of the so-called "Cuban Five" spies convicted of conspiracy and espionage in the United States, is renouncing his U.S.
citizenship so that he can permanently remain in Cuba. 

Cuba open to talks with US over detained 'spies' from Agence France-Presse 6 May 13

Visiting Cuban Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez said Monday that Cuba was ready to open talks with the United States on swapping their
respective nationals held for spying. 

OPINION: Havana In Black And White from Wall Street Journal 6 May 13



Dissident Berta Soler takes a big risk by telling the truth about racism and repression in Cuba.

U.S. Judge Allows Cuban Spy To Stay In Havana If He Renounces Citizenship from Miami Herald 4 May 13

Cuban spy René González, who was free on parole and had returned to Cuba to attend his father’s funeral, can remain on the island and will not
have to return to finish his sentence in the United States if he agrees to renounce his U.S. citizenship, according to an order issued Friday by a
federal judge in Miami. 

Judge Says Cuban Who Spied On U.S. Can Stay In Cuba from New York Times 4 May 13

A Cuban man convicted in the United States of spying on behalf of Cuba can stay in Cuba, where he was allowed to go last month for his father’s
funeral, if he renounces his American citizenship, a federal judge ruled Friday. The man, René González, 56, has been in Cuba since April 22. He
was due to return to Florida because the Justice Department had required that he serve out his three years of probation in the United States. Mr.

Political Calculus Keeps Cuba On U.S. List Of Terror Sponsors from Los Angeles Times 4 May 13

Once a key supplier of arms and training to leftist rebels in Latin America, the Castro regime long ago disentangled itself from the Cold War-era
confrontations. Havana now hosts peace talks between the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia that it once supported and the U.S.-allied
government the insurgents battled for years...But nothing that Cuba has done suggests its government is plotting harm against Americans

Analysts: Chesimard’s Designation On Terror List Has No Legal Impact from Miami Herald 4 May 13

The FBI’s decision to put U.S. fugitive Joanne Chesimard, who lives in Havana, on its list of “Most Wanted Terrorists” shines a light on her case
but has no legal impact on her or Cuba, according to analysts. Chesimard, a former member of the Black Panthers and Black Liberation Army,
was convicted in the 1973 murder of New Jersey State Trooper Werner Foerster, but escaped from prison in 1979 and turned up in Havana in 1984

FEATURE: New Push To Capture Woman In '73 Killing Of State Trooper from New York Times 3 May 13

Ms. Chesimard was named to the list because she is "a supreme terror against the government" who continues to give speeches espousing
revolution and terrorism against the United States, Aaron T. Ford, agent in charge of the F.B.I.'s Newark division, said ..."She's a danger to the
American government," he added. Ms. Chesimard has proclaimed her innocence and called herself the victim of a racist judicial system.

Watchdog Group: Cuba Cheated On Its UN Human Rights Review from Miami Herald 3 May 13

Cuba committed "fraud ... on a massive scale" to influence a U.N. review of its human rights record by using hundreds of "front groups" to submit
comments favorable to the island, a watchdog group reported Thursday. 

Cuban regime like a crumbling house: dissident blogger from Agence France-Presse 2 May 13

Cuba's communist regime is like an ageing house on the verge of collapse, leading dissident blogger Yoani Sanchez said Thursday, insisting
Havana's timid reforms were a smokescreen. 

Amid Fealty To Socialism, A Nod To Capitalism from New York Times 2 May 13

...among the throngs of state employees bused in before dawn to observe International Workers' Day, there was a novel, and increasingly favored,
breed: entrepreneurs whose private businesses the government is counting on to absorb thousands of the state workers it considers redundant and
hopes to shed. 

U.S. Officials: Cuba Will Be Kept On List Of Nations That Sponsor Terrorism from Miami Herald 2 May 13

The U.S. government has no plans to remove Cuba from its list of state sponsors of terrorism, U.S. government officials said Wednesday. 

Commentary: The terrorist list and terrorism as practiced against Cuba from Caribbean News Now 1 May 13

Of all the components to the United States hostile strategy against Cuba, nothing raises the ire of the Castro government more than its inclusion
on the State Department’s list of states that sponsor terrorism.

Whispered Complaints About US-Cuba Academic Exchanges Go Public from Miami Herald 1 May 13

The U.S. government's denial of visas to several Cubans invited to an upcoming academic congress has uncorked a string of protests - against
Washington, the pro-Castro U.S. academics who allegedly control the conference's Cuba agenda and the Havana spies who allegedly attend. Some



academics who study Cuba issues have long complained about the island government's influence on the Latin American Studies Association
(LASA), which bills itself as the world's largest association for the study of the region. 

West slams Cuba over arbitrary detentions from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 1 May 13

Western nations used a meeting of the UN Human Rights Council in Geneva on Wednesday to criticize Cuba over reports of a rising number of
political arrests. 

US has 'no current plans' to take Cuba off terror list from Agence France-Presse 1 May 13

The United States does not foresee taking Cuba off its blacklist of countries accused of supporting terrorism, which also includes Syria, Iran and
Sudan, an official said Wednesday. 

Cuba says US must shut Guantanamo, hand back base from Agence France-Presse 1 May 13

Cuba's foreign minister demanded Wednesday that Washington shut its controversial jail at Guantanamo Bay and return the long-held military
base to Havana. 

Ladies In White Leader Wants U.S. To Maintain Hard-Line On Cuba from Miami Herald 30 Apr 13

The leader of Cuba's dissident Ladies in White, Berta Soler, Monday called for maintaining the U.S. trade embargo and limiting travel to the
island until the Raúl Castro government respects human rights. 

Despite Hurdles, Cuba Real Estate Market Buzzing from Associated Press 30 Apr 13

In some ways, Yosuan Crespo's real estate office resembles any you might find in New York, London or Tokyo. There are slick posters of hot
properties hanging from the ceiling, a steady stream of hopeful buyers and sellers and a constant clack of computer keys. 

OPINION: Making Terror Lists Matter: Cuba Is Not A State Sponsor Of Terrorism from Boston Globe 29 Apr 13

Whatever historical complaints or ideological rifts the United States may have with its close neighbor, Cuba should be off the state sponsor list. It
is time to take our terror designations seriously. 

Dissident says she expects a free Cuba soon with support from exiles from EFE (Spain) 28 Apr 13

The head of the Ladies in White, Berta Soler, told Efe that she believes that a free Cuba will soon become a reality "with the support of the Cuban
exiles and all lovers of liberty." 

Justice Department Accuses U.S. Citizen Of Being Cuban Spy from Los Angeles Times 26 Apr 13

Almost 30 years ago, two young women allegedly obtained fake passports in Europe for a clandestine trip to Cuba. Today, one is in prison serving
a 25-year sentence for espionage; the other has taken shelter in Sweden. On Thursday, the U.S. government stepped up its efforts to get that
second woman, Marta Rita Velazquez, from Sweden to an American courtroom. 

Woman Indicted In Cuba Spy Case Is In Sweden And Out Of U.S. Reach from Washington Post 26 Apr 13

The Justice Department on Thursday announced the indictment of a former State Department employee for allegedly spying on behalf of Cuba,
but it is unable to arrest her because she lives in Sweden, a country that does not extradite citizens accused of espionage. 

Charge Disclosed In Cuban Spying Against US from Associated Press 26 Apr 13

An alleged accomplice in a major spy case involving Cuba helped recruit a friend and colleague to spy for the Cuban Intelligence Service against
the U.S., the Justice Department said Thursday. 

Mariela Castro Gets A Visa To Visit New York But Won't Be Able To Pick Up A LGBT Award In Philly from Miami Herald 26 Apr 13

The daughter of Cuban President Raúl Castro, sexologist Mariela Castro, has been denied permission to travel outside the New York area when
she attends a series of United Nations meetings next month. 

In Cuba, Much Work Remains 6 Months After Sandy from Associated Press 26 Apr 13

Many people in eastern Cuba are still living with family or in houses covered by flimsy makeshift rooftops six months after Hurricane Sandy



pummeled the island's eastern provinces, residents and aid workers said Thursday. 

On first visit to US, Cuban dissident seeks support from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 13

A major Cuban dissident leader making her first visit abroad appealed Thursday for international support to pressure Havana to improve its human
rights record. 

Ex-US government worker Marta Rita Velazquez 'Cuban spy'; Marta Rita Velazquez is alleged to have sent documents and
defence information to Cuba from BBC 25 Apr 13

A former US government employee has been accused of recruiting US citizens in sensitive national security posts to spy for the Cuban
government. Marta Rita Velazquez, 55, worked for the state department between 1989-2002 and had top-secret clearance. Authorities say she fled
the US in 2002 amid reports a spy she had recruited was co-operating with investigators. Ms Velazquez, who now lives in Sweden, is also accused
of passing secret documents to the Cuban government. 

U.S. urges freedom for Granma journalist from Miami Herald 24 Apr 13

The U.S. government urged Cuba Wednesday to free a former Granma newspaper reporter who was arrested after he wrote about the
mismanagement of a government project and is now serving a 14-year prison sentence for spying. 

Colombia peace talks resume in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 13

Colombian peace talks designed to end Latin America's last and oldest insurgency resumed Tuesday after a month's recess, the two sides said. 

Cuba opposition veteran slams EU accord plan from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 13

Veteran Cuban dissident Elizardo Sanchez urged the European Union on Tuesday not to sign a new bilateral agreement with his country's leaders,
saying their recent reforms were "cosmetic" amid persistent human rights abuses. 

Alfredo Guevara Valdés, 87, Steward Of Cuban Cinema And Castro Ally, Dies from New York Times 23 Apr 13

Alfredo Guevara Valdés, a Marxist intellectual and ally of Fidel Castro who presided over Cuba's powerful state-financed film industry and its
many acclaimed movies for much of the Castro era, died here on Friday. He was 87. 

Cubans have access to info beyond gov't "pablum," dissident says from EFE (Spain) 22 Apr 13

Cuban blogger and activist Yoani Sanchez said Monday that a lot of true information about her country's social and political realities is available
to Cubans who are fed up with the "pablum" the regime dishes out. 

Number Of Cuban Migrants To U.S. Believed To Be Rising from Miami Herald 22 Apr 13

Three months after Cuba eased its restrictions on travel abroad, a growing number of Cubans are applying for and obtaining U.S. tourist visas or
arriving without visas at the border with Mexico, U.S. government officials say. 

Cuban dissident group says 40 on hunger strike to demand the release of opposition activists from Miami Herald 22 Apr 13

Forty Cuban dissidents remained on a hunger strike Monday to push for the freedom of about 30 jailed members of the most aggressive
opposition group on the eastern end of the island, according to their leader. 

U.S.: Short-term detentions in Cuba reach record levels from Miami Herald 19 Apr 13

Cuba saw a record number of “politically motivated and at times violent short-term detentions” during 2012, according to the U.S. State
Department’s “Country Reports on Human Rights Practices,” which was released Friday. 

Cuba's "Ladies" To Pick Up E.U. Prize 8 Years Later from Associated Press 18 Apr 13

Members of Cuba's Ladies in White opposition group will finally pick up Europe's top human rights prize from 2005 in person next week in
Belgium, the European Union and the daughter of the group's former leader said Wednesday. 

Cuba Relieved As Chávez Heir Wins In Venezuela from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

Cubans were relieved Monday by the announcement that the late leader Hugo Chavez's hand-picked successor had been elected Venezuela's new



president, apparently allowing their country to dodge a threatened cutoff of billions of dollars in subsidized oil. 

OAS' Human Rights Branch Asks Cuba About Payá's Death from Miami Herald 16 Apr 13

The human rights arm of the Organization of American States has formally asked Cuba for details of the disputed car crash that killed noted
dissident Oswaldo Payá, his daughter, Rosa Maria Payá Acevedo, revealed Monday. 

Marco Rubio: Visit By Jay-Z, Beyonce To Cuba Was 'Hypocritical' from Washington Times 15 Apr 13

As Sen. Marco Rubio, Florida Republican, on Sunday called the entertainers' visit to the communist island "hypocritical," The Associated Press
reported that two other Cuban-American politicians want to know why the Treasury Department approved the trip. 

No Bond For US Couple Accused Of Kidnapping Kids from Associated Press 12 Apr 13

The Florida parents charged with kidnapping their boys and fleeing to Cuba by sailboat after losing custody were ordered Thursday to remain in
jail without bond and to have no contact with their two young sons. 

OPINION: Playing Mind Games In Cuba And China from Washington Post 11 Apr 13

Why would Cuban security agents choose to kill the island's leading dissident while he was in the company of two Europeans who might bear
witness to the crime? 

Under The Radar, Cuba And US Often Work Together from Associated Press 11 Apr 13

Cuba and the United States may be longtime enemies with a bucket overflowing with grievances, but the fast return of a Florida couple who fled
U.S. authorities with their two kidnapped children in tow shows the Cold War enemies are capable of remarkable cooperation on many issues. 

Cuba Returns Couple Who Fled With Sons In Custody Fight from New York Times 11 Apr 13

A Florida couple who are accused of kidnapping their two young boys after losing custody last week and then fleeing to Cuba were brought back
to the United States on Wednesday and arrested in Tampa, a rare moment of cooperation between two hostile countries and one that sidestepped a
possible international custody battle. 

Cuba Gives Reporters Rare Tour Of Island Lockups from Associated Press 11 Apr 13

Cuba invited foreign journalists to tour four prisons this week in an apparent attempt to counter public criticisms of conditions inside. 

US couple accused of kidnapping their 2 children, fleeing to Cuba booked into Florida jail from Associated Press 10 Apr 13

HAVANA - A Florida couple accused of kidnapping their two young sons and fleeing by boat to Havana were handed over to the United States,
and were booked into a Florida jail, officials said Wednesday... The boys’ maternal grandparents had been granted permanent custody of the boys
last week...U.S. diplomats in Havana said in a statement early Wednesday that the two children had left Cuba and “are safely on their way home.”

OPINION: Oswaldo Payá's Fight For A Democratic Cuba Lives On from Washington Post 10 Apr 13

The message is that genuine democratic change of the kind Mr. Payá sought has not yet come to Cuba.

Cuba To Turn Over Florida Couple And Children from Associated Press 10 Apr 13

Cuba said Tuesday that it will turn over to the United States a Florida couple who allegedly kidnapped their own children from the mother's
parents and fled by boat to Havana, ending days of drama that evoked memories of the Elian Gonzalez custody battle of more than a decade ago. 

Daughter To Seek Probe Into Cuban Dissident's Death from Agence France-Presse 10 Apr 13

The daughter of the late Cuban dissident Oswaldo Paya said Tuesday she will ask the Inter-American Human Rights Commission to investigate
her father's death in a car crash in Cuba last year. 

Trip To Cuba By Beyoncé And Jay-Z Is Investigated from New York Times 9 Apr 13

The United States Treasury Department has begun investigating whether Jay-Z and Beyoncé - music's royal couple - violated the trade embargo
against Cuba by traveling to the island two weeks ago during their wedding anniversary, according to officials and a person who helped arrange
their visit. 



Florida Authorities: Couple Suspected Of Kidnapping 2 Young Sons Now In Cuba With Boys from Associated Press 9 Apr 13

A Florida couple suspected of kidnapping their two sons from the woman's parents are in Cuba, authorities said Monday. 

OPINION: U.S. Rep. Kathy Castor: Lift Cuba Embargo, Travel Restrictions from Tampa Bay (FL) Times 9 Apr 13

Saying "it's time to try something new," U.S. Rep. Kathy Castor on Monday called for the Obama administration and Congress to lift travel
restrictions and the 51-year-old trade embargo on Cuba. 

Inquiry Is Sought Into Death Of Castro Critic from New York Times 5 Apr 13

The daughter of a well-known Cuban dissident who died in a car wreck last year stepped up calls on Thursday for an independent, international
investigation of the case after hearing from the man who was driving the vehicle that another car had struck it from behind just before the
accident. 

Inquiry Is Sought Into Death of Castro Critic from New York Times 5 Apr 13

The daughter of a well-known Cuban dissident who died in a car wreck last year stepped up calls on Thursday for an independent, international
investigation of the case after hearing from the man who was driving the vehicle that another car had struck it from behind just before the
accident. 

FEATURE: Social Security Says Benefits Can't Be Sent To Havana from Miami Herald 5 Apr 13

Social Security retirement benefits cannot be sent to Cuba or North Korea, said Maria Diaz, SSA spokesperson for the South Florida district. 

Cuban dancers begin new lives in Miami from Miami Herald 5 Apr 13

Six dancers of the National Ballet of Cuba who arrived in Miami after defecting and crossing the Mexican border are certain they will make their
dreams come true in the United States. 

Seven Members Of The National Ballet Of Cuba Defect from Miami Herald 4 Apr 13

The seven young members of the internationally acclaimed National Ballet of Cuba who defected last month after a tour in Mexico came to the
United States in search of wider artistic horizons, one of them has declared. 

UM Professor: Cuba's Electricity Has Been Sagging For Years from Miami Herald 4 Apr 13

Cuba's electricity sector has been going steadily downhill in the past five or six years because of bad investments, lack of controls and hurricane
damages, according to an updated report by a University of Miami professor. 

Cuba Gears Up For First Free Trade Industry Zone from Agence France-Presse 3 Apr 13

Cuba on Tuesday unveiled rules for its first free trade manufacturing zone, a vast $900 million project being paid for mostly by Brazil in the port
of Mariel near Havana. 

In Miami, Cuban Dissident Blogger Calls For Unity from Associated Press 2 Apr 13

When Cuban dissident and blogger Yoani Sanchez entered the room to speak Monday, dressed simply in white, they all stood up in applause and
the politics that divide Cubans, even here in Miami, temporarily disappeared. 

Cuban Blogger Faces Cheers, Concerns In Florida from Agence France-Presse 2 Apr 13

Dissident Cuban blogger Yoani Sanchez paid a visit to Miami, home to the biggest community of Cuban-Americans, who welcomed her with
cheers -- and some concerns. 

In Miami, Cuban Dissident Blogger Calls For Unity from Associated Press 2 Apr 13

"In the Cuba that so many of us dream of, there is no need to clarify what type of Cuban you are," she said. "We'll be just Cubans. Cubans,
period." The crowd of several hundred stood on their feet, chanted "Freedom!" and applauded. 

COMMENTARY: Oswaldo Payá's Death Must Not Be Squelched from Washington Post 1 Apr 13



WHAT WAS it about a simple petition drive more than a decade ago that so frightened Fidel Castro?

OPINION: Two Easters In Castro's Dungeons from Wall Street Journal 1 Apr 13

It's hard to believe a year has passed since Pope Benedict XVI visited Cuba and met with the Castro brothers. Tempus fugit. That is, unless you're
Sonia Garro, a dissident who has been sitting in a Cuban jail since then.

Cuban Blogger Yoani Sánchez To Meet The Public In Miami On Monday from Miami Herald 1 Apr 13

After a quiet weekend with her family, Cuban blogger Yoani Sánchez returns to the public stage Monday with a full agenda that takes her from
The Miami Herald editorial board to institutions of higher education. 

COMMENTARY: Let Freedom Tweet from Miami Herald 31 Mar 13

Castro sympathizers claim the same old line they've employed on other dissidents: that she is working for the CIA. Some exiles, having been
burned before by Cuban agents in Miami pretending to be anti-Castro activists, wonder if this young woman is beholden to government officials
in Havana. What's clear is that Ms. Sánchez does not shy away from telling us how she sees it. 

With Wit As Her Weapon, Yoani Sánchez Cuts Castro Regime To Ribbons from Miami Herald 31 Mar 13

The 37-year old , who jokingly describes herself as merely an "impertinent little girl," has in fact become a powerful player in the binary guerrilla
struggle against Cuba's communist rule. Her Generación Y blog gets well over 15 million hits a month and is translated into 20 languages. Her
Twitter account has nearly 500,000 followers, and Fidel Castro as well as Raúl Castro's daughter, Mariela, took the time to criticize her. 

U.S. Administration Calls For Investigation Of The Death Of Cuban Oswaldo Payá from Miami Herald 29 Mar 13

The Obama administration has joined growing calls for an independent investigation into the deaths of Cuba's most respected dissident Oswaldo
Payá and a fellow dissident in a car crash that some allege was caused by state security agents. "The United States supports the calls for an
international investigation with independent international observers" into the deaths of Payá and Harold Cepero, State Department spokeswoman
Victoria Nuland said Thursday. 

U.S. Administration Calls For Investigation Of The Death Of Cuban Oswaldo Payá from Miami Herald 29 Mar 13

The Obama administration has joined growing calls for an independent investigation into the deaths of Cuba's most respected dissident Oswaldo
Payá and a fellow dissident in a car crash that some allege was caused by state security agents. 

Key US decision on Cuba terror-designation coming from Associated Press 23 Mar 13

A normally routine bit of Washington bureaucracy could have a big impact on U.S. relations with Cuba, either ushering in a long-stalled detente
or slamming the door on rapprochement, perhaps until the scheduled end of the Castro era in 2018. 

Havana Diplomats At UN Try To Block Yoani Sanchez News Conference from Miami Herald 22 Mar 13

Cuban diplomats at the United Nations complained "heavy-handedly" about a news conference by blogger Yoani Sánchez at a U.N. auditorium
hosted by journalists accredited to the international body, knowledgeable reporters said. 

Cuban Dissident Blogger Visits White House from Associated Press 21 Mar 13

One of Cuba's best-known dissidents has visited the White House after trying for nearly a decade to obtain government permission to travel
outside the communist island. 

In Washington, Yoani Sánchez Speaks With Senators, Obama Aide from Miami Herald 21 Mar 13

Cuban blogger Yoani Sánchez ended her two-day visit to Washington, D.C., Wednesday by holding private meetings analyzing U.S. policy toward
Cuba, including the embargo, and offering her personal testimony on the situation of civil society in Cuba.. 

10 Years After Arrests, Cubans Split On Pace Of Change from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 13

Ten years after the "Black Spring" arrest of 75 Cuban dissidents, some in the opposition perceive signs of greater openness while others see a
regime that is merely changing tactics to improve its image. 



OPINION: Cubans Are Losing Their Fear Of Castro Regime from Washington Post 21 Mar 13

Cuba has lately seen some economic reforms and liberalizations; one of them allowed Ms. Sánchez to travel freely abroad for the first time. But
she told us the real change in Cuba today is not from the top but rather from below. "People are losing their fear,...

Cuban Dissident Yoani Sanchez Gets Rock Star Reception On Capitol Hill from McClatchy 20 Mar 13

It was a Washington welcome worthy of a foreign dignitary. 

Dissident's visit warms Washington's Cuba Cold War from Reuters 19 Mar 13

A visit to the Congress on Tuesday by Cuba's best-known dissident may have slightly narrowed one of Washington's long-standing political gaps -
the angry dispute over the U.S. embargo against the Communist government in Havana ... Sanchez says the embargo is an excuse for the Cuban
government to blame the country's economic problems on the United States, rather than its own policies. But embargo supporters say any easing
would provide hundreds of millions of dollars to prop up the island's government. 

Canada vows to take action against sex tourists who target children from Miami Herald 19 Mar 13

The Canadian government has vowed to stop sex offenders from travelling abroad to abuse children in the wake of a series by the Toronto Star
and El Nuevo Herald that exposed how easily Canadian sex tourists can slip through the cracks — and across borders. 

Cuban blogger Yoani Sánchez to meet lawmakers in Washington, D.C. from Miami Herald 19 Mar 13

Cuban blogger Yoani Sánchez will be received Tuesday in Congress after completing a busy agenda of meetings and forums in New York City
about technology and social networking. 

Cuban dissident says Raul's successor could be a Gorbachev from EFE (Spain) 19 Mar 13

Cuban dissident blogger Yoani Sanchez said here Monday that while the heir apparent to President Raul Castro appears to be a "continuer," she
wouldn't dismiss the possibility that once in power he might become a reformer like Mikhail Gorbachev. 

Opposition leader wants to halt Cuba oil shipments from Associated Press 19 Mar 13

Venezuelan opposition leader Henrique Capriles says he would stop trading oil to Cuba for services such as Cuban doctors providing medical care
for Venezuela's poor. 

OPINION: Cross Cuba off the blacklist from Associated Press 18 Mar 13

Washington has for three decades kept Cuba on a list of countries that sponsor terrorism, even though it has long since changed the behavior that
earned it that distinction.

COMMENTARY: Who Will Stand Up For Oswaldo Payá? from Washington Post 18 Mar 13

The Cuban version says Carromero's car struck a tree. But the photo authorities released shows a sedan clearly smashed from behind.

FEATURE: Death Of 12-Year-Old Girl Forces Cuba To Confront Sex Tourism from Miami Herald 18 Mar 13

Canadian, Spanish and other tourists are flying to the island for sex with minors, a joint investigation by The Toronto Star and El Nuevo Herald
has shown, although the extent of the problem remains unknown. 

Cuban Blogger Yoani Sánchez Recalls Black Spring Detentions from Miami Herald 18 Mar 13

Renowned Cuban blogger Yoani Sánchez ended her three-day participation in a technology and information seminar in New York remembering
the impact of the Black Spring, a wave of massive detentions that took place in Cuba a decade ago. 

FEATURE: A Transgender Elected Official Reflects An Evolving Cuba from New York Times 16 Mar 13

JOSÉ AGUSTÍN HERNÁNDEZ may not be precisely the kind of New Man whom Che Guevara pictured shaping Cuban socialism. Ms.
Hernández, 48, who identifies as a woman and goes by Adela, would sooner cut a lazy bureaucrat to size with her sharp tongue than chop sugar
cane with a machete. And you would more likely catch her hauling water to her house in platform heels than trudging the streets in fatigues and
work boots. So Ms. Hernández was more than a little tickled when she became the first transgender person to be elected to public office in Cuba, a
country whose government once viewed homosexuality as a dangerous aberration and, in the 1960s, packed gay men off to labor camps. 



Yoani Sanchez Sees Faster Change In Cuba Post-Chavez from Bloomberg News 16 Mar 13

Cuban dissident blogger Yoani Sanchez, on her first visit to the U.S., said the death of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez will help fuel economic
changes beyond the government's control on the Caribbean island. "In recent months the pace of change has been accelerating, and not because of
the government's efforts," Sanchez said in an interview today at Bloomberg's headquarters in New York. "The death of Hugo Chavez and the
possible reduction of Venezuelan subsidies is one variable accelerating this change. We're in uncharted territory." 

Cuban Dissident Blogger Yoani Sánchez Receives Warm Welcome In New York City from Miami Herald 15 Mar 13

Yoani Sánchez, one of the most influential figures in the Cuban dissident movement, arrived Thursday afternoon at John F. Kennedy International
Airport in New York City to begin one of the most important stages of her international tour. 

OPINION: Ms. Sánchez Goes To Washington from Miami Herald 14 Mar 13

OUR OPINION: Miami’s members of Congress have an opportunity to show Cuban blogger democracy’s grace. Cuban blogger Yoani Sánchez's
whirlwind tour through Latin America and Europe now comes to the United States. Will she be cheered? 

EDITORIAL: Obama Administration Should Urge A Probe Of Oswaldo Payá Death from Washington Post 14 Mar 13

When pro-democracy activists were arrested and beaten at his funeral, the White House again spoke up. But in the past week, since Mr.
Carromero's interview was published, the administration has not uttered a word....the United States ought not to be complicit in silence about who
killed Oswaldo Payá. 

Interview: US assistant secretary of state for Western Hemisphere Affairs Roberta S. Jacobson; “Cuba is changing” from El Pais
13 Mar 13

Roberta S. Jacobson could well be the first high-ranking official in a US administration who is seeing positive changes in Cuba. Not political
changes, not the kind of change that is required to lift the embargo, but changes that point to the opening up of the economy and a modernization
of the country. In an interview inside her office at the US Department of State, the assistant secretary of state for Western Hemisphere Affairs also
praised the work of Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto during his first months in office, and called for the celebration of free, democratic
elections in Venezuela. 

Fidel Castro Laments Loss Of 'Best Friend,' Chavez from Associated Press 12 Mar 13

Retired leader Fidel Castro broke nearly a week of silence since the death of friend and ally Hugo Chavez, saying Monday that Cuba has lost its
"best friend" with the late Venezuelan president's passing. 

Cuban Media Carry Rare Interview With US Diplomat from Associated Press 12 Mar 13

Communist Party newspaper Granma published a lengthy interview with a U.S. diplomat Monday, making for highly unusual reading in a country
where the official media routinely depict Washington envoys as hostile agents in cahoots with enemies of the Cuban government. 

Yoani Sanchez, Dissident Cuban Blogger Behind 'Generation Y,' Goes On Tour from Washington Post 12 Mar 13

Yoani Sanchez, the celebrated Cuban dissident blogger, says she still has to steel her nerves when she prepares to write yet another vignette about
the boredom, grim despair and hardship that mark life in Communist Cuba. 

Cuban Dissident Vows To Launch Free Media Outlet from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 13

Award-winning dissident Cuban blogger Yoani Sanchez, on her first international trip in years, challenged Havana to let her launch an
independent media outlet. 

Castro voices 'absolute confidence' in Venezuela's Maduro from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 13

President Raul Castro expressed "absolute confidence" in Hugo Chavez's successors, after returning home from the leftist leader's funeral in
Caracas, the Cuban press reported Sunday. 

U.S. urged to drop Cuba from terror list from EFE (Spain) 7 Mar 13

The United States should remove Cuba from its list of countries that sponsor terrorism as a gesture of goodwill so that progress can be made on a



broad range of matters of bilateral interest, political and academic leaders said on Thursday. 

With Worries For Its Economic Future, Cuba Bids A Sad Goodbye To A Generous Ally from New York Times 7 Mar 13

The death of Hugo Chávez sent a ripple of sadness and uncertainty across this island on Wednesday as Cubans mourned the loss of an ideological
son and generous ally, and worried about the economic pain that could lie ahead if the new Venezuelan leadership cut off hefty oil subsidies. 

Cuba Dissident's Crash Death Caused By Second Car: Driver from Agence France-Presse 7 Mar 13

A crash that killed dissident Oswaldo Paya in Cuba last year was caused when his car was hit from behind by another, the driver of the crashed
vehicle asserted in an interview published Wednesday. 

Death of Chavez could force to Cuba speed reform from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 13

Cuba could be forced to speed its economic reforms following the death of its main benefactor, Venezuela's Hugo Chavez, whose oil-backed
largesse has kept the country afloat for years. 

Cuba in mourning, says Chavez a 'true son' to Fidel from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 13

Cuba declared three days of national mourning after the death on Tuesday of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, the Communist nation's closest
regional ally and main economic support. 

Human rights group denounces political arrests in Cuba from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 4 Mar 13

More than 500 people were detained in Cuba for political motives last month, according to the opposition Cuban Commission for Human Rights
and National Reconciliation.

OPINION: How Cubans' Travel Rattles The Regime from Wall Street Journal 4 Mar 13

The trouble is that the more Cubans travel, the clearer it becomes to the wider world that life on the island is primitive and degrading and
changing hardly at all. 

Cuba, US trade barbs over paroled intel agent from Associated Press 1 Mar 13

Washington and Havana are trading barbs over U.S. treatment of a Cuban intelligence agent who left prison in 2011 but has been ordered to
remain in America while he completes three years of parole. 

Payá's Relatives: Spanish Politician Told Us His Deadly Car Crash Wasn't An Accident from Miami Herald 1 Mar 13

The daughter and brother of noted Havana dissident Oswaldo Payá said Thursday the Spanish politician convicted in his death told them that
another vehicle rammed his car and caused the fatal crash in Cuba last summer. 

U.S. Says Cuba Still a Global Sponsor of Terror from ABC News 28 Feb 13

According to the U.S. State Department, the world's most prolific terrorist groups are supported by the governments of Iran, Sudan, Syria and
Cuba. But while Iran, Sudan and Syria have well-known and documented current ties to various terrorists groups, Cuba's place on the list has
increasingly come under fire. These four countries are considered "state sponsors of terrorism" that, according to the United States, have
"repeatedly provided support for acts of international terrorism." They are subject to the harshest sanctions the U.S. can impose, including travel
bans, financial transactions and trade. 

FEATURE: As Castro Era Drifts To Close, A New Face Steps In At No. 2 from New York Times 28 Feb 13

He may have just taken on the toughest job in Cuba. Rivals at home will try to take him down. Enemies abroad will discredit him. Almost anyone
with an interest in Cuba - including American spies and Cuban intelligence officers - will dig through his public and private lives, rummaging for
secrets or clues about his plans. 

Top Cuban Dissidents Launch Opposition Coalition from Agence France-Presse 28 Feb 13

Top Cuban dissidents Guillermo Farinas and Jose Daniel Ferrer joined forces to create a more powerful opposition as Raul Castro celebrates his
re-election to lead the Communist-run island. 



Cuban dissidents hope to build mass organization from EFE (Spain) 27 Feb 13

Former political prisoners and prominent dissident Guillermo Fariñas announced here Wednesday the creation of a new group that seeks to
become a "dynamic mass organization" and achieve greater unity within the opposition in Cuba. 

Cuba's Apparent Successor To Castro Was Carefully Groomed from Los Angeles Times 27 Feb 13

To most outsiders, Miguel Diaz-Canel was an unknown. But in Cuba, the newly anointed possible heir to the Castro brothers was a carefully
groomed, hardworking and familiar figure. 

Cuba Says Cigar Sales $416 Million Last Year from Associated Press 27 Feb 13

Cuban cigar sales rose last year despite the ongoing economic crisis in some of the most important European markets including No. 1 buyer
Spain, state-run tobacco company officials said Tuesday. 

Cuba's New Heir Apparent Has Work Cut Out For Him from Associated Press 26 Feb 13

Miguel Diaz-Canel has five years to get started and a lot of work to do. The man tapped as Cuban President Raul Castro's chief lieutenant and
likely successor must quietly fend off any challenges from within the Communist-run island's secretive citadel of power. He must gain legitimacy
with young, and even middle-aged, Cubans who have never known a leader not named Castro. And he must deal with an exiled diaspora and
American officials who were already making clear on Monday they will not be mollified by a new, younger face. 

Even If Raul Castro Steps Down In 2018, US-Cuba Relations May Not Thaw from McClatchy 26 Feb 13

Cuban President Raul Castro's announcement over the weekend that he'll step down in 2018 after the five-year term he just began ends starts the
countdown for U.S. officials contemplating a thaw in relations with the island nation. But analysts caution that so far the regime's reforms amount
to window dressing. 

Obama Administration Tepid On End To Castro Reign from Washington Times 26 Feb 13

The Obama administration reacted skeptically Monday toward the news out of Cuba that nearly a half-century of Castro rule will officially come
to an end by 2018. 

Transition now seen as underway in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 13

Cuba has begun its transition to rule by someone whose last name isn't Castro and is young enough not to have fought alongside Fidel Castro in
the revolution that ushered in communism in 1959. 

Senator: "Give And Take" Needed Between US, Cuba from Associated Press 25 Feb 13

A senator just back from Cuba says it will require "give and take on both sides" and "quiet negotiation" to secure the release of an American man
imprisoned in Cuba. 

Cuba Begins Transition To A New Generation Of Leaders from Miami Herald 25 Feb 13

Cuban President Raúl Castro said Sunday he will retire in five years and anointed 52-year-old Miguel Diaz-Canel as his new No. 2, signaling the
start of a long and desperately awaited transition to a younger leadership in the communist ruled-island. If the 81-year-old Castro keeps his word
in 2018, he will be leaving Cuba without someone named Castro at the helm for the first time in 59 years - something that hasn't happened since
before the 1959 Cuban revolution. 

FEATURE: Miguel Diaz-Canel, Cuba's New No. 2, Respected As Smart And Personable from Miami Herald 25 Feb 13

Miguel Diaz-Canel, who stands to become Cuba's first post-Castro ruler, is respected as a smart manager and personable communicator who rode
a bike on his rounds when he headed the Communist Party in the province of Villa Clara. Diaz-Canel toed the revolutionary line and was
"something of an ideologue, but he was smart and you could talk to him," said one of two Cuban journalists in Miami who knew the now 52-year-
old in the 1990s and early 2000s. 

Raúl Castro Says His Current Term As President Of Cuba Will Be His Last from New York Times 25 Feb 13

President Raúl Castro of Cuba announced Sunday that the five-year term he has just begun will be his last, giving the Castro era an official
expiration date of 2018. The race to succeed Mr. Castro, who is 81, now has a front-runner: Miguel Díaz-Canel Bermúdez, 52, an electrical



engineer and former minister of higher education, whom Mr. Castro selected as his top vice president on Sunday, making him first in the line of
succession. 

Fidel Castro backs move to younger leadership: report from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 13

Fidel Castro and the Cuban communist party have given the green light for reforms paving the way for a new, younger generation of leaders in the
single-party state, state media said Monday. 

Cuban VP elected as new president of parliament from Xinhua (China) 24 Feb 13

Cuban Vice President Esteban Lazo was elected here Sunday as the new president of the National Assembly of People's Power (Parliament), the
official National Information Agency (AIN) said. 

Castro re-elected president in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 13

Raul Castro was re-elected as Cuba's president Sunday, officially to his last five-year term, with a new regime number two: Council of State Vice
President Miguel Diaz-Canel, official media said.

UPDATE: Cuba's Raul Castro announces retirement in 5 years from Associated Press 24 Feb 13

Raul Castro announced Sunday that he will step down as Cuba's president in 2018 following a final five-year term, for the first time putting a date
on the end of the Castro era.

Fidel Castro makes rare appearance in parliament from Reuters 24 Feb 13

Retired Cuban leader Fidel Castro made a rare public appearance on Sunday as he took his long-empty seat beside brother Raul Castro at the
opening session of the National Assembly, the official National Information Agency reported. 

US senator urges flexibility over American jailed in Cuba from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 13

A prominent US senator back from a trip to Cuba said Sunday that "give and take" by both sides is needed to gain the release of a US contractor
being held on the communist-ruled island.

Cuba remains on list from CMC (Caribbean Media Corp.) 24 Feb 13

The United States has denied reports that it plans to remove Cuba from a list of countries that support terrorism. “I saw that report. Let me say
firmly here it is incorrect,” US State Department spokesperson Victoria Nuland told reporters here. “This department has no current plans to
remove Cuba from the state sponsor of terrorism list. “We review this every year, and at the current moment when the last review was done in
2012, we didn’t see cause to remove them,” she added. 

Castro declares he had 'a good visit' with Russia's Medvedev from Agence France-Presse 23 Feb 13

Cuban President Raul Castro expressed satisfaction with his talks this week with Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev, the daily Granma
newspaper reported on Saturday. 

Cuba Reforms Turn Banks Into Pawnbrokers from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 13

Cuba's state-run banks on Thursday were given permission to issue loans based on hard collateral, more than a half-century after pawnshops were
banned on the communist-run island. 

Cuba Lets Borrowers Use Gems, Autos As Collateral from Associated Press 22 Feb 13

Cubans can now use personal property such as jewelry, cars and works of art as collateral for loan applications under the island's nascent lending
system, according to a new law enacted Thursday. 

FEATURE: Yoani Sanchez May Be A Dissident In Cuba, But She Agrees U.S. Embargo Must Go from McClatchy 22 Feb 13

She's urged the end of the U.S. government's trade embargo against her homeland, calling it a failure.

Md. Lawmaker Visits American Imprisoned In Cuba from Associated Press 22 Feb 13

An American man whose imprisonment in Cuba has hampered efforts to improve ties between the countries wants to come home, even if it's just



for a visit, according to a lawmaker who visited Alan Gross in prison this week. 

Russia to supply Cuba with 8 planes worth $650 mln from Itar-Tass (Russia) 22 Feb 13

The total volume of two agreements on supply of Russian planes to Cuba amounts to 650 million dollars, Russian Minister of Industry and Trade
Denis Manturov told journalists on the results of the Russian-Cuban talks. 

Obama Urged To Take Lead On Easing Cuba Policy from Washington Times 22 Feb 13

The Obama administration should - and has the legal authority to - use its executive power to begin lifting the decades-old embargo on trade with
Cuba, according to two papers this week issued by an influential Latin America think tank and a leading Cuban exile group. 

U.S. denies considering removing Cuba from terrorism-sponsor list from EFE (Spain) 21 Feb 13

The U.S. government on Thursday denied that it is considering removing Cuba from the list of countries that sponsor terrorism, where Havana has
found itself since 1982 and which has constituted one of the great obstacles to the thawing of bilateral relations. 

U.S. Denies It's "Currently" Considering Removing Cuba From Terror List from Miami Herald 21 Feb 13

A newspaper report that top State Department officials believe Cuba should be removed from the U.S. list of countries that support terrorism drew
denials Thursday from the department and the White House. 

Medvedev in Cuba for trade, energy talks from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 13

Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev met with Cuban President Raul Castro for trade and energy talks as he kicked off a three-day visit to
the communist island. 

Talk Grows Of Taking Cuba Off Terror List from Boston Globe 21 Feb 13

High-level US diplomats have concluded that Cuba should no longer be designated a state sponsor of terrorism, raising the prospect that Secretary
of State John F. Kerry could remove a major obstacle to restoring relations with the Cold War-era foe, government officials said. 

US Lawmakers meet with jailed American in Cuba from Associated Press 20 Feb 13

US lawmakers have confirmed they visited Alan Gross, an American man whose detention in Cuba has hampered efforts to improve relations
between the countries. 

Cuban Blogger Yoani Sánchez To Speak At Miami's Freedom Tower from Miami Herald 20 Feb 13

Dissident Cuban blogger Yoani Sánchez, who is on a world tour after 10 years of being barred from leaving her homeland, plans to visit Miami
April 1 and speak at the iconic Freedom Tower.

UPDATE: U.S. congressional delegation leaves Cuba empty-handed from Reuters 20 Feb 13

A U.S. congressional delegation left Cuba on Wednesday after meetings with President Raul Castro and other top officials, but no sign the
countries had resolved their latest dispute: the fate of imprisoned U.S. contractor Alan Gross. 

Cuba's Raul Castro meets with U.S. congressional delegation from Reuters 19 Feb 13

A seven-member U.S. congressional delegation met on Tuesday with Cuban President Raul Castro, official media reported, to improve relations
that have been strained since U.S. government contractor Alan Gross was imprisoned there in 2009.

U.S. lawmakers in Cuba to see Raul Castro, jailed contractor Gross from Reuters 19 Feb 13

A seven-member delegation of U.S. lawmakers arrived in Cuba on Monday in the latest effort to move forward political relations that have been at
a standstill since U.S. government contractor Alan Gross was imprisoned there in 2009. 

US lawmakers visit Cuba from Associated Press 18 Feb 13

A bilateral delegation of American lawmakers led by Sen. Patrick Leahy is heading to Cuba for two days of meetings. 

Raul Castro meets with UN agency on regional cooperation from Xinhua (China) 13 Feb 13



Cuban President Raul Castro met Wednesday with the executive secretary of the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and
the Caribbean (ECLAC), Alicia Barcena...

Politicians call for revision of Cuban Adjustment Act from Miami Herald 13 Feb 13

Reforms in Cuba’s migration law plus a review of U.S. immigration policy are prompting calls for a new look at how Cubans are admitted to the
United States

Fidel Castro Describes Aches And Pains Of Aging from Associated Press 13 Feb 13

Retired Cuban President Fidel Castro complained of a bad knee, weak eyesight and difficulty adjusting to changes in light during a lengthy
interview session with state-run media published Tuesday. 

Politicians Call For Revision Of Cuban Adjustment Act from Miami Herald 13 Feb 13

An odd confluence of efforts at migration reforms in Washington and Havana has sparked calls for a review of the Cuban Adjustment Act - the
U.S. law that has provided the greatest benefits to Cuban arrivals for the last half century. 

U.S. Government Report Says America's Cuba Democracy Programs Have Improved from Miami Herald 8 Feb 13

An exhaustive review of Washington's controversial Cuba democracy programs gave the U.S. Agency for International Development a passing
grade but noted that the State Department must improve its links to the groups that implement the programs. The Government Accountability
Office report issued Thursday was in sharp contrast to GAO reports in 2006 and 2008 that listed numerous problems with the programs, including
the purchase of Nintendo Game Boys and Godiva chocolates with U.S. funds. 

FEATURE: Air-charter 'Queen' Finds Arranging Trips To Cuba Is Risky Business from Miami Herald 8 Feb 13

For Vivian Mannerud, president of one of the oldest Cuba travel companies in Miami, the past two years could be described as the agony ... there's
the cyber-attack on her reservations system, the mysterious flat-tire incident, and a fraud perpetrated by someone using a phone number from her
burned-out business. But the most devastating blow came in November when Cuba abruptly suspended landing rights for her charter business,
forcing one of the area's longest and most controversial Cuba charter business to shift strategy. Mannerud no longer operates her frequent charters
to Cuba, scaling back to mostly travel-related services to people heading to the island. 

Cubans want more reforms: dissident blogger from Agence France-Presse 7 Feb 13

President Raul Castro's economic reforms "have whetted the appetite of Cubans" who now want more, opposition blogger Yoani Sanchez said in
an interview with a Brazilian newspaper Thursday. "I am not naive about the changes in Cuba, about the small economic adjustments which
Castro introduced," the prominent Cuban dissident, who recently received a passport allowing her to travel abroad, said from Havana. 

Flights To Cuba Cut Back For Lack Of Demand from Miami Herald 7 Feb 13

A weekly flight between Los Angeles and Havana made its last trip Wednesday, the latest victim of a sharp reduction in U.S.-Cuba charter flights
that industry officials blame on vastly overblown predictions of a boom in demand. Cuba Travel Services of Long Beach, run by Michael Zuccato,
announced that it had cancelled its once-a-week, non-stop flight after the chartered United jetliner returned Wednesday to LAX because of a lack
of passengers. 

Rare Fidel Castro appearance for Cuba vote from BBC 4 Feb 13

Fidel Castro has voted in Cuba's parliamentary elections, the first time the frail ex-leader has been seen in public for several months. State TV
showed the 86-year-old voting at a polling station where he is said to have spent up to an hour talking to other voters and the media. No
opposition parties are allowed to take part in Cuba's election and all candidates have been selected by the ruling Communist Party. 

Fidel Castro Makes Surprise Appearance In Cuba from Agence France-Presse 4 Feb 13

Ailing Cuban revolutionary leader Fidel Castro made a surprise appearance in Havana to vote in parliamentary polls, expressing confidence in the
revolution despite a decades-long US trade embargo. Castro had not been seen in public since October 21, when he accompanied Elias Jaua, the
current Venezuelan foreign minister, to the Hotel Nacional. 

Fidel Castro: Venezuela's Chavez 'much better' from Associated Press 4 Feb 13



Cuba's Fidel Castro says Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is getting "much better" after undergoing a fourth cancer operation in December.
Castro says he gets daily updates on Chavez's condition. He adds that it has been a tough struggle for the Venezuelan leader, but says Chavez is
improving. Chavez has not been seen or heard from publicly since his Dec. 11 surgery in Cuba. Officials have not disclosed details of his cancer
other than to say it was in the pelvic region. 

Cubans vote on slate of parliament candidates from Associated Press 3 Feb 13

Cubans are voting on a slate of candidates for parliament in the second stage of an electoral process that culminates later this month. More than 8
million islanders are eligible to vote and will approve 612 members of the National Assembly and over 1,600 provincial delegates. Voting began
last year with municipal elections. Parliament will convene Feb. 24 and pick a new parliament chief for the first time in two decades, with the
body's longtime leader Ricardo Alarcon not on the ballot. It is also expected to rename Raul Castro as president. 

Cuba to hold single-party vote for Raul Castro's re-election from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 2 Feb 13

Cuba is to hold a single-party election on Sunday that is expected to result in the re-election of President Raul Castro for his second and possibly
final term in office. More than 600 legislators are to be elected to sit in the National Assembly, the only house of the Cuban legislature, in an
election that dissidents reject as illegitimate. 

FEATURE: Yoani Sánchez, Cuban Dissident Blogger, Gets Passport from New York Times 31 Jan 13

No one expressed more public skepticism than the well-known blogger Yoani Sánchez. She chronicled every detail of her struggle to get a
passport, the last hurdle to travel under the new law that went into effect on Jan. 14. As recently as Wednesday afternoon, she was using her
Twitter account, @yoanisanchez, to criticize the "lethargy of the bureaucracy in Cuba," as yet another official told her "your passport still isn't
ready." Then suddenly, four hours later, it was.

Cuban Dissident Yoani Sánchez Receives Passport But Angel Moya Told He Could Not from Miami Herald 31 Jan 13

In the first real tests of Cuba's new migration laws, blogger Yoani Sánchez got a passport Wednesday after 10 years of being denied permission to
travel abroad, but a former political prisoner was rejected because he did not serve all of his 20-year sentence. "Incredible!! They called me at
home to tell me that my passport was ready. They have just handed it to me," Sanchez said in a Twitter message ... Angel Moya, who spent eight
years in prison and is married to Berta Soler, leader of the dissident Ladies in White, said a passport office worker told him she could not accept
his application because he "is regulated for the public interest." 

Cuban leader expects new port to boost economy from Xinhua (China) 31 Jan 13

Cuban leader Raul Castro called the Mariel Port Cuba's most complex project that can boost investment and foreign trade. Castro, who toured the
port together with former Brazilian President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva on Wednesday, said the port is expected to be the country's main trade
hub. 

Rights group laments Cuba's leadership of regional group from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 13

Human Rights Watch criticized Latin American nations Thursday for honoring Cuba with the leadership of a key regional group, calling the
communist state a "totalitarian regime." Cuba formally assumed the presidency of the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States
(CELAC) on Monday, scoring a major diplomatic coup at a summit in Chile at which it urged regional integration and independence from the
United States. 

Cuba's Castro Assumes CELAC Presidency from Associated Press 29 Jan 13

Cuban President Raul Castro assumed the presidency of the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States on Monday in a demonstration
of regional unity against U.S. efforts to isolate the communist government through a 50-year-old economic embargo. Castro was warmly
welcomed by his colleagues as he spoke Monday at the closing ceremony of the CELAC summit in Santiago, taking over the rotating presidency
from Chile. 

Cuba assumes LatAm group presidency in diplomatic coup from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 13

Cuba assumed the presidency of a key Latin American group here Monday, scoring a major diplomatic coup at a summit at which it urged
regional integration and independence from the United States. President Raul Castro, whose island nation is still languishing under a crippling 50-
year-old US trade embargo, formally took over the chairmanship of the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) from



summit host Chile. 

Cuba Confirms A Fiber-optic Cable From Venezuela Is Being Tested from Miami Herald 25 Jan 13

Two years after a fiber-optic cable reached Cuba from Venezuela, and at least five months after it was activated, Havana has confirmed the ALBA-
1 cable is working but cautioned that doesn't mean residents will have more access to the Internet. A brief note from ETECSA, the government's
telecommunications monopoly, published in Thursday's edition of the Granma newspaper was the first detailed official comment on the
underwater cables' operations since it reached the island. 

Cuba Turns On Fiber-optic IT Link To Venezuela from AFP 25 Jan 13

An undersea fiber-optic cable stretching from Cuba to Venezuela has been switched on, in the first hard-wired link from the communist-run island
to international telecom networks, the state telecom agency announced Thursday. Havana has been unable to join other undersea fiber-optic cable
networks due to a US embargo. But state telecom company Etecsa said the new Internet link, which also extends to Jamaica, would not mean the
island was lifting its restrictions on Internet access. 

Cuba confirms undersea cable carrying data traffic from Associated Press 24 Jan 13

Cuban government telecom ETECSA is confirming that the island's first hard-wired Internet connection to the outside world has been activated.
ETECSA says the ALBA-1 fiber-optic cable has been operational since last August and initially carried international voice calls. 

FEATURE: Cuba's 'resale' economics from GlobalPost.com 23 Jan 13

Raul Castro’s recent reforms — the government calls them “updates” — have provided a place for market forces to exist alongside the centrally
planned, state-controlled economy. Cubans have been granted new opportunities to become tradesman, DVD vendors, pizza makers and licensed
small-scale retailers whose tiny shops and stalls have bloomed along Cuba’s main streets and thoroughfares. Other entrepreneurs navigate
pushcarts through the streets ... The government wants the private commerce to stimulate Cuba’s moribund economy and substitute costly
imports. But experts say the authorities have yet to take the next necessary step: allowing entrepreneurs to innovate and manufacture their own
products. 

Cuba doubles political prisoners in last 10 months from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 13

The number of political prisoners in Cuban jails has doubled in the last 10 months with at least 45 new detainees, a rights watchdog said Tuesday.
"In our internal list of political prisoners on March 5, 2012, there were 45 names of prisoners being held," said a statement from the illegal but
tolerated Committee for Human Rights and National Reconciliation. 

Report: Cuba Using Undersea Fiber-Optic Cable from Associated Press 22 Jan 13

Cuba apparently has finally switched on the first undersea fiber-optic cable linking it to the outside world nearly two years after its arrival,
according to analysis by a company that monitors global Internet use. In a report posted Sunday on the website of Renesys, author Doug Madory
wrote that Cuba began using the ALBA-1 cable on Jan. 14. 

What's Behind Cuba's New Travel Policy? from Miami Herald 18 Jan 13

As Cubans embraced their first week as potential global travelers, the rest of the world pondered Cuba's motivation in enacting one of its most
sweeping reforms to date and how it might affect travel throughout the region. And one ally responded swiftly to the prospect of an increase in
Cuban visitors after the change took effect Monday.

OPINION: A View Of Cuba Shared By Many Regarding Jennifer Rubin’s Right Turn blog excerpt “Hagel’s Cuba problem”
from Washington Post 17 Jan 13

Whether you agree or disagree with former senator Chuck Hagel’s positions on foreign policy, to suggest that he was clueless or ill-informed on
Cuba policy during his time in the Senate badly mischaracterizes a statesman who was an active member of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee and a frequent world traveler.

Cuba struggles to contain fresh cholera outbreak from Agence France-Presse 16 Jan 13

Cuba's second cholera outbreak in four months -- after 130 years without the disease -- has sickened more than 50 people and killed one in
Havana, authorities and the family of the deceased said Tuesday. The latest outbreak was from the same cholera strain found to have been



introduced in Haiti by Nepalese UN peacekeepers, unleashing an epidemic in 2010 that has killed some 7,900 people.

Cuba Detects Second Cholera Outbreak: Official from AFP 16 Jan 13

A new cholera outbreak has sickened 51 people in Havana, Cuba's second in four months after a 130-year stretch without the disease, the Health
Ministry said Tuesday. One man has died, his family said. The latest outbreak was from the same cholera strain found to have been introduced in
Haiti by Nepalese UN peacekeepers, unleashing an epidemic in 2010 that has killed some 7,900 people.

Have passport, will travel under new Cuban law from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 13

They didn't jump for joy, but they didn't exactly pooh-pooh it, either: Cubans Monday got their first taste of a reform letting them travel abroad
without a reviled and costly exit visa. As a vestige of the Cold War era vanished and Cubans gained a long-sought right for the first time in 50
years, some called it the most far-reaching of the changes President Raul Castro has undertaken since taking over for his ailing brother, Fidel, in
July 2006.

Chavez aides meet with Castro bros. from EFE (Spain) 14 Jan 13

Former President Fidel Castro and his successor, younger brother Raul, met here with top aides to Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, who
remains in Havana recuperating from cancer surgery, Cuban official media said Monday. Venezuelan Vice President Nicolas Maduro expressed
thanks for the "careful attention" that the Castro brothers and the medical team treating Chavez in Cuba have given the president while he is "in
the process of recovering his health," according to an article in Communist Party daily Granma.

FEATURE: After Decades, Cuba Eases Travel Rules To Maintain Ties from New York Times 14 Jan 13

New Cuban migration rules that take effect on Monday will allow islanders to spend more time overseas before they forfeit their Cuban residency,
a concession that reflects the government's desire for closer ties with millions of Cubans who live abroad. The rules, part of a package that loosens
despised restrictions on the freedom to travel, could allow thousands of Cubans to shuttle between the United States and home in much the way
that Mexican migrants do and could create a class of economic émigrés worlds apart from the exiles who oppose closer ties. 

Lines at Cuba travel agencies on day 1 of new law from The Examiner 14 Jan 13

Cubans formed long lines outside travel agencies and migration offices in Havana on Monday as a highly anticipated new law took effect ending
the island's much-hated exit visa requirement. The measure means the end of both real and symbolic obstacles to travel by islanders, though it is
not expected to result in a mass exodus. Most Cubans are now eligible to leave with just a current passport and national identity card, just like
residents of other countries.

Law allowing Cubans to go abroad without permit takes effect from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 13

A law allowing Cubans to travel abroad without special permits took effect on the communist-ruled island Monday for the first time in half a
century. According to the statute published in the Official Gazette, Cubans can now travel abroad without an exit permit or a foreign invitation
provided they have a valid passport.

UPDATE: Cuban leader backs Venezuela as Chavez convalesces from Agence France-Presse 12 Jan 13

Cuban President Raul Castro on Saturday voiced his support for the Venezuelan government, as its cancer-stricken leader Hugo Chavez
convalesces in Havana, with no sign of when or if he might return home. Castro made the comments during a meeting with Venezuelan Vice
President Nicolas Maduro, who arrived in the Cuban capital late Friday to check on his ailing boss, who had a difficult fourth round of cancer
surgery last month. 

Cuban opposition figure promotes democracy manifesto from EFE (Spain) 9 Jan 13

Cuban opposition figure Oscar Elias Biscet on Wednesday here presented a manifesto on which he intends to collect signatures to promote a move
toward democracy on the Communist-ruled island. Accompanied by about a dozen dissidents, Biscet read the document at an appearance before
international media where he demanded a "total change" in Cuba because "the people are tired of tyranny."

UN report calls on Cuba to release American from Associated Press 8 Jan 13

A United Nations group is calling on the Cuban government to release a U.S. man who has been held in the country for more than three years,
saying his imprisonment is unfair. The report by the U.N. Working Group on Arbitrary Detention was released Tuesday by a lawyer for Alan



Gross.

Cuba to free doctors from onerous travel rules from Associated Press 8 Jan 13

Cuba is eliminating longstanding restrictions on health care professionals' overseas travel as part of a broader migration reform that takes effect
next week, an island doctor told The Associated Press on Monday. Hospital directors learned of the new policy, which takes effect Jan. 14, in a
Saturday meeting with Health Minister Roberto Morales and word of the change was relayed in hospital staff meetings...

Political detentions surged in Cuba in 2012 from Agence France-Presse 4 Jan 13

A total of 6,602 political detentions were recorded in Cuba in 2012, a 60 percent surge from a year earlier, a rights watchdog said Thursday. In
December alone, such arrests -- ranging from several hours to several days -- reached 567 on this communist-ruled island, according to the
Committee for Human Rights and National Reconciliation (CCDHRN).

Political Detentions Surged In Cuba In 2012 from AFP 4 Jan 13

A total of 6,602 political detentions were recorded in Cuba in 2012, a 60 percent surge from a year earlier, a rights watchdog said. In December
alone, such arrests -- ranging from several hours to several days -- reached 567 on this communist-ruled island, according to the Committee for
Human Rights and National Reconciliation (CCDHRN). 

Madrid Politician Calls For Inquiry Into Accident That Killed Cuban Dissident Oswaldo Payá from Miami Herald 3 Jan 13

One of the first independent persons to speak with Angel Carromero, convicted in the car crash in Cuba that killed dissident Oswaldo Payá, after
his arrival in a Spanish prison has called for an international investigation of the fatal crash. Esperanza Aguirre, Madrid leader of the conservative
Popular Party, where Carromero was an activist, said she could not comment on the subjects of their talks Tuesday but that an international panel
should investigate the July 22 crash. 

New tax law takes effect in Cuba to aid in economic reforms from EFE (Spain) 1 Jan 13

Cuba enacted this Jan. 1 a new Tax Law to continue the government's "modernization" of socialism with economic reforms that revamp the tax
culture of a country where taxes have been virtually non-existent since the 1959 Cuban Revolution. The new tax code approved in July by the
National Assembly updates the tax system that has been in force since 1994 to bring it more in line with current international trends, which
authorities describe as more "comprehensive" and "flexible."

Cuba Has Much To Lose As Ally Chavez Fights Cancer from Associated Press 27 Dec 12

Cubans who were tuned in to the nightly soap opera on a recent Saturday received a sudden burst of bad news, from the other side of the
Caribbean. State TV cut to the presidential palace in Caracas, Venezuela, where President Hugo Chavez revealed that his cancer had returned.
Facing his fourth related surgery in 18 months, he grimly named Vice President Nicolas Maduro as his possible successor. 

Dominica (RSS)
Dominica condemns Dominican decision to deport Haitians from EFE (Spain) 23 Jun 15

Dominica Prime Minister Roosevelt Skerrit condemned on Tuesday the decision by the Dominican Republic to deport people of Haitian descent,
saying that the Caribbean Community considers the situation a "major human rights issue." 

Caribbean court rejects appeal by ex-army officer in Grenada from Associated Press 15 Jun 15

A Caribbean appeals court on Monday dismissed an attempt to become a lawyer by one of 17 men convicted of murder in a bloody 1983 coup in
Grenada that triggered a U.S. invasion. 

Dominica's P.M. says U.S. should re-define approach to Caribbean from EFE (Spain) 16 Apr 15

The prime minister of Dominica, Roosevelt Skerrit, said Thursday that Washington needs to re-define its approach to the Caribbean. "The present
approach they are taking is wrong and is ill-advised, if they say their strategy is to re-assert themselves in the Caribbean region," he said during an
interview on state-run radio. 

Child-trafficking chain from Dominica to U.S. uncovered from Xinhua (China) 28 Mar 15

Authorities in the Dominican Republic have uncovered a child trafficking ring that smuggled its victims into the United States, the National



Attorney General's Office announced Friday. 

Dominica establishes diplomatic relations with Paraguay from EFE (Spain) 10 Mar 15

The government of Dominica announced Tuesday the establishment of diplomatic relations with Paraguay, designating agriculture as the area of
utmost importance for cooperation between the two nations. 

Caribbean Court of Justice welcomes Dominica to appellate court from EFE (Spain) 6 Mar 15

The Caribbean Court of Justice welcomed Dominica on Friday as the fourth state, of the 12 Caribbean Community members, to access the
Appellate Jurisdiction of the CCJ during a ceremony held in Roseau. 

Dominica to change designation of indigenous people from EFE (Spain) 20 Feb 15

Dominica's Parliament was set to pass on Friday a measure to change the official designation of the island's indigenous people from Carib to
Kalinago. 

Dominica adopts Caribbean Court as court of final appeal from EFE (Spain) 3 Feb 15

The government of Dominica announced Tuesday that the Caribbean Court of Justice, or CCJ, will become the country's court of final appeal
starting this month. 

Dominica Ruling Party Aims For 4th Straight Term from Associated Press 9 Dec 14

Dominica Prime Minister Roosevelt Skerrit is hoping that parliamentary elections will keep his Labor Party in power for a fourth consecutive
term. 

Labor Party wins 4th consecutive term in Dominica from EFE (Spain) 9 Dec 14

The ruling Dominica Labor Party retained power in the island's general election, winning 15 of the 21 parliamentary seats to secure a fourth
consecutive five-year term, according to preliminary results released on Tuesday. 

Dominica prepares to hold general elections from EFE (Spain) 7 Dec 14

Some 70,000 voters are eligible to cast ballots in Dominica's general elections on Monday, determining the composition of the Caribbean island's
next Parliament. 

Dominica seeks business links with Malaysia from EFE (Spain) 14 Nov 14

A delegation from Dominica travelled to Malaysia for talks with politicians and business leaders on partnership opportunities. 

Opposition leader accuses Dominica's PM of buying votes from EFE (Spain) 15 Oct 14

The opposition leader in Dominica, Lennox Linton, accused Prime Minister Roosevelt Skerrit of buying votes ahead of December's election,
media outlets said Wednesday. 

Leaders of China, Dominica exchange congratulations on anniversary of diplomatic ties from Xinhua (China) 23 Mar 14

Leaders of China and the Commonwealth of Dominica on Sunday exchanged congratulations on the 10th anniversary of the establishment of their
diplomatic relations. 

British naval ship to visit Dominica from Dominica News Online 3 Apr 13

The Naval Support Ship RFA WAVE KNIGHT is expected to drop anchor in Dominica on April 5 for a three-day visit. The ship is on deployment
to the region on Atlantic Patrol Tasking North (APT(N))... This is a year round commitment to the region in support of Humanitarian Aid and
Disaster Relief (HADR) and Counter Narcotics Operations. 

Dominican Republic
Dominicans Of Haitian Descent Fear Racism Will Fuel Deportations from USA Today 18 Aug 15

The roots of the crisis began in 2013 when the country’s Supreme Court ruled that people born in the Dominican Republic between 1929 and
2010 to non-citizen parents do not qualify as Dominican citizens. The decision retroactively stripped tens of thousands of people of their



nationality, effectively leaving many people stateless. People born in the Dominican Republic to Haitian parents bore the brunt of the ruling. 

Four Frenchmen jailed in Dominican Republic for drug running from Agence France-Presse 15 Aug 15

Four Frenchmen were sentenced Friday to 20 years in prison in the Dominican Republic for drug trafficking. Pilot Pascal Fauret, co-pilot Bruno
Odos, passenger Nicolas Pisapia and alleged broker Alain Castany were arrested in March 2013 as they were about to take off from the Caribbean
resort of Punta Cana.

US urges Dominican Republic to avoid mass deportations from Agence France-Presse 14 Aug 15

Washington urged the Dominican Republic Friday to work to avoid mass deportations and to act transparently following a controversial
registration process that has left thousands of people facing deportation. 

Dominican Republic resumes patrols to deport migrants from Associated Press 14 Aug 15

Authorities in the Dominican Republic have resumed patrols to detain and deport migrants who lack documents after a more than yearlong hiatus.
The move comes weeks after the government ended a one-year period for migrants to apply for legal residency. Most of the migrants affected are
Haitians. 

Almost 50,000 immigrants rejected by controversial Dominican plan from Xinhua (China) 3 Aug 15

Almost 50,000 foreigners are excluded from the Dominican Republic's plan to normalize the status of undocumented immigrants, an official has
said. 

Dominican Republic Fears Tourism Boycott Over Citizenship from USA Today 31 Jul 15

Jude Payoute of Atlanta tried to cancel his $6,000 family vacation here after learning about calls to boycott this Caribbean nation for denying
citizenship to thousands of Haitian descendants. 

Dominican Resort’s Fate At Center Of Debate Over Haitians And Immigration from New York Times 31 Jul 15

Just a few kilometers down the road, in the center of Cabarete, the tourism industry pulses with life: Beachfront restaurants dish up offerings as
varied as ceviche and pizza, tourists cart surfboards and sport fanny packs, and combed white sand as clean as a crisp bed linen beckons
sunbathers. 

Dominicans reject OAS offer to organize meeting with Haiti from Associated Press 29 Jul 15

The Dominican Republic has rejected an offer by the Organization of American States to organize talks with Haiti on resolving a tense dispute
over citizenship and legal residency. 

 North Miami leaders condemn Dominican government from Miami Herald 17 Jul 15

The North Miami City Council joined other municipal bodies and thousands of protesters in condemning the government of the Dominican
Republic for the potential deportation of thousands of Haitian migrants and Dominicans of Haitian descent and calling on the U.S. government to
take action. 

Dominican gov't blames Haiti for not boosting citizens' living standards from EFE 13 Jul 15

Santo Domingo, Jul 10 (EFE).- The Dominican Republic said Friday amid a bilateral spat over the thorny issue of immigration that Haiti's
government is to blame for the large numbers of people who cross the border in search of employment, saying Port-au-Prince "has been unable to
carry out policies that boost its people's living standards."

OPINION: The Dominican Republic Must Stop Expulsions Of Haitians from New York Times 6 Jul 15

A HUMAN rights crisis is unfolding on the island of Hispaniola, which is shared by the Dominican Republic and Haiti. The Dominican Republic
is threatening to drive out hundreds of thousands of Haitians who live and work in the Dominican Republic. Many of them came to work in the
sugar, construction and tourism industries. 

Dominican Plan to Expel Haitians Tests Close Ties from New York Times 4 Jul 15

For decades, the people of Barrio Cementerio, a neighborhood divided evenly between Dominicans and Haitians, have shared a peaceful



coexistence. Proximity smothered prejudice: Working side by side and raising families together helped keep tensions in check. 

Dominican government is accused of forcible deportations from Washington Post 2 Jul 15

The Dominican Republic’s government is facing new accusations that it has arbitrarily detained and deported people in recent months as part of a
crackdown on undocumented Haitian migrants in the country. 

Dominican Republic agrees to OAS migration inquiry from BBC 1 Jul 15

The Dominican Republic says it will cooperate with an Organization of American States (OAS) inquiry into its migration policies. The OAS is
sending a team to Santo Domingo after thousands of migrants left for Haiti in recent weeks. 

Dominican Republic certifies citizenship of 55,000 from Associated Press 26 Jun 15

The Dominican Republic announced Friday that it has certified the nationality of about 55,000 people who had spent eight years in bureaucratic
limbo because their citizenship was in doubt. 

Dominican Republic says 17,000 Haitians return voluntarily from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 15

More than 17,000 undocumented Haitians have voluntarily left the Dominican Republic since the end of a controversial registration process that
left thousands of people facing deportation, officials said Friday. 

Plight Of Dominican Haitians Ignites Outrage Among Diverse Immigrants from Washington Post 24 Jun 15

The plight of thousands of poor ethnic Haitians, threatened with potential expulsion from the Dominican Republic, has brought together an
unusually diverse array of activists in the Washington region while evoking critical comparisons to U.S. deportation of illegal immigrants and
recent episodes of violence against African Americans. 

Dominican Republic offers help to migrants willing to leave from Associated Press 22 Jun 15

Migrants who would like to leave the Dominican Republic ahead of a wave of expected deportations are being offered help from the government
of the Caribbean country. 

Thousands Brace For Deportations In Dominican Republic from Associated Press 19 Jun 15

Thousands of people began preparing Thursday for deportation from the Dominican Republic after failing to obtain legal residency as part of a
government program to crack down on migrants, most of them from neighboring Haiti or of Haitian descent. 

Deadline passes with no sign of mass deportations in Dominican Republic from Washington Post 19 Jun 15

The day after a deadline to register with immigration authorities passed, hundreds of thousands of Haitians or their descendants here entered a
new limbo Thursday in which they could be subject to deportation if caught by Dominican authorities. 

Dominicans Poised To Round Up Haitian Workers As Deadline Passes from Washington Post 18 Jun 15

The Dominican Republic was preparing on Wednesday to enforce a new registration deadline that has raised fears of mass deportations of
undocumented workers and others of Haitian descent. 

Deadline looms for legal status in Dominican Republic from Associated Press 17 Jun 15

People waited anxiously in long lines throughout the Dominican Republic on Wednesday, eager to submit applications for legal residency before a
midnight deadline and avoid possible deportation. 

Official: Dominican Republic ready to resume deportations from Associated Press 16 Jun 15

The head of the Dominican Republic's immigration agency says the country is ready to resume deporting non-citizens without legal residency
after putting the practice on hold for a year. 

The bloody origins of the Dominican Republic’s ethnic ‘cleansing’ of Haitians from Washington Post 16 Jun 15

There is an artificial line that splits the island of Hispaniola in two. On one side is Haiti, and on the other is the Dominican Republic. 



D.R. to avoid "excesses" in deportations from EFE (Spain) 15 Jun 15

The head of the Dominican immigration service said Monday that he received orders from President Danilo Medina not to commit "excesses" in
deporting undocumented residents - overwhelmingly Haitian - after the time allotted for them to sign up for the Regularization of Foreigners Plan
comes to an end this week. 

Dominican lawmakers approve presidential reelection from EFE (Spain) 12 Jun 15

The Dominican National Congress passed Friday a constitutional amendment that reestablishes consecutive presidential reelection, which will
allow incumbent Danilo Medina to run for a second term in 2016. 

Dominican Republic to debate presidential re-election from Associated Press 2 Jun 15

Legislators in the Dominican Republic have approved a measure to establish a special assembly that will debate whether to allow presidents to
hold office for two consecutive terms. 

Japan gives Dominican gov't $2.5 bn in disaster-response gear from EFE (Spain) 24 Apr 15

Japan will provide the Dominican Republic with $2.5 billion in equipment to better cope with natural disasters, under an agreement signed here
Friday by Foreign Minister Andres Navarro and Japanese Ambassador Takashi Fuchigami. 

Dominican local official accused of marijuana trafficking from Associated Press 6 Apr 15

Authorities in the Dominican Republic have arrested a local government official accused of running a ring they say imported marijuana from
Haiti. 

Dominican Republic joins regional shipping initiative from EFE (Spain) 31 Mar 15

The Dominican Republic has agreed to an action plan for short-distance maritime shipping among the Mesoamerica Project countries, the
Economy, Planning and Development Ministry said Tuesday. 

29 Sex trafficking victims rescued in Dominican Republic from EFE (Spain) 17 Mar 15

A total of 29 Dominican women, including 20 minors, who had become the victims of sex traffickers in the northern tourist town of Sosua, were
rescued by Dominican and U.S. authorities after an undercover police investigation, the U.S. Embassy in this capital announced Tuesday. 

Dominican Republic to re-open consulates in Haiti from Associated Press 16 Mar 15

The Dominican Republic is re-opening the consulates it closed in neighboring Haiti following a series of protests that it said had put diplomatic
staff at risk. 

Dominican deputy minister of energy gunned down from EFE (Spain) 7 Mar 15

The deputy minister of energy and mines of the Dominican Republic, Victoriano Santos Hilario, was gunned down by unknown persons in the
northern municipality of Cotui, the ruling Dominican Liberation Party, or PLD, to which he belonged, reported Saturday. 

Dominican Republic Temporarily Closes Consulates In Haiti from Associated Press 5 Mar 15

The Dominican Republic has announced the temporary closure of five of its consulates in neighboring Haiti because of security concerns. The
move comes a week after at least 10,000 Haitians marched in Port-au-Prince protesting what they consider chronic mistreatment of their
countrymen in the Dominican Republic. 

Ethnic Haitians in Dominican Republic Under Threat of Expulsion from Sputnik (Russia) 1 Feb 15

People born to undocumented foreign parents in the Dominican Republic, especially those of Haitian descent, will be risking expulsion from the
country, as the deadline to register for residence expires Sunday, Amnesty International said. 

Dominican Republic Retires Most Of Its Oil Debt To Venezuela from Associated Press 30 Jan 15

The Dominican Republic says it has retired most of its oil debt to Venezuela. 

Dominican Republic expands military cooperation with U.S. from EFE (Spain) 20 Jan 15



The Dominican Republic signed on Tuesday a reciprocity pact with the United States to broaden cooperation with U.S. military personal
temporarily deployed to the Caribbean country. 

Dominican Police Arrest 2 In Killing Of US Lawyer from Associated Press 26 Nov 14

Two men have been detained in the slaying of a Washington lawyer who was found dead last month at his home in the Dominican Republic, a
police spokesman said Tuesday. 

Special Report: Forgotten Dominican Veterans Of The Iraq War from Miami Herald 12 Nov 14

Between 2003 and 2004, several small countries sent hundreds of soldiers to Iraq to assist the United States in rebuilding efforts there as part of
the so-called Coalition of the Willing. The Dominican Republic sent 600 men in two deployments, making them the first generation of military
men in the history of the country to participate in a war abroad.

Severe Flooding Hits Haiti, Dominican Republic from Associated Press 7 Nov 14

Thousands of families in Haiti and the neighboring Dominican Republic have been displaced by floods from a storm system that drenched the
countries for several days, officials said Thursday. 

Dominican Republic Shuns OAS Human Rights Court from Associated Press 5 Nov 14

The Dominican Republic has withdrawn as a member of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. 

Dominican Republic quits OAS's human rights court from Associated Press 4 Nov 14

The Dominican Republic withdrew as a member of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights on Tuesday, leading rights activists to raise
concerns about the welfare of migrants in the Caribbean country. 

Dominican electricity companies report sabotage attempt from EFE (Spain) 28 Oct 14

The Dominican Corporation of State Electricity Companies, or CDEEE, reported Tuesday that several unknown persons attempted a week ago to
bring down a total of 14 transmission towers with high-tension power lines in the southern part of the country, in order to shut down the grid. 

Spanish woman snared with 55,500 euros hidden in stomach from Agence France-Presse 26 Oct 14

A woman arriving from Belgium was arrested at an airport in the Dominican Republic with 55,500 euros hidden in her stomach and 54,600 in her
luggage, anti-drugs police said Sunday. 

Dominican Republic bans Ebola zone travelers from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

The Dominican Republic said Tuesday it was banning travelers who have visited countries affected by endemic outbreaks of Ebola. 

Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic warn citizens to prepare for Hurricane Gonzalo from EFE (Spain) 13 Oct 14

The Dominican Emergency Operations Center, or COE, reported Monday that Hurricane Gonzalo will bring rain, isolated thunderstorms and
gusty winds to some of the country's eastern and northeastern provinces. 

Dom. Republic health minister axed after 11 child deaths from Agence France-Presse 13 Oct 14

The Dominican Republic's health minister has been fired after 11 children died in three days in a pediatric hospital, officials said, citing
"deficiencies" in the medical team. 

Jet missing after taking off in Dominican Republic from Associated Press 11 Sep 14

An official with the Civil Aviation Authority in the Dominican Republic says a small executive jet is missing after taking off from Las Americas
airport in the capital. 

Poll shows Dominicans most worried about crime, economy from EFE (Spain) 8 Sep 14

More than 64 percent of Dominicans believe that the country's biggest problem is crime, closely followed by the economy, according to a Gallup
poll published Monday in the daily Hoy. 



Dominican Legal Status Still Elusive For Migrants from Associated Press 29 Aug 14

The Dominican Republic will soon issue the first residency and work permits for migrants under a new program that will enable them to avoid the
risk of deportation, officials said Thursday, conceding that so far few have managed to qualify. 

Vatican: Ex-envoy can be tried by Dominican court from Associated Press 25 Aug 14

The Vatican says its former ambassador to the Dominican Republic, who has been accused of sexually abusing young boys in the Caribbean
country, has lost his diplomatic immunity and could be tried by Dominican courts. 

At least 3,603 displaced by flooding in D.R. from EFE (Spain) 24 Aug 14

At least 3,603 people have been displaced, 606 homes damaged or destroyed and 23 communities cut off as a result of intense rains over the past
two days in the Dominican Republic, emergency authorities said Sunday. 

Joint partnering efforts in U.S. Southern Command-sponsored exercise reach record donations for the Dominican Republic
humanitarian civic assistance from Diálogo 5 Aug 14

From April through June 2014, thousands of patients received general and specialized care as part of the U.S. Southern Command-sponsored
Beyond the Horizon 2014 (BTH) exercise in Barahona, Dominican Republic. U.S. Southern Command’s Partnering Directorate coordinated with
governmental and non-governmental agencies to provide humanitarian civic assistance in the form of medical and dental care and engineering
expertise to the local community. 

Dominican Officials Destroy 2,000 Seized Guns from Associated Press 29 Jul 14

Authorities destroyed roughly 2,000 firearms Monday and plan to use the mangled metal to build a monument promoting peace. 

Baby with chikungunya symptoms dies in D.R., family says from EFE (Spain) 19 Jul 14

A baby just one-and a-half months old died after being kept 11 days in a pediatric hospital in the northern Dominican city of Santiago with
symptoms of the mosquito-borne chikungunya virus, his family said Saturday. 

UN chief urges solution on Dominican citizenship from Associated Press 16 Jul 14

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon urged Dominican legislators on Wednesday to find a humanitarian solution to a fiercely debated court
decision that could render thousands of people of Haitian descent stateless. 

Reporters Without Borders requests protection for Dominican journalist from EFE (Spain) 1 Jul 14

Reporters Without Borders on Tuesday asked Dominican authorities to provide protection for an El Nacional newspaper reporter who has been
the target of death threats. 

VP Biden In Dominican Republic Talks Energy, Crime from Associated Press 20 Jun 14

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden met with the leader of the Dominican Republic on Thursday for talks touching on energy security, crime-fighting,
trade and citizenship rights. 

OPINION: Dominican Republic Delivers On Immigration Promise from Miami Herald 4 Jun 14

As close partners, the Dominican Republic and the United States work together on numerous security, economic, and humanitarian issues. In our
efforts to bolster the largest economy in the Caribbean and further develop our vibrant democracy, we often look north to the United States for
inspiration. 

Spanish businessman killed in Dominican Republic from EFE (Spain) 4 Jun 14

Dominican authorities are investigating the murder of a Spanish businessman and rice producer in the northwestern municipality of Mao, police
said Wednesday. 

Dominican Republic Passes Law For Migrants’ Children from New York Times 23 May 14

Under international pressure, the Dominican Republic is poised to create a path to citizenship for tens of thousands of people of Haitian descent
whose legal right to reside in the country had been thrown in doubt by a court ruling last year. 



Dominican Citizenship Bill Gets Final OK In Senate from Associated Press 22 May 14

The Senate in the Dominican Republic has given final legislative approval to a bill that will set up a system for granting naturalized citizenship to
people of Haitian descent born in the Caribbean country. 

Dominican legislators approve citizenship bill from Associated Press 16 May 14

Legislators in the Dominican Republic have approved a bill they say could allow thousands of people of Haitian descent born in the Caribbean
country the opportunity to obtain naturalized citizenship. 

Santo Domingo to naturalize Dominican-born Haitians from EFE (Spain) 15 May 14

The government of the Dominican Republic on Thursday sent a bill to Congress that would extend legal residence to the Dominican-born children
of undocumented migrants. 

Search renewed in Dominican Republic capsized boat from Associated Press 2 May 14

Authorities in the Dominican Republic have renewed a search for possible survivors after six migrants died when a boat capsized en route to
Puerto Rico. 

Newly Arrived Virus Spreads In Dominican Republic from Associated Press 30 Apr 14

Health officials in the Dominican Republic say a mosquito-borne virus has spread widely since making its first appearance in the country. 

Dominican navy detains 52 undocumented migrants from EFE (Spain) 16 Apr 14

The navy of the Dominican Republic announced Wednesday that it detained 52 undocumented migrants from Haiti and Cuba who were trying to
travel illegally to the neighboring island of Puerto Rico, a U.S. commonwealth. 

Dominican agents break up ecstasy pill lab from Associated Press 14 Apr 14

Anti-drug agents in the Dominican Republic say they have dismantled a synthetic drug laboratory and arrested five people. 

Dominican Who Alleged VP Corruption Held For Bail from Associated Press 3 Apr 14

A television commentator in the Dominican Republic accused of falsifying documents to portray the vice president as corrupt has been detained
after refusing to post bail. 

COMMENTARY: Dominican Ruling Strands The Suddenly Stateless from Miami Herald 26 Mar 14

On Sunday, Juliana Delguis Pierre went to the airport in Santo Domingo to catch a flight to the U.S. manland — but she never boarded. A U.S.
visa was not an issue: She had a travel document issued by the U.S. State Department. No, it was Dominican immigration that stopped her,
because she didn’t have a passport. Any passport. 

U.S. Walks Tightrope On Controversial Dominican Ruling from Miami Herald 13 Mar 14

A controversial court ruling that affects thousands of Dominican-born children of Haitian immigrants has laid bare a division in the influential
Catholic Church and posed a diplomatic quandary for the United States. 

Cuban migrants intercepted in D.R. from EFE (Spain) 11 Mar 14

Twelve Cuban migrants were detained Tuesday in the eastern Dominican Republic when they were getting ready to clandestinely set sail for the
U.S. commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Dominican navy said. 

Dominican President Medina hints at legal help for Haitians from Miami Herald 28 Feb 14

Haitians continue to call for a boycott of the Dominican Republic even as President Danilo Medina told Dominican lawmakers that he plans to
present a naturalization law in the coming days. 

Union urges French pilots boycott Dominican Republic from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 14

France's main pilots' union on Tuesday called for French commercial airline pilots to boycott the Dominican Republic to protest the 11-month



detention of two colleagues there on drug smuggling charges. 

Biden to travel to Chile, Dominican Republic from Associated Press 14 Feb 14

The White House says Vice President Joe Biden will travel next month to Chile and the Dominican Republic. 

40 Dominican Fishermen Detained In Bahamas from Associated Press 10 Feb 14

Forty Dominican fishermen have been taken into custody on suspicion of poaching in Bahamian waters. 

Dominican Republic Immigration Plan Will Protect All from Miami Herald 24 Jan 14

The United States isn’t the only nation in the Americas grappling with the challenges of immigration reform and the complexities of addressing
undocumented people living within its borders. As U.S. lawmakers have learned, there is no simple solution or policy fix. 

Dominican Republic's most famous inmate again requests parole from Dominican Today Online (Santo Domingo) 17 Jan 14

Dominican Republic's most famous inmate on Friday again asked the court's and society's clemency for her part in the money-laundering case of
her paramour, Puerto Rican kingpin Jose Figueroa Agosto. Sobeida Felix...cited her mother's illness, among other reasons, to request her release
on parole.

Dominican Republic opposition leader named in US$15.0M loan scandal from Dominican Today Online (Santo Domingo) 14 Jan 14

Senior leaders of Dominican Republic's opposition party (PRD) on Monday accused its president Miguel Vargas of obtaining a RD$585.0 million
(US$15 million) loan from the State-owned Reservas bank, "approved in record time" in December 2011, which in their view violated banking
norms since he didn't have the capacity to repay.

Dominican Republic pledges to safeguard citizenship rights from Caribbean News Now 9 Jan 14

During an historic and frank dialogue at the border town of Ouanaminthe, Dominican Republic authorities pledged to enact measures to safeguard
the basic rights of Haitians and their descendants living in the country.

Dominican Republic destroys 11 tons of drugs in 2013 from Xinhua (China) 31 Dec 13

The Dominican Republic destroyed more than 11.2 tons of illicit drugs in 2013, mainly cocaine intended for shipment to the United States or
Europe, the national Public Prosecutor's Office said in a statement Tuesday. 

OPINION: Democracy At Risk For All Dominicans from Miami Herald 27 Dec 13

The international community has justifiably condemned a decision by the supreme court of the Dominican Republic revoking the citizenship of as
many as 350,000 Dominicans of Haitian descent.

U.S. Expresses ‘deep Concern’ Over Dominican Court Citizenship Ruling from Miami Herald 19 Dec 13

The U.S. State Department said Wednesday that while it has seen a plan by the Dominican Republic to restore legal status to those affected by a
controversial citizenship ruling, it still has “deep concern” about the decision’s impact on the status of persons of Haitian descent born on
Dominican soil. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Organized Crime from Listin Diario 9 Dec 13

Organized crime is a structured group of three or more people there for some time and group acting in concert with the aim of committing one or
more serious crimes or offenses established in accordance with this Convention, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly , a benefit economic or
other material order ( United Nations, 2000 : Article 2a). 

UN asks Dominican Republic to restore nationality from Associated Press 5 Dec 13

The United Nations is asking the Dominican Republic to quickly restore the nationality of individuals affected by a recent court decision that
could revoke the citizenship of tens of thousands of people. 

Dominican government gives details of naturalization plan for 'foreigners' from Reuters 30 Nov 13

The government announced details of a special naturalization process for undocumented "foreigners" and their children born in the Dominican



Republic, in a presidential decree issued on Saturday... It was unclear exactly what the terms of eligibility for citizenship would be.

Dominican Republic recalls ambassador in migration spat with Haiti from Agence France-Presse 28 Nov 13

The Dominican Republic has recalled its ambassador to Haiti for consultations and suspended a bilateral dialogue in a dispute over its stripping
citizenship rights of Dominicans of Haitian descent, the foreign ministry said. 

Dominican officials cancel meeting with Haiti from Associated Press 27 Nov 13

The Dominican Republic announced Wednesday that it would no longer meet with Haitian officials to talk about a court ruling that could strip
citizenship from those born to migrants living in the country illegally. 

Caribbean Leaders Defend Haiti, Denounce Dominican Decision from Miami Herald 27 Nov 13

Declaring that it can no longer be business as usual, the Caribbean Community on Tuesday suspended the Dominican Republic’s application to
join its regional economic bloc and called on the country’s leaders to urgently “take immediate, credible steps” to stave off a potential
humanitarian crisis triggered by a citizenship ruling. 

Caricom condemns Dominican citizenship ruling from Associated Press 26 Nov 13

The Caribbean Community on Tuesday condemned a court ruling in the Dominican Republic that could strip citizenship from children born to
migrants living in the country illegally, and the trade bloc deferred a Dominican request to become a member. 

Dominicans send 88 more to Haiti; total now 357 from Associated Press 26 Nov 13

Authorities in the Dominican Republic rounded up 88 more people and sent them to Haiti, two migrant advocates said Tuesday. 

Caribbean Leaders Consider Sanction Against The Dominican Republic from Miami Herald 26 Nov 13

As new tensions mount between Haiti and the neighboring Dominican Republic, the top brass of the Caribbean Community will decide Tuesday
whether to impose sanctions against the Dominican Republic over a high court ruling denying citizenship to tens of thousands of Haitian
descendants 

Dominican Citizenship Law Now Caribbean Issue from Associated Press 26 Nov 13

Caribbean leaders will hold a special emergency meeting to discuss a court ruling in the Dominican Republic that could strip citizenship rights to
migrants and their descendants. 

DR expels 244 Haitians after killings along border from Associated Press 24 Nov 13

Dominican authorities expelled 244 Haitians after an elderly Dominican couple was slain in an apparent burglary near the border between the two
countries and an angry mob retaliated by killing a Haitian man, a priest and migrant advocate said Sunday. 

Dominican Govt: 24K Affected By Citizenship Ruling from Associated Press 8 Nov 13

Government officials announced Thursday that more than 24,000 people born in the Dominican Republic to foreigners have not been properly
registered, meaning they could lose their citizenship under a recent Constitutional Court decision. 

Dominican Republic Citizenship Ruling Stirs Outcry Across Caribbean from Los Angeles Times 1 Nov 13

The recent decision by the highest court in the Dominican Republic to cancel the citizenship of three generations of residents is meeting a
firestorm of protest, with human rights advocates warning of a humanitarian nightmare for the entire Caribbean region. 

Dominican Republic denies immigration ruling is 'racist' from BBC News 31 Oct 13

The Dominican Republic has denied that a ruling by its highest court which says that the children of undocumented migrants are not eligible for
Dominican nationality is discriminatory. 

Dominicans Of Haitian Descent Cast Into Legal Limbo By Court from New York Times 24 Oct 13

For generations, people of Haitian descent have been an inextricable part of life here, often looked at with suspicion and dismay, but largely relied
on all the same to clean rooms, build things cheaply and provide the backbreaking labor needed on the country’s vast sugar plantations. 



FEATURE: Ripples Of Fear After Dominican Citizenship Ruling from Associated Press 23 Oct 13

The [Dom Rep Constitutional] court ruled that people who were born in the Dominican Republic to parents who were neither citizens nor legal
residents are not automatically entitled to citizenship under a new constitution adopted in 2010. The effects of the decision are retroactive

4 Die in protests in Dominican Republic from EFE (Spain) 23 Oct 13

A man died Wednesday after being shot twice in the head during protests in the northern Dominican Republic, bringing to four the number of
fatalities during the clashes. 

Dominican Court’s Ruling On Citizenship Stirs Emotions In New York from New York Times 18 Oct 13

The Sept. 23 ruling by the Dominican Republic’s Constitutional Court has provoked widespread criticism around the world. In New York City —
which has about 94,000 Haitian and 380,000 Dominican immigrants, according to the 2011 American Community Survey — the response has
been especially vociferous. 

1.2 Tons of Cocaine Seized in the Dominican Republic from Xinhua (China) 9 Oct 13

Authorities in the southern Dominican Republic seized more than a ton of cocaine and arrested three suspects, including two foreigners, on
Tuesday.

UN Will Review Dominican Ruling On Citizenship from Associated Press 1 Oct 13

U.N. officials say an “exhaustive study” will be undertaken to determine whether a Dominican Republic court decision to strip citizenship from
children of Haitian migrants violates international treaties. 

Dominican Ruling Strips Many Of Citizenship from Associated Press 27 Sep 13

The Dominican Republic’s top court on Thursday stripped citizenship from thousands of people born to migrants who came illegally, a category
that overwhelmingly includes Haitians brought in to work on farms. 

Dominican court ends citizenship of some residents from Associated Press 27 Sep 13

Thousands of Dominican Republic residents have been thrown into limbo by a ruling from the country's highest court that strips citizenship from
anyone born to migrants who entered illegally. The decree affects mainly people of Haitian descent and is likely to worsen already acrimonious
relations with neighboring Haiti. 

Vatican Says It’s Assisting Dominicans In Abuse Case from Associated Press 13 Sep 13

The Vatican said Thursday that it was cooperating with prosecutors in the Dominican Republic who are investigating its ambassador over the
suspected sexual abuse of teenage boys, a contentious case that has raised legal questions about the Holy See’s responsibilities when priests are
accused of wrongdoing. 

Dominican police kills 1 drug trafficker, arrests 12 from Xinhua (China) 7 Sep 13

The National Anti-Drug Office of the Dominican Republic announced on Friday that one alleged drug trafficker has been killed, three injured and
12 arrested in an anti-drug operation.

Dominican Republic Allows Non-Catholic Weddings from Associated Press 29 Aug 13

An evangelical couple in the Dominican Republic has become the first pair to marry under a new law recognizing religious weddings not held in a
Roman Catholic church. 

Cholera sickens 93 people in Dominican city from Associated Press 29 Aug 13

Authorities in the Dominican Republic are checking the water in a city in the south of the Caribbean country after a sharp rise in the cholera in
recent days. 

Dominican President, U.S. Southern Command chief talk security from Dominican Today 8 Aug 13

President Danilo Medina received the head of the U.S. Southern Command, general John Kelly at the National Palace Wednesday, when they



discussed topics of regional and global interest, and stressed the cooperation between Santo Domingo and Washington. 

UNICEF: Half Of Dominican Children Live In Poverty from Associated Press 8 Aug 13

UNICEF has some grim findings about childhood poverty in the Dominican Republic. 

Embassy Row: Another “Black Monday” from Washington Times 22 Jul 13

Religious leaders in the Dominican Republic are calling for another round of protests Monday over President Obama’s decision to nominate an
open homosexual to serve as U.S. ambassador to the predominantly Catholic Caribbean nation.

Gay Nominee For US Ambassador Criticized, Praised In Dominican Republic from Miami Herald 2 Jul 13

Fresh off gay rights victories in the Supreme Court, Obama chose gay men for the diplomatic post in four countries and one Europe-based
intergovernmental organization. But the choice of James "Wally" Brewster, a top campaign fundraiser and prominent gay rights activist in
Chicago, has angered religious leaders in this deeply Catholic country, sparking fears that the U.S. is trying to export gay rights. 

Military Takes To The Streets In Fight Against Crime In Dominican Republic from Miami Herald 17 Jun 13

More than 1,400 Dominican military soldiers are patrolling streets alongside police officers after a wave of robberies and assaults that has left the
country searching for answers to a rising crime rate. 

Russia, Dominican Republic to fight jointly against drug trafficking from Itar-Tass (Russia) 6 Jun 13

Chairman of Russia's Federal Drug Control Service Viktor Ivanov and President of the National Drug Control Department of the Dominican
Republic Rolando Rosado Mateo have signed an agreement on cooperation in the sphere of joint response to drug trafficking. 

Dominican Republic sets crackdown on prostitution from Associated Press 15 May 13

Prostitution has long been practiced openly in the Dominican Republic but that could soon change. 

Dominican Republic Seeks $487 Million Stimulus from Bloomberg News 9 May 13

The Dominican Republic said it will free up 20 billion pesos ($487 million) to stimulate growth by lowering reserve requirements and expanding
loans to companies and consumers in the Caribbean's largest economy. 

2 Dead in Dominican Republic protests from EFE (Spain) 23 Apr 13

Two people were fatally shot Tuesday in various parts of the Dominican Republic amid violent protests demanding investment in public
infrastructure. 

Dominican Agent Among 7 Arrested In Drug Case from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

Authorities in the Dominican Republic say they have seized more than $3 million in cash and arrested seven suspected drug traffickers, including
one of the country's intelligence officers. 

Dominican agent among 7 arrested in drug case from Associated Press 15 Apr 13

Authorities in the Dominican Republic say they have seized more than $3 million in cash and arrested seven suspected drug traffickers, including
one of the country's intelligence officers. 

Ex-Dominican anti-drug official extradited to US from Associated Press 6 Apr 13

A former director of the Dominican Republic's National Drug Control Agency has been extradited to the U.S. to face drug trafficking charges. 

2 Tons of cocaine seized off Dominican Republic from EFE (Spain) 27 Mar 13

Dominican authorities said 1,909 kilos (roughly 2.1 tons) of cocaine were seized early Wednesday off the country's eastern coast and that a pair of
Colombian suspects were arrested. 

Dominican agents, troops caught in anti-drug op from Associated Press 21 Mar 13

The Dominican National Drug Control agency says 35 soldiers and police officers have been arrested in a crackdown on drug smuggling to



Europe. 

Truth Commission Sought For Dominican Republic from Associated Press 12 Mar 13

A new campaign seeks to establish a Truth Commission in the Dominican Republic to delve into the brutal years of dictator Rafael Trujillo. 

Violence erupts at Dominican opposition meeting from Associated Press 27 Jan 13

Police say a melee erupted at the headquarters of the Dominican Republic's main opposition party and at least six people were wounded by
gunfire. Dominican Revolutionary Party president Miguel Vargas says the violence broke out when partisans of former President Hipolito Mejia
rushed into the divided faction's offices during a Sunday meeting of party organizers. 

Top brass warns buddy buddies won’t get officers a higher rank from Dominican Today 24 Jan 13

The Armed Forces Minister yesterday warned that politicians’ lists or business cards with recommendations to promote members of the military
will not be accepted, referring to February 27, the traditional date when the military are promoted in ranks. Sigfrido Pared revealed that during his
first tenure as Minister (2004-2006) he rejected recommendations for promotions, and also ordered five days of arrest of those who sought to
benefit from political connections. 

UN Team Evaluates Dominican Mine Expansion Project from Associated Press 23 Jan 13

A team of experts from the U.N. on Tuesday began evaluating a proposed nickel mine expansion in the Dominican Republic that has been halted
by a court over environmental concerns. The team from the U.N. Development Program will analyze the project and the government
environmental reports of the potential environmental, social and economic effects of the Loma Miranda project. The analysis is expected to take
up to six months and the results will be made public. 

Dominican, US agents seize 900 kilos of cocaine from Associated Press 14 Jan 13

U.S. and Dominican authorities have seized about 900 kilograms (1,984 pounds) of cocaine thrown off a speedboat. The Caribbean country's
National Drug Control Agency says the boat was heading toward a bay west of the capital Sunday when it was detected by the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration. 

Dominican agents seize large amount of cocaine from Associated Press 10 Jan 13

Authorities in the Dominican Republic have confiscated 1,870 kilograms (4,122 pounds) of cocaine in one of the country's largest drug seizures in
recent years. The director of the National Drug Control Agency says officials have arrested two men and are looking for another five suspects,
including a former marine.

Grenada (RSS)
Grenada, St. Vincent reject tax haven label from EFE (Spain) 23 Jun 15

The governments of Grenada and St. Vincent and the Grenadines have complained about the European Union's decision to include them on a list
of 30 international tax havens. 

Grenada signs visa waiver agreement with China from EFE (Spain) 26 Feb 15

The Grenada government announced Thursday that the island has become only the fifth nation in the world to sign a visa-waiver accord with
China. 

Grenada, Venezuela talk co-operation, assistance from Caribbean News Now 31 Jan 14

Grenada’s Prime Minister Dr Keith Mitchell discussed bilateral relations, aid and assistance with Venezuela’s President Nicolas Maduro at the
sidelines of a Caribbean and Latin American summit in Havana late on Wednesday. During the meeting, Maduro promised to look into assisting
Grenada in a number of areas.

US marks 30th anniversary of Grenada military intervention from Caribbean 360 28 Oct 13

The United States Department of Defence (DOD) says officials from US Southern Command in Miami and the US Embassy in Grenada on Friday
commemorated the 30th anniversary of a “multinational intervention that rescued Grenada from chaos and restored the security and democratic
institutions it enjoys today.” 



U.S. invasion of Grenada, 30 years later from Miami Herald 25 Oct 13

As U.S. and Cuban troops fought in the tiny island of Grenada 30 years ago, Havana’s official news media reported that Cuba’s “glorious
combatants” were “at this moment immolating themselves for the homeland, wrapped in the Cuban flag.” 

Grenada: 30 years later after the U.S. invasion, wounds remain from Miami Herald 25 Oct 13

Officially it’s known as Thanksgiving Day — the anniversary of the morning 6,000-plus U.S. soldiers landed on the sandy beaches of an almost
forgotten speck in the eastern Caribbean to oust a Marxist regime that had executed the island’s charismatic left-wing prime minister. But 30 years
to the day American troops arrived to restore calm, the people of Grenada are still searching for peace. 

4th Fleet/Coast Guard team wraps up technical support in Grenada from 4th Fleet Public Affairs 25 Oct 13

The Caribbean Basin Security Initiative Technical Assistance Field Team (CBSI TAFT) completed its first deployment to the island of Grenada to
provide technical support to Coast Guard and local police forces, Oct. 10. 

U.S., Grenada to Mark 30th Anniversary of Military Intervention from American Forces Press Service 24 Oct 13

Tomorrow, officials from U.S. Southern Command and the U.S. Embassy in Grenada will join leaders from Grenada and its eastern Caribbean
neighbors to commemorate the 30th anniversary of a multinational intervention that rescued Grenada from chaos and restored the security and
democratic institutions it enjoys today. 

Grenada and Venezuela launching friendship association from NOW Grenada 10 Jun 13

“This is a further evolution of the relationship between two regional neighbours whose formal diplomatic ties span more than three and a half
decades. At the moment, we have a large Grenada expatriate population in Venezuela that has made that South American Republic their new
home,’’ said David who was instrumental in Grenada receiving thousands in aid from the oil rich South American nation.

China to fund completion of housing units in Grenada from Caribbean News Now! 16 Apr 13

The Chinese government has agreed to fund the final phase of work on 350 housing units already built in Grenada. An agreement to this effect
was signed on Friday between Housing Minister Delma Thomas and China’s charge d’affaires to Grenada, Chen Robio. The estimated cost to
complete the first phase is about EC$3.6 million. 

Grenada opposition sweeps parliamentary elections: report from Xinhua (China) 19 Feb 13

Grenada's opposition New National Party (NNP) swept the tiny tropical islets' parliamentary election Tuesday by winning most of the 15 seats
contested according to preliminary results, Caribbean media reported. 

Grenada holds elections amid economic crisis from Associated Press 19 Feb 13

The eastern Caribbean island of Grenada is holding parliamentary elections for the first time in nearly five years as it struggles to emerge from an
economic crisis. 

Grenada PM calls general elections for next month from Associated Press 13 Jan 13

The Caribbean island of Grenada will hold parliamentary elections Feb. 19. Prime Minister Tillman Thomas announced the date at a political rally
Sunday night a week after the country's parliament was dissolved. A few hundred partisans attended the gathering. Thomas' National Democratic
Congress will be pitted against the opposition New National Party led by former Prime Minister Keith Mitchell. 

Grenada politicians question missing voter names from Associated Press 11 Jan 13

Grenada's two main political parties say that thousands of names are missing from a voter registration list as the eastern Caribbean island prepares
for general elections. The National Democratic Congress and New National Party say names that appeared on a list in September are missing
from the newest list. The NNP said Friday that more than 1,200 names alone were removed from a constituency in the capital of St. George's. 

Grenada dissolves parliament, paving way for vote from Associated Press 9 Jan 13

Grenada's prime minister has dissolved parliament, paving the way for general elections on the Caribbean island. Prime Minister Tillman Thomas
says he advised the governor general to dissolve parliament Wednesday. This means an election must be scheduled within 90 days. 



Guyana
Guyana to cut work permits for foreigners from Xinhua (China) 18 Aug 15

Guyana will clamp down on the number of work permits granted to foreigners to spare more job opportunities for locals, reports reaching here
said Tuesday. 

Guyana launches mining projects in contested region from EFE (Spain) 13 Aug 15

The government of Guyana announced Wednesday that two gold mining projects will begin operations next month in the Essequibo region, a
territory claimed by neighboring Venezuela. 

ExxonMobil oil rig leaves Guyana waters from EFE (Spain) 4 Aug 15

ExxonMobil Corp. has withdrawn its Deepwater Champion oil rig from the coastal waters of the Essequibo region, disputed by Guyana and
Venezuela, but continues to analyze the data collected after discovering a major oilfield, a company spokesperson told EFE on Tuesday. 

Guyana says oil rig leaves disputed waters from Agence France-Presse 3 Aug 15

An ExxonMobil rig that ignited a maritime boundary dispute between Guyana and Venezuela has now left the area, a Guyanese official said
Monday, denying it was because of Venezuelan pressure. 

Guyana open to dialogue with Venezuela over border dispute from EFE (Spain) 31 Jul 15

Guyanese President David Granger is open to talks with Venezuelan counterpart Nicolas Maduro on the neighbors' long-running border dispute,
Guyana's foreign minister said Friday. 

Guyana sets baselines of rivers in region claimed by Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 29 Jul 15

Guyana has established the closing baselines of three rivers in a region that is the object of a century-old dispute with neighboring Venezuela, a
foreign ministry official confirmed to EFE on Wednesday. 

Guyana says Venezuelan claim is threat to its survival from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 15

Guyana's territorial dispute with Venezuela represents a threat to its very survival, President David Granger warned Friday at a meeting in
Washington. 

Guyanese president to discuss border dispute with Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 22 Jul 15

Guyanese President David Granger is traveling to Washington, where he is expected to take the border dispute with Venezuela over the waters off
Essequibo region before the United States Hemispheric Conference on Defense and Security. 

Guyana opposes Venezuela's plan to issue IDs in contested region from EFE (Spain) 20 Jul 15

The government of Guyana said Monday that it would resist any effort by Venezuela to issue identification cards to residents of the contested
Essequibo region. 

Sustained rains flood Guyana's coastal capital, other low-lying areas from FOX News 17 Jul 15

GEORGETOWN, Guyana – Heavy rains are flooding major swaths of Guyana's coastal capital and other low-lying areas. 

UN leader offers assistance in Guyana-Venezuela dispute from Associated Press 3 Jul 15

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon is offering assistance to resolve an escalating border dispute between Guyana and Venezuela. Ban says his
chief of staff will meet with Venezuela's foreign minister and might dispatch a mission to both countries. 

Guyana fishermen seek to carry weapons, help repel pirates from Associated Press 27 Jun 15

Guyana strictly controls the use of firearms and the government said Saturday it is deciding whether to begin permitting deep-sea fishermen to
carry guns while at sea. The fishermen would be required to turn in the weapons at police stations once they return to land. 

Guyana assures Exxon Mobil's security despite tensions with Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 24 Jun 15



The Guyanese government on Wednesday announced that it has given U.S.-based oil company ExxonMobil the assurance that it has nothing to
fear regarding its current oil exploration efforts in the country's territorial waters despite diplomatic tensions with Venezuela. 

Guyana's Jagdeo misses court date due to illness from EFE (Spain) 23 Jun 15

The court case against Guyanese former President Bharrat Jagdeo has been adjourned until July 13 after illness forced him to miss a hearing set
for Tuesday, his attorneys confirmed. 

DEA to step up drug-fighting efforts in Guyana from Associated Press 19 Jun 15

Guyana's government says the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration will have its agents stay in the South American country for longer stints to
better fight drug trafficking. 

Guyana asks Ban Ki-moon to mediate territorial dispute with Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 11 Jun 15

Guyana's new government has asked U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon to intervene in the country's long-running territorial dispute with
Venezuela. 

Guyana to urge UN chief to settle Venezuela border row from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 15

Less than a month after Venezuela unilaterally redrew its maritime boundary, neighboring Guyana announced Wednesday it will ask the United
Nations to legally settle Latin America's biggest territorial dispute. 

Venezuela demands Guyana halt 'imperial' oil exploration from Reuters 9 Jun 15

Venezuela on Tuesday demanded that neighboring Guyana halt oil exploration being carried out by Exxon Mobil Corp in disputed offshore
territory in an escalation of a long-running border dispute between the two South American nations. 

UPDATE: Guyana says Venezuela's grab for contested waters is "illegal" from EFE (Spain) 8 Jun 15

The Guyana government denounced on Monday as "illegal" Venezuela's claim of sovereignty over coastal waters where a subsidiary of U.S.-
based ExxonMobil has found a significant oil deposit. 

Guyana warns Venezuela on maritime dispute from Agence France-Presse 8 Jun 15

Guyana warned Monday it would "vigorously" resist any attempt by Venezuela to enforce a new claim over coastal waters where Exxon Mobil
recently announced an important oil find. 

Guyana warns Venezuela over sea boundary 'escalation' from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 15

Tensions soared in Guyana Saturday, after Venezuela declared its territorial seas re-drawn to include an offshore area where a major oil deposit
has been found. 

Exxon Mobil says oil discovery off Guyana is 'significant' from Associated Press 20 May 15

Exxon Mobil Corp. confirmed Wednesday that it has made what it calls a "significant" oil discovery off Guyana in waters also claimed by
Venezuela as part of a long-running border dispute between the South American countries. 

Guyana's new president meets with CARICOM chief from EFE (Spain) 19 May 15

Guyanese President David Granger, who took office last weekend, has already met with the head of the Caribbean Community and with the
Brazilian and Venezuelan ambassadors in Georgetown, CARICOM said Tuesday. 

Guyana swears in new president who ended foes' 23-year rule from Associated Press 17 May 15

A retired army general was sworn in Saturday as Guyana's new president after his multi-ethnic opposition coalition won the South American
country's general elections and ended a 23-year reign by the People's Progressive Party. 

Opposition Wins Guyana Vote: Preliminary Results from Agence France-Presse 15 May 15

An upstart opposition alliance has won Guyana’s general elections, ousting leftist President Donald Ramotar’s party from power after 23 years,
according to preliminary results released Thursday. 



Ex-army general expected to become Guyana's new president from Associated Press 14 May 15

A retired army general is poised to become Guyana's new president after a multi-ethnic opposition coalition defeated a party that has been in
power for nearly 25 years, officials said Thursday. 

Guyana Ruling Party Asks For Partial Election Recount from Associated Press 14 May 15

Guyana’s governing party is asking for a partial recount of ballots as the Elections Commission continues tabulating results from parliamentary
elections in the South American country. 

Guyana Elections Preliminary Results Show Opposition Leading from Miami Herald 13 May 15

President Donald Ramotar on Tuesday accused the opposition of fanning instability in the remote English-speaking South American nation for
declaring itself the winner of the country’s general elections while votes were still being tallied. 

UPDATE: U.S., Britain call for patience as votes are counted in Guyana from EFE (Spain) 12 May 15

The United States and Britain on Tuesday urged all of Guyana's political parties to accept the results of this week's elections, while congratulating
Guyanese voters for participating in the democratic process. 

Soldiers patrol Guyana as presidential election votes roll in from Agence France-Presse 12 May 15

Guyana deployed soldiers late Monday as reports of intimidation capped a day of otherwise peaceful elections in the small South American
country that pitted President Donald Ramotar against an upstart opposition alliance. 

Ruling party, opposition coalition face off in Guyana vote from Associated Press 11 May 15

A ruling party in power for over two decades in Guyana faces off in general elections Monday against a new coalition of opposition parties that
accuse President Donald Ramotar's government of mismanagement and corruption. 

Guyana seeks to break political deadlock with early vote from Agence France-Presse 8 May 15

Guyana votes Monday in early elections called by President Donald Ramotar after a showdown with the opposition-controlled parliament, which
the leftist leader suspended to avoid a no-confidence vote. 

Soldiers, police vote early in Guyana general elections from EFE (Spain) 1 May 15

Thousands of soldiers, police, prison guards and fire rescue personnel will cast ballots this weekend ahead of Guyana's May 11 general elections. 

EU to withhold $37M in aid until Guyana holds elections from Associated Press 25 Apr 15

Guyana's British high commissioner says the European Union will not release $37 million in aid until the South American country has a
functioning Parliament. 

Guyana Official Apologizes After Threatening Activist from Associated Press 23 Apr 15

Guyana’s health minister is apologizing after an expletive-laced outburst at a social rights activist whom he threatened to have government
supporters strip naked. 

Guyana parties to announce candidates for May elections from EFE (Spain) 6 Apr 15

Guyana's political parties are set to present this week their respective lists of candidates for the May 11 national and regional elections. 

Amnesty: Killing Of Guyana Activist Fuels Fear Ahead Of Vote from Associated Press 19 Mar 15

Amnesty International says the killing of a political activist as he was campaigning for the opposition “fuels fear” ahead of Guyana’s May general
elections. 

Venezuela objects to oil exploration off neighboring Guyana from Associated Press 1 Mar 15

Guyana says neighboring Venezuela is objecting to oil exploration in contested waters off the smaller South American country's coast. 



EU suspends $37M in aid for Guyana amid political turmoil from Associated Press 24 Jan 15

The European Union is withholding $37 million in aid slated for Guyana because the government of the South American country is operating
without a Parliament. 

Guyana opposition welcomes announcement of general elections from EFE (Spain) 21 Jan 15

Guyana's two main opposition parties have welcomed President Donald Ramotar's announcement that general elections will be held May 11. 

Commonwealth may impose sanctions on Guyana for delaying vote from EFE (Spain) 12 Jan 15

The Commonwealth may impose sanctions on Guyana for its failure to hold long-delayed local government elections and lift the now two-month-
old suspension of parliament. 

Small Plane With 2 Aboard Goes Missing In Guyana from Associated Press 29 Dec 14

Authorities in Guyana are searching for a small cargo plane that vanished with two people aboard while flying over remote jungles in the South
American country. 

Guyana ponders judicial action in border dispute with Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 23 Dec 14

Guyana is considering a number of options to resolve a century-old border controversy with Venezuela, Foreign Minister Carolyn Rodrigues-
Birkett said Tuesday. 

IDB approves $15 mn loan for public safety program in Guyana from EFE (Spain) 19 Dec 14

The Inter-American Development Bank, or IDB, announced Friday the approval of a $15 million loan to the Guyana government to battle a surge
in violent crime. 

Fiji, Guyana establish diplomatic ties from Xinhua (China) 9 Dec 14

Fiji and Guyana have established diplomatic relations, the Fijian government announced Tuesday. 

Guyana's main opposition demands elections now from EFE (Spain) 21 Nov 14

Guyana's main opposition party, the APNU, demanded on Friday that the government "hold general elections now." 

Political Standoff In Guyana After Parliament Suspended from AFP 19 Nov 14

A political standoff is brewing in Guyana, where President Donald Ramotar has suspended parliament to ward off a no-confidence vote against
him – with his opponents calling him a dictator. 

Guyana in political crisis after suspension of parliament from Reuters 17 Nov 14

Guyana President Donald Ramotar's decision to suspend parliament to avoid a no-confidence motion against him has plunged the small former
British colony into political crisis, as foes decry the president as a dictator. 

Guyana assembly seeks Commonwealth intervention in dispute with president from EFE (Spain) 14 Nov 14

The speaker of the Guyana National Assembly on Friday urged the London-based Commonwealth Secretariat to intervene in the political crisis
spurred by the president's decision to suspend parliament. 

Guyana's president suspends Parliament from EFE (Spain) 10 Nov 14

Guyana's President Donald Ramotar announced on Monday the suspension of the Parliament for up to six months, saying that he wanted to avoid
sterile debate with the opposition ahead of the January 2015 general elections. 

China to help map Guyana's mineral resources: minister from Agence France-Presse 26 Oct 14

Guyana has asked China to help map its gold, diamond and other geological resources, a top official said Sunday. 

Guyana must toughen law against money laundering, bank group says from EFE (Spain) 7 Oct 14

The Caribbean Association of Banks is urging Guyana's legislature to approve an amendment to the country's 2009 Anti-Money Laundering and



Combating the Financing of Terrorism Act. 

Guyana wants police probe of hacked emails from Associated Press 4 Oct 14

The head of Guyana's revenue agency said Saturday that he wants an investigation into how the South American country's leading newspaper
obtained confidential emails between him and top officials who sought sensitive tax information about the paper. 

Guyana signs agreement with China to reduce maternal mortality from EFE (Spain) 29 Sep 14

The government of Guyana signed a five-year agreement with China's National Health and Family Planning Commission to reduce maternal
mortality in the South American country, media reports said Monday. 

Guyana ratifies U.N. Convention on Rights of Persons with Disabilities from EFE (Spain) 15 Sep 14

Guyana has become the 150th state to ratify the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, the Office of the U.N. High
Commissioner for Human Rights noted Monday. 

China pledges nearly $5M to Guyana's military from Associated Press 20 Aug 14

China has signed a deal pledging nearly $5 million to help Guyana's military buy new equipment and improve training. 

Guyana seeks tracking system to help fight piracy from Associated Press 19 Aug 14

The South American country of Guyana says it will deny operating licenses to boat owners if they don't install tracking systems to help repel
pirate attacks. 

Police: Submarine used for drugs found in Guyana from Associated Press 15 Aug 14

Authorities in the South American country of Guyana have discovered a rudimentary submarine they believe was going to be used to ferry drugs
across the Atlantic, police said Friday. 

China-CELAC Forum "extremely important" for LatAm: Guyanese President from Xinhua (China) 12 Aug 14

The China-CELAC Forum is "extremely important" for Latin America and the Caribbean, and is likely to be very fruitful, Guyanese President
Donald Ramotar told Xinhua in a recent interview. 

Guyana police investigate suspected pirate attack from Associated Press 16 Jul 14

Four fishermen from Guyana are feared dead after an apparent attack by machete-wielding bandits who boarded their boat at sea, authorities said
Wednesday. 

US takes drug fight to Guyana from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 14

The United States is taking its escalating fight on regional drug barons to Guyana, American ambassador Brent Hardt said Thursday. 

Guyana Has First Cases Of Virus New To Region from Associated Press 29 May 14

At least two people have been sickened by the mosquito-borne chikungunya virus in Guyana in the first locally transmitted cases in the South
American country, the health minister said Wednesday. 

Guyana has first cases of virus new to region from Associated Press 28 May 14

At least two people have been sickened by the mosquito-borne chikungunya virus in Guyana in the first locally transmitted cases in the South
American country, the health minister said Wednesday. 

US democracy in Guyana project on hold for talks from Associated Press 8 May 14

The U.S. has suspended a democracy-building program in Guyana amid complaints from the government of the South American country. 

Guyana And US In Dispute Over “Democracy Project” from Associated Press 1 May 14

A program that the United States says is intended to improve democracy in Guyana has come under fire from the government of the South
American country. 



Guyana hopes to boost ties with Spain from EFE (Spain) 24 Apr 14

Guyana, which is hosting the Caribbean Community-Spain Joint Commission in May, said Thursday it hoped the mechanism would continue to
provide a platform for solid collaboration between Madrid and the 15-member grouping. 

Official: Guyana Boosts Monitoring Of Forests from Associated Press 8 Apr 14

Guyana is boosting surveillance of activities in its remote interior to curb illegal deforestation. 

US donates $1.7M worth of patrol boats to Guyana from Associated Press 22 Mar 14

The U.S. government has donated three go-fast patrol boats to help Guyana's military battle gun smuggling, piracy and drug trafficking. 

Guyana Orders Probe Into Walter Rodney’s Death from Associated Press 27 Feb 14

The South American country of Guyana has ordered an in-depth investigation into the 1980 assassination of Walter Rodney, a local historian and
black activist who was involved in the Black Power movement in the U.S. and the Caribbean. 

More Judges In Guyana To Cut Backlog Of Cases from Associated Press 24 Feb 14

Guyana has increased the number of judges to tackle the country’s daunting backlog of civil and criminal caseloads. 

Heavy Security In Guyana After Unusual US Warning from Associated Press 11 Feb 14

International flights departed from Guyana under heavier than normal security Monday following an unusual threat alert from the U.S.
government. Police and soldiers joined regular airport security at the main international airport in the South American country to conduct security
screenings of all travelers...

US Warns Against Certain Caribbean Flights From Guyana from AFP 11 Feb 14

The United States has warned its nationals, in a rare, highly detailed public alert, not to travel on US-bound Caribbean Airlines flights originating
in Guyana Monday through Wednesday...the US embassy in the capital Georgetown issued the appeal because it had “received unconfirmed threat
information”...

US Embassy Warns of Possible Guyana Threat from Associated Press 10 Feb 14

The U.S. Embassy in Guyana warned Sunday that it had received "unconfirmed threat information" about a regional airline's flights from the
South American country to the United States on Monday and urged Americans to avoid using the carrier. 

US not budging on democracy project –source from Stabroek News 8 Jan 14

The United States is standing by its position that a democracy project here should go ahead despite the government’s opposition, the most serious
diplomatic stand-off between the two countries since the PPP/C took office in 1992 on a wave of western support for free and fair elections.

In Guyana, Feeling Stifled After Needling Government In Song from New York Times 6 Dec 13

Dressed in a bright yellow hat, garish green shirt and oversize red tie, De Professor danced onstage, his waist-length dreadlocks following behind
while he sang of government wrongdoing. 

Political instability weakens corruption fight – govt tells OAS from Guyana Times 29 Nov 13

The Guyana government has admitted to the Organisation of American States (OAS) anti-corruption body that it did not make progress in
implementing many of the recommendations proposed last year.

Guyana puts troops on alert amid Venezuela tension from Associated Press 14 Nov 13

The government of Guyana says it has placed its troops on alert after a report Venezuelan soldiers might cross into territory held by Guyana. 

Opposition Leader meets military veterans from Guyana Chronicle 18 Sep 13

LEADER of the Opposition, Brigadier David Granger met military veterans last weekend to discuss matters affecting former members of the
Guyana Defence Force.



Guyana to stop sharing anti-trafficking efforts from Associated Press 11 Jul 13

Guyana's national security minister says the government of the South American country will no longer provide U.S. authorities with information
on anti-trafficking efforts. 

Guyana compensates protesters injured by police from Associated Press 28 Jun 13

The government of Guyana is compensating more than two dozen protesters injured when police opened fire on them in the town of Linden last
July. 

Guyana to pursue anti-money laundering bill from Associated Press 31 May 13

The South American country of Guyana has been given until November to approve a bill that would tighten financial regulations and crack down
on money laundering and drug smugglers. 

Guyana to target female trafficking in rural mines from Associated Press 24 May 13

Guyana is establishing a task force to help eradicate trafficking of underage girls in mining camps in the South American country's interior. 

Guyana predicted to see second highest economic growth in South America in 2014 from Caribbean News Now! 8 May 13

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) in its World Economic Outlook, released on Monday, predicts that Guyana is expected to see the second
highest economic growth for South America in 2014, just behind Peru. The IMF said Peru is forecast to have the highest economic growth of 6.1
percent and the lowest inflation in South America in 2014, followed by Guyana at 6 percent, Bolivia- 5 percent, Chile and Paraguay at the same
rate of 4.6 percent, Colombia and Suriname each pegged at 4.5 percent, and Brazil and Uruguay at the same level of 4 percent. 

US calls on Guyana to revoke radio frequencies from Associated Press 3 May 13

The U.S. government has joined a growing list of international agencies calling on authorities in Guyana to immediately revoke radio frequencies
issued to those closely connected to the South American country's ruling party. 

Guyana pledges to fight financial crimes from Xinhua (China) 17 Apr 13

The Guyanese government declared war on money laundering and other financial crimes Wednesday, according to reports reaching here from
Georgetown. 

Guyanese Indian communities to receive Norway aid from Associated Press 1 Mar 13

Indian communities in Guyana's interior Amazon region are slated to receive $5 million in aid from Norway to launch environmentally friendly
businesses. 

Drugs seized from Guyana timber shipment from Associated Press 20 Feb 13

Customs agents in Guyana have found a large shipment of cocaine in a load of timber bound for the Netherlands. 

Guyanese soldiers charged with raiding mining camps from Agence France-Presse 2 Feb 13

Five Guyana Defence Force soldiers have been charged in connection with the beating up of several Guyanese and Brazilian miners and robbing
them of raw gold, the army said on Saturday. The GDF said the Lieutenant, Lance Corporal and three privates have been remanded to a military
prison pending court martial proceedings. 

Haiti
Haitian Officials To Redo Voting In 25 Districts from Associated Press 21 Aug 15

Haitian election authorities say they will redo voting in 25 districts due to violent disruptions that marred legislative elections earlier this month. 

Legislative Elections To Be Reheld Across Much Of Haiti from AFP 21 Aug 15

Legislative elections will be reheld across a large chunk of Haiti, where recent polling turned deadly and voter turnout reached only 18 percent,
electoral authorities said. 



Cocaine Kingpin Jacques Ketant Back In Haiti from Miami Herald 19 Aug 15

Beaudouin “Jacques” Ketant, a convicted Haitian cocaine trafficker who accused former President Jean-Bertrand Aristide of turning a blind eye to
the cocaine coming through what he called a “narco-state,” has been deported to Haiti. 

Haiti disqualifies 2 more candidate for election disruptions from Associated Press 19 Aug 15

Haitian election authorities on Wednesday disqualified two more candidates for disruptions during legislative elections earlier this month,
bringing the total of barred candidates to 16 so far. 

Cholera, climate change fuel Haiti's humanitarian crisis: UN from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 15

Climate change, cholera and the return of thousands of emigrants from the neighboring Dominican Republican are fueling a humanitarian crisis in
Haiti, the UN warned Tuesday. 

Telecom Digicel Relaunches Mobile Money Product In Haiti from Associated Press 19 Aug 15

A mobile phone network provider has relaunched a money transfer system in Haiti designed to let people get easier access to cash through their
cellphones. 

Haiti scratches 14 candidates over election violence from Agence France-Presse 18 Aug 15

Fourteen candidates who ran in Haiti's first-round legislative elections have been disqualified over their suspected involvement in crime and
violence that marred polling, election officials said Tuesday. 

OPINION: Haiti’s Critical Test — And Ours from Miami Herald 18 Aug 15

Haiti faced a critical test last week when voters headed to the polls to cast ballots for the men and women who will serve in the next Parliament.
The election, three years overdue, was the first of three to be held by December and will measure the nation’s ability to hold fair and transparent
elections and self-govern. 

UN Official Criticizes Violence In Haiti Election from AFP 17 Aug 15

A top United Nations official who observed Haiti’s elections has condemned the violence and other shortcomings that marred the polling day in
the impoverished Caribbean nation. 

Observers Criticize Unruly Haiti Elections from AFP 12 Aug 15

International observers and Haitian human rights groups on Tuesday sharply criticized the country’s violence-marred legislative elections as
poorly policed and organized. 

OAS validates Haiti elections as opposition condemns process from EFE (Spain) 11 Aug 15

The Organization of American States has validated the legislative elections held in Haiti over the weekend with certain reservations, while the
political opposition labeled the electoral process fraudulent and blamed the government for acts of violence. 

Disorder As Haitians Vote In Long-delayed Elections from Associated Press 10 Aug 15

Delays, disorder and sporadic violence troubled Haitian legislative elections on Sunday as Haitians chose lawmakers for the next Parliament after
a yearslong wait. 

UPDATE: Two dead in Haiti election violence: parties from Agence France-Presse 10 Aug 15

Two people were killed during Haiti's long-delayed legislative elections amid violence that forced some polling stations to close early, political
parties said Monday. 

UPDATE: Haitian president appeals for non-violence in ongoing legislative elections from Xinhua (China) 10 Aug 15

Haiti's President Michel Martelly appealed to "everyone to vote peacefully" as the long-delayed legislative elections have been affected by a
series of incidents including gunfire and violent attacks on polling stations Sunday. 

Disorder, delays mar Haiti's long-awaited election from Agence France-Presse 9 Aug 15



Sporadic violence, including the ransacking of polling stations in the capital, forced dozens of voting centers to close Sunday during Haiti's long-
delayed legislative elections. 

UPDATE: Polls close in Haiti elections from Agence France-Presse 9 Aug 15

Most polling stations closed in Haiti Sunday, after a day of voting in long-postponed legislative elections marred by sporadic clashes, delays and
disorder. 

Violence, low turnout threaten Haiti's Sunday elections from Agence France-Presse 9 Aug 15

Potential violence, huge numbers of candidates, and traditionally low turnout in Haiti's legislative elections pose big challenges for the Americas'
poorest nation as it heads to polls Sunday, four years late. 

Haiti Elections: A Critical Test For Country, Police Force from Miami Herald 9 Aug 15

Days before Sunday’s critical vote, elections officials across Haiti were in a last-minute dash to train polling station workers and move millions of
ballots and other voting materials into some of the most remote reaches of the country. Political parties, meanwhile, were scrambling Saturday to
get IDs for their monitors to be able to witness the process inside after the Provisional Electoral Council failed to grant them on time. 

Haiti Heads Towards Election Day, But Few Seem To Care from AFP 7 Aug 15

After nearly four years of delays, legislative elections will take place Sunday in Haiti, but voters hardly seem to care. Portraits of candidates and
posters in their party colors have finally invaded the public space.

UN chief welcomes upcoming elections in Haiti from Xinhua (China) 7 Aug 15

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon on Friday welcomed the upcoming presidential, legislative and local elections in Haiti, which will begin
Sunday with the first round of legislative polls. 

Officials Exit Haiti Gov’t Over President’s Remarks To Woman from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

Hostile comments made by Haitian President Michel Martelly at a campaign rally has set off an uproar in his coalition government, leading a
political ally to announce the resignation of three officials from his administration Wednesday. 

Chelsea Clinton And Donna Shalala Visit Haiti On Mission To Empower Women from Miami Herald 29 Jul 15

Chelsea Clinton, who serves as vice chair of her father’s philanthropic foundation, arrived in Haiti on Tuesday for a two-day visit to promote
women and girls. It was Clinton’s second visit to Haiti, where the Clinton Foundation has focused some of its initiatives on women-led and owned
enterprises. 

UPDATE: Haiti fires ambassador to D.R. amid immigration crisis from EFE (Spain) 22 Jul 15

The Haitian government fired its ambassador to Santo Domingo, Daniel Supplice, for not "appropriately" defending the country amid the current
immigration with the Dominican Republic, officials with the Haitian Foreign Ministry told EFE. 

Haiti calls envoy in D.R. home for consultations amid immigration crisis from EFE (Spain) 22 Jul 15

The Haitian government called its ambassador in Santo Domingo, Daniel Supplice, home for consultations after remarks that he made on the
immigration crisis with the Dominican Republic, diplomatic sources told EFE on Wednesday. 

Haiti Pleads For International Help On Elections (MH) from Miami Herald 17 Jul 15

Haiti’s prime minister and elections council president sought to reassure the international community Thursday that all was on track for the
country’s most complex election process in history.

Haiti Needs $30 Mn More For Crucial Elections: PM (AFP) from AFP 17 Jul 15

United Nations (United States) (AFP) – Haiti has only about half of the $74 million it needs to stage “crucial” national and local elections this
year, the prime minister told the United Nations on Thursday.

Could the gangs of Port-au-Prince form a pact to revitalise Haiti's capital? from Guardian UK 16 Jul 15



Haiti’s leaders have long made use of armed groups to impose their will in the streets of vibrant but derelict Port-Au-Prince, offering precious
little in return. Now some of those communities may have had enough

Haiti Still Needs More Than $30 Million For Elections from Miami Herald 16 Jul 15

A top U.S. official stunned some Washington lawmakers Wednesday with testimony that Haiti needs as much as $50 million to carry out
successful elections this year.

Haiti Orphanage Founder Says He Never Abused Children from Associated Press 15 Jul 15

PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — The founder of an orphanage in Haiti who is accused by an American activist of molesting boys told jurors that he
never sexually abused children and that he wouldn’t wish his imprisonment in Haiti on his worst enemy.

Rubio to hold Senate hearing on Haiti from Miami Herald 14 Jul 15

As campaigning for Haiti’s long overdue Aug. 9 legislative elections gets underway, at least one Republican presidential candidate wants to know
what’s going on.

Haiti Launches Campaign Season For Elections from Miami Herald 10 Jul 15

Six months after Haiti’s parliament dissolved, leaving President Michel Martelly to rule without checks and balances, the country’s electoral
council Thursday officially opened campaigning. 

Haiti Appeals For International Help As OAS Prepares To Visit Hispaniola from Miami Herald 9 Jul 15

Accusing the Dominican Republic of dumping undocumented Haitians at the border “like dogs,” Haiti’s foreign minister Wednesday called on the
international community to break its silence on the mushrooming migration crisis to help both nations find “a more humane treatment or
approach.” 

Haiti Warns Of Security Threat In Migration Crisis from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 15

A flood of people leaving the Dominican Republic for Haiti could grow into a humanitarian disaster and regional security threat, Port-au-Prince
warned Tuesday. 

Haiti warns of security threat in migration crisis from Agence France-Presse 30 Jun 15

A flood of people leaving the Dominican Republic for Haiti could grow into a humanitarian disaster and regional security threat, Port-au-Prince
warned Tuesday. 

Haiti: UN envoy urges that deportations do not result in statelessness of people born in Dominican Republic from UN News Center
26 Jun 15

Amid ongoing concern about the status of thousands of immigrants living in the Dominican Republic, the Special Representative of the United
Nations Secretary General for Haiti, Sandra Honoré, said that deportations carried out by Santo Domingo authorities should not result in
statelessness of people of Haitian descent. 

Haiti PM slams 'discriminatory' Dominican migrant policy from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 15

Haiti's Prime Minister Evans Paul slammed the Dominican Republic's deportation policy as discriminatory, after Santo Domingo ejected
undocumented Haitian immigrants from its territory. 

Haiti seeks to control 'city' that emerged from quake from Associated Press 26 Jun 15

Before the January 2010 earthquake destroyed much of Haiti's capital, the only occupants of the arid hills near the city's northern edge were
skinny goats foraging amid the cactus and scrub. 

Haiti: Dominican Deportations Causing ‘Humanitarian Crisis’ from Associated Press 26 Jun 15

Haiti’s prime minister warned Thursday that the Dominican Republic is creating a humanitarian crisis with its crackdown on migrants, noting that
14,000 people have crossed the border into Haiti in less than a week. 



A border village in Haiti struggles with new Dominican rules from Washington Post 24 Jun 15

Several mornings a week for the past five years, Smith Laflur has left his one-room cinder-block shack, walked past the stray goats and the sour
cherry tree, down the quiet dirt lanes and out into the shouts and motorcycle roar of this clamoring border town. 

In Haiti, president of regional bank tours new schools from Associated Press 23 Jun 15

The president of the Inter-American Development Bank is in Haiti's capital visiting the first batch of new or remodeled schools to replace those
demolished in the devastating 2010 earthquake. 

Stateless And Now Homeless: Despair On Haiti Border from AFP 22 Jun 15

Mileyda Benacio is 19 years old, seven months pregnant and effectively stateless – expelled from the Dominican Republic, the land of her birth,
to neighboring Haiti. 

Haitians booted from Dominican Republic uncertain of future from Associated Press 19 Jun 15

An estimated 460,000 Haitian migrants live in the Dominican Republic, which shares the Caribbean island of Hispaniola with Haiti. Officials
have said nearly 290,000 people had enrolled in the immigration registration program, but only about 10,000 provided the required documents. 

Thousands Of Haitians Race To Avoid Dominican Deportation from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 15

Tens of thousands of Haitians queued desperately outside government offices in the Dominican Republic Wednesday, racing the looming deadline
for undocumented immigrants to register with the authorities or face deportation. 

OPINION: Red Cross Remains Committed To Haiti from Miami Herald 17 Jun 15

As with any story, there is more than one side to the recent controversy over the activities and intentions of the Red Cross in helping the Haitian
people recover from the devastating 2010 earthquake. A ProPublica/NPR report that was repeated in a recent Carl Hiaasen column fails to give a
complete account of work done by the Red Cross following that tragedy. 

Haitians Scramble For Legal Residency In Dominican Republic from Associated Press 16 Jun 15

Haitians and other non-citizens stood in long lines across the Dominican Republic on Monday in last-minute bids to secure legal residency,
hurrying to beat a looming paperwork deadline along with the threat of possible quick deportation. 

UN peacekeepers in Haiti had transactional sex with locals from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 15 Jun 15

United Nations peacekeepers and staff in Haiti have participated in transactional sex with at least 231 locals in exchange for food and other goods,
a practice that is strictly forbidden, according to a UN internal review published Monday. 

EDITORIAL: Cholera’s Fresh Attack In Haiti from Washington Post 5 Jun 15

THE FIGHT against the cholera epidemic in Haiti, by far the world’s worst in recent years, has been a hard slog. Still, the number of new cases
had fallen precipitously, to just 1,000 per month for much of 2014 from an average in 2011 of nearly 30,000 per month. 

Haiti election council under fire for barring top presidential hopeful from Reuters 3 Jun 15

Haiti's presidential campaign is barely under way and election officials are already under fire for barring the candidacy of former prime minister
Laurent Lamothe, who hoped to succeed his former boss, President Michel Martelly. 

Multi-Million Dollar US Aid Projects in Haiti Deliver 'Mixed Results' from Sputnik (Russia) 3 Jun 15

Many of the US Agency for International Development (USAID) reconstruction projects in Haiti costing more than $900 million have not reached
their goals, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) said in a new report released on Wednesday. 

Haitian man pleads guilty in US migrant smuggling case from Associated Press 24 May 15

A Haitian man is facing U.S. prison time after pleading guilty to illegally smuggling migrants aboard a boat from the Bahamas. 

Ex-Haiti prime minister submits papers to run for president from Associated Press 21 May 15

Former Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe has submitted papers to run for president shortly before the election office's deadline, after repeatedly



saying he had no plans to seek Haiti's top political position. 

Former Haiti PM Lamothe Joins Presidential Race Along With Dozens Of Others from Miami Herald 21 May 15

Haiti’s controversial former prime minister has joined a crowded arena of contenders in the race for the country’s next president. Laurent Lamothe
is among at least 35 people who dropped off documents at the elections office before the registration closed Wednesday night. 

IMF approves new 3-year aid program for Haiti from Agence France-Presse 20 May 15

The International Monetary Fund announced Wednesday a new aid program for Haiti to help the impoverished Caribbean country to continue its
recovery from the devastating 2010 earthquake. 

Haiti First Lady Sophia Martelly Reviewing Options After Candidacy Rejected from Miami Herald 14 May 15

Haiti’s First Lady Sophia Martelly’s attorney says the decision by the country’s elections dispute panel to block her from running for a seat in the
Haitian Senate is unfair and he’s studying the decision to decide his next steps. 

Haiti First Lady’s Senate Candidacy Rejected from Miami Herald 13 May 15

Haitian first lady Sophia Martelly’s hopes of a political career in Haiti’s Senate may have been dashed. Several sources including a local Port-au-
Prince radio program, known for breaking scoops, said late Tuesday that the National Bureau of Electoral Disputes (BCEN) has rejected her
candidacy. 

French President Makes Rare Visit To Haiti from Associated Press 13 May 15

Francois Hollande on Tuesday became only the second sitting president of France to ever visit the once prized possession of Haiti, where
bountiful resources and brutal plantation slavery made it the European nation’s most profitable colony some 250 years ago. 

French president to make rare visit to Haiti from Associated Press 12 May 15

French leader Francois Hollande on Tuesday will make the second visit ever by a sitting president of France to its once prized possession of Haiti,
where bountiful resources and brutal plantation slavery made it the European nation's most profitable colony some 250 years ago. 

How the Clintons Worked the Angles in Haiti from Wall Street Journal 11 May 15

Bill handled earthquake aid while Hillary was secretary of state. The nation deserved better. 

From Miami GAP Executive To Haiti Industrial Park Promoter from Miami Herald 7 May 15

The U.S. government wanted to talk. Ten months had passed since Haiti’s devastating Jan. 12, 2010, earthquake. One million Haitians were still
homeless, and then Secretary of State Hillary Clinton wanted to embark on a different path. 

UN struggles to stem new rise in Haiti cholera cases from Agence France-Presse 7 May 15

A deadly cholera epidemic in Haiti that experts say was introduced by UN peacekeepers from Nepal is on the rise, with hundreds of new cases
registered weekly, a UN official said Thursday. 

Unicef: Nearly half of Haitian children under 5 suffer malnutrition from EFE (Spain) 5 May 15

Nearly one in two Haitian children under 5 suffer from malnutrition, the Unicef office in Port-au-Prince said Tuesday. 

Judge In Haiti Dismisses Abuse Case Against US Citizen from Associated Press 1 May 15

A judge in Haiti has dismissed the case against a U.S. citizen who was accused of abusing residents of an orphanage that he has run for three
decades in the Haitian capital. 

First Lady Sophia Martelly Joins Candidates For Haitian Parliament from Miami Herald 24 Apr 15

Haiti’s First Lady Sophia Martelly filed Thursday to run for a Senate seat representing the West department, which encompasses the capital of
Port-au-Prince. 

Haiti's politicians scramble to register for overdue elections from Reuters 23 Apr 15



Candidates from as many as 125 political parties in Haiti on Thursday rushed to meet a deadline to register to run in the country's long-overdue
elections later this year. 

Haiti: Government to Appeal Decision in Kidnapping Case from Associated Press 23 Apr 15

The government will appeal a judge’s widely criticized decision to dismiss charges against two men in a high-profile kidnapping case, the justice
minister said Wednesday. 

Appeal Filed In Case Of Freed Indicted Kidnapper In Haiti from Miami Herald 22 Apr 15

A chief Haiti prosecutor has appealed a controversial court ruling that led to the release and acquittal of an indicted kidnapper with close ties to
the presidential family and charged with murder, drug trafficking and operating a kidnapping ring. 

Official: Uptick Of Haiti Migrants In Bahamas from Associated Press 20 Apr 15

The Bahamas says 178 Haitian migrants have been detained by local authorities over the last several days. 

U.S. Expresses Concern About Dismissal of Haiti Kidnapping Case from Reuters 20 Apr 15

The Obama administration expressed concern on Monday over the speed of a court ruling in Haiti that dropped charges against a man accused in a
kidnapping ring who had close ties to the family of President Michel Martelly. 

Elections loom: Haiti's year of living dangerously from Agence France-Presse 19 Apr 15

After three years of delayed polls and simmering political unrest, Haiti's rusty electoral machinery is finally grinding into gear. 

U.N. Calls For Swift Investigation In Death Of Chilean Peacekeeper In Northern Haiti from Miami Herald 15 Apr 15

U.N. officials are calling on Haitian authorities to conduct a “swift investigation” into the death of a Chilean peacekeeper who died of injuries
from a gunshot wound Monday in the northeast region of Haiti. 

Mining In Haiti On Hold Amid Uncertainty And Opposition from Associated Press 14 Apr 15

The 50-year-old man from the village scrambled up a grassy hill to ask the onsite manager of a U.S. mining company for work. Joseph Tony had
heard VCS Mining Inc. was bringing jobs, along with paved roads and electricity, to this corner of rural northern Haiti. “Everybody is waiting,”
he said. 

Mining in Haiti on hold amid uncertainty and opposition from Associated Press 13 Apr 15

Mining had been seen as a potential new source of revenue and jobs for impoverished Haiti after the January 2010 earthquake devastated the
capital in the south. Companies spent $30 million prospecting, with the encouragement of a government eager to bring development to the
countryside, where most people get by on subsistence farming and lack even basic services. 

UN Security Council slams deadly attack on UN mission in Haiti from Xinhua (China) 13 Apr 15

The Security Council on Monday condemned "in the strongest terms" an attack on a vehicle of the UN mission in Haiti earlier in the day, which
resulted in the death of a Chilean peacekeeper. 

Chilean peacekeeper killed in Haiti protest from Agence France-Presse 13 Apr 15

A Chilean soldier who was part of the UN peacekeeping force in Haiti was shot dead Monday during a violent protest on the island, defense
ministry officials said. 

Bodies washed ashore in Haiti amid shipwreck fears from BBC 9 Apr 15

At least 17 people are believed to have drowned in a shipwreck off the northern coast of Haiti. The bodies of 11 men and six women washed
ashore in the coastal town of Le Borgne, about 100 miles (160km) north of Port-au-Prince, the AP reports. 

Haiti floods kill six, damage thousands of homes from Agence France-Presse 6 Apr 15

The first heavy rains of the wet season flooded parts of the Haitian capital Port-au-Price over the weekend, leaving at least six dead and damaging
8,000 homes, authorities said Monday. 



Haiti Poll Shows Michel Martelly Still Popular But Elections Up For Grabs from Miami Herald 1 Apr 15

For all the anti-government protests and demands that he resign from office, Haitian President Michel Martelly remains popular, according to a
new public opinion survey. 

Catholic Nuns Target Of Violence In Haiti from Miami Herald 31 Mar 15

Since November, at least 27 religious communities, mostly nuns, have been the target of 39 attacks in six regional departments, Roman Catholic
Church officials say. Convents have been ransacked, nuns beaten and in the case of Father Marie, shot four times and left for dead. 

OPINION: Haiti’s Expiring Democracy from Washington Post 26 Mar 15

ITS PARLIAMENT disbanded and its judiciary weak and subject to manipulation, Haiti is slouching toward tyranny. President Michel Martelly,
whose term expires in 10 months, has set a timetable for much-delayed legislative and local elections later this year. But given that Mr. Martelly
now rules by decree in a country with a history of dictatorship, there is ample cause for skepticism and worry. 

Ex-Promoter In Haiti Charged In Kidnapping Ring from New York Times 19 Mar 15

A former music promoter with ties to the Haitian president, Michel Martelly, was indicted this week, accused of running a kidnapping ring said to
be responsible in the killing of a police inspector and the abductions of 17 people. 

Haiti Judge Recommends Trial For Suspected Kidnapper from Miami Herald 18 Mar 15

A Haitian investigative judge is asking that a Port-au-Prince restaurateur and accused kidnapper with close ties to the presidential family stand
trial along with 13 others for various crimes — including murder, kidnapping, drug trafficking and money laundering. 

Haiti wants 'pause' in UN peacekeeping cuts; elections loom from Associated Press 18 Mar 15

Haiti is demanding a "pause" in a U.N. plan to nearly cut in half a peacekeeping force just as the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere is
poised to enter a tense election period. 

Haitian government worried about election as U.N. troops stage withdrawal from EFE (Spain) 17 Mar 15

Haitian government and local election authorities have expressed concerns for security during general elections later this year, as U.N. troops
withdraw from certain regions of the country. 

Haiti sets date for long overdue elections from BBC 13 Mar 15

Haiti has set dates for elections which have been repeatedly delayed, causing months of protest. Elections for two-thirds of the senate and the
chamber of deputies will be on 9 August, with the presidential and municipal vote following on 25 October, Haiti's electoral council said. 

UN mission in Haiti hails election calendar for 2015 from Xinhua (China) 13 Mar 15

The UN Mission in Haiti ( MINUSTAH) welcomed the formal proposal drafted by the country's Electoral Council featuring a calendar for
elections later this year and is looking forward to the prompt publication of the proposed calendar, a UN spokesman told reporters here Friday. 

Former presidential security chief shot to death in Haiti from Associated Press 2 Mar 15

The chief of presidential security under ousted former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide has been shot to death in the capital. 

OPINION: Foreign Aid In Haiti Making A Difference from Miami Herald 26 Feb 15

It can be easy to be cynical about foreign aid in Haiti, but a deeper look reveals that Haiti has made real progress in recent years. President Michel
Martelly’s inauguration of a world-class water diversion dam just outside Port-au-Prince this month is an example of the kind of progress that the
American taxpayer makes possible and yet is seldom aware of. 

Haitian protesters decry Dominican treatment of countrymen from Associated Press 25 Feb 15

About 10,000 people have marched in Haiti's capital in a protest over what they is mistreatment of their countrymen in the neighboring
Dominican Republic. 



Haiti, Bill Clinton Welcome First Marriott Hotel from Miami Herald 25 Feb 15

Three years after encouraging one of the Caribbean’s largest private employers to go into the hotel business to help bring much-needed jobs and
tourism to a destitute Haiti, former U.S. President Bill Clinton on Tuesday welcomed Haiti’s first Marriott, calling it one of the best hotels in the
country. 

Activists Say Haitian Deportations Need To Stop from Miami Herald 20 Feb 15

Human rights groups held a news conference Thursday to discuss the report, Aftershocks: The Human Impact of U.S. Deportations to Post-
Earthquake Haiti, which documents the experiences people with criminal records have after being deported to post-earthquake Haiti. The report
also makes recommendations to the U.S., Haiti and international communities. 

US should halt deportations to Haiti: report from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 15

The United States, for human rights reasons, should halt deportations to Haiti, which still is struggling to recover from the 2010 earthquake that
leveled the capital and claimed thousands of lives, a new report said on Thursday. 

Haiti Begins Mourning Period Following Carnival Tragedy; Singer Thankful To Be Alive from Miami Herald 19 Feb 15

Daniel “Fantom” Darinus, the hip hop singer whose run-in with a power line led to the deaths of almost 20 people during Carnival festivities, said
on Wednesday that he had been distracted and had forgotten he needed to clear a final live wire on the parade route. 

Haitian Author Danticat: Stop Deportations To Haiti from Miami Herald 19 Feb 15

A report released this month by human-rights groups says that people who are deported to Haiti face tough conditions after they leave the U.S. 

Witnesses say multiple deaths in Haiti Carnival accident from Associated Press 17 Feb 15

A power line has fallen on a float during the annual Carnival celebration in the Haitian capital, killing multiple people. 

UPDATE: Haiti cancels carnival after electrocution of 16 people at parade from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 17 Feb 15

The Haitian government on Tuesday canceled all carnival events across the country and ordered three days of mourning after 16 people were
electrocuted during a carnival parade in Port-au-Prince. 

Court Reinstates Former Head Of Haitian Senate from Miami Herald 12 Feb 15

Haiti’s dysfunctional Senate just grew by one. Former Senate President Simon Desras who was dismissed last month along with nine other
senators when the term of a second tier of the 30-member chamber expired along with that of the entire 99-member lower house of Deputies, has
been reinstated by a Haitian court. 

Police, Protesters Clash In Haiti Over Gas Prices from Agence France-Presse 10 Feb 15

Protesters clashed with police in Haiti on Monday amid a transport strike demanding lower gas prices in the impoverish Caribbean nation. 

Haiti: Clashes in protest over the high cost of fuel from BBC 9 Feb 15

Police in Haiti have clashed with anti-government protesters angry about the high cost of fuel. Several people were injured as police moved in to
clear roadblocks set up in the capital, Port-au-Prince. 

Haiti celebrates carnival amidst continuing political tension from EFE (Spain) 9 Feb 15

Haiti is celebrating its carnival this year amidst heightened political tension with a call for a general strike on Monday and Tuesday to demand
deeper cuts in fuel prices and the resignation of President Michel Martelly. 

Haitian protesters march to demand lower gasoline prices from Associated Press 7 Feb 15

At least 6,000 protesters marched through Haiti's capital Saturday to demand lower gas prices and the ouster of President Michel Martelly. 

Haiti’s New Prime Minister Is A Familiar Face from Miami Herald 6 Feb 15

Prince mayor and presidential candidate lead Haiti out of its ongoing political crisis? He is one of the country’s most well-known politicians, but
newly installed Prime Minister Evans Paul is seen by many as little more than a figurehead for a government that appears to be drowning in a sea



of political and economic troubles. 

Haiti Demonstrators Protest Against Gas Prices In Capital from Associated Press 6 Feb 15

Demonstrators in Haiti’s capital have burned a pickup truck and a car during a protest over gasoline prices and are threatening disrupt Carnival
celebrations if the costs don’t come down more. 

Haitian Bus Drivers Strike Over Fuel Prices, Stranding Many from Associated Press 3 Feb 15

Bus drivers in Haiti began a two-day strike Monday over the cost of fuel and many people were unable to get to work and school across the
country. 

Haiti Protesters Clash With Police Over Oil Prices from Agence France-Presse 3 Feb 15

Protesters clashed with each other and police in the Haitian capital Monday amid demonstrations against high oil prices that saw three people
wounded by gunfire. 

Sri Lankan peace keeping troops in Haiti get UN commendation from Xinhua (China) 3 Feb 15

Sri Lankan troops serving in United Nations peace keeping duties in Haiti have been recognized by the UN for their exclusive contribution, the
Sri Lankan Army said on Tuesday in a short statement. 

OPINION: One-man Rule In Haiti from Miami Herald 27 Jan 15

U.N. diplomats did their best to put a smiley face on the grim picture in Haiti during a weekend visit, but no amount of diplomatic artistry can
conceal the ugly truth: Haiti is back to one-man rule, and no one can say how long it will last. 

U.N. urges Haiti to put country above all interests from EFE (Spain) 26 Jan 15

After a three-day fact finding mission to Haiti, the U.N. Security Council has urged all stakeholders to put the interests of the country first,
organize credible elections and govern in a responsible and inclusive way to end the political crisis affecting the nation. 

Haiti urges UN to keep troops in country from Agence France-Presse 25 Jan 15

The Haitian government urged the United Nations Security Council on Sunday against cutting its troop presence ahead of crucial elections. 

Security Council delegation visits Haiti from 24 Jan 15

United Nations Security Council members arrived in Haiti on Friday for a three-day visit to urge the government to hold long-delayed elections in
order to stem a mounting political crisis. 

Haiti picks election council to get back on democratic path from Reuters 23 Jan 15

Haiti on Friday installed a Provisional Electoral Council in a key step toward averting a constitutional crisis after weeks of protests and political
uncertainty. 

UN Security Council members arrive in Haiti for 3-day visit from Associated Press 23 Jan 15

U.N. Security Council members are in Haiti for a three-day visit aimed in part at urging the government to hold long-delayed municipal and
legislative elections. 

Haitians desperately seek ways to get into Dominican Republic from EFE (Spain) 23 Jan 15

Many Haitians are looking for all possible ways to enter the neighboring Dominican Republic in the wake of Haiti's heightened social and
political crises, authorities and human rights activists said. 

OPINION: No Cheerleading For Martelly from Miami Herald 23 Jan 15

If the international community wants to be part of the solution to Haiti’s polarizing political crisis, it must establish that it is a neutral broker,
willing to encourage all sides to respect the rules of the democratic game. 

Haiti moves closer to holding long-delayed elections from Reuters 22 Jan 15



A new provisional electoral council is to be named within a day or two, allowing Haiti to move towards holding general elections that have long
been pending, sources close to the presidential palace have told Efe. 

Haiti opposition still out on the streets as armed groups emerge in the north from EFE (Spain) 21 Jan 15

Street demonstrations demanding the resignation of Haitian President Michel Martelly are continuing in Port-au-Prince while police have reported
the emergence of armed groups in the northern part of the country, a development that has added more gravity to the already tense political
situation. 

Haiti unveils cabinet to fill political vacuum from Agence France-Presse 19 Jan 15

Haiti's leaders unveiled the line-up Monday of a unity government supposed to bridge a dangerous political void and put the fragile Caribbean
nation back on the road to elected government. 

Haiti leader installs new prime minister from Agence France-Presse 17 Jan 15

Haiti's President Michel Martelly on Friday swore in as the country's new prime minister Evans Paul, a political opponent who was chosen after
last month's resignation of Laurent Lamothe. 

Government opponents march through Haiti's capital from Associated Press 16 Jan 15

Several thousand supporters of Haitian opposition factions marched through the capital's congested streets Friday chanting calls for the president's
removal amid political uncertainty accompanying the dissolution of parliament. 

Haiti Government Carries On Without Parliament Amid Standoff from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

A new prime minister has taken office in Haiti as the country enters a period of political uncertainty following the dissolution of parliament
because of a stalemate between lawmakers and the president. 

Haiti’s New Prime Minister Faces Instability, Protests from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

Haiti has a new prime minister to run the government as it enters a phase of political uncertainty, with its parliament dissolved, opposition
activists promising intensified street protests and its president ruling by decree because of a bitter standoff with lawmakers. 

UN, Ambassador Group Pledges Support For Haiti Leader from Associated Press 14 Jan 15

A group of ambassadors and the U.N. special representative in Haiti said Tuesday that President Michel Martelly has their support through a
period of political flux that many observers worry could set the troubled country back. 

OPINION: Politics Still Holding Country Back from Miami Herald 13 Jan 15

Five years ago on Jan. 12, 2010, the worst earthquake in its history struck Haiti. More than 200,000 of my compatriots died in the event that
marked our country forever. 

UPDATE: Former US President Says Haiti Making Gains Amid Fifth Quake Anniversary from Sputnik (Russia) 13 Jan 15

Former US president Bill Clinton and American health officials praised gains in economic activity and disease-eradication in Haiti as ceremonies
marked the anniversary of a deadly earthquake that tore the Caribbean nation apart five years ago. 

ANALYSIS: Five years after quake, Haiti struggles to reopen its doors to the world from Christian Science Monitor 12 Jan 15

Just over five years ago, Haiti looked relatively ripe for investment. Crime was low, there was a reprieve from anti-government demonstrations,
and democratic institutions seemed to be functioning better than ever. Haitian and foreign leaders said Haiti was stable, and ready to grow. That’s
when a 7.0 earthquake struck the country, killing tens of thousands of people. 

OPINION: Haiti’s Economic Aftershocks from New York Times 12 Jan 15

Five years is an eternity in the news cycle of natural disasters. It’s been that long since the 2010 Haiti earthquake killed hundreds of thousands of
people (no one really knows how many died) and triggered an influx of international aid (an exact accounting remains elusive). 

EU welcomes Haiti deal, urges 'fair and open' poll from Agence France-Presse 12 Jan 15



The EU told Haiti's fractious political leaders on Monday to forget their differences and ensure "fair and open" elections, five years after a
devastating earthquake hit one of the world's poorest countries. 

Post-quake Haiti: Left in the rubble from Al Jazeera 12 Jan 15

So, five years later, what is the assessment? If you measure success in terms of the number of displacement camps closed, like the Haitian
government does, the result is stunning. They've decreased by more than 90 percent since 2010. However, if you look at the circumstances of
those who have left, the conclusion is much grimmer. According to some data sources, more than 12 percent of people have been forcibly evicted,
run off the land, and the true figure could be much higher. 

Haiti's president, lawmakers reach 11th-hour deal from Agence France-Presse 12 Jan 15

Haiti's President Michel Martelly and national lawmakers struck a last-minute deal late Sunday to hold new elections by late this year, defusing a
political crisis that had the nation on edge. 

UPDATE: UN urges support for Haiti for earthquake recovery from Xinhua (China) 12 Jan 15

Marking the fifth anniversary of a devastating earthquake in Haiti, UN Secretary- General Ban Ki-moon urged the international community to
continue its support for the country's recovery, UN deputy spokesperson Farhan Haq told a briefing on Monday. 

Haiti leader seeks last-minute deal with opposition from Associated Press 11 Jan 15

Haiti's leader and opposition lawmakers are locked in negotiations, trying to forge a last-minute deal to resolve a standoff stalling elections in the
troubled country. 

US embassy urges Haiti to resolve political crisis from Agence France-Presse 11 Jan 15

The US embassy in Haiti urged the Caribbean country's politicians Sunday to find a solution to the political crisis that will soon see its
parliament's mandate end, leaving a perilous political vacuum. 

Haiti protesters again rally to demand president's departure from Associated Press 10 Jan 15

Protesters burned tires and threw rocks at police during the latest anti-government demonstration in Haiti's capital amid a bitter political stalemate
over long-delayed elections. 

OPINION: Haiti: Emerging From The Rubble from Miami Herald 9 Jan 15

The earthquake that rocked Haiti five years ago brought unimaginable death and destruction. It’s aftermath generated unforeseen compassion and
largesse. 

UN warns progress threatened by poverty, inequality in Haiti from Xinhua (China) 9 Jan 15

Five years after a massive earthquake killed 200,000 people in Haiti, the United Nations World Food Programme (WFP) is appealing for funds to
continue momentum toward building more resilient communities in the small island country that will withstand future disasters. 

Political crisis leads to resignation of Haiti's Supreme Court chief from EFE (Spain) 8 Jan 15

The President of the Supreme Council of the Judiciary and head of the Haitian Supreme Court, Anel Alexis Joseph, has resigned on the
recommendation of a commission of notables appointed by President Michel Martelly and which suggested other measures to deal with the
nation's political crisis. 

Supreme Court Chief Resigns, New Electoral Council To Come from Miami Herald 8 Jan 15

Also Wednesday, another stumbling block was removed: Haitian Supreme Court Judge Arnel Alexis Joseph resigned, said an adviser who asked
for anonymity because he isn’t authorized to speak on the matter. 

Amnesty: thousands still homeless five years after quake in Haiti from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 8 Jan 15

Tens of thousands of people remain homeless in Haiti five years after an earthquake ravaged the Caribbean country, Amnesty International said
Thursday. 



US says was overly optimistic on Haiti quake aid from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 15

US officials admitted Thursday that Washington had been over ambitious in its plans to help Haiti in the aftermath of a devastating earthquake,
despite pledging about $4 billion in aid. 

Haitian parliament unable to ratify prime minister due to lack of quorum from EFE (Spain) 6 Jan 15

A lack of a quorum has forced Haiti's national assembly to call off a debate on key points of the political agreement to resolve the crisis of
governance, including the ratification of the prime minister designate, Evans Paul. 

UN Security Council envoys to visit Haiti from Agence France-Presse 5 Jan 15

UN Security Council ambassadors will travel to Haiti this month for a first-hand look at the political situation following a decision to draw down
the UN mission there. 

Haiti’s Political Crisis Continues Despite Accord from Miami Herald 31 Dec 14

Members of a group of six Haitian senators who have been blocking passage of an electoral law necessary to hold long-overdue municipal and
legislative elections say they’re ready to support the bill if President Michel Martelly first appoints a new electoral council to safeguard the
balloting. 

5 Years After Quake, Haiti Still On Shaky Ground from USA Today 31 Dec 14

After the earthquake swallowed his home and after three years living inside a tent with his wife and two children, Josué Lacrète finally found
some peace. 

Haiti parliament mandate extended to avoid vacuum from Agence France-Presse 30 Dec 14

Haiti's president reached a deal with lawmakers to extend parliament's mandate and hold legislative elections by April 2015 to avoid a political
vacuum next month, an official told AFP Tuesday. 

In Haiti, Battling Disease With Open-Air Clinics from New York Times 29 Dec 14

The pictures of medical dysfunction were devastating — broken hospitals in Africa struggling, and largely failing, to contain the Ebola epidemic.
As deaths mounted, the problems seemed intractable: no money, no infrastructure, no hope. 

Veteran politician Evans Paul nominated for prime minister of Haiti from Kyodo (Japan) 25 Dec 14

Former Port-au-Prince mayor and veteran politician Evans Paul was nominated as prime minister by President Michel Martelly on Thursday in
the latest attempt to resolve a political crisis over long-delayed elections in Haiti. 

Health minister named as Haiti's new interim prime minister from Reuters 21 Dec 14

Haiti's Health Minister Florence Duperval Guillaume, was named interim prime minister on Sunday to replace Laurent Lamothe who resigned a
week ago following several weeks of protests. 

Opposition groups demand resignation of Martelly from EFE (Spain) 19 Dec 14

Haitian opposition groups have marched for hours through the streets of the capital to the National Palace to demand the resignation of President
Michel Martelly. 

Haiti's election council to resign: panel member from Agence France-Presse 19 Dec 14

Haiti's Provisional Electoral Council will step down in a bid to help unblock a political impasse that has delayed legislative and municipal
balloting, a member of the panel told AFP on Friday. 

Haiti president meets with opposition amid unrest from Associated Press 17 Dec 14

Haiti's president is meeting with opposition leaders in a bid to stabilize the politically fractious country as pressure mounts on him to appoint an
interim prime minister. 

Kerry urges compromise as Haiti seeks to form new government from Reuters 17 Dec 14



U.S Secretary of State John Kerry urged all sides to find a consensus solution to Haiti's political crisis on Tuesday as one of the country's top
political leaders warned the impoverished Caribbean nation was on the brink of political chaos again. 

Haiti Takes More Steps To End Political Standoff from Associated Press 17 Dec 14

Haiti was in a state of political flux following the resignation over the weekend of the country’s prime minister because of an ongoing stalemate
with opposition lawmakers in the Senate. 

‘We Did All We Could For The Country’: Haiti PM Laurent Lamothe Resigns from Miami Herald 16 Dec 14

Bowing to pressure, Haiti Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe resigned Saturday, paving the way for a new government to lead the country into long
overdue legislative and local elections. 

Outgoing Haiti PM Lamothe Looks To ‘next Chapter’ from Miami Herald 16 Dec 14

Haiti’s embattled Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe says he is ready for a new chapter, one away from his country’s high-stakes, unforgiving
political trenches. 

Haiti PM Defends Tenure After Forced Resignation from Associated Press 16 Dec 14

The Haitian prime minister who resigned under pressure over the weekend said Monday that the country has made significant progress during his
tenure even as the political standoff that led to his ouster continues. 

US urges Haiti leaders to hold elections soon from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry Tuesday urged Haiti to hold parliamentary elections as soon as possible to end a political crisis that has sparked
violent protests in the impoverished Caribbean nation. 

Haiti crisis: Anti-Martelly protest turns violent from BBC 16 Dec 14

Hundreds of people in Haiti have marched through Port-au-Prince, demanding the resignation of President Michel Martelly. 

Haiti takes more steps to end political standoff from Associated Press 16 Dec 14

Haiti was in a state of political flux following the resignation over the weekend of the country's prime minister because of an ongoing stalemate
with opposition lawmakers in the Senate. 

Haitian Prime Minister Quits Under Pressure; Election Crisis May Loom from Los Angeles Times 15 Dec 14

Amid a deepening political crisis, international pressure and violent domestic unrest, Haiti’s prime minister announced his resignation Sunday,
possibly clearing the way for overdue elections. 

In Haiti, Government Is Where You Go To Get Rich from Wall Street Journal 15 Dec 14

The political class fights over who next will loot the economy. Growth is an afterthought. 

UPDATE: Haiti opposition cautiously welcomes PM's resignation from Agence France-Presse 14 Dec 14

Haiti's emboldened opposition welcomed the resignation Sunday of Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe, who faced repeated calls to go over the
failure to hold legislative elections in the past three years. 

Haiti's PM Laurent Lamothe resigns: official from Agence France-Presse 14 Dec 14

Haiti's Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe announced his resignation Sunday after repeated calls for him to step down amid anti-government
protests and a political crisis. 

One shot dead in fresh Haiti protests from Agence France-Presse 13 Dec 14

A man was shot dead Saturday during a new round of anti-government protests in the Haitian capital calling for the president and prime minister
to resign. 

Haiti awaits PM speech amid political discontent from Associated Press 13 Dec 14



In the wake of violent anti-government protests and a commission's call for his resignation, Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe said he would
address the nation Saturday to make an announcement. 

UN to probe excessive force allegations in Haiti from Associated Press 13 Dec 14

The U.N. peacekeeping mission in Haiti is investigating allegations that its troops used excessive force on a crowd during a violent protest. 

Haitian President May Drop His Premier from New York Times 13 Dec 14

President Michel Martelly of Haiti said Friday that he would accept the recommendations of a commission that, among other things, called for the
resignation of the prime minister to ease an intensifying political crisis that threatens the country as it continues to recover from the January 2010
earthquake. 

Haiti leader accepts report calling for new gov't from Associated Press 12 Dec 14

President Michel Martelly said Friday night that he accepted all the findings of a report this week from a government-appointed commission,
including its recommendation that the prime minister resign. 

Haiti: Anti-government demo turns violent from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 14

Haitian police and UN peacekeepers fired tear gas and clashed with several thousand opposition supporters who tried to march on the presidential
palace Friday. 

Former President And Haiti Envoy Bill Clinton Defends PM Lamothe from Miami Herald 12 Dec 14

The push to remove Haitian Prime Minister Laurent could erase the gains Haiti has made in the last four years, former President Bill Clinton said
Thursday in an exclusive interview with the Miami Herald. 

Haiti Sees Drop In Poverty Rates, But Inequality Remains from Miami Herald 12 Dec 14

Despite back-to-back hurricanes, food riots, devastating floods, and the hemisphere’s worst natural disaster nearly five years ago, the rate of
extreme poverty in Haiti is declining, according to a new World Bank report. 

Haiti Parliament Leaders Seek Common Position Out Of Political Crisis from Miami Herald 11 Dec 14

The president of Haiti’s lower chamber of deputies said he plans to meet Thursday with Senate President Simon Desras in hopes of finding “a
common position” on ending a crippling political crisis that has triggered growing anti-government protests. 

UPDATE: Panel calls for resignation of Haiti prime minister from Agence France-Presse 9 Dec 14

An advisory commission installed last week by Haiti's President Michel Martelly recommended Tuesday that Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe
resign in the face of anti-government protests and a deepening political crisis. 

Haitian prime minister asks people to avoid violence and chaos from EFE (Spain) 9 Dec 14

Haitian Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe has urged thousands of protesters demand his resignation and that of President Michel Martelly to avoid
being used by destabilizing forces who he said want to plunge the country into chaos and violence. 

Haiti Opposition Meets With US Ambassador from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 14

US Ambassador to Haiti Pamela White met with opposition leaders seeking an end to the rule of President Michel Martelly. 

Haiti Police Say 34 Inmates Flee In Prison Break from Associated Press 2 Dec 14

Nearly three dozen prisoners awaiting trial in a crowded jail in a provincial city north of the Haitian escaped by sawing through steel bars,
authorities said Monday. 

Human Rights In Haiti – Analysis from Eurasia Review 2 Dec 14

In the past five decades, Haitian people have suffered systematic human rights violations that were rarely condemned, thus preventing any state
from having real democratic institutions and impeding any democratic political regime to exist. 



Angry protests in Haiti over election delays from Agence France-Presse 29 Nov 14

Thousands of angry protesters took to the streets of Haiti Friday to demand the resignation of President Michel Martelly, in the latest public outcry
over long-delayed elections in the troubled Caribbean nation. 

Protesters wounded by gunfire in northeast Haiti from Associated Press 27 Nov 14

Haitian authorities on Thursday were investigating a street protest that turned violent in a northeastern town close to the country's border with the
Dominican Republic. 

Group Reports Uptick In Haiti Cholera Patients from Associated Press 27 Nov 14

Haiti’s health system still does not have the capacity to adequately treat cholera patients and there has been an uptick in cases in the country’s
capital, an official with the international medical group Doctors Without Borders said Wednesday. 

Anti-government protest in Haiti turns violent from Associated Press 18 Nov 14

An anti-government protest in Haiti's capital has become violent as three people have apparently been shot in a volatile neighborhood. 

Haiti police face crucial test with UN drawdown from Associated Press 17 Nov 14

Their new uniforms clean and crisp, the Haitian officers chat with street vendors and school kids as they stroll through a neighborhood of the
dense capital, a practice in the sort of community policing the national force is embracing as it works to reinvent itself. 

National ID Cards Coming To Haitians Living Abroad from Associated Press 7 Nov 14

Haiti’s government is making it easier for its citizens living abroad to get the documents needed to obtain passports or vote in their homeland’s
elections. 

Haiti To Open Identification Office In Miami, Elsewhere from Miami Herald 6 Nov 14

Soon Haitians living in South Florida and elsewhere will no longer have to fly to Haiti to get a national identification card, a critical document to
obtain a Haitian passport or the ability to vote in the country’s elections. 

Fatal Flooding in Haiti from Associated Press 5 Nov 14

Twelve people have died in Haiti as a result of heavy rains unleashed by a cluster of storms in the northern Caribbean, authorities said Wednesday.

Haiti Leader Vows To Hold Polls If Forced To Rule By Decree from Agence France-Presse 3 Nov 14

Haiti’s President Michel Martelly vowed Sunday to call elections early next year if a political impasse that saw long-delayed polls postponed last
week forces him to rule by decree. 

Senior US Diplomat Seeks End To Impasse In Haiti from Associated Press 31 Oct 14

A senior U.S. diplomat is in Haiti trying to resolve a political impasse over long-stalled legislative elections. 

Obama Administration Seeks To Break Haiti Gridlock from Miami Herald 30 Oct 14

Frustrated by the long-delayed legislative and municipal elections in Haiti, the Obama administration is sending one of its leading experts on the
earthquake-recovering nation to meet with government and opposition leaders in the hope of breaking the political stalemate that has held up the
balloting. 

Haiti hopes to woo back tourists with resorts from Associated Press 30 Oct 14

Off this sleepy southern Haitian village, fishermen in weathered wooden boats slowly move across azure waters. Miles of picture-perfect sandy
beaches slope gently, fringed by grasses and framed by mountains. 

Protesters Rally In Haiti Capital Demanding Vote from Associated Press 27 Oct 14

A few thousand protesters allied with Haiti’s opposition marched through the capital on Sunday demanding the chance to vote in legislative and
local elections that are three years late, among other grievances. 



UPDATE: Haitian protests over delayed elections in Port-au-Prince from BBC 27 Oct 14

Thousands of Haitians marched in the capital Port-au-Prince on Sunday in protest at a delay in the country's legislative and municipal elections. 

Loyalists, uncertainty surround Haiti's ex-leader from Associated Press 27 Oct 14

Former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide returned home from exile in 2011 to a jubilant welcome, but lately he has seemed more like a
prisoner. 

Haiti postpones legislative, municipal elections: official from Agence France-Presse 26 Oct 14

Haiti's government announced Sunday it is postponing long delayed legislative and municipal elections, on the same day they were supposed to
be held. 

Hearing in Haitians’ Cholera Case from New York Times 24 Oct 14

A federal judge in Manhattan heard arguments on Thursday in the first court proceeding over Haitian cholera victims’ lawsuit against the United
Nations. 

Haitian Reunification fight to continue, activists say from Miami Herald 21 Oct 14

South Florida immigration and Haitian activists vowed Tuesday to closely monitor a new U.S. immigration policy that will allow thousands of
Haitians who are eligible to receive a green card in two years to wait it out in the United States with relatives.

Clarity sought on fast-tracked Haitian immigration from Associated Press 21 Oct 14

Haitian immigration advocates in Miami are anxious for federal officials to clarify how they'll fast-track immigration for a limited number of
Haitians approved to join relatives in the U.S. 

Haiti police break up opposition demo from Agence France-Presse 17 Oct 14

Haitian police fired tear gas and water cannon to disperse an opposition demonstration in the capital Port-au-Prince on Friday, provoking young
activists to throw stones in response. 

Gov't to allow some Haitians to emigrate faster from Associated Press 17 Oct 14

Thousands of Haitian immigrants approved to move to the United States to join relatives already living here will soon be able to immigrate before
a visa is available, the Obama administration announced Friday. 

Haiti installs anti-Ebola border controls from Agence France-Presse 16 Oct 14

Haitian authorities announced sanitary border controls Thursday to prevent Ebola cases from entering and spreading in the desperately poor
country already in the grips of a deadly cholera epidemic. 

UN Security Council renews mandate of stabilization mission in Haiti from Xinhua (China) 14 Oct 14

The UN Security Council on Tuesday renewed for another year the mandate of the United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH),
while withdrawing some mission staff from the Caribbean country. 

No official funeral for Haiti's Duvalier: lawyer from Agence France-Presse 9 Oct 14

Haiti's notorious former dictator Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier will be buried on Saturday at a private ceremony and will not receive official
state honors, his lawyer said. 

Haitian rights groups denounce Baby Doc funeral plans from Agence France-Presse 8 Oct 14

A leading Haitian civil society group condemned plans Wednesday to stage a national funeral for late dictator Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier,
who died over the weekend without having been judged for his crimes. 

Lawsuit Against U.N. on the Spread of Cholera Epidemic in Haiti Advances from New York Times 8 Oct 14

A federal judge in New York has agreed to hear oral arguments in a lawsuit filed against the United Nations by advocates for Haitian victims of
the deadly cholera epidemic that first appeared on the island four years ago.



Haiti's long-delayed election likely postponed again from Agence France-Presse 7 Oct 14

As Haiti prepared Tuesday to bury a former dictator who had little use for elections, it seemed all but certain that a long-delayed legislative vote
due later this month will again be postponed. 

OPINION: The Time Of Torment from Miami Herald 7 Oct 14

For most Haitians, the death of onetime dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier revives painful memories of the era of anguish and fear when he and his
equally brutal father ruled the impoverished Caribbean nation. In life, “Baby Doc” cheated the Haitian people by robbing them of their dignity
and national patrimony. In death, he cheated justice by avoiding a trial for corruption and human rights charges. 

Haiti to hold national funeral for 'Baby Doc' Duvalier from Agence France-Presse 6 Oct 14

Haiti is to hold a national funeral for former dictator Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier, the government said Monday, a decision that dismayed
the victims of his regime. 

UNESCO concludes Haiti wreck not Christopher Columbus's flagship from Agence France-Presse 6 Oct 14

UN experts have concluded that a wreck off Haiti is not Christopher Columbus's flagship from his first voyage to the Americas, UNESCO said
Monday, contradicting claims by a US marine archaeologist. 

Kerry urges Haiti president over long-delayed elections from Agence France-Presse 3 Oct 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry urged Haitian President Michel Martelly to hold parliamentary and local elections scheduled for the end of this
month in a "timely fashion." 

OPINION: ‘Friends’ Shouldn’t Hold Haiti To Low Performance Standard from Miami Herald 3 Oct 14

Come Jan. 15, Haiti’s bicameral parliament will cease to function as the term of the lower chamber’s 99 members will come to an end, and the
Senate, already amputated of one-third of its 30 members, will lose another third. 

Large crowds mark 1991 coup anniversary in Haiti from Associated Press 30 Sep 14

A large crowd of supporters of former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide marched Tuesday through the capital on the anniversary of a 1991
military coup that ousted the country's first democratically elected leader. 

PM: Haiti to hold much-delayed vote ASAP from Associated Press 23 Sep 14

Haitian Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe says the country will hold long overdue elections no later than early next year. 

Philippines send all-navy peacekeepers to Haiti from Xinhua (China) 22 Sep 14

The Philippines on Monday sent a 157-member all-navy peacekeeping contingent to Haiti. The contingent is composed of 11 officers and 146
enlisted personnel, 33 of which came from the Philippine Marine corps. Nine of the 157 members are female, said the Philippine Navy's public
affairs office. 

OPINION: Bill Clinton Spins His Haiti Intervention from Wall Street Journal 22 Sep 14

Amid a probe of Aristide, the former president offers a new version of events.

U.S. Lawmakers To Haiti Senate: Vote For Election Law from Miami Herald 17 Sep 14

More than a dozen U.S. congressional lawmakers are calling on the Haitian Senate to move forward with elections by voting for an electoral law
needed to schedule the vote. 

As Haiti Election Delays Continue, Aristides Remains Focus from Miami Herald 16 Sep 14

Former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, who was put under house arrest as part of an ongoing criminal investigation into corruption and
drug trafficking allegations, is expected to get some moral support Tuesday. 

Chinese envoy calls for speeding up economic reconstruction in Haiti from Xinhua (China) 11 Sep 14



A Chinese envoy on Thursday called for the speeding up of economic reconstruction in Haiti and the enhancement of the country's development
capacity. 

Haitian ex-president supported amid arrest fears from Associated Press 11 Sep 14

Supporters of former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide rallied Thursday at the site of an infamous church massacre and outside his home
as the ousted ex-leader faced possible arrest for failing to appear at a court hearing. 

FEATURE: Haiti prisons under scrutiny after mass breakout from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

One month after the prison break, only about 75 of the 329 escapees have been recaptured, some found across the border in the Dominican
Republic, and at least three in the Bahamas. About 255 of the men, many accused of serious crimes such as kidnapping and rape, remain at large,
leaving residents in the greater Port-au-Prince area worried and frustrated.

Haiti gets help for mosquito-borne virus outbreak from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

Haiti has received a large shipment of treatment packets to help it deal with an outbreak of the mosquito-borne virus known as chikungunya amid
a rainy season expected to result in a surge of new cases in the country, officials said Wednesday. 

House arrest ordered for Aristide in Haiti from Agence France-Presse 10 Sep 14

A judge has ordered Haiti's former president Jean Bertrand Aristide placed under house arrest and barred him from leaving the country, court
sources said Wednesday. 

Haiti prisons under scrutiny after mass breakout from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

The sudden gunfire rattled the morning routine outside the Croix-des-Bouquets Civil Prison and soon inmates, many barefoot and shirtless,
dashed frantically from the maximum-security facility, startling street vendors as they looted their wares and fled through the unpaved streets. 

Haiti wary of 2 tropical waves in Caribbean Basin from Xinhua (China) 2 Sep 14

Haiti is keeping a close eye on two tropical waves in the Caribbean Basin after heavy rains killed three people last week, the National
Meteorological Center (CNM) said Tuesday. 

Climate Change’s Souring Effects On Haiti Crops from Miami Herald 29 Aug 14

Haiti’s coffee production, which is enjoying a sweet comeback, could be adversely affected by warmer temperatures and less, sporadic rainfall in
the future, a study released Thursday by Catholic Relief Services said. 

Experts Urge Haiti To Act On Climate Change Threat from Associated Press 29 Aug 14

Experts say coffee and mango fields that help form the backbone of Haiti’s agricultural economy are at risk of withering if the country does not
take steps soon to prepare for climate change effects. 

Haitian migrant dies trying to reach US shores from Agence France-Presse 25 Aug 14

A Haitian migrant has died trying to reach the shores of Florida together with 19 others, the US Coast Guard said Monday. 

Boat carrying Haitian migrants intercepted in Bahamas from EFE (Spain) 21 Aug 14

Bahamian authorities said Thursday that they detained more than 100 illegal Haitian migrants who were traveling aboard a 55-foot sailing sloop. 

Haiti Tense After Summons Issued For Ex-president from Associated Press 15 Aug 14

Supporters of former President Jean-Bertrand Aristide clashed with U.N. peacekeepers Thursday as the popular former leader faced possible
arrest for not providing court-ordered testimony in a criminal investigation. 

UPDATE: Arrest warrant issued for Haiti ex-president from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 14

Haiti issued an arrest warrant for former president Jean-Bertrand Aristide -- under investigation for corruption, money laundering, and drug
trafficking -- after he failed to appear before a judge Wednesday, authorities said. 



UPDATE: Haiti captures 19 fugitives after hundreds flee jail from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 14

Haiti's prime minister said Tuesday that 19 fugitives had been captured after more than 300 escaped during a jailbreak at a high-security prison
near the nation's capital over the weekend. 

Ex-Haitian president summoned for corruption questioning from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 14

Former Haitian president Jean-Bertrand Aristide has been summoned to appear before an examining magistrate on Wednesday over alleged
money laundering and drug trafficking, judicial documents showed. 

Haiti recaptures kidnapper who escaped prison from Associated Press 12 Aug 14

Officials in Haiti say police have re-captured an alleged kidnapper believed to be responsible for a mass breakout over the weekend at a prison on
the outskirts of the capital. 

Haiti Offers Reward In Prison Break, Vows To Capture Escapees from Miami Herald 12 Aug 14

The alleged head of a kidnapping ring remained on the run Monday along with hundreds of other inmates after the biggest jailbreak in Haiti since
a devastating earthquake shattered the National Penitentiary, sending more than 4,500 prisoners into the streets nearly five years ago. 

Haiti police search for 329 escaped prisoners from Associated Press 11 Aug 14

Police in Haiti are seeking international help following a prison break that freed the son of a prominent businessman and allowed hundreds of
other inmates to escape. 

Haiti gang raids jail and frees inmates from BBC 10 Aug 14

An armed gang has attacked a prison in Haiti freeing an unknown number of inmates. The Croix-des-Bouquets jail held more than 800 prisoners
before the Sunday morning attack. 

Ex-Haitian president faces corruption probe from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 14

Former Haitian president Jean-Bertrand Aristide is facing a money laundering, corruption and drug trafficking probe, officials said Thursday. 

Carnival plans to build cruise port in Haiti from Associated Press 4 Aug 14

A major Florida-based cruise line has signed a letter of intent to develop a new port on an isolated Haitian barrier island that's long been a major
launching spot for smugglers, authorities said Monday. 

Officials: US citizen killed by bandits in Haiti from Associated Press 31 Jul 14

An American citizen of Haitian descent was killed last week by armed robbers shortly after arriving in her impoverished Caribbean homeland to
visit relatives, friends and officials said Thursday. 

American Airlines Next Stop: Cap-Haïtien, Haiti from Miami Herald 29 Jul 14

Haiti’s historical mecca is expanding to the world. After a modified 757 transporting then Secretary of State Hillary Clinton in October 2012
became the first large aircraft to touch down on its runway in decades, Cap-Haïtien will soon welcome similarly sized jets at its newly expanded
and transformed international airport. 

Plans to rebuild Haiti capital displace families from Associated Press 22 Jul 14

The broad avenues in the Haitian government's promotional material are clean and unbroken, dotted with palm trees, parks and manicured
expanses of grass. The new ministry buildings are sleek and modern but retain some of the neo-classical architecture of the former structures lost
to natural disaster. 

BLOG: Reconstruction or Haiti's Latest Disaster? Tourism Development on Île-à-Vache Island from Huffington Post 21 Jul 14

A large-scale tourism project planned for the Haitian island of Île-à-Vache targets "the well-heeled tourist from traditional markets...creating a
place of exquisite peace and well-being," as described in the government of Haiti's executive plan.

Haitian president, prime minister meet diaspora in North Miami from Miami Herald 19 Jul 14



Touting the importance of the country’s diaspora, Haitian President Michel Martelly and Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe brought their traveling
government town hall to Haiti’s 11th department Saturday, 700 miles north of the Caribbean island to a high school auditorium. 

Olympics Committee Sports Complex Opens In Haiti from Miami Herald 16 Jul 14

Led by Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe, United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-moon and International Olympic Committee President
Thomas Bach toured Haiti’s newest sports complex: a still underconstruction $18 million facility. The complex, with courts for basketball and
outdoor handball, rooms for boxing and table tennis and an expansive multipurpose center, was donated by the International Olympic
Committee...

U.N. Chief Makes “Necessary Pilgrimage” To Haiti, Meets Cholera Victims from Miami Herald 15 Jul 14

The head of the United Nations emerged Monday from a private family visit with cholera victims in this isolated village in central Haiti, offering
words of sympathy and condolences to all in this Caribbean nation who have been affected by the deadly disease. Ban Ki-moon, on a “necessary
pilgrimage” to Haiti — his first visit since the cholera outbreak began almost four years ago — sat under a tree on a wooden chair as he spoke
with the Prosper family.

UN Leader Vows To Help Haiti Fight Cholera Epidemic from AFP 15 Jul 14

UN chief Ban Ki-moon visited Haiti on Monday, vowing to help the country end a cholera epidemic that has killed more than 8,500 people since
2010 and that some blame on UN peacekeepers. Ban promised to seek $2.2 billion from international donors to help the destitute nation fight the
disease, which has also infected more than 700,000 people, over the next 10 years.

UN Chief In Haiti To Launch Sanitation Program from Associated Press 15 Jul 14

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon arrived in rural Haiti on Monday to help launch a program to improve sanitation and fight the spread of
cholera, a disease that many Haitians blame U.N. peacekeepers for introducing to the impoverished Caribbean country. A deadly outbreak of the
disease that followed Haiti’s devastating earthquake in 2010 has killed more than 8,500 people and sickened roughly 700,000. 

United Nations Top Official Goes To Haiti To Promote Cholera Elimination, Elections from Miami Herald 14 Jul 14

In his strongest statement since a deadly cholera epidemic erupted in Haiti almost four years ago, the head of the United Nations said the global
body bears “a moral responsibility” to help the Caribbean nation end the outbreak. U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon made the declaration in
an exclusive interview with the Miami Herald as he prepared to visit Haiti,

Opposition Sides Claim Haiti Elections Jeopardized from Associated Press 11 Jul 14

Leading opposition factions are alleging that Haiti’s presidentially appointed electoral council is stacking the deck in favor of President Michel
Martelly, who has scheduled long-delayed legislative and municipal elections for October. Parties complaining of exclusion and unfair advantages
include the Unity party of former President Rene Preval and the Lavalas Family founded by former President Jean-Bertrand Aristide

Haiti Leader Vows Action On Documents For Migrants from Associated Press 11 Jul 14

Haiti’s government will soon begin a campaign to provide documents to thousands of its citizens seeking legal residency in the Dominican
Republic, the Haitian prime minister said Thursday, addressing complaints that have sparked angry protests in recent weeks. Prime Minister
Laurent Lamothe also said Haiti would reduce the cost of a passport from $80 to about $25, making it more affordable for migrants

Rwanda replaces peacekeepers for Haiti from Xinhua (China) 1 Jul 14

Rwanda is sending 140 police officers to Haiti as peacekeepers as the current contingent of the same number is completing its one-year mandate,
said the National Police on Monday. 

Experts To Check Possible Columbus Ship Off Haiti from Associated Press 24 Jun 14

A team of experts from UNESCO will examine a site off northern Haiti that an explorer believes may be the wreckage of the Santa Maria, the
U.N. cultural agency said Monday. 

U.N. head served in Haiti cholera lawsuit from Miami Herald 20 Jun 14

The law firm representing hundreds of Haitian cholera victims in a complaint against the U.N. said it served Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon with



the lawsuit as he entered an event in New York City on Friday morning. 

Haiti announces legislative elections for October from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 14

The Haitian government Tuesday announced that legislative elections will be held in October, three years behind schedule amid a slow earthquake
recovery process and gargantuan logistical woes. 

Haiti Elections in Doubt as Ex-Presidents Stir Pot from New York Times 7 Jun 14

When he returned to Haiti from exile three years ago, Jean-Bertrand Aristide, the former priest turned president turned deposed president,
promised to stay out of politics. Yet the political party he founded and continues to inspire has routinely sent thousands of people into the streets
to protest the current government, demanding the resignation of the prime minister. 

Thousands call for elections in Haiti from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 14

Thousands of Haitians took to the streets of the capital Port-au-Prince Thursday to demand that President Michel Martelly step down and new
elections be held. 

Police break up anti-president march in Haiti from Associated Press 5 Jun 14

Police in Haiti have fired volleys of tear gas to break up a large march by demonstrators calling for the ouster of President Michel Martelly. 

Haitians left on barren islands off Puerto Rico from Associated Press 2 Jun 14

Officials with U.S. Customs and Border Patrol say four dozen migrants have been abandoned by smugglers on two barren islands off Puerto Rico
in recent days. 

OPINION: Change In Status from Miami Herald 30 May 14

The plight of Haitians who sail hundreds of miles to try to enter South Florida is well-known. Unlike Cuban refugees who have the protection of
the Adjustment Act of 1966 or the wet-foot-dry-foot policy, Haitians who try to make it to the United States in pursuit of a better life are often
turned back or deported. It’s been as enduring a policy as it has been unfair. 

After 8,000 cholera deaths, Haiti faces new epidemic from Agence France-Presse 28 May 14

Hard-hit by a cholera epidemic that started in 2010, Haiti now faces a new threat in the expanding chikungunya virus, authorities said Wednesday.

OPINION: Bill, Hillary and the Haiti Debacle from Wall Street Journal 19 May 14

Haitians are upset by the reconstruction effort managed by the Clintons. 

US missionary stabbed to death in Haiti from Associated Press 16 May 14

An American missionary who came to Haiti in the wake of the January 2010 earthquake has been stabbed to death in the capital of the
impoverished Caribbean country, police and friends said Friday. 

Clashes As Haiti President Marks Three Years In Power from Agence France-Presse 15 May 14

Clashes between protesters and police marked Haitian President Michel Martelly’s three years in power Wednesday, with at least one person shot
in the confrontations. 

Protests mark 3rd year of Haiti leader in office from Associated Press 14 May 14

More than 1,500 people protested in Haiti's capital on Wednesday as they marked the third anniversary of Michel Martelly's presidency and called
for his departure. 

Suspected Kidnapper Arrested In Haiti, Opposition Senator Stopped from Miami Herald 9 May 14

A Port-au-Prince restaurateur suspected of kidnapping another prominent businessman was arrested by Haitian police Thursday after turning
himself into a judge. 

Haitian Students Protest Over Canceled Classes from Associated Press 8 May 14



Hundreds of high school students protested Wednesday in the Haitian capital, angry that a strike by teachers over wages forced the cancellation of
classes for a third straight day. 

Haiti: Minimum Wage Increases from Associated Press 6 May 14

Haiti has slightly raised its minimum wage for the estimated 29,000 workers who sew T-shirts and other clothing in the country’s apparel
factories. 

Shake up in Haiti National Police from Miami Herald 5 May 14

Haiti on Monday installed a new police director for the Port-au-Prince metropolitan area and surrounding western cities after removing veteran
cop Michel-Ange Gédéon from the post over the weekend. 

Protesters close major street in Haiti capital from Associated Press 1 May 14

President Michel Martelly's critics have closed a major thoroughfare in Port-au-Prince. 

More aid needed to tackle Haiti's cholera crisis: U.N. official from Kyodo (Japan) 1 May 14

Despite Japan's recent donation of $2.5 million to help eradicate cholera in Haiti, more international funding is needed to combat the contagious
disease there, the U.N.'s top official charged with fighting cholera in the Caribbean country said in a recent interview. 

Protesters close major street in Haiti capital from Associated Press 1 May 14

President Michel Martelly's critics have closed a major thoroughfare in Port-au-Prince. 

Recycling Helps Clean Up Haiti, Create New Income from Associated Press 29 Apr 14

Haiti’s central government collects only about 40 percent of the capital’s garbage, leaving the rest to pile up in streets and gutters in impoverished
neighborhoods, adding to the nation’s misery. 

Lack of clean water, ruined infrastructure make Haiti ripe for cholera from United Press International 25 Apr 14

Health system deficiencies and inadequate water and sanitation, not yet corrected, were responsible for a cholera outbreak in Haiti that killed
8,000 people in 2010. 

Old Duvalier Party Plans To Run In Haiti Election from Associated Press 25 Apr 14

The old political party founded under the Duvalier dictatorship says it plans to enter candidates in Haitian elections that are supposed to be held
by year’s end, a party member said Thursday. 

UPDATE: US threatens to pull aid to Haiti over late vote from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

The U.S. government has warned Haiti that it risks losing aid if it doesn't hold elections that are more than two years overdue. 

US awards $4M to help Haitians hurt by drought from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

The American government has awarded $4 million to help Haitian families hurt by a drought in the Caribbean nation's northwest. 

COMMENTARY: Haiti In The Shadow Of Cholera from New York Times 24 Apr 14

The problem of ending Haiti’s cholera epidemic does not stem from an absence of planning. 

U.N. Struggles to Stem Haiti Cholera Epidemic from New York Times 19 Apr 14

For three years, the United Nations has refused to address whether its peacekeepers brought a deadly strain of cholera to Haiti, insisting instead
that it was more important to help the country stanch the disease once and for all. 

U.S. Housing Effort In Haiti Criticized — Again from Miami Herald 17 Apr 14

The U.S. Agency for International Development says it will continue to work with Haitians displaced by the country’s devastating Jan. 12, 2010,
earthquake to get them into permanent homes — just not by building the houses itself. 



OPINION: The U.N., Cholera And Responsibility from Wall Street Journal 16 Apr 14

Imagine if the United Nations killed thousands on the streets of New York. Or London. Or Paris. And sickened nearly a million more. Would the
U.N. claim it was not liable? Of course not. The international community wouldn't allow it. Yet that is exactly what is happening in Haiti...

Report Finds Faults In US Housing Effort In Haiti from Associated Press 16 Apr 14

An effort by Washington to build housing for Haitians in the aftermath of the 2010 earthquake has fallen short and exceeded costs, a U.S.
government report said Tuesday. 

Amnesty: Haiti Human Rights Activist Threatened from Associated Press 16 Apr 14

A leading human rights activist in Haiti has been threatened for his work, Amnesty International said Tuesday, marking the latest documented
case of attacks or threats against watchdog groups in the Caribbean nation. 

OPINION: Progress Report On Haiti From S. Florida Members Of Congress from Miami Herald 11 Apr 14

Two weeks ago, we returned from a bipartisan congressional delegation trip to Haiti. We met with Haitian officials and U.S. personnel to examine
the ongoing reconstruction efforts there after the devastating earthquake in January 2010 and receive an update on a Government Accountability
Office (GAO) report that illustrated the deficiencies in U.S. taxpayer dollars going to Haiti. 

Haiti Police Investigating 4 Deaths from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

Police detectives in Haiti are investigating the deaths of four people in a rough neighborhood west of the capital. 

Haiti’s homeless earthquake victims drop significantly, but worry continues from Miami Herald 8 Apr 14

The number of people internally displaced by Haiti’s January 2010 earthquake and living in squalid camps has dropped by 91 percent. 

Some Haitian Quake Displaced Camps Growing Again from Associated Press 8 Apr 14

Many of the camps for Haitians displaced by the 2010 earthquake are growing again, even as the overall population of people displaced by the
disaster continues to fall, according to a study released Monday. 

Drought worsens food crisis in poverty-stricken Haiti from Agence France-Presse 4 Apr 14

The World Food Program sounded an alarm Friday over arid conditions in northwest Haiti that have worsened an already dire food shortage in
this impoverished country. 

Haiti Cholera Plan Drags As Rain Begins from Miami Herald 4 Apr 14

When Haiti’s health ministry reported it had only registered 2,228 cases of cholera at the end of a two-month period this year, it was the first time
since the outbreak exploded almost four years ago that so few people had become sickened by the disease. 

Haiti Lawmakers Take Critical Elections Step from Miami Herald 3 Apr 14

Haiti’s lower chamber of deputies Tuesday unanimously passed an amended electoral law, a critical step in realizing elections later this year. 

Haiti PM shakes up Cabinet for 3rd time in 2 years from Associated Press 2 Apr 14

Haiti's prime minister has replaced several Cabinet members in the latest shake-up in the government. 

Haiti Elections Top Priority For South Florida Congressional Lawmakers from Miami Herald 1 Apr 14

South Florida congressional lawmakers say they plan to closely monitor a Tuesday vote in Haiti’s Senate that will help determine if long-overdue
elections take place this year. 

Haiti: Senior UN official urges donor community to ramp up efforts to tackle cholera from UN News Centre 1 Apr 14

The United Nations official tasked with coordinating the response to the cholera epidemic in Haiti says the country is not receiving the
international attention it deserves, and is calling on the donor community to scale up support to combat the disease. 

Thousands march against gov't in Haiti from Associated Press 29 Mar 14



Several thousand people are demonstrating in Haiti's capital to call for the resignation of President Michel Martelly. 

Drought in Haiti ravages crops for farmers from Associated Press 28 Mar 14

Jean-Romain Beltinor plunged a hoe into the rocky dirt on his parched hillside to prepare for planting seeds he does not have. 

Stronger Haiti National Police Has U.N. Considering Its Future Presence In The Country from Miami Herald 25 Mar 14

As an increasingly confident and stronger Haitian police force take control of Haiti’s security, major crimes are seeing a double-digit drop and the
United Nations is intensifying discussions about its future in the country. 

UN: Haiti has more cholera than any other nation from Associated Press 24 Mar 14

The top United Nations envoy to Haiti says that country's cholera outbreak is still the worst in the world. 

Chinese envoy calls for facilitation of Haiti's election process from Xinhua (China) 24 Mar 14

The political and stabilization process in Haiti has registered continued progress, said a Chinese envoy to the UN on Monday, urging all parties to
facilitate the country's election process. 

UN hails Haiti election deal from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 14

A political agreement over Haiti's legislative elections brokered without foreign intervention is a significant milestone for the country, the head of
the UN's Haiti mission said Thursday. 

Documentary: Post-quake Haiti Rebuilding, A ‘Fatal Assistance’ from Miami Herald 20 Mar 14

A year after Haiti-born award-winning filmmaker Raoul Peck first screened his documentary about the international community’s failure to
rebuild post-quake Haiti to Haitian and European audiences, the film has finally made its way to South Florida. 

Official: Haiti Drought Causes ‘Extreme Emergency’ from Associated Press 19 Mar 14

A drought is causing an extreme emergency in northeast Haiti, wiping out sorely needed crops and livestock, an official said Tuesday. 

Haiti Gov’t Defends Plans To Develop Resort Island from Associated Press 13 Mar 14

A plan to transform a small Caribbean island off the southern coast of Haiti into a high-end resort will create more than 2,000 jobs and help
change the image of this impoverished country, the prime minister said Wednesday. 

Duvalier attorney in Haiti files appeal from Associated Press 12 Mar 14

The lead defense attorney for Haiti's former dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier says judges will be responsible for a "civil war" if an appeals court
rules against his client. 

Haitians sue UN over cholera epidemic from Associated Press 11 Mar 14

A new lawsuit has been filed by 1,500 Haitian plaintiffs against the United Nations over a cholera outbreak that has killed thousands in the
Caribbean nation. 

Haitian-American officials to State Department: Don’t intervene in cholera lawsuit from Miami Herald 5 Mar 14

Haitian-American elected officials are asking the U.S. State Department not to side with the United Nations in a legal battle over a deadly cholera
epidemic in Haiti that has killed more than 8,000 and sickened more than 700,000 Haitians. 

Senior UN official calls for Haiti cholera compensation from BBC 1 Mar 14

A senior United Nations official has broken ranks with his organisation and called for "full compensation" for the victims of a cholera epidemic in
Haiti.

Haiti Judge: US Citizen Faces Trafficking Charges from Associated Press 26 Feb 14

A U.S. citizen and her Haitian mother face child-trafficking charges after they were caught carrying thousands of dollars in cash and running an
adoption agency without a license, a Haitian official said Tuesday. 



UN expert applauds Haitian decision to probe alleged abuses by ‘Baby Doc’ Duvalier from United Nations 25 Feb 14

An independent United Nations human rights expert today applauded the decision by a Haitian court to order further investigations into alleged
abuses committed by former President Jean-Claude Duvalier during his 15-year rule. 

Capsizing death toll rises to 8 Haitians from Associated Press 23 Feb 14

The bodies of three more Haitians have been recovered by authorities in the Dominican Republic, raising the death toll to eight from a capsizing
of a smuggler's boat last week. 

Haitian Dictator May Be Charged With Human Rights Crimes, Court Says from New York Times 21 Feb 14

An appeals court in Haiti ruled Thursday that one of the country’s most brutal dictators could be charged with crimes against humanity but
stopped short of ordering a trial to proceed, calling for further investigation. 

Decision to allow charges against Duvalier hailed from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 21 Feb 14

The decision by the Court of Appeal in Port-au-Prince to allow former Haitian strongman Jean-Claude Duvalier to be charged with crimes against
humanity was hailed Friday. 

Haitian migrants' boat capsizes off Dominican Republic from Xinhua (China) 20 Feb 14

A boat carrying about 25 Haitian migrants capsized Thursday off the southeast tip of the Dominican Republic, killing at least three. 

Haiti President To Meet With Pope On European Tour from Associated Press 20 Feb 14

Haitian President Michel Martelly has left Haiti for a weeklong trip to Europe that will include a visit with Pope Francis at the Vatican. 

Haiti court urges further probes on Duvalier trial from Miami Herald 20 Feb 14

A Haitian appellate court called for further investigation into human rights abuses allegedly committed during the 15-year rule of former dictator
Jean-Claude Duvalier, creating an opportunity for the prosecution to submit more evidence and perhaps even launch a trial against him. 

Bill Clinton in Haiti to visit projects from Associated Press 17 Feb 14

Bill Clinton arrived in Haiti Monday to shine a spotlight on some of the projects that his private foundation has supported to help the country
recover from a devastating earthquake in 2010. 

Haiti Commerce Ministry Dismayed By Fire At Essential Oil Factory from Miami Herald 13 Feb 14

Haitian authorities are investigating a fire at a factory that produces essential oil for some of Europe’s top fragrance houses. 

Haiti To Register Haitian Migrants Abroad from Associated Press 12 Feb 14

Haiti is launching a program to register its migrants who live without documentation abroad, including in the Dominican Republic, where
thousands of people of Haitian origin are in danger of being left stateless by a court ruling. 

Police In Haiti Probe Killing Of Rights Activist from Associated Press 11 Feb 14

Police detectives are investigating the slaying of a human rights activist and his wife ... Police spokesman Gary Desrosiers told Radio Caraibes
that Daniel Dorsinvil and Girldy Lareche were killed Saturday by a lone gunman as they walked through a residential neighborhood ...Port-au-
Prince.

Obama: More Work To Do To Rebuild Haiti from Associated Press 7 Feb 14

Four years after a powerful earthquake devastated Haiti, President Barack Obama on Thursday praised the rebound taking place in the
impoverished Caribbean nation but said there is more work to be done. He pledged that America will remain a partner in that process. 

Haiti’s Michel Martelly Promises Elections, Gets Rave Reviews In Washington from Miami Herald 7 Feb 14

Haiti President Michel Martelly, who has been pilloried at home, received rave reviews in his first major visit to Washington this week after
signaling a willingness to compromise on long-delayed elections. 



Obama Holds First Meeting With Haitian Leader from Associated Press 7 Feb 14

President Barack Obama says he’s encouraged by progress Haiti is making to clear away what he calls “political roadblocks” and hold overdue
elections. 

Amnesty Intl Says Haiti Camp Residents, Cops Clash from Associated Press 5 Feb 14

An international advocacy group says Haitian police clashed with hundreds of residents in a camp for people displaced by the 2010 earthquake. 

Haiti Earthquake Survivor Dreads Departure from Boston Globe 5 Feb 14

FEATURE: Haiti Earthquake Survivor Dreads Departure from Boston Globe 5 Feb 14

Joacin arrived in Boston four years ago, battered by the earthquake that ravaged Haiti in 2010. For nearly all that time, home has been the second
floor of the rehabilitation hospital. The 71-year-old has been here longer than any other patient, and, by all accounts, she is the last evacuee of the
quake remaining in a Boston-area hospital. 

US Official Visits Haiti To Help With Adoptions from Associated Press 4 Feb 14

A U.S. State Department official is visiting Haiti to help the impoverished Caribbean nation improve its procedures for adoptions by foreigners. 

Haitian President Michel Martelly, Obama to meet from Associated Press 31 Jan 14

President Barack Obama will welcome Haitian President Michel Martelly to the White House next week. 

Haitian PM appeals for admission to African bloc from Xinhua (China) 31 Jan 14

Invited to the 22nd African Union (AU) summit being held in the Ethiopian capital Addis Ababa, Haiti's Prime Minister Laurent Salvador
Lamothe has appealed for his country's admission into the pan-African organization. 

Deadly Voyages Devastate Haitian Island from Miami Herald 29 Jan 14

In recent months, dozens have died in crossings launched from these shores as trip organizers, or “managers,” prey on Haitians’ desire to escape
this desperately poor country.

Haiti Government Calls For Action To Stem Illegal Migration, Deaths from Miami Herald 29 Jan 14

In recent months, dozens of Haitians have died in search of a better life as unscrupulous boat captains take advantage of the island residents’
desperation, and the island’s poorly guarded northwest location, to turn it into a popular jumping-off point for migrant journeys to the Bahamas,
the Turks and Caicos Islands, and Florida. 

Honduras sends peacekeeping troops to Haiti from Xinhua (China) 29 Jan 14

Honduras is sending a 37- member military contingent to Haiti later Wednesday to take part in peacekeeping efforts there, a top military officer
announced. 

Deadly Voyages Devastate Haitian Island from Miami Herald 28 Jan 14

Three times James Major tried to make it off this rustic island, where skeletons of wooden sailboats litter the rocky shoreline. 

Coast Guard repatriates 9 Haitian migrants from Associated Press 25 Jan 14

The Coast Guard returned nine Haitian migrants to their Caribbean homeland. 

Haiti talks in bid to end political crisis from Agence France-Presse 25 Jan 14

Opposition parties in Haiti launched talks Friday with President Michel Martelly and parliament in an effort to find a solution to a months-long
political crisis, a mediator said. 

Haitian Migrant Route Takes Grim Toll from Wall Street Journal 23 Jan 14



Haitian migrants are dying at sea in growing numbers as more of them flee the island in rickety boats and, increasingly, brave a new route that is
especially perilous. 

UN warns of surge in Haiti cholera deaths from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 14

A United Nations envoy warned Wednesday that cholera deaths in Haiti will surge and spread to other countries unless more funds are found to
battle the epidemic. 

Press group urges Haiti to act in journalist case from Associated Press 21 Jan 14

An international press freedom group is calling on Haiti's government to move forward in the high-profile case of a slain journalist. 

Former Haitian President May Have Ordered journalist's Killing from Haitian-Caribbean News Network (Port-au-Prince) 20 Jan 14

Former... president ... Aristide could have ordered the killing of Haiti's most famous journalist, Jean Dominique, as an investigating judge ... has
indicted nine suspects, including one, Mirlande Libérus, who would have received orders from Aristide to plan the crime, witnesses say.

Nine indicted in Haiti journalist's murder from Agence France-Presse 18 Jan 14

A Haitian judge on Friday indicted nine people, including several with close ties to former president Jean-Bertrand Aristide, in the murder of a
prominent journalist, officials said. 

Haiti ends ban on imported Dominican poultry, eggs from Associated Press 16 Jan 14

The Dominican Republic says Haiti has lifted a ban on imports of Dominican poultry and eggs — an issue that set off tensions between the
neighboring nations when it was imposed last year. 

Clash for Presidency in Lower House from The Haiti Sentinel 15 Jan 14

While the Assembly of Senators (20) voted to maintain the same officers with Senator Simon Desras (Centre/Lavni) at the helm, the Chamber of
Deputies failed to meet the conditions, according to one member, required to vote on its officers for 2014. Some are reporting a lack of quorum
but reporters counted at least 56 deputies in halls...the current President of the Chamber, Jean Tholbert Alexis, had not been present to call the
session to order.

Martelly Announces Holding of Elections as Government Priority for 2014 from Radio Kiskeya (Port-au-Prince) 14 Jan 14

During his state of the nation address to the National Assembly on the opening of the first annual ordinary session of the Parliament this Monday,
13 January, President Michel Joseph Martelly ... attempted to reassure that “elections will be held this year” in the country. He referred to the
renewal of the political personnel in his speech as an “imperative.”

Haitians see Pope's first Haitian Cardinal appointment as justice from Haitian-Caribbean News Network (Port-au-Prince) 14 Jan 14

Pope Francis appointed on Sunday Bishop Chibly Langlois as the first Haitian Cardinal, causing instant positive reactions and emotions among
Haitians who had long criticized Vatican for failing to name a Cardinal from the Caribbean country. 

Hip-hop star Wyclef Jean blasts donors over shortcomings in Haiti, four years after quake from Haitian-Caribbean News Network
(Port-au-Prince) 13 Jan 14

Haitian world renowned hip-hop star, Wyclef Jean, said on Monday that progress has been made in Haiti under the current government, but
blasted international donors who failed to live up on their commitment to help fund the quake-ravaged Caribbean country's reconstruction... "I
believe this is really unfair when you promised funds to a country where people are suffering so much and you failed to do so," 

FEATURE: Four Years After Quake, Haitians Remember Their Dead And Are Called Upon To Celebrate Life. from Miami Herald
13 Jan 14

Four years after a cataclysmic 7.0 earthquake left more than 300,000 dead, an equal number injured and 1.5 million homeless, Haiti and Haitians
on Sunday remembered their dead — and were called upon to celebrate life. 

Haiti Marks Fourth Anniversary Of Quake That Killed 250,000 from Agence France-Presse 13 Jan 14

Haiti marked four years on Sunday since a violent earthquake shattered the impoverished nation, which is still struggling to recover from the



widespread devastation that killed 250,000 people. 

"We Want the World to See Haiti As a Success Story" from Caribbean Journal (Miami) 13 Jan 14

While much of what is being written about Haiti’s progress will focus on what remains wrong with Haiti, the reality is that Haiti is a country of
dichotomies — and cannot be understood without looking at both the good and the bad. Indeed, there are signs of progress across Haiti, just as
there are reminders of Haiti’s longstanding challenges.

OAS: ‘Concrete Results’ in Haiti from Caribbean Journal (Miami) 12 Jan 14

Progress in Haiti since the devastating 2010 earthquake is “concrete” and “inspiring,” Organization of American States Secretary General Jose
Miguel Insulza said in a statement on Saturday. Insulza said Haiti had become a place “of perseverance and opportunity.”

UN Urges More Aid for Haiti from Caribbean Journal (Miami - via OSC) 11 Jan 14

United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-moon is urging the international community to “increase its aid” to Haiti, he said in a message released
Friday. Ban... ahead of the fourth anniversary of the earthquake, said that progress had been made in areas like health and education, but “more
needs to be done.”

OPINION: In Haiti, The ‘big Truck’ Is Still Going By from Miami Herald 10 Jan 14

This month marks the fourth anniversary of the earthquake in Haiti and the one-year anniversary of the most important written work to emerge
from the rubble thus far — Jonathan Katz’s The Big Truck That Went By. 

Haitian President Urges His Country To Come Together from Agence France-Presse 2 Jan 14

Haiti’s President Michel Martelly urged his fellow citizens to come together to rebuild the poverty-stricken country devastated by an earthquake
nearly four years ago. 

IDB awards $40.5 million to expand Haiti facility from Associated Press 2 Jan 14

The Inter-American Development Bank plans to award $40.5 million to help an industrial park in northern Haiti with its expansion. 

Haiti - Justice : Dominican interceptions at sea (2013) from Haiti Libre 2 Jan 14

At the time of balance sheets, the Dominican Navy reported that in 2013, as part of Operation "Costas Sur" implemented since August 2012, that
it had arrested 2,619 people while trying to get illegally in the territory of Puerto Rico including : 1,438 Haitians, 1,059 Dominicans, 115 Cubans
and 7 Brazilians. 

OPINION: A Girl’s Escape from New York Times 2 Jan 14

Marilaine was one of 200,000 or more Haitian children called restaveks, typically serving as unpaid maids in strangers’ homes, working for room
and board. It is a vast system of child trafficking that is often characterized as a modern form of slavery.

OPINION: Haitians Without A Nation from Boston Globe 30 Dec 13

The clear target of the Constitutional Court ruling is the Dominican Republic’s Haitian immigrant population, hundreds of thousands of them,
who over the years have melted into the Dominican Republic from the other side of the Caribbean island that both nations share, seeking work,
often in the sugar plantations. 

Authorities: Passengers Trying To Escape May Have Caused Haitian Sloop To Overturn from Miami Herald 27 Dec 13

A crowded, wooden sloop that capsized Christmas Day off Turks and Caicos Islands, killing 17 Haitian migrants, may have toppled when
panicked passengers, some headed to Miami, overloaded one side as they tried to flee from police, authorities said Thursday. 

Haiti AIDS Research Clinic Wins Global Health Prize from Miami Herald 26 Dec 13

A world-renown Haiti clinic that has become a leader in global health while leading the fight against HIV/AIDS now has one more accolade to
add to its file: fighter against tuberculosis. 

Haitian City Of Petit-Goâve Has Much To Celebrate from Miami Herald 24 Dec 13



The coastal Haitian city of Petit-Goâve is throwing a party, and it’s the kind that comes around once every 350 years. 

Haiti unveils plan against extreme poverty from Xinhua (China) 18 Dec 13

The Haitian government would implement a new plan to fight extreme poverty, local media reported Tuesday. 

Haiti Faults Orphanage Run By Well-off US Church from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

At the Olde Good Things antique store on Manhattan’s Upper West Side, a French crystal chandelier can go for tens of thousands of dollars. A
marble mantel sells for more than $20,000 and hand-carved dinner tables are priced even higher. 

UN envoy in Haiti hails publication of new electoral law from Xinhua (China) 13 Dec 13

The special representative of the UN secretary-general in Haiti, Sandra Honore, welcomed the publication this week of the electoral law in Haiti's
official Journal of the Republic, describing it as "an important step toward the organization of the elections" in the small island country, a UN
spokesman said Friday. 

Haiti Quake Destroyed Or Damaged 60 Years Of Archives from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 13

The huge, deadly earthquake that pulverized Haiti in 2010 also caused destruction or heavy damage to 60 years of public records, the country’s
director of National Archives said Wednesday. 

Haiti protest derides Dominican court ruling from Associated Press 6 Dec 13

Hundreds of protesters gathered Friday to criticize a recent court decision in the Dominican Republic that could strip the citizenship of
generations of people of Haitian descent living in the neighboring country. 

Survivors of Bahamas capsizing return to Haiti from Associated Press 3 Dec 13

More than 100 somber and bandaged Haitian migrants who survived when their overloaded sailboat capsized off the coast of the Bahamas were
repatriated on Tuesday. 

Haitians take to streets in new anti-government protests from Agence France-Presse 29 Nov 13

Thousands of young Haitians demonstrated Friday in several cities demanding that President Michel Martelly step down. 

At Least 30 Haitians Die After Boat Capsizes from New York Times 27 Nov 13

At least 30 Haitians who tried to sail to the United States were found drowned on Tuesday after their overloaded boat ran aground off the
Bahamas and capsized, several days after fishermen tipped off Bahamian military authorities about the vessel. 

Deportations To Haiti Continue After Killings from Associated Press 26 Nov 13

More than 100 additional people have been deported to Haiti from neighboring Dominican Republic after an elderly Dominican couple was
killed, a spokesman for a Haitian migrant advocacy group said Monday. 

Women In Haiti Embracing Birth Control Despite Taboos from Miami Herald 25 Nov 13

... growing number of women...are breaking away from social and religious taboos about the use of contraception and taking control of their own
bodies — even if they have to do it secretly. The change is happening as health and human-rights advocates sound the alarm over the number of
women and girls losing their lives and wombs to unsafe abortions in a country where abortion is illegal, and as Haiti’s health ministry tries to get a
grip on the country’s maternal mortality crisis.

Haiti’s prime minister tours Silicon Valley from Miami Herald 22 Nov 13

From Google to Facebook to Apple, Haiti’s Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe took a whirlwind tour through Silicon Valley’s most elite tech firms,
persuading some of the world’s wealthiest and most successful corporate executives to share support and innovation with the poorest country in
the Americas. 

Nearly Four Years After Quake, Haitians Still In Tents from Agence France-Presse 22 Nov 13

Eight-year-old Widlene Gabriel has lived nearly half her life in a camp for the hundreds of thousands of people displaced by the devastating



January 2010 earthquake in desperately poor Haiti. 

Haiti’s Prime Minister Tours Silicon Valley from Associated Press 21 Nov 13

From Google to Facebook to Apple, Haiti’s Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe took a whirlwind tour through Silicon Valley’s most elite tech firms,
persuading some of the world’s wealthiest and most successful corporate executives to share support and innovation with the poorest country in
the Americas. 

Haitians At Risk After Unconscionable Decision In DR from Miami Herald 19 Nov 13

The relationship between the Dominican Republic and Haiti has always been contentious, occasionally violent, but a recent immigration ruling by
the a Dominican court marks a new low in the unfair treatement historically meted out to ethnic Haitians in that country. 

Anti-government Protesters, Police Clash In Haiti from Agence France-Presse 19 Nov 13

Police fired tear gas Monday in Haiti’s two main cities to disperse thousands of protesters demanding better living conditions and the resignation
of President Michel Martelly. 

UPDATE: Haiti clashes as protesters demand President Martelly resign from BBC 18 Nov 13

Protesters in Haiti have clashed with police as thousands rallied to demand the resignation of President Michel Martelly. 

Anti-government protesters hit Haiti's streets from Agence France-Presse 18 Nov 13

Thousands of anti-government demonstrators took to the streets of Haiti's two main cities Monday demanding better living conditions and the
resignation of President Michel Martelly. 

Haiti police appeal for peace ahead of protests from Agence France-Presse 16 Nov 13

Police in Haiti appealed for calm on Saturday ahead of planned protests between supporters and opponents of President Michel Martelly, who is
facing demands to resign. 

OPINION: A Haitian Boy’s Needless Death From Diabetes from New York Times 15 Nov 13

In any emergency room in the United States, doctors would have immediately inserted a breathing tube in his throat, resuscitated him and
admitted him to intensive care. In rural Haiti, we had no such options. 

Haiti worst-hit by extreme weather in 2012, report says from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Nov 13

Haiti, the Philippines and Pakistan were the countries worst-hit by weather extremes in 2012, according to a global climate risk index released
Tuesday on the sidelines of UN climate talks in Poland. 

Anti-Government Protest In Haiti Turns Violent from Associated Press 8 Nov 13

An anti-government protest in Haiti turned violent Thursday with police firing tear gas and counter-demonstrators throwing stones at the
marchers. People in civilian clothes were seen firing guns into the air. 

Plant To Help Haiti’s Peanut Farmers Opens from Associated Press 7 Nov 13

The nonprofit group of public health pioneer Dr. Paul Farmer and a health care company have teamed up to open a factory to produce a nutritional
supplement in the heart of Haiti. 

US Education secretary visits Haiti classrooms from Associated Press 5 Nov 13

A senior U.S. official visiting Haiti called Tuesday for greater transparency to improve the quality of education in the Caribbean country's long-
struggling classrooms. 

Survivors of capsized Haitian migrant smuggling boat charged with murder from Miami Herald 28 Oct 13

A Bahamian boat captain and crewman are being charged with causing the deaths of four Haitian women who drowned after their overcrowded
smuggling boat capsized in waters off Miami. 



Detained Haiti Lawyer Says Detention ‘Political’ from Associated Press 25 Oct 13

Opposition figure Andre Michel charged Thursday that Haitian authorities held him overnight after a traffic stop to punish him for his political
activities. 

Arrest Of Haiti Government Critic Triggers Protests from Miami Herald 24 Oct 13

The political climate was tense in Haiti’s capital Wednesday as scores of demonstrators and opposition lawmakers protested the arrest of a
prominent attorney leading a corruption case against the first family. 

UPDATE: Haiti calm after protests over lawyer arrest from Agence France-Presse 24 Oct 13

Law enforcement and demonstrators clashed on the streets of the Haitian capital Port-au-Prince on Wednesday following protests over the arrest
of a lawyer who had criticized President Michel Martelly. 

Protests in Haiti after opposition lawyer arrested from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 13

Haitian police fired into the air Tuesday and used tear gas against protesters angry over the arrest of an opposition lawyer who accuses the
president's wife and son of corruption, radio reports said. 

Haiti Quake Camp Population Drops Below 200,000 from Associated Press 22 Oct 13

A humanitarian agency for the United Nations says the number of Haitians still displaced by the 2010 earthquake has dropped below 200,000. 

Haiti gov't questions report on child slavery from Associated Press 21 Oct 13

The Haitian government is questioning the findings of a recent report on "modern slavery" in the impoverished Caribbean nation. 

Thousands at anti-government protests in Haiti from Agence France-Presse 17 Oct 13

Thousands of protesters took the streets of Haiti Thursday to call for the resignation of President Michel Martelly as they railed against poverty
and unemployment. 

Haitian-Americans, Haitians take to the streets but their causes differ from Miami Herald 17 Oct 13

Haitians in New York and Haiti took to the streets Thursday, commemorating the death of one of their nation’s founding fathers with protests. 

Haiti police keep pressure on armed bandits from Miami Herald 16 Oct 13

Haiti and U.N. authorities said Wednesday they plan to keep the pressure on well armed gangs that have been terrorizing motorists and residents
along a key road linking Port-au-Prince with several cities on the south. 

Security Council Renews Mandate of UN Haiti Mission from Xinhua (China) 10 Oct 13

The UN Security Council on Thursday unanimously adopted a resolution to extend for another year the mandate of the United Nations
Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH), while withdrawing some mission staff from the Caribbean nation.

UN Vows to Help Haitian People Overcome Cholera Epidemic from Xinhua (China) 9 Oct 13

The United Nations on Wednesday reiterated its commitment to doing all it can to help the people of Haiti overcome the cholera epidemic. 

Haiti Victims File Cholera Lawsuit Against UN from Agence France-Presse 9 Oct 13

Lawyers acting for victims of a Haiti cholera epidemic on Wednesday filed a lawsuit against the United Nations over the outbreak that killed more
than 8,300 people.

Haiti Strongly Disagrees With DR Migrant Ruling from Associated Press 5 Oct 13

Haiti says it "strongly disagrees" with a court ruling in the Dominican Republic that strips citizenship from the children of Haitian migrants. 

Gov't critics hold protest in Haiti's capital from Associated Press 30 Sep 13

Critics of Haitian President Michel Martelly are demonstrating in the streets in the Caribbean nation's capital. 



Haiti PM: United Nations Has Moral Responsibility In Haiti Cholera Outbreak from Miami Herald 27 Sep 13

The United Nations has “a moral responsibility” in the deadly cholera outbreak that has killed more than 8,500 Haitians and sickened another
600,000-plus, the head of Haiti’s government said Thursday in his debut before the global body. 

OAS to send election observers to Haiti from Agence France-Presse 22 Sep 13

The Organization of American States said Sunday it is preparing to send a mission to Haiti to help supervise elections ahead of its end-of-year
polls. 

Haiti A Step Closer To Having Army Again from Associated Press 17 Sep 13

Haiti moved closer on Monday to reconstituting a military that was abolished in 1995. 

Haiti says team got military training in Ecuador from Associated Press 5 Sep 13

The Haitian government has welcomed home 41 engineers and technicians who underwent 10 months of military training in Ecuador. 

Latin America, UN Remain Supportive Of Haiti Peacekeepers from Miami Herald 30 Aug 13

Countries participating in a UN-led stabilization mission in Haiti on Wednesday pledged their continued support, citing encouraging signs the
government is taking calls for electoral reform seriously. 

Latin America, UN remain supportive of Haiti peacekeepers from Miami Herald 29 Aug 13

Countries participating in a UN-led stabilization mission in Haiti on Wednesday pledged their continued support, citing encouraging signs the
government is taking calls for electoral reform seriously. 

UN chief proposes reduction in force in Haiti from Associated Press 20 Aug 13

Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon is recommending a 15 percent reduction in the number of U.N. troops in Haiti and an examination of whether a
peacekeeping operation is still the best way to support the impoverished Caribbean nation. 

UN organizations in Haiti deeply concerned by homophobic violence from Xinhua (China) 20 Aug 13

UN organizations in Haiti on Tuesday voiced concerns over an increase in homophobic violence in the country and called on political, religious
and community leaders to inspire respect for human rights and encourage restraint from expressions of hatred and contempt. 

UN Condemns Hatred, Violence Against Gays In Haiti from Associated Press 20 Aug 13

The United Nations mission in Haiti is condemning acts of hatred and violence aimed at homosexuals in the Caribbean nation. 

UN chief appoints new head of humanitarian coordination in Haiti from Xinhua (China) 12 Aug 13

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon on Monday appointed Peter de Clercq of the Netherlands to head the United Nations humanitarian
coordination in Haiti. 

OPINION: The United Nations’ Duty In Haiti’s Cholera Outbreak from Washington Post 12 Aug 13

...The United Nations and its peacekeepers have done immeasurable good in Haiti and elsewhere, but in this instance they bear responsibility for
unleashing one of the world’s most devastating recent epidemics.

Haiti to hold parliamentary elections this year: U.S. senator from Rueters 7 Aug 13

Haitian President Michel Martelly plans to hold overdue elections before the end of the year, according to U.S. Senator Bill Nelson, who is on a
four-day visit to the Caribbean nation. 

Haiti-UN launch urgent 2013 aid appeal from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 13

The Haitian government and the UN Tuesday launched an urgent appeal for $100 million toward humanitarian aid for two million citizens
threatened with famine, illness and natural disaster in 2013. 

UN Faulted For Haiti Cholera Outbreak from Associated Press 7 Aug 13



A Yale University report released Tuesday argues that the United Nations peacekeeping mission in Haiti should be held accountable for
introducing cholera into the Caribbean nation. 

US senator: Haiti to hold vote before year's end from Associated Press 6 Aug 13

A U.S. senator visiting Haiti says Haitian President Michel Martelly plans to hold overdue elections before the end of the year. 

Haiti Police: 183 Hurt In Fights At Carnival Fete from Associated Press 30 Jul 13

A summer Carnival-like celebration in Haiti has turned violent. 

Cholera Outbreak In Haiti Tied To U.N. Peacekeepers, Report Says from Washington Post 26 Jul 13

A group of scientists who investigated the source of a cholera epidemic in Haiti that killed thousands of people has concluded that U.N.
peacekeepers from Nepal probably introduced the strain into the Haitian population. 

Groups Condemn Threats Against Haiti’s Gay Society from Associated Press 18 Jul 13

Watchdog groups in Haiti on Wednesday condemned what they say has been a series of threats targeting the Caribbean nation’s small gay
community. 

New UN envoy begins her post in Haiti from Associated Press 15 Jul 13

The United Nations' new envoy to Haiti has begun her post as the head of mission for the peacekeeping force in the Caribbean nation. 

First Death From Tropical Storm Chantal from Associated Press 11 Jul 13

Tropical Storm Chantal skirted the southern coasts of the Dominican Republic and Haiti on Wednesday, losing force but heavy rain still posed a
threat to some of the region’s most vulnerable people. 

Haiti Hopes $160 M For High-End Tourism Pays Off from Associated Press 8 Jul 13

Haiti's tourism ministry had about $2 million in its budget under the previous administration, and received another $1 million from a Venezuelan
oil fund in the aftermath of a destructive storm season, according to the former tourism minister. Today, the department has a budget that's $4.7
million, plus $27 million from Venezuela's PetroCaribe fund. 

Haiti Sees Big Drop In Quake Homeless from Miami Herald 6 Jul 13

More than three years after Haiti's devastating earthquake, there are 279,000 people still living in squalid encampments, an 82 percent drop, the
International Organization for Migration said Friday. Also, the number of tent cities have dropped by 77 percent since the country was struck by a
7.0 massive quake on Jan. 12, 2010. 

Fish Cages Bring Economic Hope To Haitians from Miami Herald 5 Jul 13

For the fishermen in this obscure village off the main eastern highway linking Haiti and the Dominican Republic, the five floating cages
containing almost 100,000 tilapia, are more than just a fish-raising enterprise.

UN urges Haiti to hold parliamentary elections in 2013 from Xinhua (China) 4 Jul 13

The United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) on Thursday urged Haitian authorities to work hard towards holding legislative
and local elections in 2013. 

US Embassy employee dies in Haiti: US from Associated Press 1 Jul 13

The United States government says that an employee at its embassy in Haiti has died following a car accident in the Caribbean nation. 

UN peacekeeper, Haiti official injured in protests from Xinhua (China) 30 Jun 13

A United Nations peacekeeper and a Haitian government official have been critically wounded in protests in southern Haiti, media reported
Sunday. 

Report Finds Lapses In United States Aid Efforts In Haiti from New York Times 26 Jun 13



The agency managing some of the United States' signature projects to rebuild Haiti after the 2010 earthquake has yet to spend a large amount of
the money Congress authorized and has scaled back planned housing because of delays and complications, according to a report Tuesday by a
government watchdog. 

Report: Delays, Cost Hikes Hit New Haiti Housing from Associated Press 26 Jun 13

The U.S. government had ambitious plans to help earthquake-ravaged Haiti where more than three-fourths of the population lives on less than $2
a day - construction of 15,000 homes in the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere. 

Haiti Gets $35.5M Grant To Improve Water Services from Associated Press 25 Jun 13

Haiti is receiving $35.5 million from the Inter-American Development Bank to improve drinking water services in the Caribbean nation's gritty
capital of Port-au-Prince.

US to begin $87.8 million farming effort in Haiti from Associated Press 21 Jun 13

The United States Agency for International Development has begun an $87.8 million project to help farmers in the northern part of Haiti. 

Biden speaks with Haitian president on bilateral ties from Xinhua (China) 20 Jun 13

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden on Wednesday spoke with Haitian President Michel Martelly on efforts to further bilateral ties between the two
countries, White House said in a statement on Thursday. 

Coast Guard: South Florida Relatives Fueling Haitian Migrant Smuggling from Miami Herald 20 Jun 13

Family members in South Florida are possibly behind a dangerous new trend in the Caribbean: the smuggling of undocumented Haitian
immigrants from the Dominican Republic to Puerto Rico, a senior Coast Guard official said Wednesday. 

Canada to send platoon to Haiti from Agence France-Presse 19 Jun 13

Canada will send a platoon to join Brazilian troops attempting to stabilize Haiti as the hurricane season looms, Defense Minister Peter MacKay
announced Wednesday. 

Haiti reports first suspected H1N1 death in 2013 from Xinhua (China) 17 Jun 13

Haiti reported on Monday its first suspected death this year from H1N1 virus, reports reaching here said. 

WB grants Haiti 90 mln dollars for health, investment promotion from Xinhua (China) 15 Jun 13

The World Bank (WB) and Haiti signed documents in Port-au-Prince Friday, donating the poverty-ridden nation 90 million U.S. dollars to
improve mother-child health and promote investment, said reports reaching here. 

FEATURE: Giving Water - The Gift Of Life In Haiti from Miami Herald 13 Jun 13

...a push by foreign donors and the Haitian government to improve access to safe drinking water is giving Haitians an incentive to legally pay for
water which most buy on the streets by the bucketful or siphon off illegally. 

UN Condemns Eviction Of About 150 Haiti Families from Associated Press 11 Jun 13

The United Nations is condemning the eviction of up to 150 Haitian families living in a makeshift settlement established after a devastating 2010
earthquake. 

FEATURE: 2 Out Of 3 People Face Hunger As Haiti Woes Mount from Associated Press 10 Jun 13

The hardship of hunger abounds amid the stone homes and teepee-like huts in the mountains along Haiti's southern coast. 

New App Helping Venezuelans Find Scarce Items from Associated Press 10 Jun 13

Harried Venezuelans who devote hours scouring supermarkets for increasingly scarce food basics and toilet paper have just received some digital
help thanks to a young software developer. 

UN condemns eviction of about 150 Haiti families from Associated Press 10 Jun 13



The United Nations is condemning the eviction of up to 150 Haitian families living in a makeshift settlement established after a devastating 2010
earthquake. 

UN advances in plan to withdraw peacekeepers from Haiti from Xinhua (China) 7 Jun 13

More than 4,950 UN peacekeepers have left Haiti since 2011, as part of a withdrawal plan announced by UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, the
world body's peacekeeping force in the country said Thursday. 

FEATURE: Colombia, U.S. Help Train Haitian Women Police from Miami Herald 6 Jun 13

Women now represent just 7 percent of the estimated 10,000 officers in the Haitian National Police. Haiti is hoping that programs like this and
others with Chile, Canada and the U.S. will help increase the force to 15,000 officers by the end of 2016, according to an HNP development plan. 

Haiti Hosts 1st Conference On Mining Efforts from Associated Press 4 Jun 13

Haiti brought in mining experts from around the world Monday in hopes of developing precious metals in one of the world's poorest countries. 

Two senior UN officials named: spokesman from Xinhua (China) 31 May 13

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon has appointed new special representative for Haiti and assistant secretary-general for policy coordination
and inter- agency affairs in the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs, deputy UN spokesman Eduardo del Buey told reporters here
Friday. 

Trinidad diplomat to head UN mission in Haiti from Associated Press 31 May 13

Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has announced the appointment of Sandra Honore of Trinidad and Tobago as his special representative and head
of the U.N. peacekeeping mission in Haiti. 

UN blue helmet contingent in Haiti to halve by 2017 from Xinhua (China) 23 May 13

Nigel Fisher, head of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH), confirmed here Thursday that the blue helmet contingent in the
Caribbean country will be reduced by half by 2017 on condition that a national police is established. 

FEATURE: Eviction Fears Haunt Haiti Camps After Attacks from Associated Press 15 May 13

In the few weeks since the mid-April confrontation, their plight has become a symbol for what many say is the growing use of threats and
sometimes outright violence to clear out sprawling displaced person camps, where some 320,000 Haitians still live. 

Haiti president defends first 2 years in office from Associated Press 14 May 13

Haiti's President Michel Martelly is defending his record since taking office of the impoverished Caribbean nation two years ago. 

Haiti's Ex-President Aristide Breaks Silence from Miami Herald 10 May 13

Former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide said if Haiti's upcoming local and senatorial elections are free, fair and transparent, there "is a
good chance" that his Fanmi Lavalas Political Party would win a good portion of the seats. 

Ex-Haitian Leader Criticizes Gov't Over Poverty from Associated Press 10 May 13

Former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide emerged from months of seclusion for a second straight day and took several swipes at the
current government. 

Former Haitian president criticizes current leader from Associated Press 9 May 13

Former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide has emerged from months of seclusion for a second straight day and has taken several swipes at
the current government. 

Haiti Lawyers Give UN Cholera Compensation Deadline from Agence France-Presse 9 May 13

Victims of a Haiti cholera epidemic widely blamed on UN peacekeepers gave the United Nations 60 days to clinch a compensation deal or face a
lawsuit demand for billions of dollars. 



Former Haitian President Aristide Makes Rare Public Appearance from McClatchy 9 May 13

With thousands of supporters waiting, a reclusive former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide emerged from Port-au-Prince's main courthouse
Wednesday after three hours inside a judge's chamber. 

Thousands Follow Ex-Haiti President After Court from Associated Press 9 May 13

Former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide made a rare public appearance Wednesday and thousands of supporters shadowed the ex-leader's
motorcade following a court hearing. 

Former Haiti president emerges to testify in court from Associated Press 8 May 13

Former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide is making a rare public appearance as he testifies before a judge investigating the slaying of one
of the country's most prominent journalists. 

Lawyers: Haiti cholera lawsuit threatened at UN from Associated Press 8 May 13

A Boston-based human rights group says it will sue the United Nations in 60 days if the world body does not agree to compensate Haitian cholera
victims, apologize to the Caribbean nation for introducing the disease through its peacekeeping force and launch a major effort to improve
sanitation. 

Haiti: Ban on protests day of Aristide hearing from Associated Press 7 May 13

Haiti's top police officer says all street demonstrations have been banned for Wednesday, when former President Jean-Bertrand Aristide heads to
court for a rare public outing. 

More Haitians using Puerto Rico as migrant route from Associated Press 6 May 13

Haitians have fled their troubled country for years, attempting to reach the U.S. or other Caribbean islands by heading north across the open sea or
trekking across the island of Hispaniola to scratch out a living in the Dominican Republic. But a newly popular route has caught officials in the
Caribbean by surprise, one that is taking migrants to a piece of the U.S. much closer to home. 

Haiti Hotelier: Aristide Develops Political Party from Associated Press 6 May 13

Former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide is trying to rebuild his political party as the Caribbean nation prepares for legislative and local
elections, a prominent hotelier said Sunday. 

Cholera Cases Down But Disease Still Deadly In Haiti from Miami Herald 4 May 13

Five months after U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon promised to “use every opportunity” to push for funding to eliminate cholera from Haiti
and the neighboring Dominican Republic, government officials in both nations are still waiting on donors to open their wallets. The feet-dragging
comes as the rainy season begins and a new French study says the disease could quickly be eliminated from Haiti if investments are made to
restrain transmissions. 

Haiti Police: Canadian Killed After Leaving Bank from Associated Press 26 Apr 13

Haitian detectives are investigating the killing of a Canadian priest who was shot to death Thursday as he left a bank in the Caribbean nation's
capital, authorities said. 

Haiti hosts Association of Caribbean States summit from Associated Press 25 Apr 13

Foreign delegations are beginning to arrive in Haiti for the first regionwide summit held in the Caribbean nation. 

UN humanitarian chief calls for action to enhance disaster resilience in Haiti from Xinhua (China) 23 Apr 13

The UN humanitarian chief has called on the international community and the Haitian government to take action to make the Caribbean island
country more resilient to disasters, a UN spokesperson said here on Tuesday. 

Amnesty criticizes Haiti over evictions from camps from Associated Press 23 Apr 13

Haiti has violated international human rights obligations by failing to protect people who have been forced to leave the impromptu settlements
that sprang up in the Caribbean nation after the 2010 earthquake, a global advocacy group said Tuesday. 



Haiti hosts Caribbean summit with region's leaders from Associated Press 23 Apr 13

Haiti is hosting a Caribbean conference that will bring almost a dozen presidents from throughout the Western Hemisphere. 

Aid Shortfalls Jeopardize Haiti's Humanitarian Programs from Miami Herald 23 Apr 13

For the first time since four back-to-back storms and hurricanes battered Haiti five years ago, the U.N.'s lead feeding program and other agencies
don't have enough food to stockpile in strategic areas before a major storm hits. 

Haiti Hosts Hemispheric Leaders In Three-Day Summit from Miami Herald 23 Apr 13

A dozen hemispheric leaders will kick off the fifth summit of the heads of state and government of The Association of Caribbean States Tuesday
in Haiti. 

Graduation day for Haitian anti-drug cops in Miami-Dade from Miami Herald 19 Apr 13

After three weeks of intensive training in Miami, 21 Haiti National Police officers from the country’s anti-narcotics units graduated Friday. 

Haiti Renames Airport For Hugo Chavez from Associated Press 19 Apr 13

Haiti is naming an airport in the country's north after the late Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, an official said Thursday. 

Group alleges death after police beating in Haiti from Associated Press 17 Apr 13

An international rights group on Wednesday called for an investigation into the alleged police beating of a Haitian man who was protesting an
arson attack in a camp for people displaced by the Caribbean country's massive earthquake in 2010. 

168 Haitians intercepted in Turks and Caicos from Miami Herald 16 Apr 13

More than 100 Haitians who washed ashore in the Turks and Caicos after their boat was intercepted early Monday are being processed and will be
returned home, the islands’ border control minister said. 

Haiti's Displaced From The Quake Now At 320,050 from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

The number of people still displaced by Haiti's earthquake more than three years ago is down to 320,050, the International Organization of
Migration said Monday. 

Earthquake Victims In Haiti's Homeless Camps Continue Decline from Miami Herald 16 Apr 13

Three years after Haiti's devastating Jan. 12, 2010 earthquake, there are 320,050 people living in camps - 27, 230 less than those living in the
squalid encampments in December, the International Organization for Migration said Monday. 

Haiti govt decrees panel for delayed elections from Associated Press 13 Apr 13

Haiti's government has taken an initial step to solve a problem that has frustrated Haitians and foreign donors alike: the failure to hold local and
legislative elections initially set for 2011. 

A Quest For Truth In Haiti from Miami Herald 12 Apr 13

The unresolved demons in Michèle Montas' life underscore how even the influential in Haiti can't push the levers of a justice system that's badly
in need of reform. 

Haiti’s finance minister resigns from Miami Herald 10 Apr 13

Haiti’s minister of finance and economy has resigned, effective immediately. 

US military company gets contract in Haiti from Associated Press 9 Apr 13

A leading U.S. military contractor has won a contract for up to $48.6 million that will help support a U.S. contingent to the United Nations
peacekeeping mission in Haiti. 

Study finds most Haiti aid went to US groups from Associated Press 5 Apr 13



A new report on American aid to Haiti in the wake of that country's devastating earthquake finds most of the money went to U.S.-based
operations. 

UN: Haitians aren't getting enough food from Associated Press 2 Apr 13

The United Nations said Tuesday that a growing number of people in Haiti are not getting enough to eat following a heavy storm season that
damaged food crops.

Departing UN Official Blasts Haiti's Rights Record from Associated Press 29 Mar 13

The former United Nations human rights monitor in Haiti is taking a swipe at the Caribbean nation's legal system as he leaves his post. 

Best Western Opens Hotel In Impoverished Haiti from Associated Press 29 Mar 13

A U.S. hotel chain opened a hotel in Haiti on Thursday for the first time in 15 years. 

Departing UN official blasts Haiti's rights record from Associated Press 28 Mar 13

The United Nations official who was in charge of monitoring human rights in Haiti is condemning the country's legal system as he leaves his post.

Haiti Replaces Head Of Industrial Park Agency from 27 Mar 13

The Haitian government has issued a presidential decree replacing the head of an agency that oversees a new industrial park that the U.S. invested
in heavily after the Caribbean nation's 2010 earthquake. The office of President Michel Martelly announced Tuesday that he had issued a decree
naming business owner Bernard Schettini the new director general of the government's National Society of Industrial Parks, which oversees the
Caracol park in northern Haiti. It did not say why it replaced former director Georges Sassine, a textile factory owner. 

A New Dawn For One Of Haiti's Most Notorious Slums from Miami Herald 27 Mar 13

For the past year, a small army of community healthcare workers has quietly ventured beyond the clinic's front gate to confront some of the
stumbling blocks that have long made providing quality healthcare in the developing world challenging. On any given day inside Port-au-Prince's
slum-by-the-bay, T-shirt clad health workers and physicians can be seen handing out buckets of chlorinated water and other cholera treatment,
supervising community clean-ups and stepping into humble homes to deliver primary care. 

UN chief names new force commander for Haiti peacekeeping mission from Xinhua (China) 27 Mar 13

United Nations Secretary- General Ban Ki-moon on Wednesday announced his appointment of Lieutenant General Edson Pujol of Brazil as Force
Commander of the United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH). 

Haiti Replaces Head Of Industrial Park Agency from Associated Press 27 Mar 13

The Haitian government has issued a presidential decree replacing the head of an agency that oversees a new industrial park that the U.S. invested
in heavily after the Caribbean nation's 2010 earthquake. 

FEATURE: A New Dawn For One Of Haiti's Most Notorious Slums from Miami Herald 27 Mar 13

For years, the low-lying slum along the bay and the AIDS clinic across the street lived in separate worlds, a one-way relationship where the sick
shuffled out but healthcare providers didn't dare go in. Then Haiti's massive Jan. 12, 2010 earthquake and subsequent cholera outbreak crumbled
the barriers. 

Haiti PM: Official Slain In Drive-By Killing from Associated Press 26 Mar 13

An aide to Haiti's prime minister has been slain in a drive-by shooting by two masked men on a motorcycle, the government said Monday. The
office of Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe said in a statement that Georges Henry Honorat was killed Saturday evening at his house in the Delmas
district in Port-au-Prince. He was 55. Police spokesman Gary Desrosiers said Honorat was shot twice outside his home when the men drove by.
He died at the scene. Detectives opened an investigation and collected bullet casings but have not publicly mentioned a motive

Haiti PM: official slain in drive-by killing from Associated Press 25 Mar 13

Authorities say an aide to Haiti's prime minister has been slain in a drive-by shooting by two masked men on a motorcycle. 



Haitian Farmers Call For *Food Sovereignty* from Agence France-Presse 22 Mar 13

Hundreds of small farmers have converged on the central Haitian city of Hinche to demand more space to grow their own crops in a country that
imports more than half of its food. 

Haiti president seeks UN funds to rebuild country from Associated Press 22 Mar 13

Haiti's president is urging the United Nations to divert some of the billions of dollars it spends yearly on peacekeeping efforts to infrastructure
projects, job creation and poverty alleviation. 

OPINION: U.N. Hypocrisy In Haiti from Washington Post 22 Mar 13

The mandate of the U.N. mission in Haiti includes ensuring "individual accountability for human rights abuses and redress for victims." Yet
instead of fulfilling its obligations to the roughly 600,000 Haitians affected by a cholera outbreak it caused, the United Nations is hiding,
shamefully, behind a claim of immunity.

Haiti: Party of Aristide to run in next vote from Associated Press 21 Mar 13

Haiti's most prominent political party says it will try again to run candidates in upcoming legislative elections after being banned in the two most
recent votes. 

U.N. Security Council Calls On Haiti To Schedule Long-delayed Elections from Miami Herald 21 Mar 13

As a Haiti investigative judge demanded that two parliamentarians be held accountable in the recent assassination of a police officer, the U.N.
Security Council on Wednesday called on the country's political leaders to redouble efforts to break a 16-month political impasse preventing the
staging of long-overdue elections. 

UN: Haiti has failed to break political impasse since 2011 from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Mar 13

The United Nations and some governments on Wednesday criticized Haiti for failing to establish democratic institutions while it struggled with
health and development problems arising after the 2010 earthquake that killed more than 200,000 people. 

OPINION: A Worsening Haitian Tragedy from New York Times 18 Mar 13

The aid group Doctors Without Borders said last Tuesday that the cholera crisis in Haiti was getting worse, for the most unnecessary and
appalling of reasons: a lack of money and basic medical supplies. 

Haitian police arrest 3 foreigners at airport from Associated Press 18 Mar 13

A spokesman for the Haitian police force says that three foreigners were arrested on charges of drug trafficking and money laundering. 

Testimony Resumes In Haiti's "Baby Doc" Case from Associated Press 15 Mar 13

Testimony in the high-profile case of former Haitian dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier resumed Thursday, with another alleged victim describing
abuses she says were committed under his rule. 

UN urges national action plan on human rights in Haiti from India Blooms News Service 14 Mar 13

Haiti needs to develop a coordinated plan of action on human rights and a framework on the rule of law, an independent United Nations expert has
said, noting that while positive changes are coming very slowly, there is a strong expectation from Haitians to see improvements. "There is a need
to have a strategy, there is a need also for each of the ministers to understand that they have a piece of the puzzle of the rule of law," Michel Forst,
Independent Expert on the situation of human rights in Haiti, told UN Radio Tuesday... He will present his findings to the UN Human Rights
Council in Geneva on 20 March. 

NGO: Cholera patients in Haiti in critical danger from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Mar 13

The situation for cholera patients in Haiti is especially critical as the start of the rainy season approaches in the Caribbean country. 

Clinton Awards More Than $700,000 To Haiti Farms from Associated Press 12 Mar 13

A charity for former U.S. President Bill Clinton on Monday awarded more than $700,000 to develop the country's agriculture sector. 



Bill Clinton Visits Haiti To Promote Ag Investment from Associated Press 11 Mar 13

Former U.S. President Bill Clinton is in Haiti with a delegation to promote investment in the Caribbean nation's agriculture sector. 

Bill Clinton Visits Haiti To Promote Ag Investment from Associated Press 11 Mar 13

Former U.S. President Bill Clinton is in Haiti with a delegation to promote investment in the Caribbean nation's agriculture sector. Clinton is the
United Nations' special envoy to Haiti. He arrived in the country Sunday and his two-day trip will include visits to an agriculture school, a coffee-
processing plant and a brewery

Int'l drug-trafficker captured in Haiti from Xinhua (China) 11 Mar 13

Haitian and U.S. authorities captured the leader of a Dominican Republic-based international crime ring Saturday afternoon in Port-au-Prince,
police sources said Monday. 

Attorney: Haiti's 'Baby Doc' Duvalier Hospitalized Following Court Hearing from Associated Press 5 Mar 13

An attorney for Jean-Claude Duvalier said Monday that his client was hospitalized for an unspecified illness just after the former ruler testified
last week in court about alleged human rights abuses and embezzlement associated with his 15-year rule. 

Audit Finds US Loan Program In Haiti Flawed from Associated Press 5 Mar 13

An audit of a U.S. Agency for International Department program that aimed to boost Haiti's economy by providing loans to business has found
that the program failed to award loans to intended targets, train workers and keep accurate records. 

Haitian Ex-Dictator Is Questioned In Court Over Reign from New York Times 1 Mar 13

Jean-Claude Duvalier, the former dictator known as Baby Doc accused of bearing responsibility for the deaths, torture and the disappearance of
hundreds of people, walked into a muggy, packed courtroom here on Thursday, sat down next to shocked victims and for the first time answered
questions in a court of law about his brutal, 15-year reign. 

Haiti's "Baby Doc" Answers Questions In Hearing from Associated Press 1 Mar 13

Former dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier appeared in a Haitian court for the first time Thursday after repeatedly shunning previous summonses,
answering questions on whether he should be charged with human rights abuses during his brutal 1971-86 regime. 

Haiti's Duvalier Appears At Court Hearing from Agence France-Presse 1 Mar 13

Former Haitian dictator Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier appeared in court Thursday for a hearing to determine if he can be charged with crimes
against humanity. 

OPINION: UN Decision To Claim Diplomatic Immunity For Cholera Outbreak In Haiti Was Cold, But Correct from Boston
Globe 28 Feb 13

WHEN UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon invoked diplomatic immunity last week for peacekeepers who unwittingly caused the cholera
outbreak that killed nearly 8,000 Haitians, his decision looked cold-hearted.

The Case Against Haiti's "Baby Doc" from Miami Herald 28 Feb 13

On a desolate street in this recovering capital, supporters of former Haitian President Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier lamented his possible fate
as the former dictator prepares to come face-to-face with his troubling legacy. 

US Agency Announces Mortgage Program In Haiti from Associated Press 26 Feb 13

A U.S. government agency has announced a mortgage program that aims to help up to 4,000 families in Haiti. 

U.N. Rejects Claim For Direct Compensation To Victims Of Cholera Epidemic In Haiti from New York Times 23 Feb 13

There will be no direct financial compensation from the United Nations for the more than 8,000 Haitians who died and the 646,000 sickened by
cholera since the disease struck the earthquake-ravaged country in October 2010, Secretary General Ban Ki-moon told the Haitian president this
week. More than 15 months after the United Nations received a legal claim seeking to hold peacekeeping troops responsible for setting off the
epidemic, its lawyers declared the claim "not receivable," citing diplomatic immunity. 



Haiti's Ex-Dictator 'Baby Doc' Duvalier A No-show In Court from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 13

Former Haitian dictator Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier failed to appear in court on Thursday to hear whether he will face charges over human
rights abuses. 

UN rejects damage claim for Haiti cholera victims from Associated Press 21 Feb 13

The United Nations has rejected a claim for damages on behalf of more than 5,000 Haitian cholera victims and their families, citing diplomatic
immunity. 

Eric Holder talks crime in Haiti from Associated Press 19 Feb 13

Attorney General Eric Holder discussed regional crime with Caribbean leaders on Monday during a summit in Haiti. 

Haiti envoy wants to move past impasse from United Press International 16 Feb 13

The U.N. envoy in Haiti says he wants to help the country move toward holding its Senate elections, which have been delayed for over a year. 

UN envoy says Haiti 'not yet' open for business from Associated Press 15 Feb 13

A U.N. envoy in Haiti says the Caribbean nation is "not yet" ready for foreign investment. 

Advocacy Groups Urge Haiti To Pursue Duvalier Case from Associated Press 7 Feb 13

International advocacy groups urged Haitian authorities on Wednesday not to drop a rights abuse case against former dictator Jean-Claude
Duvalier. Amnesty International and the Open Society Justice Initiative said in separate statements that it is imperative for the former ruler known
as "Baby Doc" to be prosecuted for crimes allegedly committed while he was in office. Duvalier abruptly returned to his native Haiti in 2011
following 25 years in exile in France. 

Human Rights Advocates Asks Haitian Appeals Court To Pursue Charges Against 'Baby Doc' from Miami Herald 7 Feb 13

With torture victims of his regime preparing to pack a Port-au-Prince appeals court Thursday, former Haitian dictator Jean-Claude "Baby Doc"
Duvalier is seeking to delay his court-ordered appearance in an appeals hearing on whether he should face trial on embezzlement and human
rights allegations. Reynold Georges, a Duvalier attorney, said the ex-president has no problem appearing in court, but he doesn't want to do so on
Thursday, the anniversary of his fall from power and flight into exile 27 years ago. 

FEATURE: Haitian Schools Expand Use Of Creole Language from Associated Press 7 Feb 13

Three years after a devastating earthquake killed more than 200,000 people here, Haiti's abysmal educational system remains an obstacle to
building the expertise and skills needed to help this impoverished country recover. Haiti's 1805 Constitution declared that tuition would be free
and attendance compulsory for primary students. But the quality of education lagged through the years, and plunged during the 29-year-long
dynasty of Francois "Papa Doc" Duvalier and his son Jean-Claude, or "Baby Doc,"...

New court date set for Haitian ex-dictator Duvalier from Agence France-Presse 7 Feb 13

A Haitian judge postponed a hearing for former dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier, wanted for corruption, misappropriation and embezzlement, after
he failed to show up in court on Thursday. The appeals court judge rescheduled the hearing for February 21, accepting a request from Duvalier's
attorneys because the original date coincided with the 27th anniversary of his ouster, and they worried about violence in the streets. 

FEATURE: Haiti Tackles Housing Woes from Miami Herald 5 Feb 13

...as Haiti's government moves to resolve the biggest reconstruction issue - permanent housing - officials are facing a lack of funds to solve the
problem and getting criticized over the size and location of the houses that are being built. Some even question whether the government should be
in the construction business. "It's better than a tent, but it's not the real aspirations of the people," said Leslie Voltaire, an urban planner who
worked on housing issues after the quake. "I think it's a bad idea to give a product like that to the people. They want respect and you are
downgrading them." 

Haiti Needs National Accord, Says International Group from Miami Herald 4 Feb 13

As Haitians prepare to celebrate the annual pre-Lenten Carnival season this month, an international anti-conflict group is warning that there is



little cause for optimism and without a national accord, the country risks ongoing crises. Delayed elections, a vicious cycle of mistrust and 128
public protests between August and October 2012 against Haitian President Michel Martelly, all risk jeopardizing Martelly's presidency, and the
chance for Haiti to finally dig itself out of decades of political conflict and the ruins of the Jan. 12, 2010 earthquake...

UN names new head for mission in Haiti from Associated Press 1 Feb 13

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has appointed a seasoned humanitarian worker to serve as Acting Special Representative for Haiti to
oversee the world body's peacekeeping mission in the Caribbean nation. Nigel Fisher will replace outgoing U.N. envoy Mariano Fernandez.
Fernandez leaves after a 10-month stint. He has said he may consider a foray into politics in his native Chile. 

Amnesty urges Haiti authorities to stop evictions from Associated Press 1 Feb 13

Amnesty International is calling on Haiti to stop the eviction of people still living in the impromptu settlements that surfaced after the 2010
earthquake. The advocacy group also called for the authorities to take "meaningful steps" to provide appropriate housing. The statement on Friday
came after a "new wave" of evictions that affected hundreds of families in Haiti's capital. 

UN agency urges screening for Haitian migrants from Associated Press 29 Jan 13

A United Nations refugee agency is calling for better asylum screening practices for Haitian migrants intercepted at sea. The Office of the U.N.
High Commissioner for Refugees said in a statement Monday that more than 180 Haitians were intercepted in the Caribbean this month. The
agency said it wasn't aware of any Haitian migrant who was given an asylum screening. 

UN envoy in Haiti warns of political polarization from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 13

Warning against deepening polarization, the special UN representative in Haiti called Tuesday on the country's leaders to work together to
maintain political stability. In an interview with AFP, Mariano Fernandez of Chile expressed frustration over political obstacles that have surfaced
in the formation of an electoral council to organize elections. 

Haiti PM names new minister to key Cabinet post from Associated Press 23 Jan 13

Haiti's prime minister is shaking up his Cabinet, replacing the interior minister who is in charge of domestic security. Out is Ronsard St. Cyr. The
new interior minister is David Bazile, who was security chief for the interim government that followed the 2004 ouster of two-time President
Jean-Bertrand Aristide. 

Haiti Shakes Up Government For Second Time In 5 Months from Miami Herald 23 Jan 13

This is the third cabinet change in President Michel Martelly's 20 month presidency, and it comes after months of speculation about the stability of
his government. For the second time in five months, Haiti's government has reshuffled the cabinet, ending months of rumors about who would
survive growing political intrigue. 

EU pledges $26.6 mn to fight hunger in Haiti from Agence France-Presse 16 Jan 13

The European Union has pledged $26.6 million (20 million euros) to help improve food security in Haiti, where a study found more than 1.5
million people are at high risk of going hungry. The aid agreement, signed Tuesday by the head of the EU delegation in Haiti, Javier Nino Perez,
is aimed in particular at improving food security in five of the most at-risk departments, according to an EU statement.

OPINION: Why Charity Hasn't Done Much for Haiti from Wall Street Journal 14 Jan 13

When a 7.0 earthquake centered 16 miles from Port-au-Prince flattened Haiti three years ago, hundreds of millions of dollars flowed into aid
organizations serving the country. Governments the world over promised billions more. The suffering was unfathomable, the call for relief
impossible to resist. But beyond meeting emergency needs of victims, throwing money at Haiti does not seem to have done much material good.

FEATURE: Post-quake reconstruction in Haiti painfully slow from Xinhua (China) 13 Jan 13

An unfinished monument to a quarter of a million Haitians who died in a devastating earthquake three years ago is manifestation of how much
remains to be done to rebuild Haiti. The monument is located at the ruins of Haiti's tax bureau. Today, people walking past the construction site do
not even know what it was designed to be.

Haiti leader says rebuilding key after 2010 quake from Agence France-Presse 12 Jan 13



Three years after a massive earthquake ravaged Haiti, President Michel Martelly on Saturday called for a revamp of international aid programs to
put the focus squarely on rebuilding the nation. An estimated 250,000 people were killed in the January 12, 2010 earthquake. Hundreds of
thousands are still living rough in squalid makeshift camps, and they now face rampant crime, a cholera outbreak and the occasional hurricane. 

Britain pledges $16M in disaster funds to Haiti from Associated Press 12 Jan 13

Britain's government has pledged 10 million pounds ($16 million) to help Haiti deal with future disasters on the third anniversary of the
earthquake that devastated the Caribbean nation. Britain says it aims to work with the United Nations to ensure the Haitian government is ready to
act immediately if disaster strikes. It will also help improve coordination among donors in getting humanitarian support to those who need it. 

UN development official hails progress in Haiti since 2010 quake from Xinhua (China) 12 Jan 13

Haiti's government has been praised for making concrete efforts to rebuild the country and its people's lives since it was devastated by a massive
earthquake three years ago. United Nations Program for Development communications specialist Chirine El-Labbane told Xinhua recently that
the Caribbean country had "visible" results. 

EU grants Haiti fresh aid on quake anniversary from Agence France-Presse 11 Jan 13

The European Union said Friday it is giving Haiti another 30.5 million euros ($40.7 million) in aid, three years after the Caribbean country was
devastated by a massive earthquake. The quake killed around a quarter-of-a-million people with hundreds of thousands still living rough and
exposed to a crime wave, a cholera outbreak and hurricanes. 

OPINION: Haitians Don’t Blame Martelly for Their Woes from INR Office of Opinion Research, DoS 10 Jan 13

Unemployment, hunger, education, security, and health care are daily concerns for average Haitians, most of whom feel their country is heading in
the wrong direction. But despite their ongoing hardships, most still see President Michel Martelly as a well-intentioned political outsider and
continue to support him.

FEATURE: Haitians Still Struggling Three Years After Earthquake from McClatchy 10 Jan 13

Three years after the monstrous 7.0 quake, and a year after the Haitian government, with help from the international community, began emptying
the most visible tent cities and returning dwellers to neighborhoods, the number of displaced quake victims living on public plazas and roadways
has dropped significantly. But in a little-noticed consequence of the removals, many have been forced to return to the capital's teeming slums.

Haiti Prime Minister: Country Is Safe from Miami Herald 8 Jan 13

Haiti's Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe is pushing back at suggestions that his nation is unsafe. "We would like to reassure the tourists, the
diaspora, people who want to visit....Haiti is one of the safest destinations that they could visit," Lamothe said Monday at a press conference in
Port-au-Prince, quoting U.N. crime statistics.

Haiti officials renew passport for Duvalier from Associated Press 5 Jan 13

The lawyer for Haiti's former dictator, Jean-Claude Duvalier, says immigration officials have renewed his client's diplomatic passport. Attorney
Reynold Georges said Saturday that Haiti's Ministry of Foreign Affairs reissued the expired travel document for Duvalier last month as is
customary for ex-presidents and former prime ministers.

Haiti gov't protests travel warnings by US, Canada from Associated Press 3 Jan 13

Haiti on Wednesday "vehemently" protested travel advisories recently issued by the U.S. and Canadian governments. The U.S. State Department
last week strengthened a travel advisory on Haiti. It warned Americans planning to visit the Caribbean nation about kidnappings, robbery,
lawlessness and cholera, noting that at least two U.S. citizens were shot and killed in robbery and kidnapping incidents. 

COMMENTARY: Haiti's Long Road from New York Times 2 Jan 13

On the eve of the third anniversary of the earthquake that devastated Haiti in January 2010, the country remains in a fragile state. Billions of
dollars in aid and lofty promises to "build back better" have brought it only so far. A recent article by Deborah Sontag of The Times showed, in
disheartening detail, the distance between hope and reality. 

Haitian leader urges unity to help rebuild nation from Agence France-Presse (AFP) 1 Jan 13



Haitian President Michel Martelly made a New Year plea for unity, urging his countrymen to rebuild together their shattered country almost three
years after a devastating earthquake. Declaring 2013 the "year of the environment," Martelly warned on national television Tuesday that
environmental degradation was a serious challenge in a nation with less than two percent forest cover. 

US issues revised Haiti travel warning from Associated Press 31 Dec 12

The U.S. State Department has issued a revised Haiti travel advisory, warning Americans planning to travel to the Caribbean island nation about
robbery, lawlessness, infectious disease and poor medical facilities. "U.S. citizens have been victims of violent crime, including murder and
kidnapping, predominantly in the Port-au-Prince area. No one is safe from kidnapping, regardless of occupation, nationality, race, gender, or age,"
the department said. 

UN chief appoints special advisor on Haiti from Xinhua (China) 28 Dec 12

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon on Friday appointed Paul Farmer from the United States as his special advisor for an initiative to help
eliminate cholera in Haiti. "Further to the announcement of UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon at the launch of the initiative for the elimination
of cholera in Haiti on 11 December 2012, the secretary-general has appointed Dr. Paul Farmer (USA) as his Special Advisor for Community
Based Medicine and Lessons from Haiti," ...

Haitian President To Sing With Julio Iglesias from Associated Press 28 Dec 12

Haiti's singer-turned-president is returning to the international stage. President Michel Martelly will sing two songs with Spanish singer Julio
Iglesias at a benefit concert Friday in the Dominican Republic. Martelly has made several impromptu performances in Haiti since he was elected
in May 2011.

Haitian president pledges to call mid-term elections from Xinhua (China) 27 Dec 12

Haitian President Michel Martelly Wednesday promised to call mid-term elections and boost economic recovery to improve the people's
livelihood. Admitting that the majority of the Haitian people have been suffering severe hardships, Martelly in a year-end message vowed to work
to benefit the most vulnerable groups and distant communities. 

Jamaica
Jamaica Police Seize Over 1,000 Pounds Of Pot At Seaport from Associated Press 17 Aug 15

Jamaican narcotics agents have seized a load of marijuana found hidden in two shipping containers at wharves in the Caribbean island’s capital. 

Jamaican gov't launches electronic procurement system from EFE (Spain) 3 Aug 15

The Jamaican government has launched a pilot program for an electronic procurement system to improve efficiency and reduce administrative
costs, a Finance Ministry spokesperson confirmed to EFE on Monday. 

Jamaica weighs consolidating national, local elections from EFE (Spain) 3 Aug 15

Jamaica's Electoral Commission proposed on Monday legislative changes to allow the holding of local government and parliamentary elections on
the same day, a spokesperson told EFE in a phone interview. 

Jamaica hopes to reduce debt with bond issues from EFE (Spain) 30 Jul 15

The Jamaican government expects to substantially reduce its debt to PetroCaribe by raising $2 billion on the international capital market, a
decision endorsed Thursday by the co-chair of the country's Richard Byles. 

Jamaica irked at U.S. criticism on human trafficking from EFE (Spain) 28 Jul 15

Jamaica's Justice Ministry rejected on Tuesday the continued inclusion of the country on a U.S. watch list for human trafficking. 

Jamaica begins consultations on proposed Human Rights Institute from EFE (Spain) 23 Jul 15

The Jamaican government was set Thursday to begin a series of consultations on the establishment of a National Human Rights Institute with a
mission to "complement" existing institutions. 

Jamaica Law To Purge Minor Pot Convictions Goes Into Effect (AP) from AP 16 Jul 15



KINGSTON, Jamaica (AP) — Jamaica’s justice minister has signed an order to expunge some marijuana-related convictions now that the island
has partially decriminalized small amounts of pot.

Jamaican gov't website hacked by IS supporters from Xinhua (China) 23 Jun 15

The Jamaican government's website was hacked by supporters of the Islamic State (IS) group on Monday night, local media reported. 

IMF approves $40 million for Jamaica amid loan program from Associated Press 16 Jun 15

The International Monetary Fund has approved a roughly $40 million disbursement to Jamaica after concluding its eighth review of a loan
program propping up the island. 

Jamaica to start public education campaign on Zika virus from EFE (Spain) 27 May 15

The Jamaican government is working on a public education campaign to raise awareness about the Zika virus, which, like dengue fever and
Chikungunya, is spread by the Aedes aegypti mosquito, a Health Ministry spokeswoman confirmed to Efe in a phone interview on Wednesday. 

China donates medical equipment, supplies to Jamaica from Xinhua (China) 22 May 15

China donated on Friday medical equipment and supplies worth of 400,000 U.S. dollars to Jamaica. Chinese Ambassador to Jamaica Dong
Xiaojun made the donation on behalf the Chinese government. 

Jamaica tests drones to detect illegal fishing from EFE (Spain) 15 May 15

The Jamaican Ministry of Agriculture has begun testing drones to detect illegal fishing activities within the island's maritime jurisdiction, a
spokeswoman confirmed to Efe on Friday. 

US Navy ship brings free medical care to Jamaica from Associated Press 6 May 15

A U.S. Navy hospital ship is bringing state-of-the-art medical care to Jamaica as part of this year's goodwill mission in the Caribbean and Latin
America. 

US brings ‘Comfort’ to Jamaica from The Gleaner (Jamaica) 6 May 15

The United States naval ship, Comfort - a Mercy-class hospital ship - arrived in Kingston early yesterday, a day ahead of its scheduled
humanitarian mission to Jamaica. 

Jamaican teachers protest harsh wage policies from Xinhua (China) 2 May 15

Teachers from a number of Jamaican public schools staged an island-wide protest on Friday against the government's harsh wage-control policies.

Jamaican Police Officer Says Country Trying To Stop Scammers from Associated Press 1 May 15

A top Jamaican law enforcement officer testifying in a U.S. trial said Thursday his country is making progress in disrupting lottery scams but that
many children still want to grow up to be fraudsters. 

Jamaica Revokes Charity Status Of Top Human Rights Group from Associated Press 29 Apr 15

Jamaica’s most prominent human rights organization has closed its legal department and laid off staff after losing its longstanding status as a
charity, a leader of the group said. 

Jamaica establishes Cannabis Licensing Authority from EFE (Spain) 28 Apr 15

The Jamaican government has named 16 people to constitute the Cannabis Licensing Authority, which will be in charge of approving licenses to
cultivate marijuana for medicinal, research or religious purposes. 

No evidence against Jamaica teen suspected of being militant from Associated Press 27 Apr 15

Jamaica police say they have found no evidence to prove that a teenager suspected of being a would-be militant was indeed trying to join Islamic
extremists. 

Jamaica reviews trademark applications for marijuana products from EFE (Spain) 24 Apr 15



The Jamaica Intellectual Property Office is currently reviewing more than a dozen applications for trademarks and patents on marijuana products,
just a week after a new law decriminalizing marijuana use for religious or medicinal purposes took effect on the Caribbean island. 

U.S. Navy hospital ship to visit Jamaica on humanitarian mission from EFE (Spain) 22 Apr 15

The U.S. Navy hospital ship USNS Comfort is scheduled to visit Jamaica early next month to provide free medical assistance to residents, the
Health Ministry said Wednesday. 

Jamaican university plants first legal marijuana crop from EFE (Spain) 20 Apr 15

Seeds for the first legal marijuana crop were sown at the Mona Campus of the University of the West Indies in Jamaica on Monday, a few days
after the amendments to the bill decriminalizing marijuana for medicinal and religious purposes came into effect. 

Jamaica to authorize marijuana research at 2 universities from EFE (Spain) 16 Apr 15

Two educational institutions in Jamaica are set to receive licenses to grow marijuana for medical research purposes. The minister of Science,
Technology, Energy and Mining, Phillip Paulwell, announced that the first two licenses will go to the University of Technology and the University
of the West Indies, the Jamaica Observer reported Thursday. 

Jamaican teen suspected of being militant stays in custody from Associated Press 16 Apr 15

A Jamaican judge has ruled that a teenager suspected of hoping to join Islamic extremists must remain in police custody. Defense lawyer Zara
Lewis filed an application seeking the 16-year-old boy's release from police detention. But the magistrate ordered Thursday that he remain in
custody until a Tuesday hearing. 

In Jamaica, small amounts of pot decriminalized from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

Drug law amendments decriminalizing small amounts of pot and paving the way for a lawful medical marijuana sector have come into effect in
Jamaica. 

Jamaica exports bamboo charcoal to the U.S. from EFE (Spain) 14 Apr 15

Jamaica exported on Tuesday the first large shipment of certified bamboo charcoal to the United States, a move seen as key to the revival of an
industry the government hopes will boost the economy and create jobs. 

Would-be extremist recruit from Jamaica detained in Suriname from Associated Press 12 Apr 15

A Jamaican teenager has been detained in Suriname on suspicion of being a would-be militant hoping to join Islamic extremists. In a statement,
Suriname's police force says the 16-year-old was denied entry after arriving at the country's main airport on Saturday. 

Obama meets Jamaican prime minister ahead of Caribbean summit from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 9 Apr 15

US President Barack Obama met with Jamaican Prime Minister Portia Simpson Miller on Thursday, on a day when he was set to meet other
Caribbean leaders. 

Jamaica increases aerial patrols ahead of Obama visit from EFE (Spain) 6 Apr 15

The Jamaican government has increased aerial patrols to bolster security ahead of U.S. President Barack Obama's visit to the island later this
week. 

U.S. Embassy closes briefly after security scare from EFE (Spain) 2 Apr 15

The U.S. Embassy in Kingston, Jamaica, closed for a few hours on Wednesday after a man hurled a backpack over the perimeter wall. 

Marijuana decriminalization takes effect in Jamaica from EFE (Spain) 1 Apr 15

Jamaica's governor-general, Patrick Allen, has given his assent to the amendment of the 1984 Dangerous Drug Act Bill to decriminalize the use of
marijuana for medicinal or religious purposes, allowing the law to take effect, a Justice Ministry spokesperson confirmed to Efe on Wednesday. 

UPDATE: Jamaica to receive $39 mn from IMF from EFE (Spain) 31 Mar 15

The Jamaican government announced Tuesday that it will receive $39 million from the International Monetary Fund to cover the costs of budget



and structural reforms. 

IMF lauds Jamaica for "strong commitment" in economic reform from Xinhua (China) 31 Mar 15

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) patted Jamaica on the back when concluding an economic review here on Monday, saying the country's
reforming commitment remains strong and economic performance is on track. 

Jamaica to establish fund to manage oil-hedge program from EFE (Spain) 26 Mar 15

The Jamaican government is set to create a fund to receive and manage the resources generated by its oil- hedging program with the aim of more
"effectively" shielding the island nation from global price fluctuations. 

Jamaica PM: Obama will make state visit to island next month from Associated Press 17 Mar 15

Jamaica's prime minister says President Barack Obama will visit the Caribbean country next month. Portia Simpson Miller told lawmakers
Tuesday that Obama will pay a state visit to Jamaica on April 9 before departing for Panama to attend the Summit of the Americas. That regional
summit is scheduled for April 10-11. 

Jamaica is 1st in Caribbean to name human trafficking monitor from EFE (Spain) 10 Mar 15

Jamaica became on Tuesday the first Caribbean country to appoint a national rapporteur on human trafficking. The Ministry of National Security
announced that Children's Advocate Diahann Gordon Harrison will fill the new post. 

Drug cartels eye Jamaica as new hub for cocaine trafficking: INBC from Xinhua (China) 8 Mar 15

As countermeasures on drug trafficking take effect in Latin America, drug cartels are choosing Jamaica as a new hub for cocaine trafficking, the
International Narcotics Control Board (INCB) said. 

Jamaica Decriminalizes Small Amounts Of ‘Ganja’ from Associated Press 25 Feb 15

Marijuana has been pervasive but illegal in Jamaica for decades, consumed as a medicinal herb, puffed as a sacrament by Rastafarians and sung
about in the island’s famed reggae music. 

Jamaica passes act decriminalizing small amounts of pot from Associated Press 24 Feb 15

Jamaica lawmakers have passed an act to decriminalize small amounts of pot and establish a licensing agency to regulate a lawful medical
marijuana industry on the island. 

More People, More Money; Jamaica Has Record Year For Tourism from Associated Press 9 Feb 15

Jamaica’s government is reporting a record year for its tourism industry, with last year’s arrivals and earnings surpassing numbers set the previous
year. 

Ex-Jamaica PM testifies before panel examining deadly raid from Associated Press 9 Feb 15

Former Jamaican Prime Minister Bruce Golding testified Monday that he personally knew an underworld boss who ran a notorious slum fiefdom
from his parliamentary constituency but stopped communicating with him roughly three years before the U.S. sought his extradition. 

Jamaica sees opportunity in expected end of U.S. embargo on Cuba from EFE (Spain) 5 Feb 15

The Jamaican government said Thursday that the expected end of the 52-year-old U.S. economic embargo against Cuba could expand business
opportunities for Jamaica. 

Jamaica Agency Says 53 Police Officers Face Murder Charges from Associated Press 5 Feb 15

A Jamaican agency that probes abuse allegations against the island’s security forces says 53 police officers are charged with murder. 

Jamaica Senate starts debate on pot decriminalization bill from Associated Press 2 Feb 15

Jamaica's Senate on Friday started debating a bill that would decriminalize possession of small amounts of pot and establish a licensing agency to
regulate a lawful medical marijuana industry on the island where the drug has long been pervasive but prohibited. 



Jamaica official says marijuana reform bill ready from Associated Press 21 Jan 15

Jamaica's Cabinet has approved a bill that would decriminalize possession of small amounts of pot and establish a legal medical marijuana
industry. 

Bodies of U.S. couple killed in plane crash recovered off Jamaica from EFE (Spain) 21 Jan 15

The Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority announced Wednesday the recovery of the bodies of the U.S. couple who died four months ago when their
small plane crashed in waters northeast of the island. 

EDITORIAL: How China can really help Jamaica and the Caribbean from Jamaica Observer 16 Jan 15

In June of last year, at his meeting with Caribbean heads of government in Trinidad, Chinese President Xi Jinping announced US$3 billion in
concessional financing for countries in the Caricom region. 

Jamaica adopts new police strategy to tackle crime upsurge from Xinhua (China) 8 Jan 15

The Jamaica Constabulary Force (JCF) announced on Wednesday that a new police strategy would be adopted to tackle the upsurge in murders
and other serious crimes from the start of the year. 

Jamaica police: 4 Europeans arrested for smuggling from Associated Press 4 Jan 15

Jamaican police have charged a Swiss citizen and three British nationals with attempting to smuggle cocaine on flights in recent days. 

Colombia-Miami Flight Diverted To Jamaica from Associated Press 29 Dec 14

Mechanical problems forced an American Airlines flight heading from Bogota, Colombia, to Miami to Kingston, Jamaica Monday. 

Jamaica to resume mining bauxite in 2015 from EFE (Spain) 23 Dec 14

Mining activity connected to the Alpart bauxite/alumina plant will resume in January with the goal of extracting and exporting up to 2 million
tons of raw bauxite during the next 18 months, the Jamaican government said. 

Jamaica signs agreement with IDB to combat Chikungunya, Ebola from EFE (Spain) 19 Dec 14

The government of Jamaica on Friday signed an agreement with the Inter-American Development Bank, or IDB, to allocate $250,000 of grant
resources to improve national surveillance, prevention and control of infectious diseases like Ebola and Chikungunya. 

Jamaica gets U.N. help against drug smugglers from EFE (Spain) 11 Dec 14

The government of Jamaica announced on Thursday the signing of a memorandum of understanding with the United Nations to implement the
Airport Communication Project, or AIRCOP, at the country's two main airports to curb drug smuggling. 

Jamaica signs oil exploration agreement with Irish firm from EFE (Spain) 12 Nov 14

Jamaica's government has granted permission to Ireland's Tullow Oil to begin offshore oil exploration under the terms of an agreement whose
value has not yet been disclosed. 

Jamaica Signs Deal To Search For Offshore Oil, Gas from Associated Press 12 Nov 14

Jamaica’s petroleum firm has signed an agreement with a British oil company, clearing the way for oil and gas exploration in offshore blocks
south of the island. 

Jamaica former PM wins libel suit against press from Xinhua (China) 31 Oct 14

Jamaica's former Prime Minister P.J. Patterson on Thursday won millions in damages after the supreme court sided with him and handed down a
guilty verdict to a media company for defamation. 

Human Rights Watch: LGBT Jamaicans are targets of violence from BBC 21 Oct 14

Lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) people in Jamaica face "intolerable levels of violence and cannot rely on the police" for
protection, Human Rights Watch said. 



Jamaican PM calls for combating Chikungunya virus from Xinhua (China) 15 Oct 14

Jamaican Prime Minister Portia Simpson-Miller on Tuesday called for more measures to combat a mosquito-borne Chikungunya virus. 

Virus Leads To High School Absenteeism In Jamaica from Associated Press 8 Oct 14

Jamaica’s government says suspected cases of a mosquito-borne virus have led to roughly 30 percent absenteeism in island schools. 

Jamaica Reviews Public Hospital After 2 Deaths from Associated Press 7 Oct 14

Health authorities are reviewing operations at a major public hospital in southern Jamaica days after two patients died while waiting for care. 

Poll: Most Jamaicans Want Leadership Change from Associated Press 6 Oct 14

A new poll suggested Sunday that 73 percent of Jamaicans believe the country is headed in the wrong direction under Prime Minister Portia
Simpson Miller. 

Jamaica Sets Campaign To Develop Sports Tourism from Associated Press 2 Oct 14

Jamaica is launching an initiative to develop sports tourism on the island that is the world’s dominant sprinting hothouse. 

Pot decriminalization bill drafted in Jamaica from Associated Press 30 Sep 14

Jamaica's justice minister says legislation has been drafted to decriminalize marijuana on the Caribbean island where the drug has long been
pervasive but prohibited. 

Mosquito-borne virus disrupting life in Jamaica from Associated Press 28 Sep 14

Jamaica's health minister said Sunday that the government is doing all it can to combat a newly arrived mosquito-borne virus that is increasingly
disrupting life and cutting productivity on the Caribbean island. 

5 foreign pot smugglers sentenced in Jamaica from Associated Press 25 Sep 14

Three men from Nicaragua and two others from Costa Rica have been convicted of trying to traffic compressed marijuana out of Jamaica. 

Jamaica police probe senior cop's poisoning death from Associated Press 24 Sep 14

Jamaican detectives are investigating the poisoning death of a police commander. 

IMF approves $68.8 million disbursement to Jamaica from EFE (Spain) 24 Sep 14

The International Monetary Fund agreed Wednesday to disburse $68.8 million to the Jamaican government after completing its fifth review of the
island's economic performance. 

Jamaica To Plant Breadfruit Trees At Schools from Associated Press 22 Sep 14

Roughly 5,000 breadfruit trees are expected to be planted on school properties across Jamaica to help fight hunger and boost feeding programs for
students. 

Jamaica Aims To Double Renewable Energy Capacity from Associated Press 19 Sep 14

Sun-splashed, wind-swept Jamaica positioned itself Thursday to nearly double the amount of electricity it generates from renewable sources. 

Wreckage found of U.S. private plane that crashed off Jamaica from EFE (Spain) 6 Sep 14

Jamaican authorities have found part of the fuselage of a private plane that crashed off the island's coastline after it had been flying for hours on
automatic pilot from the United States with the married couple aboard unconscious. 

Jamaica's IMF-oriented economic policy draws fire from opposition from Xinhua (China) 2 Sep 14

Jamaica's austerity measures to push its economy on track of what the International Monetary Fund (IMF) expected has drawn huge fire from the
parliamentary opposition. 

Jamaica Agriculture Minister Dies In Florida from Associated Press 29 Aug 14



Roger Clarke, a Jamaican government minister whose affable personality often bridged the Caribbean island’s deep political divide, died
Thursday in Florida. He was 74. 

Jamaica police seize cocaine haul at wharves from Associated Press 25 Aug 14

Jamaican authorities have seized a large haul of cocaine hidden in a shipping container at the capital's seaport. 

Jamaica merges 2 law agencies for corruption fight from Associated Press 5 Aug 14

Jamaica has consolidated two law enforcement agencies with the intention of better tackling public corruption and organized crime, the Caribbean
island's top security official said Monday. 

Jamaica: Government Aims to Relax Marijuana Laws from Associated Press 13 Jun 14

Jamaica’s government on Thursday announced a major rethinking of its marijuana laws, including plans to partly decriminalize small amounts of
marijuana and to allow possession for religious, scientific and medical purposes. 

Jamaica To Relax Some Restrictions On Using Pot from Associated Press 13 Jun 14

Jamaica’s government on Thursday announced a major rethinking of its marijuana laws, including plans to partially decriminalize small amounts
of pot and to allow possession for religious, scientific and medical purposes. 

Jamaicans Push To Legalize Marijuana from USA Today 9 Jun 14

This tourist mecca may soon be known as the Colorado of the Caribbean. 

Jamaica mulls legal pot (no, it's not already legal) from USA Today 9 Jun 14

This tourist mecca may soon be known as the Colorado of the Caribbean. 

Jamaica Seeks Solution To Power Theft Problems from Associated Press 15 May 14

Jamaica’s government said Wednesday it will form a committee with the local power company to seek solutions to the widespread theft of
electricity. 

Heavy Police Presence In Part Of Jamaican Capital from Associated Press 12 May 14

Authorities ordered a heavy security presence in a section of Jamaica’s capital Sunday after residents put up roadblocks to protest the killing of
two men by police. 

Jamaica economy gets $510 million World Bank boost from Miami Herald 29 Apr 14

A year after turning to international lenders for help with its sinking economy, Jamaica is getting some much needed assistance to boost business
and investor confidence. 

Jamaica Grants License For Natural Gas Project from Associated Press 16 Apr 14

A Hong Kong-based energy company has been granted a license for what would be a major new power project in Jamaica. 

Gunmen Shoot At Jamaican Lawmaker’s Bodyguards from Associated Press 16 Apr 14

Authorities in Jamaica say bodyguards for a Parliament member were shot at by gunmen in his gritty district. 

Jamaica panel charges 3 more police with murders from Associated Press 31 Mar 14

A commission that investigates abuses by Jamaica's security forces says three more police officers in a central parish have been charged with
murder. 

Jamaica: More drugs seized on Curacao flights from Associated Press 9 Mar 14

Jamaican police say they are foiling a rising number of attempts to smuggle drugs to and from the southern Dutch Caribbean island of Curacao. 

Amnesty: Jamaica panel needs to be strengthened from Associated Press 26 Feb 14



Amnesty International says Jamaica must strengthen a fact-finding panel if it's to provide conclusive answers about a bloody 2010 security
operation. 

Police: US Tourist Killed By Watercraft In Jamaica from Associated Press 29 Jan 14

Police in Jamaica say an American man vacationing on the island died after being hit in the head by a personal watercraft. 

Over one ton of marijuana seized in Jamaica from Xinhua (China) 16 Jan 14

Jamaican police on Wednesday confirmed that more than 2,800 pounds (about 1,270 kilograms) of marijuana, along with other illegal items,
believed to be used in the guns-for-drugs trade, were seized in a two-day drug bust earlier this week. 

Caribbean panel expands slavery reparations battle from Associated Press 10 Dec 13

A Caribbean commission is expanding the number of former colonial powers it says should provide some form of reparations for the lingering
regional impact of the Atlantic slave trade. 

Jamaica launches island-wide infrastructure overhaul from Xinhua (China) 5 Dec 13

Jamaica's government said Wednesday it has launched an infrastructure program across the Caribbean island nation to improve living conditions. 

Other Achievements During Bridgewater's tenure: from Jamaica Gleaner 25 Nov 13

Led the US Mission's support of the USNS Comfort's Continuing Promise 2011 port visit to Kingston. The hospital ship's weeklong visit
facilitated 150 surgical procedures and over three thousand medical consultations. 

IMF gives positive review on Jamaica's economic performance from Xinhua (China) 14 Nov 13

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has given Jamaica strong endorsement after reviewing the country's performance under their loan
agreement. 

Jamaican opposition party facing bitter leadership struggle from Rueters 10 Nov 13

Jamaica's opposition leader faces his toughest challenge in two years as he fights to keep his job on Sunday in an internal party election. 

Press Groups Applaud Overhaul Of Jamaica Libel Law from Associated Press 7 Nov 13

Jamaica’s press association and an international media group on Wednesday applauded an overhaul of the Caribbean country’s libel and slander
law, which had been based on a 17th century law from Britain and had long been criticized as an outdated colonial holdover. 

Jamaica police seize over 600 pounds of marijuana from Associated Press 20 Oct 13

Jamaican authorities have seized a haul of marijuana in a rural district. 

Jamaica Passes IMF Test from Miami Herald 1 Oct 13

Jamaica has successfully passed its first review of a debt restructuring program under the International Monetary Fund, the institution said
Monday. 

Cops grapple with changing pattern in human trafficking from The Gleaner - Jamaica 24 Sep 13

With 24 children reported as victims of human trafficking since the start of the year, the Organised Crime Investigation Division (OCID) has
expressed concerns over what it says is a worrying trend that is increasingly shows males as victims. 

Businesswoman to face court on human trafficking charges from RJR News 24 Sep 13

Hermalinda Parker, a businesswoman accused of operating a prostitution ring, using women from overseas, is scheduled to stand trial for human
trafficking on February 17, 2014.

Police launch education campaign against Human Trafficking from Jamaica Observer 23 Sep 13

Police today officially launched their Anti-Human Trafficking Public Education campaign, as local authorities intensify their fight against the
illegal US$32 billion industry. 



Police say 9 'high ranking' gang members held in West Kingston from Jamaica Observer 15 Sep 13

The police have said that they have arrested nine "high ranking" gang members over the past five weeks in a series of joint military operations in
West Kingston. 

COMMENTARY: Is China’s Plan a Game-Changer For Jamaica’s Logistics Hub? from Caribbean Journal 3 Sep 13

This Chinese initiative consolidates the industrial park and port facilities, so in-bond goods initially will not have to be transported outside the
area. As a matter of fact, this new port is now closer to the prospective cargo airport than was previously envisioned; but, having a toll highway to
presently connect the various nodes of the Logistics Hub is not satisfactory.

Jamaica passes 1st IMF test despite economic contraction from Xinhua (China) 23 Aug 13

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) said Jamaica is fulfilling its loan requirements, despite its continued economic recession and concerns in
other key areas. 

Police: Crime Uptick In Area Of Jamaica Capital from Associated Press 20 Aug 13

Jamaican police are concerned about a recent uptick of violence in a patchwork of slums in the capital. 

IMF starts performance review for Jamaica from Xinhua (China) 15 Aug 13

A team from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) arrived in Jamaica on Wednesday to review the first quarterly performance under a four-year
Extended Fund Facility (EFF) deal with the island. 

As Cost Of Importing Food Soars, Jamaica Turns To The Earth from New York Times 4 Aug 13

Jamaica has taken on a bold new strategy: make farming patriotic and ubiquitous, behind homes, hospitals, schools, even prisons.

Jamaica police seize pot haul during marine patrol from Associated Press 14 Jul 13

Jamaican police have seized just over 2,000 pounds (907 kilograms) of marijuana and 35 pounds (16 kilograms) of hashish during a routine patrol
in a south coast town. 

Jamaica police seize cocaine at Kingston port from Associated Press 22 Jun 13

Authorities in Jamaica say they have seized nearly half a million dollars worth of cocaine. 

Police: American Killed In Jamaica During Robbery from Associated Press 3 Jun 13

Two people, including a U.S. citizen, were fatally shot and a third person was wounded during a shooting that erupted when police confronted
gunmen who were trying to rob a business in a coastal town in western Jamaica, authorities said Sunday. 

No debt default in Jamaica: IMF from Xinhua (China) 22 May 13

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) on Tuesday dismissed speculations on the likelihood of debt default in Jamaica, hailing the country's
progress made in economic reform. 

Jamaica Cabinet Says Panel Should Investigate 2010 Raid from Associated Press 8 May 13

Jamaica's Cabinet says a commission of inquiry should be held into a deadly 2010 raid by security forces during a state of emergency. 

Official: 2010 raid in Jamaica killed 76 civilians from Associated Press 2 May 13

Jamaica's public defender has delivered an interim report into a deadly 2010 raid by security forces to catch a gang boss that he says killed 76
civilians and one soldier. 

IMF approves $932 mn loan for Jamaica from Agence France-Presse 1 May 13

The International Monetary Fund's executive board approved a $932 million loan program Monday for Jamaica aimed at helping the government
begin cutting its borrowings and spark economic growth. 



2 US men arrested in Jamaica on drug charges from Associated Press 27 Apr 13

Police in Jamaica have arrested two U.S. men accused of trying to export more than 450 pounds (204 kilograms) of marijuana. 

Jamaica police seize pot haul on tiny island from Associated Press 22 Apr 13

Police in Jamaica have seized hundreds of pounds of marijuana on a lush island off Jamaica's northeast coast that was once the playground of the
late Hollywood star Errol Flynn. 

Jamaica police seize haul of cocaine from Associated Press 21 Apr 13

Jamaican authorities say they have seized about 66 kilograms (145 pounds) of cocaine that was concealed inside a security company's van. 

Jamaica's Struggling Economy May Get $958 Million Boost from Miami Herald 9 Apr 13

Officials from the International Monetary Fund said Monday that a deeply indebted Jamaica could get up to $958 million in loans to help turn
around its sinking economy. 

Jamaica Pledged $2 Billion For Restructuring from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 13

Three key international lenders announced preliminary approval Monday for nearly $2 billion in loans to support a sweeping restructuring
program for impoverished Jamaica. 

IMF reaches agreement with Jamaica from Associated Press 8 Apr 13

The International Monetary Fund says debt-swamped Jamaica could receive up to $958 million in a four-year package. 

Jamaica sends back 33 Haitian migrants from Caribbean Media Corporation 29 Mar 13

The 33 Haitians who arrived in the eastern parish of Portland last Saturday were repatriated on Thursday morning aboard the Jamaica Defence
Force (JDF) Coast Guard vessel - The Surrey. The 33 Haitians were also joined by three others who arrived here sometime ago. Their repatriation
follows findings of a report from the Passport, Immigration and Citizenship Agency (PICA) that was submitted to the Ministry of National
Security.

Jamaica can earn billions by reducing gas emissions, UN official says from Caribbean Media Corporation 26 Mar 13

Jamaica can earn as much as US$30 billion by implementing a United Nations special programme aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions, a
senior UN official has said. United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Resident Representative in Jamaica, Dr Arun Kashyap, said the
revenue calculated is based on the 30 per cent forest coverage of the island. Research shows that countries with fairly substantial foliage are not
impacted as severely by the effects of greenhouse gas emissions, as those not having much or any. This as trees and other plants absorb gases,
such carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide, which are generated from activities, such as fossil fuel emissions.

FEATURE: Jamaica Frets Over Slowdown In Returning Islanders from Associated Press 21 Mar 13

In this affluent town in Jamaica's cool, mountainous interior, Jasmine Pottinger has realized the dream that kept her going while dealing with
racism, culture shock and other challenges during almost four decades of working in drizzly London, a city where she never felt entirely accepted.

Narcotics board rejects marijuana legalisation from Jamaican Gleaner 7 Mar 13

THE INTERNATIONAL Narcotics Control Board (INCB) which polices drug treaties is huffing and puffing over the decision by some
jurisdictions to legalise marijuana for recreational use. 

Coral Comeback: Reef 'Seeding' In The Caribbean from Associated Press 27 Feb 13

...conservationists are planting fast-growing coral species to try and turn things around by "seeding" reefs. The strategy has doubters, with one
expert joking that prayer might be as effective, but conservationists say the problem is so catastrophic that inaction is not an option.

IMF agrees on $750 mn loan to Jamaica from Agence France-Presse 15 Feb 13

The International Monetary Fund announced Friday it had reached an agreement with Jamaica for a fresh $750 million loan, after the Caribbean
country launched a crucial debt swap earlier this week. 



FEATURE: Struggling Caribbean Islands Selling Citizenship from Associated Press 13 Feb 13

Turmoil in the Middle East and North Africa has led to a surge of interest in programs that let investors buy citizenship or residence in countries
around the world in return for a healthy contribution or investment.

Jamaica launches debt reduction program to honor IMF agreement from Xinhua (China) 12 Feb 13

Jamaica would on Tuesday launch a debt reduction program to fulfill the agreement with the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Prime Minister
Portia Simpson Miller said on Monday night.

Don't ease up on corruption - US military official urges Gov't to deal decisively with scourge from The Gleaner (Jamaica) 11 Feb 13

The man entrusted by the United States (US) to monitor the gamut of its military-related affairs in approximately 31 countries and 15 areas of
special sovereignty in the Western Hemisphere is urging the Portia Simpson Miller administration to be unyielding in its efforts to rid Jamaica of
corruption. 

Decriminalisation of marijuana is irresponsible from The Gleaner (Jamaica) 11 Feb 13

The head of the United States Southern Command (USSOUTHCOM), which has responsibility for that nation's military affairs in South America,
Central America and the Caribbean, is disagreeing with voters in his homeland who have opted for the decriminalisation of the use of marijuana
in two states.

JDF shining brightly from The Gleaner (Jamaica) 10 Feb 13

A high-level military officer out of the United States, armed with immense influential reach throughout the hemisphere, has saluted the Jamaica
Defence Force (JDF) for the role it is playing in the Caribbean. General John Kelly, commander of the United States Southern Command (US
Marine Corps), offered his compliments of the JDF and expressed satisfaction with Jamaica's efforts to combat narco-trafficking. 

Slow Growth Projected For Debt-ridden Caribbean from McClatchy 8 Feb 13

As Jamaica Prime Minister Portia Simpson Miller addressed her heavily indebted nation last month, the Caribbean leader reminded Jamaicans of
her steadfast determination to not just balance the books but also people's lives. But with one of the world's highest relative public debt burdens,
the country that some are calling the Greece of the Caribbean could soon find that taking care of its most vulnerable is an obligation it cannot
afford. 

Dozens detained in Spanish Town raids from Jamaica Observer 25 Jan 13

POLICE detained dozens of men from the communities of Tawes Pen and Ellerslie Pen in Spanish Town, St Catherine, during major joint
police/military operations in the garrison communities between Wednesday and yesterday. "We have detained several men and processed them.
We also seized a Uzi submachine gun and a motorcar we believed to have been used for criminal activities and we are processing that too," one
policeman told the Jamaica Observer yesterday. 

Officials: Jamaica Closer To Finalizing IMF Deal from Associated Press 15 Jan 13

The finance minister of debt-burdened Jamaica says negotiations to forge a new agreement with the International Monetary Fund are nearly
complete. But Peter Philips says there must be a framework for taxes, public sector wages and other matters before a deal is finalized. 

Officials: Jamaica closer to finalizing IMF deal from Associated Press 14 Jan 13

The finance minister of debt-burdened Jamaica says negotiations to forge a new agreement with the International Monetary Fund are nearly
complete. But Peter Philips says there must be a framework for taxes, public sector wages and other matters before a deal is finalized.

Netherlands Antilles
US slams release of Venezuelan ex-intel chief from Agence France-Presse 28 Jul 14

The United States said Monday it was "deeply disappointed" after Aruba released a former Venezuelan military chief wanted in the US for drug
trafficking charges. 

Corruption row continues in Curacao involving Central Bank president from Caribbean News Now 13 Jan 14

President of the Central Bank, Emsley Tromp, has filed an action demanding a retraction from the “Fundashon Korsou Fuerte i Outonomo (KFO)



(The Strong and Autonomous Curacao Foundation) of a previously published press release about him... In response, the members of the
foundation, who are also lawyers, went on a vigorous counterattack. They linked Tromp to corruption and said that they have evidence,

New Commander Dutch Navy Caribbean area from Curacao Chronicle 16 Dec 13

Commander Hans Lodder will receive the command of the Dutch Navy in the Caribbean area (CZMCARIB). Next year he will replace brigadier
general Dick Swijgman. This was announced by the Ministry of Defense. Lodder will also be director of the Coast Guard. 

Ally Of Slain Politician Suspects Political Motive from Associated Press 7 May 13

A close ally of a charismatic but divisive politician killed by two assailants in Curacao said Monday he believes the lawmaker was slain in some
sort of politically motivated attack on the Dutch Caribbean island off the coast of Venezuela. 

Dutch prime minister condemns killing in Curacao from Associated Press 6 May 13

The Netherlands' Prime Minister Mark Rutte has condemned the slaying of Curacao politician Helmin Wiels, and offered sympathy and help from
the Dutch government, his office says. 

Curacao Politician Fatally Shot By Gunmen At Beach from Associated Press 6 May 13

A prominent politician in Curacao's coalition government was fatally shot Sunday on a public beach in broad daylight, sending shockwaves across
the small Dutch Caribbean island off the Venezuelan coast. 

US seizes gold bars from Curacao worth $1.7M from Associated Press 8 Jan 13

U.S. authorities in Puerto Rico have confiscated 11 gold bars sent by mail from Curacao, officials said Tuesday, without saying whether the
suspected contraband came from a recent heist on the Dutch Caribbean island. The gold bars were found in several courier packages at an airport
in the Puerto Rican town of Aguadilla, said Jeffrey Quinones, a spokesman for U.S. Customs and Border Protection. 

Curacao police arrest 7 in $11.5M gold bar heist from Associated Press 31 Dec 12

Police in the Dutch Caribbean island of Curacao have arrested seven suspects in connection with the recent heist of 70 gold bars worth an
estimated $11.5 million. Police spokesman Reginald Huggins said Friday that one of the men is from Bonaire, three are from Venezuela and the
remainder from Curacao. 

St Kitts and Nevis (RSS)
St. Kitts cedes more regulatory authority to regional bank from EFE (Spain) 30 Jul 15

The St. Kitts and Nevis government approved a measure ceding authority to the Eastern Caribbean Central Bank to regulate and supervise the
country's financial industry, a ECCB spokeswoman told EFE Thursday in a telephone interview. 

St. Kitts and Nevis economy is region's strongest, IMF says from EFE (Spain) 22 Jun 15

The St. Kitts and Nevis economy has grown around 6 percent annually over the last two years, becoming the strongest in the Caribbean region
"by far," the International Monetary Fund said Monday. 

St. Kitts bans agricultural products from Dominican Republic from EFE (Spain) 10 Apr 15

The St. Kitts and Nevis Department of Agriculture announced Friday an immediate ban on imports of agricultural products from the Dominican
Republic, where the presence of the Mediterranean fruit fly has been detected. 

St. Kitts, Turks and Caicos lead Caribbean in economic growth from EFE (Spain) 18 Feb 15

St. Kitts and Nevis and Turks and Caicos were the fastest-growing small economies in the Caribbean last year, both reporting growth of 4 percent,
the Caribbean Development Bank said Wednesday. 

Opposition alliance wins parliamentary elections in St Kitts from Associated Press 17 Feb 15

An alliance of three opposition parties won parliamentary elections in St. Kitts and Nevis, denying the former governing party and its prime
minister a fifth consecutive term in power, officials said Tuesday. 



St. Kitts PM seeks 5th consecutive term in elections from Associated Press 16 Feb 15

Prime Minister Denzil Douglas on Monday was seeking his fifth consecutive term leading St. Kitts and Nevis, competing against an alliance of
opposition factions seeking to unseat his administration. 

Team Unity Take to the Streets from WINN (Basseterre -- via OSC) 12 Jan 14

The three party opposition grouping Team Unity took to the streets Friday evening, to in the words of its officials and supporters, protect the
country’s democracy. “The message is just that, that we will not come off the streets until he (Prime Minister Denzil Douglas) does what is right,” 

Diplomatic passports not for sale, says St Kitts-Nevis PM's Office from Caribbean News Now 2 Dec 13

The government of St Kitts and Nevis has rejected claims by Iranian Alizera Moghadam, appointed as a special envoy to Azerbaijan and Turkey,
that he paid US$1 million for a diplomatic passport... Authorities suggested that, as an Iranian national, he may not have qualified to enter Canada
without the St Kitts and Nevis passport. Citizens of St Kitts and Nevis enjoy visa-free access to Canada.

Defence Force March an act of intimidation, says PAM Leader from West Indies News Network 10 Jun 13

Members of the St Kitts Nevis Defence Force dressed in combat fatigue marched through the streets of Basseterre early Monday morning ... to
mark the 46th Anniversary of the June 10, 1967 attack by rebels attempting take over Camp Springfield...WINN asked ... about concerns that the
march was a show of force at a time when the government was under pressure to debate a Motion of No confidence that before the Parliament ...

US military exchanges best practices with St Kitts-Nevis security forces from Caribbean News Now! 16 Apr 13

Personnel from the St Kitts-Nevis Defence Force (SKNDF) and the Royal St Christopher and Nevis Police Force are exchanging infantry best
practices with members of the Florida National Guard (FLNG), during a five-day workshop. Major Andrew Mueller of the FLNG is heading up
the six-man visiting group from the 53rd Infantry Brigade Combat Team. 

St Lucia (RSS)
St. Lucia lawmakers to debate becoming a republic from EFE (Spain) 17 Aug 15

The Parliament of St. Lucia will discuss this week a series of recommendations from the Constitutional Reform Commission, including one that
calls for the island to end its formal allegiance to the British crown and become a republic. 

Caribbean Development Bank to finance water projects in St. Lucia from EFE (Spain) 21 Jul 15

The Caribbean Development Bank will provide $14.8 million to fund improvements to the John Compton Dam in St. Lucia, which supplies
potable water to more than 93,000 residents. 

St. Lucia, Venezuela adopt mutual recognition of educational credentials from EFE (Spain) 28 May 15

St. Lucia and Venezuela have agreed to reciprocal recognition of educational credentials after years of bilateral student exchanges, the
government of the island nation said Thursday. 

Japan grants $2 mn to St. Lucia for development projects from EFE (Spain) 27 May 15

Japan has granted $2 million to St. Lucia to support economic and social development in the Caribbean country. The grant will be used for "the
procurement of unique, efficient and user-friendly technologies of Japan," St. Lucia's government said in a statement on Wednesday. 

St. Lucia to probe case of Cubans held aboard U.S. Coast Guard ship from EFE (Spain) 18 May 15

The St. Lucian government announced Monday that it is investigating reports that 38 Cuban nationals being held about a U.S. Coast Guard ship
were carrying tourist visas for St. Lucia. 

PM: Investigators allege St Lucia police had 'death list' from Associated Press 8 Mar 15

A team of independent investigators is alleging that St. Lucia's police force maintained "death lists" of people deemed to be criminals and planted
guns at the scenes of police shootings to legitimize their unlawful actions, the Caribbean country's leader announced Sunday. 

St. Lucia commemorates 36th anniversary of independence from EFE (Spain) 20 Feb 15

St. Lucia is preparing to commemorate the 36th anniversary of independence from Britain with a full calendar of events. 



St. Lucia to host high-level climate conferences from EFE (Spain) 23 Jan 15

St. Lucia is set to host next week two high-level meetings on climate change, the Ministry of Sustainable Development said Friday in a statement. 

St. Lucia says pact with university will improve food security from EFE (Spain) 3 Nov 14

The government of St. Lucia will sign a memorandum of understanding with a university in Barbados to collaborate on projects of food security,
biodiversity and exploration of natural resources. 

St. Lucia: No visitors from Ebola-stricken nations from Associated Press 15 Oct 14

The leader of the small Caribbean island of St. Lucia issued an order Wednesday to immediately bar entry to travelers coming from three West
African nations overwhelmed with Ebola epidemics. 

Human Rights Issues Bar Saint Lucia from Tradewinds 2014 from St. Lucia Times 29 May 14

A top official of the United States Southern Command which is the executive agent of Tradewinds 2014 has said that “credible allegations of
gross human rights violations” kept Saint Lucia out of the event this year. 

St. Lucia hosts global small states conference from EFE (Spain) 25 Mar 14

The resilience of developing countries will be examined over the next two days as the Commonwealth Secretariat seeks ways to help small island
developing states deal with the myriad of challenges they face. 

St Lucia PM: US Suspends Assistance To Police from Associated Press 22 Aug 13

The United States has withdrawn all assistance to St. Lucia’s police force over concerns about allegations of unlawful killings, the leader of the
small Caribbean country announced. 

Local cops no longer funded by U.S.? from St. Lucia Star 24 Apr 13

According to my sources, the American authorities believe they have good reason to consider these unexplained deaths as “extra judicial police
executions related to drug trafficking.” ... The U.S. authorities believe several local deaths, reported over the years as casualties of gang-warfare,
may have been planned extra judicial executions. 

PM: St. Lucia may benefit from Petrocaribe fuel from Associated Press 23 Jan 13

St. Lucia's leader says his government may try to obtain oil under a Venezuelan program that sells fuel to member countries at preferential terms.
Prime Minister Kenny Anthony announced late Tuesday that he instructed his energy minister to draft a proposal that could result in St. Lucia
accessing fuel under Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez's Petrocaribe pact later this year. 

St Vincent and Grenadines (RSS)
St. Vincent PM: Dominican policy toward Haitians "unacceptable" from EFE (Spain) 22 Jun 15

The Dominican Republic's policy of denying citizenship to persons of Haitian descent born in the Spanish-speaking Caribbean country is "simply
unacceptable," the prime minister of St Vincent and the Grenadines said Monday. 

Islamic State hacks St. Vincent gov't Web site from EFE (Spain) 4 May 15

Hackers claiming to represent Islamic State commandeered the official Web site of the St. Vincent and the Grenadines government to post a
message accusing U.S. and NATO Forces of "organized butchery." 

St. Vincent and the Grenadines celebrates 35th independence day from EFE (Spain) 27 Oct 14

St. Vincent and the Grenadines on Monday commemorated 35 years of independence after 260 years as a colony of first France and then Britain. 

Suriname
Suriname’s Bouterse Sworn In For New Term from AFP 13 Aug 15

Suriname’s President Desi Bouterse was sworn in Wednesday for a new five-year term, which the ex-dictator and convicted drug trafficker
pledged to use to bolster the country’s economic independence. 



Suriname’s Bouterse Set For Second Elected Term from AFP 12 Aug 15

Suriname’s President Desi Bouterse will be sworn in for a second term on Wednesday as the elected president of this small South American
country. 

Xi congratulates Bouterse on re-election as Suriname's president from Xinhua (China) 22 Jul 15

Chinese President Xi Jinping on Tuesday congratulated Desi Bouterse on his re-election as Surinamese president. 

Suriname Lawmakers OK Bouterse’s Re-election As President from Associated Press 15 Jul 15

PARAMARIBO, Suriname (AP) — Suriname’s Parliament on Tuesday gave former military dictator Desi Bouterse a second term as the
democratically elected president of the South American nation. 

Suriname president's party protests election results from Agence France-Presse 30 May 15

Suriname's ruling party National Democratic Party (NDP), led by president Desi Bouterse, has disputed results in several districts of the capital,
which now will be recounted Sunday, authorities said. 

CARICOM: Suriname elections were transparent, free and fair from EFE (Spain) 29 May 15

This week's general elections in Suriname were "transparent, free and fair," an eight-member monitoring mission from the Caribbean Community
said Friday. 

OAS congratulates Suriname on elections from EFE (Spain) 26 May 15

The Organization of American States observation mission on Tuesday congratulated Surinamese citizens for their "exemplary civic spirit" and
"active" participation in this week's general elections. 

First count shows Bouterse party gets majority in Suriname from Associated Press 26 May 15

Preliminary results show that the party of former military dictator Desi Bouterse has obtained the majority of Parliament seats in the South
American country of Suriname. 

Strongman looms large as Suriname votes from Agence France-Presse 24 May 15

Suriname goes to the polls in general elections on Monday with its convicted drug trafficker president striving to tighten his controversial grip on
the reins of power. 

Jamaican teen who wanted to join ISIS stopped in Suriname from DevSur 11 Apr 15

A 16-year-old boy from Jamaica was refused passage through Suriname this morning, when immigrations officers suspected that he was traveling
to join terrorist organization ISIS in Turkey. 

Suriname flasher fracas escalates into diplomatic spat from Agence France-Presse 3 Apr 15

South American neighbors Guyana and Suriname were at daggers drawn Friday after a brawl with an alleged flasher escalated into a full-blown
diplomatic crisis. 

China, Suriname sign currency swap deal from Xinhua (China) 18 Mar 15

China's central bank has signed a one billion yuan (about 160 million U.S. dollars) currency swap deal with the Republic of Suriname, the
People's Bank of China (PBOC) said on Wednesday. 

Suriname president's son jailed in US for Hezbollah 'plot' from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 15

A New York court sentenced the son of the president of Suriname to more than 16 years in prison Tuesday for attempting to support Hezbollah,
considered a terrorist organization by the United States. 

Suriname bans travelers from Ebola-hit countries from Xinhua (China) 21 Oct 14

Suriname will no longer allow foreign travelers to visit the country if they have been to Ebola- hit West African countries prior, said local health



authority on Tuesday. 

Suriname's president warns U.S. over interference from Xinhua (China) 25 Feb 14

Suriname's President Desi Bouterse warned on Tuesday that the U.S. ambassador may need to leave the country due to the alleged interference in
the upcoming election. 

SD leaders boost partnership with Suriname from Associated Press 5 Dec 13

Leaders from the South Dakota governor's office and the state National Guard say a recent visit to Suriname (SUR'-ih-nahm) helped strengthen
ties between the state and the South American country. 

Suriname probes leader's son over US Hezbollah charges from Agence France-Presse 14 Nov 13

Suriname has launched a formal investigation into the son of President Desi Bouterse after he was charged by US authorities with attempting to
funnel weapons to Hezbollah, officials said Thursday. 

Probe urged over terror charges for Suriname leader's son from Agence France-Presse 11 Nov 13

Suriname's political opposition Sunday called for a criminal probe into whether a son of President Desi Bouterse broke local laws, after the US
charged him with attempting to support a terrorist group. 

US charges Suriname leader's son over Hezbollah ties from Agence France-Presse 8 Nov 13

The United States charged the son of Suriname President Desi Bouterse on Friday with attempting to supply weapons to Hezbollah and allow its
fighters a base to attack American targets. 

Suriname leader says son's arrest timed to shame him from Rueters 3 Sep 13

Suriname's president said on Tuesday the arrest of his son in Panama on charges of smuggling cocaine into the United States was timed to
embarrass him as he hosted a regional summit. 

UPDATE: Suriname leader's son extradited to US on arms charges from Agence France-Presse 31 Aug 13

The son of Suriname President Desi Bouterse has been extradited from Panama to the United States on drug trafficking and weapons charges,
federal prosecutors said. 

US Embassy says son of Suriname president arrested from Associated Press 30 Aug 13

The son of the president of the South American country of Suriname has been arrested, a U.S. Embassy official and other sources said Friday. 

Former rebel leader seeks Suriname presidency from Associated Press 8 Apr 13

The man who led the "Jungle Commando" insurgency in Suriname says he wants to run for president in the South American nation. 

Surinam gets nod from World Bank for environmental programme from Caribbean Media Corporation 26 Mar 13

The Participants Committee of the Forest Carbon Partnership Facility (FCPF) of the World Bank has approved Suriname-s Readiness Preparation
Proposal (R-PP 2013). The country will also receive nearly four million (S) dollars to prepare for its participation in the United Nations REDD+
initiatives aimed at reducing emissions from deforestation and enhancing forest carbon stocks. 

Trinidad and Tobago
Guyana's president visits Trinidad and Tobago from EFE (Spain) 31 Jul 15

Guyanese President David Granger was scheduled to arrive here Friday for talks with Trinidad and Tobago's prime minister, Kamla Persad-
Bissessar. 

Trinidad and Tobago welcomes Commonwealth election observers from EFE (Spain) 21 Jul 15

A team of observers from the Commonwealth will arrive in Trinidad and Tobago this week to meet with officials and political leaders more than a
month prior to the Sept. 7 general elections, the government said Tuesday. 



Trinidadian police probe alleged marijuana find at PM's house from EFE (Spain) 20 Jul 15

The Trinidad and Tobago Police announced Monday a two-week extension of an investigation into the alleged discovery two years ago of
marijuana at the private residence of Prime Minister Kamla Persad-Bissessar, who is seeking another term in the Sept. 9 election. 

In Trinidad, joint unit of police, soldiers to combat gangs from Associated Press 5 Jul 15

Trinidad and Tobago's leader has created a combined national security force to combat gang violence in a crime-troubled community. 

U.S. hasn't requested Warner's extradition, Trinidad says from EFE (Spain) 22 Jun 15

The U.S. Department of Justice has yet to formally request the extradition of former FIFA vice president Jack Warner, a spokesman in the
Trinidad and Tobago Office of the Attorney General told EFE Monday. 

Trinidad’s Leader Fires Attorney General, Security Minister from Associated Press 3 Feb 15

Trinidad’s leader has fired her attorney general and the national security minister over allegations they participated in witness tampering. 

Trinidad and Tobago raises state of alert after 10 homicides in 2015 from EFE (Spain) 5 Jan 15

Trinidad and Tobago's government said Monday it was raising law enforcement agencies' state of alert after a spike in gang-related homicides
claimed 10 lives in the first few days of 2015. 

Trinidad and Tobago arrests fugitive undocumented migrant from EFE (Spain) 23 Dec 14

Trinidad and Tobago's Ministry of National Security announced Tuesday that one of four undocumented immigrants who escaped last week from
the Immigration Detention Center has been arrested. 

Report reveals rise of Jamaican drug gang in Trinidad and Tobago from EFE (Spain) 10 Dec 14

A group of Jamaican immigrants has established an international drug trafficking operation in Trinidad and Tobago, the Trinidad Express reported
Wednesday, citing an intelligence report. 

Trinidad and Tobago workers march against corruption from EFE (Spain) 5 Dec 14

Labor unions in Trinidad and Tobago staged Friday a national march against corruption, gathering hundreds of workers and other citizens in the
capital, Port-of-Spain. 

Trinidad to step up deportations of migrants from Associated Press 6 Nov 14

The government of Trinidad says it will crack down on the estimated 110,000 migrants living on the island illegally. 

Trinidad says 'several' citizens aid Islamic group from Associated Press 15 Oct 14

At least "several" citizens of Trinidad & Tobago have traveled overseas to aid militants including the group known as the Islamic State, the
national security minister of the Caribbean nation said Wednesday. 

Trinidad and Tobago moves to block recruiting by Islamic State from EFE (Spain) 14 Oct 14

Trinidad and Tobago's national security minister said Tuesday that steps were being taken to monitor the activities of "several nationals" linked to
the Islamic State group. 

Road opponents start 40-day fast in Trinidad and Tobago from EFE (Spain) 14 Oct 14

Members of the Highway Re-Route Movement, led by renowned environmental activist Wayne Kublalsingh, have launched a 40-day fast to
demand the government of Trinidad and Tobago halt construction of a road. 

Americas Competitiveness Forum begins in Trinidad and Tobago from EFE (Spain) 8 Oct 14

More than 1,000 business leaders and political figures from 34 countries are taking part in the 8th Americas Competitiveness Forum, which gets
under way Wednesday in Port-of-Spain, capital of Trinidad and Tobago. 

Trinidad and Tobago urges collective action on climate change from Xinhua (China) 23 Sep 14



Trinidad and Tobago on Tuesday urged collective action from all mankind to fight climate change which the county's prime minister called was
"the greatest environment threat of this century." 

Japanese PM leaves Mexico, heads for Trinidad and Tobago from Agence France-Presse 27 Jul 14

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe left Mexico Sunday having struck a series of energy deals and headed for Trinidad and Tobago, his next stop
on a tour of Latin America. 

China, Trinidad and Tobago mark 40th anniversary of diplomatic ties from Xinhua (China) 20 Jun 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping exchanged congratulatory messages Friday with his Trinidad and Tobago counterpart Anthony Carmona to mark the
40th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between the two countries. 

Trinidad May Seek Outside Help In Search For Assailants Who Gunned Down Prominent Lawyer from Miami Herald 9 May 14

A prominent attorney involved in several high-profile cases was buried Thursday, four days after an execution-style murder that has left the twin-
island nation reeling in shock and outrage. 

Trinidad Minister Steps Down Amid Assault Probe from Associated Press 1 Apr 14

Trinidad & Tobago’s tourism minister has stepped down as police investigate assault allegations made against him by a former girlfriend. 

China, Trinidad and Tobago pledge cooperation from Xinhua (China) 25 Feb 14

China and Trinidad and Tobago on Tuesday pledged to enhance cooperation in areas including infrastructure construction, security, culture and
people-to-people exchanges. 

Trinidad and Tobago seeks further cooperation with China from Xinhua (China) 22 Feb 14

Trinidad and Tobago is seeking to "materialize" cooperation with China, Prime Minister Kamla Persad-Bissessar has told Xinhua. 

Trinidad Battles Landfill Fire, Heavy Smoke from AP 31 Jan 14

A burning landfill is sending smoke across parts of Trinidad’s capital. That’s forcing some schools and businesses to close on Thursday... The fire
began on Sunday and has forced dozens of people to seek medical treatment for asthma and other problems.

British Royal Navy makes cocaine bust from Newsday (T&T) 13 Jan 14

The British Royal Navy says its support ship Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) Wave Knight has seized marijuana with a street value of about £1
million from a suspect vessel in the Caribbean. 

US, T&T end military exercise from Trinidad Express Newspapers 16 Dec 13

The United States says a month-long military training exercise involving the US Southern Command and the Trinidad and Tobago Defence Force
will help deepen cooperation between the two countries. 

Study uncovers causes of trafficking in persons, irregular migration trends in Trinidad and Tobago, provides recommendations
from International Organization for Migration 18 Nov 13

Trinidad and Tobago is considered a destination country for both regional and extra regional migrants, due to its level of development,
employment and integration opportunities. This reality has exposed the Caribbean island nation to irregular migratory flows which include human
trafficking and migrant smuggling. 

UN criticized for Trinidad HIV, human rights event from Associated Press 22 Oct 13

Gay rights activists are blasting the United Nations for organizing a book launch in Trinidad to talk about HIV and human rights in the Caribbean,
noting the island bars homosexuals. 

OPINION: Democracy and concentration of power? from NewsDay (Trinidada & Tobago) 16 Sep 13

After I had heard former MP under a Labour Government, Clare Short, compare those weapons of mass destruction in Iraq with that gas of mass
destruction in Syria, I knew that Britain’s House of Commons, if consulted on anything smelling of British Military involvement in Syria, would



say no. 

Trinidad PM says China offers $3 billion in loans from Associated Press 2 Jun 13

Trinidad's prime minister says China's president has offered concessionary loans to nine Caribbean countries totaling some $3 billion. 

Chinese president says his visit to Trinidad and Tobago to inject vitality into bilateral ties from Xinhua (China) 31 May 13

Chinese President Xi Jinping said here Friday that his state visit to Trinidad and Tobago will "inject new and strong vitality" into the development
of relations between China and the Caribbean country. 

Trinidad Panel Taking Fresh Look At 1990 Uprising from Associated Press 29 May 13

The Muslim cleric who led a small army that stormed Trinidad & Tobago's parliament in a blaze of gunfire is a free man. Never convicted of any
charges, he cheerfully presides over a mosque and school complex in the country's bustling capital and shares time among his four wives, the
maximum Islam allows. 

Trinidad's Jack Warner resigns amid fraud inquiry from BBC 22 Apr 13

A former top figure in international football, Jack Warner, has resigned as Trinidad and Tobago's minister of security amid an inquiry into fraud. 

AG: No rift with the US from The (T&T) Guardian 5 Apr 13

A release from the White House in Washington and the US Department of State to the Government of T&T recognising the valuable assistance of
the Government and the Attorney General in effecting the extradition of Doreen Alexander has laid to rest speculation there is some kind of
diplomatic rift between the US and T&T, Attorney General Anand Ramlogan said yesterday. 

Trinidad Extradites Final Suspect In US Slaying from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

The Justice Department says Trinidad and Tobago has extradited a woman to face trial in the U.S. for the kidnapping and killing of an American
citizen in the Caribbean country. 

US govt not obliged to divulge information to T&T from Trinidad & Tobago Guardian 2 Apr 13

The United States Government is not obligated to reveal any facts to the People’s Partnership Government in its quest to obtain information about
an FBI probe involving National Security Minister Jack Warner, says Senior Counsel Dana Seetahal...responding to statements made by Attorney
General Anand Ramlogan who said he intended to write the US Attorney General Eric Holder seeking further facts on the matter. 

Trinidad's Gov't Official Subject Of US Criminal Probe from Miami Herald 28 Mar 13

By A senior Trinidad and Tobago government official is the target of a U.S. criminal probe involving possible tax fraud and corruption allegations
concerning international soccer, a leading newspaper in the island-nation reported. 

To boost regional security US marine general visits T&T from The Trinidad Guardian 7 Feb 13

United States marine corps general John Kelly, commander of US southern command, who visited Port-of-Spain yesterday, said he was delighted
to have met with the Government and defence leaders on his Caribbean visit. Kelly met with prime minister Kamla Persad-Bissessar, national
security Minister Jack Warner, foreign affairs minister Winston Dookeran and members of the T&T Defence Force led by chief of defence staff,
Maj Gen Kenrick Maharaj. 

Security blanket for Carnival from Newsday (Trinidad and Tobago) 4 Feb 13

Acting Police Commissioner Stephen Williams is assuring citizens and visitors that thousands of officers will be out in full force from this
weekend until Ash Wednesday to ensure law and order prevails for Carnival. Without disclosing what they are, Williams yesterday said special
anti-crime initiatives are being put in place, but noted that measures used during the Christmas season, such as increased patrols, will also be
implemented to create a security blanket during the revelry. 

COMMENTARY: Visas can expire in US, not passports from Trinidad Express Newspapers 2 Feb 13

As a Trinidad and Tobago citizen, all you need to travel to the United States is a valid passport and a valid US visa. The United States does not
require a machine-readable passport for travellers with a US visa. It is important to note that your passport must be valid for the duration of your



stay in the United States; however, it does not need to be valid for an additional six months after your stay. This passport-validity rule varies from
country to country, but as far as Trinidad and Tobago is concerned, the passport does not need to be valid for six additional months.

Central America
Belize
Mexico and Belize sign 8 agreements from EFE (Spain) 21 Jul 15

Belizean Foreign Minister Wilfred Peter Elrington wrapped up his visit to Mexico with the signing of eight agreements to strengthen bilateral
judicial cooperation, the Mexican Foreign Relations Secretariat said. 

Despair, And Grim Acceptance, Over Killings By Brazil’s Police from New York Times 22 May 15

Eduardo de Jesus was on his doorstep in Complexo do Alemão, a vast maze here of cinder block homes, when his mother heard the loud blast of
gunfire. 

Belize Offshore Oil Plan Sparks Worries For Reefs, Fisheries from Associated Press 8 May 15

Belize is considering new offshore drilling regulations that could open up nearly the entire coast to exploration and exploitation, environmental
groups warned this week, calling it a threat to vital reefs, fisheries and tourism concerns. 

Nathan Bland: Working Hand In Hand With The Government, People And Institutions In Belize from Washington Post 30 Apr 15

Nathan Bland works on a head-spinning number of political, economic and law enforcement issues at the U.S. embassy in Belize. One day he
may be keeping Washington in the loop on the country’s border disputes, investment climate and human rights situation. The next, he may be
focusing on training for Belizean police, lawyers and judges. 

Caribbean Court of Justice to hear Belize nationalization case from EFE (Spain) 9 Dec 14

The Caribbean Court of Justice will take up on Wednesday the nationalization case pitting the government of Belize against British Caribbean
Bank and businessman Dean Boyce. 

Belize Charges Man In Panama Diplomat Killing from Associated Press 28 Nov 14

Authorities in Belize have charged a 19-year-old man for the killing of a Panamanian diplomat. The country’s national police force said late
Wedesday that Wilsner Echeveria has been charged with the murder of Jose Rodrigo De La Rosa. Echeveria was also charged with theft of a
mobile phone belonging to De La Rosa. 

EU hits 3 countries with fishing sanctions from Associated Press 24 Mar 14

The European Union will no longer import any fish caught by vessels from Cambodia, Belize and Guinea, accusing their governments of failing
to cooperate in fighting illegal fishing. 

United Nation looks at human trafficking, but there is more cases of human smuggling from Belize News 5 16 Dec 13

The United Nations is looking at human trafficking Belize but that study reveals that there are far more cases of human smuggling of nationals
from Central and South America and as far as Asia.

C.E.O. Judith Alpuche disagrees with some aspects of preliminary report from Belize News 5 16 Dec 13

The line Ministry for the issue of human trafficking is the Ministry of Human Development, Social Transformation and Poverty. Its C.E.O., Judith
Alpuche, says that the number of trafficked persons in Belize is small and disagrees with some of the information revealed by the UN Rapporteur.

Brazil Announces $6.65 Bn Spending Cut from AFP 6 Jul 13

Brazil said Friday it will immediately cut government spending by $6.65 billion to balance the budget and achieve the goal of a primary fiscal
surplus of 2.3 percent of GDP.

Belizean Government Condemns Pyramid Destruction from Associated Press 15 May 13

The government said Tuesday it is pursuing a "vigorous" investigation into a road-building company's near destruction of one of the largest
Mayan pyramids in Belize. 



Builders Bulldoze Big Mayan Pyramid In Belize from Associated Press 14 May 13

A construction company has essentially destroyed one of Belize's largest Mayan pyramids with backhoes and bulldozers to extract crushed rock
for a road-building project, authorities announced on Monday. 

Special Report From Key West, FL: What US Southcom Sees In Belize from 7Newsbelize.com 22 Mar 13

...SOUTHCOM. According to its charter, it is responsible for "providing contingency planning, operations, and security cooperation for Central
America, South America and the Caribbean." Last week, Janelle Chanona and other Belizean journalists were invited to SOUTHCOM's Joint
Inter-Agency Task Force South in Key west Florida. 

BDF To Celebrate New Commander from 7 Newsbelize.com 24 Jan 13

The BDF's New Commander, Cornel David Jones will assume command in a formal ceremony next week. For the military - which always likes to
put on a regimented show - it's a big deal because they don't get a new commander every day - and this is the first change of command in almost
five years. And they're making a PR campaign out of it. 

Costa Rica
Costa Rica government issues toxic spill alert from BBC 3 May 15

Costa Rica has declared an emergency zone along about 100km (62 miles) of the country's Pacific coastline, after a ship full of toxic chemicals
sank. 

Costa Rica Seizes 1,800 Pounds Of Cocaine In Pacific Ocean from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

Costa Rican authorities have seized a boat carrying some 1,800 pounds (810 kilograms) of cocaine off the country’s central Pacific coast. 

Costa Rica Volcano Spews Ash, Prompts Evacuations from Associated Press 31 Oct 14

The Turrialba volcano’s largest eruption in over a century rained ash over parts of central Costa Rica and prompted the evacuation of some nearby
communities, authorities said Thursday. 

Costa Rica Nabs 1,600 Pounds Of Cocaine In 2 Busts from Associated Press 30 Sep 14

Costa Rican authorities say they have seized about 1,600 pounds (724 kilograms) of cocaine in two recent busts. 

Costa Rica Police Seize Cocaine, $1.5 M In Cash from Associated Press 26 Aug 14

Costa Rican authorities say they have seized a small plane carrying $1.5 million in cash and 880 pounds (400 kilograms) of cocaine. Officials also
detained four Costa Rican and two Mexican men. 

Costa Rica nabs trafficker wanted in El Salvador from Associated Press 5 Aug 14

Costa Rican authorities say they have arrested a drug trafficker wanted in El Salvador as he entered the country hidden inside a trailer truck driven
by his father, who was also arrested. They found $1.1 million in cash hidden in a spare tire. 

Obama Taps Donor To Be Ambassador To Costa Rica from Associated Press 9 Jul 14

President Barack Obama is nominating one of his longtime donors to be the next U.S. ambassador to Costa Rica. 

Costa Rican authorities seize 2.4 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 1 Jul 14

Costa Rican authorities seized a total of 2.4 tons of cocaine found aboard a vessel off the country's Pacific coast, the Public Safety Ministry said
Tuesday. 

Costa Rica seizes 4 tons of cocaine at sea from Associated Press 11 Jun 14

Costa Rican officials say they have seized more than four tons of cocaine from three boats disguised as fishing vessels off the Central American
country's Pacific Coast. 

Costa Rican judge suspected of taking bribes from EFE (Spain) 16 May 14



A judge suspected of freeing drug defendants in exchange for bribes was arrested Friday in the Caribbean province of Limon, Costa Rica's OIJ
investigative agency said. 

Costa Rica Swears In President Amid High Expectations from Agence France-Presse 9 May 14

Costa Rica Thursday inaugurated its new president, Luis Guillermo Solis, who faces high expectations from a population weary of the economic
problems and corruption scandals under his predecessor. 

Costa Rica seizes 2 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 7 May 14

Costa Rica's coast guard on Wednesday in Pacific waters captured three people who were transporting more than 2 tons of cocaine in the hold of a
fishing vessel, authorities said. 

Costa Rica is demanding US explain ‘Cuban Twitter’ from Washington Post 24 Apr 14

The Costa Rican government says it’s still waiting for the Obama administration to explain why it launched the secret “Cuban Twitter” network
from inside the Central American nation’s borders despite warnings in 2009 that the plan could jeopardize the two countries’ diplomatic relations. 

Costa Rican police seize 1.2 tonnes of cocaine from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 10 Apr 14

The Costa Rican Coast Guard has seized 1.28 tonnes of cocaine off the country's southern Pacific coast, authorities said Thursday. 

Costa Rica installs coastal radar to monitor drug smuggling from EFE (Spain) 10 Apr 14

President Laura Chinchilla inaugurated on Thursday a radar station on Costa Rica's Pacific coast that will be a tool in the country's fight against
drug trafficking and illegal fishing.

Center-Left Candidate, As Expected, Wins Big In Costa Rica from New York Times 8 Apr 14

Luis Guillermo Solís won a landslide victory in Costa Rica’s presidential election on Sunday after his opponent abandoned the contest and
retreated to the sidelines. 

Costa Rica Set For Lopsided Victory from New York Times 7 Apr 14

With his opponent in the race for president of Costa Rica on the sidelines, a history professor seemed poised to win a lopsided victory on Sunday. 

Solis Elected As Costa Rica’s New President from Agence France-Presse 7 Apr 14

Political centrist Luis Guillermo Solis was elected president of Costa Rica in a runoff vote Sunday, becoming the first third-party candidate to win
in decades. 

Costa Rica's Solis running alone in presidential run-off from BBC 5 Apr 14

Costa Ricans go to the polls today for an unusual run-off presidential vote, with Luis Guillermo Solis the only candidate left in the race. 

Costa Rica government's presidential candidate withdraws from BBC News 5 Mar 14

Costa Rican presidential candidate Johnny Araya, from the governing party, says he is abandoning his campaign for April's run-off election. 

Russia may set up a military base in Nicaragua, and Costa Rica isn’t happy from Inside Costa Rica 28 Feb 14

Russia has its eyes on expanding its military presence by establishing military bases in Nicaragua, Venezuela and Cuba according to a statement
by Russian Defense Minister, Serguei Shoigu, and Costa Rica is not thrilled by the proposal. 

Costa Rica protests after Venezuelan TV claims U.S. forces in Costa Rica from Inside Costa Rica 6 Feb 14

Costa Rica presented this morning a formal protest to the Venezuela-based international television network, TeleSUR, after the television network
claimed there were United States military forces and a naval base in Costa Rica’s Guanacaste province. 

Cuban Police Detain Dissident Known As Antunez And His Wife from Miami Herald 6 Feb 14

Cuban police and State Security agents Wednesday detained a top dissident — Jorge Luis García Pérez who is also known as “Antúnez” — and
his wife and seized computers, clothes, a TV, and even cooking pots during a raid of their home, other democracy activists reported. 



El Salvador And Costa Rica Hold Presidential Votes from New York Times 3 Feb 14

Two Central American countries, El Salvador and Costa Rica, put incumbent parties to the test on Sunday in what were expected to be closely
fought presidential elections that focused less on ideology than on unease over unemployment, corruption and crime. 

No Clear Frontrunner As Costa Ricans Vote For New President from Agence France-Presse 3 Feb 14

Costa Ricans pick a new president Sunday from a field of four candidates, none of whom have a clear lead in the polls, and with nearly a third of
voters undecided. 

Costa Rica government accused of spying on newspaper’s reporters from Inside Costa Rica 22 Jan 14

Reporters Without Borders is calling for an investigation into spying on the San José-based Diario Extra newspaper, which reported at a news
conference Monday that the Judicial Investigation Agency (OIJ) and the office of the public prosecutor have been monitoring the private and
professional phone calls of its journalists

Costa Rica arrests four alleged FARC rebels from Agence France-Presse 1 Nov 13

Police in Costa Rica have arrested four suspected members of Colombia's FARC rebel group, authorities said Friday. 

Costa Rica seizes nearly 1.5 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 28 Oct 13

Costa Rican antidrug authorities on Monday seized 1,276 kilos (2,810 lbs.) of cocaine from a speedboat in the Caribbean, the OIJ investigative
bureau said. 

USGS: 6.0 Magnitude Earthquake - 44K W of Sardinal, Costa Rica from United States Geological Survey 5 Sep 13

No casualties in shooting at Colombian Embassy in Costa Rica from EFE (Spain) 24 Aug 13

No one was hurt when assailants in a passing car fired shots at the Colombian Embassy in San Jose, Costa Rica's security minister said Friday. 

Costa Rica seeks to close both public zoos from Associated Press 3 Aug 13

Costa Rican officials say they plan to close both of the country's public zoos next year so that animals can be freed from their cages. But the
foundation that runs the animal parks said Saturday it is trying to keep them operating. 

Costa Rica May Have Legalized Gay Civil Unions from Associated Press 7 Jul 13

Conservative Costa Rican lawmakers are getting a lesson in the importance of reading the fine print. They were mortified on Friday after realizing
that they may have accidentally approved language making same-sex unions legal when they passed a piece of legislation this week.

Costa Rica Issues Health Alert Over Dengue from Agence France-Presse 3 Jul 13

Costa Rica on Tuesday declared a health alert due to a dengue fever outbreak which has claimed three lives and infected about 12,000 people so
far this year, authorities said. 

U.S. COAST GUARD WILL NOT DOCK IN COSTA RICA AFTER LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY PERMISSION EXPIRES
from La Nación, Costa Rica 28 Jun 13

The Legislature did not approve the permit in time for ships from the Coast Guard and U.S. Navy to dock in Costa Rican ports, so the arrival of
the North American vessel USCG Sherman was canceled Friday. 

China Gives Costa Rica $900M Line Of Credit For Refinery, Agreements On Energy And Transport from Associated Press 3 Jun 13

China will give Costa Rica a $900 million line of credit to finance the expansion and remodeling of an oil refinery in the Central American
country's Caribbean coast, the two countries announced Monday. 

Costa Rica Probes Liberty Reserve Founder Marriage from Associated Press 30 May 13

The man who allegedly founded currency transfer firm Liberty Reserve may have paid a Costa Rican woman to marry him so he could get



citizenship in this country, which lacks an extradition treaty with the United States, authorities said Wednesday. 

Costa Rican volcano spews ash, smoke from Associated Press 22 May 13

Scientists say one of Costa Rica's largest volcanos is spewing clouds of ash and gas, setting off a small-scale evacuation. 

Costa Rica president caught in scandal over travel from Agence France-Presse 16 May 13

Costa Rica's President Laura Chinchilla was embroiled in scandal Thursday amid revelations that she used a private jet made available by a
Colombian suspected of links to drug trafficking. 

Costa Rica spokesman resigns amid Chinchilla flight scandal from Reuters 16 May 13

Costa Rica's communicationschief resigned on Wednesday amid a scandal engulfing President Laura Chinchilla, saying he failed to properly
screen a man whoarranged for her to use a private jet and is under suspicion ofusing a false identity. The attorney general's office is now
investigating flights Chinchilla made to Peru and to Caracas for the funeral of late Venezuelan leader Hugo Chavez. 

Costa Rica president's private jet use prompts investigation from Reuters 14 May 13

Costa Rica's President Laura Chinchilla came under pressure on Tuesday after the government admitted she had used a private jet owned by a
foreign oil company, prompting an investigation by the attorney general's office. Communications minister Francisco Chacon told reporters
Chinchilla had taken the jet, paid for by Colombia-based oil company THX Energy, last weekend to Peru to attend a wedding and meet Peruvian
President Ollanta Umala. 

Dengue Fever Outbreak Hits Costa Rica from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 13

Health officials in Costa Rica said an outbreak of dengue fever has sickened 7,000 people, with many cases occurring in some of this Central
American country's most popular tourist areas. 

Obama To Visit Mexico, Costa Rica from Miami Herald 28 Mar 13

President Barack Obama will travel to Mexico and Costa Rica from May 2-4, the White House announced Wednesday. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation:Costa Rica confiscates 470 kilos of cocaine hidden in an Ecuadorian boat from Xinhua
(China 19 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: The Costa Rican Drug Control Police confirmed Tuesday the confiscation of 470 kilos of cocaine that were
transported in a small Ecuadorian boat detained in the waters of Pacifico Sur. 

Cocaine Traffickers Target Costa Rica from Wall Street Journal 10 Mar 13

Costa Rica—Mexican and Colombian cartels have already turned parts of Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador into a major drug-trafficking
corridor, while driving up homicide rates. They are now pulling in Costa Rica, Central America's standout economy and democracy. 

FEATURE: Costa Rica toughens its stance in drug fight from Associated Press 18 Feb 13

...the U.S. is patrolling Costa Rica's skies and waters while also providing millions of dollars in training and equipment. The Costa Rican
government, in turn, has launched a tough line on crime backed by a top-to-bottom transformation of its law-enforcement and justice systems. 

Costa Rica To Compensate Couples For In Vitro Ban from Agence France-Presse 13 Feb 13

The government of Costa Rica will pay $360,000 in compensation to 18 couples impacted by the country's ban on in vitro fertilization, officials
said Tuesday. 

Costa Rican president eyes drug laws from Associated Press 23 Jan 13

Costa Rican President Laura Chinchilla says her nation, Mexico and Colombia have opened talks with U.S. officials to prepare for the legalization
of marijuana in some U.S. states. She said in an Associated Press interview that the Central American nations worry about what the effect that
legalization in some U.S. states will have on the battle against international drug cartels. 

Costa Rica plans to promote electoral reforms from Xinhua (China) 8 Jan 13



Costa Rican President Laura Chinchilla plans to promote electoral reforms, among other institutional reforms, during the end of her term, Minister
of the Presidency Carlos Benavides said Tuesday. The reform is based on a report put together by experts, the Diario Extra daily cited Benavides
as saying.

El Salvador
El Salvador breaks record with largest number of homicides in one day from EFE (Spain) 20 Aug 15

El Salvador reached an all-time high of 43 homicides Tuesday, for the second consecutive day, which police attributed partly to gang wars and
their attempt to grab the government's attention. 

El Salvador: 125 Killings In 3 Days As Gang Violence Soars from Associated Press 20 Aug 15

At least 125 people have been killed in El Salvador in the last three days, authorities said Wednesday as a wave of violence continues to plague
the Central American nation. 

Gang-related violence claims 28 lives in El Salvador from EFE (Spain) 17 Aug 15

Gang violence and clashes between gang members and police left 28 people dead in the space of less than 24 hours, the Salvadoran Attorney
General's Office told EFE Monday. 

El Salvador gangs: Arrests of members ordered from BBC 12 Aug 15

El Salvador's attorney general has issued about 300 arrest warrants for gang members suspected of "terrorist acts". Last month, gang members
paralysed public transport when they ordered drivers to go on strike. 

El Salvador Cracks Down On Crime, But Gangs Remain Unbowed from New York Times 12 Aug 15

Seven bus drivers are killed in four days. A morgue worker slowly counts 224 stab wounds on a murder victim. Police officers post memorials to
slain comrades and photographs of “eliminated” suspects on Facebook. 

El Salvador Mourns Deaths Of Children In Shootouts from Associated Press 12 Aug 15

El Salvador’s national council for children is expressing concern about gunfire violence that is killing young boys and girls. 

Drought causes $100 million in crop losses in El Salvador from Agence France-Presse 10 Aug 15

A drought cost nearly $100 million in lost corn and bean harvests in El Salvador in June and July, the government said Monday in announcing a
plan to distribute seeds to hard-hit farmers. 

1 Off-duty Officer, 3 Gang Members Killed In El Salvador from Associated Press 7 Aug 15

An off-duty police officer and three suspected gang members were killed in a shootout in El Salvador, authorities said Thursday. Mara street gang
members have been targeting police and killed four during 36 hours. 

Gangmembers kill 4 in attack on bus in El Salvador from EFE (Spain) 5 Aug 15

The driver, fare collector and two passengers died Wednesday in an attack by gang members on a bus in San Pedro Perulapan, 31 kilometers (19
miles) southeast of this capital, the Salvadoran Attorney General's Office told EFE. 

Salvadorans still hunting for 2 escaped gangmembers from EFE (Spain) 3 Aug 15

Four of the six gangmembers who escaped from a police station in the eastern Salvadoran town of San Miguel have been apprehended, authorities
said Monday. 

Buses Running Again In El Salvador Despite Gang Threat from AFP 31 Jul 15

A heavy police and military deployment in El Salvador on Thursday dampened an effort by gangs to halt public transport as they seek inclusion in
security talks in the violence-plagued country. 

Gang Killings Of Bus Workers Freezes San Salvador’s Transportation System from Los Angeles Times 30 Jul 15

El Salvador’s street gangs paralyzed the capital city of San Salvador on Wednesday as many bus drivers stayed clear of their routes after the



killing of at least nine transportation workers in a challenge to the government’s crackdown on violence. 

El Salvador Arrests Gang Leader Suspected In Bus Attacks from Associated Press 30 Jul 15

Authorities arrested the leader of a gang believed responsible for a string of threats and attacks on bus drivers that has disrupted public
transportation in El Salvador’s capital, prosecutors said Wednesday. 

UPDATE: Salvadoran gov't deploys armored cars to support police against gangs from EFE (Spain) 29 Jul 15

The Salvadoran military on Wednesday in this capital and several nearby zones deployed four armored cars to support the police in the operation
to provide security to transport workers threatened by the gangs who are insisting they stop providing bus service to local residents. 

Street gangs kill bus driver in El Salvador from Agence France-Presse 29 Jul 15

Street gangs in El Salvador killed a seventh bus driver Wednesday for defying their campaign to shut down public transport and force the
government to recognize the feared urban posses. 

Some Buses Halt Runs In El Salvador’s Capital After Killings from Associated Press 28 Jul 15

Some buses in the capital of El Salvador have stopped running after two drivers were killed and rumors circulated that the Central American
country’s “Mara” street gangs planned to burn buses. 

Homicides skyrocket in El Salvador from EFE (Spain) 3 Jul 15

The number of homicides in El Salvador soared 55.7 percent in the first six months of the year compared with the same period in 2014, the
national medical examiner's office, known as the IML, said Friday. 

Bloodshed In El Salvador Reaching Levels Of 1980s Civil War from Associated Press 22 Jun 15

Word on the street is that only the girlfriends of gang members are allowed to be redheads or blondes. So in this violent place, women are
scurrying to salons to give up their blond hair and highlights, to dye it all black — not out of fashion sense, but out of fear. 

Russian, Salvadoran foreign ministers to discuss political dialogue, economic relations from Tass (Russia) 9 Jun 15

Foreign Ministers Sergei Lavrov of Russia and Hugo Martinez Bonilla of El Salvador will hold talks on Tuesday to discuss prospects for the
development of political dialogue between the two countries and possible expansion of economic relations. 

Russia and EL Salvador have experience of joint struggle against drugs and terrorism - Lavrov from Tass (Russia) 9 Jun 15

Russia and El Salvador have experience in joint struggle against terror and drug trafficking, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said after
talks with his El Salvadoran counterpart Hugo Martinez on Tuesday. 

El Salvador now deadlier than during civil war from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 31 May 15

With more than 600 murders per month, El Salvador is now more dangerous than it was during its civil war, security officials reported Sunday. In
May, the Central American country recorded an average of 19.6 homicides per day. During the country's civil war between 1980 and 1992, El
Salvador saw an average of 17 deaths per day, according to the United Nations. 

Officials: 2 MS-13 gang members deported to El Salvador from Associated Press 30 May 15

Immigration officials say two MS-13 gang members have been deported from Los Angeles to face homicide charges in El Salvador. U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement officers transferred Gerson Adiel Segovia Alvarado and Nilson De Jesus Lozano Hernandez to Interpol
custody on arrival Wednesday in El Salvador. 

Controversial Salvadoran archbishop to be beatified from Agence France-Presse 23 May 15

Salvadoran archbishop Oscar Romero is set to be beatified Saturday, cementing his legacy among Catholics after decades of controversy over his
defense of the poor and repressed, which divided both El Salvador and the Church. 

El Salvador is on pace to become the hemisphere’s most deadly nation from Washington Post 17 May 15

Most nights now, men in black masks are sweeping through this city, house to house, rousting shirtless boys from their mattresses, shining



flashlights across their torsos looking for tattoos. 

Some El Salvador Families Return To Homes After Gang Threat from Associated Press 8 May 15

Families who fled in fear of gang threats have begun returning to their rural homes in a mountainous area of western El Salvador. 

Salvador moves 400 'very dangerous' gang members from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 15

About 400 feared gang members were transferred under heavy guard to a high-security prison in El Salvador in an attempt Friday to choke the
criminal networks behind an upsurge in already sky-high violence. 

As gang violence surges, El Salvador fears bloody war from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 15

Clad in bullet-proof vests and balaclavas, elite squads of soldiers and police are preparing to wage a guerrilla-style war on El Salvador's gangs,
trying to fight a surge in violence that experts warn may only intensify. 

El Salvador: Lawmaker arrested in human trafficking case from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

A recently elected substitute congressman in El Salvador has been arrested on suspicion of human trafficking. Prosecutors allege that 41-year-old
Jose German Iraheta Mendez was part of a racket that offered to get people to the United States in exchange for $7,500. 

9 Presumed gangmembers dead in clash with El Salvador army troops from EFE (Spain) 19 Apr 15

Nine presumed members of the Mara 18 gang were killed on the weekend in a clash with army troops in Canton Uluapa, the Salvadoran Attorney
General's Office (FGR) reported to Acan-Efe. 

U.S. Imposes Sanctions on 3 Leaders of Gang Based in El Salvador from New York Times 16 Apr 15

The United States government imposed sanctions on three leaders of the Mara Salvatrucha street gang on Thursday as part of a broader effort to
crack down on the transnational gang, which is based in El Salvador and runs human trafficking and drug operations in the United States. 

El Salvador Plans Moves To Counter Gang Violence from Associated Press 14 Apr 15

The president of El Salvador is planning additional steps to counter mounting street-gang violence. El Salvador had more homicides in March
than any other single month in a decade. Some attribute rise in murders to the collapse of a truce between the Mara Salvatrucha and 18th Street
gangs. 

Homicides In El Salvador Reach Record As Gang Violence Grows from Associated Press 9 Apr 15

El Salvador had more homicides in March than any other single month in a decade, a dark milestone that some attribute to the collapse of a gang
truce and one that could mark a trend of greater violence to come. 

Homicides in El Salvador reach record as gang violence grows from Associated Press 9 Apr 15

El Salvador had more homicides in March than any other single month in a decade, a dark milestone that some attribute to the collapse of a gang
truce and one that could mark a trend of greater violence to come. 

U.S. Deports Salvadoran General Accused In ‘80s Killings from New York Times 9 Apr 15

After a 16-year legal battle, a former defense minister of El Salvador once embraced by Washington as a close ally during the civil war there in
the 1980s, was deported on Wednesday after immigration courts found that he had participated in torture and killings by troops under his
command. 

Deportation Of Salvadoran General Accused In ‘80s Killings Is Delayed from New York Times 1 Apr 15

After a 16-year legal battle, the Obama administration has received court approval to deport a former defense minister of El Salvador accused of
participating in human rights abuses by his troops when he was a top military commander in the 1980s. 

Ex-Salvadoran general linked to rights abuse in US custody from Associated Press 27 Mar 15

Immigration officials say a former El Salvadoran general linked to 1980s human rights abuses has been taken into U.S. immigration custody
pending final deportation orders. 



Half million people march against violence in El Salvador from EFE (Spain) 26 Mar 15

In El Salvador on Thursday some 450,000 people turned out nationwide to participate in the March for Life, Peace and Justice and reject violence,
President Salvador Sanchez Ceren said in his speech at the end of the demonstration in this capital. 

Salvadorans march in memory of slain martyr Romero from Agence France-Presse 24 Mar 15

Thousands of Salvadorans marched Tuesday in memory of slain archbishop Oscar Romero, who was assassinated 35 years ago during the
country's civil war and will be beatified in May. 

General In El Salvador Torture And Killings Can Be Deported, Immigration Court Rules from New York Times 13 Mar 15

In a decision setting a significant human rights precedent, an immigration appeals court has ruled that a former defense minister of El Salvador, a
close ally of Washington during the civil war there in the 1980s, can be deported from the United States because he participated in or concealed
torture and murder by his troops. 

US to deport ex-Salvadoran minister over rights violations from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 15

The United States ordered Wednesday the deportation of a former Salvadoran defense minister accused of serious human rights violations during
the Central American country's civil war. 

El Salvador votes in tight Congressional poll from Agence France-Presse 1 Mar 15

El Salvador voted Sunday in tightly contested Congressional elections, with left-wing President Salvador Sanchez Ceren seeking broader
legislative support for his efforts to fight gang violence racking the country. 

El Salvador Overjoyed That Archbishop Romero Is On Path To Sainthood from Los Angeles Times 5 Feb 15

After Archbishop Oscar Romero was shot to death as he said Mass, Danlio Macias’ family mourned as if one of its own had been killed. 

OPINION: Bankrolling Attacks On U.S. Citizens from Wall Street Journal 2 Feb 15

El Salvador won’t let two Americans leave the country, but the U.S. keeps the aid flowing. 

Fiji, El Salvador establish diplomatic ties from Xinhua (China) 31 Jan 15

Fiji and El Salvador have established diplomatic relations, the Fijian government announced Saturday. 

Police in El Salvador arrest 117 over gang activities from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 15

Police in El Salvador on Thursday arrested 117 people as they staged raids targeting gang members across the country, officials said. 

El Salvador police free to shoot gang members if threatened from Reuters 21 Jan 15

El Salvador's vice president said on Wednesday that police should respond with force "without any fear of suffering consequences" if threatened
by gang members, following the killing of seven officers in ambushes so far this year. 

UN-Backed Group Urges $2 Billion To Fight Salvador Violence from Associated Press 16 Jan 15

A U.N.-backed security commission is urging El Salvador to create more jobs for youth and further isolate imprisoned gang leaders as part of a
long list of steps to confront spiraling violence. 

UN chief urges inclusion to combat violence in El Salvador from Associated Press 16 Jan 15

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon is urging El Salvador and its people to work together to combat rampant violence and social exclusion. 

Homicides soar 57 percent in El Salvador from Agence France-Presse 2 Jan 15

Authorities in El Salvador say homicides increased 57 percent in 2014 to 3,912. They blamed most of the bloodshed on gangs. 

Sexual Violence Rampant Among El Salvador Gangs from Associated Press 23 Dec 14

In a country terrorized by gangsters, it is left to the dead to break the silence on sexual violence. Rather, to the bodies of dead women and girls



pulled from clandestine graves. Raped, battered and sometimes cut to pieces, they attest to the sadistic abuse committed by members of street
gangs. 

Salvadorans protest plan to name street for death-squad chief from EFE (Spain) 16 Dec 14

Victims of El Salvador's armed conflict marched Tuesday in this capital to reject the mayor's decision to name a street after the late Maj. Roberto
D'Aubuisson, suspected mastermind of the 1980 assassination of Archbishop Oscar Romero. 

Salvadoran leader falls ill at Ibero-American summit from Agence France-Presse 8 Dec 14

Salvadoran President Salvador Sanchez Ceren fell ill on Monday during a visit to Mexico, forcing him to miss the start of the Ibero-American
summit, his office said. 

Eight killed at graduation party in shooting in El Salvador from Reuters 25 Nov 14

Suspected gang members in El Salvador shot dead seven men and a woman early on Tuesday during a middle school graduation party in Pacific
seaport town of Acajutla, police said. 

Salvadoran police nab two traffickers with children from Agence France-Presse 7 Nov 14

Salvadoran police arrested two alleged people traffickers on the border with Guatemala as they tried to smuggle out 10 children and four adults,
officials said. 

El Salvador’s Gangs Target Women And Girls from Associated Press 6 Nov 14

In a country terrorized by gangsters, it is left to the dead to break the silence on sexual violence. Rather, to the bodies of women and girls pulled
from clandestine graves, raped, battered and sometimes cut to pieces. They attest to the abuse committed by members of street gangs who take
girlfriends, discard them when they know too much, then deliver them to group rape and murder. 

Salvadoran president travels to Mexico for official visit from EFE (Spain) 29 Oct 14

Salvadoran President Salvador Sanchez Ceren traveled Wednesday to Mexico for a four-day official visit that will include a meeting with Mexican
counterpart Enrique Peña Nieto, officials here said. 

Quake leaves one dead in El Salvador: official from Agence France-Presse 14 Oct 14

A powerful 7.3-magnitude earthquake off the coast of Central America killed one person and caused walls to crack and tumble in El Salvador,
officials said Tuesday. 

UPDATE: 7.3 magnitude earthquake off El Salvador coast: USGS from Agence France-Presse 14 Oct 14

A powerful 7.3-magnitude earthquake struck off the coast of Central America late Monday, killing at least one person and prompting a brief
tsunami warning. 

UPDATE: 7.4 magnitute earthquake off El Salvador coast: USGS from Agence France-Presse 14 Oct 14

A powerful earthquake of magnitude 7.4 struck in the Pacific off El Salvador late Monday, prompting a tsunami warning, US government
agencies said.

El Salvador quarantines two nuns as Ebola precaution from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 14

As a precaution against Ebola, El Salvador has quarantined two nuns who arrived in the country from the Democratic Republic of Congo, Health
Minister Violeta Menjivar said Thursday. 

El Salvador police swoop on 140 gang suspects from Agence France-Presse 26 Sep 14

El Salvador police rounded up 140 suspected gang members Friday in a broad sweep encompassing several communities across the country,
which has one of the highest murder rates in the world. 

El Salvador urges joint action on issue of unaccompanied migrant children from Xinhua (China) 26 Sep 14

El Salvador on Friday called on the international community to support Central American countries to overcome the crisis generated by the



increased flow of unaccompanied migrant children traveling to the United States. 

Former El Salvador leader Francisco Flores in police custody from BBC 19 Sep 14

Former El Salvador President Francisco Flores has been transferred to police custody, after a court in San Salvador revoked his house arrest. 

ANALYSIS: Success of Salvador gang truce: Stronger gangs from Associated Press 7 Sep 14

Marvin Gonzalez waves to shopkeepers as he enjoys a morning walk through the sunny, working-class resort of Ilopango. His cellphone rings
nonstop with residents seeking his support for anything from dealing with a drunk who won't pay his bar bill to reporting an attempted rape.
Gonzalez is not a police chief, nor a politician. The 31-year-old plug of a man is the local leader of the Mara Salvatrucha...

Salvadoran ex-president turns himself in from Associated Press 5 Sep 14

A former Salvadoran president has turned himself into authorities to face charges of embezzlement and illicit enrichment related to a donation by
the government of Taiwan. 

Former Salvadoran president turns himself in after months on the run from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 5 Sep 14

Former Salvadoran president Francisco Flores turned himself in to authorities in the Central American country on Friday to face corruption
charges after five months on the run. 

Prosecutor: Spanish priest confesses to aiding Salvadoran gangs from EFE (Spain) 30 Aug 14

Spanish priest Antonio Rodriguez, in custody for the past month, has confessed to aiding Salvadoran street gangs and agreed to collaborate with
the law in order to speed up his trial, El Salvador's attorney general, Luis Martinez, said. 

El Salvador gangs announce re-launch of 2012 truce from BBC 30 Aug 14

Leaders of five of El Salvador's powerful gangs say they will stop attacking police and military in a bid to re-launch a gang truce agreed two years
ago. 

Salvador police detain 12 US-bound Asian migrants from Associated Press 25 Aug 14

Salvadoran police have detained two Nicaraguan men who authorities say were transporting nine Nepalese and three Bangladeshi migrants who
were bound for the United States. 

2 Dead in attack on bus in El Salvador from EFE (Spain) 11 Aug 14

Two amateur soccer players were killed when armed gunmen attacked the bus on which they were riding in eastern El Salvador, authorities said
Monday. 

Spain following case of priest arrested in El Salvador from EFE (Spain) 7 Aug 14

The Spanish government continues to closely follow the case of the Spanish priest arrested in El Salvador on charges of aiding gangs, officials at
the foreign ministry in Madrid told Efe on Thursday. 

Spanish priest taken into custody in El Salvador for supporting gang members from EFE (Spain) 6 Aug 14

A Salvadoran court has remanded into police custody a Spanish priest accused of collaborating with gangs, the State Prosecutor's office (FGR)
said. 

2 Street Gangs Divide Up El Salvador’s Capital, Bringing Chaos To All from McClatchy 8 Jul 14

Every day, as she travels to the food stall she operates, Mirna Isabel Villalta crosses an invisible but dangerous boundary. 

El Salvadoran president to attend Panama's presidential inauguration from Xinhua (China) 1 Jul 14

El Salvadoran President Salvador Sanchez Ceren will attend the presidential inauguration of Panama's newly-elected leader, Juan Carlos Varela,
official sources said Tuesday. 

Reputed gang members gunned down in El Salvador from EFE (Spain) 30 Jun 14



Four reputed gang members, one of them a woman, were gunned down Monday at a town in central El Salvador, authorities said. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Military pilot will be treated in the U.S. from elsalvador.com 29 Jun 14

The armed forces of the nation assumed the cost of moving and specialized treatment. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: U.S. moved to Texas to Salvadoran pilot hurt in accident from elsalvador.com 29 Jun 14

The military desperately needs specialized treatment after crashing in a plane next to a captain 

Dengue-like chikungunya virus reported in El Salvador from Agence France-Presse 14 Jun 14

Salvadoran health authorities confirmed Saturday that a dengue-like disease that has been spreading across the Caribbean has now appeared in the
Central-American country. 

El Salvador joins cut-rate oil grouping from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 14

El Salvador on Monday announced it has joined Petrocaribe, the Venezuelan energy subsidy program that gives access to cut-rate oil. 

Former Guerrilla Sworn In As El Salvador President from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 14

Former guerrilla commander Salvador Sanchez Ceren was sworn in Sunday as president of El Salvador with the pressing tasks of dealing with
violent gangs, a struggling economy and endemic poverty. 

Ex-guerrilla sworn in as El Salvador's president from Associated Press 1 Jun 14

Former leftist rebel commander Salvador Sanchez Ceren has been sworn in as president of El Salvador. It's the first time a former guerrilla will
lead the Central American nation. 

FSKN chief to discuss anti-drug cooperation in El Salvador from Interfax (Russia) 30 May 14

Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) Director Viktor Ivanov is going to El Salvador to negotiate a boost to anti-drug cooperation. 

Gang truce has collapsed, Salvadoran leader says from EFE (Spain) 26 May 14

The gang truce that cut the number of murders in El Salvador by half for nearly two years has collapsed, outgoing President Mauricio Funes
acknowledged Monday with less than a week left in his five-year mandate. 

Six killed in El Salvador bus 'gang attack': police from Agence France-Presse 23 May 14

Six people were shot dead and four wounded in a suspected gang attack on a bus near El Salvador's international airport on Friday, police said. 

El Salvador Evacuates 1,000 People Near Volcano from Associated Press 20 May 14

At least 1,000 people living near the Chaparrastique volcano have been evacuated as a precautionary measure after seismic activity increased at
the volcano, Salvadoran civil protection authorities said Monday. 

Former Salvadoran president Flores wanted by Interpol from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 9 May 14

Interpol has issued an arrest warrant for former Salvadoran president Francisco Flores, the international authority announced on Friday. 

El Salvador judge orders former president's arrest from Associated Press 6 May 14

A judge in El Salvador has issued an arrest order for former President Francisco Flores, who faces charges of embezzlement, illegal enrichment
and disobedience.

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: El Salvador prepares for disasters from Diario El Mundo (SLV) 5 May 14

Project is supported by the U.S. El Salvador starts from today, a civil -military exercise in humanitarian assistance in cases of natural disasters.
The project is funded and technically supported by the U.S. Southern Command. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Civil Protection and the U.S. Southern Command exercise inaugurated Allied
Forces Humanitarian FAHUM 2014 from El Pais (SLV) 5 May 14



The Directorate General of Civil Protection, in coordination with the Southern Command of the U.S. Armed Forces of El Salvador and the
Secretariat for Vulnerability Affairs , opened at the International Center for Fairs and Conventions ( CIFCO ) the Allied Forces Humanitarian
Exercise FAHUM -14 , which will be running from 5 to 15 May 2014. 

El Salvador says wanted ex-president fled country from Agence France-Presse 5 May 14

El Salvador believes ex-president Francisco Flores fled the country, after being accused of misappropriating $5.3 million donated by Taiwan,
authorities said Monday. 

El Salvador seeks ex-president's arrest from Associated Press 1 May 14

El Salvador's top prosecutor says he has asked a judge to order the arrest of former President Francisco Flores, who is accused of embezzlement,
illegal enrichment and disobedience. 

Salvadoran Prosecutors Seek Arrest Of Ex-president from Agence France-Presse 1 May 14

Prosecutors in El Salvador on Wednesday sought the arrest of former president Francisco Flores for the alleged misappropriation of $5.3 million
donated by Taiwan. 

Arrest warrant issued for El Salvador ex president on graft charge from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 1 May 14

El Salvador issued an arrest warrant against former president Francisco Flores Wednesday on charges of embezzlement and illegal handling of
donations. 

4 Dead in attack on gangmembers in El Salvador from EFE (Spain) 21 Apr 14

Three people accused of belonging to a gang and a taxi driver who was transporting them were murdered Monday by unknown gunmen after the
young men were released from a police station near San Salvador, a police official said. 

Salvadoran govt: Gang truce hasn't worked from Associated Press 7 Apr 14

The government of El Salvador says the truce between the country's main Mara street gangs hasn't worked, and that killings and attacks against
police have risen again. 

El Salvador opposition admits presidential vote defeat from BBC 27 Mar 14

The main opposition party in El Salvador has said it accepts defeat in the presidential election held on 9 March, after losing several appeals for a
recount. 

El Salvador protests Honduran heliport on disputed island from EFE (Spain) 26 Mar 14

Salvadoran President Mauricio Funes sent a formal protest to Honduran counterpart Juan Orlando Hernandez on Wednesday to protest Honduras'
construction of a heliport on a Pacific island claimed by both nations. 

Former guerrilla leader confirmed as Salvadoran president from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 25 Mar 14

Former guerrilla commander Salvador Sanchez Ceren is set to become El Salvador's new president, the Central American country's electoral
authorities confirmed Tuesday. 

El Salvador court rejects opposition challenge to vote tally from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 14

El Salvador's Supreme Electoral Tribunal Monday dismissed opposition claims of irregularities and confirmed the leftist ruling party candidate as
president-elect. 

El Salvador tribunal takes up presidential vote challenge from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 14

El Salvador's Supreme Electoral Tribunal agreed Friday to consider certain opposition challenges to the outcome of the country's presidential
elections.

OPINION: Would You Want To Be President Of El Salvador? from Miami Herald 20 Mar 14

Here’s something you probably didn’t know: Salvadorans are poised to pass Cubans as the third-largest Latino group in the United States, behind



Mexicans and Puerto Ricans. 

After A Final Challenge, Election Officials Declare A Winner In El Salvador from New York Times 18 Mar 14

After election officials turned aside complaints of fraud in the March 9 presidential election, Salvador Sánchez Cerén, 69, a former leftist guerrilla
commander in the country’s 12-year civil war, was officially declared the victor on Sunday night.

Leftist Ex-Guerrilla Wins El Salvador Presidency from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 14

El Salvador’s election officials on Sunday declared ex-leftist guerrilla commander Salvador Sanchez Ceren the winner of a March 9 presidential
election, after rejecting the opposition’s last challenges to the results. 

El Salvador court ratifies ruling-party presidential candidate's win from Reuters 17 Mar 14

El Salvador's electoral court on Sunday confirmed the victory of ruling-party candidate Salvador Sanchez Ceren in a presidential election a week
earlier and threw out his rival's request to annul the tight contest. 

Salvador Sanchez Ceren Wins El Salvador’s Presidential Election from Los Angeles Times 14 Mar 14

Salvadoran electoral authorities on Thursday declared leftist Vice President Salvador Sanchez Ceren the winner of a bitterly contested presidential
election, but the political right refused to accept the loss. 

UPDATE: El Salvador president-elect calls for unity from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 14

Salvador Sanchez Ceren called Thursday for unity in deeply divided El Salvador, hours after being declared the narrow winner of a hotly disputed
presidential vote. 

Ex-leftist rebel wins El Salvador presidency: official from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 14

Former leftist rebel commander Salvador Sanchez Ceren has won last Sunday's presidential election in El Salvador, the Supreme Electoral
Tribunal said. 

Conservatives March To Demand Recount In Salvador from Associated Press 12 Mar 14

Police blocked hundreds of supporters of the conservative candidate in El Salvador’s presidential election from reaching a hotel where electoral
authorities were doing a final count Monday for the razor-thin runoff contest. 

El Salvador presidential runner-up wants vote annulled from Reuters 12 Mar 14

The runner-up in El Salvador's presidential election asked the electoral tribunal on Tuesday to annul the tight contest and threatened to go to the
Supreme Court if necessary. 

Conservative in Salvadoran vote demands fresh polls from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 14

The conservative candidate in El Salvador's tight presidential runoff, in which no winner has been declared, on Tuesday demanded a new vote be
held. 

Salvadoran army will stay out of election dispute from Associated Press 12 Mar 14

The top commanders of El Salvador's armed forces say they will stay out of an election dispute pitting a conservative candidate against a former
leader of the leftist rebels the army fought in a 12-year civil war. 

No Winner Yet In El Salvador’s Close Presidential Race from New York Times 11 Mar 14

With only 6,634 votes separating them, both candidates in El Salvador’s presidential race proclaimed victory on Monday, revealing a country
equally divided between the political heirs of forces that fought a bloody civil war a quarter of a century ago. 

El Salvador presidential vote a near tie from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 14

El Salvador's presidential runoff was hung up Monday in a near tie between an ex-guerrilla leader and an arch conservative mayor as tension
mounted over who would be proclaimed the winner. 



El Salvador waits final count in presidential vote from Associated Press 11 Mar 14

Authorities in El Salvador began the final count of votes Monday in a presidential runoff whose razor-close margin led the conservative
challenger to announce his party is on "a war footing" to challenge alleged fraud. 

El Salvador Starts Formal Review Of Election Results from Wall Street Journal 11 Mar 14

Contest Dominated by Political Divisions Dating Back to Country's Civil War 

Leftist claims victory in Salvadoran presidential runoff from EFE (Spain) 10 Mar 14

The candidate of El Salvador's ruling leftist FMLN claimed victory in the weekend presidential runoff, insisting that the trend marked by
preliminary results "won't change now." 

UPDATE: El Salvador's presidential election remains close from Associated Press 10 Mar 14

Authorities declared El Salvador's presidential runoff election too close to call late Sunday, with just a 0.2-percent margin separating a one-time
Marxist guerrilla and the conservative former mayor of El Salvador's capital. 

OPINION: An El Salvador Vote With Bleak Prospects from Wall Street Journal 10 Mar 14

The violent crackdown on student political protesters in Venezuela might have served as a warning to voters in El Salvador ahead of Sunday's
runoff presidential election there. 

El Salvador’s Presidential Election Close At The Wire from New York Times 10 Mar 14

El Salvador’s presidential race ended in a razor-close finish Sunday, a surprising turn after opinion polls had given the governing party’s
candidate, Salvador Sánchez Cerén, a double-digit lead. 

Ex-rebel favored in Salvador president vote count from Associated Press 9 Mar 14

Salvadorans were expected to elect a former Marxist guerrilla as president in a runoff Sunday, favoring him over the conservative former mayor
of the capital who has pledged to get tough on gang violence. 

Ex-rebel commander favored in El Salvador run-off from Agence France-Presse 7 Mar 14

An ex-guerrilla commander is favored to win an election run-off in El Salvador on Sunday against the capital city's mayor and inherit the twin
tasks of fighting grinding poverty and rampant gang violence. 

Criminal probe urged against ex-Salvadoran president from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 14

Former Salvadoran president Francisco Flores should undergo a criminal investigation for the alleged embezzlement of money donated by
Taiwan, a congressional committee recommended Tuesday. 

OPINION: High Stakes For U.S. In El Salvador’s Election from Miami Herald 14 Feb 14

An election is taking place in Central America in three weeks that will affect how safe we are here in our homes and on our streets. El Salvador
may be about to turn into a gang haven that will act as a transit point for drugs plunging America’s inner cities further into crime and despair. And
the whole mess can be laid at the White House’s door. 

Salvador’s Top Court Orders Massacre Probe from Associated Press 7 Feb 14

El Salvador’s Supreme Court has ruled that prosecutors must investigate the massacre of 45 farmers allegedly at the hands of the military during
the country’s civil war, heeding a decades-long claim by the victims’ relatives. 

Deportation Appeal For Ex-Salvadoran General from Associated Press 6 Feb 14

The nation’s highest immigration court is hearing an appeal from a former Salvadoran defense minister who is trying to halt his deportation after
being found responsible for a series of human rights abuses. 

Presidential Elections In El Salvador And Costa Rica Are Headed For Runoffs from New York Times 4 Feb 14

Presidential elections in two Central American countries, El Salvador and Costa Rica, will head to a second round after top contenders in both



nations failed to get enough votes on Sunday to win outright, in contests that tested the power of incumbent parties. 

Salvadoran Leftist Leads Vote, But Faces Runoff from Associated Press 4 Feb 14

El Salvador’s ruling leftist party appeared to win the presidential vote with nearly all ballots counted by Monday, but candidate Salvador Sanchez
of the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front probably faces a runoff by narrowly failing to win a simple majority of votes. 

El Salvador’s Presidential Race Appears Headed For A Runoff from Los Angeles Times 4 Feb 14

A runoff presidential election appeared likely in El Salvador after leftist Vice President Salvador Sanchez Ceren, the top vote-getter, narrowly
missed winning outright, according to preliminary election results Monday. 

El Salvador And Costa Rica Hold Presidential Votes from New York Times 3 Feb 14

Two Central American countries, El Salvador and Costa Rica, put incumbent parties to the test on Sunday in what were expected to be closely
fought presidential elections that focused less on ideology than on unease over unemployment, corruption and crime. 

El Salvador ex-rebel has strong early vote lead, could face run-off from Reuters 2 Feb 14

A former left-wing guerrilla commander took a strong early lead in El Salvador's presidential vote on Sunday over a conservative rival who wants
to send the army in to fight powerful street gangs, but could face a run-off, early results showed. 

OPINION: A Corrupt Deal Threatens El Salvador Elections from Washington Times 30 Jan 14

As if the stakes were not high enough already — for the Salvadoran people and for U.S. interests in the region — the election is being
complicated by the unhelpful role of a third-party candidate, Antonio Saca, the former president of the country who served under the ARENA
banner from 2004 to 2009. 

Salvadoran ex-president's accounts frozen amid graft probe from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 14

El Salvador's attorney general Wednesday ordered the freezing of bank accounts and seizure of property belonging to ex-president Francisco
Flores, under investigation for alleged misuse of a $10 million Taiwanese donation. 

Salvadoran ex-president tries to flee amid graft probe from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 14

El Salvador's ex-president Francisco Flores, who is under investigation over $10 million donated by Taiwan, tried to flee the country on a bus on
Tuesday, President Mauricio Funes said. 

El Salvador Ruling Party Leads in Presidential Poll from Reuters 15 Jan 14

El Salvador's ruling leftists held a solid lead in a poll released on Wednesday ahead of the February 2 presidential election, but a right-wing
challenger still had enough support to force a run-off vote.

El Salvador opposition party leads tight election race -poll from Reuters 13 Jan 14

The presidential candidate from El Salvador's right-wing opposition Nationalist Republican Alliance (ARENA) party is extending his narrow lead
in the race to win February's election, according to a poll released on Monday... ARENA candidate Norman Quijano has 35.5 percent of voters'
support, while former guerilla commander Salvador Sanchez, candidate for the ruling Farabundo Marti Front for National Liberation, is close
behind with 31.8 percent,

14 People Murdered in El Salvador from Latin American Herald Tribune 12 Jan 14

At least 14 people, including six evangelicals who died in a massacre, were murdered in separate incidents in El Salvador, the Attorney General’s
Office and press reports said Sunday. “Prosecutors from across the country reported 14 homicides” on Saturday, the AG’s office said 

Thousands evacuated as El Salvador volcano spews ashes from Agence France-Presse 30 Dec 13

Some 2,000 people were evacuated in eastern El Salvador Sunday when the Chaparrastique volcano belched and spewed a column of ashes high
into the sky. 

El Salvador Begins Evacuations Near Volcano from Associated Press 30 Dec 13



Authorities in El Salvador evacuated an area around the Chaparrastique volcano after the peak shot a cloud of gas and ash about 3 miles (5
kilometers) into the air on Sunday. 

El Salvador volcano spews more ash, gases from Reuters 30 Dec 13

A volcano in eastern El Salvador belched more ash and gases on Monday after a big eruption on Sunday that drove more than 1,600 people into
emergency shelters. No major injuries or damage were reported. 

19 Bodies found at clandestine burial ground in El Salvador from EFE (Spain) 11 Dec 13

At least 19 bodies have been found at a clandestine burial ground in El Salvador, where investigators suspect there may be 25 more bodies, all
believed to be victims of street gangs, officials said. 

UPDATE: 24 Bodies found at clandestine burial ground in El Salvador from EFE (Spain) 11 Dec 13

At least 24 bodies have been found at a clandestine burial ground in El Salvador, where investigators suspect there may be 20 more bodies, all
believed to be victims of street gangs, officials said. 

El Salvador Looks At Ex-President, Taiwan Donation from Associated Press 4 Dec 13

El Salvador’s president says he asked his attorney general to investigate a $10 million donation that Taiwan made 10 years ago to the Salvadoran
government during the administration of then President Francisco Flores. 

Woman, 2 children murdered in rural El Salvador from EFE (Spain) 28 Nov 13

A woman and her two children were gunned down in a rural area in La Union, a province in eastern El Salvador, police said Thursday. 

Armed men burn records of El Salvador war missing from Associated Press 14 Nov 13

Armed men broke into a nonprofit agency that works to locate children missing from El Salvador's civil war and set fire to the group's archives,
national fire officials said Thursday. 

Political party official slain in El Salvador from EFE (Spain) 21 Oct 13

The leader of the right-wing ARENA party in the western province of Sonsonate and a member of his family were slain Monday by unknown
persons, Salvadoran authorities said. 

Salvadoran Police Find Stash of Anti-Tank Grenades from BBC 9 Oct 13

Police in El Salvador have found a stash of more than 200 anti-tank grenades hidden in a carpenter's workshop in a rural area.

Two Former Guantanamo Prisoners Resettled In El Salvador Now Missing from FOX News Latino 27 Sep 13

Two former detainees from the Guantanamo Bay prison who were resettled in El Salvador as refugees have disappeared from the Central
American country. 

MS-13 from In Sight Crime 27 Sep 13

The Mara Salvatrucha, or MS-13, is perhaps the most notorious street gang in the Western Hemisphere.

El Salvador elections set for February 2, 2014 from Agence France-Presse 23 Sep 13

El Salvador will hold presidential elections on February 2 of next year, the country's electoral tribunal said Monday. 

OPINION: A U.S. Reward for Misrule in El Salvador from Wall Street Journal 16 Sep 13

The FMLN has made the country poorer and less free. Yet $227 million in American aid is coming.

Salvadoran Linked To Killing To Serve Time In U.S. Prison from New York Times 28 Aug 13

A former colonel in the Salvadoran military accused of planning the killing of six Jesuit priests during that country’s civil war has been sentenced
to 21 months in a United States prison for immigration violations. 



El Salvador civil war veterans clash with police from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 13

Veterans from El Salvador's civil war demanding pay and pensions blocked roads and clashed with police Wednesday in a protest that resulted in
seven arrests, officials said. 

Salvadorans join team to mentor Afghan police from Army Times 12 Jul 13

A team of 13 soldiers from El Salvador and six U.S. soldiers will deploy in July to advise and mentor Afghanistan’s growing police force,
marking the first such partnership since the start of the war. 

C-section OK For Pregnant Woman In El Salvador from Associated Press 31 May 13

El Salvador's government gave permission Thursday for doctors to perform a premature delivery for a seriously ill woman whose pregnancy
attorneys say is putting her life at risk. 

El Salvador Says No Abortion For Ill Woman from Agence France-Presse 30 May 13

A chronically ill Salvadoran woman pregnant with a malformed fetus that doctors say will probably die has lost her Supreme Court bid to have an
abortion. 

Salvadoran Court Denies Abortion To Ailing Woman from New York Times 30 May 13

El Salvador's highest court on Wednesday denied an appeal from a woman with a high-risk pregnancy to be allowed to undergo an abortion,
upholding the country's strict law banning abortion under any circumstances. 

FEATURE: Terror remains for Salvadorans despite gang truce from Associated Press 29 May 13

Young men come around once a week to collect $20 from store owner Carlos Tevez, the "tax" he pays to continue operating his business and to
keep his family safe. 

FEATURE: Salvadoran At Risk Tests Abortion Law from New York Times 29 May 13

Advocates have adopted her cause to intensify a regional push to change abortion laws, arguing that her rights under international law are being
violated: the fetus is not viable, the danger of serious illness or death is increasing as her pregnancy progresses, and she already has an infant child
to care for. A group of United Nations human rights experts called on El Salvador's government to grant "exceptions to its general prohibition,
especially in cases of therapeutic abortion." 

Salvador's 'Pompeii' In Need Of Help, UNESCO Chief Visits from Agence France-Presse 8 May 13

El Salvador's lone UNESCO World Heritage Site, the Joya de Ceren pre-Columbian farming community buried under a volcanic eruption, had a
personal visit Tuesday from UNESCO's visiting chief. 

U.S. Justice Dept. Releases Judge's Ruling On Salvadoran General from New York Times 12 Apr 13

The Justice Department has released a United States immigration judge's ruling ordering the deportation of a former high-ranking Salvadoran
military officer over his role in the 1980 rape and murder of four American churchwomen and other crimes there. 

Deportation hearing in case of Salvadoran general from Associated Press 25 Feb 13

A former Central American general is facing a deportation hearing because of atrocities he committed during El Salvador's civil war. 

FEATURE: Soldiers Stole Children During El Salvador's War from Associated Press 23 Feb 13

No one has revealed the full scope of the child abductions in El Salvador. The number of confirmed abductions will likely rise if the country's
Defense Department makes public files from the civil war era. Contreras and eight other victims of military abductions successfully sued their
government in the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, demanding the military release more information. Three years later, the military hasn't
turned over the requested files and the officers, most of them retired, suspected of adopting stolen children have refused DNA tests. 

U.S. Crime Reduction Program Comes To El Salvador from Miami Herald 13 Feb 13

One of Central America's most violent countries is getting a $42 million boost to help shed its image as one of the world's most murderous
nations. 



Guatemala
Guatemalan ex-VP arrested for corruption from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 15

Guatemala's former vice president Roxana Baldetti was arrested on corruption charges Friday, after resigning over revelations of a massive
customs bribery ring. 

Guatemala's ex-despot Rios Montt has dementia: doctors from Agence France-Presse 18 Aug 15

Guatemala's former dictator Efrain Rios Montt has dementia, doctors said Tuesday at a hearing to decide if he is fit to face retrial for genocide
during the country's civil war. 

Bid To Lift Guatemala President’s Immunity Fails In Congress from Associated Press 14 Aug 15

An attempt to withdraw Guatemalan President Otto Perez Molina’s immunity from prosecution died in Congress on Thursday, following a string
of corruption scandals that sparked large protests. 

Two Guatemala Opposition Members Shot Dead from AFP 13 Aug 15

Two opposition politicians were shot dead in separate attacks in Guatemala, the party leader said Wednesday, just weeks before general elections
are set to take place. 

Two Guatemala opposition members shot dead from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 15

Two opposition politicians were shot dead in separate attacks in Guatemala, the party leader said Wednesday, just weeks before general elections
are set to take place. 

5 Guatemalan Soldiers Detained Following Abuse Video from Associated Press 7 Aug 15

Police in Guatemala have detained five soldiers on abuse of authority charges after a video circulated on social media showing them beating two
teenagers. 

Guatemala Court Orders Competency Evaluation For Ex-Dictator from Associated Press 5 Aug 15

A Guatemalan court ordered ex-dictator Efrain Rios Montt hospitalized Tuesday for medical and psychological evaluation to determine if he is fit
to stand trial on charges of genocide and crimes against humanity. 

Guatemala Court Lifts Immunity For 3 Lawmakers In Graft Case from Associated Press 31 Jul 15

Guatemala’s Supreme Court has withdrawn the immunity from prosecution for three members of congress with alleged links to corruption. 

Guatemala Ex-dictator Sent For Observation, Delaying Trial from Associated Press 24 Jul 15

A Guatemalan court ordered former dictator Efrain Rios Montt put in a psychiatric hospital for nine days’ observation on Thursday, once again
delaying his retrial on genocide charges. 

Guatemala extradites alleged drug trafficker to US from Associated Press 24 Jul 15

An alleged member of the Zetas drug organization in Guatemala has been extradited to the United States. Jairo Orellana Morales was handed over
to agents of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration under heavy security Friday in Guatemala City. Court records indicate he was scheduled
to be arraigned in U.S. federal court in Washington later Friday. 

Guatemala ex-dictator sent for observation, delaying trial from Associated Press 23 Jul 15

A Guatemalan court ordered former dictator Efrain Rios Montt put in a psychiatric hospital for nine days' observation on Thursday, once again
delaying his retrial on genocide charges. 

Guatemala mayoral candidate, guards shot dead from Agence France-Presse 22 Jul 15

A mayoral candidate and his three body guards were gunned down in San Miguel Duenas, Guatemala, his party said Wednesday, the second
member of the group killed in less than a week. 



U.N. commission: Guatemala is favorable territory for electoral crimes from EFE 17 Jul 15

The report is referring to the financing of political parties in Guatemala, something that - CICIG commissioner Ivan Velasquez, of Colombia, said
Thursday - is "little regulated and ... opaque," and is linked to criminal groups, including drug trafficking.

UN: Criminal Groups Fund 25 Percent Of Guatemala’s Politics (Sonia Perez D., AP) from Associated Press 17 Jul 15

GUATEMALA CITY (AP) — A report by a United Nations commission targeting corruption in Guatemala says 25 percent of the money fueling
its politics comes from criminal organizations, primarily drug traffickers. 

UPDATE: Guatemala joins hunt for 'El Chapo' Guzman from Associated Press 13 Jul 15

MEXICO CITY (AP) — Here are the latest developments about Mexican drug lord Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman's escape from prison:

Guatemala bars ex-strongman's daughter from presidential race from EFE 13 Jul 15

Guatemala City, Jul 10 (EFE).- Guatemala's electoral court ruled on Friday that Zury Rios Sosa, the daughter of former military dictator Efrain
Rios Montt, cannot compete in the Sept. 6 presidential election.

Doctors Declare Former Guatemalan Dictator Unfit For Trial from Associated Press 8 Jul 15

Government-backed experts say former Guatemalan dictator Jose Efrain Rios Montt is mentally incompetent, potentially derailing a trial on
human rights charges. 

Guatemala's ex-president "unable" to stand trial: report from Xinhua (China) 8 Jul 15

Former Guatemalan President Efrain Rios Montt was declared "unable" to face a re-trial for alleged crimes against humanity due to his
deteriorating mental faculties, the National Institute for Forensic Science (Inacif) announced on Tuesday. 

Thousands march against corruption-plagued Guatemala president from Agence France-Presse 5 Jul 15

Some 5,000 protesters marched Saturday night in downtown Guatemala City demanding the resignation of the country's corruption-plagued
president, who lost a fight for immunity from prosecution earlier this week. 

Guatemala Issues Danger Warning As Volcano Activity Intensifies from Agence France-Presse 2 Jul 15

Guatemalan authorities issued a danger warning Wednesday in response to intensifying activity in the country’s Fuego Volcano. 

Guatemala Court Revives Study On Ending President’s Immunity from Associated Press 2 Jul 15

Guatemala’s constitutional court has revived a process that could strip President Otto Perez Molina of immunity from prosecution amid growing
corruption scandals. 

Guatemala issues danger warning as volcano activity intensifies from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 15

Guatemalan authorities issued a danger warning Wednesday in response to intensifying activity in the country's Fuego Volcano. 

Guatemalan court to hear motion to postpone elections from EFE (Spain) 1 Jul 15

Guatemala's Constitutional Court agreed Wednesday to hear a motion to delay this year's general elections, now scheduled for Sept. 6, to allow for
the implementation of electoral reforms prior to the voting. 

No immunity for corruption-plagued Guatemala president from Agence France-Presse 30 Jun 15

Guatemala's president lost a fight for immunity from prosecution Tuesday amid allegations of corruption. The Constitutional Court rejected
President Otto Perez's appeal for presidential immunity that also sought to legally erase a pre-trial investigation of graft allegations, chief justice
Gloria Porras told reporters. 

UN chief stresses rule of law in fixing Guatemala's problems from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 15

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon on Wednesday called on Guatemalans to rely on laws and institutions in order to find solutions to the
complex problems the country is facing, according to a statement of the secretary- general's spokesperson. 



Guatemala Ex-VP In Corruption Scandal Makes Court Appearance from Associated Press 23 Jun 15

Guatemala’s embattled former vice president has reappeared in public for the first time in a month after stepping down as a corruption scandal
reached into her office. 

OPINION: America’s Second Chance In Guatemala from New York Times 23 Jun 15

Guatemala is in political turmoil. In April a United Nations commission exposed a multimillion-dollar network of customs fraud, operating within
the country’s tax authority and involving a web of customs agents and high-ranking government officials, including the vice president’s personal
secretary. 

Guatemalan Court Brakes Effort To Strip President’s Immunity from Associated Press 19 Jun 15

Guatemala’s constitutional court has temporarily blocked an effort to strip President Otto Perez Molina of immunity as corruption investigations
advance. 

Guatemala leader dismisses 'spurious' corruption case from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 15

Guatemalan President Otto Perez said Thursday the corruption investigation against him is unfounded as he fought the possible lifting of his
presidential immunity. A congressional committee is currently probing how much Perez knew about fraud by senior officials in the customs and
social security systems. 

Guatemala Targets Head Of Congressional Probe Of President from Associated Press 18 Jun 15

Prosecutors in Guatemala are leveling corruption allegations at the head of a congressional probe of President Otto Perez Molina as a flurry of
graft scandals swirls around his government. 

Regional organization OAS backs government of crisis-stricken Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 16 Jun 15

The foreign ministers of the American continent Monday expressed their unanimous support for the government of Guatemala, currently in the
grips of a political crisis. 

Guatemalans demand resignation of president accused of corruption from EFE (Spain) 13 Jun 15

Hundreds of Guatemalans protested in the streets Saturday to demand once again the resignation of President Otto Perez Molina, who is under
investigation by a congressional commission after being accused of corruption before the Supreme Court of Justice, or CSJ. 

Guatemalan president denies ties to corruption scandals from Associated Press 11 Jun 15

Guatemalan President Otto Perez Molina said Thursday that he was not involved in corruption scandals that led the country's Supreme Court to
green-light a process that could remove the president's immunity from prosecution. 

Guatemala Supreme Court: president impeachment possible from Associated Press 10 Jun 15

Guatemala's Supreme Court has given the go-ahead for congress to decide whether to remove President Otto Perez Molina's immunity from
prosecution in a corruption scandal. 

UPDATE: Guatemala opens corruption probe against president from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 15

Guatemalan President Otto Perez will be investigated for alleged corruption and Congress has been asked to consider lifting his immunity, the
Supreme Court said Wednesday. 

Lawyer for former Guatemalan dictator shot dead in capital from Associated Press 3 Jun 15

Guatemalan authorities say the lawyer representing former dictator Efrain Rios Montt against genocide charges has been gunned down in the
Central American nation's capital. 

Thousands protest graft in Guatemala, raising pressure on president from Reuters 30 May 15

Thousands gathered in the main square of Guatemala's capital on Saturday to protest against corruption after a wave of graft scandals prompted a
Cabinet shake-up and the resignation of the vice president. 



Ex-Guatemala vice president's properties raided amid scandal from Associated Press 29 May 15

Authorities in Guatemala have raided properties linked to former Vice President Roxana Baldetti, who resigned amid a customs corruption
scandal that implicated her former private secretary. 

Guatemala Officials Ordered Jailed In Corruption Probe from Associated Press 28 May 15

A Guatemalan court has ordered top Social Security officials and other suspects jailed during a probe of alleged fraud and corruption at the
institute, the latest scandal besetting the government of President Otto Perez Molina. 

Guatemalan President Dismisses A Close Aide from New York Times 22 May 15

Facing a political crisis that has led to mass demonstrations and calls for his resignation, President Otto Pérez Molina of Guatemala shook up his
cabinet on Thursday, dismissing one of his closest ministers. 

Guatemalan President Sacks 3 Ministers Amid Graft Scandal from Agence France-Presse 22 May 15

Guatemala’s embattled President Otto Perez fired three ministers and his spy chief Thursday, seeking to get a grip on a deepening corruption
scandal that already claimed his vice president. 

Guatemala Interior Minister Resigns Amid Political Crisis from Associated Press 22 May 15

Guatemala’s interior minister and three other Cabinet officials stepped down Thursday amid a growing political crisis over corruption scandals
that have prompted calls for President Otto Perez Molina and others close to him to resign. 

Guatemalan Central Bank, Social Security Chiefs Arrested from AFP 21 May 15

The heads of the Guatemalan central bank and social security administration were arrested Wednesday on corruption charges, prosecutors said,
the latest blow to embattled President Otto Perez. 

Guatemalan central bank chief arrested on corruption charges from EFE (Spain) 20 May 15

The heads of the central bank and of the IGSS health-insurance agency were arrested Wednesday on suspicion of corruption, the Guatemalan
Attorney General's Office said. 

Guatemalan president vows to stay in office despite protests from Associated Press 18 May 15

Guatemalan President Otto Perez Molina has said he will stay in office through his full term ending in January 2016 despite massive protests
against government corruption. 

Guatemalans jam streets to voice anger over corruption from Associated Press 16 May 15

Thousands of Guatemalans jammed the capital Saturday to voice anger over corruption that permeates the government, demanding jail time for
the guilty and calling for President Otto Perez Molina to resign. 

Guatemala's Fuego volcano becoming more active: officials from Agence France-Presse 15 May 15

Guatemala's Fuego volcano is becoming become more active, belching out increasing amounts of smoke and ash, officials said on Friday. Fearing
a full-blown eruption of the volcano, located just 50 kilometers (30 miles) from the capital of Guatemala City, disaster officials warned that
aircraft should exercise caution when flying over Fuego. 

Guatemala congress picks new VP in wake of customs scandal from Associated Press 14 May 15

Guatemala's congress selected a new vice president Thursday to replace a woman who resigned over a widening customs corruption scandal that
implicated her top aide. 

Swiss Court Upholds Life Sentence For Guatemalan Ex-police Chief from Agence France-Presse 13 May 15

A Swiss appeals court Tuesday confirmed a life sentence slapped on Guatemala’s former police chief Erwin Sperisen for 10 murders committed in
the Central American country. 

Guatemalan parliament to elect new vice-president on Wednesday from EFE (Spain) 13 May 15



The Guatemalan parliament will elect a new vice-president on Wednesday, Congress President Luis Armando Rabbe Tejada announced Tuesday. 

Guatemala VP resigns amid corruption scandal from EFE (Spain) 9 May 15

Guatemala's vice president has resigned amid a customs corruption scandal that has implicated her close aides and rocked President Otto Perez
Molina's administration. 

Guatemala vice president resigns amid corruption scandal from Associated Press 8 May 15

Guatemalan authorities on Friday arrested five lawyers who allegedly bribed a judge to free suspects jailed in a multimillion-dollar customs graft
scheme. 

Guatemalan VP could lose office and immunity from prosecution over corruption from EFE (Spain) 7 May 15

Guatemalan Vice President Roxana Baldetti was asked to resign on Wednesday by the powerful Coordinating Committee of Agricultural,
Commercial, Industrial and Financial Associations. 

Guatemalan drug 'Queen of the South' jailed in US from BBC 5 May 15

A Guatemalan woman who ran one of the largest drug trafficking and money laundering rings in Central America has been sentenced in secret in
the US. 

Guatemala extradites alleged drug kingpin to United States from Associated Press 30 Apr 15

An alleged narco-kingpin wanted in New York for his purported role in an international drug trafficking conspiracy was extradited to the United
States on Thursday, Guatemalan authorities said. 

Guatemala Asks For Renewal Of UN Commission Probing Crime from Associated Press 24 Apr 15

Guatemala is inviting a U.N. commission to continue its work investigating criminal networks in the Central American nation, President Otto
Perez Molina said Thursday. 

UN Ready To Continue Anti-crime Commission In Guatemala from Associated Press 21 Apr 15

The United Nations is ready to continue working with Guatemala through a commission that has been investigating criminal networks in the
Central American nation, Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said Monday. 

UN ready to continue anti-crime commission in Guatemala from Associated Press 20 Apr 15

The United Nations is ready to continue working with Guatemala through a commission that has been investigating criminal networks in the
Central American nation, Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said Monday. 

UN Anti-crime Commission’s Future Uncertain In Guatemala from Associated Press 20 Apr 15

Even in crime-ridden Guatemala, the headlines were startling: Prosecutors busted a customs bribery ring that likely defrauded the state of millions
of dollars, with the current and former Tax Authority chiefs and a top aide to the vice president implicated. 

Guatemala arrests current, ex-tax chiefs in corruption case from Associated Press 16 Apr 15

Guatemalan authorities have arrested the country's current and former tax chiefs in a crackdown on a ring that allegedly defrauded the state
through corruption and theft. 

Guatemalan authorities arrest 4th suspect in journalist's murder from EFE (Spain) 22 Mar 15

A fourth suspect has been arrested in connection with the killing earlier this month of journalist Guido Armando Giovanni Villatoro Ramos, the
Government Secretariat said. 

Guatemalan prosecutors receive threats in journalists case from Associated Press 17 Mar 15

Officials in Guatemala say investigators looking into the killings of three journalists this month have received threats related to the case. 

Two journalists shot dead in Guatemala, another wounded from Committee to Protect Journalists 11 Mar 15



Two gunmen shot dead two journalists and injured a third in Guatemala on Tuesday, according to news reports. The Committee to Protect
Journalists calls on Guatemalan authorities to carry out a thorough investigation into the attack and ensure the perpetrators are held to account. 

Second volcano rumbles to life in Guatemala from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 15

Two of Guatemala's three active volcanoes have now rumbled to life, officials said Wednesday, one day after the Santiaguito volcano began
belching smoke and showering nearby towns with ash. 

Gunmen kill 2 journalists in southern town in Guatemala from Associated Press 10 Mar 15

Gunmen have killed two journalists as they walked in a park in southern Guatemala. Prensa Libre newspaper director Miguel Angel Mendez
Zetina says the daily's correspondent Danilo Lopez, and Federico Salazar, of Radio Nuevo Mundo, were killed Tuesday in the southern town of
Mazatenango. 

Gangland grenade attack outside Guatemala hospital kills one, hurts 22 from Reuters 10 Mar 15

At least one woman was killed and 22 people were injured on Tuesday after a drive-by grenade attack outside Guatemala's second-largest hospital
aimed at a jailed gang leader who was having a check-up, the country's interior minister said. 

Spanish P.M. vows continued support for Guatemala's war on crime from EFE (Spain) 9 Mar 15

Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy said here Monday that Guatemala can count on Madrid's absolute support for efforts to improve public
safety in the Central American nation. 

Rajoy will meet with Guatemala President, attend SICA summit from EFE (Spain) 9 Mar 15

Spain's Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy is to meet on Monday with Guatemalan President Otto Perez Molina before attending a summit with the
leaders of the Central American Integration System (SICA). 

Joe Biden in Guatemala to talk Central America funding from Associated Press 2 Mar 15

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden has arrived in Guatemala for a two-day visit with Central American presidents to discuss funding priorities aimed
at slowing migration. 

Ex-Guatemalan president released from prison in bribe case from Associated Press 25 Feb 15

A former Guatemalan president sentenced to nearly six years in U.S. prison for accepting $2.5 million in bribes from Taiwan was released
Wednesday and headed back to his home country. 

Operation "Eye of the Falcon" fighting drugs in Guatemala with U.S. support from EFE (Spain) 17 Feb 15

A law enforcement operation dubbed "Eye of the Falcon," in which U.S. and Guatemalan anti-drug agents are participating, is fighting drug
trafficking in the Central American country, authorities here said Tuesday. 

Guatemala volcano: Fuego eruption showers towns in ash from BBC 8 Feb 15

Scores of residents have been evacuated from their homes in southern Guatemala after the Fuego volcano erupted, the country's president says. 

Guatemala announces customs union with Honduras from Associated Press 4 Feb 15

The government of Guatemala has announced that it will eliminate customs duties with its neighbor Honduras in June. 

Guatemala's former VP withdraws from effort to head OAS from EFE (Spain) 21 Jan 15

Guatemalan former Vice President Eduardo Stein on Wednesday announced that he was withdrawing his candidacy to head the Organization of
American States due to health reasons. 

Guatemala ex-police official convicted in 1980 embassy siege from Associated Press 20 Jan 15

A Guatemalan court has sentenced a former police official to 90 years in prison for the killings of 37 people more than three decades ago when the
Spanish Embassy burned down during this Central American nation's bloody civil conflict. 



Paperwork snafu delays retrial of Guatemala's Rios Montt from EFE (Spain) 5 Jan 15

The start of the long-delayed retrial of former dictator Efrain Rios Montt on charges of genocide and crimes against humanity was delayed
Monday because Guatemala's Supreme Court failed to deliver the files to the trial court. 

Guatemala ex-dictator forced to appear at genocide trial from Agence France-Presse 5 Jan 15

Guatemala's former dictator Efrain Rios Montt was hauled to court on a stretcher Monday to attend his retrial on genocide charges after the judge
rejected his request for sick leave. 

Ash from Guatemala volcanoes prompts flight warning from Agence France-Presse 26 Dec 14

Ash clouds from two active volcanoes in Guatemala prompted local air travel warnings Friday. 

Guatemala arrests US fugitive in illegal adoptions from Associated Press 18 Dec 14

Guatemalan authorities have arrested an American accused of human trafficking and participating in illegal adoptions. 

Canada "part of the problem" of violating human rights in Guatemala, says AI from EFE (Spain) 24 Nov 14

Amnesty International, AI, in Canada has warned the Canadian government of being part of the problem of human rights violations in Guatemala
concerning the activities of mining companies over its refusal to put in place control mechanisms. 

Candidate to lead OAS says Cuba shouldn't be excluded from regional summit from EFE (Spain) 16 Oct 14

Guatemala's Eduardo Stein, one of the candidates seeking to become head of the Organization of American States, said here Thursday that it
would be regrettable if the presence of Cuba at the 2015 Americas Summit prompted other countries to boycott the event. 

India and Guatemala start first steps to sign FTA from EFE (Spain) 15 Oct 14

Guatemalan Foreign Minister Carlos Raul Morales, met on Wednesday with his Indian counterpart, Sushma Swaraj, and discussed measures
representing the first steps towards a free trade agreement, or FTA, between the two states. 

Guatemala reaches historic agreement to compensate 33 indigenous communities from EFE (Spain) 15 Oct 14

The Guatemalan government has reached an agreement with 33 indigenous communities to pay them 122 million euros (around $154 million) for
damages from the construction of a hydroelectric power station more than 30 years ago. 

Guatemalan constitutional court suspends recent selections of some 200 judges from EFE (Spain) 10 Oct 14

The Guatemalan Constitutional Court, the highest court of the country, has temporarily suspended the recent selection of around 200 judges as
well as their swearing in next week. 

FEATURE: A Smuggled Girl’s Odyssey Of False Promises And Fear from New York Times 6 Oct 14

The smugglers advertised on the radio as spring bloomed into summer: “Do you want to live better? Come with me.” 

Guatemala Ex-police On Trial In 1980 Embassy Fire from Associated Press 2 Oct 14

A former police officer went on trial Wednesday charged in the deaths of 37 people more than three decades ago when the Spanish Embassy
burned down during this Central American nation’s bloody civil conflict. 

FEATURE: The Life The Migrants Leave Behind: The Children Of Guatemala from Washington Post 25 Sep 14

Almost half of Guatemalans are younger than 19, making their country the youngest in Latin America. That means nearly 7 million citizens were
not alive in 1996, when government and guerrilla leaders signed a peace accord that ended a bloody 36-year civil war. 

Police arrest 4 in connection with massacre in Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 24 Sep 14

Four suspects were arrested Wednesday in connection with the massacre of 11 Indians over the weekend in San Juan Sacatepequez, a city located
31 kilometers (19 miles) west of Guatemala City, a police spokesman said. 

Guatemalan gov't: Order reestablished after massacre from EFE (Spain) 23 Sep 14



Authorities have reestablished order after the massacre of 11 Indians on the weekend in the western municipality of San Juan Sacatepequez,
Guatemala's interior minister said Tuesday. 

Guatemala Emergency Measures After Deadly Clash from Associated Press 23 Sep 14

Guatemalan authorities have suspended some constitutional rights in a central municipality where 11 villagers died in a battle with guns and
machetes. 

Guatemala imposes state of emergency in town rocked by disturbances from EFE (Spain) 22 Sep 14

Guatemala's government decreed Monday a state of emergency in a town where at least eight people died last weekend in clashes between
supporters and opponents of a cement factory. 

Guatemala clash over development plans kills 6 from Associated Press 20 Sep 14

An argument among villagers over plans to build a cement factory and a highway erupted into a battle with guns and machetes, killing at least six
people and seriously wounding dozens, authorities said Saturday. 

Police dismantle drug lab on Guatemalan coast from EFE (Spain) 14 Sep 14

Drug enforcement agents dismantled a drug lab in Suchitepequez, a province on the southern Pacific coast of Guatemala, but no arrests were
made, National Civilian Police, or PNC, spokesman Jorge Aguilar said Sunday. 

Guatemalan army strengthens security in prisons from EFE (Spain) 9 Sep 14

Guatemala's army is being deployed to strengthen security outside the country's 22 prisons starting on Monday to prevent escapes and the
smuggling of banned items into the facilities, the government said Monday. 

29 Suspected gang members arrested in Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 8 Sep 14

Guatemalan security forces arrested 29 alleged gangmembers accused of committing at least five murders and being involved in numerous
extortion schemes, authorities said Monday. 

Guatemala's prisons chief arrested from EFE (Spain) 3 Sep 14

Guatemalan security forces on Wednesday arrested the director of the country's prison system on homicide and corruption charges, police said. 

Colombian and Mexican drug traffickers join forces in Guatemala, paper says from EFE (Spain) 2 Sep 14

Drug cartels from Colombia and Mexico have formed an alliance to produce designer drugs and cocaine in Guatemala that will later be smuggled
into the United States, the Prensa Libre newspaper reported Tuesday. 

Jewish Community ‘Forced Out’ Of Guatemalan Village from Agence France-Presse 29 Aug 14

A community of 230 Orthodox Jews from several countries Thursday began leaving the Guatemalan Indian village where they have lived for six
years after claims and counterclaims of discrimination and threats. 

Guatemala declares drought emergency from EFE (Spain) 25 Aug 14

The Guatemalan government declared Monday a state of public emergency in the country's 22 provinces as a result of the prolonged drought that
has affected more than 200,000 families and caused agriculture losses in the millions. 

OFFERS SUPPORT TO THE INVESTIGATION from SIGLO21 (Guatemala) 25 Aug 14

President Otto Perez announced that the head of the U.S. Southern Command, Gen. John Kelly, expressed a willingness to collaborate with the
investigation into the accident that took the life of Rudy Ortiz, head of the Joint Staff of the National defense, and four military servicemen. 

Head Of Guatemalan Military Dies In Chopper Crash from Associated Press 21 Aug 14

The head of the Guatemalan military’s joint chiefs of staff died in a helicopter crash Wednesday near the border with Mexico. 

Guatemala Army Chief Of Staff Dies In Helicopter Crash from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 14



Guatemalan army chief of staff Rudy Ortiz and four other military officers died Wednesday when their helicopter crashed in a mountainous region
where drug traffickers operate, the government said. 

UPDATE: Guatemalan leader laments death of top military chief from Xinhua (China) 20 Aug 14

Guatemalan President Otto Perez Molina on Wednesday lamented the death of one of the country's three top military commanders, National
Defense Chief of Staff Gen. Rudy Israel Ortiz. 

Head of Guatemalan military dies in chopper crash from Associated Press 20 Aug 14

The Guatemalan government says the head of its joint chiefs of staff has died in a helicopter crash near the border with Mexico. 

Guatemalan alleged drug lord pleads guilty in US court from Agence France-Presse 18 Aug 14

A Guatemalan with ties to Mexico's Sinaloa drug cartel pleaded guilty Monday to conspiring to ship more than 450 kilograms (992 pounds) of
cocaine to the United States. 

Police capture 3 alleged kidnappers in northwestern Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 13 Aug 14

Guatemalan security forces captured three alleged kidnappers in the northwestern part of the country suspected of having abducted a young girl
on July 22, an official source reported. 

6 Suspected drug traffickers arrested in Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 13 Aug 14

Six suspected drug traffickers, including two Salvadorans and a Mexican, were captured in Guatemala's Pacific Ocean waters, the National
Civilian Police, or PNC, said Wednesday. 

Guatemalan prosecutor unhurt in attack from EFE (Spain) 12 Aug 14

A prosecutor emerged unscathed from a murder attempt staged by unknown gunmen in the northern part of this capital, Guatemalan police said. 

Suspected migrant traffickers arrested in Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 6 Aug 14

Guatemalan authorities on Wednesday captured six men and one woman suspected of smuggling migrants to the United States, a prosecutor said
Wednesday. 

Deal to stop migrants from boarding La Bestia train from BBC 31 Jul 14

Guatemala, Mexico and the United States have reached a deal to try to prevent migrants from jumping onto a freight train in an attempt to reach
the US, according to Guatemalan officials. 

Drug lab dismantled in northwest Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 29 Jul 14

Drug enforcement agents found and dismantled a lab used to produce synthetic drugs in northwestern Guatemala, a police spokesman said
Tuesday. 

UPDATE: Guatemalan calls for "Plan Central America" to halt emigration from EFE (Spain) 24 Jul 14

Guatemalan President Otto Perez Molina said here Thursday that to deal with the border crisis spurred by the arrival of more than 50,000
unaccompanied underage migrants from Central America it will be necessary for the United States to implement a plan similar to Washington's
multi-billion-dollar initiative in Colombia. 

UPDATE: Guatemalan calls for "Plan Central America" to halt emigration from EFE (Spain) 24 Jul 14

Guatemalan President Otto Perez Molina said here Thursday that to deal with the border crisis spurred by the arrival of more than 50,000
unaccompanied underage migrants from Central America it will be necessary for the United States to implement a plan similar to Washington's
multi-billion-dollar initiative in Colombia. 

Strong Quake Hits Mexico, Guatemala; 4 Dead from Associated Press 8 Jul 14

A magnitude-6.9 earthquake on the Pacific Coast jolted a wide area of southern Mexico and Central America Monday, killing at least four people
while damaging homes, hospitals and churches. 



Guatemala says US agreed to suspend child deportations from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 14

Guatemalan Foreign Minister Fernando Carrera said Tuesday the United States had agreed to temporarily suspend deportation of Central
American children caught while attempting to cross the border illegally. 

US High Court Won’t Hear Guatemalan Adoption Case from Associated Press 2 Jul 14

A Guatemalan woman’s effort to reverse her child’s adoption by a Missouri couple apparently is over. 

Dead Migrant Boy’s Mom Begged Him Not To Make Trek from Associated Press 2 Jul 14

The mother of a Guatemalan boy whose body was found in the desert about a mile from Texas’ southern border said Tuesday she begged him not
set out on the dangerous journey from their modest wood- and sheet-metal home high in the northern Cuchumatanes mountains. 

Remains of 6 people discovered in Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 27 Jun 14

Skeletal remains of six people were found buried under a vacant lot near this capital, the Guatemalan Attorney General's Office said Friday. 

Biden To Discuss Child Migrants On Guatemala Visit from Associated Press 20 Jun 14

US Vice President Joe Biden travels to Guatemala on Friday to discuss the growing numbers of unaccompanied minors from Central America and
Mexico illegally trying to cross the US border. 

23 Cuban rafters rescued off Guatemala coast: officials from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 14

Twenty-three Cuban migrants have been rescued off the coast of Guatemala after a two-week voyage in rough seas that left their raft badly
damaged, officials said Wednesday. 

Guatemalan ex-police chief appeals Swiss life sentence from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 14

Guatemala's former police chief Erwin Sperisen has appealed against the life sentence he received last week in Switzerland for the murder of
seven prisoners in his Central American home country. 

Guatemalan police arrest drug traffickers on border with Mexico from EFE (Spain) 11 Jun 14

A Guatemalan man thought to have headed a ring that trafficked in drugs and people and two of his alleged accomplices, one of whom is a police
officer, were arrested by authorities near the border with Mexico on Wednesday. 

Guatemala nabs two suspects linked to grisly 1990 murder from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 14

Guatemalan police on Tuesday captured two suspects in the grisly 1990 murder of an anthropologist. 

Guatemalan police nab gang money manager from EFE (Spain) 30 May 14

A woman with more than $500,000 in her bank account is among four suspected members of the feared Mara Salvatrucha gang arrested Friday,
Guatemala's PNC national police force said. 

As Guatemala Replaces Attorney General, Some See Setback To Rule Of Law from McClatchy 29 May 14

The installation of a new attorney general with close ties to the party founded by former dictator Jose Efrain Rios Montt likely signals the end of
any effort to pursue a genocide conviction against the retired general. 

Guatemala to seize disgraced ex-leader's funds in Europe from Agence France-Presse 23 May 14

Guatemala is seeking to confiscate European bank accounts linked to former president Alfonso Portillo, a court official said Friday, the day after a
US court sentenced him to nearly six years for corruption. 

Guatemala ex-leader gets six years in New York from Agence France-Presse 22 May 14

Former Guatemalan president Alfonso Portillo was sentenced in New York to five years and 10 months in prison Thursday for a $2.5 million
bribery scandal. 



Guatemala extradites accused drug trafficker to U.S from Reuters 22 May 14

Guatemala on Thursday extradited one of the country's top suspected drug traffickers to the United States, more than two years after a court had
ordered the move. 

Guatemala creates air task force to fight drug trafficking from EFE (Spain) 19 May 14

The government of President Otto Perez Molina officially confirmed Monday the creation of an air task force, whose mission will be to fight drug
trafficking in Guatemala. 

Los Zetas drug boss they called the Bald One is stripped and paraded bare-foot after being captured following shootout from
Daily Mail UK 16 May 14

• Jairo Orellana, 40, was arrested by Guatemalan police after gun fight • Drug trafficker has links to the infamous Mexican drug cartel Los Zetas •
Two of his security guards and a police officer were killed in the stand-off • He now faces extradition to the US for shipping large amounts of
cocaine 

Dozens protest against genocide denial from Associated Press 16 May 14

Dozens of Guatemalan war survivors and human rights activists are protesting against a congressional resolution that denies there was any attempt
to commit genocide during the country's bloody 36-year civil war. 

Alleged top drug trafficker arrested in Guatemala from Agence France-Presse 16 May 14

Guatemalan security forces have arrested a man alleged to be a top drug trafficker in an operation in which three people were killed, police said. 

6 Arrested in Guatemala for human trafficking from EFE (Spain) 15 May 14

Six members of a human trafficking network have been arrested, Guatemala's PNC national police force said Thursday. 

OPINION: New Bad Old Times For Guatemala? from New York Times 15 May 14

It has been only a year since a court convicted Gen. Efraín Ríos Montt, a former president of Guatemala, of genocide, a step hailed as a
breakthrough for the country’s fragile democracy. And yet Guatemala’s hard-won progress is starting to falter; if nothing is done, it could easily
slip back into authoritarianism, violence and disregard for basic human rights. 

Guatemalan congress votes to deny genocide from Associated Press 14 May 14

Guatemala's Congress has approved a non-binding resolution that calls for "national reconciliation," but also denies there was any attempt to
commit genocide during the country's bloody 36-year civil war. 

High Price Of Electricity Spurs Protests And Theft In Guatemala from McClatchy 9 May 14

A rat’s nest of wires snarled near the peak of a power pole is a common sight in Guatemala. Rather than being the result of sloppy installation, the
disorderly mass is evidence of an extraordinarily common crime in Latin America: electricity theft. 

Guatemalan police nab man wanted in U.S. on drug charges from EFE (Spain) 8 May 14

Guatemalan security forces on Thursday captured a suspected drug trafficker wanted by the United States. 

Guatemalan police dismantle major drug lab from EFE (Spain) 6 May 14

The narcotics squad dismantled one of the largest clandestine drug laboratories ever found in Guatemala, the PNC national police force said
Tuesday. 

Guatemala arrests man with $2.3 million cash from Agence France-Presse 5 May 14

Guatemalan authorities have arrested a man found with nearly $2.3 million in cash hidden in a compartment in his van, officials said Monday. 

Guatemala: Attorney General Spurned in Bid to Keep Office for a Second Term from New York Times 1 May 14

Guatemala's attorney general, Claudia Paz y Paz, whose prosecution of a former dictator for genocide earned her the enmity of powerful members
of the country's political and business elite, has lost her bid for a second term. 



Spanish lawyers condemn sanction against Guatemalan judge from EFE (Spain) 21 Apr 14

Spain's bar association contends that the suspension of Guatemalan Judge Yassmin Barrios, the president of the court that in May 2013 convicted
former strongman Efrain Rios Montt, "attacks judicial independence head-on." 

Cops among 9 arrested for kidnapping in Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 16 Apr 14

Six police officers were among nine suspected members of a kidnapping ring arrested Wednesday in five different provinces of Guatemala,
authorities said. 

Gunmen kill deputy mayor in Guatemala from Agence France-Presse 12 Apr 14

The deputy mayor of a town in northern Guatemala was gunned down by unknown assailants, in a brazen attack in front of the municipal
building, police said on Saturday. 

Police capture Mexican cartel boss in northern Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 7 Apr 14

A Guatemalan man suspected of being a boss of Mexico's Zetas drug cartel was captured by police Monday in northern Guatemala, Government
Minister Mauricio Lopez Bonilla said. 

4 Arrested in Guatemala for massacre from EFE (Spain) 27 Mar 14

Three women and a man suspected in last September's killings of 11 people in an indigenous community north of this capital were arrested
Thursday, Guatemalan authorities said. 

Taiwan to deliver Portillo bribery report to Guatemala from Agence France-Presse 22 Mar 14

Taiwan will deliver next week a report on statements by ex-president Alfonso Portillo that he received millions of dollars in bribes from Taipei for
diplomatic recognition, Guatemala said late Friday. 

Ex-Guatemala President Pleads Guilty In US from Associated Press 19 Mar 14

Guatemala’s ex-president pleaded guilty to a conspiracy charge Tuesday in the U.S., saying he accepted $2.5 million in bribes to continue to
recognize Taiwan diplomatically when he took his government’s top position more than a decade ago. 

Ex-Guatemalan Leader Pleads To Laundering $2.5 Million In Kickbacks from McClatchy 19 Mar 14

It isn’t often that a Latin leader is unmasked in this way. But federal law enforcement agents traced former Guatemala President Alfonso Portillo’s
maneuverings of over a decade ago and put the collar on him. He pleaded guilty on March 18th to funneling $2.5 million through a Miami bank,
an attempt to conceal bribes for agreeing to recognize the government of Taiwan diplomatically, the Justice Department announced. 

Suspected Guatemalan drug trafficker extradited to U.S from Reuters 18 Mar 14

Guatemala extradited to the United States on Tuesday a suspected drug trafficker wanted for ties to Mexico's notorious Sinaloa cartel, U.S.
officials said. 

Guatemala Tries Ex-guerrilla Accused Of Massacre from Associated Press 14 Mar 14

Agustina Machic still feels scared when she recalls the days in 1988 when her husband and 21 others, many of them her relatives, were killed by
suspected rebels who accused them of collaborating with the army as a civil war raged in Guatemala. 

Guatemalans protest property seizures to build power lines from EFE (Spain) 6 Mar 14

Thousands of peasants gathered in this capital on Thursday to protest what they see as violations of their property rights in a plan to expand
Guatemala's electric grid. 

Court Hearing On Guatemala’s Attorney General Draws Hundreds from McClatchy 27 Feb 14

Hundreds of supporters of Attorney General Claudia Paz y Paz rallied outside Guatemala’s highest court Wednesday as the justices inside heard
final arguments on whether the human rights champion should be allowed to stay in office until December or be forced to step down in May. 



Guatemala extradites reputed Colombian rebel to U.S. from EFE (Spain) 17 Feb 14

Guatemala on Monday extradited to the United States a reputed Colombian rebel commander accused of drug trafficking, authorities said. 

Three Guatemala police killed in murder-suicide from Agence France-Presse 14 Feb 14

Three anti-drug police died in Guatemala Friday in an apparent murder-suicide under unclear circumstances, following a seizure of some 146
kilograms of cocaine and heroine, the Interior Ministry said. 

Guatemala Begins Process To Replace Top Prosecutor from Associated Press 11 Feb 14

Guatemala’s Congress formed a commission Monday to pick a replacement to take over from the country’s crusading attorney general in May
despite demands from human rights groups to keep her until December.

Ex-Guatemalan Soldier Sentenced To 10 Years In US from Associated Press 11 Feb 14

A former Guatemalan special forces soldier was sentenced Monday to a decade in an American prison for lying on a U.S. citizenship application
about his role in a civil war massacre that decimated a village more than three decades ago.

Guatemalan Ex-commando Loses U.S. Citizenship, Gets Jail Term For Massacre from McClatchy 11 Feb 14

A federal judge in California on Monday revoked the U.S. citizenship of a former Guatemalan special forces officer and sentenced him to a
maximum 10-year prison term for deceiving U.S. immigration officials and covering up his role in a 1982 massacre of 250 villagers in Guatemala

Guatemala Court Rules To Curb Crusader from New York Times 7 Feb 14

Guatemalan politics were thrown into disarray on Thursday after the country’s highest court ruled that the crusading attorney general, Claudia Paz
y Paz, must step down in May, seven months before her four-year term was to end. 

OPINION: The Americas; Guatemala's Stranded Orphans; Unicef's pressure to stop international adoptions has tragic results.
from Wall Street Journal 26 Jan 14

When it comes to the institutionalization of ...thousands of ... Guatemalan orphans, Unicef—the U.N. agency that bills itself as a defender of
children—has a lot to answer for.... in 2007, with the help of the U.S. State Department, Unicef successfully pressured Guatemala ... to stop the
large outflow of abandoned children to families in the U.S. 

OPINION: Guatemala's Stranded Orphans from Wall Street Journal 26 Jan 14

Unicef's pressure to stop international adoptions has tragic results. 

Guatemalan police seize cocaine shipment bound for Mexico from EFE (Spain) 19 Jan 14

A shipment of 300 kilos of cocaine bound from Guatemala to Mexico was seized and a truck driver arrested on smuggling charges, the National
Civilian Police, or PNC, said Sunday. 

Former guerrilla chief gunned down in Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 16 Jan 14

Juan de Leon Tuyuc Velasquez, a guerrilla commander during Guatemala's 1960-1996 civil war, was killed Thursday in the western city of Solola,
authorities said. 

Guatemalan mayor survives shooting from EFE (Spain) 15 Jan 14

The mayor of the northern town of Santa Ana was shot and wounded in an ambush, Guatemala's PNC national police force said Wednesday. 

Four Arrested for Attack on Guatemalan VP from Latin American Herald Tribune 14 Jan 14

Four people were arrested Tuesday after a woman hurled an unidentified white powder into the face of Vice President Roxana Baldetti,
Guatemala’s interior minister said... doctors attending the vice president ... told reporters that Baldetti arrived at the hospital with breathing
problems and with severe conjunctivitis but that her condition was stable.

Guatemala nabs suspected associate of Mexican drug cartel from EFE (Spain) 27 Dec 13

A man suspected of working for Mexico's powerful Sinaloa drug cartel was arrested in this capital, the Guatemalan Attorney General's Office said



Friday. 

Court official slain in Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 23 Dec 13

An official of a Guatemalan court that hears gender violence cases was gunned down in this capital, authorities said Monday. 

Guatemala Detains 21 In Money Laundering Case from Associated Press 5 Dec 13

Guatemalan authorities say they have detained 21 people who allegedly laundered money for Mexico’s Sinaloa drug cartel led by Joaquin “El
Chapo” Guzman. 

City councilman gunned down in Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 29 Nov 13

A member of the municipal council in the eastern Guatemalan city of Jalapa was fatally shot by unknown assailants, first responders said Friday. 

FEATURE: Tourist draw Antigua suffers crime, political mess from Associated Press 26 Nov 13

...Antigua has long been Guatemala's top tourist destination as an oasis away from the crime and chaos consuming the rest of the Central
American country. In recent months, however, the UNESCO World Heritage Site has seen the troubles of the outside world threaten its
backpacker charm.

47 Die in lynchings in Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 26 Nov 13

Forty-seven people, including two women, have died at the hands of lynch mobs this year in Guatemala, a government commission established to
prevent vigilantism said Tuesday. 

Guatemala destroys drug trafficking ring from Xinhua (China) 12 Nov 13

Guatemalan police Tuesday destroyed a drug trafficking ring and re-captured Jose Ranferi Ponce Rodriguez, a drug lord believed to control the
illicit trade in the north of the country, local media said. 

Rios Montt Genocide Plaintiffs Seek International Help After Guatemala Court Delays Trial To 2015 from McClatchy 8 Nov 13

Representatives of Guatemala’s indigenous Ixil Maya have filed a petition with the Inter-American Commission for Human Rights in Washington
accusing the Guatemalan government of failing in its legal obligation to investigate and prosecute genocide. 

Guatemala seizes $1.3 mn in drug money from EFE (Spain) 6 Nov 13

Police arrested a man and seized $1.32 million in cash that appears to be laundered drug money, Guatemalan authorities said Wednesday. 

Guatemala court to restart ex-leader trial in 2015 from Associated Press 5 Nov 13

A Guatemalan court official says the trial of former dictator Efrain Rios Montt will restart in January 2015 in response to the Constitutional Court
throwing out an earlier conviction of the strongman for the massacre of thousands of Maya. 

Arrest leads to seizure of cartel arsenal in Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 31 Oct 13

The recent arrest in Mexico of a reputed drug kingpin led to the seizure of a cartel arsenal near this capital, Guatemalan police said Thursday. 

Headless bodies of 2 women found on Guatemala City's outskirts from EFE (Spain) 30 Oct 13

Residents found the headless bodies of two young women Wednesday in a neighborhood on the western outskirts of Guatemala City, emergency
services officials said. 

Guatemala arrests suspected allies of Mexican drug cartel from EFE (Spain) 18 Oct 13

Two Guatemalans suspected of working for Mexico's powerful Sinaloa drug cartel were arrested Friday in the northern province of Peten, a
spokesman for Guatemala's national police said. 

Violence Takes Lives of 11 Guatemalen Women in the Past 24 Hours from EFE 13 Oct 13

Eleven women have died violently in several attacks over the past 24 hours in Guatemala, authorities reported Sunday.



Guatemalan Police Rescue 45 People from Traffickers from EFE 10 Oct 13

Five adults and 37 minors were rescued from a criminal gang that held them captive and forced them to work long hours for little pay,
Guatemalan authorities said Thursday. 

U.S. Gives Guatemala Six Helicopters for Drug Fight from Agence France-Presse 8 Oct 13

The US government gave six helicopters to Guatemala to increase its operational capacity fighting drug trafficking, part of a $40 million donation,
President Otto Perez said Monday.

Guatemala 'Drug Lord' Arrested in Mexico from BBC 5 Oct 13

Police in Mexico have arrested one of Guatemala's most wanted men - a drug lord suspected of masterminding the killing of eight policemen in
June.

Guatemala To Complete All US Adoptions This Year from Associated Press 26 Sep 13

Guatemala’s ambassador to the United States says a task force recently created in his country will help expedite the pending adoptions of 115
Guatemalan babies. 

Guatemalan Army Admits Theft of 1,400 Grenades from Latin American Herald Tribune 24 Sep 13

The Guatemalan military acknowledged Monday that 1,449 grenades were stolen from an army base in the northern part of the country. 

Guatemala Arrests Alleged Trafficker Sought By US from Associated Press 18 Sep 13

Officials say a suspected drug trafficker wanted for extradition to the United States has been captured in eastern Guatemala by U.S. and
Guatemalan authorities. 

Relatives mourn 46 dead in Guatemala bus crash from Associated Press 11 Sep 13

The death toll in a rural Guatemala bus crash rose to 46 on Tuesday, after two more people died of injuries suffered in the vehicle's plunge into a
deep canyon. 

Gunmen kill 11 in Guatemalan Indian village from EFE (Spain) 8 Sep 13

At least 11 people were killed and more than a dozen others, including three children, were wounded when gunmen opened fire on a liquor store
in San Jose Nacahuil, an Indian community in central Guatemala, officials said Sunday. 

Gunmen kill 11, wound 18 in poor Guatemala town from Associated Press 8 Sep 13

A group of men in a stolen car shot 29 people on the main street of a poor indigenous town in the mountains outside Guatemala City, killing 11 in
an incident that some residents blamed on corrupt police officers. 

Power outages, landslides after strong Guatemala quake from Agence France-Presse 7 Sep 13

Guatemala braced for more aftershocks Saturday, a day after a strong 6.5 magnitude earthquake struck the south of the country, leading to power
outages and landslides. 

UN corruption panel in Guatemala names new head from Associated Press 30 Aug 13

Guatemala's foreign minister says the United Nations has named a former Colombian Supreme Court judge as the new head of a commission
charged with investigating corruption in the Central American nation. 

UN: Guatemala's impunity has dropped to 70 percent from Associated Press 23 Aug 13

A U.N.-backed investigative team says its work in Guatemala has helped reduce corruption, but says impunity by officials is still high. 

Guatemala Task Force To Probe Journalist Deaths from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 13

Guatemalan President Otto Perez Molina on Tuesday announced the creation of a task force to probe the murders of four journalists in the Central
American country so far this year. 



Guatemala targets poppy farms along Mexican border from EFE (Spain) 20 Aug 13

Guatemalan security forces have launched a wide-ranging operation targeting poppy farms in San Marcos, a northwestern province on the border
with Mexico, Government Minister Mauricio Lopez said. 

Guatemala task force to probe journalist deaths from Agence France-Presse 20 Aug 13

Guatemalan President Otto Perez on Tuesday announced the creation of a task force to probe the murders of four journalists in the Central
American country so far this year. 

Guatemala radio journalist shot dead from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 13

Two unidentified gunmen on a motorcycle shot dead a radio journalist in eastern Guatemala early Tuesday as he was arriving to host a music
program, rescue workers said. 

Guatemalan police arrest 7 in drug bust from EFE (Spain) 16 Jun 13

Seven people were arrested when police found cocaine hidden Sunday in secret compartments in three vehicles on a road in a Guatemalan town
near the border with Mexico, a National Civilian Police, or PNC, spokesman said. 

Drug traffickers blamed for massacre of cops in Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 14 Jun 13

Drug traffickers were behind the killings of eight police officers in the western province of Quetzaltenango, Guatemalan President Otto Perez
Molina said Friday. 

COMMENTARY: Justice Delayed In Guatemala from Los Angeles Times 7 Jun 13

Just days after Rios Montt was convicted, the trial court's verdict was thrown out on a procedural technicality by the country's Constitutional
Court, which ordered the lower court to rehear all evidence presented after April 19, when the procedural mistake occurred. 

Guatemalan police make big cocaine bust from EFE (Spain) 2 Jun 13

Drug enforcement agents seized 1,048 kilos of cocaine hidden in a van in Puerto Quetzal, a city in the southern Guatemalan province of Escuintla,
but no arrests were made, a police spokesman said Sunday. 

FEATURE: Guatemalan mine dispute militarizes region from Associated Press 1 Jun 13

The fear that rules this terrain, where residents are mostly Xinca Indians, recall the bad old days of the country's three-decade-long civil war,
which killed as many as 200,000 people. But what's brought in the troops this time are protests over plans by Vancouver-based Tahoe Resources
Inc. to tap what the company says is one of the five largest silver deposits in the world. 

Pacaya volcano erupts in Guatemala from Agence France-Presse 30 May 13

Guatamala's Pacaya volcano erupted early Thursday, sending volcanic material more than 400 meters in the air, authorities said. 

Ex-Guatemala President Portillo Enters Not Guilty Plea from Bloomberg News 29 May 13

Former Guatemalan president Alfonso Portillo pleaded not guilty in a U.S. court to charges he embezzled and laundered tens of millions of dollars
through U.S. banks while in office. 

Ex-Guatemala president extradited to US from Associated Press 24 May 13

The lawyer for ex-Guatemalan President Alfonso Portillo says he is being extradited to the United States to face money-laundering and
embezzlement charges. 

OPINION: Justice Interrupted In Guatemala from New York Times 23 May 13

...the ruling by the country's highest court on Monday to overturn the genocide conviction of the former dictator, Gen. Efraín Ríos Montt, is a
serious setback in the effort to demand accountability for those terrifying years and move the country toward reconciliation. 

Guatemala's Maya outraged at genocide ruling annulment from Agence France-Presse 22 May 13

Native Mayas who survived massacres during Guatemala's 1960-1996 civil war voiced outrage Wednesday at the overturning of the genocide



conviction of former dictator Efrain Rios Montt. 

Frailty of Guatemala Institutions Seen in Former Dictator's Case from Wall Street Journal 22 May 13

A decision by Guatemala's top court to throw out the genocide conviction of an ex-dictator days after he was convicted is exposing weaknesses
both in the case and the judiciary that tried it, critics said on Tuesday. 

Guatemala Full Of Questions After Genocide Conviction Annulled from Los Angeles Times 22 May 13

The Guatemalan high court's decision to annul the genocide conviction of former military dictator Efrain Rios Montt on Tuesday revived
questions about his responsibility for the slaughter of some 1,700 ethnic Maya people. The ruling late Monday...also raises questions about the
kind of retrial he might have and about a judicial system that has long been considered weak, corrupt, prone to impunity and susceptible to
pressure...

Guatemala Ruling Could Keep Ex-Leader From Prison from Associated Press 22 May 13

The decision to annul the genocide conviction of Guatemala's former U.S-backed dictator and restart his trial could spawn interminable delays in
the effort to see him jailed for the massacre of thousands of Mayans, victims' advocates said Tuesday. 

Guatemala ruling could keep ex-leader from prison from Associated Press 21 May 13

The annulment of the genocide conviction of Guatemala's former U.S-backed dictator and restart his trial halfway through could spawn
interminable delays in the effort to see him jailed for the massacre of thousands of Mayans, victims' advocates said Tuesday. 

Guatemalan Court Overturns Genocide Conviction of Ex-Dictator from New York Times 21 May 13

The decision by Guatemala's Constitutional Court is a dramatic legal victory for General Ríos Montt, 86, and a blow to human rights advocates
who called his conviction a sign that Guatemala's courts would no longer allow impunity for the country's powerful. 

Guatemala top court overturns genocide conviction from Associated Press 20 May 13

Guatemala's top court has overturned the genocide conviction of former dictator Efrain Rios Montt's and ordered his trial to resume. 

Remembering Efraín Ríos Montt And Reeling From A New Terror from Miami Herald 19 May 13

The last time I spoke with former Guatemalan strongman Efraín Ríos Montt, in 2003, he was ... Every bit as unhinged from reality as he'd been
two decades before during the darkest days of Guatemala's 36-year civil war, when as military dictator from 1982-83 he led a "scorched earth"
campaign that killed thousands of mostly indigenous Maya peasants. 

OPINION: THE AMERICAS: The Left's Cold War Revenge in Guatemala; The history behind an absurd court ruling that
Gen. Rios Montt is guilty of genocide from 19 May 13

In the trial, the prosecution presented the testimony of numerous Indians ... But their stories could not prove genocide. Neither did the
prosecution's "experts," mostly foreigners of the leftist persuasion who were not actually witnesses to any alleged acts of genocide. 

OPINION: Praise For Guatemala's President from New York Times 18 May 13

The trial of General Ríos Montt is indeed a historic milestone, one that demonstrates the independence of Guatemala's judicial system and the
growing strength of its democracy. 

FEATURE: Trial On Guatemalan Civil War Carnage Leaves Out U.S. Role from New York Times 17 May 13

...that long history of United States support for Guatemala's military, which began with a coup engineered by the Central Intelligence Agency in
1954, went unacknowledged during the genocide trial and conviction of the man most closely identified with the war's brutality, the former
dictator Gen. Efraín Ríos Montt. 

Ex-Guatemala Dictator Rios Montt Still In Hospital from Associated Press 15 May 13

Former Guatemalan dictator Efrain Rios Montt is spending a second day at a military hospital after fainting while on his way to a court hearing. 

COMMENTARY: Victory In Guatemala? Not Yet from New York Times 14 May 13



THE conviction last Friday of the former Guatemalan dictator Efraín Ríos Montt on charges of genocide and crimes against humanity is of
monumental significance. 

Jailed Rios Montt Taken To Hospital After Fainting from Associated Press 14 May 13

Former dictator Efrain Rios Montt was taken to a military hospital Monday after fainting while on his way to a court hearing from his jail cell,
Guatemalan authorities said. 

Guatemala ordered to apologize to indigenous victims of atrocities from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 May 13

Guatemalan authorities must apologize to the country's indigenous Ixil Maya people for atrocities committed under the 1982-83 military regime, a
court ordered Monday. 

UN human rights chief hails genocide conviction of former Guatemalan leader from Xinhua (China) 13 May 13

UN high commissioner for human rights Navi Pillay on Monday welcomed Friday's conviction of Guatemala's former president Jose Efrain Rios
Montt for genocide and crimes against humanity, UN spokesman Martin Nesirky told reporters here. 

Guatemala Genocide Case Pressures Leader from Wall Street Journal 13 May 13

The genocide conviction of a former Guatemalan dictator is putting the country's current president, Otto Pérez Molina, on the defensive, based on
testimony in the trial that he participated in war crimes as a regional commander under the former leader. 

Ex-Dictator's Backers Rally At Guatemala Prison from Associated Press 13 May 13

Several dozen people protested on Sunday outside a Guatemala prison against the genocide conviction for former dictator Efrain Rios Montt. 

Guatemalan ex-dictator rushed to hospital: lawyer from Agence France-Presse 13 May 13

Former Guatemalan dictator Efrain Rios Montt, who was convicted of genocide last week, was rushed to a hospital Monday after fainting in court
before a hearing on reparations for victims, his lawyer said. 

Ex-dictator's backers rally at Guatemala prison from Associated Press 12 May 13

At least 500 people have protested outside a Guatemala prison against the genocide conviction for former dictator Efrain Rios Montt. 

Prison For Ex-Dictator Soothes Guatemala from Associated Press 11 May 13

Most in Guatemala feel the sentence prison represents a triumph after a long struggle in a country still recovering from a 36-year-civil war that
ended with peace accords in 1996. "It's very valuable to us, totally refreshing. We deserved it," said human rights activist Helen Mack. 

Ex-Guatemalan ruler found guilty of genocide from Agence France-Presse 10 May 13

Former Guatemalan dictator Efrain Rios Montt was found guilty of genocide and war crimes Friday in a landmark ruling stemming from
massacres of indigenous people in his country's long civil war. 

Ex-Dictator Denies Role In Guatemalan Massacres from New York Times 10 May 13

Gen. Efraín Ríos Montt, the former dictator who ruled Guatemala during one of the bloodiest periods of its long civil war, faced the court trying
him for genocide on Thursday and denied any role in the horrors narrated by Mayan survivors of massacres committed in the remote highlands
three decades ago. 

Guatemalan Ex-dictator Denies Being 'Genocidal' from Agence France-Presse 10 May 13

Former Guatemalan dictator Efrain Rios Montt denied charges he ordered a massacre of indigenous people during his 1982-1983 regime, as he
testified for the first time at his genocide trial. 

Guatemalan high court suspends genocide trial of ex-dictator from EFE (Spain) 4 May 13

Guatemala's Constitutional Court has ordered the temporary suspension of the genocide trial of former strongman Efrain Rios Montt and co-
defendant Jose Rodriguez, a spokesman for the tribunal said Saturday. 



Interview: Security remains theme of U.S.-Central American ties: Guatemalan president from Xinhua (China) 4 May 13

Guatemalan President Otto Perez said Saturday that security and combating drug trafficking remain the main focus in the relationship between
Central America and the United States. 

Guatemala Cracks Down On Anti-mine Protests from Associated Press 3 May 13

Guatemala's government declared a state of emergency and banned public gatherings in four townships east of the capital Thursday following
several days of violent clashes between police and anti-mining protesters. 

Guatemala imposes state of siege in eastern towns from EFE (Spain) 2 May 13

President Otto Perez Molina imposed a state of siege on four municipalities in the eastern part of the country following the abduction of 23 police
officers and the killing of another cop, the Guatemalan government said Thursday. 

Genocide trial of ex-dictator resumes in Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 30 Apr 13

The genocide trial of former strongman Efrain Rios Montt resumed here Tuesday after Guatemala's Constitutional Court said the case could
proceed. 

Guatemalan police killed in clash with protesters against mine from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 13

A police officer was killed Tuesday when security forces clashed with opponents of a Canadian-owned gold and silver mine project who had
taken 23 officers hostage in southeastern Guatemala. 

Guatemala High Court Annuls Trial For Ex-Dictator from Associated Press 24 Apr 13

Guatemala's highest court on Tuesday ordered the annulment of the genocide trial against one of the Central American country's former dictators,
sending the landmark case to a judge who wants it to go back to square one. 

Guatemala suspends referendum on Belize territorial dispute from EFE (Spain) 24 Apr 13

Guatemala has officially suspended the simultaneous Oct. 6 referendum scheduled with Belize on taking their long-running territorial dispute to
the International Court of Justice, or ICJ, Foreign Minister Fernando Carrera said. 

Guatemala high court annuls trial for ex-dictator from Associated Press 23 Apr 13

Guatemala's highest court has ordered the annulment of the human rights trial against one of the Central American country's former dictators,
sending the landmark case back to square one. 

Guatemalan Judge Orders Rios Montt Trial Suspended from Associated Press 19 Apr 13

A Guatemalan judge on Thursday ordered the suspension of the genocide trial of former U.S.-backed dictator Efrain Rios Montt, a move protested
by prosecutors who vowed that proceedings would continue as planned. 

Judge suspends genocide trial of Guatemala's Rios Montt from Reuters 18 Apr 13

A judge on Thursday suspended the genocide trial of former Guatemalan dictator Efrain Rios Montt, ordering the legal process to be set back to
November 2011, before the retired general was charged with war crimes. 

FEATURE: In Testimony, Guatemalans Give Account Of Suffering from New York Times 15 Apr 13

The Mayan men and women who fill the courtroom in Guatemala City daily cannot understand most of the proceedings conducted in Spanish, and
the women are set apart by their traditional dress. They have traveled from their villages to the courtroom to give testimony about the horrors they
endured, many as children, when the military was pursuing leftist guerrillas. 

Guatemala court upholds decision absolving ex-prez from Associated Press 9 Apr 13

An appeals court has upheld a decision that absolved former President Alfonso Portillo of charges that he stole $15 million from Guatemala's
Defense Department, bringing an end to the case. 

Guatemala War Trial Puts Past Closer To President from Associated Press 9 Apr 13



Guatemala's struggle to deal with the war crimes of the past, including bringing an aging former dictator and his officers to justice, has taken a
sharp turn to the present. 

Guatemala Strongman Trial Hears Litany Of Horrors from Associated Press 5 Apr 13

Witnesses recounted a litany of horrors on Thursday in the trial of former U.S.-backed military strongman Efrain Rios Montt, and one soldier
even accused Guatemala's current president of ordering civil war atrocities decades ago as an army major. 

Rape Victims Speak At Guatemala Ex-Strongman Trial from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

Indigenous women were systematically gang-raped by Guatemala soldiers and members of paramilitary groups during the country's 36-year civil
war, victims testified Tuesday at the trial of the country's U.S.-backed strongman. 

Guatemala To Try Gang Leaders For 238 Murders from Agence France-Presse 3 Apr 13

A Guatemalan judge has ordered eight jailed members of the Mara Salvatrucha gang put on trial for the murders of 238 business owners, bus
drivers and others who refused to pay extortion money. 

COMMENTARY: Justice in Guatemala; General Ríos Montt's trial on genocide charges compels a nation to face up to its past
from El Pais (English Edition) 29 Mar 13

It is imperative that all efforts to file charges in human rights crimes cases prosper, and that hundreds of thousands of families are finally awarded
compensation they have long been waiting for. But this re-examination of the past should not end with the trial of this 86-year-old man. It is
important that these proceedings at same time produce honest and critical reflections on the part of everyone, including those who took up arms
and those who decided to look the other way. Only in this manner will Guatemala cease to be a society poisoned by hatred. 

OPINION: On The Brink Of Justice In Guatemala from New York Times 28 Mar 13

FOR over a week Guatemala has been consumed with the court proceedings against Gen. Efraín Ríos Montt, who led the country in the early
1980s, on charges of genocide. But he isn't the only one on trial. 

Supporters Of Guatemalan Ex-Dictator Deny Genocide from Associated Press 26 Mar 13

A group of retired soldiers and their relatives launched a campaign Monday to deny that a genocide was carried out in Guatemala and to demand a
fair trial for former dictator Jose Efrain Rios Montt. About 24 people began collecting 5,000 signatures in support of their campaign outside the
Supreme Court's building in Guatemala City, where Rios Montt is being tried on charges of genocide and crimes against humanity. 

USGS: 6.2 Magnitude Earthquake - 6km NNW of San Jose Pinula, Guatemala from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 25 Mar 13

Analyst note: This is an earthquake advisory from the USGS. 

Supporters of Guatemalan ex-dictator deny genocide from Associated Press 25 Mar 13

A group of retired soldiers and their relatives launched a campaign Monday to deny that a genocide was carried out in Guatemala and to demand a
fair trial for former dictator Jose Efrain Rios Montt. 

Journalist shot to death in Guatemala from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 13

Unidentified assailants shot to death a correspondent of the Nuestro Diario newspaper in a town on Guatemala's southern border with El Salvador,
authorities reported Thursday. 

Call For Justice Opens Guatemala Ex-leader Trial from Associated Press 20 Mar 13

The trial of Guatemala's former U.S.-backed dictator was disrupted Tuesday when Gen. Efrain Rios Montt's defense lawyer was expelled for
accusing one of the judges of being hostile to him. 

Guatemala Opens Genocide Trial Against Ex-Dictator from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 13

A genocide trial started Tuesday against former Guatemalan dictator Efrain Rios Montt, who is accused of presiding over one of the bloodiest
chapters of his country's brutal civil war. 



Ex-Guatemala Strongman On Trial After 30 Years from Associated Press 19 Mar 13

There is no smoking gun in the case files, no direct order from Guatemala's then military dictator to carry out the slaughter of civilians during one
of the bloodiest phases of the country's long civil war. 

FEATURE: In Effort To Try Dictator, Guatemala Shows New Judicial Might from New York Times 17 Mar 13

Guatemala's justice system has begun a transformation. In a show of political will, prosecutors are taking long-dormant human rights cases to
court, armed with evidence that victims and their advocates have painstakingly compiled over more than a decade - as much to bear witness as to
bring judgment. "It's sending the most important message of the rule of law - that nobody is above the law," said Claudia Paz y Paz, the attorney
general, who many here say has been one of the most important forces behind the change. 

Genocide trial delayed for ex-Guatemalan leader from Associated Press 9 Mar 13

A Guatemalan appeals court has suspended the trial date for retired Gen. Efrain Rios Montt, a former dictator accused of genocide. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: OPINION: The need for gun control from Prensa Libre (Guatemala) 26 Feb 13

As a result of the increase in criminal violence using firearms, it is natural to raise interest in the population to know data on the quantity, use of
ammunition, shopping possibilities and especially illegal legal. There seems no doubt that a majority of people consider purchasing facilities
within or outside the law, contribute to the alarming number of crimes.

Police arrest 2 "hitgirls" in Guatemala from EFE (Spain) 25 Feb 13

Two "hitgirls" were arrested by police in Guatemala and confessed to murdering a man last week, a National Civilian Police, or PNC, spokesman
said. 

Guatemala: No evidence of gunfight or capo's death from Associated Press 22 Feb 13

A Guatemalan official said Friday there was no evidence that Mexico's most-wanted drug lord, Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman, had been killed in a
shootout in the rural north, calling such reports a misunderstanding.Interior Minister Mauricio Lopez Bonilla told local media that the original
account was based on testimony from residents in San Valentin near the Mexican border, but that soldiers and police scanning the area found no
sign of any confrontation. 

Guatemala checking if Mexico drug lord killed in clash from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 13

Guatemalan authorities are investigating whether Mexican drug cartel kingpin Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman was killed in an armed clash near the
Mexican border on Thursday, the interior minister said. 

Guatemala Probes If Drug Lord Killed In Shootout from Associated Press 22 Feb 13

Guatemalan authorities said they are investigating whether a man killed Thursday in a shootout near the border with Mexico is most-wanted drug
lord Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman. 

Battle erupts in Guzman terrain from Los Angeles Times 22 Feb 13

Intense gun battles were reported late Thursday in a remote jungle region of northern Guatemala where Mexico's top drug lord, Joaquin "Chapo"
Guzman, is known to operate. The firefights involved a convoy carrying suspected Mexican drug traffickers and either a rival gang or Guatemalan
military forces ... The clash took place in the vast Peten region, where Mexican traffickers set up shop more than five years ago, taking advantage
of the inaccessible, Wild West nature of the area. 

Guatemala Ex-Strongman's Trial Moved Up To March from Associated Press 21 Feb 13

The planned start of the trial of former U.S.-backed Guatemalan strongman Jose Efrain Rios Montt has been moved up to March 19. 

Prominent Guatemalan lawyer killed from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

A prominent lawyer who received threats after handling high-profile cases is dead after being shot by two men riding on a motorcycle. 

Poor Health Cited In Case Of Guatemala Ex-General from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

A forensics report says that a former chief of staff for Guatemala's army should not stand trial for alleged involvement in the killing of 1,700



indigenous people during the nation's civil war because of his poor health. 

Guatemalan president: drugs should be legalized from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 Feb 13

Guatemalan President Otto Perez Molina on Wednesday told dpa that regulation and legalization were the answer to the US drug war, which he
complained was being waged ever further south in Latin America. 

Guatemalan police capture 16 w/ alleged links to Los Zetas from EFE (Spain) 7 Feb 13

Guatemalan security forces on Thursday captured 16 people - all Guatemalans - allegedly linked to the Mexican drug trafficking organization Los
Zetas, a government minister said. Guatemalan Interior Minister Mauricio Lopez held a press conference and said that 14 of the suspects were
arrested in the southern province of Escuintla and the other two in the municipality of Villa Nueva, in the southern part of Guatemala province. 

COMMENTARY: A Chance At Justice In Guatemala from New York Times 4 Feb 13

LAST Monday, a brave Guatemalan judge made history. In greenlighting a public trial for the former dictator Efraín Ríos Montt on charges of
genocide, the judge, Miguel Ángel Gálvez, made his country the first in the Americas to prosecute a former head of state, in its own domestic
courts, for the ultimate crime. Mr. Ríos Montt, a former cold war general whom Ronald Reagan defended as having gotten a "bum rap," will
finally face his accusers - three decades after his alleged crimes, and a year after he was indicted. 

OPINION: Guatemala's Inhumane Adoption Law A U.S.-backed policy bars thousands of children from being given homes in
America. from Wall Street Journal 3 Feb 13

There is no question that there were and still are crooks involved in adoptions. The State Department official I talked to said that the U.S. pushed
the new law because the country was not in compliance with the Hague Adoption Convention, which, among other things, requires a central
regulatory authority. But child advocates I interviewed say that the new law, which treats the children, their mothers and their would-be adoptive
parents with shocking inhumanity, is perverse. 

Evidence Hearings Begin In Guatemala Genocide Case from Associated Press 1 Feb 13

A judge has begun accepting testimonies, documents and other evidence in the genocide case against former military dictator Jose Efrain Rios
Montt. Judge Miguel Angel Galvez on Thursday opened hearings allowing the presentation of evidence in the case against Rios Montt, who is
accused of ordering the murder, torture and displacement of Mayan Indians after he seized control of the government in a March 1982 coup. 

Ex-Dictator Is Ordered To Trial In Guatemalan War Crimes Case from New York Times 29 Jan 13

A Guatemalan judge on Monday ordered Efraín Rios Montt, the former dictator, and his intelligence chief to stand trial on charges of genocide
and crimes against humanity in connection with the massacres of villagers in remote highlands three decades ago. The ruling clears the way for a
public trial for Mr. Rios Montt, a former general who ruled Guatemala for 17 months in 1982 and 1983 during the bloodiest period of the
country's long-running civil war. It is a stunning decision for Guatemala...

Guatemala ex-dictator to be tried for genocide from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 13

A Guatemalan judge on Monday ordered former dictator Efrain Rios Montt to stand trial on charges of genocide for the slaughter of more than
1,750 native Maya people during his 1982-83 regime. The retired general, now 86, sat stoically as Judge Miguel Galvez ordered the opening of a
trial "for the crimes of genocide" and crimes against humanity. 

Edging back from the brink; A potential “failed state” is clawing its way back to something like normality from The Economist 26

Jan 13

Guatemala’s “new era” could easily slide back to the old one. Security remains precarious: just when Mr Pérez was trumpeting the fall in murders,
the mayor of the town of Jutiapa was killed by 16 bullets as he waited for a haircut. Two days later a woman was found murdered, along with her
niece and two daughters aged six and 11. Private-sector lobbies have threatened to challenge the fiscal reform in the courts, on the spurious
grounds that it amounts to double taxation. A proposed rural-development law seems to have upset the same interests: a recent eight-page colour
supplement trashing it was distributed in weekend newspapers, commissioned by an anonymous “group of citizens”. 

Guatemala weighs genocide trial for ex-dictator from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 13

A Guatemalan court heard arguments Tuesday over whether to prosecute Efrain Rios Montt for what would be the first trial for genocide against



indigenous groups during his 1980s dictatorship. The 86-year-old former general, who ruled with an iron fist from March 1982-August 1983,
appeared at a Supreme Court of Justice courtroom before Judge Miguel Angel Galvez. 

.Inside the growing violence in Guatemala from Examiner.com 18 Jan 13

With the United States and Mexico governments clamping down on the numerous drug cartels in Mexico, Colombia and other Central American
nations, the drug market and its violence have spread into Guatemala. As Guatemala is still recovering the crippling effects of its civil war from
the mid 1950s to the end of the 1990s, the drug organizations are taking advantage of this. 

FEATURE: Guatemala builds private city to escape crime from Associated Press 8 Jan 13

Guatemalan developers are building a nearly independent city for the wealthy on the outskirts of a capital marred by crime and snarled by
traffic.....The builders of Paseo Cayala say it is a livable, walkable development that offers housing for Guatemalans of a variety of incomes,
though so far the cheapest apartments cost about 70 times the average Guatemalan's yearly wage.

FEATURE: Guatemala official takes on nation's ugly past, violent present from Los Angeles Times 5 Jan 13

Claudia Paz y Paz, a 46-year-old former human rights lawyer, has served as attorney general since December 2010, earning a reputation as the
most aggressive prosecutor the Central American nation has seen since the war's end in the mid-1990s. The challenges she faces are formidable:
The Guatemalan homicide rate has roughly doubled in the last decade, because of ghastly cartel slayings in the countryside and a rise in crime,
much of it gang-related, in and around Guatemala City, the capital. 

Honduras
Gunmen kill 4 in northern Honduras from EFE (Spain) 28 Jul 15

At least four men were killed and two others wounded in a shooting in Choloma, a city in the northern province of Cortes, a Honduran police
spokesman said. 

Journalist takes refuge in Honduras human rights commission from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 15

A Honduran journalist has taken refuge in the country's human rights commission in Tegucigalpa, claiming the government is plotting to
assassinate him for exposing a corruption scandal. 

Riot Police In Honduras Scuffle With Protesters (AFP) from AFP 17 Jul 15

Tegucigalpa (AFP) – Riot police in Honduras scuffled Thursday with hunger-striking protesters trying to march on the president’s palace in the
latest of a series of rallies seeking his resignation for alleged massive corruption. 

TV station owner gunned down in Honduras from EFE (Spain) 6 Jul 15

The owner of a television station in Taulabe, a city in the central province of Comayagua, was killed over the weekend by gunmen riding
motorcycles, the Honduran National Police said. 

Honduras stages biggest march yet to demand president step down from Reuters 3 Jul 15

Tens of thousands Hondurans poured onto the streets of the capital Tegucigalpa on Friday to demand the resignation of President Juan Orlando
Hernandez in the biggest demonstration yet against the country's leader over allegations of corruption. 

Honduran legislator sought in graft probe from Agence France-Presse 30 Jun 15

An arrest warrant has been issued for a leader of Honduras legislature suspected in a graft scandal that has hit the party of the Central American
nation's president, officials said Tuesday. 

Thousands march in Honduras to demand resignation of president from Reuters 26 Jun 15

Thousands of angry, torch-bearing Hondurans marched on Friday to call for the resignation of President Juan Hernandez and demand an
independent probe into one of the worst corruption scandals in the country's history. 

Thousands demand Honduras leader resign in latest protest from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 15

Thousands of angry protesters marched in the Honduran capital Friday for the fourth week in a row to demand President Juan Orlando Hernandez



step down over a corruption scandal. 

Honduras Charges No. 2 In Congress With Fraud In Scandal from Associated Press 19 Jun 15

Prosecutors in Honduras charged the vice president of the nation’s congress with fraud, falsification of documents and crimes against public health
in a widening corruption investigation Thursday. 

Honduran Army Seizes Hospitals After Social Security Scandal from Associated Press 18 Jun 15

Honduran soldiers are taking over public hospitals and medicine storage warehouses to guarantee the supply of drugs to patients after a recent
fraud and graft scandal rocked the Social Security Institute. 

Embattled Honduran president says US may still provide aid from Agence France-Presse 17 Jun 15

Hondurans waving torches may have taken to the streets demanding his resignation over corruption, but their president said Wednesday the US
Congress may pass a huge Central American aid package anyway. 

Thousands march in Honduras against government corruption from Associated Press 6 Jun 15

Thousands of people marched against corruption in Honduras' capital on Friday, delivering a letter to the local U.N. office asking for an
international commission against impunity to investigate scandals involving top government officials. 

Honduras president: firms linked to graft scandal helped fund my campaign from Reuters 3 Jun 15

Facing a wave of protests calling for his resignation, Honduran President Juan Hernandez said on Wednesday that his 2013 presidential campaign
took money from companies linked to one of the worst corruption scandals in the country's history. 

Thousands protest in Honduras cities following scandal from Associated Press 1 Jun 15

A protest movement organized over social media in Honduras has led to large demonstrations in cities around the Central American country. 

Son of ex-Honduran president faces US drug charges from Associated Press 22 May 15

The son of former Honduran President Porfirio Lobo was ordered held without bail Friday on U.S. cocaine-trafficking charges. Fabio Lobo Lobo
was jailed following an appearance in federal court in Manhattan. The 43-year-old son was arrested Wednesday in Haiti in an anti-drug operation
carried out by the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration and Haitian authorities. 

Son of former Honduran president arrested in Haiti and sent to US from Agence France-Presse 22 May 15

Haitian and US authorities have arrested the son of the former president of Honduras and sent him to New York where he faces drug trafficking
charges, the government of Honduras said. 

Son of former Honduras president arrested in Haiti from Associated Press 21 May 15

The Honduran government and former President Porfirio Lobo have confirmed the arrest of Lobo's son in Haiti in an apparent anti-drug operation
carried out by the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration and Haitian authorities. 

Honduras investigating financing of ruling National Party from Associated Press 15 May 15

Officials said Thursday they are investigating allegations that millions of dollars embezzled from Honduras' social security institute might have
been used to finance the governing National Party. 

UN human rights monitor to open Honduras office this year from Associated Press 6 May 15

Honduran officials say the United Nations is establishing a local office to monitor human rights in the violence-plagued Central American nation. 

Honduras high court voids ban on presidential re-election from Associated Press 24 Apr 15

The Supreme Court on Thursday voided an article in the constitution limiting presidents to a single term — the issue at the heart of the political
conflict that led to the ouster of socialist President Manuel Zelaya six years ago when he sought to hold a referendum on rewriting the
constitution. 



Honduran approves special protections for rights activists, journalists from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 15

Honduras' Congress has passed a law offering special protections to journalists, human right activists and judicial workers operating in a country
with the world's highest murder rate. 

US Marines plan force in Honduras for hurricane season from Agence France-Presse 13 Apr 15

The United States wants to deploy a force of about 250 Marines to Honduras to provide humanitarian help during the region's hurricane season,
officials said Friday. 

U.S. NAVY HOSPITAL SHIP WILL ARRIVE IN HONDURAS from La Prensa (Honduras) 9 Apr 15

Florida Senator Bill Nelson announced Thursday that a U.S. Navy hospital ship will arrive in Trujillo in the coming days to provide medical care
to Hondurans. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation from La Tribuna (Honduras) 27 Mar 15

The head of the United States Southern Command, General Jonh Kelly, announced Thursday that it will promote Honduras as a destination for
investment, because it is a model of how people are combating violence and human rights are respected. 

Honduras nabs wife of businessman accused as drug trafficker from Associated Press 21 Mar 15

Authorities in Honduras say they have arrested the wife of a prominent Honduran businessman who is accused of drug trafficking and charged her
with money laundering. 

Honduran police detain alleged drug kingpin 'Chepe' Handal from Reuters 13 Mar 15

Honduran military police arrested on Thursday Jose Miguel "Chepe" Handal, the alleged leader of a drug trafficking organization that coordinated
the shipment of tons of Colombian cocaine via Mexican cartels to the United States. 

Honduras to construct new international airport inside Palmerola military base from Airport-Technology.com 11 Mar 15

The president of Honduras, Juan Orlando Hernandez, has announced that the country's Toncontin International Airport will soon be shut down
and a new airport worth $135m will be constructed inside the United States military base of Palmerola. 

Honduran prison mutiny leaves 3 dead, 13 injured from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Mar 15

A mutiny at a jail in the northern Honduran city of San Pedro Sula left three dead and 13 injured Wednesday. The dead were all inmates, while
five security agents were among the injured, police said. 

Gunmen kill 5 at bar in Honduran capital from EFE (Spain) 9 Mar 15

At least five people were killed and three others wounded when gunmen opened fire at a bar in Tegucigalpa, a Honduran National Police
spokesman said Sunday. 

Four policemen arrested in Honduras over kidnapping from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 15

Four members of a new police unit in Honduras assigned to combat organized crime were caught Wednesday trying to kidnap a businessman, an
official said. 

Honduran drug lords cause a stir with US deal from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 5 Feb 15

Two Honduran brothers known as Los Cachiros led a complex smuggling operation that funnelled hundreds of tonnes of cocaine into the United
States. The drug lords feared for their lives at home, however, and cut a deal with US authorities, sparking unease among some influential people
in Honduras. 

Gunmen kill four men on street corner in Honduras from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 15

Four men were shot dead by gunmen on the streets of Tegucigalpa on Friday, officials and witnesses said, just days after the president said
homicide rates were decreasing in violence-wracked Honduras 

Honduras' gov't, consortium sign concession for toll-road project from EFE (Spain) 31 Jan 15



Honduras' government and the Colombian-Honduran consortium Autopistas del Atlantico S.A., or ADASA, have signed a concession for a road
infrastructure project in the Central American country's northern region, officials said Saturday. 

Honduras brings homicide rate down from Agence France-Presse 25 Jan 15

Honduras has sharply reduced its homicide rate, one of the world's worst, from 86 to 66 per 100,000 people, President Juan Orlando Hernandez
said Sunday. 

UN chief begins Latin American tour in Honduras from World Bulletin 16 Jan 15

United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-moon stopped in Honduras on Wednesday as part of a tour in which he will address security, human
rights and other key issues in the region. 

UN Chief Ban Ki-moon In Honduras On Anti-violence Mission from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

More must be done to protect unaccompanied children migrating north toward the United States, U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said
Wednesday as he began a two-day fact-finding mission in Honduras on efforts to reduce violence in the world’s deadliest country. 

UPDATE: Child AIDS activist rescued after Honduras kidnapping from Agence France-Presse 7 Jan 15

Honduran AIDS campaigner Keren Dunaway Gonzalez, who rose to prominence for her activism as an HIV-positive child, was rescued Tuesday
following an eight-hour kidnapping ordeal, officials said. 

Acclaimed Honduras teenage Aids activist kidnapped in street from BBC 6 Jan 15

A Honduran Aids activist who gave an impressive speech at the age of 12 at a 2008 international conference has been abducted in the city of San
Pedro Sula. 

Honduras seizes cocaine paste hidden in wooden sticks from Reuters 23 Dec 14

Security forces in Honduras have seized 2,852 wooden sticks stuffed with cocaine paste in the Caribbean port of Puerto Cortes, police said on
Tuesday. 

FEATURE: Some 15 Percent Of Honduran Kids Work from Associated Press 23 Dec 14

Roberto Castellanos has the hands of a construction worker and the homework of a 6th grader. Roberto, who just turned 12, spends eight hours a
day at a repair shop, sanding and painting ice cream carts for the daily pay of $2.50 in Honduran lempiras. When classes resume after the
Christmas holidays, he says, he will cut back to five hours at the shop so that he can go to school in the afternoon and, hopefully, still have time to
play soccer on the weekend. 

Reporters Without Borders urges Honduras to probe broadcaster's murder from EFE (Spain) 18 Dec 14

Reporters Without Borders on Thursday asked the Honduran government to investigate whether this week's murder of a television station owner
and program host in the northern region of Comayagua was connected to his work as a journalist. 

Honduras ruling party lawmakers seek to remove re-election debate sanctions from Reuters 10 Dec 14

The president of Honduras on Wednesday pledged his support to a group of lawmakers who are seeking to lift sanctions from a discussion on re-
election, which the opposition says could pave the way for the president to seek a second term. 

In Honduran Schools, Gangs Are In Control from Associated Press 9 Dec 14

In primary and secondary schools of this Central American capital, “hallway” is not just another word for corridor but slang for a gantlet of
gangsters who hit up instructors for money on the way to the classroom. 

Tombs Desecrated At Jewish Cemetery In Argentina from Associated Press 9 Dec 14

Members of Argentina’s Jewish community are denouncing the desecration of about a dozen tombs at a Jewish cemetery in the South American
country. 

Honduran authorities seize 350 kilograms of cocaine from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 14 Nov 14



Honduran authorities on Friday seized 350 kilograms of cocaine in a truck they said was on its way to Guatemala. 

Honduran held in Mexican jail returns home from BBC 8 Nov 14

A Honduran migrant who was jailed for more than five years by Mexican police is expected to arrive in his home country on Sunday. 

Honduran foreign minister resigns from EFE (Spain) 6 Nov 14

Honduran Foreign Minister Mireya Agüero resigned on Thursday, her office announced in a brief statement that did not specify the reason for her
decision. 

Hernandez and Brownfield discuss security and fight against corruption from EFE (Spain) 4 Nov 14

Honduran President Juan Orlando Hernandez has met U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for International Narcotics and Law Enforcement William
Brownfield to discuss security issues and the fight against corruption, officials said. 

Hondurans Flee Violence, Then Are Deported By U.S. To Face More, Rights Group Charges from Washington Post 16 Oct 14

Adults who flee gang violence in Honduras and reach the U.S. border illegally are being swiftly screened and deported back to dangerous
conditions without adequate opportunity to explain why they fear being sent home, the advocacy group Human Rights Watch charged in a report
released early Thursday. 

U.S. deports 31,727 Hondurans from EFE (Spain) 7 Oct 14

The U.S. government has deported 31,272 Hondurans since January, a 4.2 percent increase over the same period in 2013, the Center for
Assistance to Returned Migrants, or CAMR, said. 

Man wanted by US drug agency arrested in Honduras: media from Agence France-Presse 3 Oct 14

Honduran and US authorities on Thursday arrested a man and seized a gold-plated AK-47 in an operation against a family the United States has
accused of drug trafficking, local media said. 

Honduras leader says drug cartels as 'aggressive' as jihadists from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 14

Drug cartels are as "aggressive", and cause as much destruction, as jihadist groups like Islamic State, the president of violence-wracked Honduras
said Thursday in an interview published in Spain. 

Honduran president Hernandez to meet Spanish leaders from EFE (Spain) 1 Oct 14

Honduran President Juan Orlando Hernandez is to meet with Spain's King Felipe VI and Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy on Wednesday to discuss
bilateral relations and aid for the Central American nation, dipolatic sources said. 

Honduras leader rails against ineffective drug war from Associated Press 24 Sep 14

Honduran President Juan Orlando Hernandez is blaming the flight of migrant children to the U.S. on a drug war his country didn't start. 

Honduran lawyer killed, 77th since 2010 from Agence France-Presse 17 Sep 14

Assailants on motorbikes shot and killed a lawyer in Honduras, authorities said Wednesday, bringing to 77 the number of legal professionals
killed in the crime-ridden country since 2010. 

Eight youths shot to death in Honduras from Agence France-Presse 15 Sep 14

Hooded gunmen shot to death eight youths and wounded two others in a Honduran city torn by gang violence, local media reported Monday. 

Bodies of 4 men found in northern Honduras from EFE (Spain) 14 Sep 14

The bodies of four men who appear to have been "executed" were found Sunday in northern Honduras, a National Police spokesman said. 

Honduras detains ex-official suspected of fraud from Associated Press 9 Sep 14

A fugitive Honduran government official suspected of misappropriating at least $100 million from the country's social security program was
arrested on Tuesday. 



Honduran authorities, U.S. lawmakers talk about child immigration from EFE (Spain) 31 Aug 14

Honduran authorities and a delegation of U.S. lawmakers met in this capital to discuss the structural causes of child immigration, officials said on
Sunday. 

36 Cubans ride a raft to Honduras from EFE (Spain) 25 Aug 14

Thirty-six Cubans trying to reach the United States sailed on a raft to the Swan Islands (Islas del Cisne) in the Honduran Caribbean, and will be
taken in the coming hours to continental Guatemalan territory, authorities here said. 

US names Hondurans to drug kingpin list from Associated Press 20 Aug 14

The U.S. Treasury Department has imposed financial sanctions on three Honduran men, three coffee companies and a cattle and dairy operation
under the Foreign Narcotics Kingpin Designation Act. 

Honduras Takes 42 Properties For Alleged Drug Ties from Associated Press 19 Aug 14

Honduran authorities say they have seized 42 properties that belong to an alleged drug-trafficking family with links to Mexico’s Sinaloa drug
cartel. 

Eight killed in Honduras morgue shooting from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 14

Hooded assailants opened fire on a clutch of mourners outside a morgue in northern Honduras Tuesday, killing eight people and wounding four
others, authorities said. 

Press groups urge probe of Honduras reporter slay from Associated Press 19 Aug 14

Press freedom groups are urging Honduran authorities to thoroughly investigate the slaying of a broadcast journalist who was shot to death
outside his home last week. 

Honduras takes 42 properties for alleged drug ties from Associated Press 18 Aug 14

Honduran authorities say they have seized 42 properties that belong to an alleged drug-trafficking family with links to Mexico's Sinaloa drug
cartel. 

Honduras detains 16 Cubans headed for U.S. from EFE (Spain) 18 Aug 14

Honduran authorities detained Monday 16 undocumented Cubans as they tried to travel from this Central American country to the United States, a
National Police spokesperson said. 

Journalist murdered in Honduras from Agence France-Presse 15 Aug 14

A journalist was shot to death by unidentified assailants in northern Honduras, a colleague said Friday, raising to 46 the number of media workers
murdered in the Central American country since 2003. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: President of Honduras visited the United States Southern Command in Miami from
Noticiero Industrial 6 Aug 14

President of Honduras, Juan Orlando Hernández, today visited South Miami United States Command, which coordinates the American military
activities in the Caribbean and Latin America, to analyze regional security issues. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: IDB recommends helping Central America from Diario Latino 6 Aug 14

LOS ANGELES recovery Helping Central would be a less costly option for the United States amid the crisis of migration, recommended by the
President of the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), Luis Alberto Moreno. 

Four people killed in restaurant shooting in northern Honduras from EFE (Spain) 1 Aug 14

At least four people were killed in a shooting at a Mexican food restaurant in San Pedro Sula in northern Honduras, including a businessman who
had asked for police protection for him and his family, a police source said. 



U.S. Weighs Giving Refugee Status to Youths in Honduras from New York Times 24 Jul 14

Hoping to stem the recent surge of migrants at the Southwest border, the Obama administration is considering whether to allow hundreds of
minors and young adults from Honduras into the United States without making the dangerous trek through Mexico, according to a draft of the
proposal. 

Honduran Families Deported Back To A Bleak Future from Associated Press 24 Jul 14

Elsa Ramirez already had lost two brothers to violence in this remote Caribbean region when co-workers handling clandestine cocaine flights
from South America murdered her husband four months ago. 

Honduran president links border crisis to U.S. policy divide from Reuters 24 Jul 14

U.S. lawmakers' inability to reach an agreement on immigration policy is at least partly to blame for a crisis that has seen thousands of children
flee Honduras for the U.S. border, Honduran President Juan Hernandez said on Thursday. 

Gunmen kill five family members in Honduras from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 14

Five members of a single family were fatally shot Wednesday in northeastern Honduras, a region plagued by violence and drug-trafficking, police
said. 

Honduran authorities seeking missing reporter from EFE (Spain) 21 Jul 14

Honduran authorities are searching for a missing reporter who works for a television channel in the northern city of San Pedro Sula, an official
said Monday. 

Honduras calls for curbing crime to fight child migration from Agence France-Presse 16 Jul 14

Honduras Wednesday called for international efforts to fight organized crime to deter minors from leaving Central America seeking a new life in
the United States. 

Fleeing Gangs, Children Head To U.S. Border from New York Times 10 Jul 14

Many children and parents say the rush of new migrants stems from a belief that United States immigration policy offers preferential treatment to
minors, but in addition, studies of Border Patrol statistics show a strong correlation between cities like San Pedro Sula with high homicide rates
and swarms of youngsters taking off for the United States.

Elite Honduran Unit Works To Stop Flow Of Child Emigrants To U.S. from Los Angeles Times 10 Jul 14

An elite unit of the Honduran national police, trained and funded by the United States, is making its presence felt along the border in a mission to
slow down the migrant flow at its source. The team, which usually focuses on drug and arms interdiction, was deployed just as Americans awoke
to a dramatic increase in the number of unaccompanied minors streaming into the United States from Central America.

75 Undocumented Cubans detained in Honduras from EFE (Spain) 8 Jul 14

Honduran authorities detained Tuesday 75 Cubans trying to get to the United States, a police spokesman said. 

35 Cuban migrants detained in Honduras from EFE (Spain) 7 Jul 14

Authorities detained 35 undocumented Cuban migrants, including one child, on Monday in southern Honduras as they were trying to make it to
the United States, a police spokesman said. 

Police seize 400 kilos of cocaine in Honduras from EFE (Spain) 29 Jun 14

Police seized at least 400 kilos of cocaine hidden in the cab of a truck in northern Honduras and arrested the driver on Sunday, military police
spokesman Col. German Alfaro said. 

Honduras Releases Jailed Florida Crew from New York Times 27 Jun 14

Six Americans who traveled to the Mosquito Coast of Honduras last month planning to dredge a river but instead ended up in jail were released
Thursday. 



Honduran Embassy Says DHS Treats Illegal Immigrant Children Well from Washington Times 24 Jun 14

Honduran officials said last week that the U.S. government is doing a good job of taking care of the unaccompanied children surging across the
border, contradicting claims of abuse that have been lodged by immigrant-rights groups. 

U.S., Honduras to Conduct Hurricane Response Exercise from U.S. Southern Command News Release 6 Jun 14

The United States and Honduras are joining efforts in Tegucigalpa and Soto Cano Air Base, June 9-12 to demonstrate and assess a mapping tool
designed to revolutionize the way governmental and nongovernmental organizations from across the globe collaborate in response to disasters and
humanitarian crises. 

Honduran police arrest 11 undocumented Cubans from EFE (Spain) 2 Jun 14

Honduran authorities arrested Monday 11 Cubans planning to travel to the United States illegally, deputy police commissioner Julio Matute said.

Honduras detains Cubans, Guatemalans headed for U.S. from EFE (Spain) 30 May 14

Honduran police detained 19 Cubans and two Guatemalans on Friday in the western part of the country as they tried to travel without documents
from this Central American nation to the United States. 

6 US men detained in Honduras for weeks from Associated Press 30 May 14

The U.S. State Department has confirmed that six American men who were aboard a ship have been detained in Honduras since May 5. 

Honduras ejects protesters from congress from Associated Press 14 May 14

Supporters of former president Manuel Zelaya are calling for street protests after military police forced demonstrators out of the congress
chambers, beating some. 

Honduran opposition politician wounded in shooting from EFE (Spain) 13 May 14

Honduran former President Mel Zelaya, now a lawmaker and leader of the main opposition Libre party, on Tuesday denounced a shooting attack
that left a Tegucigalpa city councilman wounded. 

One policewoman, two gangsters killed in clash in Honduras from Xinhua (China) 11 May 14

Three people, including one policewoman, were killed early Sunday morning during a clash occurred in western Honduras, local police said. 

Wanted Honduran drug lord extradited to US from Agence France-Presse 9 May 14

Honduras has extradited a suspected drug lord to the United States, the State Department confirmed Friday, calling the move historic. 

Gangs suspected in killings of kids in Honduras from EFE (Spain) 2 May 14

Authorities suspect that gangs were behind the recent killings of eight children in the northern city of San Pedro Sula, Honduras' attorney general
said Friday. 

Honduran police seize 743 kg of cocaine from Xinhua (China) 23 Apr 14

Honduran police have seized 743 kilograms of cocaine hidden in false compartments inside a truck transporting cattle, the Security Secretariat
announced Wednesday. 

Media executive stabbed to death in Honduras from EFE (Spain) 13 Apr 14

A Radio Progreso executive who had received protection since 2009 was found stabbed to death this weekend in the northern Honduran province
of Yoro, Reflection, Investigation and Communications Team, or ERIC, director the Rev. Ismael Moreno said. 

Honduran Migrants Ask Mexico To Allow Free Passage from Associated Press 10 Apr 14

About a dozen Honduran migrants who lost legs and arms after falling from trains during northbound journeys across Mexico asked the country’s
Senate on Tuesday to stop the government’s persecution of Central Americans, protect them from criminal gangs and contribute money to shelters
for their care. 



Honduran migrants ask Mexico to allow safe passage from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

About a dozen Honduran migrants missing legs and arms after falling off of or being pushed from trains during clandestine journeys through
Mexico are asking the Mexican government to protect them from criminal gangs. 

US sanctions suspected Honduran drug trafficker from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

The Treasury Department is levying sanctions against suspected maritime drug trafficker Carlos Arnoldo Lobo for moving multi-ton loads of
cocaine for Mexican, Guatemalan and Honduran drug kingpins and their organizations. 

U.S. won’t send radar data to Honduras in dispute over law to shoot down drug aircraft from McClatchy 3 Apr 14

The U.S. government has ceased providing Honduras with radar tracking information out of concern that a new policy allowing its forces to shoot
down aircraft suspected of hauling narcotics does not have enough safeguards to prevent error. 

U.S. Won’t Send Radar Data To Honduras In Dispute Over Law To Shoot Down Drug Aircraft from McClatchy 2 Apr 14

The U.S. government has ceased providing Honduras with radar tracking information out of concern that a new policy allowing its forces to shoot
down aircraft suspected of hauling narcotics does not have enough safeguards to prevent error. 

Shady Honduran Military Won’t Get Help from U.S. to Shoot Down Drug Planes from Foreign Policy 31 Mar 14

The United States has maintained controversial ties to the Honduran military and police for years, even as the Central American country's
government continues to take fire for its horrendous record of corruption and human rights abuses.

Honduras nabs alleged drug lord wanted in US from Agence France-Presse 28 Mar 14

A suspected Honduran drug lord wanted by the United States has been arrested while shopping in a bakery, an official said Thursday. 

2 Hondurans nabbed with $1.4 million stashed in their vehicles from EFE (Spain) 22 Mar 14

Honduran authorities said that two citizens who were arrested this week near Tegucigalpa and sent to jail had more than $1.4 million hidden in the
two vehicles they were driving. 

Honduran navy receives first aerial radar to improve anti-drug fight from EFE (Spain) 18 Mar 14

The Honduran navy announced Tuesday that it had received one of the three aerial radar units it purchased from Israel last December using its
own resources with an eye toward becoming more effective in the anti-drug fight. 

Embassy: 3 attacked by border agent are Honduran from Associated Press 14 Mar 14

A diplomatic official says three people kidnapped and assaulted in South Texas by a Border Patrol agent had come from Honduras. 

Judge, attorney gunned down in Honduras from EFE (Spain) 14 Mar 14

A judge and an attorney were fatally shot Friday in separate incidents in different parts of Honduras, bringing to 75 the number of legal
professionals slain in the Central American country since 2010, authorities said. 

Honduras: US Man Ran Child Porn, Prostitution Ring from Associated Press 14 Mar 14

Honduran authorities say they have dismantled a criminal ring involving a U.S. man already jailed in Miami and two Honduran citizens who
forced girls to become prostitutes and pose naked for pornography. 

7 Foreigners with assault rifles arrested in Honduras from EFE (Spain) 12 Mar 14

Honduran security forces on Wednesday arrested five Colombians, a Jamaican and a Nicaraguan and seized military weapons from them, a police
spokesman said. 

Murders of women rise 65 pct in Honduras from EFE (Spain) 6 Mar 14

Murders of women increased 65 percent between 2010 and 2013 in Honduras and 95 percent of those crimes have gone unpunished, feminist
organizations here said in the runup to International Woman's Day. 



5 Gang suspects die in shootout with Honduran police from EFE (Spain) 3 Mar 14

At least five suspected gang members died in a shootout with police in northern Honduras, authorities said Monday. 

Lawlessness Is Undoing Effort To Save Honduran Forests from New York Times 13 Feb 14

Nine men were harvesting mahogany deep in the woods here when Alonso Pineda and his son appeared, carrying shotguns. An arrest warrant
hangs over the two for clearing the forest illegally, but on that day they posed as its protectors. 

Honduras Fails To Investigate Land Battle Killings, Report Says from Los Angeles Times 13 Feb 14

Scores of people have been killed in brutal land battles in rural Honduras but authorities have failed – or refused – to investigate, possibly bowing
to moneyed interests, a new report says. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: "By sea and in large amounts enters drugs": Commander, Southern Command of
the U.S.A. from La Prensa (Honduras) 12 Feb 14

John Kelly, head of U.S. Southern Command, proposes to Honduras "maritime shield." 

IN SPANISH with BING Translation: Southern Command Chief visit Honduras Caribbean to observe U.S. support from FOX
News Latino 12 Feb 14

The Chief of the command South of United States, John Kelly, today traveled to the Caribbean from Honduras to observe the assistance that your
country provides security to the Central American nation, an official source announced. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: President Hernandez and Brownfield speak of cooperation between Honduras and
the U.S. from EFE 11 Feb 14

President of Honduras , Juan Orlando Hernandez, and the U.S. Secretary of State for International Narcotics and Security, William Brownfield,
talked today about bilateral cooperation and the need to extend it to the rest of Central America, Colombia and Mexico, an official said . 

Police chief suspended in Honduras over alleged ties to drug traffickers from EFE (Spain) 2 Feb 14

A police chief in the western province of Lempira has been temporarily suspended for allegedly being involved in the trafficking of 3,000
marijuana plants and weapons seized earlier this weekend from a Honduran and a Colombian, the head of the Honduran Police, Ramon Sabillon,
said Sunday. 

22 Undocumented Cubans en route to U.S. detained in Honduras from EFE (Spain) 30 Jan 14

Honduran authorities on Thursday detained 22 undocumented Cuban migrants in the western part of the country as they were trying to travel to
the United States, the Border Police chief in that region, Edilberto Diaz, said. 

More than 2 tons of cocaine seized by Honduran authorities from EFE (Spain) 30 Jan 14

Honduran authorities seized 2,098 kilos (4,621 pounds) of cocaine being transported in one of three suspicious containers that arrived at Puerto
Cortes aboard a ship from Colombia, an official said Thursday. 

Russia, Honduras sign anti-drug deal from Itar-Tass (Russia) 29 Jan 14

An agreement on cooperation between Russia and Honduras in the fight against drug trafficking offers a vast array of opportunities. 

Honduras keen to develop ties with Russia - drug control service chief from Itar-Tass (Russia) 27 Jan 14

Honduras is keen to develop and expand cooperation with Russia in various fields, the head of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service, Viktor
Ivanov said Sunday in an interview to Itar-Tass. Ivanov is currently on a visit to Honduras for the inaugural ceremony of President Juan Orlando
Hernndez. 

Hernandez to be sworn in as Honduras president from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 14

Conservative Juan Orlando Hernandez will be sworn in Monday as president of Honduras, one of Latin America's poorest countries and which is
battling a soaring crime rate. 



Honduras approves shoot-downs of suspected drug planes from Agence France-Presse 18 Jan 14

Honduras' Congress has passed a law authorizing the air force to shoot down unidentified planes suspected of carrying drugs over the Central
American country, legislators said. 

NGOs object to Honduras secrecy law from Agence France-Presse 16 Jan 14

The Honduran Congress quietly passed a law allowing the president to keep government information secret, local media reported Thursday,
prompting a fierce outcry from civil society groups. 

BG Group to begin Honduras oil, gas exploration with $20 mln investment from Reuters 16 Jan 14

British oil and gas company BG Group will soon begin oil and gas exploration on Honduras's Atlantic coast with an initial investment of at least
$20 million, a company executive said on Thursday. Honduran authorities plan to give the company an environmental license on Friday for an
offshore block of 35,000 square kilometers off the coast of La Mosquitia,

Workers Protest Tax Hikes in Honduras from Latin American Herald Tribune 16 Jan 14

Hundreds of union members marched through the Honduran capital on Wednesday to protest an increase in taxes on goods and services. “We are
protesting because the economic measures approved by the National Congress are lethally affecting the poorest,” Daniel Duron, secretary of the
UGT union, told reporters.

UPDATE: Honduras suspends 32 cops, other airport employees in cash-smuggling case from EFE (Spain) 14 Jan 14

Honduras so far has suspended 32 people, including 25 police officers and two anti-narcotics officers, assigned to Tegucigalpa's Toncontin airport,
through which three Honduran men smuggled almost $7.2 million in cash, funds that were seized on the weekend in Panama, officials said
Tuesday. 

Honduras suspends 2 cops in cash-smuggling case from EFE (Spain) 14 Jan 14

Two counter-narcotics agents on duty at Tegucigalpa's Toncontin International Airport when three people boarded a flight to Panama with some
$7.2 million in cash have been suspended, the Honduran Attorney General's Office said Tuesday. 

Honduras Top Court Rejects Annulling Vote Results from Agence France-Presse 26 Dec 13

Honduras’ Supreme Court Tuesday rejected an appeal to overturn last month’s presidential election results, which the leftist Libre party claimed
was stolen by fraud. 

Honduran high court rejects challenge to presidential vote from EFE (Spain) 24 Dec 13

Honduras' Supreme Court on Tuesday rejected the center-left Libre party's challenge to the result of the Nov. 24 presidential election, won by the
candidate of the ruling right-wing National Party. 

Honduras fires top cop tarnished by death squads from Associated Press 19 Dec 13

Honduran President Porfirio Lobo has fired the general in charge of the country's police force who has been long accused of running death squads.

Kerry pledges support for new Honduran president from Xinhua (China) 12 Dec 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry on Thursday congratulated Juan Orlando Hernandez on his election as president of Honduras, pledging support
for efforts to address the country's most pressing challenges. 

Honduran election authorities confirm Hernandez is president-elect from EFE (Spain) 11 Dec 13

The High Electoral Court, or TSE, of Honduras reconfirmed Wednesday that Juan Orlando Hernandez of the governing National Party won the
Nov. 24 presidential election and is president-elect despite a complaint filed by the opposition Freedom and Refounding, or Libre, party. 

Press group denounces murder of Honduran reporter from EFE (Spain) 9 Dec 13

Reporters Without Borders on Monday denounced the murder of Honduran reporter Juan Carlos Argeñal, whose death raises to three the number
of journalists killed in Honduras so far this year. 



Former mayoral candidate and journalist slain in Honduras from EFE (Spain) 8 Dec 13

A former mayoral candidate for the leftist Liberty and Refounding Party, or Libre - Graciela Lozano - and Radio Globo journalist Juan Carlos
Argeñal, a supporter of former President Manuel Zelaya, were murdered by gunmen in separate incidents, Honduran police reported Sunday. 

Honduras Holds Off Presidential Vote Recount from Associated Press 5 Dec 13

Honduras’ electoral court says it has held off a recount of vote tally sheets from the Nov. 24 presidential election after representatives of the losing
party failed to show up. 

Honduras Authorities To Review Election Fraud Claim from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 13

Honduras’ top electoral authority on Monday agreed to review electoral rolls and results from the country’s November 24 presidential vote after a
leading candidate charged fraud. 

Honduras election authority to review disputed election tally from Reuters 2 Dec 13

Honduras' electoral authority said on Monday it would review polling booth tallies from last month's presidential election after the second-place
leftist candidate called the result fraudulent. 

Thousands take to the streets in Honduras to protest election result from Reuters 2 Dec 13

Honduras' defeated leftist presidential candidate, the wife of ousted former leader Manuel Zelaya, led thousands of supporters onto the streets of
Tegucigalpa on Sunday to protest an election result she has called fraudulent.

Thousands March In Honduras To Demand Vote Recount from Associated Press 2 Dec 13

Thousands of people marched peacefully Sunday in Honduras’ capital to support opposition presidential candidate Xiomara Castro in her claim
that last weekend’s election was fraudulent. 

Ruling party candidate declared winner of Honduran presidential election from EFE (Spain) 1 Dec 13

Conservative Juan Orlando Hernandez, the candidate of the governing National Party, has been declared the winner of the presidential election
held last week in Honduras, election officials said. 

Democracy wins in Honduras from Miami Herald 30 Nov 13

The people of Honduras have spoken and declared that they want a prosperous future for themselves and their nation. I commend and
congratulate the Honduran people and the Supreme Electoral Tribunal for carrying out a peaceful and transparent election without major
incidents. 

Election Strengthens Honduran Military’s Hand from Washington Times 29 Nov 13

Conservative candidate Juan Hernandez’s victory this week in Honduras’ presidential election poses a potentially dangerous role for the military
in the crime-riddled Central American nation, regional analysts say. 

Honduran leftist presidential candidate to unveil 'fraud' from Agence France-Presse 29 Nov 13

Honduran leftist presidential candidate Xiomara Castro vowed Friday to deliver proof of the fraud she claims cheated her out of the presidency. 

Fresh protests keep Honduras political tensions high from Agence France-Presse 28 Nov 13

Hundreds of demonstrators rallied in the streets of Honduras's capital Thursday to support the leftist presidential candidate from whom they
believe victory was snatched. 

Leftist Castro to call mass street protests over Honduras vote 'theft' from Agence France-Presse 27 Nov 13

Honduras's leftist presidential candidate Xiomara Castro will call massive street protests Saturday over what her campaign termed the theft of the
country's presidential vote. 

Honduras roiled by claims of fraud in presidential vote from Agence France-Presse 27 Nov 13

Opposition charges of fraud roiled Honduras Wednesday as the official count in the country's presidential elections showed a clear victory for



conservative Juan Orlando Hernandez over leftist candidate Xiomara Castro. 

UPDATE: Leftist in Honduras presidential race says she is winner, victim of fraud from Agence France-Presse 27 Nov 13

The leftist who believes she was elected as Honduras' next president said Tuesday that her campaign had been hit by massive fraud and that she
would announce her plans in 48 hours. 

Honduras’ President-Elect Names Transition Team from Associated Press 27 Nov 13

Honduras’ newly elected president named his transition team Tuesday, while about 200 students protested to demand a recount of the vote in the
poor Central American nation. 

Tension Increases In Honduras, As Election Sparks Competing Claims Of Victory, Fraud from Washington Post 26 Nov 13

At a midday news conference, Manuel “Mel” Zelaya, the leftist president toppled in a 2009 coup and the husband of presidential candidate
Xiomara Castro de Zelaya, told a hotel ballroom full of feverish supporters that their Free Party had rejected the electoral process and would “take
to the streets if necessary” to force a ballot-by-ballot recount.

UPDATE: Conservative's lead in Honduras presidential race "irreversible": official from Agence France-Presse 26 Nov 13

Honduras' top electoral body said Monday that conservative Juan Orlando Hernandez's lead in the presidential race is "irreversible," with two-
thirds of polling stations tallied. 

Protest in tense Honduras after disputed presidential vote from Agence France-Presse 26 Nov 13

Hundreds of demonstrators blocked streets in the Honduras capital Tuesday in support of the leftist presidential candidate, who is claiming victory
though authorities say the conservative won. 

UPDATE: Police crack down on protestors in Honduras amid presidential vote row from Agence France-Presse 26 Nov 13

Police beat and used tear gas against about 800 people demonstrating Tuesday in support of Honduras' leftist presidential candidate, who claims
victory though authorities say the conservative won. 

Ruling Party Candidate Leads In Honduras Pres Vote from Associated Press 26 Nov 13

The two top presidential candidates continued to claim victory Monday in a hotly contested presidential race, as Hondurans awaited final results
and only small protest crowds gathered in the streets. 

New Left-Wing Party In Honduras Cries Foul from New York Times 26 Nov 13

Nine dejected foot soldiers of a would-be revolution were sitting on the stoop of a local campaign headquarters in the Colonia Kennedy
neighborhood on Monday afternoon, drinking soda out of small plastic cups and debating what comes next. 

Ruling Party’s Lead Disputed In Honduran Presidential Election from Los Angeles Times 26 Nov 13

Chanting “take to the streets” Monday, Honduran supporters of the country’s first major pro-left political party vigorously protested official
presidential election results that showed their candidate losing. 

UPDATE: Honduras leftist disputes Sunday vote count, supporters march on streets from Reuters 25 Nov 13

Leftist Honduran presidential candidate Xiomara Castro refused on Monday to accept partial official results that show her conservative rival on
course to win Sunday's election, and a group of her supporters took to the streets. 

UPDATE: Ruling party candidate leads in Honduras pres vote from Associated Press 25 Nov 13

The ruling party candidate held a comfortable lead in early vote counting to become Honduras' next president, while two of his four main
opponents began crying foul early Monday over the results in the violent and impoverished Central American nation. 

Honduras leftist disputes Sunday vote count, vows legal challenge from Reuters 25 Nov 13

Leftist Honduran presidential candidate Xiomara Castro refuses to accept partial official results that show her conservative rival on course to win
Sunday's election, setting the stage on Monday for a drawn-out conflict. Castro, the wife of deposed leader Manuel Zelaya, and her team said



early Monday that an exit poll drawn up for her party showed she was winning. They claimed fraud and accused the electoral authority of
manipulating the result.

After Honduras Vote, Competing Presidential Candidates Claiming Victory from Washington Post 25 Nov 13

Leftist Xiomara Castro de Zelaya, the wife of deposed former president Manuel “Mel” Zelaya, declared herself the “new president of Honduras”
even as preliminary tallies showed her conservative rival, Juan Orlando Hernandez, with an advantage. The vote count was expected to stretch
late into the night, with many here anxious that a close, contested election could toss the troubled country askew once more.

Early Results Show Conservative Ahead In Honduras from Los Angeles Times 25 Nov 13

Juan Orlando Hernandez, candidate of the conservative ruling National Party, took an early lead in Honduras’ presidential election Sunday, a vote
overshadowed by deadly violence, endemic poverty and the lingering devastation of a military coup. With 43% of the vote counted, the national
election board said Hernandez had 34% to slightly less than 28.5% for Xiomara Castro, but cautioned that the results were preliminary.

Honduras, Plagued By Poverty And Crime, Picks New Leader from AFP 25 Nov 13

Hondurans went to the polls amid tight security Sunday to pick a new president for their Central American nation, the world’s deadliest and
among the region’s poorest.

UPDATE: Two candidates claim victory in Honduras election from Agence France-Presse 25 Nov 13

Both leading presidential candidates in crime-wracked Honduras declared victory late Sunday, setting the stage for a possible round of street
protests and violence in one the world's deadliest countries. 

UPDATE: Conservative Hernandez claims victory in Honduran presidential vote from Agence France-Presse 25 Nov 13

Conservative Juan Orlando Hernandez claimed victory in Honduras's presidential vote Sunday, citing official electoral board results. 

UPDATE: Honduras leftist candidate claims vote victory but exit polls mixed from Reuters 24 Nov 13

The wife of Honduras' deposed former leader Manuel Zelaya, Xiomara Castro, on Sunday claimed victory in the country's presidential election,
though two exit polls gave conflicting results. 

Five killed at polling station in north-east Honduras from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 24 Nov 13

Five people were killed in a shooting near a polling station in north-eastern Honduras Sunday. 

FEATURE: Security, military police dominate Honduras vote from Associated Press 23 Nov 13

The last thing Honduras needs is a presidential election that's a draw. This country already is plagued by drug violence, poverty, corruption and
the legacy of a 2009 coup. Now, if polls are accurate, Sunday's vote could fail to produce a clear winner. 

Honduras election could break right-wing dominance from Agence France-Presse 22 Nov 13

Four years after her husband was ousted in a coup, Honduran leftist presidential candidate Xiomara Castro is threatening to break the century-old
dominance of right-wing parties in Sunday's elections. 

Hondurans vote amid militarized fight against gangs from Agence France-Presse 21 Nov 13

Armed soldiers receive orders in their battle against gangs in Honduras as children play during recess at a school that will serve as a polling
station in Sunday's presidential election. 

OPINION: INSPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Honduras 's Dream Free to Ambassador Kubiske from El Patriota (Honduras)
18 Nov 13

It's interesting to see that you are as worried as the senators say they are there in Washington.

Honduran presidential candidate unhurt after helicopter crash from Reuters 16 Nov 13

Honduras' ruling party presidential candidate, Juan Hernandez, escaped unhurt after the helicopter in which he was traveling crashed on Saturday,
a spokesman for his National Party said. 



H1N1 death toll in Honduras rises to four from Xinhua (China) 13 Nov 13

The death toll from the H1N1 Influenza A virus in Honduras has risen to four, with the latest death in the northern city of San Pedro Sula, a Health
Ministry official said Wednesday. 

City official gunned down in Honduras from EFE (Spain) 22 Oct 13

The deputy mayor of the Caribbean coastal town of La Masica was fatally shot on Tuesday, a Honduran police source told Efe. 

US urges free, fair Honduras polls, condemns violence from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 13

The United States Monday voiced concern about rising violence in Honduras and called for free and fair presidential elections next month, in a
country with one of the world's highest crime rates. 

US lawmakers warn Kerry of Honduras vote problems from Agence France-Presse 19 Oct 13

US lawmakers have warned Secretary of State John Kerry of risks to a fair presidential election in Honduras next month, with human rights and
intimidation of the opposition topping their concerns. 

Honduran president proposes policies to fight against int'l crime from Xinhua (China) 19 Oct 13

Honduran President Porfirio Lobo said here on Saturday that innovative policies are needed for cracking down on international organized crimes,
as insecurity is still an enormous obstacle for the region's development. 

Official: Traffickers in Honduras Alerted to Raid from Associated Press 10 Oct 13

A police operation to dismantle a drug trafficking cartel wasn't as successful as it should have been because corrupt authorities alerted the
traffickers weeks ahead of time, a Honduran official said Thursday.

FM: Honduras to Open its Embassy in Moscow from ITAR-TASS (Russia) 10 Oct 13

Honduras will open its embassy in Moscow on October 14, Russian Foreign Ministry spokesman Alexander Lukashevich said on Thursday.

10 Secret Airstrips Destroyed in Puerto Lampira from La Tribuna (Honduras) 10 Oct 13

Ten secret airstrips were destroyed Thursday, northeast of Puerto Lempira, Gracias a Dios, an eastern zone of Honduras. 

Child Among 5 Slain in Honduras from EFE 1 Oct 13

Five members of the same family, including a 5-year-old girl, were slain Tuesday in northern Honduras, police said.

Honduras under siege from American Enterprise Institute 30 Sep 13

As stepped-up counternarcotics policies in Colombia and Mexico have increased pressure on regional drug trafficking networks, organized crime
syndicates have relocated operations to Central America, where law enforcement agencies and institutions are ill-equipped to withstand the
onslaught.

Charred Bodies Found in Honduran Capital from EFE 30 Sep 13

The charred bodies of two men and a woman were discovered Monday inside a vehicle in the Honduran capital, a police spokesman said. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Elite Forces idle U.S. seeks to do in Latin America from El Pais - Costa Rica 20 Sep 13

The U.S. policy towards Latin America is on autopilot, largely by the powerful interests military bureaucracies and DEA have solidified for
decades. 

Treasury sanctions 7 tied to violent Honduras gang from Associated Press 19 Sep 13

The U.S. government is imposing financial sanctions against six alleged drug traffickers tied to a violent Honduran gang. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Honduran Army and Pentagon lied on disappearance of Father Guadalupe Reyes
Mata from VOCES (Honduras) 18 Sep 13



Relatives and friends of Father Guadalupe Carney, José María Reyes Mata and David Arturo Baez Cruz and fellow revolutionary column entered
the Olancho department about 30 years ago, reported that the army leadership and the Honduran government of that time on the fate of José María
Reyes Mata and fellow column, there is no justification for the extrajudicial killing of Dr. José María Reyes Mata after he had been taken prisoner.

Attorney gunned down in northern Honduras from EFE (Spain) 18 Sep 13

The shooting death of an attorney in the northern city of San Pedro Sula brought to 67 the number of lawyers slain in Honduras since the
beginning of 2010, police said Wednesday. 

Honduras Grants Land To Indigenous Group, In Bid To Help It Protect Forests from New York Times 13 Sep 13

The Honduran government has granted more than 7 percent of its territory to the indigenous Miskito communities who live on the land, an
initiative intended to help them protect their forests. 

Honduras seizes half ton of cocaine in Caribbean waters from Xinhua (China) 3 Sep 13

The Honduran Navy seized at least 500 kg of cocaine and arrested two people suspected of shipping the drug by boat through Caribbean waters,
Defense Minister Marlon Pascua said Tuesday. 

U.S. BUILDING ANTI-NARCOTICS BASES IN HONDURAS from Associated Press Tegucigalpa 1 Sep 13

The United States is building two naval bases in Honduras to combat increasing narco-trafficking activity in the Atlantic, and another will begin
operations this year, Defense Minister Marlon Pascua said Sunday. 

4 Die in drug-linked violence in Honduras from EFE (Spain) 6 Aug 13

At least four people died in drug-related violence in the Caribbean province of Gracias a Dios, Honduras' deputy defense minister said Tuesday. 

FEATURE: In Rural Honduras, The Northward Pull Is Strong from Washington Post 6 Aug 13

Immigration authorities here say 80,000 to 100,000 Hondurans are leaving for the United States each year, an exodus that increased amid the
economic and political turmoil that followed the country’s 2009 coup. Most migrants don’t make it, with more than 50,000 deported from the
United States and Mexico. Often they turn around and start the journey all over again. 

Honduras drug gang shootout leaves at least 10 dead from BBC 6 Aug 13

At least 10 people have been killed in a clash between rival drug gangs in Honduras, the country's deputy defence minister says. 

Honduras To Militarize Main Prison After Clash from Associated Press 4 Aug 13

Honduran President Porfirio Lobo ordered the militarization of the country’s main prison on Saturday after a gunfight there left at least three gang
members dead and 12 people injured, including three guards. The aim of the measure, which involves putting soldiers in charge of the prison’s
security, is to “end the reign of criminals in our prison system, which has done so much damage to our society,” 

Honduras leader orders troops into prison after fight, damning report from CNN 4 Aug 13

Honduras' president ordered troops to take control of a prison on Saturday, a day after a report claimed that inmates have "internal control" over
all of the country's prisons. 

Report: Inmates Control All 24 Prisons In Honduras from Associated Press 3 Aug 13

Honduras’ 24 prisons are controlled by inmates because the state has abandoned its role in rehabilitating people convicted of crimes, the Inter-
American Commission on Human Rights said in a report released Friday.

Report Paints Dire Picture In Honduran Prison Fire from New York Times 3 Aug 13

The fire that killed 362 people in a Honduran prison last year started accidentally in an upper bunk in one cell and rapidly spread through locked
gates and past frightened police guards, according to a report released Friday by the Organization of American States.

Small Blast At Honduran President’s Residence: Police from AFP 3 Aug 13

An explosive device was thrown from a vehicle outside the entrance to the Honduran president’s residence, police said. No one was injured. The



device “made from plastic with a safety fuse (...) left a hole” at Porfirio Lobo’s El Chimbo home, located seven kilometers (4 miles) from the
capital Tegucigalpa, a bomb squad expert told AFP on Friday.

Official Says Gangs In 40 Percent Of Honduras from Associated Press 1 Aug 13

Honduran gangs have expanded in the last decade and are now in 40 percent of the Central American country’s territory, with gang members
increasingly targeting people in the middle class, an official said Wednesday. 

Honduras tribunal: 4 officers guilty in killing from Associated Press 1 Aug 13

A Honduran tribunal has convicted four police officers in the 2011 killing of the son of the president of Honduras National Autonomous
University and his friend, a case that set off a campaign to clean up the Central American nation's corruption-plagued national force.

Honduras declares emergency after dengue kills 16 from Associated Press 30 Jul 13

Honduras' government has declared a state of emergency due to a dengue fever outbreak that has killed 16 people and sickened 12,000. 

FEATURE: Honduran Gangs Offer Peace From Prison from Washington Post 26 Jul 13

The 18th Street gang and its arch rival, Mara Salvatrucha, or MS-13, have taken small, suspicion-filled steps in recent weeks toward what church
leaders and their supporters at the Organization of American States are calling “a peace process,” careful to avoid the term “gang truce.” 

Honduras: Charred Body Belongs To Journalist from Associated Press 11 Jul 13

The charred and mutilated body of a man found on the bank of a lagoon in the northern city of San Pedro Sula is that of a missing journalist,
Honduran authorities confirmed Wednesday. Investigators identified Anibal Barrow’s body through dental records and other forensic tests,

Honduras: Charred Body Belongs To Journalist from Associated Press 11 Jul 13

The charred and mutilated body of a man found on the bank of a lagoon in the northern city of San Pedro Sula is that of a missing journalist,
Honduran authorities confirmed Wednesday. 

Kidnapped Honduran journalist found dead from EFE (Spain) 10 Jul 13

The Honduran Attorney General's Office confirmed on Wednesday that the remains found this week in the northern part of the country are those
of a journalist who was kidnapped June 24. 

In Honduras, Manuel Zelaya In The Running Again With Wife’s Candidacy from Washington Post 9 Jul 13

Ousted four years ago in a coup, former Honduran leader Manuel Zelaya is angling for a return to the presidential palace, once more setting up a
proxy fight in this country between Latin America’s left and right. 

Honduras attorney general resigns over violence from Agence France-Presse 2 Jul 13

The Congress of Honduras has accepted the resignation of the attorney general and his top aide, who have said they cannot stem rampant violence
in the gang and drug-plagued Central American country. 

Senate Democrats Push Obama On Human Rights Abuses In Honduras from Washington Times 20 Jun 13

Senate Democrats are calling on Secretary of State John F. Kerry to take a more careful approach toward Honduras to ensure that police and
military in the Central American nation are not committing human rights abuses with U.S. aid. 

Member of Honduran presidential guard slain by robbers from EFE (Spain) 19 Jun 13

A member of the Honduran presidential guard was fatally shot during an armed robbery in Tegucigalpa, a spokesman for President Porfirio Lobo's
administration told Efe Tuesday. 

US senators urge Kerry to review Honduras' aid from Associated Press 18 Jun 13

U.S. senators are urging Secretary of State John Kerry to order a review of aid for Honduras' police and military amid allegations of abuse and
human rights violations. 



Salvadorans To Help With Gang Truce In Honduras from Associated Press 18 Jun 13

Two Salvadorans who mediated in a gang truce in their country that cut the homicide rate by at least 50 percent met Monday with gang leaders in
Honduras, where they will help do the same. 

State Department stymied probe into shooting of four Hondurans, whistleblower says from New York Post 12 Jun 13

Hill’s team eyed in Honduras-slay ‘coverup’

Effort To Clean Up Honduras Police Force Stalls from Associated Press 12 Jun 13

In the midst of a scandal over the police shooting of a university president's son, the government of Honduras launched an unprecedented effort
last year to clean up a U.S.-backed police force widely seen as deeply brutal and corrupt. 

Honduran police protest suspension, reach deal from Associated Press 7 Jun 13

Police officers protesting Thursday over the suspension of 1,400 investigators said they reached an agreement with Honduras' government that
will let them keep working while authorities conduct polygraph tests looking for organized crime ties. 

COMMENTARY: A Worthy Peace Offering For Honduras And El Salvador from Washington Post 3 Jun 13

For the last 15 months, El Salvador has been engaged in a bold experiment to staunch the bloodletting: a truce among the largest gangs, brokered
by the Catholic Church and facilitated by the government....Last week a similar truce was announced in Honduras...

Honduras Gangs Declare Truce, Ask Talks With Gov't from Associated Press 29 May 13

Honduras' two biggest and most dangerous street gangs declared an unprecedented truce Tuesday, offering peace in the world's most violent
country in exchange for rehabilitation and jobs. 

Honduran president says he supports gang truce from Associated Press 27 May 13

President Porfirio Lobo of Honduras says he is backing efforts to arrange a truce between the country's two largest and most violent gangs. 

Honduran Police Accused As Death Squads from Associated Press 14 May 13

At least five times in the last few months, members of a Honduras street gang were killed or went missing just after run-ins with the U.S.-
supported national police, The Associated Press has determined, feeding accusations that they were victims of federal death squads. 

Honduran criminals missing after arrest from Associated Press 13 May 13

At least five times in the last few months, members of a Honduras street gang were killed or went missing just after run-ins with the U.S.-
supported national police, The Associated Press has determined, feeding accusations that they were victims of federal death squads. 

Police in Honduras go back to work after strike from Associated Press 24 Apr 13

About 1,800 police officers in the Honduran capital of Tegucigalpa have gone back to work after a one-day strike to demand a pay increase and
better working conditions. 

Honduras uncovers plot to kill lawmaker, reporter from Associated Press 22 Apr 13

The leader of Honduras' congress says police have uncovered a plot by drug gangs to assassinate a lawmaker, a police chief and a television
reporter in the next few months. 

Honduras Stunned by Prosecutor’s Murder from EFE (Spain) 19 Apr 13

Even in a country that suffers an average of 20 murders a day, the assassination of a veteran prosecutor has left Honduras stunned. 

Honduran money-laundering prosecutor killed from Associated Press 19 Apr 13

Honduras' top anti-money-laundering prosecutor has been shot to death, a prosecution spokesman said Friday. 

Honduran president continues cabinet reshuffle from Xinhua (China) 16 Apr 13

Honduran President Porfirio Lobo Tuesday appointed Assistant Secretary of State for Foreign Policy Mireya Aguero as foreign minister to replace



Arturo Corrales, who will become security minister. 

U.S. Treasury Freezes Assets of Honduran Drug Trafficking Family from Bloomberg 9 Apr 13

The U.S. Treasury Department named Honduran Jose Miguel Handal Perez and his family as Specially Designated Narcotics Traffickers, freezing
any assets they have under U.S. jurisdiction and prohibiting transactions with U.S. residents. 

US aids Honduran police despite death squad fears from Associated Press 23 Mar 13

The U.S. State Department spends millions of dollars a year on the Honduran National Police. And it has assured Congress that money only goes
to specially vetted units that are not under the direct supervision of a police chief once accused of extrajudicial killings. 

IN SPANISH with Translation by GOOGLE: Drug czar is today in Honduras to verify fight against drug trafficking from Proceso
Digital 18 Mar 13

With the visit by Monday from Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for the Bureau of Narcotics and Law Enforcement, William Brownfield, U.S.
seeks progress note in situ or in Honduras, the fight against drug, derived from the technical and financial assistance to that country gives Central
American nations. 

FEATURE: Honduras police accused of death squad killings from Associated Press 17 Mar 13

Police have long been accused of operating more like assassins than law enforcement officers in Honduras, but few cases ever have been
investigated. In the past year, police were alleged to have been involved in the deaths of a prominent Honduran radio journalist and the son of a
former police chief _ but neither killing has been solved. 

Honduras complains about "threatening" El Salvador, Nicaragua boats from Reuters 15 Mar 13

Honduran President Porfirio Lobo on Thursday said he had complained to El Salvador and Nicaragua about the presence of "threatening" boats in
a shared gulf that gives the nations access to the Pacific Ocean. 

Honduran General Accuses Police In Son's Murder from Associated Press 22 Feb 13

A Honduran army general whose son was shot to death at a restaurant is charging that someone in the National Police was behind his son's
slaying. 

FEATURE: Little Change In Honduras Prison Where 362 Died from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

A year after the fire in Comayagua, about 60 miles (100 kilometers) from Tegucigalpa, the investigation remains open and prosecutors have filed
no charges. The burned cells and electrical system are still being repaired. 

Honduras sends soldiers to fight crime in 2 cities from Associated Press 8 Feb 13

Honduran President Porfirio Lobo has deployed 1,400 soldiers to fight street gangs in the country's two biggest and most violent cities. The troops
began patrolling the capital of Tegucigalpa and the city of San Pedro Sula on Friday. Lobo says the soldiers will coordinate with police to patrol
neighborhoods that are hotspots for crime. He says 800 soldiers have been assigned to Tegucigalpa and 600 to San Pedro Sula. 

Construction workers go on strike in Honduras from Associated Press 5 Feb 13

Construction at more than 100 sites throughout Honduras has been halted after members of the country's Construction Industry Chamber,
engineers and construction consultants went on strike demanding outstanding payments from the government. Construction Industry Chamber
president Alejandro Alvarez says the government's construction and maintenance debt is about $100 million. He said Tuesday that about 125,000
workers are on strike. 

FEATURE: Honduras can't pay its bills, neglects services from Associated Press 24 Jan 13

This Central American country has been on the brink of bankruptcy for months, as lawmakers put off passing a government budget necessary to
pay for basic government services. The country is also grappling with $5 billion in foreign debt, a figure equivalent to last year's entire
government budget. The financial crisis adds to a general sense that Honduras is a country in meltdown, as homicides soar and drug trafficking
overruns its cities and coasts. 



Honduras Once Again Passes 'Model Cities' Law from Associated Press 24 Jan 13

The Honduran congress approved once again a "model cities" project that the country's Supreme Court had previously declared unconstitutional
because it would create special development zones outside the jurisdiction of ordinary Honduran law. Congressman Rodolfo Irias of the ruling
National Party says the law "includes the necessary modifications" to answer concerns about unconstitutionality. 

Honduras congress OKs impeachment law from Associated Press 23 Jan 13

Honduras' congress has approved constitutional amendments meant to head off controversies such as the one that followed the ouster of former
President Manuel Zelaya. The measure approved Tuesday sets rules for the impeachment and removal of a broad range of public officials,
including the president. 

Honduran Congress approves impeachment tool after Zelaya debacle from Reuters 23 Jan 13

Honduras' Congress on Tuesday approved a measure that allows senior political officials including the president to be prosecuted and removed
from office ... The impeachment mechanism is aimed at avoiding crises such as the one that erupted in the Central American country in 2009,
when former President Manuel Zelaya was overthrown in a military coup. 

General who led coup seeks Honduran presidency from Associated Press 20 Jan 13

The man who led the military part of a coup against former Honduran President Manuel Zelaya is now a candidate for president himself. The
Honduran Patriotic Alliance voted Sunday to make retired Gen. Romeo Vazquez Velazquez its standard-bearer for the November election. 

Honduras Hunts Killers of British Tourist from BeforeIt'sNews.com from NTDTV 17 Jan 13

Honduran authorities search for a couple linked to the killing of a British tourist. He was gunned down in a mugging incident. Full Story: British
tourist Kaya Omer was reportedly gunned down after a botched mugging in the dangerous Honduran city of San Pedro Sula on Tuesday morning.

1 known dead in Honduran drug raid using US info from Associated Press 17 Jan 13

At least one man suspected of drug trafficking has died in the first Honduran anti-narcotics raid using U.S. radar intelligence following a five-
month suspension of sharing of such data, authorities said. The cooperation was halted after incidents in which the Honduran air force shot down
two suspected drug planes in violation of agreements with Washington. 

Ex-Honduran Envoy To Colombia Takes Blame For Party from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 13

The former Honduran ambassador to Colombia accepted blame Sunday for a party held at his embassy that reportedly involved prostitutes, but
said he was away on vacation when it took place. "Yes, a party was organized at the mission on December 20 and I take full responsibility,"
Carlos Rodriguez Andino said in an interview published on the website of the La Tribuna newspaper.

Protesters Block Honduran Judges From Session from Associated Press 4 Jan 13

Thousands of protesters in Honduras' capital of Tegucigalpa are blocking Supreme Court judges from entering the court's building, saying they
want to "clean up Honduras' justice system." Protest organizer Marco Antonio Bhaday says they want all 15 Supreme Court judges to be removed
from their posts. 

Honduras receives 25 Cuban undocumented people from adnmundo.com (Honduras) 3 Jan 13

The head of the Combined headquarters of the Armed Forces, general René Osorio, said to journalists who the Cubans are well of health and
which they arrived Sunday at the Island from the Swan in the north from Honduras. 

FEATURE: AP's Honduras Correspondent Navigates Violent Land from Associated Press 30 Dec 12

When I moved to Tegucigalpa last March several friends back home in Spain wanted to know why. The big story was in Egypt, Libya and Syria;
what was I planning to do on the other side of the globe? "Bear witness," I said, "to the most violent place in the world, to a country in crisis." I
am the only foreign correspondent here, with no press pack to consult on questions of security, or to rely on for safety in numbers. I fall back on
instincts honed in war zones, but they are not always sufficient when you are covering a failing state. 

Nicaragua
Gang kills five police in Nicaragua from Agence France-Presse 17 Aug 15



A criminal gang attacked and killed five police officers on Nicaragua's southern Caribbean coast, one of the Central American country's most
violent regions, authorities said. 

Prison For 9 Police In Shooting That Killed 3 In Nicaragua from Associated Press 31 Jul 15

A Nicaraguan judge has sentenced nine police officers to between two and 11 years in prison for a June shooting in which two children and their
aunt died.

Nicaragua denies hiding of escaped drug lord El Chapo Guzman from Xinhua (China) 29 Jul 15

The escaped Mexican drug kingpin, Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman, is not a fugitive in Nicaragua, despite certain recent media reports, said a
military source Wednesday. 

Nicaraguan police beat protesters and harass journalists from Associated Press 8 Jul 15

Police beat and detained government opponents and harassed journalists Wednesday at a protest outside Nicaragua's top electoral council. 

Nicaragua’s Rama Indians Face Peril From Canal And Migrants from McClatchy 23 Jun 15

Edwin McCrae, a Rama Indian, strolls along a muddy path in the jungle with the ease of someone completely at home in the natural world. He
occasionally swings his machete to lop off a low-hanging branch. He quickly cuts a walking stick for a visitor struggling to maintain his balance. 

Nicaragua canal protest: Atlantic-Pacific plan decried from BBC 14 Jun 15

Thousands of Nicaraguans have held a protest against the planned construction of a canal linking the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The $50bn
(£32bn) scheme, being built by a Chinese firm, will be longer, deeper and wider than the Panama Canal. 

Nicaragua says study finds canal 'viable'; no details public from Associated Press 4 Jun 15

An environmental study has concluded a planned $50 billion canal across this Central American nation is "viable," officials said Monday, but
without releasing details of the report. 

Nicaragua volcano Telica spews ash from BBC 13 May 15

The Telica volcano in north-west Nicaragua has been spewing large clouds of ash. There have been more than 60 explosions since it started
erupting on Thursday, covering nearby towns in a dusting of ash. 

Nicaragua lawmakers OK Russian satellite ground station from Associated Press 29 Apr 15

Nicaragua's parliament has authorized the establishment of a Russian satellite ground station in the Central American nation. Officials say the
base will permit the operation of a system similar to GPS for peaceful uses, such as mitigating natural disasters. 

Russia denies military aircraft sale to Nicaragua from Xinhua (China) 20 Apr 15

Russia has not negotiated with Nicaragua over the sale of MiG-29 fighter jets, Russian ambassador to Nicaragua Nikolay Vladimir said Sunday. 

Russia denies military aircraft sale to Nicaragua from Shanghai Daily 20 Apr 15

Russia has not negotiated with Nicaragua over the sale of MiG-29 fighter jets, Russian ambassador to Nicaragua Nikolay Vladimir said Sunday. 

Nicaragua denies Costa Rica’s claims of environmental damage from Tico Times (Costa Rica) 19 Apr 15

A legal team representing the Nicaraguan government on Friday concluded a first round of hearings at the International Court of Justice by
arguing that no evidence exists to show dredging on the San Juan River had caused environmental damage in the border area, as Costa Rica’s
attorneys claimed earlier this week. 

Nicaragua quarantines US embassy staffer over Ebola fears from Agence France-Presse 13 Apr 15

Nicaraguan authorities have quarantined a US embassy staffer who came into contact with Ebola patients in Liberia, the health ministry said
Monday, urging Washington to send a plane to evacuate him. 

Russia’s Return To Nicaragua Worrying Many In Central America from McClatchy 24 Mar 15



Russia is rekindling its once-strong ties to Nicaragua, possibly including providing the Central American nation with jet fighters, stoking unease
as far away as the Andes in South America. 

Judge in Nicaragua sentences lieutenant for criticizing army from 20 Mar 15

A Nicaraguan military court judge has sentenced an army lieutenant to 3½ months in prison for criticizing the armed forces' role in cracking down
on civilians during protests against a Chinese company's project to build a canal across the country. 

Russia, Nicaragua to draft agreement on simpler rules of naval ships' visits from Tass (Russia) 12 Feb 15

Russia and Nicaragua will sign an agreement on simpler rules of visits by naval and logistics ships to Nicaraguan ports during a visit to that
country by Russian Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu, a source in the Russian delegation told TASS. 

Nicaragua to buy Russian warplanes to fight drug trafficking from Tass (Russia) 11 Feb 15

Nicaragua plans to buy a batch of warplanes, including Russian MiG-29 fighter aircrft, to fight drug trafficking in coastal areas, Nicaraguan army
spokesman General Adolfo Zepeda said on Tuesday. 

Can A Chinese Billionaire Build A Canal Across Nicaragua? from Washington Post 5 Feb 15

One of the largest engineering projects in history would start here, on this desolate and pristine crescent of dark-sand Pacific beach. 

U.S. Embassy in Nicaragua voices concerns over Chinese-led canal from Reuters 6 Jan 15

The U.S. Embassy in Nicaragua said on Tuesday it was concerned by a lack of information surrounding the planned $50 billion, Chinese-led canal
that would bisect the poor Central American nation. 

Group demands release of anti-canal protesters in Nicaragua from EFE (Spain) 25 Dec 14

A coalition of civic and political organizations demanded Thursday that the government release 30 people arrested during protests against
Nicaragua's planned inter-oceanic canal. 

Two killed in Nicaragua canal protests from Agence France-Presse 24 Dec 14

A police crackdown on hundreds of Nicaraguan farmers protesting the construction of a $50 billion canal across their land left two dead
Wednesday, an activist and opposition leader reported. 

OPINION: BLOG: Why the Chinese-backed Nicaragua canal may be a disaster from World Views (Washington Post) 23 Dec 14

...there are many reasons to doubt the venture will be a success. 

Nicaragua Breaks Ground On Historic Canal Project from Associated Press 23 Dec 14

Nicaraguan officials and a Chinese company broke ground Monday on a $50 billion transoceanic waterway predicted to rival the Panama Canal,
but which has been a source of anger and protests from citizens in recent weeks. 

Nicaragua canal work starts amid economic expectations and protests from EFE (Spain) 22 Dec 14

The construction of an inter-oceanic canal across Nicaragua is to begin Monday with the building of roads providing access to excavation sites
with the project leading to unprecedented economic and development expectations in the country, as well as resistance from those who will be
expropriated. 

Nicaragua rescue crews find capsized boat from Associated Press 14 Dec 14

Rescue crews in Nicaragua have found a fishing boat that capsized in the Caribbean last week with 50 people aboard and are searching for 18
crew members who remain missing, authorities said Sunday. 

37 Nicaraguan fishermen missing in Caribbean waters from Xinhua (China) 12 Dec 14

At least 37 fishermen remain missing in Caribbean waters off Nicaragua after their boat capsized Tuesday, a naval official said Thursday. 

Marchers protest canal project in Nicaragua from Associated Press 11 Dec 14



Several thousand people marched through the Nicaraguan capital Wednesday to protest a planned $50 billion inter-oceanic canal project that has
residents of some villages fearing they will be displaced. 

Nicaragua: Studies Say Canal Impact To Be Minimal from Associated Press 21 Nov 14

Officials said Thursday that studies have determined a $40 billion inter-oceanic canal across Nicaragua will have minimal impact on the
environment and society, and construction is to begin next month. 

Nicaragua $50 bn canal construction to start in December from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 14

Nicaragua said a Hong Kong-based company will start building a $50 billion waterway next month, despite opposition from farmers and
environmentalists against the mega-project aimed at rivaling the Panama Canal. 

Tropical Storm Hanna forms off coast of Nicaragua from Associated Press 27 Oct 14

Tropical Storm Hanna has formed off the coast of Nicaragua and is forecast to move inland, producing heavy rainfall. 

Farmers protest planned $50-bn canal in Nicaragua from Agence France-Presse 23 Sep 14

Hundreds of farmers Tuesday demonstrated against a new $50 billion waterway aimed at rivalling the Panama Canal, irate at plans to expropriate
the land they work. 

Work on Nicaragua canal to begin in December from Agence France-Presse 9 Sep 14

Work on a huge project to rival the Panama Canal will begin in December with construction of a port on the Pacific coast of Nicaragua, an official
said Monday. 

Venezuelan president delivers new houses built under agreement with China from Xinhua (China) 5 Sep 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Friday presided over the delivery of 760 new houses in Ciudad Tiuna in the capital of Caracas, which
were built by China International Trust and Investment Corporation. 

Efforts to rescue 7 trapped miners called off in Nicaragua from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 2 Sep 14

Efforts to rescue seven miners trapped in a collapsed Nicaraguan gold mine were formally called off Tuesday, the authorities said. 

No sign of life from missing Nicaragua miners from Agence France-Presse 1 Sep 14

Rescuers said Monday there were no signs of life from eight miners missing after a cave-in at a Nicaraguan gold mine, but continued their search
after saving 20 trapped workers. 

UPDATE: 20 Miners rescued in Nicaragua from EFE (Spain) 30 Aug 14

Rescue teams brought 20 people to safety at an artisanal gold mine located on Nicaragua's northern Caribbean coast and are continuing to search
for seven others who remain trapped. 

Alarm as Nicaragua starts canal route survey from Associated Press 27 Aug 14

Nicaragua has begun surveying properties along the route of a planned canal linking the Atlantic with the Pacific. And that's alarming
homeowners who fear they'll lose their homes. 

Nicaraguans, Safe At Home, Feel Little Reason To Flee To U.S. from McClatchy 19 Aug 14

Nicaragua is the second poorest country in the Western Hemisphere and, like its Central American neighbors, a transhipment point for cocaine
headed to the United States. 

Ortega calls attack on supporters in Nicaragua a "massacre" from Agence France-Presse 22 Jul 14

President Daniel Ortega on Monday slammed as a "massacre" an attack on his political supporters that killed five people and left 28 more hurt. 

5 killed in Nicaragua after celebration of Sandinista Revolution from Xinhua (China) 20 Jul 14

At least five people were killed and more than 20 injured on Sunday in Nicaragua after the celebration of the 35th anniversary of the Sandinista



Revolution in Plaza Juan Pablo II in Managua province. 

Nicaragua endorses route for Chinese-built canal from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 14

Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega endorsed Tuesday a route chosen by a Chinese firm commissioned to dig a 40 billion dollar canal linking the
Caribbean and the Pacific. 

Route Of Proposed Nicaraguan Canal Unveiled from Associated Press 8 Jul 14

Nicaragua’s government and Hong Kong-based HKND Group on Monday unveiled the route of a proposed $40 billion inter-ocean canal to
compete with the Panama Canal that Sandinista officials hope will lift the Central American country out of poverty. 

Nicaraguan lawmaker: Our canal won't compete with Panama's from EFE (Spain) 1 Jul 14

The interoceanic canal that Nicaragua plans to build will not compete with Panama's because it does not target the same market segment, a senior
Nicaraguan ruling party lawmaker said. 

Russian Defence Ministry prioritises military-technical cooperation with Nicaragua from Itar-Tass (Russia) 23 Jun 14

Chiefs of Russia's General Staff Valery Gerasimov has said close military and military-technical cooperation with Nicaragua is one of the priority
tasks of Russia's Defence Ministry. 

Nicaragua modernizes military fleet with Russia's help from Xinhua (China) 12 Jun 14

The Nicaraguan Army (EN) is modernizing its military fleet with Russia's help, state news website El 19 Digital quoted a senior military officer as
saying Thursday. 

Cooperation with Nicaragua to help Russia consolidate its economic positions in Latin America from Itar-Tass (Russia) 22 May 14

Cooperation with Nicaragua will help Russia consolidate its economic positions in the entire Latin America, Nicaragua's Deputy Foreign Minister
Valdrak Jaentschek said on Thursday, addressing the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum. 

200 Nicaragua Students Return Home From Venezuela from Associated Press 20 May 14

More than 200 Nicaraguan medical students who were studying in Venezuela with the financial help of that South American country have
returned home without finishing their studies, authorities and their relatives said Monday. 

China's 'ordinary' billionaire behind grand Nicaragua canal plan from Reuters 4 May 14

Wang Jing, the enigmatic businessman behind Nicaragua's $50 billion Interoceanic Grand Canal, shrugs off scepticism about how a little-known
entrepreneur can be driving a huge transcontinental project, insisting he's not an agent of the Beijing government. 

Nicaragua looks to Russia support in anti-drug fight, president says from Itar-Tass (Russia) 30 Apr 14

Nicaragua looks to Russia's support in fight against drug trafficking, President Daniel Ortega said at talks with Russian Foreign Minister Sergei
Lavrov on Wednesday. 

Lavrov, Nicaragua's president to discuss broadening legal-treaty basis of bilateral relations from Itar-Tass (Russia) 29 Apr 14

Russia's Minister of Foreign Affairs Sergei Lavrov will hold talks with Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega on Wednesday to discuss a number of
draft bilateral agreements and prospects for the development of the political dialogue. 

Lavrov to visit Nicaragua April 29 for talks with Ortega from Itar-Tass (Russia) 28 Apr 14

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov will visit Nicaragua on April 29 as part of his Latin American tour for talks with President Daniel Ortega.

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: U.S. Southern Command does not care about "politics" of Nicaragua - Nicaragua
Today from Nicaragua Hoy 21 Apr 14

The head of the U.S. Southern Command, General John Kelly , welcomed Thursday the drug work Nicaragua , with whose government
Washington keeps rubbing, published AFP. " Could not care less about the political mainstream of the country. If you are willing to work with me
on drugs , they are my best friends ," he said . 



6.1-Magnitude Earthquake Shake Nicaragua from Associated Press 11 Apr 14

Nicaraguans ran into the streets in panic as a 6.1-magnitude earthquake rattled the Central American country on Thursday, damaging dozens of
houses and knocking out power to some areas. 

Injuries as strong quake hits Nicaragua from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 14

A shallow 6.1-magnitude earthquake hit Nicaragua on Thursday close to several cities, including the capital, injuring at least 24 people and
damaging dozens of homes. 

Aftershocks shake Nicaragua; nation on alert from Associated Press 11 Apr 14

Nicaragua's president is placing his government on the highest alert level as aftershocks rattle the country following a magnitude-6.1 earthquake. 

RESEND: USGS: 6.6 Magnitude Earthquake from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 11 Apr 14

RESEND: USGS: 6.6 Magnitude Earthquake - 18km SSW of Nandaime, Nicaragua 

Earthquake - Larreynaga, Nicaragua from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 10 Apr 14

USGS: M6.1 Magnitude Earthquake - Larreynaga, Nicaragua

Nicaragua leader defends military ties with Russia from Agence France-Presse 5 Apr 14

Nicaragua's president Saturday defended his country's right to strengthen its military with Russian help, seemingly backtracking on statements
earlier in the week shrugging off suggestions of increased cooperation. 

Suspect in NY slayings arrested in Nicaragua from Associated Press 27 Mar 14

Nicaraguan police have arrested an alleged MS-13 gang member who recently was added to the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" list as a
suspect in the 2010 killings of his 19-year-old girlfriend and her toddler son in New York state. 

Nicaragua plays down report of Russian base for military resupply from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 14

Nicaragua on Tuesday shrugged off the idea of Russia building a military resupply base in this Central American nation after a suggestion last
week by the Russian defense chief. 

Nicaraguan president, out of sight for days, reappears from Agence France-Presse 4 Mar 14

Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega reappeared in public Monday after a 10-day absence that had sparked rumors he was sick or even dead. 

Five killed amid Nicaragua regional vote from Agence France-Presse 2 Mar 14

Five people were killed Sunday during elections in Nicaragua's two Caribbean autonomous regions, as the national electoral council blamed radio
stations and indigenous leaders' alleged calls for boycotts and violence. 

USGS: 6.4 Magnitude Earthquake - Jiquilillo, Nicaragua from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 2 Mar 14

A Canal Across Nicaragua: Is This For Real? from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 14

It would be an engineering feat of gargantuan proportions – a $40 billion Chinese-built canal across Nicaragua to boost the flow of ships between
the Caribbean and the Pacific. 

Nicaraguan president can run for third term from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 29 Jan 14

Nicaragua's parliament on Wednesday passed a constitutional amendment that clears the way for President Daniel Ortega to seek a third term. 

Nicaragua scraps term limits in boost for socialist Ortega from Reuters 28 Jan 14

Nicaragua's national assembly on Tuesday voted to scrap presidential term limits, which could allow socialist President Daniel Ortega to remain
in power indefinitely and has stoked concerns about democracy in the Central American country. 



Nicaragua announces that construction of inter-ocean canal begins this year from Merco Press 13 Jan 14

President... Ortega said ... that the construction of a massive inter-oceanic canal in Nicaragua ... would start at the end of 2014. Ortega gave a
Chinese group a concession to manage the future shipping channel for 50 years, with the possibility to renew the contract for another 50.

Ortega: Construction of the Nicaragua Canal Will Begin in December from 11 Jan 14

"The construction works will begin, according to the schedule, in December of this year 2014," the Central American government said in a brief
press release dated Jan. 10 and signed by Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega and the concession holder, Beijing-based Wang Jing.

Nicaraguan Navy Rescues Colombian Fishing Boat in Caribbean from Latin American Herald Tribune 3 Jan 14

A Nicaraguan navy vessel rescued five people on board a Colombian-flagged fishing boat that had run out of fuel and gone adrift in the Caribbean
Sea, the Nicaraguan military announced Thursday. 

Mexicans in drug case arrive home from Nicaragua from EFE (Spain) 24 Dec 13

The 18 Mexicans arrested in Nicaragua last year while carrying $9.2 million in cash and posing as Televisa employees have been transferred to
Mexico, where they will finish serving their sentences on drug and money laundering convictions, the Attorney General's Office said. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Remembering the soldier Suárez from El Nuevo Diario (NIC) 18 Dec 13

In recent days, the PFC, Roger Suárez González Alfonso, killed in action in Iraq in 2006, he was honored by the U.S. Army in Boaco Cemetery
where his remains . 

Taiwan’s Foreign Minister Visits Nicaragua from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 13

Taiwan’s Minister of Foreign Affairs David Lin is in Managua for a visit to strengthen ties with Nicaragua, one of just a handful of nations with
which it has diplomatic relations. 

Nicaragua parliament ratifies cooperation agreement with Russia on training agents to fight trafficking of narcotics from Itar-Tass
(Russia) 13 Dec 13

The National Assembly (parliament) of Nicaragua has ratified an agreement on cooperation with Russia in the training of personnel of that
Central American country for fighting drug trafficking. 

Nicaragua In Thrall Of Canal Dream; Worries Remain from Associated Press 13 Dec 13

Six months after the Sandinista government granted a Chinese businessman a 100-year concession to build a vast canal across Nicaragua, most of
the nation is in the thrall of the imagined waterway. 

Nicaragua scraps presidential term limits from Agence France-Presse 10 Dec 13

Nicaragua's Congress on Tuesday approved a constitutional reform enabling President Daniel Ortega to run for a fourth term in 2016, an official
said. 

Nicaragua shootout fuels suspicions of guerrillas from Associated Press 5 Dec 13

A rare shootout between police and an armed group that left 10 people dead in northern Nicaragua has fueled suspicions that guerrillas are
forming to challenge President Daniel Ortega's government. 

10 die in shootout between Nicaragua cops, robbers from Associated Press 5 Dec 13

Ten people were killed Wednesday in a confrontation between police and an armed group in northern Nicaragua, officials said. 

Nicaraguan committee passes change to remove presidential term limits from Reuters 28 Nov 13

A Nicaraguan parliamentary committee on Thursday approved a constitutional change to remove presidential term limits, which could allow
incumbent Daniel Ortega stay in power for years and has raised concerns about democracy in the country. 

Colombia recalls ambassador over Nicaragua dispute from Agence France-Presse 27 Nov 13



Colombia on Wednesday raised the stakes in a maritime dispute with Nicaragua, recalling its ambassador for consultations after a contentious
ruling by the International Court of Justice. 

Nicaragua OKs U.S., Russian military presence in territorial waters from EFE (Spain) 26 Nov 13

Nicaragua's congress authorized Tuesday the entry of U.S. and Russian military units for anti-drug operations in the nation's territorial waters,
which were expanded a year ago by a decision of the International Court of Justice. 

U.S. concerned about Nicaragua plan to end presidential term limits from Reuters 22 Nov 13

The United States on Friday criticized a proposal by Nicaragua's ruling party to remove presidential term limits, which could allow Washington's
former Cold War adversary Daniel Ortega to stay in power indefinitely. 

Dengue cases on the rise in Nicaragua from Xinhua (China) 13 Nov 13

Dengue cases are still on the rise in Nicaragua despite the end of the rain season, with a total of 7,294 people have been infected by the mosquito-
borne disease this year, the government said Wednesday. 

Venezuelan president reaffirms determination to curb price hikes from Xinhua (China) 13 Nov 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro Wednesday affirmed determination to control price, saying no one can "make me retreat from this
economic offensive." 

Russia assists Nicaragua in arrest of a major drug lord from Itar-Tass (Russia) 11 Nov 13

Russian drug police assisted Nicaragua in detention of a drug lord, who had supplied about 30 tonnes of cocaine to Guatemala over four years,
Head of the Russian Drug Control Federal Service Viktor Ivanov told reporters on Monday. 

The comandante’s commandments from The Economist 7 Nov 13

ON THE face of it, Nicaragua’s former Marxist revolutionaries are now a pious bunch. The sweeping legal reforms proposed by the ruling
Sandinistas on October 31st start by raising the Christian injunction to “love thy neighbour” to constitutional status. 

Russia and Nicaragua sign cooperation memorandum from Interfax (Russia) 31 Oct 13

Russian Security Council Secretary Nikolai Patrushev and Nicaragua's Armed Forces Commander General Julio Cesar Aviles Castillo have
signed a memorandum of cooperation, the EFE news agency reported on Thursday. 

Russian Security Council secretary to discuss strengthening of relations with Nicaragua from Itar-Tass (Russia) 30 Oct 13

Ways to strengthen cooperation in the sphere of security between Russia and Nicaragua will be discussed by Secretary of the Russian Security
Council Nikolai Patrushev.

Nicaragua asks world court to settle border from Associated Press 17 Sep 13

Nicaragua has returned to the International Court of Justice to ask its judges to settle parts of its maritime boundary with Colombia. 

Nicaragua sets up int'l center to train anti-mine personnel from Xinhua (China) 21 Aug 13

Nicaragua opened Wednesday a modern international demining training center in the Chiltepe Peninsula near the capital Managua. 

Nicaraguan town honors saint from Associated Press 2 Aug 13

Nandaime puts on a big show for two weeks every year to honor its patron saint, Santa Ana, the mother of the Virgin Mary... The celebration's
unusual twist is the "El Cartel" dance, where the boys and men of Nandaime show up wearing women's clothes and makeup. This year, at least
one young woman came as a man, complete with tie, hat and painted on beard.

China Businessman Assures Nicaragua Canal Success from Associated Press 26 Jun 13

The Chinese businessman behind plans to build a waterway across Nicaragua to rival the Panama Canal said Tuesday that his ambitious project is
no joke and is backed by experienced consultants, despite skepticism that the 40-year-old can deliver the $40 billion project. 



UPDATE: 10 killed in Nicaraguan military helicopter crash from Xinhua (China) 21 Jun 13

A Nicaraguan air force commander and nine others were killed on Thursday in a helicopter crash in the west of the country, according to the army.

UPDATE: Nicaragua air force chiefs killed in helicopter crash from Agence France-Presse 21 Jun 13

Senior members of Nicaragua's air force were killed on Thursday when a helicopter they were flying in crashed near Lake Managua, officials said.

Nicaraguan military chopper crashes with 6 on board from Xinhua (China) 20 Jun 13

A Nicaraguan Air Force helicopter with six people aboard crashed to the ground Thursday over the community of El Papalonal, near the
Momotombo Volcano, with no news so far as to the whereabouts of the craft, crew and passengers. 

Nicaragua's Ortega, Wang Jing sign canal agreement from Associated Press 15 Jun 13

President Daniel Ortega and Chinese businessman Wang Jing have signed an agreement giving his company the right to build a shipping channel
across Nicaragua that would compete with the Panama Canal. 

6.6-magnitude quake hits near the coast of Nicaragua -- USGS from Xinhua (China) 15 Jun 13

An earthquake measuring 6.6 on the Richter scale jolted near the coast of Nicaragua at 17:34:29 GMT Saturday, the U.S. Geological Survey said. 

Nicaragua rushes on for canal deal with Chinese from Associated Press 12 Jun 13

Nicaragua is plowing ahead with a plan to dig a Chinese-funded rival to the Panama Canal across the midriff of the country, fast-tracking a
proposal through the ruling party-controlled congress despite a lack of details about the $40 billion project. 

Nicaragua Panel OKs Canal Deal For Chinese Group from Associated Press 11 Jun 13

A Nicaraguan congressional committee on Monday approved giving a China-based consortium the concession to build and operate a canal
between the Pacific and Caribbean, fast-tracking the huge development project over objections from the opposition. 

Volcanic activity puts Nicaraguan Army on alert from Xinhua (China) 7 Jun 13

Volcanic tremors and small-scale eruptions Friday put the Nicaraguan Army on alert in case an early warning is required, said the head of the
army's Civil Defense in the western Chinandega department Maj. Carlos Caceres. 

Chinese firm gets concession for Nicaragua canal from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 13

Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega said a concession to build an inter-oceanic canal across his Central American nation was awarded to an
unnamed Chinese consortium based in Hong Kong. 

Nicaragua extradites US man in $137M fraud case from AP 17 May 13

Nicaraguan authorities say they have deported a U.S. man wanted for fraud and money laundering in his home country. Interior Minister Ana
Morales says Lawrence Hartman was deported to Florida on Wednesday. 

Nicaragua Police Expel News Photographer For AFP from Associated Press 14 May 13

Nicaraguan police say a Chilean photographer working for the French news agency Agence France-Presse has been deported because he entered a
restricted area near President Daniel Ortega's office. 

AFP demands release of photographer detained in Nicaragua from Agence France-Presse 11 May 13

Agence France-Presse on Saturday called for the "immediate release" of photojournalist Hector Retamal, who has been detained without charge
by police in Nicaragua for four days. 

UPDATE: Nicaragua deports AFP photojournalist from Agence France-Presse 11 May 13

Nicaragua has deported a Chilean Agence France-Presse photojournalist after detaining him without charges for four days, an official said
Saturday. 

Ex-Beauvoir Teacher Eric Toth, Wanted On Child Pornography Charges, Is Found Abroad from Washington Post 23 Apr 13



Eric Justin Toth, the former D.C. elementary school teacher and accused child pornographer who replaced Osama bin Laden on the FBI's Ten
Most Wanted list, has been found in Nicaragua, according to people familiar with the case. 

Nicaragua detains US most-wanted suspect from Associated Press 22 Apr 13

Police in Nicaragua have detained one of the FBI's ten most-wanted fugitives, child-porn suspect Eric Justin Toth. 

Georgy Zhukov training center for land forces to be set up in Nicaragua from Interfax (Russia) 22 Apr 13

Russian General Staff Chief, General of the Army Valery Gerasimov ended his working visit to Cuba on Sunday and is starting a visit to
Nicaragua, the Defense Ministry's press service told Interfax-AVN. 

Russia helps Nicaragua build plant to dispose 900 tons of artillery munitions from Interfax (Russia) 22 Apr 13

Russian Armed Forces General Staff Chief Gen. of the Army Valery Gerasimov has opened a plant to dispose munitions with the expired shelf
life. The plant was built near Managua, Nicaragua, with the assistance of Russian servicemen. 

Nicaragua accused of blocking aid to NGO from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 13

A non-governmental studies center headed by Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega's estranged stepdaughter accused his Sandinista government
Monday of blocking Norwegian aid to the group. 

Nicaragua and Russia make cocaine bust in Caribbean from EFE (Spain) 7 Apr 13

Nicaraguan naval forces and Russian drug enforcement agents seized 100 packages of cocaine on the high seas, state media reported, citing
military spokesmen. 

Drug War Do-Over: Can the U.S. Push Trafficking Out of Central America? from TIME Magazine 4 Apr 13

In what feels like a 30-year high school reunion, the reanimated socialist Sandinista Front, led by president Daniel Ortega, is rekindling its old
revolutionary romance with Russia, which has promised its former tovarishch millions of dollars in weapons, uniforms, helicopters, armored
vehicles and training. 

Nicaragua Builds Solar Farm With Japan's Donation from Associated Press 22 Feb 13

Nicaragua has inaugurated a solar farm that the government says will benefit 1,100 homes. 

Nicaragua sentences 18 Mexicans to 30 years from Associated Press 18 Jan 13

A Nicaraguan judge has sentenced 18 Mexicans who posed as a television crew to 30 years in prison for drug trafficking and money laundering
stemming from $9.2 million found in their news vans. Judge Edgard Altamirano says the 17 men and one woman deserve the harshest penalty
possible under the Central American nation's law.

Families Evacuate Area Near Nicaragua Volcano from Associated Press 27 Dec 12

Nicaraguan authorities say they've ordered the evacuation of some 300 families living on the flanks of the country's highest volcano after it began
spewing hot gas and ash on Tuesday. Federal government spokeswoman and first lady Rosario Murillo told a local radio station that a yellow alert
was declared Wednesday in a 1.8-mile radius around the San Cristobal volcano to allow the evacuation of residents who would be at highest risk
during a significant eruption. 

Panama
S. Korea, Panama to deepen political, economic ties from Yonhap (South Korea) 20 Aug 15

South Korea and Panama have agreed to strengthen their partnerships in development and other various fields in talks between their top
diplomats, the Foreign Ministry said Thursday. 

Panama declares drought emergency from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 15

Panama's government has declared a state of emergency as it faces a drought that has prompted water restrictions, depleted reservoirs and affected
shipping through its bustling canal. 



Panama Canal to restrict access of large ships due to drought from EFE (Spain) 8 Aug 15

The Panama Canal said it will lower the maximum allowable draft of ships passing through the inter-oceanic waterway starting Sept. 8 due to an
El Niño-triggered drought. 

5.9 Quake Shakes Colombia-Panama Border Region from Associated Press 29 Jul 15

A strong earthquake shook a sparsely populated region along the border between Colombia and Panama on Tuesday evening. There were no early
reports of damage or injuries. 

Mexicans carrying $90k in cash detained in Panama from EFE (Spain) 22 Jul 15

Customs agents seized more than $90,000 from two Mexican tourists who attempted to bring the money into Panama hidden in their underwear,
officials said. 

Panama certified free of measles from EFE 13 Jul 15

Panama City, Jul 10 (EFE).- Panama was certified as a country free of measles and congenital rubella syndrome by the World Health Organization
and the Pan American Health Organization (WHO/PAHO), an official said. 

Panama top court approves third probe against ex-president Martinelli from Reuters 3 Jul 15

Panama's Supreme Court on Friday approved a third investigation against ex-president Ricardo Martinelli, this time on suspicion he issued illegal
pardons to allies while in office between 2009 and 2014. 

Truth commission will look at US invasion of Panama from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Jul 15

A truth commission will examine the US invasion of Panama, which took place more than 25 years ago and toppled military dictator General
Manuel Noriega. 

Water Begins To Fill Massive Panama Canal Expansion Locks from Miami Herald 30 Jun 15

Some 50,000 cubic meters of water per hour began to pour into the Panama Canal’s new Atlantic locks earlier this month, a sign that the massive
project to expand the waterway is reaching its final stages. 

Cocaine worth $11 mn seized in Panama with help from US from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 15

Police in Panama seized nearly a metric ton of cocaine worth an estimated $11 million in a raid bolstered by agents from Colombia and the United
States, officials said Saturday. 

Panama's ex-dictator Noriega apologizes to victims from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 15

Jailed Panamanian ex-dictator Manuel Noriega has apologized to victims of his 1983-1989 regime, which a truth commission found abducted and
murdered opponents before his ouster in a US invasion. 

Panama President Urges Nation To Accept Noriega Apology from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 15

Panamanian President Juan Carlos Varela urged the nation Thursday to forgive jailed former dictator Manuel Noriega after he apologized to
victims of his 1983-1989 regime. 

UPDATE: Panama president urges nation to accept Noriega apology from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 15

Panamanian President Juan Carlos Varela urged the nation Thursday to forgive jailed former dictator Manuel Noriega after he apologized to
victims of his 1983-1989 regime. 

Panama ready to help normalize relations between OAS, Cuba from EFE (Spain) 19 Jun 15

The government of Panama will do "as much as would be useful" to help Cuba rejoin the Organization of American States and normalize relations
in the hemisphere, the country's deputy minister for Multilateral Affairs and Cooperation, Maria Luisa Navarro, told Efe. 

Panama sentences 2 North Koreans for trafficking weapons from Associated Press 15 Jun 15

A Panamanian court has sentenced two North Koreans to 12 years in prison in absentia for arms trafficking. The two men left the country in 2014.



Two North Koreans jailed in Panama over Cuba arms cache from Agence France-Presse 14 Jun 15

A court in Panama jailed two North Koreans for 12 years for trying to smuggle Cuban weapons through the Panama Canal in an incident which
raised international suspicions, their attorney said Sunday. 

Water test begins for wider Panama Canal from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 15

Crews began flooding part of the widened Panama Canal for its first operational tests, the group responsible for the massive project said. 

Another former Panamanian minister arrested in graft probe from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 15

A former Panamanian government official was arrested Thursday night over suspected corruption, the latest ex-minister to be nabbed in a
widening graft probe into the administration of ex-president Ricardo Martinelli. 

Former Panama Vice-President Virzi held in graft probe from BBC 4 Jun 15

A court ordered on Wednesday that Panama's former Vice-President Felipe Virzi be held while he is investigated for alleged corruption.
Investigators allege that Mr Virzi received a $10m-kickback (£6.5m) from a company which won a lucrative irrigation contract, which he denies. 

Spain's development minister visits Panama from EFE (Spain) 3 Jun 15

Spanish Development Minister Ana Pastor on Wednesday applauded the work to expand the Panama Canal and this capital's metro, the two most
significant infrastructure projects under way in this Central American nation and in which Spanish companies are participating. 

Panama suspends Noriega's trial for activist disappearance from Agence France-Presse 20 May 15

A Panamanian court has suspended the trial of former dictator Manuel Noriega over the 1970 disappearance of a leftist union activist, his lawyer
said Wednesday. 

Panama president values corruption scandal at nearly $100 million from Agence France-Presse 6 May 15

Panama may have lost nearly $100 million dollars to government corruption during the administration of president Ricardo Martinelli, his
successor said in an interview published Wednesday. 

Panama's Noriega to be tried for activist's disappearance from Agence France-Presse 4 May 15

Panama's former strongman Manuel Noriega will face trial for the 1970 disappearance of a leftist union activist, his lawyer said Monday, the latest
in a string of cases against the jailed ex-leader. 

Panama top court okays corruption probe of ex-president from Agence France-Presse 1 May 15

Panama's Supreme Court has authorized an investigation of former president Ricardo Martinelli for alleged corruption while in office from 2009
to 2014. 

Panama Acts To Clean Up Reputation For Money Laundering from Associated Press 24 Apr 15

Panama took a major step in an effort to clean up its reputation as Latin America’s premier hub for money laundering. The nation’s legislature late
Wednesday unanimously approved a proposed law that will toughen supervision of more than a dozen non-financial sectors where illicit proceeds
from the sale of narcotics, corruption and terrorism have seeped into Panama’s booming economy in recent years. 

U.S. Ports Prepare For Panama Canal Expansion from USA Today 20 Apr 15

Giant backhoes claw into the ground, as helmeted workers position rebar atop of concrete pillars 100 feet tall. Cranes, trucks and teams of
workers toil through a construction site here large enough to fit three Empire State Buildings, laying end to end. 

Mexico approves free trade deal with Panama from Xinhua (China) 20 Apr 15

Mexico's Ministry of Foreign Affairs has approved a free trade agreement (FTA) with Panama, according to a decree published Monday in the
Government Gazette. 

After Decades of Issues, the Panama Canal Is Getting a Major Overhaul from Latin Post 19 Apr 15



In spite of an unresolved lawsuit that has stymied progress on a grand overhaul, the Panama Canal in gearing up to once again dramatically
transform global trade. 

Panama seeks Google's help in wiretapping probe from EFE (Spain) 13 Apr 15

Panamanian judicial authorities have asked their U.S. counterparts to seek help from Google Inc. with an investigation of illegal wiretapping in
the Central American country during the 2009-2014 administration of President Ricardo Martinelli, La Prensa newspaper reported Monday. 

Memo From Panama: Talks With Cuba Earn U.S. Raves in Latin America from New York Times 12 Apr 15

And the new star in Latin America is ... the United States? The reviews are in, and while the United States still faces plenty of tricky relations in a
diverse region of 35 states, President Obama walked away with more salutes than swipes from a regional Summit of the Americas where the
United States usually takes a drubbing. 

Panamanian president responds to Cuban criticism for inviting dissidents from EFE (Spain) 9 Apr 15

Panamanian President Juan Carlos Varela on Thursday called for "respect" from the Cuban officials and opposition groups who earlier staged
violent incidents that ended with the temporary arrests of a score of people. 

Panama court lifts Martinelli's immunity from prosecution from Associated Press 9 Apr 15

Panama's Electoral Tribunal has lifted former President Ricardo Martinelli's immunity from prosecution, clearing the way for authorities to
investigate him for alleged corruption. 

EDITORIAL: Mr. Obama’s opportunity in Panama from Washington Post 8 Apr 15

PRESIDENT OBAMA’s move to restore diplomatic relations with Cuba in December was supposed to improve political and economic conditions
for average Cubans and remove an irritant in U.S. relations with other Latin American nations, which have been pushing to end the isolation of
the Castro regime. Four months later — a short time, admittedly — there is no sign of those benefits. 

Cuban dissidents to attend Summit of the Americas with message of unity from EFE (Spain) 3 Apr 15

Many of Cuba's dissident groups have come together to take a "message of unity" to the Summit of the Americas in Panama with two specific
proposals - a new electoral law and a law of association and political parties. 

4 Panama police arrested on drug-gang charges from EFE (Spain) 19 Mar 15

Four Panamanian National Police officers have been arrested on charges of working for a drug-trafficking gang. 

Panama moves to lift immunity of former president from EFE (Spain) 10 Mar 15

Panama's Supreme Court on Tuesday asked the Electoral Commission to lift the immunity from prosecution former President Ricardo Martinelli
enjoys as leader of his party so he can be prosecuted for alleged acts of corruption during his 2009-2014 administration. 

Top Panama judge Moncada pleads guilty to corruption from BBC 24 Feb 15

The former president of Panama's supreme court, Alejandro Moncada, has pleaded guilty to charges of illicit enrichment. Moncada was suspended
from his post in October when he came under investigation by Panama's Congress. 

Panama seizes cocaine destined for Europe from Xinhua (China) 24 Feb 15

Panama has seized cocaine at a port in the northern province of Colon worth 70 million U.S. dollars on the black market, local authorities said
Monday. 

A Skeptical Panama Pays Heed To Possible Rival Nicaraguan Canal from McClatchy 10 Feb 15

When it comes to interoceanic canals, Panamanians speak with a century of experience. So as nearby Nicaragua moves ahead with a plan to build
what it claims would be a bigger, better canal, some Panamanians look on with interest and puzzlement. 

6.0 Earthquake in Panama from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 5 Feb 15

USGS: 6.0 Magnitude Earthquake - 314km S of Punta de Burica, Panama 



Source: Panama court OKs corruption probe of ex-president from Associated Press 28 Jan 15

Panama's Supreme Court is opening a corruption investigation of former President Ricardo Martinelli A person close to the high court says that
nine judges voted unanimously Wednesday to appoint a special prosecutor to investigate Martinelli. The person insisted on speaking anonymously
because the ruling hasn't been made public. 

1,141 Kg of coke seized on Panamanian island from EFE (Spain) 19 Jan 15

Panama's Senan naval air service seized a total of 1,141 kilograms of cocaine on an island off the country's Caribbean coast near Colombia, a
Senan official said Monday. 

FBI: Travis County sex assault fugitive apprehended in Panama from Federal Bureau of Investigation 16 Jan 15

Christopher Combs, Special Agent in Charge of San Antonio FBI and Art Acevedo, Chief, Austin Police Department announce the apprehension
and arrest of international fugitive, Alexander Emil Ross, 66, former resident of Manvel, Texas, who was wanted on state and federal charges and
deported to the United States from Panama on January 9, 2015. 

Panama in LNG tie-up from Tradewinds (Panama) 14 Jan 15

The Panama Canal Authority (ACP) has teamed up with the US Port of Lake Charles in a bid to attract more LNG shipping. 

Panama arrests former security officials for illegal wiretaps from EFE (Spain) 12 Jan 15

Two men who were part of Panama's national security council during the 2009-2014 administration of President Ricardo Martinelli were detained
Monday as part of an investigation of illegal wiretapping, authorities said. 

Panama Canal Authority to fight arbitration award from EFE (Spain) 8 Jan 15

The Panama Canal Authority, known as the ACP, will challenge an arbitrator's finding that it must pay $233 million to the consortium at work on
the expansion of the inter-oceanic waterway, a senior administrator told Efe Thursday. 

USGS: 6.6 Magnitude Earthquake - 214km S of Punta de Burica, Panama from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7 Jan 15

USGS: 6.6 Magnitude Earthquake - 214km S of Punta de Burica, Panama

Arbitrators accuse Panama Canal Authority of negligence from EFE (Spain) 6 Jan 15

The Panama Canal Authority was "negligent" and must pay part of the cost-overrun claims filed by the main contractor involved in the expansion
of the inter-oceanic waterway, the Dispute Adjudication Board, or DAB, concluded. 

Workers end strike in Panama Canal expansion from Agence France-Presse 3 Jan 15

Striking workers on the Panama Canal expansion reached an agreement Saturday with the consortium overseeing the work, ending the latest
setback for the behind-schedule over-budget upgrade. 

Authorities call for resumption of work in strike affected Panama Canal from EFE (Spain) 29 Dec 14

The Panama Canal Authority, ACP, has urged the contractor in charge of the last course of the canal expansion and hundreds of workers to come
to an agreement to put an end to the strike that has paralyzed the works since September 24. 

Panama Canal claims $737 mn in cost overruns from Agence France-Presse 26 Dec 14

The consortium building the third set of locks for the Panama Canal is making fresh claims for cost overruns totaling $737 million, officials said
Friday. 

Panama Canal expansion workers enter 3rd day of strike from Xinhua (China) 25 Dec 14

Hundreds of workers on the Panama Canal expansion project continued their strike Thursday to demand better working conditions, amid reports
of a second meeting Friday to negotiate a resolution. 

New strike on Panama Canal expansion works from Agence France-Presse 24 Dec 14



Some 1,000 workers on a project to expand the Panama Canal were on strike Wednesday to demand better safety and treatment, the latest setback
for the behind-schedule, over-budget upgrade. 

USGS: 6.7 Magnitude Earthquake from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 8 Dec 14

USGS: 6.7 Magnitude Earthquake - 8km ESE of Punta de Burica, Panama 

Panamanian authorities seize 1.7 tonnes of cocaine from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 2 Dec 14

Panamanian authorities seized 1.7 tonnes of cocaine and arrested eight Colombian citizens Tuesday off Panama's Caribbean and Pacific shores. 

Mexican billionaire Slim's Panamanian assets seized from Agence France-Presse 24 Nov 14

A Panamanian court has seized the assets of Mexican billionaire Carlos Slim's local infrastructure company over a dispute surrounding a
concession for a hydroelectric plant, an official said Monday. 

First gate for expanded Panama canal reaches the Pacific from EFE (Spain) 23 Oct 14

The first gate for the new locks that will be set up on the Pacific side of the expanded Panama Canal was transported Wednesday from the Atlantic
coast through the waterway inaugurated in 1914. 

Panama gives Colombia a week to remove it from tax-haven list from EFE (Spain) 15 Oct 14

Panama is demanding that it be removed from the Colombian government's list of tax havens within a week, saying the two neighbors can begin
negotiating a mechanism for sharing financial information once Bogota takes that step. 

Panama denies tax-haven designation by Colombia, threatens to retaliate from EFE (Spain) 8 Oct 14

Panama on Wednesday rejected its inclusion on Colombia's list of tax havens and said it will take retaliatory action against its neighbor. 

Panama Canal to get new upgrade within 25 years: official from Agence France-Presse 23 Sep 14

The Panama Canal, which is in the midst of a massive expansion, will likely get a new upgrade within 25 years to meet increasing capacity
demands, its administrator said Tuesday. 

Panama Canal widening should be finished with $400 mn: chief from Agence France-Presse 15 Sep 14

A widened Panama Canal will be open for business in 2016 after a $400 million cash injection to help complete the long-delayed project was
received, the waterway's chief administrator said Monday. 

Expansion of Panama Canal expected to open in 2016 from Associated Press 9 Sep 14

Panama's president says the major expansion of the Panama Canal will be completed in time to open for business in the beginning of 2016. 

Panama president announces big infrastructure projects while in Spain from EFE (Spain) 9 Sep 14

Panamanian President Juan Carlos Varela on Tuesday in Madrid unveiled several big infrastructure investment projects and gave an ambitious
forecast for the Central American country's economic growth. 

OPINION: The Panama Canal Celebrates 100 Years from Wall Street Journal 18 Aug 14

Panamanian ownership has transformed a staid, state-owned utility into a modern business.

Panama celebrates 100th anniversary of Panama Canal from Itar-Tass (Russia) 16 Aug 14

On Friday, Panama celebrated the 100th anniversary of the Panama Canal. 

Panama Canal Turns 100 As Expansion Hits Snags from Associated Press 15 Aug 14

It was supposed to be a grand celebration of the engineering triumph that forged a nation. Instead, the 100th anniversary of the Panama Canal’s
opening Friday is being marred by doubts about the country’s ability to harness the full benefits of a multibillion-dollar expansion beset by cost
overruns, strikes and the threat of competition from rival projects. 



Panama Canal: Is Another Expansion In The Cards? from Miami Herald 13 Aug 14

With some 16 months to go before Panama expects to finish its canal expansion, could another set of locks to handle even bigger ships be in its
future? 

Panama Canal-Drought from Associated Press 10 Aug 14

The head of the Panama Canal Authority says officials might be forced to limit the draft of ships by the end of this year or early in 2015 if a
drought continues and lowers the level of lakes that feed the waterway's locks. 

Panama Canal expansion project 70 pct complete on Pacific side: operator from Xinhua (China) 8 Aug 14

Work on a third set of locks for the Panama Canal, as part of a canal expansion project, is 70 percent complete on the Pacific side, someone close
to the project said Friday. 

New investment plans announced for Panama Canal from Xinhua (China) 5 Aug 14

The administrator of the Panama Canal, Jorge Luis Quijano, announced Tuesday potential new investment plans to ensure the key waterway stays
competitive in the future.

Expanding Panama Canal moving forward despite disagreements with contractors from EFE (Spain) 27 Jul 14

The Panama Canal Authority, or ACP, and the GUPC consortium tasked with expanding the interocean waterway, on the weekend issued
communiques from which it can be deduced that the project is moving forward despite the fact that the two entities have significant
disagreements. 

2 Colombian guerrillas die in shootout with Panamanian police from EFE (Spain) 17 Jul 14

Two suspected Colombian guerrillas were killed and two others were wounded in a shootout with Panama's Senafront border security force,
authorities reported Thursday. 

New Panama President Varela offers gangs one-month amnesty from BBC 1 Jul 14

The new president of Panama, Juan Carlos Varela, has offered an amnesty until 1 August to "more than 200 criminal gangs" operating in the
country. 

Varela sworn in as president of Panama from EFE (Spain) 1 Jul 14

Juan Carlos Varela was sworn in Tuesday as president of Panama for the 2014-2019 term at a ceremony in a soccer stadium before special guests
and thousands of spectators. 

American soldier arrested in murder of Panamanian woman from Associated Press 30 Jun 14

A U.S. soldier has been detained on suspicion of killing a Panamanian woman. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: In Puerto Rican military predicament from El Nuevo Dia (Puerto Rico) 30 Jun 14

Sergeant Omar Velez was surprised by the National Police of Panama, while allegedly trying to bury the corpse of a woman 

IN SPANISH with ENGLISH version: Charges filed by U.S. Army in murder case from La Prensa (Panama) 30 Jun 14

The Criminal Investigation Command United States Army continues its investigation of this case.

U.S. soldier suspected of murder in Panama likely to face military justice from Reuters 29 Jun 14

A U.S. soldier suspected of murdering a Panamanian woman will "most likely" face charges in a military court in the United States, a U.S.
military spokesman said on Sunday. 

Murder suspect has diplomatic immunity from La Prensa (Panama) 28 Jun 14

Authorities have said the suspect in the murder of a young woman in Los Santos is apparently a Puerto Rican resident with diplomatic immunity
from the United States. 



Panama court frees captain of seized N Korea ship from Associated Press 27 Jun 14

A Panamanian court has acquitted the captain and two other officers of charges stemming from the seizure of a North Korean ship last July for
carrying undeclared military equipment from Cuba. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Suspected crime is diplomatic agent from La Prensa 26 Jun 14

While still yesterday the identity of the girl dubbed The Chiricanita, found dead on a farm on the banks of river Guararé in the province of Los
Santos, the suspect in her death is orders of U.S. authorities was unknown, being an agent diplomat. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Still not identified from El Siglo (Panama) 26 Jun 14

The woman was beaten to death. 

Panama arrests fugitive Ecuadoran ex-lawmaker from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 14

Police in Panama on Monday arrested a fugitive former opposition lawmaker from Ecuador who is wanted in his homeland for complicity to
murder. 

US Adviser Helps Candidate Win Panama Presidency from Associated Press 15 May 14

It was billed as a battle royal between Latin America’s top two spin doctors. In one corner, the campaign guru to such towering leftist leaders as
Brazil’s Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva and Venezuela’s Hugo Chavez. In the other, a strategist likened to Karl Rove who is credited with helping
return the Institutional Revolutionary Party to power in Mexico after a 12-year-absence. 

U.S. targets Panama-based money laundering operation from Xinhua (China) 14 May 14

The U.S. Treasury Department on Wednesday blacklisted eight individuals and 20 entities connected to the leader of a Panama-based drug
trafficking and money laundering organization. 

Magnitude-6.8 Earthquake Hits Off Panama from Associated Press 13 May 14

The U.S. Geological Survey says an earthquake with a magnitude of 6.8 has hit just off the coast of Panama. 

USGS: 6.8 Magnitude Earthquake - 126km SSE of Punta de Burica, Panama from United States Geological Survey 13 May 14

126km SSE of Punta de Burica, Panama

Panama president-elect promises price controls from Associated Press 9 May 14

President-elect Juan Carlos Varela prides himself on a successful business career running Panama's biggest liquor company before entering
politics. Yet when the conservative politician takes office July 1 he's promising to implement an economic policy from the playbook of the late
Venezuelan socialist Hugo Chavez: price controls. 

Strike ends at Panama Canal expansion project from Agence France-Presse 8 May 14

A two-week strike by workers expanding the Panama Canal has ended after they won wage increases, a union leader said Wednesday. 

OPINION: Electoral Upset In Panama from Wall Street Journal 6 May 14

Good political news is scarce in Latin America these days, so it's worth noting the upset victory on Sunday by Vice President Juan Carlos Varela
in Panama's presidential election. The real victor is Panama's young democracy. 

U.S. pledges to work with new Panamanian president over shared goals from Xinhua (China) 6 May 14

U.S. Vice President Joseph Biden on Tuesday pledged to work with the incoming Panamanian president to advance shared goals. 

Opposition's Varela wins Panama presidency: official from Agence France-Presse 5 May 14

Conservative Juan Carlos Varela, the vice president who broke politically with President Ricardo Martinelli, was elected Panama's next president
Sunday, authorities said. 

Panama picks minister to coordinate presidential transition from Xinhua (China) 5 May 14



The Panamanian government has designated a minister to coordinate power transfer to Juan Carlos Varela, who has won Sunday's presidential
poll. 

Polls open in Panama for presidential and parliamentary elections from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 4 May 14

Voting began Sunday in Panama to elect a new president and 71 members of the National Assembly. 

Panama votes for president against backdrop of canal expansion from Agence France-Presse 3 May 14

The candidate who wins Panama's tight presidential election Sunday inherits the country's massive canal expansion project -- complete with its
delays, cost overruns and potential for revenue growth. 

North Korea ship in Cuba arms row passes Panama from Agence France-Presse 1 May 14

A North Korean ship that was stopped in Panama last year for carrying undeclared Cuban weaponry, was crossing the Panama Canal again on
Wednesday after a clean inspection. 

InterEnergy announces $427 mn investment in Panama wind project from EFE (Spain) 25 Apr 14

International conglomerate InterEnergy Holdings said it has agreed to invest $427 million in a Panamanian wind-power project that will be that
country's first and the largest in Central America. 

Panama’s Outgoing President Touts Wife’s Candidacy from Associated Press 25 Apr 14

She’s a political novice with a scant presence on the campaign trail, but Marta Linares has one vote that matters more than most in her bid to
become Panama’s next vice president: that of her husband, outgoing President Ricardo Martinelli. 

Panama presidential candidates battle for top spot in final polls from Reuters 24 Apr 14

Panamanians can expect a tight finish when they go to the polls to elect their next president, according to two polls published on Thursday, the last
allowed before next week's vote. 

Strike halts work on Panama Canal expansion from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 14

Work to expand the Panama Canal -- interrupted earlier this year for a dispute over cost overruns -- halted Wednesday, this time for a strike by
workers demanding higher wages. 

Russia lauds Panama's decision to unilaterally cancel visas for Russian citizens from Itar-Tass (Russia) 21 Apr 14

Russia's Foreign Ministry has lauded Panama's decision to unilaterally cancel visas for Russian citizens. 

OPINION: Panama’s King Moves The Queen from Wall Street Journal 14 Apr 14

President Martinelli can't run for re-election, so he's picked his wife to be the candidate for VP. 

Panama, Mexico sign free trade pact from Associated Press 3 Apr 14

The presidents of Panama and Mexico have signed a free trade agreement that should smooth the way for Mexican businesses to operate in the
Central American country. 

Panama seizes more than 2.5 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 10 Mar 14

Panama's Senan aero-naval service said Monday that it confiscated 1,525 kilos (3,359 lbs.) of cocaine during an operation last week off the
country's Caribbean coast. 

Panama warns Venezuela on debt from Agence France-Presse 7 Mar 14

President Ricardo Martinelli warned Venezuela Friday that its decision to break off relations with Panama should not be used as an excuse to
renege on its more than $1 billion debt. 

Canal authorities, consortium reviewing documents to sign "in coming days" from EFE (Spain) 6 Mar 14

The Panama Canal Authority, or ACP, and the international consortium headed by Spanish construction firm Sacyr on Thursday evening were in



the process of reviewing the documents prior to signing a financial agreement to resume the project to expand the waterway, officials here said. 

Panama Canal, consortium reach deal to complete work: source from Reuters 27 Feb 14

The Panama Canal and a Spanish-led consortium expanding the waterway have reached a deal to complete work on the project, which has been
stymied by a bitter stand-off over cost overruns, a source familiar with the negotiations said on Thursday. 

Panama calls for urgent meeting on Venezuelan turmoil from Xinhua (China) 25 Feb 14

Panama Tuesday proposed that foreign ministers of the Organization of American States (OAS) member countries meet to discuss the political
turmoil in Venezuela. 

Consortium Says Panama Canal Work Resumed from Associated Press 21 Feb 14

A European-led consortium said Thursday that work has resumed on a major expansion of the Panama Canal, following a two-week shutdown
caused by a dispute over who is to pay for $1.6 billion in cost overruns. 

Work resumes on Panama Canal, but accord remains elusive from EFE (Spain) 20 Feb 14

While workers building a third set of locks for the Panama Canal were back on the job Thursday after the European-led GUPC consortium ended
a 15-day shutdown, the waterway's administrator said the parties have yet to resolve the dispute that led to the suspension. 

Work to resume Thursday on widening of Panama Canal: official from Agence France-Presse 19 Feb 14

Work to widen the Panama Canal will resume on Thursday, an official said, two weeks after the huge project was suspended over $1.6 billion in
cost overruns. 

Decision time approaches in Panama Canal dispute from EFE (Spain) 17 Feb 14

Construction work on a third set of locks for the Panama Canal remained halted for the 13th straight day on Monday, a day before the canal
authority's self-imposed deadline to make a final decision on the project. 

Report says Cuban weapons shipment to North Korea violated U.N. sanctions from Miami Herald 13 Feb 14

A shipment of Cuban weapons to North Korea last summer violated the U.N. arms embargo on the Asian nation and showed a “comprehensive
planned strategy to conceal” the cargo, a panel of U.N. experts has reportedly concluded. 

Panama Says Canal Talks Making Progress from Wall Street Journal 13 Feb 14

Canal Chief Says Final Decision Will Come Within a Week 

Panama President Blames Former Canal Chief For Crisis from AFP 11 Feb 14

Panamanian President Ricardo Martinelli Monday blamed the Panama Canal’s former administrator for the current crisis surrounding its massive
expansion project – where work has been halted over a billion-dollar payment dispute

Panama Canal Expansion Bogs Down In Disputes, Cost Overruns from Los Angeles Times 7 Feb 14

A long-planned $5.25-billion expansion of the Panama Canal, one of the world’s most important shipping lanes, is under threat by cost overruns
and acrimonious disputes among builders and managers. 

Panama Canal Expansion Stops Amid Dispute from Associated Press 6 Feb 14

Work on the ambitious Panama Canal expansion project was halted Wednesday after talks broke down on how to settle a dispute over $1.6 billion
in cost overruns. 

Panamanian foreign minister resigns from Agence France-Presse 1 Feb 14

Panama's top diplomat Fernando Nunez Fabrega resigned Friday, citing personal reasons, and his deputy was appointed to take the post. 

Panama releases 32 N. Koreans in arms case: official from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 14

Panamanian authorities have released 32 of the 35 North Koreans detained since July after an undeclared cargo of Cuban arms was found on their



ship, prosecutors said Thursday. 

Panama's first lady is governing party's VP pick from Miami Herald 29 Jan 14

Panama's governing party has chosen President Ricardo Martinelli's wife as its vice presidential nominee for the May 4 elections. 

Italy, Spain say want rapid end to Panama Canal dispute from Reuters 27 Jan 14

Italy and Spain are both committed to finding a rapid solution to a dispute which is threatening to halt work on widening the Panama canal, Italian
Prime Minister Enrico Letta and his Spanish counterpart Mariano Rajoy said on Monday. 

Panama eyes long-term solution to financial dispute with multinational consortium from Xinhua (China) 23 Jan 14

The Panama Canal Authority (ACP) and a multinational construction consortium in charge of canal expansion agreed Thursday on a negotiation
protocol for a long-term solution to their financial dispute threatening to stall the expansion. 

Feb. 1 Deadline Set To Resolve Canal Dispute from La Prensa Panama (Panama City) 23 Jan 14

Grupo Unidos por el Canal (GUPC) reported today that it has agreed to negotiate with the Panama Canal Authority (ACP) until Feb. 1 to search
for a solution to the contractual conflict that threatens the expansion of the waterway.

EU calls on Panama to "honour" contracts in canal expansion row from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 Jan 14

The European Union's top industry official called Thursday on Panama to uphold its commitments toward European companies working to
expand the Panama Canal, in a row over spiralling costs. 

Panama Accuses Cuba Of Refusing To Cooperate from Miami Herald 22 Jan 14

Panama will send a low-ranking official to a summit of hemispheric leaders in Cuba to signal its displeasure with Havana’s refusal to cooperate
over a shipment of Cuban weapons seized aboard a North Korean freighter, sources said Tuesday. 

Panama Canal Authority says proposal on table that could end dispute from EFE (Spain) 21 Jan 14

The Panama Canal Authority, or ACP, said Tuesday that it has presented a "proposal that could be a long-term solution" to the conflict that
threatens to shut down at any moment the work of expanding the interocean waterway, though he gave no details. 

EU to help resolve Panama Canal dispute from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 14

The EU will mediate in a dispute on cost overruns so that work to upgrade the Panama Canal -- one of the world's most important shipping routes
-- can go ahead as planned, an official said Monday. 

UPDATE: Panama rejects EU offer to media canal dispute from Associated Press 20 Jan 14

The Panama Canal Authority is rejecting an offer by the European Union to mediate its dispute with a Spanish-led consortium under contract to
complete the canal expansion. 

Panama Canal expansion to proceed no matter what: official from Agence France-Presse 18 Jan 14

Work to expand the Panama Canal will proceed despite a financial dispute that could derail the project, an official managing the major waterway
said Saturday ahead of a key deadline. 

The Canal Did Not Leave Any Loose Ends; Interview with Alberto Aleman Zubieta, the former administrator of the Panama
Canal Authority (ACP) from 16 Jan 14

The former Panama Canal administrator lived closely the entire process of the Canal expansion project, from the work studies to the biddings, and
the subsequent execution...With papers in hand and still with vivid memories, he goes back to 2007 to defend the format of the bidding, described
as a "fair, transparent and confidential" method.

Panama: North Korea ship owners will pay fine from Associated Press 16 Jan 14

The owners of a North Korean ship seized by Panama for carrying Cuban fighter jets and missiles are paying a $670,000 fine to recover the
vessel. 



Panama Canal says it's talked with other contractors amid dispute from EFE (Spain) 16 Jan 14

The Panama Canal Authority...confirmed Thursday that it has held talks with other potential contractors as it prepares for the possible Monday
suspension of work on an expansion project, although it said it still hopes to resolve a financial dispute with the consortium building a third set of
locks for the waterway.

Canal Officials Wait To Meet With GUPC Officials from La Prensa Panama (Panama City) 16 Jan 14

Panama Canal Authority...Administrator Jorge Luis Quijano said today that officials from the consortium Grupo Unidos por el Canal (GUPC)
have not yet arrived for a scheduled meeting to discuss the issues with the construction of the third set of locks... He said that the ACP is prepared
to take over the project if the consortium halts construction next week as it has threatened to do. 

Panama to use transgenic mosquitoes in anti-dengue bid from The Nation (Bangkok) 15 Jan 14

Panama will try to control a dengue outbreak that has claimed six lives this year by releasing transgenic mosquitoes to render infertile female
transmitters of the disease, officials said Tuesday.

ACP Has Not Received Notification From GUPC About Project's Continuity from La Prensa (Panama City, Panama) 14 Jan 14

Although Manuel Manrique, chairman of the Spanish company Sacyr, announced yesterday [January 13] the company’s intentions to continue the
construction of the third set of locks, as yet the Panama Canal Authority (ACP) has not received written communication of the Grupo Unidos por
el Canal (GUPC) consortium’s stance on the matter.

Panama canal threatens to take over key expansion project from Rueters 14 Jan 14

The Panama Canal Authority (PCA) said on Tuesday it might take over a key part of the waterway's expansion if the consortium in charge of the
project makes good on a threat to suspend work. 

Panama seizes 7 million dollars cash; drug ring suspected from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 Jan 14

The detention of three Honduran citizens with 7.1 million undeclared dollars prompted Panamanian officials to launch an investigation into a
suspected narco-trafficking ring, drugs prosecutor Javier Carabello announced Monday. 

Panama Canal expansion project: Have American fears come true? from BBC 13 Jan 14

...when Panama awarded the lucrative contract to expand its inter-oceanic canal to a mostly European consortium, the United States was not
pleased. An American company ... thought the winning tender would barely pay for pouring the concrete and that the consortium would probably
try to renegotiate the price at some stage during the construction process. Some might argue that those American doubts have been justified...

The Reason Behind the Cost Overrun in Panama Canal: Mud, Basalt and Concrete from El Pais (Madrid) 12 Jan 14

Sacyr blames the poor information provided in the specifications for the extra cost in the construction of the third set of locks ... The geological
differences and some changes in specifications are those responsible ... The consortium Grupo Unidos por el Canal (GUPC) estimates the extra
cost as standing at $1.625 billion (1.200 billion euros).

Panama Canal expansion discussions stall; Italian company demands an extra 1bn from Merco Press 9 Jan 14

The Panama Canal Authority, or ACP, said on Wednesday it would be “impossible” to meet the demands of Italian builder Impregilo, which has
called on the government agency to make an additional payment of up to 1 billion dollars to cover cost overruns affecting a project to expand the
international waterway.

Panama Canal talks run into trouble over money from AP 8 Jan 14

Negotiations over massive cost overruns in the expansion of the Panama Canal appeared to run into trouble Wednesday when one of the
companies involved demanded more than $1 billion to continue work on the project. The Panama Canal Authority immediately rejected the
proposal.

Panama offers $283 mn fund to end canal spat from Agence France-Presse 7 Jan 14

Panama canal officials offered Tuesday to share the burden in a $283 million fund to end a spat with a consortium threatening to halt the



waterway's expansion over huge cost overruns. 

Panama, Consortium To Negotiate $1.6 Bn Canal Row from Agence France-Presse 7 Jan 14

After emergency Spanish mediation, the Panama Canal Authority and a consortium expanding the major waterway will try Tuesday to resolve a
$1.6-billion dispute threatening to disrupt the project. 

Spanish minister in Panama to end $1.6-bn canal impasse from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 14

A Spanish cabinet minister is to meet Panama's president Monday to help break a $1.6-billion impasse that threatens to halt work on a major
expansion of the Panama Canal. 

Construction Group Threatens To Delay Panama Canal Expansion from Miami Herald 3 Jan 14

PortMiami officials Thursday expressed hope that a contract dispute that threatens to further delay expansion of the Panama Canal can be resolved
quickly so its completion will coincide with port renovations now underway in Miami. 

Panama, Spain seek to resolve $1.6 bn canal row from Agence France-Presse 3 Jan 14

The governments of Panama and Spain scrambled Friday to resolve a dispute with a consortium threatening to halt expansion work on the Panama
Canal over a $1.6 billion cost overrun. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: The New Republic from ALAI (Agencia Latinoamericana de Informacion) 2 Jan 14

Around Christmas date there was a stirring in political circles about the possible conclusion of an electoral pact to join forces on May 4, 2014 -
between the two oldest political parties in Panama. 

UPDATE: Panama president plans Europe trip over canal row from Agence France-Presse 2 Jan 14

Panama's President Ricardo Martinelli said Thursday he would go to Europe to demand a consortium fulfill its contract to expand the Panama
Canal, amid a row over $1.6 billion in cost overruns. 

Panama Canal Contractors Warn May Halt Work from Associated Press 2 Jan 14

The consortium at the heart of a historic Panama Canal expansion project threatened on Wednesday to suspend work due to financial problems
caused by a $1.6 billion cost overrun.

Firms threaten to suspend work on Panama Canal expansion from EFE (Spain) 1 Jan 14

The Spanish-led consortium building a third set of locks for the Panama Canal announced Wednesday that it will halt work due to the
impossibility of completing the project for the amount specified in the original contract. 

Panama recalls ambassador to Ecuador over held vessel from Xinhua (China) 16 Dec 13

Panama Monday recalled its ambassador to Ecuador to express its unease at the repeated refusal of the Ecuadorian government to return the
Panamanian fishing vessel Doria, held by the Ecuadorian Navy since Oct. 13. 

Panama to liberate North Korean ship, most of crew from Associated Press 27 Nov 13

A Panama prosecutor says 32 of 35 crew members and a North Korean ship seized for carrying hidden arms from Cuba will be released. 

UPDATE: Panama to charge 3 N. Koreans with arms trafficking from Associated Press 27 Nov 13

Thirty-two of 35 crew members and a North Korean ship seized for carrying hidden arms from Cuba can be released, a Panamanian prosecutor
said Wednesday. 

U.S., Panama to boost economic ties from Xinhua (China) 20 Nov 13

Visiting U.S. Vice President Joseph Biden and Panama's President Ricardo Martinelli agreed Tuesday to boost bilateral economic ties and
modernize the Panama Canal in particular. 

US Vice-President Joe Biden Praises Panama Cooperation from Associated Press 20 Nov 13



U.S. Vice President Joseph Biden says Panama has made a contribution to international security by seizing a ship carrying weapons from Cuba to
North Korea. 

Biden: Feds Easing Panamanians’ Entry Into U.S. from Washington Times 20 Nov 13

Vice President Joseph R. Biden, in Panama on Wednesday, announced the easing of immigration policies for Panamanians traveling to the United
States and said comprehensive immigration reform in Congress is the Obama administration’s top goal. 

Biden Says Panama Canal Expansion Will Create Jobs Across The Americas from Miami Herald 20 Nov 13

Vice President Joe Biden on Tuesday toured the $5.25 billion expansion of the Panama Canal — a project that he says will also bring more jobs
and development to U.S. ports — and met with Panamanian President Ricardo Martinelli. 

Biden lauds Panama Canal expansion in trip from United Press International 19 Nov 13

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden is in Panama to discuss improved commercial shipping ties with Panamanian President Ricardo Martinelli. 

US vice president lands in Panama for canal talks from Agence France-Presse 18 Nov 13

US Vice President Joe Biden arrived in Panama Monday for meetings on the ongoing expansion of the canal, which could have a major impact on
US ports. 

Panama Civil Crusade vets warn of eroding democracy from Newsroom Panama 14 Nov 13

OVER 200 veterans of Panama’s former National Civil Crusade ( CCN ), which led the fight against military dictatorship are ready to lead a
return to the streets. 

Supreme Court ruling linked to dictatorship events from Newsroom Panama 8 Nov 13

An Electoral Tribunal (TE) judge compared a recent Supreme Court ruling to events during the military dictatorship and La Prensa founder I.
Roberto Eisenmann described the judgment that overturned a ruling of the (TE) as "crazy." 

Panama ends probe into NKorean ship with Cuban arms from Agence France-Presse 2 Nov 13

The Panamanian prosecutor investigating the case of a North Korean ship loaded with Cuban weapons has finished his probe and will present his
conclusions next week, officials said. 

Panama official: 32 of 35 NKorean crew to go free from Associated Press 29 Oct 13

All but three of the 35 North Korean crew members detained when authorities found that their ship was carrying weapons from Cuba will be
released from prison and allowed to return to their country, a Panamanian official said. 

Panama grants asylum to Ecuadoran opposition politician from Agence France-Presse 26 Oct 13

Panama granted asylum Saturday to an Ecuadoran opposition politician sentenced to prison last month for his role in a multiple homicide case,
finding that he was subjected to political persecution. 

North Korea Seeks Release Of Ship Crew In Panama from Associated Press 25 Oct 13

Panama’s security minister says two North Korean diplomats have left the country after trying to settle the status of the crew of a ship seized in
July that was found to be carrying weapons from Cuba. 

North Korea seeks release of ship crew in Panama from Associated Press 24 Oct 13

Panama's security minister says two North Korean diplomats have left the country after trying to settle the status of the crew of a ship seized in
July that was found to be carrying weapons from Cuba. 

Panama demands Ecuador return drug ship from Agence France-Presse 24 Oct 13

Panama demanded Thursday that Ecuador return a small Panamanian-flagged ship and crew seized in a drug raid. 

N. Koreans in Panama over detained sailors in Cuba arms case from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 13



North Korean officials were in Panama Wednesday to check on 35 of their sailors held for allegedly smuggling undeclared Cuban military goods
in an apparent UN sanctions violation. 

Panama Says It Will Release Most From Ship To North Korea from New York Times 22 Oct 13

The authorities in Panama said Monday that they would release 33 of the 35 North Korean crew members of a rusting freighter impounded more
than three months ago for carrying a secret stash of Soviet-era Cuban military gear hidden under bags of brown sugar. 

Panama to send detained North Korean crew, ship home: minister from Reuters 18 Oct 13

The North Korean crew and ship detained in Panama for smuggling Cuban weapons three months ago will soon be returned to the reclusive Asian
nation, Panama's foreign minister said Thursday. 

Panama slaps $1 million fine on N.Korean ship from Agence France-Presse 26 Sep 13

The Panama Canal Authority announced Thursday that it slapped a $1 million fine on a North Korean cargo ship caught with an undeclared
shipment of Cuban weapons in July. 

North Korea ship "clearly violates" sanctions, Panama tells U.N. from Kyodo (Japan) 25 Sep 13

Panamanian President Ricardo Martinelli told the United Nations on Wednesday that the "undeclared war material" onboard a North Korea-bound
ship his country seized in July was a clear violation of past Security Council sanctions. 

Biden: Panama Trip May Be Postponed from Associated Press 10 Sep 13

Vice President Joe Biden says he may have to postpone an upcoming trip to Panama, as Congress wrestles with an authorization for the U.S.
military to strike Syria. 

N. Koreans end visit to Panama over seized ship from Agence France-Presse 30 Aug 13

North Korean diplomats concluded a two-day visit to Panama Thursday to discuss the status of the crew of a North Korean freighter caught with a
shipment of undeclared Cuban arms. 

Panama: UN Finds N. Korea Ship Violated Sanctions from Associated Press 29 Aug 13

A preliminary report by a team of United Nations experts has determined that a North Korean cargo ship seized in Panama for carrying weapons
violated U.N. sanctions, the Panamanian government said Wednesday. 

Panama Says N.Korea Ship’s Arms Violated UN Sanctions from Agence France-Presse 29 Aug 13

The undeclared shipment of Cuban weapons found on a North Korean ship are a violation of UN sanctions against arms transfers to Pyongyang,
Panama said Wednesday, citing a UN report. 

Panama: Skeletal Remains Are Missing Calif. Woman from Associated Press 29 Aug 13

Panamanian officials have identified the skeletal remains of a California woman who disappeared in 2011 in Panama after arriving in the country
with her boyfriend, authorities said Wednesday. 

N.Koreans to visit arms ship sailors held in Panama from Agence France-Presse 27 Aug 13

A North Korean delegation is expected to visit Panama to see 35 sailors who were detained there after their ship was impounded and Cuban arms
were detected aboard.

UPDATE: UN SC experts to start checking arms cargo found on North Korean ship in Panama Canal from Itar-Tass (Russia) 12 Aug

13

Experts of the Sanctions Committee of the Un Security Council on Tuesday will start an inspection of the arms cargo that was found by
Panamanian authorities in July aboard a North Korean ship that was sailing from Cuba. 

Panama says no diplomatic deal on North Korean ship that carried Cuban weapons from Miami Herald 12 Aug 13

Panama is insisting that the case of a North Korean ship carrying contraband Cuban weapons must be handled by the United Nations despite a



soothing diplomatic note from Pyongyang, according a Panamanian government official. 

Panama to grant "territorial asylum" to 19 Cubans detained in Bahamas from EFE (Spain) 11 Aug 13

The Panamanian government "will grant territorial asylum for humanitarian reasons" to 19 Cubans who are being detained in The Bahamas, the
Foreign Ministry said Sunday. 

Panama finds explosives on N. Korea-bound ship from Associated Press 11 Aug 13

Authorities in Panama say they have found more explosives aboard a North Korean-flagged ship detained in the Panama Canal for carrying
undeclared arms from Cuba.

Panamanian Supreme Court to consider legality of arrest of North Korean ship crewmembers from Itar-Tass (Russia) 9 Aug 13

The Supreme Court of Panama will consider the legality of the preliminary arrest of 35 members of a North Korean ship that was detained in
connection with the discovery of Cuban arms on it, the Ministry of Public Security of the Central American country reported on Thursday. 

More than 2 tons of cocaine seized in Panama from EFE (Spain) 29 Jul 13

Panamanian authorities arrested six people and seized more than two tons of cocaine in two separate operations, the government said Monday. 

Panama Defends Handling Of Ex-CIA Station Chief from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 13

Panama’s foreign minister on Monday defended his government’s handling of an Italian request for the arrest and extradition of a former CIA
station chief wanted for the kidnapping of an Egyptian militant. 

U.S. concerned over North Korean arms ship, Panama awaits U.N from Reuters 19 Jul 13

A U.N. team is due to arrive in Panama next month to inspect a North Korean ship which was seized carrying arms from Cuba, a potential breach
of U.N. sanctions that the United States said was "incredibly concerning." 

U.N. Team To Inspect Ship In Panama from Wall Street Journal 19 Jul 13

Sanctions Committee to Look at Cuban Weapons Found on North Korean Vessel 

Panama Holds Ex-CIA Officer In Rendition from Associated Press 19 Jul 13

A former CIA base chief convicted in the 2003 abduction of a terror suspect from an Italian street has been detained in Panama after Italy
requested his arrest in one of the most notorious episodes of the U.S. program known as extraordinary rendition, Italian and Panamanian officials
said Thursday. 

Italy: Convicted Ex-CIA Chief In Milan Has Been Arrested from Los Angeles Times 19 Jul 13

A former CIA base chief in Italy who was convicted in absentia in the kidnapping of an Egyptian cleric from the streets of Milan, has been
arrested, an Italian Justice Ministry official said Thursday. 

Panama charges North Korean crew for violating security from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 18 Jul 13

Panama charged the 38 crew members of a North Korean ship that was intercepted while carrying Cuban weapons, hours after North Korea
demanded the release of the freight vessel and sailors. 

UPDATE: N. Korea demands return of vessel seized by Panama from Agence France-Presse 18 Jul 13

North Korea has broken its silence over a ship's cargo of arms seized in a dramatic raid by Panama, demanding the vessel's release, as its
mutinous crew members refuse to cooperate with investigators. 

UPDATE: Panama says N. Korean crew could face six years in jail from Agence France-Presse 18 Jul 13

North Korean sailors whose dilapidated ship was halted near the Panama Canal and found to be carrying military equipment could face up to six
years in jail, a prosecutor has said. 

Ex-CIA Milan chief held in Panama over cleric abduction from BBC 18 Jul 13



A former CIA station chief convicted by an Italian court of kidnapping a terror suspect has been detained in Panama, Italian officials say. 

Panama says N. Korean crew could face six years in jail from Agence France-Presse 18 Jul 13

North Korean sailors whose dilapidated ship was halted near the Panama Canal and found to be carrying military equipment could face up to six
years in jail, a prosecutor has said. 

Panama to hand N. Korean weapons-carrying ship to U.N. for inspection from EFE (Spain) 17 Jul 13

Panama said Wednesday that it will place the task of evaluating the undeclared weaponry found in a North Korean cargo ship, which Cuba
admitted belonged to it but said was "obsolete," in the hands of the U.N. Security Council. 

U.N. chief praises Panama on North Korea, urges swift U.N. action from Reuters 17 Jul 13

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon praised Panama on Wednesday for seizing a North Korean ship carrying arms from Cuba, adding that the
U.N. sanctions committee would take up the issue promptly. 

Panama seizes N. Korean ship carrying Cuban missiles from Agence France-Presse 17 Jul 13

Panama on Tuesday called for UN inspections of missile parts found aboard a North Korea-flagged vessel as it approached the Panama Canal,
weapons Cuba later claimed as its own. 

Seoul hails seizure of North Korean weapons ship from Agence France-Presse 17 Jul 13

South Korea on Wednesday welcomed the seizure off Panama of a North Korean ship suspected of carrying weapons and urged the United
Nations to take up the case. 

N Korea says Cuba arms seized on ship part of legitimate deal from Agence France-Presse 17 Jul 13

North Korea's foreign ministry said late Wednesday that Cuban arms seized from a Pyongyang-flagged ship in Panama's waters were part of a
legitimate deal and demanded the immediate release of the ship, state media reported. 

Panama awaits experts to check weapons on N.Korea ship from Agence France-Presse 17 Jul 13

Panama on Wednesday awaited the arrival of US and British experts to inspect Cuban weapons found aboard a North Korean ship, as Seoul urged
the UN to investigate. 

Panama stops N. Korean ship over missile material: president from Agence France-Presse 16 Jul 13

Panama on Monday stopped a North Korean vessel that President Ricardo Martinelli said had sailed from Cuba and tried to illegally sneak
suspected sophisticated missile material through the Panama Canal. 

Panama Seizes North Korean Ship from Associated Press 16 Jul 13

Panama’s president says on his Twitter account that authorities have seized a North Korean-flagged ship traveling from Cuba with “undeclared
military cargo.” 

Panamanian police seize cocaine after searching vessel from Colombia from EFE (Spain) 1 Jul 13

Panamanian police seized eight grills containing an as yet undetermined amount of cocaine and almost three quarters of a million dollars in cash
and arrested four Colombians and a Panamanian in an antidrug operation carried out on the weekend at the Tocumen International Airport, an
official said. 

Panama hopes to join Pacific Alliance through FTA with Colombia from Xinhua (China) 5 Jun 13

The Panamanian government on Tuesday highlighted the importance of achieving a free trade agreement (FTA) with Colombia, as it represents an
important step to join the Pacific Alliance. 

Panama seizes 2.7 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 27 May 13

Panama's National Aeronaval Service, known as Senan, seized 2.7 tons of cocaine in an operation conducted along the Caribbean coast,
authorities said Monday. 



Panamanian authorities seize 2.4 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 20 May 13

Panama's National Aeronaval Service, or Senan, seized 2.4 tons of cocaine and arrested a Honduran man in an operation in the Caribbean
province of Colon, authorities said Monday. 

Panama rations power because of drought from The Associated Press 8 May 13

The Panama Canal Authority says it has adopted several water-saving measures to help save energy as the Central American country faces a
power shortage because of a lack of rain. Panama gets about 60 percent of its energy from hydroelectric plants that have been hard hit by drought. 

Panama, In Energy Crisis, Closes Schools, Universities from Agence France-Presse 8 May 13

Up against the wall in a drought-sparked energy crisis, Panama said it would shut high schools and universities for three days, in a desperate bid
to reduce power usage. 

1.5 Tons of cocaine seized in Panama from EFE (Spain) 22 Apr 13

Panama's Senan aero-naval force seized 1.5 tons of cocaine and arrested four Colombians in an operation carried out in the Caribbean Sea 12
nautical miles from El Porvenir, authorities said Monday. 

New Locks For Panama Canal Near Half-way Point from Miami Herald 8 Apr 13

The Panama Canal's expansion is finally beginning to look like a channel that will float some of the biggest ships in the world by mid-2015. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Panamanian police seize 367 kilos of cocaine and arrest four people from EFE (Spain) 28

Mar 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: The National Border Service of Panama (Senafront) confiscated 367 kilos of cocaine and arrested three
Panamanians and one Colombian, apparently linked to contraband, in an operation done in the Darién province near the border with Colombia.
Those arrested were trying to traffic the drugs via boat when their boat had mechanical problems. 

Panamanian president rules out possibility of seeking re-election from Xinhua (China) 26 Feb 13

Panamanian President Ricardo Martinelli Tuesday ruled out the possibility of seeking re-election, saying it is good for his country's budding
democracy to grow mature. 

Martinelli se reúne con el General del Comando Sur John Kelly from La Prensa (Panama) 21 Feb 13

El Presidente de la República, Ricardo Martinelli, se reunió la tarde de este miércoles -20 de febrero- con el General John Kelly, encargado de la
jefatura del Comando Sur –región militar estadounidense que cubre el área de América Latina-, así lo anunció la Secretaría de Prensa del Estado
por medio de un comunicado. 

Panama seizes 2.2 tons of cocaine from Xinhua (China) 23 Jan 13

A total of 2.2 tons of cocaine were seized in two anti-narcotics operations on Tuesday in northern Panama, authorities said Wednesday. The drug
was found within a 24-hour period, said the National Aero-National Service (SENAN), adding one seizure took place in the northern region of
Costa Baja de Colon. 

Panama duty free port hit by protests from Agence France-Presse 17 Jan 13

Hundreds of people blocked the main access road to the duty free port of Colon Thursday in a protest to demand greater public investment in the
region. Protesters burned tires in the road and intermittently halted the flow of traffic into the Caribbean port city, 100 kilometers (60 miles) north
of Panama City. 

Southern Cone
Argentina
Argentine Presidential Candidate Confronts Floods, Critics from Associated Press 14 Aug 15

Argentina’s leading presidential candidate returned from Italy on Thursday, cutting short his trip amid growing complaints about his absence
during widespread flooding in the province he governs. 



US Judge: Argentine Assets Considered Commercial In Dispute from Associated Press 13 Aug 15

A U.S. federal judge in New York sanctioned Argentina on Wednesday, ruling that he will consider Argentine government assets in the U.S. as
commercial property in a long-running dispute over the South American nation’s debt. 

US judge sanctions Argentina over asset declaration from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 15

A New York judge ruled Wednesday that Argentine assets in the United States, unless diplomatic or military, should be deemed commercial
property, making it easier for creditors to try to seize or freeze them. 

Flooding sparks evacuation of thousands in Argentina from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 15

Flooding across much of Argentina that burst riverbanks and deluged city streets killed three people and led more than 11,000 to evacuate their
homes, authorities said Tuesday. 

Scioli Emerges Favorite From Argentine Primaries from AFP 11 Aug 15

Buenos Aires governor Daniel Scioli, the heir-apparent to Argentine President Cristina Kirchner and her late husband Nestor’s 12-year dynasty,
emerged from primary elections Monday the clear favorite. 

US court sides with Argentina to limit bondholder suit from Agence France-Presse 10 Aug 15

A US appeals court sided with Argentina Monday and restricted the number of plaintiffs who can sue the country in a class-action suit to recover
funds from defaulted bonds. 

UPDATE: Candidate supported by Kirchner ahead in Argentine presidential primary from Agence France-Presse 10 Aug 15

Daniel Scioli, the candidate supported by Argentina's ruling coalition, emerged from the presidential primaries Sunday as the favorite to succeed
President Cristina Kirchner in the October elections. 

Argentines Vote In Presidential Primary from New York Times 10 Aug 15

Argentines voted to select presidential nominees on Sunday in a primary election that will gauge the nation’s desire for change after 12 years of
the current president’s governing party. 

Argentines vote in primaries in prelude to Kirchner succession from Agence France-Presse 9 Aug 15

Argentines voted Sunday in presidential primaries seen as an early indicator of who is best positioned to succeed President Cristina Kirchner later
this year. 

Argentina Ex-Leader On Trial For Obstructing Bombing Probe from AFP 7 Aug 15

Argentina’s former president Carlos Menem went on trial Thursday with 12 co-accused for allegedly obstructing the investigation into the 1994
suicide bombing of a Buenos Aires Jewish center that killed 85 people. 

Former Argentina President Menem misses Jewish centre bomb trial from BBC 6 Aug 15

Former Argentine President Carlos Menem has missed the opening day of his trial over a huge bomb attack against a Jewish centre in Buenos
Aires in 1994. Mr Menem, 85, said he could not attend because of health reasons. 

Former Argentine president on trial for bombing cover-up from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

On the home page of Argentina's largest Jewish community center is a counter that keeps track of the "days of impunity" since a bomb ripped
through the organization's central building, causing it to collapse and leaving 85 dead amid the rubble. 

Argentine pol threatens legal action over story linking him to drugs from EFE (Spain) 4 Aug 15

Argentine Cabinet chief Anibal Fernandez ramped up his attacks Tuesday against the creators of a television news report linking him to drug-
trafficking operations. 

Police seize 6 tons of marijuana in Argentina from EFE (Spain) 3 Aug 15



Six tons of marijuana hidden in a truck were seized and two suspects arrested in an operation over the weekend in Entre Rios, a province in
central Argentina, a police spokesman told EFE Monday. 

Argentina's cabinet chief refutes drug trafficking allegations as extortion from EFE (Spain) 3 Aug 15

With a week to go for the primaries in Argentina, Cabinet chief Anibal Fernandez was accused of involvement in drug trafficking by those
implicated in ephedrine trafficking in a television program, Periodismo para Todos (Journalism for Everyone), or PPT. 

Scioli maintains lead in Argentina presidential race -poll from Reuters 30 Jul 15

Daniel Scioli, the ruling party's candidate in Argentina's presidential election, maintained his lead over his more business-friendly rival in July,
excerpts of a poll published on Thursday showed. 

Argentine President Defends Her Country’s Iran Deal from Wall Street Journal 30 Jul 15

Argentine President Cristina Kirchner is using the nuclear accord between Iran and world powers to defend a much-criticized deal her own
government made with Tehran nearly three years ago. 

Argentina's foreign minister questions Iran nuclear deal from Associated Press 29 Jul 15

Argentina's foreign minister is asking U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry to clarify whether Washington's nuclear deal with Iran includes
removing from Interpol's list an Iranian wanted in a major bombing in the South American country. 

Kirchner Era Ends In Argentina, But Maybe Not ‘Kirchnerismo’ (Miroff, WP) from Washington Post 20 Jul 15

“Kirchnerismo” is the legacy of the 12 years Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner and her late husband Nestor have run this country, a contemporary
spin on the “Peronismo” of Juan and Evita Peron. And like 1950s-era edition, it is less of an ideology than a ruling style, defined by the
concentration of power, populist social welfare programs and a steady red meat diet of Argentine nationalism. 

Kirchner Era Ends In Argentina, But Maybe Not ‘Kirchnerismo’ (Miroff, WP) from Washington Post 17 Jul 15

BUENOS AIRES – In Argentine politics, those who stay in power long enough-- or wield it mightily enough-- are immortalized with an -ismo. 

¡No! Why Argentina Refuses To Pay Its Debts (Smith, BLOOM) from Bloomberg News 17 Jul 15

Argentina’s fight with foreign banks and bondholders is more than just business. It’s part of the national psyche, enshrined in a special museum at
the business school at the University of Buenos Aires. The Museum of Foreign Debt is nothing fancy. There are a few flimsy panels plastered with
grainy photos, dates, text, and graphs.

Judge Bars Ex-President Menem From Leaving Argentina (AFP) from AFP 16 Jul 15

Buenos Aires (AFP) – A judge on Wednesday barred former president Carlos Menem from leaving Argentina ahead of his trial over alleged
obstruction of the investigation into the deadly bombing of a Jewish community center in 1994.

Argentina's Kirchner to attend papal mass in Paraguay from AFP 13 Jul 15

Buenos Aires, July 11, 2015 (AFP) - Argentine President Cristina Kirchner on Sunday will attend a mass in neighboring Paraguay said by Pope
Francis, with whom she had stormy relations when he was a cardinal in Buenos Aires.

Argentine gov't defends expanding spies' brief to economy from EFE (Spain) 8 Jul 15

President Cristina Fernandez's government defended on Wednesday an intelligence overhaul that gives Argentina's new spy agency authority to
investigate attacks on the economy, such as attempts to manipulate exchange rates. 

Landmark Ruling In Argentine Death-with-dignity Case from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 15

Relatives of an Argentine man who has been in a vegetative state for over 20 years can disconnect him from life support, the Supreme Court said
Tuesday in a landmark ruling that divided the country. 

Argentine opposition set to keep hold on Buenos Aires from Agence France-Presse 5 Jul 15

Argentina's conservative PRO opposition party looked set to win a mayoral election in Buenos Aires on Sunday, though it lacked a sufficient



margin to avoid a runoff, early results showed. 

Argentina Recalls Its Financial Crisis, Advises Greece from Associated Press 2 Jul 15

As Argentines closely watch the financial turmoil in Greece recalling their own worst crisis 14 years ago, the architect of the South American
country’s recovery has a message for the European nation: Renegotiate your debt. 

Some Fear Departing Argentine President Has No Plans Of Really Leaving from New York Times 29 Jun 15

After nearly eight years in office, President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner of Argentina will stand down in a few months. But even as voters
weigh their options for a new leader, and look ahead to a change of direction for the country, their departing president has other plans. 

Default veteran Argentina expresses solidarity with Greece from Agence France-Presse 29 Jun 15

Argentina, which defaulted on a mountain of debt more than a decade ago, expressed solidarity with Greece Monday as it inches toward missing a
critical debt payment. 

Argentina orders asset seizure from Falkland oil firms from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 15

An Argentine judge Saturday ordered the seizure of $156 million and other assets from British and US oil companies looking for crude in waters
off the disputed Falkland Islands. 

Argentine gov't denies responsibility for recent power blackouts from EFE (Spain) 24 Jun 15

The Argentine government on Wednesday denied responsibility for the power blackouts in recent days that have affected thousands of customers
due to the increase in demand for electricity as a result of cold weather, and it pointed to utility firms and distribution companies as the
responsible parties. 

Chief of Argentine army resigns; accused of rights abuses from Associated Press 23 Jun 15

The head of Argentina's army, long accused of human rights violations, has resigned. A brief army statement issued Tuesday says Maj. Gen. Cesar
Milani submitted his resignation for personal reasons. 

Recount confirms socialist victory in Argentine governor's race from EFE (Spain) 23 Jun 15

The socialists have triumphed in the governor's race in the Argentine province of Santa Fe, according to a definitive vote recount made public on
Tuesday, 10 days after the balloting resulted in a virtual three-way tie. 

Argentine President Stepping Away From Gov’t Role After Term from Associated Press 22 Jun 15

President Cristina Fernandez of Argentina won’t seek another office when her second term ends Dec. 10, defying recent speculation she might run
for congress. 

Fernandez will not run in Argentina, but sets up key supporters from EFE (Spain) 21 Jun 15

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez will not run for any office in this year's elections, but she has set up supporters in key candidacies for the
primaries in which 13 presidential hopefuls are participating. 

Scioli rival in Argentina ruling party presidential primary said to step down from Reuters 18 Jun 15

Daniel Scioli's sole rival for the ruling party candidacy in Argentina's primary for presidential elections has dropped out of the race, Cabinet chief
Anibal Fernandez told reporters on Thursday. 

OPINION: Argentine Women Call Out Machismo from New York Times 16 Jun 15

It started with a single tweet. “They’re killing us.” A cry of deep despair from a female journalist that needed no explanation for women in
Argentina: Within weeks, hundreds of thousands marched in cities across the nation with a single purpose — to demand an end to the killing. 

Argentine president defends her decision of not paying debt funds from EFE (Spain) 11 Jun 15

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez on Wednesday defended her government's decision to go against a New York court ruling in favour of
plaintiffs in a case of debt bonds payment, delayed since 2001. 



Britain's Cameron 'defends Falklands' in clash with Argentina minister from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 15

British Prime Minister David Cameron defended London's claim to the Falklands during a confrontation with Argentina's foreign minister at a
summit in Brussels Wednesday, sources said. 

Argentinian FIFA Suspect Hands Himself In from AFP 10 Jun 15

Argentinian sports marketing executive Alejandro Burzaco, who has been indicted by US authorities in the FIFA corruption scandal, turned
himself into police in Italy on Tuesday. 

Argentina crippled by general strike from EFE (Spain) 9 Jun 15

Normal activity in Argentina ground to a halt on Tuesday amid a general strike organized by elements of organized labor opposed to the
government of President Cristina Fernandez. 

US judge orders Argentina to pay $5.2 bn to additional creditors from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 15

A US judge ordered Argentina on Friday to pay $5.2 billion to some 500 creditors seeking repayment on the same favorable terms given to other
holders of the South American country's restructured debt. 

OPINION: Argentina Is Committed To Justice from Wall Street Journal 4 Jun 15

The investigation about Argentine prosecutor Alberto Nisman’s tragic death is ongoing, conducted by the corresponding public prosecutor and the
judge.

Dutch firm Trafigura invests $350 mn in Argentina from EFE (Spain) 3 Jun 15

Trafigura, a Dutch metals and energy trading firm, said it planned to invest $350 million in Argentina and relaunch the Puma fuel brand.
Executives with Trafigura's Argentine unit presented the investment plan during a meeting on Tuesday with Industry Minister Debora Giorgi. 

Argentines hold mass rallies against domestic violence from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 15

Hundreds of thousands of people took to the streets across Argentina on Wednesday to condemn violence against women after a series of brutal
murders. 

Argentine Judge Who Reduced Child Abuser Sentence Resigns from Associated Press 2 Jun 15

A judge in Argentina has resigned amid sharp criticism for reducing the sentence of a convicted child abuser because the 6-year-old victim
supposedly showed signs of being gay. 

Argentine Police Didn’t Use Gloves In Dead Prosecutor’s Home from Associated Press 2 Jun 15

The lead investigator in the mysterious death of a prosecutor who had accused Argentina’s president of wrongdoing came under sharp criticism
Monday for a video showing police working without latex gloves where Alberto Nisman’s body was found. 

Argentine government rejects negotiations with holdout funds from Associated Press 1 Jun 15

Argentina's government is again rejecting negotiations with a group of hedge funds that hold some of the government's bonds, arguing that the
U.S.-led group has created a tense environment by harassing the South American nation. 

Police foil attempt to steal meteorites in Argentina from EFE (Spain) 31 May 15

Police foiled an attempt to steal 215 meteorites weighing 1,500 kilos (1.65 tons) when they stopped a truck at a checkpoint in northern Argentina
and arrested four suspects, the Gendarmerie said. 

Argentine president receives another threat from Islamic State from EFE (Spain) 25 May 15

Argentine police and prosecutors are investigating a threatening email sent to Argentine President Cristina Fernandez allegedly from jihadist
group Islamic State, Clarin reported Sunday. 

Argentine Judges Blasted For Another Sex Abuse Ruling from Associated Press 21 May 15



Two Argentine judges who have come under fire for sharply reducing the sentence of a child abuser were already under scrutiny for easing the
sentence of a pastor convicted of abusing two teenage girls, arguing their poverty made them susceptible to sex at an early age. 

Impeachment Call For Argentine “Moron” Judges’ Child Abuse Ruling from Agence France-Presse 20 May 15

Two Argentine judges faced mounting calls for their impeachment Tuesday after reducing a child abuser’s sentence on grounds that the victim
was a homosexual who had previously been abused by his father. 

Khamenei's adviser dismisses Iran role in Argentina bombing from Associated Press 19 May 15

An adviser to Iran's supreme leader is dismissing accusations that he masterminded Argentina's worst terrorist attack and says that he and the
Islamic Republic are innocent. 

Judges Close Conspiracy Case Against Argentina’s President from New York Times 13 May 15

A criminal case against President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner was closed Tuesday when federal judges accepted a prosecutor’s decision not to
pursue accusations that she had conspired to shield Iranians suspected of planning the 1994 bombing of a Jewish community center here. 

Argentina criticizes holdout funds for embassy asset freeze from Associated Press 8 May 15

Argentina is sharply criticizing a group of investment funds in the U.S. for freezing assets in the South American country's embassy in Belgium. 

Argentine Medical Teams Debate Death Of Late Prosecutor from Associated Press 7 May 15

Two medical teams are meeting in Argentina’s capital in an extraordinary session aimed at concluding whether the head prosecutor investigating
the country’s worst terrorist attack killed himself or was slain by another person. 

Argentine Families Expect Pope To Open Dictatorship Files from Associated Press 1 May 15

Family members of people forcibly “disappeared” during Argentina’s 1976-83 military dictatorship are hoping Pope Francis will order the
opening of files from the era. 

Argentina disputes IMF suggestion to tighten belt, devalue currency from Xinhua (China) 30 Apr 15

Argentina Thursday disputed a recommendation by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to rein in spending and devalue its currency. 

Kirchners’ Leftist Legacy In Doubt In Argentina As Center-right Rival Rises from Washington Times 30 Apr 15

Six months before Argentines pick a new president, the center-right mayor of the nation’s capital makes little effort to hide his confidence that he
will replace unpopular two-term incumbent Cristina Fernandez. But whether Mauricio Macri gets to move into the Casa Rosada and undo the
president’s leftist agenda — as he has promised — may depend largely on factors beyond his control. 

Argentina Foreign Minister Quits Membership In Jewish Group from Associated Press 29 Apr 15

Argentina’s foreign minister on Tuesday quit his membership in a leading Jewish organization targeted by a deadly bombing in 1994. 

EDITORIAL: Argentina’s President Resorts To Anti-Semitic Conspiracy Theories from Washington Post 24 Apr 15

WHAT DO lobbyists at the American Israel Public Affairs Committee and the director of a Washington think tank have to do with hedge-fund
manager Paul Singer and the Argentine prosecutor Alberto Nisman, who died mysteriously in January? 

Judge: Lawyers Can Seek Facts About Argentina Bond Offering from Associated Press 23 Apr 15

A New York judge says lawyers for U.S. bondholders who are owed money by Argentina can seek information about a new bond offering the
South American country has arranged. 

Presidents of Russia, Argentina begin talks in Moscow from Tass (Russia) 23 Apr 15

Russian President Vladimir Putin has started talks with his Argentine counterpart Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner in Moscow on Thursday. 

DEFENSE: ARMY-RUSSIA-ARGENTINA from Tass (Russia) 23 Apr 15

The high level of cooperation between Russia and Argentina opens prospects for more profound interaction in military and military-technological



spheres, Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu said after meeting his Argentinian counterpart Agustin Oscar Rossi on Wednesday. 

Russian, Argentinean leaders to sign statement on comprehensive strategic partnership - Ushakov from Interfax (Russia) 22 Apr 15

The Russian and Argentinean presidents will sign a joint statement on the establishment of Russian-Argentinean comprehensive strategic
cooperation. 

Argentina Sues Companies Drilling Off Falkland Islands from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

The Argentine government on Tuesday sued several energy companies that are drilling for oil near the Falkland Islands, the latest proxy fight in a
longstanding dispute over the far-flung archipelago, though analysts say it will have little practical effect. 

Argentina challenges US court with $500 mn bond offer from Associated Press 21 Apr 15

Argentina was seeking to raise $500 million in a new debt issue Tuesday that could challenge efforts by hedge funds to force the country to pay
off bonds they hold. 

Federal Prosecutor Drops Kirchner Conspiracy Case from New York Times 21 Apr 15

A criminal case against President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner seemed to dissolve Monday when a federal prosecutor dropped accusations that
she and her foreign minister had conspired to shield Iranians suspected of planning the 1994 bombing of a Jewish community center here. 

Argentine President to arrive on visit in Russia, 20 documents to be signed from Tass (Russia) 21 Apr 15

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner is expected to arrive in Russia on an official visit, in the course of which the two countries
will sign more than twenty documents on cooperation in various spheres, diplomats at the Russian embassy in Buenos Aires and officials at the
Argentine Foreign Ministry told TASS. 

Argentine prosecutor rejects case against president from Associated Press 20 Apr 15

An Argentine prosecutor has dismissed accusations against President Cristina Fernandez that she helped shield Iranian officials allegedly behind
the 1994 bombing of a Jewish community center. 

Gun found in probe into Argentine prosecutor death from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

The discovery of a gun in a storage area raised new questions Wednesday about the death of prosecutor Alberto Nisman, a mystery that has
rocked Argentina. 

Kirchnerism passes first hurdle ahead of presidential elections from EFE (Spain) 14 Apr 15

Kirchnerism passed its first electoral test of the year in Argentina with its candidate reserving a conclusive victory in the primary elections in Salta
province, with hopes of repeating the results in the upcoming polls, culminating in the presidential elections in October. 

UPDATE: Argentina summons British envoy over reported spying from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 15

Argentina said Thursday it summoned the British ambassador over media reports that London spied on the South American country to block its
efforts to win sovereignty over the Falkland Islands. 

Falklands fallout prompts Britain to summon Argentinian ambassador from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 9 Apr 15

Recent Argentinian criticism of Britain's decision to boost its defence of the disputed Falkland Islands prompted the British government to
summon Argentina's ambassador to London to protest, officials said on Thursday. 

Argentina declassifies files on 1992 Israel embassy attack from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 15

Argentina has declassified files relating to the 1992 bombing outside the Israeli embassy in Buenos Aires that left 29 dead and 200 wounded,
according to documents published in local media Thursday. 

Russian, Argentine leaders to discuss bilateral ties, global problems - Kremlin from Tass (Russia) 8 Apr 15

Russian President Vladimir Putin will hold talks with his Argentine counterpart President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner on April 23, the
Kremlin press service said on Wednesday. 



US Court Rejects Argentine Appeal Related To Debt Fight from Associated Press 8 Apr 15

A U.S. appeals court in New York has thrown out an appeal by the Argentine government in the long-running legal fight over the South American
country’s debt. 

Argentina: Ex-Economy Minister Gets Suspended Sentence For Hidden Cash from New York Times 7 Apr 15

A former Argentine economy minister wept Monday in court as federal judges gave her a suspended prison sentence related to the discovery of
thousands of dollars in cash in her office bathroom. 

Citibank’s Argentine Headquarters Inspected Amid Debt from Associated Press 7 Apr 15

The central bank sent regulators to inspect Citibank’s local headquarters Monday after the leader of the branch was suspended amid a legal battle
over Argentina’s debt. 

UK 'spied on Argentina' over Falklands, claims Edward Snowden from BBC 3 Apr 15

Documents released by the American whistle-blower Edward Snowden claim that Britain spied for several years on the Argentine government. 

Argentina to declassify Falklands War files from Agence France-Presse 2 Apr 15

Argentine President Cristina Kirchner said Thursday she has ordered the declassification of all secret documents on the 1982 Falklands War with
Britain. 

Argentina missing "piece of independence" due to Malvinas: president from Xinhua (China) 2 Apr 15

Argentina will never be completely independent until it recovers territories occupied by the British, President Cristina Fernandez said Thursday. 

New Appeal Revives Case Against Argentine President from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 15

Argentine prosecutors launched a new appeal Tuesday of a court’s decision to dismiss their case against President Cristina Kirchner for allegedly
protecting Iranian officials accused of orchestrating a deadly 1994 bombing. 

Strikes In Argentina Bring Transportation To Standstill from New York Times 1 Apr 15

The taut political climate in Argentina came under new strain on Tuesday as strikes by transportation workers and others brought the country to a
halt. 

Son of Argentine president denies news reports about account from Associated Press 31 Mar 15

The son of Argentina's president on Tuesday denied anonymously sourced press reports alleging he had foreign bank accounts, calling them false
accusations designed to smear his mother's administration. 

Travel chaos in Argentina as transit unions strike from Agence France-Presse 31 Mar 15

Argentina's largest cities ground to a halt Tuesday as transport unions went on strike, demanding tax cuts for low-income workers and putting the
government on the defensive seven months out from general elections. 

Argentina blasts Britain for boosting military presence in disputed islands from Xinhua (China) 31 Mar 15

Argentine Foreign Minister Hector Timerman on Monday wrote to international organizations to denounce Britain for boosting military presence
in the Malvinas Islands, known as the Falklands in the European country. 

Argentine Court Rejects Allegations Cristina Kirchner Tried to Head Off Iran Probe from Wall Street Journal 27 Mar 15

Judges reject deceased prosecutor’s accusations that president and others conspired with Tehran 

President Of Argentina Won’t Face Charges from New York Times 27 Mar 15

An Argentine appellate court dismissed a criminal case Thursday against President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner and her political supporters
that accused them of conspiring to hide Iranian officials’ involvement in a bombing here in 1994. 



Argentine court confirms dismissal of case against president from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 15

An Argentine appeals court on Thursday upheld a lower court's decision to dismiss the case against President Cristina Kirchner on accusations
that she shielded Iranian officials from prosecution over a 1994 Jewish center bombing. 

Argentina condemns British 'provocation' in Falklands from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 15

Argentina branded Britain's plans to beef up defenses in the Falklands a "provocation" and a pre-election stunt Wednesday. 

Marches in Argentina on 39th anniversary of military coup from EFE (Spain) 24 Mar 15

Humanitarian, political and social associations on Tuesday were in the forefront of activities all across Argentina marking the 39th anniversary of
the military coup that ushered in seven years of state terrorism blamed for as many as 30,000 deaths. 

US Court OK’s Citibank To Process Argentina Bond from Associated Press 24 Mar 15

Citibank says a U.S. court has authorized it to process two debt payments for Argentina without facing contempt charges over a long-running
dispute with U.S. bondholders. 

Archaeologists Believe Structures Uncovered In Argentina Jungle Might Be Nazi Hideout from Washington Times 24 Mar 15

A team of archaeologists believe they have uncovered a secret Nazi hideout deep in the jungles of Argentina. 

Reports say Britain to send more troops to Falklands from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 24 Mar 15

Britain plans to send more troops to the disputed Falkland Islands in the South Atlantic to counter what it sees as a military threat from Argentina,
reports said on Tuesday. 

OPINION: Iran and Argentina: The Defectors’ Tale from Wall Street Journal 23 Mar 15

Three former Venezuelan insiders say Hugo Chávez brokered a cash-for-nuclear-technology deal. 

563 convictions since 2006 for Argentine junta crimes from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 15

A total of 563 people have been convicted in Argentina since 2006 for rights violations committed under the country's brutal 1976-1983 military
dictatorship, justice officials said Saturday. 

Argentina seizes $1 mn worth of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 20 Mar 15

Argentine customs officials seized cocaine worth more than $1 million from two crew members on a luxury cruise ship docked in Buenos Aires,
authorities said Friday. 

Argentine Prosecutor Urges Reopening Of Case Against President from New York Times 20 Mar 15

An Argentine prosecutor asked an appellate court on Thursday to overturn a judge’s decision to dismiss allegations filed against President Cristina
Fernández de Kirchner and her political supporters by another prosecutor, Alberto Nisman, days before his mysterious death from a gunshot
wound to the head. 

Israeli Minister Accuses Iran Of Argentina Terror Attacks from Associated Press 20 Mar 15

Israel’s agricultural minister on Thursday accused Iran of orchestrating two terrorist attacks in Argentina in the 1990s and urged the world not to
negotiate with the Middle Eastern country on the future of its nuclear program. 

Argentine gov't accuses late prosecutor of kickback scheme from Associated Press 18 Mar 15

A top government official in Argentina is accusing a prosecutor who was mysteriously found dead of illegally using state money for a kickback
scheme and to wine and dine women. 

Police bust Argentine 'Breaking Bad' ecstasy ring from Agence France-Presse 18 Mar 15

Argentine police said Wednesday they had busted a drug ring whose affluent members made ecstasy for exclusive parties and drew their
inspiration from "Breaking Bad" -- with one even wearing a T-shirt bearing the face of the central character in the hit TV series. 



Opposition Lawmakers In Argentina Urge Caution With Iran from Associated Press 18 Mar 15

Several opposition lawmakers in Argentina have written a letter urging countries negotiating with Iran over its nuclear program to consider two
terrorist attacks in the South American country allegedly orchestrated by Tehran. 

As Argentina And Hedge Funds Battle, Citigroup Bows Out from New York Times 18 Mar 15

The nasty battle between Argentina and a group of New York hedge funds has claimed another victim: Citigroup. The bank said on Tuesday that it
would shut its custody business in Argentina after a federal judge in New York last week rejected its request to lift an order that prevented the
bank from making interest payments to investors holding $2.3 billion in Argentine notes. 

US Judge Rules Against Citibank, Argentina In Bond Dispute from Associated Press 13 Mar 15

Citibank cannot let its branch in Argentina process payments by the South American country to bondholders unless U.S. bondholders are paid as
well, a judge said Thursday. 

Argentina declassifies files on Jewish center attack from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 15

The Argentine government on Friday declassified its files on an unsolved 1994 bombing at a Buenos Aires Jewish center that is at the center of a
new political firestorm. 

Argentina to build drones for defense from Xinhua (China) 10 Mar 15

The Argentine government plans to build unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also known as drones, for defense purposes, the government gazette
reported Tuesday. 

Argentina probes reality TV tragedy as France mourns from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 15

Argentina investigated Tuesday what caused two helicopters filming a French reality show to collide, crashing in a ball of fire and killing all 10
people on board, including three of France's best-known athletes. 

Alberto Nisman, Argentine Prosecutor, Was Killed, His Ex-Wife Says from New York Times 6 Mar 15

The former wife of a federal prosecutor who died of a gunshot wound to the head after making explosive accusations against Argentina’s
president charged Thursday that he had been murdered — reviving a bitter debate here over the mysterious circumstances shrouding his death. 

Alberto Nisman, Argentine Prosecutor, Was Killed, His Ex-Wife Says from New York Times 6 Mar 15

The former wife of a federal prosecutor who died of a gunshot wound to the head after making explosive accusations against Argentina’s
president charged Thursday that he had been murdered — reviving a bitter debate here over the mysterious circumstances shrouding his death. 

Judge dismisses suit accusing Argentine president of obstructing Nisman probe from EFE (Spain) 6 Mar 15

A federal judge on Friday threw out a lawsuit alleging that Argentine President Cristina Fernandez and other administration officials obstructed
the probe into the death of prosecutor Alberto Nisman, who had accused the head of state of seeking to cover up the involvement of Iran in a 1994
terrorist attack on a Jewish cultural center in Buenos Aires that claimed 85 lives. 

Argentina Floods from Associated Press 6 Mar 15

Flooding from heavy rains has left 12 people dead in Argentina, officials said on Friday 

Argentine Prosecutor Was ‘Assassinated’: Family Probe from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 15

The Argentine prosecutor who died mysteriously while pursuing a case against President Cristina Kirchner was assassinated, his ex-wife said
Thursday, announcing the results of an unofficial probe commissioned by the family. 

Argentine prosecutor Nisman was 'assassinated': family from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 15

The Argentine prosecutor who died mysteriously while pursuing a case against President Cristina Kirchner was "assassinated," his ex-wife said
Thursday after commissioning an unofficial probe. 

Argentine President May Face More Scrutiny from New York Times 5 Mar 15



An Argentine prosecutor on Wednesday appealed a federal judge’s decision to dismiss a criminal complaint against President Cristina Fernández
de Kirchner that accused her of conspiring to hide Iranian officials’ involvement in the deadly bombing of a Jewish community center here in
1994. 

Argentine prosecutors appeal dismissal of case against president from Agence France-Presse 4 Mar 15

Argentine prosecutors said Wednesday they have appealed a judge's decision to dismiss their case against President Cristina Kirchner for
allegedly protecting Iranian officials accused of orchestrating a 1994 bombing. 

Argentina moves to nationalize railways from Agence France-Presse 2 Mar 15

Argentina launched the nationalization of its railroads Monday, taking over three key lines and canceling without compensation all contracts with
the companies involved. 

Supporters rally for triumphant Argentine president from Agence France-Presse 1 Mar 15

Tens of thousands of supporters rallied Sunday for Argentine President Cristina Kirchner, days after a judge dismissed allegations brought against
her by a prosecutor who died mysteriously. 

Argentine Judge Rejects Criminal Case Against President from New York Times 27 Feb 15

An Argentine judge on Thursday dismissed the criminal allegations against President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner that had been brought by
Alberto Nisman, a prosecutor who had accused her of conspiring to shield Iranian officials from responsibility for the deadly bombing of a Jewish
community center here in 1994. 

Argentina's Fernandez shuffles Cabinet from EFE (Spain) 26 Feb 15

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez, who will leave office in December, announced on Thursday a partial reorganization of her government. 

UPDATE: Argentina creates new spy agency after death of prosecutor from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 15

Argentina's congress passed early Thursday a bill creating a new intelligence service after the mysterious death of a prosecutor probing the
president over a possible cover up of a terrorist bombing in 1994 targeting Jews. 

Argentine oil firm moves toward ending row in Peru from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 15

Indigenous villagers and an Argentine oil company are making strides toward ending a dispute in Peru's Amazon basin region that led to reduced
oil output, the two parties said Wednesday. 

Argentina Congress OKs deal with China on satellite station from Associated Press 25 Feb 15

Argentina's Congress has approved the installation of a Chinese satellite tracking station in the South American country's Patagonia region. 

Argentina Congress vote on bill replacing intelligence agency from BBC 25 Feb 15

The lower house of Argentina's Congress is due to vote on a bill to scrap the country's intelligence agency. It replaces the old Intelligence
Secretariat with a federal agency that will be accountable to Congress. 

Argentine Government Accuses Ex-spy Of Smuggling from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 15

A powerful ex-spy linked to explosive allegations against Argentine President Cristina Kirchner was accused by the government Tuesday of
running a smuggling ring and committing tax fraud. 

O’Reilly Comments Stir Memories Of Protest In Argentina from Associated Press 25 Feb 15

The war was over, disastrously for Argentina, and thousands poured into the streets of Buenos Aires to express anger at the military junta that had
led the country into conflict over the Falklands Islands. 

Argentina fire still out of control after burning 10,000 hectares from EFE (Spain) 23 Feb 15

A fire that broke out a week ago in Argentina's southern Chubut province continues to rage out of control after burning some 10,000 hectares
(about 25,000 acres) of native forest, authorities said Monday. 



Argentina seeks arrest of advisor tied to tax scandal from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 15

Argentina's tax authority said Sunday it is seeking an international arrest warrant for an investment advisor suspected of helping Argentines hide
money in Swiss bank accounts. 

Argentina's Kirchner accuses lawmakers of joining opposition rally from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 15

Argentine President Cristina Kirchner criticized lawmakers Saturday for participating in a massive march over the controversial death of a
prosecutor, accusing them of joining the opposition to protest her administration. 

Ex-wife Of Dead Argentine Prosecutor Rejects Suicide Claim from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 15

The ex-wife of a dead Argentine prosecutor rejected claims he’d killed himself and called for independent oversight of the probe Thursday, a day
after huge crowds called for justice in the case. 

NY Lawyer: Argentina Not Responding To Negotiation Requests from Associated Press 20 Feb 15

A lawyer appointed to lead negotiations between U.S. bondholders and Argentina over unpaid debts said Thursday the South American nation is
not responding to requests to negotiate. 

EDITORIAL: Silent, but seething: Marchers want the truth about the death of a prosecutor. It could become a casualty of a
political war from The Economist 19 Feb 15

PROTESTS in Argentina are normally clamorous affairs, raucous with the din of pot-banging, drum-beating and slogan-shouting. The huge
march on February 18th, one month after the death of Alberto Nisman, a prosecutor who had accused the president of trying to hide Iran’s
complicity in Argentina’s worst terrorist act, took place in near silence. 

Pope’s Intervention Sought In Argentina Terror Case from Associated Press 19 Feb 15

Relatives of those killed in Argentina’s worst terrorist attack have asked Pope Francis to intervene so that justice is found. 

Amid Twists In Argentine Prosecutor Case, Thousands Ready To Protest from Washington Post 19 Feb 15

A month after prosecutor Alberto Nisman was found dead in his bathroom, Argentines prepared to take to the streets Wednesday to protest the
unsolved mystery and criticize the government’s handling of the case. 

March ramps up pressure over Argentine prosecutor death from Agence France-Presse 18 Feb 15

President Cristina Kirchner urged Argentines to be on guard Wednesday ahead of a mass protest over the mysterious death of a prosecutor who
had accused her of a cover-up in his probe of a 1994 bombing. 

French court refuses Argentina torture suspect extradition from Agence France-Presse 18 Feb 15

France's top appeals court on Wednesday ruled against extraditing Mario Alfredo Sandoval, a former policeman wanted by Argentina for torture
and rights abuses under the country's military dictatorship. 

Argentine gov't criticizes Justice Department ahead of march from Associated Press 18 Feb 15

The Argentine government's executive branch criticized the country's Justice Department on Wednesday, the latest verbal barb ahead of a protest
being organized by investigating attorneys demanding answers in the mysterious death of prosecutor Alberto Nisman. 

Argentina gov't braces for march to protest prosecutor death from Associated Press 17 Feb 15

Argentina is banning its security forces from carrying weapons when protesters stage a silent march to demand answers in the mysterious death of
a prosecutor who was investigating the country's worst terrorist attack. 

Argentine Official Lashes Out at U.S. Over Prosecutor Dispute from New York Times 17 Feb 15

Fallout from the mysterious death of a federal prosecutor raised diplomatic tensions between Argentina and the United States on Tuesday, on the
eve of a controversial march in the prosecutor’s honor that has fueled unease between the government and parts of the judiciary. 



7 dead, 4 missing in floods in central Argentina from Associated Press 16 Feb 15

Seven people are dead and four others are missing in central Argentina after heavy rain led to street floods that swept up several people, including
a 5-year-old girl. 

Argentine leader formally accused of bombing cover-up from Agence France-Presse 13 Feb 15

Argentine prosecutors formally accused President Cristina Kirchner Friday of shielding Iranian officials from prosecution over a 1994 Jewish
center bombing, renewing the firestorm around the embattled leader. 

Former Guantanamo detainee in Argentina, calls for asylum from Associated Press 12 Feb 15

A former Guantanamo detainee who was resettled in Uruguay has appeared in neighboring Argentina, wearing a prison-style orange jumpsuit, to
ask the country to grant asylum for detainees still at the U.S. detention facility. 

Argentina prosecutor death: Unexplained DNA found from BBC 10 Feb 15

Forensic experts in Argentina have found DNA from an unidentified person in the apartment of special prosecutor Alberto Nisman, who died in
mysterious circumstances last month. 

Aide who gave gun to dead Argentine prosecutor is fired from Agence France-Presse 9 Feb 15

The assistant who supplied late Argentine prosecutor Alberto Nisman with the gun used in his mysterious death was sacked on Monday, officials
said. 

Argentina Mystery: Unsolved Terrorism Case, And The Prosecutor’s Death from Los Angeles Times 9 Feb 15

Three weeks after the death of an Argentine prosecutor investigating the bombing of a Jewish community center in Buenos Aires, details
surrounding his demise are as murky as the labyrinthine case he was examining, which is still unsolved after more than 20 years. 

Opposition to demand Argentine Congress clear up Nisman's death from EFE (Spain) 8 Feb 15

Three weeks after the death of Argentine prosecutor Alberto Nisman, the case continues to be plagued by enigmas, while the opposition is
preparing to demand this week that Congress clear up the matter. 

Argentine lawmaker accuses president of cover-up from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 15

An Argentine opposition lawmaker filed a court case Friday against President Cristina Kirchner, accusing her of a cover-up in the mysterious
death of a prosecutor investigating a 1994 Jewish center bombing. 

Protests in Buenos Aires to demand explanation of Nisman's case from EFE (Spain) 5 Feb 15

Thousands of members of the Argentine Workers' Central Union, CTA, and humanitarian organizations marched in the streets of Buenos Aires
demanding an explanation for the death of Argentine prosecutor Alberto Nisman who died shortly after he had leveled accusations against
President Cristina Fernandez. 

Powerful ex-spy to be questioned in Argentine scandal from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 15

The investigator probing the mysterious death of an Argentine prosecutor who was carrying out a politically explosive investigation has
summoned a powerful former spy for questioning Thursday, local media reported. 

Chinese premier meets Argentine president from Xinhua (China) 5 Feb 15

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang met with Argentine President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner in Beijing on Thursday, calling for cooperation in areas
including financing and direct trading of bulk commodities. 

Argentina's Kirchner sparks row after China accent gibes from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 15

Argentina's President Cristina Kirchner was assailed at home and abroad Thursday after an undiplomatic tweet during a state visit to China, in
which she seemingly poked fun at Asian difficulties pronouncing the letters L and R. 

Argentina’s President Mocks Chinese Accents During Visit To China from New York Times 5 Feb 15



During a state visit to China on Wednesday, Argentina’s embattled president, Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, risked offending her hosts by joking
about their accents on Twitter. 

Holocaust-expert Judge Takes On Argentine Bombing Case from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 15

A respected Holocaust expert was named Wednesday to take over as judge in the politically explosive case of a 1994 Jewish center bombing that
has shaken Argentina since the lead prosecutor’s mysterious death. 

Argentine president risks China row after Twitter gibes from Agence France-Presse 4 Feb 15

Argentina's President Cristina Kirchner has risked offending her Chinese hosts, appearing to poke fun on Twitter at their difficulty pronouncing
the letters "L" and "R" in Spanish. 

Argentine prosecutor considered call for president's arrest from Associated Press 3 Feb 15

Investigators examining the death of a prosecutor who accused Argentine President Cristina Fernandez of protecting the alleged masterminds of a
1994 terror bombing say they have found a draft document he wrote requesting her arrest. 

Argentina weighs spy agency reform after prosecutor death from Agence France-Presse 3 Feb 15

Argentine lawmakers on Tuesday began debating President Christina Kirchner's order to disband the country's intelligence service, mired in
scandal after the suspicious death of a prosecutor who was probing the 1994 bombing of a Jewish center. 

Earthquake Argentina from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 2 Feb 15

USGS: 6.3 Magnitude Earthquake - 87km NW of La Punta, Argentina

After 17 Years On Argentine Bomb Case, Prosecutor Was Sure “Truth Will Triumph” from Washington Post 2 Feb 15

Moments before Argentine prosecutor Alberto Nisman presented his findings in the case that had come to define his life, and just days before his
violent death would horrify the nation, he texted a group of friends a solemn message. 

Argentine official rips up newspaper at press conference from EFE (Spain) 2 Feb 15

The Argentine Cabinet chief on Monday ripped up the front page of Clarin newspaper at his daily session with the media, reacting to the
publication of a story - since debunked - claiming that a prosecutor found fatally shot Jan. 18 had sought the arrest of President Cristina
Fernandez. 

Argentine President to visit China next week from Xinhua (China) 30 Jan 15

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner will pay a state visit to China next Tuesday to Thursday at the invitation of Chinese President
Xi Jinping, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying announced here on Friday. 

Argentine Prosecutor Laid To Rest Amid Mystery Over His Death from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 15

The special prosecutor whose mysterious death set off a political firestorm in Argentina was laid to rest Thursday, as an investigation tries to
determine whether he died by his own hand or was murdered. 

UPDATE: Dead Argentine prosecutor wary even of his guards: aide from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 15

The prosecutor whose suspicious death set off a crisis for Argentina President Cristina Kirchner no longer trusted even his bodyguards at the
violent end of his life, an assistant said Wednesday. 

Reining In Argentina’s Spymasters from New York Times 29 Jan 15

On Jan. 14, a prosecutor named Alberto Nisman accused Argentina’s president, Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, and her foreign minister, Héctor
Timerman, of covering up Iran’s alleged role in a 1994 terrorist attack. 

Dead Argentine Prosecutor Wary Even Of His Guards from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 15

The prosecutor whose suspicious death set off a crisis for Argentina President Cristina Kirchner no longer trusted even his bodyguards at the
violent end of his life, an assistant said Wednesday. 



Cristina Fernandez Under Fire As Questions Mount In Death Of Prosecutor Alberto Nisman from Washington Times 29 Jan 15

In the wee hours of Jan. 19, Cristina Fernandez took a call from her security minister about an “incident” at the home of the prosecutor who days
before had accused the Argentine president of covering up a terrorist bombing. 

In Argentina, Distrust Over President’s Move To Abolish Intelligence Agency from Washington Post 28 Jan 15

They use fake names, drive cars with false documents, carry unregistered guns. They work for an agency with a broad mandate, like a mix of the
FBI and the CIA, with a secret budget and vague objectives that allow them to investigate almost anything. Decades after the most notorious
abuses during Argentina’s dirty war, the spy service here has yet to shed its bad reputation. 

Argentine President Seeks Overhaul Of Intelligence Services from Associated Press 28 Jan 15

President Cristina Fernandez called on Congress to dissolve Argentina’s intelligence services in the wake of the mysterious death of a prosecutor,
strongly denying his accusation that she had sought to shield former Iranian officials suspected in the 1994 bombing of a Jewish center. 

Jewish leaders in Argentina boycott Holocaust ceremony from Washington Post 27 Jan 15

Argentina has the largest Jewish population in Latin America, at roughly a quarter-million people. But when the foreign ministry holds its annual
Holocaust commemoration ceremony Tuesday evening, the country’s most important Jewish organization will not be in attendance. 

Argentine woman develops Ebola-like symptoms after Nigeria trip from EFE (Spain) 26 Jan 15

An Argentine woman who traveled to Nigeria recently was admitted to a Buenos Aires hospital with Ebola-like symptoms, leading the
government to activate public health safety protocols, doctors told Efe on Monday. 

UPDATE: Argentine president seeks overhaul of intelligence services from Associated Press 26 Jan 15

President Cristina Fernandez said Monday her government had nothing to gain from shielding Iranian officials suspected in Argentina's largest
terrorist attack, using her first public comments since the mysterious death of a prosecutor to reject his accusations against her and call for an
overhaul of the intelligence services. 

Kirchner to dissolve Argentine intelligence service after prosecutor death from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 15

President Cristina Kirchner on Monday said that she will disband Argentina's intelligence service after a prosecutor was found dead hours before
he was to make explosive allegations against her in Congress. 

Argentine gov't believes Nisman's accusation will end up in the garbage from EFE (Spain) 26 Jan 15

The Argentine government again discredited the late prosecutor Alberto Nisman's accusation that President Cristina Fernandez provided cover for
the suspected Iranian perpetrators of the 1994 attack on the Jewish organization AMIA, and said it will end up "in the garbage can." 

Argentina pledges 'full security' for journalists after one flees to Israel from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 15

A top aide to President Cristina Kirchner offered assurances Monday that journalists enjoy "full security" in Argentina after a reporter who
revealed the suspicious death of a key prosecutor fled to Israel. 

Reporter flees Argentina after threats in dead prosecutor case from Agence France-Presse 25 Jan 15

A reporter who broke the story that an Argentine prosecutor was found dead shortly before he was about to make explosive allegations about
President Cristina Kirchner fled Argentina on Sunday after threats. 

Colleague of slain prosecutor barred from leaving Argentina from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 15

A colleague who says he gave a gun to an Argentine prosecutor found fatally shot earlier this week has been barred from leaving the country,
justice officials in Buenos Aires said. 

Mystery Deepens In Argentina; President ‘Convinced’ Prosecutor Didn’t Kill Self from Los Angeles Times 23 Jan 15

The mystery surrounding the death of an Argentine special prosecutor deepened Thursday when President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner
declared the investigator’s death “was not a suicide.’’ 



In A Reversal, Argentine President Says Prosecutor’s Death Was Not A Suicide from New York Times 23 Jan 15

Confronted with a deepening scandal, the president of Argentina abruptly reversed herself on Thursday, saying that the death of the lead
prosecutor investigating the 1994 bombing of a Jewish center was not a suicide as she and other government officials had suggested. 

Conflicting Evidence Clouds Death Of Argentine Prosecutor from Associated Press 23 Jan 15

A locksmith says the service door wasn’t fully locked at the apartment where a crusading Argentine prosecutor was found shot dead and
investigators have revealed the existence of a previously unknown entry as more questions arose in the death of the man who had accused the
president of a cover-up in a terrorist car bombing. 

US urges 'complete' probe into Argentine prosecutor death from Agence France-Presse 23 Jan 15

The United States called Friday for a "complete and impartial" investigation into the death of Argentine prosecutor Alberto Nisman, who suffered
a fatal gunshot wound to the head in mysterious circumstances. 

UPDATE: Argentina's Kirchner says prosecutor killed in plot against her from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 15

Argentine President Cristina Kirchner said Thursday she believed that a prosecutor who died under suspicious circumstances was murdered in a
plot to implicate her government in a cover-up of a 1994 bombing of a Jewish community center. 

Argentine Calls Detail Efforts to Shield Iran from New York Times 21 Jan 15

Intercepted conversations between representatives of the Iranian and Argentine governments point to a long pattern of secret negotiations to reach
a deal in which Argentina would receive oil in exchange for shielding Iranian officials from charges that they orchestrated the bombing of a
Jewish community center in 1994. 

Argentine Jews call rally for 'truth and justice' over 1994 bombing from Agence France-Presse 21 Jan 15

Argentina's Jewish community called for "truth and justice" Wednesday, convening a demonstration at the site of a 1994 bombing in the wake of
the suspicious death of the prosecutor investigating the attack. 

EDITORIAL: Suspicious Death in Argentina from New York Times 21 Jan 15

Some Argentines are calling Alberto Nisman, the maverick prosecutor, the 86th casualty of one of the deadliest, unsolved terrorists attacks in
modern history: the 1994 bombing of a Jewish community center in Buenos Aires. 

Fernandez blames prosecutor's death on "sordid" conspiracy from EFE (Spain) 20 Jan 15

Argentinian President Cristina Fernandez blames a "sordid" conspiracy for the death of special prosecutor Alberto Nisman before he could testify
to Congress about his probe into the 1994 terror attack on a Jewish center which he said Fernandez and other senior officials helped cover up. 

UPDATE: Amid uproar over prosecutor's death, pledges backing probe from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 15

Amid a public uproar, President Cristina Kirchner's government pledged full backing Tuesday of a probe into the suspicious death of a prosecutor
who had accused her of obstructing his investigation of the 1994 bombing of a Jewish community center. 

Israel urges Argentina to press dead prosecutor's probe from Agence France-Presse 19 Jan 15

Israel said it was saddened Monday by the death of the Argentine prosecutor investigating a bloody 1994 Jewish centre bombing, and called on
Argentina to continue his probe. 

Argentine prosecutor who accused Fernandez of Iran plot found dead from Reuters 19 Jan 15

The Argentine prosecutor who had accused President Cristina Fernandez last week of trying to whitewash Argentina's worst ever bombing has
been found dead in his flat, local media reported on Monday. 

Postmortem says Argentinian prosecutor died of gunshot wound to the head from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 19 Jan 15

Argentinian special prosecutor Alberto Nisman died of a .22-caliber gunshot that close to his right ear, according to the findings of a postmortem
examination. 



Argentina’s Jews Reel From New Twist In Terror Probe from Wall Street Journal 16 Jan 15

Prosecutor Accuses President Christina Kirchner of Conspiring to Cover Up a Probe Into a 1994 Terrorist Attack on a Jewish Center 

Argentina Slams Prosecutor Who Accused President In Bombing from Associated Press 16 Jan 15

Argentina’s government called a leading prosecutor a liar on Thursday for accusing President Cristina Fernandez of secretly negotiating with Iran
to avoid punishing those responsible for the country’s worst terrorist attack. 

Argentine President Accused Of Cover-Up In Bombing Inquiry from New York Times 15 Jan 15

A special prosecutor on Wednesday formally accused President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner and Héctor Timerman, her foreign minister, of a
cover-up related to an agreement between Iran and Argentina to expedite the investigation into a 1994 bombing of a Jewish community center
here. 

Argentine Prosecutor: President Allowed Impunity In Bombing from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

A prosecutor investigating Argentina’s worst terrorist attack accused President Cristina Fernandez on Wednesday of secretly negotiating with Iran
to avoid punishing those responsible. 

Argentina moves closer to repaying debt owed to Germany, Netherlands from EFE (Spain) 9 Jan 15

Argentina's government has approved templates for bilateral debt-refinancing contracts it plans to sign with Paris Club members Germany and the
Netherlands. 

Argentine president to visit China from Agence France-Presse 9 Jan 15

Argentine President Cristina Kirchner will travel to Beijing next month, reciprocating a visit from her Chinese counterpart, an official said Friday. 

Argentina army chief investigated in disappearance from Associated Press 24 Dec 14

The head of Argentina's army is being investigated over his alleged role in the forced disappearance of a soldier during the country's 1976-1983
dictatorship. 

U.S. court rules against Argentina in debt case from EFE (Spain) 24 Dec 14

An appeals court in New York rejected a motion filed by Argentina and ordered the South American country to provide two U.S. hedge funds with
information about assets that could be seized to satisfy a judgment. 

US Court: Argentina Must Disclose To US Creditors from Associated Press 24 Dec 14

Argentina and various banks must reveal information about the nation’s assets to U.S. bondholders who are owed about $1.5 billion, a federal
appeals court said Tuesday, though the panel cautioned a judge that a sovereign state is entitled to grace and civility and some records may be off
limits. 

Argentina: Court grants orangutan basic rights from Associated Press 22 Dec 14

An Argentine court says an orangutan that has lived 20 years at the Buenos Aires zoo is entitled to some legal rights enjoyed by humans. 

Argentine gov't names new intelligence chief, presidential general secretary from Xinhua (China) 17 Dec 14

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez Tuesday named Oscar Parrilli as the new intelligence secretary and Senator Anibal Fernandez as the new
general secretary of the presidency, Presidential Press Secretary Alfredo Scoccimarro announced. 

Argentina says it won't give in to "extortion" in debt dispute from EFE (Spain) 12 Dec 14

President Cristina Fernandez's Cabinet chief said Friday that Argentina will continue to pursue the same strategy and not give in to "extortion"
from U.S. hedge funds seeking full payment on defaulted debt. 

Argentine ex-soldiers end historic pact of silence from Associated Press 10 Dec 14

Four men accused of crimes against humanity during Argentina's dictatorship have decided to break a pact of silence among ex-members of the



military who are on trial and collaborate with authorities in identifying victims and burial sites, a judge said Wednesday. 

Argentine police break up drug ring from EFE (Spain) 9 Dec 14

Argentine police broke up an international drug trafficking organization, seized 235 kilos of cocaine and arrested 27 people, including the
Bolivian woman suspected of being the gang's leader, officials said Tuesday. 

Argentine police mobilize to prevent disturbances over holidays from EFE (Spain) 9 Dec 14

The government has planned a "tough operation" to prevent a repetition of the looting and disorder that has marred the holiday season the past
two years, Argentina's security secretary said Tuesday. 

Argentine Defense Ministry buys four ice-class vessels from Zarubezhneft from Interfax (Russia) 9 Dec 14

Argentina's defense ministry has signed a deal with a Russian state-owned enterprise to supply its navy with four ice-resistant Neftegaz-type
supply vessels, a Russian shipbuilding industry source told Interfax-AVN, quoting a specialized Brazilian website. 

Pope calls for stability in Argentina ahead of election: media from Reuters 7 Dec 14

Argentines across the political spectrum should work to maintain stability ahead of October's presidential election, Pope Francis said in an
interview published on Sunday by La Nacion, one of the South American country's top newspapers. 

Journalists appeal to halt break-up of Argentina media group from Agence France-Presse 6 Dec 14

Journalists with the Clarin media group -- publisher of Argentina's leading newspaper and a broadcast and cable TV juggernaut -- filed a court
appeal Saturday to stop the government from dismantling it. 

Facebook Argentina fined over fake profiles from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 14

Facebook Argentina was ordered to pay a firefighter one million pesos ($177,000) for failing to comply with an order to delete insulting fake
profiles of the plaintiff, the Ministry of Justice said Tuesday. 

Argentina’s Economic Woes Prompt Exodus To USA from USA Today 1 Dec 14

...Argentina is experiencing a different kind of crisis, one that has emerged gradually but is having a similar effect. 

Argentina’s Capital Hit By Power Outage from Associated Press 28 Nov 14

A power outage on Thursday in Argentina’s capital temporarily paralyzed some subway stations and put more than 100 traffic lights out of action
on major avenues causing severe traffic jams during morning rush hour. 

Argentine Probe Sparks Dispute Between Government, Judiciary from Wall Street Journal 28 Nov 14

Judge Heading Investigation Into President’s Business Activities Faces Call for Impeachment

Argentina President Returns After Illness from Associated Press 26 Nov 14

Argentina’s president has made her first public appearance since being hospitalized more than three weeks ago for a bacterial infection of the
colon. 

Argentine president back at work, vows to fight "extortion" from EFE (Spain) 26 Nov 14

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez has returned to work and said that she will not allow "extortion" by speculators or the justice system
which has singled out a company in which she is a shareholder. 

Public transport to say: 'Falklands are Argentine' from Associated Press 20 Nov 14

Argentina's Congress has ruled that all public transportation must display a sign saying: "Las Malvinas son Argentinas" ("The Falklands are
Argentine"). 

Argentina accuses Britain of 'new provocation' over Falklands from Agence France-Presse 14 Nov 14

Argentina on Thursday accused Britain of carrying out military exercises near the Falkland Islands, saying it amounted to a "new provocation" in



the long-running dispute over the rocky South Atlantic archipelago. 

8.5 Tonnes of marijuana bound for Chile seized in Argentina from EFE (Spain) 13 Nov 14

Argentine border police have seized some 8.5 tonnes of marijuana worth $4.1 million in the northeastern province of Corrientes while it was
being smuggled from Paraguay to Chile, officials said. 

Drug cartels find Argentina attractive transit way from Associated Press 10 Nov 14

The large electrical transformers bound for Mexico were the perfect place to hide cocaine. It was a matter of chemistry to dilute the drug into an
oil mixture that could be concealed as coolant, a job handled by a Mexican engineer working discretely in a suburban warehouse near Buenos
Aires. 

Argentine journalist on trial for not revealing sources from EFE (Spain) 7 Nov 14

An Argentine judge has put on trial journalist German Sasso, the editor of a media outlet in Bahia Blanca, for not revealing his sources in case of
a media entrepreneur allegedly involved in drug trafficking in the country. 

Argentina president stable in hospital, will need rest after release from Reuters 5 Nov 14

Argentina's President Cristina Fernandez was in stable condition on Wednesday while being treated in hospital for a bacterial infection of the
colon, and will have to rest up for at least 10 days after her eventual discharge, according to a government statement. 

US defends official with Argentine hedge-fund ties from Agence France-Presse 4 Nov 14

The United States on Tuesday dismissed an attack by Argentina, which last week warned of worsening bi-lateral relations over ties between a US
official and a group representing so-called "vulture funds." 

P&G Says It Pays All Tax After Argentina Dust-up from Associated Press 4 Nov 14

Procter & Gamble says it pays all the taxes it owes in every country it operates, a day after Argentina claimed it suspended its operations in the
country and accused the company of tax fraud. 

Argentina Suspends Procter & Gamble Operations from Associated Press 3 Nov 14

Argentine authorities have accused household products giant Procter & Gamble of tax fraud and suspended its operations in the country. 

Argentine president admitted to hospital with infectious fever from EFE (Spain) 3 Nov 14

Argentinian President Cristina Fernandez has been admitted to a hospital in Buenos Aires with an infectious fever, officials said. 

Argentina seeks extradition from Spain of Franco-era ministers from Agence France-Presse 1 Nov 14

An Argentine judge has issued arrest and extradition warrants for two ex-ministers of Francisco Franco's regime and 18 others, invoking
"universal jurisdiction" for serious rights abuses. 

Visa agreement between Kazakhstan, Argentina goes into effect from EFE (Spain) 1 Nov 14

The agreement signed this summer between Kazakhstan and Argentina to eliminate visa requirements went into effect on Saturday, Kazakhstan's
Foreign Ministry told Efe in a statement. 

Argentina's Kirchner launches new attack on US from Agence France-Presse 31 Oct 14

Argentine President Cristina Kirchner on Friday warned the United States of "grave implications" amid claims a US official is lobbying for a
group representing the so-called "vulture funds" being contested by Buenos Aires. 

Argentina OKs Law Aimed At Luring Oil Investment from Associated Press 31 Oct 14

Argentina’s Congress has passed an energy law aimed at luring foreign investment into its promising shale oil and gas. 

7 Colombians arrested after shootout with Argentine prosecutor's bodyguards from EFE (Spain) 27 Oct 14

Seven Colombians were arrested Monday after getting into a shootout with a prosecutor's bodyguards while apparently trying to stage a



carjacking on a Buenos Aires highway, authorities said. 

Argentina's 1st satellite reaches permanent orbit from EFE (Spain) 27 Oct 14

Arsat-1, the first made-in-Argentina telecommunications satellite, completed over the weekend the last of five apogee maneuver firings that put it
into its definitive geostationary orbit, operator Arsat told Efe Monday. 

Holdout files new complaint against Argentina over defaulted debt from EFE (Spain) 25 Oct 14

EM Ltd., a hedge fund controlled by billionaire Kenneth Dart, has filed a new complaint here against Argentina in its long-standing struggle for
payment on defaulted debt, arguing that it should receive the same treatment as other holdout bond holders that won a 2012 court judgment in the
United States. 

Reporters Without Borders supports aim of Argentine media law from EFE (Spain) 23 Oct 14

Reporters Without Borders said Thursday that it continues to support Argentina's effort to reverse concentration of media ownership, but stressed
the new regulations must be applied objectively. 

Ailing Argentine leader postpones trip from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

Argentina's President Cristina Kirchner has postponed a domestic trip for health reasons, her cabinet chief said Tuesday. 

Argentine foreign currency crunch delays import payments from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

Argentina's foreign currency shortage on Tuesday hit the country's import sector, which asked the government for $5.5 billion for the purchase of
industrial supplies. 

UPDATE: Argentine leader resumes work after being sick from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

Argentina's President Cristina Kirchner decided Tuesday to resume her work schedule after initially postponing a domestic trip for health reasons. 

Argentine Town Faces Ghosts Of Its Dirty War from Associated Press 20 Oct 14

Shade trees hide the crumbling farm house outside of Olavarria. Hidden at the end of a dirt path, the white plaster coating is falling away from the
brick foundation like scabs peeling off an unhealed wound. 

Argentina Launches Its First Home-built Satellite from Associated Press 17 Oct 14

Argentina launched its first domestically built communications satellite Thursday. The ARSAT-1 satellite is the first to be constructed with local
technology in Latin America. 

Argentina hails new members of UN Security Council from EFE (Spain) 17 Oct 14

The Argentine government expressed Friday its "most sincere congratulations" to Angola, Spain, Malaysia, New Zealand and Venezuela for their
election as non-permanent members of the U.N. Security Council for the 2015-2016 period. 

Argentines use mobile app to report crimes from EFE (Spain) 14 Oct 14

Close to 40,000 Argentines report crimes or get news about criminal activities close to their homes by means of a mobile application launched a
month ago in a country where insecurity is seen as one of the main problems, its creators said. 

Thousands of women denounce "femicide" violence in Argentina from EFE (Spain) 13 Oct 14

With a call to end all forms of violence against women, nearly 40,000 participants brought Argentina's 29th National Women's Conference to an
end Monday in the northwestern city of Salta, where speakers claimed that "femicide" kills one woman every 30 hours on average in Argentina. 

Argentina to strengthen health system to be able to deal with Ebola from EFE (Spain) 9 Oct 14

The Argentine Health Ministry will strengthen the country's health care system to be prepared for the appearance of possible cases of Ebola,
Deputy Health Minister Jaime Lazovsk told Efe on Thursday. 

Ex-Argentine dictator Bignone sentenced for kidnap, torture from United Press International 8 Oct 14



Former Argentinian President Reynaldo Bignone was sentenced Tuesday to 23 more years in prison for human rights violations during the Dirty
War. 

Argentina’s Former Economy Minister Absolved from Associated Press 7 Oct 14

Argentina’s former Economy Minister Domingo Cavallo was absolved by a local court on Monday in a case over the 2001 debt swap ahead of the
country’s worst economic crisis. 

Judge: Workers Can Operate Closed Argentine Plant from Associated Press 7 Oct 14

An Argentine judge ruled on Monday that the shuttered local subsidiary of Chicago-based printing company R.R. Donnelley & Sons can continue
operations under the control of a workers’ cooperative. 

Argentine Central Bank Chief Resigns Amid Economic Turmoil from Agency France-Presse 2 Oct 14

Argentina’s central bank governor resigned Wednesday, the president’s office said, as the country grapples with an economic slowdown, a debt
default and a damaging row with the United States. 

Argentina says no central bank reforms after shake-up from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 14

Argentina said Thursday it would make no sweeping changes at its central bank after the director resigned amid an economic slide, sending the
Buenos Aires stock market into a dive. 

Argentine central bank chief resigns: presidency from Agence France-Presse 1 Oct 14

Argentine central bank governor Juan Carlos Fabrega resigned Wednesday, the president's office said, as the country tried to fight its way out of an
economic slowdown and a debt default. 

EDITORIAL: Argentina’s Contempt from Wall Street Journal 1 Oct 14

North America's leading deadbeat nation sets another precedent.

US could topple my government, kill me: Argentina's Kirchner from Agence France-Presse 1 Oct 14

Argentina's President Cristina Kirchner on Tuesday charged in an emotional address that domestic and US interests were pushing to topple her
government, and could even kill her. 

Argentina deposits debt payment, defying US judge from Agence France-Presse 30 Sep 14

Argentina deposited a $161 million payment on its restructured debt Tuesday, defying a US judge who ruled it in contempt of court and ordered it
to pay two "holdout" creditors first. 

Judge Holds Argentina In Contempt Over Bond Orders from Associated Press 30 Sep 14

A judge, calling civil contempt a rarity, ruled that Argentina was in contempt of court on Monday for its open defiance of his orders requiring that
U.S. hedge funds holding Argentine bonds be paid the roughly $1.5 billion they are owed if the majority of the South American nation’s
bondholders are paid interest on their bonds. 

Argentina mulls decriminalizing drug use from EFE (Spain) 29 Sep 14

The Argentine government said Monday that it is considering two proposals to modify the law to decriminalize the use of illegal drugs along lines
suggested by the head of the country's counternarcotics agency, Sedronar. 

UPDATE: US judge calls Argentina in contempt in debt case from Agence France-Presse 29 Sep 14

A US judge ruled Argentina in contempt of court Monday for its attempts to skirt his block on payments to holders of the country's restructured
debt. 

Argentina warns US against 'contempt' ruling from Agence France-Presse 29 Sep 14

Argentina warned Monday that the United States would be liable for "unlawful interference" in its affairs if a New York court finds Buenos Aires
in contempt in its debt case. 



Judge lifts bar on debt service payment in Argentina case from Agence France-Presse 26 Sep 14

A US judge gave Argentina a minor victory in its fight against hedge fund bondholders when he lifted a block on Citigroup processing a small
debt service payment for the country before a September 30 deadline. 

At UN, Argentina's Kirchner slams debt 'vultures' from Agence France-Presse 24 Sep 14

Argentine President Cristina Kirchner, addressing the UN General Assembly on Wednesday, lashed out at "vulture funds" that are pursuing her
country for payment on Argentine bonds they hold. 

Pay up or return money, Argentina tells debt row banks from Agence France-Presse 22 Sep 14

Argentina told Citibank and Bank of New York Mellon on Monday to either execute its debt payments or give it back money frozen in its dispute
with two creditors. 

UN chief, Argentine president meet on debt issue from Xinhua (China) 22 Sep 14

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon on Monday met with Argentine President Cristina Fernandez on the country's debt and its implications for
sovereign debt restructuring efforts. 

Argentina's Fernandez to join Pope Francis for lunch from EFE (Spain) 19 Sep 14

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez arrived Friday in Rome, where she is to meet with Pope Francis I for lunch the following day in Vatican
City. 

Argentine Leader Seeks Pope’s Backing For Debt Battle from Agence France-Presse 19 Sep 14

Argentine President Cristina Kirchner will visit her compatriot Pope Francis Saturday, seeking to enlist his support for her fight against hedge
fund creditors before taking her pitch to the UN. 

OPINION: Argentina Vs. The Vultures from New York Times 19 Sep 14

Argentina has defaulted on its debt three times in the last 32 years, most recently last month, making it somewhat of an expert on the subject. 

Poland, Argentina discuss economic cooperation from Xinhua (China) 18 Sep 14

Polish deputy Foreign Minister Katarzyna Kacperczyk and Argentinian Minister of Science, Technology and Innovations Lino Baranao met in
Warsaw to discuss economic and technological cooperation, the Polish Foreign Ministry told local press on Thursday. 

Argentina approves price control law from Associated Press 18 Sep 14

Argentina's congress has approved a law that lets the government intervene in setting prices and profits. 

Argentina Tries Doctors For Dictatorship Baby Thefts from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 14

Two doctors and a midwife went on trial in Argentina on Wednesday accused of delivering political prisoners’ babies and helping the country’s
former military regime steal them from their parents. 

Argentina slams US airline for restricting ticket sales from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 14

Argentina accused American Airlines Thursday of generating uncertainty in its economy by restricting ticket sales bought in the South American
country to within 90 days of travel. 

Argentina eyes legal change to attract more oil, gas investment from EFE (Spain) 17 Sep 14

Argentina's central government and the governors of the 10 oil provinces have agreed on a plan to attract greater investment in the hydrocarbons
sector by overhauling a decades-old law, President Cristina Fernandez's office said Wednesday. 

Argentina summons US diplomat over 'default' comment from Agence France-Presse 17 Sep 14

Argentina summoned the acting American ambassador Tuesday over his comments on its failure to repay debt tied up in a US legal battle,
protesting his use of the word "default" and accusing him of trampling on the country's sovereignty. 



Pope 'worried' by Argentine politics: Vatican official from Agence France-Presse 16 Sep 14

Pope Francis is concerned about the political situation in his native Argentina, the Vatican's chief of ceremonies said Tuesday ahead of a visit by
President Cristina Kirchner. 

Russia, Argentina to raise trade by 50% in 2015 thanks to energy, food supply from Itar-Tass (Russia) 16 Sep 14

Argentina may increase bilateral trade to three billion dollars in 2015 thanks to energy projects and food supply, the head of Russian agrarian
supervising agency at the helm of bilateral intergovernmental commission on trade and economic co-operation from this country said. 

Argentine FM in Kenya to bolster ties from Xinhua (China) 13 Sep 14

Argentine Foreign Minister Hector Timerman who arrived in Kenya Friday for a visit underscored "the importance of joint efforts and shared
interests that unite Latin America and Africa," state news agency Telam reported. 

Argentina "has the capacity to pay", says IDB President from EFE (Spain) 11 Sep 14

The president of the Inter-American Bank of Development (IDB), Luis Alberto Moreno, said Thursday that Argentina, which has been sued in
U.S. courts by hedge funds holding Argentina's debt, "has the capacity to pay". 

World Bank approves $5.3 bn program for Argentina from Agence France-Presse 9 Sep 14

The World Bank announced Tuesday a new aid strategy for Argentina worth up to $5.3 billion over the next three years aimed at increasing the
incomes of the country's poorer families. 

Argentina eyes debt move to dodge US court from Agence France-Presse 8 Sep 14

Argentina's congress will likely pass Wednesday a measure aimed at side-stepping a US court order that has blocked the country from paying
back debt tied up in a feud with hedge funds. 

Argentine drug probe zeroes in on Presidential Palace from Miami Herald 5 Sep 14

A judge a looking into who made a telephone call between presidential staff and the Military Household where the go-ahead was given to import
ephedrine. 

Argentina Moves To Impose Price, Production Controls from Agence France-Presse 5 Sep 14

Argentina’s Senate on Thursday passed a bill sponsored by President Cristina Kirchner that would empower her government to regulate prices and
production to combat high inflation, drawing sharp objections from the private sector. 

Argentine lawmakers OK debt payment alternatives from Agence France-Presse 4 Sep 14

Argentina's lawmakers approved a measure early Thursday that would transfer the payment site for the country's restructured debt obligations
from New York to Buenos Aires, as the country grapples with fallout from its 2001 default. 

Argentine lawmakers weigh France as debt payment alternative from Agence France-Presse 3 Sep 14

Lawmakers in Buenos Aires debated a measure Wednesday that would transfer Argentina's payments on its restructured debt to France, as the
South American country grapples with continuing fallout from its 2001 default. 

China to help build Argentina's fourth nuclear plant from Agence France-Presse 3 Sep 14

China will take part in the construction of Argentina's fourth nuclear power plant, Buenos Aires announced Wednesday. 

Argentina probes drug suspects' calls to government office from EFE (Spain) 1 Sep 14

The Argentine government will respond to a judge's queries regarding telephone calls from drug suspects to numbers inside the seat of the
executive branch, Cabinet chief Jorge Capitanich said Monday. 

Argentine gov't issues report on alleged calls by drug figures to Casa Rosada from EFE (Spain) 1 Sep 14

The Argentine government on Monday released a technical report in response to a judge's request for information on alleged telephone calls made



by drug traffickers to numbers within the executive branch. 

Argentina workers claim general strike 'successful' from BBC 29 Aug 14

Labour groups opposed to Argentine President Cristina Fernandez say the second general strike of the year has been a success. 

Opposition Strike Has Mixed Results In Argentina from Associated Press 29 Aug 14

Labor groups opposed to Argentine President Cristina Fernandez staged their second general strike of the year Thursday, disrupting life in the
capital and other parts of the country as many people stayed away from work and union demonstrators blocked streets to call for higher wages and
lower taxes. 

Argentina, Malaysia In Deal To Develop Oil Field from Associated Press 29 Aug 14

State-run Argentine oil company YPF SA said Thursday it has reached a deal with Malaysia’s Petronas to develop what is believed to be massive
deposits of shale oil and gas in the vast Vaca Muerta formation in Patagonia. 

Argentina strike causes disruption in Buenos Aires from BBC 28 Aug 14

Sections of Argentina's General Confederation of Labour (CGT) have gone on a 36-hour strike causing disruption in the capital, Buenos Aires. 

Labor protest disrupts Argentine capital from Associated Press 27 Aug 14

A labor organization opposed to Argentine President Cristina Fernandez caused traffic jams and disrupted life for many in the capital Wednesday
at the start of a 36-hour strike. 

Argentina sends new peacekeeping troops to Cyprus from Xinhua (China) 26 Aug 14

Argentina sends a new military contingent to support the United Nations peacekeeping efforts in Cyprus, the country's defense ministry
announced on Monday. 

Argentina says US-based BNY Mellon not welcome from Associated Press 26 Aug 14

Bank of New York Mellon, which has played a central role in the legal dispute that pushed Argentina into default last month, is no longer
authorized to operate in the South American country, the government said Tuesday. 

US judge 'ignorant' of democracy, says Argentina from Agence France-Presse 22 Aug 14

Argentina lashed out Friday at the US judge blocking it from servicing its debt, saying he was "ignorant" of democratic institutions after he
branded its move to pay bondholders against his orders illegal. 

WTO rules against Argentina's import restrictions from Kyodo (Japan) 22 Aug 14

The World Trade Organization concluded Friday that a series of import restrictions by Argentina violate international trade rules, backing the
arguments of Japan, the European Union and the United States. 

Argentina’s Bond Swap Plan Called Illegal By U.S. Judge from Bloomberg News 22 Aug 14

Argentina’s plan to pay its restructured debt beyond the reach of U.S. courts is illegal, said the judge overseeing litigation stemming from the
nation’s 2001 default, while declining to hold the country in contempt. 

Argentina’s Peso Weakening At Fastest Pace Since January from Bloomberg News 22 Aug 14

First came the default, then a proposed debt swap aimed at circumventing a U.S. court ruling that could normalize Argentina’s relations with
foreign investors. Now traders foresee a devaluation for the second time this year. 

US judge readies response to Argentina's threats from Associated Press 21 Aug 14

A U.S. judge frustrated by debt-ridden Argentina's refusal to comply with his orders is being urged to take stronger action against the South
American nation as it maneuvers to get its finances beyond his control. 

UPDATE: Argentina says will pay all creditors in Buenos Aires from Agence France-Presse 20 Aug 14



Argentina said Wednesday it will pay all its creditors in Buenos Aires, seeking to circumvent a US court order barring it from repaying the debt it
restructured after its 2001 default. 

Buenos Aires moves to pay bondholders in Argentina: Kirchner from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 14

Buenos Aires on Tuesday moved to pay bondholders domestically after a US bank left it unable to do so, President Cristina Kirchner said. 

Argentina: U.S. accountable for judge's "illegal" acts in debt case from EFE (Spain) 19 Aug 14

The United States "should assume its responsibility for the illegal acts" of the federal judge who has found in favor of hedge funds demanding 100
cents on the dollar for Argentine bonds bought in the wake of Buenos Aires' 2001 default, the South American nation's government said Tuesday. 

Argentina Seeks Charges In US Firm’s Plant Closing from Associated Press 15 Aug 14

The government of Argentina is seeking criminal penalties against representatives of a U.S.-based global printing company that abruptly shuttered
a plant in the South American country this week. 

Argentina to make loan payments to World Bank from Agence France-Presse 15 Aug 14

Argentina announced Friday it will make more than $3 billion in payments on loans due this year to international financial institutions, including
the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank. 

US fund says no deal to end Argentina default from Associated Press 14 Aug 14

Negotiations on a private-sector deal to end the battle that triggered a default by Argentina have apparently ended without success. 

Pilots Strike In Argentina, Stranding Thousands from Associated Press 13 Aug 14

Pilots for two state-run Argentine airlines are on strike, stranding thousands of passengers in the capital of Buenos Aires. 

Argentina slams U.S. judge in debt case; peso hits record low from Reuters 13 Aug 14

Argentina came out swinging on Wednesday against the U.S. judge overseeing its debt default case, defying a threatened contempt order and
dashing market hopes it might soon restart talks with the hedge funds suing the country. 

Argentine debt mediator expects more meetings ahead from Reuters 12 Aug 14

Daniel Pollack, the court-appointed mediator in the debt dispute between Argentina and holdout creditors, who has come under fire from the
Argentine government for his handling of the talks, expects to hold more meetings with both sides. 

Argentina calls for U.S. intervention in its debt battle from Reuters 11 Aug 14

Argentina on Monday called on Washington to intervene in a court case over the country's defaulted debt after a U.S. district judge threatened the
South American country with contempt for making what he called false statements. 

Argentina sees trade opportunity in Russia's quarrel with West from EFE (Spain) 11 Aug 14

The Argentine government said Monday that it will expand exports to Russia by taking advantage of "the opportunity" created by Vladimir Putin's
ban on importing food and raw materials from the United States and the European Union in retaliation for sanctions imposed on Moscow by
Washington and Brussels.

Argentina's vice president faces another set of charges from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 8 Aug 14

Argentine Vice President Amado Boudou has been charged with falsifying a public document, according to judicial authorities. 

US cool to Argentina world court bid over default from Associated Press 8 Aug 14

An attempt by Argentina to sue the U.S. in the world court appears unlikely to get off the ground. 

US judge threatens to find Argentina in contempt from Associated Press 8 Aug 14

A U.S. federal judge has threatened to hold Argentina in contempt of court for continuing to make "false and misleading" statements about its debt
crisis. 



Argentina says BoNY breaching contract in debt dispute from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 14

Argentina said Thursday the Bank of New York Mellon was breaching its contract by obeying a court ruling blocking the country from servicing
its restructured debt without paying two "holdout" creditors in full. 

Argentina wants to haul U.S. before world court over debt dispute from EFE (Spain) 7 Aug 14

U.S. judicial rulings in a case involving Argentine debt constitute a violation of the South American nation's sovereignty, Argentina said in a brief
filed Thursday with the International Court of Justice in The Hague. 

New Argentina bonds hearing set for Friday from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 14

A New York judge called a new hearing in the Argentina bonds case for Friday, after Buenos Aires sued the US in the International Court of
Justice for allegedly being forced into default. 

Argentina calls on US to rein in debt dispute judge from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 14

Argentina called on the US Wednesday to rein in a judge who granted two hedge funds a ruling blocking the country from servicing its
restructured debt, causing it to default. 

DNA Test Ends A Mystery Of Argentina’s ‘Dirty War’ from Associated Press 6 Aug 14

The founder of Argentina’s leading human rights group said Monday that she had located the grandson taken from her daughter while a prisoner
of the military dictatorship in the 1970s, one of the long-unsolved mysteries from the “dirty war” era that still haunts the country. 

US judge backs mediator in Argentina debt dispute from Agence France-Presse 4 Aug 14

A US judge rejected Argentina's bid Monday to dismiss a mediator in the country's $1.3 billion debt battle with hedge funds that plunged the
country into its second default since 2001. 

Banks reportedly discuss Argentina default exit from Associated Press 4 Aug 14

Several international banks are reportedly in talks that could end the legal battle that pushed Argentina into a default that threatens its economy. 

Argentina comes full circle as crisis clouds Kirchner’s sunset from Financial Times 3 Aug 14

At the depths of Argentina's 2001 economic crisis, the country's congress roared with approval as President Adolfo Rodríguez Saá declared his
government would stop paying its external debt. 

US judge orders new talks on Argentina debt dispute from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 14

The US judge presiding over Argentina's bitter dispute with hedge-fund creditors ordered the two sides to hold new negotiations and called for an
end to "mistrust" at a hearing Friday in New York. 

OPINION: Argentina’s Default Case Offers Clarity On Sovereign Debt from Washington Post 1 Aug 14

THERE ARE no real good guys in the story of Argentina’s debt default, which pits President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner’s erratic populist
government against bare-knuckled Wall Street hedge funds.

Argentina blames US for debt default from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 14

Argentina blamed the United States on Thursday for the legal battle that blocked the country from servicing its restructured debt and forced it into
a new default. 

Argentina's debt dilemma "impasse," not default: Brazil's finance chief from Xinhua (China) 31 Jul 14

Brazilian Finance Minister Guido Mantega said Thursday that Argentina's technical debt default can be more accurately described as an
"impasse." 

In Hedge Fund, Argentina Finds Relentless Foe from New York Times 31 Jul 14

The hedge fund firm of billionaire Paul E. Singer has about 300 employees, yet it has managed to force Argentina, a nation of 41 million people,



into a position where it now has to contemplate a humbling surrender. 

UPDATE: Argentina defaults as 'vulture talks' fail from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 14

Argentina was in default Thursday for the second time in 13 years after the failure of last ditch talks with US hedge funds it has branded
"vultures." 

Argentina in 11th-hour talks as default looms from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 14

Argentina was seeking an 11th-hour deal with "holdout" creditors Wednesday to prevent a crippling new default -- the second in 13 years -- by
day's end. 

Debt restructuring in review if Argentina defaults: IMF from Agence France-Presse 29 Jul 14

The mechanisms allowing a country to restructure its sovereign debt should be "reviewed" if Argentina defaults, IMF chief Christine Lagarde said
Tuesday. 

UPDATE: Argentina's creditors ask court for stay to avert default from Agence France-Presse 29 Jul 14

A group of bondholders caught up in Argentina's fight with hedgefund creditors asked a US judge Tuesday to put a hold on the case to allow more
time for a negotiated settlement. 

Argentina hopes for last-minute exit as default looms from Agence France-Presse 29 Jul 14

Argentina voiced hope Tuesday for a last minute solution to stave off a default on its debt in one day's time, but repeated its unwillingness to
budge in negotiations with creditors. 

Argentina in denial over debt dispute from BBC 29 Jul 14

Right from the start, the Argentine government's attitude to its debt dispute with US hedge funds has made it all but inevitable that the country
will fail to reach a compromise. 

UPDATE: With new default looming, Argentina urges calm from Agence France-Presse 28 Jul 14

Argentina admitted Monday it may default on some of its debts but downplayed the consequences, just two days before time expires in
negotiations with hedge funds demanding full payment on their bonds. 

No meeting scheduled on Monday between Argentina, court mediator from Reuters 27 Jul 14

No meeting is scheduled on Monday between Argentina and the court-appointed mediator in New York in its debt dispute with creditors but talks
continue, a government source said on Sunday. 

IMF sees 'substantial costs' of an Argentina default from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 14

The IMF's chief economist warned Thursday that a default by Argentina in its battle with holders of its defaulted debt may hurt its economy and
the global financial system. 

Argentina president says country will not default from Associated Press 23 Jul 14

Argentina's president says her country will not default because it has paid its debts to bondholders. 

Argentina debt: Judge orders non-stop negotiations from BBC 22 Jul 14

A US judge has ordered Argentina and its creditors to meet "continuously" to avoid the nation defaulting on its debts. 

Xi heads to Venezuela after inking trade deals with Argentina from Agence France-Presse 20 Jul 14

China's President Xi Jinping departed Argentina Sunday for Venezuela, the next-to-last stop of a Latin American tour aimed at bolstering trade
with the region. 

China, Argentina upgrade ties to comprehensive strategic partnership from Xinhua (China) 19 Jul 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping and his Argentine counterpart, Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner, agreed here Friday to upgrade bilateral ties to a



comprehensive strategic partnership. 

Pope Demands Justice For Argentina Terror Attack from Associated Press 18 Jul 14

Pope Francis is demanding justice for the victims of Argentina’s worst terrorist attack, using what is increasingly becoming his signature way of
communicating: an amateur smartphone video message, recorded on the fly by a visiting friend in the comfort of Francis’ Vatican hotel room. 

Argentine Creditors Seek Names To Stop Deal Killer Clause from Bloomberg News 17 Jul 14

Argentina creditors asked a U.S. judge to allow intermediaries to identify restructured debtholders, so the South American nation can seek their
waiver of a clause that may scuttle any deal with holders of defaulted bonds. 

Violence Mars Argentina’s World Cup Celebration from Associated Press 14 Jul 14

Riot police are firing tear gas and using water cannons to restrain a group of youth who are hurling rocks and vandalizing stores at a rally in
Buenos Aires to celebrate Argentina’s gutsy performance in a 1-0 loss to Germany in the World Cup finals... Parents with young children could be
seen running down streets after police,

Argentina's Soccer Squad Returns to an Outpouring of Support; Fans Celebrated Second-Place finish in the World Cup from 14

Jul 14

Argentina's soccer squad returned to Buenos Aires Monday to an outpouring of support from thousands of grateful fans who celebrated the
national team's second-place finish in the World Cup hosted by neighboring Brazil. Monday's welcome home party went off peacefully just hours
after some fans smashed windows and robbed people in the capital's famed 9th of July Avenue, a spate of violence that had to be put down by riot
police. 

Argentina to Continue Debt Talks Friday Without Economy Minister; Argentine Delegation Will Try to Resolve Dispute With
Hedge Funds at New York Meeting from The Wall Street Journal 11 Jul 14

Argentina's Economy Minister Axel Kicillof won't be part of the negotiating team that meets with a court-appointed mediator in New York on
Friday as the Argentine government tries to resolve a creditor dispute that could see the country default on its debt. "The delegation…will be
formed by the economy ministry's judicial and financial team…but the economy minister won't be going," Jorge Capitanich, President Cristina
Kirchner's cabinet chief, said Thursday. .

Argentina’s Economy Chief Kicks Off Debt Talks from Associated Press 8 Jul 14

Argentina’s economy minister kicked off in New York negotiations aimed at resolving a dispute with creditors over unpaid debts that could lead
to the country’s second default in 13 years. 

Argentina readies talks with mediator over debt default from Agence France-Presse 7 Jul 14

Argentine representatives hold talks with a court-appointed arbiter in New York on Monday hoping to resolve an impasse over debt payments to
hedge funds as the country faces possible default. 

Argentina, creditors willing to keep talking settlement: mediator from Reuters 7 Jul 14

A court-appointed mediator overseeing settlement talks between Argentina and holdout investors said on Monday that the parties had "indicated
an intention to keep meeting." 

Argentine 'Dirty War' officers guilty of killing bishop from Agence France-Presse 5 Jul 14

Two retired military officers were sentenced to life in prison Friday for the murder of a Catholic bishop during Argentina's 1976-1983
dictatorship. 

Singer Says Argentina Won’t Negotiate As Default Looms from Bloomberg News 1 Jul 14

Elliott Management Corp. said Argentina is refusing to negotiate a settlement over defaulted bonds, casting doubt on the country’s ability to avoid
another debt debacle after a U.S. court blocked all its note payments until a deal is reached. 

Argentina faces vulture funds in countdown to default from Agence France-Presse 30 Jun 14



Argentina risks technical default by the end of Monday in its combat with so-called vulture funds over a US court ruling that it must settle unpaid
debts to bondholders. 

Argentina team to meet with US coordinator on debt from Agence France-Presse 30 Jun 14

Argentina announced Monday it was sending a delegation to New York to meet with a coordinator picked by the US judge in its hedge funds debt
case. 

14,500 evacuated due to severe floods in Argentina from Xinhua (China) 30 Jun 14

Some 14,500 people have been evacuated from their homes due to severe flooding in northeastern Argentina, state news agency Telam reported
Monday. 

Argentina 'won't be brought to our knees' over debt from Agence France-Presse 29 Jun 14

Argentina took out paid ads in major US newspapers for the second weekend running on Sunday, slamming an "absurd" American court decision
as a ploy "to bring us down to our knees." 

Argentina's vice president charged with bribery from Associated Press 28 Jun 14

An Argentine judge has charged Vice President Amado Boudou with bribery and conducting business incompatible with public office in the
acquisition of the company that prints the country's currency and of later benefiting from government contracts. 

US judge warns Argentina over 'illegal' payments from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 14

A US judge said Friday a deposit from Argentina towards paying off restructured debt was illegal unless hedge funds holding $1.3 billion in
bonds were also paid. 

Putin will make visit to Argentina in July over joint projects in energy sector from Itar-Tass (Russia) 27 Jun 14

Russia's President Vladimir Putin has expressed hope to determine joint projects in the energy sector, including in the use of nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes, as part of the visit to Argentina slated for July. 

Argentina Deposits $1 Billion For June 30 Bond Payments from Bloomberg News 27 Jun 14

Argentina deposited $1 billion to make a June 30 interest payment on restructured bonds, setting up a conflict with a court order that prohibits the
nation from paying the notes without also servicing its defaulted debt. 

Argentina Has Processed June 30 Debt Payment from Associated Press 27 Jun 14

Argentina’s government said on Thursday that it has begun to process the next payment it owes on its restructured bonds. 

US judge denies Argentina stay on paying 'vulture' funds from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 14

A US federal judge on Thursday denied Argentina's request to freeze his order to pay $1.3 billion to hedge fund bondholders, giving the country
only four more days to strike a deal with them. 

New UN resolution calls for Falklands dialogue from Associated Press 26 Jun 14

The U.N. Decolonization Committee has approved another resolution calling on Britain and Argentina to negotiate a solution to their dispute over
the Falkland Islands.

OPINION BLOG: Three things to know about the Supreme Court’s ruling on Argentine debt – and why it matters to
Argentina and the world from Washington Post 26 Jun 14

This month the Supreme Court handed Argentina a legal, psychological and financial defeat that continues to reverberate through the South
American country — and the international financial community. By leaving in place lower court rulings, the Supreme Court required Argentina to
pay $1.3 billion before July 30 to holders of the country’s sovereign debt bonds. The action, combined with a related ruling, effectively meant that
Argentina lost a 13-year legal battle and must now struggle to limit the damage. 

Bondholders To Judge: No Wiggle Room For Argentina from Associated Press 25 Jun 14



The winners of a decade-long debt battle asked a U.S. judge on Tuesday to deny Argentina’s request for more negotiating time to avoid a
catastrophic default. 

At UN, Argentina remains defiant on debt from Associated Press 25 Jun 14

Argentina will not start negotiating to avoid a catastrophic default until a U.S. judge rules on a request to suspend his enforcement of an order to
pay $1.5 billion in bad debts by June 30, Argentina's economy minister said Wednesday. 

Argentina to resume production of enriched uranium from EFE (Spain) 25 Jun 14

Argentina's government said Wednesday that in five weeks it will restart operations at an enriched uranium plant as part of a peaceful pursuit of
nuclear energy. 

Special Master Appointed For Argentina Debt Talks from Associated Press 24 Jun 14

A special master was appointed Monday to preside over negotiations between Argentina representatives and U.S. bondholders aimed at ending a
long battle over $1.5 billion in debts. 

Argentina minister NY-bound to talk about debt at UN from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 14

Argentina's Economy Minister Axel Kicillof will soon head to New York to discuss his country's debt situation with representatives of the Group
of 77 developing nations plus China, the government said Tuesday. 

Argentina to ask US judge to stay debt ruling from Agence France-Presse 23 Jun 14

Lawyers for Argentina will ask a New York judge Monday to stay a ruling requiring it to fully repay creditors owned some 1.3 billion dollars in
debt, Economy Minister Axel Kicillof said. 

Argentina's Fernandez says willing to talk with all creditors from Reuters 20 Jun 14

President Cristina Fernandez said on Friday her government would negotiate with all of Argentina's creditors in a bid to avoid a new debt default
that would further weaken the country's ailing economy. 

Argentina won't make bond payment in US: official from Agence France-Presse 19 Jun 14

Argentina will not make a bond service payment due June 30 in New York as ordered by a US judge, the economy ministry said Wednesday. 

UPDATE: Argentina plans debt swap for restructured debt from Associated Press 17 Jun 14

Argentina's president has objected to the conditions of a U.S. judge's ruling requiring a $1.33 billion debt repayment, but analysts say she may
ultimately have to negotiate with the holdout investors she calls "vultures" to avoid an impending default and a new blow to the country's
reputation. 

Argentina would default if forced to pay bondholders: Kicillof from Agence France-Presse 17 Jun 14

Economy Minister Axel Kicillof warned Tuesday that if Argentina implements a new US court ruling against Buenos Aires, it would push the
South American nation into default. 

US Supreme Court rejects Argentine debt appeals from Agence France-Presse 17 Jun 14

The US Supreme Court Monday rejected Argentina's appeals against paying at least $1.3 billion to hedge fund investors in its defaulted bonds,
piling pressure on the country's finances. 

US Justices Hit Argentina With Double Blow On Debt from Associated Press 17 Jun 14

Argentina suffered a stunning double defeat at the U.S. Supreme Court on Monday as the justices refused to consider its plea to extend a decade
of litigation over defaulted debt. Argentine stocks plunged as economists, analysts and opposition politicians practically begged President Cristina
Fernandez to comply. 

Justices Say No To Argentina from USA Today 17 Jun 14

The Supreme Court delivered a double-barreled defeat to Argentina on Monday in that nation’s efforts to escape its remaining creditors. 



Argentina detects 1,400 landing strips used by drug smugglers from EFE (Spain) 16 Jun 14

Authorities have identified 1,400 clandestine landing strips used by smugglers to move drugs into northern Argentina, Security Secretary Sergio
Berni said Monday. 

Supreme Court Meets To Discuss Argentina Debt Case from Associated Press 12 Jun 14

The U.S. Supreme Court is meeting privately Thursday to determine how to respond to Argentina’s appeal of lower court decisions ordering it to
repay more than $1.3 billion in defaulted bonds. 

Argentina's vice president in court in corruption case from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 14

Argentina's Vice President Amado Boudou went before a judge Monday for questioning about alleged influence-peddling in the acquisition of a
company with a monopoly to print the national currency. 

Censured by IMF, Argentina improves economic data from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 14

Argentina has made a step toward repairing its relations with the International Monetary Fund with its reforms to long-distorted economic data on
inflation and growth. 

Argentina appoints new secretary of 'national thought' from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 14

Argentina's President Cristina Kirchner has created a new post: secretary for strategic coordination of national thought. 

Argentina vice president summoned to court in graft probe from Agence France-Presse 30 May 14

A federal judge in Argentina on Friday ordered Vice President Amado Boudou to appear in court to answer corruption charges, judicial sources
said. 

Argentina Will Repay Paris Club Debt 13 Years After Default from Bloomberg News 30 May 14

Argentina, locked out of overseas markets since its record $95 billion default in 2001, took another step toward a return to selling international
bonds by agreeing to repay its debt to the Paris Club. 

Astana urges Argentina to support Kazakhstan's candidacy for non-permanent UN Security Council member from Interfax
(Russia) 29 May 14

Kazakhstan believes that Argentina will support Kazakhstan's candidacy for the UN Security Council non-permanent member in 2017-2018. 

Russian, Argentine foreign ministers to discuss development of political dialogue at Moscow talks on May 28 from Itar-Tass
(Russia) 22 May 14

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov will hold talks with his Argentine counterpart Hector Timerman in Moscow on May 28, Russian Foreign
Ministry Spokesman Alexander Lukashevich said on Thursday. 

Argentina details bust of liquid cocaine smugglers from Associated Press 16 May 14

Crooked Argentine federal police partnered with a Mexican chemist to smuggle liquid cocaine for the Sinaloa cartel to the United States and
Europe, Argentine Security Minister Sergio Berni said Friday. 

Argentine court strikes down 'truth commission' deal with Iran from Reuters 15 May 14

An Argentine Federal court on Thursday struck down an agreement between the South American country and Iran to jointly investigate the deadly
1994 bombing of a Buenos Aires Jewish community center that local courts blamed on Tehran. 

Argentine chief: Protesters are misguided minority from Associated Press 14 May 14

Argentine union bosses are leading an anti-government protest in front of the government palace, calling on President Cristina Fernandez to
control inflation, combat crime and remove a tax on the incomes of working people. 

Almost 400 kilogrammes of cocaine seized in Argentina from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 7 May 14



Almost 400 kilogrammes of cocaine were seized in the northern Argentine province of Salta, the authorities said Wednesday. 

China ratifies judicial assistance treaty with Argentina from Xinhua (China) 24 Apr 14

China's top legislature on Thursday ratified a treaty with Argentina on mutual judicial assistance in criminal affairs. 

Supreme Court Weighs Aid To Holders Of Argentine Debt from New York Times 22 Apr 14

The Supreme Court on Monday seemed inclined to offer at least modest help to Argentina’s creditors. 

UPDATE: Police arrest 250, seize weapons in Argentina from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 14

A series of raids west of Buenos Aires yielded 250 arrests and unearthed firearms and drugs, police said Monday, the second such operation in as
many weeks. 

Argentine cops bust drug band, seize 50,000 Ecstasy tablets from EFE (Spain) 21 Apr 14

Argentine security forces busted a band that sold designer drugs in Buenos Aires in an operation in which they seized 50,000 Ecstasy tablets and
$500,000 in cash, Argentina's security secretary said Monday. 

US justices seek middle ground in Argentina case from Associated Press 21 Apr 14

The U.S. Supreme Court appeared to be searching for a middle ground Monday in the decade-long battle between Argentina and holders of its
defaulted bonds. 

How Argentina’s Default Could Be New York’s Loss from Wall Street Journal 21 Apr 14

The commercial capital depends on U.S. courts to hold governments to their promises.

US Justices Hear Arguments In Argentina Debt Case from Associated Press 21 Apr 14

The U.S. Supreme Court is hearing arguments Monday in Argentina’s decade-long battle with holders of its defaulted bonds. 

Argentina Considers Crackdown On Street Protests from Associated Press 18 Apr 14

Argentina’s populist government is proposing a crackdown on street protests amid increasing unrest over the souring economy. The new rules
dismayed many of its natural allies Thursday, who called it a worrisome retreat after a decade of permissive policing. 

More than 250 kilogrammes of cocaine seized in northern Argentina from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 16 Apr 14

Argentina's Gendarmeria (border patrol) seized more than 250 kilogrammes of cocaine in an operation in the northern province of Salta, the
Security Ministry said Wednesday. 

Battle Over Argentina’s Debts Heads To Supreme Court from USA Today 16 Apr 14

Few tears will be shed for Argentina at the Supreme Court next week, when unpaid debts from its record-setting 2001 default come under legal
scrutiny. But its creditors aren’t likely to evoke much sympathy, either. 

UPDATE: UK defends Falklands exercises after Argentine protest from Agence France-Presse 12 Apr 14

The Foreign Office on Saturday brushed off condemnation by Argentina of British military exercises in the Falkland Islands, saying they were
"routine". 

UK Falklands military exercises 'provoke' Argentina from BBC 12 Apr 14

Britain has been accused of provoking Argentina with plans to hold military exercises in the Falkland Islands. 

Argentina Hit By Strike Over Inflation, Crime from AFP 10 Apr 14

A strike against the policies of Argentinian President Cristina Kirchner halted trains and buses on Thursday amid growing public discontent over
high inflation and crime. 

Argentine federal police stage 'mega' drug raids from Associated Press 9 Apr 14



Argentina's federal government is making a huge show of force against drug trafficking, sending more than 3,000 federal agents to raid more than
80 drug "bunkers" in the city of Rosario, where the death toll is soaring from a bloody turf war. 

Argentina braces for major strike from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 14

Argentina braced Wednesday for a major strike in a fresh challenge to President Cristina Kirchner amid growing public discontent over high
inflation and crime. 

Argentine court gives long terms for sex slavery from Associated Press 8 Apr 14

A court in Argentina has handed down tough sentences of 10 to 22 years in prison to 10 defendants accused of kidnapping and forcing into
prostitution a young woman whose disappearance raised global awareness about people trafficking. 

OPINION: Kirchner Targets Argentina’s Military For Revenge from Wall Street Journal 7 Apr 14

To settle scores from the 1970s, the president tosses aside due process.

Buenos Aires declares emergency over spike in violence from Agence France-Presse 5 Apr 14

A year-long public security emergency was declared Saturday in Buenos Aires after a spate of violent robberies and assaults sparked a wave of
vigilante action. 

Argentine leader says Falklands a NATO nuclear base from Agence France-Presse 2 Apr 14

Argentina's President Cristina Kirchner charged Wednesday that the Falkland Islands serve as a nuclear base for NATO in the South Atlantic. 

Argentina’s Supreme Court: Show Us The Money! from Associated Press 27 Mar 14

Argentina’s Supreme Court is demanding accountability from one of the pillars of the government of President Cristina Fernandez — the social
welfare programs that have helped millions of the country’s most vulnerable people. 

Argentine teacher strike drags into third week from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 14

Thousands of Argentine teachers clad in white rallied in Buenos Aires on Wednesday as their strike over pay dragged into its third week, shutting
millions of schoolchildren out of classrooms. 

Argentina Accuses World Powers Of Double-Standard Over Crimea from Bloomberg News 20 Mar 14

Western powers are not applying the same standards to Crimea as to the Falkland Islands, Argentina’s President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner
said. 

Argentina Accuses US, UK Of Hypocrisy Over Crimea from Associated Press 20 Mar 14

Argentina’s president said Wednesday that the U.S. and Britain displayed double standards with their positions on Crimea and the Falkland
Islands, undermining efforts to preserve Ukraine’s territorial integrity. 

Argentine Teachers Reject Raises In 11-day Strike from Associated Press 20 Mar 14

Argentine teachers have rejected 31 percent raises in an 11-day strike that has left 3.5 million children out of school. 

Argentine, French leaders to discuss debt in Paris from Associated Press 19 Mar 14

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez is meeting with her French counterpart in Paris and is expected to discuss ways to tackle her country's
growing international debt. 

Argentina Bond Rating Cut By Moody’s On Dollar Reserves Drop from Bloomberg News 18 Mar 14

Argentina had its credit rating cut by Moody’s Investors Service Inc., which cited the country’s plunging foreign reserves. 

Reputed drug queenpin arrested in Argentina from EFE (Spain) 14 Mar 14

Police in the central Argentine province of San Luis arrested reputed drug boss Yaquelina "La Yaqui" Vargas in connection with death threats
against journalists in neighboring Mendoza province, authorities said Friday. 



Rocketing Prices Confound An Argentina Racked By Inflation from New York Times 14 Mar 14

Diego Gómez scurried around the food market, a labyrinth of bustling stalls in a gritty neighborhood far from the elegant avenues of central
Buenos Aires. He did not stay long. 

Argentine police seize cocaine-stuffed skis from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 14

Buenos Aires police discovered an original scheme for smuggling drugs out of Argentina when they found skis stuffed with cocaine on Thursday. 

Pickets disturb BA traffic, activists protest Las Heras workers imprisonment from Buenos Aires Herald 27 Feb 14

Left-wing activists were staging a wave of protests across Buenos Aires City in a show of solidarity with a group of oil workers who have been
sentenced to life for the murder of a police agent back in 2006 in the southern locality of Las Heras. Gendarmes have been deployed to the picket
zones while chaos disturbs traffic. 

Russian Gays Marry, Will Seek Asylum In Argentina from Associated Press 26 Feb 14

Two Russian homosexuals married Tuesday in Argentina and said they would seek asylum from the violence they fear back home in the Olympic
city of Sochi, joining a growing number of other gays seeking marriage and refuge abroad. 

Argentina seen becoming a narcotics transit hub from United Press International 19 Feb 14

Argentina's political elite are caught up in a public row over contentions the country is becoming a transit point for narcotics smuggling from
neighboring South American states to North America. 

Argentina Asks Top US Court To Stop ‘Catastrophe’ from Associated Press 19 Feb 14

Argentina filed a long-shot appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court on Tuesday asking the justices in Washington to avert an “economic catastrophe” by
overturning lower court rulings that could force the South American government to default on billions of dollars in debts. 

Argentina Appeals Bonds Case To US Supreme Court from Agence France-Presse 19 Feb 14

Argentina said Tuesday it had appealed to the US Supreme Court against a lower court order to pay off hedge fund investors in its bonds, arguing
that order violated its sovereignty. 

Argentine govt OK's media group's breakup plan from Associated Press 17 Feb 14

Argentina's broadcast media regulator gave President Cristina Fernandez a long-awaited victory Monday in her campaign to weaken Grupo
Clarin, approving a plan to break the leading Latin American media group into six parts. 

Córdoba Court drops charges on former President Menem from Buenos Aires Herald 12 Feb 14

By reversing an earlier ruling, Cordoba’s Appeals Court has dismissed charges faced by former President Carlos Saul Menem, who was accused
of alleged involvement in the attack committed against Río Tercero’s military factory in 1995 which claimed the lives of seven people. 

Erroneous N. Korea Quote Irks Argentine Officials from Associated Press 11 Feb 14

A purported remark by U.S. Sen. Mario Rubio has ignited a national furor in Argentina. The only problem is that Rubio never said it.

Timerman calls two US Senators 'extremists', ideologically opposed to US public opinion from Merco Press 10 Feb 14

Argentine foreign minister Hector Timerman called US senators Marco Rubio and Robert Menendez “extremists”, who don't represent the will of
the Senate, the US government or the US people.

“Argentina's economy on the right course” K ambassador tells the Washington Post from Merco Press 10 Feb 14

...ambassador Nahón claims that the Washington Post “mischaracterized Argentina’s process of economic growth with social inclusion” and
“contrary to The Post’s portrayal, Argentina has come a long way toward building strong foundations for prosperity since 2003”

Francis denies any involvement in Argentina's complicated situation: 'pure nonsense' from Merco Press 10 Feb 14

Pope Francis dismissed on Sunday reports that he had called for a meeting between representatives from President of Cristina Fernández



government and members of the Argentine Industrial Union (UIA) and organized labor CGT union, with the supposed aim of discussing
economic issues.

Argentines Become Citizen-cops With Smartphone App from Associated Press 7 Feb 14

A free smartphone application has encouraged more than 70,000 Argentines to become citizen-cops as they shop. 

OPINION: Mi Amor, I Shrunk the Peso from Wall Street Journal 3 Feb 14

Some countries learn from their monetary history. Then there is Argentina. 

OPINION: Argentina’s Coming Collapse from Washington Post 31 Jan 14

ARGENTINA, WHICH has suffered through a 60-year cycle of financial booms and busts, seems to be headed toward bust again.

OPINION: Argentina On The Brink from New York Times 29 Jan 14

More than a decade after it defaulted on its foreign debts, Argentina is again facing a financial crisis caused largely by misguided government
policies. 

Argentine public officials fired via YouTube from EFE (Spain) 29 Jan 14

The governor of the southern Argentine province of Rio Negro announced the dismissal of half of his administration's political appointees in a
YouTube video. 

Argentina Spends $115 Million to Steady Peso from Wall Street Journal 29 Jan 14

Agentina's central bank spent about $115 million on Tuesday to keep the peso steady against the U.S. dollar, said a person familiar with the
matter, a day after the Kirchner administration loosened currency-purchase rules in hopes of cooling black-market dollar demand.

Argentina Blasts 'Speculative Attacks' from Wall Street Journal 29 Jan 14

Argentina's government accused businesses of orchestrating speculative attacks against emerging-market currencies, including the Argentine peso,
as it injected more U.S. dollars into the economy on Tuesday to try to calm nerves after last week's devaluation.

Cristina Fernandez has lunch with Fidel Castro and blasts banks' “speculative practices” from Merco Press 28 Jan 14

Argentine President Cristina Fernández used her personal Twitter account to blast figures in the banking and financial industries, which according
to the head of state used speculative practices to send Argentina into default in 2001... The president's comments, just days after the peso
experienced a sharp devaluation, are the first time she has referenced the economy since the exchange rate drop and a subsequent liberalization of
currency purchases.

Argentina Eases Limits on Dollar Purchases to Calm Market from Wall Street Journal 27 Jan 14

Government Allows People to Buy More Dollars to Reduce Black-Market Demand for U.S. Currency 

Argentina Backtracks On Details Of Dollar Control from Associated Press 27 Jan 14

Argentina’s economy minister is backtracking on details of the government’s recent announcements over the easing of currency controls. 

Crises Squeeze Two Latin Leaders from Wall Street Journal 26 Jan 14

Argentina, Venezuela Face Their Most Acute Economic Crises in a Decade 

Argentina’s Currency Falls Sharply Against The Dollar, Stirring Inflation Fears from New York Times 24 Jan 14

Argentina’s currency, the peso, plunged more than 8 percent on Thursday against the dollar after the country’s central bank tried to stem a decline
in international reserves. 

Argentina lifts controls on buying foreign currency from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 14

Argentina abandoned an unpopular ban on buying dollars Friday allowing citizens to once again hedge against the plunging value of the peso by
hoarding their savings in foreign currency. 



Argentina to boost trade ties with China: cabinet chief from Xinhua (China) 23 Jan 14

Argentina has "big trade" with China and is willing to strengthen the relations between the two countries, Chief of the Cabinet of Ministers Jorge
Capitanich said here on Thursday. 

‘They wanted you to believe I couldn’t go on’ from Buenos Aires Herald 23 Jan 14

After being out of the spotlight for 34 days, the head of state took aim at opposition leaders, whom she accused of trying “to punish society” and
compared them to the leaders ... military dictatorship. “They already tried to do it once — not only to scare political leaders of the time, but
society itself, to prevent them from getting involved in political projects of change,”

Argentine President Ends Long Public Silence from Associated Press 23 Jan 14

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez spoke publicly for the first time in 42 days on Wednesday, ending a long silence that had led to
speculation about her health following head surgery. 

Argentina's Currency Hits New Lows on Regulated, Black Markets from Merco Press 22 Jan 14

The Argentine peso hit record lows against the U.S. dollar Wednesday, as investors were skeptical that Argentina's attempt to restart debt talks
with the Paris Club might provide near term relief to falling foreign currency in reserves.

Kirchner Reappears, Sidesteps Economy from Wall Street Journal 22 Jan 14

President Cristina Kirchner made her first public comments in nearly six weeks on Wednesday, but avoided mention of the growing economic
problems that have put many Argentines on edge and led her approval ratings to tank. Mrs. Kirchner... went into a long defense of her
government, blaming previous Argentine governments and critics for the country's current woes. 

Argentina imposes strict controls on buying on line from Merco Press 22 Jan 14

Argentines buying online must now submit a statement to the tax agency, AFIP, before they can receive the goods at the Post Office, as the
government seeks to make such purchases more expensive and help curb capital flight.

‘There is a permanent destabilization attempt toward the government’; Interview with Cabinet Chief Jorge Capitanich from
Pagina/12 (Buenos Aires 19 Jan 14

Two months after taking up his post, Capitanich analyses the drop in reserves and the struggle over the US dollar. He speaks of the interests
seeking to destabilize the government so as to impose adjustment policies.

Argentine gov't rules out military role in drug enforcement from EFE (Spain) 17 Jan 14

The Argentine government on Friday categorically rejected proposals from two prominent politicians to use the armed forces to deal with drug
trafficking and an accompanying increase in drug-related violence. 

Argentina Says Consumer Prices Rose 10.9% On Year In December from Wall Street Journal 16 Jan 14

Argentina's government said Wednesday consumer prices rose 10.9% on the year in December, while many private-sector inflation estimates are
more than double that figure. 

Argentina Says Consumer Prices Rose 10.9% on Year in December from Wall Street Journal 16 Jan 14

Argentina's government said Wednesday consumer prices rose 10.9% on the year in December, while many private-sector inflation estimates are
more than double that figure. That marked a significant increase in 12-month inflation, which stood at 10.5% in November, and 10.8% in
December 2012, 

Deadly blast at Argentine base in Antarctica from AP 15 Jan 14

A blast at an Argentine research base in Antarctica has killed an army officer. Argentina's Ministry of Defense says Tuesday's explosion at the
Esperanza base was caused by inflammable material leftovers. The ministry says the blast happened when officers were trying to retrieve the
inflammable material but didn't provide further details.



Argentine Supreme court Judge blasts the police and the political elite from Merco Press 14 Jan 14

To avoid a repeat of recent police strikes and the violence that followed the government should review the structure of Argentina’s police force,
Supreme Court Justice Eugenio Zaffaroni declared, taking aim at both the country’s police and its political elite. “The police are today the ones
who lead coup d’états” said Zaffaroni who also suggested the political elite 'was afraid' 

They will put a deadline on the agreement with Iran; The government wants the accused for the attack to testify before March.
from La Nacion (Buenos Aires) 14 Jan 14

A significant section of the Foreign Ministry and Government officials believe that March will be the deadline to sustain the agreement reached
with Iran exactly one year ago. They say that by that time the government of President Hassan Rohani should give an answer to the proposal made
by Timerman at the United Nations in September, when he proposed that what was established in the memorandum after the formation of the
Truth Commission should be fulfilled in 12 months.

Argentina celebrates the new diplomatic agreement on the nuclear development of Iran from Sala de Prensa (Buenos Aires) 13 Jan 14

The statement issued by the Foreign Ministry says: "The points of agreement reached yesterday imply further progress in the dialogue process on
an issue of high international sensitivity, which led the parties to an open conflict in the past and which was unlocked after more than ten years.

Argentina threatens Falklands drillers with jail from Agence France-Presse 13 Jan 14

Argentina's new secretary handling the Falklands dispute threatened oil companies drilling around the British-held islands with court action, in an
interview published Monday. 

Argentina’s Woes Push Investors Away from Wall Street Journal 13 Jan 14

Government Bonds Have Fallen Sharply

Milani Created the Most Numerous Military Leadership Since 1983 from La Nacion (thru OSC) 13 Jan 14

With promotions arranged in December by the President, Lieutenant General Cesar Milani was able to assure loyalty and confidence in the new
Army leadership. He created the largest military leadership since the return to democracy with 55 generals... A significant fact is that the 55
generals command an Army of only 17,000 soldiers.

With Equipment and Salaries, Milani Does ‘Proselytism’ and Aligns the Army from Clarin (Buenos Aires - thru OSC) 13 Jan 14

Lt. Gen. Cesar Milani is visiting the Army units and announcing at each one of them the acquisition of new equipment, in an almost proselytizing
campaign to make the Army members form ranks behind him... In addition, almost like a "public relations clerk," a military source reported, he
emphasizes in all of his speeches that the army should support the "national and popular" project.

Chew Marks on $4 Million Has U.S. Seeing Shaggy Dog Story from Bloomberg 13 Jan 14

the bills were named defendants in a lawsuit called U.S. v. $4,245,800 in Mutilated United States Currency. In it, the U.S. alleged that the tattered
cash that Piano’s Banco Piano SA had tried to exchange at face value was likely the proceeds of criminal activity.

Virtual Paralysis in the Sedronar, After the Arrival of Priest Molina from La Nacion (Buenos Aires - via OSC) 12 Jan 14

Six weeks after the appointment of the priest, Juan Carlos Molina, to head the Secretariat for the Prevention of Drug Abuse and Drug Trafficking
(Sedronar), the body is paralyzed and in a climate of uncertainty, compounded by layoff of officials and the limited experience of its leader.

Bodies Of 2 American Climbers Found In Argentina from New York Times 7 Jan 14

Two bodies discovered at the bottom of a 650-foot ravine on a mountain in Argentina are believed to be those of two missing American climbers,
a local government official said Monday. 

More civilians convicted of dictatorship crimes from Buenos Aires Herald 2 Jan 14

A record number of sentences seen last year and it is expected to rise in 2014 Since the reopening of trials for cases of crimes against humanity
committed during the last military dictatorship, 2013 was a landmark year that saw the largest number of civilians convicted of crimes committed
during that era. 



Argentinians set up roadblocks over blackouts from United Press International 31 Dec 13

Irate residents in Buenos Aires blocked major thoroughfares in the city after experiencing nearly two weeks without electricity, officials said. 

Argentina: 70 Injured In Carnivorous Fish Attack from Associated Press 27 Dec 13

An attack by a school of carnivorous fish has injured 70 people bathing in an Argentine river, including seven children who lost parts of their
fingers or toes. 

Argentine Leader’s New Style Isn’t Fixing Economy from Associated Press 26 Dec 13

President Cristina Fernandez has tried to reinvent her image since her return from skull surgery. She’s put aside the all-black wardrobe she wore
for three years mourning her late husband Nestor Kirchner, and reshuffled her Cabinet.

Former Argentine Leader Acquitted In Bribery Case from Agence France-Presse 24 Dec 13

Argentina’s former president Fernando de la Rua, accused of ordering the payment of bribes to senators in 2000, was acquitted Monday in a
federal court in Buenos Aires. 

Cameron vows to defend Falklands after 'momentous' year from Agence France-Presse 20 Dec 13

Prime Minister David Cameron vowed Friday to defend the Falkland Islands after a "momentous" year in which residents voted to remain a
British overseas territory. 

Argentina To Tighten Food Price Controls As Inflation Quickens from Bloomberg News 17 Dec 13

Argentina will intensify control over price limits on food products after the fastest inflation in two years sparked police strikes and looting. 

Argentine Inflation Jumped To 26.8%, Fastest Since 2011 from Bloomberg News 13 Dec 13

Inflation in Argentina accelerated at the fastest pace in more than two years last month, according to private estimates, helping fuel deadly protests
in Latin America’s second-biggest economy.

Argentina demands punishment for looters, instigators of unrest from EFE (Spain) 12 Dec 13

Argentina's government called Thursday for a thorough investigation into deadly disturbances in several cities, where looters raided supermarkets
and other establishments amid police protests for higher salaries. 

UPDATE: Death toll rises to four in Argentinian looting chaos from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 10 Dec 13

The death toll rose to four from looting and rioting in northern Argentina Tuesday as policemen were on strike to press for higher wages, reports
said. 

5 Dead As Argentine Police Strikes Inspire Mobs from Associated Press 10 Dec 13

Outbreaks of looting have spread across Argentina as mobs take advantage of strikes by police demanding pay raises to match inflation. Videos
show people shattering glass doors and hauling out everything from mattresses and cellphones to baby carriages and beer. 

UPDATE: Seven dead in Argentina looting amid police strike from Agence France-Presse 10 Dec 13

Seven people died overnight in looting in northern Argentina sparked by a police strike, authorities said Tuesday. 

IMF gives Argentina timetable to improve data from Agence France-Presse 9 Dec 13

The International Monetary Fund on Monday gave Argentina a timetable to improve its data on inflation and economic growth, after censuring the
country last year for shoddy statistics. 

Police strike in Argentina sparks looting, one dead from Agence France-Presse 9 Dec 13

An outbreak of looting overnight during a police strike in the Argentine province of Entre Rios has left one man dead and 25 others injured,
officials said Monday. 

Argentina-Brazil patch up on trade, look to Europe deal from Reuters 5 Dec 13



Argentina's recent Cabinet shuffle has smoothed trade friction between South America's two largest economies and clears the way for a united
proposal for free trade with the European Union, Brazilian Trade Minister Fernando Pimentel said on Thursday. 

Argentina Grapples With Its Most Polluted River from Associated Press 5 Dec 13

The picturesque La Boca district draws hordes of tourists to stroll its narrow streets lined with colorful buildings and eat at outdoor restaurants.

Looting ends as Argentine police strike resolved from Associated Press 4 Dec 13

A sit-in by police seeking pay raises in Argentina's second-largest city prompted hours of looting, robberies, injuries and vigilante mobs trying to
protect their neighborhoods before the provincial government agreed to the officers' demands and peace returned to the streets Wednesday.

Looting in Argentine province after police shun work to demand raises from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 13

People looted stores Tuesday in the central Argentine province of Cordoba after police demanding pay raises refused to leave their barracks, TV
footage showed. 

At least 4 dead in Argentina storm from EFE (Spain) 3 Dec 13

At least four people died in a storm that lashed parts of Argentina with heavy rains and winds of more than 100 kph (62 mph), authorities said
Tuesday. 

Gov't raises biodiesel blend rate to absorb EU sanctions shock from Buenos Aires Herald 2 Dec 13

Planning Minister Julio De VidoFollowing the EU decision to ban Argentine biodiesel exports, Planning and Economy Ministers Julio De Vido
and Axel Kicillof announced today the increase of mandated biodiesel blending that will account for “450,000 tons that will flow into domestic
consumption.”

Argentine leader names drug and crime ministers from Associated Press 2 Dec 13

Argentina's president has named a new security minister and appointed a Roman Catholic priest to run the national agency that treats drug addicts
and fights drug trafficking. 

Mujica questions Argentine trade policies towards Mercosur that “take us back to the sixties” from MercoPress 29 Nov 13

“Argentina has a development model, but from the sixties. They have a right to have a model but this one does not solve problems it makes them
worse”, said Mujica in an interview with Zero Hora, the most influential newspaper from the south of Brazil.

Argentine police 'free 96 prostitutes' in raid brothels from BBC 29 Nov 13

Raids on brothels in and around the Argentine capital Buenos Aires have rescued almost 100 women forced into prostitution, police say. 

Argentine threat over Falkland Islands oil operations from BBC 28 Nov 13

Argentina has threatened oil businesses operating off the Falkland Islands with fines, confiscations and jail sentences for their executives. 

Argentina police arrest 50 in looting attempt from Agence France-Presse 27 Nov 13

Police arrested 50 people in central Argentina on Wednesday for trying to loot supermarkets, authorities said. 

UPDATE: Powerful 7.0 magnitude quake strikes south Atlantic from Agence France-Presse 25 Nov 13

A powerful 7.0 magnitude earthquake struck in the south Atlantic ocean 314 kilometers (195 miles) southeast of Stanley, the main city on the
Falkland Islands, the US Geological Survey said early Monday. 

Argentina forging ahead with interventionist economy: official from Agence France-Presse 21 Nov 13

Argentina will continue to intervene in the economy, including the foreign exchange markets, President Christina Kirchner's new chief of staff
Thursday. 

Fernandez reshuffles Argentina cabinet from BBC 19 Nov 13

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner has appointed new cabinet members in an apparent effort to tackle the country's economic



crisis. 

Argentina Loses Bid For Full Rehearing Of Bonds Appeal from Bloomberg News 19 Nov 13

Argentina lost its bid for a rehearing of a federal appeals court ruling against it in litigation over $1.5 billion in the nation’s defaulted bonds. 

Argentine president makes Cabinet changes after medical leave from EFE (Spain) 18 Nov 13

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez on Monday made important changes in her Cabinet upon resuming her official activities after 40 days of
medically-ordered rest following neurosurgery. 

‘Escapes made possible by collusion with forces’ from Buenos Aires Herald 14 Nov 13

Another escape by a former military official charged with crimes against humanity during the last military dictatorship reignited the debate
yesterday over whether there is complicity between the security forces and those it is meant to be guarding. 

IMF board to review Argentina economic data improvement in December from Xinhua (China) 13 Nov 13

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) said on Wednesday it planned to review Argentina's progress on improving its economic data in
December, after censuring the country for failing to provide accurate data. 

Kirchner to Resume Leadership Amid Woes from Wall Street Journal 12 Nov 13

Argentine President Will Return Nov. 18 After Recovering From Head Surgery Last Month

Argentina's president gets medical clearance to work from BBC News 9 Nov 13

Doctors have given Argentina's President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner medical clearance to return to work. 

China, Argentina FM call for closer cooperation from Xinhua (China) 8 Nov 13

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi held talks with his Argentine counterpart Hector Timerman on Thursday, calling for closer cooperation
between the two countries. 

COMMENTARY: Argentina’s Fading Diva from New York Times 8 Nov 13

After a decade in the public eye, Cristina Fernández de Kirchner has started to fade in her starring role as Argentina’s diva. With her party’s loss
of key districts in the midterm Congressional elections, her dream of re-election in 2015 for a third term as president — “Eternal Cristina,” as her
acolytes say — comes to an end. But she will not go away without putting up a fight. 

Argentina releases 'blacklist' compiled by dictatorship from Agence France-Presse 7 Nov 13

Argentina on Thursday released a blacklist of artists, intellectuals, journalists and others found among a trove of newly discovered documents
from the country's 1976-1983 military dictatorship. 

Falkland Islanders vote for new government from Associated Press 7 Nov 13

Falkland Islanders are voting for a new government that will be tasked with managing the transition of the small territory as oil exploration turns
to development. 

What Role Do Mexico Cartels Play in Argentina Drug Violence? from Insight Crime 6 Nov 13

Argentina is now a key source of precursor chemicals for Mexican cartels, raising the question as to whether these transnational drug trafficking
organizations are fuelling rising violence and intimidation in the epicenter of the country's drug trade -- Rosario. 

Argentina court upholds controversial media law from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 13

Argentina's Supreme Court Tuesday upheld a controversial law that would force the country's largest media group, Clarin, to divest some of its
units. 

Fernandez's government downplays electoral setback in Argentina from Reuters 29 Oct 13

President Cristina Fernandez's government sought on Monday to downplay a sobering defeat in Argentina's mid-term elections, asserting that its



ability to govern has not been diminished even though voters shrank her majority in Congress and erased her chances of seeking a third term in
2015. 

Voters, In Midterm Elections, Give New Momentum To The Opposition In Argentina from New York Times 29 Oct 13

After a decade of family rule in Argentina, the political tenor has begun to change. 

Argentina’s Kirchner Weakened By Mid-Term Vote from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 13

Argentina’s Cristina Kirchner began the final leg of her presidency Monday, diminished by her Peronist followers’ resounding defeat in Buenos
Aires and other key provinces in mid-term elections. 

Argentine Election Loss Makes Leader Vulnerable from Associated Press 29 Oct 13

Ailing President Cristina Fernandez is now lame-duck leader with no clear successor, confronting economic storms and new rivals who aim to
lure away the allies that give her Front for Victory just enough votes to control Argentina’s Congress. 

Argentine Ruling Party Holds Onto Congress from Associated Press 28 Oct 13

President Cristina Fernandez’s governing bloc held onto control of Congress in Sunday’s congressional elections, but the results buried hopes of
changing the constitution to let her run for a third term and a former loyalist proved himself a political threat. 

Argentina's ailing Kirchner takes hit in midterm vote from Agence France-Presse 28 Oct 13

Midterm elections Sunday dealt a tough new loss to Argentine President Cristina Kirchner's political movement in the country's biggest voting
district, officials said. 

Argentina votes in key test for Cristina Fernandez from BBC 27 Oct 13

Voters in Argentina will go to the polls in a key test for President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner. 

Argentina to deploy 90,000 troops to safeguard elections from Xinhua (China) 24 Oct 13

Argentina would deploy more than 90,000 troops to safeguard the mid-term legislative elections, the defense ministry said on Thursday. 

US Rep. Sanford's Argentine lover speaks out on TV from Associated Press 20 Oct 13

Maria Belen Chapur, the Argentine woman who former South Carolina Gov. left his wife and derailed his career over, has finally spoken on
camera about their relationship. 

Argentine commuter train slams into station, again from Associated Press 19 Oct 13

A commuter train slammed into the bumper at the end of the line Saturday at the same station in Argentina's capital where 52 people were killed
in a similar crash last year. This time there was no immediate report of deaths, but at least 80 people were injured. 

EU Says Will Drop Argentina, Indonesia Biodiesel Complaint from Agence France-Presse 17 Oct 13

The European Commission is to drop an anti-subsidy probe into imports of biodiesel from Argentina and Indonesia, major producers, but will
continue an anti-dumping investigation, officials said Thursday.

Official: Argentine President's Surgery for Blood Clot a Success from Agence France-Presse 8 Oct 13

Surgery to remove a blood clot on the brain of Argentina's President Cristina Kirchner was successful, a government spokesman said. 

Doctors: Argentine President to Undergo Surgery for Brain Hemorrhage from Agence France-Presse 7 Oct 13

Argentine President Cristina Kirchner will undergo surgery Tuesday for a recently detected brain hemorrhage, a statement by the hospital treating
her said Monday.

Kahzakstan and Argentina Prepare for Visa Free Regime from Interfax (Russia) 2 Oct 13

Kazakhstan Foreign Minister Yerlan Idrisov held talks with Argentina's Foreign Minister Hector Timerman during his visit to Buenos Aires. 



More than 100 kilogrammes of cocaine seized in Buenos Aires from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 2 Oct 13

More than 100 kilogrammes of cocaine were seized and 10 people were arrested in Buenos Aires and its metropolitan area, including some
upscale gated neighbourhoods, Argentine Security Minister Sergio Berni said Tuesday. 

Argentina buys 16 Mirage F 1 from Spain; half have air-refuelling capacity from MercoPress 1 Oct 13

Argentina has confirmed the purchase of 16 second hand Mirage F-1 decommissioned from the Spanish Air force in an operation valued at 170
million Euros. The expenditure is contemplated in the 2014 budget bill approved in the Lower House and which awaits debate in the Senate. 

Argentine Judge Seeks To Put Franco Officials On Trial from New York Times 1 Oct 13

Almost two decades ago, Spanish judges led by Baltasar Garzón began an unprecedented international crusade against alleged perpetrators of
human rights abuses, including former regime leaders like Augusto Pinochet of Chile. 

Argentina Bonds Rally Despite Risk from Wall Street Journal 30 Sep 13

Investors are piling into Argentine bonds ahead of the South American country's date with the U.S. Supreme Court, in the latest sign of Wall
Street's willingness to embrace risk in pursuit of a sizable payday. 

Iran, Argentina confirm probe on Jewish center bombing from Agence France-Presse 28 Sep 13

Iran confirmed to Argentina on Saturday that it would cooperate to probe the 1994 bombing of a Buenos Aires Jewish center after charges that
Tehran ordered the attack, diplomats said. 

Spain denies accord to get Britain to leave Falklands from Agence France-Presse 27 Sep 13

Spain on Friday denied Argentina's claims that the two countries had clinched an agreement to get Britain to negotiate the future of the Falkland
Islands and Gibraltar. 

Argentina, Spain join forces over Falklands, Gibraltar from Agence France-Presse 26 Sep 13

Argentina and Spain agreed Thursday to work together to persuade Britain to negotiate the future of the Falkland Islands and Gibraltar, Argentina
said. 

Franco Victims Greet Argentine Probe from Associated Press 24 Sep 13

Three people who claim they were tortured during Spain’s Franco dictatorship said Monday they hope arrest warrants issued last week by
Argentina will help bring some of the perpetrators to justice and finally open up a public debate on one of the country’s darkest periods. 

15-year term for Argentine priest sex abuse upheld from Associated Press 20 Sep 13

Argentina's Supreme Court has upheld the 15-year prison sentence of a priest convicted of sexually abusing a boy in his "Happy Children"
foundation, prompting the victim's attorney on Thursday to call for the cleric's immediate arrest. 

Argentine Commerce Secretary Indicted for Acting Against Forecasts from Wall Street Journal 19 Sep 13

Judge Sees Abuse of Authority in Government's Move Against Consultants Over Data.

‘We should never forget that this is still a wounded country’ from Bueno Aires Herald 15 Sep 13

Interview: Robert Cox, the legendary editor of the Buenos Aires Herald forced into exile during the last military dictatorship, has been in
Argentina intermittently during the last three decades.

Three decades of political flux from Buenos Aires Herald 15 Sep 13

The following timeline gives the main political events of the past 30 years as the backdrop to this anniversary cultural supplement. 

Argentina Approves New Sovereign Debt Swap from Associated Press 13 Sep 13

Argentina’s Congress has overwhelmingly approved a plan to swap new bonds for defaulted debt rather than comply with U.S. court orders to pay
investors cash in full plus interest. 



Forest fires rage across 4 Argentine provinces from Associated Press 10 Sep 13

Firefighters are struggling to contain wind-whipped blazes raging across forest land in Cordoba and three other Argentine provinces. 

Argentina asks US court for rehearing on debt payment from Agence France-Presse 7 Sep 13

Argentina has urged a US appeals court to reconsider an order for the country to pay in full holders of $1.47 billion in defaulted debt. 

Argentine opera singer dies after stroke on stage from Associated Press 5 Sep 13

A promising Argentine opera singer suffered a stroke on stage while singing Giuseppe Verdi's "Requiem" and died two days later. Florencia
Fabris, 38, was buried Tuesday. 

Argentine Ex-president Menem Back On Trial At 83 from Agence France-Presse 3 Sep 13

Argentina’s ex-president Carlos Menem was back in court for a new trial Monday, this time for allegedly falsifying his personal tax returns, the
Supreme Court announced. 

US Judge Mulls Violation Of Argentina Debt Ruling from Associated Press 30 Aug 13

Argentina could be in trouble with a New York judge who wants to know why the government of President Cristina Fernandez shouldn’t
immediately face the consequences of its losing fight over defaulted debt. 

Argentina Bonds Fall on Debt-Swap Offer from Wall Street Journal 28 Aug 13

Maneuver Follows U.S. Legal Setback

Argentina Reopens Debt Swap for Second Time from Wall Street Journal 27 Aug 13

The decision follows an adverse ruling in a New York court last week..

Argentina Announces A New Debt Swap Outside US Law from Associated Press 27 Aug 13

Argentina’s president revealed Monday night how she’ll try to defy U.S. courts that have ruled against her government in a decade-long, billion-
dollar legal fight over debts that have been unpaid since the country’s world-record, $100 billion default. 

Chinese, Argentine vice presidents hold talks from Xinhua (China) 23 Aug 13

Chinese Vice President Li Yuanchao held talks with his Argentine counterpart Amado Boudou in Beijing on Friday. 

Argentina bars 4 British oil firms over Falklands operations from EFE (Spain) 23 Aug 13

Four British oil companies carrying out exploration work in waters near the Falkland Islands have been barred from operating in Argentina. 

Argentine diplomat calls Cameron 'dumb' over Falklands flap from Rueters 20 Aug 13

Argentina's ambassador to Britain described Prime Minister David Cameron as "dumb" in his handling of the dispute over the Falkland Islands,
the latest verbal salvo in the long feud between the two nations that went to war over the South Atlantic archipelago. 

Argentina gov't denies allegation against leader from Associated Press 19 Aug 13

A journalist's report linking President Cristina Fernandez to alleged money laundering is prompting furious denials from Argentina's government. 

Kirchner Signals No Course Change Despite Poor Election Showing from The Wall Street Journal 15 Aug 13

President Cristina Kirchner's economics team is signaling that she will stick to her unorthodox policies despite her ruling coalition's poor showing
in congressional primary elections. The results of the Sunday election largely erased any chance that Mrs. Kirchner will be able to change the
constitution so that she could seek a third term in 2015. 

Argentine Leader Appears to Face Setbacks in Vote from Wall Street Journal 12 Aug 13

Argentina's populist President Cristina Kirchner appears to have lost her gamble in casting Sunday's congressional initial elections as a virtual
referendum on her government amid a backdrop of high inflation and a weak economy. 



Government Opponents Gain In Argentine Primaries from Associated Press 12 Aug 13

Argentines voted Sunday in congressional primaries that served as a test of support for President Cristina Fernandez’s government. The result:
Her ruling party remains the leading political force nationwide, but her opponents are coming up strong, especially in the all-important province
of Buenos Aires. 

Argentine mid-term primary shows swing away from gov't from Xinhua (China) 12 Aug 13

Latest results of Argentina's midterm primary election on Sunday show opponents of President Cristina Fernandez are gaining ground. 

Argentine president faces election test from Reuters 11 Aug 13

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez faces a mid-term primary election test on Sunday that will show whether she has enough popular support
to push for a constitutional change allowing her to run for a third term in 2015. 

Thousands Protest Against Government In Argentina from Associated Press 9 Aug 13

Thousands of Argentines are protesting against the government of President Cristina Fernandez. But with only days left before a primary election
tests her support, the crowds are much smaller than in previous pot-banging street protests. 

Argentina Pushes Claim On Falklands At UN from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 13

Argentina’s President Cristina Kirchner renewed her country’s demand for talks on the sovereignty of the British-ruled Falkland Islands at the UN
Security Council on Tuesday. 

Explosion damages buildings in Argentine city from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 13

A powerful blast ripped through a ten-story building in Argentina's third largest city Tuesday, setting it ablaze, shattering windows in other
buildings and cutting off gas and electricity, officials said. 

Argentina pushes claim on Falklands at UN from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 13

Argentina's President Cristina Kirchner renewed her country's demand for sovereignty over the British-ruled Falkland Islands at the UN Security
Council on Tuesday. 

UPDATE: Building explosion in Argentina leaves at least 2 dead from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 13

A powerful blast ripped through a ten-story apartment building in Argentina's third largest city Tuesday, setting it ablaze and leaving at least five
dead and 50 injured. 

Argentina probes misappropriated $1.4 bn paid to Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 13

Argentina's justice department has opened an investigation into charges economic officials illegally diverted some $1.4 billion to pay off its fuel
bill in Venezuela, authorities said Tuesday.

IMF says Argentina filing could breach its duty of neutrality from Xinhua (China) 25 Jul 13

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) said on Thursday that it withdrew the plan to file a brief at the U.S. Supreme Court on the Argentina debt
case because such a move may breach the institution's duty of neutrality as the United States dropped support for it. 

IMF Will Not File Brief For Argentina In Debt Case from Associated Press 25 Jul 13

The International Monetary Fund said Wednesday it had dropped a proposal to back Argentina in its legal battle with holdout investors who
refused to take losses on debts in the country’s $100 billion default in 2001. 

Some In Argentina Remain Dissatisfied With Pope’s Response To *Dirty War* from McClatchy 23 Jul 13

As Pope Francis visits Brazil this week, he’s being praised as a humble pontiff for the poor, just the person, the Vatican hopes, who can
reinvigorate a Roman Catholic Church beset by scandals and secrecy in a land where the number of practicing Catholics has plummeted in recent
years. 

Death toll from H1N1 in Argentina reaches 38 from Xinhua (China) 23 Jul 13



The H1N1 Influenza A virus has claimed the lives of 38 people so far this year in Argentina, a regional health official said Tuesday, following the
confirmation of two more deaths in the western province of San Juan. 

Argentine Jews Demand Justice From Iran In Bombing from Associated Press 19 Jul 13

Argentine Jewish leaders harshly criticized their government on Thursday, the 19th anniversary of the nation’s deadliest terror attack, for dealing
with Iran in ways they fear will only guarantee more impunity for those responsible. 

Argentines asked to eat fewer tomatoes from The Associated Press 15 Jul 13

Argentines are seeing red after being asked to eat fewer tomatoes. The government asked consumers Friday to try to stay away from the beloved
food for at least two months because of an expected shortage caused by seasonal reasons including crop rotations.

Argentine president presses for explanations from U.S. on espionage from Xinhua (China) 10 Jul 13

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez urged on Tuesday South America's Mercosur trade bloc to "strongly demand explanations" from the
United States regarding recent revelations of its global spying program. 

Argentine intelligence officer killed in drug raid from EFE (Spain) 10 Jul 13

A member of Argentina's SIDE intelligence service was killed in an exchange of gunfire after police burst into his home to search for illegal
drugs, media outlets said Wednesday. 

Argentina calls on armed forces to join emergency rescue from Xinhua (China) 3 Jul 13

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez Wednesday announced the beginning of a "new stage" for the country's armed forces, calling on them to
provide aid in cases of national emergencies or disasters. 

Argentina Asks U.S. Supreme Court To Review Default Case from Bloomberg News 27 Jun 13

Argentina urged the U.S. Supreme Court to review a lower-court ruling against it in a case over the nation's defaulted debt. 

Dispute Over Falklands Intensifies from New York Times 21 Jun 13

The protracted dispute between Britain and Argentina over the Falkland Islands appeared to harden further on Thursday, as the British side
dismissed any thought of inviting the new Argentine pope to help mediate, and the Argentines rejected a March referendum that showed the
islanders want to remain British. 

Argentine foreign minister calls on London to negotiate over disputed islands from EFE (Spain) 20 Jun 13

Argentine Foreign Minister Hector Timerman once again asked the British government to sit down and negotiate "right now" and "without
demands" to find a peaceful solution to the longstanding bilateral conflict over the sovereignty of the Falkland Islands. 

Argentine Cash Controls Bring Bargains, Headaches from Associated Press 19 Jun 13

The Brazilian visitors gawk in wonder as they stroll past shop windows along touristy Florida street in the Argentine capital. The jackets, the
shoes - they're all so cheap when your purse is stuffed with black-market money. 

Argentine Supreme Court Rejects Judicial Reform from Associated Press 19 Jun 13

Argentina's Supreme Court has struck down key elements of a judicial reform the government hoped would rapidly make the courts more
responsive to majority rule. 

Argentine high court rejects Kirchner bid for elected judges from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 13

President Cristina Kirchner suffered a defeat on Tuesday after Argentina's Supreme Court tossed out a bid to select officials to the country's top
judicial panel by popular vote. 

Argentina's Menem Sentenced to Jail from The Wall Street Journal 17 Jun 13

Former President Carlos Menem was sentenced to seven years in prison by a federal court Thursday for his involvement in the smuggling of
weapons to Croatia and Ecuador in the 1990s. The court also recommended that the Senate strip Mr. Menem, now a senator, of his legal immunity



as an elected member of Congress.

Dozens injured in Argentina train crash: reports from Agence France-Presse 13 Jun 13

Dozens of people were wounded in a train crash about 30 kilometers (19 miles) west of Buenos Aires on Thursday, Argentine media reported. 

Argentine agents arrest 23 in *slave labor* raids from United Press International 13 Jun 13

Twenty-three people were arrested in raids across Argentina for their alleged connections to a human-trafficking ring, authorities said. 

UPDATE: Train crash kills 3, injures over 50 in Argentina from EFE (Spain) 13 Jun 13

At least three people were killed and more than 50 others injured when two trains collided Thursday outside Argentina's capital, union and
government officials said. 

Former Argentine president convicted of arms trafficking from Xinhua (China) 13 Jun 13

Argentina's former president Carlos Menem, currently a senator, was convicted and sentenced Thursday to seven years in prison on charges of
"trafficking arms to Ecuador and Croatia," according to media reports. 

7 killed by A/H1N1 virus in Buenos Aires, Argentina from Xinhua (China) 10 Jun 13

At least seven people have died from the influenza A/H1N1 virus in recent weeks in the Argentinean province of Buenos Aires, and another 40
have been infected, a health official confirmed Monday. 

Iran Scoffs At Argentine Charges Of Terror Plots from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 13

Iran has scoffed at charges levelled by the Argentine prosecutor investigating an anti-Jewish attack that killed 85 people in Buenos Aires in 1994,
saying the Islamic republic did not attach "any importance" to them. 

Iran scoffs at Argentine charges of terror plots from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 13

Iran has scoffed at charges levelled by the Argentine prosecutor investigating an anti-Jewish attack that killed 85 people in Buenos Aires in 1994,
saying the Islamic republic did not attach "any importance" to them. 

Argentine drug enforcement chief shot from EFE (Spain) 2 Jun 13

The chief of the Argentine Federal Police's dangerous drugs division was shot outside his house and investigators do not consider the incident a
random crime, Security Secretary Sergio Berni said Sunday. 

Argentina's Kirchner names new defense, security chiefs from Agence France-Presse 30 May 13

Argentine President Cristina Kirchner reshuffled part of her cabinet late Thursday, appointing new defense and security ministers, her spokesman
said. 

Prosecutor In Argentina Sees Iranian Plot In Latin America from New York Times 30 May 13

The special prosecutor investigating the 1994 bombing of a Jewish community center here that killed 85 people released a report on Wednesday
claiming that Iran had set up intelligence stations in different parts of Latin America with the aim of carrying out terrorist attacks directly or
through Hezbollah, the powerful Lebanese militant group. 

Argentine Prosecutor: Iran Infiltrating Continent from Associated Press 30 May 13

The Argentine prosecutor who charged a handful of former Iranian officials with masterminding the 1994 bombing of a Buenos Aires Jewish
center accused Iran on Wednesday of "infiltrating" South America and setting up intelligence networks to carry out more terrorist attacks in the
region. 

Argentine prosecutor accuses Iran of terror plots from Agence France-Presse 29 May 13

A top Argentine prosecutor formally accused Iran on Wednesday of opening secret intelligence stations in several South American countries to
plan and conduct terror attacks. 



Ex-Ford Execs Charged In Argentine Torture Cases from Associated Press 22 May 13

Three former Ford Motor Co. executives were charged Tuesday with crimes against humanity for allegedly targeting Argentine union workers for
kidnapping and torture after the country's 1976 military coup. 

Hundreds protest against burial of Argentine dictator from Agence France-Presse 22 May 13

Sometimes you can't go home: hundreds of demonstrators took to the streets Wednesday to protest against the possible burial of the late former
dictator Jorge Videla in his home town. 

Argentine leader raises cash handouts 35 percent from Associated Press 22 May 13

Argentina's president has announced increases of as much as 35 percent in cash handouts to the poor, students, pregnant women and retirees. 

Ex-Arg. Dictator Videla Died After Shower Fall from Associated Press 21 May 13

Preliminary autopsy results say former Argentine dictator Jorge Rafael Videla died from fractures and a hemorrhage suffered in a fall in the
shower while he was serving a life sentence for human rights violations. 

Ahmadinejad approves deal with Argentina over attack on AMIA from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 May 13

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has approved a deal with Argentina that clears the way for an investigation of an attack that killed 85
people at a Jewish cultural centre in Buenos Aires in 1994, an Iranian diplomat said Monday. 

Argentina brokers 24 pct wage hikes for millions from Associated Press 17 May 13

Two million Argentines will get wage hikes of 24 percent under a deal President Cristina Fernandez brokered with six allied labor unions. 

Chevron Says Shale to Help Make Argentina Energy Independent from Bloomberg 16 May 13

Chevron Corp., the second-biggest U.S. oil company, said it’s preparing an investment that will help make the country energy independent by
developing what could be the world’s second-largest shale oil reservoir. 

Amnesty For Undeclared Dollars Divides Argentina from Associated Press 16 May 13

A plan to get Argentines to pull their undeclared U.S. dollars from under their mattresses and out of illegal tax havens, and deposit them in the
banking system is eliciting warnings that it will turn the country into a magnet for money launderers and organized crime. 

Argentine Leader's Polling Plunges As Peso Drops from Associated Press 8 May 13

Cristina Fernandez has ruled out any currency devaluation while she's president of Argentina, and dismissed as election-year politics a brewing
scandal over allegations of money laundering by businessmen close to her and her late husband Nestor Kirchner. 

Argentina Offers Tax Amnesty For Undeclared Cash from Associated Press 8 May 13

Argentina's government announced new measures on Tuesday intended to suck up undeclared dollars in response to growing pressure to abruptly
devalue the nation's currency. 

Argentine president ratifies imports policy to boost domestic production from Xinhua (China) 2 May 13

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez Thursday ratified her government's unpopular restrictive policy on imports which are designed to boost
national production and sales. 

Argentine Economy Minister's Tag: #Iwanttoleave from Associated Press 26 Apr 13

Bothered by a Greek reporter's repeated requests to release Argentina's true inflation rate, Economy Minister Hernan Lorenzino interrupted an
interview, saying the issue is too "complex" to explore and telling an aide "I want to leave." 

Argentine Legislature Extends President's Control Over The Judicial System from Wall Street Journal 26 Apr 13

Argentina's Congress passed legislation giving the president and political parties greater control over the judicial system, just days after hundreds
of thousands of Argentines took to the streets to protest the measures. 



Argentina's Congress Limits Judicial Independence from Associated Press 26 Apr 13

Argentina's congress passed new limits on judicial independence Thursday, key parts of a package of laws the government promises will
"democratize" the country's courts. 

Argentine Plaza de Mayo activists lobby Pope Francis from BBC 24 Apr 13

Argentine activists searching for missing victims of the Dirty War have met Pope Francis, who was a priest in Argentina during military rule. 

Argentine Congress aims to 'democratize' courts from Associated Press 24 Apr 13

Argentina's congress is getting close to approving big changes in its justice system. President Cristina Fernandez says the reforms will make
courts more democratic and responsive to the people. But her opponents say they will effectively end the separation of powers in Argentina. 

Argentina Tells SEC It Wants Proof In Bribery Case from Associated Press 24 Apr 13

Argentina wants the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission to name names and provide proof that Ralph Lauren Corp. bribed customs
officials for years to allow its products into the South American country. 

IMF: Argentina's new data not enough to end censure from Agence France-Presse 19 Apr 13

Argentina's new inflation measure is not enough to overcome the International Monetary Fund's censure of the country for inadequate data, an
IMF official said Friday. 

Argentine Leader Criticizes Media Monopoly Ruling from Associated Press 19 Apr 13

Thousands marched in cities across Argentina Thursday to protest the government of President Cristina Fernandez, carrying signs saying "enough
impunity" and demanding "independent justice." 

Argentines hold mass rallies against government from BBC 18 Apr 13

Tens of thousands of people in Argentina are taking part in protests against the government of President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner. 

Argentines' Desperate Hunt For Dollars from Wall Street Journal 16 Apr 13

Argentina's foreign-exchange market is going underground. As the government restricts access to foreign currencies, Argentines seeking hard-to-
get dollars have been pushed into cuevas, or caves—clandestine operations where customers pay dearly to exchange pesos for greenbacks. 

FEATURE: An Argentine Tradition Threatens To Crumble With City Architecture from New York Times 16 Apr 13

As Concepción Martínez, her husband and two daughters pulled into the last subway station here, cheers and clapping erupted from the throngs of
people, some wearing turn-of-the-20th-century dress, waiting on the platform. 

Argentina slams British military drills in Malvinas from Xinhua (China) 15 Apr 13

The Argentinean government Monday denounced Britain for holding military exercises in the disputed Malvinas Islands, known to the British as
the Falklands. 

Islands, And Now A Funeral, Strain Argentine-British Ties from New York Times 12 Apr 13

Argentina and Britain, whose ties were already strained over their rival claims of sovereignty over the Falkland Islands, now seem to be having
trouble getting along when it comes to a funeral. 

Toll Climbs To 59 In Deadly Argentina Flooding from AFP 5 Apr 13

The number of deaths from record rains and flooding in Argentina climbed to 59, officials said as they searched Thursday for about 20 people still
missing. Most of the bodies were found Wednesday after a second day of record rainfall deluged Buenos Aires and nearby La Plata, where
flooding submerged cars and sent people scrambling to rooftops for safety. Several people perished in Buenos Aires and its suburbs, while various
others were missing and feared dead. "There are still about 20 people who have not been found," said Argentine Deputy Security Minister Sergio
Berni. 

Argentine Politicians Jeered As Flood Toll Hits 57 from Associated Press 5 Apr 13



Argentine police and soldiers searched house to house, in creeks and culverts and even in trees for bodies on Thursday after floods killed at least
57 people in the province and city of Buenos Aires. As torrential rains stopped and the waters receded, the crisis shifted to guaranteeing public
health and safety in this provincial capital of nearly 1 million people. Safe drinking water was in short supply, and more than a quarter-million
people were without power, although authorities said most would get their lights back on overnight. 

Argentine Politicians Jeered As Flood Toll Hits 57 from Associated Press 5 Apr 13

Argentine police and soldiers searched house to house, in creeks and culverts and even in trees for bodies on Thursday after floods killed at least
57 people in the province and city of Buenos Aires. 

Floods Kill More Than 50 People, Wreak Havoc In Argentina from Wall Street Journal 4 Apr 13

A rain storm that struck Argentina's capital and surrounding cities has claimed more than 50 lives and forced the country's largest oil refinery to
stop production following a flood-related fire. 

Argentina: Flooding From Torrential Rains Kill 52 from Associated Press 4 Apr 13

At least 52 people drowned in their homes and cars, were electrocuted or died in other accidents as flooding from days of torrential rains swamped
Argentina's low-lying capital and province of Buenos Aires. 

Argentina Defends Payment Plan; Analysts Trash It from Associated Press 2 Apr 13

Argentine officials say their plan for paying $1.4 billion in defaulted debt is fully within the spirit of U.S. court rulings. 

Argentina Bond Prices Fall On Worry Country Could Default from Wall Street Journal 2 Apr 13

The cost to insure Argentina's debt rose to its highest levels since March 2009 as investors worried the country could be weeks away from default
if a U.S. court rejects its plan to pay holdout creditors. 

Argentina Defends Payment Plan; Analysts Trash It from Associated Press 2 Apr 13

Argentine officials say their plan for paying $1.4 billion in defaulted debt is fully within the spirit of U.S. court rulings. But Wall Street analysts
say the offer looks nothing like the letter of the law as the appellate court sees it. They say the mix of new bonds to be paid out over the next 25
years boils down to just one-sixth of what Argentina was told to hand over in cash. 

Argentina renews demand for talks with Britain on Falklands from EFE (Spain) 2 Apr 13

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez marked Tuesday's 31st anniversary of the start of the Falklands War by again demanding that Britain
agree to discuss the question of sovereignty over the South Atlantic archipelago known to Latin Americans as the Malvinas. 

Argentina Is Seeking To Reassure Creditors from Wall Street Journal 1 Apr 13

Argentina's government pledged Saturday to keep paying its debts after it submitted a proposal to settle with litigating creditors that some analysts
say is unlikely to convince the judges who will rule in the case. 

OPINION: Argentine President May Be Hurt By "Francismania" from Miami Herald 31 Mar 13

Almost three weeks after the election of Argentine Pope Francis, the euphoria over his designation - or "Francismania" - has unleashed a wave of
Catholic fervor in Argentina. But there is a growing debate over whether it will help or hurt this country's leftist-populist government. There is no
question that Francis has become the most beloved figure in Argentina's recent political history. Unlike late first lady Evita Peron - who was loved
by many and despised by many others - it's hard to find anybody who is not happy about his election here. During a visit to Argentina last week, I
didn't come across one single person - of any religion - who is not enthusiastic about the new pope. 

Argentina One-Sixth Bond Offer Seen As 'Thumbing Nose' from Bloomberg News 31 Mar 13

Argentina, which defaulted on a record $95 billion in sovereign debt in 2001, proposed giving holders of $1.3 billion of the repudiated bonds
about one-sixth of what a U.S. judge has said they're entitled to receive--a move one analyst called "thumbing its nose at the court." The country's
filing of its proposed plan yesterday, one hour before a deadline set by the court weeks ago, paves the way for the U.S. Court of Appeals in New
York to rule in a case in which a group of creditors, led by hedge fund Elliott Management Corp.'s NML Capital Ltd., seek to force the South
American nation to pay after more than a decade of litigation. 



Argentina presents conditions for debt repayment from Agence France-Presse 30 Mar 13

Argentina on Friday offered two New York hedge funds to repay its debt to them with cash and new bonds on conditions similar to those used in a
2010 debt swap. 

Argentina May Defy NY Courts With Payment Offer from Associated Press 29 Mar 13

With just hours to go before Argentina has to show its last cards in a billion-dollar debt showdown in the U.S. courts... Her government is
reportedly preparing a response that analysts say could lead the country into another catastrophic default. Argentina has until midnight Friday to
propose how it would satisfy a $1.4 billion judgment won by plaintiffs who have insisted for a decade on getting full payment in cash, plus
interest and penalties, on sovereign debt that the country hasn't paid since its world-record default in 2002

Argentina May Defy NY Courts With Payment Offer from Associated Press 29 Mar 13

With just hours to go before Argentina has to show its last cards in a billion-dollar debt showdown in the U.S. courts, President Cristina
Fernandez seems to be keeping up her "we're going for more" motto. 

Argentines Kill British 'Terrorists' In Falklands-based Game from Agence France-Presse 28 Mar 13

A local company has created a version of the first-person shooter videogame "Counter Strike" in which Argentine "police" kill British "terrorists"
on the Falkland Islands. 

US Appellate Court Denies Argentina Full Rehearing from Associated Press 27 Mar 13

A U.S. appellate court has dashed Argentina's hopes for a full rehearing of a judge's ruling that it must pay $1.3 billion to the bond investors it
calls "vulture funds." Tuesday's ruling denying a rehearing by the full U.S. Second Court of Appeals means Argentina's ongoing appeal will be
decided by the same three-judge panel that already mostly ruled against the South American government. The denial was issued without
explanation, in a terse three-sentence order from the full appellate court. Argentina has until midnight Friday to explain just how it proposes to
pay its debts to NML Capital Ltd.(entire text)

US Appellate Court Denies Argentina Full Rehearing from Associated Press 27 Mar 13

U.S. appellate court has dashed Argentina's hopes for a full rehearing of a judge's ruling that it must pay $1.3 billion to the bond investors it calls
"vulture funds." 

Argentina, Britain spar over Falkland Islands from Associated Press 26 Mar 13

Argentina's foreign minister has demanded talks with Britain on the sovereignty of the Falkland Islands, but Britain has again refused, pointing to
the islanders' overwhelming vote this month to remain British. 

OPINION: Kirchner Tries To Starve The Independent Press from Wall Street Journal 25 Mar 13

Argentina's government employs tax inspectors and advertising boycotts to punish critics.

Francis Meets Argentine Leader After Frosty Ties from New York Times 19 Mar 13

A day ahead of his formal installation, Pope Francis met privately on Monday with Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, the president of his native
Argentina, with whom he had clashed over social issues such as Argentina's legalizing gay marriage. 

EDITORIAL: Smoke Over The Falklands from Washington Times 19 Mar 13

Sometimes smoke gets in the eyes not only of lovers, but of priests and politicians as well. 

Argentina’s Jewish community celebrate Pope Francis from Miami Herald 19 Mar 13

Tucked into an alcove of Argentina’s National Cathedral, right beside an icon of the Virgin of Luján, is a wall of yellowed documents written in
delicate Hebrew. The pages were rescued from the death camps of Auschwitz, the ruins of Berlin’s synagogue and the remains of this city’s
Jewish community center. 

Argentine's Fernandez asks Pope to intervene over Falklands from Reuters 18 Mar 13



Argentine President Cristina Fernandez has asked Pope Francis to intervene in support of Buenos Aires in a dispute with Britain over the Falkland
Islands in the South Atlantic, she said on Monday. 

OPINION: Behind The Campaign To Smear The Pope from Wall Street Journal 18 Mar 13

Argentines who want their country to be the next Venezuela see Francis as an obstacle.

COMMENTARY: God Is An Argentine from New York Times 15 Mar 13

WE Argentines are a credulous people. Perhaps 9 out of 10 of us believe in some God; most of us certainly believe that that God is Argentine. 

OPINION: *Go and Repair My House* from Wall Street Journal 15 Mar 13

There is a power in the new pope's humility. I'll tell you how it looks: like one big unexpected gift for the church and the world. 

Britain's Cameron says pope is wrong on the Falklands from Reuters 15 Mar 13

British Prime Minister David Cameron said on Friday that Pope Francis had been wrong to say last year that Britain had "usurped" the Falkland
Islands from Argentina, saying he respectfully disagreed with the new Pontiff. 

Argentine president seeks pontiff's influence; Friend in high places from The (London) Daily Telegraph 15 Mar 13

Cristina Kirchner , the president of Argentina, attempted to recruit the new Pope in her crusade to take control of the Falklands yesterday... she
called on her fellow countryman to persuade "major world powers" to engage in dialogue. The new pontiff has already placed on record his belief
that "Las Malvinas" are Argentine, saying at a memorial service last year that the "homeland" was "usurped

The Church under Tyranny; Pope Francis should be candid about his ministry under Argentina's junta from The (London) Times 15

Mar 13

From 1976 to 1983, Argentina was ruled by a military junta that has a convincing claim to have been the foulest regime anywhere in the Western
hemisphere since 1945. It conducted a campaign of repression and mass murder against Argentine dissidents. It was, not coincidentally for a
paranoid and brutal dictatorship, ferociously anti-Semitic. The role of the new Pope, who was then Father Jorge Bergoglio, under the regime of
successive military strongmen is now a subject of controversy.

UPDATE: Argentina's Bergoglio becomes first Latin American pope from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 13

Argentina's Jorge Mario Bergoglio was elected Pope Francis I on Wednesday, becoming the church's first Latin American pontiff after a conclave
to elect a leader of the world's 1.2 billion Catholics. 

Voters In Falklands Back British Rule Nearly Unanimously from New York Times 13 Mar 13

When the news reached London on Tuesday that 99.7 percent of Falkland islanders who had participated in a referendum had voted "yes" on
retaining their ties with Britain, Prime Minister David Cameron was delighted. The result, he said, proved that the islands were "British through
and through." 

Falklands Vote Overwhelmingly To Retain British Status from Bloomberg News 13 Mar 13

People living on the South Atlantic archipelago of the Falkland Islands voted almost unanimously to keep their status as a British territory,
rejecting Argentina's claim to sovereignty.

Argentine Leader Refuses To Bow Over Falklands from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 13

Argentine President Cristina Kirchner dismissed a referendum that saw Falkland islanders vote overwhelmingly to remain a British territory,
rejecting demands that she accept the outcome. 

British PM urges Argentina to respect Falklands vote from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 13

British Prime Minister David Cameron on Tuesday urged Argentina to respect the wishes of the Falkland Islanders after they voted
overwhelmingly in a referendum to remain a British territory. 

Argentine president slams Falklands vote as 'parody' from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 13



Argentine President Cristina Kirchner Tuesday slammed as a "parody" the referendum in the disputed Falkland islands, where residents voted in
favor of remaining a British overseas territory. 

Malvinas authorities ask Argentina to respect referendum result from Xinhua (China) 12 Mar 13

The legislative authorities of the Falkland (Malvinas) Islands on Tuesday urged Argentina to "respect" the decision of local residents in a
referendum to stay under British rule.

US says 'no change' to neutral Falklands stand from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 13

The United States on Tuesday said it took "note" of an overwhelming vote by Falkland Islanders to remain a British territory, but refused once
again to take sides in the dispute with Argentina. 

Falklands Vote Shows 99.8 Pct Want To Stay British from Associated Press 12 Mar 13

An overwhelming 99.8 percent of Falkland Islands voters have backed keeping their government just the way it is: a British Overseas Territory. 

Argentina dismisses Falklands referendum from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 13

Argentina on Monday dismissed a referendum by Falkland Islanders on the status of the disputed South Atlantic archipelago as a "maneuver with
no legal value." 

Observers from seven countries monitor Falklands (Malvinas) referendum from Xinhua (China) 10 Mar 13

Observers from seven countries are in this tiny city in the Southern Atlantic to monitor the procedures of the referendum organized by the local
administration about the political status the Falklands (Malvinas) Islands. 

Argentina says Falklands referendum will change nothing from Agence France-Presse 8 Mar 13

Argentina on Friday dismissed the upcoming referendum in the Falklands Islands over the question of whether to keep the archipelago British,
saying the vote will have no impact on the dispute. 

Emotional Cristina Fernandez back in Argentina misses Chavez funeral ceremony from MercoPress (Montevideo) 8 Mar 13

As world leaders were arriving at Caracas late Thursday for Friday’s funeral ceremony of President Hugo Chavez, Argentine president Cristina
Fernandez and her delegation were back in Buenos Aires. The Argentine president visited the Military Hospital’s chapel Thursday noon for a final
goodbye to the Venezuelan leader and then ordered the flight back to Buenos Aires. 

FEATURE: Falklanders prepare for referendum vote from BBC 7 Mar 13

The referendum this Sunday and Monday asks the 1,672 eligible voters to say yes or no to the question of whether they want to remain a British
Overseas Territory. 

Default Fears Hit Argentina from Wall Street Journal 1 Mar 13

Worries that Argentina is inching closer to default sent the cost of insuring the country's government bonds to their highest level since November
and pushed shares in its benchmark index lower. 

Argentina Faces Greater Debt Risks: Analysts from Agence France-Presse 1 Mar 13

Argentina's attempt to fight a US court ruling in favor of bondholders seeking $1.3 billion may backfire and make the country's attempt to recover
from its 2001 debt default even harder, analysts said Thursday. 

Argentine president rejects constitution reform, backs judicial changes from Reuters 1 Mar 13

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez told Congress on Friday she will not push for a constitutional overhaul that would let her run for a third
consecutive term but will go ahead with a broad judicial reform proposal. 

Argentine congress approves Iran bombing probe from Associated Press 28 Feb 13

Argentina's congress has approved a controversial treaty with Iran that is aimed at breaking a stalemate in the investigation of the South American
country's worst terrorist attack. 



Argentina Approves Iran Deal Over 1994 Attack from Agence France-Presse 28 Feb 13

Argentine lawmakers approved an agreement with Iran to set up a controversial "truth commission" into a deadly 1994 bombing that killed 85
people and wounded 300. 

Argentina, Creditors Group Face Off from Wall Street Journal 28 Feb 13

Judge Challenges Nation on Reluctance to Make Payment for Defaulted Debt

Chinese police bust criminal gangs in Argentina from Xinhua (China) 27 Feb 13

The Ministry of Public Security (MPS) has busted gangs that were engaged in blackmailing Chinese supermarket owners in Argentina, as well as
recovered the victims' money, according to a statement released by the Ministry on Wednesday. 

Argentina lawmakers debate Iran deal over 1994 attack from Agence France-Presse 27 Feb 13

Argentine lawmakers on Wednesday appeared set to approve an agreement with Iran to set up a "truth commission" into a deadly 1994 bombing
despite opposition from the Latin American country's Jewish community. 

FEATURE: John Kerry Sails into a New Falklands Conflict in London from Time 26 Feb 13

As Kerry left the building, en route for a quick event with the U.S. ambassador and thence to the airport to the next stop of his nine-country tour,
London’s Evening Standard newspaper was already printing the headline that is likely to define the London leg: VISITING JOHN KERRY
REFUSES TO BACK FALKLANDS VOTE. Bigger bear traps await over the next few days... 

Argentina accused UK of sending submarines with nuclear weapons capacity to the Falklands from MercoPress 26 Feb 13

Argentina accused the UK of displacement of submarines with nuclear weapons capacity in the Falkland Islands, violating international treaties
that established the South Atlantic zone as free of nuclear arms. The claim was made on Monday at the United Nations Disarmament Conference
in Geneva. 

Kerry: U.S. won't take sides in Falklands quarrel from EFE (Spain) 25 Feb 13

The U.S. government will not take sides in the dispute between Britain and Argentina over sovereignty in the Falkland Islands, John Kerry said
here Monday at the beginning of his first official overseas journey as secretary of state. 

COMMENTARY: Uruguay's Culture of Impunity Continues to Rear its Head from The Argentina Independent 25 Feb 13

Uruguay has won international plaudits of late and gained the image as a bastion of progressivism in the Americas.

Argentine Probe Into Blast Draws Fire From Iran, Jews from Wall Street Journal 14 Feb 13

Argentine lawmakers advanced a plan to form a "Truth Commission" with Iran that would probe the deadly 1994 bombing of a Jewish community
center in Buenos Aires. 

Iran rejects grilling of officials in Argentina bomb probe from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 13

Iran denied Tuesday that Iranians facing international arrest warrants for their alleged roles in the 1994 bombing of a Buenos Aires Jewish centre
will be questioned by an Argentinian judge...

Argentine Jews suspicious of deal on bombing probe from Associated Press 8 Feb 13

Argentine Jewish leaders are opposing a deal with Iran that President Cristina Fernandez sent to congress Friday for approval. Fernandez says it
will advance a criminal investigation of Argentina's worst terrorist attack - the 1994 bombing at a Jewish center that killed 85 people. The deal
calls for a "truth commission" and allows for Argentine prosecutors to question Iranian suspects in Teheran. 

Argentine president defends accord with Iran over bombing from Reuters 7 Feb 13

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez defended a pact with Iran to set up a "truth commission" to investigate the 1994 bombing of a Jewish
community center in Buenos Aires and asked Congress on Thursday to approve the accord. Argentine courts accuse Iran of sponsoring the attack,
which killed 85 people. The pact signed with Tehran has been criticized by Israel and Jewish groups who fear it could end up weakening the case



against Iranian officials. 

British posture on Falklands 'smells of oil': Argentina from Agence France-Presse 7 Feb 13

Argentina's foreign minister said Thursday that Britain's attachment to the Falkland Islands had a "strong smell of oil," in a swipe at British
underwater prospecting around the disputed archipelago. Foreign Minister Hector Timerman, who visited London this week to meet groups
promoting bilateral dialogue, accused Britain of "not moving its posture by one iota" and "using the islanders to justify its own intransigence." 

Falklands 'Will Be Ours In 20 Years': Argentina from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 13

Argentina expects to have control of the British-held Falkland Islands within 20 years, the country's foreign minister said in comments published
on Tuesday. During a visit to London, Hector Timerman said in a joint interview with The Independent and The Guardian newspapers that
Argentina would not take military action but that Britain would be forced to compromise soon. 

Falkland Islanders 'do not exist' says Argentina from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 13

Argentina's Foreign Minister Hector Timerman said Wednesday that the Falkland Islanders "do not exist" after snubbing the chance of talks with
their government members. Timerman told a press conference in London that the 3,000-odd residents of the South Atlantic archipelago were
simply British citizens who live there. 

Falklands 'Will Be Ours In 20 Years': Argentina from AFP 6 Feb 13

Argentina expects to have control of the British-held Falkland Islands within 20 years, the country's foreign minister said in comments published
on Tuesday. During a visit to London, Hector Timerman said in a joint interview with The Independent and The Guardian newspapers that
Argentina would not take military action but that Britain would be forced to compromise soon. "I don't think it will take another 20 years," he was
quoted as saying by the newspapers. 

Argentina Freezes Prices To Break Inflation Spiral from Associated Press 5 Feb 13

Argentina announced a two-month price freeze on supermarket products Monday in an effort to stop spiraling inflation. The price freeze applies to
every product in all of the nation's largest supermarkets - a group including Walmart, Carrefour, Coto, Jumbo, Disco and other large chains. The
companies' trade group, representing 70 percent of the Argentine supermarket sector, reached the accord with Commerce Secretary Guillermo
Moreno, the government's news agency Telam reported. 

Malvinas self-determination referendum 'illegal': Argentina from Xinhua (China) 1 Feb 13

Argentinean Foreign Minister Hector Timerman Friday said a planned referendum that would let Malvinas Islanders decide whether to remain
under British protection is "illegal." The referendum, set to take place March 11 and 12, is "illegal, because that is what the United Nations
decreed when it said ( islanders) do not have the right to self-determination, since they are a transplanted community," Timerman told local C5N
channel. 

US 'skeptical' about Iran-Argentina bombing probe from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 13

The United States on Thursday cast doubt on on Argentina and Iran's decision to set up a commission to probe the 1994 bombing of a Jewish
center in Buenos Aires. "We are skeptical that such a just solution can be found in the arrangement announced," State Department spokeswoman
Victoria Nuland said. 

Argentina says Iranians to be questioned in bombing probe from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 13

Iran's defense minister will be questioned by an Argentine judge as part of an agreement to investigate a deadly 1994 attack on a Buenos Aires
Jewish center, Argentina said Wednesday. Seven other Iranians with international arrest warrants against them also will also be questioned by the
Argentine judge in Tehran, Argentine Foreign Minister Hector Timerman confirmed on a local radio station. 

Iran, Argentina Agree On Commission For 1994 Attack from AFP 28 Jan 13

Argentine President Cristina Kirchner on Sunday announced an agreement with Iran to create an independent commission to investigate the 1994
bombing of a Jewish center in Buenos Aires. Iran confirmed the deal. Argentina has long accused Iran of masterminding the deadly attack and has
since 2006 sought the extradition of eight Iranians, including current Defense Minister Ahmad Vahidi and former president Akbar Hashemi
Rafsanjani. Iran has always denied any involvement in the bombing, in which 85 people died, and has refused to arrest the suspects. 



UPDATE 1-Israel, Jewish groups slam Argentina-Iran 'truth commission' from Reuters 28 Jan 13

Israel and world Jewish groups denounced plans by Argentina and Iran to form a truth commission to investigate the deadly 1994 bombing of a
Buenos Aires Jewish center that Argentine courts say was sponsored by Iran. The forming of the commission, announced during the weekend,
was seen as a diplomatic win for Iran as it confronts a U.S.-led effort to isolate Tehran because of its nuclear program. 

Jews reject Argentina-Iran deal on bombing probe from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 13

Argentina's Jewish community expressed vehement opposition Monday to the creation of an Argentine-Iranian commission to investigate a 1994
bombing of a Jewish community center that killed 84 people. The country's two largest Jewish organizations charged that the commission,
announced Sunday by Argentine President Cristina Kirchner, "would imply a decline in our sovereignty." 

Exchange Mali support for French involvement if Argentina ‘invades’ Falklands, suggests MP from MercoPress 24 Jan 13

A British Member of Parliament called for greater military support for France in Mali as a way of committing Paris in the event of an Argentine
‘invasion’ of the Falklands. However the British government downplayed any military attempt from Argentina and reiterated that no ground
troops will put foot in the African country. 

Falkland Islanders schedule vote on their future from Associated Press 18 Jan 13

The Falkland Islands government has scheduled a referendum on the islands' political status and arranged for outside observers to show the world
that it is free and fair. Argentines claim British forces stole the territory from them 180 years ago and have ruled it as a colony ever since. 

Government Food Price Claims Baffle Argentines from Associated Press 18 Jan 13

Six pesos a day. That's all it takes to eat in Argentina, at least according to the government. But on the streets of the capital, 6 pesos doesn't stretch
beyond a pack of chewing gum, or a cup of yoghurt, or a single "alfajor" cookie. Argentina's traditional caramel-and-chocolate treats are tasty, but
don't provide what the government calls the "minimum calories and proteins needed to sustain a moderately active adult."

Anonymous hacks Argentina data agency from Agence France-Presse 17 Jan 13

Hacker group Anonymous blocked the official website of Argentina's National Institute of Statistics and Census amid an international stand-off
over claims the country has lied about its economy. "They lie to the people, but the people are true to their word," the hacker collective's
Argentina branch wrote on its Twitter account. 

UK: Falklands invasion by Argentina is unlikely from Associated Press 14 Jan 13

A British minister says a new Argentine bid to invade the Falkland Islands is "highly unlikely." Armed forces minister Andrew Robathan told
lawmakers Monday that Argentina's constitution bars a military attack on the islands, adding that it "does not appear, although one should never
be complacent, that their armed forces are well equipped at the moment." 

British military making Falkland plans: report from Agence France-Presse 12 Jan 13

British defence officials have prepared plans for dealing with aggressive action by Argentina towards the disputed Falkland Islands, the Sunday
Telegraph reported. Military chiefs have drawn up proposals for the deployment of extra troops, another warship and additional RAF Typhoon jets
ahead of the March vote on the islands' future, according to the report. 

Argentina Grounds President's Plane from Wall Street Journal 8 Jan 13

Argentina has hired a private jet for President Cristina Kirchner's trip to Asia and the Middle East later this month due to the risk that creditors
might try to seize her official aircraft. The chartered plane will cost $880,000 for the weeklong trip, or about 20% more than it would cost to travel
in Tango 01, the Boeing...757 customarily used for presidential travel...

Argentine Leader Rents UK Plane To Avoid Debt Seizure from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 13

Argentine President Cristina Kirchner will go on a four-nation trip in a rented British airplane for fear that her official aircraft would be
impounded in a debt dispute, the government said Monday. Despite a bitter war of words with London over the Falkland Islands, Kirchner's
government is paying British air charter firm Chapman Freeborn $880,000 for the trip to Cuba, the United Arab Emirates, Indonesia and Vietnam.



Argentine warship returns home after detention in Ghana from Xinhua (China) 7 Jan 13

Argentine warship Libertad entered the country's waters on Monday after being seized in Ghana for more than two months due to a legal dispute,
the Argentine Defense Ministry said. The warship received protocol salute from Uruguayan warships when passing through Uruguay's waters, the
ministry said, adding that an Uruguayan airplane guarded Libertad in the Rio de la Plata waters. 

Argentina slams Britain's "military threats" over disputed islands from Xinhua (China) 6 Jan 13

Argentina's Foreign Ministry on Sunday condemned what it called "the military threats of British Prime Minister David Cameron in relation to
Great Britain's illegal occupation of the Malvinas Islands for the past 180 years." The ministry was reacting to statements Cameron made on
British TV channel BBC1 on Thursday, in which he said he was willing "to fight" to hold on to the islands just off Argentina's South Atlantic
coast, known to the British as the Falklands. 

Britain would fight to keep the Falklands: Cameron from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 13

Prime Minister David Cameron said Sunday Britain was prepared to fight militarily to keep the Falkland Islands if necessary, in the face of
renewed Argentinian rhetoric over their future. Cameron said Britain had "strong defences" in place on the islands and fast jets and troops were
stationed there.

Argentina's Leader Tells UK To Give Up Falklands from Associated Press 4 Jan 13

Argentina's president called on Britain on Thursday to relinquish control of the Falkland Islands, accusing London of taking part in an act of
"blatant colonialism" in claiming the wind-swept archipelago. Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner published an open letter in the Guardian newspaper
urging Prime Minister David Cameron to honor U.N. resolutions which she says backs her case for the return of the islands, which Argentina calls
the Malvinas. She has made several similar demands in the past. 

Falklands row: Sun places advert in Argentina newspaper from BBC 3 Jan 13

The Sun newspaper has taken out an advert in an English-language paper in Argentina defending Britain's sovereignty of the Falkland Islands.
The advert is a response to an open letter from the Argentine president, Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner, which was printed in two British papers.
On Thursday, President Fernandez published an open letter to Mr Cameron, in the Guardian newspaper and the Independent, repeating calls for
the islands - which are known as the Malvinas in Argentina - to come under the sovereignty of her nation. She urged Mr Cameron to abide by a
1965 UN resolution to "negotiate a solution" to the dispute. But The Sun responded by taking out an advert in the Buenos Aires Herald - an
English-language paper with a circulation of around 20,000 - telling Argentina to keep its "hands off". 

British PM dismisses Argentina's Falklands demands from Agence France-Presse (AFP) 3 Jan 13

British Prime Minister David Cameron dismissed Thursday a renewed call by Argentine President Cristina Kirchner for Britain to return the
disputed Falkland Islands. Cameron's official spokesman said the 3,000 residents of the South Atlantic archipelago "have a clear desire to remain
British" and would have a chance to express their views in a referendum on their political status. A spokesman for the legislative assembly of the
islands, which are known as Las Malvinas in Spanish, confirmed the vote would take place on March 10 and 11. 

As Argentina Balks Over Debts, Bond Markets Hold Their Breath from Wall Street Journal 28 Dec 12

Argentina's long-running battle to avoid settling its 2001 default may be approaching its end. More than $1 billion is being contested—but much
more is at stake. A court decision will soon determine whether investors can count on U.S. law to enforce their contractual rights when they lend
money to foreign governments. 

Argentine Court Rejects Intervention In Media Case from Associated Press 28 Dec 12

Argentina's Supreme Court rejected a proposal by the government to use a new legal regulation to get the top court to intervene in the case of a
law opposed by the country's top media group. The Supreme Court on Thursday rejected a legal mechanism that allows the highest court to step
into cases even when they're being handled by lower courts. 

Former Argentine Economy Minister Sentenced from Associated Press 28 Dec 12

A former Argentine economy minister has been sentenced to four years in prison for corruption. Felisa Miceli was forced to quit in 2007 when a
bag of money holding $32,000 was found in her office toilet. The unanimous ruling said Miceli was guilty of the "aggravated cover up" on an
illegal financial maneuver and obstruction of justice...



Argentina Dismisses Case Against Former President from Associated Press 28 Dec 12

Argentina's highest penal court confirmed a stay on proceedings against an ex-president over charges that he failed to prevent the killing of
protesters during the country's worst economic crisis. Fernando De la Rua declared a state of siege on Dec. 20, 2001, seizing special powers to
deal with rioting and looting.

Brazil
Brazil’s Embattled Left Strikes Back from AFP 21 Aug 15

Brazil’s embattled left staged a string of protests in a show of support for President Dilma Rousseff, although turnout was markedly lower than at
massive anti-government rallies over the weekend. 

Brazil, Germany ink green energy accord as German chancellor visits from Xinhua (China) 20 Aug 15

Brazil and Germany Thursday signed cooperation accords on renewable energy and sustainable development, and issued a joint declaration on
climate change. 

Drought Drives Water Shortage To Critical Stage In Sao Paulo, Brazil from Los Angeles Times 20 Aug 15

Officials in Sao Paulo state have announced that the water shortage in the city of the same name is now “critical,” with multimillion-dollar
emergency construction projects so far failing to ease the situation. 

Brazil Supreme Court Debates Decriminalization Of Drugs from Associated Press 20 Aug 15

Brazil’s Supreme Court on Wednesday began debating a drug case that could lead to the decriminalization of possession for personal use in the
South American country. 

Rio votes on banning 'mocking' of religion from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 15

Public mockery of religion could be banned in Rio de Janeiro under a law being considered by state legislators Wednesday with fines as high as
$77,000. 

OPINION: Brazil’s Rising Turbulence from New York Times 18 Aug 15

Brazil is in tatters. The economy is in a deepening recession: Last Tuesday, Moody’s downgraded Brazil’s credit rating to just about junk. A
massive corruption scandal involving the national oil company Petrobras has ensnared scores of politicians and businessmen. The legislature is in
revolt. President Dilma Rousseff’s popularity rating, less than a year after her re-election, is down to one digit, and nationwide protests on Sunday
reverberated with calls for her impeachment. 

Brazil's Rousseff suffers fiscal setbacks in Congress from Reuters 18 Aug 15

Brazil's Senate put off a vote on a key austerity bill on Tuesday and the lower house of Congress voted to increase the cost of a workers severance
fund, two setbacks for President Dilma Rousseff's efforts to fight a gaping fiscal deficit. 

Big business could help Brazilian president survive political storm from Reuters 18 Aug 15

Brazilian business leaders may have ideological differences with struggling leftist President Dilma Rousseff, but calls for her impeachment make
many of them nervous, effectively giving her support from an unexpected quarter. 

Brazilians Rage Against President, Corruption from AFP 17 Aug 15

Hundreds of thousands of protesters demanded Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff’s resignation Sunday, blaming her and the leftist Workers’
Party for runaway corruption and looming recession in Latin America’s biggest country. 

Brazil dismantles religious sect charged with slavery from EFE (Spain) 17 Aug 15

Brazilian police dismantled Monday a religious sect accused of subjecting its faithful to slavery-like conditions while accumulating a fortune of
close to 100 million reais (some $28.6 million) in donations from its followers, officials said. 

UPDATE: Brazilian protests fall short of feared turnout from Xinhua (China) 16 Aug 15



Disgruntled Brazilians took to the streets Sunday to express their discontent with a poor economy and corrupt officials, but not in a massive
number the government had feared. 

Brazil street protests demand Rousseff impeachment from Agence France-Presse 16 Aug 15

Tens of thousands of protesters across Brazil called for President Dilma Rousseff to step down Sunday, blaming her for the corruption and
economic troubles besetting Latin America's biggest country. 

Cops now suspected of killing 18 people in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 15 Aug 15

Brazilian authorities said they have "deep suspicions" that the slaying of 18 people in the cities of Barueri and Osasco was the work of police
officers, investigators cited in local media said. 

Demonstrations against Rousseff planned in major Brazilian cities from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 15 Aug 15

Thousands are expected to demonstrate across Brazil Sunday against the government of Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff, who has been
dogged by a massive corruption scandal and a weak economy. 

In Good Times Or Bad, Brazil Banks Profit from New York Times 14 Aug 15

Political parties whose symbol is a red star tend to be unfavorable for bankers, but Brazil’s ruling party has been a lucrative exception. 

Thousands Of Women March In Support Of Brazil’s Rousseff from AFP 13 Aug 15

Thousands of women rallied in support of President Dilma Rousseff, whose poll numbers have plummeted amid a national scandal involving state
oil company Petrobras. 

Brazil Authorities Detail U.S. Link In Petrobras Case from Wall Street Journal 12 Aug 15

Officials in corruption probe say suspects held meeting in New York

Rio de Janeiro cracks down on narco gang from Agence France-Presse 11 Aug 15

Brazilian special forces on Tuesday nabbed six alleged narco gangsters in Rio de Janeiro and confiscated a stash of powerful weapons, three days
after killing the city's most wanted man. 

“Playboy’s” Reign Of Terror Over, But Rio Still On Edge from AFP 11 Aug 15

Rio de Janeiro officials celebrated Monday the death of “Playboy,” a brutal gang leader famous for thumbing his nose at the authorities – yet his
killing left new questions unanswered. 

Brazil's president tries to stem political crisis from Xinhua (China) 10 Aug 15

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff went into crisis management mode over the weekend as a poor economy and corruption scandal weaken her
government's grip on power, local media said Monday. 

Police kill one of Rio's most-wanted drug traffickers from EFE (Spain) 9 Aug 15

One of the most-wanted drug traffickers in Rio de Janeiro was killed during a police operation this weekend, Brazilian officials said. Celso
Pinheiro Pimenta, who had escaped from prison, was killed on Saturday, the Rio de Janeiro state Public Safety Secretariat said. 

2 Arrested in killing of Brazil radio host from EFE (Spain) 8 Aug 15

Police have arrested two individuals suspected in the on-air killing of a muckraking Brazilian radio host, officials said. 

Radio journalist fatally shot in Brazil: police from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 15

A Brazilian radio journalist was shot and killed in his studio according to police, who said on Friday they suspected political motives for the
murder. 

Rio Olympics: 1 Year Away And Mayor Says All Will Be Ready from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

Exactly one year ahead of the start of Rio de Janeiro’s Olympics, Mayor Eduardo Paes said on Wednesday that all the venues are running on



schedule and will be delivered in time for next year’s games — a feat he compared to a “miracle.” 

23 people killed in Brazil land strife this year from Agence France-Presse 4 Aug 15

At least 23 landless farmers have been killed so far this year in conflicts over land, mostly in the Amazon basin region, an NGO reported Monday.

Brazilian activists occupy gov't building to protest austerity from EFE (Spain) 3 Aug 15

Some 1,000 members of Brazil's MST Landless Movement on Monday occupied the finance ministry to protest the austerity policies of President
Dilma Rousseff. The MST activists arrived during the early morning, occupied the first floor of the building and blocked access to ministry
officials, police said. 

Brazil: Ex-Lula aide Dirceu held in corruption probe from BBC 3 Aug 15

Police in Brazil say they have arrested Jose Dirceu, who served as chief-of-staff under then-President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva from 2003 to
2005. 

Brazil police 'killed hundreds' in Rio - Amnesty from BBC 3 Aug 15

Campaign group Amnesty International says Brazil's military police have been responsible for more than 1,500 deaths in the city of Rio de
Janeiro in the last five years. Amnesty says it has found evidence that police killings were often illegal, with officers shooting suspects who had
surrendered or had been wounded. 

UPDATE: Brazil to investigate attack on Lula Institute from Xinhua (China) 1 Aug 15

Brazil's federal police will help investigate a recent attack on the headquarters of the Lula Institute, founded by former President Luiz Inacio Lula
da Silva, Justice Minister Luiz Eduardo Cardozo said on Friday. 

AP Investigation: Filthy Rio Water A Threat At 2016 Olympics from Associated Press 31 Jul 15

The waters where Olympians will compete in swimming and boating events next summer in South America’s first games are rife with human
sewage and present a serious health risk for athletes, an Associated Press investigation has found. 

Brazil to deploy 85,000 security personnel during 2016 Olympics from Xinhua (China) 30 Jul 15

The Brazilian government announced Thursday that it will mobilize 85,000 police and military personnel to guarantee security during the 2016
Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro, more than twice the number for the London Games. 

Brazil arranging for president to visit Japan in early December from Kyodo (Japan) 28 Jul 15

Brazil is making arrangements for President Dilma Rousseff to visit Japan in early December, according to diplomatic sources. 

Brazil Arrests Nuclear Chief in Widening of Graft Case from New York Times 28 Jul 15

The sweeping corruption scandal shaking Brazil’s establishment intensified on Tuesday after the police arrested the mastermind of the military’s
secret nuclear program during the 1970s and ’80s. 

Brazil, Vietnam to boost bilateral trade revenue from Xinhua (China) 27 Jul 15

Brazil and Vietnam are striving to bring the bilateral trade revenue from three billion U.S. dollars in 2014 to 10 billion by 2020, said Brazilian
Foreign Minister Mauro Luiz Iecker Vieira on Monday. 

Brazil Struggles With Inflation, And Expectations from Wall Street Journal 27 Jul 15

Central bank expected to raise benchmark Selic to 14% or more Wednesday

Brazil cancels pact to build satellite-launching center with Ukraine from EFE (Spain) 24 Jul 15

Brazil has decided to unilaterally cancel the bilateral accord reached with Ukraine in 2003 to build a joint center for launching satellites at Brazil's
Alcantara aerospace base, officials said. 

BLOG: An oil scandal is shaking Brazil’s democracy to its core from Washington Post 23 Jul 15



There are times in Brazil’s young democracy -- its constitution dates from 1988 -- when the country seems to be making things up as it goes
along. This is one of them. 

Thirty-seven killed in three days in Brazilian city from Agence France-Presse 22 Jul 15

Thirty-seven people were killed in three days in the Brazilian city of Manaus, and one hypothesis being considered is a coordinated wave of
attacks involving police, an official said. 

Brazil reports 0.6 pct. monthly drop in mobile lines from EFE (Spain) 22 Jul 15

Brazil reported a total of 282.45 million active mobile lines at the end of June, down 0.6 percent from the previous month, the National
Telecommunications Agency, or Anatel, said. 

Brazil to deploy 4,200 soldiers on borders with Bolivia, Paraguay from EFE (Spain) 22 Jul 15

Brazil on Wednesday launched a huge anti-crime operation involving 4,200 troops along its 4,045 kilometers (2,500 miles) of border with Bolivia
and Paraguay, authorities said. 

UPDATE: Churches, military the institutions Brazilians trust most from EFE (Spain) 21 Jul 15

Churches and the military are the institutions that Brazilians find most trustworthy, while the government, Congress and political parties are the
ones that arouse the most distrust, according to a survey released Tuesday. 

Suspicion Falls On The Police After Dozens Of Execution-Style Killings In Brazil from New York Times 21 Jul 15

A spree of killings which has left at least 35 people dead in Manaus, the largest city in the Brazilian Amazon, is raising suspicions that police
officers may have organized a death squad to carry out a wave of execution-style killings in retaliation for the recent fatal shooting of a police
officer, security officials said. 

Brazil poll: Rousseff popularity still falling, impeachment favored from Reuters 21 Jul 15

President Dilma Rousseff's popularity continues to tumble due to a widening corruption scandal and economic recession, and an increasing
number of Brazilians want to see her impeached, according to an opinion poll published on Tuesday. 

Brazil's corruption scandal expands its reach from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Jul 15

The 3.7-billion-dollar corruption scandal around Brazil's energy giant Petrobras unfolded further with plans by justice officials to charge the head
of a mammoth international construction company, Odebrecht, according to a news report Monday. 

Brazil Adds To Tally Of Corruption Scandals With Investigation Of A Former President (Romero, NYT) from New York Times 17

Jul 15

RIO DE JANEIRO — Federal prosecutors in Brazil said Thursday that they were opening a full investigation into claims of influence peddling by
Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, the former president whose leftist Workers Party is already struggling with a sweeping graft scandal involving some of
the country’s most powerful political figures.

Brazil’s President Says, ‘I’m Not Guilty,’ But Even Allies Wonder If She Can Survive (Phillips, WP) from Washington Post 17 Jul 15

CURITIBA, Brazil — Last week, Brazil’s President Dilma Rousseff, looking increasingly isolated in a deepening political crisis, gave a
newspaper interview to insist: “I’m not going to fall.”

Prosecutors Investigate Brazil’s Former President (Lehman, AP) from Associated Press 17 Jul 15

SAO PAULO (AP) — Brazilian authorities are investigating allegations of influence peddling by former president Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva in his
reported lobbying efforts on behalf of construction firm Odebrecht, prosecutors said Thursday.

Brazil prosecutors investigate death of thousands of aquarium fish from Guardian UK 16 Jul 15

More than 10,000 fish died while in temporary holding tanks after delays in construction of ‘world’s largest freshwater aquarium’

Brazil Leader’s Ally May Field Own Presidential Candidate (AP) from Associated Press 16 Jul 15



SAO PAULO (AP) — The main party in the governing coalition led by President Dilma Rousseff’s left-wing Workers’ Party said Wednesday that
it’s planning to field its own candidate in Brazil’s 2018 presidential election.

Rio Stadium – And Dancing Crowds – Ready For Olympics (Smith, AFP) from AFP 16 Jul 15

Rio de Janeiro (AFP) – Stadium ready? Check. Equipment working, check. Crowd dancing, double check. An international volleyball event
testing Rio de Janeiro’s readiness to host the 2016 Olympics got off to a flawless start.

Brazilian Senate Begins Investigating Local Confederation from Associated Press 15 Jul 15

SAO PAULO (AP) — The Brazilian Senate has started its investigation into the national football confederation, putting former star player
Romario in charge of the probe.

Brazil presents Colombia with latest zebu breeding technology from EFE 13 Jul 15

Bogota, Jul 11 (EFE).- Brazil, the biggest meat producer in the world with 9.3 tons a year, is exhibiting in Bogota the technological progress it has
made in zebu breeding so that its method of sustainable production can be duplicated in Colombia.

China-Brazil ties develop vigorously: Xi from Xinhua (China) 9 Jul 15

Chinese President Xi Jinping on Thursday likens China-Brazil ties to a luxuriant tree, saying the bilateral relations are developing vigorously with
increasing overall and strategic influence. 

Brazil Detects Billions In Suspicious Financial Activity from Associated Press 9 Jul 15

Investigators with Brazil’s Finance Ministry say they have identified as much as $17 billion worth of suspicious activity that may be part of a
kickback scandal engulfing the state-owned oil company Petrobras. 

Argentine Torture Suspect Arrested In Brazil from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 15

An Argentine man alleged to have been a government torturer during the country’s military dictatorship between 1976 and 1983 has been arrested
in Brazil and could face genocide charges, police said Wednesday. 

Guard at Brazilian VP's residence shot dead from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 15

A guard outside Brazilian Vice President Michel Temer's official residence in the capital of Brasilia was found shot dead Wednesday, the military
said. 

Brazilian producers plan big ethanol push from EFE (Spain) 8 Jul 15

Brazil's ethanol producers called at the Ethanol Summit 2015 in Sao Paulo for bolstering sales of the biofuel, which has lost market share to
petroleum derivatives in recent years, in an effort to have a more balanced energy mix. 

Brazil's Rousseff tells paper she is uncowed by opposition calls to quit from Reuters 7 Jul 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff told newspaper Folha de S. Paulo in an interview published Tuesday that she plans to finish her term and
continue with efforts to narrow the budget deficit in spite of growing calls among opponents for her resignation. 

Russia, Brazil leaders to discuss bilateral issues in Ufa from Tass (Russia) 6 Jul 15

Russian President Vladimir Putin and his Brazilian counterpart Dilma Rousseff will discuss the potential for expanding trade and economic ties,
cultural cooperation and sports, including the 2016 Olympics in Rio-de-Janeiro and the 2018 Football World Cup in Russia, in Ufa on July 9,
Russian presidential aide Yury Ushakov said on Monday. 

US spy agency targeted top Brazilian officials: WikiLeaks from Agence France-Presse 4 Jul 15

Aside from listening in on Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff's phone calls, US spies also targeted top political and financial officials, according
to new information released by WikiLeaks on Saturday. 

Brazil says diplomatic spat with U.S. over spying has been resolved from EFE (Spain) 4 Jul 15

Brazil's government said Saturday that its diplomatic spat with the United States over high-level spying has been resolved, brushing aside the



latest revelations by WikiLeaks about U.S. eavesdropping on the South American nation. 

Lula urges Rousseff to seek support from average Brazilians from EFE (Spain) 3 Jul 15

Former Brazilian President Luiz Ignacio Lula da Silva said Friday that his political protege and successor, Dilma Rousseff, "must lean on the
shoulder of the people." 

Brazil lawmakers narrowly reject criminal age reduction from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 15

Brazilian lawmakers narrowly rejected a proposed constitutional change early Wednesday that would have reduced the age of criminal
responsibility from 18 to 16 years of age. 

Brazil’s President Seeks Investment During U.S. Visit from Wall Street Journal 30 Jun 15

Business friendly environment is needed to attract investors and restore growth, Rousseff says

Brazil applauds start of "new phase" in defense with U.S. from EFE (Spain) 30 Jun 15

Brazilian Defense Minister Jaques Wagner applauded the beginning of the "new phase" in defense cooperation between the South American
country and United States, the Brazilian government said in a statement Monday. 

Obama, Rousseff Try To Put Spy Scandal Behind Them from Associated Press 30 Jun 15

President Barack Obama and Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff will aim to show they have smoothed over tensions sparked by a spying scandal,
as they open two days of talks at the White House Monday. 

Obama hosting Brazilian leader Dilma Rousseff at White House from Associated Press 30 Jun 15

President Barack Obama is hosting Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff for a day of formal talks at the White House. Rousseff arrived at the White
House on Monday for the start of her two-day visit. She and Obama toured the grounds of the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial before having
dinner.

FACT SHEET: The United States and Brazil - A Mature and Multi-Faceted Partnership from White House 30 Jun 15

Today President Barack Obama hosted Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff at the White House. Their meeting underscored the long-standing and
increasingly diverse partnership between the United States and Brazil, which is rooted in a shared commitment to expand inclusive economic
growth and prosperity; promote international peace and security and respect for human rights; strengthen bilateral defense and security
cooperation; and deepen our people-to-people ties through exchanges in education, energy, health, science and technology, and innovation. 

Rio slum tests security with Olympics a year off from Agence France-Presse 30 Jun 15

Brazilian police assumed control over one of Rio's most dangerous neighborhoods Tuesday, replacing the army in a key test for how to suppress
crime ahead of next year's Olympic Games. 

UPDATE: Obama and Rousseff focus on climate, play down spy row from Agence France-Presse 30 Jun 15

US President Barack Obama and Brazil's Dilma Rousseff traded compliments and vowed to work together on renewable energy Tuesday, bidding
to put a bitter spying row behind them. 

Truck flips in Brazil, 1.3 tons of pot rolls out from Agence France-Presse 29 Jun 15

Bad day for a pair of drug traffickers in Brazil: their truck loaded with marijuana and a car escorting it plunged off a mountain road near Rio de
Janeiro, spilling a load of 1.3 tons of pot. 

Brazil's Rousseff on fence-mending US visit from Agence France-Presse 28 Jun 15

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff met Sunday with investors in New York on the first day of a long-delayed US visit aimed at overcoming strains
caused by the NSA spying scandal. 

Group Of Left-leaning Brazilian Senators Visit Venezuela from Associated Press 26 Jun 15

A delegation of pro-government Brazilian senators is visiting Caracas a week after a group of opposition senators made an unsuccessful attempt to



visit imprisoned politicians in Venezuela. 

OPINION: Another Defeat For Brazil’s Kids from New York Times 26 Jun 15

This month, public school teachers from the state of São Paulo announced the end of their three-month-long strike — without any of their
demands having been met. For the first time since it began, the strike reached the front page of a major newspaper; it had been mostly neglected
until then.

Brazil delegation travel to Venezuela after 'bus attack' from BBC 26 Jun 15

A group of Brazilian senators has travelled to Venezuela to try to promote dialogue between the country's government and opposition. More than
40 people have been killed since last year in street protests. 

Rousseff puts spy scandal behind her with US visit from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff arrives in the United States on Saturday for a long-delayed visit, looking to shore up economic ties almost two
years after scrapping a trip following revelations that Washington spied on her. 

Hate crimes shake Brazil's religious melting pot from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 15

Brazil's image as a religious melting pot has been shaken in recent weeks by a series of hate crimes, raising alarm over growing intolerance amid a
surge in Evangelical Christianity. 

OPINION: Brazil’s Shaken Optimism from New York Times 24 Jun 15

Recent months have been pretty discouraging for Brazilians like me who were thrilled when Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva took over the office of
president in 2003. Many of us believed that Partido dos Trabalhadores (Workers Party) would finally turn our nation into a fair country. But
corruption scandals, an economic recession and opportunistic alliances with former rivals have replaced optimism...

Brazil's biofuel industry finds new sweetspot from BBC 23 Jun 15

Biofuels have transformed the small, sleepy town of Sertaozinho in southeast Brazil. For decades the vast green fields of this region, were one of
the world's top sugar producing hubs, catering to increasingly sweet tooth of global consumers. 

Approval rating for Brazil's president falls to 10 percent from Associated Press 22 Jun 15

The approval rating of Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has fallen to a level not seen in the more than two decades since a president was
impeached for corruption, her hit coming amid an economic crunch and a huge corruption scandal at the state energy company. 

Brazil sets aside $10 bn for loans to family farmers from EFE (Spain) 22 Jun 15

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff said Monday that her government will extend 28.9 billion reais ($9.6 billion) in loans to the roughly family
farmers who produce nearly 70 percent of the food produced in the country. 

Most Brazilians believe belt-tightening hits poor hardest: poll from Xinhua (China) 21 Jun 15

Some 63 percent of Brazilians believe the government's belt-tightening measures to rein in spending hit the poor hardest, according to a poll
released Sunday. 

Approval ratings for Brazil's Rousseff down to 10 per cent from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 21 Jun 15

Only 10 per cent of Brazil's population gives President Dilma Rousseff a ranking of "good" or "excellent," according to a poll released on the
weekend, marking a new low for her approval ratings. 

Police probe whether religious intolerance sparked wave of attacks in Rio from EFE (Spain) 20 Jun 15

Authorities in Rio de Janeiro suspected another attack sparked by religious intolerance when the dead body of psychic medium Gilberto Arruda, a
believer in spiritualism, was found marked by signs of violence. 

2008 financial crisis makes China, Brazil closer: Brazilian expert from Xinhua (China) 19 Jun 15

The 2008 international financial crisis brought Brazil and China closer and the two countries have many positions in common, a Brazilian expert



has said. 

Murders of indigenous people up sharply in Brazil: report from Agence France-Presse 19 Jun 15

Murders of indigenous people rose sharply in Brazil last year with 138 Indians killed, a rights group said Friday, warning they were also
committing suicide in growing numbers. 

UPDATE: Brazil senators flee Venezuela attack from BBC 19 Jun 15

A group of eight Brazilian senators on a visit to Venezuela to meet a jailed opposition leader say they had to flee after their bus was attacked. The
Brazilian opposition politicians were trying to meet Leopoldo Lopez, who is in jail accused of inciting violence during protests. 

Brazilian politicians unable to get to Caracas for meetings from Associated Press 18 Jun 15

A group of Brazilian senators who went to Venezuela to meet with jailed opposition politicians didn't make it far past the airport. The group
headed by Brazilian opposition leader and former presidential candidate Aecio Neves landed at a coastal airport Thursday, but turned back before
making it to Caracas, citing congestion and a protest. The drive usually takes an hour. 

Brazil and LatAm have bright future, Spanish FM says from EFE (Spain) 18 Jun 15

Spanish Foreign Minister Jose Manuel Garcia-Margallo said in an address Thursday in Sao Paulo that "neither the future of Latin America nor
that of Brazil offer any reasons for doubt," adding that the region's current economic difficulties were a temporary problem. 

US returns 7 smuggled snakes to Brazilian government from Associated Press 17 Jun 15

The Justice Department says it's returned to Brazil seven boa constrictors seized in a case of wildlife smuggling. The seven snakes are the
surviving offspring of a rare boa constrictor that federal officials say was illegally taken out of Brazil by a Utah-based collector of reptiles.

Brazilian police arrest 26 members of Rio's biggest crime group from EFE (Spain) 16 Jun 15

About 400 Brazilian police officers on Tuesday carried out an operation targeting the biggest criminal organization in Rio de Janeiro state,
arresting 26 people, local authorities told the media. 

Brazilian police bust international drug ring from EFE (Spain) 15 Jun 15

Brazil's Federal Police have dismantled a criminal organization engaged in drug trafficking and money laundering, authorities said Monday. 

Brazil mulls importing more energy to cope with power shortage from Xinhua (China) 15 Jun 15

Brazil is considering importing more energy from neighboring countries to forestall a possible power shortage in the summer, a top official said
Monday. 

Brazil rescues more than 6,000 child workers in a year from Xinhua (China) 12 Jun 15

In the last 12 months, 6,491 Brazilian children and teenagers were saved from child labor, the Labor Ministry announced on this year's World Day
Against Child Labor, which falls on Friday. 

Brazil cracks international money laundering ring from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 15

Brazilian police arrested 11 people Thursday alleged to be part of a ring that laundered up to a billion dollars through phony trade deals with
Venezuela, among other schemes. 

Brazil leader sympathises with 'tough' task facing Greece's Tsipras from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff offered sympathy to embattled Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras on Thursday over the "tough" situation he
faces in a standoff with EU-IMF creditors. 

Brazil ramps up punishment for cop killers from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 15

The Brazilian parliament on Thursday passed a law toughening penalties for murderers of policemen, a measure widely demanded by the security
forces of a country where hundreds of officers are killed every year. 



Brazil says grain harvest will surpass 200 mn tons from EFE (Spain) 11 Jun 15

Brazil's grain harvest for the 2014-2015 campaign will reach 204.5 million tons, according to estimates released Thursday by state-owned
agricultural supply company Conab. 

Scandal-plagued Brazilian firm donated to Lula's think-tank from EFE (Spain) 10 Jun 15

One of the construction firms involved in a corruption scandal centered on Brazilian state oil giant Petrobras made payments to a think-tank and a
company headed by former President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva, the press reported Wednesday. 

Holdouts: Slum Resists Eviction In Shadow Of Olympic Park from Associated Press 10 Jun 15

The Olympic Park for the 2016 Games is going up in one of Rio’s wealthiest areas, and real estate prices are soaring even as Brazil enters a
recession. 

Brazil unveils $64 bn infrastructure plan to spur growth from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 15

Brazil announced a $64-billion infrastructure spending package on Tuesday, hoping to revive its flagging economy with investment in highways,
railroads, ports and airports. 

Homes burned in eviction of 12,000 people in Sao Paulo from EFE (Spain) 9 Jun 15

Dozens of homes were burned Tuesday during an operation to evict some 12,000 people who had built shanties on the private property they
invaded last year in a suburb of Sao Paulo, Brazil's largest city, firefighters said. 

China, Brazil agree to boost parliamentary cooperation from Xinhua (China) 8 Jun 15

China's top legislator Zhang Dejiang met here Monday with Brazilian Chamber of Deputies President Eduardo Cunha and the two pledged to step
up cooperation between their countries' legislatures. 

Turkey recalls ambassador to Brazil over Armenian genocide legislation from Reuters 8 Jun 15

The Turkish Foreign Ministry said on Monday it had recalled its ambassador to Brazil for consultation, after the Latin American country's Senate
passed legislation recognizing the massacre of Armenians during World War One in Turkey as genocide. 

A year before Olympics, protesters decry filthy Rio bay from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 15

Dozens of demonstrators gathered Saturday at Rio de Janeiro's heavily polluted Guanabara Bay, demanding that officials clean it up before it is
used as a 2016 Olympic sailing venue. 

Brazil gov't boosts support for farm sector by 20 pct. from EFE (Spain) 2 Jun 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff announced Tuesday that her government has earmarked 187.7 billion reais ($59.58 billion) for support to
agriculture in 2015, an increase of 20 percent from last year. 

Rio Knife Attacks Claim More Victims: Police from Agence France-Presse 1 Jun 15

Two more people were injured Saturday in knife attacks in Rio, raising to 13 the number of stabbing victims in as many days in the city that hosts
the 2016 Olympic Games. 

Brazil's economy kicks off rough year shrinking 0.2% from Agence France-Presse 29 May 15

Brazil's economy, the world's seventh largest, contracted by 0.2 percent in the first quarter of 2015, the government said Friday, kicking off a
rough year in which it is expected to continue shrinking. 

Dozens of Brazilian firms accused of bilking taxpayers from EFE (Spain) 29 May 15

Brazilian police reported Friday the arrest of five people accused of belonging to a giant organized-crime ring dedicated to laundering public
funds - taxpayers' money - diverted from government contracts, in an operation that included searching the headquarters of some 60 companies
and even the seizure of an airplane. 

Brazil protesters demand Rousseff impeachment from Agence France-Presse 27 May 15



Several hundred protesters gathered Wednesday in Brasilia to demand the impeachment of President Dilma Rousseff after they completed a
1,000-kilometer (650-mile) march on the capital. 

Journalist who denounced drug trafficking murdered in Brazil from Associated Press 27 May 15

Police say a radio journalist known for denouncing drug traffickers and organized crime groups has been murdered in northeastern Brazil. 

Brazil set to see more dengue fever cases from Xinhua (China) 25 May 15

The number of dengue fever cases in Brazil is expected to further increase, Health Minister Arthur Chioro said Monday. 

Brazilian journalists say colleague beheaded for his reporting from EFE (Spain) 22 May 15

The journalists guild in the southeastern Brazilian state of Minas Gerais said the beheading of investigative reporter Evany Jose Metzker was
"directly related" to his work. 

Brazil’s Economic Downturn, Corruption Scandals Shake Leader from Wall Street Journal 22 May 15

Dilma Rousseff, Brazil’s first female president, is working to save her presidency and stanch the deterioration of Latin America’s biggest
economy

Brazil unveils cuts as IMF urges fiscal discipline from Agence France-Presse 22 May 15

The IMF urged Brazil to get its fiscal house in order to emerge from five years of low growth as South America's largest economy Friday unveiled
a package of budget cuts in a move to kickstart a recovery. 

Cyclist Stabbed To Death Near Rio Olympic Venue from Associated Press 21 May 15

Mayor Eduardo Paes said Wednesday he was confident in security arrangements for next year’s Rio de Janeiro Olympics, a day after a cyclist was
stabbed to death near the main venue for rowing and canoeing at South America’s first games. 

Fiscal discipline helps poor - IMF head tells Rio slum from Agence France-Presse 21 May 15

The head of the IMF encouraged Brazil Thursday to pursue fiscal discipline, saying it was needed to protect social programs benefitting the
poorest members of society. 

Brazil makes progress in reducing social inequality: OECD from Xinhua (China) 21 May 15

Brazil has managed to reduce social inequality, according to a new report from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) released on Thursday, local governmental news Agencia Brasil said. 

Brazil creates reserved to protect tucuxi dolphins from EFE (Spain) 20 May 15

A marine reserve established by the Mangaratiba municipality will protect tucuxi dolphins in the Sepetiba Bay, helping to preserve one of Brazil's
most endangered cetacean species. 

Chinese Plan Investments And Loans For Brazil from New York Times 20 May 15

Extending a lifeline to the beleaguered Brazilian president, Chinese officials announced a sweeping list of investment plans and loans in Brazil on
Tuesday totaling dozens of billions of dollars, including in a contentious project for a railway to the Pacific that would cut through the Amazon
rain forest.

Investigative Brazilian reporter found slain from Agence France-Presse 19 May 15

A Brazilian investigative reporter was found decapitated in southeastern Minas Gerais state as he followed leads in a drug-dealing and child
prostitution case, a journalists' union told AFP Tuesday. 

Brazil, China agree multibillion trade, investment deals from Agence France-Presse 19 May 15

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang and Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff inked a series of trade and investment deals Tuesday worth billions of
dollars, officials said. 



Brazil Charges First Lawmakers In Petrobras Graft Probe from Wall Street Journal 15 May 15

The former members of congress are accused of money laundering, embezzlement and other crimes

Protest against slum violence hits downtown Rio from Associated Press 15 May 15

Residents of violence-wracked slums near downtown Rio de Janeiro have torched two buses and set up barricades of flaming tires on a main
thoroughfare in anger over the deaths of two young men.

Brazil had 5 firearm deaths per hour in 2012 from EFE (Spain) 14 May 15

Brazil in 2012 had five deaths by firearms per hour, according to the annual "Map of Violence" report, which gathers crime figures for up to the
past three years, the authors of the study said Thursday. 

Brazil beef industry pledges cut Amazon deforestation rate in half from The Guardian (UK) 14 May 15

A study published Tuesday in the journal Conservation Letters says that public agreements made by beef suppliers in Brazilhave had a real impact
on deforestation in the Amazon. 

Brazil's black youth more likely to die of violent causes from EFE (Spain) 7 May 15

A young man of Afro-Brazilian heritage is 2.5 times more likely to die violently, including from homicide and traffic accidents, than his white or
Asian peers, according to a study prepared by the Brazilian government and the United Nations released Thursday by the office of President
Dilma Rousseff. 

Rousseff: Brazil is "tirelessly" seeking solution to Venezuelan crisis from EFE (Spain) 7 May 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Thursday directed a letter to Venezuelan opposition figures Mitzy Capriles and Lilian Tintori in which she
thanked them for their efforts and said that Brazil "is tirelessly seeking a solution to (Venezuela's) political crisis, according to the text to which
Efe received access. 

Brazil's Rousseff says protests part of democracy from Xinhua (China) 7 May 15

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff commented on Wednesday on yet another protest against the Workers' Party, to which she is affiliated, saying
that protest is a part of democracy and something that must be respected. 

Rio Environmental Official Takes Dip In Polluted Bay from Associated Press 5 May 15

A Brazilian state environmental secretary has plunged into the polluted waters of Guanabara Bay as part of a televised stunt meant to assuage
worries about health risks faced by sailors competing in the 2016 Olympics. 

Lula Denies Peddling Influence To Aid Building Firm from Agence France-Presse 5 May 15

Brazil’s former president Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva denied Monday that he is formally under investigation for influence peddling on behalf of
construction giant Odebrecht. 

Brazil Weighs Investigating Ex-leader Silva from Associated Press 5 May 15

Federal prosecutors in Brazil confirmed Monday that they are weighing whether to open a full investigation into former President Luiz Inacio
Lula da Silva’s alleged overseas lobbying efforts for the scandal-plagued construction firm Odebrecht, the nation’s biggest builder. 

Dengue cases soar in Brazil, as death toll climbs from Agence France-Presse 4 May 15

Cases of dengue have soared in Brazil where the disease has caused 229 fatalities this year, the Health Ministry said Monday, as authorities try to
combat its spread using transgenic mosquitos. 

Brazil Executives Moved To House Arrest In Corruption Case from Associated Press 30 Apr 15

Top executives from several big Brazilian construction and engineering firms left prison Wednesday but will remain under house arrest for their
alleged roles in a big kickback scheme at state-run oil company Petrobras. 

Brazil ruling party fined $1.6 mn from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 15



Brazil's electoral tribunal on Thursday fined the ruling Workers Party (PT) of President Dilma Rousseff $1.6 million for accounting irregularities
dating back to 2009. 

UPDATE: Brazilian teachers clash with police, over 200 hurt from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 15

Brazilian riot police fired smoke bombs and rubber bullets Wednesday at striking teachers protesting a new law that will withhold more money
from their salaries towards retirement. 

Brazil: Teachers, police clash outside congress building from Associated Press 29 Apr 15

Police unleashed waves of rubber bullets, tear gas and stun grenades on striking teachers in a southern Brazilian city Wednesday, leaving over 150
people injured. 

Brazil's Rousseff inaugurates Jeep factory from EFE (Spain) 28 Apr 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff took part Tuesday in the inauguration of a Jeep factory in this northeastern city and guaranteed that her
administration's austerity policies will not slow the growth of the nation's automotive sector, which represents 5 percent of the country's gross
domestic product. 

Brazil ruling party treasurer hit with new charges from Agence France-Presse 27 Apr 15

Prosecutors charged the former treasurer of Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff's party Monday with 24 new counts of money laundering in a
corruption scandal involving state oil giant Petrobras and high-ranking politicians. 

Brazil police probing lawyer's alleged links to terror from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 15

Brazilian federal police have seized documents, computers and flash drives from a lawyer in Brasilia suspected of terror links, local media
reported. 

King Felipe, Brazilian vice president discuss future economic cooperation from EFE (Spain) 22 Apr 15

Spain's King Felipe received Brazilian vice president Michel Temer at Zarzuela Palace Wednesday for a meeting in which the two discussed
future economic cooperation and issues related to the Ibero-American community. 

Brazil's Most Trusted Official Says Petrobras Has 'Turned Page' from Forbes 19 Apr 15

Brazil’s most trusted official, Finance Minister Joaquim Levy, says beleaguered oil giant Petrobras has turned the page. And the upcoming release
of Petrobras earnings will prove it. 

Brazil's biggest city requests army's help against dengue from EFE (Spain) 16 Apr 15

Officials here in Brazil's largest city made a request Thursday for help from the army to contain a surge in the number of cases of dengue fever,
from 3,183 in the first quarter of 2014 to 8,063 during the same period this year. 

Arrest of party treasurer could affect Brazil president from Associated Press 16 Apr 15

The arrest of the high-profile treasurer of Brazil's governing party has brought the unfolding corruption scandal at the country's state-owned oil
company uncomfortably close to President Dilma Rousseff, analysts said Thursday. 

Brazil's economy will contract this year, minister acknowledges from EFE (Spain) 15 Apr 15

Brazil's economy will likely contract this year, as forecast by private analysts and financial institutions like the International Monetary Fund,
Finance Minister Joaquim Levy said. 

Governing party treasurer arrested in Brazil kickback case from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

Police have detained the treasurer of Brazil's governing Workers' Party in connection with a corruption scheme at oil giant Petrobras. 

Brazil intends to rent Russian defense systems for Olympics from EFE (Spain) 15 Apr 15

Brazil intends to rent Russian anti-aircraft defense systems for the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro given the setbacks it has suffered in
trying to purchase them, Defense Minister Jacques Wagner said Wednesday. 



UPDATE: Brazil Petrobras scandal: Workers Party treasurer Vaccari arrested from BBC 15 Apr 15

The treasurer of Brazil's ruling party, Joao Vaccari, has been arrested in connection with a massive corruption scandal at oil giant, Petrobras. 

Brazil: Ukraine conflict jeopardizing its satellite program from EFE (Spain) 15 Apr 15

The Ukrainian conflict has caused major disruptions to a satellite-launch program that Brazil is jointly carrying out with Kiev, Brazil's defense
minister said here Wednesday. 

IMF predicts Brazil recession in 2015 from Agence France-Presse 14 Apr 15

The International Monetary Fund expects Brazil's economy to contract by one percent this year, it said Tuesday, slashing its previous forecast of
0.3-percent growth. 

Brazil police clash with evicted squatters in central Rio from Agence France-Presse 14 Apr 15

Police clashed with illegal squatters at an abandoned building in Rio de Janeiro Tuesday, using pepper spray and arresting several people as some
of the 300 occupants refused to leave the property. 

Brazilian military ignoring requests for "intervention," defense chief says from EFE (Spain) 14 Apr 15

The Brazilian military is ignoring calls by government opponents for an army "intervention" against the government of President Dilma Rousseff,
the country's defense minister said Tuesday. 

Brazil VP Says Government Is ‘Paying Attention’ To Protests from Associated Press 14 Apr 15

The Brazilian government is “paying attention” to demonstrations demanding the impeachment of President Dilma Rousseff, the vice president
says. 

Another Huge And Open Iron Mine Is Carved Out Of Brazil’s Rain Forest from Washington Post 14 Apr 15

S11D, as this project is unceremoniously known, is an open-cast iron ore mine being dug out of this corner of the Brazilian Amazon, in the state
of Para. Brazil’s mining giant, Vale, says the mine was designed for minimum environmental impact and maximum profitability. It is to start
operating next year and by 2018 will be producing nearly 100 million tons annually of some of the purest iron ore in the world — a lifeblood for
Brazil’s pallid economy. 

Brazil's Rousseff: Battle against corruption is "constant aim" from EFE (Spain) 13 Apr 15

The battle against corruption is "a constant aim" of her administration, Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff said in response to opposition-
organized protests over the weekend. 

6 People, including 3 teens, massacred in southern Brazil from EFE (Spain) 13 Apr 15

Six people, including three teenagers, were gunned down Sunday in an inn in Cidreira, a town on the coast of the southern Brazilian state of Rio
Grande do Sul, a crime thought to be a settling of scores among drug traffickers, authorities said. 

Large protests across Brazil seek ouster of president from Associated Press 12 Apr 15

Tens of thousands of people took to the streets of Brazil on Sunday for anti-government demonstrations across the continent-sized country. 

Brazil bracing for day of nationwide protestsO from Associated Press 12 Apr 15

Anti-government demonstrators began streaming into the streets of cities throughout Brazil on Sunday to demand the impeachment of President
Dilma Rousseff. 

Most Brazilians favor impeachment, but few see Rousseff gone: poll from Reuters 11 Apr 15

Almost two thirds of Brazilians favor the impeachment of President Dilma Rousseff over a corruption scandal at state-run oil company Petrobras,
but roughly as many doubt it would drive her from office, according to a poll released on Saturday. 

Brazil leader to visit US in June in wake of spy row from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 15



US President Barack Obama announced Saturday that Brazilian counterpart Dilma Rousseff will visit Washington on June 30, almost two years
after she cancelled a trip over a US spying scandal. 

Brazil lower house OKs outsourcing bill opposed by unions from Associated Press 9 Apr 15

Brazil's lower house has approved the preliminary text of a bill opposed by labor unions that would allow companies to outsource their entire
labor force.

Protester releases rodents at Brazil graft hearing from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 15

A hearing into a massive graft scandal at Brazil's state oil firm Petrobras was interrupted Thursday when a protester unleashed several rodents
including mice, hamsters and gerbils on proceedings, sparking chaos at Congress. 

Treasurer of Brazil's top party testifies in corruption case from Associated Press 9 Apr 15

The treasurer of Brazil's ruling Workers' says that all the donations made to his party during last year's political campaign were legal. 

Brazilian Prosecutors Charge Judge With Embezzlement from Associated Press 8 Apr 15

A Brazilian judge who was removed from the insider-trading trial of Eike Batista after he was found driving the former billionaire’s Porsche now
is accused of embezzling more than $350,000 from a suspected drug trafficker in a separate case. 

Doubts Over Brazil’s ‘Pacification’ Strategy from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 15

Fresh violence in Rio’s slums has led to growing doubts over the effectiveness of Brazil’s seven-year-old strategy of “pacifying” districts in thrall
to gangs and drug traffickers. 

Outsourcing bill foments protest in Brazil from Agence France-Presse 7 Apr 15

Brazilian police and demonstrators clashed Tuesday in the capital Brasilia during a march opposing a congressional bill to increase outsourcing in
the workplace. 

Brazil's largest port remains closed due to raging fire from Xinhua (China) 6 Apr 15

Brazil's largest port of Santos in Sao Paulo state remains closed as a major fire is still raging in the vicinities of the port. 

Brazil to send police back into Rio slum after boy's death from Agence France-Presse 6 Apr 15

Brazil will send more officers back into a Rio de Janeiro slum amid public outcry over a 10-year-old boy killed during a police shootout, officials
said Sunday. 

Helicopter crashes in Sao Paulo, Brazil, killing 5: report from Xinhua (China) 2 Apr 15

Five people were killed in a helicopter crash Thursday afternoon in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and son of Sao Paulo governor Geraldo Alckmin was
among the victims, according to local media Folha de S.Paulo. 

Police take over from military at Rio slum near airport from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 15

Brazilian soldiers began to withdraw from a sprawling Rio slum on Wednesday, a year after being deployed to help clean up the neighborhood
ahead of the World Cup and the 2016 Olympics. 

Brazil slashed Amazon-protection budget 72 pct., NGO says from EFE (Spain) 1 Apr 15

President Dilma Rousseff's administration has invested three times less than her predecessor, Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva, in efforts to slow
deforestation in the Amazon, the non-governmental organization InfoAmazonia said in a report. 

Brazil state oil giant signs financing deal with China from EFE (Spain) 1 Apr 15

Brazilian state oil company Petrobras said Wednesday that it has signed a $3.5 billion finance contract with the China Development Bank. 

Brazil finance minister urges Senate to pass austerity measures from EFE (Spain) 31 Mar 15

Finance Minister Joaquim Levy on Tuesday urged the Brazilian Senate to expedite approval of the government's austerity program. 



Brazil authorities want two in cockpit after Alps crash from Agence France-Presse 31 Mar 15

Brazilian aviation authorities called Tuesday for national airlines to require the presence of two crew members in the cockpit at all times, in the
wake of the apparently deliberate Germanwings crash by a co-pilot. 

Brazil's oil industry calls on gov't to change regulatory system from EFE (Spain) 31 Mar 15

The Brazilian Petroleum Institute, or IBP, has called on the government to change the regulatory framework to deal with the crisis caused by the
collapse of oil prices and the corruption scandal at state-controlled oil giant Petrobras. 

Brazil’s Ex-President Cardoso To Defend Jailed Venezuelans from Associated Press 31 Mar 15

Former Brazilian President Fernando Henrique Cardoso will form part of a team defending two jailed opposition leaders in Venezuela. 

Brazil ex-president Cardoso to defend Venezuela opposition leaders from BBC 30 Mar 15

Brazilian ex-President Fernando Henrique Cardoso will form part of a team defending jailed Venezuelan opposition leaders, his party says.

Teen Libertarian Is Face Of Brazil’s Young Free-market Right from Associated Press 30 Mar 15

Microphone in hand and standing atop the sound truck, the raspy-voiced protest leader jabbed his finger into the air shouting for the ouster of
Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff, igniting wild cheers from the crowd below him. 

Chinese, Brazilian FMs discuss bilateral cooperation over phone from Xinhua (China) 28 Mar 15

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi held talks Saturday over phone with his Brazilian counterpart Mauro Vieira on bilateral cooperation. 

Brazil stagnates in 2014, recession looms for 2015 from Agence France-Presse 27 Mar 15

The Brazilian economy, the world's seventh-largest, posted near-stagnant growth in 2014, expanding just 0.1 percent, and will likely enter
recession this year, officials said Friday. 

Former Head Of Petrobras Testifies In Brazilian Congress from Associated Press 27 Mar 15

The former head of Brazil’s state-run oil giant Petrobras, told a parliamentary investigative committee Thursday that she and other executives
were taken by surprise by the 2014 probe that has revealed a kickback scheme believed to be the largest uncovered in the country’s history. 

US Invites Brazil President To Reschedule Cancelled Visit from Associated Press 26 Mar 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff’s office says she has again been invited to make a state visit to Washington, two years after she declined a
similar invitation to protest an American spy program. 

Brazil central bank allows currency support program to end from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 15

Brazil's central bank announced the end of a program to support the strength of the national currency, the real, despite its continued decline. 

US invites Brazil president to visit after spying row from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 15

The United States has again invited Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff to visit the United States, seeking to restore ties rattled by revelations of
American spying against her and her country. 

38,000 Brazilian troops to safeguard 2016 Rio Olympics from Xinhua (China) 24 Mar 15

Some 38,000 Brazilian military troops will ensure security during the 2016 Olympic and Paralympic Games in Rio de Janeiro, the Defense
Ministry announced Tuesday. 

OPINION: In Denial Over Racism In Brazil from New York Times 24 Mar 15

Afro-Brazilians — people who self-identify as black or brown — make up 53 percent of our population, a total of about 106 million individuals.
It is the world’s largest black population outside Africa and the second largest after Nigeria. According to the United Nations Children’s Fund,
black Brazilians ages 12 to 18 are almost three times more likely to get killed than their white counterparts...



Brazil Court Accepts Charges In Corruption Case from Associated Press 24 Mar 15

A Brazilian judge on Monday accepted federal prosecutors’ corruption charges against the treasurer of the ruling Workers’ Party in connection to a
sprawling graft scheme at state-run oil company Petrobras. 

Greenpeace protests against water bill discounts in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 21 Mar 15

Greenpeace held a protest here Friday to denounce water bill discounts for more than 530 large companies in Sao Paulo state, where people in
some regions have had their supplies rationed. 

Brazil judge accepts charges against 11 companies from Associated Press 21 Mar 15

A Brazilian judge has accepted charges filed by state prosecutors against 11 companies for allegedly forming a cartel to raise prices on the
construction and upkeep of subway and train systems in the state of Sao Paulo. 

IMF deems Brazilian real's slide "positive" from Xinhua (China) 20 Mar 15

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) Friday said the devaluation of the Brazilian real against the U.S. dollar will help reactivate the country's
exports and industrial sector. 

Brazil's Rousseff says belt-tightening needed to reactivate growth from Xinhua (China) 20 Mar 15

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff said Friday if the National Congress approves her government's spending cuts and tax increases, the country
will " soon" overcome its economic crisis. 

Brazil Introduces Measure To Keep Clubs’ Finances In Check from Associated Press 20 Mar 15

Brazil’s government wants to let football clubs renegotiate $1.2 billion in debts but force them to start spending more wisely. 

Rousseff denies Cabinet shuffle after education minister's resignation from EFE (Spain) 19 Mar 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Thursday denied that she is intending to revamp her Cabinet to deal with the country's economic and
political crisis after the resignation of Education Minister Cid Gomes following a heated argument with lawmakers. 

In Face Of Protests, Brazil’s Rousseff Offers Anti-corruption Measures from Los Angeles Times 19 Mar 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Wednesday announced a package of anti-corruption measures that she will send to Congress, as she and
her party face a backlash over the massive scandal at state-run oil giant Petrobras. 

OPINION: Prognosis For Brazil: Indefinite Paralysis from Miami Herald 19 Mar 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff’s political troubles are growing by the day following a March 15 anti-government protest that drew much
bigger crowds than expected — about 1.5 million people nationwide — and new corruption charges against key members of her ruling Workers
Party. 

Support plummets for Brazil's Rousseff: poll from Agence France-Presse 18 Mar 15

Public support for Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff plunged to 13 percent after mass protests over the weekend against government corruption, a
new poll published on Wednesday found. 

UPDATE: Brazil's scandal-hit Rousseff unveils anti-graft plan from Agence France-Presse 18 Mar 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff announced a package of anti-corruption measures Wednesday as she sought to battle back from a devastating
scandal at state oil giant Petrobras that has ensnared her party. 

Brazil ruling-party treasurer retains post despite charge from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 15

The treasurer of Brazil's ruling Workers Party (PT) will stay in his post for now despite being charged in relation to a huge corruption scandal
roiling state oil firm Petrobras, the party chairman said Tuesday. 

UPDATE: Brazil's Rousseff pledges talks after mass protests from Agence France-Presse 16 Mar 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff pledged Monday to hold talks with her growing number of critics and said her embattled government needed



to show humility, a day after massive protests erupted across the country. 

UPDATE: Brazil's Rousseff: "In democracy, polls, voice of the street are respected" from EFE (Spain) 16 Mar 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff, who over the weekend was the target of protests that drew more than 1 million people into the streets
nationwide, said Monday that in a democracy "the polls and the voice of the streets are respected." 

Brazil ruling-party treasurer accused of graft: prosecutor from Agence France-Presse 16 Mar 15

Brazil's public prosecutor on Monday formally accused the ruling Workers' Party (PT) treasurer Joao Vaccari of corruption, including money
laundering, relating to the massive kickbacks scandal enveloping state-owned oil firm Petrobras. 

Rousseff gov't urges dialogue after huge protests from EFE (Spain) 16 Mar 15

The Brazilian government on Monday announced that it is "open to the broadest dialogue" with the political and social sectors that called more
than a million people into the streets over the weekend to protest the management of President Dilma Rousseff. 

Row breaks out over Brazil demo numbers from Agence France-Presse 16 Mar 15

A row erupted Monday over rival turnout figures for massive protests against Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff and her government. Police in Sao
Paulo, Brazil's commercial hub, estimated that anger over corruption drove a million people into the street on Sunday. 

UPDATE: Over a million rally in Brazil as government faces scandal from Agence France-Presse 15 Mar 15

More than a million people turned out for demonstrations nationwide Sunday against Brazil's leftist President Dilma Rousseff, a target of rising
discontent amid a faltering economy and a massive corruption scandal at state oil giant Petrobras. 

Protesters across Brazil demand President Rousseff's impeachment from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 15 Mar 15

Anti-government rallies in cities across Brazil on Sunday have drawn tens of thousands of people into the streets to protest the administration of
President Dilma Rousseff. 

Brazil’s Graft Inquiry Expands To Current, Ex-Rio Governors from Associated Press 13 Mar 15

Brazil’s top appeals court on Thursday approved a request from federal prosecutors to open an investigation into the former and current governor
of Rio de Janeiro state in connection to a kickback scheme at state-run oil company Petrobras. 

Rousseff says Brazil's economic problems are cyclical from EFE (Spain) 12 Mar 15

President Dilma Rousseff said here Thursday that Brazil's economic woes are cyclical in nature that the austerity measures her administration has
adopted to rectify the situation will begin to bear fruit late this year. 

Brazil puts hundreds of cities on dengue alert from Xinhua (China) 12 Mar 15

Brazil has issued a dengue warning for at least 340 cities amid fears of an outbreak, the government said Thursday. 

Brazil arrests Italian extremist convicted of murder from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 15

Federal police in Brazil arrested Thursday the Italian extremist and writer Cesare Battisti, who was convicted of murder in his home country and
has been on the run for decades. 

Brazilian ruling party accused of Petrobras kickbacks from BBC 10 Mar 15

A congressional hearing in Brazil has been told that the ruling Workers' Party of President Dilma Rousseff received up to $200 million skimmed
from contracts with the state-owned oil company, Petrobras. The accusation was made by a former Petrobras executive, Pedro Barusco. 

Brazil, Mexico renew automotive trade agreement from Xinhua (China) 9 Mar 15

The Brazilian government announced on Monday the renewal of a trade agreement in their automotive sector with Mexico, which was due next
week. 

Brazil promotes tough penalties for gender killings of women from Associated Press 9 Mar 15



Tough new sentences for the gender-related killings of women and girls were signed into law Monday by Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff. 

Brazil president warns on violence as new demos loom from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff warned Monday she would not tolerate violence as the continent-sized Latin American country, convulsed by
a graft scandal involving dozens of politicians, prepared for a new spate of protests. 

Brazil's leader urges patience amid scandal, economic woes from Associated Press 8 Mar 15

President Dilma Rousseff asked Brazilians for patience as the country deals with a flagging economy and a widening corruption probe involving
the state-run oil company and dozens of top politicians. 

Brazil prosecutors say politicians were paid off monthly from Associated Press 7 Mar 15

An investigation into what prosecutors call the biggest corruption scandal ever uncovered in Brazil won Supreme Court approval to expand to
dozens of top politicians for alleged ties to a kickback scheme at the state-run energy company. 

Landless Movement occupies Brazil paper mill from EFE (Spain) 5 Mar 15

About 1,000 women from Brazil's Landless Movement, or MST, on Thursday occupied the scientific research center of a paper company to
protest the possible introduction of genetically modified eucalyptus trees in the South American country. 

Brazil graft probe won't extend to Rousseff - media from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 15

A probe into a multibillion-dollar graft scandal at state oil giant Petrobras will not extend to President Dilma Rousseff, Brazilian media reported
Thursday. 

Jittery Brazil hikes rates once more from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 15

Brazil's central bank raised its key interest rate to 12.75 percent Wednesday, as Latin America's largest economy fights to keep a lid on inflation
despite a slowing economy. 

Flood affects 87,000 people in Brazil from Xinhua (China) 4 Mar 15

The number of people affected by the record-high flood in Acre River in the northern Brazilian state of Acre reached 87,000, local authorities said
Wednesday. 

Investigation of politicians sought in Brazil graft scandal from Associated Press 4 Mar 15

The inquiry into the biggest corruption scandal yet uncovered in Brazil entered an expansive new phase, as the attorney general formally
requested the Supreme Court's permission to open investigations against 54 people, most expected to be top political figures. 

Brazil acknowledges severe power generation crisis from EFE (Spain) 4 Mar 15

Brazil's mines and energy minister on Wednesday acknowledged the serious, drought-triggered crisis affecting the nation's electricity generation
system, but he said the risk of rationing is minimal. 

Haitians' 'Brazilian dream' sours as work hard to find from Associated Press 3 Mar 15

Under a scorching sun, dozens of Haitians shuffled impatiently about the brick-walled courtyard of Our Lady of Peace Catholic Church. The sight
of an approaching employer sparked a skirmish, with the men pushing against each other, jostling for attention. 

Brazil judge orders deportation of Italian extremist from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 15

A Brazilian federal judge on Tuesday ordered the deportation of Italian extremist and writer Cesare Battisti, convicted of murder in his homeland,
citing legislation providing for the removal of wanted foreign nationals. 

US sex abuse suspect detained in Brazil from BBC 1 Mar 15

Police in Brazil have arrested an American man suspected of sexually assaulting young women while running a religious group in Minnesota. 

Indonesia says Brazilian could be executed despite mental illness from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 26 Feb 15



Indonesia said a convicted Brazilian drug smuggler could still be executed despite claims by his family that he is schizophrenic, local media
reported Friday. 

Drought sends protesters into streets of Brazil's largest city from EFE (Spain) 26 Feb 15

Thousands of people took to the streets of Brazil's largest city on Thursday to say "enough" to the government's water rationing policy, a measure
put in place several months ago due to the severe drought affecting the southeastern part of the country. 

Brazilian police make biggest cocaine seizure in a decade from EFE (Spain) 26 Feb 15

Brazilian police seized about 1.5 tons of cocaine in an operation in Mato Grosso do Sul state, which borders on Paraguay and Bolivia, the largest
confiscation of the drug in the past 10 years in Brazil, authorities said Thursday. 

Brazil truck strike grinds into 2nd week, access to main port cleared from Reuters 25 Feb 15

Truckers staged nearly 100 road blocks across Brazil's farm belt on Wednesday as protests stretched into their eighth day, though access to the
country's biggest port was cleared after police clashed with protesters who had briefly halted traffic there. 

Brazil Detains Alleged Deforestation King Of Amazon from Associated Press 25 Feb 15

Brazil has detained a land-grabber thought to be the Amazon’s single biggest deforester, the country’s environmental protection agency said. 

Brazil Unions Sue McDonald’s, Try To Block New Stores from Associated Press 25 Feb 15

Brazilian labor unions are suing McDonald’s and its local franchisee Arcos Dourados for allegedly violating labor laws for at least 30 years. 

Striking truckers block Brazil ports from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 15

Striking truck drivers blocked access to major ports in Brazil on Tuesday, raising the specter of critical shortages of basic goods in some cities. 

Brazil's defense chief downplays spat with Indonesia from Xinhua (China) 24 Feb 15

Tensions in Brazil-Indonesia ties will soon be overcome and are unlikely to affect their potential weaponry purchase deal, Brazilian Defense
Minister Jacques Wagner said Tuesday. 

Brazil lorry drivers' roadblocks 'affecting exports' from BBC 24 Feb 15

Lorry drivers are blocking roads in a number of Brazilian states in protest against the high cost of fuel and tolls. Deliveries of soya and corn to one
of Brazil's main ports, Paranagua, have slowed, the authorities said. 

Indonesia reconsiders arms purchases from Brazil over execution row from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 24 Feb 15

Indonesia is reconsidering the purchase of military hardware from Brazil amid a diplomatic row over executions of convicted Brazilian drug
traffickers, local media reports said Tuesday. 

Nothing "problematic" about Brazil's economy: official from Xinhua (China) 23 Feb 15

Brazil's under-performing economy is fundamentally sound and is simply undergoing some "re-engineering," Finance Minister Joaquim Levy said
Monday. 

Brazil arrests "biggest deforester" of the Amazon jungle from EFE (Spain) 23 Feb 15

Brazilian police have arrested the "biggest deforester" of the Amazon jungle, identified as Ezequiel Antonio Castanha, officials said Monday. 

More Than 100 Fans Detained Outside Football Stadium In Rio from Associated Press 23 Feb 15

Brazilian police have detained more than 100 football fans ahead of a high-profile match in the Rio de Janeiro state championship Sunday. 

Four police slain in 24 hours in Rio, host to 2016 Olympics from Agence France-Presse 23 Feb 15

Four police officers were killed over the weekend in and around Rio de Janeiro, highlighting the Brazilian city's struggle to tame street violence
ahead of the 2016 Olympics. 



Indonesia mulls postponement of weaponry purchase amid death row with Brazil from Xinhua (China) 23 Feb 15

The Indonesian government said on Monday that it was considering the postponement of purchase of weaponry from Brazil amid a row of
execution of drug smugglers. 

Indonesia recalls newly assigned envoy to Brazil over delay from Associated Press 21 Feb 15

Indonesia says it has recalled its newly designated ambassador to Brazil to protest the abrupt postponement of the approval of his credentials. 

Indonesia recalls ambassador to Brazil in row over death penalty from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 21 Feb 15

Indonesia recalled its ambassador-designate to Brazil on Saturday as Jakarta's diplomatic rows worsened over the planned executions of convicted
foreign drug smugglers. 

São Paulo Water Crisis Linked To Growth, Pollution And Deforestation from New York Times 17 Feb 15

Endowed with the Amazon and other mighty rivers, an array of huge dams and one-eighth of the world’s fresh water, Brazil is sometimes called
the “Saudi Arabia of water,” so rich in the coveted resource that some liken it to living above a sea of oil. 

Battling Racism Theme Of Some Rio Carnival Parades from Associated Press 17 Feb 15

Racial pride and the fight against racism in Brazil were the themes of samba group presentations and street parties on Monday as Rio de Janeiro’s
parades entered their second night of over-the-top festivities. 

Ten hurt in carnival shooting outside Rio from Agence France-Presse 15 Feb 15

Ten people were hurt when a man fired shots during carnival celebrations in the tourist magnet of Paraty, west of Rio, Brazil's CBN radio reported
Sunday. 

Brazil’s Ruling Party Wonders How It Lost Its Populist Touch from Washington Post 13 Feb 15

The chant went up from the Workers’ Party faithful: “Lula, warrior of the Brazilian people!” Brazil’s popular former president, Luiz Inácio Lula
da Silva, was getting up on the stage here to cap the celebration of his party’s 35 years of existence. 

Three Dead In Petrobras Rig Blast Off Brazil from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 15

An explosion ripped through a Petrobras rig off Brazil Wednesday, killing three people, injuring 10 and leaving six others missing in a new blow
to the embattled state oil giant. 

Sao Paulo water crisis adds to Brazil business woes from BBC 11 Feb 15

Renato Soares has seen all sorts of problems in the 33 years he has been running a small laundry in a middle-class neighbourhood in Sao Paulo. 

Explosion on Brazil oil ship; Union says 3 deaths from Associated Press 11 Feb 15

Brazilian officials say there has been an accident on an offshore ship of the state-run oil company Petrobras, and an oil workers union says there
are three deaths. 

Drought not a threat to food production, Brazil says from EFE (Spain) 11 Feb 15

The severe drought across southeastern Brazil poses no threat of a "deep crisis" in the country's food production, Agriculture Minister Katia
Abreu said Wednesday. 

Brazil needs to build more dams: gov't official from Xinhua (China) 11 Feb 15

Brazil needs to resume dams building, Vicente Andreu, president of the National Waters Agency (ANA), which regulates water distribution and
other related matters, said on Tuesday. 

Police seize boats from Brazilian ex-billionaire Eike Batista from EFE (Spain) 11 Feb 15

Police on Wednesday confiscated a luxury yacht, two other boats and three water scooters from Brazilian former billionaire Eike Batista amid a
financial crimes probe. 



Growing support for rationing in drought-hit Brazil from Agence France-Presse 9 Feb 15

A majority of Brazilians support water and energy rationing, as the country faces its worst drought in decades, an opinion poll showed Monday.
The Datafolha poll showed that 65 percent of Brazilians support "immediate" energy rationing, with just 27 percent saying the government should
stay its hand. 

Brazil's economy foresees zero growth in 2015 from Xinhua (China) 9 Feb 15

Economists from Brazil's financial market foresaw that the country will register a zero GDP growth rate in 2015, according to a survey released
Monday. 

Brazil's Sao Martinho profit jumps 66 pct on sugar and energy sales from Reuters 9 Feb 15

Brazil's Sao Martinho sugar and ethanol group said October-to-December net profit grew 66 percent from a year ago to 54.6 million reais ($19.7
million), crediting improved sales of sugar and biomass electricity. 

Brazil's economy to stall this year, analysts say from EFE (Spain) 9 Feb 15

Private sector analysts expect Brazil's economy to stall this year, with inflation coming in nearly 1 percent above the high end of the government's
range, the Central Bank said Monday. 

Brazil police kill 13 would-be bank robbers: officials from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 15

Brazilian police killed 13 men suspected of plotting to rob a bank in the northeastern city of Salvador on Friday, officials said. 

OPINON: Brazil, The Outlaw’s Paradise from New York Times 6 Feb 15

A long-established piece of wisdom in Hollywood says that if you have robbed a bank or sold war secrets to the enemy, or even if you’ve just
embezzled some company funds, then you should pack your stuff and move to Brazil. 

Brazilian governors join to halt crisis in sugarcane and ethanol sector from EFE (Spain) 5 Feb 15

Governors of six leading Brazilian sugarcane producing states have formed a group to confront the crisis in the sugarcane industry, exacerbated by
a drought in several parts of the country which has put 70 ethanol producing factories on alert. 

Petrobras scandal casts long shadow over Brazil from BBC 5 Feb 15

The scale of the corruption scandal in Brazil´s oil giant Petrobras is such that it is hardly a surprise that virtually the entire team at the top has
gone. 

Petrobras scandal: Worker's Party treasurer questioned from BBC 5 Feb 15

Police in Brazil are questioning the treasurer of the governing Worker's Party in connection with a scandal involving state oil giant Petrobras. 

Some residents of Brasilia's biggest shantytown ousted by police from EFE (Spain) 4 Feb 15

Brazilian police on Wednesday ousted the residents of some 400 homes in the Sector Sol Naciente, a poor neighborhood considered to be
Brasilia's largest shantytown, local authorities said. 

Rousseff pushes for "zero tolerance" for attackers of women from EFE (Spain) 3 Feb 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Tuesday said that all state agencies need to coordinate their efforts to ensure that there is "zero tolerance"
for attackers of women and those who perpetrate sexual violence. 

Alstom assets ordered frozen in Brasil from Agence France-Presse 3 Feb 15

A Brazilian court has ordered the freezing of more than $104 million in assets of French energy and transportation company Alstom as part of a
corruption probe, a prosecutor said Tuesday. 

Brazil's president defends spending cuts from Xinhua (China) 2 Feb 15

President Dilma Rousseff Monday defended her government's planned spending cuts, claiming the measures will be implemented gradually to
avoid sparking a recession. 



Indian protest blocks access to Brazil's presidential palace from EFE (Spain) 2 Feb 15

A protest by about 50 Amazonian Indians on Monday forced authorities to block access to Brazil's Planalto presidential palace while President
Dilma Rousseff was there. 

Brazil to boost level of ethanol in gasoline from EFE (Spain) 2 Feb 15

The Brazilian government agreed Monday with ethanol producers to increase the level of the sugar-based fuel in gasoline. 

Brazil Graft Case Sets Back Economy from Wall Street Journal 2 Feb 15

Corruption Scandal at Petróleo Brasileiro Is Weighing on Some Key Brazilian Business Sectors

Brazil's Lower House elects Rousseff critic as new president from EFE (Spain) 2 Feb 15

Brazil's Lower House has elected Eduardo Cunha, a critic of President Dilma Rousseff, as its president for the next two years. 

Brazilian police bust drug traffickers with links to Spain, Portugal from EFE (Spain) 29 Jan 15

Brazilian police on Thursday busted an international drug trafficking outfit with links to Spain and Portugal, which brought cocaine into Brazil
across the border with Bolivia, authorities said. 

Brazilian police bust drug traffickers with links to Spain, Portugal from EFE (Spain) 29 Jan 15

Brazilian police on Thursday busted an international drug trafficking outfit with links to Spain and Portugal, which brought cocaine into Brazil
across the border with Bolivia, authorities said. 

Brazil-China trade will continue to flourish in 2015: Brazilian expert from Xinhua (China) 27 Jan 15

Trade between Brazil and China in 2015 may reverse a downward trend as commodity prices are recovering and Brazil will export more
manufactured goods to China, an expert told Xinhua in an exclusive interview recently. 

Sao Paulo water company warns of possible "drastic" rationing from EFE (Spain) 27 Jan 15

The company that supplies water to Sao Paulo, the richest, most heavily populated state in Brazil, warned Tuesday that "drastic" rationing is a
distinct possibility, with water available just two days a week if the level of the reservoirs continues to drop. 

Brazil's Rousseff urges cabinet to back belt-tightening from Reuters 27 Jan 15

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff urged her cabinet on Tuesday to embrace fiscal belt-tightening and other measures aimed at restoring business
confidence and growth in her second term. 

Brazilian police searching for stolen goods find 2 tanks from Associated Press 27 Jan 15

A Brazilian police raid to recover stolen cars and cargo came up with a more interesting find: two war tanks. Police in Brazil's biggest city said
Tuesday that the engineless tanks were found inside a warehouse in Sacoma, a low-income district in Sao Paulo. Police also confiscated 500
television sets, car body parts and a recently stolen semitrailer truck. 

Stray bullets a deadly menace in Rio slums from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 15

Three people have been killed and at least nine others injured by stray bullets over the past ten days in Rio, state security officials said Monday
after an upsurge in urban violence. 

Police fire rubber bullets at Sao Paulo fare protest from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 15

Sao Paulo riot police fired tear gas and rubber bullets to disperse thousands of people demonstrating Friday against a rise in public transport fares. 

Crew leaves stranded cargo vessel after Brazil dispute from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 15

After more than five months stranded off southern Brazil amid reports of unpaid wages and mechanical woes, the remnant crew of Liberian-
registered bulk carrier Adamastos was rescued Saturday, Brazilian media reported. 



New Brazil Ag Minister Bats Down Anti-environment Reputation from Associated Press 23 Jan 15

New Agriculture Minister Katia Abreu, nicknamed the “chainsaw queen” by Brazilian environmentalists for what they call her promotion of
deforestation, strongly rejected the criticism Thursday, calling it sexist since she’s the first woman to hold her post. 

Never Be Curious: How To Stay Alive In Rio from Agence France-Presse 23 Jan 15

Stay away from the windows, don’t come out of hiding until the shootout is over and keep your hands visible to police at all times. 

Fresh protests in Sao Paulo against transport fare hike from EFE (Spain) 21 Jan 15

Several thousand people have taken to the streets of Sao Paulo for the third time this year to protest a rise in bus fares, an issue which triggered
massive protests throughout Brazil in 2013. 

Brazil welcomes Obama's statement on ending embargo against Cuba from Xinhua (China) 21 Jan 15

The Brazilian government on Wednesday welcomed U.S. President Barack Obama's statement on the necessity to end the embargo against Cuba
in his annual State of the Union speech on Tuesday night. 

Brazil ethanol industry hails plan to restore gasoline, diesel taxes from EFE (Spain) 21 Jan 15

Brazil's ethanol industry, struggling due to droughts and government policy decisions, hailed plans to raise gasoline taxes, while the biodiesel
sector said Wednesday it will raise production by 25 percent in 2015. 

Brazil to strengthen energy supply after 11 states suffer blackouts from EFE (Spain) 20 Jan 15

Brazilian Mines and Energy Minister Eduardo Braga on Tuesday announced a series of measures to strengthen the supply of energy after 11 states
suffered blackouts earlier in the week. 

Peasants occupy Brazilian gov't agency to demand quicker agrarian reform from EFE (Spain) 20 Jan 15

Around 100 activists from peasant movements occupied Tuesday the headquarters of a government agency in Brazil to protest against the Dilma
Rousseff government for "abandoning" agrarian reform. 

Indonesian official urges Netherlands, Brazil to respect Indonesia's law from Xinhua (China) 19 Jan 15

Indonesian Coordinating Minister for Politics, Legal and Security Affairs Tedjo Edhy Purdijatno on Monday urged the governments of
Netherlands and Brazil to respect legal process in Indonesia after the two countries recalled their ambassadors from the country over drug
execution. 

UPDATE: Brazil, Netherlands recall Indonesia ambassadors after executions from Reuters 17 Jan 15

Brazil and the Netherlands recalled their ambassadors in Indonesia after the Southeast Asian nation ignored their pleas for clemency and executed
six prisoners for drug offences on Sunday, the first executions under President Joko Widodo. 

“Bullet Caucus” In Brazil Signals Political Shift To The Right from New York Times 15 Jan 15

Paulo Telhada rolls his eyes, denouncing Brazil’s support for the leftist government of Venezuela. He frowns, grumbling about gun control
measures. But when the subject turns to how many people he killed as a police officer on São Paulo’s streets, he gives a broad smile. 

Brazil Approves Marijuana Derivative For Medical Treatment from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

Brazil on Wednesday for the first time approved the use of a marijuana derivative to treat people suffering from severe seizures and other
conditions. 

‘Bullet Caucus’ in Brazil Signals Political Shift to the Right from New York Times 14 Jan 15

Paulo Telhada rolls his eyes, denouncing Brazil’s support for the leftist government of Venezuela. He frowns, grumbling about gun control
measures. 

In Brazil, unrest is simmering again, over bus fares, Olympic golf and Nazi cops from Washington Post 12 Jan 15

...Brazilian protesters are not short of targets. Their protests are limited in numbers and the violence involved may dissuade ordinary Brazilians



from joining in. But they are a sign of the discontent that exists in Brazil — likely to increase now that newly reelected President Dilma Rousseff
has started introducing budget cuts that economists say are needed but ordinary Brazilians are unlikely to welcome.

Syrians are now Brazil's largest refugee community from Agence France-Presse 12 Jan 15

A total of 1,400 Syrians sought refuge in Brazil last year, making them part of the largest refugee group in the country as they flee a bloody
conflict, official figures showed Monday. 

Police kill 6 suspected drug traffickers in shootout in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 11 Jan 15

Six suspected drug traffickers were killed in a shootout with police in a "favela," or shantytown, in Niteroi, a city outside Rio de Janeiro, Brazilian
police said Sunday. 

Petrobras Case Fuels Worry as Builder Defaults: Corporate Brazil from Bloomberg 9 Jan 15

OAS SA’s default this week is increasing investor concern that the spreading scandal at state-controlled Petrobras may cause more financial
troubles in the building industry. 

Protesters decry bus and subways fare hikes in Brazil from Associated Press 9 Jan 15

A few thousand people have taken to the streets of Brazil's biggest city to protest over an 18-cent increase in bus and subway fares. 

Brazil's gov't announces first spending cuts from EFE (Spain) 8 Jan 15

The Brazilian government said Thursday it was making the first cut to its 2015 budget, trimming 22.7 billion reais ($8.4 billion) in spending in an
effort to reduce the public sector deficit. 

Brazil trains collision leaves at least 69 injured from EFE (Spain) 6 Jan 15

A collision between two trains in Baixada Fluminense, in Rio de Janeiro state, in Brazil has left at least 69 people injured, according to relief
agencies. 

UPDATE: Brazil train collision leaves 158 injured from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 15

Two commuter trains collided in Brazil's Rio de Janeiro state, injuring 158 people, authorities said Tuesday. 

Bridge Links Brazil To French Guiana, Yet Doesn’t from Los Angeles Times 2 Jan 15

The bridge connects Brazil to French Guiana, the only piece of land on the South American mainland that is still part of a former colonial power.
But even though it was finished two years ago, it still hasn’t opened. On the Brazilian side, a tiny, rust-covered sign reads simply: Stop. 

Brazil to support Venezuela's industrialization plans from EFE (Spain) 2 Jan 15

Brazil will support Venezuela's industrialization plans, Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said here Friday after talks with Brazilian
counterpart Dilma Rousseff on the first full day of her second four-year term. 

Brazilian President confident versatile cooperation with Russia to continue developing from Itar-Tass (Russia) 2 Jan 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff is convinced that relations between her country and Russia will be developing fruitfully both on the bilateral
plane and in the format of cooperation within BRICS /an informal group of countries uniting Brazil, Russia, India, and South Africa/, a high-rank
member of Russian parliament said on Friday. 

U.S. vice president hails "new beginning" with Brazil from EFE (Spain) 1 Jan 15

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden met here Thursday with Brazilian head of state Dilma Rousseff after she was sworn-in for a second term. 

Brazil's Rousseff set to kick off second term from Agence France-Presse 1 Jan 15

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff prepared Thursday to take the oath of office in Brasilia for her second term, beset by a huge corruption
scandal and under pressure to restore economic credibility. 

Brazil Sports Minister Denounces ‘Unjust’ Criticism from Associated Press 31 Dec 14



Brazil’s new sports minister says he is being unfairly criticized because of his lack of background in sports. 

Brazil's US ambassador named foreign minister from Associated Press 31 Dec 14

Brazil's ambassador to the United States was named foreign minister on Wednesday, in a move seen as aimed at bolstering the South American
giant's strained ties with the superpower to the north. 

Brazil, Roiled by Petrobras Probe, Makes for World's Most Volatile Equities from Bloomberg News 30 Dec 14

Brazilian stocks are ending the year as the world’s most volatile after investors endured a recession, an election and the country’s biggest-ever
corruption scandal. 

Brazil to keep troops in Rio slum for another 6 months from EFE (Spain) 30 Dec 14

The Brazilian government accepted Tuesday the request of Rio de Janeiro state that the army keep troops stationed until June in Complexo da
Mare, a group of shantytowns where authorities wrested control from drug gangs eight months ago. 

Brazil to miss 2014 fiscal targets : central bank from Agence France-Presse 29 Dec 14

After enduring a fourth year of low growth, Brazil will miss its fiscal target for 2014 by a wide margin, its central bank said Monday. 

Seven held hostage in latest Brazil prison uprising from Agence France-Presse 29 Dec 14

Inmates at a prison in southern Brazil on Monday took seven prison staff hostage during the latest in a series of mutinies at penitentiaries in recent
months, Brazilian media reported. 

Seven held hostage in latest Brazil prison uprising from Agence France-Presse 29 Dec 14

Inmates at a prison in southern Brazil on Monday took seven prison staff hostage during the latest in a series of mutinies at penitentiaries in recent
months, Brazilian media reported. 

Brazil Leader Names 13 New Ministers from Associated Press 24 Dec 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has named 13 of the new ministers who will serve during her second term. 

Journalist who denounced corruption in Brazilian city slain from EFE (Spain) 24 Dec 14

Journalist and attorney Marcos de Barros Leopoldo Guerra, who wrote a blog on which he denounced cases of corruption in Ubatuba, a small city
on the coast of Brazil's Sao Paulo state, was shot to death, police said Wednesday. 

Brazil's president names 13 cabinet members from Xinhua (China) 24 Dec 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has announced the names of 13 members of her second-term cabinet, media reported Wednesday. 

Oil Scandal In Brazil Just Keeps Growing; Optimists See Chance For Change from Washington Post 23 Dec 14

On the surface it could not be much worse for Brazil. With the economy faltering, its cherished government-controlled oil company Petrobras
spiraled into a $3.8 billion corruption scandal just as it was finally ramping up production in its vast deep water reserves. 

Rousseff pledges "drastic measures" to revive Brazil's economy from EFE (Spain) 22 Dec 14

President Dilma Rousseff said Monday she will adopt in 2015 "drastic measures" to revive Brazil's battered economy, while insisting that
spending cuts will not come at the expense of her government's social programs. 

Brazil steps up dispute with Indonesia over chicken-import restrictions from EFE (Spain) 18 Dec 14

Brazil is ramping up efforts at the World Trade Organization to resolve a longstanding dispute with Indonesia, which has placed restrictions on the
South American country's chicken exports. 

WTO to set up panel on Brazil import taxes from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 14

The World Trade Organization will set up a panel to settle a complaint brought by the EU against Brazil over what it sees as protectionist taxes
that discriminate against imports, a source said Wednesday. 



Brazilian president's approval rate up to 52 pct from Xinhua (China) 17 Dec 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff's approval rate has reached 52 percent, up from 48 percent in September, according to a poll released
Wednesday by consulting company Ibope. 

Brazil Indians clash with police outside Congress from Associated Press 16 Dec 14

The lower house of the Brazilian Congress says that about 30 Indians armed with bows and arrows tried to break into the chamber of deputies but
police and security personnel held them at bay with pepper spray. 

Google Fined In Petrobras Probe from Associated Press 16 Dec 14

A Brazilian court says it has fined Google around $200,000 for refusing to intercept emails needed in a corruption investigation at state-run oil
company Petrobras. 

‘Super Bacteria’ Found In Rio’s Olympic Waters from Associated Press 16 Dec 14

A drug-resistant “super bacteria” that’s normally found in hospitals and is notoriously difficult to treat has been discovered in the waters where
Rio de Janeiro’s Olympic sailing events will be held, scientists said Monday. 

Rio protest: Brazil police demand tougher protection laws from BBC 15 Dec 14

Hundreds of Brazilian police officers and their relatives have taken part in a protest in Rio de Janeiro to demander tougher legislation for crimes
against the police. 

Brazil Charges 35 In Petrobras Scandal from Associated Press 12 Dec 14

Prosecutors investigating a sprawling kickback scheme at Brazil’s state-run oil company Petrobras filed charges Thursday against 35 people,
including executives from some of the nation’s biggest construction firms. 

Report on Brazil dictatorship urges police reform from Associated Press 11 Dec 14

An extensive report by Brazil's National Truth Commission has drawn a direct link between the human rights abuses committed under the 1964-
1985 dictatorship and the summary executions and acts of torture by police today. 

FEATURE: Drug Trade Transforms an Amazon Outpost from New York Times 11 Dec 14

With Brazil emerging as the world’s second-largest consumer of cocaine after the United States, the Amazon is gaining importance as a
smuggling domain. Traffickers ferry the drug across porous borders with Peru, Colombia and Bolivia, before moving the cocaine by riverboat to
the Atlantic for shipment to Europe. 

Brazil Confronts Past In Report About Crimes Of Dictatorship from Los Angeles Times 11 Dec 14

Brazil’s National Truth Commission has announced the results of an investigation of crimes committed by the country’s military dictatorship,
revealing the scope of torture, killings and disappearances carried out from 1964 to 1985 and calling for the perpetrators to be punished. 

Brazil Truth Commission Urges End To Dictatorship Amnesty from Agence France-Presse 11 Dec 14

A truth commission on Wednesday urged Brazil to scrap an amnesty for torturers, in a final report on the 1964-1985 military dictatorship that says
at least 434 people were killed or disappeared by the regime. 

Brazil panel delivers report on regime brutality from Associated Press 10 Dec 14

Brazil's National Truth Commission on Wednesday delivered a damning report on the killings, disappearances and acts of torture committed by
government agents during the country's 1964-1985 military dictatorship. It called for those responsible to face prosecution. 

Brazilian police accused of racketeering from EFE (Spain) 10 Dec 14

Brazilian police on Wednesday busted a violent gang comprising at least five police officers that controlled three Rio de Janeiro shantytowns. 

Brazil admitted to UN relief agency's top consultative body from Xinhua (China) 10 Dec 14



The United Nations General Assembly on Tuesday voted overwhelmingly to admit Brazil to the Advisory Commission of the United Nations
Relief Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) as a full member, the agency reported Tuesday. 

Sporting Events Leave Rio’s Favela Residents Terrified from Miami Herald 9 Dec 14

On a recent visit to the future site of Olympic Park, President Dilma Rousseff promised the 2016 Summer Games in Rio would be “the Olympics
of all Olympics,” echoing a refrain she used during the chaotic lead-up to the World Cup. 

Brazil Anti-corruption Agency Head Resigns from Associated Press 9 Dec 14

The head of the Brazilian federal government’s anti-corruption agency announced his resignation on Monday, amid an ongoing corruption scandal
at Brazil’s largest company, state-run oil giant Petrobras. 

Brazil’s economy in a funk marked by low productivity and ‘creative accounting’ from Washington Post 9 Dec 14

This was not the first time President Dilma Rousseff’s administration had moved the goalposts to meet its targets. 

Brazilian police officers wounded in shootout from Associated Press 9 Dec 14

Suspected drug traffickers have shot and wounded four military police officers during clashes in one of Rio de Janeiro's largest slums, the Alemao
complex, police said Tuesday. 

Brazil Prepares Indictments In Oil Company Graft Case from New York Times 8 Dec 14

Brazil’s prosecutor general said over the weekend that he was preparing to indict at least 11 executives from the country’s largest construction
companies on charges including bribery and money laundering, in connection with a graft scandal shaking Brazil’s oil industry and the
government of President Dilma Rousseff. 

Brazil's Rousseff resists pressure to prosecute dictatorship crimes from Reuters 8 Dec 14

As a young Marxist in the early 1970s, Dilma Rousseff was jailed, hung upside down and tortured with electric shocks to her feet, head and
breasts by Brazil's military dictatorship. Yet today, as president, Rousseff is refusing to take steps forcing military officers from that era to face
prosecution... 

Thousands march in Brazil against Rousseff, corruption from Agence France-Presse 7 Dec 14

Around 5,000 demonstrators marched Saturday through downtown Sao Paulo against government corruption and the recent re-election of
President Dilma Rousseff. 

Brazil tribes protest outside presidential palace from Agence France-Presse 5 Dec 14

Indigenous tribes in Brazil protested over a lack of rights and land Thursday, shooting arrows at pictures of the country's president, Dilma
Rousseff, outside her executive building. 

Police helicopter finds huge swastika in bottom of pool in Brazil from CNN 5 Dec 14

Civil Police in Brazil say one of their helicopters made a startling discovery -- a huge swastika in the bottom of a swimming pool. 

Deforestation Sparks Brazilian Debate from Wall Street Journal 4 Dec 14

Scientist Warns Amazon Rainforest Destruction Causes Urban Droughts; Some Politicians Question Conclusions

Brazilian Congress Debates Budget Target Bill from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

The Brazilian Congress on Wednesday was debating a bill that would free the government from its legal fiscal responsibilities concerning the
budget by letting it avoid cuts to meet this year’s spending goal. 

Brazil: Stray Bullet Kills Belgian In Rio Hotspot from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

Rio de Janeiro police say they are investigating the death of a Belgian man who was shot dead in one of the city’s most popular night spots. 

Former Petrobras Executive to Return $100 Million in Corruption Probe from Wall Street Journal 4 Dec 14



Investigation Continues Into Alleged Bribes Paid to Petróleo Brasileiro Managers and Politicians

OPINION: Brazil’s Red-Scare Nostalgia from New York Times 4 Dec 14

Last month, more than 142,000 Brazilians signed a petition on the White House website. They asked President Obama to take a stand against the
“Bolivarian Communist expansion in Brazil promoted by the administration of Dilma Rousseff.” 

Brazil's Congress loosens 2014 fiscal goal in bruising vote from Reuters 4 Dec 14

President Dilma Rousseff won a hard-fought victory in Brazil's Congress early on Thursday with the passage of legislation that frees her
administration from complying with its fiscal savings goal for this year. 

Brazil Plans Naval Mission in Africa from New York Times 3 Dec 14

The Brazilian Navy has said that it will establish a naval mission in São Tomé and Príncipe, the small African island nation in the Gulf of Guinea. 

Police bust international drug ring in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 2 Dec 14

The Brazilian Federal Police on Tuesday broke up an international drug trafficking and money laundering ring that smuggled drugs from Peru and
Bolivia into Brazil for later shipment to Europe, officials said. 

Police Killings In Rio Spark Security Worries from Associated Press 2 Dec 14

Brazilian security officials are meeting to map out a strategy to combat a recent wave of police killings in Rio de Janeiro state. 

Brazil HIV Infections Rise Among The Young, Gays from Associated Press 2 Dec 14

Brazil’s Health Ministry says that while HIV remains stable the rate of infection is growing among young people and homosexuals at a fast clip. 

Autopsy On Ex-Brazilian President Is Inconclusive from Associated Press 2 Dec 14

An autopsy on the remains of late Brazilian President Joao Goulart was inconclusive, the country’s minister of human rights said Monday, making
it impossible to immediately prove or debunk suspicions he may have been murdered on orders of the military regime that once ruled the country. 

Brazil's president names pro-market finance minister from Agence France-Presse 28 Nov 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff named pro-market bank executive Joaquim Levy to be her new finance minister Thursday as her government
looks to steer the economy out of recession. 

Deforestation Drops 18 Percent In Brazil’s Amazon from Associated Press 27 Nov 14

Deforestation in the Amazon rain forest dropped 18 percent over the past 12 months, falling to the second-lowest level in a quarter century,
Brazil’s environment minister said Wednesday. 

United States Subpoenas Brazil’s Petrobras from Associated Press 26 Nov 14

The United States Securities and Exchange Commission has subpoenaed documents in its investigation into corruption allegations at Petrobras,
Brazil’s state-run oil giant said. 

Suspect In Petrobras Scandal Turns Himself In from Associated Press 25 Nov 14

A suspect wanted in the widening corruption probe at Brazil’s state-run oil giant Petrobras has turned himself in to police. 

Taps Run Dry In São Paulo Drought, But Water Company Barely Shrugs from Washington Post 19 Nov 14

Seen from a micro-light aircraft, flying low near this small town in Brazil’s interior, the scale of the water crisis blighting São Paulo, a
megalopolis 40 miles away, was frighteningly clear.

Brazil negociates accord with U.S. to develop anti-Ebola serum from EFE (Spain) 19 Nov 14

Brazil's Butanta Institute scientific research center is negotiating an agreement with the U.S. National Institutes of Health to develop a serum
against Ebola, authorities said Wednesday. 



Brazil's Petrobras vows overhaul amid graft allegations from BBC 17 Nov 14

The head of Brazil's state-owned oil company, Petrobras, Graca Foster, promised to improve the way it is is run as it struggles to deal with a huge
corruption scandal. 

Deforestation in Brazil's Amazon 'surges 450%' from Agence France-Presse 17 Nov 14

Deforestation in Brazil's storied Amazon basin region skyrocketed more than 450 percent in October from a year earlier, a non-governmental
group warned Monday. 

China's Xi, Brazil's Rousseff agree on advancing railway cooperation from Xinhua (China) 16 Nov 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping met his Brazilian counterpart Dilma Rousseff here Sunday, calling for early substantial progress in China-Brazil
railway cooperation. 

Petrobras scandal will 'change Brazil' says president from BBC 16 Nov 14

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff has said investigations into corruption at the state-owned oil company, Petrobras, could change the country
forever. 

Gang Apparently Helps Rio Squatter Invade Housing from Associated Press 13 Nov 14

A few heavily armed members of a notorious Rio de Janeiro drug gang have apparently helped a group of about 200 homeless people invade a
complex of government-built low-income housing units. 

Leftist groups protest in Brazil for reforms and "against the right" from EFE (Spain) 13 Nov 14

Thousands of militants from social movements and union members protested on Thursday in downtown Sao Paulo to exert pressure for political
reform in Brazil and "against the right." 

4 Brazilian ministers resign from Xinhua (China) 12 Nov 14

Four Brazilian ministers resigned Wednesday to give way for a new government to be formed by newly re-elected President Dilma Rousseff. 

Brazil regulator blocks Braskem's planned acquisition of Argentina's Indupa from EFE (Spain) 12 Nov 14

Brazil's anti-trust watchdog Cade on Wednesday blocked Sao Paulo-based petrochemical company Braskem's planned acquisition of Solvay
Indupa, the Argentine unit of Belgian chemical company Solvay. 

Brazil police kill six people a day - NGO from BBC News (Latin America) 11 Nov 14

The Brazilian Forum on Public Safety said law enforcement agents in the US, by comparison, had killed a similar number over the past 30 years. 

Brazil minister quits, urges Rousseff to 'restore confidence' from Reuters 11 Nov 14

A Brazilian minister resigned on Tuesday and urged leftist President Dilma Rousseff to appoint an "independent" new economic team to "restore
confidence and credibility" among investors, in an unusual public critique from an ally. 

Brazil police commander in Rio state steps down from Associated Press 7 Nov 14

The commander of Brazilian military police in Rio de Janeiro state has stepped down amid allegations that officers were taking bribes to ignore
drug trafficking and other crimes. 

Brazil: Rich Nations Must Reduce Carbon Emissions from Associated Press 6 Nov 14

Brazil’s environment minister said Wednesday that her nation will be a protagonist at an upcoming climate change conference in Peru and will
hold developed nations accountable for strong commitments to reduce carbon emissions. 

Brazil Indians in race to save ancestral lands from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 14

Government foot-dragging has spurred a race by Brazil's Munduruku Indians to mark off their ancestral lands in the Amazon before they are
wiped out by a planned hydroelectric complex. 



As 9 Are Killed in Brazil, Tweets Accuse Police of Vigilante Justice from Wall Street Journal 6 Nov 14

Officials in Belém Open Probe Into Killings and Whether Police Were Involved After Real-Time Allegations on Social Media Sow Panic

Germany, Brazil push the U.N. to be tougher on digital spying from Reuters 6 Nov 14

Germany and Brazil are pushing the United Nations to be tougher on spying by beefing up an earlier U.N. resolution raising concerns that mass
surveillance, interception of digital communications and personal data collection could harm human rights. 

Brazil gov't rules out energy rationing in 2015 from EFE (Spain) 6 Nov 14

Brazil's government denied Thursday that critically low reservoir levels triggered by a severe drought will force the country to ration energy
supplies in 2015. 

Brazil probes deaths in Belem police 'revenge attacks' from BBC 5 Nov 14

The authorities in Brazil say they are investigating reports that off-duty policemen killed nine people on Tuesday night in the northern city of
Belem in revenge attacks. 

Brazil Prosecutor Blasts ‘More Doctors’ Program from Associated Press 5 Nov 14

A federal prosecutors’ office has alleged irregularities in the way Brazil pays Cuban doctors participating in a program set up to provide health
care in remote areas, and is urging the country to pay the physicians directly rather than through their government. 

Brazil arrests Spaniard over cocaine haul from Agence France-Presse 4 Nov 14

Brazilian police said Tuesday they had arrested a Spanish man after discovering 4.5 kilograms (10 lbs) stash of cocaine in his luggage as he
prepared to fly to Paris from the southern city of Porto Alegre 

Brazilian striker Adriano charged from Agence France-Presse 4 Nov 14

Former Brazilian international Adriano was charged by Rio de Janeiro prosecutors Tuesday over alleged links to drug trafficking, officials and
reports said. 

Big international drug ring dismantled in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 4 Nov 14

Brazil's Federal Police, in collaboration with security forces of Honduras, Colombia and the United States, dismantled Tuesday an international
drug-trafficking and money-laundering ring operating out of Brazil, Venezuela and Honduras, officials said. 

17 injured in Brazilian disco shooting from Agence France-Presse 3 Nov 14

Gunmen open fired in a disco in the southern Brazilian city of Porto Alegre early Monday, injuring 17 night-clubbers, police said. 

Demonstrators want impeachment of Brazil president from Associated Press 1 Nov 14

Police in Brazil's biggest city say more than 2,000 people staged a peaceful demonstration demanding the impeachment of President Dilma
Rousseff. 

Brazil screens air passengers from West Africa for Ebola from Xinhua (China) 31 Oct 14

Air passengers from the three West African countries hardest hit by Ebola will be screened at Brazilian airports, the authorities announced Friday. 

Brazil Troops End Rapid Deployment Maneuvers from Associated Press 30 Oct 14

Nearly 2,000 Brazilian Marine troops have wrapped 12 days of rapid deployment maneuvers in the central-western region of Latin America’
biggest country. 

Bodies of 5 men found inside car in Brazil slum from Associated Press 30 Oct 14

Brazilian police have found the bodies of five men inside a car abandoned in one of the slums of Rio de Janeiro. At least one body was
decapitated. 

OPINION: Don’t Expect A U.S.-Brazil Honeymoon Soon from Miami Herald 30 Oct 14



The big question among Brazil watchers in this capital is whether newly re-elected President Dilma Rousseff will improve her government’s
ailing ties with the United States during her second term. Most are skeptical that she will. 

Rousseff sets up meeting with Obama and resumption of state visits from EFE (Spain) 29 Oct 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has announced she will meet U.S. President Barrack Obama on the sidelines of the G20 summit in Australia
summit next month and resume reciprocal state visits in her second term. 

OPINION: The Market Votes on Brazil from Wall Street Journal 28 Oct 14

The country proves again that there’s much ruin in a nation. 

Putin reaffirms readiness for constructive cooperation with Brazil from Interfax (Russia) 27 Oct 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin has congratulated Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on being re-elected as Brazilian head of state. 

Rousseff's re-election vote of confidence in economy: Brazilian finance chief from Xinhua (China) 27 Oct 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff's re-election to a second term is a vote of confidence in the country's economic outlook, outgoing Finance
Minister Guido Mantega said Monday. 

Brazil market slides after Rousseff re-elected from Agence France-Presse 27 Oct 14

Brazilian markets delivered a harsh verdict Monday after left-wing President Dilma Rousseff narrowly won re-election, despite her pledge to
unite a divided nation and reboot a stagnant economy. 

OPINION: Brazil Sticks With Statism from Wall Street Journal 27 Oct 14

Odds are that the country’s reputation for economic mediocrity is safe for another four years. By 

Xi congratulates Rousseff on reelection as Brazilian president from Xinhua (China) 27 Oct 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping on Monday congratulated Dilma Rousseff on her reelection as Brazil's head of state, pledging to further promote
relations between China and the South American nation. 

Obama congratulates Rousseff on Brazil poll win from Agence France-Presse 27 Oct 14

US President Barack Obama congratulated his Brazilian counterpart Dilma Rousseff on her re-election Monday, the day after the left-wing
incumbent won a narrow victory in a presidential run-off vote. 

UPDATE: Rousseff vows dialogue, reform after narrow Brazil win from Agence France-Presse 27 Oct 14

Leftist President Dilma Rousseff vowed to reconcile Brazil, reboot the economy and fight corruption after narrowly winning reelection Sunday in
the most divisive race since the return to democracy in 1985. 

Brazil Stays With Rousseff As President After Turbulent Campaign from New York Times 27 Oct 14

Brazilian voters re-elected Dilma Rousseff as president on Sunday, endorsing a leftist leader who has achieved important gains in reducing
poverty and keeping unemployment low over a centrist challenger who castigated her government for a simmering bribery scandal and a sluggish
economy. 

Rousseff re-elected president of Brazil: official result from Agence France-Presse 26 Oct 14

Leftist incumbent Dilma Rousseff was re-elected president of Brazil on Sunday, the country's Supreme Electoral Tribunal said, after a down-to-
the-wire race against center-right challenger Aecio Neves. 

Brazil candidates trade final barbs before vote from Agence France-Presse 25 Oct 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff fought off challenger Aecio Neves's accusations of corruption as the campaign for Sunday's vote to choose the
next leader of the world's seventh-largest economy wrapped up. 

Brazilian President’s Alter Ego Chases Votes Online from Agence France-Presse 24 Oct 14



Dishing out advice to Beyonce and chatting about reality TV, Dilma Rousseff’s flippant online alter-ego is worlds apart from the actual Brazilian
president’s image as a stern task-master. 

Brazil poll shows Neves leading election, at odds with major surveys from Reuters 24 Oct 14

Opposition candidate Aecio Neves has a shrinking lead over President Dilma Rousseff in Brazil's presidential race, an outlying poll showed on
Friday, at odds with major pollsters that report a growing lead for the incumbent. 

Brazil's Rousseff slams magazine's allegations from Associated Press 24 Oct 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Friday denounced as an "act of electoral terrorism" a newsmagazine report suggesting she and her
predecessor were aware of a corruption scheme within state-run oil giant Petrobras. 

Brazilian police official fighting paramilitaries in Rio found dead from EFE (Spain) 23 Oct 14

A Brazilian police official who stood out for her fight against "militias," as the paramilitary groups that battle drug trafficking in Rio de Janeiro are
known, was found dead in her home on Thursday, an apparent murder victim, authorities said. 

Poll: Rousseff takes lead in Brazil president race from Associated Press 23 Oct 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has pulled ahead of her rival and taken a six-point lead just days before Sunday's presidential vote, according
to a poll released Thursday. 

Poll: Brazil President Gaining In Tight Race from Associated Press 23 Oct 14

A new poll shows Brazil’s President Dilma Rousseff edging ahead in a tight re-election race, although the contest remains in a technical tie. 

Brazilians Scrutinize Presidential Challenger’s Record from Wall Street Journal 23 Oct 14

Neves’s Ability to Unseat Rousseff Depends Much on Which of Two Narratives Voters Accept About the State He Governed

OPINION: Brazilians Are Shocked, Shocked At Corruption! from New York Times 22 Oct 14

We Brazilians suffer from a curious cognitive dysfunction, which occurs with the same frequency in our population as lactose intolerance does
among the Japanese, or the inclination for punning among the English. We have the ability to be outraged by corruption, while engaging in our
own petty versions of it. 

Armed forces to guarantee security in Brazil's presidential runoff from Xinhua (China) 21 Oct 14

Nearly 15,000 military personnel will be deployed around Brazil to ensure security during the Oct. 26 presidential runoff, the Superior Electoral
Court (TSE) said Tuesday. 

Scandal Over Brazilian Oil Company Adds Turmoil To The Presidential Race from New York Times 20 Oct 14

Faced with the likelihood of a lengthy prison term, Mr. Costa, formerly one of Petrobras’s most powerful executives, accepted a plea deal from
prosecutors. In return, he is testifying in detail that he turned the refining division of Petrobras, Brazil’s largest company, into a slush fund for Ms.
Rousseff’s Workers Party and its coalition in Brasília. 

Rousseff leads by whisker in latest Brazil poll from Agence France-Presse 20 Oct 14

With a week to go before Brazil's presidential elections, a new poll shows incumbent Dilma Rousseff edging ahead of rival Aecio Neves in a race
that is still too close to call. 

Brazil's Rousseff on the offensive a week from runoff vote from Reuters 19 Oct 14

Opposition candidate Aecio Neves is heading into the final week of Brazil's presidential race with a razor-thin lead in polls, but it's the incumbent
Dilma Rousseff who appears to be gaining momentum in the homestretch. 

Brazilian candidates spar over poverty, corruption from Associated Press 19 Oct 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff highlighted her government's achievements in reducing poverty while her rival used Sunday night's
presidential debate to attack her on allegations of bribery in state-run oil company Petrobras. 



In Brazil, Old Parties And Debates Dominate Presidential Runoff Vote from Los Angeles Times 17 Oct 14

With Brazil’s presidential runoff election less than two weeks away, a volatile race that recently promised to deliver “new politics” has fallen back
upon the parties and debates that have dominated Latin America’s largest country for 20 years. 

Brazil's electoral body bans mudslinging in presidential race from Xinhua (China) 17 Oct 14

Brazil's top electoral authority has banned negative campaigning for the presidential run-off on Oct. 26, local media reported Friday. 

Brazil election poll gives Neves wide advantage over Rousseff from Reuters 17 Oct 14

Opposition candidate Aecio Neves would defeat President Dilma Rousseff by almost 13 percentage points in the Oct. 26 runoff to Brazil's
presidential election, according to a poll published on Friday. 

Rousseff and Neves tie in voting surveys ahead of presidential election from EFE (Spain) 16 Oct 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff and her social democrat contender Aecio Neves, who will compete for the presidency of the country in a
second round of elections on October 26, have technically tied in two new polls of voting intentions. 

Brazil police crack 'darknet' in child pornography crackdown from BBC 15 Oct 14

Brazilian police have uncovered a huge child pornography network hidden in the 'darknet' - a virtual world not visible to most internet users. 

Brazilian presidential candidate pledges universal preschool access from Xinhua (China) 15 Oct 14

Brazilian presidential candidate Aecio Neves on Tuesday promised to provide universal access to preschool education and daycare if elected. 

Second test confirms Guinean is free of Ebola: Brazil from Agence France-Presse 13 Oct 14

A Guinean man quarantined in Brazil on suspicion of being infected with Ebola does not have the often deadly disease, health officials confirmed
Monday, citing the results of a second test. 

Brazilian police rescue group of Bolivians being held as slaves from EFE (Spain) 13 Oct 14

Brazilian police in Sao Paulo on Monday rescued 13 Bolivians who were working in conditions analogous to slavery in a dressmaking shop,
authorities reported. 

Brazilian opposition candidate endorses Neves from Associated Press 12 Oct 14

Marina Silva, a popular environmentalist who finished third in the first-round of Brazil's presidential election, has endorsed the leading opposition
candidate in the runoff with President Dilma Rousseff set for Oct. 26. 

Sao Paulo water supply at risk in extreme drought from Associated Press 10 Oct 14

The governor of Sao Paulo says he's asking Brazilian federal officials for permission to again engage in emergency pumping of water into a main
reservoir that supplies water to the country's biggest city. 

Brazil beef exports soar on Chinese, Russian demand from Agence France-Presse 10 Oct 14

Brazil beef exports jumped seven percent this year so far, in part due to rising Russian demand as Moscow turned away from US and European
sources in retaliation against sanctions, an industry group said Friday. 

Authorities in Brazil study first possible Latam case of Ebola from EFE (Spain) 10 Oct 14

Brazilian health authorities are investigating a suspected case of Ebola in the city of Cascavel, in Parana state, which would be the first in Latin
America if confirmed. 

Brazilian presidential run-off tied: polls from Xinhua (China) 9 Oct 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff and opposition challenger Aecio Neves are tied in the presidential race, opinion polls have shown. 

16 Cops arrested for extorting bribes from drug dealers in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 9 Oct 14



Sixteen police were arrested Thursday in this Brazilian metropolis for allegedly allowing drug dealers to operate in exchange for bribes,
authorities said.

Brazil bolsters Ebola preventive measures from Xinhua (China) 8 Oct 14

Brazilian Health Minister Arthur Chioro announced Wednesday that the country will take stronger measures to prevent an outbreak of Ebola. 

Beaten Silva party rallies to Brazil challenger Neves from Agence France-Presse 8 Oct 14

The party of beaten Brazil presidential candidate Marina Silva indicated Wednesday it will back Social Democrat challenger Aecio Neves in his
run-off battle against incumbent Dilma Rousseff. 

Brazil's Rousseff meets with campaign team to discuss strategy from Xinhua (China) 8 Oct 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff met with her reelection campaign team Tuesday to discuss strategy in the lead-up to a runoff on Oct. 26. 

2 Schools burned raise gang attacks in southern Brazil to 94 from EFE (Spain) 7 Oct 14

Two schools set on fire raised to 94 the number of attacks against establishments, homes and vehicles over the past 12 days in the southern
Brazilian state of Santa Catarina, authorities said Tuesday. 

Brazil power-broker Silva mulls backing Neves: reports from Agence France-Presse 7 Oct 14

Environmentalist Marina Silva, who emerged as a key power-broker after Brazil's first-round elections, is leaning toward endorsing business
favorite Aecio Neves for president, though it could provoke a rift with her party, reports said Tuesday. 

OPINION: Andres Oppenheimer: Challenger Would Change Brazil’s Ties With Region’s Left from Miami Herald 7 Oct 14

If opposition candidate Aecio Neves wins Brazil’s Oct. 26 runoff election — a possibility that virtually no pollster is ruling out — South
America’s biggest country would “de-politicize” its foreign policy and end 12 years of preferential ties with Venezuela, Argentina and other leftist
governments, top aides to Neves say. 

Overlooked Opponent Faces Uphill Battle In Brazil from Associated Press 7 Oct 14

Aecio Neves’ surprisingly strong showing in the first round of Brazil’s presidential election has turned the nation’s politics on its head and put him
within striking distance of incumbent Dilma Rousseff, but the former governor still faces a heavy task if he is to unseat her. 

Brazil’s Dilma Rousseff, From Guerrilla To President from Agence France-Presse 7 Oct 14

Dilma Rousseff, Brazil’s first woman president, is a former leftist guerrilla once imprisoned and tortured by the country’s military regime who is
now fighting a different battle in a different Brazil. 

Senate Candidate In Brazil In Hiding After Slapping Voter On Election Day from New York Times 7 Oct 14

A retired police colonel who failed to win a seat in Brazil’s Senate on Sunday still managed to seize the nation’s attention by slapping a voter in
the face — in full view of witnesses and at least two cameras — when she objected to his attempt to cut the line at a polling place. 

UPDATE: Incumbent Rousseff to face Neves in Brazil runoff from Agence France-Presse 6 Oct 14

Brazil's leftist President Dilma Rousseff won a first-round election Sunday and will face business favorite Aecio Neves in what is shaping up to be
a hard-fought runoff. 

UPDATE: Brazil holds presidential election from EFE (Spain) 5 Oct 14

Voters are heading to the polls Sunday for Brazil's general elections, with the presidency, congressional seats and regional posts up for grabs. 

Brazil votes for next president after dramatic campaign from Agence France-Presse 5 Oct 14

After a topsy-turvy campaign, Brazil votes in presidential elections Sunday, with incumbent Dilma Rousseff headed for a likely runoff against one
of two challengers promising very different brands of change. 

Brazil exit poll: Rousseff to face Neves in runoff from Associated Press 5 Oct 14



Brazilians voted Sunday in the most unpredictable presidential election since the nation's return to democracy nearly three decades ago, a race
pitting an incumbent who is surging against two deadlocked rivals fighting to make it to a runoff round. 

Race to reach Brazil runoff vote goes down to wire from Agence France-Presse 4 Oct 14

Brazil's presidential race took another dramatic turn Saturday on the eve of the vote as polls showed former front-runner Marina Silva falling
behind both Social Democrat Aecio Neves and incumbent Dilma Rousseff. 

Brazil court dismisses hacker threat at presidential vote from BBC 4 Oct 14

On the eve of Brazil's presidential election, the Superior Electoral Court has dismissed reports that the country's electronic voting system is
vulnerable to hacking. 

After dramatic campaign, Brazilians set to vote from Associated Press 4 Oct 14

If anything, Dilma Rousseff is a survivor. 

Brazil presidential contenders spar in debate from Associated Press 3 Oct 14

Brazil's top presidential candidates aggressively attacked one another Thursday in the final debate ahead of this weekend's election, as new polls
showed President Dilma Rousseff solidifying her lead in the race. 

An Oil Scandal In Brazil Complicates The Race For Incumbent President On Eve Of Election from Washington Post 3 Oct 14

With just days to go before the presidential election here, a growing scandal has placed a number of issues center stage: They involve corruption,
political machinations with the state-controlled oil company, and delays and overspending on a multibillion-dollar oil refinery that Brazil
desperately needs.

Silva Could Be Diverse Brazil’s First Black President from Agence France-Presse 3 Oct 14

Born into poverty and a former maid who learned to read at 16, environmentalist Marina Silva on Sunday hopes to become the first black leader
of Brazil, the world’s most diverse nation. 

Brazil’s Burgeoning Middle Class Divided Ahead Of Poll from Agence France-Presse 3 Oct 14

Tens of millions of Brazilians have swelled the middle class over the past decade, benefiting from an economic boom and the social inclusion
policies of President Dilma Rousseff’s Workers Party. 

Rio ramps up security as violence mars election run-up from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 14

Rio authorities ramped up security Thursday ahead of Sunday's elections after a spike in urban violence left at least five people dead over the past
three days. 

Internet a Key Factor in Brazil Campaign from Wall Street Journal 2 Oct 14

The swift pace with which lower-income Brazilians are embracing the Internet and social media is roiling this year's presidential campaign. 

Soldiers, drug gang battle in Rio de Janeiro slum from Associated Press 1 Oct 14

Brazilian soldiers and drug gang members have engaged in an intense and prolonged gunbattle in a Rio de Janeiro slum that killed at least one
person. 

US and Brazil resolve longstanding cotton dispute from BBC 1 Oct 14

The US and Brazil have reportedly come to an agreement that will put an end to a decade-long dispute over subsidies provided to cotton growers. 

Brazil Stocks Slide As Rousseff Gains In Polls from Agence France-Presse 30 Sep 14

Brazil’s stock market and currency tumbled Monday on signs that President Dilma Rousseff is making up ground on her main challenger less than
a week before the country’s elections. 

Anti-Gay Remarks At Debate Spark Anger In Brazil from Associated Press 30 Sep 14



A minor character in Brazil’s election faced a firestorm of criticism from activists on Monday after saying during a presidential debate that the
country needs to stand up against gay people who should receive psychological help far away from the general population. 

Brazilian police take down drug gang in Rio de Janeiro from EFE (Spain) 29 Sep 14

Brazilian police dismantled Monday a drug-trafficking gang that had been operating in Rio's largest slum, a cluster of shantytowns that was
supposed to have been "pacified" in 2011. 

Brazil debate sees opposition tearing into Rousseff as she blasts Silva from EFE (Spain) 29 Sep 14

In a televised debate just one week before Brazil's presidential election, candidates have strongly attacked President Dilma Rousseff who is
seeking another term. 

Ex-rubber tapper Silva out to land Brazil presidency from Agence France-Presse 28 Sep 14

Brazilian presidential candidate Marina Silva only learned to read at 16 and endured a tough childhood as a rubber tapper in the Amazon before
considering whether to become a Catholic nun. 

Brazil ex-colonel found with 351-kilo drug haul: report from Agence France-Presse 27 Sep 14

Brazilian police Saturday arrested a retired army colonel after discovering 351 kilograms (770 pounds) of marijuana in his van, Brazilian
television reported. 

Brazil's Rousseff gains on Silva a week from election from Reuters 26 Sep 14

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff gained on opposition candidate Marina Silva, increasing her chance to win a hotly contested runoff to the Oct. 5
presidential election, a new poll showed on Friday. 

AP photographer attacked at Brazil political event from Associated Press 26 Sep 14

As Associated Press photographer was punched and kicked Friday at a presidential campaign event in Brazil, though he did not suffer serious
injuries. 

Brazil busts gang linked to Bolivian drug traffickers from EFE (Spain) 26 Sep 14

Twenty-six people were arrested in an operation targeting a gang with ties to drug traffickers in neighboring Bolivia, Brazilian police said Friday. 

Election apps bring smartphone democracy to Brazil from Agence France-Presse 25 Sep 14

Have you ever wanted to pelt a politician with a tomato? Or wished for that perfect candidate to come along and sweep you off your feet? 

OPINION: Brazil Makes It Hard To Back Key U.N. Reforms from Miami Herald 25 Sep 14

Latin American leaders speaking at the opening session of the United Nations’ General Assembly renewed their calls for a reform of the U.N.
Security Council to give wider representation to emerging powers. But they are not likely to succeed, and it’s partly their own fault. 

Brazil Candidates Carefully Tread Religious Divide from Agence France-Presse 25 Sep 14

Brazil’s evangelical Christians – rapidly gaining in number and political clout – are giving a boost to the presidential bid of their fellow convert,
Marina Silva. 

Military should acknowledge rights abuses: Brazil from Agence France-Presse 23 Sep 14

The truth commission investigating abuses under Brazil's military dictatorship Tuesday branded as "insufficient" the armed forces'
acknowledgement of possible rights abuses, calling for greater transparency. 

Brazil's Rousseff edges ahead of Silva in election poll from Reuters 23 Sep 14

President Dilma Rousseff has a slight lead over her main rival Marina Silva in a runoff that is expected to decide Brazil's presidential election next
month, a new opinion poll showed on Tuesday. 

Brazil says no to global forest plan from Associated Press 23 Sep 14



Despite its critical role in protecting the Amazon rainforest, Brazil will not endorse a global anti-deforestation initiative being announced at the
U.N. climate summit, complaining it was left out of the consultation process. A U.N. official disputed that claim. 

Brazil markets cold on Rousseff as voters warm to her from Agence France-Presse 22 Sep 14

Brazil's market-movers hope President Dilma Rousseff's time is up, but there are signs that voters are moving back towards her as next month's
election nears. 

Improvement of Brazilian economy depends on U.S. growth: Rousseff from Xinhua (China) 22 Sep 14

Any improvement of Brazil's economy will depend on the U.S growth, Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff said in a televised interview Monday. 

Brazil ex-leader Lula key to Rousseff re-election bid from Agence France-Presse 20 Sep 14

Keen to secure his political legacy, former Brazilian president Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva is campaigning energetically for successor Dilma
Rousseff as she struggles to win a second term. 

Brazil's Rousseff gains on Silva ahead of October election: poll from Reuters 19 Sep 14

President Dilma Rousseff has gained support among Brazilian voters and is almost even with opposition candidate Marina Silva, suggesting the
runoff that should decide next month's presidential election is too close to call, according to a new poll on Friday. 

OPINION: Andres Oppenheimer: Brazilian Election Could Help End Country’s ‘paralysis’ from Miami Herald 19 Sep 14

Former Brazilian President Fernando Henrique Cardoso confirmed this week something that many of us have suspected: If the opposition wins the
Oct. 5 presidential election, there will be changes in Brazilian foreign policy that might affect all of Latin America. 

Number of endemic Chikungunya infections in Brazil rises to 7 from EFE (Spain) 19 Sep 14

The government of the northeastern Brazilian state of Bahia confirmed Friday five cases of endemic Chikungunya virus, raising to seven the
number of people who have been infected by the virus without leaving the country. 

In tight Brazil race, candidates avoid moral quagmires from Agence France-Presse 19 Sep 14

As the battle for Brazil's presidency heats up, the leading candidates -- determined not to scare voters away -- are steering clear of divisive social
issues such as gay marriage and abortion. 

Illiteracy rate in Brazil drops to 8.3 pct from EFE (Spain) 18 Sep 14

The illiteracy rate in Brazil dropped to 8.3 percent in 2013, but continues to afflict the impoverished northeastern region, where 16.6 percent of
the population age 15 and up don't know how to read, according to an official study released Thursday. 

Brazil police nab 26 in crackdown on drug gang from EFE (Spain) 18 Sep 14

Twenty-six suspected members of a drug-dealing gang operating in a sprawling Rio slum that was supposed to have been "pacified" four years
ago were arrested Thursday, Brazilian authorities said. 

Total puts cost of developing Brazil's biggest oil field at $80 bn from EFE (Spain) 17 Sep 14

Brazil's biggest oil field, Libra, will cost $80 billion to develop, according to a senior executive with France's Total, one of five consortium
members participating in the project. 

AP Interview: Brazil's Silva wants better US ties from Associated Press 17 Sep 14

Front-running Brazilian presidential candidate Marina Silva says that if elected she'll work to repair ties with the U.S. damaged by American
espionage in Brazil. 

Brazil judge orders accounts frozen of ex-billionaire Batista from Agence France-Presse 17 Sep 14

A Rio de Janeiro judge on Tuesday ordered the bank accounts of former billionaire businessman Eike Batista frozen after authorities charged him
with stock market manipulation, media reports said. 



Brazil judge orders accounts frozen of ex-billionaire Batista from Agence France-Presse 17 Sep 14

A Rio de Janeiro judge on Tuesday ordered the bank accounts of former billionaire businessman Eike Batista frozen after authorities charged him
with stock market manipulation, media reports said. 

Brazil police, housing activists in violent clash from Associated Press 16 Sep 14

Police and housing activists in Brazil's biggest city clashed violently on Tuesday after authorities evicted about 200 families who had illegally
occupied an empty hotel in downtown Sao Paulo. 

Brazil police, housing activists in violent clash from Associated Press 16 Sep 14

Police and housing activists in Brazil's biggest city are engaging in violent clashes after authorities evicted about 200 families from a building. 

Challenger Upends Brazilian Race For Presidency from New York Times 16 Sep 14

When Dilma Rousseff and Marina Silva were both cabinet ministers, they clashed on everything from building nuclear power plants to licensing
huge dams in the Amazon. 

Drought hits Brazil coffee harvest from Agence France-Presse 16 Sep 14

Coffee output in Brazil, the world's chief exporter, will slide this year after the worst drought in decades, agricultural agency Conab said Tuesday. 

Silva Aide Outlines Plan to Lure More Investors to Brazil from Wall Street Journal 15 Sep 14

Presidential candidate Marina Silva wants to make Brazil alluring to investors again by improving public finances and giving the central bank
more independence, her campaign coordinators said Monday. 

Brazil corruption: Rio police arrested over 'extortion racket' from BBC 15 Sep 14

Police in Rio de Janeiro have arrested twenty-two of their own officers for alleged involvement in a bribery and extortion racket. 

Brazil prison warden accused of aiding escapes from EFE (Spain) 15 Sep 14

Brazilian police arrested Monday the director of one of the units of the violent Pedrinhas penitentiary complex on charges of facilitating escapes. 

Brazil prosecutors file criminal charges against Eike Batista from EFE (Spain) 13 Sep 14

Brazilian federal prosecutors have filed criminal charges against high-profile businessman Eike Batista and asked a federal court to freeze up to
1.5 billion reais ($642.3 million) worth of the former multi-billionaire's assets. 

Brazilian presidential candidate denies plan to stop exploring pre-salt oil deposits from Xinhua (China) 11 Sep 14

Presidential candidate of the Brazilian Socialist Party, Marina Silva, on Thursday denied that she would stop exploring Brazil's extensive pre-salt
oil reserves if elected. 

Brazil offers tax breaks to ethanol exporters from EFE (Spain) 10 Sep 14

Brazil's government will provide tax breaks to exporters of sugar and sugar-based ethanol, Finance Minister Guido Mantega said Wednesday. 

Brazil poll shows Rousseff catching up with Silva in runoff from Reuters 10 Sep 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has recovered support and would run a tight race with opposition candidate Marina Silva if October's election
leads to a runoff vote, polls published on Wednesday showed. 

Amazon rainforest destruction in Brazil rises again from BBC 10 Sep 14

The rate of destruction of the Amazon rainforest in Brazil has increased for a second year running. Brazilian government figures show
deforestation was up by 29% in the 12 months up to the end of July 2013. 

Brazil's Rousseff narrows Silva's lead in October runoff: poll from Reuters 9 Sep 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has narrowed environmentalist Marina Silva's lead in a likely second-round presidential election runoff in
October to three percentage points from six points two weeks ago, a new opinion poll showed on Tuesday. 



Brazil soldier refuses to testify at truth commission from Agence France-Presse 8 Sep 14

A Brazilian soldier refused to testify to a truth commission investigating atrocities during the 1964-85 military dictatorship, saying he would not
help the "enemy," media reports said Monday. 

Fire destroys 600 favela homes in Brazil's Sao Paulo from Xinhua (China) 8 Sep 14

An extensive fire in Brazil's largest city, Sao Paulo, destroyed some 600 homes at a slum, leaving nearly 2,500 residents homeless, the fire
department said Monday. 

Rousseff insists her government untainted by Brazil oil scandal from Agence France-Presse 8 Sep 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has insisted a corruption scandal at state oil giant Petrobras does not involve her government, as she fends off
a new threat to her re-election bid. 

Brazil market sees 2014 growth less than 0.5 pc from Agence France-Presse 8 Sep 14

Brazilian growth will slip below 0.5 percent this year, the country's Central Bank said Monday,unveiling market forecasters' latest gloomy
assessment. 

Petrobras scandal shakes up Brazil's presidential race from Reuters 7 Sep 14

Brazil's October presidential race has been shaken up by a corruption scandal allegedly involving state-run oil firm Petrobras and dozens of
lawmakers, with both leading candidates forced onto the defensive after colleagues were implicated. 

Indigenous Amazonians chase off illegal tree cutters in Brazil from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 6 Sep 14

The Brazilian department of justice is investigating an attack by a newly formed militia of indigenous Amazonians on a group of illegal tree
cutters, the newspaper Folha de Sao Paulo reported Saturday. 

Dozens of Brazil lawmakers linked to graft scandal as election looms from Agence France-Presse 6 Sep 14

A jailed former director of Brazil's Petrobras has named dozens of lawmakers and a governor said to have received kickbacks from the state-run
oil firm, in revelations which could damage President Dilma Rousseff as she seeks re-election next month. 

Brazil's Rousseff: If re-elected, 'new government, new team' from Reuters 5 Sep 14

Brazil's president Dilma Rousseff said she would make changes in her cabinet if elected for a second term after a reporter asked her on Thursday
if she planned to replace Finance Minister Guido Mantega. 

Latest Poll Cements Silva’s Favorite Status In Brazil from Agence France-Presse 4 Sep 14

Opposition ecologist Marina Silva remains favorite to oust incumbent Dilma Rousseff in next month’s presidential election, latest polls showed
Wednesday. 

Brazil's Rousseff narrows Silva's lead in expected October runoff: poll from Reuters 3 Sep 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has narrowed opposition candidate Marina Silva's lead in a likely runoff in October elections to seven
percentage points from nine last week, a new opinion poll showed on Wednesday. 

ANALYSIS: Silva poll charge forces Brazil poll rivals' rethink from Agence France-Presse 2 Sep 14

Brazil's presidential race is rapidly shifting gears, with a surge in support for environmentalist Marina Silva sending a threatened Dilma Rousseff,
the incumbent, into attack mode with the elections a month away. 

Airbus rejects any blame for deadly 2007 crash in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 1 Sep 14

Airbus has refused to take any responsibility for the greatest air tragedy in Brazil's history, the July 2007 crash of a TAM jetliner that left 199
people dead, one of Brazil's leading newspapers said Monday. 

Two dead in Brazil plane crash from Agence France-Presse 30 Aug 14



Two people were killed when a single-engined plane crashed Saturday in the southern Brazilian city of Curitiba, media reports said. 

Doubts Surround Plane In Brazil Campaign from Associated Press 29 Aug 14

Doubts surrounding the legality of the purchase of a small private plane used by the Brazilian Socialist Party have placed the campaign of
presidential hopeful Marina Silva under scrutiny this week. 

Surprise-Package Silva Shakes Up Brazil Vote from Agence France-Presse 28 Aug 14

Popular environmentalist Marina Silva has shaken up Brazil’s presidential election since her sudden entry into the race, surging to a surprise lead
in opinion polls and impressing in her first debate. 

Brazil cracks 'biggest' Amazon deforestation gang from Agence France-Presse 28 Aug 14

Police in Brazil have broken up an Amazon deforestation gang considered the worst currently active, officials said Wednesday. 

Another poll points to upset in Brazil presidential race from EFE (Spain) 27 Aug 14

Marina Silva, the former environment minister who entered Brazil's presidential contest only last week, poses a growing threat to incumbent
Dilma Rousseff, poll results released Wednesday show. 

Disturbances break out at 2 other Brazilian prisons from EFE (Spain) 26 Aug 14

One prisoner died and another 30 were injured in rebellions at two separate jails in the Brazilian state of Minas Gerais, a few hours after rioters at
a penitentiary in Parana state ended the uprising that left five inmates dead and 25 injured, authorities said Tuesday. 

Poll: Challenger overtakes Brazil leader Rousseff from Associated Press 26 Aug 14

A new poll shows the leading rival to Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff would defeat her in a second-round runoff vote in October's election. 

An Intensifying Presidential Campaign Brings Tension To Brazil’s Markets from New York Times 26 Aug 14

As Brazil absorbs the shock over a plane crash that killed a presidential contender this month and upended an increasingly combative race,
another source of tumult may emerge as some banks, hedge funds and other big investors raise their bets against the leftist incumbent, President
Dilma Rousseff. 

Brazil set for first TV presidential election debate from BBC 26 Aug 14

Candidates in Brazil's presidential election are due to take part in the first televised debate of the campaign. 

Brazilian prisoners hold guards hostage, demand easier conditions from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 25 Aug 14

Authorities were negotiating Monday to convince inmates who mounted a deadly prison revolt in southern Brazil to surrender and release two
guards being held hostage. 

2 Beheaded, 1 More Killed In Brazilian Prison Riot from Associated Press 25 Aug 14

Two prisoners were beheaded and at least another one died after being thrown off the roof in a riot that erupted Sunday in a prison in southern
Brazil, authorities said. 

Two Inmates Beheaded In Brazil Prison Riot: Authorities from Agence France-Presse 25 Aug 14

Inmates rioting to press for better facilities in an overcrowded Brazilian jail have beheaded two fellow prisoners and taken two guards hostage,
officials said. 

Deal reached to end deadly Brazil riot from Agence France-Presse 25 Aug 14

Brazilian authorities reached a deal with rioting prisoners Monday who killed four fellow inmates, beheading two of them, and held two guards
hostage. 

Brazil opposition candidate promises more accessibility projects from Xinhua (China) 23 Aug 14

Brazil's main opposition candidate on Friday pledged more accessibility projects if he wins the presidential race in October. 



Brazilian party official resigns amid rift with new candidate from Xinhua (China) 22 Aug 14

Brazilian Socialist Party (PSB)'s lead campaign coordinator quit Thursday after its presidential candidate was officially changed, causing an
internal rift as the election is only 45 days away. 

Brazil police swoop on drone prison drop from Agence France-Presse 22 Aug 14

Brazilian police arrested three people as they attempted to fly a small drone packed with mobile phones into a Sao Paulo area prison, authorities
said Friday. 

Brazil hopes to increase trade with Russia - Brazilian ambassador from Itar-Tass (Russia) 21 Aug 14

Brazil is hoping to increase trade with Russia, Brazilian Ambassador in Moscow Antonio Jose Valim Guerreiro said on Thursday. 

Brazilian Judge Wants to Ban Secret App, Wipe It From Phones from Mashable 21 Aug 14

A Brazilian judge wants to ban popular app Secret from Apple's App Store and Google Play, arguing it promotes anonymous bullying. 

Bolivia's state oil firm ranks LatAm's second in profits from Xinhua (China) 20 Aug 14

Bolivia's state oil firm, Yacimientos Petroliferos Fiscales Bolivianos (YPFB), said Wednesday it is Latin America's second most profitable firm,
with a 23 percent gross profit margin. 

Prominent Brazil journalist recalls dictatorship torture from Agence France-Presse 20 Aug 14

Prominent Brazilian journalist Miriam Leitao spoke out Wednesday on the torture she was subjected to by the military regime in the 1970s,
rejecting army claims that its units committed no abuses. 

Brazil shootout closes major road in Rio from Associated Press 20 Aug 14

A shootout between police and suspected drug traffickers has prompted the five-hour closure of an important thoroughfare in Rio de Janeiro. 

Brazil Socialists name presidential candidate after Campos death from Agence France-Presse 20 Aug 14

Brazil's Socialist party named popular environmentalist Marina Silva their presidential candidate Wednesday, replacing her late running mate
Eduardo Campos after his death in a plane crash last week. 

Lula urges Brazilians to give Rousseff a second term from EFE (Spain) 19 Aug 14

Former President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva, one of Brazil's most popular politicians, came all-out Tuesday in favor of the campaign to reelect his
successor, Dilma Rousseff, assuring voters they can support her without qualms. 

Brazil: Socialist Pres. Hopeful Surges In Polls from Associated Press 19 Aug 14

The politician chosen to replace the Brazilian Socialist Party presidential candidate who died in a plane crash has surged in a poll measuring
voters’ intentions. 

Silva Could Win Brazil Vote After Running Mate’s Death: Poll from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 14

Environmentalist Marina Silva could unseat incumbent Dilma Rousseff in Brazil’s October presidential vote, a poll found Monday, a stunning
political twist after Silva’s running mate was killed in a plane crash. 

Silva To Push Brazil To Runoff In Election Too Close To Call from Bloomberg News 19 Aug 14

Marina Silva would push Brazil’s election to a runoff in a vote that would be too close to call, according to the first poll since presidential
candidate Eduardo Campos died in a plane crash last week. 

Brazil: Socialist pres. hopeful surges in polls from Associated Press 18 Aug 14

The politician chosen to replace the Brazilian Socialist Party presidential candidate who died in a plane crash has surged in a poll measuring
voters' intentions. 



Thousands mourn Brazil presidential candidate Campos from Agence France-Presse 17 Aug 14

More than 130,000 mourners turned out to pay their respects to Brazilian presidential candidate Eduardo Campos here Sunday after the popular
socialist politician's death in a plane crash last week. 

US experts investigate Brazil politician's doomed flight from Agence France-Presse 16 Aug 14

A team of US experts is headed to Brazil to help investigate the plane crash that killed seven people including socialist presidential candidate
Eduardo Campos. 

Brazilian socialists to tap new presidential candidate after crash from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 16 Aug 14

Former environment minister Marina Silva is to be named as the Brazilian Socialist Party's new presidential candidate after its candidate died in a
plane crash earlier this week, the party's chairman told the Folha de Sao Paulo newspaper Saturday. 

Putin offers condolences over Brazil air crash from Interfax (Russia) 15 Aug 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin has extended his condolences to Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff over the fatal air crash. 

Brazil party may turn to Marina Silva after candidate's death from EFE (Spain) 15 Aug 14

Environmentalist Marina Silva appeared on Friday to be the Brazilian Socialist Party's most likely choice to fill the void left by the death of
presidential nominee Eduardo Campos in a plane crash earlier this week. 

Brazil Vote Veers Into Unknown With Candidate’s Death from Agence France-Presse 15 Aug 14

The death in a plane crash of Socialist Party candidate Eduardo Campos has put an unpredictable spin on Brazil’s presidential elections, opening
the way for a popular environmentalist to challenge incumbent Dilma Rousseff. 

Talks on Pantsir supplies to Brazil go as scheduled, next round in September from Itar-Tass (Russia) 13 Aug 14

Negotiations on Pantsir-S1 air defence system supplies to Brazil are going as scheduled and the next round is to be held in September, Alexander
Denisov, head of the High-Precision Systems company, said on Wednesday. 

Brazil's Supreme Court elects new president from Associated Press 13 Aug 14

Brazil's Supreme Court has elected a new president to replace the body's first black justice, who announced his early retirement in June. 

U.S. "deeply saddened" by death of Brazilian Presidential candidate from Xinhua (China) 13 Aug 14

The United States is "deeply saddened" to learn of the plane crash that appears to have taken the life of Brazilian Presidential candidate Eduardo
Campos, the White House said on Wednesday. 

Brazil's president declares 3-day mourning over candidate's death from Xinhua (China) 13 Aug 14

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff declared three days of official mourning following the unexpected death of Socialist Party presidential
candidate Eduardo Campos. 

Presidential Candidate Eduardo Campos Dies in Plane Crash in Santos from Folha de Sao Paulo 13 Aug 14

The presidential candidate of the Brazilian Socialist Party (PSB), Eduardo Henrique Accioly Campos, died on Wednesday morning in a plane
crash in Santos, on São Paulo's south coast... According to the fire service, two people were killed and at least seven injured. However, according
to Jonas Donizzetti, mayor of Campinas ... there are no survivors amongst those who were aboard.

Brazil presidential candidate Campos dies in jet crash: report from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 14

Brazilian presidential candidate Eduardo Campos, a contender to unseat President Dilma Rousseff in elections in October, died Wednesday when
his private jet crashed in the city of Santos, media network Globo reported. 

Drought pits state against state in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 12 Aug 14

The governments of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil's wealthiest and most populous states, exchanged accusations and litigation threats on
Tuesday after the decision by the operators of a dam in Sao Paulo to reduce the flow of a river to guarantee their own access to the water. 



Cop dies in shootout in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 12 Aug 14

The death Tuesday of a police officer in a shootout in a Rio de Janeiro shantytown raised to six the number of law enforcement personnel slain
this year in Brazil's second-largest city. 

Israel apologizes for calling Brazil 'diplomatic dwarf' from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 14

Israeli President Reuven Rivlin apologized Monday to his Brazilian counterpart for a remark by a foreign ministry spokesman calling the Latin
American powerhouse a "diplomatic dwarf." 

Man tortured at Brazilian military hospital during dictatorship from EFE (Spain) 11 Aug 14

The case of a political prisoner who died in custody under Brazil's 1964-1985 military regime represents the first time a human rights violation at
a military hospital has been proved, the Rio de Janeiro state Truth Commission said Monday. 

Anger in Brazil at obstetrics tests for jobseekers from Associated Press 8 Aug 14

Women seeking education jobs in Brazil's most populous state should not be required to submit to gynecological exams or prove their virginity in
order to work, according to women's rights advocates who denounced the practice on Friday. 

Brazilian state suffers worst drought in 70 years from Xinhua (China) 8 Aug 14

Brazil's most populous state, Sao Paulo, is undergoing a serious drought due to the paltry rainfall during the December-to-February rainy season. 

Rio Says It Can’t Relax Despite World Cup Success from Associated Press 8 Aug 14

The success of the World Cup in Brazil doesn’t mean that organizers of the 2016 Olympics can afford to relax, Rio de Janeiro Mayor Eduardo
Paes said Thursday. 

Russia food embargo creates golden opportunity for Brazil from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 14

Brazilian meat exporters said Thursday that Moscow's ban on food imports from Europe and the United States provide a golden opportunity to
sell more of their products to Russia. 

Brazilian police dismantle militia group in Rio from Associated Press 7 Aug 14

Police in Brazil say they have arrested more than 20 people as alleged members of a paramilitary militia group operating in Rio de Janeiro. 

Brazil's Neves narrows Rousseff lead for Oct vote: IBOPE poll from Reuters 7 Aug 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff would win re-election in a likely second-round run-off in October, but main challenger Aecio Neves has
narrowed her lead, a new poll by the IBOPE polling institute showed on Thursday. 

New Brazil law supports domestic workers' rights from BBC 7 Aug 14

A new law in Brazil has come into force under which employers can be fined if they fail to register their domestic workers. 

Four Rio police arrested over favela rape allegations from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 14

Four police officers in Rio de Janeiro were arrested Wednesday in connection with the rapes of three women in a favela in the north of the
Brazilian city. 

Brazilian police bust network of train fuel thieves from EFE (Spain) 6 Aug 14

Brazil's Military Police on Wednesday arrested about 40 people suspected of stealing fuel and other products valued at 30 million reais (about
$13.5 million) from trains, authorities said. 

Amazon tribe fights Brazil dam project from BBC 4 Aug 14

Over the last few months some 13,000 Munduruku have been protesting against government plans to build a series of hydroelectric dams that will
flood part of their land on the upper reaches of the Tapajos river. 



Brazil secures $700 mn in loans during Japanese PM's visit from EFE (Spain) 4 Aug 14

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe met here Friday with Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff as part of a visit in which loan deals amounting to
$700 million were signed for Brazil's agri-business and oil sectors. 

Brazil police launch probe as shooting video emerges from Agence France-Presse 2 Aug 14

Brazilian police have launched a probe following the release of a video purportedly showing elite officers shooting a man who had apparently
turned himself in. 

OPINION: Brazil’s Unaffordable Homes from New York Times 31 Jul 14

Brazil is experiencing a severe housing shortage. According to the Inter-American Development Bank, one in three families lives in inadequate
housing. The country has an estimated shortage of 5.8 million units, of which 90 percent is concentrated on lower-income families.

Xi's Brazil visit will boost ties: researchers from Xinhua (China) 30 Jul 14

Chinese researchers believes President Xi Jinping's state visit to Brazil will boost relations between the two countries. 

Rights Group: Torture In Brazil Still A Problem from Associated Press 29 Jul 14

Torture remains a serious problem in Brazil despite government efforts to curb it, a leading human rights group said Monday. The New York-
based Human Rights Watch said in an emailed statement that it found evidence showing that since 2010, security forces and prison authorities
practiced cruel and inhumane treatment against 64 people in their custody. 

Rousseff denounces pessimism about Brazilian economy from EFE (Spain) 28 Jul 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Monday denounced the "unacceptable pessimism" that exists surrounding her country's economy, a
situation she compared with the criticism that Brazil's national soccer team received during the recent World Cup tournament. 

Brazil president condemns Israel's 'massacre' in Gaza from Agence France-Presse 28 Jul 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff condemned Israel's offensive in Gaza as a "massacre" on Monday, joining international calls for a halt to the
bloodshed.

Human Rights Watch denounces police torture in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 28 Jul 14

Human Rights Watch on Monday reported 64 cases of torture and human rights violations by Brazilian police over the past four years. 

Central bank injects $13.63 bn into Brazil's economy from EFE (Spain) 25 Jul 14

Brazil's central bank announced a series of liquidity- and credit-boosting measures Friday that it said would inject nearly 30 billion reais ($13.63
billion) into the economy. 

FEATURE: World Cup Over, But Some Argentines Won’t Go Home from Associated Press 25 Jul 14

Local media reports say tens of thousands of Argentine fans remain in the country. They appear to be overwhelmingly young and male: Most are
in their 20s, and less than a third of them are women. 

In Brazil, Government, Health Groups Work To Shield Isolated Indian Tribes From Disease from Washington Post 24 Jul 14

Despite working for seven years with indigenous tribes in Brazil that have had no contact with the outside world, the closest Carlos Travassos had
ever been to any was earlier this month, when he and his team treated seven Indians for the flu. 

Brazil's Oi fined for violating users' privacy from EFE (Spain) 23 Jul 14

Brazilian telecommunications giant Oi has been fined 3.5 million reais ($1.59 million) for violating its users' privacy, the Brazilian government
said Wednesday. 

Poll shows Brazil's Rousseff would win presidential runoff from Reuters 22 Jul 14

Brazil President Dilma Rousseff would win a second-round runoff against either opponent and has 38 percent of voter support ahead of her
October re-election bid, a new poll by the IBOPE polling institute showed on Tuesday. 



Brazil boosts security in "pacified" district from EFE (Spain) 21 Jul 14

Brazilian authorities on Monday strengthened security in a cluster of Rio de Janeiro shantytowns that were officially pacified four years ago after
decades as a bastion of drug traffickers. 

Brazil president's lead narrowing ahead of October vote: poll from Agence France-Presse 19 Jul 14

Leftist incumbent Dilma Rousseff maintains a lead ahead of Brazil's October presidential elections but could face a second round dead heat
against her main rival, said a poll out Saturday. 

Japan, Brazil eye cooperation on offshore oil development: draft from Kyodo (Japan) 19 Jul 14

Japanese and Brazilian leaders are expected to discuss Brazil using Japanese technology to build a mega offshore logistics hub for developing oil
fields far out to sea, according to a draft of the statement to be released after talks on Aug. 1. 

Brazil, China Sign Several Trade, Business Deals from Associated Press 18 Jul 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping ended a state visit to Brazil on Thursday by signing a wide-ranging series of trade and business agreements with the
leader of Latin America’s biggest nation. 

Angry mob destroys police station in Brazil from Associated Press 17 Jul 14

Officials say an angry mob destroyed a police station and torched several vehicles after a 1-year-old girl was killed by a stray bullet during a
shootout with a suspected drug trafficker in northeastern Brazil. 

Poll shows Brazil's Rousseff, opponent Neves tied for runoff from Reuters 17 Jul 14

Support for Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has slipped in the last two weeks and she is statistically tied with her main challenger in a second-
round runoff, a poll released on Thursday showed. 

Brazil says new bank not threat to IMF relationship from Agence France-Presse 16 Jul 14

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff said Wednesday a decision by BRICS emerging powers to create a development bank did not mean Brasilia was
moving away from the IMF. 

One Down, One To Go: Rio Olympics Next For Brazil from Associated Press 16 Jul 14

Brazil just pulled off the World Cup. Next up is Rio de Janeiro’s 2016 Olympics, which poses an even bigger challenge...A few months ago,
International Olympic Committee Vice President John Coates called the city’s preparations the “worst” in memory... In response, the IOC sent in
executive director Gilbert Felli to work as a troubleshooter. His presence has helped...

Back To Reality For Brazil After World Cup Blues from AFP 15 Jul 14

“The mantra here is: Life goes on,” political analyst Andre Cesar of Brasilia consultancy Prospective told AFP. “Good football is exciting but it is
a game and life is much more than that. Now Brazilians will turn to the economy and high inflation,” Cesar said.

World Cup's End Brings Brazil Back to Reality; Tournament's Successes Only Briefly Deferred the Country's Longterm
Challenges from The Wall Street Journal 14 Jul 14

Brazil is facing trials including the challenge of a moribund economy and potentially divisive presidential elections set for October. The country
must gear up for the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro, another megaevent that organizers say is behind schedule and which is once again
provoking criticism of Brazil's spending priorities.

World Cup Over, Brazil Turns Attention to the Olympics; Success of Soccer Tournament Provides Shot of Optimism About
2016 Games in Rio from The Wall Street Journal 14 Jul 14

The 2016 Games start in little more than two years, and most of the sports venues, a new subway line, a rapid-bus line and other facilities remain
to be finished. A largely smooth World Cup has given Brazilian officials and the International Olympic Committee a shot of optimism. Despite
widespread concern about the country's 11th-hour scramble to finish some stadiums and other infrastructure, the monthlong tournament was an
operational success.



Police Disperse World Cup Protest With Tear Gas from AFP 14 Jul 14

Police launched tear gas and stun grenades Sunday to disperse some 300 anti-World Cup protestors who tried to march toward Rio de Janeiro’s
Maracana Stadium shortly before the Argentina-Germany final. The demonstrators were protesting against police repression and the country’s
lackluster health care ... one day after 19 activists accused of vandalism were arrested.

FEATURE: 2014 World Cup Draws To A Close In Conflicted Brazil from Washington Post 14 Jul 14

There was the disappointment of the national team, expensive new stadiums lacking permanent tenants but also lingering tensions and frayed
feelings caused by a World Cup Brazil only hesitantly embraced. For five weeks, Brazil hosted quite the party and Monday will wake up to assess
the hangover.

Brazil's presidential candidates launch election campaigns from Xinhua (China) 8 Jul 14

Presidential election campaigns for Brazil's Oct. 5 general elections are now underway after candidates hit their registration deadline, media
sources reported Monday. 

Brazil Supreme Court 1st Black Justice Steps Down from Associated Press 2 Jul 14

The only black to ever serve on Brazil’s top court presided at his last session as president of the Supreme Court on Tuesday. 

Mosquitoes With Lethal Genes To Help Brazil Fight Dengue from Bloomberg News 1 Jul 14

When he announced he was going to Brazil for the World Cup, Andy Quinn was warned by friends and a travel agent to lather on mosquito
repellent to avoid potentially fatal dengue fever. 

Rio De Janeiro Police Open Investigation After Foreign Man Found Dead from Wall Street Journal 1 Jul 14

Police Open Investigation of Death of Swede Who Fell in Love With Brazilian Shantytown and Opened Guesthouse There

Vehicles torched during protest in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 30 Jun 14

Three buses and a car were torched in suburban Rio de Janeiro Monday during a protest allegedly headed by drug traffickers, Brazilian police
said. 

Brazil flood evacuees increase tenfold to 50,000 from Agence France-Presse 29 Jun 14

Severe flooding caused by a week of torrential rain in southern Brazil has forced more than 50,000 people from their homes, officials said Sunday,
increasing an earlier estimate almost tenfold. 

Police fire tear gas at protest outside World Cup match from Agence France-Presse 28 Jun 14

Police in Brazil fired tear gas Saturday to break up hundreds of protesters outside Rio de Janeiro's Maracana Stadium, where Colombia and
Uruguay were playing a World Cup knock-out-stage match. 

Brazil Protest Gains Supporters After Police Crackdown from Los Angeles Times 26 Jun 14

A police crackdown in the northeastern Brazil city of Recife has generated support for protesters occupying land in a historic area to try to stop a
high-rise development project. 

Brazilian police seize arsenal from Rio drug gang from EFE (Spain) 26 Jun 14

Police on Thursday seized machine guns and other military-grade weapons from a drug gang operating here in Brazil's second-largest city,
authorities said. 

Brazil's centrist PSD endorses Rousseff's reelection bid from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 14

Brazil's centrist Social Democratic Party (PSD) Wednesday voted to back President Dilma Rousseff's reelection bid in October. 

From Pink Dolphins To Eco-Lodges, Brazil Hopes World Cup Will Boost Tourism from Miami Herald 25 Jun 14

The lancha rapida speeds through a narrow channel — a shortcut in the flooded jungle — en route to a floating attraction where guests can touch



the velvety skin of pink dolphins. 

Anti-World Cup Protests As Brazil Play Cameroon from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 14

Activists burned a mock World Cup trophy Monday in protests called to demand more investment in health and education as Brazil played a
clutch match against Cameroon. 

From Pink Dolphins To Eco-Lodges, Brazil Hopes World Cup Will Boost Tourism from Miami Herald 24 Jun 14

The lancha rapida speeds through a narrow channel — a shortcut in the flooded jungle — en route to a floating attraction where guests can touch
the velvety skin of pink dolphins. 

2 dead in shootout with Brazil police, drug gang from Miami Herald 23 Jun 14

Two people have been killed and three others injured during a shootout between police and suspected drug traffickers in a Rio de Janeiro slum
frequently visited by tourists. 

Polio found in Brazil sewage but infection risk low from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 Jun 14

The polio virus has been detected in sewage at a Brazilian airport near Sao Paulo, the World Health Organization (WHO) said Monday, stressing
that no-one has been infected and that the risk that the virus spreads is very low. 

Brazil's President Rousseff launches re-election bid from Agence France-Presse 21 Jun 14

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff formally launched her re-election bid on Saturday, leading in opinion polls despite lingering discontent over
World Cup costs. 

FIFA Security Head: Maracana Lapse ‘Embarrassing’ from Associated Press 20 Jun 14

FIFA has acknowledged being embarrassed by a security lapse that let ticketless Chile fans rampage into the Maracana Stadium. 

Brazilians Toss Firecrackers At England Fans, 14 Caught from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 14

Police arrested 14 Brazilians for throwing firecrackers at England fans at a bar in Sao Paulo before their team’s World Cup match Thursday,
allegedly a bid to provoke a brawl. 

Shooting Incidents Mar Brazil’s WCup Celebration from Associated Press 20 Jun 14

A stray bullet hits the neck of a small boy near an area where thousands of soccer fans had earlier watched Brazil play on a giant screen. A volley
of gunfire is heard near Honduras’ training camp. An angry off-duty police officer is caught on camera pulling out a handgun and firing two shots
in the air to scatter protesters. 

Protest Draws 2,000 In Brazil On Cup Match Day from Associated Press 20 Jun 14

Protesters smashed the windows of luxury cars inside a dealership, trashed banks and fired powerful fireworks at police during a demonstration
that drew about 2,000 Thursday as Brazil’s biggest city hosted a World Cup match. 

US VP Biden Meets Brazil Leader Rousseff from Associated Press 18 Jun 14

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden briefly met with Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Tuesday in a bid to thaw stalled relations between the two
nations. 

Police, Anti-World Cup Protesters Clash Before Brazil Match from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 14

Clashes erupted Tuesday at an anti-World Cup protest in the northeast Brazilian city of Fortaleza as demonstrators threw stones at police, who
fired back with tear gas, rubber bullets and water cannon. 

Brazil Beefs Up Security At World Cup Stadium from Associated Press 18 Jun 14

Brazil reinforced security personnel at the World Cup’s Castelao stadium in Fortaleza on Tuesday because there were not enough private security
guards hired by FIFA, the international soccer governing body, the justice ministry said. 



Biden Visits Colombia As Part Of Regional Tour To Repair Ties, Address Immigration from Miami Herald 18 Jun 14

When U.S. Vice President Joe Biden visits Colombia on Wednesday, he will find the region’s largest recipient of U.S. military aid banking on a
peace agreement that hopes to end the hemisphere’s longest and bloodiest civil conflict. 

At World Cup, Biden Joins U.S. Players In Their Locker Room To Celebrate Victory Over Ghana from Washington Post 18 Jun 14

After its big win over Ghana, Team USA had a special locker room visitor. And it’s hard to tell who was more excited: the players or Vice
President Biden.

The Legacy Of Brazil’s World Cup Protests from Miami Herald 18 Jun 14

Protestors in a handful of Brazilian cities have clashed with police, thrown rocks and dodged rubber bullets and tear gas canisters since last week’s
opening of the World Cup. 

Demonstrators Burn US Flag Before Americans’ Debut from Associated Press 17 Jun 14

Demonstrators burned a U.S. flag near the stadium in northern Brazil where Vice President Joe Biden planned to attend the U.S. soccer team’s
opening World Cup match Monday evening. 

Biden 'confident' US can rebuild Brazil ties from Agence France-Presse 17 Jun 14

US Vice President Joe Biden said Tuesday after meeting Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff that he was confident the two countries could
improve relations damaged by revelations of American spying. 

Brazil Police Prevent Protest Near Maracana Stadium from Agence France-Presse 16 Jun 14

Brazilian police used pepper spray to prevent some 200 protestors from getting near Rio de Janeiro’s Maracana stadium Sunday during the
Argentina-Bosnia World Cup game. 

OPINION: Middle-Class Brazilians Are In No Mood To Party from Wall Street Journal 16 Jun 14

The cost of the World Cup isn't why they're upset; 6% inflation and a weak economy is.

Brazil to declare flood disaster before US-Ghana game from Agence France-Presse 15 Jun 14

Brazilian authorities will declare a public disaster in the flood-sticken northeastern city of Natal on Monday ahead of the US-Ghana World Cup
game. 

OPINION: How Brazil’s Hubris Jeopardizes Its World Cup from Miami Herald 13 Jun 14

The line between confident and conceited was pretty thin in Brazil in October of 2007. 

Police And World Cup Protesters Clash In Brazil from Associated Press 13 Jun 14

Protesters and Brazilian police clashed in Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and at least three other World Cup cities on Thursday ahead of the first match
of soccer’s premier event. 

Brazil’s World Cup Opening Day Brings Protests, Home Team Victory from Los Angeles Times 13 Jun 14

Police in Brazil clashed with protesters before the World Cup soccer tournament kicked off Thursday, leaving at least eight demonstrators and
three journalists injured. Much of the country stayed home to watch the game on TV. 

Brazil police clash with protesters in Sao Paulo from BBC 12 Jun 14

Police in the Brazilian city of Sao Paulo have used tear gas to break up a protest against the football World Cup, hours before the city hosts the
opening match. 

OPINION: For Brazilians, A World Cup Of Woe from Los Angeles Times 12 Jun 14

When the World Cup ends a month from now — I hope with a sixth star shining on the golden jerseys of the home team — the problems that
plagued Brazil’s hosting effort will remain. With or without a trophy, Brazil will face major challenges in its transformation from one of the
world’s most unequal societies into a thriving democracy. 



Bolivian president bolsters security ahead of G77+China Summit from Xinhua (China) 12 Jun 14

Bolivian President Evo Morales Wednesday delivered 2.7 million U.S. dollars' worth of police gear to better equip security forces in the lead up to
the Cumbre G77+ China Summit. 

Brazil Is Releasing Mutated Mosquitoes to Fight Dengue Fever from Mashable 11 Jun 14

...Brazilian health officials are running a pilot program using genetically modified mosquitoes to breed the population to death. The mosquitoes
are the invention of British biotech company Oxitec, and they've had a gene inserted into them that kills them. 

10 dead in floods in Brazil from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Jun 14

Floods in southern Brazil killed 10 people after heavy rainfall, a news report said Wednesday. Heavy rain caused the Iguazu river the state of
Parana to swell, the news portal G1 said. The flooding is spreading toward Paraguay and Argentina. 

Brazilian transit workers reach deal, avoid strike in Rio from EFE (Spain) 11 Jun 14

Rio de Janeiro metro employees accepted the salary hike proposal offered by management and cancelled the strike they had threatened to call on
the eve of the inaugural match of the 2014 soccer World Cup being hosted by Brazil, labor leaders said Wednesday. 

Brazilian transit workers reach deal, avoid strike in Rio from EFE (Spain) 11 Jun 14

Rio de Janeiro metro employees accepted the salary hike proposal offered by management and cancelled the strike they had threatened to call on
the eve of the inaugural match of the 2014 soccer World Cup being hosted by Brazil, labor leaders said Wednesday. 

Hackers claim attacks on World Cup-related websites from Reuters 11 Jun 14

Hackers claim they have carried out attacks against dozens of Brazilian websites linked to the soccer World Cup, including those of tournament
sponsor Hyundai, a state government and Brazil's intelligence agency. 

OPINION: In Brazil, Economic Gaps Just One Road Apart from USA Today 10 Jun 14

I didn’t know what to expect when I decided to spend a day inside the biggest slum in Brazil. 

Brazilian police bust major drug ring from EFE (Spain) 10 Jun 14

Brazilian police on Tuesday busted a drug trafficking ring in an operation in five states that resulted in 19 arrests and the seizure of more than two
tons of drugs. 

Brazil On Edge As World Cup Exposes Rifts from New York Times 10 Jun 14

Brazil’s list of feats since ending authoritarian rule in the 1980s is as long as it is varied, including antipoverty programs pulling millions into the
middle class, the democratic election of presidents who suffered indignities under the dictatorship and the surging growth of tropical agriculture to
help feed the world. 

Brazil kicks off political primaries from Xinhua (China) 10 Jun 14

Brazil's political parties Tuesday launched their primaries to elect candidates for the upcoming general elections in October. 

Report: Rousseff To Skip FIFA Congress from Associated Press 10 Jun 14

Brazil President Dilma Rousseff will not attend Tuesday’s formal opening of the FIFA Congress, a meeting of the world football body’s 209
members, the Sao Paulo newspaper O Estado de Sao Paulo reported Monday. 

Brazil Enacts 20 Percent Quotas For Blacks In Federal Jobs from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 14

Brazil approved a law Monday creating 20 percent quotas for mixed race and black Brazilians in government jobs, in a country where more than
half of the population has African roots. 

US Arrives In Congested Sao Paulo For World Cup from Associated Press 10 Jun 14

The 4,080-mile overnight flight to Sao Paulo was easy for the U.S. World Cup team. 



Brazil Grapples With Joy, Frustration Of World Cup from Associated Press 10 Jun 14

It’s a tale of the two World Cups — one on a field and one playing out on this country’s streets. 

In Brazil, Group Scores Victory In Land Protest Before World Cup from Los Angeles Times 10 Jun 14

With the start of soccer’s World Cup tournament just days away, officials agreed Monday to demands that a piece of land occupied by poor
families be used for low-income housing, but much of the rest of Sao Paulo remained paralyzed by a subway strike. 

Brazil floods kill nine from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 14

Flooding caused by torrential rains over the weekend has killed at least nine people and left three missing in southern Brazil, officials said
Monday, declaring an emergency in 77 towns. 

Cheering Crowds And Armed Guards Meet Arriving Teams from Los Angeles Times 9 Jun 14

Teams arriving in Brazil for the World Cup have been greeted by cheering throngs, waving flags and, in the case of Japan, fire trucks spraying an
arc of water over the team plane. 

Support for Brazilian president's second term falls: poll from Xinhua (China) 7 Jun 14

Brazil's presidential election in October is getting more likely to have a second round, according to a poll released Friday by the Datafolha
Institute. 

Police clash with striking subway workers in Sao Paulo from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 14

Police in Sao Paulo fired tear gas and beat back striking workers with batons Friday during a subway strike that has caused transport chaos in the
Brazilian economic capital. 

The World Cup Is Bad For Brazil, Many Brazilians Say from New York Times 5 Jun 14

The World Cup, the championship tournament of the world’s most popular sport, gets underway on June 12 in São Paulo, Brazil. In advance of
the tournament, few Brazilians see hosting the event as advantageous for their country, a new survey shows. 

Protesters March In Sao Paulo Ahead Of World Cup from Associated Press 5 Jun 14

Some 4,000 protesters in Brazil’s biggest city marched peacefully Wednesday night on the stadium that will host the World Cup’s opening match
next week, calling on the government to provide more low-income housing. 

Brazil World Cup Preparations Hit By Sao Paulo Subway Strike from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 14

Sao Paulo subway workers announced an open-ended strike amid fresh protests, hitting World Cup preparations as Brazil defended itself against
criticism over chronic delays and soaring costs. 

Brazilian President Rejects Critics Over World Cup from New York Times 4 Jun 14

With Brazil’s government facing widespread discontent over its preparations for the World Cup, President Dilma Rousseff hit back at critics in an
interview here on Tuesday, defending loans from state banks for new stadiums for the tournament and insisting that Brazilians planning to shun
the event were a “small minority.” 

Brazil builds nuclear submarine to patrol offshore oil from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 14

Brazil is building five submarines to patrol its massive coast, including one powered by an atomic reactor that would put it in the small club of
countries with a nuclear sub. 

Brazil federal police get 16% pay rise to avert strike from BBC 3 Jun 14

The Brazilian government is offering federal police officers a 15.8% pay rise to avert a strike during the forthcoming football World Cup. 

Brazil denies Snowden applied for asylum from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 14

Brazil's foreign minister denied Monday that fugitive US intelligence contractor Edward Snowden had applied to the Brazilian government for



asylum. 

Brazil Opens Rio Bus System Planned For World Cup from Associated Press 2 Jun 14

Brazil has delivered parts of one of the costliest infrastructure projects built ahead of the World Cup in Rio de Janeiro. 

Hundreds of thousands of evangelicals march in Rio from Agence France-Presse 31 May 14

Hundreds of thousands of evangelical Christians held a "March for Jesus" Saturday in Rio de Janeiro, a show of their churches' growing heft in
the world's largest Roman Catholic country. 

Brazilian teachers take to Rio de Janeiro streets from Associated Press 30 May 14

Hundreds of striking teachers seeking higher wages have taken to Rio de Janeiro's streets. 

Brazil Scrambles To Prepare For World Cup from USA Today 30 May 14

Ever been the first one to arrive at a party? The hosts are usually still scrambling to clean up the place. Maybe they realize they didn’t get ice for
the cooler, or forgot to pick up a couple of ingredients for an appetizer. 

Indigenous groups demonstrate in Brazil's capital from Associated Press 29 May 14

Police say more than 300 indigenous people of different ethnic groups are rallying again in front of Brazil's Justice Ministry to protest against
legislation that would reduce the size of some Indian reservations. 

Brazil denies rise of human trafficking cases around FIFA World Cup from Xinhua (China) 29 May 14

Brazil's National Justice Secretary Paulo Abrao on Thursday denied that human trafficking cases increase in the country during large events such
as the FIFA World Cup, which starts in two weeks. 

Brazil's first black Supreme Court president resigns from Agence France-Presse 29 May 14

Brazilian judge Joaquim Barbosa, the first black to head the country's Supreme Court, has resigned from the post after a year and a half, the
Senate speaker said Thursday. 

World Cup Visitors Will Be Safe, Vows Brazil from Agence France-Presse 29 May 14

Brazil vowed Wednesday that World Cup tourists would be safe despite a wave of recent protests, as it rushed to finish preparations in what FIFA
called a “race against the clock.” 

Deputy Sports Minister Luis Fernandes: Brazil Will Meet Its World Cup Deadlines from Miami Herald 29 May 14

With little more than two weeks before the FIFA World Cup begins in Brazil, preparations still aren’t 100 percent complete, but Deputy Sports
Minister Luis Fernandes said Wednesday that this soccer-crazy nation will meet its deadlines and stage a “fantastic” event. 

Brazil Police Fire Tear Gas At World Cup Protesters from Agence France-Presse 28 May 14

Brazilian police fired tear gas to break up a protest by bow-and-arrow wielding indigenous chiefs who joined forces with anti-World Cup
demonstrators to condemn the money spent on the tournament. 

Brazil WCup Host City Declares State Of Emergency from Associated Press 28 May 14

Brazilian World Cup host city Manaus has declared a state of emergency as the waters of an Amazon River tributary swell, though officials say
they don’t expect it to flood. 

OPINION: Brazil Is Tired Of Being Scolded from New York Times 27 May 14

By now, Brazil should probably have been grounded for life, without video games or dessert. Last month, a vice president of the International
Olympic Committee, John Coates, said that Rio de Janeiro’s preparations for the 2016 Summer Olympics were the worst he had ever seen. 

Public Pessimism Reigns In Brazil As World Cup Looms from USA Today 27 May 14

Public opinion polls have shown a steady erosion of enthusiasm for the event among Brazilians.



Public Pessimism Reigns In Brazil As World Cup Looms from USA Today 27 May 14

Public opinion polls have shown a steady erosion of enthusiasm for the event among Brazilians.

Brazil police say major drug cartel dismantled from Agence France-Presse 23 May 14

Brazilian police said Friday they had dismantled a massive drug cartel with operations in 30 countries and sales of at least $2.3 million a week. 

Brazilian police strike over higher pay, extend strike in Rio de Janeiro from United Press International 23 May 14

Rio de Janeiro police extended their 24-hour strike another day, to Friday, after police officers across Brazil staged a strike for higher pay and
improved working conditions. 

Brazil achieves two UN Millennium Goals in advance: report from Xinhua (China) 23 May 14

Brazil has achieved two out of the eight UN Millennium Goals ahead of the 2015 deadline in its campaigns to reduce the infant morality rate and
extreme poverty, showed a government report on Friday. 

Brazil's Rousseff sees poll numbers rising from EFE (Spain) 22 May 14

Incumbent President Dilma Rousseff has a lead of 20 percentage points over her main challenger in the race for Brazil's Oct. 5 elections, a poll
released Thursday shows. 

Brazil World Cup Strikes Spread As Police Join Protest Surge from Bloomberg News 22 May 14

Brazilian police joined Sao Paulo bus drivers in work stoppages today, leaving commuters stranded in South America’s largest city and crimes
unreported before the World Cup starts on June 12. 

Brazilian Police Call New Strike Ahead Of World Cup from Agence France-Presse 21 May 14

Police in Brazil will stage a 24-hour strike Wednesday in 14 states, including six that will host World Cup matches, their union said on its website.

With World Cup In Brazil, Risk Of Spreading A Virus from New York Times 20 May 14

Public health authorities are worried about a confluence of events set to happen soon: Brazil is suffering the world’s worst epidemic of dengue
fever, with 1.4 million cases last year. And the country is about to play host to the World Cup, which attracts tourists by the millions. 

Sailing Official Wants Rio Water Pollution Tests from Associated Press 20 May 14

Sailing’s governing body may conduct independent water-quality tests in Rio de Janeiro’s polluted Guanabara Bay, the sailing venue for the 2016
Olympics and the site of Rio’s first test event in 2½ months. 

Brazil to buy 20 anti-ship missiles from U.S. from Xinhua (China) 19 May 14

The Brazilian Air Force is in talks to purchase 20 U.S.-made anti-ship missiles, Brazil's G1 news website reported Friday. 

One freed, 121 held in Brazil prison hostage standoff from Agence France-Presse 18 May 14

Negotiators persuaded inmates holding hostages seized during a prison riot in Brazil to free a guard Sunday, but were still working to free three
more guards and 118 prisoners' relatives. 

Brazil 2014: World Cup dengue fever risk predicted from BBC 16 May 14

Scientists have developed an "early warning system" to alert authorities to the risk of dengue fever outbreaks in Brazil during the World Cup. 

Looters hit stores in Brazilian city as cops strike from EFE (Spain) 15 May 14

Recife, one of the Brazilian cities that will host World Cup matches, was hit by a wave of looting early Thursday amid an illegal strike by police
demanding pay hikes, officials said. 

Brazil bracing for widespread protests from Associated Press 15 May 14

Brazil is bracing for a day of widespread protests, many against the upcoming World Cup. Demonstrations Thursday are expected in nearly 50



cities with the largest expected in Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. 

Brazil Expects 3.7 Million Tourists During WCup from Associated Press 15 May 14

Brazil expects a total of 3.7 million tourists during the World Cup, with 600,000 of those arriving from abroad. 

Brazil Down To The Wire On World Cup Preparations from Miami Herald 13 May 14

With one month to go before the FIFA World Cup opens in Brazil, two new stadiums still haven’t had a full dress rehearsal, security concerns are
mounting, and there are still big questions of how airports will handle the crush of traveling fans. 

Strike hits Brazilian consulates in US, Europe from Associated Press 13 May 14

Employees at Brazil's consulates began a two-day strike Tuesday that affected visa services in major cities in the United States and Europe just
weeks before the World Cup. 

Brazil bus driver strike strands many in Rio from Associated Press 13 May 14

Bus drivers demanding higher pay began a 48-hour strike in Rio de Janeiro on Tuesday, forcing hundreds of thousands of passengers in Brazil's
second-largest city to seek alternative ways to get to work. 

High Cost, Corruption Claims Mar Brazil World Cup from Associated Press 12 May 14

The cost of building Brasilia’s World Cup stadium has nearly tripled to $900 million in public funds, largely due to allegedly fraudulent billing,
government auditors say. The spike in costs has made it the world’s second-most expensive soccer arena, even though the city has no major
professional team. 

Brazil border operation launched ahead of World Cup from BBC 10 May 14

Brazil has begun a massive military operation to secure its lengthy borders ahead of next month's World Cup. 

Hundreds Of Buses Damaged During Rio Strike from Agence France-Presse 9 May 14

A partial strike by bus drivers in Rio demanding a 40 percent wage hike on Thursday saw 325 vehicles damaged, with some set ablaze, a union
leader opposed to the stoppage said. 

Federal Police In Brazil Threaten World Cup Strike from Associated Press 8 May 14

Federal police on Wednesday threatened to stage a nationwide strike during the monthlong World Cup if Brazil’s government doesn’t increase
their pay and improve working conditions. 

Homeless Blame World Cup For High Rent In Brazil from Associated Press 8 May 14

Thousands of impoverished Brazilians are living illegally on land near the World Cup stadium where the opening match will be played next
month, blaming the arena’s construction for rent increases that drove them out of their homes. 

Brazil journalists killed "with impunity": CPJ from Agence France-Presse 6 May 14

At least 12 journalists have been killed in Brazil since 2011, said a report Tuesday that argues the upcoming World Cup will be a test of efforts to
improve conditions for reporters. 

Suspected kidnapper in Brazil dies after beating by mob from EFE (Spain) 5 May 14

A woman beaten by a mob who accused her of kidnapping a child died Monday at a hospital in the southeastern Brazilian city of Guaruja. 

Rousseff nominated for re-election in Brazil amid dissension from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 May 14

Brazil's ruling party backed President Dilma Rousseff's bid for re-election Friday amid a clamour of dissension in the coalition over her
performance. 

Fatal Rio shooting near England team hotel from Agence France-Presse 2 May 14

One person was shot dead as Rio police clashed Friday with armed men in a favela close to the luxury hotel where the England football team will



stay during the Brazil World Cup. 

IOC Vice President Backtracks On Rio Criticism from Associated Press 1 May 14

A day after describing preparations for the Rio 2016 Olympics as “the worst I have experienced,” International Olympic Committee vice president
John Coates says he’s confident local organizers and “the people of Brazil can indeed deliver excellent games.” 

Two policemen shot in Rio favela from Agence France-Presse 1 May 14

Two policemen were wounded by gunfire early Thursday at a Rio de Janeiro shantytown infamous for drug trafficking, just weeks before the start
of the World Cup games, officials said. 

Return of Lula as Brazil's president unlikely, but possible from Reuters 1 May 14

As President Dilma Rousseff sags in polls ahead of this October's election, there are growing calls for her popular predecessor and mentor Luiz
Inacio Lula da Silva to take her place as the Workers' Party candidate. 

Protests block important route in Brazil's largest city from EFE (Spain) 30 Apr 14

A demonstration supporting access to low-cost housing on Wednesday blocked several stretches of the Marginal Tiete, one of the main access
routes to Sao Paulo, Brazil's largest city and financial capital. 

Brazilian president to run for re-election from Xinhua (China) 30 Apr 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff said Wednesday that she will run for re-election in October with or without the support of allied parties now
part of her ruling leftist coalition. 

Brazil police and suspected traffickers clash from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 14

Brazil police say a gang of suspected drug traffickers ransacked an outpatient clinic in a Rio de Janeiro slum and torched four passenger buses
during a clash with police. 

Police crack down on homeless in Sao Paulo from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 14

Police in Brazil cracked down with tear gas on about 1,000 homeless demonstrators in Sao Paulo who were hurling rocks, authorities said, with
World Cup action here looming. 

Youth Death Sparks Brazil Bus Burnings from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 14

Residents of a northern suburb of Rio torched five buses Monday shortly after a 17-year-old youth died in a shootout between criminals and
police, Brazilian media reported. 

Tensions Rise In Rio Slum After Elderly Death from Associated Press 29 Apr 14

Tensions are rising in a Rio de Janeiro slum following the death of an elderly woman hit by a stray bullet during a gunbattle between police and
alleged gang members. 

IOC Vice President Says Rio Preps Are “Worst” Ever from Associated Press 29 Apr 14

International Olympic Committee vice president John Coates has slammed Rio’s preparations for the 2016 Olympics, saying they are “the worst I
have experienced.” 

Youth death sparks Brazil bus burnings from Agence France-Presse 28 Apr 14

Residents of a northern suburb of Rio torched five buses Monday shortly after a 17-year-old youth died in a shootout between criminals and
police, Brazilian media reported. 

Rio Police Snare Most-Wanted Over Policemen’s Deaths from Agence France-Presse 28 Apr 14

Brazilian police arrested Sunday a fugitive who was on the run for his alleged part in the separate killings of two policemen in the Rio slums. 

Six police fired shots in Rio favela where dancer died from Agence France-Presse 27 Apr 14



Six police said they opened fire in a Rio slum skirmish after which a well-known dancer was found dead, police said Saturday as they probe the
incident that caused mass demos. 

Haitians face uncertainty in Brazil after controversial transfer to Sao Paulo from EFE (Spain) 26 Apr 14

The recent transfer of some 800 Haitians from the Amazonian state of Acre to Sao Paulo city has left them in great uncertainty about their future
in Brazil, where the islanders keep arriving after bribing their way through several countries of the region while dealing with poverty and the
eternal threat of being robbed. 

China-Brazil relationship "significant": Chinese FM from Xinhua (China) 26 Apr 14

The relationship between China and Brazil has "extensive significance" due to their position as two primary emerging market countries and
economies, visiting Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi said here on Friday. 

Brazilian court acquits ex-president of corruption from Xinhua (China) 25 Apr 14

Brazil's Federal Supreme Court on Thursday acquitted former President Fernando Collor de Mello of corruption charges. 

Rio police fire tear gas after dancer's funeral from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 14

Brazilian police fired tear gas to disperse dozens of angry mourners who attended the Rio funeral Thursday of a dancer friends and family say was
the victim of police brutality. 

Internet Governance Debated In Brazil from Associated Press 25 Apr 14

An international two-day conference on Internet governance is drawing to a close in Brazil as government officials, academics and technical
experts from some 90 countries debate how the Internet should be run. 

Security Forces Prepare For World Cup In A Restive Brazil from Miami Herald 25 Apr 14

Drones, bomb-detecting robots, camera glasses, rubber bullets and sound and light grenades will all be at the ready if Brazilian police need them
to quell disturbances during the FIFA World Cup. 

Residents of conflictive Rio slum stage protest from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

Residents of a Rio de Janeiro slum that saw deadly clashes with police earlier this week are staging a protest in the Copacabana beach
neighborhood. 

Security Forces Prepare For World Cup In A Restive Brazil from Miami Herald 24 Apr 14

Drones, bomb-detecting robots, camera glasses, rubber bullets and sound and light grenades will all be at the ready if Brazilian police need them
to quell disturbances during the FIFA World Cup. 

Brazil Enacts Internet ‘Bill Of Rights’ from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

Brazil’s president signed into law on Wednesday a “Bill of Rights” for the digital age that aims to protect online privacy and promote the Internet
as a public utility by barring telecommunications companies from charging for preferential access to their networks. 

Rio security ramped up after deadly unrest from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 14

Just 50 days before Brazil hosts the World Cup, authorities beefed up security Wednesday in Rio de Janeiro after a violent clash between residents
and police in a slum near the tourist haven of Copacabana beach. 

Brazil hosts meeting to craft Internet governance rules from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 14

Brazil will host a meeting Wednesday on how the Internet should be governed in the future, aiming for global partnership after worldwide outrage
over allegations of widespread online spying by the United States. 

Brazil leader wants Internet to be run 'by all' from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 14

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff took aim at US dominance of the Internet Wednesday, appealing for a new system that would make running of
the online world "open to all." 



Rio official pledges transparent probe in slaying from Associated Press 23 Apr 14

Rio de Janeiro's top security official on Wednesday promised a rigorous investigation into the death of a young man that sparked overnight clashes
in a slum near a key Olympic venue and did not rule out that police may have been responsible. 

Violent protest hits Rio beach district from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 14

Violent protests broke out in Rio's tourist heart of Copacabana on Tuesday following the death of a resident, an AFP photographer said, less than
two months before the World Cup. 

Brazil, UAE to cooperate on defense from Xinhua (China) 22 Apr 14

Brazil and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) signed here Tuesday an agreement on defense cooperation, Brazil's Foreign Ministry said in a
statement. 

Brazilian Congress passes Internet bill of rights from Reuters 22 Apr 14

Brazil's Senate unanimously approved groundbreaking legislation on Tuesday that guarantees equal access to the Internet and protects the privacy
of Brazilian users in the wake of U.S. spying revelations. 

UPDATE: Man shot dead in violent Rio protests from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 14

A man was shot dead Tuesday during a violent protest in a Rio slum adjoining the tourist district of Copacabana, Brazilian media quoted city hall
officials as saying. 

Brazil Sends Troops To Calm City Of Salvador After Police Hold Strike from Wall Street Journal 17 Apr 14

World Cup Host City Salvador Was Cite of Previous Police Strike That Prompted Violence

Strike Continues At Rio Olympic Venues from Associated Press 17 Apr 14

The two-week strike at Rio de Janeiro’s main Olympic complex continued Wednesday despite an apparent settlement. 

Brazil Unveils $11 Billion In ‘Legacy’ Budget from Associated Press 17 Apr 14

Brazilian government officials announced Wednesday that almost $11 billion (24.1 billion Brazilian reals) will be spent on major transportation
and environmental projects, which they argue are not related to holding the 2016 Rio de Janeiro Olympics. 

Disapproval of Brazil's president grows ahead of election from Reuters 17 Apr 14

Disapproval of Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff is steadily mounting less than six months away from an election in which she is still favored to
win a second term, according to a poll published Thursday. 

Brazil police strike ends after looting, 39 deaths from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 14

Troops patrolled the World Cup host city of Salvador on Thursday after a deadly orgy of violence triggered by a police strike less than two months
before thousands of fans descend on the coastal Brazilian metropolis for the football extravaganza. 

Murders soar in Brazilian city amid police strike from EFE (Spain) 17 Apr 14

The northeastern Brazilian city of Salvador suffered 21 murders in a 24-hour period amid a strike by Bahia state police, authorities said Thursday. 

Brazil names 46 suspects in money-laundering, drug probe from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 14

Police in Brazil have named 46 people, including an ex-executive at oil giant Petrobras, as suspects in an alleged $4.5 billion money laundering
and drug operation, officials said Wednesday. 

EDITORIAL: Losing Ground In The Amazon from New York Times 16 Apr 14

In Brazil — home to 60 percent of the Amazon rain forest and a major component of the planet’s climate system — the rate of deforestation
jumped 28 percent during 2012-13. Environmentalists say a 2012 change in Brazil’s regulations governing forest conservation is partly
responsible. 



China-Brazil relationship satisfying: President Xi from Xinhua (China) 15 Apr 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping on Tuesday met with Brazil's President of the Chamber of Deputies Henrique Eduardo Alves, saying he was
satisfied with the momentum of the China-Brazil relationship. 

Olympics construction workers in Brazil stay on strike from United Press International (UPI) 15 Apr 14

Construction workers building Rio de Janeiro's Olympic Park voted in favor of continuing their strike over better overtime pay, health plans, and a
higher ticket allocation for the Olympics to be held in August 2016. 

Paraguay busts international drug trafficking ring from EFE (Spain) 15 Apr 14

Paraguayan police, in coordination with authorities in Israel and Brazil, took down an organization that was smuggling cocaine to the Middle East
and Africa, Paraguay's Senad counternarcotics agency said Tuesday. 

Biden To Attend Soccer’s World Cup Tournament from Associated Press 15 Apr 14

Vice President Joe Biden is planning to be among the crowds at this summer’s World Cup soccer tournament. 

Countdown To 2014 World Cup In Brazil: Day 59 from New York Times 15 Apr 14

The 2014 World Cup begins on June 12, when Brazil plays Croatia in the opening match. Reporters and editors for The Times will count down to
the start of the tournament each day with a short capsule of news and interesting tidbits. 

China, Brazil to cement parliamentary exchanges from Xinhua (China) 14 Apr 14

China's top legislator Zhang Dejiang held talks with visiting President Henrique Eduardo Alves of the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies here on
Monday, and both agreed to develop stronger parliamentary exchanges. 

Brazil-registered plane intercepted by Venezuelan air force from EFE (Spain) 11 Apr 14

A private jet that took off from Brazil and entered Venezuelan airspace with its transponder deactivated was intercepted by the Andean nation's air
force, the Brazilian military said Friday. 

Squatters, Brazil police clash in Rio de Janeiro from Associated Press 11 Apr 14

Squatters in Rio de Janeiro are clashing with police after a Brazilian court ordered that 5,000 people be evicted from abandoned buildings of a
telecommunications company. 

Top Brazilian lawmaker to visit China from Xinhua (China) 11 Apr 14

Brazil's President of the Chamber of Deputies Henrique Eduardo Alves will visit China from April 13 to 20, a Chinese Foreign Ministry
spokesman announced on Friday. 

IOC: Talk Of Moving Rio Olympics Is “Premature” from Associated Press 10 Apr 14

With sports federations demanding a “Plan B” because of the chronic delays in Rio de Janeiro, the International Olympic Committee said
Wednesday it was “premature” to speculate about taking the 2016 Games away from Brazil. 

6 dead, 26 injured in Brazilian prison fire from Xinhua (China) 10 Apr 14

Six people were killed and another 26 were injured in a fire started by inmates at a Brazilian prison, authorities said Wednesday. 

Government, Rio 2016 Officials Offer Assurances from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

Top officials of the 2016 Rio Olympics and the chief of staff for Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff met for two hours Tuesday and repeated
assurances that, despite well-publicized delays, test events and the games themselves will meet proposed deadlines. 

Britain, Brazil announce to hold regular economic dialogue from Xinhua (China) 9 Apr 14

Following a meeting in Brazil, British Chancellor of Exchequer George Osborne and Brazilian Finance Minister Guido Mantega announced
regular economic and financial dialogue between the two countries, according to the British government's website on Wednesday. 



Gunmen attack Brazil army troops occupying slum from Associated Press 8 Apr 14

The Brazilian army says gunmen have launched at least five attacks against troops in the Rio de Janeiro slum complex occupied on Saturday in a
bid to improve security two months before the start of the World Cup soccer tournament. 

Microsoft creates Brazil business unit to focus on cyber defense from BNamericas 8 Apr 14

Microsoft (Nasdaq: MSFT) has created a business unit in Brazil to serve the justice and public security segments which will target, among other
subjects, cybersecurity and cyberdefense, the company said in a statement. 

Experts: Too Late To Finish World Cup Airports from Associated Press 8 Apr 14

Infrastructure experts say that Brazil has run out of time to meet its promise to fully expand and renovate airports that will serve hundreds of
thousands of fans pouring into the country for the World Cup that starts in just two months. 

Brazil's Rousseff Loses Ground in Voter Poll from Wall Street Journal 7 Apr 14

Still Expected to Win Re-Election, But Dilma Rousseff's Margin Narrows 

Brazil troops occupy giant Rio slum complex from EFE (Spain) 5 Apr 14

Some 2,700 Brazilian troops seized control Saturday of the Mare slum complex, Rio de Janeiro's last major drug-gang stronghold. 

Brazil’s Military To Cooperate In Dirty War Investigation from Los Angeles Times 3 Apr 14

Brazil’s military has agreed to open investigations of use torture at bases it operated during two decades of dictatorship from 1964 to 1985. 

Brazilian troops to patrol gang-dominated Rio slum from EFE (Spain) 3 Apr 14

Some 2,700 soldiers will replace the police officers who last week occupied the complex of shantytowns that had been considered the last great
bastion of drug trafficking in Rio de Janeiro, the Brazilian military said Thursday. 

Brazil installs spy-proof email network from Xinhua (China) 2 Apr 14

Brazil's Ministry of Defense Wednesday began installing a secure digital communication network for federal government offices, a government
source said. 

As Brazil Marks 50th Anniversary Of The Coup, More People Open Up About The Dictatorship from Washington Post 1 Apr 14

Under a 1979 amnesty law, no one has ever been tried for the human rights abuses committed during Brazil’s dictatorship. Although some victims
have spoken about the horrors of that dark time, it seemed many Brazilians preferred to forget. 

Brazilian authorities seize 3.7 tonnes of cocaine from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 31 Mar 14

Brazilian police seized 3.7 tonnes of cocaine Monday, and arrested 23 people in the operation. 

UPDATE: Rio police storm vast favela in dawn operation from Agence France-Presse 30 Mar 14

More than 1,000 police backed by the military and armored vehicles occupied a vast favela near Rio de Janeiro's international airport at dawn
Sunday, just 74 days before the World Cup. 

Police, military occupy huge Rio favela from Agence France-Presse 30 Mar 14

Brazilian troops and police early Sunday entered the vast Mare favela near Rio's international airport to "pacify" the area in the lead-up to this
year's football World Cup, AFP reporters said. 

Brazil unveils more cabinet changes from Xinhua (China) 29 Mar 14

Brazil announced Friday more changes to the cabinet of President Dilma Rousseff, unveiling the new appointees for the ministries of Institutional
Relations and Human Rights. 

Brazilian President’s Popularity Suffers Setback from Associated Press 28 Mar 14



A new poll shows Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff’s popularity has slipped ahead of October’s presidential elections, though the new figures
still appear to leave her far ahead of challengers. 

Valcke: “Time Is Flying”’ For Brazil World Cup from Associated Press 28 Mar 14

Top FIFA official Jerome Valcke says “time is flying” toward the World Cup and getting three stadiums finished at the last minute presents “risks”
with insufficient time to test the venues. 

Brazil seeks arrests in price-fixing scheme from Associated Press 28 Mar 14

Brazilian prosecutors are seeking the arrest of 13 foreign executives from three international companies allegedly involved in a cartel to raise
prices for the construction and upkeep of subway and train systems in Sao Paulo. 

Brazil's president loses support but on track to win re-election from Reuters 27 Mar 14

Popular support for Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has faltered ahead of the October 5 presidential election, a poll showed Thursday, but the
leftist leader remains favored to win a second term. 

Drought Tests Brazil's Cool; Drought Crimps Water, Electricity Supplies, Creating Tension Between Country's Two Largest
Cities from The Wall Street Journal 27 Mar 14

A drought in Brazil is crimping water and electricity supplies, creating tensions between the country's two largest cities and raising the prospect of
rationing that stands to hurt President Dilma Rousseff's re-election hopes.

Brazil troops enter Rio favela from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 14

Brazilian reconnaissance troops entered a sprawling slum district near Rio's international airport early Wednesday ahead of a larger operation to
secure the crime-ridden area ahead of the World Cup. 

Brazil's Congress approves internet legislation from Associated Press 26 Mar 14

The lower house of Brazil's Congress has approved legislation meant to ensure the privacy of Internet users and to guarantee what's called
"Internet neutrality," that all content be treated equally by carriers. 

Brazilian army to occupy crime-ridden shantytowns in Rio, gov't says from EFE (Spain) 24 Mar 14

The Brazilian government said Monday, 80 days before the start of the 2014 World Cup, that the military will help occupy several "favelas," or
shantytowns, in Rio de Janeiro to guarantee security in an area currently controlled by violent drug trafficking outfits where some 100,000 people
live. 

Protests break out in Brazil from Agence France-Presse 22 Mar 14

Demonstrators from both ends of Brazil's political spectrum clashed briefly Saturday in Rio, where leftists came to blows with a group
commemorating 50 years since the military coup. 

Policeman shot dead in Rio favela violence from Agence France-Presse 22 Mar 14

Fresh violence in a Rio slum left one policeman dead Saturday -- one day after the federal government stepped in to bring unruly favelas under
control before the World Cup starts. 

Brazil officials reel after slum attacks in Rio from Associated Press 21 Mar 14

Top officials from Rio de Janeiro said Friday they want elite federal police sent to the city to help quell a wave of violence in so-called "pacified"
slums. 

Brazil's president holds wide lead ahead of re-election bid -poll from Reuters 21 Mar 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff is holding on to her wide lead over potential rivals and would win a second term outright in the October 5
general election, according to a poll published on Thursday. 

Brazil Says Floods Driving Thousands From Homes from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 14



More than a month of flooding in northern Brazil has swollen rivers and driven thousands of people from their homes, authorities said Wednesday.

Rio Mayor Acknowledges Venues Behind Schedule from Associated Press 20 Mar 14

With IOC officials in Rio de Janeiro on Wednesday to monitor progress on the 2016 Olympics, the city’s Mayor Eduardo Paes acknowledged that
work on a large cluster of venues is far behind schedule. 

Brazil busts group running drugs, guns from Paraguay from EFE (Spain) 20 Mar 14

Brazilian police on Thursday broke up a criminal organization that distributed drugs and guns from neighboring Paraguay to gangs operating in
the slums of Rio de Janeiro. 

Brazil to drop local data storage rule in Internet bill from Reuters 19 Mar 14

Brazil will drop a controversial provision that would have forced global Internet companies to store data on Brazilian users inside the country to
shield them from U.S. spying, a government minister said on Tuesday. 

No-fly Zones Above Brazil World Cup Venues from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 14

Brazil is to set up no-fly zones in airspace surrounding World Cup venues hosting matches during the tournament, it was reported Sunday. 

Hundreds of police swarm Rio favelas from Agence France-Presse 15 Mar 14

Hundreds of police troops took up position in two volatile Rio de Janiero favelas Saturday, part of a drive to clean up the city for the June-July
World Cup and the 2016 Olympics. 

Drug traffickers shoot dead Rio policeman from Agence France-Presse 14 Mar 14

A Brazilian policeman was shot dead in clashes with drug traffickers in a "pacified" shantytown in Rio de Janeiro, hours after security forces
occupied another violent favela, authorities said Friday. 

Brazilian truckers clash with riot police from Agence France-Presse 14 Mar 14

Buildings were set ablaze and tear gas fired when protesting truckers clashed with riot police on Friday at a major Sao Paulo market area over the
introduction of paid parking. 

Spanish direct investment in Brazil almost tripled in 2013 compared with 2012 from EFE (Spain) 13 Mar 14

Spanish direct investment in Brazil in 2013 totaled 6 billion reais (about $2.538 billion), almost triple the 2.3 billion reais ($972 million) the
Iberian nation invested in the South American giant in 2012, business sources reported Thursday. 

Brazil police take over favela without violence from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 14

A 270-strong police force Thursday occupied a favela in western Rio riven by drug violence, as authorities pursue their pre-World Cup crime
crackdown. 

Brazilian commander to take over Haiti U.N. peacekeeping force from Miami Herald 13 Mar 14

Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon on Thursday appointed Lt. Gen. Jose Luiz Jaborandy, Jr., a Brazilian military commander, to head the
peacekeeping mission in Haiti. 

Brazil's opposition presidential candidate slams current economic policy from Xinhua (China) 12 Mar 14

Brazil's opposition presidential candidate Eduardo Campos criticised on Tuesday the current economic policy, demanding greater transparency. 

Brazil's president faces revolt by coalition allies from Reuters 12 Mar 14

The rift between President Dilma Rousseff and her main political allies widened on Wednesday one day after they voted in Congress to look into
bribery allegations leveled at Brazil's state-run oil company Petrobras. 

Brazil to build own aircraft carrier from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 14

Brazil is planning to build its first aircraft carrier to replace its aging only model as part of a steady upgrade to its armed forces, Defense Minister



Celso Amorim said Tuesday. 

Brazil targets violent Rio slum as World Cup looms from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 14

Rio police will boost their presence in a violent slum controlled by drug gangs as authorities crack down on crime in the final countdown to the
World Cup, an official source said Tuesday. 

Armed forces weigh return to notorious Rio favelas from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 14

Hundreds of security forces could be deployed again to a notorious maze of slums in northern Rio, home to a major 2010 police action, after the
death of three officers, officials said Sunday. 

Rio's Carnival cleaners get police escort from Agence France-Presse 7 Mar 14

Rio de Janeiro's street cleaners pursued their post-Carnival sweep-up under police escort on Thursday after reports they had been threatened by
gun-wielding striking colleagues. 

Brazil's ruling party offers "continuity with changes" from EFE (Spain) 7 Mar 14

Brazil's governing center-left Workers Party will pursue an agenda of "continuity with changes" if - as expected - President Dilma Rousseff wins a
second term in the October elections, party chairman Rui Falcao said here Friday. 

TV cameraman shot while covering Carnival in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 5 Mar 14

A TV cameraman was hospitalized in serious condition after being shot several times while he was covering a Carnival procession in the
northeastern Brazilian city of Pedreiras, Bandeirantes television said Wednesday. 

UPDATE: Tear gas for protesting Carnival cleaners from Agence France-Presse 1 Mar 14

Brazilian police used tear gas to disperse several hundred Rio Carnival cleaners demanding better pay and conditions, Brazilian media reported
Saturday. 

Rio puts protests on hold for carnival from Agence France-Presse 1 Mar 14

Revelers in Rio joined a whirl of festivities Saturday as carnival fever took hold, with the famous party eclipsing lingering protests over
corruption and the cost of hosting the World Cup. 

EU, Brazil to enhance cyber security cooperation from Xinhua (China) 24 Feb 14

The European Union and Brazil have agreed to launch a new EU-Brazil dialogue on international cyber policy at the annual EU-Brazil summit
held here on Monday. 

Brazil's president supports German Internet security plan from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff welcomed on Monday a German government proposal to create a European communications network to rival
that of the US National Security Agency. 

Brazil presses EU for undersea cable to skirt U.S. links from Reuters 24 Feb 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff pressed ahead on Monday with plans to lay an undersea communications cable directly to Europe to reduce
Brazil's reliance on the United States following reports that Washington spied on Brasilia. 

Police: 9 killed in Brazil cash machine shootout from Associated Press 22 Feb 14

Police in Brazil say nine members of a gang that specialized in blowing up automatic teller machines have been killed during a shootout with
officers. 

Rival protests clash in Brazil's biggest slum from Associated Press 22 Feb 14

Protesters urging investments in basic sanitation services in Brazil's largest "favela" hillside slum have faced off with a rival group of slum
dwellers, some waving flags of the governing Workers Party. 



FIFA: We Won’t Hide From Protests During World Cup from Associated Press 21 Feb 14

FIFA says it is concerned about security challenges during the World Cup in Brazil but isn’t afraid of being targeted by public demonstrations
expected in June. 

Brazil’s Navy Conducts Largest-Ever Operation from Associated Press 21 Feb 14

Brazil’s Navy says it’s conducting its largest-ever operation, aimed at improving security in the waters around the country ahead of the World Cup
soccer tournament. 

Pity Brazil’s Military Police from New York Times 20 Feb 14

In Brazil, police officers kill an average of five people every day. In 2012, according to a security report from the Brazilian Forum on Public
Security, 1,890 Brazilians were killed by the police, 351 here in São Paulo.

Brazil President Guarantees Security At World Cup from Associated Press 20 Feb 14

Brazil’s armed forces could be called on to contain possible violent protests during the upcoming World Cup, President Dilma Rousseff said
Wednesday. 

Brazil Might Deploy Military During World Cup: Rousseff from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 14

President Dilma Rousseff said Wednesday Brazil’s military could be deployed to provide security during the World Cup, if necessary, as the host
country contends with a spate of violent protests. 

Brazil’s Rousseff To Invite Pope To World Cup from Agence France-Presse 19 Feb 14

Brazil’s President Dilma Rousseff said Tuesday that she plans to invite Pope Francis, an avid football fan, to attend the World Cup tournament
that gets underway in June. 

Brazil Scrambles To Ready 2016 Olympics from Wall Street Journal 19 Feb 14

Brazilian officials are racing to prepare for the 2016 Olympic Games, hoping to avoid the embarrassment suffered this month by their counterparts
in Sochi, Russia, as a number of projects are behind schedule. 

Rio’s police-occupied slums see an increase in drug-related violence from Washington Post 19 Feb 14

For most of her life, 53-year-old Antonia de Freitas has lived in the sprawling Santa Marta slum beneath the gaze of the Christ the Redeemer
statue. Drug gangs used to battle every night in the warren-like passageways, but much of the violence stopped when special police units arrived
five years ago. 

OPINION: Reform Brazil’s Military Police from New York Times 19 Feb 14

In Brazil, police officers kill an average of five people every day. In 2012, according to a security report from the Brazilian Forum on Public
Security, 1,890 Brazilians were killed by the police, 351 here in São Paulo. That was around 20 percent of all homicides in the city.

Brazil charges slain cameraman suspects from Agence France-Presse 17 Feb 14

Rio's public prosecutors on Monday said they had charged two suspects with the killing of a TV cameraman in a recent protest at transport fare
rises. 

Brazil Protesters March Against Bus Fare Hike from Associated Press 14 Feb 14

Hundreds of protesters are demonstrating in Rio de Janeiro’s streets against a 10-cent hike in bus fares. 

Newspaper owner gunned down in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 14 Feb 14

Two gunmen killed the owner and editor of a newspaper in the Brazilian state of Rio de Janeiro, a member of the daily's staff told Efe Friday. 

Bolivians faced prospect of slavery in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 14 Feb 14

Brazilian police rescued two Bolivian immigrants from a trafficker who intended to sell them into slavery, a pro-migrant activist said Friday. 



Two charged over Rio cameraman Santiago Andrade's death from BBC News 14 Feb 14

Prosecutors in Brazil have charged two activists with murdering a cameraman during a protest in Rio de Janeiro. 

Demonstrators 'paid' to attend Brazil protests from Agence France-Presse 13 Feb 14

A cameraman's death poisoned the political climate Thursday in Rio de Janeiro, where a heavy police presence monitored fresh protests amid
claims that radical left parties were paying violent demonstrators. 

Brazilian gov't admits risks of more blackouts from Xinhua (China) 13 Feb 14

The Brazilian government has admitted for the first time to the possibility of more blackouts, which raises serious concerns over power
consumption during the upcoming World Cup, local daily O Globo said on Thursday. 

Landless Peasants Protest In Brazil’s Capital from Associated Press 13 Feb 14

About 15,000 landless peasants protested Wednesday in Brazil’s capital to demand land reform, swamping the government esplanade and
engaging police in sharp clashes that injured at least 32 people, most of them police officers. 

Ex-Leader Says Brazil Won’t Follow China’s Low-Wage Model from New York Times 13 Feb 14

Despite Brazil’s sharp slowdown in economic growth, the country has no intention of emulating China’s low-wage model of competitiveness as a
way to promote prosperity, former President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva said Wednesday. 

Brazil Journalist Hurt In Rio Protest Dead from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 14

A Brazilian journalist who sustained a head injury in a Rio street protest as the city prepares to host the World Cup has died, his employer said
Tuesday. 

Brazil Journalist Brain-Dead After Protest Injury from Associated Press 11 Feb 14

A Brazilian television station said one of its cameramen was declared brain-dead Monday after being injured during a violent protest last week in
Rio de Janeiro ... protests have since diminished in size, but remain violent. 

OPINION: Brazil Tries To Borrow Its Way To Prosperity from Wall Street Journal 10 Feb 14

A five-year credit spree by state banks threatens the country's competitiveness. 

Demonstrators Clash Ahead Of Brazil Fare Hikes from Agence France-Presse 7 Feb 14

More than 1,000 demonstrators protesting hikes in public transport fares clashed with police in Rio on Thursday in the latest example of
simmering social tensions in the run-up to this year’s World Cup. 

Violent Clash At Protest In Rio Over Fare Hike from Associated Press 7 Feb 14

Police and protesters violently clashed in Rio de Janeiro’s main train station Thursday in a demonstration against a 10-cent hike in bus fare. 

Killings By Cops Plunge In Brazil’s Biggest State from Associated Press 6 Feb 14

The number of people killed by police in Brazil’s biggest state has plunged 40 percent, and experts are crediting what seems an unlikely reason —
a new rule that forbids officers from transporting or otherwise helping shooting victims.

Brazil Offers New Handout To The Poor: Culture from Washington Post 6 Feb 14

Like millions of other residents of Sao Paulo, Telma Rodrigues spends a large part of her waking hours going to and from work. She hates the
commute, and not just because public transportation is packed, slow and inefficient. 

Power Outages Hit Three Million In Brazil from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 14

Several Brazilian states, including three set to host June World Cup action, suffered power outages Tuesday, fueling fears over the country’s
ability to keep the lights on. 

Six Killed In Rio Police Offensive from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 14



Police launched a major operation in Rio’s favelas Tuesday, leaving six people dead and four wounded with the World Cup just four months away.

Brazilians Prepare To Go On Strike After Attack from Associated Press 5 Feb 14

Brazilian players are preparing to go on strike and halt the country’s leading championship this weekend to demand more security after an attack
by fans of a top club. 

Brazilian Football Scrutinized Again After Attack from Associated Press 4 Feb 14

With the World Cup just months away, Brazilian football is under the spotlight for the wrong reasons again after players from one of the country’s
most popular clubs were attacked by fans upset with the team’s struggles. 

Brazil leader announces cabinet changes ahead of polls from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Thursday announced a minor cabinet reshuffle effective Monday, with two of those leaving expected to run
for governor in next October's polls. 

Brazilian FM says U.S. spying case still unresolved from Xinhua (China) 30 Jan 14

Brazil's top diplomat said Thursday that his meeting with a leading U.S. official over alleged U.S. spying on Brazil failed to resolve the matter. 

Brazil's Rousseff Says Country Won't Offer Help to Argentina from Wall Street Journal 29 Jan 14

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff said Tuesday her country isn't offering help to neighboring Argentina, which is going through an economic
rough patch. "We won't offer any help for a very simple reason: it wasn't asked," 

Brazilian police shoot at Indians, church says from EFE (Spain) 29 Jan 14

A contingent of Brazilian Federal Police fired shots at the Indian residents of a community in the northeastern state of Bahia, the Catholic
Church's Indigenous Missionary Council, or CIMI, said Wednesday. 

Brazilian Officials Present Infrastructure Budget from Associated Press 29 Jan 14

Brazilian government officials said Tuesday the country will spend 5.6 billion reals ($2.3 billion) on about half of all infrastructure projects
needed specifically for the 2016 Rio de Janeiro Olympics, with the total cost yet unknown. 

Brazil sees $2.3 bln in public spending for Olympics projects from Reuters 28 Jan 14

Brazil's government will spend 5.6 billion reais ($2.3 billion) on projects related exclusively to Rio de Janeiro's 2016 Olympic Games, officials
said on Tuesday. The initial estimate from Brazil's Public Olympic Authority includes spending by federal, state and municipal governments

Japan, Brazil ink pact for prisoners to serve terms in home countries from Kyodo (Japan) 24 Jan 14

Japan and Brazil on Friday signed a treaty that would allow their nationals to serve prison terms in their home countries. 

OPINION: Behind Bars In Brazil Is No Place You Want To Be from Los Angeles Times 23 Jan 14

South America’s powerhouse faces tough dilemmas in 2014. 

“Without a stadium, we can't organize a match”, FIFA warns city of Curitiba from Merco Press 22 Jan 14

Curitiba risks being dropped as a venue for this year's World Cup finals if work on the Arena da Baixada stadium there fails to make significant
progress, FIFA secretary general Jerome Valcke said on Tuesday. Curitiba is set to host four group matches, including the meeting of holders
Spain and Australia.

Bach Expresses ‘Full Confidence’ In Rio Olympics from Associated Press 22 Jan 14

IOC President Thomas Bach met Tuesday with Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff and said he feels “very confident” in the preparations for the
2016 Olympics in Rio de Janeiro. 

OPINION: Does Brazil Have The Answer? from New York Times 21 Jan 14

Not long after I got back from my recent trip to Brazil, I called some economists to gain a better understanding of where the country stood



economically.

Brazil’s Offshore Oil: Abundant, and Expensive from Wall Street Journal Blog 21 Jan 14

Halliburton, one of the largest such companies, has won major contracts with Brazil’s state-run energy giant, Petroleo Brasileiro... But work in
new fields has been slower to start up than expected, leaving Halliburton on the hook for high infrastructure and personnel costs that it says are
weighing on its otherwise robust earnings. 

Brazil militants slam bid to bar poor teens from malls from Agence France-Presse 18 Jan 14

Scores of black and leftist militants staged a boisterous rally here Saturday to protest attempts to bar underprivileged youths from shopping malls
in middle-class areas. 

Brazil's flash mobs by teens turning political from Agence France-Presse 17 Jan 14

Flash mobs at shopping malls by thrill-seeking underprivileged youths are increasingly taking political overtones in Brazil, raising fears of a
replay of last year's nationwide social turmoil. 

FEATURE: Welcome to the Middle Ages: Brazil’s hellish penal system is overcrowded, violent and brutalising from Economist 17

Jan 14

At least 218 inmates have been murdered since January 2013 in 24 of Brazil’s 27 states. (The other three do not disclose figures.) Dozens more
have died in suspicious circumstances. Severe overcrowding is the root of the problem. 

OAB and MP Defend Meet-Ups from Correio Braziliense Online (Brasilia) 17 Jan 14

Although the flash mob [rolezinho] has not yet landed in Brasilia, the Brazilian Bar Association, of the Federal District (OAB - DF) and the
Prosecution Office of the Federal District and Territories (MPDFT) show concern about the possible consequences of the phenomenon. The
authorities warn that even though the take place at private properties, the malls cannot bar the entry of youth groups.

Work on new bridge linking Brazil, Paraguay to begin after June from EFE (Spain) 17 Jan 14

Construction of a new bridge over the Parana River, which forms a natural boundary between Brazil and Paraguay, will begin after June once the
bidding process has concluded, Paraguayan Foreign Minister Eladio Loizaga said. 

Brazil wants to attract foreign workers from AP 16 Jan 14

Brazil will change its immigration law to make it easier for foreign workers to enter the country and meet growing demands for labor, Strategic
Affairs Minister Marcelo Neri said ... said the country wants professionals from countries with ``linguistic affinities'' with Brazil, such as Spain,
Portugal, Italy and countries in Latin America.

Death toll in Brazil floods climbs to 14 from Xinhua (China) 16 Jan 14

The death toll from flash floods that devastated Itaoca, a small Brazilian town in southeastern state of Sao Paulo, earlier this week climbed to 14
after two more bodies were found Thursday, according to local authorities. 

Dilma's Plan to Prevent Rebellion During World Cup from Correio Braziliense (Brasilia) 16 Jan 14

The federal government will seek help from the National Council of Justice (CN) to prevent a wave of uprisings in the prisons of the country
during the World Cup 2014 that could jeopardize the re-election plans of President Dilma Rousseff. The idea is to make a fine-toothed comb
operation in prisons located in the 12 host cities..

Brazil looks to attract foreign workers from Al Jazeera Online (Doha) 16 Jan 14

Brazil has announced the country's plan to change its immigration law to make it easier for foreign workers to enter the country and meet growing
demands for labour. Marcelo Neri, Brazil's strategic affairs minister, said on Thursday that the government aimed to attract highly qualified
professionals such as engineers, doctors and technology specialists.

Brazil Has Long Way To Go Before It’s Ready For World Cup Prime Time from Miami Herald 16 Jan 14

Hosting the World Cup was supposed to be a source of national pride in this soccer-crazed South American country with five World Cup



championships to its credit. But with the opening match — Brazil vs. Croatia in Sao Paulo — now a fast-approaching reality, preparations have
fallen behind on many fronts. 

Atlanta mayor traveling to Brazil on trade mission from AP 15 Jan 14

Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed is expected to travel to Brazil for a trade mission in early April. City officials say the trip is intended to encourage
foreign investment in the metro Atlanta region, and help small and mid-size local businesses develop export opportunities ...

Brazil set to hike interest rates, focus on pace of tightening from Reuters 15 Jan 14

Brazil will likely raise interest rates for a seventh straight time on Wednesday, but a recent spike in prices is keeping market players guessing
whether policymakers will slow or maintain its aggressive pace of monetary tightening.

Avianca Sets a Limit on World Cup Fares, TAM Requests Extra Flights from Folha de Sao Paulo 15 Jan 14

Following a statement last week by Brazilian airline Azul, Avianca Brazil announced that it will establish a R$999 (US$425) limit on flights
during the World Cup. The adoption of a price limit for tickets during the World Cup games is a response to government pressure to try to curb
abuses at that time.

Police may have had role in Brazil killings: police from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 14

A Brazilian police commander said Tuesday that there was strong evidence that fellow officers may have been involved in a spate of killings in
the southeastern Brazilian city of Campinas. 

Twelve Dead In South Brazil Violence from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 14

Ten public buses were destroyed Monday after 12 people were shot and killed overnight in the Brazilian city of Campinas, police said. 

Brazil police investigated over three-hour killing spree in Campinas from BBC 13 Jan 14

An investigation is under way in Brazil to find out whether a group of policemen went on a three-hour killing spree in an alleged revenge attack. 

Brazil Tries A Softer Approach To Crime from Wall Street Journal 13 Jan 14

Rio de Janeiro Is Training Police to Be More Civil in Effort to Combat the Force's Reputation for Brutality, Ahead of World Cup

At least 10 dead in south Brazil violence: police from Agence France-Presse 13 Jan 14

At least 10 people were killed overnight around the Brazilian city of Campinas in a surge of violence that began with the murder of an off-duty
policeman, police and media said Monday. 

Pastor Gunned Down Inside Church in Brazil from Latin American Herald Tribune 11 Jan 14

A Protestant pastor died Friday after being shot in the head inside his church in the southeastern Brazilian city of Belo Horizonte, police said.
Charles Vidal de Souza, 34, received first aid at the scene and was still alive when he reached a nearby hospital, but doctors were unable to save
him.

Pastor gunned down inside church in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 10 Jan 14

A Protestant pastor died Friday after being shot in the head inside his church in the southeastern Brazilian city of Belo Horizonte, police said. 

Fresh Protests At Rio Expulsions, Demolitions from Agence France-Presse 10 Jan 14

Residents clashed with police in Rio de Janeiro Thursday in fresh protests at forced expulsions and demolitions in a slum near the famed
Maracana stadium ahead of this year’s World Cup. 

U.N. Human-Rights Body Expresses Concern Over Brazil's Prisons from Wall Street Journal 9 Jan 14

Authorities Urged to Address Problems After Video Shows Beheading of Three Inmates

Prison Violence Brings Scrutiny To State In Brazil from New York Times 9 Jan 14

A series of violent episodes at an overcrowded prison, and video showing inmates gloating over three decapitation victims during a riot there in



December, are focusing scrutiny on the deteriorating security situation in Maranhão State, the bastion of one of Brazil’s most powerful political
families. 

Kennedy in 1963 considered a military intervention in Brazil; a coup followed in 1964 from Merco Press 8 Jan 14

Former US President John F Kennedy mulled possible military intervention in Brazil one year before the 1964 coup that ousted then
constitutional president Joao Goulart, according to archive documents released on Tuesday.

Four killed, 10 arrested in Brazil anti-drug operation from Xinhua (China) 7 Jan 14

At least four people were killed and 10 others arrested in an anti-narcotics operation early Tuesday in Brazil's northeastern city of Maceio, local
authorities said. 

Industrial Accidents Test Brazil Fuel Plan from Wall Street Journal 7 Jan 14

Brazil's state-owned energy giant has suffered a series of industrial accidents in recent weeks as it strives to meet the country's growing fuel needs.

Rio Garbage Boats Aim To Clean Olympic Waters from Associated Press 7 Jan 14

A stout green catamaran plied the polluted waters of Rio de Janeiro’s Guanabara Bay Monday alongside the local fishing boats, but instead of
grouper and swordfish its catch consisted of plastic bags, soda bottles and a discarded toilet seat. 

Brazil’s Oil Euphoria Hits Reality Hard from Washington Post 7 Jan 14

When fields said to hold billions of barrels of oil were discovered off the coast here, exuberant government officials said the deep-sea prize would
turn Brazil into a major energy player. 

Brazil President Says Nation Will Be Ready For World Cup from Wall Street Journal 6 Jan 14

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff responded to growing doubts over her country's preparations for this year's World Cup by reassuring critics
that this soccer-mad nation will be ready and promising the Cup will be a success. 

Pope to give $5 million to cover Rio Youth Day costs from Agence France-Presse 4 Jan 14

Pope Francis has pledged to donate $5 million to help pay off part of the debt accrued organizing the 2013 World Youth Day in Rio de Janeiro last
July, the Brazilian city's archdiocese said. 

Brazil’s Ethanol Sector, Once Thriving, Is Being Buffeted By Forces Both Man-made, Natural from Washington Post 2 Jan 14

This should be a golden era here in Brazil’s farming frontier, where some of the world’s biggest corporations have invested billions of dollars in
land, equipment and mills to turn sugar cane into ethanol. 

Brazil Forging Economic Ties With Cuba, While Hiring Its Doctors from New York Times 30 Dec 13

The conditions around the public health clinic in the vast slum of Jacarezinho are precisely what most Brazilian doctors prefer to avoid: dealers of
crack cocaine ply their trade along dilapidated train tracks, and the odor from a crematory for stray dogs overwhelms patients and medical
workers.

At Least 44 Dead In Brazil’s Flooding And Landslides from Agence France-Presse 27 Dec 13

At least 44 people have died and more than 60,000 have been left homeless following torrential rain in southeast Brazil over the past few weeks,
officials said Thursday. 

Brazil's Rousseff expedites aid to flood-ravaged areas from EFE (Spain) 26 Dec 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Thursday established new regulations reducing red tape and allowing regions affected by natural disasters,
such as the heavy rains besetting the southeastern part of the country, to receive financial aid and other emergency resources more quickly. 

Brazil leader overflies flood-hit region from Agence France-Presse 24 Dec 13

Brazil President Dilma Rousseff on Tuesday flew over the flood-hit southeastern state of Espirito Santo, where at least eight people have died in
days of torrential rain. 



Young girl killed in crossfire between cops, crooks in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 23 Dec 13

A 12-year-old girl died Monday of a gunshot to the head during a shootout between police and members of a drug-trafficking gang in a
shantytown here in Brazil's second city, authorities said. 

Sweden to loan Brazil fighter jets for 2016 Olympics from Xinhua (China) 20 Dec 13

Sweden will loan Brazil several Gripen NG fighter jets, the kind the South American country recently purchased from Swedish firm Saab, in time
for the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro, Brazilian news website G1 reported Friday. 

Brazil: Waiting for more details on NSA changes from Associated Press 19 Dec 13

Brazil's foreign minister says the Brazilian government is eager to hear from the U.S. government about proposed changes to U.S. surveillance
programs. 

EU launches WTO dispute against Brazil over car taxes from Reuters 19 Dec 13

The European Union launched a case against Brazil at the World Trade Organization on Thursday over Brasilia's taxes on imports ranging from
cars to computers, but insisted the dispute should have no bearing on delicate free-trade talks. 

Brazil Snubs Boeing In Fighter Jet Deal from New York Times 19 Dec 13

In a disappointment for Boeing, Brazilian defense officials said on Wednesday that they had picked the aircraft maker Saab for a $4.5 billion
contract to build 36 fighter jets over the next 10 years. 

Brazil Picks Sweden’s Gripen For Its Air Force from Agence France-Presse 19 Dec 13

Sweden’s Saab edged out French and US rivals to win a multi-billion-dollar contract to supply Brazil’s air force with 36 new fighter jets, Defense
Minister Celso Amorim said Wednesday. 

Brazilian Senator Urges Asylum For Snowden from Associated Press 19 Dec 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff said Wednesday she would not comment on the letter written by National Security Agency leaker Edward
Snowden in which he said he was willing to help Brazil investigate NSA spying on its soil but could only do so if granted political asylum. 

Brazil's opposition presidential candidate unveils campaign platform from Xinhua (China) 18 Dec 13

The presidential candidate of Brazil's main opposition party Tuesday unveiled his campaign platform for the 2014 elections, calling for change
and reconciliation. 

Brazil Police Trial Airs Judiciary's Flaws from Wall Street Journal 18 Dec 13

A murder trial in São Paulo that brought attention to Brazilian police brutality is now shining light on a troubled court system.

Requesting Asylum, Snowden Offers To Help Brazil With N.S.A. Inquiry from New York Times 18 Dec 13

Edward J. Snowden, the former contractor for the National Security Agency now living temporarily in Russia, said in comments published on
Tuesday that he was prepared to assist Brazilian investigations of United States spying in Brazil. 

Espionage Whistleblower Edward Snowden to Seek Asylum in Brazil from Folha de S. Paulo 17 Dec 13

US espionage whistleblower Edward Snowden has promised to cooperate with investigations into the actions of the National Security Agency
(NSA) in Brazil. In order to do so, he wants political asylum from Dilma Rousseff's government in return. 

UPDATE: Brazil will not grant Snowden asylum: report from Rueters 17 Dec 13

Brazil has no plans to grant asylum to Edward Snowden even after the former U.S. National Security Agency contractor offered on Tuesday to
help investigate revelations of spying on Brazilians and their president, a local newspaper reported. 

UPDATE: Snowden offers to help Brazil investigate NSA spying from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 13

US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden offered to help Brazil defeat US spying Tuesday but in an open letter said he needs permanent political



asylum to do so. 

Workers At Brazil World Cup Stadium Walk Off Job from Associated Press 17 Dec 13

News reports say construction workers have walked off the job at the World Cup stadium in Brazil’s jungle city of Manaus after a worker fell 115
feet to his death. 

Snowden would help Brazil if given asylum from Associated Press 17 Dec 13

One of Brazil's biggest newspapers says it has obtained a letter from National Security Agency leaker Edward Snowden, asking for political
asylum and offering to help Brazil investigate U.S. spying on its soil. 

Man hid Brazil flight cash in sock from Agence France-Presse 14 Dec 13

Brazilian police said Saturday they had detained a man who tried to exit airport security in the capital Brasilia with $300,000 hidden in his socks. 

U.S. tries to repair relationship with Brazil from Miami Herald 13 Dec 13

Despite pique in some exile circles when President Barack Obama shook hands earlier this week with Cuban President Raúl Castro, a top U.S.
diplomat for the Americas said Friday that she was watching his greeting of another president more closely. 

Hollande on Brazil visit urges doubling two-way trade from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 13

French President Francois Hollande said during a state visit Thursday to Brazil that he hoped the two countries would double their trade, with the
defense and high-tech sectors feeding growth. 

Brazil plane maker sells jets to American Airlines from Associated Press 12 Dec 13

Brazilian plane maker Embraer says American Airlines has placed a firm order for 60 E-175 passenger jets for an estimated $2.5 billion. 

Heavy Rain Causes Chaos In Rio; At Least 2 Dead from Associated Press 12 Dec 13

Torrential rains caused chaos and at least two deaths in Rio de Janeiro on Wednesday. Traffic was snarled, airports temporarily closed and
commuter trains halted after flood waters engulfed many parts of the city. 

Brazil Gov’t May Backtrack On Auto Safety Laws from Associated Press 12 Dec 13

The Brazilian government may delay “by one or two years” the implementation of a law requiring automakers to install frontal air bags and anti-
lock braking systems in all new cars, the finance minister said Wednesday. 

France's Hollande to visit Brazil to seek closer ties from Agence France-Presse 11 Dec 13

French President Francois Hollande will on Thursday seek to boost ties with Brazil at the start of a two-day state visit to Latin America's
dominant economic power. 

Sao Paulo price-fixing probe sent to Supreme Court from Agence France-Presse 11 Dec 13

Sao Paulo judges have forwarded to the Supreme Court a police investigation into alleged price-fixing by a cartel involving several foreign firms
during bidding for the city's metro rail systems. 

Brazilian Panel Says Ex-Leader Was Murdered from New York Times 11 Dec 13

The Truth Commission in São Paulo, Brazil’s largest city, said Tuesday that Juscelino Kubitschek, the country’s president from 1956 to 1961, was
murdered in 1976 in a conspiracy by the military dictatorship ruling Brazil at the time. 

Brazilian Panel Says Ex-Leader Was Murdered from New York Times 11 Dec 13

The Truth Commission in São Paulo, Brazil’s largest city, said Tuesday that Juscelino Kubitschek, the country’s president from 1956 to 1961, was
murdered in 1976 in a conspiracy by the military dictatorship ruling Brazil at the time. 

Former Brazilian president killed by military: probe from Xinhua (China) 10 Dec 13

Former Brazilian president Juscelino Kubitschek de Oliveira had been assassinated by agents of the military dictatorship that ruled from 1964 to



1984, the Sao Paulo Truth Commission revealed Tuesday. 

Clinton wades into US-Brazil cyberspy row from Agence France-Presse 9 Dec 13

Former US president Bill Clinton, currently on a visit to Rio de Janeiro, said he opposes economic espionage on Washington's allies such as
Brazil. 

Brazilian president meets with Bill Clinton from Xinhua (China) 9 Dec 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff met here on Monday with former U.S. President Bill Clinton during the Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) Latin
America Meeting to discuss alternative energy sources, a minister said. 

Storm in northeastern Brazil kills 8 from Xinhua (China) 8 Dec 13

At least eight people died and eight others were missing in a storm in Brazil's northeastern state of Bahia, local civil defense office said Sunday. 

Brazil’s Economy In The Doldrums In Third Quarter from Miami Herald 4 Dec 13

Brazil’s economy shrank .5 percent in the third quarter compared to the previous quarter when Brazil’s finance minister declared Latin America’s
largest economy was on the road to recovery. 

Brazil’s Guarani Tribal Leader Found Dead from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 13

An indigenous leader who for decades fought for his people’s right to live on their ancestral lands, was murdered in Brazil’s Mato Grosso do Sul
state, police said Tuesday. 

Militias flex growing muscle in Rio's slums: study from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 13

Criminal gangs made up of corrupt ex-cops tripled their presence in Rio de Janeiro's shantytowns between 2005 and 2010, according to a study
released in Brazil Wednesday. 

Brazil's Guarani tribal leader found dead from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 13

An indigenous leader who for decades fought for his people's right to live on their ancestral lands, was murdered in Brazil's Mato Grosso do Sul
state, police said Tuesday. 

Brazil Decides Against Opening to Foreign Carriers from AP 2 Dec 13

Brazil has decided against opening more routes for foreign air carriers for next year's World Cup, certain it can handle the millions of sports fans
who'll use airplanes to get around South America's biggest country. 

Petrobras Falls as Brazil Fails to Phase Out Fuel Subsidy from Bloomberg 2 Dec 13

Petroleo Brasileiro SA (PETR4) fell the most in 17 months after the government failed to meet a request by the state-run company to disclose a
clear policy for phasing out fuel subsidies that have cut earnings and increased debt. Shares in Petrobras, as the Rio de Janeiro-based crude
producer is known, lost as much as 7.2 percent...

Brazil signs agreement with oil consortium from AP 2 Dec 13

Brazil on Monday signed an agreement with a consortium of five oil companies to develop a huge offshore field under the so-called production-
sharing regime that gives the federal, state and municipal governments a 75 percent stake of the oil extracted...Brazil's state-owned oil company
Petrobras, Shell of the Netherlands, France's Total and Chinese state companies CNOOC and CNPC won the right to develop the Libra offshore
field.

Workers return to WCup stadium after accident from AP 2 Dec 13

Construction workers are returning to the stadium that will host the opening match of the World Cup, five days after an accident killed two
workers. Small groups of stonemasons, metal workers and others trickled into the Itaquerao Stadium in Sao Paulo early Monday morning.

Brazil police dismantle drug trafficking ring from Associated Press 2 Dec 13

Brazilian police say they have dismantled an international drug and arms trafficking ring near the country's border with Paraguay. 



Brazil's reputed "madame to the politicians" arrested from EFE (Spain) 2 Dec 13

Brazilian police dismantled Monday a prostitution ring that had been operating in this capital, arresting nine alleged ringleaders including a
woman known as the "madame to the politicians." 

Five-story building collapses in Sao Paulo from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 13

A five-story building under construction collapsed outside Sao Paulo late Monday but officials said there was no word on casualties. 

Deadly Brazil World Cup arena accident will bring delay from Bloomberg News 29 Nov 13

The damage caused two days ago in a deadly accident at the stadium that will host the opening match of next year's soccer World Cup in Brazil
will set back work by two months, the facility's structural engineer says.

Brazil risking reputation on World Cup, Olympics from Associated Press 29 Nov 13

Preparing for the World Cup and Olympics is putting Brazil's reputation on the line, giving South America's biggest country a chance to boost its
profile while also exposing it to mounting pressure and unrelenting scrutiny. 

Prison Terms Strike A Blow Against Political Corruption In Brazil from Los Angeles Times 29 Nov 13

In a country where less than 10% of prison inmates have finished high school, several major politicians and officials dealing with public funds are
now behind bars in a corruption case. 

Brazil launches media campaign against cocaine use from Xinhua (China) 28 Nov 13

The Brazilian Justice Ministry on Thursday launched a nationwide media campaign against the use of crack cocaine, said state news agency
Agencia Brasil. 

Brazil confirms satellite deal after US spying outcry from Agence France-Presse 28 Nov 13

Brazil's state-owned telecom provider Telebras signed a $560 million contract to deliver a satellite for secure communications on Thursday,
following months of outrage over revelations of US cyber-spying. 

FEATURE: Brazil Is Entranced By A Tale Of Love, Taxes And Bribery from New York Times 27 Nov 13

In one of the most salacious corruption scandals to captivate Brazil in years, the municipal government of São Paulo, the nation’s largest city, is
reeling from revelations of a scheme in which investigators claim that a group of tax inspectors allowed construction companies to evade more
than $200 million in taxes in exchange for bribes. 

Brazil, Nigeria hold strategic talks from Xinhua (China) 27 Nov 13

Brazilian Vice President Michel Temer and his Nigerian counterpart Namadi Sambo met here Tuesday for strategic bilateral talks to bolster ties. 

FEATURE: A Divided Rio De Janeiro, Overreaching For The World from New York Times 26 Nov 13

Spurred by two looming mega-events — the World Cup next year and the Summer Olympics in 2016 — local officials are struggling to reinvent
this onetime third-world city with a first-world economy. 

Rio’s Olympic Waterways Full Of Trash, Sewage from Associated Press 21 Nov 13

Rio de Janeiro’s endless beaches and lush tropical forest will be a photographer’s dream during the 2016 Olympics. But zoom in on the likes of
once-pristine Guanabara Bay, and the picture is of household trash and raw sewage. 

Brazil reports 573 deaths from dengue this year from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 13

At least 573 people have died from dengue in Brazil so far this year, nearly twice the figure reported in 2012, according to official figures released
Wednesday. 

Brazil Honors Ousted President 37 Years After His Death from Latin American Herald Tribune 15 Nov 13

President Dilma Rousseff led the delegation that met the Brazilian air force plane carrying the coffin of the man popularly known as “Jango” 



Former President Joao Goulart''s Death to Be Investigated in Brazil from Prensa Latina 15 Nov 13

Brazilian president Dilma Rousseff today received with military honors the remains of former Head of State Joao Goulart. The remains will
undergo expert examination to determine whether Goulart died of natural causes or was poisoned. 

Key Brazilians In Graft Case Must Go To Jail, Court Says from New York Times 15 Nov 13

Brazil’s highest court has ruled that the powerful figures in the governing Workers Party convicted in a vast vote-buying scheme must soon start
their prison terms, a surprising twist in a country where corrupt lawmakers have long been sheltered from punishment. 

An Exhumation Reopens South America's Historical Scars from Wall Street Journal 15 Nov 13

Plan to Test Ex-Brazilian Leader's Body Are Part of Probes Into 1970s 'Condor' Campaign

Brazil confirms huge spike in Amazon deforestation from Agence France-Presse 14 Nov 13

Brazil's environment minister demanded urgent action Thursday to reverse double-digit rises of as much as 52 percent in the rate of deforestation
in some Amazon regions over the past year. 

Brazil demands explanation over US spying on IMF from Agence France-Presse 13 Nov 13

Brazil called an unscheduled meeting of the International Monetary Fund executive board Wednesday to discuss reports that the United States
spied on the institution, the country's IMF representative told AFP. 

Brazil debates internet law in wake of NSA scandal from BBC News 11 Nov 13

Along with Russia, China and Iran, Brazil was one of the countries of most interest for US intelligence agencies, according to the leaks from the
US National Security Agency (NSA). 

Brazil, Germany Debut UN Web Privacy Resolution from Associated Press 8 Nov 13

Brazil and Germany formally presented a resolution to the U.N. General Assembly on Thursday urging all countries to extend internationally
guaranteed rights to privacy to the Internet and other electronic communications. 

Brazil, China seek to energize bilateral ties from EFE (Spain) 7 Nov 13

Brazilian Vice President Michel Temer and Chinese counterpart Li Yuanchao met here Thursday to review bilateral relations and examine how to
bolster economic ties. 

Chinese president meets Brazilian VP from Xinhua (China) 7 Nov 13

Chinese President Xi Jinping and Vice President of Brazil Michel Temer agreed to further promote bilateral relations during a meeting on
Thursday afternoon. 

Brazil lab targeted by animal protesters closes from Associated Press 6 Nov 13

A Brazilian lab that used dogs for drug tests says it's permanently shutting down three weeks after being targeted by protesters who freed nearly
180 beagles. 

Brazil leader wants racial quota for gov't jobs from Associated Press 5 Nov 13

Brazil's president says she'll ask congress to pass legislation to reserve 20 percent of the nation's government jobs for blacks. 

Brazilian gov't agencies to use anti-spying email system from Xinhua (China) 5 Nov 13

Brazil published a decree on Tuesday, ordering all federal government agencies to use a new encrypted email system to shun spying. 

Brazilian espionage totally different from that of US from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 5 Nov 13

Brazilian spying on diplomats from Russia, Iran and Iraq is "completely different" from US spying on Brazil and other countries, which has
caused an international scandal, Brazilian Justice Minister Jose Eduardo Cardozo said Tuesday. 



Report: Brazil monitored French spies from Associated Press 5 Nov 13

Brazil's intelligence agency monitored French spies it suspected of involvement in the 2003 explosion at a satellite launch base, the Folha de S.
Paulo newspaper said Tuesday, though it was finally determined they played no role. 

Brazil Admits To Spying On U.S. Diplomats from Washington Times 5 Nov 13

Brazilian intelligence on Monday admitted to spying on foreign officials, including top diplomats from the United States, Russia and Iran. 

Brazil Says It Spied on U.S. and Others Inside Its Borders from New York Times 5 Nov 13

Brazil’s government acknowledged on Monday that its top intelligence agency had spied on diplomatic targets from countries including the
United States, Iran and Russia, putting the Brazilian authorities in the uncomfortable position of defending their own surveillance practices after
repeatedly criticizing American spying operations. 

Brazil admits to spying on US diplomats after blasting NSA surveillance from Wall Street Journal 5 Nov 13

President Rousseff forced to defend decade-old surveillance of American, Russian, and Iranian targets 

Brazil Spied On Embassy Personnel from Associated Press 4 Nov 13

The Brazilian government confirmed Monday that its intelligence service targeted U.S., Russian, Iranian and Iraqi diplomats and property during
spy activities carried out about a decade ago in the capital Brasilia. 

Int'l military drill begins in Brazil from Xinhua (China) 4 Nov 13

An international military exercise, organized by the Brazilian Air Force (FAB), began Monday at the country's two northeastern air bases, with the
participation of air forces from Canada, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, United States, Uruguay and Venezuela. 

Five Killed Daily In Clashes With Police In Brazil from Agence France-Presse 4 Nov 13

Five people were killed on average daily in clashes with police in Brazil last year, according to a survey cited by the daily O Globo Sunday. 

Brazil spied on US, Russia, Iran, Iraq: media from Agence France-Presse 4 Nov 13

Brazil, which hotly denounced US surveillance of its leaders, itself spied on US officials as well as on Russia, Iran and Iraq a decade ago, the
Folha de Sao Paulo newspaper reported on Monday. 

Five killed daily in clashes with police in Brazil from Agence France-Presse 3 Nov 13

Five people were killed on average daily in clashes with police in Brazil last year, according to a survey cited by the daily O Globo Sunday. 

Fresh Sao Paulo clashes between protesters and police from Agence France-Presse 1 Nov 13

Some 100 demonstrators protesting the forced eviction of squatters clashed with police in Sao Paulo Friday in a fresh outbreak of violence in
Brazil's biggest city. 

Brazilian, German anti-spying draft resolution entered at UN from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 1 Nov 13

A draft resolution written by Germany and Brazil seeking international protection against intelligence spying has been submitted at the United
Nations. 

Brazil's OGX files for bankruptcy protection from Associated Press 31 Oct 13

The oil company of Brazil's one-time richest man filed for bankruptcy protection Wednesday, marking a humbling blow for Eike Batista, a
flamboyant former champion speedboat racer who has been his nation's biggest economic cheerleader in recent years. 

In Brazil, The Wind Is Blowing In A New Era Of Renewable Energy from Washington Post 31 Oct 13

In Northeastern Brazil, energy companies are erecting wind farms to capitalize on the constant winds that have challenged farming families for
generations.

Former Turks and Caicos premier to be extradited from Brazil from Miami Herald 31 Oct 13



A former leader of the Turks and Caicos Islands, who is facing trial in the islands’ high court on corruption-related charges along with four of his
ex-ministers, is on his way back to the British-dependent territory after losing his bid to stay in Brazil. 

Brazil to insist on local Internet data storage after U.S. spying from Reuters 29 Oct 13

Brazil, seeking to shield its citizens from alleged U.S. spying, is pushing ahead with its plan to force global Internet companies to store data
obtained from Brazilian users inside the country, according to a draft of the law seen by Reuters. 

Brazil education trade mission "highly successful" from Business & Leadership 29 Oct 13

Irish companies and higher education institutions (HEIs) have announced a number of significant strategic alliances across a range of sectors, as
part of last week’s Enterprise Ireland education and trade mission to Brazil, which was led by Minister for Education and Skills, Ruairí Quinn. 

90 Arrests, Trucks And Buses Torched In Sao Paulo Unrest from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 13

One person was injured and 90 detained while trucks and buses were torched in Sao Paulo late Monday in renewed violence after police fatally
shot a 17-year-old boy. 

Police: Brazil protesters beat up officer from Associated Press 27 Oct 13

Law enforcement officials say protesters beat up a police colonel and stole his service pistol and radio during a Friday night demonstration
demanding lower public transportation fares in Brazil's largest city. 

Brazil protests: Sao Paulo bus station attacked from BBC 26 Oct 13

Hundreds of protesters have attacked a bus station in the Brazilian city of Sao Paulo, setting fire to a bus and destroying cash and ticket machines. 

Gunmen kill 7 in drug-plagued Brazil neighborhood from Associated Press 25 Oct 13

Brazilian police say masked gunmen broke into a house used by drug addicts in Rio de Janeiro and killed seven people.

Mounting Chaos in Rio Sparks Worries Over World Cup from Wall Street Journal 24 Oct 13

The mass protests that spread across Brazil in June have subsided across most of the country. But as Rio gears up for next year's FIFA World Cup
and the 2016 Olympic Games, the uprising shows no signs of slowing here, as reflected by vandalized storefronts and burned vehicles. 

Brazil's Rousseff slams monitoring of Merkel cellphone from Agence France-Presse 24 Oct 13

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff on Thursday criticized alleged US spying on German Chancellor Angela Merkel's phone calls, insisting on clear
rules governing the Internet as a way to prevent it. 

Brazil World Cup Disruption Seen Outcome Of Rio Violent Protests from Bloomberg News 24 Oct 13

Every World Cup has its unique issue. 

IMF says Brazil needs investment, competitive boost from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 13

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) Wednesday praised Brazil for producing prolonged macroeconomic stability. 

Brazil Seen Having To Modify Oil Rules from Wall Street Journal 23 Oct 13

Brazil heralded this week's auction of a huge oil field as a vindication of its state-dominant approach to its oil riches, but some industry experts
say the country must modify its rules before new fields are sold for Brazil to achieve its aim of becoming an oil powerhouse.

OECD says Brazil inequality persists from Agence France-Presse 22 Oct 13

Brazil may have cut the number of people living in poverty in recent years but inequality persists and better education is needed, the OECD said
Tuesday. 

FEATURE: Anarchist tactics grow amid Brazil's protests from Associated Press 22 Oct 13

That sentiment has helped turn the anarchists in Brazil into a driving force behind protests in recent weeks. The demonstrations have lessened in
size but not frequency since masses took to the streets in June...



Brazil Oil Auction Draws Industry Interest and Popular Protest from Wall Street Journal 21 Oct 13

Development of Big Offshore Field to Bring Hundreds of Billions of Dollars to State Coffers

Brazilian army to safeguard Libra oil bid: ANP from Xinhua (China) 18 Oct 13

The Brazilian army will safeguard the upcoming bid on the country's Libra oilfield due to ongoing protests, head of the National Petroleum
Agency (ANP) said Thursday. 

Thousands of Caimans Thrive in Rio's Urban Sprawl from Associated Press 17 Oct 13

Some 5,000 to 6,000 broad-snouted caimans live in fetid lagoon systems of western Rio de Janeiro, conservationists say, and there's a chance that
visitors could have an encounter with one, though experts hasten to add that the caimans, smaller and less aggressive than alligators or crocodiles,
are not considered a threat to humans.

Brazilian oil workers go on strike from Associated Press 17 Oct 13

Workers of Brazil's state-run oil company Petrobras have gone on a nationwide strike protesting next week's scheduled auction of a huge offshore
oil field, arguing foreign companies shouldn't be involved, union officials said Thursday. 

Protestors Clash with Police in Brazil from Agence-France Presse 16 Oct 13

Protesters clad in black fought police Tuesday night in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo at the close of a march by striking teachers, damaging
buildings until they dispersed with tear gas.

Brazil Wants to Question Edward Snowden from Associated Press 15 Oct 13

Brazilian officials say they want to question National Security Agency leaker Edward Snowden to learn more about the spying program that
targeted Latin America's biggest country.

President: Brazil's Economy in Good Shape from Xinhua (China) 15 Oct 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff said Tuesday that her country's economy is in good shape as its key macroeconomic indicators are healthy.

Brazil Announces Secure Email to Counter U.S. Spying from Agence France-Presse 13 Oct 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff announced Sunday that her government was creating a secure email system to try and shield official
communications from spying by the United States and other countries.

Brazil's Top Prison Gang Runs $60 Million Crime Trade from Agence France-Presse 11 Oct 13

Brazil's powerful PCC prison gang runs a nationwide criminal business worth $60 million a year with operations extending into neighboring
Bolivia and Paraguay, according to an official report disclosed Friday.

Brazil to Start Work on New Antarctic Base Next Year from Agence France-Presse 10 Oct 13

Brazil said Thursday it will start work early next year on a new Antarctic base to replace the one gutted by a 2012 fire.

Nine Dead as Failed Brazil Prison Escape Turns Violent from Agence France-Presse 10 Oct 13

Nine inmates were killed in Brazil overnight in clashes following a failed prison escape, authorities said Thursday. 

Brazil to Host Internet Governance Summit Next Year from Agence France-Presse 9 Oct 13

Brazil, which has slammed massive US electronic spying on its territory, said Wednesday it would host a global summit on Internet governance in
April. 

Anarchist Group Turns Teachers' March in Rio Violent from Agence France-Presse 8 Oct 13

Thousands marched in Rio de Janeiro Monday to support teachers seeking pay hikes before masked anarchists turned to violence, setting fires,
breaking into buildings and smashing a City Hall gate.



Nigeria, Brazil Sign MoU on Trade, Investment from Xinhua (China) 8 Oct 13

Nigeria and Brazil on Tuesday signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) to strengthen their trade and investment cooperation. 

Report: Canada Spied on Brazil Energy Ministry from Agence France-Presse 7 Oct 13

Canada spied on communications at Brazil's Mining and Energy Ministry, according to Canadian intelligence documents revealed late Sunday by
Globo television. 

Rousseff: U.S. Shared Brazil Data with Allies, Companies from EFE 7 Oct 13

"Everything indicates" that the fruits of the U.S. government's electronic spying in Brazil were shared with friendly governments and even with
private companies, Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff said Monday.

Rio Police Press Slum Pacification Despite Brutality Scandal from Agence France-Presse 6 Oct 13

Police moved into a series of favelas in Brazil Sunday, continuing a drive to pacify the poor neigborhoods despite a police brutality scandal that
has raised questions about the tactic. 

Brazil Electoral Court Rejects New Opposition Party from Reuters 3 Oct 13

In a decision that could boost President Dilma Rousseff's chances of re-election next year, Brazil's electoral court ruled on Thursday that her main
potential rival failed to gather enough signatures to register her new party in time.

Brazil Police Accused of Torturing Bricklayer to Death from Agence France-Presse 3 Oct 13

Ten Brazilian policemen may face trial after being accused of torturing a bricklayer to death and then hiding the body, a police official said
Thursday.

Another Brazilian Minister Resigns Due to Party's Exit from Government Coalition from EFE 3 Oct 13

The minister of Brazil's Special Ports Secretariat, Jose Leonidas Cristino, resigned Thursday, spurred to do so by the decision of the Brazilian
Socialist Party, or PSB, to abandon the government coalition of President Dilma Rousseff.

Rio Police Use Tear Gas to Disperse Teacher Protest from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 13

Police in Rio de Janeiro used tear gas Tuesday to disperse around 100 protesting teachers who tried to disrupt the city council vote on a wage
increase.

Striking Teachers, Police, Clash in Rio de Janeiro from Associated Press 1 Oct 13

Clashes broke out in Rio de Janeiro's busy downtown business district Tuesday as police skirmished with striking schoolteachers. 

China, Brazil agree to further bilateral cooperation from Xinhua (China) 28 Sep 13

China and Brazil, the two emerging economies in the world, on Friday agreed to expand their bilateral cooperation and vowed to push the bilateral
relations to a new height. 

IMF official says talk of Brazilian crisis overblown from Xinhua (China) 27 Sep 13

Brazil's economy is showing signs of recovery and any talk of crisis is an exaggeration, an International Monetary Fund (IMF) official said here
Thursday. 

Brazil’s President Condemns NSA Spying from Washington Post 25 Sep 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Tuesday delivered a stinging rebuke of electronic espionage by the National Security Agency, telling a
gathering of world leaders at the U.N. General Assembly that American eavesdropping constitutes “a breach of international law and an affront”
to Brazil’s sovereignty. 

Brazil’s President Says Cyberspace Must Not Be Used As A ‘Weapon Of War’ from Miami Herald 25 Sep 13

Delivering a harsh indictment of U.S. cyber-surveillance, Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Tuesday called on the United Nations to get
involved with helping nations safeguard themselves from cyber-snooping by other countries. 



For Brazilians, President Rousseff Made The Right Decision In Delaying A State Visit To The U.S. from Miami Herald 24 Sep 13

Brazilians tuning into the Globo Network’s Fantástico news show on successive Sunday nights this month were taken aback by allegations that
the United States not only spied on their president but also was monitoring Petrobras, the state-run oil company. 

US argument on cyber spying 'untenable': Brazil leader from Agence France-Presse 24 Sep 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff launched a blistering attack on the United States Tuesday at the United Nations over America's widespread
spying on her country. 

Brazil: New trial begins in 2005 killing of US nun from Associated Press 20 Sep 13

The latest in a series of trials has begun for a landowner convicted of ordering the 2005 slaying of American nun and Amazon defender Dorothy
Stang. 

Brazil Police Arrest 4 Officers, 15 Others In Pension Scandal from LA Times 20 Sep 13

In the latest crackdown on corruption since protests exploded across the country in June, Brazilian police Thursday arrested four police officers
and 15 others in a public pension scandal involving at least $135 million.

Brazil Top Court OKs Appeals In Corruption Case from Associated Press 19 Sep 13

The Brazilian Supreme Court on Wednesday accepted the appeals of a dozen former political and business leaders found guilty in the nation’s
biggest corruption trial, paving the way for new trials and dealing a blow to those who hailed the earlier convictions as a turning point against
impunity. 

Gunmen kill 6 in drug trafficking area in Brazil from Associated Press 19 Sep 13

Brazilian police say six men were shot to death in a neighborhood known to be a gathering place for drug users. 

Brazilian Court Allows Appeals For Political Figures Convicted Of Corruption from New York Times 19 Sep 13

Brazil’s highest court on Wednesday allowed a new round of appeals in a trial over a vast vote-buying scheme, a decision that may allow senior
political figures in the ruling Workers Party to maneuver out of hard jail time for their actions in what may be Brazil’s biggest corruption scandal. 

Brazilian Socialists quit ruling coalition from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 13

The Brazilian Socialist Party (PSB) said Wednesday they are quitting the ruling coalition of President Dilma Rousseff, leaving two ministerial
posts vacant. 

NSA Spying Scandal Spoils Dinner At The White House For Brazil’s President from Washington Post 18 Sep 13

President Dilma Rousseff, incensed over a series of reports that the U.S. National Security Agency tapped her personal communications and spied
on Brazil’s state oil company, has canceled a state visit to Washington next month, Brazil’s government said Tuesday. 

Brazil’s Leader Postpones State Visit to Washington Over Spying from New York Times 18 Sep 13

Brazil’s president, Dilma Rousseff, said Tuesday that she was postponing a state visit to the United States, delivering a sharp rebuke to the Obama
administration over revelations that the National Security Agency had spied on her, her inner circle of top aides and Brazil’s largest company, the
oil giant Petrobras. 

Brazil Leader Cancels U.S. Visit from Wall Street Journal 18 Sep 13

The move comes amid allegations that the U.S. spied electronically on Brazilian politicians..

Brazil Cancels U.S. Visit Over Spying Allegations from USA Today 18 Sep 13

Brazil President Dilma Rousseff said Tuesday that she has postponed a planned state visit to the United States over allegations that the National
Security Agency has spied on her government. 

Brazil’s President, Angry About Spying, Cancels State Visit To US from Los Angeles Times 18 Sep 13



In the latest fallout from the Edward Snowden affair, the president of Brazil canceled a state visit to Washington out of anger that the National
Security Agency had spied on her and other Brazilian officials, deepening a rift with the Obama administration. 

Brazil Snubs Obama By Refusing White House State-Dinner Honor from Washington Times 18 Sep 13

In an unprecedented snub to President Obama, Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has canceled her official state visit to the White House
scheduled for next month, angered by revelations of U.S. spying on her and on major Brazilian state institutions. 

Rousseff Calls Off Brazil State Visit In Response To Spying from Bloomberg News 18 Sep 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff called off her country’s first state visit to Washington in almost two decades after President Barack Obama
failed to smooth over relations shaken by allegations of espionage. 

US wants future Rousseff visit, says values Brazil ties from Agence France-Presse 17 Sep 13

The White House said Tuesday it still hopes to host Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff in the future, after her October trip was postponed due to
allegations of US cyber-spying, emphasizing it values ties with Brasilia. 

Brazil looks to break from US-centric Internet from Associated Press 17 Sep 13

Brazil plans to divorce itself from the U.S.-centric Internet over Washington's widespread online spying, a move that many experts fear will be a
potentially dangerous first step toward politically fracturing a global network built with minimal interference by governments. 

Brazil's Rousseff cancels state visit to U.S. over spying: report from Rueters 17 Sep 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has canceled a state visit to Washington in October over reports that the United States spied on her personal
communications and those of other Brazilians, a leading Brazilian newspaper reported on Tuesday. 

New US Ambassador Arrives In Brazil Amid Tensions from Associated Press 17 Sep 13

The new U.S. ambassador to Brazil landed in the capital Monday amid increasing tensions over a U.S. spy program that aggressively targets Latin
America’s biggest nation, reportedly including the personal communications of its president. 

Brazil Looks To Break From US-centric Internet from Associated Press 17 Sep 13

Brazil plans to divorce itself from the U.S.-centric Internet over Washington’s widespread online spying, a move that many experts fear will be a
potentially dangerous first step toward politically fracturing a global network built with minimal interference by governments. 

Brazil's Rousseff urged by top advisers to cancel U.S. visit from Rueters 14 Sep 13

Top advisers to Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff are urging her to cancel her planned state visit to the White House next month after
revelations the U.S. National Security Agency spied on her and other Brazilians. 

Brazilian Officials Seek Meeting With Edward Snowden In Russia from Los Angeles Times 13 Sep 13

A Brazilian government commission has requested Russia’s help to meet with former NSA contractor Edward Snowden, as allegations of U.S.
spying continue to dog relations between the Western hemisphere’s largest countries. 

US To Brazil: “Legitimate Questions” About NSA from Associated Press 12 Sep 13

President Barack Obama’s national security adviser conceded there are legitimate questions about U.S. spying on its allies, the White House said
Wednesday as it sought to sooth Brazil’s concerns about far-reaching surveillance by the National Security Agency. 

Brazil spy claims raise 'legitimate questions': US from Agence France-Presse 12 Sep 13

Allegations of US spying on Brazil's president and on its state oil company raise "legitimate questions", a US official said Wednesday during talks
with Brazil's foreign minister. 

FEATURE: AP PHOTOS: 'Little step' dance takes Brazil slum from Associated Press 12 Sep 13

Passinho is a mix of sambaesque footwork, breakdance handstands, free spins and athletic acrobatics, all set to a music heavy on funk hooks laid
over snare beats. 



Brazil pols want to interview Snowden on NSA from Associated Press 11 Sep 13

The foreign relations and defense commission of Brazil's lower house has authorized an official trip by legislators to go to Moscow to interview
National Security Agency leaker Edward Snowden about spying on Brazil. 

Brazil president bounces back in latest poll from Associated Press 11 Sep 13

Brazil's president has bounced back in a poll after her popularity dropped following widespread anti-government protests. 

Rousseff: Any Petrobras Spying Has Economic Motive from Associated Press 10 Sep 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff again demanded answers from the U.S. government Monday after a new report about National Security
Agency spying on Brazil. 

Brazil leader accuses US of spying for 'economic' interests from Agence France-Presse 9 Sep 13

Brazil President Dilma Rousseff Monday accused the United States of spying on oil giant Petrobas for its own "economic and strategic" reasons --
not for national security. 

New Spying Allegations Add to U.S.-Brazil Rift from Wall Street Journal 9 Sep 13

TV Program Shows Documents Leaked by Snowden Pointing to NSA Surveillance of Oil Company.

Snowden Documents Show U.S. Spied on Petrobras, Globo TV Reports from Bloomberg 9 Sep 13

The U.S. government spied on Brazil’s state-controlled oil company, Petroleo Brasileiro SA, Globo TV reported, citing classified documents
obtained by former intelligence contractor Edward Snowden. 

Protesters storm military parade on Brazil independence day from Agence France-Presse 7 Sep 13

More than 100 protesters interrupted a military parade in Rio Saturday held to mark Brazil's independence day and were dispersed with teargas. 

UPDATE: Rousseff: Trip depends on Obama response to spying from Associated Press 6 Sep 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff says her decision on whether to cancel a visit to Washington over alleged U.S. spying on her depends upon
President Barack Obama's response. 

Brazil President Halts Planning For U.S. Visit Over NSA Spying Rift from Wall Street Journal 6 Sep 13

Revelations about U.S. surveillance programs are casting a pall over relations with Brazil, where President Dilma Rousseff has halted
preparations for a long-anticipated state visit to the U.S. next month and is demanding a public apology over a news report that the U.S. spied on
her and her aides.

Brazil Leader’s Visit To US In Doubt Amid Spy Row from Agence France-Presse 6 Sep 13

A row over alleged US spying on the leaders of Latin America’s economic powerhouses escalated Thursday with Brazil’s president halting
preparations for a Washington trip and Mexico demanding an investigation. 

Snowden Leak Said To Derail Brazil Trip Before U.S. Visit from Bloomberg News 6 Sep 13

Brazilian authorities have canceled a trip to Washington to prepare for President Dilma Rousseff’s state visit next month, to protest allegations the
U.S. spied on top officials in Latin America’s largest economy. 

Massive protests expected to hit Brazil from Associated Press 6 Sep 13

Brazilian officials are bracing for a wave of anti-government protests expected to hit the nation as it celebrates its independence day. 

Brazil’s Globo Group Apologizes For Backing Military Government from Los Angeles Times 5 Sep 13

Globo, the media group that dominates Brazil’s market and has become a target of the widespread protests in the country, has apologized for
supporting the military dictatorship that took over almost 50 years ago. 



Brazil house approves end to secret voting from Associated Press 4 Sep 13

Brazil's lower house has voted to end the system of secret voting in the national legislature. 

Brazil captures band trafficking arms to US from Associated Press 4 Sep 13

Brazilian police say seven people have been detained and 22 high-caliber guns and munitions have been seized in an operation targeting a band
that trafficked in arms from the U.S. by hiding them inside mattresses. 

Brazil busts group supplying guns to drug gangs from EFE (Spain) 4 Sep 13

Brazilian police dismantled a ring that supplied U.S. rifles to drug traffickers, authorities said Wednesday. 

Brazil's Rousseff wants U.S. apology for NSA spying from Reuters 4 Sep 13

Furious about a report that the U.S. government spied on her private communications, Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff may cancel a planned
White House visit and downgrade commercial ties unless she receives a public apology, a senior Brazilian official told Reuters on Wednesday. 

NSA Leak Might Lead To Cancellation Of Brazil State Visit from McClatchy 4 Sep 13

Revelations of a U.S. spy program that allegedly allows digital surveillance of the presidents of Brazil and Mexico have drawn cries of
indignation and anger in both nations, but the fallout may be strongest for U.S.-Brazil relations. 

Brazil senators seek protection for US Journalist from Associated Press 4 Sep 13

Brazil's senate has opened an investigation into U.S. spying in the nation. In their first act, lawmakers asked Tuesday that an American journalist
living in Rio de Janeiro who first broke news about the National Security Agency's program receive protection from federal police.

US-Brazil Tensions Rise After New NSA Spy Report from Associated Press 3 Sep 13

The Brazilian government condemned a U.S. spy program that reportedly targeted the nation’s leader, labeled it an “unacceptable invasion” of
sovereignty and called Monday for international regulations to protect citizens and governments alike from cyber espionage. 

Brazil Button Pushes For Change In Culture from USA Today 30 Aug 13

One of the worst countries for abuse of women, Brazil has struggled to find new approaches to prevent violence. 

Blackouts Hit Most Of 8 States In Northeast Brazil from Associated Press 29 Aug 13

A widespread power outage hit at least eight states in northeastern Brazil on Wednesday, including four cities that will host matches during
football’s World Cup next year, authorities said. 

Dissident Case Was Final Straw For Brazil Official from Associated Press 28 Aug 13

The smuggling of a Bolivian dissident into Brazil by a Brazilian diplomat may have prompted Foreign Minister Antonio Patriota’s ouster, but
analysts said Tuesday it was just the last straw for his strained relationship with the president. 

Brazil’s Top Diplomat Resigns Over Row With Bolivia from Agence France-Presse 27 Aug 13

Brazil’s foreign minister resigned over rising tensions with La Paz after Brazilian diplomats spirited away a Bolivian opposition senator wanted
for corruption. 

Brazil's foreign minister resigns amid tension from Associated Press 26 Aug 13

Brazil's foreign minister has resigned following an embarrassing diplomatic maneuver involving neighboring Bolivia. A new foreign minister has
already been named. 

Brazil diplomat says he helped dissident flee Bolivia from Agence France-Presse 26 Aug 13

A Brazilian diplomat revealed Monday that he helped a Bolivian opposition senator escape to Brazil after 15 months asylum in Brasilia's embassy
in La Paz.

Brazil says US spy program violates sovereignty from Associated Press 22 Aug 13



Brazil's foreign minister says U.S. surveillance programs violate the sovereignty of countries whose emails and telephone calls have been targeted
by the National Security Agency. 

FEATURE: Brazil Amazon Town Takes A Stand Against Deforestation from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 13

...the town in the northern state of Para is turning its back on the destructive ways of the past and trying to save what it has left. 

FEATURE: Talk Turns To A Lula Comeback As Brazil’s President Tumbles In Polls from Washington Post 20 Aug 13

Living in a military dictatorship, a young Dilma Rousseff, seething against the inequities of Brazilian society and the authoritarian government,
joined a Marxist guerrilla group with one central objective: to topple the state. 

Brazil Leader Hails Law Marking Oil Funds For Services from Agence France-Presse 20 Aug 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Monday hailed the passage of a law that reserves the nation’s oil royalties for education and health care as
an “historic victory.” 

Brazil's Currency Slides to New Low from Wall Street Journal 20 Aug 13

Central-Bank Intervention Hasn't Helped Real, Hurt by Country's Sluggish Growth, High Inflation.

Brazil protests detention of partner of Guardian journalist from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 19 Aug 13

Brazil has criticized Britain over the detention "without justification" of the partner of Guardian journalist Glenn Greenwald, who has written
about secret US cyber-spying programmes leaked to him by whistleblower Edward Snowden. 

Brazil weighs giving email same protection as mail from 16 Aug 13

Brazil's communications minister is proposing giving emails the same level of legal protection afforded to letters sent by mail. 

Feature: AP PHOTOS: Transit misery leads to anger in Brazil from Miami Herald 16 Aug 13

Chests squashed flat against backs, hours a day, every day. That's the daily commute for the 8 million citizens who ride the subway and bus lines
in Sao Paulo, South America's largest city. Exhausted workers often travel two or three hours each way, crammed into tightly packed buses and
subways.

Brazil Convicts 3 In Rape Of American Student from New York Times 16 Aug 13

A Brazilian court has convicted three men in the gang rape of an American student on a transit van, a crime in Rio de Janeiro’s Copacabana
seaside tourist district that shocked the nation and focused attention on a surge of reported rape cases in Brazil.

Brazil Court Convicts 3 For Rape Of American from Associated Press 16 Aug 13

A Rio de Janeiro court convicted three men Thursday in the gang rape of an American woman aboard a public transit van that shocked Brazil and
made headlines around the world.

Heavy Jail Terms For Trio Who Raped American Student In Rio from AFP 16 Aug 13

A court in Rio de Janeiro sentenced two men to almost 50 years imprisonment Thursday for brutally raping an American student and assaulting
her French boyfriend, with a third man receiving a 21-year term.

Brazil Moves To Secure Telecom, Internet Systems After US Spying from Agence France-Presse 15 Aug 13

Brazil said Wednesday it is moving to secure its communications through its own satellite and digital networks to end its dependence on the
United States, which is accused of electronically spying on the region. 

Brazil May Go To UN Over US “Industrial Espionage” from Agence France-Presse 15 Aug 13

Brazil said Wednesday that it may go to the United Nations over US spying, which it said was not only used to combat terrorism, but also for
industrial espionage. 

Brazil's Real Closes Weaker as Strong U.S. Data Overcomes Central-Bank Swap Auction from 15 Aug 13



The Brazilian real deepened its months-long weakening against the dollar Thursday, as strong job data in the U.S. increased the perception that
global funds that helped the Latin American currency in the recent past will be attracted to the greenback. The real exited active trading at
BRL2.3405 to the dollar...

Brazil says U.S. explanations on espionage case "not enough" from Xinhua (China) 14 Aug 13

Brazil's Communications Minister Paulo Bernardo said on Wednesday that U.S. State Secretary John Kerry's explanations on the surveillance
programs carried out by intelligence agencies in Brazil are insufficient. 

In Brazil, Kerry Is Told Spying Sows “Distrust” from New York Times 14 Aug 13

Brazil’s foreign minister on Tuesday excoriated the surveillance practices of the United States, dismissing as unsatisfactory Secretary of State
John Kerry’s explanation of the wide-ranging collection of data on telephone and electronic communications and describing the spying as “a new
type of challenge” in Brazil’s relationship with the United States. 

Kerry, On Visit To Brazil, Gets Earful Over NSA Spying from Los Angeles Times 14 Aug 13

U.S. Secretary of State John F. Kerry ran into a storm of criticism Tuesday during a visit to Brazil dominated by protests and warnings about the
consequences of U.S. intelligence agency spying on Brazilians’ emails and phone calls. 

Brazil Confronts Kerry Over Alleged US Spying from Agence France-Presse 14 Aug 13

Brazil warned US Secretary of State John Kerry on Tuesday that failure to resolve the row over Washington’s electronic spying could sow
mistrust between the two countries. 

Brazil Confronts Kerry Over Alleged US Spying from Agence France-Presse 14 Aug 13

Brazil warned US Secretary of State John Kerry on Tuesday that failure to resolve the row over Washington’s electronic spying could sow
mistrust between the two countries. 

Brazil Postpones Bullet Train Bids For Third Time from Associated Press 13 Aug 13

Brazil’s transport minister says the country has again postponed taking bids on building a long-promised high-speed railway linking Sao Paulo
and Rio de Janeiro. 

Kerry Works To Shore Up Relations With Brazil from Associated Press 13 Aug 13

Secretary of State John Kerry will seek to allay the concerns of Brazil’s top leaders about U.S. surveillance in their country while highlighting the
expanding relationship the U.S. is nurturing with the economic powerhouse in Latin America. 

Brazil: Clashes mar protest against Rio governor from Associated Press 13 Aug 13

Clashes have erupted in Brazil at the latest in a months-long series of protests against Rio de Janeiro stare Gov. Sergio Cabral. 

Brazil demands clarifications on NSA surveillance from Associated Press 13 Aug 13

Brazil demanded answers Tuesday from the U.S. about National Security Agency spying in the country and warned that trust between the two
nations would be damaged if U.S. explanations about the program were not satisfactory. 

Brazil plans bid for separate EU trade deal from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Aug 13

Brazil, Latin America's biggest economy, is planning to try to negotiate a separate trade deal with the European Union, Foreign Minister Antonio
Patriota said in remarks published Monday. 

Spying scandal sets back U.S. chances for fighter jet sale to Brazil from Reuters 12 Aug 13

U.S. hopes of clinching a coveted deal worth more than $4 billion to sell 36 fighter jets to Brazil have suffered a setback with recent revelations
that the United States collected data on Brazilian Internet communications. 

Report: Drug lords behind attacks on Brazil NGO from Associated Press 12 Aug 13

A taped conversation between two convicted drug lords serving time in a prison in southern Brazil suggests the pair might be behind a spate of



attacks on one of Rio de Janeiro's most respected nongovernmental organizations. 

Brazil energy giant paid bribes to parties: press from Agence France-Presse 11 Aug 13

Brazil's state-run energy giant Petrobras funneled kickbacks to officials from political parties, the weekly Epoca news magazine reported on
Sunday. 

U.S. to Stop Brazil Farm Payments from Wall Street Journal 8 Aug 13

Sequester Will Stop Assistance Related to Cotton Dispute

Brazil To Raise Alleged US Spying During Kerry Visit from Agence France-Presse 8 Aug 13

Allegations of US electronic spying in Brazil will be raised when US Secretary of State John Kerry visits the country next week, Foreign Minister
Antonio Patriota said. 

New chief named for military police in Rio from Associated Press 6 Aug 13

The city of Rio de Janeiro has a new leader for its military police. 

Brazilian gov't takes down death squad from EFE (Spain) 6 Aug 13

Brazil's Federal Police arrested 18 people Tuesday in a crackdown on an extermination squad that operated in Natal, capital of the northeastern
state of Rio Grande do Norte. 

Brazil voices concern over NATO's "unilateral" action from Xinhua (China) 6 Aug 13

Brazil on Tuesday voiced its grave concern over the "unilateral" action by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in military against a
sovereign country and its efforts to establish partnership out of the territories of its member states. 

Brazil police occupy drug-infested Rio slum from Agence France-Presse 5 Aug 13

Some 180 elite Brazilian police officers deployed into a drug-infested slum complex in northern Rio on Monday in order to prepare the way for a
permanent presence there. 

Brazil police occupy drug-infested Rio slum from Agence France-Presse 5 Aug 13

Some 180 elite Brazilian police officers deployed into a drug-infested slum complex in northern Rio on Monday in order to prepare the way for a
permanent presence there. 

Brazil Court Sentences 25 Police Officers In 1992 Prison Massacre from Los Angeles Times 3 Aug 13

A Brazilian court on Saturday sentenced 25 police officers to serve 624 years each for their roles in a prison massacre more than two decades ago.
The 1992 incident left 111 prisoners dead after police entered Sao Paulo’s Carandiru Penitentiary to put down a revolt.

Renewed protests, arrests in Brazil's two biggest cities from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 2 Aug 13

Hundreds of demonstrators took to the streets of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo late Thursday, protesting against the regional governments and
demanding the release of detainees arrested during previous demonstrations, local media reported. 

Numbers don't add up for papal Mass crowd count from Associated Press 2 Aug 13

If measured in spirit, there is hardly a soul who would question the success of Pope Francis' Mass on giant Copacabana beach last weekend. The
count when it comes to the flesh-and-blood numbers of faithful who actually attended is an entirely different matter.

Brazil: Rio governor admits *errors* from Associated Press 1 Aug 13

Rio de Janeiro's embattled governor is acknowledging errors in his handling of protests. 

Brazil Government To Invest $3.6 Billion In Sao Paulo from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Wednesday announced $3.6 billion in federal investments in infrastructure projects in Sao Paulo, the
country’s economic capital and most populous city. 



Protesters Invade Rio De Janeiro City Building from Associated Press 1 Aug 13

Anti-government demonstrators briefly invaded the city council building in Rio de Janeiro in the latest in a wave of protests that have hit Brazil. 

Workers go on strike at Brazil's state-run airports from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 13

Workers at government-run Brazilian airports went on an indefinite strike Wednesday to press demands for higher pay and better work benefits. 

Rioting following protest in Sao Paulo leads to injuries, arrests from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 31 Jul 13

Police in Sao Paulo used tear gas and pepper spray to disperse a stone-throwing crowd that smashed windows and vandalized businesses, injuring
at least two, Brazilian media reported. 

Police clash with vandals in Sao Paulo from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 13

Riot police in Brazil fired tear gas and stun grenades late Tuesday to disperse a small group of extremists who ransacked bank branches and shops
and car dealerships in central Sao Paulo. 

Pope Draws 3M To Mass As Brazil Trip Closes from Associated Press 29 Jul 13

Pope Francis’ historic trip to his home continent ended Sunday after a marathon weeklong visit to Brazil that drew millions of people onto the
sands of Rio de Janeiro’s iconic Copacabana beach and appeared to reinvigorate the clergy and faithful alike in the world’s largest Catholic
country.

Brazilian president dismisses more spending cuts, cabinet reshuffle from Xinhua (China) 29 Jul 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff Sunday ruled out more spending cuts or streamlining the 39-member cabinet, saying these measures could not
help boost the economy or save money. 

Rights group urges probe of Brazil police killings from Agence France-Presse 29 Jul 13

The Brazilian state of Sao Paulo should conduct a "prompt and impartial investigation" into cases of unlawful killings by police, Human Rights
Watch said Monday. 

In Mass On Brazilian Beach, Pope Calls On Faithful To Reject Selfishness And Intolerance from Washington Post 29 Jul 13

Catholics should reject selfishness and intolerance to help fashion a new world, Pope Francis said in a Sunday sermon that drew 3 million people
and ended a week-long pilgrimage to Brazil in which he emphasized the need to renew the 2,000-year-old church and bring it closer to the people.

ABC World News: Pope-Brazil Visit from ABC 29 Jul 13

And to a remarkable scene now tonight from Brazil. Pope Francis finishing his trip, often called the people’s Pope.... This Sunday, look at this, a
sea of humanity still drawn to him, more than 3 million people at the final mass in Rio.

The CBS Evening News: Pope-Brazil Visit from CBS 29 Jul 13

An estimated 3 million people take a look, gathered on the beach in Rio de Janeiro to hear Pope Francis speak today. For Francis, who is from
Argentina, it was a return to his home continent.

NBC Nightly News: Pope-Brazil Visit from NBC 29 Jul 13

During this World Youth Day event, the Pope sought to bridge divides, the old and young, the rich and poor, and most importantly, the church and
its people

Pope Calls For Dialogue To Calm Brazil from New York Times 28 Jul 13

“Between selfish indifference and violent protest there is always another possible option: that of dialogue,” Francis told dignitaries ... Contending
that constructive dialogue is “essential for facing the present moment,” the pope said it would be “impossible to imagine a future for a society” in
which channels of dialogue were closed to sectors beyond “vested interests.”

With Pope In Rio, Sin-city Revelry Yields To Piety from Washington Post 28 Jul 13



...during the pontiff’s visit, which ends Sunday with a final Mass on the usually hedonistic Copacabana beach, the bawdy Rio of samba nightclubs
and Carnival gave way to a different kind of festival.

Pope Speaks Out On Amazon During Brazil Trip from Associated Press 28 Jul 13

Pope Francis took on the defense of the Amazon and the environment near the end of his weeklong trip to Brazil, as he donned a colorful Indian
headdress Saturday and urged that the rainforest be treated as a garden. The pontiff met with a few thousand of Brazil’s political, business and
cultural elite in Rio de Janeiro’s Municipal Theater, where he also shook hands with Indians who said they were from a tribe that has been battling
ranchers and farmers 

Pope Celebrates Mass for Millions in Brazil from The Wall Street Journal 28 Jul 13

Pope Francis brought his first overseas trip to a rousing conclusion before some three million pilgrims who crowded Copacabana beach Sunday
for a Mass at the end of a week in Brazil, his maiden effort to rejuvenate a Catholic flock that has dwindled amid scandal and rising secularism.

Pope Tells Young In Rio To Treasure The Elderly from Associated Press 27 Jul 13

Pope Francis praised the elderly during the Catholic Church’s festival of youth Friday, saying grandparents are critical for passing on wisdom and
religious heritage and are a “treasure to be preserved and strengthened.”

Pope Francis Counsels Young Prisoners In Brazil from Los Angeles Times 27 Jul 13

In a rare moment shielded from the world’s eyes, Pope Francis on Friday privately counseled young prisoners from several Rio de Janeiro jails,
who in turn used the visit to draw attention to one of the most notorious massacres involving authorities in recent Brazilian history.

Papal Visit a Mixed Blessing for Rio; Mishaps at the High-Profile Event Raise Doubts About Hosting Upcoming Olympics and
World Cup. from 26 Jul 13

With the World Cup and Olympics approaching fast, Rio de Janeiro's track record for hosting global events faced a new low in this muddy field
outside the city, where Pope Francis was to give mass for one million faithful Sunday at the end of a weeklong Brazil trip.

*Slum Pope* Tells Slum Residents Not To Lose Hope from Associated Press 26 Jul 13

Pope Francis, dubbed the “slum pope” for his work with the poor, received a rapturous welcome Thursday from one of Rio’s most violent
shantytowns and demanded the world’s wealthy end the injustices that have left the poor on the margins of society. 

Touring Slum In Rio, Pope Urges Young To Fight Against Corruption from New York Times 26 Jul 13

Pope Francis on Thursday delivered some of his most politically provocative remarks since his papacy began this year, hopping from his
popemobile to walk through a slum in this city before urging young people to fight against corruption, a leading grievance behind the huge street
protests that shook dozens of Brazilian cities in June. 

Pope Francis Visits Richest And Poorest On First Full Day In Rio from Washington Post 26 Jul 13

He started Thursday with the poorest of the poor, people living in ramshackle homes near open sewage in Rio’s northern fringe. And he ended the
day in one of the world’s most exclusive enclaves, on the glitzy beach of world-famous Copacabana. 

Pope Addresses Issue Of Protests In Brazil from Miami Herald 26 Jul 13

In his most political speech yet during his visit to Brazil for World Youth Day, Pope Frances on Thursday addressed social inequality and the
widespread protests that have paralyzed parts of the country. 

Francis Lashes Out At Drug Cartels from USA Today 25 Jul 13

Pope Francis assailed narcotics trafficking and criticized calls to legalize drugs in Latin America in remarks made Wednesday while inaugurating
a drug-rehabilitation clinic. 

Pope’s Visit To Brazil Is Marred By Missteps from New York Times 25 Jul 13

Pope Francis celebrated his first public Mass on Wednesday at one of Latin America’s largest shrines, asking Catholics to shun the “ephemeral
idols” of material success, power and pleasure, but his visit to Brazil continued to be marked by tension over blunders by its Brazilian organizers. 



Pope warns Latin America against legalizing drugs from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 13

Pope Francis on Wednesday warned Latin America against legalizing narcotics and urged courage in the face of deadly drug violence as he met
addicts in a Brazilian Hospital.

Pope Francis Rests After Rio Frenzy from USA Today 24 Jul 13

Pope Francis spent Tuesday resting following the enthusiastic welcome he received here in his first international trip as pope. 

Pope Wants To Be With People; Clergy Want Him Safe from Associated Press 24 Jul 13

Pope Francis’ decision to shun a major security detail for his visit to Brazil exemplifies his view of what the Catholic Church should be doing: Go
out into the streets. Spread the faith. Recapture the dynamism that other denominations have been using to snap up souls. 

Rio police deny instigating violence during protest from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 13

Police in Rio de Janeiro on Wednesday admitted to infiltrating agents into a protest that marred the first day of Pope Francis' visit to Brazil -- but
denied they instigated violence. 

Violent protests break out as Pope visits Brazil from (London) Telegraph 23 Jul 13

Anti-government protesters hurl fire bombs and clash with police in Rio de Janeiro on the first day of Pope Francis' visit to Brazil. (Video)
Clashes between police and approximately 300 protesters broke out infront of the Guanabara Government Palace less than an hour after Pope
Francis left the building. 

With Modesty, Pope Francis Begins A Week In Brazil from New York Times 23 Jul 13

Pope Francis arrived in Brazil on Monday for his first international trip as pontiff, treading carefully and in ascetic style in a nation where
antigovernment protests have recently shaken a privileged political hierarchy, which faces withering criticism in the streets over claims of
incompetence and abuse of power. 

Wrong Turn In Pope’s Car Leads To Brazil Mob Scene from Associated Press 23 Jul 13

The mob scene witnessed as Pope Francis arrived in Rio de Janeiro on Monday took place because his driver made a wrong turn, church and
Brazilian authorities said. 

Brazilians Throng Streets To Greet Pope from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 13

Pilgrims packed the streets of Rio de Janeiro to greet Pope Francis on Monday, joyfully swarming his car and chanting his name in a country
recently rocked by social unrest. 

Pope Francis leaves for Brazil visit – carrying his own bag from The Guardian (UK) 22 Jul 13

Pope Francis has embarked on his first overseas voyage as head of the Roman Catholic church, carrying his own bag on to the Alitalia aircraft that
will take him to his home continent for a week-long visit to Brazil... the 76-year-old Argentinian boarded the A330 Airbus shortly before 9am
local time, shaking hands with flight attendants and appearing to wave goodbye from inside the plane

Explosive found at Brazil shrine before pope trip: army from Agence France-Presse 22 Jul 13

A homemade explosive device was discovered in the bathroom of the parking garage of the Brazilian shrine that Pope Francis will visit this week,
the military said Monday. 

Police disperse protest with tear gas amid pope visit from Agence France-Presse 22 Jul 13

Brazilian police dispersed hundreds of protesters with tear gas and water cannons near the Rio state governor's palace on Monday after a meeting
there between Pope Francis and Brazil's president. 

New Pope Goes On Tour, Riding A Wave Of Excitement from Washington Post 22 Jul 13

In Brazil, the pontiff’s message of social justice could not be more timely. This year, Latin America’s largest nation has seen its biggest bouts of
social unrest since the early 1990s.



Pope’s Brazil Trip Spurs Security, Protest Worries from Associated Press 22 Jul 13

...for Brazilian security officials charged with protecting the 76-year-old pontiff with the common touch, his seven-day visit this week is an
uncommon security challenge...Francis has built much of his schedule in the world’s biggest Catholic country around high-profile events that send
him straight into unpredictable, potentially chaotic environments — without the protection of the bulletproof popemobile used by his two
predecessors.

Brazilians Pray Pope’s Visit Boosts Region’s Faith from USA Today 22 Jul 13

Pope Francis – the first pontiff from Latin America – arrives in Brazil today amid expectations he can keep Catholics from abandoning the church
in a region where many are converting to evangelical congregations.

Brazil: Biden Called President About Surveillance from Associated Press 21 Jul 13

The Brazilian government says U.S. Vice President Joe Biden has telephoned President Dilma Rousseff in an effort to ease tensions created by the
disclosure that the United States collected data on billions of telephone and email conversations in Latin America’s biggest nation. The Brazilian
presidency’s website says Rousseff and Biden spoke for 25 minutes on Friday night.

Pope, In An Angered Brazil, To Focus On Social Justice from New York Times 21 Jul 13

A month ago, hundreds of thousands of young people took to the streets of Brazil to protest corruption, wasteful government spending, bad
schools and hospitals, police brutality, and other abuses of power. On Monday, Pope Francis, in his first venture abroad, will dive into the middle
of that ferment when he begins a weeklong visit to the world’s largest Roman Catholic country.

Brazilians Await Arrival Of Pope Francis from Washington Post 21 Jul 13

Francis — an Argentine who in March became the first pope from Latin America — has prompted a level of excitement in the region for his
humble style, coupled with a series of pronouncements and policy moves that are being interpreted as signs of possible change to come in a
tradition-bound institution.

The Unconventional Pope Francis Basks In Public Support from Los Angeles Times 21 Jul 13

Four months in office, Pope Francis is engaged in what seems like a U.S. presidential campaign in reverse: Without really trying or even wanting
it, he has won election to the top job. Now he’s out in the field pressing the flesh, listening to constituents and working to win hearts and minds
and (given his line of business) souls.

The First Latin American Pope Travels To Brazil, World’s Largest Catholic Country from Miami Herald 21 Jul 13

A pope who has become known for his simple ways will walk the streets of a shantytown, visit young prisoners and greet hundreds of thousands
of pilgrims this week during World Youth Day celebrations in Brazil, the world’s largest Roman Catholic nation.

Pope Visits Brazil During Pivotal Time for Country from 21 Jul 13

Thousands of young Catholics streamed into this seaside city anticipating the expected arrival on Monday of Pope Francis, who is making his first
major overseas trip as pontiff to a country convulsed lately by mass student protests and seen as crucial to the future of the church. 

Rio Protests Prompt Rethink of Security from Wall Street Journal 19 Jul 13

Rio police are re-evaluating security ahead of Pope Francis's planned visit after a demonstration devolved into chaos 

Brazil's Lula says protests good for country, calls on youth to join politics from Xinhua (China) 18 Jul 13

Brazil's former President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva Thursday said the ongoing waves of anti-government protests starting in June are good for the
country, local media reported.

Brazil’s Plan Isn’t What Doctors Would Order from New York Times 15 Jul 13

When Ms. Rousseff spoke to the nation during the protests, her main message about health care was that Brazil would “bring in thousands of
foreign doctors to expand the care provided” by the public health system. The outcry from Brazil’s medical establishment was immediate,
including protests and talk of legal action and strikes.



Brazilian President’s Attempts To Placate Protesters Backfire from New York Times 14 Jul 13

President Dilma Rousseff has tried to defuse the protests that have rocked the streets of Brazil by seemingly granting the demonstrators what they
want. But nearly every step she has taken has backfired, increasing public dissatisfaction with her performance.

Brazilians Accuse Police Of Harsh Crowd Tactics from Associated Press 14 Jul 13

All over this country, anger at police tactics has grown as law enforcement struggle to contain a wave of protests that have been raging since last
month. Dozens of police and protesters have been injured in the sometimes violent demonstrations, with charges of excess violence lobbed against
both sides.

Cow falls through roof and kills man in Brazil from Associated Press 13 Jul 13

A police officer in the town of Caratinga says Joao Maria de Souza and his wife were sleeping when the one-ton cow fell through the asbestos
roof and on top of the victim. 

ABC World News: Brazil-US Mother And Daughter Allowed To Leave from ABC 13 Jul 13

The six-year-old and her mother, Shauna, are back on American soil after being trapped in Brazil for nearly two months.” Shauna Hadden,
mother: “Never in my life did I ever think that I would be so happy to be where I am from and to be in my hometown and I’ll be forever grateful.”

Brazil’s Workers Take To The Streets In A One-Day Strike from New York Times 12 Jul 13

A one-day nationwide general strike, meant to capitalize on a wave of mass demonstrations across Brazil last month, produced mixed results on
Thursday, with some cities and states disrupted severely and others largely unaffected. 

Thousands Of Workers On Strike In Brazil from Associated Press 12 Jul 13

Metalworkers, transportation and construction workers as well as teachers and civil servants adhered to the “Day of Struggle” organized by
Brazil’s biggest trade unions. Strikers either partially or completely blocked 80 interstate and intercity highways in 18 states.

Brazil Workers Protest Nationwide For Better Conditions from AFP 12 Jul 13

Striking workers blocked key highways and staged mainly peaceful marches across Brazil in a day of industrial action called by major unions to
demand better work conditions and tougher government measures to contain rising inflation.

Brazil Lawmaker: US Spying Won’t Hurt Relations from Associated Press 11 Jul 13

Disclosures alleging that the United States has collected data on billions of telephone and email conversations in Latin America’s biggest country
will not affect Brazil-U.S. relations, the head of Brazil’s joint congressional committee on intelligence said Wednesday. 

Brazil lawmaker: US spying won't hurt relations from Associated Press 10 Jul 13

Disclosures alleging that the United States has collected data on billions of telephone and email conversations in Latin America's biggest country
will not affect Brazil-U.S. relations, the head of Brazil's joint congressional committee on intelligence said Wednesday. 

Brazil to exhume ex-president Goulart from Agence France-Presse 10 Jul 13

The remains of Brazilian ex-president Joao Goulart will be exhumed to determine whether he was poisoned in the 1970s by rightwing rulers
clamping on dissent, an official said Wednesday. 

Top Brazilian lawmaker rules out reforms for 2014 elections from Xinhua (China) 10 Jul 13

A top Brazilian lawmaker has ruled out the feasibility of political reforms for 2014 general elections as proposed by President Dilma Rousseff. 

Brazil: Plebiscite Proposal Not Immediately Viable from Associated Press 10 Jul 13

The leader of Brazil’s House of Representatives said Tuesday a proposed plebiscite that is among President Dilma Rousseff’s key responses to
last month’s wave of mass protests is unfeasible, but he’s pushing a public referendum on any future political reform legislation that passes. 

Paper Reveals NSA Ops In Latin America from Washington Post 10 Jul 13



A Brazilian newspaper on Tuesday published an article it said is based on documents provided by the former American contractor Edward
Snowden asserting that the United States has been collecting data on telephone calls and e-mails from several countries in Latin America,
including important allies such as Brazil, Colombia and Mexico.

Report: US Spy Program Eyes Energy Info In LatAm from Associated Press 10 Jul 13

A U.S. spy program is widely targeting data in emails and telephone calls across Latin America, and is focusing on energy issues, not just
information related to military, political or terror topics, a Brazilian newspaper reported Tuesday. 

Brazil to probe local telecom operators over alleged U.S. spying from Rueters 9 Jul 13

Brazil's telecommunications agency said on Monday it would investigate whether local operators had violated customer privacy rules in alleged
surveillance of Brazilian telecommunications data by U.S. spy agencies. 

Brazil says it will not grant asylum to Snowden from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 13

Brazil on Tuesday turned down an asylum request made by rogue US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden while other Latin American countries
have offered to take him in. 

US electronic spying targets Colombia, Venezuela:press from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 13

US electronic espionage operations have targeted a variety of Latin American countries besides regional heavyweight Brazil, including key
Washington ally Colombia and its nemesis Venezuela, a Brazilian newspaper reported Tuesday. 

Brazil to probe reports of US spying from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 13

Brazil said Monday it will investigate reports of US electronic spying on its citizens and called for a multilateral agency to govern the global
Internet. 

Brazil lawmakers want to question U.S. envoy about spying from EFE (Spain) 8 Jul 13

Lawmakers in Brazil said Monday they want to question Washington's ambassador here about revelations that the United States has collected and
stored the e-mail and telephone records of millions of Brazilians. 

Reporters group denounces jail term for Brazil journalist from EFE (Spain) 8 Jul 13

Reporters Without Borders on Monday denounced the jail term meted out to a Brazilian journalist for a fictional piece on his blog. 

ABC World News: Brazil-American Mother And Daughter Trapped from ABC 8 Jul 13

Six-year-old Ava and her mother Shauna Hadden have been stuck in Brazil for more than a month. The mom, who has full custody of Ava in
Massachusetts, says her ex-husband paid for their tickets to visit him in Brazil. But she says it was all a trick. Within days of their arrival, he took
Hadden to court and Brazilian authorities came and confiscated their American passports.

U.S. ambassador rejects Brazil's accusation of spying from Xinhua (China) 8 Jul 13

The U.S. Ambassador to Brazil, Thomas Shannon, Monday rejected Brazil's accusation that the U.S. government has been spying on Brazilians
citizens and companies over the past years. 

Brazil Wants Explanation on Report of U.S. Surveillance from The Wall Street Journal 8 Jul 13

Brazil has asked the U.S. for clarification on its intelligence gathering..."The Brazilian government received with grave concern the news that
electronic and telephone communications of Brazilian citizens are targets for spying by entities of North American intelligence entities," Foreign
Minister Antonio Patriota said in a statement on Sunday.

Brazil Expresses Concern At Report Of NSA Spying from Associated Press 8 Jul 13

Brazil's foreign minister said Sunday his government is worried by a report that the United States has collected data on billions of telephone and
email conversations in his country and promised an effort for international protection of Internet privacy.

Brazil Voices "Deep Concern" Over Gathering Of Data By U.S. from New York Times 7 Jul 13



The international tensions stirred up by recent revelations about American spying spread to yet another nation on Sunday, when Brazil's foreign
minister expressed "deep concern" over the issue and said his government would press the United Nations to take action that "preserves the
sovereignty of all countries."

In Brazil, A Reminder Of Emerging-Market Risks from New York Times 7 Jul 13

THE protests in Brazil last month were the latest vivid reminder of the perils of investing in emerging markets. Tens of thousands of
demonstrators thronged the streets of São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and other cities, incited partly by a rising cost of living and a slowing
economy...Yet Brazil was one of the investment darlings of the last decade 

Brazil Unrest Could Flare Anew During Papal Visit from AFP 6 Jul 13

Brazil's social turmoil over poor public services and endemic political corruption appears to have abated but could flare again during Pope Francis'
visit later this month, analysts warn. The unrest ... "surges up and down like a wave," said Paulo Henrique Martins, president of the Latin
American Socoiology Association.

Fresh toll protests on Brazilian highways from Agence France-Presse 3 Jul 13

Lorries blocked highways across Brazil for a second straight day on Wednesday as drivers press demands for fuel subsidies, better working
conditions, and an end to road tolls, local media reported. 

Brazil leader submits demand for referendum from Agence France-Presse 2 Jul 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff's government on Tuesday submitted a demand to parliament to hold a referendum on political reform in
response to the worst social unrest in 20 years. 

Brazil Protesters Give Rousseff Tenuous Truce from Associated Press 2 Jul 13

Cristiano Gulias took a deep drag from his mini-cigar and did the unthinkable - he started a political discussion in a coffee shop the morning after
Brazil's national soccer team won a major championship. 

Brazil leader readies reforms to defuse social unrest from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff readied a package of political reforms on Monday designed to defuse mass social unrest after weeks of
protests that have caused her popularity to plummet. 

Protests Target Confederation Cup Match In Rio from Associated Press 1 Jul 13

More than 5,000 anti-government protesters marched Sunday near the Maracana stadium before a major international soccer match, venting their
anger about the billions of dollars the Brazilian government is spending on major sporting events rather than public services. 

Brazil leader's popularity plummets after protests from Agence France-Presse 29 Jun 13

President Dilma Rousseff's popularity has plunged since Brazil's nationwide street protests erupted, a poll found Saturday as Rio braced for more
demonstrations coinciding with the Confederations Cup final between the national squad and Spain. 

Brazil president meets youth representatives from Associated Press 28 Jun 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has pledged to open new channels of dialogue with Brazil's youth, the dominant demographic at mass
nationwide protests that have rocked the country over the past two weeks. 

Tear Gas Fired Outside Brazil Match As Protests Reignite from Bloomberg News 27 Jun 13

Police fired tear gas at crowds demonstrating near the stadium where Brazil's national team faced Uruguay in the semifinals of the Confederations
Cup, the second clash in five days in Belo Horizonte, the country's third-largest urban area. 

Spanish drug trafficking suspect arrested in Brazil from Xinhua (China) 27 Jun 13

Brazil's police arrested a Spanish citizen here on Thursday, who was accused of drug trafficking in South America, Europe and Oceania,
according to a statement issued by the Federal Police. 



Brazil's Rousseff pushes plebiscite amid new protests from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff met Thursday with her allies and the opposition to work out details of a plebiscite on political reform as street
protests flared anew, albeit on a smaller scale. 

Death toll in Brazil protests rises to 5 from Xinhua (China) 27 Jun 13

A student protester taking part in an anti-government rally in the southeast city of Belo Horizonte became the fifth person to die in the wave of
protests that have gripped Brazil for more than two weeks, medical sources confirmed Thursday. 

Brazil police clash with protesters before Spain-Italy from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 13

Police fired tear gas in violent clashes with around 5,000 protesters near the stadium where Spain were facing Italy in the Confederations Cup here
Thursday. 

Brazil's Proposed Political Overhaul Meets Resistance from Wall Street Journal 26 Jun 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff labored to drum up support Tuesday for the sweeping overhaul of the nation's political system she has
proposed in response to large public demonstrations against government waste and corruption. 

Brazil Protests Back Despite Proposed Reforms from Associated Press 26 Jun 13

Protesters returned to the streets in smaller, sporadic protests in a handful of Brazilian cities Tuesday, demanding better education, transport and
health services. 

Brazil Leader Seeks Support For Broad Political Reform from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 13

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff met with senior lawyers and lawmakers Tuesday to enlist support for a plan to defuse a wave of mass popular
protests by embarking on sweeping political reform. 

Brazil police, protesters clash near Confed match from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 13

Brazilian police fired tear gas Wednesday to disperse protesters near the stadium hosting a Confederations Cup football semi-final, with tens of
thousands of people venting their anger. 

Rousseff meets Brazil unions, pushes reform from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 13

President Dilma Rousseff met Wednesday with Brazil's restive labor unions as she worked out the details of a national plebiscite on political
reform in the wake of two weeks of street protests. 

UPDATE: 9 dead, 9 injured in Rio slum shoot-out from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 13

At least nine people were shot dead and another nine injured Tuesday in a shoot-out between police and drug traffickers at a slum in Brazil's
northern city of Rio de Janeiro, official sources reported. 

Brazil's President Offers Referendum from Wall Street Journal 25 Jun 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff called for a national referendum on overhauling a political system often criticized as unaccountable and
corrupt, unveiling a far-reaching response to two weeks of mass demonstrations that have rocked this South American nation. 

Responding To Protests, Brazil's Leader Proposes Changes To System from New York Times 25 Jun 13

President Dilma Rousseff of Brazil proposed a series of bold changes to the country's political system on Monday, including convening a
constituent assembly apparently aimed at overhauling Congress and campaign-finance methods, in an effort to assuage the concerns of protesters
who have stunned the nation this month with their anti-establishment demonstrations. 

Seven dead in Rio slum gunbattles from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 13

Seven people, including one police officer, were fatally shot during gunbattles that erupted in a slum complex near Rio international airport,
authorities said on Tuesday.

Brazil's Rousseff to meet with officials amid protests from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 13



Under pressure from popular demonstrations, Brazil's president was to meet Monday with protest leaders, governors and mayors to consider
measures to improve public services and fight corruption. 

Brazil leader: $23B more to be spent on transit from Associated Press 24 Jun 13

Brazil's president says her government will spend an additional $23 billion on public transportation in the face of mass protests calling for
improved public services. 

Brazil leader proposes referendum on political reform from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Monday proposed a referendum on political reform in a bid to gain the upper hand after two weeks of
nationwide street protests. 

OPINION: Behind Brazil's Civil Unrest from Wall Street Journal 24 Jun 13

Radicals use popular discontent to push President Dilma Rousseff into following more statist policies.

Brazil Calm, But Discontent Still Simmers from Associated Press 24 Jun 13

After a week of protests at a frenetic pace, a restive calm settled over Brazil on Sunday, though there were a few peaceful demonstrations against
corruption. 

Brazil Protests Run Gamut From Soccer To Corruption from USA Today 24 Jun 13

Protests continued across Brazil on Sunday, capping a week of unrest that saw more than 1million people marching across the vast country
demanding an end to corruption and social inequity. 

Brazil braces for fresh protests from Agence France-Presse 23 Jun 13

Brazil braced for more mass protests Sunday a day after a poll showed most people back demands for improvements to crumbling public services
and for wide-ranging institutional reform. 

UPDATE: Brazil: clashes in Belo Horizonte as protests continue from BBC 22 Jun 13

Trouble was reported in Belo Horizonte and Salvador, the two cities hosting Confederations Cup matches on Saturday. 

Brazil president calls emergency cabinet meeting: media from Agence France-Presse 21 Jun 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has called an emergency meeting of her cabinet for Friday to discuss the massive street protests rocking the
country, press reports said. 

Brazilian president promises reform amid protests from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 21 Jun 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff presented a series of reforms in a televized address to the nation late Friday, as the number of people
protesting about corruption and economic policy swelled to more than a million. 

New Brazil protests kick off in Salvador from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 13

Thousands of Brazilians rallied Thursday in the city of Salvador on a new day of nationwide protests demanding better public services and
bemoaning massive spending to stage the World Cup. 

Brazil protests ramp up, Rousseff cancels Japan trip from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 13

Brazilians took to the streets again Thursday in several cities on a new day of mass nationwide protests, demanding better public services and
bemoaning massive spending to stage the World Cup. 

Brazil's mainstream media slammed for protest coverage from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 13

Brazilians marching against corruption and the cost of the 2014 World Cup are also angry at the media, including the influential Globo network,
accused of belittling their movement. 

Brazil Officials Reverse Subway, Bus Fare Hike from Associated Press 20 Jun 13



Leaders in Brazil's two biggest cities said Wednesday that they reversed an increase in bus and subway fares that ignited anti-government protests
that have spread across the nation in the past week. 

Brazil fare hikes rolled back in victory for protests from Agence France-Presse 19 Jun 13

Brazils' two biggest cities on Wednesday rolled back transit fare hikes that had triggered massive protests as demonstrators clashed with police
outside a Confederations Cup match. 

Brazil deploys troops to quell protests from BBC 19 Jun 13

Brazil's government says it will deploy troops to five major cities to control a wave of protests which has seen almost a quarter of a million people
demand better public services. 

Brazilian Protests Resume As 50,000 Mass In Sao Paulo from Bloomberg News 19 Jun 13

Brazilian protesters angry about corruption, rising prices and public policies took to the streets for the sixth night in less than two weeks with
some attempting to storm city hall in Sao Paulo, South America's largest city. 

Protests Widen as Brazilians Chide Leaders from New York Times 19 Jun 13

Shaken by the biggest challenge to their authority in years, Brazil’s leaders made conciliatory gestures on Tuesday to try to defuse the protests
engulfing the nation’s cities. But the demonstrators remained defiant, pouring into the streets by the thousands and venting their anger over
political corruption, the high cost of living and huge public spending for the World Cup and the Olympics. 

Brazilians Dissatisfied With Mainstream Media's Coverage Of The Protests from Fox News Latino 19 Jun 13

Most of what has been reported out of Brazil is protesters vandalizing stores or doing enough damage to warrant pepper spray, tear gas and rubber
bullets from the police. However, there have also been peaceful protests in some of the country’s larger cities that haven’t received as much
attention... Some are pointing at the government as the main force behind this lopsided coverage of the ongoing protests, in order to ‘demonize’
the protesters.

Brazil to produce H1N1 flu vaccine from Xinhua (China) 18 Jun 13

Brazil plans to produce vaccines against the influenza H1N1 virus, Health Minister Alexandre Padilha said Tuesday. 

100K protesters flood Brazilian streets in protest from Associated Press 18 Jun 13

In some of the biggest protests since the end of Brazil's 1964-85 dictatorship, demonstrations have spread across this continent-sized country and
united people from all walks of life behind frustrations over poor transportation, health services, education and security despite a heavy tax
burden.

Thousands Gather For Protests In Brazil's Largest Cities from New York Times 18 Jun 13

Protesters showed up by the thousands in Brazil's largest cities on Monday night in a remarkable display of strength for an agitation that had
begun with small protests against bus-fare increases, then evolved into a broader movement by groups and individuals irate over a range of issues
including the country's high cost of living and lavish new stadium projects. 

Tens Of Thousands Protest Confed Cup Costs In Brazil from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 13

Youths clashed with police in central Rio as more than 200,000 people rallied in major Brazilian cities to protest the billions of dollars spent on
the Confederations Cup and higher public transport costs. 

Brazil protesters vow to hold big demo from Associated Press 17 Jun 13

Brazilian protesters angered by a hike in bus and subway fares are promising to hold their biggest demonstration yet in Sao Paulo. 

Brazil Bus Protests Illustrate Broader Malaise from The Wall Street Journal 14 Jun 13

The scale and persistence of the protests this past week, some of which turned violent, are a symptom of a broad, if vaguely defined, frustration
felt by Brazilians in major cities that goes beyond the price of a bus or subway ticket. While many have benefited from lower unemployment and
higher salaries in recent years, rising prices have driven up the cost of living.



Hundreds arrested in Brazil transport protests from Agence France-Presse 14 Jun 13

Police detained hundreds across Brazil overnight during fresh clashes with youths protesting an increase in mass transit fares on the eve of the
Confederations Cup. 

Rail strike adds to Sao Paulo's transport unrest from Agence France-Presse 13 Jun 13

The Brazilian city of Sao Paulo, already reeling from protests over higher mass transit fares, faced more transport woes Thursday as a strike by
suburban rail workers affected 1.3 million passengers. 

Gunmen kill director of Brazilian newspaper from Associated Press 13 Jun 13

Brazilian police say gunmen killed one the financial director of a newspaper known for its denunciations of corruption and organized crime
groups. 

Brazil's Natives Step Protests Over Land Rights from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 13

Indigenous activists occupied the headquarters of a federal agency here Tuesday as part of mounting protests against government policies and the
construction of a controversial dam in the Amazon. 

Protesters march for legalizing marijuana in Brazil from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 13

Pounding drums, waving banners and shouting slogans, protesters in downtown Sao Paulo called for marijuana to be legalized in Brazil. 

Brazil security forces make record drug seizure from Agence France-Presse 7 Jun 13

Brazilian security forces have made a record drug seizure and disrupted the production of 30 tons of cocaine in neighboring Peru during a massive
19-day border operation, authorities said Friday. 

300 tonnes of cocaine a year trafficked via Brazil to Europe and Russia from Itar-Tass (Russia) 6 Jun 13

Around 300 tonnes of cocaine are trafficked through Brazil to Europe and Russia, Russian Federal Drug Control Service chief Viktor Ivanov told
reporters on Thursday. 

Drug Trafficking Ring Dismantled In Brazil from Associated Press 5 Jun 13

Brazilian police say they have dismantled an international drug trafficking ring that for almost two years sent cocaine to Europe hidden in crates
containing frozen fish. 

Brazil foils traffickers shipping drugs in frozen fish from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 13

Brazilian authorities said Tuesday they had smashed a ring of narcotraffickers said to have shipped drugs hidden in frozen fish to Europe. 

Brazil gets tougher against cross-border organized crime from Xinhua (China) 3 Jun 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff Monday announced plans to strengthen the fight against cross- border organized crime by equipping state and
local governments with high-tech scanners and surveillance equipment. 

Brazil police nab suspected Colombian trafficker from Associated Press 3 Jun 13

Brazil's federal police say they have detained a Colombian drug trafficker who entered the country on a false passport. 

COMMENTARY: Brazil Defies Stereotypes Of 'Developing' Nations from Washington Post 31 May 13

Brazil is one of several "developing" countries that have become innovators in their own right, producing not only entrepreneurial businesses such
as Bar do David but also multinational companies such as airplane manufacturer Embraer or Natura, which makes a fortune out of organic
cosmetics.

US VP Biden Wraps Up First Leg Of Brazil Visit from Associated Press 31 May 13

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden wrapped up his visit to Rio de Janeiro with a visit to a slum on Thursday before traveling to Brasilia for a Friday
meeting with Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff. 



U.S. Vice President Visits Brazil To Push Trade, Security from Associated Press 30 May 13

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden lavished praise on the advances Brazil has made, saying during a Wednesday speech that the Latin American giant
is no longer a developing nation and is envied by many for its economic leap forward. 

Biden Praises Brazil In Speech, Calls Country *Developed* from Miami Herald 30 May 13

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden praised Brazil's "vibrancy and inclusive democracy" and strides made in social and economic development in a
half-hour speech Wednesday in Rio de Janeiro. 

October State Visit Planned For Brazil's President from Associated Press 30 May 13

President Barack Obama will roll out the red carpet to welcome Brazil's president, Dilma Rousseff, for an official state visit this fall. 

With Debt Cancelation, Brazil Touts Growing Africa Interest from Agence France-Presse 29 May 13

Brazil's move to cancel or restructure $900 million worth of debt from 12 African countries is a further sign of its growing strategic interest in a
booming region where it is competing for influence with China. 

Brazil announces 13 bln USD budget cut for 2013 from Xinhua (China) 22 May 13

The Brazilian government announced on Wednesday a curtailment of 28 billion reais (about 13. 65 billion U.S. dollars) in the 2013 federal
budget. 

Businessman Linked by U.S. to Hezbollah Is Arrested in Brazil in a Fraud Scheme from New York Times 20 May 13

The Brazilian police have arrested a businessman listed by the United States as a member of Hezbollah... the suspect, Hamzi Ahmad Barakat, 50,
a Lebanese citizen with ties to the Triple Frontier region of Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay, was arrested Thursday in the city of Curitiba in
southern Brazil in connection with creating a network of front companies to defraud Lebanese immigrants who had recently arrived in Brazil. 

Brazil seeks help to curb immigration of Haitians from Associated Press 16 May 13

Brazil has asked six South American and Caribbean nations to help it combat human trafficking rings said to be responsible for the influx of
Haitian immigrants into Latin America's biggest country. 

Brazilian Court Council Removes A Barrier To Same-Sex Marriage from New York Times 15 May 13

The council overseeing Brazil's judiciary ruled on Tuesday that notary publics cannot refuse to perform same-sex marriage ceremonies, a decision
that opens the way for gay couples across Latin America's largest country to marry. 

Brazil police dismantle human trafficking ring from Associated Press 15 May 13

Police have started dismantling a Bangladesh-based human trafficking ring that brought people from that country to work illegally in Brazil. 

U.S. warns Brazil that trade barriers hurt growth potential from Reuters 15 May 13

Brazil's barriers to international trade are limiting its growth potential and could hamper a huge infrastructure push at the center of President
Dilma Rousseff's industrial agenda, the head of the U.S. Commerce Department said in a Tuesday interview. 

Batista Tie-up Marks Exxon Return as Brazil Ends Oil Bid Drought from Washington Post 15 May 13

Exxon Mobil Corp., the world’s most valuable oil producer, teamed up with billionaire Eike Batista to search in Brazilian waters as the country
raised a record amount in its first oil bidding round in five years. 

FEATURE: Cars Made In Brazil Are Deadly from Associated Press 11 May 13

The cars roll endlessly off the local assembly lines... into the eager hands of Brazil's new middle class... What happens once those vehicles hit the
streets, however, is shaping up as a national tragedy, experts say, with thousands of Brazilians dying every year in auto accidents that in many
cases shouldn't have proven fatal. 

Despite Convictions, Brazil Corruption Case Drags On from New York Times 11 May 13



Just six months ago, Brazil's highest court handed down stiff prison sentences to powerful political figures found guilty in a vast vote-buying
scheme ... No official sentenced in what was arguably Brazil's largest corruption scandal has gone to jail, despite Prosecutor General Roberto
Gurgel's contention that they should have begun serving their sentences immediately after the high court announced them in November. 

Brazil state launches crack rehabilitation program from Associated Press 10 May 13

Brazil's most populous state is launching a program that gives families of crack cocaine abusers money to pay for their rehabilitation in private
treatment centers. 

Brazilian tapped to lead WTO, steer stalled talks from The Washington Post 9 May 13

The Doha round's problems largely revolve around tension over the degree to which large, rapidly growing nations such as China, India and
Brazil should get the same treatment as other developing nations. The United States has insisted that these nations should open their markets more
and compete with the developed world.

Brazil's Azevedo Wins WTO Leadership Race from AFP 8 May 13

Brazil's Roberto Azevedo on Tuesday won the race to take the helm of the World Trade Organization, confirming the Latin American giant's new
status as a global power. Azevedo becomes the first official from the BRICS group of emerging economies to take the job and Brazil's President
Dilma Rousseff said his election could bring about a new world economic order. 

Brazilian to Lead World Trade Body from Wall Street Journal 8 May 13

Roberto Azevedo, Brazil's ambassador to the World Trade Organization, was selected to be the body's next director general, WTO diplomats said
Tuesday, taking the helm of the arbiter of trade disputes as its role as a broker of ambitious global trade deals has been thrown into doubt. 

Brazilian Tapped To Lead World Trade Organization from New York Times 8 May 13

Roberto Carvalho de Azevêdo of Brazil will be the next leader of the World Trade Organization, a Brazilian official said Tuesday, and will take
the reins at a time when the group is fighting to remain relevant. 

FEATURE: From Jungle, Brazil Aims To Extend Its Reach from New York Times 7 May 13

For Brazil, the opportunity to train African soldiers will help lift its profile on the other side of the Atlantic at a time when trade is surging
between Brazil and African countries. 

Indigenous Activists Stage New Protest At Amazon Dam Site from Agence France-Presse 7 May 13

Some 200 indigenous activists and fishermen have been occupying the main construction site at Brazil's controversial Belo Monte dam in the
Amazon and are demanding government involvement in the negotiations. 

Video Of Police Hunt For Drug Trafficker Raises Concern In Brazil from New York Times 7 May 13

A video taken from a Rio de Janeiro police helicopter depicting the frenzied hunt for a fugitive drug trafficker, involving heat-seeking technology
and spraying the suspect's car with gunfire from the air in a densely-populated residential area, is raising new concerns in Brazil over the heavy
use of force by the police against some adversaries. 

After WTO, Brazil eyes top job in regional human rights body from Xinhua (China) 7 May 13

As Brazilian diplomat Roberto Azevedo gets ready to take the helm of the World Trade Organization (WTO), the Brazilian government said
Tuesday it would secure a top slot in a leading regional body on human rights. 

Brazilian FM confident its candidate to become WTO chief from Xinhua (China) 6 May 13

Brazil's candidate Roberto Carvalho de Azevedo is well qualified to lead the World Trade Organization (WTO), Foreign Minister Antonio Patriota
said Monday. 

Brazil seizes one-ton drugs smuggled in frozen chicken crates from Xinhua (China) 6 May 13

Brazilian police seized one ton of marijuana hidden inside frozen chicken crates being shipped aboard by a refrigerated truck, and arrested four
suspects, official sources said Monday. 



Brazil's decision to lift limit on Haitian visas humanitarian: official from Xinhua (China) 30 Apr 13

Brazil's decision to throw open its doors to Haitian immigrants by removing a cap on the number of work visas allotted to the country was a
humanitarian one, Brazilian Foreign Ministry spokesman Tovar da Silva Nunes said Tuesday. The decision to lift the cap on visas, announced on
Monday, is designed to encourage Haitians to apply for a work permit, rather than enter the country illegally, said Nunes. 

Police seize three Rio favelas from drug traffickers from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 13

Police seized three Rio shantytowns from drug traffickers Monday and hoisted the Brazilian and state flags atop one of them as part of a drive to
reassert authority three months before Pope Francis visits. 

5 Brazilian police arrested in journalists' deaths from EFE (Spain) 27 Apr 13

Five Brazilian police officers were arrested for their suspected role in the murders of journalist Rodrigo Neto de Faria and press photographer
Walgney Carvalho, the daily Folha de Sao Paulo said Saturday. 

Brazil's Rousseff Takes Nuanced Approach To Foreign Policy from Los Angeles Times 26 Apr 13

Shortly before Venezuela's presidential election, former Brazilian President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva recorded a video supporting Nicolas
Maduro, saying he had "stood out brilliantly in the struggle" for a more democratic Latin America. 

Brazil, Mexico Top WTO Leadership Race: Trade Source from Agence France-Presse 26 Apr 13

The World Trade Organisation is set to have its first full-term leader from an emerging country, after the candidates of Brazil and Mexico made it
into the final round to succeed Frenchman Pascal Lamy, a source told AFP Thursday. 

Brazil: Counterterror Team At Confederations Cup from Associated Press 23 Apr 13

An officer in the Brazilian army's counterterrorism division says about 600 soldiers will be taking part in security operations during the upcoming
Confederations Cup. 

Brazil warns against 'foreign meddling' in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 13

Brazil warned against 'foreign meddling' in Venezuela's political affairs on Saturday, days after the United States said it was not ready to recognize
the result of last weekend's elections. 

12 held hostage in Brazil prison mutiny: reports from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 13

Three inmates seized 12 people hostage Saturday during a prison mutiny in central Brazil, media reports said. 

Brazilian president stresses for army modernization from Xinhua (China) 19 Apr 13

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff Friday stressed the "process of transformation, modernization and updating" of the operation means of the
Brazilian Army. 

U.S. To Share Security Information With Brazil from Associated Press 18 Apr 13

The U.S. ambassador to the United Nations says the United States is offering to share with Brazil security lessons that emerge from investigations
into the Boston Marathon bombing. 

Brazil urged to stop invading indigenous lands from Agence France-Presse 18 Apr 13

A rights group accused Brazilian authorities Thursday of ignoring a deadline set by a federal judge to evict all invaders from the Amazon
heartland of the threatened Awa tribe. 

Shootings kill 4, injure 7 in Brazil from Xinhua (China) 18 Apr 13

At least four people were killed and seven others injured Thursday in two related shooting incidents in Brazil's largest city Sao Paulo, official
sources said. 

Brazilian Indians Protest Proposed Amendment from Associated Press 17 Apr 13



About 700 Brazilian Indians are occupying part of the lower house of Congress to protest a proposed amendment that would give Congress a say
in the demarcation of indigenous territory. 

S. Africa to supply Brazil with advanced security vehicles from Xinhua (China) 16 Apr 13

A famous South African defense group on Tuesday announced it has won a contract to provide Brazil police with advanced armored vehicles. 

Brazil should decriminalize drug possession, justice ministers say from EFE (Spain) 16 Apr 13

Seven of Brazil's former justice ministers on Tuesday released a letter advocating the decriminalization of possession of small amounts of drugs
for personal use. 

Fugitive Caribbean ex-premier denied refuge in Brazil from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 13

The ex-premier of the British-ruled Turks and Caicos islands, wanted at home in connection with a corruption probe, has been denied refuge in
Brazil because of lack of proof of political persecution, authorities said Tuesday. 

Brazil's indigenous protest to defend ancestral lands from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 13

Hundreds of indigenous people from across Brazil pressed Congress Tuesday to block a reform package meant to benefit farmers which they say
threatens their way of life. 

Deal on Pantsir-S1 missile systems sale to Brazil to be signed by June end - Rosoboronexport from Interfax (Russia) 12 Apr 13

The Russian state arms trader Rosoboronexport hopes to start negotiations with Brazil on exports of Pantsir-S1 air defense missile and gun
systems in the near future, Sergei Ladygin, head of Rosoboronexport's delegation to the LAAD 2013 Defense and Security International
Exhibition in Rio de Janeiro, told journalists. 

Head Of Brazil's Human Rights Commission Refuses To Resign from Associated Press 10 Apr 13

The president of the Commission for Human Rights and Minorities of the lower house of Brazil's Congress says he will not step down despite
mounting pressure from critics who say he is homophobic and racist.

Russia ready to expand military technical cooperation with Brazil from Itar-Tass (Russia) 9 Apr 13

Russia is ready to cooperate with Brazil both in what concerns supplies of arms and military hardware and in the area of technologies.... 

Report: Police Apprehend Teen In Brazil Gang Rape from Associated Press 9 Apr 13

A news report says Rio de Janeiro police have detained a 14-year-old suspected of participating in the brutal gang rape of an American student
inside a moving public transit van. 

Brazil to investigate ex-president Lula in vote-buying scandal from Reuters 6 Apr 13

A Brazilian federal prosecutor has opened an investigation into allegations that former President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva was involved in a vote-
buying scheme in Congress that led to the conviction of close aides for corruption. 

Rape, Kidnap Of Tourists Feed Rio Safety Fears from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

A late night outing turned into a six-hour-long nightmare after an American woman was gang raped and beaten aboard a public transit van while
her handcuffed French boyfriend looked on helplessly, in an incident that's shocked this resort city as it gears up to host next year's World Cup and
the 2016 Olympics. 

Rio Rape Revives Fears About World Cup from Agence France-Presse 3 Apr 13

The brutal gang-rape of a US student on a Rio bus has revived concern about safety in Brazil ahead of the 2014 World Cup and 2016 Olympics,
despite an overall drop in violence. 

Rio Police Arrest Third Suspect In Rape Of US Student from AFP 2 Apr 13

Police arrested a third suspect in the rape of an American student who was assaulted as her French boyfriend was forced to look on during a
horrific six-hour abduction aboard a Rio minibus, local media reported... Two male suspects in the case, aged 20 and 22, were detained over the



weekend, a police spokesman said. A third suspect was detained late Monday in the Rio metropolitan area, according to local media. 

American Woman Gang-Raped And Beaten On Brazilian Transit Van from New York Times 2 Apr 13

An American woman was raped by three men aboard a public van in a six-hour abduction over the weekend that began in the seaside district of
Copacabana ... The attackers pummeled the woman's face and tied up her male companion, a French citizen, then beat him with a metal bar as he
witnessed the harrowing assault. The couple were forced to use bank cards to withdraw money from their accounts before the assailants finally
freed them at a bus station on the outskirts of Rio de Janeiro. 

American Woman Gang-Raped And Beaten On Brazilian Transit Van from New York Times 2 Apr 13

An American woman was raped by three men aboard a public van in a six-hour abduction over the weekend that began in the seaside district of
Copacabana, the police said. 

Tourists Kidnapped, 1 Sexually Assaulted In Rio from Associated Press 2 Apr 13

Two foreign tourists were held for hours, brutalized and one of them sexually assaulted aboard a public transport van they boarded in Rio de
Janeiro's showcase Copacabana beach neighborhood, police said in a statement. 

Rio Police Arrest Third Suspect In Rape Of US Student from Agence France-Presse 2 Apr 13

Police arrested a third suspect in the rape of an American student who was assaulted as her French boyfriend was forced to look on during a
horrific six-hour abduction aboard a Rio minibus, local media reported. 

FEATURE: Big shoes to fill in Brazil's Congress from Los Angeles Times 29 Mar 13

Francisco Everardo Oliveira Silva never expected to actually be elected to Brazil's Congress. When he ran for a seat in 2010, he used his clown
name, Tiririca, and wore a tiny orange hat and a blond wig in his campaign TV spots. Between singing and dancing, he made some very odd
campaign promises. "What does a federal deputy do? I don't really know. But vote for me, and I'll tell you!" ...Congress, out of 513 members, only
seven of us have attended every session," he says. "Seven! That's absurd! Absurd! And I'm supposed to be the clown." 

FEATURE: Brazilian Chief Uses Technology To Help Save His Tribe And Curb Deforestation from Washington Post 28 Mar 13

Wielding the tools of the 21st century, the 1,300-member tribe has delved into a complex scheme in which governments or companies pay for
forest preservation, contributing to a system that, if fully realized, would help end large-scale deforestation. 

Petrobras, Once Symbol Of Brazil's Oil Hopes, Strives To Regain Lost Swagger from New York Times 27 Mar 13

Saddled with a nationalist mandate to buy ships, oil platforms and other equipment from lethargic Brazilian companies, the oil giant is now facing
soaring debt, major projects mired in delays and older fields, once prodigious, that are yielding less oil. The undersea bounty in its grasp also
remains devilishly complex to exploit. 

Petrobras, Once Symbol Of Brazil's Oil Hopes, Strives To Regain Lost Swagger from New York Times 27 Mar 13

Brazil's oil production is falling, casting doubt on what was supposed to be an oil bonanza. 

Amnesty lashes 'unacceptable' head of Brazil rights panel from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 13

Amnesty International on Tuesday criticised the appointment of an evangelical pastor accused of racism and homophobia as the head of a
congressional human rights panel in Brazil. 

Brazil Is In The Market For Immigrants - Millions Of Them from Miami Herald 26 Mar 13

While the United States wrangles over immigration policy, Brazil has already made up its mind about immigrants. It wants more - as many as 6
million more. 

Brazil Is In The Market For Immigrants - Millions Of Them from Miami Herald 26 Mar 13

While the United States wrangles over immigration policy, Brazil has already made up its mind about immigrants. It wants more - as many as 6
million more. They're needed, said Brazilian officials, to accelerate Brazil's development. "In a globalized world, we need not only the flow of
goods and services but also the flow of minds," said Brazil's Secretary of Strategic Affairs Ricardo Paes de Barros. "We're not after population;



we're after talent and human capital. By opening society, we can accelerate the development process." 

Brazil's New Oil Revenue Law Goes Into Effect from Associated Press 16 Mar 13

A new oil law that gives a greater share of royalty revenues from Brazil's vast oil fields to non-producing states went into effect Friday and
producing states filed appeals against it with the Supreme Court. The law was published in the official gazette after President Dilma Rousseff
signed it Thursday. The new law shares oil royalties... more evenly among all of Brazil's 27 states instead of favoring top oil producers such as
Rio de Janeiro, Espirito Santo and Sao Paulo states. The three state governments said on their websites they filed their appeals Friday. 

Brazil Miracle Architect Emerges as Ally of Rousseff’s Rate Cuts from Bloomberg 15 Mar 13

Brazil should refrain from raising interest rates if President Dilma Rousseff hopes to win a “tug of war” with banks and spur faster growth, the
architect of the country’s economic miracle in the early 1970s said. Antonio Delfim Netto was finance chief when Brazil’s dictatorship jailed the
then-Marxist activist Rousseff in 1970. Now, as a consultant and columnist he’s an often solitary voice praising her government’s cutting of rates
to a record and use of capital controls to weaken the real. 

Brazil: police arrest dozens in drug sting from Associated Press 8 Mar 13

Rio de Janeiro's police arrested more than 40 people in an operation to fight drug trafficking around the city's port and in Rio's oldest shantytown,
Providencia. Eighteen of those detained are police officers. 

Brazil's Dilma Rousseff Is Popular, But Not Among News Media from Los Angeles Times 4 Mar 13

When left-leaning President Joao Goulart was deposed by the Brazilian military in 1964, the nation's major news media, controlled by a few
wealthy families, celebrated....Things are different now. Since 2003, Brazil has been run by the popular left-of-center Workers' Party, known as
PT, which has left the news media alone. 

Rio police move to occupy slum near airport from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 13

Brazilian police on Sunday moved to occupy slums near Rio de Janeiro's international airport and seaport as part of efforts to drive out drug
traffickers ahead of the 2014 World Cup. 

US State Department Employee Slain In Brazil from Associated Press 1 Mar 13

A vacationing employee of the U.S. Department of State was found strangled in a Rio de Janeiro hotel, police said Thursday. 

Brazil launches nuclear sub program from EFE (Spain) 1 Mar 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Friday inaugurated a naval installation that will make parts for conventional submarines - and eventually a
nuclear-powered sub - under cooperation agreements signed with France in 2009. 

FEATURE: Brazil Turns To Catholic Church To Quash Crack from USA Today 27 Feb 13

Cheap and easy to come by, crack has become a plague to a country that has been envied by other South American nations for its stable economy
and job creation. President Dilma Rousseff committed $2 billion to drug prevention and treatment in 2011 but the Cracolândias, or cracklands, as
the open air drug markets are called, have grown still. 

Brazil, Gates Foundation Sign Deal On Preterm Births from Agence France-Presse 27 Feb 13

Brazil and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation announced Tuesday a deal to earmark $8 million for projects to reduce premature births
nationwide. 

Brazil makes new push to halt human trafficking from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 13

Brazil on Tuesday unveiled new steps to combat human trafficking, including tighter border controls and a clampdown on both the organ trade
and the recruitment of slave labor. 

Brazil eyeing bigger role in Nigeria energy sector: Rousseff from Agence France-Presse 23 Feb 13

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff said Saturday that her government will seek to boost energy ties with Nigeria, Africa's top oil producer, after
meeting President Goodluck Jonathan in Abuja. 



COMMENTARY: Brazil Should Stop Being Self-absorbed Giant from Miami Herald 23 Feb 13

In almost every aspect - except its foreign policy, which remains too friendly with some of the world's worst dictatorships - Brazil should be a
model for its neighbors. But Brazil must insert itself faster into the global economy. At a time when the world seems to be moving into free trade
mega-blocs, such as the Trans-Atlantic Partnership announced Feb. 12 by President Obama that would create a U.S.-European Union free trade
bloc, Brazil cannot afford not to have free trade agreements with the United States, the European Union, or virtually any other free trade bloc
outside its neighborhood. 

IOC Says Rio Has Work Cut Out Preparing For 2016 from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 13

Rio de Janeiro needs to step up the pace if it is to be ready in time for the Olympics in 2016, the head of the International Olympic Committee's
(IOC) co-ordination commission said on Wednesday. 

Activists denounce rural violence against Brazil women from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 13

More than 3,000 female farm workers from around Brazil marched in Brasilia Thursday to demand an end to rural violence against women and
measures to assist them. 

Cuban dissident warmly welcomed in Brazil Congress from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 13

Dissident Cuban blogger Yoani Sanchez was warmly welcomed by opposition lawmakers in Congress here Wednesday in sharp contrast with the
hostile reception she got from pro-Havana protesters in northeast Brazil. 

Pro-Cuba Protesters Halt Dissident's Brazil Event from Associated Press 20 Feb 13

Boisterous protesters backing the Cuban government blocked the Monday screening of a documentary featuring Cuba's best-known dissident, the
blogger Yoani Sanchez, who was in attendance after being allowed to leave the communist island for the first time in nearly a decade.

Brazil workers leave Chinese ship after protest, concession from Agence France-Presse 19 Feb 13

About 50 Brazilian workers at South America's largest port ended a protest aboard a Chinese freighter Tuesday, unions said, after winning a
concession on the use of local longshoremen.

Cuban blogger praises Brazil's freedoms from Associated Press 19 Feb 13

Dissident Cuban blogger Yoani Sanchez says she's impressed by the freedom of expression she's witnessing during a visit to Brazil and sees the
country as a model for her Communist-run homeland.

Brazil troops to fight wave of attacks in the south from BBC 15 Feb 13

The Brazilian government has sent military reinforcements to tackle a wave of violence in the southern state of Santa Catarina. 

Medvedev to visit Brazil, Cuba Feb 20-22 - govt press service from Itar-Tass (Russia) 14 Feb 13

Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev will visit Brazil and Cuba on February 20-22, the government's press service reported on Thursday. 

Brazil, Where A Judge Made $361,500 In A Month, Fumes Over Pay from New York Times 11 Feb 13

There are many ways of striking it rich in Brazil, but one strategy may come as a particular surprise in today's economic climate: securing a
government job. While civil servants in Europe and the United States have had their pay slashed or jobs eliminated altogether, some public
employees in Brazil are pulling down salaries and benefits that put their counterparts in developed countries to shame. 

Brazil may buy Russian missiles from Associated Press 2 Feb 13

Brazil's Defense Ministry says it is interested in buying Russian anti-aircraft defense systems. General Jose Carlos De Nardi is the head of the
joint chiefs of staff of the Brazilian Armed Forces. He's quoted in a Defense Ministry statement as saying, "We are interested in the acquisition of
three batteries of medium level Pantsir-S1 missiles and two batteries of Igla missiles." 

US rushing treatment for Brazil fire victims from Reuters 1 Feb 13

The U.S. government is shipping emergency medical supplies to Brazil to treat survivors of a deadly nightclub fire who are suffering from



exposure to cyanide gas released in the blaze, the Brazilian health ministry said on Friday. Officials say 119 people remain hospitalized after
Sunday's fire at the Kiss nightclub in southern Brazil that killed 236. Brazilian doctors have said cyanide was among the toxic chemicals produced
when fire consumed the soundproofing foam on the club's ceiling

Brazil Nightclub Owner Blames Country For Fire from Associated Press 31 Jan 13

The owner of a nightclub in southern Brazil where more than 230 people died in a fire last weekend deflected blame to "the whole country," as
well as to architects and inspectors charged with making sure the building was safe, his lawyer said Wednesday. Attorney Jader Marques said his
client, Elissandro Spohr, "regretted having ever been born" because of his grief over the fire, but still blamed Sunday's tragedy on "a succession of
errors made by the whole country." 

Toxic Smoke Raises Risk to Brazil Fire's Survivors . from Wall Street Journal 31 Jan 13

The human toll from a weekend nightclub fire in Brazil rose, as more survivors were admitted to hospitals complaining of respiratory problems
and one burn victim who succumbed to his injuries was buried. Spohr, blamed "a succession of errors made by the whole country" of Brazil for
the accident, as well as architects and designers, since building codes aren't clear and enforcement sloppy, the Associated Press reported. 

Four Detained After Brazil Club Fire from Wall Street Journal 29 Jan 13

Brazil—Authorities detained four men in conjunction with the deaths of more than 200 people in a nightclub fire in southern Brazil over the
weekend: two of the owners of the venue and two performers whose pyrotechnics display allegedly went awry and started the blaze. State
authorities said the detentions were "temporary" and were part of efforts to push the investigation forward, a legal power available to Brazilian
courts, and didn't necessarily mean the men would be charged. 

FEATURE: Brazil's fight against drug traffickers stretched thin along its porous borders from The Guardian (UK) 29 Jan 13

The jungle frontier between Brazil and Bolivia is longer than the US-Mexico border, but the task of stemming the cocaine that drug officials say is
flooding the country falls to a handful of Brazilian policemen. In tiny border hamlets, the officers make their rounds, urging villagers to report
what they've seen. In a speedboat, others patrol the Mamore river separating the two countries, guessing which of the countless motorised canoes
is carrying drugs bound for Brazil's big cities. "Here, the problem is grave...

Deadly Smoke, Lone Blocked Exit: 230 Die In Brazil from Associated Press 28 Jan 13

A fast-moving fire roared through a crowded, windowless nightclub in southern Brazil early Sunday, filling the air in seconds with flames and a
thick, toxic smoke that killed more than 230 panicked partygoers, many of whom were caught in a stampede to escape. Inspectors believe the
blaze began when a band's small pyrotechnics show ignited foam sound insulating material on the ceiling, releasing a putrid haze that caused
scores of university students to choke to death.

Brazil Tries To Fight Cocaine Trafficking At Huge, Porous Borders from Washington Post 28 Jan 13

The cocaine that anti-drug officials say is flooding into Brazil these days comes from neighboring Bolivia, in small planes that make 20-minute
flights, in luggage ferried into river ports and in small dugout canoes that make clandestine trips in the middle of the night. But in hamlets such as
this one, Brazilian federal police officers try to stem the flow by urging villagers to report the suspicious activity on the 2,126-mile frontier with
Bolivia, one longer than the U.S.-Mexico border.

Mexican and Brazilian leaders urge closer ties from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 13

The leaders of Mexico and Brazil met here Saturday on the sidelines of a Europe-Latin America summit and said they were determined to forge
closer ties to further regional integration. Presidents Enrique Pena Nieto of Mexico and his Brazilian counterpart Dilma Rousseff met shortly
before the start of the two-day summit between the European Union and the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC). 

Brazil's Roussef cuts short Chile visit after fire: official from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 13

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff cut short a visit to Chile early Sunday to return home after a deadly nightclub fire claimed more than 150
victims in southern Brazil, an official said. She was taking part in a summit between the 27-member European Union and the Community of Latin
American and Caribbean States, or CELAC. 

6 Found slain in Brazil from EFE (Spain) 25 Jan 13



Six men were found fatally shot Friday in the Rio de Janeiro suburb of Duque de Caxias, Brazilian police said. The bodies were discovered on a
street in the Vai Quem Quer "favela," or shantytown. Police said they are investigating the possibility that some of the victims were members of
drug-dealing outfits. 

Brazil Truth Commission Investigates Former President’s Death from AQ Online 24 Jan 13

Brazil’s Truth Commission said yesterday that it planned to investigate the death of former Brazilian President Juscelino Kubitschek, a centrist
politician popularly known as “JK,” who died in a car accident in 1976. According to a report released late last year by the Minas Gerais chapter
of the Ordem de Advogados do Brasil (OAB), a branch of the national bar association, Brazil’s 1964-1985 military regime likely ordered
Kubitschek’s death.

Brazil hails success of border control against organized crime from Xinhua (China) 21 Jan 13

Brazil's President Monday highlighted the success of her plan in thwarting organized crime along the border. Dilma Rousseff said in her weekly
radio show, "Breakfast with the President," that authorities have seized more than 3,650 tons of drugs and 2,200 firearms in a year and a half since
the Strategic Border Plan was launched.

Brazilian city declares emergency over dengue from EFE (Spain) 21 Jan 13

Municipal authorities in Campo Grande, the capital of the southwestern Brazilian state of Mato Grosso do Sul, on Monday declared a health
emergency due to a serious outbreak of dengue fever. The decree, signed by Mayor Alcides Bernal, says that the city needs to take "urgent"
measures to control the epidemic. 

Lula presses for regional integration from Agence France-Presse 21 Jan 13

Former Brazilian President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva huddled with Latin American thinkers Monday to urge them to suggest "concrete measures"
to spur regional integration. During a day-long event behind closed doors, the former leader's Lula Institute brought together intellectuals from
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Uruguay and Venezuela. 

Suspected ETA member arrested in Brazil from Xinhua (China) 18 Jan 13

Brazilian police on Friday confirmed the arrest of a suspected member of Basque separatist group ETA. Joseba Gotzov Vizan Gonzalez was
arrested in the Brazilian capital of Rio de Janeiro as soon as an arrest warrant was issued by the Spanish National Court. 

Exclusive: Brazil wants Venezuela election if Chavez dies - sources from Reuters 15 Jan 13

Brazil is urging Venezuela's government to hold elections as quickly as possible if President Hugo Chavez dies, senior officials told Reuters on
Monday, a major intervention by Latin America's regional powerhouse that could help ensure a smoother leadership transition in Caracas.
Brazilian officials have expressed their wishes directly to Venezuelan Vice President Nicolas Maduro, the officials said on condition of anonymity.
Chavez has designated Maduro as his preferred successor if he loses his battle with cancer.

Sao Paulo crack addicts face obligatory treatment from BBC 14 Jan 13

Officials in the Brazilian city of Sao Paulo are to begin making people addicted to crack cocaine get treatment. A new law allows mandatory
treatment for drug users in "advanced stages of addiction" and at risk of death. Social services, not police, will identify potential patients on the
streets, the state government says. 

Brazilian journalist gunned down outside home from EFE (Spain) 9 Jan 13

Brazilian journalist Renato Machado Goncalves was shot and killed outside his home in this metropolis, the radio station he partly owned reported
Wednesday. Witnesses cited by the Radio Barra FM station and other media outlets said the reporter was attacked by two men who had apparently
been waiting for him outside his home in the Rio suburb of Sao Joao da Barra and fled in a motorcycle afterward. 

Brazil leads international support for Chavez from Associated Press 9 Jan 13

Brazil and several other South American nations rallied behind Venezuela's decision to defer the inauguration of ailing leader Hugo Chavez, with
the presidents of Uruguay and Bolivia and Haiti's prime minister traveling to Caracas on Wednesday in a show of support. But some regional
neighbors, including Chile, joined the European Union and the United States in steering clear of the legal debate over the swearing-in, which had
been scheduled for Thursday. 



Brazil supports postponing inauguration of Chavez from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 8 Jan 13

Brazil would support the Venezuelan government should it decide to delay the inauguration ceremony of ailing President Hugo Chavez, a
Brazilian presidential advisor said Tuesday. Chavez is due to be sworn in for a fourth term on Thursday, after winning the elections in October. 

6 Killed in Brazil bar shooting from EFE (Spain) 5 Jan 13

A group of unknown assailants killed six people early Saturday at a bar in Sao Paulo, an incident that comes amid a recent wave of violence in
Brazil's largest metropolis. Police said the slayings occurred in the wee hours of Saturday at the bar located in Campo Limpo, a neighborhood in
the densely populated south side of the city. 

Brazil Debates Treatment Options In Crack Epidemic from Associated Press 31 Dec 12

With a boom in crack use over the past decade, Brazilian authorities are struggling to stop the drug's spread, sparking a debate over the legality
and efficiency of forcibly interning users. Brazil today is the world's largest consumer of both cocaine and its crack derivative, according to the
Federal University of Sao Paolo. About 6 million adults, or 3 percent of Brazilians, have tried cocaine in some form. 

9 held by gang after robbery in southern Brazil from Associated Press 30 Dec 12

Hundreds of police officers, sniffer dogs and a helicopter combed a wooded area in southern Brazil in search of nine people taken hostage by a
criminal game in an assault early Sunday on a jewelry workshop, local officials said. The top security official in Rio Grande do Sul state, Airton
Michels, told Radio Gaucha it was thought the criminals might have split up, taking small groups of hostages in separate directions. 

Brazil To Begin Tracking Numbers Of HIV Cases from Associated Press 28 Dec 12

Brazilian health officials say doctors will be required to notify authorities of every HIV case in the nation. Until now, doctors were only required
to notify state and federal officials when patients developed AIDS. Brazil's Health Ministry says Thursday the move is an effort to advance highly
lauded efforts to combat AIDS. 

Brazil Leader Tries to Calm Fears After Rio Airport Outage from Wall Street Journal 28 Dec 12

A day after power outages left travelers at Rio de Janeiro's international airport in the dark, President Dilma Rousseff tried to calm fears that
Brazil was facing the kind of energy shortages that upended national politics a decade ago and helped sweep her party into power. 

Ex-president slams Brazil's tough anti-drug bill from Agence France-Presse (AFP) 27 Dec 12

A bill calling for tougher sentences for drug possession and mandatory internment of addicts in Brazil has drawn fire from ex-president Fernando
Henrique Cardoso, a strong advocate of drug decriminalization. "Treating drug use as a police case is useless and disastrous," he said...

Brazilian Cities Hit By Crack Epidemic from Washington Post 27 Dec 12

Glassy-eyed, rail-thin and filthy, hundreds of addicts emerged from doorways and alleys as dusk came to the once-grand Luz district in the heart
of this city. After quick transactions with crack dealers, they scrambled for a little privacy to light up their pipes and inhale tiny, highly addictive
rocks that go for about $5 each. The image was reminiscent of Washington or New York in the 1980s, when crack cocaine engulfed whole
neighborhoods and sparked a dizzying cycle of violence. 

Chile
Indigenous Practices Seep Into Chile’s Health Care Network from New York Times 20 Aug 15

The first thing Manuel Lincovil does is take a look at the urine. A machi, or spiritual leader and healer of the indigenous Mapuche people, he
watches the liquid settle as he shakes the glass jar, learning of his patient’s experiences, ailments and sorrows. 

Chile tackles army silence on dictatorship crimes from Agence France-Presse 17 Aug 15

Chile launched a special unit within the army Monday to help investigate abuses committed by late dictator Augusto Pinochet's regime and uproot
pacts of silence protecting perpetrators. 

Chile: Retired General Dies Of Gunshot After Being Sentenced from Associated Press 14 Aug 15

A retired Chilean general died of a gunshot on Thursday just as he was due to begin serving a 20-year sentence for a killing meant to cover up



dictatorship-era crimes. 

US, Chile Put Spotlight On Extremist Attacks On LGBT People from Associated Press 14 Aug 15

The United States and Chile are putting the spotlight on “the barbaric treatment” of lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transgender people by the
Islamic State extremist group. 

Chile jails 14 officers for death of Pinochet henchman from Agence France-Presse 11 Aug 15

Chile's Supreme Court jailed a group of 14 Uruguayan and Chilean army officers Tuesday for kidnapping and killing a top agent of late dictator
Augusto Pinochet's regime in order to silence him. 

Former head of Pinochet's secret police dead in Chile from Agence France-Presse 8 Aug 15

Manuel Contreras, the former head of Chile's feared intelligence service under the dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet, died Friday. He was 86. 

Chile Lawmakers Take First Step In Easing Abortion Ban from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

Chile is taking the first step in easing its abortion ban. A health commission in the lower house of Congress voted late Tuesday in favor of a bill to
overturn the prohibition. 

Chile Charges 5 More Ex-soldiers In Dictatorship Burn Death from Associated Press 31 Jul 15

Five more former members of the Chilean military were charged on Thursday in the fatal burning of a 19-year-old U.S. resident during a 1986
protest against the military dictatorship. 

More arrests in 1986 Chile teenager burning case from BBC 30 Jul 15

A further five former Chilean army soldiers have been charged over the burning of two teenagers during a 1986 protest against the military
government of Gen Augusto Pinochet. A total of 12 people have now been charged with setting Rodrigo Rojas and Carmen Quintana alight with
gasoline. 

Chile’s Bachelet Asks For End Of Dictatorship Silence Pact from Associated Press 28 Jul 15

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet on Monday called for citizens to break the pacts of silence that have covered up human rights violations
during the 1973-1990 military dictatorship, praising a former soldier who helped the investigation into the burning death of a U.S. resident. 

Five more arrested in Chile for Pinochet-era immolation from Agence France-Presse 27 Jul 15

A Chilean judge on Monday ordered the arrest of five more former soldiers for allegedly burning alive a teenage photographer seized at a protest
against the late dictator Augusto Pinochet in 1986. 

Worker dies in protest by Chilean miners from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 15

A worker died during protests as part of a strike against Chile's state mining company Codelco, officials said Friday. A union said the man was
shot dead by riot police. But police did not confirm this. 

Chilean Congress In Mea Culpa Over Political Corruption from AFP 22 Jul 15

The Chilean Congress made an unprecedented mea culpa Tuesday for a series of corruption cases involving lawmakers that have eroded public
confidence in the institution. 

Officers Arrested In 1986 Burning Death Of U.S. Student In Chile from New York Times 22 Jul 15

A judge on Tuesday ordered the arrest of two former army officers and five former noncommissioned officers accused in the 1986 killing of
Rodrigo Rojas, a United States resident, and the serious injury of a young woman. The two were set on fire by members of three military patrols
during a protest in Santiago. 

Chilean military officers held in 1986 death of US resident from Associated Press 22 Jul 15

A Chilean judge has ordered the arrest of seven officers in the fatal burning of a 19-year-old U.S. resident who died in a 1986 protest against the
military dictatorship then in power. 



Chile’s Lower House Of Congress OK’s Marijuana Bill from Associated Press 8 Jul 15

A bill to allow Chileans to grow small amounts of marijuana for medical, recreational or spiritual use won approval Tuesday in the country’s
lower house of Congress. 

Chile lawmakers approve marijuana decriminalisation bill from BBC 8 Jul 15

A bill which will allow Chileans to grow small amounts of marijuana for medical, recreational or spiritual use has been approved by the country's
lower house of Congress. The measure will allow each Chilean home to grow up to six plants. 

Head of Chilean teachers union assaulted during march from EFE (Spain) 3 Jul 15

The president of Chile's largest teachers union was attacked here Friday by dissident members during a march to oppose an education bill now
before Congress. 

China, Chile agree to enhance defense cooperation from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 15

Chinese Defence Minister Chang Wanquan met with Chilean Defense Minister Jose Antonio Gomez in Beijing on Wednesday. The meeting
focused on boosting defense cooperation. 

Chile Authorities Declare, Then Lift Environmental Emergency from Associated Press 23 Jun 15

Authorities in Chile’s capital shut down hundreds of businesses and ordered hundreds of thousands of cars off the streets Monday as a gray carpet
of smog caused an environmental emergency in the city hosting the Copa America soccer tournament. 

Four Prominent Chilean Politicians Are Charged With Tax Fraud from New York Times 23 Jun 15

Four prominent opposition politicians and members of Chile’s Congress were charged Monday with tax fraud in a high-profile corruption case
related to illegal campaign financing. 

Strong earthquake in Chile, no known damage or injuries from Associated Press 19 Jun 15

The U.S. Geological Survey says a strong earthquake with a 6.4 magnitude has been reported off the coast of Chile. There were no immediate
reports of damage or injuries. 

Chilean teachers mount massive protest from EFE (Spain) 17 Jun 15

Tens of thousands of striking teachers marched in the Chilean capital on Wednesday to protest a proposed education reform that includes a
requirement for teacher testing. 

Internet penetration rate grows 25.4 pct. in Chile from EFE (Spain) 17 Jun 15

The Internet penetration rate grew 25.4 percent in March, compared to the same month last year, the Chilean Telecommunications
Undersecretariat, or Subtel, said. 

Magnitude-6.0 quake strikes Chile; no damage reported from Associated Press 10 Jun 15

A magnitude-6.0 earthquake has struck northern Chile, but authorities say they've had no reports of injuries or damage. 

Chilean president starts official visit to France from Associated Press 9 Jun 15

Chilean president Michelle Bachelet starts a two-day official visit to France aimed at boosting economic exchanges between the two countries. 

Top aide to Chile's Bachelet resigns over ethics concerns from EFE (Spain) 8 Jun 15

President Michelle Bachelet's chief of staff stepped down after questions were raised about payments he received from a mining company while
he chaired the mining committee in Chile's lower house. 

Teachers, students march in Chile against education bill from EFE (Spain) 3 Jun 15

Tens of thousands of people took part in rallies Wednesday organized by the country's largest teachers' union, which earlier this week launched an
indefinite strike to protest an education bill. 



Chinese premier's Chile visit milestone in bilateral ties: congressman from Xinhua (China) 30 May 15

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang's recent visit to Chile marked a milestone in bilateral relations, said a Chilean congressman who used to serve as his
country's ambassador to China. 

Chile customs workers end strike that disrupted exports from Associated Press 28 May 15

Chilean customs workers are returning to work after reaching a deal to end a nationwide strike that halted shipments causing losses for the fruit
and salmon industries. 

Chile students, police clash at new protest over reforms from Agence France-Presse 28 May 15

Chilean police fired tear gas and used water cannons Thursday to disperse stone-throwing students protesting what they call inadequate education
reforms and heavy-handed crackdowns on recent demonstrations. 

China, Chile sign currency swap deal from Xinhua (China) 25 May 15

The People's Bank of China (PBOC) inked a currency swap agreement worth 22 billion yuan (3.6 billion U.S. dollars) with Chile's central bank
Monday. 

UPDATE: China, Chile ink multi-billion-USD currency swap deal amid closer financial ties from Xinhua (China) 25 May 15

China and Chile on Monday signed a host of cooperation deals including a multi-billion-U.S.-dollar currency swap pact as the two countries move
to enhance their trade and financial ties. 

Chilean ambassador: FTA talk with China to cover e-commerce from 22 May 15

Chile's ambassador to China said the Free Trade Agreement (FTA) talks during Chinese Premier Li Keqiang's visit to Latin America will cover
several new areas, including e-commerce, government purchases, and financial services. 

Clashes As Chile’s Bachelet Seeks To Shift Focus To Reforms from Agence France-Presse 22 May 15

Chile’s embattled President Michelle Bachelet sought to get her reform agenda back on track in her annual address to Congress Thursday, as anti-
government protests outside descended into clashes with police. 

Police In Chile Repel Protesters With Tear Gas from Associated Press 22 May 15

Chilean police launched water cannons and tear gas Thursday to repel protesters trying to get past a barrier as President Michelle Bachelet spoke
to the nation about a constitutional reform that she hopes will help renew faith in the country’s political class. 

Chile Court Reopens Probe Of Ex-president Death from Associated Press 20 May 15

A court in Chile has ordered the reopening of an investigation into the 1982 death of former president Eduardo Frei Montalva. Frei Montalva was
a prominent critic of dictator Gen. Augusto Pinochet. He died suspiciously after a routine hernia operation. 

Two dead in student protests in Chile from Agence France-Presse 15 May 15

Two students were killed Thursday in Chile in massive demonstrations against government education policy. Around 150,000 people marched in
the capital Santiago, organizers said, but police put the figure at 50,000. 

Chile's Bachelet shuffles Cabinet amid popularity crisis from Associated Press 11 May 15

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet has named a new Cabinet, hoping the changes will arrest the fall in her popularity ratings and overcome
scandals that have rocked her administration. 

Chilean judge orders detentions in priest's disappearance from Associated Press 8 May 15

A Chilean judge is ordering the detention of 14 retired military members and four former police officials in the disappearance of the Rev. Michael
Woodward during the country's dictatorship. 

Chile’s Bachelet Changes Tack With New Cabinet Amid Crisis from Associated Press 8 May 15



In shaking up her entire Cabinet, Chilean President Michelle Bachelet is trying to salvage an ambitious reform package amid growing scandals
and contain a political crisis. 

Chile’s Bachelet Tries To Turn Page On Scandal With Shake-up from AFP 8 May 15

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet began naming a new cabinet Thursday after sacking all her ministers, trying to get to grips with a corruption
scandal that has upended both her political and personal life. 

Chile ministers await fate; few seen safe in mass cabinet shuffle from Reuters 7 May 15

Chile's cabinet ministers were waiting to hear their fate on Thursday, with few seen certain to keep their jobs, after President Michelle Bachelet
made a shock announcement on Wednesday night that she had asked them all to resign. 

Chilean leader Bachelet's disapproval rating rises to 64 percent: poll from Reuters 6 May 15

Disapproval of Chilean President Michelle Bachelet's performance has risen to a record high for the center-left politician, as ongoing corruption
scandals erode trust in her government and the political establishment, according to a poll published on Wednesday. 

Chile's Bachelet asks ministers to resign from Associated Press 6 May 15

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet said on Wednesday that she has asked all her Cabinet ministers to submit their resignations and she will
decide who stays and who leaves in the next 72 hours. 

Pope Francis to visit Chile in 2016 from Agence France-Presse 6 May 15

Pope Francis will visit Chile in 2016, the South American country confirmed Wednesday, after a meeting in Rome between its foreign minister
and his Vatican counterpart. 

Rainfall in area of Chile volcano could cause mudslides from Associated Press 2 May 15

Authorities in southern Chile say rain over the weekend could cause problems related to the Calbuco volcano's eruptions over the last week.
Chile's weather service said Friday that up to a half inch (15 millimeters) of rain is expected to fall on the area, raising the possibility of
mudslides. 

Chile’s Bachelet Focuses On New Constitution from Associated Press 30 Apr 15

President Michelle Bachelet is endorsing anti-corruption measures and launching a dialogue for a new constitution after a series of recent
scandals. 

UPDATE: Chile's Calbuco volcano begins erupting for 3rd time from EFE (Spain) 30 Apr 15

Chile's Calbuco volcano on Thursday began erupting for the third time after two eruptions last week, the National Geology and Mining Service
reported. 

Bachelet announces anti-corruption plan and drive for democratic constitution from EFE (Spain) 29 Apr 15

Concerned by the disrepute caused by scandals in Chile, which until recently had been synonymous with transparency and integrity, President
Michelle Bachelet has announced a raft of rigid new anti-corruption measures for politics and trade, including a proposal for a new fully
democratic constitution. 

Chileans Brace For Volcano’s Impact On Livestock, Farming from Associated Press 29 Apr 15

The eruption of Chile’s Calbuco volcano threatens to cause widespread and lasting economic damage, turning cattle pastures barren and choking
fish with volcanic ash in one of the world’s top salmon-producing countries. 

Chile volcano eruption costs region $600 mn: official from Agence France-Presse 27 Apr 15

Last week's spectacular twin eruptions of the Calbuco volcano will cost southern Chile's Los Lagos region, a tourism and agriculture hub, up to
$600 million, a local business leader said Monday. 

Chile Begins Volcano Clean-up Under Eruption Threat from Agence France-Presse 27 Apr 15



Residents whose homes were buried under mounds of stinking volcanic ash in southern Chile began the painstaking clean-up Sunday, under the
threat of more eruptions from the volatile Calbuco volcano. 

UPDATE: Volcano still active, but Chile no longer expects 3rd blast from Associated Press 25 Apr 15

Chilean authorities are downgrading the likelihood of another big eruption from the Calbuco volcano, although the mountain remains active and
the ash clouds it already ejected have caused cancelations of more airline flights. 

UPDATE: Flights disrupted as Chile volcano spews more ash from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 15

Ash from Chile's spewing Calbuco volcano threatened Saturday to spell travel misery in the region and beyond after it triggered the cancellation
of domestic and international flights in several cities. 

Hiker Found As Ash From Calbuco Volcano Closes Borders In Chile from Los Angeles Times 24 Apr 15

A missing hiker was found alive late Thursday as ash from Chile’s Calbuco volcano continued to fill the air, piling on roadways and closing
borders in the region. 

Fears Of Third Eruption After Chile Volcano Roars To Life from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 15

Southern Chile was on alert for a fresh eruption after the Calbuco volcano burst into life for the first time in half a century, forcing 5,000 people to
evacuate and lighting up the night sky. 

Chilean Village A Ghost Town After Calbuco’s Twin Eruptions from Associated Press 24 Apr 15

A handful of people who ignored an evacuation order shoveled ash off roofs, but otherwise Ensenada appeared a ghost town after almost all of its
1,500 residents fled to safer ground following twin blasts from the Calbuco volcano. 

Ash Piles Up From Eruption Of Chile’s Calbuco Volcano from Associated Press 24 Apr 15

Twin blasts from the Calbuco volcano in southern Chile sent vast clouds of ash into the sky, covering this small town with thick soot and raising
concerns Thursday that the dust could contaminate water, cause respiratory illnesses and ground more flights. 

UPDATE: Chile volcano erupts for first time in decades, then again from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 15

A volcano in Chile that had been inactive for 50-plus years suddenly erupted twice in the space of hours with tremendous force, blasting huge
clouds of ash into the air and forcing the evacuation of some 5,000 people. 

UPDATE: Chile declares alert as Calbuco volcano erupts from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 15

Chile's Calbuco volcano erupted on Wednesday for the first time in half a century, spewing a giant funnel of ash high into the sky near the
southern port city of Puerto Montt and triggering a red alert. 

Park holds talks with Chilean leader on boosting ties from Yonhap (South Korea) 22 Apr 15

President Park Geun-hye held talks Wednesday with her Chilean counterpart Michelle Bachelet to further boost economic and other relations
between the two countries. 

Park in Chile on 3rd leg of S. America tour from Yonhap (South Korea) 21 Apr 15

President Park Geun-hye arrived in Chile Tuesday for a three-day state visit to deepen bilateral ties. The trip comes as South Korea is pushing to
expand its relations with Chile beyond economic cooperation. Chile is the first foreign country with which South Korea signed a free trade deal. 

Chilean police, students clash at corruption protest from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 15

Masked demonstrators threw stones and police fought back with tear gas and water cannon Thursday in Chile as tens of thousands of students hit
the streets to protest corruption and education conditions. 

Chilean students occupy HQ of firm linked to corruption from EFE (Spain) 15 Apr 15

More than two-dozen Chilean high school students mounted a brief occupation on Wednesday at the Santiago headquarters of mining company
Soquimich, which is under investigation for tax fraud and illegal political contributions. 



Chile’s Lagos Criticizes Venezuela’s Maduro from Associated Press 14 Apr 15

Former Chilean President Ricardo Lagos is joining more than two dozen other ex-leaders in urging greater respect for human rights in Venezuela. 

Chile’s Bachelet Signs Same-sex Civil Union Law from Associated Press 14 Apr 15

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet on Monday signed a law that recognizes civil unions between same-sex couples, a sign of change in a
country long regarded as one South America’s most socially conservative nations. 

Chile Joins Other Latin American Nations Shaken By Scandal from New York Times 10 Apr 15

Scandals are shaking one government after another this year in Latin America: the mysterious death of a prosecutor in Argentina; the ouster of
Peru’s prime minister over a domestic spying operation; the revelations of a vast bribery scheme at Brazil’s national oil company. 

Bachelet: I will not resign, gov't is not covering up scandals from EFE (Spain) 8 Apr 15

"I have not thought about resigning and I'm not intending to do so. No way," said Chilean President Michelle Bachelet on Wednesday,
emphasizing that the corruption in the country "is not widespread" and that the fact that some of her relatives are being investigated proves that
nothing is being covered up. 

Marijuana harvested for medical use in Chile from Associated Press 7 Apr 15

A Chilean municipality is harvesting legal medical marijuana as part of a government-approved pilot program aimed to help ease the pain of
cancer patients. 

Chile opens debate on marijuana bill from Agence France-Presse 6 Apr 15

Chile's congressional health committee approved a bill Monday that would legalize the cultivation of marijuana for private recreational or
medicinal use, sending it to the floor for a full debate. 

Chile's Bachelet visits flood-hit north after 25 killed from Agence France-Presse 5 Apr 15

Chile's President Michelle Bachelet visited the flood-hit north of the country where at least 25 people died and 125 others are still missing,
vowing to "rebuild" the stricken region. 

Chilean president to miss OAS summit due to flood at home from Xinhua (China) 3 Apr 15

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet will not be attending an upcoming hemispheric summit in Panama, due to major flooding disasters at home,
according to daily La Tercera on Wednesday. 

4 Chinese citizens killed in N. Chile floods from Xinhua (China) 1 Apr 15

Floods in northern Chile have killed four Chinese citizens, the Chinese Embassy in Chile told Xinhua on Wednesday. The local rescue team
confirmed to the embassy on Wednesday that three Chinese citizens were found dead, including two men, aged 36 and 45 respectively, and a 42-
year-old woman. 

Relative of Bachelet was piloting helicopter missing in northern Chile from EFE (Spain) 1 Apr 15

A relative of Chilean President Michelle Bachelet was piloting the helicopter that went missing in northern Chile with three other people on
board, officials at the presidential residence of La Moneda reported Wednesday. 

Death toll in Chile floods still likely to rise: official from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 15

The death toll from floods that devastated northern Chile will likely continue to rise, an official said Wednesday, as President Michelle Bachelet
cancelled her trip to the Summit of the Americas to deal with the crisis. 

Policeman killed in Chile clashes from Agence France-Presse 30 Mar 15

A police officer was shot dead and three wounded in a night of violent protests in the Chilean capital commemorating the victims of the
dictatorship of August Pinochet. 



17 killed, 20 missing in wake of N. Chile floods from Xinhua (China) 30 Mar 15

The death toll from recent heavy rains, flooding and mudslides in northern Chile has climbed to 17, while 20 people remain missing, the Interior
Ministry's National Emergency Office (ONEMI) said Monday. 

Magnitude 5.6 Earthquake Strikes Chile from CBS News (San Fran Area) 28 Mar 15

The U.S. Geological Survey says a magnitude 5.6 earthquake has struck in northern Chile. There were no immediate reports of damage and no
tsunami warning. 

Chile's Bachelet remains in flood-stricken area to oversee response from EFE (Spain) 27 Mar 15

President Michelle Bachelet said Friday she will remain in the zone of northern Chile devastated by flooding until the crisis eases. 

Flooding in Chilean desert region kills at least four from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 15

Flash floods in a normally bone-dry region of northern Chile have killed at least four people and left 22 missing, officials said Thursday,
prompting the government to declare a state of emergency and send in the army. 

Flooding in Chilean desert region kills seven from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 15

Flash floods in a normally bone-dry region of northern Chile killed seven people and left 19 missing, officials said Thursday, prompting the
government to declare a state of emergency and send in the army. 

Chile sends army into flood-hit region from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 15

Chile sent in the army Wednesday to take control after heavy rains flooded towns across the northern region of Atacama, prompting the
government to declare a state of emergency. 

Chile declares forest fires alert from BBC 24 Mar 15

Chile has declared a national alert because of wildfires in three national parks and reserves threatening trees, some a thousand years old.
Firefighters have been fighting the flames for more than a week in the southern region of Araucania hit by years of drought. 

Chilean police seize cocaine disguised as onions from Xinhua (China) 24 Mar 15

Chilean police Tuesday seized a 33-kilo shipment of cocaine disguised as onions. Alerted to a possible case of drug smuggling from Peru, Chile's
Investigative Police and customs officials in the northern border city of Arica searched a refrigerated truck transporting 1,350 mesh sacks of
onions.

6.4-Magnitude Earthquake Strikes Northern Chile from ABC News 23 Mar 15

A 6.4-magnitude earthquake struck northern Chile Monday, and there was no immediate word of any injuries or damage. 

Chile denies offering Bolivia sea access from Xinhua (China) 22 Mar 15

The Chilian government Friday denied having agreed to offer the landlocked neighboring country of Bolivia a route to the sea through its
territory, as Bolivia's leader has often claimed. 

Chile wildfires damage unique flora, fauna from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 15

Massive wildfires raging in drought-stricken southern Chile have wiped out hundreds of plant species, and are now threatening animal life and a
national park as well, officials warned Saturday. 

Hundreds in Chile try to stop Bishop Barros ordination from BBC 21 Mar 15

Protesters in southern Chile have tried to stop the ordination of a Catholic bishop, accusing him of covering up a priest's sexual abuse of young
boys. 

Chile bill to require ex-presidents to submit assets declaration for life from EFE (Spain) 19 Mar 15

President Michelle Bachelet on Thursday submitted a bill to Congress that would amend the constitution to require anyone who has served as
Chile's head of state to continue to file a declaration of assets form after they have left office. 



6.3 magnitude quake shakes southern Chile from Agence France-Presse 18 Mar 15

A 6.3-magnitude earthquake shook the southern Chilean city of Concepcion Wednesday, five years after a quake and subsequent tsunami hit the
same area, killing more than 500 people. 

Chile contains huge blaze threatening UNESCO city from Agence France-Presse 15 Mar 15

Firefighters have contained a huge forest blaze that had threatened the picturesque Chilean port city of Valparaiso, officials said Sunday, adding
the government plans to charge those responsible for the fire. 

Residents return after fleeing Chile port city inferno from Agence France-Presse 14 Mar 15

Thousands of residents began returning to their Valparaiso homes Saturday, hours after fleeing a still-smoldering forest fire that threatened the
treasured Chilean seaport city, a UNESCO World Heritage site. 

Thousands told to evacuate as deadly blaze threatens Chile city from Agence France-Presse 14 Mar 15

Chile declared a state of emergency Friday and ordered the evacuation of up to 16,000 people as a raging forest fire led to at least one death and
threatened the historic port city of Valparaiso. 

Chilean Accused Of Murder, Torture Taught 13 Years For Pentagon from McClatchy 13 Mar 15

A member of the late Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet’s brutal secret police who’s been accused of murder taught for more than a decade at the
Pentagon’s premier university, despite repeated complaints by his colleagues about his past. 

Bachelet announces constitutional reform to punish corrupt practices from EFE (Spain) 11 Mar 15

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet has announced plans for a constitutional amendment to remove from office those who have acquired elected
positions by illegal means. 

Chilean right-wing leader quits amid corruption scandal from Associated Press 11 Mar 15

The president of Chile's right-wing Democratic Union party is quitting the party over a campaign financing scandal. 

Analysts more optimistic about Chile's economy from EFE (Spain) 10 Mar 15

Experts consulted by Chile's Central Bank have increased their expectations for economic growth in the Andean nation this year to 2.8 percent,
the institution said Tuesday. 

Chile to create new ministry to spur gender equality from Xinhua (China) 8 Mar 15

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet announced Sunday to create the Ministry of Women and Gender Equality. 

Peru withdraws ambassador to Chile in espionage row from Agence France-Presse 7 Mar 15

Peru announced Saturday it has withdrawn its ambassador in Santiago to protest alleged espionage by Chile. Relations soured between the two
countries late February after Peru claimed Chile paid three members of the Peruvian navy to spy on their nation. 

Red alert lifted for Chilean volcano from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 15

Authorities Friday lifted a red alert for the area surrounding a southern Chile volcano, whose brief but fiery eruption forced the evacuation of
thousands of people amid a shower of fire and ash earlier in the week. 

Southern Chile regains calm but remains on red alert over Villarrica volcano from EFE (Spain) 4 Mar 15

Communities near the Villarrica volcano in southern Chile on Wednesday are gradually getting back to normal after the eruption the day before,
although authorities decided to keep the red alert in place in a radius of 10 km (6.2 mi.) around the mountain. 

Chilean leader's popularity hit by son's scandal from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 15

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet's popularity has plunged to the lowest level of her current administration, a poll found Tuesday after a
scandal erupted over a loan to her son's family. 



Volcano erupts in southern Chile, residents evacuated from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 15

A volcano in southern Chile began erupting early Tuesday forcing the evacuation of some 3,000 people in nearby villages, the government said. 

Chile leader's son resigns from party amid scandal from Agence France-Presse 1 Mar 15

The son of Chilean president Michelle Bachelet has resigned from the country's Socialist Party, as authorities pursue an influence peddling
investigation against him. 

Hackers attack Chilean Defense Ministry Web site from EFE (Spain) 24 Feb 15

Hackers attacked the Chilean Defense Ministry's Web site and posted a supposed message from the Islamic State jihadist group, officials said
Tuesday. 

Chile's president says she learned about her son's deals in the press from EFE (Spain) 23 Feb 15

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet said Monday that she learned in the press that her son was involved in a deal worth millions that is being
investigated by the justice system. 

Chile envoy "in consultations" to respond to Peru espionage protest from EFE (Spain) 22 Feb 15

Chilean Foreign Minister Heraldo Muñoz announced Sunday that Santiago's ambassador to Lima, Roberto Ibarra, who is on vacation, will remain
"in consultations" in Chile so he may help prepare a response "with calmness and without harsh remarks" to the Peruvian diplomatic note
protesting an alleged case of espionage. 

Chile denies spying on Peru from EFE (Spain) 20 Feb 15

Chile's government sought to distance itself on Friday from the case of three members of the Peruvian navy accused of leaking classified
information to Santiago. 

Chilean Central Bank posts $436 mn surplus in 2014 from EFE (Spain) 18 Feb 15

The Chilean Central Bank on Wednesday released its 2014 financial statement, which shows that the institution posted a surplus of 270.36 billion
pesos (about $436 million). 

Former ambassador, two others dead in Chile copter crash from Agence France-Presse 14 Feb 15

Three people including Chile's former ambassador to Japan died in a helicopter crash in the lower foothills of the Andes, local media reported
Saturday. 

Son of Chilean President Michelle Bachelet resigns from BBC 14 Feb 15

The son of Chilean President Michelle Bachelet has resigned as head of a government charity. Sebastian Davalos was accused by the opposition
of using his influence to get a large bank loan for his wife. 

Chile seeks neighbors' help to battle wildfires from EFE (Spain) 13 Feb 15

The government of Chile on Friday requested international help to douse 63 wildfires that have already razed 4,981 hectares (12,310 acres). 

Controversy over loan to Bachelet's family in Chile from Associated Press 11 Feb 15

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet is coming under fire over complaints her family got privileged access to a bank loan for a land deal. 

USGS: 6.9 Magnitude Earthquake - San Pedro de Atacama, Chile from United States Geological Survey 11 Feb 15

USGS: 6.9 Magnitude Earthquake - 109km ESE of San Pedro de Atacama, Chile 

Chilean court sentences 78 ex-agents in trial of victim of Operation Colombo from EFE (Spain) 3 Feb 15

A Chilean judge has sentenced 78 former agents of the secret police in Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet's government for the abduction of
Miguel Acuña who disappeared in 1974 and is considered one of the victims of the so-called Operation Colombo. 



Chilean ex-general gets prison for post-coup murder of Americans from Agence France-Presse 2 Feb 15

A Chilean judge has sentenced a retired general to seven years in prison for the murder of Americans Charles Horman and Frank Teruggi in the
days after the country's 1973 military coup. 

Chile's president pushes to ease ban on all abortions from Associated Press 31 Jan 15

The president of Chile has sent legislation to Congress proposing to loosen the socially conservative South American nation's total ban on
abortions. 

Chile Approves Same-sex Civil Unions from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 15

Chile’s Congress on Wednesday approved the country’s first law authorizing civil unions of gay and lesbian couples. 

2 Sentenced in Murders in Chile Coup from New York Times 28 Jan 15

Two former Chilean intelligence officials have been sentenced in the murders of two American citizens shortly after the 1973 coup led by Gen.
Augusto Pinochet. 

2 Chilean police found dead near border with Peru from EFE (Spain) 22 Jan 15

Police in the Chilean city of Arica are investigating the circumstances surrounding the deaths of two Carabineros who were patrolling near the
border with Peru, authorities said Thursday although they ruled out any kind of border incident. 

Chile overhauls dictatorship-era electoral system from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 15

Chile's congress on Tuesday approved a law replacing an electoral system established during the Pinochet dictatorship that favored right-wing
parties. 

Chile’s Landmark Electoral Reform Passes Senate Hurdle from PanAm Post 16 Jan 15

Binomial System on the Way Out, Gender Quota on the Way In 

Chile Ends Dictatorship-era Electoral System from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

Chile’s Senate has voted to end a dictatorship-era electoral system that has squeezed out independent candidates and guaranteed an outsized
presence in Congress for the center-right and center-left blocs. 

Dirty money scandal makes waves in Chile from Buenos Aires Herald 14 Jan 15

Year after crushing defeat, the right suffers another setback 

Chile authorizes second cultivation of pot for medicinal purposes from EFE (Spain) 8 Jan 15

The Chilean authorities have authorized the company Agrofuturo to carry out a project of cultivation and harvest of cannabis sativa for medicinal
purposes, the second such initiative in Chile. 

Listening To The Stars In Chile from Wall Street Journal 29 Dec 14

The high, dry Andean wilderness is fast becoming a magnet for astronomers.

Chile seeks overhaul of Pinochet anti-strike laws from Agence France-Presse 29 Dec 14

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet sent a bill to Congress Monday that would overhaul strict anti-strike laws put in place 35 years ago by late
dictator Augusto Pinochet. 

Red alert declared in Chile's Valparaiso region due to forest fires from EFE (Spain) 22 Dec 14

Chilean authorities on Monday declared a red alert for five municipalities in the central Valparaiso region after several forest fires were reported in
the zone, the same area that in April was the site of a fire that killed 15 people and destroyed 3,000 homes. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translate: Transport Minister explained about the security measures in terminals and highways
from CNN Chile 5 Dec 14



It is expected that thousands of people arriving from today to the bus terminal to travel outside Santiago during this long weekend. Even the
authorities implement an audit plan for avoiding problems in the routes. 

Chile: Bachelet’s Approval Rating Drops To New Low from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

The approval ratings of Chilean President Michelle Bachelet have dropped to a new low, according to a new poll released Wednesday. 

Women Seek Justice For Chilean Dictatorship Rapes from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

Four women who say they were sexually tortured as political prisoners following Chile’s 1973 military coup have filed a complaint they hope will
bring to light dictatorship-era rapes that have been buried by fear, shame and silence. 

Free trade pact takes effect between Chile, Hong Kong from Agence France-Presse 1 Dec 14

free trade agreement between Hong Kong and Chile went into effect on Monday, the Chilean government said. Hong Kong signed the deal with
Chile in 2012 at the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit in the Far Eastern Russian city of Vladivostok. 

Thousands protest in Chile in favor of Constitutional Assembly from EFE (Spain) 23 Nov 14

Several thousand people took to the streets of Santiago and other Chilean cities on Sunday to demand a Constitutional Assembly as a means to
provide the country with a new constitution, something that was promised by President Michelle Bachelet during her election campaign. 

Chile jails two for torturing president's father from Agence France-Presse 21 Nov 14

A Chilean judge jailed two retired colonels Friday for torturing President Michelle Bachelet's father, who was arrested for opposing the country's
1973 coup and died after repeated beatings and electrocutions. 

Chile court compensates 30 former political prisoners from BBC 19 Nov 14

A Chilean court has ordered the state to pay around $7.5m (£4.8m) to 30 former political prisoners. They were were held on a remote island in the
extreme south of the country during the military rule of Augusto Pinochet. 

Chilean president speaks of her torture under Pinochet from Agence France-Presse 14 Nov 14

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet made rare public remarks Thursday on her detention and torture by the country's former military regime,
saying "maturity" had helped her reconcile with the past. 

China, Chile to boost cooperation in agriculture, mining from Xinhua (China) 11 Nov 14

China and Chile are willing to expand bilateral cooperation in agriculture, mining, finance and infrastructure construction, as well as humanities
and science and technology. 

Bachelet invites Chinese PM to Chile to finalize agreements from EFE (Spain) 10 Nov 14

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet on Monday invited Chinese Prime Minister Li Keqiang to visit her country in the coming year to strengthen
relations and firm up agreements in sectors such as science and technology. 

Chilean police neutralize bomb on capital metro from EFE (Spain) 6 Nov 14

Explosives experts on Thursday used controlled detonation to neutralize a homemade bomb planted outside a metro station in this capital, Chilean
police said. 

Chilean teachers begin 48-hour strike to demand better working conditions from EFE (Spain) 5 Nov 14

Thousands of Chilean teachers on Wednesday began a 48-hour strike to demand that the government of Michelle Bachelet make improvements in
their working conditions, according to information provided by the educators. 

Chilean president to attend APEC meeting, visit China from Xinhua (China) 4 Nov 14

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet Jeria will attend the 22nd Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Economic Leaders' Meeting in
Beijing and pay a working visit to China from Nov. 8 to 12, Foreign Ministry spokesman Qin Gang said on Tuesday. 



OPINION: The Chile ‘Miracle’ Goes in Reverse from Wall Street Journal 3 Nov 14

Investment and growth are falling, and now the government targets private schools. 

6.0-magnitude quake jolts southeastern Pacific from Agence France-Presse 1 Nov 14

A strong earthquake jolted the southeastern Pacific on Saturday, about 544 kilometers (338 miles) south-southeast of Chile's Easter Island, the US
Geological Survey said. 

First Marijuana Planted For Medical Use In Chile from Associated Press 30 Oct 14

A Chilean municipality planted the country’s first medical marijuana on Wednesday as part of a pilot program aimed to help ease the pain of
cancer patients. 

Chile plants cannabis for medicinal use from BBC 29 Oct 14

In most countries in the world, if you asked the local authorities for permission to grow 750 cannabis plants in a residential area of the capital city,
you would probably end up in trouble. 

Merkel urges update of Chile-EU association agreement from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 Oct 14

Chancellor Angela Merkel on Monday backed calls to renegotiate an association agreement between the European Union and Chile. 

Chile thieves rob millions from armoured truck from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 Oct 14

Thieves in Chile made off with more than 2.4 billion pesos (4.1 million dollars) after tricking their way into an armoured truck just metres from
the president's office Monday, news reports said. 

Chile to apply anti-terror law in explosion case from Xinhua (China) 24 Oct 14

Chile will apply the anti-terror law in the case of a young man who was killed by a homemade explosive blast last month, local media reported
Friday. 

Andres Oppenheimer: Chile’s economy is down, but far from out from Miami Herald 23 Oct 14

This country, which has long been Latin America’s economic star, has seen its economic growth fall from 5 percent average in recent years to a
projected 1.9 percent this year. But President Michelle Bachelet sounded pretty confident during an interview that things will get “somewhat
better” in 2015, and much better in 2016. 

Chile slowdown due in part to end of raw material boom, central bank says from EFE (Spain) 23 Oct 14

The governor of Chile's Central Bank said Thursday that the country's current economic slowdown is partly attributable to the end of a "super
cycle" of high prices for raw materials. 

Chile seeks wider cooperation with China from Xinhua (China) 21 Oct 14

Chile hopes to expand its trade with China in addition to its major export of copper, the country's ambassador to China said on Tuesday. 

Chile arrests ex-Pinochet aide Col Labbe over killings from BBC 20 Oct 14

A former aide to Chile's ex-military leader General Augusto Pinochet has been arrested on suspicion of involvement in the killings of 13 political
prisoners in the 1970s. 

Chilean truckers block roads, ports to protest lengthy inspections from EFE (Spain) 17 Oct 14

Chilean truck drivers held a road- and port-blocking protest Friday to draw attention to lengthy inspections and a host of other problems and
demand a rapid government response, strike organizers said. 

Chile summons ambassador over bombings controversy from Associated Press 17 Oct 14

Chile is ordering an ambassador to return home and explain recent comments blaming "right-wing entrepreneurs" for a string of bomb attacks. 

Chile police fire tear gas at indigenous protest from Agence France-Presse 12 Oct 14



Chilean police fired tear gas and water cannon Sunday to break up thousands of indigenous protesters demanding land rights and condemning
Columbus Day, after masked demonstrators began throwing stones. 

Parts of Easter Island evacuated after Chile quake from Agence France-Presse 9 Oct 14

A 7.1 magnitude struck off Chile's Pacific coast overnight, prompting the evacuation of parts of Easter Island but causing no deaths or injuries,
officials said Thursday. 

Chile bombing suspects to undergo psych exams from EFE (Spain) 7 Oct 14

The three people suspected of carrying out a series of bomb attacks in Santiago over the past three months will have to undergo psychological,
psychiatric and physical exams, Chilean authorities announced Tuesday. 

Freeport to Sell Its Stake in Chile Copper Mine for $1.8 Billion from Wall Street Journal 7 Oct 14

Deal Would Double Production of the Metal for Canada-Based Lundin 

Chilean Officials Say Man Dies In Bomb Blast from Associated Press 26 Sep 14

The fiery explosion of a homemade bomb killed a man in downtown Santiago on Thursday, officials said, adding to a string of blasts in Chile’s
capital. 

Man Burned Alive In Latest Chile Bombing from Agence France-Presse 26 Sep 14

A man was burned alive when a homemade bomb went off in Santiago on Thursday, law enforcement officials said, the latest in a series of
explosions in Chile’s usually safe capital. 

Hooded men set fire to 4 trucks in Chile from EFE (Spain) 26 Sep 14

Four trucks were set ablaze by at least 15 unknown persons who stopped the vehicles in the southern region of Araucania as they were traveling
along Chile's main highway, which connects the country from north to south, police and judicial sources said Friday. 

Chilean officials say man dies handling bomb from Associated Press 25 Sep 14

Chilean prosecutors say a man has died when the bomb he was handling exploded in downtown Santiago. 

Suspect in Chile bombings was on parole from EFE (Spain) 19 Sep 14

One of three suspects in two bombings at stations of the Santiago subway system was on parole after being convicted for robbery, the Chilean
media reported Friday. 

Three suspects arrested in Chile subway bombing from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 14

Two men and a woman were arrested early Thursday on suspicion of involvement in a recent attack on a subway station in the Chilean capital,
police said. 

Chile seeks to reinstate undercover intelligence agents from Agence France-Presse 13 Sep 14

Chile on Saturday said it would seek to reinstate the use of undercover agents in its intelligence services after a series of bomb attacks in the
Santiago area. 

Chile arrests three carrying explosives from Agence France-Presse 12 Sep 14

Chilean police said they arrested three men Friday in the northern city of Antofagasta carrying dynamite and bomb ingredients, after a series of
recent homemade bomb attacks rattled the country. 

Clashes break out on anniversary of Chile coup from Associated Press 11 Sep 14

Violent clashes are breaking out as Chileans mark the 41st anniversary of their own 9-11. 

UDPATE: Chile president urges justice on coup anniversary from Agence France-Presse 11 Sep 14

Chile's president marked the 41st anniversary Thursday of the coup that brought Augusto Pinochet to power by urging those with details about



crimes committed during the dictatorship to come forward. 

Chile seeks foreign help in subway bombing case from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

Chile sought help from foreign security agencies in identifying those responsible for an explosion that injured 14 people at a subway station in the
capital, while bomb scares and small blasts kept the country on edge Wednesday. 

UPDATE: New Chile bombings hit resort city from Agence France-Presse 10 Sep 14

Two homemade bombs have exploded at a shopping center in the Chilean resort city of Vina del Mar, adding to panic after a subway bombing in
Santiago wounded 14 people. 

New Chile bombing wounds one from Agence France-Presse 10 Sep 14

A homemade bomb exploded Tuesday night outside a supermarket in the Chilean resort city of Vina del Mar, wounding one person a day after a
subway station bombing injured 14. 

Chile's president condemns 'cowardly' terror attack from United Press International 9 Sep 14

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet denounced Monday's bombing at an underground metro shopping center in Santiago as "one of the most
cowardly we have seen." 

Chile bolsters anti-terror effort after bombing from EFE (Spain) 9 Sep 14

The Chilean government on Tuesday announced legal reforms designed to strengthen the police and prosecutors after a bombing in Santiago that
injured 14. 

Death of U.S. teacher in Chile is under investigation from EFE (Spain) 8 Sep 14

The death of a 22-year-old U.S. woman teaching English in the southern city of Temuco is being investigated as a homicide, Chilean authorities
said Monday. 

UPDATE: Bomb rocks Chile metro, seven injured from Agence France-Presse 8 Sep 14

A bomb rocked a Santiago metro station on Monday, injuring seven people in a blast Chile's government called a "terrorist act." 

Explosion in Santiago metro injures five: official from Agence France-Presse 8 Sep 14

A strong explosion ripped through a metro station in Santiago on Monday, injuring five people, one of them seriously, authorities said. 

First medicinal marijuana farm approved in Chile from EFE (Spain) 8 Sep 14

The governor of Metropolitan Santiago, Claudio Orrego, announced on Monday the approval by Chilean authorities of the first farm in this capital
to grow marijuana for medicinal and research purposes. 

Clashes as Chile mourns disappeared under Pinochet rule from BBC 8 Sep 14

Police and protesters have clashed in Chile's capital following a march to remember those who disappeared under military rule from 1973 to 1990.

Central bank cuts forecast for Chile's growth in 2014 from EFE (Spain) 3 Sep 14

Chile's central bank on Wednesday said the economy is decelerating faster than anticipated and cut its 2014 growth forecast from a range of 2.5
percent to 3.5 percent to a more modest 1.75 percent to 2.25 percent. 

Chile to splurge $510 mn to rebuild fire-damaged city from Agence France-Presse 3 Sep 14

Chile will spend $510 million to rebuild picturesque Valparaiso, a port city ravaged by fire earlier this year, President Michelle Bachelet said on
Wednesday. 

Chile: 3 more charged in Victor Jara murder from Associated Press 3 Sep 14

Chile charged three more people on Wednesday in the murder of folk singer Victor Jara during the country's 1973 military coup. 



Chile Sailor Publicly Discloses His Homosexuality from Associated Press 28 Aug 14

A sailor with Chile’s navy on Wednesday announced he is gay, a rare public declaration in the socially conservative South American nation. 

Minister of Defense warns against "entering Chile without authorization" from EFE (Spain) 26 Aug 14

Chilean Defense minister Jorge Burgos has warned of the dangers of entering the country without authorization, in response to news of a march
from Peru on Wednesday to a disputed territory on the border between the two countries. 

USGS: Earthquake in Chile from United States Geological Survey 23 Aug 14

USGS: 6.6 Magnitude Earthquake - 18km WNW of Hacienda La Calera, Chile

Police Tear Gas, Water Cannons At Chilean Protest from Associated Press 22 Aug 14

Student protesters fled a tear gas truck and police water cannons used during a march through the Chilean capital Thursday, but no injuries or
arrests were reported. 

Thousands of Chilean students resume protests to demand concrete education reform from Xinhua (China) 21 Aug 14

Some 60,000 students and supporters marched through the streets of downtown Santiago Thursday to press the government into legislating
education reform. 

Pablo Escobar girlfriend arrested in Chile on drug charges from EFE (Spain) 19 Aug 14

Chilean police arrested a girlfriend of late Colombian drug lord Pablo Escobar (1949-1993) on suspicion of running a group that smuggled drugs
into the country from neighboring Bolivia and Peru. 

Chile should continue developing hydro energy, minister says from EFE (Spain) 18 Aug 14

Hydroelectric power is clean, inexpensive and may continue to be used in Chile, where new energy projects are needed to cut electricity costs,
Energy Minister Maximo Pacheco said Monday. 

Chilean police defuse bomb planted at bank from EFE (Spain) 15 Aug 14

Chilean police defused an explosive device before dawn Friday that had been planted in a branch office of the Banco del Estado, located several
blocks south of downtown Santiago. 

Electoral reform in Chile passes lower house in key step forward from Reuters 14 Aug 14

A bill to reform Chile's dictatorship-era electoral system took an important step forward late Wednesday night, when it was approved by the lower
house of Congress. 

Chile axes airport security chief after brazen heist from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 14

Chile ordered a probe and fired Santiago airport's security chief on Wednesday in the wake of a movie-like $7.6 million heist -- the largest in the
South American nation's history. 

Geologists warn of mega quake for north Chile from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 14

North Chile is at risk of a mega earthquake after a tremor in April released only some of the tension building along a high-risk fault zone since
1877, researchers said Wednesday. 

Gunmen steal $7 mn in Chile airport heist from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 14

Eight masked gunmen made off with more than $7 million Tuesday from an armored truck at the airport in the Chilean capital Santiago, the
largest robbery in the country's history. 

Angolan president proposes cooperation committee with Chile from Xinhua (China) 12 Aug 14

Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos on Tuesday called for the establishment of a bilateral committee between Angola and Chile to
promote economic cooperation between the two countries. 



Pro-Palestinian demo seeks end to Chile's ties with Israel= from Agence France-Presse 2 Aug 14

Thousands marched in Chile's capital Saturday against Israel's operation in Gaza, urging President Michelle Bachelet to break off diplomatic
relations with the Jewish state. 

Japan, Chile agree to enhance cooperation in resources development from Kyodo (Japan) 31 Jul 14

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and Chilean President Michelle Bachelet agreed during their meeting Thursday to cooperate on resources
development and confirmed expanding cooperation in disaster mitigation efforts between the two quake-prone countries. 

Arsonists torch 3 vehicles in Chile's capital from EFE (Spain) 23 Jul 14

Three automobiles were burned early Wednesday in Santiago's San Miguel district, where those responsible for the vandalism left pamphlets
alluding to the cases of anarchists who have been arrested in Chile and abroad, police said. 

Chile and Spain aim to expand strategic alliance from EFE (Spain) 22 Jul 14

Chile and Spain are intending to broaden the scope of the strategic alliance they established more than a year ago with the incorporation of
reforms that are currently being implemented by both governments, Spanish Deputy Prime Minister Soraya Saenz de Santamaria said here
Tuesday. 

Thousands march in pro-Palestinian protests in Chile from Agence France-Presse 19 Jul 14

About 5,000 demonstrators against Israel's military strikes in Gaza held a protest Saturday in the Chilean capital, home to a sizeable Palestinian
community. 

Chinese, Chilean presidents agree to boost cooperation from Xinhua (China) 16 Jul 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping met here Wednesday with his Chilean counterpart Michelle Bachelet and the two agreed to further deepen bilateral
economic cooperation and political coordination. 

3 Tons of drugs seized in Chile from EFE (Spain) 8 Jul 14

Police seized 3 tons of crack and power cocaine and marijuana and arrested eight people in an operation last weekend in northern Chile,
authorities said Tuesday. 

Chilean Court Rules U.S. Had Role In Murders from New York Times 1 Jul 14

The United States military intelligence services played a pivotal role in setting up the murders of two American citizens in 1973, providing the
Chilean military with the information that led to their deaths, a court here has ruled. 

Chile court: US had role in 'Missing' killings from Associated Press 1 Jul 14

A Chilean court said U.S. military intelligence services played a key role that led to the 1973 killings of two Americans in Chile in a case that
inspired the Oscar-winning film "Missing." 

Obama calls Chile a model democracy from EFE (Spain) 30 Jun 14

U.S. President Barack Obama praised Chilean democracy on Monday as he welcomed the Andean nation's leader, Michelle Bachelet, to the White
House. 

Chile seeks confluence between Pacific Alliance, Mercosur from Xinhua (China) 21 Jun 14

Chilean Foreign Minister Heraldo Munoz said Friday Latin American nations should explore similarities between the Pacific Alliance and
Southern Common Market (Mercosur) to help the two trade blocs converge. 

Chilean Mountaintop Blasted For Giant Telescope from Associated Press 20 Jun 14

Astronomers in Chile blasted away the top of a mountain Thursday during a ceremony to mark the start of work on what they say will be the
world’s largest optical telescope. 

Thousands affected by storm in Chile from EFE (Spain) 8 Jun 14



The rain- and snowstorm that has affected several regions of Chile this weekend has left 3,588 people with property damage so far, while 9,522
more remain cut off by flooding or washed-out roads, the national emergency management office said Sunday. 

Chile’s New Ambassador Recalls 1976 Sheridan Circle Car Bomb Assassination from Washington Post 21 May 14

Juan Gabriel Valdes, Chile’s new ambassador to the United States, is formally presenting his credentials to President Obama on Wednesday. 

Chile President Sends Education Reform To Congress from Associated Press 20 May 14

President Michelle Bachelet announced the first stage of her promised education overhaul Monday, proposing an end to state subsidies to for-
profit schools — a step toward eventual free university education in Chile. 

Tens of thousands march in Chile student protest from Agence France-Presse 8 May 14

Tens of thousands of Chilean students protested Thursday in Santiago, pressuring President Michelle Bachelet, who was swept into office
pledging education reform, to live up to her word. 

Violence erupts at end of student march to press for Chilean education reform from EFE (Spain) 8 May 14

Tens of thousands of students marched in this capital and other Chilean cities on Thursday to renew demands for free, quality public education in
their first demonstrations since Michelle Bachelet returned to the presidency in March. 

Chilean president to visit White House on June 30 from Associated Press 8 May 14

Chile's President Michelle Bachelet (bah-cheh-LET') is planning a visit with President Barack Obama next month. 

OPINION: Assault on the Chilean Miracle from Wall Street Journal 5 May 14

President Bachelet wants to raise the corporate tax rate to 35% from 20%. 

Lavrov hopes Chile officials will attend St. Petersburg International Economic Forum from Interfax (Russia) 1 May 14

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov expects Chilean officials to take part in the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum, due to open on
May 22. 

Chile, Russia say bilateral meeting unrelated to Ukraine crisis from Xinhua (China) 1 May 14

Chilean Foreign Minister Heraldo Munoz and his visiting Russian counterpart Sergei Lavrov Wednesday denied their meeting aimed to send a
signal to the United States amid rising tensions over the Ukraine crisis. 

Chilean unions back gov't, but vow to keep up pressure for change from EFE (Spain) 1 May 14

Chilean workers demonstrated Thursday in support of reforms being promoted by President Michelle Bachelet's administration but warned their
loyalty is dependent on promised labor-law changes becoming a reality. 

President Bachelet invites Putin to visit Chile from Itar-Tass (Russia) 30 Apr 14

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet has invited Russian President Vladimir Putin to visit her country. 

Lavrov leaves Nicaragua for official visit to Chile from Itar-Tass (Russia) 30 Apr 14

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov ends his visit to Nicaragua and leaves for an official visit to Chile, where he will meet for talks with
President Michelle Bachelet and his Chilean counterpart Heraldo Munoz. 

Chile aims to end dictatorship-era election rules from Associated Press 23 Apr 14

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet says she is determined to make her country's democracy more representative, and she may have just enough
votes in Congress to achieve it. 

Chile amends constitution to allow expat voting from Associated Press 22 Apr 14

Chile has reformed its constitution to give voting rights to citizens living outside the country. The measure was more than 20 years in the making,
and is seen as a major victory for the many Chileans who left the country during its long dictatorship. 



Fire in Chile's Valparaiso under control: official from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 14

A massive blaze that ripped through the historic Chilean port city of Valparaiso last week, killing 15 people, has finally been brought under
control, authorities said Monday. 

Deadly Chilean Fire ‘Contained’ But Still Burning from Agence France-Presse 18 Apr 14

A massive blaze in the historic Chilean port of Valparaiso that killed 15 people was contained Thursday but workers need several more days to
completely extinguish it. 

Chile Leader To Relocate Valparaiso Fire Victims from Associated Press 16 Apr 14

President Michelle Bachelet vowed Tuesday to reconstruct this once-beautiful port city according to a master plan that would prevent many of the
11,000 victims of devastating wildfires from rebuilding on hills that cannot be protected from disasters. 

Deadly Chile Fire Rages For Third Day from AFP 15 Apr 14

Firefighters backed by police and soldiers are battling for a third day a massive blaze that killed 13 people and ravaged a huge swath of Chile’s
historic port city of Valparaiso. 

Fires Still Besiege Chile Port; 15 Dead, 500 Hurt from Associated Press 15 Apr 14

Helicopters and airplanes dumped water on wildfires and the smoldering wreckage of hilltop neighborhoods around Valparaiso for a third straight
day Monday as sailors in riot gear stood ready to evacuate 700 more families whose homes could be lost if the winds shifted. 

After Fire, Picturesque Hills Of Chilean Port City Are Left In Ruin from New York Times 15 Apr 14

Two days after wind-borne flames ravaged the steep hills surrounding Valparaíso, many slopes of colorful houses that gave the slender port city a
picture-postcard landscape have been reduced to rings of ruins. 

No sign of arson in deadly blaze in Chile from EFE (Spain) 14 Apr 14

Based on information gathered up to now, authorities are dismissing arson as the cause of a fire that since last Saturday has raged in the Pacific
port city of Valparaiso, leaving 12 people dead, Chile's interior minister said Monday. 

Chilean gov't locates blaze's origin from Xinhua (China) 14 Apr 14

The Chilean government has managed to identify the original place of a devastating fire that has ravaged the port city of Valparaiso over the past
few days, local media reported on Monday. 

Responders fight to control outbreaks in killer Chilean blaze from Agence France-Presse 14 Apr 14

Emergency responders struggled Monday with outbreaks from a deadly blaze that tore through parts of an historic Chilean port city, as authorities
hoped to have control of the flames in two to three days. 

Chile: 16 dead, toll rising in Valparaiso fire from Associated Press 13 Apr 14

A raging fire leaped from hilltop to hilltop in this colorful port city, killing at least 16 people and destroying more than 500 homes. More than
10,000 people were evacuated, including more than 200 female inmates at a prison. 

Earthquake - Iquique, Chile from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 10 Apr 14

USGS: M6.0 Magnitude Earthquake - Iquique, Chile

Chile: Ancient Mummies Damaged By Quake from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

Chilean officials say some pre-Columbian mummies buried in the northern Atacama desert have been damaged by a magnitude-8.2 earthquake
and hundreds of aftershocks that hit the country last week. 

Chileans Are Worried About The Big One from USA Today 8 Apr 14

The earth hasn’t stopped shaking in northern Chile since a massive quake erupted off the coast of this Pacific nation. 



UPDATE: Chile lifts tsunami alert after new earthquake from Agence France-Presse 3 Apr 14

Chile early Thursday lifted a tsunami alert issued after a strong aftershock that followed an 8.2-magnitude earthquake the day before. 

Powerful 7.8 earthquake rocks northern Chile: officials from Agence France-Presse 3 Apr 14

A powerful earthquake measuring 7.8 rocked northern Chile late Wednesday just over 24 hours after a deadly 8.2 jolt there, authorities said. 

Chile Earthquake Claims 6 Lives; Quick Response Praised from Miami Herald 3 Apr 14

President Michelle Bachelet has declared three areas in northern Chile as catastrophe zones after a massive earthquake caused six fatalities and
the evacuation of more than 900,000 people. 

USGS: 6.1 Magnitude Earthquake - Iquique, Chile from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 3 Apr 14

76km (47mi) SW of Iquique, Chile

Chile calls off tsunami alert after 8.2 magnitude quake from Agence France-Presse 2 Apr 14

Chile on Wednesday called off a tsunami alert declared after an 8.2-magnitude earthquake struck the northern part of the country. 

White House: U.S. 'stands ready to help' Chile after earthquake from Military Times 2 Apr 14

The U.S. government is prepared to help Chile if it asks for assistance in the wake of Monday’s massive earthquake and tsunami that have left at
least five people dead, a White House official said. 

President declares northern Chile disaster area after quake from Agence France-Presse 2 Apr 14

President Michelle Bachelet declared parts of northern Chile hit by an 8.2 magnitude offshore earthquake to be disaster zones. 

UPDATE: 2 dead as magnitude-8.2 quake hits northern Chile from Associated Press 2 Apr 14

A powerful magnitude-8.2 earthquake struck off northern Chile on Tuesday night, setting off a small tsunami that forced evacuations along the
country's entire Pacific coast.

Several tremors follow magnitude 8.2 quake off Chile from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 1 Apr 14

Several tremors followed the earthquake that struck off the coast of Chile late Tuesday, the US Geological Survey said. 

UPDATE: First tsunami wave hits, Chilean navy says from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 1 Apr 14

A first tsunami wave around 2 metres high reached Chile late Tuesday, 45 minutes after an earthquake off the coast, the country's navy was cited
as saying by CNN. 

UPDATE: Chile quake generates 2.11-meter waves from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 14

A powerful 8.2-magnitude earthquake that struck off Chile's Pacific coast on Tuesday generated waves of up to 2.11 meters (6.9 feet), US officials
said. 

UPDATE: Tsunami waves sparked by powerful quake strike northern coast of Chile from Xinhua (China) 1 Apr 14

Tsunami waves generated by a 8.0-magnitude earthquake that hit off the coast of Chile Tuesday have stricken some areas in the north of the
country. 

Bachelet proposes tax reforms in Chile from Agence France-Presse 31 Mar 14

President Michelle Bachelet sent Chile's Congress a bill Monday that would raise corporate taxes to fund a sweeping overhaul of the country's
education system. 

UPDATE: Dozens arrested in Chile's pro-Left protests from Xinhua (China) 31 Mar 14

At least 98 people were arrested and three policemen were injured in Chile on Sunday as protesters gathered in major cities to commemorate two
young Left activists who died in 1985. 



Protesters clash with police in Chile from EFE (Spain) 30 Mar 14

Protesters took to the streets of Santiago and other cities across Chile early Sunday, erecting barricades, firing shots and clashing with police out
to stop Young Combatants Day demonstrations. 

Chilean air show hosts exhibitors from 43 countries from EFE (Spain) 26 Mar 14

The 2014 International Air and Space Show, or FIDAE, has opened in Santiago, Chile, where nearly 600 exhibitors from 43 countries are showing
off the latest in aerospace and defense industry equipment. 

Russian Helicopters to showcase its advanced machines in Chile from Itar-Tass (Russia) 25 Mar 14

Russian Helicopters will showcase its multipurpose Mi-171A2, Ka-32A11VS and Mi-35M at FIDAE 2014, opening in Chile, says the company's
press service. 

USGS: 6.1 Magnitude Earthquake from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 23 Mar 14

51 miles WNW of Iquique, Chile

Chile's Michelle Bachelet faces first protest from BBC News 22 Mar 14

Tens of thousands of Chileans have marched through Santiago to urge new President Michelle Bachelet to carry out her left-leaning reform
programme. 

USGS: 6.7 Magnitude Earthquake - from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 22 Mar 14

60km WNW of Iquique, Chile

New Chile government hit with resignations from Agence France-Presse 19 Mar 14

Chile President Michelle Bachelet's new government suffered an embarrassing setback Wednesday when four governors resigned under fire less
than a week after taking office. 

OECD says Chile has widest inequality gap from Associated Press 18 Mar 14

Chile has the widest gap between rich and poor among the 34 countries of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development. 

USGS: 6.2 Magnitude Earthquake from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 17 Mar 14

6.2 Magnitude Earthquake - 74km WNW of Iquique, Chile

Magnitude-6.7 Quake Hits Chile’s Northern Coast from Associated Press 17 Mar 14

A strong 6.7-magnitude earthquake shook Chile’s northern Pacific shore Sunday, and authorities said more than 100,000 people briefly evacuated
some coastal areas as a precaution. Only minor damage was reported. 

UPDATE: Chile Earthquake: Magnitude 6.7 Temblor Hits Off Northern Coast Of Chile, Prompting More Than 100,000 To
Evacuate from Associated Press 17 Mar 14

A strong 6.7-magnitude earthquake shook Chile's northern Pacific shore Sunday, and authorities said more than 100,000 people briefly evacuated
some coastal areas as a precaution. Only minor damage was reported. 

USGS: 7.0 Magnitude Earthquake from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 16 Mar 14

USGS: 7.0 Magnitude Earthquake - 64 KM WNW of Iquique, Chile

Chilean president unveils education reform bill from Xinhua (China) 13 Mar 14

Chilean President Michelle Bachelet unveiled an education reform bill Thursday to address the long-lasting education crisis as mass student
protests swept the country since 2011. 

Chile’s Bachelet Stands By Reform Despite Slowdown from Associated Press 13 Mar 14



Chile’s new President Michelle Bachelet says she’ll keep her promises to make profound changes to tackle the country’s sharp inequality despite
her country’s economic slowdown. 

Chile's new gov't policy to focus on LatAm from Xinhua (China) 12 Mar 14

The newly-instated government of Chilean President Michelle Bachelet aims to make Latin American ties a priority, Foreign Minister Heraldo
Munoz said in an article published Wednesday in Chilean daily El Mercurio. 

Chile's Bachelet sworn in again as president from Associated Press 11 Mar 14

Michelle Bachelet may be older and wiser than she was eight years ago when she first assumed Chile's presidency, but chances are that leading
her restive nation won't be any easier this time around. 

Chile asks Venezuela to probe citizen's protest death from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 14

Chile has asked Venezuela to probe the fatal shooting of one of its citizens during a protest in the city of Merida, outgoing President Sebastian
Pinera said Monday. 

Chile's new president to inherit sluggish economy from Xinhua (China) 5 Mar 14

Chile's president-elect Michelle Bachelet will inherit "a sluggish economy," Chile's incoming Finance Minister Alberto Arenas said Wednesday. 

7 Police hurt in clash with indigenous activists in Chile from EFE (Spain) 5 Mar 14

Seven police were shot in a clash with Mapuche Indians in the southern region of Araucania, Chilean authorities said Wednesday. 

Possible Pinochet-Era Human Remains Found In Chile from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 14

Chilean police have discovered human remains near a restaurant linked to a German enclave where opposition figures were tortured and killed
during the dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet. 

COMMENTARY: Memories Of Chile from New York Times 21 Feb 14

A little over a quarter-century ago, when Gen. Augusto Pinochet ruled Chile with an iron fist, a few fellow correspondents and I decided to go
down to the port of Valparaiso for a fish lunch washed down with Sauvignon Blanc. 

Chile launches strategy for green growth from Xinhua (China) 20 Feb 14

Chile on Wednesday launched a national strategy for green growth, aimed at promoting sustainable development in the South American country. 

Biden To Attend Socialist Chilean President’s Inauguration from Washington Times 14 Feb 14

Vice President Joseph R. Biden and his wife, Jill, will travel to Chile next month to attend the inauguration of that country’s next president, the
White House announced Thursday. 

Biden to travel to Chile, Dominican Republic from Associated Press 14 Feb 14

The White House says Vice President Joe Biden will travel next month to Chile and the Dominican Republic. 

Vatican Investigates Chilean Bishop For Sex Abuse from Agence France-Presse 7 Feb 14

The Vatican has opened an investigation into a Chilean bishop for alleged sexual abuse, the local Church leadership said Thursday. 

Chilean port workers end strike after new agreement from EFE (Spain) 29 Jan 14

Around 1,500 Chilean port workers returned to work Wednesday, two days after they walked out due to management's failure to comply with the
terms of an accord ending a three-week-long nationwide dock strike, union leaders said. 

Gov't, unions reach accord to resolve strike at Chilean ports from EFE (Spain) 25 Jan 14

Chile's government and the port workers' unions reached an accord Saturday that can resolve the strike that has shut down a dozen ports up and
down the country for more than three weeks, union officials said. 



Chile's president-elect Bachelet appoints 23 ministers from Xinhua (China) 24 Jan 14

Chile's president-elect Michelle Bachelet named 23 ministers on Friday, two weeks after she was officially declared as the president-elect. 

Chile arrests four ex-officers for Pinochet-era poisonings from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 14

Four Chilean ex-army officers have been arrested for murdering two prisoners and the attempted murders of five more during the Augusto
Pinochet dictatorship while testing a method of poisoning regime opponents, authorities said Friday. 

Chilean president says to accept ICJ verdict on maritime disputes with Peru from Xinhua (China) 22 Jan 14

Chilean President Sebastian Pinera said Wednesday his country would abide by any verdict by the Hague-based International Court of Justice
(ICJ) on maritime dispute with Peru, but would also exercise its rights. 

Chile hit by lengthy port strike from Associated Press 17 Jan 14

A strike in Chile's top port continues to block shipments of fruits and is causing big losses for farmers and exporters. 

Chile's president-elect faces challenges in naming new cabinet from Xinhua (China) 16 Jan 14

Chile's president-elect Michelle Bachelet is expected to announce her new cabinet by Jan. 27, a task seen by some analysts as quite challenging as
she was brought to power by a seven-party coalition. 

Ports in southern Chile shut down to support strike in north from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 14

Workers at seven ports in southern Chile ground work to a halt Tuesday to support counterparts in central and northern ports who have been on
strike for 22 days. 

Chile fruit exporters say port strike could cost them $100 mn from EFE (Spain) 13 Jan 14

A group representing Chilean fruit exporters said Monday that their losses from a strike by port workers could exceed $100 million by the end of
this week. 

Chilean FM calls for stronger ties with Peru ahead of ICJ ruling from Xinhua (China) 13 Jan 14

Chile should "care for and enhance" its ties with neighboring Peru, Chilean Foreign Minister Alfredo Moreno said Monday, in the lead-up to an
International Court of Justice (ICJ) ruling on their maritime dispute. 

6 Police injured in clash with striking Chilean port workers from EFE (Spain) 13 Jan 14

Six police officers were injured and the offices of the Ultraport company were wrecked during a march by about 100 striking port workers in the
northern Chilean city of Antofagasta, local Bio Bio radio reported. 

Chile refuses extradition of 10 over rights abuses from Agence France-Presse 9 Jan 14

Chile's Supreme Court on Thursday upheld a decision blocking the extradition of 10 former military officers convicted in absentia in France for
the torture and disappearance of four French nationals during the dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet. 

Chile ex-officers detained for 1973 disappearance of French ex-priest from Agence France-Presse 7 Jan 14

A judge in Chile ordered the arrest Tuesday of nine former military officers accused in the disappearance of a French former priest during the
Augusto Pinochet dictatorship. 

Indigenous activists suspected in Chile firebomb attack from EFE (Spain) 31 Dec 13

Hooded assailants stormed a forestry company facility in southern Chile's Araucania region and hurled Molotov cocktails at two helicopters used
in firefighting, authorities said Tuesday. 

Bachelet Position On Mapuche People In Chile Scrutinized Ahead Of Second Term from Miami Herald 26 Dec 13

As President-elect Michelle Bachelet prepares to take office in March, her previous government’s policies toward the country’s indigenous groups
and her recent pledges on the campaign trail are being increasingly scrutinized. 



Mapuche Leader Found Dead In Reservoir She Opposed from Associated Press 26 Dec 13

A Mapuche Indian leader who became the face of Chile’s environmental movement was found floating in a reservoir she spent a decade trying to
prevent from being created, and authorities said Wednesday they were awaiting autopsy results although the death appeared accidental. 

Obama seeks better ties with Chile under new president from Xinhua (China) 18 Dec 13

U.S. President Barack Obama on Wednesday called Chilean President-elect Michelle Bachelet, congratulating her for her victory and voicing the
hope for better ties between the two countries. 

Chile's president-elect announces defense priorities from Xinhua (China) 18 Dec 13

Chile's president-elect Michelle Bachelet laid out future defense strategy on Tuesday, prioritizing building security, transparency and cooperation
in the South American region during her term. 

Bachelet Has Big Win In Chile Presidential Vote from Associated Press 17 Dec 13

President-elect Michelle Bachelet vowed on Monday to initiate profound social changes in Chile, a day after winning the seat with the biggest
victory in eight decades. 

Chilean Voters Return A Former President To Power from New York Times 16 Dec 13

Chilean voters handed a landslide victory to Michelle Bachelet on Sunday, returning her to the presidency amid continuing unease over high
levels of inequality in Chile despite an enviable stretch of rapid economic growth. 

Michelle Bachelet Easily Regains Chile Presidency from Associated Press 16 Dec 13

Chile’s once and future leader Michelle Bachelet easily won Sunday’s presidential runoff, returning center-left parties to power by promising
profound social changes in response to years of street protests. 

Socialist Bachelet Wins Chilean Presidency from Wall Street Journal 16 Dec 13

The Victory Will Allow Ms. Bachelet to Pursue Her Agenda of Widening Government's Role

Bachelet Wins Chile Presidential Run-Off from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 13

Socialist Michelle Bachelet was swept back into office Sunday as Chile’s next president, on a platform of narrowing the gap between rich and
poor. 

Bachelet Returns To The Chilean Presidency In Major Election Victory from Miami Herald 16 Dec 13

The Socialist candidate Michelle Bachelet pulled off a dramatic return to Chile’s presidency in Sunday’s election and quickly promised radical
reform to the country’s education system, higher taxes on businesses and a new constitution. 

Bachelet Concerned About Turnout As Chileans Vote from Associated Press 16 Dec 13

Michelle Bachelet was almost certain to win Sunday’s presidential runoff, riding a wave of hope that brought millions of Chileans to the streets in
recent years demanding education reform, environmental protection and a reduction of the country’s income inequality. 

Former President Michelle Bachelet Wins A New Term In Chile from Los Angeles Times 15 Dec 13

Former President Michelle Bachelet was elected to a new term as Chile’s leader in a landslide victory Sunday, becoming the first woman to be
reelected chief executive in the nation’s history. 

UPDATE: Chile's Bachelet wins presidential runoff with 62 pct votes from Xinhua (China) 15 Dec 13

Chile's Electoral Service (Servel) announced Sunday that with more than 96 percent of the votes counted in the presidential runoff, socialist
candidate Michelle Bachelet was leading with 62.26 percent of the ballots. 

Socialist Bachelet the favourite in Chilean run-off vote from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 10 Dec 13

Chile will have a woman as its next leader, this much is clear: socialist former president Michelle Bachelet and conservative Evelyn Matthei are
set to clash in Sunday's run-off election, with the former as the clear front-runner. 



Chile will not cede territory to Bolivia: FM from Xinhua (China) 28 Nov 13

Chile will not cede any of its national territory to Bolivia, Foreign Minister Alfredo Moreno said Thursday in response to a Bolivian suggestion of
resuming talks to settle a land dispute with a new Chilean administration. 

Chilean Student Leader Backs Bachelet’s Reform from Associated Press 22 Nov 13

Camila Vallejo, the public face of Chile’s student movement, backs Michelle Bachelet and trusts that the presidential favorite’s proposed reform
of the education system will soon become a reality. 

Bachelet Wins Chile Vote, But Reforms In Peril from Associated Press 19 Nov 13

Michelle Bachelet nearly doubled her conservative rival’s votes in the first round of Chile’s presidential election, but her center-left coalition fell
short of the gains in Congress needed to keep many of her promises. 

Two ladies in the runoff for Chile's presidency, but Pinochet's legacy is still around from MercoPress 18 Nov 13

Two ladies and daughters of Air Force generals (but from opposite sides) will be disputing the run off on 15 December when the next Chilean
president will be elected.

Michelle Bachelet Far Ahead In Chile’s First-Round Presidential Vote from Los Angeles Times 18 Nov 13

Buoyed by personal popularity and her promise to rewrite Chile’s Constitution, Michelle Bachelet surged to the top in Sunday’s first round of
voting to elect a new president, but fell short of enough votes to avoid a runoff. 

Former President Of Chile Poised To Regain Her Seat from New York Times 18 Nov 13

Michelle Bachelet, who was president of Chile from 2006 to 2010, far outpolled her opponents for the office in the general election on Sunday,
after campaigning on promises of major changes in education, health, social security and taxes. But she fell short of the majority needed to avoid
a runoff election in December. 

Bachelet Tops Chile President Vote; Faces Runoff from Associated Press 18 Nov 13

Michelle Bachelet won nearly twice as many votes as her closest rival in Chile’s presidential election Sunday, but she fell short of the outright
majority needed to avoid a Dec. 15 runoff. 

Chile Readies for Leftward Tilt from Wall Street Journal 18 Nov 13

Former President Michelle Bachelet trounced her rivals during Sunday's elections in this copper-rich South American country, reflecting Chileans'
desire for greater social equality amid the country's economic boom. 

UPDATE: Chile's Bachelet wins first round presidential race at 46% from Agence France-Presse 17 Nov 13

Socialist Michelle Bachelet won a first round of Chile's presidential race Sunday, with voters putting her on track to replace a conservative, early
returns showed.

Students who oppose Chilean election occupy Bachelet HQ from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 17 Nov 13

Around 20 high school students occupied the campaign headquarters of Chilean presidential candidate Michelle Bachelet on Sunday,
demonstrating their opposition to the ongoing general election. 

Bachelet Softens Reform Promises Before Chile Vote from Associated Press 15 Nov 13

Michelle Bachelet is expected to overwhelmingly win Sunday’s presidential election and possibly avoid a runoff, riding a wave of hope that
brought millions of Chileans to the streets demanding social change. 

Sisters of Conflict in Chile, Now Rivals from Wall Street Journal 14 Nov 13

As young girls growing up in Chile, Michelle Bachelet and Evelyn Matthei were family friends whose fathers ended up on opposite sides of
Chile's 1973 coup.



Strike shuts down main Argentina-Chile border crossing from Xinhua (China) 13 Nov 13

A 24-hour strike by Chilean border control agencies totally shut down the main border crossing between Argentina and Chile Wednesday,
Argentina's National Roads & Highway Bureau (DNV) said. 

10,000 public sector workers protest in Chile from Xinhua (China) 13 Nov 13

Some 10,000 public sector employees held a mass protest march in Chile's capital Santiago Wednesday as part of a two-day strike over stalled
discussions on increased pay. 

Bachelet to be elected president of Chile, but then what? from Washington Post 11 Nov 13

Michelle Bachelet, Chile’s first woman president, who served from 2006-2010, left office as the most popular politician in Chilean history, with
an approval rating of over 84 percent.

Magnitude-6.6 Quake Strikes North-central Chile from Associated Press 1 Nov 13

A 6.6-magnitude earthquake rocked north-central Chile on Thursday, causing buildings to sway in the capital and nervous people to run out into
the streets. 

Earthquake - Chile from USGS 31 Oct 13

6.6 Magnitude Earthquake - 40 mi SW of Coquimbo, Chile

Chile: 4 sentenced in brutal murder of gay man from Associated Press 29 Oct 13

Chilean judges on Monday sentenced a man to life in prison for the beating death of a gay man whose body was carved with swastikas, and gave
lesser sentences to three others.

Chile denies president's involvement in financial scandal from Xinhua (China) 25 Oct 13

Chilean government spokeswoman Cecilia Perez Friday denied President Sebastian Pinera is connected with what is considered to be Chile's
biggest ever financial scandal. 

Michelle Bachelet Leads In Poll But May Face Runoff from Miami Herald 23 Oct 13

Center-left candidate Michelle Bachelet appears set to win Chile’s presidential election next month but eight other contenders may push the vote
to a run-off, a poll showed on Tuesday. 

Independent candidate hopes to win Chilean vote from Associated Press 18 Oct 13

Independent Chilean presidential candidate Marco Enriquez-Ominami says he can still gain ground and challenge the frontrunner in next month's
elections. 

Chilean students protest ahead of general elections from EFE (Spain) 17 Oct 13

Thousands of students marched in this capital on Thursday to demand changes to the education system and a bigger say in decision-making a
month before Chileans go to the polls to choose a new president and Congress. 

4 guilty in Chile gay murder that led to hate law from Associated Press 17 Oct 13

Four Chilean men were convicted of first-degree murder Thursday for beating a gay man to death and carving swastikas into his body. 

Hundreds March in Chile for Mapuche Rights from Agence France-Presse 15 Oct 13

Some 700 people took to the streets of the Chilean capital Santiago Saturday to demand more land rights for the country's indigenous Mapuche
population, police said. 

Chile poll puts Bachelet ahead, but suggests election run-off from Reuters 8 Oct 13

Center-left candidate Michelle Bachelet is the favorite to win Chile's presidential election, but rivals gaining ground may push the vote into a run-
off, according to an Ipsos poll on voting intentions.



Chile Hunt For Justice Winds Up As Enigma from New York Times 27 Sep 13

The Chilean courts have long been after Ray E. Davis, a former American Navy captain, accusing him of being involved in the murder of two
Americans decades ago that inspired the award-winning 1982 film “Missing.” 

Chile Shuts Luxury Jail For Dictatorship Criminals from Associated Press 27 Sep 13

Chile’s president announced Thursday that he will close a luxury prison for dictatorship-era military officials convicted of crimes against
humanity, taking away their tennis courts, barbecues and a pool. 

Chile ex-army chief in child torture probe from Agence France-Presse 23 Sep 13

A Chilean judge ordered a probe Monday into allegations that a former army commander was responsible for the abduction and torture of three
children during the dictatorship of General Augusto Pinochet. 

Allende: Pinochet Spy Chief Lies About 'Dirty War from Associated Press 20 Sep 13

The daughter of toppled President Salvador Allende says that those convicted of human rights violations during Chile's long dictatorship should
be moved to common prisons, and out of the relatively luxurious lockup where they are serving multiple life sentences. 

Chilean president dismisses 2nd run in 2017 from Xinhua (China) 18 Sep 13

Chilean President Sebastian Pinera on Wednesday dismissed a second run for office in 2017, saying "it's not in my plans." 

The hurdles faced by Bachelet to achieve her promise of reforming Chilean education from Merco Press 15 Sep 13

Chilean military dictator Augusto Pinochet legacy lives heavily in a country which has had a spectacular economic performance since the return
of democracy, but remains lame in several social and political issues. 

Chile coup anniversary toll: 264 arrests from Associated Press 12 Sep 13

Chile police say they arrested 264 people and that 42 officers were wounded during a night of violence on the anniversary of Chile's 1973 coup. 

Clashes as Chile marks 40th anniversary of coup from Associated Press 11 Sep 13

Protesters marking the 40th anniversary of Chile's military coup are clashing with police, throwing rocks and gasoline bombs and setting up
flaming barricades.

Chile's Bachelet visits former concentration camp from Associated Press 10 Sep 13

Former Chilean President Michelle Bachelet nearly broke down Tuesday while visiting the detention and torture center where she was held during
the 1973-90 dictatorship. 

FEATURE: Former AP editor recalls covering 1973 Chile coup from Associated Press 10 Sep 13

For days, rumors had spread that a coup was imminent. The date chosen by the military and their supporters was the 11th of September. That
Tuesday in 1973, I arrived very early to The Associated Press bureau, not knowing that a military state of siege would keep me from returning
home for four days.

Anniversary Of Chilean Coup Brings Renewed Calls For Justice from Miami Herald 10 Sep 13

The Chilean military officer put a pistol to folksinger Victor Jara’s head in a game of Russian roulette, twirled the chamber and shot him point
blank. Then he ordered a group of conscripts to fire into his corpse.

FEATURE: Chile Recalls Coup With Flurry Of Events And New Openness from New York Times 9 Sep 13

The resulting military dictatorship of Gen. Augusto Pinochet, who ruled for 17 years, suspended political and civil rights; censored the press; and
imprisoned, tortured, exiled, abducted or killed tens of thousands of its opponents. Though there have been official reports about the human rights
abuses since then, and some military officers have been prosecuted, many Chileans say the country has not yet fully come to grips with what
happened.

Chile court admits omissions during dictatorship from Associated Press 6 Sep 13



Chile's Supreme Court is admitting neglect during Gen. Augusto Pinochet's 1973-1990 dictatorship that killed hundreds of people. 

Chilean’s Family Files Suit In U.S. Over His Torture And Death In ‘73 from New York Times 6 Sep 13

A former Chilean Army officer charged with murdering Víctor Jara, a popular folk singer, shortly after the 1973 military coup has been sued in a
Florida court under federal laws allowing legal action against human rights violators living in the United States. 

Chile extradites Argentina judge on rights charges from Associated Press 4 Sep 13

Chile is extraditing an Argentine judge who fled his home country to avoid trial on charges of crimes against humanity. 

Chilean right closes ranks around presidential candidate from EFE 15 Aug 13

The Chilean right's candidate in the Nov. 17 presidential election, Evelyn Matthei, will officially register her candidacy next week, according to
what officials on her campaign team told Efe ... With this act, the alliance is seeking to send a signal of unity after several weeks of controversy
and disagreements that put at risk the possibility of contesting the election with a single candidate.

UN: Chile should calm land dispute with Mapuche from Associated Press 30 Jul 13

The U.N. special investigator on human rights and counter-terrorism is asking Chile to stop using an anti-terrorism law against the Mapuche
Indians. 

Women With Bitter Past Run For Chile’s Presidency from Associated Press 28 Jul 13

Their history is the history of Chile. Michelle Bachelet and Evelyn Matthei were childhood friends whose fathers became top generals on opposite
sides of the country’s deep political divide.

Chile's ruling party presidential candidate drops out of race from Xinhua (China) 17 Jul 13

Chile's ruling Independent Democratic Unity party presidential candidate Pablo Longueira Wednesday withdrew from the race, citing health
reasons. 

Chile condemns Washington for reported spying in Latin America from Xinhua (China) 11 Jul 13

Chile has joined a growing list of countries that have condemned the United States for reportedly spying in Latin America and is demanding
answers about the alleged espionage. 

Thousands protest in Chile nationwide strike from Associated Press 11 Jul 13

Chile's largest labor union called a nationwide strike on Thursday to demand improved labor conditions and tax reform, but officials said only a
small percentage of workers participated. 

Ex-president Bachelet, Longueira win Chile's first-ever presidential primaries from Xinhua (China) 1 Jul 13

The preliminary results of Chile's first-ever presidential primaries on Sunday showed that former Chilean president Michelle Bachelet and former
Economy Minister Pablo Longueira have won their candidacy for the Chilean presidential election. 

Chile's Bachelet to win presidential primary from Associated Press 30 Jun 13

Chileans are voting for the first time in presidential primaries organized by the government. 

Chile police battle rioters as students hold mass demo from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 13

Chilean riot police fired water cannons and hurled tear gas at protesters in downtown Santiago Wednesday at the end of a massive, otherwise
peaceful march demanding sweeping education reform. 

UPDATE: Students arrested as protests sweep Chile from Xinhua (China) 26 Jun 13

A new wave of protests for educational reform in Chile led to the arrest of 10 students Wednesday, as demonstrators set up roadblocks as part of a
nationwide strike in which various unions took part, police sources said. 

Two thirds of Chile faces desertification: president from Agence France-Presse 17 Jun 13



Two thirds of Chile's territory is facing desertification in which the bone-dry Atacama Desert grows by over a meter (3.3 feet) a day, President
Sebastian Pinera warned Monday. 

Obama Cites Chilean Growth In Meeting With Pinera On Trade from Bloomberg News 5 Jun 13

U.S. President Barack Obama and Chilean President Sebastian Pinera renewed their push for a trans-Pacific trade agreement at a White House
meeting that also touched on education and renewable energy. 

Obama Welcomes Chile's Pinera To White House from Associated Press 5 Jun 13

President Barack Obama has welcomed Chilean President Sebastian Pinera to the White House, asserting the South American nation's economic
and democratic rise. Both leaders said they were committed to working toward a broad Asia-Pacific regional trade pact that would include both
countries. 

UPDATE: Chile begins evacuation near volcano from Agence France-Presse 28 May 13

Chile on Tuesday began the evacuation of some 2,200 people living near the Copahue volcano close to the border with Argentina despite a
decrease in seismic activity. 

Chile Communists back Bachelet in president vote from Associated Press 27 May 13

Chile's small Communist Party is officially announcing its support for Michelle Bachelet for president. 

UPDATE: Chile, Argentina on red alert over Copahue volcano from Associated Press 27 May 13

Chilean and Argentine officials issued a red alert Monday for the increasingly active Copahue volcano bordering the two countries and ordered
the evacuation of about 3,000 people. 

Protesters hurl firebombs as Chile leader speaks from Associated Press 21 May 13

Police say protesting students have hurled homemade firebombs during demonstrations as Chilean President Sebastian Pinera makes his final state
of the nation speech to Congress. Pinera was not exposed to the protest, however, 

Magnitude 6.8 earthquake strikes off Chile: USGS from AFP 20 May 13

A magnitude 6.8 earthquake struck off the coast of Chile on Monday, the US Geological Survey said, with no immediate tsunami warning issued
or reports of casualties or significant damage. The quake occurred at 0949 GMT at a relatively shallow depth of 10 kilometers (six miles) and the
epicenter was 1,538 kilometers south-southwest of the capital Santiago, the USGS said in its initial report. 

USGS: 6.8 Magnitude Earthquake - West Chile Rise from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 20 May 13

USGS: 6.8 Magnitude Earthquake - West Chile Rise http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/at00mn3clq#summary 

Chilean, US Presidents To Meet In Washington In June from Agence France-Presse 8 May 13

Chilean President Sebastian Pinera will meet US leader Barack Obama to discuss tourist visas and trade during Pinera's first official visit to the
US in June, Chile's foreign ministry said Tuesday. 

Chile students resume protests for free education from BBC 8 May 13

Tens of thousands of students in Chile have resumed their protests for free education with marches in major cities. 

Chile's Bachelet Courts Communists For Big Reforms from Associated Press 6 May 13

Communist and other leftists were considered enemies of the state during Chile's military dictatorship, a 17-year period that saw thousands of
people killed and disappeared for their politics. 

Train derailed, engineers shot at in Chile's Mapuche region from EFE (Spain) 30 Apr 13

Unknown persons on Tuesday derailed a freight train in the southern Chilean region of La Araucania, in the so-called Mapuche conflict zone, and
then fired on the engineers and tried to burn the cargo and the railcars. 



Chile's Golborne Quits Presidential Race Amid Scandal from Associated Press 30 Apr 13

A charismatic businessman seen by Chile's center-right government as its best hope for holding onto power was forced out of the race Monday by
a financial scandal. 

Chile's ruling party presidential hopeful steps aside from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 13

Laurence Golborne, who helped lead the high-profile rescue of Chilean miners to become the ruling party's hope in the November presidential
vote, withdrew Monday as a potential candidate. 

Chile's new education chief hopes to talk with dissident students from Xinhua (China) 23 Apr 13

Chile's newly-appointed Education Minister Carolina Schmidt said here Tuesday that she is willing to dialogue with leaders of the dissident
student movement. 

Chilean environmental groups protest water rights from Associated Press 22 Apr 13

Environmental and indigenous groups have marched in Chile's capital to demand the recovery of water rights. 

Chilean president names new education minister from Xinhua (China) 22 Apr 13

Chile's President Sebastian Pinera Monday appointed Carolina Schmidt, former head of the National Women's Service, as the new Education
Minister replacing Harald Beyer. 

UPDATE: Chile Senate votes to impeach education minister from Associated Press 18 Apr 13

Chile's Senate has voted to impeach Education Minister Harald Beyer for professional misconduct for failing to monitor profits in the education
sector. 

Chilean students demand dismissal of education minister from Xinhua (China) 17 Apr 13

Chilean students Wednesday called on center-left opposition senators to vote for the dismissal of Education Minister Harald Beyer, already
indicted by deputies in the lower house of parliament for failing to properly supervise private universities. 

Chile's Socialists name Bachelet as presidential candidate from EFE (Spain) 13 Apr 13

Chile's ex-President Michelle Bachelet was named Saturday at a massive ceremony as representative of the Socialist Party, or PS, and the smaller
Party for Democracy, or PPD, in the opposition's presidential primaries. 

Chile: Students join week of political protests from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Apr 13

Tens of thousands of students flooded the streets of Chile on Thursday to demand free university education, adding to a week of unrest that has
seen dock workers, miners and cultural workers demonstrate about their own problems. 

COMMENTARY: Disturbing Pablo Neruda's Rest from New York Times 10 Apr 13

THE Chilean poet Pablo Neruda, known for his love poems and leftist ideals, died 40 years ago this September. One would hope he'd be at rest by
now. But on Monday, as classical musicians played a Neruda work set to music by Vicente Bianchi, his remains were exhumed to determine
whether he died from poison...

Chile's leader urges settlement of disputes through dialogue from Xinhua (China) 9 Apr 13

Chilean President Sebastian Pinera Tuesday called on citizens to achieve agreements through dialogues, while criticizing the recent mass protests
by students and workers for undermining the economy. 

Chile Exhumes Nobel Poet's Body To Investigate Claim Of Poisoning from New York Times 9 Apr 13

The remains of Chile's Nobel Prize-winning poet, Pablo Neruda, were exhumed Monday so that they could be examined for signs of whether he
might have died of poisoning instead of cancer, the widely believed cause for almost 40 years. 

Chilean students, miners call for protests from Xinhua (China) 8 Apr 13

Chilean students on Monday announced plans for nation-wide protests supporting education reforms later this week. 



Chile Port Strikes Block Copper, Fruit Exports from Associated Press 5 Apr 13

A series of fast-spreading port strikes in Chile are blocking exports of copper, fruit and wood pulp and keeping thousands of workers idle. The
stoppage in the world's top copper producing nation began in the northern port of Angamos more than two weeks ago, when workers began
demanding a 30-minute lunch break and a place to set up a cafeteria. Dock workers in other northern ports have joined in solidarity, causing huge
losses for the mining, timber and fruit industries in export-dependent Chile. 

Chile Port Strikes Block Copper, Fruit Exports from Associated Press 5 Apr 13

A series of fast-spreading port strikes in Chile are blocking exports of copper, fruit and wood pulp and keeping thousands of workers idle. 

Chile's Pinera Says No Risk Of Economy Overheating from Associated Press 4 Apr 13

Chile's fast-growing economy is robust, healthy and can continue to expand, free from risks of overheating, President Sebastian Pinera said on
Wednesday. 

Woman Pushes For News Of Brother's Fate In Chile from Boston Globe 1 Apr 13

This time Weisfeiler is armed with new hope: her former senator, John F. Kerry, who has taken a personal interest in the case, is now the nation's
top diplomat. And she is appealing to him to help pressure US and Chilean authorities to open still-secret records. 

Chile's Bachelet announces re-election bid from Agence France-Presse 27 Mar 13

Popular former Chilean president Michelle Bachelet announced late Wednesday that she is running in November 17 election. 

Bachelet: Chile Left's Hope In Presidential Vote from Associated Press 16 Mar 13

Michelle Bachelet has a deep resume: daughter of a general tortured to death for opposing a coup, leftist exile during the ensuing bloody
dictatorship, pediatrician, Cabinet member, mother, president, head of the U.N. women's agency. Now she's coming back home after her stint at
the United Nations, and if Chile's left has its way, she will add another item to that list: savior. 

Bachelet to be nominated for April 13 presidential primaries from EFE (Spain) 16 Mar 13

Former Chilean President Michelle Bachelet, who has announced she is stepping down as head of the U.N. women's agency and will return to her
homeland, will be named a candidate in the opposition coalition's presidential primary scheduled for April 13. 

Michelle Bachelet Says She's Going Back to Chile from Associated Press 16 Mar 13

Former Chilean President Michelle Bachelet, who became head of the U.N. agency promoting women's equality in July 2010, said Friday night
that she is giving up the post and returning home, an announcement that comes amid widespread speculation she plans to run for president again
this year. 

Brazilian military regime supported financially Chilean dictator Pinochet from Santiago Times (Chile) 8 Mar 13

Recently uncovered government documents reveal that former Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet received 115 million dollars of support from the
Brazilian military government during the 1970s. 

Chile President Tours Hard-Hit Quake Zones from Associated Press 28 Feb 13

Chile's president on Wednesday inaugurated a housing complex that replaced one that collapsed in a massive 2010 earthquake, showcasing his
reconstruction efforts during a tour of hard-hit areas. 

Chile police clash with Mapuche Indians, arrest 19 from Associated Press 12 Feb 13

Chilean police arrested 19 people on Tuesday after clashing with a group of Mapuche Indians outside a court in a southern region that has been hit
by a string of arson attacks. 

Chile's President Unpopular Despite Great Economy from Associated Press 1 Feb 13

Chile announced another drop in unemployment on Thursday, along with low inflation and fast growth, numbers most leaders can only dream
after a global economic crisis. But President Sebastian Pinera's popularity remains in the dumps. The Andean country's jobless rate fell to 6.1



percent in the last quarter of 2012, the lowest in nearly six years, thanks to seasonal farm jobs and a fast economic expansion, the government
said.

UPDATE: 6.7 magnitude quake hits Chile's central-north: USGS from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 13

A strong 6.7-magnitude earthquake jolted northern Chile Wednesday, US monitors said, knocking out electricity and local telecom services but no
immediate tsunami warning was issued. The earthquake occurred at 2015 GMT, at the relatively shallow depth of 47.5 kilometers (29.5 miles) and
the epicenter was located 102 kilometers (63 miles) from the mining town of Copiapo, the US Geological Service said in a report. 

USGS: 6.7 Magnitude Earthquake - 44km N of Vallenar, Chile from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 30 Jan 13

USGS: 6.7 Magnitude Earthquake - 44km N of Vallenar, Chile Tectonic Summary Seismotectonics of South America (Nazca Plate Region) The
South American arc extends over 7,000 km, from the Chilean margin triple junction offshore of southern Chile to its intersection with the Panama
fracture zone, offshore of the southern coast of Panama in Central America.

Chile's Pinera praises Hugo Chavez's courage from Associated Press 27 Jan 13

Chilean President Sebastian Pinera warmly praised Hugo Chavez on Sunday, crediting the Venezuelan leader's "vision, tenacity and strength" for
forging the alliance of Latin American and Caribbean leaders that was able to meet European leaders as equals this weekend. "We're all praying so
that he can win a battle, perhaps the toughest battle of his life, and that he's doing it with this strength and courage that he's always showed, to
recover his health," Pinera said...

Chile, Spain to boost cooperation from Xinhua (China) 25 Jan 13

Chile and Spain signed here an agreement of strategic alliance on Friday to boost ties and cooperation in various fields. Under the agreement,
signed during Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy's official visit to Chile, the two countries are to strengthen political dialogue, expanding
economic and social cooperation through small- and medium-sized enterprises. 

OPINION: Chile’s Democracy Shows Signs of Wear from INR Office of Opinion Research DoS 25 Jan 13

This year’s presidential election will be the sixth since the return of democracy in 1989-90. While Chileans still see it as the best system, they are
increasingly turned off by politics and political parties. If this trend persists, the quality of Chile’s democracy may erode over time.

Water Shut Off To Chilean Capital: Official from Agence French-Presse 23 Jan 13

More than two million people in the Chilean capital were without drinking water Tuesday because of contamination in a river that supplies the
city with water, officials said. Water was shut down to more than 593,000 homes in the metropolitan area, beginning early Tuesday until at least
midnight, forcing the closure of restaurants, offices and playgrounds in areas affected by the cutoff. 

Chile to grant constitutional recognition to indigenous groups from Xinhua (China) 21 Jan 13

Chilean President Sebastian Pinera pledged Monday to work with "maximum urgency" on a bill that would grant constitutional recognition to the
country's indigenous groups. Pinera also announced the creation of an indigenous peoples'council that fully represents "their history, traditions,
culture" and via which "they could raise their strong and clear voice about their future." 

Chile's 'Power-opedia' shines light on elites from Agence France-Presse 16 Jan 13

Journalists and concerned citizens can now trawl for conflicts of interest among Chile's political and business elites thanks to a new startup based
on Wikipedia. Launched late last year, "Poderopedia" (Spanish for Power-opedia), aims to encourage greater transparency by shining a light on
the complex network of political and business connections in the country. 

Spanish Article: Chilean minister says violent groups from Araucanía have ties with the FARC from EFE (Spain) 7 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST SUMMARY: The Chilean Minister of the Presidency, Cristián Larroulet, said the groups that have perpetrated attacks in La
Araucanía, the focus of the mapuche conflict that has caused deaths of two people on Friday, have "contacts with the FARC." 

Chile president meets with ministers after attack from Associated Press 6 Jan 13

A string of arson attacks in a remote southern region of Chile where Mapuche Indian farmers are pitted against landowners and the forest industry
has led to calls for the government to declare a state of emergency in the area. In the latest attack, an elderly couple was burned alive in the remote



southern region of Araucania on Friday while trying to defend their home. Their family's vast landholdings had long been targeted by Mapuche
Indians who claim ancestral rights over the land.

New arson attacks blamed on Chile minority activists from Agence France-Presse 5 Jan 13

Suspected indigenous activists were blamed for two new arson attacks in southern Chile early Saturday, a day after an elderly farmer and his wife
were burned to death in their home, officials said. There were no casualties reported in the attacks in the community of Freire in the Araucania
region, which came after similar incidents in recent weeks in territories where the indigenous Mapuche people claim historic rights.

Paraguay
Paraguayan Slum Recently Visited By Pope Francis Has Flooded from Associated Press 31 Jul 15

Floods are forcing thousands of people to flee their homes in a slum near Paraguay’s capital that was recently visited by Pope Francis. 

Israeli Embassy reopens in Paraguay after 13 years from EFE (Spain) 30 Jul 15

Israel reopened its embassy in Asuncion, Paraguay after 13 years of closure due to budgetary reasons, Israeli diplomatic officials told EFE on
Thursday. 

US Seeks Extradition Of Paraguayan Soccer Official from Associated Press 24 Jul 15

U.S. prosecutors in New York have asked Paraguay to extradite Nicolas Leoz, the former president of South America’s soccer confederation and
one of those charged in a corruption scandal being investigated by the U.S. Justice Department. 

Pope Francis leaves Latin America after delivering — at times — unsettling messages from Miami Herald 13 Jul 15

Like a Biblical verse open to interpretation, Pope Francis wrapped up his South America tour Sunday leaving behind a body of messages that
inspired, vindicated — and sometimes unsettled — a region that wildly embraced Latin America’s first pope. 

Growing Pains In Paraguay As Economy Modernizes from Associated Press 16 Jun 15

Verna Fragadas stands with her arms crossed in front of Friendship Bridge, which separates this gritty, bustling Paraguayan city from Brazil and
nearby Argentina. 

Floods affect nearly 30,000 people in Paraguay's capital from EFE (Spain) 14 Jun 15

Nearly 6,000 families, or about 30,000 people, have been affected by the flooding in Asuncion, Paraguayan emergency management officials said
Sunday. 

Indigenous community threatens to disrupt papal visit to Paraguay from EFE (Spain) 3 Jun 15

Leaders of an indigenous community in Paraguay said Wednesday that they will block a key highway during Pope Francis' July 10-12 visit to the
country unless the government honors a 2008 ruling by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights obliging Asuncion to restore stolen lands to
the group. 

Paraguay receives arrest warrant, extradition request for Leoz from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 May 15

Paraguay has received an arrest warrant and an extradition request for Nicolas Leoz, former president of the South American Football
Confederation (Conmebol), the Paraguayan Foreign Ministry confirmed Wednesday. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translate: US special forces will train Paraguayan military from Ultima Hora (PRY) 17 May 15

A total of 16 instructors from the Special Forces Group of the National Guard of North Carolina, with their equipment, weapons and ammunition,
be in the country for a month to conduct training.

German Couple Killed In Paraguay, Apparently By Guerrillas from Associated Press 30 Jan 15

A German couple abducted from their cattle farm was found dead Thursday, apparently at the hands of a guerrilla group that earlier this week
demanded the owner of an adjoining farm pay $300,000 and give food to the poor. 

Paraguay accuses guerrillas of slaying German couple from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 15



Paraguay alleged Thursday that members of a guerrilla group kidnapped and murdered pair of German ranchers living in the country's interior. 

Paraguay burns more than a ton of cocaine seized since 2013 from EFE (Spain) 26 Jan 15

Paraguayan national police and the Senad drug enforcement agency burned Monday a total of 1,212 kilos (1 1/3 tons) of cocaine seized in
different operations between 2013 and the first days of this year, officials told Efe. 

Paraguay tries to stop execution of woman in China from Associated Press 24 Jan 15

Rosalia Amarilla stepped into the international terminal of Beijing's cavernous main airport on the afternoon of July 24, 2012, wearing more than
7 pounds (3 kilograms) of cocaine stuffed into her underwear and bra. 

80 Taiwanese detained in Paraguay, believed to be exploited in Chinese online betting trade from South Morning Post China 16 Jan 15

The 57 men and 23 women may have been victims in a human-trafficking ring and possibly forced to take drugs to stay awake to work at night,
prosecutor says 

Paraguay President Calls On Legislators To ‘Stop Robbing’ from Associated Press 14 Jan 15

Paraguay’s president is calling on fellow members of the government to “stop robbing” from the South American country. 

Guerrilla leader dies in shootout with security forces in Paraguay from EFE (Spain) 7 Jan 15

One of the leaders of the Armed Peasants Group, or ACA, a faction that broke off from the Paraguayan People's Army, or EPP, guerrilla group,
and a suspected 15-year-old rebel died in a shootout with the security forces in Concepcion, a province in northern Paraguay, a military
spokesman said Wednesday. 

Guerrilla leader dies in shootout with security forces in Paraguay from EFE (Spain) 7 Jan 15

One of the leaders of the Armed Peasants Group, or ACA, a faction that broke off from the Paraguayan People's Army, or EPP, guerrilla group,
and a suspected 15-year-old rebel died in a shootout with the security forces in Concepcion, a province in northern Paraguay, a military
spokesman said Wednesday. 

Paraguay: guerrilla group frees hostage from Associated Press 25 Dec 14

Paraguay's military says a guerrilla group operating in the country's north has freed a young hostage. 

Paraguayan journalist who reported police torture arrested from EFE (Spain) 15 Dec 14

A Paraguayan journalist who had reported being tortured by police was arrested when entering the country from Argentina, the Paraguay Union of
Journalists, SPP, told Efe. 

Paraguay asks guerrillas to surrender from Associated Press 17 Nov 14

Paraguay's military is asking a guerrilla group that operates in the country's north to surrender. 

Paraguay seeks to stem drug corruption in politics from EFE (Spain) 3 Nov 14

Representatives of Paraguay's legislature, judiciary and executive branch met here Monday and agreed on measures to stem drug trafficking and
prevent traffickers and their allies from seeking public office. 

Paraguay won't free guerrillas in exchange for hostage from EFE (Spain) 28 Oct 14

Paraguay's interior minister said Tuesday that the government will not bow in the face of a threat from the small EPP rebel group to kill a captive
police officer if authorities don't release six jailed guerrillas by this weekend. 

Unesco Director-General condemns murder of Paraguayan journalists from EFE (Spain) 24 Oct 14

Unesco Director-General Irina Bokova Friday condemned the murder of Paraguayan journalist Pablo Medina Velazquez and his assistant Antonia
Maribel Almada Chamorro, who were shot dead on October 16 near Curuguaty, in southeastern Paraguay. 

Report oil found in Paraguay; gov't cautious from Associated Press 21 Oct 14



A British company says its found oil in Paraguay's Chaco Basin, though the government says it's too soon to tell if the find is commercially viable.

Paraguay cops to protect journalists in area of reporter's murder from EFE (Spain) 20 Oct 14

Paraguayan Interior Minister Francisco de Vargas vowed to provide police protection to journalists in the city of Curuguaty, as requested by press
associations following the murder last Thursday of reporter Pablo Medina and his assistant, Antonia Almada. 

UPDATE: Paraguayan president condemns journalist's killing as attack on free speech from EFE (Spain) 17 Oct 14

Paraguayan President Horacio Cartes has condemned as an attack on free speech the killing of journalist Pablo Medina who died in an ambush
along with a woman traveling in this car. 

Paraguay files charges against Chilean student leader from EFE (Spain) 14 Oct 14

A Chilean student leader who took part in a protest in the Paraguayan capital was formally charged on Tuesday with disturbing public order, his
lawyer said. 

Paraguay President in Taiwan to strengthen ties and investment from EFE (Spain) 7 Oct 14

Paraguayan President Horacio Cartes arrived Tuesday in Taiwan on an official four-day visit during which he will attend Taiwanese National Day
celebrations and seek to strengthen bilateral political and economic ties. 

Paraguay Indians threaten pot growers with arrows from Agence France-Presse 9 Sep 14

The indigenous Ache people in Paraguay threatened Tuesday to open fire with bows and arrows on farmers who invade their land to plant
marijuana or cut down trees. 

Paraguay's police seize 3.4 tons of marijuana from Xinhua (China) 4 Sep 14

Paraguay's anti-narcotics police seized 3.4 tons of marijuana on Wednesday in the city of Pedro Juan Caballero bordering Brazil, said Paraguayan
authorities on Thursday. 

Paraguay seizes nearly one ton of cocaine in DR Congo-bound rice from Agence France-Presse 22 Aug 14

Paraguayan police said Friday they seized about 850 kilograms (1,900 pounds) of cocaine hidden in sacks of rice bound for the Democratic
Republic of Congo. 

Paraguay catches fugitive Brazilian fertility doctor from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 14

A prominent Brazilian fertility doctor who went on the run in 2011 after being sentenced to 278 years in jail for sexually assaulting his patients
was captured Tuesday in Paraguay, police said. 

Paraguay youth football team stopped with 400 kg of pot from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 14

A group of Paraguayan teenagers traveling to play in a football tournament in Chile were stopped at the border when customs officers found 400
kilograms of marijuana on their bus. 

State of emergency declared in Paraguay's flooded capital from Xinhua (China) 4 Jul 14

Paraguay's President Horacio Cartes Friday declared a state of emergency in the capital Asuncion, where more than 16,000 families have been
displaced by floods. 

Flooding forces evacuations in Paraguay's capital from EFE (Spain) 30 Jun 14

The rain-swollen Paraguay River on Monday rose to 7.15 meters (23.4 ft.) at the port of Asuncion, flooding into the capital city's downtown area
after completely inundating the low-lying neighborhoods along the riverbank. 

Floods force evacuation of 200,000 in Paraguay from Associated Press 30 Jun 14

Floods caused by torrential rains have forced the evacuation of 200,000 people living near the Paraguay and Parana rivers. 

UPDATE: Unicef reduces estimate of number of flood evacuees in Paraguay from EFE (Spain) 30 Jun 14



The U.N. Children's Fund on Monday corrected its calculation of the number of people affected by the flooding in Paraguay, a figure it had
estimated at 300,000 last week but which it revised downward to 231,360, the figure cited by Paraguayan authorities. 

Paraguay vows to develop investment climate for Japanese firms from Kyodo (Japan) 25 Jun 14

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and Paraguayan President Horacio Cartes agreed Wednesday that Paraguay will develop its investment
climate to attract more Japanese companies to the South American country. 

Flooding In Paraguay Sends Thousands Fleeing To Shelters from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 14

Flooding has forced the evacuation of about 150,000 people in Paraguay’s capital city Asuncion, authorities said. 

Paraguayan journalist shot to death from Associated Press 16 May 14

A Paraguayan journalist was shot to death in a crime-ridden northern city bordering Brazil, authorities said Friday. 

Paraguay Expels Ecuador VP’s Father In Sex Case from Associated Press 15 May 14

Paraguayan authorities say they have expelled the father of Ecuador’s vice president because he is wanted in his home country on charges of
sexually abusing a 13-year-old girl. 

Paraguay’s President Palace Bugged – By Termites from Associated Press 13 May 14

Officials have discovered bugs in the Paraguayan president’s palace, though they’re eating rather than listening. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: The Paraguay colonized from E'a.com (Paraguay) 26 Apr 14

Thoughts on the first anniversary of the election victory of Horacio Cartes and U.S. militarization. 

Two guerrillas, one sergeant killed in Paraguay clash from Agence France-Presse 3 Apr 14

Two members of a guerrilla group and an armed forces sergeant have been killed in a confrontation in central Paraguay, the interior ministry said
Thursday. 

Paraguay Paralyzed By Anti-privatization Strike from Associated Press 27 Mar 14

Public life in Paraguay was largely paralyzed on Wednesday by a nationwide strike against the privatization plans of President Horacio Cartes. 

Cocaine distribution hub dismantled in Paraguay from EFE (Spain) 25 Mar 14

Anti-drug agents dismantled a complex in rural Paraguay that included cocaine labs, warehouses and a clandestine airstrip, authorities said
Tuesday. 

U.S. looks to expand ties with Paraguay from Xinhua (China) 20 Mar 14

The United States is looking to expand its cooperation with Paraguay, a visiting top U.S. official said Thursday in Asuncion, the Paraguayan
capital.

SOUTHCOM helps Paraguay open its first regional disaster-relief hub from USSOUTHCOM PAO 24 Feb 14

With its landscape devoid of volcanoes and its location far south of the paths taken by tropical cyclones every hurricane season, it’s easy to
assume Santa Rosa del Aguaray’s position on the South American continent spares it the kind of natural disasters that occasionally make
international headlines. 

Six Hurt in Clash with Police in Paraguay from Latin American Herald Tribune 22 Jan 14

One man took a rubber bullet in the eye and five other people suffered minor injuries on Wednesday when peasants clashed with Paraguayan
police deployed to protect a tractor spraying toxic pesticides. (complier's note: why is this significant?; because, given relative populations, a
similar incident in the U.S. would result in a headline beginning "More than 240 Hurt..." and the deployment of thousands of police)

Paraguay army officer dies after guerrilla attack from Associated Press 17 Jan 14

A Paraguayan military officer has died of wounds suffered in a clash with a guerrilla group last month. 



Paraguay plans to climb from eighth to world's fifth exporter of beef by 2018 from Merco Press 13 Jan 14

One of Paraguay's priorities is to make the country the world's fifth exporter of beef by 2018, according to Industry and Trade minister Gustavo
Leite. The land locked member of Mercosur currently holds the eighth position... The minister revealed that the plan is based on incorporation an
estimated 120.000 small cattle farmers to a national production program

Paraguay drug seizures up by 39% in 2013 from BBC News 1 Jan 14

Officials in Paraguay say the amount of drugs seized in the country in 2013 rose by 39%. 

Guerrillas kill soldier in Paraguay from EFE (Spain) 8 Dec 13

A soldier was killed and another was wounded in a shootout Sunday with Army of the Paraguayan People, or EPP, guerrillas, Interior Minister
Francisco de Vargas said. 

Paraguay's president signs protocol of Venezuela's entry to Mercosur from Xinhua (China) 6 Dec 13

Paraguayan President Horacio Cartes signed a protocol Thursday to admit Venezuela to the Southern Common Market (Mercosur), it is reported. 

FEATURE: Guerrillas Step Up Campaign in Paraguay from New York Times 13 Nov 13

Insurgencies by groups like the Paraguayan People’s Army, which has been meticulously picking off security forces in remote frontier
settlements, planting bombs under police vehicles, and kidnapping and killing wealthy Paraguayans, find a lot less maneuvering room in Latin
America these days.

Police chief killed in Paraguay ambush from Agence France-Presse 24 Oct 13

Suspected leftist guerrillas killed a police chief and wounded two officers in an ambush with explosives and gunfire in northern Paraguay, officials
said Thursday. 

Paraguayan president pledges to step up fight against rebel guerrilla group from Xinhua (China) 24 Oct 13

Paraguayan President Horacio Cartes on Thursday vowed to step up the presence of armed forces in the country's northern region after the
Paraguayan People's Army (EPP) guerrilla group carried out an attack on police patrols there Wednesday night. 

Paraguay Removes 22 Military Commanders from Agence France-Presse 16 Oct 13

Paraguay's President Horacio Cartes launched a dramatic overhaul of the military replacing 22 commanders, including his army chief, officials
said Wednesday.

Ukraine to Develop Defense Cooperation with Paraguay from Interfax (Russia) 3 Oct 13

Ukraine is preparing to develop military and technical cooperation with Paraguay, the press service of the Ukroboronprom State Concern told
Interfax-Ukraine on Thursday.

Policeman Killed in Paraguay Ambush: Official from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 13

Suspected leftist rebels shot and killed a policeman in an ambush in Paraguay on a vehicle carrying human rights trainers, officials said
Wednesday.

AP Interview: Paraguay's new president wants taxes from Associated Press 20 Sep 13

As one of the richest men in one of Latin America's poorest countries, Paraguay's new president says he knows the wealthy can do more to
combat poverty, starting with landowners like him who can afford to pay taxes on the soy profits that are fueling a booming economy. 

Paraguay seizes 42 tons of marijuana from Xinhua (China) 19 Sep 13

Paraguay seized 42 tons of marijuana and destroyed 24 hectares of cannabis crop in the northern department of Concepcion, the country's
National Anti- Drug Secretariat (Senad) said Thursday. 

Paraguay's President calls on ruling party to work for country from Xinhua (China) 11 Sep 13



Paraguay's President Horacio Cartes called on Wednesday for the ruling Colorado Party's members to work for all Paraguayans, alluding to their
demands for government jobs. 

Paraguay seizes 1.8 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 23 Aug 13

Paraguayan police arrested five people, seized 1.8 tons of cocaine and dismantled a drug-trafficking ring with connections in Bolivia and Peru, the
Interior Ministry announced Friday. 

Paraguay Congress gives leader new military power from Associated Press 22 Aug 13

Paraguay's Congress has given President Horacio Cartes new powers to use the military within the country. 

Paraguay sends troops to north after rebel attack from Associated Press 19 Aug 13

Paraguay's government has sent troops to a northern area where members of the small, left-wing Paraguayan People's Army carried out a guerrilla
attack that killed five people. 

Five killed by leftist guerrillas in Paraguay: police from Agence France-Presse 18 Aug 13

Leftist guerrillas kidnapped and killed five guards who worked for a cattle ranch north of Asuncion, police said Sunday. 

Paraguay’s New President Woos Foreign Investment from Associated Press 16 Aug 13

Multimillionaire Horacio Cartes made a play for more foreign investment on Thursday as he assumed the presidency of impoverished Paraguay
and tried to move past accusations about business dealings that have made him a target of U.S. criminal investigations.

Cartes Takes Office In Paraguay from AFP 16 Aug 13

Conservative businessman Horacio Cartes was sworn in as president of Paraguay Thursday, amid slowly improving relations with South
American neighbors damaged by the 2012 ouster of leftist president Fernando Lugo. As cathedral bells pealed, Cartes prayed for “wisdom,
prudence and justice to fulfill my duty to serve the noble Paraguayan people.”

Paraguay presses to return to Mercosur from Xinhua (China) 8 Jul 13

Paraguay on Monday asked South America's Mercosur trade bloc to lift its membership suspension as soon as possible. 

Thousands in Paraguay slam political corruption from EFE (Spain) 22 Jun 13

A crowd some 3,000 strong marched Saturday through the streets of downtown Asuncion after gathering in front of Congress to denounce
corruption and berate Paraguay's politicians. 

No clear signal on Paraguay's reentry into Mercosur: FM from Xinhua (China) 18 Jun 13

Paraguay's Foreign Minister Jose Felix Fernandez Estigarribia said he has yet to see a "clear signal" from the South American Common Market
(Mercosur) for his country's reentry a year after it was suspended from the trade bloc, local media reported Tuesday. 

Paraguay vows to punish rebels for killing rancher from Associated Press 1 Jun 13

The killing of a rancher allegedly ambushed by guerrillas has spurred both Paraguay's outgoing president and president-elect to vow to punish the
group. 

Paraguay's acting president launches plan to reduce poverty from Xinhua (China) 31 May 13

Paraguay's Acting President Federico Franco signed a decree Thursday to launch an action plan to reduce poverty. 

Paraguay seizes 25.6 tons of marijuana from Xinhua (China) 23 May 13

Paraguay nabs 5 members of Brazilian gang from EFE (Spain) 21 May 13

Paraguayan police on Tuesday arrested five suspected member of the Brazilian Comando Vermelho (Red Command) gang, Paraguay's Senad
counternarcotics agency told Efe. 



FEATURE: German Outpost Born Of Racism In 1887 Blends Into Paraguay from New York Times 6 May 13

The year was 1887 when two of the best-known German anti-Semites of the time put down stakes here in Paraguay's remote jungle with 14
German families screened for their racial purity. 

Paraguay's next leader hopes to break isolation from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 13

Paraguay's president-elect Horacio Cartes hopes to improve ties with its Latin American neighbors after months of isolation following a
controversial impeachment, he told AFP. 

FEATURE: Boom Times In Paraguay Leave Many Behind from New York Times 25 Apr 13

Indeed, Paraguay's economic boom, fueled by bountiful harvests of export commodities like soybeans and corn, exists only in pockets. In parts of
Asunción, showrooms are selling out of Porsches and Audis, and cranes are putting the finishing touches on luxury towers like the Ícono, a 37-
story skyscraper of SoHo-inspired lofts. Yet much of the country, which has long figured among South America's poorest and most unequal
nations, remains left behind. 

UN chief hails peaceful general elections in Paraguay from Xinhua (China) 24 Apr 13

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon on Wednesday welcomed the peaceful general elections held Sunday in Paraguay, saying that the United
Nations is ready to work with the new elected authorities and the people of the South American country. 

Paraguay President-Elect Apologizes For Gay Slurs from Associated Press 23 Apr 13

Paraguay's president-elect, Horacio Cartes, said Monday that he'll urge Congress to approve Venezuela's entry into Mercosur, and he apologized
for making anti-gay comments during the campaign. 

OAS denounces violations in Paraguay's presidential elections from Xinhua (China) 22 Apr 13

Electoral violations had been detected in Paraguay's presidential elections that put millionaire businessman Horacio Cartes in power, the
Organization of American States (OAS) said Monday. 

Paraguay back in regional fold after presidential vote from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 13

Paraguay's neighbors on Monday congratulated tobacco tycoon Horacio Cartes for his presidential election victory, ending the country's regional
isolation following the president's controversial impeachment last year. 

Conservative Tobacco Magnate Wins Presidential Race In Paraguay from New York Times 22 Apr 13

Horacio Cartes, a Paraguayan tobacco magnate, faced various challenges during his presidential bid. He was pressed to explain why antinarcotics
police officers apprehended a plane carrying cocaine and marijuana on his ranch in 2000; why he went to prison in 1989 on currency fraud
charges; and why he had never even voted in past general elections. Still, voters across the country seemed ready to give Mr. Cartes the benefit of
the doubt, handing him a solid victory in Paraguay's presidential election on Sunday.

Paraguayans Elect Tobacco Magnate As President from Associated Press 22 Apr 13

Paraguayans elected a tobacco magnate as their new leader Sunday, returning the conservative Colorado Party to the presidency that it held for 61
years before former Roman Catholic bishop Fernando Lugo won the office in 2008. 

Exit polls show rich political novice wins Paraguay presidency from Reuters 21 Apr 13

Millionaire businessman Horacio Cartes of Paraguay's powerful Colorado Party was seen winning Sunday's presidential election by a wide
margin, according to exit polls. 

Paraguayans vote for president; Colorado favored from Associated Press 21 Apr 13

Paraguayans are voting for president, congress and governors in elections they hope will end the country's isolation from regional groups that
challenged last year's impeachment of President Fernando Lugo as a threat to the democracies of neighboring countries. 

Vote-buying video causes stir ahead of Paraguay poll from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 13



A video in which an opposition legislator and government officials discuss purchasing votes created a stir on the eve of elections in Paraguay,
which has a long history of rampant corruption. 

Candidate Disparages Gays In Paraguay, Stirring Dispute from New York Times 17 Apr 13

Horacio Cartes, the tobacco magnate and front-runner for months in Paraguay's presidential election on Sunday, has set off a fierce controversy
here after publicly comparing gay people to "monkeys" and likening the support of same-sex marriage to believing in "the end of the world." 

No EU-Mercosur trade agreement without Paraguay: diplomat from Agence France-Presse 23 Feb 13

A German diplomat has warned that the EU will sign no trade agreements with Mercosur without Paraguay, which was suspended from the South
American bloc after the country's president was ousted.

Criminal Case Delayed In Paraguay Land Killings from Associated Press 15 Feb 13

The prosecutor says he has no physical evidence showing who killed six police officers during a land dispute that prompted the downfall of
Paraguayan President Fernando Lugo.

Paraguay's opposition presidential candidate killed in chopper crash from Xinhua (China) 3 Feb 13

Paraguayan presidential candidate Lino Cesar Oviedo was killed when a helicopter carrying him crashed in northern Paraguay late Saturday, said
reports from Asuncion on Sunday. The 69-year-old leader of the National Union of Ethical Citizens was returning from a political rally late
Saturday with his bodyguard when the chopper encountered bad weather, said the reports, citing Paraguay's airport authorities. 

Paraguayan nabbed after 338 kilos of cocaine found in tomato cans from EFE (Spain) 2 Feb 13

A Paraguayan exporter was arrested in a police operation that found 338 kilos (745 pounds) of cocaine hidden in a shipment of 1,400 cans of a
tomato product being sent to Spain, officials said Saturday. Paraguayan Interior Minister Carmelo Caballero told a press conference that Friday's
operation was a "direct blow against drug trafficking" and estimated that the drug would have a value of $20 million on the European market. 

Puerto Rico
Puerto Ricans fleeing island's economic hardships struggle to transition in Central Florida from Fox News Latino 20 Jul 15

Mayra Rios didn't want to leave her native Puerto Rico. But the constant bullying that her autistic son faced at school and the lack of services
available to him were the last blow.

Economic hardships in Puerto Rico spur a mass exodus to the US mainland from Times News (via AP) 16 Jul 15

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico — Yessenia Puente is disenchanted with the Isla del Encanto.

UPDATE: International economists release critical Puerto Rico report from Associated Press 29 Jun 15

International economists released a critical report on Puerto Rico's economy Monday on the heels of the governor's warning that the island can't
pay its $72 billion public debt. 

Uruguay
Pot economy thrives in Uruguay from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 15

The landmark marijuana law passed in December 2013 under former president Jose Mujica, a folksy iconoclast known for living in a run-down
farmhouse and giving most of his salary to charity. Under the law, Uruguayan citizens and residents can buy up to 40 grams (1.4 ounces) of weed
a month from pharmacies, grow it themselves at home or join cannabis clubs where members pitch in to garden the plants together. 

Bill introduced in Uruguay to regulate official advertising from EFE (Spain) 11 Aug 15

A bill introduced in Congress with support from Uruguay's major political parties aims to regulate the placement of government advertising, a
vital source of revenue for newspapers, radio and television stations in Latin America. 

Workers stage general strike in Uruguay from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 15

Workers in Uruguay staged a general strike Thursday to demand wage hikes and more government spending. As heavy rains drenched the capital
city Montevideo, cars clogged the streets because there was virtually no public transport. 



Uruguay adopts ambitious energy-saving plan from EFE (Spain) 3 Aug 15

The government of Uruguay has approved an energy efficiency plan aimed at reducing consumption on the order of 1,690 kilotons of oil
equivalent by 2024, the country's minister of industry, energy and mining said Monday.

Protests staged in Uruguay as lead-up to general strike from EFE (Spain) 28 Jul 15

Uruguay is having a day of protests Tuesday during which thousands of workers in education, the state oil company, the power utility and the
banking sector are staging a number of demonstrations as a lead-up to the general strike planned for Aug. 6. 

Uruguay looks at having Venezuela settle $70 mn debt with oil from EFE (Spain) 24 Jun 15

The government is working to settle a $70 million debt Venezuela owes to Uruguayan exporters via an exchange for oil, Foreign Minister Rodolfo
Nin Novoa said Wednesday. as

Former Guantanamo Bay Detainee Marries Uruguayan from Latin Post 8 Jun 15

Looks like there might be a happy ending for ex-Guantanamo Bay detainee Adel bin Muhammad El Ouerghi. The 50-year-old El Ouerghi has just
wed a 24-year-old Uruguayan convert to Islam named Roma Blanco. 

Ex-Guantanamo Detainees End Protest At US Embassy In Uruguay from Associated Press 20 May 15

Four ex-Guantanamo Bay detainees on Tuesday ended a camping protest in front of the U.S. Embassy to demand that the United States
compensate them for the more than 12 years they spent in prison. 

Uruguay to probe dictatorship crimes from Agence France-Presse 20 May 15

Uruguay has created a commission to probe human rights violations perpetrated from 1968 to 1985 as the government cracked down brutally on a
leftist rebellion. 

An Airline Investment In Uruguay Becomes A Catch-22 from New York Times 15 May 15

It might have been the volcano. In mid-2012, a series of misfortunes — a litigious Brazilian union, a surge in jet fuel prices and a change in
government as well as a volcanic eruption — combined to send Uruguay’s national airline, Pluna, into a tailspin. 

Uruguay: Mujica Improvised With Ex-Guantanamo Detainees from Associated Press 14 May 15

Uruguay’s foreign minister said Wednesday that then President Jose Mujica acted without planning when he welcomed six freed Guantanamo
detainees and 42 Syrians to the South American country. 

Uruguayans Frustrated By Protest Of Ex-Guantanamo from Associated Press 8 May 15

Andrea Sastre doesn’t mince words when it comes to the four former Guantanamo detainees camping in front of the U.S. Embassy in an
increasingly bitter protest. Their grievances run the gamut, from demands that America compensate them to frustration over not being able to
subscribe to Netflix in their adopted home. 

Uruguay's economy strong amid global challenges, central bank chief says from EFE (Spain) 6 May 15

Uruguay's economy is "strong enough to navigate in a challenging global and regional environment" in which the U.S. dollar is strong and
inflation is starting to rise, Uruguayan Central Bank, or BCU, chairman Mario Bergara said. 

Uruguay's economy strong amid global challenges, central bank chief says from EFE (Spain) 6 May 15

Uruguay's economy is "strong enough to navigate in a challenging global and regional environment" in which the U.S. dollar is strong and
inflation is starting to rise, Uruguayan Central Bank, or BCU, chairman Mario Bergara said. 

Ex-Gitmo Detainees In Uruguay Turn To Protest At U.S. Embassy from NPR 30 Apr 15

When six Middle Eastern prisoners were finally freed from Guantanamo Bay prison and given refuge by the tiny South American country of
Uruguay in December, they were grateful. 



Uruguay urges ex-Guantanamo detainees to sign for housing from Associated Press 27 Apr 15

Uruguay's foreign minister said Monday that six former Guantanamo Bay detainees resettled here will be out of a house and off public assistance
unless they agree to terms they have so far rejected, the latest in an increasingly public battle over who is financially responsible for the men and
for how long. 

Former Guantanamo detainees keep up protest in Uruguay from Associated Press 25 Apr 15

Four former Guantanamo Bay prisoners are protesting for a second day in Uruguay demanding more help from both the Uruguayan and the U.S.
governments for adapting to life in their new home in the South American country. 

Uruguayan president: US must help ex-Guantanamo detainees from Associated Press 8 Apr 15

Uruguay President Tabare Vazquez said Wednesday the United States should provide financial help to six former Guantanamo Bay prisoners who
were resettled in the South American country last year. 

Former Uruguayan president complains about Syrian refugees from Associated Press 6 Apr 15

Uruguay's former president is complaining that Syrian refugees who have been resettled in the small South American country are not capable of
working on farms. 

Uruguay voices concern over rights abuses in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 6 Apr 15

Uruguay expressed concern Monday over the human rights situation in Venezuela, citing reports of torture, arbitrary detentions and an
authorization for the military to use lethal weapons against protesters. 

Activists seek info on Uruguay's new electronic surveillance gear from EFE (Spain) 10 Mar 15

An Uruguayan NGO has asked the courts to order the government to provide information about a cellphone and Internet surveillance system
acquired for law enforcement purposes, one of the plaintiffs told Efe Tuesday. 

New Uruguay Govt In ‘No Rush’ To Sell Pot At Pharmacies from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 15

The government of newly sworn-in Uruguayan President Tabare Vazquez is in no hurry to implement his predecessor’s controversial world-first
law allowing marijuana sales at pharmacies, an official said Wednesday. 

Vazquez sworn in as Uruguay president from Agence France-Presse 1 Mar 15

Cancer doctor Tabare Vazquez was sworn in as Uruguay's new president Sunday, returning to office a decade after first leading the left to power. 

RESEND: "World's poorest president" Mujica wraps up term in Uruguay from Xinhua (China) 28 Feb 15

Jose Mujica, Uruguay's beloved outgoing president, is leaving office in his characteristically unique fashion. 

Uruguay leader fears 'leftist coup' in Venezuela from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 15

Uruguayan President Jose Mujica said Thursday he fears left-wing military officers in Venezuela will stage a coup against President Nicolas
Maduro, whose government is under fire for an opposition crack-down. 

Uruguay: controversy over new lives of Guantanamo refugees from Associated Press 18 Feb 15

Controversy is flaring in Uruguay over six Guantanamo detainees taken in for resettlement. The men were locked up for more than a dozen years
at the U.S. Navy base in Cuba before they were sent to Montevideo in December. 

Uruguay's president-elect names panel to investigate dictatorship from EFE (Spain) 13 Feb 15

President-elect Tabare Vazquez announced Friday the creation of a Truth and Justice Task Force to investigate the crimes of the military regime
that ruled Uruguay from 1973-1985. 

Mujica: Uruguayan youth no longer yearn to leave the country from EFE (Spain) 12 Feb 15

After 10 years of government by the left, emigration is no longer a "structural phenomenon" in Uruguay and young people do not feel they must
leave the country in search of opportunity, President Jose Mujica says. 



OPINION: Top Suspect In Uruguay’s Bomb Scares from Miami Herald 12 Feb 15

Two recent bomb scares close to the Israeli embassy in Uruguay and the mysterious departure of an Iranian diplomat found close to one of the
fake bombs are raising new suspicions about Iran’s terrorist activities in Latin America. 

Uruguay undecided on accepting more Syrian refugees from EFE (Spain) 12 Feb 15

Uruguayan President-elect Tabare Vazquez said Thursday that while his country will consider the possibility of accepting more refugees from
war-torn Syria, there is no "established commitment" to doing so. 

Migrants try to enter Uruguay with phony Israeli passports from EFE (Spain) 9 Feb 15

Ten travelers arrived at Montevideo's Carrasco International Airport on a flight from Brazil carrying what turned out to be phony Israeli passports,
Uruguayan authorities said. 

Podemos admits "informal contacts" with Uruguay's Broad Front from EFE (Spain) 8 Feb 15

The spokesman in Uruguay for Spain's leftist Podemos party, Jorge Castrillon, said that "informal contacts" have been initiated with the Broad
Front, a coalition that includes different leftist groups and supports the presidency of Jose Mujica. 

Uruguay expels Iran diplomat over bomb scare: Israel media from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 15

Uruguay has expelled a senior Iranian diplomat over last month's planting of a dummy bomb near Israel's embassy in Montevideo, Israeli daily
Haaretz reported on Friday. 

Uruguay's president predicts global mass market in legal pot from EFE (Spain) 22 Jan 15

Legal marijuana will become common around the world within the next 30 years, putting drug traffickers out of business, Uruguayan President
Jose Mujica said Thursday. 

Mujica believes Europe is "lashing out blindly" in fight against fanaticism from EFE (Spain) 21 Jan 15

Uruguayan President Jose Mujica has said that "dreadful things" are happening in the world which is witnessing a "resurgence of religious
fanaticism" against which Europe is "lashing out blindly." 

Environmentalists blast proposed mining project in Uruguay from EFE (Spain) 23 Dec 14

Uruguayan environmentalists are upset because a report by the Industries, Energy and Mining Ministry classified as "confidential" issues that,
they say, are important to assess the environmental impact of the Aratiri mining project. 

Uruguayan lawmakers pass overhaul of media regulations from EFE (Spain) 23 Dec 14

The lower house of Uruguay's Congress has passed the Audiovisual Communication Services Act, which was approved by the Senate last week
and is aimed at preventing monopolies and oligopolies in the media. 

Uruguay authorizes 1,200 marijuana growers from EFE (Spain) 22 Dec 14

One year after the cultivation and sale of marijuana became legal in Uruguay, the small South American country of 3.3 million people has 1,200
registered cannabis growers, the head of the National Drugs Board, Julio Calzada, said Monday. 

Uruguay's Mujica warns against media concentration from EFE (Spain) 16 Dec 14

Uruguay must take steps to prevent foreign conglomerates from dominating information in the country, President Jose Mujica said Tuesday as the
Senate was poised to pass a bill aimed at preventing concentration of media ownership. 

Uruguay leader: Ex-Gitmo prisoners not terrorists from Associated Press 16 Dec 14

The United States guaranteed that six former Guantanamo Bay prisoners had not been involved in terrorism before they arrived to Uruguay as
refugees, President Jose Mujica said on Tuesday. 

Uruguay opens its first marijuana fair a year after legalization from EFE (Spain) 15 Dec 14



Uruguay's first "marijuana fair", dubbed "Expocannabis" was opened on Sunday in Montevideo, a year after the growing and sale of the drug was
legalized in this conuntry. 

Uruguay restaurant bars entry to black U.S. diplomat from EFE (Spain) 9 Dec 14

A Montevideo restaurant, in the downtown Pocitos neighborhood, over the weekend barred a black official from the U.S. Embassy in Uruguay
from entering the premises, diplomatic sources said. 

Uruguayan ruling party's Vazquez wins presidential election from Reuters 1 Dec 14

Tabare Vazquez won back his old job as president of Uruguay in a runoff election on Sunday, allowing the leftist ruling coalition to extend its
decade in power and roll out a law legalizing the production and sale of marijuana. 

Tabaré Vázquez Reclaims Presidency in Uruguay Election from New York Times 30 Nov 14

Uruguayan voters elected Tabaré Vázquez as president on Sunday in a show of support for the leftist coalition that has governed the country over
the last decade, presiding over robust economic growth and a pioneering set of socially liberal laws, including a state-controlled marijuana
market. 

Leftist Vazquez wins Uruguay runoff with 53%: exit polls from Agence France-Presse 30 Nov 14

Former president Tabare Vazquez has won Uruguay's runoff election to extend the left's decade-long hold on power in the South American
country, exit polls found Sunday. 

Uruguay's ruling coalition in lead ahead of presidential election from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 28 Nov 14

Uruguayans are set to elect a new president in a run-off election, with former president Tabare Vazquez appearing to hold a lead. 

Vazquez and Lacalle Pou close lackluster campaign in Uruguay from EFE (Spain) 28 Nov 14

Images of a soon-to-be victorious Tabare Vazquez and a defensive Luis Lacalle Pou appealing for the "freedom" of citizens closed the electoral
campaign for the second round of the Uruguayan presidential elections. 

Vazquez set to win Uruguayan election by over 14 points, say latest polls from EFE (Spain) 27 Nov 14

Broad Front Party candidate Tabare Vazquez is set to win Uruguay's presidential elections on Sunday with a margin of 14 points over Luis Lacalle
Pou, of the National Party, according to the latest opinion surveys by pollsters Equipos Mori and Cifra. 

Mexico, Uruguay end spat over 'failed state' dig from Agence France-Presse 24 Nov 14

Mexico and Uruguay declared Monday an end to a brief diplomatic spat over the Uruguayan president's description of Mexico as a "kind of failed
state." 

Mexico summons Uruguay ambassador over president's comments on missing students from Reuters 23 Nov 14

Mexico said on Sunday it was summoning Uruguay's ambassador after Uruguayan President Jose Mujica said that the disappearance of 43
students in southwest Mexico suggests the country is a failed state. 

Lacalle hopes to defy the math to become the next Uruguayan president from EFE (Spain) 31 Oct 14

Luis Lacalle Pou of the National Party of Uruguay has started the difficult task of giving hope to his supporters and of convincing voters of other
parties it is possible to beat Tabare Vazquez in the presidency run-off despite the math. 

UPDATE: Official count in Uruguay confirms Vazquez and Lacalle in 2nd round run-off from EFE (Spain) 27 Oct 14

Initial data from the official count of the Uruguayan general elections released by the electoral court have confirmed a run-off between Tabare
Vazquez and Luis Alberto Lacalle Pou in a second round. 

UPDATE: Uruguayans reject constitutional reform on criminal responsibility from EFE (Spain) 27 Oct 14

Uruguayan voters have rejected a constitutional reform measure that would have lowered the legal age of criminal responsibility from 18 to 16
amid general concern in the country over public safety. 



Conservative Seems Likely To Reach Second Presidential Round In Uruguay from New York Times 27 Oct 14

Voters in Uruguay cast ballots Sunday in a presidential election in which a conservative challenger to the governing coalition of leftist and centrist
parties seemed poised to push the race into a second round of voting, revealing a heated race in a country that has enacted a sweeping set of
socially liberal laws in recent years. 

Uruguay vote headed for runoff: exit polls from Agence France-Presse 26 Oct 14

Leftist former president Tabare Vazquez and his center-right rival Luis Lacalle Pou will head into a November 30 runoff after Sunday's
presidential vote failed to give a clear winner, exit polls showed. 

Outgoing president's party leads Uruguay contest from Associated Press 25 Oct 14

The political party of outgoing President Jose Mujica, who gained international notice for social reforms such as legalization of marijuana and gay
marriage, leads going into Sunday's election to replace him but victory is far from assured. 

Uruguayan left seeks to extend decade-long rule from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 14

Ten years after surging to power for the first time, Uruguay's left is trying to hold onto it Sunday in elections to pick the successor to folksy
iconoclast Jose Mujica. 

Uruguay's roll-out of marijuana experiment faces election risk from Reuters 20 Oct 14

Uruguay is struggling to roll out the commercial production and sale of marijuana and its ground-breaking experiment could be dropped or
watered down if an opposition candidate wins this month's presidential election. 

Uruguayan poll gives opposition candidate razor-thin lead for first time from Xinhua (China) 15 Oct 14

Uruguayan right-wing opposition candidate Luis Lacalle Pou could win with a razor-thin advantage in the upcoming presidential elections, a poll
showed Tuesday. 

Uruguay's presidential hopeful pledges to cut robberies, theft from Xinhua (China) 15 Oct 14

Uruguay's ruling party presidential candidate Tabare Vazquez has pledged to cut robberies and theft by 30 percent if elected, local media reported
Wednesday. 

Uruguay presidential race becomes more competitive from Xinhua (China) 10 Oct 14

The presidential race in Uruguay is becoming more competitive as former President Tabare Vazquez's lead is waning, according to a survey. 

Uruguay's leader welcomes Syrian refugees from Associated Press 9 Oct 14

Uruguay's government has received the first group of Syrian refugees to arrive in the South American country. 

UPDATE: Uruguay's leader to ask successor about Gitmo plan from Associated Press 8 Oct 14

President Jose Mujica said Wednesday that he will consult with his successor about whether Uruguay should let six prisoners at the U.S. Navy
base in Guantanamo Bay resettle in the South American country. 

Uruguay Guantanamo offer becomes political hot potato from Agence France-Presse 8 Oct 14

Uruguay's offer to take in six Guantanamo inmates has become a political hot potato in an election year, and may not survive the change of
administration in March. 

Polls shows Uruguay presidential election headed for runoff from EFE (Spain) 7 Oct 14

None of Uruguay's presidential candidates will obtain an outright majority in the Oct. 26 election, necessitating a runoff, according to a poll
released Tuesday by Factum. 

Uruguay more wary of Guantanamo prisoner transfer from Associated Press 2 Oct 14

A plan to resettle six Guantanamo prisoners in Uruguay is facing increased opposition in the South American country. 



Japan names female auto executive as new ambassador to Uruguay from EFE (Spain) 1 Oct 14

The Japanese government has named Keiko Tanaka, a female manager at Nissan Corp., as the new ambassador to Uruguay, Japan's Foreign
Ministry told Efe Wednesday. 

Uruguayan leader urges greater LatAm unity in fighting poverty from Xinhua (China) 10 Sep 14

Uruguay's President Jose Mujica on Wednesday called for greater Latin American unity in fighting poverty. 

Uruguay aims to woo oil majors for offshore prospects from EFE (Spain) 9 Sep 14

Uruguay will seek to reach seismic-surveying and crude-prospecting deals with the world's leading global energy companies in hopes oil can be
found in offshore areas up to 3,500 meters (11,475 feet) deep, state-owned company Ancap said Tuesday. 

Uruguay pres denies US pressured on prisoners from Associated Press 2 Sep 14

Uruguayan President Jose Mujica is denying that he has been pressured by the United States to let six men being held at the U.S. Navy Base in
Guantanamo, Cuba resettle in the South American country. 

More than 20 companies bid to supply legal pot in Uruguay from Agence France-Presse 29 Aug 14

A total of 22 companies have submitted bids to supply marijuana under a law making Uruguay the first country to legalize production, sale and
distribution of the drug, the government said Thursday. 

Uruguayans can now sign up to grow pot at home from Associated Press 27 Aug 14

People in Uruguay who want to grow marijuana legally can now register with the government to do so. 

Uruguay's ruling party candidate likely to win runoff: poll from Xinhua (China) 27 Aug 14

Uruguay's left-leaning ruling party presidential candidate and former president Tabare Vazquez would likely win in a runoff against conservative
opposition candidate Luis Lacalle Pou, showed a poll published in Wednesday's newspapers. 

Uruguay sending mission to meet Syrian refugees from Associated Press 19 Aug 14

A delegation from Uruguay will head to Lebanon on Friday to select 120 Syrian refugees who can come to the South American country, the
country's Human Rights Department said. 

Uruguayan presidential runoff possible as opposition gains ground from Xinhua (China) 25 Jul 14

Uruguayan presidential candidates could face a runoff in the upcoming election as a recent poll shows the opposition is gaining ground, local
media reported Friday. 

Uruguay Teachers Protest Attacks By Parents from Associated Press 17 Jul 14

Teachers in this South American country are going on a 24-hour strike to protest a wave of physical attacks on educators by students’ mothers and
fathers. 

Uruguay to receive 120 Syrian refugees from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 14

Some 120 refugees from war-torn Syria are due to begin arriving in Uruguay in the coming weeks, officials here said on Tuesday. 

Uruguay’s First Marijuana Club Seeks Recognition from Associated Press 25 Jun 14

A group has taken steps to become the first officially recognized marijuana-growing club in Uruguay, where lawmakers have made their country
the world’s first national marketplace for legal pot. 

Uruguay President Blasts “Culture Of Waste” To G77 from Associated Press 16 Jun 14

Uruguay’s austere president is urging world leaders to fight a “culture of waste” in which poor nations try to emulate richer countries rather than
live in balance with the environment. 



Anti-marijuana candidate loses in Uruguay primary from Associated Press 2 Jun 14

The biggest threat to Uruguay's new legal marijuana market has lost his party's presidential primary. 

Uruguayans choose ex-leader, presidential sons as candidates from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 14

Uruguayans have chosen an ex-president and the sons of two former leaders as candidates for the country's leading parties in the upcoming
October presidential elections. 

Uruguayans elect presidential candidates from Agence France-Presse 1 Jun 14

Uruguayans voted Sunday in primaries to choose candidates to run in October presidential elections to succeed President Jose Mujica. 

Business group fights Uruguay's marijuana rules from Agence France-Presse 29 May 14

A business group in Uruguay, the first country to legalize the production and sale of marijuana, is challenging a decree barring employers from
punishing employees who come to work high. 

Uruguay: Prisoner taps US ambassador cellphone from Associated Press 13 May 14

A prisoner in Uruguay has tapped into the U.S. ambassador's cellphone and sent messages to some of her contacts. 

Obama, Uruguayan President Discuss Trade At White House from McClatchy 13 May 14

The president of Uruguay met with President Barack Obama in the White House on Monday, a meeting that centered on the nations’ mutual
desires to boost trade and other aspects of their relationship. 

Uruguay President Decries Tobacco ‘Murder’ In Obama Talks from Agence France-Presse 13 May 14

Uruguay’s President Jose Mujica warned US President Barack Obama on Monday of the mass “murder” of smokers across the world, highlighting
his nation’s legal battle to preserve tough anti-tobacco laws. 

Obama meets with Uruguay's leader at White House from Associated Press 12 May 14

President Barack Obama is lauding trade and commercial ties between the U.S. and Uruguay during his meeting with South American nation's
president. 

More Than 100 Bidders Want To Grow Uruguay Pot from Associated Press 9 May 14

More than 100 businesses are hoping to compete for the right to grow the marijuana that Uruguay’s government will sell in its newly legalized pot
market, the country’s drug czar said Thursday. 

Why did Uruguay agree to take in Guantánamo Bay detainees? from Christian Science Monitor 8 May 14

President Mujica said he would give refuge to five detainees from the controversial US detention camp. Uruguay may have foreign policy
interests in scoring points with the US.

Uruguay's president signs marijuana legalization rules from Agence France-Presse 7 May 14

Uruguay's President Jose Mujica on Tuesday signed off on regulations for his country's landmark legalization of its marijuana market. 

Marijuana cultivation now legal in Uruguay; sales by end of year from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 6 May 14

State-controlled cultivation of marijuana became legal Tuesday in Uruguay, the country's drug enforcement agency JND confirmed. 

Uruguay leader calls Colorado pot law 'fiction' from Associated Press 2 May 14

President Jose Mujica says Uruguay's legal marijuana market will be much better than Colorado's, where the state doesn't track the drug once it's
sold. He also took aim at the medical marijuana laws many U.S. states have adopted, saying they enable people to fake illnesses to get
prescription weed. 

Uruguayan president dismisses free trade deal with U.S. from Xinhua (China) 21 Apr 14

Uruguay's President Jose Mujica dismissed Monday the possibility of negotiating a free trade agreement (FTA) with the United States. 



UPDATE: Obama to meet with Uruguay, Djibouti leaders in May from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 15 Apr 14

The leaders of Uruguay and Djibouti will visit US President Barack Obama in May, the White House said. 

Obama plans to host Uruguay's president next month from Associated Press 14 Apr 14

The White House says Uruguay's president is planning to visit next month. 

Uruguay seeks US release of jailed Cubans from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 14

Uruguay's President Jose Mujica said Friday he has asked Washington to release Cuban prisoners held in the United States in return for his
country taking Guantanamo detainees. 

Uruguay agrees to take Guantanamo detainees from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 14

Uruguay's President Jose Mujica said Thursday that his country had agreed to receive detainees from the US military prison at Guantanamo Bay,
calling the decision a matter of human rights. 

Uruguay not seen setting drug liberalisation trend: U.N. official from Reuters 14 Mar 14

The United Nations anti-drugs chief said on Friday he did not see - for now at least - Uruguay setting a trend for countries to legalise the
cultivation, sale and smoking of marijuana. 

Trailblazer Uruguay plans legal marijuana sales by year's end from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 14

Uruguay plans to begin legal marijuana sales of pot grown under government control by year's end, using cloned plants, President Jose Mujica
said Wednesday. 

Uruguay slams 'old school' UN over world-first pot plans from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 14

Uruguay lashed out Wednesday at the United Nations, labeling the world body "old school" for its criticism of the country's world-first marijuana
law. 

The battle against 'pasta base' from BBC 5 Mar 14

In December, Uruguay became the first nation in the world to legislate for the production, sale and state regulation of marijuana. Many hope that
when the law takes full effect next year, fewer people will use a cheap, highly addictive cocaine derivative called "pasta base". Others fear the
opposite. 

Uruguay offers to mediate in Colombia peace talks from Agence France-Presse 23 Jan 14

Uruguay's president said he plans to meet in Havana with Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos and FARC guerrilla leaders to urge them to
accelerate peace talks. 

Medicinal Marijuana Labs Eye Uruguay After Law from Associated Press 7 Jan 14

Foreign firms want to open laboratories in Uruguay to study the potential uses of medicinal marijuana now that the weed has been legalized in the
South American country. 

Uruguay President Mujica Signs Marijuana Law from Associated Press 25 Dec 13

A spokesman for President Jose Mujica of Uruguay says the leader has quietly signed into law the government’s plan to create a regulated, legal
market for marijuana.

Uruguay will keep peacekeepers in Haiti through 2014 from Agence France-Presse 23 Dec 13

Lawmakers in Uruguay on Monday voted to keep peacekeepers in Haiti through the end of 2014, but said the government would keep open the
option of an earlier full withdrawal. 

Uruguayan navy seizes over 1 ton of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 22 Dec 13

The Uruguayan navy seized 1.4 tons of cocaine and arrested the six Colombian and three Nicaraguan crewmen of the Panamanian-flagged fishing



boat Ferber, which may have been sailing to Europe, navy spokesmen told Efe Sunday. 

EDITORIAL: Marijuana: Experimenting In Uruguay from Boston Globe 20 Dec 13

Uruguay recently became the first country to make recreational marijuana use legal for adults, putting in place a system to regulate sales,
production, and consumption.

Uruguay Leader Hopes To Adopt “30 Or 40 Poor Children” from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 13

Uruguay President Jose Mujica, a former guerilla known for his low-key style, has admitted he hopes to adopt “30 or 40 poor children” after his
term ends in 2014, local media reported Sunday. 

World Drugs Body Calls Uruguay Marijuana Move “Illegal” from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 13

Uruguay’s move to legalise the production and sale of marijuana breaks international law, the world drugs body said Wednesday, warning it would
encourage addiction. 

Uruguay Votes To Legalize Marijuana from Washington Post 11 Dec 13

Lawmakers in the small South American nation of Uruguay voted Tuesday to legalize and regulate marijuana, going further than any other
country in the world toward decriminalizing the plant and lifting the stigma from its use. 

UPDATE: Uruguay's Senate legalizes marijuana from Agence France-Presse 10 Dec 13

Uruguay's Senate has approved ground-breaking legislation legalizing marijuana, becoming the first nation in the world to oversee the production
and sale of the drug. 

Uruguay to approve pot dealing, despite risks from Associated Press 9 Dec 13

Uruguay is pushing ahead to create a legal marijuana market despite warnings from educators, psychiatrists and pharmacists of dangerous side
effects. 

Uruguay to make big splash by legalizing marijuana from Agence France-Presse 7 Dec 13

Uruguay will write a piece of history next week when the small South American nation becomes the first country in the world to legalize
marijuana, launching a social experiment as part of a broad strategy to combat drug trafficking. 

Uruguay to start pulling peacekeepers from Haiti from Agence France-Presse 15 Nov 13

Uruguay said Friday it will withdraw part of its peacekeepers from Haiti in the coming days, following through on an earlier decision it linked to a
lack of democratic progress. 

Uruguay seeks to ban foreign states from land purchase from Xinhua (China) 12 Nov 13

The Uruguayan government on Tuesday submitted a bill to the Congress, seeking to ban the purchase of land by companies with ties to foreign
countries to protect food sovereignty, local media reported. 

Uruguay to withdraw peacekeepers from Haiti: president from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 13

Uruguay's President Jose Mujica said Tuesday he plans to withdraw his country's peacekeeping troops from Haiti because of the lack of
democratic progress there. 

Pot Growers Celebrate As Uruguay Legalizes Cultivation And Consumption Of Marijuana from Washington Post 24 Oct 13

Pot connoisseurs of the world take note: Uruguay is about to go where no country has gone before by legalizing the cultivation and distribution of
marijuana, with the left-of-center government regulating all facets of the trade. 

Uruguay official: legal pot for $1 per gram from Associated Press 21 Oct 13

Uruguay's drug czar says the country plans to sell legal marijuana for $1 per gram to combat drug-trafficking, according to a local newspaper. 

Singapore, Uruguay Sign "Liberal" Open Skies Agreement from Xinhua (China) 2 Oct 13



Singapore and Uruguay on Wednesday signed a new open skies agreement, which the Transport Ministry of Singapore said is "more liberal than
conventional" ones.

Uruguay trekker lost 4 months in Andes found alive from Associated Press 9 Sep 13

Authorities in Argentina say a 58-year-old man from Uruguay has been rescued in good health after spending four months lost in the Andes. 

Uruguay arraigns suspects in Chinese worker smuggling ring from Agence France-Presse 6 Sep 13

A court in Uruguay arraigned 18 suspects late Thursday on charges they were part of a human trafficking ring that transported Chinese workers to
Argentina, court officials said. 

COMMENTARY: Uruguay’s Marijuana Experiment from Los Angeles Times 21 Aug 13

The United States’ take-no-prisoners (or, perhaps more aptly, take-too-many-prisoners) approach to drug control has few fans in Latin America,
long the most violent battleground in the U.S. war on drugs.

Uruguay reports first hydrocarbon discovery from Xinhua (China) 13 Aug 13

Uruguay, a country that has traditionally relied on oil and gas imports to satisfy its energy need, has for the first time discovered loose
hydrocarbon, a key ingredient of crude oil, in the northwestern part of the country. 

Uruguay Leader Mulls Legal Marijuana “Experiment” from Agence France-Presse 8 Aug 13

Uruguay wants to make a “contribution to humanity” by legalizing marijuana but will backtrack if the “experiment” goes awry, President Jose
Mujica told AFP in an exclusive interview. 

Uruguay's ex-president Vazquez says he'd run again from Associated Press 8 Aug 13

Uruguay's former President Tabare Vazquez says he's ready to run again. 

Uruguay Leader Open To Referendum On Regulating Marijuana from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 13

Uruguay’s President Jose Mujica said in an interview published Monday he is open to a referendum on a bill to have the government control and
regulate marijuana sales and distribution. 

Uruguay President To Defend Marijuana Plan At UN from Associated Press 3 Aug 13

Uruguayan President Jose Mujica plans to defend his government’s groundbreaking marijuana licensing plan in a speech to the United Nations
General Assembly in September, his spokesman said Friday.

Uruguay Lawmakers To Vote On Legalizing Marijuana from New York Times 1 Aug 13

Uruguay’s lower house was preparing to vote Wednesday night on a sweeping bill to legalize marijuana. If the measure is approved, it will open
the way for the authorities to create one of Latin America’s most ambitious nationwide endeavors in overhauling drug policy. 

Uruguay to vote on marijuana legalisation bill from BBC 31 Jul 13

Uruguay's House of Representative is preparing to vote on a bill to legalise marijuana on Wednesday. 

UPDATE: Uruguay's House OKs legal marijuana market plan from Associated Press 31 Jul 13

Uruguay's lower house of congress has voted 50-46 after 13 hours of passionate debate to create a legal marijuana industry in hopes of fighting
organized crime. 

Uruguayan leader wants less red tape at Mercosur from Xinhua (China) 12 Jul 13

Uruguayan President Jose Mujica Thursday called for more pragmatism and less bureaucracy within the Southern Common Market (Mercosur), a
regional trade bloc composed of five South American nations. 

Uruguay Abortion Law Will Not Go To Referendum from Associated Press 24 Jun 13

The most liberal abortion law in South America withstood a challenge Sunday as Uruguayan opponents failed to attract enough votes in a



consultation ballot to force a national referendum on repealing it. 

Uruguay's high rate of gun ownership causes concerns, says NGO from Xinhua (China) 4 Jun 13

Uruguay has the world's highest per capita rate of gun ownership, with one out of three Uruguayans owning a firearm, according to figures
released Tuesday by the Institute of Legal and Social Studies (IELSUR), a non-governmental organization (NGO). 

Uruguay urges support for Colombia peace process from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 13

Uruguay's president has urged the international community to do all it can to back the peace process between Colombia and leftist rebels amid
fears that the talks could collapse, in an interview published Sunday in Spain. 

Uruguay General Gets 28 Years In Prisoner's Murder from Associated Press 10 May 13

Uruguay has convicted an active general for dictatorship-era human rights violations for the first time. Gen. Miguel Dalmao was sentenced to 28
years in prison for the death of a communist professor. 

Uruguay General Gets 28 Years In Prisoner's Murder from Associated Press 10 May 13

Uruguay has convicted an active general for dictatorship-era human rights violations for the first time. Gen. Miguel Dalmao was sentenced to 28
years in prison for the death of a communist professor. Dalmao was a 23-year-old lieutenant in 1974, and was in charge of the jail where Nibia
Sabalsagaray, a 24-year-old literature professor and communist activist, was taken from her Montevideo apartment. Hours later, she was dead. 

Uruguay Expected To Approve Same-sex Marriage from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 13

Uruguay's legislature was expected to vote Wednesday to make the small South American nation the second Latin American country to allow
same-sex marriages nationwide. 

Uruguay President Caught In Open Mic Incident from Agence France-Presse 5 Apr 13

Uruguay's president Jose Mujica was left red-faced on Thursday after disparaging remarks apparently aimed at Argentine counterpart Cristina
Kirchner and her late husband were picked up by an open microphone. 

Uruguayan leader enjoys higher popularity from Xinhua (China) 12 Mar 13

The approval rate of Uruguayan President Jose Mujica rose to 53 percent in a latest poll, up from 50 percent in December, according to poll
results announced Tuesday. 

Chavez's policies to prevail under new leadership: Uruguayan president from Xinhua (China) 11 Mar 13

Late president Hugo Chavez has left Venezuela a socialist legacy to be carried on by the new leadership, Uruguayan President Jose Mujica said
Monday. 

Uruguayan official defends drug policy during Mexico visit from EFE (Spain) 7 Mar 13

It is time to implement a new anti-drug policy that reduces violence via marijuana legalization and other measures, Uruguayan Interior Minister
Eduardo Bonomi said during a visit to Mexico City. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Secretary of the Presidency of Uruguay cautious with the Supreme Court issue from
United Press International 26 Feb 13

The Secretary of the Presidency, Homero Guerrero, ruled that the government promote the impeachment of Supreme Court as it considered
mismatch.

Hundreds protest Uruguayan court's rights ruling from Associated Press 25 Feb 13

Hundreds of demonstrators have gathered in front of Uruguay's Supreme Court to protest its ruling that a law allowing fresh investigations of
dictatorship-era human rights abuses violates the constitution. 

FEATURE: Pastoral Uruguay Yields A Crop Of Digital Yetis And Adventures from New York Times 22 Feb 13

Squeezed between Brazil and Argentina and long dependent on commodities exports, Uruguay may be better known for its flocks of sheep and



herds of cattle. But attention is now shifting to the country's growing constellation of start-ups that are engineering video games for computers and
hand-held devices. 

Bolivia
Bolivia Minister: Ex-police Chief Protected Traffickers from Associated Press 6 Mar 15

Bolivia’s interior minister said Thursday that a retired police general jailed for allegedly enriching himself from the illegal cocaine trade had
offered protection to foreign traffickers while in the job. 

C-TOC
Andean Ridge

Colombia
Colombian kingpin faces drug charges in Miami, New York after extradition from Miami Herald 2 May 13

Colombian drug kingpin faces double-barreled charges in Miami and New York, accusing him of smuggling tons of cocaine from Venezuela to
the United States while financially supporting leftist guerrillas in his homeland, authorities said Tuesday. Jose Evaristo Linares-Castillo,
designated by the U.S. government as one of the “most significant” narco-traffickers in the world, is accused of producing cocaine at his labs in
Colombia and storing about 20,000 kilos of it in the Apure state of Venezuela. 

Caribbean
Painful And Rapid Spread Of New Virus In Caribbean from Associated Press 22 May 14

They suffer searing headaches, a burning fever and so much pain in their joints they can barely walk or use their hands. It’s like having a terrible
flu combined with an abrupt case of arthritis. 

FEATURE: Caribbean Nations Search For Oil Amid Spill Fears from Associated Press 1 Apr 13

From the Bahamas and Cuba down to Aruba and Suriname, international oil companies are lining up to locate potentially rich offshore deposits in
the Caribbean. The countries hope drilling could lead to a black-gold bonanza, easing demand for imported oil and diversifying their economies. 

Caribbean Basin
Jamaica
A rising tide of drug trafficking in Caribbean from Associated Press 4 Nov 13

Assault rifles at the ready, police in a speedboat scan the coastline as they slice through the slate-gray water, aware that the rocky shorelines and
fishing villages that line parts of southern Jamaica are not always very sleepy these days. 

Carribean
US Helps Turks And Caicos Recoup Millions From Sandals Resort from Miami Herald 24 Jan 13

The involvement of U.S. law enforcement officials in an ongoing probe into government corruption in the Turks and Caicos Islands has helped
that government recoup $12 million from one of the Caribbean's most well-known luxury resort companies - Sandals Resort. The company, which
is run by Jamaican businessman Gordon "Butch" Stewart and carries the Beaches Resort & Spa brand, reached the agreement with the Turks and
Caicos government and British special prosecutors probing corruption allegations in the tiny island chain. 

Cayman Islands
New indictment details charges against former Cayman premier from Caribbean News Now 17 Jun 13

A new indictment filed in the Grand Court of the Cayman Islands in relation to the criminal charges against former premier McKeeva Bush
reveals that he faces 11 allegations of unlawfully using a government issued credit card in casinos in Las Vegas, Florida and The Bahamas. 

Climate Talks
Andean Ridge

Peru
Climate talks to seek way to historic Paris pact from Agence France-Presse 1 Dec 14

The world's nations gather in the Peruvian capital Lima on Monday in a renewed push for a historic deal to roll back carbon emissions threatening
future generations. 



Grim Reality Amid Optimism Ahead Of Climate Talks from New York Times 1 Dec 14

After more than two decades trying but failing to forge a global pact to halt climate change, United Nations negotiators gathering in South
America this week are expressing a new optimism that they may finally achieve the elusive deal. 

Colombia
Andean Ridge

Colombia
One dead as rebels attack bus in Colombia from Agence France-Presse 16 Oct 13

Leftist guerrillas opened fire on a bus in Colombia, killing one person and wounding six others after its driver ignored orders to stop, police said
Wednesday. 

Counter-Illicit Trafficking
Coffee delivery to Germany includes huge sack of cocaine from Agence France-Presse 18 Dec 14

A coffee roasting company in Berlin received its normal shipment of beans from Brazil with an unexpected addition: a sack brimming with
cocaine, police said Thursday. 

Armenia detains two over major heroin haul from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 14

Armenia has detained two foreign citizens after security forces discovered almost one metric tonne of heroin allegedly being smuggled from Iran
to Turkey. 

NATO refuses to cooperate with CSTO in fighting Afghan drugs for ideological reasons - Lavrov from Interfax (Russia) 18 Dec 13

Moscow stands for NATO-CSTO cooperation in Afghanistan, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said during the Government Hour at the
Federation Council on Wednesday. 

Andean Ridge
Bolivia
FELCN Identifies Six Airstrips Use by Drug Traffickers in Northern La Paz from El Deber (Santa Cruz de la Sierra) 15 Jan 14

Five intelligence agents came to the jungle area of the Abel Iturralde province. Behind them was another contingent of uniformed Umopar [Rural
Mobile Patrol Unit] that stealthily walked for several days to avoid suspicion. When this first group found the six airstrips and confirmed the
information that the planes would arrive, they waited for the drug traffickers who fell into the trap.

Central America
Honduras
Honduran Congress Approves Law Authorizing the Shootdown of Suspicious Aircraft from ACAN-EFE ( Panama City) 18 Jan 14

The Honduran National Assembly passed a law authorizing the Air Force in the country to shoot down civilian planes that are suspected of
carrying drugs ... The ... Law of Air Exclusion “was approved Friday night in a single debate" by 80 of the 128 Members of Congress, the
government majority, in a special meeting that was only attended by 81 lawmakers, said Ponce, the only one who voted against the law.

Honduras investigating case of $7.2 mn seized in Panama from EFE (Spain) 13 Jan 14

Honduran police are investigating how $7.2 million seized over the weekend from three Hondurans in Panama was able to be smuggled through
Tegucigalpa's international Toncontin airport, authorities said Monday. 

Southern Cone
Argentina
Finally, Berni got a part of the functions of the Sedronar from La Nacion (Buenos Aires) 22 Jan 14

After a week full of controversy following allegations by Juan Carlos Molina, head of the Secretariat for Drug Abuse Prevention Planning and the
War on Narcotics (Sedronar), of irregularities by previous administrations, the government decreed yesterday [January 17] to transfer the war on
narcotics to the Ministry of State Security, under the leadership of Sergio Berni.



Scioli Proposes Review of Armed Forces Role in the Fight against Drug Trafficking from La Nacion (Buenos Aires) 17 Jan 14

Buenos Aires Governor, Daniel Scioli, suggested yesterday [January 16] that due to the increase in drug trafficking the ban on the Armed Forces
to intervene in domestic security matters should be reviewed. Likewise, with an unusually harsh tone, he lashed out against leaders who "wish to
instill institutional uncertainty" by criticizing the administration’s behavior and President Cristina Kirchner’s lack of visibility.

DoS
UPDATE: US Venezuela talks take place in Haiti despite tensions from BBC 14 Jun 15

Details have emerged of a high-profile meeting in Haiti between Venezuela and the United States. Thomas Shannon, a counsellor to the US
Secretary of State, met the chairman of Venezuela's national assembly, Diosdado Cabello. 

Egypt
Egypt Sentences 230 Anti-Mubarak Activists To Life from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 15

An Egyptian court Wednesday sentenced to life 230 secular activists from the 2011 revolt against long-time strongman Hosni Mubarak, including
leading campaigner Ahmed Douma, an official said. 

El Universal (Caracas) 
Andean Ridge

Venezuela
PDVSA Plans To Honor Debt With Central Bank of Venezuela from 15 Jan 14

State-run oil holding Venezuelan Petroleum, Inc. (PDVSA) has put on the table a wide array of proposals to repay the debt owed to the Central
Bank of Venezuela (BCV) as the latter prints out money for PDVSA to cover its expenses. The debt amounting to $42 billion emerged from the
following scheme: PDVSA delivered promissory notes to the National Treasury; later on, the BCV bought the promissory notes, already expired,
as "investment operations."

Energy in the Americas
Canada's Pacific Rubiales Acquires Petrominerales from EFE 30 Sep 13

Canada's Pacific Rubiales confirmed Monday it was acquiring Petrominerales for $1.55 billion, giving it access to energy assets in Colombia and
Peru, and was creating an exploration unit that will focus on Brazil.

Epidemiology
Caribbean Basin

Netherlands Antilles
Mosquito-borne virus spreading in Caribbean from AP 15 Jan 14

A mosquito-borne virus appears to be spreading quickly in the Caribbean just weeks after epidemiologists first found local transmission occurring
in St. Martin. St. Martin now has as many as 200 cases of chikungunya, a virus found mainly in Africa and Asia that can cause a debilitating
sickness with fever, rash and intense muscle and joint pain.

Falkland Islands
Southern Cone

Argentina
The Government Threatens To Apply Sanctions for Fishing in Malvinas from La Nacion (Buenos Aires) 14 Jan 14

Encouraged by the effects that produced in London the pressure on the oil companies doing business in the Malvinas Islands, the Government
began to strike against the fishing companies. The new strategy of the Argentine foreign policy is intended to dissuade Great Britain to sit down
and talk about the sovereignty in the South Atlantic that seeks to strangle the islanders economically.

Argentina threatens Falklands drillers with jail from AFP 13 Jan 14

Argentina's new secretary handling the Falklands dispute threatened oil companies drilling around the British-held islands with court action ... In
December, Argentina passed a law which allows jail terms and multi-million dollar fines for executives and companies who do not seek
permission.



Recover territorial integrity; Interview with head of the new Secretariat for Issues Related to the Malvinas Islands, Daniel
Filmus from Pagina/12 (Buenos Aires - via OSC) 13 Jan 14

Filmus explains that the secretariat was created by the president to “make clear the importance for national policy of the struggle over the exercise
of Malvinas Islands sovereignty,” 

FARC
Andean Ridge

Colombia
Colombia’s Path To Find Peace Littered With Land Mines from Associated Press 15 Jul 15

GRANADA, Colombia (AP) — At first, Sandra Gonzalez didn’t think much of the guerrillas burying objects on the dirt road outside her isolated,
cinder-block farmhouse as they prepared to leave town 12 years ago.

Hispaniloa
Caribbean Basin

Dominican Republic
Haiti's failed State problems 'spill over to Dominican Republic' from Dominican Today Online (Santo Domingo) 14 Jan 14

Haiti is a failed State and as such creates serious problems for its Hispaniola neighbor, Dominican Republic, says the economist and ambassador
Hugo Guilliani Cury. He said that's the reason Dominican Republic figures on Foreign Policy Magazine's list of countries with problems. 

Hispaniola
Caribbean Basin

Dominican Republic
Dominican Republic Cardinal slams government 'nonsense' on deportations from Dominican Today Online (Santo Domingo) 22 Jan 14

The prelate's warning comes just days after Presidency chief of staff Gustavo Montalvo announced a halt of deportations of undocumented
foreigners. He said the halt of deportations of undocumented immigrants has "neither foot nor head" and asked "to check on all five continents to
see if any illegal immigrant is well received."

Dominican Republic halts deportations, bolsters Haiti border from Dominican Today Online (Santo Domingo) 17 Jan 14

President Danilo Medina ordered a halt to deportations of undocumented Haitians, but reinforced the border to prevent the illegal entry of
nationals from that country, three senior officials revealed Friday.

Haiti president vows continued talks with Dominican leader from Dominican Today Online (Santo Domingo) 14 Jan 14

"With the Dominican Republic, the dialogue continues," tweeted Martelly, referring to talks between the bi-national commission prompted by
Santo Domingo's Constitutional Court ruling on Dominican nationality. "We will continue to explore in new ways of cooperation and strengthen
our ties in 2014."

Vocal cardinal again slams Dominican Republic's critics from Dominican Today (Santo Domingo) 14 Jan 14

All that's being said against Dominican Republic's attitude toward Haiti in the wake of the high court ruling is unfair and unacceptable, but "we
need to talk before fighting." ... "All those countries starting with United States have done one fourth of what Dominican Republic has for done
for Haiti. It's unfair and unacceptable everything they are saying against us," the prelate said.

International Relations
PLO Secretary General Erekat begins trip to Argentina, Chile from EFE (Spain) 11 Aug 15

Saeb Erekat, the secretary general of the Palestine Liberation Organization, or PLO, began on Tuesday a six-day official visit to Argentina and
Chile, where he will meet officials and figures from the Palestinian communities in both countries. 

US might support Colombia NATO bid: US official from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 13

The United States might support a bid by Colombia for NATO membership just as it has backed the close Latin American ally in other
international fora, a senior State Department official said Monday. 



Andean Ridge
Peru
Obama, Peru's president in first official visit from Associated Press 11 Jun 13

President Barack Obama says he and Peruvian President Ollanta Humala discussed during an Oval Office visit how to strengthen the relationship
between their two countries. 

Southern Cone
Brazil
Lavrov to visit Brazil June 11 to discuss Syrian, Iranian, other international problems from Itar-Tass (Russia) 8 Jun 13

Russia's Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov will visit Brazil on June 11 at the invitation of Brazil's Foreign Minister Antonio Patriota, the Russian
Foreign Ministry said on Saturday. 

Iran
Nuclear Deal Could Open Door To Regional Cooperation: Iran from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 15

Iran on Monday pushed its call for peace talks to end the fighting in Yemen, and offered assurances that a nuclear deal would pave the way for
greater cooperation with its neighbors. 

Kerry Says Difficult Issues Persist In Nuclear Talks With Iran from New York Times 20 Mar 15

Secretary of State John Kerry on Thursday said that negotiators were still grappling with difficult issues in the talks on limiting Iran’s nuclear
program, but that they had made some headway. 

Iraq
Maliki On Hot Seat In Iraq Over Fall Of Mosul from Washington Post 17 Aug 15

Iraq’s former prime minister may face criminal charges for his role in the fall of Mosul to Islamic State militants last summer after an
investigation named him among officials responsible. 

Israel
Israel Coalition Govt Talks Expand To Left: Report from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, tasked three weeks ago with forming Israel’s next government, fell short Wednesday of striking a coalition
with rightwing partners after reports emerged of talks with a centre-left party. 

Doctors Draw Contradictory Conclusions After Autopsy Of Palestinian Official from New York Times 12 Dec 14

Israeli and Palestinian pathologists on Thursday offered contradictory interpretations of a joint autopsy report on the prominent Palestinian official
who died after a confrontation with Israeli security forces at a West Bank demonstration a day earlier. 

Jim Wyss
Andean Ridge

Venezuela
Venezulea Municipal Race Stymies Opposition Hopes from Miami Herald 10 Dec 13

Leaders of Venezuela’s embattled opposition was hoping Sunday’s elections would be a watershed – that even if they didn’t win the most mayoral
seats they might prove that they were a majority. 

Jordan
Jordan develops strategy to combat terror, extremism from Xinhua (China) 3 May 15

Jordan said on Sunday that it developed a strategy to fight terrorism and extremism in various levels, the state-run Petra news agency reported. 

JTF-GTMO
With combat over, lawyers for Afghan captives ask Obama to let them go from Miami Herald 31 Mar 15

With U.S. combat operations officially ended in Afghanistan, some U.S. lawyers for five Afghan detainees at Guantánamo wrote the Obama
administration Monday asking that the captives be freed. 



Caribbean Basin
Cuba
Remembering Guantánamo Through The Lives Of The Haitians Held There from Miami Herald 13 Aug 14

Before it became a maximum-security prison camp for terror suspects, Guantánamo housed thousands of Haitian refugees fleeing the violence and
military junta that had overthrown their president. 

Latin America
Latin America most dangerous region for land activists: report from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 15

Latin America was the most dangerous place for environmental and land activists, accounting for three quarters of all killings last year, according
to a report Monday. 

A Mixed Year Ahead For Latin American Economies from Miami Herald 28 Jun 13

The day of reckoning is coming for the Brazilian economy and it could be in 2015 - after Brazil's presidential election, economist Armando
Castelar Pinheiro said Wednesday. 

MercoSur
Southern Cone

Uruguay
Mujica says Mercosur is 'seriously impaired” and admits resignation in relations with Argentina from MercoPress 22 Jan 14

Uruguayan president Jose Mujica said that Mercosur is “seriously impaired” but it also has its strong points, and the fact Paraguay resumes full
membership is very positive. Mujica was interviewed by a government financed newspaper, La República and again referred to the postponed
Mercosur summit and the deteriorated relations with Argentina.

Migration
Caribbean Basin

Cuba
U.S. Coast Guard Repatriates 63 Cubans from Miami Herald 3 Oct 13

The U.S. Coast Guard announced Thursday that the Cutter Margaret Norvell had returned 63 Cubans interdicted at sea to the port of Cabañas west
of Havana.

Nicaragua
‘Meteorite’ Smashes Into Nicaraguan Capital from Agence France-Presse 8 Sep 14

A mysterious explosion that rocked Nicaragua’s crowded capital Managua, creating a large crater, appears to have been caused by a small
meteorite, officials said Sunday. 

Panama Canal
Central America

Panama
Maritime Execs Debate Panama Canal Expansion at Miami Conference from Miami Herald 3 Oct 13

Expansion of the Panama Canal was a big topic as hundreds of maritime executives from around the Americas gathered for a major industry
conference Wednesday in Miami.

Paraguay
Southern Cone

Paraguay
Journalist slain in Paraguay from EFE (Spain) 16 Oct 14

A reporter with Paraguay's ABC Color newspaper was fatally shot Thursday in the eastern town of Curuguaty, becoming the third journalist to be
slain in the country this year. 



Regional Relations
Southern Cone

Paraguay
Paraguay concerned with Argentine plans to move nuclear facilities to border area from Merco Press 11 Feb 14

Paraguay has instructed its ambassador in Buenos Aires to collect information on Argentina's plans to set up an uranium processing plant in the
northern province of Formosa, neighboring with the land-locked country ... the project has been mentioned previously and included building a
nuclear power plant next to the fuel supplier. 

Syria
Israeli Warplanes Strike Syrian Military Positions In Golan Heights from Washington Post 20 Mar 14

Israeli warplanes attacked Syrian military positions on Wednesday in retaliation for a bombing the previous day, in the most serious confrontation
between the two foes since the Syrian conflict erupted three years ago. 

Transnational Crime
Myanmar to extend substitute opium cultivation in Shan State from Xinhua (China) 18 Feb 14

Myanmar government in cooperation with United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) will extend substitute project for opium
cultivation in some townships of Shan state, northeast region of Myanmar, Deputy Minister for Home Affairs Brig-Gen Kyaw Kyaw Tun said on
Tuesday. 

Turks and Caicos
US Helps Turks And Caicos Recoup Millions From Sandals Resort from Miami Herald 24 Jan 13

The involvement of U.S. law enforcement officials in an ongoing probe into government corruption in the Turks and Caicos Islands has helped
that government recoup $12 million from one of the Caribbean's most well-known luxury resort companies - Sandals Resort. The company, which
is run by Jamaican businessman Gordon "Butch" Stewart and carries the Beaches Resort & Spa brand, reached the agreement with the Turks and
Caicos government and British special prosecutors probing corruption allegations in the tiny island chain. 

Ukraine
Kerry Meets Lavrov As Ukraine Death Toll Soars Past 6,000 from Agence France-Presse 2 Mar 15

US Secretary of State John Kerry began tough talks in Geneva on Monday with his Russian counterpart to end fighting in Ukraine, where the UN
says the death toll has soared beyond 6,000 people in less than a year. 

Ukraine Drawing Up Plans To Evacuate Forces From Crimea In Face Of Russian Takeover from Washington Post 20 Mar 14

Russian-backed forces began what appeared to be a steady occupation of Ukrainian military facilities in the breakaway Crimean Peninsula on
Wednesday, and Ukraine’s security chief said his government was drawing up plans to evacuate its troops from Crimea. 

World Cup
Southern Cone

Brazil
Fifa threat to Brazil's World Cup host city of Curitiba from BBC 22 Jan 14

Fifa has warned Brazil's World Cup 2014 host city of Curitiba that it could be excluded unless work speeds up. Fifa secretary general Jerome
Valcke said that work at the Arena da Baixada stadium was seriously behind schedule. A decision on whether Curitiba, in southern Brazil, will
remain as a host city will be announced on 18 February, he said
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Opinion / Editorial / Commentary
From Russia To Iran, The Consequences Of The Global Oil Bust from Washington Post 21 Aug 15

While we have been watching the Islamic State and discussing Iran, something much bigger is happening in the world. We are witnessing a
historic fall in the price of oil, down more than 50 percent in less than a year. When a similar drop happened in the 1980s, the Soviet Union
collapsed. What will it mean now? 

Lessons From The Bay Of Pigs In The Syrian ‘Division 30’ Debacle from Washington Post 21 Aug 15

The United States’ botched effort last month to support a Syrian moderate rebel group known as Division 30 was a chain of errors that recalls, in a
small way, the 1961 Bay of Pigs fiasco. 

In Europe, The Crisis Is Worse from Miami Herald 21 Aug 15

The Greek island of Kos is a holiday paradise. Travelers come to visit archaeological excavations and splash in the Aegean Sea. But these days,
Kos has become a nightmare, an example of the huge migrant crisis facing the European Union. 

The Middle East’s Morality Police from New York Times 20 Aug 15

At the end of June, Egypt’s notoriously backlogged criminal justice system found time to try and convict Reda al-Fouly on charges of “inciting
debauchery.” Less than a month later, two other women were jailed pending investigation on the same charge. They were arrested after complaints
filed by lawyers acting privately accused them of outraging public decency. 

Iran Deal Needs Strengthening from Miami Herald 20 Aug 15

On August 5, President Obama took to the podium at American University to justify his controversial nuclear pact with Iran. The location was
chosen with seeming care, as over five decades earlier, John F. Kennedy delivered a key speech at the same Washington school calling for arms
control agreements with another adversary, the Soviet Union. 

Come Clean, Ms. Clinton from Miami Herald 20 Aug 15

Remember when Hillary Clinton’s advocates were touting her candidacy for president because there were no scandals left to uncover? She’d been
investigated so often (and unfairly), they said, that you could rest assured no embarrassing secrets would pop out of the closet to frighten voters.
Oops! 

The World’s Hot Spot from New York Times 19 Aug 15

Here’s my bet about the future of Sunni, Shiite, Arab, Turkish, Kurdish and Israeli relations: If they don’t end their long-running conflicts, Mother
Nature is going to destroy them all long before they destroy one another. Let me point out a few news items you may have missed while debating
the Iran nuclear deal. 

The Questionable Legality Of Military Aid To Egypt from New York Times 19 Aug 15

Egypt’s rising authoritarianism has been met with a collective shrug in Washington, which sends Cairo $1.3 billion in military aid each year. One
notable exception is Senator Patrick Leahy, who is raising alarm about human rights abuses Egyptian security forces have committed as they
battle militants in the Sinai Peninsula.

The Sissi Regime Continues Egypt’s Repressive Descent from Washington Post 19 Aug 15

SECRETARY OF State John F. Kerry was in Cairo on Aug. 2 for a “U.S.-Egypt Strategic Dialogue,” the first in six years. Mr. Kerry offered some
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sunny bromides. “We are confident,” he declared, “that Egypt has really good reason to ensure that the fundamental rights of its citizens are
protected, that vital principles such as due process and freedom of press and association are cherished, and that women are empowered, and that
every Egyptian has the right to participate peacefully within a truly democratic political process.” 

Congress Should Reject The Bad Iran Deal from Washington Post 18 Aug 15

By passing the Iran Nuclear Agreement Review Act with enough votes to overcome a veto, Congress ensured that it would have the opportunity
to review and vote on the nuclear agreement with Iran. 

Republicans’ Alternate Reality On The Iran Nuclear Deal from Washington Post 18 Aug 15

Republican presidential candidates, all of whom oppose the Iran nuclear deal, have created their own virtual worlds when it comes to dealing with
the Tehran regime. 

There Is No Holy Rape In Islam: Column from USA Today 18 Aug 15

As a Muslim woman and mother of young daughters, I shudder while reading accounts of ISIL’s brutality. Rape inflicts the deepest physical and
psychological wounds on a woman. It is unquestionable that this grave human rights violation finds zero tolerance in Islamic scripture. Thus, my
revulsion when these sexual assaults are justified as spiritual acts and deemed ‘Ibadah’ (prayer). In fact, Islam guarantees women emancipation
while ISIL distorts my religion to further a lustful agenda. 

Iran And American Jews from New York Times 18 Aug 15

Earlier this month, Roland Moskowitz, a Cleveland physician, and Sandra Lippy, a retired health care executive of Boca Raton, Fla., got on the
line with Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel. As two people who have been active in major Jewish organizations, they were among
thousands of American Jews invited to watch a webcast whose message was: oppose the Iran nuclear deal. 

China’s Risky Money Game from Washington Post 17 Aug 15

To understand China’s surprise currency devaluation, you need context. China is engineering a major economic transformation — or, at least,
trying. For years, it relied upon export-led growth and massive investments in housing, infrastructure (roads, rails, ports) and heavy industry
(steel, glass, aluminum). This economic model now seems spent. World trade is weak. Overinvestment in housing, infrastructure and industry has
left gluts. So China is switching its engine of growth to consumer spending on services and light manufacturing. 

Why Ethical Psychologists Play An Important Role In Interrogations from Washington Post 17 Aug 15

For me the APA ban is simply sidestepping responsibility for what the organization failed to do, and still has not done, in regard to the
psychologists who took part in harsh interrogations or witnessed and abetted “soft” torture or so-called enhanced interrogation techniques for the
U.S. military, other countries’ militaries and police, the CIA and so forth.

Solving Prostitution from Washington Post 17 Aug 15

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL adopted a resolution last week urging the worldwide decriminalization of prostitution, and D.C. Council member
David Grosso (I-At Large) was among many to applaud the vote: He announced that he is considering introducing matching legislation this fall.
Amnesty International and Mr. Grosso are well intentioned but wrong: The policy would do more to hurt victims of sex trafficking than it would
to help them. 

The Plight Of Refugees, The Shame Of The World from New York Times 14 Aug 15

The world is facing the biggest refugee crisis since World War II, a staggering 60 million people displaced from their homes, four million from
Syria alone. World leaders have abdicated their responsibility for this unlucky population, around half of whom are children. 

The High Price of Rejecting the Iran Deal from New York Times 14 Aug 15

THE Iran nuclear deal offers a long-term solution to one of the most urgent threats of our time. Without this deal, Iran, the world’s leading state
sponsor of terrorism, would be less than 90 days away from having enough fissile material to make a nuclear bomb.

Why ISIS Trumps Freedom from New York Times 14 Aug 15

What leads young European Muslims in their thousands to give up lives in France, Britain or Germany, enlist in the ranks of the movement calling



itself Islamic State, and dedicate themselves to the unlikely aim of establishing a Caliphate backed by digital propaganda? 

Kurdish Leader Blasts Turkey’s President from Washington Post 14 Aug 15

Turkey’s political tensions were sharply evident Thursday, as the country’s leading Kurdish politician accused President Recep Tayyip Erdogan of
“supporting ISIS” in the past. He said that Erdogan wants early elections as part of a strategy of “attacking the Kurdish movement” and reversing
its recent political gains. 

Mr. Obama, Try These Arguments For Your Iran Deal from New York Times 13 Aug 15

It would be a catastrophe for American influence in the world if Congress killed the Iranian nuclear deal. Perhaps because the stakes are so high,
the debate has become poisonous. 

The State Department Should Do More To Address International Abductions from Washington Post 13 Aug 15

EVER SINCE his ex-wife wrongly took his son, now 11, to Japan five years ago, Jeffery Morehouse has been fighting for the boy’s return. Mr.
Morehouse had been recognized as the sole custodial parent in Washington state, and a Japanese court affirmed that the ruling applies in Japan.
Nonetheless, there has been no reunion, no visits, no contact of any sort. 

The U.S. Has Been Complacent And Lazy In Responding To Cyberattacks from Washington Post 13 Aug 15

THE DISCLOSURE that Russia was responsible for penetrating the unclassified e-mail system used by the Joint Chiefs of Staff should be
disconcerting. Unfortunately, many accounts of cyberattacks these days seem to produce yawns.

President Obama Lashes Out At Iran Deal Critics from Washington Post 12 Aug 15

WHEN SEN. Charles E. Schumer (D-N.Y.) decided he would vote against President Obama’s nuclear deal with Iran, he explained his reasoning
in a 1,700-word essay.

Barack Obama: Embittered And Unfair Over Iran from Washington Post 12 Aug 15

President Obama says those who oppose the Iran nuclear deal are either ideological or illogical. I support the deal, yet I think this assessment is
incorrect and unfair. It diminishes the president’s case for congressional approval. 

China’s Currency Dilemma from New York Times 12 Aug 15

China’s decision to devalue its currency, the renminbi, by 2 percent against the dollar on Tuesday is intended to give its slowing economy a boost.
But the decision is likely to be seen by lawmakers in the United States and elsewhere as currency manipulation to increase Chinese exports at the
expense of producers in other countries. 

Who Threatens America Most? from New York Times 12 Aug 15

In what order does the Obama administration rank the biggest external threats to America’s national security? The short answer: It depends on
whom and which agency you ask. 

White House Should Leave Politics Out Of Iran Deal from Bloomberg View 11 Aug 15

If you oppose the Iranian nuclear agreement, you are increasing the chances of war. And if you are a Democrat who opposes the agreement, you
are also risking your political career. That’s the message the White House and some liberal leaders are sending – and they ought to stop now,
because they are only hurting their credibility. 

Europe’s Deepest Debt from New York Times 11 Aug 15

From time to time I am reminded of all that Europe lost. It can happen in the most unlikely places, like in San Diego for example. I was sitting the
other day with a friend named Bonnie Richins. She told me that, as children, she and her sister were not allowed to wear striped clothes. They
reminded her father, Kurt Lorig, of the pajama-like attire the Nazis forced him to wear in Auschwitz. 

What Iran’s Hostile Reaction To The Parchin Issue Means For The Nuclear Deal from Washington Post 11 Aug 15

Chico Marx said: “Who you gonna believe? Me or your own eyes?” Iran’s Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said over the weekend that
my organization, the Institute for Science and International Security, was spreading lies when we published satellite imagery that showed



renewed, concerning activity at the Parchin military site near Tehran.

How Foreign-policy Lessons From Iraq Inform Obama’s Iran Deal from Washington Post 10 Aug 15

Last week President Obama defended the Iran agreement in part by dismissing its critics as people who supported the war in Iraq 13 years ago —
“the same people who seem to have no compunction with being repeatedly wrong,” he said. 

The Pentagon’s Dangerous Views On The Wartime Press from New York Times 10 Aug 15

The Defense Department earlier this summer released a comprehensive manual outlining its interpretation of the law of war. The 1,176-page
document, the first of its kind, includes guidelines on the treatment of journalists covering armed conflicts that would make their work more
dangerous, cumbersome and subject to censorship. Those should be repealed immediately. 

Is Obama’s Strategy Against Islamic State Working? from Los Angeles Times 10 Aug 15

One year ago this weekend, President Obama launched airstrikes in Iraq to prevent the insurgent armies of Islamic State from advancing to the
gates of Baghdad and conquering the country. Within weeks, American aircraft began bombing Islamic State’s bases in neighboring Syria, too,
and Obama declared his war aims: “to degrade and ultimately destroy” the militant group. A year later, who’s winning the war? The answer
depends on whom you ask. 

Curbing Global Warming: Mission Impossible? from Washington Post 10 Aug 15

On climate change, we need to go beyond the tired story line of “deniers” vs. the “scientific consensus.” Until it’s discredited by falling
temperatures, global warming is a reality. We can still debate how much has occurred and the share attributable to human activity, but the more
relevant question is what — if anything — can be done about it. 

Obama’s Bitter Endgame On Iran from Washington Post 7 Aug 15

President Obama’s closing argument in favor of the Iran nuclear deal has become so exaggerated, so bitter, so simplified, that it risks parody. He
accuses his opponents of wanting another war — like the last one they caused in Iraq — and “making common cause” with Iranian hard-liners
who chant “Death to America.” 

The Iran Deal Is A Big Bet On A Revolutionary Outlier from Washington Post 7 Aug 15

The nuclear deal between the United States and Iran is already proving to be one of the most controversial arms-control agreements in history. All
key aspects of the accord, from its enforcement mechanisms to its sunset clauses to its verification system, are subjects of contention.

What U.S. Citizens Weren’t Told About The Atomic Bombing Of Japan from Los Angeles Times 7 Aug 15

Seventy years ago, the United States dropped two atomic bombs on Japan: Hiroshima on Aug. 6, 1945; Nagasaki on Aug. 9. With searing heat
and annihilating force, the nuclear blasts tore through factories, shops and homes in both cities. Huge portions of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
vanished. 

Incurable American Excess from New York Times 7 Aug 15

A few years ago, Americans and Europeans were asked in a Pew Global Attitudes survey what was more important: “freedom to pursue life’s
goals without state interference,” or “state guarantees that nobody is in need.” In the United States, 58 percent chose freedom and only 35 percent
a state pledge to eradicate neediness.

Mr. Obama, Your Iran Deal Will Fall Apart: Alan Dershowitz from USA Today 6 Aug 15

The Framers of our constitution probably would have regarded the nuclear deal with Iran as a “treaty,” subject to a two thirds ratification by the
Senate. At the very least they would have required Congress to approve the agreement by a majority vote. It is unlikely that it would have allowed
the President alone to make so important and enduring an international agreement. 

Congress Should Approve Agreement To Cut Off Iran’s Path To A Nuclear Weapon from Boston Globe 6 Aug 15

There are two ways to prevent Iran from getting a nuclear weapon: through negotiation or by war. It is plain common sense to try negotiation first.

A Strategy Forms To Combat The Islamic State from Washington Post 5 Aug 15



The U.S. and its allies, after several years of missteps, finally seem to be framing a strategy for combating the Islamic State militarily in Syria,
even as they continue to pursue a political settlement with Damascus. 

In Zimbabwe, We Don’t Cry For Lions from New York Times 5 Aug 15

MY mind was absorbed by the biochemistry of gene editing when the text messages and Facebook posts distracted me. So sorry about Cecil. Did
Cecil live near your place in Zimbabwe? 

Cooperation On The South China Sea from New York Times 5 Aug 15

Update: On Tuesday, Asean nations called for a halt to expanding reefs into artificial islands in the South China Sea. A major threat to stability in
Asia today is the competing claims of countries that border the South China Sea. 

How The Nuclear Deal Will Fund Iran’s Imperialism from Washington Post 4 Aug 15

The realist’s argument for the Iran nuclear agreement is that it is the least bad deal that a conflict-weary United States could secure. Now, with the
nuclear issue parked (at least for a decade), we can get down to the business of strengthening friends in the Middle East and pushing back against
Iran’s regional ambitions. 

Do Israelis Still Care About Justice? from New York Times 4 Aug 15

How is it possible that fewer people would come to demonstrate against the murder of children and innocent people than to demonstrate against
the high cost of housing or the halt to building in the settlements? 

The Migrant Crisis In Calais Exposes A Europe Without Ideas from New York Times 4 Aug 15

Europe is caught between those who want to get in, those who want to get out, and those who want to destroy it. The incomers are desperate, the
outbound are angry and the destroyers are brandishing flags. 

How To Detect Nonsense About Climate Change from Washington Post 4 Aug 15

The final version of the Clean Power Plan, President Obama’s signature climate change policy, came out on Monday. Here’s how to tell whether
the politicians, special interests and commentators you’re going to hear talking about it are worth taking seriously. 

Why Iran Won’t Give Up Syria from Washington Post 3 Aug 15

With the Iran nuclear deal in hand, President Obama appears ready to focus more of his attention on stemming the wars, mass atrocities and
humanitarian catastrophes that have spread across the Middle East during his presidency. 

The Taliban After Omar from Washington Post 3 Aug 15

The world learned last week that Taliban leader Mohammad Omar is dead and may have been dead since April 2013. The announcement was bad
news for peace talks and good news for the Islamic State. 

When US Intervention Turns Bad To Worse from Boston Globe 3 Aug 15

This is an especially painful lesson for well-meaning Americans who believe they can liberate populations by crashing into or tearing apart
foreign countries. President Obama has been one of them.

OPINION: Pakistan: The Next Colombia Success Story? from Forbes 3 Aug 15

Pakistan has the potential to be a global turnaround story. I recently spent time in-country listening to a wide range of perspectives and I am
convinced that U.S. policymakers and business leaders need to look at Pakistan beyond the security lens.

EDITORIAL: Obama Administration Ignores Malaysia’s Trafficking Record from New York Times 31 Jul 15

After one year on the State Department’s list of countries that are failing to combat modern-day slavery, Malaysia has been upgraded to a higher
category. That judgment, part of an annual evaluation of how 188 countries deal with human trafficking, strains credulity, given how little
Malaysia has done to address the problem.

One Congressman’s Iran ( from New York Times 31 Jul 15



Representative Sander M. Levin, Democrat of Michigan and the longest-serving Jewish member of the House, said something important this
week: “In my view, the only anchors in public life are to dig deeply into the facts and consult broadly and then to say what you believe.” 

Syrian Christians And The English Jew from Washington Post 31 Jul 15

Christianity, whose presence in the Middle East predates Islam’s by 600 years, is about to be cleansed from the Middle East. Egyptian Copts may
have found some respite under President Abdel Fatah al-Sissi, but after their persecution under the previous Muslim Brotherhood government,
they know how precarious their existence in 90 percent Muslim Egypt remains. Elsewhere, it’s much worse. 

With Iran Deal, Obama Makes Bad History from Washington Post 30 Jul 15

It came two days after the announcement of the nuclear agreement with Iran, yet little mention was made on July 16 of the 70th anniversary of the
first nuclear explosion, near Alamogordo, N.M. The anniversary underscored that the agreement attempts to thwart proliferation of technology
seven decades old. 

Why The Naysayers Are Wrong About The Iran Deal from New York Times 30 Jul 15

Mike Huckabee says President Obama is using his nuclear deal to “take the Israelis and march them to the door of the oven.” Mitt Romney
describes it as a “generational calamity.” And while polls diverge, one recently taken by CNN suggests the public wants Congress to reject the
agreement by a 52 percent to 44 percent majority. This is one of the pivotal foreign policy decisions of the decade, so let’s examine the arguments:

How Obama Might Keep The Iran Deal Alive If Congress Votes No from Los Angeles Times 30 Jul 15

In my column on Wednesday, I listed conservatives’ proposed alternatives to President Obama’s nuclear agreement with Iran. Contrary to what
some officials have said, options other than war do exist; they’re just not likely to work. Here’s one more intriguing possibility: If Congress votes
to reject the deal, Obama could still comply with some parts of it. 

The GOP’s Clash Of Ridiculous Cliches from Washington Post 29 Jul 15

It is good to be President Barack Obama these days. In the midst of a visit to Africa, including Kenya, where Republican front-runner Donald
Trump has insisted Obama was born, the president seems to have been liberated by events and circumstances to speak his true mind. 

Pollard’s Release Shows That Israelis Just Don’t Get America from New York Times 29 Jul 15

On Tuesday, the United States announced that it would release Jonathan J. Pollard, an American convicted of spying for Israel, in what many
observers believe is an effort to mute the Israeli government’s criticism of the July 14 nuclear agreement with Iran. 

Vladimir Putin Is Suffocating His Own Nation from Washington Post 29 Jul 15

IN THE tumult and uncertainty that marked Russia after the Soviet Union imploded, when the state was weak and many institutions tottering, a
vital lifeline was extended from the West. The U.S. government, as well as foundations and philanthropies, responded generously.

Figuring Out The Dimensions Of Iran’s Past Research Into Nuclear Weapons from Washington Post 28 Jul 15

It could be some time next year before the Iran nuclear agreement actually takes effect if Congress fails to block it before the legislators’ current
60-day study period runs out Sept. 17.

The U.S. Continues To Half-step On Syria from Washington Post 28 Jul 15

AFTER YEARS of working at cross-purposes, the United States and Turkey have finally begun to cooperate on Syria. Last week the government
of Recep Tayyip Erdogan announced that it would allow U.S. planes and drones to operate out of two Turkish air bases against Islamic State
targets in Syria, a step that should lead to a stepped-up offensive against jihadist-held territory along the Syrian border.

Clinton’s New E-mail Storm Is No Criminal Scandal from Washington Post 28 Jul 15

The latest controversy over Hillary Clinton’s e-mails — the allegation that classified information was improperly transmitted on her private e-mail
server — is, or should be, a non-scandal. 

The Consequences Of A Bad Deal With Iran from Los Angeles Times 27 Jul 15

President Obama has made an art form of attacking his opponents rather than substantively defending his own policies, most recently regarding



the Vienna agreement on Iran’s nuclear program. Essentially, Obama argues that we must either accept his wretched deal or go to war to prevent
Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons. 

Israeli Support For Iran Deal from Miami Herald 27 Jul 15

Israeli officials are orchestrating a campaign to have Congress scuttle the Iran nuclear deal by voting it down and overriding a promised
presidential veto. Republican presidential hopefuls have jumped on the bandwagon, denouncing the deal as if it heralded the end of the world. 

The Self-government Revolution That’s Happening Under The Radar In Syria from Washington Post 27 Jul 15

With Iran circling the wagons around an ever-shrinking Syrian statelet nominally headed by Bashar al-Assad, a key question is coming into sharp
focus: Who might ultimately replace the ruling clan if Tehran cannot keep its clients afloat? The answer is both complex and hopeful: Self-
government at local levels is taking root in Syria and forms the basis for what should come next. 

Obama’s Critics Are The Real Gamblers On Iran from Washington Post 24 Jul 15

Let’s imagine that the opponents of the nuclear agreement with Iran get their way: The U.S. Congress kills it. What is the most likely
consequence? Within one year, Iran would have more than 25,000 centrifuges, its breakout time would shrink to mere weeks and the sanctions
against it would crumble. How is this in the United States’ national interest? Or Israel’s? Or Saudi Arabia’s? 

The United States Is Gaining Ground Against The Hashtag Jihadis from Washington Post 24 Jul 15

Let’s examine the prevailing media narrative that the United States is “losing the digital war” with ISIL, also known as Daesh (as it’s called in the
Muslim world) or the Islamic State (as it’s ordinarily referred to in The Post). The terrorists’ videos of ghoulish beheadings and slow-motion
executions have earned them single-digit approval among Muslims. Only 1 percent of the 1.6 billion Muslims worldwide support their actions,
while only about 5 percent support their goals. That’s not trivial, but it’s not exactly winning, either. 

Lawlessness At Sea from New York Times 24 Jul 15

An estimated 99 percent of the crimes committed at sea — everything from murder to kidnapping, slavery to thievery — go unprosecuted and
barely noted, according to maritime experts. Even when these crimes are noted, justice is rarely sought, as was the case recently with a grisly
cellphone video of four men bobbing in the water next to a ship, pleading for mercy.

The Case For The Nuclear Deal With Iran from Washington Post 23 Jul 15

When President Obama took office, he faced an Iran that had mastered the nuclear fuel cycle, had constructed a covert uranium enrichment
facility inside a mountain, was on its way to installing nearly 20,000 centrifuges for uranium enrichment, was developing advanced centrifuges
and was building a heavy-water reactor that could produce weapons-grade plutonium. If Iran wanted to develop a nuclear weapon, it was already
well down that road and the international community had little insight into its program. 

Everyone But Kerry Expected ‘Anytime, Anywhere’ Inspections from Bloomberg View 23 Jul 15

When Secretary of State John Kerry testifies in the coming days before Congress about the deal he just negotiated with Iran, he will have some
explaining to do. 

Obama, The Spinner In Chief, Disingenuously Sells Iran Nuke Deal from Washington Times 23 Jul 15

The hot topic around the Capital for the past 10 days has been the Iran nuclear deal. 

Iran Nuclear Pact: Tale Of The Scorpion And The Frog from Miami Herald 22 Jul 15

Few residents of the Middle East are unfamiliar with the story of the scorpion and the frog. It was first referred to in the Talmud (Nedarim 41a),
the seminal ancient Jewish legal text compiled in the fourth century.

Let Greece Leave The Eurozone from Washington Post 22 Jul 15

The Greek financial crisis has eased — for now. But many skeptics share the worry of German Finance Minister Wolfgang Schäuble that the
bailout plan may not work, and that the only way to restore competitiveness and growth is a Greek exit from the euro.

Not Nuclear, But No Matter: Column from USA Today 22 Jul 15



Lost in the debate over the fine print of the Iran nuclear agreement is another, potentially more destabilizing near-term consequence: a newly
energized conventional arms race in the Middle East.

Iran Nuclear Pact: Tale Of The Scorpion And The Frog from Miami Herald 21 Jul 15

Few residents of the Middle East are unfamiliar with the story of the scorpion and the frog. It was first referred to in the Talmud (Nedarim 41a),
the seminal ancient Jewish legal text compiled in the fourth century.

The Iran Nuclear Agreement Will Unfold In Choreographed Steps from Washington Post 21 Jul 15

There is a step-by-step schedule stretching out three months or more before implementation takes place of the complex deal aimed at preventing
Iran from producing a nuclear weapon — it’s called the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA).

Afghanistan, Empires And The Grateful Dead from New York Times 21 Jul 15

We had not planned to be in Afghanistan for the 1973 coup. In fact we had not planned much of anything. But that’s the way it turned out. When
the Afghan king, Mohammad Zahir Shah, was ousted after a 40-year reign, we were in Kandahar in the courtyard of some hotel trying to learn
how to ignore the flies. Another guest, who’d mastered the fly trick and attained imperturbability, had a short-wave radio. It picked up the BBC
World Service news. 

Cut Greece Some Slack: Our View from USA Today 21 Jul 15

Greek banks opened for the first time in three weeks Monday, providing people in the debt-plagued nation with some semblance of normalcy,
though not full access to their money. The move comes after the Greek parliament voted to enact further financial reforms and to accept billions
more in assistance, making it more likely that Greece will keep using the euro as its official currency.

Worse Than We Could Have Imagined (Krauthammer, WP) from Washington Post 17 Jul 15

When you write a column, as did I two weeks ago, headlined “The worst agreement in U.S. diplomatic history,” you don’t expect to revisit the
issue. We had hit bottom. Or so I thought. Then on Tuesday the final terms of the Iranian nuclear deal were published. I was wrong. 

Sorry, ‘Chapo,’ $3.8M Price On Your Head Is Peanuts from USA Today 16 Jul 15

No, not because you are somewhat vertically challenged (“El Chapo” means “Shorty” in Spanish). Rather, it’s because the price on your head, a
cool $3.8 million, is mere cacahuates (peanuts) compared with the rewards offered for many global fugitives. 

If you love peace, you will loathe the Iran deal from Washington Post 16 Jul 15

It is no secret the Iran deal is fraught with loopholes, weaknesses and concession. The president is forced then to argue the alternative is war. He is
wrong both with regard to the region and to U.S. action.

Iran’s Unserious Critics from New York Times 10 Jul 15

The Republican chorus gets ever louder: Walk away from an Iran nuclear deal. But of course there is a deal in place, an interim one, much derided
by that same chorus when it was concluded in November 2013. At the time, Bob Corker of the Senate Foreign Relations committee lambasted the
accord as requiring “no sacrifice on their part whatsoever.” 

Greece Is A Turning Point For The E.U. from Washington Post 10 Jul 15

On July 20, the government of Greece is supposed to pay 3.5 billion euros to the European Central Bank. Writing now, more than a week before
that debt is due, I am loath to predict what will happen. Clearly, the government of Greece doesn’t have 3.5 billion euros.

What The Islamic State Shows Us About Human Nature And Torture from Washington Post 10 Jul 15

Reporting about the Islamic State inevitably means watching its videos, but that’s not something I would wish on anyone. The group has created a
public theater of death on the Internet — beheading people, drowning them, burning them, breaking their bones. 

What China’s Stock Market Crash Means For The U.S. And The World from Washington Post 10 Jul 15

China’s stocks might have been the most obvious bubble ever, and now that it’s burst the government is doing everything it can to keep it from
deflating any more. 



Greece, A Reminder That The European Union Was A Terrible Idea To Begin With from Washington Post 9 Jul 15

When Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras decided to call a referendum on a bailout offer from Greece’s creditors — an offer that expired before
Sunday’s referendum — he informed the Greek nation in a televised speech. At 1 a.m. Mediterranean lifestyles are different. Greece’s chosen
style of living is dependent on others’ choices.

Germany Failed To Learn From Its Own History--and Greece Is Paying The Price from Washington Post 9 Jul 15

As the minutes tick down before Sunday’s deadline for Greece to reach an agreement with its creditors or else face bankruptcy, the Greeks and
their supporters are accusing Germany, their main creditor, of hypocrisy.

A Sunni Solution To ISIS from Washington Times 9 Jul 15

Today, there is much criticism of the Obama administration’s Iraq policy since the fall of Ramadi to ISIS last month. While valid, these
commentaries fail to grasp the long-term dynamics in Iraq. 

Greece Is Trapped By The Euro from Washington Post 8 Jul 15

The Greek financial nightmare is a reminder of why countries benefit from having their own currencies. In the old days, a flexible drachma could
have been devalued to boost exports and economic growth. But today’s euro trades at a single exchange rate that may suit some of its member
nations but not others. For Greece, it has become the equivalent of a straitjacket. 

America’s Latest Failure In Syria from Washington Post 8 Jul 15

Now, once again, the president is reaping the consequences of his half-measures. On Tuesday, Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter reported the
pitiful result of the training program: After a year, he told the Senate Armed Services Committee, just 60 Syrians were enlisted. Meanwhile, Gen.
Martin Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, testified that Israel and Jordan “very much believe [in] the possibility” that the Assad
regime could soon collapse, touching off “a foot race” of al-Qaeda and Islamic State forces “converging on Damascus.” 

How Iran Turns Lemons Into High-octane Lemonade from Washington Times 8 Jul 15

In 2009, as intelligence reports confirmed that Iran — the world’s leading state-sponsor of terrorism — had resumed its nuclear weapons
development program, the efforts of American policy officials to reverse it focused first on Iranian vulnerabilities. What critical commodity or
service essential to daily life in Iran might be restricted by sanctions and thereby influence the government of Iran to change course? It didn’t take
long to identify such a strategic commodity: gasoline. 

Soften The Greek Deal from New York Times 7 Jul 15

Syriza, the left-wing party governing Greece, was elected early this year to bring change to a country suffering one of the sharpest peacetime
economic declines in modern history. Turns out doing things differently in a currency union that is not also a political union is almost impossible.
So there is a fundamental question about democracy in the eurozone. The degree to which it exists is questionable. 

Deadline Nears For Iran from Miami Herald 6 Jul 15

A rushed, bad deal is more dangerous than no deal at all. So administration negotiators are right to extend the deadline to reach agreement with
Iran on its nuclear program. The key date is now Tuesday, two days before the real deadline in the eyes of the Obama administration. That could
change again. 

Greece And Global Debt from Washington Post 6 Jul 15

We have the Greeks to thank for an elementary tutorial in what ails the world economy. Greece’s central problem is that it has too much debt and
too little economic growth (none actually) to service the debt. The country is caught in an economic cul de sac. 

The OPM Cyberattack Was A Breach Too Far from Washington Post 6 Jul 15

THE OTHER shoe is expected to drop this week on the disastrous loss of confidential information from the databases of the Office of Personnel
Management. The agency is expected to reveal the extent to which information from security investigations of current, former and prospective
federal employees and contractors was compromised. 



Don’t Bet On Syriza from New York Times 2 Jul 15

The human costs of five years of austerity have been catastrophic for Greece but the decision to hold a referendum on Sunday will only make
matters worse. 

Why I’m Still Bullish On Europe’s Future from New York Times 2 Jul 15

IF London is Europe’s New York, Brussels is our Washington, D.C., a small city made globally important by the political institutions centered
here, and at the same time, and perhaps for that reason, often unloved by the people who pass through it. In the eyes of jaded Western travelers it
is boring, so clogged with international bureaucracy that it has no soul. 

The Phony War Against Islamic State from Wall Street Journal 2 Jul 15

The U.S. and its allies mostly harass, unwilling to strike decisively. 

Congress Must Reject A Bad Nuclear Deal With Iran from Miami Herald 1 Jul 15

In Vienna, where the United States and our P5+1 allies are negotiating the pending nuclear agreement with Iran, lots of pushing and shoving is
taking place. Deadlines have been pushed back repeatedly. Red lines appear to have been overrun and the Obama administration has allowed Iran
to shove its way between America and our traditional allies. 

Many Greeks Still Want A Deal from New York Times 1 Jul 15

Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras of Greece caused a major uproar on Saturday when he announced a national referendum on the package of austerity
reforms that the country’s creditors are demanding. The referendum, which is scheduled for next Sunday, is now a source of deep uncertainty,
with Greeks lining up outside of ATMs to withdraw whatever euros they can, while the whole country is teetering on the brink of financial free-
fall. 

A Close Encounter With Boko Haram from New York Times 1 Jul 15

ON my second visit to Chibok, I slept with a machete tucked between the headboard of the bed and the dresser, wondering if the reddish stains on
the blade were rust or blood. 

A Good Bad Deal? from New York Times 1 Jul 15

Sometime after the 1973 war, I remember seeing a cartoon that showed President Anwar el-Sadat lying flat on his back in a boxing ring. The
Israeli prime minister, Golda Meir, wearing boxing gloves, was standing over him, with Sadat saying to Meir something like, “I want the trophy, I
want the prize money, I want the belt.” 

Greece’s Future, And The Euro’s from New York Times 30 Jun 15

The referendum called by Greece’s prime minister is a bad idea, but at this stage it’s about the best available. Greek banks have been shut down to
avoid a meltdown; bailout talks with European creditors are frozen; Athens does not have the money to pay 1.6 billion euros due to the
International Monetary Fund on Tuesday, threatening default and withdrawal from the euro. 

The Only Prudent Way Forward For Greece from Washington Post 30 Jun 15

GREEK PRIME Minister Alexis Tsipras chose an academic expert on game theory as finance minister, so it’s fitting that his left-wing government
has now decided to play games with the fate of Europe and the global economy. Alas, it’s no theoretical exercise. 

How The ‘Law’ Of War Lets Islamic State Slavery Thrive from USA Today 30 Jun 15

Islamic State troops parade safely through Ramadi, Iraq, in broad daylight, flags waving, with no U.S. aircraft in sight. American intelligence
agencies identify the Islamic State’s headquarters in Raqqa, Syria, but they remain untouched. 

A Legal Immigrant’s American Dream from Wall Street Journal 30 Jun 15

It’s hard not to see amnesty for illegal immigrants as a betrayal of all those who were denied legal entry.

The Payoff For Iran from Washington Post 29 Jun 15

As the nuclear negotiations between Iran and the United States enter their final stages, one of the most salient questions that should be considered



is how the Islamic Republic would spend the billions of dollars it would receive as a result of an accord. Proponents of a deal insist that Iran will
funnel much of this newfound wealth into its depleted economy. 

Greece Over The Brink from New York Times 29 Jun 15

It has been obvious for some time that the creation of the euro was a terrible mistake. Europe never had the preconditions for a successful single
currency — above all, the kind of fiscal and banking union that, for example, ensures that when a housing bubble in Florida bursts, Washington
automatically protects seniors against any threat to their medical care or their bank deposits. 

You’re Better Than This, Europe from New York Times 29 Jun 15

DURING the last seven decades, European countries have painstakingly tried to rebuild a continent once shattered by war and atrocities according
to the values of solidarity and human rights. We built institutions to prevent the crimes of the past and we made a commitment to help those in
need of protection. 

Lessons Of Tyranny from Washington Post 29 Jun 15

IN OFFHAND comments on June 21, Pope Francis raised a difficult question about the Holocaust: Why didn’t the Allies bomb the rail lines to
Auschwitz? The context of the remark was his concern about refugees flooding across borders in North Africa and the Middle East, victims of
war, repression and deprivation. 

The United States Must Not Accede To Iran’s ‘red Lines’ from Washington Post 26 Jun 15

Iran enters the endgame of the nuclear talks with what amount to two negotiating positions — the parameters reportedly endorsed in April in
Lausanne, Switzerland, by Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif, and another set of “red lines” drawn this week by Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei. 

What Went Unsaid In Obama’s Directive On Hostages: Stay Out Of Harm’s Way from Los Angeles Times 26 Jun 15

Don’t put yourself in harm’s way. That would have been the best advice President Obama could have given to Americans on Wednesday when he
announced his presidential directive and executive order on hostage-taking. 

In Fixing Policy On Hostages, Obama Makes A Critical Mistake from Washington Post 26 Jun 15

PRESIDENT OBAMA’S wide-ranging review of U.S. policy toward the taking of hostages abroad has resulted in some useful adjustments in
government organization and procedure, and in one serious misstep. Beyond a doubt, the recent spate of captive-taking, ransom demands and
brutal murders in Syria and Yemen has devastated the families of victims and exposed confusion and indifference by U.S. government officials.

Counterrevolutionary Russia from New York Times 26 Jun 15

For much of the 20th century Russia was a revolutionary state whose objective was the global spread of communist ideology. In the 21st century
it has become the preeminent counterrevolutionary power. 

The U.S. Shouldn’t Be Swayed By Mr. Khamenei’s Nuclear Threats from Washington Post 25 Jun 15

BOTH U.S. and Iranian officials are hinting that a final nuclear deal may not be reached by a Tuesday deadline. And no wonder, judging from the
speech delivered Tuesday by Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. 

To Defeat The Islamic State, The U.S. Will Have To Go Big from Washington Post 25 Jun 15

The announcement this month that 450 additional U.S. trainers and support troops will deploy to Iraq represents a modest step forward in the fight
against the Islamic State. But the move by itself will not turn the tide in a faltering effort. To succeed in the president’s ambition of ultimately
destroying the Islamic State — or even to contain its gains or roll them back — a broader and more intensive effort is needed. 

No, Pope Francis, It Is Not Hypocritical For The Good To Make Weapons from Boston Globe 25 Jun 15

It’s not the first time Francis has blasted the defense industry. In May, he denounced the arms business as an “industry of death,” run by people
who “don’t want peace.” In February, he labeled weapons dealers “merchants of death” and blamed them for “furthering a cycle of hate,
fratricide, and violence.” 



Why A 2006 Iraq Report Merits A Fresh Read from Washington Post 24 Jun 15

“The situation in Iraq is grave and deteriorating. . . . Sectarian conflict is the principal challenge to stability.” That’s from the beginning of “The
Iraq Study Group Report” from 2006. Nine years later, it’s haunting to revisit the bipartisan commission review chaired by former secretary of
state James Baker and former representative Lee Hamilton (D-Ind.). 

Cold War Without The Fun from New York Times 24 Jun 15

Let’s see, America is prepositioning battle tanks with our East European NATO allies to counterbalance Russia; U.S. and Russian military planes
recently flew within 10 feet of each other; Russia is building a new generation of long-range ballistic missiles; and the U.S. and China are jostling
in the South China Sea. Did someone restart the Cold War while I was looking the other way? 

China’s Plans For Hong Kong Backfire from Washington Post 24 Jun 15

FOR 79 days last year, thousands of protesters occupied major roads in Hong Kong in an attempt to force Chinese authorities to grant the territory
genuine democracy. They failed. 

Facing Europe’s Refugee Tragedy from New York Times 23 Jun 15

On June 11, the bodies of 18 African migrants were found in the Sahara. According to Giuseppe Loprete, Niger’s chief of mission for the
International Organization for Migration, they had died more than a week earlier — most likely from dehydration. 

Taking Responsibility For The OPM Data Breach from Washington Post 23 Jun 15

Ryan Evans was certainly correct in his June 18 op-ed, “Hold the OPM to account after a hack,” about the need to place responsibility on
government managers and employees for their inept management of the sensitive personnel data with which they were entrusted. However, I
believe he missed the mark on two points. 

Leave No Interpreter Behind from USA Today 23 Jun 15

When I deployed to Afghanistan with the U.S. Army, I never dreamed that during the worst ambush of my life, surrounded by fellow soldiers, I
would be saved by my Afghan interpreter. I’m alive today because Janis Shenwary had my back in a way I only thought another American soldier
would, killing two Taliban after I had been flung into a ditch by an explosion. 

The Consequences Of Greece’s Impending Breakdown from Washington Post 22 Jun 15

When, as now appears likely, Greece financially separates from Europe, it will at one level be no one’s fault. The Greek leaders will rightly
explain that having imposed more austerity on themselves than any industrial country has suffered since the Depression, they could not do more
without light at the end of tunnel in the form of a clear commitment to debt relief. 

At Last, A Breakthrough For Turkey’s Kurds from USA Today 22 Jun 15

Like most acts of terror, the attacks were sudden and unexpected. On June 5, two bomb blasts ripped through a crowded pro-Kurdish People’s
Democratic Party (HDP) rally in the center of Diyarbakir, injuring dozens of people and eventually claiming the lives of four. 

Denmark’s Far-Right Kingmakers from New York Times 22 Jun 15

The writers of the famous Danish TV series “Borgen” couldn’t have concocted a more shocking episode than the one that unfolded during
Thursday’s general elections. 

A New Strategy For Iraq And Syria from Washington Post 19 Jun 15

It’s time to rethink Iraq and Syria. It begins by admitting that the old borders are gone, that a unified Syria or Iraq will never be reconstituted, that
the Sykes-Picot map is defunct. 

Drawing The Right Lessons From Greece’s Ongoing Struggles from Washington Post 19 Jun 15

GREECE HAS appeared to be on the brink of collapse so many times over the past half-decade that observers on this side of the Atlantic can
perhaps be forgiven for tuning out the whole endless “crisis.” Surely cooler heads will prevail; a bailout will be cobbled together by Germany and
the International Monetary Fund; Greece will limp along but not exit the European common currency or precipitate a wider catastrophe for the
world economy. 



South Africa’s Human Rights Hypocrisy from New York Times 19 Jun 15

How quickly things change. This week South Africa allowed Sudan’s president, Omar Hassan al-Bashir, to leave the country while fully aware of
the I.C.C. warrant for his arrest on charges of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes.

Why Obama’s Plan To Send Advisers To Iraq Will Fail from New York Times 18 Jun 15

This strategy is no more resolute than a lily pad, and our generals know it. It is tokenism that reflects confusion at the top, and it will fail. 

Betraying Middle America In Trade Fight from Washington Post 18 Jun 15

President Obama, elected and reelected with significant majorities of the popular vote, believes that the American people would benefit if he gets
authority from Congress to negotiate international trade agreements and then submit them to both houses for approval on an expedited basis. 

House Democrats Rebuke Obama, Again from Washington Post 18 Jun 15

This is what it’s like inside a vacuum: A half-dozen members of Congress and perhaps twice as many staffers sit, quietly, on the floor of the
House. Two reporters sit in the press gallery, and a few dozen tourists, mostly in shorts and T-shirts, fidget in the public gallery. Every few
minutes, a police radio is heard as the gallery doors open and a new batch of tourists is admitted. 

State Dept. Must Release The Iran Human Rights Report Now from Washington Times 17 Jun 15

The State Department is required by law to release this report on February 25 of this year. On April 16, the department announced a further delay
but gave no indication of when it might appear. Our letter requested the department release the report by May 15 or furnish a thorough
explanation for the delay. 

What Obama Gets Right In The Fight With Islamic State from Los Angeles Times 17 Jun 15

President Obama insists that he has no plans to deploy U.S. combat forces in Iraq, even as he has promised to “degrade and eventually destroy”
Islamic State. The White House sees no contradiction between these two commitments, but Americans are understandably anxious given the
incremental escalation of U.S. involvement in the war against the group. 

World Losing Battle Against Terror, Climate Change & Cyberattacks: Albright from USA Today 17 Jun 15

As the United Nations marks its 70th anniversary later this year, there is mounting evidence that the international community is losing the fight
against the most pressing security and justice challenges of our time. 

‘Dribble’ Doctrine Won’t Work Against The Islamic State from Washington Post 16 Jun 15

If you stare at the Islamic State areas of Iraq and Syria long enough — a bit like Nietzsche’s staring into the abyss — it will not exactly stare back
at you, but it will start to look a lot like Vietnam. The United States can either learn from that experience or get out now. President Obama, as is
his custom, looks like he wants to do both. 

Academic Apologists For ISIS Blame America from Washington Times 16 Jun 15

If you want to understand why academicians are often society’s court jesters, then the program titled, “ISIS An Historical Perspective,” presented
at the University of California, Santa Barbara last month, would have gone a long way toward providing an explanation. 

Wickham: Hey America, The Cold War Is Over from USA Today 16 Jun 15

The whole idea behind this medical school is novel, 16 years after its creation. On one level, this is medical diplomacy. Where Cuba once
exported arms and a left-wing ideology to countries throughout the American hemisphere, it has won greater political standing by training doctors
from foreign countries. 

Stop Revering Magna Carta from New York Times 15 Jun 15

MAGNA CARTA, on which King John placed his seal 800 years ago today, is synonymous in the English-speaking world with fundamental rights
and the rule of law. It’s been celebrated, and appropriated, by everyone from Tea Party members to Jay Z, who called his latest album “Magna
Carta Holy Grail.” 



Rescuing The Free-trade Deals from Washington Post 15 Jun 15

The Senate’s rejection of President Wo odrow Wilson’s commitment of the United States to the League of Nations was the greatest setback to
U.S. global leadership of the last century. While not remotely as consequential, the votes in the House last week that, unless revisited, would
doom the Trans-Pacific Partnership send the same kind of negative signal regarding the willingness of the United States to take responsibility for
the global system at a critical time. 

Checking China’s Military Build-up In The South China Sea from Washington Times 15 Jun 15

China intends to ignore the Obama administration’s demand that it halt its military base-building in the South China Sea. It is time for Washington
to face a new reality: Either it leads the way to a new “armed peace” in this region, or China will soon commence a war for domination. 

Why Saudi Arabia Can’t Get A Nuclear Weapon from Washington Post 12 Jun 15

Of the many unnerving aspects of the future of the Middle East, a nuclear arms race would top the list. And to feed that unease, Saudi Arabia has
been periodically dropping hints that, should Iran’s nuclear ambitions go unchecked, it might just have to get nuclear weapons itself.

A Mockery Of Human Rights In Saudi Arabia And Azerbaijan from Washington Post 12 Jun 15

RECENT EVENTS in Azerbaijan and Saudi Arabia show why authoritarian regimes believe they can get away with the grossest abuses of human
rights: because they can and they do. 

The U.S. Should Send Aid To Democracy’s Front Lines In Ukraine from Washington Post 11 Jun 15

Ukrainian leaders such as Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk, who visited Washington this week, see themselves as fighting on the front line in
defense of Western democracy against Vladimir Putin’s imperialist autocracy. “This is about the core values of the free world,” he told us. “If we
fail, this will be a failure for the entire free world.” 

What The Hackers Are Telling Us from Washington Post 11 Jun 15

The latest hacking of U.S. government data files, capturing personal information on about 4 million past and present government workers, has
predictably stirred outrage. The allegation that the hacking came from China (no published evidence either confirms or refutes this widespread
belief) has compounded the anger. We are incensed at the brazenness of the Chinese and embarrassed by our vulnerability. It’s a national scandal. 

Can Obama Lift Iran Terrorism Sanctions In Nuclear Deal? Column from USA Today 11 Jun 15

The Obama administration seems ready to give Iran a “get out of sanctions free card” for its support for terrorism, its missile program and its
human rights violations. Nuclear-related economic sanctions are the key sticking point 

Obama’s Cyber Silence Leaves U.S. Unprepared from Los Angeles Times 11 Jun 15

Although many details of the massive cyberattack against U.S. government personnel records are still not public, its strategic implications are
plain. Washington remains unprepared in cyberspace, floundering and unable to articulate its intentions and capabilities on this new battlefield. 

It Isn’t The Oligarchs Who Rule Russia Anymore from Boston Globe 11 Jun 15

“Generally, I don’t think that the state and the businessmen are natural enemies. Rather, the state has a cudgel in its hands that you use to hit just
once, but on the head.” Vladimir Putin, to the French newspaper Le Figaro, Oct. 26, 2000 

Down To The Wire On Free Trade from Washington Post 10 Jun 15

TRADE-PROMOTION legislation has passed the Senate, and House Republican leaders hope to bring up the bill for a vote by the end of this
week. The major question holding things up is how many Democrats can be persuaded to support it — which is one of those only-in-Washington
problems. Historically, the GOP has been supportive of free-trade deals, and the proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership is no exception.

Putin’s Warlords Slip Out Of Control from New York Times 10 Jun 15

In waging a clandestine war in eastern Ukraine, Vladimir Putin has made a bargain with the devil. He has farmed out much of the fighting to
warlords, mercenaries and criminals, partly in an attempt to simulate a broad-based indigenous resistance to Ukrainian rule. But Mr. Putin’s
strategy of using such proxies has resulted in the establishment of a warlord kleptocracy in eastern Ukraine that threatens even Moscow’s control
of events. 



Why Turkey Voted Against Authoritarianism from Washington Post 10 Jun 15

The march of authoritarianism around the world has had different names over the past decade: “Neo-Ottomanism,” “Putinism,” “the Beijing
Consensus.” The shared premise has been that fragile democratic systems were no match for strong rulers who could impose top-down solutions. 

What Is At Stake In Ukraine If Russia Continues Its Onslaught from Washington Post 9 Jun 15

Ukraine is fighting a war on two fronts. The one you see on television is taking place in the east of our country, where thousands of Russian troops
are engaged in an armed aggression against Ukraine’s territorial integrity, including the illegal annexation of Crimea. 

The Noble Calling That Can Come With Deadly Risk from Washington Post 9 Jun 15

Washington’s Newseum on Monday inducted the newest members into a club that none of us would want to join: journalists who died covering
the news around the world. 

In A Historic Election, Turkey Rejects Erdogan’s Power Grab from Washington Post 9 Jun 15

THE DEBATE about dictatorship is over. Turkey narrowly averted a disaster.” So spoke a triumphant Selahattin Demirtas, the leader of the
country’s pro-Kurdish party, after a historic election Sunday. He might have been premature.

Congress Needs To Help American Trade Grow from USA Today 8 Jun 15

Rarely does the United States have the opportunity to simultaneously improve our prosperity at home and bolster our leadership abroad. Yet
Congress is debating legislation to grant trade promotion authority (TPA) to President Obama that would do just that. 

For Obama, No Middle Ground In The Mideast from Washington Post 8 Jun 15

As the Middle East bloodily unravels, Barack Obama’s defenders have been offering a two-part argument. The worsening mess, they say, is not
his fault; and, in any case, no one is offering an alternative to his strategy. 

The Chinese Have Your Numbers from Wall Street Journal 8 Jun 15

The U.S. government gives up personal data secrets with barely a fight.

Assad Nears The Tipping Point from Washington Post 5 Jun 15

The regime of President Bashar al-Assad in Syria is facing what U.S. experts say is the most intense pressure since the early days of the four-year
conflict . This new squeeze poses some stark choices for the United States, Russia, Iran and Syria’s neighbors. 

Edward Snowden: The World Says No To Surveillance from New York Times 5 Jun 15

TWO years ago today, three journalists and I worked nervously in a Hong Kong hotel room, waiting to see how the world would react to the
revelation that the National Security Agency had been making records of nearly every phone call in the United States. 

Help For The World’s ‘Broken Places’ from Washington Post 5 Jun 15

It is difficult to imagine a place more physically and psychologically removed from the world economy, from centers of global influence such as
Washington or London, than Warrap state (whose capital is Kuajok). 

The Paradox Of Fundamentalism from Washington Post 4 Jun 15

The rise of fundamentalism and religious ultra-orthodoxy has taken much of the West by surprise. But the shock is not limited to the world’s well-
off democracies. 

China Tries To Censor A Disaster from Washington Post 4 Jun 15

THE TRAGIC sinking of a cruise ship on the Yangtze River on Monday night produced a reflexive reaction from China’s communist authorities:
censorship. Within hours of the disaster, which left more than 440 people dead or missing, authorities were scrubbing the Internet of questions or
comments about the Eastern Star and its passengers.

Lost Opportunity On Nuclear Disarmament from New York Times 3 Jun 15



The United States and other nuclear powers failed to use a recent United Nations conference to advance the cause of nuclear disarmament. The
meeting in May was supposed to strengthen international efforts to contain nuclear weapons. Instead, it was a reminder of the deep divisions over
the future of nuclear weapons and what efforts should be made to eliminate them. 

Israeli Defense Minister: Iranian Nuclear Agreement Is “A Very Bad One” from Washington Post 3 Jun 15

In an interview at his Tel Aviv office last week with The Post’s Lally Weymouth, Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Yaalon discussed his concerns
about the U.S.-led Iran nuclear deal, said Bahrain may be the next target for an assertive Iran and suggested that common interests with Arab
countries can be more important to his country than “accords written by lawyers.” Excerpts: 

Freedom For US Hostages In Iran Should Trump Any Nuclear Deal from Boston Globe 3 Jun 15

On Monday, Obama boasted to a gathering of young Southeast Asian leaders that, as a result of his policies, “today, once again, the United States
is the most respected country on earth.” Could anyone swallow such a risible claim without, as Hillary Clinton might put it, the willing suspension
of disbelief? It’s hard to think of any nation on the planet that holds America in higher esteem because of the Obama presidency.

The Depths Of Egypt’s Human Rights Crisis from Washington Post 3 Jun 15

MOHAMED SOLTAN, a U.S. citizen imprisoned for nearly two years in Egypt on trumped-up political charges, was abruptly freed Saturday and
allowed to return to the United States. His release marked a rare concession by the regime of Abdel Fatah al-Sissi to the Obama administration,
which restored full military aid to Egypt this spring and has been pressing for Mr. Soltan’s release.

A Diplomatic Juggling Act In Asia from Washington Post 3 Jun 15

When South Korean President Park Geun-hye visited Washington two years ago, she spoke of “Asia’s paradox” — a disconnect between the
region’s growing economic cooperation and its deep political and security tensions. 

Vladimir Putin Hides The Truth from New York Times 2 Jun 15

For President Vladimir Putin of Russia, the manipulation and suppression of facts is as much a tool of his war in Ukraine as an AK-47 or a rocket
launcher. He continues to insist that Russian soldiers and weapons are not involved in the conflict in the eastern sector of the country, despite
evidence to the contrary from NATO, the United States and independent journalists. 

South Sudan Swirls Toward Chaos from Washington Post 2 Jun 15

It was only 2½ years after independence in 2011 that war resumed. “They” are President Salva Kiir and former vice president Riek Machar,
whose political rivalry has turned into an armed conflict with an ugly ethnic subtext. Kiir is a Dinka; Machar a Nuer. Recent bloodshed has
deepened old resentments between the tribes. 

Shaking Up The Status Quo In Nepal from New York Times 2 Jun 15

Since the end of the civil war in 2006, Nepalis have found it impossible to come together around a shared vision for the country, with the failure
to agree on a new Constitution leading to continual strikes and violence. But the earthquakes have generated an unprecedented sense of collective
responsibility for the future. 

Who’s Willing To Fight For Iraq? from New York Times 1 Jun 15

Defense Secretary Ashton Carter’s recent assessment of Iraqi security forces was impolitic and true, and rarely voiced by senior officials. After
the devastating loss of the Iraqi city of Ramadi to the Islamic State in May, he told CNN that while Iraqi troops vastly outnumbered the brutal
extremists, they “just showed no will to fight.” 

Iraq’s Tragic ‘unraveling’ from Washington Post 1 Jun 15

Emma Sky expected to spend three months in Iraq apologizing to the Iraqi people for the invasion launched by George W. Bush and her prime
minister, Tony Blair. 

Israel’s Charade Of Democracy from New York Times 1 Jun 15

Israel’s occupation of the Palestinian territories is nearing the half-century mark, and Israel’s new right-wing government offers little hope of
ending it. Nevertheless, the new government promises something else of value: clarity. And with that clarity, the opportunity to challenge the



prolonged lie of the occupation’s “temporary” status.

The Need For Old-fashioned Spying On The Islamic State from Washington Post 29 May 15

The unexpected fall of Ramadi to the Islamic State this month is the latest sign of a basic intelligence problem: The United States doesn’t know
enough about its jihadist adversaries to combat them effectively. 

The U.S. Must Do More To Help Iraq Fight The Islamic State from Washington Post 29 May 15

THE OBAMA administration has responded to the recent gains by the Islamic State in Iraq with several remedial measures, including accelerating
a shipment of antitank weapons to Iraqi forces and pledging to push harder for the delivery of arms to Sunni tribes. But some senior
administrative officials have adopted a defensive crouch, blaming the Iraqis for failing to defend the city of Ramadi and insisting that there is no
alternative to current U.S. strategy. 

Horrors Of Human Trafficking In South Asia from New York Times 29 May 15

Thousands of migrants fleeing ethnic persecution in Myanmar and poverty in Bangladesh have taken to the Andaman Sea, west of Thailand and
Malaysia, in a desperate search for someone to take them in.

The National Security Threat That Republicans Are Ignoring from Washington Post 29 May 15

When it comes to the 2016 Republican presidential primary, the candidates have found two big, fertile policy arenas in which to stake out
territory: climate change and national security. 

Iran’s Trial Of Washington Post Writer: Secrecy, Not Justice from Los Angeles Times 28 May 15

A Revolutionary Court judge in Tehran held a two-hour hearing Tuesday in the espionage trial of Washington Post correspondent Jason Rezaian,
who was born and raised in the Bay Area and holds dual U.S. and Iranian citizenship. Because the court proceedings are secret and the indictment
remains under wraps, little is known about the specific charges against Rezaian, and virtually nothing about what evidence Iranian investigators
think they can present to prove that he committed a crime.

How The Islamic State Could Win from Washington Post 28 May 15

Let’s think the unthinkable: Could the Islamic State win? I say “unthinkable” because, discouraged as everyone has become, most commentary
stops short of imagining what an Islamic State victory in the Middle East would look like. The common conviction is that the group is so evil it
simply must be defeated — it will just take time. 

After 20 Years, A SEAL Deploys To Civilian Life from Wall Street Journal 28 May 15

Sent into combat zones 11 times, Brian O’Rourke now will be battling for veterans’ well-being.

Interfaith Dialogue In Israel Helps To Find Common Ground from Miami Herald 28 May 15

A delegation of South Florida rabbis, Catholic priests and laity recently came together in Israel as part of an international gathering in what may
have been the largest and most diverse interfaith meeting in 50 years. The event included 120 rabbis, seven cardinals, 25 bishops, 50 priests, and
75 lay church leaders. 

Iran’s Secret Trial Of A Journalist from New York Times 27 May 15

Ten months after his unjustified detention, Jason Rezaian, The Washington Post’s reporter in Iran, had his first day in court on Tuesday. Like every
other aspect of his case, the opening hearing of the trial was shrouded in secrecy. 

On Bin Laden’s Bookshelf from New York Times 27 May 15

The release of a partial list of books, documents, press clippings and other materials the United States government says were seized from Osama
bin Laden’s compound in Pakistan does make for some intriguing rummaging.

China’s Dangerous Provocation Demands A Response From The U.S. from Washington Post 27 May 15

THE UNITED States last week stepped up its efforts to call attention to China’s massive and provocative expansion of infrastructure in a disputed
portion of the South China Sea. 



A State Department Policy Overwhelmed By Puffery from Washington Post 27 May 15

Secretaries of state have had private contacts since the job was created, so it’s a mistake to get too indignant about Hillary Clinton’s e-mail
exchanges about Libya with her longtime friend Sidney Blumenthal. Still, these messages offer some useful insights about the court politics of
Washington and the way policymaking can be overwhelmed by trivia and personal puffery. 

Iraqi Army’s ‘Will to Fight’ Revealed in Years-Old Six-Second Video from Breitbart 26 May 15

A six second video recorded of an April 2008 terrorist attack in Ramadi explains why the city fell without a fight to ISIS last week. 

Don’t Send U.S. Troops from Miami Herald 26 May 15

The panicked flight of Iraqi soldiers from the key city of Ramadi and its capture by the Islamic State’s murderous thugs makes it more urgent than
ever for Americans to resist calls to send U.S. troops back to Iraq’s killing fields. 

Opposing The TPP Makes No Sense In California from Los Angeles Times 26 May 15

The two leading contenders in next year’s campaign to represent California in the U.S. Senate have been staunch supporters of President Obama.
But both Democratic candidates, state Atty. Gen. Kamala D. Harris and Rep. Loretta Sanchez, have spoken out against one of Obama’s top
remaining priorities: his prized expansion of free trade with leading Pacific Rim nations throughout Latin America and Asia. 

A Novel About Hitler Trivializes The Holocaust from Washington Post 26 May 15

“Look Who’s Back,” the Timur Vermes book on which this is based, was a huge bestseller in Germany. In America, it has been politely if not
extravagantly reviewed. Here and there a grumpy critic has wondered about the propriety of a book in which Hitler speaks in the first person and
we get into the mind of a man whose name is synonymous with evil. Hitler, however, does not think; he spouts and erupts — a walking placard.
He’s a bore. 

Calm Down. ISIS Isn’t Winning. from New York Times 22 May 15

THE fall of the Iraqi city of Ramadi on Sunday, and of the Syrian city of Palmyra on Wednesday, is a big gain for the Islamic State, but not an
utter disaster, as many observers fear. Rather than inducing panic in Western capitals, it should lead to a realistic assessment of the Islamic State’s
strengths and weaknesses. One setback in a long war must not trigger hasty strategic shifts that lead to foreign countries’ becoming mired in Iraq
once more. 

Buried Truths About Nazi Mass Murder And The Allied Victory from New York Times 22 May 15

A very important movie about the Holocaust made its way to New York City for the first time this week at the end of a tortuous journey that began
70 years ago when Allied forces and newsreel cameramen stumbled into Nazi concentration camps. Called “German Concentration Camps
Factual Survey,” it is as unadorned as its title, a document shot in the moment to capture forever evidence of the unimaginable.

You Want Hypotheticals? Here’s One. from Washington Post 22 May 15

Ramadi falls. The Iraqi army flees. The great 60-nation anti-Islamic State coalition so grandly proclaimed by the Obama administration is
nowhere to be seen. Instead, it’s the defense minister of Iran who flies into Baghdad, an unsubtle demonstration of who’s in charge — while the
U.S. air campaign proves futile and America’s alleged strategy for combating the Islamic State is in freefall. 

Britain Resigns As A World Power from Washington Post 22 May 15

On Monday, the Right Honorable David Cameron, prime minister of Great Britain, gave his first major speech after being reelected to his high
office — once held by Pitt, Gladstone, Disraeli, Lloyd George, Churchill and Thatcher. Confronting a world of challenges...Cameron chose to talk
about . . . a plan to ensure that hospitals in the United Kingdom will be better staffed on weekends. 

Interagency Battles Are Hurting The U.S.’s Fight Against The Islamic State from Washington Post 21 May 15

President Obama is rightly pushing Iraqi leaders to unite and take action after the fall of Ramadi last weekend. But he needs to mobilize his own
administration’s efforts so that one person drives U.S. military and political strategy against the Islamic State. 

The Power Of Hope Is Real from New York Times 21 May 15



An awkward truth for bleeding hearts like myself is that there has never been much rigorous evidence that outside aid can sustainably lift people
out of poverty. 

A Trade Deal At What Cost? from Washington Post 21 May 15

So what gives with the American people? Don’t they realize, as my colleague Charles Krauthammer argued last week, “that free trade is
advantageous to both sides”? 

The U.S. stands ready to help Tunisia realize its democratic promise from Washington Post 20 May 15

Amid the turmoil that so often dominates the headlines, it can be tempting to think that all of North Africa and the Middle East is gripped by
disorder. But in Tunisia, where the Arab Spring began, democracy and pluralism are taking root. 

A Tragic Replay In Ramadi from Washington Post 20 May 15

The capture of Ramadi last weekend by Islamic State fighters is a significant setback for U.S. strategy in Iraq and shows that, nearly a year after
the extremists overran Mosul, the United States still doesn’t have a viable plan for protecting the country’s Sunni areas. 

A Bogus Argument Against The Trade Deal from Washington Post 20 May 15

One of the most seemingly compelling arguments against the free-trade legislation now before Congress turns out to be largely bogus. The Trans-
Pacific Partnership, opponents contend, is being hammered out behind closed doors, a backroom deal rigged in favor of corporate interests. While
the public is kept in the dark, this argument goes, lawmakers are being pressured to grant President Obama “fast-track” authority to bring the
treaty to an up-or-down, no-filibuster-allowed vote. 

Give Up On Netanyahu, Go To The United Nations from New York Times 20 May 15

The greetings President Obama extended last week to Israel’s new government may have sounded conciliatory, but Mr. Obama no longer
entertains any illusions about Israel’s leaders. In the wake of last month’s election, the longtime peace activists and diplomats who have devoted
much of their professional lives to achieving a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict are more depressed and demoralized than ever
before. 

North Korea’s Horrors from New York Times 19 May 15

The news from North Korea is usually nasty and bizarre, especially in the three years since Kim Jong-un inherited the insidious personality cult of
his grandfather and father. 

The Fall Of Ramadi Exposes Obama’s Weak Islamic State Strategy from Washington Post 19 May 15

IT HAS been apparent for some time that the United States lacks a strategy to fulfill President Obama’s pledge to “degrade and ultimately
destroy” the Islamic State since it has no plan to root out the terrorists’ base in Syria. There was hope, though, that Mr. Obama’s half-measures
might be enough to blunt the Islamic State’s advances in Iraq, leaving the Syria problem for the next U.S. president. With the stunning fall of
Ramadi on Sunday, even that modest optimism is questionable. 

Obama Right To Shake Things Up In Middle East from Miami Herald 19 May 15

In his second term, President Barack Obama has demonstrated a real knack for ticking off putative American friends. First, he annoyed Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, who registered his complaint by promptly taking it to Capitol Hill. Now (apparently) he has irked Saudi
Arabia’s King Salman, who signaled his unhappiness by skipping this week’s summit with gulf allies at Camp David. 

In Egypt, Deplorable Death Sentences from New York Times 19 May 15

Sometime in the near future, Mohamed Morsi, Egypt’s first democratically elected president, could be hanged to death by the state. That would be
a profound injustice, considering the sham trial that landed him on death row. 

The Case For Debt Reduction from Washington Post 18 May 15

Soon Ukraine, its creditors and the international community will have to decide how that nation’s debt is to be handled in the context of its
ongoing aid program. The case for debt reduction is as strong as any that I have encountered over the past quarter-century. How the issue is
resolved will say much about the extent of the global community’s commitment to Ukraine and to resisting Russian aggression.



Surveillance Without Borders from New York Times 18 May 15

Right after Islamist militants attacked Charlie Hebdo and a kosher grocery in January, leaving 17 people dead, we swore we would not fall into
the surveillance trap. The few voices in France clamoring for a security overhaul were drowned out by the “we are not afraid” slogans of crowds
rallying in defense of free speech. Journalists, lawyers and politicians reminded everyone of the excesses of America’s Patriot Act. This was not
the road France would take. 

Real World Military Funding from Washington Post 18 May 15

Last week President Obama offered Persian Gulf countries an “ironclad commitment” that the United States will “use all elements of power . . . to
deter and confront external aggression” against them. 

The Saudi-led Blockade Is Devastating Yemen from Washington Post 15 May 15

As the devastation of Yemen demonstrates, the need to end hostilities is as urgent as ever. But even if the temporary cease-fire takes hold, it will
amount to little improvement in the lives of average Yemenis unless the Saudi-led coalition’s blockade of vital imports, including food and fuel, is
also lifted. 

A Defining Moment For Nigeria That America Shouldn’t Miss from Washington Post 15 May 15

Last month, Nigeria completed a competitive national election in a peaceful and transparent manner. While the United States lent a hand as the
democratic process played out, its participation cannot conclude with it applauding Nigeria’s success from afar. In fact, in some ways, its
involvement is only beginning, which is why I strongly urge President Obama to attend the inauguration of President-elect Muhammadu Buhari
on May 29. 

The Assault On Christians, And Hope, In Iraq from Wall Street Journal 14 May 15

As the Islamic State campaign continues, despairing refugees look to start over elsewhere.

A Tiny Crack In The Russian Ice from New York Times 14 May 15

It is a measure of how low American-Russian relations have sunk that a meeting between President Vladimir Putin and Secretary of State John
Kerry that achieves nothing is perceived as good news. But good news it was when they met for four hours in the southern Russian city of Sochi
on Tuesday, following talks between Mr. Kerry and the Russian foreign minister, Sergey Lavrov. 

Go Ahead, Tick Off The Saudis (And The Israelis, Too) from Los Angeles Times 14 May 15

In his second term, President Obama has demonstrated a real knack for ticking off putative American friends. First, he annoyed Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, who registered his complaint by promptly taking it to Capitol Hill. Now (apparently) he has irked Saudi Arabia’s
King Salman, who signaled his unhappiness by skipping this week’s summit with gulf allies at Camp David. 

Obama Loses Round 1 from Miami Herald 14 May 15

President Obama learned the hard way this week that it’s usually not a great idea to bad-mouth members of his own party in public. The payback
came Tuesday, when Senate Democrats, with one lone exception, slapped down his “fast-track” trade-expansion deal with 11 nations around the
Pacific. 

American Nuns, Chinese Booze And Religious Persecution: Column from USA Today 14 May 15

The Chinese government had a problem. Faced with rising discontent over its repressive rule in the largely Muslim province of Xinjiang, the
government wanted to find a way to weaken Islam in the region. But how does a government weaken a religion? 

A New Cooperation On Syria from Washington Post 13 May 15

On the eve of a meeting between Arab leaders and President Obama to discuss Middle East security, developments in Syria could bolster the
opposition’s campaign to topple the regime there. 

Democrats Hand Obama A Stinging Defeat On Trade Deal from Washington Post 13 May 15

Could this be the populist moment? A seemingly unstoppable coalition of the powerful assembled to advance the Trans Pacific Partnership trade



bill: A Democratic president aligned with the Republican majority in both chambers of Congress and the full lobbying might of Corporate
America. 

President Obama’s Lonely Gulf Summit from Washington Post 13 May 15

THE WHITE House may deny it, but the spotty attendance of Persian Gulf leaders at the summit meeting President Obama organized for them
this week is an unmistakable signal of dissatisfaction with their U.S. ally.

Obama’s Trade Deal: Why He’s In Danger Of Losing from Washington Post 12 May 15

Let’s suppose you are trying to bring a friend around to your point of view. Would you tell her she’s emotional, illogical, outdated and not very
smart? Would you complain that he’s being dishonest, fabricating falsehoods and denying reality with his knee-jerk response? 

Israel’s Fragile Government from Washington Post 12 May 15

HAVING CALLED an early election in an attempt to strengthen his authority, Israeli Prime Minister Benyamin Netanyahu has, in the end,
crippled himself.

Executioners, Song, Silence from New York Times 12 May 15

A row of eight men, tied to wooden crosses, with arms outstretched and feet bound, faced a firing squad. The men wore white shirts. A black cross
was taped on the chests of the condemned to show where their hearts were. All eight refused blindfolds, choosing instead to look their
executioners in the eye. 

The Danger Next Door from Washington Post 11 May 15

CHINA IS becoming more assertive abroad, taking aggressive measures to enforce its broad maritime claims, founding a new $100 billion Asian
infrastructure investment bank, and boosting its defense spending year after year. While this could be worrisome, there is one way in which
China’s rising power could be useful: to curb the expanding nuclear arsenal of its neighbor and longtime client state, North Korea. 

Magical Thinking On Migrants from New York Times 11 May 15

Libya’s decent into lawlessness since the toppling of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi in 2011 has spawned a terrible enterprise: smuggling people from
Africa and the Middle East across the Mediterranean to Europe. In response, at Europe’s urging, the United Nations Security Council is going to
be asked to consider a draft resolution authorizing military intervention in Libya against the smugglers. 

The Dumbing Down Of U.S. Intelligence from Wall Street Journal 11 May 15

The Patriot Act, up for reauthorization, needs to be modernized and strengthened, not watered down.

The Odds Of An Iran Nuclear Deal Just Got Higher from Washington Post 8 May 15

One hundred and fifty House Democrats have now signed a letter expressing strong support for President Obama’s ongoing negotiations with Iran
over its nuclear program, I’ve learned, improving the chances that an eventual nuclear deal could survive the Congressional oversight process. 

Netanyahu’s Shaky Base from Washington Post 8 May 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has been a dominating political figure in the United States this year, seemingly invincible as he hurled
thunderbolts at President Obama and other adversaries. But here in Israel, not so much. 

I’m Canadian. Here’s What Happened When I Tried To Work Legally In America. from Washington Post 8 May 15

For as long as I can remember, I’ve heard the American axiom, “Play by the rules and you get rewarded; break the rules and you get punished.”
Generally, I believed that to be true. Until this spring, that is. 

Harry Reid Gums Up The Trade Deal from Washington Post 7 May 15

LOSING THE substantive argument over President Obama’s bipartisan trade agenda, opponents are now resorting to procedural legerdemain.
Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) has declared that he’ll attempt to filibuster pending trade-promotion authority legislation, which is
needed to expedite consideration of a 12-nation deal, the Trans-Pacific Partnership.



American Workers Need A Powerful Voice, Not Mere Bluster from Washington Post 7 May 15

As Congress debates whether to grant President Obama authority to complete the most ambitious trade agenda in a generation, the most important
organized voice for America’s workforce is once again in a familiar place — standing outside, screaming for lawmakers to stop.

Free Speech Vs. Hate Speech from New York Times 7 May 15

There is no question that images ridiculing religion, however offensive they may be to believers, qualify as protected free speech in the United
States and most Western democracies. There is also no question that however offensive the images, they do not justify murder, and that it is
incumbent on leaders of all religious faiths to make this clear to their followers. 

Bin Laden’s Ambitious Final Plans from Washington Post 6 May 15

In the months before his death in May 2011, Osama bin Laden was discussing new gambits — from a truce with Pakistan to opportunistic
alliances with jihadist groups spawned by the Arab Spring — so that he could focus on tipping what he called “the balance of fear” with his main
enemy, the United States. 

Does Congress Know We’re At War? from Los Angeles Times 6 May 15

When President Obama announced nine months ago that the United States was going to war against Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, Congress
reached an unusual near-consensus on two big points: Entering the fight was a good idea, but it was also important that the legislative branch
formally authorize the campaign. 

Extremists Collide In Texas: Our View from USA Today 6 May 15

A terrorist slaughter was narrowly averted in Texas on Sunday by a combination of sound planning and blind luck. But the circumstances point to
a deeper and sure-to-recur problem — a collision of extremes that can’t be completely controlled in a free society. 

After The Fall Of The Soviet Union, The US Tried To Help Russians from Washington Post 5 May 15

PRESIDENT VLADIMIR Putin recently was interviewed for a fawning Russian television documentary on his decade and a half in power. Putin
expressed the view that the West would like Russia to be down at the heels. He said, “I sometimes I get the impression that they love us when they
need to send us humanitarian aid. ... [T]he so-called ruling circles, elites — political and economic — of those countries, they love us when we
are impoverished, poor and when we come hat in hand. As soon as we start declaring some interests of our own, they feel that there is some
element of geopolitical rivalry.” 

Strikes From Manned Aircraft Draw Much Less Scrutiny Than Drones from Washington Post 5 May 15

It is time to have a serious discussion about the use of drones — the unmanned weapons directed from far away that the U.S. government calls
remotely piloted aircraft. 

Colombia’s Resolve Merits Support from Miami Herald 4 May 15

The spread of the Islamic State (ISIS) and its incendiary propaganda presents a daunting challenge for the United States and its allies. The good
news is we know how to win this fight, and Colombia has shown us the way. 

Sen. Sherrod Brown: Trade Pacts Cost Millions Of Jobs from USA Today 4 May 15

We shouldn’t give fast-track authority for more NAFTA-style deals if we can’t guarantee a level playing field for U.S. workers and manufacturers.
And we shouldn’t greenlight the Trans-Pacific Partnership if we can’t guarantee that China won’t be able to gain backdoor entry at a later date. 

Insuring For Disaster from New York Times 4 May 15

NATURAL disasters like the devastating earthquake in Nepal constitute a highly uncertain but quantifiable risk. No one can say for sure when a
major earthquake will strike. But the fault lines are known. We need a new global system of disaster insurance, akin to how homeowners guard
against calamity. 

OPINION: How the US enables human rights abuses in Colombia from Al Jazeera 4 May 15

Ms. Castillo has fought for justice ever since but has been met with intimidation by Colombian security services and locals sympathetic to the
government. She and her family ultimately left Melgar. Her daughter has attempted suicide three times since the incident. 



Iran Changes Its Tune On Peace Talks from Washington Post 1 May 15

U.S. and Iranian officials have been insisting for years that they want to resolve the nuclear issue before discussing the sectarian wars raging
across the Middle East. Not anymore. As the battles have escalated in recent months, so has talk about regional diplomacy. 

Iran Must Pay A Price For Detaining Jason Rezaian from Washington Post 30 Apr 15

PRESIDENT OBAMA offered encouragement to the family and colleagues of Post reporter Jason Rezaian last weekend, saying, “ We will not
rest until we bring him home to his family, safe and sound.” We hope Mr. Rezaian, who had been imprisoned in Iran for 281 days as of
Wednesday, will hear of the president’s words.

Congress Must Approve Any Iran Deal from Washington Times 30 Apr 15

The Senate is now considering the Iran Nuclear Review Agreement Act (Corker-Cardin), which provides that any Iran deal must be submitted to
Congress. This legislation started out with good intentions, and I supported moving it forward in committee.

Save Britannia: As Britain’s Malaise Grows, So Do Worries For US from Boston Globe 30 Apr 15

FOR 70 YEARS since the end of the Second World War, the United Kingdom has been America’s strongest, most trusted, and most dependable
ally. How long that will be the case is now in question as an inward looking, weaker, and less self-confident Britain approaches a potentially
transformative election on May 7. 

ANALYSIS: Illegal drugs: The wars don't work from The Economist 30 Apr 15

As one war on drugs ends, another is starting. It will be a failure, too 

Which countries have the death penalty for drug smuggling? from 30 Apr 15

Thirty-two, mainly in Asia and the Middle East—but only half a dozen really carry it out 

Analysis: Illegal drugs: The new drug warriors from The Economist 30 Apr 15

As one side of the world softens its line against illegal drugs, another is getting tougher--and more vocal 

Obama: We Can No Longer Delay Action On Climate Change from Miami Herald 29 Apr 15

Last week I spent Earth Day in the Everglades, one of our nation’s greatest national treasures, and saw firsthand what makes its unique landscape
so magical — what the poet Emma Lazarus called “the savage splendor of the swamp.” Plus, I got to hang out with Bill Nye the Science Guy. 

Abe’s Quest To Revive Japan from Washington Post 29 Apr 15

It may not be obvious during Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s choreographed visit to Washington this week, but he’s a study in contradictions. The
dissonance actually helps explain how Abe is trying to revive a moribund Japan. 

Trans-Pacific Partnership Brings Out The Left’s American Exceptionalism from Boston Globe 29 Apr 15

IN THE FIGHT over the Trans-Pacific Partnership, one thing’s clear: American exceptionalism, a core doctrine of the Tea Party, has fans on the
left, too. 

Japan’s Massive Trade Opportunity from Washington Post 28 Apr 15

When Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe visits the White House this week, President Obama should offer him a warm welcome — and a
friendly challenge. Right now, the United States is negotiating a historic trade deal with Japan and 10 other countries on the Pacific Rim, and one
of the key remaining issues is whether Japan will open its agriculture and auto markets to U.S. products.

Kill Corker’s Disastrous Iran Bill from Washington Post 28 Apr 15

The Iran deal is a disaster. No, I’m not talking about the nuclear agreement President Obama is negotiating with Tehran (though that is a disaster,
too), but rather the Iran deal that Obama cut with Congress. 

With Japanese Leader’s Visit, A Chance To Look Back And Move Forward from Washington Post 28 Apr 15



IN ADVANCE of Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s address to a joint meeting of Congress on Wednesday — the first ever by a Japanese
leader — much of the conversation in this country has centered on history. Will Mr. Abe reiterate his nation’s apology for its behavior in World
War II and, if so, what words will he choose? 

At The Pentagon, Carter Looks To A Bygone Era As A Way To The Future from Washington Post 28 Apr 15

Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter, an admirable mix of theoretical physicist and medieval historian, is trying to reconstruct the collaboration
between the academic world, industry and government that existed in World War II and the Cold War but appears to have died out in recent years. 

Iran Won’t Give Up On Its Revolution from New York Times 27 Apr 15

The announcement last month of a preliminary agreement between the United States and Iran has led some to believe that Tehran will now enter
the international system as a responsible actor. But such optimism ignores the fact that Iran’s current government still bears the imprint of a long
imperial history and longstanding Persian regional ambitions. 

Fracturing Democracies from Washington Post 27 Apr 15

The world’s democracies, perhaps especially our own, face a peculiar set of contradictions that are undermining faith in public endeavor and
unraveling old loyalties. 

Think Of Undocumented Immigrants As Parents, Not Problems from New York Times 27 Apr 15

SOMETHING happened while the immigration system in the United States got broken, something that should change the way we talk about
fixing it. Years went by, and nature took its course. More than 11 million unauthorized immigrants settled into our communities; many formed
families and had children.

Obama’s Nixon Doctrine: Anointing Iran from Washington Post 24 Apr 15

In December, President Obama said that he wished to see Iran ultimately become a “very successful regional power.” His wish — a nightmare for
the Western-oriented Arab states — is becoming a reality. Consider: 

The U.S. Is Not Being A Good Neighbor from Washington Post 24 Apr 15

In a world full of bad news, North America has been having quite a good run lately. Energy production is off the charts in the United States and
Canada, and much-needed political and economic reforms are steadily advancing in Mexico, while fewer Mexicans are moving to the United
States. Given the Obama administration’s lack of progress in other parts of the world, one might expect it to seize on the obvious opportunities on
our nation’s doorsteps. It has not. 

Undercutting Our Armed Forces from Washington Post 24 Apr 15

About 60 percent of the Army will receive training no higher than squad level — typically nine to 10 soldiers — this year. In fact, Defense
Secretary Ashton Carter has said that it will be 2020 before the Army, Navy and Marines reach an acceptable level of readiness — combat
preparedness of both personnel and equipment. The Air Force won’t be combat-ready until 2023. 

The Cost Of Turkey’s Genocide Denial from New York Times 24 Apr 15

“The fire hurts where it hits,” Recep Tayyip Erdogan, then Turkey’s prime minister, said last year on the eve of an anniversary that he and his
government would prefer to forget. Mr. Erdogan was using a popular saying to refer obliquely to the mass deportations and massacres of hundreds
of thousands of Armenians and Assyrians in the Ottoman Empire in 1915. 

China’s Pathetic Crackdown On Civil Society from Washington Post 23 Apr 15

IN THE spring of 2013, the Chinese Communist Party began circulating a document to party officials that carried a stern tone. The document
warned of “seven perils” facing the party and urged a steadfast campaign against them. They were largely based on ideas of democracy, freedom
and human dignity.

Be Frank, Pope Francis from Miami Herald 23 Apr 15

Pope Francis has added a significant side trip to his visit to the United States in September. He plans to stop in Cuba first. 



Deal Or No Deal? from New York Times 22 Apr 15

The Obama team’s effort to negotiate a deal with Iran that could prevent the Iranians from developing a nuclear bomb for at least a decade is now
entering its critical final stage. I hope that a good, verifiable deal can be finalized, but it will not be easy. If it were, we’d have it by now. Here are
the major challenges:

A Tricky Two-Step In The Middle East from Washington Post 22 Apr 15

President Obama has been trying since his September 2013 address to the United Nations to convince Saudi Arabia and other Persian Gulf allies
that the United States is truly committed to their security. So far, he hasn’t been very successful, but he’ll try again next month at a Camp David
summit meeting. 

Putting Congress In Charge On Trade from Wall Street Journal 22 Apr 15

‘Fast track’ authority will give lawmakers more say over agreements that are vital for economic growth.

OPINION: Helping the Migrants Is Everyone’s Duty from New York Times 22 Apr 15

The Mediterranean Sea, cradle of our civilization, is becoming a deathbed for thousands of nameless, desperate men, women and children. These
people had lives full of pain, despair and hope, which led them to become victims of human trafficking. The voices of mothers who lost their
children at sea will haunt our consciences. We must stop this carnage. 

Getting ISIS Out Of Iraq from New York Times 21 Apr 15

Despite being criticized for lacking a strategy, the United States and its allies have made significant gains against the Islamic State. 

How “Fast Track” Is Making Democrats Act Like Republicans, And Vice Versa from Washington Post 21 Apr 15

President Obama is an undemocratic tyrant, seizing powers clearly granted by our Founding Fathers to Congress. Usually you hear such
accusations from the right. But lately they are, somewhat disorientingly, coming from the left. It’s like Opposite Day. 

The FBI Director’s Larger Message On The Holocaust from Washington Post 21 Apr 15

In the category of “no good deed goes unpunished,” we now have the speech of FBI Director James B. Comey at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial
Museum. He said some remarkable things. 

Mohammad Javad Zarif: A Message From Iran from New York Times 20 Apr 15

WE made important progress in Switzerland earlier this month. With the five permanent members of the United Nations Security Council plus
Germany, we agreed on parameters to remove any doubt about the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear program and to lift international
sanctions against Iran. 

The Defense Of Inaction In Syria from Washington Post 20 Apr 15

One of the most surprising of President Obama’s legacies may be the eclipse of “Never again” as an aspiration of U.S. foreign policy. 

Europe’s Duty On Migrants from New York Times 20 Apr 15

The high season of migration from Africa to Europe has begun, bringing with it a new wave of tragic drownings in the Mediterranean. Last year,
more than 3,200 people died crossing the Mediterranean. This year, 900 people have already drowned, and on Saturday a boat carrying hundreds
more capsized in the Mediterranean north of Libya.

What Is The President Doing On Iran? from Washington Post 17 Apr 15

“I have never seen anything like it.” So I was told by a former U.S. official, who had seen much as a senior diplomat. It has become hard to deny
that the rollout of the Lausanne framework is a first-rate debacle — a dazzling display of self-destructive incompetence. 

The History And The Future Of Israel from Miami Herald 17 Apr 15

Next week, Israel will celebrate the 67th anniversary of its establishment as a modern nation. On Remembrance Day, the day before Independence
Day, Israelis will cherish the memory and legacy of the 23,000 soldiers who gave their lives so that we would be able to live as free people in our
Jewish state. 



The Best Of Two Democracies from Washington Post 17 Apr 15

Every once in a while, it’s worth pausing to ponder the relative merits of different kinds of democracy. Just consider: This week, Hillary Clinton
published a two-minute video and launched what will be a grueling 18-month campaign. Also this week, the main British political parties
published their longish, wonkish election manifestos and launched the final three weeks of a general-election campaign that began three weeks
ago. 

Iraq Is Calling For Backup from Washington Post 17 Apr 15

A new Islamic State offensive near the key city of Ramadi, however, has underlined the continuing challenge — and revealed persistent flaws in
U.S. strategy. Ramadi is the capital of Sunni-populated Anbar province, which Mr. Abadi said this week would be the next objective for Iraqi
government forces. But Islamic State fighters managed to take three villages near the town Wednesday, prompting the provincial deputy governor
to warn that it was in danger of falling.

President Vladimir Putin’s Dangerous Moves from New York Times 16 Apr 15

President Vladimir Putin of Russia has added new, chilling nuclear threats to his aggression in Ukraine, where 6,000 people have been killed in a
war with Russian-backed separatists. Mr. Putin wants to expand his country’s influence and standing, but his alarming behavior has estranged
Russia from most other major powers, damaged its economy and narrowed its future options. 

The Populists Capture The Democratic Party from Washington Post 16 Apr 15

It was another one of those rallies on Capitol Hill where lawmakers line up to take shots at the Obama administration. But this time the lawmakers
were all Democrats. 

The Iran Deal’s Rare Achievement from Boston Globe 16 Apr 15

WHAT SEEMS lost in the furious, partisan debate about the Iran nuclear deal is just how long it took the United States to actually get back to a
negotiating table with the Iranian government — nearly 35 years. 

Muhammadu Buhari: We Will Stop Boko Haram from New York Times 15 Apr 15

When Boko Haram attacked a school in the town of Chibok, in northeastern Nigeria, kidnapping more than 200 girls, on the night of April 14,
2014, the people of my country were aghast. Across the world, millions of people joined them in asking: How was it possible for this terrorist
group to act with such impunity? It took nearly two weeks before the government even commented on the crime. 

A Reckless Act In The Senate On Iran from New York Times 15 Apr 15

Congress has formally muscled its way into President Obama’s negotiations with Iran, creating new and potentially dangerous uncertainties for an
agreement that offers the best chance of restraining that country’s nuclear program. 

Justice For Blackwater Victims from New York Times 15 Apr 15

For years, it seemed inconceivable to Iraqis that the American justice system would ever punish the private security contractors who wantonly
opened fire in a busy Baghdad traffic circle in September 2007, killing 17 civilians. 

Republicans’ And Netanyahu’s Wildly Inconsistent Opposition To An Iran Deal from Washington Post 14 Apr 15

In the 1980s, Ollie North and Fawn Hall gave us the Iran-contra affair. Now we’re experiencing the Iran-contradiction affair. 

Iran’s Absurd Persecution Of Post Reporter Jason Rezaian from Washington Post 14 Apr 15

WE’RE GUESSING it’s not a coincidence that the latest, disturbing report about Jason Rezaian, The Post’s unjustly imprisoned correspondent in
Iran, comes just after the government of Hassan Rouhani accepted a preliminary accord on the country’s nuclear program. 

Obama’s Deceptions On Iran And Cuba from Washington Post 14 Apr 15

It worked for Obamacare, they figure, so why not Iran and Cuba? 

The Menace Of Boko Haram from New York Times 14 Apr 15



At least 2,000 women and girls have been abducted at gunpoint by the armed group. Men and boys have also been abducted and systematically
executed or forced to join the fighters. More than 5,500 civilians were killed by Boko Haram since the start of 2014 alone. 

A Strong Step Toward A Safer Iran from Washington Post 13 Apr 15

The recent announcement of the Lausanne framework concerning Iran’s nuclear program has stimulated a lively public and political debate. This
is an important discussion that the nation deserves to have, and it must be informed by clarity on the specifics of the negotiated technical
parameters for a final Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA). 

Obama Rolls The Dice On Iran from Washington Post 13 Apr 15

The weakest point in President Obama’s defense of his deal with Iran is his claim that “it is a good deal even if Iran doesn’t change at all.” 

Yemen’s President: The Houthis Must Be Stopped from New York Times 13 Apr 15

Riyadh — My country, Yemen, is under siege by radical Houthi militia forces whose campaign of horror and destruction is fueled by the political
and military support of an Iranian regime obsessed with regional domination. There is no question that the chaos in Yemen has been driven by
Iran’s hunger for power and its ambition to control the entire region. 

Islamic State Fanaticism Dates To Wahhabism from Boston Globe 13 Apr 15

WINSTON CHURCHILL recognized the danger that an Islamic state posed in 1921, when he rose in the House of Commons to warn of a then
little-known sect emerging from “the vast deserts of Arabia:” the Wahhabis. But because those deserts contained much of the world’s oil supply,
the world took no notice of Churchill’s caution. In time, the West unwittingly funded the spread of that sect throughout the Muslim world. 

The Iran Deal: Anatomy Of A Disaster from Washington Post 10 Apr 15

“Negotiations . . . to prevent an Iranian capability to develop a nuclear arsenal are ending with an agreement that concedes this very capability . . .
“ — Henry Kissinger and George Shultz, the Wall Street Journal, April 8 

Is Iran Rational? from Washington Post 10 Apr 15

At the heart of the concerns surrounding the deal with Iran is a simple question: Is Iran rational? For many critics, the answer is self-evident. The
Iranians are “apocalyptic,” Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has often said, warning that you can’t “bet on their rationality.” 

Bombing Yemen Won’t Help It from New York Times 10 Apr 15

Yemen’s volatile civil war has been depicted as merely a battleground between Sunni Arab countries and Shiite Iran for dominance in the Middle
East. 

Current Iran Framework Will Make War More Likely from Washington Post 9 Apr 15

The framework concluded last week on Iran’s nuclear program was doomed to disagreement. Even the “fact sheets” issued by the United States,
France and Iran — all parties to the talks — didn’t agree on the facts. 

Can Nigeria’s Former Dictator Become A Democrat? from New York Times 9 Apr 15

In most countries, a 72-year-old retired general who once led a severe military dictatorship that imprisoned its opponents without trial, publicly
executed convicts by firing squad, arrested journalists who criticized it, ran an Orwellian intelligence apparatus that bugged the phones of
government ministers — a man whose overthrow three decades ago was welcomed with relief by his countrymen, and who lost three consecutive
presidential elections in 12 years — would be considered unelectable. 

John Brennan’s Politicized Intelligence from Wall Street Journal 9 Apr 15

The CIA director calls critics of Obama’s Iran policy dishonest.

The Delicate Path Ahead On Iran from Washington Post 8 Apr 15

There’s a buoyant sense at the White House this week — a feeling that a much-embattled President Obama has achieved the goal he set in January
2009 of engaging Iran on the basis of “mutual interest and mutual respect.” But like the dog who catches the car he’s been chasing, Obama must
now worry about what to do next. 



The Iran Deal And Its Consequences from Wall Street Journal 8 Apr 15

Mixing shrewd diplomacy with defiance of U.N. resolutions, Iran has turned the negotiation on its head.

Yes, We Were Warned About Ebola from New York Times 8 Apr 15

The conventional wisdom among public health authorities is that the Ebola virus, which killed at least 10,000 people in Liberia, Sierra Leone and
Guinea, was a new phenomenon, not seen in West Africa before 2013. 

A Hermetic Iranian Nuclear Deal Is Unlikely from New York Times 7 Apr 15

The nuclear deal with Iran is still only preliminary but if concluded it will represent the most important American diplomatic achievement since
the Dayton Accords ended the Bosnian war two decades ago. 

What The Massacre In Kenya Reveals About America’s Counterterrorism Strategy from Washington Post 7 Apr 15

LAST WEEK four gunmen from the Islamist militant group al-Shabab stormed Garissa University College in Kenya, about 100 miles from the
Somali border. In what reports detail as a highly coordinated attack, the assailants gunned down some 147 people, 142 of whom were students.

How ISIS, Jihadist Groups Lure Westerners from Boston Globe 7 Apr 15

As Congress considers President Obama’s request for authorization of military force in the war against ISIS, it needs to understand that fighting
ISIS in its home territory is only part of the battle: Many of ISIS’s recruits are foreign fighters, willing to kill and die for ISIS’s cause.

Castro-Obama Handshake Not The Real Story from USA Today 7 Apr 15

The spotlight-stealing moment at next week’s Summit of the Americas is likely to arrive in the form of a public handshake between President
Obama and Cuban President Raul Castro. The attention is understandable.

The Obama Doctrine And Iran from New York Times 6 Apr 15

President Obama invited me to the Oval Office Saturday afternoon to lay out exactly how he was trying to balance these risks and opportunities in
the framework accord reached with Iran last week in Switzerland. What struck me most was what I’d call an “Obama doctrine” embedded in the
president’s remarks.

How To Resolve Puerto Rico’s Fiscal Crisis from Miami Herald 6 Apr 15

Puerto Rico, the island territory of the United States, is facing a debilitating fiscal crisis centered on its more than $70 billion of debt — more than
all but two states in the nation and about the same as its annual GNP. 

A Global Wake-up Call For The U.S.? from Washington Post 6 Apr 15

This failure of strategy and tactics was a long time coming, and it should lead to a comprehensive review of the U.S. approach to global
economics. With China’s economic size rivaling that of the United States and emerging markets accounting for at least half of world output, the
global economic architecture needs substantial adjustment. Political pressures from all sides in the United States have rendered the architecture
increasingly dysfunctional. 

How To Read The Iran Debate from Washington Post 6 Apr 15

Deals involving limits on weapons, nukes or otherwise, are intricate and technical. Only a limited number of people among arms-control
connoisseurs fully grasp the meaning of every detail. 

BLOG: A Lesser-Known Human Trafficking Problem: Teenage Basketball Players from NPR 6 Apr 15

Tonight's NCAA men's basketball final will attract millions of viewers. One player on Duke's team — Sean Obi — hails from Nigeria. He's not
the only African player who has enjoyed a successful hoops career in the U.S. The most famous is Nigerian Hakeem Olajuwon, who starred at the
University of Houston before going on to a Hall of Fame career with the Houston Rockets and the Toronto Raptors. 

A Better-than-expected Nuclear Deal With Iran from Washington Post 3 Apr 15

The most compelling argument President Obama made Thursday for the nuclear framework deal with Iran was also the simplest one: The pact,



once concluded, would be preferable to any realistic alternative. 

A Nuclear Deal With Iran Is The Best Option from Washington Post 3 Apr 15

When making up their minds about the nuclear deal with Iran, people are properly focused on its details. But to figure out whether an agreement
that limits and inspects Iran’s nuclear program is acceptable, one has to consider seriously the alternatives to it — and there are really only two. 

Make ISIS’ Leaders Face Justice from New York Times 3 Apr 15

Last month, the United Nations human rights office in Geneva issued a report that concluded that the Islamic State had committed war crimes,
crimes against humanity and possibly acts of genocide. The report urged the Security Council to refer these acts to the International Criminal
Court for investigation. 

For John Bolton, War Is The Answer from Washington Post 2 Apr 15

After the horrors of the Iraq war, some former Bush administration officials pursued healing activities. Donald Rumsfeld set up a foundation, and
White House chief of staff Josh Bolten has done philanthropic work overseas. Iraq viceroy Jerry Bremer took up painting, as did his old boss,
George W. Bush. But John Bolton’s avocation is exactly what his vocation was: He makes war. 

Nasser’s Ghost Hovers Over Yemen from New York Times 2 Apr 15

In the fall of 1962, Saudi Arabia’s King Saud watched nervously as Egyptian troops poured into Yemen. Egypt had undergone a revolution 10
years before and, under the leadership of its charismatic president, Gamal Abdel Nasser, it had been transformed from a friendly fellow monarchy
to a fire-breathing republic. 

Deal Or No Deal, The Iran Talks Have Borne Fruit from Washington Post 1 Apr 15

The British diplomat Harold Nicolson observed in 1960 that “a good negotiation takes about as long as it takes an elephant to have a baby.” That
has been true in the protracted Iran nuclear talks, although in this case, the baby may turn out to be stillborn. 

Saudi Arabia’s Ominous Reach Into Yemen from New York Times 1 Apr 15

The Saudi-led military intervention in Yemen threatens to turn what has been a civil war between competing branches of Islam into a wider
regional struggle involving Iran. It could also destroy any hope of stability in Yemen. Even before the Saudis and their Arab allies started the
bombing, Yemen was in severe distress; on Tuesday, the United Nations high commissioner for human rights warned that it is now on the brink of
collapse. 

Egypt’s ‘meaningless’ Rule Of Law from Washington Post 1 Apr 15

ON THE afternoon of Jan. 24, a young Egyptian poet and political activist joined other members of the secular Socialist Alliance Party in
peacefully attempting to lay flowers in Cairo’s Tahrir Square in memory of those killed in the 2011 revolution. According to witnesses and videos,
masked police fired birdshot into the group from behind at close range;...

Iran Matters Most from New York Times 31 Mar 15

Do the Iran deal. Defeat the barbaric marauders of Islamic State. In the fragmenting mayhem of the Middle East, these must be the American and
Western priorities. 

U.S. Policies On The Middle East Are Inconsistent But Wise from Washington Post 31 Mar 15

As gung-ho “experts” press President Obama to do this, that or the other in the Middle East, keep a simple rule in mind: Whatever the avid
interventionists suggest probably won’t work — and surely will have unintended consequences. 

America Suffers From Too Much Democracy from Washington Post 31 Mar 15

We suffer from an excess of democracy. We have a Congress that has been gridlocked for as long as anyone can remember. It is at the mercy of
any extremist from anywhere in the country who can threaten a primary fight. Our infrastructure is eroding, yet we seem incapable of doing
anything about it. Lee Kuan Yew knew what to do about it. If you need a bridge, build it. 

Yemen War: A Historic Turning Point from Miami Herald 31 Mar 15



It’s easy to dismiss yet another outbreak of fighting in the Middle East — this time led by Saudi Arabia in Yemen — as more of the same; more
fighting in a region of perennial turmoil. But that would be a mistake. This new war in Yemen, in which Saudi Arabia leads an alliance of 10
countries, is a big deal, with a potential to become even bigger. 

Just answer us -- why? from The Augusta Chronicle 31 Mar 15

Why? Why did President Obama exchange five known and dangerous terrorists, who soon will be fighting against us again, for Sgt. Bowe
Bergdahl, now charged with desertion and misbehavior before the enemy? 

What Else Is Iran Hiding? from Washington Post 30 Mar 15

We don’t know all that has transpired in the talks on Iran’s nuclear program being conducted in Switzerland, but we do know that the White
House has shied away from a potentially paralyzing issue: the “possible military dimensions” — the PMDs — of the regime’s program. 

Obama’s Next Earthquake from Washington Post 30 Mar 15

President Obama’s rhetorical assault on Benjamin Netanyahu last week was in part the product of pique. But it also set the stage for what could be
another crockery-breaking bid by Obama for a foreign policy legacy, on a par with his opening to Cuba and would-be nuclear deal with Iran. 

Moscow’s Twisted History Lessons from New York Times 30 Mar 15

Russia’s Victory Day, celebrated on May 9th, has for decades been its most unifying event of the year domestically and its least controversial
holiday internationally. 

Where George W. Bush Was Right from Washington Post 27 Mar 15

The fact that Bush’s administration so botched its remedy — regime change and occupation of Iraq — should not blind us to the fact that it
accurately diagnosed the problem. The Arab world provides no easy answers, trapped as it is between repressive dictators and illiberal democrats.
But that does not mean that blindly supporting the autocrats is the right answer. 

The Mideast Breakdown Was A Long Time In Building from Washington Post 27 Mar 15

PRESIDENT OBAMA’S assessment this week of the prospects for Middle East peace was sobering but realistic. For now, he said, “there still
does not appear to be a prospect of a meaningful framework . . . that would lead to a Palestinian state”; consequently, “that could end up leading
to a downward spiral of relations that will be dangerous for everybody.” 

Shinzo Abe’s Optimistic Vision from Washington Post 27 Mar 15

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe says he wants to restore “animal spirits” in the long-moribund Japanese economy. That kind of muscular talk makes
some critics anxious, but Abe gave a compelling explanation Thursday of how he’s trying to push Japan out of its 15-year “doldrums.” 

An Act Of Terror On Flight 9525 from Washington Post 27 Mar 15

We don’t need to know the political or religious views of Germanwings co-pilot Andreas Günter Lubitz to call his crashing of a crowded airliner
into a mountainside an act of terrorism. And we don’t need any further evidence to recognize a cruel irony: Legitimate fear of potential terrorist
attacks apparently made this tragedy possible. 

To Stop Iran’s Bomb, Bomb Iran from New York Times 26 Mar 15

FOR years, experts worried that the Middle East would face an uncontrollable nuclear-arms race if Iran ever acquired weapons capability. Given
the region’s political, religious and ethnic conflicts, the logic is straightforward. 

Europe’s ‘Frozen Conflict’ In Ukraine Leaves NATO With Few Good Choices from Miami Herald 26 Mar 15

The NATO alliance seems stuck at a crossroads on Ukraine, unsure whether to move toward greater confrontation with Russia or accept the
deadlocked “frozen conflict” that has emerged there. 

Believe Josh Earnest or your lying eyes from Washington Post 26 Mar 15

Naturally the White House press corps wanted the press secretary to acknowledge things had not gone as planned. But no. Josh Earnest had his
talking point and was sticking with it (just like the talking point that Obama meant what he said when he called the shooting of innocents in a



French kosher market “random”). 

America Is Needed On Iraq’s Front Lines from Washington Post 25 Mar 15

This month, the Iraqi government launched an offensive against Islamic State fighters in Saddam Hussein’s hometown of Tikrit. Some 30,000
troops, two-thirds of which are members of Shiite militias guided by Iranian advisers, moved against a jihadist force estimated by the United
States to number a few hundred.

The Decision To Stay In Afghanistan from Washington Post 25 Mar 15

PRESIDENT OBAMA on Tuesday announced a much-needed adjustment in his plans for drawing down U.S. forces in Afghanistan, telling
visiting President Ashraf Ghani that a scheduled halving of the 9,800 currently deployed troops by the end of this year would be set aside, and the
force maintained into next year.

Pakistani Christians Fight Back from New York Times 25 Mar 15

LAST Monday, this city was briefly overrun with bands of sloganeering, stick-wielding youths. The demonstrators threw stones at police officers,
burned car tires and smashed windows. One gang even plundered a 7Up truck, guzzling its goods before transfixed TV cameras.

NATO’s New Perils from Washington Post 25 Mar 15

The NATO alliance seems stuck at a crossroads on Ukraine, unsure whether to move toward greater confrontation with Russia or accept the
deadlocked “frozen conflict” that has emerged there. 

How To Block A Bad Deal With Iran from Washington Post 24 Mar 15

It is the common temptation of Republicans and Democrats to support a strong presidency when it is used to do things they like and to condemn it
when it does things they don’t. There is, however, a group of committed institutionalists that has gathered around the bipartisan Iran Nuclear
Agreement Review Act, now scheduled for a vote of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on April 14. 

Tunisia Could Be A Model For What Works In The Mideast from Los Angeles Times 24 Mar 15

The tragic terrorist attack at the National Bardo Museum in Tunis last week put Tunisia on the map again, but for the wrong reasons. Although the
nation faces serious terrorist threats from the spillover violence in Libya, Islamic State recruitment and Al Qaeda-linked groups, it is important
that outsiders not get the impression that Tunisia is yet another failing Arab state on the brink of chaos. 

Henry A. Kissinger: The World Will Miss Lee Kuan Yew from Washington Post 24 Mar 15

Lee Kuan Yew was a great man. And he was a close personal friend, a fact that I consider one of the great blessings of my life. A world needing to
distill order from incipient chaos will miss his leadership. 

Nigeria’s Internal Struggles from New York Times 24 Mar 15

This was my first direct experience of sectarian violence, and it seemed surreal. People were being killed on account of cartoons published in a
country many Nigerians would not be able to find on a map. It also represented an all-too-familiar image of my country: a place where a “mostly
Muslim” north is in permanent conflict with a “mostly Christian” south. 

The Iran Time Bomb from Washington Post 23 Mar 15

As negotiations between Iran and the great powers press forward, Secretary of State John F. Kerry seems to have settled on this defense of any
agreement: The terms will leave Iran at least a year away from obtaining a nuclear bomb, thus giving the world plenty of time to react to
infractions.

Afghanistan And Pakistan: The False Promise Of Rapprochement from New York Times 23 Mar 15

Just weeks after becoming president of Afghanistan last September, Ashraf Ghani signaled a dramatic shift in the country’s regional diplomacy.
He promptly visited Pakistan and its main allies Saudi Arabia and China, and then Pakistan’s army chief and head of intelligence visited Kabul. 

Britain’s Surveillance State from New York Times 23 Mar 15

Edward Snowden exposed the extent of mass surveillance conducted not just by the United States but also by allies like Britain. Now, a



committee of the British Parliament has proposed legal reforms to Britain’s intelligence agencies that are mostly cosmetic and would do little to
protect individual privacy. 

White House Considers Opening Breach In U.S.-Israel Relationship from Washington Post 20 Mar 15

It’s March Madness in the Middle East: The United States and Israel are trading private barbs and public reassurances after Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu’s defiant reelection victory, just as the United States is nearing a nuclear deal with Israel’s chief adversary, Iran. 

No Peace In Our Time from Washington Post 20 Mar 15

Of all the idiocies uttered in reaction to Benjamin Netanyahu’s stunning election victory, none is more ubiquitous than the idea that peace
prospects are now dead because Netanyahu has declared that there will be no Palestinian state while he is Israel’s prime minister. 

How Foreigners Became America’s Financial Regulators from Wall Street Journal 20 Mar 15

The Fed and Treasury are answering to a board of the G-20 without admitting it to the American people. 

Bloodshed In Tunisia from New York Times 20 Mar 15

With their massacre of at least 20 people from five countries at the National Bardo Museum in Tunis, the gunmen who carried out the rampage on
Wednesday struck at Tunisia’s economic lifeblood, the tourism industry; its government; and the international community. The attack lays bare
the extent to which extremists who are spreading through the region now threaten Tunisia, the only success story of the Arab Spring. 

Netanyahu’s Scorched Earth Tactics Could Make Israel’s Problems Worse from Washington Post 19 Mar 15

It’s a good thing the Israeli election campaign didn’t run one day longer than it did. At the rate he was going, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu might have called for stripping Israeli Arabs of the right to vote altogether. 

The High Cost Of Netanyahu’s Comeback from Washington Post 19 Mar 15

Wednesday was a hard day for pro-Israel liberals. Some of the dejection arose from sheer surprise over Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s
victory, and especially the size of his margin. 

A Return To China’s Isolationist Past Would Be Disastrous from Los Angeles Times 19 Mar 15

Beijing increasingly appears to be walling China off from the outside world, with potentially disastrous consequences. Take civil society. China’s
national legislature is considering a bill that would further restrict the operations of foreign non-governmental organizations, deepening the bitter
chill that has descended on the operations of domestic and foreign nonprofits over the last year. 

Congress Deserves A Vote On Iran from Wall Street Journal 18 Mar 15

Large bipartisan majorities in the legislature created the sanctions. Ending them warrants legislative review.

Israel’s Vote Without Victory from New York Times 18 Mar 15

If the Israeli election was above all a referendum on the leadership of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, he did not lose it. After accumulating
nine years in office over three terms, that is a measure of his political guts, however limited his political achievements. 

Back To The Future In Putin’s Europe from Washington Post 18 Mar 15

The language of the Cold War has returned with a vengeance, with renewed talk of nuclear alerts, alleged testing of medium-range nuclear
missiles and worries about NATO’s defense umbrella. 

The Arctic’s Big Year – Save It Now Or Be Sorry Later from Los Angeles Times 18 Mar 15

This year will be pivotal for the Arctic, one of Earth’s most extraordinary and threatened regions. 

An Anniversary Of Horrors In Syria from Washington Post 17 Mar 15

FOUR YEARS ago this week people across Syria began marching peacefully to demand democratic reforms. The country they sought to improve
literally no longer exists. In death, destruction, refugees and sheer horror, Syria’s war outstrips any other of this century. That it has faded from
public attention reflects not an easing of the crisis, but an abdication by the United States and other powers of their commitments to prevent mass



murder. 

Obama’s Failed Iran Policy, Not Protocol, Is The Problem from Washington Post 17 Mar 15

So let’s get this straight: Iranian-backed rebels have overthrown the pro-American government in Yemen that was helping us fight al-Qaeda’s
most dangerous branch. The Iranian Revolutionary Guard has deployed its terrorist Quds Force into Iraq, and its infamous commander, Gen.
Qasem Soleimani, is on the ground leading the offensive against the Islamic State. Iran is on the verge of getting the world to lift economic
sanctions in exchange for a nuclear agreement so bad that it has actually united Arabs and Israelis in opposition. 

Murder? Pull Out The Kremlin Script from New York Times 17 Mar 15

Back in the old U.S.S.R., the stock response to a politically embarrassing development was to ask, “In whose interest is this?” The understood
answer was that Washington had engineered events to embarrass the Soviet Union. And like so many Soviet practices, this one has found new life
in Vladimir Putin’s Russia. In whose interest was the uprising in Kiev?

The Senate’s 47 Percent from Washington Post 16 Mar 15

To defend the 47 Republican senators who signed a letter to “the Leaders of the Islamic Republic of Iran,” they invoke the everybody-does-it
argument: that interfering with a president conducting a negotiation is as American as apple pie. 

ISIS Gains An Ally, And Terror Threat In Africa Grows Worse from Boston Globe 16 Mar 15

The Nigerian jihadist movement Boko Haram already walks the walk of the younger but more notorious Islamic State, or ISIS — beheadings,
enslavement, the brutal razing of towns. Now the Nigerian-based insurgency is also tweeting the talk. It appears to be part of a showy new bid to
bring international recruits to Africa’s bloodiest ongoing conflict. The world should be paying closer heed. 

Let’s Ensure That Every Girl Can Learn from Wall Street Journal 16 Mar 15

An international initiative can help the 62 million young woman world-wide who are not in school. 

A History Lesson For The Republicans Who Wrote To Iran from New York Times 13 Mar 15

THE letter that 47 Senate Republicans addressed to Iranian leaders this week, warning them about making a nuclear deal with President Obama,
came as a surprise to many Americans. But it would not have surprised our earliest forefathers. After all, it was not uncommon, in the years
immediately following the American Revolution, for individual Americans to negotiate directly with representatives of foreign governments. 

Defending Italy From The Islamic State from Washington Post 13 Mar 15

Following the decapitation of 21 Egyptian Coptic Christians by radical Islamists professing an allegiance to the Islamic State, the Italian
government has begun ramping up efforts to defend its territory from attack. How realistic is this threat? And what should Italy do? 

Why Pro-immigration States Are Fighting Back from Washington Post 13 Mar 15

A federal judge recently halted President Obama’s executive action that would make millions of immigrants eligible to live and work legally in
the United States, accepting the argument of Texas and other states that reforms will impose a fiscal burden on them. 

Republican Senators Go Nuclear With Missive To Iran from Los Angeles Times 12 Mar 15

It’s hardly news that many Republicans in Congress are determined to oppose any agreement between Iran and six world powers on the future of
that country’s nuclear program. That was evident last week when Republicans greeted Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, an opponent
of any foreseeable deal, as a conquering hero. 

Republican Idiocy On Iran from New York Times 12 Mar 15

After helping to ignite a firestorm over a possible nuclear agreement with Iran, Senator John McCain, a former Republican presidential candidate,
is now sort of acknowledging his error. “Maybe that wasn’t exactly the best way to do that,” he said on Fox News on Tuesday. 

Censoring A Film On Rape from New York Times 12 Mar 15

“India’s Daughter,” a documentary by the British filmmaker Leslee Udwin about a gang rape and murder in New Delhi in 2012, has unleashed a
storm of controversy in India. It has also prompted protests against the government of Prime Minister Narendra Modi, which has taken action to



ban the film. 

Tom Cotton’s Grandstand Play from Washington Post 11 Mar 15

With a few tweaks to Scripture, herewith today’s relevant verse: What therefore President Obama hath joined together, let Republicans put
asunder. The letter from 47 Republican senators to Iran’s leaders, proffering a civics lesson on the U.S. Constitution, has predictably triggered
outrage. In a sneeringly adolescent tone, the senators basically said that Obama will be gone in two years and that they’ll still be here. In other
words, any agreement could be null in January 2017. 

Republicans Fumble Their Chance To Focus Attention On An Iran Deal from Washington Post 11 Mar 15

CONGRESSIONAL REPUBLICANS are trying to obstruct President Obama from concluding a nuclear agreement with Iran, but the only
tangible result of their efforts has been to impede serious debate about the legitimate issues arising from the potential deal. 

Hillary Clinton Had A Duty Higher Than Convenience from Washington Post 11 Mar 15

HILLARY RODHAM Clinton offered a soupcon of regret at a news conference Tuesday for having used private e-mail exclusively during her
nearly four years as secretary of state. “Looking back, it would’ve been better” if she had not used a private e-mail account for official business,
she conceded. Ms. Clinton said she decided to do so for “convenience” because “I thought it would be easier to carry just one device for my work
and for my personal e-mails instead of two.” 

EDITORIAL: A Sensible Bill on Medical Marijuana from New York Times 11 Mar 15

Three senators, two Democrats and a Republican, introduced a bill on Monday that would allow patients to use marijuana for medical purposes in
states where it is legal, without fear of federal prosecution for violating narcotics laws. 

America’s Dangerous Defense Cuts from Wall Street Journal 10 Mar 15

Threats are rising around the globe, yet the U.S. is poised to cut $1 trillion from the Pentagon over 10 years.

A Documentary On Air Pollution Sparks A Code Red In China from Washington Post 10 Mar 15

A DOCUMENTARY that just appeared in China opens with a narrator on a stage, wearing a simple white blouse and blue jeans....With its
simplicity and frightening message, the 104-minute film, “Under the Dome,” attracted a huge online audience when it was released this
month....Hundreds of millions of Chinese viewed the movie in the days after its release. Then, on March 6, the screen went blank.

The Public Deserves Answers, Not Stonewalling, From Hillary Clinton from Washington Post 10 Mar 15

A PARAMOUNT test for those running for president is how they make decisions — how they absorb information, what principles they carry and
how it is all processed to a final choice.

Why Reduce War To A Euphemism? Column from USA Today 10 Mar 15

Perhaps instead of using a euphemism — AUMF — he should have just called our fight against ISIL what it is. 

White House Names Names from Miami Herald 10 Mar 15

President Obama’s executive order sanctioning some of the worst human-rights violators in Venezuela begins the process of holding individuals
accountable for destroying what once was one of the proudest democracies in Latin America. 

Iran’s Power Grab Worries Neighbors from Miami Herald 9 Mar 15

Forget for a moment — just for a moment — Iran’s nuclear program and the negotiations with the West. Set aside the speech by Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to the U.S. Congress. What remains in the picture is an assertive Iranian regime, spreading its influence around the
region. 

Getting Ebola To Zero from New York Times 9 Mar 15

There is certainly reason to celebrate with Beatrice Yardolo, the last known Ebola patient in Liberia. She survived the terrible disease and was
released from a hospital on Thursday. Only five months ago, the virus was raging through Monrovia, the Liberian capital, killing thousands,
overwhelming the national health system and sparking riots as authorities tried to quarantine entire neighborhoods. 



Defusing Terror In Indonesia from New York Times 9 Mar 15

This country, the world’s largest Muslim-majority nation, has been relatively untouched by Islamist terror attacks since the bombing of two
Western hotels here in the capital in 2009. But its future is by no means assured. 

No Cause To Delay The Afghan Pullout from New York Times 9 Mar 15

There is little indication that Mr. Ghani has the ability to turn these bleak trends around, or that an extended or even indefinite American military
presence will lead to the defeat of the Taliban and a functioning Afghan state. 

Obama Is Conceding Too Much To Iran from Washington Post 6 Mar 15

Now Obama is offering Iran the prospect of being, in his words, “a very successful regional power” in exchange for limits on its nuclear program.
Across the board, the administration emphasizes common interests with Iran in the defeat of the Islamic State. So the chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, Gen. Martin Dempsey, recently argued that Iran’s direct military intervention in Iraq may be a “positive thing.” 

A Naive U.S. Welcome For Iran In Iraq from Washington Post 6 Mar 15

U.S. COMMANDERS are taking an upbeat view of Iran’s close involvement in an assault by Iraqi forces on the city of Tikrit, which has been
held by the Islamic State since summer. After reporting that two-thirds of the attackers were from Shiite militias and the operation had “overt . . .
Iranian support,” Joint Chiefs Chairman Gen. Martin Dempsey said in a congressional hearing Tuesday that “if they perform in a credible way . . .
then it will in the main have been a positive thing.” 

Netanyahu Enters Never-never Land from Washington Post 6 Mar 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s speech to Congress was eloquent, moving and intelligent in identifying the problems with the
potential nuclear deal with Iran. But when describing the alternative to it, Netanyahu entered never-never land, painting a scenario utterly
divorced from reality. Congress joined him on his fantasy ride, rapturously applauding as he spun out one unattainable demand after another. 

Netanyahu’s Churchillian Warning from Washington Post 6 Mar 15

Benjamin Netanyahu’s address to Congress was notable in two respects. Queen Esther got her first standing O in 2,500 years. And President
Obama came up empty in his campaign to preemptively undermine Netanyahu before the Israeli prime minister could present his case on the Iran
negotiations. 

The Wound Netanyahu Left from Washington Post 5 Mar 15

It was disconcerting to watch Congress cheer wildly as a foreign leader, the prime minister of one of the United States’ closest allies, trashed an
American president’s foreign policy. It was equally strange that the speaker of our House of Representatives interjected the U.S. Congress into an
Israeli political campaign. 

Hillary And Bill Clinton, Secrecy And State Department Emails from New York Times 5 Mar 15

Hillary and Bill Clinton have one home in Washington, D.C., another in Chappaqua, N.Y., and a whole wide world that opens its arms and wallets
to them. But their permanent address is on the fault line where defiance meets self-destruction. 

Pelosi’s Netanyahu Complaint from Wall Street Journal 5 Mar 15

The Democratic leader wasn’t ‘near tears’ when she courted Assad.

How the White House Botched Bibi’s Speech from Wall Street Journal 4 Mar 15

The public relations assault on an ally gave the address far more attention and import. 

Netanyahu’s Nuclear Deceptions from New York Times 4 Mar 15

In the address on Tuesday to the United States Congress by Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel, we witnessed a new peak in the long-
running hype over Iran’s nuclear energy program. Yet all his predictions about how close Iran was to acquiring a nuclear bomb have proved
baseless. 



Mr. Netanyahu’s Unconvincing Speech To Congress from New York Times 4 Mar 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel could not have hoped for a more rapturous welcome in Congress. With Republicans and most
Democrats as his props, he entered the House of Representatives to thunderous applause on Tuesday, waving his hand like a conquering hero and
being mobbed by fawning lawmakers as he made his way to the dais. 

Obama Needs To Provide Real Answers To Netanyahu’s Arguments from Washington Post 4 Mar 15

THE CONCERNS about a prospective nuclear agreement with Iran raised by Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in a speech to Congress
on Tuesday are not — as the White House was quick to point out — new. They had, for example, been spelled out in Senate hearings, as an
editorial we published last month recounted. Mr. Netanyahu’s decision to repeat this case before a joint meeting of Congress in defiance of the
White House and leading Democrats risked turning what should be a substantive debate into a partisan scrimmage. 

Congress Declares War At Netanyahu’s Request from Washington Post 4 Mar 15

Nancy Pelosi looked as if she might charge the well of the House and confront Benjamin Netanyahu personally. 

Israel’s Moral Argument Is On The Line from Washington Post 3 Mar 15

Back in Israel, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and his Likud Party have run a campaign ad reminding voters of another time when the
United States and Israel differed. That was 1948 at the very creation of the state. 

Against ISIS, Try Patience from New York Times 3 Mar 15

If the United States were to take the lead in the ground war in Iraq and perhaps eventually in Syria by introducing conventional combat forces, we
would feed into a radical Islamist narrative that pits the invading armies of the crusader against the committed defenders of Islam. In the process
we would only strengthen the appeal and the morale of our enemies, while weakening and demoralizing our friends. 

GOP Immigration Kabuki: A Play In Three Acts from Washington Post 3 Mar 15

On Fox News Sunday, Scott Walker admitted under questioning that he had changed his position on whether undocumented immigrants should
eventually have a path to citizenship. “My view has changed,” he said, “I’m flat-out saying it.” Walker is now against “amnesty,” and insists that
the first priority is to “secure the border.” 

The Strategic Genius Of Iran’s Supreme Leader from Washington Post 2 Mar 15

On the surface, there is not much that commends Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. An anti-Semite, he has frequently questioned
the Holocaust and defamed Israel in despicable terms. As a conspiracy theorist, he endlessly weaves strange tales about the United States and its
intentions. As a national leader, he has ruthlessly repressed Iran’s once-vibrant civil society while impoverishing its economy. And yet Khamenei
is also a first-rate strategic genius who is patiently negotiating his way to a bomb. 

In Appealing To Congress, Netanyahu Places A Dicey Political Bet from Washington Post 2 Mar 15

Three times in the past 20 years, an Israeli prime minister has headed into an election while openly battling a U.S. president. The first two times
the incumbent lost, establishing the Israeli political maxim that endangering relations with Washington was ruinous. In 1999, the loser was
Benjamin Netanyahu, who calculated, wrongly, that he could outmaneuver President Bill Clinton by appealing to Congress. Remarkably, a
politician known for his caution has now bet his career, and the future of the U.S.-Israel alliance, on the same strategem. 

A Snowball’s Chance from Washington Post 2 Mar 15

SEN. JIM Inhofe (R-Okla.) chairs the Environment and Public Works Committee — and he seems determined to make that fact a national
embarrassment. Mr. Inhofe delivered a Senate floor speech about the “hysteria on global warming” last week with two conspicuous props.

The Fatal Flaw In The Iran Deal from Washington Post 27 Feb 15

A sunset clause? The news from the nuclear talks with Iran was already troubling. Iran was being granted the “right to enrich.” It would be
allowed to retain and spin thousands of centrifuges. 

The Human Stain from New York Times 27 Feb 15

The Israeli elections scheduled for March 17 should constitute a triumph, a celebration of democracy and a proud reminder that the nation in



which Arab citizens have the most meaningful vote is, yes, Israel. 

America Is The Ally That Egypt Needs from Washington Post 27 Feb 15

The Obama administration’s decision to engage Egypt is “a case of realpolitik over idealism,” concedes one official. But it’s also the right policy
choice. 

Gun Rights For Terrorists from New York Times 27 Feb 15

EACH day, it seems there are new reasons to heed the growing threat of domestic terrorists. Just last Saturday, a radical Islamist group posted a
video urging an attack on the Mall of America in Bloomington, Minn. In response, the secretary of Homeland Security, Jeh C. Johnson, advised
visitors there to be “particularly careful.” 

Holding Homeland Security Hostage from New York Times 26 Feb 15

Republicans in the Senate took a step on Wednesday to avert a national crisis by passing a law to fund the Department of Homeland Security
before its budget expires at the end of the week. Republicans in the House, however, intent on thwarting President Obama’s executive action on
immigration, have been unwilling to back away from the dangerous impasse on this issue in their party. 

On Immigration Policy, The GOP Is Out Of Touch With The Rest Of America from Washington Post 26 Feb 15

CONGRESSIONAL REPUBLICANS are so busy this week flirting with a partial government shutdown — their target is the Department of
Homeland Security and its 240,000 employees — that they may have missed fresh evidence of how badly out of step with the American public
they are on the issue of illegal immigration. 

ISIS Heads To Rome from New York Times 26 Feb 15

The Italians got this one right. Last week, The Washington Post’s Adam Taylor helpfully collected tweets that Italians put out after a murderous
video issued by the Islamic State, or ISIS, warned: “Today we are south of Rome,” one militant said. “We will conquer Rome with Allah’s
permission.” 

In Egypt, The U.S. Still Values Security Over Human Rights from Washington Post 26 Feb 15

“WHEN DISSENT is silenced, it feeds violent extremism,” President Obama said at his counterterrorism summit last week. “When peaceful,
democratic change is impossible, it feeds into the terrorist propaganda that violence is the only answer available.” Among those present for his
address was Sameh Shoukry, the foreign minister of Egypt — a country where extremism has been steadily growing since a July 2013 military
coup against an elected government. 

A Compelling Argument On Iran from Washington Post 25 Feb 15

Prussian King Frederick the Great offered this rebuke to those who refused to allow any concessions: “If you try to hold everything, you hold
nothing.” 

Unshackle The United Nations from New York Times 25 Feb 15

In our annual report being released Wednesday, we examine the human rights situation in 160 countries. We find that the global response to
conflict and abuses has been shameful and ineffective. 

Afghanistan’s Quietly Forceful First Lady from Washington Post 25 Feb 15

The most striking thing about interviewing Rula Ghani, the first lady of Afghanistan, may be that the interview is taking place at all. 

Immigration In Limbo from Miami Herald 25 Feb 15

A pair of recent federal court rulings should convince Americans on all sides of the immigration debate that reform is an urgent priority. The
rulings hamstring the president whether he’s trying to enforce border security (to please hard-liners) or to ease the plight of families residing here
illegally (to please Hispanics and the pro-reform lobby). 

The Dangers Of Labeling Terrorism from Washington Post 24 Feb 15

Looking around the world, I see little but debacles. Vladimir Putin has his way with Ukraine, treating Europe and the United States with the



contempt they have so assiduously earned. Libya, where NATO intervened, is now one vast gang fight, tribes against tribes — massacres,
beheadings and widespread looting. Shall we press on to Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan and that hideous entity called the Islamic State,...

On Homeland Security Funding, Republicans Govern Without Logic from Washington Post 24 Feb 15

WHATEVER ITS merits or shortcomings, a federal judge’s decision last week blocking the Obama administration’s immigration policy offered
congressional Republicans an escape path from the corner into which they had painted themselves by imperiling funding for the Department of
Homeland Security and its 240,000 employees. Thus far they have not shown the wisdom to accept this gift. 

Venezuela And Cuba: Partners In Repression from Washington Post 24 Feb 15

LAST WEEK, Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro paid a visit to Havana and met with Raúl and Fidel Castro, who have been his patrons and
who helped to install him in power after the death of Hugo Chávez. Mr. Maduro’s political situation is desperate:...

Congress Should Set New Rules For Combating Terrorists from Boston Globe 24 Feb 15

President Obama is finally seeking Congressional authorization for his six-month-old war against the Islamic State, or ISIS — a war that,
according to some constitutional scholars, might currently be illegal for lack of just such an authorization. 

In Iraq, A One-woman Campaign Against ISIL from USA Today 23 Feb 15

Her e-mail arrived at 4:49 a.m. Nareen Shammo was tending to a 17-year-old girl who had been abducted, raped and sold into slavery by fighters
of the Islamic State. “She looks like a sad and hopeless angel,” the former investigative reporter wrote from a hospital in northern Iraq on Feb. 10.

A Credibility Gap from Washington Post 23 Feb 15

Can President Obama sell an Iran deal at home? If his negotiators strike an agreement next month, we already know that it will be far from ideal:
Rather than eradicating Iran’s nuclear-weapons potential, as once was hoped, a pact would seek to control Iran’s activities for some limited
number of years. 

Paris’s Mayor: ‘These Are People Who Are Lawless And Faithless’ from Washington Post 23 Feb 15

Taking time out from the White House summit on countering violent extremism last week, Paris Mayor Anne Hidalgo spoke with The
Washington Post’s Lally Weymouth about the Charlie Hebdo terrorist attacks, anti-Semitism in France and other topics. Excerpts: 

The Karma Of Boko Haram from New York Times 23 Feb 15

In the south of Nigeria where I am from, many believe that the terrorist group Boko Haram is some sort of karma inflicted on the north. People
carry on with life as usual, while carnage rages there. Even the local news media no longer bother providing regular information on the
insurgency. 

Did The Torture Report Give The C.I.A. A Bum Rap? from New York Times 22 Feb 15

IN December, when the Senate Intelligence Committee issued its long-awaited report on the C.I.A.’s detention and interrogation program, it
seemed to confirm what I and many human-rights advocates had argued for a decade: The C.I.A. had started and run a fundamentally abusive and
counterproductive torture program.

Did The Torture Report Give The C.I.A. A Bum Rap? from New York Times 22 Feb 15

IN December, when the Senate Intelligence Committee issued its long-awaited report on the C.I.A.’s detention and interrogation program, it
seemed to confirm what I and many human-rights advocates had argued for a decade: The C.I.A. had started and run a fundamentally abusive and
counterproductive torture program.

The Limits Of The ‘Islamic’ Label from Washington Post 20 Feb 15

President Obama stands accused of political correctness for his unwillingness to accuse groups such as the Islamic State of “Islamic extremism,”
choosing a more generic term, “violent extremism.” His critics say that you cannot fight an enemy you will not name. Even his supporters feel
that his approach is too “professorial.” 

Why Netanyahu Broke Publicly With Obama Over Iran from Washington Post 20 Feb 15



The public rift between President Obama and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu over the Iranian nuclear issue is often described as a
personality dispute. But a senior Israeli official argued this week that the break has been building for more than two years and reflects a deep
disagreement about how best to limit the threat of a rising Iran. 

Congressional Debate Over War Against ISIS Long Overdue from Boston Globe 20 Feb 15

...after six months of war against the Islamic State, President Obama has finally delivered to Congress a request to authorize a US-led military
campaign against the terrorist group. It’s a debate that’s long overdue.

Obama Set The Immigration Trap, And The GOP Walked In from Los Angeles Times 19 Feb 15

On Monday, a federal judge in Texas blocked President Obama’s latest executive actions on immigration. This is a short-term win for
Republicans, who rightly believe the president lacked the authority to act unilaterally. But it does nothing to change the underlying political
dynamic — Republicans have won a battle, but they’re still at risk of losing the immigration war. 

President Obama: Our Fight Against Violent Extremism from Los Angeles Times 19 Feb 15

The United States has made significant gains against terrorism. We’ve decimated the core al Qaeda leadership, strengthened homeland security
and worked to prevent another large-scale attack like 9/11. 

Voices: On The ISIL ‘Problem,’ Little Faith In Obama from USA Today 19 Feb 15

Omar Jamal, a Somali American activist in St. Paul, described the White House’s latest effort to stem the recruitment and radicalization of young
American Muslims as akin to “resuscitating a drowning person in the middle of the ocean.” 

Congress’s Essential But By No Means Easy Debate On War Authorization from Washington Post 19 Feb 15

Americans, a litigious people, believe that rules for coping with messy reality can be written in tidy legal language. This belief will be tested by
the debate that will resume when Congress returns from a recess it should not have taken, with a war to authorize. The debate concerns an
authorization for use of military force against the Islamic State and also against . . . 

The Judge Immigration Foes Wanted from Washington Post 18 Feb 15

One thing that is certain about Monday’s ruling by a federal judge in Texas blocking implementation of President Obama’s executive actions on
immigration reform — it won’t be the last word. 

Immigration Policy, In Limbo from Washington Post 18 Feb 15

TO THINK, as we do, that President Obama overstepped his authority by shielding more than 4 million illegal immigrants from deportation, with
no assent from Congress, does not mean that a federal judge should have license to invalidate the president’s order on the basis of tendentious
logic. 

Answering The Atrocities Of ISIS from Washington Post 18 Feb 15

There’s a very 2001 feel to President Obama’s request for authorization to use military force and the nauseating sense that we’ll be at war
indefinitely. 

GOP Candidates Need To Flesh Out Foreign Policy from Miami Herald 18 Feb 15

Most presidential campaigns focus mostly on domestic issues such as the economy, taxes and healthcare, not foreign policy. But the 2016
presidential campaign is already shaping up to be an exception to that rule. 

A Perfect Storm Brews In The Middle East from Washington Post 17 Feb 15

Mistrust between the Obama administration and Benjamin Netanyahu has widened even further in recent days because of U.S. suspicion that the
Israeli prime minister has authorized leaks of details about the U.S. nuclear talks with Iran. 

Islam And The West At War from New York Times 17 Feb 15

After a Danish movie director at a seminar on “Art, Blasphemy and Freedom of Expression” and a Danish Jew guarding a synagogue were shot
dead in Copenhagen, Helle Thorning-Schmidt, the prime minister of Denmark, uttered a familiar trope: 



Remembering Kayla Mueller, A Remarkable Woman from Miami Herald 16 Feb 15

I find God in the suffering eyes reflected in mine. If this is how You are revealed to me, this is how I will forever seek You.” The world knew too
little of Kayla Mueller, the American aid worker just killed in captivity in Syria. 

Homeland Insecurity from Miami Herald 16 Feb 15

Congressional Republicans bungled just about every chance to take action on immigration reform. President Obama, eventually, took action on
immigration reform. So the GOP doesn’t want to fund the Department of Homeland Security. 

Making The Ukraine Cease-Fire Stick from New York Times 13 Feb 15

A “glimmer of hope” but “no illusion” was the inauspicious way Angela Merkel, the German chancellor, described the Ukraine cease-fire she and
President François Hollande of France brokered in talks in Minsk, Belarus, with Presidents Vladimir Putin of Russia and Petro Poroshenko of
Ukraine. 

Congress Should Back War With Islamic State from USA Today 13 Feb 15

Congress should move swiftly to give President Obama the legal backing to wage war on the Islamic State. It would be a bipartisan win both for
national security and the rule of law. 

Crusaders And Appeasers from Washington Post 13 Feb 15

His secretary of defense says, “The world is exploding all over.” His attorney general says that the threat of terror “keeps me up at night.” The
world bears them out. On Tuesday, American hostage Kayla Mueller is confirmed dead. On Wednesday, the U.S. evacuates its embassy in Yemen,
a country cited by President Obama last September as an American success in fighting terrorism.

Curtail Iran And Win from New York Times 13 Feb 15

As a deadline nears for a possible deal with Iran on its nuclear program, discussion is being clouded by false debate. A curtailment camp that sees
a viable avenue to ring-fencing limited Iranian enrichment so that the country cannot acquire a bomb confronts a dismantlement camp that
believes any deal is bad and every Iranian centrifuge must go. 

Congress Should Refine Obama’s Request For War Against Islamic State from Los Angeles Times 12 Feb 15

When President Obama went on national television in September to announce that he was going to war against Islamic State, he said, in what
seemed like a throwaway line, that he welcomed “congressional support for this effort.” 

The Kurds Need Weapons, Now from Washington Post 12 Feb 15

From the heights here, you have a panoramic view of the strategic territory west of Mosul that Kurdish peshmerga fighters, supported by U.S.
warplanes, have won back from the Islamic State over the past month. The main road linking Mosul with the Syrian border has been cut and
nearly 100 square miles have been liberated. 

The Defeat Of ISIS Not In Sight from Miami Herald 12 Feb 15

Only minutes after the self-described Islamic State released one of its most gruesome videos, the experts reached a consensus about what its
impact would be. The horrific murder of Jordanian Air Force Pilot Moaz al Kasasbeh — locked in a cage and set on fire — was a miscalculation
by ISIS, they told us. 

Obama’s Sadder But Wiser Foreign Policy from Los Angeles Times 11 Feb 15

When he entered the White House in 2009, Barack Obama had grand ambitions in foreign policy. He planned to withdraw U.S. troops from Iraq
and Afghanistan, build a better relationship with Russia, broker peace between Israel and the Palestinians and offer a hand of friendship to Iran
and the Muslim world. 

Postponing Nigeria’s Election Could Make The Country’s Problems Worse from Washington Post 11 Feb 15

THERE WERE plenty of reasons for concern about the Niger ian elections that were scheduled for Saturday, as we outlined on this page last
month. The election commission was ill-prepared, having failed to deliver millions of voter cards, and there were reports that partisans on both



sides of a close presidential contest were preparing to violently contest the results. 

Western Illusions Over Ukraine from New York Times 10 Feb 15

The most difficult thing for a communist, it has been observed, is to predict the past. I was reminded of this as I listened to Russian Foreign
Minister Sergei Lavrov, in full Soviet mode at the Munich Security Conference, suggesting that after World War II it was “the Soviet Union that
was against splitting Germany.” 

Obama’s ‘Lead From Behind’ Security Strategy Will Plague America For Decades from Los Angeles Times 10 Feb 15

Any administration’s national security strategy written for public consumption inevitably involves platitudes, vacuous rhetoric and self-
congratulation. But the strategy announced last week for President Obama’s final two years in office sets new records in all these categories.

Proceed With Caution On Iran Diplomacy from Washington Post 10 Feb 15

Sitting next to Iran’s foreign minister on Sunday as he said that another extension of the nuclear talks isn’t “in the interests of anybody,” it seemed
clear that this particular can isn’t going to get kicked down the road much farther. 

The Universality Of Evil from Washington Post 10 Feb 15

...for me, the hideous murder of the Jordanian pilot was not about religion — after all, both the victim and his killers were Sunni Muslims — but
about evil and its universality. The Islamic State may cruise into town under the rippling black banner of fanatical Islam, but its heart beats with
the pounding clarity of secular fascism.

Jeb Bush’s Foreign Policy Speech from Washington Post 9 Feb 15

Jeb Bush will be giving a foreign policy speech, the first of his pre-campaign effort, in Chicago on Feb. 18. It could not come at a better time. 

Don’t Arm Ukraine from New York Times 9 Feb 15

The Ukraine crisis is almost a year old and Russia is winning. The separatists in eastern Ukraine are gaining ground and Russia’s president,
Vladimir V. Putin, shows no signs of backing down in the face of Western economic sanctions. 

Obama’s Christian Humility from Washington Post 9 Feb 15

Maybe we should just call off the National Prayer Breakfast and stop asking presidents to offer their thoughts about faith and religion. If they go
beyond making all present feel good about how religious and upright they are, presidents can get into a lot of trouble. 

Obama’s Legacy Will Be Set By Foreign Policy from Bloomberg 9 Feb 15

There’s been a lot of handwringing over whether President Barack Obama’s tone and message in the January State of the Union address and last
week’s budget were too confrontational, dashing hopes for legislative and legacy-bolstering achievements. 

The United States Should Think---And Act-- Like A Superpower from Washington Post 6 Feb 15

Niccolo Machiavelli, perhaps the shrewdest political philosopher in history, believed that great events were shaped by luck — or “fortuna,” as he
called this unpredictable force of life. The same actions might produce success or failure, depending on the whims of the goddess Fortuna. You
wouldn’t know it by listening to gloomy commentators, but the United States has been extremely lucky of late. 

The Spreading Rage At ISIS from New York Times 6 Feb 15

Terrorism has long had a gruesome role in conflicts, often among revolutionary groups so fanatically certain of their ends that they readily justify
the most barbaric of means. But it can also turn with a vengeance against those who inflict it, as the Islamic State is learning with its most recently
publicized atrocity — murdering a Jordanian air force pilot by burning him alive.

Does The Barbarism Have A Logic? from Washington Post 6 Feb 15

Why did they do it? What did the Islamic State think it could possibly gain by burning alive a captured Jordanian pilot? 

Deny The Islamic State The Overreaction That It Wants from Washington Post 6 Feb 15

Once again, an Islamic State killing leads to fears that it is winning and calls to do more. Fox News’s Bret Baier captured the mood when he said



of the latest video: “Horrific and barbaric, as well as calculating and skilled at high-tech propaganda.” The general feeling is that the Islamic State
is gaining ground with its brutal and diabolical methods. 

Israel Needs A Grown-Up from New York Times 6 Feb 15

A pivotal Israeli election looms in March with one man towering over it: Benjamin Netanyahu. “It’s us or him,” says a slogan of the opposition
Zionist Camp, as the prime minister seeks a fourth term. People tire of the same face; there’s a shelf life for any leader in a democracy.
Netanyahu’s would-be successors are betting that, after a cumulative nine years in power, he has exhausted his. 

Endangering USA Won’t Stop Putin from USA Today 5 Feb 15

Supporting the democratically elected Ukrainian government with funding and advice is good policy. So is sending communications, monitoring
and protective equipment to the struggling Ukrainian army. But supplying Kiev with lethal weaponry would endanger U.S. national security
interests, while having little chance of stopping Vladimir Putin. 

Fox News Stands By Decision To Post Heinous ISIS Burning Video Online from Washington Post 5 Feb 15

Fox News took the controversial step yesterday of posting the 22-minute video from the Islamic State terror group that shows Jordanian pilot Lt.
Muath al-Kaseasbeh being burned to death. To alert Internet users to what’s in the video, the presentation features these words: “WARNING,
EXTREMELY GRAPHIC VIDEO” 

A Bad Mistake from New York Times 5 Feb 15

The decision by Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and House Speaker John Boehner to cook up an address to Congress by Netanyahu
on why the U.S. should get tougher on Iran is churlish, reckless and, for the future of Israeli-American relations, quite dangerous. 

The Right Way To Pay Ransoms To Terrorists from New York Times 4 Feb 15

The good news is there is a way to change this game, to turn the tables on terrorist kidnappers and undermine the kidnap economy.

Reshuffling The House Of Saud from Washington Post 4 Feb 15

Saudi Arabia, which often confounds outsiders with its slow and opaque governance, has moved surprisingly quickly under King Salman, its new
monarch, to streamline government and purge officials who were seen as underperformers. 

A Deal Europe Can’t Refuse from New York Times 4 Feb 15

Greece’s leftist party, Syriza, swept into power on Jan. 26, buoyed by fiery rhetoric from its leader, Alexis Tsipras, who promised to renegotiate
the terms of Greece’s 2010-12 debt bailouts. Those deals with creditors saved Greece from default and free fall during the global economic crisis,
but left the country crushed under huge loan obligations and committed to wrenching cuts in public spending. 

It’s Time For The U.S. To Give Ukraine A Defensive Military Boost from Los Angeles Times 3 Feb 15

Fearful of provoking a new Cold War with Russia, the Obama administration has for months resisted pleas that it provide weapons to the
government of Ukraine. This page has supported that cautious policy, worrying that military assistance to the government in Kiev would seem to
create a proxy war between the U.S. and Russia. 

Raise The Stakes For Russia To Deter Its Aggression In Ukraine from Washington Post 3 Feb 15

WESTERN NATIONS are creeping in the direction of additional sanctions on Russia in reaction to the latest offensive it has launched in eastern
Ukraine. But the steps being considered are modest, and Russian ruler Vladimir Putin is showing himself to be unresponsive to economic
pressure. 

Inside Syria’s Jails from New York Times 3 Feb 15

In the spring of 2011, hundreds of thousands of Syrians rose up in protest to demand democracy and freedom and an end to the dictatorship of
President Bashar al-Assad. The response of the regime was to escalate the methods of repression that had been tried and tested against political
opponents since the 1970s: arbitrary detention, disappearance and torture. 

A Dangerous Time For Journalists from USA Today 3 Feb 15



The world has become a very dangerous place to be a journalist. We are reminded of that fact all too frequently. Three Al Jazeera journalists have
spent 400 days in jail in Egypt. The good news is that one of them, Peter Greste, was freed on Sunday. But his two colleagues remain in custody. 

Seeking A Strategy-driven Defense Budget For Challenges Facing U.S. from Washington Post 3 Feb 15

Sen. John McCain, the new chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, wants the fiscal 2016 defense budget to be strategy-driven rather
than budget-driven. 

More Pressure Is The Best Tool from USA Today 2 Feb 15

Speaker of the House John Boehner’s invitation to Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to address a joint session of Congress comes at a
key moment for both the U.S. and Israel. 

Mr. Putin Resumes His War In Ukraine from New York Times 2 Feb 15

The fighting in eastern Ukraine has flared up again, putting an end to any myth about the cease-fire that was supposed to be in force since
September. 

Sharing The Blame For Gaza’s Tragic Cycle from Washington Post 2 Feb 15

THE POST’S William Booth witnessed a chilling event in the Gaza Strip on Thursday: thousands of youths lined up “in crisp military fashion”
for a “graduation ceremony” after a week of training by the armed wing of the Hamas movement. 

Lacking A Foreign Policy Vision, Obama Administration Muddles Along from Los Angeles Times 30 Jan 15

In short, it was a moment best forgotten — a vapid, profoundly silly event that is all too emblematic of statecraft in the Obama era. Seldom have
well-credentialed and well-meaning people worked so hard to produce so little of substance. 

Six Months Later, Congress Needs To Vote On Obama’s War Against Islamic State from Los Angeles Times 30 Jan 15

A puzzling aspect of President Obama’s war against Islamic State, a military campaign that is now almost six months old, is his attitude toward
congressional approval for the mission. 

Boehner’s Invitation To Netanyahu Backfires On Them Both from Washington Post 30 Jan 15

The political ramifications are clear: House Speaker John Boehner and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu made a colossal mistake by
conspiring behind President Obama’s back, and the move has ricocheted on both of them. 

A Breakthrough On Trade In Asia from Washington Post 30 Jan 15

Strange bedfellows of 2015: As the Obama administration pushes toward a major new trade agreement in Asia this spring, it is developing two
unlikely allies: Chinese officials abroad, who are signaling that they want in, and Republicans in Congress, who appear willing to support what
would be one of President Obama’s biggest successes. 

Inconvenient Truths In Afghanistan from New York Times 29 Jan 15

In late December, as they do every few months, American military officials in Kabul sent a trove of data to the office of the Special Inspector
General for Afghanistan Reconstruction for its quarterly report. Over the years, such figures have told an often dispiriting story about
Washington’s enormous investment in the country’s security forces, laying out their size, readiness, attrition level and the state of their
infrastructure. 

In Yemen, Violence Pays from New York Times 29 Jan 15

When I moved here in 2010, not a single gunman could be seen on the streets. Anti-gun laws were strictly enforced by the police, and violence
was almost unknown. 

In Greek Crisis, Germany Should Learn From Its Fiscal Past from Washington Post 29 Jan 15

If you made a list of countries you hope have learned from their past hundred years of mistakes, Germany would have to be at the top. Happily,
the staunch opposition to a nativist fringe that the nation’s government and citizenry have shown in recent weeks makes it clear, again, that
Germany understands the costs of bigotry and the virtues of tolerance. 



Republicans Discover That It Isn’t Easy Running Congress from Washington Post 28 Jan 15

“Yes, there have been a couple of stumbles,” John Boehner acknowledged Tuesday. The House speaker had spoken with dry understatement.
What has happened since Republicans took full control of Congress three weeks ago has been less a stumble than a pratfall involving the
legislative equivalent of a banana peel, flailing arms, an upended bookcase, torn drapes and a slide across a laden banquet table into a wedding
cake.

The Lesson From Yemen from Washington Post 28 Jan 15

What went wrong for the U.S.-backed government in Yemen, and what are the consequences for counterterrorism operations there against al-
Qaeda’s most dangerous affiliate? Both questions have disturbing answers. 

Republicans In The Immigration Minefield from Washington Post 27 Jan 15

Any Republican event convened by Rep. Steve King — he of “calves the size of cantaloupes” fame — could easily have degenerated into a
festival of immigrant-bashing. It is to the credit of the serious GOP presidential prospects in attendance that the Iowa Freedom Summit generally
did not. 

Helping Victims Of Human Trafficking from Miami Herald 27 Jan 15

President Obama has proclaimed January as National Slavery and Human Trafficking Prevention Month, which serves to increase public
awareness and education of this unrecognized and misunderstood problem occurring in our own backyards. 

Where’s The Oil Price Outrage? Our View from USA Today 27 Jan 15

When gasoline prices spiked in 2005 after Hurricane Katrina, Congress and the public demanded a federal probe of price manipulation. The same
thing happened three years later, when oil prices shot to $145 a barrel and gas prices topped $4 a gallon. 

Why Free Speech Is Fundamental from Boston Globe 27 Jan 15

More than two centuries after freedom of speech was enshrined in the First Amendment to the Constitution, that right is very much in the news.
Campus speech codes, disinvited commencement speakers, jailed performance artists, exiled leakers, a blogger condemned to a thousand lashes
by one of our closest allies, and the massacre of French cartoonists have forced the democratic world to examine the roots of its commitment to
free speech. 

The Spreading Menace Of Boko Haram from Wall Street Journal 27 Jan 15

The jihadist group in Nigeria killed 11,245 people last year. Now their rampage seems ready to escalate in 2015.

It’s Not Time For Congress To Play ‘Bad Cop’ On Iran from Los Angeles Times 27 Jan 15

Washington has been diverted in recent days by the drama created when House Republicans — without consulting the Obama administration —
invited Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to address Congress next month on the subject of Iran’s nuclear program. Presumably he will
repeat his warning that “the greatest danger facing humanity could soon be upon us: a militant Islamic regime armed with nuclear weapons.” 

Ending Greece’s Nightmare from New York Times 26 Jan 15

Alexis Tsipras, leader of the left-wing Syriza coalition, is about to become prime minister of Greece. He will be the first European leader elected
on an explicit promise to challenge the austerity policies that have prevailed since 2010. And there will, of course, be many people warning him to
abandon that promise, to behave “responsibly.” 

France’s Sunday Pirouettes from New York Times 26 Jan 15

Before the Charlie Hebdo terror attacks on Jan. 7, France was bracing for a dispute that, though neither violent nor volatile, nevertheless goes to
the heart of the internal tensions over the role of religion in this devoutly secular country. After a tense, week-long negotiation between a special
committee and the minister of the economy, Emmanuel Macron, the National Assembly will begin debate Monday on whether department stores
and shops will be allowed to open more often on what has been a traditional day of rest. 

The Mill Of Muslim Radicalism In France from New York Times 26 Jan 15



The typical trajectory of most French Islamist terrorists follows four steps: alienation from the dominant culture, thanks partly to joblessness and
discrimination in blighted neighborhoods; a turn to petty crime, which leads to prison, and then more crime and more prison; religious awakening
and radicalization; and an initiatory journey to a Muslim country like Syria, Afghanistan or Yemen to train for jihad. 

Yemen’s Turmoil Exposes Mr. Obama’s Crumbling ‘Partners’ Strategy from Washington Post 23 Jan 15

N DEVOTING 250 of the 6,800 words of his State of the Union address to the fight against “violent extremism,” President Obama offered a
boilerplate description of his policy. “Instead of sending large ground forces overseas,” he said, “we’re partnering with nations from South Asia to
North Africa to deny safe haven to terrorists who threaten America.”

The West’s Four-part Strategy To Deal With Radical Islam from Washington Post 23 Jan 15

The conversation at Davos is often dominated by economics, and this year it’s no different. But the shock of the Paris terror attacks lingers, and
discussions at the World Economic Forum here often turn to radical Islam. I posited in my previous column that the solution does not lie in more
American military interventions in the Middle East. What, then, is the answer? 

Iran’s Emerging Empire from Washington Post 23 Jan 15

While Iran’s march toward a nuclear bomb has provoked a major clash between the White House and Congress, Iran’s march toward conventional
domination of the Arab world has been largely overlooked. In Washington, that is. The Arabs have noticed. And the pro-American ones, the Gulf
Arabs in particular, are deeply worried. 

Fretting Over The World Economy from Washington Post 23 Jan 15

A sign of the concern among business and political leaders here about sluggish economic growth is that one of the World Economic Forum
sessions this week was titled “Avoiding a Centennial Slump” — meaning a downturn that lasts a hundred years. 

Why We Extended Negotiations With Iran On The Nuclear Issue from Washington Post 22 Jan 15

In November 2013, after many months of negotiations, the E3+3 (France, Germany and Britain, together with the United States, Russia and
China, a partnership also referred to sometimes as the P5+1) and Iran reached an interim agreement on Iran’s nuclear program. This agreement
has had three main benefits. 

Fox, The Paris Mayor And The ‘No-go Zones’ from USA Today 22 Jan 15

Obviously Paris Mayor Anne Hidalgo didn’t get the “Je Suis Charlie” memo. In response to the terrorist attack Jan. 7 that killed 12 people at the
offices of French satirical weekly Charlie Hebdo, “Je Suis Charlie” instantly became a rallying cry for those appalled by the vicious assault on
freedom of expression, an assertion of solidarity with the cartoonists and the other victims. 

When Women Become Terrorists from New York Times 22 Jan 15

SINCE the terror attacks in Paris two weeks ago, the French police have been on the hunt for Hayat Boumeddiene, the partner of Amedy
Coulibaly, one of the slain gunmen. She is now suspected to be in Syria.

In State Of The Union, Obama Goes On Offense from Los Angeles Times 21 Jan 15

President Obama’s State of the Union address Tuesday didn’t contain any surprises, but it did unveil the clearest picture yet of the strategy Obama
has adopted for the final two years of his presidency. 

At The State Of The Union, A President Outgunned In Congress Is Still Combative from New York Times 21 Jan 15

The circumstances facing President Obama as he delivered his State of the Union address Tuesday night could not have seemed less promising: a
presidency with only two years left to get anything done in a Congress that is now totally in the control of a party that has routinely ignored his
pleas for cooperation. 

Say It Like It Is from New York Times 21 Jan 15

I’ve never been a fan of global conferences to solve problems, but when I read that the Obama administration is organizing a Summit on
Countering Violent Extremism for Feb. 18, in response to the Paris killings, I had a visceral reaction: Is there a box on my tax returns that I can
check so my tax dollars won’t go to pay for this? 



Wickham: ‘Charlie Hebdo’ Crosses The Line from USA Today 20 Jan 15

Charlie Hebdo has gone too far. In its first publication following the Jan. 7 attack on its Paris office, in which two Muslim gunmen massacred 12
people, the once little-known French satirical news weekly crossed the line that separates free speech from toxic talk. 

Obama Can’t Wish Away Terrorism from Washington Post 20 Jan 15

President Obama’s 2014 State of the Union address is remembered today mainly for this bit of rhetorical irony: “America must move off a
permanent war footing.” 

Jews, Outnumbered By Muslims, Suffer Under Mob Rule from Los Angeles Times 20 Jan 15

In the wake of the terrorist attack on a kosher market in Paris, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu asked French Jews to come home. 

Obama: Charlie Who? from Washington Post 16 Jan 15

On Sunday, at the great Paris rally, the whole world was Charlie. By Tuesday, the veneer of solidarity was exposed as tissue thin. It began
dissolving as soon as the real, remaining Charlie Hebdo put out its post-massacre issue featuring a Muhammad cover that, as the New York Times
put it, “reignited the debate pitting free speech against religious sensitivities.” 

U.S. Intervention Is Not The Answer from Washington Post 16 Jan 15

The Paris attacks were barbaric but also startling, leading many to ask what can be done to prevent this kind of terrorism. One man has a clear
answer. “That attack you saw in Paris? You’ll see an attack in the United States,” Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.) told the New York Times.

Boko Haram Atrocities Must Not Be Forgotten from Boston Globe 16 Jan 15

What makes one act of terror more tragic than another? An unfair and moot point, perhaps. Yet it is unquestionable that the senseless killings of
12 journalists and five others in Paris by Islamic militants last week sucked all the proverbial air from the room, leaving little media attention for
equally detestable atrocities by Boko Haram in Nigeria this month. 

An Islamic Reformer, Lashed from New York Times 15 Jan 15

...spasms of terrorism cry out for a conversation among Muslims about faith and tolerance. Islamic reformers could point out that the Koran
prescribes no punishment at all for blasphemers other than telling others to keep their distance from them. The holy book that decrees death for
blasphemy is the Bible (Leviticus 24:16). 

Why We’re Losing To Radical Islam from Wall Street Journal 15 Jan 15

Fourteen years after 9/11, we still lack a strategy. Congress should lead with hearings on the enemy and how to prevail. 

Paris Response Further Strains Relationship Between Muslims, West from Washington Post 15 Jan 15

Talk about lost in translation. 

Blasphemy Laws Empower Extremists: Our View from USA Today 15 Jan 15

Beyond the Saudis’ blatant hypocrisy, there’s a link between the events that should worry Americans and anyone else in the crosshairs of Islamic
fundamentalism. Saudi Arabia and other Muslim nations that make blasphemy punishable by prison, flogging and even death encourage religious
extremism that easily crosses national borders. 

‘Not An Islam I Can Recognize’; A Muslim Scholar Discusses The Paris Attacks from Los Angeles Times 14 Jan 15

As I spoke with Khaled M. Abou El Fadl, I could hear his dogs barking in the background. Being a dog lover — some Muslims believe dogs are
impure — is one of the least of the supposed offenses that has made the UCLA professor the subject of denunciation and threats. He is an
American lawyer and an Islamic jurist, a professor of Islamic law at UCLA, and the head of its Islamic studies program.

Common Ground: Fight Islamists Aggressively from USA Today 14 Jan 15

CAL:The terrorist attacks in Paris are part of an ongoing plot by Islamic fanatics to destroy Western culture and occupy Western nations. It’s past
time we stop the hand-wringing and self delusion about a “peaceful” religion and start fighting this war as if it were World War III. BOB:There is



no doubt that terrorists acting under the banner of Islam have declared war on us.

David Ignatius: The Wrong Response To Charlie Hebdo from Washington Post 14 Jan 15

Sorry, but this war-on-terror mobilization is the wrong response to the Charlie Hebdo tragedy. It would repeat mistakes the United States made in
its reaction to Sept. 11, 2001. 

Islam’s Problem With Blasphemy from New York Times 14 Jan 15

WILL “moderate Muslims” finally “speak up” against their militant coreligionists? People around the world have asked (but, as in the past, have
not all seriously examined) this question since last week’s horrific attacks on the French satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo and on a kosher
supermarket in Paris. 

Boko Haram’s Campaign Of Terror In Nigeria Is Only Getting Worse from Washington Post 14 Jan 15

WHILE THE world fixated on the murder of 12 people by Islamic terrorists in Paris last week, another slow and grisly massacre was taking place
in Nigeria, at the hands of the Islamist militants of Boko Haram. 

Obama’s Slap At France from Washington Post 13 Jan 15

The Obama administration has not yet explained why no high-ranking American official could hop on a Paris flight — although it did concede
Monday that it had erred.

No Special Treatment For David Petraeus In CIA Leaks from Boston Globe 13 Jan 15

f General David Petraeus isn’t charged for what appears to be a clear-cut case of leaking highly classified information, how can the Obama
administration justify its continued vendetta against much lower-level leakers?

Why We Should Approve The Pipeline from Miami Herald 13 Jan 15

Now here’s the argument that the Canadians will never make: We owe it to Canada to allow Canadian capital to be invested in the United States to
build this pipeline. What? We owe something to Canada? 

A Global War on Radical Islam from Wall Street Journal 13 Jan 15

Atrocities like those in Paris won’t stop until the civilized world mobilizes to wipe out the forces of violent jihad. 

Defending Islam From Free Speech: Column from USA Today 12 Jan 15

Many have taken false comfort in blaming the cold-blooded attack of Charlie Hebdo on the fanatical action of a small minority of Muslims. But
attributing the horror perpetrated in Paris to a band of Salafist radicals alone betrays a willful blindness to a longstanding campaign by broad-
based Islamic groups to silence those they consider blasphemers. 

Europe’s Radicalization Problem from Boston Globe 12 Jan 15

The Paris murder of 12 journalists at the satirical publication Charlie Hebdo has a special horror for super-secular France, home to Europe’s
largest Muslim population with many hundreds of its young already disaffected and away fighting for jihad in Syria and Iraq.

Ridicule Should Not Draw A Death Sentence from Miami Herald 10 Jan 15

There is a reason why we call them “sacred cows.” The reference is to religious symbols and concepts revered as holy — as cows were in some
cultures ancient and contemporary — and thus considered untouchable and unassailable. 

Fareed Zakaria: Blasphemy And The Law Of Fanatics from Washington Post 9 Jan 15

As they went on their rampage, the men who killed 12 people in Paris this week yelled that they had “avenged the prophet.” They follow in the
path of other terrorists who have bombed newspaper offices, stabbed a filmmaker and killed writers and translators, all to mete out what they
believe is the proper Koranic punishment for blasphemy. But in fact, the Koran prescribes no punishment for blasphemy.

The U.S.-Iranian Double Game In Nuclear Talks from Washington Post 9 Jan 15

As the United States and Iran continue negotiating a possible breakthrough nuclear agreement, both sides are carrying concealed weapons that



could be used if the talks collapse. 

The Attack On Charlie Hebdo And The Tradition Of Parisian Wit from New York Times 8 Jan 15

IN September 2012, the satirical newspaper Charlie Hebdo, defying the advice of the French government, published several lewd caricatures of
the Prophet Muhammad. 

Charlie Hebdo Stands Solidly For Free Expression. The West Must Do No Less. from Washington Post 8 Jan 15

SEVERAL PUBLISHERS in Western countries have disgraced themselves in recent years with self-censorship to avoid being targeted by Islamic
militants.

Europe’s Unending Crisis from Washington Post 8 Jan 15

The European economic crisis refuses to go gently into the night. As 2015 opens, Europe represents “the biggest economic threat” to the fragile
global recovery, as the Economist magazine puts it. Few would dispute this assessment. There are two overarching problems. 

Paris attack is a myth buster from Washington Post 8 Jan 15

In the wake of the horrific mass murder in France, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu — who knows more about the threat of jihadists
than any leader on the planet — explained what many Americans have resisted hearing. The Jerusalem Post reports: 

Hot Book: The Terrorism Calendar from Washington Post 7 Jan 15

So you came back from a holiday vacation to find a lovely gift from someone you forgot to put on your list? Not to worry. The National
Counterterrorism Center has once more come through with the perfect gift for that special someone: the 2015 Counterterrorism Calendar. 

The Current Flu Outbreak Could Use Some Of Last Year’s Ebola Panic from Washington Post 7 Jan 15

People lost their minds last fall when four people in the United States were diagnosed with Ebola. Four! Only one of the four succumbed to the
devastating disease. The others were cured. 

Trying To Remember from New York Times 7 Jan 15

Another year has come and once again I am trying to remember how things were long ago. Before apps, when there were attention spans, before
six-star hotels, when we always had Paris, before hedge-fund honchos, when love was all you needed, I think we got by just the same. 

Afghanistan’s President Needs To Prove He’s Committed To Progress, Not Paralysis from Washington Post 6 Jan 15

AFGHAN PRESIDENT Ashraf Ghani appears genuinely committed to modernizing his country’s government and fighting corruption, even as he
tries to prevent the resurgence of the Taliban. Reports from Kabul describe him as a feverish worker who has allowed himself little sleep in the
past three months. But Mr. Ghani’s mix of big ambitions and micromanagement are starting to ring alarm bells...

Rieder: Maybe North Korea Wasn’t Behind Sony Hack from USA Today 6 Jan 15

Unless you’ve been vacationing on Saturn, there’s little doubt you know who was behind that massive hack of Sony Pictures Entertainment. It’s
North Korea, right? 

Egypt’s Appalling Crackdown On Gays from New York Times 6 Jan 15

Even if they were acquitted on the ludicrous charge of “debauchery,” the 26 Egyptian men on trial in the government’s latest crackdown on gays
are likely to suffer a lifetime of public scorn. 

Stop Giving Palestinians A Pass from New York Times 5 Jan 15

THE president of the Palestinian Authority, Mahmoud Abbas, insists on using international institutions to pressure Israel, even after he was
rebuffed in the United Nations Security Council, where he sought a resolution mandating Israeli withdrawal from the West Bank and East
Jerusalem. 

Racism As A Political Factor Has Largely Disappeared from Boston Globe 5 Jan 15

The temptation to play the race card is one that President Obama and his surrogates have too often found irresistible. 



Tiny Pacific Nation Aims To Stop New Nuclear Arms Race from Boston Globe 5 Jan 15

Only a different future can redeem a terrible past. That’s the lesson of what a tiny atoll nation did last month. The Republic of the Marshall
Islands, in the far Pacific, took the nine nuclear weapons states to court — the International Court of Justice in the Hague — demanding that they
be prevented from initiating a new nuclear arms race. 

A Vital Nuclear Agreement, At Risk from New York Times 2 Jan 15

There’s much more to the deeply troubled Russian-American relationship than Ukraine. Under the radar, tensions have also been brewing over
compliance with a number of arms control treaties that for decades have been vital to keeping the peace between the two nuclear powers and
setting an example for other countries. 

Ekrem Dumanli: Turkey’s Witch Hunt Against The Media from Washington Post 2 Jan 15

Turkey’s leader for almost 12 years, Erdogan contributed to economic successes and democratic reforms during his first and second terms.
However, emboldened by consecutive election victories and incompetent opposition parties, he is now leading Turkey toward one-man, one-party
rule. 

Put Limits On The Border Patrol from Boston Globe 2 Jan 15

Most Americans have a pretty firm idea of where the borders of the United States lie. But most are unaware that the federal government has an
entirely different — and alarmingly far-reaching — definition of the nation’s boundaries when it comes to immigration enforcement. 

A Traumatic Year from Miami Herald 2 Jan 15

The New York-based Committee to Protect Journalists, whose worldwide mission is plainly stated in its name, declared 2014 a traumatic year for
members of the news media. This undeniable fact hit home with the beheading in Syria last summer of freelancer Steven Sotloff, whose family
lives in Miami-Dade County. 

Rapprochement With Russia? from New York Times 31 Dec 14

The ruble’s dramatic decline threatens to plunge Russia into a full-scale economic crisis. President Vladimir Putin has attempted to minimize the
difficulties and deflect blame toward the West, but the problem is serious and no one is to blame but Mr. Putin himself. 

Warlords And Armed Groups Threaten Ukraine’s Rebuilding from Washington Post 31 Dec 14

Kiev is abuzz with creative reforms in governance, major anti-corruption initiatives and budgetary clawbacks against rent-seeking oligarchs. Civic
activism is on the upsurge, and a new government team — populated with many foreign-born and Western-educated ministers — is largely free
from the control of the country’s super-rich, who dictated policy in the past. 

Gaza Is Nowhere from New York Times 31 Dec 14

Gaza is nowhere. Very few people go in or out of the 140-square-mile enclave. Most people want to forget about it. The border with Egypt was
closed in October. A handful of travelers negotiate the labyrinth of inspections at the Israeli border and proceed into the Jewish state. 

Sony Hack Gives Cover To Iran from USA Today 30 Dec 14

In the wake of the hacking of Sony, all eyes are now on North Korea’s disruptive online capabilities. But the cyberwarfare potential of another
rogue state — Iran — is also growing, and it could soon constitute a major threat to the United States and its allies. 

Airlines Should Do More To Help Prevent Jets From Going Missing from Washington Post 30 Dec 14

FOLLOWING THE disappearance of another plane over Southeast Asia, 2014 might well be remembered as the year of vanishing aircraft. With
advanced communications technologies available, large commercial planes shouldn’t go missing with little clear information about their fates. It’s
past time for aviation policymakers to demand more from the airlines. 

Deterring Cyberattacks From North Korea from New York Times 30 Dec 14

The recent cyberattack on Sony Pictures, which the Obama administration said was committed by North Korea, shows how far the United States
still has to go to deter such intrusions, despite warnings by officials and experts about cybersecurity dangers. Countless assaults on America’s



computer networks by China and other foreign governments, hackers and criminals have demonstrated the urgent need for safeguards. 

Caving In To China’s Power from New York Times 29 Dec 14

Ten years ago I wrote a book called “That’s China.” It told the story of how the magazine publishing business that I built in China, fighting all the
way, mostly with the government bureaus that controlled media, was taken from me by the government, destroying my career. 

Do Buffer Zones Deter Wars? from USA Today 29 Dec 14

The concept of the buffer zone is making a big comeback in international politics. These zones act as a Switzerland-like neutral territory or
demilitarized no man’s land, a kind of cordon sanitaire that avoids neighbors staring at each other eyeball to eyeball — the suburban equivalent of
building a higher picket fence. 

Oil Isn’t Cheap – At Any Price from Los Angeles Times 29 Dec 14

As world oil prices have slumped below $60 a barrel, tumbling nearly 50% since June to a five-year low, analysts have scrambled to discern the
economic and political fallout. 

The International Criminal Court On Shaky Ground from Washington Post 29 Dec 14

A DOZEN years after its creation, the International Criminal Court is foundering. So far it has brought just 21 cases in eight countries, all of them
in Africa. Only two have resulted in convictions — of relatively obscure Congolese rebel leaders. 

Internet Expert Douglas Thomas On The Hacking Of Sony Pictures from Los Angeles Times 24 Dec 14

There are myriad ramifications to the hacking of Sony’s computers and the domino effect of its yanking “The Interview,” in the wake of a murky
threat from the North Korean cyber underground. 

Under The U.S. Ransom Policy, Families Pay A Price from Washington Post 24 Dec 14

As Americans gather with their families at Christmastime, we should pause to remember four who are not coming home for the holidays. 

Why Israeli-Palestinian Peace Failed from New York Times 24 Dec 14

I sat down with Tzipi Livni, Israel’s lead negotiator with the Palestinians during months of talks that collapsed last April, to get a sense of how she
viewed that failure and to take Israel’s pulse in the run-up to the March election. 

President’s Failure To Lead from Miami Herald 24 Dec 14

In my campaign to represent Florida’s 26th Congressional District in the U.S. House, I pledged that when discussing U.S.-Cuba policy, I would do
so from my perspective as a proud U.S.-born citizen, seeking to advance our country’s interests, independent of my personal and emotional ties to
the Cuban tragedy of the past 56 years. 

The Peacemakers Of 2014 from Boston Globe 23 Dec 14

2014 was an annus horribilis in foreign policy, as the Ebola crisis, Putin’s invasion of Ukraine, the rise of ISIS in a burning Middle East, and
multiple civil wars in Africa attest. 

Why Is The United States Shortchanging Its Commitment To Democracy? from Washington Post 23 Dec 14

U.S. assistance to advance democracy worldwide is in decline. Such spending has shrunk by 28 percent during Barack Obama’s presidency and is
now less than $2 billion per year.

Prosecute Those Who Tortured: Opposing View from USA Today 23 Dec 14

President Obama was surely right when he said the CIA torture program was a betrayal of our values. But it is far more. The widespread, brutal
acts performed in CIA “black sites” were actual crimes, and the government has a duty to prosecute those responsible. 

Prosecuting Torturers Wouldn’t Bring Closure: Our View from USA Today 23 Dec 14

No sooner had the Senate Intelligence Committee released its report on brutal CIA interrogations than people began demanding prosecutions.
Human rights groups, liberal lawmakers and even a senior United Nations officialwere among those clamoring to put CIA and senior Bush



administration officials on trial. And, on Monday, the ACLU called on the Justice Departmentto name a special prosecutor. Criminal charges,
these groups and individuals argue, would serve justice and ensure that the controversial techniques are not used again. We disagree. 

The Duck That Roared from Washington Post 22 Dec 14

Politics in a democracy is a team sport that leans heavily on individual high performers. This explains the paradoxical closing of President
Obama’s most difficult year in office. 

CIA’s Poisonous Legacy Starts With Who We Are from Boston Globe 22 Dec 14

Senator John McCain spoke the truth on the Senate floor this month, in response to the release of the Senate Intelligence Committee Report on
Torture: “. . . this question isn’t about our enemies; it’s about us. 

Obama, The Least Lame President? from New York Times 22 Dec 14

HISTORIANS rate presidents by every conceivable quality. One survey of presidential scholars rates presidents along no fewer than 20
dimensions, from best luck (Washington) and best imagination (Theodore Roosevelt) to best intelligence (Jefferson) and best handling of
Congress (Lyndon B. Johnson). And of course, there’s the ultimate prize: Best president, a distinction Lincoln and Franklin D. Roosevelt have
traded back and forth since at least the first modern survey, in 1948. What about least lame duck? 

In His Final Two Years, Obama Breaks Out His Changeup from Washington Post 19 Dec 14

The nadir for President Obama’s foreign policy probably came in April. His Republican critics were calling him “weak” and “indecisive” after
Russia’s invasion of Crimea. A deflated Obama responded meekly that sometimes the best a president can do is to hit “singles” and “doubles.” 

The Pain Of Cuban Exiles from Miami Herald 19 Dec 14

Though President Obama’s announcement of relaxed relations between the United States and Cuba spurred excitement in many circles, the news
felt like a kick in the gut for many in our community. 

Dissidents Feel Betrayed, Abandoned from Miami Herald 19 Dec 14

Americans rejoice that an American hostage has been freed from a Cuban prison. For five years, Raúl Castro bartered Alan Gross for the release
of Cubans convicted of spying on U.S. military bases. In the end, President Obama struck the deal that he expects will reset U.S.-Cuba relations.

How To Fight The Lone Wolf from Washington Post 19 Dec 14

The lone wolf is the new nightmare, dramatized and amplified this week by the hostage-taking attack in Sydney. But there are two kinds of lone
wolves — the crazy and the evil — and the distinction is important. 

Probably Too Soon To Call Cuba Policy Change ‘historic’ from Miami Herald 18 Dec 14

“I don’t think this is going to amount to much,” said Jaime Suchlicki, head of the Cuban Institute at the University of Miami. “Regardless of what
President Obama said today, he needs congressional approval for making any major changes in U.S. relations with Cuba.” Suchlicki and other
experts cited four reason why the announcement in the short term might not turn out to be as significant as many in the administration believe. 

Marco Rubio’s Fury Over The Cuba Shift Shows Why Obama Made The Right Move from Washington Post 18 Dec 14

Sen. Marco Rubio of Florida, the Republican Party’s point man on Cuba, seemed to be struggling to contain his fury as he responded to President
Obama’s move Wednesday to normalize relations with the Cold War foe. 

Ross: Taliban Bigger Threat To Pakistan Than India from USA Today 17 Dec 14

If we have learned one thing about the Islamic State, al-Qaeda or the Tehrik-i-Taliban (the Pakistani Taliban), there are no limits.

The Taliban’s Massacre Of Innocents In Pakistan from New York Times 17 Dec 14

With the slaughter of at least 145 schoolchildren and teachers at a school in Peshawar, Pakistan, on Tuesday, the Taliban took its grisly war against
the state to a more horrific place. 

A U.S.-China ‘Reset’? from Washington Post 17 Dec 14



This year began with some Chinese and American foreign-policy analysts looking back a century to World War I and wondering if confrontation
was inevitable between a rising power and a dominant one.

PolitiFact’s Liars Of The Year: The Politicians Who Played The Ebola Fear Card from Los Angeles Times 17 Dec 14

Remember Ebola? Only two months ago, many Americans were gripped by fear of the uncontrollable spread of an apparently incurable disease
that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention projected could strike 1.4 million people in West Africa before it came under control. 

Tortured Roots Of Enhanced Interrogations from Washington Post 17 Dec 14

Does it make everyone feel better to forget the past and just hold the CIA responsible for torturous interrogations at a time when the nation —
from the White House on down — feared another attack after Sept. 11, 2001? 

OPINION: A Vast Migration Tragedy from New York Times 17 Dec 14

Amid the multitude of World War II horrors, few tug at mankind’s conscience like the voyages of refugee boats whose passengers died fleeing
war, mass murder and genocide: the schooner Mefkure, sunk in 1944 on the Black Sea, taking over 300 lives, or the Struma, with almost 800
fatalities in those same waters two years earlier.

Democrats Define ‘Politicization’ With So-called Torture Report from Washington Times 16 Dec 14

This is not about defending torture. It’s about defending history. And maybe a little bit about preserving the future. 

Dick Cheney’s Defense Of CIA Torture Shows How Low We Can Go from Boston Globe 16 Dec 14

We’ve pretty much reached a point where Dick Cheney can make the most astounding statements on national television and it barely raises an
eyebrow. It is just Cheney being Cheney. 

Sen. Feinstein Lives Up To Rolling Stone’s Standards from Washington Post 16 Dec 14

Rolling Stone magazine has faced nearly unanimous condemnation for publishing serious accusations without bothering to interview those it
accused to check the facts and get their side of the story. So why is it wrong for Rolling Stone to do this, but okay for Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-
Calif.)? 

War Authorization Against The Islamic State Should Be A Priority from Washington Post 15 Dec 14

AMONG THE business that Congress will leave unfinished this month is legal authorization of the war against the Islamic State.

With Hackers Running Rampant, Why Would We Poke Holes In Data Security? from Los Angeles Times 15 Dec 14

Hardly a week goes by without a new report of some massive data theft that has put financial information, trade secrets or government records
into the hands of computer hackers. 

Journalists Shouldn’t Help Criminals from New York Times 15 Dec 14

THREE weeks ago Sony Pictures Entertainment was the victim of a massive cyberattack by an outlaw group calling itself the Guardians of Peace.
They breached Sony’s security and stole tens of thousands of internal documents and emails. 

Yes, The CIA Torture Report Should Have Been Released from Boston Globe 12 Dec 14

Released by the Senate Committee on Intelligence this week, it was originally written in 2012 and has caused an uproar, with critics and defenders
firing rhetorical salvos at one another. It may be, as the Senate Committee minority report and CIA both argue, that the report is politically
motivated, that it doesn’t tell the full story, and that the conclusions it reaches are unwarranted. But it should definitely have been released. 

A Travesty Of A Report from Washington Post 12 Dec 14

The report by Democrats on the Senate Intelligence Committee regarding CIA interrogation essentially accuses the agency under George W. Bush
of war criminality. Committee Chair Dianne Feinstein appears to offer some extenuation when she reminds us in the report’s preamble of the
shock and “pervasive fear” felt after 9/11. 

Television Convinces Americans That Torture Is Okay from Washington Post 12 Dec 14



Life has not imitated art. According to the Senate intelligence committee’s stomach-churning report, CIA operatives engaged, repeatedly, in
horrifying treatment of human beings. The most grotesque practices included “rectal feeding” and ice-bathing, as well as the brutal detainment of
dozens who turned out to be wrongfully held. 

Congress’s Rude Awakening from New York Times 12 Dec 14

When the long-lost grail of bipartisan compromise finally re-emerged on Capitol Hill this week, the spending bill for 2015 turned out to be
weighted with some of the most devious and damaging provisions imaginable for good government.

3 Reasons We Might Torture Again from USA Today 11 Dec 14

As Shakespeare wrote in the Merchant of Venice, “truth will out.” The release of the report of the Senate Intelligence Committee was the long-
awaited truth about one of this country’s most shameful chapters. Like water, truth has a way of finding its way out even against the determined
obstruction. 

Authorizing Military Force Must Have Limits from New York Times 11 Dec 14

Nearly five months and 1,100 airstrikes into the American-led war against the Islamic State, Congress has barely begun to fulfill its constitutional
war-making responsibilities. 

The Dream Of Democracy Lives On In The Americas from Miami Herald 11 Dec 14

The U.S. dilemma is in sharp focus with signs that Panama, which hosts the seventh summit next April, will invite Cuba for the first time. Such an
invitation, supported widely in Latin America, would hand President Obama a difficult choice: either to accept Cuba at the table, contrary to
principles that have limited the summit to democracies, or sit on the sidelines of a forum that we first convened.

The Senate Report On The C.I.A.’s Torture And Lies from New York Times 10 Dec 14

The world has long known that the United States government illegally detained and tortured prisoners after the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001,
and lied about it to Congress and the world. But the summary of a report released Tuesday of the Senate investigation of these operations, even
after being sanitized by the Central Intelligence Agency itself, is a portrait of depravity that is hard to comprehend and even harder to stomach. 

The Torture Report Reminds Us Of What America Was from New York Times 10 Dec 14

I was an interrogator at Abu Ghraib. I tortured. 

The Senate Report On The C.I.A.’s Torture And Lies from New York Times 10 Dec 14

The world has long known that the United States government illegally detained and tortured prisoners after the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001,
and lied about it to Congress and the world.

Exposing The CIA’s Stain On America from Washington Post 10 Dec 14

Releasing the Senate intelligence committee’s report on torture wasn’t even close to a close call. It was a necessary, if infuriatingly belated,
corollary to the choice not to prosecute those who relied on faulty legal advice in engaging in such repugnant practices. 

The Senate’s CIA Report Is A Necessary Public Accounting from Washington Post 10 Dec 14

A CIA medical officer who was assigned to monitor the interrogation of an al-Qaeda operative named Abu Zubaida sent a message to his
superiors on Aug. 4, 2002, the day the CIA first used the technique known as “waterboarding.” He hauntingly titled his cable: “So it begins.” 

Not In Our Name from Miami Herald 10 Dec 14

On Tuesday, the U.S. Senate released a sweeping indictment of the CIA and the brutal extent to which it went to protect Americans in the months
and years after 9/11. 

Pardon Bush And Those Who Tortured from New York Times 9 Dec 14

BEFORE President George W. Bush left office, a group of conservatives lobbied the White House to grant pardons to the officials who had
planned and authorized the United States torture program. My organization, the American Civil Liberties Union, found the proposal repugnant. 



Pritzker: Immigration Source Of Economic Opportunity from USA Today 9 Dec 14

The history of the United States has been built on the stories of immigrants who came to this country with little more than a strong work ethic and
the desire for a better life. Just like many Americans, my own family made their way to the U.S. in search of greater opportunity and freedoms. 

Crafting A Win-Win-Win For Russia, Ukraine And The West from Washington Post 8 Dec 14

Recent reports of more troop and equipment movements into the separatist-held regions of Ukraine suggest that Russia is once again seeking to
stir up trouble.

The Sloppy Thinking Of ‘No Military Solution’ from Washington Post 8 Dec 14

The epigram often connected to Barack Obama’s foreign policy is “don’t do stupid [stuff].” That’s inaccurate. The real mantra of this
administration, enunciated over and over by the president and his top aides since he took office in 2009, is “there is no military solution.” 

Why I’m Giving Up My Passport from New York Times 8 Dec 14

THE mayor of London, Boris Johnson, who was born in New York and holds both American and British passports, recently said that he would not
pay a tax bill from the United States on capital gains from the sale of his home in the London borough of Islington. Mr. Johnson pointed out that
he hasn’t lived in America since he was 5. He’d like to renounce his citizenship, but said the process was “very difficult.” 

A Noble Rescue Attempt from Wall Street Journal 8 Dec 14

Though Luke Somers died, jihadists know they are targets if they kidnap Americans. 

Releasing The Feinstein Report On The CIA In The Middle Of A War Would Be An Act Of Exceptional Recklessness from
Washington Post 8 Dec 14

With the apparently imminent release of the Feinstein report on CIA interrogations of high-value terrorists a decade ago, let’s consider the
situation of intelligence personnel who have been involved, not in that program but in drone strikes against terrorists, conducted in a variety of
countries around the world. 

A Safe Zone In Syria Would Be A Forward Step In The Islamic State Fight from Washington Post 5 Dec 14

UNDER PRESSURE from allies, the Obama administration appears to be creeping toward a correction of its strategy in Syria.

Debunking Retreat Argument Against Obama’s Foreign Policy from Boston Globe 5 Dec 14

Earlier this week, I went on NPR’s “On Point’’ to discuss the Obama administration’s foreign policy performance. One of my fellow panelists was
Bret Stephens, an editorial writer at the Wall Street Journal and author of the new book, “America In Retreat: The New Isolationism and the
Coming Global Disorder.” It’s the kind of book that it catnip for conservative opponents of President Obama. As Stephens said on the radio, while
George W. Bush perhaps might have pushed too far in the direction of over-engagement, Obama has swung the pendulum back in the other
direction toward isolationism and retrenchment. 

The Winter Of Mr. Putin’s Discontent from New York Times 5 Dec 14

It is hard to imagine that this was a state of the nation address President Vladimir Putin relished making. His country is in bad shape — sanctions
and low oil prices have thrown the ruble into a tailspin, the economy is headed for recession, he had to abandon the South Stream gas pipeline
and, just hours before he was to speak, Islamist rebels mounted an attack in Chechnya. So, analysts wondered, would he stay with the hard line or
inject a dose of realism? 

Fight Extremism With Hospitality from USA Today 4 Dec 14

Jordan’s minister of Islamic affairs recently ordered imams throughout the country to preach peace or face banishment from the pulpit. “You
clerics are our ground forces against the extremists,” Hayel Dawood said. 

Dianne Feinstein: America’s Nuclear Arsenal Is Unnecessarily And Unsustainably Large from Washington Post 4 Dec 14

During the Cold War, the United States and the Soviet Union were mired in an arms race. The antagonism led each side to stockpile more than
30,000 nuclear weapons to prevent the other from gaining an advantage. 



President Obama’s Unilateral Action On Immigration Has No Precedent from Washington Post 3 Dec 14

THE WHITE House has defended President Obama’s unilateral decision to legalize the presence of nearly 4 million undocumented immigrants as
consistent, even in scope, with the executive actions of previous presidents. In fact, it is increasingly clear that the sweeping magnitude of Mr.
Obama’s order is unprecedented. 

Paranoia Could Be The Best Weapon Against The Islamic State from Washington Post 3 Dec 14

The worm of paranoia begins to eat into even the hardest adversary. An example is a Twitter post last week displaying an Islamic State leaflet
offering a $5,000 reward for information about “crusaders’ agents” in the ranks. 

Modern Slavery Grows from New York Times 3 Dec 14

Global slavery has become a profitable growth industry generating an estimated $150 billion a year in illicit profits. Modern-day slaves include
construction workers in the Persian Gulf, girls from Nepal trafficked into prostitution, shrimp fishermen on Thai ships, children in India working
in brick kilns and garment workers in Bangladesh. Slavery is also present in prostitution rings, and even in private homes that employ domestic
workers in the United States and Europe. 

The Gift That Keeps Giving from New York Times 3 Dec 14

Flying into New York the other day, I got my first good look at the Freedom Tower, now known as 1 World Trade Center, the skyscraper that sits
atop 9/11’s ground zero.

The Taliban’s Reign Of Terror from New York Times 2 Dec 14

Militant gunmen killed four members of a polio vaccination team in Pakistan in late November, deepening the government’s struggle against an
outbreak of the disease that is threatening neighboring countries. 

How To Push Back On Obama’s Executive Amnesty from Washington Post 2 Dec 14

While even “Saturday Night Live” is skewering President Obama for his executive order granting de facto amnesty to millions of illegal
immigrants, Obama is the one having the last laugh. His move has put the GOP into a political corner, and Obama knows Republicans have few
good options for pushing back on his lawlessness. 

Last Call from Miami Herald 2 Dec 14

Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto last week proposed a major reform of the country’s police structure in a belated response to a series of
events that have turned into a crisis of legitimacy testing the young president’s ability to govern effectively. 

Iraqis Who Helped Us Now Need Our Help Getting Out from Miami Herald 2 Dec 14

I’ve written of my gratitude to this country for taking in my immigrant grandparents, and my belief that immigration makes this country great.
This year, I’m thinking about a special group of would-be immigrants — a group whom the United States should be welcoming with thanks, but
is instead treating shamefully. 

Pentagon Budget Efforts Trapped By A Cycle Of “Madness” from Washington Post 2 Dec 14

Congress has 10 days to “stop the madness” — Deputy Defense Secretary Robert Work’s description of the legislative process that he says has
prevented the construction of a coherent defense budget. 

Sudan Embraces Genocide, Terrorism — And Iran from Washington Post 1 Dec 14

It is not often that we’re able to listen in on the comments of senior officials in a government that stands internationally accused of genocide. But
that’s exactly what we’ve been given through the leaked minutes of a security meeting held Aug. 31 by top military and security officials in
Sudan. Prominent in the document are plans for further genocidal tactics in parts of the country. 

The Real Benghazi Scandal from Boston Globe 1 Dec 14

On Nov. 21, the House Intelligence Committee perpetrated one of the more surreptitious Friday news dump in recent memory: dropping a
comprehensive, two-year report that debunked pretty much every myth about the 2012 Benghazi tragedy. 



Fred Hiatt: The Tyranny You Haven’t Heard Of from Washington Post 1 Dec 14

You could call it a stealth North Korea: a country in the same league of repression and isolation as the Hermit Kingdom, but with far less attention
paid to its crimes. The country is Uzbekistan, one of the Central Asian nations that emerged out of the wreckage of the Soviet Union in 1991. 

I Played By The Legal Immigration Rules, But It Should Be Easier For Others To Do So from Washington Post 28 Nov 14

Opponents of President Obama’s recent action on immigration — and of any kind of legalization policy for undocumented workers — often argue
that these initiatives are not fair to America’s legal immigrants.

Thankful For What Matters from Washington Post 28 Nov 14

THANKSGIVING IS a good time for putting things in perspective. Bill Mauldin did that in a wartime drawing from Europe 70 years ago that
carried a message which still touches us.

Counting Benghazi Blessings from New York Times 28 Nov 14

This year, in a break from tradition, I am giving thanks for the House Intelligence Committee’s final report on Benghazi. Also family and friends.
But I give thanks for them every year. This is our first opportunity to be grateful for the House Intelligence Committee’s Benghazi report.

David Ignatius: At An Impasse With Iran from Washington Post 26 Nov 14

The Iran nuclear talks defy easy comparison: But think of a labor negotiation in which it’s too costly for workers to go on strike or for
management to impose a lockout, so the two sides continue without a contract while negotiations proceed. The situation appears stable, but that’s
partly because it’s at an impasse.

Keep Pushing For An Iran Deal from New York Times 26 Nov 14

I wrote last May that “unreasonable optimism” surrounded nuclear talks between Iran and the major powers. Unreasonable pessimism should not
surround the failure to reach an overall agreement and the decision to extend negotiations for seven months. 

GOP Ponders Its Next Move In Wake Of Obama’s Immigration Action from Los Angeles Times 26 Nov 14

When President Obama announced his decision to allow roughly 4 million undocumented immigrants to stay in the U.S. without fear of
deportation, Democrats and Republicans in Washington disagreed furiously about the move. No surprise there. 

New Frontier For Ebola from New York Times 26 Nov 14

The huge, impoverished country of Mali looks like the new frontier in the fight to control the Ebola epidemic in West Africa. The virus has killed
thousands in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, the three countries where the virus first emerged, but it has not gained much of a foothold
elsewhere. 

With Chuck Hagel’s Departure, Obama Is Turning Into George W. Bush from Washington Post 25 Nov 14

When Barack Obama looks in the mirror these days, he must see a terrifying visage staring back at him: that of George W. Bush. 

Mr. Obama Should Keep An Open Mind In Choosing His Next Defense Secretary from Washington Post 25 Nov 14

IF THE resignation of Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel augurs a move by President Obama to shake up his national security team and reconsider
his strategy in crisis areas such as Syria and Ukraine, then it will be welcomed. 

Obama’s Immigration Goal: Enrage Republicans from Los Angeles Times 25 Nov 14

Maybe President Obama is just trolling? For those who don’t know, in Internet parlance, trolling is an effort to elicit outrage from a specific group
or the public generally.

Michael Gerson: Obama’s Executive Order Redefines The Immigration Debate from Washington Post 25 Nov 14

Following President Obama’s ambitious executive order on immigration — unprecedented not in subject matter but in scope and ambition — we
are left to pick through the wreckage of law and precedent. 

Bigger Than Immigration from New York Times 24 Nov 14



Don’t let yourself get lost in the weeds. Don’t allow yourself to believe that opposition to President Obama’s executive actions on immigration is
only about that issue, the president’s tactics, or his lack of obsequiousness to his detractors. 

The Kurds’ Lonely Fight Against The Islamic State from Washington Post 24 Nov 14

How goes the war against the Islamic State? A useful barometer is the position of Iraqi Kurdistan, which is the most reliable U.S. ally in the battle
— and holds the longest front against the terrorists. 

The Danger Of Foreign Jihadists from New York Times 24 Nov 14

Once again, a new video from the Islamic State features young foreign converts joining in the slaughter of prisoners and hostages alongside
hardened jihadists. 

The Pro-Sanctions, Anti-Iran Contingent Grows from Washington Post 21 Nov 14

As the chances of a final deal between Iran and the P5+1 shrink, another conflict between President Obama and Congress looms. The Los Angeles
Times reports: “Skeptics in Congress, who include senior members of both parties, have long been warning that if a deal wasn’t concluded this
year they would seek to impose further sanctions on Iran.

The Democrats’ Immigration Problem from New York Times 21 Nov 14

PRESIDENT OBAMA’S executive order eliminating the threat of deportation for millions of undocumented immigrants is good policy. It is the
right thing to do. But it is a dangerous move for the Democratic Party. 

On Immigration, The GOP Should Make The Next Move from Washington Post 21 Nov 14

AT A stroke, President Obama will protect, at least for the remainder of his term, more than 4 million illegal immigrants from the threat of
deportation. He justifies the move as an act of “prosecutorial discretion.” No president has ever ordered such far-reaching immigration action with
so translucent a legal fig leaf.

Stopping An Awakening In Iraq Before It Can Start from Washington Post 21 Nov 14

A centerpiece of President Obama’s strategy for defeating the Islamic State is mobilizing tribal fighters to join the Iraqi military in retaking Anbar
province and others dominated by Sunnis. But new research shows that the jihadists have been working since 2009 to gut the very Sunni tribal
leadership on which Obama’s rollback depends — making the U.S. campaign much more difficult. 

The Climate Pact Swindle from Washington Post 21 Nov 14

Historic. Such is the ubiquitous description of the climate agreement recently announced in Beijing between Barack Obama and Xi Jinping in
which China promised for the first time to cap carbon emissions. 

At Long Last, Immigration Action from New York Times 20 Nov 14

President Obama says he will speak to the nation on Thursday night about making major changes to immigration policy, including shielding
several million unauthorized immigrants from deportation. He intends to do this under executive authority, because he has given up waiting for
Congress to act. 

Israeli And Palestinian Leaders Know What They Need To Do To Stop A “Third Intifada” from Washington Post 20 Nov 14

PALESTINIAN LEADERS, as much as their Israeli counterparts, should have no interest in a “third intifada,” or popular uprising, in Jerusalem or
the West Bank. The last one, beginning in 2000, killed thousands while profoundly damaging the cause of Palestinian statehood.

Congress Must Debate The Wisdom, Or Folly, Of Using Force Against The Islamic State from Los Angeles Times 20 Nov 14

When President Obama declared in September that the United States would be part of an international effort to “degrade and ultimately destroy”
Islamic State, he said vaguely that he welcomed congressional support but insisted that he already had the necessary legal authority to act.

Nuke Talks Could Fill Your Pocket from USA Today 20 Nov 14

A small group of men and women who’ve been gathering regularly in a conference room in Vienna have just days to deal a potentially mortal
blow to the terror group Islamic State. 



In Syria, Doctors Become The Victims from New York Times 20 Nov 14

International law is supposed to protect health workers treating anyone who is sick or wounded. Not in Syria: There, along with bakeries and
schools, one of the most dangerous places to be is in a hospital or an ambulance. 

Horror In Israel from New York Times 19 Nov 14

There is no comprehending the murder of four men, including three rabbis, at a synagogue complex in a neighborhood of West Jerusalem on
Tuesday. 

Executive Amnesty Is Shortsighted: Column from USA Today 19 Nov 14

President Obama is reportedly poised to take executive action on immigration through a multipoint plan that could provide temporary
immigration relief for a few million people. Some Republican members of Congress are asserting that the president lacks the authority to take
broad-scale unilateral action. 

President Obama Needs To Fix His Flawed Islamic State Strategy from Washington Post 18 Nov 14

THE BEHEADING of another American by the Islamic State brought an appropriately harsh condemnation from President Obama, who called it
“an act of pure evil.” Such words about the murder of Abdul-Rahman Kassig, also known as Peter Kassig, ought to reinforce the urgency of
destroying the terrorist entity before it can further embed itself in Syria and Iraq...

The Moral Issue Of Climate Change from Washington Post 18 Nov 14

The politics of selfishness was embraced enthusiastically last week by Sen. Mitch McConnell. In dismissing President Obama’s deal with China to
reduce carbon emissions, the incoming Senate majority leader said “carbon emission regulations are creating havoc in my state and other states
around the country” by undermining economic interests. 

A Slippery Slope On Immigration from Washington Post 18 Nov 14

Every Democrat should be nervous about President Obama’s plan for unilateral action on immigration reform. 

The Trauma Of ISIS from New York Times 18 Nov 14

What exactly does the nightmare of the beheading of another American, Peter Kassig, by Islamic State consist of? 

In Mr. Obama’s Own Words, Acting Alone Is “Not How Our Democracy Functions” from Washington Post 18 Nov 14

DEMOCRATS URGING President Obama to “go big” in his executive order on immigration might pause to consider the following scenario: 

Boehner’s Immigration Inertia Forces Obama To Act from Washington Post 18 Nov 14

Oh, please. All the melodramatic Republican outrage isn’t fooling anybody. The only reason President Obama has to act on immigration reform is
that House Speaker John Boehner won’t. 

State Department Gives U.N. Panel Tools For CIA’s Fall from Washington Times 18 Nov 14

In September 2009, a Polish newspaper headline screamed, “Stabbed in the Back.” The occasion was the United States announcing the
cancellation of a plan to install ground-based interceptor missiles in Poland — an effort the Poles had undertaken in good faith on American
advice and at some risk, now canceled without consultations and announced with incredible insensitivity on the anniversary of the Soviet invasion
of Poland. 

Peter Kassig's murder by ISIS: A sign of weakness from a terror group on the run from CNN 17 Nov 14

The beheading of American aid worker Peter Kassig by ISIS is an act of cruelty, but it's also an act of desperation by a terrorist organization that
has found itself on the run. 

Op-Ed: The Arabs Will Lose Jerusalem Too from Arutz Sheva (Israel) 17 Nov 14

Nothing the Jews do will change the undying self-destructive hatred of the Palestinian Arabs.



Power Plays At The APEC Summit In Beijing from Washington Post 14 Nov 14

The photograph on Tuesday from Beijing was as carefully arranged as a display of Ming pottery: Presidents Barack Obama and Xi Jinping
discussing the world’s business as they walked, side by side, across a bridge with ornate, brilliantly illuminated lampposts. 

How Congress Can Shut The Door To Cyberthreats from Washington Post 14 Nov 14

SIX YEARS AGO, the federal government’s classified computer networks were infiltrated by a tiny bit of malware. A massive operation known
as Buckshot Yankee was carried out to clean the networks of the intruder, and the event helped spur the creation of U.S. Cyber Command, which
is now growing rapidly. The government has put cyberthreats at the top of its national security threat matrix. 

Opinion: Regulating The Internet Threatens Entrepreneurial Freedom from Washington Post 14 Nov 14

Never before has it been so easy to turn an idea into a business. With a simple Internet connection, some ingenuity and a lot of hard work, anyone
today can create a new service or app or start selling products nationwide. 

A Potential Fresh Start For U.S. Foreign Policy from Washington Post 13 Nov 14

Barack Obama’s coming request for Congress to “right-size and update” the Authorization for Use of Military Force (AUMF) against terrorism
will be constitutionally fastidious and will catalyze a debate that will illuminate Republican fissures. They, however, are signs of a healthy
development — the reappearance of foreign policy heterodoxy in Republican ranks. 

The U.S. And China Reach A Landmark Climate Deal from Washington Post 13 Nov 14

CHINA AND the United States can make or break the global response to climate change, but until now it has not been clear whether the nations
would ever shake hands on a big joint commitment. On Wednesday they did just that, sealing one of the most significant international climate
deals ever struck. 

Why Putin Is Suddenly So Playful from Miami Herald 13 Nov 14

At the Asia-Pacific summit in China, Russian President Vladimir Putin did his best to appear relaxed, even playful. As his country faces some of
its biggest international challenges in the post-Soviet era, he is showing an incredible levity. There are two ways to interpret that: as a subtle
attempt at intimidation, or a sign that he thinks his relationship with the West can still be repaired. 

The President Defies the Voters from Wall Street Journal 13 Nov 14

Threatening an amnesty if the House won’t hurry up and pass immigration reform could boomerang.

A Handy Checklist For The U.S. Effort In Iraq from Washington Post 12 Nov 14

As the United States advances into its third war in Iraq in a quarter-century, it’s important to have a mental checklist to assess whether U.S.
strategy there can succeed. Right now, because of Iraq’s continuing corruption and sectarianism, it’s hard to be optimistic. 

Don’t Ask How To Feed The 9 Billion from New York Times 12 Nov 14

At dinner with a friend the other night, I mentioned that I was giving a talk this week debunking the idea that we need to grow more food on a
large scale so we can “feed the nine billion” — the anticipated global population by 2050. 

Americans Rally ‘Round Obama’s War On Islamic State, But Not Obama from Los Angeles Times 12 Nov 14

Remember when pundits were worried that Americans had turned isolationist? As recently as August, polls showed big majorities opposed to
military intervention in Iraq, Syria or anywhere else. 

OPINION: Mexico’s Barbarous Tragedy from New York Times 10 Nov 14

The massacre of 43 students from a teachers college in Ayotzinapa has horrified Mexico. Social indignation has reached a boiling point in protests
across the country. The demonstrations are both natural and justified — and certainly without precedent in recent decades. 

Obama’s Bet On Iran from Washington Post 10 Nov 14

As a presidential candidate seven years ago, Barack Obama shook up the foreign policy world by declaring that he favored “direct diplomacy” to
reshape U.S. relations with long-standing adversaries like Syria, Cuba and North Korea. Critics, including Hillary Clinton, called him naive, and



until now they have proved right. 

The Kurds Can’t Afford To Leave Iraq from New York Times 10 Nov 14

For the two families that govern the Kurdistan Region of Iraq — the Barzanis and Talabanis — the Islamic State’s rampage across Iraq this past
summer represented an unprecedented opportunity. Taking advantage of the Iraqi army’s complete collapse, the Kurds captured the oil-rich area
around Kirkuk on June 11. 

In Honor Of Veterans Day, Let’s Deal With The Real Costs Of War from Los Angeles Times 10 Nov 14

Many Americans may not know that Veterans Day began as Armistice Day. At the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th month in 1918, the Allied
nations and Germany agreed to an armistice, a temporary cessation of hostilities that began the process of ending World War I. In much of the
world, at 11 a.m. local time, people still pause on Nov. 11 to observe a few moments of silence for the tens of millions killed and wounded in “the
war to end all wars.” 

Europe Is Blocking Mideast Peace from New York Times 7 Nov 14

This cycle of violence will only be broken when the international community insists upon greater accountability and ceases to turn a blind eye to
the horrific human rights violations committed by both sides. 

Russia, Pivoting To Asia, Defines Itself Against The West. from New York Times 7 Nov 14

For close to a quarter-century there was a basic assumption in the West about Russia: It would, with zigzags and pauses, after huffs and
hesitations, gradually integrate with the Western world.

Obama’s Fourth-quarter Agenda For Foreign Policy from Washington Post 7 Nov 14

President Obama looked almost relieved after Tuesday’s election blowout. A man who has been perhaps the least political president in modern
U.S. history doesn’t have to worry about elections anymore. 

The U.S. Strategy Leaves Yazidis Exposed To The Islamic State from Washington Post 6 Nov 14

THE OBAMA administration has emphasized that its plan for combating the Islamic State envisions a multiyear struggle, rather than the lightning
campaigns of other Mideast wars.

For Israel, Two-State Is No Solution from New York Times 6 Nov 14

Recent events in the Middle East are a reminder of how the old models of peace between Israel and the Palestinians are no longer relevant. The
time has come to rethink the two-state solution. 

The Israel Boycott That Backfired from Los Angeles Times 6 Nov 14

For about a year, the American Studies Assn. has been offering a very public object lesson in how to destroy a scholarly organization. Ostensibly
devoted to the study of all things American, the 5,000-member academic cohort has ventured outside its natural borders and into the crossfire of
Israeli-Palestinian politics by voting to bestow pariah status on Israel.

Henry Kissinger’s Words Of Wisdom from Boston Globe 6 Nov 14

For 91-year-old Henry Kissinger, establishing a stable, balanced world order has been the overarching goal of his extraordinary life and career.
“World Order” is also the title, not coincidentally, of his important new book, further affirmation of his place as one of the most distinguished
foreign policy thinkers and diplomats in American history. 

A Plan To Heal Syria? from Washington Post 5 Nov 14

With U.S.-backed “moderate” opposition forces on the run in northern Syria, a mediation group is proposing an alternative strategy for local
cease-fires and a gradual de-escalation of violence in a future decentralized nation. 

Moscow’s War On Ethnic Minorities from New York Times 5 Nov 14

...Russia is casting about for new enemies, and the media appear to feel the need to contribute to the search.



Europe’s Migration Impasse from New York Times 5 Nov 14

Caught between the European Union’s commitment to humanitarian values and growing voter anti-immigrant sentiment, Europe has reached an
impasse on migration that risks fatal consequences. 

Europe’s Migration Impasse from New York Times 5 Nov 14

Caught between the European Union’s commitment to humanitarian values and growing voter anti-immigrant sentiment, Europe has reached an
impasse on migration that risks fatal consequences. 

Accepting U.S. Limitations In The Fight Against The Islamic State from Washington Post 4 Nov 14

Americans still don’t seem to get that the fight against the so-called Islamic State has just begun and will last for years. They must also realize that
U.S. military power won’t decide the issue. 

Mr. Putin Resumes His Chipping Away At Ukraine from Washington Post 4 Nov 14

RUSSIA HAS taken another significant step toward creating a puppet state inside Ukraine. Over the weekend the Moscow-controlled cities of
Donetsk and Luhansk and nearby areas staged “elections” for the leaders of what Russian President Vladimir Putin calls Novorossiya. 

After Kobane, Saving Aleppo from Washington Post 4 Nov 14

Stopped at the last minute in Kobane, the terrorist group known in the Arab world as Daesh — we do not use Islamic State, because the group is
neither truly Islamic nor a state — is dispatching its murderers to other points along the Syrian-Turkish border. And at the end of the road lies
Aleppo, the bastion of the moderate opposition. 

No Time For Quarrels from The Miami Herald 3 Nov 14

Last week’s unfortunate outburst of name-calling between the White House and the prime minister’s office in Israel doesn’t speak well for either
President Obama or Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. 

Why OPEC Is Fine With Falling Oil Prices from USA Today 3 Nov 14

Chances are you’ve been feeling a bit better about the economy in the last couple of months — and that optimism may have nothing to do with
the stock market. Instead, you can thank lower prices at the gas pumps, a welcome boost to consumer spending power. 

Latest Violent Episode Raises Alarm In Mexico from Miami Herald 3 Nov 14

It started as a typical university student protest — like so many others — in the state of Guerrero in southern Mexico. This one in the city of
Iguala, however, turned deadly with the disappearance of 43 students who, as of this writing, have yet to be found. 

U.S. Sugar Policy: Sweet for a Few, Sour for Most from Wall Street Journal 3 Nov 14

New restrictions on Mexican sugar imports undermine the government’s negotiating position in free trade talks. 

The Ultimate Global Antipoverty Program from Wall Street Journal 3 Nov 14

Extreme poverty fell to 15% in 2011, from 36% in 1990. Credit goes to the spread of capitalism. 

An Iranian Who Could Balance Tehran’s Factions? from Washington Post 31 Oct 14

An intriguing figure is gaining prominence in the Iranian government just as regional conflicts in Iraq and Syria intensify and nuclear talks with
the West move toward a Nov. 24 deadline. The newly prominent official is Ali Shamkhani, the head of Iran’s national security council. 

Boko Haram’s Continuing Rampage from New York Times 31 Oct 14

More than six months have passed since the Boko Haram extremist group seized the world’s attention by kidnapping 276 schoolgirls in Nigeria.
After a “Bring Back Our Girls” campaign went viral on social media, the United States, France, Britain and Israel joined an international effort to
locate the girls. That effort has been fruitless.

We Must Be Ready For Ebola And Other Threats from Miami Herald 31 Oct 14

Some hospital, somewhere in the United States, was going to be the first. Texas Presbyterian in Dallas was the one. In spite of the mistakes made



there, it was fortunate that Thomas Duncan decided to go to the emergency department of a large, sophisticated, well-resourced hospital. If he
hadn’t, the outcome and potential ripple effect could have been much worse.

Blaming The West For Things Gone Wrong, Mr. Putin Sings An Old Tune from New York Times 31 Oct 14

Vladimir Putin’s annual appearance before the Valdai “discussion club,” a gathering of international analysts and journalists who follow Russia, is
his chance to sound off on a global stage. Last week, with sanctions and dropping oil prices choking Russia’s economy and stoking Mr. Putin’s
anger, the predictable target was his bête noire, America. 

No Need To Panic from Miami Herald 30 Oct 14

The paranoia over Ebola reached dangerous levels last week when Gov. Chris Christie of New Jersey imposed a mandatory quarantine rule on
nurse Kaci Hickox, who registered a fever after returning to this country following a stay in West Africa to combat Ebola but had not contracted
the virus. 

We Must Be Ready For Ebola And Other Threats from Miami Herald 30 Oct 14

Some hospital, somewhere in the United States, was going to be the first. Texas Presbyterian in Dallas was the one. 

Israel, US Breaking Up Over Two-state Solution from Boston Globe 30 Oct 14

Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Ya’alon has come to epitomize the Israeli school of thought that dismisses peace with the Palestinians as being not
only impossible but undesirable. 

Wishful Thinking In The U.S. Plans Against The Islamic State from Washington Post 29 Oct 14

A glimpse of the anxiety sweeping the Arab world surfaced last week when an Arab woman complained during a talk in Amman at the Columbia
Global Center for the Middle East. She said my speech’s title about the “crisis” in the region wasn’t accurate. The correct word was
“disintegration.” The audience cheered loudly. 

ISIS And Vietnam from New York Times 29 Oct 14

In May, I visited Vietnam and met with university students. After a week of being love-bombed by Vietnamese, who told me how much they
admire America, want to work or study there and have friends and family living there, I couldn’t help but ask myself: “How did we get this
country so wrong? How did we end up in a war with Vietnam that cost so many lives and drove them into the arms of their most hated enemy,
China?” 

Turkey’s Obstruction Of Kobani’s Battle Against ISIS from New York Times 29 Oct 14

Since Sept. 15, we, the people of the Syrian town of Kobani, have been fighting, outnumbered and outgunned, against an all-out assault by the
army of the Islamic State, also known as ISIS. 

Ebola Policies Made In Panic Cause More Damage from New York Times 28 Oct 14

With good reason, Americans are deeply confused about the risks of Ebola. It is a frightening disease, made more so by dueling theories about
how best to deal with people arriving from West Africa and by wildly different messages — based partly on erroneous information given out by
New York City officials — about whether the doctor who returned to New York from treating patients in Guinea and came down with the disease
was or was not a danger to others when he moved around the city. 

Vladimir Putin Lays Out A Menacing Choice For The West from Washington Post 28 Oct 14

ANYONE WONDERING what Western leaders have been up against when they try to reason with Vladimir Putin need only read the transcript of
the Russian ruler’s three-hour performance at the annual Valdai conference in Sochi on Friday.

A Climate Of Fear from New York Times 28 Oct 14

I don’t know about you, but I find dinner conversations often veer in strange directions these days, like the friend telling me the other evening that
the terrorists calling themselves Islamic State could easily dispatch one of their own to West Africa, make sure he contracts Ebola, then get him
onto the London Underground or the Paris Metro or the New York subway, squeezed up against plenty of other folk at rush hour, and bingo! 



The Case For Suspending U.S. Visas In Ebola-affected Countries from Washington Post 27 Oct 14

As alarm mounts over the spread of Ebola, many are concerned that screening travelers who arrive in the United States from West Africa is not
sufficiently protective because it will not identify those who carry the virus but are not yet symptomatic.

Lifting The Ban On Domestic Oil Exports Would Lower U.S. Gas Prices — A Little Bit from Washington Post 27 Oct 14

POLITICIANS HAVE stoked fears that lifting a 1970s ban on exporting U.S. crude oil would increase gasoline prices at home. Last week the
Government Accountability Office said they are wrong. 

History Without Hitler? from New York Times 27 Oct 14

A hundred years ago this week, in the early morning hours of Thursday, Oct. 29, 1914, the near-death of a frontline German soldier almost
changed the course of 20th century history. 

China’s Crackdown On Dissent Shows How Nervous Its Leaders Are from Washington Post 27 Oct 14

hen Mr. Xi took office last year, many Chinese hoped that he would curb the arbitrary power of party officials in favor of a more independent and
transparent judiciary. In fact, intolerance of dissent and secretive purges have intensified, and last week’s party conclave produced no sign of a
new direction, though officials touted it as reinforcing the rule of law.

Let’s Talk About How Islam Has Been Hijacked from Wall Street Journal 27 Oct 14

I’m appalled by what is done in the name of my religion. Yet my American friends don’t want to hear it.

Shooting Will Tighten Canada-U.S. Ties: Column from USA Today 24 Oct 14

Americans and Canadians have historically been close friends, allies and trading partners. After two tragic events in my country, Canada, I believe
the ties which bind us together are going to get even stronger. 

CDC Lost Its Ebola Gamble: Column from USA Today 24 Oct 14

The Ebola situation is testing the world’s best infectious disease team, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), at its ability to
perform crisis management. While the immediate threat in the United States appears to be receding, it is far from clear that we’re up to facing a
stronger test. 

The World Is In Denial About Ebola’s True Threat from Washington Post 24 Oct 14

It is such a relief about that Ebola thing. The threat of a U.S. outbreak turned out to be overhyped. A military operation is underway to help those
poor Liberians. An Ebola czar (what is his name again?) has been appointed to coordinate the U.S. government response. The growth of the
disease in Africa, by some reports, seems to have slowed. On to the next crisis. 

Iraq And The U.S. Are Losing Ground To The Islamic State from Washington Post 24 Oct 14

Jalal al-Gaood, one of the tribal leaders the United States has been cultivating in hopes of rolling back extremists in Iraq, grimly describes how his
home town in Anbar province was forced this week to surrender to fighters from the Islamic State. 

Fight Against The Islamic State Militants Turns Into Stalemate from Los Angeles Times 24 Oct 14

The United States and its allies are no longer losing the war against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, and in the Middle East, that counts as
progress. 

Military Success Has Bred Popular Support For The Islamic State from Washington Post 23 Oct 14

WESTERN LEADERS sometimes suggest that the Islamic State is its own worst enemy, so extreme in doctrine and practice that it will galvanize
opposition within the Islamic world. While that is proving true to some extent — Muslim governments, senior clerics and even other jihadist
groups have joined the fight against the would-be caliphate — the sobering truth is that the Islamic State also has picked up popular support and
the allegiance of other militants in countries as far away as Algeria and Pakistan. 

Terror Attacks In Canada Warn Of Things To Come: Column from USA Today 23 Oct 14

Today’s terrorist incident in Canada should come as no surprise. Both the Canadian government and jihadists have been talking for weeks about a



potential attack. 

Misinformation Mars Ebola Travel Ban Debate: Our View from USA Today 23 Oct 14

With Ebola ravaging West Africa, an infected Liberian traveler dead in Dallas and confidence in government assurances shaken, it’s no wonder
people are grasping at anything that looks like it might provide a measure of safety. And what they’re grasping at now are proposals to ban travel
to the USA from the three West African countries hardest hit by Ebola. 

The Best Course For Net Neutrality from Miami Herald 23 Oct 14

As the FCC weighs action on net neutrality, mobile app makers are paying close attention. Advocacy groups maintain that the only way to protect
these companies is with new regulation that would classify the internet as a utility. But are regulated utility companies the right model for
supporting innovation in this new marketplace? 

A Small Organization Offers A Fresh Approach On Preventing Terrorism from Washington Post 22 Oct 14

Hedayah certainly doesn’t look like a global counterterrorism center. It sits in a quiet villa on Fatima bint Mubarak Street here. It has a staff of 14.
Its annual budget wouldn’t begin to cover the cost of an Apache helicopter gunship. 

An Islamic State Stalemate from Los Angeles Times 22 Oct 14

The United States and its allies are no longer losing the war against Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, and in the Middle East, that counts as
progress. 

Some Good News On The Ebola Front from New York Times 22 Oct 14

Americans who are worried about the risk of an Ebola outbreak in this country can take heart from two recent successes. In Texas, 43 people who
were being monitored because they had had direct or indirect contact with Thomas Eric Duncan, a Liberian who died of Ebola in a Dallas
hospital, were found clear of the Ebola virus on Monday. 

Christian Extremists Pose Threat: Column from USA Today 22 Oct 14

Just when it seemed as if Nevada deadbeat rancher Cliven Bundy had ridden off into the news media sunset, he has come trotting back with a
challenge to Attorney General Eric Holder to debate the existence of racism in America. 

Ebola Caregivers Deserve A Parade from Washington Post 21 Oct 14

...this is the case with Kent Brantly, who contracted Ebola in Liberia and was flown back to the United States for treatment. He survived, testified
before Congress, was welcomed to the White House by President Obama and aw-shucked his considerable courage by invoking God. I envy his
faith. I am in awe of his courage. 

Coexistence Of Aggressive Interrogation And Civil Liberties from Washington Post 21 Oct 14

In his new book “Worthy Fights ,” Leon Panetta says the CIA “got important, even critical intelligence from individuals subjected to these
enhanced interrogation techniques” — meaning waterboarding, sleep deprivation and other torture-like actions. 

Another EPA Alarm About Rising Seas That Aren’t Rising from Washington Times 21 Oct 14

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Administrator Gina McCarthy visited Miami Beach recently to raise awareness about the need to “stop
global warming” in order to save the region from dangerous sea-level rise. 

The Long-term Cure For Ebola: An Investment In Health Systems from Washington Post 20 Oct 14

As the Ebola nightmare continues in Liberia and as we battle to contain the epidemic, it is important to look beyond the immediate crisis.

Making Ebola Preparedness A Priority from Washington Times 20 Oct 14

It is unsettling that in discussing shortfalls in the federal government’s response to the Ebola crisis, some Beltway observers have resorted to the
traditional Washington shell game: blame the budget. 

Why U.S. Citizenship Matters from Los Angeles Times 20 Oct 14



To most Americans, it may seem obvious that someone permanently residing in the United States should be able — and should desire — to
become a U.S. citizen. Yet in the debate over legalizing some 11 million immigrants living in this country without authorization, many advocates
of bringing these residents “out of the shadows” stop short of advocating an expedited path to citizenship. 

Keeping Ebola At Bay from New York Times 17 Oct 14

The Ebola cases in the United States show that American hospitals and public health officials have much to learn about effective ways to protect
health care workers and the public from possible infection. 

Nothing To Fear But Panic Itself from Washington Post 17 Oct 14

Richard Preston, whose 1994 book “The Hot Zone” brought the Ebola virus terrifyingly to life for readers, once described how, during his
research, his biohazard suit had ripped open, exposing him to a potentially fatal toxin. 

Charles Krauthammer: Ebola Vs. Civil Liberties from Washington Post 17 Oct 14

Unnervingly, the U.S. public health services remain steps behind the Ebola virus. Contact tracing is what we do, Centers for Disease Control
Director Tom Frieden assured the nation. It will stop the epidemic “in its tracks.” And yet nurses Nina Pham and Amber Vinson, who developed
Ebola, were not even among the 48 contacts the CDC was initially following. 

A Deadly Legacy In Iraq from New York Times 16 Oct 14

Another chapter has been added to the dismal legacy of America’s involvement in Iraq.

A Little Ebola Panic Might Be Helpful from Washington Post 16 Oct 14

Now, now, let’s not panic. Yes, we have a second health-care worker infected with Ebola after treating the Liberian man who apparently concealed
his exposure to this often-fatal disease, but this is no reason to panic. 

In U.S., An Ebola Crisis Of Confidence from Los Angeles Times 16 Oct 14

Even as U.S. health authorities continue to tell Americans not to worry about the Ebola virus, their assurances are being undercut by the
increasingly obvious deficiencies in domestic planning. 

We Need U.S. Leadership To Boost A Mediocre Recovery from Washington Post 16 Oct 14

IT’S NEVER wise to base policy on the gyrations of the stock market, but the sell-off on Wall Street this week reflects investors’ increasing
nervousness about global economic growth — and their fears are not unfounded.

Obama Faces Growing Pressure To Escalate In Iraq And Syria from Washington Post 15 Oct 14

As fighters from the Islamic State surge in Iraq toward control of Anbar province in the west and the town of Kobane on the Syrian border , U.S.
commanders and diplomats are signaling that the United States must expand its military operations before the extremists control even more
territory. 

Americans Are Terrified Of Ebola. Which Could Make It Harder To Stop Ebola from Washington Post 15 Oct 14

Congratulations, media: Americans are thoroughly freaked out about Ebola. A new Washington Post poll shows that fully 43 percent of
Americans say they’re worried that they or someone in their immediate family is going to get the disease, a number that was eleven points lower
when the Pew Research Center asked the question just a week ago. 

Hong Kong Protests Can’t Be Swept Away from Washington Post 15 Oct 14

PRO-DEMOCRACY demonstrations in Hong Kong persist in part because of the self-defeating way local authorities — and their masters in
Beijing — have responded to them.

U.S. Isolation Is Bad Policy, Even If Americans Say They Want It from Washington Post 14 Oct 14

The value of U.S. foreign policy conducted by majority vote — which might have resulted in a Nazi-occupied London — is once again evident. 

Islamic State Fight Is A War, Not A Video Game from Washington Post 14 Oct 14



The air war against the Islamic State is not some video game that the U.S. military is being asked to play and quickly win. 

The Worsening Ebola Crisis from New York Times 14 Oct 14

Recent days have brought two alarming developments in the struggle to contain Ebola. The campaign against the epidemic in West Africa, the
only sure way to eliminate the risks of transmitting the virus to the United States and other countries, fell even further behind.

U.S. Hospitals Not Prepared For Ebola Threat from Washington Post 14 Oct 14

With reports that a nurse who treated Ebola patient Thomas Eric Duncan in Dallas has been infected, one thing urgently needs to be made clear:
Our hospitals are not prepared to confront the deadly virus. 

Let Go Of Grudges Against Cuba, Iran from Boston Globe 9 Oct 14

It is a truism that nations should not have permanent enemies, but the United States seems to have two: Cuba and Iran. We have been in a state of
controlled rage against both of them for as long as most Americans can remember. These dysfunctional relationships have much in common. 

Turkey’s Refusal To Fight ISIS Hurts The Kurds from New York Times 9 Oct 14

Turkey’s president, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, once aspired to lead the Muslim world. At this time of regional crisis, he has been anything but a
leader. Turkish troops and tanks have been standing passively behind a chicken-wire border fence while a mile away in Syria, Islamic extremists
are besieging the town of Kobani and its Kurdish population. 

Ebola Can’t Be Fought By Sealing Off The United States from Washington Post 9 Oct 14

THE DEATH of Thomas Duncan in Dallas from Ebola virus is a sobering reminder that we live in a world more connected and fluid than at any
time in human history. The Ebola virus and other deadly pathogens can accompany people from one point on the globe to another in a matter of
hours — and attempts to identify and stop carriers of the disease won’t always work, in part because of long incubation periods. Viruses and
bacteria do not stop at passport control. 

Israel And A Hostile World from New York Times 9 Oct 14

“The whole world is against us.” So begins an Israeli classic. Surprisingly, the song is upbeat, even cheery. “The whole world is against us/it is an
ancient tune/which our Fathers taught us/to sing and also to dance.” It was written by Yoram Taharlev in 1969, at a time when, he said, many
countries “inexplicably supported our enemies.” 

Will Syria Be Obama’s Vietnam? from New York Times 8 Oct 14

FIFTY years ago, President Lyndon B. Johnson authorized a strategic bombing campaign against targets in North Vietnam, an escalation of the
conflict in Southeast Asia that was swiftly followed by the deployment of American ground troops. Last month, President Obama expanded a
strategic bombing campaign against Islamic insurgents in the Middle East, escalating the attack beyond Iraq into Syria. 

U.S. Air Campaign Against Islamic State Isn’t Achieving Its Aims from Washington Post 8 Oct 14

TWO MONTHS after the United States began air strikes in Iraq, and two weeks after they were extended into Syria, the forces of the Islamic
State are still advancing. Last week they captured the Iraqi towns of Hit and Kubaisa, northwest of Baghdad. On Tuesday they appeared close to
overrunning Kobane, a strategic city on the border between Syria and Turkey that is populated by Kurds.

David Ignatius: Obama May Be Looking To Shake-up His White House Team from Washington Post 8 Oct 14

Presidents often need new energy and talent to refurbish their second terms. George W. Bush opted for such a shake-up in 2006, and it arguably
saved his presidency. Barack Obama is now facing a similar moment, and there are signs he’s looking to make some personnel changes after the
November congressional elections. 

To Defeat Islamic State, Remove Assad from Wall Street Journal 7 Oct 14

Syrians are already asking why we’re bombing ISIS but not stopping Assad’s attacks on them. Good question. 

For Israel, A Time Of Self-Scrutiny from New York Times 7 Oct 14

Attending services at a Reform synagogue during the High Holy Days in London I heard sermons of great worthiness from British rabbis. One



was about Alzheimer’s and dementia among the elderly and the need to honor the “fragment of the divine in everyone.” Another was about
changes to the prayer book, including the dropping of the term “Lord,” with its male overtones. 

Viewing The World Through The Wrong End Of The Telescope from Washington Times 7 Oct 14

President Obama’s halting, erratic, often contradictory response to the Islamic State’s emergence is a classic example how rigid ideology can
distort reality. His unwillingness to acknowledge the developing threat, to prepare a counterstrategy before it metastasized, or to respond
adequately to its growing success, all demonstrate the consequences when ideology triumphs over contrary evidence. 

U.S. Strategy Against Islamic State Is Too Much Air, Not Enough Boots from Los Angeles Times 7 Oct 14

Air operations in Iraq and Syria have not stopped the advance of Islamic State. Despite the bombing, the Al Qaeda splinter group has launched a
series of offensives in Iraq, gaining new ground in Anbar Province, and it has continued its offensive in Syria. 

Engineering Improvements For The World from Washington Post 6 Oct 14

With college students now hitting their stride in the new academic year, one fact is glaringly clear: These are good days to get engineering
degrees. Eight of the 10 highest paid majors are in the engineering sciences, and jobs are plentiful. 

Paying For Wars Against The Islamic State, Ebola And More from Washington Post 6 Oct 14

THE COST of the new U.S. military operation in Iraq and Syria is already approaching $1 billion, according to a study released last week. The
Pentagon has meanwhile launched a $750 million mission to fight Ebola in Africa and has committed to rotating U.S. troops through NATO
countries bordering Russia.

Russia Cancels Student Exchange Program, And Russians Suffer from Washington Post 6 Oct 14

YOU CAN count hundreds of promising Russian students as the latest casualties in their government’s war on reality. Russian officials informed
the U.S. State Department last week that it was suspending the country’s participation in a highly respected, 21-year-old student exchange
program that brings Russian teenagers to the United States for a year of study. 

Foreign Nations’ Proxy War In Syria Creates Chaos from Washington Post 3 Oct 14

The squabbling factions that make up the Syrian “moderate opposition” should get their act together. But so should the foreign nations — such as
the United States, Turkey, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Jordan — that have been funding the chaotic melange of fighters inside Syria. These foreign
machinations helped open the door for the terrorist Islamic State group to threaten the region. 

Iran, The Thinkable Ally from New York Times 3 Oct 14

The interim agreement with Iran, reached in November 2013, has had many merits. Iran has respected its commitments, including a reduction of
its stockpiles of enriched uranium and a curbing of production. The deal has brought a thaw in relations between the United States and Tehran;
once impossible meetings between senior officials are now near routine. 

The Fundamental Horror Of ISIS from New York Times 3 Oct 14

The mind rebels at the reports of cruelty by the Islamic State, the beheadings, crucifixions, tortures, rapes and slaughter of captives, children,
women, Christians, Shiites. The evidence is there on YouTube, in gruesome images and the cries of witnesses too numerous to deny or doubt. 

Operation ____ : Here's Why The U.S. Hasn't Named Its Latest Bombing Campaign from Huffington Post 3 Oct 14

The United States is currently engaged in a "targeted action" against Islamic State militants in Iraq and Syria. President Barack Obama has called
it "a systematic campaign of airstrikes," while Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel has gone so far as to admit that the country is at "war" with the
terrorist group. But what administration officials have not done is give the conflict its own name. Unlike many past military engagements -- think
Operation Desert Storm or Operation Mermaid Dawn -- this "targeted action" has no code name. 

What ISIS Could Teach The West from New York Times 2 Oct 14

As we fight the Islamic State and other extremists, there’s something that President Obama and all of us can learn from them. For, in one sense,
the terrorists are fighting smarter than we are. 



Living With The Terror Of Ebola from New York Times 2 Oct 14

A FEW weeks ago, I flew from Atlanta to Murtala Muhammed International Airport here. Everything about the flight was routine, until I saw a
flight attendant, a face mask flattening her blond hair, tentatively approach an older woman sitting several rows behind me. Upon landing, the
flight attendants informed us that there would be a delay in disembarking because the woman was ill. 

How America Helped ISIS from New York Times 2 Oct 14

The Islamic State terrorists who have emerged in Iraq and Syria are neither new nor unfamiliar. Many of them spent years in detention centers run
by the United States and its coalition partners in Iraq after 2003.

Unifying The ‘moderate Opposition’ Is The Biggest Challenge In Syria from Washington Post 1 Oct 14

As Syrian rebel commander Hamza al-Shamali describes the battle inside Syria, a few miles across the border, the immediate problem isn’t
defeating the Islamic State. It’s coordinating the ragtag brigades of the Free Syrian Army into a coherent force that can fill the vacuum once the
extremists are driven out. 

Order Vs. Disorder, Part 4 from New York Times 1 Oct 14

I’ve been arguing for a while now that the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is to the wider East-West clash of civilizations what Off Broadway is to
Broadway. It’s where you can see many trends at a smaller scale first. That is why I study it closely.

ISIS Tests Kurds’ Bid For Independence from New York Times 1 Oct 14

When Iraqi Kurds say that Kirkuk is their Jerusalem, they are referring both to the city’s cultural significance and to the trouble it causes. 

Two Cheers For Obama’s U.N. Speech, But Not Three from Washington Post 30 Sep 14

It is a long, long way from the “JV team” to the “network of death.” It is even longer from the arguments of President Obama’s 2014 West Point
commencement address — which ridiculed “tough talk,” criticized a “military solution” in Syria and ignited various straw men of military
adventurism — to the substance of Obama’s 2014 United Nations address. It is the remarkable shift between the speeches — separated by four
months and many ideological light-years — that is historic. 

For ISIS, Slaughter Is An End In Itself from New York Times 30 Sep 14

In a famous passage from “Survival in Auschwitz,” Primo Levi relates an incident upon arrival in the Nazi death camp that captures the
intersection of the human with the inhuman. He and other Italian prisoners have been held in a shed as they await their fate. Levi looks around in
search of some means to quench his thirst: 

Islamic State’s Bloody Message Machine from Washington Post 30 Sep 14

The Islamic State may practice medieval barbarism in Syria and Iraq, but its worldwide media operations are 21st century. 

Obama Cannot Keep Ignoring Bashar Al-Assad from Washington Post 29 Sep 14

In the past month, President Obama has launched an open-ended Middle East war, built an impressive coalition of allies and entirely reversed his
previous strategy of standing back from the region. Curiously, however, Obama has so far refused to reckon with the actor that more than any
other is responsible for ruining his foreign policy doctrine, creating the security crisis and dragging U.S. military forces back to Iraq and Syria. 

Practice Of Beheading Not Limited To Islamic State from Los Angeles Times 29 Sep 14

In 1623, just two years after Native Americans and Pilgrims dined together at the first Thanksgiving, Pilgrim commander Myles Standish
decapitated an enemy Indian chieftain and impaled his head on a pike outside of the Plymouth fort. 

Pushing The Red Envelope from New York Times 29 Sep 14

Eight people connected with the Chinese business news website 21st Century Net were detained earlier this month by the police and charged with
taking payoffs from financially vulnerable companies in exchange for flattering coverage. The scandal widened last week when the editor in chief
and the general manager of The 21st Century Business Herald, the website’s print counterpart, were taken into custody. 

John Kerry: ISIS Militants Will Be Defeated from Boston Globe 26 Sep 14



THE UNITED STATES has long faced threats from a lethal brand of terrorism that perverts one of world’s great religions. We have been
relentless in targeting Al Qaeda and its affiliates, but the Islamic State, also known as ISIS or ISIL, now poses a profound and unique threat to the
entire world. 

Congress Should Pass An Authorization For Using Force Against The Islamic State from Washington Post 26 Sep 14

AT THE United Nations on Wednesday, President Obama offered a powerful case for war against the Islamic State. “This group has terrorized all
who they come across in Iraq and Syria,” he said. “There can be no reasoning — no negotiation — with this brand of evil. The only language
understood by killers like this is the language of force.” 

The Manual That Chillingly Foreshadows The Islamic State from Washington Post 26 Sep 14

It may not be as revealing as “Mein Kampf” or “The Communist Manifesto.” But people looking for insight into the extremist strategy that
inflames the fighters of the Islamic State might begin with a book chillingly titled “The Management of Savagery.” 

No Easy Answers To Israel’s Painful Dilemma from Miami Herald 26 Sep 14

In situations as complex as the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, which often seem insoluble, one sometimes envies the ancient Greeks, who invented
deus ex machina — that artificial device that solved the entanglement of the dramatic plot. 

Iraqi President: Stopping ISIL A Global Duty from USA Today 25 Sep 14

Once again, Iraq is the theater of a savage war that threatens the whole region and the modern world. To fight this war, Iraq must enter into a new
partnership with the international community. A historic partnership to end evil, brutality and savagery. In doing so, we are adopting a
comprehensive approach to fight this threat that all of us have come to understand too well. 

Can ISIL Be Destroyed? Our View from USA Today 25 Sep 14

Two weeks after President Obama committed himself to degrade and destroy the Islamic State, his war plan remains very much a work in
progress, and potentially at odds with itself. 

The Ebola Fiasco from New York Times 25 Sep 14

The Ebola epidemic in West Africa is a tragedy. But, more than that, the response to it has been a gross failure. 

On Syria: No Convincing Plan from New York Times 24 Sep 14

President Obama has put America at the center of a widening war by expanding airstrikes into Syria against the Islamic State, the Sunni extremist
group. He has done this without allowing the public debate that needs to take place before this nation enters another costly and potentially lengthy
conflict in the Middle East. 

Will Turkey Fight ISIS? from New York Times 24 Sep 14

On Saturday, Turkey woke up to happy news: The 49 Turks held hostage in Iraq by the Islamic State for 101 days had finally been released. When
they arrived in Ankara with a delegation headed by Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu, the survivors were welcomed by family members who had
feared that they would never see them again. 

We Broke Iraq from USA Today 24 Sep 14

Colin Powell famously told President George W. Bush before the Iraq invasion, “If you break it, you own it.” Well, it’s safe to say we broke Iraq. 

Obama’s Unscripted Foreign Policy from Washington Post 23 Sep 14

Of all the experts I have read or consulted lately about the situation in the Middle East, the one who made the most sense was quoted recently in
the New York Times. She’s Jennifer Shelton-Armstrong, identified as a 45-year-old Democrat in Mission Viejo, Calif., who participated in a poll
about President Obama’s handling of foreign policy and terrorism. This is what she said: “He is ambivalent, and I think it shows. There is no clear
plan.” 

EDITORIAL: Fence Good For White House, But Not For Southern Border? from Washington Times 23 Sep 14

President Obama has finally endorsed building a better security wall. It won’t be on the southern border, where one is badly needed. Instead, the



administration wants new and improved barriers to keep the people as far away from “the people’s house” as possible. 

Now Is The Time For Obama To Stand Up Against ISIS from Washington Times 23 Sep 14

Tough times never last, but tough people do. So said Robert Schuller. However, tough times show who the tough men are, and dangerous times
compel those tough men to stand up and take action. Now is perhaps the most dangerous time the world has faced since World War II. Like
Winston Churchill — who was once described as “the lion who roared when the British Empire needed him most,” the world demands and
freedom demands that the president of the United States — the leader of the free world — stand up and roar. 

A Shaky Step Forward In Afghanistan from New York Times 22 Sep 14

Afghans got a new president on Sunday, following a bitter fight over the fraud-plagued runoff election on June 14. The outcome was a brokered
political accommodation that was far from democratic, but it nonetheless set the stage for an important milestone: a transfer of power that gives
the government a fighting chance of containing the Taliban and mending a nation scarred by decades of war. 

Scotland Vote Is A Big Win For Democracy from Boston Globe 22 Sep 14

The democratic winds that swept through Scotland on Thursday snuffed out the hopes of more than a million Scottish voters and their dream of
independence from the United Kingdom. But it also brought out a still greater number of Scots who, after careful consideration during a spirited
campaign, concluded that their sometimes awkward union with England, Wales, and Northern Ireland still held notable advantages over going it
alone. 

Why ISIS Emphasizes Beheading from Boston Globe 21 Sep 14

Islamic State has made the beheading of victims a key element in its campaign of terror and conquest. Most conspicuous in recent weeks have
been the murders of Westerners James Foley, Steven Sotloff, and David Haines, whose severed heads and decapitated bodies have been shown in
threatening videos produced by the jihadists.

Interpreting The Islamic State’s Jihadi Logic from Washington Post 19 Sep 14

What was the Islamic State thinking? We know it is sophisticated in its use of modern media. But what was the logic of propagating to the world
videos of its beheadings of two Americans (and subsequently a Briton) — sure to inflame public opinion? 

James Clapper: We Underestimated The Islamic State’s ‘will To Fight’ from Washington Post 19 Sep 14

The United States has made the same mistake in evaluating fighters from the Islamic State that it did in Vietnam — underestimating the enemy’s
will, according to James Clapper, the director of national intelligence. 

Spare a Thought for This Little-Noticed Disaster from Wall Street Journal 19 Sep 14

The Central African Republic, devastated by horrific sectarian violence, urgently needs humanitarian help. 

Obama Is Defying The Constitution On War from Washington Post 18 Sep 14

The United States last declared war many wars ago, on June 5, 1942, when, to clarify legal ambiguities during a world conflagration, it declared
war on Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria. Today’s issue is not whether to declare war but only whether the president should even seek
congressional authorization for the protracted use of force against the Islamic State. 

Afghanistan’s Stability Depends On Two Presidential Contenders Reaching A Deal from Washington Post 18 Sep 14

AFGHANISTAN IS teetering between a political implosion that could ignite civil war in Kabul and a power-sharing deal that could give the
country another chance for stability. 

Mr. Obama’s Immigration Stutter-step from Washington Post 18 Sep 14

PRESIDENT OBAMA’S zigs and zags in pursuit of immigration reform are a long-unfolding narrative now assuming epic dimensions. In the
latest installment, Mr. Obama has postponed the unilateral reforms he promised to have unveiled by now. He did so not for any high-minded
purpose but rather to avoid dealing mortal blows to the reelection of a handful of Democratic senators who begged the president to hold off. 

Scotland Independence An Oily Vote from USA Today 18 Sep 14



For all the wealth and power oil can bring to a country, it can come with a host of problems. It can retard social progress, as happened in Saudi
Arabia; invite corruption, as in Nigeria; or fund military adventurism, like Russian President Vladimir Putin’s bloody venture in Ukraine. 

A Free Pass for Drug Traffickers at Sea from Wall Street Journal 18 Sep 14

The Combined Maritime Forces is a partnership of 30 seafaring nations including the U.S., Canada and Saudi Arabia founded in 2002 to promote
security and prosperity across more than two million square miles of international waters, including the heavily trafficked waters of the Middle
East, Africa and South Asia. 

David Ignatius: U.S. Boots Are Already On The Ground Against The Islamic State David Ignatius: U.S. Boots Are Already On
The Ground Against The Islamic State – The Washington Post from Washington Post 17 Sep 14

Here’s a national-security riddle: How can President Obama provide limited military support on the ground to help “degrade and ultimately
destroy” the Islamic State without formally violating his pledge not to send U.S. combat troops? The answer may lie in the legal alchemy known
as “Title 50.” 

Attack Islamic State? Congress Should Decide from Los Angeles Times 17 Sep 14

In announcing last week that he would seek to “degrade, and ultimately destroy” Islamic State, President Obama asserted that, while he welcomed
congressional support, he already possessed the legal authority to use military force against the group in Iraq, Syria and elsewhere. That’s a
dangerous assertion of authority in which Congress must not acquiesce. 

The Great Unraveling ( from New York Times 17 Sep 14

It was the time of unraveling. Long afterward, in the ruins, people asked: How could it happen? 

Obama Must Get Congress’s Backing For The Fight Against ISIS from New York Times 16 Sep 14

THE current threat posed by the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, or ISIS, will test not only the resolve and strategic judgment of America and its
allies, but also our nation’s fidelity to a basic constitutional principle. 

The U.S. Strategy To Defeat The Islamic State Is Underpowered from Washington Post 16 Sep 14

IN LAUNCHING two previous wars in Iraq, the United States assembled formidable coalitions of dozens of countries. Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Syria
and Oman were among the Arab states that deployed substantial ground forces during the 1991 Persian Gulf War. Though derided by some as a
“unilateral” U.S. action, the 2003 invasion and subsequent occupation of Iraq was supported by troops from 39 countries, nine of which deployed
more than 1,000 soldiers. 

Obama Looking For Congress In The Fight Against The Islamic State from Washington Post 16 Sep 14

President Obama is making sure Congress is a partner in the escalation of U.S. involvement in the bloody Syrian civil war with a vote to approve
funds to train and equip about 5,000 Syrian anti-Islamic State, anti-Assad fighters over the next year. 

The Great Unraveling from New York Times 16 Sep 14

It was the time of unraveling. Long afterward, in the ruins, people asked: How could it happen? It was a time of beheadings. With a left-handed
sawing motion, against a desert backdrop, in bright sunlight, a Muslim with a British accent cut off the heads of two American journalists and a
British aid worker.

How Congress Should Debate The Islamic State Strategy from Washington Post 15 Sep 14

There was a moment in the last quarter-century when the Congress of the United States made the nation proud. It did so across all its usual lines
of division: Republican and Democratic, conservative and liberal, hawk and dove. 

To Stop ISIS In Syria, Support Aleppo from New York Times 15 Sep 14

President Obama’s speech last week signaled a likely expansion into Syria of American airstrikes against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, yet
offered little indication of an immediate strategy to halt ISIS’ gains there. The administration’s first focus thus remains on Iraq, while familiar
pledges to work with regional allies and increase support to moderate rebels in Syria — if Congress approves sufficient funding — appear
divorced from the urgency of the situation on the ground. 



Islamic State Sells “Blood Antiquities” From Iraq And Syria To Raise Money from Washington Post 15 Sep 14

As President Obama moves ahead with his plan to confront the so-called Islamic State, all options, as they say, should be on the table. Thus, while
“kinetic force” is a likely focus, the terrorism financing must not be overlooked. By targeting one of the group’s funding sources, policy-makers
can also help to preserve the history of ancient Mesopotamia, the cradle of civilization. What’s needed is an immediate, multifaceted initiative to
curb the sale of “blood antiquities.” 

Legal Authority For Fighting ISIS from New York Times 12 Sep 14

As the Pentagon gears up to expand its fight against ISIS, a fundamentalist Sunni militant group that controls large areas of Iraq and Syria,
Congress appears perfectly willing to abdicate one of its most consequential powers: the authority to declare war. 

Obama’s Advantages As A Reluctant Warrior from Washington Post 12 Sep 14

President Obama certainly didn’t go looking for another war in the Middle East. Indeed, he contorted himself almost to the breaking point to
avoid one. But as he explained to the country Wednesday night, he had no choice but to respond with “strength and resolve” to the barbarous
Islamic State that is ravaging Iraq and Syria. 

Obama’s Uncertain Trumpet, Again from Washington Post 12 Sep 14

In his Islamic State speech, President Obama said many of the right things. Most importantly, he finally got the mission right: degrade and destroy
the enemy. 

No To Immigration Executive Order: Our View from USA Today 12 Sep 14

President Obama is under intense pressure from immigrant groups to stop deporting so many undocumented people. And those groups are
reacting angrily to his decision to put off sweeping executive action. 

President Obama’s Speech On ISIS Has To Address Costs from New York Times 11 Sep 14

As President Obama moves the nation back onto a war footing by preparing to authorize military intervention in Syria, it is vital to have a
cleareyed debate about how expensive and thorny that course could be. 

A Plan For Action from Miami Herald 11 Sep 14

The most encouraging aspect of President Obama’s address about his plan to combat the Islamic State is that he avoided the trap of sounding
uncertain and equivocal, as he has often done when obliged to assume the role of commander in chief. 

The New Politics Of Foreign Policy from Washington Post 11 Sep 14

Over the last decade, Americans’ views on foreign policy have swung sharply from support for intervention to a profound mistrust of any military
engagement overseas. Over the same period, political debates on foreign affairs have been bitter and polarized, defined by the question of whether
the invasion of Iraq was a proper use of the nation’s power or a catastrophic mistake. 

Hopes For Iraq’s New Government from New York Times 10 Sep 14

The Iraqi Parliament put in place an important building block of an anti-ISIS strategy on Monday when it approved, in record time, a new power-
sharing government led by Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi. Harder work lies ahead as Mr. Abadi, a member of the Shiite majority...

Another Broken Promise On Immigration from New York Times 10 Sep 14

“America cannot wait forever,” said President Obama in June, when he denounced congressional paralysis on immigration reform and declared
that he would soon act on his own to fix the problem. He promised to move by the end of the summer, presumably to suspend the deportations of
many unauthorized immigrants — perhaps millions, though there is no way to know how many until a plan is unveiled. 

Confront ISIS Now from USA Today 8 Sep 14

...I strongly believe the United States must lead an aggressive, international effort to confront and eliminate ISIS, including sustained airstrikes in
Iraq and Syria. 



America’s Neglected Defense from Washington Post 8 Sep 14

You might have thought that the lesson would be obvious. In the past year, we’ve had an elementary tutorial in the uses of raw military power: in
Ukraine, where Russia manufactured a “rebellion”; in Iraq, where the Islamic State expanded its footprint; and in Asia, where China harassed
ships of nations claiming islands China considers its own. 

Immigration Reform Calls For Leadership, Not Political Calculation, Without Delay from Los Angeles Times 8 Sep 14

The most troubling aspect of President Obama’s decision to delay using executive action to change the nation’s immigration system is that it
seems rooted in crass political calculation.

EDITORIAL: Obsolete Zero Tolerance on Pot from New York Times 8 Sep 14

Even marijuana companies don’t want their employees stoned on the job. But in states that have legalized marijuana for recreational or medical
use, many employers have retained or imposed “no tolerance” policies, penalizing workers for off-premise activity that is perfectly legal. 

The “Slows” Of Obama’s Islamic State Strategy from Washington Post 5 Sep 14

The United States imprudently rushed into war in Iraq in 2003. At least nobody can make that criticism this time around. 

US Needs Plan To Defeat ISIS from Boston Globe 5 Sep 14

Perhaps the most surprising thing about the rise of ISIS, the militant group that has proclaimed an Islamic state in parts of Iraq and Syria, is the
odd collection of former adversaries that are teaming up to fight it. In recent weeks, US warplanes, Iranian-backed Shiite militias, and Kurdish
fighters have successfully battled the group, dealing it a series of military setbacks. 

The Ebola Crisis Demands That America Act from Washington Post 5 Sep 14

Sometimes the artifice of writing — metaphors, historical comparisons, the just-so quote — fails. The Ebola outbreak in West Africa demands
directness: We are about to witness a human catastrophe that could destroy large portions of a continent and pose a global threat. And the response
of the world, including the United States, is feeble, irresponsible and disrespectful of nature’s lethal perils. 

There Are Big Holes In Obama Mideast Strategy from Washington Post 4 Sep 14

PRESIDENT OBAMA again appeared to dismiss the conflicts of the Middle East at a fundraiser Friday, saying the region has “been challenging
for quite a while” and that “things are much less dangerous now than they were 20 years ago, 25 years ago or 30 years ago.” 

How To ‘Take The Fight’ To Islamic State from Los Angeles Times 4 Sep 14

President Obama on Wednesday promised to “take the fight” to the terrorist organization that beheaded two American journalists and “degrade
and destroy” it. Yet Obama has not approved U.S. airstrikes against Islamic State forces in Syria and remains opposed to the redeployment of U.S.
combat troops in Iraq...

The U.S. Needs To Get Serious About Defense Spending from Washington Post 4 Sep 14

In the run-up to this week’s North Atlantic Treaty Organization summit, much has been made of the fact that the United States is one of just a
handful of the 28 member states that spends more than 2 percent of its gross domestic product on defense — along with Britain, Estonia and
Greece, and the latter qualifies only because its GDP has collapsed even faster than its military budget.

NATO’S Urgent Challenges from New York Times 3 Sep 14

More than anyone, President Vladimir Putin of Russia has set the agenda for NATO’s 65th summit meeting this week, which could well be the
most consequential since the Cold War ended. 

We Finally Have Obama’s Doctrine, But Horse-and-cart Placement Isn’t Placating The World from Washington Times 3 Sep 14

This is why people aspiring to be politicians go to law school. Not only does it teach them to lie real good, it also allows the rest of us to use the
same joke for lawyers and politicians. 

Execution Of Steven Sotloff Hits Close To Home from Miami Herald 3 Sep 14

The most horrifying aspect of the execution of freelance journalist Steven Sotloff is the utter inhumanity of it — a gruesome beheading captured



on video for maximum exposure. Also chilling is the cold-blooded and brutal nature of this sadistic outrage, the taking of a human life as a public
spectacle, for show and to make a political point. 

To Beat ISIS, Focus On Syria from New York Times 2 Sep 14

The battlefield successes of ISIS in Iraq, and renewed American military action there, have turned attention back to Syria. It was there that ISIS
originally ramped up its appeal while fighting against the Syrian government. Today, ISIS is headquartered in Syria and uses Syrian territory to
regroup and resupply. 

Obama’s Messy Words from New York Times 2 Sep 14

There are things that you think and things that you say. There’s what you reckon with privately and what you utter publicly. There are discussions
suitable for a lecture hall and those that befit the bully pulpit. These sets overlap but aren’t the same. Has President Obama lost sight of that? 

The Lessons Of The Ebola Outbreak Suggest A Larger, Faster Response Is Needed from Washington Post 2 Sep 14

THE WORLD is fast learning lessons about how to combat the Ebola virus ravaging West Africa and yet not learning them fast enough. The
virus, for which there is no known vaccine or antiviral, has now infected 3,069 people and killed 1,552 in Guinea, Liberia, Nigeria and Sierra
Leone. 

BLOG: The implacable economics of the Venezuela-Colombia border from Washington Post 2 Sep 14

The contraband business has long been a lucrative one at the Venezuela-Colombia border, by many accounts the busiest crossing in South
America. 

Obama Must Answer: Are We At War With The Islamic State? from Washington Post 29 Aug 14

I’d like to know whether the United States is at war with the Islamic State. I’d like to know why — or why not. I’d like to know whether the goal
of U.S. policy is to contain the jihadist militia or destroy it. 

The West Must Make Mr. Putin Pay For His Aggression from Washington Post 29 Aug 14

IF ANY international norm can still be called uncontroversial, it is the stricture against cross-border aggression by one sovereign state against
another. Certainly any failure to enforce it in one place invites violations elsewhere.

A Second Sunni Awakening? from Washington Post 29 Aug 14

What are the strengths of the Islamic State? I posed this question to two deeply knowledgeable observers — a European diplomat and an
American former official — and the picture they painted is worrying, although not hopeless. 

A Year-Long Fight Against The Forces Of Darkness from Washington Post 28 Aug 14

We in Iraq’s Anbar province share President Obama’s outrage at the Islamic State’s heinous murder of journalist James Foley. Foley was an
innocent, brave man doing a critical, humanitarian service in showing the world the suffering of the Syrian people. We express our deepest
condolences to his family and friends and to the American people.

When Journalists Become The Story from USA Today 28 Aug 14

It is social media at its ugliest. Supporters of the Islamic State are using Twitter to taunt President Obama, reminding him that the fate of captive
American journalist Steven Sotloff depends on him. 

How U.S. Interventionists Abetted The Rise Of ISIS from Wall Street Journal 27 Aug 14

Our Middle Eastern policy is unhinged, flailing about to see who to act against next, with little regard to consequences. 

The Terror Of A Beheading Is Just A Click Away from Washington Post 27 Aug 14

“Don’t watch the video. Don’t share it. That’s not how life should be.” So tweeted Kelly Foley , a cousin of beheaded journalist James Foley, as
the video of the brutal execution began to go viral — as the Islamic State intended. 

The Risk In Targeting The Head Of The Islamic State from Washington Post 27 Aug 14



The Islamic State has been wounded. While the video of the execution of reporter James Foley displayed the group’s depravity, its timing also
suggests that recent counterattacks are having a significant effect on its leadership.

What The Islamic State Learned From The U.S. About Fighting A War from Washington Post 27 Aug 14

We’re caught in a revenge cycle with a death cult, and it’s redefining modern warfare. The horrific murder of journalist James Foley is case in
point. Once, hitting targets of opportunity or instituting a propaganda campaign were peripheral to massed armies killing each other in trenches
and cities and jungles.

The Obama Administration Must Put Boots On The Ground To Stop The Islamic State from Washington Post 26 Aug 14

AFTER YEARS of downplaying the gathering threat from Islamist extremists in Syria and Iraq, the Obama administration seems to be swinging
toward a view that the self-styled Islamic State must be stopped. This new appreciation is welcome, if it is shared by President Obama and
accompanied by a seriousness of purpose. 

The Islamic State Is Evil Returned from Washington Post 26 Aug 14

As Hannah Arendt foresaw, we are once again up against the question of evil. An American photojournalist, James Foley, was presented to the
camera and decapitated. The instrument was not the ax reserved for royalty or the whooshing blade prompted by that reformer Joseph-Ignace
Guillotin but an ordinary-looking knife. Death would be neither swift nor painless. This, somewhere in the bleached desert, was pure evil. 

Congress, Obama Must Find Common Ground Against The Islamic State from Washington Post 26 Aug 14

Will journalist James Foley’s beheading be enough to bring President Obama and Congress together on a bipartisan program to deal with the
Islamic State in Iraq and Syria? 

A Necessary Response To ISIS from New York Times 25 Aug 14

The United States cannot go it alone in the fight against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, the extremist group known as ISIS whose ruthlessness
and killing has dumbfounded and horrified the civilized world. 

Club Med For Terrorists from New York Times 25 Aug 14

THE hostilities in Gaza between Israel and Hamas persist and the diplomatic war at the United Nations continues, also without resolution. While
there is no shortage of opinions on the way forward, the most obvious solution is strikingly absent — the need to disarm and isolate Hamas, the
radical Palestinian Islamist group. 

Why Obama Shouldn’t Act Alone On Immigration from USA Today 25 Aug 14

President Obama has done his share to fix the nation’s broken immigration system.

James Foley’s Execution And The Question Of Ransom from New York Times 22 Aug 14

The reaction to the terrible death of James Foley, the freelance journalist kidnapped and executed by Islamist extremists, comes in stages. First
and foremost is the grief at the cruel death of a brave reporter who knowingly risked his life to tell a critical story. 

Stopping The Worst People On Earth from Washington Post 22 Aug 14

Baghdad called President Obama’s bluff and he came through. He had refused to provide air support to Iraqi government forces until the Iraqis
got rid of their divisive sectarian prime minister. They did. He responded. 

ISIS Sends Bloody, Severed Head, What’s Our Reply? from USA Today 22 Aug 14

The images of American photojournalist James Foley’s murder of are so shocking that YouTube removed the video and Twitter is scrubbing the
photos. But the grim scene is something all Americans should see. 

The New Battle Against Evil from Washington Post 22 Aug 14

The propagandists of the Islamic State must have imagined that their brutal video of the beheading of journalist James Foley would intimidate and
terrorize the world. But people aren’t built that way, not in Muslim countries or anywhere else. When they see sadistic, uncivilized behavior, they
are disgusted — and angry. 



The Islamic State’s Campaign Of Terror Will Take More Than Words To Stop from Washington Post 21 Aug 14

WITH EACH day, the barbarism of the Islamist extremists terrorizing Syria and Iraq becomes more evident — as does the need for the United
States and its allies to act more vigorously to block their rise. 

Beheading Of Foley Exposes True Nature Of ‘Islamic State’ from Boston Globe 21 Aug 14

James Foley, the freelance journalist from New Hampshire who was murdered by the terrorist group now known as the Islamic State, knew the
dangers of trying to report from the front lines in Syria.

Permanent Cease-fire May Require Palestinian Authority’s Return To Gaza from Washington Post 21 Aug 14

A fragile cease-fire has temporarily stopped the violence in Gaza, and Israeli and Palestinian delegations have made efforts to negotiate a more
permanent resolution. The only way they can succeed is to let the Palestinian Authority and its security forces back into Gaza. 

Destruction Of Syrian Chemical Weapons Shows The U.S. May Know What It’s Doing After All from Los Angeles Times 20 Aug 14

Disparate, simultaneous crises around the world have put the Obama administration’s foreign policy on trial in recent weeks. The forward march
of Islamic State insurgents in Iraq has led to renewed military action in the very country the president so vehemently sought to leave when he took
office. 

Who Will Stand Up For The Christians? from New York Times 20 Aug 14

WHY is the world silent while Christians are being slaughtered in the Middle East and Africa? In Europe and in the United States, we have
witnessed demonstrations over the tragic deaths of Palestinians who have been used as human shields by Hamas, the terrorist organization that
controls Gaza. 

Crafting A Strategy For Deterring Putin from Washington Post 20 Aug 14

At the public kickoff of a discussion here about U.S. policy toward Russia and Ukraine, former defense secretary Robert Gates joked that his
favorite definition of diplomacy was “petting a dog and saying ‘nice doggie’ until you can find a rock.” 

ISIS Set Back In Iraq, For Now: Our View from USA Today 19 Aug 14

So far, the plan cobbled together by the Obama administration to cope with the shocking rise of the Islamic State in Iraq seems to be going as
planned. 

Stay Out Of Iraq: Opposing View from USA Today 19 Aug 14

In mid-June, President Obama announced that he would send a few hundred U.S. military personnel to Iraq to assess the capabilities of Iraqi
security forces. 

Israel Is Held To An Impossible Standard from Washington Post 19 Aug 14

There is, of course, reason for such admiration. Israel was created by defeating five Arab nations and won three subsequent wars. Soon,
extraordinary feats seemed ordinary. 

NATO-Based Nuclear Weapons Are An Advantage In A Dangerous World from Washington Post 18 Aug 14

When NATO’s leaders gather in Wales in early September, they will address several issues critical to the alliance, including Russian adventurism
in Ukraine and elsewhere in Eastern Europe, members’ contribution to collective defense, the adequacy of individual national defense budgets and
plans for supporting the people of Afghanistan.

Why We Fight from New York Times 18 Aug 14

A century has passed since the start of World War I, which many people at the time declared was “the war to end all wars.” Unfortunately, wars
just kept happening. And with the headlines from Ukraine getting scarier by the day, this seems like a good time to ask why. 

Global Prosperity Is No Panacea The Post-Euphoric World from Washington Post 18 Aug 14

What we are witnessing in the spreading turmoil around the world — in Iraq, in Ukraine, in Gaza — is the silent rejection of a central tenet of



U.S. post-World War II foreign policy: that global prosperity would foster peace and stability. Countries would rather trade than fight.

The U.S. Needs A Comprehensive Plan For Combatting The Islamic State from Washington Post 15 Aug 14

THE NEW U.S. military operation in Iraq appears to have been successful thus far in its limited aims. President Obama announced Thursday that
the siege of a mountainous area where thousands of members of the Yazidi minority were stranded had been broken, and “we helped save many
innocent lives.” U.S. airstrikes also appear to have turned back an Islamic State advance toward the capital of Iraqi Kurdistan, and Kurdish forces
have received fresh supplies of arms. 

The Islamic State’s Potential Weakness from Washington Post 15 Aug 14

The Obama administration’s Iraq policy seems premised on the idea that the terrorist Islamic State is so toxic that it will be self-limiting and
ultimately self-defeating. But that’s not the view of senior U.S. intelligence officials. 

The Gaza Problem Can Be Solved from Miami Herald 15 Aug 14

One of the remarkable aspects of the war between Israel and Hamas and other Palestinian extremist groups in Gaza has been the degree to which
Israelis stood together in almost complete consensus about the rightness of their country’s cause. 

Use Of Force Against Islamic State Could Create A New Void Into A New Void? from Washington Post 14 Aug 14

The Islamic State uses crucifixions to express piety and decapitations to encourage cooperation. These are some of the “folks” — to adopt the
locution Barack Obama frequently uses to express his all-encompassing diffidence — Obama was referring to when talking to the New York
Times’ Thomas Friedman.

To Fight ISIS, Make Peace With Syria’s Assad: Column from USA Today 14 Aug 14

Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the self-proclaimed caliph of the Islamic State, has said in his speeches that he recognizes no borders. In light of his
actions over the past two months and the recent incursions into Arsal in Lebanon and Sinjar in Northern Iraq, the United States should take him at
his word and plan accordingly. 

Britain’s Flawed Immigration Strategy from New York Times 14 Aug 14

The government of Prime Minister David Cameron in Britain is proposing curbs on immigration that would harm the nation’s economy and
further erode its already troubled relationship with the European Union. 

How Obama Can Show He Is Serious About Helping Iraq from Washington Post 13 Aug 14

When Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi declared his terrorist Islamic State, he ignored a warning from Osama bin Laden that jihadists should be cautious
about establishing a caliphate too quickly. In torching a firestorm in Iraq and Syria, Baghdadi has united his enemies and given them a target to
attack, just as bin Laden predicted. 

Make No Mistake: We’re Back In An Iraq War from Los Angeles Times 13 Aug 14

Every time Barack Obama thinks he has succeeded in establishing restraint as the central doctrine of his foreign policy, a new outburst of chaos in
the Middle East draws him back in.

Food Import Ban Means Russia Is Fully At War With The West from Washington Post 13 Aug 14

Russians are about to lose access to virtually all food imported from the West — which is to say, a significant portion of the food that Russians
consume. President Vladimir Putin ordered the ban on imports to retaliate against Western countries that imposed economic sanctions against
Russia after the downing of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 over eastern Ukraine.

U.S. Can’t Be In Business Of Nation-Building from Washington Post 12 Aug 14

A main theme: The United States can’t create governments for other countries. They must do it themselves. That goes for Iraq, Syria, Egypt and
Libya. And it will be just as true for Afghanistan when U.S. and coalition troops leave at the end of the year. 

The West Must Oppose Russia’s ‘humanitarian’ Invasion Of Ukraine from Washington Post 12 Aug 14

RUSSIA AGAIN appeared on the verge of invading Ukraine over the weekend, this time in the guise of a “humanitarian operation.” President



Obama and other Western leaders sounded the alarm, warning that the prospective intervention “is unacceptable, violates international law and
will provoke additional consequences,” as a White House statement put it. 

Prepare For A Long War Against The Islamic State from Los Angeles Times 12 Aug 14

The hawks (including me) were wrong about a lot, but some got one thing right. It’s going to be a long war. 

Kurds Need U.S. Help To Prevent Islamic State Horrors from Washington Post 11 Aug 14

Today the people of Kurdistan and Iraq are threatened by a fanatical and barbaric terrorist organization that wishes to dominate Middle East. We
are resolved to defeat this threat with the help of the United States and our friends around the world. 

ISIS Must Be Defeated: Our View from USA Today 11 Aug 14

Since the rise of the self-proclaimed Islamic State began, first in Syria and then in Iraq, President Obama has tried almost desperately to stay out
of war, and he still seemed of that mindset Thursday night as he announced limited airstrikes on advancing ISIS forces. 

Controlling The Ebola Epidemic from New York Times 11 Aug 14

On Friday, the World Health Organization formally declared an international public health emergency in response to what its director general, Dr.
Margaret Chan, called “the largest, most severe, most complex outbreak” of the deadly Ebola virus “in the nearly four-decade history of the
disease.” 

Can The U.S. Help Africa Avoid Going The Way Of The Middle East? from Washington Post 8 Aug 14

President Obama touted this week’s U.S.-Africa Leaders Summit as “an extraordinary event.” That may sound like hype, but the gathering
featured some innovative new ideas to prevent terrorism and lawlessness from spreading in Africa as it has in the Middle East. 

The Growing Scourge Of Cybercrime Demands Action From Congress from Washington Post 8 Aug 14

THE SCALE of cybercrime continues to astonish. The latest eye-opener is a Milwaukee security firm’s claim that Russian hackers stole 1.2
billion usernames and related passwords. This must be one of the biggest hauls of all time, and while it is not clear what the hackers intend to do
with their stolen data, the report should serve as another wake-up call to Congress and the American people to break out of their long period of
complacency. 

Preventing A Slaughter In Iraq from New York Times 8 Aug 14

The catastrophe of Iraq has been growing steadily worse for weeks, but by Thursday, it became impossible for the United States and other
civilized nations to ignore it. Iraq’s bloodthirsty Sunni extremists were threatening the extermination of tens of thousands of members of religious
minorities who have refused to join the fundamentalist Islamic state the terrorist forces want to create. 

BLOG: Why marijuana won’t become another Big Tobacco from Blog, Washington Post 8 Aug 14

I wrote earlier this week about the sophisticated ad campaigns recently launched by supporters and opponents of marijuana legalization. The two
camps agree that marijuana is going mainstream but part company on whether this is an ominous development or cause for celebration. 

Why Help China’s Military Progress? from New York Times 7 Aug 14

The head of China’s navy, Adm. Wu Shengli, recently asked his American counterpart, Adm. Jonathan Greenert, to allow Chinese officers
assigned to its new aircraft carrier to board an American carrier to learn about maintenance and operational procedures. United States policy
makers are considering the request. It is a bad idea. 

Making The Gaza Cease-Fire Last from New York Times 7 Aug 14

In the first good news in a long time, a 72-hour cease-fire appeared to be holding on Wednesday as Israelis and Palestinians tallied what was lost,
and gained, during the latest war over the desperate Gaza Strip. 

To Beat Putin, Support Ukraine from New York Times 7 Aug 14

IN response to Russian support for Ukrainian rebels, and in coordination with European leaders, President Obama has instituted the most
comprehensive set of economic sanctions ever against Russian officials and companies. Europe is considering alternate energy policies to reduce



Russia’s economic leverage. NATO is re-energized. And moral, unified condemnation of Russia’s actions has damaged Russia’s international
reputation. 

We Have A Moral Obligation To Support Africa’s Progress from McClatchy 6 Aug 14

Make no mistake, millions of Africans still endure the daily misery of grinding poverty, violent conflicts and the injustice of hunger and disease.
For decades, Democrats and Republicans, including President George W. Bush, who stepped up our global efforts against HIV/AIDS, have
recognized that, as Americans, we have a self-interest and moral obligation to help support Africa’s progress. 

Start With Gaza from New York Times 6 Aug 14

The Israeli-Palestinian conflict has become a ritualistic obscenity. It offends the conscience of humankind. The Oslo accords are dead. The “peace
process” initiated through them is a farce. It is time to rethink everything. 

President Obama’s Troubling Dinner Party from Los Angeles Times 6 Aug 14

The Obama administration erred on the side of inclusion in deciding which leaders to invite to its ambitious U.S.-Africa summit this week — at
least in the view of human rights advocates. 

Time For Netanyahu To Make Peace In Gaza from Washington Post 5 Aug 14

Now it’s Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s turn to show that he has the vision and leadership to build a durable cease-fire that could
empower Palestinian moderates and begin building a pathway from the hell on earth that is Gaza. 

Israel’s Colonialism Must End from New York Times 5 Aug 14

The Israeli occupation of Palestine is one of the only remaining settler-colonial occupations in the world today. And it is not limited to East
Jerusalem and the West Bank: Although Israel withdrew its settlers and army from Gaza in 2005, it is still recognized by the United Nations as an
occupying power, due to its complete control of Gaza’s airspace, sea access and of almost all of its land borders. 

How To Deal With The Ebola Outbreak from Los Angeles Times 5 Aug 14

It was a commendable decision — and more unnerving than risky — for Emory University to accept into its hospital two Americans who
contracted the deadly Ebola virus while doing humanitarian work in Africa.

WWI Demons Live from USA Today 5 Aug 14

World War I started one century ago. Wait! Don’t stop reading. For most Americans, the war is like algebra or frog anatomy — something you
have to study briefly in school but then never have to think about again. 

BLOG: Even marijuana opponents concede that pot has gone mainstream from Washington Post 4 Aug 14

Last week, the New York Times ran a six-part editorial series advocating for the national legalization of marijuana. In response, advocacy groups
on either side of the legalization debate took out dueling full-page advertisements in the paper. Conflicting messages aside, the ads are notable for
what they agree on: that marijuana use has officially moved out of the basement and into the boardroom. 

Global Trade Talks Suffer Another Setback from New York Times 4 Aug 14

The collapse last week of a global trade agreement on simplifying customs rules will make it much harder for the World Trade Organization to
finish its much-delayed Doha round of negotiations, which has a much broader agenda to lower tariffs and reduce barriers to trade. 

The Risk Of A New Cold War from New York Times 4 Aug 14

Russian and Western perspectives on the crisis in Ukraine are bound to diverge, but the tragedy of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 should bring us
together. This is not only because we can appreciate and feel saddened by the scale of the human loss, but also because the incident is a harbinger
of the wider danger we are in.

Nuclear Lessons For The World from New York Times 4 Aug 14

The United States National Academy of Sciences has identified the main lessons that nuclear operators around the world should learn from the
devastating accident at the Fukushima nuclear power plant in Japan in 2011. The primary lesson is to be ready for events that happen outside the



plant.

In Ethiopia, A Stranglehold On Freedom from Los Angeles Times 4 Aug 14

It is our hope that President Obama will use the summit of African leaders he is hosting this week to launch a new chapter in U.S.-African
relationships — one in which support for good governance will guide U.S. policy, in deed as well as in word. If not, the result is likely to be more
of the very violence and instability that counter-terrorism is supposed to curb. 

Clueless In Gaza from Washington Post 1 Aug 14

John Kerry is upset by heavy criticism from Israelis — left, right and center — of his recent cease-fire diplomacy. But that’s only half the story.
More significant is the consternation of America’s Arab partners, starting with the president of the Palestinian Authority. Mahmoud Abbas was
stunned that Kerry would fly off to Paris to negotiate with Hamas allies Qatar and Turkey in talks that excluded the PA and Egypt. 

Avoid Using Cease-fire To Rehabilitate Hamas: Our View from USA Today 1 Aug 14

Whether the surprise 72-hour Gaza cease-fire negotiated Thursday will last is anyone’s guess. Fighting continued even as the deadline for ending
hostilities neared, and there was no sign that any of the intractable differences between Israel and Hamas had been resolved. But the timing is at
least encouraging. 

Israeli Operation Not About Security: Opposing View from USA Today 1 Aug 14

Israel’s Operation Protective Edge is not about security. Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu provoked this war with Hamas in an effort to
continue Israel’s ongoing project: Control as much land as possible with as few Palestinians as possible. 

Obama Does Not Accept War For What It Is from Washington Post 1 Aug 14

Abraham Lincoln hated war as much as Barack Obama does. He saw so much more of it firsthand, lost friends in it and waged it on an immensely
vaster scale than Obama has. And yet, almost exactly 150 years ago (Aug. 17, 1864, to be precise), he wrote this to the squat, stolid general
besieging the town of Petersburg, south of Richmond: “I have seen your dispatch expressing your unwillingness to break your hold where you are.
Neither am I willing. Hold on with a bull-dog gripe, and chew & choke, as much as possible.” And so Ulysses S. Grant persevered. 

The West Must Prepare For A Wounded Putin To Become Even More Aggressive from Washington Post 31 Jul 14

A MONTH ago, Russian President Vladimir Putin appeared to be successfully executing his campaign to destabilize Ukraine. While Russian-
backed insurgents consolidated a breakaway republic, weak and divided Western governments ignored their own deadlines for imposing
sanctions. 

What Should Obama Do About Russia And The INF Treaty? Channel Reagan. from Los Angeles Times 31 Jul 14

The U.S. government concluded this week that Russia violated the 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty by testing a prohibited cruise
missile. The question now is what to do. 

America Needs A Conservative Internationalist As President from Washington Post 31 Jul 14

With metronomic regularity, there is a choreographed minuet of carnage. Israel is attacked. Israel defends itself. Perfunctory affirmations of
Israel’s right of self-defense are quickly followed by accusations that Israel’s military measures are disproportionate. Then come demands for a
cease-fire, and the attackers replenish their arsenals. 

Britain’s Crime Of Complicity With The Savile Sex Abuse Scandal from New York Times 31 Jul 14

THERE is something almost reassuring about the enduring ability of the British establishment to place itself beyond parody. This month, as the
government announced an inquiry into historical allegations of child sex abuse by leading political figures, Parliament pushed through a broad
surveillance bill with the justification that tapping everybody’s cellphones would, among other things, help the state catch pedophiles. 

Opinion: Five Principles For An Open Internet from Boston Globe 31 Jul 14

The FCC was created in 1934 to ensure that citizens throughout the country had access to affordable telephone service. We need a similar mandate
today for Internet access. Here are five principles that can help us reach this goal. 



John Kerry Learns Humility from Washington Post 30 Jul 14

John Kerry put his right hand on his heart. “This is not about me,” he said. The secretary of state was reacting to the torrent of criticism at home
and abroad of his failed attempt at a Middle East cease-fire; senior Israeli officials had called Kerry’s proposal a “strategic terrorist attack.” 

Stronger Sanctions On Russia, At Last from New York Times 30 Jul 14

After lengthy and difficult deliberations, the European Union agreed on Tuesday to a new and higher level of sanctions against Russia, including
the closing of European capital markets to Russian state banks, an embargo on new weapons sales and the transfer of sophisticated oil drilling
technology. 

‘Maybe In America’ from New York Times 30 Jul 14

I’ve been arguing that the big divide in the world these days is between the world of order and a growing world of disorder. If you’re keeping
score at home, the world of disorder just added another country: Libya. America quietly folded up its embassy in Libya last week and left, leaving
behind a tribal/militia war of all against all. Not good. 

John Kerry’s Big Blunder In Seeking An Israel-Gaza Cease-fire from Washington Post 29 Jul 14

Secretary of State John Kerry has made a significant mistake in how he’s pursuing a Gaza cease-fire — and it’s not surprising that he has upset
both the Israelis and some moderate Palestinians. 

With Israel, The World Is Blaming The Victims from Washington Post 29 Jul 14

Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s anti- Semitism is getting the better of him. Once again, the Turkish prime minister has trotted out the Hitler analogy in
relation to Israel and what it has done in Gaza. “They curse Hitler morning and night,” he said of the Israelis. “However, now their barbarism has
surpassed even Hitler’s.” 

Republicans Are Absent On Immigration Reform from Washington Post 29 Jul 14

The Republican Party’s paralysis on immigration is so complete — and so utterly irresponsible — that President Obama has no choice but to act
on his own. 

Obama’s Foreign Policy Reveals The Effects Of Disengagement from Washington Post 28 Jul 14

A stunning unfolding of international crises, from Iraq to Ukraine to Syria to Gaza, has prompted some less-than-edifying Washington debate: It’s
all President Obama’s fault. No, it’s not his fault at all. 

Stop The Grindstone Of Israeli-Palestinian Violence from New York Times 28 Jul 14

Israelis and Palestinians are imprisoned in what seems increasingly like a hermetically sealed bubble. Over the years, inside this bubble, each side
has evolved sophisticated justifications for every act it commits. 

Let Sunnis Defeat Iraq’s Militants from New York Times 28 Jul 14

THE situation in Iraq today is perilous, particularly for Sunni Muslim Arabs. Their prospects for inclusion in Iraq’s government and fair treatment
from it have been declining since 2010, when Iraqiyya, the nonsectarian coalition to which we belonged, drew more votes than any other
parliamentary bloc but was denied a chance to form a government. We might not have succeeded, but letting us try would have built public trust
in democracy. 

The Shared Destiny Of Israel And Gaza from New York Times 25 Jul 14

Hamas establishes a stranglehold over 1.8 million Palestinians squeezed into what David Cameron, the British prime minister, once called the
“open-air prison” of Gaza. It is a Jew-hating organization. It is ready, when need be, to use the lives of its own people as pawns.

If The West Doesn’t Do More For Ukraine Now, It Might Soon Be Too Late (WP) from Washington Post 25 Jul 14

VLADIMIR PUTIN has responded to the international outrage over the destruction of a Malaysian airliner by his proxies in eastern Ukraine by
escalating his aggression. According to U.S. officials, tanks, artillery and other heavy weapons have continued to cross from Russia to Ukraine
after the passenger jet was shot down.



Saving Daughters From Mutilation from New York Times 25 Jul 14

An international conference focusing on a global scourge — female genital mutilation — made significant progress this week with an
announcement from Prime Minister David Cameron of Britain that his government would prosecute parents who submit their daughters to that
primitive abuse. The world can only wish for similar enlightenment in the 29 countries in Africa and in parts of Asia and the Middle East where
genital mutilation is most common and where more than 130 million girls and women have been scarred for life. 

The U.S. Should Push For The Disarming Of Hamas In Gaza-Israel Cease-fire from Washington Post 24 Jul 14

THE DISTINGUISHING feature of the latest war between Israel and Hamas is “offensive tunnels,” as the Israeli army calls them. As of early
Wednesday, 28 had been uncovered in Gaza, and nearly half extended into Israel, according to Israeli officials.

Turkey Can Teach Israel How To End Terror from New York Times 24 Jul 14

These debates in Israel remind me of a similar debate at home during Turkey’s decades-long struggle against the terrorism of Kurdish insurgents.
The conflict between guerrillas of the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (or P.K.K.) and Turkey’s security forces began in 1984, and has claimed more
than 40,000 lives. The violence stopped less than two years ago, thanks to a peace process agreed upon by Turkey’s prime minister, Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, and the jailed leader of the P.K.K., Abdullah Ocalan. 

TYRRELL: The Birth Of A New Alignment In The Middle East from Washington Times 24 Jul 14

It did not take all that long, when you think about it, for America’s Nobel Prize-winning statesman to bring the world to a boil. Perhaps our Nobel
Prize-wining president was only a community organizer all along. He has brought the world to a boil not by his use of force, but by his
inattentiveness. 

Why I Flew To Israel from Bloomberg View 24 Jul 14

Just hours after the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration prohibited domestic airlines from flying to Israel this week, I boarded an El Al flight
from John F. Kennedy International Airport in New York City to Ben-Gurion International Airport in Tel Aviv to express solidarity with the
Israeli people and show the world that Israel’s airports remain open and safe. 

FAA Hands Hamas A Big Win: Column from USA Today 23 Jul 14

Why did the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) on Tuesday decide to ban flights to Israel for at least 24 hours? Was this really a safety
issue based on the landing of a rocket about a mile from the airport and, coincidentally, the shooting down of a passenger plane over Ukraine? Or
was the FAA acting politically, attempting to put additional pressure on Israel as its troops go about the hard, bloody work of eliminating Hamas
missiles and the “attack tunnels” Hamas has built to infiltrate terrorists from Gaza into Israel? 

Gaza Under Israel’s Onslaught from New York Times 23 Jul 14

Nights are the worst. That is when the bombing escalates. Nowhere is safe. Not a mosque. Not a church. Not a school, or even a hospital. All are
potential targets. 

Fires Of Hatred In France from New York Times 23 Jul 14

Thousands of demonstrators marched peacefully in France on Saturday in support of Palestinians in Gaza. In Strasbourg, in Lyon, in Avignon and
in Marseille, there was no violence. Not so in Paris.

The U.S. And Germany Are Rebuilding A Spy Partnership from Washington Post 23 Jul 14

Given recent German indignation about the National Security Agency, it has been easy to overlook the fact that for decades the German
government has cooperated extensively with the NSA on surveillance activities. But after a high-level meeting in Berlin this week, this long-
standing but veiled cooperation may have a firmer legal and political base. 

Richard Cohen: A Fight For Israel’s Existence from Washington Post 22 Jul 14

Israel fought its first war, in 1948, against five Arab nations — Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Syria and Jordan — as well as the Palestinians. In the
prediction of the fairly new CIA, the outcome was never in doubt: “Without substantial outside aid in terms of manpower and material, they [the
Jews] will be able to hold out no longer than two years.” It has now been 66 years, but I fear that sooner or later, the CIA’s conclusion could turn
out to be right. 



Putin’s Unconvincing Words On Flight 17 In Ukraine from New York Times 22 Jul 14

There are still innumerable questions about how Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 was shot down over rebel-held areas of Ukraine on Thursday. But
nobody contests that the 298 people so senselessly killed deserve far greater respect than they have been shown by the Russian-backed rebels who
have controlled the incompetent searches of the fields on which the Boeing 777 came down. 

This Should Bring People Together from USA Today 22 Jul 14

In response to the terrible tragedy that took place over Donetsk, I want to reiterate Russia’s position with regard to the current situation in
Ukraine. 

Flight 17: Ukraine’s War And Europe’s Passivity from New York Times 22 Jul 14

A century on from World War I, nobody wants the guns of August. 

The Politics Of Egypt’s Sexual Violence from New York Times 22 Jul 14

One day in the summer of 1974, I was getting ready to go to the swimming pool with a mixed-gender group of friends when my mother took me
aside. “Remember,” she said, “that a well-brought-up young man does not ogle women.” 

When Gaza Fighting Is Over, There Is A Way To Change For The Better from Washington Post 21 Jul 14

Since this is the third mini-war between Israel and Hamas in less than six years, some of the consequences being predicted by pundits sound
pretty familiar. Such as: Israel’s offensive in Gaza will have the effect of destroying “moderate” Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas. Or:
Hamas is actually “winning by losing,” gaining new support among Palestinians and across the Middle East by standing up to Israel. Or: The
stories of civilian casualties and accusations of “disproportionate” force are devastating Israel’s standing in the West. 

Democrats Losing Moral Clarity On Israel from Boston Globe 21 Jul 14

Pew’s findings demonstrate the strength of pro-Israel feeling in the United States. The poll was conducted amid the current fighting with Hamas,
but the bottom line hardly changed from Pew’s last survey in April, when it reported that in the 36 years it has been sampling public opinion,
“sympathy toward Israel has never been higher.” 

Russia’s Anti-West Isolationism from New York Times 21 Jul 14

Russia’s quasiwar in eastern Ukraine is in no small measure a product of long-felt anti-Western tensions within Vladimir Putin’s Kremlin that are
rapidly spiraling out of control. 

The World Must Know Whose Weapon Destroyed A Passenger Plane from Washington Post 18 Jul 14

On Thursday came a greater tragedy: the destruction of a Malaysia Airlines passenger jet with 295 people aboard. Ukrainian authorities charged
that it had been struck by a missile fired by a Russian-made surface-to-air battery supplied to Moscow’s Ukrainian proxies. 

Downing Of Malaysia Jet Is A Call To End Ukraine Conflict from New York Times 18 Jul 14

Growing casualties on the ground, a major escalation of American sanctions against Russia, a military plane shot down and now the appalling
destruction of a Malaysian jetliner with 295 people on board, destroyed by a surface-to-air missile. The Ukrainian conflict has gone on far too
long, and it has become far too dangerous. 

The Risk Of Tougher Sanctions On Russia from Washington Post 18 Jul 14

Energy politics underlie the explosive Ukraine crisis, as Europeans weigh U.S. calls for tougher sanctions against the ability of Russia to disrupt
gas supplies this winter. 

Gaza And Israel: The Road To War, Paved By The West from New York Times 18 Jul 14

AS Hamas fires rockets at Israeli cities and Israel follows up its extensive airstrikes with a ground operation in the Gaza Strip, the most immediate
cause of this latest war has been ignored: Israel and much of the international community placed a prohibitive set of obstacles in the way of the
Palestinian “national consensus” government that was formed in early June. 



Moral Clarity In Gaza from Washington Post 18 Jul 14

Israel accepts an Egyptian-proposed Gaza cease-fire; Hamas keeps firing. Hamas deliberately aims rockets at civilians; Israel painstakingly tries to
avoid them, actually telephoning civilians in the area and dropping warning charges, so-called roof knocking. 

Global Hot Spots Need To Be Put In Perspective from USA Today 18 Jul 14

With Twitter ablaze with tweets of war and terror, and cable news airing carnage at the top of every hour, it’s easy to think the world is unraveling.
Especially now, when troubles loom from Gaza to Ukraine and beyond. 

Nuclear Talks With Iran Should Be Given More Time from Washington Post 17 Jul 14

THE PUBLIC outlining by Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif of his government’s negotiating position in the ongoing talks on its
nuclear program was a tip-off that Tehran isn’t aiming to conclude a deal by the July 20 deadline. 

Israeli War On Gaza Negates Mahmoud Abbas’s Peaceful Legacy from Washington Post 17 Jul 14

The cycle of violence in Gaza might not be as brutal as what is happening in Syria or Iraq, but its repercussions for regional stability and peace are
far greater. The main loser in this war, in addition to those whose lives have been prematurely ended, is the chance of peace between Palestine and
Israel under Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas. 

The Caliph Has No Clothes from New York Times 17 Jul 14

Ramadan, which began this year on June 28, gives Muslims the chance to look to the past and future. It calls for fasting, but fasting for a purpose,
above all for renewing ties with family and with faith. 

Rethinking Woodrow Wilson’s 14 Points from Washington Post 9 Jul 14

As U.S. policymakers ponder the future shape of the Middle East, they should perhaps recall that the United States was opposed to the 1916
Sykes-Picot agreement, the famous “line in the sand” that is now said to be dissolving. 

France Decapitated from New York Times 9 Jul 14

The Tour de France bicycle race kicked off in England this year, in Yorkshire to be precise, and ended its third stage on the Mall outside
Buckingham Palace. Next pigs will fly. 

EDITORIAL: Obama’s ‘Katrina’ from Washington Times 9 Jul 14

It takes audacity for President Obama to schedule a pair of Democratic fundraisers in Texas while he refuses to tour the chaos on the Texas border.
Waves of illegal aliens, mostly unaccompanied children, have swarmed over the Rio Grande into South Texas, triggering a humanitarian crisis. 

OPINION: Peace Is The Only Path To True Security For Israel And The Palestinians from Ha'aretz 8 Jul 14

As Air Force One prepared to touch down in the Holy Land last year, I looked out my window and was once again struck by the fact that Israel’s
security can be measured in a matter of minutes and miles. I’ve seen what security means to those who live near the Blue Line, to children in
Sderot who just want to grow up without fear, to families who’ve lost their homes and everything they have to Hezbollah’s and Hamas’s rockets. 

Can Israeli And Palestinian Leaders End The Revenge Attacks? from New York Times 8 Jul 14

In the space of a few weeks, the brutal killings of four teenagers — one Palestinian and three Israelis — have inflamed tensions in Israel and the
occupied territories, potentially igniting a conflict that could be even more vicious than the intifadas of 1987 and 2000. It is the responsibility of
leaders on both sides to try and calm the volatile emotions that once again threaten both peoples. 

U.S. Should Aid Those Who Fight Terror, Not Abet Human Rights Abuses from Washington Post 8 Jul 14

IN HIS recent address at West Point, President Obama doubled down on his administration’s strategy of combating terrorism and other security
threats through “partnerships” with other armies. Describing the strategy as an alternative to “invading every country that harbors terrorist
networks,” the president said he would ask Congress to appropriate $5 billion for a Counterterrorism Partnerships Fund to “train, build capacity
and facilitate partner countries on the front lines.” 

L.A., Rightly, Says ‘No’ To Washington On Immigrant Detainees from Los Angeles Times 8 Jul 14



Citing a recent federal court ruling in Oregon that the practice infringes on constitutional protections, Mayor Eric Garcetti on Monday announced
that the city of Los Angeles will no longer honor federal “detainer letter” requests to hold people suspected of being in the country illegally for
potential deportation. The ruling, and similar dominoes-like responses by local governments, are proper, and affirm a basic civil liberty: the right
to due process. 

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe Launched His Third Arrow from Washington Post 2 Jul 14

PRIME MINISTER Shinzo Abe of Japan came into office in December 2012 promising a new economic policy consisting of “three arrows”:
fiscal stimulus, dramatic monetary expansion and structural reform. The first two are well underway and have produced modest but real
progress:...

The Ukrainian Crisis Reaches A New Level from New York Times 2 Jul 14

President Petro Poroshenko of Ukraine took the fateful step late Monday of ending his unilateral cease-fire in the struggle with separatists in
eastern Ukraine, declaring: “We will attack and liberate our land.” 

The West Can’t Afford To Make Empty Threats On Russia Sanctions from Washington Post 2 Jul 14

AS HEAVY fighting resumed Tuesday in eastern Ukraine , it was obvious that Russian President Vladimir Putin had disregarded the demands
from the United States and European Union that Russia stop intervening.

The American Way Of War: It May Surprise You from Los Angeles Times 2 Jul 14

When you study how the U.S. goes to war, there is a prevalent though not perfect pattern. The triggering event is often a sudden crisis that
galvanizes popular opinion and becomes the immediate occasion for military intervention but subsequently is exposed as a misguided perception
or outright fabrication. 

Obama’s Smaller Vision Of U.S. Interests Flunks Its First Test In Iraq from Washington Post 1 Jul 14

The summary moment of Barack Obama’s foreign policy came in August 2013 during a consequential stroll. 

Mr. Obama’s Immigration Challenge from New York Times 1 Jul 14

President Obama on Monday asked Congress for help in coping with the surge of tens of thousands of unaccompanied child migrants from
Central America to the Texas border. He said the administration needed more money to care for them and “additional authority to exercise
discretion” in quickly sending them home. 

In The Shadow Of Lebanon from New York Times 30 Jun 14

Iraq is now peering into the abyss that Lebanon witnessed during the darkest days of its civil war, the first and longest sectarian conflict in the
post-colonial Arab world.

A Familiar Russian Playbook from Washington Post 30 Jun 14

In fall 1958, when Russian author Boris Pasternak was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature, the Soviet regime unleashed a campaign of
vilification against their native son so brutal that it drove the author, then 68, to contemplate suicide. 

Al Shabab Lays A Trap For Kenya from New York Times 30 Jun 14

For much of the past half century, Kenya has cultivated an image as a peaceful oasis in a region dogged by violence and unrest. “Kenya, hakuna
matata” (“No worries in Kenya”) is the unofficial motto on T-shirts peddled to the thousands of tourists who flock the East African country’s
sandy beaches and safari parks every year. 

EDITORIAL: Malaysia’s Dismal Trafficking Record from New York Times 30 Jun 14

In its 2014 Trafficking in Persons report released June 20, the U.S. State Department downgraded Malaysia to its lowest Tier 3 status. The
downgrade puts Malaysia at risk of American economic and diplomatic penalties.

Is America Losing Faith In Universal Democracy? from New York Times 27 Jun 14

For the past few centuries, the Western world has witnessed a contest of historic visions. On the one side was the dream of the beautiful collective.



Human progress was a one-way march toward socialism. People would liberate themselves from religion, hierarchy and oppression. They would
build a new kind of society where equality would be the rule, where rational planning would replace cruel competition. 

The West Must Hold Russia To A Real Withdrawal From Ukraine from Washington Post 27 Jun 14

IN BRUSSELS on Friday, Western leaders will meet to fashion a response to Russia’s continuing aggression in Ukraine. 

Nothing Is More Important Than Bringing Home Nigeria’s Missing Girls from Washington Post 27 Jun 14

I have had to remain quiet about the continuing efforts by Nigeria’s military, police and investigators to find the girls kidnapped in April from the
town of Chibok by the terrorist group Boko Haram. I am deeply concerned, however, that my silence as we work to accomplish the task at hand is
being misused by partisan critics to suggest inaction or even weakness. 

Shimon Peres, Israel’s Dreamer And Doer from Washington Post 27 Jun 14

At a farewell dinner for Israeli President Shimon Peres in Washington on Wednesday night, several of the American guests appeared to approach
him with tears in their eyes. This emotional display was a sign of Peres’s personal impact on the U.S.-Israel relationship and the way his departure
marks the passing of an era. 

Obama’s Weakness, Or Ours? from New York Times 26 Jun 14

The odds are that you think President Obama’s foreign policy is a failure. 

The Iraqi Friends We Abandoned from New York Times 26 Jun 14

Bipartisan legislation did create a category of Special Immigrant Visas for Iraqis who had helped us, but bureaucracy strangled their distribution. 

Let ISIS Play Out Its Role In History: Column from USA Today 26 Jun 14

Iraq is at the beginning of the endgame of its existence that began more than a century ago, and there is little the United States can do about it.

Congress Has A Role In U.S. Military Action In Iraq from Washington Post 25 Jun 14

Last week, both the Obama administration and certain members of Congress said that no congressional authorization is needed for U.S. military
action in Iraq. I deeply disagree. 

A Terrorist With Gang-leader Charisma from Washington Post 25 Jun 14

A glimpse of the passionate loyalty inspired by Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the leader of the insurgent group known as the Islamic State of Iraq and
Syria, comes in a recent video made by a 20-year-old Muslim recruit from Cardiff, Wales. 

ISIS And SISI from New York Times 25 Jun 14

The past month has presented the world with what the Israeli analyst Orit Perlov describes as the two dominant Arab governing models: ISIS and
SISI. 

Talking With The Jihadists Is A Strategy For Losing from Washington Times 25 Jun 14

A secret CIA plot was revealed last week: Beginning almost 10 years ago, the agency set in motion a plan to make Osama bin Laden action
figures. Over time, the paint on the face would fleck off, revealing a demon beneath. The idea was to dissuade children in the Muslim world from
seeing al Qaeda’s leader as a hero. 

The “Ungrateful Volcano” Of Iraq from Washington Post 24 Jun 14

Iraq is shattered and 300 U.S. military advisers can’t put the pieces back together. So now what? An old saying about the Middle East comes to
mind: Things can always get worse. 

A Questionable Game Of ‘Shut Up’ On Iraq from Los Angeles Times 24 Jun 14

It’s a fact of human nature that it’s easier to talk about who’s to blame for a problem than it is to figure out what to do about the problem. Case in
point: There’s a near-riot in liberal circles over the very idea that supporters of the Iraq war should even be allowed to criticize the president’s
handling of the current Middle East crisis, never mind offer advice on how to proceed. 



Beware Libya’s ‘Fair Dictator’ from New York Times 24 Jun 14

...Washington must be careful. Openly accommodating or indirectly supporting a new strongman so soon after Libya overthrew its longtime
dictator will not only undermine a democratic transition but also exacerbate America’s credibility deficit in the Middle East. 

Congress Should Make Itself Heard About U.S. Troops In Iraq from Washington Post 23 Jun 14

By the spring of 1975, U.S. combat troops had been gone from Vietnam for two years. The country’s long involvement there had ended, the draft
had been abolished, Richard Nixon had resigned and the Americans who fought there were engaged at home in an uphill battle to have their
service recognized and respected and to redeem promises of veterans care and benefits on which the nation had already started to renege. 

Apology For World War II Sex Slaves Is Again At Issue from New York Times 23 Jun 14

At a time when constructive relations between Japan and South Korea are more important than ever to Asian security, the two countries, allies of
the United States, have been unable to put a difficult history behind them. Unfortunately, that seems unlikely to change soon given the release on
Friday of a Japanese report on World War II sex slaves. 

EDITORIAL: Slavery and the Shrimp on Your Plate from New York Times 21 Jun 14

Shrimp and other seafood fishing is a big business in Thailand. The industry employs more than 650,000 people and annually produces more than
$7 billion in exports that show up on dinner tables all over the world, including in the United States. It also has a horrific dark side. 

The Diplomacy Of Force from New York Times 20 Jun 14

If there is one rule of international affairs that the Obama administration has forgotten or never learned, it is that mediated settlements reflect
power balances. The principal way such balances are changed is through force. 

Iraq Presents A Stern Midterm Challenge For Mr. Obama from Washington Post 20 Jun 14

At the same midpoint of his second term, President Obama faces a similar challenge, and at a news conference Thursday he offered some
indications of a similar willingness to rethink. 

Obama’s Tough Choices In Iraq from Washington Post 20 Jun 14

President Obama came nearly full circle on Iraq on Thursday, sending military advisers back to cope with that country’s disintegration, as U.S.
officials lobbied for replacement of the prime minister that the United States helped install. These were the right choices, but they were a measure
of how badly U.S. policy has gone awry. 

David Ignatius: History argues for crisis conference in shattering Middle East from Billings Gazette 19 Jun 14

Let’s look at the reality on the ground in the Middle East: Iraq and Syria are effectively partitioned along sectarian lines; Lebanon and Yemen are
close to fracturing; Turkey, Egypt and Saudi Arabia survive intact, but as increasingly authoritarian states. 

Krauthammer: Obama administration's policies have left US with 'no good options' in Iraq from FOX News 19 Jun 14

Charles Krauthammer said Wednesday on "Special Report with Bret Baier" that President Obama's total withdrawal from Iraq leaves the U.S.
with "no good options" as to how to address the crisis in the country. 

Real Business Leaders Want To Save Capitalism from Eurasia Review 19 Jun 14

A few weeks ago I was visited in my office by the chairman of one of the country’s biggest high-tech firms who wanted to talk about the causes
and consequences of widening inequality and the shrinking middle class, and what to do about it. 

Border Crisis Defies Immigration Platitudes from Miami Herald 18 Jun 14

Nine months ago, in The Wall Street Journal, a former Bush administration official described the sorry plight of children now streaming
northward across the U.S.-Mexico border. 

ISIS Will Fail In Iraq, And Iran Will Be The Victor from New York Times 18 Jun 14

...an assault on Baghdad, or even its capture, would be an illusory victory. It can only end in defeat — and the strengthening of the insurgents’



sworn Shiite enemies in Baghdad and, especially, Tehran. 

Iraq Needs A New Team At The Top from USA Today 18 Jun 14

Over the past few days, the rebel onslaught in Iraq has slowed. It was predictable that Baghdad and surrounding cities, populated by a majority of
Shiite, would be a much tougher target for the Sunni extremists of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) movement than were Sunni-
dominated cities such as Fallujah, Mosul and Tal Afar. But this is hardly a reason we can relax.

Piecing Together The Shattering Middle East from Washington Post 18 Jun 14

Let’s look at the reality on the ground in the Middle East: Iraq and Syria are effectively partitioned along sectarian lines; Lebanon and Yemen are
close to fracturing; Turkey, Egypt and Saudi Arabia survive intact but as increasingly authoritarian states. 

ISIS Will Fail In Iraq, And Iran Will Be The Victor from New York Times 17 Jun 14

TO go by much of the commentary about Iraq in recent days, the country is already past the breaking point under the lightning campaign by Sunni
insurgents. Reinforced by hardened fighters from Syria and sympathetic communities in northern and western Iraq, the insurgents control much of
Mosul, the most important city in northern Iraq, and Tikrit, the home of Saddam Hussein’s clan, and they have laid siege to Samarra, the site of
one of Shiism’s most storied shrines. It would be no surprise if the next few weeks brought them to the gates of Baghdad. 

Obama Got It Right On Iraq from Washington Post 17 Jun 14

President Obama’s instincts about Iraq and Syria have been sound from the beginning: Greater U.S. engagement probably cannot make things
better but certainly can make them worse, both for the people of the region and for our national interests. 

Obama’s Foreign Policy Of Retreat from Washington Post 17 Jun 14

Two hundred and nine years after Marines visited those shores, dispatched by President Jefferson to punish Barbary pirates for attacking U.S.
vessels in the Mediterranean, Marines are again in that sea, poised to return. If they are sent ashore, their mission will be to rescue U.S. citizens
from the consequences of U.S. policy. Then they might have to do the same thing in Baghdad. 

The Massacre Strategy from Politico Magazine 17 Jun 14

Why ISIS brags about its brutal sectarian murders. 

Influx Of Children Shows Urgent Need For Immigration Reform from Boston Globe 16 Jun 14

The fact that families in South and Central America are essentially giving up their children on the slender hope that they might be allowed to stay
in the United States attests to the level of misery caused by Congress’s failure to approve a guest-worker program and comprehensive immigration
reform. 

Only America Can Prevent a Disaster in Iraq from Wall Street Journal 16 Jun 14

Without U.S. help, the civil war may spiral into a regional conflict as other countries, including Iran, intervene.

Obama has painted himself into a foreign policy corner [Commentary] from Baltimore Sun 16 Jun 14

The lack of a substantive foreign policy has left us no good options regarding Iraq 

Killer Virus Demands Open Accounting from Washington Post 16 Jun 14

FOR MANY months in 2012 and 2013, Saudi Arabia reassured the world that it was paying close attention to the outbreak of a novel coronavirus
in the kingdom, known as Middle East respiratory syndrome, or MERS. But events this year have begun to pull back the curtain on a disease
outbreak that was — and remains — dangerous and not fully explained or explored. 

Prime Minister Maliki Panics As Insurgents Gain from New York Times 13 Jun 14

What’s happening in Iraq is a disaster and it is astonishing that the Iraqis and the Americans, who have been sharing intelligence, seem to have
been caught flat-footed by the speed of the insurgent victories and the army defections. 

Iraq’s Disintegration Could Haunt The United States For Years To Come from Washington Post 13 Jun 14



IRAQ HAS been shattered by a jihadist blitzkrieg, and some in the United States are ready to write off what’s left of the country in whose
liberation and democratization Americans have invested so heavily.

Maliki’s Iraq Disaster from Washington Post 13 Jun 14

The stunning gains this week by Iraq’s Sunni insurgents carry a crucial political message: Nouri al-Maliki, the Shiite prime minister of Iraq, is a
polarizing sectarian politician who has lost the confidence of his army and nation. He cannot put a splintered Iraq together again, no matter how
many weapons the Obama administration sends him. 

U.S. Must Act To Prevent Extremists’ Victory In Iraq from Washington Post 13 Jun 14

The war in Iraq was not over when the United States withdrew from Iraq in 2011. We just pretended that it was.

The Sunni-Shiite Conflict Explodes In Iraq from New York Times 13 Jun 14

When the United States invaded Iraq in 2003, it effectively destroyed the Iraqi government. Slowly learning from that mistake, the U.S. spent the
next eight years in a costly round of state-building.

The Middle East’s Mounting Danger from Washington Post 12 Jun 14

FOR YEARS, President Obama has been claiming credit for “ending wars,” when, in fact, he was pulling the United States out of wars that were
far from over. Now the pretense is becoming increasingly difficult to sustain. 

Mosul Falls To ISIS, Endangering Iraq’s Democracy from New York Times 12 Jun 14

THE Obama administration must help the Iraqi government retake the city of Mosul from Islamists and stem their march toward Baghdad. But
military aid will not be enough. 

All Justice Is Local from New York Times 12 Jun 14

Political scientists like Timothy Longman, Scott Straus, Lee Ann Fujii and Omar McDoom, who have studied why hundreds of thousands of
Rwandans turned against their neighbors in 1994, have challenged the view that genocide is primarily the result of government orders.

Arm Syria’s Opposition from New York Times 11 Jun 14

In February, I resigned as the American ambassador to Syria, after 30 years’ foreign service in Africa and the Middle East. As the situation in
Syria deteriorated, I found it ever harder to justify our policy. It was time for me to leave. 

The Return Of Al-Qaeda from Washington Post 11 Jun 14

The capture Tuesday of Mosul, the hub of northern Iraq, by al-Qaeda-linked militants is an alarm bell that violent extremists are on the rise again
in the Middle East. And it’s a good time for President Obama to explain more about how he plans to fight this menace without making the
mistakes of the past. 

Obama Is A Prisoner Of Groupthink from Washington Post 11 Jun 14

Of the many strange moments in the Bowe Bergdahl saga, the most worrisome was Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel’s statement about the prisoner
exchange. 

Hillary Clinton: She’s No Obama from Los Angeles Times 11 Jun 14

Hillary Rodham Clinton wants you to know that when it comes to foreign policy, she’s one tough lady. Tougher, say, than President Obama. 

In Fight Against Boko Haram, Aroused Public Makes A Difference from Miami Herald 11 Jun 14

How about some good news for a change? 

Pakistan’s Latest Crisis from New York Times 10 Jun 14

In its increasingly violent effort to destroy the Pakistani state, the Pakistani Taliban have attacked, among other targets, army headquarters in
Rawalpindi, a naval base in Karachi, an air base in Kamra and an airport in Peshawar. 



Rand Study Tries To Focus On Lessons From Iraq And Afghanistan, But What Have We Learned? from Washington Post 10 Jun 14

What lessons should we have learned from Iraq and Afghanistan? Put in current terms: Who wants to forecast the ultimate result of U.S.
commitments to increasing military and economic support for selected insurgents in Syria and the new government of President Petro Poroshenko
in Ukraine? President Obama, backed by Congress, is making these critical moves. 

In “Hard Choices,” Hillary Clinton Is Seen As Hesitant To Take Big Risks from Washington Post 10 Jun 14

“Hard Choices” begins and ends in the empty voice of a campaign speech. But in between, it contains a clear and at times riveting account of
Hillary Rodham Clinton’s four years as secretary of state. 

In Russia, One Legislator Stands Against The Putin Agenda from Washington Post 9 Jun 14

Ilya Ponomarev offers an eminently sensible critique of Vladimir Putin’s invasion of Ukraine from a pro-Russian point of view.

Peaceful Nonreconciliation Now from New York Times 9 Jun 14

JOHN KERRY’S failed Middle East peace effort has made it clear that a negotiated political agreement is impossible at the moment. The two-
state formula enjoyed decades of exclusive stardom, in which its appeal thwarted all innovative and alternative thought. 

Ebola Gets Worse In West Africa from New York Times 9 Jun 14

The World Health Organization warned last Wednesday that the epidemic caused by the deadly Ebola virus in West Africa, which had seemed to
be waning, has recently taken a turn for the worse. The afflicted nations and their neighbors will need to redouble their efforts to contain a virus
for which there is neither a cure nor a vaccine. 

The West Shows No Willingness To Defend Freedom Against Russia from Washington Post 6 Jun 14

UKRAINE’S NEWLY elected president, Petro Poroshenko, got a pledge of support from President Obama in Warsaw yesterday. But in the
struggle over Ukraine’s future, Vladimir Putin was looking like the day’s winner.

Free Him, Then Try Him from Washington Post 6 Jun 14

What is it with Susan Rice and the Sunday morning talk shows? This time she said Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl had served in Afghanistan “with honor
and distinction” — the biggest whopper since she insisted the Benghazi attack was caused by a video. 

Claims Of U.S. Weakness And Retreat Of U.S. Power Are Unfounded from Washington Post 6 Jun 14

When CBS News brought Dwight Eisenhower back to Normandy for the 20th anniversary of the D-Day landings in 1964, you might have
expected the former commander of Allied forces to conclude with a triumphal comment. Instead, CBS captured an anguished Eisenhower against
the backdrop of crosses at the U.S. cemetery at St. Laurent, ruminating: “We must find some way ... to gain an eternal peace for this world.” 

D-Day Shaped America’s Role In The World from Washington Post 6 Jun 14

Seventy years ago today, the map of the world, the United States’ global role and the lives of generations of Americans changed forever. 

Edward Snowden Took Less Than Previously Thought, Says James Clapper from Washington Post 6 Jun 14

As the intelligence community continues its assessment of the damage caused by Edward Snowden’s leaks of secret programs, Director of
National Intelligence James Clapper says it appears the impact may be less than once feared because “it doesn’t look like he [Snowden] took as
much” as first thought. 

When A President Goes Rogue from Washington Post 5 Jun 14

What Winston Churchill said of Secretary of State John Foster Dulles — that he was a bull who carried his own china shop around with him — is
true of Susan Rice, who is, to be polite, accident-prone. 

Was Sgt. Bergdahl ‘Worthy’ Of Rescue? It’s The Wrong Question. from Los Angeles Times 5 Jun 14

In the immediate aftermath of the announcement of the deal to win the release of Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, objections focused on three issues. One
was whether the price was too high, a reference to the release of five senior Taliban prisoners. 



What Really Happened To Egypt’s Revolution from Washington Post 5 Jun 14

Ahmed Maher founded the April 6 Youth Movement that advocated democracy in Egypt and an end to the regime of Hosni Mubarak. He is in
Egypt’s Tora prison. 

Hamas Now Supports The Palestinian Authority. How Should The U.S. Respond? from Los Angeles Times 5 Jun 14

The Obama administration has angered Israel by saying that it will continue to work with, and provide assistance to, the Palestinian Authority
even after a reconciliation between President Mahmoud Abbas and the Islamist movement Hamas.

After Bowe Bergdahl, What About Alan Gross? from Washington Post 4 Jun 14

The release of Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl in exchange for five Taliban detainees raises the question: What about Alan Gross, the State Department
subcontractor who has languished nearly as long in a Cuban jail? 

Sen. Rubio: POW Swap Endangers Americans from USA Today 4 Jun 14

Last month, the National September 11 Memorial and Museum opened its doors at Ground Zero in New York. Lost in the solemn remembrances
of that day was the fact that America remains at war. Every day, those affiliated with the terrorists who committed the atrocities 13 years ago plot
to kill Americans, including here in the U.S. homeland. 

The Mirage Of Political Islam from New York Times 4 Jun 14

"You must maintain your power through consent, not coercion; you must respect the rights of minorities, and participate with a spirit of tolerance
and compromise; you must place the interests of your people and the legitimate workings of the political process above your party. Without these
ingredients, elections alone do not make true democracy.” 

Freedom For Sgt. Bergdahl, At A Price from New York Times 3 Jun 14

It would be extremely coldhearted not to feel relief that Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl is back in American hands after being held captive by the Taliban for
nearly five years. American soldiers need to know their government will not abandon them if they are taken prisoner, especially with the war in
Afghanistan in its prolonged final stage. 

Was Price To Win Release Of An American Soldier From Taliban Captivity Too High? from Washington Post 3 Jun 14

PRESIDENT OBAMA and his top aides are taking satisfaction in the release of Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl from nearly five years of captivity by the
Taliban. While it may be, as some former comrades allege, that Sgt. Bergdahl’s capture followed his desertion of his post, by obtaining his release
the administration upheld the principle that, as Mr. Obama put it, “the United States of America does not ever leave our men and women in
uniform behind.” That will be a comfort to many families beyond the Bergdahls, whose dedication to their son is inspiring. 

Ukraine’s Festering Divisions from New York Times 3 Jun 14

As the polls closed during last month’s snap presidential elections in Ukraine, violence broke out in the east of the country. Insurgents took over
Donetsk airport and the government responded with airstrikes. 

A True Whistleblower Doesn’t Behave Like Edward Snowden from Washington Post 3 Jun 14

Edward Snowden may have created a paper trail that he could later use to say he brought his questioning of National Security Agency activities to
higher authorities. 

Obama’s Values-Free Foreign Policy from Washington Post 2 Jun 14

Last week President Obama said the United States should consider unilateral military action only when the nation or its allies are directly
threatened. His stance would repudiate decades of bipartisan foreign policy — and Obama’s own views of just 10 months ago. 

Sisi And The Palestinians from New York Times 2 Jun 14

The Palestinian cause has always had deep ties to Egypt, which has historically been the largest and most powerful Arab state. As such, it has
played the most significant and influential role in defining the Arab world’s position on Palestine, both regionally and internationally. 

Tiananmen’s Silent Ghosts: Our View from USA Today 2 Jun 14



The 25th anniversary of China’s inspirational Tiananmen Square uprising — and subsequent massacre — will pass quietly in Beijing this week. 

I Still Have No Idea What The Obama Doctrine Is from War on the Rocks 2 Jun 14

Last week, President Obama gave what was billed as one of the most momentous foreign policy addresses of his presidency. He was expected to
lay out his vision for America’s next chapter on the world stage. Much ink has been spent in seeking to define, defend, and disparage the Obama
Doctrine over the past five and a half years. But as we approach the midpoint of his second term, and even after this much-heralded speech, I still
don’t know what it is. 

Obama’s Leadership Is Right For Today from Washington Post 30 May 14

Criticizing presidents for weakness is a standard practice in Washington because the world is a messy place and, when bad things happen,
Washington can be blamed for them. But to determine what the United States — and Obama — should be doing, we have to first understand the
nature of the world and the dangers within it. 

Emptiness At West Point from Washington Post 30 May 14

It is fitting that on the day before President Obama was to give his grand West Point address defending the wisdom and prudence of his foreign
policy, his government should be urging Americans to evacuate Libya. 

Obama Should Not Let Europe Slip Away from Washington Post 30 May 14

In his West Point speech Wednesday, President Obama remained trapped by the paradigm that has governed our foreign policy since the fall of the
Berlin Wall. 

At West Point, President Obama Binds America’s Hands On Foreign Affairs from Washington Post 29 May 14

PRESIDENT OBAMA has retrenched U.S. global engagement in a way that has shaken the confidence of many U.S. allies and encouraged some
adversaries. That conclusion can be heard not just from Republican hawks but also from senior officials from Singapore to France and, more
quietly, from some leading congressional Democrats. As he has so often in his political career, Mr. Obama has elected to respond to the critical
consensus not by adjusting policy but rather by delivering a big speech. 

President Obama Misses A Chance On Foreign Affairs from New York Times 29 May 14

President Obama and his aides heralded his commencement speech at the United States Military Academy at West Point on Wednesday as a big
moment, when he would lay out his foreign policy vision for the remainder of his term and refute his critics. The address did not match the hype,
was largely uninspiring, lacked strategic sweep and is unlikely to quiet his detractors, on the right or the left. 

Obama’s Foreign Policy Repeats Some Avoidable Mistakes from Washington Post 29 May 14

President Obama’s measured defense of his foreign policy at West Point on Wednesday made many cogent points to rebut critics. Unfortunately,
the speech also showed that he hasn’t digested some of the crucial lessons of his presidency. 

Egypt’s Military Ruler Suffers An Embarrassment At The Polls from Washington Post 29 May 14

EGYPT’S PRESIDENTIAL election has turned out to be considerably more revealing of national sentiment than might have been expected.
Despite increasingly desperate measures by authorities, including the extension of polling from two days to three and threats to fine anyone who
didn’t cast a ballot, turnout was disastrously low.

The Fringe Gets Bigger from New York Times 29 May 14

As expected, angry Europeans across the Continent delivered a drubbing to establishment parties in elections to the European Parliament that
ended on Sunday. It was not only fringe parties in smaller states that did it: Marine Le Pen’s National Front in France and Nigel Farage’s UKIP
(U.K. Independence Party) in Britain each took about a quarter of the votes in their countries, the second- and third-biggest economies in the
European Union. 

Wounded By Snowden, The US Focuses On Chinese Cyberspying from Boston Globe 29 May 14

The indictmentthat came down last week against five members of the Chinese military for stealing trade secrets from US companies has little to
do with an actual criminal case. It’s highly unlikely that these men will ever see the inside of a US court. Instead, the decision to issue charges that



will annoy and embarrass China was a strategic move to regain the upper hand in an ongoing cyberwar against that country. 

President Obama Continues His Retreat Fro Afghanistan from Washington Post 28 May 14

YOU CAN’T fault President Obama for inconsistency. After winning election in 2008, he reduced the U.S. military presence in Iraq to zero. After
helping to topple Libyan dictator Moammar Gaddafi in 2011, he made sure no U.S. forces would remain. He has steadfastly stayed aloof, except
rhetorically, from the conflict in Syria. And on Tuesday he promised to withdraw all U.S. forces from Afghanistan by the end of 2016. 

On Mideast, A Hopeful Dialogue from Washington Post 28 May 14

Getting the former spy chiefs of Israel and Saudi Arabia to talk together about peace is hardly a breakthrough, but it at least helps keep alive the
idea of an eventual Israeli-Palestinian settlement. 

E.U. Nationalism Surges At The Polls from Washington Post 28 May 14

ONE SHOULD not read too much into the rise of populist anti-European Union parties, most of them right-wing, in Sunday’s elections for the
regional parliament.

The C.I.A.’s Deadly Ruse In Pakistan from New York Times 27 May 14

The use of a sham vaccination program in the government’s hunt for Osama bin Laden has produced a lethal backlash in Pakistan where dozens of
public health workers have been murdered and fearful parents are shunning polio vaccine for their children. 

The Banality Of Anger from New York Times 27 May 14

Nowhere is the crisis of modernity felt more acutely than in France where for a quarter-century now globalization has brought moroseness and
mistrust on an epic scale. Uneasy with capitalism, uncomfortable with flexibility, unpersuaded by the so-called Anglo-Saxon model, France has
retreated into its rancor. 

The Ghosts Of Europe from Wall Street Journal 27 May 14

Why fascism is back in fashion from Athens to Paris. 

Disrupt Boko Haram Business Strategy: Column from USA Today 23 May 14

The kidnapping of nearly 300 schoolgirls by Boko Haram in Nigeria represents the new diversification of fundraising efforts by terrorist groups.
Indeed, the mass abduction is a business proposition that military intervention alone will not solve. 

Who Made The Pivot To Asia? Putin. from Washington Post 23 May 14

On Wednesday, it finally happened — the pivot to Asia. No, not the United States. It was Russia that turned East. 

Lessons From ‘The Good Spy’ On How To Do Intelligence Right from Washington Post 23 May 14

What makes a good spy? It’s not the flashy qualities you see in the movies, or the “Murder Inc.” tactics the CIA has sometimes been ordered to
use against terrorists during the past decade. It’s something more delicate and human, as explained in a remarkable new biography of one of the
CIA’s bravest and best officers ever in the Middle East. 

An Appeal To Europe, From Ukraine’s Ambassador from New York Times 23 May 14

To the Editor: The future of Ukraine has two most probable options — either as a modern, democratic state and part of the European family, or as
a weak, dependent and failed quasi-country, an appendix to the Euro-Asian community. 

A Finland Model For Ukraine? from Washington Post 21 May 14

After months of war fever over Ukraine, perhaps the biggest surprise is that citizens there will be voting to choose a new government in elections
that observers predict will be free and fair in most areas. 

Martial Law In Thailand Is Worrisome But Offers An Opportunity For Accord from Washington Post 21 May 14

THAILAND’S MILITARY has staged at least 11 coups in the past 80 years, a record that has held the country back politically and economically.
Whether its declaration Tuesday of martial law will add to that sorry score is not yet certain.



‘What’s The Worst That Can Happen?’ from Wall Street Journal 21 May 14

John Kerry makes a revealing statement in the form of a question.

The Limits Of Armchair Warfare from New York Times 21 May 14

BOTH of us have a deep appreciation for the work of drone pilots. Whether patrolling the Helmand Valley with a sniper team or relying on drone-
driven intelligence to plan manned aerial missions, we often prayed that the drone operators supporting us were cool, calm and collected. 

A Vote For Ukrainian Freedom from New York Times 19 May 14

Holding an election amid threats of invasion and sabotage by fifth-column separatists is the most severe test a democracy can endure. But as
President Abraham Lincoln said, facing re-election in 1864 while America’s Civil War still raged, “We cannot have free government without
elections; and if the rebellion could force us to forgo, or postpone, a national election, it might fairly claim to have already conquered and ruined
us.” 

A Critique Of Obama’s Foreign Policy Catches On from Washington Post 19 May 14

Why is everyone piling on President Obama’s foreign policy — and how fair is the criticism? 

Europe’s Migration Emergency from New York Times 19 May 14

Italy’s interior minister, Angelino Alfano, has given the European Union an ultimatum: Either step in to help Italy cope with the waves of African
migrants who risk drowning in the Mediterranean to reach its shores or Italy will begin sending the people it rescues to neighboring European
countries.

Why The Mideast Peace Process Is In Tatters from Washington Post 16 May 14

Sometimes things have to get worse before they get better. Other times, they just get worse. We’ll find out soon which of those descriptions
characterizes the collapsed Israeli-Palestinian peace process. 

Iranian Reality Check from New York Times 16 May 14

Unreasonable optimism surrounds talks between Iran and major powers that resumed this week with the aim of moving beyond an interim deal to
a long-term accord that ensures a limited Iranian nuclear program that can only be put to civilian use. 

America Should Not Soften Its Nuclear Demands Of Iran from Washington Post 15 May 14

Nuclear negotiations between Iran and the P5+1 powers — the United States, Britain, France, Germany, Russia, and China — resume this week in
an atmosphere that is at once hopeful and grave. Officials from both sides have been surprisingly optimistic about their chances of reaching a
long-term accord. Yet serious differences reportedly remain...

The Kidnapping Of A Country from New York Times 15 May 14

THE road to Chibok is eerily quiet, lined with checkpoints manned by civilians, many of them teenagers, wielding rusty rifles and serving as
added security for an area that has little. In this northeast Nigerian village, where more than 300 teenage schoolgirls were kidnapped by the
militant Islamist separatist group Boko Haram on April 14, their stunned families were still waiting this week for them to come home. 

MERS Is Still A Mystery Virus from Washington Post 15 May 14

SAUDI ARABIA crossed a grim threshold Wednesday, announcing that the number of cases of Middle East respiratory syndrome, caused by a
novel coronavirus, has exceeded 500 in the kingdom, with 157 deaths among them. The global number of MERS cases is now more than 570,
with two of them recently reported in the United States. 

Rescuing The Kidnapped Girls Should Be Only A First Step For Nigeria To Counter Boko Haram from Washington Post 14 May 14

THOUGH IT is easily derided as superficial, the social media campaign in support of about 300 girls who were abducted in Nigeria is producing
results. 

Dirty Dancing In Egypt from New York Times 14 May 14



Egyptians are currently suffering from a grinding economic crisis, hefty inflation, a breakdown of security and widespread terrorist attacks.
Despite these trying times, the most watched clips on YouTube are of Oriental dance (as raqs sharqi is often translated). 

Bibi’s Big PR Stunt from New York Times 13 May 14

As Israel celebrates the 66th anniversary of its founding, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has vowed to introduce an addition to the country’s
basic laws — the closest thing it has to a constitution — to “legally anchor” Israel as a Jewish state. 

United Palestinian Government May Provide New Opportunities For Peace from Washington Post 13 May 14

Although intensive Middle East peace efforts by Secretary of State John F. Kerry have not produced an agreement, they have clarified the issues
and still can produce significant dividends.

The GOP’s Benghazi Hangup Is Baffling from Washington Post 13 May 14

Tuning the car radio some weeks back, I heard the president denounced as a moron. I was shocked. I had reached some right-wing talker and he
was carrying on about something Barack Obama had recently said — that he worries more about a nuclear attack on New York than he does about
Russia.

Boko Haram Chose Its Victims For A Reason – To Stop Progress from Los Angeles Times 13 May 14

Millions of people around the world have tweeted in recent weeks using the hashtag #BringBackOurGirls. That’s an important sentiment, and not
just as it relates to the kidnapping of 276 female students by Boko Haram in northern Nigeria. 

Corruption A Common Thread In The Rise Of Extremism from Washington Post 13 May 14

President Obama needs dependable leaders in the countries he is trying to help for U.S. foreign policy goals to make progress. Those leaders,
more than Obama, will determine whether U.S. policy succeeds. 

A Selfie-Taking, Hashtagging Teenage Administration from Wall Street Journal 13 May 14

The Obama crowd too often responds to critics and to world affairs like self-absorbed adolescents.

Show Us The Drone Memos from New York Times 12 May 14

I BELIEVE that killing an American citizen without a trial is an extraordinary concept and deserves serious debate. I can’t imagine appointing
someone to the federal bench, one level below the Supreme Court, without fully understanding that person’s views concerning the extrajudicial
killing of American citizens. 

A Wake-up Call In The Middle East from Washington Times 12 May 14

After Israel was recently forced to suspend peace talks with the Palestinian Authority (PA), American credibility in the Middle East took another
devastating blow. The Obama administration’s insistence that the PA was a legitimate peace partner crumbled following Fatah’s proposed unity
government with Hamas. 

Putin Is Acting Defensively In Ukraine from Washington Post 12 May 14

At the heart of the crisis in Ukraine lies a simple truth about Vladimir Putin. Who better to say it than Nadya Tolokonnikova, who before turning
25 has experienced Russian prison, whippings by Cossacks, Western celebrity — and of course life in the punk protest group Pussy Riot, of which
she is a founder. Putin, Tolokonnikova said, “is using foreign policy to solve problems inside Russia.” 

Putin Is Winging It On Ukraine from Washington Post 9 May 14

In the chess game that is the Ukraine crisis, it’s increasingly clear that Russian President Vladimir Putin hasn’t thought his way through to the
endgame. He’s aggressive in his moves, but also calculating. He wants success but not at any cost. 

Benghazi: How To Do The Hearings Right from Washington Post 9 May 14

The Democrats are portraying the not-yet-even-constituted House Select Committee on Benghazi as nothing but a partisan exercise. They are
even considering boycotting the hearings to delegitimize them. 



The Real Africa from New York Times 9 May 14

In 2005, Binyavanga Wainaina published a brilliantly sarcastic essay in Granta called “How to Write About Africa,” advising people on how to
sound spiritual and compassionate while writing a book about the continent. 

Kidnapped Nigerian girls: We must act fast against Boko Haram terrorists from FOX News 9 May 14

Young girls who hope to improve their lives through education sometimes risk attracting the evil eye of radical Muslim terrorists. 

Amid Tensions, A Gesture From Putin from New York Times 8 May 14

If President Vladimir Putin of Russia means what he said on Wednesday, the dangerous standoff over Ukraine could be moving toward a
resolution. After meeting with the Swiss president, Didier Burkhalter, who is the current chairman of the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe, Mr. Putin said Russian troops have been pulled back from the Ukrainian border, and he urged pro-Russian rebels in
southeastern Ukraine to call off a referendum on secession that they had scheduled for Sunday. 

Meet The Chief Prosecutor In The GOP’s Benghazi Show Trial from Washington Post 8 May 14

Rep. Trey Gowdy, the tea party Republican tapped to lead the new committee investigating the 2012 Benghazi attacks, made a telling slip
Wednesday morning in describing his mission. 

Rep. Trey Gowdy: Benghazi Needs Deeper Scrutiny from USA Today 8 May 14

Benghazi matters because four of our fellow citizens were murdered under terrifying circumstances. Benghazi matters because a diplomatic
facility emblematic and representative of our country was attacked and burned on the anniversary of 9/11. Benghazi matters because Americans
deserve to know the truth from those entrusted to lead and govern. 

Sure, Boko Haram Is Bad, But Don’t Overlook Nigeria’s Corrupt Ways from Los Angeles Times 8 May 14

It’s a nasty business, this abduction of 270 teenage girls in Nigeria by the Boko Haram terrorist group. But should dealing with these terrorists be
our business too? 

Did Samantha Power Just Rebuke Obama On Syria? from Bloomberg View 7 May 14

Last week, in a powerful speech that should have received more attention than it has so far, Samantha Power, the U.S. ambassador to the United
Nations, seemed to rebuke the administration in which she serves for its handling of the Syria catastrophe. 

Obama Tends To Create His Own Foreign Policy Headaches from Washington Post 7 May 14

It’s painful watching the YouTube video of President Obama in Manila last week, talking about hitting singles and doubles in foreign policy.
Everything he says is measured, and most of it is correct. But he acts as if he’s talking to a rational world, as opposed to one inhabited by leaders
such as Russia’s Vladimir Putin. 

Nigeria’s Stolen Girls from New York Times 7 May 14

Three weeks after their horrifying abduction in Nigeria, 276 of the more than 300 girls who were taken from a school by armed militants are still
missing, possibly sold into slavery or married off.

Leonard Pitts: Extremist Islam Is Scared Of Educated Girls, And The Women They’ll Become from Miami Herald 7 May 14

There was a method to this madness. 

Diverting Benghazi Probe from USA Today 7 May 14

“Diversion, subterfuge, Benghazi, Benghazi, Benghazi. ...Why aren’t we talking about something else?” House Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi
complained last week. 

Ukraine Needs a Lifeline—Now from 6 May 14

Anchoring the hryvnia to a more stable currency would help Kiev immensely and deliver a blow to Putin.

How The White House Helped Republicans On Benghazi from Washington Post 6 May 14



If Republicans succeed in turning the Benghazi “scandal” from a nothingburger into a Double Big Mac, the Obama White House can blame its
own secrecy and obsessive control over information. 

Ethnic Cleansing In Africa from New York Times 6 May 14

The sectarian violence between Christian and Muslim militias and civilian mobs that has plagued Central African Republic for the past several
months has tipped into a full-fledged campaign of ethnic cleansing of Muslims from the capital Bangui and the southern part of the country. 

After Kerry’s Failure, Time For A More Pragmatic Approach To The Middle East from Washington Post 5 May 14

SECRETARY OF STATE John F. Kerry’s quixotic attempt to broker a final peace accord between Israelis and Palestinians stumbled to an end last
week — or at least “a pause,” as Mr. Kerry put it.

Peace Between Unequal Parties from Boston Globe 5 May 14

The collapse of Secretary of State John Kerry’s effort to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict has provoked much handwringing. A recurring
theme is this: Given that the deal’s basic terms are known to all, why can’t the parties involved just sign and have done with it?

Why Does The US “Stand So Idly By” On Syria? from Washington Post 5 May 14

Quoted below are President Obama; Samantha Power, U.S. ambassador to the United Nations and, before that, a journalist and writer; and Valerie
Amos, U.N. undersecretary general for humanitarian affairs.

The House Would Leave Starving People Abroad Hungrier from Washington Post 2 May 14

COSTLY, INEFFICIENT and skewed to benefit domestic special interests rather than starving people overseas, U.S. food aid programs are
overdue for reform.

Obama’s Foreign Policy Of Denial from Washington Post 2 May 14

Barack Obama’s 949-word response Monday to a question about foreign policy weakness showed the president at his worst: defensive, irritable,
contradictory and at times detached from reality.

Can The West Find The Energy To Deter Russia? from Washington Post 2 May 14

Seven Russians were added this week to the U.S. sanctions list , along with 17 Russian companies. In Brussels, the European Union also
lengthened its sanctions list from 33 to 48. Once again, analysts are looking at the names, the assets, the influence of the people targeted. Once
again, some ask whether any sanctions can ever work, at least well enough to change anyone’s behavior. 

On Syria, Reality-Check Time from Washington Post 2 May 14

Syrian rebel commanders had invited me to travel with them inside their country, entering through a crossing point near here, but the Jordanian
government emphatically said no. So this account is based on interviews with Syrians I met in Jordan or who talked with me from inside Syria by
phone. 

We Shouldn’t Miss Cold War Simplicity from USA Today 1 May 14

It is striking that so many Democrats are retroactively fond of the Cold War, notwithstanding, in some cases, their past ambivalence about it.
Kerry is a supreme example — a man who both fought in the Vietnam War and protested against it, and who now professes sympathy with a
“simplicity” that he failed to grasp at the time. 

U.S. Is Stoking The Chaos In Egypt from Washington Post 1 May 14

FOR MONTHS, the Obama administration has been pleading with Egypt’s military government to take minimal steps to justify the full
resumption of U.S. aid, including the release of imprisoned foreign journalists and secular pro-democracy activists. The generals, Secretary of
State John F. Kerry said this year, “need to help us to help them.” However, the regime of Gen. Abdel Fatah al-Sissi did just the opposite,...

Without U.S. Troops, Afghanistan, Like Iraq, Could Descend Into Chaos from Los Angeles Times 1 May 14

Afghanistan had an election a few weeks ago. Iraq had one Wednesday. But that is about all that these two countries, both invaded by the United
States in the last decade, have in common right now. Afghanistan is moving forward just as rapidly as Iraq is moving backward.



Not Getting Through To Mr. Putin from New York Times 30 Apr 14

The United States and the European Union announced another round of sanctions against Russia on Monday and Tuesday — the Americans
against Russians close to President Vladimir Putin, including the president of the state-owned oil company Rosneft, and the Europeans against
senior Russian officials and secessionist leaders in Ukraine. 

Kerry’s Mideast Mission: Now What? from Los Angeles Times 30 Apr 14

Tuesday’s deadline came and went without a “framework” for an agreement between Israel and the Palestinians, let alone the “final status” deal
that Secretary of State John F. Kerry originally hoped to deliver this week.

In Camps, A Yearning For Home from Washington Post 30 Apr 14

Ask Yousef Bargash when he might go home to his village of Mahaja in southern Syria and he turns his palms skyward in supplication. The old
man says it’s his “main hope,” but his manner implies he won’t be leaving soon. The war is too brutal. 

What Hassan Rouhani’s Bad Bargain Means For Iran, And The West from Los Angeles Times 30 Apr 14

The tragedy of Iran is that it may not be able to reach an agreement over its nuclear program even when it knows it needs one. The Islamic
Republic’s political class knows its hold on power depends on sustained economic growth, and that in turn requires a resolution of the nuclear
issue. 

Hamas Must Repudiate The Anti-Semitism In Its Charter from Washington Post 29 Apr 14

Israel’s Holocaust Remembrance Day has passed. But then, as far as I’m concerned, it is always Holocaust Remembrance Day — a perpetual and
frustratingly futile attempt to come to terms with murder so vast and incomprehensible it is like pondering what came before the big bang.

Putin’s Useful Idiots from New York Times 29 Apr 14

Western intellectuals have long had a soft spot for Russia. Voltaire, the French teacher of tolerance and a great friend of Catherine the Great, said
that he would gladly move to Russia, though only if its capital were Kiev, not icy St. Petersburg.

What’s Really Stalling The Israel-Palestinian Peace Process from Los Angeles Times 29 Apr 14

Israel’s decision to pull out of the current round of U.S.-brokered peace talks with the Palestinians makes one thing clear. If Secretary of State
John F. Kerry is going to be successful in his heroic effort to force peace on these stubborn belligerents, he will have to overcome an obstacle that
is much deeper and challenging than Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s hardball negotiating tactics.

Ukraine’s Wake-up Call For NATO from Washington Post 28 Apr 14

For years leaders of this Baltic state were an irritant at NATO meetings, insisting to eye-rolling ambassadors from Western Europe that Vladimir
Putin’s Russia was a revanchist power bent on destabilizing and dominating its neighbors. Now they voice grim satisfaction that what was once
dismissed as paranoia has become the West’s conventional wisdom. 

Calming The Pacific Waters from New York Times 28 Apr 14

The United States, China, Japan and 18 other nations around the Pacific agreed last week to a much-needed naval code of conduct, which should
reduce uncertainties and the possibility of unintended conflict. 

Smart Diplomacy Vs. Dumb Diplomacy: Column from USA Today 28 Apr 14

I had to laugh when I heard about the U.S. Agency for International Development’s botched effort to create a Twitter-like platform for Cuba
intended to undermine the communist regime. Even the name — ZunZuneo — to the State Department’s credit, sounded like something cooked
up in Silicon Valley, not Foggy Bottom. 

A Questionable Decision On Egypt from New York Times 25 Apr 14

American policy toward Egypt continued on its tortured, confusing path this week when the Obama administration resumed some aid to what has
become an increasingly repressive state.



Israel’s Sustainable Success from New York Times 25 Apr 14

Hearing an Indian official talk the other day about Delhi’s booming arms trade and ever-closer relationship with Israel, I had a thought that also
struck me while listening to Israeli businessmen in Beijing. The idea may be summed up in three words: It is sustainable. 

America Should Work To Bring Asia Into The Club from Washington Post 25 Apr 14

Foreign policy commands attention when it is crisis management. A street revolt breaks out in Egypt or Libya or Ukraine, and everyone asks how
the president of the United States should respond.

Moldova, The Next Ukraine from New York Times 24 Apr 14

If there were an Olympic competition for bravest country in the world, the gold medal might well go to Moldova. Wobbly politicians from Europe
and America should come here to get spinal transplants. 

Accountability In North Korea from New York Times 24 Apr 14

After years of neglect, the United Nations Security Council has finally taken up the issue of North Korea’s crimes against humanity. It could no
longer avoid the issue after a yearlong inquiry documented a horrific pattern of human rights abuses. 

America Should Step Back From The East China Sea Dispute from New York Times 24 Apr 14

The United States has been a destabilizing force in the dispute between China and Japan over the sovereignty of a small chain of islands in the
East China Sea.

It’s All About May 25 from New York Times 23 Apr 14

The word “maidan” means “square” in Ukrainian and in Arabic. And the “Independence Maidan” of Kiev, like the “Tahrir Maidan” of Cairo, has
been the scene of an awe-inspiring burst of democratic aspirations.

Syria President Bashar Al-Assad’s Confident Call For Elections from Washington Post 23 Apr 14

BASHAR AL-ASSAD is feeling confident enough to schedule an election six weeks from now that will extend his term as president by another
seven years. And why not? Three years into the country’s civil war, Syrian government forces continue to make significant gains against rebels.

Abu Ghraib, 10 Years Later from New York Times 23 Apr 14

Bagdad’s infamous Abu Ghraib prison now stands empty. Its closure, prompted by fears that it could be overrun by Sunni insurgents, along with
the transfer of its 2,400 prisoners, was announced last week by the Iraqi government, which resumed control of the facility in 2006. 

Closer, But Still No Deal On Iran from Washington Post 23 Apr 14

As the Iran nuclear talks reach roughly the halfway point in the six-month timetable for negotiating a comprehensive agreement, both sides report
slow, steady progress in closing gaps — but no deal yet. 

In Questioning Russia’s Putin About Surveillance, Snowden Misses The Point from Washington Post 22 Apr 14

The question Edward Snowden should have asked Russian President Vladimir Putin on Thursday was: “Would you please describe how the three
versions of SORM operate and what is done with the intercepted phone, 

An Odd Hostility In The Americas from New York Times 22 Apr 14

Two vast countries in the same hemisphere, with the same can-do appetite for the future, populated by far-flung immigrants subsuming their
differences into the same powerful sense of nationhood, with the same commitment to democratic governance and free enterprise, drawn to each
other by the same mutual attraction among their peoples, find their relations at or close to an all-time low. 

A Putin Affiliate Evokes Hitler. The West Should Be Worried. from Washington Post 22 Apr 14

Is Andranik Migranyan right? The head of a think tank associated with Vladimir Putin wrote the following in response to critics who liken the
Russian president to Adolf Hitler and what he did so long ago: “One must distinguish between Hitler before 1939 and Hitler after 1939. The thing
is that Hitler collected [German] lands. If he had become famous only for uniting without a drop of blood Germany with Austria, Sudetenland and
Memel, in fact completing what Bismarck failed to do, and if he had stopped there, then he would have remained a politician of the highest class.”



Focusing America’s Attention On Asia from New York Times 21 Apr 14

Raise the subject of President Obama’s Asia policy here and an American can expect to be bombarded with questions. 

Obama Faces Challenges On Asia Trip: Column from USA Today 21 Apr 14

President Obama touches down Wednesday in Japan where he starts an important week-long trip that will also take him to South Korea, Malaysia
and the Philippines. The region is currently racked with tension and if the visit is to be successful, the president must reassure these allies about
America’s continuing commitment to them and also send a clear message to the rest of the region, especially China, about U.S. resolve to place
greater strategic emphasis on the Asia-Pacific region in coming years. 

International Aid Can’t Arrive Soon Enough For The Central African Republic from Washington Post 21 Apr 14

THE UNANIMITY with which the United Nations Security Council approved a peacekeeping force for the Central African Republic early this
month attested to the dire situation in that impoverished country. More than 630,000 people in a nation of 4.5 million have fled their homes, and
tens of thousands are living in miserable and dangerous conditions at the airport in Bangui, the capital, or in other improvised camps. 

Putin Says Obama Would Rescue Him If He Were Drowning. (What If The Tables Were Turned?) from Washington Post 18 Apr 14

Vladimir Putin and President Obama will never be best friends, but the Russian president is fairly confident his counterpart would at least toss him
a life buoy if he were flailing in open water. 

U.S., E.U., Russia Strike A Balance On Ukraine from Washington Post 18 Apr 14

WE WERE among those who doubted that a meeting on Ukraine in Geneva Thursday could produce results, given the weak Western response to
Russian aggression. So count us as pleasantly surprised by the “initial concrete steps to de-escalate tensions and restore security” that the parties
announced.

The Voice Of America Shouldn’t Be A Whisper from Wall Street Journal 18 Apr 14

Putin's propaganda machine is in high gear, while the U.S. scales back the VOA. Why? 

A ‘three-state Solution’ For Middle East Peace from Washington Times 17 Apr 14

The collapse of President Obama’s efforts to force a “negotiated” settlement between Israel and the Palestinians should prompt a thorough
rethinking of his administration’s entire Middle East strategy. 

A Fearful New World, Imperiled By Russia’s Subterfuge from Washington Post 17 Apr 14

In the Western imagination, the words “war” and “invasion” carry clear connotations. From books, movies and television, we know that such
events involve tanks, airplanes and artillery, as well as soldiers in uniform, advanced weaponry, sophisticated communications. They look like the
invasion of Iraq or, to go back in time, D-Day. 

Beijing’s Facts, And Fictions from New York Times 17 Apr 14

Mr. Xi’s paean to Jiao Yulu, along with a coordinated media campaign, appears to be part of his effort to root out corruption and clean up China’s
bureaucracy. But Mr. Xi’s resurrection of an old party icon will do little to fix China’s problems, least of all corruption. 

Foreign Policy Is No Place For “Red Lines” from Washington Post 16 Apr 14

I am not for containment in Iran. Let me repeat that, since no one seems to be listening closely: I am unequivocally not for containing Iran. 

North Korea’s Crimes Against Humanity Demand Action from Washington Post 16 Apr 14

THE UNITED Nations Security Council will hold an informal meeting this week about the findings and recommendations of the Commission of
Inquiry into human rights abuses in North Korea, one of the most significant and startling investigations into human depravation of recent times.
Now that the commission has admirably shed light on the abuses, the Security Council must not be complacent and should consider referring the
matter to the International Criminal Court on grounds of suspected crimes against humanity. 

In Nigeria, Terrorism Moves South from New York Times 16 Apr 14



LATE last month, a workman on his way to my house rang to explain that he was running late because of the mayhem caused by a bomb blast in
the city. Instantly, I was skeptical. There couldn’t possibly be another bomb in Abuja. Not with all the tedious checkpoints on major streets here,
and the thorough checks at the entrance to public buildings. 

Not The Same Old, Same Old from New York Times 16 Apr 14

Kerry, in my view, is doing the Lord’s work. But the weight of time and all the changes it has wrought on the ground may just be too heavy for
such an act of friendship. If he folds his tent, though, Israelis and Palestinians will deeply regret it, and soon. 

Standing Up To Russia from Los Angeles Times 15 Apr 14

Perhaps Russia can be induced to pull its troops back from the border with Ukraine and to abandon efforts to destabilize what is left of that
country after its illegal annexation of Crimea. It’s not a sign of weakness for the United States and other nations to pursue those objectives
through negotiations. 

In The Central African Republic, The Only Rule Is Terror from Washington Post 15 Apr 14

The Central African Republic (CAR) has never been a model of good government, but now it effectively lacks one. 

In The Middle East, Time To Move On from New York Times 15 Apr 14

The pointless arguing over who brought Israeli-Palestinian peace talks to the brink of collapse is in full swing.

Escalation In Ukraine from Washington Post 14 Apr 14

A WEEK ago militants seized government buildings in three eastern Ukrainian cities in what Secretary of State John F. Kerry charged was “an
illegal and illegitimate effort” by Russia to “create a contrived crisis with paid operatives.”

The United States’ Middle East Peace Process Paradox from Washington Post 14 Apr 14

The Middle East “peace process” can look like an endless loop of diplomatic failures that leave Israelis and Palestinians stuck in intractable
conflict. So as the latest round of U.S.-sponsored negotiation teeters on the brink, it’s worth pointing out that during the course of the last 25 years
the two peoples have made glacially slow but cumulatively enormous progress toward coexistence.

Climate Change Has Arrived from Miami Herald 14 Apr 14

In case there was still any doubt, and there shouldn’t be at this point, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a United Nations group of
scientists, has made it official: Climate change is not coming, it’s already here.

The Limits Of ‘Special K’ from New York Times 11 Apr 14

Poof. Poof. Poof. The word Secretary of State John Kerry used before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee is a good one. 

Why The Senate Report On The CIA’s Interrogation Program Should Be Made Public from Washington Post 11 Apr 14

The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence voted 11 to 3 last Thursday to declassify and make public the executive summary and the findings
and conclusions of its report on the CIA’s detention and interrogation program. 

The Obama Administration Must Hold Egypt’s Rulers To The Standards Of Democracy from Washington Post 11 Apr 14

SECRETARY OF State John F. Kerry has made clear that he is eager to certify that the Egyptian regime of Gen. Abdel Fatah al-Sissi is “taking
steps to govern democratically,” as Mr. Kerry is required to do by law before military aid to Egypt can be fully resumed.

Warning Signs Of Trouble In China’s Markets from Washington Post 11 Apr 14

China’s financial markets seem to be signaling trouble, as a government crackdown on corruption and loose credit begins to bite and jittery local
investors scramble for safety. 

Memo To John Kerry: Stay Strong On The Middle East from Los Angeles Times 10 Apr 14

There’s a new industry in Washington, Jerusalem and Ramallah. It’s called Kerry-bashing: The secretary of State never should have tried to bring
about an Israeli-Palestinian deal; he wasted too much time; he’s too soft on the Israelis or Palestinians or both; he needs to get on to other issues. 



US Needs To Plan For The Day After An Iran Deal from Washington Post 10 Apr 14

Advocates of the effort to reach a negotiated settlement with Iran over its illicit nuclear activities have emphasized the benefits an agreement
could bring by peacefully and verifiably barring Tehran from developing nuclear weapons. Skeptics, meanwhile, have warned of the risks of a
“bad deal,” under which Iran’s capabilities are not sufficiently rolled back. 

Saving South Sudan From Chaos from Washington Post 10 Apr 14

“If we miss the planting season, there will be a catastrophic decline in food security.” That means hunger, he added, “more grave than anything
the continent has seen since the mid-1980s,” during the Ethiopian famine.

Putin Steals The CIA’s Playbook On Anti-Soviet Covert Operations from Washington Post 9 Apr 14

The West has made NATO’s military alliance the heart of its response to Russia’s power grab in Ukraine. But we may be fighting the wrong
battle: The weapons Russian President Vladimir Putin has used in Crimea and eastern Ukraine look more like paramilitary “covert action” than
conventional military force. 

Democracy Dividends From The Afghanistan Investment from Wall Street Journal 9 Apr 14

With an enthusiastic election turnout on Saturday, the Afghan people took a major step toward electing a new president—a crucial step for a
young democracy seeking to demonstrate that it can peacefully pass power from one leader to another. This will be a first for Afghanistan, a
country where most transitions have been violent.

Afghanistan’s Soft Targets from New York Times 9 Apr 14

The real issue, however, is not whether the new Afghan president will endorse the agreement (all candidates have indicated their intention to sign
it), but whether those troops will help protect the many increasingly endangered aid workers who remain. 

A Familiar Script In Ukraine from New York Times 8 Apr 14

The events taking place in Donetsk and elsewhere in eastern Ukraine are very similar to those that led up to the Russian annexation of Crimea.

How To Silence The Israeli Right from New York Times 8 Apr 14

Many Israelis, especially on the left, rolled their eyes at Israel Hayom. After all, it’s the most-read paper, controlled by an American casino
magnate and reflexively supportive of Mr. Netanyahu.

South Sudan Cannot Starve from New York Times 8 Apr 14

A staggering 3.7 million people, roughly one-third of the population, are facing starvation in South Sudan, where a civil war has created a
humanitarian catastrophe. But many countries have ignored or given short shrift to the United Nations’ urgent appeal for aid. They must do better. 

Japan’s Death Row from New York Times 7 Apr 14

The world’s longest-serving death row inmate, Iwao Hakamada, was released after 48 years in prison, when a judge last month found that “the
possibility of his innocence has become clear to a respectable degree.” Mr. Hakamada’s case is another strong argument for the abolition of the
death penalty. 

Putin’s Czarist Folly from New York Times 7 Apr 14

Russian school textbooks praise Peter the Great as an industrializer and cultural visionary who turned his country into a European power. Russia
became feared but also respected by its neighbors, and Peter is the official czar-hero of Russian history. 

Middle East Collapse: Does Kerry Finally Get It? from Washington Post 7 Apr 14

Maybe Secretary of State John Kerry should have done a “reality check” a year ago. If he had, he wouldn’t have wasted a lot of time, money and
prestige on a dead end “peace process” – nor would his colleagues be talking on background to The Post to prove they never fell for his Middle
East peace fantasies. 

An Agenda For The IMF from Washington Post 7 Apr 14



Lawrence Summers is a professor and past president at Harvard. He was Treasury secretary from 1999 to 2001 and economic adviser to President
Obama from 2009 through 2010. 

Kerry’s Folly, Chapter 3 from Washington Post 4 Apr 14

When has a secretary of state been involved in so many disastrous, self-initiated negotiations? First, John Kerry convenes — against all advice
and holding no cards — Geneva negotiations to resolve the Syria conflict and supposedly remove Bashar al-Assad from power. The talks collapse
in acrimony and confusion. 

Release Jonathan Pollard from Miami Herald 4 Apr 14

In a last, desperate, attempt to save the Israeli-Palestinian peace talks from failure, a tripartite deal was hurriedly cooked: Israel would reportedly
freeze settlements and release Palestinian prisoners, the Palestinians would stay at the negotiating table, and the Americans would release
Jonathan Pollard, the former U.S. Navy intelligence analyst, who was jailed for life in 1987 for passing secret documents to Israel. 

The U.S. Is Still Indispensable When It Comes To Free Trade from Washington Post 4 Apr 14

Name a foreign policy issue on which China and most of the rest of the world’s nations are struggling to keep up with a U.S. initiative. If you
guessed “free trade,” you’re correct. 

Flight 370: How Can An Airliner Just Vanish? Simple. from Los Angeles Times 4 Apr 14

If you want to participate in the search for Flight 370, try this. 

On Syria, US And UN Are All Talk And No Action from Washington Post 3 Apr 14

FIVE MONTHS have passed since Secretary of State John F. Kerry declared that “the world must act quickly” to stop a “war of starvation” being
waged by the Syrian regime of Bashar al-Assad against “huge proportions of the population.”

Latest Benghazi Hearing Is Another Republican Flop from Washington Post 3 Apr 14

House Republicans on Wednesday held Benghazi hearing number 1,372,569, give or take, and this time they were determined to find the proof
that had eluded them in the previous 1,372,568: That Obama administration officials put politics before national security. Alas for the accusers,
this hearing went the way of the others. 

Russia And China New Best Chums? Column from USA Today 3 Apr 14

U.S. and Western European sanctions against Russian President Vladimir Putin and his cronies, however just their cause, risk undoing what more
than half a century of American presidents sought to foster — continued division and distrust between China and Russia.

Bad Move On Jonathan Pollard from New York Times 2 Apr 14

The emergence of the convicted spy Jonathan Pollard as a bargaining chip in Israeli-Palestinian peace negotiations is a lamentable sign of
America’s desperation to keep both sides talking. Peace between Israelis and Palestinians can be achieved only if they want it for themselves,
something that is very much in doubt right now. 

The Foreign Fighters And Me from New York Times 2 Apr 14

We have heard a great deal recently about the “foreign fighters” flocking to take up arms against the government of Bashar al-Assad in Syria’s
civil war — and the threat they may pose if they eventually return to their home countries as battle-hardened jihadis. 

Samantha Powerless On Syria Genocide from Washington Times 2 Apr 14

Samantha Power, the U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, calls herself the “genocide chick,” reflecting her urge to intervene in tragedy. She
boasts that she’ll do whatever it takes to nip mass tragedy in the bud. Or she used to. In Syria, the limits on the left’s conflicting impulses are
starkly revealed. 

How Syria’s Civil War Threatens Lebanon’s Fragile Peace from Los Angeles Times 1 Apr 14

Three years into the Syrian civil war, neighboring Lebanon is fraying at the seams. Over the last year, as Lebanese Sunni Muslim jihadis and their
counterparts in the Shiite militia Hezbollah fought each other in Syria, at least 16 car bombs detonated in Lebanon, in both Shiite and Sunni



neighborhoods. 

Prime Minister Erdogan’s Revenge from New York Times 1 Apr 14

Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan of Turkey got what he wanted from Sunday’s elections for mayors and other local officials — a strong vote
of confidence for his Islamist-rooted Justice and Development Party and its 11 years in power. 

The Obama Administration Is Underestimating Putin’s Ambitions from Washington Post 1 Apr 14

Molly K. McKew and Gregory A. Maniatis were advisers to Georgia’s government during and after the 2008 war with Russia. They are
independent consultants who advise governments, foundations and international organizations on foreign policy and strategic communications. 

Putin’s Holy Grail: Our View from USA Today 1 Apr 14

For now, at least, the threat that Russia will invade eastern Ukraine appears to be easing, replaced by a diplomatic offensive aimed at attaining
Russian dominance by other means. 

John Kerry’s Departure From Reality from Washington Post 31 Mar 14

Last but hardly least, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict was on its way to a final settlement — by April. “This is not mission impossible,” insisted the
secretary of state. “This can happen.” 

Ukraine’s Critical Choice from New York Times 31 Mar 14

Yulia Tymoshenko, a former prime minister who was jailed until recently by a political rival, has put herself forward as a candidate for president
of Ukraine. She is the most recognizable contender in the field. As both symbol and victim of the country’s corrupt past, she is also potentially
polarizing, underscoring the crucial electoral decision that Ukrainians face in May as they move forward at a time of crisis with Russia and
domestic political instability. 

The White House’s Empty Words On Supporting Egyptian Democracy from Washington Post 31 Mar 14

PRESIDENT OBAMA, a White House aide said Friday, wants “stability” in Egypt but believes “that stability ultimately is going to be best served
by Egypt following through on its commitment to transition to free and fair elections and democratic governance.” 

The United States And Europe Need A New Rulebook For Russia from Washington Post 28 Mar 14

Russia’s aggression in Ukraine marks a paradigm shift, the end of trust in the post-Cold War order. This order, based on respect for territorial
sovereignty, the integrity and inviolability of borders and a belief that relations can be built on common values, has collapsed.

Obama’s Anemic Speech In Europe from New York Times 28 Mar 14

Having pivoted to Asia and done the de rigueur minimum over several years to keep the trans-Atlantic alliance off life-support, Barack Obama
awakened with a jolt to Europe this week and, on his first visit to Brussels as president, spoke of “inseparable allies” with a shared mission to
demonstrate that Russia cannot “run roughshod over its neighbors.” 

Obama Vs. Putin: The Mismatch from Washington Post 28 Mar 14

“The United States does not view Europe as a battleground between East and West, nor do we see the situation in Ukraine as a zero-sum game.
That’s the kind of thinking that should have ended with the Cold War.” — Barack Obama, March 24 

Obama Appears Ready To Expand Covert Assistance To Syrian Opposition from Washington Post 28 Mar 14

The Obama administration, stung by reversals in Ukraine and Syria, appears to have decided to expand its covert program of training and
assistance for the Syrian opposition, deepening U.S. involvement in that brutal and stalemated civil war. 

Only One Thing Unites Arabs: Rejection Of Israel from Miami Herald 28 Mar 14

Disputes within the Arab world are nothing new, but the depth of animosity and the sheer number of fault lines, rivalries and profound strategic
disagreements has reached an all-time high. 

West Must Prepare For A Long Struggle With Russia from Washington Post 27 Mar 14



WITH RUSSIAN troops still massed near Ukraine’s borders, some in Washington are debating whether the United States and NATO should rush
weapons or even troops to bolster the fragile interim government in Kiev. 

President Obama’s Foreign Policy Paradox from Washington Post 27 Mar 14

Whether one likes President Obama’s conduct of foreign policy or not, the common assumption is that the administration is at least giving the
American people the foreign policy they want.

Who Should Be Deported? from Los Angeles Times 27 Mar 14

President Obama recently directed Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson to examine U.S. immigration enforcement policies to see how the
department can “conduct enforcement more humanely within the confines of the law.” 

Putin’s Actions In Crimea Alter How The World Will Deal With Him from Washington Post 26 Mar 14

President Obama has spoken once again during the Ukraine crisis about being on the right “side of history.” It’s one of his signature lines, but he
should stop: The phrase implies there’s an inevitability to the advance of progress and justice. Would that it were so. 

Stand Up To Russia Now from New York Times 26 Mar 14

Russia’s annexation of Crimea is unlikely to lead to a new Cold War; Russia is simply too weak to compete on a global level. But there is a
serious risk that the United Nations could revert to Cold War-era gridlock. 

Why The Study Of Vladimir Putin Is So Important from Washington Post 25 Mar 14

This is why the study of Vladimir Putin is so important. Russian nationalism is an indigenous force, and Russian grievance is somewhat the same.

Wickham: U.S., Like Russia, Exercises Hegemony from USA Today 25 Mar 14

Sure, Russian President Vladimir Putin dispatched thousands of troops into the Crimea region of Ukraine as it declared its independence and
asked to be annexed into Russia.

In Syria, The United States Is Learning The Lessons Of Inaction from Washington Post 25 Mar 14

History is like a teacher, except armed with truncheons and guns. So what are its recent lessons? 

Will Obama Rethink His Global Strategy? from Washington Post 24 Mar 14

Defeat can lead to defeatism, or it can lead to constructive rethinking. Which path will President Obama take after setbacks overseas? 

Confronting Putin’s Russia from New York Times 24 Mar 14

The decision by President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia to annex Crimea ended the post-Cold War era in Europe. 

Think Russia’s Land Grab Is Unique? Think Again. from Los Angeles Times 24 Mar 14

It has become a truism in discussions of Russia’s takeover of Crimea that in the post-World War II international order, countries no longer rewrite
borders through force — or if they do, rarely find themselves faced with determined opposition from other states. As Secretary of State John F.
Kerry put it, the Crimea campaign is a “19th century act.” 

America’s Challenge In Ukraine from Washington Post 21 Mar 14

Vladimir Putin baptized his conquest of Crimea with a powerful, unsettling speech that should be a warning that an embattled Russia is fighting
for what it sees as its national dignity — in ways that require a firm and patient U.S. response. 

Too Many People With Security Clearances, But Cuts Could Help Some Feds, Hurt Others from Washington Post 21 Mar 14

There’s broad agreement that Uncle Sam needs to tighten up the way he allows federal employees, military personnel and contractors to have
access to government secrets. No one argues that more than 5 million people with security clearances is too few. 

Egypt’s Heritage Plundered Anew from New York Times 21 Mar 14

Looting of ancient Egyptian treasures by organized syndicates and enterprising villagers has been occurring at a frantic pace since the first days of



the nation’s uprising in 2011. More than 50 artifacts were stolen from the Egyptian Museum in Cairo at the height of the uprising, including items
dating back to the time of the pharaohs. 

Spy Wars On Capitol Hill: Feinstein Vs. The CIA from Los Angeles Times 21 Mar 14

Some calming words from Atty. Gen. Eric H. Holder Jr. may lower the political temperature of a confrontation between Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-
Calif.) and the CIA. But Feinstein’s allegation that the agency improperly searched Senate Intelligence Committee computers and tried to trigger a
criminal investigation of committee staffers still calls for a thorough investigation by the Obama administration. 

Obama Doesn’t Grasp Putin’s Eurasian Ambitions from Washington Post 20 Mar 14

IT’S EASY to conclude that Vladimir Putin’s passionate defense of Russia’s takeover of Crimea “just didn’t jibe with reality,” as Secretary of
State John F. Kerry put it. 

McCarthyism Comes To Turkey from New York Times 20 Mar 14

For several months, Turkey has been in the throes of a political war. The latest controversy emerged after a series of wiretapped phone
conversations between Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan and members of his inner circle were exposed systematically on the Internet. 

American Fatigue Syndrome from Wall Street Journal 20 Mar 14

If the U.S. doesn't lead, the strongmen win. For them it's easier. 

U.S. Must Be Ready To Impose Additional Sanctions On Russia from Los Angeles Times 19 Mar 14

When he announced sanctions against key Russian officials on Monday morning, President Obama indicated that he would take even harsher
measures in the days ahead if Russia continued to undermine the independence and territorial integrity of Ukraine. 

What We Learned In Crimea from Washington Post 19 Mar 14

From the photographs we’ve seen of the Russian special operations, or Spetsnaz, troops that intervened in Crimea, several things are obvious:
They are secretive, moving without insignia and often covering their faces; they’re disciplined and they’re decisive. 

Egypt Shows No Sign Of Turning Toward Democracy from Washington Post 19 Mar 14

SECRETARY OF State John F. Kerry has been a cheerleader for Egypt’s new military regime, repeatedly expressing optimism that it is leading
the country back to democracy despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary. 

The Unlikely Road To War from New York Times 18 Mar 14

A 19-year-old Ukrainian nationalist from a remote farming village, raised on stories of his family’s suffering during Stalin’s great engineered
famine, embittered by Moscow’s long imperialist dominion, enraged by the slaying of a fellow student in Kiev during the uprising of 2014,
convinced any price is worth paying to stop the Russian annexation of Crimea, takes the long road to Sevastopol. 

If Ukraine Wins Against Russian Aggression, Freedom Wins from Washington Post 18 Mar 14

The Obama administration took a good first step Monday when it announced sanctions against Russian officials involved in the invasion of
Ukraine and efforts that “undermine democratic processes and institutions in Ukraine; threaten its peace, security, stability, sovereignty, and
territorial integrity; and contribute to the misappropriation of its assets.” 

China Rethinks Its Judicial System from New York Times 18 Mar 14

The Chinese leadership is displaying a conspicuous shift in attitude toward the judicial system. While the leadership has traditionally attached
paramount importance to a judiciary that guarantees social stability, meaning Communist Party interests, the party is now calling for a system that
safeguards people’s rights and interests. 

Obama’s Middle East Fallacy from Washington Post 17 Mar 14

Two weeks ago President Obama took time off from the crisis in Ukraine to pursue the foreign policy cause that, together with nuclear
disarmament, has been closest to his heart: Israeli-Palestinian peace. Having invited Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to the White
House, Obama welcomed him by publicly declaring to Bloomberg View’s Jeffrey Goldberg that Israel “could face a bleak future — one of



international isolation and demographic disaster — if [Netanyahu] refuses to endorse a U.S. drafted framework agreement for peace,” as Goldberg
summed it up.

The CIA Should Cooperate With The Senate On Torture Report from Washington Post 17 Mar 14

AT THE heart of the dispute between the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and the Central Intelligence Agency is a document known as
the CIA’s internal review.

China’s Struggle To Forget from New York Times 17 Mar 14

The history of Communist rule in China can be viewed from a number of angles. One such angle is class struggle. 

In Syria, Rebel With A Cause from Washington Post 14 Mar 14

With the Ukraine crisis, any fleeting hope that the U.S. and Russia could soon broker a political settlement in Syria has vanished. The United
States needs an alternate strategy for strengthening Syrian moderates who can resist both the brutal Bashar al-Assad regime and al-Qaeda
extremists. 

How To Stop Putin from Washington Post 14 Mar 14

The alternative to passivity is not war but a serious foreign policy. For the past five years, Obama’s fruitless accommodationism has invited the
kind of aggressiveness demonstrated by Iran in Syria, China in the East China Sea and Russia in Ukraine. But what’s done is done. Put that aside.
What is to be done now? 

The Agent In His Labyrinth from New York Times 14 Mar 14

The dream flickered briefly after the end of the Cold War: a shared space from Lisbon to Vladivostok, Russia gathered into a close association
with NATO, or even becoming an alliance member, and the European Union working in cooperation with Moscow on the modernization of the
country. 

For Putin, A Possible Pyrrhic Victory from Washington Post 13 Mar 14

It’s still possible to imagine a fuzzy, face-saving compromise in Ukraine: Crimea would have a new, quasi-autonomous administrative status
blessed by Moscow and Kiev. The problem is that few analysts think Russian President Vladimir Putin will swallow this diplomatic pill. 

Beijing’s Breakneck Defense Spending Poses A Challenge To The U.S. from Washington Post 13 Mar 14

CHINA PRESENTS the rest of the world with a puzzle when it announces, each year, another big leap in defense spending. On March 5, it
revealed a 12.2 percent increase over last year, to almost $132 billion, the second-largest military budget in the world after the United States
(which remains far larger at $526.8 billion). 

Ukraine’s Threat From Within from Los Angeles Times 13 Mar 14

It’s become popular to dismiss Russian President Vladimir Putin as paranoid and out of touch with reality. But his denunciation of “neofascist
extremists” within the movement that toppled the old Ukrainian government, and in the ranks of the new one, is worth heeding. The
empowerment of extreme Ukrainian nationalists is no less a menace to the country’s future than Putin’s maneuvers in Crimea. 

Ukraine’s President Rebuffs Russian “Imperialism” from New York Times 12 Mar 14

AT this very moment, in plain view of the entire world, the final demise of the Soviet empire is unfolding. The plan for its resurrection, long in the
works at the Kremlin, has failed: Ukraine has proved that it has matured into an independent state that will determine its own domestic and
foreign policy.

The C.I.A. Torture Cover-Up from New York Times 12 Mar 14

It was outrageous enough when two successive presidents papered over the Central Intelligence Agency’s history of illegal detention, rendition,
torture and fruitless harsh interrogation of terrorism suspects.

Fukushima’s Continuing Tragedy from New York Times 12 Mar 14

There are still 270,000 refugees, of whom 100,000 live in makeshift housing. Since the disaster, more than 3,000 refugees have died from medical



problems and suicide. In Fukushima prefecture, more people have died of disaster-related causes after the disaster (more than 1,650) than were
killed in the disaster (1,607). 

The Leaderless Doctrine from New York Times 11 Mar 14

We’re in the middle of a remarkable shift in how Americans see the world and their own country’s role in the world. For the first time in half a
century, a majority of Americans say that the U.S. should be less engaged in world affairs, according to the most recent Pew Research Center
survey.

Putin Forces Us To Reconsider Poor Neville Chamberlain from Washington Post 11 Mar 14

Pardon the cliche, but I think we have come upon a teachable moment. I am referring to the crisis in Ukraine and what it teaches us, not just about
the future but also about the past. Vladimir Putin has turned us all into Neville Chamberlain. The umbrella, please. 

Russia’s Military Is The Largest In The Region, But It Isn’t The Same Force As In Soviet Times from Washington Post 11 Mar 14

The military forces that Russian President Vladimir Putin has threatened to use “as a last resort” in eastern Ukraine are in the early stages of a
major, seven-year modernization program that is not expected to be completed before 2020. 

The US Needs To Get More Aggressive On Syria from Washington Post 11 Mar 14

WASHINGTON’S SEEMING inability to focus on more than one international crisis at a time has been a boon to Syrian dictator Bashar al-
Assad. It also has diverted attention from the bankruptcy of Obama administration policy. 

A defense budget based on hope from Washington Post 10 Mar 14

IF, AS the Obama administration is convinced, the United States will no longer conduct “long and large stability operations” in foreign countries,
then the defense budget it has proposed for next year makes some logical choices.

How To Provide The Best Aid To Ukraine from Washington Post 10 Mar 14

Recent events in Ukraine have underscored the need for effective external support for economic and political reform. The international
community is finally responding with concrete indications of support. 

My Dad, Iran’s Hostage from Los Angeles Times 10 Mar 14

Seven years ago Sunday, my father, Robert Levinson, was taken hostage while visiting Kish Island, Iran. He is currently the longest-held hostage
in U.S. history, and will likely be marking his 66th birthday Monday in captivity, thousands of miles from his wife, seven children and four
grandchildren — three of whom have been born since he was kidnapped. 

When Putin Invaded My Country from Washington Post 7 Mar 14

In July 2008, the government of Georgia was under considerable pressure: Russia was organizing provocations in two regions of our country and
amassing troops at our border.

Obama Bets On Putin’s Unlikely Reversal On Ukraine from Washington Post 7 Mar 14

Since the Ukraine crisis began, Obama administration officials have talked about pushing Russia toward the “offramp” and de-escalation. That’s
the best diplomatic outcome, but it will require an unlikely public reversal by Russian President Vladimir Putin. 

The Wages Of Weakness from Washington Post 7 Mar 14

Vladimir Putin is a lucky man. And he’s got three more years of luck to come. He takes Crimea, and President Obama says it’s not in Russia’s
interest, not even strategically clever. Indeed, it’s a sign of weakness. 

Mr. Putin Might Actually Believe His Own Ukraine Propaganda from Washington Post 5 Mar 14

HAS VLADIMIR Putin lost touch with reality, as German Chancellor Angela Merkel reportedly suggested to President Obama? We don’t have
access to his psychologist, but Mr. Putin’s rambling performance at a hastily arranged news conference Tuesday did support one disturbing
observation: The Russian ruler’s speech has become indistinguishable from the propaganda of his state television network. 



Robert Gates Tells Republicans To Cut Back On Criticizing Obama’s Ukraine Policy from Washington Post 5 Mar 14

As the Ukraine crisis deepened, Sen. John McCain responded by criticizing President Obama’s “feckless” foreign policy, while Sen. Lindsey
Graham called Obama “a weak and indecisive president [who] invites aggression.” 

The Jihadist Pipeline from New York Times 5 Mar 14

The European Union estimates that 2,000 European citizens have joined jihadist groups fighting to overthrow President Bashar al-Assad in Syria.
Other estimates put the number closer to 5,000. Most are Muslim youths who have fallen prey to recruiters and a romantic vision of the conflict as
a holy war.

The Dawn Of Cold War II from Los Angeles Times 5 Mar 14

Here’s a chilly thought: We are seeing the dawn of a second Cold War between Russia and the West. But this one should be easier to manage than
the first was. 

The West Must Assuage The Fears Of Former Soviet Republics from Washington Post 4 Mar 14

AS THE shock waves from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine spread across Europe, the first country to tremble is neighboring Moldova, a small
country that, since 1992, has been challenged by a separatist province propped up by Russian troops.

Putin’s Crimean Crime from New York Times 4 Mar 14

For Vladimir Putin the break-up of the Soviet Union was the “greatest geopolitical catastrophe” of the 20th century. Everyone has something that
makes them tick. Putin’s obsession is the restoration of Russia’s pride through the restoration of its imperium. 

Obama, The Feckless Tyrant from Washington Post 4 Mar 14

President Obama is such a weak strongman. What’s more, he is a feeble dictator and a timid tyrant. 

In Planning For The Future, The Pentagon Sees Fewer Troops And More Technology from Washington Post 4 Mar 14

“I think we’re going to do pretty well in the budget, sir.” That was Adm. William H. McRaven of the Special Operations Command, probably one
of the few senior Pentagon officials who could say that to the House Armed Services Committee last Thursday about President Obama’s fiscal
2015 budget, being delivered to Congress on Tuesday. 

Russia’s Aggression from New York Times 3 Mar 14

There was a lot to criticize about the way President Viktor Yanukovych’s government was thrown out in Ukraine and hurriedly replaced with an
interim team.

There Will Be No Winners In A Renewed Cold War from Boston Globe 3 Mar 14

THERE ARE two crucial, and in some ways conflicting, aims that should guide the Obama administration in the days to come: The need to ensure
that Russia pays a price for its illegal incursion into Ukrainian territory, and the need to resolve the conflict without resorting to Cold War-style
isolation.

America’s Menacing Mega-Trends from Washington Post 3 Mar 14

“There is no parallel in history to the [American] experiment of free government on this scale. The scale accounts for a great deal, including . . .
pessimism about the present or the future of America.” — Scottish historian D.W. Brogan in “The American Character,” 1944 

An Attack On A Hong Kong Journalist Sends Chills Through Those Covering China from Washington Post 3 Mar 14

IT WAS mid-morning Wednesday when Kevin Lau Chun-to stepped out of his car near a Hong Kong restaurant he frequents for breakfast. Mr.
Lau, the well-known former chief editor of the Chinese-language daily Ming Pao, was savagely attacked by a man wielding a meat cleaver that
sliced through his back and legs.

Benefits threaten Pentagon mission: Our View from USA Today 28 Feb 14

Defense Department is starting to resemble the pre-bankruptcy GM, burdened by legacy pension and health care costs.



To Save On Defense, Hire Rivals from New York Times 27 Feb 14

RECENT proposals to slash the troop levels of the regular Army illustrate how much pressure the United States government is under to shrink its
military budget, even as it revamps and re-equips its forces for future conflicts. To meet all of those goals at the same time, we need to turn to one
of the commercial world’s most basic cost-control weapons — competition. 

China’s Assertiveness Leaves Its Neighbors Anxious from Washington Post 27 Feb 14

It is a sign of the times that delegates here talk openly about the danger of war in the Pacific. That’s a big change from the tone of similar
gatherings just a few years ago, when Chinese officials often tried to reassure foreign experts that a rising China wasn’t on a collision course with
the United States or regional powers. Now, in the East and South China seas, the collision seems all too possible. 

A World Corruption Police from New York Times 27 Feb 14

Whenever government representatives from around the world meet, they’re often able to make progress in many areas of common interest:
combating climate change, poverty, the drug trade, Islamic extremism, human trafficking and modern-day slavery, even cybercrime — the list is
long.

Don’t Just Do Something. Sit There. from New York Times 26 Feb 14

With Russia growling over the downfall of its ally running Ukraine and still protecting its murderous ally running Syria, there is much talk that
we’re returning to the Cold War — and that the Obama team is not up to defending our interests or friends. 

With Syria, Diplomacy Needs Force from New York Times 26 Feb 14

THE conventional wisdom about Syria is that nothing can be done. It is said that military action would be either perverse — bringing the jihadists
in the opposition to power — or futile, failing to tip the balance against the government of President Bashar al-Assad. 

Has The West Already Lost Ukraine? from New York Times 26 Feb 14

When, on Saturday, Ukraine’s new leaders thanked all of those who had contributed to the overthrow of President Viktor F. Yanukovych, the
European Union was one of the last to be cited. And deservedly so:...

Another QDR Failure? from The National Interest 25 Feb 14

We again approach another release of the Pentagon’s Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR). This will be the fifth QDR published since the
Congress established the process as part of the 1997 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA). 

Susan Rice and the retreat of American power from Washington Post 25 Feb 14

Susan Rice ought to stay off “Meet the Press.” The last time she was on, she misrepresented what led to the deaths of four Americans in Benghazi,
Libya. On Sunday she was back, this time misrepresenting critics of the Obama administration’s Syria policy.

Rep. Rohrabacher: No dog in this fight from USA Today 24 Feb 14

U.S. should not be doing the bidding of either side in determining Ukraine's future.

What The West Must Do For Ukraine from New York Times 24 Feb 14

Thanks in part to the coordinated efforts of Germany, Poland, France and the United States, irrevocable change has finally come to Ukraine, with
President Viktor F. Yanukovych’s flight from Kiev and Parliament’s vote to call for new elections in May. 

Why Russia Won’t Interfere from New York Times 24 Feb 14

Viktor F. Yanukovych of Ukraine and the Ukrainian opposition leaders signed an agreement on Friday that ended the deadly protests in Kiev by
promising a new constitution and early elections. But the Russian president’s envoy to Kiev refused to co-sign it. 

The Disunited Kingdom from New York Times 24 Feb 14

With a referendum on Scottish independence from the United Kingdom only seven months away, political rhetoric is escalating, and so is fear-
mongering. 



Health Care Horror Hooey from New York Times 23 Feb 14

Remember the “death tax”? The estate tax is quite literally a millionaire’s tax — a tax that affects only a tiny minority of the population, and is
mostly paid by a handful of very wealthy heirs. Nonetheless, right-wingers have successfully convinced many voters that the tax is a cruel burden
on ordinary Americans — that all across the nation small businesses and family farms are being broken up to pay crushing estate tax liabilities. 

New Guidelines Won’t Change Pay-for-play Ambassadors from Washington Post 21 Feb 14

The cringe-inducing, bumbling performances in recent weeks by some of President Obama’s ambassadorial nominees have raised expectations
that the American Foreign Service Association will weigh in next week with some revolutionary guidelines to revamp the nominations process. 

Ukraine Must Not Become A Front In A New Cold War from Los Angeles Times 21 Feb 14

The United States has the right — and a duty — to try to tamp down political violence in Ukraine, which continued early Thursday despite the
announcement of a truce between the government and opposition leaders.

Israel Can’t Turn Its Back On The World from Miami Herald 21 Feb 14

Recently, at the Jerusalem Press Club, I hosted Marcella Rosen, the author of Tiny Dynamo: How One of the Smallest Countries Is Producing
Some of Our Most Important Inventions.

On Syria, A Spymasters’ Conclave from Washington Post 20 Feb 14

Western and Arab intelligence services that support Syria’s struggling opposition gathered for a two-day strategy meeting in Washington last week
that appears to signal a stronger effort to back the rebels. 

North Korea’s Crimes Against Humanity Have ‘No Parallel’ Today from Washington Post 20 Feb 14

NORTH KOREA’S four main political prison camps are known only as No. 14, No. 15, No. 16 and No. 25. All are modern-day gulags. 

War, Peace And The Law from New York Times 20 Feb 14

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe of Japan is getting dangerously close to altering a cornerstone of the national Constitution through his own
reinterpretation rather than by formal amendment. 

Freeing A U.S. Soldier May Cost American Lives: Column from USA Today 20 Feb 14

The Obama administration reportedly is considering trading Taliban prisoners held at Guantanamo Bay in exchange for the release of Army Sgt.
Bowe Bergdahl, who has been held captive in Pakistan for five years. The U.S. would release five Afghan Taliban fighters for the only U.S.
prisoner of war. 

Why 9/11 Can Happen Again from Los Angeles Times 20 Feb 14

We identified 50 ways to improve national security, none of which was implemented before 9/11. One recommendation — to create a single
agency to deal with homeland security — was not acted on until a year and a half after those tragic attacks. 

What Next For Syria? from New York Times 19 Feb 14

With the apparent collapse of the United Nations-mediated peace talks on Syria, the United States and its allies find themselves in a difficult spot.

Violence In Ukraine Shows Need For Negotiated Settlement from Washington Post 19 Feb 14

THE WORST violence in Ukraine since it gained independence in 1991 erupted in the center of Kiev on Tuesday. Authorities reported that at
least 20 people were killed after clashes between anti-government demonstrators and police prompted security forces to attack an opposition
encampment in Independence Square.

Godot Arrives In Sarajevo from New York Times 19 Feb 14

The staging of the play, “Waiting for Godot,” was managed by Susan Sontag, and her choice was apt: Despite the United Nations presence, the
war-torn country felt as if it was waiting for a resolution that would never arrive. 

Obama’s Failure To Act On Syria from Washington Post 18 Feb 14



The Obama doctrine in Syria does not seem to be working. The country has fallen apart. Matters have gone from bad to worse. The secretary of
state suggests that things are so bad Barack Obama has asked for “options.” Three years into the war and the president wants a plan. 

Obama’s Benghazi Cover-up from Washington Times 18 Feb 14

Let’s cut to the chase. Thirty-four Americans at the U.S. Special Mission and CIA Annex in Benghazi were attacked by Islamic terrorists in two
waves, the first starting at 9:40 p.m. the evening of Sept. 11, 2012. 

The Coming Crash Of American Diplomacy In The Middle East from Los Angeles Times 18 Feb 14

President Obama has three significant Middle East diplomatic initiatives underway, treating, respectively, Iran’s nuclear weapons program; Syria’s
deadly, exhausting conflict; and the long-standing Israeli-Palestinian dispute.

As Genocide Looms from New York Times 18 Feb 14

The Central African Republic is on the verge of being torn apart by the rampages of Christian and Muslim militias and civilian mobs.

An Ally Offended from New York Times 14 Feb 14

This is as bad a moment as there has been in German-American relations in the postwar years. The poison of the United States surveillance
scandal, absent an apology from Washington, continues to seep through a society where the right to personal privacy is a paramount value shaped
by history. 

Suppressing The Urge To Survive from Washington Times 14 Feb 14

We’ve heard this song before. John Kerry has offered the latest new and improved peace plan, to settle once and for all the wars and rumors of
war between Israel and the Palestinians and their enablers. 

In Middle East, Who’s David And Who’s Goliath? from Boston Globe 14 Feb 14

AMERICAN DIPLOMACY is now more intensely engaged in bringing peace between Israelis and Palestinians than it has been in many a year.
When Secretary of State John Kerry embarked upon this enterprise it seemed like an inauspicious time to try.

Mr. Obama’s New Tone On Syria from Washington Post 13 Feb 14

IS PRESIDENT Obama creeping toward a rethinking of his Syria policy? Some words he spoke Tuesday raised our hopes. 

Taking A Long View On Syria And The Sunni-Shiite Divide from Washington Post 13 Feb 14

The 50th annual Munich Security Conference this month was a celebration of the power of the democratic vision in Europe — one that now
stretches all the way toward Ukraine. But there was a sense of defeat in the room, almost of collective shame, when the subject turned to Syria. 

Another American On The Government’s Kill List from Los Angeles Times 13 Feb 14

Reports that the United States may target another U.S. citizen for death because of his alleged involvement in terrorism are troubling, especially in
light of unanswered questions about the drone attack in Yemen in 2011 that killed the U.S.-born Anwar Awlaki.

Israel’s Big Question from New York Times 12 Feb 14

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, not without reason, is asking the Palestinians to recognize Israel as the “nation state of the Jewish people,”
confirming that if Israel cedes them a state in the West Bank, there will be two-states-for-two-peoples.

Vatican Missteps And U.N. Blunders from New York Times 12 Feb 14

Priests have lied. Bishops have been complicit in cover-ups. Evidence has been shredded, whistle-blowers undermined, silence has been bought
and victims given false promises. And yet for all that, the blistering critique of the United Nations report on sex abuse in the Roman Catholic
Church may end up doing more harm than good.

Death For Tsarnaev Is A Matter Of Justice from Boston Globe 12 Feb 14

OF ALL the reasons to oppose the death penalty for Dzhokhar Tsarnaev if he is found guilty of the Boston Marathon terror bombings, none is less
convincing than the claim that executing the murderer of Krystle Campbell, Lingzi Lu, Martin Richard, and Sean Collier would amount to



rewarding him. 

Closing In On Basic Mideast Principles from New York Times 10 Feb 14

For months, Israelis and Palestinians, with American mediation, have been working on a set of principles that would serve as the basis for
negotiations on a final peace agreement. 

Hollande’s Martial Prowess from New York Times 10 Feb 14

François Hollande, the first French president to pay a state visit to the United States since 1996, is seemingly a man of paradox.

The Price Of Pulling Back From The World from New York Times 10 Feb 14

IT is easy to forget that when Barack Obama ran for re-election in 2012, his foreign policy was a huge asset. The United States was out of Iraq
and doing O.K. in Afghanistan, and had killed Osama bin Laden. Mitt Romney had nothing to shoot at. 

The U.N. Assault On The Catholic Church from Wall Street Journal 10 Feb 14

In the name of protecting children,the United Nations is now preaching to the Vatican. A report on the Holy See—released by a U.N. committee
last week to much media fanfare—alleged that tens of thousands of children have been abused by Catholic clerics, and that the Vatican has helped
cover it up. 

In Egypt, A Muzzled Media As The Military Vilifies Journalists from Washington Post 7 Feb 14

Egyptian authorities said last week that they referred 20 Al Jazeera English journalists — four foreign and 16 local — to criminal court for their
alleged membership in and aid to the “terrorist” Muslim Brotherhood. 

Assad’s Low-tech WMD: Starvation from Washington Post 7 Feb 14

To the modern imagination, there is nothing so terrifying as a high-tech weapon. Our horror movies are filled with crashing planes, engineered
viruses and rogue computers that have taken charge of spaceships. 

Syria’s Horrific War On Its Own Children from Los Angeles Times 7 Feb 14

For some children in Syria, the civil war is a particular kind of hell. The details of a United Nations report released last week are chilling and gut-
wrenching, and go far beyond the kind of civilian slaughter that accompanies shelling of residential neighborhoods — a reproachable hallmark of
the fighting in that country.

The President Has Options On Syria. He Should Use Them. from Washington Post 6 Feb 14

PRESIDENT OBAMA has adopted the position that any U.S. intervention in Syria would be ineffective, “short of us being willing to undertake
an effort in size and scope similar to what we did in Iraq.” 

Opinion: After Snowden, A Lesser Internet? from Washington Post 6 Feb 14

Edward Snowden’s supporters have portrayed him as the champion of Internet freedom. But when senior European and U.S. experts privately
discuss the future of cyberspace, their fear is that the Internet may be closing, post-Snowden, rather than opening.

How To Deal With A Nuclear Iran from Bloomberg News 6 Feb 14

The continuing nuclear talks with Iran have just entered their most challenging phase. During the next six months, the U.S. and its negotiating
partners will try, in the words of President Barack Obama, to persuade Iran to agree on a “peaceful nuclear program,” including a “modest
enrichment capability,” that leaves it short of the ability to produce nuclear weapons. 

Enforcement Before Amnesty: Opposing View from USA Today 6 Feb 14

There are simple solutions to ending illegal immigration, yet the power brokers in both political parties are uninterested in implementing them. 

The Third Intifada from New York Times 5 Feb 14

But this Third Intifada isn’t really led by Palestinians in Ramallah. It’s led by the European Union in Brussels and other opponents of the Israeli
occupation of the West Bank across the globe. 



Egypt’s Military Shows It Is No Friend Of Freedom from Washington Post 5 Feb 14

SOME IN Washington argue that the United States has little choice but to support the new military regime in Egypt. While some of its tactics may
be distasteful, the argument goes, the military is preferable to the presumed alternative — the Islamist Muslim Brotherhood — because it is
friendly toward the West. 

Just Say No from New York Times 5 Feb 14

President Obama indicated in his State of the Union address last week that he will exercise his admittedly limited executive powers in this “year
of action.” 

The I.M.F. Needs A Reset from New York Times 5 Feb 14

For all the criticism that has been directed at it over the decades, the International Monetary Fund provides vital services to the world economy. In
particular, it acts as the nearest thing to an international lender of last resort to countries experiencing external financial crises — and thereby
helps to maintain international financial stability. 

GOP Immigration Plan Makes Sense: Our View from USA Today 4 Feb 14

To conservatives who regard anything but deportation of undocumented workers as amnesty, House Speaker John Boehner’s new immigration
plan is heresy. And some Republican strategists fret that an immigration deal now would depress conservative turnout going into this year’s
elections. 

The U.S. Must Reconsider Its Failed Syrian Policy from Washington Post 4 Feb 14

JOHN F. KERRY acknowledged to a group of congressmen over the weekend that the Obama administration’s policy in Syria is failing,
according to two Republican senators. 

Isolationism’s High Price from Washington Post 4 Feb 14

This being the 100th anniversary of the outbreak of World War I, I have plunged into several books on the subject, most of them relating to what
started it, and I have come up with the following conclusion: mustaches.

A Chill On Speech from New York Times 4 Feb 14

The New York Legislature is moving to pass a bill that would bar state financing for academic groups that have taken official action to boycott
higher-education institutions in Israel. The initiative, which last week passed the State Senate, is now pending before the Assembly. It should be
voted down by lawmakers, or, if they prove feckless, Gov. Andrew Cuomo should veto it. 

Abbas’s NATO Proposal from New York Times 3 Feb 14

As Secretary of State John Kerry enters a key moment in his vital effort to forge a peace agreement between Israelis and Palestinians, one can’t
help but be struck by how far away we are from any such photograph between Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas. 

A Tiny Glimmer From North Korea from New York Times 3 Feb 14

North Korea recently reversed itself and accepted South Korea’s proposal to hold long-overdue family reunions between citizens of the two
countries. 

Putin Is Losing The Sochi Olympic Game from Washington Post 3 Feb 14

Beginning Friday, the Sochi Olympics are more likely to become a forum for the demonstration of how and why Putin’s rule of Russia has failed
— and how his power is ebbing both abroad and at home. 

What's Going on with Military Officers? from The National Interest 2 Feb 14

Lately it seems that we have been reading many stories of misconduct among U.S. military officers.

Israel Needs To Learn Some Manners from New York Times 31 Jan 14



Israeli leaders have always underlined the vital importance of self-reliance when it comes to Israel’s security.

Obama’s Immigration-lockup Quota from Washington Times 31 Jan 14

We as a nation should be deeply troubled that President Obama, who declared January 2014 as National Slavery and Human Trafficking
Prevention Month, is continuing to indefinitely imprison victims of human trafficking and other immigrants in civil immigration detention.

Israel Is The U.N.’s Punching Bag from Miami Herald 31 Jan 14

I have lived all my life in Israel, and I consider myself to be quite knowledgeable about Israeli matters. Yet last week, it was in New York that I
found out how much I still have to learn.

Relearning old lessons: Latin America’s enduring need for the rule of law, education and openness from Economist 31 Jan 14

Brazil and Mexico now count among the ten biggest economies by purchasing power. Latin America is of critical importance in energy (it has a
fifth of the world’s oil reserves), food production and the environment (with half the surviving rainforest). Cuba excepted, democracy holds sway
throughout the region, though it is under threat in some places.

5 Pressing Priorities For The Pentagon Budget from Washington Times 30 Jan 14

Washington’s annual appropriations circus will start soon, and there’s lots of work to be done — especially in the realm of defense. 

Falling Short On Afghanistan from Washington Post 30 Jan 14

PRESIDENT OBAMA returned in his State of the Union address to a familiar slogan: The war in Afghanistan “is finally coming to an end.” That,
of course, is not true: As 29 million Afghans could testify, there is no end to the conflict in sight. Mr. Obama equates the end of the war with the
end of U.S. combat operations. “Together with our allies,” he told Congress on Tuesday, “we will complete our mission there by the end of this
year.” 

Abuse, Fear And Shame In China from New York Times 30 Jan 14

With fresh bruises on my face and body, I sat in a smoke-filled, fluorescent-lit Beijing police station with my crying two-year-old in my arms. I
was incredulous at the reaction from the duty officers. 

The King Can Do No Wrong from New York Times 29 Jan 14

L’Affaire Hollande reminds us that there are two ways to consider a statesman’s private life. He is either a priest, or a king. If he is a priest, he can
have only the nation for his mistress: the state is a church, of which he is the national pope; his sex life is sacrificed for the well-being of his
fellow citizens. 

Obama Prepared To Avoid Congress, Go It Alone On Carrying Out Modest Initiatives from Washington Post 29 Jan 14

This wasn’t the presidency Barack Obama had in mind after winning his historic election five years ago. But it is the one he believes he has left. 

Obama’s Flawed View Of Muslim Anti-Semitism from Washington Times 29 Jan 14

There are many things about Barack Obama’s presidency that have left a bad taste in America’s mouth. We can add another one to the list;
namely, his astonishing lack of understanding about the history of Muslim anti-Semitism. 

Obama Turns Authoritarian, Rather Than Work With Congress from Washington Times 29 Jan 14

Not long ago, reporters asked White House spokesman Jay Carney to react to Iran’s new “moderate” president Hassan Rouhani’s tweet that as a
result of his negotiations with the United States, “world powers surrendered to Iran’s national will.” 

Don’t Undermine The Iran Deal from New York Times 28 Jan 14

THERE are only two ways to keep Iran from developing a nuclear weapon: negotiations or military action. 

The Egyptian Disaster from New York Times 28 Jan 14

In Davos, Secretary of State John Kerry talked for a long time about Iran. He talked for a long time about Syria. He talked for a very long time
about Israel-Palestine. And he had nothing to say about Egypt. 



In Afghanistan, A War That Has Lost Its Purpose from Washington Post 28 Jan 14

While watching the utterly gripping movie “Lone Survivor” recently, I comforted myself by noting that the four Navy SEALs engaged in a
desperate firefight with the Afghan Taliban were all volunteers.

Confessions Of The Cultural Revolution from New York Times 27 Jan 14

On Jan. 12, Song Binbin, the daughter of a former prominent member of the Communist Party, created a stir on China’s blogosphere when she
joined some fellow former Red Guards at a Beijing high school and offered a public apology for her part in one of the most notorious killings of
the Cultural Revolution. 

Polio Is On The Rise In War Zones Worldwide from Washington Post 27 Jan 14

The battle against infectious disease requires organization, resources and a plan. Wars and conflict push the other way: They disrupt basic
services, create inaccessible areas and expose aid workers to danger. No wonder disease loves a war zone. 

This Other Deal With Iran Is Obsolete from Wall Street Journal 27 Jan 14

The Algiers Accords settled more than 4,700 claims over three decades. It's time to settle them all. 

Stop Jerking Canada Around from Washington Post 24 Jan 14

Fixated as we Americans are on Canada’s three most attention-getting exports — polar vortexes, Alberta clippers and the antics of Toronto’s
addled mayor — we’ve somewhat overlooked a major feature of Canada’s current relations with the United States: extreme annoyance. 

China’s Repression Of Activists Continues Unabated from Washington Post 24 Jan 14

CHINA’S COMMUNIST leaders ought to regard activists like Xu Zhiyong as allies in their effort to reform the country’s economy, root out
corruption and create a more representative and sustainable political system.

Upgrade Of U.S. Sea Power Has Economic Ripple Effects from Washington Times 24 Jan 14

America’s ongoing financial woes offer our leaders a prime opportunity to reconsider the long-term investments for our enduring national security
needs. 

Egypt’s Evolving Governance Is No “Democratic Transition” from Washington Post 24 Jan 14

In the half-year since the Egyptian military ousted President Mohamed Morsi, U.S. officials from President Obama on down have repeatedly said
that the United States seeks to advance “Egypt’s transition to democracy.”

An Emerging Market Problem from Washington Post 23 Jan 14

A funny thing happened on the way to the decline of the United States and the rise of China, Brazil and other emerging markets: Many prominent
analysts began wondering if the pessimistic predictions about America were wrong — and whether it was the emerging markets that were heading
for trouble. 

Opinion: What Americans Should Fear In Cyberspace from Los Angeles Times 23 Jan 14

A recent Pew poll found that Americans are more afraid of a cyber attack than they are of Iranian nuclear weapons, the rise of China or climate
change. Such fears are not only out of proportion to risk; if they take hold, they could threaten the positive gains of the digital age. 

Benghazi And The Smearing Of Chris Stevens from Wall Street Journal 23 Jan 14

Shifting blame to our dead ambassador is wrong on the facts. I know—I was there.

Another Syria Peace Conference from New York Times 22 Jan 14

Few peace conferences have been set up amid the unrelenting pessimism that surrounds the talks involving Syria that open Wednesday in
Switzerland. 

Why Syria Peace Talks Will Fail from USA Today 22 Jan 14



This week, elements of the Syrian opposition are scheduled to begin negotiations in Geneva with representatives of President Bashar Assad. 

The Man Who Made Peace Impossible from New York Times 22 Jan 14

Since Ariel Sharon’s death, the Israeli media have been grumbling about the lack of an official Palestinian response — and in particular from the
Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas. 

Iran Deal Shows Promise; Congress Shouldn’t Derail It from Boston Globe 22 Jan 14

The world got a little bit safer on Monday, when the International Atomic Energy Agency certified that Iran had begun to comply with a six-
month interim agreement to freeze — and, in some cases, roll back — critical elements of its nuclear program. 

Gay-Baiting Before The Olympics from New York Times 21 Jan 14

As the Winter Olympic Games approach next month in Russia, it is hard to tell whether President Vladimir Putin wants to play the role of genial
host or homophobic scold.

Krugman And The Ayatollahs from Wall Street Journal 21 Jan 14

Crude obfuscation is the stock in trade of many political actors. Not so the president of Iran.

A Trophy Hunt That’s Good For Rhinos from New York Times 21 Jan 14

Let’s stipulate up front that there is no great sport in hunting a black rhinoceros, especially not in Namibia’s open countryside. 

How In Good Conscience? from Washington Post 17 Jan 14

By early 2011, writes former defense secretary Robert Gates, he had concluded that President Obama “doesn’t believe in his own [Afghanistan]
strategy, and doesn’t consider the war to be his.” 

A ‘Preventable’ Tragedy from New York Times 17 Jan 14

The latest report on the 2012 debacle in Benghazi, Libya, where Ambassador J. Christopher Stevens and three others were killed in an attack on
an American diplomatic mission, offers new detail and a chilling bottom line: the tragedy was “preventable.” 

John Kerry’s Bicycle Diplomacy In The Middle East from McClatchy 17 Jan 14

Peace negotiations, a wise U.S. diplomat once said, are like riding a bicycle: No matter how slow you’re moving, it’s best to keep going – because
if you try to stand still, you’ll fall. 

Limbo In The Levant from New York Times 16 Jan 14

Six years ago, I fled to Israel from my native Eritrea, fearing for my life at home.

Benghazi Murders Were Preventable, The White House Coverup Shameful from Washington Times 16 Jan 14

The incompetence and irresponsibility at Benghazi turns out to be even worse than everyone in Washington thought it was.

With Al-Qaeda, What’s In A Name? from Washington Post 15 Jan 14

Warning: Al-Qaeda may be seeking franchise opportunities at a location near you. 

Stiffening Obama’s Backbone from Washington Times 15 Jan 14

President Obama jolted Americans awake in November when he agreed to a suspicious deal with Iran to preserve its nuclear program. Now it’s
the president who’s surprised — Congress wants him to actually hold the Islamic republic to its word. 

The United States’ Bloody Messes In Yemen from Washington Post 15 Jan 14

December 12 was supposed to be a day of celebration for the al-Ameri family.

Egypt’s Bogus Democracy Doesn’t Deserve U.S. Aid from Washington Post 14 Jan 14

EGYPT’S MILITARY regime is taking a major step this week toward installing an autocracy more repressive than any the country has known in



decades. 

Another Step Toward Nuclear Sanity In Iran from New York Times 14 Jan 14

If all goes according to plan, Iran will begin freezing and then rolling back its most worrisome nuclear activities on Monday under an agreement
reached over the weekend with the United States and other major powers.

Ariel Sharon’s Journey From Soldier To Statesman from Washington Post 14 Jan 14

Arik Sharon started as a warrior. He ended his career on the way to being a peacemaker.

In Afghanistan, an alternate approach to a security pact from Washington Post 14 Jan 14

U.S. officials are struggling again with Afghan President Hamid Karzai.

Fighting al-Qaeda in Iraq is in U.S. interests from Washington Post 13 Jan 14

Iraq is once again at a crisis point.

Robert Gates Skewers the Ugliest Branch of Government from New York Times 13 Jan 14

What are all those congressional hearing witnesses privately thinking as they face pompous inquisition from phalanxes of ambitious lawmakers
tossing gotcha questions like grenades? “Congress is best viewed from a distance — the farther the better — because up close, it is truly ugly,”
advises former Defense Secretary Robert Gates, in his new Washington tell-all, “Duty: Memoirs of a Secretary at War.” 

Treading Water On Syria from New York Times 13 Jan 14

Nearly three years after the fighting began, many of the most dire predictions about Syria’s civil war have come true.

Latin America’s low philanthropy ratings from Miami Herald 12 Jan 14

According to most studies, Latin America is one of the world’s regions where corporations and wealthy people contribute the least to philanthropy
... Many Latin American governments don’t want to offer tax deductions for charitable donations because they fear a reduction of their tax
collection, and because they don’t want to lose their monopoly on social welfare.

How To Fight Academic Bigotry from Washington Post 10 Jan 14

For decades, the American Studies Association labored in well-deserved obscurity. No longer. It has now made a name for itself by voting to
boycott Israeli universities, accusing them of denying academic and human rights to Palestinians. 

Time For Israel To Reconsider Arab League Peace Offer from Miami Herald 10 Jan 14

As these lines are written, former Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, who has been in a coma for eight years, is fighting the last battle of his life.
This time it seems the fearless warrior has met the one fight he is going to lose. Sadly for Sharon, and for us, this is a dead end indeed. 

Clamp Down On Illegal Fishing To Curb Human Trafficking from Washington Post 10 Jan 14

If most people think human trafficking is all about sexual exploitation, the mistake is understandable.

Iran’s Fingerprints In Fallujah from Washington Post 9 Jan 14

Four years ago, al-Qaeda appeared to have been destroyed in Iraq. Last week, fighters from the group captured Fallujah, a city where hundreds of
Americans were killed or wounded in the last decade fighting the jihadists. How did this stunning reversal of fortune happen? 

Dennis Rodman Isn’t A Diplomatic Do-gooder, He’s A Buffoon from Los Angeles Times 9 Jan 14

It’s difficult to imagine a more ludicrous attempt at diplomacy than former basketball star Dennis Rodman’s current sojourn to North Korea.

Terrorism’s Fertile Ground from New York Times 9 Jan 14

Terrorism is a global reality, and for me as a Kenyan, this struck close to home in September with the siege of the Westgate mall. Yet in many
ways, growing up in Nairobi I was always in the midst of terror.



Russia Is Losing Against Radical Islam from USA Today 9 Jan 14

Last month was a bloody one in Russia. On December 29th and 30th, two suicide bombings in the southern city of Volgograd killed a combined
total of 34 people and injured many more. In the process, they shone a rare spotlight on the true state of Russia’s counterterrorism policy. 

Book Review: ‘Duty: Memoirs Of A Secretary At War’ By Robert M. Gates from Washington Post 8 Jan 14

It is impossible to imagine former wartime defense secretaries Donald Rumsfeld, Dick Cheney or Robert McNamara ever telling his troops that he
loved them. 

The Repercussions Of America’s Uncertain Tone In The Middle East from Washington Post 8 Jan 14

Iraq is at a decisive impasse.

Restoring Accountability Over Secret Surveillance from Washington Times 8 Jan 14

Congress has an opportunity to meet its role as the most politically responsive branch of government by restoring some measure of trust to
national security after the revelations about secret surveillance programs. 

Syria’s Assad: Still The Wrong Choice from Los Angeles Times 7 Jan 14

The war in Syria, and the proxy war between Iran and Saudi Arabia it in part represents, again reared its ugly head in Beirut on Dec. 27 and Jan.
2. 

Democracy In Peril In Asia from New York Times 7 Jan 14

Street protests in three Asian countries — Cambodia, Bangladesh and Thailand — are a vivid reminder of the fragile state of democracy in many
developing countries, particularly those that do not have independent judiciaries and professional police forces and militaries. 

Don’t Create A New Al Qaeda from New York Times 7 Jan 14

Egypt’s military leaders have launched an all-out war against the Muslim Brotherhood. 

South Sudan’s Tangled Crisis from New York Times 6 Jan 14

The last time the world’s eyes were on South Sudan, it was a time of jubilation. In July 2011, its secession from Sudan after decades of civil war
was feted as a triumph of international advocacy.

China’s Wrongheaded Crackdown On The Media from Washington Post 6 Jan 14

What’s striking is not the fact of party control over the Chinese news media, which is a day-to-day reality, but how the party is demanding
journalists absorb a backwards and outdated study guide based on failed concepts of the last century. 

The Costs of U.S. Retreat from Wall Street Journal 5 Jan 14

Al Qaeda revives in Iraq and Syria's contagion spreads to Lebanon. 

Nafta At 20: A Model For Trade Policy from Wall Street Journal 5 Jan 14

Opponents of the 1993 agreement have been proven definitively wrong. 

The Intelligence Assessment Is Too Pessimistic About Afghanistan from Washington Post 3 Jan 14

According to The Post, U.S. intelligence recently predicted a bleak future for Afghanistan after most international troops leave by the end of 2014.

Expanding Government Snoopery from Washington Times 3 Jan 14

A nosy neighbor, gossip or voyeur looking for a job can look beyond a career at the National Security Agency. The federal government offers a
wealth of opportunities for reading other people’s mail.

Journalistic Malpractice Over Benghazi from Washington Times 3 Jan 14

The New York Times has done excellent reporting on Libya. The newspaper was among the first to reveal that U.S.-approved arms for the Libyan
rebels had fallen into the hands of jihadi groups and, more generally, on the rise of al Qaeda-affiliated groups in Libya and North Africa. 



America Can Keep Hope Alive from Miami Herald 3 Jan 14

America’s capacity for optimism and hope has been boundless through much of our short history. The tangible returns of hard work; the ordered
liberty sustained through community consent; and opportunity honed over time to apply equally to all men and women — these were the currency
of what we called the American Dream. 

Are heroes of the Constitution bringing it back? from Jewish World Review 2 Jan 14

On Dec. 16, a federal judge's ruling may have marked a historic turning point in the civil war between President Barack Obama and those
Americans intent on preventing the executive branch from being the sole rule of law while We The People are no longer a self-governing republic.

Wheels Off the Bus-Obama Failure Continued from The Herald News 2 Jan 14

As part of a seminar we’re putting together to educate certain government officials about military doctrine (we being the Governance Project and
the Ridgefield Institute for Advanced Policy Study), I’ve been re reading a lot of the old classics on counter insurgency doctrine, something most
folk in Washington know very little about these days.

Diplomats Who Commit Crimes Shouldn’t Get A Free Pass from Washington Post 2 Jan 14

The diplomatic standoff over the recent arrest of an Indian consular official accused of visa fraud, false statements and exploitation of a domestic
worker has several relevant precedents. 

The Facts About Benghazi from New York Times 31 Dec 13

An exhaustive investigation by The Times goes a long way toward resolving any nagging doubts about what precipitated the attack on the United
States mission in Benghazi, Libya, last year that killed Ambassador J. Christopher Stevens and three other Americans. 

McCain And Graham Got Rice Wrong from USA Today 31 Dec 13

John McCain, R-Ariz., and Lindsey Graham’s, R-S.C., first act upon returning to Washington after the holiday recess should be to call a press
conference and apologize to Susan Rice. 

A Nuclear Blind Alley For The US from Los Angeles Times 31 Dec 13

The world is rightly worried about Iran’s uranium enrichment program.

Russia’s Oligarchy, Alive And Well from New York Times 31 Dec 13

The czarist trappings of President Vladimir V. Putin’s surprise move to free Mikhail B. Khodorkovsky, announced at a marathon news conference
on Dec. 19, were hard to miss. 

Iran, Turkey’s New Ally? from New York Times 30 Dec 13

A bribery and corruption scandal has plunged Turkey into crisis, seriously undermining Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s authority.

Will Burma Choose To Be A True Democracy? from Washington Post 30 Dec 13

THE LATEST fashion for dictators is to appear as democratic as possible. 

OPINION: U.S. Cold War Rivals China, Russia Step Up Challenges To Obama’s Asia Pivot from Washington Times 30 Dec 13

As the Obama administration attempts an ambitious reorientation of the nation’s strategic and diplomatic focus, two regional powerhouses and
former Cold War adversaries are showing themselves increasingly keen to challenge Washington’s dominance on the world stage. 

South Sudan’s Imperiled Future from New York Times 27 Dec 13

Two years after South Sudan declared independence from Sudan, political tensions between President Salva Kiir and Riek Machar, the former
vice president, have erupted into violence, raising the possibility of civil war and ethnic cleansing. 

‘Front-Page Rule’ Is Unprecedented In U.S. Intelligence Community from Washington Post 26 Dec 13

Should the United States engage in secret, covert or clandestine activity if the American public cannot be convinced of the necessity and wisdom



of such activities should they be leaked or disclosed? 

Strange Bedfellows: Pat Buchanan And Putin from Washington Post 26 Dec 13

Just in time for Christmas, Pat Buchanan has come along to alert us to the shifting alliances in the conflict between tradition and modernity. 

The Coming Intifada from New York Times 26 Dec 13

These days, life appears to be going along as normal for Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza. Appearances can be deceptive, however. 

China And Russie Bring Back Cold War Tactics from Washington Post 26 Dec 13

“Is this a new Cold War?” 

China Must Purge Mao’s Ghost from New York Times 26 Dec 13

Thursday marks the 120th birthday of Mao Zedong, founding father of the People’s Republic of China, but the leadership’s celebrations of his
legacy are an alarming reminder that China has a long way to go before it can join the league of modern nations. 

President Obama’s Empty Boast On Syria from Washington Post 24 Dec 13

IT WAS astonishing to hear President Obama, in the preamble to his end-of-year news conference last week, cite Syria as one of his foreign
policy successes. 

The Mideast’s Unlikely Allies from New York Times 24 Dec 13

On Dec. 15, Prince Turki al-Faisal, the former Saudi intelligence chief, drew a harsh portrait of American weakness, unreliability and poor
judgment in the Middle East. His speech was likely cheered as vigorously in Jerusalem as it was in Riyadh and Abu Dhabi.

The Government Cracks Down, And Egypt Shrugs from Los Angeles Times 24 Dec 13

Since the military overthrow of President Mohamed Morsi, the only democratically elected leader in Egyptian history, security forces have
launched a campaign of persecution against the Muslim Brotherhood, with mass killings of protesters, dragnet arrests of its supporters and
attempts to ban the Brotherhood and its Freedom and Justice Party. 

Pakistan’s Persecuted Christians from New York Times 24 Dec 13

If ever there was a target for the Pakistan Taliban, I thought to myself, this would be it. 

Don’t Get In Bed With Assad from New York Times 23 Dec 13

One might think that America’s policy toward Syria couldn’t get any worse, but the rise of extremists there is generating dangerous thinking in
Western capitals.

Time To Be Bold And Make Peace In Syria from Washington Post 23 Dec 13

On Nov. 26, the U.N. secretary general made another call for a Geneva peace conference on Syria, to be held Jan. 22. These calls have been issued
since June 2011, but no belligerents have shown up because each has been allowed to define the preconditions for negotiations. 

Dark Days In Egypt from New York Times 23 Dec 13

Last week, Egypt’s military dictators stormed the offices of a prominent human rights organization and charged Mohamed Morsi, the deposed
president, with participating in a fantastical terrorist plot. The news from Egypt has become so unrelentingly bad that it is difficult to see how this
nation can recover from a self-inflicted spiral of repression, violence and paranoia. 

U.S. Scholars Are Misguided In Boycotting Israel from Washington Post 23 Dec 13

THE AMERICAN STUDIES Association, a group of about 5,000 scholars devoted to the interdisciplinary study of U.S. culture and history, has
called for a boycott of Israeli academic institutions.

Iran Copes, But Wants To Boom from Miami Herald 23 Dec 13

The Iranian economy manages to hobble along despite “crippling” economic sanctions. The streets are clogged with traffic, ATMs dispense



streams of cash, banks issue Iran-only debit cards, and a nation of traders finds ingenious ways to evade legal obstacles. 

Kerry Will Need A Miracle To Broker A Peace Deal from Miami Herald 20 Dec 13

Being so absorbed with the storm, we hardly noticed that U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry visited the region for the 10th time (Or was it the
11th? Who’s counting?). This time it seems that his ambitious drive to settle the Israeli-Palestinian conflict has reached a dead end. 

Inequality, Indian Style from New York Times 20 Dec 13

As we weave through early-morning Delhi traffic on his motorbike, Ravi Gulati gets into a riff about status symbols in India, how from Armani
jeans to Audis they are almost all Western, and how his car, a cheap and practical Maruti van that seats eight but won’t win any beauty contests, is
a source of derision every time he pulls up at a five-star hotel for some lavish weeklong wedding (although he tries to avoid these occasions) that
has cost more than is imaginable to a poor Indian.

Karzai’s Dangerous Game from New York Times 20 Dec 13

By defying Washington and delaying his signature on the bilateral security agreement with the United States to continue financial and military aid
for Afghanistan after 2014, President Hamid Karzai is being both very astute and supremely foolish — astute in a personal and Afghan context,
foolish in an American one. 

Does Iran Truly Want A Nuclear Deal? from Washington Post 20 Dec 13

Events in the past week have made clear that those bearish judgments were justified. 

Snowden Still Holding ‘keys To The Kingdom’ from Washington Post 19 Dec 13

We’ve yet to see the full impact of former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden’s unauthorized downloading of highly classified
intelligence documents. 

Spies Unlike Us from Washington Times 19 Dec 13

There’s a new national hero among us. U.S. District Judge Richard Leon of the District of Columbia last week punched out the National Security
Agency, a bully grown far too big for its britches. He called the NSA’s bulk collection of telephone records “almost Orwellian” and possibly
“unconstitutional.” 

Is Fascism Returning To Europe? from New York Times 19 Dec 13

Authoritarian populism, long associated with Latin American regimes, is generally considered a thing of the past in Europe. 

A Blow Against Big Brother from New York Times 18 Dec 13

On Wednesday, the United Nations General Assembly is expected to approve a resolution recognizing an international “right to privacy in the
digital age” — a significant political development in response to the controversy over the surveillance tactics of the United States National
Security Agency. 

Secretary Kerry’s Derring-Do from New York Times 18 Dec 13

I don’t know whether Secretary of State John Kerry will succeed in his two big chosen priorities: trying to forge an Israeli-Palestinian peace and a
détente with Iran that deprives it of a nuclear weapon.

Saudi Arabia Will Go It Alone from New York Times 18 Dec 13

Saudi Arabia has been friends with our Western partners for decades; for some, like the United Kingdom where I serve as ambassador, for almost
a century. 

U.S. Inaction In Syria Could Be Far More Costly Than Intervention from Washington Post 18 Dec 13

FROM THE beginning of the Syria crisis almost three years ago, the Obama administration has found reasons to remain aloof. 

Iran’s Hard-Liners Resist Nuclear Deal from Washington Post 18 Dec 13

Hossein Shariatmadari’s business card identifies him as the “Supreme Leader’s Representative” at Kayhan, Iran’s leading conservative newspaper.



Listening to his unwavering advocacy of Iran’s revolutionary politics, you realize just how hard it will be to reach the nuclear agreement that
many Iranians I talked with here seem to want. 

Will China Restart The Space Race? Column from USA Today 17 Dec 13

Though the landing was a big deal in China, most of the rest of the world responded with a yawn. Moon landing? Been there, done that. 

Discrimination In Sochi from New York Times 17 Dec 13

While Vladimir Putin turns Russia into an increasingly dangerous place for gays and lesbians, the Winter Olympics in the Russian resort city of
Sochi will soon begin drawing athletes and fans from around the world.

The Dear Leader’s Heinous Act from New York Times 17 Dec 13

Today, on the second anniversary of Kim Jong-il’s death, only two of the seven officials who walked alongside his hearse at the state funeral, and
his heir, Kim Jong-un, remain. Five have been stripped of their titles, sent to labor camps, or executed — as in the case of Jang Song-thaek. 

Obama Loses His Cool In Europe from Washington Times 16 Dec 13

Just five years ago, President Obama was one of the most popular figures in Europe, with favorability ratings hovering in the 80 percent to 90
percent range. He’s not so cool in Europe anymore, though, as polls have shown an average slip in the double digits throughout the Continent. 

Obama Wanted U.S. Action In Darfur. Why Not In Syria? from Washington Post 16 Dec 13

If you had said in 2008 that the administration of Susan Rice, John Kerry and Barack Obama would do nothing while a dictator deliberately
starved more than a quarter-million of his people, no one would have believed you. 

The Black Hole Of Terrorism Watch Lists from New York Times 16 Dec 13

The no-fly list, which consisted of 16 names before Sept. 11, 2001, had approximately 21,000 names as of early 2012. (Nelson Mandela remained
on one terrorist watch list until 2008, when Congress removed him through special legislation.) 

Iran Committed To Making A Deal from Washington Post 16 Dec 13

Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said that despite hitting a “snag” in nuclear negotiations last week, Iran is committed “100
percent” to reaching a comprehensive final agreement. 

Moonwalking In Syria from Los Angeles Times 15 Dec 13

Here’s how feeble U.S. influence on the outcome of Syria’s dreadful civil war has become: For the Obama administration’s diplomacy to succeed,
it now needs help from an armed group with the unpromising name of the Islamic Front. 

The Central African Republic Needs Our Help from Washington Post 13 Dec 13

The Central African Republic (CAR) now bids for historical notoriety. What began as a military coup by the Muslim Seleka coalition this year
became a national rampage of looting, rape and summary executions.

The Kremlin, The Press And The Protesters: A Case Study Of Rule By Paranoia from New York Times 13 Dec 13

The closing of the RIA Novosti news agency in the middle of the Ukrainian crisis reflects Vladimir Putin’s increasingly pronounced view of a
zero-sum world, in which enemies at home and abroad plot against Russia. 

Trade Talks Produce A Deal from New York Times 13 Dec 13

After more than a decade of negotiations, the World Trade Organization’s 159 member countries reached an agreement last week that will provide
a much-needed boost to the global economy by easing the flow of goods across borders. 

Obama’s Relentlessly Pragmatic Diplomacy from Washington Post 12 Dec 13

This has been a year when America re-embraced diplomacy after a frustrating decade of war, displaying a relentlessly pragmatic approach that
recalls the days of such deal-making secretaries of state as Henry Kissinger and James A. Baker III. 



A Dangerously Divided Ukraine from New York Times 12 Dec 13

Ukraine’s president, Viktor Yanukovich, took a tentative step toward defusing his country’s political turmoil earlier this week by convening a
“round table” with former Ukrainian presidents to discuss possible responses to the protests engulfing the capital, Kiev. 

Hagel’s Verbal Assurances For Continued U.S. Presence In The Middle East Come With Action from Washington Post 12 Dec 13

Proof that U.S. forces will stay in the Middle East goes beyond Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel’s assurances at a conference Friday in Bahrain. 

Obama Right To Shake Castro’s Hand: Column from USA Today 12 Dec 13

When is a handshake more than a handshake? When it is an opportunity for political posturing.

Obama-Castro Handshake: Civility And Nothing More from Boston Globe 11 Dec 13

AFTER PRESIDENT Obama shook hands with Cuban leader Raul Castro on Tuesday, the predictable hysteria erupted from conservative critics.
But the offending handshake, which came during a memorial service for South African president Nelson Mandela, was merely a gesture of
civility.

Why Mandela Was Unique from New York Times 11 Dec 13

The global outpouring of respect for Nelson Mandela suggests that we’re not just saying goodbye to the man at his death but that we’re losing a
certain kind of leader, unique on the world stage today, and we are mourning that just as much. Mandela had an extraordinary amount of “moral
authority.” Why? And how did he get it? 

Putin’s Imperial One-Man Show from New York Times 11 Dec 13

Vladimir Putin kept Pope Francis waiting nearly 50 minutes when the Russian president came to the Vatican last month to discuss world peace,
family values and other issues.

A Breakthrough Agreement At Risk from New York Times 10 Dec 13

President Obama and President Hassan Rouhani of Iran both spent time last weekend trying to sell the Iran nuclear deal to skeptics among their
constituents.

Imbalance In Israel from Washington Post 10 Dec 13

In “My Promised Land,” Ari Shavit’s anguished book about Israel, there is plenty about the mistreatment of Palestinians — today, yesterday and
always. Some of it is just plain sickening, reminiscent of the ethnic cleansing attempted in the Balkans.

Global Community Should Move To Prevent Bloodshed In Ukraine from Boston Globe 10 Dec 13

For the past week, the message from all sides in Ukraine’s ongoing protests over the government’s preference for closer ties to Russia over the
European Union has been: We don’t want more confrontation.

Global Community Should Move To Prevent Bloodshed In Ukraine from Boston Globe 10 Dec 13

For the past week, the message from all sides in Ukraine’s ongoing protests over the government’s preference for closer ties to Russia over the
European Union has been: We don’t want more confrontation.

Ukraine’s Protests Should End With A Negotiated Settlement from Washington Post 10 Dec 13

UKRAINE ON Monday appeared to be teetering between a violent government crackdown and the political negotiations that are the only solution
to its ongoing crisis. While President Viktor Yanukovych said he would take up an offer by three former Ukrainian presidents to negotiate an end
to his standoff with a mass protest movement, he also dispatched riot police to confront encampments in the center of Kiev, the capital, and
security forces to raid the headquarters of the main opposition party. 

Who Owns The Skies? from New York Times 9 Dec 13

China’s surprise Nov. 23 announcement of an expanded “air defense identification zone” over the East China Sea has caused much consternation
in the region.



China’s Strong-Arm Tactics Toward US Media Merit A Response from Washington Post 9 Dec 13

CHINA DEVOTES enormous sums toward blocking information from reaching its people. Thousands of government workers and the equivalent
of billions of dollars are required to maintain the world’s largest cordon on the Internet, censor the news media and black out information that the
ruling elite considers threatening to its monopoly on power. 

Iran, From Enemy To Ally from New York Times 9 Dec 13

THE recent nuclear deal with Iran has caused a predictable furor among Middle East hawks. But it offers an opportunity for a much bigger
breakthrough: rapprochement and, eventually, even strategic cooperation with Iran. 

Is Rouhani An Iranian Gorbachev? from New York Times 6 Dec 13

According to a 2011 census, roughly 70 percent of Iranians are under age 40, and for this young generation — compared with their revolutionary
parents — the theocratic government has been a lifelong source of frustration. 

In Tripoli’s Public Square from New York Times 6 Dec 13

It is a measure of their despair at the worsening security situation that the ordinary people of this city, who were removed and forlorn even during
the 2011 revolution, are now gathering at a venerated public site to criticize the government in the open. 

Woe To U.S. Allies from Washington Post 6 Dec 13

Three crises, one president, many bewildered friends. 

Diplomacy To The Rescue from Boston Globe 5 Dec 13

Colin Powell, America’s premier soldier-statesman, put it best. Diplomats, he said, are “the first line of offense of America’s foreign policy.”

The Two Options On Iran from Washington Post 5 Dec 13

Critics of the agreement with Iran concerning its nuclear program are right about most things but wrong about the most important things.

Egypt’s Latest Constitution from New York Times 5 Dec 13

Egyptians are squandering another chance to build a broadly inclusive democratic system with the latest constitutional revisions. The new charter
defies the revolutionary promise of the Arab spring by reinforcing the power of institutions that have long held Egypt in an iron grip. 

How to Answer China's Muscle-Flexing from Wall Street Journal 5 Dec 13

A freshly aggressive tone from Beijing greets Joe Biden on his week-long trip to Asia.

Bibi And Barack, The Sequel from New York Times 4 Dec 13

Could Bibi Netanyahu and Barack Obama share the 2014 Nobel Peace Prize? 

Protest Is Egypt’s Last Resort from New York Times 4 Dec 13

Nearly three years after the ouster of President Hosni Mubarak, Egypt is at a critical crossroads: Will it move toward democratization or regress
into authoritarianism? 

Tensions In Thailand, Again from Washington Post 4 Dec 13

SOMETIMES NATIONS seem to get stuck in loops of history, repeating the same crises and learning nothing from them. Such is the unfortunate
case of Thailand.

How The E.U. Pushed Ukraine East from New York Times 4 Dec 13

Both Russia and Ukraine consider themselves European nations, part of Western civilization, and in both countries pluralities favor membership
in the European Union. So how did the European Union manage to turn such a favorable situation against itself? 

Iran And The Nuclear Reality from Washington Post 3 Dec 13

Iran has the capacity to build a nuclear weapon, but its leadership “has not yet decided to build or demonstrate the bomb” and “therefore our



[U.S.] focus should be on convincing them not to flip the bomb-production switch.” 

Ousting Assad May Be Only The Beginning from Washington Post 3 Dec 13

As al-Qaeda grows more powerful in Syria — seeking “complete control over the liberated areas,” according to a new Syrian rebel intelligence
report — moderate opposition leaders are voicing new interest in a political settlement of the grinding civil war.

Enabling Hamid Karzai from Los Angeles Times 3 Dec 13

He’s done it again. Afghan President Hamid Karzai has startled and dismayed the world. After an arduous diplomatic process to define the terms
of a future international presence in Afghanistan, he balked at the last second, like a white-eyed horse in front of a jump. 

‘A Slowly Unfolding Disaster’ from Washington Post 2 Dec 13

Timeline of events in Syria

We Are All Silvio from New York Times 2 Dec 13

Silvio Berlusconi is a renowned political escape artist. But what happens when the escapologist is chained under water, and you realize that,
finally, he won’t be able to wriggle free? 

Africa’s Crumbling Center from New York Times 2 Dec 13

The Central African Republic is often called a forgotten country, but that isn’t quite right.

The Heart Of Pope Francis’s Mission from Washington Post 2 Dec 13

Christianity has been used over the centuries to prop up the powerful. But, from the beginning, the Christian message has been subversive of
political systems, judgmental toward those at the top and demanding of all who take it seriously. 

Long war’s end game from NY Daily News 29 Nov 13

What's non-negotiable in the Afghanistan exit agreement

The bad-faith presidency from New York Post 29 Nov 13

At the end of the day, the root of President Obama’s mendacity on ObamaCare was simple: He didn’t dare tell people how the law would work.
He couldn’t tell people how the law would work. 

Ignore Karzai’s Arrogant Insults from New York Times 29 Nov 13

What is going on with President Hamid Karzai? The world’s only superpower, leading a coalition of some 50 nations, is willing to stay on in his
country after a war that has already lasted a dozen years and cost the United States more than $600 billion and more than 2,000 fatalities — and
yet the Afghan president keeps throwing up roadblocks. 

Iran Sanctions: Dancing With Tehran from Los Angeles Times 27 Nov 13

If economic sanctions were key to forcing Iran to accept limits on its nuclear program, wouldn’t more sanctions have an even greater effect? 

U.S. And Afghanistan Need To Work Together To Reach Deal On Forces from Washington Post 27 Nov 13

AFGHAN PRESIDENT Hamid Karzai and the Obama administration are playing a dangerous game of brinkmanship, one that could lead to a
strategic reverse for the United States and a catastrophe for Afghanistan. 

The B-52s Reply to Beijing from Wall Street Journal 27 Nov 13

The U.S. sends a military message of support for Japan and global norms. 

Sentenced In Saudi Arabia For Peaceful Activism from Washington Post 27 Nov 13

Last month, a judge in Saudi Arabia sentenced me to three months in prison simply because I stood with victims of my country’s flawed and
discriminatory criminal justice system. 



Israel’s Iran Dilemma from New York Times 26 Nov 13

The era of traumatized alienation is over. The United States and Iran have embarked on a new phase in their relationship.

The Next Steps In The Iran Nuclear Deal from Washington Postq 26 Nov 13

The interim agreement with Iran recognizes that Tehran’s nuclear program is not going away, and that neither tougher sanctions nor the threat of
military strikes can change that. 

China’s Coercive Play from New York Times 26 Nov 13

China’s decision to impose a new air defense zone over a wide swath of the East China Sea is at odds with its claim to want a peaceful resolution
to territorial disputes over a group of islands there. The announcement is a highly provocative move that has increased tensions and could make
direct conflict with Japan more likely. 

Ensuring That Typhoon Haiyan Doesn’t Trigger A Sex-trafficking Epidemic from Washington Times 26 Nov 13

Typhoon Haiyan — perhaps the strongest tropical storm ever to make landfall — has shifted the international humanitarian-assistance machine
into high gear. 

A Worthy Obama Initiative in Afghanistan from Wall Street Journal 22 Nov 13

The U.S.-Afghan security deal serves the interests of both nations. 

Germany’s Risky Populism from New York Times 22 Nov 13

From the European Commission in Brussels to the United States Treasury Department in Washington, lately it seems almost everybody has been
bashing the Germans for their high trade surplus.

US Optimistic About A Nuclear Deal With Iran from Washington Post 21 Nov 13

U.S. officials are cautiously optimistic that they are close to a deal with Iran to freeze its nuclear program as a first step toward a comprehensive
agreement that would allow a limited Iranian civilian nuclear program, including some enrichment of uranium for civilian uses. 

Egypt Looks For A Path Toward Democracy from Washington Post 21 Nov 13

Bassem Youssef, Egypt’s popular television comedian, expresses the irreverent confidence this country will need to regain stability. On air, he
mocks the autocratic tendencies of both the Muslim Brotherhood leaders and the army generals who toppled them from power. 

US Should Be Wary Of Iran’s Goal To Dominate The Middle East from Washington Post 21 Nov 13

As nuclear negotiators in Geneva renew their attempts to strike a deal with Iran, predictions of a diplomatic breakthrough are rife.

Libya’s Resurgent Violence from New York Times 21 Nov 13

One year ago, officials in the transition government in Libya spoke of making progress toward integrating rival militias into a cohesive security
force that could stabilize the country as it seeks to become a democracy. 

China Should Abolish Its One-Child Policy Altogether from Washington Post 21 Nov 13

CHINA’S ODIOUS one-child policy, already carrying asterisks, is to be further modified. The ruling Communist Party announced Nov. 12 that it
would “persist in the basic national policy of birth planning” but begin to allow parents to have a second child if one of them was an only child.

When Children Are Traded from New York Times 21 Nov 13

Private re-homing of adoptive children was explored in a devastating five-part investigative series this fall from Reuters. The reporters found that
on one Yahoo message board, a child was offered for re-homing on average once a week (Yahoo has since closed the board). 

Let’s Make A Deal from New York Times 20 Nov 13

The Middle East once again proves that if you eat right, exercise regularly and don’t smoke, you’ll live long enough to see everything, including a
day when the Jews controlling Jerusalem and the Sunni Saudi Custodians of the Great Mosques of Mecca and Medina would form a tacit
alliance...



Vladimir Putin Clings To The Past from New York Times 20 Nov 13

“The Cold War should be over for everyone,” Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany said this week. Not, it appears, for Mr. Putin. 

Bringing An End To A Senseless Policy from New York Times 20 Nov 13

CHINA announced last week that it would loosen its famous “one-child” policy, enforced since 1980. 

Is Britain Sleepwalking Toward Disaster? from New York Times 20 Nov 13

If the Conservative Party wins the next general election, in May 2015, or leads another coalition government as it does now, Prime Minister David
Cameron will hold a plebiscite to decide whether Britain should remain part of the European Union. 

US, Israel Need To Agree On An Iran Deal from Washington Post 19 Nov 13

THE RIFT between the United States and Israel over Iran, which some are describing as the worst dispute between the two countries in 30 years,
might be seen as yet another chapter in the consistently rocky and sometimes poisonous relations between President Obama and Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.

A Dangerous Interregnum from New York Times 19 Nov 13

In his Prison Notebooks, Antonio Gramsci wrote: “The crisis consists precisely in the fact that the old is dying and the new cannot be born; in this
interregnum a great variety of morbid symptoms appear.” 

A Moment of Truth Looms for Syria from Wall Street Journal 18 Nov 13

Here's why the Syrian National Coalition is willing to join peace talks in Geneva next month. 

Will History Repeat In Iran Nuclear Negotiations? from Washington Post 18 Nov 13

Three decades ago, a congressional test of wills over Middle East policy between an American president and an Israeli prime minister was dubbed
“Reagan or Begin.” This week, the showdown on Iran negotiations might be described as “Barack or Bibi.” 

US And China Strengthen Bonds People-To-People from USA Today 18 Nov 13

On Thursday, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and I will co-chair the fourth China-U.S. High-Level Consultation on People-to-People
Exchange in Washington, D.C. It aims to implement the important agreement President Xi Jinping and President Obama reached in June on
building a new model of major-country relationships between China and the U.S. 

Israel’s Policy Of Erasure from Los Angeles Times 18 Nov 13

The revelation last week that Israel wanted to plan for 20,000 new settlement housing units received the usual outraged responses from around the
world. Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, mindful of a backlash in the midst of the Iran nuclear negotiations, walked the revelation back, but
not very far. 

Afghan Women’s Gains Are At Risk from Washington Post 15 Nov 13

In its treatment of women, the Taliban was one of the most brutal regimes the world has ever known. That legacy lingers in even the most basic
aspects of life. 

French Muscle, American Cheese from New York Times 15 Nov 13

French-American relations, often a study in how close love can be to hatred, have taken an interesting turn of late. 

Iranian Consensus Does Not Necessarily Mean A Good Deal For The West from Washington Post 15 Nov 13

There is a broad consensus among Iran’s elite that a nuclear deal with Washington would serve Iran’s hegemonic objectives. In this view, the real
barrier to such a nuclear accord is not the United States but Europe and Israel, supported by the Saudis. 

Surrender, Oblivion, Survival from New York Times 15 Nov 13

TACLOBAN is my city. I grew up directly facing the Pacific Ocean, on the Philippines’ eastern shore, which takes the brunt of the yearly



monsoons. Geography and history provide the textbook nickname of Leyte and Samar, the provinces hardest hit by Haiyan: “The Typhoon Path.” 

Help Afghan, Iraqi Colleagues Who Helped USA from USA Today 14 Nov 13

In less than five years, Mohammad Janis Shinwari went from English teacher in Afghanistan’s capital, to interpreter for the U.S. Army, to hero
who saved the life of an Army officer, to hunted man in his own country because he helped the United States. 

In Egypt, A Spring Of Discontent from Washington Post 14 Nov 13

The Muslim Brotherhood leadership here has disappeared, into prison or hiding. Their headquarters on Nasser Street has been converted into a
commercial day-care center. A few blocks away, the offices of the Brotherhood’s political wing, the Freedom and Justice Party, have been taken
over by an interior design firm. There’s a spooky feeling that Brotherhood members have become “unpersons,” not seen or discussed. 

Ending Nuclear Overkill from New York Times 14 Nov 13

Over 20 years after the Cold War, America’s nuclear arsenal remains bloated. True, it now deploys only about 1,600 strategic nuclear weapons —
down from 12,000 in 1990 — and the Obama administration has proposed to cut the number to as few as 1,000 if Russia agrees. 

Issuing A Streetwise Challenge To DictatorsIssuing A Streetwise Challenge To Dictators from Wall Street Journal 14 Nov 13

Consider life in Russia today under Vladimir Putin. Symbolic protests, such as singing something other than a hymn in church, can land you in
Siberian prison, as happened to members of the female punk-rock band Pussy Riot. In 2012, hundreds were arrested for protesting fraud in
Russian elections. 

The U.S. Leaves Comrades Behind In Afghanistan from Washington Post 13 Nov 13

IN FIGHTING a war for more than a decade in Afghanistan, U.S. troops have relied heavily on interpreters in navigating danger zones and
speaking clearly to a population caught up in the violence....We find it incomprehensible that the State Department is dragging its feet in providing
these interpreters with U.S. visas.

Agony In The Philippines from New York Times 13 Nov 13

Five days after one of the worst typhoons on record hit the Philippines, the magnitude of the catastrophe is barely captured in the preliminary
statistics: nearly 2,000 people listed as dead and many thousands more missing; more than 600,000 people displaced; countless homes and roads
crushed by surging water. 

What About US? from New York Times 13 Nov 13

It goes without saying that the only near-term deal with Iran worth partially lifting sanctions for would be a deal that freezes all the key
components of Iran’s nuclear weapons development program, and the only deal worth lifting all sanctions for is one that verifiably restricts Iran’s
ability to breakout and build a nuclear bomb. 

Sen. Menendez: Iran’s Record Of Deception from USA Today 12 Nov 13

We all aspire for a diplomatic resolution resulting in a peaceful and verifiable termination of Iran’s nuclear weapons program. 

A Doable Iran Deal from New York Times 12 Nov 13

In this mess, with its bitter aftertaste, it is worth returning to basics. 

The Future Of Egypt’s Intelligence Service from Washington Post 12 Nov 13

The U.S.-Egyptian relationship has been through some rocky months since the June 30 military coup that toppled President Mohamed Morsi and
the Muslim Brotherhood. But the strain doesn’t seem to have diminished cooperation between the two countries’ intelligence services. 

Helping The Philippines Will Require A Massive Worlwide Relief Effort from Washington Post 12 Nov 13

IT WILL be weeks before the world gets a handle on the full scale of devastation and death wreaked by Typhoon Haiyan, which ripped through
the central Philippines last week, but it’s clear from initial, incomplete accounts that the impact has been staggering. 

U.S. foreign policy under Obama, Bush a ‘nightmare,’ journalist says at Yale from New Haven Register 12 Nov 13



The man who broke the story of the My Lai Massacre in Vietnam more than 40 years ago gave a blistering account of U.S. foreign policy under
Barack Obama and George W. Bush, describing a military run amok with secret operations and misguided initiatives. 

China’s Coming Challenges from Washington Post 8 Nov 13

“We are all struck by the contrast between Beijing and Washington,” said George Yeo, the former foreign minister of Singapore. He was referring
to the quality of governance in the two capitals — in particular, the sense pervasive in Asia that the United States has lost its ability to execute
public policy with competence (see Iraq, Obamacare). 

Security Policies For A Post-Snowden Age from Washington Post 8 Nov 13

The hemorrhaging leaks by Edward Snowden — possibly aided by countries that have exploited his stolen classified information — have left the
U.S. government reeling. That many media reports are inaccurate compounds the problem. 

Killing Of Pakistani Terrorist Is A Possible Turning Point from Washington Post 8 Nov 13

Last week, a U.S. drone strike killed Hakimullah Mehsud, one of Pakistan’s most bloodthirsty terrorists, in front of his family’s farmhouse in
North Waziristan. In every respect, the logic behind the killing appears identical to that of past U.S. attacks against top Pakistan-based terrorists,
including Osama bin Laden.

Keep The Iraqi Jews’ Legacy Safe — In America from New York Times 8 Nov 13

SEVENTY-FIVE years ago, about 120,000 Jews lived in Iraq. In Baghdad, they were prominent in business and the professions — doctors,
lawyers, bankers, professors, musicians, writers, artists, engineers. Last summer, a visitor just back from Iraq told me he could account for only
five Iraqi Jews alive in the country. Not 5,000. Not 500. Five. They are too old to leave. When they die, there will be none. 

Mideast Allies Crave Leadership From US from Boston Globe 7 Nov 13

Seemingly everywhere he turns these days, President Obama is facing criticism of his foreign policy leadership. And the critics aren’t the usual
suspects — Russia, China or the Castro brothers — but some of America’s very best friends. 

Thinking About The Shape Of An Iran Deal from Washington Post 7 Nov 13

As the Obama administration moves into a decisive stage of nuclear negotiations with Iran, officials are considering a two-step process that would
begin with a freeze and modest rollback of Iranian enrichment of uranium, matched by a limited easing of U.S.-led economic sanctions on Tehran.

Notes From Egypt’s Show Trial from New York Times 7 Nov 13

Mr. Morsi hadn’t been seen in public since early July, when the country’s military removed him from power. He looked healthy. He also looked
quietly defiant in that dark outfit that inexplicably deviated from the rules. 

Taking Aim At The Wrong Deficit from New York Times 7 Nov 13

ASK most people in this city what the most important step is to increasing economic growth and job creation, and they’ll reply, “Reduce the
budget deficit!”

Reviving An Interfaith Legacy from New York Times 7 Nov 13

Pakistan’s flag, a white star and crescent on a green background taken from the flag of the Muslim League, also has a broad white stripe on the left
to represent its minority faiths, which include Christians, Hindus, Zoroastrians and others.

Strange Silence On Success In Removing Syria’s Chemical Weapons from Washington Post 6 Nov 13

Last week, buried beneath banner headlines blaring about Obamacare hearings, National Security Agency surveillance revelations and the Boston
Red Sox’ World Series win, the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) quietly reported that Syria “has completed the
functional destruction of critical equipment for all of its declared chemical weapons production facilities and mixing/filling plants, rendering them
inoperable.” 

The Answer On Iran? Yes. from Los Angeles Times 6 Nov 13

After years of fruitless negotiations, the United States may soon face an unfamiliar problem in its long confrontation with Iran: Are we willing to



take yes for an answer? 

Too Big To Breathe? from New York Times 6 Nov 13

What good is it if China’s rapid growth has enabled four million people in Beijing to own cars, but the traffic never moves? What good is it if
China’s per capita incomes have risen to a level affording tens of millions of once-poor peasants diets rich in milk and meat, but they can’t trust
the labels? What good is all that rising G.D.P., if there is no clean air to breathe? 

Kenya Tests International Justice from New York Times 6 Nov 13

Is the International Criminal Court racist? Some African leaders have leveled this preposterous accusation against the court, which was
established in 2002 to hear cases of genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. 

North Korean Horror Show from Wall Street Journal 5 Nov 13

A U.N. panel hears good advice from a prison survivor.

Iran to America: Let's Do Business from Wall Street Journal 5 Nov 13

The new Iran America Chamber of Commerce is ready to build on Obama's desire for a deal. 

Mr. Kerry Fumbles In Egypt from New York Times 5 Nov 13

Secretary of State John Kerry’s trip to Egypt, included in his Middle East itinerary at the last minute, served only to add to the confusion over the
Obama administration’s policy toward this critically important Arab nation.

Two-Faced Allies: Pakistan And The U.S. from New York Times 5 Nov 13

Less than a week after Pakistan’s prime minister, Nawaz Sharif, returned home from a trip to Washington, an American drone killed Hakimullah
Mehsud, a man who had terrorized all Pakistan as the leader of the country’s most dangerous militant group, the Pakistani Taliban. 

U.S. Checked In Central Asia from New York Times 5 Nov 13

The Pentagon quietly announced last month that the U.S. military is leaving the air base it has operated in Kyrgyzstan as a staging area for
American troops and matériel since 2001. 

Charles Lane: NSA’s Spying Humiliates Germany, Again from Washington Post 5 Nov 13

According to a now well-established media narrative, German outrage over National Security Agency (NSA) spying has historical roots. Today’s
uproar reflects yesterday’s bitter experience of domestic surveillance under Nazi and, more recently, East German Communist rule, we are told. 

Congress Can Help On Iran from New York Times 4 Nov 13

It is crucial that Congress work constructively with President Obama as he tries to lead the way in negotiating a nuclear agreement with Iran. 

It’s The Golden Age Of News from New York Times 4 Nov 13

OVER the past 20 years, to loud laments from media veterans, American news organizations have retreated from the costly business of foreign
coverage — closing bureaus, slashing space and airtime. Yet for the curious reader with a sense of direction, this is a time of unprecedented
bounty. 

Talk To Iran, It Works from New York Times 4 Nov 13

AFTER President Obama and the president of Iran, Hassan Rouhani, talked on the phone in late September, those hoping for a diplomatic
resolution to the nuclear standoff were excited that a breakthrough was imminent; meanwhile, some American allies expressed deep skepticism
over a potential rapprochement with Iran. 

Fred Hiatt: The Chinese Are Anxious Over The Future from Washington Post 4 Nov 13

...whatever people’s views of America, what is striking in many cases is their uncertainty and, at times, even pessimism about China’s future. 

Even ‘60 Minutes’ Can’t Blink At Benghazi Betrayals from Washington Times 1 Nov 13



Murder, as the Bard reminded us, “though it have no tongue, will speak with most miraculous organ.” That goes double, as we’re learning now
about what happened in Benghazi.

R. James Woolsey: Why Spying On Merkel Is So Damaging from Wall Street Journal 1 Nov 13

...in targeting Chancellor Angela Merkel, the U.S. picked someone who grew up dodging East Germany’s Stasi secret police in order to talk
honestly to friends. The U.S. has not denied that the monitoring occurred in the past and some media reports say it went on for a decade.

Diplomacy Is Key To A Deal With Iran from Washington Post 1 Nov 13

There are popular fundamental misconceptions about Iran’s nuclear program:

Endless War, Endless Suffering from New York Times 31 Oct 13

Add a potential polio epidemic to the threats that innocent civilians now face because of Syria’s civil war.

Pitfalls Of A “Realist” Middle East Strategy from Washington Post 31 Oct 13

Talleyrand, the celebrated French diplomat, is said to have offered this inscrutable advice about the use of military power: “One can do everything
with bayonets except sit on them.” Perhaps that’s a starting point in thinking about President Obama’s new approach of what might be called
“strategic humility” about American power in the turbulent Middle East. 

The Spies Who Loved To Damage Our Reputation from New York Times 31 Oct 13

Perhaps there’s more we could do to antagonize American allies. 

Alec Baldwin: Americans have been lied to from New Statesman 31 Oct 13

Edward Snowden saw things he thought we, as Americans, should know. He valued the truth and thought you could handle it, says Alec Baldwin. 

Turning Away From The Mideast from Los Angeles Times 30 Oct 13

Two years ago, when the Arab Spring was in bloom, President Obama declared that promoting democracy in the Middle East would be “a top
priority” for the United States. “We know that our own future is bound to this region by the forces of economics and security, by history and by
faith,” Obama said. 

NSA Spying Shows How To Lose Friends And Alienate Allies from Washington Post 30 Oct 13

WE DON’T know what the National Security Agency (NSA) learned from tapping the cellphone of German Chancellor Angela Merkel. If the
White House account is to be believed, no intercepts were deemed worth reporting to President Obama. But it is painfully clear that the damage
from the revelation of the tap is considerable. 

Japan’s Illiberal Secrecy Law from New York Times 30 Oct 13

The Japanese government is poised to enact a secrecy law that will undermine the people’s right to know.

Mr. Kerry’s Empty Words On Syria from Washington Post 29 Oct 13

ACCORDING TO Secretary of State John F. Kerry, Syrian ruler Bashar al-Assad now is waging “a war of starvation” against his own people. In a
robustly worded op-ed column posted Friday on ForeignPolicy.com, Mr. Kerry denounced what he said was “the systematic denial of medical
assistance, food supplies and other humanitarian aid to huge proportions of the population.” 

The White House On Spying from New York Times 29 Oct 13

The White House response on Monday to the expanding disclosures of American spying on foreign leaders, their governments and millions of
their citizens was a pathetic mix of unsatisfying assurances about reviews under way, platitudes about the need for security in an insecure age, and
the odd defense that the president didn’t know that American spies had tapped the German chancellor’s cellphone for 10 years. 

The Out-Of-Control NSA from Washington Post 29 Oct 13

Let’s get this straight: The National Security Agency (NSA) snooped on the cellphone conversations of German Chancellor Angela Merkel?
Perhaps for as long as a decade? And President Obama didn’t know a thing about it? 



A Question Of Competence from Washington Post 29 Oct 13

This is a surprise — at least to me. If Barack Obama has an image, it is of the infinitely cool, cerebral leader. The man can give a rousing speech,
but he is, at heart, a planner and a plodder. 

Fury In The Kingdom from New York Times 29 Oct 13

Here’s how the Saudis see it: President Obama has sold out the Syrian opposition, reinforced President Bashar al-Assad after having called for his
departure, embarked on a dangerous duet with President Hassan Rouhani of Iran, played the wrong cards in Egypt, retreated from initial criticism
of Israeli settlements that promised a more balanced American approach to Israel-Palestine, tilted toward the Shiites in the growing regional
Sunni-Shiite confrontation, and generally undercut the interests of the kingdom. 

Retired Marine Gen. John R. Allen considers U.S. resolve in a troubled world from Washington Post 28 Oct 13

How does the United States provide global leadership when its military and economic powers — still the world’s greatest — can no longer
provide the threat or financial rewards necessary to stabilize areas such as the Middle East and Central Asia? 

Foreign Policy Based On Fantasy from Washington Post 28 Oct 13

"One is forced to wonder whether disarmament or arms control issues, severed from economic and political issues, might be another instance of
focusing on the symptoms of a problem instead of the disease itself.” 

To Combat China’s Crackdown On Dissidents, A New Strategy Is Needed from Washington Post 28 Oct 13

In recent decades, China’s economy has grown about 10 percent a year, lifting more than 500 million people out of poverty, generating wealth for
the middle class and expanding global trade. But as the world’s most populous nation has become an increasingly important player on the
international stage, it has also brazenly refused to respect fundamental human rights at home.

Is Glenn Greenwald The Future Of News? from New York Times 28 Oct 13

Much of the speculation about the future of news focuses on the business model: How will we generate the revenues to pay the people who gather
and disseminate the news? But the disruptive power of the Internet raises other profound questions about what journalism is becoming, about its
essential character and values. This week’s column is a conversation — a (mostly) civil argument — between two very different views of how
journalism fulfills its mission.

Birds, Bees and NSA Spies from Wall Street Journal 27 Oct 13

Europe's outrage over NSA spying ignores its own history and practice.

Spying On Allied Leaders Carries Big Risks from USA Today 25 Oct 13

Hardly a day seems to go by without some embarrassing new disclosure about the United States’ electronic eavesdropping on friendly
governments. 

Common Cause Between America, Afghanistan from Washington Post 25 Oct 13

The basic character of the future U.S.-Afghan relationship is in doubt — and will continue to be even if a security agreement is reached —
because the talks over that agreement and other elements of the bilateral relationship have at times played into the hands of those who seek to
profoundly limit or even sever it. 

Don’t Arm Thy Neighbor from New York Times 25 Oct 13

I am not one of those who believe the United States’ days of world leadership are behind us. 

Ten Years A Prisoner from New York Times 25 Oct 13

Ten years have gone by, 10 years — to the day — that I have spent in the jails, prisons and camps of the new Russia. 

The Handyüberwachung Disaster from New York Times 25 Oct 13

Germany, of course, has already concocted a compound word for it: Handyüberwachung. That would be spying on cellphone calls. 



The US-Saudi Crackup Reaches A Dramatic Tipping Point from Washington Post 24 Oct 13

The strange thing about the crackup in U.S.-Saudi relations is that it has been on the way for more than two years, like a slow-motion car wreck,
but nobody in Riyadh or Washington has done anything decisive to avert it. 

 A Balancing Act For Iran End Game from Boston Globe 24 Oct 13

While extremists in Congress were hijacking the government during the shutdown, State Department diplomats were pursuing much more
productive work a world away in Geneva.

The Deaths Of Innocents from New York Times 24 Oct 13

One of the arguments for America’s heavy reliance on drone strikes against suspected extremists has been surgical precision. 

Life With Boko Haram from New York Times 24 Oct 13

In December 2010, Nigeria experienced its first wave of terrorist bombings at Christian churches. In 2011, we had our first-ever suicide car
bombing, at the United Nations headquarters here. The explosion rattled my nearby office building. Flinging myself on the floor, I assumed it was
an earthquake. A bomb was still the last thing on my mind. 

New Leaks, New Repercussions from New York Times 23 Oct 13

Stunning new details continue to emerge from Edward Snowden’s leaks about the vast electronic data mining carried out by the National Security
Agency, setting off one diplomatic aftershock after another. 

The U.S. Needs To Adjust Its Policy Toward Spying On Allies from Washington Post 23 Oct 13

IN RESPONSE to the serial revelations of National Security Agency (NSA) spying against allied countries, the Obama administration offers two
standard explanations.

The United States, Falling Behind from New York Times 23 Oct 13

Researchers have been warning for more than a decade that the United States was losing ground to its economic competitors abroad and would
eventually fall behind them unless it provided more of its citizens with the high-level math, science and literacy skills necessary for the new
economy. 

The Shanghai Secret from New York Times 23 Oct 13

...if you’re looking for evidence as to why the optimistic bet isn’t totally crazy, you might want to visit a Shanghai elementary school. 

Pakistan Offers Potential For A Better Partnership from Washington Post 22 Oct 13

FOUR MONTHS after Nawaz Sharif launched a new government in Pakistan, little has changed in the security matters most important to the
United States. 

Beijing’s Assault On Academic Freedom from New York Times 22 Oct 13

Peking University’s decision last week to dismiss Professor Xia Yeliang, an economist and advocate of the free market, is making news around
the world. 

The Sequester: A New Lever For Reducing The U.S. Nuclear Arsenal? from Washington Post 22 Oct 13

Will the threat of a continued sequester yield rational changes to the U.S. nuclear weapons program? 

Edward Snowden Is No Traitor from Washington Post 22 Oct 13

What are we to make of Edward Snowden? I know what I once made of him. He was no real whistleblower, I wrote, but “ridiculously cinematic”
and “narcissistic” as well. As time has proved, my judgments were just plain wrong.

Syria’s Crisis Averted? Not So Fast. from Washington Post 21 Oct 13

TWO MONTHS AFTER a horrifying sarin gas attack propelled Syria to the center of Washington’s attention, the episode appears to have been



forgotten. 

Obama’s U-Turn On Democracy And Human Rights from Washington Post 21 Oct 13

The issue is whether promoting democracy and human rights should be an American priority. In his annual address to the U.N. General Assembly
last month, Obama offered a clear answer: No. 

American Debt, Chinese Anxiety from New York Times 21 Oct 13

Last week, the United States once again walked up to the precipice of a debt default, and once again the world wonders why any country, much
less the world’s largest economy, would endanger its financial reputation and thus its ability to borrow. 

As Leftists Attack, Mexico's President Retreats from Wall Street Journal 21 Oct 13

Tax increases and higher deficit spending? The promise of more economic freedom is fading.

If Not Now, When? from New York Times 18 Oct 13

It is possible to imagine a scenario more favorable to Israel than the current one, but it is not easy. 

An Enriching Dialogue With Iran — With Limits from Washington Post 18 Oct 13

THOUGH FEW details of Iran’s new offer on its nuclear program have been released, two broad points were clear following this week’s
negotiations in Geneva. 

U.S. Must Champion Democracy In Egypt from Washington Post 18 Oct 13

The recently announced reduction in U.S. aid to Egypt adds an unfortunate layer of ambiguity to a Middle East policy that has yielded mostly
unintended consequences rather than stability and hope. 

The Real Threat to U.S. National Security from Politico 7 Oct 13

The United States faces a number of serious challenges from abroad, including a more assertive China, terrorists, climate change, a North Korea
with nuclear weapons and an Iran close to having them, and a turbulent Middle East. But the greatest threat to American national security comes
from within – from our own political dysfunction.

Netanyahu Pushes Back on Iran from New York Times 2 Oct 13

During an aggressive speech at the United Nations on Tuesday, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel used sarcasm and combative words
to portray Iran’s new president, Hassan Rouhani, as a smooth-talking charlatan, one who is determined to continue building a nuclear weapons
arsenal.

From Syria To South China Sea, Navies Cruise Back Into Vogue from Reuters 1 Oct 13

After a quarter century of Middle Eastern land wars and a sharp fall in big powers' naval spending after the Cold War, sea power is back in vogue
in response to the rise of China and Western reluctance to deploy ground troops in conflicts like Syria. 

No Credit Where It's Due from Washington Post 1 Oct 13

... Despite what critics say, there is movement on Syria. There’s no guarantee that it will succeed in ridding that country of chemical weapons or
ending the bloodshed. But whatever happens, no one can claim the Obama administration has not tried to do the right thing.

U.S. Credibility Still On The Line from Washington Post 1 Oct 13

Mr. Obama must ensure Syria's chemical weapons are destroyed. 

Federal Collateral Damage from Washington Post 1 Oct 13

The people who do the people's business deserve better than this. 

President Obama: The Anti-Reagan from Huffington Post 30 Sep 13

As a candidate in 2008, Sen. Barack Obama acknowledged that Ronald Reagan was a "transformative" president in a way that Richard Nixon and



Bill Clinton were not. The Clintons -- then pushing Hillary's rival candidacy -- were red-faced in rage. 

How Rouhani Is Playing Obama from Wall Street Journal 30 Sep 13

His conciliation strategy is intended to buy time and legitimacy to build a bomb. 

Shooter And Leaker Expose Flaws In Security Clearances from USA Today 30 Sep 13

Cursory vetting, slipshod reviews

We're Improving Our Vetting Process from USA Today 30 Sep 13

Security review will help us learn from the tragedy at the Navy Yard 

Work Doesn't Stop With The End Of Army Suicide Prevention Month from Fayetteville (NC) Observer 30 Sep 13

... Suicide is one of the toughest enemies I face in the Army. It's an enemy that kills, and too often, we do not understand why. Effectively
combating suicide will require all of us working together toward a common solution.

66 Questions About The Government Shutdown from USA Today 30 Sep 13

What will happen if standoff can't be resolved 

The House Rushes To A Shutdown from New York Times 30 Sep 13

This time, it wasn’t just a few Tea Party hotheads who drove the United States government to the brink of shutting down. Early Sunday morning,
all 231 House Republicans (along with 17 Democrats) decided that crippling health care reform was more important than keeping the
government’s doors open. It was one of the most irresponsible votes since the last shutdown in 1996.

Where Have All The Grown-Ups Gone? from Washington Post 30 Sep 13

The House is driving the country over a cliff. 

Shut Down The US Combatant Commands from Defense News 30 Sep 13

Move would cut redundancy, aid diplomacy 

The Real Rouhani from Washington Post 27 Sep 13

The search, now 30 years old, for Iranian “moderates” goes on. Amid the enthusiasm of the latest sighting, it’s worth remembering that the
highlight of the Iran-contra arms-for-hostages debacle was the secret trip to Tehran taken by Robert McFarlane, President Reagan’s former
national security adviser. He brought a key-shaped cake symbolizing the new relations he was opening with the “moderates.”

Honor Where Honor Is Overdue from Washington Times 27 Sep 13

The Medal of Honor must never be sullied by politics 

America’s War With Shabab from National Journal 27 Sep 13

At a remote staging base in northeast Kenya, U.S. surveillance aircraft routinely land on an airstrip that U.S. Navy Seabees have carved out of the
jungle of the Lamu Archipelago. On a nearby base, U.S. special forces train their Kenyan counterparts in counterinsurgency tactics, and a U.S.
command center bristling with satellite dishes acts as the eyes, ears, and air controller for African Union troops deployed in nearby Somalia. The
target of the frenetic activity is al-Shabab, the once relatively obscure Qaida-affiliated terrorist group.

Rouhani Seeks A Speedy Deal from Washington Post 26 Sep 13

The U.S.-Iranian diplomatic train is rolling fast, with President Hassan Rouhani talking Wednesday about a three-month timetable for a nuclear
deal. But Rouhani was also cautiously insistent about staying on the single track of the nuclear issue -- perhaps fearing that if this becomes a
runaway, it will derail.

5 Reasons Not To Trust Iran On Nukes from Chicago Tribune 26 Sep 13

Iranian President Hasan Rouhani -- attempting to charm the pants off the United Nations, President Barack Obama, world Jewry and Charlie Rose



this week -- may succeed in convincing many people that the supreme leader of Iran, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, doesn't actually want to gain
control of a nuclear arsenal. 

The Success Story Next Door from Politico.com 26 Sep 13

It’s easy for a casual newspaper reader to think the world is coming undone. 

Obama’s Diplomatic Outreach — To Americans from Washington Post 26 Sep 13

President Obama’s foreign policy now seems to be defined by a series of ironies. 

President Obama At The United Nations from New York Times 25 Sep 13

Mr. Obama is well known for giving good speeches, so the question is whether he can implement a consistent, effective strategy to achieve his
goals. 

Talking To Tehran Makes Sense from Los Angeles Times 25 Sep 13

The president was right to say that “the diplomatic path must be tested” despite concerns in this country and Israel that Iran will never abandon its
ambitions to be a nuclear power.

The End Of Poverty, Soon from New York Times 25 Sep 13

Appealing for peace 50 years ago, President John F. Kennedy told the Irish Parliament, “The problems of the world cannot possibly be solved by
skeptics or cynics, whose horizons are limited by the obvious realities. We need men who can dream of things that never were and ask, why not?” 

Pope Francis, The Radical In The Vatican from Washington Post 25 Sep 13

Pope Francis continues to delight and surprise as he pursues his radical pilgrimage across the global psyche — inspiring with his humility while
also sending shock waves with his subversive spirit. 

A Good Start In Syria, But There Are Details To Work Out from Washington Post 24 Sep 13

There is still a ways to go to get rid of Syria's chemical weapons program. The first test has been passed, but the next few could be much harder. 

Chemical Weapons On The Move In Syria? from Washington Post 24 Sep 13

A high-level defector has provided a disturbing account of Syrian chemical weapons operations - including an allegation that some of these
weapons have been moved since Russia proposed an international monitoring scheme to destroy the toxic munitions. 

U.S. Can Learn From '98 Not To Ignore Mall Attack from Newsday 24 Sep 13

The 1998 truck bombing of the U.S. embassy in Nairobi is now considered one of the first signs of the emerging threat of global terrorism. Back
then its significance was not so clear. The latest carnage in Kenya could well be another warning of trouble ahead. 

Handshake With Iran Might Say Much More from New York Times 24 Sep 13

It has become the diplomatic big tease of the year, a rumored geopolitical rendezvous that, if not quite as momentous as Nixon and Mao in 1972,
would still rank as a landmark encounter for two countries that have been estranged for more than three decades. 

Short Of A Deal, Containing Iran Is The Best Option from New York Times 23 Sep 13

This week, Iran’s new president, Hassan Rouhani, will address the United Nations General Assembly. His message is likely to be a sharp change
from the adolescent belligerence of his hard-line predecessor, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. Mr. Rouhani is a genuine reformer — but his desire to
move Iran in a new direction should not blind the United States to the difficulties of achieving a diplomatic solution.

Today, We Are All Kenyans from USA Today 23 Sep 13

The stories of the deadly Nairobi mall attack could just as easily be American stories. 

Jihadist Massacre In Kenya from Wall Street Journal 23 Sep 13

... The massacre shows that the fight against the jihadist terror threat really is the "long war" many envisioned after 2001. Kenva has become an



antiterror frontline state that deserves U.S. assistance, including information gathered by NSA surveillance.

From Damascus To Tehran from Wall Street Journal 23 Sep 13

The ruling clerics in Tehran haven't survived in power for 34 years without cunning. Fresh from their ally Bashar Assad's diplomatic victory in
Damascus, they now see an opening to liberate themselves from Western pressure too. They're hoping an eager President Obama will ease
sanctions in return for another promise of WMD disarmament.

Opportunity (And Peril) With Iran from Washington Post 22 Sep 13

Could talks lead to a regional security deal? 

Trading Liberty for Security from Before It's News 20 Sep 13

Time has value if one explores one’s experiences, for one’s mind decides mostly by experience. We have spent centuries to understand humanity
and the capacity of the human mind to preserve its sovereignty.

Humanity Is Drowning In Washington’s Criminality from Before It's News 20 Sep 13

Congress needs to use the impeachment power that the Constitution provides and cease being subservient to the lawless executive branch. The US
faces no threat that justifies the lawlessness and abuse of police powers that characterize the executive branch in the 21st century. 

Time To Engage from Washington Post 20 Sep 13

Iran's new approach to the world. 

Quick Turn Of Fortunes As Diplomatic Options Open Up With Syria And Iran from New York Times 20 Sep 13

Only two weeks after Washington and the nation were debating a unilateral military strike on Syria that was also intended as a forceful warning to
Iran about its nuclear program, President Obama finds himself at the opening stages of two unexpected diplomatic initiatives with America’s
biggest adversaries in the Middle East, each fraught with opportunity and danger. 

Navy Yard Killing Could Lead To Greater Scrutiny, Less Privacy from Washington Post 20 Sep 13

If many federal employees and contractors start feeling as if they’re being watched more than ever, they can thank Aaron Alexis for that. 

Why Greece Is Not Weimar from New York Times 20 Sep 13

The perfect political storm for violent extremism has descended on Greece. It consists of national humiliation, economic disaster, high
immigration, political division and international tutelage. Look no further than Weimar Germany to understand its ingredients. 

Making Clearances Secure from Washington Post 19 Sep 13

The Navy Yard shootings expose a flawed process 

Obama's Uncredited Win from Washington Post 19 Sep 13

How did it happen that, less than a year after Barack Obama convincingly won reelection, his every move as president now draws hoots and
catcalls from nearly every point on the political spectrum? 

Fawzia's Choice from New York Times 19 Sep 13

Those Americans who count themselves as “war-weary” should meet Fawzia, a middle-aged woman who made perhaps the most difficult
decision any parent can. 

A Wave Of Repression In China from Washington Post 19 Sep 13

A CHINESE blogger named Wu Dong became an Internet star last year by tracking and reporting on the luxury watches worn by the country’s
senior officials. One of the Communist Party bosses he singled out was arrested and sentenced to prison this month. But Mr. Wu himself was
reported to be under arrest Tuesday...

The Man With Pink Hair from New York Times 18 Sep 13



A huge shock of neon pink hair — very Euro-punk from the ‘90s. While he was ringing me up, a young woman walked by, and he blew her a kiss
through the window — not a care in the world.

On Foreign Policy, A Consistently Inconsistent President from Los Angeles Times 18 Sep 13

In the wake of his dizzying reverses over chemical weapons in Syria, President Obama has been blasted as inconsistent, impulsive and amateurish
in his conduct of foreign policy. But when you look at his actions rather than his words, there’s more consistency than meets the eye. Consider the
evidence. 

Snuffing Out A Tobacco Exemption In Trans-Pacific Partnership Trade Deal from Washington Post 18 Sep 13

Tobacco sickens and, eventually, can kill if consumed as intended. Every country, the United States included, should be taking every effective step
to prevent smoking. 

Russia, Poised For Failure from USA Today 18 Sep 13

On the surface, Russia seems to be a nation on the march. Last week, Russia’s larger-than-life president, Vladimir Putin, strong-armed the United
States into accepting his plan for dealing with Syria’s chemical weapons.

A Civilian Contractor Reflects On The Day's Violent Intrusion In A Place He Has Grown To Love from Washington Post 17 Sep 13

At 5 a.m., my alarm erupted with its usual blend of static and pop music, the start of another day of work at the Washington Navy Yard. I was in
the car at 5:15 and pulled through the gates to the base at 6:15, handing my ID card to one of the police officers at the gate as I always do. Within
a few hours, a dozen people would be dead. 

Syria Requires A Two-Step Strategy from Washington Post 17 Sep 13

President Obama has led a war-weary United States into playing an increasingly major role in the Syrian civil war during the past year.

Americans Turn Skeptical Of Foreign Wars from Wall Street Journal 17 Sep 13

Regardless of how it might change the Middle East, the crisis over Syria's chemical weapons already has revealed something profound about the
U.S.: It has shown just how deeply American attitudes toward foreign engagements have changed.

Bush 44 from Washington Post 17 Sep 13

If life were a movie, Barack Obama would look into the mirror and see George W. Bush. He would rub the mirror and Bush would still be there,
giving him that galling smirk. Obama, no fool he, would quickly understand: Here he is, like the predecessor he so (rightly) loathed,
metaphorically trudging the vast Arabian desert, searching for Weapons of Mass Destruction. Only history can decide if this movie is a comedy or
a tragedy.

Sequester Facts Of Life from Defense News 16 Sep 13

Stop Pretending Enforced Cuts Won't Be Harmful 

Deal On Chemical Weapons Changes The Syrian Equation from USA Today 16 Sep 13

... A United Nations report is expected to confirm Monday that chemical weapons were used in the Aug. 21 gas attack that killed 1,429 people,
potentially making him vulnerable to war crimes charges, and he continues face a vibrant rebellion that is beginning to benefit from U.S. arms.

We Can't Imagine A Worse Signal from USA Today 16 Sep 13

Assad and Putin lead the Obama administration into diplomatic blind alley 

Why The Russians Can't Be Trusted In Syria from Wall Street Journal 16 Sep 13

Moscow isn't even complying with a commitment to destroy its own chemical weapons. 

The Missing Medals Of Honor from Wall Street Journal 16 Sep 13

The Iraq War saw stunning acts of valor, yet no living service member has been a recipient of the award. 



Can The President Become Machiavellian? from Washington Post 15 Sep 13

What is President Obama doing with his bob-and-weave Syria policy that seemingly bounces between bombing and diplomacy in the space of 15
minutes? The answer tells us some worrying things about the breakdown of America's old foreign-policy consensus and Obama's difficulty
creating a new one. 

Don't View Syria As A Horse Race from Washington Post 13 Sep 13

Foreign policy isn't domestic politics, and it shouldn't be treated like a horse race. 

The Fruits Of Epic Incompetence from Washington Post 13 Sep 13

The president of the United States takes to the airwaves to urgently persuade the nation to pause before doing something it has no desire to do in
the first place. 

An Anchorless World from New York Times 13 Sep 13

... I am more than skeptical. The scramble reminds me of the farce during the Bosnian war that involved the Serbs handing over “all” their heavy
weapons to the United Nations to avert air strikes — and then resuming their bombardment of Sarajevo. A State Department spokeswoman had it
right when she initially described Kerry’s proposal as purely “rhetorical,” because “this brutal dictator with a history of playing fast and loose
with the facts cannot be trusted to turn over chemical weapons.”

Where's The Moral Outrage? from Washington Post 13 Sep 13

... There are no good guys in this conflict and, anyway, what with a Pentagon budget of $525.4 billion, our forces are stretched too thin and we're
somehow out of money. So in Washington or Langley or someplace, we watched as poison gas was being readied and commands were being
issued. We could have made a difference. We could have at least tried. We all should be ashamed.

A Plea For Caution From Russia from New York Times 12 Sep 13

RECENT events surrounding Syria have prompted me to speak directly to the American people and their political leaders. It is important to do so
at a time of insufficient communication between our societies. 

Diplomacy As Deterrent from New York Times 12 Sep 13

After a muddled start in his lurch toward military action in Syria, President Obama did better in his speech on Tuesday night. He offered a
forceful moral argument for a limited strike against the regime of President Bashar al-Assad for the use of chemical weapons on Aug. 21. 

Demilitarizing Syria’s Poison Gas Will Be Extremely Difficult from Washington Post 12 Sep 13

THE RUSSIAN suggestion that Syria put its chemical weapons under international supervision sounded like a potential diplomatic breakthrough.
In 

It’s A Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World from New York Times 12 Sep 13

In a political environment that stays thirsty for clear winners and losers and operates on a stopwatch, the Syrian debate hasn’t satisfied, and is
unlikely to. 

U.S., Europe Have More Work To Do In Libya from Washington Post 12 Sep 13

A YEAR after the deadly attack on the U.S. mission in Benghazi, Libya, President Obama’s pledge to bring the perpetrators to justice has yet to
be fulfilled.

Military Strikes Won't Work from Washington Post 12 Sep 13

The only way to be assured that Syrian chemical weapons will not be used in the future is not through a military strike but through a successful
international effort. 

Looking For The Wrong Way Out Of Syria from Washington Post 12 Sep 13

Listening to House members criticize President Obama's plan for a military strike to degrade and deter Bashar al-Assad's use of chemical weapons
makes you wonder why they want to provide even more funds for the Defense Department above the $512.5 billion they have approved for fiscal



2014. 

Finally, Obama Gives A Reason To Take Action In Syria from Washington Post 11 Sep 13

It has taken Barack Obama a long time but finally he found out why he is President of the United States. The revelation came late in his speech
when he talked about what made America “exceptional.” It is our values, the fact that we would not, could not, stand by and watch little children
gassed to death.

Stumbling Toward A Solution On Syria from Washington Post 11 Sep 13

PRESIDENT OBAMA approached his address to the country Tuesday night on Syria in a deep political hole — one largely of his own digging. 

The Syrian Deus Ex Machina from Washington Post 11 Sep 13

When the ancient Greek or Roman playwrights had painted themselves into a corner, plot-wise, they sometimes resorted to the dramatic device
known as the deus ex machina, in which one of the gods was hoisted over the stage and dropped in to resolve the otherwise inchoate drama.
Something similar happened this week with Syria.

Obama Argues Stronger Syria Case, Belatedly: Our View from USA Today 11 Sep 13

If President Obama had delivered a prime-time speech to explain the importance of stopping Syria’s use of chemical weapons a year ago, when he
first drew his famous “red line,” he might not be in the pickle that he is today. 

‘We Aren’t Acting In Self-Defense’ from USA Today 11 Sep 13

I voted “no” in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and I continue to oppose military strikes for several reasons: 

Obama’s Syria Speech Answers Most Key Points, But Did It Persuade A Skeptical Nation? from Dallas Morning News 11 Sep 13

President Barack Obama made a good case for why the continued threat of military action against Syria was necessary despite rapidly unfolding
diplomatic efforts to avert the use of American force. It was a good case, but perhaps not good enough to persuade enough Americans, and
members of Congress, that a military strike needs to remain an option.

Newspapers Consider Next U.S. Move On Syria from NYT; WP; WSJ; LAT; and USAT 10 Sep 13

New York Times: A Diplomatic Proposal For Syria; Washington Post: A Forceful Syria Response; Wall Street Journal: Syria And The U.S.
National Interest; Los Angeles Times: The Road To Damascus; USA Today: Syria Chemical Offer: Don't Trust. Verify. 

Words, Words, Words - Obama Must Do Better On Syria from Washington Post 10 Sep 13

Preparation. Preparation. Preparation. If there is one common complaint about President Obama and the White House staff in their dealing with
the Syrian crisis, it is the lack of preparation.

Rouhani’s New Year from New York Times 10 Sep 13

Is Hassan Rouhani, the new Iranian president, a game-changer? Initial indications leave open that possibility. Ignoring it would be foolish. 

Syria Fails The Powell Doctrine Test from Politico.com 9 Sep 13

In calling for a limited military strike in Syria, President Barack Obama has declared U.S. action a moral imperative, citing the use of chemical
weapons by Bashar Assad’s regime as reason to act. I’m not convinced.

To Stop Iran, Stop Assad from Washington Post 9 Sep 13

The Arab Awakening has caused a crisis in the Middle East that will take years to sort out. There is one Middle East crisis, however, that must be
resolved in months, not years. 

Congress Has A Duty from Los Angeles Times 9 Sep 13

The power to declare war or to limit it: Use it or lose it. 

Syria Puts Our System On Trial from Washington Post 9 Sep 13



It was only a matter of time before our polarized politics threatened to destroy a president's authority and call into question our country's ability to
act in the world. Will Congress let that happen? 

Our New Isolationism from New York Times 9 Sep 13

THE United States has just spent thousands of American lives in a distant land for a victory that now seems hollow, if indeed it can be called a
victory at all.

World's Policeman May Go Off Duty from Lincoln (NE) Journal Star 9 Sep 13

In a meeting with the Journal Star Editorial Board, Rep. Jeff Fortenberry tossed out the idea that underlying the debate on whether the United
States should launch a military strike in Syria is the reality that America's geopolitical role is changing. 

A War The Pentagon Doesn't Want from Washington Post 6 Sep 13

The tapes tell the tale. Go back and look at images of our nation’s most senior soldier, Gen. Martin Dempsey, and his body language during
Tuesday’s Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearings on Syria. It’s pretty obvious that Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, doesn’t
want this war.

Inaction On Syria Threatens U.S. Security from Wall Street Journal 6 Sep 13

If America's 'red lines' are viewed as meaningless, larger and more costly conflicts are certain.

Congress Must Back The President from Washington Post 6 Sep 13

In mid-June, the Obama administration said it would begin arming Syrian rebels, partly in response to a previous use of chemical weapons by the
regime of Bashar al-Assad. Refugee officials in Jordan measured a large, temporary increase in the number of men crossing back into Syria, led
by rumors that AK-47s would be distributed at the border. The guns were, and remain, a mirage.

A Turning Point For The Rebels? from Washington Post 6 Sep 13

A top Syrian rebel commander says that U.S. missile strikes could change the balance of the civil war in Syria. But even the Syrian opposition is
worried about the political vacuum that might follow U.S. intervention and the possible collapse of President Bashar al-Assad. 

Unless He's Serious, Vote No On Syria from Washington Post 6 Sep 13

... If anything, a pinprick from which Assad emerges unscathed would simply enhance his stature and vindicate his conduct. Deterrence depends
entirely on perception, and the perception in the Middle East is universal: Obama wants no part of Syria.

U.S. Loses Focus On Egypt from Washington Post 6 Sep 13

THE DEBATE over Syria has obscured another critical decision about Middle East policy that President Obama and Congress must soon make:
whether to sustain aid to the military-backed government that has been consolidating power in Egypt. 

Preventing Suicide By Our Veterans from Wall Street Journal 5 Sep 13

Thomas Donnelly's "The Military Epidemics That Aren't" (op-ed, Aug. 16) on the extent of labeling our armed forces as "victims and patients"
raises warnings about pathologizing military service. 

What A Syria Strike Would Probably Target from Washington Post 5 Sep 13

The Pentagon and the intelligence community continue to refine the target list for any Syria strike, but one bull's-eye certainly will be the Defense
Ministry's facilities in and around Jamraya, northwest of Damascus. 

Leaving Iraq's Shadow from Washington Post 5 Sep 13

Syria ushers in the welcome return of open debate 

Evidence On Syria? You'll Have To Take Administration's Word. from Washington Post 5 Sep 13

John Kerry was making his "beyond a reasonable doubt" case against Syria's Bashar al-Assad on Wednesday when he gave lawmakers a bit of
faulty intelligence. 



The Right Questions On Syria from New York Times 5 Sep 13

Critics of American military action in Syria are right to point out all the risks and uncertainties of missile strikes, and they have American public
opinion on their side. But for those of you who oppose cruise missile strikes, what alternative do you favor? 

Syria Is Not Kosovo from New York Times 5 Sep 13

AS the United States Congress debates intervention in Syria, the precedent of NATO’s 1999 bombing campaign in Kosovo is being cited to justify
using military force against the government of Bashar al-Assad. 

As Obama Hesitates, Israel Worries from Los Angeles Times 5 Sep 13

President Obama has repeatedly and publicly declared that the United States will not allow Iran to acquire nuclear weapons; he has, apparently,
promised Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu as much. 

Wide, Wide World Of Surveillance from Washington Post 5 Sep 13

With the global furor over the National Security Agency’s surveillance activities, you might think that other governments are refraining from such
intrusive monitoring. But recent reports by U.S. technology companies make clear that foreign governments are aggressively compelling the
“lawful” disclosure of information, just as the NSA does. 

Keystone Pipeline Mysteries from USA Today 5 Sep 13

The biggest mystery about the Keystone XL pipeline is why its final stage hasn’t already been approved by the Obama administration. 

On Syria, A U.N. Vote Isn’t Optional from New York Times 4 Sep 13

THE world is in a bind. Syria has violated basic norms of international law and humanity by using chemical weapons on its own people. The
United Nations, which is supposed to secure international peace, is paralyzed by the intransigence of Russia and China, which hold vetoes on the
Security Council. 

Britain’s Syria Vote In Perspective from New York Times 4 Sep 13

While President Obama tries to persuade Congress to support his plan for punitive airstrikes against Syria, Britons are still debating the meaning
of Parliament’s 285-to-272 vote last week not to authorize Prime Minister David Cameron to commit British military forces to join in those
strikes. 

The GOP Wants To Have It Both Ways On Syria from Washington Post 4 Sep 13

Jim Inhofe of Oklahoma, top Republican on the Senate Armed Services Committee, is in a spirited debate — with himself. 

Red Lines Matter from New York Times 4 Sep 13

Europe knows, and this city in particular, about the importance of American “red lines.” 

Governing By Crisis from Washington Post 3 Sep 13

In my last days as defense secretary earlier this year, I made one final effort on Capitol Hill to persuade the leadership of Congress not to let
sequestration happen. I described the serious impact on defense readiness and the real danger that it would hollow out the force. 

It May Be Risky For Obama To Reach Out To Congress from USA Today 3 Sep 13

Analysts say he may be undoing precedents on presidential power 

It's Time To Show And Tell On Syria from Washington Post 3 Sep 13

The Obama administration has to declassify more detailed intelligence on Syria's chemical weapons usage to bolster support in Congress for using
U.S. armed forces to deter any future Syrian government use of those weapons. More evidence is also needed to maintain the administration's
integrity at home and abroad. 

In North Korea’s Death Camps, Thousands Of Prisoners Disappear from Washington Post 3 Sep 13



As the world sits by, North Korea has imprisoned as many as 200,000 people in these camps. Although human rights violations remain
unfortunately common in many nations, these camps form a category of their own in today’s world. North Korea’s gulag is a place where people
aren’t people but rather objects for exploitation and elimination. 

One Great Big War from New York Times 30 Aug 13

What’s the biggest threat to world peace right now? Despite the horror, it’s not chemical weapons in Syria. It’s not even, for the moment, an
Iranian nuclear weapon. Instead, it’s the possibility of a wave of sectarian strife building across the Middle East. 

Share The Decision With Congress from USA Today 30 Aug 13

The atrocities in Syria don't pose an imminent threat to U.S. 

In Syria Strike, Congressional Authorization Of Dubious Value from USA Today 30 Aug 13

Many precedents for limited action 

Shamed Into War? from Washington Post 30 Aug 13

Obama should act on Syria with a strategic purpose 

Be Ready To Improvise In Syria Attack from USA Today 30 Aug 13

Kosovo campaign offers lessons for dealing with bad actors 

Aim Of U.S. Attack: Restore A 'Red Line' That Became Blurred from New York Times 30 Aug 13

The goal of the cruise missile strikes the United States is planning to carry out in Syria is to restore the smudged “red line” that President Obama
drew a year ago against the use of poison gas. 

Newspapers Discuss Next U.S. Step Against Syria from NY Times; Washington Post; LA Times 29 Aug 13

More Answers Needed On Syria 

Poking The Superpower from Washington Post 29 Aug 13

U.S. inaction would be noticed around the world 

Syria Is A No-Win For Obama from Washington Post 29 Aug 13

President Obama faces “no win” situations at home and abroad no matter the outcome of the military actions he authorizes in Syria in response to
the use of chemical agents. 

Bomb Syria, Even If It Is Illegal from New York Times 28 Aug 13

There are moral reasons for disregarding the law, and I believe the Obama administration should intervene in Syria.

Look Who’s Afraid Of Democracy from New York Times 28 Aug 13

For all of China’s vaunted influence in the world, many of its top leaders are deeply fearful of losing control of their own country.

Loose Lips on Syria from Wall Street Journal 28 Aug 13

U.S. leaks tell Assad he can relax. The bombing will be brief and limited.

Response To Syria's Use Of Chemical Weapons from NYT WP WSJ USAT 27 Aug 13

Commentaries from 4 National Newspapers

Egypt’s Journalists, Still Under Siege from New York Times 27 Aug 13

I LOOKED on, astonished, as a man a few yards away told protesters that he would slaughter me. He spoke resolutely and enthusiastically, and
seemed utterly willing to carry out his promise. The man, a leader of the Muslim Brotherhood, stood among thousands of stick-waving supporters,
their beards long and their faces angry, as they chanted “God is great” and “Down with infidels.” 



Humans’ Complicity In Climate Change Can’t Be Ignored from Washington Post 27 Aug 13

NEXT MONTH, the international arbiter of the scientific consensus on global warming will release its latest evaluation of the state of the
research. 

Adrift On The Nile from New York Times 26 Aug 13

In the excruciating test that Egypt has become, the president has largely failed to live up to his own eloquently articulated standard.

An Unthinkable War from Los Angeles Times 26 Aug 13

China and the U.S. have both planned for a conflict they hope to avoid. 

China's 'New Relationship' Trap from Washington Times 26 Aug 13

Beijing’s overture implies U.S. concessions 

Obama's New Syria Options from TheDailyBeast.com 25 Aug 13

With the latest chemical weapons attack, U.S. officials are talking about Obama using military force, but with a diplomatic and humanitarian
twist, writes Leslie H. Gelb. 

The Choice In Egypt from Washington Post 23 Aug 13

Egypt today is a zero-sum game. We’d have preferred there be a democratic alternative. Unfortunately, there is none. The choice is binary: the
country will be ruled by the Muslim Brotherhood or by the military. 

Behind The U.S. Stance On Egypt from Los Angeles Times 23 Aug 13

From anti-terrorism to use of the Suez Canal, Cairo represents a crucial diplomatic tie for Washington. 

Too Quick To Blame PTSD from Washington Post 23 Aug 13

Science, however, is beginning to suggest that the link between war, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and self-harm is not what many expect,
given our prevailing cultural narratives. 

In Mideast, U.S. Policy Models Bog Down from Wall Street Journal 22 Aug 13

Obama's Shift From Bush-Era Neoconservatism Jars Regional Leaders; Looking for a Third Way 

U.S. Intervention In Egypt Is Not The Solution from Washington Post 22 Aug 13

"Our ability to influence the outcome in Egypt is limited.” That was Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel speaking truth about power to reporters
Monday. 

Saudi Arabia, Stirring The Pot from Washington Post 22 Aug 13

Watching Saudi Arabia and other wealthy Gulf states line up behind the bloody counterrevolution in Egypt, you can’t help suspecting that these
conservative monarchies are ready to fight to the last Egyptian against the Muslim Brotherhood — waging what amounts to a proxy war against
the regional threat of Islamist extremism. 

Horror In Syria from Washington Post 22 Aug 13

The Assad regime again is accused of using chemical weapons. 

The U.S. Should Back The Army from Wall Street Journal 21 Aug 13

Former U.N. Ambassador John Bolton insists that "like it or not," the time has come for the United States to pick a side in the monthlong conflict
that has bloodied the streets of longtime ally Egypt, and it should back the Egyptian army. 

Close To The Edge from New York Times 21 Aug 13

Of all the troubling images from Cairo these days, none could be worse than the pictures of the many civilian casualties.



Reset Russian Relations To Cold War from USA Today 20 Aug 13

I used to think that Russia would someday emerge as a European power, replete with a vibrant civil society, free press and reborn cultural scene. I
was wrong. Instead it invades its neighbors, jails its rock bands and harasses its dissidents. 

America Has No Leverage In Egypt from New York Times 20 Aug 13

EGYPT has entered a dark tunnel, and it is difficult to say when, and in what condition, it will emerge. 

Crises Can Be Averted By Dismissing Toxic Leaders from New York Times 20 Aug 13

The military has taken its fair share of institutional blows lately, including scandals that have humbled generals and admirals, a rising suicide rate,
embarrassing revelations about failures to prevent sexual assault (of both men and women), and, most recently, the trial of Pfc. Bradley Manning. 

One Cut We Can't Afford from Defense News 19 Aug 13

The US government, the Department of Defense and the US Air Force are all facing unprecedented budgetary challenges....While everything
should be on the potential cutting block, there is one program we simply cannot afford to cut. 

A Nation's PTSD from Boston Globe 19 Aug 13

Decades after the Vietnam War, the wounds are still very real 

Putin's Hostility to the U.S. Goes Beyond Asylum for Snowden from Wall Street Journal 19 Aug 13

Obama is learning what Presidents Bush and Clinton learned about the Kremlin in their second terms. 

It's Time To Hold Our Nose And Back Egypt's Military from TheDailyBeast.com 18 Aug 13

If Islamists regain control in Egypt, all hope for democracy is lost. So as unsavory as it may feel, working with the moderate-aligned military is
our only hope...

Military Madness In Cairo from New York Times 15 Aug 13

With yet another blood bath in the streets of Cairo on Wednesday, Egypt’s ruling generals have demonstrated beyond any lingering doubt that they
have no aptitude for, and apparently little interest in, guiding their country back to democracy.

Egypt Erupts As Security Forces Attack Morsi Supporters from Washington Post 15 Aug 13

BEFORE THE July 3 coup in Egypt, the Obama administration privately warned the armed forces against ousting the government of Mohamed
Morsi, pointing to U.S. legislation that requires the cutoff of aid to any country where the army plays a “decisive role” in removing an elected
government. 

Syria, Shattered from Washington Post 15 Aug 13

The world still talks about Syria as if it’s a single country, but some members of the Syrian opposition are beginning to discuss the reality that
Syria today is effectively partitioned — complicating any negotiated solution to the conflict. 

Mideast Peace Can’t Be All Or Nothing: Column from USA Today 14 Aug 13

Now we have that opportunity again, with the latest round of negotiations convened by Secretary of State John Kerry last month and about to
enter its second round on Wednesday in Jerusalem. This time, failure carries, potentially, even higher costs. 

Obama, Snowden And Putin from New York Times 14 Aug 13

You only get one chance to make a second impression. It seems to me that Edward Snowden should use his and that Russian President Vladimir
Putin has blown his. 

Egypt’s “Special Responsibility” To End The Stalemate from Washington Post 14 Aug 13

SIX WEEKS after Egypt’s coup, the military-backed regime that aspires to control the country faces a critical decision.



US Embassies — The First Line Of Defense from Washington Times 14 Aug 13

We could have learned a lesson from the 36 suicide attacks against Americans in Lebanon in the early 1980s.

Without Stronger Sanctions, Iran Will Go Nuclear from Wall Street Journal 13 Aug 13

Should Congress push ahead with new sanctions that could bring the Iranian economy to near-ruin in order to stop the country's nuclear program?
Right now in Washington, many of our colleagues are answering no to that question. 

Tackling The Roots Of Rape from New York Times 13 Aug 13

Steubenville. The Naval Academy. Vanderbilt University. The stories of young men sexually assaulting young women seem never to stop, despite
all the education we’ve had and all the progress we’ve supposedly made, and there are times when I find myself darkly wondering if there’s some
ineradicable predatory streak in the male subset of our species. 

Nation-Building At Gunpoint from Los Angeles Times 13 Aug 13

An Army colonel assesses the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

Rise In Military Suicides from New York Times 13 Aug 13

Despite the recent study of military and veteran suicides (“Deployment Factors Are Not Related to Rise in Military Suicides, Study Finds,” news
article, Aug. 7), much is still unknown about the effect of repeated deployments and extended tours of duty on the disturbing increase in the
suicide rate among the men and women who protect our freedom.

Shortsighted Thinking On Israeli Settlements from New York Times 13 Aug 13

...in the broader world beyond Israeli domestic politics, giving the green light to more settlement construction in contested territory is not just
untimely but a fresh cause for pessimism about the prospects for successful peace negotiations. 

Making The Most Of Limited U.S. Leverage In Egypt from Wall Street Journal 12 Aug 13

A military-aid cutoff would sacrifice a useful tool for pushing economic and political reforms. 

Don't Indulge The Defendant In Fort Hood Murder Trial from USA Today 12 Aug 13

The military courthouse has been surrounded with a protective barrier capable of withstanding a missile attack. However the military jury decides
Hasan's fate, the public should not expect a quick resolution, especially if the verdict is the death penalty. That could trigger years, if not a decade,
of appeals through military and even civilian courts." 

Obama's Security Retreat from Wall Street Journal 12 Aug 13

The President invites limits on his own powers as Commander in Chief. 

Misjudging Al Qaeda from Weekly Standard 12 Aug 13

Anyone following the news even casually last week surely noticed the long parade of Obama administration officials trotted out before the
cameras to insist their boss, the president, has always understood the serious and ongoing threat presented by al Qaeda and its affiliates—
emphasis on affiliates. 

What Snowden Got Wrong: Everything from Los Angeles Times 11 Aug 13

The government isn't interested in your phone call with your aunt. Unless she's a terrorist. 

War By Wordplay from Washington Post 9 Aug 13

Jen Psaki, blameless State Department spokeswoman, explained that the hasty evacuation of our embassy in Yemen was not an evacuation but “a
reduction in staff.” This proved a problem because the Yemeni government had already announced (and denounced) the “evacuation” — the word
normal folks use for the panicky ordering of people onto planes headed out of the country. 

National Security Run Amok from Washington Times 9 Aug 13

The feds have concluded Americans would rather be safe than free 



Canceling On Putin from Washington Post 9 Aug 13

Good call. Now speak to the Russian people. 

Iran's Plan B For The Bomb from New York Times 9 Aug 13

IS Iran finally ready to talk? Iran’s new president, Hassan Rouhani, has said he’s ready for nuclear negotiations. And in recent weeks, the Iranian
government has repeatedly expressed its desire to reach a deal on its uranium enrichment program. 

A Wounded Warrior Starts A New Chapter from Wall Street Journal 8 Aug 13

This is a story of heroism and endurance you need to know about. 

Putin Crosses Obama's Red Line from Washington Post 8 Aug 13

Finally, a red line that’s red. 

The Data-Mining Of Social Media: Get Used To It from Washington Post 8 Aug 13

The June disclosure that the National Security Agency is collecting everyone’s telephone records and storing them for five years as part of anti-
terrorism efforts has caused an uproar. 

Crazy Pills from New York Times 8 Aug 13

...Lariam is no longer sold under its brand name in the United States, and our military finally caved in to pressure and stopped prescribing it to the
majority of its soldiers in 2009. But some are still getting it; lawyers for Staff Sgt. Robert Bales, who has pleaded guilty to killing 16 Afghan
civilians in 2012, said he had taken the drug....In June of last year, Remington Nevin, a former Army preventive medicine officer and
epidemiologist, testified in front of a Senate subcommittee that he was afraid that Lariam “may become the ‘Agent Orange’ of our generation, a
toxic legacy that affects our troops and our veterans.” 

How Al Qaeda Made Its Comeback from Wall Street Journal 8 Aug 13

Al Qaeda is a group that prizes symmetry and symbolism....they take great care with timing to ensure maximum publicity. So it comes as no
surprise that U.S. intelligence recently intercepted communications among senior al Qaeda operatives suggesting that they are planning attacks
this month on embassies and other Western targets. 

*Core Al-Qaeda* Is Not Defeated from Washington Post 8 Aug 13

In a speech at the National Defense University in May, President Obama tried to draw a distinction between what he called “core al-Qaeda”
(which he assured us was “on a path to defeat”) and lesser affiliates like al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) who do not pose a threat on
the “scale of 9/11.” 

Keep Al-Qaeda’s Threats In Perspective: Our View from USA Today 7 Aug 13

If al-Qaeda is strong enough to force the closing of 19 U.S. diplomatic posts across thousands of miles of northern Africa and the Middle East,
any notion that the group is decimated seems fanciful. 

Ted Koppel: America's Chronic Overreaction to Terrorism from Wall Street Journal 7 Aug 13

The country's capacity for self-inflicted damage must have astounded even Osama bin Laden.. 

Daring To Fail from New York Times 7 Aug 13

Secretary of State John Kerry has pulled off a major achievement in getting Israelis and Palestinians to say yes to the United States. Can he now
get them to say yes to each other?

What’s The Point Of A Summit? from New York Times 7 Aug 13

President Obama is expected to decide soon whether to proceed with a planned summit meeting with President Vladimir Putin of Russia in
Moscow next month. At the moment, the answer should be no. 



Terrorism And The Embassies from New York Times 6 Aug 13

The Obama administration’s decision to close nearly two dozen embassies and issue a worldwide travel alert was difficult to quarrel with. We
obviously do not have access to the intelligence that was the basis for the extraordinary closures, but American officials who do claim that they
uncovered one of the most serious plots against United States and other Western interests since Sept. 11, 2001. 

Wishful Thinking On The War On Terror from Washington Post 6 Aug 13

From the beginning of his tenure, the president has been reluctant to build a legal framework that would assume that the fight against al-Qaeda
and like-minded groups might go on for a long time. 

Terrorism’s Shifting Face from Washington Post 6 Aug 13

The new threat warnings of an al-Qaeda-driven plot in the Middle East and North Africa have reminded Americans that the terrorist threat persists
even though Osama bin Laden is dead and the core of al-Qaeda is decimated. 

The Euro’s Morality Lesson from New York Times 6 Aug 13

Economics in Germany, it has been noted, is a branch of moral philosophy. Growth is the reward for good behavior. Such virtue includes frugality
and avoidance of debt. It goes without saying that, in this view, promoting growth by increasing fiscal deficits is the height of immorality. 

Looking For Balance In Handling Leakers from Washington Post 6 Aug 13

Can something positive come out of the concern over government intelligence operations, the leaks exposing them, and the investigations of the
leakers? 

A Coup Is A Coup Is A Coup--In Egypt, Too from Washington Times 2 Aug 13

Lavishing treasure on foreign tyrants when Americans need help isn't very smart 

The Roaring Effects Of Federal Budget Cuts from Seattle Times 2 Aug 13

The absence of the Blue Angels from Seafair is a more obvious, if not so important sign, of sequestration, which is a rough and hurtful way to
solve the federal budget problem. 

Battlelines Drawn from Financial Times 2 Aug 13

Fears are growing the Syrian war might become a region-wide religious conflict 

Russian Snub Highlights U.S.'s Global Struggles from Wall Street Journal 2 Aug 13

Russia's decision to grant asylum to Edward Snowden left American officials seething, but it also pointed to a deeper underlying reality: President
Barack Obama is having a hard time right now steering world events in the direction he would like. 

Secret Programs Keep Us Safe from USA Today (Opposing View) 2 Aug 13

Disclosures harm security

As Snowden Takes Asylum, NSA's Support Shows Cracks from USA Today (Our View) 2 Aug 13

Separate leaker from his leaks 

Leaks And Democracy from Washington Post 2 Aug 13

Not every disclosure amounts to treason 

COMMENTARY: Snowden's Benedict Arnold Path from USA Today 1 Aug 13

What the NSA leaker shares with the American Revolutionary general 

Kerry’s Big-Bang Mideast Diplomacy from Washington Post 1 Aug 13

How can Secretary of State John Kerry succeed in the “mission impossible” of negotiating an Israeli-Palestinian peace agreement when he faces
the same intractable issues that have derailed so many previous peacemaking efforts? 



Women As A Force For Change from New York Times 1 Aug 13

As “women’s empowerment” has become a buzz phrase in the last few years, some people are pushing back. They resent this as the latest fad in
political correctness, a liberal mission to troll for support from woolly-minded female voters. 

Manning Verdict Redefines *Traitor* from USA Today 31 Jul 13

The trial of Army Pfc. Bradley Manning challenged the traditional definition of what defines a traitor. 

Manning Deserves Nobel Peace Prize from USA Today 31 Jul 13

Whistle-blowers like him hold government accountable 

Egypt At The Brink from Washington Post 31 Jul 13

Calls from Washington for reconciliation go unheeded. 

Manning’s Enablers from New York Post 31 Jul 13

The US Army — and our schools 

U.S. Balancing Act With Egypt Grows Trickier from New York Times 30 Jul 13

For the Obama administration, the problem is not simply its relationship with the Egyptian military but also with Israel, whose security interests
are weighing particularly heavily on administration officials as they try to nurture a new round of peace negotiations between Israel and the
Palestinians. 

Few Good Choices For U.S. In Mideast from Wall Street Journal 30 Jul 13

The Middle East has a tendency to eat up American presidencies, and suddenly that is a real danger facing President Barack Obama. 

What A Hero Looks Like from Wall Street Journal 30 Jul 13

Bud Day was perhaps the bravest of the brave at the Hanoi Hilton. 

A Bipartisan Warning On Surveillance from New York Times 26 Jul 13

Lawmakers have given the Obama administration a bipartisan warning: patience is growing thin with its expansive and unwarranted surveillance
of Americans. 

Support Builds For Bill To Fight Assault from Norfolk Virginian-Pilot 26 Jul 13

New York Democratic Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand has found additional allies in her fight to change the way the military deals with sexual assault:
Republicans Rand Paul and Ted Cruz. 

Inching Forward In The Mideast from New York Times 26 Jul 13

The week that Secretary of State John Kerry said could start the revival of Israeli-Palestinian peace talks is passing without visible progress.

What Motivates A Lawyer To Defend A Tsarnaev, A Castro Or A Zimmerman? from Washington Post 26 Jul 13

Do they really believe he is completely innocent of any wrongdoing in shooting an unarmed teen? 

*The Time Has Come* To Protect Your Phone Records from USA Today 26 Jul 13

Fight over data far from over 

A Hasty And Drastic Overreach from USA Today 26 Jul 13

Phone record program is an important intelligence tool 

Military Entitlements Are Killing Readiness from Wall Street Journal 26 Jul 13

The Pentagon and President Obama understand this. So why doesn't Congress? 



Military Brass Play Same Old Song from Chicago Tribune 25 Jul 13

The people in charge of our military services have been presented with a possible change in how they operate, and they don't like it. I have the
feeling I've heard this song before. 

A Policy Of Rape Continues from New York Times 25 Jul 13

Darfur isn’t in the headlines anymore, partly because there has been a lull in the killing in recent years and partly because so much else is
happening worldwide. The Sudanese government, which tends to calibrate its brutality to the degree of attention it receives, is taking advantage of
the lack of scrutiny by stepping up its decade-long campaign in Darfur of mass murder, burned villages and sexual violence. 

Intelligence Chairman: Snowden Upsets Secrecy Balance from USA Today 25 Jul 13

Since our founding, the United States of America has needed secrets to protect her national security. Even today in the information age, with the
Internet boom, and with appropriate demands for transparency, America still needs secrets. 

No Relief For Syria from Los Angeles Times 25 Jul 13

Some 6,000 refugees pour out of Syria every day, straining humanitarian aid resources and destabilizing the country’s neighbors. Cumulatively,
they already make up 10% of the population of Jordan. And there is no end in sight. 

Why Royal Saudi Leadership Matters from Washington Times 25 Jul 13

Ever since President Franklin D. Roosevelt met with King Abdulaziz aboard the USS Quincy in 1945, Saudi Arabia has been one of America’s
most steadfast allies. 

John Kerry’s Folly At Israel’s Peril from Washington Times 24 Jul 13

In one of Team Obama’s trademark Friday afternoon specials, Secretary of State John F. Kerry announced last week that his six rounds of shuttle
diplomacy had resulted in an agreement to reconvene Israeli-Palestinian peace negotiations. As usual, the timing was appropriate for an initiative
designed to garner favorable headlines, but that doesn’t stand up to scrutiny.

Egypt’s Three Revolutions from New York Times 24 Jul 13

If you’re looking for any silver lining in what is happening in Egypt today, I suggest you go up 30,000 feet and look down. From that distance, the
events in Egypt over the past two-and-a-half years almost make sense. 

Let’s Keep Syria’s Blood Off America’s Hands from USA Today 24 Jul 13

The Senate and House Intelligence committees’ about-face decision this week to arm the rebelsin Syria is dangerous and disconcerting.

The US “Zero Option” In Afghanistan Makes Zero Sense from Washington Post 24 Jul 13

AS WE have pointed out before, there has been more progress in Afghanistan recently than most Americans realize.

A Terrible Precedent For Press Freedom from New York Times 23 Jul 13

An egregious appeals court ruling on Friday has dealt a major setback to press freedoms by requiring the author of a 2006 book to testify in the
criminal trial of a former Central Intelligence Agency official charged with leaking classified information. 

Syria's Ripple Effect from Washington Post 23 Jul 13

Americans cannot afford to forget that they face more than one crisis in the Middle East. Critical as Egypt is, the situation in Syria continues to
spiral out of control, affecting the security of Lebanon, Turkey, Iran and Iraq and giving Iran new opportunities. 

The Use Of Phone Data from Washington Post 23 Jul 13

Constraining the NSA would make America less safe 

An Alternative For Afghan Peace Talks from At War (NYTimes.com) 23 Jul 13

Here’s something to ponder: Though it is probably years away and though there are countless obstacles preventing talks from even getting started,



what might a settlement between the Taliban and the Afghan government look like? 

Assad Must Go from Washington Post 19 Jul 13

Pacifying Syria is in our national interest

The System Works Well As It Is from USA Today 19 Jul 13

FISA court judges serve the rule of law 

Lift The Veil Of Secrecy On The Nation's Security Court from USA Today 19 Jul 13

Argue both sides and release scrubbed rulings

Life, Death, Drones from Los Angeles Times 19 Jul 13

Today, a federal judge in Washington will hear a challenge to the Obama administration's approach to targeted killings. I find myself frustrated by
how little progress we've made. 

We Need A Presidential Tutorial On Syria from Washington Post 19 Jul 13

An eerie silence has fallen over President Obama's confusing policy toward the civil war in Syria. 

A Shortage Of Courage from Washington Post 19 Jul 13

Edward Snowden is no Socrates and no Martin Luther King. 

For Syria, Lessons From The Balkan War from Washington Post 19 Jul 13

As members of the Senate Armed Services and intelligence committees, we knew much about the horrors in Syria before our recent visit to the
region. But reading briefing slides in Washington is very different from meeting some of the hundreds of thousands of civilians who have fled for
their lives to camps across the border. 

Two Stories Of Security from Washington Post 18 Jul 13

Here's a tale of two cities - or at least how the State Department tries to cope with employee security in two cities: Beirut and Oslo. 

It's Not Syria. It's Us. from Washington Post 18 Jul 13

Another Washington courtship ends in a brushoff

Words Without Deeds from Washington Post 18 Jul 13

U.S. policies are giving Egypt's military little reason to change its behavior. 

North Korea's Gun Running from Wall Street Journal 18 Jul 13

The media are treating the latest episode of North Korean gun running as a "McHale's Navy" affair with outdated weapons technology and a
wacky crew. There go those pre-modern nutjobs again! 

Egypt's Constitutional Do-Over from Wall Street Journal 17 Jul 13

This time around, take a closer look at America's Bill of Rights. 

Egypt Needs Our Help Now More Than Ever from Washington Post 17 Jul 13

In the wake of Egyptian President Mohamed Morsi’s eviction from office by the country’s military amid an unprecedented mass uprising, there
have been calls for Washington to reduce or suspend its aid to this critical ally in the Middle East. Such action would be short-sighted and
represent a vote of no confidence in Egypt, not just in the interim government. 

Central Asian States Collude In The Torture Of Refugees from Washington Post 17 Jul 13

CENTRAL ASIA, a vast expanse of identities, cultures and peoples that the storied Silk Road once traversed, has been called the “lost heart” of
the Eurasian land mass, still adrift in the wake of the Soviet Union’s implosion in 1991.



How To Retain Officers After The War Fighting Ends from Wall Street Journal 17 Jul 13

As the war in Afghanistan draws to a close there has been much discussion about how the U.S. military will adjust to a shrinking defense budget
and its postwar mission. Less discussed is how this new mission will affect the military's most valuable resource—its next generation of leaders. 

Egypt Shows How Political Islam Is At Odds With Democracy from New York Times 16 Jul 13

Egypt’s top military commander, Gen. Abdul-Fattah el-Sisi, went on the air Sunday to defend the army’s decision to oust Mohamed Morsi, the
country’s first democratically elected president, on July 3. 

In Israel, No Silver Linings from Washington Post 16 Jul 13

The abandoned Circassian village of Zureiman provides a vantage point across the fortified Israeli border into Syria. Regime forces hold an area
from the crossing at Quneitra to Ruheineh. Elements of the rebel Free Syrian Army are attacking from both north and south, attempting to close
the corridor. 

Powering Africa from New York Times 16 Jul 13

President Obama’s “Power Africa” initiative, unveiled during his recent trip there, has the potential to make a major impact on a continent where
millions of people — including more than two-thirds of those in the sub-Saharan region — live every day without reliable access to affordable
electricity.

How Bosnia Heals from New York Times 16 Jul 13

For 16 years, after I finished my book on Yugoslavia’s bloody unraveling, I could not come back to Bosnia, could not face another Balkan history
lesson or the ignorance of well-meaning people. It is good to be back.

China’s Blackout Of U.S. Media Can No Longer Be Ignored from Washington Post 11 Jul 13

Jim Sciutto was chief of staff at the U.S. Embassy in Beijing from 2011 to 2013. Before that, he was senior foreign correspondent for ABC News.
He is on Twitter: @JimSciuttoChina.

Clouds Darken Over Egypt from New York Times 11 Jul 13

Egypt’s military proved disastrously inept when it tried to govern the country after the overthrow of Hosni Mubarak in 2011. Now, a week after
ousting Mohamed Morsi, the first freely elected president, the military is orchestrating an even more dangerous maneuver. 

Egypt’s Preferable Tyranny from Washington Post 11 Jul 13

Former Egyptian president Mohamed Morsi knows neither Thomas Jefferson’s advice that “great innovations should not be forced on slender
majorities” nor the description of Martin Van Buren as a politician who “rowed to his object with muffled oars.” 

Egypt’s Generals, President Obama Double Down On Failed Policies from Washington Post 10 Jul 13

MANY EGYPTIANS hoped that last week’s military coup would somehow correct the troubles the countryhas experienced since 2011 in its
transition to democracy. 

A Dangerous New Phase in Iran's Nuclear Weapons Program from Wall Street Journal 10 Jul 13

President-elect Rouhani is a moderate? Give him a chance to prove it—soon.. 

Wrong Prescription For Greece from New York Times 10 Jul 13

Greece and its financial overseers agreed on terms for continued bailout payments on Monday. The agreement is cause for relief — without it
Greece would go bankrupt. But, at the same time, it is no cause for celebration — indeed, quite the opposite. 

Bloodshed In Egypt from New York Times 9 Jul 13

It has been all downhill for Egypt since the military ousted President Mohamed Morsi last week.

How America Can Best Assist Egypt Now from Washington Post 9 Jul 13



The White House rationalized last week’s military coup in Egypt as providing the opportunity for a “do-over,” and that’s a comforting idea in
more ways than one. But political life doesn’t come with an eraser to neatly remove mistakes and start over — especially in the explosive Middle
East. 

The Last Thing Egypt Needs from Washington Post 9 Jul 13

In addition to all the experts, thinkers, pundits and others who have been cited about the loss of democracy in Egypt, let me quote a certain West
Point expellee who, in a different context, uttered words that now fit the situation: “Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a damn.” 

US, China Can Forge A More Cooperative Relationship from Washington Post 9 Jul 13

In early June, President Xi Jinping and President Obama had eight hours of no-necktie meetings in California in which they outlined their vision
of China and the United States working together to create a new model of the major-country relationship. 

Quebec Disaster Highlights The Risk Of Rail In Moving Crude Oil from Washington Post 9 Jul 13

BARELY THREE months after a fertilizer-plant explosion in West, Tex., claimed 14 lives, a runaway train bearing crude oil derailed early
Saturday morning, igniting a fireball that killed at least five people in a small Quebec town near the Maine border. Some 40 people from Lac-
Mégantic are still missing, and much of the town — about 30 buildings — was incinerated. 

It's Time To Embrace Egypt's Generals from ForeignPolicy.com 5 Jul 13

In a turbulent time, Cairo's military is the best friend the U.S. has got. 

People Power Rises Again from Washington Post 4 Jul 13

“Authoritarianism in the name of Islam is dead,” messaged one Egyptian activist last Sunday, as millions gathered in the streets to denounce the
rule of President Mohamed Morsi and his Muslim Brotherhood government. 

The Explosive Costs Of Nuclear Weapons Disposal from Washington Post 4 Jul 13

Costs can explode like fireworks when it comes to nuclear weapons disposal. 

The Muslim Brotherhood's Dramatic Fall In Egypt from NationalJournal.com 3 Jul 13

On the eve of July 4, Arab secularists get a sort of Independence Day. But the real question is whether the Islamists ever learn to join the modern
world. 

The Spy Who Bored Me from Wall Street Journal 3 Jul 13

Why would anyone want to surveille the European Commission?

The Putin Asylum from Wall Street Journal 3 Jul 13

Edward Snowden needs a new travel agent.

Fouad Ajami: Egypt On The Brink-With No Clear Way Back from Wall Street Journal 3 Jul 13

There is no deliverance within sight for the untold numbers out in Egypt's public squares today. The "street" shall not deliver order, adjudicate
fundamental struggles between Egyptians keen to live in a secular state and those who have been biding their time to impose an Islamic order. 

Gen. Dempsey, Straight Shooter from Washington Post 2 Jul 13

"For the first time our competence and character are being evaluated by experts and pundits while we fight." 

Snowden Is No Daniel Ellsberg from Washington Post 2 Jul 13

I pleaded last month for an end to the breathless comparisons between Edward Snowden and Daniel Ellsberg. News that the present-day
intelligence leaker has asked Russia for asylum should put those comparisons to rest.

US Should Move To Test Iran's Seriousness On Nuclear Deal from Boston Globe 2 Jul 13

Suddenly, a shift in circumstances in Iran has created a new opportunity to resolve a dangerous impasse over that country's nuclear program. The



Obama administration should move swiftly to test whether Iran's relatively moderate president-elect is serious about brokering a deal over the
program. 

37 Years In The Navy from The Atlantic 1 Jul 13

A Supreme Allied Commander retires, and looks back on his time spent in three uniforms. 

New Era, New Army from Army Times 1 Jul 13

Army leaders have finally outlined the reorganization of its brigade combat teams, identifying 10 BCTs to be cut over the next three years.

Rights And The Military from New York Times 1 Jul 13

American military leaders should embrace the rights protections of the Leahy Law, not criticize them. 

Is The Internet Worth It? from Washington Post 1 Jul 13

If I could, I would repeal the Internet. 

Foreign Media Portrayals Of The Conflict In Syria Are Dangerously Inaccurate from London Sunday Independent 30 Jun 13

It is naive not to accept that both sides are capable of manipulating the facts to serve their own interests 

Why Drones Work from Foreign Affairs 29 Jun 13

The case for Washington's weapon of choice 

Why Drones Fail from Foreign Affairs 29 Jun 13

When tactics drive strategy

Modernize, Don't Abandon Our Nuclear Arsenal from Politico.com 28 Jun 13

In an age of persistent nuclear proliferation, it is puzzling as to why the commander in chief would endorse shedding a third of our deterrent
power. Responsible national security policy requires a realistic recognition of the world as it is, not as we hope it to be. 

Don't Talk With The Taliban from New York Times 28 Jun 13

THE United States is still planning to hold peace talks with the Taliban in Qatar, despite the fact that the group attacked the presidential palace
and a C.I.A. office in Kabul, Afghanistan earlier this week.

Is The Syrian War Good For The U.S.? from Washington Post 28 Jun 13

Syria, the theory holds, could be for Iran what the Iraq war was for the United States. 

Obama Should Appoint Agency Watchdogs Now from Washington Post 28 Jun 13

IN JANUARY, Sens. Tom Coburn (R-Okla.) and Thomas R. Carper (D-Del.) sent a letter to the White House co-signed by 14 other senators that
urged President Obama to fill the vacant inspector general positions at six government agencies:...

Seeking Compromise, Not Chaos, In Egypt from Washington Post 28 Jun 13

AFTER A YEAR of misrule by its first democratically elected government, Egypt is hurtling toward a potentially catastrophic political conflict
this weekend.

Iran's New President Won't Compromise: Column from USA Today 27 Jun 13

History, it is said, doesn't repeat itself, but occasionally it does rhyme. So it is with Western policy toward Iran, which is on the verge of returning
to the costly rhythm of the past.

Fallout From Snowden's Sharing Of NSA Secrets from Washington Post 27 Jun 13

Congress and the courts will sort out the big questions about privacy and surveillance posed by Edward Snowden's disclosure of National Security
Agency (NSA) monitoring programs. In the meantime, there are some nagging smaller questions raised by this hemorrhage of secrets. 



Edward Snowden Adds To U.S., Russia Chill from Washington Post 27 Jun 13

Whether Russian authorities have given him a visa or are allowing him to break the law, they have made a deliberate decision to let him remain
there, assuming they are not holding him against his will. 

Another Effort At Nuclear Cuts from Washington Post 27 Jun 13

President Obama wants the number of deployed U.S. strategic nuclear warheads reduced from the 1,550 limit set by the 2010 treaty with Russia to
closer to 1,000, depending on an agreement with that country. 

Talk To Iran's New President. Warily. from New York Times 26 Jun 13

THE election of Hassan Rowhani as Iran's new president has created a sense that there are new possibilities of progress on the nuclear issue; we
need to respond, but warily.

Snowden, Through The Eyes Of A Spy Novelist from New York Times 26 Jun 13

FOR a spy novelist like me, the Edward J. Snowden story has everything.

Obama Can't Skirt Tough Issues In Africa from Washington Post 26 Jun 13

PRESIDENT OBAMA'S tour of Africa this week has been defined as much by the countries he is skipping as those he is visiting.

A Defining Fight for the Arab Spring's Legacy from Wall Street Journal 26 Jun 13

In Tunisia, Islamist groups face off over whether the ballot box or bullets will prevail.

Kim Case A Hard Nut To Crack from Washington Post 25 Jun 13

The seeds of a great mystery story hang over the case of Stephen Jin-Woo Kim, who has pleaded not guilty to charges that he leaked highly
classified information about North Korea to Fox News reporter James Rosen four years ago. 

Leadership from Forbes 25 Jun 13

*It's Always About Service To Others*: Leadership Lessons From A Soldier CEO 

Despite Sanctions, Iran's Money Flow Continues from Wall Street Journal 25 Jun 13

It's time for the Swift global financial network to cut off service to all of Iran's banks, not just 14. 

A Service To Our Nation from Washington Post 25 Jun 13

These are tough times for the nation, by which I mean the idea of the nation, the concept of things national. 

The Age Of American Impotence from Wall Street Journal 25 Jun 13

As the Edward Snowden saga illustrates, the Obama administration is running out of foreign influence. 

Focus Should Be On Government Secrecy, Not Snowden, Whistleblower Advocates Say from Washington Post 25 Jun 13

Edward Snowden poses critical questions for whistleblower advocates. 

Portrait In Respect from Wall Street Journal 25 Jun 13

Our friends in Hong Kong, China, Russia and Ecuador. 'One of the things I intend to do as President is restore America's standing in the world.
We are less respected now than we were eight years ago or even four years ago." — Barack Obama, first presidential debate, September 26, 2008. 

The Taliban Is Playing Obama from Washington Post 25 Jun 13

Is history repeating itself?

Russia, China Continue To Allow Human Trafficking from Washington Post 24 Jun 13

EVERY YEAR, pursuant to a law passed in 2000, the State Department ranks governments' efforts to combat human trafficking. Last week



Russia, China and Uzbekistan were downgraded from the Tier 2 Watch List to Tier 3, the lowest ranking possible. 

Only The Left Can Save Greece from New York Times 24 Jun 13

THE sudden closure of Greece's state television and radio network, the Hellenic Broadcasting Corporation, known as ERT, on June 11 has led to a
political drama.

Inching Into Syria from New York Times 24 Jun 13

In the border towns where Syrian rebels recuperate and resupply, the buzz is that the long wait for Barack Obama may be near an end. 

Obama Needs To Act Now On Syria: Column from USA Today 23 Jun 13

By all accounts, President Obama reached his recent decision to supply arms directly to Syrian opposition groups with great reluctance. 

America Sidelined, Barely Relevant from Washington Post 21 Jun 13

President Obama's dodge was his chemical-weapons "red line." In a conflict requiring serious statecraft, Obama chose to practice forensics
instead, earnestly agonizing over whether reported poison gas attacks reached the evidentiary standards of "CSI: Miami." 

Kosovo Offers United States A Roadmap For Syria from Washington Post 21 Jun 13

...the Obama administration would also do well to take a lesson from this history. Limited U.S. military interventions, accompanied by a sustained
follow-up and vigorous diplomacy, can save lives and stabilize troubled regions - even when Russia and the U.N. Security Council don't approve.

Obama Hits A Wall In Berlin from Washington Post 21 Jun 13

The question of whether Barack Obama's second term will be a failure was answered in the affirmative before his Berlin debacle, which has recast
the question, which now is: Will this term be silly, even scary in its detachment from reality? 

Syria Intervention Still Lacks Strategy: Our View from USA Today 20 Jun 13

You don't have to look very far to find reasons for the United States to get involved in Syria: 

Obama's Syria Policy Is Full Of Contradictions from Washington Post 20 Jun 13

In the debate over U.S. intervention in Syria, there is a striking, almost bizarre mismatch between ends and means. 

Obama's Starry-eyed View Of Putin from Washington Post 20 Jun 13

IN TOURING Europe this week, President Obama has portrayed Russia's Vladimir Putin as a ruler with whom he can build a "constructive,
cooperative relationship that moves us out of a Cold War mind-set." It's a blinkered view that willfully ignores the Russian president's behavior. 

Turkey In Turmoil from New York Times 20 Jun 13

Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan had many opportunities over the last three weeks to resolve the political crisis in Turkey peacefully and
quickly. However, with almost every statement and directive he has made the situation worse...

The Taliban Agree To Talk from New York Times 19 Jun 13

The Taliban, more used to lobbing mortars and laying improvised explosive devices on the battlefields of Afghanistan, used a televised address in
Doha, Qatar, on Tuesday to declare their interest in a negotiated peace agreement. After nearly three years of stumbling starts, the announcement
counts as a breakthrough of sorts. 

How To End The Stalemate With Iran from New York Times 19 Jun 13

THE stunning election of a pragmatic former Iranian nuclear negotiator, Hassan Rowhani, has offered the Obama administration a once-in-a-
lifetime chance to end the atomic stalemate with Iran. 

Postcard From Turkey from New York Times 19 Jun 13

Having witnessed the Egyptian uprising in Tahrir Square in Cairo in 2011, I was eager to compare it with the protests by Turkish youths here in
Taksim Square in 2013.



Gen. Helms And The Senator's *Hold* from Wall Street Journal 18 Jun 13

An Air Force commander exercised her discretion in a sexual-assault case. Now her career is being blocked by Sen. Claire McCaskill. Why?

To My Congressional Colleagues: Stop The NSA Grandstanding from Wall Street Journal 18 Jun 13

Members have had ample opportunity to learn about these valuable programs.

In Electronic Snooping, Level Of Oversight Is Key from Washington Post 18 Jun 13

Americans are learning what electronics whizzes and hackers have known all along--that computers and smartphones, which make our lives more
productive and entertaining, have at the same time ended privacy as most of us have understood it. 

To Get A Truce, Be Ready To Escalate from New York Times 18 Jun 13

FOLLOWING the Obama administration’s conclusion last week that President Bashar al-Assad’s forces have used chemical weapons, the talk in
Washington is all about military assistance to Syria’s rebels.

President Obama Has Three Questions To Answer On Arms To Syria from HuffingtonPost 17 Jun 13

A number of experts are warning that the options to intervene in Syria are misguided, and could prove damaging to America's strategic interests. 

Military's Failure On Sexual Assaults from Norfolk Virginian-Pilot 17 Jun 13

Unit cohesion makes a lousy excuse for the military to avoid grappling with subjects it finds troublesome.

Demystifying Cyberwar from Washington Post 17 Jun 13

The White House begins to sort out the decision-making process.IT’S WELL understood that if nuclear war ever comes, it is the president who
has to make the fateful decisions. But if the United States ever faced a genuine conflict in cyberspace, with decisions having to be made at
network speed against adversaries unknown or hard to find, who would be in charge? 

The Absent Commander In Chief from Wall Street Journal 17 Jun 13

Obama isn't defending the war powers he has used so robustly.

We've Left It Too Late To Save Syria--This Conflict Can Never Be Won from London Daily Telegraph 17 Jun 13

It would be madness to arm the rebels in what has become a brutal religious war

COMMENTARY: Shrinking Defense Dollars And Biofuels from Politico.com 16 Jun 13

After nearly four months on the job, Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel finds himself in an unenviable position. In the face of a global security
environment that is as complex and dangerous as any time in recent history, he’s charged with overseeing a military teetering on an unprecedented
fiscal precipice. 

Hold Leaders Accountable from USA Today 14 Jun 13

A large bipartisan majority of the Senate Armed Services Committee adopted my legislation on sexual assault for a simple reason: We believe it is
the strongest, most effective way to protect the men and women of our military from the plague of sexual assault. 

To Reduce Military Abuse, Curb Alcohol Use from Washington Post 14 Jun 13

Lately it has been awkward to be both a soldier and a woman. Civilian friends gently inquire about my welfare, always after a kindly and
meaningful pause. They've read about the military’s problems with sexual assault, they say, and they'd like to support me if I need it. 

Kirsten Gillibrand And Military Assault: 5 Things To Watch from Politico.com 13 Jun 13

Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand might have lost a vote in committee Wednesday, but her crusade to remove sexual assault cases from the military chain of
command isn't over. 

A New Vision Of The Military's Role from Washington Post 13 Jun 13



Are Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel and Joint Chiefs Chairman Gen. Martin Dempsey "banging their heads against a brick wall" every time they
go up on Capitol Hill to explain to legislators that they have to accept the proposed deep cuts in the Defense Department budget? 

To Make Peace, We Need Arms from Washington Post 13 Jun 13

Simply put, we hear what Assad says but we also see what his regime does. He uses negotiations as a tool to buy time as he continues his assault
on innocent civilians. This creates a humanitarian catastrophe and demonstrates bad faith toward resolving the conflict. 

A Hollow Military Again? from NationalJournal.com 13 Jun 13

The looming postwar drawdown of the U.S. armed forces will prove the most challenging of modern times.

China Draws A Line In The Ocean from Washington Times 13 Jun 13

Entering zone claimed by Beijing poses risks for U.S. Navy 

Iranian Elections A Theater Of The Absurd: Column from USA Today 12 Jun 13

Well, not to worry. No matter who "wins" on June 14, in an election that's already been rigged, it's really about the one man pulling all the strings
- Supreme Leader Sayyid Ali Khamenei. And he isn't going anywhere. 

Obama's Choice Of Rice, Power Adds Key Women To Cabinet from Washington Post 12 Jun 13

The two photos serve as powerful visual bookends for any discussion of gender and the Obama White House. 

Time For U.S. Action In Syria: Column from USA Today 11 Jun 13

The United States government should lead our allies in a transition to a post-Assad Syria. To establish credibility with our Arab League, Turkish
and other NATO allies, the U.S. must bring our unique capabilities to bear on the problem. 

A Power Of Conviction from Washington Post 11 Jun 13

President Obama's newly designated national security adviser, Susan Rice, and his proposed United Nations ambassador, Samantha Power, are
political loyalists. They are also known as liberal interventionists... 

Fresh Start For A Critical Relationship from New York Times 11 Jun 13

There was never any guarantee that President Obama and President Xi Jinping of China would end their informal talks over the weekend with a
deeper and more productive relationship. 

Is China Willing To Listen To The World? from Washington Post 11 Jun 13

WHAT DOES Xi Jinping really want for the decade he will be president of China? It is hard to know at this early stage and risky to assume too
much. 

Libya Doesn't Need More Militias from New York Times 11 Jun 13

TWO years after the Libyan revolution, the police and army remain weak and hollow....Into their place have stepped the country's 300
revolutionary militias - the groups that fought in the 2011 revolution that overthrew Colonel Qaddafi or arose in its aftermath. 

No Military Intervention In Syria from Boston Globe 10 Jun 13

In a bold bid to force President Obama's hand on Syria, Senator John McCain made a surprise trip to Syria early this month. He met with rebel
leaders, assessed the situation as grim, and returned home with a reinvigorated call for military intervention by the United States -- at least to the
extent of creating a no-fly zone and safe zones for rebels and refugees. 

Obama And Xi Try To Avoid A Cold War Mentality from New York Times 10 Jun 13

President Obama and Xi Jinping, the Chinese leader, emerged over the weekend in California from their first lengthy talks declaring their
determination to keep disputes over cyberespionage and territorial claims in the Pacific from descending into a cold war mentality and to avoid the
pitfalls of a rising power confronting an established one. 



How Putin Does It from Wall Street Journal 10 Jun 13

Call snap elections and arrest the opposition leader.

Sacrificing Military Readiness from Washington Post 7 Jun 13

In national security circles, much is made about the importance of military readiness. Readiness is a way of estimating whether our troops are fit
to fight; whether we have the manpower, skills, equipment and capabilities necessary to perform, efficiently and effectively, the missions assigned
by the commander in chief. 

A Dangerous Disconnect With China from Washington Post 7 Jun 13

U.S. and Chinese leaders can't afford to continue to misread each other

Message From The Ruins from Washington Post 7 Jun 13

On Wednesday, Qusair fell to the Bashar al-Assad regime in Syria. Qusair is a strategic town that connects Damascus with Assad's Alawite
heartland on the Mediterranean, with its ports and Russian naval base. It's a major strategic shift. Assad's forces can now advance on rebel-
dominated areas in central and northern Syria, including Aleppo. 

House Committee Refuses To Put Squeeze On Personnel from Stars and Stripes 7 Jun 13

The House Armed Services Committee has ignored warnings from the Joint Chiefs, the secretary of defense and, this week, from the most
influential defense think tanks in Washington by approving a fiscal 2014 defense authorization bill that does little to nothing to trim personnel
costs. 

Why China Frets Over America's Retreat from Wall Street Journal 6 Jun 13

Usually Chinese leaders decry Washington's foreign-policy aggression. That won't be an issue at this week's summit.

The Nuclear Bomb We Don't Need from Los Angeles Times 6 Jun 13

"The Soviets put guns before butter, but we put almost everything before guns." -- Margaret Thatcher, January 1976

In Obama's Image from Wall Street Journal 6 Jun 13

Advisers who share his desire for a diminished U.S. role in the world. 

Susan Rice, A Provocateur In The West Wing from Washington Post 6 Jun 13

Think of Susan Rice as the president's assertive kid sister. Where he's cool and deferential, she's boisterous and sometimes abrasive. Where he
avoids public confrontation, she often relishes it. They have different styles, but make no mistake: What Rice says out loud is often what Obama
is thinking privately. 

Where's The Enemies List? from Los Angeles Times 5 Jun 13

Who exactly is the enemy in the continuing U.S. war against terrorism? 

Getting To Know You from New York Times 5 Jun 13

This week's summit meeting between President Obama and President Xi Jinping of China is an important opportunity for the leaders of the
world's two largest economies to chart a smoother path and avoid the destructive conflicts that have historically afflicted relations between rising
and established powers. 

Cut The Strings To George III from New York Times 5 Jun 13

Looking grimly at the ribbon-bedecked white male heads of all the services testifying before the Armed Services Committee, McCain scolded:
"Just last night a woman came to me and said her daughter wanted to join the military, and could I give my unqualified support for her doing so. I
could not." 

Go Slower On Free Trade from Washington Post 5 Jun 13

The U.S. economy may have undergone a sea change in the past quarter-century - with workers' incomes shrinking while major shareholders'



incomes soar - but the drive among our corporations and government for more free-trade agreements plows relentlessly ahead.

A Smart Change In Iran Policy from New York Times 4 Jun 13

The Obama administration has made a useful modification to its Iran policy by lifting sanctions on companies that want to sell cellphones,
laptops, encryption software and other similar technology to ordinary Iranians.

An Unnecessary Military Expense from New York Times 4 Jun 13

At a time when the United States government is under pressure to cut spending, and every dollar counts, some members of Congress are pushing
for a new missile defense site, possibly on the East Coast, that could eventually cost at least $3.6 billion. 

The U.S. Has Tragically Misplayed Syria from Washington Post 4 Jun 13

Syria has become a global proxy war, in which every other participant is more invested than the United States.

The Good News In Turkey from Los Angeles Times 4 Jun 13

How to interpret the recent unrest on the streets of Istanbul and about 50 other Turkish cities? Specifically, is it comparable to the Arab uprisings
over the last 2 1/2 years in Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, Syria, Yemen and Bahrain? 

The Right Worker Mix from Washington Post 4 Jun 13

The Defense Department, facing a future of sharply reduced budgets, isn't fast enough off the dime when it comes to getting the right mix of
civilians and contractors, the Government Accountability Office said. 

How To Play Well With China from New York Times 3 Jun 13

PRESIDENTS Obama and Xi Jinping will meet in California for two days starting this Friday. ... The American and Chinese presidents must
seize this opportunity to improve relations; if they don’t, there won’t be another chance for years. 

A Power Test For The U.S. And China from Washington Post 3 Jun 13

U.S. officials describe a common frustration in dealing with China over the past decade. Beijing wants to be recognized as a rising economic
power but refuses to be an active partner in maintaining security. Beijing has seemed to want a free ride, without the corresponding
responsibilities. 

The Dark Side Of Globalization from Washington Post 2 Jun 13

Convergence may be thought of as the dark side of globalization. It is the merger of a wide variety of mobile human activities, each of which is
individually dangerous and whose sum represents a far greater threat. 

Tough Talk From US On Cyber Attacks from Singapore Straits Times 2 Jun 13

Washington set to increase public pressure on Beijing over issue

*Force Alone Cannot Make Us Safe* from Los Angeles Times 2 Jun 13

We must attack the roots of extremism. But can the president reverse our national security priorities?

From Black Hawk Down To Standing Up from ForeignPolicy.com 31 May 13

Could Somalia actually be ready to throw off the failed state tag?

Obama's Dorothy Doctrine from Washington Post 31 May 13

"This war, like all wars, must end. That's what history advises . . ." - Barack Obama, May 23 Nice thought. But much as Obama would like to
close his eyes, click his heels three times and declare the war on terror over, war is a two-way street. 

Why Cyberwarfare Is The Great Equalizer from USA Today 31 May 13

(Editor's note: WWII General George S. Patton once declared that "fixed fortifications are monuments to man's stupidity." In this guest essay,
Brian Contos, chief security officer at forensics firm Solera Networks notes how that observation is particularly apropos to cyberwarfare.) 



Our Endangered Nuclear Weaponeers from Wall Street Journal 31 May 13

No more nukes means no more experts, and their talents have kept us safe.

The Drone War Is Far From Over from New York Times 31 May 13

...the drone war is alive and well in the remote corners of Pakistan where the strikes have caused the greatest and most lasting damage. 

Putin's War On Russian Civil Society Continues from Washington Post 31 May 13

Every assault on civil society is a tragedy for Russia. Nongovernmental organizations are, first and foremost, schools of democracy, teaching
personal responsibility, self-organization, peaceful dissent and compromise. Left in their rubble are stagnation, hatred and radicalism.

Lincoln's Call To Service—and Ours from Wall Street Journal 30 May 13

A proposal that would help young Americans understand that civic duty is not restricted to the military.

The American Ideal from Philadelphia Inquirer 30 May 13

On Saturday of Memorial Day weekend, Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel made headlines when, in his West Point commencement speech, he
directly addressed the sexual harassment issues facing the military. 

Attention: Surprise Returns A Bad Idea from Chicago Tribune 30 May 13

A military parent's homecoming ought not be public event

Why Some Wars Are So Savage from Wall Street Journal 30 May 13

Syria's conflict meets many of military history's criteria for barbarism.

The Do's And Don'ts Of Defense Spending from Washington Times 30 May 13

As congressional leaders prepare to hammer out this year's act [National Defense Authorization], they will be weighing what's needed to counter
foreseeable threats with the desire to cut spending wherever prudent. Here are three suggestions to help achieve those goals. 

Counterterror Contradiction from Washington Post 30 May 13

Dropping the authorization for force could expand executive power.

China Brings Home The U.S. Bacon from Wall Street Journal 30 May 13

The Smithfield pork takeover could help both countries. 

Obama's Dangerous Confusions from Wall Street Journal 30 May 13

When the President speaks on national security, it is hard to distinguish between personal belief and political calculation. 

Shuttle Diplomacy, Kerry Style from New York Times 29 May 13

Secretary of State John Kerry has seemed perpetually in motion in the Middle East since he assumed office, shuttling from one meeting to another
with top Israeli and Palestinian officials over the last four months in an effort to revive peace negotiations.

The Emperor Creates No Jobs from Wall Street Journal 29 May 13

France's top central banker speaks some blunt economic truths.. 

A Daring Rescue In Mali Saves Pages Of History from Washington Post 29 May 13

WHEN RADICAL Islamists stormed into northern Mali last year, they seized the ancient crossroads city of Timbuktu and began to impose their
vicious intolerance on people and history. 

Rebooting The War On Terror from Los Angeles Times 28 May 13

President Obama's speech last week on the future course of America's 11-year-old war against Al Qaeda was long overdue. 



A New Road Map To Middle East Peace? from Washington Post 28 May 13

Secretary of State John Kerry's cardinal rule in trying to restart the Israeli-Palestinian peace process has been that he won't talk publicly about the
details, so it's difficult to know how he's doing. But he's still hard at it, and he seems to be employing some modest variations on the traditional
choreography of Middle East shuttle diplomacy. 

The President's Welcome Overture To Congress from Wall Street Journal 28 May 13

More White House cooperation on drone policy and fighting terror is good—and overdue.

The Retreat Doctrine from Wall Street Journal 28 May 13

President Obama's speech last week at the National Defense University made clear the governing idea of his foreign policy.

What Hasn't Changed In The War On Terror from Wall Street Journal 28 May 13

The war on terror...always has been fought in a gray area. And so it remains in the wake of President Barack Obama's declaration last week, in a
speech and a presidential order, that he is changing some of the ground rules. 

Reinvigorate Patriotism With National Service from USA Today 28 May 13

Lapel pins and gestures are simply not enough

Mission Accomplished from Washington Post 28 May 13

President Obama wisely avoided the phrase "mission accomplished" in his major speech last week about the "war on terror," but columnists aren't
obliged to be so circumspect: It is time to declare victory and get on with our lives. 

In Syria, Go Big Or Stay Home from New York Times 28 May 13

FROM liberal internationalists to hawkish conservatives, a chorus of influential voices in Washington is suggesting that American intervention in
Syria would also do serious damage to Bashar al-Assad’s close ally, Iran. 

Call An End To Iran's Stalling from Washington Post 28 May 13

As the conflict in Syria rivets international attention, Iran's nuclear program continues apace. Unfortunately, while the Iranians install the next
generation of centrifuges - machines that can produce enriched uranium three to four times faster than before - the "P5+1" negotiations on Iran's
nuclear program have ground once again to a halt. 

Support Our Vets - Carefully from Washington Post 27 May 13

Some veterans' charities are out to enrich only themselves

Obama's Artful Anguish from New York Times 26 May 13

The continuities between Obama and Bush on national security have always been there for those with eyes to see, but much more attention has
been paid to them of late — to the expansive drone campaign that has targeted American citizens for execution without trial, to an anti-leaks
campaign that has flirted with criminalizing investigative reporting, and to the perpetual postponement of supposed administration priorities like
shuttering the prison at Guantanamo. 

The Covert Commander In Chief from Washington Post 26 May 13

Watching President Obama's compelling speech on counterterrorism policy Thursday, one couldn't help wondering what he might accomplish if
he could apply the same intellectual focus and intensity to governing the nation that he has shown as covert commander in chief. 

The Warriors--And Families--We Honor from Wall Street Journal 24 May 13

Sgt. Aaron Wittman was killed in January in Afghanistan. Remember him on Memorial Day.

Bosnia May Offer Road Map For Syria from Politico.com 24 May 13

We need an approach that increases military pressure on the brutal Assad regime so that it becomes obvious to all that President Bashar Assad



cannot possibly hang on to power. At the same time, we need a concept for an eventual peace settlement that offers some hope to his fellow
Alawites — and other allied minorities in Syria — since they will otherwise fear retribution at the hands of the opposition and therefore fight to
the death. 

The Nature Of War from Washington Post 24 May 13

President Obama wants to rethink some of the assumptions in place since 9/11.

The End Of The Perpetual War from New York Times 24 May 13

President Obama’s speech on Thursday was the most important statement on counterterrorism policy since the 2001 attacks, a momentous turning
point in post-9/11 America. For the first time, a president stated clearly and unequivocally that the state of perpetual warfare that began nearly 12
years ago is unsustainable for a democracy and must come to an end in the not-too-distant future. 

A New Response To Terror from Los Angeles Times 24 May 13

Better late than never, President Obama has moved to establish more rigorous standards for the targeted killings of Americans and foreigners alike
away from a battlefield.

The Ally Washington Won't Name from Washington Post 24 May 13

For decades, when U.S. policymakers contemplated conflict with China, their fears focused on Taiwan. Today, by contrast, Sino-American
tensions seem to be on the rise everywhere but Taiwan, where relations between this island and the mainland have significantly improved. 

Republicans: Obama Speech A 'Retreat' From Terror Fight from Agence France-Presse 24 May 13

Republican lawmakers warned that President Barack Obama capitulated to US enemies in his counterterrorism speech Thursday by renewing his
call to close Guantanamo and retreating to a pre-9/11 mindset. 

The C.I.A.'s Part In Benghazi from New York Times 23 May 13

The C.I.A.'s role needs to be examined to understand what happened and how to better protect Americans. 

Iran's View Of Cyberwarfare from New York Times 23 May 13

Although Iran has been the recipient of protracted waves of state-sponsored cyberattacks attempting to target Iran's civilian nuclear facilities,
power grids, oil terminals and other industrial sectors, it has never taken countermeasures against the perpetrators of cyberattacks.

Is War Over? from Bloomberg.com 23 May 13

Obama's Drone Changes Change Very Little. President Barack Obama made a number of smart changes to the U.S. drone war and detention
policies today, and they should leave all Americans deeply unsatisfied. 

Testing Time For Syria's Rebels from Washington Post 22 May 13

It's a rule of thumb in Middle East conflicts that whenever peace talks are announced, each side steps up the fighting so it can grab as much
territory as possible before the cease-fire lines are drawn. 

Tell Me How This Ends from New York Times 22 May 13

It is why you can't come away from a journey like this without wondering not just who will rule in these countries but how will anyone rule in
these countries? 

Another Chilling Leak Investigation from New York Times 22 May 13

With the decision to label a Fox News television reporter a possible "co-conspirator" in a criminal investigation of a news leak, the Obama
administration has moved beyond protecting government secrets to threatening the fundamental freedoms of the press to gather news. 

Steven Stalinsky: China Isn't the Only Source of Cyberattacks from Wall Street Journal 22 May 13

The Syrian Electronic Army and other Middle Eastern hackers are targeting the U.S.—and succeeding.



How North Korea Could Cripple The U.S. from Wall Street Journal 21 May 13

A single nuke exploded above America could cause a national blackout for months.

Stop The Leaks from New York Times 21 May 13

FOLLOWING the disclosure that the Justice Department obtained the telephone records of Associated Press journalists, The A.P. and other news
organizations have sharply criticized the action as investigative overreaching and unwarranted interference with the ability of journalists to report
on government operations. 

Why Is Russia Still Arming Syria? from New York Times 21 May 13

Instead of using its leverage as Syria’s enabler and defender to move President Bashar al-Assad toward a negotiated solution, Russia recently sent
him advanced antiship cruise missiles, and there is fresh talk now of advanced A-300 air defense weapons.

Curing America's Fear Of Commitment from ForeignPolicy.com 20 May 13

Karzai is an ingrate, but the Afghans need us.

Taking Homeland Missile Defense Seriously from RealClearDefense.com 20 May 13

Shortly after North Korea began ramping up their threats of attacking the United States or our allies in the Pacific, our nation moved key missile
defense assets to the region. Then, the Obama Administration picked up their favorite bargaining chip -- America’s missile defense shield. 

Syria Could Be Obama's Real Headache from Politico.com 20 May 13

Unlike the IRS, Associated Press, and Benghazi stories, the Syrian crisis will not run out the media cycle; it's going to continue to hound the
president, threatening to draw America in. And unlike his domestic travails, where the president has some latitude to do damage control, the
Syrian civil war offers up no good options. 

More Than A Heist from Washington Post 20 May 13

Cyberattacks call for legislation and an open debate.

An E-Mail Trail Of Dysfunction from Washington Post 20 May 13

The hundred pages of Benghazi e-mails released last week tell us almost nothing about how four Americans came to die so tragically in that
Libyan city. But they are a case study in why nothing works in Washington. 

Big Government Loses Control from Wall Street Journal 20 May 13

Tea party and other groups use social media to spread the news about IRS abuse world-wide. 

A Leading Role In Libya from Washington Post 17 May 13

The United States must not retreat from trying to stabilize the restive nation 

How The Afghan Conflict Will Be Decided from NationalJournal.com 17 May 13

A horrific week for U.S. casualties reaffirms President Obama's rush to rely on the Afghan army. But can they handle it?

Can Obama Save Turkey From A Syrian Quagmire from NYTimes.com 17 May 13

Turkey will not be immune to the fallout from a Somalia-style failed state next door — or from a rump Assad regime seeking revenge against
Turkey for supporting the rebels. Turkey grows because it attracts international investment; and Turkey attracts investment because it is deemed
stable. A spillover of the mess in Syria risks ending the country’s economic miracle. 

America The Isolated? from Time 17 May 13

Hardly. Contrary to conservative complaints, the U.S. is fully -- and smartly -- involved overseas

Redacted Truth, Subjunctive Outrage from Washington Post 17 May 13

Note to GOP re Benghazi: Stop calling it Watergate, Iran-contra, bigger than both, etc. First, it might well be, but we don't know. History will



judge. Second, overhyping will only diminish the importance of the scandal if it doesn't meet presidency-breaking standards. Third, focusing on
the political effects simply plays into the hands of Democrats desperately claiming that this is nothing but partisan politics. 

When To Talk To Monsters from New York Times 16 May 13

THE United States and Russia will soon hold a peace conference aimed at ending the Syrian civil war, which has killed more than 70,000 people,
displaced millions of others and threatened the stability of the entire region. 

Yes, Iraq Is Unraveling from ForeignPolicy.com 16 May 13

And it's about to become Obama's problem all over again.

Revising The Terms Of War from Washington Post 16 May 13

The authorization to use force against al-Qaeda should be updated, not discarded 

21st Century Military from USA Today 16 May 13

At a background briefing last week, top generals and admirals cautioned that budget pressures -- including the still-developing sequester -- limit
their options, but they outlined ideas that might have changed the outcome in Benghazi, particularly the development of a rapid response
capability for each of the services -- not unlike a unit the Marines have already quietly created in a direct response to the attacks.

Obama Administration Hopes Putin Will Deliver Assad from Washington Post 15 May 13

It appears as if the administration again is hoping that the Russian government of Vladimir Putin will deliver Mr. Assad. The administration made
that same wishful bet last year, only to be stiffed by Mr. Putin.

Pakistan's Hopeful Election from New York Times 15 May 13

At least Pakistan did manage to have an election in which about 60 percent of voters participated and has achieved a peaceful transition of power
in a country where coups have predominated. The election was a welcome repudiation of militants who are trying to overthrow the state. 

How to Prevent Another Benghazi from Wall Street Journal 15 May 13

Appoint a congressional Joint Select Committee, issue subpoenas and find out what really happened.. 

Congress Targets Military Justice from Wall Street Journal 14 May 13

The foundations of this commander-driven system are now under attack, due largely to a string of scathing reports and high-profile sexual-assault
cases.

Creating Roadblocks To Nuclear Arms Reductions from Washington Post 14 May 13

Not that we need one, but Thursday offered another example of congressional dysfunction, this time on defense. 

The Deeper Blame For Benghazi from New York Times 14 May 13

THE spectacle in Washington over the terrorist attack last Sept. 11 in Benghazi, Libya, is focusing on the wrong thing. 

Our Ceaseless Circus from New York Times 14 May 13

Four Americans died in Benghazi, Libya: people with unrealized hopes, unfinished plans, relatives who loved them and friends who will miss
them. But let's focus on what really matters about the attack and its aftermath. Did Hillary Clinton's presumed 2016 presidential campaign take a
hit? 

Benghazi Disinformation Points from Wall Street Journal 13 May 13

Jay Carney seems to have forgotten the meaning of the word 'edit.'

U.S. Food Aid Reform Runs Into Hurdles On The Hill from Washington Post 13 May 13

Alas, Mr. Obama's plan has run into political opposition on Capitol Hill. Members of Congress from both parties have objected, citing the
potential losses for U.S. farmers, ports, ships and merchant seamen. Not surprisingly, these senators and representatives generally hail from port



cities or farm states. 

The Decline Of The WTO from Wall Street Journal 13 May 13

The trade body picks a Brazilian who helped to scuttle the Doha talks.

Seeds Of Peace In Syria from Washington Post 10 May 13

It shouldn't have been this hard, but Secretary of State John Kerry has finally gotten Russia to back the peace plan on Syria that it endorsed in
principle last June. This isn't a breakthrough, but at least it's a beginning. 

Pink Line Over Damascus from Washington Post 10 May 13

You know you’re in trouble when you can’t even get your walk-back story straight. 

Accountability For Benghazi Needed from USA Today 10 May 13

Eight months after the terrorist attack on our consulate in Benghazi, Libya that killed Ambassador Chris Stevens and three other Americans, key
questions remain unanswered. 

The Next Pandemic: Not If, But When from New York Times 10 May 13

When the Next Big One arrives, spreading across oceans and continents like the sweep of nightfall, causing illness and fear, killing thousands or
maybe millions of people, it will be signaled first by quiet, puzzling reports from faraway places - reports to which disease scientists and public
health officials, but few of the rest of us, pay close attention.

Syria: Intervention By John McCain; Syria: Intervention Is In Our Interest Zbigniew Brzezinski from Time 10 May 13

The strategic and humanitarian costs of the conflict in Syria continue to rise, not just for Syrians but also for vital U.S. interests. The Syrian
conflict is a sectarian war in a volatile region whose potential to spread and directly threaten American interests would only be increased by U.S.
intervention. 

U.S. warns industry of heightened risk of cyberattack from Washington Post 9 May 13

The U.S. government on Thursday warned of a heightened risk of a cyberattack that could disrupt the control systems of U.S. companies
providing critical services such as electricity and water. 

Disappearing To Little Fanfare from Washington Post 9 May 13

The Pentagon is quietly slicing away at low-profile, multimillion-dollar programs once buried in the overflow of funds that used to be the
hallmark of Defense Department budgets. 

The Repercussions Of Inaction from Washington Post 9 May 13

There are grave risks in continuing the current U.S. policy toward Syria.

Benghazi: Incompetence, But No Cover-Up from National Journal 9 May 13

The hearings deepen the tragedy, but not the scandal.

Benghazi Truths Vs. Washington Politics from Wall Street Journal 9 May 13

Wednesday's hearing turned a light on a previously unnoticed player in the story: Hillary Clinton's chief of staff.

American Security Should Be Homemade from Politico.com 9 May 13

...most Americans would be surprised to learn that the U.S. is completely dependent on a single Chinese company for an essential chemical
ingredient in the rocket fuel that propels HELLFIRE missiles — one of our military's most widely used and effective weapons.

A President As Aloof Abroad As At Home from Wall Street Journal 9 May 13

Every president complicates matters with spontaneous comments. But Mr. Obama's "red line" remarks point to a broader foreign policy problem
this president has. 



Despite Israeli Strikes, U.S. Still Wary Of Syria Air Defenses from Reuters 8 May 13

While the effectiveness of Syria's aging air force is unclear, most experts believe its air-defense missile system, considerably upgraded after a
2007 Israeli strike on a suspected nuclear site, remains more potent than any the United States has faced since it bombed Serbian forces in 1999. 

Tamerlan Tsarnaev And What The Dead Deserve from Los Angeles Times 8 May 13

Ultimately, Tsarnaev's burial isn't so much about him or what he deserves as it is about our society, which generally tries to do the decent thing.
Decency means treating the dead with basic civility and respect, no matter who the person was or what acts he may have committed. 

Postcard From Yemen from New York Times 8 May 13

There is a message in this bottle. Yemen, a country of breathtaking beauty, with wonderful people, is a human development disaster. 

Tactics Under Fire In Fight Against Nigerian Terrorist Group from Washington Post 8 May 13

FOR WEEKS after a clash between the Nigerian army and Islamic militants last month in the remote fishing village of Baga, it was difficult for
outsiders to determine what had happened. 

China And Cyberwar from New York Times 8 May 13

Despite denials from Beijing, there seems little doubt that China's computer hackers are engaged in an aggressive and increasingly threatening
campaign of cyberespionage directed at a range of government and private systems in the United States, including the power grid and
telecommunications networks. 

No Hands On Deck In Benghazi from USA Today 8 May 13

The last time the State Department had an inspector general, George W. Bush was president and Condoleezza Rice was secretary of State. That
was five years and four months ago, when Howard J. Krongard left office. 

Diplomacy Is Better Than Military Action In Syria from Washington Post 8 May 13

The reported use of chemical weapons by Syria's embattled Assad regime has not made much difference in that devastated country. Tens of
thousands have been killed in brutal fighting already, and the heart-rending violence continues with no end in sight. 

Pentagon's cyber attack accusations irresponsible: expert from Xinhua (China) 7 May 13

A Pentagon report that China is conducting cyber attacks against the United States is irresponsible and harmful to the mutual trust between the
two countries, according to a military expert on Tuesday. 

A Benghazi Bombshell from Washington Post 7 May 13

The Obama administration wants to consign the Benghazi terrorist attack to the history books, but this week three State Department officials will
tell Congress that the Obama administration’s version of history is false — and that the falsehoods it told the American people were willful and
deliberate. 

With Syria, It Would Be Wise To Consider The Lessons Of History from Washington Post 7 May 13

Has anyone really spelled out how difficult it could be achieving the United States' long-term political goals regarding Syria? Are they
achievable? How about the cost in blood and treasure? 

Out Of Line from Washington Post 7 May 13

It turns out that President Obama did not mean to say "red line" after all.

Syria Is Not Iraq from New York Times 6 May 13

But in Syria, I fear prudence has become fatalism, and our caution has been the father of missed opportunities, diminished credibility and enlarged
tragedy. 

A Route To Reining In North Korea from Wall Street Journal 6 May 13



The South Korean president's Washington visit is a good time to define a firm policy regarding Pyongyang.

Israel Steps Up To The Plate from Washington Post 6 May 13

When Israel draws a red line, it means it. 

Sequester Virtue from Chicago Tribune 5 May 13

Priorities, choices, decisions: The feds finally doing their jobs 

Europe Has No Exit from Washington Post 3 May 13

The European Central Bank (ECB) has stabilized the bond market for weak debtor countries. Despite problems, Europe is muddling through. Be
skeptical - very skeptical. 

The Limits Of Surveillance from Washington Post 3 May 13

America's top intelligence official said Thursday that there is no evidence so far that the Boston Marathon bombers had help from foreign terrorist
networks. 

The Stakes Of Being Too Late from Washington Post 3 May 13

Obama was reelected on the promise of winding down difficult foreign commitments, not making new ones. Both his presidential campaigns
assumed and encouraged American war weariness. And any action in Syria, no matter how limited, carries heavy historical baggage: Another
confrontation with a Baathist dictator concerning weapons of mass destruction? 

One Step Forward from New York Times 3 May 13

In any discussion of a negotiated peace between the Israelis and Palestinians, a crucial question involves what the Arab states would do. On
Tuesday, the Arab League reaffirmed its 2002 peace initiative and suggested that the proposal could be modified to bring it more in line with
American and Israeli ideas. 

Defeating A Global Enemy - Hunger from Washington Times 2 May 13

Congress should put aside partisanship and turf protection as it considers bold changes to a decades-old and increasingly inefficient international
food-aid program. 

U.S. Policy On Syria Still Lacks Coherence from Washington Post 2 May 13

THE MUDDLE that is President Obama's policy on Syria has grown still muddier. On Tuesday the president backed away from a "red line" he
had drawn on the use of chemical weapons by the regime of Bashar al-Assad, setting the threshold for proof of a violation in such a way as to
virtually exclude the possibility that one could ever be confirmed.

Too Weak to Surrender from Wall Street Journal 2 May 13

Obama promises terrorists he'll try hard to meet their demands.. 

Michael B. Mukasey: Defining 'Rights' in a Terror Case from Wall Street Journal 2 May 13

The new arrests in Boston look like criminal cases. But why was the interrogation of the accused bomber handled like a criminal matter too?. 

A Cautionary Tale From Iraq from Washington Post 30 Apr 13

The "caution" flag is up when it comes to President Obama deciding the validity of claims that Syrian forces loyal to Bashar al-Assad have used
chemical weapons. 

Empty Red-Line Rhetoric from Washington Post 30 Apr 13

Obama is a latter-day Zeus. He throws these thunderbolts of diplomatic cease-and-desist orders with some regularity. He has called the use of
chemical weapons by Syria a "red line," which is diplotalk for "you'd better not." He said that if Damascus did use such weapons, it "would
change [his] calculus."



In Defense Of Leading From Behind from Foreign Policy 30 Apr 13

So what if it's a terrible slogan? It's still the right strategy.

Why We Need To Intervene In Syria from USA Today 29 Apr 13

White House intelligence report that Assad used chemical weapons against his people means we must act

Putin's Counterterrorism "Help" Is More Of A Hindrance from Washington Post 29 Apr 13

...for Vladimir Putin and much of the Moscow elite, Tamerlan and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev are indistinguishable from the rebels who are trying to
bring down the blood-drenched regime of Bashar al-Assad. 

What 'Calm' Looks Like In Israel from Washington Post 28 Apr 13

It's a measure of the relatively quiet time for Israel these days that the sharpest argument at a big national security conference here was between an
ultra-Orthodox rabbi who wanted "autonomy" for his fellow believers and secular Israelis in the audience who shouted out denunciations of what
one called his "apartheid" plan. 

The Regrets Of U.S. Isolationism from Washington Post 26 Apr 13

The case for American retrenchment has gained new traction in Washington. Much as in the past, economic problems and public war-weariness
have spurred calls from Democrats and Republicans alike for neo-isolationist policies - demands for retreat from the world clothed in the
language of fiscal prudence and disinterested realism. 

If Syria Is Using Sarin, Obama Must Act from Bloomberg 26 Apr 13

President Barack Obama drew a “red line” for you: no use of chemical weapons in your brutal attempt to put down the uprising against your
regime. Any use of such weapons (even any “moving around” of such weapons) would “change my calculus,” Obama said, “change my
equation.” In other words, welcome to the day in which the calculus might just be changing. 

Debt, Growth And The Austerity Debate from New York Times 26 Apr 13

...our "findings have served as an intellectual bulwark in support of austerity politics" and urge policy makers to "reassess the austerity agenda
itself in both Europe and the United States." 

5 Reasons Why China Won't Help The US On North Korea from Christian Science Monitor 25 Apr 13

Many Asia watchers are dubious that China either can or will take decisive action to push North Korea. Here are five underlying reasons why: 

Syria And The Law from Washington Post 25 Apr 13

How many innocent Syrian civilians would be killed should the United States launch airstrikes against Syrian government radars, antiaircraft sites
and air bases - obvious targets if the White House approved setting up the no-fly zone some members of Congress want? 

Were Chemical Weapons Used In Syria? from New York Times 25 Apr 13

It’s not hard to imagine that President Bashar al-Assad, desperately clinging to power, might use chemical weapons against the Syrian people.

Canada's Oil Minister, Unmuzzled from New York Times 25 Apr 13

Oliver had made a series of impolitic remarks about the efforts to block the Keystone XL oil pipeline, which, if it's ever built, would import oil
from the tar sands of Alberta to refineries along the Gulf Coast - and which Canadians believe that the United States would be nuts to reject. 

Intervention Escalation from ForeignPolicy.com 24 Apr 13

Alleged chemical weapons use by Syria is pushing the United States into doing something. But Russia, China, and Iran might have something to
say about that.

Military Families Need Your Help To Find Work from St. Louis Post-Dispatch 24 Apr 13

But while our troops are sacrificing so much to serve our country around the world, too often, they struggle to find the kind of jobs they deserve
when they return home, even if they've learned high-tech, high-demand skills and demonstrated them for years in the military.



Goodbye To All That from New York Times 24 Apr 13

On April 13, Prime Minister Salam Fayyad of the Palestinian Authority resigned. It was an easy development to miss, but not one to be ignored.

Honoring A "Red Line" In Syria Over Chemical Weapons from Washington Post 24 Apr 13

THREE MAJOR U.S. allies - Britain, France and Israel - have now concluded that the Syrian regime of Bashar al-Assad has very likely used
chemical weapons. This would cross a "red line" drawn by President Obama not once but on multiple occasions. 

Dithering While Damascus Burns from New York Times 24 Apr 13

AS Syria slips further into chaos, America is acting hesitantly at a pivotal moment for our national interests and for those of our allies in the
region. 

More Help For Syrian Rebels from New York Times 23 Apr 13

Long after Western governments predicted he would be gone, Mr. Assad is hanging on even as his country unravels, deepening sectarian
divisions, expanding the fighting across borders and forcing an estimated one million Syrians to flee to neighboring countries.

The Costs Of A Middle East Arms Deal from Washington Post 23 Apr 13

The president appears to have assumed that engineering U.S. retreats from Iraq and Afghanistan would immediately strengthen his hand in
dealing with other foreign crises. How else to explain his unshakable confidence in his ability to accomplish his early far-reaching global agenda? 

Free Speech And An Anti-Prostitution Pledge from New York Times 23 Apr 13

A 2003 federal statute, called the United States Leadership Against HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria Act, finances a wide range of public
health initiatives to treat and prevent disease around the world. That law prohibits the use of any government money to "promote or advocate the
legalization or practice of prostitution."

A Supreme Rebuke To Global Forum-Shopping from Wall Street Journal 23 Apr 13

In an April 17 decision arising from the Nigerian case, Kiobel v. Shell, the U.S. Supreme Court unanimously closed the shop for such "foreign-
cubed" lawsuits: foreign plaintiffs suing foreign defendants for alleged torts committed abroad. 

Costly Overlap In The Military from Washington Post 23 Apr 13

Like young schoolchildren wildly chasing a soccer ball, each military service pursues its own intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR)
collection platforms and the analytical systems required to understand the information they've gathered. 

Visa Reforms For Skilled Workers from New York Times 22 Apr 13

The immigration reform bill introduced by a bipartisan group of senators last week would make it easier for skilled workers to come to this
country while toughening rules to prevent abuse in temporary work visas. 

John Kerry, Road Warrior from Miami Herald 22 Apr 13

John Kerry returned to Washington having completed his first trip to Asia as the U.S. secretary of state. The trip came at a time fraught with peril
and complications - much like his prior trips to the Middle East and Europe. That said, in every case he has shown signs that he is capable of
being an exceptionally effective chief diplomat for the United States - and shown warning signals that he is tempted in directions that may undo
his efforts. 

Wrong Way On Human Rights from Los Angeles Times 20 Apr 13

Human rights groups are appropriately appalled by the breadth of a U.S. Supreme Court decision this week that would make it exceedingly
difficult for some victims of human rights abuses committed in other countries to win redress in U.S. courts. 

The Language Of Terror from Washington Post 19 Apr 13

Terrorism is speech - speech that gathers its audience by killing innocents as theatrically as possible.



The Truth About Torture from Washington Post 19 Apr 13

For more than four decades, in the service of Democratic and Republican presidents, it was often my job to persuade foreign governments to
adhere to international law and observe the highest standards of conduct in human rights - including the strict prohibition of torture.

Off To A Bad Start from ForeignPolicy.com 19 Apr 13

Why is the president letting America's nukes rust?

Is China Changing Its Position On Nuclear Weapons? from New York Times 19 Apr 13

INTERPRETING any country's pronouncements about its nuclear weapons can be a study in fine distinctions, but occasionally a state says — or
fails to say — something in a clear break from the past.

Toward A Nuclear Deal With South Korea from New York Times 19 Apr 13

The United States and South Korea are negotiating a new nuclear cooperation agreement that will have consequences for the conflict with North
Korea and President Obama’s broader nonproliferation agenda.

A Son Trying To Find His Way from Washington Post 18 Apr 13

How provocative has the United States been to North Korea? 

A Giant Setback For Human Rights from New York Times 18 Apr 13

The Supreme Court's conservatives dealt a major blow Wednesday to the ability of American federal courts to hold violators of international
human rights accountable.

Helping The World's Poorest Children Requires Radical Reform from Washington Post 18 Apr 13

The world's newest and youngest liberation movement will make its presence felt at a summit in Washington this week. The Common Forum for
Kalmal Hari Freedom, the Nilphamari Child Marriage Free Zone, the Ugandan Child Protection Club, the Upper Manya Krobo Rights of the
Child Club and Indonesia's Grobogan Child Empowerment Group may not yet be household names outside their own countries, but schoolgirls
demanding an end to child labor, child marriage and child trafficking - and inspired by the sacrifice of Malala Yousafzai, the Pakistani girl shot for
wanting to go to school - are borrowing the tactics of the U.S. civil rights movement. 

Another Bird Flu Outbreak from New York Times 17 Apr 13

Just as the world was breathing easier about a deadly bird flu virus that killed 371 people over the past decade before dropping out of sight, a
different form of bird flu has emerged in China that is causing concern among health experts. 

A Compelling Reform Of The U.S. Food Aid from Washington Post 16 Apr 13

...aid reformers have asked: Why couldn't a portion of food aid be purchased regionally - in Africa, say, rather than the American Midwest - or
given directly to individuals in vouchers so they can buy in (and strengthen) local agriculture markets?

EB-5 Visa Immigration Program Is Flawed from Washington Post 16 Apr 13

When Congress approved it in 1990, lawmakers saw a win-win: Investors and their families get to emigrate; the United States gets their money,
talent and ambition. 

Does China Really Want A Nuclear Japan And South Korea? from Wall Street Journal 16 Apr 13

The potential for an atomic arms race in East Asia is real. Beijing must realize this.

North Korea And Intelligence from Wall Street Journal 15 Apr 13

U.S. officials keep underestimating the nuclear threat.

Obama's United Nations Backdoor To Gun Control from Wall Street Journal 15 Apr 13

...the new treaty also demands domestic regulation of "small arms and light weapons." The treaty's Article 5 requires nations to "establish and
maintain a national control system," including a "national control list." Article 10 requires signatories "to regulate brokering" of conventional



arms. 

McManus: Inching Closer To Entanglement In Syria from Los Angeles Times 15 Apr 13

The White House finally made it official last week: Yes, the civil war in Syria is a slippery slope, and yes, we're on it. 

Cowboys And Eggheads from New York Times 15 Apr 13

But Mazzetti's important thought is not that war is a dirty business; it is that by turning our premier intelligence agency into a killing machine, we
may have paid a price in national vigilance. 

A New Plan For Syria from Politico 12 Apr 13

Bashar al-Assad mistakenly believes he is winning.

Bring Back Professional Diplomacy from Washington Post 12 Apr 13

American diplomacy is facing a crisis. The professional career service that is intended to be the backbone of that diplomacy no longer claims a
lead role at the State Department or in the formulation or implementation of foreign policy. 

Sequestration Of Justice from New York Times 12 Apr 13

Sequestration cannot do away with the right to counsel for indigent defendants, so the hundred or more defendants who ordinarily would be
represented by a federal defender in new cases between now and September will likely end up with court-appointed private lawyers.

Redundant Federal Spending from Omaha World-Herald 12 Apr 13

The Government Accountability Office has identified billions of tax dollars being spent by different parts of the federal bureaucracy for pretty
much the same thing. 

Prospects Of Middle East Peace Remain Dim from Miami Herald 12 Apr 13

Hardly had the excitement over President Obama's visit subsided when Secretary of State John Kerry followed up with what seems here as a surge
of fresh energy.

Tell The Truth About The Arms Treaty from New York Times 12 Apr 13

The treaty applies only to international transfers of conventional arms and, in fact, reaffirms "the sovereign right of any State to regulate and
control conventional arms" within its territory.

The Terror Merger from Wall Street Journal 11 Apr 13

The conventional wisdom among U.S. security elites these days is that the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan prove that the cost of American
intervention is too high.

In China, Feudal Answers For Modern Problems from New York Times 11 Apr 13

After Mao Zedong announced the establishment of the People's Republic of China in 1949, the Communist Party began to get rid of all the
vestiges of the "feudal" society that had preceded it. 

Defense Cuts? Not In Special Operations from Washington Post 11 Apr 13

What does it mean when the U.S. Special Operations Command continues to grow in the new Defense Department fiscal 2014 budget while the
individual services face additional reductions? SOCOM growth isn't just in dollars. 

Give And Take For Federal Workers from Washington Post 11 Apr 13

President Obama issued a strong defense of federal employees in the budget he released Wednesday, along with something they have not seen
lately - a pay raise. 

Stay Cool. Call North Korea's Bluff. from New York Times 10 Apr 13

NORTH KOREA is a tiny dictatorship with a bankrupt economy, but its leaders are remarkably adept at manipulating global public opinion. In



recent weeks, we have been exposed to yet another brilliant example of their skill.

Benghazi's Portent And The Decline Of U.S. Military Strength from Wall Street Journal 10 Apr 13

Ten more Marines per ship won't matter if there aren't ships in the Mediterranean Sea to deploy from.

Slain Diplomat From River Forest Was A Girl With An Adventurous Mind from Chicago Tribune 10 Apr 13

Before she was a young U.S. foreign service officer stationed in Afghanistan, before she and others were blown up by a bomb, before she was
eulogized at Fenwick High School on Tuesday, Anne Smedinghoff was a girl. 

What's Missing From The Pentagon's Budget? A Reality Check from Bloomberg.com 10 Apr 13

Call it the budget of denial. The Obama administration's $526.6 billion Pentagon budget request for the 2014 fiscal year arrived two months late
and $52 billion over the spending caps. 

Margaret Thatcher's Revolution from Washington Post 9 Apr 13

Thatcher demolished the two conservative pillars of British society: the labor unions that held the parliamentary Labor Party in bondage, and the
upper-class Tory leaders who resembled the benign but hapless relics of "Downton Abbey." 

Isolation Deepens For North Korea from Wall Street Journal 9 Apr 13

North Korea's 30-something leader, Kim Jong Eun, may well be inexperienced, delusional and even a bit crazy. He also isn't entirely irrational if
he's feeling hemmed in and isolated. From North Korea's perspective, the neighborhood in which the new leader operates has gotten distinctly
tougher in just the past few months. 

Iran Heeds Israel's Warning Of Uranium *Red Line* from Washington Post 9 Apr 13

...proponents of diplomacy over war with Iran can thank a man they have often ridiculed or reviled: Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. 

The Military Prep School Scam from New York Times 9 Apr 13

Incredibly, even the Naval Academy, the Air Force Academy and West Point, charged with training the next generation of military leaders,
systematically abandon their standards and admissions processes when a good athlete is within reach. 

A Model For Curtailing Nuclear Proliferation from Washington Times 8 Apr 13

As the world's largest uranium producer, we support the peaceful use of nuclear power. No other country can match our achievement of voluntary
denuclearization after we inherited the world's fourth-largest nuclear arsenal in 1991, when the USSR was dissolved.

The Trouble With Drones from New York Times 8 Apr 13

The Obama administration has floated a plan to shift drone operations from the Central Intelligence Agency to the military. This is supposed to
make targeted killings of suspected terrorists more transparent and accountable, but so far it looks as if it would be a marginal improvement. 

Nations With Nuclear Options from The Guardian (UK) 5 Apr 13

It remains an open question where North Korea’s belligerence towards South Korea and the United States is actually leading.

Deportation Policies Result In Banished Veterans from U-T San Diego 5 Apr 13

Fabian Rebolledo – a veteran of the U.S. Army – lives right across the border in Mexico. He can see downtown San Diego’s skyline down the
coast, but he may never enter the United States again. Rebolledo is one of at least 16 veterans of the American armed forces currently living in the
Tijuana-Rosarito area who have been permanently deported from the United States. They call themselves Banished Veterans. 

Fix The Sequester Before It's Too Late from Baltimore Sun 5 Apr 13

...because of the unwillingness of some members of Congress to work across the aisle to address our deficit problem in a balanced way, a series of
automatic spending cuts known as sequestration have now gone into effect. This irrational process of cutting our lowest and highest priorities
equally could have serious, negative consequences for job creation and economic growth in our state. 



Iran's Incitement To Genocide from Washington Post 5 Apr 13

Over the years, Americans have come to discount statements on Israel and Zionism by Iran's President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. Repetition has
rendered them unremarkable. 

Gun Control At The U.N. from Wall Street Journal 5 Apr 13

A treaty that the worst governments will simply ignore.

The Limits Of Military Power from New York Times 4 Apr 13

Chuck Hagel gave his first major policy address as secretary of defense and devoted a good amount of space to a fundamental issue: the
parameters of conventional military power. 

Hagel Pulls Rank - With Caution - On Thinning The Ranks from Washington Post 4 Apr 13

Chuck Hagel was taking questions at Fort McNair on Wednesday after his first major speech as defense secretary when a man rose to ask about
his recent comments on North Korea. 

A Rational Approach To Managing The Spread Of Nuclear Weapons: Deterrence from Washington Post 4 Apr 13

Is the United States entering a period in which it has to learn to live with "the bomb," as in the spread of nuclear weapons? 

The Defense Department’s One Smart Pay Trim from Washington Post 4 Apr 13

The new Secretary of Defense has elected to give back the equivalent of 14 days of his pay -- or $10,750 of his $199,700 salary, Reuters reports --
to the government.

Federal Leadership On The Decline, Report Says from Washington Post 4 Apr 13

Why can't Uncle Sam do a better job of managing his agencies? Look to leadership. 

How China Enables N. Korea's Mischief from New York Daily News 3 Apr 13

Washington is looking to China to rein in the North Koreans. Unfortunately, Beijing has been busy giving the Kim regime the means to rock the
world.

Calling Kim's Bluff from Wall Street Journal 3 Apr 13

North Korea is manufacturing a crisis to extort more cash.

Sorting Out The Syrian Opposition from Washington Post 3 Apr 13

As the decisive battle for Damascus approaches, the array of Syrian opposition forces facing President Bashar al-Assad appears to share one
common trait: Most of the major rebel groups have strong Islamic roots and backing from Muslim neighbors. 

Did Putin Sink Cyprus? from New York Times 3 Apr 13

How did so much Russian money end up in Cyprus? 

A Tale Of Two Oil Spills from Wall Street Journal 2 Apr 13

Greens fret over pipeline leaks but are mute about train derailments. 

Drone Policy Hurts The US's Image In Yemen from Washington Post 2 Apr 13

Most news out of the Middle East these days is dispiriting: the devastating civil war in Syria, the autocratic nature of Muslim Brotherhood rule in
Egypt, continued militia activity in Libya, a coalition collapse in Tunisia. Less discussed, and surprisingly positive, is the political situation in
Yemen. 

Cyprus Was Not An Exception from New York Times 2 Apr 13

Cyprus is not the only such country in the euro zone. Luxembourg and Malta, which have established themselves as tax havens serving big global
corporations and the superrich, have banking systems that are even larger. Luxembourg's bank assets are a staggering 22 times its gross domestic



product, and Maltese bank assets clock in at eight times the size of its economy. 

A Pacific Island Prefers Chinese Investment To US Welfare from Wall Street Journal 2 Apr 13

For decades, American aid did little but promote dependency. Now here comes a Chinese entrepreneur.

Another Day, Another Commission from Washington Post 2 Apr 13

"We've got to change, at some level, our compensation structure." That's Gen. Martin Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who, along
with Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel, was speaking about the military's budget challenges at a Pentagon news conference Thursday. 

The Tar Sands Disaster from New York Times 1 Apr 13

IF President Obama blocks the Keystone XL pipeline once and for all, he'll do Canada a favor. 

What The Iraq War Taught Me About Syria from Washington Post 1 Apr 13

The 10th anniversary of the invasion of Iraq has prompted plenty of analysis of the mistakes made there, along with a few tendentious claims that
"the same people" who supported war in Iraq are now pressing for U.S. intervention in Syria. I'm one of those people. So, to paraphrase the
polemicists: Did I learn nothing from the last decade? Do I want to repeat the Iraq "fiasco"? 

On The Economy, Think Long-Term from New York Times 1 Apr 13

THE 2009 economic stimulus package has come and gone. So, too, have the temporary payroll tax cuts of 2011-12. Most of the Bush-era tax cuts,
in addition, have been made permanent. Yet the lasting effects of these policies have been meager. 

At The UN, Iran Is A Powerhouse, Not A Pariah from Wall Street Journal 1 Apr 13

President Obama likes to describes Iran as "isolated." But there is nothing lonely about Iran's berth at the United Nations, where in the corridors
and on the boards of powerful agencies, the Islamic Republic has been cultivating its own mini-empire. 

Why Hamid Karzai Is Confused from Washington Post 29 Mar 13

For most Americans, Afghan President Hamid Karzai's words and actions are difficult to understand and hard to accept.

It's Time To Decide On Afghanistan from Washington Post 29 Mar 13

The United States has problems in Afghanistan, with the Taliban, Pakistan and Afghan President Hamid Karzai. The Obama administration is
making them worse by dilatory decision-making about how many U.S. troops will remain there after 2014. 

Why U.S. Spies Are Falling Short In Syria from Time 29 Mar 13

If there were any doubt about how confusing the civil war is in Syria, it should be put to rest by the bafflement over an alleged gas attack near
Aleppo. It supposedly occurred on March 19, but that's all we know.

What Really Happened In Jerusalem from Washington Post 29 Mar 13

So what was the point of Obama's Jerusalem speech encouraging young Israelis to make peace, a speech the media drooled over? It was mere
rhetoric, a sideshow meant to soften the impact on the Arab side of the really important event of Obama's trip: the major recalibration of his
position on the peace process. 

U.S. Takes On The Role Of Missile Mediator from Washington Post 28 Mar 13

The United States has quietly taken on the huge task of trying to organize regional ballistic missile defense networks, not only among NATO
countries but also among nations in East Asia and the Middle East. 

How Iran Could Get The Bomb Overnight from Wall Street Journal 28 Mar 13

Building a nuclear weapon takes time. Buying one does not.

Army Strong from ForeignPolicy.com 28 Mar 13

Actually, Lt. Gen. Barno, the best and the brightest are staying in uniform.



Congress's Institutional Forfeit from Washington Post 28 Mar 13

As America tiptoes toward a fourth intervention in an opaque and uncontrollable conflict -- now Syria, after Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya --
Webb's words require two minor modifications: Obama has demonstrated a power, not an authority; only the Constitution authorizes. And, as
Webb understands, Obama has been able to do so only because Congress, over many years, has become too supine to wield its constitutional
powers. 

Looking For Leadership from Wall Street Journal 28 Mar 13

The upwelling of support for the new pope, Francis, was about more than the Catholic Church. It reflected a felt need that what the secular world
could use now, but does not have, is leadership. It is a yearning born of experience: When poorly led, the world tends toward disorder. 

A New Syria Must Have U.S. Support from Washington Post 27 Mar 13

The United States and its partners can support the mainstream Syrian opposition in establishing a legitimate, functioning government on liberated
Syrian soil. 

Caution, Curves Ahead from New York Times 27 Mar 13

There are mounting reports that the U.S. is getting more deeply involved in supporting the Syrian rebels trying to topple President Bashar al-
Assad. 

Down To The Wire from New York Times 27 Mar 13

We are now approaching the 11th hour for an international treaty intended to keep conventional weapons out of the hands of unscrupulous
regimes, militants and criminals. 

Justice Flunks Math from New York Times 27 Mar 13

ITALY'S highest court on Tuesday overturned the acquittal of Amanda Knox, accused of the 2007 murder of Meredith Kercher, a 21-year-old
British woman who was Knox's roommate in Perugia, Italy, at the time.

How The Lost Girls Became The Forgotten Girls from Boston Globe 27 Mar 13

On Sunday, "60 Minutes" is scheduled to air the story of The Lost Boys of Sudan, the thousands of South Sudanese orphaned children whose
1,000-mile trek through East Africa shone a spotlight on the genocidal brutality of the North Sudanese regime more than two decades ago. 

On The Hill, They're Not Heeding The Lessons Of War from Washington Post 26 Mar 13

Syria may show how little some U.S. political leaders have learned from 10 years of warfare in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

A Tug Of War Over Syria's Future from Washington Post 26 Mar 13

e moderate political and military command structure the United States has been trying to foster within the Syrian opposition appears to be
fracturing, a victim of regional tension.

U.S. Must Set Conditions For Remaining In Afghanistan from Bloomberg 25 Mar 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and Afghan President Hamid Karzai had plenty to discuss Monday, when Kerry dropped by Kabul for an
unannounced visit.

A Marine Volunteers--For A Pay Cut from Wall Street Journal 25 Mar 13

Start with the officers. Start with those who are single and childless. Start with me.

Rethinking U.S. Security Strategy from International Herald Tribune 25 Mar 13

America's next security blueprint may mean greater burden-sharing for Washington's allies and partners.

Release The Torture Report from Washington Post 25 Mar 13

The Democrats on the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence have bequeathed to the lucky few with clearances a 6,000-page report on the



Central Intelligence Agency's enhanced interrogation program.

Current Korean Tension Could Be A Volatile Brew from Stars and Stripes 25 Mar 13

North Korea has never been short on bluster, and tensions on the Korean Peninsula are always simmering, waiting to boil. But the current
confluence of events raises concerns that it wouldn't take much of a spark to set off a confrontation that could quickly spiral out of control. 

Contingency OperationsAre the Pentagon and the GOP finally embracing defense cuts? from ForeignPolicy.com 22 Mar 13

Sequestration, complete with furloughs for some civil servants, is on its way. And it is going to set defense planning on a different trajectory.
Rather than being a "meat axe" or "Armageddon," sequestration may turn out to be just the kind of wake-up call the Pentagon needed. 

America's Nuclear Deterrent--And Defenses--Are Eroding Fast from Wall Street Journal 22 Mar 13

The president hasn't fulfilled his promises to modernize, with potentially dire results

Our Fruitless Quest For Missile Defense from Chicago Tribune 22 Mar 13

Foreign policy is often a form of theater, with elaborate rituals and pretenses that no one takes too literally. But rarely have the gimmicks of
stagecraft been as obvious as in the latest standoff between North Korea and the United States. 

Current Tensions On Korean Peninsula Could Be Volatile Brew from Stars and Stripes 21 Mar 13

North Korea has never been short on bluster, and tensions on the Korean peninsula are always on simmer, waiting to boil. But the current
confluence of events raises concerns that it wouldn't take much of a spark to set off a confrontation that could quickly spiral out of control. 

Lessons From The War In Iraq Are There For The Heeding from Washington Post 21 Mar 13

Do nations learn from mistakes? 

Blunders To Remember from Washington Post 21 Mar 13

Ten years ago this week, I was covering the U.S. military as it began its assault on Iraq. As I read back now over my clips, I see a few useful
warnings about the difficulties ahead. But I owe readers an apology for being wrong on the overriding question of whether the war made sense. 

5 Myths About Government Shutdown from Chicago Tribune 21 Mar 13

President Barack Obama and Congress have until March 27 to reach a budget agreement to avert a government shutdown. 

The Sequester Is An Overhaul Opportunity from Wall Street Journal 21 Mar 13

A top-to-bottom reform of the federal bureaucracy would yield massive savings.

The Best Mideast Intentions from Wall Street Journal 21 Mar 13

Obama reassures Israel, but peace in Palestine seems a distant hope.

What America Learned In Iraq from New York Times 20 Mar 13

THE costs of the second Iraq war, which began 10 years ago this week, are staggering: nearly 4,500 Americans killed and more than 30,000
wounded, many grievously; tens of thousands of innocent Iraqis wounded or killed; more than $2 trillion in direct government expenditures; and
the significant weakening of the major regional counterweight to Iran and consequent strengthening of that country’s position and ambitions.
Great powers rarely make national decisions that explode so quickly and completely in their face. 

On Balance, The Iraq War Was Worth It from Boston Globe 20 Mar 13

Ten years ago this week, the United States led an invasion of Iraq with the explicit purpose of overthrowing Saddam Hussein. The preceding
months had been filled with vehement protests against the impending war, expressed in editorials, in advertisements, and in rallies so vast that
some of them made it into the Guinness Book of World Records. With so many people against the invasion, who supported it? 

American Withdrawal And Global Disorder from Wall Street Journal 20 Mar 13

As Obama ends U.S. security guarantees, nuclear weapons and violence will spread.



Showing Some *Flexibility*? from Washington Post 20 Mar 13

The administration yanks a missile that had upset Russia.

Iraq: Where Terrorists Go To School from New York Times 20 Mar 13

IRAQ, President George W. Bush said in 2003, was a "central front" in the war on terrorism. He was wrong, but prescient. Iraq has become a front
for militant extremism - a front the United States created. 

Inter-American Commission on Human Rights must be protected from Miami Herald 19 Mar 13

The democracies of our hemisphere must continue to stand for justice, transparency, the rule of law and human dignity in our region and beyond.
When the nations of the Americas gather at the Organization of American States (OAS) in Washington this week, they will determine whether
their citizens will continue to have on their side a proven and impartial champion of human rights... The United States’ position on this is clear:
We must now stand together to defend and fully fund the organization that has defended us for so long. 

A Goal For Obama In Israel: Finding Some Overlap On Iran from New York Times 19 Mar 13

If President Obama's most obvious goal on his trip to Israel this week is to forge a connection with the Israeli people, his challenge behind closed
doors is to persuade Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu that he can rely on the United States to take care of Iran. 

President Obama's To-do List For His Middle East Trip from Washington Post 19 Mar 13

Mr. Obama's interest lies in persuading Israel not to launch unilateral operations but rather to trust that the United States will intervene when and
if that is needed.

For Congress, Common Ground On The Wrong Front from Washington Post 19 Mar 13

House Republicans and Democrats agree they are not going to let the Obama White House cut defense spending by permitting any more reduction
in excess military facilities. 

The Price Of Dithering from Washington Post 19 Mar 13

The Obama administration's fear of blowback in Syria - weapons falling into the hands of jihadists and other bad guys - can be avoided in only
one sure way: Throw America's support behind Bashar al-Assad, the vile dictator the White House wants gone.

It's well past time to write down the rules of war from Washington Post 18 Mar 13

In choice of both topic and foil, Rand Paul's now legendary Senate filibuster was a stroke of political genius. The topic was, ostensibly, very
narrow: Does the president have the constitutional authority to put a drone-launched Hellfire missile through your kitchen - you, a good citizen of
Topeka to whom POTUS might have taken a dislike - while you're cooking up a pot roast? 

Disarming The Good Guys from Wall Street Journal 18 Mar 13

Europe figures out its Syrian arms embargo has only helped Assad. As the Syrian civil war continues and 70,000 deaths later, the West is
beginning to wake up to its abdications. The Europeans are even figuring out that their arms embargo has achieved nothing but help Iranian-
backed strongman Bashar Assad stay in power. 

Aiding The Enemy Isn't Journalism from Wall Street Journal 18 Mar 13

It looks as if Pfc. Bradley Manning and Julian Assange will go down in history as outliers, not trend setters. There have been no copycat leaks of
massive quantities of diplomatic and intelligence documents, despite how easy the Internet makes it to leak and the fact that more than four
million Americans have clearance to access government secrets. 

Free Speech Under Fire In Latin America from Washington Post 17 Mar 13

The assault on the free press is by no means limited to Venezuela. In Argentina, President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner also has been trying to
silence critical media, including leading newspapers such as La Nación, Clarín and Perfil. Last month her commerce minister ordered private
supermarkets and appliance retailers, including Wal-Mart and Carrefour, to stop their media advertising for two months. 



What Most Of U.S. Learned In Iraq from Chicago Tribune 17 Mar 13

Ten years ago this week, Americans were about to be introduced to a strange new concept, as they awaited the U.S. war to bring regime change in
Iraq. Coined by American military officers, it encapsulated a situation in which everything went right until everything went wrong. The term was
"catastrophic success." 

No More Secret Law On Drones from Washington Post 15 Mar 13

Obama should disclose the legal justifications for targeting U.S. citizens

Painful Military Issue Needs Focus from Omaha World-Herald 15 Mar 13

To members of the U.S. armed forces, the concepts of duty and honor are well known. Safeguarding those values requires strong steps to address
sexual assaults in the military ranks. 

To Hell With Karzai from TheDailyBeast.com 14 Mar 13

The Afghan president sticks his verbal bayonet in Hagel's and America's eyes, and what do we do, again? Nothing! writes Leslie H. Gelb.

Domestic Politics, Pyongyang-Style from New York Times 14 Mar 13

ON Monday, North Korea declared that it had nullified the 1953 armistice that ended the Korean War, a new level of bellicosity that raised, at
least on paper, the potential for the resumption of armed conflict on the peninsula. 

Death To Whistle-Blowers? from New York Times 14 Mar 13

...national security leaks may subject the leakers to a capital prosecution or at least life imprisonment. Anyone who holds freedom of the press
dear should shudder at the threat that the prosecution's theory presents to journalists, their sources and the public that relies on them. 

OPPENHEIMER: Argentine pope could impact politics in Latin America from Miami Herald 14 Mar 13

My opinion: Francis may not have the same political impact on Latin America as John Paul II had on Eastern Europe ... Even if he does not
become a political activist but travels to Latin America with the message of national reconciliation he preached in Argentina — calling the bluff
of populist leaders who create a climate of political polarization to present themselves as saviors of the fatherland and stay in power indefinitely
— it would be a great step forward. 

Phasing Out from ForeignPolicy.com 14 Mar 13

Time for Obama to scuttle the plan to shoot down non-existent Iranian ICBMs.

Useful Idiots, Then And Now from Boston Globe 13 Mar 13

...a reason for puzzlement and despair is the enthusiastic applause for Stalin by influential American liberals when he was at the height of his
bloody reign - and the willingness of similar propagandists, naifs, and true believers today to sing the praises of other thugs and dictators. 

Is Any Hope Left For Mideast Peace? from New York Times 13 Mar 13

WHAT should Barack Obama, who is to visit Israel next Wednesday for the first time in his presidency, do about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict? 

Preventing An Arctic Cold War from New York Times 13 Mar 13

...while there has been cooperation on extracting the region's oil, gas and mineral deposits, and exploiting its fisheries, there has been little effort
to develop legal mechanisms to prevent or adjudicate conflict. The potential for such conflict is high, even though tensions are now low. 

Chinese "Hackers" Is A Misnomer. They're Spies. from Wall Street Journal 13 Mar 13

In moving cybersecurity "to the forefront of our agenda," Mr. Donilon noted that he wasn't referring to "ordinary cybercrime or hacking." He
called on Beijing to recognize the importance of cyber issues, take "serious steps" to investigate Chinese cyber intrusions, and engage in a
"constructive dialogue" to define "acceptable norms of behavior in cyberspace."

Invitation To A Dialogue: Deterring North Korea To the Editor: from New York Times 13 Mar 13

In the last few months, North Korea has tested a more powerful nuclear weapon and a three-stage rocket that could reach targets on the West



Coast. As the country works to combine these technologies into a long-range nuclear intercontinental ballistic missile, the United States should be
taking concrete steps to better protect its citizens. 

The Caribbean after Chavez from Trinidad Express 12 Mar 13

New mutually beneficial arrangements with Venezuela and other oil and gas producers in all the Americas should be part of the joint strategy that
is considered, as well as investment in renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, and hydro and geo-thermal power. In the meantime, let us
salute Hugo Chavez. Whatever the polarised attitudes towards him in his own country, he made a meaningful contribution to many countries of
the Caribbean, and he embodied a fearlessness on the hemispheric and international scene that we would be grudging not to acknowledge and
admire. 

Who Will Stop Kicking The Fiscal Can Down The Road? from Washington Post 12 Mar 13

Can Congress function as a legitimate partner with the executive branch in dealing with the nation's fiscal problems? 

Prepare For Endgame In North Korea from Financial Times 12 Mar 13

The US and China should pool ideas on the nuclear threat

The Post-Karzai Era from Washington Post 12 Mar 13

In about a year, U.S. officials will have a new partner in Afghanistan.

Unholy Alliance from New York Times 12 Mar 13

Some horrific events over the past few months, including the shooting of a Pakistani schoolgirl and the rape and murder of a young Indian
physiotherapy student, should have been an alert for the world to unite in preventing violence against women. 

What The Drone Debate Obscures from Politico.com 11 Mar 13

... As the technological ease of drone strikes has been increasing — killing suspected terrorists with video-game-like effortlessness — so, too,
have the legal difficulties of detaining terrorism suspects, to the point that the Obama administration has effectively given up attempting to detain
terrorism suspects at all.

Wanted: Ph.D.s Who Can Win A Bar Fight from ForeignPolicy.com 11 Mar 13

How to reform the Pentagon for 'light footprint' interventions.

Yes, Defense Secretary Is A *Policy-Making Position* from Wall Street Journal 11 Mar 13

As someone who once served in the same capacity at the Pentagon, I can attest that being the defense secretary requires making policy whether or
not the incumbent thinks it's part of the job description. 

When To Say No from New York Times 11 Mar 13

The State Department's latest environmental assessment of the controversial Keystone XL oil pipeline makes no recommendation about whether
President Obama should approve it. Here is ours.

Why We Give Foreign Aid from Washington Post 8 Mar 13

Sequestration is not the best time to be doling out foreign aid, surely the most unpopular item in the federal budget. Especially when the recipient
is President Mohamed Morsi of Egypt. 

Obama In Israel: The Start Of A New Era? from Los Angeles Times 8 Mar 13

This is why I greatly appreciate President Obama's decision to come to Israel despite all the serious issues he faces in America. His visit could
mark the beginning of a new era in the struggle to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Because it is crucial to make the most of it, I am taking
the liberty of offering four suggestions to the president as he prepares for his trip. 

Benghazi Cover-up Continues, Nearly Six Months Later from Washington Times 8 Mar 13

So far, though, no additional useful information has been released. Further, the testimony of former Secretary of Defense Leon E. Panetta and



Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Martin Dempsey on Feb. 7 before the Senate Armed Services Committee only raised more
questions. The cloud of a cover-up continues. 

The Enduring Legacy Of Despots from Washington Post 8 Mar 13

I don't know what happened in Hugo Chavez's room when he died, 60 years to the very day after Stalin, though I doubt it was anything quite so
dramatic. Chavez wasn't a mass murderer, after all, though he did an enormous amount of damage to his country's judiciary, to its press, to its
public life and to its ever more oil-dependent economy.

Nuclear Groundhog Day from Chicago Tribune 7 Mar 13

In the 1993 movie "Groundhog Day," Bill Murray plays a character who is doomed to repeat the same day over and over again. Western diplomats
negotiating with Iran over its nuclear program must be having the same experience.

A Department That's More Special Than Others from Washington Post 7 Mar 13

The Defense Department gets special budgetary treatment, and the Pentagon’s fiscal 2013 appropriations bill in the House’s Continuing
Resolution that passed Wednesday proves the point. 

In Egypt, Sliding Toward Ruin from Washington Post 7 Mar 13

The wolf is two or three months from Egypt's door, top U.S. officials believe. Meanwhile, the country is facing increasing political turmoil, with
riots Tuesday in Port Said that left 50 wounded. Morsi's government sent a new proposal to the IMF last week, but it may fall short of the IMF's
reform targets, further delaying action. 

The Case For B-lister Diplomacy from USA Today 6 Mar 13

Why do reclusive strongmen love celebrities past their prime? 

Hugo Chávez from Wall Street Journal 6 Mar 13

Yet when the Chávez era finally drew to a close Tuesday with his death from cancer at age 58, life for Venezuelans had only become worse. As
life stories go, the lesson of Chávez's is to beware charismatic demagogues peddling socialist policies at home and revolution abroad. 

Next Steps In Reducing Nuclear Risks from Wall Street Journal 6 Mar 13

Every American president since the end of World War II has sought to come to grips with the unique security risks and challenges associated with
nuclear weapons. The specter of a nuclear war, accident, proliferation or terrorism has led to serious and sustained efforts to control, reduce and
eliminate nuclear risks. Over the decades, progress has been made in reducing nuclear weapons, and bringing about international agreements on
nonproliferation.

Come Home, America from New York Times 5 Mar 13

EVERYONE talks about getting out of Iraq and Afghanistan. But what about Germany and Japan? The sequester - $85 billion this year in across-
the-board budget cuts, about half of which will come from the Pentagon - gives Americans an opportunity to discuss a question we've put off too
long: Why we are still fighting World War II? 

The Evolving Terror Threat from Wall Street Journal 5 Mar 13

As France announces plans to stand down in Mali and the United States builds a new drone base in neighboring Niger, the conflict formerly
known as the global war on terror is spreading and intensifying. 

A Scientist's Misguided Crusade from New York Times 5 Mar 13

Last Friday, at 3:40 p.m., the State Department released its "Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement" for the highly contentious
Keystone XL pipeline, which Canada hopes to build to move its tar sands oil to refineries in the United States. In effect, the statement said there
were no environmental impediments that would prevent President Obama from approving the pipeline. 

Budget Cuts And Bombs from Washington Post 5 Mar 13

General belt-tightening, followed by more belt-tightening with sequestration, is forcing the nation's multibillion-dollar nuclear weapons complex



to realize that the free-spending days of the Cold War are over. 

Think Again: The Pentagon from Foreign Policy 5 Mar 13

The military's Chicken Littles want you to think the sky is falling. Don't believe them: America has never been safer.

Don’t Shortchange Our National Security from Politico.com 5 Mar 13

As the president and Congress deal with fiscal uncertainties and shrinking budgets, the challenges we face around the world are not waiting on
hold. Violence in Syria continues to mount, insurgents in Mali are growing, and saber rattling in North Korea threatens stability in Asia. The stark
budget realities at home make it abundantly clear we must be strategic in our priorities, and one thing we cannot afford to shortchange is our
national security. 

The End Of A Human Rights Heavyweight? from Washington Post 4 Mar 13

How are liberal institutions destroyed? These days, no military coup is necessary. Instead, cynical and determined rulers aim to corrupt rather than
abolish independent courts, legislatures and media - and their defenders are too divided, too weak or too distracted to respond effectively. 

No More Keystone Excuses from Wall Street Journal 4 Mar 13

Will Obama side with science and jobs, or with green religionists?

US Focuses On Syrian Rebels, But What About Refugees? from Boston Globe 4 Mar 13

There is no longer one Syria. There are two: The war-torn lands within Syria's physical borders, and a second one represented by its refugees
scattered throughout the Middle East. The exclusive focus on the how much and what kind of aid the United States gives to the Syrian rebels - and
on whether they will win their war against President Bashar Assad - is a dangerous fixation.

Kerry Talks Syria, Iran In Saudi Arabia from Associated Press 4 Mar 13

.S. Secretary of State John Kerry, in Saudi Arabia for talks with Saudi and Gulf Arab officials, said Monday the window of opportunity for a
diplomatic solution to the Iranian nuclear problem "cannot by definition remain open indefinitely." 

Biden May Take On Expanded Role In Foreign Policy In Second Term from New York Times 4 Mar 13

When Secretary of State John Kerry was scrambling last week to prevent the leader of the Syrian opposition from boycotting a meeting with him
in Rome - a snub that could have spoiled his maiden voyage as the nation's chief diplomat - he leaned on an old Senate colleague to help him out:
Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. 

Help For Syrian Rebels from New York Times 1 Mar 13

As the Syrian war continues, there is growing pressure to become more involved. An estimated 70,000 Syrians have been killed and nearly one
million have fled the country. Al Qaeda-linked foreign jihadists are gaining ground among rebel forces.

Is The US Kowtowing To Iran In Nuclear Talks? from Washington Post 1 Mar 13

THE MOST interesting public result of the latest talks with Iran on its nuclear program was the claim by Tehran's chief negotiator, Saeed Jalili,
that the new negotiating proposal from the United States and five partners was a possible "turning point" in what has been nearly a decade of
fruitless diplomacy. 

Zero Dark Zero from New York Times 1 Mar 13

A minister in the outgoing Israeli government put it to me bluntly during a recent visit to Israel: "For the first time in these elections, the
Palestinians did not come into it." 

A 40-Year Quest For Justice from New York Times 1 Mar 13

FOR the past month, tens of thousands of Bangladeshis have filled Shahbagh Square here, demanding justice for crimes committed in 1971, when
Bangladesh (formerly East Pakistan) attained its independence from Pakistan. 

The US May Not Have Money For Infrastructure Repairs, But Afghanistan Does from Washington Post 1 Mar 13



President Obama's "Fix-It-First" program to repair bridges, proposed in his State of the Union address on Feb. 12, may be getting a test run in
Afghanistan. 

The Return Of The Euro Crisis from Washington Post 1 Mar 13

The euro crisis is back. Actually, it never left. But there was an extended period, beginning last summer, when Europe's political, business and
media elites convinced themselves that the worst had passed.

Washington's Last Chance To Help Syria from Washington Post 28 Feb 13

IN HIS first trip as secretary of state, John F. Kerry has been raising expectations that the Obama administration will soon take new action to help
the Syrian opposition. President Obama, he said Monday in London, "is currently evaluating precisely what steps we will take in order to . . . lead
on this important issue."

Turkey, The Unhelpful Ally from New York Times 28 Feb 13

...this rosy vision of a moderate and secular Syria after Mr. Assad's downfall will not be achieved if the United States continues to depend on
regional allies that have little interest in such an outcome. 

The Challenge From China from Washington Post 28 Feb 13

Secretary of State John Kerry's first foreign trip is an impressive swing through nine countries in Europe and the Middle East. But I wonder if he
should instead have visited just two countries, China and Japan.

Military's Limits Show Need For America's Neglected Weapon from Boston Globe 28 Feb 13

But if Washington wants to emphasize diplomacy and reserve the military for crises of last resort, it will have to counter two sharply negative
trends that have nearly hollowed out our diplomatic strength in recent years.

The Secret To Reviving The Arab Spring's Promise: Property Rights from Wall Street Journal 27 Feb 13

The protests that toppled governments were fueled by anger over the lack of a basic element in market economies.

Sequestration Stupidity from Washington Post 27 Feb 13

The sequester slated to begin taking effect Friday is a particularly mindless form of an already stupid policy, poised to inflict a kind of blindfolded
austerity at a time when unemployment remains high. 

Why There Will Be No New Bretton Woods from Wall Street Journal 27 Feb 13

China, Japan and South Korea agree on little these days. Yet they seem increasingly united in the belief that their economic sovereignty—their
ability to control inflows and outflows of capital, and the consequences for their economies—is hostage to imprudent policy innovations coming
from the U.S. Federal Reserve. 

An Eerie Silence On Cybersecurity from New York Times 27 Feb 13

Apart from a few companies like Google, which revealed that Chinese hackers had tried to read its users' e-mail messages, American companies
have been disturbingly silent about cyberattacks on their computer systems - apparently in fear that this disclosure will unnerve customers and
shareholders and invite lawsuits and unwanted scrutiny from the government. 

When Doing Nothing Is A Policy from Washington Post 26 Feb 13

The president's refusal to do anything material to end the Syrian civil war is a policy long suspected of having two elements - fear of blowback
and fear of the nightly news. 

*Nuclear Zero* Offers Nothing Worth Having from Wall Street Journal 26 Feb 13

The president not only wants to cut missiles, he also is neglecting a promised modernization program.

In Putin's Russia, Shooting The Messenger from New York Times 26 Feb 13

WHAT is the difference between Dmitri A. Medvedev and Vladimir V. Putin, Russia's tag-teaming presidents? It's the difference between



officially asking experts for unvarnished advice, and punishing those experts for giving it. 

Keystone Is Responsible Oil Sands Development: Column from USA Today 25 Feb 13

The Keystone XL pipeline will further cement the strong bond between Alberta and the U.S. and is important in developing a safe, secure North
American energy partnership. 

The Case for Arming Syrian Rebels from Wall Street Journal 25 Feb 13

Wars are ugly. They are deadly. They have unintended consequences and spillover effects. And yet, sometimes, putting a thumb on the scales of
war is the lesser evil. Sometimes, dealing in arms is the right thing to do. 

Who Has Abe's Back? from Wall Street Journal 25 Feb 13

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's visit to Washington last Friday bore fruit in several ways....Perhaps most encouraging was the Prime
Minister's optimistic message: I am back and so is Japan. 

Will Mexico Welcome Wildcatters? from Wall Street Journal 25 Feb 13

Can newly inaugurated Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto, of the PRI (Institutional Revolutionary Party), do any better by the Mexican
people? Last week I sat down with MIT-educated Finance Minister Luis Videgaray, who is widely viewed as the economic brains of the Peña
Nieto operation, to try to find out.

The West Should Support Japan's Recovery from Washington Post 22 Feb 13

BAD AS IT has been, the global economic crisis that began five years ago could have been a lot worse if major countries had responded with
protectionist tariffs or deliberate export-boosting currency devaluations. Instead, there's been little back-sliding on free trade, and the United
States and Europe have begun talks to make it freer. 

Cooling The Tunisia Crisis from Washington Post 22 Feb 13

On Tuesday, the prime minister of the Islamist-led government resigned after his own party refused to allow the appointment of a new,
nonpartisan cabinet in response to the assassination of an opposition political leader. Though the streets of Tunis remain relatively calm, the risk is
growing that uncompromising leaders will plunge the country into turmoil. 

Obama Needs A Plan B For Syria from Washington Post 22 Feb 13

...rather than forging a new direction on Syria policy, the Obama administration is poised to repeat mistakes of the past. 

Sequester Or Not, Pentagon Must Face Fiscal Reality, Too from Boston Globe 22 Feb 13

ON MARCH 1, absent a legislative fix that still seems unlikely, the fiscal ax will fall on every facet of the US government. The so- called
"sequester" will automatically chop $85 billion from all discretionary spending...

Wooing Russia - And Its Influence from Washington Post 21 Feb 13

The administration is exploring ways to engage Russia as President Obama begins his second term. At the top of the list are the biggest U.S.
headaches - Syria, Iran and North Korea.

The Assassin at the Door from 21 Feb 13

A Danish free-speech advocate on the day a gunman disguised as a postal worker tried to kill him. 

A Trans-Atlantic Grand Bargain from New York Times 21 Feb 13

President Obama and European Union leaders last week kick-started an ambitious effort to negotiate a free-trade agreement that would cover
nearly half of the world's economy.

COMMENTARY: Experiments in legalisation are showing what a post-war approach to drug control could look like from The
Economist 21 Feb 13

Change is coming because the “war on drugs” is being convincingly won by drugs, and the powerful criminal gangs who deal in them.



China's Cybergames from New York Times 20 Feb 13

Two recent developments, however, should raise the political costs for China and may cause it to alter its calculus. Refusal to change its conduct
could make its relations with the United States even more difficult than they are.

A Team Of Rivals On Syria from Los Angeles Times 20 Feb 13

Syria is still mired in a bloody stalemate, with more civilians killed every day, but Clinton, Petraeus and Panetta are out, and the president is
relying on a different set of advisors. The two most important will be his new secretary of State, John F. Kerry, and his soon-to-be-confirmed
Defense secretary, Chuck Hagel.

Moving Past Stalemate In The Middle East from Los Angeles Times 19 Feb 13

...we believe the effectiveness of the U.S. role in the region hinges on a robust and sustained policy pushing toward the resolution of the conflict
as opposed to just managing it.

How Obama Might OK Pipeline from Wall Street Journal 19 Feb 13

One of President Barack Obama's trickiest political tasks early in his second term has nothing to do with taxes, budget or the debt ceiling. Rather,
it will be his decision this spring on whether to give the go-ahead to the Keystone XL pipeline. 

Beltway Foreign Policy from New York Times 19 Feb 13

"IT is not going too far to say that American foreign policy has become completely subservient to tactical domestic political considerations." 

No Country For Old Age from New York Times 19 Feb 13

Since 2009, when China enacted a nationwide program of rural pensions, some 325 million Chinese have been promised retirement benefits.
That's more than the entire population of the United States. 

Loose Talk and Loose Money from Wall Street Journal 19 Feb 13

The G-20 concedes that central banks rule the world economy.

Build Keystone Pipeline: Our View from USA Today 18 Feb 13

Both sides make strong arguments, but after more than four years of exhaustive study, the right answer on Keystone remains: Build it. 

Why Syria's Islamists Are Gaining from New York Times 15 Feb 13

If the West and moderate Arab nations want to prevent a Taliban-style dictatorship from replacing the current Baathist regime, it’s time for them
to offer Syrians more hope.

Lone Wolf Pushes GOP To Drop Pay Freeze from Washington Post 15 Feb 13

You'd think the prospect of federal employees losing up to 20 percent of their salaries on top of a basic pay rate freeze that has already lasted more
than two years would be enough. 

House GOP: Pentagon Crying 'Wolf' On Sequester from Politico.com 14 Feb 13

The bottom line: At this point, there’s little hope the dire testimony of the nation’s top military commanders will be enough to persuade
Republicans and Democrats to set aside their differences and pass a bipartisan deal to avert the across-the-board spending cuts before they begin
taking effect on March 1. 

An Uphill Climb On Nukes from Washington Post 14 Feb 13

President Obama has plans to try to bring rationality to the nation's nuclear weapons program and thereby take the lead in attempting to rein in
nuclear proliferation. 

Military Brain Drain from ForeignPolicy.com 14 Feb 13

The Pentagon's top brass is driving away all the smart people. 



Learning To Love The Sequester from Wall Street Journal 14 Feb 13

In his State of the Union address Tuesday, President Obama played on Congress's fears that an abrupt spending sequester at a rate of about $110
billion per year ($1.1 trillion over 10 years) scheduled to begin March 1 would devastate the economy.

Rumors of (Currency) War from Wall Street Journal 14 Feb 13

G-7 finance ministers lament the rise of the monetary nationalism they all practice. 

Obama: Americans Deserve To Know More About Drone War from Reuters 14 Feb 13

President Barack Obama on Thursday promised to be more forthcoming with the American public on his administration's campaign of lethal
drone strikes amid criticism over the targeting of suspected U.S. terrorism suspects abroad. 

North Korea's Defiance from New York Times 13 Feb 13

North Korea's third nuclear weapons test has dashed any hope that its new dictator, Kim Jong-un, would be any more sensible than his father or
grandfather before him.

Don't Count On China To Bail Out The US from Wall Street Journal 13 Feb 13

With the U.S. likely to continue running substantial deficits, Americans wonder if China is going to continue buying up U.S. Treasurys. The short
answer is yes...

What Path Now For Syria? from Washington Post 13 Feb 13

Syrian opposition fighters appear to be making significant gains on the battlefield this week, following an offer by their top political leader for
negotiations with the regime of President Bashar al-Assad. 

Looking The Other Way from Washington Post 12 Feb 13

We finally have an Obama Doctrine. It is not quite the one outlined in various major speeches — Cairo, Berlin or the Greco-Roman one delivered
at the 2008 Democratic National Convention — but one that has been ingloriously revealed through news leaks and virtually coerced
congressional testimony regarding Syria: In a pinch, look the other way. 

Obama's Gift to Iran from Wall Street Journal 11 Feb 13

President Obama has with rare exceptions shunned even modest U.S. intervention abroad, and last week we learned more details of his aversion:
His chief military advisers confirmed that last year the President personally killed a plan supported by his main security advisers to arm the Syrian
rebels. 

The Pharaoh Fell, but His Poisonous Legacy Lingers from Wall Street Journal 11 Feb 13

Two years ago, on Feb. 11, 2011, the Egyptian dictator Hosni Mubarak stepped aside, overwhelmed by 18 days of protests. Silent and remote, he
had ruled for three decades. He had offered his countrymen—and powers beyond—the sole gift of stability. He was a gendarme on the banks of
the Nile. Now his country was done with him, and the vaunted stability of his near 30-year reign was torn asunder. 

The Absentee Commander In Chief from Wall Street Journal 11 Feb 13

If Americans are under attack, presidential attention must be paid. Due diligence must be demonstrated. A president must take care that his
administration does everything it can do. On Sept. 11, 2012, as Americans were under attack in Benghazi, Libya, President Obama failed in his
basic responsibility as president and commander in chief. In a crisis, the president went AWOL. 

Obama Foreign Policy Needs More Spine, Not More Spending from Bloomberg.com 11 Feb 13

Unfortunately, the Pentagon ignored for too long the threat of sequestration -- the huge spending reductions mandated by 2011's debt-ceiling
agreement -- and now is reacting in protest with headline-grabbing stunts such as reducing aircraft-carrier strength in the Persian Gulf.

Why Did Mr. Obama Overrule His Advisers On Syria? from Washington Post 8 Feb 13

WE NOW know that President Obama's national security team overwhelmingly supported providing arms to the rebels in Syria. On Thursday,



Defense Secretary Leon Panetta told a Senate committee that he and Gen. Martin Dempsey, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, backed a
plan that would have vetted, trained and armed selected opposition groups, which have been pleading for such U.S. support for more than a year.
According to the New York Times, the strategy was developed by former CIA director David H. Petraeus and supported by former secretary of
state Hillary Rodham Clinton. 

The Real Problem With Obama's Drone Memo from Wall Street 8 Feb 13

The U.S. has dropped the clarity of the rules of war for the vague balancing tests that govern cops on the beat. President Obama's antiterrorism
policies are drawing new fire after this week's leak of the administration's legal memo defending the targeted killing of Americans. According to
the Justice Department white paper obtained by NBC News, the U.S. can kill a citizen who is "continually planning attacks" for al Qaeda when an
"informed, high-ranking" official decides that the target "poses an imminent threat" and capture is "infeasible." 

A Global Cyber-crisis In Waiting from Washington Post 8 Feb 13

While Vice President Biden and Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov were dealing with Syrian rebels and other conflicts, some at the recent
Munich Security Conference were focused on a topic with much greater implications for global security: cyber threats. Unfortunately, those
conversations revealed how strikingly little has been done to create international norms of behavior in cyberspace and the means to punish those
who would deviate from them. 

America Is Back from Washington Post 7 Feb 13

For an administration whose second term is framed with the idea that America is ending two wars and doesn't want to start any new ones, Europe
is safe. This is not an administration that is seeking new enemies, or even new friends. It likes the old set of allies, especially now that they are
looking less feeble. Indeed, Biden disclosed that one of the new initiatives Obama will propose this year is a transatlantic trade and investment
zone, which encapsulates the atavistic 2013 agenda. 

The Questions Brennan Can't Dodge from New York Times 7 Feb 13

AT his confirmation hearing today, John O. Brennan, President Obama's nominee to lead the Central Intelligence Agency, is likely to face tough
questions on a host of topics: the soaring use of drone strikes, which have killed at least four Americans, one of them intentionally; his
performance as the president's counterterrorism adviser; the rise of Islamist radicalism in northern Africa; and his past comments on engagement
with Iran. 

Drone Strikes Under Scrutiny from New York Times 7 Feb 13

In more than a decade at war since Sept. 11, 2001, the United States has relied increasingly on drones to kill people away from the battlefield. It
has faced few constraints. Now an overdue push for greater accountability and transparency is gathering steam, propelled by growing unease that
America's drones strike targets in countries with whom it is not formally at war, that there are no publicly understood rules for picking targets, and
that the strikes may kill innocent civilians and harm, not help, American interests. 

Let's Lift The Veil On Rendition from Los Angeles Times 6 Feb 13

When John Brennan, the White House counter-terrorism advisor, appears Thursday at confirmation hearings to become the CIA's next director,
Americans will have a rare opportunity to learn new details about the intelligence agency's secret rendition and detention program. Brennan
served in the CIA while the George W. Bush administration was "rendering" terrorism suspects - nabbing them off streets around the world to be
secretly detained and interrogated, sometimes using torture, while in the custody of the CIA or foreign governments.

To Kill An American from New York Times 6 Feb 13

On one level, there were not too many surprises in the newly disclosed "white paper" offering a legal reasoning behind the claim that President
Obama has the power to order the killing of American citizens who are believed to be part of Al Qaeda. We knew Mr. Obama and his lawyers
believed he has that power under the Constitution and federal law. We also knew that he utterly rejects the idea that Congress or the courts have
any right to review such a decision in advance, or even after the fact. 

Robert Zoellick: A New U.S. International Economic Strategy from Wall Street Journal 6 Feb 13

Five years into the global economic storm, America's traditional allies, theEuropean Union and Japan, are struggling. Developing economies are
reshaping the global dynamic but also face big challenges. The United States is the one country that could lead the modernization of the



international system so as to supply security, economic opportunity, and prospects for liberty. America's own strategy for economic revival cannot
be limited to the nation's borders. And its future foreign policy—its projection of power and principle—must be grounded in the emerging
economic order. 

Intervene In Syria from New York Times 5 Feb 13

Israel has just bombed a Syrian convoy of antiaircraft weapons in a sortie that also hit a weapons research center - with no response from Assad
beyond a belated grumble that this was "destabilizing" (that process seems advanced already). Just how much of a paper tiger Assad has become
is one question raised by this attack. Another is whether the Western use of force will inevitably provoke a strong Syrian riposte; it seems not. 

India's Government, Impelled To Action On Rape from Washington Post 5 Feb 13

INDIA HAS a reputation as a place where needed government action comes slowly, if it all. This fault is often blamed on the country's
democracy, which is said to be ineffective compared to the authoritarian regimes of China or Russia. On Sunday, however, the coalition cabinet of
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh ratified a landmark package of laws dealing with sexual violence, just 56 days after the brutal gang rape of a 23-
year-old woman on a New Delhi bus. The reforms fall short of what is needed and must be seen only as the beginning of a struggle to protect
women from rape...

The Right Way to Cut Pentagon Spending from Wall Street Journal 5 Feb 13

Whether or not Congress avoids sequestration by March 1, defense spending will likely be cut by at least 10% over the next decade. As 20% of
the federal budget and 50% of discretionary spending, it will be part of any longer-term budget deal. Unfortunately, the United States has an
abysmal record of managing postwar drawdowns of defense spending. Almost all have resulted in a "hollow force"—too much force structure
with too little investment in people, readiness and modernization. 

The Political General Dempsey from Wall Street Journal 4 Feb 13

Chuck Hagel didn't impress many people last week in his confirmation testimony to be Defense Secretary, with one big exception. General Martin
Dempsey, who would report to Mr. Hagel as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, thought he was fab. Asked Sunday on NBC's "Meet the Press"
about his confidence in Mr. Hagel's ability to run the Pentagon, General Dempsey replied, "When is the last time you saw a subordinate discuss
their confidence in their potential boss?" 

After Assad, Chaos? from New York Times 4 Feb 13

AS the Syrian revolution approaches another anniversary, Syria's political opposition is showing signs of failure. Without a new approach,
especially from America, the lack of a credible opposition will render a political settlement unreachable, making it harder to set Syria on the
course toward a stable future. 

Dorothy Rabinowitz: Chuck Hagel's Defenseless Performance from Wall Street Journal 4 Feb 13

Nothing could have harmed the nominee for secretary of defense more than his own confirmation answers. It shouldn't have been surprising that
the Senate hearings to confirm Chuck Hagel as the next secretary of defense ended up shedding light on much more than this nominee and his
qualifications. The trumpets had sounded long in advance on the main claim for Mr. Hagel...

A Million Jobs At Stake from New York Times 4 Feb 13

With enormous struggle, the sluggish economy managed to create 2.2 million jobs last year. But beginning at the end of this month, at least half
that amount — more than a million jobs — will start to disappear because of a mindless government austerity program that no one in Washington
seems able to stop. From the armed forces to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, every program except for most safety-net benefits is about to be
cut by an arbitrary process known as the sequester...

Out Of The Shadows A big expansion of cyberwarriors demands more openness. from Washington Post 4 Feb 13

A PLANNED FIVEFOLD increase in the staff of the U.S. Cyber Command is indicative of how conflict is moving toward center stage for the
military, a domain similar to land, sea, air and outer space. The anticipated growth, described in an article by Ellen Nakashima in The Post last
week, is intended to protect the country and its private sector from attack, an urgent mission. But now that the United States is going beyond
defense, expanding forces for offensive attack, there’s a crying need for more openness. So far, forces exist almost entirely in the shadows. 



Taming Terrorism In North Africa from Politico.com 3 Feb 13

For years, North Africa has been a simmering caldron of Islamist militant activity. The Sept. 11, 2012, terrorist attacks in Benghazi and at a
natural gas plant two weeks ago in Algeria tragically illuminated this threat on television screens around the world. The United States urgently
needs a comprehensive strategy to fight this new front in the war on terrorism. 

Another Mideast War? The result of U.S. detachment in Syria is more disorder. . from Wall Street Journal 1 Feb 13

Israeli jets attacked a convoy of trucks early Wednesday morning somewhere along Syria's border with Lebanon. Jerusalem has repeatedly warned
Damascus that it would act militarily to prevent the transfer of major weapons to Hezbollah. The message didn't penetrate so the bombs did.
Exactly what the trucks were carrying remains a matter of speculation. Last week Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu warned about the
possibility that Syria's stockpile of chemical weapons—estimated at 1,000 tons—could fall into Hezbollah's hands. 

Clinton's Deferential Demeanor On "60 Minutes" from Washington Post 1 Feb 13

Doth they protest too much? In their "60 Minutes" interview, which aired Sunday, President Obama and Secretary of State Hillary Rodham
Clinton waxed poetic about their relationship: "a great collaboration," "a friendship as opposed to just a professional relationship," said Obama;
"very warm, close, a sense of understanding that sometimes doesn't even take words," said Clinton. To hear their responses, the interview was a
veritable love fest. But words are not the only way in which people convey meaning.

How the U.S. Can Help Avert A Failed State In Syria Time to stop 'leading from behind' and get involved before Syria
disintegrates.. from Wall Street Journal 1 Feb 13

This tactic of "leading from behind" should end. What is now clear to Washington and to other players in the region is that a Syrian endgame is
upon us. Bashar Assad has lost control over much of the country, including a number of key military bases and the main highways that provide
the lifeline of support to his remaining, demoralized troops. All that Assad firmly controls is Damascus, and his air superiority has been limited by
the FSA's growing antiaircraft defenses, acquired mainly from seized Syrian army depots. 

Defense Cuts That Need To Be Avoided from Washington Post 31 Jan 13

IN 2012, REPUBLICANS ran against the massive cuts to defense that might occur in early 2013 under the congressionally mandated budget
sequester. At an Oct. 23 presidential debate, President Obama responded that his opponent, Mitt Romney, was blowing the risk out of proportion:
The cuts, he said, "will not happen." Well, those cuts are now scheduled to take effect on March 1 - and, by the look of things, they will. 

Can't Make This Up from Miami Herald 31 Jan 13

Who says magical realism is dead? In Latin America, where that form of imaginative literature was born, the absurd is the stuff of everyday
headlines. Events that defy belief are just another aspect of the daily routine of life in the region. Or, to put it another way, you can't make this
stuff up. 

U.S. Policy Toward Countering Al-Qaeda 2.0 from Washington Post 31 Jan 13

The Obama administration is working with its allies to frame a strategy to combat what might be called "al-Qaeda 2.0" - an evolving, morphing
terrorist threat that lacks a coherent center but is causing growing trouble in chaotic, poorly governed areas such as Libya, Yemen, Syria and Mali.
U.S. officials liken this new problem to the spread of cancer cells: Al-Qaeda nodes emerge in diffuse places, feeding off local issues and
grievances. 

Obama Administration Learns That 'Leading From Behind' Is The Right Place For The U.S. from Washington Post 31 Jan 13

If Mali is any example, "leading from behind" is the right policy choice for the United States to follow in most of today's international
confrontations with what is now termed "terrorism." The Obama administration's actions in the past months reflect it has learned some hard
lessons from the United States' 11 years fighting in Afghanistan and Iraq. The wars have cost the nation 6,300 U.S. lives, 50,300 casualties among
American service personnel and about $1.3 trillion. 

The Pipeline To Change The Direction Of The Economy from Washington Times 30 Jan 13

President Obama has a decision to make. With the swift approval of one project that science has proved time and time again to be safe, our
country has the opportunity to put more than 20,000 unemployed Americans back to work, pour hundreds of millions of dollars into our economy
annually, and safely transport 830,000 barrels of North American oil daily from Alberta, Canada, through Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota



and Nebraska to refineries located on the Gulf Coast.

Keystone XL Deja Vu from Washington Times 30 Jan 13

President Obama has a new lease on the Oval Office, but he faces an old conundrum: what to do about the Keystone XL pipeline. This time, he
should do the right thing and give the job-creating project a thumbs-up. The president was greeted on the first day of his second term with a letter
from Nebraska's Republican Gov. Dave Heineman endorsing a modified route for the oil pipeline through his state. 

Consequences Of US Inaction In Syria Are Clear from Washington Post 29 Jan 13

The Obama administration...appears stuck on Syria, unable to decide even on simple measures to help the opposition. Not only does it refuse to
provide weapons to moderate rebel fighting units...but it claims it is legally barred from giving even non-lethal aid directly to the Syrian National
Coalition. U.S. humanitarian aid goes to private groups such as the Red Crescent or, worse, the United Nations, which passes much of it along to
the regime. 

Obama, Netanyahu: From Testy Allies to Frenemies in Need from Wall Street Journal 29 Jan 13

Forget John Boehner and Mitch McConnell. The leader with whom President Barack Obama had the most twisted relationship in his first term
actually was Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. And now he's back! Like the American president, the Israeli prime minister has retained
power in a new election. 

Oppenheimer: Latin America should not be an asterisk from The Miami Herald 26 Jan 13

Presumptive Secretary of State John Kerry’s Senate confirmation hearing on Thursday was a perfect example of what’s wrong with U.S. foreign
policy — it was 70 percent about the Middle East and South Central Asia, 25 percent about Russia and China, and 5 percent about Latin
America... if Kerry and the upcoming Senate Foreign Relations Committee leadership could raise Washington’s focus on the Western Hemisphere
to, say, a mere 20 percent, they would leave a very positive mark behind them.

Hillary Clinton's Clarity On Threats In North Africa from Washington Post 25 Jan 13

Much of the news coverage of Ms. Clinton's appearances before Senate and House committees focused on her jousting with Republicans over
responsibility for the attack on a U.S. diplomatic outpost in Benghazi, Libya. But we were struck by the forcefulness and clarity with which she
made the case that the United States faces a "very serious, ongoing" and "strategic" threat in North Africa from al-Qaeda affiliates and other
jihadists 

Want To Fight Terrorism? Educate Women from Los Angeles Times 25 Jan 13

The jihadists stoning women to death in Mali and taking hostages in Algeria are harbingers of much worse to come....Mali is just one country in
the Sahel....Many of the region's problems today can be traced back 20 years, to a decision by the United Nations and other international
organizations to shift their focus away from family planning, which we know to be an extremely effective way to empower women and stretch
scarce resources. Since then, a variety of agencies have proclaimed their commitment to women's rights, but nothing concrete has been done to
change the atrocious treatment of women...

From Jubilation to the Jailhouse from Wall Street Journal 25 Jan 13

When the shah fled Iran, my newspaper colleagues and I actually thought we were covering a promising new era....This month marks 34 years
since "Shah Raft" hit the press. I was a deputy editor at Kayhan at that time. Here is what I remember from the newsroom in Tehran that night. 

Exit Another Fighting General Bam lets 'Mad Dog' Mattis go from New York Post 24 Jan 13

Lost in the inaugural hullabaloo was Tuesday’s news that President Obama has relieved Gen. James “Mad Dog” Mattis, the colorful and highly
decorated Marine who’s been in charge of the crucial US Central Command, which oversees the various wars in the Middle East, since 2010.
Mattis is famous for his blunt style and blistering aphorisms — “be polite, be professional, but have a plan to kill everybody you meet”...

Treat illegal wildlife trade as serious crime: CITES from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 13

Illegal trade in wildlife products like ivory and rhino horn must be treated as a serious crime in order to end the devastating poaching of protected
species, the head of UN wildlife trade regulator CITES said Thursday....A World Wildlife Fund report last month listed the illicit sale of wildlife
products as the fourth-largest illegal global trade after narcotics, counterfeiting and human trafficking. 



Republican Myopia from New York Times 24 Jan 13

Congressional Republicans like nothing more than beating a dead horse if it might embarrass the Obama administration - like their unceasing
attempt to accuse the administration of lying to the American people about the attack in Benghazi, Libya, that killed four Americans, including
Ambassador J. Christopher Stevens. The allegations are specious, but that didn't stop some Republicans from repeating them on Wednesday
during Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton's Congressional testimony.

Can The E.U. Become The World's Policeman? from Washington Post 24 Jan 13

"A decade of war is now ending," President Obama declared Monday. Maybe that's true in America, but it isn't true anywhere else....Fortunately,
there is another power that shares our economic and political values, that possesses sophisticated military technology and is also very interested in
stopping the progress of fanatical movements, especially in North Africa and the Middle East. That power is Europe. 

Let’s put gun violence in focus from Miami Herald 24 Jan 13

So, without going deeper into the gun violence debate, I just wanted to help put the gun violence statistics in perspective, so that the next time you
read a U.S. State Department travel advisory about Mexico, or the next time you see a wide-eyed TV reporter breathlessly reporting about bloody
massacres in Mexico, or Colombia, you can say to yourself, “Yeah, it’s almost as bad as in Washington, D.C.” 

Paul Wolfowitz: Hillary and 'Leading From Behind' from Wall Street Journal 23 Jan 13

Four months after terrorists in Benghazi, Libya, killed four Americans—including the popular and effective Ambassador Chris Stevens—
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton will finally testify before Congress on Wednesday. The testimony should be an occasion to examine how the
disaster was part of a larger failure in Libya and a still larger one in Syria that will haunt U.S. interests in the Middle East for decades. 

Break All The Rules from New York Times 23 Jan 13

By First, my congratulations and condolences to John Kerry for being nominated to be our next secretary of state. There is no one better for the
job today and no worse job to have today. It is no accident that we've started measuring our secretaries of state more by miles traveled than
milestones achieved. It is bloody hard to do big diplomacy anymore. Why? 

U.N. Rules And Syrian Intervention from Washington Post 18 Jan 13

John B. Bellinger III is a partner with Arnold & Porter LLP and an adjunct senior fellow in international and national security law at the Council
on Foreign Relations. He served as legal adviser to the State Department from 2005 to 2009. The escalating death toll in Syria, which exceeds
60,000, has increased pressure on President Obama to do more to help the Syrian opposition. But traditional legal rules that protect international
peace and security constrain the president's options.

Shiraz Maher: The Jihadist Eruption in Africa from Wall Street Journal 18 Jan 13

The hostage crisis that broke out on Wednesday in Algeria—where more than 40 Westerners were taken captive at a gas plant by al Qaeda fighters
—ostensibly has its roots in Mali, Algeria's neighbor to the southwest. The hostage-takers claim that they acted in response to France's
intervention last week in Mali to combat gains by a jihadist insurrection. But the story actually begins in Libya, where unintended consequences
of the Arab Spring are now roiling North Africa and West Africa.

When Countries Can't Pay Their Debts from New York Times 18 Jan 13

A recent court decision in a long-running legal battle between investors and the government of Argentina has highlighted problems with
restructuring the debts of countries that fall on hard times. The case, which is being fought in federal court in New York, suggests that policy
makers must develop a more systematic way to deal with sovereign defaults. The case deals with Argentina's decision in 2001 to stop paying
debts worth about $80 billion.

Afghanistan’s Improving Ways from Washington Post 17 Jan 13

For Americans weary of nearly a dozen years of war, Afghanistan often seems like a country where nothing ever changes and the same story of
ethnic and tribal struggle repeats itself in an endless loop. But Afghanistan’s demographics have changed in significant ways over the past decade.
Rather than being mired in a perpetual feudal twilight, Afghanistan is actually becoming a modern country.



Why Did U.S. Counterterror Effort In Mali Fail? from Washington Post 17 Jan 13

What went wrong with the counterterrorism efforts the State and Defense departments ran in Mali for 10 years? French troops are moving against
Islamist fighters who've traveled south from northern Mali. The White House or Congress, or both, should examine why the U.S. programs
targeting the groups failed. It's worth understanding, since the United States is trying similar efforts in other nations. 

Some Questions For Hagel from Washington Post 17 Jan 13

Hagel will be confirmed because Sen. Chuck Schumer, after hesitating theatrically enough to propitiate supporters of Israel, of whom there are
many among his New York constituents, has decided not to oppose Hagel. Opposition would have ended Schumer’s hope to make the nation
nostalgic for Harry Reid by succeeding him as Senate Democratic leader. Still, the hearings will be sound and fury signifying renewed interest in
national security policy, which can be illuminated by Hagel addressing questions like these:

The Second Term Cabinet from Miami Herald 17 Jan 13

Chuck Hagel, John Kerry deserve rigorous but fair hearingIn selecting former Republican Sen. Chuck Hagel for secretary of Defense and Sen.
John Kerry of Massachusetts to replace Hillary Clinton at the State Department, President Obama has made two strong choices. Both are well-
qualified, experienced and well-known figures from the foreign policy world. Nevertheless, both men have some tough questions to answer...

The Truth About Sex Trafficking from Washington Times 16 Jan 13

The crime of human trafficking is one of the most egregious human rights violations, and it is happening in our own communities. Its victims are
individuals lured into this country under false promises of legitimate work, only to be forced into the sex industry on arrival. They are domestic
runaways taken in by traffickers and forced to trade sex for a place to sleep. They are also girls being baited into "the life" by a presumed
boyfriend who later reveals himself as a pimp.

President Morsi's Repulsive Comments from New York Times 16 Jan 13

When Mohamed Morsi became Egypt's president in June, he rose, unknown and untested, from the Muslim Brotherhood to the leader of the most
important Arab country. He has made missteps and some truly alarming decisions, but there was still reason to hope that he might grow into the
job and become the kind of leader that could benefit Egypt and the region.

Deafness At Doomsday from New York Times 16 Jan 13

TO our great peril, the scientific community has had little success in recent years influencing policy on global security. Perhaps this is because the
best scientists today are not directly responsible for the very weapons that threaten our safety, and are therefore no longer the high priests of
destruction, to be consulted as oracles as they were after World War II. The problems scientists confront today are actually much harder...

The Emperor Has No Lungs Beijing's atrocious air makes the case for political reform. . from Wall Street Journal 15 Jan 13

When Beijing city authorities say the air is hazardous and advise people to stay indoors, you know it's serious. After years of denying the obvious,
officials issued their first ever "orange alert" health warning for smog on Sunday. But a one-time admission doesn't mean the end of cover-ups or
the beginning of a government push to correct the problem.

Hold The Referendum from New York Times 15 Jan 13

No, dear reader, it is the neologism doing the rounds in this land of alternating euphoria and despair to describe possible British withdrawal from
the European Union, the 27-member Nobel-Prize winning club whose hold on national affection has been distinctly mixed ever since the
retirement of De Gaulle and his French veto opened the way for membership in 1973.

The Administration Hints At Mission Shrink In Afghanistan from Washington Post 15 Jan 13

IN DESCRIBING the U.S. mission in Afghanistan after meeting President Hamid Karzai last week, President Obama said that "it was in our
national security interest to have a stable, sovereign Afghanistan that was a responsible international actor, that was in partnership with us, that . . .
[had] its own security capacity and [was] on a path that was more likely to achieve prosperity and peace for its own people." What he didn't say
was that his administration is well on its way to abandoning that interest.

The Unaffordability Of The All-Volunteer Military from Washington Post 15 Jan 13

The United States can't sustain the pay, allowances, retirement and health benefits that the all-volunteer military force and their families enjoy,



according to a study by the Defense Department's Reserve Forces Policy Board. “The all-in cost of the all-volunteer force is one of the time-
ticking bombs that could explode our defense capabilities if not dealt with responsibly,” said Arnold L. Punaro, chairman of the board, a former
top staffer on the Senate Armed Services Committee and retired Marine Corps major general. 

America Is Not In Decline Or Retreat from Washington Post 14 Jan 13

We are about to have a major foreign policy debate in the guise of a confirmation battle over Chuck Hagel's nomination as secretary of defense
and the related argument over how long American troops should stay in Afghanistan. President Obama should use this opportunity to stand up for
his broader vision of how American power can be sustained and used, even if that doesn't come naturally to a pragmatist who likes making
decisions one at a time. 

Egypt's Climate Of Intimidation from Washington Post 14 Jan 13

THE MOST important measure of Egypt's Islamist government will not be how it manages the economy or even whether it maintains friendly
relations with the United States and Israel; it will be whether it preserves the democratic norms that allowed its own rise to power. If Egyptians are
able to freely criticize the government's performance and can eventually vote it out of office if they are dissatisfied, the inevitable mistakes and
occasional abuses of President Mohamed Morsi will be correctable. 

The Myth Of Nuclear Necessity from New York Times 14 Jan 13

FIVE years ago, four titans of American foreign policy - the former secretaries of state George P. Shultz and Henry A. Kissinger, the former
defense secretary William J. Perry and the former senator Sam Nunn - called for "a world free of nuclear weapons," giving new momentum to an
idea that had moved from the sidelines of pacifist idealism to the center of foreign policy debate. 

In The Arena; Obama's Next Foreign Policy Battle from Time 14 Jan 13

The Israeli election is likely to yield an even more extreme Netanyahu coalition, prejudiced toward further expansion into Palestinian lands.
Obama will have to decide whether, and how, he wants to renew his challenge to this shortsighted and destabilizing policy... The Hagel
nomination, if it comes, will be the warm-up act for those battles. It is a fight that would send an important message about the President's
intentions -- to Iran, to Israel and to the out-of-touch leaders of the American Jewish community. 

Confronting Iran -- Again from Los Angeles Times 13 Jan 13

Here's a prediction I don't think I'll have to apologize for at the end of the year: Some time in the coming months, probably this spring, there will
be another crisis over Iran's nuclear program. It's become an annual event on the diplomatic calendar: The United States and its allies press Iran to
stop enriching uranium, Iran says no, Israel warns that its patience is running out, and the United States persuades Israel to stay its hand. 

Obama's Cabinet Has A Worrisome Similarity from Washington Post 11 Jan 13

So far Mr. Obama seems to be assembling a team of Washington insiders who are personally close to him - and thoroughly in sync with his left-
of-center views and those of the Democratic Party's base. (Yes, that applies also to Mr. Hagel, who, despite being a nominal Republican, shares
the Democratic left's skepticism toward the Pentagon budget.) That may seem the obvious thing for a president to do. But we're struck by the
contrast with Mr. Obama's first-term Cabinet...

The Price For America's Global Retreat from Washington Post 11 Jan 13

Those who argue for a more vigorous international role are sometimes caricatured as war-loving and unilateralist when, in fact, an activist stance
has been favored by Democrats from Harry Truman to Madeleine Albright and Republicans from Richard Nixon to Colin Powell. It would be no
fairer to label them all bellicose neocons than to call Obama a pure isolationist. The arguments are rarely either/or. Internationalists accept that
America can't solve every problem but say that's no reason to opt out of all.

Just When You Thought Soviet Propaganda Was Dead from Wall Street Journal 11 Jan 13

For many years, the American left has combed the past for history lessons that will aid their effort to move the United States toward European-
style social democracy, if not a full-fledged socialist utopia. The most successful leftist intellectual in that enterprise was the late Howard Zinn,
whose books—such as "A People's History of the United States," first published in 1980—have sold millions of copies and are still used by high
schools and colleges nationwide.



The CIA's Greatest Hits from Los Angeles Times 10 Jan 13

We got Osama bin Laden - and now we'll be getting him again on cinema screens across the nation, as "Zero Dark Thirty" hits neighborhood
multiplexes. Lauded and criticized, that film's the talk of the town. Is it also the first of a new genre? If so, here are my five nominations for other
CIA films. 

Time To Be Like Ike from Washington Post 10 Jan 13

This back-to-the-future theme is visible...in Obama's nomination of John Brennan as the new CIA director. A 25-year CIA veteran, Brennan wants
to rebalance the agency back toward its traditional intelligence-gathering function and away from the recent emphasis on paramilitary covert
action. More trench coats, less body armor, in other words. If Eisenhower is a model for Hagel, perhaps the superspies of the 1950s, Allen Dulles
and Richard Helms, will be similar icons for Brennan. 

In the Index of Economic Freedom, Liberalization Slips from Wall Street Journal 9 Jan 13

The foundations of economic freedom are weakening around the world, according to the 2013 Index of Economic Freedom, published today by
the Heritage Foundation and The Wall Street Journal. Particularly concerning are the rise of populist "democratic" movements that use the
coercive power of government to redistribute income and control economic activity.

A Senate Debate On Mr. Obama's Foreign Policy from Washington Post 9 Jan 13

PRESIDENT OBAMA'S choices for his national security team could help him consolidate some of the signature policies he developed in his first
term, from his strategy for ending the war in Afghanistan to his dependence on drone strikes in the fight against al-Qaeda. They will raise
important questions about others, including his stated determination to prevent Iran's acquisition of a nuclear weapon by military means if
necessary.

Border Security from Los Angeles Times 9 Jan 13

A report released this week says that the U.S. government spends more on immigration enforcement than all other federal law enforcement
combined. That should help silence Republican lawmakers who have steadfastly insisted that the Obama administration is doing too little to
combat illegal immigration. 

EDITORIAL: Global Warming Catches Fire from Washington Times 9 Jan 13

Technologies advanced as the solution to the purported global warming problem are catching fire -- just not in the way intended. Bureaucrats are
quickly learning that their regulatory offerings designed to entreat Mother Nature into bestowing cooler temperatures upon the planet have created
environmental hazards of their own. 

TAUBE: Hagel A Poor Pick For Pentagon Chief from Washington Times 9 Jan 13

Mr. Hagel may have the credentials to serve as defense secretary. He was in the Vietnam War and earned two Purple Hearts. He sat on the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations, various subcommittees relating to Asian and African affairs, and the Select Committee on Intelligence....Yet a
politician's record, no matter how impressive it may be, means little compared to the personal qualities he brings to the table. In Mr. Hagel's case,
he is clearly his own worst enemy. 

Assad And The U.S. Are Blind To Reality In Syria from Washington Post 8 Jan 13

SYRIAN PRESIDENT Bashar al-Assad delivered a speech Sunday that had the virtue, at least, of offering clarity. No, he insisted, he would not
step down. He would not negotiate with the rebels who control much of the countryside and parts of major cities. He would not consider the
compromise "transition" proposal being pedaled by a U.N. envoy with the backing of his ally Russia, as well as the United States. Instead, he said,
he would fight to the end against "enemies of God and puppets of the West."

The Open Question Of Afghanistan from Washington Post 8 Jan 13

President Obama this week has a chance to explain to President Hamid Karzai, and hopefully to the American people, what will be our future role
in Afghanistan. Most speculation has focused on how rapidly the remaining 60,000-plus U.S. combat troops will be withdrawn and how many
will be permanently assigned there after 2014. But as the U.S. financial belt is being tightened, people want to know the financial cost, for how
long and what will be accomplished. 



Nominations For Defense And The C.I.A. from New York Times 8 Jan 13

In nominating Chuck Hagel to be defense secretary and John Brennan to be director of the Central Intelligence Agency, President Obama has
selected two trusted advisers who could help him set a new tone, and conceivably a new direction, on issues of war and peace in his second term.
But both candidates must provide answers to serious questions before they can expect confirmation by the Senate.

I Was Wounded; My Honor Wasn't from New York Times 8 Jan 13

By THIRTY-THREE years ago, when I was 17 and living in Bombay, I was gang raped and nearly killed. Three years later, outraged at the silence
and misconceptions around rape, I wrote a fiery essay under my own name describing my experience for an Indian women's magazine. It created a
stir in the women's movement - and in my family - and then it quietly disappeared. Then, last week, I looked at my e-mail and there it was. 

Choices On Afghanistan from New York Times 7 Jan 13

President Obama will soon make critical choices on Afghanistan, including how fast to withdraw 66,000 American troops and whether to keep a
small residual force there once the NATO combat mission concludes at the end of 2014. His talks with the Afghan president, Hamid Karzai, this
week will be an important marker in that process.

Greece's Rotten Oligarchy from New York Times 7 Jan 13

DEMOCRACY is like a bicycle: if you don't keep pedaling, you fall. Unfortunately, the bicycle of Greek democracy has long been broken. After
the military junta collapsed in 1974, Greece created only a hybrid, diluted form of democracy. You can vote, belong to a party and protest. In
essence, however, a small clique exercises all meaningful political power.

Right Turn: Qualified Defense Secretary Candidates Abound from Washingtonpost.com 3 Jan 13

In addition to Chuck Hagel’s noxious comments on Jews, his policy differences with the president, his anti-gay rhetoric and his lack of executive
experience, there is another very good reason for dumping him: There are much better candidates whom the president could select... It is rather
obvious that there are better prepared, more highly regarded and easily confirmable nominees than Hagel. Why the president still considers Hagel
(or lets him twist in the wind) remains a mystery. 

John Kerry, The Dealmaker-in-chief from Boston Globe 3 Jan 13

When Senator John Kerry is confirmed as secretary of state later this month, he will encounter a number of complex tests as America's top
diplomat. The first is his challenging inbox, which includes the Afghanistan war, Iranian and North Korean nuclear threats, an increasingly violent
Middle East, the lingering euro debt crisis, and China's challenge to American power in Asia.

Iranian Nuclear Talks Need To Come To A Close from WashingtonPost 3 Jan 13

AS THE YEAR begins, the Obama administration and its diplomatic partners are expecting the renewal of negotiations with Iran over its nuclear
program, after a six-month hiatus. But there is scant indication that a breakthrough is in store.

How To Halt The Terrorist Money Train from New York Times 3 Jan 13

LAST month, HSBC admitted in court pleadings that it had allowed big Mexican and Colombian drug cartels to launder at least $881
million....Not a single executive was charged with a crime. Instead, the bank paid $1.9 billion in fines and forfeitures - or roughly 10 percent of
the pretax profits it earned in just 2010...

The Character Assassination Of Hillary Clinton from Washington Post 2 Jan 13

This time it's Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, whose fall and concussion, followed by a blood clot between her brain and skull, has prompted an
embarrassment of theories. The gist: That woman will do anything to avoid testifying about Benghazi. Several commentators on the right opined
via Twitter and TV, those most deadly hosts for the parasites of rumor and innuendo, that Clinton was faking her concussion to duck out on her
appearance before congressional committees investigating the attack on the U.S. diplomatic compound in Libya that killed Ambassador
Christopher Stevens and three other Americans. 

Syria's Chaos Isn't America's Fault from Washington Post 2 Jan 13

Who lost Syria? Comments of some U.S. senators, analysts and journalists, including the editorial board of this newspaper, suggest there is no
doubt: Bashar al-Assad and his thugocracy are primarily responsible for the killings, but the tragedy of Syria is also a direct result of a terrible



failure of leadership on the part of the international community, and of the United States in particular. 

Syria's Descent Into Hell from Washington Post 31 Dec 12

As 2012 draws to a close, Syria is descending into hell. At least 40,000 people, and likely many more, have been killed, while millions have been
forced to flee their homes. Over the past 12 months, Bashar al-Assad has steadily unleashed ever-greater military firepower in response to what
began as peaceful protests by the Syrian people. Starting with tanks and heavy artillery in February, the Syrian regime escalated over the summer
to using attack helicopters and fighter jets. In recent weeks, it has begun firing Scud missiles at its own population. 

Le Tax Fairness from Wall Street Journal 31 Dec 12

A French court says the 75% tax rate doesn't mistreat everyone equally. It turns out that, 220 years later, the French Revolution has something to
contribute to mankind other than a warning about bloody ideological passions. In a ruling loaded with arguments from the 1789 Declaration of the
Rights of Man and of the Citizen, France's Constitutional Court on Saturday invalidated the new 75% top French tax rate on grounds of—get this
—unfairness. 

After Facing Up To World Of Change, Clinton Leaves A Legacy Of Caution from Washington Times 28 Dec 12

Impressive as that may be, her critics say Mrs. Clinton has fallen far short of making much of an impact on several foreign policy challenges
facing the United States, not to mention the fate of democracy around the world. "I don't think she's been a very successful secretary of state by
any measure," said John R. Bolton, former U.S. ambassador to the United Nations.... The price of indecision 

Taking Syria Back From The Extremists from Washington Post 28 Dec 12

The U.S. commitment to aiding the Syrian opposition against the brutal regime of Bashar al-Assad has been one of many words and few deeds.
Repeated pledges of support absent material assistance have allowed fringe elements to establish themselves in northern Syria. If this trend
persists, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's warning of "efforts by extremists to hijack the Syrian revolution" will soon become reality. 

The Senate Should Block an End Run on Nuclear Arms from Wall Street Journal 28 Dec 12

...Sen. John Kerry will likely join this administration's push for "dramatic reductions" in America's nuclear arsenal. Yet as a long-time senator and
possibly our next secretary of state, he should know better. Such cuts threaten both the viability of our strategic deterrent and the Senate's
constitutional say over treaties, a critical check on executive power in foreign affairs. 

The High Cost Of Disengagement from Washington Post 27 Dec 12

The United States has spent nearly $600 billion over the past 10 years putting combat forces into Afghanistan. Now it's going to cost an additional
$5.7 billion over the next year or two just to transfer or return most of the troops and equipment we shipped into that country, according to a new
report by the Government Accountability Office. 

Don't Let Pro-Israel Extremists Sink Chuck Hagel from New York Times 27 Dec 12

POLITICAL movements that depend on broad popular support but are driven by extremists can eventually become self-destructive....Such
extremism is once again on display as the pro-Israel right, including groups like the Emergency Committee for Israel, mounts a furious campaign
against the potential nomination of the former Republican senator Chuck Hagel to be secretary of defense. 

John Kerry: Well-Suited To Be Secretary Of State from Washington Post 27 Dec 12

IN NOMINATING Sen. John F. Kerry for secretary of state, President Obama observed that "in a sense, John's entire life has prepared him for this
role." Mr. Kerry, a decorated Vietnam veteran, has been an activist in foreign affairs since his arrival in the Senate in 1985. A consistent advocate
of U.S. leadership, he has forged personal ties with top politicians in scores of countries.

Andean Ridge
Colombia
Petro politics and its consequences in Bogota from VOXXI 16 Jan 14

Certainly Petro has already won in the court of public opinion. Whether he will be able to sustain his post and remain in office, however, is a
decision that President Santos can decide at this time if he wants to prevent a shut-down of Bogota.



Colombia's Next Challenge from Buenos Aires Herald 1 Oct 13

Overcoming five decades of violence and strengthening democracy at the same time is a notable success for any country. Colombia should be
proud of its accomplishments. However, building a sustainable democracy with social and economic inclusion will require new skills and policies.
If Colombia does not successfully meet the next challenge, the ghosts of the violent and unstable past will never go away.

THE AMERICAS: Colombia's Bet on Peace With Guerrillas; President Santos explains why he is negotiating with the FARC.
from 4 Aug 13

Mr. Santos aims to get the FARC "to participate in politics without arms." He even suggests that the group might become "an ally of the state
against drug-trafficking." This vision, and the president's outreach, is laudable. The trouble is that, so far, the FARC does not seem all that
interested in giving up the hoodlum life. 

Human Rights In Colombia from Los Angeles Times 26 Jul 13

A report released Wednesday by the Colombian government confirmed what many in that country already knew: The decades-long civil war has
claimed too many lives, forced too many people from their homes and left too many civilians unaccounted for.

THE AMERICAS: Colombia's Perilous Peace Talks; Former President Álvaro Uribe warns that negotiations 'validate' FARC
terrorists. from 16 Jun 13

Should terrorists who kidnap, maim and murder be unaccountable for their crimes because they claim political ends? ... the Colombian
government is now engaged in "peace talks" in Havana under a framework that proposes such amnesty for left-wing FARC terrorists. 

Venezuela
REVIEW & OUTLOOK: Reckoning in Caracas; Venezuela is running out of other people's money... from 26 Jan 14

One of Margaret Thatcher's many great lines was that the problem with socialism is that eventually you run out of other people's money. Welcome
to Venezuela. That country's bonds took a dive Wednesday on news of a partial devaluation of the bolivar. 

Miss Venezuela’s murder reveals culture of violence from Miami Herald 9 Jan 14

...Venezuela’s high crime rates are largely due to corrupt police forces, weak court systems that rarely send criminals to jail, and prisons that have
become crime schools. In addition, a combination of declining school systems and cash government subsidies to the young have created a new
generation of idle youths who neither study nor work, and who often end up as criminals.

THE AMERICAS: Why Venezuela Offers Asylum to Snowden; President Nicólas Maduro sends a message of his loyalty to
Iran. from The Wall Street Journal 7 Jul 13

Edward Snowden, the former U.S. government contractor wanted for leaking sensitive national intelligence, is a victim of "persecution" by "the
world's most powerful empire," Venezuelan President Nicólas Maduro said on Friday. Mr. Maduro offered asylum to the fugitive, who was
running out of prospects. 

The ‘Cubanization’ of Venezuela; Domination by the Castros has accelerated since Chavez’s death from 14 Jun 13

...after April's tainted election to guarantee the continuation of Chavismo, Cuba's flagrant interference in Venezuelan affairs has become downright
obscene.

Venezuela's Maduro Off To A Bad Start from The Miami Herald 21 Apr 13

like Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto, or Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos did after winning recent elections by much more
comfortable margins, Maduro should invite leading government critics to join his cabinet, and build bridges with the opposition to get the
economy back on its feet. If Maduro has any brains, and democratic instincts, he will do that. But so far, he has shown he has neither - just a
penchant for imposing his will through brute force and that may lead to his undoing. 

Winners And Losers In Venezuela's Presidential Election from The Los Angeles Times 20 Apr 13

So who really won and who lost on Sunday? Losers... Nicolas Maduro... Hugo Chavez... National Electoral Council... The jury's still out: Pundits
and politicians... United States... China and Brazil... Winners: Cuba... Venezuelan opposition... Henrique Capriles... 



Did Chávez Help the Poor? from Americas Quarterly 15 Mar 13

In a recent opinion piece, Venezuelan-American author Eva Golinger proclaimed the late Hugo Chávez was “a maker of dreams.” Chávez, she
says, dreamt of eradicating poverty, and made those dreams come true...Sadly, this is not entirely true... In several ways, the poor are worse off
than they were in 1999, when Chávez took office. An honest assessment of Chávez’s legacy should take this into account. 

OPINION: Chávez "The Redeemer" from Wall Street Journal 11 Mar 13

Barack Obama's first term was not kind to many Americans. Yet when a presidential-election exit poll in November asked voters which candidate
"cares about people like me," President Obama beat Mitt Romney by a staggering 81% to 18%. 

 Venezuela acting President Maduro will raise anti-U.S. rhetoric — for now from 7 Mar 13

Maduro is pretty much managed by remote control from Cuba... Cuba will probably tell Maduro, “You have a divided Chavismo, growing
economic problems and a serious crime epidemic on the streets. The last thing you need now is it to open a new front by stirring up trouble with
Washington.” So Cuba will be among the most interested in preventing a larger U.S.-Venezuelan confrontation. But before getting better, U.S.-
Venezuelan ties are likely to get worse. 

Hugo Chávez: An elected autocrat; He kept power by bullying those who dissented – and his departure leaves a dangerous
vacuum. from New Statesman 30 Jan 13

There are many ifs. If Chávez dies soon, expect a huge funeral and a swift election. If Maduro wins he will struggle to keep the disparate ruling
coalition united and fix the warping economy. Chávez’s political genius was the revolution’s glue. Maduro is no genius and he relies on Cuban
mentors, not a good augury for healthy democracy... The longer-term challenge will be the economy and rebuilding institutions ... It will be messy
and painful. At such times Venezuela usually clamours for a strong leader who promises short cuts. Too often, it finds one. 

THE AMERICAS: How to Break the Tyranny of Oil Wealth; If Chávez believes the nation's oil billions belong to the people,
why not give it to them directly? from The Wall Street Journal 27 Jan 13

The authors cite a recent poll that found "67.5% of Venezuelans don't believe that they have benefited from the country's oil income during the
Chávez administration." That spells opportunity for his opponents, unless of course they want to preserve the existing system for their own
purposes and only change the players. 

The Missing President from New York Times 23 Jan 13

Mr. Chávez will leave behind a country plagued with problems. With deep political divisions. With an appalling level of violence, including
around 21,000 homicides last year. With the wild economic distortions that come from having some of the highest inflation on the continent and
the cheapest gasoline on the planet. With dwindling productivity, an overvalued currency and an enormous foreign debt load. With unchecked
public spending, and still one great dream that has yet to be fulfilled: the illusion of eliminating poverty forever. To this end, absence might be just
what Hugo Chávez needs to save him from his own failure. Myths survive only when they rise above the miseries of reality

The OAS punts on Venezuela from The Cable (Foreignpolicy.com) 23 Jan 13

A remarkable thing almost happened in Washington this past week. The Organization of American States nearly became relevant to the ongoing
political turmoil in Venezuela following Hugo Chávez's missed inauguration. Alas, it was not to be -- as apparently the only thing that stirs
Secretary General José Miguel Insulza, a Chilean socialist, to action is when fellow leftists are removed from power for their abuses (see
Honduras, 2007). 

Caribbean Basin
Cuba
Torture, Impunity and the American Psychological Association from TruthDig blog 16 Jul 15

It has been almost a year since President Barack Obama admitted, “in the immediate aftermath of 9/11, we did some things that were wrong..

Complicit in torture from The Register Guard (Oregon) 16 Jul 15

Report details role of psychologists in CIA programs

Duncan: Obama’s Lifeline to Communist Cuba Gains Nothing for America or Cubans from Breitbart News 16 Jul 15



Last week, President Obama sought to solidify his legacy as a liberal icon by announcing the intent to reestablish diplomatic relations and re-open
embassies with Havana. This decision to negotiate and engage with the Communist Castro regime has provided the U.S. with nothing substantial
in return. 

Putin Restores a Cuban Beachhead from Wall Street Journal 28 Jul 14

The Castros remain as paranoid, power-hungry and pathological as ever...they run a good business making the island available to criminal
governments, like Iran and North Korea. Mr. Putin's Cuba trip reinforces the point. The old Cold War villains are up to no good one more time.

Political Diary; Raúl Castro's Warning from The Wall Street Journal 3 Jan 14

The regime, he said, is not about let "private business people" go around "...stimulating the accelerated growth of activities that were never
authorized for certain occupations." Illegal activities like "competing excessively with state enterprises," will not be tolerated, he warned. In other
words, Cuban poverty is here to stay.

The Americas; Mandela's Message Didn't Make It to Cuba; In Havana a small white clique rules a majority black nation. from
The Wall Street Journal 30 Dec 13

The world used the Dec. 5 passing of Mandela to recall the courageous struggle for racial equality in South Africa. Cuba used it to brag about the
close ties between Mandela and Fidel. No one mentioned ... the 55 years of racial exclusion under the Castro military dictatorship. 

In My Opinion: U.S. should press harder on Payá’s death from The Miami Herald 16 Aug 13

U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Samantha Power... should be commended for raising this issue...she should take it to the U.N., the
Organization of American States and other international institutions. 

Andres Oppenheimer: Cuba celebrates 60 years of involution from 29 Jul 13

Cuban President Gen. Raúl Castro celebrated Friday the 60th anniversary of the guerrilla attack on the Moncada barracks that marked the
beginning of the Cuban revolution, but the event could just as well be remembered as marking six decades of Latin America’s biggest political,
economic and social fiasco.

THE AMERICAS: The Castro Brothers Get Caught in the Act; News of arms shipments to North Korea rudely interrupts the
happy talk about reforms in Cuba. from The Wall Street Journal 28 Jul 13

Cuba wants to shake off its international pariah status so that it can get World Bank and InterAmerican Development Bank handouts and credit
from U.S. banks, thereby avoiding economic and political reform... The arms-trafficking is, or should be, a wake-up call

For Cuba, A Torch Of Freedom from Washington Post 20 Jul 13

Ms. Payá and others close to her family are considering filing a petition in the Spanish courts for a serious inquiry into crimes against humanity —
not only her father’s death but also efforts to squelch his movement. That might begin to lift the veil and pose some uncomfortable questions for
whoever forced the car carrying Mr. Payá and Mr. Cepero off the road.

Mariela Castro, Cuba And Human Rights from Miami Herald 11 May 13

Carol Burnett once said, "Comedy is tragedy plus time." This expertly sums up the Cuban political polemic... The latest farce, a true tragicomedy:
The Equality Forum, a non-profit, LGBT organization based in Philadelphia, feted Mariela Castro for her advocacy of gay rights in Cuba even
though an entire island nation is denied basic human rights daily. 

THE AMERICAS: Havana in Black and White from 5 May 13

During an interview at the Journal's offices last week, Ms. Soler told me that the ministry of interior official who escorted her home said "Laura
[Pollán, another founding member of the group] and I had to leave the country—because without us there would be no Ladies in White." Ms.
Soler said she responded by telling the official that "the ones who have to leave are the Castros." Cubans have been put against a wall and shot for
less...

POLITICAL DIARY: Cuba's Oil Bust from The Wall Street Journal 24 Apr 13

Remember all the hype about Cuba drilling for oil in Caribbean waters and American companies missing out on the bonanza because of the U.S.



embargo? Well, like all the other Cuban get-rich-quick schemes of the past 50 years, this one seems to have flopped too... And Cuba remains a
tropical backwater whose only claim to fame is its large collection of political prisoners. 

THE AMERICAS: How Did Oswaldo Payá Really Die? New evidence about the car crash that killed a noted Cuban dissident
points to a coverup from The Wall Street Journal 7 Apr 13

Cuba's "ministry of truth" wants the world to believe that the Castro brothers are abandoning the use of state repression to maintain power. The
Jay-Z-Beyoncé glam-tour of Old Havana last week was designed to help with the effort. But new details of the events surrounding theJuly 2012
deaths of prominent pacifist Oswaldo Payá—the winner of the European Parliament's 2002 Sakarov prize—and another dissident, Harold Cepero,
suggest the opposite. 

Eight Senators Demand Investigation Of Payá's Death from Washington Post 27 Mar 13

If the wreck was - as Cuba has claimed - an accident caused by reckless driving, why would one of the survivors have said they were run off the
road? ... Only a serious investigation will put this matter to rest. It seems like the very minimum necessary for a man who championed the cause
of freedom in Cuba. 

Cross Cuba off the blacklist from Los Angeles Times 13 Mar 13

Cuba is not a model state. The government often fails to observe human rights... The list, however, is reserved not for human rights violators but
for countries that export or support terrorism. Clinging to that designation when the evidence for it has passed fails to recognize Cuba's progress
and reinforces doubts about America's willingness to play fair in the region. 

How not to appease a dictatorship from The Cable (foreignpolicy.com) 23 Jan 13

As I have written several times before, the best approach to securing Alan Gross's freedom is not giving in to the demands of an illegitimate
regime, but by denying it things it wants and needs, such as U.S. tourists spending hard currency under currently licensed travel programs. Let's
hope this Fulton Armstrong-led fiasco puts an end to any more appeasement attempts and the issue is placed in the hands of those with a more
sober understanding of the nature of the Castro regime 

Haiti
Justice For Haiti from Miami Herald 16 Jul 14

The best way to establish a fair system of compensation would be to create a claims commission...A claims commission has its own complexities
and aggravations, but it beats years of lawsuits and endless wrangling. It’s the right way to hold the United Nations accountable for its moral
responsibility.

Central America
Costa Rica
Obama’s Visit to Costa Rica: Lessons for an Improved Partnership from Americas Quarterly 6 May 13

President Obama’s trip provided a renewed perspective on the relationship between the U.S. and Central America—especially for a region more
used to talking about its problems than coming up with solutions and more used to asking for assistance than offering mutual cooperation. In that
spirit, here are the three main themes that Central American leaders must follow up on after this visit. 

El Salvador
Don’t Fear El Salvador’s Leftists from New York Times 31 Jan 14

...Salvadorans must be able to make their choice free of veiled suggestions that one or another outcome will lead to a worsening of United States-
Salvadoran relations. If the majority deem an F.M.L.N. victory better for them than the alternatives, we must respect that choice.

Guatemala
Hope Amid Disappointment After Postponement of Ríos Montt Trial from 13 Jun 13

Magdalena and I spoke by phone ... I ask her if it worries her to have a child in such an unjust country. No, she tells me, it’s always been this
way... “We have laws that are written, but are not met. All we can do now is wait and hope.” 

Honduras



OPINION: On The Fast Track To Danger from Miami Herald 14 Nov 14

San Pedro, by some measures, is the “the world’s most dangerous city.” Alicia escaped, but then neighbors warned her that the gang was after her
as a witness to their crime. So she fled to the United States. 

The Americas; Turmoil Is Expected After Honduras's Election; A Central American democracy is in trouble thanks to
Obama's foreign-policy choices. from The Wall Street Journal 24 Nov 13

An early hint of the Obama administration's cavalier attitude toward the rule of law came in 2009, with its decision to back an attempted power-
grab by a populist demagogue in Honduras. In the aftermath of Sunday's presidential election, further turmoil there is expected. Much of it will
have been sown by the U.S. 

Southern Cone
Argentina
The Americas: The Argentine Bond Mess Gets Messier; Payments to the holdouts ordered by a New York judge may trigger a
cascade of new litigation. from The Wall Street Journal 13 Jul 14

This chaos is good news for those who wanted an IMF sovereign-bankruptcy court in 2001. They're back and arguing that markets, even utilizing
collective-action clauses, are no match for clever vultures—so instead the world needs to put politically charged multilaterals in control of
sovereign defaults. That's not a good prognosis for the rule of law.

Letter to the Editor: Argentina’s economy is on the right course from The Washington Post 7 Feb 14

Contrary to The Post’s portrayal, Argentina has come a long way toward building strong foundations for prosperity since 2003. Argentina is
confident and is well prepared to face any current and future challenges that may arise.

The Americas; Argentina's Crumbling Economy; Officially, inflation is 10.5%, but skeptics think it's much higher. Capital
flight is accelerating. from 13 Jan 14

After 10 years of Kirchner rule, the executive branch now controls most of the judiciary. Calls for transparency are unlikely to go far. On the other
hand, an inflation spiral creates a short fuse, and a population that feels as powerless as Argentines do today will eventually make itself heard. 

She Fought the Law; Argentina's president offers still another plan to break contracts from 29 Aug 13

...she's now essentially saying to those who accepted the restructuring that if they participate in a scheme to get around a U.S. court order, she'll
pay them and continue to stiff the holdouts...only a fool would do business with Ms. Kirchner.

A New Twist in Argentina's Bid to Dodge Its Debts; Now the International Monetary Fund may aid an effort to stiff creditors
from 21 Jul 13

On Wednesday, it was widely reported that the International Monetary Fund may file a legal brief with the U.S. Supreme Court—backing the
South American country against its lenders.

THE AMERICAS: Kirchner Targets Argentina's Judiciary; One million Argentines turned out in Buenos Aires to protest the
presidenta's power grab. from 28 Apr 13

Interests that do not coincide with hers have kept her from implementing a full socialist agenda, most notably when she tried to impose
confiscatory export taxes on the agricultural sector in 2008. Another reason that dissidents have been somewhat successful at holding the power-
hungry presidenta at bay is the independent media, which explains why she is trying to strangle it. 

Questions From A "Dirty War" from Washington Post 15 Mar 13

They are impolite questions, but they must be asked: What did Jorge Mario Bergoglio know, and when did he know it, about Argentina's brutal
"Dirty War" against suspected leftists, in which thousands were tortured and killed? More important, what did the newly chosen Pope Francis do?
... Now he has more than the duty to lead 1.2 billion Catholics. He also has a chance to atone. 

Argentina shoots itself in the foot over Falkland/Malvinas islands from Miami Herald 11 Mar 13

If Argentina really wants to recover its legitimate rights over the islands, it should seduce its islanders, rather than harass them. Sure, winning over
the islanders through economic and cultural exchanges may take generations. But by escalating tensions, the Argentine government has brought



about a referendum that will give Britain and the islanders diplomatic ammunition to oppose any change in the islands’ status. 

Andres Oppenheimer: Argentina-Iran deal makes a mockery of justice from Miami Herald 31 Jan 13

My opinion: Argentina has crossed a line by making a deal with the prime suspect in the 1994 terrorist attack. I hope I’m wrong about this, but the
end result of this so-called Argentina-Iran “truth commission” will be a finding saying that a handful of low-level Iranian officials were involved
in the case, which allows Iran’s regime to claim it didn’t have anything to do with it, and Argentina to claim it has solved the case. That would
amount to a big blow to justice, and an insult to the memory of the 85 Jews and non-Jews who died in the terrorist attack. 

Brazil
Supercomputing for the future of Brazil from O Estado de Sao Paulo 10 Feb 14

...this historic and strategic project ... will put Brazil among the most advanced countries in the world in the field of computing. It means, simply
put, gaining sovereignty in the field of ??high performance computing. 

Brazil Editorial Critical of US President Obama's NSA Reform Speech from O Estado de Sao Paulo 21 Jan 14

The Brazilian Government considered “a first step,” the development of which it will follow with extreme attention,” US President Barack
Obama’s 45 minute speech promising to limit US spying abuse in the country and the rest of the world. If it weren’t for diplomatic protocol, the
Planalto Palace might very well have spoken of a “first and doubtful step,” 

Endogenous Threat from Valor Online (Sao Paulo) 14 Jan 14

The PT [Workers’ Party] is a party in doubt about the best electoral strategy to be adopted in relation to the PSB [Brazilian Socialist Party], a
partner of so many presidential races. On one side are those focused on the project for the re-election of President Dilma Rousseff, on the other,
those who prefer to kill, still in the bud, any threat to the hegemony won by the Labor Party in the last 20 years in the field of the left.

How to End Brazil's Homicide Epidemic from Huffington Post 8 Jan 14

With over 47,000 reported homicides in 2012, it is one of the most violent countries on earth... Yet Brazilians can end this tragedy. To do so will
require the construction of a comprehensive and forward-looking public security policy in 2014.

THE AMERICAS; Behind Brazil's Civil Unrest; Radicals use popular discontent to push President Dilma Rousseff into
following more statist policies. from The Wall Street Journal 23 Jun 13

Using an anti-status-quo message and social media, organizers have not found it difficult to attract young people of many political persuasions. It
is likely that most of them don't know they are being used. Ms. Rousseff can solve her problem by opening Brazilian markets and acknowledging
that the state is not the engine of growth. Or she can negotiate with the protest organizers and re-establish Brazil as the perpetual country of the
future

Blog: Brazil’s Regional Realpolitik from Americas Quarterly 8 May 13

It’s not hard to imagine what was behind Brazilian Foreign Minister Antonio Patriota’s announcement yesterday that Brazil will hire 6,000 Cuban
doctors to work in rural parts of Brazil. If true, Brazil’s announcement represents a stroke of realpolitik genius, and is somewhat unexpected from
a country that has promoted itself as a champion of international norms and multilateralism.

Uruguay
In My Opinion: Joyous climate spoils Uruguay’s pot drive from 3 Aug 13

...legalization of marijuana should take place amid much bigger national campaigns against drug use than what we’re seen in Uruguay. Otherwise,
if we legalize drugs amid a “joyous atmosphere” of permissiveness, as Sanguinetti said, we will end up with many more drug users than today. 

Blog
Caribbean Basin

Cuba
Cuba: One Year of Immigration And Travel Reform... What Changed? from 14 Jan 14

In the first ten months of 2013 some 184,787 people traveled outside the Island. Many of them for the first time. Although the official statements
try to deny that people flee the country, more than half of all travelers hadn't returned as of the end of November. Nor do we need the numbers. It's



enough for each of us to just look around to quantify the absences.

Southern Cone
Argentina
Blaming Peronism For All That's Broken In Argentina from Real Clear World 15 Jan 14

Argentina emerged from a military dictatorship 30 years ago, and we have yet to establish an intelligent state that acts as regulator and provider of
basic services, and attain a more integrated and peaceful society. Worse, the Republic's basic laws are weakened and subjected to debate every
time some minor problem comes up, fundamentally unrelated to the national interest.

CARICOM
Questions for Caricom after Biden, Xi visits from Nation News (Barbados) 14 Jun 13

CARICOM leaders were quite silent on...the killing of civilians by employing unmanned drone aircraft in Washington’s declared campaign
against suspected international “terrorists”... Secondly, the gross and inhumane misuse of Guantanamo Bay 

CariCom
Caribbean Basin

Trinidad and Tobago
Caricom losing faith in ‘good-neighbour’ Uncle Sam from Trinidad Express 8 Apr 13

Writing last month to Caricom leaders, US VI governor John de Jongh urged against suing before the WTO. The US Virgins, he pleaded, need the
subsidy, as unfair as it looks, and as illegal as it may prove at the WTO... It’s hard to persuade anyone that US Caribbean possessions could be in
more desperate straits than their Caricom neighbours. The rum export subsidy is thus exposed as naked favouritism, heedlessly damaging to
Caribbean interests. 

Counter Illicit trafficking
Obama Signals Retreat in the War on Drugs; A proposed 21% cut in the budget for international drug control could set back
progress already achieved from The Wall Street Journal 28 Jul 13

You do not have to have lived during the cocaine and crack epidemics of the 1980s and early 1990s to be grateful for this remarkable change. If
you did, the progress seems miraculous. Unfortunately, the Obama administration is cutting the funds and undermining the political will that
helped bring about this transformation.

Counter-Illicit Trafficking
Southern Cone

Argentina
Clandestine Landing Strips: Only One of the Tips of the Iceberg from lanacion.com (Buenos Aires) 11 Jul 14

The Interior Ministry revealed that over 1,400 landing airstrips exist in private fields that are irregularly conditioned. Many are suspected to be
used or could have been used for landings of light aircraft that carry drugs from neighboring countries. One of the main entry routes of drug
shipments into Argentina is by air.

The Risks of the ‘Drug War' from La Nacion (Buenos Aires) 21 Jan 14

A careful look ... would help prevent the country from adopting policies with an uncertain outcome. A series of recent news reports on Mexico
show a pattern that has already been seen in Colombia and other countries in the Caribbean basin. The “war on drugs” has been following a
fateful and frustrating course in those regions.

Counterterror
Obama is Changing the Way He Fights War on Terror from National Journal 7 Oct 13

In a risky operation this weekend, Navy SEALS stormed a villa in a seaside Somalia town, searching for Ikrima, a top commander from al-
Shabaab, the al-Qaida offshoot responsible for an attack in a Nairobi mall that killed dozens of people just weeks ago. When the troops came
under intense gunfire, they retreated, reportedly because their target was impossible to capture.

Counterterrorism



Commentary: Obama’s Counterterrorism Blueprint Looks Good, On Paper from Washington Post 11 Jul 14

In President Obama’s sometimes maddeningly cautious foreign policy, you can see him struggling to answer what may be the hardest question of
his presidency: How should the United States project power in a disorderly world without making the same mistakes it did in Iraq and
Afghanistan?

Criminal Violence
Spin on Venezuelan star’s murder seeks to obscure rampant violence from Miami Herald 14 Jan 14

...obfuscation serves a larger purpose, not just for Maduro but for other leaders in Latin America — whose violent-crime stats make it arguably
the world’s most dangerous region today...It helps them hide the fact that they’re still unable or unwilling (or both) to build the police and judicial
institutions — the basic rule of law — that rein in rampant criminality.

Cyber-Security
Congress Is Overdue In Dealing With The Cybersecurity Threat from Washington Post 14 Jul 14

...it was encouraging to see the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence vote 12 to 3 last week to approve a cybersecurity bill that would begin to
bridge the gap... this supercharged privacy debate should not stand in the way of a good cybersecurity bill. Rather, it is a reason for Congress to
build in workable and sufficient privacy protections and get on with passing legislation that is long overdue. 

Defense Budget
A Pentagon Enemy: Uncertainty from Washington Post 17 Oct 13

The last-minute plan to avoid default and reopen the government will prolong bringing sanity to defense spending.

Dept. of Defense
A Decaying Defense Is No Defense from Washington Post 4 Aug 13

Mr. Obama ultimately can’t act as though the Defense Department’s sequester cuts are equivalent in consequence to every other item in the
budget. The country’s defense is a core responsibility of the federal government, and its armed forces are critical to the nation’s ability to exert
leadership, maintain alliances, defend human rights and preserve the nation’s safety.

Dept. of State
Central America

Costa Rica
Obama Taps Another Bundler To Be Ambassador To Costa Rica from Washington Post 10 Jul 14

Okay. We know what you’re thinking: Just another fat cat who gave huge bucks to buy a nice embassy and probably doesn’t speak Spanish and
has never been anywhere near Costa Rica. But looks like you would be wrong.

Detention Operations
Obama's Detention Victory; An appeals court backs his power to detain enemy combatants. from 21 Jul 13

... Second Circuit Court of Appeals voted 3-0 last week to reject a lower court order that would have limited the ability of Congress to authorize
the President to detain enemy combatants and those who aid and abet them.

DoD Budgets
Hagel's Defense Cuts Are Welcome from Seattle Times 22 Jul 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel's cuts in the top brass are a reasonable adjustment after two wars. THE U.S. defense secretary’s announcement of
a 20-percent reduction in the number of top brass and senior civilians at the Pentagon by 2019 is welcome.

Economics
Latin America will do well, but not great, in 2014 from Miami Herald 16 Jan 14

Some of the best-known international institutions have just released their economic forecasts for Latin America in 2014, and most of them agree
that this will be a better year than 2013 in the region. The big question is whether they aren't too optimistic. While international institutions have
some of the world's best economists, I tend to take their economic projections with a dose of skepticism. 



Essay: The Two Latin Americas; A Continental Divide Between One Bloc That Favors State Controls and Another That
Embraces Free Markets from The Wall Street Journal 3 Jan 14

There are two Latin Americas right now. The first is a bloc of countries—including Brazil, Argentina and Venezuela—that faces the Atlantic
Ocean, mistrusts globalization and gives the state a large role in the economy. The second—made up of countries that face the Pacific such as
Mexico, Peru, Chile and Colombia—embraces free trade and free markets. 

Andres Oppenheimer: U.S. techies heading to Latin America from El Pais 13 Jun 13

My opinion: Startup Brasil, Startup Chile and similar programs that are being contemplated in Colombia and Peru are great ways to help Latin
America internationalize its high-tech industries and compete in the global knowledge economy. 

Economics & Governance
South America may not head Zimbabwe’s way from Miami Herald 18 Jan 14

A joke making the rounds in Latin American business circles says Brazil is looking increasingly like Argentina, Argentina is looking increasingly
like Venezuela, and Venezuela is looking increasingly like Zimbabwe. Are things really going that bad? Or is it wildly exaggerated...? 

Southern Cone
Brazil
Trouble for the 'Brazilian Miracle' from Huffington Post 21 Jan 14

On the causes of social unrest. The slowing down of the Brazilian economy is not due only to external factors, such as the reduction of demand
from China and Europe. Internal factors also do play a role.

Egypt
At Last, Common Sense About Egyptian Aid from Washington Times 26 Aug 13

As the tragic situation in Egypt continues to deteriorate, President Obama has delayed the delivery of F-16 fighter jets and canceled scheduled
joint military maneuvers, and members of Congress are now having second thoughts about sending military aid. 

Federal Government Shutdown
Government Deal Comes As a Relief to Workers from Washington Post 17 Oct 13

Watching members of Congress celebrate a bipartisan deal aimed at restarting the government, we couldn’t help but think of Monique Henderson.
Or Katrina Lucas. Or Nick Wolfe. No doubt these furloughed federal workers will be glad to go back to work, but that relief can’t mask the harm
done to them and tens of thousands of other Americans whose livelihoods are tied to the federal government.

A Last-Minute Manuever from Washington Post 16 Oct 13

Tuesday began amid optimism that Senate Majority Leader Harry M. Reid (D-Nev.) and Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) could
at last broker a budget deal to end the partial but increasingly painful government shutdown and enable federal borrowing to continue past a
Thursday deadline. 

Sequestration Still Matters from Washington Post 15 Oct 13

Lurking behind the government shutdown and debt limit battle is the sequester. That’s the Frankenstein-like budget-cutting monster Congress
created in 2011.

A Debt Ceiling Breakout from Wall Street Journal 11 Oct 13

To adapt a 2002 speech by a certain Illinois state senator, we're not opposed to all political wars, merely the dumb ones. The government
shutdown-debt limit standoff increasingly belongs to the latter category, which is why the more rational members of both parties seem to be
converging on an honorable exit that avoids a crackup.

Congress, Be Ashamed: Charity Agrees To Pay Families’ Death Benefits from Breaking Defense 10 Oct 13

Every member of Congress should hang his or her head in shame this afternoon. The Fisher House Foundation has stepped into the breach of the
federal government shutdown and agreed to pay the families of Americans who die fighting for their country the government benefits to which
they are entitled.



A Crisis of The President's Own Making from Wall Street Journal 10 Oct 13

For months now, the GOP has been held hostage by a faction of its party that deluded itself into believing President Obama might be rolled on his
signature health-care law. Witness now an equally grand delusion on the Democratic side, one that President Obama nurtures at his peril. 

An Inadequate Offer from the House from New York Times 10 Oct 13

Speaker John Boehner on Thursday said he was willing to delay briefly a disastrous default of the country’s financial obligations but was not
willing to reopen the government. “I would hope that the president would look at this as an opportunity and a good-faith effort on our part to
move halfway — halfway to what he’s demanded,” he said. 

DOD: Brace for More Cuts from Defense News 10 Oct 13

The US government shut down is unlikely to end anytime soon, offering Pentagon leaders time to reconsider their budgetary future.

The Uncompromiser in Chief from LA Times 9 Oct 13

If you wanted to hear words of sweet conciliation, the White House was the wrong place to go this week.

Inexcusable Confusion from Navy Times 7 Oct 13

The government shutdown that is paralyzing Washington and causing ripple effects across the nation could have been seen coming from miles
away. Unfortunately, Defense Department brass seem to have their heads in the sand.

The Price of Playing Games from Washington Post 4 Oct 13

There is a growing, dangerous disconnect in this country between the dysfunction of Washington and the day-to-day reality of states, businesses
and families. 

Shutdown Stings in Multiple Ways from Military.com 3 Oct 13

As House Republicans prepared to close down a large part of the government in their latest attempt to gut the 2010 Affordable Care Act, one of
their own introduced the Pay Our Military Act (HR 3210) to allow military members to be paid through the shutdown.

Paying the Troops: Beyond the Shutdown from Defense One 3 Oct 13

While military members will continue to get paid through the current government shutdown, questions about the affordability of military
compensation over the long term are gaining greater attention. There is a growing recognition that the long-term fiscal health of the Defense
Department requires finding common ground on overall budget levels. This will not, however, be enough.

The Danger of Shutting Down National Security from The Great Debate (Reuters) 3 Oct 13

The nation awoke Tuesday to find much of the federal government closed for business. The Republican-controlled House of Representatives had
refused to fund essential government functions until the rest of Congress and President Barack Obama agreed to reverse a healthcare law passed
three years ago and deemed constitutional by the Supreme Court. By doing so, they put reversing healthcare reform ahead of protecting the
nation.

Government Waste
The Lunacy of 'Fairness' in Government Contracting from Wall Street Journal 16 Oct 13

As one of the most successful commercial firms in America, Amazon is exactly the kind of nontraditional vendor the federal government should
be using to apply its expertise to the government's many procurement problems. If only it were that easy.

Huffington Post
The Pentagon's Guantanamo Review Board--Progress or Procrastination from Huffington Post 15 Oct 13

On Wednesday, the Pentagon announced it had finally begun re-examining evidence for the continued detention of terrorism suspects held without
charge at Guantanamo. 

Illicit Trafficking



Central America
Panama
Another Rogue-State Smuggling Route Is Revealed; The U.S. is moving too slowly to investigate the North Korean freighter
stopped on its return from Cuba. from Wall Street Journal 22 Jul 13

Panama's interdiction last week of a North Korean freighter bearing cargo from Cuba should open President Obama's eyes. The seizure's chilling
implication is that significant trading exists among proliferators (and their powerful friends), despite mountains of sanctions resolutions, vaunted
intelligence capabilities, and Western leaders who think dictators can be talked out of long-sought military capabilities.

Immigration
No Quick And Easy Solutions To The Border Crisis from Los Angeles Times 16 Jul 14

...The proposals being bandied ... will do little to resolve the instability and violence propelling tens of thousands of unaccompanied minors out of
Central America...this emergency is rooted in criminal violence, rather than war or political or religious terrorism ... And the solution for that will
not be found in an immigration courtroom, or along the banks of the Rio Grande. 

What Obama Missed on the Border; If the president came to see the disastrous effects of Washington's policy in person, he
might want to act. from The Wall Street Journal 15 Jul 14

We need to put pressure on the countries where these children are coming from, such as Honduras and El Salvador, as well as on the Mexican
government... Mexico would be better served securing its own southern borders than making it easier for children to travel alone through
dangerous territory.

Bordering On Heartless from Washington Post 14 Jul 14

It should bother religious people that politicians pay a lot of attention when conservative church leaders speak out against contraception and gay
rights but hardly any when religious voices suggest that these children deserve empathy and care... many religious leaders are condemning
callousness toward these kids.

DECLARATIONS: The Crisis on the Border; No one who wants to help has authority, and no one with authority is helping
from 10 Jul 14

All this gives normal people a feeling of besiegement and foreboding. Is a nation without borders a nation? Washington's leaders seem to
recognize what's happening as a political problem, not a real problem. That is, they betray no honest alarm. They just sort of stand in clusters and
say things.

What’s Obama Hiding At Illegal-Alien ‘Refugee’ Camps? from Washington Times 9 Jul 14

The government’s attempt to control what the public is allowed to see and hear has never been more ham-handed — or more indefensible — than
in the early attempts to bar the press and members of Congress from fact-finding visits to the facilities ... which are refugee camps for the
hundreds of thousands of illegal aliens who have been swarming across the Rio Grande.

India
India Cancels Talks After Pakistani Envoy Meets With Separatists from New York Times 19 Aug 14

India called off planned talks with Pakistan on Monday after Pakistan’s top diplomat in New Delhi met with separatist leaders from Kashmir in
defiance of an Indian warning, officials here said. 

Information Operations
@ISIS Is #Winning; Why is a barbaric medieval caliphate so much better at social media than Washington? from Foreign Policy 9

Jul 14

The Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham is running a brilliantly effective social media campaign. With the group rebranded as the Islamic State (IS),
its grisly messaging gets attention and discourages resistance to its military operations, both where it is fighting and among countries that might be
inclined to intervene against it. 

Information Security
Bradley Manning’s Conviction Sends A Chilling Message from Washington Post 3 Aug 13



It sends the most chilling of messages to jail truth-tellers and dissenters, essential actors in maintaining an informed citizenry, which lies at the
heart of a free and open democratic society.

Intelligence
HAYDEN: Some Of The Best Intelligence Is No Secret At All — It’s Social from Washington Times 10 Jul 14

“To fully serve policymakers, the [intelligence community] will need to continue to expand — to a much greater degree than has been assumed or
accomplished to date — its reliance on open sources of information that contain or reflect the sentiments, intentions, and actions of non-
governmental actors; what might be called ‘social intelligence.’”

International
The Egyptian Debacle from New York Times 20 Aug 13

Of all the promise of the Arab Spring — for citizenship and agency in the lives of peoples long subjected to servility and humiliation — perhaps
the greatest was the idea that the region could escape the paralyzing political trap that offered Western-backed dictatorship or radical Islamism as
its only alternatives. 

International Relations
A New US Policy For The Americas from Jamaica Gleaner 1 Dec 13

The growing interest in seeking China's and to a lesser extent Brazil's engagement in the Caribbean Basin suggests an opportunity to expand the
group of nations prepared to work together in the region's interests. 

OPINION: Venezuela losing clout in region from Miami Herald 30 Nov 13

As hard as Chávez tried and now Maduro tries to disguise it with ideological slogans, their “Socialism of the XXI Century” was nothing but an
authoritarian populist vote-buying scheme that worked when Venezuela’s oil prices were at all-time highs

Washington's fleeting Latin America pivot from Global Post 25 Nov 13

“Speaking for President Obama and myself, the day is long past when America looks out and saw a backyard,” Biden said ...“This is no backyard
... this is the front yard. The hemisphere is growing.” ... if this is an “Obama Doctrine,” it comes amid growing regional disunity, steady erosion of
US influence and renewed irritation with Washington, analysts say.

In My Opinion: US is becoming a dysfunctional giant from 15 Jul 13

My opinion: When I travel abroad and somebody asks how the United Sates is doing, I usually respond that it depends how you look at it.
Politically, it’s losing ground; economically and technologically, it’s surging. It’s like a creative, hard-working giant with no social skills. You can
either laugh at its political embarrassments, or marvel at its innovation ability — or both.

What Obama didn’t say about Latin America from The Miami Herald 13 May 13

I find it unfortunate that, as Obama’s recent trade initiatives with Asia and Europe show, he looks East and West, but very little toward the South.
Neither he, nor Kerry, nor any Cabinet-level official is focused on the region. 

Latin America no longer anyone’s ‘backyard’ from Miami Herald 30 Apr 13

Instead of asking what the United States is doing for the Americas, it is time to appreciate how the United States is leveraging ties to and working
with the Americas to advance our interests. 

Interview
Gen. Denis MercierChief of Staff, French Air Force from Defense News 17 Jun 13

The French Air Force is facing a problem that is increasingly familiar across Europe: How to remain relevant as wider government financial
problems impose limits on capabilities and personnel.

IRAN
Iran Deal Leaves U.S. With Tough Questions from Washington Post 15 Jul 15

The deal with Iran is finally done. Given the stakes, it should be scrutinized. It makes sense to reserve judgment and see how the administration



explains all the clauses of the agreement and how they will be implemented. 

Iran’s Long-Term Nuclear Ambitions Survive Deal from AFP 15 Jul 15

Tehran (AFP) – Iran by agreeing a pact with world powers has accepted temporary curbs on its nuclear programme, but it has not abandoned
atomic research and long-term uranium enrichment plans.

Israel Blasts Iran Deal As ‘One Of The Darkest Days In History’ from Washington Post 15 Jul 15

JERUSALEM — Israeli leaders across the political spectrum condemned in stark apocalyptic language the Iranian nuclear pact announced by the
United States and world powers Tuesday, calling it a historic mistake that frees Iran to sponsor global terror while assembling the expertise to
build a nuclear bomb.

Iran
A Iran Deal Worth Trying — Risks And All from Washington Post 25 Nov 13

THE AGREEMENT with Iran announced early Sunday in Geneva will cap the expansion of its nuclear infrastructure and lengthen the time
Tehran would need for a “breakout” attempt to build a bomb. Though the accord is freighted with risk, it is worthy as an interim step — and
preferable to the military action that might otherwise have been deemed necessary.

Iran's Nuclear Triumph; Tehran can continue to enrich uranium at 10,000 working centrifuges. from Wall Street Journal 24 Nov 13

President Obama is hailing a weekend accord that he says has "halted the progress of the Iranian nuclear program," and we devoutly wish this
were true. The reality is that the agreement in Geneva with five Western nations takes Iran a giant step closer to becoming a de facto nuclear
power. 

“Sucker’s Deal” from Washington Post 22 Nov 13

A president desperate to change the subject and a secretary of state desperate to make a name for himself are reportedly on the verge of an
“interim” nuclear agreement with Iran. France called it a “sucker’s deal.” France was being charitable. 

America Mustn't Be Naive About Iran from New York Times 2 Oct 13

THE international agreement to destroy Syria’s stockpile of chemical weapons has put diplomacy back at center stage of American foreign policy.
But enforcing America’s “red line” in Syria is only a prelude to dealing with the thicker, redder line around Iran’s nuclear program. Last week’s
charm offensive by Iran’s new president, Hassan Rouhani, and his seeming show of flexibility augurs well for a diplomatic resolution.

JTF-GTMO
Transparency at Gitmo from Miami Herald 16 Oct 13

From the moment the U.S. naval base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba became the designated site to hold enemy combatants after the attacks of Sept.
11, 2001, obsessive secrecy has surrounded the facility. 

Guantanamo Inmate: "We Will Remain on Hunger Strike" from Al-Jazeera America 15 Oct 13

I write this after my return from the morning’s force-feeding session here at Guantanamo Bay. I write in between bouts of violent vomiting and
the sharp pains in my stomach and intestines caused by the force-feeding.

The Aamer Appeal to Stop Force-Feeding in Guantanamo from 15 Oct 13

Lawyers for Shaker Aamer, the last British resident in Guantanamo Bay have filed an appeal in the case of Shaker Aamer vs. Barack Obama, a
case that was first filed in June 2013 to halt the force-feedings of hunger strikers Aamer, Ahmed Belbacha, and Nabil Hadjarab. 

At Guantanamo, A Microcosm of the Surveillance State from Al-Jazeera 1 Oct 13

At Guantanamo last week, a pre-trial hearing in the military commission trials of five men allegedly involved in the terrorist attacks on September
11, 2001, descended into chaos when Air Force Col. Karen Mayberry, the chief defence counsel for the Office of Military Commissions,
explained how the Defence Department's computer network was so untrustworthy that 540,000 supposedly confidential emails, between defence
lawyers, had been made available to the prosecution, and seven gigabytes of the lawyers' files had disappeared.



Editorial: A force-feeding disgrace at Guantanamo from The Los Angeles Times 14 Jul 13

President Obama should put an end to the abusive practice and make good on his promise to close the facility.

The Second Day of My Hunger Strike from Huffington Post (UK) 12 Jul 13

Shaker Aamer's Blog Post in the Huffington Post (UK)

Minor Migration
OPINION: Easy Fix To Offer Relief To Immigration Courts from Miami Herald 1 Aug 14

Much has been written about the strain placed on the immigration court system by the recent influx of minors from Central America. A little
known fact about the Immigration Court system, unlike every court in the land, virtually no immigration court cases are resolved without a
hearing. 

Pakistan
Putting Pressure On Extremists In Pakistan Is More Important Than Ever from Washington Post 17 Dec 14

PAKISTAN’S ARMY chief warned his senior commanders just last Friday to be on guard for a major attack by Taliban extremists, and for good
reason: In the past six months the army has conducted an aggressive campaign against militants based in the country’s northwestern tribal
territories. 

Sequestration 
Facing Reality at the Pentagon from Foreign Policy 16 Oct 13

The shutdown/debt ceiling/budget crisis may be over, for now. But inside the Beltway, most folks who care about defense issues and the military
continue to bang away at the assumed "damage" that sequestration and these budget battles are doing to America's military capabilities.

Sequestration/Budget Impacts
Force For Good, Under Pressure from Richmond Times-Dispatch 13 Oct 13

The United States Navy turned 238 years old today. It’s a bit daunting to realize that my nearly 23 years of service amounts to almost a tenth of
the Navy’s existence. But what an exciting journey those years were.

Sexual Harrassment/Assault
COMMENTARY: Harassing The Military from Weekly Standard 1 Jul 13

There is no sexual assault crisis. 

Snowden
Information Age; Snowden and His Fellow Fantasists; Declassified NSA documents disprove his claim that he could legally
wiretap anyone. from 24 Nov 13

Edward Snowden thought he was exposing the National Security Agency's lawless spying on Americans. But the more information emerges about
how the NSA conducts surveillance, the clearer it becomes that this is an agency obsessed with complying with the complex rules limiting its
authority. Contrary to the fantasies of Mr. Snowden and other critics, the NSA may be dangerously risk-averse.

Social Issues
Latin America’s Talent For Tolerance from New York Times 11 Jul 14

Before every World Cup match in Brazil, the players lined up in front of a banner that read, “Say No to Racism.” The message was particularly
directed toward the soccer stadiums of Europe, where there have been many instances of racial taunting and physical aggression by hostile fans
against African and other black players.

Strategy
No Pinpricks? We Only Do Pinpricks from The Atlantic 15 Oct 13

In a recent speech on Syria, President Obama said the United States “doesn’t do pinpricks.” 

Syria



A Nightmare Group In Syria Could Target The US from Washington Post 14 May 14

The chamber of horrors of the Syrian civil war has spawned a terrorist group so extreme that it has been rejected even by al-Qaeda — and this
toxic group is now establishing a safe haven in the city of Raqqah in northern Syria that could soon be used to attack foreign targets. 

Terrorism
Blinded By The War On Terrorism from Los Angeles Times 28 Jul 13

For more than a decade, the U.S. government has been focused on one type of threat above all others: terrorism. This obsession has not only been
used to justify an erosion of Americans’ privacy, it has opened them to other dangers and, paradoxically, made it easier for terrorists to achieve
success.

The Arctic
The Creeping Militarization of the Arctic from The Diplomat 16 Oct 13

Russia’s announcement last month that it was considering reopening a major northern naval base and resuming regular naval patrols has revived a
debate over the militarization of the Arctic. 

Trade & Economics
Free-Trade Deals Such As The Trans-Pacific Partnership Help The United States from Washington Post 17 Jan 14

...Opponents of a free-trade agreement among the United States and 11 Pacific Rim nations are claiming that it will destroy U.S. jobs, thus
exacerbating income inequality in this country, just as previous deals...allegedly did... If we miss that opportunity, Americans of all income strata
will regret it. 

THE AMERICAS: The Next Big Free-Trade Breakthrough from 14 Jul 13

As a single region, the Pacific Alliance will be the eighth largest economy in the world.

The North American Global Powerhouse from 13 Jul 13

The three Nafta countries together account for $6.63 trillion in total exports and imports. They have among them free-trade agreements with 50
other countries and there is massive overlap among them. 

U.S. Foreign Policy
LAMBRO: Global ‘tranquility,’ Obama-style from Washington Times 16 Jul 14

... the increasing waves of young illegal aliens who have been flowing across the Texas border have exposed long-ignored wrongdoing and
political chicanery... Mr. Obama thinks he can float above all of this as he goes about the country making bombastic claims ... A majority of
Americans don’t believe him, and with good reason.

War Court / Military Commissions
Fish or Cut Bait from New York Times 2 Oct 13

It was the most important military commission case to come before any court in the more than seven years since the Supreme Court invalidated
the Bush administration’s first effort to set up military commissions to try Guantánamo detainees for war crimes.

Western Hemisphere Affairs
Assessing the Bush Administration in Hemispheric Affairs from Americas Quarterly 25 Apr 13

The opening of the George W. Bush Library in Dallas today offers an opportunity for an early assessment of the Bush administration in
hemispheric affairs, now that there is a little distance in time since the administration left office. In hindsight, there is a lot to give the
administration credit for doing. 
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Trans-Regional Issues
In Bastion, Mexico Kingpin Seen As Benevolent Bandit (Thomet, AFP) from AFP 20 Jul 15

Badiraguato (Mexico) (AFP) – The lush Mexican mountain stronghold of Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman is dotted with hamlets where poor farmers
live in humble homes, scrape by on crops and lionize the fugitive drug kingpin.

U.S. Offers Aid To Find Fugitive ‘El Chapo,’ But Mexico Balks, Officials Say from LA Times 16 Jul 15

Federal law enforcement agencies are offering drone technology and U.S. agents to assist in the hunt for escaped drug cartel leader Joaquin “El
Chapo” Guzman, but so far the Mexican government has rebuffed the offers and appears to be hoping it can capture the fugitive on its own, U.S.
officials said Wednesday.

Mexico Auctions Oil Blocks In Attempt To Increase Production from NYT 16 Jul 15

Nearly 80 years after kicking out foreign oil companies, Mexico reversed course on Wednesday, auctioning 14 exploration blocks in an effort to
attract international energy giants and increase the country’s slumping production.

Pentagon’s Must-Read News Compilation Fades Away from New York Times 1 Nov 13

The Defense Department’s Early Bird news service — which drove debates at the Pentagon, and its senior leaders to frustration, with its
compilation of articles on military operations, budget politics and weapons programs — was declared dead on Friday... Because the Internet has
personalized news aggregation services, a centralized Pentagon-financed effort was seen as an anachronism — especially one that was delivered
only once a day in an era of 24-hour news...

Inside the Ring: Russia boosts Cuba ties from The Washington Times 31 Jul 13

The Russian military recently dispatched a guided-missile warship to Cuba as part of what U.S. officials say are growing military, intelligence and
economic ties between Moscow and Havana...After Havana, the warship will visit Caracas, Venezuela; Managua, Nicaragua;

European police bust Georgian 'mafia' in raid from Agence France-Presse 19 Jun 13

European police have arrested 18 suspected members of a Georgian crime gang, confiscating weapons, drugs and cash in one of its most
significant blows against Russian-speaking mafia groups on the continent, Europol said on Wednesday. 

Many Maya Ruins Left Vulnerable As Sprawl Encroaches On Region from USA Today 15 May 13

The ruins of the Maya civilization, known for its great stone cities that were largely abandoned in 900 A.D., are big tourist draws in many Central
American counties. However, many are on private land or unguarded, and prone to destruction and theft. 

Rio Meet Focuses On Using Science To Root Out Poverty from AFP 26 Feb 13

Scientists from 55 countries opened a two-day meeting Monday to mull how to use science to fight poverty and promote sustainable development.
Taking part were members of the InterAcademy Panel (IAP), a global network of 106 national science academies tackling such issues as global
warming, population growth, human reproductive cloning and evolution. 

As A New Pope Is Chosen, Latin America Hopes For More Sway from Los Angeles Times 24 Feb 13

Next month, 19 cardinals from Latin America will be among the 117 from around the world expected to be eligible to participate in the secret
meetings to choose a replacement for Pope Benedict XVI. And though the chances for a Latin American pope being elected are a long shot,
regional leaders are hoping to have more influence than before both in the selection process and in addressing many of the major problems facing
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the church in general and Latin America specifically. 

FEATURE: Complex portrait of doctor linked to Menendez probe from 31 Jan 13

By most appearances, Dr. Salomon Melgen embodies the great American immigrant success story: A native of the Dominican Republic, Melgen
has earned renown as one of South Florida’s leading eye surgeons. He owns a sprawling, waterfront home in North Palm Beach valued at about
$3 million. He gives generously to charities and rubs elbows with prominent politicians... who is now at the center of two FBI probes, one
involving published allegations that he provided free trips to the Dominican Republic and prostitutes for U.S. Sen. Bob Menendez, a New Jersey
Democrat. 

Pacific Rim LatAm Countries Show Growing Clout from AFP 28 Jan 13

Spain's bid to join the Pacific Alliance illustrates the growing clout of the trade association between Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru, a new
rival to the South American trading bloc Mercosur. 

Castro's arrival irks Chilean right at summit from Associated Press 25 Jan 13

Cuban President Raul Castro's participation in a 60-nation summit was causing debate even before his plane landed in this Andean country. The
Independent Democratic Union, the far-right party in President Sebastian Pinera's coalition, accuses Castro of harboring members of a Chilean
leftist guerrilla movement that assassinated the UDI's party leader, Sen. Jaime Guzman, in 1991. The judge investigating the case has demanded
the extradition of a couple living in Cuba who were allegedly involved. 

The irresponsibly stupid and dangerous camouflage patterns of the U.S. military from The Week (theweek.com) 22 Jan 13

You'd think the military would want uniform patterns that keep its members safe. And yet somehow, "distinctiveness" has trumped safety. When
the Marine Corps selected a digital pattern for its combat uniform in 2002, the U.S. military as a whole seemed to fracture, with each branch
wandering aimlessly in a bizarre search for sartorial identity. It's been a long, strange trip since. So let's take a brief look at the camouflage
patterns of the U.S. military, and the sorry stories of their adoptions. 

Hundreds Arrested In Child Exploitation Probe from Associated Press 4 Jan 13

More than 200 adults have been arrested in an international investigation of child pornography, Immigration and Customs Enforcement said
Thursday. The agency's director, John Morton, said 123 child victims were identified during the five-week investigation, which ended in early
December. ICE and local authorities found 110 victims in 19 U.S. states, while the others were living in six countries elsewhere. Morton declined
to provide specific details about which foreign countries were involved, saying only that there were some cases in Mexico. 

International Operation Nabs 245 Child Porn Suspects from AFP 4 Jan 13

An international police operation into child pornography led to the arrest of 245 people and the rescues of 123 children, mostly in the US, the US
immigration enforcement agency announced Thursday. John Morton, director of the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agency, said 23
of the suspects were arrested in six more countries, though declined to specify them. 

z(Other) Bahamas
Report, Punish Crime On Cruises from Miami Herald 5 Aug 13

Under pressure from Congress, specifically, a consumer-safety bill introduced by Sen. Jay Rockefeller, of West Virginia, the three largest cruise
lines, Miami-based Carnival, Royal Caribbean and Norwegian, agreed to release the data of alleged crimes reported on their ships.

Andean Ridge
Bolivia
Latin American Leaders, On First-Name Basis, Unite Against Critics from Washington Post 5 Jul 13

On Thursday, some of these leaders -- Peruvian President Ollanta Humala, Nicolás Maduro of Venezuela, José"Pepe" Mujica of Uruguay, along
with Correa and others -- rushed to an emergency summit in Cochabamba, Bolivia, to express fury about Morales's treatment.

Colombia
Colombia Surpasses Peru In Coca Cultivation, UN Report Says from AP 16 Jul 15

LIMA, Peru (AP) — Colombia surpassed Peru last year in land under coca cultivation, with Peru experiencing a 14 percent drop in acreage for



the plant used to make cocaine, according to U.N. data released Wednesday.

Venezuela
Venezuela’s Maduro Announces Tax Reform, More Oversight As He Struggles To Fix Economy from Miami Herald 16 Jul 14

Venezuela might be bracing for tax hikes after President Nicolás Maduro said Tuesday he was preparing a “fiscal revolution” that was needed to
continue financing the country’s social programs and subsidies. During a televised speech, Maduro didn’t offer details about the plan but said it
would be unveiled in coming weeks.

Caribbean Basin
Cuba
James McTurk: Portrait Of An Alleged Sex Tourist In Cuba from Miami Herald 16 Mar 13

"Talking about child protection is really easy for governments to do because there is nobody who is going to argue the other side," says Mark
Hecht, a co-founder and legal counsel for Beyond Borders, a Winnipeg-based group that fights global child exploitation. "If you stand up as a
government and say you stand firmly against children being sexually abused, who is going to say they disagree with that? "But if you actually
break that down into what that requires, that's where there is a lack of political will." 

Cubans to visit Bahamas for oil drilling talks from Nassau Guardian 14 Mar 13

A team from Cuba will be in The Bahamas within the next two weeks to discuss “mutual interests” relating to oil drilling, minister of the
environment and housing Kenred Dorsett said on Tuesday... He said on Tuesday, “In the next 14 days a delegation from Cuba will be in the
country for us to discuss environmental matters of mutual concern having regard to the fact that the Russians are drilling just 12 miles away from
our territorial waters. 

Central America
Nicaragua
Nicaragua to improve ability to respond to natural disasters from Caribbean News Now 29 Nov 13

The Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) has approved a $186 million contingent loan to help Nicaragua mitigate the impact that severe or
catastrophic natural disasters could have on its public finances.

Nicaragua To Start Exploring For Oil In Caribbean from Associated Press 16 Aug 13

Nicaragua says it will start exploring for oil in a swath of seabed in the Caribbean Sea that an international court granted it last year after a dispute
with Colombia.

Southern Cone
Argentina
The Falkland defectors; Falkland Islands residents overwhelmingly chose to stay with the UK. But a tiny handful remains
committed to Argentina. from globalpost.com 15 Mar 13

99.8 percent of the islanders voted to remain a British Overseas Territory. Three lone voices — for now anonymous — voted the other way. But
away from the media circus of the islands’ capital, Port Stanley, another islander was making his “no” stance known rather more publicly. Sixty-
five-year-old Alexander Betts is now known as Alejandro. He lives in a small village in central Argentina, one of a tiny handful who abandoned
the islands after the two-month war 30 years ago — a move most islanders see as a betrayal. 

Francis Toughened by Argentine Politics Ready for Papal Test from Bloomberg 14 Mar 13

As Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio prepares to take over a Catholic Church rocked by sex-abuse scandals and allegations of corruption, the sharp
knives of Argentina’s politics will have prepared him well... “You have to choose a pope that accepts challenges, and he managed to resist
gratuitous attacks for 10 years,” Sergio Bergman, a Buenos Aires rabbi who has worked with the new pope for two decades, said in a phone
interview. “I think it factored into his selection.” 

ARGENTINA ATTACKS VOTE BY FALKLANDS 'SQUATTERS' from (London) Daily Mail 14 Mar 13

ARGENTINE president Cristina Kirchner has branded Falkland Islanders 'squatters' after they voted overwhelmingly to remain British. She
stepped up her attacks after all but three of the 1,517 islanders who took part in the referendum said they wanted to remain an 'overseas territory



of the United Kingdom'. David Cameron welcomed the result and urged Argentina to respect the historic vote. 

Malvinas islanders to vote on sovereignty referendum from Xinhua (China) 10 Mar 13

Inhabitants of British origin on the Malvinas Islands, known to the British as the Falklands, will vote on Sunday and Monday to decide whether to
keep the islands as a "British Overseas Territory." 

Falkland Islanders Vote With An Eye On Argentina from Associated Press 10 Mar 13

Britain is hoping this weekend's referendum on the political status of the Falkland Islands will push the United States and other neutral
governments off the fence in its territorial dispute with Argentina over the remote South Atlantic archipelago. The local Falkland Islands
Government has mobilized a major effort to get as many of its 1,650 registered voters as possible to cast their secret ballots Sunday and Monday,
preparing to send off-road vehicles, boats and seaplanes to remote sheep farms across the lightly populated islands. 

Before A Falklands Vote, Bad Blood Surges Anew from New York Times 10 Mar 13

A total of 1,672 eligible voters ... will be asked to answer yes or no to a straightforward proposition: "Do you wish the Falkland Islands to retain
their current political status as an Overseas Territory of the United Kingdom?" The alternative would be to begin a transition to Argentine control,
perhaps by a period of shared sovereignty, as Argentina has suggested. The vote comes three decades after Argentina tried to settle the issue by
force, invading the islands and losing a 10-week war with Britain...

Falklands Oil Bonanza Distant Prospect: Experts from AFP 10 Mar 13

The prospect of an oil bonanza around the Falkland Islands is heightening tensions between Britain and Argentina, but commercial exploitation of
reserves remains a distant possibility, industry experts say... Islanders suspect Argentine President Cristina Kirchner's often-emotional pursuit of
Buenos Aires' sovereignty claim over the Falklands is designed to distract domestic attention from the country's mounting economic woes. 

Uruguay
Uruguay cannabis market still struggles for legitimacy a year after historic ruling from Guardian UK 16 Jul 15

The South American country became the first ever to legalize the sale of marijuana in May 2014 but regulatory bodies, police and pharmacies
have yet to catch up with home growers and their steady clientele

Agriculture & Economics
Leaf rust impact on Central America worse than feared -ICO from Reuters 22 Apr 13

A major outbreak of plant fungus roya, or coffee leaf rust, will have a more damaging impact on production in Central America than previously
feared, the head of the International Coffee Organization (ICO) said on Monday... "The impact on global production isn't so alarming in relation to
the social and economic impact this region is experiencing," Silva told Reuters in Tegucigalpa. 

ALBA
 ABC World News: Snowden-Asylum from ABC 8 Jul 13

Venezuela and Nicaragua have added their names to Bolivia, all offering asylum. But the problem though is now one of logistics, flying from
point A to point B without landing in a country that has promised to extradite him back to the US."

NBC Nightly News: Snowden-Asylum from NBC 8 Jul 13

...the presidents of Nicaragua, Bolivia and Venezuela have offered to grant him asylum, it's unclear what will happen to him or where he will go.
But, wherever it is, it won't come soon enough for Russian President Putin.

The CBS Evening News: Snowden-Asylum from CBS 7 Jul 13

Three Latin-American countries, Nicaragua, Venezuela and Bolivia, made offers of asylum to Snowden. How he would actually make it to any of
them from Moscow's airport is anybody's guess.

Snowden's Fate Unclear Despite Asylum Offers from Associated Press 7 Jul 13

Edward Snowden has found supporters in Latin America, including three countries who have offered him asylum. But many obstacles stand in the
way of the fugitive NSA leaker from leaving a Russian airport - chief among them the power and influence of the United States. Because



Snowden's U.S. passport has been revoked, the logistics of him departing are complicated.

Nicaragua, Venezuela Offer Asylum To Snowden from Los Angeles Times 5 Jul 13

Presidents Daniel Ortega of Nicaragua and Nicolas Maduro of Venezuela said Friday they were willing to grant asylum to NSA leaker Edward
Snowden. snowden has asked for asylum in numerous countries, including Nicaragua and Venezuela.

South American Leaders Demand Apology In Plane Row from Associated Press 5 Jul 13

South America's leftist leaders rallied to support Bolivian President Evo Morales after his plane was rerouted amid suspicions that NSA leaker
Edward Snowden was on board and demanded an apology from France, Italy, Portugal and Spain. The presidents of Argentina, Ecuador,
Suriname, Venezuela and Uruguay joined Morales in the Bolivian city of Cochabamba late Thursday to address the diplomatic row.

Border Disputes
A line in the sea: Here’s a grown-up way to settle a long-standing border dispute from Economist 31 Jan 14

... the court ... awarded Peru control of some 50,000 sq km of ocean but confirmed Chile’s hold over inshore waters rich in fish. The decision was
arbitrary but broadly fair—less than Peru had hoped for, but less bad than Chile had feared. It offers both countries a chance to move on from the
past...

Court Awards Large Patch of Pacific to Peru from Wall Street Journal 28 Jan 14

The United Nations's main judicial arm on Monday granted Peru about 19,000 square miles of Pacific Ocean, about the size of Maryland and
Delaware put together, in waters rich in anchovies, used to make fish-meal, a lucrative export. Both countries promised to respect the ruling.

World Court Awards Peru Swathe Of Chile’s Fish-Rich Sea from AFP 28 Jan 14

Lima cried victory Monday after the UN’s top court handed it a wedge of sea under Chilean sovereignty, but Peruvian fishermen nevertheless said
they gained nothing ... Peru said it drew “satisfaction” from the world court’s ruling in which it was handed a part of the fish-rich Pacific Ocean ...
but its southern neighbour slammed the decision.

Peru Gets More Ocean, Chile Keeps Fishing Grounds from 28 Jan 14

The United Nations’ highest court set a maritime boundary between Chile and Peru on Monday that grants Peruvians a bigger piece of the Pacific
Ocean while keeping rich coastal fishing grounds in the hands of Chilean industry. Despite high emotions over the dispute, especially in Peru, the
ruling is expected to have little effect on cordial ties between the two neighbors

Caribbean
Caribbean leaders ‘devastated’ over Chávez’s death from Miami Herald 5 Mar 13

For several Caribbean leaders, reaction to Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez’s death was swift and came in the form of 140 characters on Twitter
while others like Antigua and Barbuda Prime Minister Baldwin Spencer were too “distraught and devastated,” and needed time to collect their
thoughts. 

Cayman Islands
Cayman, US Agree On Reporting Of Americans’ Assets from Associated Press 16 Aug 13

The Cayman Islands says it has reached agreement with the United States to provide information on accounts held by American citizens to
comply with a sweeping U.S. law designed to combat tax evasion.

CELAC
LatAm Leaders Declare Region A ‘Zone Of Peace’ from Associated Press 30 Jan 14

Leaders from across Latin America and the Caribbean signed a resolution declaring the region a “zone of peace” Wednesday, pledging to resolve
their disputes as respectful neighbors without the use of arms. 

Chinese president lauds CELAC statement on China-LatAm forum from Xinhua (China) 30 Jan 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping on Thursday congratulated the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) on its successful
second summit and lauded its approval of a special statement on the establishment of a China-CELAC forum. 



Raúl Castro tells Celac summit: fight poverty and freeze out the US from Reuters 29 Jan 14

Rallying cry for Latin American leaders to tackle inequality is marred by stifling of planned protests in Cuba 

CELAC declares region nuclear-free from Xinhua (China) 29 Jan 14

The Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) has declared the region a nuclear-free zone, Cuban leader Raul Castro
announced Wednesday on the final day of the summit in Havana. 

Latin Americans pledge to respect Cuba's form of government from Reuters 29 Jan 14

Latin American leaders pledged on Wednesday to respect the right of all countries in the region to choose their own political systems, a
proclamation notable largely for accepting Cuba as the only one-party state in the western hemisphere. 

Cuba Hosts LatAm Leaders Against Crisis Backdrop from AFP 28 Jan 14

Leaders from across Latin America put aside domestic financial stability concerns to converge on Cuba for the summit of a major group set up to
counter US influence. The CELAC bloc of 33 Latin American and Caribbean nations was founded by Venezuela’s late anti-Western leader Hugo
Chavez, and specifically excludes the United States and Canada.

Cuba challenges Latin America to make strides on health, education from Reuters 28 Jan 14

Cuban President Raul Castro challenged Latin American and Caribbean leaders on Tuesday to improve health care and education, telling a
regional summit they have the natural resources to eradicate poverty but may lack the political will. The speech also listed a series of Latin
American grievances that directly or indirectly involve the United States...

Cuba's Castro calls for integration free of US from AP 28 Jan 14

Cuban President Raul Castro called on Latin American and Caribbean leaders Tuesday to work together on pressing regional problems at a
gathering of all Western Hemisphere nations except the U.S. and Canada... Castro argued that the bloc is ``the legitimate representative of the
interests of Latin America and the Caribbean.''

Cuba challenges neighbors on poverty, then faces own critics from Reuters 28 Jan 14

Cuban President Raul Castro challenged Latin American leaders to show the political will to improve health care and education, then heard from
his own critics after Cuban authorities stifled a protest outside the confines of a regional summit.

Chemical Biology
A Way to Brew Morphine Raises Concerns Over Regulation from New York Times 18 May 15

This rapid progress in synthetic biology has set off a debate about how — and whether — to regulate it. Dr. Oye and other experts said this week
in a commentary in Nature Chemical Biology that drug-regulatory authorities are ill prepared to control a process that will benefit the heroin trade
much more than the prescription painkiller industry.

Child Exploitation
63 children made to work on farms in Mexico rescued from Xinhua (China) 20 Aug 15

At least 63 minors, who were made to work long hours in a vegetable packing company in the northern Mexican state of Coahuila, were rescued
Wednesday, officials said on Thursday. 

China
China’s Xi Begins 2nd Trip To Latin America, In Sign Of Expanding Role from McClatchy 15 Jul 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping on Tuesday starts his second lengthy trip to Latin America in barely more than a year, showering attention on a
region partially neglected by Washington and relishing China’s role as the biggest financier to Latin America.

CIA
Panama Releases Former CIA Operative Wanted By Italy from Washington Post 20 Jul 13

A former CIA operative detained in Panama this week at the request of Italian authorities over his conviction in the 2003 kidnapping of a Muslim



cleric in Milan was released Friday and had boarded a flight to the United States, U.S. officials said.

State Dept. Says Former CIA Base Chief Lady Headed For U.S. from Los Angeles Times 20 Jul 13

A State Department official said Friday that a former CIA base chief in Italy who was convicted in absentia in the 2003 kidnapping of an Egyptian
cleric and reportedly arrested recently is headed back to the U.S. The former CIA base chief, Robert Seldon Lady, was taken into custody near the
Panama-Costa Rica border, according to Italian media.

Ex-CIA Chief’s Italy Saga Began With 2003 Kidnapping from Los Angeles Times 20 Jul 13

The 2007 trial involved the “extraordinary rendition” of a radical Egyptian Islamic cleric, whom members of the CIA team kidnapped in broad
daylight from a Milan street in 2003... The trial in Milan represented the most thorough exposure to date of the controversial rendition tactic, used
by the George W. Bush administration supposedly to capture terrorism suspects.

US: Panama Sent Ex-CIA Officer To US, Not Italy from Associated Press 20 Jul 13

A fugitive former CIA base chief detained in Panama this week is being sent to the United States instead of Italy, which wanted him to serve
prison time in the 2003 abduction of a terror suspect, the Obama administration said Friday. Robert Seldon Lady was held in Panama on Thursday
after Italy and Interpol requested his arrest ...

Ex-CIA Officer Tied To Abduction Of Egyptian Cleric Allowed To Flee Panama For U.S. from McClatchy 20 Jul 13

Panama on Friday allowed a retired CIA station chief wanted in Italy for his role in the 2003 abduction of an Egyptian Muslim cleric to leave for
the United States, permitting the former U.S. intelligence agent to avoid an Italian jail cell... Panama offered no explanation for its decision to
authorize Lady’s release...

Climate Change
Caribbean Sees Worrying Rise in Climate-Sensitive Diseases from IPS 22 Jan 14

Caribbean countries ... have one more thing to worry about in 2014. Dominica’s chief medical officer, Dr. David John, said climate change and its
effects are taking a toll on the health of people in his homeland and elsewhere in the region.

Lat-Am Database on Climate Change Unveiled from Xinhua (China) 2 Oct 13

The Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), along with the Spanish Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Environment, and Chile's University of Cantabria, unveiled on Wednesday a new database to track the effects of climate change in Latin America.

Counter Drug
Area of opium poppy in Afghanistan reaches all-time high - Russian drug service chief from Interfax (Russia) 24 Oct 13

The chief of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service claims that the area where opium poppy is grown in Afghanistan has reached an all-time
high this year. 

Russia's Drugs Control service makes proposals to low Afghan drugs production from Itar-Tass (Russia) 24 Oct 13

The Russian Federal Service For Control of Drugs (FSKN) has developed economic proposals for Afghanistan expected to ensure a decline in
drugs production in Afghanistan, FSKN Chief Viktor Ivanov declared at a meeting of the Central Asian Anti- Drug quartet (Russia, Tajikistan,
Afghanistan, Pakistan) on Thursday. 

Counter Illicit Trafficking
Andean Ridge

Colombia
Top Fugitive Italian Cocaine Boss Nabbed In Bogota from Associated Press 7 Jul 13

A fugitive Italian mobster, who allegedly arranged major shipments of South American cocaine to Europe each month and was one of the world's
most powerful drug brokers, has been captured in a Colombian shopping mall... Roberto Pannunzi "at the moment is the most important broker
for cocaine trafficking from South America to Europe," Gen. Andrea De Gennaro, an Italian anti-drug customs police official, was quoted 

Counter Illicit trafficking



Caribbean Basin
Cuba
Fidel Castro: “Slander” Over Case Of Seized Arms from Associated Press 29 Jul 13

Foes of Havana have tried to manipulate the case of Cuban armaments seized at the Panama Canal on a boat bound for North Korea, Fidel Castro
said in a letter published Sunday by state media.

Counter Illicit-Trafficking
Feds: JFK passenger accused of trying to smuggle cocaine from Associated Press 9 Jan 15

Federal authorities say a passenger on a flight from Jamaica was arrested at Kennedy Airport and accused of trying to smuggle cocaine into the
county. 

Counter-Illcit Trafficking
Albanian police destroy 46 thousand cannabis plants in northern region from Xinhua (China) 23 Aug 14

Albanian police forces on Saturday destroyed around 46 thousand cannabis roots during an anti-narcotics operation in the Shkodra region in
northern Albania. 

Counter-Illicit Activity
US charges Canadian company with smuggling, money laundering from Associated Press 10 Aug 15

U.S. government prosecutors are accusing an online Canadian pharmacy of selling $78 million worth of unapproved, mislabeled and counterfeit
drugs to doctors across the United States. An indictment charges Canada Drugs and its affiliates in the United Kingdom and Barbados with
smuggling, money laundering and conspiracy. 

Counter-Illicit Traffickin
NYC case charges 5 with trafficking drugs from Mexico from Associated Press 23 Apr 15

Authorities say five men have been charged with smuggling large shipments of heroin and cocaine from Mexico so it could be sold in New York
City and elsewhere in the Northeast. 

Counter-Illicit Trafficking
2 WV men plead guilty to heroin-related charges from Associated Press 20 Aug 15

Two West Virginia men have pleaded guilty to charges related to trafficking heroin. Frederick Smitherman and Brandon Lee Odell, both of
Inwood, entered the pleas Wednesday in federal court. 

Arrest leads to underwater tunnel across US-Mexico border from Associated Press 19 Aug 15

The arrest of a drug smuggler in scuba gear led to the discovery of a tunnel from Mexico that's partially underwater and ends in a canal. Evelio
Padilla, of Honduras, pleaded guilty Wednesday in federal court in San Diego to one count of possession of drugs with intent to distribute. 

US sanctions Mexican firms, people linked to drug cartel from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 15

The US Treasury announced sanctions Wednesday against 15 Mexican companies and six Mexican people it says are linked to a drug cartel. The
department named the cartel as Los Cuinis and said it is one of Mexico's most powerful and violent drug trafficking organizations. 

Putin demands tightening border controls to stop drug trafficking and smuggling to Crimea from Interfax (Russia) 19 Aug 15

Controls on the borders of Crimea must be tightened to stop drug trafficking and smuggling, President Vladimir Putin said at a conference on
security on the peninsula. 

France arrests suspected Albanian traffickers from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 15

Five people linked to an Albanian smuggling network were in custody Thursday after their arrest in northern France, suspected of trafficking
migrants across the Channel to Britain, the local prosecutor's office said. 

About 3.6 kg of heroin found hidden in cabbages in Singapore from Xinhua (China) 13 Aug 15

About 3.6 kilogram of heroin estimated to be worth more than 254,000 Singapore dollars (181,585 U.S. dollars) has been found hidden in



cabbages in an operation and four men have been arrested, said Singapore's Central Narcotics Bureau(CNB) on Thursday in a statement. 

Tajikistan gets $1mln-worth US equipment to fight drug trafficking from Tass (Russia) 12 Aug 15

The United States has handed over to Tajikistan tactical equipment worth over $1 million to fight drug trafficking, the US embassy in the Central
Asian republic's capital Dushanbe said on Wednesday. 

Over 250 kg of hashish, ecstasy and cocaine seized from wholesale drug dealer in Leningrad region from Interfax (Russia) 12 Aug 15

The drug police have seized a major drug dealer in the Leningrad region; his garages were storing over 250 kilograms of hashish, cocaine and
MDMA (the ecstasy synthetic drug) and firearms, the regional department of the Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) said on Wednesday. 

Italy arrests almost 900 traffickers since Jan 2014: police from Agence France-Presse 11 Aug 15

Italy has arrested nearly 900 suspected people traffickers since January 2014 but the kingpins remain at large, police data published Tuesday in
Catholic daily Avvenire showed. 

Feds: 70 charged after Arkansas drug-and-gun investigation from Associated Press 11 Aug 15

Local and federal agents arrested more than four dozen people Tuesday as part of a two-year investigation into alleged drug trafficking and gun
violence in northeastern Arkansas. 

Law enforcement agencies in 3 Pacific nations stop major drug shipment from Xinhua (China) 10 Aug 15

Law enforcement agencies in three Pacific nations have succeeded in stopping a shipment of methamphetamine valued at 80 million NZ dollars
(52.77 million U.S. dollars), New Zealand Customs officials announced Monday. 

91-year-old Sydney man charged with importing cocaine from Associated Press 10 Aug 15

A 91-year-old Sydney man has been charged with importing cocaine hidden in soap into Australia, prompting police to warn travelers to beware
they are not tricked into becoming drug mules. 

Drug and arms trafficking channel neutralized on Tajik-Afghan border from Tass (Russia) 4 Aug 15

A large transnational drug trafficking group has been neutralized on the border between Tajikistan and Afghanistan in a special operation,
Tajikistan's State Committee for National Security (SCNS) told TASS on Tuesday. 

US-Mexico border drug tunnel found near Tijuana from BBC 3 Aug 15

Security forces in Mexico have discovered an underground tunnel aimed at crossing into the United States. The unfinished tunnel, in the border
city of Tijuana, is believed to have been built by the Sinaloa cartel with the aim of smuggling drugs into the US. 

Saudi Arabia executes Pakistani heroin smuggler from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 15

Saudi Arabia on Friday beheaded a convicted Pakistani heroin trafficker, adding to a sharp increase in executions this year. 

5 men arrested in $2 million methamphetamine ring bust from Associated Press 30 Jul 15

California Attorney General Kamala Harris says five men suspected of having connections to Mexico's notorious Sinaloa drug cartel have been
arrested for allegedly trafficking 55 pounds of methamphetamine with a street value of $2 million. 

Mexico finds cocaine diluted in fruit shipment from Colombia from Associated Press 29 Jul 15

Customs and law enforcement personnel in Mexico say they found an undetermined amount of cocaine dissolved in fruit pulp imported from
Colombia. 

Romanian police seize heroin worth 40 million euros from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 29 Jul 15

Romanian police on Wednesday reported its largest-ever drug bust, seizing 333 kilograms of heroin worth an estimated 40 million euros. Four
people were arrested, organized crime prosecutor Daniel Horodniceanu said. 

Nigerian-born Australian arrested for allegedly importing 30 kg ice from Xinhua (China) 29 Jul 15



A Nigerian-born Australian man will appear in a Sydney court on Wednesday after allegedly importing 30 kilograms of methamphetamine in
skipping ropes, dresses, air compressor units and engine parts. 

Russia to continue fighting against Afghan drug trafficking without NATO - Grushko from Tass (Russia) 28 Jul 15

Russia will continue fighting against drug trafficking from the Afghan territory without NATO but through interaction with other partners,
Russia's Ambassador to NATO Alexander Grushko said in an interview with the Lifenews TV channel on Tuesday. 

Smuggler Linked To Colombian Heroin Ring from Miami Herald 27 Jul 15

A man will be sentenced in October in Miami federal court after pleading guilty two weeks ago to heroin trafficking in a case that may be linked
to a major new U.S.-Colombia initiative to dismantle criminal bands in the South American country.

Moroccan, French police dismantle int'l drug trafficking network from Xinhua (China) 27 Jul 15

Moroccan and French police forces broke up on Sunday an international drug trafficking network, Morocco's interior ministry said in a statement. 

Police seize big cannabis hauls in Spain, Gibraltar from Agence France-Presse 27 Jul 15

Authorities in Gibraltar seized 1.5 tonnes of cannabis resin, while in neighbouring Spain police raided an illegal plantation with nearly 1,800
marijuana plants, authorities said Monday. 

22 Pakistanis arrested in drug raid in Malaysia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 Jul 15

Twenty-two Pakistanis have been arrested in Malaysia following a drug raid near the capital, a senior police official said Monday. 

Vietnam seizes heroin, precursors in major drug blitz from Agence France-Presse 27 Jul 15

Vietnam has arrested 17 people after a blitz on drug crime uncovered major stashes of heroin, cannabis and precursor chemicals, state media said
Monday. 

Portuguese criminal police seize some 2 kg cocaine at Lisbon airport from Xinhua (China) 24 Jul 15

Portugal's criminal police have seized almost 2 kilos of cocaine at Lisbon Airport and detained a native passenger from Belo Horizonte, Brazil,
the police said on Friday. 

Taiwan busts drug smuggling in frozen tuna from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 15

Taiwan has seized a stash of amphetamines worth more than 1.4 billion yen ($11.3 million) hidden in frozen tuna cargos at Kaohsiung port, the
largest smuggling case of the drug bound for Japan, officials said. 

Cross-border drug gang busted in SW China from Xinhua (China) 23 Jul 15

Police in southwest China's Yunnan Province said on Thursday that they liquidated a cross-border drug gang on July 11 and caught 22 suspects. 

Malaysian caught with drugs at Singapore from Xinhua (China) 22 Jul 15

A 20-year-old Malaysian was caught with 900 grams of cannabis at the Woodlands Checkpoint here on Wednesday, according to a press release
from the Immigration and Checkpoints Authority (ICA) of Singapore. 

Nearly 2,500 Zambians arrested for drug trafficking in H1 from Xinhua (China) 22 Jul 15

Zambia's anti-drug agency on Wednesday said it arrested 2,470 people countrywide in the first half of 2015 for various drug and money
laundering activities. 

8 indicted in Topeka cocaine trafficking ring from Associated Press 22 Jul 15

Eight people have been indicted on federal charges of trafficking about $1.7 million of powder cocaine in the Topeka area. 

Police seize 200 kilograms of cocaine at port near London from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 22 Jul 15

British police on Wednesday said they arrested eight people after seizing 200 kilograms of cocaine with a street value of some 70 million pounds
(109 million dollars) at a port close to London. 



Lebanese citizen caught on Georgian border carrying 7 kg of cocaine from Interfax (Russia) 21 Jul 15

A citizen of Lebanon has been detained in Georgia for an attempt to smuggle over seven kilograms of cocaine to Turkey via the Sarpi customs
checkpoint. 

Moscow-African anti-drug dialogue conference to be held in Banjul from Xinhua (China) 20 Jul 15

Moscow-African Anti-Drug Dialogue conference will kick off in Banjul on Thursday with a view to combat against the menace of drug
trafficking. 

South African customs officials seize nearly 27 kilos of cocaine from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 8 Jul 15

South African customs officials seized 26.5 kilograms of cocaine at Johannesburg's airport, the South African Revenue Service said Tuesday. The
drugs were discovered Monday at Oliver Tambo International Airport. They were packed in compressed blocks inside a bag that was inspected by
customs officials after they failed to locate its owner. 

Chinese chemistry professor arrested for drug business from Xinhua (China) 7 Jul 15

A chemistry professor at a university in central China's Wuhan has been arrested on suspicion of producing hundreds of kg of a psychoactive drug
and selling it to overseas buyers, the local public security bureau announced on Tuesday. 

Parcel containing illegal pills from Netherlands seized in Philippines from Xinhua (China) 4 Jul 15

The Philippine anti-narcotics agents have intercepted a parcel containing 1,358 tablets of Methylenedioxy-methamphetamine (MDMA), popularly
known as ecstasy, a type of illegal drug, that came from the Netherlands, a senior government official said Saturday. 

Spain seizes over 15 tonnes of hashish from ship from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 15

Spanish police seized 15.7 tonnes of hashish resin on a merchant ship laden with salt near the southern port of Malaga, the interior ministry said
Wednesday. 

Turkey, Belarus and Ukraine seek membership with CARICC from Interfax (Russia) 30 Jun 15

Turkey, Belarus and Ukraine intend to become full members of the Central Asian Regional Information and Coordination Centre for combating
the illicit trafficking of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and their precursors (CARICC), said Lieutenant-General Beksultan Sarsekov, the
director of the organization. 

Indonesia Makes Massive Drug Bust, Arrests Traffickers from Voice of America 29 Jun 15

Authorities in Indonesia said they have seized at least 70 kilograms of methamphetamine, saying the country is no longer just a transit point for
narcotics. 

Myanmar reiterates commitment to combating drugs as national duty from Xinhua (China) 29 Jun 15

Myanmar has reiterated its commitment to combating drugs as national duty in line with international drug conventions. 

Police seize 26 pounds of marijuana in Tuscaloosa bust from Associated Press 27 Jun 15

Police have seized 26 pounds of marijuana from two alleged drug traffickers in Tuscaloosa. Al.com reports that authorities arrested two men
during a stop Friday on Interstate 20. 

Tackling drug issue a priority for Laos, partners: PM from Xinhua (China) 26 Jun 15

Drug production, trafficking and abuse is a transnational phenomenon with harmful effects for people and communities of both city and
countryside of Laos alike, the nation's Prime Minister said Friday. 

Mexico's drug police in mission with Russian drug control confiscate over 300 kilograms of cocaine from Tass (Russia) 26 Jun 15

Mexico's drug police confiscated over 300 kilograms of cocaine in a joint mission with the Russian and Peruvian counterparts, head of the
Russian drug control authority Viktor Ivanov said on Friday. 



Australian authorities seize 50 kg methamphetamine from Xinhua (China) 26 Jun 15

Australian authorities have seized 50 km of methamphetamine, known as Ice, with an estimated street value of 50 million Australian dollars
(38.63 million U.S. dollars) , following a police operation in Sydney. 

Record heroin seizures off East Africa: UN from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 15

A record 1.5 tonnes of heroin have been seized off East Africa's coast since last month, according to United Nations figures, showing the growing
importance of the route to international traffickers. 

Afghan anti-drug police seize drugs in eastern province from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 15

The special anti-drug police personnel have seized an illicit drug-packed vehicle in eastern province of Nangarhar, the Afghan Interior Ministry
said on Thursday. 

Three drug smugglers executed in NE China from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 15

Three people were executed Wednesday in the largest drug case to be heard in Liaoning Province, northeast China, a local court said. 

About 30 kilograms of cocaine seized from Russians in Latin America, southeast Asia - Drug Control Service from Tass (Russia) 24

Jun 15

About 30 kilograms of cocaine worth more than 200 million rubles have been seized by drug police from nine Russian nationals in Latin America
and southeast Asia, the press service of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service said on Wednesday. 

Australian warship seizes half a tonne of heroin from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 15

An Australian warship patrolling in the Middle East has seized a haul of 581 kilogrammes (1,280 pounds) of heroin with an estimated street value
of more than half a billion US dollars, a naval official said Wednesday. 

Over 90% Chinese narcotics smuggled from Golden Triangle from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 15

The Golden Triangle in southeast Asia remains the largest drug source for China's traffickers, accounting for over 90 percent of narcotics seized
by law enforcement agencies in 2014, according to a national report on drug situation on Wednesday. 

Mali asks UN to take on drug traffickers fueling conflict from Agence France-Presse 23 Jun 15

United Nations, United States, June 23, 2015 (AFP) - Mali asked the United Nations on Tuesday to take on drug traffickers and roll out an
emergency aid package after a peace deal was signed to end violence in the north. 

Spain arrests Venezuelan for smuggling drugs in puppies from Associated Press 23 Jun 15

Spanish police have arrested a Venezuelan veterinarian wanted by the U.S. for allegedly trafficking heroin by implanting it in puppies. 

Australian Customs cracks down on online fake, illicit medicines from Xinhua (China) 23 Jun 15

The Australian Customs and Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) have ended a successful operation cracking down on medicines bought
over the Internet. 

6 indicted in state prison methamphetamine trafficking ring from Associated Press 22 Jun 15

An inmate and five others have been accused of being involved in a methamphetamine trafficking ring that was operated out of a state prison. 

Pakistan’s anti-narcotics seizes drugs worth Rs 2.6 billion from Indian Express 20 Jun 15

Pakistan’s Anti-Narcotics Force on Saturday seized 11 tonnes of drugs worth 2.6 billion rupees in the southwestern Balochistan province and the
southern port city of Karachi, in the biggest haul in the force’s history. 

Woman arrested in Colombia with liquid-cocaine breast implants from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 19 Jun 15

A Honduran woman was arrested Friday in the Colombian capital with breast implants containing 1.5 kilogrammes of liquid cocaine. Colonel
Diego Rosero, police commander at El Dorado international airport in Bogota, said security personnel found the size of the 22-year-old breasts
suspicious. 



Dutch suspected of posing as paramedics to smuggle drugs from Associated Press 19 Jun 15

Four alleged smugglers are accused of using unusual vehicles to carry drugs into Britain — a fleet of ambulances. A joint British and Dutch
investigation put the brakes on the scheme this week when police arrested four Dutch nationals — two of them wearing paramedic uniforms —
and seized 270 kilograms (nearly 600 pounds) of heroin, cocaine and amphetamines hidden in secret compartments in an ambulance in the city of
Birmingham. 

Feds: 48 charged for links to Boston's most-feared gang from Associated Press 18 Jun 15

More than 40 people arrested Thursday on drug and gun charges were affiliated with Boston's largest and most-feared gang, according to
authorities who said the criminal organization ran a vast drug empire that stoked New England's heroin epidemic. 

Portuguese criminal police seize 850 kg of hashish from Xinhua (China) 17 Jun 15

Portuguese police seized 850 kg of hashish on board a speedboat on Wednesday, the country's Criminal Police said. The speedboat carrying the
drug was found in Vilamoura, Algarve, around 260 km south of Lisbon. 

185kg of cocaine, valued at $85 million, seized in Italy from Agence France-Presse 17 Jun 15

Italian police announced Wednesday they had seized 185 kilograms of cocaine (400 pounds) at the port of Genes. Four people were arrested
trying to bring the drugs out of the port in Italy's northwest, police said in a statement, adding that the stash had a street value of 75 million euros
($85 million).

Russia seeks cooperation with Pakistan to fight terrorism, drug trafficking from Tass (Russia) 17 Jun 15

Russia is interested in cooperation with Pakistan in fighting terrorism and drug trafficking from neighbouring Afghanistan, Deputy Defence
Minister Anatoly Antonov said on Wednesday. 

Dozens of arrests ordered in 'Ndrangheta drugs raid from BBC 17 Jun 15

Police have ordered the arrest of 34 people in Italy and another four in Spain in an international drugs raid. The suspects are accused of smuggling
large quantities of cocaine from Colombia to Europe in sailing boats. 

Important to focus global community efforts on eliminating heroin, cocaine production centers - Putin from Interfax (Russia) 17 Jun 15

Russian President Vladimir Putin has called on the global community to focus its efforts on eliminating heroin and cocaine production centers. 

Putin urges tougher struggle against drug smuggling, sale through Internet from Tass (Russia) 17 Jun 15

Russian President Vladimir Putin has urged law enforcers to step up the struggle against narcotic drugs smuggling and their sale through the
Internet. 

Kiwi navy seizes massive drug caches in anti-piracy mission from Xinhua (China) 16 Jun 15

The crew of a New Zealand navy frigate have seized 257 kilograms of heroin valued at 235 million NZ dollars (164.4 million U.S. dollars) during
a counter-piracy mission in the western Indian Ocean, the New Zealand Defence Force (NZDF) said Tuesday. 

US officials charge 29 in probe of Hartford drug trafficking from Associated Press 16 Jun 15

Twenty-nine people have been charged with federal crimes related to the distribution of heroin and crack cocaine in Hartford. 

Go-cart carrying 180 pounds of marijuana crosses into US from Associated Press 16 Jun 15

A go-cart carrying 180 pounds of marijuana crossed into the U.S. from Mexico as part of a thwarted smuggling attempt. Agents say the go-cart
fled back to Mexico after smugglers moved the drugs into a nearby pickup truck. 

Chinese police bust teen drug trafficking ring from Xinhua (China) 15 Jun 15

An international gang of drug smugglers with over 50 juveniles used as drug mules has been busted in southwest China's Yunnan Province. 

27kg of cocaine found in French military official's bag from Agence France-Presse 13 Jun 15



Some 27 kilogrammes of cocaine have been discovered in the suitcase of a French military officer as he tried to board a plane in French Guyana,
the local prosecutor's office said. 

Large drug trafficking ring busted in central China from Xinhua (China) 12 Jun 15

Police in central China's Henan Province have caught 41 suspected drug traffickers and seized 130 kg of drugs, they reported Friday. A gun, two
grenades and more than 12 million yuan (about 1.93 million U.S. dollars) were also confiscated, said a spokesman with the public security bureau
of Pingdingshan City. 

Passenger caught smuggling cocaine into US via film stock from The Guardian (UK) 11 Jun 15

Demand for traditional film stock has fallen so dramatically in recent years that manufacturer Kodak last year threatened to halt production
entirely – before a last-ditch deal with Hollywood studios ensured movies can still be shot and screened on traditional 35mm. 

Ex-police officer among those charged as drug rings smashed from Associated Press 10 Jun 15

State police say a police officer and a public works employee are among 32 people arrested in connection with two independent drug trafficking
organizations operating at the Jersey Shore. 

Cocaine bricks found in suitcase at Philadelphia airport from Associated Press 10 Jun 15

Federal authorities say they arrested an Italian citizen at Philadelphia International Airport over the weekend after finding nearly 14 pounds of
cocaine in his baggage. 

Police confiscate over 10 tons of marijuana in northern Tanzania from Xinhua (China) 6 Jun 15

Police in northern Tanzania on Saturday announced to have confiscated 12.4 tons of marijuana, the biggest seizure of the illicit drug of the year in
the East African nation. 

Spanish police arrest 29 on suspicion of hashish smuggling from Associated Press 4 Jun 15

Police say they have arrested 29 people on suspicion of smuggling drugs, dismantling a criminal organization that brought large quantities of
hashish into Spain from Morocco. 

Record-breaking batch of marijuana seized in Russia's Krasnoyarsk territory, dealers arrested from Tass (Russia) 4 Jun 15

A record-breaking batch of drugs - 224 kilograms of marijuana - has been seized by the police in Russia's Siberian Krasnoyarsk Territory, Anna
Trutneva, a spokesperson for the local department of the Russian drug control service, told TASS on Thursday. 

The Kenyan Connection: drug bust exposes new heroin route from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 15

When a crack unit of Kenyan narco cops raided a Mombasa villa in November, after an eight-month undercover US investigation, it marked a step
change in Africa's fight against drug trafficking. 

Liquefied stimulant drugs shipped to Japan disguised as sesame oil from Kyodo (Japan) 3 Jun 15

Around 8 kilograms of liquefied stimulant drugs were found hidden in 40 bottles of hot sesame oil shipped by air to Japan from Hong Kong last
September, police said Wednesday. 

Canada police dismantle Italian mafia drug trafficking ring, 19 arrested from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 15

Canadian federal police smashed a mafia drug trafficking ring with the arrest of 19 alleged high-ranking members of the Calabrian Ndrangheta
criminal organization in a sweep, authorities announced Wednesday. 

Cross-Strait joint drug ring bust seizes 12 from Xinhua (China) 2 Jun 15

Law enforcement agents from the Chinese mainland and Taiwan confiscated 1.36 tonnes of methamphetamine in a joint raid in March this year,
the Ministry of Public Security's Narcotics Control Bureau said on Tuesday. 

Albanian police destroy int'l drug traffic gang from Xinhua (China) 31 May 15

Seven persons have been arrested in Albania as part of a criminal gang that trafficked narcotic substances to the neighboring country of Greece,



Albanian Daily News reported on Sunday. 

Spanish police seize cocaine-stuffed pineapples from Agence France-Presse 31 May 15

Spanish police seized 200 kilos (440 pounds) of cocaine found inside hollowed-out pineapples that arrived by ship from Central America, the
interior ministry said Sunday. 

France-UK probe led to record Azores cocaine haul: Paris from Agence France-Presse 30 May 15

The Portuguese police who seized a record 1.2 tonnes of cocaine on a yacht in the Azores this week were acting on a tipoff from French and
British investigators, the French government said Saturday. 

Angola drafts action plan to fight against ivory trafficking from Xinhua (China) 26 May 15

The Angolan ministry of environment was drafting a national action plan to fight against illegal ivory trade in the African country for the year
2015 to 2017, the official news agency Angop reported on Tuesday. 

12 arrested in Arkansas drug-trafficking investigation from Associated Press 26 May 15

Twelve people have been arrested after a year-long undercover investigation of drug trafficking in Arkansas. 

Morocco foiled attempt to smuggle 1.35 tons of Cannabis into Europe from Xinhua (China) 25 May 15

Morocco has foiled an attempt to smuggle some 1.35 tons of cannabis into Europe, a local radio said on Monday. The seized cannabis was hidden
in a twin-engine boat near a local beach in the north of the country, the radio said. 

Police seize nearly 2 tons of cocaine bound for Spain from EFE (Spain) 25 May 15

The Spanish national special operations police intercepted a fishing vessel flying a Polynesian flag in the Atlantic Ocean that ended up being en
route to transport 1.95 tons of cocaine to the Iberian Peninsula. 

Treasury Sanctions Gulf Cartel Drug Trafficker from Associated Press 21 May 15

The U.S. Department of the Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) today has designated Mexican narcotics trafficker Abel Briones
Ruiz as a Specially Designated Narcotics Trafficker (SDNT) pursuant to the Foreign Narcotics Kingpin Designation Act ("Kingpin Act") for
providing support for the international narcotics trafficking activities of the Gulf Cartel. 

Spain arrests Serb, two Croats with 1.1 tons of cocaine from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 21 May 15

Spanish police have seized 1.1 tons of cocaine from a yacht in a joint operation with their Serbian and Croatian counterparts, Serbian Interior
Minister Nebojsa Stefanovic announced Thursday. 

Policemen arrested in Balkans drug trafficking bust from Agence France-Presse 21 May 15

Four policemen were among 23 people arrested in Bosnia and Croatia Thursday for their roles in a drug trafficking ring, authorities and reports
said. 

Cocaine hidden in papaya import from Dominican Republic leads to arrests from United Press International 20 May 15

Spanish police announced on Wednesday that two people were arrested in Madrid, after nearly 70 pounds of cocaine from the Dominican
Republic, was found hidden within imported boxes of papayas. 

US agents make record New York heroin bust from Agence France-Presse 19 May 15

US agents in New York seized a record-breaking $50 million worth of heroin smuggled from Mexico in the biggest such haul in state history,
officials announced Tuesday. The more than 70 kilos (154 pounds) of heroin was seized from a vehicle parked in an upmarket neighborhood of
the Bronx, near Horace Mann, one of America's most prestigious private schools. 

Huge Heroin Supply Is Seized by Federal Agents in the Bronx from New York Times 19 May 15

Federal agents seized more than 70 kilograms of heroin in a weekend raid on a stash house on the edge of the exclusive Fieldston neighborhood in
the Bronx that authorities said was a base for distribution in New York City and across the Northeast. 



GMS countries strengthen cooperation on drug control from Xinhua (China) 19 May 15

Senior officials of the signatories to the 1993 Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) on drug control
gathered in Vietnam's capital Hanoi on Tuesday to discuss measures to strengthen cooperation on drug control. 

EU to back unprecedented naval force to fight people smugglers from Agence France-Presse 18 May 15

The European Union is set to back plans on Monday for an ambitious naval force to fight people smugglers in the Mediterranean after a series of
shipwrecks that killed hundreds of migrants. 

New Challenge for Police: Finding Pot in Lollipops and Marshmallows from New York Times 18 May 15

After nearly 20 years on the job, Jim Jeffries, the police chief in LaFollette, Tenn., has seen his share of marijuana seizures — dry green buds
stashed in trunks or beneath seats, often double-bagged to smother the distinctive scent. 

Airport baggage handlers accused of flying drugs throughout US from Agence France-Presse 18 May 15

Fourteen people, including several airport baggage handlers, have been charged in a scheme to transport drugs across the United States using
carry-on luggage, the Justice Department announced Monday. 

Silk Road, Online Black Market, Reduced Users’ Risks, Defense Says from New York Times 18 May 15

...Mr. Ulbricht’s lawyers are asking the judge to disregard the overdose deaths at his sentencing by raising an argument that has probably never
been heard in a traditional drug case. Mr. Ulbricht’s lawyers contend in a filing on Friday that “in contrast to the government’s portrayal of the
Silk Road website as a more dangerous version of a traditional drug marketplace,” the website “was in many respects the most responsible such
marketplace in history.” 

Hong Kong man charged over 150 kg 'ice' haul in Australia from Agence France-Presse 15 May 15

Australian police said Friday a 66-year-old Hong Kong man has been charged with attempting to bring some 150 kilograms (330 pounds) of
crystal methamphetamine into the country. 

Austrian authorities bust int'l cocaine-smuggling ring from Xinhua (China) 13 May 15

Authorities in Austrian state of Styria busted an internationally-active cocaine smuggling ring with 30 suspects now in custody, it was revealed on
Wednesday. 

Police in St.Petersburg seize cocaine worth $4mln from Tass (Russia) 13 May 15

Police in Russia's second largest city of St.Petersburg have seized over 90 kilogrammes of cocaine worth 200 million roubles (more than $4
million), a spokesperson for the Russian Interior Ministry said on Wednesday. 

Large quantities of heroin seized in Bishkek from Interfax (Russia) 12 May 15

Almost 21 kilograms of heroin presumably routed to Russia have been seized in Bishkek, a representative of the Kyrgyz Interior Ministry told
Interfax on Tuesday. 

Northeast China police bust "zombie drug" ring from Xinhua (China) 7 May 15

Police in a northeast China city busted a cross-province narcotics gang that distributed methcathinone, a flesh-eating drug that makes people act
like zombies. 

Pakistan seizes 3 tonnes of hashish bound for Middle East, Europe from Reuters 6 May 15

Pakistani authorities have seized more than 3 tonnes of hashish bound for the Middle East and Europe on an oil tanker, one of the country's largest
hauls of the drug ever, police and coastguard officials said on Wednesday. 

Pakistan seizes three tonnes of Gulf-bound hashish: official from Agence France-Presse 5 May 15

Pakistan's Coast Guards said they seized on Tuesday three tonnes of hashish bound for the Middle East where its estimated street value would
have been $50 million, in one of their biggest drug hauls. 



Officers arrest man at JFK after cocaine found in underwear from Associated Press 4 May 15

A Jamaican citizen who arrived at John F. Kennedy International Airport is facing federal drug smuggling charges. Authorities say officers found
about a pound of cocaine — in his underwear. 

Bulgaria seizes over 500 kg of marijuana at border with Greece from Xinhua (China) 4 May 15

Bulgarian law enforcement officers have seized 530 kg of marijuana at Kulata checkpoint on the country's border with Greece, officials said on
Monday. 

Drugs valued at $1.5 mn found on bus in Mexico from EFE (Spain) 3 May 15

Police acting on a tip from the public found 44 kilos of methamphetamine and heroin with a street value of more than $1.5 million hidden on a
bus headed to Tijuana, a border city in the northwestern Mexican state of Baja California, federal prosecutors said. 

Police net 500-million-pound cocaine haul off Scotland from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 30 Apr 15

British police on Thursday said they seized more than 3 tons of cocaine with a record street value of some 500 million pounds (750 million
dollars) from a tugboat off the north-eastern coast of Scotland. 

Six detained as one of biggest hauls of narcotics ever seized in Latvia from Xinhua (China) 29 Apr 15

Six suspects were detained earlier this month as Latvian authorities seized one of the biggest hauls of narcotics yet, representatives of the Latvian
State Revenue Service said. 

Mexican drug smugglers swim through sewage canal to reach US from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 15

Frogmen swam through a sewage canal to smuggle drugs from Mexico to the United States, the army said Tuesday. The route was discovered
Monday in the city of Mexicali, an army official said. 

U.S. to provide $2.7 mn to Bahamas for counternarcotics efforts from EFE (Spain) 28 Apr 15

The Bahamian government has signed a new cooperation agreement with the United States that will see Nassau receive $2.74 million for efforts
against drug and weapons smuggling and money laundering. 

Liberians appeal to international community on trafficking from Associated Press 28 Apr 15

Protesters gathered Tuesday in front of the U.S. Embassy in Liberia's capital, asking the American government to put pressure on Liberian
officials to bring back some 60 Liberian young women allegedly trafficked into Lebanon between 2011 and 2012. 

12 facing drug trafficking charges in Texas, New Mexico from Associated Press 27 Apr 15

Authorities say 12 people are facing charges after an investigation targeting marijuana traffickers and money launderers operating in southeastern
New Mexico and west Texas. 

Over two tonnes of cocaine seized off Scotland: French customs from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 15

The British coastguard has seized more than two tonnes of cocaine from a tugboat off the east coast of Scotland, French customs said on Sunday. 

UPDATE: EU could triple Triton funding, advance plans to tackle traffickers from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 Apr 15

The European Union looks set to almost triple its funding to the bloc's maritime patrol missions in the Mediterranean, bringing their budgets into
line with Italy's disbanded Mare Nostrum search and rescue operation, sources say. 

FSKN director: Drug trafficking funds international terrorism from Interfax (Russia) 22 Apr 15

The number of drug addicts is increasing worldwide and the revenues from drug trafficking fund international terrorism, Viktor Ivanov, the head
of the Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN), told a BRICS ministerial meeting in Moscow. 

International drug gangs prey on Filipinos abroad from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

Filipina maid Mary Jane Veloso faces imminent execution in Indonesia, but relatives say her only crime was to fall victim to international drug



gangs who are threatening to kill them if they speak out. 

Two sentenced to death for drug trafficking in NW China from Xinhua (China) 21 Apr 15

Two people were sentenced to death in the northwest province of Shaanxi on Monday for trafficking and selling narcotics, while three others
received the death sentence with reprieve, said local authorities. 

India intercepts Pakistani boat off coast of western state from Xinhua (China) 21 Apr 15

Indian authorities have intercepted a Pakistani boat off the coast of the western state of Gujarat and arrested eight people on board the vessel,
sources said Tuesday. 

Two Iranians have death sentences in Indonesia commuted to life from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Apr 15

Two Iranians convicted of drug offences in Indonesia have had their death sentences commuted to life imprisonment on appeal, local media
reported on Monday. 

Iran, Afghanistan join hands to fight drug trafficking, terrorism from Xinhua (China) 19 Apr 15

Iran and Afghanistan agreed to cooperate against illicit drugs trafficking and the perils of terrorism in the region, Iranian President Hassan
Rouhani said Sunday in joint press conference with his visiting Afghani counterpart Ashraf Ghani Ahmadzai. 

French customs seize record 2.25 tons of cocaine off Martinique from Reuters 18 Apr 15

French customs officers seized 2.25 tons of cocaine, their biggest ever haul, in a raid on a yacht off Martinique, the Finance Ministry said on
Saturday. 

Peruvian national held at Delhi airport for carrying cocaine worth millions from Xinhua (China) 15 Apr 15

Indian authorities Wednesday arrested a Peruvian national at Delhi airport for carrying cocaine worth millions of dollars. 

Police crack huge drug rings in east, south China from Xinhua (China) 14 Apr 15

Police in east China's Jiangxi province have dismantled a multiple-province drug ring, confiscating 17.14 kilograms of crystal meth, local
authorities said Tuesday. 

Russia, China sign memorandum to jointly fight synthetic drugs from Tass (Russia) 13 Apr 15

Russia and China have recently stepped up efforts to combat drug trafficking and the associated problems of transnational organised crime,
Russia's top enforcement official said on Monday. 

Large amount heroin seized in Kyrgyzstan from Interfax (Russia) 13 Apr 15

Kyrgyz special services officers have seized 175 kilograms of heroin in a special operation in northern Kyrgyzstan, the press service of Kyrgyz
National Security Committee told Interfax on Monday. 

Kenyan police seize boat with heroin, nab 9 suspects from Xinhua (China) 13 Apr 15

Kenyan police said Monday they have impounded a boat in the Indian Ocean and recovered heroin valued at over 60,000 U.S. dollars. 

Australian Customs allegedly seizes 5 kg cocaine at airport from Xinhua (China) 13 Apr 15

A Spanish national appeared in an Australian court on Monday after Customs officers allegedly discovered 5 kg of cocaine in his luggage as he
tried to pass through an airport. 

Mexico arrests alleged Sinaloa cartel cocaine trafficker from Associated Press 12 Apr 15

Mexican marines and police have arrested a man authorities describe as a leading cocaine trafficker for Mexico's Sinaloa drug cartel. 

SECURITY: IRAN-DRUGS-AFGHANISTAN from Tass (Russia) 12 Apr 15

Iranian security forces have seized 1.8 tons of opium in an operation in south-eastern province of Sistan and Baluchestan, Fars news agency said
on Sunday. 



600 kg of heroin seized in eastern Turkey from Xinhua (China) 12 Apr 15

Turkish police seized 600 kg of heroin in eastern Turkey on Saturday, local NTV news channel reported on Sunday. 

Lebanon thwarts attempt to smuggle massive drugs to Egypt from Xinhua (China) 9 Apr 15

Lebanese Customs managed to arrest a gang of drug traffickers on Thursday and seized a large container with nearly 2 tons of drugs bound for
Egypt, Finance Minister said in a statement. 

Australian gov't launches taskforce to combat ice drug epidemic from Xinhua (China) 8 Apr 15

The Australian government on Wednesday announced the formation of a special taskforce to combat the nation's ice drug epidemic. 

Police Seize 2.6 Tons of Narcotics in Southeastern Iran in 1 Day from Fars News Agency (Iran) 8 Apr 15

ANALYST NOTE: Fars News Agency is a "semi-official" news agency with strong ties to the Iranian government. It is largely suspected this
agency is affiliated with the hard-line Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps. 

Mexican military halt drug tunnel construction near U.S. border from Reuters 7 Apr 15

Mexican soldiers foiled the construction of a suspected drug tunnel underneath a house near the U.S. border, arresting nine people and
impounding a truck used to clear debris, the Army said on Tuesday. 

FBI leads roundup of Central California Coast drug ring from Associated Press 7 Apr 15

A dozen people suspected of selling high-purity methamphetamine were arrested Tuesday morning during a series of raids along California's
Central Coast, the FBI said.

Colombian arrested in NY after heroin is found in underwear from Associated Press 7 Apr 15

Customs officials at Kennedy International Airport say they discovered two cylinders filled with heroin in the underwear of a Colombian man
arriving in the United States. 

Croatia seizes 140 kilos of heroin at Serbian border from Agence France-Presse 7 Apr 15

Police seized 140 kilos (309 pounds) of heroin and arrested a Turk and a German who allegedly tried to smuggle it into Croatia from Serbia,
officials said Tuesday. 

Hong Kong Customs seizes suspected cocaine at airport from Xinhua (China) 3 Apr 15

Hong Kong Customs seized about 5. 2 kg of suspected cocaine with an estimated value of about 5 million HK dollars (645,161 U.S. dollars) at
Hong Kong International Airport and arrested an incoming female passenger, the customs said Friday. 

Kyrgyz drug mule en route to St. Petersburg caught in Kazakhstan from Interfax (Russia) 2 Apr 15

Large quantities of heroin have been seized in a police operation in the Zhambyl region in southern Kazakhstan, the regional police department
said on Thursday. 

Vancouver police seize significant narcotics from Xinhua (China) 1 Apr 15

Vancouver police have made a significant narcotic seizure after a six-month investigation into a drug trafficking network operating throughout
Vancouver and its surrounding cities, police said on Wednesday. 

27 indicted after probe of East Texas meth trafficking from Associated Press 1 Apr 15

Federal authorities have announced the indictments of 27 individuals after a lengthy investigation of a methamphetamine trafficking operation. A
U.S. Attorney's statement Wednesday says the 27 were charged in a sealed March 14 indictment with conspiracy to possess methamphetamine
with intent to distribute the drug. 

Major haul of narcotics in years seized on Latvian-Russian border from Xinhua (China) 31 Mar 15

Latvian authorities have seized 124 kg of hashish, the biggest haul of narcotics recorded in Latvia in recent years, from a car on the Latvian-



Russian border earlier this month, the Latvian State Border Guard said Tuesday. 

Drug gang busted in SW China from Xinhua (China) 31 Mar 15

Police have arrested 29 gang members for producing and dealing drugs in southwest China's Sichuan Province, they announced on Tuesday. 

Drug traffickers caught with 125kg of heroin in Kyrgyzstan from Interfax (Russia) 31 Mar 15

The Kyrgyz State Committee for National Security has apprehended three foreign nationals on counts of trafficking heavy drugs, a Committee
spokesman told Interfax on Tuesday. 

Russia's drug control service withdraws $1.25 billion worth of drugs in 2014 from Tass (Russia) 30 Mar 15

Russia's Federal Drug Control Service (FDCS) has withdrawn $1.25 billion worth of drugs last year, the service's head Viktor Ivanov said on
Monday. 

Returning tourists arrested in north Russia on attempt to smuggle cocaine from Xinhua (China) 30 Mar 15

Customs officers at the airport of St. Petersburg, northern Russia, on Monday reported the arrests of four local residents after a purported attempt
to smuggle cocaine into the country by dissolving it in bottles of Caribbean rum. 

Police bust cross-border drug ring in south China from Xinhua (China) 30 Mar 15

Police in south China's Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region said Monday that they have caught 23 suspected drug traffickers. On March 23, a
joint operation by police in cities of Chongzuo, Pingxiang and Fangchenggang seized 24 kilograms of heroin, and confiscated more than 400,000
yuan (about 65,000 U.S. dollars) and six vehicles. 

Albanian police seize 12.3 kg drugs in Kakavija from Xinhua (China) 29 Mar 15

Albanian police seized 12.3 kg of marijuana in Kakavija, south east of Albania while checking a car on Sunday. 

Cypriot authorities confiscate 100 kilos of cocaine from Xinhua (China) 27 Mar 15

Cypriot authorities have confiscated 100 kilograms of cocaine in the southern port city of Limassol, the chief of the Cypriot police said on Friday. 

New York drug ring busted after bragging on social media from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 25 Mar 15

A drug ring whose members distributed heroin and prescription drug Oxycodone in New York and then boasted about their crimes on social media
networks has been busted, authorities said Wednesday. 

Big stash of cocaine discovered on Miami cargo vessel from Agence France-Presse 24 Mar 15

Some 800 pounds (360 kilos) of cocaine valued at around $9 million was discovered in the hold of a cargo ship in Miami, Florida, US officials
said Tuesday. 

Russians arrested in Thailand for trying to export marijuana from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 24 Mar 15

Three Russians were arrested for attempting to ship marijuana back to Russia, police said Tuesday. 

2 brothers charged in $1M drug trafficking conspiracy from Associated Press 24 Mar 15

Two more Kansas City men have been indicted in a $1 million drug-trafficking conspiracy. 

FSKN cracks down on drug distribution networks from Interfax (Russia) 23 Mar 15

The Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) has shut down almost 40 drug dens and several drug distribution networks over the past week. 

Douglas man accused of smuggling marijuana in gas tank from Associated Press 21 Mar 15

Authorities say a Douglas man has been arrested for trying to smuggle dozens of packages of marijuana in the gas tank of his pickup truck. 

Ten Venezuelans arrested after cocaine found on plane from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 15

Ten Venezuelans have been arrested over a shipment of cocaine found in a plane that travelled from Caracas to the Dominican Republic,



prosecutors said Thursday. 

Police bust drug gangs in north, southwest China from Xinhua (China) 20 Mar 15

Chinese police have busted two drug rings in north and southwest China. The public security bureau (PSB) in Kunming, in the southwest province
of Yunnan, announced on Friday that they had confiscated more than 17 kilograms of crystal meth in a recent crackdown, with four suspects
apprehended. 

Ghana busts drug trafficking gang with heroin worth over 1 mln USD from Xinhua (China) 19 Mar 15

An alleged drug trafficking gang operating between East and West Africa has been busted at the Kotoka International Airport in Accra, local
media reported Thursday. 

Sri Lanka partners with Pakistan to tackle drug trafficking from Xinhua (China) 19 Mar 15

Sri Lanka's government has pledged deeper cooperation with its Pakistani counterpart to tackle drug trafficking, an official said here on Thursday. 

US: Myanmar still failing in drugs fight from Associated Press 18 Mar 15

The U.S. says Myanmar remains the world's second-largest producer of opium and isn't doing enough to combat the illicit drugs trade. 

8 arrested in heroin, cocaine drug-trafficking investigation from Associated Press 18 Mar 15

The U.S. attorney's office says eight people have been arrested following a long-term investigation into the trafficking of heroin and cocaine in the
Keene, New Hampshire, area. 

Police bust drug gang in central China from Xinhua (China) 18 Mar 15

Police in central China's Hunan Province on Wednesday announced that they have arrested 24 suspected members of a drug gang. 

Mexico seizes quarter-ton of opium paste in Guerrero state from Associated Press 17 Mar 15

The Mexican army says soldiers have seized 229 kilograms (505 pounds) of opium paste hidden in buried containers in the mountains of southern
Guerrero state. 

The sting: An American drugs bust in west Africa from The Guardian (UK) 17 Mar 15

Using undercover agents, the DEA spent four years trying to bring down a cocaine trafficking gang in Liberia. Was the operation a triumph in the
global war on drugs or a case of American overreach? 

1.1 Tons of cocaine seized, 14 arrested in Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 17 Mar 15

Agents of the United Rapid Action Forces, or FURA, of the Puerto Rican police, seized 1.1 tons of cocaine and arrested 14 Dominicans, most of
whom were waiting for the drug to arrive from a boat off the northern coast of the Caribbean island, officials said. 

ASEAN meeting against illegal drugs held in Philippines from Xinhua (China) 17 Mar 15

The Philippines hosted Tuesday a regional cooperation meeting aimed to consolidate and strengthen efforts in control and prevention of drug
problems in the Southeast Asian region. 

Man detained at Lisbon airport with 2,500 doses of cocaine from Xinhua (China) 16 Mar 15

A 52-year-old man carrying over 2,500 doses of cocaine was detained at Lisbon airport while he was preparing to board a plane, the public safety
police revealed on Monday in a statement. 

Three Danish khat smugglers plead guilty in Kenya from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 15

Three Danish women pleaded guilty on Thursday to breaking Kenyan customs laws by attempting to smuggle suitcases stuffed with a narcotic
herb out of the country. 

Border Patrol in Yuma arrests 7, seizes 700 pounds of pot from Associated Press 11 Mar 15

U.S. Border Patrol agents in Yuma have arrested seven people living in the country illegally and seized more than 700 pounds of marijuana in the



last two days. 

Scale of narcotic drugs confiscation in Russia grows - FSKN chief from Tass (Russia) 11 Mar 15

The amount of confiscated heroin of Afghan origin in Russia grew by a third last year, and the beginning of this year saw a 40-percent increase in
the confiscation of synthetic drugs. The state drug control service FSKN prevents the smuggling of more than 20 tonnes of drugs 120 billion
roubles (1.9 billion dollars) worth every year, FSKN chief Viktor Ivanov said on Wednesday. 

10 arrested in crackdown on Texas Panhandle drug smuggling from Associated Press 10 Mar 15

Investigators say 10 more suspects have been arrested in an alleged drug smuggling ring operating for several years in the Texas Panhandle. 

Large batch of hashish seized in Kyrgyzstan from Tass (Russia) 10 Mar 15

Kyrgyzstan's State Committee for National Security (SCNS) has seized a large batch of drugs intended for trafficking to Russia, the SCNS press
service told TASS on Tuesday. 

Minivan with 100 kg of drugs held in Latvia from Xinhua (China) 10 Mar 15

A minivan with roughly 100 kg of hashish was detained in the south-eastern Latvian city of Daugavpils earlier this month, law enforcement
authorities said Tuesday. The black market value of the drug haul is thought to be an estimated 1.2 million euros (1.29 million U.S. dollars), local
media reported. 

Canada, US navies seize 1,000 kg cocaine in Caribbean from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 15

Canadian warships along with the US Navy and Coast Guard seized more than 1,017 kilograms of cocaine while on patrol in the Caribbean, the
Canadian military said Monday. 

Bulgarian customs seize nearly 9.5 kg of heroin from Xinhua (China) 9 Mar 15

The Balkan country is a key transit route for drugs smuggled from Asia to Europe. In 2014, Bulgaria seized more than 1 tonne of heroin, 50
tonnes of marijuana, 0.1 tonne of cocaine and half a tonne of synthetic drugs. 

Tempe police, feds take down drug trafficking network from Associated Press 5 Mar 15

Federal authorities and police in Tempe say they have dismantled an intricate drug trafficking network from across the border. Representatives
from Tempe police, the Arizona Attorney General's Office and the Drug Enforcement Administration will announce Thursday the results of a 30-
month joint investigation that has led to more than 70 criminal indictments. 

Australian police seize massive drug haul from Xinhua (China) 5 Mar 15

Australian Federal Police swooped on properties across Sydney on Thursday and arrested six men alleged to have imported 230 km of illegal drug
worth 122 million U.S. dollars. 

Austrian police strike major blow against family-run drug ring from Xinhua (China) 3 Mar 15

Police here put a family-run drug ring out of business after raids and the arrest of 18 people including dealers and customers in the past week. 

Authorities bust network sending drug "mules" from D.R. to U.S., Spain from EFE (Spain) 2 Mar 15

The anti-drug agency of the Dominican Republic broke up a network that sent "mules" loaded with drugs to Spain and the United States, arresting
four people, one of them a female minor, with more than 100 small bags presumably containing cocaine or heroin - although testing has not yet
been completed - in their stomachs. 

Kenyan police nab Guinean with 11.8 kg of heroin from Xinhua (China) 1 Mar 15

Kenya's anti-narcotics police were on Sunday interrogating a Guinean national who was arrested at the country's main airport in Nairobi with 11.8
kilograms of heroin. 

32 arrested in suburban Philadelphia drug ring from Associated Press 25 Feb 15

Nearly three dozen people have been arrested in the Philadelphia area in connection with a drug ring that had ties to Colombia. 



Turkish police officer found with 205 kilogrammes of drugs from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 24 Feb 15

A Turkish police officer was arrested after he was found with 205 kilogrammes of drugs in his car, broadcaster NTV reported Tuesday. 

Lebanon foils "unprecedented" drug smuggling attempt from Xinhua (China) 23 Feb 15

The Lebanese Internal Security Forces (ISF) said on Monday that it foiled an "unprecedented" attempt to smuggle a huge quantity of cannabis by
sea to Libya. 

Russian Federal Drug Control Service to be optimised, not disbanded - Ivanov from Tass (Russia) 17 Feb 15

Russia's Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) will be optimised, not disbanded, FSKN head Viktor Ivanov told a briefing on Tuesday
commenting on the results of an international anti-drug trafficking operation "Latin American Trap." 

Russia reports success of operation to prevent drugs trafficking from South America from Tass (Russia) 17 Feb 15

Chief of the Russian Federal Service for Drugs Control Viktor Ivanov has reported success of a joint operation conducted by the Russian anti-
drugs service jointly with their colleagues from Brazil and Peru as a result of which more than 13 kilograms of cocaine have been confiscated. 

Drug factory seized in east Lebanon from Xinhua (China) 14 Feb 15

The Lebanese military seized a narcotics factory in an operation in the eastern Bekaa Valley on Saturday, according to a military statement. 

Moscow drug police stops Afghani heroin smuggling from Tass (Russia) 13 Feb 15

The Moscow drug police stopped a major channel for supplies of Afghani heroin from Central Asia to Russia. The police detained 23 criminals
and confiscated over 40 kilograms of heroin, the Russian drug control authority, FSKN, said on Friday. 

Gwinnett police arrest 16, seize drugs worth $2.5 million from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 15

Gwinnett County police have arrested 16 people and drugs with a street value of about $2.5 million during an investigation that lasted several
months. 

Thai police arrest 172 suspects in illegal drugs sweep from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Feb 15

Police arrested 172 suspects on drug charges in one day in northern Thailand, local media reported Thursday. Officials said they also confiscated
more than 3 million dollars worth of methamphetamine in the northern city of Chiang Saen. 

8 Taiwanese drug suspects detained on mainland from Xinhua (China) 11 Feb 15

Eight Taiwanese suspects were formally detained in Fujian Province on Wednesday for allegedly attempting to smuggle 251 kilograms of
ketamine from the mainland to the island. 

India and Pakistan halt Kashmir bus in drugs row from BBC 9 Feb 15

India and Pakistan have suspended a bus service linking divided Kashmir, amid a row over alleged drug trafficking. Trade across the de facto
Kashmir border was also put on hold over the weekend when India accused Pakistani lorry drivers of transporting opium. 

Russian anti-drug chief says nearly 150,000 drug addicts behind bars from Tass (Russia) 9 Feb 15

At least 146,000 drug addicts are currently serving prison sentences in Russia, the head of Russia's federal drug control service (FSKN), Viktor
Ivanov, said on Monday. 

Anti-drugs operations underway to prevent $7.6 bln damage to Russia - FSKN from Tass (Russia) 9 Feb 15

Russia's federal drug control service (FSKN) is conducting a series of operations against drug dealers that could prevent the damage to the country
of around 500 billion rubles ($7.6 billion), the FSKN press service said on Monday. 

Myanmar, Thailand step up cooperation in drug control from Xinhua (China) 9 Feb 15

Myanmar and Thailand have stepped up cooperation in drug control with Thailand agreeing to provide Myanmar with 596,698 U.S. dollars in aid
for curbing narcotic drugs, an official report said Monday. 



Pakistan, Afghanistan Work Together to Fight Drug Trafficking from Voice of America 7 Feb 15

Pakistan and Afghanistan are working together to fight terrorism and increase security along their common border. Experts hope this kind of
cooperation will lead to more effective efforts against the drug trade. 

Russian drug police stop distribution channel from SE Asia from Tass (Russia) 6 Feb 15

Russia's drug control service (FSKN) has eliminated a transnational criminal group, involved in organisation of a distribution channel of synthetic
drugs from south-eastern Asia to Russia, the authority reported on Friday. 

Tajikistan's drug police seize drugs planned for selling in Russia from Itar-Tass (Russia) 2 Feb 15

Tajikistan's drug police seized a 9-kilogram consignment of Afghani heroin, which was planned for selling in Russia, Khushud Rakhmatullayev of
the country's Drug Control Agency told TASS. 

Mauritius jails French drug smuggler for 20 years from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 15

A court on the Indian Ocean island of Mauritius on Friday sentenced a French woman convicted of drug smuggling to 20 years in prison. 

Russian drug control service prepares operations against intl drug cartels from Interfax (Russia) 30 Jan 15

The Russian Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) is preparing a series of large-scale operations targeting international criminal groups that
smuggle drugs into Russia from Europe, Asia and South America. 

Nigerian agency smashes drug trafficking cell in Lagos from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 15

The National Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA) at the international wing of the Muhammed Airport (MMA), Lagos has smashed a drug
trafficking cell in Lagos that specialises in smuggling drugs to China. 

Italian police arrest 28 in drug ring linked to Berlusconi's former aide from Xinhua (China) 29 Jan 15

A total of 28 people have been arrested in Italy as part of a drug investigation involving a woman who shortly served as an aide to former prime
minister Silvio Berlusconi, local reports said on Thursday. 

Canadian arrested at Vietnam airport with 16 kilograms of meth from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 29 Jan 15

A Canadian man has been arrested at an airport in Ho Chi Minh City with 16 kilograms of synthetic drugs worth nearly 1 million dollars
concealed in his suitcase, officials said Thursday. 

2,200 pillaged artefacts seized in European crackdown from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 15

Over 2,200 looted artefacts, many from ancient Egypt, were seized as part of a Europe-wide crackdown that also snared 35 suspected traffickers,
Europol announced Wednesday. 

Finnish police arrests 30 suspects in drug ring crackdown from Xinhua (China) 28 Jan 15

Finnish police have arrested 30 suspects and seized some 10,000 tablets of ecstasy in a crackdown on an international drug ring, local media
reported on Wednesday. 

Illicit loan business that helped people trafficking outfits closed down from EFE (Spain) 27 Jan 15

A joint investigation by Arizona and U.S. immigration authorities has led to the shutdown of a fraudulent title loan business that provided short-
term loans that helped people trafficking organizations recover automobiles and other vehicles that had been confiscated on the border with
Mexico.

13 in West Tennessee face cocaine, marijuana charges from Associated Press 26 Jan 15

Federal prosecutors say 13 people have been charged with selling cocaine and marijuana in West Tennessee. The U.S. attorney's office in
Memphis said Monday that 12 people have been arrested so far. Three were already in state or federal custody, and the rest were arrested in Dyer
County. 



Moroccan authorities seize 24 tons of cannabis drugs from Xinhua (China) 24 Jan 15

Moroccan authorities seized on Saturday 24 tons of cannabis, and arrested 11 drug traffickers in the western port of Larache, official news agency
MAP reported. 

Lusaka Woman, 42, Arrested for Cocaine Trade from All Africa 24 Jan 15

The Drug Enforcement Commission in Lusaka has arrested a 42 year-old business woman of Chilenje for trafficking in cocaine. 

Spain seizes 11 tonnes of hashish in countrywide raid from Agence France-Presse 23 Jan 15

Spanish police have seized 11 tonnes of hashish and detained 55 people as part of a vast operation targeting a Moroccan drug trafficking ring,
sources said on Friday. 

ANF seizes heroin hidden by foreign-bound passengers from Associated Press of Pakistan (APP) 23 Jan 15

Anti Narcotics Force (ANF) has seized dozens of heroin-filled capsules, heroin and hashish concealed in bags, in separate cases. 

Surprise! Magnets used to plant drugs under cars from Mexico from Associated Press 22 Jan 15

Drug smugglers are turning "trusted travelers" into unwitting mules by placing containers with powerful magnets under their cars in Mexico and
then recovering the illegal cargo far from the view of border authorities in the United States. 

Italy seizes more than 5,000 looted antiquities in record haul from Agence France-Presse 21 Jan 15

The Italian government on Wednesday said police had seized more than 5,000 ancient artefacts in a record 45-million-euro haul after dismantling
a Swiss-Italian trafficking ring. 

Drug-laden drone crashes near US-Mexico border from Associated Press 21 Jan 15

Police in a Mexican border city say a drone overloaded with illicit methamphetamine has crashed into a supermarket parking lot. 

Vietnam sentences eight drug traffickers to death: state media from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 15

A Vietnamese court has sentenced eight members of a smuggling gang to death for trafficking heroin and five others to life in prison, state media
said Tuesday. 

Kazakh border guards seize almost 100kg of heroin in 2014 from Interfax (Russia) 19 Jan 15

The Border Service of Kazakhstan's National Security Committee detained over 24,000 trespassers in 2014. "Our forces and units detained more
than 24,000 trespassers on the border area over the reporting period. A total of 673 attempts at importing and exporting contraband and illegal
substances totaling 2,000 tonnes were prevented," the Border Service said in materials published on Monday. 

Iran police confiscate 7 tons of opium from Associated Press 13 Jan 15

Iran's state TV is reporting that police have confiscated seven tons of opium from drug smugglers in southern Iran in a single raid. 

Saudi beheads two for murder, drug smuggling from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 15

Saudi Arabia on Thursday beheaded a Pakistani man convicted of drug smuggling and a Saudi for murder, the interior ministry said. 

Indonesia arrests foreigners in 'massive' drug bust from Agence France-Presse 7 Jan 15

Indonesian authorities said Wednesday a major Hong Kong drug lord had been arrested and more than 860 kilograms (1,900 pounds) of crystal
methamphetamine seized, following a three-year investigation into a global syndicate. 

Two held for estimated £10,000 of cannabis in Aberdeen from BBC 7 Jan 15

Cannabis with an estimated street value of about £10,000 has been seized by police in Aberdeen, police have said. 

East China province busts 8,000 drug cases from Xinhua (China) 7 Jan 15

Police authorities in east China's Shandong Province busted 8,045 drug cases last year, with 9,240 suspects being arrested and 426 kg of drugs
seized. 



121 kg drugs seized in SW China from Xinhua (China) 6 Jan 15

Three drug smugglers have been arrested in Pu'er, southwest China's Yunnan Province, with 121 kg of methamphetamine seized, local police said
on Tuesday. 

Philippines seizes 40 kg illegal drugs from Xinhua (China) 5 Jan 15

Philippine authorities have seized 40 kg of high-grade methamphetamine hydrochloride, sent from Hong Kong, the Bureau of Customs (BOC)
said Monday. 

NDLEA Arrests 14 Suspected Drug Traffickers from All Africa 31 Dec 14

The National Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA) has arrested 14 drug suspects at the international wing of the Murtala Muhammed
Airport, (MMA), Lagos with 33.655 kilogramme narcotic drugs worth N300 million. 

Xinjiang police arrest seven for drug dealing from Xinhua (China) 31 Dec 14

Police from northwest China's Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region uncovered a drug ring and apprehended seven suspects, local authorities said
on Wednesday. 

Thai PM vows to fight human trafficking in sex trade, fishing industry from Reuters 29 Dec 14

Thai Prime Minister Prayuth Chan-ocha has vowed to crackdown on human trafficking in the sex trade and fishing industry in 2015 and punish
any public officials involved after international criticism of Thailand's failure to tackle the crime. 

Cocaine worth $4.5M seized at Executive Airport from Mehr News Agency (Iran) 24 Dec 14

One of the biggest problems the drug smugglers faced was that only about half the cocaine they wanted to move would fit inside the specially-
adapted corporate jet bound for Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport, according to the FBI. 

Cocaine worth $4.5M seized at Executive Airport from Mehr News Agency (Iran) 24 Dec 14

One of the biggest problems the drug smugglers faced was that only about half the cocaine they wanted to move would fit inside the specially-
adapted corporate jet bound for Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport, according to the FBI. 

Thai maid sentenced to death for drugs in Malaysia from Agence France-Presse 22 Dec 14

A Thai woman was sentenced to death on Monday after a Malaysian high court found her guilty of trafficking drugs, Bernama news agency
reported. Duangchit Khonthokhonbari, 33, who had been working in Malaysia as a maid, was caught with 2.81 kilogrammes (6.2 pounds) of
methamphetamine at Kuala Lumpur International Airport in March last year. Anyone with at least 50 grams of methamphetamine is considered a
trafficker...

Man with links to Mexican drug cartels arrested in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 21 Dec 14

A man suspected of being the go-between for Colombian drug traffickers with two Mexican drug cartels has been arrested in southwestern
Colombia, the army said Sunday. 

Police seize 5 tons of pot in northwest Mexico from EFE (Spain) 21 Dec 14

Police seized five tons of marijuana and arrested a suspect in Playas de Rosarito, a city in the northwestern Mexican state of Baja California,
officials said. 

Narcotics 'worth Rs5bn' seized in Quetta raid from Dawn (Pakistan) 19 Dec 14

Custom authorities in Quetta's Kuchlak area on Saturday claimed foiling a major bid of narcotics smuggling inside the country. Customs
personnel seized more than 400 kilograms of heroin and 27 kilograms of opium in a successful raid near Kuchlak and some 25 kilometres
northwest of Quetta, the provincial capital of Balochistan. 

Indonesian president says no clemency against drug dealer from Xinhua (China) 18 Dec 14

Indonesian President Joko Widodo on Thursday stressed that he would not give clemency to any drug dealers who have been in a raw for death



penalty as the country has been on emergency against the danger of drug. 

Interpol nets 27.5 tonnes of drugs in huge C.America op from Agence France-Presse 15 Dec 14

A huge two-week operation by Interpol in Central America and the Caribbean netted 27.5 tonnes of drugs and saw 50 illegal drug labs and almost
20 jungle airstrips destroyed, the agency said Monday. 

Police bust drug gang in southwest China from Xinhua (China) 15 Dec 14

Police uncovered a drug ring and apprehended two suspects on Sunday morning in southwest China's Yunnan Province. 

Australian woman faces death penalty for drugs in Malaysia from Agence France-Presse 13 Dec 14

An Australian woman has been arrested in Malaysia -- which mandates the death penalty for drug trafficking -- after allegedly being caught with
1.5 kilogrammes (52 oz) of crystal methamphetamine, an official confirmed Saturday. 

Police find drugs worth 13 million dollars in crashed car from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Dec 14

Police got a big surprise when they checked a vehicle that had been abandoned after crashing into parked cars in Sydney overnight. Inside the car
was 160 kilograms of illegal drugs worth more 13 million Australian dollars (10.7 million dollars). 

Russian charged with drug trafficking extradited from Thailand from Interfax (Russia) 12 Dec 14

The Russian national bureau of Interpol has handed in Muzafar Dadabayev, a Russian citizen accused of drug trafficking and extradited him from
Thailand, to Federal Drug Control Service officers. 

Russian woman arrested in Bali for drugs smuggling from Agence France-Presse 11 Dec 14

A young Russian woman may face the death penalty for allegedly attempting to smuggle crystal methamphetamine into the resort island of Bali,
an Indonesian customs official said Thursday. 

Serbia dismantles human trafficking ring from Agence France-Presse 10 Dec 14

Serbian police took down a human trafficking ring on Wednesday with the arrest of 46 illegal immigrants from Syria and Afghanistan who were
likely bound for the European Union. 

Chinese police bust dozens in drug-trafficking raid from Xinhua (China) 10 Dec 14

Chinese police have busted a sizeable drug-trafficking network in multiple raids across several provinces, the Ministry of Public Security
announced Wednesday. 

Portuguese police seize 90 kg of cocaine at Lisbon airport from Xinhua (China) 9 Dec 14

The Portuguese Judiciary Police (PJ) seized 90 kg of cocaine at Lisbon International Airport and arrested nine men in connection with the case,
the PJ said on Tuesday. 

Chinese police bust drug group, arrest nine from Xinhua (China) 9 Dec 14

Chinese police have arrested a group of nine drug trafficking suspects, seizing 774 kilograms of ephedrine, the nation's Narcotics Control Bureau
said on Tuesday. 

Pilot pleads guilty to role in drug trafficking from Associated Press 8 Dec 14

A pilot from Mexico City has pleaded guilty for his role in drug-trafficking and money laundering conspiracies that smuggled cocaine from
Venezuela to the U.S. 

HK customs seizes 10 million HK dollars suspected cocaine from Xinhua (China) 8 Dec 14

Hong Kong customs seized about nine kg of suspected cocaine worth about 10 million HK dollars (1. 29 million U.S. dollars) at Hong Kong
International Airport on Monday and arrested two incoming passengers traveling together. 

Drug impoundment volumes to top 30 tonnes in Russia this year from Interfax (Russia) 8 Dec 14



The Russian law enforcement authorities have seized about 30 tonnes of drugs this year, Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) Director Viktor
Ivanov said. 

Russia, Iran set to cooperate in anti-drug fight from Interfax (Russia) 8 Dec 14

Russia and Iran think alike on many important global affairs and Moscow expects to cooperate with Tehran in fighting Afghan heroin, Federal
Drug Control Service (FSKN) Director Viktor Ivanov said. 

Hungary's governing party backs drug test for kids from Associated Press 8 Dec 14

Lawmakers from Hungary's governing Fidesz party said Monday they support a proposal to administer yearly mandatory drug tests to children
between ages 12 to 18. 

Drug gang busted in central China from Xinhua (China) 4 Dec 14

Chinese police have busted a drug gang operating in several provinces, the police department of the central province of Hunan said on Thursday. 

Spanish police detain Dutch Hells Angels money launderer from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 14

Spanish police said Thursday they had detained a Dutch man suspected of laundering money for a Belgian cocaine trafficking ring headed by a
member of the Hells Angels motorcycling gang. 

China, Indonesia bust transnational drug chain from Xinhua (China) 3 Dec 14

Chinese police and Indonesian authorities have joined forces in capturing three suspects and seizing 157 kg of methamphetamine, according to
China's Ministry of Public Security. 

Kyrgyz national arrested for drug trafficking in Tajikistan from Xinhua (China) 3 Dec 14

Tajik police arrested a Kyrgyz national on suspicion of drug trafficking in eastern Tajikistan, the country's Drug Control Agency (DCA) said
Wednesday. 

Police busts drug smuggling network in northern Europe from Xinhua (China) 3 Dec 14

Finnish and Dutch police busted a drug smuggling organization that has transported large quantities of hashish and ecstasy to Finland, it was
announced Wednesday. 

Vietnam officials seize heroin smuggled in candies, peanuts from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Dec 14

A Singaporean was arrested in southern Vietnam for trying to smuggle 3 kilograms of heroin in flavoured candies and peanut shells, the Ho Chi
Minh Police newspaper said Wednesday. 

300 kg of cocaine seized in south England from Xinhua (China) 2 Dec 14

British crime agency and border police Monday found about 300 kilograms of cocaine on a cargo vessel in southern port city Portsmouth, local
authorities said Tuesday. 

Over million people prosecuted for drug trafficking in Russia in past 5 years - watchdog from Interfax (Russia) 2 Dec 14

Over one million people have been tried in Russia on charges of drug trafficking, says Viktor Ivanov, the head of the Federal Drug Control
Service (FSKN). 

Dutch authorities nab 3,000 kilogrammes of cocaine in Rotterdam from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 30 Nov 14

A 3,000-kilogramme shipment of cocaine with an estimated value of 120 million euros (149.4 million dollars) was seized last week by Rotterdam
customs agents, Dutch prosecutors reported Sunday. 

Six charged over $1.28 billion drug bust in Australia from Agence France-Presse 28 Nov 14

Six men have been charged over what Australian police said Saturday was one of the largest drug busts in the country's history, worth up to
Aus$1.5 billion (US$1.28 billion). 



Hashish stash sinks after high sea drama for EU patrol from Agence France-Presse 28 Nov 14

More than 13 tonnes of hashish sunk to the bottom of the Mediterranean after smugglers carrying the potent stash were intercepted by boats
working for Triton, the EU's coastal patrol operation said Friday. 

Tons of marijuana seized in Central California from Associated Press 27 Nov 14

Authorities say they've seized tons of marijuana and arrested eight people who allegedly smuggled the pot ashore from a boat in Central
California. 

Portugal police make big hashish seizure off ship from Associated Press 27 Nov 14

Portuguese police say they seized around 20 metric tons of hashish from a fishing vessel at sea, despite the crew's efforts to sink the ship by
exploding a drum of gas as authorities approached. 

China customs seize 20 tonnes of narcotics in past decade from Xinhua (China) 27 Nov 14

Chinese customs authorities have confiscated almost 20 tonnes of smuggled narcotics over the past decade, the general administration of customs
(GAC) announced on Thursday. 

2 Chinese men arrested for possessing 80 kg of stimulants from Kyodo (Japan) 27 Nov 14

Two Chinese men were recently arrested in Yokohama on suspicion of possessing 80 kilograms of stimulants with a street value of around 5.6
billion yen, investigative sources said Thursday. 

Huge cocaine haul seized in Northern Ireland from Xinhua (China) 26 Nov 14

Police in Northern Ireland said Wednesday they uncovered one of the biggest hauls of cocaine in Northern Ireland on Tuesday. 

Heavy cannabis found in olive tins at Dublin Port from Xinhua (China) 26 Nov 14

Cannabis with a street value of 4.5 million euros (5.63 million U.S. dollars) has been found hidden in a consignment of olives at Dublin Port,
according to local customs services on Wednesday. 

Mexican police seize 5 tons of marijuana from Xinhua (China) 26 Nov 14

Mexican police seized more than five tons of marijuana worth an estimated 14 million pesos (1 million U.S. dollars) in the northern state of
Nuevo Leon and the north-central state of San Luis Potosi, authorities said Wednesday. 

Slovenian police seize 175 kilos of cocaine from Associated Press 26 Nov 14

Police in Slovenia say they have seized 175 kilograms (385 pounds) of cocaine in one of the biggest drug busts in the small Alpine nation in
years. 

Puerto Rico police seize $11.5M worth of cocaine from Associated Press 25 Nov 14

Authorities in Puerto Rico say they have seized 500 kilograms (1,102 pounds) of cocaine worth an estimated $11.5 million. 

Traffickers set fire to ship carrying hashish off Spain from Agence France-Presse 25 Nov 14

Drug traffickers tried to set fire to their own ship to get rid of tonnes of hashish on board after being intercepted by a Spanish navy ship, the
Spanish government said Tuesday. 

7 detained in Portugal in drug-trafficking investigation from Xinhua (China) 24 Nov 14

The Portuguese police force detained seven suspects on Monday on alleged drug trafficking charges, according to the Portuguese Lusa News
Agency. 

Japan man, 73, arrested in Indonesia for smuggling meth from Agence France-Presse 24 Nov 14

A 73-year-old Japanese man has been arrested in western Indonesia for allegedly attempting to smuggle crystal methamphetamine into the
country, an offence punishable by death, police said Monday. 



Colombian Admits Importing Tons Of Coke Into US from Associated Press 21 Nov 14

A Colombian described by authorities as one of the biggest cocaine dealers in history pleaded guilty Thursday to a drug trafficking charge,
admitting that he imported hundreds of tons of cocaine into the United States. 

Australian Navy seizes 150 mln USD heroin haul in Indian Ocean from Xinhua (China) 20 Nov 14

An Australian Navy warship, the HMAS Toowoomba, has seized more than 157 million U.S. dollars worth of heroin within Indian Ocean waters,
a navy officer said on Friday. 

German ex-soldier charged with US cocaine conspiracy from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 14

A German former soldier extradited from Estonia appeared in court in New York on Thursday charged with conspiracy to import and distribute
cocaine on board an aircraft, prosecutors said. 

Accused Colombian drug kingpin admits to U.S. cocaine scheme from Reuters 20 Nov 14

For the second time in two months, a Colombian accused of being a drug kingpin and pursued for years by U.S. authorities pleaded guilty to
federal charges in a New York courtroom on Thursday. 

Woman charged with smuggling $87K in cocaine to NY from Associated Press 19 Nov 14

Authorities allege a passenger arriving at New York's Kennedy Airport was carrying about $87,000 worth of cocaine. U.S. Customs said
Wednesday that 31-year-old Jerrita Baker of Columbus, Ohio, faces narcotics smuggling charges. 

FSKN: Intensity of anti-drug cooperation with U.S. greatly reduces over sanctions from Interfax (Russia) 18 Nov 14

Russia continues to exchange drug trafficking data with the United States but the scope of this cooperation has greatly reduced because of Western
sanctions, Federal Drug Control Service chief Viktor Ivanov said. 

Suitcase contains raw meat, which contains 3 pounds of cocaine from Los Angeles Times 18 Nov 14

Three pounds of cocaine wrapped in plastic -- and raw meat -- and stowed inside a suitcase didn't make it past security at San Jose International
Airport. 

32 arrested in NYC-to-upstate crack cocaine ring from Associated Press 18 Nov 14

Authorities say an investigation into a shooting in a small upstate city last spring has led to the arrests of nearly three dozen people involved in a
crack cocaine ring based in New York City. 

Spain seizes nearly one tonne of cocaine from yacht from Agence France-Presse 17 Nov 14

Spanish authorities seized nearly one tonne of cocaine from a yacht off the Canary Islands in the Atlantic and arrested its three crew members, the
interior ministry said Monday. 

13 arrested in Britain over trafficking ring from Associated Press 13 Nov 14

British police have arrested 13 people in an investigation of an alleged trafficking ring which tricked women into visiting Britain, then sold them
into forced marriages. 

Drug ring busted in Germany, Czech Republic from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 Nov 14

Investigators from several German states and the Czech Republic have busted a drug ring in Leipzig and Prague, police said Thursday. 

Portuguese police arrest man carrying 46 kg of cocaine near Lisbon airport from Xinhua (China) 12 Nov 14

The Portuguese Judiciary Police (PJ) had arrested a truck driver near Lisbon airport who was carrying two suitcases containing 46 kg of cocaine,
according to local press reports Wednesday. 

James Bond-style underwater drug 'plotters' in UK court from Agence France-Presse 12 Nov 14

Four Dutchmen appeared in a British court Wednesday charged with plotting to smuggle cocaine from Colombia to Scotland using a "James
Bond-style" underwater vehicle. 



Saudi beheads drug smuggler in 66th execution of year from Agence France-Presse 12 Nov 14

Saudi Arabia on Wednesday beheaded a convicted drug trafficker, the interior ministry announced, bringing to 66 the number of executions this
year despite international concerns. 

Spanish police seize 600 kilos of cocaine from Czech vessel from Agence France-Presse 11 Nov 14

Spanish police on Tuesday said they had seized nearly 600 kilos of cocaine from a Czech-registered sailboat sailing in the Atlantic. 

Cocaine seizures in Spain surge 29%: government from Agence France-Presse 10 Nov 14

Police seizures of cocaine in Spain, the main country of entry for drug-smuggling into Europe, surged by more than a quarter in 2013 to 27
tonnes, the government said Monday. 

Morocco jails 25 traffickers after record cocaine haul from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 14

Twenty-five members of an international cocaine-trafficking network were sentenced to between eight and 10 years in prison by a court in
Marrakesh in southern Morocco, a judicial source said Thursday. 

British drug smuggler jailed in New Zealand from Xinhua (China) 5 Nov 14

A 39-year-old British holidaymaker was jailed for four years Wednesday after attempting to smuggle a "smorgasbord" of drugs into New Zealand,
Customs officers said Wednesday. 

Iran says 93 percent of executions drug-related from Associated Press 1 Nov 14

Responding to a United Nations report criticizing death sentences in Iran, a senior official in the Islamic Republic is saying that 93 percent of
executions in the country involve drug smuggling. 

HK Customs seizes cocaine valued at 20 mln HKD from Xinhua (China) 31 Oct 14

Hong Kong Customs Friday said that about 20 kilograms of suspected liquid cocaine with an estimated market value of about 20.54 million HK
dollars (about 2. 65 million U.S. dollars) were seized at Hong Kong International Airport. 

Drug policemen seize more than 410 kilos of heroin near Moscow from Tass (Russia) 31 Oct 14

Drug policemen seized over 410 kilograms of heroin from a big criminal group in the Moscow region, head of the Russian drug control authority
Viktor Ivanov told reporters on Friday. 

Spanish police break up major heroin smuggling ring from Agence France-Presse 30 Oct 14

Spanish police said Thursday they have smashed a major heroin smuggling ring with the arrest of 36 people and the seizure of two million euros
($2.5 million) worth of heroin.

Tanzanian police seize 9 tonnes of marijuana from Xinhua (China) 30 Oct 14

Tanzanian police on Thursday said they have seized 9,102 kg of marijuana in an ongoing crackdown operation in northern part of the country. 

UAE jails Pakistani for Koran drugs haul: report from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 14

A Dubai court jailed a Pakistani for 15 years for smuggling heroin in bags containing copies of the Koran, prayer mats and other religious
paraphernalia, a report said Wednesday. 

Record large 130-kg batch of marijuana seized in Russia's Volgograd region from Tass (Russia) 29 Oct 14

Russia's Volgograd region has recently become sadly famous for seizure of the record large batch of marijuana weighing more than 130
kilograms, deputy head of regional department of Russia's Federal Drug Control Service, Alexei Gladkov, told TASS on Wednesday. 

3 men jailed in $7 million cocaine bust in Denmark from Associated Press 29 Oct 14

A Danish court has sentenced three men from Germany, Colombia and Denmark to prison for the attempted smuggling and distribution of 200
kilograms (440 pounds) of cocaine, valued at more than 43 million kroner ($7 million). 



Spain detains top drug trafficker after cocaine found with bananas from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 14

Spanish police said Wednesday they had arrested nine people, including one of the country's biggest drug smugglers, after finding cocaine hidden
among a shipment of bananas from Colombia. 

Morocco seizes over 2 tons of cannabis heading to Spain from Xinhua (China) 29 Oct 14

Moroccan authorities on Wednesday seized two tons and 390 kg of cannabis in the northern port of Tangiers, official news agency MAP reported. 

Algerian army troops kill 4 drug traffickers from Xinhua (China) 29 Oct 14

Algerian army troops on Wednesday killed four narcotic traffickers in the desert province of Adrar, APS news agency reported. 

Iran seizes over 7 tons of illicit drugs from Xinhua (China) 29 Oct 14

Iran seized more than seven tons of illicit drugs and arrested some 68 drug traffickers over the past two weeks, the country's drug control authority
said on Wednesday. 

Iranian nationals arrested in Malaysia for alleged drug trafficking from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 Oct 14

Seven Iranian nationals, including two women, were arrested in the Malaysian capital for allegedly trafficking drugs, a senior police official said
Monday. 

Australian police seize 25 million dollars worth of methamphetamine from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 24 Oct 14

Police in the Australian capital Canberra Friday said they had seized 28 kilograms of methamphetamine with a street value of around 25 million
Australian dollars (22 million US dollars), media reported. 

Children caught smuggling heroin inside bodies in SW China from Xinhua (China) 23 Oct 14

Four underage girls in a southwest China county were caught transporting heroin hidden inside their bodies, local authorities said Thursday. 

Famous Kyrgyz politician detained for over 20 kg of drugs from Tass (Russia) 22 Oct 14

Police in Kyrgyzstan have arrested the leader of the Akyikat (Justice) political party and the editor-in-chief of the Chyiyr (Way) newspaper,
Akylbek Atabayev, with a large batch of drugs. 

Tajik security service smashes drug smuggling route from Afghanistan from Tass (Russia) 22 Oct 14

Security authorities in Tajikistan said on Wednesday they had cut off a major drug trafficking route from Afghanistan, destined to reach Russian
end-users. 

Medvedev says punishment for drug smuggling may be toughened from Tass (Russia) 22 Oct 14

Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev said at the Customs Service 2014 exhibition at Moscow's Expocentre fairgrounds on Wednesday that
punishment for drug smuggling may be toughened. He also proposed to generalise the existing practice of combating drug trafficking. 

Pakistani executed in Saudi for drug trafficking from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

Saudi Arabia on Tuesday beheaded a Pakistani convicted of drug smuggling, the interior ministry announced, bringing to 58 the number of
executions in the conservative Muslim kingdom this year. 

Over 7.7 tonnes of narcotics seized by transport police in Kazakhstan this year from Interfax (Russia) 16 Oct 14

This year Kazakhstan's transport interior department have uncovered 225 drug-related crimes, the press office of the transport police has said in a
report. 

Spain detains fugitive British Hells Angels drug supplier from Agence France-Presse 16 Oct 14

Spanish police said Thursday they have detained a British man suspected of leading a drug trafficking ring that supplied the Hells Angels
motorcycling gang in Belgium with cocaine. 



Portuguese police seize 600 kg of cocaine from yacht from Xinhua (China) 16 Oct 14

The Portuguese Judiciary Police arrested two men and seized 600 kg of cocaine from a yacht sailing off the coast of Sagres, in the southern
Algarve region 280 km south of Lisbon. 

Spaniard with cocaine in stomach dies on Lima-Sao Paulo flight from EFE (Spain) 15 Oct 14

The Spanish citizen who died of an apparent heart attack on a flight between Lima and Sao Paulo had ingested capsules of cocaine, one of which
evidently burst in his stomach, authorities said Wednesday. 

Drug dealer caught in Perm with 14 kg heroin from Interfax (Russia) 15 Oct 14

A heroin distribution ring has been liquidated by the Perm territorial department of the Federal Drug Control Service. 

New Zealand man jailed for receiving narcotics parcels from China from Xinhua (China) 15 Oct 14

An Auckland man, sentenced to four and a half years Wednesday for his role in smuggling methamphetamine precursor drugs from China, was
being used by an organized crime gang, said Customs officials. 

Saudi beheads Pakistani for 'smuggling' heroin from Agence France-Presse 15 Oct 14

Saudi Arabia on Wednesday beheaded a Pakistani man, the interior ministry said, bringing to almost 60 the number of executions in the kingdom
this year. 

Tanzania's police seize 175 kg marijuana from Xinhua (China) 12 Oct 14

Tanzania's police have impounded 175 kg of marijuana which were en-route to eastern coastal city of Tanga from northern region of Arusha, local
police has said. 

Albanian border police seize 161 kg of cannabis en route to Italy from Xinhua (China) 12 Oct 14

Albania's border police had seized some 161 kg of cannabis sativa, a narcotic substance, in the port city of Vlora, police said Sunday. 

Tajikistan's police detain smuggler with 19.5 kg heroin from Tass (Russia) 10 Oct 14

The police of Tajikistan's capital city Dushanbe detained on Friday a citizen of Afghanistan carrying 19.5 kg of heroin, press service of the
Interior Ministry said on Friday. 

Taiwanese men arrested in record Australian drug bust from Xinhua (China) 10 Oct 14

Australian police have arrested six men from China's Taiwan on Friday in Perth in a record-breaking drug bust involving 90 kg of
methamphetamine worth 63 million Australian dollars (55 million U.S. dollars). 

Mexican man gets prison in drug trafficking case from Associated Press 7 Oct 14

A Mexican man has been sentenced to 12 years in prison in Arizona for drug trafficking. Federal prosecutors say 38-year-old Everardo Duarte, of
Sonora, Mexico, pleaded guilty in July to possession with intent to distribute methamphetamine. 

$1 million to fund Los Angeles anti-drug agents from Associated Press 6 Oct 14

The California Department of Justice will use a nearly $1 million federal grant to try to slow the flow of methamphetamine into the U.S through
Southern California. 

Police confiscate 53 kilograms of heroin in Moscow from Tass (Russia) 6 Oct 14

The drug police confiscated in southern Moscow over 50 kilograms of heroin, the federal drug control authority (FSKN) told TASS on Monday. 

Millions of cigarettes, counterfeit goods seized in EU-Asian sting from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 6 Oct 14

European and Asian customs officials have seized more than 1.2 million forged goods and 130 million cigarettes in a two-week operation, the
European Commission announced Monday. 

2kg heroin recovered from passenger at Islamabad airport from Geo TV (Pakistan) 5 Oct 14



Custom officials have detained a passenger at Benazir International Airport in Islamabad after recovering 2kg heroin from his possession, Geo
News reported.

New Zealand, Australian forces catch drugs cargo off Somalia from Xinhua (China) 5 Oct 14

New Zealand and Australian forces have discovered a major cargo of illegal drugs during anti-piracy operations off the coast of Somalia, the New
Zealand Defense Force said in a statement on Monday. 

Massive cannabis seized at Dublin port from Xinhua (China) 4 Oct 14

A major cannabis shipment, estimated to be worth up to 600,000 euros, has been seized by Ireland's customs service in Dublin port, state
broadcaster RTE reported on Saturday evening. 

Lebanon thwarts drug smuggling attempt from Xinhua (China) 2 Oct 14

Lebanon has thwarted an attempt to smuggle nearly one million drug pills to a Gulf country, the Lebanese Customs Department said on Thursday. 

Italy nabs 16 traffickers in Med thanks to submarine from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 14

Italy's navy said Thursday it had arrested 16 suspected people smugglers in the Mediterranean thanks to surveillance by a submarine during an
operation which saved 300 immigrants. 

$1.6M worth of marijuana seized at Arizona border from Associated Press 2 Oct 14

Federal authorities say a Mexican man has been accused of trying to smuggle more than 3,300 pounds of marijuana into southern Arizona. 

Philippine Customs confiscates 9.69 mln USD illegal drugs in Jan.-May this year from Xinhua (China) 1 Oct 14

The Philippine Bureau of Customs ( BOC) has confiscated smuggled illegal drugs and other controlled chemicals worth 433.91 million pesos
(about 9.69 million U.S. dollars) from January to May this year, a senior government official said Wednesday. 

China launches anti-drug campaign from Xinhua (China) 29 Sep 14

A new round of crackdowns on the illegal production and sale of drugs has begun in 108 cities across China, the Ministry of Public Security said
on Monday.

Int'l drug ring busted in SW China from Xinhua (China) 29 Sep 14

Chinese police have busted an international drug trafficking ring in a raid in southwest China's Guizhou Province, local authorities announced on
Monday. 

German man arrested in Bali for cocaine possession from Agence France-Presse 27 Sep 14

Indonesian customs said Saturday they have arrested a German man for allegedly trafficking cocaine onto the resort island of Bali. 

Pensioner arrested in yacht raid as '£100m cocaine plot' smashed from The Telegraph (UK) 27 Sep 14

A BRITISH pensioner who was skippering a charter yacht across the Atlantic was being questioned by police yesterday after they smashed an
alleged plot to import £100million of cocaine by sailing it from South America to Wales. 

Portuguese police seize 450kg of cocaine from yacht from Xinhua (China) 26 Sep 14

The Portuguese Judiciary Police (PJ) have seized 450 kilograms of cocaine from a yacht sailing off the coast of the city of Setubal, about 30km
south of Lisbon, according to a statement on the PJ website on Friday. 

12 people indicted in Minnesota drug case from Associated Press 25 Sep 14

Federal authorities have indicted 12 people who they say were involved in a drug trafficking operation run out of a Spring Lake Park auto repair
shop. 

Major cocaine shipment seized off Ireland's southwest coast from Xinhua (China) 24 Sep 14

A major cocaine shipment, estimated to be worth up to 80 million euros (102 million U.S. dollars), has been seized on board a yacht off Ireland's



southwest coast, state broadcaster RTE reported Wednesday. 

Transcontinental drug ring members to stand trial in St. Petersburg from Interfax (Russia) 23 Sep 14

Six members of an organized-crime group (OCG) from Russia, Columbia, Venezuela and Spain are to go on trial in St. Petersburg on charges of
smuggling massive quantities of cocaine, the city's prosecutors said on Tuesday. 

Russian citizen carrying over 40 kg of heroin detained in Kazakhstan from Interfax (Russia) 22 Sep 14

A 37-year-old Russian citizen transporting over 40 kilograms of heroin has been detained in the vicinity of the town Ushtobe in Kazakhstan's
Karaganda region in a special operation of the drug control division of the regional police department, the regional prosecution service told
Interfax.

Ex-TSA screener sentenced for LAX drug smuggling from Associated Press 22 Sep 14

A former security screener who helped smuggle drugs through Los Angeles International Airport has been sentenced to more than 6 ½ years in
federal prison. 

Greek authorities confront smugglers, 3 injured from Associated Press 22 Sep 14

Greek authorities say three people have been injured during a confrontation between the coast guard and smugglers trying to ferry migrants from
Turkey to an eastern Aegean Sea island.

Over 240 Tons of Narcotics Seized by Police in Iran in 6 Months from Fars News Agency (Iran) 21 Sep 14

Commander of the anti-narcotics squad of Iran's Law Enforcement Police General Ali Moayyedi announced that his forces have seized more than
240,000 kilograms of illicit drugs across the country in the first half of the current Iranian year (March 21-September 22, 2014). 

Heroin worth £37m smuggled into UK in a Jaguar, jury hears from BBC 19 Sep 14

Heroin with a street value of more than £37m was "rammed" into a battered X-type Jaguar and smuggled into the UK from Pakistan, a jury has
heard. 

Russia offers Caspian, Central Asian states to combat drugs jointly from Itar-Tass (Russia) 18 Sep 14

Director of Russian drug control agency Viktor Ivanov proposed to pool efforts of five littoral Caspian states and Central Asian quartet to fight
drugs.

Saudi beheads Pakistan man for heroin smuggling attempt from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 14

Saudi Arabia on Thursday beheaded a Pakistani who attempted to smuggle heroin into the kingdom, the interior ministry said, adding to the more
than 50 people executed this year. 

Drug ring busted in central China from Xinhua (China) 17 Sep 14

Chinese police has arrested 32 people and confiscated more than 50 kilograms of heroin in a campaign against a drug ring in central China's
Hunan Province, local authorities said Wednesday. 

Saudi beheads Syrian drug trafficker from Agence France-Presse 16 Sep 14

A Syrian convicted of drug trafficking was beheaded in Saudi Arabia on Tuesday, the interior ministry said. 

Hashish smuggling foiled from Kuwait Times 16 Sep 14

Customs officials at the Nuwaiseeb border checkpoint arrested a Kuwaiti man with possession of 32 kilograms of hashish that he tried to smuggle
into Kuwait. The suspect, identified as a police officer, reportedly hid the drugs in the trunk of his car. He was referred to the Public Prosecution
for further action. 

Myanmar to implement subregional plan to curb human trafficking from Xinhua (China) 14 Sep 14

Myanmar will draw and implement a subregional action plan for the year 2014-18 in collaboration with ASEAN members and China in its
increased effort to crack down on human trafficking, according to the Central Body for Suppression of Trafficking in Persons (CBSTP) Sunday. 



NCB sleuths confiscate 31 kg of contraband from The Hindu 14 Sep 14

In a record seizure, the Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) has confiscated around 31 kg of heroin, which was being brought to Delhi from
Afghanistan. Three persons including an Afghan national have been arrested by the NCB in this connection. 

Study documents Minneapolis juvenile sex trade from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

Sex traffickers use violence to a degree that surprised researchers who released a preliminary study Wednesday of the structured business strategy
behind the juvenile sex trade in Minneapolis. 

Los Angeles police seize huge cash haul in drug-linked raids from Agence France-Presse 10 Sep 14

Police staged mass dawn raids in Los Angeles Wednesday, seizing at least $65 million in cash and other funds allegedly linked to money
laundering for Mexican drug cartels, officials said. 

Portuguese police seize 1.3 tons of cocaine from Xinhua (China) 10 Sep 14

The Portuguese Judiciary Police (PJ) have seized 1.3 tons of cocaine with an estimated street value of 80 million euros, and arrested three men in
the Algarve region, some 280km south of Lisbon, as part of an international operation in coordination with Spanish police, the PJ said in a press
conference Wednesday. 

North China police make 22 drug arrests from Xinhua (China) 10 Sep 14

Public security department of north China's Shanxi Province announced the arrest of 22 suspects for drug dealing offences on Wednesday. 

Russia, U.S. continue "working contacts" in countering drug trafficking - official from Interfax (Russia) 9 Sep 14

Russia and the United States have scaled down their cooperation projects in countering drug trafficking, but not 100%, said Viktor Ivanov, the
head of the Russian Federal Drug Control Agency (FSKN). 

Italian police arrest four migrant traffickers from Xinhua (China) 9 Sep 14

Italian police on Tuesday detained four alleged human traffickers accused to have profited from transporting hundreds of migrants to Italy's Sicily
in unsafe conditions, local media said. 

Bulgaria seizes largest ever shipment of heroin from Xinhua (China) 9 Sep 14

Bulgarian customs seized 198 kg of heroin, the largest single shipment of heroin in the last 10 years, officials said Tuesday. 

Mexican police rescue 9 Guatemalans being held by people traffickers from EFE (Spain) 8 Sep 14

Nine Guatemalans being held captive by people traffickers were rescued and six suspects were arrested by police in Chiapas, a state in
southeastern Mexico, the National Security Commission said Monday. 

2 arrested in Spain in weapons trafficking case from Associated Press 7 Sep 14

Spanish police have arrested two people on suspicion of weapons trafficking and seized a stash of firearms, explosives and ammunition. 

Iran, Tajikistan unite against drug trafficking from Mehr News Agency (Iran) 7 Sep 14

Islamic Republic of Iran and Tajikistan will sign a treaty to cooperate in fighting drug trafficking. 

Morocco seizes record 226 kilos of cocaine: police from Agence France-Presse 5 Sep 14

Moroccan authorities have seized a record 226 kilos (497 pounds) of cocaine and arrested six drug traffickers in the Marrakesh area, police prefect
Mohamed Dkhissi was quoted by MAP news agency as saying Friday. 

Armed Afghan held with 30 kg of drugs on Uzbek border from Interfax (Russia) 4 Sep 14

Military servicemen from the Uzbekistan Border Guard Authority have foiled an attempt to smuggle a large quantity of narcotics from
Afghanistan, a spokesperson for the republic's National Security Service Committee for National Border Protection told Interfax on Thursday. 



Singapore officers seize 1.9 kg of heroin from Xinhua (China) 4 Sep 14

Singapore officers seized 1.93 kg of heroin recently, the Central Narcotics Bureau said on Thursday. 

Spanish authorities detain wanted Mexican drug baron from Xinhua (China) 4 Sep 14

Spanish Authorities on Thursday confirmed the arrest of a man thought to be among those responsible for a drug cartel that has smuggled 148,500
kilos of cocaine from Mexico to the United States between 2004 and 2009. 

Network of drug traffickers covering 15 regions liquidated - Russian drug control chief from Interfax (Russia) 2 Sep 14

Trafficking of over 20 tonnes smoking blends was prevented during a strategic anti-drug operation of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service
(FSKN), FSKN Chief Viktor Ivanov said. 

Saudi executes 4 people for drug smuggling from Associated Press 2 Sep 14

Saudi Arabia has executed another four people it says were found guilty of trying to illegally smuggle large quantities of illegal pills and hashish
into the kingdom. 

Interpol to share information on drug trafficking, crime with Kenya from Xinhua (China) 2 Sep 14

Kenya has obtained crucial database from Interpol as it heightened its war against illicit drug trafficking and organized crime in the country, a
senior official from the global police organization said on Tuesday. 

Interpol to share information on drug trafficking, crime with Kenya from Xinhua (China) 2 Sep 14

Kenya has obtained crucial database from Interpol as it heightened its war against illicit drug trafficking and organized crime in the country, a
senior official from the global police organization said on Tuesday. 

Drug trafficker arrested in northern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 1 Sep 14

The suspected leader of a gang that operates in the northern Mexican states of Coahuila, Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas was arrested by federal law
enforcement agents on drug and other charges, the National Security Commission said. 

Kenya Navy Destroys Ship With Sh1 Billion Worth of Heroin As Uhuru Watches From His Military Chopper from All Africa 1 Sep

14

President Uhuru Kenyatta witnessed the destruction of the stateless Al Noor ship with 370 kgs of heroin aboard a military chopper, 16 nautical
miles South of Mombasa. 

Bulgaria seizes over 46 kg heroin destined for Netherland from Xinhua (China) 1 Sep 14

Bulgarian law enforcement officers have seized two batches of heroin with a total weight of 46.361 kg destined for the Netherlands, officials said
on Monday. 

Mexican cartels ramp up human smuggling business from Associated Press 30 Aug 14

Human smuggling has started to comprise a larger share of the cash fueling Mexico's warring cartels. 

Niger parliament chief, facing baby-trafficking probe, 'in Belgium' from Agence France-Presse 30 Aug 14

Niger's head of parliament, who faces questioning in a probe into international baby-trafficking, has turned up in Belgium, an opposition official
said Saturday, confirming a media report. 

Kenya set to destroy ship seized with drugs from Xinhua (China) 28 Aug 14

Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta on Thursday directed security agencies to sink a ship which was seized while carrying drugs in the coastal city
of Mombasa. 

Uzbek border guards seize 60 kilograms of heroin from Interfax (Russia) 27 Aug 14

Uzbek border guards have seized four backpacks containing heroin on the Uzbek-Tajik border, the local media said on Wednesday. 



Man charged in Texas human-smuggling operation from Associated Press 26 Aug 14

A 34-year-old man is scheduled to make an initial court appearance in South Texas on charges that include murder, human smuggling and keeping
undocumented workers as hostages. 

Japanese politician goes on trial in China in drugs case from Kyodo (Japan) 26 Aug 14

The trial of a 70-year-old Japanese politician accused of attempting to smuggle illegal drugs out of China last year began at a court here on
Tuesday. 

Int'l coordination needed in fighting drugs - Russian prosecutor general from Interfax (Russia) 26 Aug 14

Foreign colleagues need to coordinate their efforts in fighting organized crime, including in drug sector as illegal drug trafficking volume in the
world exceeds $600 billion, Russian Prosecutor General Yury Chaika said on Tuesday when speaking at an international conference in Irkutsk. 

Sri Lanka police arrest Pakistani national over drug smuggling from Xinhua (China) 25 Aug 14

Sri Lanka's police have arrested a Pakistani national as a key suspect in the country's increasing drug trade, an official said here Monday. 

China satellite survey spots huge marijuana field, porous borders from Reuters 25 Aug 14

A Chinese satellite has spotted the country's biggest ever marijuana plantation as well as dozens of illegal cross-border paths, state media reported
on Monday. 

Spain busts Bulgarian prostitution ring that drugged clients from Agence France-Presse 24 Aug 14

Spanish police said Sunday they have busted a human trafficking ring that brought women from Bulgaria to Spain where they were forced to work
as prostitutes and drug their clients to rob them. 

Myanmar makes record illegal drug seizure at sea from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 Aug 14

Authorities arrested 15 men and seized the largest shipment of illegal drugs in Myanmar history, officials said Sunday. 

Niger minister arrested in 'baby-trafficking' investigation from Reuters 23 Aug 14

Niger's agriculture minister has been arrested on suspicion of involvement in a baby-trafficking network, a spokesman for his political party and
legal sources said on Saturday. 

HK police arrest 31 in drug bust from Xinhua (China) 23 Aug 14

Hong Kong police have arrested 31 people and seized drugs worth more than 640,000 HK dollars (82,580 U.S. dollars) at two unlicensed bars on
Minden Avenue and Carnavon Road in Tsim Sha Tsui. 

Spain busts Colombian cocaine-smuggling gang from Associated Press 23 Aug 14

Spanish police working in cooperation with the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency say they have arrested six members of a Colombian-based drug-
trafficking gang and seized 240 kilograms (530 pounds) of cocaine that had been hidden inside a yacht. 

14 arrested in Phoenix-area sex trafficking probe from Associated Press 23 Aug 14

Authorities say a sex-trafficking investigation in the Phoenix metropolitan area has netted 14 suspects on prostitution-related charges. 

Indian police arrest alleged kingpin of human trafficking from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 14

India police have arrested the alleged kingpin of a trafficking racket who sold hundreds of poor tribal girls for domestic slavery in the country's
capital, an officer said Thursday. 

West Africa must confront political weaknesses to curb drugs trade: Obasanjo from Reuters 20 Aug 14

West Africa must openly confront its political and governance weaknesses to curb the growing drug trade in the region, former Nigerian President
Olusegun Obasanjo said on Wednesday. 

British police arrest second man over container death from Agence France-Presse 20 Aug 14



A second man was arrested on Wednesday over the death of an Afghan Sikh and the discovery of 34 others in an airless shipping container, police
said. 

Tajikistan, U.S. eye cooperation in fighting drug trafficking from Xinhua (China) 20 Aug 14

Tajikistan and the United States have discussed bilateral cooperation in fighting drug trafficking, according to the Drug Control Agency (DCA) of
Tajikistan. 

More than a ton of ivory seized at Vietnam port from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Aug 14

Vietnam customs seized more than a ton of elephant tusks concealed inside a container from Nigeria, authorities said Wednesday. 

Myanmar to accelerate drug eradication program under extended five-year plan from Xinhua (China) 19 Aug 14

Myanmar is accelerating its drug eradication program under an extended five-year plan from 2014 to 2019, according to the Central Committee
for Prevention of Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Wednesday. 

2 acres of marijuana seized in South Texas from Associated Press 19 Aug 14

Federal officials say they have seized two acres of marijuana plants growing in South Texas. 

Drug czar promotes updates to northern border plan from Associated Press 19 Aug 14

The nation's acting drug czar promised more coordination with Canada on drug trafficking issues Tuesday and highlighted his northern border
strategy by touring an area in North Dakota where authorities say heroin and other drugs are being pushed by motorcycle gangs and Mexican
cartels. 

UK police find 15 immigrants in truck in latest incident from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 14

Fifteen distressed immigrants were found in a truck in Britain on Tuesday, as a man was arrested on suspicion for manslaughter for the death of a
stowaway in a similar incident three days earlier. 

Moscow drug police seize 180 kg of heroin from Itar-Tass (Russia) 19 Aug 14

Drug police have seized some 180 kilograms of heroin in an operation in southern Moscow, chief of the drug control service said on Tuesday. 

UN regional anti-drug conference kicks off in Yangon from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 19 Aug 14

East and South-east Asia are the world's largest markets for synthetic drugs, the United Nations said Tuesday. 

Police rescue 20 potential victims of people trafficking in Northern Ireland from The Guardian (UK) 18 Aug 14

The Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI) said tonight it has rescued 20 people who were potential people trafficking victims. 

Sri Lanka police seize 59 kg of heroin as authorities fear country used as narcotics hub from Xinhua (China) 18 Aug 14

Sri Lanka's police seized 59 kilos of heroin, an official said Friday, bringing the amount of drugs sized in 2014 to over 200 kilos as the country
battles fears of becoming a narcotics hub. 

Man found in possession of 8 kilograms of cocaine at Brussels airport from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 16 Aug 14

A Dutch man was caught in possession of eight kilograms of cocaine at Brussels airport on Saturday, Belga news agency reported. 

China, Vietnam pioneer joint crackdown amid drug-trafficking quandary from Xinhua (China) 15 Aug 14

China and Vietnam will intensify joint cross-border drug trafficking work following massive success in a recent crackdown to curb the toxic trend.

6 sentenced to death in Vietnam for heroin from Associated Press 15 Aug 14

An official says a court in northern Vietnam has sentenced six people to death for trafficking heroin from Laos to be sold to China. 

Venezuelan with cocaine breast implants arrested in Madrid from Agence France-Presse 15 Aug 14

A Venezuelan woman with 1.7 kilos of cocaine hidden in her breast implants was arrested at Madrid airport after arriving on a flight from



Colombia, police said Friday.

Saudi beheads two for drug trafficking, murder from Agence France-Presse 14 Aug 14

Saudi authorities on Thursday beheaded a Pakistani convicted drug trafficker and a local man found guilty of murder, the interior ministry said,
raising to 26 the number of executions announced this year. 

FSKN officer accused of forming heroin dealing group to stand trial from Interfax (Russia) 14 Aug 14

A criminal inquiry into former head of a Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) department Grant Akopyan is over. He is accused of forming a
heroin dealing group, Russian Investigative Committee spokesman Vladimir Markin said. 

Bolivia, Peru Aim to Set Up Radar for Drug Flights; Radar Stations Would Help Authorities Intercept Airplanes Smuggling
Drugs from The Wall Street Journal 14 Aug 14

Bolivia and Peru are working on a plan to install radar stations on their border, aiming to use the information to help authorities intercept airplanes
smuggling drugs and to possibly shoot them down, if both governments move ahead to set up flight interdiction programs, an official said. 

Over 200 kilograms of drugs seized in Kyrgyzstan in one week from Interfax (Russia) 12 Aug 14

Kyrgyz law enforcement agencies confiscated 205 kilograms of drugs last week, a spokesman for Kyrgyzstan's State Drug Control Service told
Interfax on Tuesday. 

Smugglers Transporting Honduran Migrants on Small Boats from La Prensa (San Pedro Sula) 12 Aug 14

Because of the protection at the border and the blind spots in Honduras, the coyotes (human traffickers) are managing and now look for
alternatives to continue their human trafficking whose final destination is the United States... the Special Tactical Operations Group (GOET) with
the Tigers Unit of the National Police have blocked the routes they previously used to cross on foot with Honduran migrants.

Kenya, U.S ink deal to combat illicit cross-border trade from Xinhua (China) 11 Aug 14

Kenyan and U.S. governments have signed an agreement aimed at increasing trade and security facilitation as well as combating cross-border
activities. 

EU calls for crackdown on tobacco smuggling between Spain and Gibraltar from The Guardian (UK) 11 Aug 14

The European Union is calling on Spain and Gibraltar to crack down on tobacco smuggling across the border between the two countries, citing
concerns about the involvement of organised crime. 

72 Arrested in Spain for human trafficking from EFE (Spain) 11 Aug 14

Spanish police arrested 72 people and broke up a band dedicated to illegally smuggling Albanian citizens to Britain, authorities said Monday. 

Myanmar seizes large amount of heroin from Xinhua (China) 7 Aug 14

Myanmar authorities have seized 445 blocks of heroin weighing 155 kg, along with weapons and ammunition in the country's Shan State-East
during a number of raids in the period of July to August, state media reported Thursday. 

2 South Koreans executed by China after drug convictions from United Press International 6 Aug 14

Two South Korean men were executed in China Wednesday after convictions on drug smuggling charges. 

Paris cop charged over missing cocaine from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 14

A Paris drug squad officer was charged Wednesday in connection with the spectacular theft of more than 50 kilogrammes of cocaine from the
squad's own headquarters. 

Drug dealer with 10 kg of heroin held in Altai Territory from Interfax (Russia) 6 Aug 14

A criminal case has been opened against a man from Biysk, Altai Territory, after he was caught in possession of a large quantity of heroin, a
spokesperson for the regional office of the Russian Federal Security Service (FSB) said on Wednesday. 



127 kg of cocaine seized from Spanish naval ship from Associated Press 6 Aug 14

Spanish police say they have seized 127 kilograms of cocaine from Spanish navy training ship, which allegedly carried the drug from Colombia
and dropped off some in New York. 

U.S. anti-drug efforts in West Africa may expand to protect wildlife from Reuters 5 Aug 14

The United States hopes to expand a two-year-old effort against organized crime in West Africa to include wildlife trafficking and money
laundering - activities that it says exploits some of the same networks long used for drug trafficking. 

Almost 40 kg heroin seized in Kyrgyzstan from Interfax (Russia) 5 Aug 14

Kyrgyz police and special service seized about 37 kg heroin, the press offices of the Interior Ministry and State National Security Committee told
Interfax on Tuesday. 

BiH police seize 6 kilos of illegal drugs from Xinhua (China) 4 Aug 14

Police arrested four suspects and seized about six kilos of drug in an operation in Sarajevo on Monday. 

British drug trafficker arrested in South Africa from Associated Press 3 Aug 14

Police in South Africa say a fugitive drug trafficker from Britain has been arrested in South Africa. 

Tajik guards kill man trying to smuggle in opium from Afghanistan - statement from Interfax (Russia) 2 Aug 14

Tajik border guards shot dead a man who tried to smuggle in 5 kilograms of opium from neighboring Afghanistan, the State National Security
Committee said.

HK Customs seizes 3.5 mln HKD worth of illicit cigarettes from Xinhua (China) 2 Aug 14

Hong Kong Customs officers Saturday seized 1.3 million cigarettes, worth 3.5 million HK dollars (about 451,613 U.S. dollars), with a duty
potential of about 2.5 million HK dollars. 

2 men accused of smuggling meth into Arizona from Associated Press 31 Jul 14

Two men from Mexico are in custody for allegedly trying to smuggle methamphetamine into southern Arizona. 

Kenya charges nine foreigners over 377-kg heroin haul from Reuters 31 Jul 14

Nine foreign nationals were charged in a Kenyan court on Thursday with trafficking the biggest ever single seizure of drugs at the Indian Ocean
port of Mombasa. 

Myanmar makes $2.3mn heroin bust in 'Golden Triangle' from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 14

Myanmar authorities have seized 140 kilograms (310 lbs) of heroin packed into blocks and hidden in a car in the notorious "Golden Triangle" area
near the Thai border, police said Thursday. 

EU vows to renew efforts to fight human trafficking from Xinhua (China) 30 Jul 14

The European Union (EU) renewed its commitment to work together to eradicate human trafficking, Cecilia Malmstrom, EU Commissioner for
Home Affairs, said on Wednesday on the first ever World Day Against Trafficking in Persons. 

Four Taiwanese arrested in Australia over 'ice' from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 14

Four Taiwanese men have been arrested and charged over the seizure of crystal methylamphetamine worth Aus$130 million (US$122 million) in
Australia, police said Wednesday. 

Moscow drug police seizes 500 kg of narcotics 2014 - federal service from Itar-Tass (Russia) 30 Jul 14

Drug police seized 500 kilogrammes of drugs, cinlduing 300 kilogrammes of heroin, in Moscow over the first six months of 2014, a federal drug
service official said on Wednesday. 

6 arrested in Australia and UK over amphetamines from Associated Press 29 Jul 14



Police have arrested six men in Australia and Britain for allegedly smuggling amphetamines from the United Kingdom halfway around the world
through a courier service, investigators said Tuesday. 

Italy seizes 85 kg pure cocaine in southern port from Xinhua (China) 28 Jul 14

Italian police on Monday seized 85 kg of pure cocaine in the port of Gioia Tauro, one of Europe's largest container ports located in Italy's southern
Calabria region, local media said. 

Mexico arrests 32 cops for alleged organized crime ties from Agence France-Presse 27 Jul 14

More than 30 police officers have been arrested in Mexico for alleged organized crime ties and possible involvement in the killing of fellow cops,
authorities said Sunday. 

Spain police say smash network trafficking Cubans to US from Agence France-Presse 27 Jul 14

Spanish police said Sunday they had smashed a ring suspected of trafficking people, mainly Cubans, from Spain to the United States through
Mexico, with the arrest of 14 people. 

Slovak police apprehend trafficker group from Xinhua (China) 24 Jul 14

Slovak Police Force apprehend an organized group of traffickers, who trafficked Afghan and Syrian refugees, informed by the police Thursday. 

Interior Ministry: 75 kg of heroin, over 350 kg of hashish burnt in Tajikistan from Interfax (Russia) 24 Jul 14

Drugs that were seized from drug mules were destroyed in Dushanbe on Thursday, the Tajik Interior Ministry said in a statement. 

Former state lawmaker arrested in western Mexico from EFE (Spain) 23 Jul 14

A transportation industry regulator and former state legislator was arrested in the western Mexican state of Michoacan for allegedly having ties to
drug traffickers, officials said. 

Drug trafficking case heard in central China from Xinhua (China) 23 Jul 14

A drug trafficking case involving a 21-member gang was heard in a central China court on Wednesday. 

Russia Federal Drug Control Service continues co-operation with DEA from Itar-Tass (Russia) 23 Jul 14

Russia's Federal Drug Control Agency (FSKN) continuesco-operation with the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), FSKN head Viktor
Ivanov told reporters on Wednesday. 

Russia seized 2.5 tonnes of drugs in first 6M from Itar-Tass (Russia) 23 Jul 14

Russian Federal Drug Control Service seized 2.5 tonnes of opium drugs on their illegal way to Russia over the first six months 2014, the service's
chief Sergey Ivana said on Wednesday. 

Sri Lanka nabs large heroin haul from Pakistan from Xinhua (China) 22 Jul 14

Sri Lanka seized a major heroin haul smuggled from Pakistan, the customs department said on Tuesday. 

US cracks down on Caribbean drug trafficking ring from Associated Press 22 Jul 14

Authorities say they have indicted 10 suspected members of a multimillion-dollar drug trafficking ring that distributed massive amounts of
cocaine throughout Puerto Rico and on the U.S. mainland. 

Gov't arrests 192 on immigrant smuggling charges from Associated Press 22 Jul 14

The Homeland Security Department says it has seized more than $625,000 and arrested 192 people in a crackdown on human smuggling along
the Mexican border in South Texas. 

Canada deports members of human trafficking ring from Associated Press 22 Jul 14

Twenty members of a Hungarian human trafficking ring that brought people to Canada from eastern Europe have been deported. 



Spanish police arrest Colombian drug gang boss from Agence France-Presse 19 Jul 14

Spanish police have arrested a Colombian drug boss dubbed "The Mouse", the alleged leader of a major cocaine smuggling gang accused of 400
killings, officials said on Saturday. 

Tajik police seize 20 kg of heroin intended for shipment to Russia from Itar-Tass (Russia) 17 Jul 14

Tajik police have seized a large amount of Afghan heroin intended for shipment to Russia, the Interior Ministry said. 

Sri Lanka police seize 133 kg of heroin in 2014 as fight against drugs intensifies from Xinhua (China) 16 Jul 14

Sri Lanka's police have seized 133 kilograms of drugs and arrested 12 people suspected to have linked to the international drug trade so far this
year as the country battles drug smuggling, an official said on Wednesday 

LETTER: Malaysia Is Fighting the Scourge from New York Times 8 Jul 14

Malaysians are a caring and hospitable people, as any visitor to this country will attest. We have always strived to protect the victims of
trafficking, and will always do so. And we are stepping up our efforts to crack down on the perpetrators of this trade in human misery. 

FSKN reports seizing over 80 kg of heroin in Moscow from Interfax (Russia) 7 Jul 14

More than 80 kilograms of heroin have been seized by anti-drug police in Moscow. 

Vietnamese police to arrive in Czech fighting against drug crime from Xinhua (China) 7 Jul 14

According to an agreement that reached by the interior ministers of Vietman and the Czech Republic on Monday, a group of Vietnamese lawyers
and police will arrive in Czech to fight against drug crime within a month. 

Spanish police smash Pamplona bull run drug rings from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 14

Police in Spain said Tuesday they had smashed four rings that smuggled hashish, ketamine and other drugs into the country to sell during the
annual San Fermin bull-running festival. 

Uganda warns of drug smuggling danger after China executions from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 14

Uganda warned on Tuesday of the dangers of drug smuggling after two its citizens were executed in China, with some 80 more held in Chinese
jails on similar charges. 

Australian warship seizes 6.2 tonnes of illegal drugs from Xinhua (China) 1 Jul 14

Australian warship HMAS Darwin has struck again against drug smugglers, intercepting another vessel in the Arabian Sea and seizing more than
6.2 tonnes of narcotics with an estimated street value of almost 250 million Australian dollars (236.41 million U.S. dollars), the Department of
Defence announced Tuesday. 

Filipinos to China warned against committing drug-related crimes from Xinhua (China) 30 Jun 14

Philippine government cautioned anew on Monday Filipinos bound for China against becoming drug mules of drug syndicates, as the Chinese
authorities have resolved to crack down on drug-related crimes. 

Italian police seize 42.7 tonnes of cannabis off Sicily coast from Agence France-Presse 30 Jun 14

Italian police have seized 42.7 tonnes of cannabis off the coast of Sicily in one of Europe's biggest ever drug hauls, French officials said Friday. 

Wives of Niger politicians among 17 held for baby trafficking from The Guardian (UK) 28 Jun 14

Authorities in Niger have arrested 17 people, including the wives of senior politicians, on suspicion of involvement in a baby-trafficking network
that "bought and sold babies like bread". 

21 in custody in multi-state heroin investigation from Associated Press 27 Jun 14

Twenty-one people were in custody Friday after a multi-state investigation of what officials say was a heroin distribution ring. 

Bosnia charges 13 over human trafficking of hundreds from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 14



Bosnia charged 13 members of an alleged criminal gang on Friday with trafficking hundreds people to Azerbaijan, in the country's largest ever
prosecution of its kind. 

Irish police seize large amount of heroin, cocaine from Xinhua (China) 27 Jun 14

Five people have been arrested after drugs with a combined value of 6.3 million euros were seized in two separate raids in Dublin city and
northern Ireland's County Louth, Irish police said on Frdiay. 

Tons of illicit drugs seized in Russia annually from Itar-Tass (Russia) 26 Jun 14

Thursday, June 26 is the International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking. The problem is still pressing for Russia: the country's law
enforcement agencies annually seize tons of narcotics. 

Uzbekistan burns 'more than a tonne of drugs' from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 14

More than a tonne of drugs went up in smoke in Uzbekistan on Thursday as authorities incinerated a haul of narcotics seized mostly from Afghan
drug traffickers. 

Czech police seize huge amount of cannabis from Xinhua (China) 26 Jun 14

Czech police have uncovered a large cannabis lab with over 2,000 plants weighing roughly half a tonne in Hranice, north Moravia, said Czech
regional police spokeswoman Marie Strbakova on Thursday. 

Man arrested for drug trafficking in Hong Kong from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 14

Hong Kong customs officers arrested an outgoing passenger at Hong Kong International Airport on Tuesday and seized about 2.3 km of suspected
"ice" worth about 940,000 HK dollars (about 121,000 U.S. dollars), the customs said here on Wednesday. 

Laos marks anti-drug day, burning illicit drugs from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 14

Lao authorities incinerated 17.5 million U.S. dollars worth of seized illicit drugs on Wednesday, marking the anniversary of the International Day
against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, 

Wives of Niger politicians arrested in baby trafficking bust from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 14

The wives of two prominent politicians have been arrested in Niger following the dismantling of an alleged baby trafficking ring this week, a
police source said Wednesday. 

Up to 30 tonnes of high-concentration heroin brought into Russia annually from Itar-Tass (Russia) 25 Jun 14

Up to 30 tonnes of high-concentration heroin are brought into Russia annually, Russia's Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) chief Viktor Ivanov
said.

Chinese leaders vow to contain drugs from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping has vowed to harshly crack down on drug-related crimes and to contain the spread of drugs. 

Drone crashes in Dublin prison from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 14

An investigation was launched Wednesday after a remote-controlled helicopter, suspected to be carrying drugs, crash-landed in an exercise yard at
one of Dublin's largest prisons. 

China customs investigate 542 drug smuggling cases in one year from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 14

China's customs authorities had investigated 542 cases of drug smuggling in one year since June last year, the General Administration of Customs
said on Tuesday. 

Guangdong drugs busts move higher from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 14

The amount of drugs seized by customs in south China's Guangdong Province increased more than six fold in the first five months to reach 909
kg, said local customs authorities. 



Czech police bust int'l drug dealing group from Xinhua (China) 23 Jun 14

Czech police have detained and accused 11 members of an international group of pervitin (methamphetamine) drug producers and dealers in
Ostrava, North Moravia, announced Czech regional police chief Tomas Kuzel on Monday. 

FBI: Children rescued in sex-trafficking crackdown from Associated Press 23 Jun 14

The FBI says agents and local police in the last week rescued 168 victims of child sex trafficking, including many who had never been reported
missing. 

Saudi seizes half a tonne of cocaine from Agence France-Presse 22 Jun 14

Customs officers have seized half a tonne of cocaine in Jeddah, on the west coast of Saudi Arabia, where drug trafficking is punishable by death,
the interior ministry said Sunday. 

Albanian police destroy three tons of marijuana in lawless village from Xinhua (China) 22 Jun 14

Albanian police destroyed about 3 tons of marijuana and 230 cannabis sativa plants in one day in a raid on a lawless southern village, the ATA
news agency reported Sunday. 

Greek police seize tonne of heroin, 14 arrested from Agence France-Presse 22 Jun 14

Around a tonne of heroin has been discovered in a warehouse near Athens and 14 people, most of them members of tanker crew, have been
arrested, Greek port police said Sunday. 

UPDATE: Malaysia urges US to review trafficking blacklist from Agence France-Presse 22 Jun 14

Malaysia Sunday rejected harsh US criticism for failing to tackle human trafficking after an annual State Department report shamed the Southeast
Asian country, together with Thailand and Venezuela. 

Thailand disappointed with US trafficking report from Associated Press 21 Jun 14

Thailand says it is disappointed with a decision by the U.S. State Department to blacklist it for its failure to do enough to fight human trafficking. 

Russia, Pakistan ready to step up cooperation in fighting terrorism, drug trafficking - Foreign Ministry from Itar-Tass (Russia) 20 Jun

14

Russia and Pakistan have confirmed the readiness to intensify cooperation in different fields. 

Wave of Central American migrants strains Border Patrol, reducing number of drug busts from Washington Post 19 Jun 14

With the Border Patrol distracted by a surge of Central American migrants crossing into south Texas, Mexican cartels have had an easier time
smuggling illegal drugs across the border, according to agents and state officials here. 

Albania cracks down on marijuana production in key southern village from Reuters 19 Jun 14

The smoke from burning marijuana plants billowed from a dozen houses on Day Five of Albania's most serious move yet against a southern
village, armed to the teeth, that has churned out weed on an industrial scale for more than 15 years. 

High-ranking security officials will discuss fight against drug trafficking, terrorism from Itar-Tass (Russia) 19 Jun 14

High-ranking officials in charge of security have gathered in Kazan over discussions on the fight against drug trafficking, terrorism and illegal
migration. 

SCO members vow to boost anti-drug cooperation from Xinhua (China) 19 Jun 14

Counter-narcotics authorities of Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) member states met here Thursday to explore ways to combat drug-
trafficking. 

Beijing police nab 40 pct more drug dealers from Xinhua (China) 18 Jun 14

Police authorities in Beijing arrested 1,033 drug traffickers during the Jan.-May period, a sharp 40 percent increase from a year earlier. 



Drug gang busted in central China from Xinhua (China) 18 Jun 14

A drug gang operating across several provinces was busted by police in central China's Hubei Province, according to a press conference held
Wednesday. 

Pakistan to Use Russian Mi-35 Helicopters to Fight Drug Trafficking from RIA Novosti 18 Jun 14

Russia plans to supply Pakistan with Mi-35 combat helicopters to fight drug trafficking, head of the Russian delegation at the international defense
and security exhibition Eurosatory 2014 Igor Sevastyanov said Wednesday. 

Nigeria's Bid to Cut Oil Smuggling from Wall Street Journal 18 Jun 14

Indian Owner of Vessel Suspected of Carrying Stolen Crude Handed Long Prison Term. 

Russia drug watchdog builds base for commandoes in Afghanistan from Itar-Tass (Russia) 17 Jun 14

Russian drug watchdog is preparing an assistance programme to Afghanistan which envisages funding of building a base for commandoes near
drug-making laboratories involved in drug trafficking to Russia, head of the Russian Federal Service for Control over Circulation of Drugs Viktor
Ivanov said. 

Mexico drug lord loses bid to block extradition from Associated Press 17 Jun 14

A Mexican judge has denied a fugitive drug lord an injunction against any possible extradition to the United States, where he is wanted in the
killing of a Drug Enforcement Administration agent, judicial authorities said Tuesday. 

DEA: 89 pounds of white heroin seized in Tucson from Associated Press 17 Jun 14

Federal authorities have arrested seven people and seized 89 pounds of white heroin at a stash house in Tucson. U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration officials say "Operation Smack Talk" targeted a large-scale Mexican heroin trafficking organization responsible for moving
hundreds of pounds of heroin from Tucson to different West Coast cities. 

Mexican drug trafficker caught on way to WCup game from Agence France-Presse 17 Jun 14

Brazilian police have arrested a suspected Mexican drug trafficker wanted by the United States as he was heading to a World Cup game,
authorities said Tuesday. 

Albanian police battle heavily armed pot growers from Associated Press 17 Jun 14

Near-continuous gunfire rang out Tuesday from a lawless village in southern Albanian as hundreds more police arrived to battle well-armed
marijuana growers who were trying to thwart a government crackdown. 

Moscow, Islamabad interested in joint work to fight drug trafficking - FSKN from Interfax (Russia) 17 Jun 14

Russia is ready to train anti-drug personnel for Pakistan bilaterally instead of the program in the framework of the NATO-Russia Council, FSKN
Chief Viktor Ivanov said. 

Albanian police besiege lawless marijuana village from Associated Press 16 Jun 14

Authorities say suspected gang members have fired rocket-propelled grenades, mortars and machine guns at hundreds of police officers who tried
to enter a lawless village in southern Albania as part of a crackdown on Marijuana production. 

Man charged with smuggling Armenians into US from Associated Press 16 Jun 14

Federal authorities say they've arrested the alleged leader of a plot to illegally bring Armenian immigrants into the United States. 

Cartel lookouts give go-head from Arizona hilltops from Associated Press 16 Jun 14

Men paid to be lookouts for Mexican drug cartels used sophisticated technology to spot law enforcement and alert smugglers in the Arizona
desert, a trafficking tactic under investigation by local and federal authorities for months. 

Greek and US police seize metric tonne of heroin near Athens from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 Jun 14

Greek and US narcotics police have seized 1.1 metric tonnes of heroin and arrested 11 people near Athens, the country's coast guard confirmed on



Friday. 

Hong Kong 'drug smugglers' may face death in Indonesia from Agence France-Presse 13 Jun 14

Two Hong Kong men including a 17-year-old have been arrested trying to smuggle almost $600,000 worth of crystal methamphetamine into
Indonesia, an offence punishable by death, an official said Friday. 

Italian police arrest 50 suspects of cocaine smuggling in Naples' wealthiest areas from Xinhua (China) 12 Jun 14

More than 50 people in the richest neighborhoods of Italy's Naples were arrested on Thursday for alleged cocaine smuggling, the local press said. 

28 Arrested in Puerto Rico for drug trafficking from EFE (Spain) 12 Jun 14

Federal and local authorities arrested 28 people on Thursday around Puerto Rico for belonging to a drug trafficking organization. 

Albania arrests Spanish drug trafficking suspect from Associated Press 12 Jun 14

Albanian police say they have arrested a Spanish man suspected of being involved in the smuggling of 250 kilograms (550 pounds) of cocaine
seized in neighboring Montenegro. 

UK police arrest 6 in sex trafficking raids from Associated Press 11 Jun 14

During a series of dawn raids, the new Trafficking and Kidnap Unit of London's Metropolitan Police has arrested six people suspected of sex
trafficking.

Over twelve kg of cocaine seized from passenger at Pulkovo airport from Interfax (Russia) 11 Jun 14

The St. Petersburg Pulkovo airport customs seized over twelve kilograms of cocaine from a Frankfurt-St. Petersburg flight passenger last
weekend, the Pulkovo customs press service said on Tuesday. 

Drug gang busted in NE China from Xinhua (China) 11 Jun 14

Members of a drug gang across several Chinese provinces have been apprehended for drug manufacturing and dealing, local police announced
Wednesday. 

New York State governor announces initiative to combat heroin use from Xinhua (China) 11 Jun 14

New York State Governor Andrew Cuomo on Wednesday announced a statewide initiative to combat the rise of heroin use, as heroin sales and
related heroin drug overdoses have become a widespread problem across the state. 

Albania, Italy to cooperate in fight against narcotics trafficking from Xinhua (China) 10 Jun 14

The interior ministers of Albania and Italy have agreed to strengthen anti-drug trafficking cooperation, reported the Albanian Telegraphic Agency
(ATA) on Tuesday. 

Laos hands over drug-trafficking suspects to China from Xinhua (China) 10 Jun 14

Lao police handed over five suspects allegedly involved in a major cross-border drug trafficking case to their Chinese counterparts on Tuesday. 

Spain police arrest 3 for smuggling drugs on beach from Associated Press 8 Jun 14

Spanish officials say police have arrested three people on suspicion of smuggling drugs into the country in broad daylight by landing speedboats
on beaches that are often thronging with tourists and weekend sunbathers. 

Over 36 kg of marijuana captured in Macedonia from Xinhua (China) 7 Jun 14

A total of 36.3 kg high-quality marijuana was captured in southeast Macedonia, said the Macedonian Interior Ministry on Saturday. 

3 men from NY, Calif. arrested over illegal drugs from Associated Press 7 Jun 14

Massachusetts and federal investigators have arrested three men they believe to have ties to an illegal drug trafficking network in Mexico, and
seized heroin and crystal methamphetamine valued at $1 million. 



French customs make record khat seizure on Eurotunnel from Agence France-Presse 7 Jun 14

French customs officers have seized two tonnes of khat, a plant with a mild stimulant effect and classed as a drug in several European nations, on
the British side of the Eurotunnel. 

16 tons of cannabis seized in Morocco from Xinhua (China) 7 Jun 14

Authorities at Casablanca port, the Moroccan economic hub, seized late Friday 16.659 tons of cannabis, according to the official news agency
MAP on Saturday. 

Feds say drug ring with ties to Mexico dismantled from Associated Press 6 Jun 14

Authorities say they have dismantled two drug-trafficking organizations with ties to Mexico that peddled meth, heroin, crack and other drugs in
the Denver area. 

Border agents in Arizona find 2 tons of marijuana from Associated Press 6 Jun 14

Border patrol agents in southern Arizona have found more than 2 tons of marijuana being transported on a semi-truck with a livestock trailer. 

Man charged with sex trafficking 3 juveniles from Associated Press 5 Jun 14

Federal prosecutors have charged a man with sex trafficking for allegedly prostituting three juveniles in the Twin Cities area. 

Urals drug police confiscate ten kilos of heroin from Interfax (Russia) 5 Jun 14

Drug police officers in the Chelyabinsk and Sverdlovsk regions have blocked a drug pipeline from Central Asia and ceased nearly ten kilograms
of heroin, the Chelyabinsk region department of the Federal Drug Control Service said on Thursday. 

Montenegro seizes 250 kilos of cocaine from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 14

Montenegro customs officials said Thursday they had seized 250 kilograms of cocaine from South America in the biggest drug bust in the small
Adriatic country. 

Iran tries to block Afghanistan's opium boom from Associated Press 4 Jun 14

In the face of Afghanistan's unprecedented boom in opium production, neighboring Iran is trying to baton down its border to slow down
smuggling, building moats, walls and other large-scale projects. 

Drug smugglers pretend to be federal agency from Associated Press 4 Jun 14

Border patrol agents have found a truck made to look as if it belonged to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service but which was actually carrying more
than 3,200 pounds of marijuana. 

72 accused in Puerto Rico of drug trafficking from Associated Press 3 Jun 14

Authorities in Puerto Rico have issued 72 arrest warrants for suspects accused of operating a drug-trafficking ring. 

U.S. promises to support Tajikistan in border reinforcement, drug control from Interfax (Russia) 3 Jun 14

The United States is set to support Tajikistan in the suppression of terrorism, extremism and drug trafficking from Afghanistan, U.S. Assistant
Secretary of State for South and Central Asian Affairs Nisha Desai Biswal said on Tuesday. 

Bulgaria seizes 73.6 kg of heroin at border with Serbia from Xinhua (China) 3 Jun 14

Bulgarian security authorities seized 73.64 kg of heroin at Kalotina checkpoint near country's border with Serbia, officials said on Tuesday. 

2 charged in Massachusetts cocaine trafficking from Associated Press 3 Jun 14

Two men have been arrested and charged with drug trafficking after a task force of law enforcement officers intercepted 11 kilos of cocaine worth
$500,000 at a produce warehouse in Lawrence. 

Anti-drug operation Poppy 2014 launched in Kazakhstan from Interfax (Russia) 2 Jun 14

Anti-drug operation Koknar 2014 (Poppy 2014) has been launched in Kazakhstan, the Kazakh Interior Ministry press service reported on



Monday. 

Spanish police bust drug-smuggling gang, arrest 36 from Associated Press 31 May 14

Spanish officials say police have smashed a drug-smuggling ring and arrested 36 people in southern Spain on suspicion of trafficking in more than
8.6 metric tons (9.4 short tons) of hashish. 

6 arrested in heroin trafficking investigation from Associated Press 30 May 14

Six people have been arrested and more than 1,500 bags of heroin have been seized following a drug investigation in Vermont. 

China in Southeast Asian anti-drug cooperation from Xinhua (China) 29 May 14

Law enforcers from China, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand and Vietnam and UN representatives gathered in Beijing on Thursday for
conference on drug policing, the Ministry of Public Security said Thursday. 

Russia will contribute over $7 mln to Kyrgyz anti-drug drive - official from Interfax (Russia) 29 May 14

Russia will allocate more than $7 million to Kyrgyzstan to help fund Bishkek's crackdown on drug trafficking, the director of the Russian Federal
Drug Control Service (FSKN), Viktor Ivanov, said following his visit to Bishkek. 

Cambodia jails three foreigners for smuggling heroin from Agence France-Presse 28 May 14

A Cambodian court sentenced three foreigners from Australia, France and Nigeria to between 23 and 27 years in prison on Wednesday for
attempted heroin smuggling. 

Chinese man sentenced for smuggling rhino horns from Associated Press 27 May 14

An antiques dealer from China has been sentenced to nearly six years in U.S. federal prison after admitting he was the mastermind of an
international smuggling ring that specialized in rhinoceros horns and elephant ivory. 

Spain police smash drug ring, seize blow-up boats from Agence France-Presse 27 May 14

Spanish police said Tuesday they had smashed a ring that used a fleet of inflatable motorboats to smuggle nearly three tonnes of hashish into
Spain from Morocco. 

People-smugglers now eyeing New Zealand: PM from Agence France-Presse 27 May 14

People-smugglers are looking to target New Zealand now that Australia's tough border protection policies have effectively "closed down" that
country to asylum-seeker boats, Prime Minister John Key said Tuesday. 

19 face drug trafficking charges in Puerto Rico from Associated Press 27 May 14

Authorities say 19 people have been charged in Puerto Rico on charges of conspiring to import heroin from South America into the U.S. territory. 

NATO' decision to stop cooperation in combating drug trafficking is ill-considered - official from Itar-Tass (Russia) 27 May 14

NATO's refusal to cooperate with the Collective Security Treaty Organisation /CSTO/ in combating Afghan drug trafficking is ill considered,
director of Russia's Federal Drug Control Service /FSKN/ Viktor Ivanov said here on Tuesday. 

Almost two hundred kilos of heroin found in truck with apples in Altai from Interfax (Russia) 26 May 14

A large quantity of heroin has been found in the Altai Territory in a truck loaded with apples, which has arrived from Kazakhstan, the regional
office of the Federal Security Service (FSB) said on Monday. 

Mexico captured alleged cartel capo near border from Associated Press 25 May 14

Mexican authorities say they have captured a regional leader of a drug cartel who controlled illegal trafficking of drugs, guns and money in a
frontier region bordering Texas. 

Spanish police bust drug-smuggling gang, arrest 11 from Associated Press 24 May 14

Officials say Spanish police have smashed a cocaine-smuggling gang in eastern Valencia and arrested 11 people on suspicion of trafficking in



drugs. 

3 charged in $8 million cocaine bust in Denmark from Associated Press 23 May 14

Danish police say they have charged three men with the attempted smuggling and distribution of 200 kilograms (440 pounds) of cocaine in
Denmark, worth at least 43.5 million kroner ($8 million), in an operation with U.S. agents. 

Lavrov suggests new NATO mission in Afghanistan focus on drugs from Interfax (Russia) 23 May 14

The new NATO mission in Afghanistan should focus on the drug trafficking problem, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov has suggested. 

Maldivian drug kingpin arrested in Sri Lanka from Xinhua (China) 22 May 14

A Maldivian drug kingpin has been arrested in Sri Lanka and is awaiting extradition to the Maldives, local media reported on Thursday. 

Australian warship makes hashish seizure from Agence France-Presse 22 May 14

An Australian warship has seized 786 kilogrammes (1,733 pounds) of hashish in the Arabian Sea, the defence department said Thursday, one
week after it found a large stash of heroin off Somalia. 

A top drug trafficker captured in northeast Mexico, gov't says from EFE (Spain) 21 May 14

A top drug trafficker was captured in the northeastern Mexican state of Tamaulipas, where additional security forces units were deployed to deal
with a wave of drug-related violence, a high-level federal official said. 

Lebanon thwarts attempt of drug smuggling from Xinhua (China) 20 May 14

The Lebanese Customs Department said on Tuesday that after a two-month investigation it has confiscated some 560,000 captagon pills which
were prepared to be smuggled to Saudi Arabia. 

Chandler man accused of trying to smuggle heroin from Associated Press 20 May 14

Federal authorities say a Chandler man is accused of trying to smuggle 2 ½ pounds of heroin into southern Arizona by hiding packages of the
drug under his shirt. 

US arrests 24 in Puerto Rico cocaine smuggling bust from Agence France-Presse 20 May 14

US authorities Tuesday announced the arrests of 24 people in Puerto Rico who allegedly conspired to smuggle cocaine into the US mainland, in
toys, DVDs and hidden suitcase compartments. 

Maryland police makes arrests in cocaine network from Associated Press 20 May 14

Maryland State Police say they've arrested more than a dozen people in connection with a cocaine distribution network on the Eastern Shore. 

Eight kilos of heroin impounded in Novosibirsk from Interfax (Russia) 20 May 14

Novosibirsk drug control officers have cracked down on a heroin dealing group, the Novosibirsk region department of the Federal Drug Control
Service said. 

New York Is a Hub in a Surging Heroin Trade from New York Times 20 May 14

The flood of heroin coming into and going out of New York City has surged to the highest levels in more than two decades, alarming law
enforcement officials who say that bigger players are now entering the market to sell the drug here and to feed a growing appetite along the East
Coast. 

Galloping Asian meth demand drives record production: UN from Agence France-Presse 19 May 14

Strong and growing demand for drugs in Asia is driving up global production of methamphetamine, with seizures in the region tripling in five
years to record levels, a UN body said Tuesday. 

Heroin den busted in New York City from Xinhua (China) 19 May 14

Federal and local authorities have broken up a New York City-based drug ring that distributed heroins to New England states and seized drugs



worthy of 11 million U.S. dollars, authorities announced Monday. 

764 kg heroin seized in port of Rotterdam: police from Xinhua (China) 19 May 14

Last Monday a container with 764 kilogram of heroin was intercepted in the port of Rotterdam, the Dutch public prosecutor stated on Monday. 

Mexico nabs drug gang leader in state of Guerrero from Associated Press 17 May 14

Mexican authorities say they have arrested the leader of a gang responsible for trafficking drugs from the southwestern state of Guerrero to the
United States. 

Russia calls for assessing drug trafficking influence within BRICS from Itar-Tass (Russia) 16 May 14

Russia's Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) head Viktor Ivanov has proposed the BRICS countries to work out methods for assessing the
influence of drug trafficking. 

People-smugglers offering deals on Australia route from Agence France-Presse 16 May 14

People-smugglers have resorted to slashing prices and offering special deals for boatpeople seeking a new life in Australia, including children
travelling for free, as the country's tough asylum-seeker policies hurt their profits, a top official said. 

Bulgaria seizes nearly 55 kg heroin at Danube Bridge from Xinhua (China) 16 May 14

Bulgarian customs and border police have seized 54.737 kg heroin at the Danube Bridge checkpoint near Russe at the border with Romania,
officials said on Friday. 

U.S. freezes assets of Mexican drug trafficker from Xinhua (China) 15 May 14

The U.S. Department of Treasury has frozen the assets of an alleged member of Mexico's Sinaloa drug cartel, the U.S. Embassy in Mexico City
announced Thursday. 

Mexico arrests top migrant smuggler for Zetas from Associated Press 15 May 14

A top Mexican official says federal authorities have arrested a member of the Zetas drug cartel whose main job was smuggling migrants into the
United States. 

Australian warship in large drug bust off Somalia from Agence France-Presse 15 May 14

An Australian warship has seized heroin with an estimated street value of Aus$132 million (US$123 million) off the coast of Somalia, the defence
department said Thursday. 

Russian official mocks NATO anti-drug operation in Afghanistan from Xinhua (China) 15 May 14

The NATO-led anti-drug operations in Afghanistan have led to the outcome opposite to their aim, the head of the Russian Federal Drug Control
Service (FSKN), Victor Ivanov, said Thursday. 

PM: Tunisia cannabis law too harsh from Associated Press 15 May 14

Tunisia's prime minister has backed a reform of the country's harsh penalties for cannabis possession, calling it "out of sync" with current times. 

Russia, Afghanistan drug police to hold special operation in Afghanistan from Itar-Tass (Russia) 14 May 14

Russian drug police jointly with their Afghan counterparts will hold a special operation in Afghanistan to curb drug trafficking soon, head of the
Federal Service for Control over Drug Circulation Viktor Ivanov said at a 5th meeting of heads of the drug watchdogs of the Central Asian anti-
drug quartet here on Wednesday. 

Russia proposes to use CSTO anti-drug resources in special operations from Itar-Tass (Russia) 14 May 14

Head of the Federal Service for Control over Drug Circulation Viktor Ivanov proposed to use resources of the recently-created centre of anti-drug
operations of the Collective Security Treaty Organisation (CSTO) states in special operations of the anti-drug agencies in the Central Asian
quartet. 



Russia promotes CSTO role in Afghan anti-drug effort from Xinhua (China) 14 May 14

Russia said Wednesday the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) forces could be engaged into combating drug trafficking from
Afghanistan. 

Texas: ton of pot in cotton farming equipment from Associated Press 14 May 14

Some cotton farming equipment in West Texas has yielded more than a ton of an illegal crop. 

Over 30 kg heroin seized from two Tajik citizens in Moscow from Interfax (Russia) 14 May 14

A major shipment of heroin has been seized in Moscow during a special operation of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service. 

Cooperation with U.S., EU on fighting drugs continues regardless of sanctions - FSKN head from Interfax (Russia) 14 May 14

Despite the sanctions Russia continues cooperation with the United States and the European Union at the level of police officers fighting drug
trafficking, Russian Federal Drug Control Chief Viktor Ivanov said. 

Senegal police seize tonne of marijuana from Agence France-Presse 14 May 14

Senegalese police have arrested a Malian man after seizing more than a tonne of marijuana amid a spate of drug finds in the west African country,
local media said on Wednesday. 

Tajik police seize 110 kilos of drugs from Itar-Tass (Russia) 13 May 14

Tajik police have seized more than 110 kilograms of drugs in two operations in the north of the country, a record haul in the recent past, the
republic's Interior Ministry told Itar-Tass on Tuesday. 

British Pakistanis targeted as drug mules from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 May 14

Khadija Shah is one of dozens of European citizens languishing in Pakistani prisons for attempting to smuggle drugs out of the country. 

Albania arrests group trafficking people to US from Associated Press 12 May 14

Albanian authorities say they have arrested 15 people allegedly involved in human trafficking to the United States. 

Authorities arrest 8 for alleged drug trafficking from Associated Press 12 May 14

Authorities in southeast Ohio have arrested eight people in an effort to shut down what they call a drug pipeline from Athens through Columbus
to Detroit. 

Philippines probes diplomat in Canada 'nanny trafficking' from Agence France-Presse 10 May 14

The Philippine government said Saturday it was investigating a Filipina diplomat charged in Canada for alleged human trafficking involving the
exploitation of her nanny. 

Philippines diplomats charged with nanny trafficking from Agence France-Presse 9 May 14

Canadian federal police laid charges Friday against two Philippines diplomats for alleged human trafficking involving the exploitation of the
couple's nanny. 

Spain police arrest man over cocaine sandwich from Agence France-Presse 7 May 14

Spanish police said Wednesday they have arrested a Colombian man after he was found to be carrying a ham and cheese sandwich stuffed with
over 100 grams (3.5 ounces) of cocaine. 

Kyrgyz leader to meet Putin, discuss Customs Union prospects from Itar-Tass (Russia) 7 May 14

Kyrgyz President Almazbek Atambayev arrived in Moscow on Wednesday to discuss with Vladimir Putin bilateral ties and Kyrgyzstan's
prospects as a potential member of the Customs Union, deputy head of Atambayev's administration Sapar Isakov told Itar-Tass. 

$37M worth of cocaine seized near Puerto Rico from Associated Press 7 May 14

Authorities in Puerto Rico have seized an estimated $37 million worth of cocaine south of the U.S. territory. 



FSB seizes 15 kilos of heroin intended for distribution in Moscow area from Interfax (Russia) 7 May 14

The Russian Federal Security Service (FSB) has seized 15 kilos of heroin originating from Central Asia and prepared for sales in the Moscow
area in a special operation, the FSB press center reported. 

Spain police seize tonnes of cocaine among pineapples from Agence France-Presse 7 May 14

Spanish police seized 2.5 tonnes of cocaine hidden among pineapples on a ship from Costa Rica in one of the biggest ever seizures of the drug,
they said Wednesday. 

Heroin worth $3.2 million confiscated in Moscow Region last month from Itar-Tass (Russia) 7 May 14

Some 150 kilograms (over 330 lbs) of heroin, a batch worth an estimated 'black market' value of over 115 million rubles ($3.2 million), were
confiscated in two separate police raids last month in the Moscow region, the Russian Federal Security Service (FSB) said on Wednesday. 

Colorado hash oil explosions rise with legal pot from Associated Press 6 May 14

The opening months of Colorado's recreational marijuana industry — the first in the U.S. — have seen a rise in fiery explosions and injuries as pot
users try to make the drug's intoxicating oil in crude home-based laboratories. 

30 Arrested for drug trafficking in western Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 5 May 14

At least 30 people were arrested Monday for being part of a dangerous gang that dealt drugs in several public housing projects in western Puerto
Rico. 

Cross-border drug dealers detained in SW China from Xinhua (China) 5 May 14

Police in southwest China's Yunnan Province on Monday detained two suspects for drug trafficking after seizing 23.5 kg of heroin in their car. 

44 tons of marijuana seized in Tijuana, Mexico from Associated Press 3 May 14

Mexico's attorney general says investigators have seized 44 tons (39 metric tons) of marijuana in Tijuana across the border from San Diego,
California. 

RM20m in meth from Nigeria seized at KLIA from New Straits Time (Malaysia) 2 May 14

CUSTOMS officers seized 107.2kg of methamphetamine worth RM20.36 million in three smuggling attempts at the Kuala Lumpur International
Airport (KLIA) over the past two weeks. 

Mexico marines seize liquid cocaine from Argentina from Associated Press 1 May 14

Mexico's Navy says that federal authorities in the state of Yucatan have seized two power transformers that were carrying liquid cocaine. 

Border agents seize half million in drugs from Associated Press 1 May 14

Border Patrol agents have seized nearly half a million dollars' worth of marijuana being smuggled across the border into southern New Mexico. 

20 Arrested in Puerto Rico on drug, gun charges from EFE (Spain) 1 May 14

Twenty people were arrested on Thursday by U.S. and Puerto Rican authorities in different public housing projects in San Juan for drug
trafficking, illegal use of weapons and armed car theft. 

Urban US sees rise in sex trafficking of children from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 14

Sex trafficking of children is growing in many urban areas of the United States, according to a survey report Tuesday that underscored calls for
more robust action. 

41 arrested in Puerto Rico on drug charges from Associated Press 29 Apr 14

Authorities in Puerto Rico have arrested 41 people accused of running a drug-trafficking ring in the capital of the U.S. territory. 

Bali jails Frenchman caught with cocaine from Agence France-Presse 28 Apr 14



A Frenchman caught with almost $50,000 worth of cocaine on the Indonesian resort island of Bali was jailed for 10 months on Monday. 

Mexican mayor arrested in key drug trafficking port from Agence France-Presse 28 Apr 14

The mayor of a town that serves as one Mexico's key drug trafficking ports was detained Monday for alleged ties to the Knights Templar drug
cartel. 

Australia says no evidence to link Kenya to seized drugs from Xinhua (China) 28 Apr 14

Australian government on Monday said it has no information linking Kenya to last week's seizure of heroin with a street value of 290 million U.S.
dollars. 

Uzbekistan, Germany to cooperate on fighting terrorism, drug trafficking from Interfax (Russia) 28 Apr 14

Uzbekistan Interior Minister Adhamjon Ahmadboyev has welcomed a German delegation led by President of the German Federal Criminal Police
Office Joerg Ziercke, the Interior Ministry told Interfax on Monday. 

Drug kingpin pleads guilty to heroin trafficking from Associated Press 28 Apr 14

A high-ranking member of a Mexican drug cartel pleaded guilty Monday to heroin trafficking, including in the Charlotte area, according to federal
authorities. 

Hashish smuggling channel shut in St. Petersburg from Interfax (Russia) 27 Apr 14

About 75 kilograms of hashish that arrived from a Baltic country have been seized in St. Petersburg, and a criminal group that was smuggling
large consignments of illegal drugs to the city from Baltic countries has been tracked down, the regional drug control service's press center
reported on Friday. 

UK-Australian navies make largest ever heroin bust from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 14

A joint operation by the British and Australian navies has seized the largest ever haul of heroin at sea, weighing 1,032 kilogrammes, the Ministry
of Defence in London said Friday. 

Germany finds 265 pounds of cocaine among bananas from Associated Press 25 Apr 14

German police say they have seized 265 pounds (120 kilograms) of cocaine hidden among crates of bananas in a container shipped from Ecuador
— their second big find of cocaine from South America this year. 

Algeria seizes 8 tonnes of cannabis smuggled from Morocco from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 14

Algerian security forces have seized more than eight tonnes of cannabis in the port city of Oran, smuggled from neighbouring Morocco, and
arrested six traffickers, the police said Thursday.

Mexico rescues 44 kidnapped Guatemalan migrants from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

Mexican authorities have freed 44 Guatemalan migrants who were being held in captivity by a band of six human traffickers. 

Police seize 345 kilos of cocaine at Spanish port from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 14

Police in Spain have seized 345 kilos (760 pounds) of high-grade cocaine found inside gym bags that arrived on a shipping container at the port of
Valencia from Chile, they said Thursday. 

Nigerian drug smuggler pleads guilty in Texas from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

A Nigerian who for years fought extradition to Texas has pleaded guilty to recruiting students in his homeland to internally smuggle heroin into
the U.S. 

Vietnam sentences US citizen to death for drug smuggling from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 Apr 14

A court in southern Vietnam sentenced an American man to death for attempting to smuggle heroin aboard a flight from Ho Chi Minh City to
Australia, state media reported Wednesday.



Int'l workshop on people-smuggling at sea concludes in Indonesia with recommendation from Xinhua (China) 22 Apr 14

The two-day International Workshop on the Protection of the Irregular Movement of Persons at Sea concluded here on Tuesday with participants
calling for considering the advancement of bilateral and regional agreements aimed at creating standard operation to respond individual incident
at sea. 

FSKN officers advised not to visit states possessing extradition agreements with U.S. from Interfax (Russia) 22 Apr 14

Officers of the Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) have been advised not to visit states, which have bilateral extradition agreements with the
United States. 

19 arrested for organized crime in Austria from Xinhua (China) 22 Apr 14

Austrian police had arrested 19 people as part of a European Union (EU) campaign against organized crime originating from the western Balkans,
police said Tuesday. 

Almost 80 kg of European hashish seized in St. Petersburg from Interfax (Russia) 21 Apr 14

The St. Petersburg drug control department has blocked a major hashish delivery from Europe. The department said on Monday the biggest drug
batch of this year, about 80 kilograms, had been impounded in an operation. 

Over 50 kilos of heroin, hashish seized from Tajik dealers in Chelyabinsk region from Interfax (Russia) 18 Apr 14

The Federal Security Service has seized 41 kilograms of heroin and 10 kilograms of hashish from three natives of Tajikistan in the Chelyabinsk
region, the Service reported on Thursday. 

Beijing: Extremists control regional drug trafficking routes from Interfax (Russia) 17 Apr 14

Extremist religious organizations, among them Hizb-ut-Tahrir and the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan affiliated with Al-Qaeda, control drug
trafficking routes which contribute the lion's share of their financing, Chinese Public Security Minister Guo Shengkun said on Thursday. 

Taiwan, mainland police break drug smuggling case from Xinhua (China) 16 Apr 14

Police from the Chinese mainland and Taiwan have joined hands in an anti-drug campaign, resulting in the seizure of 18 kg of amphetamine and
the arrest of three suspects. 

People smuggler killed after sea chase with Greek coast guard from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 15 Apr 14

A people smuggler was killed during a high-speed sea chase with the Greek Coast Guard near the island of Kos, the Athens News Agency
reported on Tuesday. 

Drug mules detained in Estonia attempting to smuggle 102 kg hashish from Spain to Russia from Interfax (Russia) 15 Apr 14

Estonia's tax and customs department employees have detained a BMW X5 vehicle with contraband hashish going to Russia at the Luhamaa
border point in south-eastern Estonia. 

California officials nab 11 in drug ring bust from Associated Press 14 Apr 14

Authorities in California say they have dismantled a drug trafficking organization that sent narcotics smuggled in from Mexico to communities
across the United States. 

China police seize thousands of guns, knives: media from Agence France-Presse 14 Apr 14

Police in China have seized a huge cache of weapons including 15,000 guns and 120,000 knives from an illegal arms ring and detained 15
suspects, state media reported Monday. 

Saudi Arabia says seizes drugs worth $267 million, arrests six from Reuters 13 Apr 14

Saudi Arabian police have arrested six people and seized illegal drugs worth 1 billion riyals ($267 million) that were being smuggled into the
country from neighboring Bahrain, the Interior Ministry said on Sunday. 

Thai soldiers kill two suspected drug couriers in New Year clash from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 Apr 14



In pre-dawn clashes Sunday Thai soldiers killed two suspected drug couriers on the Thai-Myanmar border and seized 100,000 methamphetamine
pills intended for the Thai New Year market, reports said. 

Thai forces shoot dead seven drug suspects from Agence France-Presse 12 Apr 14

Thai security forces shot dead seven suspected drug smugglers and seized hundreds of thousands of methamphetamine pills after a firefight in the
Golden Triangle border region, an official said Saturday. 

Big channel of Afghan heroine supplies to Russian regions terminated in St. Petersburg from Interfax (Russia) 11 Apr 14

Officers of the St. Petersburg drug control service have terminated a major supply channel of Afghan heroine to the region and about 12 kg of
highly concentrated drugs have been seized, the Federal Drug Control Service press office said in a statement on Thursday. 

Over 150 kilos of drugs seized in Kyrgyzstan in late March - police from Interfax (Russia) 11 Apr 14

Kyrgyz police seized almost two tonnes of sulfuric acid, an ingredient used in cooking drugs, in late March, the Interior Ministry press service
told Interfax on Friday. 

France seizes record haul of counterfeit drugs from China from Agence France-Presse 10 Apr 14

French customs have confiscated millions of counterfeit drugs imported from China in what they described as the biggest seizure of its kind
within the European Union. 

Narcotics smuggling attempt thwarted at Beirut port from Xinhua (China) 10 Apr 14

The Lebanese Internal Security Forces (ISF) on Thursday thwarted an attempt to smuggle a large quantity of narcotic pills destined to one of the
Arabian Gulf emirates. 

Denmark opens more 'drug rooms' after successful trial from Agence France-Presse 10 Apr 14

"It's an acknowledgement of the fact that there really are some people whom we can't reach with rehab -- right now. And what do we do with
those people?"... 

11 indicted on cocaine trafficking charges from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

State and federal authorities say they've busted a cocaine trafficking ring that operated in one of Indianapolis' most prominent neighborhoods. 

Russia, Greece to cooperate in fighting human trafficking from Interfax (Russia) 9 Apr 14

Russian and Greek prosecutors are set to jointly fight transnational crime, including human trafficking, the Russian Prosecutor General's Office
said on Wednesday. 

Thai police arrest suspected drug trafficker wanted in France from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 9 Apr 14

Thai police on Wednesday arrested a British national wanted in France for allegedly smuggling about 375 kilograms of heroin and cocaine to
Britain, police said. 

New Zealand to step up anti-drugs cooperation with China from Xinhua (China) 8 Apr 14

Greater police and Customs exchanges between New Zealand and China will be targeted at stopping organized crime and drug smuggling
between the two countries, the New Zealand government announced Tuesday. 

Bulgaria seizes 940 kg of amphetamine precursor from Xinhua (China) 8 Apr 14

Bulgarian customs officers at Svilengrad checkpoint have seized 940 kg of APAAN, a precursor for amphetamine production, officials said on
Tuesday. 

Officials say multiple arrests in cocaine ring from Associated Press 7 Apr 14

Officials say multiple arrests have been made for a cocaine ring that was operating in central Arkansas. 

2 tunnels found under California-Mexico border from Associated Press 7 Apr 14



U.S. authorities say a task force working with Mexican counterparts discovered two cross-border smuggling tunnels stretching hundreds of yard
between Tijuana and an industrial park in San Diego. 

Tracing the U.S. heroin surge back south of the border as Mexican cannabis output falls from Washington Post 6 Apr 14

The surge of cheap heroin spreading in $4 hits across rural America can be traced back to the remote valleys of the northern Sierra Madre. 

Croatian police seize drugs in Adriatic Sea from Associated Press 5 Apr 14

Police in Croatia say they have seized more than 800 kilograms (1,700 pounds) of marijuana smuggled over the Adriatic Sea from Albania in a
fishing boat. 

HK Customs seizes 2.49 mln HKD heroin at Shenzhen Bay Control Point from Xinhua (China) 5 Apr 14

Hong Kong Customs Saturday said around 3.2 kg with a market value of about 2.49 million HK dollars (about 320,876 U.S. dollars) of suspected
heroin were seized at Shenzhen Bay Control Point on Friday. 

Vatican calls anti-trafficking conference from Agence France-Presse 4 Apr 14

Pope Francis has called a conference against human trafficking in the Vatican for next week, with clergymen and police officers from some 20
countries taking part along with victims of modern-day slavery. 

1.5 Tons of cocaine seized in Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 3 Apr 14

A Dominican citizen was arrested on Thursday after 1,400 kilos (3,083 lbs.) of cocaine he was transporting in a 40-foot boat was seized from him,
the Puerto Rico Police Department said. 

EU and Africa vow to tackle illegal migration, trafficking from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Apr 14

European and African leaders pledged Thursday to work together to fight human trafficking and illegal migration by improving the economic,
social and security conditions on the continent, thereby convincing young Africans they have a better future at home. 

Europe rights court dismisses appeal by jailed Sicilian mafia boss from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Apr 14

Europe's top human rights court on Thursday dismissed an appeal by an 83-year-old Sicilian mafia "boss of bosses" against his strict prison terms.

Mexico takes out drug lords but violence persists from Agence France-Presse 2 Apr 14

Mexico's government has taken down almost the entire leadership of one of the country's most vicious drug cartels, but it can barely savor victory
amid rising violence around the capital. 

Italian police seize 215 kg of cocaine in major anti-drug operations from Xinhua (China) 2 Apr 14

Italian police arrested 23 people and seized 215 kg of cocaine in a series of anti-drug operations on Wednesday. 

$50M worth of cocaine seized near Puerto Rico from Associated Press 2 Apr 14

Federal authorities have seized $50 million worth of cocaine after intercepting a boat off Puerto Rico's north coast. 

Marijuana found in vehicle's tires at Douglas port from Associated Press 1 Apr 14

Customs and Border Patrol says a smuggling attempt was thwarted when 213 pounds of marijuana were found inside the tires of a vehicle at the
Douglas port of entry. 

Russia's FSB busts designer drug trafficking gang in Moscow region from Itar-Tass (Russia) 1 Apr 14

Agents of Russia's Federal Security Service (FSB) have busted an interregional gang trafficking designer drugs confiscating 420 kilograms of
synthetic drugs from them, the FSB public relations centre told Itar-Tass on Tuesday. 

Drug dealing group apprehended in Norilsk from Interfax (Russia) 27 Mar 14

Drug police officers have apprehended seven members of an organized group dealing synthetic drugs, the press service of the Federal Drug
Control Service's department in the Krasnoyarsk territory said on Thursday. 



FSKN chief calls for additional measures against Afghan drug trafficking from Interfax (Russia) 26 Mar 14

The head of the Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) Viktor Ivanov has forecast further deterioration in the situation around Afghan drug
production. 

15 tonnes of heroin was seized in Russia in past five years - Federal Drug Control Service director from Interfax (Russia) 26 Mar 14

The heroin price on the Russian black market has increased, Federal Drug Control Service Director Viktor Ivanov said. "The efforts made by the
police increase the value of heroin. We are creating a shortage," he told the Federal Drug Control Service's Public Council in Moscow on
Wednesday. 

FSKN hopes cooperation with U.S. in fight against drug trafficking will continue from Interfax (Russia) 26 Mar 14

Russia is hoping to continue cooperation with the United States in the fight against drug trafficking despite the sanctions, Russian Federal Drug
Control Agency Director Viktor Ivanov said. 

Australian police smash criminal gangs, seize cash, assets in Queensland drug raids from Xinhua (China) 26 Mar 14

A combined total of 7 million AU dollars (6.4 million U.S. dollars) in cash and assets have been seized in raids across Australia's Queensland over
the past two days, Queensland Police confirmed on Wednesday. 

Mexican official: no evidence of organ trafficking from Associated Press 26 Mar 14

Mexico's top anti-kidnapping official says there is no evidence yet to support a claim made by a criminal suspect that he snatched children to
extract their organs. 

Bulgarian customs seize 33 kg of heroin hidden in car gas bottle from Xinhua (China) 25 Mar 14

Bulgarian customs at Kapitan Andreevo checkpoint have seized 33 kg of heroin hidden in a secret compartment into the gas bottle of a car
entering from Turkey, officials said Tuesday. 

US drug enforcement agency not instructed to curtail cooperation with Russia - Ivanov from Itar-Tass (Russia) 25 Mar 14

U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration has received no instruction to curtail cooperation with Russia's drug police so far, says head of the
Russian Federal Drug Control Service. 

Afghanistan needs ten-year help in combating drug trafficking - Ivanov from Itar-Tass (Russia) 25 Mar 14

Head of Russia's Federal Drug Control Service has stressed the need for helping Afghanistan's comprehensive development within the upcoming
ten years to make the fight with drug trafficking effective. 

S. Africa busts 186 mln USD worth of drugs from Xinhua (China) 25 Mar 14

Drugs with a market value of 2 billion rand (186. 2 million U. S. dollars) were seized in South Africa, police said Tuesday. 

Twenty-four cocaine bricks seized in S. Philippine port city from Xinhua (China) 23 Mar 14

Authorities announced on Sunday the discovery of 24 bricks of high-grade cocaine stuffed inside one of the refrigerated containers used to ship
exportable bananas at a port in the southern city of Davao. 

German customs find cocaine in package addressed to the Vatican from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 22 Mar 14

Customs officials at a German airport intercepted a drug delivery from South America that was on its way to the Vatican, a German newspaper
reported Saturday. 

Austrian police arrest drug dealers with 160kg of marijuana from Xinhua (China) 21 Mar 14

Austrian police have caught three major drug dealers in possession of over 160 kilograms of marijuana, local media reported Friday. 

About 5,500 tonnes confiscated in Central Russia in 2013 - FSKN head from Itar-Tass (Russia) 20 Mar 14

About 5,500 tonnes of drugs were confiscated in Central Russia in 2013, head of the Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) Viktor Ivanov said. 



Italy seizes 2 tonnes of cocaine in anti-mafia operation from Xinhua (China) 20 Mar 14

Italian police on Thursday seized two tonnes of cocaine in the southern region of Calabria in a major anti-mafia operation against international
drug smuggling, local media reported. 

Jordan intercepts drugs, arms haul from Syria: army from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 14

Jordanian border guards have intercepted two vehicles crossing from Syria loaded with arms and thousands of Captagon tablets, a drug widely
used by Syrian rebels, the army announced Thursday. 

Regional anti-narcotics conference to be held this summer in Astana from Interfax (Russia) 20 Mar 14

A regional conference to address the problems linked to drugs use in the countries of Western and Central Asia will be held in Astana on June 26-
27 this year. 

Afghan FM admits drug trafficking is global problem from Interfax (Russia) 20 Mar 14

The deterrence of Afghan narcotic drugs is a global problem, Afghan Foreign Minister Ahmad Zarar Moqbel Osmani said. 

How Google uses data to combat human trafficking from Venture Beat 19 Mar 14

Google Ideas takes a data-driven approach to expose and address shadowy fields like human trafficking and drug rings. But that’s a huge
challenge, because data on these criminal endeavors is almost always elusive. 

Moroccan police seizes 75 kg of cocaine in airport from Xinhua (China) 19 Mar 14

Moroccan police services at Casablanca airport arrested two sub-Saharan nationals and seized 75 kg of cocaine from them, the official news
agency MAP reported Wednesday. 

Argentina, Brazil to jointly fight human trafficking from Xinhua (China) 18 Mar 14

Argentina and Brazil agreed Tuesday to strengthen joint coordination in fight against human trafficking, and provide assistance and protection to
the victims of the crimes. 

Iran says drugs seizures up over past year from Agence France-Presse 18 Mar 14

Iran said Tuesday it has seized more than 530 tonnes of illegal drugs since March 2013, an almost 20 percent increase over the previous year. 

Spain police smash two crystal meth rings from Agence France-Presse 18 Mar 14

Spanish police said on Tuesday that they had broken up two drug trafficking rings specialising in crystal meth, arresting 42 people, almost half of
them Filipinos. 

Pakistan jails British woman for drug-smuggling from Agence France-Presse 18 Mar 14

A court in Pakistan on Tuesday jailed a British mother-of-three for life for attempting to smuggle 63 kilograms (139 pounds) of heroin out of the
country. 

Drug smugglers killed on Tajik-Afghan border from Interfax (Russia) 18 Mar 14

Tajik border guards killed two Afghan drug smugglers during a shootout on the banks of the Panj River, on the Tajik-Afghan border, but another
two suspects managed to escape, the border guard department of Tajikistan's National Security Committee said on Tuesday. 

Balkans' suspected drug lord arrested from Associated Press 18 Mar 14

Serbia's state TV says that the man accused of organizing an attempted transfer of about 2.7 tons of cocaine from South America to Europe has
been arrested. 

Police nab cartel member in organ trafficking case from Associated Press 17 Mar 14

A Mexican official says police have detained a member of the Knights Templar cartel who is suspected of kidnapping children to harvest their
organs. 



Slovenia breaks up drug, arms trafficking operation from Xinhua (China) 17 Mar 14

Slovenian police have detained 49 suspects in a major investigation into drug and arms trafficking, an official statement by the police said on
Monday. 

Tajik drug police confiscate over 115 kilos of Afghani hashish from Itar-Tass (Russia) 17 Mar 14

Tajikistan's presidential agency for control over drugs finalised an operation, where they confiscated over 115 kilograms of Afghanistan-produced
hashish, the authority's press service said on Monday. 

Myanmar opium fight failing; soldiers shooting up from Associated Press 17 Mar 14

Every morning, more than 100 heroin and opium addicts descend on the graveyard in this northeastern Myanmar village to get high. When
authorities show up, it's for their own quick fix: Soldiers and police roll up the sleeves of their dark green uniforms, seemingly oblivious to
passers-by. 

Gambian police seize cocaine, cannabis from Xinhua (China) 17 Mar 14

Gambian police seized cocaine and cannabis sativa with a market value of 2 million U. S. dollars, the West African country's anti-drug agency
said Sunday night. 

100 kilos of hashish seized in Tajikistan - Interior Ministry from Interfax (Russia) 14 Mar 14

Tajik police have detained a vehicle carrying almost 100 kilograms of hashish, the Tajik Interior Ministry press service reported on Friday. 

U.N. sees 'serious setbacks' in anti-drugs fight from Reuters 13 Mar 14

The global fight against narcotics has suffered serious setbacks, including record opium cultivation in Afghanistan and a surge of trafficking-
linked violence in Central America, the U.N. anti-drugs chief said on Thursday. 

Danish police arrest 80 in raids on suspected drug dealers from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 Mar 14

About 80 people were arrested Thursday in raids targeting suspected hashish traders in and near Copenhagen. 

Former Berlusconi aide stopped at Rome airport with 24kg of cocaine from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 Mar 14

A woman who was part of the official delegation that accompanied former Italian premier Silvio Berlusconi at G8 and G20 summits in Canada
four years ago was stopped at an airport Thursday carrying large quantities of cocaine. 

Kenyan police arrest 4 Tanzanian drug traffickers from Xinhua (China) 13 Mar 14

Kenyan police on Thursday arrested four Tanzanian nationals with 2.2 kg of heroin worth about 80,000 U.S. dollars as the authorities stepped up
anti- narcotic crackdown at all entry points. 

63 arrested in Puerto Rico on drug charges from Associated Press 12 Mar 14

Authorities in Puerto Rico have arrested 63 people accused of running a $10 million drug-trafficking operation in the island's second largest city. 

Holder endorses proposed drug sentencing changes from Associated Press 12 Mar 14

Attorney General Eric Holder is endorsing a proposal that would result in shorter prison sentences for certain nonviolent drug traffickers, saying
the change would rein in bloated federal prison costs and create a fairer criminal justice system. 

Drones being used to smuggle contraband into prisons from USA Today 12 Mar 14

Drones aren't just being used by the military but drug smugglers as well. 

Albanian Arrested on US Drug Trafficking Charges from Associated Press 11 Mar 14

Albanian authorities say they have arrested and will extradite an Albanian former United States resident sought by the U.S. to face drug
trafficking charges. 



Am. Samoa passes first anti-human trafficking law from Associated Press 10 Mar 14

Legislators in American Samoa have approved the territory's first anti-human trafficking law after several unsuccessful attempts over more than a
decade. 

UAE sentences Pakistani drug smuggler to death: media from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 14

An Emirati court has sentenced a Pakistani man to death after convicting him of trafficking four kilograms (8.8 pounds) of heroin in the Gulf
country, media reported Monday. 

China, Vietnam destroy drugs in joint campaign from Xinhua (China) 10 Mar 14

China and Vietnam destroyed 1,000 kgs of illegal drugs Monday in south China's Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region in a joint anti-drugs
campaign. 

Lebanon seizes 76 kg of narcotics from Xinhua (China) 6 Mar 14

The Lebanese army said on Thursday that it has seized 76 kg of narcotics in a Mitsubishi pick-up truck in the coastal city of Byblos, north of
Beirut. 

Stimulants seized at Haneda airport increased 3.2-fold in 2013 from Kyodo (Japan) 6 Mar 14

Customs officials at Tokyo's Haneda airport intercepted 46.8 kilograms of stimulant drugs worth 3.28 billion yen in 2013, marking a 3.2-fold
increase over 2012, the Tokyo Customs' Haneda office said Thursday. 

Trafficking abuse of Myanmar Rohingya spreads to Malaysia from Reuters 6 Mar 14

Human traffickers have kept hundreds of Rohingya Muslims captive in houses in northern Malaysia, beating them, depriving them of food, and
demanding a ransom from their families, according to detailed accounts by the victims. 

19, including lawyer, sentenced in drug ring from Associated Press 6 Mar 14

Nineteen men and women, including a South Texas lawyer and his father, have been sentenced for participating in a drug trafficking ring
involving 13½ tons of marijuana. 

Russia, Ukraine, US to continue drug control efforts despite Ukrainian crisis from Itar-Tass (Russia) 5 Mar 14

The chief of Russia's Federal Drug Control Service, Viktor Ivanov, has said the Ukrainian crisis has not influenced the relations among Russian,
Ukrainian and American drug enforcement police. 

FSKN chief: World stands on brink of emergency situation in Afghanistan from Interfax (Russia) 5 Mar 14

NATO pullout from Afghanistan may have critical consequences: a surge in heroin trafficking, Russian Federal Drug Control Service head Viktor
Ivanov said. 

Czech Customs Seize Heroin Shipment Worth $37 Million from Wall Street Journal 5 Mar 14

Czech customs officials Tuesday said they seized 182 kilograms of heroin with a street value of nearly $37 million over the weekend in the
country's largest-ever drugs bust, marking a significant win in Europe's fight against drug trafficking. 

Asian integration a potential boon for drug trafficking, UN warns from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 4 Mar 14

Increased economic integration in East and South-East Asia is expected to lead to a rise in regional trade in heroin and methamphetamines, the
United Nations said Tuesday. 

$30M worth of cocaine seized near Puerto Rico from Associated Press 4 Mar 14

Federal authorities in Puerto Rico have seized $30 million worth of cocaine and charged two men with drug smuggling. 

Sea is becoming most popular drug transportation means - UN from Interfax (Russia) 4 Mar 14

Drugs have recently been transported by sea more often, said Vladimir Ibragimov, head of the Russian office of the UN Office on Drugs and
Crime (UNODC). 



1.75 tons of drugs seized in Albania from Xinhua (China) 4 Mar 14

Albanian police on Monday evening seized about 1.75 tons of narcotics and cannabis, and arrested three people in the operation. 

Thai police nab French-Portuguese cocaine trafficking suspect from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Mar 14

Thai police arrested a French-Portuguese man allegedly involved in an attempt to smuggle 305 kilograms of cocaine into France, police said
Monday. 

China, Vietnam launch anti-drug operation on border from Xinhua (China) 28 Feb 14

Police forces from China and Vietnam launched a joint anti-drug operation along their shared border Friday. 

About 3 tonnes of drugs seized in St. Petersburg, Leningrad rgn in 2013 from Interfax (Russia) 27 Feb 14

Approximately three tonnes of narcotic drugs, strong and psychotropic substances were seized in St. Petersburg and the Leningrad region last
year, head of the regional department of the Federal Drug Control Service Yuri Shesterikov told colleagues from Finland, Estonia and Russia at a
Thursday conference dedicated to the fight against illicit drug trafficking. 

Anti-drug officials due to meet in Moscow May 15 ahead of G8 summit - Russia's FSKN from Itar-Tass (Russia) 27 Feb 14

Director of Russia's Federal Drug Control Service Viktor Ivanov has invited the interior ministers of Finland and Estonia, to take part in a meeting
involving heads of anti-drug services ahead of the G8 summit due to be held in Sochi on June 4-5. 

Russia is a "reliable buffer" protecting Europe from Afghan heroin - official from Interfax (Russia) 27 Feb 14

Russia has reliably been protecting European countries from the massive spread of Afghan heroin, the head of the Federal Drug Control Service,
Viktor Ivanov, said. 

Three Iranian policemen die fighting drug smugglers from Xinhua (China) 27 Feb 14

Three policemen have been killed in operations against drug smugglers in southern and southeastern Iran, local media reported on Thursday. 

Lost cocaine shipment en route from South America to Netherlands: New Zealand Police from Xinhua (China) 26 Feb 14

A shipping container holding a package of cocaine worth a reported 1 million NZ dollars (832,432 U.S. dollars) was en route from South America
to Europe, when New Zealand Police and Customs stopped it earlier this month, the New Zealand Police said Wednesday. 

Moscow to host G8 drug control conference in May from Interfax (Russia) 25 Feb 14

Heads of G8 drug control agencies will convene in Moscow on May 15, Federal Drug Control Service Director Viktor Ivanov said at a meeting of
members of the drug enforcement expert community. 

Over 21 tonnes of drugs, precursors seized in Kyrgyzstan in 2013 - ministry from Interfax (Russia) 25 Feb 14

Kyrgyz law enforcement authorities impounded over 21 tonnes of drugs and precursors in 2013, the Kyrgyz Interior Ministry reported
achievements of the Main Drug Control Department on Tuesday. 

UN targets to eliminate Afghan drug production failed - Russian official from Itar-Tass (Russia) 25 Feb 14

Director of Russia's drug control service /FSKN/ Viktor Ivanov said the UN targets made 15 years ago to destroy opium poppy fields in
Afghanistan have not been met. 

Biggest ever cocaine haul in Nepal's history from Xinhua (China) 24 Feb 14

More than a hundred of nondigestible plastic coated capsules seized in Nepal's record cocaine haul were showed to Xinhua on Monday. 

FEATURE: Border's New Sentinels Are Robots, Penetrating Deepest Drug Routes from New York Times 24 Feb 14

It is a dirty and dangerous business, but these days, there is a robot for that. 

Drone, phone taps used to hunt Mexico capo: US source from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 14



Cellphone intercepts and a drone were used in the US-backed operation that led to the arrest of Mexico's most powerful drug kingpin, a US
government official told AFP on Sunday. 

Record French cocaine seizure had roots in Bulgaria from United Press International 22 Feb 14

French authorities said reputed Bulgarian drug traffickers were behind the 1.4 tons of cocaine seized in the central France this week. 

US Treasury sanctions suspected drug traffickers from 22 Feb 14

The Treasury Department is levying financial sanctions against a Colombian suspected of leading an international drug trafficking and money
laundering organization that exported nearly 100 tons of cocaine a year from Colombia. 

Russia, Japan reveal common stances on drug trafficking - FSKN from Itar-Tass (Russia) 21 Feb 14

Approaches of Russia and Japan on drug trafficking are common and cooperation develops in different directions, deputy head of the Russian
Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) Nikolai Tsevkov told Itar-Tass. 

Record cocaine haul at French port from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 14

French police said Friday they had seized a record 1.4 tonnes of cocaine at the port of Le Havre, in a "severe blow" to an international drug
trafficking chain. 

Britain to post 'slavery' spotters at airports from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 14

Anti-slavery teams are to be deployed at British airports in a bid to identify potential victims of human trafficking, the government announced
Friday. 

Smuggling ring in Arizona busted from Associated Press 21 Feb 14

A federal joint task force and Tohono O'odham police say they've busted a major drug and human trafficking ring in southern Arizona and arrested
12 people. 

Feds: International drug dealer sentenced from Associated Press 20 Feb 14

Prosecutors say a computer savvy drug dealer with customers spanning the globe was sentenced to 15 years in prison in Sacramento. 

Over 45 kg drugs seized in Kyrgyzstan in Feb so far from Interfax (Russia) 20 Feb 14

The Kyrgyz State Drug Control Service registered in February 18 crimes and detained a Tajik citizen with a large batch of drugs, the State Drug
Control Service press office told Interfax. 

Efforts by NATO, CSTO can help successful fight against drug trafficking - Foreign Ministry from Itar-Tass (Russia) 19 Feb 14

Joint efforts by NATO and the CSTO (Collective Security Treaty Organisation) would facilitate the successful fight against drug trafficking in
Afghanistan, Russian presidential special envoy for Afghanistan Zamir Kabulov told Itar-Tass on Wednesday. 

US Treasury sanctions suspected drug traffickers from Associated Press 19 Feb 14

The Treasury Department is levying financial sanctions against a Colombian suspected of leading an international drug trafficking and money
laundering organization that exported nearly 100 tons of cocaine a year from Colombia. 

Number of UK-born children being trafficked for sexual abuse soars from The Guardian (UK) 17 Feb 14

The number of UK-born children identified as being trafficked for sexual abuse showed a sharp increase last year, according to figures published
on Tuesday by the National Crime Agency (NCA). 

European politicians call on states to combat modern-day slavery from Xinhua (China) 17 Feb 14

Prominent European officials called on governments at an international anti-trafficking conference in Vienna on Monday to intensify the fight
against modern-day slavery. 

Wife of Los Zetas leader designated as major drug trafficker from United Press International 14 Feb 14



The U.S. Treasury Department Friday designated the wife of imprisoned Los Zetas leader Miguel Angel Trevino Morales as a major drug
trafficker. 

Italy, US crack down on mafia drug smuggling from Associated Press 11 Feb 14

U.S. and Italian authorities said Tuesday they had broken up a new heroin-and cocaine-trafficking ring coordinated by Italy's powerful 'ndrangheta
organized crime syndicate and New York City's Gambino crime family. Seventeen people were arrested in Italy and another seven in New York...

Mexico: 24 Illegal Immigrants From Guatemala, Somalia Discovered in Chiapas from Emeequis (Baja California) 9 Feb 14

Sixteen Central American migrants who were abducted in a building located in San Cristobal de Las Casas, as well as eight men and two women
from Somalia were found in the city of Palenque.

Some 18 kg of drugs seized in Dushanbe from Interfax (Russia) 3 Feb 14

Officers from Tajikistan's State National Security Committee (GKNB) stopped a car containing 18.5 kilograms of drugs in its petrol tank, the
Committee's Public Relations Center said on Monday. 

Spain nets a ton of cocaine in floating backpacks from CNN International 3 Feb 14

Spanish authorities went fishing for backpacks full of cocaine and netted nearly a ton of the drug after uncovering what they say was a
sophisticated undersea smuggling operation. 

BiH police seize 67 kg of marijuana from Xinhua (China) 1 Feb 14

A total of 13 suspects were arrested and around 67 kg of marijuana seized during an operation to bust drug trade, Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH)
police said on Saturday. 

French woman, four others held in Malaysia on drugs charges from Agence France-Presse 1 Feb 14

A French woman and four others detained in Malaysia on suspicion of growing cannabis could face the death penalty after police said Saturday
they were "very likely" to be charged with drug trafficking. 

Surge in cocaine trade undermines Conde's bid to revive Guinea from Reuters 31 Jan 14

A surge in cocaine trafficking has transformed Guinea into West Africa's latest drug hot spot, jeopardizing President Alpha Conde's efforts to
rebuild state institutions after a military coup and attract billion of dollars in mining investment. 

US says it busted worker smuggling ring from Associated Press 30 Jan 14

Two Houston employment agencies that allegedly recruited immigrants living in the U.S. illegally to be cheap labor for restaurants in at least
seven states were shut down Thursday after a series of arrests, federal authorities said. 

Central Valley-based narcotics ring targeted from Associated Press 30 Jan 14

State and federal authorities took down a large drug-trafficking operation in the Central Valley with links to Mexico, arresting 11 people and
seizing drugs and weapons, officials said. 

Frenchman may face death for Bali drugs smuggling from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 14

A Frenchman has been arrested for trying to smuggle more than $500,000 worth of crystal methamphetamine into the Indonesian resort island of
Bali, an offence punishable by death, an official said Monday. 

Italy rescues 175 freezing immigrants, arrests 15 crew from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 14

Italy's coast guard said Thursday it rescued overnight 176 immigrants freezing on a small boat and arrested 15 crew on a nearby mothership on
human smuggling charges. 

Austrian police bust people-smuggling ring from Xinhua (China) 29 Jan 14

Austrian police have recently busted an international people-smuggling ring based out of Kosovo, police in the state of Burgenland said
Wednesday. 



Courts: People-smuggling gang jailed after port arrests from The Guardian (UK) 29 Jan 14

Five members of a criminal gang who smuggled Sri Lankans into the UK through Channel ports have been jailed. 

Over 5 kilos of heroin seized from Tajiks in Moscow, Khimki from Interfax (Russia) 29 Jan 14

Moscow drug control officers have seized over five kilograms of heroin from the members of a drug dealing group from Tajikistan, the Moscow
department of the Federal Drug Control Service said on Wednesday. 

40 indicted in NY drug trafficking operations from Associated Press 29 Jan 14

Forty people have been indicted as part of a pair of drug trafficking rings that authorities say operated in western New York. 

Russia sets out priorities of its G8 presidency from Interfax (Russia) 29 Jan 14

Anti-drug trafficking and counterterrorism measures were high on the agenda of this year's first meeting of Group of Eight political directors on
Tuesday and Wednesday, the Russian Foreign Ministry said. 

German customs find heroin hidden in Iranian carpets from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 14

German customs officials have found 45 kilogrammes (100 pounds) of heroin hidden inside the fabric of Iranian carpets intercepted at an airport,
they said Tuesday. 

Tajik police seize 20 kilograms of drugs within 24 hours from Interfax (Russia) 28 Jan 14

The Tajik Interior Ministry held three operations within the last 24 hours and seized 19.9 kilograms of drugs from three citizens of the republic,
the ministry press service said on Tuesday. 

2 Colombians charged in Port Everglades drug case from Associated Press 28 Jan 14

Two Colombians have been extradited to the U.S. to face charges stemming from a drug smuggling ring that used cargo ships at Port Everglades. 

Foreign missions in Brunei asked to help tackle Trafficking in Persons issues from Xinhua (China) 28 Jan 14

Brunei foreign missions representatives and related authorities were briefed on Brunei Darussalam's legislation and issues on Trafficking in
Persons (TIP) on Tuesday. 

2 Colombians charged in Port Everglades drug case from AP 28 Jan 14

Two Colombians have been extradited to the U.S. to face charges stemming from a drug smuggling ring that used cargo ships at Port Everglades.
Federal prosecutors said Omar Alejandro Vanegas Lora and Edinson Antonio Ahumada Arboleda made their initial appearances Friday in Miami
federal court. 

Mexico nabs cartel leader Dionicio Loya Plancarte from Associated Press 27 Jan 14

A Mexican official says soldiers and federal police have captured one of the four top leaders of the Knights Templar drug cartel in Michoacan
state, which has seen fighting between the gang and vigilante groups that have sprung over the past year. 

Malaysian woman arrested in Singapore for heroin smuggling from Xinhua (China) 26 Jan 14

Singapore Central Narcotics Bureau (CNB) has arrested a Malaysian woman on suspicion of smuggling nearly 940 grams of heroin into
Singapore. 

Colombian drug lord pleads guilty in Miami federal court from United Press International 25 Jan 14

Federal prosecutors in Florida announced a notorious Colombian drug kingpin has pleaded guilty to charges he distributed more than 178,000
pounds of cocaine. 

Philippine police seize drugs worth $22 million from Associated Press 24 Jan 14

Philippine police have arrested four men and seized 1 billion pesos ($22 million) worth of methamphetamine in the second large drug bust in
Manila in 10 days. 



Drug control officer detained in Tajikistan on drug dealing suspicions from Interfax (Russia) 24 Jan 14

An officer of the Tajik president's Drug Control Agency has been detained by his colleagues in an attempt to sell drugs, the Agency press service
reported on Friday.

Almost 150 kilos of drugs incinerated in Tajikistan from Interfax (Russia) 24 Jan 14

The Tajik president's Drug Control Agency has incinerated drugs in a special furnace, the agency press service reported on Friday. 

Police stops 100-kilogram shipment of Middle East's heroin in Voronezh region from Itar-Tass (Russia) 24 Jan 14

The police in the Voronezh region stopped a 100-kilogram shipment of heroin, brought from the Middle East. 

25kg cocaine seized in Hungary of very high quality: investigator from Xinhua (China) 23 Jan 14

The 25 kilograms of cocaine seized by police a week ago was 90 percent pure and had a street value of about 4.5 million dollars, Hungarian
National Bureau of Investigation chief Gabor Bucsek told an international news conference in Budapest on Thursday. 

Canadian man guilty of smuggling cocaine from Associated Press 23 Jan 14

The owner of a Canadian trucking company has pleaded guilty to smuggling thousands of pounds of cocaine across the border in western New
York in his trucks. 

Albanian police seizes 500 kg cannabis sativa in Durres from Xinhua (China) 23 Jan 14

Albanian Harbor Police forces in cooperation with anti-drugs section in Durres announced Thursday they have seized last night nearly 500 kilos
of cannabis sativa, hidden on a Macedonian trailer. 

French agents seize 97K cocaine arrived from Punta Cana airport from Dominican Today Online (Santo Domingo) 22 Jan 14

French Customs agents at Paris’ Orly airport seized around 97 kilos of cocaine hidden in avocado crates Tuesday, on an aircraft which arrived
from the Punta Cana terminal in Dominican Republic. Customs agents reportedly found a crate containing four backpacks filled with the drug,
valued at 6.3 million euros

Drug traffickers arrested in SW China from Xinhua (China) 22 Jan 14

A drug case was cracked early Wednesday morning in southwest China's Yunnan Province, local authorities announced. 

In a nutshell, Kashmir trade stalls as India, Pakistan dispute drugs bust from Reuters 22 Jan 14

Efforts by India and Pakistan to increase trade and ease tension in disputed Kashmir have suffered a blow with Indian police saying they had
seized more than 100 kg (220 lb) of heroin concealed in a truck full of nuts coming from the Pakistan side. 

Russia solved 230,000 drug-related cases in 2013 - anti-drug agency from Itar-Tass (Russia) 21 Jan 14

Russia's drug control agency solved 230,000 narcotics-related criminal cases last year but the drug trafficking scene "remains tense", the agency's
head said on Monday. 

Vietnam hands death penalty to 30 drug smugglers: judge from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 14

Vietnam on Monday sentenced 30 drug smugglers to death in the communist country's largest ever narcotics case, involving scores of defendants
and nearly two tons of heroin, a judge said. 

Gambia seizes almost one ton of cannabis from Xinhua (China) 20 Jan 14

The border patrol unit of the Gambia Armed Forces seized over 900 kilograms of cannabis at the border of Gambia and Senegal, a military source
told Xinhua on Monday. 

Over 9 kilos of heroin seized in Voronezh region from Interfax (Russia) 20 Jan 14

The police and the Federal Security Service have seized over nine kilograms of heroin from a motorist in the Voronezh region, the Russian
Interior Ministry press center told Interfax. 



48 women rescued in Taiwan after two human smuggling rings broken from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 17 Jan 14

Dozens of women from Indonesia, Vietnam and the Philippines who were forced into the sex trade in Taiwan have been rescued after two human
smuggling rings were broken, authorities said Friday. 

Cape Verde proposes joint strategy in fight against drug trafficking from Xinhua (China) 16 Jan 14

Cape Verde's Prime Minister Jose Maria Neves has recommended a joint strategy to enable Portuguese- speaking countries in Africa to fight
against drug trafficking. 

17 Britons arrested in pedophile ring from United Press International 16 Jan 14

Australian, British and U.S. law enforcement officials said they busted a pedophile ring run out of Philippines, and arrested 17 Britons. 

Drug policemen trying to organize heroin route to Siberia arrested from Itar-Tass (Russia) 16 Jan 14

The Russian Interior Ministry's Internal Security Directorate has disclosed a group of narcotics squad officers trying to organize heroin supplies to
the Siberian Federal District, its sources told Tass on Thursday. 

With Afghan drawdown ongoing, U.S. to set up center in Bahrain to continue anti-drug efforts from Washington Post 15 Jan 14

As the United States shrinks its civilian presence in Afghanistan, limiting its ability to combat the country’s booming drug industry, U.S. officials
intend to establish an intelligence center in Bahrain to continue fighting the trade. 

Two Canadians nabbed in drug bust in Philippines from Xinhua (China) 15 Jan 14

Two Canadian nationals were arrested on Wednesday by anti-narcotics agents of the National Bureau of Investigation (NBI) during a raid of a
luxury condominium unit in Metro Manila, the Philippines' capital region. 

New Zealand Customs arrest 2 after cocaine found in travel pillow from Xinhua (China) 15 Jan 14

A Dutch national and an Australian have been charged with smuggling cocaine valued at 600, 000 NZ dollars (500,167 U.S. dollars) hidden in a
travel pillow, New Zealand Customs officials announced Wednesday. 

El Paso border agents seize large amount of heroin from Associated Press 14 Jan 14

Federal border agents say the weekend search of a vehicle attempting to enter the U.S. has resulted in one of the largest seizures of heroin ever
recorded at the El Paso checkpoint. 

UPDATE: Some 10 tonnes of drugs seized in Russia in 2013 - drug control service from Interfax (Russia) 14 Jan 14

Approximately ten tonnes of drugs, including heroin and hashish, were confiscated in Russia in 2013, the director of the Federal Drug Control
Service, Viktor Ivanov, told reporters in Moscow on Tuesday. 

Saudi beheads Pakistanis in year's first executions from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 14

Saudi authorities beheaded Tuesday two Pakistanis for drug smuggling in the ultra-conservative kingdom's first executions of the year, the interior
ministry said. 

Some 800 anti-drug operations carried out in Russia in 2013 from Itar-Tass (Russia) 14 Jan 14

Last year, Russian narcotics squad officers carried out more than 800 operations, almost 60 of them international ones, the head of the Federal
Drug Control Service, Viktor Ivanov, told reporters on Tuesday. 

Russian drug police seize 80 kg of heroin in New Year's eve operation from Itar-Tass (Russia) 14 Jan 14

Russian narcotics squad officers seized more than 80 kilograms of highly concentrated heroin in the New Year's eve operation dubbed Santa
Claus. 

Nearly 2 tonnes of drugs confiscated in mainland, Taiwan police cooperation from Xinhua (China) 14 Jan 14

Border police from the Chinese mainland and Taiwan Coast Guard have nabbed 126 suspects and confiscated 1,790 kg of drugs since they signed



an agreement on mutual judicial assistance in 2009, according to the Ministry of Public Security (MPS) Tuesday. 

China doctor guilty of baby trafficking from Agence France-Presse 13 Jan 14

A Chinese court on Tuesday convicted a former obstetrician of abducting newborn babies and gave her a suspended death sentence, it said, in a
case that drew widespread outrage.

Kazakhstan so far unable to stop drug trafficking across its border - minister from Interfax (Russia) 13 Jan 14

The Afghan drug trafficking problem may intensify and its scale may broaden, Kazakh Interior Minister Kalmukhanbet Kasymov said. 

Federal Drug Control Service seizes over 700 drug shipments in 2014 from Interfax (Russia) 13 Jan 14

More than 60 drug dens were closed down in Russia by the Federal Drug Control Service during the first days of 2014. 

Child trafficking ring discovered in DR Congo from Xinhua (China) 13 Jan 14

A child trafficking ring has been operating for sometime now in Kikwit town in southwest of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo), the
town's Catholic Bishop Marie-Edouard Mununu-Kasiala said on Sunday. 

Albanian police detain 35 illegal immigrants from Xinhua (China) 13 Jan 14

Albanian police in the southern region of Gjirokaster detained 35 illegal immigrants from Syria, Eritrea and Somalia, and arrested three people on
human trafficking charges, according to ATA. 

Panama seizes 7 million dollars cash; drug ring suspected from DPA 13 Jan 14

The detention of three Honduran citizens with 7.1 million undeclared dollars prompted Panamanian officials to launch an investigation into a
suspected narco-trafficking ring ... The Honduran men were arrested at Panama City's international airport with the undeclared cash in their
luggage on Saturday.

Australian PM likens people-smuggling crackdown to war from Agence France-Presse 10 Jan 14

Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott on Friday likened the fight against people-smugglers to war, while defending the detention centres
asylum-seekers are held in as effective and humanely run. 

Over 45 kilograms of heroin seized in Moscow from Itar-Tass (Russia) 9 Jan 14

The Moscow police have confiscated up to 45 kilograms of heroin from a man suspected of involvement with an organized criminal group, the
city branch of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service said in a press release, seen by Interfax. 

Feds: San Diego gang runs vast prostitution ring from Associated Press 9 Jan 14

A San Diego street gang operated a vast prostitution ring that spanned 46 cities in 23 states, promising luxury lifestyles to girls and women.
Federal prosecutors said that instead they were branded with tattoos and bar codes and treated like slaves. 

International drug cartels targeting elderly carriers: New Zealand Customs from Xinhua (China) 8 Jan 14

International drug smuggling gangs are targeting elderly travelers, New Zealand Customs officers warned Wednesday after a 72-year-old U.S.
citizen was charged with importing millions of dollars of methamphetamine. 

China crystal meth makers used GSK cold medicine: report from Agence France-Presse 7 Jan 14

Some crystal methamphetamine seized in a huge drug bust in China used the popular cold medicine Contac, manufactured by beleaguered British
drugmaker GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), state media reported Tuesday. 

Ghana court sentences 2 persons for drug trafficking from Xinhua (China) 7 Jan 14

An Accra High Court on Tuesday sentenced two persons to a total of 35 years' imprisonment for their involvement in the importation of cocaine
into the West African country. 

Cocaine haul unearthed in banana crates in Germany from Agence France-Presse 7 Jan 14



About six million euros ($8.0 million) worth of cocaine hidden in crates of bananas transported to Germany from Colombia has been discovered
at a supermarket, police said Tuesday. 

Bahrain calls on neighboring countries to monitor security threats from Xinhua (China) 5 Jan 14

Bahrain's interior minister on Sunday called on neighboring countries to crack down upon weapons trafficking, which is part of strategy by some
radical elements to export terror to Gulf States, the Bahrain News Agency reported. 

Moscow drug policemen seize major batch of Afghan heroin from Itar-Tass (Russia) 5 Jan 14

Moscow narcotics squad officers have busted up a major drug pipeline supplying Afghan heroin to the region, sources from the Federal Drug
Control Service said on Sunday. 

Drug smugglers arrested in Lebanon from Xinhua (China) 4 Jan 14

The Lebanese Internal Security Forces Anti-Drug Bureau on Saturday arrested four Lebanese and two Syrians on drug dealing charges in the
Bekaa region, the National News Agency (NNA) reported. 

Dutch police nabs Sinaloa cartel top enforcer from Associated Press 3 Jan 14

A U.S. federal law enforcement official says a suspected top enforcer for the powerful Sinaloa Cartel has been arrested in Amsterdam's airport on
drug charges he is facing in Southern California. 

Angolan tax police seize over 14.5 mln USD in 2013 crackdown on illegal export from Xinhua (China) 3 Jan 14

Angolan tax police seized over 14.5 million U.S. dollars and 184,480 euros in cash in illegal money export operations in 2013, the official news
agency Angop reported on Friday. 

South China police seize 3 tonnes of crystal meth from Xinhua (China) 2 Jan 14

Police in south China's Guangdong Province announced Thursday that they had seized three tonnes of crystal meth, or "ice," during raids Sunday
on a village notorious for drugs. 

Afghan hashish smuggler killed in clash on Tajik border from Interfax (Russia) 2 Jan 14

An Afghan smuggler was killed in a shootout with Tajik drug control officers and border guards. Twelve kilograms of hashish were seized, the
Tajik Drug Control Agency reported on Thursday. 

Chinese doctor admits selling patients' newborns from Associated Press 31 Dec 13

A Chinese doctor has admitted in court that she persuaded parents to give up their newborn babies so that she could sell them to human traffickers.

Saudi executes Pakistani drug trafficker from Agence France-Presse 31 Dec 13

Saudi authorities beheaded a Pakistani man on Tuesday after he was convicted of smuggling drugs into the ultra-conservative kingdom, the
interior ministry announced. 

8 foreigners busted in China drugs raid from Xinhua (China) 31 Dec 13

Eight foreign nationals have been detained on suspicion of drug trafficking in south China's Guangdong Province, local police said Tuesday. 

Philippines steps up efforts to check entry of Mexican cartel from Agence France-Presse 27 Dec 13

The Philippines said Friday it will take special measures to investigate the entry of Mexico's feared Sinaloa drug cartel into the country. 

Moscow police seize record amount of smoking mixture concentrate from Interfax (Russia) 26 Dec 13

A record amount of smoking mixture concentrate (approximately 70 kilograms) has been seized in a Moscow apartment, the city department of
the Federal Drug Control Service reports. 

Philippines arrests three linked to Mexico drug cartel: police from Agence France-Presse 26 Dec 13

Philippine anti-drug police said on Thursday they had arrested three people connected to Mexico's feared Sinoloa drug cartel while they were



storing narcotics. 

9 suspected drug smugglers arrested near Gila Bend from Associated Press 24 Dec 13

Federal authorities say nine suspected drug smugglers are in custody and nearly 500 pounds of marijuana seized at the southern Arizona border. 

Nearly 128 pounds of cocaine found at Baltimore port from Washington Post 24 Dec 13

A huge shipment of cocaine from Panama to the United States was seized last week at the Port of Baltimore by Customs and Border Protection
officials, the agency announced Tuesday. 

Dubai police in record $31 mn drugs haul from Agence France-Presse 23 Dec 13

Dubai police have made a record drug seizure of some 4.6 million Captagon pills, an amphetamine-like stimulant, worth more than $31 million
(23 million euros), the local press reported Monday. 

Mexico shatters crime ring that preyed on Asian migrants from Agence France-Presse 23 Dec 13

Authorities said Saturday that they broke up a trafficking ring that brought foreigners, mostly Asians, into Mexico intent on smuggling them into
the United States. 

US charges three more people in Silk Road website case from Agence France-Presse 21 Dec 13

US authorities said Friday three more people were charged in connection with the operation of Silk Road, the online black market bazaar for
drugs, hacker tools and other illicit goods. 

Mexico Shows List Of 69 Top Arrested Traffickers from Associated Press 20 Dec 13

Mexican prosecutors have revealed the names of 69 top drug traffickers arrested or killed in the last year from a group of 122 most wanted capos
that was drawn up at the start of President Enrique Pena Nieto’s term a year ago. 

Top Sinaloa trafficker killed in Mexico gunbattle from Associated Press 20 Dec 13

Mexican authorities confirmed on Thursday that a top Sinaloa drug cartel lieutenant was killed in a four-hour gunbattle in the Gulf of California
resort of Puerto Penasco. 

Drug-smuggling tunnel found outside Nogales home from Associated Press 19 Dec 13

Federal authorities say they've shut down a drug-smuggling tunnel discovered in a backyard shed in southern Arizona. 

Kazakh diplomats detained in Germany for smuggling may return home to face trial from Interfax (Russia) 19 Dec 13

Kazakhstan's Foreign Minister Yerlan Idrisov has said he hopes that Kazakh diplomats who have been detained in Germany on smuggling charges
will be put on trial in Kazakhstan. 

Authorities announce drug arrests, seizures from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

Authorities say 12 people have been arrested as part of a yearlong multi-agency investigation into drug trafficking in Arizona. 

9 indicted in Arizona drug money laundering case from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

A grand jury in Tucson has indicted nine people on charges accusing them of laundering proceeds from illegal drug trafficking. 

Finnish-Estonian Police Seized Over 76kg of Drugs from Xinhua (China) 18 Dec 13

Estonian and Finnish law enforcement agencies have arrested 25 people in connection with an international drug smuggling operation, and have
confiscated 76 kilograms of amphetamines and smaller quantities of other drugs, local media reported on Wednesday. 

NATO refuses to cooperate with CSTO in fighting Afghan drugs for ideological reasons - Lavrov from Interfax (Russia) 18 Dec 13

Moscow stands for NATO-CSTO cooperation in Afghanistan, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said during the Government Hour at the
Federation Council on Wednesday. 



UN urges integrated efforts in fight drug trafficking in West Africa, Sahel from Xinhua (China) 18 Dec 13

The UN Security Council on Wednesday called for comprehensive and integrated efforts to combat drug trafficking and other organized crimes in
West Africa and the Sahel region. 

Russian drug control operatives find 10.5 kg of heroin in garage - official from Interfax (Russia) 18 Dec 13

The branch of Russia's Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) for the Udmurtia republic said on Wednesday that it had seized two lots of heroin
smuggled in from Afghanistan and weighing a total of 10.5 kilograms. 

Over 1,000 illegal routes on Nigerian borders: official from Xinhua (China) 18 Dec 13

There are over 1,000 illegal routes on Nigerian borders in the northeast Borno State, making the area attractive to trafficking of illicit drugs and
narcotics to Europe, a government official said on Wednesday. 

Russian narcotics police smash drug ring smuggling Afghan drugs from Itar-Tass (Russia) 17 Dec 13

Russian narcotics squad officers have smashed an international drug ring and liquidated a major trafficking route for drugs from Tajikistan to
Russia, sources from the Russian Federal Drug Control Service told Tass on Tuesday. 

Sri Lanka an emerging heroin transit hub: minister from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 13

Sri Lanka has recorded a sharp rise in drug busts, suggesting the island is becoming a transhipment hub for heroin in Asia, a government minister
said Tuesday. 

Saudi Arabia executes Syrian convicted of drug smuggling from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 17 Dec 13

Saudi Arabian authorities on Tuesday executed a Syrian national convicted of drug smuggling, bringing to 66 the total of people put to death this
year in the conservative kingdom. 

Spain nabs vet who hid heroin inside puppies from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 13

Spanish police said Tuesday they have captured a Colombian vet who tried to smuggle liquid heroin by surgically implanting plastic bags of the
drug into live Rottweiler and Labrador puppies. 

New Zealand Police make second big drugs haul with Chinese help from Xinhua (China) 16 Dec 13

New Zealand Police said Monday they have made a second major drug haul this month after working with Chinese authorities to break up an
Asian trafficking ring. 

Vietnam sentences 5 to death for drug trafficking from Associated Press 16 Dec 13

A court in central Vietnam has sentenced five people, including four women, to death and another to life in prison for trafficking heroin from
neighboring Laos. 

Australian PM rounds on 'singularly unhelpful' Indonesia from Agence France-Presse 15 Dec 13

Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott rounded on neighbouring Indonesia Sunday, accusing it of being "singularly unhelpful" by suspending
cooperation to combat people-smuggling due to a diplomatic row over phone-tapping. 

Ohio task force seizes over $1 million in drugs from Associated Press 14 Dec 13

Authorities say an ongoing drug trafficking investigation in southwest Ohio led to the seizure of illegal drugs with an estimated street value of
more than $1 million. 

Woman arrives at JFK Airport with 6 pounds of cocaine from United Press International 14 Dec 13

A woman who arrived at New York's John F. Kennedy Airport from the Dominican Republic Friday was found with more than 6 pounds of
cocaine, officials said. 

Morocco seizes 10 tonnes of hashish headed to France from Agence France-Presse 13 Dec 13

Moroccan police said Friday they had seized 10 tonnes of hashish hidden in a truckload of tomatoes headed to France, according to the MAP



news agency. 

New Zealand police break up Nigerian-led international drug ring from Xinhua (China) 12 Dec 13

New Zealand Police said Friday they had broken up a Nigerian drug-smuggling ring after seizing methamphetamine valued at 2.7 million NZ
dollars (2.22 million U.S. dollars). 

15 Albuquerque men indicted for drug trafficking from Associated Press 12 Dec 13

Authorities say 15 Albuquerque men have been indicted on federal drug trafficking charges in Bernalillo and Santa Fe counties. 

Colombian Detained at Moscow Airport With Cocaine in Wine from RIA Novosti (Russia) 12 Dec 13

A Colombian national was detained at Moscow’s Sheremetyevo Airport carrying a batch of cocaine dissolved in wine, Russia’s customs service
said Thursday. 

FEATURE: Child sex trafficking: Why Cambodia? from CNN 12 Dec 13

Svay Pak is a poor fishing village on the outskirt of Cambodia's capital, Phnom Penh, known globally as a destination for child sex. It's a place
where mothers sell their own daughters to child traffickers, who supply them to brothels locally and across the country. 

Albanian police seize 850 kg drugs from Xinhua (China) 11 Dec 13

Police of the western Albanian city of Durres on Wednesday seized 850 kg drugs in a lorry in the port area that was going to get embarked in the
ferry to Bari, Italy, according to ATA. 

FSKN: South American cocaine trafficking into Russia on rise from Interfax (Russia) 11 Dec 13

The amount of cocaine seized by the Federal Drug Control Service has grown lately. Cocaine used to be exotic for Russia. 

16 arrested in East Texas drug ring investigation from Associated Press 11 Dec 13

Federal prosecutors say 16 people have been arrested in the investigation of an East Texas drug trafficking ring with ties to Mexico. 

Japan politician arrested in China on drug charges from Associated Press 9 Dec 13

A 70-year-old Japanese local politician has been formally arrested in southern China on charges of transporting illegal drugs, Chinese prosecutors
said Monday. 

Saudi beheads Pakistani drug trafficker from Agence France-Presse 8 Dec 13

Saudi authorities beheaded a Pakistani man on Sunday after he was convicted of smuggling drugs into the ultra-conservative Gulf state, the
interior ministry said. 

Serb police detain hundreds in anti-drug sweep from Associated Press 6 Dec 13

Serbian police say they have detained hundreds of people in a massive sweep against drug traffickers throughout the Balkan country. 

Indonesia arrests German, Austrian for drug trafficking from Agence France-Presse 5 Dec 13

Indonesian authorities have separately arrested a German man and an Austrian woman for attempting to smuggle methamphetamines into the
country, officials said Thursday, an offence punishable by death. 

15 arrested in takedown of Central CA drug ring from Associated Press 5 Dec 13

Authorities say 15 people have been arrested in the takedown of a drug trafficking ring suspected of dealing large amounts of heroin in San Luis
Obispo County. 

Slovenia makes headway in anti-drug campaign from Xinhua (China) 4 Dec 13

Slovenian police have detained 20 suspects in a nation-wide operation against drug traffickers, official sources said here on Wednesday. 

Kyrgyz citizen seized in Kazakhstan for carrying 10 kilos of heroin to Russia from Interfax (Russia) 4 Dec 13



The transport police's drug control department of the Shu station in the Zhambyl region of southern Kazakhstan has intercepted a drug shipment
from Kyrgyzstan to Russia, the transport police press service reports. 

Spain takes down major drug-smuggling ring from EFE (Spain) 3 Dec 13

Spain's Civil Guard smashed a network specializing in smuggling South American cocaine into Europe, arresting 43 people and seizing drugs and
more than $1.2 million in counterfeit U.S. currency. 

Cocaine for Venezuela Fuel Tankers Irks Colombia Tax Boss from Bloomberg 2 Dec 13

Criminal gangs are shipping the equivalent of 60 to 100 tankers of subsidized Venezuelan fuel per day into Colombia, much of it paid for with
cocaine, according to the Colombian government. Between 10 percent and 15 percent of fuel used by Colombian drivers is smuggled from
neighboring countries...

Italy busts surfer drug smuggling ring from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 13

Italian police said Monday they had busted a ring of smugglers who attempted to traffic cocaine from Latin America to Europe by hiding it in surf
boards and a sailing boat. 

France arrests 45 in international arms traffic sweep from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 13

France on Monday arrested 45 people in a vast sweep against international arms traffickers, police said. 

Belgian police seize 7 tonnes of cannabis in coconut cargo from Agence France-Presse 29 Nov 13

Belgian police and customs have seized a massive haul of seven tonnes of cannabis hidden in a shipment of coconuts from Africa, authorities said
Friday. 

International meeting in Dushanbe to discuss fighting drug spread from Itar-Tass (Russia) 29 Nov 13

An informal international meeting of drug authorities, which opens on Friday in Dushanbe, plan to offer common approaches to fighting the threat
of drug spread from Afghanistan after 2014, a representative of Tajikistan's presidential agency for control over drug spread Umeda Yusupova
told Itar-Tass. 

27 Arrested in anti-drug operation in Spain, Portugal from EFE (Spain) 27 Nov 13

The Spanish Civil Guard arrested 27 people and seized 300 kilos of cocaine in an anti-drug operation staged in Spain and Portugal. 

Drug trafficking becomes more difficult to stop - Kazakh Interior Ministry from Interfax (Russia) 27 Nov 13

The drug situation in Kazakhstan remains difficult and international supply and transit channels through Kazakhstan are not blocked in a timely
manner, the Kazakh Interior Ministry said. 

In EU, most trafficking victims are Europeans from Associated Press 26 Nov 13

Experts say that more than 60 percent of people trafficked for sex or forced labor within the European Union are EU citizens. 

Drug smuggler killed in shootout on Tajik-Afghan border from Interfax (Russia) 26 Nov 13

Officers of the Tajik Drug Control Agency and other special services prevented a group of Afghan armed drug traffickers from crossing into
Tajikistan, killing one of them and seizing 15 kilograms of drugs, the agency said in a press release. 

Myanmar boy, 7, used as drug mule: Thai police from Agence France-Presse 22 Nov 13

Thai police found a seven-year-old boy from Myanmar crying alone at a bus stop with almost 10,000 methamphetamine pills in his backpack in
western Thailand, officers said Saturday. 

Malaysia's 'Lizard King' back in business: report from Agence France-Presse 22 Nov 13

A notorious Malaysian wildlife trafficker dubbed the "Lizard King" for his smuggling of endangered reptiles is back in business, according to an
Al Jazeera report that prompted outraged wildlife activists Friday to demand action. 



Boat crackdown not reliant solely on Indonesia: Australia from Agence France-Presse 22 Nov 13

Australia's crackdown on people-smuggling boats does not rely on any one partner, Immigration Minister Scott Morrison said Friday after
Indonesia said it was withdrawing cooperation. 

Nigeria to support human trafficking victims from Xinhua (China) 21 Nov 13

Nigeria has launched a trust fund to support human trafficking victims in the country, Minister of Justice Mohammed Adoke said on Thursday. 

Ghana's anti-drug agency seizes 400 kg of suspected cocaine from Xinhua (China) 21 Nov 13

Ghana's Narcotics Control Board (NACOB) has seized 400 kg of substance suspected to be cocaine on a fishing vessel in the western waters of
the country. 

Thailand extradites five to US over N.Korea meth from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 13

The United States on Wednesday announced charges against five suspects extradited from Thailand for allegedly smuggling methamphetamines
from North Korea, which prosecutors said has become a growing production hub. 

Indonesia suspends Australia people smuggling cooperation from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 13

President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono said Wednesday Indonesia is suspending cooperation with Canberra on people smuggling following
allegations that Australian spies tried to tap his phone and those of his inner circle. 

144 lb. suspected cocaine seized at border bridge from Associated Press 19 Nov 13

U.S. border authorities say they seized 144 pounds of suspected cocaine sealed in the cab of a truck preparing to cross the Ambassador Bridge to
Canada. 

No smugglers' boats bought under Australia's plan from Agence France-Presse 19 Nov 13

Australia's plan to buy people-smuggling boats from Indonesians to stop them being used to transport asylum-seekers has failed to result in a
single sale, a parliamentary hearing heard Tuesday. 

Border Patrol nabs 18 smugglers carrying marijuana from Associated Press 19 Nov 13

The U.S. Border Patrol says its agents arrested 18 people who were lugging bales of marijuana into Arizona from Mexico in recent days. 

Spain police make huge cash seizure in drugs raid from Agence France-Presse 19 Nov 13

Spanish police said Tuesday they had seized 10 million euros ($14 million) -- one of their biggest cash finds ever -- and 452 kilograms (100
pounds) of cocaine in raids on a drug gang. 

Albania seizes 2.3 tonnes of cannabis from Agence France-Presse 18 Nov 13

Albanian police have seized 2.3 tonnes of cannabis aimed at consumers in Italy and Greece, arresting 13 people involved in the trafficking, they
said in a statement Monday. 

Niger authorities arrest 30 trafficking suspects from Associated Press 18 Nov 13

Niger's information minister says authorities in the West African country have arrested about 30 people in connection with human trafficking
networks. 

National Security team to visit Venezuela, Colombia from Trinidad Express Newspapers 17 Nov 13

..to hold talks on human trafficking

Guinea-Bissau smashes child slavery ring: government from Agence France-Presse 17 Nov 13

Guinea-Bissau said on Sunday it had dismantled a criminal network trafficking children to Gambia, where they are forced by Islamic schools to
beg on the streets. 

More arrests over Greek migrant boat tragedy: coastguard from Agence France-Presse 17 Nov 13



Greek authorities have made more arrests over the boat tragedy that left 12 migrants dead, including four children, after an alleged attempt to
smuggle them to Italy, the coastguard said Sunday. 

Niger dismantles trafficking ring blamed for Sahara deaths from Agence France-Presse 17 Nov 13

Niger on Sunday announced it had dismantled a human trafficking network blamed for the deaths of 92 migrants in the Sahara desert in October,
arresting dozens including a driver believed to have left the victims to die. 

Taiwan makes island's biggest heroin bust in 20 years from Agence France-Presse 17 Nov 13

Taiwan police said Sunday they had cracked a major drug ring, confiscating 229 kilograms (504 pounds) of heroin in their biggest seizure of the
drug for 20 years. 

Russia, US to conduct major operation against drug mafia - FSKN head from Itar-Tass (Russia) 15 Nov 13

Russian and U.S. anti-drug services in the near future plan to strike a major blow to the international drug mafia, Chairman of the State Anti-
Narcotics Committee, Director of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) Viktor Ivanov said in an exclusive interview with Itar-Tass
On Thursday evening. 

Russia, US have considerable potential for cooperation in combating drug trafficking-FSKN from Itar-Tass (Russia) 13 Nov 13

Russia and the United States can decisively contribute to the efforts aimed at curbing drug trafficking in the world; the effectiveness of
cooperation of the two leading world powers has been confirmed by successful operations against drug mafia.

Mexican drug kingpin Juarez Orosco extradited to US from Agence France-Presse 13 Nov 13

Suspected Mexican drug kingpin Juan Juarez Orosco has been extradited to the United States from Panama and arraigned in a federal New York
court, authorities said Wednesday. 

Tajikistan wants antidrug coalition formed in view of global drug threat from Itar-Tass (Russia) 12 Nov 13

Amid a drug threat looming around the globe, Tajikistan consistently comes out in favor of a security belt around Afghanistan, an anti-drug
coalition as well as a single concept for more efficient fight against the spread of drugs, the head of the Tajik Drug Control Agency, Rustam
Nazarov, told a session the NATO Political and Partnership Committee on Tuesday. 

About 700 kg of marijuana seized in S. Germany from Xinhua (China) 12 Nov 13

The German customs has seized nearly 700 kilograms of marijuana on the A3 highway near the southern German city of Nuremberg, the
Nuremberg/Fuerth prosecutors said on Tuesday. 

Official: Liberia guard smuggled drugs worth $4M from Associated Press 12 Nov 13

Liberia's Drug Enforcement Agency says marijuana smuggled over the border from Sierra Leone by a member President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf's
motorcade is valued at more than $4 million. 

Tonnes of opiates seized in joint Russia-U.S. operation in Afghanistan late Oct from Itar-Tass (Russia) 11 Nov 13

Almost five tonnes of opiates was seized in a joint Russian-U.S. special operation in the north of Afghanistan late last month, head of the Russian
federal drug control service Viktor Ivanov said Monday. 

Official: Liberian president's convoy smuggled pot from Associated Press 11 Nov 13

Investigators for Liberia's Drug Enforcement Agency say they are questioning the head of the presidential motorcade and three others for
allegedly using the convoy to smuggle more than 297 kilograms (654 pounds) of marijuana into Liberia from neighboring Sierra Leone. 

US Embassy to finance Kazakhstan-based NGOs' anti-drug activity from Interfax (Russia) 11 Nov 13

The U.S. Embassy to Kazakhstan will award small grants to NGOs for specific projects that promote the prevention of drug abuse. 

Cocaine seizures in Russia increase six-fold from 2012 - drug service from Itar-Tass (Russia) 11 Nov 13

The amount of cocaine seizures in Russia this year has increased six-fold from a year earlier, the head of the Russian Federal Drug Control



Service, Viktor Ivanov, told reporters on Monday. 

Greece holds 'suspicious' arms-laden ship: minister from Agence France-Presse 11 Nov 13

Greece said Monday it would hold as unsafe a Sierra Leone-flagged cargo ship that was seized last week laden with arms and ammunition
possibly bound for war-ravaged Syria. 

Spanish police arrest 25 in 'Nigeria sex-trafficking ring' from BBC News 10 Nov 13

Spanish police say they have arrested 25 people in a sex-trafficking ring that brought women from Nigeria to work as prostitutes. 

Greek coastguard halts ship carrying 20,000 Kalashnikovs from Agence France-Presse 8 Nov 13

The Greek coastguard on Friday intercepted a Sierra Leone-flagged cargo ship in the southeastern Aegean Sea with around 20,000 Kalashnikov
assault rifles on board, officials said. 

Estonia, Russia sign agreement to combat drug trafficking from Interfax (Russia) 8 Nov 13

Estonian Interior Minister Ken Marti-Vaher and Russian Federal Drug Control Service chief Viktor Ivanov have signed an agreement on
cooperation in combating synthetic drug trafficking.

Estonia, Russia sign agreement to combat drug trafficking from Interfax (Russia) 8 Nov 13

Estonian Interior Minister Ken Marti-Vaher and Russian Federal Drug Control Service chief Viktor Ivanov have signed an agreement on
cooperation in combating synthetic drug trafficking.

UN says Asia meth seizures hit highs in 2012 from Associated Presse 8 Nov 13

Seizures of crystal meth and methamphetamine pills reached record highs in East and Southeast Asia in 2012, with Myanmar retaining its status
as a major supplier of the illicit drugs, the United Nations said Friday. 

Estonia, Russia to collaborate on fight against drug trafficking from Xinhua (China) 7 Nov 13

Estonia and Russia are planning to join forces to fight against cross-border drug trafficking, as the head of the Russian anti-drug organ began a
two-day visit to Estonia on Thursday. 

Spain seizes 10 tonnes of hashish on boat from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 13

Spanish authorities seized over 10 tonnes of hashish from a fishing boat in the Atlantic Ocean and detained the ship's 13 Moroccan crew members,
the interior ministry said Wednesday. 

Albanian police seized 150 kg marijuana from Xinhua (China) 6 Nov 13

At least 150 kilos of marijuana were seized Tuesday evening in the vicinity of Dervician village, around 7 km off Gjirokastra city, south of
Albania. 

Russian drug police crush drug transit business, seize 145 kg of heroin - official from Interfax (Russia) 6 Nov 13

Moscow drug police have cut off a large transit channel for illicit drugs, seizing 145 kilograms of heroin that could have made nearly 1.5 million
single doses and had an estimated black market cost of more than 1.5 billion rubles, the head of the Moscow division of the Federal Drug Control
Service (FSKN) said on Wednesday.

Report: Iran forces killed 8 smugglers in shootout from Associated Press 5 Nov 13

Iran's media says its forces have killed eight drug smugglers in a shootout and confiscated some two tons of narcotics. 

Police seize 204 kilos of cocaine at Spanish port from EFE (Spain) 3 Nov 13

A 204-kilo shipment of cocaine destined for a gang that was dismantled last month was seized in the northeastern Port of Barcelona, the Spanish
Civil Guard said Sunday. 

OSCE supports opening of training centre for Kyrgyz, Afghan customs officers from Itar-Tass (Russia) 2 Nov 13



A new training centre for customs officers from Kyrgyzstan and Afghanistan was inaugurated near Bishkek, the capital of Kyrgyzstan, on
November 1. 

8 gang members charged with drug trafficking from Associated Press 1 Nov 13

Eight alleged members of a major Chicago street gang have been charged with trafficking heroin and cocaine in the city. 

Ephedrine hidden in food packets seized at Sydney Airport from Xinhua (China) 1 Nov 13

Two kilograms of the precursor drug ephedrine hidden in packets of rice and noodles have been seized at Sydney Airport, local media reported on
Friday. 

Italian police bust ex-special forces child smuggling ring from Agence France-Presse 31 Oct 13

Italian police have dismantled an international ring of ex-special forces accused of plotting to kidnap children caught up in custody battles, using
high-speed boats and a base in Sicily to smuggle their charges across Europe. 

Kenya busts human trafficking syndicate from Xinhua (China) 31 Oct 13

Kenyan authorities have cracked down on a human trafficking syndicate which ferried disabled persons from Tanzania and used them as beggars. 

Major drug tunnel found on US-Mexico border from Associated Press 31 Oct 13

U.S. authorities say a highly sophisticated secret tunnel has been discovered on the border connecting San Diego and Tijuana, Mexico. 

Albanian police seize large number of drugs from Xinhua (China) 30 Oct 13

Police in the Albanian southern region of Gjirokaster seized some 90 kilos of marijuana during an operation on Wednesday, police sources said....
Only four days ago, border police in Gjirokaster seized some 12 kilos of cocaine worth more than 10 million euros (13.71 million U.S. dollars),
and arrested one suspect.

Vietnam arrests two Australians for heroin smuggling from Agence France-Presse 30 Oct 13

Vietnam has arrested two Australian citizens for heroin smuggling, police said Wednesday, a crime punishable by death in the communist state. 

Greek police bust Latin American cocaine ring from Agence France-Presse 25 Oct 13

Police in Thessaloniki, northern Greece, on Friday said they had cracked a major Latin American cocaine ring after arresting over a dozen people
and confiscating over 146 kilos (322 pounds) of the drug. 

Interaction of G8 states in combating drug trafficking to be discussed at Sochi summit - FSKN deputy head from Itar-Tass (Russia)
25 Oct 13

Interaction of the Group of Eight (G8) countries in combating drug trafficking will be one of the issues to be discussed at a G8 summit that will be
held in Russia's Black Sea resort of Sochi in June 2014, Deputy Director of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) Oleg Safonov told
Itar-Tass. 

Turkey launches anti-drug operation in southeastern province from Xinhua (China) 25 Oct 13

Turkish police on Friday launched a large-scale operation against drug trafficking in the southeastern province of Diyarbakir, local media Today's
Zaman reported. 

Myanmar makes biggest heroin bust this year from Agence France-Presse 24 Oct 13

Myanmar police said Thursday they had arrested a man with 133 kilos (293 pounds) of heroin worth $2 million at local prices -- the country's
biggest seizure of the drug this year. 

President urges for Pak-Russia close ties for peace from The Nation (Pakistan) 24 Oct 13

President Mamnoon Hussain has emphasized the need for close collaboration between Pakistan and Russia for regional and world peace and
security. 



Russia's anti-drug chief calls to invite Iran to join Central Asian anti-drug quartet from Itar-Tass (Russia) 24 Oct 13

Russia's anti-drug chief has suggested Iran should be invited to join the Central Asian anti-drug quartet of Russia, Afghanistan, Pakistan and
Tajikistan. 

Canada disrupts Romanian people smuggling ring from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 13

Canada's federal police announced Wednesday the arrests of several people they say formed a criminal organization involved in the smuggling of
people of Romanian origin into Canada. 

Drugs mule held with 25 million-rouble haul from Itar-Tass (Russia) 23 Oct 13

Police have detained a Tajik citizen carrying heroin and hashish worth more than 25 million roubles in Moscow, an interior ministry official told
Itar-Tass on Wednesday. 

Kyrgyzstan to deploy secret observation posts along its frontier - border authorities from Interfax (Russia) 22 Oct 13

Kyrgyzstan will deploy over 60 secret observation posts capable of combat along its borders with Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. 

Yerevan dismisses Baku's claims on drug trafficking through Nagorno-Karabakh from Interfax (Russia) 22 Oct 13

Armenian Prime Minister Tigran Sarkisian has called on the UN Office for Drugs and Crime (UNODC) to conduct a survey in Nagorno-Karabakh
to find out drug trafficking routes, the Armenian governmental press service told Interfax. 

Authorities seize 215 kg of cocaine in southern Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 21 Oct 13

Agents with U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement seized 215 kilograms of cocaine in the coastal municipality of Guayanilla in southern
Puerto Rico. 

CSTO creates center for anti-narcotics operations from Interfax (Russia) 21 Oct 13

A center for anti-narcotics operations will be created in the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), CSTO General Secretary Nikolai
Bordyuzha said. 

Italian police strikes down international drug-trafficking ring from Xinhua (China) 21 Oct 13

Italian police has struck down a drug-trafficking ring, arresting 71 people accused of importing narcotics into Italy through the Balkans, local
reports said on Monday.

INTERVIEW: Mexican president says his administration is open to debate of drug issue from EFE (Spain) 20 Oct 13

Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto said in an interview with EFE that, although his position is against legalization, his administration is "very
open" to a debate at the hemispheric level on the consumption and trafficking of illegal drugs. 

Swiss seize one million fake Xanax tablets headed for Egypt from Agence France-Presse 18 Oct 13

Swiss customs agents have seized one million fake tablets of anti-anxiety drug Xanax at the Zurich airport, which were destined for Egypt,
authorities said Friday. 

To fight human trafficking, Moldova troupe rewrites own tragic endings from Agence France-Presse 17 Oct 13

Raised by a grandmother who can hardly make ends meet, Anastasia sees no future for herself in struggling Moldova. When her friend Ion offers
her a "once-in-a-lifetime" job abroad, she is desperate for it to be true. 

I.Coast, Burkina Faso ink deal to fight child trafficking from Agence France-Presse 17 Oct 13

The first ladies of Ivory Coast and Burkina Faso on Thursday sealed an agreement to fight the growing child trafficking trade between the two
west African nations. 

Spanish authorities seize ton of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 17 Oct 13

Spain's Civil Guard confiscated a ton of cocaine from South America in several shipments and arrested 18 people in a months-long operation,
authorities said Thursday. 



Indonesia, Australia vow to end people smuggling from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 30 Sep 13

Indonesia and Australia on Monday agreed to work together to combat people smuggling as the two countries struggle to deal with the flow of
asylum seekers. 

Cross-Strait joint action cracks drug trafficking case from Xinhua (China) 30 Sep 13

Law enforcement agents from the Chinese mainland and Taiwan have jointly cracked a drug trafficking case, confiscating 512 kilograms of
ketamine and capturing 20 suspects, the mainland Ministry of Public Security (MPS) announced on Monday. 

Turkish forces foil smuggling bid at Syrian border from Xinhua (China) 30 Sep 13

The Turkish military said Monday that a large group of smugglers was blocked by the Turkish security forces on border with Syria last weekend,
local Today's Zaman reported. 

150 large, 1,900 smaller groups smuggle Afghan drugs into Russia - federal service from Interfax (Russia) 27 Sep 13

Some 100,000 "mules" are smuggling Afghan heroin from Central Asia into Russia, Federal Drug Control Service Director Viktor Ivanov said. 

Drug trafficking gang arrested in Thailand from Xinhua (China) 27 Sep 13

Thai and U.S. police arrested a former American Navy seaman and five accomplices in connection with drug trafficking and other offences, Thai
News Agency reported on Friday. 

US to target high-level criminals in Puerto Rico from Associated Press 26 Sep 13

Federal agents will start targeting high-level drug traffickers in Puerto Rico with intelligence gathered during a three-month blitz on criminal
activity in the U.S. territory, the Department of Homeland Security said Thursday. 

Air France to file suit after record cocaine haul from Agence France-Presse 26 Sep 13

Air France said on Thursday it will take civil action in court after 1.3 tonnes of cocaine were smuggled into Paris on a flight from Venezuela. 

Australia pest check uncovers ephedrine haul from Agence France-Presse 25 Sep 13

Australian authorities Wednesday said they had uncovered a major 274 kilogramme (600 pounds) haul of the stimulant ephedrine, used to make
crystal methamphetamine, during a pest check on a rice shipment from India. 

Large opium shipment intercepted in Dushanbe from Interfax (Russia) 25 Sep 13

A car carrying 24 kilograms of opium has been impounded in the Tajik capital city, the Tajik Interior Ministry press service reported on
Wednesday. 

Turkey security forces seize 5 tons of drugs from Xinhua (China) 24 Sep 13

Turkish security forces seized five tons of cannabis hidden under soil in the Lice district in Turkey's southeastern province of Diyarbakir on
Tuesday, local Today's Zaman reported. 

Cocaine Haul On French Jet Raises Concern from New York Times 24 Sep 13

A record haul of cocaine, found in suitcases here on an Air France flight arriving from Venezuela, is raising a multitude of questions about the
security of the baggage scanning system and the possibility of collusion by either airport or airline staff members both in Venezuela and France. 

CSTO warns of broader spread of drugs, extremism from Afghanistan from Itar-Tass (Russia) 23 Sep 13

The member states of the Collective Security Treaty Organisation (CSTO) have voiced concern about a possible increase in the supply of
narcotics and the spread of extremism from Afghanistan after the withdrawal of the international coalition forces from that country in 2014. 

France seizes 1.3 tonnes of cocaine from Venezuela: officials from Agence France-Presse 21 Sep 13

French police have seized 1.3 tonnes of pure cocaine found on board an Air France cargo plane, Interior Minister Manuel Valls announced
Saturday. 



Iranian Police Seize over 1 Ton of Narcotics in Southern Province in 24 Hours from FARS News 21 Sep 13

Iran's drug combat squads have seized more than 1 ton of illicit drugs in daylong operations in the Southern province of Hormozgan on Friday, a
provincial police commander announced on Saturday. 

Security forces incapacitate real drug ring during exercise in Central Asia from Itar-Tass (Russia) 20 Sep 13

Security forces incapacitated a real large drug trafficking group in the course of Thunder'2013 exercise of special assignment troops of the CIS
Collective Security Treaty Organization /CSTO/ in Kyrgyzstan, Viktor Ivanov, the director of Russia's federal service controlling the circulation
of narcotic drugs told Itar-Tass by telephone. 

Afghan drug trafficking requires use of force - chief drug enforcer from Interfax (Russia) 20 Sep 13

Up to 40,000 tonnes of opium have been stashed in Afghanistan, Russian Federal Drug Control Service Director Viktor Ivanov said upon the
completion of the Grom 2013 international exercises in Bishkek on Friday. 

Belarusian KGB prevents heroin shipment to Europe from Interfax (Russia) 20 Sep 13

Belarusian State Security Committee officers have prevented a drug shipment to the EU, committee spokesman Artur Strekh told Interfax on
Friday. 

Drug trafficking to remain unchanged after NATO withdrawal from Afghanistan - Russian Drug Control Service Head from
Interfax (Russia) 20 Sep 13

The drug production and transit situation will not sustain considerable changes following the withdrawal of the majority of NATO forces from
Afghanistan, Russian Federal Drug Control Service Head Viktor Ivanov said. 

Kenya joins UN-backed ministerial body to fight illicit migration from Xinhua (China) 19 Sep 13

Kenya has joined a regional ministerial body dealing with the illegal migration to Europe through sea routes in the Horn of Africa region,
According to a U. N. statement.

Myanmar seizes 2 mln USD worth of illegal drugs from Xinhua (China) 17 Sep 13

The Myanmar Police Force have seized illegal drugs worth 2 billion kyats (2.06 million U.S. dollars in central Mandalay region in the first eight
months of 2013, local media reported Tuesday. 

EU urges 'legal highs' fight from Associated Press 17 Sep 13

The European Commission on Tuesday urged member countries to coordinate their fight against "legal highs", the use of medical drugs and
industrial chemicals for recreation which has killed many unwary thrill-seekers. 

Turkey seizes over 10 tonnes of cannabis from Xinhua (China) 15 Sep 13

The Turkish army has seized more than 10 tonnes of cannabis in a large-scale operation in southeastern Turkey, Turkey's Diyarbakir Governor
Cahit Kirac said Sunday. 

Drug labs on Brazil-Peru border targeted in joint operation from EFE (Spain) 13 Sep 13

Brazilian and Peruvian police have launched a joint operation to destroy cocaine labs in the region of their shared border, Brazil's Justice Ministry
said Tuesday. 

Spain seizes 800 kilos of cocaine from yacht from Agence France-Presse 12 Sep 13

Spanish authorities have seized over 800 kilos (1,700 pounds) of cocaine from a yacht in the Atlantic, smashing a ring that smuggled drugs from
Latin America to Europe, the interior ministry said Thursday. 

French navy intercepts ship carrying 20 tonnes of cannabis from Agence France-Presse 12 Sep 13

The French navy said Thursday it had made a record cannabis seizure in the Mediterranean sea after intercepting a ship carrying 20 tonnes of
cannabis worth up to 50 million euros.



Russian, Afghan leaders to confer on response to terrorism, drug trafficking from Interfax (Russia) 12 Sep 13

Russian President Vladimir Putin will confer on the response to terrorism and drug trafficking with Afghan President Hamid Karzai on the
sidelines of the SCO Bishkek summit. 

Moscow police disrupt Afghan heroin trafficking channel from Itar-Tass (Russia) 11 Sep 13

Moscow's police have disrupted a channel for trafficking drugs from Afghanistan into the Moscow region and seized 32 kilogrammes of heroin,
acting head of the Federal Drugs Control Service's Moscow department, Ivan Elisavetchenko, told reporters on Wednesday. 

Police close heroin trafficking channel in Moscow from Interfax (Russia) 11 Sep 13

The Moscow drug police have closed a large heroin supply channel leading from Afghanistan to Moscow, Ivan Yelisavetchenko, acting head of
the Federal Penitentiary Service (FSIN) Department for Moscow, told reporters. 

Russia calls for creating anti-drug security belt around Afghanistan from Itar-Tass (Russia) 10 Sep 13

Russian Interior Minister Vladimir Kolokoltsev has called on his CIS counterparts to create an anti-drug security belt around Afghanistan. 

US bars sale, trade of white rhino horns from Agence France-Presse 10 Sep 13

The last remaining species of rhinoceros that is not endangered will receive new US protection due to an intensifying poaching crisis, federal
wildlife officials said Tuesday. 

Inter-African border control operations to fight drug trafficking: Interpol chief from Xinhua (China) 10 Sep 13

Combined control operations on borders between African countries to counter narcotic trafficking will be launched soon, President of Interpol
Mireille Ballestrazzi said Tuesday. 

Malaysian police bust international syndicate, seize drug worth 15 mln USD from Xinhua (China) 10 Sep 13

Malaysian police said Tuesday that they have busted an international drug trafficking and smuggling syndicate and seized drugs worth 50 million
ringgit (15. 2 million U.S. dollars). 

Traffickers set ship with 30-ton drug cargo ablaze in Med from Agence France-Presse 7 Sep 13

Egyptian and Syrian drug traffickers set fire to their own ship carrying 30 tons of hashish after being intercepted by Italian maritime patrols, the
Italian police said on Saturday. 

Authorities bust drug ring in northern NY from Associated Press 6 Sep 13

State and federal authorities say they've taken down a major drug-trafficking organization in northern New York. 

Almost 10 kilos of heroin seized in Novosibirsk, traffickers face life in jail from Interfax (Russia) 5 Sep 13

The Novosibirsk regional department of the Federal Drug Control Service has prevented the attempted smuggling of 9.5 kilograms of heroin from
Kazakhstan by vehicle. 

ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on drug matters held in Brunei from Xinhua (China) 3 Sep 13

ASEAN ministers met here Tuesday to tackle the issue of illegal drugs in an effort to move towards a drug-free regional bloc by 2015. 

Spanish, Swiss police smash cocaine ring from Agence France-Presse 3 Sep 13

Spanish and Swiss police said Tuesday they had smashed a South America-linked cocaine ring, leading to 19 arrests. 

Mexico catches drug cartel leader dubbed 'Ugly Betty' from Agence France-Presse 2 Sep 13

Mexican police have detained the alleged leader of the Juarez drug cartel, a 47-year-old man known as "Ugly Betty," authorities said Sunday. 

Australia says 'broken the back' of people-smugglers from Agence France-Presse 2 Sep 13

New policies targeting asylum-seekers taking boats to Australia had "broken the back" of the people-smuggling trade, Immigration Minister Tony



Burke said Monday, claiming victory on the sensitive election issue. 

Xi suggests extending powers of SCO anti-terrorist body from Interfax (Russia) 2 Sep 13

The Shanghai Cooperation Organization Regional Counter Terrorism Structure should have the power to combat drug-related crimes, Chinese
President Xi Jinping said. 

Drug Agents Use Vast Phone Trove, Eclipsing N.S.A.’s from New York Times 1 Sep 13

For at least six years, law enforcement officials working on a counternarcotics program have had routine access, using subpoenas, to an enormous
AT&T database that contains the records of decades of Americans’ phone calls — parallel to but covering a far longer time than the National
Security Agency’s hotly disputed collection of phone call logs. 

Border Patrol seizes over 9 tons of marijuana in California from EFE (Spain) 1 Sep 13

More than nine tons of marijuana with a street value of $15 million were found in a truck and a suspect was arrested this weekend by agents from
the station in San Clemente, located north of San Diego, California, the Border Patrol said. 

Five arrested in Australia's largest people-smuggling raids from Agence France-Presse 29 Aug 13

Five men from Iran, Pakistan and Afghanistan have been arrested and accused of facilitating the passage of up to 132 asylum-seekers boats in
Australia's largest-ever people-smuggling sting, police said Thursday. 

U.S. covert operation targets Mexican drug traffickers from EFE (Spain) 29 Aug 13

The U.S. government is using manned aircraft to assist Mexican police in identifying, capturing and killing some of Mexico's most-wanted
criminals, Fox News reported Thursday. 

Russia's FSB breaks up intl drug smuggling ring from Interfax (Russia) 29 Aug 13

The Russian Federal Security Service (FSB) has dismantled the operations of an international criminal group involved in smuggling large hauls of
drugs into Russia from abroad. 

Russian, Tajik Interior Ministries to conduct join operations against drug trafficking from Itar-Tass (Russia) 27 Aug 13

The Interior Ministries of Russia and Tajikistan will conduct a series of joint operations to combat drug trafficking, Russian Interior Minister
Vladimir Kolokoltsev told reporters on Tuesday after a meeting of the joint board of the two countries' law enforcement agencies. 

Iranian Police Seize over 256 Tons of Narcotics in Five Months from FARS News Agency (Iran) 24 Aug 13

“We have discovered and seized more than 256 tons of different kinds of narcotics in the first five months of the current year,” Commander of the
anti-narcotics squad of Iran's Law Enforcement Police General Ali Moayyedi said on Saturday. 

Police Seize Drugs Worth $1.7 Billion from Associated Press 24 Aug 13

A three-nation investigation led to one of the biggest seizures of synthetic drugs in Europe, a haul of products to create Ecstasy pills with a street
value of $1.7 billion, the Belgian prosecutor’s office said Friday.

$330 million in cocaine seized from Vanuatu yacht from Associated Press 23 Aug 13

U.S. and Australian agents have seized 750 kilograms (1,650 pounds) of cocaine from a yacht in the South Pacific nation of Vanuatu. 

Albania seizes over a ton of cannabis bound for Italy from Agence France-Presse 23 Aug 13

Albanian police have seized more than a ton of cannabis destined for Italy and arrested a suspected smuggler, a spokeswoman said Friday. 

CARICC and NATO discuss drug control measures from Interfax (Russia) 23 Aug 13

Officers from the Central Asian Regional Information and Coordination Centre for combating the illicit trafficking of narcotic drugs, psychotropic
substances and their precursors (CARICC) met in Almaty with the NATO liaison officer for Central Asia Alexdaner Vinnikov, CARICC says in a
press release. 



Nigerian police make human-trafficking arrest, rescue 25 children from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 Aug 13

A child-trafficking operation was busted at a Nigerian orphanage and 25 children rescued, a newspaper reported Friday, citing police. 

Cambodian police sends Romanian man to court for smuggling 3.5 kg of cocaine from Xinhua (China) 22 Aug 13

Cambodian police sent a Romanian man to court on Thursday for attempting to smuggle 3.5 kg of cocaine through Cambodia, said Om Amara,
deputy police chief of northwestern Siem Reap province. 

Police Chief Hopes to Fully Close Iran's Eastern Borders in 2 Years from FARS News 20 Aug 13

Iran's Police Chief Esmayeel Ahmadi Moqaddam said his forces will continue intensifying security measures to fully seal the borderline in
Eastern Iran in the next two years in a bid to prevent border crossing by drug traffickers and terrorists. 

Iranian Police Seize over 165 Tons of Narcotics in 4 Months from FARS News 20 Aug 13

Iran's drug combat squads have seized more than 165 tons of illicit drugs in the first four months of the current Iranian year (started March 21), a
senior police commander said. 

AG Takes Steps Against Human Trafficking from Boston Globe 20 Aug 13

Massachusetts took another step Monday in its crackdown on human trafficking, a brutal and often invisible enterprise that drags countless
victims into prostitution and forced labor each year, with a new set of recommendations presented by Attorney General Martha Coakley to the
Legislature. 

Police Disband Major Drug Ring, Seize 1 Ton of Opium in Southeastern Iran from FARS News 20 Aug 13

Iran's drug combat squads have busted a major drug gang and seized one ton of narcotics from the drug traffickers in the Southeastern province of
Kerman, a senior official announced on Tuesday. 

ANALYSIS: Mexico's new gov't follows old drug war strategy from Associated Press 18 Aug 13

With the capture of two top drug lords in little more than a month, the new government of President Enrique Pena Nieto is following an old
strategy it has openly criticized for causing more violence and crime. 

US, Britain help seize cocaine near Puerto Rico from Associated Press 14 Aug 13

Three men in Puerto Rico have been indicted on drug trafficking charges involving what authorities say is more than 720 kilograms (1,580
pounds) of cocaine worth an estimated $24 million. 

Over 15 tons of narcotics, including 116 kg of heroin seized since January 2013 in Kazakhstan from Interfax (Russia) 14 Aug 13

Kazakhstan Interior Ministry has registered 2,284 narcotics-linked cases since January 1, 2013, including 1,399 drug sales cases, the Committee
for Combating Narcotics of the Ministry has said in a statement. 

Large drug shipment seized on Tajik-Afghan border from Interfax (Russia) 14 Aug 13

Sixty-five kilograms of Afghan drugs have been impounded in a special operation in southern Tajikistan, the Tajik Presidential Drug Control
Agency reported on Wednesday. 

Man carrying 19 kilograms of drugs detained by Russian FSB from Interfax (Russia) 13 Aug 13

Russian Federal Security Service officers detained a man who was attempting to smuggle 18.6 kilograms of drugs into Russia, an FSB spokesman
told Interfax on Tuesday. 

Human trafficking ring broken up, 75 arrests in Spain, France from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 13

Spanish and French police said Saturday they have dismantled a human trafficking ring that smuggled Chinese migrants into Europe and the
United States, arresting 75 suspects including "main operatives" based in Barcelona. 

1 Ton of cocaine seized from Costa Rica boat from EFE (Spain) 12 Aug 13

United States authorities confiscated 963 kilos (2,121 lbs.) of cocaine aboard a Costa Rican-flagged boat intercepted near Ecuador's Galapagos



Islands, Costa Rica's government said Monday. 

Police Seize over 2 Tons of Narcotics in Southeastern Iran from Fars News Agency (Iran) 11 Aug 13

RENDON NOTE: Fars News Agency is a "semi-official" news agency with strong ties to the Iranian government. It is largely suspected this
agency is affiliated with the hard-line Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps. Iran's drug combat squads seized more than two tons of illicit drugs in
the Southeastern city of Kahnouj in Kerman province in the last Iranian year (ended on March 20), a local police chief announced on Sunday. 

Philippine police arrest six in major drug haul from Agence France-Presse 11 Aug 13

Philippine police arrested six people and seized about $46 million-worth of methamphetamine at a former US naval base north of the capital
Manila Sunday, a police spokesman said. 

Missing nightclub hostess arrested in Peru on suspicion of cocaine trafficking from The Guardian (UK) 10 Aug 13

A nightclub hostess whose disappearance from Ibiza sparked an online campaign has turned up in police custody in Peru on suspicion of drug
trafficking. 

HK Customs seizes over four kg drugs from Xinhua (China) 10 Aug 13

Hong Kong Customs said on Saturday that more than 4 kilograms of drugs worth about 5.2 million HK dollars (about 0.67 million U.S. dollars)
were seized on Friday. 

Man accused of smuggling cocaine in car lights from Associated Press 9 Aug 13

Federal authorities have arrested a Mexican man who allegedly tried to smuggle nearly 65 pounds of cocaine into southern Arizona in a vehicle's
side headlights. 

Interpol arrests dozens of human trafficking suspects in Africa from Xinhua (China) 8 Aug 13

At least 38 suspects of human trafficking have been arrested in Ethiopia, 28 human trafficking victims rescued and 15 suspects arrested in Uganda
in an Interpol- backed security operations in eastern and southern Africa. 

Baltic customs seizes 120 kilos of cocaine from Ecuadorian banana boxes from Interfax (Russia) 7 Aug 13

Russian customs have seized 120 kilograms of cocaine found in Ecuadorian banana boxes, the Federal Customs Service said. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Mexico finds cocaine in ship that left Chile and stopped in Colombia from EFE (Spain) 7

Aug 13

RENDON News Summary: Mexican authorities discovered 124 kilos of cocaine in a cargo container on a boat that arrived in the port of
Manzanillo (west) after departing from Chile with a stopover in Colombia.

Almost 140 kilos of cocaine from Ecuador seized in St. Petersburg from Interfax (Russia) 1 Aug 13

Officials from the department for the prevention of drug smuggling have seized a large batch of cocaine at the customs post Lesnoi Port at the
Baltic customs, the press service for the Northwestern Customs Department reported on Thursday. 

Spain seizes 500 kilos of cocaine from yacht from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 13

Spanish authorities have seized 500 kilos (1,100 pounds) of cocaine from a yacht off the Canary Islands, in an operation that smashed a ring that
smuggled drugs from Latin America to the archipelago, the interior ministry said Thursday. 

8 arrested in Greece for illegal transfer of weapons to Turkey from Xinhua (China) 31 Jul 13

Greek police has launched a nationwide investigation into a failed attempt to illegally transfer weapons and ammunition to neighboring Turkey by
sea with eight suspectes arrested, Greek authorities announced on Wednesday. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: Half ton of Colombian cocaine seized in Greece from EFE (Spain) 30 Jul 13

RENDON News Summary: Greek Police seized more than a half ton of cocaine supposedly of Colombian origin hidden in boxes of bananas,
according to police sources. 



U.S. DEA to hold counter narcotics trainings for CARICC member countries from Interfax (Russia) 30 Jul 13

Central Asian Regional Information and Coordination Centre for combating illicit trafficking in narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and their
precursors (CARICC) and the Office of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (Drug Enforcement Administration, DEA) have agreed to
hold a number of DEA trainings for CARICC countries. 

Algeria seizes 10 quintals of explosive substance near Tunisia border from Xinhua (China) 23 Jul 13

Algerian border guards managed to seize ten quintals of phosphate destined for bombs manufacture near the border with Tunisia, a security source
told Xinhua Tuesday on condition of anonymity. 

Fighting drug gangs in the notorious Golden Triangle from Agence France-Presse 18 Jul 13

A Thai police gunboat prowls the waters of the Mekong River searching for the drug gangs that haunt this territory deep in the Golden Triangle,
an age-old smuggling route -- with a new scourge. 

NJ: Mexicans forced into prostitution, 6 charged from Associated Press 18 Jul 13

Six members of a human trafficking ring that moved Mexican women into the United States illegally and made them work as prostitutes, often
after promising them jobs as housecleaners or baby sitters, have been arrested, state authorities said Thursday. 

Albania seizes 1.2 tonnes of cannabis destined for Italy from Agence France-Presse 16 Jul 13

Albanian police seized some 1.2 tonnes of cannabis destined for Italy and arrested two suspected drug traffickers near the southern port city of
Vlora, authorities said Tuesday. 

Iran police seize over 1.2 tons of illicit drugs from Xinhua (China) 16 Jul 13

Iran's drug combat squads seized more than 1.2 tons of illicit drugs in two operations in Alborz province, west of Tehran, in the past days, semi-
official Fars news agency reported Tuesday. 

Italian police arrest man trying to smuggle 30,000 illegal cigarettes from United Press International 16 Jul 13

A 37-year-old man was arrested Tuesday after Italian authorities said he attempted to smuggle nearly 30,000 contraband cigarettes into the
country. 

Spanish police break up international cocaine ring from Agence France-Presse 11 Jul 13

Spanish police said Thursday they had smashed an international cocaine ring in a two-year operation with other forces that led to the arrests of 74
people in Spain, Brazil and Colombia. 

NDLEA discovers abandoned cocaine at Lagos airport from The Punch (Nigeria) 10 Jul 13

The National Drug Law Enforcement Agency has said that it recovered cocaine weighing 5.9kg abandoned by a suspected drug baron at the
Murtala Muhammed International Airport, Ikeja. 

50 people arrested in Italian-led drug bust from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 13

Italian police said Tuesday 50 alleged drug traffickers have been arrested and 240 kilogrammes (529 pounds) of cocaine seized in a joint operation
with Albanian, Portuguese and Spanish officers. 

British drug fugitive arrested in Greece from Associated Press 9 Jul 13

Police in Greece say they have arrested a 51-year-old British man suspected of being involved in a cocaine smuggling ring that allegedly imported
large quantities of the drug into Britain. 

Iran hangs six drug smugglers from Xinhua (China) 4 Jul 13

Iran hanged six men on Thursday charged with drug smuggling, semi-official Fars news agency reported. 

2,534 arrested in Mekong anti-drug campaign from Xinhua (China) 2 Jul 13



Police from China, Laos, Myanmar and Thailand have arrested 2,534 suspects and seized about 9.78 tonnes of drugs during a two-month anti-
drug campaign, the Ministry of Public Security said Tuesday. 

Sino-Africa cooperation to strengthen action on illicit weapons: scholars from Xinhua (China) 2 Jul 13

The blossoming Sino-Africa cooperation should be harnessed to boost implementation of long- term programs on eliminating illegal flow of small
and light weapons in Africa, Chinese scholars said on Tuesday. 

Scientists reveal new way to track illegal ivory from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 13

Wildlife crime investigators hope to crack down on illegal elephant killing with a new tool for tracking illegal ivory that uses nuclear test residue
to determine the age of a tusk, said a study out Monday. 

U.S. to enhance efforts to curb wildlife trafficking from United Press International 1 Jul 13

President Obama signed an executive order Monday to enhance U.S. efforts to combat the multi-billion trafficking industry that is decimating
African wildlife. 

Spain police smashes Chinese prostitution rings from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 13

Spanish police said Monday it had smashed two rival Chinese rings that brought women from China, some of them minors, to Spain with the
promise of high paying jobs and then forced them into prostitution. 

Center for anti-drug operations to be created in CSTO from Interfax (Russia) 28 Jun 13

The Coordination Council of the heads of the administration for drug trafficking prevention of the countries of the Collective Security Treaty
Organization (CSTO) will meet in Moscow on July 2. The meeting will be chaired by Federal Drug Control Service Director Viktor Ivanov. 

Philippines rescues 29 mail-order brides to S.Korea from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 13

Philippine police rescued 29 women and arrested five people accused of illegally supplying mail-order brides to South Korea, an official said
Thursday. 

Iran on 'frontline' of fight against drug smuggling from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 13

A top police officer said on Wednesday that Iran was on the "frontline" of the fight against drug trafficking, suffering from high opium production
in neighbouring Afghanistan. 

US makes largest-ever bust of global synthetic drug ring from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 13

US officials announced the largest-ever "takedown" of a global synthetic drugs ring Wednesday, seizing thousands of pounds of illicit drugs and
arresting 225 people in five countries. 

UN: World struggling to cope with legal drugs that mimic illicit substances from NBC News 26 Jun 13

International authorities are struggling to deal with the number of drugs that mimic the effects of illegal substances but are not banned, a United
Nations report said Wednesday. 

Russian customs seize approx. 150 kilos of drugs in six months from Interfax (Russia) 26 Jun 13

Russian customs seized approximately 150 kilograms of drugs in the first half of this year, the Federal Customs Service press service told
Interfax. 

Drug trafficking thru Central Asia keeps growing - Bishkek from Interfax (Russia) 26 Jun 13

Kyrgyz police and security services exposed 717 drug crimes in the first five months of this year, a source at the State Drug Control Service told
Interfax on Wednesday. 

Hungary finds cocaine in shipment of children's clothing from Xinhua (China) 26 Jun 13

Cocaine has been found in a shipment of children's clothing at Budapest's Liszt Ferenc Airport, local media reported on Wednesday. 



Official: Drug trafficking up in the Caribbean from Associated Press 26 Jun 13

U.S. Assistant Secretary of State William Brownfield says the amount of illegal drugs entering the United States from the Caribbean has risen, a
sign drug cartels are looking for new routes as Mexico and Central American boost anti-drug enforcement. 

New legal drugs now outnumber banned ones, UN warns from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 26 Jun 13

New drugs that evade legal bans are being developed at such a rate that they now outnumber illegal substances, the UN Office on Drugs and
Crime (UNODC) said Wednesday in Vienna. 

Major batch of drugs from Mexico seized in Japan from Itar-Tass (Russia) 25 Jun 13

Japanese police announced on Tuesday that it had seized a major batch of synthetic drugs with a total weight of 193 kilograms that was stashed in
pieces of iron ore delivered from Mexico by sea in the Japanese port city Kobe. 

Iran to burn 100 tons of illicit drugs on Wednesday from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 13

More than 100 tons of illicit drugs will be burnt out in Iran on Wednesday on the occasion of the UN International Day against Drug Abuse and
Illicit Trafficking, semi- official Fars news agency reported on Tuesday. 

U.S. report on Cambodia's human trafficking "untrue, ludicrous:" Foreign Ministry from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 13

Cambodia's Ministry of Foreign Affairs dismissed U.S. report on the situation of human trafficking in Cambodia released last week as "untrue and
ludicrous" in a statement issued Monday. 

Cocaine worth £20m found on yacht on Isles of Scilly from The Guardian (UK) 22 Jun 13

Cocaine worth £20m has been found on a yacht from which a sailor plunged to his death from the top of the mast on to a quay as customs officials
carried out a search. 

Philippines to strengthen action against human trafficking from Xinhua (China) 21 Jun 13

The Philippine government vowed Friday to exert more efforts in addressing the problem of human trafficking after the United States has retained
the country under Tier 2 status. 

Turkey launches raids against human trafficking from Xinhua (China) 21 Jun 13

Turkish security forces launched simultaneous raids against suspects accused of human trafficking by aiding immigrants to cross borders, semi-
official Anatolia news agency said Friday. 

Thailand deports suspected drug trafficker to Myanmar from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 21 Jun 13

Thai authorities, in a rare show of cross-border police cooperation, on Friday deported a suspected methamphetamine trafficker to Myanmar,
where he faces an arrest warrant. 

West Africa: the new theatre in US war on drugs from Agence France-Presse 21 Jun 13

President Barack Obama begins his African tour in Senegal next week in the heart of a region becoming a focus for federal agents prosecuting the
US war on the international drugs trade. 

Cambodia anti-trafficking efforts criticised in US report from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Jun 13

The US Department of State downgraded Cambodia in its annual report on human trafficking Wednesday, and said Phnom Penh's reported efforts
to combat trafficking had slowed from the previous year.

US to step up anti-narcotics fight in Puerto Rico from Associated Press 20 Jun 13

Puerto Rico's representative in Congress says additional federal law enforcement agents will be deployed to the U.S. territory this summer to help
fight a surge in drug-fueled violence. 

OPINION: A decade of action needed to end human trafficking from CNN 19 Jun 13

There are millions of women, children and men across the world who face similar experiences. Human trafficking is now worth around $32



billion annually to the criminals and their networks. It is one of the world's most profitable crimes. 

US calls out China, Russia over human trafficking from Associated Press 19 Jun 13

The U.S. is calling out China and Russia for failing to meet minimum standards in combating human trafficking, ranking them on a par with
North Korea and Syria. 

G8 pledges to support Afghanistan's efforts to cut heroin production - communique from Interfax (Russia) 18 Jun 13

The leaders of the G8 group of industrialized nations said in the final communique that the Afghan government must work further and with more
support from the international community to tackle illicit drug production, trade and trafficking more effectively. 

Belgian police seize huge drug haul as hackers tracked down from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 13

Belgian and Dutch authorities investigating computer hacking attacks on shipping companies in the port city of Antwerp have uncovered a
massive drug smuggling ring, police said Monday. 

Macedonia arrests alleged 15 human traffickers from Agence France-Presse 16 Jun 13

Macedonian police have arrested 15 alleged human traffickers, including a police officer, suspected of smuggling Arabs, Africans and south
Asians into western Europe, a minister said Sunday. 

Cocaine Slump Shows Force of Frankfurt Night-Flight Ban from Bloomberg 14 Jun 13

Cocaine seizures at Frankfurt airport have fallen by more than 50 percent in two years, providing an insight into the fallout that a ban on night
flights has had at Europe’s third-busiest aviation hub. 

Spanish police leverage Twitter to fight crime from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 13

Spain's national police has built up an army of over half a million followers on Twitter, using them to help swoop on fugitives and get tip-offs on
drug dealers in an open dialogue that has helped bring the force closer to the people. 

Danish supermarket got drugs instead of bananas from Associated Press 12 Jun 13

Drug traffickers back in Colombia must be going bananas over how their shipment ended up at Danish supermarkets and not on the streets.

French customs seize 406 kgs of cocaine from Venezuelan boat from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 13

French customs officials have seized 406 kilogrammes of cocaine off the French Antilles with a street value of 25 million euros ($33 million), the
finance ministry said Wednesday. 

Italian police nab over 100 suspected mafia drug smugglers from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Jun 13

Italian police said Wednesday they had issued 110 arrest warrants against suspected members of the Camorra, the Neapolitan variant of the mafia. 

Spain, Sweden and France bust major cocaine ring from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Jun 13

Spain, Sweden and France dismantled a drug ring operating between Europe and South America and detained 30 people in an investigation that
began five years ago, Spanish police said Tuesday. 

Ukraine urges OSCE countries to fight human trafficking from Xinhua (China) 10 Jun 13

Ukrainian Foreign Minister Leonid Kozhara on Monday called for joint efforts from the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE) countries to tackle the growing problem of human trafficking. 

Foreign travel passports for CIS guests to help fight drug smuggling - FSKN chief from Itar-Tass (Russia) 7 Jun 13

When guests from Russia's near neighbors crossing the border have to present foreign travel passports, the struggle against drug trafficking will
get 30 times more effective, the chief of the federal drug control service FSKN, Viktor Ivanov, said in the wake of the just-ended 30th
international conference of law enforcers devoted to struggle against the production of narcotic drugs. 

Drug police from 100 countries select targets for joint operations from Itar-Tass (Russia) 7 Jun 13



Drug police from over 100 countries outlined at an international conference on fight against illegal drug trafficking on Friday over ten targets for
joint operations - kingpins and criminal groups, the head of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service, Viktor Ivanov, told reporters after the
conference. 

Mexico Should Legalize Pot: Ex-president from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 13

Ex-president Vicente Fox says Mexico should legalize marijuana to steal business back from violent drug cartels -- and when it's legal, he's in (as
a grower).

BRICS countries to fight drug trafficking jointly - FSKN head from Itar-Tass (Russia) 6 Jun 13

The BRICS countries will fight drug trafficking jointly, head of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) Viktor Ivanov told journalists
on Thursday. 

Anti-Drug Task Force Hobbled By Budget Cuts from Washington Times 6 Jun 13

Says 38 tons of cocaine will slip by undetected.

Washington calls for joint crackdown on drug trafficking from Interfax (Russia) 5 Jun 13

U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) Administrator Michele Leonhart has called for a joint crackdown on drug trafficking at the 30th
international law enforcement conference in Moscow. 

18 arrested for cocaine trafficking in Arizona from Associated Press 5 Jun 13

A year-long investigation by federal authorities has resulted in the arrest of 18 people connected to a cocaine trafficking organization operating in
Cochise County. 

Global drug trafficking scope comparable with hydrocarbon market - FSKN chief from Interfax (Russia) 5 Jun 13

Global drug trafficking is annually valued at $500-800 billion, Federal Drug Control Service head Viktor Ivanov said at the 30th International
Drug Enforcement Conference (IDEC XXX) in Moscow on Wednesday. 

New push at OAS for US to alter anti-drug approach from Associated Press 4 Jun 13

Latin American countries frustrated by the United States' refusal to change its drug war strategy will push at a conference beginning Tuesday for
the U.S. government to start discussing alternative approaches to a fight that has killed tens of thousands in a region beset by drug cartels. 

U.N., Japan agree to step up fight against drugs, human trafficking from United Press International 3 Jun 13

The United Nations and Japan signed an agreement to fight illegal drugs and human trafficking, agreeing to enhance cooperation, a U.N. agency
said Monday. 

Spain seizes 17 tonnes of hashish on boat from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 13

Spanish customs agents have intercepted a fishing boat carrying just over 17 tonnes of hashish in the Mediterranean and detained the ship's 14
crew members, all of them Egyptian nationals, officials said Sunday. 

US slaps sanctions on suspected drug traffickers from Agence France-Presse 31 May 13

The United States designated six individuals and groups, including a prominent steroids dealer, for sanctions Friday, freezing their US assets and
barring trade with Americans. 

Spanish police seize nearly 4 tons of cocaine on high seas from EFE (Spain) 31 May 13

Spanish police seized 3,400 kilos (7,488 pounds) of cocaine from a fishing boat on the high seas and arrested a total of 21 people, authorities said
Friday. 

Russia, U.S. work out operation to counter shipments of S. American cocaine to Russia from Interfax (Russia) 30 May 13

Russian and U.S. special services have started an operation to liquidate a channel of delivering South American cocaine to Russia, Russian
Federal Drug Control Agency (FSKN) Director Viktor Ivanov said. 



Mexico’s Curbs on U.S. Role in Drug Fight Spark Friction from New York Times 30 May 13

In their joint fight against drug traffickers, the United States and Mexico have forged an unusually close relationship in recent years, with the
Americans regularly conducting polygraph tests on elite Mexican security officials to root out anyone who had been corrupted. 

Colombian police seize 1.5 tons of cocaine from EFE (Spain) 29 May 13

Colombian police said Wednesday that they seized 1.5 tons of high-quality cocaine that the Los Rastrojos criminal organization was planning to
ship to Guatemala. 

FSB smashes drug supply line between Kyrgyzstan and Russia from Itar-Tass (Russia) 29 May 13

The Russian Federal Security Service (FSB) has smashed an international Afghan drug supply line from Kyrgyzstan to Russia, sources from the
FSB public relations centre told Tass on Wednesday. 

Russian, US drug police to discuss in Sochi global drug threat from Itar-Tass (Russia) 29 May 13

The eighth meeting of the working group on fighting illegal turnover of drugs under the Russian-American Presidential Commission opens in
Sochi on Thursday. 

Russian Interior Ministry to cooperate with US Drug Enforcement Administration offices in 67 countries from Itar-Tass (Russia) 23

May 13

The Russian Interior Ministry will receive the access to the cooperation with the offices of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration, which are
situated in 67 countries. 

Thai police arrest suspected Italian fraudster on Interpol request from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 May 13

Thai police have arrested an Italian national on suspicion of defrauding millions of dollars from Italian financial institutions and other crimes,
police said Thursday. 

Police busts human smuggling ring in Britain, France: Europol from Agence France-Presse 22 May 13

Europol on Wednesday said 18 people, mostly Sri Lankans, were arrested in joint police raids in Britain and France on suspicion of being part of a
human trafficking ring that smuggled South Asian immigrants into Britain. 

Catholic church says legal aid cuts will harm human trafficking victims from The Guardian (UK) 22 May 13

Victims of human trafficking and domestic abuse will be deprived of courtroom support under government proposals to make further cuts in legal
aid, the Catholic church has warned the justice secretary. 

NDLEA Probes Arrest of Two Arik Air Crew in UK from Daily Trust (Nigeria) 22 May 13

Chairman of the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA) Ahmadu Giade has ordered the investigation of two crew members of Arik
Air arrested by officials of British Customs at Heathrow Airport in London in connection with drug trafficking. 

Customs agents make big pot bust in Arizona from EFE (Spain) 21 May 13

More than one ton of marijuana hidden in a truck entering the United States from Mexico was seized at the port of entry in Nogales, Arizona, U.S.
Customs and Border Protection, or CBP, said. 

Brazil, Haiti pledge concerted efforts against human trafficking from Xinhua (China) 21 May 13

Brazil and Haiti Tuesday pledged concerted efforts Tuesday to fight people trafficking to control Haitians' migration to Brazil. 

Over 23 tonnes of drugs seized in Australia in 2011-2012: report from Xinhua (China) 20 May 13

Over 23.8 tonnes of drugs worth over 5 billion Australian dollars (almost 4.86 billion US dollars) were seized nationally in Australia between
2011 and 2012, a 154 percent increase from 9.3 tonnes seized in 2010-11, latest report of the Australian Crime Commission (ACC) said on
Monday. 



S. African police seize 15 kg cocaine from Xinhua (China) 19 May 13

The South African police on Sunday announced it seized more than 15 kg of cocaine in a routine border check. 

Americas Coalition Suggests Marijuana Laws Be Relaxed from New York Times 18 May 13

A comprehensive report on drug policy in the Americas released Friday by a consortium of nations suggests that the legalization of marijuana, but
not other illicit drugs, be considered among a range of ideas to reassess how the drug war is carried out. 

Study Says Countries Should Consider Decriminalizing Drug Use from Los Angeles Times 18 May 13

The Organization of American States said ... Decriminalization could be one of many "transitional methods" in a public health strategy that could
include "drug courts, substantive reduction in sentences and rehabilitation," 

OAS Drug Study Eyes Marijuana Legalization from Associated Press 18 May 13

Drug policy reform advocates called the report historic, though it made no specific proposals and said there was "no significant support" among
the OAS' 35 member states for legalizing cocaine, the illicit drug with the greatest impact on Latin America. 

Latin American States Weigh Legalizing Pot from AFP 18 May 13

An Organization of American States report published called for taking a closer look at possibly legalizing marijuana in Latin America. The report
examined an issue that until recently was a taboo topic in the region. Politicians, desperate for measures to control drug-linked violence, are now
open to legalization. 

US seeking to stamp out 'evil' of human trafficking from Agence France-Presse 17 May 13

Hundreds of people were arrested in the United States in 2012 as authorities crack down on "the evil" of human trafficking, US officials said
Friday, warning modern-day slaves could be hidden in any neighborhood. 

Cambodia, Thailand to enhance cooperation in fighting cross border crimes from Xinhua (China) 17 May 13

Cambodia and Thailand agreed Friday to enhance cooperation to fight against all forms of illegal cross-border activities, a joint statement said. 

Russia plans to form corporation for cooperation with Central Asia to cut drug trafficking from Interfax (Russia) 16 May 13

Russia plans to start forming a corporation for cooperation with Central Asian countries by the end of this year to lower the intensity of drug
trafficking, Federal Drug Control Service Director Viktor Ivanov said. 

Drug control service heads from 120 countries to attend Moscow conference in June from Interfax (Russia) 16 May 13

The directors of drug control agencies from more than 120 countries will take part in an international conference in Moscow in summer, the
Russian Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) said in a press release seen by Interfax on Thursday. 

Iran calls on int’l community to combat human trafficking from Press TV (Iran) 15 May 13

Press TV is an English-language, global media outlet owned by the Iranian government. As such, news is often biased to convey the Iranian
government's stance and rhetoric. 

MPs, FSKN chief to discuss cooperation against drug trafficking from Itar-Tass (Russia) 15 May 13

Members of the State Duma Committee on CIS Affairs will meet with Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) chief Viktor Ivanov to discuss
cooperation against illegal drug trafficking. 

FEATURE: U.S. Sting That Snared African Ex-Admiral Shines Light on Drug Trade from New York Times 15 May 13

Mr. Na Tchuto — a veteran of his country’s war of liberation against Portugal in the 1960s and 1970s, which he joined at the age of 14 — was
arrested by American agents on the high seas off West Africa on April 2, along with several other trafficking suspects. 

China, Myanmar establish third liaison office on human trafficking from Xinhua (China) 15 May 13

China's Ministry of Public Security (MPS) and the Police Force of Myanmar have established their third liaison office on fighting human
trafficking, the MPS said. 



Croatia arrests 25 suspected human traffickers from Agence France-Presse 15 May 13

Croatia has arrested 25 people suspected of being part of human trafficking networks smuggling mostly Kosovo and Turkish nationals to the
European Union, police said Wednesday. 

UN chief calls for coordination of efforts against human trafficking from Xinhua (China) 13 May 13

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon on Monday called for the coordination of efforts to combat human trafficking, urging the international
community to contribute "generously" to the UN's relevant fund to help the victims. 

Thai FM urges US not to downgrade Thailand on its human trafficking watchlist from Xinhua (China) 10 May 13

Thai foreign minister urged his US counterpart not to downgrade the southeast Asian country in its latest review of the human trafficking situation
during his visit to the United States, Thai News Agency reported on Friday. 

Asian nations pledge to step up war on drugs from Agence France-Presse 9 May 13

China and five Southeast Asian nations vowed Thursday to boost cooperation in the fight against illegal drugs, which they warned posed a
"significant threat" to the region. 

Four arrested for trafficking explosives in Spain from Xinhua (China) 8 May 13

Spanish police on Wednesday arrested four people for trafficking explosives. The arrests were made in the towns of Hellin on the south east coast
close to the city of Murcia. The detainees are two Spaniards and two Moroccans.

Treasury sanctions 8 Sinaloa drug cartel bosses from Associated Press 7 May 13

The Obama administration is levying financial sanctions against eight drug cartel bosses accused of working for Mexico's powerful and violent
Sinaloa (sihn-uh-LOH'-uh) Cartel. 

Kosovo police arrest suspected crime boss Kelmendi - source from Reuters 6 May 13

Police in Kosovo have arrested Naser Kelmendi suspected by the United States of trafficking heroin and cocaine to Europe through the Balkans, a
senior police source said on Monday. 

FEATURE: The lawless roads: how Sahara's cocaine trail became a drugs highway to Europe from The Guardian (UK) 2 May 13

In 2009 Mohamed, who spoke to the Guardian on condition of anonymity, joined a team that drove packages of cocaine across the Sahara. He and
his boss - who introduced him to the illicit trade in cigarettes as a young apprentice - were lured into the business by the apparent wealth of
Moroccan and Algerian narco-traffickers whom they encountered in desert towns. 

Father-in-law of drug kingpin "El Chapo" Guzman arrested, Mexican TV reports from EFE (Spain) 30 Apr 13

Mexican police arrested Ines Coronel, the father-in-law of the country's biggest drug kingpin, Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman, government officials
told the local Milenio television network on Tuesday. 

U.S. offered to capture Chapo Guzman, journalist says from EFE (Spain) 30 Apr 13

The United States offered to capture drug lord Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman in a "simple, fast and surgical" operation that would take 15 minutes,
but the Mexican military opposed the plan, journalist Jesus Esquivel said in an interview with Efe. 

EU opens new probe in Kosovo organ trafficking case from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 13

A European Union prosecutor has opened a new probe into the human organ trafficking case in which five doctors were convicted of harvesting
and selling kidneys at a Pristina clinic, an EU statement said Tuesday. 

Moscow offers SCO states to adopt plan of suppression of Afghan drugs from Interfax (Russia) 30 Apr 13

Russia has offered Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) member countries to adopt a strategic plan of suppression of Afghan drugs. 

Huge amount of drugs seized at Mauritanian border with Algeria from Xinhua (China) 29 Apr 13



The Mauritanian army seized a huge amount of drugs this week near the country's border with Algeria, authorities have disclosed. "The large
quantity is close to 1 ton and it comprises cocaine and hashish,"... 

US tries new aerial tools in Caribbean drug fight from Associated Press 27 Apr 13

Drug smugglers who race across the Caribbean in speedboats will typically jettison their cargo when spotted by surveillance aircraft, hoping any
chance of prosecuting them will vanish with the drugs sinking to the bottom of the sea. 

DEA seized 500 pounds of marijuana, 5 kilos of cocaine in bust at northern Baltimore Co. home from Associated Press 26 Apr 13

Federal officials say they found about 500 pounds of marijuana and 5 kilograms of cocaine at a home north of Baltimore with containers used to
ship the drugs from Arizona. 

Can a blimp curb drug trafficking in Latin America? The US hopes so. from Christian Science Monitor 26 Apr 13

After sweeping US budget cuts, the Pentagon is testing new tools to stop drug trafficking in Latin America and the Caribbean: a blimp tethered to
the back of a boat and a hand-launched drone. 

Lebanese Firms Accused by U.S. from Reuters 24 Apr 13

South American drug traffickers are eager to expand into lucrative markets in Europe and the Middle East via new shipment routes through West
Africa...

Spain fights to lose status as drug gateway to Europe from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 13

Spain, the main gateway into Europe for cocaine and hashish, has stepped up the fight against drug trafficking by rings which are shifting their
tactics to keep their access to the lucrative European market. 

UN calls for calm after US charges GBissau coup leader from Agence France-Presse 19 Apr 13

The UN Representative in Guinea-Bissau on Friday called "calm and serenity" there after the US charged its former military chief with drug
trafficking and seeking to sell arms to Colombian rebels. 

Luckless drug mules stumbled into Italian police op from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 13

Four luckless drug 'mules' carrying 43 kilos of cocaine stumbled unknowingly into a massive police operation already underway at Fiumicino
airport in Rome last weekend, the police said on Tuesday. 

New plan to tackle drug trafficking in place from Observer News Group 16 Apr 13

The Cabinet of Antigua & Barbuda has signed off on a plan that will seek to give law enforcement agencies a tighter grip on tackling illicit drug
trafficking in and out of the country’s borders...The Office of National Drug and Money Laundering Control Policy (ONDCP), is the lead agency
on the four-tier plan, which was approved less than a month ago. 

EU nations lax on human trafficking as slavery worsens from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 13

Brussels warned European Union nations Monday to get a move on and adopt new rules against human trafficking or face sanctions as statistics
showed modern-day slavery worsening across the bloc. 

US says $2.8 billion in drug assets seized last year from Agence France-Presse 12 Apr 13

The US Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) last year seized $2.8 billion dollars in illicit drugs assets and profits, including some $750 million in
cash, the agency's top official said Friday. 

4 Mexican nationals to prison for human smuggling from Associated Press 11 Apr 13

Four Mexican nationals have been sent to federal prison for their involvement in a human smuggling case where 82 people in the country illegally
were held captive in a Houston house. 

Drug Bust Reflects U.S. Push In Africa from Wall Street Journal 11 Apr 13

On the afternoon of April 2, Admiral José Americo Bubo Na Tchuto of the Guinea-Bissau navy sailed from his West African homeland, expecting



to make $1 million for helping two South American traffickers move a ton of cocaine into, then out, of Africa, according to a U.S. court
indictment. 

Northern Mali mayor arrested for drug trafficking from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 13

Baba Ould Cheikh, accused in an arrest warrant of trafficking in cocaine, was picked up on Wednesday and transferred to Gao, the largest city in
the region, a national security official reached in the town told AFP. 

Colombian arrested on drug charges at airport in Mexico City from EFE (Spain) 10 Apr 13

A Colombian man who was trying to smuggle 4.5 kilos of cocaine was arrested on drug charges at the Mexico City International Airport, the
Federal Police said. 

Google makes $3M grant to combat human trafficking from Associated Press 9 Apr 13

Google is announcing a $3 million gift to three nonprofits working to use technology and data to combat human trafficking worldwide. 

Caribbean Influx in Narcotics from Caribarena Antigua 5 Apr 13

It has been reported that William Brownfield, ambassador and assistant secretary for the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement
Affairs, has said the Caribbean will see a surge in drug trafficking activity by 2015.?The shift in operations to the tropics is said to be due to a
crackdown in much of Latin America. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE Translation: 100 kilos of cocaine seized when found hidden among plantains in a Barcelona
market from Agence France-Presse 5 Apr 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: Spanish police seized 85 packets containing around 100 kilos of cocaine coming from Colombia. Police believe
the cocaine arrived at the port of Tarragona. 

Hong Kong Customs seizes cocaine at airport from Xinhua (China) 4 Apr 13

Hong Kong Customs officers intercepted a passenger arriving from Sao Paulo, Brazil, at the arrival hall of the airport on Wednesday afternoon.
The officers found the cocaine soaked in the linings of two jackets and two quilts in the passenger's checked suitcase. 

US official: Caribbean to become larger drug route from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

A top U.S. State Department official says the Caribbean will likely see a surge in drug trafficking activity by 2015 as operations shift to the tropics
due to a crackdown in much of Latin America. 

US authorities arrest 100 in drugs bust from Agence France-Presse 3 Apr 13

US law enforcement authorities arrested more than 100 people Wednesday in what was described as a "massive operation" against heroin and
cocaine traffickers from the Caribbean into Connecticut.

How Iran Won the War on Drugs: Lessons for Fighting the Afghan Narcotics Trade from Foreign Affairs 2 Apr 13

Instead of focusing on punishing addicts and trying to stop the drug supply, Iran decided to try to reduce the harm of narcotics and the demand for
them.

Human Trafficking Laws May Hit Some Too Hard from USA Today 1 Apr 13

Scenario: Police discover a human-trafficking ring. Fifteen people are charged, including the men who physically held the young women captive,
the driver of the car who took the victims to clients and the person who created the advertisements used to sell them. 

1 Dead in anti-drug operation on Colombia-Venezuela border from EFE (Spain) 31 Mar 13

A suspected drug trafficker was killed, three rifles were seized and a small plane was rendered inoperable in an anti-drug operation conducted by
Venezuelan soldiers in an area near the Colombian border, Justice and Interior Minister Nestor Reverol said Sunday. 

Half a ton of marijuana found under truckload of fish at border from Los Angeles Times 30 Mar 13

Half a ton of marijuana was discovered in a tractor-trailer beneath a load of frozen fish being trucked from Mexico into the U.S., according to U.S.



Customs and Border Protection. 

Spanish police officers charged with drug trafficking from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 Mar 13

Spanish police have dismantled a drug ring allegedly extending to their own midst, detaining nine members of the paramilitary Civil Guard,
officials said Wednesday. 

BLOG: Drug Cartel Mules Are American As Apple Pie. Border Patrol Data Show from Danger Room (Wired) 27 Mar 13

According to the Center for Investigative Reporting (CIR), U.S. citizens comprise the overwhelming amount of drug-related arrests in recent
years by the Border Patrol. They’re about 80 percent of the total, according to arrest data acquired by the group. 

Welcome to Cocainebougou from Foreign Policy 27 Mar 13

There is nothing subtle about the garish mansions of the neighborhood locals call "Cocainebougou," or Cocaine Town. 

Romania: Trafficking ring to US, Canada broken up from Associated Press 26 Mar 13

Romanian anti-crime prosecutors have searched tourism agencies in the south of the country on suspicion they are a front for a ring that trafficks
Romanians into the U.S. and Canada. 

Spain, Portugal, Britain police raid cocaine ship from Associated Press 23 Mar 13

The Interior Ministry says Spanish, Portuguese and British police have boarded a ship loaded with nearly two tons of cocaine destined for sale in
Europe and arrested nine people. 

Spain police arrest 2 East European drug suspects from Associated Press 23 Mar 13

Spanish authorities say they have seized 590 kilograms (1,300 pounds) of cocaine discovered inside a sailboat moored at a private dock and
arrested two Eastern European men aboard. 

MCSO seizes 2 tons of marijuana, make 9 arrests from Associated Press 22 Mar 13

The Maricopa County Sheriff's Office says it has seized two tons of marijuana and arrested nine illegal immigrants in two unrelated cases of drug
trafficking and human smuggling. 

Feds seize nearly $2M in drugs at Arizona border from Associated Press 22 Mar 13

Federal authorities say a Mexican woman has been arrested for allegedly trying to smuggle nearly $2 million worth of drugs into southern
Arizona. 

Colombian arrested on drug charges at Mexico City airport from EFE (Spain) 21 Mar 13

A Colombian man who was trying to smuggle four packages containing a white powder presumed to be cocaine was arrested on drug charges at
the Mexico City International Airport by Federal Police officers, the Government Secretariat said. 

More than 26 pounds of cocaine seized in Arizona from Associated Press 21 Mar 13

Federal authorities say a Mexican woman is in custody for allegedly trying to smuggle more than 26 pounds of cocaine into southern Arizona. 

Police seize cocaine in luggage at Madrid airport from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 13

Police at Madrid's Barajas airport, Spain's busiest, seized just over 55 kilos (121 pounds) of cocaine hidden in the luggage of three passengers who
arrived on a flight from Lima, Peru in one of the biggest seizure of the drug at the airport, police said Wednesday. 

253,000 U.S. Guns Smuggled To Mexico Annually, Study Finds from McClatchy 19 Mar 13

Some 2.2 percent of all U.S. gun sales are made to smuggling rings that take firearms to Mexico, a scale of illegal trafficking that's "much higher
than widely assumed," an academic study released Monday found. 

U.S., Russian anti-drug agencies to co-host drug enforcement conference in Moscow from Interfax (Russia) 13 Mar 13

The Russian Federal Drug Control Service and the United States Drug Enforcement Administration will co-host the International Drug



Enforcement Conference in Moscow in 2013. 

Russia, Nicaragua neutralize large drug cartel from The Voice of Russia 11 Mar 13

During his meeting with President Vladimir Putin in Moscow earlier today, Ivanov said that the cartel was part of the Los Zetas criminal network
based in Mexico. According to Ivanov, cartel boss Martin Flores was collaborating with several European counterparts on cocaine supplies to EU
countries and Russia.

Global anti-drug strategy a failure, Bolivian tells U.N. from EFE (Spain) 11 Mar 13

Current international policy against drugs has failed, creating more violence and operating as an "instrument of geopolitical domination," Bolivian
President Evo Morales said here Monday before the U.N. Commission on Narcotic Drugs. 

Italian police seized 33kg cocaine on fruit ship from Xinhua (China) 11 Mar 13

Thirty three kilograms of cocaine were seized at the port of an Italian northern town by Italian financial police on Monday, local media reported. 

Mali war disrupts cocaine supply to Europe from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 13

France's surprise intervention in northern Mali against Islamist fighters involved in lucrative drug-running has disrupted cocaine supply to Europe
but smugglers are already finding new routes, analysts said. 

Latin American anti-drug push hurt by budget cuts from Associated Press 8 Mar 13

U.S. officials say they're sending fewer surveillance planes and Navy ships to halt Latin American drug shipments because of deep federal budget
cuts put in place last week. 

IN SPANISH: Spain presents to EU allies its transatlantic initiative against drugs today. from EFE (Spain) 7 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The Interior Minister, Jorge Fernández Díaz, will present a Spanish initiative to establish a platform for
the exchange of information about transatlantic cocaine trafficking in Bogotá (Colombia) today to his European colleagues. 

Medvedev endorses governmental anti-drug program from Interfax (Russia) 6 Mar 13

Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev has endorsed a government program on countering drug trafficking, the government press service told
Interfax. 

Mexico making progress against heroin and synthetic drugs, U.N. agency says from EFE (Spain) 5 Mar 13

Mexico, the country most affected by drug-related violence, is making significant progress in battling heroin and synthetic drugs, the International
Narcotics Control Board, or INCB, said in its annual report. 

Former drug chiefs urge US to void legal marijuana from Associated Press 5 Mar 13

Eight former U.S. drug chiefs warned the federal government Tuesday that time is running out to nullify Colorado and Washington's new laws
legalizing recreational marijuana use, and a United Nations agency also urged challenges to the measures it says violate international treaties. 

Algeria drug seizures skyrocket in 2012 from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 13

Seizures of hashish, cocaine and heroin skyrocketed in Algeria last year, the head of the national anti-drug office said on Tuesday, citing "colossal
efforts" by police and customs officials. 

Xinjiang cracks 1,929 drugs cases in 2012 from Xinhua (China) 5 Mar 13

Northwestern China's Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region cracked 1,929 drugs cases last year, regional government authorities said Tuesday. 

Putting A Stop To Human Trafficking from USA Today 4 Mar 13

A wave of efforts to stop human trafficking has spread across the country as lawmakers and others look to combat the problem through law, policy
and grass-roots activism. 

Gambia destroys over two tons of seized cocaine bound for Europe from Agence France-Presse 4 Mar 13



Gambia's government Monday held a public destruction of more than two tonnes of cocaine worth about one billion dollars seized in the West
African nation in 2010. 

Mexican police seize drug-smuggling "cannon" from EFE (Spain) 23 Feb 13

Police in this northwestern Mexican border city seized a "cannon" used to launch packets of drugs to the U.S. side of the frontier, officials said. 

Malaysian police rescue 21 trafficked babies and children from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 22 Feb 13

Police recovered 21 babies and children from a suspected human trafficking syndicate operating in northern Malaysia, a state police chief said
Friday. 

BLOG: Driver, 37 pounds of coke seized at U.S.-Mexico border from Los Angeles Times 21 Feb 13

A Mexican citizen was arrested on suspicion of trying to sneak in nearly 37 pounds of cocaine at a border checkpoint in Calexico, federal
authorities said Thursday. 

Spanish police take down dangerous crime ring from EFE (Spain) 20 Feb 13

Spanish security forces arrested 63 suspected members of a gang whose main activity was ripping off drug traffickers but who also engaged in
murder, kidnapping, sexual assault and fraud, the Interior Ministry said Wednesday. 

Mexican cartel money-laundering probe unfolds in Orlando from Orlando Sentinel 17 Feb 13

"As part of that settlement, HSBC-USA admitted that the Sinaloa Cartel in Mexico and the Norte del Valle Cartel in Colombia laundered $881
million through its bank that was only detected retroactively," Fagan said. 

CBP notes jump in Puerto Rico, USVI drug seizures from Associated Press 13 Feb 13

U.S. Customs and Border Protection says it seized more than 43,000 pounds (19,500 kilograms) of drugs in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
Islands in the past fiscal year. 

Three agencies in Kazakhstan build capacity through cooperative efforts with the US from Interfax (Russia) 7 Feb 13

In 2012 U.S. Department of Defense Counter-narcotics Program (CN Program) funded and provided assistance to Kazakhstan's Border Guard
Service, Committee on Combating Drug Business and Control over Circulation of Narcotics and Customs Control Committee, the US Diplomatic
Mission to Kazakhstan says in a statement published on its website. The assistance was provided by U.S. Department of Defense Counter-
narcotics Program (CN Program)...

UPDATE: Spain seizes 4 tons of cocaine worth $340 million from Associated Press 6 Feb 13

Spanish police have seized 4.1 metric tons (4.5 tons) of cocaine with an estimated street value of (EURO)252 million ($340 million) _ the biggest
confiscation of the drug arriving to the nation since 2001. The Civil Guard says in a statement the drugs were at a warehouse in the eastern city of
Elche. Three Spaniards running a front company from the location were arrested. 

Peru, Colombia, Ecuador vow to bolster fight against crime from Xinhua (China) 1 Feb 13

Senior military commanders from Peru, Colombia and Ecuador have agreed to strengthen the fight against organized crime in the region, the
Peruvian military said Friday. During a four-day meeting in the northeastern Peruvian region of Loreto, military chiefs of the three countries
discussed a variety of issues related to bilateral and multilateral cooperation, the Armed Forces Joint Command said in a statement. 

US slams Russian move to end drugs accord from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 13

The United States on Wednesday criticized what it described as Russia's "self-defeating" decision to pull out of a decade-old drug control
agreement. "We are seeking more clarification from the Russian government at the moment with regard to what they see this covering. We
obviously regret this decision," State Department spokeswoman Victoria Nuland said. 

Matviyenko proposes setting up APPF group to evaluate anti-terrorist laws from Interfax (Russia) 28 Jan 13

Russian Federation Council Chairperson Valentina Matviyenko has proposed setting up a working party of the Asia Pacific Parliamentary Forum
(APPF) to evaluate laws on combating terrorism and other threats. "Our world increasingly faces transnational security threats, such as nuclear



proliferation, terrorism, drug trafficking and organized crime, and new threats characteristic of the globalization epoch, among them cybercrime,"
Matviyenko said...

82 women found held captive in Malaysia from United Press International 26 Jan 13

A group if 82 Indonesian women drafted into slave labor in Malaysia are being released and returned home, the Indonesian Foreign Ministry said.
The women were about to be shipped out to the Middle East when they were discovered and rescued.

Harris Corporation Receives $11 Million worth Orders in Falcon Tactical Radio to Help Counter Illicit International Drug
Trafficking from everythingRF 22 Jan 13

Harris Corporation has received approximately $11 million in delivery orders to provide international partners of U.S. Southern Command and
U.S. Northern Command with a range of Falcon tactical radio systems. The radios will be deployed to these partners as part of a U.S. government
program for counter-narcotics and other illicit activity. The orders were received in the first quarter of Harris’ 2013 fiscal year. 

Courier Service Operators Aid Drug Business - Ndlea from Leadership (Nigeria) 21 Jan 13

The Commandant of the Federal Capital Territory (FCT) of the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA), Mr. Dennis Obiefule, has
accused courier service operators of assisting drug barons in the transportation of banned substances in the country. Addressing journalists on the
arrest and seizure of a large consignment of substances suspected to be illicit drugs in Abuja on Friday, Mr. Obiefule said the agency in the recent
past had arrested some courier service operators, who concealed illicit drugs, especially heroin and cocaine in their parcels.

Spanish police arrest 7 for cocaine smuggling from EFE (Spain) 20 Jan 13

Spanish police arrested seven people who were trying to smuggle 93 kilograms of cocaine into the country hidden in blocks of stone, which had
been seized by Chilean customs authorities before they could be shipped to Spain. According to police, the maritime route planned by the would-
be smugglers for shipping the drug was via Bolivia, Chile and the southern Spanish port of Algeciras, from where it was to be transported by land
to Almeria, also in southern Spain. 

Colombian drug kingpins nabbed in Honduras and Panama from EFE (Spain) 19 Jan 13

Two drug kingpins operating from the Colombian island of San Andres were captured in Honduras and Panama, Colombian President Juan
Manuel Santos said Saturday. "I wish to congratulate the police, because I've just been informed that they captured two drug traffickers we've
been after for a long time," Santos told reporters during a meeting of politicans and the people of Padilla in the southwestern province of Cauca. 

U.S. slaps sanctions on Mexico drug trafficking organization from Xinhua (China) 17 Jan 13

The U.S. Department of Treasury decided Thursday to slap sanctions on the Meza Flores drug trafficking organization from Mexico. The
designation includes its leader, Fausto Isidro Meza Flores, several key family members, and three companies, the department's Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) announced in a statement, accusing all of them of helping facilitate the operations of the organization. 

US breaks up sex trafficking ring from Agence France-Presse 17 Jan 13

US authorities arrested 12 people charged with bringing women from Mexico and Nicaragua into the United States and forcing them to work as
prostitutes, the Justice Department said Thursday. Eleven women were rescued from the traffickers and 44 other people were detained for
questioning, said a statement from the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agency.

Drug Trafficking: A rising menace in Eurasia from Russia & India Report 17 Jan 13

Porous borders accompanied by instability and lack of effective law and order mechanisms have made some Central Asian countries major routes
for the trafficking. The head of Russia’s Federal Drug Control Service, Viktor Ivanov revealed to the press on January 15 that the authorities
seized 106 tonnes of illegal drugs in 2012. This amount was 70 percent higher than the previous year. 

Commander: Drug-Traffickers See NATO as "Safe Haven" from Fars News Agency (Iran) 8 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NOTE: Fars News Agency is a "semi-official" news agency with strong ties to the Iranian government. It is largely
suspected this agency is affiliated with the hard-line Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps. ---- Speaking in a meeting with Bulgaria's representative
in counternarcotics affairs here in Tehran on Tuesday, Commander of the anti-narcotics squad of Iran's Law Enforcement Police General Ali
Moayyedi said the westerners' claims about support for human rights are nothing but "slogans". 



Andean Ridge
Colombia
Cocaine Traffic: When Pris Invests in Colombia from Le Figaro (Paris) 13 Jan 14

In the face of the avalanche of cocaine that is pouring into Europe, the French authorities have decided to export the fight against the traffickers to
South America in an effort to cut off the traffic at the root.

Cubans: Most Frequent Users of Migrant-trafficking Networks from El Tiempo (Bogota) 13 Jan 14

For the second time, Cuban citizens are still the most numerous trying to enter the country illegally, in order to go to Panama and eventually reach
the United States or Canada. Chinese and Bangladeshi citizens also use this strategy. Colombian Migration figures show that, of the 605 irregular
migrants identified last year, 191 were from Cuba. In 2012, 323 of the 700 identified ones were Cubans

Colombia busts human trafficking ring from EFE (Spain) 13 Aug 13

The Colombian Attorney General's office said Tuesday that a multi-agency task force took down an international human trafficking ring, arresting
12 suspects and rescuing nine undocumented migrants. 

Venezuela
USVI environment officer arrested by US agents from Associated Press 19 May 13

Federal officials say they have arrested the top enforcement officer for the U.S. Virgin Islands environment agency on drug trafficking charges. 

Caribbean Basin
Dominican Republic
Agents seize 1,250K cocaine near Dominican Republic's southeast from Dominican Today (Santo Domingo) 23 Jan 14

A shipment of 1,250 kilos of cocaine was seized Wednesday evening on a speedboat in international waters heading to Saona Island in Dominican
Republic's south easternmost point, with three Colombians and one Dominican arrested in connection with the case. British antinarcotics agents
and U.S. Coast Guard units based in Puerto Rico took part in the interdiction...

Jamaica
Jamaican recording artist charged in US as leader of drug trafficking network from Caribbean News Now 15 Jan 14

A Jamaican recording artist and his brother were charged as leaders and 13 others were charged as co-conspirators in a first-degree indictment
returned last week against an international drug ring that used the US Mail and other parcel delivery services to ship multiple kilograms of
cocaine from California into New Jersey.

Central America
Belize
Belize Arrest Shows Once-Mighty Guatemala Narco-Clan Still Alive from InSight Crime (Washington, D.C.) 9 Jan 14

The heir to what was once one of Guatemala's premier drug trafficking organizations has been arrested in Belize, illustrating both the diehard
nature of the region's "transportista" groups and the role of this often overlooked corner of Central America in the drug trade.

Panama
N.Korea arms ship faces possible $1 mn fine: Panama from Agence France-Presse 16 Aug 13

The Panama Canal authority said Thursday it will impose as much as a $1 million fine on the North Korean freighter caught with an undeclared
shipment of Cuban weapons. "It is a flagrant violation of safe passage through the Panama Canal and we have little tolerance for this kind of
activity,"

Southern Cone
Brazil
Brazil nabs major cocaine supplier from EFE (Spain) 2 May 14

Brazilian police on Friday presented a reputed drug trafficker they say was a major supplier of cocaine sold in the sprawling shantytowns of Rio
de Janeiro. 



Chile
Innovative Drug Traffickers Arrested With 3,000 Kg of Drugs Had Smuggled Two [Prior Drug] Shipments from El Mercurio Online
(Santiago 12 Jul 14

The drug gang captured with 3,009 kilos of cocaine, cocaine base, and marijuana, was the biggest drug bust of the decade and it operated under
the facade of a mining company. It also managed to introduce in Santiago at least two shipments of illicit substances for distribution and
consumption. 

Counter-Illicit Trafficking (Human)
Corporate initiative can play a major role in anti-trafficking movement from The Guardian (UK) 3 Apr 13

"NGOs and governments are very passionate about it [fighting trafficking], but until corporate America gets behind this nothing really in my mind
is going to change", says Robert Rigby-Hall, co-founder of gBCAT. 

Counter-Illicit Trafficking, Crime & Security Issues
OSC Summary: Caribbean Security Update:Over $3 Million of Suspected Drugs Found in Bahamas from OSC (USG Open Source
Center) 17 Jan 14

...a selection of crime, narcotics, and security highlights from the Caribbean region news on 11-17 January: 

Panama on hold awaiting return of seized drug carrying boat from newsroompanama.com (Panama City) 17 Jan 14

AFTER an initial exchange of angry words with ... Panama is waiting patiently for Ecuador to release a Panamanian-flagged vessel seized in
international waters with a load of drugs on board... Panama has previously accused Ecuador of refusing to reléase the boat due to its decision to
offer asylum to opposition politician Galo Lara, who was sentenced in his country for his connection to a triple murder.

Red cities: Americas home to many of the world’s most murderous cities from Miami Herald 16 Jan 14

Forty-six of the world’s top 50 most murderous cities are in the Americas and 40 are in Latin America, according to an annual study... For the
third straight year, San Pedro Sula, Honduras was the murder capital of the world with 187 homicides per 100,000 population, followed by
Caracas, Venezuela with 134 per 100,000. Rounding out the top five were Acapulco, Mexico; Cali, Colombia; and Maceió, Brazil.

Counter-Illicit Traffikcing
1.2 tonnes of drugs seized in SW China from Xinhua (China) 4 Mar 15

Police have busted a drug ring operating in southwest China's Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, and seized around 1.2 tonnes of narcotics,
police announced on Wednesday. 

Counter-Illict Trafficking
Men affiliated with militia accused in smuggling rip-off from Associated Press 18 Aug 15

Three men affiliated with an Arizona militia group are charged in federal court with replicating a tactic long used by smugglers: Stealing drugs
from people who have already sneaked them past the Mexican border. 

Counter-Illictit Trafficking
Human trafficking a worry in post-typhoon Philippines: US from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 13

Thousands of women and children in the Philippines risk falling prey to human traffickers in the aftermath of last month's catastrophic typhoon,
lawmakers and the chief US aid agency warned Tuesday. 

Counter-Narco-Terrorism
Central America

Panama
Senafront Destroys FARC Camp in Darien Province Near Colombian Border from TVN Television (Panama City, Panama - via OSC) 13 Jan

14

TVN News has exclusive footage of the moment when the Senafront [National Border Service] found and destroyed a FARC camp located in
Mono River in Darien Province. Betzerai Richards was part of this operation and he tells us what they found. 



Counter-Terrorism
UPDATE: Russian Interior Ministry interested in getting intelligence from Indonesia to combat terrorism - chief from Interfax
(Russia) 6 Aug 15

The Russian Interior Ministry is interested in receiving intelligence from its Indonesian counterparts regarding the movement of terrorists and
their channels of financing, Russian Interior Minister Vladimir Kolokoltev said while meeting with Indonesian National Police chief Badrodin
Haiti on the sidelines of the 35th conference of the ASEAN national police chiefs (ASEANAPOL) in Jakarta. 

CSTO chief urges Russia, West to resume anti-terror cooperation from Xinhua (China) 28 Oct 14

Rampancy of international terrorists has been a result of the split between Russia and the West, the secretary general of the Collective Security
Treaty Organization (CSTO) said Tuesday. 

Obama To Seek World Help Stopping Americans, Others, Who Go To Join Terrorists from McClatchy 24 Sep 14

President Barack Obama will push other countries this week to join the United States in an unprecedented program to stop the often deadly
activities of the thousands of so-called foreign fighters who travel abroad to join terrorist organizations, including the Islamic State, in the Middle
East. 

ABC World News: Terrorism Threat. from ABC 10 Feb 14

“The airplane terror warning flight was stark and unprecedented. The US embassy in Guyana said Americans should avoid all flights on
Caribbean Air from Guyana to the United States until at least Thursday, because of what it termed a specific but unconfirmed threat.” Marie Harf,
State Department: “This is out of an abundance of caution...

Exporting Terror in America's Backyard; Is the United States downplaying the threat from Iranian agents in Latin America?
from Foreign Policy 13 Jun 13

There has indeed been a "marked resurgence" of Iranian state sponsorship of terrorism over the past 18 months. But as the new Nisman report
drives home, here's an even more disturbing fact -- Iran has run intelligence networks in the United States' backyard to "sponsor, foster and
execute terrorist attacks" for decades

Southern Cone
Brazil
The Brazil Connection To Islamic Extremism from O Globo (Rio de Janeiro) 13 Jul 14

... there was a common path in the two Buenos Aires attacks. They were prepared at the Triple Frontier, with the logistic support of the local
nucleus of the Hezbollah, and in coordination with the Iranian Embassy in Brasilia... the actions were carried out by other extremists, under the
direct supervision of Iranian agents, with diplomatic coverage.

Counterfeiting
China to intensify anti-counterfeit campaign from Xinhua (China) 19 Mar 15

Chinese Vice Premier Wang Yang wants improvements in the fight against piracy and counterfeiting. Addressing a national conference on
Wednesday, Wang ordered launching a campaign to improve the overseas image of "Made in China" products, mainly targeting goods sold to
African, Asian, Latin American countries and along the proposed "belt and road". 

Austrian police arrest 2 in raid on int'l counterfeiting ring from Xinhua (China) 19 Feb 15

Austrian police busted an international counterfeiting ring and arrested two men in possession of 50,000 counterfeit euro bills, the Federal
Criminal Police Office (BK) confirmed Thursday. 

Counterfeiting of euros surges, European Central Bank warns from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 Jan 15

Counterfeiting of euro banknotes surged to a record in the second half of last year, with 507,000 fakes picked up worldwide, the most in any six-
month span since the euro went into use in 2002. 

Italy police seize 50 mn euros in fake banknotes from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 15



Italy's financial police said Thursday they had seized over one million fake 50 euro banknotes which were almost ready to be put into circulation,
and arrested five people. 

US: Uganda-based man counterfeited $2M in cash from Associated Press 18 Dec 14

Federal authorities have charged a man with leading an international counterfeit money operation based in the African nation of Uganda. 

Feds: Uganda-based man counterfeited $2M in cash from Associated Press 18 Dec 14

Federal authorities have charged a man with leading an international counterfeit money operation based in the African nation of Uganda, and
shipping bogus bills to the United States. 

Arrests in Italy over fake euro coins made in China from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 16 Dec 14

Police in Italy arrested 12 people over fake euro coins smuggled into Europe, allegedly from China, Europol said late Tuesday. 

Italy police seize record amount of China-made fake euro coins from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Dec 14

Italian police said Friday they had issued 12 arrest warrants and seized the biggest-ever amount of fake euro coins since the introduction of the
European single currency. 

Counterterrorism
Tajik, Latvian presidents agree to jointly fight terrorism from Interfax (Russia) 11 Jun 14

The presidents of Tajikistan and Latvia, Emomali Rahmon and Andris Berzins, respectively, signed three bilateral agreements, including on
cooperation in counterterrorism, in Dushanbe on Tuesday, according to the press office of the Tajik leader. 

Cyber Crime
Ex-US State Dept Employee Accused Of Cyberstalking Indicted from Associated Press 20 Aug 15

A grand jury has indicted a former U.S. State Department employee accused of sending threatening emails to college-aged women in the U.S.
from his computer at the U.S. Embassy in London. 

Feds: Group made $30M with hacked press release information from Associated Press 11 Aug 15

A group of Ukrainian hackers worked with securities traders in the U.S. to make $30 million by breaking into the computers of companies that put
out corporate press releases and trading on the information before it was made public, federal prosecutors said Tuesday. 

Hackers turn Square readers into crime tools from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 15

An array of major Internet firms offer cash rewards, or bounties, for software bugs that can be exploited by hackers. New hardware and software
is quickly being fielded in the competitive mobile payments market, with pressure on to keep plug-ins compact and inexpensive, according to
Moore. 

Cheaters at risk after hack at dating website from Agence France-Presse 20 Jul 15

Millions of people who used the "have an affair" website Ashley Madison faced exposure Monday after a breach by hackers seeking to shut it
down. 

BLOG: Symantec Report Suggests Hackers’ Motives Are Blurring from New York Times 8 Jul 15

A group of financially motivated hackers has been infiltrating major corporations and stealing valuable intellectual property, a sign that the
motives and techniques of different types of online criminals are starting to blur, researchers at a computer security company will announce in a
report on Wednesday. 

European authorities dismantle major cybercrime gang from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 15

A joint European investigation effort led by Austrian authorities resulted in the dismantling of a Ukraine-based cybercrime gang, the Federal
Criminal Police Office (BK) confirmed in Vienna on Thursday. 

Cybercrime now 'number one' threat: Europol chief from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 15



Cybercrime has become as big a threat to Europe's security as terrorism, the head of the continent's policing agency warned Friday. 

U.S., European police break up network of 12,000 computers taken over by criminals from Reuters 9 Apr 15

Law enforcement agencies in Europe and the United States have dismantled a network comprising at least 12,000 in computers that had been
taken over by criminals, Europol said on Thursday. 

Russian Cyberhack Not Confirmed By White House from Washington Times 8 Apr 15

White House officials Tuesday would not confirm a CNN report saying Russian hackers were behind a high-profile cyberattack on the State
Department and the White House. 

Destructive hacking attempts target critical infrastructure in Americas: survey from Reuters 7 Apr 15

Hacking attacks that destroy rather than steal data or that manipulate equipment are far more prevalent than widely believed, according to a
survey of critical infrastructure organizations throughout North and South America. 

IBM uncovers new, sophisticated bank transfer cyber scam from Reuters 3 Apr 15

IBM has uncovered a sophisticated fraud scheme run by a well- funded Eastern European gang of cyber criminals that uses a combination of
phishing, malware and phone calls that the technology company says has netted more than $1 million from large and medium-sized U.S.
companies. 

Spy agencies in 'technology arms race', says British chief from Agence France-Presse 30 Mar 15

Spy agencies are caught in a "technology arms race" with terrorists and criminals, the new head of Britain's MI6 said on Monday in his first public
comments since becoming chief. 

BLOG: Citigroup Report Chides Law Firms for Silence on Hackings from New York Times 27 Mar 15

Every month it seems another American company reports being a victim of a hacking that results in the theft of internal or customer information.
But the legal profession almost never publicly discloses a breach. 

U.S. calls for global consensus on tackling cybercrime from Reuters 25 Mar 15

The United States called on Wednesday for an international consensus to tackle the growing threat of cyber crime in financial services and other
sectors, saying governments alone cannot tackle the problem. 

BLOG: Why ‘Dark Web’ drug markets will keep on imploding from Washington Post 19 Mar 15

A couple of months after the conviction of Ross Ulbricht, the “Dread Pirate Roberts” behind the creation of the Silk Road online drug market,
another online drug market, “Evolution” has imploded. Like the Silk Road, Evolution used “Tor Hidden Services,” to hide the true location of
their Web site, providing the owners, and drug buyers and sellers with some degree of anonymity. But this Web site didn’t go down thanks to the
feds. It went down because its owners took it down. 

Authorities Closing In on Hackers Who Stole Data From JPMorgan Chase from New York Times 17 Mar 15

It has become a familiar pattern: The computer system of a big American company is breached, the personal information of tens of millions of
customers is stolen and a public outcry ensues. Rarely are the thieves caught. 

A third of German companies have suffered a cyber attack from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 25 Feb 15

Nearly a third of German companies have fallen victim to a cyber attack over the past year, according to a survey released on Wednesday by IT
and telecoms association Bitkom. 

US offers $3 mn reward for Russian sought in bank hack from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 15

The United States on Tuesday offered a $3 million reward for information to apprehend a Russian national sought in a major hacking enterprise
that stole some $100 million. 

Russian wanted in $300 mn hack scheme extradited to US from Agence France-Presse 17 Feb 15



A Russian wanted in the hacking of the Nasdaq stock market and of payment systems resulting in $300 million in losses has been extradited to
face US criminal charges, officials said Tuesday. 

Pakistan arrests cyber criminals wanted by FBI, Interpol from Agence France-Presse 14 Feb 15

Pakistani officials on Saturday arrested two men wanted for cyber crimes by Interpol and the FBI for defrauding several companies and
individuals of over 50 million dollars. 

Alleged cyber criminal extradited from Latvia to US from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 15

Latvia on Thursday extradited a programmer to the United States to stand trial for his alleged role in a global cyber theft ring that hacked into a
million computers. 

BLOG: Forbes Website Used to Hack Readers from Wall Street Journal 10 Feb 15

Users of Microsoft MSFT +0.32%’s flagship Internet browser who visited Forbes.com on the four days following Thanksgiving were open to be
hacked, two cybersecurity firms said Tuesday. 

China Suspected In Major Hacking Of Health Insurer from Washington Post 6 Feb 15

Investigators suspect Chinese hackers may be responsible for a breach of health insurer Anthem, one of the largest medical-related cyberattacks in
history and a harbinger of a growing threat facing the health care industry, said an individual briefed on some aspects of the probe. 

Man convicted of operating underground website Silk Road from Associated Press 4 Feb 15

A San Francisco man has been convicted in New York of creating and operating the underground website Silk Road as a drug-selling haven. 

Most Brokerages and Advisory Firms Targeted by Cyber Criminals from Wall Street Journal 3 Feb 15

Most brokerage and financial-advisory firms have been targets of cybersecurity attacks, according to the Securities and Exchange Commission. 

Dutch can extradite Russian 'megahacker' to US: court from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 15

A Dutch court ruled Tuesday that a Russian accused of one of the largest US corporate hacks of more than 160 million credit card details can be
extradited to the US. 

Hackers from Anonymous take down French jihadist website for Operation Charlie Hebdo from United Press International 10 Jan 15

The hacker-activist group Anonymous has launched a mission against Islamic extremists, and they recently temporarily took down a French
jihadist website. 

James Comey: Sony Hackers Mistakenly Revealed North Korean Internet Addresses (Ernst, WT) from Washington Times 8 Jan 15

The FBI said Wednesday that U.S. officials know Sony hackers were from North Korea because exclusive Internet addresses were revealed by
accident on multiple occasions. 

Sony Insider – Not North Korea – Likely Involved In Hack, Experts Say from Los Angeles Times 31 Dec 14

Federal authorities insist that the North Korean government is behind the cyberattack on Sony Pictures Entertainment. Cybersecurity experts?
Many are not convinced. 

Graham suspects China involved in Sony attack from CNN 29 Dec 14

Sen. Lindsey Graham hinted at China's involvement in the North Korean cyberattack on Sony Pictures and called for additional U.S. action
against North Korea to make the hermit kingdom "feel the pain that is due." 

Doubts Persist On U.S. Claims On North Korean Role In Sony Hack from NPR 26 Dec 14

Within days of the hack against Sony Pictures, the U.S. government came out and said, in no uncertain terms, the attacks originated from North
Korea — and the nation-state of North Korea was involved. Well, both claims have raised eyebrows among private security researchers. Many
just don't believe it. 



Doubts Persist On U.S. Claims On North Korean Role In Sony Hack from NPR 26 Dec 14

Within days of the hack against Sony Pictures, the U.S. government came out and said, in no uncertain terms, the attacks originated from North
Korea — and the nation-state of North Korea was involved. Well, both claims have raised eyebrows among private security researchers. Many
just don't believe it. 

Sony PlayStation Remains Offline from Wall Street Journal 26 Dec 14

Sony Corp.’s videogame network remained offline Friday, while Microsoft Corp. had restored its service, following Christmas Day outages that a
hacker group claimed were its doing. 

South Korea prosecutors seek U.S. help in probe of nuclear cyberattack from Reuters 22 Dec 14

South Korean prosecutors have requested the United States to help in their investigation of a cyberattack against the country's nuclear power plant
operator, an official at the joint investigation department said on Tuesday. 

US dismisses N. Korea hacking probe offer, seeks China's help from Agence France-Presse 21 Dec 14

The United States has dismissed a call by North Korea for a joint investigation into the hacking of Sony Pictures and wants China to help block
cyber attacks from Pyongyang. 

Seoul, Toyko pledge to work with US to combat cyber crime from Agence France-Presse 20 Dec 14

South Korea and Japan on Saturday vowed to work closely with the US to combat cyber crime, after Seoul blamed North Korea for a crippling
cyber attack on Sony Pictures. 

Staples says security breach may have affected 1.16 million cards from Reuters 19 Dec 14

Office-supply retailer Staples Inc said about 1.16 million payment cards might have been affected by the data breach announced in October. 

White House Says Sony Hack Is A Serious National Security Matter from Washington Post 19 Dec 14

The suspected North Korea computer attack on Sony Pictures Entertainment is a “serious national security matter,” White House press secretary
Josh Earnest said Thursday, as officials said the Obama administration is preparing to announce who it believes is behind the devastating hack. 

Hackers trick way into ICANN computers from Agence France-Presse 18 Dec 14

The private agency that acts as a gatekeeper for the Internet on Wednesday said that hackers tricked their way into its computers. 

Hackers Take Down Another Media Target from ReadWriteWeb 17 Dec 14

On Wednesday, hackers claiming to be affiliated with the Syrian Electronic Army may have penetrated the website of the International Business
Times, an online business-news publication. 

BLOG: US blames North Korea for Sony hack from Hillicon Valley (The Hill) 17 Dec 14

U.S. officials have concluded that a massive hack targeting Sony Pictures was done by hackers working for North Korea, multiple news outlets
reported on Wednesday. 

UPDATE: BLOG: Sony cancels 'The Interview' release from Hillicon Valley (The Hill) 17 Dec 14

Sony Pictures is canceling the Christmas Day release of the comedy at the middle of a massive cyber attack that has led to terror threats at movie
theaters. 

Sony hackers up ante with terrorist threat as cybersecurity bill languishes from Washington Times 16 Dec 14

Guardians of Peace hint at movie theater attacks timed to release of ‘The Interview’ 

Sony fights against hackers, who threaten violence at theaters playing ‘The Interview’ from 16 Dec 14

Sony Pictures Entertainment is mounting an aggressive defense against the debilitating hack that has pummeled the movie studio for weeks with
leaks of sensitive information, but those efforts Tuesday were met with escalating threats to damage the company. 



OPINION: In The Sony E-mail Scandal, Our Cyber Nightmares Are Coming True from Washington Post 16 Dec 14

Shortly before Adm. Mike Mullen retired as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, I asked him what he saw on the ceiling on nights when he
couldn’t sleep. He didn’t even pause. “Cyber,” he said.

OPINION: Sony Pictures’ Killer Headache After Being Hacked from Washington Post 16 Dec 14

It seems there is something to offend everyone in the upcoming Hollywood comedy “The Interview.” At this point, I’m guessing, most wounded
of all may be the Sony Pictures Entertainment executives who greenlighted the film. 

Sony Pictures Hackers Release Seventh Stolen Data Dump from Re/Code 13 Dec 14

The hacking group behind the massive Sony Pictures Entertainment attack has posted a new message containing links to what it claims is the
seventh archive of data stolen from the studio. 

Alleged UK hacking of Belgian telecoms firm was far-reaching-reports from Reuters 13 Dec 14

Hacking of computers at Belgian telecoms firm Belgacom, alleged to have been carried out by a British spy agency, was more far-reaching than
previously thought and went undetected for more than two years, according to reports published on Saturday. 

Cyber attack could cost Sony studio as much as $100 million from Reuters 9 Dec 14

Sony Corp's (6758.T) movie studio could face tens of millions of dollars in costs from the massive computer hack that hobbled its operations and
exposed sensitive data, according to cybersecurity experts who have studied past breaches. 

BLOG: Sony’s PlayStation Network Hit With Cyber Attack from Wall Street Journal 8 Dec 14

Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. says it has no information of a loss of data following a cyber-attack on its Internet-based services for
PlayStation video-game consoles, the company said on Monday. 

In North Korea, Hackers Are a Handpicked, Pampered Elite from Reuters 7 Dec 14

Despite its poverty and isolation, North Korea has poured resources into a sophisticated cyber-warfare cell called Bureau 121, defectors from the
secretive state said as Pyongyang came under the microscope for a crippling hack into computers at Sony Pictures Entertainment. 

Dozens of Chinese held in Kenya 'cyber bust': report from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 14

Police in Kenya are holding 77 Chinese nationals accused of running a cyber crime centre from upmarket houses in the capital Nairobi, reports
said Thursday. 

Chinese cyber-theft «indisputable» problem, Obama says from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Dec 14

Cyber-theft by China is an "indisputable" problem for the United States that Washington will continue to raise with Beijing, President Barack
Obama said. 

North Korea, other nations among suspects in Sony hack: U.S. source from Reuters 2 Dec 14

U.S. investigators are considering multiple suspects, including North Korea, in their investigation into a cyber attack on Sony Pictures
Entertainment that knocked out the company's computer systems for over a week, according to a U.S. national security official with knowledge of
the investigation. 

BLOG: China, a Fish Barrel for Cybercriminals from New York Times 2 Dec 14

In China, some of the most successful cyberthreats are frighteningly simple. One recent viral mobile message offered free Golden Retriever
puppies to lure users into giving away personal information. Another online scam took thousands from a woman who wired money to an impostor
she thought was her son’s teacher. 

Sony Pictures struggles to recover eight days after cyber attack from Reuters 2 Dec 14

Eight days after a massive cyber attack on Sony Pictures Entertainment, the Hollywood studio was still struggling to restore some systems on
Tuesday evening as investigators combed for evidence to identify the culprit. 



Man pleads guilty in New York cybercrime case from Associated Press 21 Nov 14

Prosecutors say a California man has pleaded guilty in New York City for his role marketing malware that federal authorities say infected more
than a half-million computers worldwide. 

Hackers empty Mexican town's coffers from Agence France-Presse 21 Nov 14

Hackers left a small Mexican town penniless after breaking into its bank accounts and stealing more than $500,000, officials said Friday. 

U.S. Congress urged to consider sanctions on Chinese cyber-spies from Reuters 21 Nov 14

U.S. lawmakers should look into options for punishing cyber-spying and the theft of trade secrets from U.S. companies, a congressional advisory
committee on China said on Thursday. 

HSBC Turkey says customer credit card data stolen from Reuters 12 Nov 14

HSBC Turkey said on Wednesday cyber criminals had stolen the credit card information of 2.7 million customers in Turkey and that additional
security measures to monitor transactions had been put in place. 

BLOG: ‘Operation Onymous’ Arrests 17, Seizes Hundreds Of Dark Web Domains from Wired 7 Nov 14

When “Operation Onymous” first came to light yesterday, it looked like a targeted strike against a few high value targets in the Dark Web drug
trade. Now the full scope of that international law enforcement crackdown has been revealed, and it’s a scorched-earth purge of the Internet
underground. 

FBI arrests alleged Silk Road 2.0 operator from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 14

The alleged operator of a second version of the Silk Road online black market bazaar for drugs and money laundering has been arrested and
charged on multiple counts, prosecutors said Thursday. 

Russian specialists in fighting cybercrime can take part in Interpol Global Complex for Innovation in Singapore - Russian
minister from Tass (Russia) 6 Nov 14

Russian specialists in fighting cybercrime can take part in the Interpol Global Complex for Innovation (IGCI) that will be opened in Singapore,
Russian Interior Minister Vladimir Kolokoltsev said on Thursday. 

Australia's spy agency warns of G20 cyberattacks from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 14

An Australian intelligence agency is warning that cyber-criminals will target the upcoming G20 summit in Brisbane, saying they could include
state-sanctioned hackers, trade spies or activists. 

Obama to confront China's Xi on cyber spying: U.S. officials from Reuters 4 Nov 14

President Barack Obama will confront Chinese President Xi Jinping at talks in Beijing next week over deep U.S. concerns about cyber spying by
China’s government and military and will insist that it be stopped, U.S. officials said on Tuesday. 

Dutch minister OKs extradition of alleged hacker from Associated Press 4 Nov 14

The Dutch government has approved the extradition to the United States of a Russian citizen accused of participating in a hacking ring that
penetrated computer networks of more than a dozen corporations and stole at least 160 million credit and debit card numbers. 

Banks Ready New Defense Against Hackers from Wall Street Journal 4 Nov 14

Wall Street soon will unveil its next line of defense against hackers. A group backed by the biggest banks plans early next month to launch a
platform that would allow financial firms to communicate faster about potential cyber breaches, according to remarks to be made at an Internet-
security conference Tuesday. 

Flaw in New ‘Secure’ Credit Cards Would Let Hackers Steal $1M Per Card from Wired 3 Nov 14

As U.S. banks and retailers are barreling toward a 2015 deadline to replace magnetic-stripe credit and debit cards with more secure cards that
come embedded with a microchip, researchers have announced a critical flaw in the card system. 



China's Internet chief accuses U.S. of hacking but says talks 'unhindered' from Reuters 30 Oct 14

Eighty percent of Chinese government websites have been attacked by hackers, with most of the assaults launched from the United States, a top
Chinese Internet regulator said on Thursday. 

Hackers Are Using Gmail Drafts to Update Their Malware and Steal Data from Wired 29 Oct 14

In his career-ending extramarital affair that came to light in 2012, General David Petraeus used a stealthy technique to communicate with his lover
Paula Broadwell: the pair left messages for each other in the drafts folder of a shared Gmail account. Now hackers have learned the same trick.
Only instead of a mistress, they’re sharing their love letters with data-stealing malware buried deep on a victim’s computer. 

U.S. Chamber Warns Cyberattack Disclosures Could Hurt Corporate Profits from Wall Street Journal 29 Oct 14

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce is trying to head off efforts to force publicly traded firms to share more information about cyberattacks, warning
policy makers that such disclosures could unduly harm corporate profits. 

Data Breaches on Californians Surge from Associated Press 28 Oct 14

Personal information about more than 18.5 million Californians was hacked, stolen or otherwise exposed last year, and as many as one-third of
those people will become victims of fraud, California Attorney General Kamala Harris said on Tuesday in a new report on data breaches in the
nation’s most-populous state. 

Hacking Trail Leads to Russia, Experts Say from Wall Street Journal 28 Oct 14

Earlier this year, investigators for Silicon Valley security company FireEye Inc. visited a U.S. firm to determine who, and what, sneaked into the
firm’s network harboring military secrets. 

Study: Cyber attacks up 48 percent in 2014 from The Hill 27 Oct 14

The number of detected cyber attacks skyrocketed in 2014 — up 48 percent from 2013 — and are costing companies more money, according to
two global studies released Monday. 

Staples Says Probing Possible Payment Card Data Breach from Reuters 21 Oct 14

Staples is investigating a possible breach of payment card data and has contacted law enforcement about the matter, making it the latest U.S.
retailer to become a possible victim of a cyberattack. 

More hackers targeting mobile phones to get bank info: survey from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

Hackers are increasingly targeting mobile phones to get into bank accounts of victims and steal money, security researchers said Tuesday. 

U.S. national security prosecutors shift focus from spies to cyber from Reuters 21 Oct 14

The U.S. Justice Department is restructuring its national security prosecution team to deal with cyber attacks and the threat of sensitive
technology ending up in the wrong hands, as American business and government agencies face more intrusions. 

Russia ruled out as culprit in Chase cyber security breach, U.S. officials say from Reuters 20 Oct 14

The Russian government has been ruled out as sponsor of a cyber attack on JPMorgan Chase & Co disclosed in August, U.S. law enforcement
officials said on Monday.

Federal workers spared in JPMorgan hack from The Hill 17 Oct 14

Federal employees who were issued JPMorgan Chase cards through their job were not among the millions of customers whose information was
stolen in an attack on the company earlier this year, according to a report. 

FBI warns U.S. businesses of cyber attacks, blames Beijing from Reuters 15 Oct 14

The U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation warned U.S. businesses on Wednesday that hackers it believes to be backed by the Chinese government
have recently launched attacks on U.S. companies. 

Cost of cyber atacks jumps for US firms: study from Agence France-Presse 15 Oct 14



Cybercrime costs are escalating for US companies and attacks are becoming more complicated to resolve, a study showed Wednesday. 

Hackers breach Oregon job-seeker database, official says from Reuters 14 Oct 14

Hackers gained access to social security numbers and other sensitive information from up to around 850,000 Oregon job-seekers in a massive
breach that began some time before Oct. 6, the state's employment department said on Tuesday. 

Researchers find new web encryption bug, warn of 'Poodle' attack from Reuters 14 Oct 14

Three Google Inc researchers have uncovered a security bug in widely used web encryption technology that they say could allow hackers to steal
data in what they have dubbed a "Poodle" attack. 

BLOG: Kmart and Dairy Queen Report Data Breach from New York Times 10 Oct 14

In the latest cyberattack on American retailers and restaurants, both Sears and Dairy Queen said their computer systems were compromised in
security intrusions involving customers’ credit and debit card information. 

State Attorneys General Weigh Group to Examine JPM Cyberattack from Wall Street Journal 9 Oct 14

Some state attorneys general are in discussions to form a multistate group to examine J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.’s cyberattack this summer, people
familiar with the matter said. 

J.P. Morgan Hackers Attempted to Infiltrate Other Financial Institutions from Wall Street Journal 6 Oct 14

Hackers who breached J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.’s computer network earlier this year also tried to infiltrate a number of other financial
institutions, but the companies believe they were unsuccessful, according to people familiar with the investigation. 

J.P. Morgan Says About 76 Million Households Affected By Cyber Breach from Wall Street Journal 2 Oct 14

J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. said contact information for about 76 million households and about 7 million small businesses was compromised in a
cybersecurity attack detected this summer. 

JPMorgan denies NY Times report that its computer system was hacked from Reuters 2 Oct 14

JPMorgan Chase & Co denied a report in the New York Times on Thursday that its computer system had been breached for the second time in
about three months. 

Hackers arrested for cracking US army network from Agence France-Presse 30 Sep 14

Four members of an international hacking ring were charged with cracking the defenses of the US Army network as well as of blockbuster war
video games, prosecutors said Tuesday. 

New Interpol complex in Singapore to boost fight against cyber crime from Agence France-Presse 30 Sep 14

A new Interpol centre to be opened in Singapore next year will strengthen global efforts to fight increasingly tech-savvy international criminals,
officials said Tuesday. 

Supervalu says malware on network affects four stores from Reuters 29 Sep 14

Supermarket chain Supervalu Inc (SVU.N) said it found malware on a part of its network that may have affected payment cards used at four of its
Cub Foods franchised stores. 

Europe's police need data law changes to fight cybercrime: Europol from Reuters 29 Sep 14

Law enforcers in Europe need greater powers to retain data for longer in order to catch cybercriminals selling discrete services that police cannot
trace under existing regulations, according to a Europol report published on Monday. 

BLOG: Companies Rush to Fix Shellshock Software Bug as Hackers Launch Thousands of Attacks from Bits, New York Times 26 Sep

14

A day after the Department of Homeland Security advised Internet users and corporations about a newly discovered software bug that could affect
hundreds of millions of systems, hackers had already begun exploiting the bug and companies were rushing to fix the issue for their users. 



Home Depot Was Hacked by Previously Unseen 'Mozart' Malware from Wall Street Journal 24 Sep 14

Federal security agencies warned retailers Wednesday that a previously unseen malicious software program they are calling Mozart was used in
the attack on Home Depot earlier this year, people familiar with the matter said. 

43% of companies had a data breach in the past year from USA Today 24 Sep 14

A staggering 43% of companies have experienced a data breach in the past year, an annual study on data breach preparedness finds. The report,
released Wednesday, was conducted by the Ponemon Institute, which does independent research on privacy, data protection and information
security policy. 

Restaurant chain Jimmy John’s reports data breach at 216 stores from Reuters 24 Sep 14

Sandwich restaurant chain Jimmy John’s said there was a potential security breach involving customers' credit and debit card data at 216 of its
stores and franchised locations on July 30. 

Restaurant chain Jimmy John’s reports data breach at 216 stores from Reuters 24 Sep 14

Sandwich restaurant chain Jimmy John’s said there was a potential security breach involving customers' credit and debit card data at 216 of its
stores and franchised locations on July 30. 

China says US hacking charges 'fabricated out of thin air' from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 14

Beijing on Thursday strongly denied a US congressional panel's claim that Chinese government-linked hackers had launched dozens of
cyberattacks on American defence contractors, saying the charges were "fabricated out of thin air". 

Home Depot Breach Bigger Than Target's from Wall Street Journal 18 Sep 14

Five-Month Attack on Terminals Put 56 Million Cards at Risk

Online piracy thrives in Internet cloud: study from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 14

Online piracy of music, films and other content has moved to the Internet cloud, reaping big profits for digital thieves, according to a study
released Thursday. 

EU helps Croatia fight cybercrime from Xinhua (China) 17 Sep 14

The European Union (EU) will finance Croatia 700,000 euros (904,715 U.S. dollars) for training police to fight against cybercrime, Croatian
Interior Ministry said on Wednesday. 

Home Depot confirms security breach six days after launching an investigation from Venture Beat 8 Sep 14

Home Depot has admitted their systems were breached, nearly four months after customer credit cards began appearing for sale on the cyber
black market and six days after launching a formal investigation into the attack. 

FBI Finds No Evidence J.P. Morgan Breach Hit Other Big U.S. Banks from Wall Street Journal 2 Sep 14

Attack on J.P. Morgan Detected Two Months Ago, Described as 'Significant' and 'Egregious'

JPMorgan And Other Banks Struck By Cyberattack from New York Times 28 Aug 14

A number of United States banks, including JPMorgan Chase and at least four others, were struck by hackers in a series of coordinated attacks this
month, according to four people briefed on a continuing investigation into the crimes. 

Russian Prosecutor-General's Office urges international treaty to fight cyber crime from Itar-Tass (Russia) 26 Aug 14

The Russian Prosecutor-General's Office has invited its foreign counterparts to conclude a UN treaty to fight IT crimes. The idea was voiced at an
international Baikal conference of prosecutors in Irkutsk on Tuesday. 

California’s Embrace of Anti-Theft Technology in Smartphones Puts a Squeeze on Thieves from New York Times 26 Aug 14

It will soon get a lot harder for smartphone thieves to sell stolen iPhones, Samsung Galaxy phones and Windows phones on the black market. 



UPS Stores hit by breach of credit card, customer data from Los Angeles Times 20 Aug 14

Customers at UPS Stores in Orange and 50 other locations across the country may have had their personal information and credit or debit card
details swiped by hackers from January to this month, though the shipping company has found no evidence of fraud linked to the intrusion. 

Community Health Systems says personal data stolen in cyber attack from Reuters 18 Aug 14

U.S. hospital operator Community Health Systems Inc said on Monday personal data, including patient names and addresses, of about 4.5 million
people were stolen by hackers from its computer network, likely in April and June. 

Russian Gang Said to Amass More Than a Billion Stolen Internet Credentials from New York Times 5 Aug 14

A Russian crime ring has amassed the largest known collection of stolen Internet credentials, including 1.2 billion username and password
combinations and more than 500 million email addresses, security researchers say. 

Canada: Chinese Hackers Infiltrated Government Org from Associated Press 30 Jul 14

Chinese hackers infiltrated the computer systems of Canada’s top research and development organization, the Canadian government said Tuesday.

European Central Bank in database security breach from Associated Press 24 Jul 14

The European Central Bank says contact data have been stolen from a database that serves its public website, though it's stressing that no internal
systems or market-sensitive data were compromised. 

StubHub was victim of cyber fraud ring; arrests to be announced from Reuters 23 Jul 14

eBay Inc's StubHub online ticket resale service said it was the victim of a massive international cyber fraud ring, the details of which authorities
plan to disclose on Wednesday as they announce arrests in the case. 

Goodwill, feds investigate possible data breach from Associated Press 22 Jul 14

Nonprofit organization Goodwill Industries Inc. is working with federal officials to investigate a possible security breach. 

BLOG: Hackers Find Way to Outwit Tough Security at Banking Sites from New York Times 22 Jul 14

Researchers at the computer security company Trend Micro have named a new attack on online banking Emmental. Why? Like the Swiss cheese,
the researchers said, online banking protections may be “full of holes.” 

BLOG: The New Nigerian Email Swindle from New York Times 22 Jul 14

Call it the Nigerian email swindle 2.0. 

Tokyo police make arrest in massive data leak case from Agence France-Presse 17 Jul 14

Tokyo police said Thursday they had arrested an engineer for allegedly stealing massive amounts of personal data from an educational services
firm, a leak that may ultimately affect more than 20 million people. 

Cybercrime Is Likened to Organized Crime from Wall Street Journal 8 Jul 14

Prosecutors Apply RICO Act to Pursue Loose Affiliations of Alleged Credit-Card Thieves 

Report: Cybercrime and espionage costs $445 billion annually from Washington Post 9 Jun 14

A Washington think tank has estimated the likely annual cost of cybercrime and economic espionage to the world economy at more than $445
billion — or almost 1 percent of global income. 

Hijacked Computer Network Broken Up by Law Enforcement from Wall Street Journal 2 Jun 14

U.S. and foreign law enforcement agencies in recent days broke up a network of hijacked computers that authorities say were used by hackers to
tap into hundreds of thousands of bank accounts and steal at least $100 million, U.S. officials said Monday. 

Indictment of PLA hackers is part of broad U.S. strategy to curb Chinese cyberspy from Washington Post 23 May 14



Two years ago, a senior official from the State Department and one from the Pentagon held an extraordinary four-hour meeting with their
counterparts in Beijing. 

US, South African police smash cybercrime network from Agence France-Presse 21 May 14

South African police said Wednesday they have smashed an international cybercrime network operating out of Pretoria and made several arrests
in a joint operation with the United States. 

Chinese Military Unit Charged With Cyber-Espionage Against US Firms from Washington Post 20 May 14

The Justice Department has indicted five members of the Chinese military on charges of hacking into computers and stealing valuable trade
secrets from leading steel, nuclear plant and solar power firms, marking the first time that the United States has leveled such criminal charges
against a foreign country. 

Japan to enhance gov't role in cybersecurity from Kyodo (Japan) 19 May 14

The Japanese government said Monday it will take a more active role in bolstering cyberspace security, expressing concern about an increase in
international cybercrime. 

Navy Systems Administrator Arrested on Hacking Charges from Wall Street Journal 6 May 14

A Navy systems administrator assigned to the nuclear reactor department of an aircraft carrier was also the leader of an antigovernment hacking
group, prosecutors alleged Monday. 

Interpol, Philippines bust cyber extortion network from Associated Press 2 May 14

Philippine police, backed by Interpol, have arrested dozens of suspected members of an online extortion syndicate who duped victims worldwide
into exposing themselves in front of webcams, including a Scottish teenager who committed suicide after being blackmailed last year. 

Chinese spies read Australian MPs' emails for a year: report from Reuters 28 Apr 14

A cyber attack on the Australian parliamentary computer network in 2011 may have given Chinese intelligence agencies access to lawmakers'
private emails for an entire year, the Australian Financial Review reported on Monday. 

Philippines deport 44 Taiwanese over Internet scam from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 14

The Philippines on Thursday deported 44 Taiwanese accused of online and phone scams targeting mainland Chinese, Taiwanese officials said. 

All at sea: global shipping fleet exposed to hacking threat from Reuters 24 Apr 14

The next hacker playground: the open seas - and the oil tankers and container vessels that ship 90 percent of the goods moved around the planet.
In this internet age, as more devices are hooked up online, so they become more vulnerable to attack. As industries like maritime and energy
connect ships, containers and rigs to computer networks, they expose weaknesses that hackers can exploit. 

F.B.I. Informant Is Tied to Cyberattacks Abroad from New York Times 24 Apr 14

An informant working for the F.B.I. coordinated a 2012 campaign of hundreds of cyberattacks on foreign websites, including some operated by
the governments of Iran, Syria, Brazil and Pakistan, according to documents and interviews with people involved in the attacks. 

Espionage hacking grows, with more from east Europe: Verizon study from Reuters 22 Apr 14

Hacking for espionage purposes is sharply increasing, with groups or national governments from Eastern Europe playing a growing role,
according to one of the most comprehensive annual studies of computer intrusions. 

China heightens alert over illegal funds as internet finance booms from Reuters 21 Apr 14

The fast development of internet finance in China is driving an increase in cases of illegal fund raising, a situation that could worsen if regulation
does not catch up, a senior official at the country's banking sector watchdog said on Monday. 

U.S. charges nine in international hacking conspiracy; two extradited from UK from Reuters 11 Apr 14

Nine people have been charged in an alleged international conspiracy that used malicious software to gather bank account details and use the



information to steal millions of dollars, including from accounts held at a Nebraska bank, the Department of Justice said on Friday. 

Cybercrime costs Irish economy 630 mln euros per year: report from Xinhua (China) 3 Apr 14

The costs of cybercrime to the Irish economy are estimated at 630 million euros (864 million U.S. dollars) per year, according to an analysis
report released on Thursday. 

Journalists, media under attack from hackers: Google researchers from Reuters 28 Mar 14

Twenty-one of the world's top-25 news organizations have been the target of likely state-sponsored hacking attacks, according to research by two
Google security engineers. 

Philippine police vow to step up fight against cybercrime from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 18 Mar 14

Philippine police on Tuesday vowed to boost efforts to fight increasing cybercrime by training more personnel to go after fraud, child
pornography and other offences on the internet. 

Hacker "Diabl0" arrested in Thailand from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 18 Mar 14

Thai authorities on Tuesday arrested Russian national Farid Essebar, a notorious hacker wanted in Switzerland, ending a two-year hunt, local
media reported. 

Russia's central bank says hackers attack its website from Reuters 14 Mar 14

Hackers brought down the Russian central bank's website on Friday before a meeting on interest rates, the bank said. 

Cybercriminals entrenched in 'Dark Web': researchers from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 14

Cybercriminals are settling into a comfortable place in the "Dark Web" where they test, refine and distribute malware for online thievery. 

S. Korea police arrest two over mass telecom data theft from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 14

South Korean police on Thursday arrested two men for allegedly stealing the personal data of 12 million people from a top South Korean
telecoms company and selling it for tele-marketing. 

BLOG: Hacking Team Denies Selling Spyware to Sketchy Governments from Mashable 24 Feb 14

Surveillance-technology company Hacking Team denied selling its spyware to 21 countries, including those that suppress civil liberties, following
a damning report published last week. 

Espionage Malware May Be State-Sponsored: Researchers from AFP 11 Feb 14

Security researchers said Monday they discovered cyber-espionage malware which ... is likely state-sponsored...researchers said the Spanish-
language malware known as “The Mask” or “Careto” has been used since at least 2007 and is unusually complex 

Experts Warn Of Coming Wave Of Serious Cybercrime from Washington Post 10 Feb 14

The rash of attacks against Target and other top retailers is likely to be the leading edge of a wave of serious cybercrime, as hackers become
increasingly skilled at breaching the nation’s antiquated payment systems, experts say. 

Israeli defence computer hit in cyber attack: data expert from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 14

Hackers attacked Israeli computers including one used by the defence ministry department dealing with civilians in the occupied West Bank, an
Israeli data protection expert said on Monday. 

Russia hacked hundreds of Western, Asian companies: security firm from Reuters 22 Jan 14

A U.S. cybersecurity firm says it has gathered evidence that the Russian government spied on hundreds of American, European and Asian
companies, the first time Moscow has been linked to cyber attacks for alleged economic - rather than political - gains. 

Police arrest 2 in Texas in connection with Target hack from United Press International 21 Jan 14

Officials investigating the hack of Target Corp.'s computers said they arrested two Mexicans trying to enter the United States with 90 phony credit



cards. 

Philippines arrests 22 Taiwanese, Chinese suspects for cyber-fraud from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 21 Jan 14

Twenty-two Taiwanese and Chinese nationals were arrested in the Philippines for allegedly operating a cyber-fraud syndicate that preys on people
from China, police said Tuesday. 

20 million people fall victim to S. Korea data leak from Agence France-Presse 19 Jan 14

The personal data of at least 20 million bank and credit card users in South Korea has been leaked, state regulators said Sunday, one of the
country's biggest ever breaches. 

U.S. data thefts turn spotlight on Romania from USA Today 13 Jan 14

Cybercrime is in the news lately after Target admitted that a massive data hack may have compromised the personal information of as many as
110 million customers. And Reuters reported Sunday that upscale retailer Neiman Marcus has also been the victim of a security breach of credit
card customer information. 

Target: Data breach caught up to 70M customers from Associated Press 10 Jan 14

Target says that personal information — including phone numbers and email and mailing addresses — was stolen from as many as 70 million
customers in its pre-Christmas data breach. That was substantially more customers than Target had previously said were affected. 

Slovenian hacker sentenced to jail for 'malicious' programme from Agence France-Presse 23 Dec 13

A Slovenian court on Monday sentenced to 58 months in jail Matjaz Skorjanc, the creator of the "Mariposa Botnet", a vast network of virus-
infected computers used by criminal hackers. 

37 foreign nationals arrested in Bangladesh over call bypass charges from Xinhua (China) 22 Dec 13

Bangladesh's anti-crime elite force Rapid Action Battalion (RAB) Sunday night arrested 39 people, including five from Chinese mainland and 32
from China's Taiwan in capital Dhaka on charge of operating illegal Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP), also known as call bypass. 

China rejects latest U.S. hacking accusations from Xinhua (China) 10 Dec 13

China on Tuesday rejected a U.S. computer security firm's accusation of Chinese hacking against European countries before the G20 Summit in
September. 

China Is Tied to Spying on European Diplomats from New York Times 10 Dec 13

Computer breaches at the foreign ministries of the Czech Republic, Portugal, Bulgaria, Latvia and Hungary have been traced to Chinese hackers. 

New Internet Security Challenge Arises For Cybercops from Washington Times 9 Dec 13

Even as cybercops from a half-dozen countries analyze computer servers seized last week in a $2.7 million-per-month scam against online
advertisers, analysts say they expect the fraudulent network to be up and running again soon. 

US panel urges punishment for China cyber spying from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 13

A US panel Wednesday called for tougher action against China, including possible sanctions to stop cyber spying, warning that Beijing has yet to
be persuaded to end rampant espionage. 

US-funded radio says it faces cyber attack from Associated Press 19 Nov 13

U.S.-funded Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty says its news services have been disrupted a cyber-attack. 

Five arrested in $45 mn 'cyber heist' from Agence France-Presse 18 Nov 13

Five people were arrested Monday following a global "cyber heist" in which hackers stole $45 million by overriding the cash withdrawal limits of
prepaid debit cards, US officials said. 

Australian claims huge bitcoin robbery from Agence France-Presse 8 Nov 13



An Australian man claimed Friday to be the victim of a massive bitcoin robbery, saying hackers had stolen more than one million dollars of the
digital currency from his website. 

China military hackers persist despite being outed by U.S.: report from Reuters 6 Nov 13

The disclosure early this year of a secretive Chinese military unit believed to be behind a series of hacking attacks has failed to halt the cyber
intrusions, a U.S. computer security company and congressional advisory panel said on Wednesday. 

UK man accused of hacking US government computers from Associated Press 28 Oct 13

A British man has been arrested and charged with hacking into computer systems of the U.S. Army, NASA and other federal agencies. 

Japan, Russia to launch high-level talks on countering cyberattacks from Kyodo (Japan) 26 Oct 13

Japan and Russia are planning to institute high-level talks to jointly counter cyberattacks, a Japanese government source said Friday. 

Qatar recovers websites from pro-Assad Syria hackers from Agence France-Presse 20 Oct 13

Qatari authorities have restored several government websites attacked by hackers from the Syrian Electronic Army, who support President Bashar
al-Assad's regime, local media reported Sunday. 

Report identifies new Asia-based hacking group from Associated Press 26 Sep 13

Security company Kaspersky says it has linked the group believed to be behind a 2011 cyberattack on Japan's parliament to a string of electronic
break-ins at Asian defense companies. 

SCO states cyber security initiatives should be more actively promoted at UN-SCO deputy head from Itar-Tass (Russia) 25 Sep 13

The initiatives of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) member states aimed at developing cooperation among them to prevent cyber
crime, should be actively promoted at the United Nations, SCO Deputy Secretary General Mirzosharif Dzhololov stated on Wednesday at the
Infoforum-Shanghai information security conference. 

Brazil Hackers Mistake NASA For NSA In Spying Payback from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 13

Hackers have hit back in retaliation for US cyber-spying on Brazil but mistook the US space agency NASA for the National Security Agency
(NSA), a news website reported here Tuesday. 

Hacker group in China linked to big cyber attacks: Symantec from Rueters 17 Sep 13

Researchers have discovered a group of highly sophisticated hackers operating for hire out of China, a U.S. computer security company said on
Tuesday, and it linked them to some of the best-known espionage attacks in recent years. 

Cyber Security: The New Arms Race For A New Front Line from Christian Science Monitor 15 Sep 13

The Pentagon – and a growing cyber industrial complex – gears up for the new front line: cyberspace. Cyber defense is necessary. But it could
cost us. 

Hacker steals data of 2mn Vodafone Germany customers from Agence France-Presse 12 Sep 13

Mobile phone operator Vodafone Germany said Thursday a hacker had stolen the personal data of two million customers, and that a suspect had
been identified. 

FBI warns Syrian group may step up cyber attacks from Reuters 6 Sep 13

The FBI strengthened on Friday its warning to businesses that a hacking group loyal to the government of Syria might intensify its internet attacks
as the United States weighs military strikes in that country. 

After Snowden Revelations, China Worries About Cyberdefense, Hackers from Washington Post 5 Sep 13

When it comes to cyberattacks, China is often seen in the West as a fierce aggressor — the ultimate hacking threat to American government and
businesses. In China, however, Internet users are increasingly preoccupied with their own vulnerability. 



Syria, Egypt strife sparks surge in cyber attacks - McAfee from Rueters 3 Sep 13

Syria's civil war and political strife in Egypt have thrown up new battlegrounds on the Web and driven a surge in cyber attacks in the Middle East,
according to a leading Internet security company. 

Syria, aided by Iran, could strike back at U.S. in cyberspace from Reuters 29 Aug 13

If the United States attacks Syria, it will be the first time it strikes a country that is capable of waging retaliatory cyberspace attacks on American
targets.

NY Times site inaccessible, Twitter problems also from Associated Press 29 Aug 13

Readers who tried to click on the New York Times' website got nothing but error messages for several hours during the site's second major
disruption this month, and people also had trouble accessing Twitter. A hacker group calling itself the "Syrian Electronic Army" claimed
responsibility. 

Times Site Is Disrupted In Attack By Hackers from New York Times 28 Aug 13

The New York Times Web site was unavailable to readers on Tuesday afternoon after an online attack on the company’s domain name registrar.
The attack also forced employees of The Times to take care in sending e-mails. 

Syrian Hackers Claim Responsibility For Hacking Twitter, New York Times Web Site from Washington Post 28 Aug 13

The New York Times and Twitter became the latest American media organizations to succumb to hacking attacks Tuesday, in another series of
disruptions apparently caused by the shadowy group known as the Syrian Electronic Army. 

China Internet hit by 'largest ever' attack from Agence France-Presse 27 Aug 13

China has been hit by the "largest ever" attack on its Internet structure, crashing the country's .cn servers, according to a government-linked
agency. 

Ex-Soviet hackers play outsized role in cyber crime world from Reuters 22 Aug 13

If you want to hack a phone, order a cyber attack on a competitor's website or buy a Trojan program to steal banking information, look no further
than the former Soviet Union. 

Hackers attack exiled Tibet government website from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 13

Hackers have attacked the Tibetan government-in-exile's Chinese-language website with an unidentified virus, making the portal inaccessible, an
official spokesman told AFP Tuesday. 

Latvia to extradite cyber theft suspect to US from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 13

Latvia agreed Tuesday to extradite a programmer to the United States to stand trial for his alleged role in a global cyber theft ring that broke into a
million computers. 

Law on curbing Internet piracy about to take effect from Itar-Tass (Russia) 31 Jul 13

Russian Internet audiences who have gotten accustomed to watching an abundance of movies of their choice in the Internet for free will have to
keep their avid appetites in check as of August 1 - the date on which a highly resounding law on the rights of movie and video recordings
producers takes legal effect.

Hackers steal identity info of 72,000 at U of Delaware from The News Journal (Wilmington, Delaware) 31 Jul 13

Dealing with the computer security problem could cost as much as $19 million, experts say. 

BLOG: Report: White House staffers' Gmail accounts breached from Hillicon Valley (The Hill) 31 Jul 13

Three White House staffers that work on social media outreach for the Obama administration recently had their personal Gmail email accounts
breached, according to NextGov. 

Hackers attack New Zealand PM's website from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 13



The "hacktivist" group Anonymous on Tuesday briefly crashed New Zealand Prime Minister John Key's website in protest at plans to allow the
country's intelligence agency to spy on local residents. 

BLOG: Sens. Whitehouse, Graham propose crackdown on cyber theft from The Hill 29 Jul 13

Sens. Sheldon Whitehouse (D-R.I.) and Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) are circulating a draft bill to combat cyber espionage and trade secret theft. 

US Charges Hackers Over 160 Million Bank Card Numbers from Agence France-Presse 25 Jul 13

US authorities indicted five men on Thursday on charges of running a global hacking operation that enabled them to steal the bank card numbers
of more than 160 million people. 

EU official stresses fight against cyber crimes from Xinhua (China) 24 Jul 13

The European Union (EU)'s home affairs commissioner Cecilia Malmstrom on Tuesday stressed collective fight against cyber crimes, urging
member states to implement a new rule boosting Europe's cyber defense. 

China, Indonesia lead sources of online attacks: study from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 13

China and Indonesia headed the list of 177 countries named as sources of Internet attacks, a security survey said Tuesday. 

Cybercrime costs up to $500 bn: study from Agence France-Presse 22 Jul 13

Cybercrime costs the global economy between $100 billion and $500 billion annually, according to a study released Monday which acknowledged
more data is needed for precise estimates. 

S.Korea confirms DPRK behind June 25 cyber attack from Xinhua (China) 16 Jul 13

South Korea on Tuesday confirmed that the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) was behind the June 25 cyber attack that led to
shutdown of websites of the presidential office and other government agency. 

Cyberwar Is Reality World Must Fight: UN Official from Agence France-Presse 16 Jul 13

The international community must wake up to the reality of cyberwar and strive to find ways to stem it, the head of the UN’s telecommunications
agency said Monday.

Hackers Have Been Stealing Secrets From The Military For Years from Washington Times 9 Jul 13

Highly trained, well-funded and very persistent computer hackers have been seeking to steal secrets from U.S. and South Korean military
networks for at least four years, according to new data released by security researchers. 

US, China discuss cybersecurity from Associated Press 8 Jul 13

U.S. and Chinese officials are discussing cybersecurity as the two world powers begin four days of talks to build cooperation and broach issues
that divide them. 

COMMENTARY: Preparing For Cyberwarfare from Japan Times 4 Jul 13

The United States and other major military powers are gearing up to defend themselves from attack in cyberspace, just as they have done in the
past from land, sea, air and outer space attack.

Official: Hacking attack on presidential site causes massive data leak from Yonhap (South Korea) 30 Jun 13

Personal information from roughly 100,000 people was leaked in a recent hacking attack on the presidential office, a presidential official said
Sunday, in the first confirmed data leakage involving the top South Korean office. 

Overseas computer attacks harm China's development: FM spokeswoman from Xinhua (China) 28 Jun 13

Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying said Friday that overseas attacks on Chinese computers have harmed both the country's economic
development and the lives of ordinary citizens. 

Top officer rejects comparison of U.S., Chinese cyber snooping from Reuters 27 Jun 13



The top U.S. military officer on Thursday dismissed comparisons of Chinese and American snooping in cyber space, saying all countries gathered
intelligence on their potential adversaries but Beijing's problematic "niche" was intellectual property theft. 

US-EU fraud crackdown seizes 328 websites from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 13

A total of 328 website domains accused of selling counterfeit goods were seized by US and European authorities in the latest crackdown on online
fraud, officials said Wednesday. 

U.S. troops' details leaked in cyber attacks aimed at South Korea: reports from Reuters 26 Jun 13

Hackers say they have leaked personal details of tens of thousands of U.S. troops to websites, South Korean news reports and online security
officials said on Wednesday, a day after cyber attacks disabled access to government and news sites. 

U.S. energy companies seen at risk from cyber attacks: CFR report from Reuters 26 Jun 13

U.S. oil and natural gas operations are increasingly vulnerable to cyber attacks that can harm the competitiveness of energy companies or lead to
costly outages at pipelines, refineries or drilling platforms, a report said on Wednesday. 

S. Korea sounds alert after official websites hacked from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 13

South Korea issued a cyber attack alert Tuesday after hackers apparently penetrated a number of official websites, including the presidential Blue
House, the science ministry said. 

China "gravely concerned" about U.S. cyber attacks: FM spokeswoman from Xinhua (China) 23 Jun 13

A Foreign Ministry spokeswoman said Sunday that China is "gravely concerned" about cyber attacks launched by U.S. government agencies
against China, which were recently revealed by media reports. 

Iran says it blocks cyberattack on oil ministry from Associated Press 22 Jun 13

Iran says it has successfully blocked a cyberattack on a computer network for its oil sector. 

Cyber crime
Russia, U.S. to counter use of Internet for criminal purposes from Interfax (Russia) 17 Jun 13

Russian President Vladimir Putin and his U.S. counterpart Barack Obama have agreed to counter by legal means the use of the Internet for
terrorist and criminal purposes. 

Cyber Crime
US Begins To Define Military Cyber Ops from Defense News 17 Jun 13

Perhaps lost in all the coverage involving the leaking of classified documents by former Booz Allen Hamilton employee Edward Snowden this
month was one development that outlines an exceedingly complex undertaking of the Obama administration: trying to define and guide military
operations in cyberspace. 

China's Foreign Ministry sets up cyber security office from Xinhua (China) 14 Jun 13

China's Ministry of Foreign Affairs has set up an office to deal with cyber security issues, a ministry spokeswoman announced Friday. 

Zambian banks lose 4 mln USD to cybercrime from Xinhua (China) 14 Jun 13

Banks in Zambia have lost about 4 million U. S. dollars to cybercrime through Automated Teller Machines (ATMs), the Post of Zambia reported
on Friday. 

ANC website hacked from Agence France-Presse 14 Jun 13

South Africa's ruling African National Congress on Friday said its website had been hacked by Zimbabwean activists claiming a link to the global
"hacktivist" group Anonymous. 

US warns of cyber attacks on medical devices from Agence France-Presse 13 Jun 13

US authorities on Thursday warned makers of medical devices and hospital networks to step up efforts to guard against potential cyber attacks. 



With Troops And Techies, U.S. Prepares For Cyber Warfare from Reuters 7 Jun 13

On the site of a former military golf course where President Dwight Eisenhower once played, the future of U.S. warfare is rising in the shape of
the new $358 million headquarters for the military's Cyber Command. 

US Bill Would Deny Visas, Freeze Assets Of Hackers from Agence France-Presse 7 Jun 13

A group of lawmakers proposed legislation Thursday that would deny US entry and freeze the assets of foreign nationals involved in hacking or
cybercrimes targeting the United States.

International respect needed in cyber security: official from Xinhua (China) 7 Jun 13

A senior Chinese official has called on governments of all countries to bestow more understanding and respect on other governments' efforts in
ensuring cyber security. 

Secret cyber directive calls for ability to attack without warning from Washington Post 7 Jun 13

President Obama called on national security leaders to develop destructive cyberwarfare capabilities that could be triggered with “little or no
warning” against adversaries around the world, according to a top-secret document obtained by The Washington Post. 

Global cybercrime ring targeted by Microsoft and FBI from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 13

Microsoft on Wednesday said it teamed with the FBI to disrupt armies of hacked computers used to commit more than a half-billion dollars in
financial fraud around the world. 

China has 'mountains of data' about U.S. cyber attacks: official from Reuters 5 Jun 13

China's top Internet security official says he has "mountains of data" pointing to extensive U.S. hacking aimed at China, but it would be
irresponsible to blame Washington for such attacks, and called for greater cooperation to fight hacking. 

NATO seeks bigger cyber defence role; warns of military cuts from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 4 Jun 13

NATO should be equipped to help its members face off cyber threats, Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen said Tuesday at a meeting of the
alliance's defence ministers, although countries such as Germany insist this should remain a national task. 

NATO takes up cyber-defence as threat grows from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 13

Defence ministers from NATO's 28 member states meet on Tuesday with cyber-defence top of the agenda, amid concerns about the threat posed
by increasing cyber-attacks, many blamed on China. 

US defence chief accuses Beijing of cyber spying from Agence France-Presse 1 Jun 13

US Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Saturday accused Beijing of involvement in cyber espionage in a speech at a Singapore security forum
attended by Chinese military officials. 

Australia spy chief says new building safe from Agence France-Presse 31 May 13

Australia's spy chief has declared the nation's new intelligence headquarters secure after reports Chinese hackers stole the building's top secret
blueprints. 

China says looking forward to cyber talks with US from Associated Press 31 May 13

China says it's looking forward to "even-tempered talks" on cybersecurity issues when a Chinese delegation meets with U.S. Defense Secretary
Chuck Hagel over the weekend. 

China Again Rejects Hacking Allegations from Washington Post 30 May 13

China on Wednesday again denied that it has used cyberattacks to steal U.S. military and business secrets, after new accusations were leveled this
week. 

US launches IP trade probe of Ukraine from Agence France-Presse 30 May 13



The United States announced Thursday an investigation of alleged officially sanctioned intellectual property theft in Ukraine, a move which could
result in trade retaliation by Washington. 

Hagel to broach topic of cyberthreats with Chinese from Associated Press 30 May 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel will meet with members of a Chinese delegation this weekend and likely talk about ongoing cyberthreats amid
new reports that China used computer-based attacks to access data from dozens of Pentagon weapons programs and other defense technologies. 

Ministers to meet to review NATO's cyber defenses from Reuters 30 May 13

NATO defense ministers hold their first review of cyber defense next week in a sign the issue is making its way to the top of the alliance's agenda
as fears grow that Western infrastructure and military secrets are vulnerable to hackers. 

Despite Hackers, Dod Retains Faith In Weapon Systems from Associated Press 30 May 13

The United States military has "complete faith that our systems are secure and reliable," a Pentagon spokesman said here today. 

China says has no need to steal U.S. military secrets from Reuters 30 May 13

China's Defense Ministry dismissed as ridiculous on Thursday a U.S. report that Chinese hackers have gained access to designs of more than two
dozen major U.S. weapons systems, saying the country needed no outside help for its military development. 

China says it is opposed to all forms of hacking from Associated Press 29 May 13

China says it opposes computer hacking and wants to work with Washington to counter such activities, following new claims that the country
used cyberattacks to access data from nearly 40 U.S. weapons programs and almost 30 other defense technologies. 

Chinese hackers spying on US weapons programs from Agence France-Presse 28 May 13

Chinese hackers have gained access to secret designs for a slew of sophisticated US weapons programs, officials said Tuesday, possibly
jeopardizing the American military's technological edge. 

China steals new Australia spy agency blueprints: report from Agence France-Presse 28 May 13

Foreign Minister Bob Carr Tuesday insisted ties with China would not be hurt by a report that Chinese hackers have stolen top secret blueprints to
Australia's new intelligence agency headquarters. 

Confidential report lists U.S. weapons system designs compromised by Chinese cyberspies from Washington Post 27 May 13

Designs for many of the nation’s most sensitive advanced weapons systems have been compromised by Chinese hackers, according to a report
prepared for the Pentagon and to officials from government and the defense industry. 

Hackers attack Saudi official websites: reports from Agence France-Presse 25 May 13

Cyber hackers attacked several official Saudi websites on Saturday, posting an Algerian flag on their homepages that later vanished, local media
reported. 

COMMENTARY: A Cyberattack Campaign For Syria from New York Times 24 May 13

As American policy makers debate additional measures to pressure President Bashar al-Assad and aid moderate elements of the opposition, they
should consider a military cybercampaign to give Syrians the ability to communicate freely online. Doing so would serve our strategic interests,
while also demonstrating a principled commitment to Internet freedom. 

Iran Hacks Energy Firms, U.S. Says from Wall Street Journal 23 May 13

Iranian-backed hackers have escalated a campaign of cyberassaults against U.S. corporations by launching infiltration and surveillance missions
against the computer networks running energy companies, according to current and former U.S. officials. 

US report urges action on 'unprecedented' IP theft from Agence France-Presse 22 May 13

A high-powered commission said Wednesday that intellectual property theft was costing the United States the equivalent of all its exports to Asia
and urged a tougher approach to China. 



For Hackers, China Is Land Of Opportunity from New York Times 22 May 13

Name a target anywhere in China, an official at a state-owned company boasted recently, and his crack staff will break into that person’s
computer, download the contents of the hard drive, record the keystrokes and monitor cellphone communications, too. 

As Chinese Leader's Visit Nears, US Urged To Allow Retaliation For Cyberattacks from New York Times 22 May 13

With President Obama preparing for a first meeting with China's new president, a commission led by two former senior officials in his
administration will recommend a series of steps that could significantly raise the cost to China of the theft of American industrial secrets.

China wants cyber security communication with U.S. from Xinhua (China) 21 May 13

China on Tuesday appealed for communication with the United States on cyber security. 

Chinese hackers who breached Google gained access to sensitive data, U.S. officials say from Washington Post 20 May 13

Chinese hackers who breached Google’s servers several years ago gained access to a sensitive database with years’ worth of information about
U.S. surveillance targets, according to current and former government officials. 

Chinese Hackers Resume Attacks on U.S. Targets from New York Times 19 May 13

Three months after hackers working for a cyberunit of China’s People’s Liberation Army went silent amid evidence that they had stolen data from
scores of American companies and government agencies, they appear to have resumed their attacks using different techniques, according to
computer industry security experts and American officials. 

Cyber Security
Hackers Expose Millions On Cheating Site; Some In US Govt from Associated Press 20 Aug 15

Hackers say they have exposed unfaithful partners across the world, posting what they said were the personal details of millions of people
registered with cheating website Ashley Madison. 

Google launches security feature for Chrome web browser from Reuters 29 Apr 15

Google Inc on Wednesday announced a free extension for its Chrome web browser that better protects Google accounts, including email, against
online attackers trying to steal passwords and other personal information. 

Slovak company exposes malware operation targeting Russian firms from Xinhua (China) 13 Apr 15

Slovak security company ESET has exposed an operation called Buhtrap, which is designed to target financial departments of Russian firms, the
firm said Monday. 

Interpol opens digital crime centre in Singapore from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 Apr 15

Interpol's first digital crime centre was officially opened in Singapore on Monday, local press reported. Complementing its headquarters in Lyon,
the Interpol Global Complex for Innovation (ICGI) will support international policing efforts against cybercrime, as well as research and capacity
building in online security, the Straits Times reported. 

US CyberIssues Coordinator PlansTrip to S America for Policy Consultation from Sputnik International 6 Apr 15

The US State Department announced that the US State Secretary’s Cyber Issues Coordinator Christopher Painter is planning to travel to three
countries in South America this week to discuss cyber policy. 

Obama Authorizes Sanctions On Cyber Criminals from USA Today 2 Apr 15

President Obama said Wednesday he is authorizing a new sanctions program to penalize individuals, businesses and governments that “engage in
malicious cyber-enabled activities” that undermine U.S. security and financial stability. 

Citing Threats To National Security, White House Takes Aim At Cyberattackers from McClatchy 2 Apr 15

President Barack Obama issued an executive order Wednesday allowing the Treasury Department to impose financial sanctions on Internet
attackers who pose a threat to U.S. national security. 



Head Of Cyber Command: U.S. May Need To Boost Offensive Cyber Powers from Washington Post 20 Mar 15

The government’s efforts to deter computer attacks against the United States are not working and it is time to consider boosting the military’s
cyber-offensive capability, the head of U.S. Cyber Command told Congress on Thursday. 

FBI, Romania priorities: cyber security, fighting terrorism from Associated Press 3 Mar 15

FBI chief James Comey says cyber security and fighting corruption and terrorism are priorities for the U.S. and Romania, a key partner in the
region. 

Cyberattacks Pose Growing Threat To U.S., Intelligence Chief Says from Los Angeles Times 27 Feb 15

Despite the danger posed by Islamic State and other extremist groups, the nation’s top intelligence official warned Thursday that sophisticated
cyberattacks like the recent hack of Sony Pictures posed a greater threat to the United States. 

Document Reveals Growth Of Cyberwarfare Between The U.S. And Iran from New York Times 23 Feb 15

A newly disclosed National Security Agency document illustrates the striking acceleration of the use of cyberweapons by the United States and
Iran against each other, both for spying and sabotage, even as Secretary of State John Kerry and his Iranian counterpart met in Geneva to try to
break a stalemate in the talks over Iran’s disputed nuclear program. 

Sony, U.S. Agencies Fumbled After Cyberattack from Wall Street Journal 23 Feb 15

Lack of information and consultation led to flip-flops, added to confusion

Spyware Embedded By U.S. In Foreign Networks, Security Firm Says from New York Times 17 Feb 15

The United States has found a way to permanently embed surveillance and sabotage tools in computers and networks it has targeted in Iran,
Russia, Pakistan, China, Afghanistan and other countries closely watched by American intelligence agencies, according to a Russian
cybersecurity firm. 

Obama Administration Plans To Open Center To Fight Cyberattacks from New York Times 11 Feb 15

President Obama’s homeland security adviser said Tuesday that the administration was planning to open a new center that would quickly assess
and deter cyberattacks on the United States. 

Pentagon Seeks New War Games To Combat Cyber Threats from USA Today 10 Feb 15

The Pentagon think tank that has funded studies into whether Russian President Vladimir Putin has Asperger’s syndrome is expanding its research
to futuristic war games and investigating the effects of embargoes and trade restrictions, newly released military documents show. 

New Agency To Sniff Out Threats In Cyberspace from Washington Post 10 Feb 15

The Obama administration is establishing a new agency to combat the deepening threat from cyberattacks, and its mission will be to fuse
intelligence from around the government when a crisis occurs. 

BLOG: Cyber Insurance Demand Said Rising in Europe from Wall Street Journal 28 Jan 15

The increasing incidents of cybercrime is sparking European executives’ interest in insurance policies that cover the fallout from hacking, officials
at insurance firms say in Europe say. 

U.K.’s Cameron To Lobby Obama On Encryption from Wall Street Journal 15 Jan 15

Wants President to Criticize Tech Firms Offering Communications That Can’t Be Unscrambled 

Obama To Move On Cybersecurity; Dempsey Uneasy With Lack Of U.S. Advantage from Washington Times 12 Jan 15

Releasing more initiatives ahead of his State of the Union address, President Obama will lay out a series of legislative proposals and executive
actions next week aimed at bolstering U.S. cybersecurity, a White House official said. 

Obama to Call for Laws Covering Data Hacking and Student Privacy from Washington Post 11 Jan 15



President Obama on Monday will call for federal legislation intended to force American companies to be more forthcoming when credit card data
and other consumer information are lost in an online breach like the kind that hit Sony, Target and Home Depot last year, White House officials
said Sunday. 

Japanese gov't launches new body to counter cyberattacks from Kyodo (Japan) 9 Jan 15

The government held a ceremony Friday commemorating the launch of the National Center of Incident Readiness and Strategy for Cybersecurity
responsible for coordinating government measures against cyberattacks, seen as a possible major threat to the 2020 Summer Olympic Games in
Tokyo. 

BLOG: NSA head wants cyber bill to fight hackers from The Hill 9 Jan 15

The head of the National Security Agency wants lawmakers to pass a contentious cybersecuirty bill to help federal officials tackle hackers. 

The data breach payment fight heats up from The Hill 29 Dec 14

The spat between retailers and banks over who foots the bill and bears the responsibility following a data breach is ramping up heading into 2015. 

New York financial regulator pushes banks to plug gaps in cybersecurity from Reuters 21 Oct 14

Following the massive cyber attack on the biggest U.S. bank JPMorgan Chase & Co disclosed in August, and other financial institutions,
government authorities in United States are pushing financial institutions and brokerage houses to close glaring gaps in cybersecurity. 

European cyber security month begins in Austria from Xinhua (China) 14 Oct 14

Austrian officials and Internet security authorities held a press conference in Vienna Tuesday to raise awareness over information and
communication security as part of the kick-off for the European Cyber Security Month (ECSM). 

Death Penalty
Mexican’s Likely Execution In Texas Reignites Dispute Over Global Treaty from McClatchy 22 Jan 14

When Texas administers a lethal injection to convicted cop killer Edgar Tamayo on Wednesday, it will defy the Mexican government and the U.S.
State Department and put Texas once again into a dispute over the rights of foreigners held on death row. 

Democratic Republic of Congo
U.S. envoy urges Congo's Kabila to respect law, step aside in 2016 from Reuters 6 Jun 14

The top U.S. envoy to Africa's Great Lakes region called on Thursday for Democratic Republic of Congo President Joseph Kabila to respect a
constitutional term limit and step aside when the country organizes polls in 2016. 

Detention Operations
Lawyers Seek Dismissal Of Bin Laden Son-in-law Charges from AFP 19 Jul 13

Lawyers for Osama bin Laden’s son-in-law, a former Al-Qaeda spokesman, asked a New York court Friday to dismiss terrorism charges against
him ... Ghaith was detained by US agents in Jordan at the end of February and flown to New York. He was indicted on March 1 on a single count
of conspiracy to kill US nationals. That move was decried by prominent Republicans who said he should have been treated as an enemy
combatant and sent to Guantanamo Bay.

Diplomatic Affairs
Venezuela mends tie with Paraguay, reopens embassy from AP 13 Jan 14

Venezuela has reopened its embassy in the Paraguayan capital 18 months after breaking off relations to protest the removal of Paraguay's leader.
The Venezuelan Embassy in Asuncion was closed in July 2012 after Paraguay's congress impeached and ousted President Fernando Lugo.. an ally
of the late Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez.

Colombia, Peru to Share Embassies in Ghana, Vietnam from Prensa Latina 13 Jan 14

Colombian Foreign Minister María Angela Holguín, and her Peruvian counterpart, Eda Rivas, signed an agreement that will allow the two
countries to share their embassies in Ghana and Vietnam.



Earthquake
USGS: 7.8 Magnitude Earthquake - Scotia Sea from USGS 17 Nov 13

A strong earthquake occurred at 0904 GMT. http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/at00mweh87#summary

Strong 6.8 magnitude quake hits far south Atlantic: USGS from Agence France-Presse 16 Nov 13

A strong 6.8 magnitude undersea earthquake struck in a remote area known as Scotia Sea, between the furthest tip of South America and
Antarctica, US monitors said late Friday. 

Ebola Outbreak
Alarm Grows As Ebola Outbreak Spurs More Flight Cancellations, Border Closures from Washington Post 26 Aug 14

Tom R. Frieden, director of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, was supposed to fly to West Africa on Monday to gauge the
effects of the world’s worst Ebola outbreak. Then his flight was canceled. 

Economic Relations
Venezuela, Russia in joint oil venture from Agence France-Presse 23 May 13

Venezuela and Russia formed a joint venture Thursday to produce 120,000 barrels of oil a day by 2016 in two fields in the Orinoco Heavy Oil
Belt. 

Pacific Alliance leaders meet in Colombia from Xinhua (China) 23 May 13

The seventh Pacific Alliance (PA) Summit was held Thursday in Cali, Colombia, with the focus on regional integration in order to consolidate the
trading bloc. 

Economics
Corrosive Inflation Eats at Developing World; Fears of Emerging-Market Crisis Weigh On Currencies, Exacerbating Price
Pressures from The Wall Street Journal 10 Feb 14

Soaring inflation in large emerging markets risks destabilizing the global economy ... Weak currencies in Asia, Africa and South America are
exacerbating the inflation problem ...

The party is over: Latin America’s weakest economies are reaching breaking-point from Economist 31 Jan 14

WHEN the euro crisis was at its height it became commonplace for struggling European economies to insist that they were not outliers like
Greece. Whatever their woes, they declared, Greece’s were in a class of their own. In Latin America, by contrast, the unwanted title of outlier has
two contenders: Argentina and Venezuela.

What can the U.S. learn from Latin America’s declining inequality? from Merco Press 28 Jan 14

When inequality is becoming a growing debate in the United States, what lessons can be drawn from Latin America, which — although still
highly unequal — is the only region that managed to reduce income inequality in the last decade?

Guyana and Haiti to lead economic growth in Caribbean in 2014 from Caribbean News Now 22 Jan 14

As last year, the United Nations’ annual World Economic Situation and Prospects (WESP) report for 2014 projects that Guyana and Haiti will take
the lead in economic growth for Latin America and the Caribbean. Both countries are projected to grow by 4.5 percent this year. 

Analysis: Latin America inches forward from HSBC 15 Jan 14

Latin America is gradually recovering but the pace will likely be weak and uneven. Mexico is expected to grow ... but Brazil should continue to
lag... The region still splits between the fast-growing countries on the Pacific coast – Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Panama and Peru – and the
slower-growth Atlantic countries such as Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, and Venezuela.

Southern Cone
Argentina
Mexico Backs Argentina in Dispute With Bond Holdouts; Court Decision Ordering Argentina to Pay in Full Threatens Future
Sovereign Workouts, Mexico Says from The Wall Street Journal 27 Mar 14



Mexico said it is backing Argentina in a legal dispute with creditors, arguing that a New York court's decision ordering Argentina to pay in full
holdouts from its debt restructuring threatens future sovereign workouts and could push up the cost of borrowing for other issuers such as Mexico.

EL CHAPO
As Mexico Hunts For Joaquín “Chapo” Guzmán, US Offer Of Help Goes Unheeded from New York Times 15 Jul 15

MEXICO CITY — Hours after the world’s most infamous drug lord, Joaquín “Chapo” Guzmán Loera, escaped Mexico’s highest security prison
over the weekend, the United States offered everything it has — Marshals, drones, even a special task force — to help find and recapture the
kingpin.

Falkland Islands
Southern Cone

Argentina
Malvinas: Timerman happy because region summit will state that the Islands are Argentine from 22 Jan 14

Argentina is looking forward to the coming Celac summit because there will be an overwhelming acknowledgement that the Malvinas Islands are
Argentine and the need for bilateral negotiations, as well as a unanimous rejection of the US blockade on Cuba, said Foreign minister Hector
Timerman.

Global Illicit Drug Trade
Terrorist groups Boko Haram, ISIL feed on drug trafficking - FSKN chief from Interfax (Russia) 23 Jul 15

International terrorist groups, among them the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), have grown due to drug trafficking, Federal Drug
Control Service (FSKN) Director Viktor Ivanov has said. 

Greece
Greece And Germany Are Working Toward A Compromise from Bloomberg News 13 Feb 15

Greece and Germany are pursuing a deal on the conditions required to continue the Greek bailout as each side signals a willingness to
compromise, according to government officials taking part in the talks. 

Hong Kong
Hong Kong Leader Reaffirms Unbending Stance on Elections from New York Times 21 Oct 14

The Beijing-appointed leader of Hong Kong, Leung Chun-ying, said Monday evening that it was unacceptable to allow his successors to be
chosen in open elections, in part because doing so would risk giving poorer residents a dominant voice in politics.

Human Organ Trafficking
European nations sign world's first organ trafficking treaty from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 15

Fourteen European nations signed Wednesday in Spain the first ever international treaty to fight human organ trafficking, a business that generates
over one billion dollars in illegal profits worldwide every year. 

Human Rights
Mexican military: troops instructed to respect human rights from Associated Press 4 Jul 15

Mexico's Defense Department says its troops were instructed to have "unrestricted" respect for human rights a year ago when soldiers allegedly
killed at least 12 suspected drug gang members after they had surrendered. 

UPDATE: Cuba willing to continue human rights talks with EU from Xinhua (China) 27 Jun 15

Cuba reiterated its willingness on Friday to participate in further meetings with the European Union (EU) to discuss human rights on the basis of
equality, reciprocity and mutual respect. 

Myanmar, EU reaffirm strengthening dialogue, cooperation in human rights from Xinhua (China) 22 Jun 15

Myanmar and the European Union (EU) have reaffirmed their commitment to continue and strengthen dialogue and cooperation in the field of
human rights. 



Amnesty Condemns ‘Shameful’ World Response To Refugee Crisis from Agence France-Presse 16 Jun 15

Rights group Amnesty International on Monday slammed world leaders for “condemning millions of refugees to an unbearable existence” and
demanded they work closely to resolve the “worst crisis” since World War II. 

EU looks to discuss migration, Ukraine at UN Human Rights Council from Xinhua (China) 15 Jun 15

The European Union (EU) on Monday said it was looking forward to participating in all discussions of the UN Human Rights Council here, with
a special focus on issues concerning migration and Ukraine. 

Thailand seeks Malaysia's assistance to seize key trafficking suspect from Xinhua (China) 12 May 15

The Thai police have asked their Malaysian counterpart for cooperation in hunting down a key suspect in the trafficking of illegal Rohinya
migrants, national police chief said Tuesday. 

CPJ Says Censorship In Azerbaijan, Iran Among World's Worst from Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty 21 Apr 15

The Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), an international press rigths group, has included Azerbaijan and Iran on its list of the 10 most
censored countries in the world. 

Number of slaves found on Indonesian island at almost 550 from Associated Press 9 Apr 15

The number of enslaved fisherman found on a remote Indonesian island has now reached nearly 550, after a fact-finding team returned for a single
day to make sure no one had been left behind in a dramatic rescue nearly a week ago. 

U.S. calls Japan's wartime sexual slavery 'terrible' from Yonhap (South Korea) 7 Apr 15

Japan's wartime sexual enslavement of women was a "terrible, egregious violation of human rights," the U.S. State Department said Tuesday,
urging Tokyo to deal with the issue in a way that strengthens relations with its neighbors. 

Human Smuggling
Smuggler of Cuban ballplayers gets 14 years in US prison from Agence France-Presse 12 Nov 14

A man who smuggled more than 1,000 Cubans to the United States, including several baseball players, was sentenced to more than 14 years in
prison, the Department of Justice said Wednesday. 

Florida man sentenced in human smuggling scheme from Associated Press 12 Nov 14

Federal prosecutors in Atlanta say a Florida man has been sentenced for his role in a human smuggling scheme. U.S. Attorney Sally Quillian
Yates said Wednesday that 41-year-old Enkeleon Manati of Jacksonville, Florida was sentenced to three years for his role in the Greece-based
operation.

14 years prison for boat captain in Haitian deaths from Associated Press 29 Oct 14

A Bahamian boat captain has been sentenced to 14 years in U.S. prison for a human smuggling venture that resulted in the deaths of four Haitian
women. 

Human Trafficking
Thai authorities seize assets from human traffickers from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 15 Aug 15

Thai authorities seized more than 35 million baht worth of assets from suspected human traffickers, a report said Saturday. Among the assets
seized were saving bonds, land deeds and cash totaling 38 million baht (about 1.1 million dollars). 

Indonesia navy nabs cargo ship loaded with slave-caught fish from Associated Press 13 Aug 15

A massive refrigerated cargo ship believed to be loaded with slave-caught fish has been seized by Indonesia's navy and brought to shore after an
Associated Press report alerted authorities about its presence in the country's waters, officials said Thursday. 

New arrests in Thai human trafficking probe from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 15

Twenty-two people have been arrested in Thailand for profiting from human trafficking, police said Thursday, part of an ongoing crackdown that
sparked a regional migrant crisis earlier this year. 



Spain breaks up ring smuggling Albanians to Britain from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 15

Spanish police said Wednesday they had smashed a gang that smuggled Albanians into Britain by plane via Spain using fake identity documents. 

Obama Criticized For Report On Cuba Human Trafficking from Miami Herald 5 Aug 15

Former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush and Sen. Marco Rubio have attacked the Obama administration for reportedly watering down an annual State
Department report on the rolls of countries, such as Cuba and Malaysia, in people smuggling operations. 

Aus-PNG information sharing helps rescue of slaves: authorities from Xinhua (China) 4 Aug 15

Australian authorities believe information sharing with Papua New Guinea (PNG) played a key role in the rescue of slaves aboard a Thai fishing
trawler last week, amid strained diplomatic relations between the two countries. 

Human trafficking victims intercepted off PNG: authorities from Xinhua (China) 3 Aug 15

Papua New Guinean authorities have intercepted a fishing boat allegedly carrying human trafficking victims from Myanmar and Cambodia. 

UNICEF, Enugu Govt. Partner to Fight Child Trafficking from This Day (Nigeria) 1 Aug 15

Governor Ifeanyi Ugwuanyi of Enugu State has commended UNICEF for her technical support to the state in some sectors of the state economy,
especially in the area of war against child trafficking and all forms of child abuse. 

AP investigation prompts new round of slave rescues from Associated Press 31 Jul 15

Authorities in Papua New Guinea have rescued eight fishermen held on board a Thai-owned refrigerated cargo ship, and dozens of other boats are
still being sought in response to an Associated Press report that included satellite photos and locations of slave vessels at sea. 

Human smuggling ring dismantled in South Texas from Associated Press 30 Jul 15

U.S. Homeland Security investigators have shattered a South Texas ring that illegally smuggled thousands of immigrants across the border from
Mexico and on to other parts of the state — often in small, dangerous truck crawl spaces. 

UN urges concerted action to combat human trafficking from Xinhua (China) 30 Jul 15

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- moon on Thursday urged every country to join the fight against human trafficking as the world body's agencies
and their partners vowed to work together to support and protect victims of this transnational crime, while pursuing and prosecuting criminals and
their networks. 

Air India staff arrested over people smuggling operation from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 15

Indian police said Thursday they have arrested two Air India employees after uncovering a people smuggling operation at New Delhi airport that
apparently targeted Nepalese quake victims. 

David Cameron vows crackdown on trafficking of Vietnamese children from The Guardian (UK) 28 Jul 15

David Cameron is to promise a crackdown on the trafficking of Vietnamese children by ordering big British businesses to set out annually what
they are doing to stop slavery and human trafficking in their supply chains. 

UPDATE: Thailand aims for upgrade from U.S. trafficking blacklist next year: PM from Reuters 28 Jul 15

Thailand is working flat out to combat human trafficking, Prime Minister Prayuth Chan-ocha said on Tuesday, adding he hoped Thailand would
be lifted from a U.S. list of worst human trafficking centers next year. 

AP tracks missing slave fishing boats to Papua New Guinea from Associated Press 27 Jul 15

The trawlers fled a slave island in Indonesia with captives of a brutal Southeast Asian trafficking ring whose catch reaches the United States.
Hundreds of men were freed after they were discovered there earlier this year, but 34 boats loaded with workers left for new fishing grounds
before help arrived — they remain missing. 

Eritrea calls for UN probe into 'abhorrent' people smuggling from Agence France-Presse 25 Jul 15



Eritrea on Saturday called on the United Nations to investigate the "abhorrent" flood of refugees from its borders to Europe, an exodus attributed
to gross human rights violations in the hermit state. 

Thai general among 72 indicted over human trafficking from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 15

Thailand on Friday said it would indict 72 people including a senior army officer over human trafficking after the grim trade in migrants from
Myanmar and Bangladesh rocked the Southeast Asian region. 

Inside The Remote City Of Smugglers Where Africans Are Funneled To Europe from Washington Post 21 Jul 15

It was Monday in one of the world’s human-smuggling capitals, the day when trucks crammed with Africans roar off in a weekly convoy bound
for Libya, the threshold to Europe. For Musa, an expert in sneaking people across the Sahara, it was time to get ready. 

Big city mayors tackle slavery, climate change at Vatican from Agence France-Presse 21 Jul 15

Harrowing accounts of girls forced into prostitution and modern slavery opened a two-day conference at the Vatican Tuesday, at which mayors
from around the world testified to their efforts to fight forced labour and global warming. 

US to boost Malaysia for addressing human trafficking from Associated Press 9 Jul 15

The U.S. plans to laud Malaysia for improving efforts to combat human trafficking in an upcoming annual report just a year after blacklisting the
Southeast Asian country for failing to protect men, women and children forced into modern-day slavery. 

UK Mediterranean mission to get information on smugglers, says minister from The Guardian (UK) 8 Jul 15

The primary role of the Royal Navy ship that is leading Britain’s contribution to saving lives in the Mediterranean is not search and rescue, but to
gather intelligence on people smugglers, according to the immigration minister. 

EU discusses cooperation with Egypt to combat human trafficking from EFE (Spain) 7 Jul 15

The operation Commander of EUNAVFOR MED, Rear Adm. Enrico Credendino, urged strengthened ties with Egypt to increase cooperation in
combating human trafficking rings. 

ASEAN launches fund to share cost of hosting trafficking victims from Agence France-Presse 2 Jul 15

Southeast Asian countries Thursday launched a fund to share the cost of hosting human trafficking victims, after a regional migrant crisis saw
victims ping-ponged between countries reluctant to accept them. 

Thailand arrests 2 alleged brokers who sent slaves to boats from Associated Press 1 Jul 15

Thai officials said Wednesday they arrested two key figures in a human trafficking ring that provides slave crews for the country's fishing boats,
the latest move in a crackdown on widespread labor abuses in Southeast Asia's fishing industry. 

Ethiopia mulls tough trafficking law, including death penalty from Reuters 30 Jun 15

Human traffickers in Ethiopia could face life in jail or the death penalty under a bill presented to parliament on Tuesday aimed at curbing the
illegal flow of people in and out of the Horn of Africa country. 

Interior ministers of Austrian, Hungarian and Serbian agree to cooperate on immigration from Xinhua (China) 30 Jun 15

The interior ministers of Austria, Hungary and Serbia signed a memorandum of understanding in Budapest on Tuesday in order to closely
cooperate on curbing the extraordinary migratory pressure affecting all three countries. 

Sudan rescues 154 illegal immigrants from human-traffickers at Libyan border from Xinhua (China) 29 Jun 15

Sudanese authorities on Monday rescued 154 illegal immigrants, most of them foreigners, out of the hands of human-traffickers at the Sudanese-
Libyan border. 

48 Child slaves freed in Ivory Coast from EFE (Spain) 23 Jun 15

Forty-eight children forced to manual labor in fields and factories in Ivory Coast were freed during a police operation in which 22 people were
arrested for the exploitation of children, Interpol said in a statement. 



Police in Bosnia and France arrests 15 for human trafficking from Associated Press 23 Jun 15

Bosnian police say they arrested seven people and their colleagues in France a further eight in a coordinated operation against human-traffickers
who forced young women and children from Bosnia to steal for them in France. 

Thai police send Rohingya trafficking report to public prosecutors from Kyodo (Japan) 23 Jun 15

Thai police on Tuesday submitted to public prosecutors the results of their investigation into dozens of suspects accused of trafficking Rohingya
illegal migrants from Myanmar, for possible indictment. 

Possibility of child trafficking soars high in Nepal following great earthquake from Xinhua (China) 19 Jun 15

At least 245 children have been intercepted from being trafficked and unnecessarily or illegally placed in children's care homes since the first
earthquake of April 25 in Nepal, said UNICEF today. 

UK data shows sharp rise in human trafficking from Nigeria from Associated Press 17 Jun 15

British officials report an increase in human trafficking into Britain, with many victims arriving from Nigeria and being forced into domestic
slavery or prostitution. 

Indonesia's maid ban increases risk of human trafficking: campaigner from Reuters 17 Jun 15

Indonesia's proposed ban on sending domestic workers to the Middle East will force women seeking an escape from poverty to migrate illegally,
and put them at greater risk of human trafficking, a rights campaigner said on Wednesday. 

CoE head urges Russia to ratify convention against human trafficking from Interfax (Russia) 16 Jun 15

The Council of Europe's secretary general, Thorbjorn Jagland, has sent letters to Russia, Lichtenstein, Monaco, Turkey and the Czech Republic,
urging them to "complete the jigsaw" and ratify the Convention Against Human Trafficking. 

Thai officials seize assets belonging to human traffickers from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 Jun 15

Thai authorities have seized more than 3 million dollars worth of assets believed to belong to people who smuggle ethnic Rohingya Muslim
smugglers from Myanmar, a report said Saturday. 

Senior Thai army officer suspended over trafficking allegations from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Jun 15

A senior Thai officer charged in connection with the trafficking of Rohingya refugees has been suspended, an official said Thursday. 

Thai police to wrap up human trafficking investigation by June from Reuters 10 Jun 15

Thai police said on Wednesday they were winding down an investigation into human trafficking gangs, and planned to send a report of their
findings to the country's attorney general by the end of June. 

European banks join drive to combat human trafficking using data from Reuters 9 Jun 15

Leading financial institutions in Europe have joined an offensive to fight human trafficking by using data to spot irregular banking transactions
that could identify criminal activity, organisers said on Tuesday. 

Rohingya 'trafficker' shot dead in Bangladesh from Agence France-Presse 8 Jun 15

Myanmar arrests 93 traffickers, but none from Rakhine from Agence France-Presse 8 Jun 15

Myanmar police have arrested more than 90 people for human trafficking offences this year, media reported Monday, but no cases have been
uncovered in Rakhine state where persecuted Rohingya have fled in droves. 

Spanish police dismantle voodoo-linked sex trafficking ring from Agence France-Presse 8 Jun 15

Spanish police said Monday they had dismantled a trafficking ring they said used voodoo rituals -- including animal sacrifice -- to force Nigerian
women into prostitution in Spain. 



Thai PM vows no letup in human trafficking crackdown from Reuters 5 Jun 15

Thailand's prime minister said on Friday his government was seriously committed to tackling the illicit trade in people and vowed no letup in its
crackdown, announcing June 5 as a "national anti-human trafficking day". 

68 people found in shipping container at UK port from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 15

British emergency services said Friday they had found 68 people locked in a container at a port in southeast England, including two pregnant
women. 

Charge added against man accused of trafficking in oil patch from Associated Press 4 Jun 15

Federal prosecutors have added an additional count against a man who was featured in a documentary in the North Dakota oil patch and now
faces sex trafficking and drug charges. 

Thai army officer surrenders in human trafficking probe from Associated Press 3 Jun 15

A senior Thai army officer has turned himself in over his alleged involvement in a human trafficking scandal, marking the first arrest of a military
official since the investigation started last month. 

Senior Thai army officer wanted in migrant trafficking probe from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 15

An arrest warrant has been issued for a high-ranking army officer over human trafficking, Thai police said Tuesday, making him the first military
figure in Thailand to be implicated in the grim trade in migrants from Myanmar and Bangladesh. 

Bangladesh to set up courts to try people smugglers from Agence France-Presse 28 May 15

Bangladesh is moving to set up seven special courts across the country to try people smugglers charged with trafficking desperate migrants to
Southeast Asia on rickety boats, a minister said Thursday. 

Malaysia adds police to possible human trafficking suspects from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 28 May 15

Malaysian authorities are investigating the possible involvement of two police officers in dozens of graves of suspected migrants discovered
earlier this week, a senior official said Thursday. 

Moroccan ex-charity chief jailed for child trafficking from Agence France-Presse 26 May 15

A Moroccan woman who used to head a charity has been jailed for two years for trafficking in abandoned children, the national MAP news
agency reported on Tuesday. 

Austrian police arrest 3 for smuggling people into US from Associated Press 26 May 15

Austrian police have detained three suspects for allegedly smuggling people onto flights bound for the United States or Britain. State Prosecutor
Friedrich Koehl says investigations focus on at least 11 cases between last fall and February. 

Investigate Malaysian officials for links to traffickers, says ex-U.N. envoy from EFE (Spain) 26 May 15

Former U.N. special envoy for Myanmar Razali Ismail asked Malaysia to launch an investigation into possible links between local officials and
human trafficking mafias, local media reported on Tuesday. 

China railway police bust int'l women trafficking rings from Xinhua (China) 25 May 15

China's railway police have arrested 18 suspects allegedly involved in international women trafficking, rescuing 12 Vietnamese women. The
suspects belong to two human trafficking groups, according to a statement of the railway police on Monday. 

29 Vietnamese immigrants held for illegally entering Latvia from Xinhua (China) 25 May 15

A trafficker and 29 Vietnamese migrants were detained for illegally entering Latvia on Monday, a representative of the Latvian border guard
service informed. 

Bangladesh PM slams migrants, calls for trafficking crackdown from Agence France-Presse 24 May 15



Bangladeshi Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina Sunday slammed the country's economic migrants, many of whom are stranded in dire conditions at
sea, calling them "mentally sick" and accusing them of hurting the country's image. 

EU declares war on people smugglers, commissioner says from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 21 May 15

Europe has "declared a war" on smugglers transporting immigrants across the Mediterranean, EU Migration Commissioner Dimitris
Avramopoulos said Thursday, adding that the boats of human traffickers should be seized and destroyed. 

Turmoil in Thailand delayed crackdown on trafficking gangs: police from Reuters 21 May 15

Years of political violence in the Thai capital has strained police resources, delaying investigations into human trafficking in the south of the
country and allowing the illicit trade to flourish, a top police official said on Thursday. 

European police bust human traffickers bringing Romanians to France from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 May 15

Europol said Wednesday that it dismantled a human-trafficking gang that brought Romanian women to France to sexually exploit them. The
Netherlands-based law enforcement agency said it busted the gang after investigations that started in 2012 found women "trafficked by a well-
organized criminal group active in Romania with a sophisticated hierarchical structure." 

Thai people smuggling 'kingpin' hands himself in: police from Agence France-Presse 18 May 15

A former Thai regional official accused of being a major people trafficking kingpin turned himself in on Monday, police said, as the kingdom
continues a belated blitz against the lucrative trade. 

Pilot project aims to help prevent sex trafficking at hotels from Associated Press 15 May 15

Hotel workers in the Omaha area are undergoing training on how to spot women and minors being forced into prostitution. The effort is part of a
pilot project coordinated by the Coalition on Human Trafficking, comprised of law enforcement officials, charities and area nuns. 

UPDATE: EU naval mission against people traffickers takes shape from Agence France-Presse 14 May 15

The EU's planned naval military operation to crack down on people traffickers in the Mediterranean moved closer to fruition Thursday, with
Germany confident on winning the necessary UN Security Council resolution and details of the mission emerging. 

Germany upbeat on UN approval for EU anti-people smuggling mission from Agence France-Presse 14 May 15

Germany on Thursday expressed optimism that the UN Security Council would be able to approve a resolution needed to set up an EU naval
mission to fight against people-traffickers transporting migrants to EU waters. 

Thai cops hunt 'kingpin' in migrant trafficking probe from Agence France-Presse 13 May 15

A manhunt intensified Wednesday for the alleged kingpin of a Thai people smuggling network, police said, as detectives probe whether a private
island near the Malaysia sea border was a key link in a trafficking chain spanning several countries. 

35 Women rescued in sex-trafficking raid in southern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 13 May 15

Thirty-five women were rescued and six suspects were arrested in a sex-trafficking bust in the southern Mexican state of Chiapas, authorities said
Wednesday. 

Niger passes tough anti-human smuggling law from Agence France-Presse 12 May 15

Lawmakers in Niger have adopted a law calling for prison sentences of up to 30 years for smugglers of illegal immigrants in a bid to stem the
flow of migrants across Africa and into Europe. 

Bangladesh launches crackdown on human traffickers from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 May 15

Bangladesh is cracking down on smuggling rings that illegally send thousands of migrants to East Asian countries through risky sea voyages,
officials said Tuesday. 

Suspected trafficking ring leader surrenders to Thai police from Xinhua (China) 11 May 15

An alleged leader of a human trafficking ring in southern Thailand surrendered himself to the police on Monday, local media reported. Suwan



Sangthong, a 66-year-old businessman who owns fishing piers in southern Ranong province, reported to deputy national police chief Aek
Angsananont in Songkhla province, the Bangkok Post said. 

Another human trafficker killed in crossfire in Bangladesh from Xinhua (China) 10 May 15

Another human trafficker was killed in a crossfire by police in southeastern Bangladesh district Cox's Bazaar bordering Myanmar on Sunday. 

Thailand widens investigation into human trafficking ring from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 9 May 15

Thai police on Saturday widened their investigation into a human trafficking ring after a local mayor was arrested and named a key suspect. 

Thailand wants meeting with Myanmar, Malaysia over human trafficking crisis from Reuters 8 May 15

Thai Prime Minister Prayuth Chan-ocha on Friday called for a three-way meeting with neighbors Malaysia and Myanmar to try to resolve a
regional human trafficking crisis following the discovery of a mass grave in the country's far south. 

Thai trafficking crackdown targets corrupt police, officials from Associated Press 8 May 15

Thailand's national police chief says that a powerful local mayor was arrested and more than 50 police officers are under investigation in the
country's widening human-trafficking scandal. 

Two Chinese arrested in South Korea for sex trafficking from United Press International 7 May 15

South Korean police said Thursday they have arrested two Chinese nationals for sex trafficking. The 33-year-old woman and 25-year-old man had
been actively seeking visiting Chinese clients since last July, Yonhap reported. 

Campaigners warn of rise in trafficking after Nepal quake from Agence France-Presse 6 May 15

Human traffickers could try to target vulnerable women and children displaced by a devastating earthquake in Nepal, campaigners warned on
Wednesday. 

China returns 6 trafficked Vietnamese women from Xinhua (China) 6 May 15

Police in a northern Chinese province have rescued and returned six Vietnamese women to Vietnam after breaking a human trafficking case
involving 34 Vietnamese women. 

Thai authorities find six more bodies in people-smuggling probe from Agence France-Presse 6 May 15

Thai police investigating people-smuggling said six more bodies were found Wednesday in the same patch of jungle bordering Malaysia where
the remains of dozens of migrants were exhumed last week. 

Spain busts Chinese people-trafficking gang from Agence France-Presse 4 May 15

Spanish police said Monday they had arrested 80 suspected gang members accused of charging Chinese migrants 20,000 euros ($22,000) each to
traffick them to Europe and North America. 

Officers rescue girl in Arkansas human trafficking case from Associated Press 4 May 15

Arkansas State Police say troopers and civilian investigators with its Crimes Against Children Division have rescued a 15-year-old girl trapped in
a human trafficking operation. 

Bodies from Thai mass grave show no initial signs of violent death: police from Reuters 3 May 15

Twenty-six bodies exhumed at a mass grave in southern Thailand near a camp with suspected links to human trafficking bear no signs of violent
death, police said on Sunday, following initial forensic examinations at the site. 

Human trafficking worth $2 billion a year to criminals in Asia, says U.N. from EFE (Spain) 28 Apr 15

Human trafficking in Asia generates around $2 billion a year for criminal groups and is the cause of many deaths and abuses, according to a U.N.
report released Tuesday. 

Serbia arrests 15 suspected migrant traffickers from Associated Press 27 Apr 15



Serbian police have arrested 15 people suspected of trafficking more than 200 migrants from Syria, Afghanistan and Pakistan toward the
European Union. 

Cambodia rescues 58 trafficked laborers from fishing boats in Indonesia from Xinhua (China) 25 Apr 15

Cambodia has rescued 58 nationals, who were trafficked to work as illegal fishermen in Indonesia, Koy Kuong, spokesman for the Cambodian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, said Saturday. "With the cooperation from the Indonesian authorities, the Cambodian Embassy in Indonesia has saved
58 Cambodian laborers, who had been trafficked to work illegally on fishing boats in Indonesian maritime territory," he said in a statement. 

European Commission backs military operation in Mediterranean from EFE (Spain) 21 Apr 15

The European Commission announced on Tuesday that it supports launching a military operation to capture vessels used by human traffickers in
the Mediterranean Sea, similar to the counter-piracy operation Atlanta carried out in the Indian Ocean. 

Government spokesman says Libya chaos spurs human smuggling from Associated Press 21 Apr 15

A spokesman for Libya's internationally recognized government says the chaos in his country has allowed human traffickers to proliferate. 

Captain, crewman arrested for Mediterranean boat sinking from United Press International 20 Apr 15

Italian authorities arrested the captain and a crewman of a migrant boat that capsized in the Mediterranean Sea, killing hundreds. 

UPDATE: EU unveils migrant action plan as more boats in distress from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 15

EU foreign affairs chief Federica Mogherini unveiled plans Monday to tackle a growing migrant crisis after telling member states they had "no
more excuses" not to act as fresh distress calls rang out in the Mediterranean. 

Landmark anti-trafficking treaty has done too little for victims: rights group from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 15

Victims of trafficking have seen little benefit in the 15 years since a global treaty to combat human trafficking was adopted, and some nations have
passed laws or policies that do more harm than good, a rights group said on Wednesday. 

Traffickers open fire in Mediterrean battle for migrant boats from Agence France-Presse 14 Apr 15

Traffickers determined to recover a boat used to transport migrants across the Mediterranean have fired weapons into the air to keep EU patrols at
bay, the bloc's border agency said Tuesday. 

Influx of Migrants Across Mediterranean Nears Record Levels from New York Times 13 Apr 15

With spring barely arrived, the migrant crisis in the Mediterranean is already approaching last year’s record levels after a startling weekend in
which more than 5,600 people were rescued from a small armada of smugglers’ wooden and rubber boats, even as nine others died after their
vessel capsized. 

China court jails 11 for people trafficking from Xinhua (China) 9 Apr 15

Eleven people were given jail terms in south China's Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region on Thursday for kidnapping and trafficking
Vietnamese women. 

Canada police break up Asian prostitution ring from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 15

Canadian federal police said Wednesday they have arrested the leaders of a prostitution ring that smuggled at least 500 women mostly from China
and South Korea into the country. 

Lawmakers from 9 nations unite to combat children slavery, abuse from Reuters 28 Mar 15

Lawmakers from nine countries vowed on Saturday to put aside politics and join forces to help protect children from being forced into manual
labor or trafficked into slavery. 

Thai junta leader to fight forced labor in fish industry from Associated Press 27 Mar 15

Thailand's Bangkok Post newspaper is reporting that the country's junta leader vowed to take legal action against companies using forced labor,
after an Associated Press investigation revealed that fish caught by enslaved migrant workers was being exported from Thai ports to global



markets. 

39 Central American migrants rescued from human traffickers from EFE (Spain) 26 Mar 15

Mexican authorities rescued 39 Central American migrants and arrested 14 alleged people traffickers who were holding them captive, the head of
the National Immigration Institute, Ardelio Vargas, said. 

Massive Kosovo migrant-smuggling operation busted, EU police say from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 25 Mar 15

Police officers across Europe have detained suspects accused of being part of a ring that smuggled about 10,000 migrants from Kosovo to the
West, European police investigators said Wednesday. 

Kenyan scholars urge stiff penalties to eradicate modern slavery from Xinhua (China) 25 Mar 15

Kenyan scholars on Wednesday urged the government to prioritize law enforcement, grassroots campaigns and poverty eradication programs to
eliminate modern slavery. 

Britain fights slavery with tough new law as part of global battle from Reuters 25 Mar 15

Human traffickers may face life imprisonment under a British law passed on Wednesday to crack down on modern-day slavery, one of a raft of
measures designed to lead the way in combating the $150 billion a year industry. 

10 arrested across UK after raids in human trafficking operation from The Guardian (UK) 19 Mar 15

More than 150 police officers have carried out a number of raids across the country, including at six nail bars, as part of an operation to tackle
human trafficking. 

Cambodia rescues 4 trafficked nationals in Malaysia, Indonesia from Xinhua (China) 12 Mar 15

Cambodia has rescued four Cambodian nationals trafficked to work illegally in Malaysia and Indonesia, spokesman of the Cambodian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs Koy Kuong said Thursday. 

Guinea-Bissau smashes child trafficking ring: police from Agence France-Presse 8 Mar 15

Guinea-Bissau said on Sunday it had dismantled a criminal operation trafficking 54 children to Senegal, where it is believed they would have been
forced by Islamic schools to beg on the streets. 

Mexico, U.S. bust people trafficking network from EFE (Spain) 26 Feb 15

The Mexican Attorney General's Office and U.S. immigration authorities have broken up a network that smuggled undocumented Latin
Americans to the United States, arresting 42 people, the U.S. Embassy in Mexico announced Thursday. 

Australia defends decision to return "people smugglers" back to Sri Lanka from Xinhua (China) 20 Feb 15

The Australian federal government has defended its decision to send four men suspected of being involved in a people smuggling venture back to
Sri Lanka. 

Thailand fails to tackle human trafficking and abuse: rights group from Reuters 17 Feb 15

Thailand's efforts to combat human trafficking in its multi-billion dollar fishing industry have been "wholly inadequate", and it has failed to end
officials' involvement in trafficking and labor abuses, a rights group said. 

Somali jailed for 30 years in Italy for raping migrants from Agence France-Presse 14 Feb 15

A Somali trafficker who raped and attacked migrants he had led through the desert to Libya to make the perilous crossing to Italy has been
sentenced to 30 years in prison by an Italian court, media reported. 

18 Migrants and suspected people trafficker detained in Mexico from EFE (Spain) 10 Feb 15

Federal Police officers detained 18 migrants, including two minors, and arrested a suspected people trafficker as they were heading in a truck to
Coahuila, a state in northern Mexico, the National Security Commission said. 



15 arrested in raids targeting Spanish-Romanian trafficking ring from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 9 Feb 15

Fifteen people have been arrested in Spain and Romania on suspicion of trafficking young women and forcing them to work as prostitutes in
Spanish sex clubs, an EU agency focused on cooperation in criminal cases said Monday. 

Finland detains Swedish man suspected of human trafficking from Xinhua (China) 4 Feb 15

A Swedish man suspected of smuggling an 11-year-old boy into Finland has been detained by the Finnish Border Guard, local media reported on
Wednesday. 

Spanish police break up people smuggling ring from Xinhua (China) 4 Feb 15

Spanish police on Wednesday confirmed they had broken up a people smuggling network and arrested 10 people thought to be involved. 

Spanish police arrest 10 Algerian human traffickers from Agence France-Presse 3 Feb 15

Spanish police said Tuesday they have arrested ten suspected members of a ring that smuggled Algerian migrants by boat into Spain, charging
around 600 euros ($680) per person to make the dangerous crossings in which two people died. 

Peru and Ecuador establish 'roadmap' to fight human trafficking from EFE (Spain) 21 Jan 15

Peruvian and Ecuadorean authorities have established a roadmap to combat human trafficking in accordance with a framework agreement that
was signed by the Interior Ministries of both countries in 2013, officials said. 

DoD: Awareness of human trafficking significantly rising from DoD News, Defense Media Activity 9 Jan 15

Defense Department awareness of slavery and human trafficking issues is paying off significantly because of mandatory employee training, the
program manager for DoD’s Combating Trafficking in Persons program has reported. 

EU wants explanation from Turkey on migrant smugglers from Associated Press 6 Jan 15

The European Union wants explanations from Turkey how human traffickers could have taken two cargo ships filled with migrants out of the
country and toward the EU without the authorities noticing. 

Thai PM urges action on human trafficking as U.S. deadline looms from Reuters 6 Jan 15

Thai Prime Minister Prayuth Chan-ocha said on Tuesday his government would step up measures against human trafficking as the country
scrambles to improve its record in fighting the illegal trade before a U.S. deadline to show improvement. 

Suspected people-traffickers caught by Swedish border from Xinhua (China) 4 Jan 15

Two men in their 20s were arrested on Sunday, suspected of human trafficking, Swedish national daily newspaper Svenska Dagbladet reports. 

Niger Tops Child Trafficking Scourge, Says Naptip from The Guardian (UK) 6 Dec 14

NIGER State has been identified as a state with the highest number of states where children are trafficked for labour in the country, with over 100
children being taking out of the state for child labour in other parts of the country every month. 

Albania, Britain pledge cooperation against human-trafficking from Xinhua (China) 5 Dec 14

Albania and Britain on Thursday inked a memorandum on beefing up cooperation against human-trafficking and other organized crimes. The deal
was signed in London by Albanian Interior Minister Saimir Tahiri and British Home Secretary Theresa May, according to Albanian Daily News. 

Thailand's human trafficking epidemic shows no sign of abating despite harsher penalties: academic from Xinhua (China) 4 Dec 14

Human trafficking cases involving job-seeking migrants in Thailand are feared to remain unresolved in spite of harsher legal penalties, noted an
academic on Thursday. 

Smugglers promote on Facebook as migrant deaths up from Associated Press 3 Dec 14

The aid group tracking thousands of migrant deaths in risky boat crossings of the Mediterranean says it knows of at least 50 Facebook pages
where smugglers advertise their services. 



Report: Up to 13,000 victims in UK modern slavery from Associated Press 29 Nov 14

A government study into the scale of modern slavery in Britain suggests that up to 13,000 people in the country are victims — four times the
previous estimate. 

Spain smashes ring smuggling Syrians into Europe from Agence France-Presse 25 Nov 14

Spanish police said Tuesday they have broken up a human trafficking ring that smuggled desperate families fleeing the conflict in Syria into
Europe, charging up to 10,000 euros ($12,500) per person. 

Trafficking of children on the rise, UN says from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 24 Nov 14

One third of human trafficking victims are children, and their share has been rising, the UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) said Monday. 

Police bust cross-border women trafficking gang from Xinhua (China) 24 Nov 14

Police in north China's Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region have arrested 31 suspects allegedly involved in women trafficking, saving 14 victims
including 11 from Myanmar. 

U.N. Report Shows an Increase in Child Trafficking from New York Times 24 Nov 14

One in three human trafficking victims is a child, most victims are female, and traffickers operate with wide impunity, the United Nations said on
Monday in a report on modern-day slavery. 

8 BiH nationals detained for people smuggling from Xinhua (China) 18 Nov 14

Eight citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) were taken into custody Tuesday morning on charges of people smuggling after joint action
conducted by the BiH Border Police and the Croatian Ministry of Interior. 

180,000 Mozambicans affected by human trafficking: study from Xinhua (China) 21 Oct 14

A study released on Tuesday in Maputo showed that about 180,000 Mozambicans have been trafficked in parts of Mozambique and across its
border mainly into the neighboring South Africa. 

Indonesia, Sri Lanka joint efforts to tackle human smuggling from Xinhua (China) 13 Oct 14

Indonesian and Sri Lankan foreign ministers met here on Monday, discussing ways to stepup efforts in addressing human smuggling issue and
boosting bilateral trade, which is targeted to reach one billion U.S. dollars next year. 

FBI-wanted human smuggler arrested from The Nation (Pakistan) 11 Oct 14

The FIA has arrested an international human smuggler, also wanted by Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI, US government) and Canadian
police and recovered hundreds of European, Americana and Canadian passports from his possession. 

Rwanda steps up human trafficking fight, rescues 150 victims from Reuters 9 Oct 14

Rwandan police have rescued more than 150 people from trafficking in the last four years, officials said on Wednesday, calling for greater efforts
to combat the growing crime. 

Human trafficking a $7-bln business along main routes: UN from Agence France-Presse 6 Oct 14

Smugglers rake in $7.0 billion (5.6 billion euros) every year from human trafficking between Africa and Europe and between Latin and North
America, even as thousands continue to die in search of a better life, a new UN estimate showed Monday. 

Trafficking victims in Europe forced into life of crime from Reuters 30 Sep 14

Linh, a 14-year-old Vietnamese girl, is found in a cannabis farm during a police raid in the Netherlands. Hundreds of miles (kms) away in Britain
Maria, a 13-year-old Roma girl, works 12 hours a day begging and stealing. What do they have in common? 

Niger parliament speaker charged with baby trafficking from Agence France-Presse 29 Sep 14

Authorities in Niger have issued an arrest warrant for the west African country's speaker of parliament in connection with a baby trafficking
scandal, his lawyers said Monday. 



US waives human trafficking sanctions on Thailand from Associated Press 18 Sep 14

President Barack Obama has decided not to impose sanctions against Malaysia and Thailand for failing to meet minimum standards in combating
human trafficking. 

Smugglers Rammed Migrants’ Boat, Sinking It, Group Says from New York Times 15 Sep 14

Human traffickers rammed a boat filled with migrants they were smuggling from North Africa to Europe, making it sink in the open sea and
“deliberately drowning” hundreds of the migrants, the International Organization for Migration said Monday. 

Rights group urges Yemen, Saudi action on migrants from Associated Press 25 May 14

Human Rights Watch has released a new report urging Yemeni and Saudi border officials to do more to prosecute human traffickers who often
abuse people fleeing desperate conditions in Africa. 

Police find 6 Somali migrants abandoned by people traffickers in Mexico from EFE (Spain) 3 Mar 14

Police found six Somali migrants who were abandoned in the southern Mexican state of Chiapas by the people traffickers they hired to smuggle
them into the United States, officials said. 

Humanitarian Programs
Anti-terrorist finance rules exact toll on aid to conflict zones from Reuters 11 Jun 15

As Western governments tighten the noose on anti-terrorist financing, aid groups say the crackdown is exacting a toll on humanitarian programs in
war-torn regions. 

Identity Theft
Identity thieves used college student accounts to defraud IRS: prosecutors from Reuters 19 Nov 14

U.S. law-enforcement officials on Tuesday arrested 17 people accused of trying to collect almost $2 million in bogus tax refunds using college
student accounts, the latest identity scam to defraud the Internal Revenue Service. 

Illegal Fishing
Indonesia scuttles 35 foreign fishing boats caught poaching from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 18 Aug 15

Indonesia's navy on Tuesday began sinking 35 boats whose foreign crews were caught fishing in Indonesian waters, an official said. The
confiscated boats were bombed and sunk at different locations in waters off Sumatra and Sulawesi islands as well as the Indonesian part of
Borneo, navy spokesman Vice Admiral Muhammad Zainuddin said. 

Illegal Immigration
18 migrants found hiding in truck on British motorway from Agence France-Presse 9 Aug 15

Eighteen migrants have been found stowing away in a lorry on a British motorway, police said Sunday. The migrants were found after the lorry
was stopped Saturday by police on the M1 near Flamstead, north of London, 111 miles (178 kilometres) northwest of Folkestone, where Britain's
Eurotunnel cross-Channel terminal is located. 

Mexico intercepts 63 Guatemalans headed for U.S. from EFE (Spain) 28 Mar 14

Mexican police intercepted 63 U.S.-bound undocumented Guatemalan migrants in the southeastern border state of Chiapas, authorities said. 

Illegal Ivory Trade
Swiss customs seize large ivory haul in transit to China from Agence France-Presse 4 Aug 15

A large haul of ivory, worth more than $400,000 on the black market, was seized at Zurich airport last month on its way from Tanzania to China,
Swiss authorities said Tuesday. 

Obama Administration Targets Trade in African Elephant Ivory from New York Times 25 Jul 15

President Obama will forgo the usual tourist safari excursion during his visit here, but his administration on Saturday announced new legal
changes intended to help protect endangered wildlife in African nations. 



Mozambique destroys over two tonnes of contraband ivory, rhino horn from Agence France-Presse 6 Jul 15

Authorities in Mozambique on Monday burned more than 2.6 tonnes of ivory and rhino horns confiscated during various anti-poaching busts,
demonstrating a tough stance on wildlife trafficking. 

Thai authorities seize illegal ivory at airport from Associated Press 6 Jul 15

Thai customs officials said Monday they seized 250 kilograms (550 pounds) of ivory — or about 130 tusks and pieces — hidden in crates being
shipped from Africa to Asia. 

Global police in 'huge' wildlife contraband haul: Europol from AFP 18 Jun 15

Global police have seized "huge amounts" of wildlife contraband, including 12 tonnes of ivory, rhino horn and whale bones, in a massive
operation across 62 countries, Europol said on Thursday. 

French customs seize biggest ivory haul in nine years from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 15

French customs officials said Thursday they had intercepted 136 kilos of ivory shipped from the Democratic Republic of Congo en route to
Vietnam -- the biggest haul in nearly a decade. 

Singapore seizes second largest illegal ivory shipment since 2002 from Xinhua (China) 19 May 15

The Agri-Food and Veterinary Authority of Singapore (AVA), with support from Singapore Customs and the Immigration & Checkpoints
Authority (ICA), have seized a shipment of about 3.7 tons of illegal ivory,the second-largest seizure since 2002,AVA said in a joint press release
with Singapore Customs on Tuesday. 

Illegal Trade
HK seized 6.8 mln HKD illicit cigarettes from Xinhua (China) 9 Jun 15

Hong Kong customs officers on Tuesday arrested a truck driver at Lok Ma Chau control point after finding suspected illicit cigarettes worth 6.8
million HK dollars (about 0.88 million U.S. dollars) hidden in his vehicle. 

Nigeria: Africa Loses U.S.$774 Million to Illegal Tobacco Trade from All Africa 6 Jun 15

British American Tobacco Nigeria (BATN) has spoken of the need for greater understanding of the illegal tobacco trade, the criminals behind it
and the need for greater cooperation to fight it. 

Illegal Timber Trade Flourishes in Congo, Report Says from Wall Street Journal 3 Jun 15

European and U.S. companies are participating in the multimillion-dollar trade of illegally logged timber from the Democratic Republic of Congo,
breaking not just Congolese but also European Union and U.S. laws, an advocacy group report said Wednesday. 

Illicit Trafficking
Interpol looks at Mozabique as Africa's new drug hub from United Press International 23 Apr 14

Mozambique, in southern Africa, has increasingly become a hub for moving illegal drugs from Latin America to Europe, the international police
agency Interpol warned. 

Central America
Panama
Panama finds munitions aboard N. Korea-bound ship from Associated Press 2 Aug 13

Crews unloading a North Korean-flagged ship detained in the Panama Canal for carrying undeclared arms from Cuba have found live munitions
on board, a Panamanian official said Friday.

Saga Of North Korean Freighter; Ship Carrying Cuban Arms Smells Of Scandal, And More from Miami Herald 22 Jul 13

“To call that thing filthy would be a compliment,” said Panama’s Security Minister José Raúl Mulino ... But the ship also smells of scandal, for it
was carrying 240 tons of contraband Cuban weapons to North Korea, in apparent violation of a 7-year-old U.N. arms embargo on Pyongyang for
its nuclear weapons and long-range missile development programs.



Panama finds MiG fighter jets on North Korean arms ship from Reuters 22 Jul 13

Panamanian investigators unloading the cargo of a seized North Korean ship that carried arms from Cuba have found the two MiG-21 fighter jets
the Cuban government had said were on board, the government said on Sunday.

Two Soviet-Era Fighter Planes Found On N. Korea Ship from AFP 22 Jul 13

Panamanian authorities have found two Soviet-era MiG-21 fighter jets aboard a North Korea-flagged ship seized this month as it tried to pass
through the Panama Canal after departing from Cuba. The supersonic jets were found alongside missile and other weapons parts

Source: North Korea complained of South Korea cargo smuggling (sic) from Miami Herald 21 Jul 13

South Korean officials complained earlier this year that North Korea was smuggling cargo through the Panama Canal ... Panama government
officials also confirmed that a Cuban deputy foreign minister ... had asserted that there were no drugs aboard and that its only cargo was a
“humanitarian gift” of Cuban sugar

Panama Finds More Containers Of Cuban War Materiel On North Korean Ship from Miami Herald 19 Jul 13

Panamanian searchers have found more undeclared containers of Cuban weaponry aboard a North Korean freighter but may need up to 10 more
days to unload all of the 220,000 bags of sugar that hid the contraband ... Authorities said they are also trying to find several hundred empty
shipping containers to store the sugar being offloaded from the ship and protect it from Panama’s tropical downpours and oppressive humidity

IMMIGRATION
ICE Releases Hundreds Of Women, Children From Detention from USA Today 15 Jul 15

PHOENIX — Immigrations and Customs Enforcement has released some 200 Central Americans, mostly women and children, from family-
detention centers since last Friday. The move is part of a sweeping series of changes the agency has made in recent months to when and for how
long families seeking asylum are being detained. 

Immigrant Families Released Faster From Detention Centers from Associated Press 15 Jul 15

SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Mothers with children are being released from Texas immigrant detention centers more quickly in the weeks since the
top U.S. immigration official announced policy changes, with far more being given ankle-monitoring bracelets in lieu of paying bonds, according
to immigration attorneys. 

Immigration
Mexico allows 13 Cuban migrants to be brought ashore from EFE (Spain) 20 Jul 14

Immigration service officers allowed 13 Cuban migrants rescued on the high seas to be brought ashore in the Mexican Gulf state of Veracruz for
humanitarian reasons, National Migration Institute, or INM, spokesmen said. 

Ghanaian Soccer Fans Seek Asylum In Brazil from Associated Press 11 Jul 14

Hundreds of Ghanaians who entered Brazil as tourists to watch World Cup games have asked for asylum, police in southern Brazil said Thursday.
Noerci da Silva Melo who heads the Federal Police office in the city of Caxias do Sul said that over the past week 200 Ghanaians asked for
asylum. The Justice Ministry will decide whether to grant their requests and in the meantime, they are allowed to work and circulate in Brazil. 

Immigration Issues
Caribbean Basin

Cuba
Exiles say Bahamas deported 24 refugees to Cuba from EFE 15 Aug 13

A Cuban exile group in Miami said Thursday that the Bahamian government deported 24 refugees who had been detained in that Caribbean
country back to Cuba, many of whom had already been granted asylum by Panama.

Intelligence Operations
Latin American Complaints Over U.S. Spying Ignore Their Own Wiretap Programs from McClatchy 12 Jul 13

Several Latin American presidents have complained bitterly following recent revelations about U.S. electronic surveillance, but there’s a bit of



hypocrisy in some of their griping. At least four Latin countries have requested, and received, U.S. help in setting up eavesdropping programs of
their own, 

South American leaders to discuss US spying from Agence France-Presse 12 Jul 13

Leaders of a South American trade bloc that includes Brazil and Venezuela meet Friday for a summit that will focus on allegations of US spying
that have outraged US allies and rivals alike. 

Interanational Relations
World court to rule on Peru, Chile maritime dispute from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 14

The UN's top court is to rule Monday in a maritime dispute between Peru and Chile dating back over a century over rich fishing waters in the
Pacific Ocean. 

Chile and Peru see end to old differences as Hague verdict nears from Reuters 23 Jan 14

A decades-old maritime dispute between Chile and Peru goes to a final ruling next week with both governments hoping it will end one of Latin
America's last big border spats and improve ties between the two trading partners and longtime rivals. 

Internaitonal Relations
Japan's Abe calls Latin America 'indispensable partner' from Agence France-Presse 2 Aug 14

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe hailed Latin America as an "indispensable partner" Saturday as he wrapped up a swing through the region
after sealing a series of deals. 

Haiti, Dominican Republic to Discuss Court Ruling from Associated Press 20 Dec 13

Haiti and the Dominican Republic will meet next month in an effort to resolve questions over a widely debated court decision that could render
thousands of Haitian Dominicans stateless, Haiti's foreign minister said Thursday. 

North Korea Warns South Of Strikes Amid Turmoil from New York Times 20 Dec 13

North Korea has sent a letter to the office of President Park Geun-hye of South Korea this week, threatening “retaliatory strikes without warning”
if it did not stop conservative activists’ anti-Pyongyang rallies in Seoul, officials here said on Friday. 

Italy, Albania to enhance security cooperation from Xinhua (China) 11 Dec 13

Italy remains interested in strengthening security cooperation with Albania to have a strong and secure neighbor equipped with European
standards, a top Italian police officer said Wednesday. 

Honduras, Cuba ratify maritime border treaty from Xinhua (China) 11 Dec 13

Honduras and Cuba have ratified a bilateral maritime border treaty, the Honduran Foreign Ministry said on Wednesday. 

International 
Defense chiefs of Ecuador, Colombia, Peru to meet on cooperation from Xinhua (China) 9 May 14

Defense ministers of Ecuador, Colombia and Peru will gather here Monday to look into potential areas of cooperation, the Ecuadorian Defense
Ministry said Friday. 

International Conservation Cooperation
Venezuela and Brazil Agree to Collaborate in Preserving Mount Roraima from Venezuelanalysis.com (Caracas) 15 Jan 14

Over the weekend Brazilian and Venezuelan authorities met in Canaima National Park and agreed to collaborate in tourism and the preservation
of the area. Canaima National Park is located in Bolivar state, Venezuela, and is bordered by Guyana and Brazil. It covers 30,000 square
kilometres and is the sixth largest park in the world. 

International Relations
Iran’s Foreign Minister Visits Syria For Talks With Assad from New York Times 13 Aug 15

The foreign minister of Iran arrived in Damascus, Syria, on Wednesday to discuss the civil war in Syria with President Bashar al-Assad, while



rebel shelling and government airstrikes killed more than 30 people nearby. 

U.S. Says Iranian Military Figure’s Visit to Russia Violates U.N. Ban from New York Times 12 Aug 15

The State Department said Wednesday that a recent visit to Moscow by the head of Iran’s paramilitary Quds force had violated a United Nations
travel ban that has been imposed because of concerns about Tehran’s nuclear and ballistic missile programs. 

UN chief seeks to settle Guyana-Venezuela border controversy from Xinhua (China) 30 Jul 15

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon on Thursday held a telephone conversation with President of Guyana David Granger on the long-standing
Guyana-Venezuela territorial dispute over the Essequibo Guyana region. 

Barbados and Rwanda establish diplomatic ties from EFE (Spain) 29 Jul 15

Barbados has established diplomatic relations with Rwanda, a foreign ministry spokesperson told EFE Wednesday, describing the move as part of
the Caribbean country's strategy of expanding ties with Africa. 

Leaders Of India And Pakistan Make Gestures To Calm Tensions from Washington Post 17 Jun 15

After weeks of tension between Pakistan and India, the leaders of the two nuclear-armed nations took steps Tuesday to reset a relationship that is
once again making U.S. officials nervous. 

UPDATE: Tony Abbott accuses media of 'promoting discord' with Indonesia from The Guardian (UK) 16 Jun 15

Ties between Australia and Indonesia are “getting stronger all the time” and media outlets are “promoting discord” by saying otherwise, Tony
Abbott has said. 

Australia ignores Indonesia plea for answers on boat payment claim from Agence France-Presse 14 Jun 15

Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott refused again Sunday to deny allegations an official paid thousands of dollars to turn back a boatload of
asylum-seekers, despite calls from Indonesia for answers. 

Old Chasm Between India And Pakistan Again Echoes With Warnings And Fears from Washington Post 12 Jun 15

An Indian military operation along its eastern border with Burma has Pakistani leaders rattled, resulting in threats of swift retaliation should India
ever try similar maneuvers along its western border with Pakistan. 

Tajikistan, Afghanistan happy with bilateral cooperation level from Interfax (Russia) 9 Jun 15

Relations between Tajikistan and Afghanistan have been successfully developing in several areas, which pleases Dushanbe and Kabul, Tajik
President Emomali Rahmon and Afghan Prime Minister Abdullah Abdullah said on Tuesday, at the end of their negotiations. 

China, Vietnam conclude high-level border meeting from Xinhua (China) 17 May 15

A three-day China-Vietnam border meeting attended by the two countries' defense ministers concluded on Sunday with the two sides agreeing to
deepen border cooperation. 

Iraqi President Visits Iran To Discuss Bilateral Issues from Associated Press 13 May 15

Iran’s official IRNA news agency is reporting that Iraqi President Fouad Massoum has arrived in Tehran for a two-day visit, his first since taking
office last year. 

China, Afghanistan vow stronger security cooperation from Xinhua (China) 12 May 15

China's top security official Meng Jianzhu vowed to boost cooperation with Afghanistan in fighting against terrorism and drugs on Tuesday. 

Mauritania, Algeria in diplomatic crisis over drugs article from Agence France-Presse 27 Apr 15

Mauritania and Algeria were embroiled in a diplomatic row Monday after the tit-for-tat expulsions of diplomats over a contentious news article on
drugs being smuggled from Morocco. 

Russian defense minister welcomes Pakistan's intention to expand ties with Russia from Tass (Russia) 16 Apr 15



Russia welcomes the urge of Pakistan's leadership to expand ties with the Russian Federation, including in the defense sphere, Russian Defense
Minister, General of the Army Sergey Shoigu said Wednesday while opening talks with his Pakistani counterpart Khawaja Mohammad Asif. 

Suriname apologizes to Guyana over embassy parking dispute from Associated Press 12 Apr 15

Suriname has formally apologized to neighboring Guyana for an incident in which the country's ambassador was reportedly roughed up by two
police officers. 

South Korean president to visit Colombia, Peru, Chile and Brazil from EFE (Spain) 10 Apr 15

South Korean President Park Geun-hye is expected to visit Colombia, Peru, Chile and Brazil early next week and meet with the respective
leaders, according to the Blue House, the official residence of the South Korean President, on Friday. 

Thailand, Russia sign agreements on drug trafficking, energy from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 8 Apr 15

Thailand and Russia signed bilateral agreements to combat drug trafficking, boost investment and develop the Thai energy sector Wednesday.
Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev met his Thai counterpart Prayuth Chan-ocha in Bangkok to strengthen ties. 

Thailand, Russia sign agreements on drug trafficking, energy from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 8 Apr 15

Thailand and Russia signed bilateral agreements to combat drug trafficking, boost investment and develop the Thai energy sector Wednesday.
Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev met his Thai counterpart Prayuth Chan-ocha in Bangkok to strengthen ties. 

Sino-LatAm agricultural cooperation speeds up from Xinhua (China) 22 Mar 15

Route 163 in the State of Mato Gross, west Brazil, becomes one of the busiest roads in the South American country during February and March
every year, as it links soybeans, the country's most important agricultural export commodity, to their biggest market - China. 

Sweden ends Saudi military ties over human rights issues from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 15

Sweden announced Tuesday it will not renew a military cooperation agreement with Saudi Arabia, effectively ending defence ties due to
mounting concerns over rights issues. 

Cuba gives its 'unconditional support' to Venezuela against US from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 15

Cuba said it's giving "unconditional support" to Venezuela after an executive order by President Barack Obama authorized new sanctions against
senior officials of the country. 

Tensions between Guyana and Venezuela could escalate, expert says from EFE (Spain) 10 Mar 15

Guyana should be on the alert for a more confrontational stance on Venezuela's part in the neighbors' century-old dispute over the Essequibo
Region, an academic expert said Tuesday. 

Bangladesh orders N. Korean diplomat out for smuggling gold from Associated Press 9 Mar 15

Bangladesh's government has ordered a North Korean diplomat to leave the country after discovering $1.4 million of unauthorized gold in his bag
when he arrived at Dhaka's airport, a Foreign Ministry official said Monday. 

US warns Israel PM not to 'betray' trust on nuclear deal from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 15

US Secretary of State John Kerry Monday warned Israel's prime minister against revealing details of an emerging Iran nuclear deal on the eve of
the Israeli leader's speech to the US Congress. 

Report: Obama Threatened To Shoot Down Israeli Warplanes from Washington Times 2 Mar 15

President Obama threatened to use the U.S. military to shoot-down Israeli fighter jets last year if they attempted to destroy Iranian nuclear
facilities, the Bethlehem news agency Ma’an reported Sunday. 

White House sees China as trump card in trade debate from Reuters 27 Feb 15

The Obama administration is confident lawmakers will warm up to a proposed Pacific free trade deal on the grounds that it is a chance for the
United States to dictate the rules of Asian trade rather than China, a top official said on Thursday. 



Senior Russian, Georgian diplomats stress significance of further Russian-Georgian dialogue from Tass (Russia) 26 Feb 15

Russia's Deputy Foreign Minister Grigory Karasin and the special envoy of the Georgian Prime Minister for relations with Russia, Zurab
Abashidze, who had a meeting here on Thursday stated significance of a further dialogue between Russia and Georgia. 

Trinidad, Venezuela Sign Deal For Natural Gas Exploration from Associated Press 25 Feb 15

Venezuela President Nicolas Maduro signed a deal Tuesday with Trinidad & Tobago for joint exploration of natural gas in waters between both
nations. 

Talks with Russian energy minister help elaborate new cooperation formats - Venezuelan, Ecuadorian foreign ministers from
Tass (Russia) 12 Feb 15

Foreign Ministers of Venezuela and Ecuador, Delcy Rodriguez and Ricardo Patino, said on Thursday their Moscow talks with Russian Energy
Minister Alexander Novak were positive. 

U.S. ready to broaden security cooperation with Central Asia from Interfax (Russia) 10 Feb 15

The United States is ready to broaden security cooperation with Central Asian states, for instance, in the fight against the Islamic State of Iraq and
the Levant (ISIL), according to Daniel Rosenblum, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Central Asia at the U.S. Department of State. 

France and Morocco vow to fight terrorism together from Associated Press 10 Feb 15

France and Morocco vowed to fight terrorism together and to fully cooperate on security issues, putting an end to a year of diplomatic discord. 

Philippines, Indonesia sign anti-drug trafficking accord from Agence France-Presse 9 Feb 15

Indonesia and the Philippines on Monday signed an agreement on combatting drug crime, despite ongoing efforts by Manila to prevent the
execution of a Filipina on Indonesian death row for heroin smuggling. 

New Zealand, Chinese customs move toward electronic trade verification from Xinhua (China) 9 Feb 15

New Zealand and Chinese customs authorities are a step closer to setting up a system to enhance trade assurance and facilitation, New Zealand
Customs Minister Nicky Wagner said on Monday. 

Australia foreshadows diplomatic action if Indonesia executes 'Bali 9' pair from Reuters 19 Jan 15

Australia could recall its ambassador to Indonesia if Jakarta executes two Australian citizens convicted of drug trafficking, Foreign Minister Julie
Bishop said on Monday, further straining fragile relations between the two neighbours. 

Albania, Italy to intensify cooperation in cracking down on crime from Xinhua (China) 19 Jan 15

The Albanian head of police met with his Italian counterpart on Monday to highlight that joint operations with Italy in the fight against organized
crime, apprehension and extradition of fugitives from justice authorities, and air monitoring to prevent cultivation of narcotic plants were
necessary. 

Paris Attacks Drive New Wedge Between Turkey And Israel from New York Times 16 Jan 15

If the Paris attacks unleashed a powerful demonstration of unity, with world leaders gathering to denounce terrorism, they also touched off a
divisive new chapter in the war of words between Turkey and Israel, once stalwart allies but now bitter rivals. 

Obama, Cameron vow to stand firm against Islamist extremists from Reuters 15 Jan 15

U.S. President Barack Obama and British Prime Minister David Cameron vowed a united front on Wednesday against the threat posed by Islamist
extremists and their "distorted ideology." 

UN Chiefs Support Renewed Dialogue Between The Two Koreas from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

The U.N.’s chiefs told North Korea that “renewed engagement and dialogue” is the only way to promote better relations with South Korea, a U.N.
spokesman said Wednesday. 



China hosts Latin American leaders, hails ties with region from Associated Press 8 Jan 15

Xi emphasized the potential for future growth in ties between China and the grouping of more than 30 nations known as the Community of Latin
American and Caribbean States...

Merkel’s Visit To Britain Sets New Tone After E.U. Rift from New York Times 8 Jan 15

The first thing Prime Minister David Cameron did when Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany arrived Wednesday for a half-day visit here was
to take her to a German history exhibition at the British Museum. 

Mexico ready to aid U.S.-Cuba rapprochement from EFE (Spain) 7 Jan 15

The Mexican government will collaborate in the restoration of diplomatic ties between the United States and Cuba once Washington outlines the
agenda for the process, President Enrique Peña Nieto's spokesman told Efe Wednesday. 

India, Pakistan Trade Accusations Over Cross-border Violence from Associated Press 6 Jan 15

Pakistani troops fired gunshots and mortar shells that killed an Indian soldier in northern Kashmir on Monday after a lull in the countries’ cross-
border firing, an Indian paramilitary official said. Pakistan blamed India for the violence and said two civilians were killed by Indian shelling. 

Full Diplomatic Plate For Kerry In Rome from New York Times 15 Dec 14

With Israel in the middle of an election campaign and the Europeans pressing for a United Nations Security Council resolution on a negotiating
deadline that Israel opposes, Secretary of State John F. Kerry traveled to Rome on Sunday to try to square the circle. 

Russia-Pakistan cooperation in fighting drugs and terrorism serves India's interests, Putin says from Itar-Tass (Russia) 9 Dec 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin is convinced that cooperation between Russia and Pakistan, including in fighting terrorism and illegal drug
trafficking, serves the interests of India and other countries of the region. 

Russia, Iran agree to develop anti-drug cooperation from Itar-Tass (Russia) 8 Dec 14

Director of Russia's Federal Drug Control Service Viktor Ivanov and Iranian Interior Minister Abdolreza Rahmani Fazli on Monday discussed
plans for developing anti-drug cooperation. 

China, Kazakhstan pledge more security cooperation from Xinhua (China) 4 Dec 14

China hopes to boost law-enforcement and security cooperation with Kazakhstan in the fight against terrorism and narcotics, a visiting Chinese
security official said Thursday. 

Venezuela, Uruguay agree to boost cooperation from Xinhua (China) 3 Dec 14

The presidents of Venezuela and Uruguay agreed on Wednesday to boost bilateral ties and mutually beneficial cooperation in agriculture,
technology and energy. 

Honduras, Guatemala establish joint anti-drug force from Reuters 3 Dec 14

Honduras and Guatemala said on Wednesday they will set up a joint military force to battle drug trafficking on their shared border, where
Mexico's powerful drug cartels have driven a surge in violence. 

China, Uzbekistan vow to strengthen anti-terror cooperation from Xinhua (China) 2 Dec 14

China hopes to boost law-enforcement and security cooperation with Uzbekistan in the fight against terrorism and narcotics so as to jointly
safeguard regional peace and stability, a visiting Chinese security official has said. 

Thailand, Laos agree to enhance cooperation from Xinhua (China) 26 Nov 14

Thai Prime Minister Gen. Prayuth Chan-ocha led a cabinet-level delegation to Lao capital Vientiane on Wednesday to reinforce ties with its
neighbor. 

Iran, China, Mongolia to participate in CSTO's annual anti-drug operation permanently from Itar-Tass (Russia) 26 Nov 14

Iran, China and Mongolia will participate in the annual anti-drug operation of the Collective Security Treaty Organization on the permanent basis,



the chief of Russia's drug control service FSKN, Viktor Ivanov said at a meeting of the heads of CSTO drug control bodies in St. Petersburg.

Relationship Between Israel And Jordan Grows Warier Amid Tensions In Jerusalem from Washington Post 24 Nov 14

Jordan’s king and his people are bristling with anger over Israeli actions at a sacred site for Muslims in Jerusalem, threatening to turn a cold peace
between Israel and Jordan into a deep freeze. 

India, Australia vow closer security and trade ties from Agence France-Presse 18 Nov 14

India and Australia vowed closer defence and security ties Tuesday while stressing the importance of economic cooperation a day after Canberra
sealed a huge trade pact with fellow Asian superpower China. 

Top Chinese legislator to visit three Latin American countries from Xinhua (China) 15 Nov 14

China's top legislator Zhang Dejiang will pay an official friendly visit to Peru, Colombia and Mexico from Nov. 20 to 28. 

U.S. requests Kenya to extradite four drug barons from Xinhua (China) 11 Nov 14

The U.S. on Tuesday requested Kenya to extradite two sons of slain drug baron Ibrahim Akasha and two foreigners to stand trial in Washington
over international drug trafficking. 

Bolivia, Argentina to expand nuclear energy cooperation from Xinhua (China) 6 Nov 14

Bolivia and Argentina Thursday agreed to strengthen their cooperation on nuclear energy technology, reported the Bolivian News Agency (ABI). 

Sudan, S.Sudan To Resume Work On Disputed Border from Agence France-Presse 5 Nov 14

The presidents of Sudan and South Sudan agreed Tuesday to resume work to demarcate their contested border, a dispute that boiled over into
armed conflict between the countries in 2012. 

Japan to urge China to take "effective measures" to stop coral poaching from Kyodo (Japan) 4 Nov 14

Japan will urge China to take "effective measures" to stop Chinese fishermen from poaching valuable coral in Japanese territorial waters and its
exclusive economic zone near the Ogasawara and Izu islands off Tokyo, Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida said Tuesday. 

UPDATE: Cambodia, Thailand ink 3 deals to broaden bilateral ties from Xinhua (China) 30 Oct 14

Cambodia and Thailand on Thursday signed three deals to pave the way for the two neighbors to broaden bilateral ties and cooperation, a
Cambodian spokesman said....The deals aimed to enhance bilateral cooperation in tourism, fighting against human trafficking, and connecting a
railway between the two countries. 

Colombia and Panama to negotiate financial info sharing from EFE (Spain) 22 Oct 14

Panama has been excluded from a list of tax havens released by Colombia, while both countries have agreed to negotiate a financial information
sharing pact within a period of one year. 

Hungary, Austria, Serbia mull cooperation against illegal migration, human-trafficking from Xinhua (China) 17 Oct 14

Interior ministers of Hungary, Austria and Serbia met here Friday to discuss ways to jointly fight illegal migration and human-trafficking. 

Peru, Colombia ink accords at first binational cabinet meeting from Xinhua (China) 30 Sep 14

The first Peru-Colombia binational cabinet meeting concluded Tuesday with the signing of 11 accords between the neighboring South American
nations, Peru's Andina news agency reported. 

Barbados, El Salvador agree on visa waiver from Xinhua (China) 27 Sep 14

The governments of Barbados and El Salvador have agreed on a mutual visa waiver with an eye on bolstering trade and cooperation, the
Salvadoran Foreign Affairs Ministry said Friday. 

Pacific Alliance countries bet for a "healthy" growth from EFE (Spain) 23 Sep 14

Four Latin American presidents have called on the international business community to invest in their countries, grouped in the Pacific Alliance,



to ensure healthy economic growth. 

Politicians of 32 countries gather to build connectivity in Sri Lanka from Xinhua (China) 20 Sep 14

Over 240 political party members from 32 countries in Asia had gathered to attend the 8th General Assembly of International Conference of
Asian Political Parties ( ICAPP), aimed at looking for new ways to promote connectivity in the region, an official said. 

With Much at Stake, Chinese Leader Visits India from New York Times 17 Sep 14

India’s new prime minister, Narendra Modi, celebrated his 64th birthday on Wednesday by hosting President Xi Jinping of China in his home
state, Gujarat, as the leaders of Asia’s two giants laid the foundation for a relationship that will carry huge stakes for both countries. 

China, Uzbekistan officials talk security cooperation from Xinhua (China) 15 Sep 14

Senior Chinese security official Meng Jianzhu met with Uzbekistan Minister of Internal Affairs Akhmedbaev Adkham in Beijing on Monday,
vowing to promote closer security cooperation between both countries. 

UPDATE: Interview: SCO important instrument for stability, development: Chinese ambassador to Russia from Xinhua (China) 11

Sep 14

The 13-year-old Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) has become an efficient and constructive regional mechanism to maintain stability
and promote development of its member countries, said Chinese Ambassador to Russia Li Hui. 

IDB to launch new social network for business in China from Xinhua (China) 11 Sep 14

The Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) will launch a new digital social networking platform to promote international trade and investment,
in China. 

Panama's president wants Cuba to attend summit from EFE (Spain) 8 Sep 14

The Summit of the Americas is an appropriate forum for tackling the Western Hemisphere's larger issues so common sense dictates that it must
include Cuba, Panamanian President Juan Carlos Varela said on a visit to Madrid on Monday. 

Problems seen in Venezuela-Colombia border closure from Associated Press 12 Aug 14

Venezuelan's decision to close its border with Colombia at night to fight contraband is drawing complaints from both sides of the frontier. 

US Looks To Calm South China Sea Tensions from Associated Press 5 Aug 14

The United States will be looking to calm tensions stoked by recent Chinese oil drilling in disputed waters of the South China Sea at an upcoming
meeting of the region’s foreign ministers, a senior U.S. official said Monday. 

Peace in the Time of Guerrilla Warfare from Bloomberg 5 Aug 14

The tour books will tell you that Cartagena de Indias is the jewel of the Caribbean. But for Juan Manuel Santos, it might as well have been
quicksand. The Colombian president, re-elected June 15, called on the colonial resort town on Friday for a one-on-one with his Venezuelan
counterpart, Nicolas Maduro. 

Venezuela, Paraguay agree to boost bilateral economic ties from Xinhua (China) 30 Jul 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro and his Paraguayan counterpart Horacio Cartes agreed on Tuesday to strengthen bilateral economic ties
between the two countries. 

U.S. Accuses Russia Of Violating 1987 Treaty On Nuclear Missiles from Los Angeles Times 29 Jul 14

The Obama administration has accused Russia of violating a key arms control agreement by testing an intermediate-range nuclear cruise missile. 

Panama, Colombia agree to relaunch electricity interconnection project from Xinhua (China) 25 Jul 14

Visiting Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said on Friday that he and his Panamanian counterpart Juan Carlos Varela have agreed to
relaunch an electricity interconnection project between their countries. 



BRICS anti-drug agencies to exchange liaison officers from Itar-Tass (Russia) 19 Jul 14

BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa) have agreed to set up a group on narcotic drugs and to exchange liaison officers. 

China seeks strategic relationship with Latin America from EFE (Spain) 16 Jul 14

China is seeking to bolster relations with Latin America and the Caribbean and seal a "strategic alliance" with that region, Chinese President Xi
Jinping said here Wednesday in an address to the Brazilian Senate. 

China expects further cooperation with Latin America from Xinhua (China) 7 Jul 14

China hopes that President Xi Jinping's upcoming visit will promote further cooperation with Latin American countries, Vice Foreign Minister Li
Baodong said here Monday. 

EU, US seek to boost collaboration on border protection, crime fighting from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 14

European Union member states and the U.S. were seeking ways to boost their collaboration on border protection and crime fighting during a
ministerial meeting hosted in Athens on Wednesday. 

Colombia and Brazil seek cooperation between Pacific Alliance, Mercosur from EFE (Spain) 19 Jun 14

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos met here Thursday with Brazilian counterpart Dilma Rousseff to discuss bilateral and regional issues
and the possibility of forging closer ties between the Pacific Alliance and Mercosur. 

China’s Foreign Minister Visits New Indian Leaders from Associated Press 9 Jun 14

China’s foreign minister met with his Indian counterpart on Sunday, hoping that his two-day visit with India’s new leaders will spur stalled trade
between the Asian nations and ease decades of tensions between them. 

Vatican finance watchdog signs deals with Britain, France from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 7 Jun 14

The Vatican said Saturday that its financial crimes watchdog had signed cooperation deals with Britain, France and four other nations - Malta,
Poland, Romania and Peru. 

Kazakhstan seeking "new perspectives" for cooperation with LatAm from EFE (Spain) 3 Jun 14

Kazakhstan is seeking "new perspectives" for cooperation with Latin America via a series of diplomatic visits and accords as part of its desire to
take on a greater role in the world, the Central Asian nation's deputy foreign minister said here. 

Ecuador, Chile agree to strengthen defense cooperation from Xinhua (China) 23 May 14

The defense ministers of Ecuador and Chile have announced stronger bilateral defense cooperation 

China And Russia Reach 30-Year Gas Deal from New York Times 22 May 14

China and Russia signed a $400 billion gas deal on Wednesday, giving Moscow a megamarket for its leading export and linking two major
powers that, despite a rocky history of alliances and rivalries, have drawn closer to counter the clout of the United States and Europe. 

Chile, Argentina Trade Barbs Over Pascua Lama Mine from Associated Press 21 May 14

Chile’s government said Tuesday it will respect the environmental regulator’s decision to block work on Barrick Gold’s Pascua-Lama mine
despite harsh criticism from neighboring Argentina. 

Japan PM mulling Latin American tour in July from Kyodo (Japan) 20 May 14

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe is considering visiting Brazil, Chile, Mexico and Peru in the second half of July, a tour primarily aimed at securing
support for Japan's bid next year to win a seat on the U.N. Security Council as a nonpermanent member, a government source said Tuesday. 

Panama, Venezuela to restore consular ties after spat from EFE (Spain) 19 May 14

Panama and Venezuela "have proceeded to the exchange of (diplomatic) notes" to restore consular relations, suspended since March 5 together
with diplomatic and trade ties in the wake of a political dispute, the Panamanian Foreign Ministry said Monday. 



Argentina, Chile to double number of border passes from EFE (Spain) 12 May 14

The presidents of Argentina and Chile - Cristina Fernandez and Michelle Bachelet, respectively - announced here Monday their intention to
double the number of border passes connecting the Andean neighbors with two big infrastructure projects. 

Haiti, Dominican Republic postpone meeting from Associated Press 7 May 14

Haiti and the Dominican Republic have once again postponed a meeting aimed at resolving concerns surrounding a court decision that could leave
thousands of Haitian Dominicans stateless. 

Venezuela, Panama pledge to relaunch diplomatic ties from Xinhua (China) 5 May 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro and Panamanian President-elect Juan Carlos Varela have pledged to waste no time in normalizing relations
and relaunching diplomatic, economic and trade ties cut off two months ago, Venezuela's Foreign Ministry said Monday. 

Colombia court backs Santos in sea boundary dispute with Nicaragua from Reuters 2 May 14

Colombia's constitutional court ruled on Friday that applying a decision by the International Court of Justice (ICJ) that granted Nicaragua a
disputed area of Caribbean waters could not take effect without a treaty between the countries. 

White House: US Will Sign Defense Accord With Philippines In Hours Before Obama Arrives In Manila from McClatchy 28 Apr 14

With President Barack Obama scheduled to arrive in the Philippines on Monday, the United States announced Sunday that it will sign a defense
agreement with the island nation that will give American troops, ships and aircraft more access to the Philippines than they’ve had since the last
U.S. military base closed here in 1992. 

Argentina, Venezuela sign military accords from EFE (Spain) 25 Apr 14

The defense ministers of Argentina and Venezuela met here Friday to sign a pair of accords on bilateral military cooperation. 

During Asia Trip, Obama Will Renew Effort To “Rebalance” US Relationship With The Region from Washington Post 21 Apr 14

President Obama departs Tues day for a week-long, four-nation tour of Asia, where he and his top aides will be less focused on any big policy
announcements than on reassuring jittery allies that America remains committed to bolstering its security and economic ties to the region. 

A War Shrine Gesture In Japan Complicates Relations In Asia from New York Times 21 Apr 14

Japan’s prime minister sent a ceremonial offering to a Tokyo war shrine on Monday, a move that may anger South Korea and China just two days
before President Obama is to arrive in Tokyo. 

Tajikistan pledges security cooperation with China from Xinhua (China) 18 Apr 14

Tajik President Emomali Rahmon on Friday pledged to enhance security cooperation with China. Tajikistan will work with China in the fight
against the three evil forces of separatism, extremism and terrorism, he told visiting Chinese State Councilor Guo Shengkun. 

SCO holds security council secretaries meeting in Tajikistan from Xinhua (China) 17 Apr 14

Tajikistan on Thursday hosted the 9th meeting of security council secretaries of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), at which
participants discussed ways of strengthening security cooperation. 

Honduras, Venezuela have world's highest murder rates: U.N. from Reuters 10 Apr 14

Honduras retains the world's highest murder rate, according to a United Nations report published on Thursday, with the Americas overtaking
Africa as the region with the most peacetime murders per 100,000 people. 

Angry Guyana drops out of Suriname oil conference from Associated Press 8 Apr 14

A decades-long border dispute has prompted Guyana to angrily drop out of an oil and gas conference in neighboring Suriname. 

Peru, Ecuador to strengthen ties in defense from Xinhua (China) 7 Apr 14

Peru and Ecuador agreed on Monday to strengthen relations in defense so as to enhance border security, the Peruvian Ministry of Defense said. 



El Salvador, Honduras agree to forge regional strategic alliance from Xinhua (China) 6 Apr 14

El Salvadorian president-elect Salvador Sanchez Ceren said here on Sunday he signed with Honduras' President Juan Orlando Hernandez an
agreement to achieve a regional strategic alliance. 

Obama Brings Leaders Of Japan, SKorea Together from Associated Press 26 Mar 14

President Barack Obama scored a small but significant diplomatic coup Tuesday by bringing together the leaders of key Asian allies Japan and
South Korea for their first face-to-face meeting since they both took office more than a year ago. 

Obama Juggles Itinerary in Bid to Ease Tensions Between Two Asian Allies from New York Times 25 Mar 14

When President Obama brings together the estranged leaders of Japan and South Korea for a peacemaking session in The Hague on Tuesday
evening, it will be the culmination of three months of intense behind-the-scenes American diplomacy. 

Japan And North Korea Said To Agree To Formal Talks from New York Times 21 Mar 14

Japan and North Korea agreed on Thursday to hold formal talks for the first time in more than a year, Japanese officials said, as the government of
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe of Japan tried to achieve a coveted diplomatic success. 

Vietnamese PM to pay official visit to Cuba, Haiti from Xinhua (China) 20 Mar 14

Vietnamese Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung is going to pay official visits to Cuba and Haiti late this March, reported the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs on Thursday. 

Honduras, Ecuador restore full diplomatic ties from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 14

Ecuador and Honduras announced the full normalization of diplomatic relations on Thursday, after years of estrangement following the 2009 coup
that ousted Honduran leftist president Manuel Zelaya. 

Ecuadorian president meets his Mexican counterpart on ties from Xinhua (China) 10 Mar 14

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa received here on Monday his Mexican counterpart Enrique Pena, who is paying a brief official visit to the
South American country to strengthen bilateral relations. 

Brazil to bolster ties with Chile under Bachelet from Xinhua (China) 10 Mar 14

Brazil expects to strengthen bilateral ties with Chile under President Michelle Bachelet, who will be sworn in Tuesday, a Brazilian Foreign
Ministry official said Monday. 

Mexico's president to visit Ecuador and Chile from EFE (Spain) 9 Mar 14

Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto plans to make an official visit to Ecuador this week and will then attend Michelle Bachelet's presidential
inauguration in Chile, the Office of the President and the Foreign Relations Secretariat said. 

US government probing three major French banks from Agence France-Presse 8 Mar 14

US authorities are investigating the French banks Societe Generale, BNP Paribas and Credit Agricole for embezzlement and violating American
sanctions against other countries, a source close to the matter said Friday. 

US, Mexico, Guatemala form anti-crime alliance from Agence France-Presse 7 Mar 14

The governments of the United States, Mexico and Guatemala formed a special body Friday to fight drug trafficking and organized crime. 

Venezuela expels Panama ambassador, three others from Agence France-Presse 7 Mar 14

The Venezuelan government declared Panama's ambassador and three other diplomats "persona non grata" Thursday, saying they must leave the
country within 48 hours, a Panamanian official said. 

Venezuela owes Brazilian construction firms more than $2 bn, daily says from EFE (Spain) 5 Mar 14

Venezuela's government owes as much as $2.5 billion to Brazilian construction companies carrying out infrastructure and sanitation projects in the
neighboring country, Sao Paulo business daily Valor Economico said Wednesday. 



Venezuela breaks relations with Panama: Maduro from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 14

Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro said Wednesday his government was breaking diplomatic relations with Panama after the country proposed
a meeting of North and Latin American nations over protests in Caracas. 

As Obama Heads To Meeting With Canada And Mexico, Several Agenda Items Are Stalled from Washington Post 19 Feb 14

President Obama is likely to face difficult questions at a summit Wednesday from his Mexican and Canadian counterparts on a slew of thorny
issues that have been stalled by U.S. domestic politics. 

Chile, Peru working on new maritime delimitation from Xinhua (China) 17 Feb 14

Experts from Chile and Peru on Monday met in Valparaiso, Chile, to make preparation for setting the new maritime border between the two
countries, based on the recent verdict of the International Court of Justice (ICJ), the Chilean daily El Mercurio (Emol) reported. 

China And Taiwan Hold First Direct Talks Since ‘49 from New York Times 12 Feb 14

Representatives of Taiwan and China held their first official talks on Tuesday since the end of China’s civil war in 1949, a meeting expected to
produce few concrete results but one that was a symbolic development in the easing of the two sides’ longtime rivalry. 

Venezuela, Trinidad & Tobago to join for naval exercises from Breaking News Trinidad & Tobago 12 Feb 14

Trinidad and Tobago and Venezuela will conduct five days of joint naval exercises, the Venezuelan navy confirmed today on the website
Defensa.com. 

India urges Pakistan to resume trade, travel across Kashmir LoC from Xinhua (China) 28 Jan 14

India Tuesday regretted that trade and travel across line-of-control ( LoC) in Kashmir was stalled after the arrest of a truck driver on charges of
smuggling narcotics and urged Pakistan to resume the trade. 

Fidel Castro meets Brazilian, Jamaican leaders during regional summit from Xinhua (China) 28 Jan 14

Former Cuban leader Fidel Castro met with Brazilian and Jamaican leaders here Monday on the sidelines of a regional summit, local media
reported Tuesday. 

Deadlock over Kashmir LoC trade impasse continues between India, Pakistan from Xinhua (China) 28 Jan 14

The trade across line-of-control (LoC) dividing Kashmir into India and Pakistan-controlled parts continues to remain suspended Tuesday for the
11th straight day in wake of the stalemate over drugs bust, officials said. 

UPDATE: World court draws new Peru-Chile maritime border from Associated Press 27 Jan 14

The United Nations' highest court has drawn a new maritime boundary between Peru and Chile, awarding Peru parts of the Pacific Ocean but
keeping rich coastal fishing grounds in Chilean hands. 

UPDATE: Peru satisfied with ICJ sea border ruling, Chile dismayed from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 14

Peruvians celebrated Monday after the UN's highest court gave Lima economic rights over a slice of fisheries-rich Pacific in a 100-year-old
dispute with neighboring Chile. 

Brazil helps Cuba inaugurate special development zone from Xinhua (China) 27 Jan 14

Cuban leader Raul Castro and Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff Monday inaugurated the first phase of the Cuba's Special Development Zone in
the port of Mariel, a project largely financed by Brazil. 

Taiwan President Ma leaves for Africa, Central America from Kyodo (Japan) 24 Jan 14

Taiwan President Ma Ying-jeo on Thursday departed Taiwan for Honduras to attend the inauguration of the Central American country's President
Juan Hernandez after visiting Sao Tome and Principe and Burkina Faso in Africa. 

Obama To Invite 47 Leaders To US-Africa Summit In August from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 14



President Barack Obama will invite 47 leaders to a landmark US-Africa summit in August, seeking to widen US trade, development and security
ties with an increasingly dynamic continent to which he traces part of his ancestry. 

Obama To Invite 47 Leaders To US-Africa Summit In August from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 14

President Barack Obama will invite 47 leaders to a landmark US-Africa summit in August, seeking to widen US trade, development and security
ties with an increasingly dynamic continent to which he traces part of his ancestry. 

Taiwan President Ma to visit Africa, Central America from Kyodo (Japan) 7 Jan 14

Taiwan President Ma Ying-jeou will visit Africa and Central America during the last week of this month to consolidate ties with several of the
island's 22 diplomatic allies, the government said Tuesday. 

Haitian, Dominican leaders to meet under citizenship threat from Reuters 7 Jan 14

Haitian and Dominican authorities were to meet for migration and trade talks on Tuesday under the cloud of a controversial court ruling that
threatens to strip Dominican nationality from thousands of residents of Haitian descent. 

China Must Retaliate For Japan PM Shrine Visit, State Media Urge from Agence France-Presse 27 Dec 13

China must take “excessive” counter-measures after Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s controversial war shrine visit, state-run media urged
on Friday, reflecting the smouldering resentment among Chinese at its onetime invader. 

Peru-Chile sea border ruling set for January 27 from Agence France-Presse 13 Dec 13

The International Court of Justice will deliver its ruling on a long-running maritime boundary dispute between Chile and Peru on January 27,
Chile said on Friday. 

Bolivia, Paraguay restore relationship from Xinhua (China) 6 Dec 13

Bolivia and Paraguay on Friday announced their agreement to reestablished bilateral ties, marking the end of an 18-month freeze in the
relationship between the two South American countries. 

Panama reaffirms support for Argentina's Malvinas claim and promotes 'friendship groups' at congressional level from
MercoPress 30 Nov 13

“The visit is a clear demonstration of the excellent level of bilateral relations, characterized by mutual respect and the commitment to strengthen
democracy, human rights and the promotion of international cooperation and peace”, said a release from the Argentine foreign ministry. The
ministers also expressed their commitment to promote 'parliamentary friendship groups' among the two countries congresses,

Peru, Colombia to share diplomatic outposts from Xinhua (China) 28 Nov 13

Peru and Colombia have agreed to share the facilities and infrastructure of their embassies and consulates in third countries, the Foreign Ministry
announced Wednesday in a statement. 

Nicaragua takes Colombia boundary dispute to UN court from Agence France-Presse 27 Nov 13

Nicaragua started proceedings at the International Court of Justice against Colombia for allegedly violating its sovereign rights and maritime
zones, the UN court said on Wednesday. 

Bahamians call for talks with Haiti over migrant smuggling from Miami Herald 27 Nov 13

The Bahamas’ foreign minister said Wednesday his nation will seek to hold talks with Haiti and others in the coming days over ways to
discourage migrant smuggling. 

Ecuador, Colombia vow to further cooperation from Xinhua (China) 26 Nov 13

Visiting Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa and his Colombian counterpart Juan Manuel Santos pledged on Monday to further cooperation
between their countries. 

Colombia, Ecuador eye long-term development of bilateral ties from Xinhua (China) 24 Nov 13



Colombia and Ecuador have vowed to build long-term friendly bilateral ties, Colombian Foreign Minister Maria Angela Holguin and her visiting
Ecuadorian counterpart Ricardo Patino said in a joint statement Saturday. 

Joint Communique Issued On The Occasion Of The State Visit To Jamaica Of His Excellency Michel Martelly President Of
The Republic Of Haiti 13th – 15th November 2013 from Jamaica Information Service 18 Nov 13

At the invitation of The Most Honourable Portia Simpson Miller, ON, MP, Prime Minister of Jamaica, His Excellency Michel Martelly, President
of the Republic of Haiti, paid a State Visit to Jamaica during the period 13th – 15th November 2013. 

Brazil, Peru seek to strengthen trade ties from Agence France-Presse 11 Nov 13

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff arrived in Peru Monday for talks aimed at stimulating trade and investment between the two South American
neighbors. 

Uruguay, Brazil presidents meet over Haiti mission, Mercosur-EU trade accord from Xinhua (China) 11 Nov 13

Uruguay and Brazil presidents have met over the weekend on the ongoing United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (Minustah), and trade
talks between the Southern Common Market (Mercosur) trading bloc and the European Union (EU), a Uruguayan official said Monday. 

Venezuela, Cuba ink agreement to consolidate integration from Xinhua (China) 6 Nov 13

Venezuela and Cuba have signed their 40th economic complementary agreement as the two countries seek greater integration, according to a
statement issued here Wednesday. 

More Cuban doctors due in Brazil to work in poor areas from Agence France-Presse 2 Nov 13

Some 3,000 more Cuban doctors are to arrive in Brazil from Monday to join a government program to fill vacancies in the country's public health
system. 

EU spying backlash threatens billions in US trade from Associated Press 30 Oct 13

The backlash in Europe over U.S. spying is threatening an agreement that generates tens of billions of dollars in trans-Atlantic business every year
- and negotiations on another pact worth many times more. 

Putin: Russia wants to broaden contacts with Latin American organizations from Interfax (Russia) 29 Oct 13

Broader contacts with regional organizations in Latin America would be in Russia's interests, said President Vladimir Putin. 

Ibero-American countries pledges to promote political dialogue from Xinhua (China) 19 Oct 13

Leaders attending the 23rd Ibero-American Summit pledged here Saturday to make the mechanism more efficient so as to promote political
dialogue and cooperation talks, according to a statement issued after the meeting. 

Many LatAm leaders absent as foundering summit opens in Panama from Agence France-Presse 18 Oct 13

Many Latin American leaders were conspicuously absent Friday as the 23rd Ibero-American summit opened in Panama, revealing the foundering
direction of the annual forum. 

Iberoamerican meet loses gloss with less leaders from Associated Press 18 Oct 13

Just 14 of Latin America's 22 presidents are expected at this weekend's Iberoamerican Summit in Panama, taking some of the gloss off a once
high-profile event. 

Ghana, Argentina resolve dispute over seized ship from Associated Press 28 Sep 13

Ghana says it has resolved a dispute with Argentina that began with last year's seizure of an Argentinian naval ship over a massive debt claim. 

UNHCR welcomes Brazil humanitarian visas for Syrian refugees from Xinhua (China) 27 Sep 13

The United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR) on Friday welcomed Brazil's announcement of special humanitarian visas for Syrians and other
nationals affected by the Syrian conflict who wish to seek refuge in Brazil. 



Uruguay planning a fluvial outpost next to a pulp mill questioned by Argentina from MercoPress 27 Sep 13

The Ministry of Defence and the Navy share the dream of having a fluvial outpost at the head of the San Martin bridge” which links Uruguay with
Argentina, said Uruguayan Defence minister Eleuterio Fernandez Huidobro following a joint forces exercise denominated ‘Turbulent River’
involving land, naval forces and air support. 

Ecuador, Colombia talk border security from Agence France-Presse 26 Sep 13

Ecuador and Colombia summoned senior security officials Thursday for a meeting on how to fight crime along their dense jungle border. 

Russia, Venezuela sign protocol on cooperation in organizing elections from Interfax (Russia) 25 Sep 13

The election authorities of Russia and Venezuela will cooperate in voting and in organizing elections in remote regions, Russian Central Election
Committee Deputy Chairman Stanislav Vavilov said. 

Caribbean, Latin American Leaders Likely To Discuss Spying, Development At U.N. Meeting from Miami Herald 24 Sep 13

Last week, Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff cancelled a U.S. state visit over allegations that the National Security Agency listened into her
conversations and spied on state-run oil company Petrobras. 

Panama, Colombia sign free trade pact from Xinhua (China) 21 Sep 13

Panama signed a free trade agreement with Colombia on Friday, making a step forward to join the Pacific Alliance. 

Chile, Paraguay to boost bilateral trade from Xinhua (China) 18 Sep 13

Visiting Paraguayan President Horacio Cartes met with Chile's congressional leaders here on Tuesday to boost bilateral ties. 

Colombia vows to confront Nicaragua on border dispute from Xinhua (China) 17 Sep 13

Colombia's Ministry of Foreign Affairs said Monday that the country is prepared to deal with Nicaragua on their maritime border dispute. 

Delegation inquired on Guyanese attitude towards Venezuela from KNews 15 Sep 13

The Venezuelan delegation that was in Guyana accompanied by armed military personnel from that country, was in fact a breach of the agreement
under which they were allowed to enter this country but once this breach was drawn to their attention, they made the suitable apologies and
corrected the situation. 

Ecuador hails settlement with Colombia on coca eradication method from Xinhua (China) 13 Sep 13

Ecuador on Friday hailed an out-of- court settlement reached with neighboring Colombia on the method of drug crops eradication, saying the
bilateral agreement goes beyond any verdict they could have expected from an international court on the dispute. 

Guyana, Suriname to patrol shared river border from Associated Press 13 Sep 13

Guyana and Suriname say they will jointly patrol a disputed river border to crack down on piracy and smuggling. 

Venezuela, Trinidad sign offshore natural gas deal from EFE (Spain) 11 Sep 13

The energy ministers of Venezuela and Trinidad and Tobago on Wednesday signed a deal to develop three gas fields that span the countries'
maritime border and contain reserves totaling nearly 12 trillion cubic feet. 

Brazil, Mexico summon US envoys over spy claims from Agence France-Presse 2 Sep 13

Brazil and Mexico summoned US ambassadors on Monday to demand explanations over allegations that the National Security Agency spied on
their presidents' communications. 

UNASUR summit in Suriname welcomes back Paraguay from Associated Press 30 Aug 13

Paraguay is being welcomed back into a group of South American nations known as UNASUR. 

Japan, Brazil eye meeting of leaders at G-20 summit in Russia from Kyodo (Japan) 30 Aug 13

Japan and Brazil are working to arrange a meeting between their leaders on the fringes of the summit of the Group of 20 major economies in St.



Petersburg, Russia, on Sept. 5, a Japanese government source said Friday. 

Surveillance Revelations Shake U.S.-German Ties from New York Times 26 Aug 13

Continuing revelations, based on documents leaked by Edward J. Snowden, of sweeping American digital surveillance around the world are
rattling the close ties between the United States and Germany. 

TPP leaders' summit set for Oct. 8: TPP source from Kyodo (Japan) 25 Aug 13

Leaders of the 12 countries participating in Trans-Pacific Partnership free trade negotiations are expected to hold a summit meeting on Oct. 8, a
source involved in the talks said Saturday. 

Argentina, Brazil willing to work for Paraguay's return to Mercosur: Cartes from Xinhua (China) 16 Aug 13

Paraguayan newly sworn-in President Horacio Cartes said here on Friday that Argentina and Brazil were willing to work on a way for his country
to rejoin the Southern Common Market (Mercosur). 

Taiwan leader starts Caribbean tour in Haiti from Associated Press 13 Aug 13

Taiwan's President Ma Ying-jeou is being welcomed in Haiti as he starts a tour of Latin America and the Caribbean. 

Kerry could face chilly reception in Colombia, Brazil because of US surveillance program from Associated Press 11 Aug 13

Secretary of State John Kerry’s trip to Colombia and Brazil this week builds on efforts to deepen relations with Latin America, but he can expect a
curt reception from the two U.S. allies after reports that an American spy program widely targeted data in emails and telephone calls across the
region. 

Venezuela, Colombia agree to enhance border cooperation from Xinhua (China) 10 Aug 13

Venezuela and Colombia agreed on Friday to enhance their border cooperation with the opening of an upgraded customs office. 

U.S.-Russia Relations Turn Cold -- Again from Washington Post 9 Aug 13

Obama, who invested much energy in ties, thought he would get nothing from summit 

Kerry To Travel To Colombia, Brazil from Associated Press 8 Aug 13

The State Department says Secretary of State John Kerry will travel next week to Colombia and Brazil, where he will discuss bilateral issues and
the upcoming U.S. state visit of Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff. 

U.S. Secretary of State Kerry to visit Colombia, Brazil next week from Reuters 8 Aug 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry will travel to Colombia and Brazil for talks next week on increasing cooperation with their governments, the
State Department said on Thursday. 

South American Ministers Condemn Europe In Snowden Affair from Miami Herald 6 Aug 13

Several South American foreign ministers on Monday warned the international community to “grave implications” from the rerouting of Bolivian
President Evo Morales’ plane over Europe last month as the U.S. attempted to extract former CIA contractor Edward Snowden from a Moscow
airport. 

Mercosur expresses concern over U.S. espionage allegations from Xinhua (China) 5 Aug 13

Foreign ministers from the Southern Common Market (Mercosur), a South American trading block, expressed concern over alleged U.S. spying
activities on them. 

South American ministers tell UN chief of alarm at alleged US spying in region and world from Associated Press 5 Aug 13

Foreign ministers from the South American trade bloc Mercosur expressed their indignation at alleged U.S. spying in the region and throughout
the world to U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon on Monday. 

Venezuelan, Ecuadorian presidents resume regular meetings from Xinhua (China) 29 Jul 13



Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro met here Monday with Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa in a move to resume the regular quarterly
meetings between the presidents of the two countries. 

Leaders From United Nations, Caricom, Discuss Haiti, Development, Drugs At Meeting from Miami Herald 24 Jul 13

Officials from the United Nations and the Caribbean said at a biannual meeting on Tuesday that they had made progress on a number of issues of
regional interest, including drug trafficking and the U.N. peacekeeping mission in Haiti. 

Ecuador supports Bolivia's decision over plane row from Xinhua (China) 23 Jul 13

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa said Tuesday that his government will support Bolivian President Evo Morales on whether to accept
apologies offered by four European countries that closed airspace to Morales' presidential plane on July 2. 

Venezuelan, Colombian presidents put aside diplomatic dispute from Rueters 22 Jul 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro and Colombian counterpart Juan Manuel Santos on Monday agreed to turn the page on a diplomatic dispute
triggered when Santos met with Venezuela's main opposition leader in May. 

Colombian, Venezuelan leaders to hold first meeting since spat from Rueters 16 Jul 13

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos and his Venezuelan counterpart, Nicolas Maduro, plan to meet next week in their first encounter since a
diplomatic spat in May triggered by Santos' meeting with Venezuela's main opposition leader. 

Uruguay confirms Venezuela to be Mercosur head from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 13

Venezuela will take over the temporary presidency of Mercosur at the trading bloc's upcoming summit in Montevideo since Paraguay remains
suspended, Uruguayan Foreign Minister Luis Almagro said here Tuesday. 

CentrAm closer to free trade with EU from Agence France-Presse 2 Jul 13

Costa Rica on Monday officially approved launching the first free trade area between all of Central America and the European Union, bloc to
bloc, officials said. 

Norway continues to finance Cuba's medical aid to Haiti from Xinhua (China) 27 Jun 13

Cuban and Norwegian representatives signed an agreement here Wednesday to continue Norway's financial support for Cuba's healthcare workers
in Haiti, local media reported. 

Venezuelan leader Nicolas Maduro visits Haiti from Associated Press 25 Jun 13

Venezuelan leader Nicolas Maduro is visiting Haiti in his first official trip to the Caribbean nation as president. 

Putin to meet Iranian, Venezuelan, Bolivian, Libyan leaders July 2 - presidential aide from Itar-Tass (Russia) 24 Jun 13

Russian President Vladimir Putin will have bilateral meetings with the Iranian, Venezuelan and Bolivian presidents, and the Libyan prime
minister, presidential aide Yuri Ushakov told journalists on Monday. 

Peru, Colombia to strengthen ties from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 13

Peru and Colombia signed here on Monday two deals aimed at strengthening bilateral ties through increased trade and binational cabinet
meetings. 

UN commission proposes closer LatAm-East Asia cooperation from Xinhua (China) 14 Jun 13

Latin America and East Asia should strengthen cooperation to take advantage of the growing potential of South-South trade, a Santiago-
headquartered UN commission said Friday. 

Israel will help boost Colombian economy: Peres from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 13

President Shimon Peres on Monday vowed Israel would help develop Colombia's economy, as he welcomed his Colombian counterpart Juan
Manuel Santos who is on an official visit to the region. 



Panama hopes to join Pacific Alliance through FTA with Colombia from Xinhua (China) 5 Jun 13

The Panamanian government on Tuesday highlighted the importance of achieving a free trade agreement (FTA) with Colombia, as it represents an
important step to join the Pacific Alliance. 

Venezuela welcomes military advice from Cuba from Associated Press 2 Jun 13

Defense Minister Diego Molero says Venezuela is receiving military advice from Cuba, but says officials from the communist-led island do not
influence decisions within the armed forces. 

Venezuela's leader in Nicaragua for bilateral talks from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 13

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro arrived Saturday night in Nicaragua to meet with his counterpart Daniel Ortega for talks to increase
cooperation between the two Latin American countries. 

Xi's Latin American tour to promote cooperation from Xinhua (China) 29 May 13

Chinese President Xi Jinping's first visit to Latin America is of great significance to promoting China's cooperation with the region, Assistant
Foreign Minister Zhang Kunsheng said on Wednesday. 

Venezuela: Colombia's meeting with opposition leader will hurt ties from Reuters 29 May 13

A top Venezuelan official reacted with fury over Wednesday's meeting between Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos and Venezuelan
opposition leader Henrique Capriles, saying it was a "bomb" in ties between the South American neighbors. 

Biden highlights new agenda in US-Colombian ties from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 May 13

US Vice President Joe Biden highlighted Monday in Bogota the new agenda between his country and Colombia, at the start of a six-day Latin
American tour that is also to take him to Trinidad and Tobago and to Brazil. 

Uruguay, China agree to improve ties from EFE (Spain) 27 May 13

Uruguay's Jose Mujica and Chinese President Xi Jinping agreed on Monday to work to strengthen bilateral ties. 

Ecuador and Palestinians to open diplomatic missions from Agence France-Presse 26 May 13

Ecuador and the Palestinian Authority will open diplomatic missions in each others' territories, Quito announced Sunday. 

Bolivia, Venezuela ink strategic alliance accord from Xinhua (China) 26 May 13

The governments of Bolivia and Venezuela signed an agreement on Sunday to consolidate their strategic bilateral alliance. 

China to continue developing strategic partnership with Ecuador: special envoy from Xinhua (China) 25 May 13

The Chinese government's Special Envoy Chen Lei said Saturday that his country is willing to further develop bilateral strategic partnership with
Ecuador during a meeting with Ecuadorian Minister of Foreign Affairs Ricardo Patino in Quito, the capital city of the South American country. 

Pacific trade bloc talks end in Lima from Associated Press 24 May 13

Negotiators working on a trade agreement among 11 Asia-Pacific nations have completed a 17th round of talks in Peru for the so-called Trans-
Pacific Partnership, and say Japan will join the talks when they reconvene in Malaysia in July. 

Pacific Alliance ministers vow to boost cooperation from Xinhua (China) 22 May 13

Foreign and trade ministers of from Colombia, Chile, Mexico and Peru met on Wednesday in Colombia's western city of Cali ahead of the Pacific
Alliance summit, vowing to define the bloc's roadmap to a new stage. 

Peru, Canada leaders agree to boost economic ties from Xinhua (China) 22 May 13

Peruvian President Ollanta Humala and visiting Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper on Wednesday agreed to strengthen bilateral economic
relations following talks here. 

Japan to send officials to Peru to gain insight into TPP talks from Kyodo (Japan) 21 May 13



The Japanese government is sending a team of top bureaucrats to Peru, where the latest round of Trans-Pacific Partnership free trade pact
negotiations is about to end, to gather information necessary for Japan's preparations to join the talks in July, government sources said Tuesday. 

Internet cable from Cuba to Jamaica comes online from Associated Press 21 May 13

A company that monitors global Internet traffic says another branch of the Venezuela-to-Cuba undersea fiber-optic cable has come online,
connecting the island to nearby Jamaica. 

Bolivia leader to meet Carter over land dispute with Chile from Agence France-Presse 20 May 13

President Evo Morales planned to meet ex-US president Jimmy Carter in the US state of Georgia on Monday to discuss Bolivia's longstanding
territorial dispute with Chile, officials said. 

Canadian PM to visit Peru, Colombia to enhance economic ties from Xinhua (China) 17 May 13

Canada's Prime Minister Stephen Harper will pay a four-day visit to Peru and Colombia next week to enhance economic relations with South
American countries. 

UPDATE: OAS says drug decriminalization should be an option from EFE (Spain) 17 May 13

"The decriminalization of drug use should be considered on the same basis as any public health strategy," the Organization of American States
said Friday in a summary of a report to be released next week. 

Bolivia, Brazil to launch joint anti-drug operations from Xinhua (China) 15 May 13

Bolivia and Brazil have signed an agreement on launching joint anti-drug operations, Vice Minister of Social Defense Felipe Caceres said
Wednesday. 

U.S. targets entities alleged to help Iran evade sanctions from Xinhua (China) 15 May 13

The United States on Wednesday slapped sanctions on two entities in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) in its latest effort to thwart what it has
called Iran's attempt to evade sanctions. 

In Mexico, Restrictions On U.S. Agents Signal Drug War Shift from Washington Post 15 May 13

The recent changes ordered by new President Enrique Peña Nieto to Mexico's anti-narcotics partnership with the United States have produced
markedly different reactions here and in Washington, underscoring what appear to be diverging perceptions of the drug war's goals and the costs
of fighting it. 

Cuba, Netherlands agree to boost cooperation from Xinhua (China) 14 May 13

Cuba and the Netherlands signed an agreement Tuesday to strengthen bilateral ties and cooperation in various fields including healthcare, trade
and investment, the Foreign Ministry said. 

China, Argentina pledge to further ties from Xinhua (China) 13 May 13

Visiting Chinese Vice President Li Yuanchao pledged here Friday to advance China-Argentina ties and cooperation. 

Honduras, Palestine establish diplomatic ties from Xinhua (China) 10 May 13

Honduras and Palestine established diplomatic ties here Friday after the two sides signed an agreement on the exchange of ambassadors, the
Honduran foreign ministry said. 

Guatemala resets ties with Cuba after a chill from Agence France-Presse 9 May 13

Guatemala moved to reset ties with Cuba Thursday after a chilly start under President Otto Perez Molina, who had criticized his predecessor for
his warm ties with Havana. 

State Visits Amplify Obama Focus On Latin America from Associated Press 9 May 13

Keeping a keen eye south of the border, the Obama administration is intensifying its engagement with Latin America, hosting leaders from a pair
of presidents at the White House and sending Vice President Joe Biden to visit two others. 



VP's visit to advance ties with Argentina, Venezuela: spokeswoman from Xinhua (China) 9 May 13

Vice President Li Yuanchao's visit to Argentina and Venezuela will help advance bilateral relations between China and the two South American
countries, Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying said Thursday. 

Three Central American countries decide to develop Gulf of Fonseca from Xinhua (China) 8 May 13

The presidents of three Central American nations -- Nicaragua, Honduras and El Salvador -- agreed Wednesday to create a tri-national
development zone in the Gulf of Fonseca, which all of the three share. 

Peruvian, Chilean presidents to visit White House from Associated Press 8 May 13

The White House says Peru's President Ollanta Humala and Chile's President Sebastian Pinera will visit travel to Washington in June and meet
with President Barack Obama. 

China fears a US/EU free trade area could become protectionist; looks to Latinamerica from MercoPress 8 May 13

China has raised concerns about European Union plans to negotiate an ambitious free trade deal with the United States, fearing it is a protectionist
move and at the same time Beijing new administration is doubling efforts towards Latinamerica and Africa... The 27-nation EU and the United
States aim to launch negotiations on a transatlantic free trade deal by the end of June, with discussions set to last at least two years. 

Senior EU official in Cuba to boost bilateral ties from Xinhua (China) 7 May 13

A senior European Union (EU) official is in Cuba in an effort to strengthen ties between the 27-nation bloc and the Caribbean island country. 

Uruguay, Venezuela seek all-round cooperation from Xinhua (China) 7 May 13

Uruguayan President Jose Mujica and his visiting Venezuelan counterpart Nicolas Maduro Tuesday signed nine agreements to expand cooperation
in a wide range of fields including defense, tourism, energy, trade and agribusiness. 

Brazil to finance plan to upgrade Cuba's airports from EFE (Spain) 7 May 13

Brazil will finance a project to expand and modernize Cuba's airports, state media on the Communist-ruled island said Tuesday. 

Honduras And Guatemala Join Petrocaribe Program from Associated Press 6 May 13

Venezuela's president says Honduras and Guatemala have been included in the Petrocaribe program, under which his country provides oil and
natural gas on preferential terms. 

Honduras and Guatemala join Petrocaribe program from Associated Press 5 May 13

Venezuela's president says Honduras and Guatemala have been included in the Petrocaribe program, under which his country provides oil and
natural gas on preferential terms. 

Guyana, Venezuela extend rice-for-oil deal from Xinhua (China) 4 May 13

Guyana and Venezuela extended a rice-for-oil deal for another year, said reports reaching here from Georgetown on Saturday. 

Peru, Chile say to respect ICJ ruling on maritime dispute from Xinhua (China) 3 May 13

Peru and Chile said Friday that they will respect the upcoming ruling of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) on a maritime dispute between
them. 

Costa Rica, U.S. eye relations beyond drug fight from Xinhua (China) 3 May 13

Costa Rican President Laura Chinchilla and her U.S. counterpart, Barack Obama, met here Friday and agreed to seek cooperation beyond security
and the fight against drug-trafficking. 

Ecuador and Peru call envoys home for consultations from EFE (Spain) 2 May 13

Ecuador's foreign minister announced Thursday that his country and Peru have decided to call their respective ambassadors home for
consultations after the Ecuadorian envoy in Lima was involved in an altercation at a supermarket. 



Ecuador and Peru call envoys home for consultations from 2 May 13

Ecuador's foreign minister announced Thursday that his country and Peru have decided to call their respective ambassadors home for
consultations after the Ecuadorian envoy in Lima was involved in an altercation at a supermarket...Previously, the Ecuadorian Foreign Ministry
had issued a statement saying that "there is no reason" that would justify withdrawing Rodrigo Riofrio...

Supermarket Scrap Has Ecuador Envoy In Trouble from Associated Press 30 Apr 13

A supermarket altercation involving Ecuador's ambassador to Peru has many Peruvians calling for the envoy's expulsion. 

Japan, Colombia to seek broad agreement in FTA talks by year-end from Kyodo (Japan) 30 Apr 13

Japanese trade minister Toshimitsu Motegi said Tuesday he agreed with his Colombian counterpart that the two countries should reach a broad
agreement by the end of the year in their ongoing negotiations for a bilateral free trade agreement. 

Russia urges U.S. to end blockade against Cuba from Xinhua (China) 30 Apr 13

Russia stands firmly for an early end to the U.S. blockade against Cuba, the Russian Foreign Ministry said on Tuesday. 

Peru asks Ecuador to recall ambassador after ruckus from EFE (Spain) 30 Apr 13

The Peruvian government has asked Ecuador to consider recalling its ambassador to Lima after he was involved in an altercation, Foreign
Minister Rafael Roncagliolo said Tuesday. 

New Friction Between U.S. and Mexico Threatens Drug-Fighting Efforts from New York Times 30 Apr 13

In their joint fight against drug traffickers, the United States and Mexico have forged an unusually close working relationship in recent years, with
the Americans even regularly conducting polygraph tests on elite Mexican security officials to root out anyone who had been corrupted. 

Brazil's decision to lift limit on Haitian visas humanitarian: official from Xinhua (China) 30 Apr 13

Brazil's decision to throw open its doors to Haitian immigrants by removing a cap on the number of work visas allotted to the country was a
humanitarian one, Brazilian Foreign Ministry spokesman Tovar da Silva Nunes said Tuesday. 

Hague Court agrees to try Bolivian suit against Chile from Xinhua (China) 30 Apr 13

The Hague-based United Nations International Court of Justice (ICJ) informed Bolivia and Chile of its acceptance to try landlocked Bolivia's suit
against Chile for sea access, the Bolivian government said Tuesday. 

President Obama's Mexico Visit Comes With Backdrop Of Uncertainty from Los Angeles Times 29 Apr 13

President Obama travels to Mexico this week amid signs that the relationship between the United States and its southern neighbor's new
government faces a new period of uncertainty after years of unprecedented closeness forged by the deadly war against Mexican drug cartels. 

Mexico ends open access for US security agencies from Associated Press 29 Apr 13

Mexico says is it ending the unprecedented open relationship with U.S. security agencies that developed in recent years to fight drug trafficking
and organized crime. 

Cuba, Venezuela ink deals worth two billion dollars from Xinhua (China) 28 Apr 13

Cuba and Venezuela have signed here accords for 51 joint projects worth two billion U.S. dollars, local media reported Sunday. 

Chile chief rejects Bolivia call for border talks from Associated Press 27 Apr 13

Chile's president says the U.N.'s top court should reject Bolivia's demand for talks on giving it access to the sea. 

Chile stresses closer ties with Caribbean region from Xinhua (China) 26 Apr 13

Chilean President Sebastian Pinera Friday underscored the importance of his country's closer ties with the Caribbean region, especially its trade
potential with the region amid the global economic crisis. 



Bolivia to take Chile sea dispute to international court from BBC 24 Apr 13

Bolivia has said it will file a law suit against Chile at the International Court of Justice on Wednesday to reclaim access to the Pacific Ocean. 

Brazilian, Argentinean leaders to discuss trade disputes from Xinhua (China) 23 Apr 13

Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff said here Tuesday that she plans to discuss recent trade disputes with her Argentine counterpart Cristina
Fernandez. 

China to continue developing strategic partnership with Venezuela from Xinhua (China) 20 Apr 13

China is willing to further develop bilateral strategic partnership with Venezuela, Chinese President Xi Jinping's special envoy said here Saturday. 

Central America to press US for help fighting crime from Agence France-Presse 19 Apr 13

Central American leaders will press the United States for more money to fight organized crime in their region, a conduit for nearly all US-bound
cocaine, El Salvador's president said Friday. 

Russian General Staff chief to meet with Cuban Defense Ministry officials from Interfax (Russia) 19 Apr 13

Russian Armed Forces General Staff Chief Gen. Valery Gerasimov arrived in Cuba on Friday for a working visit. 

Colombia's Santos Decides Last-Second to Attend Maduro Inauguration from Wall Street Journal 19 Apr 13

Colombia President Juan Manuel Santos made a late decision to attend Friday's inauguration ceremony of Venezuela President-elect Nicolas
Maduro, whose victory in last Sunday's election is being challenged by the No. 2 vote-getter. 

Russia to pursue further military cooperation with Cuba from Xinhua (China) 19 Apr 13

Russia has good military cooperation with Cuba and will continue expanding their military ties, Cuban official Prensa Latina news agency quoted
a Russian general as saying here Friday. 

South America rushes to back Maduro as U.S. casts doubts on Venezuela vote from Reuters 18 Apr 13

South American leaders will make a collective show of support for Venezuelan President-elect Nicolas Maduro on Thursday in Lima, officials
said, as the United States and his opponents call for a recount of the disputed vote. 

Brazil's Embraer to sell attack planes to Guatemala from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 13

Brazil's top planemaker Embraer said Tuesday it will supply Guatemala with six A-29 Super Tucano light attack aircraft to help protect the Maya
Biosphere Reserve. 

China, Peru pledge to foster bilateral ties from Xinhua (China) 6 Apr 13

China and Peru on Saturday agreed to upgrade their relations to a comprehensive strategic partnership. 

Mercosur, EU to resume trade negotiations: Brazilian FM from Xinhua (China) 5 Apr 13

Trade negotiations between the Common Market of the South (Mercosur) and the European Union (EU) will be resumed after the upcoming
Paraguayan presidential election, Brazilian Foreign Minister Antonio Patriota said Thursday. 

U.S. Lifts Ban On Colombia Soccer Team Once Tied To Cartel from Bloomberg News 4 Apr 13

The U.S. Treasury Department lifted sanctions on Colombian professional soccer team America de Cali, saying it has severed links to leaders of
the Cali drug cartel. 

Russian-Venezuelans intergovernmental commission begins its 9th regular meeting in Caracas from Itar-Tass (Russia) 3 Apr 13

The Russian-Venezuelan intergovernmental top-level commission on Wednesday began its ninth regular meeting, which is the first one after the
death of Venezuelan leader Hugo Chavez in early March.

Obama to meet Central American leaders, visit Mexico from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 Mar 13

US President Barack Obama is to meet Central American leaders in Costa Rica as well as visit Mexico during the first week of May, US officials



said Wednesday. 

BRICS Nations Try To Boost Economic Clout from Washington Post 27 Mar 13

Meeting this week in Durban, South Africa, the loose consortium known as the BRICS nations - Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa -
are expected to approve establishment of a "BRICS bank" to fund infrastructure projects in poorer countries. They are also debating creation of a
pool of funds to use in times of crisis, similar to what the IMF does with money from its member nations. 

BRICS Wrangle Over New Development Bank from AFP 27 Mar 13

BRICS emerging powers on Tuesday sought a deal on setting up a development bank that would rival Western-backed institutions, trying to iron
out significant differences ahead of a leaders' summit in Durban. The grouping of Brazil, Russia, India, China and hosts South Africa are racing to
flesh out proposals for an infrastructure-focused lender that would challenge seven decades of dominance by the World Bank. Just hours before
leaders kick off the summit at 17:30 GMT, finance ministers were still working to agree key elements of the plan. 

BRICS Nations Plan New Bank To Bypass World Bank, IMF from Bloomberg News 26 Mar 13

The leaders of the so-called BRICS nations -- Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa -- are set to approve the establishment of a new
development bank during an annual summit that starts today in the eastern South African city of Durban, officials from all five nations say. They
will also discuss pooling foreign-currency reserves to ward off balance of payments or currency crises. 

IN SPANISH with GOOGLE TranslationPeace talks with the FARC are "fundamental" for Ecuador from EFE (Spain) 25 Mar 13

RENDON NEWS SUMMARY: The Ecuadorian Defense Minister, María Fernanda Espinosa, said the ongoing peace talks between the
Colombian government and the FARC are "fundamental" to Ecuador, since Ecuador depends on Colombia for the bilateral border strategy.
Espinosa said Ecuador has to be prepared for both if the peace talks succeed or fail. 

Bolivia vows to take Chile border dispute to Hague from Agence France-Presse 23 Mar 13

Bolivia's president said Saturday he would file a suit against Chile at the International Court of Justice "in the coming days" in a bid to reclaim
access to the sea lost in a 19th century war. 

OAS reaffirms autonomy of human rights body from Agence France-Presse 23 Mar 13

The Organization of American States reaffirmed the financial autonomy of Latin America's premier human rights body late Friday, rejecting
attempts by Venezuela and its allies to block US-financed programs. 

Brazil, China To Ink Deal On Trade In National Currency from Agence France-Presse 22 Mar 13

Brazil hopes to sign a bilateral accord with China to promote trade in their national currencies at next week's BRICS summit of the world's five
emerging powers, Trade and Industry Minister Fernando Pimentel said Thursday. 

OAS takes up future of human rights body from Agence France-Presse 22 Mar 13

Foreign ministers and senior officials from around the Americas began meeting here Friday to decide the future of the region's premier human
rights body amid warnings it could be weakened by the outcome. 

OAS meets on reform to regional rights commission from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 13

Foreign ministers and senior officials from around the Americas meet here Friday to seek agreement on the proposed reform of a human rights
body that has sharply divided the region. 

Uruguay eager to boost Mercosur-SICA economic ties from Xinhua (China) 19 Mar 13

Uruguay is keen to promote business ties between two economic blocs in Latin America, visiting Uruguayan Foreign Minister Luis Almagro said
Tuesday. 

Peru, Russia ink anti-drug accord from Xinhua (China) 18 Mar 13

Peru and Russia Monday signed a cooperation agreement on battling drug trafficking, Director of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service
Victor Ivanov said in Lima. 



Putin signs law spelling out Russia's objections to coca cultivation in Bolivia from Interfax (Russia) 15 Mar 13

President Vladimir Putin has signed a law that documents Russia's objections to the world community's plans to back Bolivia's application to have
the permit to grow coca extended. 

Spain tells Cuban dissident EU won't soften stance toward Havana from EFE (Spain) 13 Mar 13

Spanish Foreign Minister Jose Manuel Garcia-Margallo on Wednesday assured the leader of the Cuban dissident movement Ladies in White that
the European Union will maintain its tough "common position" toward the regime in Havana. 

China urges settling Malvinas Islands issue in line with UN resolution from Xinhua (China) 11 Mar 13

A Foreign Ministry spokeswoman on Monday called on Argentina and Britain to resolve an issue concerning the political status of the Malvinas
Islands in accordance with a UN resolution. 

Venezuela, Belarus will stay close - Maduro from Interfax (Russia) 11 Mar 13

During a recent visit to Caracas by Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko, Venezuela's acting President Nicholas Maduro assured him that
Venezuela will maintain close political and economic relations with Belarus. 

Venezuela rejects Malvinas referendum from Xinhua (China) 10 Mar 13

The Venezuelan government said Sunday that it does not recognize the two-day referendum held on the Malvinas Islands, known as the Falklands
to the British, on the legal status of the disputed islands. 

China to continue promoting ties with Venezuela: special envoy from Xinhua (China) 9 Mar 13

China is willing to continue to strengthen and deepen the development of bilateral relations with Venezuela, Chinese President Hu Jintao's special
envoy said here Saturday. 

OPINION: After Chávez, A Chance To Rethink Relations With Cuba from New York Times 8 Mar 13

FOR most of our history, the United States assumed that its security was inextricably linked to a partnership with Latin America. This legacy
dates from the Monroe Doctrine, articulated in 1823, through the Rio pact, the postwar treaty that pledged the United States to come to the
defense of its allies in Central and South America. 

Official Stresses Iran's Key Role in Global Campaign against Narcotics from Fars News Agency (Iran) 28 Feb 13

Iranian Interior Minister and Secretary-General of Iran's Anti-Narcotics Headquarters Mostafa Mohammad Najjar said Iran is the leading country
in the global war against narcotics.... Iran and Bolivia can promote cooperation in anti-narcotics fields, Moayyedi said during the first Iran-Bolivia
joint commission meeting in Tehran on Tuesday. 

Presidente Piñera a Evo Morales: "Chile no le va a entregar soberanía ni territorio chileno a Bolivia, porque no corresponde.
from La Tercera (Chile) 28 Feb 13

El mandatario también pidió a las autoridades bolivianas "más respeto por la verdad" y recalcó que "en Chile tenemos Estado de Derecho y leyes
que este Presidente va a hacer respetar". GOOGLE TRANSLATE: The president also called on the Bolivian authorities "more respect for the
truth" and stressed that "in Chile have rule of law and laws that this President will enforce." 

Russia, Brazil looking at formats of cooperation on Pantsyr-S1 missile systems from Itar-Tass (Russia) 21 Feb 13

Russia and Brazil are looking at various formats of cooperation as far as Russia's Pantsyr-S1 missile systems are concerned, director of the
Russian Federal Service for Military Technical Cooperation Alexander Fomin said here on Thursday. 

Russian, Brazilian diplomats discuss developments in Latin America - RF Foreign Ministry from Itar-Tass 20 Feb 13

Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov met with Brazilian diplomats to discuss the situation in Latin America, where a new centre of
the multipolar world is being formed...

Cuba, Iran aim to bolster economic ties from Xinhua (China) 20 Feb 13



Cuban Vice President of the Council of Ministers Ricardo Cabrisas and Iran's visiting Vice President for International Affairs Ali Saeedlou
expressed their countries' willingness to raise economic ties to the same level as their political ties, the state-run daily Granma reported
Wednesday. 

Brazil, Russia aim to double bilateral trade from EFE (Spain) 20 Feb 13

Brazil and Russia signed a series of agreements Wednesday aimed at increasing annual trade flows between two of the world's largest emerging
economies from $5.9 billion to at least $10 billion in the coming years. 

Mexico, Central America discuss war on drugs from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 13

Leaders of Mexico and Central America gathered Wednesday for a summit focused primarily on the relentless violence sweeping the region from
the US-backed war on drug trafficking. 

FEATURE: Other Countries Court Skilled Immigrants Frustrated By U.S. Visa Laws from Washington Post 19 Feb 13

Much of the current immigration debate in Washington has centered on the 11 million undocumented migrants in the country. But, from the halls
of MIT to the boardrooms of Silicon Valley, business and academic leaders are more focused on what they call an even greater threat to the U.S.
economy: immigration laws that chase away highly skilled foreigners educated in U.S. universities, often with degrees funded by U.S. taxpayers. 

Iran VP heads to Cuba for cooperation talks from Press TV (Iran) 19 Feb 13

Press TV is an English-language, global media outlet owned by the Iranian government. As such, news is often biased to convey the Iranian
government's stance and rhetoric. 

Caribbean leaders conclude historic summit in Haiti from The Miami Herald 19 Feb 13

Caribbean leaders concluded a two-day summit in Haiti by deciding to progressively introduce French as a second language in their 15-member
regional trade bloc and to hone in on the challenges facing their vulnerable economies.

Caribbean leaders ask U.S. to help with arms control from Miami Herald 18 Feb 13

The arms control debate arrived in Haiti on Monday as members of a regional trade bloc sought the United States’ help in ensuring that an
international treaty aimed at regulating the $70 billion global arms trade includes a provision for small arms. 

Fiji, Ecuador establish diplomatic ties from Xinhua (China) 15 Feb 13

Fiji and the Republic of Ecuador has formalized diplomatic relations, the Fijian government announced Friday. 

Russian Firm To Pay Venezuela $1.1 Bn In Oil Venture from Agence France-Presse 14 Feb 13

Russian oil giant Rosneft will pay Venezuela $1.1 billion to take part in a joint oil-extraction venture in the crude-rich southeast, Energy Minister
Rafael Ramirez announced. 

Peru, Colombia seek to improve life of border communities from Xinhua (China) 11 Feb 13

Colombia and Peru are making efforts to improve life of border communities in the Amazonian region....in the Peruvian border town of Iquitos
that the two sides have tabled several projects including computer-aided long-distance medical treatment for people...as well as food security and
fish farming. 

IN SPANISH: Four countries and the UN debate the confiscation of goods belonging to drug traffickers to fight them from EFE
(Spain) 7 Feb 13

RENDON NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Representatives from Bolivia, Brazil, Peru, Colombia and the UN met in La Paz to discuss the legal
mechanisms that allow them to confiscate rapidly the goods belonging to drug traffickers as an effective way of fighting them. 

Angola, Switzerland sign pact on human trafficking, illegal immigration from Xinhua (China) 6 Feb 13

Angola and Switzerland on Wednesday signed a cooperation agreement in Luanda to combat illegal immigration and human trafficking and
exchange information and staff training to detect false travel documents between the two countries. The accord was signed by Angolan Minister
of Interior Angelo de Barros Veiga Tavares and visiting Swiss Minister of Justice and Police Simonetta Samammaruga. 



IN SPANISH: Bolivia, Brazil, Peru, Colombia and the UN to discuss confiscations belonging to drug traffickers from EFE (Spain) 4

Feb 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The countries will meet at a forum in La Paz, Bolivia to share their experiences in the
application of laws when confiscating goods belonging to organized criminal groups, especially drug traffickers. Colombian Prosecutor Gilmar
Santander will attend the meeting, which will be held on Thursday and Friday. 

Top Venezuela diplomat visits China to boost ties from Associated Press 2 Feb 13

Venezuela's foreign minister has made a visit to China seeking to boost ties with a leading creditor and a country that is a growing market for
Venezuelan oil. Vice President Nicolas Maduro said on Saturday that Foreign Minister Elias Jaua met in China with a senior Communist Party
leader, Yu Zhengsheng. Maduro said the Chinese official had received Jaua on behalf of Chinese leader Xi Jinping. 

Cuba, US spar over blame for poor ties from Associated Press 1 Feb 13

A senior Cuban official sharply criticized U.S. President Barack Obama on Friday for suggesting Cuba was stuck in the past, saying the only
anachronistic element of the relationship is Washington's half-century-old economic embargo. Josefina Vidal, the head of the Foreign Ministry's
North American affairs division, said Obama was poorly informed if he thought Cuba had not changed in recent years. She said her country has
always been willing to negotiate improved relations with the U.S. 

Russia Cancels Accord With U.S. On Fighting Drugs, Human Trafficking from Washington Post 31 Jan 13

Just days after the United States withdrew from a joint panel on civil society, Russia said Wednesday that it was dropping out of an agreement that
provided help from the United States in fighting narcotics and human trafficking and enhancing the rule of law. The announcement, made in a curt
statement signed by Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev and posted on the government Web site, bore signs of another apparent tit for tat over the
U.S. Magnitsky Act.

Ukraine, US to strengthen cooperation in helping victims of human trafficking from Interfax (Russia) 30 Jan 13

Ukrainian Social Policy Minister Natalia Korolevska and U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine John Tefft have agreed to strengthen cooperation in
helping victims of human trafficking so that the Social Policy Ministry can provide comprehensive assistance to such people. "The issue of
combating human trafficking is very important to us. And now, during our country's chairmanship of the OSCE, it will be raised at the highest
European and international levels," the ministry's press service quoted Korolevska as saying at a meeting with Tefft on Wednesday. 

Israel protests over Argentina-Iran deal on 1994 attack from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 13

Israel's foreign ministry on Tuesday protested to Argentina's ambassador over his country's agreement with Iran to create an independent
commission to investigate the deadly 1994 attack on a Jewish centre in Buenos Aires, a spokesman said. "The ambassador of Argentina in Israel
was summoned today to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Jerusalem for a clarification talk," ministry spokesman Yigal Palmor said in a
statement. 

CELAC nations pledge to aid Haiti from Xinhua (China) 28 Jan 13

Leaders attending the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) Summit Monday in Chile's capital Santiago agreed to a plan
to provide embattled Haiti with cooperation and aid. As part of the agreement, included in the summit's final Declaration of Santiago, leaders
agreed to promote a development and reconstruction plan for Haiti...

Israel to summon Argentinian ambassador over Argentina-Iran probe from Xinhua (China) 28 Jan 13

Israeli Foreign Ministry will summon the Argentinian ambassador in Israel for clarifications over Argentina's recent agreement with Iran to probe
the 1994 bombing of a Buenos Aires Jewish center. "The Argentinian ambassador in Israel will be summoned to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to
provide explanations for his government's latest move," the ministry said in a statement sent to Xinhua Monday evening. 

EU Demands "Legal Certainty" Of Latin Investments from Associated Press 28 Jan 13

A 60-nation summit wrapped up in Chile on Sunday with European leaders pleading for "legal certainty" and lower trade barriers between
economies that together represent a billion people and about $280 billion in bilateral trade. Europe is the top direct investor in Latin America and
the Caribbean. But the flow of money across the Atlantic has slowed because of a European recession marked by record unemployment, austerity



measures and mounting debts. 

Israel 'surprised' by Argentina-Iran deal on commission from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 13

Israel's foreign ministry said Monday it was "surprised" by Argentina's agreement with Iran to create an independent commission to investigate
the 1994 attack on a Buenos Aires Jewish centre. "We were surprised by the news," foreign ministry spokesman Yigal Palmor told AFP. "We are
waiting to receive full details from the Argentines on what is going on because this subject is obviously directly related to Israel." 

LatAm states back Argentine claim over Malvinas from Xinhua (China) 28 Jan 13

The Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) adopted a resolution Monday to voice support for Argentina's claim over the
disputed Malvinas Islands, known to the British as the Falklands. The resolution said the bloc firmly supported "the legitimate rights of Argentina
in the dispute over the sovereignty of the islands," which marked the unanimous support of the regional countries for the first time. 

Spain asks to join Latin America's Pacific alliance from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 13

Spain asked to join an four-member alliance of Pacific Rim Latin American countries formed to boost trade with Asia, its prime minister said in
an interview published Sunday. "I have just made the request and got their support to join the Pacific alliance," Mariano Rajoy told the Santiago
daily La Tercera. 

EU, Latin America summit seal "commitment to multilateralism" from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 Jan 13

The summit in Santiago between the European Union and the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) ended Sunday with
a "commitment to multilateralism." The final declaration approved by leaders of the group of 60 countries also featured a watered-down call for
legal security for investments. 

Iran, Argentina agree on commission for 1994 attack from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 13

Argentine President Cristina Kirchner on Sunday announced an agreement with Iran to create an independent commission to investigate the 1994
bombing of a Jewish center in Buenos Aires. Argentina has long accused Iran of masterminding in the deadly attack and, since 2006, sought the
extradition of eight Iranians, including current Defense Minister Ahmad Vahidi and former president Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani. 

Latin America, Europe open summit to boost trade. from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 13

Latin American and European leaders open a two-day summit here Saturday to give a fresh impetus to efforts to seal a free trade agreement
between their two blocs. Attending the gathering are some 45 leaders, including German Chancellor Angela Merkel, Spanish Prime Minister
Mariano Rajoy, Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff, Cuban leader Raul Castro as well as European Council President Herman Van Rompuy and
European Commission President Jose Manuel Barroso. 

Europe seeking new EU-LatAm relationship: Van Rompuy from Xinhua (China) 26 Jan 13

European Council President Herman Van Rompuy on Saturday praised the close relationship between the Europe and Latin America, especially
those with Mexico and the Caribbean. Europe is negotiating a trade treaty with the Southern Common Market (Mercosur), a trade body made up
of Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, Venezuela, and Paraguay. 

Castro's arrival irks Chilean right at summit from Associated Press 25 Jan 13

Cuban President Raul Castro's participation in a 60-nation summit was causing debate even before his plane landed in this Andean country. The
Independent Democratic Union, the far-right party in President Sebastian Pinera's coalition, accuses Castro of harboring members of a Chilean
leftist guerrilla movement that assassinated the UDI's party leader, Sen. Jaime Guzman, in 1991. The judge investigating the case has demanded
the extradition of a couple living in Cuba who were allegedly involved. 

IN SPANISH: Venezuelan ambassador to the OAS to participate in Colombian peace talks in Cuba from EFE (Spain) 23 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Venezuelan Ambassador to the OAS, Roy Chaderton, attended the peace talks between the
FARC and the Colombian government after being invited. He released no statements to the press and did not disclose whether he would visit with
President Chavez. 

Upcoming LatAm-EU summit to chart course toward integration: UN official from Xinhua (China) 21 Jan 13



The first ever summit between the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) and the European Union (EU) at the coming
weekend will mark an important step towards integration between the two regions, a UN official said here Monday. Alicia Barcena, executive
secretary of the UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), made the remarks at a forum involving economists
from both regions. 

Colombian and Venezuelan diplomats hold talks from Associated Press 18 Jan 13

Venezuelan's newly appointed foreign minister is meeting with the top diplomat of neighboring Colombia in talks that are expected to touch on
peace negotiations between the Colombian government and leftist rebels. Venezuelan Foreign Minister Elias Jaua has said he hopes to deepen
relations with Colombia's government during Friday's meeting with Colombian Foreign Minister Maria Angela Holguin. 

IN SPANISH: Mexico, Chile, Spain and France already know about the Colombian proposal on arms from EFE (Spain) 18 Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Colombian President Santos has already told the Mexican, Chilean, Spanish and French
governments about his proposal that he is taking to the UN for debate on an arms treaty, which he will present in Santiago, Chile during the
CELAC-EU Summit on 26JAN and 27JAN. 

IN SPANISH: New Colombian lawyer to appear before the ICJ regarding the dispute with Ecuador from El Espectador (Colombia) 18

Jan 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: The Colombian government made known that the lawyer Carlos Gustavo Arrieta was named
as Colombian representative before the International Court of Justice in response to the dispute with Ecuador regarding the case of cross-border
air pollution that Ecuador filed in 2009. Colombia maintains that the aerosols do not have a negative effect on the Ecuadorian population or
environment and they are necessary in the eradication of coca crops. 

US, Spain Lose Appeal For Latin Americans: Study from AFP 17 Jan 13

For Latin Americans seeking work abroad, traditional magnets like the United States and Spain are losing their appeal because of weak
economies, said a report released Thursday. Instead, more and more are looking to countries such as Canada, Japan, South Korea and Australia,
according to the study by the Organization of American States.

South Atlantic nations call for Falklands talks from Agence France-Presse 16 Jan 13

More than 20 countries of the South Atlantic region on Wednesday called for talks to settle the Falkland Islands dispute between Britain and
Argentina. The appeal came at a meeting of the South Atlantic Peace and Cooperation Zone, which was created by the United Nations in 1986. 

Spain suggests sharing diplomatic offices with LatAm countries from EFE (Spain) 15 Jan 13

Spain's foreign minister said Monday that he is open to sharing diplomatic, trade and cultural offices abroad with Latin American countries under
certain circumstances. At a ceremony in Madrid, Jose Manuel Garcia-Margallo propounded the idea as a way to make "worthwhile savings," have
a greater presence overseas and promote cooperation among the Ibero-American community. 

OAS refuses to intervene in Venezuela from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Jan 13

The Organization of American States (OAS) has rejected a complaint by the Venezuelan opposition that the government had violated the
constitution when it postponed the inauguration of ailing President Hugo Chavez.

Dominicans block return of Haitians at crossing from Associated Press 8 Jan 13

Roughly 2,000 undocumented Haitians are being prevented from reentering the Dominican Republic at a northern border crossing. The migrants
live and work in the Dominican Republic but returned to Haiti to spend the holidays in their impoverished homeland. The two nations share the
island of Hispaniola.

Honduran ambassador to Colombia resigns after embassy scandal from EFE (Spain) 7 Jan 13

The ambassador of Honduras to Colombia, Carlos Humberto Rodriguez, resigned his post Saturday following the scandal at his country's embassy
in Bogota last Dec. 20, the Honduran Foreign Ministry said. Rodriguez, now in Tegucigalpa, resigned his post after Honduran Foreign Minister
Arturo Corrales asked for his "immediate and irrevocable resignation," the ministry said in a communique.



Colombia: Honduras uncooperative in hooker probe from Associated Press 7 Jan 13

Colombian police say a lack of cooperation from embassy personnel is frustrating the search for two suspected prostitutes who allegedly stole
computers from the Honduran embassy during a Christmas party. Bogota police Col. Jose Elias Baquero tells The Associated Press that the
assistant to the Honduran ambassador who allegedly granted the women entry has refused to cooperate.

Obama signs law against Iran's influence in Latin America from Agence France-Presse (AFP) 31 Dec 12

President Barack Obama enacted a law Friday to counter Iran's alleged influence in Latin America, through a new diplomatic and political
strategy to be designed by the State Department. The Countering Iran in the Western Hemisphere Act, passed by lawmakers earlier this year, calls
for the State Department to develop a strategy within 180 days to "address Iran's growing hostile presence and activity" in the region. 

Andean Ridge
Bolivia
Hague Court agrees to try Bolivian suit against Chile from Xinhua (China) 2 May 13

The Hague-based United Nations International Court of Justice (ICJ) informed Bolivia and Chile of its acceptance to try landlocked Bolivia's suit
against Chile for sea access, the Bolivian government said Tuesday. On April 24, Bolivia filed a lawsuit at the court, saying the measure was the
last-ditch effort to pressure its neighbor into negotiating an agreement, after Chile rebuffed repeated diplomatic attempts at discussions on the
matter. 

International relations
Andean Ridge

Venezuela
MOU agreed on economic zone for PetroCaribe from Observer Media 8 May 13

An agreement has reportedly been reached to explore an economic zone for the 18 member states of the PetroCaribe initiative. Antigua &
Barbuda, which is a member of the grouping, reportedly accepted the memorandum of understanding at the 9th Ministerial Meeting of
PetroCaribe in Venezuela over the weekend. 

International Relations
Andean Ridge

Venezuela
Maduro promises Uruguay permanent supply of oil and full Mercosur commitment from MercoPress 8 May 13

President Nicolas Maduro promised his Uruguayan counterpart Jose Mujica a “permanent” supply of petroleum from oil-rich Venezuela during
the first leg of his visit to Mercosur member countries. Maduro also announced the signing of a strategic alliance in the energy sector with
Uruguay. 

Southern Cone
Argentina
Argentina swipes back at Israel over accord with Iran from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 13

Argentina has swung back after Israel protested an accord reached with Iran over a 1994 attack on a Jewish center in Buenos Aires, accusing the
Jewish state of meddling in its affairs. Israel had summoned Argentina's ambassador on Tuesday to complain about the decision to create an
independent commission to investigate the attack -- which killed 85 people -- saying Iran had been clearly implicated in it. 

Argentina rejects invitation to meet Falklanders in London from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 13

Argentina's Foreign Minister Hector Timerman on Thursday rejected an invitation from his British counterpart William Hague to meet members
of the Falkland Islands government during his visit to London next week. "The international community does not recognise a third party in this
dispute," declared Timerman...

Falkland Islanders invited to talk with Argentinian minister from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 13

Britain has invited residents of the Falkland Islands to meet the Argentinian foreign minister when he visits London next week, the Foreign Office
said on Thursday. Falkland Islanders said in a statement they would tell Hector Timerman that they want to be "left in peace" by Argentina, which
claims the British-held archipelago is occupied Argentinian territory. 



Vietnam, Argentina vow to deepen bilateral ties from Xinhua (China) 21 Jan 13

Vietnam wants to deepen the all- sided relations and cooperation at strategic partnership level with Argentina, Vietnamese President Truong Tan
Sang said here on Monday during talks with his Argentine counterpart Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner. Sang spoke highly of the visit to Vietnam
by the Argentine President, saying it will be a strong impetus to further boost the bilateral cooperation with efficient and practical results,
particularly in the context that the two countries will celebrate the 40th anniversary of their diplomatic ties this year.

Brazil
Brazil's Lula urges Venezuelan to pursue talks with "democratic" opposition from EFE (Spain) 12 Mar 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro made public a letter sent to him by former Brazilian head of state Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva in which he
emphasizes the need for dialogue "with all democrats" at a time when the Andean country is facing a wave of protests. 

International Terrorism
Around 300 Kazakhstan's citizens are involved in international terrorist organizations: official from Xinhua (China) 19 May 15

There are around 300 Kazakhstan's citizens involved in international terrorist organizations, said Nurdaulet Suindikov, the official representative
of Kazakhstan General-Prosecutor's office, on Tuesday. 

Israel
European Court Reverses Status Of Hamas As Terrorist Organization from New York Times 18 Dec 14

Strains between Israel and parts of Europe intensified on Wednesday when the European Union’s second-highest court reversed the bloc’s
designation of the militant Palestinian group Hamas as a terrorist organization. 

Iternational Relations
Central Asian Nations Get Assurances Of No Nukes from Associated Press 7 May 14

The world’s five nuclear powers pledged Tuesday not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against five Central Asian nations that have
banned nuclear weapons. 

Ivory Trade
735 kilograms of ivory, rhino horn seized in Vietnam from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 14 Aug 15

Customs officers in Vietnam seized nearly three-quarters of a ton of elephant tusks and rhinoceros horn shipped from Mozambique, a customs
official said Friday. 

Latin America
LatAm Leaders Meet, Fume Over Morales Plane Flap from Agence France-Presse 4 Jul 13

Leftist Latin American leaders gathered in Bolivia on Thursday to back President Evo Morales, fuming after some European nations temporarily
refused his plane access to their airspace amid suspicions US fugitive Edward Snowden was aboard. 

Lebanon
Cease-Fire Between Syrian Insurgents And Lebanese Army Ends Quickly from New York Times 7 Aug 14

A 24-hour cease-fire between the Syrian Islamist insurgents who seized a Lebanon border town this past weekend and the Lebanese Army forces
seeking to expel them collapsed almost immediately on Tuesday, raising new alarms about the infectious spread of Syria’s civil war into Lebanon.

Liberation Theology
Pope Francis’ “Culture Of Solidarity” Hints At Change from Boston Globe 5 Aug 13

The accumulation of surprises coming from the new pope points to something deeper: the possibility of historic change with implications reaching
far beyond the Catholic Church.

Libya
Foreign Ministers Urge Immediate Libya Ceasefire from Agence France-Presse 23 Sep 14

Foreign ministers from 13 countries plus the EU and UN Monday called for an immediate truce in Libya and backed moves to try to end a bitter



power struggle between rival governments. 

Marijuana Industry
Casinos to cannabis: Native Americans move into pot business from Reuters 6 Feb 15

A damp plot of bright green grass next to a Native American greenhouse in northern California doesn't look like much, but it could soon set the
burgeoning marijuana industry on fire. 

Marijuana Legalization
EU drug agency sees no U.S.-like cannabis legalization moves from Reuters 4 Jun 15

European Union countries are unlikely to legalize marijuana any time soon as some parts of the United States have done recently, EU drug
monitoring agency chief Wolfgang Gotz said on Thursday. 

Media & Press
How Governments Threaten Press Freedom in Latin America from ABC/Univision 19 May 13

One of the greatest threats to press freedom in Latin America comes in the form of shady criminal groups like Mexican drug cartels or Colombian
paramilitaries who harass and sometimes murder journalists that report on their activities. Increasingly, however, a new threat is emerging in the
hemisphere. It comes in the form of democratically elected officials.

Mediterranean Migration
African Union holds small, belated ceremony for dead migrants from Agence France-Presse 27 May 15

The African Union on Wednesday held a small ceremony to pay hommage to hundreds of migrants who have perished attempting to flee the
continent and reach Europe. 

Mercosur
Mercosur-EU trade deal close: Brazilian FM from Xinhua (China) 18 Feb 14

Brazilian Foreign Minister Luiz Alberto Figueiredo said Tuesday that despite recent delays, member countries of the Southern Common Market
(Mercosur) are close to finalizing a trade deal with the European Union (EU). 

Paraguay and Venezuela to discuss Mercosur summit delays and oil from MercoPress 11 Feb 14

Mercosur summit delays and oil are two of the main issues the Paraguayan foreign minister Eladio Loizaga will address with his Venezuelan peer
Elias Jaua, when he travels on Thursday to Caracas. 

MercoSur
Uruguay warns trade negotiations with EU could leave “a Mercosur member out” from Merco Press 22 Jan 14

Uruguayan foreign minister Luis Almagro said it should not come as a surprise if the negotiations for a trade agreement between Mercosur and
the European Union does not include all four original full members and leaves one out, although the objective is for all members to be part of the
accord.

Mujica: ‘We must readjust Mercosur to make it work’ from Buenos Aires Herald 12 Jan 14

Uruguayan president José Mujica said today that members of the Mercosur agreement must readjust its legal framework ‘to make it work’... “We
should face reality and accept that these mechanisms don’t actually work, and start building new ones that fit our needs”.

Mercosur foreign ministers agree on Paraguay's return from Xinhua (China) 11 Jul 13

Foreign ministers of the Southern Common Market (Mercosur) agreed Thursday on ways to reinstate Paraguay to the regional bloc. 

Middle East
France wants U.N. Security Council meeting on minorities in Middle East from Reuters 10 Mar 15

France is calling for a U.N. Security Council meeting on March 27 to discuss the situation of minorities in the Middle East, Foreign Minister
Laurent Fabius said on Monday. 



Mideast Peace
US, UN, EU And Russia To Meet On Mideast In Late January from Associated Press 16 Jan 15

Key Mideast mediators — the United States, the United Nations, the European Union and Russia — will meet this month to discuss the way
toward Israeli-Palestinian peace as tensions escalate in the decades-old conflict. 

Military Relations
Egypt, Saudi Sign Pact To Boost Military Ties from AFP 31 Jul 15

Egypt and Saudi Arabia signed a pact in Cairo Thursday aimed at boosting military and economic ties between the two Arab allies. 

Russia Boosts Arms, Training for Leftist Latin Militaries from Washington Free Beacon 20 Feb 15

Moscow defense minister inks deals with Cuba, Venezuela, Nicaragua for joint exercises

Military Spending
Arms spending up globally, except in US, Western Europe from Associated Press 12 Apr 15

World military spending was largely unchanged in 2014 as lower spending in the United States and Western Europe was matched by increases
elsewhere, prompted by conflicts in the Middle East, Eastern Europe and Africa, an arms watchdog said Monday. 

Modern-day Slavery
Millions Forced to Live as Slaves, a Human Rights Group Reports from Reuters 17 Nov 14

The Walk Free Foundation, a human rights group based in Australia, examined 167 countries and found that India had an estimated 14.3 million
people who were victims of slavery. 

Money Laundering
US charges another Mexican former governor from Agence France-Presse 19 Jun 15

A Mexican former governor has been charged with money laundering in the United States, the latest to be accused of crimes by US authorities,
prosecutors said Friday. 

Norwegian human rights organization accused of money laundering from Xinhua (China) 12 Jun 15

A Norwegian human rights organization and its leader have been accused of money laundering and receiving stolen goods, Norway's public
broadcaster NRK reported on Friday. 

Money laundering investigation stymied by China, Italy says from Associated Press 5 Jun 15

Police in Florence wondered where all the money was going. Italy's economy was heading off a cliff, but its Chinatowns were booming. Luxury
cars snaked past Chinese betting parlors and garment factories that hummed into the night. Chinese immigrants were buying up Italian coffee bars
and real estate. But their prosperity was not reflected in local tax records. 

Chinese couple arrested at Lisbon airport on suspicion of money laundering from Xinhua (China) 25 May 15

Portuguese police have seized at Lisbon international airport two cases containing some 1 million euros and 3.5 million Chinese Yuan in cash
carried by a Chinese couple, according to Portuguese Lusa News agency on Monday. 

EU Parliament clears way for money-laundering clampdown measures from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 May 15

The European Parliament gave the final go-ahead Wednesday for new EU measures to crack down on money laundering, which were fast-tracked
after the deadly Paris terrorist attacks in January. 

Europol dismantles large Chinese money-laundering operation from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 May 15

A Chinese criminal network based in Spain that is believed to have laundered more than 300 million euros (338 million dollars) since 2009 has
been dismantled, Europol announced Tuesday in the Hague. 

North Korea
N. Korea Said To Execute Top Official By Antiaircraft Gun from Washington Post 14 May 15



North Korea’s equivalent of a defense minister has been executed by antiaircraft gun for insubordination and treason — including for sleeping
during a meeting in which Kim Jong Un was speaking, South Korea’s intelligence agency said Wednesday. 

Organ Trafficking
Israel charges 7 with international organ trafficking from Agence France-Presse 13 May 15

Israeli prosecutors on Wednesday charged seven people with international organ trafficking and organising illegal transplants, the justice ministry
said. 

Organized Crime
Albania launches broad-based operation against organized crime from Xinhua (China) 29 Jan 14

Albanian police on Wednesday launched a broad-based operation to track down criminals after the country saw a string of serious crimes,
including several involving explosives. 

Philippines
U.S., Philippines Vow To Strengthen Military Alliance from Wall Street Journal 22 Jan 15

The U.S. and the Philippines vowed to deepen their military alliance despite tension over a stalled defense pact and allegations that a U.S. Marine
murdered a Filipino transgender woman last year. 

Pollution
Storms, Flooding Can Unleash a Toxic Soup from IPS 30 Nov 13

It’s a dirty, smelly business, but wastewater is gaining prominence across the Caribbean as countries from Jamaica in the west to Guyana in the
south increasingly recognise its effects on the environment and the importance of improving its management.

Regional Economic Integration
Analysis: Latin America: Divided we stand from 16 Jun 13

railing against Washington’s past backing for coups and brutal dictatorships, and economic policies that many believe have benefited the United
States at Latin America's expense, is no substitute for the diplomatic heavy-lifting needed to integrate the region’s disparate nations. 

Religious Tolerance
After Attacks, France And Germany Seek To Avert Backlash Against Muslims And Jews from New York Times 16 Jan 15

The leaders of France and Germany sought on Thursday to avert a backlash against Muslims in their countries after last week’s terrorist attacks in
and near Paris, coupling their appeals for tolerance and inclusion with condemnation of anti-Semitism. 

Russia
US Still Concerned After Arms Treaty Talks With Russia from Agence France-Presse 12 Sep 14

Washington’s concerns that Russia violated a 1987 arms control treaty “were not assuaged” during a meeting between the two sides in Moscow,
the State Department said Thursday. 

Russian Military Operations
Russian naval ships head to Venezuela from Interfax (Russia) 16 Aug 13

The Russian Black Sea Fleet's guard missile carrying cruiser Moskva is wrapping up its port call in Nicaragua...together with the Northern Fleet's
large anti-submarine ship Vice Admiral Kulakov and the tanker Ivan Bubnov ... Russian ships are expected to arrive in Venezuela on August 26,
he said. 

Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia Supplants India As Top U.S. Weapons Buyer from Washington Times 10 Mar 15

Saudi Arabia has trumped India as the largest defense market for the United States. The country became the top trading partner for the United
States in 2014 after it spent $6.4 billion on weapons and logistics, while India only spent $5.57 billion on defense purchases, according to an IHS
Global Defense Trade report made public Sunday.



Saudi King Hands Out Pink Slips And Bonuses from New York Times 30 Jan 15

Less than a week after ascending the throne, King Salman of Saudi Arabia issued an array of royal decrees on Thursday — abolishing government
bodies, changing ministers, dismissing the chief of intelligence and further consolidating his own authority. 

Security Cooperation
South American defense ministers meet in Brazil over Amazon from Agence France-Presse 15 Aug 13

South American defense ministers gathered in the northern Brazilian city of Manaus Thursday to discuss how to improve monitoring of the huge
Amazon region.

Southern Cone
Brazil
ANALYSIS: US 'Doubts' about Guerrilla Drug Trafficking Reflected Political Reality from Insight Crime 14 Aug 13

Documents declassified by ... Brazil say the US underestimated the potential for the deep links between the region's guerrillas and drug traffickers
that exist today, an assertion that illustrates more about US politics than the US government's true beliefs at the time. The documents emanate
from an October 1988 meeting between the two nations' militaries

Sex Trade
Amnesty Votes To Back Decriminalising Sex Trade from AFP 12 Aug 15

Amnesty International on Tuesday voted in favour of adopting a policy supporting the decriminalisation of prostitution in the face of intense
criticism over the highly controversial move. 

Social Issues
U.N. Report: 2 Latin American Cities Among Most Populated from Miami Herald 11 Jul 14

Two Latin American cities are among the top five most populated urban centers in the world, although the fastest urban growth is happening in
other regions, says a new U.N. report released Thursday... Mexico City and Sao Paulo are listed as the fourth and fifth most populated cities,

Syria
New Air Strikes On Syria’s Aleppo Kill Dozens from Agence France-Presse 23 Dec 13

Syrian regime helicopters bombarded residential areas of the divided city of Aleppo with crude explosive-filled barrels, killing dozens of people
in a tactic widely condemned as unlawful. 

36 People Killed In Aleppo Air Raids from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 13

At least 36 people, including 15 children, were killed in regime air raids on rebel districts of the northern city of Aleppo on Sunday, the Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights said. 

US, Russia agree deal on Syria chemical weapons from Buenos Aires Herald 14 Sep 13

The United States and Russia agreed on a proposal to eliminate Syria's chemical weapons arsenal, averting the possibility of any immediate US
military action against President Bashar al-Assad's government. 

Terrorism
Embassy Row: Sounding An Alarm from Washington Times 29 Jul 13

The House Committee on Foreign Affairs this week will focus on Iran’s support for the Syrian regime in a civil war that has claimed 100,000
lives and Iranian influence in Latin America, where an Argentine prosecutor accuses the Islamic regime of running spy networks in nine countries.

Trade
Latin Countries Forge Trade Accord With Eyes on Asia from The Wall Street Journal 10 Feb 14

Latin America's most open economies signed a free-trade pact on Monday in an effort to firm their ties and raise commerce with Asia, a move that
also creates a counterbalance to their colossal neighbor Brazil.

Trade & Economics



Panama and DR free zones to work together from El Caribe 16 Jan 14

Free zone associations in Panama and the Dominican Republic have signed a strategic agreement to work together to increase production of
exportable goods and services, competitiveness, train staff, strengthen markets and create quality jobs in both countries.

Trade Relations
Pacific trade pact chances 'significantly' better than 50-50: Obama from Reuters 11 Dec 14

Chances that U.S. negotiators can bring home a strong trade deal with Asia-Pacific countries are now much better than 50-50, U.S. President
Barack Obama said on Thursday. 

Transnaitonal Crime
Feds Charge Trio With Kidnapping, Extorting Cuban Ballplayer With Texas Rangers from Miami Herald 5 Dec 13

Leonys Martin Tapanes seemed like yet another Cuban baseball player with tremendous promise when he signed a $15.5 million contract with the
Texas Rangers in 2011. 

Transnational Cime
Wildlife crime bankrolling terror, militia groups: UN from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 14

Global environmental crime is worth up to $213 billion a year and helping to finance criminal and terrorist groups threatening security and
sustainable development worldwide, according to a report released Tuesday by the UN and Interpol. 

Transnational Crime
Minister orders probe into ivory haul seized in Thailand from The Daily Nation (Kenya) 1 May 15

Investigations will be carried out to find out how Sh560 million ivory seized in Thailand left Kenya. Environment Cabinet Secretary Judi
Wakhungu said officials wanted to know how the three tonnes of ivory left Mombasa port undetected. The cargo seized last week was disguised as
tea. Prof Wakhungu added that the government was yet to identify the origin of the ivory. 

Republic of Congo Signals a Turn in Poaching Fight from New York Times 30 Apr 15

The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora has identified the Republic of Congo as having a
historically poor record on the issue, citing a lack of well-equipped and well-trained managers to protect elephants in the field, inadequate security
at government stockpiles, a lack of aggressive prosecution in the courts and, most important, corruption and a lack of oversight on the
transportation of seized materials. 

UAE crushes tons of contraband ivory in anti-poaching action from Associated Press 29 Apr 15

Authorities in the United Arab Emirates have pulverized contraband elephant tusks and ivory carvings confiscated in the Gulf nation to send a
message against poaching. 

Thai customs make new three-tonne ivory seizure from Agence France-Presse 27 Apr 15

More than three tonnes of elephant ivory have been found at a Thai port stashed in a container shipped from Kenya, customs said Monday, the
second huge haul of tusks from Africa in less than a week. 

Customs agents seize smuggled ivory at Bangkok airport from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 18 Apr 15

Thai customs bureau confiscated 29.5 kilograms of elephant ivory at Bangkok's Suvarnabhumi International Airport, reports said Saturday. 

Singapore's monetary authority moves new bill against money-laundering, terrorism financing from Xinhua (China) 13 Apr 15

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) moved a new bill for first reading in parliament, which aims at combating money laundering and
financing of terrorism, the MAS said in a press release on Monday. 

Namibia loses 12 rhinos, 11 elephants to poachers this year from Xinhua (China) 12 Apr 15

Seven carcasses of rhinos have been found in Namibia's biggest game reserve Etosha National Park since January this year. 

Putin: FSB detains over 120 gang members, kills 20 militants in 2015 from Interfax (Russia) 9 Apr 15



The Federal Security Service has prevented three terror attacks, detained over 120 gang members and killed 20 militants, among them three
ringleaders this year, President Vladimir Putin said at a ceremony presenting top-ranking officers in the Kremlin. 

Police kill 20 suspected sandalwood smugglers in south India from Associated Press 7 Apr 15

Police say they have killed 20 suspected sandalwood smugglers during a fierce gun battle in the southern Indian forests of Andhra Pradesh state. 

Malawi postpones ivory torching from Agence France-Presse 2 Apr 15

Malawi on Thursday postponed the burning of four tonnes of ivory, saying it would wait until more elephant tusks were released from court cases
before making a public show of its commitment to fighting the illegal ivory trade. 

ANALYSIS: In Vietnam, Rampant Wildlife Smuggling Prompts Little Concern from New York Times 30 Mar 15

Illegal wildlife is one of the world’s largest contraband trades, netting an estimated $19 billion a year, not including illegal fisheries and timber.
While all Southeast Asian countries and many others outside of the region are involved, Vietnam plays a paramount role. The country is a major
thoroughfare for wildlife goods bound for China, which arrive overland from Cambodia, Thailand and Laos; by ship from Malaysia and
Indonesia; or by air from Africa. 

Two suspected poachers shot dead in Kenyan park from Xinhua (China) 28 Mar 15

Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) said Saturday its rangers shot dead two suspected poachers inside Lake Nakuru National Park. 

Canadian jailed in US for smuggling horns, ivory from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 15

A US judge jailed a Canadian antiques dealer for two-and-a-half years on Wednesday for smuggling rhinoceros horns, coral and elephant ivory. 

African Wildlife Foundation opposes legalization of rhino horn trade from Xinhua (China) 25 Mar 15

African Wildlife Foundation (AWF) has voiced its opposition to the legalization of rhino trade, saying the move might drive rhinos toward
extinction. 

World's first anti-organ trafficking treaty opens from Agence France-Presse 24 Mar 15

Starting Wednesday nations will be able to sign what backers say is the first ever international treaty to take on human organ trafficking. 

Poachers slaughter 30 elephants in DR Congo from Agence France-Presse 23 Mar 15

Ivory-hungry poachers have killed 30 elephants in a Congolese national park in the past two weeks, park authorities said Monday, adding that the
culprits were likely Sudanese militia. 

Botswana hosts wildlife summits as elephants fight for survival from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 15

Wildlife experts and officials from around 30 governments will gather next week in Botswana to confront the threat that wild elephants could be
heading for extinction, due in part to Chinese demand for ivory. 

Two tonnes of rare pangolin scales seized in Hong Kong bust from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 15

A huge two-tonne haul of scales from the endangered pangolin anteater have been seized by Hong Kong Customs in a bust worth more than US$1
million, authorities said Friday. 

Thailand arrests Malaysian, Thai men after seizing ivory from Associated Press 19 Mar 15

Thai authorities on Thursday arrested two men they said were behind a transnational ivory trade network after seizing more than 100 kilograms
(220 pounds) of African ivory in the biggest bust in recent years. 

Kenya prosecutors block 'ivory kingpin' bail release from Agence France-Presse 19 Mar 15

Kenyan prosecutors on Thursday successfully blocked a controversial decision to grant bail to the suspected ringleader of a global ivory
smuggling gang, arguing he may again try to flee the country. 

Uganda confiscates 500 kilogrammes of ivory from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 17 Mar 15



Ugandan authorities confiscated 500 kilogrammes of ivory tusks destined to be smuggled to Singapore, a Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA)
spokesman said Tuesday. 

Serious drug criminality increases on Finnish borders from Xinhua (China) 17 Mar 15

Finnish Customs said on Tuesday that the number of serious drug related crimes has increased by 50 percent in the past year, and half of those
convicted were foreigners. 

US returns smuggled Iraqi antiquities from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 16 Mar 15

US officials on Monday returned dozens of Iraqi antiquities that had been illegally smuggled into the United States, including the head of a statue
of an Assyrian king from a site that has since been destroyed by Islamic State militants. 

Federal Officials Plan To Track Every Fish And Crustacean Shipped To U.S. Ports from Washington Post 16 Mar 15

For crimes committed on the high seas, Arnold Bengis is going to pay. He’s already served a five-year federal prison sentence for stealing massive
amounts of rock lobster from South African waters and importing it to the United States. Now a federal judge wants the former Long Island
resident and two co-conspirators to fork over another $20 million in restitution to the South Africans. 

Seven arrested in online illegal wildlife trade in Malaysia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 14 Mar 15

Seven people were arrested in crackdown against online illegal trade in wildlife in Malaysia, a report said Saturday. The suspects were arrested
separately in Kuala Lumpur and nearby areas during more than two months of the police operation, according to a senior Malaysian wildlife
official.

Wildlife crime poses security risk: senior UN officials from Xinhua (China) 4 Mar 15

Senior UN officials on Wednesday warned that trafficking in wildlife poses a serious security risk and called for a coordinated international
response to combat wildlife crime. 

Kenya destroy 15 tons of ivory taken from poachers from Associated Press 3 Mar 15

Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta has set fire to 15 tons of elephant tusks to discourage poaching during World Wildlife Day. 

China cracks down on ivory carving imports, sets one-year ban from United Press International 26 Feb 15

China instated a one-year ban on African ivory carving imports Thusday. Currently, Ivory carvings are legal in China, as long as all activities
comply with a few regulations from the State Forestry Administration. 

Online child abuse moving to Skype, Bitcoin: Europol from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 15

Hi-tech criminals are increasingly selling live streams of child sex over legitimate chat sites and apps such as Skype for hard-to-trace virtual
currencies like Bitcoin, Europe's policing agency warned on Tuesday. 

EU official calls for more efforts from member states to combat tax evasion from Xinhua (China) 23 Feb 15

Member states need to pay more heed to coordinating their efforts in corporate taxation to combat tax evasion, said economic and financial affairs
commissioner Pierre Moscovici on Monday. 

Helsinki becomes gateway for illegal counterfeit phones from Asia to Europe: media from Xinhua (China) 17 Feb 15

Finnish customs said the smuggling of counterfeit mobile phones and their spare parts from Asia has shown a major increase in the past year,
Finnish national broadcaster Yle reported Tuesday. 

Saudi customs foil bird smuggling on Bahrain border from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 15

Saudi customs agents have foiled an attempt to smuggle in almost 3,000 live "ornamental" birds from Bahrain, official media reported on
Thursday. 

Japan, ASEAN to start dialogue on transnational crime, terror from Kyodo (Japan) 11 Feb 15

Japan and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations plan to launch a high-level dialogue later this year to explore ways to cope with



transnational organized crime and terrorism, a Japanese government official said Wednesday. 

Kenya partners with conservation firms to curb poaching from Xinhua (China) 11 Feb 15

The Kenyan government has partnered with wildlife conservation organisations to help curb poaching, the country's Environment Principal
Secretary Richard Lesiyampe said late Tuesday. 

Millions feared missing in alleged Bitcoin scam from Agence France-Presse 9 Feb 15

Investors in a Hong Kong-based Bitcoin trading company fear they have fallen victim to a scam after it closed down, a lawmaker said Monday,
adding losses could total HK$3 billion ($387 million). 

S. African MPs urge integrity tests to ban police from involving in rhino poaching from Xinhua (China) 4 Feb 15

South African parliament members on Wednesday called for integrity tests and lifestyle audits for police officers so as to prevent and detect their
involvement in rhino poaching. 

Italy extradites economic crime suspect to China from Xinhua (China) 3 Feb 15

An economic fraud suspect was returned to China under police escort on Tuesday after ten years on the run in Italy, marking the first extradition
of its kind from a European country, according to the Ministry of Public Security. 

Asian nations race against time to save wild tigers, elephants from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Feb 15

Criminal syndicates are emptying Asian forests to feed an unrelenting, multibillion-dollar trade in illegal wildlife, conservationists warned
Tuesday. 

Rhino poaching curbed by drones and satellite data from The Conversation 31 Jan 15

In 2014, 1,215 rhinos were killed in South Africa for their horns, which end up in Asia as supposed cures for a variety of ailments. An estimated
30,000 African elephants were slaughtered last year for their tusks to be turned into trinkets. The world loses three rhinos a day and an elephant
every 15 minutes. Simply stated, this is an unsustainable situation. 

Uganda seizes massive ivory and pangolin haul from Agence France-Presse 25 Jan 15

Ugandan wildlife officers have seized a huge haul of elephant ivory and pangolin scales, representing the deaths of hundreds of endangered
animals, police said Sunday. 

Ivory mafia: how criminal gangs are killing Africa's elephants from Agence France-Presse 25 Jan 15

Shortly before 11 am on the last Saturday in May, a heavily laden white Mitsubishi truck pulled into the Fuji Motors East Africa car dealership in
an industrial neighbourhood on the northern edge of Mombasa. 

Russia's FSB curbs activity of illicit arms trade group in country's northwest from Itar-Tass (Russia) 21 Jan 15

Russia's Federal Security Service (FSB) has curbed activity of a group that organized illicit trade of weapons and explosives in the country's
northwest, the FSB public relations centre said on Wednesday. 

UPDATE: Bitcoin dealer sentenced to four years in US prison from Agence France-Presse 21 Jan 15

A New York court Tuesday handed a four-year prison sentence to a Bitcoin exchange operator who sold virtual currency used to buy drugs on the
Silk Road underground website. 

Internet at heart of new tactics for Med people smugglers from Associated Press 12 Jan 15

Migrants dreaming of Europe have their pick of social media sites that work like an online travel agent, advertising fares and offering tips on
secure payments. Meanwhile, the traffickers who send them floating across the Mediterranean are buying scrapyard cargo ships over the Internet. 

Losing marijuana business, Mexican cartels push heroin and meth from Washington Post 11 Jan 15

Mexican traffickers are sending a flood of cheap heroin and methamphetamine across the U.S. border, the latest drug seizure statistics show, in a
new sign that America’s marijuana decriminalization trend is upending the North American narcotics trade. 



Exploding boat off India linked to Pakistan drug mafia, report says from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 5 Jan 15

A fishing vessel that blew up off India last week was linked to Pakistani drug smugglers, an Indian news report said Monday, while the defence
minister maintained the crew were likely terrorists. 

Three suspected ivory smugglers arrested in Nairobi from The Daily Nation (Kenya) 31 Dec 14

Three suspected ivory smugglers were on Tuesday arrested in Nairobi as they ferried 14 kilogrammes of ivory on a motorcycle. 

Elephant ivory smuggling 'kingpin' arrested in Tanzania from Agence France-Presse 23 Dec 14

A suspected organised crime boss alleged to be a leading figure in the illegal ivory trade has been arrested by Interpol agents in Tanzania, officials
said Tuesday. 

CSTO ready to interact with Kabul in fighting terrorism, drug threat from Interfax (Russia) 23 Dec 14

The Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) is ready to interact with the new Afghan government in fighting terrorist threats and drug
production. 

ECOWAS naval chiefs strategise to tackle transnational crimes from The Punch (Nigeria) 18 Dec 14

Chiefs of Naval Staff from the ECOWAS Maritime Zone E states on Thursday finalized arrangements for combating transnational maritime
criminality in the sub-region as from January 2015. 

Japan, China agree to boost steps against coral poaching in Japan waters from Kyodo (Japan) 18 Dec 14

Japan and China agreed Thursday to boost measures to prevent coral poaching by Chinese vessels in Japanese territorial waters, Japan's Fisheries
Agency said. 

Couple smuggled AK-47s to Mexican drug cartel, police say from Los Angeles Times 18 Dec 14

Newport Beach police arrested Andrew John Cardiel Jr., 42, and Heather Magun Gurule, 30, after a traffic stop on Nov. 14. When officers
searched their van, they found the high-powered rifles — one of which was stolen — six 30-round high-capacity magazines, two 10-round
magazines and more than 350 rounds of ammunition, authorities told the Times Community News. 

South African rangers kill 3 poachers from Associated Press 13 Dec 14

South African officials say game rangers killed three poachers in the past week in an escalation of armed incursions into South Africa's flagship
wildlife reserve, where hundreds of rhinos have been killed for their horns this year. 

UPDATE: Police nab 44,000 in China's anti-drug war from Xinhua (China) 11 Dec 14

Chinese police arrested 44,000 suspects for drug-related crimes in the past two months, seizing more than 21 tons of various drugs, the Ministry
of Public Security revealed Thursday. 

Rhino horn trafficking up 30-fold: wildlife group from Agence France-Presse 11 Dec 14

The trafficking of African rhinoceros horn on the black market has surged 30-fold in the past 13 years and is now running "out of control," animal
protection advocates said Thursday. 

Mozambican officials probed over smuggling of rhino horns from Xinhua (China) 10 Dec 14

Mozambican prosecutors are investigating the involvement of security staff and other officials at Maputo international airport in the smuggling of
rhino horns, according to local newspaper on Wednesday. 

Moldova: 7 arrested suspected of uranium smuggling from Associated Press 9 Dec 14

Moldovan police say they have detained seven people on suspicion they smuggled uranium and mercury from Russia to be used in a dirty bomb. 

Opium production in South-East Asia reaches new high from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 8 Dec 14

Opium production in South-East Asia increased this year, to three times the levels of 2006, a United Nations report said Monday. 



Kazakh premier, Chinese public security minister discuss antiterrorism fight from Interfax (Russia) 3 Dec 14

Kazakh Prime Minister Karim Masimov met with Chinese Public Security Minister Guo Shengkun on Wednesday. 

38 gangs busted under mainland-Hong Kong-Macau cooperation from Xinhua (China) 2 Dec 14

A joint crackdown organized by police in Guangdong Province, Hong Kong and Macau has busted 38 cross-border criminal gangs, Guangdong
police said on Tuesday. 

Australia Probes Bitcoin Crime Links as Currency Craves Legitimacy from Reuters 2 Dec 14

A top Australian law enforcement agency is investigating bitcoin’s role in organized crime, a senior official said, just as politicians and financial
regulators embrace the digital currency as a legitimate part of modern business. 

Police swoop on 80 airports in global ticket fraud crackdown from Agence France-Presse 28 Nov 14

Police have arrested 118 people in an unprecedented globally-coordinated swoop on plane ticket credit card fraud, a billion-dollar organised crime
industry, officials said Friday. 

British citizen involved with ivory smuggling into China from Xinhua (China) 28 Nov 14

A British citizen is suspected of smuggling ivory, rhino and tiger products to China, customs in the eastern city of Fuzhou said on Friday. 

China expects more int'l anti-corruption cooperation from Xinhua (China) 27 Nov 14

China expects all countries to make more substantial progress in transnational anti-corruption campaigns, said a Foreign Ministry spokeswoman
said Thursday. 

Australian extradited to U.S. in Silk Road online drugs bazaar case from Reuters 27 Nov 14

Australia has extradited a man to the United States to face trial for alleged involvement in Silk Road, a website where people bought illegal drugs
like heroin using digital currency bitcoin, a government official said on Thursday. 

Italian police bust coiners responsible for 90 percent of world's falsified euros from Xinhua (China) 26 Nov 14

Italian police on Wednesday arrested 56 people, part of a group of coiners believed to be responsible for almost 90 percent of the world's falsified
euros, local media reported. 

Sex traffickers 'using Facebook' to lure victims from Agence France-Presse 25 Nov 14

Gangs are using social media sites such as Facebook to lure young women into crime and prostitution, the head of European policing agency
Europol said Tuesday. 

Nine on Interpol wanted list for environmental crimes from Xinhua (China) 23 Nov 14

The International Criminal Police Organization (Interpol) on Sunday appealed to the public to help offer information that will lead to the arrest of
nine most wanted suspects. 

UPDATE: Uganda suspends officials after ton of ivory stolen from vault from Agence France-Presse 18 Nov 14

Uganda's wildlife authority has suspended five top officials after a ton of seized ivory worth over a million dollars vanished from government
strongrooms, its chief said Tuesday. 

Swiss banker indicted for helping clients hide money from Agence France-Presse 13 Nov 14

The US Justice Department indicted a Swiss banker Thursday for helping US taxpayers hide millions of dollars in assets in offshore accounts over
nearly two decades to avoid paying taxes. 

U.S. to partner China in assisting anti-poaching efforts in Africa: official from Xinhua (China) 11 Nov 14

The Unite States will partner with China and African countries to root out the menace of poaching, a visiting U.S. high-level official said on
Monday. 



APEC economies decide to launch anti-corruption network from Xinhua (China) 11 Nov 14

The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) member economies have decided to set up a cross-border law enforcement network to
strengthen transnational anti-corruption cooperation in the region, Chinese President Xi Jinping said Tuesday. 

Hong Kong man sentenced for smuggling attempt from Associated Press 10 Nov 14

A Chinese citizen was sentenced to two years in prison for violating the Arms Control Export Act by attempting to smuggle satellite parts back to
Hong Kong. 

Russia dismisses report of Putin ally in US money-laundering probe from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 14

Russia on Thursday dismissed a report saying US authorities are investigating a member of President Vladimir Putin's inner circle for money-
laundering. 

U.S. Money-Laundering Probe Touches Putin’s Inner Circle from Wall Street Journal 5 Nov 14

U.S. prosecutors have launched a money-laundering investigation of a member of Vladimir Putin ’s inner circle, several people familiar with the
efforts said, in a politically sensitive escalation of pressure on the Russian president’s cadre of billionaire supporters. 

India destroys stockpile of illegal wildlife parts from Associated Press 2 Nov 14

India has set fire to a stockpile of tiger skins, elephant tusks and rhino horns in an effort to discourage illegal wildlife smuggling and trade in
South Asia. 

Two Vietnamese arrested in S.Africa with record haul of rhino horns from Agence France-Presse 1 Nov 14

Two Vietnamese men were arrested at Johannesburg airport with a record haul of 18 rhino horns, weighing 41 kilos (90 pounds), during a
stopover on a flight from Mozambique to Vietnam, South African police said Saturday. 

Attack on bank secrecy for tax evasion backed by 80 countries from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 14

More than 80 countries signed an agreement in Berlin on Wednesday that could end banking secrecy in the global battle against tax evasion and
fraud, even though critics pointed to shortcomings in the deal. 

Nearly a ton of ivory seized at Vietnam port from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 28 Oct 14

Vietnam customs seized nearly a ton of elephant tusks concealed inside a container from Africa, authorities said Tuesday. The ivory was hidden
under the packages of rubber gloves listed as cargo, according to Hai Phong City Customs Department. 

US charges safari owners with illegal rhino hunts from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 14

Two South African men were charged Thursday by the US government with conspiracy to sell illegal rhinoceros hunts to American hunters,
money laundering and secretly trafficking in rhino horns. 

INTERVIEW: Anti-poaching campaign demands int'l efforts: KWS from Xinhua (China) 21 Oct 14

Director of Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) William K. Kiprono said on Tuesday countries of concern should work together as a team to protect
wildlife, as the illegal wildlife trade has become an elaborate chain in terms of crime. 

Australia poised to seize assets of corrupt Chinese: report from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

Australia is poised to help China seize assets from corrupt officials and assist Beijing in extraditing economic fugitives, a report said Tuesday. 

Portuguese police raid house of Angolan general suspected of money laundering: report from Xinhua (China) 16 Oct 14

The Portuguese Judiciary Police (PJ) raided the Lisbon home of Angolan General Bento dos Santos, known as "Kangamba," in the affluent Lisbon
neighbourhood of Restelo, according to local media reports. 

Interpol issues arrest warrant for Kenya's ivory kingpin from Xinhua (China) 16 Oct 14

International Police Organisation (Interpol) on Thursday issued a warrant to arrest Mombasa businessman Feisal Ali Mohammed, suspected



dealer in poaching syndicate in East Africa region. 

Austrian police smash int'l child pornography ring from Xinhua (China) 8 Oct 14

Austrian police have smashed an international child pornography ring following the arrest of a 37-year-old man in the state of Styria who was
found to be in possession of tens of thousands of child pornography photos and movie files. 

Interpol announces special team to combat illegal ivory trafficking from Agence France-Presse 7 Oct 14

International police organisation Interpol announced Tuesday it would establish a team to target ivory trafficking and more generally,
environmental crime, in Africa. 

Interpol to help E. Africa build database on wildlife crime from Xinhua (China) 7 Oct 14

The International police organization, known as Interpol, pledged Monday to assist the East Africa region to build a regional intelligence database
as part of effort to combat wildlife crime. 

Cambodian police find illegal wildlife at Chinese Chamber of Commerce from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 7 Oct 14

A police raid on the Chinese Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia uncovered a cache of illegal wildlife parts and live animals, a report said
Tuesday. 

Portuguese customs seize 7 mln smuggled cigarettes from Xinhua (China) 2 Oct 14

The Portuguese Customs Authority (AT) have seized around 7 million smuggled cigarettes with an estimated market value of 1.575 million euros,
the AT said in a statement issued on its website on Thursday. 

5 suspected drug smugglers arrested in New Mexico from Associated Press 2 Oct 14

Federal authorities say they have arrested five suspected drug smugglers west of the Santa Teresa and seized more than $176,000 worth of
marijuana. 

7 arrested in Greece in migrant smuggling ring from Associated Press 1 Oct 14

Greek police say they have arrested seven people, including an airline pilot and a ground crew staff member, on suspicion of participating in a
ring smuggling migrants onto flights from Thessaloniki to other EU countries. 

China busts smugglers of iPhone 6 in Shanghai from Associated Press 28 Sep 14

China in recent days has busted a slew of smugglers bringing Apple iPhone 6 models into the country ahead of their official release here. State
media on Sunday announced the latest seizure of 453 smartphones in Shanghai. 

Hong Kong smashes suspected smuggling of iPhones from Xinhua (China) 27 Sep 14

Hong Kong Customs said on Saturday that it foiled an attempt of smartphones smuggling by a seven-seater private vehicle at the Shenzhen Bay
Control Point on Friday. 

3 park staff arrested for rhino poaching in S. Africa from Xinhua (China) 22 Sep 14

Three employees from South African National Parks (SANParks) were arrested Sunday in connection with rhino poaching in the Kruger National
Park, SANParks and South African Police Services (SAPS) said Monday. 

Thais arrested with 7 million dollars in counterfeit notes from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Sep 14

A military officer was among three Thai men arrested in Cambodia for being in possession of more than 7 million dollars in counterfeit currency,
a report said Saturday. 

Malyasia detains two suspected wildlife smugglers from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Sep 14

Two men have been arrested in southern Malaysia for attempting to smuggle to Singapore hundreds of white-rumped shama birds, state wildlife
officials said Saturday. 



The Dark Web Gets Darker With Rise of the ‘Evolution’ Drug Market from Threat Level (Wired) 18 Sep 14

In the digital drug trade as in the physical one, taking out one kingpin only makes room for another ready to satisfy the market’s endless demand.
In the case of the FBI’s takedown of the Silk Road, the latest of the up-and-coming drug kingpins is far more evolved than its predecessor—and
far less principled. 

Kenya targeted in global march against poaching from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 14

A global march demanding action to stop rhino and elephant poaching will be held across 125 cities on October 4, organisers announced on
Thursday. 

Russian billionaire placed under house arrest from Associated Press 16 Sep 14

Russia's top investigative agency says it has filed money-laundering charges against a billionaire tycoon. The Investigative Committee said
Tuesday that Vladimir Yevtushenkov, the head of Sistema holding company, has been placed under house arrest. 

S.African police probe cash smuggled from Nigeria from Agence France-Presse 16 Sep 14

South African police said Tuesday they had launched an investigation following the seizure of millions of dollars of cash found stashed in the
luggage of two Nigerians and an Israeli. 

Mozambique logs a rare victory against poachers from Associated Press 14 Sep 14

The recent arrests of six suspected poachers on a vast wildlife reserve in Mozambique are seen by conservationists as rare good news in a country
long seen as lacking the will and resources to stem the slaughter of elephants and other species under threat. 

Coca plants found growing in southern Mexico from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

Authorities in the southern Mexico state of Chiapas say they have confiscated 1,639 coca plants. The state attorney general's office says the
discovery in Tuxtla Chico near the Guatemalan border came from an anonymous tip that led to a warrant. The plants found in a more than 13,000-
square-foot plot were tested by experts and confirmed to be the type used to extract the key ingredient for making cocaine...

Kenya poaching crisis a 'national disaster' from Agence France-Presse 5 Sep 14

Kenya's government was under renewed pressure Friday to declare a "national disaster" because of the rampant slaughter of elephant and rhino,
with two major newspapers dismissing wildlife authority claims everything was under control. 

ONE urges G20 to end $1 trillion corruption loss from Associated Press 2 Sep 14

Anti-poverty organization ONE is demanding that leaders of the 20 largest economies act decisively at an annual summit in November against
money laundering, bribery, tax evasion and corruption which it estimates costs the world's poorest countries more than $1 trillion a year. 

Insufficient postage leads to fake drug bust from Associated Press 1 Sep 14

Austrian police have announced the breakup of an international gang dealing in phony health products and say insufficient postage provided the
major lead. 

Kenyan commandos on frontline of poaching war from Agence France-Presse 31 Aug 14

With camouflage uniforms, assault rifles, night vision goggles, thermal imaging devices and radios, wildlife rangers in Kenya's Ol Jogi rhino
sanctuary prepare for night patrol in the "war" against poaching. 

US dubs Lahore money-changer 'terrorist' for LeT links from Agence France-Presse 27 Aug 14

The US labelled a Lahore, Pakistan money changer a "global terrorist" Wednesday, saying he provided financial services to militant group
Lashkar-e-Taiba, blamed for the deadly 2008 attacks in Mumbai. 

Bulgaria siezes 10,000 fake foreign passports from Xinhua (China) 25 Aug 14

Bulgarian Ministry of Interior has seized components that were intended to be 10,000 fake foreign passports destined for dispatch abroad, an
official said Monday. 



Wildlife 'WikiLeaks' targets Africa poaching elite from Agence France-Presse 25 Aug 14

Poachers slaughtering Africa's elephants and rhinos with impunity are often shielded from police by powerful connections, but a group of
conservationists has turned to the anonymity of tip-offs to try to stem the killing. 

Philippines hunts new suspects in new 'sextortion' ring from Agence France-Presse 23 Aug 14

Philippine police arrested eight suspects and are hunting more in connection with an Internet extortion racket that has victimised hundreds of
people in Hong Kong, Singapore and Macau, an official said Saturday. 

Myanmar intensifies combat on money laundering from Xinhua (China) 23 Aug 14

Myanmar authorities are expanding its process in combating money laundering cases through pilot projects to collect data on money laundering
sectors nationwide. 

Afghan heroin is major factor for destabilization in Russia - FSKN chief warns from Itar-Tass (Russia) 19 Aug 14

The chief of Russia's federal drug control service FSKN has pointed to the major role heroin production in Afghanistan plays in the political and
economic destabilization in Russia. 

Myanmar forms anti-money laundering central board from Xinhua (China) 18 Aug 14

Myanmar government has formed an anti-money laundering central board in a bid to effectively combat money laundering, according to the
Ministry of Home Affairs Monday. 

Chinese embassy donates anti-poaching equipment to Kenya from Xinhua (China) 15 Aug 14

The Chinese Embassy on Friday donated anti-poaching equipment worth 20,000 U.S. dollars to strengthen the fight against wildlife crimes in
Kenya. 

Kidnappings in Mexico surge to the highest number on record from Washington Post 15 Aug 14

In Mexico, with its history of drug-war violence and corrupt police, kidnapping is an old story. In the past, the crime tended to target the rich.
Now it has become more egalitarian.

Mexican pol's son indicted for links to drug cartel from EFE (Spain) 8 Aug 14

A Mexican court on Friday formally charged the son of the former governor of the western state of Michoacan with obstruction for his refusal to
answer questions about his videotaped meeting with a drug kingpin. 

Philippines on alert against wild animal entry from Africa from Xinhua (China) 6 Aug 14

Philippine wildlife authorities have put on high alert against the illegal entry and smuggling of wild animals from Africa, amid Ebola fear in West
African countries, a senior government official said Wednesday. 

Fifty kilos of cocaine missing from Paris police HQ from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 14

French authorities have ordered a probe after more than 50 kilos of seized cocaine worth millions of euros went missing from the Paris police
headquarters.

Mexico ex-governor's son faces questions over cartel meet from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 14

The son of a former Mexican governor said Wednesday he will obey an order to testify before prosecutors after a video surfaced of him meeting
over beers with a drug baron. 

Tajik foreign minister, SCO secretary general discuss counterterrorism efforts from Interfax (Russia) 29 Jul 14

Terrorism, separatism and illicit drug trafficking were discussed at a Dushanbe meeting between Tajik Foreign Minister Sirojiddin Aslov and the
Secretary General of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), Dmitry Mezentsev, the Tajik Foreign Ministry said on Tuesday. 

Russia police bust major money counterfeiting ring from Itar-Tass (Russia) 22 Jul 14

Russian Interior Ministry has busted a major money counterfeiting ring making false 5,000-rouble banknotes, spokesman of the country's Interior



Ministry Andrey Pilipchuk told Itar-Tass on Tuesday. 

French police smash illegal Bitcoin trading ring from Agence France-Presse 7 Jul 14

French police said Monday they had smashed an illegal Bitcoin trading network, seizing virtual currency worth 200,000 euros ($272,000) in the
first such operation in Europe. 

US auctioning bitcoin virtual currency seized in raid from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 27 Jun 14

The US government Friday was auctioning nearly 30,000 bitcoins seized in a raid on the black market website Silk Road in October. 

ASEAN strengthens cooperation to combat transnational crime from Xinhua (China) 27 Jun 14

The 14th ASEAN Senior Officials Meeting on Transnational Crime (SOMTC) and its related meetings have been concluded in Brunei, with
officials from the region deliberated on the progress of work in this area and also exchanged views on emerging transnational crime threats. 

Kenya calls for increased efforts to protect wildlife, environment from Xinhua (China) 26 Jun 14

The High-Level segment of the UN Environment Assembly (UNEA) kicked off in Nairobi on Thursday with Kenya calling for more efforts
towards the protection of wildlife and environmental conservation. 

Kenya, UN ink anti-poaching partnership deal from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 14

Kenya's Office of the First Lady on Wednesday signed a partnership agreement with UN Development Programme (UNDP) on anti-poaching and
wildlife conservation efforts amid surge in wildlife crimes in the country. 

Marines rescue 18 kidnapped CentAm migrants in northeast Mexico from EFE (Spain) 23 Jun 14

Marines rescued 18 kidnapped Central American migrants and arrested four suspects, including two minors, over the weekend in the northeastern
state of Tamaulipas, Mexican media reported. 

Zimbabwe's ivory stock rises from Xinhua (China) 20 Jun 14

Zimbabwe, home to African elephants' prime sanctuaries, has seen its stockpile of tusks rising to 70 tons due to an international ban on ivory
trade, a cabinet minister said Friday, urging the country's wildlife authorities to come up with innovative ways to generate revenue from the ivory
stockpile in order to fund conservation. 

Ivory for sale in Angola; big tuskers die in Kenya from Associated Press 19 Jun 14

The artist market just north of Angola's capital sells paintings, hand-carved wooden animals and newly woven baskets. It is also sells more than
10,000 pieces of ivory, making it the largest market in southern Africa to openly sell elephant tusks, an illegal trade. 

Two years jail for Togolese ivory smuggler 'Le Patron' from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 14

A shop owner dubbed "Le Patron" (The Boss) because of his status as Togo's top ivory smuggler was jailed for two years on Wednesday for
possessing more than 700 kilogrammes of elephant tusks. 

FSKN says EU turns into leading consumer of Afghan heroin from Interfax (Russia) 17 Jun 14

The European Union has become a leading consumer of Afghan heroin, Federal Drug Control Service Director Viktor Ivanov said. 

African Wildlife Foundation to strengthen anti-poaching measures from Xinhua (China) 17 Jun 14

The African Wildlife Foundation (AWF) on Tuesday said it's working to strengthen law enforcement across sub-Saharan Africa as part of efforts
to battle the surge in poaching and wildlife trafficking. 

Africa surpasses Asia in ivory seizures: CITES from Agence France-Presse 13 Jun 14

Several African countries have made great strides in clamping down on ivory smuggling, with large seizures for the first time exceeding those
made in prime destination Asia, UN wildlife regulator CITES said Friday. 

Poachers massacre elephants in Congo park from Associated Press 13 Jun 14



At least 68 elephants, some 4 percent of the population of one of Africa's oldest parks, have been slaughtered by poachers over the last two
months using chain saws and helicopters, the non-profit group managing the park has warned. 

Kenya makes huge ivory seizure from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 14

Kenya's embattled wildlife service announced Thursday the discovery and seizure in the port city of Mombasa of a huge haul of ivory from at
least 114 poached elephants. 

Venice mayor arrested in corruption scandal from Associated Press 4 Jun 14

Italian authorities have arrested the mayor of Venice and 35 others in a sweeping corruption investigation related to the construction of underwater
barriers to protect the historic city from flooding. 

Drugs, prostitution worth £10bn to British economy from Agence France-Presse 29 May 14

The inclusion of illegal activities such as prostitution and drugs into national accounts would add about 10 billion pounds (12.3 billion euros,
$16.7 billion) to national output, Britain's statistics office said on Thursday. 

Prescription, synthetic drug abuse worry EU watchdog from Agence France-Presse 27 May 14

While heroin use in Europe is declining, ever more people are getting their fix from prescription drugs, including some used to treat heroin
addiction, a report said Tuesday. 

Portuguese police detain 258 people over chaotic weekend from Xinhua (China) 26 May 14

The Portuguese police force announced on Monday it detained 258 people over the weekend, with tens of thousands of Spanish football bans
arriving in Portugal's capital Lisbon to watch the European Champions League final. 

Mexico busts counterfeiting ring from EFE (Spain) 22 May 14

Mexican authorities said they have dismantled a criminal gang based in the western state of Jalisco that printed counterfeit bills on a large scale
and put them in circulation. 

Zetas member arrested in northern Mexico state from Associated Press 20 May 14

Mexican authorities have arrested an alleged member of the Zetas drug gang who they say is one of 12 cartel members fueling an increase of
violence in the border state of Tamaulipas. 

Hong Kong starts destroying ivory cache from Associated Press 15 May 14

Hong Kong has started incinerating its nearly 30-ton stockpile of confiscated ivory to show it's serious about cracking down on an illegal wildlife
trade that is devastating Africa's elephant population. 

2 Banking Giants Implore US Authorities To Go Easy from New York Times 12 May 14

Two of the world’s biggest banks, facing the threat of criminal charges, are mounting final bids for leniency. 

Greece arrests four Serbian 'Pink Panther' jewel thieves from Agence France-Presse 3 May 14

Greek police said Saturday they have arrested four Serbian suspected members of a gang of international jewel thieves known as the Pink
Panthers. 

2 Kenyan police arrested transporting ivory from Associated Press 3 May 14

Kenyan wildlife authorities say two police officers have been arrested transporting illegal elephant ivory as the government cracks down on
poaching of the country's endangered elephants and rhinos. 

Homeland Security arrests over 600 gang suspects from Associated Press 1 May 14

More than 600 suspected gang members have been arrested in the Homeland Security Department's latest crackdown on street gangs, Immigration
and Customs Enforcement officials said Thursday. 



Mexico seizes ship carrying 68,000 tonnes of illegal iron from BBC 1 May 14

Mexican authorities say they have seized a ship belonging to a drugs cartel which was carrying 68,000 tonnes of illegal iron ore. 

Chinese Man Charged With Avoiding US Sanctions from Associated Press 30 Apr 14

A Chinese man previously accused of contributing to Iran’s ballistic missile program has been charged in the United States with making millions
of dollars in illegal financial transactions to avoid economic sanctions, the Justice Department said Tuesday. 

Britain freezes Ukraine assets, begins money-laundering probe from Agence France-Presse 28 Apr 14

British authorities on Monday launched a money- laundering investigation linked to possible corruption in Ukraine and froze $23 million (17
million euros) in assets. 

UN names 21 countries where rape in conflict from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

A new U.N. report names 21 countries where rape and other sexual violence has been committed in current and recent conflicts — from
Afghanistan and Central African Republic to Myanmar and Syria. 

Drug impoundment in Tajikistan down 37% in 2014 from Interfax (Russia) 24 Apr 14

Tajik law enforcement authorities seized 1,260.8 kilograms of narcotic drugs in January-March 2014, or 37% less than in the respective period of
last year, the Tajik Interior Ministry press service said on Thursday. 

Rhino horns worth millions stolen from safe in S. Africa from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 14

Around 40 rhino horns worth millions of dollars have been stolen from the safe of a state tourism organisation in South Africa, a press report said
Monday. 

British charity watchdog warns of Islamist threat from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 14

Islamic extremism is the "most deadly" problem faced by British charities, the head of the sector's watchdog said Sunday. William Shawcross, the
chairman of the Charity Commission, said the regulatory body was trying to take action against charities "sending cash to extremist groups in
Syria", in an interview with The Sunday Times newspaper. 

Italy senate approves tougher legislation against mafia vote-buying from Xinhua (China) 16 Apr 14

Italian senate passed a reform on Wednesday to toughen up legislation against mafia vote-buying, before upcoming European and local elections. 

Mexico pledges own anti-money laundering list from Associated Press 14 Apr 14

Mexico says it will fight money laundering by using "kingpin" lists like those issued by the United States. 

Swedish passports found traded on black market from Xinhua (China) 12 Apr 14

Swedish passports are becoming "hard currency" on the black market, and over the last two years 177,000 valid Swedish passports in total were
reported missing, local media reported on Saturday. 

Family on US kingpin list for money laundering from Associated Press 10 Apr 14

The U.S. Treasury Department says it is imposing sanctions on five members of a Mexican family for allegedly laundering money for fugitive
drug lord Rafael Caro Quintero and another Sinaloa drug cartel leader. 

Panga with a ton of marijuana washes up in Malibu, authorities say from Los Angeles Times 8 Apr 14

A panga-style boat loaded with as much as a ton of marijuana was seized after it washed ashore at Leo Carrillo State Beach in Malibu early
Monday, authorities said. 

Spain takes down immigration-fraud ring from EFE (Spain) 8 Apr 14

Spanish police reported Tuesday that they had busted a network that arranged marriages of convenience for Latin Americans seeking legal
residence in Spain. 



Philippine gov't warns of illegal drug trade online from Xinhua (China) 5 Apr 14

The Philippine anti-narcotics agency warned Saturday of an ongoing trend of trading so-called "fly-high " tablets that contain methamphetamine
hydrochloride (shabu) and " party drugs" over the internet. 

SCO member-states cooperate in fighting challenges, threats - defence minister from Itar-Tass (Russia) 1 Apr 14

Terrorism, separatism, extremism and illicit drug trafficking pose a serious threat to security in Central Asia, Russian Defence Minister Sergei
Shoigu has said.

US drug agent: New synthetics are emerging in Asia from Associated Press 1 Apr 14

International drug enforcement officials say methamphetamine is the drug of choice in Asia but new synthetic drugs have found their way in the
region, with authorities constantly playing catch up with traffickers. 

Mexico kills Knights Templar drug cartel leader from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 14

Mexican security forces killed a leader of the Knights Templar drug cartel on Monday, three weeks after the gang's top chief was gunned down, an
official told AFP. 

Mexico boosts security against crime wave near capital from Agence France-Presse 31 Mar 14

Mexico's government announced Monday a security strategy to counter a surge in violence just outside the capital by increasing the presence of
federal forces and firing thousands of corrupt local police. 

Azerbaijan successfully deters operations of foreign security services, terrorists - minister from Interfax (Russia) 27 Mar 14

Azeri National Security Minister Eldar Mahmudov has lauded the performance of national security services in the recent years. 

Drones to be used against elephant and rhino poachers in Kenya from The Independent (UK) 26 Mar 14

The Kenyan Government is to use drones in its fight against elephant and rhino poachers, officials announced on Tuesday. 

Kenya says fight against poachers not lost from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 14

Kenya insisted Tuesday that it has not lost the battle against poaching, resisting calls from wildlife activists for the ongoing slaughter of elephants
and rhinos to be declared a national disaster. 

Kenya lauds China's contribution in fight against poaching from Xinhua (China) 25 Mar 14

Kenya's wildlife authorities on Tuesday praised China's contribution in the fight against rhino and elephant poaching, saying the effort is
invaluable. 

Bangladesh's Chittagong airport seizes 902 gold bars from Xinhua (China) 25 Mar 14

Customs officials seized 902 gold bars at Bangladesh's second largest airport in southeastern Chittagong city on Tuesday. 

Mexico, attorneys general from Colorado, 4 other states sign anti-money-laundering pact from Associated Press 25 Mar 14

The top prosecutors from five U.S. states have signed an agreement with the National Banking and Securities Commission of Mexico to fight the
illegal transfer of money across international boundaries. 

Plane carrying marijuana crashes near San Diego from Associated Press 22 Mar 14

Authorities say an ultralight aircraft carrying about 250 pounds of marijuana has crashed in the mountains east of San Diego, but there’s no sign
of the pilot. 

Myanmar rebels, villagers destroy poppy crops from Associated Press 20 Mar 14

The rebel soldiers climbing this mountain, rifles at their shoulders, are going into battle not with government forces, but against opium crops that
are destroying communities in eastern Myanmar as they succumb to drug addiction. 

Russia liquidates 900 drug syndicates in 2013 - drugs control service chief from Itar-Tass (Russia) 14 Mar 14



Russia liquidated almost 900 drug syndicates in 2013, head of the Federal Drugs Control Service Viktor Ivanov told a meeting of the service's
collegium on Friday. 

Lebanese man arrested in Spain for trying to buy human organs from EFE (Spain) 12 Mar 14

A Lebanese citizen needing a transplant was arrested in Spain for trying to buy a liver from nine different immigrants. 

European Parliament toughens up anti-money laundering rules from Xinhua (China) 11 Mar 14

The ultimate owners of companies and trusts will have to be listed in public registers in European Union (EU) countries under draft anti-money
laundering rules voted by the European Parliament on Tuesday. 

Huge hash shipment washes up on Spanish beach from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 14

Spanish authorities seized 62 bales containing close to two tonnes of hashish that washed ashore on Monday on a beach in one of Spain's exclaves
in North Africa, police said. 

Thailand exposed as crime hub over MH370 stolen passports from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 14

Thailand's role as a hub for criminal networks using false documents is in the spotlight after two unknown passengers on vanished flight MH370
used passports stolen in the kingdom, sparking fears of a terror attack. 

Mauritania to adopt roadmap to end slavery: UN from Agence France-Presse 27 Feb 14

The United Nations envoy on modern-day slavery said on Thursday Mauritania had agreed to adopt a roadmap for eradicating the trade, which
campaigners say remains widespread in the west African nation. 

EU to crack down on criminals through more asset seizures from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 25 Feb 14

The European Parliament on Tuesday approved new rules to make it easier to freeze or confiscate the assets of criminals across the bloc. 

German, Swiss police launch 50 raids over insider-trading from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 14

Police launched about 50 coordinated home and office raids in Germany and Switzerland Tuesday against suspects in an insider-trading ring, they
said. 

International operation busts Bulgarian banking fraud ring from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 14

Bulgarian and Spanish law enforcement officers have busted an international crime ring stealing card numbers from ATM machines worldwide,
authorities in Sofia said Saturday. 

Spain court agrees to extradite US laundering suspect from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 14

A Spanish court approved Friday the extradition to the United States of the suspected founder of one of the world's biggest money-laundering
operations. 

Australia, Pakistan navies in big cannabis bust off Oman from Agence France-Presse 18 Feb 14

Australian and Pakistani navy ships have seized almost two tonnes of cannabis resin in a drug bust off Oman that officers described Tuesday as a
setback for extremist groups. 

Myanmar uncovers money-laundering cases worth $200 mil. from Kyodo (Japan) 18 Feb 14

Myanmar authorities have exposed a total of 70 money-laundering cases worth around $200 million during a 15-month period, local media
reported Tuesday. 

Romania seizes 30 kilos of cocaine in Black Sea port from Xinhua (China) 17 Feb 14

Romania's law enforcement authorities seized 30 kg of cocaine in the Black Sea port city of Constanta, announced on Monday local Police
Inspectorate of Constanta County. 

Police bust 2 drug labs, arrest 19 in central Mexico from EFE (Spain) 16 Feb 14



Nineteen people were arrested by the Federal Police at two labs used to produce synthetic drugs in Mexico state, which surrounds the Federal
District and forms part of the Mexico City metropolitan area, officials said. 

Gold hidden in mobile phones seized at Indian airport from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 29 Jan 14

At least 21 kilograms of gold worth nearly 1 million dollars was seized from a commercial plane in southern India, officials said Wednesday. 

Chinese police bust Philippines fraud ring from Xinhua (China) 28 Jan 14

Chinese police have busted a ring of telephone scammers and arrested 32 suspects in the Philippines. 

Bitcoin dealers charged in US with money laundering from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 14

US authorities Monday filed criminal charges against two operators of a Bitcoin exchange, including the head of a company with high-profile
investment backers. 

Myanmar destroys 12,774 hectares of poppy plantation in 2013-14 from Xinhua (China) 26 Jan 14

The Myanmar authorities has destroyed 12,774 hectares of poppy plantations in the 2013-14 poppy cultivation season, accounting for 20 percent
of the total of 507,800 hectares cultivated across the country, local media reported Sunday. 

Major counterfeiter nabbed in Spain from EFE (Spain) 22 Jan 14

One of the world's main counterfeiters of 50-euro bills was arrested in the central Spanish city of Toledo, where a home laboratory was discovered
where he produced 2,500 bogus bills per day, police said. 

China cracks down on solid waste smuggling from Xinhua (China) 21 Jan 14

China's customs detected 58,800 tonnes of smuggled solid waste last year amid a crackdown on illegally imported garbage, official data showed
on Tuesday. 

Italy seizes Vatican account in new laundering probe from Agence France-Presse 21 Jan 14

A former Vatican accountant already under house arrest and on trial for alleged corruption and attempted money laundering has been notified of
fresh charges against him, Italy's financial police said on Tuesday. 

UK raids target Indian religious immigration 'scam' from Agence France-Presse 21 Jan 14

Nineteen people were arrested in raids Tuesday targeting a suspected immigration scam where people are brought from India to Britain as
religious ministers and then disappear. 

Japan bank sets up watchdog after mobster scandal from Agence France-Presse 17 Jan 14

Major Japanese bank Mizuho Financial Group said Friday it was setting up an oversight committee in the wake of a damaging loans-to-gangsters
scandal. 

China tells banks to report terror suspicions from Reuters 17 Jan 14

China's central bank told financial institutions on Friday that they had an obligation to report transactions and accounts suspected of links to terror
activities, as Beijing steps up a campaign to clamp down on suspected militants in the far west. 

U.S. confiscates $28 mn in bitcoins from drug Web site from EFE (Spain) 16 Jan 14

The U.S. Justice Department announced Thursday the forfeiture of some $28 million worth of bitcoins - the e-currency - that law enforcement
authorities had seized from the Silk Road Web site specializing in the sale of illegal drugs. 

Bahamas seeks information exchange agreement with Colombia to escape regional blacklist from The Nassau Guardian 16 Jan 14

Three months after Colombia placed The Bahamas on a blacklist, Financial Services Minister Ryan Pinder confirmed that The Bahamas will now
pursue a tax information exchange agreement (TIEA) with the Latin American country and seek ways to avert future blacklistings by countries in
the region before they happen



Afghanistan seeks help in drugs fight after opium crop hits record from Reuters 15 Jan 14

Afghanistan needs more financial assistance for its anti-narcotics fight after opium cultivation hit a record high last year, a government minister
said on Wednesday, as international forces prepare to leave the country. 

Frenchman arrested in Bali for cocaine possession from Agence France-Presse 15 Jan 14

Indonesian police said Wednesday they have arrested a Frenchman for possession of cocaine with a street value of almost $50,000 on the resort
island of Bali. 

Drug traffic from Afghanistan threatens Russia's security - Federal Drug Control Service from Interfax (Russia) 14 Jan 14

The drug production volume in Afghanistan has reached a record level and this poses a direct threat to Russia, Russian Federal Drug Control
Service Chief Viktor Ivanov said. 

ECB unveils new 10-euro banknote amid sharp rise in counterfeits from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 Jan 14

The European Central Bank unveiled a new 10-euro banknote Monday that includes new security measures aimed at countering the rise in
counterfeits. 

Iran foreign minister to visit Turkey amid corruption probe from Agence France-Presse 2 Jan 14

Iran's foreign minister is set to visit Turkey on Saturday in the midst of a high-level corruption probe looking into illicit money transfers to
Tehran. 

Delhi Police seize illicit drugs worth 16 mln USD from Xinhua (China) 29 Dec 13

Delhi Police has seized illicit drugs worth 1 billion rupees (16 million U.S. dollars) in one of its biggest hauls made in four separate raids across
the Indian capital, a senior police official said Sunday. 

63,000 captured in anti-drug campaign from Xinhua (China) 17 Dec 13

Chinese police have captured 63,000 suspects and seized 18.2 tonnes of drugs including heroin and methamphetamine in the latest anti-drug
campaign, the Ministry of Public Security said Tuesday. 

Chinese state councilor holds talks with Russian official from Xinhua (China) 16 Dec 13

Chinese State Councilor Guo Shengkun held talks with Russian Minister of Internal Affairs Vladimir Kolokoltsev in Beijing on Monday. 

Drug war 2013: The rise of vigilantes, legal pot from Agence France-Presse 13 Dec 13

Fed up with the relentless drug cartel violence, civilians picked up rifles in Mexico's countryside this year, battling gangsters and challenging
politicians to finally end the spiral of death. 

Romania pimping gang busted in France, police say from Agence France-Presse 13 Dec 13

A gang of Romanians who pimped out young compatriots in France and other European countries has been busted in the southwestern city of
Toulouse with around a dozen arrests, police said Friday. 

Amount of dirty money leaving developing world jumped 14 percent in 2011: report from Reuters 11 Dec 13

Developing countries lost nearly $1 trillion to fraud, corruption and shady business transactions in 2011, vastly outpacing the foreign aid they
received and the pace of dirty money leaving emerging nations is accelerating, a new report found. 

Spike in gold smuggling in India, as import curbs bite from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Dec 13

Hidden in rectums, mobile phones and televisions, the smuggling of gold into India has increased phenomenally since April, when the
government imposed strict curbs on official imports. 

Hong Kong's largest prostitution website "paralysed": Police from Agence France-Presse 5 Dec 13

Hong Kong authorities have shut down the city's largest prostitution website and dozens of people including sex workers have been arrested,
officials said Thursday. 



Myanmar destroys over 6000 hectares of poppy plantation from Xinhua (China) 5 Dec 13

Myanmar destroyed a total of 6,027 hectares of illicit poppy plantations across the country during 2013-14 poppy cultivation season, according to
the anti-drug authorities Thursday. 

Croatia seizes five million euros on Serbian border from Agence France-Presse 28 Nov 13

Croatian border police have made their biggest ever seizure of undeclared cash, discovering almost five million euros ($7 million) in a truck
during a routine check on the frontier with Serbia, the interior ministry said Thursday. 

Armed gang steals $2.7M from traveler at Russian airport from United Press International 27 Nov 13

Police in Russia said a gang stole $2.7 million carried in a bag by a traveler who arrived Wednesday at Moscow's Sheremetyevo Airport on a
flight from Istanbul. 

Top S. Korean fugitive arrested in Philippines from Agence France-Presse 26 Nov 13

One of South Korea's most wanted fugitives, the alleged head of a major crime syndicate, was arrested in the Philippines on Tuesday after hiding
out in the country for two years, officials said. 

Some 700 detained in raid at Moskva shopping center - police from Interfax (Russia) 25 Nov 13

Some 700 people were taken to police precincts as a result of a police raid at the Moskva shopping center, the press service of the Moscow
department of the Interior Ministry told reporters on Monday. 

UPDATE: Record $72 mn cocaine haul washes ashore in Japan: reports from Agence France-Presse 22 Nov 13

About $72 million worth of cocaine stuffed into backpacks has washed up on beaches south of Tokyo in Japan's biggest-ever seizure, reports said
Friday. 

International treaty banning organ trade set for Friday signing from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 21 Nov 13

Members of the Council of Europe are set to meet Friday to approve the first international treaty banning trade of human organs. 

80 kg of cocaine found on eastern Japan coast from Kyodo (Japan) 21 Nov 13

Four backpacks containing roughly 80 kilograms of cocaine were found Tuesday morning on the shore in Yokosuka, south of Tokyo, in one of the
largest cases of drug confiscation in Japan, police said Thursday. 

More than 60 pounds of smuggled gold seized in Kolkata from United Press International 20 Nov 13

Indian customs officials say recent large seizures show Kolkata has become a major center of gold smuggling. 

Witness at UK trial alleges high-level corruption in Bahrain from Rueters 19 Nov 13

A former senior executive at the Bahraini aluminum smelter Alba, the fourth-largest in the world, told a London court on Tuesday there was a
"parallel universe of corruption" at the top of the state-controlled firm during his time there. 

German raids target money laundering for Italian mafia from Agence France-Presse 19 Nov 13

German police on Tuesday raided 20 sites nationwide in a crackdown on suspected money laundering for the Italian 'Ndrangheta mafia syndicate
involving a major wind energy project, prosecutors said. 

Japan city politician arrested on China drugs charges from Agence France-Presse 15 Nov 13

A 70-year-old local Japanese politician has been arrested in China on drugs charges, officials said Friday, in a case that could draw the death
penalty. 

Australia police arrest 65 in global child abuse ring from Agence France-Presse 14 Nov 13

Australian police said Friday they had arrested 65 people -- including a priest and two teachers -- and rescued six children as part of a global
probe into a Canadian child sex website. 



US posts $1 mln reward targeting Laos poaching ring from Agence France-Presse 13 Nov 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry on Wednesday offered a $1 million reward to help smash a Laos-based poaching network slaughtering
endangered elephants and rhinos for their precious horns and tusks. 

Environmental crime wave costs world billions from Associated Press 6 Nov 13

The illegal cutting of timber and the poaching of elephants and rhinos are part of a "rapidly escalating environmental crime wave" that
international governments must combat by increasing cooperation, police and environmental officials said Wednesday. 

Europol: ID forging ring broken up in Europe from Associated Press 1 Nov 13

Officials say they have broken up an international criminal network that was producing and distributing forged documents for illegal immigrants
in European Union countries. 

Britain to fight 'shell companies' with new register: PM from Agence France-Presse 31 Oct 13

Britain is to publish a register of who owns and controls companies to fight the "cloak of secrecy" surrounding shadowy shell firms, Prime
Minister David Cameron said on Thursday.

Ghana arrests 46 more foreigners over illegal gold mining from Agence France-Presse 31 Oct 13

Ghana has arrested 46 more foreigners suspected of illegal gold mining in the last week, including 43 Chinese, two Indians and an American, an
immigration official told AFP Thursday.

Bangladesh customs seizes 170 gold bars from Xinhua (China) 30 Oct 13

Just one day after seizing 146 gold bars, customs officials in Bangladesh's main airport in capital Dhaka on Wednesday morning again seized 24
gold bars weighing about 3 kilograms from an arriving passenger from Saudi Arabia, an official said. 

U.S. seizes $28 million in bitcoins from man linked to online drug market from Reuters 25 Oct 13

U.S. authorities have seized an estimated $28 million in the digital currency bitcoins from the alleged owner of "Silk Road," the online
marketplace for drugs and criminal activity that law enforcement shut down three weeks ago. 

Japanese police reveal illegal money transfers to Russia, Ukraine - media from Itar-Tass (Russia) 22 Oct 13

Japan's police have revealed a criminal network, involved in theft of money from bank accounts for further transfers abroad, including to Russia
and Ukraine, Kyodo agency reported on Tuesday. 

Bulgarian fugitive arrested in Seattle area from Associated Press 21 Oct 13

U.S. authorities have arrested a Bulgarian fugitive convicted of human trafficking and negligent homicide. 

West Africa's rising star dimmed by illegal drug trade from Agence France-Presse 28 Sep 13

The security chief at the country's main airport is accused of ensuring drug dealers can ship cocaine and heroin without worry. A former president
voices fears his own entourage may be carrying drugs. 

Six arrested over theft of gold bars from Air France plane: source from Agence France-Presse 27 Sep 13

French police on Friday arrested six men in and around Paris over their suspected involvement in the theft of gold bars worth about 1.6 million
euros ($21 million) from an Air France plane flying to Zurich. 

SCO countries agree to strengthen cooperation in fighting transborder crime from Itar-Tass (Russia) 26 Sep 13

Measures taken by the member countries of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) to fight certain crimes are not efficient enough,
Kyrgyzsatn's Prosecutor General, Aida Salyanova, said on Thursday after a meeting of SCO prosecutors general. 

Niger would welcome armed U.S. drones: foreign minister from Reuters 18 Sep 13

Niger would welcome the deployment of armed U.S. drones to the West African country to help in its battle against an armed Islamist threat and



drug trafficking in the Sahara, Foreign Minister Mohamed Bazoum said on Wednesday. 

Afghan cannabis cultivation decreased in 2012, UN says from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 10 Sep 13

Land area under cannabis cultivation in Afghanistan decreased by 17 per cent in 2012, despite a slight increase in production, a new UN report
said Tuesday. 

Belarus seeks Russian billionaire on criminal charges from Xinhua (China) 2 Sep 13

Belarusian authorities have launched a criminal investigation into Suleiman Kerimov, major shareholder of Russia's Uralkali company. 

Spain police bust Dutch indoor marijuana-growing operation from Agence France-Presse 1 Sep 13

Spanish police have dismantled a large indoor marijuana- growing operation with the arrest of six Dutch nationals, including a couple and their
son, and the seizure of 3,400 marijuana plants, the interior ministry said Sunday. 

Study: Marijuana Top Illegal Drug Used Worldwide from Associated Press 29 Aug 13

Marijuana is the most popular illegal drug used worldwide, but addictions to popular painkillers like Vicodin, Oxycontin and codeine kill the most
people, according to the first-ever global survey of illicit drug abuse. 

Cambodian police trained to fight money laundering, terror financing from Kyodo (Japan) 26 Aug 13

With an aim of facing the growing challenge in Southeast Asia concerning money laundering and the financing of terrorism, the U.N. Office on
Drugs and Crime has stepped in to provide Cambodian police with skills in order to curb this threat, according to a statement released Monday. 

China to crack down on illicit drug sales online from Xinhua (China) 26 Aug 13

China's Internet and drug authorities recently gathered together major portals, search engines and shopping sites, to order them to eliminate illicit
drug advertisements from their sites, the State Internet Information Office (SIIO) said on Monday. 

Hong Kong police arrest 1800 in triad raids from Agence France-Presse 23 Aug 13

Hong Kong police said Friday they had arrested more than 1,800 people during anti-triad raids for crimes including illegal gambling and drug
offences. 

Sri Lanka seeks joint action to fight human smuggling from Xinhua (China) 22 Aug 13

The Sri Lankan government on Thursday sought joint international action to combat human smuggling. 

6 Vietnamese charged with masterminding illegal migration, slave labor in Moscow from Itar-Tass (Russia) 22 Aug 13

The Russian Interior Ministry has charged six Vietnamese citizens with using slave labor of their compatriots, organizing a criminal group and
illegal migration in Moscow.

China intensifies crackdown on smuggling from Xinhua (China) 22 Aug 13

Chinese customs authorities put 260 smuggling cases on file for investigation between July 1 and Aug. 20 in a nationwide crackdown. 

Drug ‘Queen Of The Pacific’ Returns To Mexico from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 13

A Mexican woman dubbed the “Queen of the Pacific” for her links to drug trafficking returned home Tuesday to face money laundering charges
after the United States deported her. 

6-tonne hashish haul in central Algeria: army from Agence France-Presse 20 Aug 13

The army has seized more than six tonnes of cannabis in central Algeria, the defence ministry announced on Tuesday, after police found a similar
quantity on the Moroccan border. 

Drug War Apparently Has Mexican President’s Attention from New York Times 18 Aug 13

Even before he took office in December, Mexico’s president, Enrique Peña Nieto, made clear that he saw the drug war as his predecessor’s
problem: a political liability best pushed aside to make room for his sunnier plans to overhaul the economy, education and energy. 



Mexico detains key leader in Gulf Cartel from Associated Press 17 Aug 13

Mexican authorities say a key leader of the Gulf Cartel has been arrested after a major confrontation near the Texas border. 

UN releases report on transnational crime in East Asia, Pacific from Xinhua (China) 15 Aug 13

The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) has released here its report, "Transnational Organised Crime in East Asia and the
Pacific: a Threat Assessment, " local media reported Thursday. 

Mexico orders arrest of freed drug lord on US request from Agence France-Presse 15 Aug 13

A Mexican judge on Wednesday ordered the arrest of notorious drug lord Rafael Caro Quintero -- who was freed last week on a technicality --
after receiving a US extradition request. 

Mexico to fight death sentence for 3 Mexicans in Malaysia from EFE (Spain) 14 Aug 13

The Mexican government vowed Wednesday to ensure that all legal remedies are exhausted on behalf of three of its citizens who are facing the
hangman's noose in Malaysia for drug trafficking. 

US angry over released of Mexican drug lord from Associated Press 10 Aug 13

U.S. law enforcement officials expressed outrage over the release from prison of Mexican drug lord Rafael Caro Quintero and vowed to continue
efforts to bring to justice the man who ordered the killing of a U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration agent. 

Malaysia detains Iranian over forged passports from Associated Press 7 Aug 13

Malaysia police said Wednesday that they have arrested an Iranian man accused of running a passport forging syndicate and believed to have ties
with terrorist and human trafficking groups. 

Mexican Mafia meth alliance broken up in Los Angeles from United Press International 6 Aug 13

Authorities in Los Angeles said they broke up a drug-trafficking alliance involving a drug cartel, a venerable street gang and the notorious
Mexican Mafia. 

Agents intercept boat carrying $4 mn worth of pot near San Diego from EFE (Spain) 6 Aug 13

San Diego, Aug 6 (EFE).- Customs and Border Protection agents on Tuesday intercepted a boat carrying a cargo of marijuana valued at more than
$4 million and arrested two Mexican men. 

U.S. sanctions Mexican man, company for laundering money for Los Zetas from Xinhua (China) 1 Aug 13

The United States on Thursday hit with sanctions a Mexican man and his cattle sales company allegedly used to launder money by the Los Zetas
drug cartel. 

Russia, Tajikistan agree to intensify efforts to combat terrorism, drug threat - Putin from Itar-Tass (Russia) 1 Aug 13

Russia and Tajikistan agreed to intensify the efforts to combat terrorism and a drug threat, Russian President Vladimir Putin said after the
negotiations with visiting Tajik counterpart Emomali Rakhmon here on Thursday. 

Mexico to detain 'Queen of the Pacific' over drugs from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 13

Mexico will detain Sandra Avila Beltran, known as the "Queen of the Pacific" for her links to the drug trade, after the United States deports her, an
official said Wednesday. 

3 Suspects arrested for Mexican admiral's killing from EFE (Spain) 29 Jul 13

Army troops arrested three men suspected of being linked to the killing of an admiral over the weekend in the western Mexican state of
Michoacan, officials said Monday. 

Mexican Admiral Carlos Salazar killed in Michoacan ambush from BBC 29 Jul 13

Gunmen have killed one of Mexico's highest ranking navy officials in the western state of Michoacan, where the military is trying to regain



control of areas dominated by warring drug gangs. 

Truck with cocaine found in Moscow region from Interfax (Russia) 25 Jul 13

Police have discovered approximately 100 kilos of cocaine in a truck in the Moscow region's Naro-Fominsk district, the press office of the Interior
Ministry main department for the Moscow region told Interfax. 

Italy's Letta pledges war on tax evasion from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 13

Italian prime minister Enrico Letta pledged Wednesday to "fight relentlessly" against tax evasion in the recession-hit country, as the government
pushed new growth measures through the lower house of parliament. 

U.S. sanctions financial operatives of Los Zetas from Xinhua (China) 23 Jul 13

The United States on Tuesday slapped sanctions on two Mexican men accused of acting as financial operatives of the Los Zetas drug cartel. 

UN says tackling drugs, crime must be part of post-2015 development agenda from Itar-Tass (Russia) 22 Jul 13

The head of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), Yuri Fedotov, said the success of combating these two major threats would
be critical for achieving a sustainable world. 

N. Korean ship throws light on sinister barter trade: expert from Agence France-Presse 17 Jul 13

The seizure off Panama of a North Korean ship suspected of carrying weapons is a symptom of a vital barter trade that Pyongyang has managed to
keep largely hidden, a Stockholm-based expert said Wednesday. 

Spanish police arrest one of Europe's 10 most wanted criminals from Reuters 16 Jul 13

Spanish police said on Tuesday they had arrested a Briton suspected of leading a drug-trafficking organization, describing him as one of Europe's
top 10 most wanted criminals. 

Pakistan says $76.5m worth of hashish, cocaine seized from Agence France-Presse 12 Jul 13

Pakistani and Belgian authorities have seized cocaine and hashish worth more than $76 million in a series of drug raids in which three foreigners
were arrested, Islamabad said Friday. 

Dogs used as drug mules from Mexico to Italy: police from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 13

South American drug gangs in Milan have been using dogs to smuggle cocaine from Mexico to Italy, the police said on Tuesday after an operation
that found at least 48 dogs had been killed to retrieve the drugs. 

Police Find Body Of Suspect In Bar Kidnappings from Associated Press 3 Jul 13

Police found the burned body of one of the main suspects in last month's abduction of 12 young people from an after-hours bar in Mexico City,
prosecutors said Tuesday. 

Vatican joins global network against money laundering from Agence France-Presse 3 Jul 13

The Vatican on Wednesday said it had joined a global network of government agencies fighting against money laundering, as part of its efforts to
reform its scandal-ridden finances. 

Philippine gov't urges Filipinos to avoid drug-related deals from Xinhua (China) 3 Jul 13

The Philippine government urged its citizens to take the case of a Filipino drug mule who was sentenced to death Wednesday in China as a lesson
and avoid cooperating with drug syndicates in future. 

Canadian Police Foil Alleged Terrorism Attempt from USA Today 2 Jul 13

A man and a woman allegedly inspired by al-Qaeda have been arrested by police in Canada for a plot to plant pressure-cooker bombs at British
Columbia's provincial legislature headquarters on Canada Day, July 1, the Toronto Star and other news media are reporting. 

More than 2,000 nabbed in multinational drug operation along Mekong River from EFE (Spain) 2 Jul 13



A two-month-long joint police operation conducted by China, Laos, Myanmar and Thailand on the Mekong River led to the arrests of 2,534
suspects and the seizure of roughly nine tons of drugs, the Chinese government said Tuesday. 

Spain police seize illegal Chinese medicine from Agence France-Presse 29 Jun 13

Spanish police said Saturday they had seized hundreds of thousands of packets of unlicensed medicine illegally imported from China and India,
including erection aids and slimming products. 

Meth floods US border crossing from Associated Press 28 Jun 13

Children walk across the U.S.-Mexico border with crystal methamphetamine strapped to their backs or concealed between notebook pages.
Motorists disguise liquid meth in tequila bottles, windshield washer containers and gas tanks. 

Vatican official arrested over illegal cash transfer plot from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 28 Jun 13

Italian police have arrested a high-ranking Catholic Church official on suspicion that he had planned to illegally transport 20 million euros (26
million dollars) from Switzerland to Italy abroad a plane, prosecutors said on Friday. 

Nigeria charges Hezbollah-linked Lebanese with terrorism from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 13

Nigeria on Wednesday charged three Lebanese nationals allegedly linked to the militant Shiite movement Hezbollah with terrorism related
offences. 

UN underestimates threat of Afghan drug production - Russian official from Interfax (Russia) 26 Jun 13

Russia's drug control chief has alleged the United Nations pays too little attention to trafficking in Afghan-produced drugs, which, he said, have
claimed a total of over 1 million lives in Europe and Asia since the start of the millennium. 

FSKN helps block Latin American cocaine shipping to U.S., Europe from Interfax (Russia) 26 Jun 13

A new flow in global drug trafficking from Latin American has come to Russian territory recently in the form of cocaine, deputy head of the
Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) department for inter-departmental preventive measures Vyacheslav Baturin said. 

Myanmar calls for cooperation in drug eradication for healthy life from Xinhua (China) 26 Jun 13

A high-ranking Myanmar anti-drug official Wednesday called on the country's people, international organizations, government and non-
governmental organizations to cooperate in drug eradication for healthy life and build a drug- free country. 

Mexicans turn to social media to report on drug war from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 13

They tweet and blog about street gunfights and murders in Mexican regions plagued by the drug war, keeping people informed about gangland
crimes which local newspapers are too afraid to report on. 

US fines 'Hezbollah' bank $102 mn for laundering from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 13

A Lebanese bank accused of laundering money from drugs and other operations for clients tied to Hezbollah militants agreed Tuesday to pay US
authorities $102 million to settle the charges. 

China to launch anti-smuggling campaign from Xinhua (China) 21 Jun 13

A six-month nationwide campaign to combat smuggling will be launched from July, Chinese Vice Premier Wang Yang said on Friday. 

U.S. Accuses 3 Countries Of Abetting Human Trafficking from New York Times 20 Jun 13

The State Department on Wednesday accused Russia, China and Uzbekistan of continuing to abet human trafficking and forced labor, raising the
possibility that they could face sanctions at a time when President Obama has tried to maintain relations with each on strategic issues. 

One of US FBI's most wanted nabbed in Mexico from Associated Press 19 Jun 13

A state prosecutor says one of the U.S. FBI's 10 most wanted fugitives has been arrested in the resort city of Playa del Carmen. 

US tax evasion deal hits final defeat in Swiss parliament from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 19 Jun 13



A bill that would have allowed Swiss banks to settle a major tax evasion dispute with the United States was definitively defeated Wednesday when
the lower house of the nation's parliament defeated it for the second time in two days. 

ASEAN officials deal with trans-national crimes from Xinhua (China) 19 Jun 13

Further cooperation between ASEAN member nations and with dialogue partners are necessary in combating trans-national crimes involving drug
and human trafficking, terrorism and high technologies for the sake of peace, stability and development in the region. 

G8 leaders issue declaration on taxation from Xinhua (China) 18 Jun 13

The G8 Summit on Tuesday afternoon issued a declaration on taxation and increased transparency is in its final stages in Lough Erne, Northern
Ireland.

Belgians check info diamond heist might be bigger from Associated Press 13 Jun 13

Belgian authorities are investigating whether the spectacular diamond heist at Brussels airport in February might have yielded much more than the
$50 million reported at first. 

Biggest European groups are big in tax havens: NGO from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 13

The 50 largest European companies are all heavily present in tax havens with an average of 117 offshore subsidiaries each, a French NGO said on
Wednesday. 

Group Takes On Arms Trade Corruption from New York Times 11 Jun 13

A nonprofit group in London on Monday stepped up its campaign to reduce corruption in the military industry, a problem that has long been part
of the seamy underside of international trade. 

New York police chief: London, Boston attacks could become pattern from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 29 May 13

New York police commissioner Ray Kelly warned Wednesday that the recent terrorist attacks in Boston and London may have created the
momentum for more terrorist attacks around the world. 

Synthetic drug use rapidly rising in Europe : report from Agence France-Presse 28 May 13

New synthetic psychoactive substances are making their way into Europe where the Internet is becoming a big challenge in the fight against illicit
drugs, the continent's drug agency warned Tuesday. 

EU summit calls time on banking secrecy from Agence France-Presse 22 May 13

European leaders on Wednesday targeted a year-end deadline to undo banking secrecy, ultimately hoping to recoup a trillion euros in lost tax each
year to help beat recession and unemployment. 

Over 12 trillion dollars in EU tax havens, Oxfam says before summit from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 22 May 13

More than 12 trillion dollars have been stashed away in European Union tax havens, the anti-poverty organization Oxfam said Wednesday in a
new research paper released hours before EU leaders were set to take up the fight against tax evasion. 

OAS drug study eyes decriminalization from Associated Press 17 May 13

A new Organization of American States study commissioned in response to calls by some Latin American leaders for rethinking the drug war
discusses possible decriminalization of consumption of marijuana as part of a public health approach. 

Luxembourg PM downplays swift tax evasion deal from Associated Press 16 May 13

Luxembourg's Prime Minister says he doesn't expect an agreement on one of the European Union's key policies against tax evasion to emerge at
next week's summit of the bloc's 27 leaders. 

EU finance ministers fail to reach agreement on fighting tax evasion from Xinhua (China) 14 May 13

European Union (EU) finance ministers had failed to reach a deal on fighting tax evasion, EU commissioner for customs and taxation Algirdas
Semeta said Tuesday after a meeting of EU finance ministers. 



Singapore boosts measures against global tax cheats from Agence France-Presse 14 May 13

Singapore said Tuesday it will implement new measures that will make it easier to share information with other countries on cross-border tax
evaders trying to hide assets in the city-state. 

Afghan Opium Production Surges from Wall Street Journal 15 Apr 13

The amount of land under opium cultivation in Afghanistan increased for a third straight year, as farmers are planting more illicit poppies to hedge
against rising insecurity, a United Nations survey released on Monday said. 

Caribbean Basin
Jamaica
Jamaican man arrested for running lottery scam in South Florida from 16 Aug 13

A federal grand jury has indicted a Jamaican native on charges that he ran a lottery scam targeting elderly South Florida victims, who were
flimflammed into sending thousands of dollars “to release’’ purported winnings in the island nation.

Transnational Organized Crime
Austrian court again okays Russian crime boss's extradition from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 15

A legal saga over the suspected head of a organised crime gang wanted by Moscow and held in Austria took a new twist Wednesday as a Vienna
court again approved his extradition to Russia. 

Italy arrests fugitive Mafia godfather's henchmen from Agence France-Presse 3 Aug 15

Italian police on Monday arrested 11 suspects linked to the fugitive head of the Sicilian Mafia, including a former boss who ran a secret message
system for the mobster using a sheep-based code. 

Italy seizes mafia assets worth two billion euros from Agence France-Presse 22 Jul 15

Italian anti-mafia police said Wednesday they had seized assets belonging to an organised crime syndicate in Reggio Calabria worth two billion
euros ($2.2 billion). 

Albania to intensify crackdown on organized crime from Xinhua (China) 21 Jul 15

Albanian department of state police and immovable property registration office on Tuesday signed an agreement of cooperation on the fight
against organized crime, money laundering and corruption and abuse of various public institutions. 

Italy seizes $1.7 bn worth of property from mafia-linked siblings from EFE (Spain) 8 Jul 15

The Anti-Mafia Investigative Directorate, or DIA, of Palermo, southern Italy, seized 1.6 billion euros (about $1.7 billion) worth of property on
Wednesday.

Fresh arrest warrant served on boss of major gang group Kudo-kai from Kyodo (Japan) 6 Jul 15

Police served a fresh arrest warrant Monday on the boss of Kudo-kai, one of Japan's major gang groups, on suspicion of violating two laws over
the 2012 shooting of a former police officer, the police said. 

Calabrian Mafia linked to Australian political circles: report from Xinhua (China) 29 Jun 15

The Calabrian Mafia has links to Australian politicians after using well-known party donors as a front to spread its influence, Australian media
reported on Monday. 

Over 500 arrested in Europol organised crime swoops from Agence France-Presse 29 Jun 15

European police have arrested over 500 suspects, seized over 2.8 tonnes of cocaine and hundreds of vehicles in a series of raids against organised
crime, Europol said on Monday. 

Australians created powerful global drug-trafficking cartel, says media from EFE (Spain) 1 Jun 15

A group of Australian criminals created a powerful global cartel of cocaine and MDMA or ecstasy traffickers operating from bases in



Montenegro, Holland, Spain and with links to Mexican and Colombian mafias, local media reported. 

Organised crime muscling in on migrant trafficking from Agence France-Presse 12 May 15

The profits are huge, the risks limited and the demand virtually inexhaustible: trafficking illegal migrants to Europe is increasingly becoming the
domain of organised crime groups attracted by the multi-billion-dollar pay-off, experts say. 

Yatseniuk demands that law enforcers use most stringent measures to combat organized crime from Interfax (Russia) 4 May 15

Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatseniuk on May 4 instructed the Interior Ministry together with all the law enforcement authorities and the
Security Service of Ukraine in the framework of the law to rigidly suppress the activities of organized crime, the Cabinet of Ministers' press
service has said. 

Italian police targets top mafia clan in eastern Sicily, 15 arrested from Xinhua (China) 29 Apr 15

Italian military police arrested 15 suspects in an anti-mafia operation in Sicily on Wednesday, local media reported. The operation targeted people
allegedly linked to the Santapaola-Ercolano mafia family, which is known as an important clan within the Sicilian mafia operating in the eastern
part of the island, local media said. 

US Treasury freezes assets of Japanese yakuza from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

The U.S. Treasury Department says it has taken action against a major affiliate of the Yamaguchi-gumi, Japan's largest and most prominent
"yakuza" crime syndicate. 

Mexico catches aspiring Zetas drug cartel leader from Agence France-Presse 24 Mar 15

Mexican marines arrested on Monday a senior member of the Zetas drug cartel who sought to take over the gang after its leader was captured
earlier this month, authorities said. 

Police chief of drug lord Guzman's hometown shot dead from Agence France-Presse 23 Mar 15

The police chief of the hometown of Mexican drug lord Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman was shot dead in his car in Badiraguato, authorities said
Monday. 

5 Zetas cartel members arrested in northern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 17 Mar 15

Five suspected members of the Los Zetas drug cartel were arrested in separate operations in the northern Mexican state of Nuevo Leon, federal
officials said. 

Landmark Rome restaurants closed in anti-mafia swoop from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 15

Italian police on Thursday closed down two of Rome's best-known tourist restaurants and seized assets worth 210 million euros ($224 million) in
twin moves against the 'Ndrangheta crime syndicate's money laundering operations. 

Central China police make 25 drug arrests from Xinhua (China) 10 Mar 15

Police in the central Chinese province of Hubei apprehended 25 suspected members of an organized trans-provincial drug syndicate. 

Drug cartel managers get long US prison sentences from Associated Press 10 Mar 15

A U.S. judge has sentenced two former managers in Mexico's Gulf cartel to long prison sentences for their roles in drug and weapons smuggling
along the South Texas border with Mexico. 

At least 40 arrested in major anti-mafia operation against Camorra in Italy from Xinhua (China) 10 Mar 15

Italian police on Tuesday carried out a major operation against Camorra, the crime syndicate based in the southern region of Campania, local
media reported. At least 40 people were arrested, and variously charged with mafia association, extortion, illegal possession of weapons, and
receiving stolen goods. 

At least 40 arrested in major anti-mafia operation against Camorra in Italy from Xinhua (China) 10 Mar 15

Italian police on Tuesday carried out a major operation against Camorra, the crime syndicate based in the southern region of Campania, local



media reported. At least 40 people were arrested, and variously charged with mafia association, extortion, illegal possession of weapons, and
receiving stolen goods. 

Drug lord's associate arrested in northern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 24 Feb 15

The suspected regional boss of the criminal organization run by drug lord Rafael Caro Quintero was arrested by federal forces in the northern
Mexican state of Sonora, the federal government said. 

32 in US, Mexico accused in gold-for-cash laundry scheme from Associated Press 12 Feb 15

Thirty-two people from the United States and Mexico are accused of running a multistate gold-for-cash scheme that laundered more than $100
million in U.S. profits for Mexico's powerful Sinaloa drug cartel, a complaint unsealed this week in federal court in Chicago says. 

Taliban boost ties to organized crime: UN from Agence France-Presse 9 Feb 15

The Taliban are increasing their dealings with narcotics traffickers, illegal mining rings and kidnappers for ransom, in a worrying development for
Afghanistan's new leaders, a UN report said Monday. 

8 arrested in Italy anti-mafia operation for alleged explosives trafficking from Xinhua (China) 5 Feb 15

Italian police on Thursday carried out an anti-mafia operation against 'Ndrangheta, the crime syndicate based in the southern region of Calabria. 

Fraud, organised crime costing Africa billions per year: study from Agence France-Presse 1 Feb 15

Africa loses at least $50 billion (44 billion euros) a year to illicit practices like tax fraud, corruption and organised crime, a worrying situation that
is hurting the continent's economies, a UN-mandated study group warned Sunday. 

Italy in major swoop against 'Ndrangheta mafia group from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 15

Italian police on Wednesday held 163 people across the country in a major move against the notorious 'Ndrangheta mafia. More than 40 of the
arrests and detentions were made in Calabria, the crime group's southern homeland, but the bulk came in towns and cities across the north of Italy,
where it has spread its tentacles in recent years. 

31 arrested in anti-mafia operation against 'Ndrangheta in Rome from Xinhua (China) 20 Jan 15

Italian police arrested at least 31 people in an anti-mafia operation here on Tuesday. Some 400 police officers carried out several raids in the
capital city and across the country, and 600 kilos of drugs and some firearms were seized, police said. 

Italy police crack Mafia initiation code from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 20 Jan 15

Police in Italy say they have cracked the secret initiation code of the San Luca crime family, one of the bloodiest syndicates of the 'Ndrangheta
Mafia. 

Italian police seize assets from mafia-linked entrepreneur from Xinhua (China) 19 Jan 15

Italian anti-mafia police on Monday seized assets worth around 50 million euros (58 million U.S. dollars) from an entrepreneur who is believed to
have links to the Sicilian mafia, local media reported. 

Austria arrests 'extremely brutal' Russian crime boss from Agence France-Presse 19 Jan 15

Austrian police commandos have arrested the alleged head of an "extremely brutal" Russian organised crime gang wanted for a string of killings
in the north Caucasus, authorities said Monday. 

100 million euros in assets seized in Rome 'mafia' probe from Associated Press 19 Dec 14

Police have seized construction companies, apartments, villas and a yacht belonging to a businessman who authorities allege consorted with a
Mafia-like gang in Rome with ties to local politicians. 

Italian police arrest 52 people for alleged organized crime links from EFE (Spain) 18 Dec 14

In a series of dawn raids on Thursday Italian Carabinieri police arrested 52 people for their alleged links to the Ndrangheta, a Mafia-type criminal
organization centered in the southern region of Calabria, authorities said. 



Corruption major drag on Italy's economy from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 17 Dec 14

Italy's economy lost almost a fifth of its potential output over the past two decades through rampant corruption, the country's main business lobby
Confindustria said in a study released Wednesday. 

Italy police seize 20 million euros from family of Mafia superboss from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 15 Dec 14

Italian police said Monday they had seized more than 20 million euros (25 million dollars) worth of assets controlled by the Mafia family of
Matteo Messina Denaro, the country's number one fugitive. 

Murdered refugee laundered millions at Aussie casinos: reports from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 14

A former Vietnamese refugee shot dead on a Sydney street corner had laundered up to Aus$1 billion ($830 million) at Australian casinos as he
cleaned up cash for criminal syndicates, reports said. 

Italian PM pledges tougher rules against corruption after Rome scandal from Xinhua (China) 11 Dec 14

Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi on Thursday promised that his government will adopt stricter rules to fight corruption, days after a wave of
arrests and investigations for alleged mafia-style crimes hit the political heart of Italy, capital Rome. 

Italian mobster arrested in US over attempted extorsion from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Dec 14

A senior associate of a leading New York Italian Mafia family was arrested Thursday in a joint raid by US and Italian police investigating an
attempted extorsion from an Italian entrepreneur. 

Police arrest mobsters in Italy's Umbria region from Associated Press 10 Dec 14

Italian police have arrested 54 suspected mobsters in Umbria, where investigators say the southern 'ndrangheta crime syndicate has infiltrated the
solar panel industry and other "green economy" businesses. 

Rome prefect to investigate city council's records over possible mafia infiltration from Xinhua (China) 9 Dec 14

Italian Interior Minister Angelino Alfano on Tuesday entrusted Rome prefect Giuseppe Pecoraro with powers of investigation into the records of
the current city council, in connection with a major inquiry over an alleged mafia-like organization in the capital city. 

Rome mayor recruits anti-graft czar after major Mafia probe from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 4 Dec 14

Rome Mayor Ignazio Marino on Thursday enrolled the help of Italy's anti-graft czar after a sensational police operation revealed that mobsters
had for years rigged public works tenders in the Italian capital. 

Italy cries 'democracy emergency' over mafia capital from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 14

An anti-mafia investigation which has shaken Rome widened Wednesday, as fresh details emerged about a network run by an art-loving mobster
who swapped the drug trade for the more lucrative "immigration business". 

Alleged frontman for Sicilian Mafia's fugitive boss nabbed from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 19 Nov 14

Italian police Wednesday arrested a businessman accused of acting as a front for Matteo Messina Denaro, the country's most wanted fugitive and
alleged chief of the Sicilian Mafia, Cosa Nostra. 

Prosecutor: Cartel associate arrested in Texas from Associated Press 14 Nov 14

Authorities have arrested an alleged associate of a Mexican cartel kingpin's sons after the suspect traveled to San Antonio with his wife for a
vacation.

Italy's president faces questioning in alleged state-Mafia pact from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 28 Oct 14

Italian President Giorgio Napolitano was set to be questioned Tuesday by judges overseeing a high-profile trial into an alleged "non-aggression
pact" between senior politicians, police chiefs and Mafia bosses in the 1990s. 

Mexico, Chile, Colombia, Brazil said to turn blind eye to corporate bribery from EFE (Spain) 23 Oct 14



Mexico, Chile, Colombia and Brazil have not done enough to fight against bribery in their companies' dealings abroad, despite being among the
nations that have committed to cracking down on the practice, the German non-profit Transparency International (TI) charged in a report released
Thursday. 

13 arrested, several companies raided in Italy's anti-mafia operation from Xinhua (China) 21 Oct 14

Italian police arrested 13 entrepreneurs in a major anti-mafia operation on Tuesday. 

US arrests Mexican drug-cartel leader from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

US authorities have arrested the most-wanted leader of a notorious Mexican drug-trafficking gang, accusing him of being responsible for much of
the violence that has wracked Mexico in recent years. 

High-level Caballeros Templarios cartel member arrested in Mexico City from EFE (Spain) 19 Oct 14

A high-level member of the Caballeros Templarios drug cartel was arrested in Mexico City by Federal Police officers, the National Security
Commission said. 

Accused Colombian drug kingpin pleads guilty in U.S. to money laundering scheme from Reuters 9 Oct 14

A Colombian accused of being a drug kingpin and pursued for years by U.S. authorities pleaded guilty in New York on Thursday to a charge that
he conspired to illegally launder tens of millions of dollars in cocaine trafficking profits. 

52 arrested in anti-mafia operation throughout Italy from Xinhua (China) 6 Oct 14

Italian police arrested 52 people on Monday in a major anti-mafia operation throughout the country. 

Seized 9.3 mln USD cash in S. Africa related with arms deal from Xinhua (China) 15 Sep 14

The 9.3 million U.S. dollars in cash seized at a Johannesburg airport was linked with an arms deal, said Nathi Mncube, a spokesperson with the
National Prosecuting Authority (NPA). 

SCO development strategy for period until 2025 will be aimed at raising the Organization's effectiveness--Putin from Itar-Tass
(Russia) 15 Sep 14

Russia's President Vladimir Putin has stated that a Strategy for the Development of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization /SCO/ for a period
until 2025 will be aimed at rasing the effectiveness of the Organization. 

European police arrest 100 in 'major blow' against crime gangs from Agence France-Presse 10 Sep 14

European police arrested 100 suspects in a continent-wide swoop aimed at busting organised gangs, including those selling forged identity
documents for as little as 250 euros, Europol said on Wednesday. 

US backs Balkan fight against organised crime from Agence France-Presse 9 Sep 14

The United States joined a taskforce Tuesday fighting organised crime in the Balkans, long the scourge of the region. 

29 arrested in major anti-mafia operation in Southern Italy from Xinhua (China) 9 Sep 14

Italian police arrested 29 people on Tuesday in a major operation against 'Ndrangheta, the crime syndicate based in the Southern region of
Calabria. 

3 Mexican mayors charged with organized crime from Associated Press 1 Sep 14

A Mexican federal official says three mayors in the western state of Michoacan have been charged with allegedly having links with a drug cartel. 

Cartel money man arrested in northern Mexico, officials say from EFE (Spain) 11 Aug 14

A man suspected of running the financial affairs of a drug cartel in the northern Mexican state of Chihuahua was arrested over the weekend, the
Government Secretariat said. 

Notorious gangster shot dead in Nepal from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 6 Aug 14



A notorious gangster, who had been on the police's most wanted list for years, was shot dead in Nepal on Wednesday, police said. 

Cartel boss arrested in Mexico City from EFE (Spain) 5 Aug 14

A suspected boss of a drug cartel based in the northeastern state of Tamaulipas was arrested by federal security forces in Mexico City, the
Attorney General's Office said. 

Italian mafia members detained across Europe from United Press International 31 Jul 14

An Italian police investigation targeting the mafia has resulted in the detention of 16 mafia members across Europe and netted several arrests. 

Italian anti-mafia police seize 360m euros in assets from Agence France-Presse 18 Jul 14

Anti-mafia investigators in Italy on Friday seized assets worth 360 million euros ($487 million) including quarries, villas and stores from a
businessman suspected of links to the Sicilian Cosa Nostra, the police said. 

Cyprus takes control of 'money laundering' bank from Agence France-Presse 18 Jul 14

The Cyprus Central Bank said on Friday it had taken control of the local operation of FBME bank after Washington accused it of being a prime
money laundering facility. 

France, Germany support Albania in fighting corruption, organized crime from Xinhua (China) 16 Jul 14

France and Germany have guaranteed their support for Albania in fighting corruption and organized crime. 

Three killed in hunt for Mexican drug lord from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 14

Three suspected gang members were killed in a shootout with Mexican soldiers during an unsuccessful hunt for a leading figure in the Knights
Templar drug cartel, authorities said Tuesday. 

Spain police arrest 26 suspected Italian gangsters from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 14

Spanish police Tuesday arrested 26 suspected members of the Italian Camorra mob accused of laundering mafia money through companies in
Spain, prosecutors said. 

7 arrested in Italy over allegations of mafia infiltration in post-quake works from Xinhua (China) 25 Jun 14

Italian finance police on Wednesday arrested seven people for alleged mafia-linked extortion in post-quake reconstruction works in L'Aquila. 

Mexican Tijuana cartel boss Sanchez Arellano 'captured' from BBC 24 Jun 14

The Mexican army says it has captured the leader of the once-powerful Tijuana cartel, Luis Fernando Sanchez Arellano. In the 1990s, the cartel
controlled much of the drugs flow from the northern Mexican city of Tijuana to the United States.

Over 50 Ndrangheta mobsters arrested in major Italian police sting from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 24 Jun 14

Italian police on Tuesday arrested 54 alleged mobsters and seized 25 million euros' (34 million dollars') worth of assets, in a nationwide operation
targeting one of the most dangerous clans of the Calabrian Mafia, the Ndrangheta. 

Mafia grass says Italy judges took bribes to alter murder verdicts from Agence France-Presse 19 Jun 14

A mafia boss turned informant has accused judges in Naples of having accepted bribes to acquit him of murders he has confessed to carrying out,
Italian media said Thursday. 

Italian police raids mafia stronghold in Palermo, 17 arrested from Xinhua (China) 18 Jun 14

Italian police carried out a major anti-mafia operation in Sicily's capital city Palermo on Wednesday, arresting 17 people on mafia association,
drug trafficking and extortion charges. 

Lebanon extradites Berlusconi ally to Italy over mafia links from Agence France-Presse 13 Jun 14

Lebanon extradited to Italy on Friday a 72-year-old ally of former prime minister Silvio Berlusconi who is wanted by Rome over mafia links,
airport officials said. 



Balkan countries to strengthen efforts to fight organized crime from Xinhua (China) 26 May 14

Balkan countries would increase efficiency in the fight against organized crime like drug trafficking, Albanian Prosecutor General Adriatik Llalla
said Monday. 

Norway needs stronger border control to combat organized crimes: finance minister from Xinhua (China) 22 May 14

Norwegian border control needs to be strengthened to combat organized crimes, reported the Norwegian news agency NTB on Thursday, quoting
Norwegian Finance Minister Siv Jensen. 

Mexican mayor accused of ties to drug cartel from EFE (Spain) 16 May 14

The mayor of a town in the western state of Michoacan faces charges of colluding with the Caballeros Templarios drug cartel, Mexico's Judiciary
Council said Friday. 

Asia, Europe mull better maritime security cooperation from Xinhua (China) 12 May 14

Officials and experts from Asia and Europe held extensive discussions here Monday on improving maritime security cooperation. 

Mexican official charged with organized crime from Miami Herald 7 May 14

Mexican federal prosecutors say they have charged the former interior secretary in Michoacan state with participating in organized crime. 

Trade and money laundering: Uncontained from The Economist 3 May 14

Trade is the weakest link in the fight against dirty money. 

Italy to extradite mafia boss from Caribbean from Xinhua (China) 28 Apr 14

A fugitive belonging to the Italian mafia syndicate 'Ndrangheta will be extradited as soon as Tuesday from Santo Domingo in the Caribbean,
Italian authorities said on Monday. 

9 Spanish cops charged with helping Chinese mobsters from EFE (Spain) 28 Apr 14

A Spanish judge on Monday charged nine police officers with doing favors for people of Chinese nationality linked with the criminal group
headed by businessman Gao Ping. 

Mexico's Zetas cartel supplying rifles to El Salvador's gangs, official says from EFE (Spain) 27 Apr 14

Los Zetas, considered Mexico's most violent drug cartel, is providing rifles to El Salvador's gangs, Security Minister Ricardo Perdomo said. 

Mexican pol said to have met with drug lord from EFE (Spain) 24 Apr 14

A former interim governor of the southwestern Mexican state of Michoacan arrested two weeks ago for alleged underworld ties took part in a
2011 meeting of several politicians with the leader of the Caballeros Templarios drug cartel, a one-time member of the state legislature said
Thursday. 

Life after 'Chapo': 'El Mayo' heads Sinaloa cartel from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 14

A veteran drug baron has taken over Mexico's powerful Sinaloa cartel, apparently averting a war of succession after the capture of kingpin
Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman, US security officials told AFP. 

Mexico nabs No. 2 in Beltran Leyva gang from Associated Press 16 Apr 14

Mexican police say they have captured a man identified as the second highest-ranking figure in the once-powerful Beltran Leyva drug cartel. 

Mexico captures drug gang kingpin from Xinhua (China) 14 Apr 14

Mexican authorities announced Monday they have captured kingpin of a drug trafficking gang believed to be behind most of the violence in its
Pacific coastal state of Guerrero. 

Italy to extradite mafia linked suspect arrested in Lebanon from Xinhua (China) 12 Apr 14



Italy is seeking to extradite ex-senator Marcello Dell'Utri, a mafia linked suspect and Silvio Berlusconi's former political ally, who was arrested in
Lebanon, Italian Interior Minister Angelino Alfano said on Saturday. 

Police raid Rome restaurants, cafes in anti-mafia operation from Xinhua (China) 11 Apr 14

Italian police carried out a new anti-mafia operation in Rome on Friday, with several well-known cafes and restaurants seized in the historical
heart of Rome. 

Berlusconi ally on the run ahead of mafia ruling from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 14

An ex-senator friend of Italy's Silvio Berlusconi is on the run after police issued an arrest warrant for him and ahead of a ruling next week in
which he faces a seven-year sentence for ties to the Sicilian Mafia. 

Mexican official met Knights Templar capos: prosecutor from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 14

The former number two official in Mexico's troubled western state of Michoacan held meetings with leaders of the Knights Templar drug cartel,
the attorney general said Monday. 

Japanese mobsters launch own website from Agence France-Presse 2 Apr 14

Japan's biggest organised crime syndicate has launched its own website, complete with corporate song and a strong anti-drugs message, as the
yakuza looks to turn around its outdated image and falling membership. 

Italian police seize 65-mln-euro assets in operation against Sicilian mafia from Xinhua (China) 1 Apr 14

Italian police issued eleven arrest warrants and seized business assets worth 65 million euros (89 million U.S. dollars) in a major operation against
Sicilian mafia on Tuesday. 

Mafia trial to open in central China on Monday from Xinhua (China) 26 Mar 14

Thirty-six members of an alleged mafia-style gang will stand trial on Monday on charges including murder, announced a court in central China's
Hubei Province on Wednesday. 

Suspected of Shielding Mexican Drug Profits, but Hiding in Plain Sight from New York Times 25 Mar 14

The United States calls Hugo Cuéllar Hurtado a longtime trafficker of the cocaine coming from South America, working with one of the men
believed to command Mexico’s biggest drug cartel now that its leader, Joaquín Guzmán Loera, has been captured. 

Counting the cost of East Africa's poaching economy from Agence France-Presse 23 Mar 14

Organised crime gangs in East Africa are generating staggering profits smuggling ivory and rhino horn with impunity, experts say, threatening
both an irreplaceable wildlife heritage and key tourism industries. 

Mafia member wins battle against extradition to Italy from Britain from Reuters 17 Mar 14

A fugitive Sicilian mafia member arrested in Britain last year after living a quiet, suburban life for two decades will not be extradited back to Italy,
a London court ruled on Monday.

Los Zetas trafficker sanctioned by U.S. Treasury Department from United Press International 13 Mar 14

The U.S. Treasury Department Thursday sanctioned a Los Zetas trafficker, agency officials say ships drugs, weapons and money across the
Mexico-U.S. border. 

Italian police seize mafia assets worth 420 mln euros from Xinhua (China) 13 Mar 14

Italian police on Thursday seized business assets worth around 420 million euros (585 million U.S. dollars) in a major operation against the
Calabria-based 'Ndrangheta mafia, media reports said. 

Heroin nets trillion dollars for organised crime - drugs service chief from Itar-Tass (Russia) 5 Mar 14

More than one trillion dollars derived from heroin sales have been invested in transnational organised crime since 2001, when the United States
launched operation Enduring Freedom in response to the September 11 attacks on New York's World Trade Center, Russia's federal drug control



service Director Viktor Ivanov told a session of the State Antidrug Committee on Wednesday. 

Italy judge warns of 'new mafia' as police bust financial mobsters from Agence France-Presse 4 Mar 14

An Italian judge warned Tuesday that a "new type" of mafia organisation has taken root in Italy, after police discovered a money-laundering
operation headed up by a mobster nicknamed the "Bank of Italy". 

U.S. issues sanctions on those linked to Sinaloa cartel from Xinhua (China) 27 Feb 14

The United States on Thursday slapped sanctions on individuals and entities linked to the Sinaloa Cartel following Mexico's capture of the
network's leader Joaquin Guzman Loera last week. 

Cartels send ice from super labs to Mississippi from Associated Press 25 Feb 14

An underworld that traffics meth has found its way to South Mississippi, with Mexican drug cartels sending small groups to handle the delivery of
meth in its most potent form. 

Mexico hunts for no.2 after netting cartel boss from Agence France-Presse 23 Feb 14

Mexican authorities are hunting for the number two leader of the country's most powerful drug cartel after capturing the gang's kingpin this
weekend, an official said Sunday. 

Guzman not likely to be in US court soon from Associated Press 23 Feb 14

After 13 years on the run, narrow escapes from the military, law enforcement and rivals, Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman is back in Mexican custody.
Now starts what is likely to be a lengthy and complicated legal process to decide which country gets to try him first. 

Mexico nabs security chief for cartel boss from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 14

Mexican authorities Thursday captured the security chief of an associate of a major drug lord, the government said. 

Italian police seize Sicily mafia assets worth 250 mln euros from Xinhua (China) 20 Feb 14

Italian police seized business assets worth 250 million euros (343 million U.S. dollars) in a major operation against Sicilian mafia on Thursday. 

Italian 'mafia boss' in UK court for extradition hearing from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 14

An alleged Italian mafia boss arrested in London after two decades on the run claimed Thursday that he came to Britain for a "good life" on the
first day of his extradition hearing. 

Mexican business leader says officials in league with gangsters from EFE (Spain) 30 Jan 14

A prominent businessman in the southern Mexican state of Guerrero who was wounded two days ago in an attack that claimed the life of his son's
wife said Thursday that politicians are complicit with organized crime. 

Italian police seize alleged mafia Calabria assets from Xinhua (China) 29 Jan 14

Italian anti-mafia police on Wednesday seized a vacation residence complex worth 200 million euros (272 million U.S. dollars) allegedly
connected to the local mafia in the southern region of Calabria, local media said. 

Philippines on alert for Mexican drug cartel's assassins from Xinhua (China) 24 Jan 14

The Philippine government said Friday that it is on the lookout for assassins supposedly sent by Mexico-based drug cartel Sinaloa to silence two
Canadian nationals who were arrested earlier this month in a raid in Manila. 

Australian Crime Commission taskforce seizes 512 mln USD in anti-money laundering operation from Xinhua (China) 23 Jan 14

More than 580 million AU dollars ( 512 million U.S. dollars) worth of drugs and assets were seized in one of Australia's most successful anti-
money laundering operations over the last 12 months, Australian Crime Commission ( ACC) said on Thursday. 

One dead after Italy police launch mafia sting from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 14

Italian police have launched a stinging attack on the Camorra crime syndicate, issuing 90 arrest warrants and seizing dozens of businesses



including bars and restaurants in the heart of Rome. 

EU raps Bulgaria for lingering corruption, organized crime from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 22 Jan 14

Bulgaria is not making adequate progress on tackling corruption and organized crime, the European Union's executive said Wednesday, seven
years after the country first joined the bloc. 

Shock in Italy over little boy's mafia-linked killing from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 14

A horrific triple murder in southern Italy in an apparent score-settling between rival mafia drug gangs has shocked the country, with a chorus of
outrage over the youngest victim -- a three-year-old boy. 

British, US and Australian police probe Philippines sex abuse ring from Agence France-Presse 15 Jan 14

British police are working with Australian and US counterparts to break a Philippines paedophile ring that has been streaming live scenes of child
abuse over the internet, the National Crime Agency revealed Thursday. 

Italian police seize mafia assets worth 44 mln euros from Xinhua (China) 14 Jan 14

Italian police seized assets worth 44 million euros ( 60 million U.S. dollars) allegedly belonging to the powerful Mallardo clan tied with mafia on
Tuesday. 

U.S. targets key figure of Sinaloa Cartel from Xinhua (China) 8 Jan 14

The Obama administration on Wednesday slapped sanctions on a key figure of the Sinaloa Cartel in Mexico for his involvement in violence and
drug trafficking. 

Yakuza-linked Mizuho bank ordered to suspend loan business from Agence France-Presse 26 Dec 13

Japan's financial watchdog on Thursday ordered Mizuho, one of the country's biggest banks, to suspend part of its loan business as additional
punishment for its links to organised crime. 

7 Bodies found in eastern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 20 Dec 13

Navy personnel discovered seven bodies in a clandestine grave in the Gulf coast state of Veracruz, Mexican authorities said Friday. 

Italian mob boss caught in Netherlands from United Press International 14 Dec 13

A member of Italy's most powerful mafia family who was convicted in absentia of homicide was captured on the run in the Netherlands, officials
said. 

Police crack down on fugitive Mafia godfather from Agence France-Presse 13 Dec 13

Italian police on Friday said they had arrested 30 people linked to Matteo Messina Denaro, the head of Cosa Nostra, including his sister and
several cousins. 

Sicilian mafia asked Berlusconi for help, mobster tells court from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Dec 13

Sicily's Cosa Nostra sought help from Silvio Berlusconi just as the billionaire businessman was entering Italy's political fray, a convicted mafia
killer told a court in Milan on Thursday. 

Spain police arrest eight in Russian mafia probe from Agence France-Presse 11 Dec 13

Spanish police said Wednesday they had arrested eight people on the holiday island of Majorca as part of an operation coordinated by Interpol
against a Russian organised crime group. 

Italian police arrest 18 suspects in anti-mafia operation from Xinhua (China) 9 Dec 13

The Italian police on Monday arrested 18 suspects on the orders of the Naples Court for extortion, usury and fraud, local media reports. 

Global gangs target Australian pupils as drug mules from Agence France-Presse 25 Nov 13

Australian authorities on Monday warned that high school students were being recruited by international drug syndicates to help them bring illicit



substances into the country. 

Committee Examines Reports That Mexican Drug Cartels Use Asylum Claims To Enter U.S. from Washington Times 22 Nov 13

The House Judiciary Committee has begun looking at reports that Mexican drug cartel members are abusing the U.S. asylum system to bypass
regular immigration checks and get into the country, where some are setting up smuggling operations and others engage in the same violent feuds
that caused them to flee Mexico in the first place. 

Toxic mafia dumps sow panic in Italy 'Triangle of Death' from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 13

Anger is boiling over near Naples after revelations about toxic mafia dumps blamed for rising cancer rates that have prompted accusations the
state is ignoring a vast public health crisis. 

Qaeda-linked drug trafficker linked to Mali murder of French journalists from Agence France-Presse 13 Nov 13

A man suspected of having planned the kidnapping of two French journalists who were murdered in Mali is a Tuareg drug trafficker linked to the
north African Al-Qaeda branch, a prosecutor said Wednesday. 

Japan mob loans scandal claims another lender from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 13

A major Japanese credit company said Wednesday it had lent money to yakuza gangsters in a widening scandal that is sweeping through the
country's banking system. 

Police arrest 16 suspected Gulf cartel members in northern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 31 Oct 13

Police arrested 16 suspected Gulf cartel members on murder and drug charges in Coahuila, a state in northern Mexico, prosecutors said. 

Gulf cartel boss captured by Mexican police in Cancun from EFE (Spain) 30 Oct 13

The suspected Gulf drug cartel boss in the Mexican Caribbean state of Quintana Roo was arrested by police in the resort city of Cancun, officials
said. 

Italy arrests 17 on tip-offs from murdered mafia informant from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 13

Italian police on Tuesday arrested 17 suspected gangsters thanks to information on brutal gang wars that a mafia informant had provided before
being murdered.

Japan watchdog to probe megabanks after mob loan scandal from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 13

Japan's financial watchdog said Tuesday it would probe the country's top three banks in the wake of a loans-to-mobsters scandal that has scarred
the reputation of major lender Mizuho. 

Texas attorney guilty in cartel laundering case from Associated Press 28 Oct 13

A West Texas lawyer and former Carnegie Mellon University trustee was found guilty Monday of conspiring to launder hundreds of millions of
dollars in drug money for a Mexican cartel. 

Witness: ex-US police chief on cartel's payroll from Associated Press 26 Sep 13

A former police chief in a New Mexico border town collected more than $2,000 a month from the Juarez Cartel in exchange for protection and
help with smuggling drugs and guns, a former town official testified Wednesday. 

Millions seized from Sicily's mafia-linked "king of supermarkets" from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 24 Sep 13

Italian authorities on Tuesday seized assets worth over 700 million euros (950 million dollars) belonging to a Sicilian businessman known as the
"king of supermarkets," who has been convicted for his links to a fugitive senior mafia boss. 

Nigeria oil theft a global criminal enterprise: study from Agence France-Presse 19 Sep 13

Oil theft in Nigeria is a huge criminal operation affecting companies and states around the world, but interest in tackling the problem is low,
Chatham House said in a report Thursday. 



Mexican drug traffickers operating in Panama, officials say from EFE (Spain) 16 Sep 13

At least four Mexican drug trafficking organizations are operating in Panama and have been linked to murders, the La Prensa newspaper reported
Monday, citing intelligence reports. 

LatAm cartels trafficking more drugs to East Asia: US from Agence France-Presse 4 Sep 13

Latin American cartels are trafficking growing amounts of cocaine and methamphetamines to increasingly wealthy East Asian countries, a top US
anti-narcotics official said Wednesday. 

"Pink Panthers" jewel thief nabbed after Swiss prison escape from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 30 Aug 13

A member of the Pink Panthers jewel thief gang was detained in Switzerland, one month after he staged an elaborate escape from a Swiss prison,
police said Friday.

Kenya lists Al-Shabaab as organized crime gang from Xinhua (China) 30 Aug 13

Kenya has listed the Somali Islamist militant group Al-Shabaab as one of the 46 groups engaged in organized crime in the East African country. 

Ex-Berlusconi deputy and mafia convict arrested in Dubai from Agence France-Presse 29 Aug 13

Police in Dubai on Thursday arrested a former lawmaker from Silvio Berlusconi's party known for his mafia connections, Italian news agency
Ansa said.

Mexican police capture a Sinaloa cartel boss from EFE (Spain) 29 Aug 13

A suspected Sinaloa cartel boss in Ciudad Juarez, a border city in northern Mexico that was considered one of the most dangerous places in the
world until recently, was arrested by police, Chihuahua state Gov. Cesar Duarte said. 

U.S. Treasury names five people with ties to Sinaloa drug cartel from United Press International 22 Aug 13

The U.S. Treasury Department on Thursday named five people linked to Mexico's Sinaloa Cartel and its leader, Juan Jose Esparragoza Moreno. 

Mafia boss arrested in London from Agence France-Presse 8 Aug 13

An Italian mafia boss has been arrested in London after nearly two decades on the run, British police said on Thursday. 

Global Gangs Rake In $870 Bn A Year: UN Official from Agence France-Presse 25 Jul 13

Police find it hard to compete with international crime syndicates who rake in $870 billion a year via activities from drug trading and human
trafficking to identity theft, a top UN official said Wednesday. 

Leader Of Zetas Drug Cartel Seized, Mexico Says from Los Angeles Times 16 Jul 13

The top leader of Mexico’s most feared and violent drug-trafficking paramilitary cartel, the Zetas, was captured Monday, Mexican authorities
announced, the first significant blow to organized crime in the young government of President Enrique Peña Nieto. 

Henchman of top Mexican drug lord slain from EFE (Spain) 16 Jul 13

A lieutenant of Mexico's most powerful drug boss was slain last week in this western city, the deputy attorney general of Sinaloa state, Martin
Robles Armenta, said. 

Police in Italy arrest 55 alleged Camorra mafia members from United Press International 27 Jun 13

Police throughout Italy Thursday arrested 55 alleged members of the Camorra mafia, based in Naples, officials said. 

New Zealand changes laws to target organized crime networks from Xinhua (China) 18 Jun 13

The New Zealand government Tuesday unveiled new proposals to fight international and domestic organized crime networks and to bring its
crime and corruption laws into line with international measures. 

165 migrants freed from kidnappers in Mexico: official from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 13

The Mexican army has freed 165 migrants, mostly from Central America, who said they were kidnapped and held for several weeks by a criminal



group in northern Mexico, authorities said Thursday. 

U.S. Sanctions Top Members Of MS-13 Gang from Washington Times 6 Jun 13

Six members of the notorious El Salvadoran gang Mara Salvatrucha, or MS-13, which has which has sought to expand its influence throughout
the United States, including the D.C. metropolitan area, were designated Wednesday by the Treasury Department as international criminals as the
government seeks to cripple the gang's growing and dangerous operations. 

Russia, Nicaragua drug police suppress drug cartel in Mexico involving Russian citizens from Itar-Tass (Russia) 3 Jun 13

The drug police of Russia and Nicaragua suppressed the Mexican drug cartel, which involved Russian citizens, head of the Federal Service for
Control over the Circulation of Drugs Viktor Ivanov said at a meeting with visiting Director General of the Nicaraguan National Police Aminta
Granera here on Monday. 

IAPA president: Organized crime, authoritarianism threaten press in LatAm from EFE (Spain) 2 Jun 13

Inter American Press Association, or IAPA, president Jaime Mantilla said in an interview with Efe that organized crime, drug trafficking,
authoritarian governments and impunity were the greatest threats to freedom of the press in Latin America. 

Huge US fraud probe targets digital currency from Agence France-Presse 28 May 13

The United States on Tuesday unveiled the world's "largest" money laundering probe targeting the digital currency operator Liberty Reserve,
striking a major blow against what a prosecutor termed the "Wild West" of virtual banking. 

UN OKs anti-drug crime mission for Guinea-Bissau from Associated Press 22 May 13

The U.N. Security Council has unanimously approved an extension of its peace-building mission in Guinea-Bissau, and is asking the mission to
help fight organized crime and drug trafficking in the west African nation that is a major cocaine transshipment center to South America. 

Vatican releases 1st report of financial watchdog from Associated Press 22 May 13

The Vatican has taken another step in trying to show greater financial transparency by publishing a first annual report from its new financial
watchdog agency. 

NY officials: Smuggling ring has terrorist links from Associated Press 16 May 13

Authorities say some of the suspects charged in a Virginia-to-New York cigarette smuggling scheme have links to top officials of Hamas, the
Islamist militant group that rules the Gaza Strip. 

Defense ministry to beef up cyber security from Kyodo (Japan) 16 May 13

The Defense Ministry said Thursday it will create a team of experts to counter cyber attacks and prevent them from threatening national security. 

Italian judge, police arrested for money laundering from Agence France-Presse 16 May 13

Italy's financial police on Thursday arrested 34 people, including a judge and two police officers, accused of money-laundering, trafficking gold
and possessing illegal arms. 

Swiss say terror financing reports jumped in 2012 from Associated Press 14 May 13

Swiss federal police say they investigated several reports of terrorist financing amid a high number of suspected money-laundering cases
connected to banks last year. 

Cyberattacks on the Rise Against U.S. Corporations from New York Times 12 May 13

A new wave of cyberattacks is striking American corporations, prompting warnings from federal officials, including a vague one issued last week
by the Department of Homeland Security. This time, officials say, the attackers’ aim is not espionage but sabotage, and the source seems to be
somewhere in the Middle East. 

World Grapples With Rise in Cyber Crime from Associated Press 11 May 13

The EU is the world's largest market for payment card transactions and it is estimated that organized crime groups derive more than 1.5 billion



euros ($1.9 billion) a year from payment card fraud in the EU. 

Germany arrests two Dutch citizens in cyber bank heist from Reuters 10 May 13

German prosecutors said on Friday they had arrested two Dutch citizens suspected of taking part in a $45 million global cyber heist unveiled the
previous day by U.S. authorities. 

Hackers stole $45M in ATM card breach from Associated Press 9 May 13

Federal prosecutors in New York say cyber-criminals stole $45 million by hacking their way into a database of prepaid debit cards. 

Belgium says 31 detained in $50M diamond heist from Associated Press 8 May 13

Police on Wednesday claimed a major breakthrough in their investigation of a spectacular $50 million diamond heist, detaining 31 people in a
three-nation sweep some three months after robbers pulled off the theft with clockwork precision at Brussels Airport 

Myanmar delays 'drugs-free' target amid narcotics boom from Agence France-Presse 6 May 13

Myanmar has delayed by five years its deadline to eliminate drug production within its borders, a senior official said Monday, as the impoverished
nation struggles to stem a growing narcotics crisis. 

Police bust drug gang with plantations in Spain from Associated Press 4 May 13

Officials say police have dismantled an organization that allegedly cultivated marijuana in Spain for sale in the Netherlands, frozen some of its
assets and arrested 21 mostly Dutch suspects. 

Emboldened, Mexican cartels put down roots in U.S. heartland from EFE (Spain) 3 May 13

The Mexican cartels that are the principal source of illicit drugs coming into the United States have managed to extend their tentacles to the U.S.
heartland, where they represent a significant threat to public safety, a senior Drug Enforcement Administration agent told Efe Friday. 

Mexico's anti-narcotics tsar just one casualty of US-backed war on drugs from The Guardian (UK) 2 May 13

As Obama visits Mexico, many are asking how uncorroborated testimony led to dubious cases against innocent officials, with apparent US
approval, while drug cartels went undisturbed 

FEATURE: U.S. Faces Fight At Intersection Of Crime And Extremism from 30 Apr 13

The Justice Department says about half of all international criminal organizations have links to radical groups, including the Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia, or FARC, Hezbollah and the Taliban. 

Russian, Belarusian security services stop operations of intl drug dealing group from Interfax (Russia) 29 Apr 13

The Russian Federal Security Service jointly with the Belarusian State Security Committee have stopped operations of an international drug
dealing group, which smuggled narcotics to Russia via the Baltic republics.... The officers seized over ten kilograms of marijuana, ten kilograms
of hashish and 103 grams of cocaine. 

The Caribbean: A darkening debt storm; The region is beset by economic fragility that is exacerbating the dangers posed by
organised crime from Financial Times 28 Apr 13

While the US and Europe have lessened their engagement with the Caribbean, many of its countries have found a new friend willing to offer vital
aid and investments: China. Former US President George W. Bush described the Caribbean as America’s “third border” but Beijing is now
arguably on the cusp of supplanting Washington as the effective regional power. 

U.S. response to bank cyberattacks reflects diplomatic caution, vexes bank industry from Washington Post 27 Apr 13

The United States, concerned that Iran is behind a string of cyberattacks against U.S. banking sites, has considered delivering a formal warning
through diplomatic channels but has not pursued the idea out of fears that doing so could escalate hostilities, according to American officials. 

Human trafficking syndicates growing:Philippines from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 13

Human trafficking syndicates are growing and becoming more organised helped by technology, Southeast Asian law-enforcement experts heard



Thursday as they sought ways to tackle the issue together. 

Global Malware Hackers Use Social Media to Escape Cyber Sleuths from Mashable 23 Apr 13

Malware has gone global, with Asia and Eastern Europe the two main malware hotspots, according to a new report from an online security
company. The company says hackers are using new techniques, such as exploiting social media, to escape detection. 

China, Romania key sources of hacking: report from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 13

China and Romania were by far the largest sources of confirmed hacking attempts last year, with China's mostly from state-controlled sources
aimed at data theft, a new report said Tuesday. 

Fighting int'l crime key to sustainable development: UN anti-drugs chief from Xinhua (China) 22 Apr 13

A senior UN official said Monday that fighting international crime is key to sustainable development as it hinders access to education and
employment, and discourages investment opportunities. 

US feds 'kidnapped' suspected druglord: Guinea-Bissau from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 13

Guinea-Bissau complained on Monday that its former navy chief had been "kidnapped" from its territorial waters by US federal agents
investigating a trans-Atlantic cocaine trafficking scheme. 

FEATURE: Drugs spur violence in Paraguay-Brazil no-man's-land from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 13

Paraguay, which elects a new president Sunday, may be small and unassuming. But it is the world number-two marijuana producer and a transit
point for cocaine headed to Brazil and Europe, so organized crime casts a long shadow. 

Guinea-Bissau army ready to aid US drug probe: spokesman from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 13

Guinea-Bissau's military said on Saturday it was ready to help the United States investigate drugs and arms trafficking between the west African
nation and Colombia. 

Central America to press US for help fighting crime from Agence France-Presse 19 Apr 13

Central American leaders will press the United States for more money to fight organized crime in their region, a conduit for nearly all US-bound
cocaine, El Salvador's president said Friday. They will make this appeal at a meeting May 3 with President Barack Obama in Costa Rica, said
President Mauricio Funes. Central America has become one of the world's most violent regions because an estimated 90 percent of the cocaine
shipped to the United States from South America now passes through it. 

Drugs sting misses Bissau army chief: sources from Reuters 17 Apr 13

U.S. anti-drugs agents who snared Guinea-Bissau's former Navy chief in a high-seas sting last week were also targeting the head of the West
African state's army, sources familiar with the operation told Reuters. 

US busts alleged Russian mob gambling ring from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 13

US federal prosecutors have charged 34 people allegedly linked to the Russian mob with running a high stakes illegal gambling business catering
to multi-millionaires and billionaires. 

Organised crime worth $90 bn a year in East Asia from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 13

Organised crime groups dealing in fake goods, drugs, human trafficking and illicit wildlife trade earn nearly $90 billion annually in East Asia and
the Pacific, a UN report showed Tuesday. 

U.S. Sting That Snared African Ex-Admiral Shines Light on Drug Trade from New York Times 15 Apr 13

For months, they met in hotel rooms and at an army base in Guinea-Bissau, plotting the exchange of thousands of pounds of cocaine and an
arsenal of weapons between South America and West Africa. 

Record amount of heroin seized in NW China from Xinhua (China) 15 Apr 13

Police in northwest China's Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region said Monday they have seized 36.2 kg of heroin, the largest amount of the drug to



be smuggled to the region. 

Mexican cartels gain ground in European drug trade: Europol from Agence France-Presse 12 Apr 13

Extremely violent Mexican drug gangs including the notorious Los Zetas and the Sinaloa Cartel are becoming key players in the European drugs
market, police agency Europol warned on Friday. 

Guinea Bissau's top spy suspended from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 13

Guinea Bissau's top intelligence official has been suspended following the arrest of former navy chief and alleged drugs kingpin Jose Americo
Bubo Na Tchuto, a government order seen Thursday by AFP shows. 

Mexico: Drug-related killings dropped 14 percent from Associated Press 10 Apr 13

Mexico's government says drug-related killings from December through March dropped by 14 percent compared to the same period a year earlier.

Obama budget makes cybersecurity a growing U.S. priority from Reuters 10 Apr 13

President Barack Obama proposed on Wednesday increased spending to protect U.S. computer networks from Internet-based attacks in a sign that
the government aims to put more resources into the emerging global cyber arms race. 

U.S. agents seize Bissau "drug kingpin" at sea from Reuters 4 Apr 13

Undercover U.S. agents have arrested the former navy chief of Guinea Bissau, wanted by Washington as a kingpin of the international drugs
trade, in a sting operation off the coast of West Africa, two sources familiar with the operation said. 

AP IMPACT: Cartels Dispatch Agents Deep Inside US from Associated Press 2 Apr 13

Mexican drug cartels whose operatives once rarely ventured beyond the U.S. border are dispatching some of their most trusted agents to live and
work deep inside the United States - an emboldened presence that experts believe is meant to tighten their grip on the world's most lucrative
narcotics market and maximize profits. 

Cartels dispatch agents deep inside US from Associated Press 1 Apr 13

Mexican drug cartels whose operatives once rarely ventured beyond the U.S. border are dispatching some of their most trusted agents to live and
work deep inside the United States _ an emboldened presence that experts believe is meant to tighten their grip on the world's most lucrative
narcotics market and maximize profits. 

OPINION: Is Canada serious about the Americas?; The Conservatives have always talked tough about organized crime in the
region, but Canada's foreign-policy goals remain unclear from Ottawa Citizen 30 Mar 13

For at least the past five years, Canada has quietly waged a half-hearted war on organized crime and drug cartels... After decades of non-
engagement, Canada launched an Americas Strategy in 2007, announcing that it would step up its diplomatic, defence and development
engagement in some of the most insecure countries on the planet. This was never going to be easy: six of the top 10 most violent countries in the
world are in the Western Hemisphere and for some, the situation is worsening

*Chapo* Guzman controls meth trade in Asia-Mexico-U.S. triangle from EFE (Spain) 30 Mar 13

Notorious Mexican narcotics trafficker Joaquin "El Chapo" (Shorty) Guzman is the main methamphetamine smuggler in the Asia-Pacific-Mexico-
United States triangle; controls 80 percent of the U.S. drug market; and rakes in an estimated $3 billion in annual revenue, according to a new
study. 

Quarter of US firms in China face data theft: lobby from Agence France-Presse 29 Mar 13

Over a quarter of the members of a US business lobby in China have experienced data theft, the group said on Friday, after the two powers
engaged in a war of words over state-sponsored hacking attacks. 

Cybersquatting cases reach record in 2012: UN from Agence France-Presse 28 Mar 13

The number of cases of alleged cybersquatting handled by the World Intellectual Property Organisation jumped five percent to reach a record
2,884 last year....Cybersquatting refers mainly to the practice of registering, trafficking in, or using an Internet domain name with the intention of



profiting from the goodwill of a trademark belonging to someone else. 

Dr Cort Calls for Regional Agencies from CARIBARENA 28 Mar 13

Dr Cort, in giving his final address as the chairman of the RSS Council of Ministers, said respective countries should begin to share information
on people deported from countries such as the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom, and place them on their respective “watch
lists”...?The outgoing chairman also called for the establishment of a RSS Coast Guard, as well as a RSS Police Force.

Officials find $11M cocaine in Vegas traffic stop from Associated Press 22 Mar 13

Authorities have arrested a 52-year-old man on suspicion of drug trafficking after they found near $11 million of cocaine in his semitrailer. 

Trading places from The Economist 16 Mar 13

An unco-ordinated approach to kidnapping 

Africa's Cocaine Hub: Guinea-Bissau a *Drug Trafficker's Dream* from Offnews.info 16 Mar 13

Guinea-Bissau has become a major hub of cocaine trafficking between Latin America and Europe. But any wealth the West African nation has
derived from its middleman status has been offset by increased violence and instability. 

19 charged in Brooklyn in money laundering scheme from Associated Press 15 Mar 13

Nineteen people are charged with conspiring to launder tens of millions of dollars in narcotics proceeds from the United States to Colombia. 

Drugmakers, Interpol ramp up fight against fakes from Associated Press 12 Mar 13

The international police agency Interpol says 29 of the world's biggest pharmaceutical companies are helping it step up the battle against
counterfeit prescription drugs. 

Mexican marines free dozens of kidnapped migrants from Associated Press 11 Mar 13

Authorities say Mexican marines have freed 104 kidnapped Central American migrants who were being held in a house in the border city of
Nuevo Leon. 

Ruthless crime gangs driving global wildlife trade from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 13

Ruthless and heavily armed "criminal syndicates" linked to drug smugglers and militias are running the global wildlife trade and turning their
guns on the park rangers tasked with protecting endangered species. 

FEATURE: As Hacking Against U.S. Rises, Experts Try to Pin Down Motive from New York Times 3 Mar 13

American intelligence officials believe that the greater danger to the nation’s infrastructure may not even be China, but Iran, because of its avowal
to retaliate for the Stuxnet virus created by the United States and Israel and unleashed on one of its nuclear sites.

Australia to crack down on organised crime from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 13

Australia will set up an anti-gang taskforce based on an United States Federal Bureau of Investigation model to combat "the gangs and guns on
our streets", Prime Minister Julia Gillard said Sunday. 

Hackers target European governments via Adobe bug: researchers from Reuters 27 Feb 13

Hackers targeted dozens of computer systems at government agencies across Europe in a series of attacks that exploited a recently discovered
security flaw in Adobe Systems Inc's software, security researchers reported on Wednesday. 

Spanish police detain seven suspected professional killers from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 25 Feb 13

Spanish police have detained seven suspected Colombian professional killers, who were planning crimes in Spain, officials and police sources
said Monday. 

Cocaine from West Africa gets billion in Europe from Associated Press 25 Feb 13

The U.N. says that although the flow of cocaine through West Africa has declined, its wholesale value in Europe is a staggering $1.25 billion. 



UPDATE: Cocaine from West Africa worth $1.25B in Europe from Associated Press 25 Feb 13

Although the flow of cocaine through West Africa has declined, its wholesale value in Europe is a staggering $1.25 billion, the United Nations
said in a report circulated Monday. 

DPS says 19 arrested in Texas-based cocaine ring from Associated Press 22 Feb 13

Officers have arrested 19 suspects in a Central Texas-based cocaine and cash smuggling ring with ties to Mexico. 

Portugal police 'seize world's largest haul of counterfeit euros' from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 13

Portugese police on Wednesday said they had confiscated a total of 380,200 euros ($505,000) in fake 200-euro notes, calling it "the world's largest
seizure of counterfeit euros". 

Russia opens probe into Kosovo organ trafficking from Associated Press 19 Feb 13

Russia says it has opened its own probe into allegations of illegal donor organ trafficking in Kosovo. 

Danish police find cocaine on North Sea shores from Associated Press 15 Feb 13

Danish police say "a considerable amount" of cocaine has washed ashore along the Scandinavian country's North Sea coast but they will not
release details due to an ongoing European investigation. 

Europol, Spanish police bust global cybercrime ring from Agence France-Presse 13 Feb 13

Spanish police and Europol, the European Union's police coordination agency, have busted a global cybercrime operation that infected millions of
computers...

US rolls out cyber plan as lawmakers vow action from Associated Press 13 Feb 13

On Tuesday, Obama signed an executive order that relies heavily on participation from U.S. industry in creating new voluntary standards for
protecting information.

UN says human trafficking found in 118 countries from Associated Press 12 Feb 13

A new U.N. report paints a grim picture of the millions of people being trafficked for sexual exploitation and forced labor: They represent at least
136 different nationalities, have been detected in 118 countries and the majority of victims are women though the number of children is
increasing. 

US Said To Be Target Of Massive Cyber-Espionage Campaign from Washington Post 11 Feb 13

A new intelligence assessment has concluded that the United States is the target of a massive, sustained cyber-espionage campaign that is
threatening the country's economic competitiveness, according to individuals familiar with the report. The National Intelligence Estimate
identifies China as the country most aggressively seeking to penetrate the computer systems of American businesses and institutions to gain
access to data that could be used for economic gain. 

Mexican cartels smuggled cocaine into Australia from U.S. from EFE (Spain) 11 Feb 13

Mexican drug cartels used private planes to smuggle several tons of cocaine from the United States into Australia....Mexico's drug cartels have
expanded into the lucrative cocaine business in Australia.... 

Hackers breached security firm Bit9, then attacked its customers from Reuters 11 Feb 13

Security software maker Bit9 on Friday said that computer hackers have breached its network, then launched a second round of attacks against
some of its customers. The hackers accessed a system that Bit9 said it uses to digitally sign its software to let customers know it is safe to run on
their computers. The hackers then forged Bit9's digital signature on malicious software, which they used to attack some of its customers...

RF has data that US military in Afghanistan take part in drug trafficking: FM from Itar-Tass (Russia) 10 Feb 13

Moscow has information that secretly from their commanders US military in Afghanistan illegally participate in drug trafficking, Russian Foreign
Minister Sergei Lavrov said in the "Sunday Night with Vladimir Solovyov" program on Rossiya television on Sunday. The program has already



been broadcasted in Russia' Far East, and will be aired in Moscow at 23:30. 

NATO, ISAF not making enough effort to eradicate drugs in Afghanistan - Russian diplomat from Interfax (Russia) 9 Feb 13

Russian permanent representative to NATO Alexander Grushko views as insufficient efforts that NATO and the International Security Assistance
Force in Afghanistan (ISAF) are making to eradicate the drug threat in that country. "We believe ISAF and NATO have obviously not done
enough to eradiate the drug threat in Afghanistan. We expected more from them and urged the ISAF participants to be more active in Afghanistan
itself....

Islamists used hostage payoffs from Nicolas Sarkozy's government to fund Mali raids from The Independent (UK) 8 Feb 13

Ex-US ambassador claims former president paid out €89m to Saharan criminal gangs A former US ambassador to Mali, has claimed Nicolas
Sarkozy’s government paid $17m (£11m) to free French hostages seized from a uranium mine in its former colony, Niger, in 2010.

Philippine gov't foils international human trafficking scheme from Xinhua (China) 7 Feb 13

The Philippine Bureau of Immigration (BI) recently foiled a human trafficking scheme trying to deploy several undocumented Female Philippine
entertainers to South Korea, a senior government official said Thursday. BI Commissioner Ricardo David Jr. said the illegal activity was
uncovered after five Filipinas bound for Seoul were intercepted last week at the departure area of the Ninoy Aquino International Airport Terminal
2 and prevented from leaving the country. 

US announcing charges in alleged credit card fraud from Associated Press 6 Feb 13

Federal authorities on Tuesday announced charges against 18 people in an alleged international credit card scam that officials say stole at least
$200 million, which would make it one of the biggest ever broken up by the U.S. Justice Department. Officials say the losses are still being
calculated and could grow much higher. Charges were filed in U.S. District Court Newark against 18 people. By Tuesday morning, 13 of them
were in custody. 

More Executives Worry About Cyberattacks, Study Says from Wall Street Journal 6 Feb 13

More corporate executives are concerned about cyberattacks and data breaches than property damage and investment risk, according to a survey
commissioned by insurer American International Group Inc. The poll found 85% of the survey participants—a group that included risk managers
and senior executives in the U.S. and Canada—were very or somewhat concerned with cyber risks. That compared with 80% who were concerned
with property damage and 76% concerned about securities and investment risks. 

EU steps up measures against money laundering from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 13

The European Commission said Tuesday it needs to step up the fight against money laundering as criminals and terrorists constantly find new
ways around existing regulations. Accordingly, it plans to make it more difficult to get illicit funds through the financial system and to tighten up
information disclosure on money transfers so as to make them more transparent and traceable.

IN SPANISH: Interpol confiscated 360 tons of precursors used for drugs in Latin America from EFE (Spain) 5 Feb 13

RENDON ANALYST NEWS STORY SUMMARY: Additionally, 25 people were arrested for using chemicals to produce methamphetamines,
cocaine and LSD. Operation "Icebreaker" took place in Belize, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica,
Mexico, Nicaragua and Panama. 

Large arms shipment intercepted off Yemen, Iran eyed as source from Reuters 29 Jan 13

Yemeni forces intercepted a ship on January 23 carrying a large cache of weapons - including surface-to-air missiles - that U.S. officials suspect
were being smuggled from Iran and destined for Yemeni insurgents, officials said on Monday. Yemen's government said the arms intercepted
aboard the ship off the country's coast also included military grade explosives, rocket-propelled grenades and bomb-making equipment, according
to a statement by its embassy in Washington. 

Mexico busts multinational extortion gang from EFE (Spain) 29 Jan 13

Six Spaniards and citizens of eight South American nations were among the 24 people arrested in the takedown of a gang of extortionists
operating in northern Mexico, federal authorities said Tuesday. The group was led by Venezuelan Jose Arenas Losanger Segovia, who entered
Mexico on a tourist visa in 2006, the Government Secretariat said in a statement. 



Philippine Customs records biggest drug haul in 2012 from Xinhua (China) 28 Jan 13

The Philippine Customs bureau posted the largest drug bust last year worth 465.9 million pesos ( 11.46 million U.S. dollars) from the country's
premier airport, a senior government official said Monday. Customs Task Group/Force on Dangerous Drugs and Controlled Chemicals
(CTG/FDDCC) executive director for operations Major Rizalina Parong said that their personnel were able to confiscate 53.48 kilograms (kg) of
Methamphetamine Hydrochloride or shabu, 8. 737 kg of high-grade cocaine,...

Feds: 6 tons of pot seized at NM border checkpoint from Associated Press 25 Jan 13

Authorities say border patrol agents in New Mexico have seized six tons of marijuana in one of the agency's largest drug bust ever. The U.S.
Customs and Border Protection agency said Friday that agents at the Lordsburg, N.M. station made the discovered this week after stopping four
vehicles traveling in a caravan. Agents say the four vehicles were spotted traveling in tandem on NM County Road 1. 

Romania wants 2 drug trafficker suspects arrested from Associated Press 16 Jan 13

Romanian prosecutors want to arrest two Bulgarians suspected of running one of Europe's largest cocaine trafficking rings from Colombia to
Europe. The prosecutor's office said Wednesday that Banev Evelin Nikolov and Radoslav Georgiev Atanasov, currently detained in Italy on other
drugs' trafficking charges, were allegedly involved in smuggling a shipment of 50 kilograms ( 110 pounds) of cocaine worth €6 million ($8
million) captured in Romania in April.

Spain busts e-mail scam ring that swindled $1.3 mn from 11 Jan 13

Spanish police arrested here five members of a ring that allegedly used e-mail scams to defraud unsuspecting foreigners out of more than 1
million euros ($1.3 million). The group targeted victims in the United States, Norway, Poland, Canada, Britain, Pakistan and Italy, the Directorate-
General of the Spanish National Police force said Friday. 

Arms trafficker Bout associate arrested in Australia: US from Agence France-Presse 10 Jan 13

The United States announced Thursday that Australian police have arrested an alleged associate of the notorious jailed international arms
trafficker Viktor Bout. The US Drug Enforcement Administration said Richard Ammar Chichakli was arrested on Wednesday in Australia at the
request of US authorities. Bout...was convicted by a US court in 2011 of conspiring to sell arms to Colombia's FARC rebels...

Transnational Orgnaized Crime
Leftist rebels hit Philippine official for linking them to drug syndicates from Xinhua (China) 14 Apr 13

The Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP) denounced on Sunday as "an absolute lie" the allegation of Philippine Defense Secretary Voltaire
Gazmin that the New People's Army (NPA) has link with and protects drug syndicates in the country. 

U.S. LATAM Policy
In Latin America, U.S. Focus Shifts From Drug War To Economy from New York Times 5 May 13

Last week, Mr. Obama returned to capitals in Latin America with a vastly different message. Relationships with countries racked by drug violence
and organized crime should focus more on economic development and less on the endless battles against drug traffickers and organized crime
capos that have left few clear victors. The countries, Mexico in particular, need to set their own course on security, with the United States playing
more of a backing role. 

Uganda
African police chiefs to meet in Uganda over continental police organization from Xinhua (China) 29 Sep 14

Some 30 African police chiefs are scheduled to meet in Uganda on Oct. 2 over the formation of a continental police organization that will allow
better networking and faster flow of information when dealing with criminality. 

Viral Disease
Nicaragua Confirms First Chikungunya Virus Cases from Associated Press 10 Jul 14

The Nicaraguan government has confirmed the country’s first two cases of people infected with a mosquito-borne virus that has spread quickly
through the Caribbean region this year. Government spokeswoman Rosario Murrillo said Wednesday a woman and her 4 year-old daughter
contracted the chikungunya virus in the Dominican Republic



Weapons Trafficking
Russia says Latvian weapons-smuggling ring broken up from Associated Press 4 Jun 15

Russia's Federal Security Service says it has broken up a ring that was smuggling firearms into the country from Latvia. The service, known by its
initials FSB, said in a statement Thursday that more than 30 weapons were seized in a raid in the Pskov region, which borders Latvia and Estonia.

Organizer of arms smuggling channel killed in Kabardino-Balkaria from Interfax (Russia) 14 Apr 15

The organizer of an arms smuggling channel to Kabardino-Balkaria has been killed in a counterterrorism operation in a cottage village outside
Nalchik, the National Antiterrorism Committee's information center reported on Tuesday. 

Wildlife Poaching
Kenya signs pan-African initiative to save elephants from Xinhua (China) 21 Jul 15

Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta on Tuesday signed the Elephant Protection Initiative (EPI), an African-led conservation program to eradicate
the ivory trade and stop the continued slaughter of the continent's elephants by poachers. 

Pink Poison, the Surprising New Trend That’s Saving Rhinos from Takepart 22 Jun 15

With over 200 rhinos already dead this year at the hands of poachers in South Africa and no signs of the slaughter slowing, some innovative
rhinoceros lovers are stepping up their game. 

Biotech Firm 3D Prints Fake Rhino Horn That's Genetically Identical To The Real Thing from IFL Science 22 Jun 15

Biotech startup Pembient is planning to deploy the forces of DNA technology and economics to save the rhino. It's risky plan, that could
undermine other efforts, but with poaching out of control and subpopulations on the verge of extinction Pembient argue this is the best bet for the
survival of the rhinoceroses in the wild. 

Kenya wildlife rangers launch secure radios to outwit poachers from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 15

Kenyan wildlife officers launched a secure radio system Wednesday in their battle to protect elephants and rhinos, aiming to outwit poachers who
listen in on wardens' communications. 

Kenya's most wanted poacher nabbed from Xinhua (China) 10 Jun 15

Kenyan authorities Wednesday arrested most wanted poacher and recovered a firearm and several rounds of ammunition in the Tana River county.

Tanzania elephants suffer 'catastrophic decline' from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 15

Elephant census figures released by Tanzania show a "catastrophic decline" of around 60 percent over the last five years, leading wildlife trade
monitoring group TRAFFIC said Tuesday. 

Wildlife Trafficking
EU joins int'l convention to fight against wildlife trafficking from Xinhua (China) 8 Jul 15

The European Union (EU) has joined the Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) in an effort to help fight against
wildlife trafficking, announced the European Commission on Wednesday. 

China, U.S. in right direction to combat wildlife trafficking: U.S. official from Xinhua (China) 6 Jun 15

The United States is impressed with China's commitment in halting the sale of ivory and the two countries are moving in the right direction to
combat wildlife trafficking, a senior U.S. official has said. 

U.S. to work with China to fight wildlife trafficking: spokesman from Xinhua (China) 30 May 15

The United States remains deeply committed to working together with China and other countries to strengthen the global commitment to combat
and end wildlife trafficking, a State Department spokesman said Friday. 

China works jointly with African countries to combat illegal ivory trade from Xinhua (China) 14 May 15

China says it is committed to collaborating with African countries and international stakeholders in combating illegal wildlife trade. 



Mexico sees spike in trafficking in exotic animals from Xinhua (China) 20 Apr 15

Trafficking of exotic animals has boomed in recent years in Mexico, as evidenced by the rise in seizures, local media reported Monday. 

Experts mull strategies to curb wildlife trafficking in Kenya from Xinhua (China) 14 Apr 15

Kenyan and U.S. wildlife experts were meeting in Nairobi on Tuesday to seek ways of combating wildlife trafficking in Kenya where rampant
poaching threatens the wildlife in the country. 

Wildlife groups petition Hong Kong to crack down on illegal ivory trade from United Press International 14 Apr 15

Wildlife protection groups on Monday petitioned the Hong Kong government to stop the illegal ivory trade that continues despite a ban on
poached ivory, stating current laws "aid and abet" a business that links poached ivory to factories in China. 

WMD
Terrorists may use Central Asia for nuclear weapons transit - CIS Anti-Terrorism Centre from Itar-Tass (Russia) 9 Sep 14

Central Asia may be used by terrorists for the transit of nuclear weapons and weapons of mass destruction, head of the CIS Anti-Terrorism Centre
(ATC) Andrei Novikov said on Tuesday. 
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Xtra-AOR, Global Issues & Other Items
Palestinian Rams Car Into Israeli Soldiers, Wounding 3 from Associated Press 7 Aug 15

A Palestinian motorist rammed his car into Israeli soldiers in the West Bank on Thursday, wounding three before he was shot by Israeli troops, the
military said. 

Greece Sees Bailout Deal In Time To Meet $3.5 Billion Due To ECB from Bloomberg News 5 Aug 15

Greece’s government aims to reach agreement with creditors on a new bailout within the next two weeks, enabling it to make a 3.2 billion-euro
($3.5 billion) payment to the European Central Bank without further bridge financing. 

Suicide Bomber in Suruc Is Said to Be a Turk With Possible Ties to ISIS from New York Times 22 Jul 15

The suicide bomber who killed at least 32 people at a cultural center in southeastern Turkey has been identified as a Turkish citizen who is
believed to have had ties to the Islamic State, a senior government official said Wednesday. 

Periled By Climate Change, Marshall Islands Makes Carbon Pledge (AFP) from AFP 20 Jul 15

Paris (AFP) – The Marshall Islands, a small island country at high risk of climate change-induced sea level rise, vowed Sunday to cut greenhouse
gas emissions by a third within a decade. 

British Airways stewardess dies after catching deadly malaria following long-haul flight from Daily Mirror 20 Jul 15

A British Airways steward (Flight Attendant) has died after catching malaria in Africa.

Iran deal tests Dems' loyalty to Obama from The Hill (Washington, D.C.) 20 Jul 15

President Obama's nuclear agreement with Iran is the latest test of the Democrats' loyalty toward their ally in the White House. Off a contentious
trade debate that highlighted Democratic divisions and infuriated Obama’s liberal base, even the Democrats most critical of the Iran deal are
walking a fine line.

US starting – and struggling – to turn the tide on cybercrimes, security breaches from NY Times 20 Jul 15

In the month since a devastating computer systems breach at the Office of Personnel Management, digital SWAT teams have been racing to plug
the most glaring security holes in government computer networks and prevent another embarrassing theft of personal information, financial data
and national security secrets. 

Report details final seconds before deadly F-16, Cessna crash from Military Times 20 Jul 15

The pilot of an Air Force fighter jet was warned of "traffic" ahead moments before the spectacular midair crash of his F-16 and a single-engine
Cessna over South Carolina this month, the National Transportation Safety Board said in a preliminary report.

Super Tucano, Embraer Soaring in Africa from Military Times 20 Jul 15

GABORONE, Botswana — African demand for Embraer Defense and Security's flagship A-29 Super Tucano light attack/trainer turbo-prop
aircraft is set to surge as economically strained countries seeking cheaper multirole aircraft settle for its lower price tag, operational simplicity and
ease of maintenance, a senior African military analyst said. 

Hemisphere's future talk of Biennial of the Americas Festival from Colorado Statesman 17 Jul 15

It was fitting that Denver’s third Biennial of the Americas festival launched the same day as the Legislative Audit Committee’s report of shrinking
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crowds attending the Colorado State Fair in Pueblo. A staff of several dozen has spent the past six months finalizing the schedule of events that
make up this cross-cultural festival of arts, culture and business in the New World. Nearly 300 musicians, artists, authors, entrepreneurs and
academics from 25 countries have assembled in downtown Denver to tug on the threads that bind the Western Hemisphere together.

Four Marines And Gunman Killed In Tennessee Shooting That Officials Call ‘Domestic Terrorism’ (Berman, WP) from
Washington Post 17 Jul 15

Four Marines were killed in a shooting a Naval reserve center in Tennessee on Thursday, along with the suspected gunman, officials said. 

Top U.S. Agent Predicts Swift Arrest Of ‘El Chapo’ (Serrano, LAT) from Los Angeles Times 17 Jul 15

A top federal law enforcement agent who has spent much of his career chasing Mexican cartel leader Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman predicted
Thursday that the prison escapee will be recaptured through U.S. intelligence efforts infiltrating his now-fractured Sinaloa drug organization.

Texan who was hostage in Iran criticizes nuclear pact from Star-Telegram 17 Jul 15

More than three decades away from Iran isn’t enough to change Rick Kupke’s mind: Making a deal — any kind of deal — with the Middle
Eastern country is a big mistake.

David Beckham group to discuss soccer stadium with Miami mayor from Miami Herald 17 Jul 15

David Beckham and his investors hope to move the ball a little closer Friday in their bid to bring Major League Soccer to Miami. 

DORAL: License for Doral blood bank is suspended by the FDA after recent inspection from Miami Herald 17 Jul 15

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has suspended the license of a Doral-based blood bank after an inspection turned up a series of violations
that includes improperly notifying dozens of blood donors who may have HIV.

Russia bringing back Cold War mini-subs, report says from FOX News 17 Jul 15

Russia is reportedly bringing back a fleet of Cold War-era mini-submarines, a move that could ramp up tensions with the West.

British man accused of hacking into US government computer networks from AP 17 Jul 15

NEWARK, N.J. – A British man accused of hacking into U.S. government computer networks and stealing sensitive and confidential information
was arrested in England, and U.S. prosecutors said they will attempt to have him transferred to New Jersey.

NATO plans biggest exercise since 2002 to counter Islamic State from Reuters 16 Jul 15

BRUSSELS (Reuters) - NATO and its allies will hold their biggest military exercise in more than a decade from October, deploying 36,000
personnel across the Mediterranean to counter the threat of Islamic State on the alliance's southern flank.

Treasury Secretary Lew Presses Greece To Solve Crisis, Restructure Debt from Washington Times 9 Jul 15

Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew urged Greece on Wednesday to restructure its debt and make a deal with its creditors as negotiators in Brussels
make a last-ditch effort on a deal before the country runs out of cash and possibly has to give up the euro. 

The U.S. Plays Whack-a-mole With The Islamic State from Washington Post 7 Jul 15

In the beginning there was Operation Overlord. Then came Operation Rolling Thunder, Operation Desert Storm and Operation Enduring
Freedom. Now the fight against the Islamic State has introduced a new concept into modern warfare. Call it Operation Whack-a-Mole. 

Puerto Rico authorizes medical marijuana from Agence France-Presse 4 May 15

Puerto Rico's Governor Alejandro Garcia Padilla has authorized the use of marijuana for medicinal use, in a surprise move after the US
possession's legislature failed to act on the issue. 

Iran’s Foreign Minister Says U.S. Risks Ostracism If Signed Nuclear Deal Is Scrapped from New York Times 30 Apr 15

Demonstrating suave fluency in English and a familiarity with American history and law, Iran’s foreign minister said Wednesday that the United
States would risk global ostracism if it were to scrap a signed international pact that resolves the Iranian nuclear dispute. 



White House Won’t Link Iranian Nuke Talks To U.S. Prisoners from Washington Times 22 Apr 15

Under growing pressure to use the nuclear talks with Iran to demand the release of Americans imprisoned there, the White House refused again
Tuesday to link the two issues. 

Boko Haram Forces 800,000 Children To Flee Violence, UN Says from Bloomberg News 14 Apr 15

The number of children fleeing the Boko Haram insurgency in Nigeria doubled in the past year to about 800,000, with women and girls targets of
abduction for sexual abuse by the militants, according to a United Nations Children’s Fund report. 

26 Dead In Syria Regime Air Raids Near Damascus from Agence France-Presse 16 Mar 15

At least 26 people including seven children were killed and more than 100 wounded in Syrian government air strikes near the capital Damascus
on Sunday, a monitor said. 

ISIS Attacks a Major Archaeological Site in Iraq from New York Times 6 Mar 15

The Islamic State militant group attacked the ancient archaeological site of Nimrud in northern Iraq and damaged it with heavy vehicles, Iraq’s
Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities said Thursday. 

‘Christian’ specified in latest White House condemnation of Islamic State violence from Washington Times 26 Feb 15

The White House on Wednesday condemned attacks by Islamic State terrorists on Assyrian Christian villages in northeastern Syria, even noting
the specific religious targeting. 

As Boko Haram Rampages, Nigerians Head To Polls. John Kerry Is Worried. from Washington Post 26 Jan 15

Against a backdrop of militant Islamist attacks, Secretary of State John F. Kerry on Sunday urged Nigeria’s president and his leading opponent in
upcoming elections to accept the results of next month’s vote and encourage their supporters to eschew post-election violence. 

Syria’s Assad Dismisses US Plans To Train Rebels from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 15

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad said US plans to train vetted rebels to fight the Islamic State group were “illusory” as they would eventually
defect to the jihadists, in an interview published Monday. 

Democratic senators set resolution countering push for tougher Iran sanctions from Reuters 26 Jan 15

Democratic U.S. senators introduced a resolution on Monday opposing more sanctions on Iran unless nuclear talks fail or Tehran breaks an
agreement, countering a push for tougher sanctions backed by Republicans that President Barack Obama has pledged to veto. 

Islamic State Shifts From Northern Iraq To Anbar Province In West from Washington Times 8 Oct 14

The Islamic State has made some notable gains throughout Anbar province in western Iraq, while the U.S. military and its allies have focused
airstrikes on northern Iraq, Pentagon officials say. 

Islamic State Jihadists Are Using Water As A Weapon In Iraq from Washington Post 8 Oct 14

The Islamic State militants who have rampaged across northern Iraq are increasingly using water as a weapon, cutting off supplies to villages
resisting their rule and pressing to expand their control over the country’s water infrastructure. 

Iran’s President Says Arrest Of Washington Post Reporter Not A Sign Of Internal Power Struggle from Washington Post 24 Sep 14

The jailing of a Washington Post reporter without public charges in Iran is not evidence of a power struggle between moderate and conservative
political forces, Iran’s president said Tuesday. 

Ebola Cases Could Reach 1.4 Million Within Four Months, C.D.C. Estimates from New York Times 24 Sep 14

Yet another set of ominous projections about the Ebola epidemic in West Africa was released Tuesday, in a report from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention that gave worst- and best-case estimates for Liberia and Sierra Leone based on computer modeling. 

US airstrikes target Islamic militants in Iraq from Associated Press 17 Sep 14

The Defense Department says the U.S. military on Tuesday pressed its expanded campaign against Islamic State militants with five airstrikes



across Iraq. 

Kerry Heads To Middle East For Islamic State Offensive from Agence France-Presse 10 Sep 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry headed to the Middle East on Tuesday to launch a diplomatic offensive aimed at building a coalition against
Islamic State militants in Iraq and Syria. 

Official: Bidders Compete For Uruguay Pot Business from Associated Press 29 Aug 14

Uruguay’s new market for legalized marijuana has attracted more than 20 companies bidding for the right to supply pot to the country’s
pharmacies, a government official said Thursday. 

Japan PM sends offering to war dead shrine, cabinet ministers visit from Reuters 15 Aug 14

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on Friday sent a ritual offering to a Tokyo shrine to war dead but did not join cabinet ministers in a visit,
seen as an effort to avoid further inflaming ties with China as he seeks a summit with Beijing. 

Rescue Mission For Yazidis On Iraq’s Mount Sinjar Appears Unnecessary, Pentagon Says from Washington Post 14 Aug 14

A team of about 20 U.S. troops and aid workers who landed Wednesday on Iraq’s Mount Sinjar determined that a rescue operation of besieged
minorities stranded there is probably unnecessary, the Pentagon said. 

Family Of US Teen Beaten In The West Bank Urges For Fast Return from Washington Post 9 Jul 14

Relatives of the American teenager allegedly beaten by Israeli police in the West Bank announced Tuesday that a formal complaint had been
lodged with Israeli authorities and then urged the U.S. government to do all it could to speed the return of the 15-year-old to his home country. 

Uzbekistan, Germany intend to cooperate on fighting extremism, drug trafficking from Interfax (Russia) 8 Jul 14

Uzbekistan and Germany will enhance cooperation in fighting terrorism, extremism and drug trafficking. 

Guinea Frets As Ebola Virus Spreads from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 14

A second spike in Ebola virus cases has panicked residents and health officials in Guinea, who fear a west African outbreak of the killer disease
may now be out of control. 

Vietnamese Police Block Anti-Chinese Demonstrators After Violence Over Oil Rig from New York Times 19 May 14

The Vietnamese government stopped anti-Chinese demonstrators from gathering outside the Chinese Embassy here Sunday, deploying a large
number of police officers on the sidewalks around the building and urging the few pedestrians to keep walking. 

Germany Tries To Mediate In Ukraine Crisis from Agence France-Presse 13 May 14

Germany this week launches another attempt to mediate in the Ukraine crisis, pushing for dialogue between the pro-Western government and pro-
Russian groups to resolve the festering and violent conflict.

Syrian Opposition Calls For Arms Against Assad’s Air Force from Agence France-Presse 8 May 14

The leader of the Syrian opposition made a powerful plea to a reluctant US administration Wednesday for anti-aircraft weapons to end “the
nightmare” of civilians under seige from daily barrel bombings. 

State Department Approves More Visas For Afghan Interpreters from Washington Post 8 May 14

The State Department has dramatically ramped up the approval of resettlement visas for Afghan military interpreters this year under a program
that a bipartisan group of lawmakers is seeking to extend and expand, arguing that the system has failed many linguists who remain in mortal
danger. 

Malaysia Airlines Flight 370: US, UK Deeply Involved In Sparking Indian Ocean Search from Wall Street Journal 24 Mar 14

Intelligence Agencies Supplied Satellite Images, Analysis That Launched Effort

Mexico drug cartel makes more dealing iron ore from Associated Press 17 Mar 14



Forget crystal meth. The pseudo-religious Knights Templar drug cartel in western Mexico has diversified to the point that drug trafficking doesn't
even rank among its top sources of income. 

Dalai Lama opens Senate proceedings with prayer, meets with lawmakers from Washington Post 6 Mar 14

To help open the Senate’s formal proceedings on Thursday, the Dalai Lama offered prayers of joy, good fortune and the fulfillment of wishes. 

Venezuela’s National Dog Keeps Chavez Legacy Alive from Associated Press 16 Jan 14

The Soviets made space dog Laika a national hero and Americans have fallen for presidential pets from Checkers to Bo. In Venezuela, a rare
breed of shaggy sheepdog has come to symbolize the patriotic legacy of the late Hugo Chavez. 

Pentagon on watch for disruptive technology worldwide from 9 Jan 14

Concerned about the potential military consequences of a surge of high tech innovation in China and other nations, the Pentagon is creating a
program to track and analyze emerging technology research and patents, military records and interviews show.

OECD: Unemployment To Stay High Next Year from Associated Press 17 Jul 13

Unemployment levels in the world’s advanced economies could improve next year, even though the number of people without work will likely
continue to rise in several European countries, a leading international economic body said Tuesday. 

Understanding The Protective Side Of Dengue Virus from New York Times 9 Jul 13

Infection with one strain of the dengue virus gives people protection against the other three strains for about two years, a new biostatistics study
has found. 

North Korea Seeks Talks With US To Ease Tensions from Associated Press 3 Jul 13

North Korea's top diplomat said Tuesday that the U.S. must accept its offer for dialogue without preconditions if it wants to ease tensions on the
divided Korean Peninsula.

EU To Start Trade Talks With US Despite Scandal from Associated Press 3 Jul 13

The European Union confirmed Tuesday that free-trade negotiations with the United States should kick off as planned next week, despite
widespread concerns over the alleged eavesdropping of EU diplomats. 

North Korea Seeks Talks With US To Ease Tensions from Associated Press 3 Jul 13

North Korea's top diplomat said Tuesday that the U.S. must accept its offer for dialogue without preconditions if it wants to ease tensions on the
divided Korean Peninsula. 

Afghan Donors Want Human Rights Panel Reconsidered from New York Times 2 Jul 13

President Hamid Karzai's widely criticized appointment of five new human rights commissioners has become a sore point with the countries that
support Afghanistan financially. 

Gulf-EU Meeting Calls For Syria Political Settlement from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 13

The Gulf Arab nations and the European Union pledged Sunday to pool their efforts to help convene a peace conference on Syria, as they
wrapped up a one-day ministerial meeting in Bahrain. 

Four-Star General Is Targeted In Leak Probe from Washington Post 28 Jun 13

A retired four-star Marine Corps general who served as the nation's second-ranking military officer is a target of a Justice Department
investigation into a leak of information about a covert U.S.-Israeli cyberattack on Iran's nuclear program, a senior Obama administration official
said. 

Obama Seeks To Play Down Snowden's Importance from New York Times 28 Jun 13

President Obama sought Thursday to minimize the significance of a fugitive former national security contractor wanted for leaking government
secrets, calling him a "29-year-old hacker" and suggesting that American frustration with China and Russia for apparently helping him evade



extradition was not worth damaging relations with those countries. 

Judge Dismisses Abu Ghraib Suit Against CACI from Washington Post 27 Jun 13

Victory for U.S. contractor; Workers were accused of directing abuse at prison 

Israeli Aircraft Strike Targets In Gaza Strip from Associated Press 24 Jun 13

Israeli aircraft pounded targets in the Gaza Strip early Monday, the military said, after six rockets were fired at Israel from the territory. 

Egypt's Army Says It's Ready To Save Nation from Associated Press 24 Jun 13

Wading into an increasingly volatile fray, Egypt's military on Sunday gave the nation's Islamist rulers and their opponents a week to reach an
understanding before planned June 30 opposition protests aimed at forcing out the president, in a toughly worded warning that it will intervene to
stop the nation from entering a "dark tunnel." 

Edward Snowden Flees Hong Kong For Moscow, Asks Ecuador To Grant Him Asylum from Washington Post 24 Jun 13

Edward Snowden, the former government contractor who leaked top-secret documents about U.S. surveillance programs, fled Hong Kong for
Moscow on Sunday with the assistance of the anti-secrecy organization WikiLeaks and asked the government of Ecuador to grant him asylum. 

Snowden, In Russia, Is Said To Seek Asylum In Ecuador from New York Times 24 Jun 13

The American authorities scrambled Sunday to figure out how to catch Edward J. Snowden, the former national security contractor accused of
espionage, as he led them on an international chase, frustrating the Obama administration and threatening to strain relations on three continents. 

Whistleblower Snowden Asks For Asylum In Ecuador, May Be Headed To The Nation from Miami Herald 24 Jun 13

U.S. whistleblower Edward Snowden is reportedly being hustled across the Atlantic, perhaps through Cuba, as he tries to make his way to
Ecuador where he hopes to fight extradition to the United States on espionage charges. 

Snowden To Seek Asylum In Ecuador As U.S. Pledges To Pursue from Bloomberg News 24 Jun 13

Edward Snowden, the former U.S. intelligence contractor who disclosed details of classified government intelligence activities, is seeking asylum
in Ecuador as U.S. officials expressed anger at China and Russia for their role in allowing him to leave Hong Kong. 

Erdogan: Turkey, Brazil hit by same conspiracy from Associated Press 22 Jun 13

Turkey's prime minister — who has blamed demonstrations in his country on a plot to destabilize his government — suggests protest-hit Brazil is
a victim of the same conspiracy. 

Kerry Facing 2 Thorny Foreign Policy Issues On Trip: Crisis In Syria And Talks With Taliban from Associated Press 21 Jun 13

Secretary of State John Kerry begins an overseas trip plunging into two thorny foreign policy problems facing the Obama administration:
unrelenting bloodshed in Syria and efforts to talk to the Taliban and find a political resolution to the war in Afghanistan. 

Interview With Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu from Washington Post 21 Jun 13

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu spoke with The Post's Lally Weymouth on Thursday in Jerusalem about how he sees the situation in
Israel and the surrounding countries. Excerpts: 

Palestinian PM Submits Resignation After 2 Weeks from Associated Press 21 Jun 13

The new Palestinian prime minister submitted his resignation to Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas on Thursday, after two weeks on the job,
because of a conflict over authority. 

AP Exclusive: Taliban offer to free US soldier from Associated Press 21 Jun 13

The Taliban proposed a deal in which they would free a U.S. soldier held captive since 2009 in exchange for five of their most senior operatives at
Guantanamo Bay, while Afghan President Hamid Karzai eased his opposition Thursday to joining planned peace talks. 

*Atmosphere Of Secrecy* Pervades State Dept. Office, Audit Finds from Washington Times 21 Jun 13



A key State Department bureau that manages the official face presented by the U.S. to the rest of the world is rife with management problems that
have left "an atmosphere of secrecy, suspicion and uncertainty," according to a department watchdog review released Thursday. 

Military Says Law Barring U.S. Aid to Rights Violators Hurts Training Mission from New York Times 21 Jun 13

A 16-year-old law that bars American aid to foreign security forces that violate human rights is drawing unusual fire from some top military
commanders who say it undermines their ability to train the troops to fight militants and drug traffickers. 

US sees sanctions impact on Iranian politics from Associated Press 21 Jun 13

American officials are hailing the election of an Iranian president who vows to seek relief from international sanctions as the first tangible
evidence that the U.S. strategy is influencing Tehran's nuclear policy. 

Nearing One Year In, Egypt’s Leader Is Besieged by Critics from New York Times 21 Jun 13

Across Egypt, angry crowds have barred President Mohamed Morsi’s appointees from their offices, millions have signed petitions calling for his
ouster and work crews have fortified the headquarters of the Muslim Brotherhood that propelled him to power to prevent attacks the police have
failed to stop. 

Judge Sides With US In Manning Document Dispute from Associated Press 21 Jun 13

A federal judge in Baltimore said Wednesday she's satisfied for now with measures the military has taken to release documents related to Army
Pfc. Bradley Manning's court-martial in the Wikileaks case. 

US Seeks Japan, S.Korea Meeting To Improve Ties from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 13

The United States is trying to arrange three-way talks with the foreign ministers of Japan and South Korea to boost cooperation after strife
between the two US allies, an official said Thursday. 

Afghan Leader Halts Talks With U.S., Taliban from Wall Street Journal 20 Jun 13

Afghan President Hamid Karzai suspended talks with the U.S. about a long-term American military presence and pulled his envoys from planned
peace negotiations with the Taliban on Wednesday, protesting the unexpectedly high-profile opening of a Taliban office in Qatar a day earlier. 

AP EXCLUSIVE: Taliban Offer To Free US Soldier from Associated Press 20 Jun 13

The Afghan Taliban are ready to free a U.S. army soldier held captive since 2009 in exchange for five of their senior operatives imprisoned at
Guantanamo Bay as a conciliatory gesture, a senior spokesman for the group said Thursday. 

U.S. Slow To Deliver Promised Aid To Syrian Rebels from McClatchy 20 Jun 13

While State Department officials are fond of saying they're providing hundreds of millions of dollars in assistance to the Syrian opposition, only a
fraction of the promised funds has arrived, and none has gone to the political body the U.S. looks to as an alternative to President Bashar Assad's
regime. 

Top US General, Diplomat Clash Over Syria from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 13

Top US military officer General Martin Dempsey has clashed with Secretary of State John Kerry over the merits of bombing Syria's regime at a
White House meeting, media reported Wednesday. 

Abbas Says Palestinians Support US Peace Moves from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 13

Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas on Wednesday reiterated his support for US Secretary of State John Kerry's efforts to revive peace talks with
Israel. 

Palestinians Toughen Line On Israel Talks from Associated Press 20 Jun 13

The Palestinian president and his Fatah movement on Wednesday signaled a tough line on talks with Israel, casting new doubt on U.S. efforts to
revive long-stalled negotiations. 

Obama, In Berlin, Calls For U.S., Russia To Cut Nuclear Warheads from Washington Post 20 Jun 13



President Obama on Wednesday called for reducing the number of deployed U.S. strategic nuclear warheads by one-third if the Russian
government agrees to a similar cut, reviving a goal outlined early in his presidency to work toward a world without nuclear weapons. 

Obama Says Surveillance Helped in Case in Germany from New York Times 20 Jun 13

Pressed personally by Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany about the United States’ surveillance of foreigners’ phone and e-mail traffic,
President Obama said Wednesday that terrorist threats in her country were among those foiled by such intelligence operations worldwide — a
contention that Ms. Merkel seemed to confirm. 

Berliners Turn Out Again for Obama, but Less Enthusiastically from Wall Street Journal 20 Jun 13

Five years after President Barack Obama's last rock-star visit to Berlin, Germans embraced him like an old friend who hasn't called in a while:
still with heartfelt warmth, but with questions about what he's been up to. 

Warm Notes In Berlin For Obama And Merkel from New York Times 20 Jun 13

Twice, President Obama called her "Angela" - and he pronounced it the German way, with a hard G. When it came time to answer a German
journalist's question about Mr. Obama's failure to close the American prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, Chancellor Angela Merkel deftly told the
president, "Du, glaube ich" - "You're on, I think" - using the familiar form of the pronoun in German. 

Top UK Court Overturns Sanctions On Iranian Bank from Associated Press 20 Jun 13

Britain's Supreme Court quashed sanctions against an Iranian bank penalized over its alleged links to Iran's nuclear weapons program, saying
Wednesday that Bank Mellat had been arbitrarily singled out. 

US, Allies Say N.Korea Must Denuclearize from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 13

The United States, South Korea and Japan said Wednesday that North Korea must end its nuclear program if it wants better ties, after Pyongyang
said it was willing to return to talks. 

WikiLeaks Says It Is Working to Negotiate Asylum in Iceland for Snowden from New York Times 20 Jun 13

WikiLeaks activists in Iceland are discussing with government officials there the possibility of asylum for Edward J. Snowden, the former
National Security Agency contractor who disclosed hundreds of classified documents on N.S.A. surveillance, Julian Assange, the founder of the
antisecrecy group, said Wednesday. 

In Istanbul, Protest Leader Sees His Movement Dispersed from Washington Post 20 Jun 13

Just five days ago, a mild-mannered architect who was among the first to object to plans to raze central Istanbul's Gezi Park thought his group was
on its way to becoming a vanguard of a movement against Turkey's leader that was far broader and more enduring than he could ever have
imagined.

Militants Attack U.N. Compound In Somalia's Capital from New York Times 20 Jun 13

Militants staged a deadly assault on a United Nations compound here on Wednesday, the latest in a series of attacks that have chipped away at the
security gains the Somali capital has experienced in recent years. 

Kerry To Defend Syria Policy To Middle East Allies from Bloomberg News 20 Jun 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry will confront concerns tomorrow from Mideast and European allies that a U.S. plan to send small arms won't
do enough to bolster Syrian rebels battling Bashar al-Assad's regime. 

G-8 Leaders Call For Syrian Peace Talks, Sidestep Issue Of Whether Assad Should Go from Washington Post 19 Jun 13

Leaders of the Group of Eight nations called Tuesday for a negotiated resolution to the worsening conflict in Syria, but in a concession to Russia,
they did not declare that Syrian President Bashar al-Assad must resign. 

Hollande: New Iran President Welcome At Syria Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 19 Jun 13

French President Francois Hollande said Tuesday that Iranian president-elect Hassan Rowhani would be welcome at Syria peace talks "if he can
be useful". 



AP EXCLUSIVE: US War Games Send Signal To Assad from Associated Press 19 Jun 13

Under the watchful eye of stern-faced American advisers, hundreds of U.S.-trained Jordanian commandos fanned across this dusty desert plain,
holding war games that could eventually form the basis of an assault in Syria. 

Special Forces Let Afghan Troops *Run The Show* from USA Today 19 Jun 13

President Hamid Karzai's announcement Tuesday that Afghan forces have taken over the lead from the U.S.-led NATO coalition comes as
Afghans show increasing confidence in their ability to defend their nation. 

Taliban Step Toward Afghan Peace Talks Is Hailed By U.S. from New York Times 19 Jun 13

The Taliban signaled a breakthrough in efforts to start Afghan peace negotiations on Tuesday, announcing the opening of a political office in Qatar
and a new readiness to talk with American and Afghan officials, who said in turn that they would travel to meet insurgent negotiators there within
days. 

Taliban Open Door to Peace Talks from Wall Street Journal 19 Jun 13

The Taliban set the stage for peace talks with envoys of President Hamid Karzai and the U.S., establishing a venue and an opening to the Afghan
leadership just hours after Kabul formally took over nationwide security responsibilities. 

Obama Has Plans To Cut U.S. Nuclear Arsenal, If Russia Reciprocates from New York Times 19 Jun 13

President Obama plans to use a speech in Berlin on Wednesday to outline plans for further reductions in the American nuclear arsenal if Russia
agrees to pare back its weapons at the same time, administration officials said Tuesday. 

Netanyahu warns against 'drawn out' talks with Iran from Agence France-Presse 19 Jun 13

Israel's Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu attends the weekly cabinet meeting on June 16, 2013 in Jerusalem. Netanyahu warned world powers
on Tuesday against holding "drawn out" negotiations with Iran on its nuclear programme following the election of a more moderate president in
Tehran. 

Israeli General Warns Of Unrest If No Peace Talks from Associated Press 19 Jun 13

Failure to restart Israeli-Palestinian negotiations could stir unrest in the West Bank, Israel's top army commander in the territory warned Tuesday. 

Clashes erupt in Egypt over Islamist governors from Associated Press 19 Jun 13

Clashes erupted between supporters and opponents of Egypt's president and his Muslim Brotherhood Tuesday over his appointment of new
Islamist governors, some in areas where opponents are strong.

Turkey Arrests Dozens In Crackdown On Protests from New York Times 19 Jun 13

The Turkish authorities arrested dozens of people in several cities early on Tuesday as part of a determined and intensifying effort to stamp out
weeks of antigovernment protests. 

UN Says 45.2 Million Refugees And Displaced People from Associated Press 19 Jun 13

The Syrian civil war contributed to pushing the numbers of refugees and those displaced by conflict within their own nation to an 18-year high of
45.2 million worldwide by the end of 2012, the U.N. refugee agency said Wednesday. 

G8 leaders agree to stamp out terror ransom payments: Britain from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 13

G8 leaders have agreed to curb the payment of ransoms for hostages kidnapped by "terrorists", British Prime Minister David Cameron's office
said Tuesday. 

Afghan President's Forces Taking Security Lead from Associated Press 18 Jun 13

Afghan President Hamid Karzai announced at a ceremony on Tuesday that his country's armed forces are taking over the lead for security
nationwide from the U.S.-led NATO coalition. 



Afghan Forces Struggle As U.S. Weans Them Off Support from New York Times 18 Jun 13

When the American-led NATO coalition officially transfers security responsibility for all of Afghanistan to government forces in a ceremony on
Tuesday, it will in part be a formality. Already this year, Afghan forces have been in the lead in fighting the Taliban in more than three-quarters of
the country — and they have been killed and wounded at a record pace, accordingly. 

Putin And Obama Clash Over Assad's Fate from Wall Street Journal 18 Jun 13

Syria at Center of G-8 Summit, as Western Leaders Press Russia; 'Terror in Europe's Backyard,' Syrian President Warns

U.S. Lays Groundwork For Arming Syrian Rebels from McClatchy 18 Jun 13

The U.S. military began laying the groundwork to arm and support Syrian rebels more than a week ago, using a military exercise currently being
held in Jordan as a cover for bringing in personnel and equipment. 

U.S., Iran Soften Tone from Washington Post 18 Jun 13

Cautious optimism about Rouhani; Progress on nuclear issue still uncertain

Turkish Government Could Use Armed Forces Against Protesters, Senior Official Warns from Washington Post 18 Jun 13

Turkey's leaders are prepared to use the armed forces against protesters if they consider it necessary, the deputy prime minister said Monday,
raising the threat of military intervention for the first time during the ongoing unrest, in a country that has only recently moved away from its long
history of army coups. 

Syrian Defector Will Be Conduit For U.S. Arms Aid To Rebels from Washington Post 17 Jun 13

Quick weapons delivery can help change course of the war, Idriss says

West To Press Iran On Nukes from Wall Street Journal 17 Jun 13

Plan to Seek Resumed Talks by August After Surprise Election of Centrist President

Turkey Expands Violent Reaction To Street Unrest from New York Times 17 Jun 13

The Turkish authorities widened their crackdown on the antigovernment protest movement on Sunday, taking aim not just at the demonstrators
themselves, but also at the medics who treat their injuries, the business owners who shelter them and the foreign news media flocking here to
cover a growing political crisis threatening to paralyze the government of Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan. 

In Tunisia, A Sense Of Drift Amid Struggle Over Islam from Washington Post 17 Jun 13

Two and a half years after kindling a revolution that flamed across the Arab world, Tunisians have moved on to the next chapter, a political
struggle between Islamic fundamentalism and the tolerant, Mediterranean-style Islam that has characterized their nation's 57 years as an
independent state. 

On Europe Trip, Obama Will Face A Continent Frustrated By His Actions And Inaction from Washington Post 17 Jun 13

President Obama this week will visit a European continent deeply worried about its economy, the worsening conflict in Syria and the uncertain
direction of American leadership abroad in the fifth year of his administration. 

Iran's New President More Cautious Than Reformist from Washington Post 17 Jun 13

This capital city was calm on Sunday after a long night of spontaneous street celebrations following the surprise victory of president-elect Hassan
Rouhani, a cleric whose moderate views have inspired hope among Iranians eager for new personal freedoms and quick social change. 

Turkey Turmoil Could Lead To New Flash Points from Washington Post 17 Jun 13

The turmoil in Turkey entered a new stage on Sunday, with riot police tearing through residential Istanbul neighborhoods to clear streets of
protesters as Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan delivered a fiery speech to tens of thousands of supporters on the city's outskirts. 

Afghans Poised To Take Security Lead From US, NATO from Associated Press 16 Jun 13

One of the most significant turning points in one of America's longest and costliest wars is imminent: Afghanistan's fledgling security forces are



taking the lead for security nationwide, bringing the moment of truth on the question of whether they are ready to fight an insurgency that remains
resilient after nearly 12 years of conflict. 

Britain reaches tax agreement with overseas territories from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 15 Jun 13

Britain has reached an agreement with its overseas territories and crown dependencies to crack down on tax evasion, Prime Minister David
Cameron said Saturday. 

U.S. Is Said To Plan To Send Weapons To Syrian Rebels from New York Times 14 Jun 13

The Obama administration, concluding that the troops of President Bashar al-Assad of Syria have used chemical weapons against rebel forces in
his country's civil war, has decided to begin supplying the rebels for the first time with small arms and ammunition, according to American
officials.

UN anti-terrorism conference to promote regional cooperation from Xinhua (China) 13 Jun 13

An international counter-terrorism conference opened here on Thursday to discuss regional cooperation and the global counter-terrorism strategy. 

Rebels Plead For Weapons In Face Of Syrian Onslaught from Wall Street Journal 13 Jun 13

A top Syrian rebel commander has issued a desperate plea for weapons from Western governments to prevent the fall of his forces in Aleppo,
pushing the Obama administration to decide quickly whether to agree to arm rebels for the first time or risk the loss of another rebel stronghold
just days after the regime's biggest victory. 

Top Military Leader Disputes Diplomat On Benghazi from Associated Press 13 Jun 13

The chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff said Wednesday that four members of Army special forces in Tripoli were never told to stand down after
last year's deadly assault on the U.S. diplomatic mission in Benghazi, Libya, disputing a former top diplomat's claim that the unit might have
helped Americans under siege. 

Turkey Reaches Out to Wary Demonstrators from Wall Street Journal 13 Jun 13

Premier Holds Meetings in Bid to Stem Protests After Night of Clashes, but Antigovernment Activists Hold Line in Istanbul

No Money In Pakistan Budget For Iranian Gas Pipeline U.S. Opposed from McClatchy 13 Jun 13

Pakistan's newly elected government Wednesday unveiled its first budget, which gave the go-ahead for buying two new nuclear power plants from
China but made no allocation for a long-proposed natural gas pipeline from Iran that had sparked complaints from the United States. 

Israel Advancing Large Settlement Construction Plan from Los Angeles Times 13 Jun 13

As U.S. Secretary of State John F. Kerry is poised to return to the region, Israel is advancing a plan for a large-scale expansion of a West Bank
settlement, according to Israeli media reports. 

Iran Nuke Policy 'Unchangeable' No Matter Who Wins from Associated Press 13 Jun 13

Just hours after Iran's presidential candidates bickered over nuclear policies during a televised debate, the country's foreign minister stepped in
with a comment of his own: Nothing will change regardless of the winner. 

Incentive For Korea Talks Remains Despite Failure from Associated Press 13 Jun 13

South Korea dismantled the meeting table, pulled down the placards and rolled up the red carpet. Its intended guest, North Korea, has stopped
answering the phone. 

To Create Jobs, Europe Pushes For Trade Deal With US from New York Times 13 Jun 13

The leaders of the European Union, mired in recession and battered by increasing opposition sentiment among their voters, are desperate for
political success to promote economic growth. They are pushing for a rapid negotiation of a trade agreement with the United States aimed at
expanding commerce and creating jobs. 

FEATURE: Egypt Frets, Fumes Over Ethiopia's Nile Plan from Washington Post 13 Jun 13



...trace the Nile about 1,400 miles upstream and there's a rising colossus that threatens to upset a millennia-old balance. There, in the Ethiopian
highlands, one of the world's largest dams is taking shape. 

NATO's achievements in Afghanistan are a serious blow to alliance's reputation from Itar-Tass (Russia) 13 Jun 13

NATO's achievements in Afghanistan deliver a serious blow to the military bloc's reputation, Nikolai Bordyuzha, the general secretary of the
Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), told Itar-Tass by telephone from Milan on Thursday. 

Trampling on privacy damages anti-terror fight: Pillay from Agence France-Presse 13 Jun 13

Surveillance programmes that trample on people's right to privacy in the name of security actually risk damaging the fight against terrorism, UN
rights chief Navi Pillay warned Thursday. 

Israel Defense Minister To Visit Pentagon from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 13

Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Yaalon leaves on Wednesday for talks with US Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel, his first visit to Washington since
taking office in March, the ministry said. 

Kerry, Hagel Said To Attend White House Talks On Syria Rebel Aid from Bloomberg.com 12 Jun 13

Top U.S. national security officials, including Secretary of State John Kerry, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel and Army General Martin Dempsey,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, met at the White House today on U.S. policy toward Syria, according to a U.S. official. 

Kerry To Meet Hague For Syria Talks from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry will meet with his British counterpart William Hague on Wednesday to discuss Syria as Washington struggles to
organize a peace conference to end the conflict. 

Iran Emerging As Victor In Syrian Conflict from Washington Post 12 Jun 13

As fighters with Lebanon's Hezbollah movement wage the battles that are helping Syria's regime survive, their chief sponsor, Iran, is emerging as
the biggest victor in the wider regional struggle for influence that the Syrian conflict has become. 

U.S. Hits Hezbollah With New Sanctions from New York Times 12 Jun 13

Retribution against Hezbollah for helping the Syrian government fight rebels intensified on Tuesday, as the United States Treasury blacklisted four
fund-raising operatives and warned of further steps to choke financing for the group. 

Special Report: Iran, the United States and *the cup of poison* from Reuters 12 Jun 13

Five months ago Iran's foreign minister sent an unusual letter to the country's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. It was time, Ali Akbar
Salehi wrote according to two sources who read the letter, to reach out to Tehran's arch foe by entering into "broad discussions with the United
States." 

1 Reformist Bows Out Of Iran Presidential Race In Hopes Of Helping Another from McClatchy 12 Jun 13

The most outspoken reformist in the Iranian presidential race withdrew Tuesday in a move intended to boost the prospects of another reformist,
Hasan Rowhani, an experienced government hand who once managed Iran's nuclear negotiations and is the sole cleric in Friday's voting. 

Turkish Police And Protesters Clash In Square from New York Times 12 Jun 13

Taksim Square erupted in chaos on Tuesday night as the riot police hit protesters with tear gas and water cannons, sending thousands of people
fleeing down side streets, and Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan of Turkey struggled to contain a political crisis that has threatened the
nation's economy and paralyzed the government. 

North Korea's Dialogue With The South Collapses from New York Times 12 Jun 13

Just days after North and South Korea agreed to hold their first high-level government meeting in six years, the plans appear to have collapsed
over a disagreement about whether the intended delegations were of similar rank. 

Pakistani Army Makes Key Gains Against Taliban Militants from McClatchy 12 Jun 13



Pakistan's military operations against Taliban insurgents in the country's northwest tribal areas have reached a turning point with the imminent
retaking of a militant stronghold near the legendary Khyber Pass. 

Libya Army Chief Vows End To Militias This Year from Associated Press 12 Jun 13

Libya's interim army chief of staff insisted Tuesday that militias will have to lay down their arms or join the military by year's end after 31 people
were killed in protests against the militia forces. 

FEATURE: Mali Manual Suggests Al-Qaida Has Feared Weapon from Associated Press 12 Jun 13

The 26-page document in Arabic, recovered by The Associated Press in a building that had been occupied by al-Qaida in the Islamic Maghreb in
Timbuktu, strongly suggests the group now possesses the SA-7 surface-to-air missile, known to the Pentagon as the Grail, according to terrorism
specialists.

U.S. Disrupts Al-Qaeda's Online Magazine from Washington Post 12 Jun 13

U.S. intelligence operatives covertly sabotaged a prominent al-Qaeda online magazine last month in an apparent attempt to sow confusion among
the group's followers, according to officials. 

US Officials Start Talks On Arming Syria's Rebels from Associated Press 11 Jun 13

The Obama administration began discussing Monday whether the Assad regime's rapid military advance across the heart of Syria necessitates a
drastic U.S. response, with officials saying a decision on arming beleaguered rebels could happen later this week. 

Still More Questions Than Answers on Nerve Gas in Syria from New York Times 11 Jun 13

A Syrian doctor said that one day in March, in the city of Aleppo, he was on duty in a hospital when it suddenly filled up with patients, some
vomiting, choking or sensitive to light. A few responded to a treatment for nerve gas, he said, but at least two dozen others died. 

Al-Qaida Leader Scraps Syria, Iraq Branch Merger from Associated Press 11 Jun 13

Al-Qaida's leader has tried to end squabbling between the terror network's Syrian and Iraqi branches, ordering the two groups to remain separate
after an attempted merger prompted a leadership dispute between them. 

Syria's Rebel Leadership Makes New Pleas To Washington from Washington Post 11 Jun 13

Following its loss of the key border town of Qusair last week, Syria's rebel leadership has made impassioned new pleas to the Obama
administration for U.S. weapons shipments and described its situation as dire, according to senior administration officials. 

Palestinian Talks Terms "Insurmountable": Netanyahu from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 13

Palestinian preconditions for peace talks make a return to negotiations impossible for Israel, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said on
Monday. 

Edward Snowden Faces Strong Extradition Treaty If He Remains In Hong Kong from Washington Post 11 Jun 13

Out of all the places Edward Snowden could have chosen to hide, he selected this city, with its towering buildings, glittering nightscape and
reputation for protecting free speech. 

Pakistan's Nawaz Sharif Declares End To Secret Approval Of U.S. Drone Strikes from McClatchy 11 Jun 13

In office for less than a week, Pakistan's new prime minister, Nawaz Sharif, vented his anger Monday at two recent U.S. drone strikes, all but
accusing his country's overbearing military of lying to Pakistanis about its cooperation with the CIA to eliminate terrorism suspects in northwest
tribal regions bordering Afghanistan. 

In Quiet Kabul Neighborhood, Taliban Attack Began With Mugging At Mosque from McClatchy 11 Jun 13

A suicide attack that paralyzed a key NATO headquarters at Kabul's international airport early Monday began, as it turns out, with a mugging
outside a mosque. 

Turkish Leader Agrees To Meet Protest Organizers from New York Times 11 Jun 13



In an apparent change of tactics, Turkey's prime minister agreed on Monday to meet with leaders of the protest movement whose opposition to the
planned razing of a park in Istanbul's Taksim Square was a catalyst for violent nationwide antigovernment demonstrations that began more than a
week ago and escalated into a political crisis. 

Egypt 'war' talk raises Ethiopia Nile dam stakes from Reuters 11 Jun 13

Egypt does not want war with Ethiopia but will keep "all options open", President Mohamed Mursi said on Monday, turning up the heat in a
dispute over a giant dam Addis Ababa is building across the Nile. 

Iran: Bushehr Nuclear Plant Has Generator Problem from Associated Press 11 Jun 13

Iran's Russian-built nuclear power plant has had an electric generator malfunction, an Iranian official said Monday. 

China, LatAm Leads Gains In Tourists To US from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 13

Tourists from China and Latin America swarmed to the United States last year, while fewer Europeans came, according to a government report
released Monday. 

UN Goal To Halt Spread Of AIDS Will Be Met By 2015 from Associated Press 11 Jun 13

Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon says the overall U.N. goal of halting and reversing the spread of AIDS will be met by the target date of 2015. 

North Korea’s Defiance Looms Over Talks from New York Times 10 Jun 13

When North and South Korean officials meet in Seoul on Wednesday and Thursday for their first high-level dialogue in six years, the South will
face a government with a nuclear policy that has become more recalcitrant than ever under its young new leader, Kim Jong-un. 

Hong Kong Seen as Likely to Extradite Leaker if U.S. Asks from New York Times 10 Jun 13

In choosing Hong Kong as an initial place to take refuge from the United States government, the National Security Agency contractor who has
acknowledged leaking documents has selected a jurisdiction where it may be possible to delay extradition but not avoid it, legal and law
enforcement experts here said. 

AP Sources: US Close To OK On Arming Syrian Rebels from Associated Press 10 Jun 13

Moved by the Assad regime's rapid advance, the Obama administration could decide this week to approve lethal aid for the beleaguered Syrian
rebels and will weigh the merits of a less likely move to send in U.S. airpower to enforce a no-fly zone over the civil war-wracked nation, officials
said Sunday. 

Multinational Military Exercises Launch In Jordan from Associated Press 10 Jun 13

Patriot missiles were deployed for the first time at an annual multinational military exercise in key U.S. ally Jordan on Sunday, Jordanian and U.S.
army officers said. 

Anti-Hezbollah Protester Shot Dead Outside Iranian Embassy In Beirut from Washington Post 10 Jun 13

A protester was fatally shot in clashes outside the Iranian Embassy in Beirut on Sunday as Lebanon struggles to contain the backlash from the
Shiite Hezbollah movement's military support for President Bashar al-Assad in Syria. 

Israeli Figures Show Spike In Settlement Starts ( from Associated Press 10 Jun 13

Official Israeli figures show housing starts in West Bank settlements rose significantly in the first three months of 2013 compared to the same
period last year - numbers that are likely to cast a shadow on the upcoming visit of U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry. 

North And South Korea Meet, Set Stage For Higher-Level Talks This Week from Washington Post 10 Jun 13

North and South Korea held a 17-hour meeting lasting from Sunday into Monday, and they agreed to reconvene this week for what would be their
highest-level talks in six years. 

FEATURE: In Iran Race, All 8 Candidates Toe Hard Line On Nuclear Might from New York Times 10 Jun 13

...when it comes to Iran's nuclear program they are all saying the same thing: there will be no backing down, no bargaining away the nation's



perceived right to enrich uranium for power generation. 

Libya Army Chief Resigns After Clash In Benghazi from Associated Press 10 Jun 13

One of Libya's highest military officers resigned Sunday after clashes between protesters and a government-aligned militia he was in charge of
left 31 people dead in the eastern city of Benghazi, the deadliest such violence in a country where armed factions hold sway. 

Israel PM says sharp rise in cyber attacks from Iran from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 13

Israel has been the target of a growing number of cyber attacks from Iran and its militant allies Hezbollah and Hamas, Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu said on Sunday. 

Obama's Foreign Policy Reset from Los Angeles Times 9 Jun 13

The appointment of Susan Rice as national security advisor sends an important signal about the kind of foreign policy President Obama wants to
pursue for the remainder of his second term: activist, assertive, occasionally even pugnacious. 

Obama, Xi wrap up summit, vow joint climate effort from Agence France-Presse 8 Jun 13

President Barack Obama and China's President Xi Jinping met for a second day Saturday, grasping for a personal understanding that could ease
often prickly US-China relations. 

Swiss lawyers blast secretive US bank deal from Agence France-Presse 8 Jun 13

A secretive deal between Bern and Washington over Swiss banks' alleged complicity in tax evasion by Americans is "deeply worrying," according
to the new head of the Swiss Bar Association. 

As Syrian Fighting Nears Border, Israel Considers Its Options from New York Times 7 Jun 13

Syrian rebel groups briefly took control Thursday of the only crossing between Israel and Syria, bringing the intense violence of that nation’s civil
war closer than ever to the Golan Heights, where farmers were told to stay out of their fields, tourists were turned away from cherry-picking and
roads were closed. 

Jordan Threatens To Expel Syrian Envoy Over Missile Comments from Reuters 7 Jun 13

U.S. ally Jordan threatened on Thursday to expel Syria's ambassador after he warned the kingdom that Syrian missiles could be used against
Patriot batteries due to be deployed soon along their border. 

Skepticism Over U.S. Involvement In Foreign Conflicts from New York Times 7 Jun 13

Americans are increasingly skeptical about whether the United States should thrust itself into conflicts overseas, according to the latest New York
Times/CBS News Poll, but that reluctance does not extend to preventing Iran from obtaining a nuclear weapon. 

Mr. Obama, Meet Mr. Xi; U.S.-China Summit Is Personal from McClatchy 7 Jun 13

President Barack Obama and China's new president, Xi Jinping, will meet Friday at a sprawling California retreat for two days of talks aimed as
much at fostering a rapport between leaders of the two global superpowers as at reaching agreement on a variety of crucial issues. 

Pentagon: Israel Approved Document That Revealed Details Of Missile Base from McClatchy 6 Jun 13

U.S. officials deny that they inadvertently revealed secret details about a proposed Israeli missile base when they put the $25 million project up
for bid. 

Netanyahu Cool To Arab Initiative from Associated Press 6 Jun 13

Israel's prime minister on Wednesday gave a cool reception to a renewed peace offer from the Arab world, in a fresh sign of trouble for U.S.
efforts to restart Mideast peace talks. 

Jordan foils arms smuggling bid from Syria: army from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 13

Jordanian border guards on Thursday foiled an attempt to smuggle a large haul of weapons from Syria into the kingdom, the army said. 



Ivanov says firstly drugs, not Al-Qaeda, are international terrorism from Interfax (Russia) 5 Jun 13

Russian State Drug Control Service Chief Viktor Ivanov said that drug production centers in Afghanistan and South America were the main
reasons for the world-wide expansion of terrorist and extremist organizations. 

Ghana airport security boss arrested in drug bust from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 13

The head of security at Ghana's main international airport has been arrested in the US on charges of heroin trafficking, in the latest sign of a
growing narcotics trade in west Africa, statements obtained by AFP on Wednesday said.

Putin to open IDEC conferemce in Moscow Wed from Itar-Tass (Russia) 5 Jun 13

President Vladimir Putin will open the 30th International conference (IDEC) here on Wednesday to discuss measures to combat trafficking in
narcotics. 

France, Britain Confirm Use Of Sarin Gas In Syria from Associated Press 5 Jun 13

France said Tuesday it has confirmed that the nerve gas sarin was used "multiple times and in a localized way" in Syria, including at least once by
the regime. It was the most specific claim by any Western power about chemical weapons attacks in the 27-month-old conflict. 

FEATURE: On Anniversary Of Arab-Israeli War, A Palestinian Plea from New York Times 5 Jun 13

Negotiations have been stalled for years. The Palestinians have demanded a complete halt in settlement construction and Israel's recognition of the
prewar 1967 lines as the basis for the borders of a Palestinian state before returning to talks - positions that have long been rejected by Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel. 

U.S. Blacklists Global Network Of Iran-linked Companies from Washington Post 5 Jun 13

The U.S. Treasury Department announced that MCS International, along with companies in Croatia, Dubai and elsewhere, had been part of a
global network of 37 businesses designed to funnel profits and materials to the Iranian government and to evade sanctions targeting the country's
nuclear program. 

U.S. Blacklists 37 Companies In Iran Dispute from New York Times 5 Jun 13

The United States on Tuesday blacklisted what it described as a global network of front companies controlled by Iran's top leaders, accusing them
of hiding assets and generating billions of dollars worth of revenue to help Tehran evade Western sanctions over its disputed nuclear program. 

Iran's Khamenei Accuses Critics Of Trying To Undermine Presidential Election from Washington Post 5 Jun 13

Supreme Iranian leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei delivered a sweeping speech here Tuesday morning in which he railed against what he described
as foreign attempts to undermine the country's June 14 presidential election. 

At Informal Obama-Xi Summit, White House Hopes For A Connection from Los Angeles Times 5 Jun 13

Two years ago, President Obama hosted China's president, Hu Jintao, in a fastidiously choreographed White House summit involving an honor
guard, a state dinner and a 21-gun salute. In meetings, officials spent more time reading from scripts than discussing touchy topics of mutual
concern. 

Turkish Official Apologizes for Force Used at Start of Riots from New York Times 5 Jun 13

Turkey’s deputy prime minister apologized on Tuesday for the “excessive violence” used by the police last week against demonstrators opposing
the razing of an Istanbul park, the start of what later became nationwide protests against the pro-Islamic government. 

NATO to Send Team to Libya to Assess Security Aid from New York Times 4 Jun 13

NATO is sending a team of experts to Libya to assess how the alliance can provide security assistance, notably military training, to help the
turbulent North African nation combat Islamist militants claiming allegiance to Al Qaeda and other threats. 

More Than 65 Countries Sign Arms Trade Treaty from Associated Press 4 Jun 13

More than 65 countries signed the landmark treaty regulating the multibillion-dollar global arms trade Monday and the United States announced it
will sign soon, giving a strong kickoff to the first major international campaign to stem the illicit trade in weapons that fuel conflicts and



extremists. 

Kerry Says U.S. Came Late to Syrian Peace Effort from New York Times 4 Jun 13

The United States came “late” to efforts to find a political settlement to the war in Syria, Secretary of State John Kerry said Monday, as the crisis
there deepened with the political uncertainty in neighboring Turkey. 

U.S. Adds To Its List Of Sanctions Against Iran from New York Times 4 Jun 13

By The Obama administration escalated sanctions pressure against Iran on Monday for the third time in a week, taking actions that could further
weaken the country's already-devalued currency and seriously disrupt its automotive industry, a significant domestic employer and revenue
generator for the Iranian government. 

US offers $23 mn for AQIM, Boko Haram bosses from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 13

In an unprecedented move, the United States on Monday posted up to $23 million in rewards to help track down five leaders of militant groups
accused of spreading terror in west Africa. 

U.S., NATO Allies To Consider Libya Military Training Mission from Washington Post 4 Jun 13

U.S. officials will discuss this week with NATO allies the possibility of establishing a military training mission for Libya's fledgling security
forces, defense officials said Monday, as Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel arrived in Brussels for a meeting of defense chiefs. 

Egypt: Politicians advise attacking Ethiopia from Associated Press 4 Jun 13

Politicians meeting with Egypt's president have proposed hostile acts against Ethiopia, including backing rebels and carrying out sabotage, to stop
it from building a massive dam over the Nile River. 

Egypt Convicts Workers at Foreign Nonprofit Groups, Including 16 Americans from New York Times 4 Jun 13

An Egyptian criminal court on Tuesday found more than three dozen employees of foreign nonprofit groups, including 16 Americans, guilty of
receiving illegal funds from abroad and operating unlicensed organizations in what the United States has criticized as a politically motivated trial
that mars Egypt’s transition to post-revolutionary democracy. 

Al Qaeda Affiliate's Grave New Warning: Inflicting Mass Casualties On U.S. A Top Priority from Washington Times 4 Jun 13

The military commander of al Qaeda's affiliate in Yemen is threatening new attacks against America, saying its people will never be safe until the
U.S. government stops "attacking and oppressing" Muslim countries. 

FEATURE: In Mohammed Morsi's Egypt, Insulting President Still Leads To Charges from McClatchy 3 Jun 13

Critics charge that the Morsi administration's use of laws that were in force when Mubarak was president to prosecute opponents now is an assault
on the goals of the 2011 uprising that toppled Mubarak and led eventually to Morsi's presidency.

Jordan Blocks Local Access to News Sites from New York Times 3 Jun 13

The Jordanian government has blocked local access to about 300 news Web sites under a new law that the sites’ editors and international
journalism experts have derided as dangerous censorship aimed at quelling criticism of King Abdullah II. 

Elite in China Molded in Part by Tiananmen from New York Times 3 Jun 13

For four days, more than 400 of China’s brightest political minds gathered in smoke-clouded halls at a Beijing hotel, vigorously debating the
nation’s future. 

As Turks Challenge Their Leader’s Power, He Tries to Expand It from New York Times 3 Jun 13

After days of demonstrations that have presented Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan with his worst political crisis in more than a decade of
power, the Turkish leader responded on Monday with a supremely confident flourish: he simply turned his back and left, boarding a plane to start
a four-day good-will tour of Northern Africa. 

Assad backers reportedly make up 43 percent of dead in Syria from McClatchy 3 Jun 13



A new count of the dead in Syria by the group that’s considered the most authoritative tracker of violence there has concluded that more than 40
percent were government soldiers and pro-government militia members. 

Hezbollah And Rebels Of Syria In Border Fight from New York Times 3 Jun 13

Syrian rebels battled fighters from the Lebanese militant group Hezbollah early on Sunday in a border region between the two countries, a
Lebanese security official said, leaving as many as 12 fighters dead in the latest sign that Lebanon is being pulled into Syria's lengthy civil war. 

Turkish Leader Says Protests Will Not Stop Plans for Park from New York Times 3 Jun 13

Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan of Turkey dismissed the tens of thousands of protesters who battled for two days with police officers in the
streets of Istanbul as “looters” and “bums” on Sunday. He vowed to push ahead with plans to demolish a public park — a trigger for the spasm of
public anger that left Istanbul’s main commercial district strewn with graffiti and broken glass. 

Officials: Kerry Returning To Mideast Next Week With Package Emerging To Restart Peace Talks from Associated Press 3 Jun 13

Secretary of State John Kerry is returning to the Middle East next week in another bid to revitalize peace hopes, officials said Monday, with the
contours of a package possibly emerging to lure Israel and the Palestinians back into direct negotiations. 

U.S. publishes details of missile base Israel wanted kept secret from McClatchy 3 Jun 13

Israel’s military fumed Monday over the discovery that the U.S. government had revealed details of a top-secret Israeli military installation in
published bid requests

Spain police smash Nigerian 'voodoo' prostitution ring from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 13

Spanish police said Sunday they had broken up a ring that smuggled in women from Nigeria and forced them into street prostitution by burning
them with irons and using voodoo rituals. 

Vatican bank chief pledges "zero tolerance" on money laundering from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 31 May 13

The Vatican bank wants to put its shady reputation behind it by implementing a "zero tolerance" policy on financial crimes, its president said
Friday. 

Assad Warns Israel, Claiming A Stockpile Of Russian Weapons from New York Times 31 May 13

Help For Homeless Vets from Washington Post 31 May 13

Despite a continued decline in the numbers of homeless veterans and new funding to house those still on the streets, Housing and Urban
Development Secretary Shaun Donovan said Wednesday the numbers are not yet decreasing fast enough to meet the Obama administration's goal
of eliminating the problem by the end of 2015. 

Syrian Leader Mocks Foes And Threatens Israel from Wall Street Journal 31 May 13

Syria—President Bashar al-Assad mocked the Western-backed opposition groups battling his regime and vowed to attack Israel if it strikes Syria
again, in comments that fueled doubts about a positive outcome from planned peace talks. 

Iran Increases Its Support For Terrorism, U.S. Says from Bloomberg News 31 May 13

Iran increased its support of international terrorist-related activities last year, as the capabilities of al-Qaeda's central leadership in Pakistan
declined, the U.S. State Department said. 

Pakistani Taliban Withdraw Peace Talks Offer from Associated Press 30 May 13

The Pakistani Taliban withdrew their offer of peace talks Thursday, following the death of the group's deputy leader in an American drone attack,
a spokesman for the group said, a blow to the incoming government of Nawaz Sharif that was elected partly on promises to restore security after
years of deadly attacks.

Malaysia police track 'money trail' in US fraud probe from Agence France-Presse 30 May 13



Malaysian police have been cooperating with authorities overseas against a global online currency operator being probed in the US on allegations
of massive money-laundering, a report said Thursday. 

Chances Of U.N. Peace Talks On Syria Appear Dim As Both Sides Dig In from New York Times 30 May 13

Antagonists in the Syrian conflict appeared to harden their negotiating positions on Wednesday, further dimming the possibility that the United
Nations would be able to convene talks in coming weeks aimed at halting the civil war despite intensified diplomatic pressure from both the
United States and Russia. 

British Defense Chief Confirms Detentions Of Afghans At Base from New York Times 30 May 13

In making their case, the lawyers called the detention center at Camp Bastion a “secret facility,” and raised comparisons with the American prison
camp at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, where terrorism suspects have been held for years without charge. 

Globalization Creates a New Worry: Enemy Convergence from New York Times 30 May 13

Adm. James G. Stavridis, who stepped down this month as NATO’s supreme commander, has been at war in two wars — overseeing the alliance’s
role in the enduring mission in Afghanistan as well as the shorter combat air campaign over Libya. 

War on drugs 'driving hepatitis C pandemic' from BBC 29 May 13

The global war on drugs is fuelling a hepatitis C pandemic causing millions of needless infections, the Global Commission on Drug Policy has
warned. 

US says Lord's Resistance Army can be stopped from Associated Press 29 May 13

The U.N. Security Council and the United States say the Lord's Resistance Army's decades-long reign of terror can be stopped if the international
community acts. 

US fines Total $398 mn over bribes in Iran from Agence France-Presse 29 May 13

French oil giant Total has been fined $398.2 million to resolve charges it bribed officials in Iran to secure oil and gas concessions, US authorities
announced Wednesday. 

Russia, EU Raise Ante Before Syria Peace Talks from Wall Street Journal 29 May 13

Russia vowed Tuesday to deliver weapons to the Syrian government after Europe cleared the way to arm rebels, as both sides jockeyed to gain
leverage ahead of a peace conference in July. 

Syrian Rebels Threaten Hezbollah As Sectarian Conflict Intensifies from Washington Post 29 May 13

The rebel Free Syrian Army threatened Tuesday to "chase Hezbollah to hell" if its fighters are not withdrawn from Syria, as a fresh salvo of
rockets rained down on the Lebanese Shiite movement's heartland of support, further drawing Lebanon into Syria's bloody civil war. 

Darrell Issa Subpoenas Benghazi Documents from Associated Press 29 May 13

The chairman of the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee issued subpoenas on Tuesday for State Department documents related
to the widely debunked talking points about the cause of the deadly attack on the U.S. diplomatic mission in Benghazi, Libya, last year. 

Anti-West Hard-Liner Gains In Iranian Race from New York Times 29 May 13

At his first presidential campaign rally, Saeed Jalili on Friday welcomed the cheers of thousands of young men as he hauled himself onto the
stage. His movements were hampered by a prosthetic leg, a badge of honor from his days as a young Revolutionary Guards member in Iran's great
trench war with Iraq. 

Chinese President To Seek New Relationship With U.S. In Talks from New York Times 29 May 13

China's new president, Xi Jinping, took a hands-on approach on Monday while meeting with President Obama's national security adviser to
prepare the agenda for the California summit meeting between the two leaders next week. 

N. Korea Says S. Korean Workers Can Come To Industrial Complex For Talks from Washington Post 29 May 13



South Korean business owners and managers will be permitted to reenter a jointly-run border industrial complex for talks, North Korea said
Tuesday, in an initial sign that Pyongyang wants to restore badly damaged ties with its neighbor. 

Iraq Death Toll Passes 500 In May: AFP from Agence France-Presse 29 May 13

Violence in Iraq has killed more than 500 people in May, AFP figures showed on Tuesday, as authorities struggled to contain a wave of unrest that
has raised fears of new sectarian conflict. 

In The Loop: Gifts And More Gifts... from Washington Post 29 May 13

Sometimes, it seems being president is a pretty thankless job - there's the constant scrutiny, the stress that turns everyone's hair gray, and the pay?
Well, it's a fraction of what top private-sector jobs offer. But then there are the perks...

Swiss strike deal with US over tax evasion: minister from Agence France-Presse 29 May 13

Switzerland has accepted a United States demand to settle a dispute over the alleged complicity of Swiss banks in tax evasion by Americans,
Finance Minister Eveline Widmer-Schlumpf announced Wednesday. 

Colombia's ELN rebels confirm soldier's capture from Agence France-Presse 28 May 13

Colombia's leftist National Liberation Army (ELN) confirmed Tuesday that it was holding a soldier captured in an attack last week that killed 11
other government troops. 

In Terror Shift, Obama Took A Long Path from New York Times 28 May 13

The pivot in counterterrorism policy that President Obama announced last week was nearly two years in the making, but perhaps the most critical
moment came last spring during a White House meeting as he talked about the future of the nation’s long-running terrorism war.

France blacklists 17 countries for handling foreign aid from Agence France-Presse 27 May 13

France has drawn up a blacklist of 17 countries including Switzerland that do not help investigate foreign aid fraud, banning the use of their banks
to help distribute development funds, officials said Monday. 

Russia Wary Of Deeper Nuclear Arms Cuts from Associated Press 24 May 13

Russia's top military officer on Thursday voiced skepticism about deeper nuclear arms cuts, saying they should require parallel reductions in non-
nuclear precision weapons. 

In Mideast, Kerry Plays Down Pessimism On Peace from New York Times 24 May 13

As he embarked on another round of meetings with Israeli and Palestinian leaders on Thursday in an effort to revitalize the peace process,
Secretary of State John Kerry acknowledged the doubts being expressed on both sides over his chances of success. 

Syria's Exile Opposition Opens Conference In Turkey Amid Anger, Confusion from McClatchy 24 May 13

Syria's political opposition met Thursday in Istanbul to elect new leadership, choose a government-in-exile and deliberate on a negotiating stance
for peace talks, but it hit a controversy when the immediate past president of the Syrian Opposition Coalition, a Muslim cleric who no longer
holds any post in the group, presided over the opening session and released a surprise peace initiative without consulting the group. 

In Iran, Rafsanjani Reacts To Ejection From Presidential Race With Relief, Warnings from Washington Post 24 May 13

Two days after being disqualified from running in Iran's upcoming presidential election, former president Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani broke his
silence Thursday, saying that difficult days loom for the country. 

North Korea Envoy Agrees To Dialogue, China Says, In Possible Sign For Nuclear Talks from New York Times 24 May 13

A North Korean envoy visiting China said his country would "accept the proposal" by Chinese officials to open up dialogue, the state-run China
News Service reported Thursday, a possible signal that the North would agree to talks on its nuclear program. 

Chinese Media: North Korea Envoy Offers Talks from Associated Press 24 May 13

A North Korean envoy, on the second day of his fence-mending visit to ally China, heeded Beijing's wishes by offering to renew nuclear



disarmament talks, Chinese state media said. 

U.K. Police Hold Two New Suspects in Killing from Wall Street Journal 24 May 13

Arrests Made After Others Detained a Day Earlier Emerge in Prior Probes of Islamist Extremists; Cameron Calls for Unity

IAEA Report: Iran Expands Nuclear Technology from Associated Press 23 May 13

The U.N. atomic agency on Wednesday detailed rapid Iranian progress in two programs that the West fears are geared toward making nuclear
weapons, saying Tehran has upgraded its uranium enrichment facilities and advanced in building a plutonium-producing reactor. 

London Cleaver Attack Could Be Act Of Terror, Prime Minister Cameron Says from Washington Post 23 May 13

Two assailants hacked to death a man reported to be a British soldier on a busy East London street Wednesday afternoon before delivering an
apparent Islamic rant to bystanders, leading Prime Minister David Cameron to cut short a diplomatic trip in Paris to deal with what he described
as a likely terrorist attack. 

House Passes Keystone Bill As White House Vows Veto from Bloomberg News 23 May 13

The U.S. House of Representatives passed legislation to approve the Keystone XL oil pipeline, the eighth time congressional Republicans have
advanced a measure promoting the project. 

House Committee Passes Iran Sanctions Legislation from Associated Press 23 May 13

A new push to thwart Iran's nuclear ambitions by crippling the country's economy gathered momentum on Capitol Hill Wednesday with approval
of legislation by the House Foreign Affairs Committee that would impose even tougher economic sanctions against Tehran. 

US adds 20 individuals, firms to Iran blacklist from Agence France-Presse 23 May 13

The US Treasury on Thursday added 20 companies and individuals to its Iran sanctions blacklist, accusing them of supporting Tehran's nuclear
efforts and helping the country avoid international sanctions. 

Obama Opposes GOP Bill On Keystone XL Oil Pipeline from Associated Press 22 May 13

The White House says President Barack Obama opposes a House bill that would speed approval of the proposed Keystone XL oil pipeline from
Canada to Texas. 

Damascus Opponents Demand Guarantees Assad Will Quit from Agence France-Presse 22 May 13

Syrian opposition representatives have demanded international guarantees that President Bashar al-Assad step down in any peace deal, former
opposition chief Ahmed Moaz al-Khatib said on Tuesday, as Russia and the United States step up efforts to organise a peace conference. 

Israeli Peace Negotiator: Stalemate Bad For Israel from Associated Press 22 May 13

Israel's chief peace negotiator said Tuesday that the current stalemate with the Palestinians is harmful for Israel, days before U.S. Secretary of
State John Kerry is expected to arrive in Israel for his latest push to restart long-dormant talks. 

Syria Opposition Signals Tough Line On Peace Talks from Associated Press 22 May 13

Despite recent rebel setbacks in Syria's civil war, the main opposition bloc signaled a tough line Tuesday on attending possible peace talks with
President Bashar Assad's regime. 

Petraeus’s role in drafting Benghazi talking points raises questions from Washington Post 22 May 13

The controversy over the Obama administration’s response to the Benghazi attack last year began at a meeting over coffee on Capitol Hill three
days after the assault.

Iran Bars Prominent Candidates From Ballot from Wall Street Journal 22 May 13

Vetting Panel Stops Reformist, Ahmadinejad Aide From Vying in June Presidential Vote, Limiting Hopefuls to Tehran Loyalists

Coalition Plays Down Afghan Reports Of Major Battle In Helmand from New York Times 22 May 13



The Taliban attacked Afghan police posts in a violent and long-contested corner of southern Afghanistan, setting off two days of clashes that left
at least six police officers dead, Afghan officials said Tuesday, though the American-led coalition played down the violence as little more than
"drive-by shootings." 

Debate Aside, Number of Drone Strikes Drops Sharply from New York Times 21 May 13

President Obama embraced drone strikes in his first term, and the targeted killing of suspected terrorists has come to define his presidency. 

Impossible To Predict Outcome In China's Bird Flu Outbreak: WHO from Agence France-Presse 21 May 13

It is impossible to predict the evolution of China's human H7N9 bird flu outbreak as researchers are still trying to understand the source of human
transmission, the head of the World Health Organisation said Monday. 

Saudi Arabia Reports Latest Death From New Virus from Associated Press 21 May 13

Saudi Arabia says it has recorded another death from a new respiratory virus related to SARS, bringing the total number of deaths in the kingdom
to 16

Egyptians Don't Like Morsi's Presidency, But Opposition Flounders Anyway from McClatchy 21 May 13

As Egypt's first democratically elected president nears the completion of his first year in office, there is growing resentment among Egyptians
about his tenure.

U.S. House Approves Revised Stolen Valor Act from Associated Press 21 May 13

People who falsely claim they have received a military medal in order to obtain money or government benefits could face up to a year in jail under
legislation that easily passed the House on Monday. 

U.S. Takes Steps To Add Security At Embassies from New York Times 21 May 13

By late this summer, the State Department plans to send dozens of additional diplomatic security agents to high-threat embassies, install millions
of dollars of advanced fire-survival gear and surveillance cameras in those diplomatic posts, and improve training for employees headed to the
riskiest missions. 

U.S. Says Korea Tensions Relatively Low, Despite Missile Tests from Reuters 21 May 13

The Pentagon on Monday appeared to play down North Korea's six short-range missile launches over the past three days, describing tensions on
the Korean peninsula as relatively low. 

Justice Department's Scrutiny Of Fox News Reporter James Rosen In Leak Case Draws Fire from Washington Post 20 May 13

Journalists, First Amendment watchdogs and government transparency advocates reacted with outrage Monday to the revelation that the Justice
Department had investigated the newsgathering activities of a Fox News reporter as a potential crime in a probe of classified leaks. 

Syria's Top Rebel: U.S. Will Act When War Widens from USA Today 20 May 13

Says fighting could engulf five nations, 80 million people

North Korea Fires Fifth Missile In Three Days from Reuters 20 May 13

North Korea fired its fifth short-range missile in three days on Monday and condemned South Korea for criticising what it said were its legitimate
military drills. 

Israeli Seeks Interim Deal With Palestinians from Associated Press 20 May 13

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's senior coalition partner says that reaching a final peace agreement with the Palestinians is unrealistic at the
current time and the sides should instead pursue an interim arrangement. 

Mexico deploys thousands of troops to crime-torn state from Agence France-Presse 20 May 13

Mexico deployed thousands of extra troops to the western state of Michoacan on Monday in a bid to tamp down drug cartel violence amid the
emergence of vigilante groups, officials said. 



Fearing Afghan Instability, Russia Mulls Border Troops from Reuters 17 May 13

Russia, predicting instability once NATO-led troops withdraw from Afghanistan by the end of next year, is considering deploying border guards
on the Tajik-Afghan border, Moscow's envoy to Kabul told Reuters in an interview. 

Russia Raises Stakes In Syria from Wall Street Journal 17 May 13

Assad Ally Bolsters Warships in Region; U.S. Sees Warning

Obama Says U.S. Won't Go It Alone On Syria Issue from Los Angeles Times 17 May 13

He rejects unilateral military action even if it's proved that Assad's forces used chemical weapons.

U.S. Instructors To Train African Troops For Mali In Niger from Reuters.com 17 May 13

U.S. military instructors in Niger will train African forces participating in a U.N.-backed offensive against al Qaeda-linked Islamist militants in
neighboring Mali, senior military officers said on Thursday. 

NPA launches unit to supervise cyberattack investigations from Kyodo (Japan) 16 May 13

The National Police Agency launched a cyberattack analysis center Thursday in the wake of a series of digital attacks on private firms and
governmental organizations apparently aimed at stealing information. 

N. Korea exploiting "loopholes" in sanctions, U.N. diplomat says from Kyodo (Japan) 16 May 13

North Korea has continued to dodge sanctions put in place over its past missile launches and underground nuclear tests, a diplomat said after a
closed-door meeting on the implementation of the sanctions held Thursday at the U.N. Security Council. 

US sanctions on 4 Syrian ministers, rebel leader from Associated Press 16 May 13

The Obama administration has added four Syrian government ministers to a U.S. terror blacklist as well as the leader of an al-Qaida-linked
organization fighting President Bashar Assad's (bah-SHAR' AH'-sahd) regime. 

Israel Hints At New Strikes, Warning Syria Not To Hit Back from New York Times 16 May 13

In a clear warning to Syria to stop the transfer of advanced weapons to Islamic militants in the region, a senior Israeli official signaled on
Wednesday that Israel was considering additional military strikes to prevent that from happening and that the Syrian president, Bashar al-Assad,
would face crippling consequences if he retaliated. 

Kerry, Lavrov confident on Syria peace talks plan from Reuters 16 May 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said on Wednesday they believed they could pull off peace talks
on Syria, where their nations back opposing sides in a war that may have cost 120,000 lives. 

Despite Focus on Spectacle, Russia Hints Spy Case Won’t Disrupt U.S. Ties from New York Times 16 May 13

Senior Russian and American officials said on Wednesday that they were prepared to put a bizarre spy case behind them, even as the episode
remained a matter of intense fascination to the Russian news media and the public. 

Obama Administration To Tighten Pressure On Iran, Aide Says from Los Angeles Times 16 May 13

The Obama administration said Wednesday that it would add more sanctions on Iran in an effort to dissuade Tehran from continuing its nuclear
program, but stopped short of backing tough new penalties that lawmakers are considering. 

U.S. Envoy Talks With Chinese About North Korea from New York Times 16 May 13

The State Department's senior envoy on North Korea said Wednesday that he had discussed "all aspects of the North Korea issue" with Chinese
officials, including sanctions on the North, during a one-day visit to Beijing. 

FEATURE: Sharif's win sparks hope for Pakistan-India ties from Associated Press 16 May 13

Over a decade ago, the man now set to become Pakistan's next prime minister stood at this border crossing with archenemy India to inaugurate a



"friendship" bus service connecting the two countries as cheering supporters waved flags and tossed rose petals. 

Suspect Raised No Red Flags from Wall Street Journal 16 May 13

Tsarnaev's Seeming Lack of Ideology Exposes Possible Gap in Anti-Jihad Strategy 

Moscow police detain suspect in 3 million euro theft case from Itar-Tass (Russia) 16 May 13

Law-enforcement agents detained a member of an international criminal group suspected of stealing money from safety deposit boxes at banks,
the press service of the Interior Ministry told Itar-Tass on Thursday. 

UK court jails 4 Lulzsec hackers for cyberattacks from Associated Press 16 May 13

Four computer hackers who targeted companies including Sony Pictures and Rupert Murdoch's News International media group have been
sentenced to up to 32 months in prison. 

Early E-Mails on Benghazi Show Internal Divisions from Reuters 15 May 13

E-mails released by the White House on Wednesday revealed a fierce internal jostling over the government’s official talking points in the
aftermath of last September’s attack in Benghazi, Libya, not only between the State Department and the Central Intelligence Agency, but at the
highest levels of the C.I.A. 

Bill in U.S. Congress seeks vote on Puerto Rican statehood from Reuters 15 May 13

Puerto Rico's sole non-voting representative to Congress proposed legislation Wednesday that would offer U.S. statehood to the island if its voters
wanted it. 

Kerry Warns Assad On Rejecting Syria Talks As Progress Seen from Bloomberg News 15 May 13

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad would make a "gross miscalculation" in rejecting planned talks on ending the conflict in the war-torn nation,
U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said. 

FEATURE: An Atrocity In Syria, With No Victim Too Small from New York Times 15 May 13

After dragging 46 bodies from the streets near his hometown on the Syrian coast, Omar lost count. For four days, he said, he could not eat,
remembering the burned body of a baby just a few months old; a fetus ripped from a woman's belly; a friend lying dead, his dog still standing
guard. 

From Russia, With Wig: American Spy Suspect Is Ejected from New York Times 15 May 13

On Tuesday, the American, identified as Ryan C. Fogle, who had been officially posted in Russia as the third secretary of the political department
of the United States Embassy, was ordered to leave the country by the Russian government, which officially declared him "persona non grata."

Ambassador Stevens Twice Said No To Military Offers Of More Security, U.S. Officials Say from McClatchy 15 May 13

In the month before attackers stormed U.S. facilities in Benghazi and killed four Americans, U.S. Ambassador Christopher Stevens twice turned
down offers of security assistance made by the senior U.S. military official in the region in response to concerns that Stevens had raised in a still
secret memorandum, two government officials told McClatchy. 

Exclusive: Sanctions delay North Korea's atom bomb work, U.N. says from Reuters 15 May 13

Increasingly tough financial sanctions, an arms embargo and other international restrictions on trade with North Korea have significantly delayed
expansion of Pyongyang's illicit nuclear arms program, according to a confidential report by a U.N. panel of experts seen by Reuters on Tuesday.

Iran Seeks 'Constructive' EU Stance In Nuke Talks from Associated Press 15 May 13

Iran's Foreign Ministry spokesman says Tehran's nuclear negotiator is seeking a "constructive" response from the European Union's top diplomat
in upcoming talks aimed at possibly restarting wider dialogue with the U.S. and other world powers. 

Iranian Officials Threaten Two Candidates For The Presidency from New York Times 15 May 13

Iranian officials on Monday issued blunt threats of violence against two last-minute registrants for the June 14 presidential election whose



unwanted presence on the ballot has angered the country's governing establishment. 

Suspicious Substance Disrupts U.S. Consulate In China from New York Times 15 May 13

Staff members at the United States Consulate in the southern Chinese city of Guangzhou discovered a suspicious substance in an envelope on
Monday, prompting the closing of some operations. 

FEATURE: Special Operations Step Up In Afghanistan from New York Times 15 May 13

As other troops are withdrawn, Special Operations forces are expected to make up almost one-third of the American military presence in
Afghanistan by next February. 

Pakistan Vote Count Shows Big Sharif Win from Associated Press 15 May 13

The vote count from last weekend's nationwide elections in Pakistan on Tuesday indicates a big win for former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif's
party. 

Palestinian Rivals Promise Unity Government from Associated Press 15 May 13

A leading Palestinian official says rival groups Fatah and Hamas have agreed to form a national unity government in three months. 

Cameron Seeks To Calm Turmoil Over Europe from New York Times 15 May 13

Buoyed by a measure of support from President Obama, Prime Minister David Cameron of Britain sought on Tuesday to calm a clamor within his
Conservative Party for further and faster moves toward an exit from the European Union. 

Nigeria declares emergency in areas hit by Islamists from Reuters 15 May 13

Nigerian President Goodluck Jonathan declared a state of emergency in three northeastern states on Tuesday, ordering in more troops to try to
stem an increasingly violent Islamist insurgency. 

Critics Assail Israeli Silence On Arab Peace Plan from Associated Press 15 May 13

On the surface, the Arab League's improved peace initiative offers Israel everything it ever dreamed of - normal relations with an entire region
that has long objected to the very existence of the Jewish state, and even the chance to keep some war-won land. 

OECD Says Crisis Hit Income Inequality, Warns May Get Worse from Agence France-Presse 15 May 13

The global economic crisis worsened income inequality in the world's leading economies substantially and there is a growing risk that the most
vulnerable will be hit harder still, the OECD warned Wednesday. 

Fewer Rain Forests Mean Less Energy For Developing Nations, Study Finds from New York Times 14 May 13

The loss of tropical rain forests is likely to reduce the energy output of hydroelectric projects in countries like Brazil that are investing billions of
dollars to create power to support economic growth. That is the conclusion of a group of experts whose findings...run counter to the conventional
understanding of deforestation's impact on watersheds. 

In Mexico, restrictions on U.S. agents signal drug war shift from Washington Post 14 May 13

The recent changes ordered by new President Enrique Peña Nieto to Mexico’s anti-narcotics partnership with the United States have produced
markedly different reactions here and in Washington, underscoring what appear to be diverging perceptions of the drug war’s goals and the costs
of fighting it. 

EU seeks to unleash crackdown on tax evasion from Agence France-Presse 14 May 13

European finance ministers bid Tuesday to unlock a trillion-euro annual crackdown on tax evasion, under pressure from EU leaders looking for
new measures to boost job creation and growth at their Brussels summit next week. 

Syria Opposition: Consult Allies Before Peace Push from Associated Press 14 May 13

Syria's main opposition bloc wants to consult its allies before deciding on joining a U.S.-Russia initiative to negotiate a peaceful transition in
Syria, its leader said Monday. 



Putin And Netanyahu To Discuss Syrian Conflict from Associated Press 14 May 13

President Vladimir Putin's talks with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in Russia on Tuesday will focus on the situation in Syria, the
Kremlin said, amid growing concerns that Moscow may soon provide Damascus with an advanced anti-aircraft weapon. 

Turkey 'To Press Harder For Assad Ouster After Blasts' from Agence France-Presse 14 May 13

The deadly blasts that shook Turkey at the weekend will only spur Ankara to press harder for global action against the Syrian regime, analysts say,
as fears grow that the country is being dragged into the spiralling conflict. 

Obama Dismisses Benghazi Furor But Assails I.R.S. from New York Times 14 May 13

President Obama, facing re-energized Republican adversaries and new questions about the administration's conduct, on Monday dismissed a furor
over the handling of last year's attacks in Benghazi, Libya, as a political "sideshow" but joined a bipartisan chorus of outrage over disclosures that
the Internal Revenue Service had singled out conservative groups for special scrutiny. 

Pakistan's Sharif Sends Mixed Message To US from Associated Press 14 May 13

Pakistan's presumptive prime minister said Monday that he wants good relations with the United States but criticized American drone strikes on
militants as a violation of the country's sovereignty - perhaps hinting the government's grudging compliance may change. 

Critics Lukewarm On US Plans In Arctic from Associated Press 14 May 13

A new U.S. strategy for the Arctic region has gotten a lukewarm response from a think tank that says the plan amounts to a "lengthy wish list"
with few specifics. 

Obama says Cameron should fix relationship with EU from Reuters 14 May 13

President Barack Obama intervened in Britain's emotive debate about its membership of the European Union on Monday, saying Prime Minister
David Cameron should "fix" his country's relationship with the bloc before taking any steps to leave. 

Frustrated With Diplomacy, Some In Congress Seek Total Ban On Iran's Oil from Washington Post 14 May 13

After failing to halt Iran's nuclear advances with harsh economic sanctions, a group of U.S. lawmakers and analysts is proposing a more drastic
remedy: cutting off Iran entirely from world oil markets. 

US Ambassadors To Boycott UN Disarmament Body Over Iran Role from Agence France-Presse 14 May 13

United States ambassadors will boycott meetings of the UN Conference on Disarmament when Iran takes over the body this month, a US
spokeswoman said Monday. 

Kabul's Tax Levies Raise Flags From U.S. Watchdog from Wall Street Journal 14 May 13

Afghanistan's cash-strapped government has levied nearly $1 billion in taxes and fees on U.S.-funded reconstruction projects and military
contracts over the past five years, often in violation of bilateral agreements with Washington, according to a new audit by a U.S. government
watchdog. 

Obama Slams IRS Targeting, Defends Libya Effort from Associated Press 14 May 13

President Barack Obama tried to swat down a pair of brewing controversies Monday, denouncing as "outrageous" the targeting of conservative
political groups by the federal IRS but angrily denying any administration cover-up after last year's deadly attacks in Benghazi, Libya. 

Turkey Says It Won't Be Drawn Into Syria Conflict from Associated Press 13 May 13

Turkey's prime minister vowed Sunday his country won't be drawn into Syria's civil war, despite twin car bombings the government believes were
carried out by a group of Turks with close ties to pro-government groups in Syria. 

Chairman of Benghazi Board Defends Its Decision Not to Question Clinton from New York Times 13 May 13

The State Department board that reviewed last year’s attack on a diplomatic outpost in Libya never questioned Hillary Rodham Clinton, the
secretary of state at the time, because it had already decided responsibility lay below her level, the board’s chairman said Sunday. 



2 Presidential Candidates in Iran Draw Resentment from New York Times 13 May 13

A day after two game-changing politicians signed up at the last minute as candidates for Iran’s presidential elections in June, the country’s
governing establishment reacted angrily, predicting that they would not be allowed to participate or that they would definitely lose. 

Cameron To Push EU Trade With Obama As Tories Dream Of Bloc Exit from Bloomberg News 13 May 13

U.K. Prime Minister David Cameron starts a visit to the U.S. overshadowed by his Tory lawmakers planning a rebellion over Britain's
membership in the European Union and a call from a Cabinet minister to exit the bloc. 

Egypt's Mubarak Talks For 1st Time Since Detention from Associated Press 13 May 13

In his first comments to the media since he was detained more than two years ago, Egypt's ousted leader Hosni Mubarak said he is dismayed at the
country's state of affairs and particularly the plight of the poor. 

Libyan Officials Back At Work After Militia Siege from Associated Press 13 May 13

Officials at two Libyan government ministries returned to work Sunday after nearly two weeks of protests by militia fighters, who blocked the
entrances to the buildings. 

Green Card Lottery, A Ticket To Hope For Many, Could Be Eliminated from Washington Post 13 May 13

By In the contentious debate over immigration policy, three groups have dominated public and political attention: the roughly 11 million
undocumented immigrants seeking to become legal, the skilled foreign workers bound for high-tech jobs and relatives waiting to be reunited with
their families. 

Top U.S. admiral puts cyber security on the Navy's radar from Reuters 13 May 13

Cyber security and warfare are on par with a credible nuclear deterrent in the defense priorities of the United States, the U.S. Navy's top admiral
said on Monday, after the Pentagon accused China of trying to hack into its computer networks. 

Suspect In Boston Bombing Talked Jihad In Russia from New York Times 10 May 13

It's not every day that a well-dressed American shows up in this town, where shaggy cows meander over deeply rutted roads, so people remember
Tamerlan Tsarnaev. Among the things that made the young visitor stand out, two acquaintances recalled on Thursday, was his avid interest in
waging jihad. 

Tunisian man denies NY terror cell plot claims from Associated Press 10 May 13

A Tunisian man accused of radicalizing a Canadian resident charged in a plot to derail a train has been charged with trying to stay in the United
States illegally to build a terrorism cell for international acts of terror such as poisoning a water system with bacteria, authorities said Thursday. 

Hezbollah Threatens Israel Over Syria Strikes from New York Times 10 May 13

The leader of Hezbollah, the powerful Lebanese militant group, escalated tensions with Israel on Thursday over the recent Israeli airstrikes near
Damascus, suggesting that the Syrian government would respond by providing Hezbollah fighters with the same weapons that Israel wants to
keep out of their hands. 

NKorea Calls US-SKorea Summit Prelude To War from Associated Press 10 May 13

Ahead of a nuclear-powered U.S. carrier's visit to South Korea, North Korea on Friday called this week's summit between the U.S. and South
Korean presidents a prelude to war against Pyongyang. Yet it also said it was waiting "with patience" to see if Seoul changes its policies. 

U.S. Imposes Sanctions On Those Aiding Iran from New York Times 10 May 13

The United States on Thursday expanded its roster of those violating Iran sanctions, blacklisting four Iranian companies and one individual
suspected of helping the country enrich nuclear fuel. It also singled out two other companies, including a Venezuelan-Iranian bank, accused of
helping Iran evade other Western-imposed prohibitions on oil sales and financial dealings. 

Britain nets 100-plus 'tax evaders' in international probe from Agence France-Presse 10 May 13



Britain said on Friday it had caught more than 100 people who have been hiding money in offshore tax havens following a wide-ranging
investigation carried out with the US and Australian authorities. 

Officials: Facts On Benghazi Withheld from Washington Post 9 May 13

New details on Libya attack; Diplomats challenge administration review

APNewsBreak: US To Provide $100M In New Syria Aid from Associated Press 9 May 13

The Obama administration is providing $100 million in new Syria aid, U.S. officials said Wednesday, but the money is for humanitarian purposes
only and not linked to any decision on arming Syrian rebels. 

Prospect Of Iran's Election Stirs Little Hope This Time Around from New York Times 9 May 13

Iran's state television broadcast a live program on Tuesday in which passers-by were placed in a chair and asked what they would do if they were
president. 

Egypt NGO law could betray revolt's ideals: U.N. rights chief from Reuters 9 May 13

The U.N.'s human rights chief said on Wednesday Egypt risked betraying the ideals behind the 2011 revolution and slipping into authoritarianism
with a new civil society law. 

Cyberattacks A Growing Irritant In US-China Ties from Associated Press 9 May 13

Signs are growing that the sustained surge in cyberattacks emanating from China is imperiling its relations with the U.S., lending urgency to
fledgling efforts by both governments to engage on the issue. 

Decades Of Distrust Restrain Cooperation Between FBI And Russia's FSB from Washington Post 9 May 13

For much of the past decade, cooperation between the FSB and the FBI has been guarded and pragmatic at best.

Menino Won't Allow Bombing Suspect's Burial from Boston Globe 8 May 13

Mayor Thomas M. Menino will not allow the body of Boston Marathon bombing suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev to be buried in the city, his
spokeswoman said Tuesday, even as authorities in Worcester, where the body languishes in a funeral home, expressed confidence a solution is
near. 

C.I.A. Replaces Clandestine Chief Linked To Detentions from New York Times 8 May 13

John O. Brennan, the director of the C.I.A., has replaced the acting head of the agency's clandestine service, a woman who was at the center of the
C.I.A.'s detention and interrogation program and played a central role in the 2005 decision to destroy interrogation videotapes, American officials
said on Tuesday. 

CIA Says No Benghazi Witnesses Blocked From Talking from Washington Times 8 May 13

The CIA is insisting that no agency staff have been intimidated or blocked from testifying to Congress in tomorrow's major House investigative
hearing about the deadly terror attack against the U.S. diplomatic post in Benghazi, Libya, on Sept. 11 of last year. 

Group Says Netanyahu Has Put Hold On Settlements from New York Times 8 May 13

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel has quietly put on hold the issuing of bids for new settlement construction, according to a watchdog
group, in an apparent gesture to Secretary of State John Kerry as he works to restart Israeli-Palestinian peace talks. 

Russia, U.S. Pledge To Push For Syria Transition from Associated Press 8 May 13

The U.S. and Russia agreed Tuesday to try to convene an international conference this month to come to a political solution to end the two-year
Syrian civil war but gave no indication how they would convince President Bashar Assad into talks with the rebels seeking to overthrow him. 

Spain unveils Morocco baby-trafficking ring from Agence France-Presse 8 May 13

Spanish police said Wednesday they had uncovered a racket in which babies born to needy mothers in Morocco and the Spanish north African
enclave of Melilla were sold to wealthy families in Spain during the 1970s and 1980s. 



US Could Have Halted Benghazi Attack With Fly-Over: Diplomat from Washington Times 7 May 13

U.S. air power could have headed off at least part of last year's terrorist attack on the diplomatic post in Benghazi, Libya, but American officials
didn't have the capability to refuel warplanes in time, the second-ranking U.S. diplomat in the country has told House investigators. 

Special Ops Halted From Responding To Benghazi Attacks, US Diplomat Says from Washington Post 7 May 13

As the weakly protected U.S. diplomatic compound in eastern Libya came under attack the night of Sept. 11, 2012, the deputy head of the
embassy in Tripoli 600 miles away sought in vain to get the Pentagon to scramble fighter jets over Benghazi in a show of force that he said might
have averted a second attack on a nearby CIA complex. 

Three Cleveland Women Missing Almost a Decade Found Alive from Good Morning America 7 May 13

Three young women who vanished a decade ago near their homes in Cleveland were found only miles from where they disappeared, and three
brothers have been arrested in relation to the incident, according to police. 

Ex-Kosovo officials probed for organ trafficking: report from Agence France-Presse 7 May 13

A former Kosovo health minister and another Pristina official are among eight suspects in a new EU probe into a human organ trafficking case, a
local daily reported Tuesday. 

UPDATE: China opposes U.S. report on Chinese military from Xinhua (China) 7 May 13

Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman on Tuesday expressed "firm opposition" to a Pentagon report that misrepresents China's military
development. 

China calls U.S. the "real hacking empire" after Pentagon report from Reuters 7 May 13

China on Wednesday accused the United States of sowing discord between China and its neighbors after the Pentagon said Beijing is using
espionage to fuel its military modernization, branding Washington the "real hacking empire". 

Vatican, US Treasury agree to share financial data from Associated Press 7 May 13

The Vatican has signed an agreement with the U.S. Treasury Department to exchange financial information as part of its efforts to comply with
international anti-money laundering and anti-terror financing norms. 

China denies renewed US cyber-attack claims from Associated Press 7 May 13

China's military is denying renewed U.S. accusations of carrying out cyber-attacks and says the sides should cooperate against the global threat of
computer crime. 

Pentagon: Chinese government waging cyberattacks from Associated Press 6 May 13

The Pentagon for the first time is officially accusing the Chinese government and military with conducting computer-based attacks against the
U.S., including efforts to steal information from federal agencies. 

No Early Warning For U.S. On Israeli Strikes In Syria from Reuters 6 May 13

The United States was not given any warning before air strikes in Syria against what Western and Israeli officials say were weapons headed for
Hezbollah militants, a U.S. intelligence official said on Sunday. 

Reported Israeli Airstrikes In Syria Could Accelerate U.S. Decision Process from Washington Post 6 May 13

Israel's reported airstrikes in Syria - and the threat of a retaliatory strike by the Syrian government - are likely to accelerate the decision-making of
the Obama administration, which was already moving toward a sharp escalation of U.S. involvement in the two-year-old crisis. 

U.S. Official: Benghazi Assault Appeared To Be "Terrorist Attack From The Get-Go" from Washington Post 6 May 13

The deputy chief of mission at the U.S. Embassy in Libya during a 2012 attack on a diplomatic outpost in Benghazi told investigators he thought
it was a terrorist strike from the beginning, according to interview excerpts released Sunday on CBS News's "Face the Nation." 



North Korea Says Prisoner Won't Be Used As Leverage from New York Times 6 May 13

North Korea said Sunday that it would not use an imprisoned American citizen as a political bargaining chip, rejecting the possibility of allowing
any prominent Americans to visit the North to request his release, as it has in similar cases. 

Bahrain Seeks To End US Envoy "Interference" from Agence France-Presse 6 May 13

Bahrain's cabinet on Sunday approved a parliamentary proposal to stop "interference" by the US envoy in the kingdom's affairs, the government
spokeswoman said, without clarifying what measures would be taken. 

Palestinian Leader Seeks Chinese Support from New York Times 6 May 13

The president of the Palestinian Authority, Mahmoud Abbas, arrived in Beijing on Sunday seeking support from Chinese leaders, days before
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel is to make a visit of his own, although Israeli officials have said there are no plans for a meeting
between them. 

A Homemade Style of Terror: Jihadists Push New Tactics from New York Times 6 May 13

Aware that intensified American counterterrorism efforts have made an ambitious Sept. 11-style plot a long shot, Al Qaeda propagandists for
several years have called on their devotees in the United States to carry out smaller-scale solo attacks and provided the online education to teach
them how. 

Egypt's prime minister unhurt by shooting near his car: police from Reuters 6 May 13

Egyptian police on Sunday detained a young man who opened fire on Prime Minister Hisham Kandil's convoy and his four companions in Cairo
in an incident the authorities said had no political motive. Kandil was not injured. 

Obama On Arming Syrian Rebels: "All Options" On The Table from Washington Times 3 May 13

Hours after Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said the U.S. is considering arming Syrian rebels, President Obama agreed that his administration is
looking "at all options." 

Israeli Premier Backs Referendum On Any Peace Deal from New York Times 3 May 13

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel said on Thursday that any peace agreement with the Palestinians should be put to a referendum, a
move that some Israelis view as a potential obstacle to a deal even as Secretary of State John Kerry works intently to renew long-stalled Israeli-
Palestinian peace talks. 

U.S. Demands Release Of American Sentenced To 15 Years Of Hard Labor In North Korea from Washington Post 3 May 13

The United States demanded Thursday that North Korea immediately release an American sentenced this week to 15 years of hard labor on
charges of trying to overthrow the government. 

Obama Arrives In Mexican Capital To Meet With New Leader from New York Times 3 May 13

President Obama and President Enrique Peña Nieto of Mexico labored Thursday to avoid engaging each other on the two most delicate,
contentious issues between their countries: immigration overhaul in the United States and Mexican efforts to confront drug violence. 

Pentagon Bulks Up 'Bunker Buster' Bomb to Combat Iran from 3 May 13

U.S. Upgrades Weapon to Penetrate Key Nuclear Site; Push to Persuade Israelis

Politics And Vetting Leave Key US Posts Long Unfilled from New York Times 3 May 13

John Kerry is practically home alone at the State Department, toiling without permanent assistant secretaries of state for the Middle East, Asia,
Europe and Africa. At the Pentagon, a temporary personnel chief is managing furloughs for 800,000 civilian employees. 

Proposal For Changes In Food Aid Sets Off Infighting In Congress from New York Times 3 May 13

A proposal by the Obama administration to overhaul the international food aid program has set off a jurisdictional fight among members of
several House and Senate committees, threatening to derail the most significant change to the program since it was created nearly 60 years ago. 



Benghazi Investigations Included CIA Activities from Washington Times 3 May 13

Raising the stakes in the high-profile clash with congressional Republicans over last year's terrorist attack on the U.S. diplomatic post in
Benghazi, a person familiar with the State Department-chartered inquiry said investigators talked last year with CIA personnel who were on the
ground during the attack and were briefed about the CIA's activities at their secret base in the Libyan city. 

Official: Boston bomb plot had been set for July 4th from USA Today 3 May 13

The suspects in the Boston Marathon bombing had originally planned to strike on July 4, but chose the race because it coincided with the time
they had finished assembling the explosives, a law enforcement official said Thursday. 

A Border Clash Stirs Emotions In Afghanistan from New York Times 3 May 13

Afghan forces claimed on Thursday that they had overrun and destroyed a Pakistani-held border crossing in a remote area, an event that provoked
a spontaneous outpouring of nationalist sentiment here, sending thousands of students into the streets to demonstrate and setting off lively debate
on social networking sites. 

Chinese Incursion Leaves India On Verge Of Crisis from Associated Press 3 May 13

The platoon of Chinese soldiers slipped across the boundary into India in the middle of the night, according to Indian officials. They were ferried
across the bitterly cold moonscape in Chinese army vehicles, then got out to traverse a dry creek bed with a helicopter hovering overhead for
protection. 

Tear gas fired as Egyptian Islamists target security HQ from Reuters 3 May 13

Egyptian security forces fired tear gas to disperse a small group of hardline Islamist protesters who were attempting to scale the walls of the state
security headquarters in a Cairo suburb late Thursday night. 

Pentagon Report: NKorea Moving Toward Nuke Missile from Associated Press 3 May 13

North Korea "will move closer" to its announced goal of being able to strike the U.S. with a nuclear-armed missile if it keeps investing in tests of
nuclear and missile technology, the Pentagon said Thursday in a report to Congress. 

Defense Cuts Hit Job Gains from USA Today 3 May 13

About 2,000 layoffs announced in April. Defense spending cuts are starting to take a toll on the economy, further slowing a sluggish jobs
recovery. 

U.S. calls for shutting down Iran, North Korea arms networks from Reuters 3 May 13

The United States said on Friday that Iran and North Korea were trying to obtain high-tech materials linked to their nuclear programs in violation
of U.N. sanctions. 

White House "Evaluating" Weapons For Syrian Rebels from Washington Times 2 May 13

A day after President Obama was criticized for hedging on reports of chemical weapons being used in Syria's civil war, the White House left open
the possibility Wednesday that the U.S. would provide weaponry soon to opposition groups. 

Netanyahu Cool To Arab Land-Swap Initiative from Washington Post 2 May 13

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Wednesday that Israel and the Palestinians could not achieve a peace deal based on land swaps alone
and insisted that the most important thing is for Palestinians to acknowledge Israel as a Jewish state. 

North Korea sentences American to 15 years hard labor from Reuters 2 May 13

North Korea sentenced U.S. citizen Kenneth Bae to 15 years hard labor on Thursday for what it said were crimes against the state, a move that
will likely see him used as a bargaining chip in talks with Washington. 

US Releases Pictures Related To Benghazi Attack from Agence France-Presse 2 May 13

US authorities on Wednesday released pictures of three men it said were present during the September 11, 2012 attack on the US mission in
eastern Libya, saying it wanted to question them. 



AP Interview: Sunni Iraq Official Criticizes Force from Associated Press 2 May 13

The Sunni head of a committee established to investigate deadly clashes that erupted at a protest camp in Iraq last week said Wednesday that he
believes excessive force was used by security forces as they tried to make arrests among anti-government demonstrators. 

China Is Seen Nearing U.S.'s Military Power In Region from New York Times 2 May 13

China's growing industrial might is likely to allow it to mount an increasingly formidable challenge to the military supremacy of the United States
in the waters around China that include Japan and Taiwan, though it will probably seek to avoid an outright armed conflict, according to a detailed
new report by a group of American researchers. 

British territories sign deal on tax information from BBC 1 May 13

Bermuda and other British overseas territories with financial centres have signed agreements on sharing tax information, the Treasury has said. 

Feds: 3 pals hid evidence for bombing suspect from Boston Herald 1 May 13

Accused teen terrorist Dzhokhar Tsarnaev told his friends a month before the Boston Marathon attacks that he knew how to make a bomb, and
then laughed off questions about whether he was one of the bombers in the days afterward, according to a complaint charging three of his college
buddies with hindering the probe. 

Immigration Is on Agenda for Obama in Mexico from New York Times 1 May 13

When President Obama flies across the southern border on Thursday to meet with his Mexican counterpart, the most delicate topic on the agenda
will be immigration. 

Boston Bombings Show A Changing Face Of U.S. Terrorism from Washington Times 30 Apr 13

The Boston Marathon bombings have ignited a debate in Washington and among terrorism analysts over how the wider threat facing the U.S. has
evolved since the 9/11 attacks of 2001. 

After Boston Bombing, American Ties With Russia Improve from New York Times 30 Apr 13

After President Obama and President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia spoke by telephone on Monday, a top Russian official said cooperation between
the leaders' intelligence services had "noticeably intensified in the past few days,"...

Afghan Leader Confirms Cash Deliveries by C.I.A. from New York Times 30 Apr 13

President Hamid Karzai acknowledged Monday that the Central Intelligence Agency has been dropping off bags of cash at his office for a decade,
saying the money was used for “various purposes” and expressing gratitude to the United States for making the payments. 

Most South Koreans To Leave North Korean Factory from Associated Press 30 Apr 13

North Korea on Monday approved the withdrawal of most of the remaining South Korean personnel at a jointly run industrial park in the North,
South Korean officials said, with a final seven set to stay behind to negotiate unpaid wages for North Korean workers. 

Afghanistan blames opium surge on global demand from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 13

Afghanistan, the world's largest grower of opium poppies, should not shoulder all the blame for its drug surge, its foreign minister said Tuesday
while on a visit to Estonia. 

British warship patrols waters of Turks & Caicos from Associated Press 29 Apr 13

The British Navy has been called in to help the Turks & Caicos Islands fend off Haitian migrants.

U.S. Weighs Syria Response from Wall Street Journal 29 Apr 13

As Lawmakers Urge Action, White House Eyes Risks From Assad's Air Defenses

Israel Says It's Not Seeking U.S. Intervention In Syria, Despite Chemical Arms from New York Times 29 Apr 13

A senior Israeli official said Sunday that Israel was not urging the United States to take military action in Syria, despite intelligence assessments



asserting that the government of President Bashar al-Assad recently used chemical weapons in the civil war gripping its country. 

Lawmakers: Syria chemical weapons could menace US from Associated Press 29 Apr 13

Syria's stockpile of chemical weapons could be a greater threat after that nation's president leaves power and could end up targeting Americans at
home, lawmakers warned Sunday as they considered a U.S. response that stops short of sending military forces there. 

Russia caught bomb suspect on wiretap from Associated Press 29 Apr 13

Russian authorities secretly recorded a telephone conversation in 2011 in which one of the Boston bombing suspects vaguely discussed jihad with
his mother, officials said Saturday, days after the U.S. government finally received details about the call. 

All SKorean Nationals To Leave From NKorea from Associated Press 29 Apr 13

South Korea is preparing to pull out its last remaining nationals from a shuttered factory park in North Korea and empty out the complex for the
first time since its 2004 opening. 

Egypt President, Judges Compromising On Reform Law from Associated Press 29 Apr 13

The Egyptian president's office indicated Sunday a compromise has been reached with the judiciary to defuse an uproar over a proposed law that
would have forced out thousands of the country's most senior judges. 

FEATURE: A Drug War Informer In No Man's Land from New York Times 29 Apr 13

Mr. López played a leading role in what is widely considered the biggest drug-trafficking case in Mexican history. 

Germany charges 4 with sending Iran reactor parts from Associated Press 29 Apr 13

Federal prosecutors say they have charged three German-Iranian dual nationals and a German man with breaking export laws for allegedly
supplying Iran with parts needed to build a nuclear reactor in violation of the country's trade embargo. 

FEATURE: With Bags of Cash, C.I.A. Seeks Influence in Afghanistan from New York Times 28 Apr 13

For more than a decade, wads of American dollars packed into suitcases, backpacks and, on occasion, plastic shopping bags have been dropped
off every month or so at the offices of Afghanistan’s president — courtesy of the Central Intelligence Agency. 

Strong Winds Suspected In Plane Crash That Killed General, Wife from Washington Post 26 Apr 13

Strong gusts near a rural Williamsburg airport might have played a role in the plane crash that killed a two-star Air Force general and his wife last
week, airport officials and family members said. 

Afghan Police Take First, Faltering Steps In Fight Against Corruption from Reuters 26 Apr 13

Afghanistan's security forces are routinely accused of murder, rape and corruption on a grand scale, but a new anti-corruption police unit's sole
conviction last year was a junior policeman who forged some documents, the head of the unit told Reuters. 

North Korea Issues Threat At Ceremony For Military from New York Times 26 Apr 13

On an anniversary known for military showmanship, North Korean generals on Thursday declared that their forces were ready to launch
intercontinental ballistic missiles and kamikazelike nuclear attacks at the United States if threatened. 

Japan, U.S. Military Agree To Closely Cooperate To Deal With N. Korea from Kyodo News 26 Apr 13

Leaders of the Japanese Self-Defense Forces and the U.S. forces agreed Friday to closely cooperate in dealing with the nuclear and missile
ambitions of North Korea, the Japanese government said in a statement on their meeting in Tokyo. 

Oil-Rich Emirates A Key Part Of Defense Against Iran from USAToday 26 Apr 13

This small, oil-rich country across the Persian Gulf from Iran will soon be bristling with more high-tech weapons to counter its neighbor. 

White House Says It Believes Syria Has Used Chemical Arms from New York Times 26 Apr 13

The White House said Thursday that it believes the Syrian government has used chemical weapons in its civil war, an assessment that could test



President Obama's repeated warnings that such an attack could precipitate American intervention in Syria. 

Sarin Likely Used In Syria from Washington Post 26 Apr 13

U.S.: effort was on 'small scale'; After disclosure, Obama under pressure to act

Russia Trip Was Flagged To Task Force from Washington Post 26 Apr 13

No sign that customs official shared warning on bombing suspect 

FEATURE: Who's Going To Love Me Now? from USA Today 26 Apr 13

Tony Porta, disfigured in Iraq, has sustained additional wounds at home: stares, pointing, even mocking. For this Marine and the many war vets
like him, the battle never ends. 

Iran says it's ready to resume talks with world powers from Reuters 26 Apr 13

Iran is ready to resume talks with world powers on its disputed nuclear program and awaits word from the European Union on timing and details,
Iran's deputy nuclear negotiator said on Thursday. 

On Anniversary, North Korea's Bluster Begins Again from New York Times 26 Apr 13

On an anniversary known for military showmanship, North Korean generals on Thursday declared that their forces were ready to launch
intercontinental ballistic missiles and kamikazelike nuclear attacks at the United States if threatened. 

Israel Downs Drone Flying From Lebanon from Washington Post 26 Apr 13

An unmanned aircraft that was approaching Israel on Thursday from the coast of Lebanon was shot down by an Israeli fighter jet over the
Mediterranean Sea, about six miles from the northern Israel port of Haifa. 

FEATURE: Carjacking Victim Describes Harrowing Night from Boston Globe 26 Apr 13

In an exclusive interview with the Globe, Danny - the victim of the Tsarnaev brothers' much-discussed but previously little-understood carjacking
- filled in some of the last missing pieces in the timeline between the murder of MIT police officer Sean Collier, just before 10:30 p.m. on April
18, and the Watertown shoot-out that ended just before 1 a.m. Danny asked that he be identified only by his American nickname. 

Parents Deny Sons' Guilt And Accuse U.S. Of Plot from New York Times 26 Apr 13

The parents of the two brothers accused in the bomb attack that killed three people and wounded more than 260 others near the finish line of the
Boston Marathon insisted on Thursday that their sons were innocent and had no connections to radical Islamists. 

Police in N. Ireland arrest 2 in alleged sex-trafficking ring from United Press International 26 Apr 13

Police in Northern Ireland working in a joint British-Swedish investigation into sex trafficking have arrested two women. 

In shift, White House favors incentives for optional cybersecurity measures for companies from Washington Post 26 Apr 13

The White House has backed away from its push for mandatory cybersecurity standards in favor of an approach that would combine voluntary
measures with incentives for companies to comply with them. 

Military intervention in region escalates terrorism, drug trafficking - Iranian minister from Interfax (Russia) 26 Apr 13

Foreign military presence in the region is the main cause of terrorism and drug trafficking, Iranian Foreign Minister Ali Akbar Salehi said. 

Van Rompuy calls for efficient fight against fiscal paradises in EU from Xinhua (China) 25 Apr 13

The European Union must combat "fiscal paradises" in an efficient manner and become a leader when it comes to issues related to taxation at
global level, said President of the European Council (EC) Herman Van Rompuy here on Thursday. 

Putin opposes legalization of soft drugs in Russia from Itar-Tass (Russia) 25 Apr 13

Russian President Vladimir Putin said on Thursday he absolutely opposed legalization of soft drugs in Russia. 



Indonesian minister backs state cannabis farms from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 13

A gaffe-prone Indonesian minister has backed the idea of state-run cannabis farms in a country that imposes the death penalty for people caught
trafficking the drug. 

Bird Flu Seen Beyond Mainland, In Taiwan from Wall Street Journal 25 Apr 13

Taiwan reported the first case of a new form of avian flu found outside China's mainland on Wednesday and said that three health-care workers
who treated the patient had developed undiagnosed respiratory symptoms, raising concerns over the virus's potential for spreading by human-to-
human contact. 

Susan Rice Slams UN Official For Saying US Foreign Policy To Blame For Bombing from Washington Times 25 Apr 13

U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Susan Rice took to Twitter Tuesday night to express her disdain for comments made by a U.N. human
rights official, who suggested the Boston Marathon bombings were a result of U.S. foreign policy. 

CIA Named Suspect On Terror Watch List from USA Today 25 Apr 13

The CIA submitted the name of one of the Boston Marathon bombing suspects for a terrorist watch list in fall 2011 after an inquiry about
Tamerlan Tsarnaev from Russian authorities concerned about his possible ties to extremists, a U.S. intelligence official said Wednesday. 

A Better Way For America To Integrate Muslims from Washington Post 25 Apr 13

As we learn more about the brothers Tsarnaev, we are inclined to ask larger questions about their apparent descent into terror. What does it tell us
about radical Islam, Russian immigrants, Muslim communities and the breakdown of assimilation?

Kerry: Pakistan-Afghanistan Meetings End *On A Good Track* from Washington Post 25 Apr 13

After meeting for more than three hours here Wednesday with Afghan and Pakistani leaders, Secretary of State John F. Kerry reported progress in
relaunching negotiations but warned, "We're not going to raise expectations or promise results that can't be delivered." 

SKorea Demands Talks With NKorea On Closed Factory from Associated Press 25 Apr 13

South Korea on Thursday warned of an unspecified "grave measure" if North Korea rejects talks on a jointly run factory park shuttered for nearly
a month - setting up the possible end of the last remaining major symbol of inter-Korean cooperation. 

Rising Violence in Iraq Spurs Fears of New Sectarian War from Reuters 25 Apr 13

In what appeared to be a new phase in an intensifying conflict that has raised fears of greater bloodshed and a wider sectarian war, Iraqi soldiers
opened fire from helicopters on Sunni gunmen hiding in a northern village on Wednesday, officials said. 

White House: Clinton's Signature On Benghazi Cable Standard Procedure from Washington Times 25 Apr 13

The White House dismissed House Republicans' new report blaming former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton for the lapse in security at the U.S.
diplomatic outpost in Benghazi, Libya, calling it a desperate attempt to continue to politicize the attack. 

Enrico Letta Appointed Italian Premier-designate from Associated Press 25 Apr 13

Italy's president appointed Enrico Letta as premier-designate Wednesday, asking him to form a coalition government representing Italy's main
parties to end two months of political paralysis and put the country back on the path of reform and growth. 

U.N. Expert Says Bahrain Canceled Visit In Torture Inquiry from New York Times 25 Apr 13

A United Nations expert who was due to visit Bahrain next month to look into reports that the authorities there have abused and tortured protesters
in detention said on Wednesday that the Bahraini government had effectively canceled the trip. 

Egypt Proceeds With Judiciary Law Despite Uproar from Associated Press 25 Apr 13

Egypt's Islamist-led parliament on Wednesday pushed ahead with a law that could force into retirement many of the nation's most senior judges,
despite an uproar by the judiciary over fears the president's allies want to control the courts. 

Local government says 21 dead in west China clash from Associated Press 25 Apr 13



A violent clash between authorities and assailants described as a terrorist gang left 21 people dead in China's restive northwestern region of
Xinjiang, the local government said Wednesday. 

Nation’s drug czar to outline drug policy reform emphasizing public health from Associated Press 24 Apr 13

President Barack Obama’s new strategy for fighting the nation’s drug problem will include a greater emphasis on using public health tools to
battle addiction and diverting non-violent drug offenders into treatment instead of prisons, under reforms scheduled to be outlined by the nation’s
drug czar Wednesday. 

Hack of AP’s Twitter Account Exposes Social Media’s Weak Points from Bloomberg 24 Apr 13

Twitter Inc. plans to bolster security on its site after the account of the Associated Press news service was hacked and an erroneous post triggered
a stock- market decline, according to a person familiar with the matter. 

Kerry: NATO Needs Plan For Syrian Chemical Weapons from Associated Press 24 Apr 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry urged NATO on Tuesday to prepare for the possible use of chemical weapons by Syria on the same day that a
senior Israeli military intelligence official said Syrian President Bashar Assad had used such weapons last month in his battle against insurgents.

Israel Says It Has Proof That Syria Has Used Chemical Weapons from New York Times 24 Apr 13

Israel declared Tuesday that it had found evidence that the Syrian government repeatedly used chemical weapons last month, arguing that
President Bashar al-Assad was testing how the United States and others would react and that it was time for Washington to overcome its deep
reluctance to intervene in the Syrian civil war. 

Obama Meets With Qatar Emir To Discuss Syria Crisis from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 13

President Barack Obama met with Qatari emir Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani at the White House Tuesday amid a flurry of meetings with
regional leaders on Syria's increasingly bloody stalemate. 

House GOP Report Says Clinton Rejected Plea For More Security In Libya from Washington Post 24 Apr 13

House Republicans charged Tuesday that then-Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton rejected a direct plea for additional security for U.S.
diplomats in Libya before the fatal attack in Benghazi last year, which Republicans say contradicts her claim in congressional testimony that such
requests did not come to her. 

Car Explodes Outside French Embassy In Libya from New York Times 24 Apr 13

A car bomb destroyed about half of the French Embassy in Libya early Tuesday, officials said, in the most significant attack against a Western
interest in the country since the killing last September of the American ambassador, J. Christopher Stevens. 

John Kerry On Climate Change: 'Science Is Screaming' For New Energy Controls from Washington Times 24 Apr 13

U.S. Secretary of State John F. Kerry vowed during Earth Day remarks to deal with climate change, one of the world's foremost "clear and present
danger[s]." 

NKorea Vows To Bolster Nuclear Arms Over US Report from Associated Press 24 Apr 13

North Korea is vowing to bolster its nuclear program in response to a U.S. State Department report accusing Pyongyang of human rights abuses. 

Fearing Price Increases, Iranians Hoard Goods from New York Times 24 Apr 13

Iranians rushed to supermarkets to buy cooking oil, red meat and other staples on Tuesday, stockpiling the goods over new fears of price spikes
from a change in the official exchange rate that could severely reduce the already weakened purchasing power of the rial, the national currency. 

Boston bombing suspect cites U.S. wars as motivation, officials say from Washington Post 24 Apr 13

The 19-year-old suspect in the Boston Marathon bombings has told interrogators that the American wars in Iraq and Afghanistan motivated him
and his brother to carry out the attack, according to U.S. officials familiar with the interviews. 

Suspect In Canada Terror Plot Denies Charges from Associated Press 24 Apr 13



A man accused of plotting with al-Qaida members in Iran to derail a train in Canada rejected the charges and said Tuesday that authorities were
basing their conclusions on appearances. Law enforcement officials in the U.S. said the target was a train that runs between New York City and
Canada. 

U.S. Accuses Lebanese Companies Of Laundering Money For Hezbollah from Washington Post 24 Apr 13

The Obama administration accused two Lebanese financial institutions Tuesday of laundering millions of dollars in drug-smuggling money to
support the militant group Hezbollah, with some of the cash being routed through U.S. banks. 

Stocks Notch Strong Finish After Reeling From Fake Tweet from Wall Street Journal 24 Apr 13

U.S. stocks ended a tumultuous day with strong gains after a false tweet briefly sent financial markets veering on Tuesday, underscoring
technology's role in tightly linking global markets. 

Israel And Palestinians Agree On U.N. Work In Jerusalem from New York Times 24 Apr 13

Israel and the Palestinians agreed on Tuesday to renewed involvement by Unesco, the United Nations cultural agency, in the Old City of
Jerusalem. The agreement was a small but significant breakthrough in the often highly politicized workings of the agency. 

Top Legal Adviser To Egypt's President Resigns from Associated Press 24 Apr 13

The legal adviser of Egypt's Islamist President Mohammed Morsi resigned Tuesday, alleging that the Muslim Brotherhood has monopolized
decision-making and encroached on the governing of the country. 

New Threat In Nigeria As Militants Split Off from New York Times 24 Apr 13

Nearly four years into Nigeria's bloody struggle with Islamists in its impoverished north, a new threat has emerged with deadly implications, this
time for Westerners as well as Nigerians: local militants who openly claim to be inspired and trained by Al Qaeda and its affiliate in the region. 

Greece busts human egg-trafficking ring from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 13

Greek police said Wednesday it had dismantled a network that had smuggled assisted reproduction treatments from Turkey and illegally sold
human eggs. 

Obama To Find New Foreign-policy Challenge In Mexico from McClatchy 23 Apr 13

By On the eve of President Barack Obama's trip to Mexico next week, the new government there looks to reboot a joint effort to combat violent
drug traffickers, worries about piecemeal efforts in the United States to legalize marijuana and hopes to rebuild frayed relations with Cuba. 

Two Are Accused In Canada Of Plotting Train Derailment from New York Times 23 Apr 13

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police on Monday announced the arrest of two men who are accused of planning to derail a passenger train in an
Al Qaeda-linked plot. 

Strikes By Mexican Teachers Challenge New President from Wall Street Journal 23 Apr 13

Parents in Mexico's southern state of Guerrero are setting up their own classes as thousands of teachers protesting a revamp of the country's
education system have closed schools and taken to the streets, in the first significant challenge to overhauls undertaken by President Enrique Peña
Nieto. 

WHO Still Puzzled By Deadly Chinese Bird-Flu Strain from Wall Street Journal 23 Apr 13

The World Health Organization has only a limited understanding of a deadly new form of avian flu that has killed 20 people and infected more
than a hundred others, a team of researchers said on Monday, leaving unclear how the disease spreads and how virulent it could become. 

Justices Weigh Conditions On Funding For Aid Groups from Wall Street Journal 23 Apr 13

The government's ability to compel organizations to embrace policy positions as a condition of taking federal money came before the Supreme
Court Monday, as foreign-aid groups argued that making taxpayer assistance dependent on ideological agreement with Washington violates free-
speech rights. 



FBI Handling Of Russia Boston Bomber Tip Draws Scrutiny from Bloomberg News 23 Apr 13

The FBI, initially lauded for its quick identification of the suspected Boston Marathon bombers, now is facing scrutiny from lawmakers about its
handling of a 2011 Russian tip that might have averted the attack. 

Justices Hear Case Balancing Free Speech, AIDS Strategy from Associated Press 23 Apr 13

The Supreme Court wrestled Monday with the First Amendment implications of a policy that forces private health organizations to denounce
prostitution as a condition to get AIDS funding. 

Public Comment Period Ending On Controversial Keystone Report from Bloomberg News 23 Apr 13

Advocates and opponents of the Keystone XL pipeline are due to file detailed comments on its environmental impacts on Monday, after the State
Department refused to extend the comment period, which environmental groups had complained was too short. 

Turkey Finds Kerry Comments Diplomatically Wrong from Associated Press 23 Apr 13

Turkey has criticized U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry for publicly urging Turkey's prime minister not to visit the Gaza Strip in May. 

Iran is biggest threat to nuclear pact's credibility: U.S. from Reuters 23 Apr 13

Iran's nuclear program poses the greatest threat to the credibility of the global pact aimed at halting the spread of atomic weapons, a senior U.S.
arms control official said on Monday. 

Swiss ready to discuss easing of bank secrecy: Bern from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 13

Switzerland is prepared to discuss the automatic exchange of banking information in the fight against tax evasion, but only once a global standard
for doing so is created, the Swiss finance ministry said Tuesday. 

Report: Chinese hackers #1 in cyber espionage from United Press International 23 Apr 13

Hackers affiliated with the Chinese government accounted for the most successful cyber espionage in the world last year, a new report indicates. 

Hackers cause stir with 'Obama injured' AP tweet from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 13

Hackers spooked markets Tuesday after breaking into the Associated Press's Twitter account and falsely reporting President Barack Obama had
been injured after two blasts at the White House. 

U.S., Allies Agree On Rules For Sending Military Aid To Syrian Rebels from McClatchy 22 Apr 13

In a move intended to trim support to Islamist extremists who now play a leading role in the Syrian uprising, the United States, Turkey and key
Gulf allies this weekend agreed to funnel future military aid only through the internationally recognized Syrian rebel coalition. 

North Korea Sets Condition on Talks from Wall Street Journal 22 Apr 13

North Korea said it would be willing to hold disarmament talks with the U.S. but not over its nuclear-weapons program, its latest gambit in a
weekslong run of threatening behavior that has in recent days been supplemented by setting extreme conditions for potential dialogue. 

Taliban threat could skew Pakistan election result from Associated Press 22 Apr 13

Moderate politicians from some of Pakistan's most violent areas are risking the threat of Taliban attack to run in upcoming nationwide elections,
but they are increasingly being forced to rely on social media, phone calls and even short documentaries that allow them to campaign at a
distance. 

Iraqis see some irregularities in provincial vote from Associated Press 22 Apr 13

Iraqi election monitors on Sunday reported multiple irregularities in the country's first provincial vote since U.S. troops left, but were unclear as to
whether results would be affected. 

Egypt justice minister submits resignation from Associated Press 22 Apr 13

Egypt's justice minister submitted his resignation Sunday, a Cabinet spokesman said, in a move that signaled strong disapproval of the president's
handling of a prolonged showdown with the country's judiciary. 



U.S. Eyes Pushback On China Hacking from Wall Street Journal 22 Apr 13

The Obama administration is considering a raft of options to more aggressively confront China over cyberspying, officials say, a potentially rapid
escalation of a conflict the White House has only recently acknowledged. 

Suspects Seemed Set For Attacks Beyond Boston from New York Times 22 Apr 13

The two men suspected in the Boston Marathon bombings were armed with a small arsenal of guns, ammunition and explosives when they first
confronted the police early Friday, and were most likely planning more attacks, the authorities said Sunday. 

Hagel Backs Israel's Right to Defend Itself from Wall Street Journal 21 Apr 13

Chuck Hagel arrived in Israel Sunday for his first visit as U.S. defense secretary with the message that Israeli leaders have the right to decide for
themselves whether to strike Iran and with promises to give Israel more advanced weapons that could make such an attack more decisive. 

Fights Against AIDS, Sex Traffic Collide At High Court from USA Today 21 Apr 13

Two worthy goals come into conflict Monday at the Supreme Court: preventing the global spread of HIV/AIDS and discouraging the sex
trafficking of women and girls. 

Swiss will be forced to give up bank secrecy: expert from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 13

Switzerland will likely have no choice but to give up its cherished bank secrecy practices amid mounting international pressure to fight tax
evasion, a top scholar of banking law said in an interview published Saturday. 

One Marathon Bombing Suspect Killed; Second Is Subject Of Sweeping Police Hunt from New York Times 19 Apr 13

One of two suspects wanted in Monday's deadly Boston marathon bombing was killed early Friday in a violent standoff with the police in a quiet
residential neighborhood just west of Boston.

Israel's Benjamin Netanyahu Casts Wary Eye Over Region from BBC News 19 Apr 13

In an exclusive BBC interview, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu told me "Israel reserved the right to act" to prevent advanced
weaponry from falling into the hands of Islamist groups in Syria, and to stop Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons. 

Kerry Warns Of Syria Break-Up from Agence France-Presse 19 Apr 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry warned Thursday that the conflict raging in Syria could cleave it into rival enclaves, as he prepares for weekend
talks on the crisis in Turkey. 

Kerry Disappointed By Recent Talks With Iran from Associated Press 19 Apr 13

Secretary of State John Kerry called for patience despite widespread frustration with the recent failure of negotiations between six world powers
and Iran over its disputed nuclear program and growing fears of Tehran developing a weapon of mass destruction. 

Musharraf, Fleeing Once, Is Brought Back To Court To Face Charges from New York Times 19 Apr 13

When the former military ruler Pervez Musharraf ended his years of exile last month, it was with a vision of himself as a political savior, returning
in the nick of time to save Pakistan from chaos. 

IMF chief says global pro-growth policies needed from Associated Press 19 Apr 13

IMF chief Lagarde calls for policies to spur growth to help still struggling global economy 

Keystone XL Opponents Brace For Protests In Neb. from Associated Press 19 Apr 13

Opponents of a massive Canada-to-Texas oil pipeline converged on a snowy Nebraska town Thursday for a critical hearing on the project, but
they already were preparing for acts of civil disobedience should President Barack Obama approve it. 

Top Obama Officials Differ On Syrian Rebels In Testimony To Congress from New York Times 18 Apr 13

Sharply different perspectives within the Obama administration concerning the Syrian opposition emerged publicly on Wednesday when Secretary



of State John Kerry and Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel made separate appearances before Congress. 

Europeans Step Toward Easing Syria Oil Exports from New York Times 18 Apr 13

European Union members reached a preliminary agreement on Wednesday that would ease an embargo on oil exports from Syria, diplomats said,
part of an effort to enable opposition-held areas with petroleum resources to develop an economic base and some self-sufficiency. 

Assad Accuses West Of Backing Al-Qaida In Syria from Associated Press 18 Apr 13

Syria's president accused the West on Wednesday of backing al-Qaida in his country's civil war, warning it will pay a price "in the heart" of
Europe and the United States as the terror network becomes emboldened. 

Militants In Egyptian Sinai Fire Rockets Into Israel But Do No Damage from New York Times 18 Apr 13

Two rockets fired from the Egyptian Sinai Peninsula struck the southern Israeli resort of Eilat on Wednesday, causing no damage or injuries,
according to the Israeli military. The first such attack on that city in a year, it underscored the continuing threat from militants operating across the
desert border. 

Egypt Court Sets May 11 For Mubarak Retrial from Associated Press 18 Apr 13

The Cairo appellate court on Wednesday set May 11 for the resumption of ousted Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak's retrial in the deaths of
hundreds of protesters during the uprising that deposed him. 

China says investigating human-to-human spread of bird flu from Reuters 18 Apr 13

China is investigating the possibility of human-to-human transmission of a new strain of bird flu that has killed 17 people and is examining
"family clusters" of people infected with the virus, a top health official was quoted as saying. 

Video Shows An Angry Putin Threatening To Dismiss Officials from New York Times 18 Apr 13

A Kremlin-linked Web site on Wednesday leaked a video clip of an angry President Vladimir V. Putin threatening to dismiss top officials, fueling
speculation that Prime Minister Dmitri A. Medvedev and members of his cabinet are in danger of being fired. 

Serbia and Kosovo Near Deal, Official Says from New York Times 18 Apr 13

Serbia and Kosovo were edging toward a deal on Wednesday aimed at overcoming ethnic enmities in the former Serbian province, a senior
Kosovo official said, in what would be a seminal moment in relations between former enemies that could help clear the way for each eventually to
join the European Union. 

Pakistan's Musharraf On The Run After Arrest Order from Associated Press 18 Apr 13

Former Pakistani military ruler Pervez Musharraf and his security team pushed past policemen and sped away from a court in the country's capital
on Thursday after his bail was revoked in a case in which he is accused of treason. 

Diplomats: Iran Ups Nuke Technology from Associated Press 17 Apr 13

Technicians upgrading Iran's main uranium enrichment facility have tripled their installations of high-tech machines that could be used in a
nuclear weapons program to more than 600 in the last three months, diplomats said Wednesday. 

USAID Head Says Food Aid Changes Are Urgent from Associated Press 17 Apr 13

The head of the Obama administration's international food aid efforts says a proposal to shift the way food is delivered abroad could help an
additional 4 million starving people. But there doesn't appear to be much support for the idea on Capitol Hill. 

Obama Doubts That North Korea Can Make A Nuclear Warhead from New York Times 17 Apr 13

President Obama said in an interview broadcast Tuesday that he did not believe that North Korea yet had the ability to miniaturize a nuclear
weapon to fit atop a missile, and he said nothing would shake him from a strategy of refusing to "reward" the kind of provocative behavior
exhibited by Kim Jong-un, the North's leader. 

U.S. Fears Syria Rebel Victory, for Now from Wall Street Journal 17 Apr 13



Administration Belief That Islamists Would Prevail Has Driven Efforts to Boost Moderate Fighters.

US Refuses To Accept Venezuela Election Result from Associated Press 17 Apr 13

The Obama administration is refusing to accept the official results of Venezuela's weekend presidential election, which gave victory to the protege
of the country's late leftist leader Hugo Chavez.

Powerful Earthquake Strikes Rural Southeast Iran from New York Times 17 Apr 13

Southeast Iran was hit Tuesday by the most powerful earthquake to strike the country in 40 years, and its reverberations were felt as far away as
India, but Iranian officials said the tremor had originated so deep underground, and in such a sparsely populated area, that it caused relatively few
casualties and only minor damage. 

U.S. proposes U.N. Western Sahara rights monitor; Morocco warns of "missteps" from Reuters 17 Apr 13

The United States has proposed that the U.N. peace-keeping mission in the disputed territory of Western Sahara help monitor human rights there,
U.N. diplomats said on Tuesday, an idea that has prompted an expression of regret from Morocco. 

Hagel Due To Visit On April 21: Israeli Official from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 13

US Defence Secretary Chuck Hagel is due in Israel for an official visit on April 21 on his first trip to the region since taking over as Pentagon
chief, an Israeli official confirmed to AFP on Tuesday. 

China Suggests That US, Projecting Power, Is Stirring Asia-Pacific Tensions from New York Times 17 Apr 13

China published a national defense paper on Tuesday suggesting that the United States was creating tensions in the Asia-Pacific region by
strengthening its military presence and reinforcing its alliances there. 

Court Halts Pakistan Ex-Leader's Election Bid from Wall Street Journal 17 Apr 13

The political ambitions of Pakistan's former military ruler, Pervez Musharraf, were dealt a potentially fatal blow on Tuesday as a court
disqualified him from taking part in next month's elections. 

Hagel: Military Is Prepared To Assist After *Cruel Act Of Terror* from Stars and Stripes 17 Apr 13

The U.S. military is ready to assist after what Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel called a “cruel act of terror” in Boston. 

UK: Concerned Over Signs Of Chemical Arms In Syria from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

The U.K. is increasingly concerned there is evidence that chemical weapons have been used in Syria, Britain's foreign secretary said Monday. 

FEATURE: A Mysterious Iranian-Run Factory In Germany from Washington Post 16 Apr 13

For years, mystery surrounded an Iranian-controlled factory tucked away in this town of 70,000 in Germany's industrial west. 
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Obama Letter To Putin Sends "Positive Signals," Russian Official Says from Washington Post 16 Apr 13

The Obama administration wants to find a way to stop the deterioration in U.S.-Russian relations, top Russian officials said here Monday after
meeting with Tom Donilon, the U.S. national security adviser. 

Obama Letter To Putin Sends "Positive Signals," Russian Official Says from Washington Post 16 Apr 13

The Obama administration wants to find a way to stop the deterioration in U.S.-Russian relations, top Russian officials said here Monday after
meeting with Tom Donilon, the U.S. national security adviser. 

IMF: Progress In Talks On Egypt Loan from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 13

The International Monetary Fund said Monday that talks on a multi-billion dollar loan to stabilize Egypt's finances had made progress, noting
steps taken by Cairo to adjust energy subsidies. 



Somalia Leader: Foreigners Aided Attack On Court from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

Somalia's prime minister said Monday that several experienced foreign fighters took part in the most serious Islamic extremist attack on
Mogadishu in years, while other officials indicated the explosive devices were more advanced than normal, a possible indication of greater
involvement by al-Qaida. 

AP Interview: UN Puts Spotlight On 'Stunted' Kids from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

The United Nations Children's Fund says more than a quarter of children under the age of 5 worldwide are permanently "stunted" from
malnutrition, leaving them physically and intellectually weak and representing a scandalous waste of human potential. 

An 'Act Of Terror' In Boston from Washington Post 16 Apr 13

A nation on guard can't stop every plot

22 Insurgents Are Killed By Afghan Commandos from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

A Taliban commander and a top leader of a Pakistani extremist group were among those killed in separate raids led by U.S.-Afghan forces.

Obama threatens veto to cybersecurity bill from Associated Press 16 Apr 13

The White House says President Barack Obama would veto a House cybersecurity bill unless changes are made to protect privacy. 

Mexican gov't tries to soften drug war language from Associated Press 15 Apr 13

The Mexican government is trying to put a new linguistic spin on the country's drug war, in part by discouraging the use of terms such as "drug
war." 

U.S., Japan raise chance of new N. Korea nuclear talks from Associated Press 15 Apr 13

The countries said the reclusive communist government first must lower tensions and honor previous agreements. 

Egypt stalls on IMF terms, no deal seen: diplomats from Reuters 15 Apr 13

Egypt is stalling on the terms of a $4.8 billion International Monetary Fund loan to help it fight a deepening economic crisis, and no deal is likely
while an IMF team is in Cairo, diplomats said on Sunday. 

Counter-Terrorism's Future Is Unclear from Los Angeles Times 15 Apr 13

Opinions differ on how much threat Al Qaeda poses and how U.S. spending and policy should change.

Russia Bars 18 Americans After Sanctions by U.S. from New York Times 14 Apr 13

A day after the United States imposed sanctions on Russians accused of rights violations, Moscow said Saturday that it could not “leave this open
blackmail without response” and published a list of 18 current and former American officials who will now be barred from entry to Russia. 

18 Americans barred from Russia in tit-for-tat sanctions from Los Angeles Times 13 Apr 13

Russian officials Saturday banned 18 American officials from entering the country, a day after the U.S. announced similar sanctions on 18
Russians in connection with the prosecution and subsequent death of Russian auditor Sergei Magnitsky. 

Hackers Post Witness List in Trial on Ex-Premier’s Death from New York Times 13 Apr 13

Hackers broke into a major Lebanese news Web site and plastered the front page with the names of the so-called secret witnesses for the trial in
the killing of the former Prime Minister Rafik Hariri in an apparent bold, new move to intimidate witnesses and derail the trial. 

China, US to set up cybersecurity working group: Kerry from Agence France-Presse 13 Apr 13

China and the US, which are embroiled in a bitter dispute over hacking, have agreed to set up a cybersecurity working group, US Secretary of
State John Kerry said Saturday. 

Pentagon Says Nuclear Missile Is In Reach For North Korea from New York Times 12 Apr 13



A new assessment by the Pentagon's intelligence arm has concluded for the first time, with "moderate confidence," that North Korea has learned
how to make a nuclear weapon small enough to be delivered by a ballistic missile. 

Kerry Heads To East Asia, Seeks Help On NKorea from Associated Press 12 Apr 13

John Kerry had been secretary of state for little more than a week when North Korea tested a nuclear bomb. 

U.S. Embassy in Turkey Said to Be Targeted from New York Times 12 Apr 13

Turkish police said Thursday that they had found evidence of a plot linked to Al Qaeda to bomb the United States Embassy in Ankara, a
synagogue in Istanbul and other targets, from a raid on two houses in February, according to news reports. 

Shades Of Benghazi: State Department Changes Story On Afghanistan Blast That Killed Diplomat from Washington Times 12 Apr 13

The State Department has acknowledged that five U.S. personnel killed in Afghanistan, including 25-year-old diplomat Anne Smedinghoff, were
on foot when they were attacked by a suicide bomber, and not in an armored vehicle, as officials had told bereaved relatives earlier this week. 

Rebel Victory In Syria Might Not Stop Conflict, U.S. Officials Say from New York Times 12 Apr 13

As it cobbles together additional aid for rebel fighters there, the Obama administration believes Syria could face a protracted, bloody conflict,
even if the rebels succeed in ousting President Bashar al-Assad, several officials said Thursday. 

US targets network for evading Iran sanctions from Associated Press 12 Apr 13

The U.S. is blacklisting an Iranian businessman, a Malaysian bank and a string of companies for allegedly attempting to evade economic
sanctions against Iran. 

US dismisses speculation over Fayyad resignation from Agence France-Presse 12 Apr 13

The United States on Thursday reacted warily to speculation Palestinian premier Salam Fayyad was poised to offer his resignation to president
Mahmud Abbas after a dispute between the two. 

Israeli Forces Hold Palestinian-American Teenager from Associated Press 12 Apr 13

Israeli forces have been holding a Palestinian-American teenager in a military lockup for nearly a week after bursting into his family home and
arresting him in an overnight raid for allegedly hurling rocks at Israeli motorists in the West Bank, his father said on Thursday. 

Report: Afghan militants could get contract funds from Associated Press 12 Apr 13

Militant groups in Afghanistan could still obtain U.S. government contracts and siphon off American taxpayer dollars because administrative
flaws and misunderstandings are hampering a law aimed at weeding out corruption, a top auditor warned Thursday. 

House Panel OKs Cybersecurity Bill; Opponents Fear More Monitoring Of Internet from Washington Times 12 Apr 13

Opponents of a bill to let private companies share cybersecurity information with the federal government vowed Thursday to continue their fight,
saying the proposed law would lead to broader government monitoring of the Internet. 

CDC Readies For Threat Of New Bird Flu from USA Today 12 Apr 13

After China reported 38 cases of a new, highly virulent flu strain that has killed 10 people, U.S. health agencies are moving into high gear to
combat it. 

Mexican police detain 120 CentAm migrants from EFE (Spain) 11 Apr 13

Army troops and Federal Police officers detained 120 Central American migrants, including 20 children, in southern Mexico, officials said
Thursday. 

Budget Proposes Shift In Providing Food Aid To Needy Nations from Washington Post 11 Apr 13

The Obama administration has proposed the first major change in three decades to the way the United States supplies food aid to impoverished
nations, significantly scaling back the program that buys commodities from U.S. farmers and ships them to the needy overseas. 



Broad Outlines Of Senate Immigration Agreement Emerge from New York Times 11 Apr 13

A bipartisan group of senators has largely agreed on a broad immigration bill that would require tough border measures to be in place before
illegal immigrants could take the first steps to become American citizens, according to several people familiar with drafts of the legislation. 

House Republicans Push To Give Keystone Pipeline Approval Authority To Congress from McClatchy 11 Apr 13

Promoters of the Keystone XL pipeline are agitating for its fast approval now that the State Department has downplayed the project's impact on
global warming. 

Move To Expand Support To Syrian Rebels Gains Speed Among Western Nations from New York Times 11 Apr 13

A long-debated move by Western nations to expand support for Syria's opposition gained momentum on Wednesday, with the United States
poised to increase its nonlethal aid to rebel groups and pressure building to lift a European Union embargo on sending arms to Syria. 

An agency-by-agency guide to Obama’s 2014 budget from Associated Press 11 Apr 13

President Barack Obama has proposed a $3.8 trillion budget for fiscal 2014 that aims to slash the deficit by a net $600 billion over 10 years, raise
taxes and trim popular benefit programs, including Social Security and Medicare.

Hagel Calls On North Korea To Tone Down Rhetoric from Bloomberg News 11 Apr 13

U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said North Korea has "been skating very close to a dangerous line" and should tone down its "bellicose
rhetoric" to ease mounting tensions in the region. 

Intrigue Swirls As Iran Prepares To Choose Next President from Los Angeles Times 11 Apr 13

The reform movement that took to the streets to protest alleged vote-rigging in Iran's last presidential election has been crushed. The supreme
leader has made it clear that such behavior will not be tolerated this time. 
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leader has made it clear that such behavior will not be tolerated this time. 

US intelligence chief: Cyberterror leading threat from Associated Press 11 Apr 13

The top U.S. intelligence official says cyberterrorism is the leading worldwide threat to U.S. security. 

House intelligence panel all for sharing cybersecurity information from Washington Times 10 Apr 13

The House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence voted 18-2 Wednesday to pass legislation that would allow private companies to share
cybersecurity information with federal agencies. 

Probe shows N. Korea behind recent cyber attack on S. Korea: Yonhap from Kyodo (Japan) 10 Apr 13

North Korea masterminded a series of hacking attacks that crippled networks of South Korean banks and broadcasters last month, a South Korean
government official said Wednesday, according to Yonhap News Agency. 
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government official said Wednesday, according to Yonhap News Agency. 

Iraq Inspects Second Syria-bound Iran Aircraft from Agence France-Presse 10 Apr 13

Iraq on Tuesday grounded and inspected a second Iranian aircraft bound for Syria in as many days, but found only humanitarian material, Prime
Minister Nuri al-Maliki's spokesman said.

Quake hits near Iran's nuclear city Bushehr, 37 dead from Reuters 10 Apr 13

A powerful earthquake struck close to Iran's only nuclear power station on Tuesday, killing 37 people and injuring 850 as it destroyed homes and
devastated two small villages, Iranian media reported. 



Obama, Afghan President Discuss Security Handover from Associated Press 10 Apr 13

President Barack Obama has spoken by phone with Afghan President Hamid Karzai (HAH'-mihd KAHR'-zeye) and discussed progress toward
handing over security operations to Afghan forces. 

US Government, Business Leaders Push China On Cyberattacks, Internet Censorship from Washington Post 10 Apr 13

At a rare public forum on cyberissues Tuesday featuring American and Chinese government officials, U.S. diplomats and business leaders tried
using economic arguments to persuade China to stop its cyberattacks and Internet censorship. 

US Seeks Less Austerity in Euro Zone from Wall Street Journal 10 Apr 13

U.S. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew's whirlwind trip to Europe this week ended Tuesday, underscoring the stark trans-Atlantic divide over how
best to recover from the global economic slump. 

Canadian Visits U.S. to Promote Oil Pipeline from New York Times 10 Apr 13

Alison Redford, the premier of the Canadian province that is home to the oil sands formations that would supply the proposed Keystone XL
pipeline to the United States, said Tuesday that critics of the project had distorted its environmental effects and exaggerated the impact of
developing the oil. 

Egypt's Pope Sharply Criticizes President from Associated Press 10 Apr 13

Egypt's Coptic Christian pope delivered an unprecedented direct criticism of the Islamist president Tuesday after a mob attack on the church's
main cathedral, saying he had failed to protect the building and warning that the country is collapsing. 

Kerry, Netanyahu Claim Peace Talk Progress from Washington Post 10 Apr 13

Secretary of State John F. Kerry and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu claimed progress Tuesday in preparing for possible new peace
talks between Israel and the Palestinians, opening a new chapter in U.S. peacemaking after what Kerry acknowledged is a long history of
disappointments. 

Before Meeting Syrian Opposition, Kerry Says US Is Considering More Support from New York Times 10 Apr 13

On the eve of a meeting with the Syrian opposition, Secretary of State John Kerry said Tuesday that the Obama administration was weighing
"stepped-up" efforts to support the rebel fighters, and that such proposals had been "front and center" in administration discussions over the past
week.

North Korea warns foreigners to evacuate the South from CBS News 9 Apr 13

North Korea is urging all foreign companies and tourists in South Korea to evacuate or find out where they can take shelter because it says the
rival Koreas are on the eve of a nuclear war. The new threat appeared to be an attempt to keep the region on tenterhooks over its intentions. 

Official urges China-U.S. trust on cyber security from Xinhua (China) 9 Apr 13

A senior Chinese Internet affairs official has called for greater trust between China and the United States in jointly safeguarding cyber security. 

Libya arms fueling conflicts in Syria, Mali and beyond: U.N. experts from Reuters 9 Apr 13

Weapons are spreading from Libya at an "alarming rate," fueling conflicts in Mali, Syria and elsewhere and boosting the arsenals of extremists
and criminals in the region, according to a U.N. report published on Tuesday. 

Kerry Trying To Build Support For New Israel Peace Talks from Washington Post 9 Apr 13

Secretary of State John F. Kerry worked Monday to build support for new Arab-Israeli peace talks that would establish an independent Palestinian
state and settle many other old Mideast grievances. 

North Korea warns foreigners to leave South from Reuters 9 Apr 13

North Korea intensified threats of an imminent conflict against the United States and the South on Tuesday, warning foreigners to evacuate South
Korea to avoid being dragged into a "merciless, sacred, retaliatory war". 



Defiant Iran Inaugurates 2 Nuclear-linked Projects from Associated Press 9 Apr 13

Iran has inaugurated of two key nuclear-related projects just days after another round of talks with world powers seeking to limit Tehran's atomic
program. 

Iran announces uranium mining after nuclear talks fail from Reuters 9 Apr 13

Iran said on Tuesday operations had begun at two uranium mines and a milling plant and that Western opposition would not slow its nuclear work,
days after talks with world powers made no breakthrough. 

Iraq Forces Iranian Plane Bound For Syria To Land from Associated Press 9 Apr 13

Iraqi authorities forced an Iranian plane to land on Monday so it could be searched for weapons bound for Syrian regime fighters, but they found
only humanitarian aid and medical supplies, officials said. 

Treasury Secretary Jack Lew Pushes Europeans To Focus On Growth Over Austerity from Washington Post 9 Apr 13

Treasury Secretary Jack Lew, quickly embracing his role as the leading U.S. diplomat on the economy, pushed his counterparts in Europe on
Monday to do more to drive economic growth and enact stronger and more unified defenses against financial panics. 

FEATURE: China's President Defends Business Environment from Wall Street Journal 9 Apr 13

In a variation on the elevator pitch, several dozen Chinese, Asian and Western business leaders sat down Monday with Chinese President Xi
Jinping for what was billed as a roundtable discussion.

Special Ops Vets Call For Congressional Probe Of Benghazi from Washington Times 9 Apr 13

Hundreds of members of a special operations veterans group are calling for House members to create a committee to investigate the fatal
September terrorist attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya. 

France leads call for EU to step up fight against tax havens from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 13

France on Tuesday said that it, along with Britain, Germany, Italy and Spain, has asked the European Union to create a mechanism that allows for
an automatic cross-border exchange of bank information, in a move to crack-down on off-shore tax-dodgers. 

Turkey Presses Israel for More to Restore Ties from Wall Street Journal 8 Apr 13

Secretary of State John Kerry on Sunday pressed Turkey and Israel to move forward with a diplomatic rapprochement President Barack Obama
brokered in March, which the U.S. views as central to promoting stability in Middle East hot spots like Syria and the Palestinian territories. 

Kerry Struggles To Get Turkey To Mend Israel Ties from Associated Press 8 Apr 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry struggled Sunday to convince Turkey's leaders they should promptly restore full diplomatic ties with Israel,
two American allies counted on by President Barack Obama to help calm the turbulent Middle East. 

Door still open on Iran atom talks, but not forever: U.S from Reuters 8 Apr 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said on Sunday world powers would pursue further talks with Iran to resolve a decade-old dispute over its
nuclear programme, but stressed that the process could not go on forever. 

North Korea May Be Preparing To Test Missile from Associated Press 8 Apr 13

A top South Korean national security official said Sunday that North Korea may be setting the stage for a missile test or another provocative act
with its warning that it soon will be unable to guarantee diplomats' safety in Pyongyang. 

Assad Forces Push Back At Rebels Across Syria from New York Times 8 Apr 13

The embattled Syrian government mounted attacks on rebel positions across the country on Sunday, according to opposition activists. 

Lew To Prod Euro Leaders On Growth Amid Austerity Struggle from Bloomberg News 8 Apr 13

U.S. Treasury Secretary Jacob J. Lew will prod European leaders to stimulate economic growth as they struggle to resolve the bloc's debt crisis



through budget tightening in the midst of a recession. 

One dead, many wounded in Cairo cathedral clashes from Reuters 8 Apr 13

One person was killed and more than 80 wounded in clashes at the Coptic Orthodox Cathedral in central Cairo on Sunday after a funeral service
for four Egyptian Christians killed in sectarian violence with Muslims, state media said. 

Luxembourg 'open' to bank transparency, Luc Frieden from BBC 7 Apr 13

Luxembourg would consider greater transparency of its banking sector to help curb tax evasion, the finance minister has told a German
newspaper. 

Piercing the secrecy of offshore tax havens from Washington Post 7 Apr 13

Among the 4,000 U.S. individuals listed in the records, at least 30 are American citizens accused in lawsuits or criminal cases of fraud, money
laundering or other serious financial misconduct. 

Hackers target Israeli sites from Associated Press 7 Apr 13

Israel's media is reporting that the country's websites are under cyberattack, but most targeted sites do not appear to have been affected. 

Israel braces for expected internet assault from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 5 Apr 13

Israeli computer system administrators and security experts were bracing themselves Friday for an assault by pro-Palestinian hackers, who have
vowed to disable Israeli websites this weekend. 

Israel denies link with arms ship seized by Egypt from Agence France-Presse 5 Apr 13

Israel's government on Friday strenuously denied it had any link to an arms-laden ship that Egypt said its navy seized as it sailed from the Israeli
port of Eilat to Togo in West Africa. 

N. Korea Loads Two Medium-Range Missiles On Mobile Launchers from Yonhap News Agency 5 Apr 13

North Korea has loaded two intermediate-range missiles onto mobile launchers and hidden them in an unidentified facility near the east coast,
Seoul military sources said Friday, triggering speculation that the North is ready for an abrupt missile launch. 

U.S. Has Plan To Oust Kim Government If Attack Occurs from Washington Times 5 Apr 13

The U.S. would oust the communist regime in North Korea if it uses its nuclear weapons or launches an all-out invasion on South Korea and the
28,500 American troops stationed there, national security sources say. 

Elections In Pakistan Pose Threat To U.S. Drone Program from Washington Times 5 Apr 13

The major candidates to become Pakistan's next prime minister oppose American drone strikes on Islamic extremists in their country, which bodes
ill for the U.S. policy after Pakistan's historic parliamentary elections in May. 

Pentagon Develops *Rules Of Engagement* For Cyberwar from USA Today 5 Apr 13

The Pentagon is putting the finishing touches on rules that will give military commanders clearer authority if they have to respond to an enemy
cyber-attack, military officials and cyber-security experts say. 

Talks Resume On Curbing Iran's Nuclear Program from New York Times 5 Apr 13

Negotiations resumed here Friday between Iran and the six world powers demanding that it curb its nuclear program, with little sign that the
Iranian government was ready to accept restrictions on its supply of dangerous enriched uranium in exchange for a modest easing of international
sanctions. 

Obama Tells Donors of Tough Politics of Environment from New York Times 4 Apr 13

Appearing at the home of an outspoken critic of the Keystone XL pipeline, President Obama on Wednesday night told a group of high-dollar
donors that the politics of the environment “are tough.” 



S. Korea: North Korea Moved Missile To East Coast from Associated Press 4 Apr 13

North Korea has moved a missile with "considerable range" to its east coast, South Korea's defense minister said Thursday, but he added that there
are no signs that Pyongyang is preparing for a full-scale conflict. 

U.S. Speeds Missile Defense To Guam After North Korea Bars South’s Workers from New York Times 4 Apr 13

The United States announced Wednesday that it was speeding the deployment of an advanced missile defense system to Guam in the next few
weeks, two years ahead of schedule in what the Pentagon said was “a precautionary move” to protect American naval and air forces from the
threat of a North Korean missile attack. 

Fears Increase Of Taliban Surge from Financial Times 4 Apr 13

NATO forces expect ‘high-profile’ strikes

Obama To Take Pay Cut To Support Federal Workers Facing Furloughs from Washington Post 4 Apr 13

President Obama plans to give up 5 percent of his salary this year to draw attention to the financial sacrifice of more than 1 million federal
employees who will be furloughed by automatic spending cuts starting in less than three weeks, the White House said Wednesday. 

New Rebel Gains Reported In Southern Syria With Seizure Of Military Base from New York Times 4 Apr 13

Syria’s insurgency appeared to make further territorial gains in the south on Wednesday, antigovernment activists reported, saying that rebel
fighters had seized a military base near the city of Dara’a, where the uprising against President Bashar al-Assad first began more than two years
ago. 

Prospects For Arms Treaty All But Dead In Senate from Associated Press 4 Apr 13

Senate opponents of a treaty regulating the multibillion-dollar global arms trade said Wednesday they have the votes to block ratification of the
pact, which is also opposed by the outlaw regimes of North Korea, Syria and Iran. 

Masters of the cyber-universe from The Economist 4 Apr 13

China’s state-sponsored hackers are ubiquitous—and totally unabashed 

Kerry Warns NKorea On "Reckless" Provocations (Lee, Lederman, AP) from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

Secretary of State John Kerry on Tuesday warned North Korea to halt a recent spate of rhetoric and actions, calling them provocative, dangerous
and reckless. He also vowed that the United States would defend itself and its allies South Korea and Japan from North Korean threats. 

Seoul Seeks Ability To Make Nuclear Fuel from Wall Street Journal 3 Apr 13

South Korea is pressing the Obama administration for U.S. permission to produce its own nuclear fuel, a move that nonproliferation experts said
could trigger a wider nuclear-arms race in North Asia and the Middle East. 

US Warns Egypt's Transition May Be Backsliding from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

The Obama administration is warning that Egypt may be backsliding in its transition to democracy.

UN Adopts Treaty To Regulate Global Arms Trade from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

The U.N. General Assembly overwhelmingly approved the first international treaty regulating the multibillion-dollar global arms trade Tuesday,
after a more than decade-long campaign to keep weapons from falling into the hands of terrorists, warlords, organized crime figures and human
rights violators. 

US Deep Concern Over South China Sea Tension from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

Secretary of State John Kerry says the U.S. is deeply concerned about tensions in the resource-rich South China Sea and wants to see the
territorial disputes there worked out through arbitration. 

AP Interview: UN Nuke Chief Concerned About Iran from Associated Press 3 Apr 13

The U.N's top nuclear official expressed concern Tuesday that Iran may be secretly continuing work on nuclear weapons while his agency is tied



up in protracted negotiations with the country on restarting an investigation into past suspected research and development of such arms. 

US, Jordan Stepping Up Training Of Syrian Opposition from Washington Post 3 Apr 13

The United States and Jordan have stepped up training of Syrian opposition forces that may be used to establish a buffer zone along Syria's
southern border, according to U.S. and Jordanian officials.

Israeli Jets Strike Gaza To Retaliate For Attacks from Wall Street Journal 3 Apr 13

Israeli jets struck the Gaza Strip late Tuesday and early Wednesday for the first time since a week of fighting with Hamas in November, in
retaliation for what Israel said the renewal of rocket and mortar attacks by Palestinian militants in the territory. 

U.S. Grows More Helpful to International Criminal Court, a Body It First Scorned from New York Times 3 Apr 13

As part of its Rewards for Justice program, the State Department plans to pay up to $5 million for information leading to the arrests of fugitives in
atrocity cases. It will issue a list of names that for the first time will include some of the court’s most-wanted fugitives...

White House: No Military Moves Seen In N. Korea from Associated Press 2 Apr 13

The White House says that despite bellicose rhetoric from North Korea the Obama administration has not seen changes in the regime's military
posture. 

North Korea to restart nuclear reactor in weapons bid from Reuters 2 Apr 13

North Korea announced plans on Tuesday to restart a mothballed nuclear reactor that has been closed since 2007, but emphasized it was seeking a
deterrent capacity, rather than repeating recent threats to attack South Korea and the United States. 

Iran Cools Nuclear Work As Vote Looms from Wall Street Journal 2 Apr 13

Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei has decided to keep Iran's nuclear program within limits demanded by Israel for now, according to
senior U.S., European and Israeli officials, in a move they believe is designed to avert an international crisis during an Iranian election year. 

6,000 Syrians Killed In March, Deadliest Month Yet from Associated Press 2 Apr 13

March was the bloodiest month yet in Syria's 2-year-old conflict with more than 6,000 documented deaths, a leading anti-regime activist group
said Monday, blaming the increase on heavier shelling and more violent clashes. 

US Blasts Arrest Warrant Against Egypt Satirist from Associated Press 2 Apr 13

The U.S. State Department said Monday that arrest warrants and the investigation of a popular Egyptian satirist and other critics of Egypt's
Islamist president highlight a "disturbing trend" of growing restrictions on freedom of expression in the country. 

Tunisia Sees Rising Jihadist Threat from Wall Street Journal 2 Apr 13

Diplomats Say Weak Government Lets Known Islamist Militants Increasingly Use Nation as a Haven

South Africa Urged to Pull Troops from Wall Street Journal 2 Apr 13

South Africa's main opposition party called for President Jacob Zuma to pull remaining troops out of the Central African Republic, where 13
South African soldiers were killed last month in a failed attempt to prevent a coup in the remote, landlocked nation. 

Hamas officials say the Islamic militant group has re-elected Khaled Mashaal as its leader from Associated Press 1 Apr 13

The Islamic militant group Hamas on Monday re-elected longtime leader Khaled Mashaal, officials said, choosing a relative pragmatist who has
sparred with movement hardliners in the past over his attempt to reconcile with Western-backed Palestinian rivals. 

UN To Vote Tuesday On Treaty Regulating Arms Trade from Associated Press 1 Apr 13

The U.N. General Assembly is expected to vote on what would be the first U.N. treaty regulating the multibillion-dollar international arms trade
after Iran, North Korea and Syria blocked its adoption by consensus. 

U.S. F-22 stealth jets join South Korea drills amid saber-rattling from Reuters 1 Apr 13



The United States sent F-22 stealth fighter jets to South Korea on Sunday to join military drills aimed at underscoring the U.S. commitment to
defend Seoul in the face of an intensifying campaign of threats from North Korea. 

Arkansas Town Hit By Oil Spill from Wall Street Journal 1 Apr 13

Crews cleaned up thousands of barrels of crude over the weekend after an Exxon Mobil Corp. XOM, pipeline ruptured and polluted an Arkansas
town—an incident that underscored the fragility of the U.S. pipeline network. 

Karzai Seeks Qatar's Help On Peace Talks With Taliban from Wall Street Journal 1 Apr 13

Afghan President Hamid Karzai traveled to Qatar in a bid to revive Afghanistan's faltering peace process and patch up relations with the wealthy
Gulf emirate where the Taliban are establishing their main negotiating headquarters. 

Syria Accuses Rebels Of Setting Fire To Oil Wells from Associated Press 1 Apr 13

Heavy shelling in a neighborhood in the northern city of Aleppo sent civilians fleeing for their lives on Sunday, and the state news agency accused
rebels trying to topple the government of setting fire to three oil wells. 

FEATURE: As Problems Mount, Support Wanes For Muslim Brotherhood from USA Today 1 Apr 13

In this charming Nile-side city hundreds of miles from the capital, many lament the nation's crippled state. The economy is teetering toward
collapse, unemployment is on the rise, unrest in the streets is rife, and security is largely absent. 

Palestinian Leader Clamps Down On Critics from Associated Press 1 Apr 13

Mahmoud Abbas' government in the West Bank is getting tougher with critics, interrogating, prosecuting and even jailing several journalists and
bloggers in recent months for allegedly "defaming" the Western-backed Palestinian leader. 

FEATURE: Spurts Of Violence Punctuate Calm After Kenyan Vote Is Upheld from New York Times 1 Apr 13

The protests and clashes that erupted Saturday night in a handful of areas, minutes after the Supreme Court ruled that Uhuru Kenyatta was
legitimately elected president, were nowhere near the scale of chaos during the last disputed election in 2007.

Painful Payment For Afghan Debt: A Daughter, 6 from New York Times 1 Apr 13

As the shadows lengthened around her family's hut here in one of Kabul's sprawling refugee camps, a slight 6-year-old girl ran in to where her
father huddled with a group of elders near a rusty wood stove. Her father, Taj Mohammad, looked away, his face glum. 

South Korea to augment cyberwar defenses after attack on banks, broadcasters from Washington Times 1 Apr 13

South Korea’s Ministry of National Defense said Monday it will boost its own cyberwar forces and work and train more closely with U.S. forces
on cyber issues, following the massive cyberattacks on major broadcasters and banks in Seoul on March 20. 

Rebel Leader Appoints New Government in CAR from Associated Press 31 Mar 13

A rebel leader who proclaimed himself president of the Central African Republic after his fighters invaded the capital has appointed a new
cabinet. 

Islamist Fighters Slip Back Into Timbuktu and Are Repelled by French and Malians from New York Times 31 Mar 13

A small band of radical Islamist fighters battled French and Malian soldiers for hours in a firefight in Timbuktu on Sunday after infiltrating the
Malian city overnight, Malian officials and witnesses said. 

China Calls For 'Joint Efforts' To Reduce Korea Tensions from Agence France-Presse 29 Mar 13

China appealed for "joint efforts" to reduce tensions on the Korean peninsula Friday, after Pyongyang ordered missile units to prepare to strike the
US mainland and US stealth bombers flew over South Korea. 

Pyongyang's Threats Taken 'Seriously,' Hagel Says from Washington Post 29 Mar 13

Defense chief spoke after nuclear-capable B-2s left for exervice in S.Korea



Iraq And Afghan Wars Will Cost Up To $6 Trillion, Study Says from Washington Post 29 Mar 13

Top expenses will be medical care, disability benefits for veterans

Taliban Terrorize Karachi As The New Gang In Town from New York Times 29 Mar 13

This seaside metropolis is no stranger to gangland violence, driven for years by a motley collection of armed groups who battle over money, turf
and votes. But there is a new gang in town.

Iran Appears The Victor In Postwar Iraq from Los Angeles Times 29 Mar 13

Its influence on its neighbor is growing, while the political sway of the U.S. has largely disappeared.

Putin Flexes Russian Military Muscle In Naval Exercise from Reuters 29 Mar 13

President Vladimir Putin ordered large-scale military exercises in the Black Sea on Thursday, projecting Russian power towards Europe and the
Middle East in a move that may vex neighbors. 

Army Veteran Faces Charge For Fighting With Syrian Rebels from Washington Post 29 Mar 13

Prosecutors link group to al-Qaeda; Complaint cites firing of rocket-propelled grenade

Syria's War Invades A Campus That Acted As A Sanctuary from New York Times 29 Mar 13

More and more students at Damascus University were skipping classes. The whack and thump of shelling in the distance punctuated the hum of
the downtown campus. Some students walked miles to avoid the security checkpoints that choke traffic. 

Mexican Vigilantes Seize Town, Arrest Police from Associated Press 29 Mar 13

Hundreds of armed vigilantes have taken control of a town on a major highway in the Pacific coast state of Guerrero, arresting local police
officers and searching homes after a vigilante leader was killed. Several opened fire on a car of Mexican tourists headed to the beach for Easter
week. 

Pentagon Discusses Military Moves, Threats By N. Korea from CNN 28 Mar 13

ERIN BURNETT, CNN ANCHOR: OutFront tonight, [Interview with] Pentagon Press Secretary George Little. Good to talk to you, George. You
know, this week North Korea's military put its strategic rocket units on combat ready status, the highest level. 

North Korea Readies Rockets After U.S. Flies Stealth Bombers from Reuters 28 Mar 13

North Korea put its rocket units on standby on Friday to attack U.S. military bases in South Korea and the Pacific, after the United States flew two
nuclear-capable stealth bombers over the Korean peninsula in a rare show of force. 

Japan police to launch national force over cyber crime from Agence France-Presse 28 Mar 13

Japan will launch a 140-strong nationwide police task force next week to fight cyber attacks, including those from abroad, the National Police
Agency said Thursday. 

Hagel Vows Support For South Korea After North’s Threats from Bloomberg 28 Mar 13

Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel reiterated the Obama administration’s “unwavering commitment” to protect South Korea following escalated
North Korean threats to attack the U.S. and its Asian ally. 

US Flies Stealth Bombers Over South Korea from Agence France-Presse 28 Mar 13

The United States said two nuclear-capable B-2 stealth bombers flew "deterrence" missions over South Korea on Thursday, defying apocalyptic
threats of retribution from North Korea against ongoing war games. 

Chinese Ships Approach Malaysia from Wall Street Journal 28 Mar 13

China took navy exercises to the farthest reaches of its claims in disputed waters, with four heavily armed ships coming within 50 miles of the
coast of Malaysia, a country that has made relatively little noise about Beijing's recent assertiveness in the South China Sea. 



FEATURE: Once-Touted Afghan Force Falls On Hard Times from Wall Street Journal 28 Mar 13

When villagers rose up against Taliban rule in Afghanistan's Andar district last year, U.S. military commanders billed the surprise rebellion as a
potential game-changer akin to the Sunni tribal awakening that helped the U.S. leave Iraq. 

Assad Sends Letter to Emerging Powers Seeking Help to End Syrian War from New York Times 28 Mar 13

President Bashar al-Assad of Syria beseeched a five-nation group of emerging powers on Wednesday to help halt the Syrian conflict, one day after
the Arab League moved to further isolate Mr. Assad by ceremoniously filling his government’s vacant seat with the opposition coalition that has
sworn to topple him. 

Iraq Feels Ripples From War In Syria from Washington Post 28 Mar 13

Baghdad worries that spillover fighting may fuel sectarian tensions

U.N. Close To Curbing Arms Trade With Treaty from New York Times 28 Mar 13

The effort over many years to forge an international treaty regulating the booming $70 billion annual trade in conventional weapons headed
toward fruition on Wednesday with a final draft sent to the governments of all United Nations member states for approval. 

US takes swipe at China for hacking allegations from Associated Press 28 Mar 13

The U.S. has taken its first real swipe at China following accusations that the Beijing government is behind a widespread and systemic hacking
campaign targeting U.S. businesses. 

Syria Rebels Ask US For Patriot Missile Protection from Agence France-Presse 27 Mar 13

Syrian opposition chief Ahmed Moaz al-Khatib said Tuesday he has asked the United States to extend NATO's Patriot missile system to protect
rebel-held areas in the north of the war-torn country.

North Korea Says It Will Cut Key Military Hotline from Associated Press 27 Mar 13

North Korea said Wednesday that it had cut off a key military hotline with South Korea that allows cross border travel to a jointly run industrial
complex in the North, a move that ratchets up already high tension and possibly jeopardizes the last major symbol of inter-Korean cooperation. 

Egypt's Morsi Warns Against Foreign Meddling from Associated Press 27 Mar 13

Egypt's Islamist president has warned he will deal "firmly" and "decisively" with any foreign attempt to meddle in the affairs of his country, mired
in turmoil for most of the two years since Hosni Mubarak's ouster. 

FEATURE: China Agencies Press Territorial Claims In Asian Waters from Los Angeles Times 27 Mar 13

American concerns about Beijing's growing maritime reach invariably focus on China's first aircraft carrier, the Liaoning, a rebuilt Soviet vessel
that went into operation last year. 

Earthquake Shakes Mexico City from Associated Press 27 Mar 13

Earthquakes shook a broad swath of southern Mexico on Tuesday, causing buildings to sway in the capital and sending thousands fleeing into the
streets as quake alarms sounded. But there were no immediate reports of damages or injuries. 

Terrorist Has Cooperated With U.S. Since Secret Guilty Plea In 2011, Papers Show from New York Times 26 Mar 13

A Somali terrorist with ties to Al Qaeda whose capture and interrogation aboard a United States naval ship in 2011 fueled debate about the Obama
administration's counterterrorism tactics secretly pleaded guilty in Manhattan and has been cooperating with the authorities, court documents
released on Monday show. 

Figure In Seattle Terror Plot Escapes Life Sentence from Seattle Times 26 Mar 13

A man who plotted to kill military personnel and workers in Seattle will serve 18 years as the result of a plea bargain.

Chinese Citizen Guilty Of Data Theft from Washington Post 26 Mar 13

Federal case in N.J. illustrates what FBI calls growing 'insider threat'



Wells Fargo says cyber attack disrupting website from Reuters 26 Mar 13

Wells Fargo & Co on Tuesday said its online banking website was experiencing an unusually high volume of traffic that it believes stems from a
denial-of-service cyber attack.

America Runs Up $6Bn Bill For Winding Down Afghan War from The Guardian (UK) 26 Mar 13

As the US prepares to ship most of its weapons, vehicles and other equipment home after more than a decade in Afghanistan, the bill for the move
will be a staggering $6bn (£3.9bn), officers in charge of the complex process say. 

North Korea Orders Artillery To Be Combat Ready, Targeting U.S. Bases from Reuters 26 Mar 13

North Korea said on Tuesday its strategic rocket and long-range artillery units have been ordered to be combat ready, targeting U.S. military bases
on Guam, Hawaii and mainland America after U.S. bombers flew sorties threatening the North. 

U.S., Seoul Plan Response In Case Of North Korean Attack from Wall Street Journal 26 Mar 13

The U.S. and South Korea signed a military contingency plan to respond to possible attacks from North Korea, Washington's latest step to
reassure its Asian ally as Pyongyang's increasing provocations and China's growing territorial ambitions fuel anxietiesin the region. 

Officials: US Training Syrian Forces In Jordan from Asssociated Press 26 Mar 13

The United States is training secular Syrian fighters in Jordan in a bid to bolster forces battling President Bashar Assad's regime and stem the
influence of Islamist radicals among the country's persistently splintered opposition, American and foreign officials said. 

Who Really Killed Bin Laden? from CNN 26 Mar 13

In February, Esquire magazine published a lengthy profile of "The Man Who Killed Osama bin Laden." The story did not identify the killer by his
real name, referring to him only as "the Shooter." 

U.S., Russia Aim To Reconvene Stalled Missile Defense Talks from Reuters 25 Mar 13

Russian and U.S. defense chiefs signaled on Monday their intention to reconvene long-stalled missile defense talks, the Pentagon said, following a
change in U.S. missile defense plans for Europe that has been met cautiously by Moscow. 

Egypt's President Warns May Move To Protect Nation from Associated Press 25 Mar 13

Egypt's president delivered a stern warning to his opponents on Sunday, saying he may be close to taking unspecified measures to "protect this
nation" two days after supporters of his Muslim Brotherhood and opposition protesters fought street battles in the worst bout of political violence
in three months. 

Afghan President To Visit Qatar from Associated Press 25 Mar 13

Afghan President Hamid Karzai will visit Qatar and discuss the possible opening of a Taliban office in the Gulf state, the foreign ministry said on
Sunday, a development that could facilitate Afghanistan's peace process after nearly 12 years of war.

Arms Airlift To Syria Rebels Expands, With C.I.A. Aid from New York Times 25 Mar 13

With help from the C.I.A., Arab governments and Turkey have sharply increased their military aid to Syria's opposition fighters in recent months,
expanding a secret airlift of arms and equipment for the uprising against President Bashar al-Assad...

US Cedes Full Control Of Bagram To Afghan Forces from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 13

Afghanistan on Monday took full control of Bagram military prison from the United States, healing one running sore in their testy relationship as
US-led forces wind down more than a decade of war. 

Pakistan Sees Afghanistan's Karzai As Obstacle To Peace With Taliban from Reuters 25 Mar 13

Pakistan, seen as critical to efforts to stabilize Afghanistan, is finding it difficult to work with President Hamid Karzai due to mistrust and is
reaching out to others to advance the peace process, senior Pakistani Foreign Ministry officials say. 



Stop-Gap Spending Measure Funds MEADS Missile Defense from Reuters 25 Mar 13

A stop-gap spending measure passed by the Congress last week will allow Lockheed Martin Corp and its partners in Italy and Germany to
complete the last year of development of a missile defense system, averting possible termination fees and international fallout. 

In 'Spirited' Talks, Kerry Tells Iraq To Help Stop Arms Shipments To Syria from New York Times 25 Mar 13

Secretary of State John Kerry told Nuri Kamal al-Maliki, the prime minister of Iraq, on Sunday that Iraq must take steps to stop Iran from
shipping arms to Syria through Iraqi airspace.

EU finance ministers approve Cyprus bailout; top bank depositors face losses to make it work from Associated Press 24 Mar 13

Cyprus’ Parliament president says a deal reached for his country to raise billions in order to qualify for an international bailout is a “painful one”
for the island nation’s people and a defeat for European solidarity. 

Top China college in focus with ties to army's cyber-spying unit from Reuters 24 Mar 13

Faculty members at a top Chinese university have collaborated for years on technical research papers with a People's Liberation Army (PLA) unit
accused of being at the heart of China's alleged cyber-war against Western commercial targets. 

Lawmakers Call For More US Involvement In Syria from Associated Press 24 Mar 13

The Republican chairman of the House Intelligence Committee is calling for greater United States involvement in Syria through the creation of
safe zone that would allow the U.S. military to train opposition forces attempting to overthrow President Bashar Assad. 

Iran's Top Leader 'Not Opposed' To Nuclear Talks With U.S. from Washington Post 22 Mar 13

Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, delivered a lengthy, sweeping speech at the country's holiest site Thursday in which he suggested
that he is open to nuclear talks, if not optimistic about their outcome. 

North Korea Threatens U.S. Military Bases In Pacific from New York Times 22 Mar 13

North Korea on Thursday threatened to attack American military bases in Japan and on the Pacific island of Guam in retaliation for recent training
missions by American B-52 bombers over South Korea. 

Obama Shifts Tone On Israeli Settlements from McClatchy 22 Mar 13

President Barack Obama shuttled between the West Bank and Jerusalem on Thursday, prodding Palestinians and Israelis to restart peace talks as
he acknowledged decades of frustration but insisted it's in both sides' best interest. 

Obama Urges Young Israelis to Lead the Push for Peace from New York Times 22 Mar 13

President Obama, appealing to very disparate audiences to solve one of the world’s thorniest problems, moved closer on Thursday to the Israeli
government’s position on resuming long-stalled peace talks with the Palestinians, even as he passionately implored young Israelis to get ahead of
their own leaders in the push for peace. 

John Kerry: US Committed To Reconciling With Iran from Washington Times 22 Mar 13

While he and President Obama were expressing solidarity with Israeli's firm stance on Iran's nuclear program this week, Secretary of State John F.
Kerry quietly issued a statement saying the U.S. is "strongly committed to resolving" its differences with the Islamic Republic. 

Progress Is Reported In Arms Talks With Russia from New York Times 22 Mar 13

Russian and American officials on Thursday reported progress in discussions about nuclear weapons reductions, in a sign that renewed
cooperation may be under way just days after the United States canceled part of a Europe-based missile defense program that had infuriated the
Kremlin. 

U.N. To Investigate Allegations Of Chemical-Weapons Use In Syria from Washington Post 22 Mar 13

Probe to focus on attack in Aleppo province, but its scope could broaden

Top Democrat, GOP Senator Press Obama On Syria from Associated Press 21 Mar 13



The chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee and a senior Republican are urging President Barack Obama to use limited military force
to end the two-year civil war in Syria. 

Senate Passes Government Funding Measure from Washington Post 21 Mar 13

House is expected to vote on bill on Thursday. A short-term funding measure to keep the government operating beyond the end of this month
cleared the Senate on Wednesday and is awaiting final passage in the House on Thursday to avert a shutdown. 

Karzai, U.S. Agree On Wardak Exit Plan from Washington Post 21 Mar 13

Phased transition in embattled province

FEATURE: Villagers Take On Taliban In Their Heartland from New York Times 21 Mar 13

An uprising against the Taliban that began last month in this southern Afghan village has now spread through dozens of others, according to
residents and Afghan and American officials, in the most significant popular turning against the Islamist insurgents in recent years. 

U.S. Presses China On Breaches from Washington Post 21 Mar 13

Treasury secretary calls cyberattacks a 'serious threat' to economy

U.S., Israel Inch Closer On Iran, But Some Fear It's Too Late from USA Today 21 Mar 13

President Obama told Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and the Israeli public Wednesday that the United States will not let Iran obtain a
nuclear weapon, and the two leaders appeared to move closer on the issue than in the past. 

FEATURE: Israelis Lukewarm On Obama from Washington Post 21 Mar 13

Naomi Shahar readily admits she has been no fan of President Obama, seeing him as cool to Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and not
attentive enough to Israeli concerns. But she says she won't miss live coverage of the president's speech to Israelis on Thursday. 

Lessons From Iraq War: Army Leaders Meet On 10th Anniversary from Wall Street Journal 20 Mar 13

On the 10th anniversary of the beginning of the Iraq war, senior Army leaders gathered for a seminar to discuss how they should position the
service over the next decade to be ready to defend U.S. interests. 

North Korea Vows Military Action Against More U.S. B-52 Flights from Bloomberg.com 20 Mar 13

North Korea warned of “strong military counter-action” if the U.S. again flies B-52 bombers over the Korean peninsula, with two flights this
month after the totalitarian regime threatened preemptive nuclear strikes. 

US envoy presses China over hacking, North Korea from Associated Press 20 Mar 13

U.S. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew pressed Chinese leaders over computer hacking and for help with North Korea during two days of talks that
ended Wednesday. 

SCO anti-terror centre to give stronger response to challenges from Itar-Tass (Russia) 20 Mar 13

The Tashkent-based regional anti-terror centre of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization will become a stronger response instrument to modern
challenges and threats, SCO Secretary General Dmitry Mezentsev said in an interview with Itar-Tass on Tuesday. 

Syria Strife Spills Over Into Lebanon from Wall Street Journal 19 Mar 13

Syria fired rockets into Lebanon in what Washington called a "significant escalation" of the war, as Syria's main opposition group picked a
naturalized U.S. citizen as its first prime minister to lead an interim government that aims to rule over rebel-held territory. 

Syrian opposition elects interim prime minister from Associated Press 19 Mar 13

Syria's opposition coalition early Tuesday elected a little-known American-educated IT manager and Islamic activist to head an interim
government to administer areas seized by rebel forces from President Bashar Assad's troops. 

UN Seeks Global Arms Trade Treaty Talks as NRA Objects from Bloomberg 19 Mar 13



Negotiations on an international treaty to regulate the $70 billion arms trade began today at the United Nations, bringing more than 150 countries
together in New York over objections from the National Rifle Association. 

Obama: Iranians pay high price for nuke defiance from Associated Press 19 Mar 13

President Barack Obama is telling Iranian citizens they pay a high price for their leaders’ refusal to address the world’s concerns about Iran’s
nuclear program. 

Jordan's King Is Critical Of Neighbors, Family And His Own Government from New York Times 19 Mar 13

King Abdullah of Jordan leads one of the smallest, poorest and most vulnerable Arab nations. But that does not stop him from looking down on
many of those around him, including the leaders of Egypt, Turkey and Syria, as well as members of his own royal family, his secret police, his
traditional tribal political base, his Islamist opponents and even United States diplomats. 

China Cites Risk of New Tension as U.S. Bolsters Missile Defenses from New York Times 19 Mar 13

China said Monday that the United States’ decision to strengthen antimissile defenses in response to threats from North Korea risked deepening
regional tensions, underscoring Beijing’s caution on further pressuring the North despite its third nuclear test. 

U.S. Treasury Calls for Responsible and Fair Cyprus Solution from Bloomberg 19 Mar 13

The U.S. called for a “responsible and fair” resolution to the financial crisis in Cyprus, where a proposed tax on bank deposits roiled global
markets. 

Support For Abe Grows In Japan from Wall Street Journal 19 Mar 13

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's decision to join U.S.-led trade talks on Friday received majority support in three weekend opinion polls
that also showed growing approval for his administration and his economic policies.

Freedom Is Brief For Canadians Who Fled Prison By Helicopter from New York Times 19 Mar 13

In a bold prison break, two Canadian convicts shinnied up a rope at a provincial detention center north of Montreal to a hijacked helicopter
hovering overhead and, briefly, experienced freedom. 

Bill To Fund Government Is Set For Senate Passage from Wall Street Journal 19 Mar 13

The Senate on Monday cleared a key hurdle on the way to passing a bill to avoid a government shutdown later this month. 

Cyberwar manual lays down rules for online attacks from Associated Press 19 Mar 13

A panel of experts is publishing a first-of-its-kind rulebook on cyberwarfare, a manual aimed at applying the venerable practice of international
law to the emerging field of military hacking. 

Unusual coalition gears up for final battle to stop Keystone pipeline from Associated Press 18 Mar 13

With a sense of grim determination, a group of unlikely allies has begun gathering at kitchen tables, in churches and along fence rows here to plot
what could be the final battle in the four-year conflict over the Keystone XL pipeline. 

BLOG: Syria’s pro-Assad hackers infiltrate Human Rights Watch Web site and Twitter feed from Washington Post 18 Mar 13

Hackers associated with the Syrian Electronic Army, which supports President Bashar al-Assad, appear to have hacked into the Web site and
Twitter feed of Human Rights Watch.

Pentagon Official Says U.S. Budget Cut Won't Affect Readiness In S. Korea from Yonhap News Agency 18 Mar 13

The U.S. Deputy Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter said Tuesday his government's budget cuts won't affect military readiness in South Korea, as
deterrence against North Korea remains a top priority despite fiscal woes. 

Obama’s Visit To Israel Renews Effort To Free Spy from New York Times 18 Mar 13

When President Obama lands here on Wednesday, he may encounter some Israelis staging a hunger strike in support of Jonathan Jay Pollard, the
American serving a life term in a North Carolina prison for spying for Israel. 



Karzai Opponents Open Talks With Taliban, Warlord from Associated Press 18 Mar 13

Afghan political parties united against President Hamid Karzai recently opened talks with the Taliban and U.S.-declared terrorist Gulbuddin
Hekmatyar, hoping to broker peace ahead of next year's exit of international combat troops and a presidential race that will determine Karzai's
successor, Taliban and opposition leaders have told The Associated Press. 

Pentagon Has Spent Billions On Doomed Programs from Washington Times 18 Mar 13

Cash looms large with budget cuts

Terror Haven In Mali Feared After French Leave from New York Times 18 Mar 13

With France planning to start withdrawing its troops from Mali next month, Western and African officials are increasingly concerned that the
African soldiers who will be relied on to continue the campaign against militants linked to Al Qaeda there do not have the training or equipment
for the job. 

Despite Sanctions' Toll On Iran, U.S. Sees No Shift In Nuclear Behavior from Washington Post 18 Mar 13

Harsh economic sanctions have taken a serious toll on Iran's economy, but U.S. and European officials acknowledge that the measures have not
yet produced the kind of public unrest that could force Iranian leaders to change their nuclear policies. 

Syria Opposition Faces Vote from Wall Street Journal 18 Mar 13

Syria's main opposition group is set to start talks on Monday to form a cabinet and appoint a prime minister to oversee the regions under rebel
control. 

Turmoil In Cyprus Over A Bailout Rattles Europe from New York Times 18 Mar 13

Europe's surprising decision early Saturday to force bank depositors in Cyprus to share in the cost of the latest euro zone bailout set off increasing
outrage and turmoil in Cyprus on Sunday and fueled fears that the trouble will spread to countries like Spain and Italy. 

GOP Lawmakers: Obama Administration Blocking Access To Benghazi Survivors from Washington Times 18 Mar 13

More than six months since the deadly attacks on a U.S. diplomatic post and a nearby CIA facility in Benghazi, Libya, several Republican
lawmakers say they still are looking for answers and are frustrated that the White House is blocking their access to an unknown number of
American survivors. 

U.N. Revives Effort On Pact To Regulate Arms Trade from New York Times 18 Mar 13

In the shadow of the re-energized gun-control debate in the United States, negotiators at the United Nations will reconvene this week to try to
reach a final agreement on a treaty to regulate the global trade in conventional weapons, a lucrative business that rights groups call the main
source of illicit arms fueling deadly conflicts around the world. 

Bipartisan Group Set To Take Keystone Decision Out Of Obama's Hands from Washington Times 18 Mar 13

President Obama has often used executive authority to get around Congress - and he has promised to continue that approach in his second term. 

Russian Lawmaker Not Reassured By U.S. Missile Defense Plan from Reuters 17 Mar 13

A change in the United States plans for an anti-missile shield in Europe will not prompt Russia to drop its opposition to the system, a senior
lawmaker allied to President Vladimir Putin said on Sunday. 

China Premier Li rejects 'groundless' US hacking accusations from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 13

China's new premier Li Keqiang on Sunday rejected US accusations of hacking, saying that Beijing did not support cyber spying after President
Barack Obama stepped up rhetoric on the issue. 

Obama Sets Timeline On Iran Nuclear Bomb from Wall Street Journal 15 Mar 13

Ahead of Israeli Visit, U.S. Leader Says Tehran Is a Year or More Away from Atomic Weapon; Netanyahu Has Different View. Barack Obama
said it would take Iran a year or more to build a nuclear weapon, an assessment that sets up a potential area of discord with Israel's leader days



before the U.S. president visits the Middle East. 

Senate Amendments Stall Bill To Avert Government Shutdown from Reuters.com 15 Mar 13

A fast-track Senate bill to avert a government shutdown stalled on Thursday under the weight of more than 100 proposed amendments as senators
clamored to attach pet provisions to the must-pass measure. 

G.O.P. Divided On Proper Role For U.S. Abroad from New York Times 15 Mar 13

For more than three decades, the Republican Party brand has been deeply tied to a worldview in which the aggressive use of American power
abroad is both a policy imperative and a political advantage. 

N. Korea Blames U.S., S. Korea For Cyber Attack from Yonhap News Agency 15 Mar 13

North Korea on Friday accused its enemies of launching cyber attacks against its Internet servers as the communist country threatens all-out war
in response to ongoing South Korea-U.S. joint military exercises. 

Obama Raises Cybersecurity In Call To China's Xi from Wall Street Journal 15 Mar 13

President Barack Obama in a congratulatory phone call to new Chinese President Xi Jinping raised the issue of cybersecurity, a sign of the
increasing focus on the matter in relations between the two countries. 

Libya detains suspect in attacks on U.S. outposts in Benghazi from Reuters 15 Mar 13

Libyan authorities have detained a man investigators believe could be an important witness or suspect in the attacks on U.S. outposts in Benghazi,
Libya last September, according to people familiar with the matter. 

China proposes cyber security talks with U.S. from Xinhua (China) 15 Mar 13

A Foreign Ministry spokeswoman on Friday said China hopes to discuss cyber security with the Unites States. 

Iraq War Costs U.S. More Than $2 Trillion: Study from Reuters.com 14 Mar 13

The U.S. war in Iraq has cost $1.7 trillion with an additional $490 billion in benefits owed to war veterans, expenses that could grow to more than
$6 trillion over the next four decades counting interest, a study released on Thursday said. 

U.S.-Trained Syrian Rebels Returning To Fight: Senior Rebel Source from Reuters.com 14 Mar 13

Most of the first contingent of Syrian rebels taught by U.S. army and intelligence officers in Jordan to use anti-tank and anti-aircraft weaponry
have finished their training and are now returning to Syria to fight, a senior rebel said on Thursday. 

Obama Meets Libyan Premier And Names Envoy from New York Times 14 Mar 13

...President Obama also met with Prime Minister Ali Zeidan of Libya and emphasized the need for his country's help in finding the attackers who
carried out the assault that led to death of the envoy and three other Americans. 

State Department Has 'Fingers Crossed' Congress Won't Drop Ball On Security Funding from Washington Times 14 Mar 13

The State Department's top spokeswoman said Wednesday that she and others at Foggy Bottom are "crossing our fingers" in the hope that
Congress will come through with requested funds for security improvements to U.S. diplomatic posts around the world. 

U.S. extends waivers on Iran sanctions to 11 countries from Reuters 14 Mar 13

The United States extended 180-day waivers on Iran sanctions to Japan and 10 European Union nations in exchange for their cutting purchases of
the OPEC nation's crude oil, Secretary of State John Kerry said on Wednesday. 

US Yet To Provide Meals, Medicine To Syrian Rebels from Associated Press 14 Mar 13

The Obama administration said Wednesday it has yet to begin shipping meals and medical supplies to Syria's armed opposition, a key pledge of
Secretary of State John Kerry during his first overseas trip in his new job. 

China Moderates Its Response To U.S. Allegations Of Hacking from Washington Times 14 Mar 13



China this week offered a slightly softer reaction to U.S. allegations of Chinese computer hacking and online theft of trade secrets. 

U.S. Officials Back Bigger Force In Afghanistan from Wall Street Journal 14 Mar 13

The top two U.S. officials in Afghanistan favor long-term U.S. troop levels that are at the highest end of a range being considered by the Obama
administration, said congressional officials who met with both men over the weekend. 

Global Poll Finds Views Of U.S. Leadership Declining from Washington Post 14 Mar 13

American leadership received poorer marks around the world last year than at any time since President Obama was elected, according to a survey
being released Wednesday. 

6 Months After 9/11 Benghazi Attack, Obama Nominates Replacement For Slain Ambassador Stevens from Associated Press 14 Mar

13

President Barack Obama nominated a new ambassador to Libya on Wednesday, filling a post that has been vacant since Chris Stevens was killed
in the Sept. 11 Benghazi attack and signaling the United States' commitment to the North African country as it undergoes a perilous transition
from decades of dictatorship. 

U.S. Probes Gold Pricing from Wall Street Journal 14 Mar 13

U.S. regulators are scrutinizing whether prices are being manipulated in the world's largest gold market, according to people familiar with the
situation. 

Arab ministers eye regional security plan from United Press International 14 Mar 13

Arab League interior ministers have called for an integrated solution to the region's challenges in dealing with crime and terrorism. 

US Returning Staff To Embassy In Tunis from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 13

The United States on Wednesday allowed non-emergency staff to return to its embassy in Tunisia after a six-month ban, but warned that the
security situation "remains unpredictable." 

Erosion Of Syrian Power Accelerating, Top U.S. Intelligence Official Says from Washington Post 13 Mar 13

The erosion of the Syrian regime's authority is accelerating, and the "increasingly beleaguered" government, which has been unable to defeat
insurgents with conventional weapons, might be prepared to use chemical weapons, the top U.S. intelligence official said Tuesday. 

Iran, Al-Qaeda Relationship Is Showing Cracks, U.S. Officials And Analysts Say from Washington Post 13 Mar 13

Iran's expulsion of a senior al-Qaeda official appears to signal a crackdown on the terrorist group that has long been granted safe haven within its
borders, U.S. officials say. 

U.N. Rights Investigator Gives Iran Harsh Review from New York Times 13 Mar 13

With presidential elections approaching in June, Iran has cracked down on journalists, rights activists and lawyers apparently in a bid to stifle
dissent, a United Nations investigator said on Tuesday.

FEATURE: Karzai Bets on Vilifying the U.S. to Rewrite His Legacy from New York Times 13 Mar 13

...the reality that every modern Afghan leader has been ousted or executed, has surely not escaped President Hamid Karzai as he faces what is
expected to be his final year in office, and with the American military pullout well under way. 

U.S. Intelligence Chief 'Very Concerned' On North Korea from Bloomberg News 13 Mar 13

North Korea's nuclear weapons and missile programs pose a "serious threat" to the U.S. and its allies in Asia, according to U.S. intelligence
agencies in an unclassified worldwide threat assessment. 

Security Leader Says U.S. Would Retaliate Against Cyberattacks from New York Times 13 Mar 13

The chief of the military’s newly created Cyber Command told Congress on Tuesday that he is establishing 13 teams of programmers and
computer experts who could carry out offensive cyberattacks on foreign nations if the United States were hit with a major attack on its own



networks, the first time the Obama administration has publicly admitted to developing such weapons for use in wartime.

Syrian Army Eroded By Defections, Battle Deaths from Associated Press 13 Mar 13

A top Syrian cleric's appeal to young men to join the army raised the question of whether President Bashar Assad is running out of soldiers,
prompting a pro-government newspaper to reassure readers Tuesday that the military can keep fighting insurgents for years to come. 

Singapore Police To Share Evidence With FBI On Engineer's Death from Bloomberg News 13 Mar 13

The Singapore police said it will share evidence from the probe of the death of Shane Todd, an American research engineer who worked in the
city, with the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

FBI: Benghazi Probe Slowed In Lawless Area Of Libya from Washington Times 13 Mar 13

U.S. and Libyan authorities investigating the Sept. 11 attack on the U.S. diplomatic outpost in Benghazi are being hamstrung by the Libyan
government's lack of control over the eastern part of the country. 

Mali: France Will Seek U.N. Force To Replace French-Led Coalition from New York Times 13 Mar 13

France has told fellow United Nations Security Council members it intends to introduce a resolution this month that would authorize a
peacekeeping force in Mali to replace the current contingents of African and French soldiers deployed in that country, diplomats said Tuesday.

FEATURE: For Xi, A 'China Dream' Of Military Power from Wall Street Journal 13 Mar 13

Soon after taking over as Communist Party and military chief, Xi Jinping launched a series of speeches referring to "The China Dream." 

UPDATE: Obama says some Chinese cyber attacks state sponsored from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 13

US President Barack Obama said in an interview aired Wednesday that some, but not necessarily all, cyber attacks on US firms and infrastructure
originating in China were "state sponsored." 

Obama says some Chinese cyber attacks state sponsored from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 13

US President Barack Obama said in an interview aired Wednesday that some, but not necessarily all, cyber attacks on US firms and infrastructure
originating in China were "state sponsored." 

Karzai Persists With Anti-U.S. Remarks from Wall Street Journal 13 Mar 13

Afghan President Hamid Karzai repeated in a speech on Tuesday his provocative charge that the Taliban and the U.S. are conniving to perpetuate
instability, ignoring a U.S. rebuttal in a deepening crisis in bilateral relations. 

Karzai 'Histrionics' Endanger U.S. Support In Congress from Bloomberg.com 12 Mar 13

Afghan President Hamid Karzai's accusation that the U.S. is colluding with the Taliban may add to pressure from Congress for a faster U.S. troop
withdrawal than President Barack Obama plans, lawmakers said. 

In First Overseas Trip, Hagel Offers A Terse Review: 'It's Complicated' from New York Times 12 Mar 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel left Afghanistan at dawn on Monday, his anonymous Air Force cargo plane making a grand sweep of the ice-
covered peaks that encircle the capital, ending a three-day visit punctuated by attacks. 

N. Korea Declares Armistice Nullified from Washington Post 12 Mar 13

U.S. officials issue warning, announce new sanctions

U.S. Demands China Block Cyberattacks And Agree To Rules from New York Times 12 Mar 13

The White House demanded Monday that the Chinese government stop the widespread theft of data from American computer networks and agree
to "acceptable norms of behavior in cyberspace." 

France, Germany at odds over lifting Syrian arms embargo from Reuters 12 Mar 13

France urged the European Union to look again at lifting an arms embargo on Syria to help rebels fighting President Bashar al-Assad, putting it at



odds with Germany which said such a step could spread conflict in the region. 

U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice "Far And Away" Obama's Choice For Security Adviser from Washington Times 12 Mar 13

Susan E. Rice, the current U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, is President Obama's top choice for national security adviser, political insiders
say. 

Senate To Get Annual Update On Most Serious Worldwide Threats from Los Angeles Times 12 Mar 13

With North Korea threatening war, Iran continuing its nuclear progress and Al Qaeda affiliates destabilizing governments in Africa, senior U.S.
intelligence officials are due on Capitol Hill Tuesday for the annual worldwide threats hearing. 

Top U.S. Admiral Cites Climate Change, Not China, As Biggest Pacific Security Threat from Washington Times 12 Mar 13

Navy Admiral Samuel Locklear III is in charge of keeping an eye on North Korea, on the progression of tensions between China and Japan, and
on cybersecurity threats from China. But he still thinks the biggest security threat in the Pacific is climate change. 

Intelligence Official Cites Threat of Cyberattacks on U.S. from New York Times 12 Mar 13

The nation’s top intelligence official warned Congress on Tuesday that a cyberattack could cripple America’s infrastructure and economy and
suggested that such attacks pose the most dangerous immediate threat to the United States, more pressing than an attack by global terrorist
networks. 

China opposes turning the Internet into a battlefield from Xinhua (China) 12 Mar 13

In opposition to turning cyberspace into a battlefield, China on Tuesday called for Internet rules and cooperation. 

US general: detection deters major cyberattacks from Associated Press 12 Mar 13

The military's top cyber warrior says he is confident that foreign leaders are deterred from launching an electronic attack on vital infrastructure in
the United States because they know such a strike could be traced to its source and would generate a robust response. 

UPDATE: Hackers post 'private data' of Michelle Obama, FBI head from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 13

US authorities were investigating Tuesday after hackers leaked personal financial data apparently belonging to first lady Michelle Obama, the
head of the FBI and several A-list celebrities. 

Iran Could Not Divert Uranium Without Being Detected: US from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 13

Iran could not produce enough highly-enriched unranium for an atomic bomb without being detected, US National Intelligence Director James
Clapper said Tuesday.

Karzai Inflames U.S. Tensions from Wall Street Journal 11 Mar 13

Afghan President's Claim Taliban Kill 'in Service to America' Clouds Hagel Visit 

Cuts Give Obama Path To Create Leaner Military from New York Times 11 Mar 13

At a time when $46 billion in mandatory budget cuts are causing anxiety at the Pentagon, administration officials see one potential benefit: there
may be an opening to argue for deep reductions in programs long in President Obama’s sights, and long resisted by Congress. 

In Cyberwarfare, What Is An 'Imminent' Threat? from Washington Post 11 Mar 13

As it builds new force, U.S. struggles to define rules of engagement...When Gen. Keith Alexander, the head of the Pentagon's Cyber Command,
comes to the Hill on Tuesday, he will probably be asked to describe his plans for building a military force to defend the nation against
cyberattacks. 

Al-Qaida Says It Killed 48 Syrian Soldiers In Iraq from Associated Press 11 Mar 13

An al-Qaida group has claimed responsibility for last week's killing of 48 Syrian soldiers and nine Iraqi guards in western Iraq. 

In Cyberwarfare, Rules Of Engagement Still Hard To Define from Washington Post 11 Mar 13



By When Gen. Keith Alexander, the head of the Pentagon's Cyber Command, comes to the Hill on Tuesday, he will probably be asked to describe
his plans for building a military force to defend the nation against cyberattacks. 

IAPA: Latin America press freedom is under attack from Associated Press 11 Mar 13

Attacks on press freedom have intensified in Mexico, Central America, Brazil, Argentina and Ecuador, the Inter-America Press Association said
Saturday. 

Australian central bank computers hacked from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 13

Computer networks at the Reserve Bank of Australia have been hacked, officials said Monday, some reportedly by Chinese-developed malware
searching for sensitive information. 

China ready to work with int'l community to fight hacking: FM spokeswoman from Xinhua (China) 11 Mar 13

A Foreign Ministry spokeswoman on Monday said China would like to work with other countries to curb cyber attacks. 

S. Korea, US Begin Drills As N. Korea Threatens War from Associated Press 10 Mar 13

South Korea and the United States began annual military drills Monday despite North Korean threats to respond by voiding the armistice that
ended the Korean War and launching a nuclear attack on the U.S. 

US officials rescue 71 migrants near Puerto Rico from Associated Press 9 Mar 13

Federal officials have rescued 71 Haitian migrants found stranded on the shores of a cluster of islands just west of Puerto Rico. 

Ex-World Leaders: Time For U.S. To Rethink Drug Policy As States Ease Marijuana Laws from McClatchy 9 Mar 13

The three – the former presidents of Brazil, Colombia and Switzerland – said the inconsistency in U.S. attitudes toward marijuana shows that
American public opinion is changing, even as the U.S. continues to press Latin American nations for tough enforcement of anti-drug trafficking
laws. The result is confusion and anger in Latin American nations embroiled in drug violence while Americans adopt an evermore lax approach
toward marijuana. 

China foreign minister rejects hacking accusations from Associated Press 9 Mar 13

China's foreign minister has rejected accusations that the country's military was behind massive hacking attacks on U.S. and other foreign targets
and called for more international cooperation in policing the Internet. 

South Florida Venezuelans Call For Miami Consulate's Reopening from Miami Herald 8 Mar 13

A group of naturalized Venezuelan Americans launched a campaign Thursday to collect signatures asking U.S. State Department to seek the
reopening of the Venezuelan consulate in Miami. 

CIA Chief Confirmed After Debate Over Drones from Washington Post 8 Mar 13

Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) forced Washington slightly off its axis Thursday after he filibustered President Obama’s pick to head the CIA. The rare
“talking filibuster” generated extraordinary scrutiny of the Obama administration’s drone-strike program and revealed some surprising divisions
and alliances on Capitol Hill over the president’s antiterrorism tactics overseas. 

Graham, Ayotte say bin Laden spokesman should go to Guantanamo Bay, not be tried in US from Associated Press 8 Mar 13

Republican senators Lindsey Graham and Kelly Ayotte (AY'-aht) say the Obama administration is wrong to bring a recently captured son-in-law
of Osama bin Laden and al-Qaida (al-KAH'-ee-duh) spokesmen to court in New York. They described the action as "sneaky" and against the will
of Congress. 

North Korea hit by new UN sanctions after test from Associated Press 8 Mar 13

The U.N. Security Council responded swiftly to North Korea's latest nuclear test by punishing the reclusive regime Thursday with tough, new
sanctions targeting its economy and leadership, despite Pyongyang's threat of a pre-emptive nuclear strike on the United States. 

US Postpones Award To Honor Egyptian Woman Activist In Light Of Anti-US, Anti-Semitic Tweets from Associated Press 8 Mar 13



The Obama administration is postponing an award for an Egyptian activist who rallied worldwide attention against forced "virginity tests" on
female protesters because of anti-American and anti-Semitic comments discovered on her Twitter account. 

Syria Opposition Leaders Delay Trip To Washington from New York Times 8 Mar 13

Leaders of the Syrian opposition have put off a visit to Washington for a series of high-profile meetings, including an expected stop at the White
House, administration officials said Thursday, underscoring the challenge the United States faces in cultivating a still-evolving political
movement. 

Osama Bin Laden's Son-in-law Captured, Turned Over To U.S. from Washington Post 8 Mar 13

A former spokesman for al-Qaeda and son-in-law of its founder, Osama bin Laden, was captured overseas and secretly brought to New York this
month to face a criminal trial for allegedly conspiring to kill Americans, U.S. officials said Thursday. 

Senate Approves Brennan As CIA Chief from Los Angeles Times 8 Mar 13

The Senate voted Thursday to confirm John Brennan as director of the Central Intelligence Agency, ending weeks of delay as lawmakers sought
access to secret Obama administration documents about the targeted killing of militants overseas and the Sept. 11 attacks last year that killed four
Americans in Benghazi, Libya. 

Obama To Challenge Israelis On Peace Efforts During Visit from Los Angeles Times 8 Mar 13

President Obama, who will make his first visit to Israel as president later this month, will challenge Israelis to make greater personal sacrifices for
peace with the Palestinians, the president told leaders of Jewish organizations at the White House on Thursday. 

FEATURE: US Takes Its Diplomacy Digital from Agence France-Presse 7 Mar 13

There are now more than 300 Twitter accounts with some three million followers, over 400 Facebook pages with close to 20 million fans, and 185
YouTube channels as well as Flickr, Google+ and Instagram links run by the State Department, its embassies, staff and diplomats. 

A Diplomatic Natural, Kerry Hits Ground Running from Associated Press 7 Mar 13

With the smile of a seasoned politician, a flair for languages and a vast repertoire of personal anecdotes, Secretary of State John Kerry schmoozed
and cajoled his way through Europe and the Middle East on his first trip abroad as America's top envoy. But as far as diplomatic triumphs go,
Dennis Rodman stole the show. 

U.K. Boosts Support To Opposition Military from Wall Street Journal 7 Mar 13

The U.K. said it would step up support for opposition forces in Syria, supplying equipment such as armored vehicles and body armor for the first
time, amid growing Western frustration with the two-year-old civil war. 

US Accuses Iran Of Nuke 'Deception And Delay' from Associated Press 7 Mar 13

A senior U.S. envoy accused Iran of "deception, defiance and delay" Wednesday in dealing with international concerns about its nuclear program,
reflecting frustration over Tehran's expanding uranium enrichment program and stalled U.N. attempts to determine whether Tehran has worked
secretly on nuclear arms. 

UN To Vote On New North Korea Sanctions Thursday from Associated Press 7 Mar 13

The U.N. Security Council, ignoring threats from North Korea, is set to impose a fourth round of even tougher sanctions against Pyongyang in a
fresh attempt to rein in its nuclear and ballistic missile programs. 

Administration Debates Stretching 9/11 Law To Go After New Al-Qaeda Offshoots from Washington Post 7 Mar 13

A new generation of al-Qaeda offshoots is forcing the Obama administration to examine whether the legal basis for its targeted killing program
can be extended to militant groups with little or no connection to the organization responsible for the attacks on Sept. 11, 2001, U.S. officials said.

France to Start Drawing Down Troops in Mali from Wall Street Journal 7 Mar 13

France will start drawing down some of the 4,000 troops it has engaged in Mali next month after a final phase of pursuing Islamist militants in the
African country's vast desert, President François Hollande said. 



Court suspends Egypt's parliament election from Associated Press 7 Mar 13

An Egyptian court on Wednesday ordered the suspension of parliamentary elections scheduled to begin in April, opening a legal battle likely to
delay the vote and deepening the political crisis between the Islamist president and his opponents that has polarized the nation for months. 

Keystone XL critics now hang hopes on delaying the pipeline from Reuters 7 Mar 13

After the Keystone XL oil pipeline cleared an important hurdle last week, critics of the project are searching for ways to force more of the delays
that have dogged it for more than four years already. 

House Votes To Prevent March 27 Federal Shutdown from Associated Press 7 Mar 13

Republicans pushed legislation through the House on Wednesday to prevent a government shutdown this month while easing the short-term
impact of $85 billion in spending cuts - at the same time previewing a longer-term plan to erase federal deficits without raising taxes. 

FEATURE: Federal Managers Tell Congress Budget Cuts Will Hurt DOD's Mission And Federal Workers from Washington Post 7
Mar 13

Now, as if to welcome the federal managers to town, the House approved the extended freeze again Wednesday as part of a temporary funding
measure. The extended freeze would be in addition to across-the-board budget cuts, known as sequestration, that could cut up to 20 percent of
federal employees' pay from April through September. 

Congressman Questions Motive For Agency Furloughs from Associated Press 7 Mar 13

Employee furloughs at the Pentagon's Missile Defense Agency appear to be part of a political agenda to make automatic federal budget cuts as
painful as possible, a Colorado congressman said Wednesday. 

Furious Over Sanctions, N. Korea Vows To Nuke US from Associated Press 7 Mar 13

North Korea on Thursday vowed to launch a pre-emptive nuclear strike against the United States, amplifying its threatening rhetoric hours ahead
of a vote by U.N. diplomats on whether to level new sanctions against Pyongyang for its recent nuclear test. 

Kerry Says U.S. Backs Mideast Efforts To Arm Syrian Rebels from New York Times 6 Mar 13

Secretary of State John Kerry said Tuesday that the Obama administration supported efforts by Middle Eastern nations to send arms to the
opposition in Syria, and had had discussions with foreign officials to emphasize that those arms should go to moderate forces rather than to
extremists. 

World Powers 'Deeply Concerned' By Iran Nuke Upgrades from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 13

Six world powers holding talks with Iran on its nuclear programme said Tuesday at a meeting of the UN atomic agency that they were "deeply
concerned" by Tehran's recent atomic upgrades. 

U.S. Offers Tough New U.N. Sanctions Against North Korea from Washington Post 6 Mar 13

Backed by China, the United States introduced a U.N. resolution Tuesday that would impose fresh financial and diplomatic sanctions on North
Korea and tighten measures aimed at preventing Pyongyang from importing or exporting technology for its nuclear or ballistic missile programs. 

Hagel meets with Israeli minister, pledges support for Iron Dome from Washington Times 6 Mar 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel promised Israel Tuesday that he will work with Congress to ensure continued funding for the Iron Dome missile
defense system, a senior defense official said after the Pentagon chief met with Israeli Defense Minister Ehud Barak. 

Kerry Criticizes Iran And Russia For Shipping Arms To Syria from New York Times 5 Mar 13

Secretary of State John Kerry said Monday that the Syrian opposition is capable of properly handling the military support it receives. 

48 Syrian Soldiers Killed In Iraq Ambush from Associated Press 5 Mar 13

Dozens of Syrian soldiers who had crossed into Iraq for refuge were ambushed Monday with bombs, gunfire and rocket-propelled grenades in an
attack that killed 48 of them and heightened concerns that the country could be drawn into Syria's civil war. 



US, Saudis Paper Over Differences On Syria And Iran During Kerry Visit from Washington Post 5 Mar 13

Highlighting a divide with the United States over whether to arm the Syrian rebels, Saudi Arabia's chief diplomat said Monday that there is a
moral responsibility to speed an end to the civil war, including by helping Syrians fight the regime's "vicious killing machine." 

U.S. and China Reach Deal on North Korea Sanctions from Wall Street Journal 5 Mar 13

The U.S. and China have reached a deal on a new set of sanctions against North Korea in response to its test of a nuclear weapon last month,
United Nations diplomats said. 

State Department's No Furloughs For Now Policy Adds A Variant On Sequester's Impact from Washington Post 5 Mar 13

The State Department has added yet another variant to the messages federal workers are receiving regarding sequestration's impact, telling its
employees that it doesn't expect furloughs - at least not yet. 

US Calls On UN To Bar Drunken Diplomats from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 13

The United States on Monday called for drunk diplomats to be barred from United Nations' budget negotiations. 

UN Rights Advocate Seeks Release Of Findings On CIA Detention from Washington Post 5 Mar 13

An independent U.N. human rights advocate will call on the United States and Britain on Tuesday to release the findings of confidential inquiries
into the George W. Bush administration's secret CIA detention and interrogation practices. 

China’s Wen Warns of Inequality and Vows to Continue Military Buildup from New York Times 5 Mar 13

ime Minister Wen Jiabao of China entered his final days in power on Tuesday with a warning that the nation remained troubled by divisions
between the urban rich and rural poor and unbalanced economic growth, and he vowed that the government would continue building up its
military, which received a 10.7 percent increase in spending for 2013. 

UN Demands Action To End Violence Against Women from Associated Press 5 Mar 13

The head of the U.N. women's agency said Monday it's unacceptable that an average of 40 percent of women globally are likely to be beaten,
raped, abused or mutilated in their lifetimes and demanded action to end the violence. 

Vatican, Iran Resist UN Effort Fighting Violence On Women from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 13

The Vatican, Iran and other religious states are resisting efforts by a UN conference, which started Monday, to demand tougher global standards to
prevent violence against women and children. 

DEA targets 83 suspected Puerto Rican drug dealers from Associated Press 5 Mar 13

The Drug Enforcement Administration has issued 83 arrest warrants in Puerto Rico for suspected drug dealers operating in public housing
complexes. 

Kerry talks Syria, Iran in Saudi Arabia from Associated Press 4 Mar 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry, in Saudi Arabia for talks with Saudi and Gulf Arab officials, said Monday the window of opportunity for a
diplomatic solution to the Iranian nuclear problem "cannot by definition remain open indefinitely." 

Kerry Announces Millions In U.S. Aid For Egypt from New York Times 4 Mar 13

Secretary of State John Kerry announced Sunday that the United States would provide $250 million in assistance to Egypt after Egypt's president
promised to move ahead with negotiations with the International Monetary Fund over economic reforms. 

Assad Accuses US, Britain Of Supporting Terrorism from Associated Press 4 Mar 13

More than 200 Syrian soldiers and opposition fighters died in the eight-day battle for a police academy near the embattled northern city of Aleppo,
activists said Sunday as President Bashar Assad lashed out at the West for sending aid to those trying to oust him. 

Iran Says It Has 3,000 Advanced Centrifuges from Associated Press 4 Mar 13



Iran's nuclear chief says his country has produced more than 3,000 advanced centrifuges which are used to enrich uranium. 

State Department Report Paves Way For Keystone; Environmental Backlash Grows from Washington Times 4 Mar 13

While far from a full-throated endorsement, the State Department's assessment of the Keystone XL pipeline may have paved the way for President
Obama to approve the controversial project. 

Doctors Cure 1st Child Of HIV from USA Today 4 Mar 13

For the first time, doctors are reporting that they have cured a child of HIV, the virus that causes AIDS. 

Baby Born With HIV Is Apparently Cured With Aggressive Drug Treatment from Washington Post 4 Mar 13

A baby born with the AIDS virus two years ago in Mississippi who was put on antiretroviral therapy within hours of birth appears to have been
cured of the infection, researchers said Sunday at a scientific conference in Atlanta. 

US Steps Up Aid To Syrian Opposition, Pledging $60 Million from New York Times 1 Mar 13

The food rations and medical supplies that Secretary of State John Kerry said Thursday would be provided to the Free Syrian Army mark the first
time that the United States has publicly committed itself to sending nonlethal aid to the armed factions that are battling President Bashar al-Assad.

Why Can't All Agencies Avoid Sequestration Furloughs? from Washington Post 1 Mar 13

Some federal agencies appear to be better-positioned than others to avoid furloughs, which are likely to happen unless Congress and the president
reach a deal to avert the automatic budget cuts set to kick in Friday. 

Soldier Admits Providing Files to WikiLeaks from New York Times 1 Mar 13

Pfc. Bradley Manning on Thursday confessed in open court to providing vast archives of military and diplomatic files to the antisecrecy group
WikiLeaks, saying that he released the information to help enlighten the public about “what happens and why it happens” and to “spark a debate
about foreign policy.” 

China Accuses Japan Of Escalating Tensions Over Disputed Islands from New York Times 1 Mar 13

China accused Japan on Thursday of escalating the maritime tensions in their relationship by harassing Chinese ships, continuing a succession of
tit-for-tat accusations that reflect increasing distrust between the two countries. 

Park: NKorea Must Give Up Nukes Or Face Isolation from Associated Press 1 Mar 13

South Korean President Park Geun-hye is urging North Korea to abandon its drive for nuclear weapons or face deepening isolation and
deteriorating ties with Seoul. 

Egypt Invites IMF To Resume Loan Talks from Associated Press 1 Mar 13

Egypt's official news agency says the government has invited an International Monetary Fund delegation in March to resume talks on a $4.8
billion dollar loan desperately needed to boost the ailing economy. 

US "Sequester" Cuts To Hit US, Global Growth: IMF from Agence France-Presse 1 Mar 13

The broad US "sequester" spending cuts that take effect beginning Friday will slow growth in the world's biggest economy and hit the global
economy, the International Monetary Fund said Thursday. 

Moscow region police report increasing abuse of amphetamine by youths from Itar-Tass (Russia) 28 Feb 13

Moscow region police have reported an increasing abuse of amphetamine among young people, as the amount of the narcotic seized by law-
enforcers has exceeded that of confiscated heroin by three times. 

U.S. Offers Training And Other Aid To Syrian Rebels from New York Times 28 Feb 13

The United States is significantly stepping up its support for the Syrian opposition, senior administration officials said on Wednesday, helping to
train rebels at a base in the region and for the first time offering armed groups nonlethal assistance and equipment that could help their military
campaign. 



Islamists Gain Momentum In Syria from Wall Street Journal 28 Feb 13

Extremists intent on establishing an Islamist state in Syria have gained power within the rebel insurgency, while moderates have lost clout since
moves by Washington late last year aimed at the opposite result, U.S. officials and rebel fighters say. 

West Wary Over Talks, As Iran Hails Concessions from Wall Street Journal 28 Feb 13

International negotiators scaled back several key demands on Iran in a bid to advance negotiations aimed at curbing the country's nuclear
ambitions, as two days of talks finished with an agreement to meet again in coming weeks. 

North Koreans Blame US For Fueling *Explosive Situation* from New York Times 28 Feb 13

Brushing off widespread condemnation of its nuclear test earlier month, North Korea rebuked the United States on Wednesday for destabilizing
the Korean Peninsula and fueling an "explosive situation" by its persistent hostility toward Pyongyang. 

Egypt seizes 60 anti-tank missiles smuggled from Libya from Washington Times 28 Feb 13

Egyptian authorities say they have seized 60 anti-tank missiles being trucked across the border from Libya. 

Iran: Ignore US Opposition To Pakistani Gas Deal from Associated Press 28 Feb 13

Iran's top leader told the visiting Pakistani president on Wednesday that the two countries should ignore U.S. opposition to construction of a gas
pipeline. 

Economic Crisis "Balkanized" Global Finance from Washington Post 28 Feb 13

The economic crises in the United States and Europe wiped out decades of progress in expanding the world financial system, depressing the flow
of investments and loans across borders and potentially setting the stage for an epoch of entrenched low growth, according to a new study on
global finance patterns. 

China says U.S. routinely hacks Defense Ministry websites from Reuters 28 Feb 13

Two major Chinese military websites, including that of the Defense Ministry, were subject to about 144,000 hacking attacks a month last year,
almost two-thirds of which came from the United States, the ministry said on Thursday. 

AP Sources: US Weighs Direct Aid To Syrian Rebels from Associated Press 27 Feb 13

The Obama administration, in coordination with some European allies, is for the first time considering supplying direct assistance to elements of
the Free Syrian Army as they seek to ramp up pressure on Syrian President Bashar Assad to step down and end nearly two years of brutal and
increasingly deadly violence. 

New Report On Syrian Missiles Shows Extent Of Death And Damage from New York Times 27 Feb 13

The Syrian government fired at least four ballistic missiles last week that hit civilian neighborhoods in Aleppo, Syria's largest city, killing more
than 141 people, including 71 children, according to a Human Rights Watch report released on Tuesday. 

Iran and Six Nations Agree to Continue Nuclear Talks from New York Times 27 Feb 13

Two days of talks between six world powers and Iran over its nuclear program ended on Wednesday with specific agreement for further meetings
in March and April over a proposal that would sharply constrain Iran’s stockpile of the most dangerous enriched uranium in return for a modest
lifting of some sanctions. 

State Department: Sequester Fight Hurting 'Asia Pivot' Effort from Washington Times 27 Feb 13

A senior State Department official told Congress Tuesday that the partisan political drama unfolding around Washington's current budget fight
does not bode well for the Obama administration's so-called "Asia pivot." 

Obama Tells Egypt's Morsi To 'Protect' Democracy from Agence France-Presse 27 Feb 13

US President Barack Obama warned Tuesday that his Egyptian counterpart Mohamed Morsi has a "responsibility to protect" the democratic
principles advanced by the 2011 uprising. 



No Move Yet By U.N. Body After Test By Koreans from New York Times 27 Feb 13

The international expressions of anger and dismay that followed North Korea's announcement of a nuclear test a few weeks ago, punctuated by a
United Nations Security Council pledge to immediately work on "appropriate measures" in a new resolution, appear to have given way to slow-
motion diplomacy and some frustration that not even a draft has been circulated among the Council's 15 members. 

Israel Struck By Rocket From Gaza After A Death from New York Times 27 Feb 13

A Grad rocket fired from the Gaza Strip struck in southern Israel early Tuesday, threatening to further escalate tensions that have been mounting
since Saturday, when a 30-year-old Palestinian prisoner died in an Israeli jail. 

On Terror's New Front Line, Mistrust Blunts U.S. Strategy from Wall Street Journal 27 Feb 13

The shooting clattered on for 30 minutes, residents of this dusty town say, and when it ended, four militants holding a German engineer hostage
were dead. 

Havana says US not allowing visits with 'Cuba Five' member from Agence France-Presse 27 Feb 13

Cuba on Wednesday accused the United States of unfairly denying its consular officials access to one of the members of the "Cuban Five" group
convicted of espionage in the United States. 

State Department: Sequester Fight Hurting 'Asia Pivot' Effort from Washington Times 27 Feb 13

A senior State Department official told Congress Tuesday that the partisan political drama unfolding around Washington's current budget fight
does not bode well for the Obama administration's so-called "Asia pivot." 

Hagel Approved For Defense In Sharply Split Senate Vote from New York Times 27 Feb 13

The Senate confirmed Chuck Hagel as defense secretary on Tuesday after he survived a bruising struggle with Republicans. At the same time,
President Obama's nominee to be Treasury secretary moved closer to approval with bipartisan support, suggesting that the Republican blockade
against the administration's second-term nominees was beginning to ease. 

Military Leaders Say Congress Must Stop Sequester from Associated Press 27 Feb 13

The billions of dollars in defense budget cuts scheduled to begin at the end of the week will have a swift and severe impact on military readiness
and Congress needs to take fast action to stop them, members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff said Tuesday in an 11th hour bid to keep the reductions
from goinginto effect. 

McCain, Graham Say Obama Understands Border Security's Link To Immigration Reform from Washington Post 27 Feb 13

President Obama understands Republican concerns about the need to link improved border security to changes in immigration law, two key
Republicans involved in the effort said Tuesday after a White House meeting with Obama. 

Egypt seizes 19 missiles at borders with Libya from Xinhua (China) 26 Feb 13

Egyptian border guards managed Tuesday to foil an attempt of smuggling 19 missiles near Salloum crossing at the Egyptian-Libyan borders,
state-run al-Ahram online reported. 

Kerry Promises Fresh Ideas To Stop Escalating Syrian War from Washington Post 26 Feb 13

Secretary of State John F. Kerry promised new ideas to stop the escalating civil war in Syria, hinting Monday at a fresh international strategy to
push Syrian President Bashar al-Assad toward the exit. 

Kerry Vows Not To Leave Syria Rebels "Dangling In The Wind" from New York Times 26 Feb 13

Secretary of State John Kerry said on Monday that the Obama administration has been considering new steps to increase support for the Syrian
opposition and hasten the departure of President Bashar al-Assad and that some of them would be decided at an international conference in Rome
this week. 

Syria Says It's Prepared To Talk With Armed Rebels from Associated Press 26 Feb 13



Syria said Monday it is prepared to hold talks with armed rebels bent on overthrowing President Bashar Assad, the clearest signal yet that the
regime is growing increasingly nervous about its long-term prospects to hold onto power as opposition fighters make slow but persistent headway
in the civil war. 

Kerry Warns Iran On Eve Of Talks from Wall Street Journal 26 Feb 13

Secretary of State John Kerry said in an ominously worded warning that there could be "terrible consequences" if international negotiations aimed
at curbing Iran's nuclear program don't show progress in the coming months. 

Powers to offer Iran sanctions relief at nuclear talks from Reuters 26 Feb 13

Major powers will offer Iran some sanctions relief during talks in Almaty, Kazakhstan, this week if Tehran agrees to curb its nuclear program, a
U.S. official said on Monday. 

Gaza Militants Break Cease-fire With Rocket Attack Into Israel from Los Angeles Times 26 Feb 13

Palestinian unrest spread Tuesday to Gaza Strip, where militants fired a rocket into southern Israel, shattering one of the longest periods of quiet
along that border in recent memory. 

Italy faces political gridlock after crucial elex from Associated Press 26 Feb 13

Italy faced political paralysis Monday as near-complete results in crucial national elections showed no clear winner and raised the possibility of a
hung parliament.

As Sequester Nears, Federal Workers Who Face Furloughs Express Themselves from Washington Post 26 Feb 13

Tick-tock, tick-tock. Friday's deadline for across-the-board federal budget cuts known as the sequester is three days away. 

Researchers say Stuxnet was deployed against Iran in 2007 from Reuters 26 Feb 13

Researchers at Symantec Corp have uncovered a version of the Stuxnet computer virus that was used to attack Iran's nuclear program in
November 2007, two years earlier than previously thought.

Syrian Opposition's Complaints Shadow Kerry's First Official Trip from New York Times 25 Feb 13

As John Kerry arrived at his first stop on his maiden trip as the United States secretary of state, American officials were struggling on Sunday to
salvage an important meeting with the Syrian opposition. 

Kerry Opens First Official Overseas Trip In London from Associated Press 25 Feb 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry has kicked off his first official overseas trip by meeting with British leaders in London on the first leg of a
hectic nine-day dash through Europe and the Middle East. 

A New Cold War, In Cyberspace, Tests US Ties To China from New York Times 25 Feb 13

When the Obama administration circulated to the nation's Internet providers last week a lengthy confidential list of computer addresses linked to a
hacking group that has stolen terabytes of data from American corporations, it left out one crucial fact: that nearly every one of the digital
addresses could be traced to the neighborhood in Shanghai that is headquarters to the Chinese military's cybercommand. 

Afghan President Karzai ends U.S. Special Forces operations in key province from Washington Post 25 Feb 13

Afghan President Hamid Karzai on Sunday ordered all U.S. Special Forces to leave a strategically important province in two weeks, alleging that
they have been involved in the torture and murder of “innocent people.” 

UN Experts Probe Iran-Linked Arms Ship In Yemen from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 13

UN experts in Yemen on Sunday investigated an Iran-linked arms shipment which authorities intercepted in January, the official Saba news
agency reported. 

New South Korean Leader Warns North Against Nuclear Pursuits from New York Times 25 Feb 13

Park Geun-hye, the daughter of a late military strongman, was sworn in Monday as South Korea's first female president, warning North Korea that



the primary victim of its pursuit of nuclear weapons and long-range missiles will be the isolated country itself. 

Egypt's Mursi invites opposition to dialogue on elections from Reuters 25 Feb 13

Egyptian President Mohamed Mursi invited opposition parties to a meeting on Monday to discuss concerns about upcoming parliamentary
elections, which some parties have threatened to boycott, and agree on ways to ensure their fairness. 

Nearly 100 Rebels Are Reported Killed In Mali Battle from New York Times 25 Feb 13

Nearly 100 Islamist fighters were killed in a firefight last week in the rugged northern reaches of Mali, the Chadian military announced on Sunday,
in what appears to have been the single most deadly ground battle since the Malian war began in mid-January. 

Mali rebels armed by corrupt officials, war in Libya: UN from Agence France-Presse 25 Feb 13

Firearms amassed during the war in Libya and corrupt officials selling or renting out their guns have helped arm the rebels in Mali, a UN report
showed Monday, saying most of the weapons used in the conflict initially came from licit sources. 

UN Nuclear Agency Documents Iran Atom Advances from Associated Press 22 Feb 13

U.N. nuclear inspectors recently counted nearly 200 advanced machines fully or partially installed at Iran's main uranium enrichment
site...confirming diplomats' accounts that Tehran has begun a major upgrade of a program that can be used to make atomic arms. 

Defenders Outgunned by Islamists in Desert from Wall Street Journal 22 Feb 13

Islamist fighters pounded the northern Malian city of Gao for six hours Thursday with machine guns and rocket-propelled grenades, a display of
firepower that compounds worries that the al Qaeda-backed militants in Africa have enough arms to mount an insurgency that could last years. 

In The Loop Foreign aid wins a convert from Washington Post 22 Feb 13

...at the University of Virginia in Charlottesville - about a two-hour drive from Roanoke - Kerry made a pitch for not cutting funds for foreign
policy and overseas aid, noting that it's only a bit more than 1 percent of the overall budget. 

FEATURE: Federal Employees Worry About Paying Bills If Hit With Unpaid Furlough Days from Washington Post 22 Feb 13

Federal furloughs seem more and more likely as a disgusted nation and frustrated workers count down the days until March 1, when across-the-
board budget cuts known as sequestration kick in. 

Military Service Chiefs Warn Budget Cuts Will Undermine Readiness from Washington Post 22 Feb 13

After staying largely on the sidelines of the debate over deficit reduction, the U.S. military's service leaders have begun painting a stark picture of
the toll a congressionally mandated budget cut could take on the readiness of the world's largest armed forces. 

Pentagon Fears Drastic Cuts With Lack Of Spending Bill from USA Today 22 Feb 13

Congress' failure to pass a spending bill for the Pentagon appears to be causing almost as much concern as the automatic spending cuts that loom
March 1, according to an internal Defense Department document obtained by USA TODAY. 

Is Mandiant a digital Blackwater? from Associated Press 21 Feb 13

When Kevin Mandia, a retired military cybercrime investigator, decided to expose China as a primary threat to U.S. computer networks, he didn't
have to consult with American diplomats in Beijing or declassify tactics to safely reveal government secrets. 

Chinese Plan to Kill Drug Dealer With Drone Highlights Military Advances from New York Times 21 Feb 13

China considered using a drone strike in a mountainous region of Southeast Asia to kill a Myanmar drug lord wanted in the murders of 13
Chinese sailors, but decided instead to capture him alive, according to an influential state-run newspaper. 

Kerry Makes Case For Robust Foreign Aid from Washington Post 21 Feb 13

America's duties and ambitions overseas are too important to shortchange, even in a time of tight budgets, Secretary of State John F. Kerry said
Wednesday. 



Major powers to make "substantial and serious offer" to Iran from Reuters 21 Feb 13

Major powers are ready to make "a substantial and serious offer" to Iran during talks next week in return for concessions on its nuclear program, a
Western diplomat said on Wednesday. 

Photos Show New Activity At N.Korea Nuclear Site from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 13

North Korea has resumed activity at a nuclear site following its internationally condemned bomb test, a US think tank said Wednesday, amid fears
that the regime will carry out more explosions. 

Sen. Graham will hold up Brennan for Benghazi answers from USA Today 21 Feb 13

Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham says he is unsatisfied with the White House responses to questions about the attack on the U.S. diplomatic post
in Libya and he will block President Obama's pick to lead the CIA until more information on the Sept. 11 incident is disclosed. 

Egypt's military signals impatience with president from Associated Press 21 Feb 13

Egypt's powerful military is showing signs of growing impatience with the country's Islamist leaders, indirectly criticizing their policies and
issuing thinly veiled threats that it might seize power again. 

Kerry Says Well-Funded Foreign Policy Crucial To Security from Bloomberg News 20 Feb 13

Secretary of State John Kerry urged Americans to see foreign policy as an integral part of U.S. economic health, offering an extended defense of
his agency's funding as the federal government faces budget cuts. 

In sting, US catches China with fingers in honey jar from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 13

US officials said Wednesday they had mounted a sting operation against two major firms illegally importing honey from China and selling it on
the American market, avoiding $180 million in anti-dumping duties. 

Russia Offers To Broker Syria Talks from Associated Press 20 Feb 13

Russia and the Arab League proposed Wednesday to broker talks between the Syrian opposition and President Bashar Assad's regime to try to
resolve the country's civil war, while a government airstrike on a rebellious Damascus suburb killed at least 20 people. 

U.S., China, Russia may excuse military cooperation with Central Asia with terrorism - expert from Interfax (Russia) 20 Feb 13

The NATO pullout from Afghanistan may create a power vacuum in Central Asia, and certain states may take advantage of that, U.S. analyst
Alexander Cooley said in an interview with Interfax. 

Administration developing penalties for cybertheft from Associated Press 20 Feb 13

Evidence of an unrelenting campaign of cyberstealing linked to the Chinese government is prompting the Obama administration to develop more
aggressive responses to the theft of U.S. government data and corporate trade secrets.

Iran Agrees To Nuclear Talks In Return For West's OK Of Enrichment from Washington Times 20 Feb 13

Iran said it will open talks with the West about its nuclear program, as long as the United States publicly upholds Iran's right to enrich uranium, a
spokesman for the nation's Foreign Ministry said Tuesday.

North Korea warns South of 'final destruction' from Associated Press 20 Feb 13

Nuclear-armed North Korea has used a U.N. disarmament meeting to warn that South Korea risks "final destruction."

Mortars land near Syrian presidential palace from Associated Press 20 Feb 13

The attack was the first confirmed strike close to a presidential palace and another sign that the civil war is seeping into areas once considered safe
and reaching closer to the heart of Assad's seat of power in the capital.

Commercial cyber spying offers rich payoff from Associated Press 20 Feb 13

For state-backed cyber spies such as a Chinese military unit implicated by a U.S. security firm in a computer crime wave, hacking foreign
companies can produce high-value secrets ranging from details on oil fields to advanced manufacturing technology.



US ready to strike back against China cyberattacks from Associated Press 19 Feb 13

s public evidence mounts that the Chinese military is responsible for stealing massive amounts of U.S. government data and corporate trade
secrets, the Obama administration is eyeing fines and other trade actions it may take against Beijing or any other country guilty of cyberespionage.

US, China trade charges on cyberattacks from Agence France-Presse 19 Feb 13

The United States and China on Tuesday traded charges over cyberattacks after a security firm alleged that Beijing controled hackers who have
penetrated the US government, companies and media.

As Assad Holds Firm, Obama Could Revisit Arms Policy from New York Times 19 Feb 13

When President Obama rebuffed four of his top national security officials who wanted to arm the rebels in Syria last fall, it put an end to a
months-long debate over how aggressively Washington should respond to the strife there that has now left nearly 70,000 dead. 

Venezuela's Hugo Chávez Makes Surprise Trip Home from McClatchy 19 Feb 13

Venezuelans began gathering around the military hospital in Caracas early Monday to welcome home President Hugo Chávez, the cancer-stricken
leader who has spent more than two months incommunicado in a Cuban hospital. 

FEATURE: Chinese Army Unit Is Seen As Tied To Hacking Against US from New York Times 19 Feb 13

The White House said it was "aware" of the Mandiant report, and Tommy Vietor, the spokesman for the National Security Council, said, "We
have repeatedly raised our concerns at the highest levels about cybertheft with senior Chinese officials, including in the military, and we will
continue to do so."

Israel to award Obama prestigious medal in visit from Associated Press 19 Feb 13

Israel will award President Barack Obama the country's Presidential Medal of Distinction during his upcoming visit. 

Iranian-Backed Militant Group In Iraq Is Recasting Itself As A Political Player from Washington Post 19 Feb 13

The Iranian-backed Shiite group responsible for most of the attacks against U.S. forces in the final years of the Iraq war is busily reinventing itself
as a political organization in ways that could enhance Iran's influence in post-American Iraq - and perhaps beyond. 

China calls US hacking allegations 'groundless' from Associated Press 19 Feb 13

China has dismissed as `'groundless" detailed allegations pointing to a Chinese military unit in Shanghai as the source of massive computer
hacking of U.S. targets. 

US Firm Links Chinese Army to Cyber Attacks from Voice of America 19 Feb 13

A U.S.-based Internet security group is accusing the Chinese government of involvement in a sophisticated campaign of cyber attacks against
American businesses, government and critical infrastructure. 

G.O.P. Blocks Vote In Senate On Hagel For Defense Post from New York Times 15 Feb 13

Senate Republicans on Thursday blocked President Obama’s nominee to lead the Pentagon in a defiant move likely to further strain partisan
tensions while preventing the White House, at least temporarily, from assembling its second-term national security team. 

Senate Democrats Offer A Proposal To Head Off Automatic Cuts from New York Times 15 Feb 13

Senate Democratic leaders reached agreement Thursday on a $110 billion mix of tax increases and spending cuts to head off automatic spending
cuts through the end of the year.

House Moves To Extend Pay Freeze For Fed Workers from Associated Press 15 Feb 13

House conservatives want to extend to a full three years the current freeze on cost-of-living pay increases for the nation's 2 million civilian federal
workers. 

For Pentagon, Pivot To Asia Becomes Shift Toward Africa from Washington Post 15 Feb 13



U.S. increases presence there to fight guerrillas and al-Qaeda affiliates....the U. S. military finds itself drawn into a string of messy wars in
another, much poorer part of the world: Africa. 

Obama Made No Phone Calls On Night Of Benghazi Attack, White House Says from Washington Times 15 Feb 13

President Obama didn't make any phone calls the night of the Sept. 11 attacks on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya, the White House said in
a letter to Congress released Thursday. 

Sequestration Furloughs Won't Begin Before April from GovExec.com 14 Feb 13

Federal agencies will not furlough employees until April, should automatic budget cuts set to go into effect March 1 take place, an Obama
administration official said Thursday. 

DOD Repeats Dire Warnings On Cuts from Stars and Stripes 14 Feb 13

For the second day in the row, Pentagon top brass intensified its warnings to lawmakers about sequestration’s crippling effect on military
readiness and its ability to respond to budding conflicts across the globe. 

Confirmation Of Hagel Will Take 60 Votes from Washington Post 14 Feb 13

Senate Majority Leader Harry M. Reid (D-Nev.) filed a motion Wednesday to begin the confirmation debate of defense secretary nominee Chuck
Hagel, setting up a vote by Friday that would require 60 votes to cut off a potential filibuster by Republicans. 

Kerry Says He Has Plan For Syria Power Shift from Wall Street Journal 14 Feb 13

Secretary of State John Kerry on Wednesday said he plans to launch a new initiative to end the rule of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, a move
that could involve leveraging the former senator's past personal relationship with the Arab leader. 

Kerry: Response To NKorea Will Send Iran A Message from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

The world must show its resolve in the face of North Korea's nuclear provocations or risk emboldening Iran, which is under scrutiny over its
uranium enrichment program, Secretary of State John Kerry said Wednesday. 

Iran Upgrades Devices At Nuclear Plant As Talks Resume from New York Times 14 Feb 13

The top Iranian atomic energy official was quoted on Wednesday as saying that his country had begun to install more sophisticated enrichment
devices at its Natanz nuclear site.

Official: Monitoring Of Rebuilding Funds At Risk from Associated Press 14 Feb 13

An accelerating U.S. troop withdrawal from Afghanistan this year and next will raise the risk of ill-advised spending of billions in U.S. funds for
the country's rebuilding, the top auditor of U.S. reconstruction spending said Wednesday. 

Many Federal Workers Facing Furloughs Are Veterans from Washington Post 14 Feb 13

If the federal government is forced to furlough civilian employees in the event of sequestration, the burden will fall heavily on a population that
Congress and the White House have vowed to support: veterans. 

NKorea Warns Of "Second And Third Measures" from Associated Press 13 Feb 13

North Korea said Tuesday that its widely condemned nuclear test was merely its "first response" to what it called U.S. threats, warning that it will
continue with unspecified "second and third measures of greater intensity" if the United States maintains its hostility. 

President To Halve Afghan Force In Next Year from Wall Street Journal 13 Feb 13

President Barack Obama has decided to cut the size of the American force in Afghanistan by half over the next year, in an acceleration of the U.S.
departure. 

Syrian Rebels Claim To Have Seized Military Airfield And Warplanes from New York Times 13 Feb 13

Syrian insurgents seized control of a northern military airfield on Tuesday and captured usable warplanes for the first time in the nearly two-year-
old conflict....the second strategic setback for President Bashar al-Assad...



Iran May Allow UN Team To Visit Key Military Site from Associated Press 13 Feb 13

Iran's Foreign Ministry on Tuesday raised prospects that Tehran may allow inspectors from the U.N. nuclear agency to visit a military site where
the country is suspected of conducting nuclear-related experiments. 

U.S. concerned at "climate of impunity" in Egypt from Reuters 13 Feb 13

The United States expressed concern on Tuesday about growing political polarization in its major ally Egypt and a "climate of impunity" over
abuses by police and security forces in the most populous Arab nation.

Bitterly Divided Senate Panel Backs Hagel For Defense from New York Times 13 Feb 13

After a combative two-hour debate that tested the bounds of Senate collegiality, the Armed Services Committee on Tuesday approved the
nomination of former Senator Chuck Hagel as defense secretary on a sharply partisan vote. 

Defense Officials Again Sound Alarm On Sequestration from Washington Post 13 Feb 13

Senior Defense Department officials warned Congress on Tuesday that the looming sequestration cuts represent a dire and unprecedented threat to
the U.S. military, with the potential to harm everything from combat readiness at a time of dangerous international tensions to the Pentagon's
efforts to reduce military suicide. 

Group Of 7 Says It Will Let Market Decide Currency Values from New York Times 13 Feb 13

Seven top industrial nations, including the United States and Germany, pledged on Tuesday to let foreign exchange markets determine the value
of their currencies. 

Libya Talks Focus On Tighter Borders To Improve Security from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 13

Top Libyan and Western officials on Tuesday agreed on a plan to improve security following the 2011 ouster of Moamer Kadhafi, including
tighter borders, disarming former fighters and training troops.

North Korea conducts third nuclear test, drawing new sanctions threat from Reuters 12 Feb 13

North Korea conducted its third nuclear test on Tuesday in defiance of existing U.N. resolutions, angering the United States and Japan and
prompting its only major ally, China, to call for calm. 

New Iran centrifuges could shorten path to atomic bomb: Netanyahu from Reuters 12 Feb 13

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said...new centrifuges Iran was installing for its uranium enrichment program could cut by a third the
time needed to create a nuclear bomb. 

GOP Divided Over Blocking Hagel from Los Angeles Times 12 Feb 13

On the eve of a Senate committee vote on Chuck Hagel's nomination to lead the Pentagon, a group of Republican senators continued Monday to
threaten what would be a historic filibuster of a Cabinet appointment despite warnings from others in the party that it would set a bad precedent. 

Partners Of Gays In Service Are Granted Some Benefits from New York Times 12 Feb 13

The Pentagon on Monday expanded benefits to same-sex partners of military personnel to include a range of services offered at various posts and
bases, but it withheld more expansive benefits sought by gay and lesbian couples — in particular medical and dental coverage and housing
allowances. 

Specter Of Furloughs Could Cast A Shadow Over More Than 1 Million Workers from Federal Diary 12 Feb 13

On March 1, federal agencies will begin implementing cuts over seven months amounting to 13 percent of the Defense budget and 9 percent of
other programs, unless Congress stops the automatic reductions.

Senate Democrats To Offer Alternative To Automatic Spending Cuts from Reuters 12 Feb 13

Senate Democrats plan to unveil this week a series of targeted spending cuts and tax increases on the top-earners to replace deep, across-the-board
federal spending cuts due to begin on March 1...



Generals To Go To Fla. As Crisis Looms from USA Today 12 Feb 13

Top Army brass have been cleared to attend a conference in Fort Lauderdale this month despite orders to curtail such events in light of the
looming federal budget crisis unless they are "mission-critical,"...

Obama moves to defend infrastructure from cyberattacks from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 13

Warning that cyberattacks pose a danger to US security, President Barack Obama signed an executive order on Tuesday designed to better protect
critical infrastructure from computer hackers. 

US plan aimed at keeping China out of US networks from Associated Press 12 Feb 13

he White House is expected to unveil a new cybersecurity executive order Wednesday. It is being described as the most comprehensive plan yet
for confronting electronic attacks on America's computer networks...

Cheney: Obama Chose Hagel So A Republican Will ‘Take The Heat’ For Defense Cuts from Associated Press 11 Feb 13

Former Vice President Dick Cheney said Saturday night that President Barack Obama has jeopardized U.S. national security by nominating
substandard candidates for key cabinet posts and by degrading the U.S. military. 

Iran And Hezbollah Build Militia Networks In Syria In Event That Assad Falls, Officials Say from Washington Post 11 Feb 13

Iran and Hezbollah, its Lebanese proxy, are building a network of militias inside Syria to preserve and protect their interests in the event that
President Bashar al-Assad's government falls or is forced to retreat from Damascus, according to U.S. and Middle Eastern officials. The militias
are fighting alongside Syrian government forces to keep Assad in power. But officials think Iran's long-term goal is to have reliable operatives in
Syria in case the country fractures into ethnic and sectarian enclaves. 

In Speech, Ahmadinejad Reiterates Willingness For Direct Talks With US from Washington Post 11 Feb 13

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad on Sunday reiterated his desire to engage in direct talks with the United States, on the condition that the
West stop pressuring his country. "Take your guns out of the face of the Iranian nation and I myself will negotiate with you," he said at an event
attended by tens of thousands of Iranians in Tehran's Azadi Square. 

Israel: Obama Visit On Iran, Syria, Palestinians from Associated Press 11 Feb 13

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu says the upcoming visit of U.S. President Barack Obama will focus on Iran's nuclear program, the
violence in Syria and the stalled peace process with the Palestinians. Speaking at a government meeting on Sunday, Netanyahu said he had agreed
with Obama on the issues to be discussed. 

Obama To Renew Drive For Cuts In Nuclear Arms from New York Times 11 Feb 13

President Obama will use his State of the Union speech on Tuesday to reinvigorate one of his signature national security objectives - drastically
reducing nuclear arsenals around the world - after securing agreement in recent months with the United States military that the American nuclear
force can be cut in size by roughly a third. 

Militants Battle Malian and French Troops in Liberated Town from New York Times 11 Feb 13

Gunfire rang out in the streets of the strategic city of Gao in northern Mali on Sunday, two weeks after French troops appeared to have chased
radical Islamists out of the city, which is at the edge of the desert and is the largest population center in the north. The gun battle between Islamist
militants and a force of Malian and French troops, which continued for much of Sunday afternoon, suggested that the quick French campaign
against the local Al Qaeda affiliate and its allies was not over, but had entered a new phase of guerrilla warfare. 

Senator vows to delay Obama's nominees over Libya from Associated Press 11 Feb 13

Sen. Lindsey Graham is determined to get more answers about the deadly Sept. 11 attack against the U.S. consulate in Benghazi, Libya. Now the
South Carolina Republican says he will hold up Senate confirmation of President Barack Obama's nominees to head the Pentagon and the CIA
until he gets that information. Graham has accused the White House of "stonewalling" requests to release more information about the attack that
killed four Americans, including the U.S. ambassador to Libya. 



New US commander takes the helm in Afghanistan from Associated Press 11 Feb 13

Marine Gen. Joseph Dunford took charge of U.S. and NATO forces in Afghanistan on Sunday as the coalition enters its final stretch of the more
than 11-year-old war. The new commander faces daunting challenges, including making sure Afghan government forces are ready to take control
and orchestrating the withdrawal of foreign forces during the next 23 months. 

Military Warns Cuts Would Create 'Hollow Force' Akin To 1970s from Washington Times 11 Feb 13

The U.S. armed services, widely recognized as the world’s most ready and mobile military, is painting a picture of itself as a stagnant force
trapped at home under automatic spending cuts just three weeks away. Army brigades won’t be ready to fight. Navy aircraft carriers won’t
deployed. The Air Force won’t be able to operate radar surveillance 24 hours a day. 

Budget Breaking Point Army official details looming gaps in gear, training from Army Times 11 Feb 13

A cash-strapped Congress looking to reduce the deficit has dealt the Army a "devastating" $18 billion shortfall that is stripping the service of the
equipment and training it needs to carry out its mission. A senior Army official with in-depth knowledge of the Army budget provided Army
Times with an exclusive look at cuts coming in the next six months. These are no longer dire predictions of what could be. These cuts are in the
works.

U.S. said to be target of massive cyber-espionage campaign from Washington Post 10 Feb 13

A new intelligence assessment has concluded that the United States is the target of a massive, sustained cyber-espionage campaign that is
threatening the country’s economic competitiveness, according to individuals familiar with the report. The National Intelligence Estimate
identifies China as the country most aggressively seeking to penetrate the computer systems of American businesses and institutions to gain
access to data that could be used for economic gain. 

Baird Heads To Washington To Become First Foreign Minister To Meet With Kerry from Associated Press 8 Feb 13

John Baird will be the first foreign minister to sit down with America's newest secretary of state on Friday when he meets with John Kerry at the
State Department to discuss an array of bilateral and international issues. Baird's visit to the U.S. capital, confirmed by government officials,
comes just five days after the men had a 15-minute phone call on Sunday. Kerry was officially sworn in as secretary of state on Wednesday after
serving five terms in the U.S. Senate. 

Kerry: NK Nuke Test Would Raise Chance Of Conflict from Associated Press 8 Feb 13

Secretary of State John Kerry says a North Korean nuclear test would serve no end beyond making the world more dangerous. Kerry was
speaking Thursday to a visiting group of college students. He questioned why the reclusive communist regime would want to carry out another
nuclear test. He says, quote, "All that will happen is greater potential for conflict." 

Pentagon leaders favored arming Syrian rebels from Washington Post 8 Feb 13

The Pentagon’s top leaders said Thursday that they favored supplying weapons to rebels locked in a grinding civil war with the Syrian
government, a position that put them directly at odds with the White House. Defense Secretary Leon E. Panetta and Gen. Martin Dempsey,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, made only a brief mention of their views on Syria while testifying at a Senate hearing on the attacks against
the U.S. diplomatic outpost in Benghazi, Libya, last year. 

Drones Are Focus as C.I.A. Nominee Goes Before Senators from New York Times 8 Feb 13

Engaging a high-ranking Obama administration official for the first time in an extensive public discussion of the use of drones for targeted killing,
members of the Senate Intelligence Committee on Thursday pressed John O. Brennan, President Obama’s nominee for director of the Central
Intelligence Agency, about the secrecy of the strikes, their legal basis and the reported backlash they have produced in Pakistan and Yemen. 

Supreme Leader Of Iran Rejects Direct Talks With U.S. from New York Times 8 Feb 13

Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, rejected any idea of bilateral talks with the United States on Thursday in a speech in which he
scoffed at Iranian officials who might consider such negotiations. A staunch ideologue who has often rejected dialogue with America, Ayatollah
Khamenei was apparently responding to a United States offer of one-on-one negotiations between the two countries on a range of topics,
including Iran's disputed nuclear program, a suggestion that Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. reinforced last week during a security conference
in Munich.



Mali: French Troops Begin Withdrawal From Timbuktu from Associated Press 8 Feb 13

French troops began to withdraw from Timbuktu Thursday after securing the fabled city as they ramped up their mission in another northern Mali
city, searching for Islamic extremists who may be mixing among the local population. French military spokesman Col. Thierry Burkhard said
Thursday that the operation to secure Gao is still under way, nearly two weeks after French and Malian troops moved into the area. New clashes
nearby raised questions about how solid a hold the French military has on the strategic area. 

Seizure of Antiaircraft Missiles in Yemen Raises Fears That Iran Is Arming Rebels There from New York Times 8 Feb 13

Photographs recently released by the Yemeni government suggest that an interdiction last month by the United States Navy and Yemen’s security
forces seized a class of shoulder-fired antiaircraft missiles not publicly known to have been out of state control. Such missiles, in the hands of
militants, would pose new threats to military and commercial aviation and would mark an escalation in illegal arms trafficking in the Arabian
Peninsula. 

Panetta defends Benghazi response under sharp questioning from Associated Press 7 Feb 13

Defense Secretary Leon Panetta said Thursday that the speed of the attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya, last September kept U.S.
armed forces from responding in time to save the four Americans who were killed as he defended the military's response on a chaotic Sept. 11
day. Testifying for likely the last time on Capitol Hill before stepping down, Panetta said the Obama administration was trying to assess the threat
from protests in Tunisia, Egypt, the Libyan capital of Tripoli and other countries while trying to move quickly to respond to two separate assaults
in Benghazi. 

Kerry: US Cannot Retreat From World Stage from Associated Press 7 Feb 13

Secretary of State John Kerry vowed Wednesday that the United States will not retreat from the world stage due to budget constraints or the
complexity of global challenges. Speaking after being ceremonially sworn into office by Vice President Joe Biden, Kerry said his military service
in Vietnam taught him the cost of failed diplomacy. He said he was committed to working for peace but would not shy away from defending
America, its values or ideals if they come under threat from "extremism, terrorism, chaos or evil." 

U.S. sanctions Iranian broadcasters, locks up oil revenues from Reuters 7 Feb 13

The United States said on Wednesday it had sanctioned Iran's main agency in charge of broadcasting for helping the government censor Western
reports, part of a broader effort by Washington to pressure Tehran's nuclear program. The Treasury Department also said sanctions that shackle
Iran's oil earnings took effect, as scheduled, on Wednesday. Iran's earnings now have to be credited to accounts in countries that buy Iranian crude.

Syrians Clash in Capital, Stifling Hope of Talks . from Wall Street Journal 7 Feb 13

Syrian opposition fighters faced off against regime forces in their fiercest battles in months in Damascus on Wednesday, in a push that many
Syrian residents and activists saw as a bid by hard-line fighters to snuff recent efforts to start talks with Bashar al-Assad's regime. The fiercest
clashes took place on the city's east side and briefly touched the busy Abaseen Square traffic circle, according to residents and opposition activists.

As Mali Fighting Persists, France Vows To Exit In Weeks from New York Times 7 Feb 13

Amid reports of continued skirmishes with Islamist extremists driven out of the main settlements of northern Mali, France renewed a promise on
Wednesday that its soldiers would begin returning home within weeks, handing over authority to West African and Malian units charged with
keeping the vast desert area under government control. But French officials acknowledged that, despite their claimed military successes so far,
new hostilities had erupted on Tuesday...

Hezbollah Tied to Bulgaria Bombing from Wall Street Journal 6 Feb 13

Bulgarian investigators on Tuesday for the first time linked Shiite group Hezbollah to a deadly July bomb attack on Israeli tourists in the country
and identified two of the alleged perpetrators as residents of Lebanon traveling on Australian and Canadian passports. After a lengthy meeting of
Bulgaria's National Security Council in Sofia on Tuesday—nearly seven months after the July attack—Interior Minister Tsvetan Tsvetanov said
there was evidence the pair "were members of the militant wing of Hezbollah." 

Nuclear Talks Between Global Powers Set To Start from Wall Street Journal 6 Feb 13

Iran formally agreed to resume stalled talks with global powers aimed at curbing Tehran's nuclear program, offering the Obama administration's



new national-security team a shot at resolving one of the world's most intractable security challenges. U.S. and European officials said Tuesday
they would use the new talks, which are scheduled to begin Feb. 26 in Almaty, Kazakhstan, to offer a slightly revised package of economic
incentives. In exchange, Tehran would have to agree to ship its growing stockpile of near weapons-grade nuclear fuel out of the country. 

Ahmadinejad Makes First Cairo Visit from Washington Post 6 Feb 13

President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad arrived in Cairo on Tuesday as Iran's first leader to visit Egypt since the two nations ended diplomatic relations
in 1980, another sign of the regional shifts triggered by the Arab Spring. But although the countries' ties have thawed since the overthrow of
Egyptian autocrat Hosni Mubarak, key differences - including opposing views on the conflict in Syria - make the prospect of fully restored
relations distant. 

Pakistani Ambassador To U.S. Calls CIA Drone Strikes A 'Clear Violation' from Washington Post 6 Feb 13

CIA drone strikes in Pakistan are "a clear violation of our sovereignty and a violation of international law" that threaten stable relations between
the two governments, Pakistan's ambassador to the United States said Tuesday. Persistent reports that Pakistan has tacitly approved the strikes
while publicly denouncing them are untrue, Ambassador Sherry Rehman said. "Let me assure you that since we have been in government, there
has been no quiet complicity, no question of wink and nod," 

Tuareg rebels say they extend control in Mali's northeast from Reuters 6 Feb 13

Pro-autonomy Tuareg rebels in Mali said on Tuesday they had occupied the town of Menaka, extending their control of the remote northeast as
they position for talks with the government after the retreat of al Qaeda-linked insurgents. It was not possible to independently verify whether
MNLA fighters had entered Menaka, some 250 km (156 miles) south of their stronghold of Kidal. Menaka was a cradle of the MNLA's separatist
uprising last year that took over northern Mali but was subsequently hijacked by al Qaeda and its allies. 

White House: Drone Strikes Are Legal, Ethical, Wise from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 13

The White House defended drone strikes against Al-Qaeda suspects as legal, ethical and wise and insisted they complied with US law and the
Constitution, even if they targeted Americans. The White House defended President Barack Obama's power to wage drone war after a Justice
Department memo argued that Americans high up in Al-Qaeda could be lawfully killed, even if intelligence fails to show them plotting an attack. 

UPDATE: Seized Iranian ship carried varied weapons from Associated Press 6 Feb 13

Yemen's Defense Ministry says a ship seized by Yemeni authorities last month carried Iranian-made weapons, including material for bombs and
suicide belts, explosives, Katyusha rockets, surface-to-air missiles, rocket-propelled grenades and large amounts of ammunition. In a statement
Wednesday, the ministry detailed contents of the Iranian ship seized in Yemen's territorial waters in mid-January. It described contents as "large,
diverse and dangerous" weapons that also included night vision binoculars and goggles, remote devices, circuits, wires and rifle silencers. 

Reporting For Duty, Kerry Pledges To Protect Diplomats from New York Times 5 Feb 13

In his first day at the office as secretary of state on Monday, John Kerry sought to send the message that he had an affinity for the nation's
diplomats and would look after their security. "Exhilarating to walk into @StateDept today," Mr. Kerry, who is the son of a diplomat, posted on
Twitter. "Dad on mind! JK." 

US, France Agree On Need To Set Up UN Mali Force from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 13

US Vice President Joe Biden hailed France's "decisive" intervention in Mali on Monday and joined President Francois Hollande in calling for UN
peacekeepers to be quickly deployed to the country. On the first visit by a top US official since President Barack Obama's inauguration last month,
Biden also joined Hollande in vowing to keep up pressure on Iran over its nuclear programme. 

Syrian opposition chief says offers Assad peaceful exit from Reuters 5 Feb 13

Syrian opposition leader Moaz Alkhatib urged Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's government on Monday to start talks for its departure from
power and save the country from greater ruin after almost two years of bloodshed. Seeking to step up pressure on Assad to respond to his offer of
talks - which dismayed some in his own opposition coalition, Alkhatib said he would be ready to meet the president's deputy. 

Monkey Business? US Unsure Of Iran's Space Claims from Associated Press 5 Feb 13

The United States expressed doubt on Monday about Iran's claim that it safely returned a monkey from space, saying it is questionable that the



monkey survived - or if the flight happened at all. State Department spokeswoman Victoria Nuland said a lot of questions remained "about
whether the monkey that they reportedly sent up into space and reportedly came down was actually the same monkey, whether he survived." 

Kerry Makes Calls Abroad In First Weekend On Job from Associated Press 4 Feb 13

New Secretary of State John Kerry reached out to Israeli and Palestinian leaders in phone calls this weekend, assuring them the Obama
administration will continue to pursue a Mideast peace agreement while recognizing the individual concerns on both sides. Kerry told Israel's
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of his and President Barack Obama's commitment to support Israel's security and to pursue a lasting peace
between Israelis and Palestinians. Netanyahu updated Kerry on his work to form a new government. They also discussed Iran and Syria, and
pledged to work together closely. 

Israeli Strike Into Syria Said To Damage Research Site from New York Times 4 Feb 13

The Israeli attack last week on a Syrian convoy of antiaircraft weapons appears to have also hit the country's main research center for work on
biological and chemical weapons, according to American officials who are sorting through intelligence reports. While the main target of the attack
on Wednesday appears to have been SA-17 missiles and their launchers - which the Israelis feared were about to be moved to Hezbollah forces in
Lebanon - video shown on Syrian television appears to back up assertions that the research center north of Damascus was also damaged. 

Iran Says It Is Set for Nuclear Talks, but West Is Skeptical . from Wall Street Journal 4 Feb 13

Iran's foreign minister, Ali Akbar Salehi, told world leaders on Sunday that Tehran was prepared to resume negotiations aimed at curbing its
nuclear program this month in Kazakhstan, potentially ending eight months of stalled international diplomacy. But U.S. and European Union
officials said in interviews following Mr. Salehi's speech in Munich that they were skeptical Tehran would follow through with his pledge, given
the nation's recent history on the issue.

Benghazi, Libya, Deteriorating Into Security Nightmare from Washington Times 4 Feb 13

Security in Benghazi, the eastern Libyan city where four Americans were killed Sept. 11 in a terrorist attack on the U.S. Consulate, has decayed to
the point where Westerners are fleeing, assassinations and kidnappings are rife and residents worry that U.S. drone strikes on jihadist targets are
imminent. "The situation has obviously deteriorated. It is a systematic deterioration," said longtime Benghazi resident Jalal Elgallal, who was
spokesman of the now-defunct National Transitional Council. 

Pentagon Expects U.S. to Retain Presence in Afghanistan from New York Times 4 Feb 13

The Pentagon’s top civilian and military officials on Sunday expressed an expectation, even a desire, that American troops would remain in
Afghanistan after the NATO mission ends in December 2014, although they emphasized that no decision had been made. Defense Secretary Leon
E. Panetta and Gen. Martin E. Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said the United States would sustain a strategic partnership with
Afghanistan...

Iran denies links to shipload of arms seized by Yemen from Agence France-Presse 4 Feb 13

Tehran has denied that a ship loaded with rockets and explosives intercepted by Yemen's coast guard originated from Iran as claimed by Yemeni
officials, local media reported on Monday. The reports cited an unnamed source in the foreign ministry as saying that Tehran "strongly denies
claims" by Yemen that the vessel came from Iran and was loaded with arms destined for Shiite rebels in Sunni-majority Yemen. 

Singapore seizes record number of drugs in 2012 from Xinhua (China) 4 Feb 13

Singapore seized a record number of drugs in 2012, with the estimated market value of 18.3 million Singapore dollars (14.8 million U.S. dollars),
up 14 percent compared with the number of 16 million Singapore dollars in 2011, the city-state's Central Narcotics Bureau (CNB) said on
Monday. Among the seized drugs, heroin and methamphetamine remained the most commonly abused drugs. 

US suspends Kam Air ban as Afghanistan probes opium claim from e France-Presse 4 Feb 13

The United States has suspended its blacklisting of Kam Air after the Afghan government promised an investigation into claims of opium
trafficking by the airline, NATO's coalition force in Afghanistan ISAF announced Monday. A statement from ISAF said: "The Afghan government
has agreed to conduct a full investigation of Kam Air and, if warranted, to take further action." 

Drones spark debate on U.S. border security from EFE (Spain) 4 Feb 13



U.S. military and CIA drones have flown through foreign skies to inflict remote-controlled attacks on terrorist targets, but, as part of a plan for
immigration reform, their increased use to ensure border security at home has set off a heated controversy. The plan presented last week by a
bipartisan group in the Senate proposes boosting the number of drones patrolling the border with Mexico and using them to block the illegal
trafficking of drugs, persons, arms and money. 

Interviews With Secretary Panetta And General Dempsey NBC: Meet The Press; CNN: State Of The Union from NBC; CNN 3 Feb

13

Secretary Panetta And General Dempsey interviews with NBC and CNN on 3 Feb 13. NBC (Chuck Todd): Meet The Press; CNN (CANDY
CROWLEY): State Of The Union

Moscow and Washington vow to resolve disagreements on equal basis from Itar-Tass (Russia) 2 Feb 13

Moscow and Washington reaffirmed their position that disagreements and problems should be resolved on the basis of equality and respect for
each other's interests, Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said after his talks with U.S. Vice President Joe Biden in Munich on Saturday, February 2.
"The general conclusion is that there will always be problems in relations between the two major countries and they should be solved on the basis
of equality and respect for each other's interests, while trying to avoid creating problems artificially....

US Secret Service Director Steps Down from USA Today 1 Feb 13

Secret Service Director Mark Sullivan announced his retirement Friday after a nearly-three decade career and seven years as head of the agency
responsible for protecting the president, vice president and visiting foreign dignitaries. The decision comes nearly a year after a prostitution
scandal during President Obama's trip to Colombia in April. 

Clinton Reviews Tenure, Focusing On Syria And Iran from New York Times 1 Feb 13

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said Thursday that both Iran and Russia continued to provide military support to the Syrian
government led by President Bashar al-Assad and that there were indications that Iranian assistance was increasing. The airstrike that Israel
carried out on Wednesday in Syria on an arms convoy that was believed to be en route to Hezbollah militants in Lebanon, and Iran's subsequent
warnings that the Israeli attack would lead to "grave consequences," have raised concerns that the conflict is becoming a regional one. 

Iran, Russia Defend Syria After Israeli Attack from Washington Post 1 Feb 13

Syria's allies on Thursday condemned an Israeli airstrike a day earlier on a Syrian target, and Iran issued a veiled threat to respond, but Israeli
analysts said the likelihood of retaliatory attacks across Israel's borders was slim. As Israeli officials voiced rising concern this week about the
security of Syria's chemical weapons, the military moved missile defense batteries to northern Israel and anxious Israelis lined up at some gas-
mask distribution centers.

Iran Said To Be Set To Hasten Uranium Enrichment from New York Times 1 Feb 13

Iran has told the United Nations nuclear supervisory body that it plans to install more sophisticated equipment at its principal nuclear enrichment
plant, a diplomat said Thursday, enabling it to greatly accelerate processing of uranium in a move likely to worry the United States, Israel and the
West. The diplomat...cited a letter from Iranian officials to the agency saying that Iran wants to upgrade its main enrichment plant at Natanz.

AP Interview: Clinton Raps Benghazi Critics from Associated Press 1 Feb 13

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton is leaving office with a slap at critics of the Obama administration's handling of the September attack
on a U.S. diplomatic mission in Libya. She told The Associated Press that critics of the administration's handling of the attack don't live in an
"evidence-based world" and their refusal to "accept the facts" is unfortunate and regrettable for the political system. 

Egypt Rivals Hold Rare Meeting And Call For Dialogue from New York Times 1 Feb 13

With Egypt's political elites warring and street violence taking on a life of its own, young revolutionaries on Thursday tried to step into the
country's leadership vacuum, organizing a rare meeting of political forces that, in Egypt's polarized state, was a victory in itself. The meeting,
which included representatives of secular leftist and liberal groups as well as the Muslim Brotherhood, failed to resolve some of the most divisive
issues facing the country,

Al-Qaeda Affiliate In North Africa Said To Have Sights On Other Western Targets from Washington Post 1 Feb 13



New intelligence on al-Qaeda's affiliate in North Africa indicates that the militant group is seeking to carry out attacks on other Western targets in
the region after its deadly assault on a natural gas complex in Algeria, senior U.S. intelligence officials said Thursday. The push to mount follow-
on strikes is seen as evidence that al-Qaeda was emboldened by the Jan. 16 raid and subsequent battle with Algerian security services that killed
dozens of hostages and militants. 

Chinese Hackers Hit U.S. Media from Wall Street Journal 1 Feb 13

Chinese hackers believed to have government links have been conducting wide-ranging electronic surveillance of media companies including The
Wall Street Journal, apparently to spy on reporters covering China and other issues, people familiar with the incidents said. Journal publisher Dow
Jones & Co. said Thursday that the paper's computer systems had been infiltrated by Chinese hackers, apparently to monitor its China coverage.

25 Die In Mexico Oil Company Office Building Blast from Associated Press 1 Feb 13

Rescuers searched the rubble for survivors and authorities promised a thorough investigation after an office building blast killed 25 people and
injured 101 at the headquarters of Mexico's state-owned oil company, Petroleos Mexicanos. The cause of the basement explosion in an
administrative building next to the iconic, 51-story Pemex tower in Mexico City remained a mystery early Friday, with President Enrique Pena
Nieto urging people not to speculate. 

Mexico Vigilantes Bring 'Charges' Against 53 from Associated Press 1 Feb 13

Vigilantes who have taken up arms against drug cartel violence and common crime in southern Mexico announced Thursday they will bring
charges ranging from organized crime to kidnapping and extortion against 50 men and three women who they have been holding prisoner at
improvised jails. Villagers armed with hunting rifles, old pistols and small-bore shotguns set up armed patrols and roadblocks in the township of
Ayutla almost one month ago to defend their communities against crime...

Suicide bombing at U.S. embassy in Turkey kills 2 from Associated Press 1 Feb 13

A suspected suicide bomber detonated an explosive Friday in front of the U.S. Embassy in Ankara, killing himself and a guard at the entrance
gate, officials said. U.S. Ambassador Francis Ricciardione told reporters that a Turkish citizen was also wounded in the 1:15 p.m. blast in the
Turkish capital. There was no immediate claim of responsibility...

European police arrest 103 in suspected human trafficking ring from CNN 31 Jan 13

Officials are calling it one of the largest operations against human traffickers in Europe. Police in Europe arrested 103 people in 10 countries this
week, all accused of smuggling in people on boats, freight trains and small hidden compartments in the floors of buses and trucks. 

Israeli jets bomb military target in Syria from Associated Press 31 Jan 13

Israel launched a rare airstrike inside Syria, U.S. officials said Wednesday, targeting a convoy believed to contain anti-aircraft weapons bound for
Hezbollah militants in Lebanon. The attack adds a potentially flammable new element to tensions already heightened by Syria's civil war. It was
the latest salvo in Israel's long-running effort to disrupt the Shiite militia's quest to build an arsenal capable of defending against Israel's air force
and spreading destruction inside the Jewish state. 

Israeli Airstrike in Syria Targets Arms Convoy, U.S. Says from New York Times 31 Jan 13

Israeli warplanes carried out a strike deep inside Syrian territory on Wednesday, American officials reported, saying they believed the target was a
convoy carrying sophisticated antiaircraft weaponry on the outskirts of Damascus that was intended for the Hezbollah Shiite militia in
Lebanon....Israel had notified the United States about the attack, which the Syrian government condemned as an act of “arrogance and
aggression.” 

French capture Islamists' last major Malian town from Associated Press 31 Jan 13

French forces met no resistance Wednesday in Kidal, the Islamists' last major town, as the two-week-old mission scored another success in its
effort to dislodge the al-Qaida-linked militants from northern Mali. The capture of Kidal came just days after French and Malian forces retook two
other provincial capitals — Gao and Timbuktu — that also had been under harsh Islamic rule for nearly 10 months. 

Week of unrest weakens Egypt's Islamist leader from Associated Press 31 Jan 13

Egypt's Islamist president has been significantly weakened by a week of violent protests across much of the country, with his popularity eroding,



the powerful military implicitly criticizing him and some of his ultraconservative Islamist backers distancing themselves from him. In his seven
months since becoming Egypt's first freely elected president, Mohammed Morsi has weathered a series of crises. But the liberal opposition is now
betting the backlash against him is so severe that he and his Muslim Brotherhood will be forced to change their ways...

Russia scraps law enforcement agreement with Washington from Reuters 30 Jan 13

Russia said it was ending an agreement with Washington to cooperate on law enforcement and narcotics control, in another sign of the
deterioration in ties between the Cold War-era foes since Vladimir Putin returned to the Kremlin last year. The order, signed by Prime Minister
Dmitry Medvedev and posted on the government website on Wednesday, said the agreement, which came into force in 2002, "does not address
current realities and has exhausted its potential". 

Clinton says she doesn't see "getting back into politics" from Reuters 30 Jan 13

Outgoing U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton on Tuesday cast doubt on speculation she might run for the White House in 2016. In an
interview taped for National Public Radio, Clinton was asked what questions she needs to answer for herself as she decides whether to run for
president. "I'm not even posing those questions. I am really looking forward to stepping off the fast track that I've been on....

North Korea's Kim dashes early hope but U.S. still seeks change: Clinton from Reuters 30 Jan 13

North Korea's missile tests and menacing rhetoric have disappointed U.S. expectations that young leader Kim Jong-un would be different than his
father but Washington still hopes to persuade Pyongyang to change course, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said on Tuesday. "With a new young
leader we all expected something different," Clinton said in a town hall-style session put together by the State Department and broadcast
worldwide. "We expected him to focus on improving the lives of the North Korea people, not just the elite, but everyone. 

Israeli Vote Doesn't Nail Shut Door To Peace: Clinton from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 13

The outcome of Israel's elections did not torpedo hopes for peace with the Palestinians, but instead opened up a new chance for dialogue, US
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton argued Tuesday. "I actually think this election opens doors, not nails them shut," she said, during a so-called
"global townhall" meeting, in which she took questions from Internet-users and broadcasters around the world. 

Chaos In Egypt Stirs Warning Of A Collapse from New York Times 30 Jan 13

As three Egyptian cities defied President Mohamed Morsi's attempt to quell the anarchy spreading through their streets, the nation's top general
warned Tuesday that the state itself was in danger of collapse if the feuding civilian leaders could not agree on a solution to restore order.
Thousands of residents poured into the streets of the three cities, protesting a 9 p.m. curfew with another night of chants against Mr. Morsi and
assaults on the police. 

Obama Announces Additional Humanitarian Aid For Syrians from Washington Post 30 Jan 13

President Obama said Tuesday that the United States will provide $155 million in new humanitarian assistance to Syrians, nearly doubling the
American commitment as the number of refugees from the civil war continues to rise. Obama's promise comes a day ahead of a United Nations-
sponsored donors conference planned for Wednesday in Kuwait. Washington has already committed more than $200 million in civilian assistance
and is the single largest donor. 

Donors pledge $455 million to Mali military push from Associated Press 30 Jan 13

African and Western nations on Tuesday pledged more than $450 million to fund an African-led military force to fight Islamist extremists in Mali.
Britain, meanwhile, announced that it has offered to send up to 200 military officers to help train a West African force in Mali, including up to 40
people that could be sent to Mali as part of an EU training mission of 500 personnel. 

Donors pledge $455 million to Mali military push from Associated Press 30 Jan 13

African and Western nations on Tuesday pledged more than $450 million to fund an African-led military force to fight Islamist extremists in Mali.
Britain, meanwhile, announced that it has offered to send up to 200 military officers to help train a West African force in Mali, including up to 40
people that could be sent to Mali as part of an EU training mission of 500 personnel. 

US Senate confirms Kerry as next secretary of state from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 13

The US Senate on Tuesday confirmed Senator John Kerry as the next secretary of state, approving President Barack Obama's pick to replace



Hillary Clinton by a wide majority. The Senate voted 94-3 in favor of Kerry, after the chamber's Foreign Relations Committee approved the
nomination earlier in the day. 

U.S. to Expand Role in Africa from Wall Street Journal 29 Jan 13

The U.S. signed an agreement Monday with the West African country of Niger that clears the way for a stepped-up American military presence on
the edges of the conflict in neighboring Mali. The U.S. and France are moving to create an intelligence hub in Niger that could include a base,
near Mali's border, for American drones that could monitor al Qaeda-linked militants in Mali's vast desert north, U.S. officials said. 

US Official: Mali Intervention "Could Take Years" from Associated Press 29 Jan 13

The French-led military intervention in Mali could take years, a U.S. official warned on Monday. A State Department official for Africa said the
U.S. would like to see an African-led, -owned and -directed operation like the one that successfully pushed militants out of Somalia's capital after
several years of warfare. But Don Yamamoto warned that intervention could take years before finding success. 

Another Day Of Violence Leaves Egypt Wondering How This Will End from McClatchy 29 Jan 13

Egypt descended into chaos Monday as fresh clashes between protesters and security forces rocked cities around the country, with few people
honoring a 9 p.m. curfew that had been ordered in three provinces as demonstrators took to the streets to curse Egypt's first democratically elected
president. The military that President Mohammed Morsi had ordered into the streets Sunday to restore calm did little to confront the mayhem,
though it was unclear whether the troops were defying orders or simply incapable of confronting the crowds.

US Effort To Undercut Islamist Rebels In Syria Appears To Have Failed from McClatchy 29 Jan 13

A U.S.-supported push to form military councils across Syria to unite the hundreds of groups fighting to topple President Bashar Assad and
coordinate the provision of aid to secular rebel groups appears largely to have failed. Rebels said U.S. officials pressed for the creation of the
councils in each of Syria's 14 provinces in response to rebel demands for arms and other support....But Syrian activists say the councils have
become the subject of derision and mockery inside Syria...

Benghazi Prober: Identify Security Flaws, Pay Better Attention from Washington Times 29 Jan 13

The retired diplomat who led the State Department's probe of the Sept. 11 terrorist attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya, says officials
need to learn two lessons from incident - "red team" more often and pay better attention. "Red team" refers to practice of posing as adversaries
attacking an organization in order to expose security flaws. Ambassador Thomas Pickering offered the advice Monday at George Washington
University in Washington, where a critical report on the government's ability to deal modern threats was released. 

Iran Says It Sent A Monkey Into Space from New York Times 29 Jan 13

Iranian state television said on Monday that the country's scientists had succeeded in sending a monkey into space "as a prelude to sending
humans." Press TV, the state-run satellite broadcaster, said the animal was launched in a space capsule code named Pishgam, or Pioneer. 

Karzai: Afghan Government Should Lead Peace Talks from Associated Press 29 Jan 13

Afghanistan's president says all efforts at peace negotiations with the Taliban need to go through the government if the country is to have any
hope of emerging from a decade of fighting as a strong and unified nation. Hamid Karzai appealed to Afghan powerbrokers and prominent figures
who he said had been approached by foreign powers to hold talks through side channels. 

Release "Blind Sheik" Omar Abdel Rahman From Prison, Islamists Urge US from Washington Post 29 Jan 13

Before bin Laden, there was the "blind sheik." A generation ago, Sheik Omar Abdel Rahman stood as the embodiment of Islamist terrorism: The
bearded religious extremist with the trademark red-and-white cap and dark sunglasses helped orchestrate the first bombing of the World Trade
Center, in 1993, and plotted several unrealized attacks against other New York landmarks. 

Obama says struggling over whether to intervene in Syria from Reuters 28 Jan 13

President Barack Obama said he has been wrestling with the question whether a U.S. military intervention in Syria's 22-month-old civil war
would help resolve the bloody conflict or make things worse. In a pair of interviews, Obama responded to critics who say the United States has
not been involved enough in Syria, where thousands of people have been killed and millions displaced according to U.N. officials. Transcripts of
both interviews were released on Sunday. 



Egypt's Morsi Declares State Of Emergency, Curfew After Deadly Clashes from Washington Post 28 Jan 13

Egyptian President Mohamed Morsi declared a state of emergency and nighttime curfew across three major cities Sunday after violence raged for
a third straight day, leaving nearly 50 dead and hundreds injured nationwide. The deployment Saturday of government troops to the coastal cities
of Port Said and Suez, which have seen some of the worst violence, failed to quell a public backlash against a court verdict and raised doubts
about whether Morsi's embattled government could contain the situation. 

FEATURE: Before a Departure, a Rare Joint Interview from New York Times 27 Jan 13

They sat side by side, trading laughs and finishing each other’s thoughts. Five years ago, the very prospect of such a moment would have been
“improbable,” as one of them put it. But now as the improbable partnership between President Obama and Secretary of State Hillary Rodham
Clinton winds down with her pending departure from the cabinet, the two rivals-turned-allies sent a public signal of solidarity on Sunday — at a
time when one has run his last election and the other is contemplating one more. 

Iranian defector: Iran would use nukes from United Press International 26 Jan 13

An Iranian defector says the country is only a year away from possessing a nuclear bomb. In an interview broadcast Friday on Channel 2 in Israel,
Mohammed Razza Hidari also said Venezuela is sending uranium to Iran, the Jerusalem Post reported. Hidari defected two years ago in Oslo,
Norway...

Kam Air rejects 'baseless' US drug smuggling charges from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 13

Afghanistan's largest private airline Kam Air hit back Saturday at allegations it was involved in drug smuggling, threatening to seek compensation
if the charges levelled against it by the US are proven false. The US military barred Kam Air from its list of potential contractors after accusing it
of transporting large amounts of opium into neighbouring Tajikistan, the Wall Street Journal reported on Friday. 

Spanish police break Russian mafia money laundering ring from Agence France-Presse 25 Jan 13

Spanish police arrested four people Friday suspected of laundering large sums of money from Russian criminal gangs as part of a network they
said may be linked to Semion Mogilevich, one of the FBI's ten most wanted fugitives. The arrests took place in the Mediterranean coastal town of
Lloret de Mar near Barcelona, which has a large Russian community and is popular with tourists from the country, police said in a statement. 

No. 2 Leader Of Al Qaeda In Yemen Is Killed from New York Times 25 Jan 13

Said Ali al-Shihri, the second-ranking operative in Al Qaeda's branch in Yemen, died recently from wounds he received during a
"counterterrorism operation" late last year, Yemen's government announced Thursday. Mr. Shihri, who fled Saudi Arabia in 2008 after taking part
in a Saudi government rehabilitation program for jihadis, was a principal figure in engineering the rise of Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula over
the past five years. 

Europeans Warned to Evacuate Benghazi from Wall Street Journal 25 Jan 13

Several European governments urged their citizens to evacuate the eastern Libyan city of Benghazi in response to what the U.K. described as "a
specific and imminent threat to Westerners," highlighting jitters in the region after last week's deadly hostage siege at a natural-gas facility in
Algeria. 

Under French pressure, key Mali rebel group splits from Associated Press 25 Jan 13

Mali's rebel movement showed new signs of discord on Thursday in the wake of punishing French air strikes, with one wing of the Ansar Dine
group now pledging to negotiate an end to the country's crisis and possibly even fight against its former comrades-in-arms. France's air and land
campaign that began two weeks ago to save Mali's embattled interim government has shaken up the military landscape and put the international
spotlight on the former French colony.

US: NKorea nuke test plan 'provocative' from Associated Press 25 Jan 13

North Korea's plan to conduct a third nuclear test is "needlessly provocative" and will only increase its isolation, the White House said Thursday,
as the U.S. expanded its financial sanctions against the north Asian country. Defense Secretary Leon Panetta said he's seen no outward sign that
North Korea will follow through soon on its plan to conduct a test - following its underground atomic explosions in 2006 and 2009. 



France sees no sign Syria's Assad will be toppled soon from Reuters 25 Jan 13

France said on Thursday there were no signs that Syrian President Bashar al-Assad is about to be overthrown, something Paris has been saying for
months was just over the horizon. The uprising against Assad's rule is now almost two years old. 60,000 Syrians have been killed and another
650,000 are now refugees abroad, according to the United Nations. 

Pentagon's Panetta Rescinds Regulation from Wall Street Journal 25 Jan 13

Defense Secretary Leon Panetta signed an order Thursday striking down the two-decade-old rule excluding women from combat positions in the
military, a move that will eventually open thousands of new jobs on the front lines. The new policy recognizes that in modern warfare, everyone
in a combat zone is on the front lines, Mr. Panetta said. 

Montreal underworld violence erupts in bid for new order from Agence France-Presse 25 Jan 13

The killings of two close associates of a jailed mobster 11 weeks apart has confirmed Montrealers fears that the return of a reputed don has
unleashed an underworld power struggle and settling of scores. The men killed were associates of Raynald Desjardins. The returned don, fresh out
of a US prison, is named Vito Rizzuto. 

Kerry Backs Away From Wars, but Warns Iran . from Wall Street Journal 24 Jan 13

Sen. John Kerry pledged, as the next U.S. secretary of state, to push forward President Barack Obama's vision to wind down America's military
operations in the Islamic world and to pursue a foreign policy more driven by aid, economics and environmental issues. But during his Senate
confirmation hearing Thursday, the Massachusetts Democrat said that he agreed with Mr. Obama on using all means to deny Iran a nuclear
weapon, including employing more economic sanctions and, potentially, military force. 

Israel Leader Sees Path to Build Coalition from Wall Street Journal 24 Jan 13

The surprise second-place vote-getter, centrist former talk-show host Yair Lapid, said he was open to possibly joining a government led by Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, clearing the way for Israel's leader to begin cobbling together a ruling coalition. But with the more moderate bloc
and Mr. Netanyahu's more hawkish allies deadlocked with 60 seats apiece in Israel's 120-seat legislature, according to preliminary results, he
heads into talks with a far weaker hand than in his departing government. 

US Protests 'State Of Palestine' Placard In UN from Associated Press 24 Jan 13

U.S. Ambassador Susan Rice objected Wednesday to the Palestinians' latest bid to capitalize on their upgraded U.N. status when their foreign
minister spoke at the Security Council while seated behind a nameplate that read "State of Palestine." It was the first Palestinian address to the
Security Council since the U.N. General Assembly voted overwhelmingly on Nov. 29 to upgrade the Palestinians from U.N. observer to non-
voting member state. 

Pentagon to remove ban on women in combat from Washington Post 24 Jan 13

Outgoing Defense Secretary Leon E. Panetta plans to announce Thursday a lifting of the ban on female service members in combat roles, a
watershed policy change that was informed by women’s valor in Iraq and Afghanistan and that removes the remaining barrier to a fully inclusive
military, defense officials said. Panetta made the decision “upon the recommendation of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,”...

Women In Combat: Shattering the “Brass Ceiling” from TIME 24 Jan 13

The Pentagon will declare Thursday that it is lifting a ban on women serving in combat – a decision essentially rendered a fait accompli by more
than decade of war in Afghanistan and Iraq, where many women served ably under fire. Defense Secretary Leon Panetta is expected to make the
announcement, based on a recommendation from Army General Martin Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

US cites N. Korean bankers for weapons proliferation from Agence France-Presse 24 Jan 13

The US Treasury on Thursday set sanctions against two Beijing-based North Korean bankers for their roles in exporting the country's weapons
technology and equipment, including to Iran. 

Austrian police: Extreme-right network busted from Associated Press 24 Jan 13

Police say they have broken up a network of extreme rightists implicated in dozens of crimes and are holding 10 suspects for questioning. They
say the group had at least 200 members in Upper Austria province and is suspected of illegal arms trading, break-ins, illegal prostitution and other



crimes.

Clinton Hits Back at Critics on Libya from Wall Street Journal 24 Jan 13

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton defended the Obama administration's handling of the September terrorist attack on the U.S. consulate in
Benghazi, Libya—as well as her overall legacy—in a long-awaited congressional appearance Wednesday. Mrs. Clinton was by turns emotional
and fiery as she faced Republican lawmakers who have pressed her for months to testify about charges that she and the State Department failed to
properly defend U.S. posts in Libya despite extensive warnings about terrorist threats. 

U.S., Africa say Mali action counters growing Islamist threat from Reuters 24 Jan 13

The United States and African leaders threw their full diplomatic weight on Wednesday behind a campaign to expel Islamist rebels from Mali, as
French air strikes harried the al Qaeda-allied fighters in their strongholds. For nearly two weeks, French jets and helicopters have been hitting
carefully selected targets around rebel-held Malian towns such as Gao and Timbuktu, while African troops gather for a planned ground offensive
against the Islamist forces. 

John Kerry's Committee Announces Hearing On John Kerry's Nomination As Secretary Of State from Washington Post 24 Jan 13

The press office of Sen. John F. Kerry (D-Mass.), chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, on Wednesday announced a hearing on
the nomination of Sen. John F. Kerry as secretary of state. Kerry, a news release said, will be introduced to the committee on Thursday by Hillary
Rodham Clinton, the current secretary; committee member Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.); and Sen. Elizabeth Warren, his fellow Massachusetts
Democrat. 

N. Korea Threatens Nuclear Test, More Rocket Launches In Wake Of New Sanctions from Washington Post 24 Jan 13

North Korea threatened Thursday to carry out a nuclear test as part of an "all-out action" against the U.S., which it called the "main player" behind
recently adopted international sanctions. In a statement published by Pyongyang's state news agency and attributed to the National Defence
Commission, the North said that Washington's policy toward it had entered "a new dangerous phase." 

EU Chides Iran Over Nuclear Talks Venue Proposals from Associated Press 24 Jan 13

The European Union rebuked Iran on Wednesday in unusually direct language, suggesting it was willfully delaying new nuclear talks with six
world powers by changing venues and setting preconditions on how the negotiations should be conducted. The criticism appeared provoked by an
announcement by Iranian Foreign Minister Ali Akbar Salehi that his country was now proposing Cairo as the host city of the next meeting.

Gen. Dempsey Interview from NBC - ROCK CENTER 24 Jan 13

BRIAN WILLIAMS, HOST: Welcome back. They made history today at the Pentagon when two men sat down at a small table in front of the
press corps and announced a policy change that will change the U.S. military forever....About those two men, one of them was the outgoing
Defense Secretary Leon Panetta. The other was a decorated veteran, Bronze Star recipient, four-star Army general, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. He is General Martin... Dempsey,

Turkey: Syrian Regime's Actions Equal War Crimes from Associated Press 23 Jan 13

Turkey's foreign minister is calling on the international community to declare the Syrian regime's bombardment of its own citizens a war crime
and to insist on humanitarian access to areas of central Syria. Syria has seen a new rise in violence in recent weeks, including a government rocket
attack Wednesday, in a conflict that the U.N. says has killed more than 60,000 people. 

Clinton To Appear Before Congress Over Benghazi Attack (Gearan, WP) from Washington Post 23 Jan 13

In one of her last duties as America's top diplomat, Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton will appear before both houses of Congress on
Wednesday to answer questions about a terror attack that killed four Americans in Libya and exposed lapses in judgment and security at the State
Department. Clinton's congressional testimony is a politically charged denouement to a well-regarded tenure. 

Hagel And McCain Sit Down To Iron Out A Few Differences from New York Times 23 Jan 13

For President Obama, the first test of his second term passed peacefully on Tuesday as his nominee for defense secretary, Chuck Hagel, sat down
with the Republican who poses one of his biggest potential hurdles to Senate confirmation, Senator John McCain of Arizona. By all accounts, the
45-minute one-on-one meeting went well enough for the White House to feel that it has finally turned the tide in favor of Mr. Hagel, whose



positions on Israel and Iran have drawn heavy fire from conservatives, pro-Israel groups and other critics. 

U.S. Begins Airlift Of A French Battalion To Mali from New York Times 23 Jan 13

The Pentagon is airlifting a French battalion to join the fight in Mali against Islamist militants, Pentagon and administration officials said Tuesday,
but the United States has not yet agreed to a request from France to provide refueling tankers for its warplanes. Air Force C-17 transport planes
had completed five flights from bases in France into Bamako, the capital of Mali, by Tuesday, delivering 80 troops and more than 120 tons of their
equipment, according to George Little, the Pentagon press secretary.

Algeria scours Sahara for 5 missing foreigners from Associated Press 23 Jan 13

Algerian forces scoured the Sahara Desert on Tuesday, searching for five foreign energy workers who vanished during a chaotic four-day battle
with hostage-taking Islamist militants. One official says the men may have fled the sprawling complex during the fighting and gotten lost. 

Tepid Vote For Netanyahu In Israel Is Seen As Rebuke from New York Times 23 Jan 13

A weakened Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu emerged Wednesday from Israel's national election likely to serve a third term, according to
preliminary results and political analysts, after voters on Tuesday gave a surprising second place to a new centrist party founded by a television
celebrity who emphasized kitchen-table issues like class size and apartment prices. 

Syrian Refugees Overwhelm Lebanon, Region from Washington Post 23 Jan 13

Most of the 12,000 or so Syrians who sought sanctuary in this little Lebanese town seeped rather than swarmed across the border - a family here,
another there - taking shelter where they could, in abandoned buildings or on plots of wasteland, until one day the community woke up and
realized it had a crisis on its hands. 

Gen. John Allen Cleared In Misconduct Inquiry from Washington Post 23 Jan 13

The Pentagon's inspector general has cleared the top U.S. commander in Afghanistan of wrongdoing following an investigation into whether he
exchanged inappropriate e-mails with the same Tampa socialite involved in the scandal that prompted David H. Petraeus to resign as CIA director,
U.S. officials said Tuesday. 

Algeria's Prime Minister Describes Militant Attack, Defends Intervention from McClatchy 22 Jan 13

Algeria's prime minister spoke publicly Monday for the first time about militants' kidnapping of hundreds of foreign and Algerian workers last
week, describing an international group of militants, including at least one Canadian who "coordinated" a well-organized attack that killed 37
people. That an international group of militants could travel hundreds miles from Mali, where al Qaida has evolved from a kidnapping group to a
terrorist organization, raised new fears about the threat that the rise of Islamic extremism poses to the north African and U.S. interests here. 

French Airstrikes Push Back Islamists And Regain Towns In Central Mali from New York Times 22 Jan 13

Malian and French troops appeared to recapture two important central Malian towns on Monday, pushing back an advance by Islamist militants
who have overrun the country's northern half. French soldiers in armored vehicles rolled through the town of Diabaly, about 275 miles from the
capital, Bamako, to cheers from residents, who flew French and Malian flags to welcome them. 

U.S. circulates draft North Korea resolution at U.N. from Reuters 22 Jan 13

The United States has circulated a draft resolution to the U.N. Security Council that would condemn North Korea for its December rocket launch
and calls for tightening existing U.N. sanctions, diplomats said on Monday. The draft was the result of a deal between the United States and
China, the envoys said on condition of anonymity. Even though the draft does not call for any new sanctions against Pyongyang, diplomats said
China's support for the resolution represented a significant diplomatic blow to Pyongyang. 

In Egypt, Coalition Of Groups Opposed To Islamists Is Fracturing from Washington Post 22 Jan 13

Egypt's disparate opposition groups remain so divided that analysts and activists say they risk losing the last major decision-making body in the
country to Islamists when the country votes in upcoming parliamentary elections. Hostility to the country's new Islamist-backed constitution drew
thousands of protesters into the streets last month and degraded the Muslim Brotherhood's credibility nationwide, a trend that the opposition
claimed was reflected in a smaller majority in a national referendum on the document, compared with previous votes that the Islamists had rallied
around.



Netanyahu Expected To Win Re-Election In Israel, But Shifting Politics Cloud Future from McClatchy 22 Jan 13

With less then 24 hours before Israelis cast their ballots, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is widely expected to win another four-year term as
the head of the government. Questions, however, have begun to emerge over how this term will be different from his previous periods in office.
Current polls suggest that the next Parliament will have a very similar balance of power between Israel's right- and left-wing groups...

As Elections Near, Protesters In Jordan Increasingly Turn Anger Toward The King from New York Times 22 Jan 13

For two years, protests demanding reform here have seethed, fueled by complaints about corruption, incompetent governing and the slow pace of
change. In November, deadly demonstrations against a cut in fuel subsidies spread throughout the country. The widening anger has brought
together longtime political opposition figures with those who were once a part of the monarchy's loyal base. The focus of the protests has also
started to broaden, from anger at corrupt officials to bolder expressions of dissatisfaction with King Abdullah II. 

Syrian opposition leaders fail to form government from Reuters 22 Jan 13

Syrian opposition leaders said on Monday they had failed to put together a transitional government to run rebel-held areas of the country, a blow
to the exiled group trying to present an alternative to President Bashar al-Assad's rule. Political efforts to resolve the conflict have largely faltered
because of the rebels' failure to form a unified front and because world powers are backing opposing sides. 

Report: Iran's Central Bank Head Ordered Dismissed from Associated Press 22 Jan 13

Iran's official IRNA news agency is reporting that an Iranian court has voted to dismiss nation's central bank governor in connection with
overnight withdrawals from banks. IRNA is quoting Rahmatollah Sharif, the spokesman for the Supreme Court of Audit, as saying that Mahmoud
Bahmani has 20 days to appeal the ruling. 

Afghanistan Blasts Russia’s Inadequate Aid in Drug Fight from Ria Novosti 20 Jan 13

Afghanistan blasted Russia for what it said was inadequate assistance in Afghanistan’s fight against drugs production. Afghan Deputy Counter-
Narcotics Minister Ibrahim Azhar commented on the recent statement by Russia’s drug control chief Viktor Ivanov who said that drugs
production and the areas sown with drugs had only expanded over 11 years of the stay of the NATO-led military contingent in Afghanistan. 

FBI Director In Libya Over Benghazi Investigation from Associated Press 18 Jan 13

Libyan officials say the head of the FBI is in Tripoli for talks on the investigation into last year's killing of the U.S. ambassador and three other
Americans in the eastern city of Benghazi. The officials say FBI director Robert Mueller arrived Thursday and is to meet with senior Libyan
officials, including the prime minister, justice minister and intelligence chief. They spoke on condition of anonymity because of the sensitive
nature of the visit.

Israel's Center-Left Parties Fail To Unite from Washington Post 18 Jan 13

Less than a week before Israel's parliamentary election, a fractured array of centrist parties has failed to join forces and offer a coherent alternative
to Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. Divided by personal rivalries and the lack of a shared agenda, Netanyahu's centrist challengers remain at
odds, and two have even signaled more readiness to join a future coalition under his leadership than unite with each other.

Cameron Delays Talk On New Role In Europe from New York Times 18 Jan 13

The stage for the one-man show was set, the drama widely anticipated and the critics assembled. But the star dropped out at the last moment,
saying he would reschedule when he could. So it was on Thursday when Prime Minister David Cameron canceled a long-anticipated, much-
delayed speech in Amsterdam on Britain's future in Europe.

Kerry Cruise To Confirmation Expected To Begin With Thursday Hearing from Washington Post 18 Jan 13

The Senate will begin consideration next week of one of its own, John F. Kerry (D-Mass.), to be the next secretary of state. Kerry's confirmation
hearing is to take place Thursday morning before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, the panel he now heads. A spokesman has said Kerry
plans to step aside as chairman before the session.

Fate Of American Hostages Unknown As Algerians Blast Islamists From Ground And Air from McClatchy 18 Jan 13

Algerian forces launched a brazen air attack on suspected Islamist militants holding scores of foreign employees of a natural gas complex



Thursday, killing kidnappers and hostages alike in what appeared to be a forceful message from Algeria that it would not tolerate jihadist
movements operating within its borders. 

Aid Pledged to Mali as More Troops Deploy from Wall Street Journal 18 Jan 13

The U.S. and Europe agreed to provide new support for the fight against al Qaeda-backed rebels in Mali as French and Malian soldiers moved into
three towns to confront militants who had staged a series of surprise attacks. The Obama administration agreed to a French request for military
transport planes to help move French troops and equipment to Mali but has yet to decide whether to provide surveillance aircraft and tankers to
refuel French fighters, U.S. and Western officials said.

U.S. Recognizes Somalia, Citing Success Of A Campaign Against Militants from Washington Post 18 Jan 13

The United States formally recognized the government of Somalia on Thursday for the first time in more than two decades, marking what the
Obama administration declared a major policy success in bringing that country back from near-collapse. "Today's meeting has been a long time in
the making," Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said alongside Somali President Hassan Sheik Mohamud after the two met privately in
Washington.

Syrian Pro-Regime Gunmen Kill More Than 100 from Associated Press 18 Jan 13

Gunmen loyal to President Bashar Assad swept through a mainly Sunni farming village in central Syria this week, torching houses and killing
more than 100 people, including women and children, opposition activists said Thursday. The reported slayings fueled accusations that pro-
government militiamen are trying to drive majority Sunnis out of areas near main routes to the coast to ensure control of an Alawite enclave as the
country's civil war increasingly takes on sectarian overtones.

US Wants More From Egypt On Anti-Israel Rhetoric from Associated Press 18 Jan 13

The Obama administration said Thursday that a statement issued by the Egyptian presidency is welcome but not enough to ease concerns about
anti-Jewish and anti-Israel comments that the Islamist president made before he took office. The statement by President Mohammed Morsi's office
rejects discrimination and incitement to violence based on religion. The State Department called it "an important first step" but said the U.S.
continues to look for Morsi and other Egyptian leaders to demonstrate a commitment...

Movement Of Missiles By North Korea Worries U.S. from New York Times 18 Jan 13

The discovery by American intelligence agencies that North Korea is moving mobile missile launchers around the country, some carrying a new
generation of powerful rocket, has spurred new assessments of the intentions of the country's young new leader, Kim Jong-un, who has talked
about economic change but appears to be accelerating the country's ability to attack American allies or forces in Asia, and ultimately to strike
across the Pacific.

Military Hasn't Pursued Afghan 'Zero Option' from Wall Street Journal 18 Jan 13

The Obama administration hasn't asked senior military commanders to assess the impact of a complete withdrawal of international troops from
Afghanistan after 2014—the so-called zero option U.S. officials floated in Washington, a senior North Atlantic Treaty Organization officer said
Thursday. U.S. and NATO commanders have been asked to provide advice on what could be achieved with U.S. and allied troop numbers at
various levels—but nothing on a complete drawdown, the officer said.

White House Says Iran Under Pressure From Sanctions from AFP 17 Jan 13

The White House said Thursday that President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad's latest warnings on the state of Iran's economy, proved the "profound
impact" of nuclear sanctions. Ahmadinejad said on Wednesday that Tehran needed to tailor the economy to subvert Western sanctions, saying the
current approach would be a "losing strategy."

Militants Seize Americans And Other Hostages In Algeria from New York Times 17 Jan 13

The French military assault on Islamist extremists in Mali escalated into a potentially much broader North African conflict on Wednesday when,
in retribution, armed attackers in unmarked trucks seized an internationally managed natural gas field in neighboring Algeria and took at least 20
foreign hostages, including Americans. 

Panetta: U.S. Can Clear Legal Hurdles, Help France In Mali But he says Washington must carefully examine request for



military aid from Washington Post 17 Jan 13

Defense Secretary Leon E. Panetta said Wednesday that he is "confident" the United States can overcome legal obstacles to provide military help
to France for its drive against al-Qaeda-linked militants in Mali. Panetta said the Obama administration, however, must carefully vet France's
request for logistical support for its expanding combat operation to ensure that the United States has the authority to become involved in the
conflict. 

On The Ground In Mali, French And Local Troops Confront Islamist Forces from New York Times 17 Jan 13

French soldiers are battling Islamist militants in direct clashes on the ground in central Mali, Malian and Western officials said on Wednesday,
acknowledging for the first time that France’s campaign against the militants who have seized much of the nation has involved more than just
airstrikes. 

U.S. Military Stops Sending Detainees To Some Afghan Prisons On Rights Fears from New York Times 17 Jan 13

The American military has suspended the transfer of detainees to some Afghan prisons out of concern over continuing human rights abuses and
torture, the NATO-led International Security Assistance Force said Wednesday in response to questions about the subject. In addition, the
American-led coalition said that it had asked the Afghan government to investigate allegations of torture by Afghan Local Police units that have
been trained and advised by American Special Operations forces.

Budget Or No, Military Spending Cuts Ahead from USA Today 17 Jan 13

Military service chiefs outlined spending cuts, including a 30% reduction in operating costs for Army posts, as part of their plans to deal with
uncertainty over the size of the federal budget, letters released Wednesday show. The Pentagon would need to slash $500 billion over the next
decade if Congress and the White House cannot reach a deal to bring down the nation's debt by March. In addition, the Pentagon would take an
$11 billion cut if its 2013 budget is not approved by late March. 

Prospects For Nuclear Talks With Iran Grow Dim from Washington Post 17 Jan 13

Four weeks after agreeing in principle to nuclear talks, Iran has gone silent about its plans for the negotiations, baffling U.S. and European
diplomats while also signaling internal discord over what analysts on both sides see as the best chance in years for a nuclear bargain with the
West. Prospects for the talks - which U.S. officials last month described as imminent - have grown more uncertain after Iran declined to respond to
at least two proposals for meeting dates, Western diplomats said.

Obama Plans To Name Close Aide On National Security As Chief Of Staff from New York Times 17 Jan 13

President Obama is planning to elevate a key national security deputy, Denis R. McDonough, to White House chief of staff, administration
officials said on Wednesday, making perhaps his closest foreign policy adviser the gatekeeper to the Oval Office. Though Mr. Obama has not
made a final decision, aides said they expected an announcement early next week. Mr. McDonough’s appointment would continue the president’s
practice of putting the people he trusts most in critical positions.

Federal Diary: GOP Seeks Quick Vote On Bill To Extend Federal Pay Freeze from Washington Post 17 Jan 13

It's not surprising that House Republicans are continuing their assault on federal employee compensation. But Majority Leader Eric Cantor's
decision to quickly call for a vote on a new bill shows just how strong their determination is to hold down federal pay. Apparently, even a tiny
raise after a two-year-plus freeze is too much. No sooner had Rep. Ron DeSantis (R-Fla.) and 28 co-sponsors introduced H.R. 273 on Wednesday
than Cantor (R-Va.) announced a vote for next week. The measure would extend the freeze on basic pay rates until the end of the year. 

Dengue Showing Global 'Epidemic Potential': WHO from AFP 17 Jan 13

The World Health Organisation said on Wednesday that it had charted progress in the fight against tropical diseases but warned that dengue fever
was spreading at an alarming rate. "In 2012, dengue ranked as the fastest spreading vector-borne viral disease, with an epidemic potential in the
world, registering a 30-fold increase in disease incidence over the past 50 years," the Geneva-based UN agency said in a report released
Wednesday. 

Budget Season Approaches, Agency "Fact Sheets" Abound from Washington Post 17 Jan 13

A Navy jazz band concert at George Mason University in 2010. (MU1 Jeff Snavely) How can you tell when budget season is approaching? It's
when you start getting missives from the agencies explaining why their work is absolutely essential and costs taxpayers peanuts. For example, we



got a "fact sheet" from the State Department and the U.S. Agency for International Development (AID) entitled "Ten Things You Should Know
About the State Department." 

Military Leaders Warn Congress Of 'Hollow' Force from Associated Press 17 Jan 13

The nation's top military leaders warned Congress in unusually stark terms that its failure to pass a 2013 defense budget - coupled with the threat
of automatic budget cuts - has pushed the Pentagon to the brink of a crisis. They wrote in a joint letter to congressional leaders that the readiness
of U.S. armed forces is at a "tipping point." A copy of the letter was provided Wednesday to The Associated Press. 

Consulate Supported Claim Of Syria Gas Attack, Report Says from New York Times 16 Jan 13

A State Department cable asserted that Syrian forces might have used poison gas in December, according to a report by Foreignpolicy.com on
Tuesday. The classified cable was sent by the United States consul general in Istanbul, according to the Web site, and it discussed a consulate
investigation into allegations that chemical weapons were used in the city of Homs on Dec. 23. 

Panetta Says U.S. Still In Talks With French Over Mali Aid from New York Times 16 Jan 13

Defense Secretary Leon E. Panetta said Tuesday that France faced a difficult task in trying to rout extremists from a vast area in northern Mali and
that the Pentagon remained in talks with the French over what kind of military aid the United States would provide. At a news conference, Mr.
Panetta deflected a question asking him to assess any progress the French had made against the extremists, who overran a central village on
Monday only hours after the French foreign minister said confidently that France had blocked "the advance of the terrorists." 

U.S. condemns comments by Egypt's Mursi as Islamist leader from Reuters 16 Jan 13

The U.S. government on Tuesday strongly condemned disparaging comments about Jews that Egyptian President Mohamed Mursi was reported
to have made almost three years ago when he was a Muslim Brotherhood leader, and urged him to repudiate his remarks. White House spokesman
Jay Carney told reporters that the language Mursi used was "deeply offensive" and that U.S. officials had raised concerns with the Egyptian
government on the matter. 

Obama Signs Bill Expanding State Dept. Rewards from Associated Press 16 Jan 13

President Barack Obama signed legislation into law Tuesday expanding the State Department's Rewards for Justice program aimed at capturing
the world's most serious human rights abusers, with African warlord Joseph Kony the top target. The legislation passed Congress with bipartisan
support and was strongly backed by the State Department, which sees financial rewards as a key method for tracking down elusive human rights
offenders. 

US plays down Afghan threat to Central Asia from Associated Press 16 Jan 13

A senior U.S. diplomat has played down concerns among Central Asian governments that the U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan could foment
regional instability. Assistant Secretary of State Robert Blake said Tuesday during a visit to Turkmenistan that the United States will conduct a
responsible pullback that ensures security gains made in recent years.

UN Experts, Iran Begin Talks On Nuclear Probe from Associated Press 16 Jan 13

Senior U.N. investigators have opened a new round of talks with Iranian officials in the hopes of restarting a probe into Iran's suspected work on
nuclear arms. Iran's semiofficial ISNA news agency says the negotiations began at the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran headquarters in Tehran
Wednesday morning. It didn't provide any further details. 

Israeli Soldiers Kill Palestinian At Barrier from New York Times 16 Jan 13

Israeli forces fatally shot a Palestinian teenager during a confrontation along the West Bank barrier on Tuesday, underscoring the potential for
spiraling violence after weeks of simmering unrest in the area. Two more Palestinians, both men in their early 20s, were fatally shot in recent days
along Gaza's border with Israel, one of them in disputed circumstances. The use of live ammunition against unarmed protesters in the West Bank
has become less common after years of relative stability.

Global Economy Brightens With Modest Growth Ahead, World Bank Says from New York Times 15 Jan 13

Some of the darkest clouds threatening the global economy have started to lift, according to the World Bank’s periodic update to its economic
forecasts. The latest version of the twice-yearly Global Economic Prospects report is one of the development bank’s least pessimistic in recent



years, but hardly an exercise in optimism. 

Clinton To Testify Jan. 23 Before House Committee from Associated Press 15 Jan 13

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton will testify Jan. 23 before the House Foreign Affairs Committee about the deadly Sept. 11 assault on
the US mission in Libya. That's the word from Rep. Ed Royce, chairman of the panel. He said in a statement late Monday that Clinton will answer
questions about the raid that killed US Ambassador Chris Stevens and three other Americans in Benghazi.

Iran Set For 2014 Nuclear Capability: US Think Tank from AFP 15 Jan 13

Iran is on track to be able to produce material for at least one nuclear bomb by mid-2014 as sanctions hit its economy but fail to stop the atomic
program, a US think tank said Monday. The Institute for Science and International Security, a private group opposed to nuclear proliferation,
called for tougher US economic sanctions against Iran and pressure on major trading partners to isolate Tehran.

Dozens Of Civilians Are Said To Be Killed By Syrian Airstrikes from New York Times 15 Jan 13

Syrian warplanes have killed dozens of civilians, including more than 20 children, in an intensifying campaign of anti-insurgency airstrikes across
the country over the past few days, bombing some targets as families were congregating outside to enjoy a sunny break from prolonged winter
storms, activists and international medical aid workers said Monday. 

Official: US To Expedite Gear To Afghan Forces from Washington Times 15 Jan 13

The Pentagon has agreed to speed up the process of providing equipment to the Afghan National Security Forces, Afghanistan's ambassador to the
United States said Monday. Ambassador Eklil Ahmad Hakimi said Afghan Defense Minister B.K. Mohammadi met last week with Defense
Secretary Leon E. Panetta; Army Gen. Martin Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; and defense procurement officials for a "detailed
talk" about Afghan forces' equipment needs to maintain internal security.

Ban Renews Call For Israel To Halt West Bank Settlement from AFP 15 Jan 13

UN leader Ban Ki-moon on Monday renewed a call for Israel to scrap its plans to build settlements in a controversial West Bank area where
police have evicted dozens of Palestinian activists. Ban is "following with concern" developments around the "E1" area on the outskirts of
Jerusalem, said a statement released by his press office.

Morsi's Slurs Against Jews Stir Concern from New York Times 15 Jan 13

Nearly three years ago, a leader of the Muslim Brotherhood delivered a speech urging Egyptians to "nurse our children and our grandchildren on
hatred" for Jews and Zionists. In a television interview around that time, the same leader described Zionists as "these bloodsuckers who attack the
Palestinians, these warmongers, the descendants of apes and pigs." That leader, Mohamed Morsi, is now president of Egypt - and his comments
may be coming back to haunt him.

Computer malware targets Europe agencies from Washington Post 14 Jan 13

Computer security researchers have uncovered malware that appears to have been used as part of a widespread cyber espionage campaign
targeting European diplomatic and government agencies. Kaspersky Lab, a global firm based in Moscow, said in a report to be released Monday
that the malware rivals in complexity the Flame virus, a cyber-spying tool that was created by the United States and Israel for use against Iran. 

Obama Says U.S. Warplanes Involved In Somali Rescue Mission from Washington Post 14 Jan 13

U.S. military fighter jets provided backup support to a failed French hostage rescue mission in Somalia, the White House announced Sunday in a
rare public acknowledgment of American combat operations in the Horn of Africa. In a letter to Congress, President Obama said U.S. combat
aircraft "provided limited technical support" to French forces late Friday as they attempted to rescue a French spy who had been held captive for
more than three years. 

France: U.S. helping in Mali from Associated Press 14 Jan 13

France’s foreign minister said Sunday that the United States is providing communications and transport help for an international military
intervention aimed at wresting Mali’s north out of the hands of Islamist extremists. Laurent Fabius said the three-day-old, French-led military
operation has succeeded in halting the extremists’ advance, which had prompted the intervention.



Egyptian Court Rejects Verdict Against Mubarak from New York Times 14 Jan 13

An Egyptian appeals court on Sunday threw out the guilty verdict and life sentence against former President Hosni Mubarak on charges that he
allowed the killing of protesters. The court ordered a new trial, which would once again send the ailing autocrat rolling on a stretcher into the steel
defendant’s cage in an Egyptian criminal court. 

Syrian warplanes bomb rebellious Damascus suburbs from Associated Press 14 Jan 13

Syrian fighter jets on Sunday bombed Damascus suburbs in a government offensive to dislodge rebels from strategic areas around the capital,
activists said, as clashes raged around army bases and airfields in the country's north. The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights
said warplanes were hitting towns and villages around the capital, while regime forces targeted other neighborhoods with artillery and mortars.

Russian Protesters Support U.S. Adoptions from Washington Post 14 Jan 13

The law banning American adoptions brought out the biggest crowd of demonstrators in months on Sunday as Russians angrily accused their
government of playing politics with orphans, depriving them of the opportunity for a decent life. Many thousands walked through gently falling
snow and harsh cold, some carrying posters bearing the names and faces of the 420 members of the Duma, or lower house of parliament, who
voted for the ban last month.

Israel PM vows to proceed with disputed settlement from Associated Press 14 Jan 13

Israel's prime minister pledged Sunday to move ahead with construction of a new Jewish settlement in a strategic part of the West Bank, speaking
just hours after Israeli forces dragged dozens of Palestinian activists from the area. The activists pitched more than two dozen tents at the site on
Friday, laying claim to the land and drawing attention to Israel's internationally condemned settlement policy. 

More Than 130 Nations Begin Mercury Treaty Talks from Associated Press 14 Jan 13

Delegates from more than 130 nations began a final round of negotiations on Sunday that are expected to lead to the creation of the first legally
binding international treaty to reduce mercury emissions. The treaty would set enforceable limits on the emissions of mercury, a highly-toxic
metal that is widely used in chemical production and small-scale mining, particularly artisanal gold production. 

First World Atlas On Renewable Energy Launched from AFP 14 Jan 13

The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) on Sunday launched the world's first atlas on clean energy which will offer open-access
information on countries' renewable energy potential. "The Global Atlas is the largest ever initiative to help countries assess their renewable
energy potential, and companies bringing together data and maps from leading technical institutes and private companies worldwide," IRENA
said. 

Gay Spouses Face Military Hurdles from Los Angeles Times 12 Jan 13

Ashley Broadway and Army Lt. Col. Heather Mack have been a couple for 15 years. Broadway attended every one of Mack's promotion
ceremonies. The two lived together when Mack served on bases in Texas and Kansas. When Mack was deployed to South Korea, Broadway
joined her there. She cared for their young son, Carson, when Mack was sent to Kuwait. On Nov. 10, the women legally married in Washington,
D.C. Broadway began a new life as a military spouse, certain that with the repeal in 2011 of the "don't ask, don't tell" policy that banned gays
from serving openly, she would enjoy the same rights as other spouses. Last month she discovered otherwise when her application to join a base
club for officers' spouses at Ft. Bragg, N.C., was turned down.

Spain: 2 Arrested Over Iran Nuke Exports from Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty 12 Jan 13

Authorities in Spain have arrested two men on suspicion of trying to deliver to Iran materials that could be used in the Islamic republic’s nuclear
program. The Interior Ministry said authorities also seized equipment made by a Spanish company, including corrosion-resistant valves, that
could be used for nuclear work. Documents and computer information were also seized. 

Priorities Are Far Apart For Karzai And Obama from New York Times 11 Jan 13

The last time President Obama and President Hamid Karzai of Afghanistan spoke face to face, it was on a video conference call on Sept. 21. Mr.
Obama, distracted by an election in which the Afghanistan war was barely discussed, deflected Mr. Karzai's most probing questions about the
future of the American commitment there.



U.S. drone strikes in Pakistan on rise for 2013 from Washington Post 11 Jan 13

The CIA has opened the year with a flurry of drone strikes in Pakistan, pounding Taliban targets along the country’s tribal belt at a time when the
Obama administration is preparing to disclose its plans for pulling most U.S. forces out of neighboring Afghanistan. A strike Thursday in North
Waziristan was the seventh in 10 days, marking a major escalation in the pace of attacks. Drone attacks had slipped in frequency to fewer than one
per week last year.

US troops could help secure Syrian weapons from Associated Press 11 Jan 13

The U.S. has largely ruled out sending in ground troops to secure Syrian chemical weapons under hostile circumstances, but the Pentagon could
provide some forces if the Assad regime ever agrees to a peaceful transition, Defense Secretary Leon Panetta said Thursday. Gen. Martin
Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, acknowledged that it will be nearly impossible to prevent the Syrian government from using its
chemical weapons, so the U.S. must rely on deterrence and continue warning Syria that using them would be unacceptable.

Iran Seeking New Ways To Evade Sanctions, Treasury Department Warns from New York Times 11 Jan 13

Despite onerous sanctions that have basically shut Iran out of the global financial system, the country is still finding ways to bypass them....Adam
Szubin, director of the Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control, which supervises American enforcement of the sanctions, said the Iranians
were using private exchange houses and trading companies in other countries, masking transactions with fake identities and relying on the
paperless practice known as hawala...

European Central Bank Leaves Key Rate Unchanged from New York Times 11 Jan 13

The euro zone economy shows signs of stabilizing and may even be in a period of "positive contagion," Mario Draghi, the president of the
European Central Bank, said on Thursday after the bank left its main interest rate at a record low. As usual, Mr. Draghi was careful to qualify his
upbeat assessment of the euro zone financial crisis, which is now entering its third year.

Interceptions Of Immigrants Stubbornly Low from Washington Times 10 Jan 13

Despite massive increases in manpower, the U.S. Border Patrol is still intercepting only about 61 percent of would-be illegal immigrants along the
U.S.-Mexico border, according to an audit that the investigative arm of Congress released Wednesday. The findings, which for the first time show
a broad estimate of how many illegal immigrants the Border Patrol fails to catch each year, emerge as pressure builds on Congress to move past
border security and begin to grant legal status to the estimated 11 million illegal immigrants in the U.S.

US Health Is Lousy Compared With Peer Nations, Report Says from Los Angeles Times 10 Jan 13

Americans live shorter lives - and are in generally worse health - than citizens of other wealthy nations, according to an extensive report released
Wednesday by the National Research Council and the Institute of Medicine. The analysis of international health data determined that American
men had the lowest life expectancy among men in 17 countries, including wealthy European nations, Australia, Canada and Japan. U.S. women
had the second-lowest life expectancy (only Danish women fared worse.)

Clinton 'Thrilled' To Be Back At Work from Associated Press 10 Jan 13

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said Wednesday she is "thrilled to be back" at work after a monthlong absence due to illness, a
concussion and a blood clot near her brain. But she said she is looking forward to leaving the job as America's top diplomat and taking a break for
at least "a little while."

Stay at heart of Europe, US tells Britain from Financial Times 10 Jan 13

The Obama administration on Wednesday publicly signalled its growing concern about a possible British exit from the EU, just days before David
Cameron sets out plans for a referendum on the issue. US diplomats have privately warned for months that Mr Cameron risked setting Britain on
a path to exit with his plan to renegotiate Britain’s EU membership terms and put the “new settlement” to a referendum.

Syria releases 2,130 captives to rebels in exchange for 48 Iranian prisoners from Washington Post 10 Jan 13

The Syrian government and the rebels fighting it carried out a massive prisoner swap Wednesday, with the government releasing 2,130 captives,
mostly Syrian, in exchange for 48 Iranians who had been seized by rebel forces. There were also some Turkish nationals among the group
released by the Syrian government. 



Abbas And Hamas Leader Meet At Egypt's Invitation from New York Times 10 Jan 13

President Mahmoud Abbas of the Palestinian Authority met on Wednesday in Cairo with Khaled Meshal, the political chief of Mr. Abbas's rival,
Hamas, but it was unclear if they were able to overcome any of the differences that have fueled a bitter five-year feud. The two were invited to
Cairo by President Mohamed Morsi of Egypt, who first met each separately as he tried to broker a reconciliation.

U.S. To Press Fight Of Detainee's Appeal from New York Times 10 Jan 13

The Obama administration, after a high-level debate among its legal team, told a federal appeals court on Wednesday that the conviction of a
Guantánamo Bay prisoner by a military commission in 2008 was valid even though the charges against him - including "conspiracy" and
"material support for terrorism" - were not recognized as war crimes in international law.

Specter of Benghazi drives US-Afghan talks from Associated Press 10 Jan 13

The attack on a U.S. diplomatic outpost in Libya last year has become a factor driving the White House decision on how large a force to leave in
Afghanistan after 2014 - and a specter hanging over talks between the Afghan president and the U.S. Afghan President Hamid Karzai has publicly
called for a near-total drawdown of U.S. forces, with a surge of U.S. and international aid to make up for their exit.

Deal defuses standoff in Chinese censorship case from Associated Press 9 Jan 13

A deal to keep propaganda officials from rewriting articles before they appear in an influential weekly newspaper does not mean an end to
censorship in Chinese media, although it does defuse a standoff that became an unexpected test of the new Chinese leadership's tolerance for
polical reform.

Tokyo Moves to Build Up Japan's Defenses from Wall Street Journal 9 Jan 13

The government of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, who returned to power with a pledge to "revive Japan," has started taking steps to build up the
nation's defense and diplomatic position to counter China's rise—a move that could add to tensions between the two.

Iraq Closes Border With Jordan On Key Highway That Has Been Hit By Anti-government Protests from Associated Press 9 Jan 13

Iraqi authorities citing security concerns closed the country's only border crossing with Jordan on Wednesday, cutting a key route through a part of
the country where anti-government protests have been raging for weeks. Residents of Anbar province, the center of the Sunni-led demonstrations,
rejected the closure and accused the government of trying to pressure them to end their protests against Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki's Shiite-
dominated administration.

Budget Cut Likely To Hit Most Pentagon Civilian Workers: Analyst from Reuters.com 9 Jan 13

Almost all of the Pentagon's nearly 800,000 civilian employees would likely have to be placed on unpaid leave for a month this year if automatic
defense spending cuts go into effect in March as now planned, a top defense budget analyst said on Wednesday.

US offers $10M for info leading to 2 Sudanese men from Associated Press 9 Jan 13

The Obama administration is offering up to $10 million for information leading to the capture of two men convicted of killing an American
diplomat in Sudan five years ago. The State Department on Tuesday also declared Abdelbasit Alhaj Alhassan Haj Hamad and Mohamed Makawi
Ibrahim Mohamed as global terrorists. 

US may leave no troops in Afghanistan beyond 2014 from Associated Press 9 Jan 13

The Obama administration says it might leave no troops in Afghanistan after December 2014, an option that defies the Pentagon's view that
thousands of troops may be needed to contain al-Qaida and to strengthen Afghan forces. "We wouldn't rule out any option," including zero troops,
Ben Rhodes, a White House deputy national security adviser, said Tuesday.

Clinton Likely To Testify On Libya Assault Jan. 22 from Associated Press 9 Jan 13

The top Republican on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee says Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton likely will testify before the
panel on Jan. 22 about the assault in Libya that killed four Americans. 

Tunisia Frees Lone Suspect In Benghazi Attacks Before FBI, Libyans Can Question Him from McClatchy 8 Jan 13

Tunisian authorities on Tuesday released the only man held so far in connection with the Sept. 11 attacks in Benghazi that killed U.S. Ambassador



Chris Stevens and three other Americans, according to the suspect's lawyer, reaffirming fears that the Libyan-led investigation into the deaths is
foundering. 

Fighting in Syria as world slams Assad speech from Associated Press 8 Jan 13

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon on Monday expressed disappointment with Syrian President Bashar Assad for rejecting the most important
elements of an international roadmap to end the country's civil war — a political handover and establishment of a transitional governing body.
Assad in a rare speech Sunday outlined his own vision for ending the country's conflict with a plan that would keep him in power. He also
dismissed any chance of dialogue with the armed opposition and called on Syrians to fight what he called "murderous criminals."

Report: Iran oil revenues down 45 percent from Associated Press 8 Jan 13

Iran's revenues from vital oil and gas exports have dropped by 45 percent because of sanctions over its suspect nuclear program, a senior
lawmaker said Monday, a clear admission that sanctions over Iran's suspect nuclear program are having a severe impact. Iran's sanctions-driven
financial crisis has led to collapse of the currency, proposals for an austerity budget and government demands that local airlines clear their debts
pay cash for fuel, or faced grounding...

In China, Furor Over Censorship Is Spreading from Washington Post 8 Jan 13

Hundreds of supporters of the reform-minded Guangdong newspaper Southern Weekly staged a rare public protest against state censorship
outside the paper's offices Monday, while prominent business tycoons, opinion makers and film stars used their microblogging accounts to
demand greater press freedom in China. Meanwhile, several of the newspaper's editors and reporters said they were going on strike, which would
be the first such action by journalists against official press restrictions in more than two decades.

Court In Bahrain Confirms Jail Terms For 13 Dissidents from New York Times 8 Jan 13

A court in Bahrain on Monday upheld prison sentences for 13 of the country's most prominent dissidents, in a decision that government opponents
offered as evidence that the monarchy was ignoring calls to negotiate a political solution that could quiet a nearly two-year-old uprising. The
decision ends all appeals for the dissidents, who were sentenced to between five years and life in prison for their leadership roles in the revolt that
began in February 2011...

State Dept.: Clinton Will Testify On Benghazi from Washington Times 8 Jan 13

The State Department said Monday that Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton will testify before Congress about security failures in the Sept.
11 terrorist attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya. "She will testify while she is still sitting secretary of state," State Department
spokeswoman Victoria Nuland said of Mrs. Clinton, who is slated to step down in coming weeks, pending Senate confirmation of Sen. John F.
Kerry, Massachusetts Democrat, as her replacement.

Lawyer: Tunisian Suspect In Libya Attack Freed from Associated Press 8 Jan 13

The only suspect in custody over the attack on the U.S. consulate in Benghazi has been conditionally released by Tunisian authorities due to lack
of evidence, his lawyer said Tuesday. The release of Ali Harzi, a Tunisian, represents a blow to the investigation of the Sept. 11 attack on the
consulate in Libya that killed the U.S. ambassador and three other Americans.

Defense Budget Cuts Of $45 Billion Seen By Pentagon from Bloomberg.com 8 Jan 13

The Pentagon faces a reduction of as much as $45 billion this fiscal year if automatic spending cuts take effect March 1, its comptroller said. That
level would be 27 percent less than the $62 billion in reductions the Pentagon would have confronted if the automatic cuts known as sequestration
had begun last week as scheduled...

UN Official: Iran Well-Equipped in War on Drugs from Fars News Agency (Iran) 8 Jan 13

Deputy Chief of the UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) Branimir Bratonov hailed Iranian law enforcement police squad for their relentless
efforts in combating drug-trafficking, and said despite the West's sanctions, Iran's police troop is well equipped for fighting drug-traffickers.
Bratonov, who is also Bulgaria's representative in counternarcotics affairs, made the remarks in a meeting with Commander of the anti-narcotics
squad of Iran's Law Enforcement Police...

Obama, Karzai to meet in Washington on Friday from Associated Press 7 Jan 13



President Barack Obama will host Afghan President Hamid Karzai...at the White House on Friday. It's the first in-person meeting for the two
leaders since Obama won re-election. His victory meant the continuation of his administration's plans to bring the U.S.-led war in Afghanistan to
a close by the end of 2014. 

Clinton to resume duties Monday following treatment for clot from Reuters 7 Jan 13

U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton will resume her official duties on Monday, five days after being released from a hospital for treatment of a
blood clot, the State Department said on Sunday. Clinton, 65, will sit down with assistant secretaries of state for a closed-door meeting on
Monday at 9:15 a.m. (1415 GMT) at the start of a week-long schedule containing nearly a dozen meetings, including three at the White House.

Defiant Speech By Assad Is New Block To Peace In Syria from New York Times 7 Jan 13

Sounding defiant, confident and, to critics, out of touch with his people's grievances, President Bashar al-Assad of Syria used his first public
address in six months to justify his harsh crackdown, rally his supporters to fight against his opponents and inform on them - and leave in tatters
recent efforts toward a political resolution to the country's bloody civil war.

New Iran Sanctions Target Industry In Bid For Deal Curbing Nuclear Program from Washington Post 7 Jan 13

New U.S. sanctions have broadened the front in the West's escalating economic conflict with Iran, targeting large swaths of the country's industrial
infrastructure even as Iranian leaders are indicating a willingness to resume negotiations on the country's nuclear program. With Iran's economy
already reeling from previous sanctions, the new measures passed by Congress and signed by President Obama last week are intended to deliver
powerful blows against key industries...

Afghan President Hamid Karzai Heads To Washington, Complaints In Hand from Washington Post 7 Jan 13

When Afghan President Hamid Karzai visits Washington this week, he'll bring with him a list of complaints he has enumerated for months in
public speeches, including accusations that the United States has fomented corruption in Afghanistan and continues to violate the country's
sovereignty. Karzai's top advisers say he has been forced to go public with his critique because meetings with U.S. officials here have yielded no
progress on the issues he values most.

Egypt's Morsi Remakes Cabinet, Increasing Islamist Presence from Washington Post 7 Jan 13

Egyptian President Mohamed Morsi rebuilt his cabinet Sunday, replacing 10 ministers and amplifying the Islamist presence in the government.
The move, in which at least three Islamists were appointed to head major economic ministries, comes a day ahead of a planned visit by a top
International Monetary Fund official to discuss an impending $4.8 billion loan.

Fight Looms Over Defense Pick from USA Today 7 Jan 13

President Obama's choice of former GOP senator Chuck Hagel to lead the Defense Department likely sets up a contentious nomination fight in the
Senate. Obama plans to nominate Hagel today to lead the Pentagon as Defense secretary, according to two officials familiar with the nomination
process.

Critics Slam Chuck Hagel's Likely Nomination As Defense Secretary from Los Angeles Times 7 Jan 13

With former Sen. Chuck Hagel's nomination as Defense secretary imminent, conservatives denounced his views on Israel and Iran as out of step
with mainstream foreign policy, underscoring the difficulty he is likely to face winning Senate confirmation. 

FEATURE: Israel Warily Watches Shifts Across Its Frontier With Syria from Washington Post 7 Jan 13

Israeli officials say they have two main concerns should Assad be overthrown: that Syria's stockpile of chemical weapons could fall into the hands
of Islamist militants, such as the Iranian-backed Hezbollah group in Lebanon, and that a breakdown of security in Syria, particularly near the
Golan frontier, could lead to militant attacks against Israeli targets across the cease-fire line.

Hillary Clinton back at work after hospitalization from Associated Press 7 Jan 13

Cheers, a standing ovation and a gag gift of protective headgear greeted Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton as she returned to work on
Monday after a month-long absence caused first by a stomach virus, then a fall and a concussion and finally a brief hospitalization for a blot clot
near her brain. 



Clinton Planning To Return To Work Next Week from Associated Press 4 Jan 13

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, sidelined for almost a month by a string of medical problems, is upbeat and planning to return to work next
week, the State Department said Thursday. One day after being released from the New York hospital that was treating a blood clot in her head,
Clinton was at home resting, but was far from idle. She spent the day engaging with senior staff, reviewing paperwork and calling in to a meeting
of her foreign policy advisory board, said her spokeswoman, Victoria Nuland. 

Defense Secretary Job Could Go To A Woman from Los Angeles Times 4 Jan 13

Michele Flournoy ... little known outside the world of military policy, is on the shortlist to lead the Pentagon in Obama's second term. She would
be the first woman in that role. An inveterate policy wonk who first worked in the Pentagon under President Clinton and later co-founded a
respected think tank, Flournoy, 52, has spent two decades climbing to the top of Washington's notoriously male-dominated national security
establishment, winning the admiration of military officers and politicians from both parties even as she remained out of the spotlight. 

Pentagon Undeterred By Sex Scandals; Policy On Women Proceeds from Washington Times 4 Jan 13

The Pentagon is pushing ahead with its campaign to move women closer to the battlefield, despite a series of sex scandals involving senior
officers and a report showing an increase in sexual assaults among the troops. At the dawn of the all-volunteer military force in 1973, women
accounted for less than 3 percent of active-duty and reserve members. Today, 310,000 women make up about 15 percent of the force. In and
around the Afghanistan War are nearly 17,000 women in uniform. 

DoD Personnel Chief Conaton Resigns from ArmyTimes.com 3 Jan 13

The Pentagon’s personnel chief has resigned after less than a year in the job, citing her desire to return to private life. Erin C. Conaton,
undersecretary of defense for personnel and readiness, sent a letter Dec. 31 to members of her staff that stated: “I believe this is a good moment
for me to return to private life and to continue to contribute to our national security from outside government.” Conaton, 42, has been on medical
leave since mid-October, after being in the job since June

Military Update: A Stronger Case For Protecting On-Base Shopping from Stripes.com 3 Jan 13

Base grocery and department stores provide military members, retirees and their families with shopping discounts worth $4.5 billion annually. But
that’s just a fraction of the overall value these stores deliver to the military and the nation, a new study from American Logistics Association
(ALA) argues in response to fresh threats on the shopping benefit. Discounted shopping, for example, dampens the military’s need to pay
members larger cost-of-living allowances overseas and in high-cost areas of the United States like Hawaii and Alaska, saving $738 million a year,
the report claims. 

Proposed 2014 U.S. Defense Budget Could Face Delay from DefenseNews.com 3 Jan 13

The fiscal uncertainty that continues to engulf Washington could delay the submission of the U.S. Defense Department’s 2014 budget proposal,
according to a senior Pentagon official. With funding levels for 2013 still up in the air despite being more than three months into the fiscal year,
DoD might not be able to submit a 2014 budget next month. Typically, DoD and the rest of the federal government submit a budget proposal to
Congress in early February.

Hillary Clinton Discharged From Hospital from Associated Press 3 Jan 13

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton was released from a New York hospital on Wednesday, three days after doctors discovered a blood clot
in her head. Clinton's medical team advised her Wednesday evening that she was making good progress on all fronts and said they are confident
she will fully recover, said Clinton spokesman Philippe Reines.

Syrian Death Toll Tops 60,000, U.N. Says from Washington Post 3 Jan 13

The United Nations' human rights chief said Wednesday that more than 60,000 people have been killed in the bloody conflict in Syria, a figure
that far exceeds even estimates given by opposition groups after nearly two years of fighting. "The number of casualties is much higher than we
expected and is truly shocking," U.N. Human Rights Commissioner Navanethem Pillay said, according to Reuters news service.

Pakistani officials say US missile strikes kill 13 people, including a top militant commander from Associated Press 3 Jan 13

A pair of U.S. drone strikes in northwest Pakistan near the Afghan border killed 13 people Thursday, including a senior militant commander who
had a truce with the Pakistani military, intelligence officials and residents said. Five Pakistani security officials said the commander, Maulvi Nazir,



was reportedly among nine people killed in a missile strike on a house in the village of Angoor Adda in the South Waziristan tribal region early
Thursday.

Afghan War Commander Gives Options for After ’14 from New York Times 3 Jan 13

Gen. John R. Allen, the senior American commander in Afghanistan, has submitted military options to the Pentagon that would keep 6,000 to
20,000 American troops in Afghanistan after 2014, defense officials said on Wednesday. General Allen offered Defense Secretary Leon E. Panetta
three plans with different troop levels: 6,000, 10,000 and 20,000, each with a risk factor probably attached to it, a senior military official said.

Egypt panel implicates Mubarak, military in deaths from Associated Press 3 Jan 13

An Egyptian fact-finding mission determined that Hosni Mubarak watched the uprising against him unfold through a live TV feed at his palace,
despite his later denial that he knew the extent of the protests and crackdown against them, a member of the mission said Wednesday. The
mission's findings increase pressure for a retrial of the 84-year old ousted president, who is already serving a life sentence for the deaths of 900
protesters.

Israel Completes Most Of Egypt Border Fence from Los Angeles Times 3 Jan 13

Two years after construction began, Israel has finished the bulk of the work on a fence along its border with Egypt. Closing off the rambling, 140-
mile-long stretch of desert border will prevent the "unfettered flow of illegal infiltrators, the smuggling of drugs and weapons," said a statement
from the Defense Ministry, which oversaw the $400-million engineering project.

Obama Signs Fiscal Cliff To Raise Taxes On Wealthy, Delay Spending Cuts from Associated Press 3 Jan 13

President Barack Obama has signed a bill that boosts taxes on the wealthiest Americans, while preserving tax cuts for most American households.
The bill, which averts a looming fiscal cliff that had threatened to plunge the nation back into recession, also extends expiring jobless benefits,
prevents cuts in Medicare reimbursements to doctors and delays for two months billions of dollars in across-the-board spending cuts in defense
and domestic programs. 

Tax Deal Delays Pentagon Notification Of Possible Furloughs from Security Clearance (CNN.com) 2 Jan 13

The Pentagon has delayed plans to notify up to 800,000 civilian workers about possible furloughs now that any big spending cuts under the fiscal
cliff have been averted. The tax deal negotiated by the Senate and the White House and approved by Congress on Tuesday would defer substantial
cuts in domestic spending, or sequester, for two months. 

Clinton receiving blood thinners to dissolve clot from Associated Press 2 Jan 13

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton continues to recover in a New York hospital where she's being treated for a blood clot in her head. Her
doctors say blood thinners are being used to dissolve the clot and they are confident she will make a full recovery. Clinton didn't suffer a stroke or
neurological damage from the clot that formed after she suffered a concussion during a fainting spell at her home in early December, doctors said
in a statement Monday.

North Korean leader, in rare address, seeks end to confrontation with South from Reuters 2 Jan 13

North Korean leader Kim Jong-un called for an end to confrontation between the two Koreas, technically still at war in the absence of a peace
treaty to end their 1950-53 conflict, in a surprise New Year's broadcast on state media. The address by Kim, who took power in the reclusive state
after his father, Kim Jong-il, died in 2011, appeared to take the place of the policy-setting New Year's editorial published annually in the past in
leading state newspapers. 

Syrian Troops, General Defect To Turkey: Official from Agence France-Presse (AFP) 2 Jan 13

A group of some 20 Syrian soldiers including a general defected from the army Tuesday and fled to Turkey, joining hundreds of other ex-troops
from Syria's military, a Turkish diplomat told AFP. "The soldiers who fled to Turkey include a general, three colonels and several other officers,"
the source said on condition of anonymity. 

Iran warns off foreign planes during naval drill: report from Reuters 2 Jan 13

Iran has warned off foreign surveillance planes that have tried to approach its forces during naval drills in the Strait of Hormuz, an Iranian military
spokesman said on Tuesday. The drills, which began on Friday, are aimed at showcasing Iran's military capability in the shipping route through



which 40 percent of the world's sea-borne oil exports pass. 

West Bank Clashes Follow Israeli Raid To Arrest Militant from New York Times 2 Jan 13

Violent clashes broke out on Tuesday between Israeli soldiers and Palestinians in a village in the northern West Bank, leaving up to 30
Palestinians injured, after an undercover Israeli force entered the village to arrest a wanted militant....Both the military and Palestinian reports
identified Mr. Odeh, who was captured by the Israeli forces, as a member of Islamic Jihad, an extremist organization. 

Leader of Egypt’s largest ultraconservative Islamist party splits, forms new group from Associated Press 2 Jan 13

The leader of Egypt’s largest Islamist ultraconservative party announced Tuesday he is forming a new political party, splitting from the Salafi Al-
Nour, which has emerged as the country’s second strongest political group. The new party is part of a proliferation of religion-based political
parties. Another prominent ultraconservative TV preacher, who was a presidential candidate, has also announced plans to form a new party. 

Yemen: Al-Qaida offers bounty for US ambassador from Associated Press 31 Dec 12

Al-Qaida's branch in Yemen has offered to pay tens of thousands of dollars to anyone who kills the U.S. ambassador in Sanaa or an American
soldier in the country. An audio produced by the group's media arm, the al-Malahem Foundation, and posted on militant websites Saturday said it
offered three kilograms of gold worth $160,000 for killing the ambassador, Gerald Feierstein. 

International envoy warns of failed state in Syria from Associated Press 31 Dec 12

The international envoy seeking to end Syria's civil war warned Sunday that the failure of the government and the rebels to pursue a political
solution could lead to the "full collapse of the Syrian state" and threaten the world's security. Lakhdar Brahimi, who represents the United Nations
and the Arab League, said that as many as 100,000 people could be killed in the next year as Syria moves toward "Somalization" and rule by
warlords. 

Israel, In Shift, Lets Building Materials Into Gaza from New York Times 31 Dec 12

For the first time in five years, Israel on Sunday allowed 20 truckloads of building materials into Gaza for use by the private sector, according to
Israeli and Palestinian officials. One of the first tangible concessions under a cease-fire deal reached after eight days of intensive fighting in
November, it signaled a shift in Israel's approach to the Palestinian enclave. 

Egypt Readies For Backlash Over Austerity Measures from Washington Post 31 Dec 12

Egypt's government is readying itself for the potential political fallout of impending austerity measures as it seeks to guarantee a badly needed
$4.8 billion loan from the International Monetary Fund next month. As the Egyptian pound hit a record low Sunday, Prime Minister Hesham
Kandil told reporters that the loan might be the only way out of Egypt's economic crisis. 

Hillary Clinton Is Hospitalized After Exam Finds a Blood Clot from New York Times 30 Dec 12

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton was hospitalized on Sunday with a blood clot stemming from a concussion she suffered earlier this
month, a State Department spokesman said. Mrs. Clinton, who had canceled most of her public events in recent weeks because of the injury, was
at a follow-up examination on Sunday when doctors discovered the blood clot... 

Obama Vows to Fix Flaws Discovered in Benghazi Inquiry from New York Times 30 Dec 12

President Obama, in his most detailed comments on an independent inquiry’s report on the attack against the American diplomatic compound in
Libya that killed four Americans on Sept. 11, said Sunday that the security and management flaws identified were “huge problems” that reflected
“sloppiness” in how the State Department safeguards its missions abroad. 

AP source: US out of Central African Republic from Associated Press 28 Dec 12

The State Department is closing its embassy in the Central African Republic and ordering its diplomatic team to leave as rebels there continue to
advance and violence escalates. U.S. officials said the U.S. ambassador and about 40 others, including a number of Americans, were flown out of
Bangui (bahn-GEE') on a U.S. Air Force C-40 headed to Kenya. 

UN Envoy, Moscow Call For Revival Of Syria Plan from Associated Press 28 Dec 12

Russia and the U.N called Thursday for the resuscitation of a peace initiative for Syria that never got off the ground when it was proposed months



ago because both parties to the conflict rejected it. The plan, unveiled by world powers at an international conference in Geneva in June, called for
an open-ended cease-fire, a transitional government to run the country until elections, and the drafting of a new constitution. 

Iran's Slowing Of Enrichment Efforts May Show It Wants A Deal, Analysts Say from New York Times 28 Dec 12

By subtly putting its hands on the brakes of its uranium enrichment efforts, Iran may be signaling that it wants to avoid a direct confrontation over
its nuclear program, at least in the near term, according to United States and other Western officials. The action has also led some analysts to
conclude that Iran's leaders are showing signs that they may be more interested in a deal to end the nuclear standoff with the West. 

Unprecedented East Jerusalem Building In Pipeline from Associated Press 28 Dec 12

Israel is planning its biggest construction surge in east Jerusalem in decades in a move that critics argue would cement its grip on the contested
territory, further complicate any prospects for peace with the Palestinians, and badly rattle Israel's already rocky relations with the rest of the
world. 

Egypt's Opposition Leaders Under Investigation from Associated Press 28 Dec 12

Egypt's chief prosecutor ordered an investigation on Thursday into allegations that opposition leaders committed treason by inciting supporters to
overthrow Islamist President Mohammed Morsi. The probe by a Morsi-appointed prosecutor was launched a day after the president called for a
dialogue with the opposition to heal rifts opened in the bitter fight over an Islamist-drafted constitution just approved in a referendum. 

Leaders To Meet On Edge Of 'Cliff' from Washington Post 28 Dec 12

President Obama summoned congressional leaders to a Friday summit at the White House in a last-ditch effort to protect taxpayers, unemployed
workers and the fragile U.S. recovery from severe austerity measures....House Speaker John A. Boehner (R-Ohio) announced that he would call
the House back into session....Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)...signaled an interest in cutting a deal. 

Syrian General Whose Task Was Halting Defections Flees from New York Times 27 Dec 12

Syria’s government suffered an embarrassing new setback as the top general responsible for preventing defections within the military became a
defector himself, making what insurgents described on Wednesday as a daring back-roads escape by motorcycle across the border into Turkey.
The defector, Maj. Gen. Abdul Aziz Jassem al-Shallal, the chief of the military police... 

Egyptian President Mohammed Morsi Signs Constitution, Reaches Out To Critics – But No Sale from McClatchy 27 Dec 12

Egyptian President Mohammed Morsi enacted a newly passed divisive constitution Wednesday even as he attempted to reach out to opponents in
his most conciliatory remarks since voters began considering the document. Offering to engage in a national dialogue with an increasingly
organized opposition movement, Morsi said in a nationally televised address, "We don't want to back to a time when there was one opinion and an
artificial majority,"...

CIA's Global Response Staff Emerging From Shadows After Incidents In Libya And Pakistan from Washington Post 27 Dec 12

The rapid collapse of a U.S. diplomatic compound in Libya exposed the vulnerabilities of State Department facilities overseas. But the CIA's
ability to fend off a second attack that same night provided a glimpse of a key element in the agency's defensive arsenal: a secret security force
created after the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks. 

Russian parliament approves bill banning US adoptions of Russian children from Associated Press 27 Dec 12

Defying a storm of domestic and international criticism, Russia moved toward finalizing a ban on Americans adopting Russian children, as
Parliament’s upper house voted unanimously Wednesday in favor of a measure that President Vladimir Putin has indicated he will sign into law. 

Andean Ridge
Bolivia
Court Rules Against Strike Snarling World Cup City from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 14

A court on Sunday ordered Sao Paulo subway workers to pay a daily fine if they continue a strike threatening to disrupt the World Cup’s opening
game in Brazil’s biggest city. 

Colombia



Netflix’s Narcos Might Be Our First TV Show to Accurately Represent the Latin American Drug War from Slate.com 17 Jul 15

Just days after the world’s most powerful drug lord’s legendary escape, Netflix released the trailer for its new 10-episode original series Narcos,
which will detail the rise of the original all-powerful drug lord, Pablo Escobar.

Rebels, policeman killed in attack in northwestern Colombia from Xinhua (China) 20 Sep 14

Two guerrilla rebels and a policeman were killed when an unidentified group of insurgents were trying to launch an explosive on a police station
in the northwestern Colombian city of Arauca on Friday. 

Peru
Peruvian Congress Authorizes Shooting Down Drug Planes from Associated Press 21 Aug 15

Peru’s Congress voted unanimously Thursday to authorize military planes to shoot down suspected drug flights, which police say smuggle more
than a ton of cocaine to Bolivia daily. 

Peru Wants Names Of Activists In Nazca Lines Stunt from Associated Press 16 Dec 14

Peru’s government said Monday that the environmental group Greenpeace hasn’t given it the names of the activists officials accuse of damaging
the world-renowned Nazca lines by leaving footprints in the adjacent desert during a publicity stunt. 

Venezuela
Former Latin presidents press Venezuela on rights from Agence France-Presse 1 Jun 15

Former leaders from Spain and Latin America called Monday on Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro to free political prisoners, "respect
fundamental rights and liberties" and create a climate for political dialogue. 

Venezuela's MUD distances itself from march called by political prisoners from EFE (Spain) 27 May 15

Venezuela's opposition alliance, the Democratic Unity Roundtable or MUD, will not participate in a march called for Saturday in Caracas by
political prisoners Leopoldo Lopez and Daniel Ceballos. 

Venezuelan president says talks with the U.S. are "going well" from EFE (Spain) 27 May 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said his government has opened talks with a special envoy of U.S. President Barack Obama and that the
talks are "going well". 

Venezuela opposition holds primaries for high-stakes parliament vote from Reuters 17 May 15

Venezuela's opposition coalition held primaries on Sunday for this year's high-stakes parliamentary election, its best shot in over a decade at
recouping the National Assembly at one of the ruling Socialist Party's lowest ebbs. 

Top US diplomat visits Caracas to smooth tense relations from Associated Press 12 May 15

A senior U.S. State Department official has made a second visit to Caracas for talks aimed at easing tensions between the U.S. and the socialist
South American country. 

Maduro rejects speculation he'll suspend Venezuela elections from Associated Press 4 Mar 15

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro is rejecting speculation that he is considering suspending legislative elections this year and says that even
under the most adverse circumstances he will go forward with the vote. 

Venezuela unveils new foreign exchange system from Associated Press 10 Feb 15

Venezuelan officials say they will allow a free-floating exchange rate for the country's battered currency while maintaining a subsidized rate for
key imports. 

Groups planning urban attacks arrested, says Venezuelan president from EFE (Spain) 3 Oct 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has reported the arrest of four groups who were planning to attack and carry out violent acts in the capital
and other cities. 



Venezuela president blames Colombian paramilitaries for murder of lawmaker from Miami Herald 3 Oct 14

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro is blaming shadowy forces and Colombian paramilitary gangs for the Wednesday night murder of a ruling-
party lawmaker and his wife. 

Venezuela accuses US of 'interference,' seeks South American summit from Agence France-Presse 23 May 14

Venezuela wants to convene a summit of South American leaders to condemn US "interference" in its affairs, its foreign minister said Friday,
accusing Washington of seeking the leftist government's overthrow. 

Venezuela Unveils New Currency Market For Dollars from Associated Press 25 Mar 14

President Nicolas Maduro’s cash-strapped government unveiled a new currency market Monday that allows Venezuelans to buy and sell dollars
legally for the first time since 2010.

Official: Biden exploring mediation for Venezuela from Associated Press 11 Mar 14

US Vice President Joe Biden has been discussing the "difficult situation" in Venezuela with other Latin American leaders attending Chile's
presidential nomination on Tuesday, possibly including mediation by a third country, according to a senior U.S. administration official. 

Caribbean Basin
Cuba
Guantanamo detainee is brother of AQAP’s new top leader from Long War Journal 16 Jul 15

Earlier this week, al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) confirmed that its leader, Nasir al Wuhayshi, had been killed in a US drone strike. A
new emir for the group was named in short order: Qasim al Raymi. 

Central America
Panama
Panama hands over Venezuela air force officer wanted in plot from Associated Press 26 Jun 15

Panama has handed over to Venezuela an air force official accused taking part in a military-led plot to oust President Nicolas Maduro. 

US Soldier Suspected Of Slaying Panamanian Woman from Associated Press 1 Jul 14

Activists in Panama are demanding that a career U.S. soldier suspected of killing a local woman be tried in local courts. 

Southern Cone
Argentina
Argentina wants to revive deal with Iran to solve 1994 attack from Reuters 4 Mar 15

The Argentinian government took out full-page advertisements in local newspapers on Wednesday, stressing that a stalled agreement with Iran
remained the best way to get to the bottom of the deadly 1994 bombing of a Buenos Aires Jewish community center. 

Argentina's Kirchner gains nothing from prosecutor's death: FM from Agence France-Presse 11 Feb 15

Argentina's President Cristina Kirchner and her top diplomat did not benefit from the death of prosecutor Alberto Nisman, who accused them of
covering up a probe into the country's worst terror strike, the diplomat told The Washington Post. 

US judge sets hearing Friday on Argentine debt from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 14

A US judge has scheduled a Friday hearing in the case pitting Argentina against two US hedge funds who have refused to accept a write-down on
their bonds, a legal battle that forced Buenos Aires into default. 

Brazil
Spanish FM calls for speeding up EU-Mercosur trade talks from EFE 20 Jul 15

Sao Paulo, Jun 18 (EFE).- The European Union and South America's Mercosur bloc need to accelerate negotiations on a trade accord, Spanish
Foreign Minister Jose Manuel Garcia-Margallo said here Thursday.

Brazilian president meets Chinese vice premier on ties from Xinhua (China) 28 Jun 15



Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff met with visiting Chinese Vice Premier Wang Yang on Friday in efforts to boost ties between their two
countries. 

Brazil Presidential Contenders Battle In Debate from Associated Press 17 Oct 14

Brazil’s presidential contenders squared off in an acrimonious debate Thursday, trading barbs about corruption, nepotism and the ability to spark
the stagnant economy. 

Chile
Chile’s Bachelet To Retire From Politics After Term from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 15

Michelle Bachelet, Chile’s first woman president, said Tuesday she will never again seek public office after her term expires in 2018, as a
corruption scandal involving her son batters her popularity. 

9/11
Lawyers Seek No Sept. 11 Mention At Terror Trial from Associated Press 30 Jan 14

Osama bin Laden and the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks should not be mentioned at the upcoming terrorism trial of an Egyptian Islamic preacher
extradited from England, his defense lawyers said in court papers filed Wednesday. 

Afganistan
Military Dog Captured By Taliban Fighters, Who Post Video Of Their Captive from Washington Post 7 Feb 14

In the annals of prisoner of war videos, this seems to be a first. A slightly befuddled Belgian Malinois appears on a tight leash, surrounded by
heavily armed, bearded men boasting of their battlefield loot. 

Afghan
Tentative Results In Afghan Presidential Runoff Spark Protests from New York Times 8 Jul 14

Afghanistan’s already tumultuous election grew more perilous on Monday after the announcement of preliminary presidential runoff results that
were rejected by the candidate Abdullah Abdullah, leading some of his most powerful supporters to call for protests and even the forming of a
breakaway government. 

Amid Claims Of Fraud, Afghan Presidential Candidate Vows More Deadlock from New York Times 30 Jun 14

After a potential opening last week to ease Afghanistan’s political crisis, the presidential candidate Abdullah Abdullah signaled on Sunday that
more deadlock was ahead, promising again that he would not accept any decisions made by the country’s election commission after the panel
rejected a list of his demands. 

Afghanistan
Police Officers Are Killed At Checkpoint In Southern Afghanistan from New York Times 18 Aug 15

At least five Afghan police officers were poisoned and then shot to death in the southern province of Helmand late on Sunday, according to
Afghan officials, who said the attack was the third of its kind in the province in less than two weeks. 

US general says Islamic State gaining in Afghanistan from Associated Press 14 Aug 15

The Islamic State is making small inroads in Afghanistan and could grow into a more worrisome threat, a U.S. Army general said Thursday. 

Angry Afghan Leader Assails Pakistan As Haven For Deadly Taliban Attacks from Washington Post 11 Aug 15

In an abrupt shift from his fence-mending outreach with Pakistan, a visibly angry Afghan President Ashraf Ghani lashed out at Pakistani leaders
Monday for allegedly harboring Islamist insurgents carrying out deadly cross-border attacks. 

Suicide Bombing In Northern Afghanistan Targets Militia from New York Times 10 Aug 15

At least 29 people were killed and 19 others wounded in a suicide bombing targeting a militia in the northern Afghan province of Kunduz, Afghan
officials said Sunday. 

Kabul Truck Bombing At Military Base Kills At Least 7, Injures More Than 200 from Washington Post 7 Aug 15



A massive early-morning bomb blast in the Afghan capital killed at least seven civilians and wounded more than 200, city officials said. The
powerful truck bomb exploded at 1 a.m. outside an urban military base in the city’s center, which was the likely target. No insurgent group has so
far claimed responsibility for the attack. 

Afghan Official: Drones Kill IS Fighters In 2 Provinces from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

An Afghan official says drone strikes have killed up to 60 insurgents, many of them allied to the Islamic State group, in recent days. 

New Taliban Leader Facing Tension As Top Official Quits from New York Times 5 Aug 15

Solidifying reports of high-level rifts within the Taliban over the group’s leadership succession, the head of the insurgents’ official diplomatic
delegation in Qatar broke with tradition and issued a public resignation letter on Monday. 

Afghan talks postponed amid fallout from news of Taliban leader’s death from Washington Post 31 Jul 15

Taliban officials Thursday confirmed the death of the group’s founder and picked his former deputy as successor even as they put the brakes on
peace talks with Afghan leaders. 

Taliban Leader Mohammad Omar Is Said To Have Died In 2013 from Washington Post 30 Jul 15

Mohammad Omar, the cloaked, one-eyed zealot who led the Taliban, died more than two years ago, the Afghan government said Wednesday,
confirming rumors of his demise that had intensified in recent months. The place and cause of his death remained a mystery, as did its impact on
the resilient movement he had led since the 1990s and on the nascent peace talks to end the country’s long war. 

Taliban Make Gains Across 3 Provinces In Afghanistan from New York Times 29 Jul 15

The Taliban have seized territory across three provinces in northern Afghanistan in recent days, as the government in Kabul has struggled to
reinforce isolated outposts amid the insurgent offensive. 

Afghan Security Forces Struggle Just To Maintain Stalemate from New York Times 23 Jul 15

After suffering setbacks and heavy casualties at the hands of the Taliban in 2014, Afghan security forces came into this year with what Afghan
and Western officials acknowledge were relatively modest goals: hang on till the end of the fighting season without major collapses. 

Reports: ISIL leader in Afghanistan killed in U.S. drone strike from USA Today 10 Jul 15

A senior leader for the Islamic State in Afghanistan, currently embroiled in a feud with the Taliban over who will conduct the insurgency there,
has been killed in a U.S. drone strike, local media reported Thursday. 

Afghans And Pakistanis Cite Varying Degrees Of Progress In Taliban Talks from Washington Post 9 Jul 15

The Afghan government is scheduled to resume face-to-face negotiations with the Taliban next month after initial talks ended early Wednesday,
boosting hopes that the warring parties may eventually inch closer to a peace deal. 

Process of national Afghan reconciliation best way to solid peace - BRICS declaration from Tass (Russia) 9 Jul 15

A broad and inclusive process of national reconciliation with the leading and defining role of Afghanistan is the best way to solid peace, return to
stability and restoration of the country, with the United Nations retaining the central role in coordination of the international community's efforts
to settle the situation, according to the final declaration of the BRICS summit in Ufa. 

Afghan Envoys, Taliban In Pakistan For Peace Talks, Officials Say from Los Angeles Times 8 Jul 15

Representatives of the Afghan government and the Taliban were in Pakistan for their first face-to-face talks, Afghan officials said Tuesday,
signaling the possible start of negotiations to end nearly 14 years of conflict. 

Afghan drug expansion goes far beyond boundaries of one region - Russian deputy minister from Tass (Russia) 7 Jul 15

Afghanistan has turned into a global heroin factory during the presence of foreign troops, Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Oleg Syromolotov
told TASS on Tuesday.

Afghan leader refuses to be drawn into lynching sentences row from Reuters 6 Jul 15



Afghan President Ashraf Ghani declined to intervene on Sunday in the case of four men convicted over the mob killing of a young woman,
despite public anger over the fact their initial death sentences have been replaced by prison terms. 

Watchdog: According To USAID Coordinates, A U.S.-funded Afghanistan Hospital Is In The Sea from Washington Post 2 Jul 15

Another week, another scathing inquiry into how the U.S. government is wasting taxpayer dollars rebuilding Afghanistan. This time the focus is
on a U.S. Agency for International Development program to deliver basic health-care services to the Afghan people and whether USAID even
knows where the facilities it helps to fund are located. 

Afghan army general arrested for trafficking heroin: officials from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 15

An Afghan army general has been arrested by police for trafficking around 19 kilograms (41 pounds) of heroin powder, officials said on
Wednesday. 

In Afghanistan, Suicide Blast And Angry Crowd Target American Soldiers from New York Times 1 Jul 15

A convoy of American troops survived a huge suicide bomb attack in Kabul on Tuesday afternoon, only to find themselves struggling against a
gathering crowd of Afghans who were trying to tend to civilians wounded in the bombing. 

Afghans Protest After U.S. Forces Carry Out Raid On Strongman from New York Times 30 Jun 15

Protesters in the northern Afghan province of Parwan blocked the main highway there on Monday after American forces raided the village of a
local strongman and blew up a weapons depot belonging to him, officials and residents said. 

Afghan President Appoints A Second Female Governor from New York Times 29 Jun 15

President Ashraf Ghani of Afghanistan appointed a second woman as a provincial governor on Sunday, something that was welcomed by reform-
minded activists even though his first appointee has been unable to take office because of fierce opposition and protests. 

Record Afghan opium output sparks rise in cheaper heroin supply: UN from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 15

Opium cultivation and production in Afghanistan have reached record levels, triggering "a large increase" in cheaper heroin supply in the US, the
United Nations said on Friday. 

Afghan forces recapture key district from Taliban from Reuters 24 Jun 15

Afghan government forces regained control of a key district near the northern city of Kunduz on Tuesday, after Taliban fighters had threatened to
capture a provincial capital for the first time since being driven from power in 2001. 

US designates names Taliban captive 'global terrorist' from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 15

The US Treasury on Wednesday named senior Taliban official Maulawi Abdul Rashid Baluch, arrested by Afghan authorities a year ago, as a
"Specially Designated Global Terrorist." 

Afghan UN envoy says extremists have united in new offensive from Associated Press 23 Jun 15

A new offensive against the Afghan government and people is being compounded by "an unprecedented convergence" of Taliban insurgents, more
than 7,000 foreign fighters, and violent groups including the Islamic State, Afghanistan's U.N. ambassador said Monday. 

Taliban And Afghan Government Dispute Status Of Kunduz from New York Times 22 Jun 15

After Taliban insurgents said Sunday that they were on the verge of taking their first city, Kunduz in the far north of Afghanistan, officials there
expressed alarm as residents began to flee the area. But the central government in Kabul said there was no cause for concern. 

Taliban Strike Crucial District In Afghanistan from New York Times 19 Jun 15

Taliban fighters overran part of a crucial district in the southern province of Helmand early Thursday, residents of the area said, demonstrating the
insurgents’ growing power in an area that American and British troops had long fought to keep out of Taliban control. 

Karzai, Vowing That He’s Done, Discusses His Afghanistan Legacy from New York Times 16 Jun 15

Hamid Karzai, the former president of Afghanistan, wants to set a few things straight. First, he is not considering a run for his old job in 2019.



“No, no, sir, not at all,” he said in a rare interview with The New York Times on Sunday, the first he has given the newspaper’s Kabul bureau in
seven years. 

Drug problem in Afghanistan is getting worse, US authorities say from Tass (Russia) 9 Jun 15

Afghanistan will produce a record number of opium and heroin this year, US Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction John
Sopko told TASS at a Defense Writers' Group breakfast on Tuesday. 

Taliban And Afghan Peace Officials Have Secret Talks In China from New York Times 26 May 15

A peace envoy from Afghanistan met in western China last week with former Taliban officials with close ties to Pakistan’s intelligence agency, in
an attempt to keep open the possibility of formal Afghan peace talks, officials said on Monday. 

Gunmen Attack Hotel In Central Kabul from New York Times 14 May 15

An attack on a central Kabul hotel late Wednesday by several gunmen left police forces scrambling and raised the specter of targeted attacks in the
capital even as violence has surged elsewhere in Afghanistan. 

Afghan runaways fight heroin addiction on Pakistan streets from Agence France-Presse 6 May 15

After his brother beat him with chains, Abdullah decided enough was enough and fled his home in Kabul to Pakistan, where he lived rough,
sleeping where he could and battling drug addiction. 

Some Progress Is Reported In Informal Afghan-Taliban Talks from New York Times 5 May 15

Two days of informal talks between Afghan government and Taliban representatives produced a series of agreements that, while not binding,
raised the prospect of advancement in Afghanistan’s long deadlocked peace process, judging from a summary of the talks released by the
organizers on Monday. 

Afghan poppy farmers say new seeds will boost opium output from Associated Press 5 May 15

It's the cash crop of the Taliban and the scourge of Afghanistan — the country's intractable opium cultivation. This year, many Afghan poppy
farmers are expecting a windfall as they get ready to harvest opium from a new variety of poppy seeds said to boost yield of the resin that
produces heroin. 

Afghan and Taliban Representatives Meet in Qatar from New York Times 4 May 15

Afghan government officials and Taliban militants began two days of meetings on Sunday in the gulf state of Qatar, and for once neither side
denied that the sessions were taking place. 

ANALYSIS: The deadly blooms of Helmand: The opium crop provides the main income for many Afghan farmers, but the
police does what it can to destroy poppies from The Independent (UK) 3 May 15

There is no sign that the Afghan government, now supposed to be policing the whole country itself since the formal conclusion of the US-led
combat operation last year, is bringing the Taliban under control.

Taliban Are Said To Target Hazaras To Try To Match ISIS’ Brutality from New York Times 23 Apr 15

A wave of kidnappings followed by numerous beheadings of members of Afghanistan’s Hazara ethnic group have spread alarm and anger among
a people who historically have been this country’s most persecuted. 

Afghan Taliban Announce “Spring Offensive” To Start Friday from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 15

The Afghan Taliban said their annual “spring offensive” will begin on Friday, vowing nationwide attacks in what is expected to be the bloodiest
fighting season in a decade as NATO forces pull back from the frontlines. 

AP Interview: Afghan Warlord Warns Of Islamic State Rise from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

Afghanistan could face a war with the Islamic State group if the government does not resolve internal differences and improve the security
situation, one of the country’s most powerful warlords warned in an interview with The Associated Press. 



Foreign Fighters Are Spilling Into Afghanistan, Helping The Taliban from Washington Post 15 Apr 15

Hundreds of foreign militants are fleeing a months-long Pakistani military offensive and seeking sanctuary in Afghanistan, bolstering the ranks of
Taliban factions and triggering one of the bloodiest starts to the spring fighting season in years, according to Afghan officials and analysts. 

Afghan Army Is Tested By The Taliban As Fighting Season Begins from New York Times 14 Apr 15

Fierce fighting between the Taliban and the Afghan Army has broken out in the remote northeast of the country, claiming the lives of at least 20
Afghan soldiers, with some reportedly beheaded, and raising the specter of what many anticipate will be the most violent year since the start of
the war. 

Afghanistan’s Defining Fight: Technocrats Vs. Strongmen from Washington Post 13 Apr 15

A massive portrait of a middle-aged man towers over the Ferris wheel and giant mushrooms at an amusement park here. At night, the image is
bathed in an ethereal light, visible from a quarter-mile away. 

Taliban Attack In Northern Afghanistan Leaves At Least 10 Dead from New York Times 10 Apr 15

Assailants armed with heavy weapons and suicide vests stormed the provincial prosecutor’s office Thursday in one of the most peaceful cities in
northern Afghanistan, battling security forces for more than six hours and leaving at least 10 people dead and dozens wounded. 

U.S. Coalition Service Member Killed In Afghanistan Shooting from New York Times 9 Apr 15

A service member with the American-led coalition in Afghanistan was killed Wednesday during an attack in the eastern city of Jalalabad. 

Afghan MP Survives Suicide Attack, Three Dead: Officials from AFP 30 Mar 15

A prominent Afghan MP escaped a suicide attack Sunday that killed three people including a child and left seven others wounded, officials said,
just days after Washington announced it would slow the withdrawal of US troops from Afghanistan. 

Abdullah Abdullah of Afghanistan worries about Islamic State’s presence in his nation from Washington Times 27 Mar 15

Possible Islamic State penetration into Afghanistan is a “phenomenon that nobody can ignore,” Afghanistan Chief Executive Abdullah Abdullah
said Thursday, underscoring the need for a more measured pace in the withdrawal of U.S. troops through the end of 2016. 

Ghani Addresses Congress, Eager To Rebuild Afghan-U.S. Ties from New York Times 26 Mar 15

Ashraf Ghani, the new president of Afghanistan, addressed a joint meeting of Congress on Wednesday, pressing his case that he is a new kind of
Afghan leader who is eager to work with the United States and rebuild a partnership that has frayed badly in recent years. 

Obama Slows U.S. Troop Pullout From Afghanistan from McClatchy 25 Mar 15

The U.S. will maintain 9,800 troops in Afghanistan through the end of the year as President Barack Obama agreed Tuesday to slow the pace of
withdrawal and give the war-torn country more time to secure itself. 

US And Afghanistan Hail ‘Revitalized’ Partnership from Agence France-Presse 24 Mar 15

The United States and Afghanistan sought to turn the page on years of distrust Monday, hailing “revitalized” ties as they seek to forge a path
towards a more secure future. 

US pullout from Afghanistan hinged to developing forces from Associated Press 23 Mar 15

The pace of U.S. troop withdrawals from Afghanistan will headline Afghan President Ashraf Ghani's visit to Washington, yet America's exit from
the war remains tightly hinged to the abilities of the Afghan forces that face a tough fight against insurgents this spring. 

Exclusive: U.S. likely to delay planned closure of two Afghanistan bases from Reuters 19 Mar 15

The U.S. military bases in Kandahar and Jalalabad are likely to remain open beyond the end of 2015, a senior U.S. official said, as Washington
considers slowing its military pull-out from Afghanistan to help the new government fight the Taliban. 

US To Keep More Troops In Afghanistan Into 2016 from Associated Press 17 Mar 15

The Obama administration is abandoning plans to cut the number of U.S. forces in Afghanistan to 5,500 by year’s end, bowing to military leaders



who want to keep more troops there, including many into the 2016 fighting season, U.S. officials say. 

Obama spoke with Afghan leaders on Thursday: White House from Reuters 13 Mar 15

U.S. President Barack Obama spoke with President Ashraf Ghani of Afghanistan on Thursday to urge faster progress toward an "inclusive
national unity government" there, the White House said. 

Afghan Peace Efforts Reopen Wounds Over Pakistan from New York Times 9 Mar 15

On the surface, much of the Afghan public has lined up behind President Ashraf Ghani in his bid to bring the Taliban to peace talks. After a year
of Taliban gains in multiple battles, even an outside chance of opening a diplomatic channel strikes many officials as a crucial effort. And
indications from Afghan officials that an initial meeting could happen within a week or two from now have heartened Mr. Ghani’s supporters. 

Kabul urges slower U.S. exit as Afghan desertions, heavy losses mount from Washington Times 5 Mar 15

The U.S. troop withdrawal plan is getting complicated due to the desertion rate of Afghan security forces and the heavy losses of those who
stayed to fight. 

U.S. Ramps Up Program Women Cops In Afghanistan from Washington Times 2 Mar 15

Saying the effort plays a key role in the battle against Taliban insurgents, U.S. military and Afghan officials are moving ahead with the next phase
of a cash-and-training plan to recruit more women to serve in Afghanistan’s national police force. 

A Thin Line of Defense Against ‘Honor Killings’ from New York Times 2 Mar 15

Women’s shelters are one of the most provocative legacies of the Western presence in Afghanistan. 

Fear Of The Islamic State Spawns A Renegade Afghan Militia from Washington Post 25 Feb 15

The 25 men who gathered last week in a poor enclave of this ancient city bore the scars of a lifetime of war. One lost four fingers fighting Taliban
militants. Another lost his right leg fighting the Soviets. Now, seated in a bare room on a cold morning, they declared readiness to make even
greater sacrifices against a new enemy: the Islamic State. 

Afghan chief executive backs Taliban peace effort 'in coming days' from Reuters 24 Feb 15

The head of Afghanistan's power-sharing government lent his support on Monday to a tentative push to begin peace talks with Taliban insurgents,
an effort he said "will begin in coming days". 

Pentagon chief: US considering slowing exit from Afghanistan from Associated Press 23 Feb 15

The United States is considering slowing its military exit from Afghanistan by keeping a larger-than-planned troop presence this year and next
because the new Afghan government is proving to be a more reliable partner, U.S. Defense Secretary Ash Carter said Saturday. 

U.S. Open To Slowing Troop Pullout In Afghanistan from New York Times 22 Feb 15

Four days into his tenure as defense secretary, Ashton B. Carter arrived in Afghanistan on Saturday morning and opened up the possibility of
slowing the withdrawal of the last American troops in the country to help keep the Taliban at bay. 

White House denies U.S. scheduled to meet with Taliban on peace deal from Reuters 20 Feb 15

The White House denied reports that U.S. officials planned to meet with the Taliban on Thursday, a spokeswoman said. 

The Dead Militant In The Photo? The Wrong Guy, And He’s Not Happy from New York Times 17 Feb 15

After an airstrike killed a prominent recruiter for the Islamic State in Afghanistan last week, the Afghan spy agency issued a triumphant news
release announcing his death and providing a picture of a man it identified as the wanted militant, Mullah Abdul Rauf Khadim. 

Awash in opium, Afghan 'wild west' slips from Kabul's grasp from Reuters 17 Feb 15

In fields less than a 10-minute drive from the intelligence headquarters of Afghanistan's remote western province of Farah, farmers are planting
their first illegal opium crop of the year. 



Obama administration weighs Afghan request to slow withdrawal of U.S. troops from Reuters 12 Feb 15

President Barack Obama is considering a request from Afghan President Ashraf Ghani to slow the pace of the withdrawal of U.S. troops in
Afghanistan, a senior administration official said on Wednesday. 

White House Weighs Adjusting Afghan Exit Plan To Slow Withdrawal Of Troops from Washington Post 11 Feb 15

The Obama administration is considering slowing its planned withdrawal from Afghanistan for the second time, according to U.S. officials, a sign
of the significant security challenges that remain despite an end to the U.S. and NATO combat mission there. 

Senior Afghan militant with suspected IS links 'killed in drone attack' from Reuters 9 Feb 15

A missile-firing drone killed six people in Afghanistan on Monday including a veteran militant believed to have defected to Islamic State (IS)
from the Taliban, Afghan officials said. 

Afghans' addiction to opium ravages adults, infants from USA Today 9 Feb 15

Men, women and children sit listlessly on the unkempt lawn of a hospital for drug addicts in this northern Afghan city. Inside, the waiting area is
packed with women clad in light blue burqas, each with three or four kids in tow. 

U.S. Declassifies Some Information On Afghan Forces from New York Times 3 Feb 15

The American military command in Afghanistan on Monday abruptly reversed its decision to classify details about the Afghan Army and police,
information that it had said could pose a grave security risk if disclosed. 

3 American Contractors, Afghan National Killed In Shooting At Kabul Airport from Washington Post 30 Jan 15

A gunman opened fire on a group of Americans on a military base at the Kabul airport Thursday, killing three U.S. civilian contractors and
wounding a fourth, U.S. and Afghan officials said. 

U.S. Suddenly Goes Quiet On Effort To Bolster Afghan Forces from New York Times 29 Jan 15

The United States has spent about $65 billion to build Afghanistan’s army and police forces, and until this month the American-led coalition
regularly shared details on how the money was being put to use and on the Afghan forces’ progress. 

Afghanistan launches poppy eradication campaign in former Taliban stronghold from Xinhua (China) 26 Jan 15

A top Afghan provincial official has said thousands of poppy plants have been destroyed in some 20,000 acres in Zhari district of the southern
Kandahar province. 

Charges And Clashing Interests Mar Selection Of A Cabinet For Afghanistan from New York Times 21 Jan 15

Choosing the Afghan cabinet is to government what the national sport of buzkashi is to polo: a wild and woolly version with uniquely local
characteristics and notably more carnage. 

Kabul Arrests Militants Suspected Of Role In Pakistan School Attack from Wall Street Journal 15 Jan 15

Afghan authorities said they arrested several militants suspected of being accomplices in the massacre of school children in the Pakistani city of
Peshawar amid a push to mend strained ties between Kabul and Islamabad. 

Exploring A New Role: Peacemaker In Afghanistan from New York Times 14 Jan 15

No stranger to engaging in power politics with its Asian neighbors, China’s diplomatic corps has in recent months been trying on a new role:
talking with the Afghan Taliban in an effort to play peacemaker. 

Strains Show As Afghan Leaders Unveil List Of Cabinet Nominees from New York Times 13 Jan 15

A three-month delay that paralyzed Afghanistan’s new government before it ever got off the ground showed signs of ending on Monday, as a
palace official announced 25 nominees to lead ministries. 

Afghan President To Visit U.S. As Taliban Tension Flares from Washington Times 9 Jan 15

Obama administration officials say they expect a high-profile visit from President Ashraf Ghani right before the Taliban fighting season begins in



early spring. 

Heroin addiction spreads with alarming speed across Afghanistan from Washington Post 7 Jan 15

The scene beneath a crumbling overpass in this capital city was a vision from hell. Hundreds of figures huddled together in the shadows,
crouching amid garbage and fetid pools of water. Some injected heroin into each other’s limbs or groins in full view; others hid under filthy
shawls to cook and inhale it. 

Smaller NATO mission has big job to train Afghan army in time from Reuters 6 Jan 15

U.S. Army Major Eric Lightfoot, serving at a remote outpost in eastern Afghanistan, knows NATO has its work cut out to prepare local forces to
go it alone against Taliban insurgents once its training mission ends in two years' time. 

Afghan president says U.S. might want to 're-examine' pullout deadline from Reuters 5 Jan 15

Afghan President Ashraf Ghani said in an interview broadcast on Sunday that the United States might want to "re-examine" the timetable for
removing the remaining U.S.-led coalition troops in the country by the end of 2016. 

Post-ABC Poll: Support For Afghanistan War Rises As Combat Mission Ends from Washington Post 5 Jan 15

After falling to record lows, support for the Afghanistan war has risen since 2013, according to a Washington Post-ABC News poll that also finds
majority support for a plan to keep thousands of troops in the country in the coming year. 

Afghan Forces Formally Take Over Responsibility For Protecting Nation from Los Angeles Times 2 Jan 15

Afghanistan’s national security forces formally took over responsibility for protecting their nation Thursday, days after the U.S.-led foreign
combat mission came to a close. 

Bribery Frees a Drug Kingpin in Afghanistan, Where Cash Often Overrules Justice from New York Times 31 Dec 14

Early this year, officials in Washington extolled a rare success in the fight against the drug trade in Afghanistan: The authorities there had
imprisoned a leading opium trafficker on the United States' kingpin list, Haji Lal Jan Ishaqzai. 

Afghans Now On Their Own In Fight Against Taliban from USA Today 30 Dec 14

The aide rushed into the meeting holding a cellphone in his outstretched arm. “You need to take this, sir,” he said, handing the phone to U.S.
Army Gen. John Campbell, the top coalition commander here. 

Obama: Afghanistan war coming to ‘responsible conclusion’ from Washington Post 28 Dec 14

President Obama marked the end of the U.S. military's combat mission in Afghanistan on Sunday, saying that 13 years after the war began it is
coming to a "responsible conclusion" as American forces draw down to a minimal presence in that country. 

Taliban Push Into Afghan Districts That U.S. Had Secured from New York Times 23 Dec 14

In a large swath of the Taliban heartland in southern Afghanistan, government centers are facing a long-dormant concern this winter: Four years
after the American troop surge helped make such places relatively secure, they are back under threat from the insurgents. 

Afghan cabinet delays stoke worry, frustration from Washington Post 23 Dec 14

Afghan President Ashraf Ghani is famously impatient with delays and dallying. He runs meetings with clockwork precision, rebukes latecomers
and once reportedly even locked the door on a deputy minister who showed up 10 minutes after the appointed hour. 

In A Strategic Valley, A Glimpse Of Afghan Troops’ Future After Most U.S. Forces Leave (Raghavan, WP) from Washington Post 22

Dec 14

Clutching M-16 rifles, the Afghan soldiers nervously stood watch on a sand-colored ridge next to a mud house blown apart by gunfire. A week
earlier, their unit had pushed the Taliban from this village. Now, the insurgents were only a mile away, determined to recapture the territory. 

Taliban Suicide Bombers Strike At Bank In Southern Afghanistan from New York Times 18 Dec 14

Suicide bombers attacked a bank in a provincial capital in southern Afghanistan on Wednesday, killing at least 10 people, officials said. 



E.U. Confirms Wide Fraud In Afghan Presidential Voting from New York Times 17 Dec 14

A new report by European Union election observers on Tuesday supported some of the most stark estimates of systematic electoral fraud in the
Afghan presidential runoff election in June, and said an earlier audit of the voting had invalidated only a small fraction of suspect votes. 

Afghan drug use rate among world's highest, government report says from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 17 Dec 14

There are 1.3 to 1.6 million illicit drug users in Afghanistan, a joint report by the United Nations and an Afghan ministry stated on Wednesday,
calling it a "growing concern." 

Attacks Rise In Afghan Capital As Taliban Shifts Tactics from USA Today 15 Dec 14

Suicide bombings and other high-profile attacks in Afghanistan’s capital city doubled in recent months as Taliban militants shifted tactics in an
effort to sow discord in Kabul and undermine confidence in the country’s new government before it is fully established. 

Made Rich By U.S. Presence, Many In Kandahar Now Face An Uncertain Future from New York Times 10 Dec 14

Floating over the tightly clustered homes and streets buzzing with rickshaws is the most visible symbol of the fading Western legacy in this
onetime fortress of Taliban rule: a giant white balloon, bristling with photo lenses and listening equipment. The surveillance blimp is tethered to
the former home of the Taliban leader, Mullah Omar, which for the past 13 years has been a base for the C.I.A. and the Afghan paramilitary
forces. 

US watchdog warns of top seven threats to Afghan reconstruction from Agence France-Presse 10 Dec 14

Corruption, weak armed forces and a huge budget gap -- a US watchdog overseeing rebuilding efforts in Afghanistan Wednesday released a list of
seven "high-risk areas" leaving projects vulnerable to waste and fraud as troops withdraw. 

Misgivings by U.S. General as Afghan Mission Ends from New York Times 9 Dec 14

Shortly after the speeches concluded, the flags were folded and the band silenced, the last American general to lead combat operations in
Afghanistan offered his candid assessment of the war. 

In Afghanistan, A Tight Timeline For New U.S.-led Training And Support Mission from Washington Post 8 Dec 14

Almost as soon as U.S. commanders begin a new support mission in Afghanistan on Jan. 1, anchored by four training hubs, they will start a year-
long sprint to make the most of their time advising Afghan forces before the hubs are shuttered 12 months later. 

US, NATO end Afghan combat command after 13 years from Associated Press 8 Dec 14

The U.S. and NATO closed their combat command in Afghanistan on Monday, more than 13 years after invading the country in the wake of the
Sept. 11 terror attacks to target al-Qaida and Osama bin Laden. 

U.S., Britain Pledge Not To Forsake Afghanistan After December Pullout from Washington Post 5 Dec 14

The United States and Britain vowed Thursday that they will not abandon Afghanistan even after international combat troops are withdrawn at the
end of the month, closing a chapter of a military engagement that began in the wake of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks. 

Investigation: Afghan Shooter Ambushed Slain Army General At Close Range from Washington Post 5 Dec 14

The mass shooting that killed a two-star Army general and wounded 18 other people in Afghanistan on Aug. 5 was carried out by a lone Afghan
soldier who did not have any apparent ties to the Taliban and who simply seized “a target of opportunity,” according to a U.S. military
investigation. 

Afghan forces ill equipped to fight Taliban without NATO from Reuters 1 Dec 14

Afghan district police chief Ahmadullah Anwari only has enough grenades to hand out three to each checkpoint in an area of Helmand province
swarming with Taliban insurgents who launch almost daily attacks on security forces. 

International Aid Agencies Call for Temporary Exit From Afghanistan from New York Times 1 Dec 14

A three-week-long wave of Taliban attacks in Kabul has led several aid agencies to put their staff members on higher security alert, and some



have sent foreign workers out of Afghanistan earlier than usual ahead of the holidays, aid officials say. 

Suicide Bomber Targets British Embassy Vehicle In Kabul, Killing 5 from Los Angeles Times 27 Nov 14

A suicide bomber in a car packed with explosives struck a British Embassy vehicle Thursday, killing six people, including a British civilian
security officer, and wounding more than 34 in the latest in a string of insurgent attacks in the Afghan capital. 

Pentagon To Send More Troops To Afghanistan As NATO Comes Up Short from Washington Times 26 Nov 14

The Obama administration is preparing to add as many as 1,000 troops to the U.S. ground forces that will remain in Afghanistan next year in
order to fill a gap left by NATO partners, according to a media report Tuesday. 

Kabul Bombing Kills 2 Foreign Soldiers from Washington Post 25 Nov 14

Two foreign soldiers were killed Monday when a bomb detonated as their convoy passed by in the eastern part of the Afghan capital, the latest in
a series of attacks on high-profile targets. 

Police detain Tajik drug lord behind murder of two brothers who refuse to pay for 110 kg of heroin from Interfax (Russia) 25 Nov 14

Tajik security services have identified a drug lord who ordered the deaths of two brothers for their refusal to pay for 110 kilograms of heroin he
procured in Afghanistan, the Tajik State Committee of National Security reported on Tuesday. 

In a Shift, Obama Extends U.S. Role in Afghan Combat from New York Times 24 Nov 14

President Obama decided in recent weeks to authorize a more expansive mission for the military in Afghanistan in 2015 than originally planned, a
move that ensures American troops will have a direct role in fighting in the war-ravaged country for at least another year. 

Suicide Bomber Kills Dozens At Volleyball Match In Afghanistan from New York Times 24 Nov 14

As many as 40 people were killed Sunday after a suicide bomber detonated explosives in a crowd gathered for a volleyball match in a village in
eastern Afghanistan, a spokesman for the provincial governor said. 

Afghanistan Quietly Lifts Ban on Nighttime Raids from New York Times 23 Nov 14

The government of the new Afghan president, Ashraf Ghani, has quietly lifted the ban on night raids by special forces troops that his predecessor
had imposed. 

4 Taliban Militants Killed In Failed Afghan Attack from Associated Press 20 Nov 14

Four Taliban militants who attacked a compound housing foreign workers in the Afghan capital were killed Wednesday night in a failed assault
there, police said, the latest violence targeting foreigners in the country. 

US Commander Weighs Decisions That Will Shape Afghan War’s Final Chapter from Washington Post 18 Nov 14

The United States is planning to base about 1,000 security personnel at the U.S. Embassy in Kabul after the formal end of the military mission in
Afghanistan and may retain the ability to use attack planes to support local forces until then, according to the top American commander in the
country. 

INTERVIEW: Pakistan-Afghan border security a major challenge - Sartaj Aziz from BBC 18 Nov 14

The majority of Afghans are worried about security, a nationwide survey by the Asia Foundation has found. It says 65% of the Afghans who took
part in the survey fear for their safety and that of their families. 

Afghanistan's losing battle against opium from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 14 Nov 14

19-year-old Rahmatullah is from Sangin, one of the most violent districts in Afghanistan. Last month he worked in an opium farm as a daily wage
labourer for three weeks. He earned 4,000 Pakistani rupees (40 dollars). 

Afghan Opium Production Rises To Record Levels from New York Times 13 Nov 14

Afghan opium cultivation and production again reached historic highs in 2014, United Nations officials reported on Wednesday. And in a sign of
how deeply entwined drug trafficking and the Afghan political system have become, the officials said the protracted elections this year were at



least part of the cause. 

Opium poppy cultivation exceeds last year's record in Afghanistan from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Nov 14

The area under opium poppy cultivation in Afghanistan rose by 7 per cent in 2014, keeping the country the top producer in the world, the
government and United Nations said Wednesday, 

Kabul Police Chief Survives Assassination Attempt from Associated Press 10 Nov 14

Afghan authorities are investigating how a man wearing an explosives-packed vest was able to infiltrate the heavily guarded police headquarters
in central Kabul on Sunday and attempt to assassinate the city’s chief of police. 

Afghan Troop Deaths Up; Called ‘Unsustainable’ from Associated Press 6 Nov 14

Afghan security forces have suffered more battle casualties this year than last year, rising to a level that cannot be sustained in a successful fight
against the Taliban, the second-ranking American commander in Afghanistan said Wednesday. 

Putin offers support to Afghanistan after coalition troops withdrawal from Xinhua (China) 6 Nov 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin said Thursday the people of Afghanistan can count on Moscow's support if the situation in their country gets
complicated following the withdrawal of the NATO-led coalition force. 

Afghan Leader References Taliban At Beijing from Associated Press 31 Oct 14

Afghanistan’s new president invited the Taliban to join in a peace process backed by the international community on Friday, an unusual direct
reference to the insurgents who have stepped up attacks in an attempt to bring down his month-old government. 

U.S. And British Troops End Operations In Key Afghan Province from New York Times 27 Oct 14

Combat operations in Helmand Province officially ended on Sunday for the United States Marines and British troops stationed there, bringing an
end to a decade-long struggle to keep a major Taliban stronghold and the region’s vast opium production in check. 

NATO Coalition Hands Over Two Major Bases To Afghan Military from Washington Post 27 Oct 14

The NATO coalition ended its formal mission in restive and dangerous Helmand province Sunday, handing over two major bases and an airstrip to
the Afghan military as U.S. Marines and British forces prepare to withdraw. 

Taliban Are Rising Again In Afghanistan’s North from New York Times 23 Oct 14

The last time Afghans in the northern province of Kunduz felt so threatened by the Taliban was in 2009, just before President Obama deployed
thousands of troops to push the insurgents back from the outskirts of the province’s capital. 

Afghan Opium Poppies Thrive Despite $7 Billion From U.S. from Bloomberg News 22 Oct 14

The U.S. is losing the war on opium-poppy production in Afghanistan, where output has grown to record levels despite about $7.6 billion in U.S.
counter-narcotics spending there, according to a report by the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction. 

Despite costly U.S. effort, Afghan poppy cultivation hits new high from Reuters 21 Oct 14

Opium poppy cultivation in Afghanistan hit an all-time high in 2013 despite years of counter-narcotics efforts that have cost the United States
$7.6 billion, the U.S. government watchdog for Afghanistan reconstruction spending said on Tuesday. 

Two Haqqani Militant Leaders Arrested, Afghan Officials Say from New York Times 17 Oct 14

The Afghan intelligence service said Thursday that it had arrested two senior leaders of the Haqqani Network, a Taliban-allied group that has
carried out some of the most brazen attacks on Western and Afghan targets in Afghanistan in recent years. 

Jolting Some, Afghan Leader Brings Wife Into Picture from New York Times 15 Oct 14

For more than a decade, the Afghan first lady, Zeenat Karzai, was virtually invisible. Sequestered deep inside the high-walled presidential palace,
she appeared to have abandoned her career in medicine and was only rarely allowed out in public by President Hamid Karzai. 



5 Afghan Men Hanged In Rape Case Amid Human Rights Protests from New York Times 9 Oct 14

Afghanistan hanged five men accused of gang rape on Wednesday despite strong protests from the top United Nations rights official, who had
called on President Ashraf Ghani to stay the executions over concerns about an unfair trial. 

Afghan forces destroy 5 heroin labs from Xinhua (China) 7 Oct 14

Units of Afghan Special Force in crackdown against poppy cultivation and drug traffickers have destroyed five heroin labs and confiscated tons of
illicit drugs, said a statement of the Interior Ministry released here on Tuesday. 

Afghanistan authorities can be encouraged in anti-drug fight thanks to int'l efforts - UNODC chief from Tass (Russia) 6 Oct 14

Afghanistan's authorities can be encouraged in the fight against drug business and implementation of programmes over alternative development
for peasants thanks to international levers, Executive Director of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) Yuri Fedotov said in
an interview with TASS. 

New Afghan Leader, Putting Focus On Graft, Revives Bank Fraud Inquiry from New York Times 2 Oct 14

Signaling his intent to improve the Afghan government’s poor reputation on corruption, President Ashraf Ghani on Wednesday ordered a new
examination of the stagnant Kabul Bank fraud prosecutions. 

Afghanistan And U.S. Sign Bilateral Security Agreement from New York Times 1 Oct 14

Nearly a year after a long-term deal to keep American troops in Afghanistan was suddenly derailed amid worsening relations, Afghanistan and the
United States signed the security pact on Tuesday. 

Ghani, Abdullah Sworn In As Part Of Afghanistan’s Power-Sharing Arrangement from Washington Post 30 Sep 14

On Monday, after months of political tensions, the unlikely pair took their oaths of office to lead a U.S.-brokered coalition government in
Afghanistan’s first democratic transfer of power. Ghani became the country’s new president. He then swore in Abdullah as his chief executive. 

U.S. may keep secret prisoners in custody after Afghan war exit from Reuters 29 Sep 14

The fate of a group of prisoners held in near-total secrecy by U.S. forces at a prison in Afghanistan is hanging in limbo, the facility's commander
said, as Washington gropes for options after its legal right to hold them there expires in December. 

In Historic Transfer Of Power, Afghanistan Inaugurates New President from Los Angeles Times 29 Sep 14

Ashraf Ghani was inaugurated Monday as president of Afghanistan, succeeding President Hamid Karzai and marking the first peaceful transition
of power in the nation’s history. 

Kyrgyz FM warns UN Assembly of int'l dangers from unstable Afghanistan from Xinhua (China) 29 Sep 14

Afghanistan poses the most serious external challenge to Central Asia, Kyrgyz Foreign Minister Erlan Abdyldaev said here Monday, calling for a
more proactive international contribution to strengthen regional law enforcement and promote regional cooperation. 

In Farewell Speech, Karzai Calls American Mission In Afghanistan A Betrayal from New York Times 24 Sep 14

In his nearly 13 years as the leader of Afghanistan, Hamid Karzai’s most memorable public stances always seemed driven by some deep emotion,
and an almost compulsive need to express it. There was heartbreak for families killed by errant airstrikes, outrage at the scheming of hostile
neighbors, palpable longing to preside over a peaceful end to the Taliban insurgency. 

Monitors Of Afghan Vote Are Said To Back Secrecy from New York Times 23 Sep 14

The decision by Afghan election officials to announce a new president on Sunday without releasing the final vote count came as a result of
pressure from senior Western officials, including the head of the United Nations mission that sponsored a total audit of the vote, according to three
Western diplomats and three senior election officials. 

Missing Afghan Soldiers Are Found At Canadian Border from New York Times 23 Sep 14

Three Afghan soldiers in the United States on a training exercise were located Monday at a Canadian border crossing near Niagara Falls, two days
after disappearing from a Massachusetts shopping mall, officials said Monday. 



Ashraf Ghani Is Named President Of Afghanistan By Elections Panel from New York Times 22 Sep 14

Afghanistan’s election commission on Sunday pronounced Ashraf Ghani the winner of the country’s presidential election, but it withheld an
announcement of the total votes won, despite an exhaustive and costly audit process overseen by the United Nations and financed by the
American government. 

Kerry, Afghan Candidates Discuss Vote Impasse from Boston Globe 19 Sep 14

Secretary of State John Kerry ratcheted up the pressure on Afghanistan’s rival presidential contenders to reach a compromise on a national unity
government, reminding them that Washington and the international community will withdraw financial support if they fail to strike a deal, a
campaign official said Thursday. 

Afghan Front-runner Ghani Says Power-sharing Agreement Is Near from Washington Post 18 Sep 14

Afghanistan’s rival presidential candidates will share power under a deal that is within two days of completion, front-runner Ashraf Ghani said
Wednesday in an interview with The Washington Post. 

Afghan Official Says The Government Has Nearly Run Out Of Money, Needs U.S. Bailout from Washington Post 17 Sep 14

Afghanistan’s central government is nearly broke and needs a $537 million bailout from the United States and other international donors within
“five or six days” to continue paying its bills, a senior Afghan finance official said Tuesday. 

Suicide Blast Strikes NATO Convoy In Kabul, Casualties Reported from Los Angeles Times 16 Sep 14

Taliban insurgents detonated a suicide car bomb near a convoy of international soldiers in Kabul early Tuesday morning killing three international
soldiers and wounding five others, according to coalition forces. 

Afghans See Option Of Karzai Staying On from Wall Street Journal 15 Sep 14

President Could Ensure Stability as Election Dispute Resists Settlement

Karzai Appeals For Afghan Unity, But Ceremony Collapses In Discord from New York Times 10 Sep 14

President Hamid Karzai on Tuesday pleaded for national unity and a speedy settlement to Afghanistan’s political crisis, but the event at which he
spoke was marred by hooting and catcalls that brought it to an early end. 

Obama Phones Afghanistan Presidential Candidates To Urge Power-Sharing Deal from Washington Post 8 Sep 14

President Obama called the two rival presidential candidates in Afghanistan over the weekend, urging both men to swiftly reach a power-sharing
deal to bring stability to the country. 

Afghan candidates' unity pledge eases NATO's worries from Reuters 5 Sep 14

Afghanistan's rival presidential candidates pledged to NATO leaders on Thursday that they would form a government of national unity and sign
legal agreements allowing foreign troops to stay on next year. 

Afghanistan’s Next President The Missing NATO Guest from Bloomberg News 4 Sep 14

U.S. President Barack Obama had planned to use this week’s NATO summit in Wales partly to celebrate what he’d predicted would be
Afghanistan’s “first democratic transfer of power in history.” 

At Summit Meant To Embrace New Afghan Leader, Guest Of Honor Is Missing from Washington Post 3 Sep 14

A gathering of leaders from NATO countries this week was supposed to be an opportunity to celebrate the close of the alliance’s long war in
Afghanistan and to embrace the country’s new president. 

Afghan Election Audit Will Take Two More Weeks, U.N. Says from Washington Post 29 Aug 14

The United Nations said Thursday that a recount of ballots in Afghanistan’s disputed presidential election will take about two more weeks, again
delaying the inauguration and adding to the political uncertainty gripping the country. 



Afghan Presidential Candidates Pull Out Of Audit from Associated Press 28 Aug 14

Afghanistan’s troubled presidential election was rocked by more turmoil on Wednesday as both candidates vying to succeed Hamed Karzai pulled
their observers out of a ballot audit meant to determine the winner of a June runoff. 

U.S. releases two Yemenis from military prison in Afghanistan from Washington Post 28 Aug 14

One of the two Yemenis freed from a U.S. military prison in Afghanistan and repatriated Tuesday had been diagnosed with leukemia, a U.S.
military official said. 

Afghan Presidential Candidate Threatens To Withdraw From Election from New York Times 27 Aug 14

Threatening to derail a tenuous Afghan political deal again, a top aide to the presidential candidate Abdullah Abdullah said Tuesday that the
campaign would pull out of an internationally monitored vote audit unless changes to the process were made by Wednesday. 

Afghan candidate threatens to pull out of election process from Reuters 26 Aug 14

One of two candidates competing to succeed Afghan leader Hamid Karzai threatened on Tuesday to pull out of a U.N.-supervised audit of a
disputed presidential election, undermining a process meant to defuse a standoff between the contenders. 

Afghan Leader Amplifies Pressure On Ghani, Abdullah To Resolve Differences By Sept. 2 from Washington Post 25 Aug 14

Afghan President Hamid Karzai has reiterated that he will leave office Sept. 2, intensifying pressure on his two potential successors to resolve
their differences soon to avoid plunging the country into political chaos. 

Afghanistan Defends Expulsion Of A Times Reporter from New York Times 22 Aug 14

The Afghan government lashed out Thursday at criticism of its expulsion of an American journalist, the first such action since the ouster of the
Taliban, denouncing him as a spy in an official statement. 

Calling Article ‘Divisive,’ Afghanistan Orders Expulsion Of Times Correspondent from New York Times 21 Aug 14

The attorney general of Afghanistan on Wednesday ordered the expulsion of an American correspondent for The New York Times, Matthew
Rosenberg, and barred him from re-entering the country. 

Nervous Afghans Near Political Deadline from Washington Post 20 Aug 14

With a crucial deadline soon approaching to inaugurate a new president and an election ballot recount in a critical stage, fears are growing that
Afghanistan’s fragile transition process could collapse into violence. 

Amid Election Impasse, Calls in Afghanistan for an Interim Government from New York Times 19 Aug 14

A coterie of powerful Afghan government ministers and officials with strong ties to the security forces are threatening to seize power if an
election impasse that has paralyzed the country is not resolved soon. 

Key Abdullah Ally Warns Of Afghan Unrest If Vote Recount Is ‘one-sided’ from Washington Post 14 Aug 14

A powerful Afghan governor and former militia leader, who had threatened mass protests in the wake of the disputed presidential runoff in June,
warned Wednesday of a “civil uprising” if the ongoing ballot recount proves biased and his candidate, Abdullah Abdullah, is not named the
winner. 

Ashraf Ghani Rejects Sharing Power If He Wins Afghan Presidential Recount from Washington Post 13 Aug 14

Ashraf Ghani, one of two candidates competing to become Afghanistan’s president, said Tuesday that the deadline for finishing a vote recount is
slipping and that a U.S.-brokered agreement for the rivals to form a joint government afterward does not mean the winner will fully share power
with the loser. 

4 Afghans Die In Suicide Bomb Attack In Kabul from Washington Post 11 Aug 14

A suicide bombing killed at least four people, including a woman and two children, and wounded more than 20 on a major commercial boulevard
in the Afghan capital just before midday Sunday, police officials and witnesses said. 



Kerry Visits Afghanistan To Urge Deal On The Election from New York Times 8 Aug 14

Secretary of State John Kerry made an unannounced visit here on Thursday to press Afghanistan’s rival presidential candidates to form a
government of national unity and rescue the political agreement he negotiated almost four weeks ago. 

Afghan Officers, Said To Be Working For Taliban, Kill 11 Of Their Police Colleagues from New York Times 7 Aug 14

Two attacks by Afghan police officers who were collaborating with the Taliban claimed the lives of 11 police officers in southern Afghanistan on
Wednesday, officials reported. News of the so-called insider attacks came as the authorities were still grappling with the assassination one day
earlier of an American general by an Afghan soldier. 

U.S. General Killed In Attack At Afghan Military Academy from Washington Post 6 Aug 14

A man believed to be an Afghan soldier opened fire at an Afghan military academy in Kabul on Tuesday, killing a U.S. general and wounding up
to 15 other personnel, including a German general and eight Americans, U.S. and coalition officials said. 

U.S. Major General Killed In Afghan Insider Attack: U.S. Officials from Huffington Post 5 Aug 14

An American major general was shot to death Tuesday in one of the bloodiest insider attacks of the long Afghanistan war when a gunman dressed
as an Afghan soldier turned on allied troops, wounding about 15 including a German general and two Afghan generals. 

Karzai rejects claim deputy was involved in vote fraud from Reuters 5 Aug 14

Afghan President Hamid Karzai on Monday rejected allegations ???????????????that one of his deputies had orchestrated a fraud against a
longtime rival in Afghanistan's recent presidential election. 

Disputes Threaten To Derail Audit Of Afghanistan Vote from New York Times 4 Aug 14

Wrangling over Afghan election results continued Sunday as campaign aides of the presidential candidate Abdullah Abdullah accused one of
President Hamid Karzai’s vice presidents of involvement in fraud in a runoff vote that they say was stacked against Mr. Abdullah. 

Afghan Electoral Officials To Restart Vote Audit from Associated Press 1 Aug 14

Despite lingering disputes, Afghan electoral officials said Thursday that they will resume an audit of the presidential election this weekend after
the presidential candidates sparred over how to disqualify ballots amid allegations of massive fraud. 

Kerry Urges Afghan Presidential Candidates To Put Power-Sharing Agreement To Work from Washington Post 31 Jul 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry appealed to both candidates in Afghanistan’s disputed presidential election to translate the broad power-sharing
agreement they reached with him early this month into a working relationship they can carry into a new government, “whoever wins.” 

Terrorism, drug threats from Afghanistan growing - Lavrov from Interfax (Russia) 30 Jul 14

Not only have the threats of terrorism and the drug industry emanating from Afghanistan not decreased but they have grown significantly, Russian
Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said. 

U.S. Paratroopers In Afghanistan Hope To Deal A Few Final Blows Against The Taliban from Washington Post 29 Jul 14

It was a homecoming of sorts for Lt. Col. Paul Larson, returning to this remote corner of southern Afghanistan at the twilight of America’s longest
war. He was back to take stock of a slice of the battlefield that seemed brimming with possibility when he last led soldiers here a decade ago. 

Outgoing Karzai Says Afghans Need New President from Associated Press 28 Jul 14

Afghanistan’s outgoing leader Hamid Karzai says his nation needs a new president and urged for a speedy conclusion to the ballot audit that will
determine his successor. 

In Kabul, Vote Recount Delayed In Dispute Over What Constitutes A Fraudulent Ballot from Washington Post 24 Jul 14

Election authorities on Wednesday halted the inspection of about 8 million ballots cast in last month’s presidential runoff in Afghanistan,
heightening concerns that an already chaotic process to choose the country’s new leader could take months to complete. 

U.S. Mentors Prepare To Let Afghan Forces Go It Alone from New York Times 22 Jul 14



The small and cherubic governor of Koh-e-Safi District was struggling to compute the meaning of the American troop withdrawal. 

Afghanistan Begins Audit Of Presidential Election from New York Times 18 Jul 14

Afghan election workers on Thursday began auditing the votes cast in last month’s presidential election runoff, monitored by American and
United Nations observers. 

Terror Group Back On The Offensive In Afghanistan from New York Times 18 Jul 14

With two high-profile attacks in the past three days — first on Tuesday, when a huge truck bomb killed at least 72 at a market in this remote
eastern district, then on Thursday, when suicide attackers fired volleys of grenades on the Kabul airport — the feared Haqqani militant network
has gone back on the offensive, Afghan intelligence and security officials said Thursday. 

Insurgents attack Kabul airport from Washington Post 17 Jul 14

Afghan insurgents staged a pre-dawn attack on Kabul International Airport on Thursday, firing rocket-propelled grenades from a nearby building
and engaging in a gun battle with security forces, officials here said. 

Abdullah Mobilizes Supporters, Vows To Challenge Afghan Election Results from Washington Post 9 Jul 14

Embattled Afghan presidential contender Abdullah Abdullah defiantly mobilized thousands of his supporters in the heart of the capital Tuesday,
vowing to challenge preliminary election results that show him trailing his rival amid accusations of massive fraud. 

NATO Chief Warns Afghanistan Must Sign Security Pact By Early September from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 14

NATO’s chief warned Tuesday that, despite a disputed election, Afghanistan must sign a security pact on a post-combat international training
mission by September, or there will be “severe” problems for the Western alliance. 

Afghan Presidential Runoff Results Delayed By Fraud Allegations from Los Angeles Times 2 Jul 14

Afghanistan’s Independent Election Commission announced Tuesday that results of the presidential runoff election will be delayed by at least
several days as votes from nearly 2,000 polling places are reviewed in response to allegations of massive fraud. 

Afghan Forces Fight Taliban Onslaught In South from Associated Press 26 Jun 14

Afghan security forces fought back against a fierce Taliban onslaught by about 800 militants in a key southern province Wednesday as clashes that
have killed dozens of people, including at least 35 civilians, stretched into a fourth day. 

Claim Of Fraud In Afghan Vote Leads Official To Step Down from New York Times 24 Jun 14

Afghanistan’s election crisis has twisted through each of the past 10 days, as the presidential candidate Abdullah Abdullah has wielded boycott
and brinkmanship in his quest to expose what he calls industrial-scale fraud against him. 

Abdullah Abdullah Says He Can’t Trust Officials’ Tally Of Afghan Vote from New York Times 20 Jun 14

The Afghan presidential candidate Abdullah Abdullah intensified his political brinkmanship on Thursday, insisting that he would not accept any
result put forth by the country’s election commission as his supporters appeared to be gearing up for street protests. 

What Iraq crisis foretells for Afghanistan's future from Military Times 20 Jun 14

The debate on Capitol Hill over how to respond to the expanding crisis in Iraq isn’t just about the future of that nation, but also about what
happens next in Afghanistan. 

2,558 complaints over Afghan presidential runoff from Associated Press 18 Jun 14

Afghan voters filed more than 2,500 complaints of ballot box stuffing and other election irregularities, an official said Tuesday, as fraud
allegations by the two candidates and their supporters threaten to provoke a new political crisis. 

Afghan Candidate Alleges Voting Fraud by Karzai and Aides from New York Times 17 Jun 14

Less than 48 hours after a runoff election to choose the next president of Afghanistan, the first signs of a looming political crisis emerged on
Monday, with the campaign of Abdullah Abdullah claiming there had been widespread ballot stuffing and suggesting he was being set up for a



defeat he would not accept. 

Afghan presidential candidates both say they're leading from Reuters 16 Jun 14

Rival camps in Afghanistan's presidential race each proclaimed to be leading the contest on Sunday, a day after the run-off was held and as
officials were still tallying the hundreds killed or injured in election-related violence. 

Afghans tighten security as Taliban threaten vote from Associated Press 13 Jun 14

Afghan police and soldiers manned checkpoints at almost every intersection Thursday, searching vehicles and frisking drivers in a massive
security operation ahead of elections to choose a new president to guide the country after international combat forces withdraw. 

Technocrat To Populist, An Afghan Transformed from New York Times 12 Jun 14

When dealing with Western officials, Ashraf Ghani presents himself as the rare technocrat who possesses both the cultural savvy and practical
expertise needed to put Afghanistan back on track if he is elected president in the runoff vote on Saturday. 

Five US Troops Killed In Friendly Fire Airstrike In Afghanistan from Washington Post 11 Jun 14

Five American service members were killed in southern Afghanistan in a rare friendly fire airstrike that hit a team of Afghan and U.S. troops
conducting a security operation ahead of Saturday’s presidential runoff election, U.S. and Afghan officials said Tuesday. 

Afghanistan economy under the gun as bank blacklist looms from Reuters 11 Jun 14

The most pressing challenge awaiting Afghanistan's new leader may not be the worsening violence, fractured U.S. relationship or declining aid,
but an international blacklist hanging over the country's banks. 

Afghan poppy crop threatening reconstruction from Associated Press 10 Jun 14

The U.S. watchdog for spending in Afghanistan says Afghans are growing more opium poppies than ever before and it's threatening to wipe out
gains made to help the impoverished country improve health, education and governance. 

FEATURE: Afghans Worry As U.S. Spending Boom Comes To An End from Washington Post 10 Jun 14

For the past decade, billions of dollars in American aid poured into one of the world’s poorest countries, providing previously unimaginable
opportunities to thousands of Afghan workers. Now, the boom is over....

Staging Base For Afghan War Handed Over To Kyrgyzstan from New York Times 4 Jun 14

In another symbolic step toward the exit from Afghanistan, the United States on Tuesday formally handed Kyrgyzstan control of Manas Air Base,
once a major staging point for personnel and cargo bound for the Afghan war. 

We Need More Visas, Now, For Our Afghan Allies from Los Angeles Times 3 Jun 14

The way a country winds down a war in a faraway place and stands with those who risked their own safety to help in the fight sends a message to
the world that is not soon forgotten. 

Afghans Anxious Over Obama Plan To End Troop Presence By 2016 from Washington Post 29 May 14

For Americans, President Obama’s announcement of a rapid military drawdown in Afghanistan, due to conclude in 2016, means an end to the
United States’ longest war. 

Trapped in Afghanistan from New York Times 28 May 14

For years, the American people have been asking when the war in Afghanistan will end. On Tuesday, President Obama said not for at least two
and a half more years. 

John Sopko Is Fighting Corruption In Afghanistan, And Making Noise While He’s At It from Washington Post 27 May 14

Washington has more than 70 inspectors general for its agencies, independent watchdogs mandated by law and ideally immune from political
pressure. But none of them make as much noise on a regular basis as Sopko. 



Afghans Praise Karzai for Skipping Meeting with Obama from Wall Street Journal 27 May 14

Some Say U.S. Leader Did Not Respect Diplomatic Protocol 

China, Russia support peaceful Afghanistan from Xinhua (China) 20 May 14

China and Russia believe Afghanistan should become a peaceful, stable and prosperous nation without terrorism and drug crimes at an early date,
according to a joint declaration on Tuesday. 

Abdullah, Once Called “Messenger Of Death,” Seeks Afghan Presidency As A Healer from Washington Post 19 May 14

Some called him the “Messenger of Death.” During Afghanistan’s brutal civil war of the 1990s, Abdullah Abdullah became famous as the
government official who periodically announced how many rebels had been slain. 

Afghan Presidential Election Produces No Outright Winner; Runoff Set For June 14 from Washington Post 16 May 14

Afghanistan’s presidential election last month produced no outright winner, authorities announced Thursday, forcing a June 14 runoff between
two pro-Western front-runners who favor signing a long-delayed security pact with Washington. 

U.S. releases 10 Pakistanis from Afghanistan's Bagram prison from Reuters 15 May 14

U.S. authorities have quietly released 10 Pakistani detainees from Bagram Prison in Afghanistan, lawyers said on Thursday, after the men had
spent years in prison without trial. 

Afghan presidential election heads for a run-off in June from Reuters 15 May 14

The Afghan election headed for a second round run-off in mid-June between Abdullah Abdullah, a former opposition leader, and ex-World Bank
economist Ashraf Ghani after final results on Thursday showed no candidate had won an absolute majority. 

US Presence In Afghanistan To Remain Significant: Envoy from Agence France-Presse 14 May 14

The US-led military presence in Afghanistan will remain “significant” despite this year’s drawdown, Washington’s special envoy for the country
said Tuesday, as he predicted that outgoing president Hamid Karzai would continue to wield influence. 

Abdullah, The Front-Runner In Afghan Election, Picks Up Support From Former Rival from Washington Post 12 May 14

The front-runner in Afghanistan’s presidential contest picked up a major endorsement Sunday as he sought to consolidate his support ahead of an
expected runoff next month. 

Lack Of Orderly Means To Distribute Aid Is Latest Setback For Afghan Village from New York Times 6 May 14

An outpouring of aid has come to the remote village of Abi Barak, where a devastating landslide is likely to have claimed 2,100 lives and
instantly left thousands homeless. Tents, water, food and blankets have streamed in from all quarters, including community donations and
international contributions.

In Afghan Village Buried By Mudslides, Hopes Of Finding Survivors Fade from Washington Post 5 May 14

Farmers in this remote region of Afghanistan had barely come running to save people trapped by a huge mudslide when, suddenly, the mountain
above them heaved again. 

US gen: Corruption is top threat in Afghanistan from Associated Press 1 May 14

A former commander of U.S. and NATO forces in Afghanistan said Wednesday that corruption, not the Taliban, is the worst threat to the future of
the war-torn country. 

Afghan Officials Accuse US, British Military Of Maintaining Secret Prisons On Their Bases from Washington Post 30 Apr 14

President Hamid Karzai’s government is accusing the U.S. and British military of operating secret detention facilities in Afghanistan, a
development that could further strain relations between Afghanistan’s leader and the West. 

Voting Fraud Hangs Stubbornly Over Afghan Elections, With Runoff Likely from New York Times 25 Apr 14

Ahmed Zia proudly recalled how he voted in the Afghan presidential election on April 5, for the first time in his 18 years. 



Dostum, A Former Warlord Who Was Once America’s Man In Afghanistan, May Be Back from Washington Post 24 Apr 14

He was America’s ally, a stocky, gray-haired warlord who fought on horseback alongside U.S. Special Forces to overthrow the Taliban
government in 2001. But within three years, Gen. Abdurrashid Dostum had so antagonized U.S. officials that they sent a B-1 bomber to buzz his
house. 

Afghan Election Commission Delays Vote Results from Associated Press 23 Apr 14

Afghanistan’s election commission has delayed a planned release of full results from the April 5 presidential election to allow for recounts and
audits. 

Senior Taliban Leader Motasim Freed By UAE, Returns To Kabul To Help Afghan Negotiations from Washington Post 22 Apr 14

A senior Taliban leader has been freed by the United Arab Emirates and has returned to Afghanistan to help jump-start President Hamid Karzai’s
efforts to reach a negotiated settlement with the militant group, officials said Monday. 

In Afghanistan, Abdullah Extends His Lead Over Rival For Presidency As Ballot Count Continues from Washington Post 21 Apr 14

More than a week after ballots were cast in Afghanistan’s presidential election, officials are still tabulating the results, but former foreign minister
Abdullah Abdullah has extended his lead to 11 percentage points over his closest challenger. 

USAID Documents Cite Hillary Clinton In Chaos Of Afghan Aid from Washington Times 21 Apr 14

In internal government documents with potential repercussions for the 2016 presidential election, top officials at the U.S. Agency for International
Development repeatedly cited former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton for setting into motion a policy to waive restrictions on who
could receive U.S. aid in Afghanistan, resulting in millions of dollars in U.S. funds going directly into the coffers of Afghan ministries known to
be rife with corruption. 

Secret US Assessments Show Afghanistan Not Ready To Govern On Own from Washington Times 16 Apr 14

Confidential U.S. assessments, which the State Department tried to hide from the public, show nearly all Afghan Cabinet ministries are woefully
ill-prepared to govern after the U.S. withdraws its troops, often describing the gaps in knowledge, capability and safeguards as “critical” and
describing an infrastructure in danger of collapsing if left to its own accord. 

Abdullah Takes Early Lead In Afghan Presidential Election from Washington Post 11 Apr 14

In the first partial results from Afghanistan’s presidential election, former foreign minister Abdullah Abdullah has emerged as the early leader, but
he is far from crossing the 50 percent vote threshold needed to win outright, according to the country’s election commission. 

Afghan Presidential Hopeful Says Runoff Needed from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

An Afghan presidential hopeful said Tuesday that all indications are that nobody has won in the first round of voting over the weekend and a
runoff must be held. 

Early Tallies Indicating Afghan Vote A Success from New York Times 7 Apr 14

After enduring months of Taliban attacks and days of security clampdowns, Afghans reveled Sunday in the apparent success of the weekend’s
presidential election, as officials offered the first solid indications that the vote had far exceeded expectations. 

In Afghan Presidential Election, Pro-Western Front-Runners Compromise To Woo Votes from Washington Post 3 Apr 14

The three professionals in top contention to become Afghanistan’s next president have traded in their tailored suits for traditional Afghan dress
and are speaking at rallies in remote, hardscrabble cities where their advanced degrees mean little. 

Afghanistan: Gunmen Kill Local Election Candidate from Associated Press 2 Apr 14

An Afghan official says Taliban gunmen have killed nine people, including a candidate running for a seat in the provincial council, who had been
abducted in northern Afghanistan. 

Afghanistan’s Karzai Steps Up Pakistan Accusations from Associated Press 31 Mar 14



In a phone call with U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry, Hamid Karzai accused Pakistan of being behind a recent series of attacks and of blocking
his government from striking a peace deal with the Taliban, the Afghan president’s office said Sunday. 

John Sopko, Head Of Oversight For U.S. Work In Afghanistan, Says Major Challenges Remain from Washington Post 31 Mar 14

John F. Sopko became the first permanent Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction in 2012, after more than 37 years of
accountability work with government and the private sector. He inherited a dispirited agency that was struggling with retention and had a
reputation for ineffectiveness. 

Taliban Attack Stirs Security Concerns As Afghan Presidential Vote Nears from New York Times 26 Mar 14

With security concerns already mounting before the Afghan presidential vote next week, a Taliban assault team on Tuesday turned election offices
in eastern Kabul into a scene of carnage, in a new and brutal statement of the group’s intent to derail the voting. 

G8 eliminated due to NATO reluctance to account for Afghan drug output growth - Russian drug police chief from Itar-Tass
(Russia) 25 Mar 14

Head of the Federal Service for Control over Drug Circulation Viktor Ivanov estimated elimination of the format of the Group of Eight leading
world economies as NATO's reluctance to carry responsibility for growth of drug production in Afghanistan. 

Afghans Who Helped the U.S. Fear That Time for Visas Has Run Out from New York Times 25 Mar 14

Raiz Ahmad may have the saddest vantage of the United States’ failure to issue visas to thousands of Afghans who put themselves at risk by
helping Americans during the war. 

Afghanistan Alleges Foreign Hand In Hotel Attack from Associated Press 24 Mar 14

Afghanistan’s presidency says its spy agency believes that a foreign intelligence service, and not the country’s main militant groups, was behind
the attack on a Kabul hotel last week that killed nine people, including two children and four foreigners. 

Taliban Bastion Awaits Afghan Vote from Wall Street Journal 20 Mar 14

In Kandahar, Hope for Better Governance Mixes With Fears of Fraud in April's Presidential Election

Afghan Leader Picks Ex-Resistance Figure As Deputy from New York Times 19 Mar 14

Moving to preserve the political and ethnic balance at the top of his government, President Hamid Karzai on Tuesday nominated a prominent
former Northern Alliance figure to fill the vice-presidential post left vacant by the death of Muhammad Qasim Fahim last week. 

U.S. Commander In Afghanistan Warns That Full Withdrawal Will Allow Al-Qaeda To Regroup from Washington Post 13 Mar 14

The top U.S. commander in Afghanistan said Wednesday that al-Qaeda’s network in that country is in “survival mode,” but warned that a full
American military drawdown after the end of the year would allow the terrorist group to regenerate there. 

Mohammed Fahim Dies At 57; Afghanistan’s First Vice President from Washington Post 10 Mar 14

Afghanistan’s first vice president, Marshal Mohammed Fahim, a polarizing leader whose political and military career spanned the anti-Soviet war
and the American invasion, died Sunday. He was 57. 

Interview: Karzai Says 12-Year Afghanistan War Has Left Him Angry At U.S. Government from Washington Post 3 Mar 14

Hamid Karzai was in the midst of negotiating a security agreement with the United States when he met a 4-year-old girl who had lost half her face
in an American airstrike. 

NATO chief still hopes to salvage new Afghan mission from Reuters 27 Feb 14

NATO's chief said on Wednesday he still hoped plans to keep troops in Afghanistan beyond this year could be salvaged despite objections by
President Hamid Karzai that have called the mission into question. 

US exit from Afghanistan could bolster Qaeda: commander from Agence France-Presse 27 Feb 14

Al-Qaeda's core leadership in Pakistan has been seriously weakened, but the potential withdrawal of all US forces from Afghanistan could trigger



a resurgence of the terror network, a top US commander said Thursday. 

Obama threatens Karzai with full US withdrawal from Associated Press 26 Feb 14

Frustrated with his Afghan counterpart, President Barack Obama is ordering the Pentagon to accelerate planning for a full U.S. troop withdrawal
from Afghanistan by the end of this year.

Obama Tells Karzai He Is Moving Ahead Without Him from New York Times 26 Feb 14

President Obama, apparently resigned to President Hamid Karzai’s refusal to sign a long-term security agreement with the United States before he
leaves office, told him in a phone call on Tuesday that he had instructed the Pentagon to begin planning for a complete withdrawal of American
troops from Afghanistan by the end of the year. 

US Quietly Whittles Down Foreign Detainee Population At Facility In Afghanistan from Washington Post 26 Feb 14

The United States has quietly begun to whittle down the population of detainees it holds at a military prison in Afghanistan, but it is struggling
over what to do with less than a dozen of these non-Afghan nationals who are regarded as particularly dangerous, U.S. officials said. 

US Examines Afghanistan Option That Would Leave 3,000 Troops In Kabul from Washington Post 24 Feb 14

One of the four options President Obama is considering for a U.S. military presence in Afghanistan beyond this year would leave behind 3,000
troops, based in Kabul and at the existing U.S. installation at Bagram, U.S. officials said. 

NATO head: Afghan security pact after elections from Associated Press 20 Feb 14

NATO's secretary general said Thursday he believes Afghan President Hamid Karzai will not sign a long-stalled security pact with the United
States allowing American troops to remain in Afghanistan after the end of 2014, leaving the task to whomever emerges as his successor after
April elections.

Taliban say they discussed prison swap with US from Associated Press 19 Feb 14

Washington has held indirect talks with the Taliban over the possible transfer of five senior Taliban prisoners from Guantanamo Bay in exchange
for a U.S. soldier captured nearly five years ago, a senior Taliban official told The Associated Press. 

U.S. Seeks Prisoner Swap With Taliban To Free Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl from Washington Post 18 Feb 14

In an effort to free American captive Bowe Bergdahl before the bulk of U.S. forces leave Afghanistan this year, the Obama administration has
decided to try to resume talks with the Taliban and sweeten an offer to trade Taliban prisoners held at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, for the Army
sergeant, current and former officials said. 

Afghanistan Frees Suspected Taliban Prisoners Over US Objections from Washington Post 14 Feb 14

The Afghan government on Thursday released 65 suspected Taliban militants from prison, ignoring repeated and vehement protests from the U.S.
military, which fears that the men are likely to return the battlefield. 

USAID Struggles To Capture A Different Picture Of Afghanistan from Washington Post 14 Feb 14

Things are not going swimmingly for U.S. development efforts in Afghanistan as Washington heads to a U.S. troop pullout that, depending on
whether a post-2014 security agreement can be hammered out, may leave as many as 10,000 troops — or none at all. 

Afghanistan Releases Prisoners Over U.S. Objections from New York Times 13 Feb 14

The Afghan government began releasing prisoners Thursday over the objections of the American military, which said they were dangerous
insurgents responsible for killing its soldiers. 

U.S. intelligence chief says Karzai unlikely to sign security pact from Reuters 12 Feb 14

The U.S. director of national intelligence said on Tuesday he does not believe Afghan President Hamid Karzai will sign a bilateral security
agreement with the United States.

Obama meets with top US commander in Afghanistan from Associated Press 5 Feb 14



President Barack Obama has met at the White House with his top commander in Afghanistan and other high-ranking Pentagon officials. 

Karzai Arranged Secret Contacts With the Taliban from New York Times 4 Feb 14

President Hamid Karzai of Afghanistan has been engaged in secret contacts with the Taliban about reaching a peace agreement without the
involvement of his American and Western allies, further corroding already strained relations with the United States. 

Afghans Kick Off Presidential Campaign Amid Security Concerns from Washington Post 3 Feb 14

Campaigning officially started Sunday in the crucial election to choose Afghan President Hamid Karzai’s successor, amid continuing concerns
about attacks by the Taliban and the planned withdrawal of most U.S. and NATO troops starting this year. 

After Billions In U.S. Investment, Afghan Roads Are Falling Apart from Washington Post 31 Jan 14

They look like victims of an insurgent attack — their limbs in need of amputation, their skulls cracked — but the patients who pour daily into the
Ghazni Provincial Hospital are casualties of another Afghan crisis. 

Military Plans Reflect Afghanistan Uncertainty from New York Times 30 Jan 14

American and NATO military planners, facing continued political uncertainty about whether foreign troops will remain in Afghanistan after
December, have drawn up plans to deploy a force this summer that is tailored to assume a training mission in 2015 but is also small enough to
withdraw if no deal for an enduring presence is reached, alliance officials said. 

Afghanistan Exit Is Seen As Peril To Drone Mission from New York Times 27 Jan 14

The risk that President Obama may be forced to pull all American troops out of Afghanistan by the end of the year has set off concerns inside the
American intelligence agencies that they could lose their air bases used for drone strikes against Al Qaeda in Pakistan and for responding to a
nuclear crisis in the region. 

Karzai suspects U.S. is behind insurgent-style attacks, Afghan officials say from 27 Jan 14

President Hamid Karzai has frequently lashed out at the U.S. military for causing civilian casualties in its raids. But behind the scenes, he has
been building a far broader case against the Americans, suggesting that they may have aided or conducted shadowy insurgent-style attacks to
undermine his government, according to senior Afghan officials. 

Afghanistan cracks down on commercials that favour U.S. troops from Reuters 23 Jan 14

The Afghan government, increasingly at odds with Washington, is cracking down on advertisements that promote keeping U.S. troops in
Afghanistan after 2014 and has already shut down a spot aired by the country's most widely watched broadcasters. 

Military Eyes Afghan Force of 10,000, or a Pullout from New York Times 22 Jan 14

The Pentagon has proposed to President Obama that 10,000 American troops remain in Afghanistan when the international combat mission there
ends after this year, or none at all, senior government officials said Tuesday. 

Attack On Base In Afghanistan Leaves At Least One Member Of US-Led Coalition Forces Dead from Washington Post 21 Jan 14

A complex attack on a military base in southern Afghanistan Monday killed at least one member of the U.S.-led coalition forces. 

Tensions Between Afghanistan and U.S. Increase as Airstrike Kills Civilians from New York Times 15 Jan 14

A coalition airstrike in a province north of Kabul killed at least two Afghan villagers on Wednesday morning, prompting President Hamid Karzai
to order an official inquiry and escalating tensions yet again between the allies over civilian deaths. 

*Proof of life* video of captured soldier surfaces from USA TODAY 15 Jan 14

Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, the military's only missing service member in Afghanistan, is alive although in declining health, according to a video
obtained by the Pentagon. 

Afghan Police, Often Derided, Face Another Drawback: Missing Pay from New York Times 13 Jan 14

Outgunned by the Taliban and often derided by some as little more than uniformed thieves, police officers in Afghanistan do not have an easy job.



But in recent months, their lives have gotten even tougher: Afghanistan’s police officers have not been paid since November, and some have not
seen a paycheck since October. 

Prisoner Release Threatens U.S.-Afghan Ties from Washington Post 10 Jan 14

The Afghan government said Thursday it will release 72 high-profile detainees, a decision that defies pleas by U.S. officials and deals a massive
blow to U.S.-Afghan relations just as the two countries attempt to complete a long-term security agreement. 

Taliban deny sending girl to attack Afghan police from Associated Press 7 Jan 14

The Taliban denied Tuesday that they dispatched a 10-year-old girl to carry out a suicide attack against Afghan police, a day after the girl said her
brother wrapped her in an explosives-packed vest but that she refused to blow herself up at a checkpoint in Helmand province. 

White House: Afghan troop deal must be signed in 'weeks and not months' from The Hill 7 Jan 14

The White House on Monday said a bilateral security agreement to keep U.S. troops in Afghanistan after 2014 must be finished in “weeks and not
months.” 

U.S. wants Afghanistan to sign security deal in 'weeks not months' from Reuters 7 Jan 14

The United States wants the Afghanistan government to sign a bilateral security agreement in matter of weeks if a contingent of U.S. troops is to
remain there after 2014, the White House said on Monday. 

Afghanistan to free 88 Bagram prisoners from Press TV 6 Jan 14

Afghanistan has decided to release nearly 90 prisoners held in Bagram after deciding that there is no evidence convincing enough to prolong their
imprisonment.

Afghan Taliban Suspect Kabul Of Targeting Them In Pakistan from Wall Street Journal 6 Jan 14

Two Commanders Have Been Killed in Recent Attacks in Quetta

U.S. Lawmakers Warn Karzai Over Detainee Release from New York Times 3 Jan 14

American senators visiting Kabul on Thursday intensified pressure on President Hamid Karzai to sign a long-term security deal with the United
States. And responding to a new crisis between the allies this week, they warned the Afghan government away from plans to summarily release
dozens of detainees accused of attacking American forces. 

US Seeks To Block Afghan Prisoner Release from Associated Press 2 Jan 14

U.S. officials are seeking to block a move by an Afghan panel to free 88 detainees from a prison north of Kabul the Americans say would pose a
security threat if released. 

Fears Cloud Afghan Vote from Wall Street Journal 2 Jan 14

After 12 years of war that cost thousands of lives and billions of dollars, Afghanistan's future may rest in the hands of President Hamid Karzai. 

Afghanistan rejects grim U.S. intelligence forecast as baseless from Reuters 31 Dec 13

Afghanistan on Monday rejected as baseless a U.S. intelligence forecast that the gains the United States and allies have made in the past three
years will be significantly rolled back by 2017.

Taliban back in the saddle in Afghanistan by 2017 - leaked intel report from RT (Russia) 30 Dec 13

Any success the US and its allies have enjoyed in Afghanistan in the past three years will be dramatically reduced by 2017, even if a US military
presence remains in the country, according to a US intelligence report. 

If U.S. troops leave Afghanistan, much civilian aid may go too from 27 Dec 13

For years, U.S. officials have pointed to the improvements in the everyday lives of Afghans made possible by billions of dollars in aid from the
United States and elsewhere. 



US Embassy In Kabul Attacked On Christmas Day from Associated Press 26 Dec 13

The U.S. Embassy in Kabul was hit by indirect fire before dawn on Christmas Day but no Americans were hurt, as attacks elsewhere in
Afghanistan killed at least six people Wednesday, officials said. 

U.S. Softens Deadline for Deal to Keep Troops in Afghanistan from New York Times 24 Dec 13

With about a week left in the year, the Obama administration is backing away from a Dec. 31 deadline for securing a deal to keep American
troops in Afghanistan beyond 2014, though it is standing by its warning that a total military withdrawal is still possible if delays continue,
American and Afghan officials said. 

RF, Afghanistan agree on mil tech cooperation, fight against drug threat from Itar-Tass (Russia) 24 Dec 13

State Duma Chairman Sergei Naryshkin paid a working visit to Afghanistan on Tuesday. 

Obama Willing To Extend Deadline On U.S.-Afghanistan Security Deal from Los Angeles Times 20 Dec 13

President Obama is prepared to extend a Dec. 31 deadline in a concession to Afghan President Hamid Karzai aimed at getting him to approve a
security agreement that would permit U.S. forces to stay in Afghanistan past 2014, aides say. 

Local Turf-Sharing Accord With the Taliban Raises Alarm in Afghanistan from New York Times 19 Dec 13

An Afghan Army commander stationed in the deadliest corner of Helmand Province brokered a cease-fire and turf-sharing deal with local Taliban
insurgents there, according to government and police officials, in an example of the sort of ground-level bargaining that some see as increasingly
likely once international troops withdraw next year.

Afghan Security Deal To Be OKed “In Timely Manner” from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

The Afghan ambassador to the United Nations said Tuesday he’s certain a security agreement with the United States for a training and
counterterrorism mission there after 2014 will be signed “in a timely manner,” while the U.S. again pressed for the delayed signing to happen
“promptly.” 

A Top Iraqi Official’s Advice To Karzai? Take America’s Deal from New York Times 18 Dec 13

With one of the most important chapters of Afghanistan’s history open before him, President Hamid Karzai took time this month for a personal
meeting with the longtime foreign minister of Iraq, Hoshyar Zebari. 

What kind of Afghanistan will foreign forces leave? from BBC 17 Dec 13

UK Prime Minister David Cameron has said that British troops will return from Afghanistan having accomplished the main aim of their mission -
to achieve a basic level of security. 

UK’s Cameron Visits Troops In Afghanistan from Associated Press 17 Dec 13

British Prime Minister David Cameron expressed confidence Monday that a security agreement will be signed to allow a continuing allied training
mission in Afghanistan after 2014, as he declared Britain had accomplished its mission in the South Asian country. 

Kerry Eases Deadline For Signing Afghan Troops Deal from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry on Sunday appeared to give Afghan President Hamid Karzai extra time to sign a bilateral security deal, saying
the pact did not have to be concluded by January. 

da from Interfax (Russia) 12 Dec 13

NATO views the drug threat coming from Afghanistan as a serious problem that must be resolved quickly. 

U.S. Backing Off Its Deadline For Afghan Security Agreement from Washington Post 12 Dec 13

The Obama administration is softening its demand that Afghanistan sign a security agreement by the end of the year or risk a withdrawal of all
Americans troops, a threat that alarmed military officials and U.S. allies but did little to sway Afghan President Hamid Karzai. 

White House Still Hopeful It Can Finalize Afghan Security Deal, Official Says from Washington Post 11 Dec 13



The Obama administration believes it can still finalize a security agreement with Afghanistan to keep a U.S. military presence in the country after
2014, despite threats by President Hamid Karzai to walk away from the deal, the U.S. special representative to Afghanistan said Tuesday. 

NATO contingent in Afghanistan fails to meet its goals, Afghan official from Interfax (Russia) 11 Dec 13

Deputy Speaker of the Afghan Parliament, Mohammad Saleh Saljoqai says that NATO forces have not reached their goals in Afghanistan. 

Afghan Leader Agrees To Talks On Closer Iran Ties from New York Times 9 Dec 13

Amid highly public tensions with the United States over a long-term security deal, Afghanistan’s president looked to forge closer ties with
neighboring Iran, agreeing in principle to start negotiating an economic and security “pact of friendship,” Afghan officials said. 

Key U.S. senator questions insistence on timing of Afghan deal from Reuters 6 Dec 13

An influential Democratic senator questioned on Thursday the Obama administration's insistence that Afghan President Hamid Karzai sign a
security deal by the end of 2013, suggesting that Washington wait for a "more reliable" leader to take office. 

Drug production in Afghanistan grows 40 times during NATO operation - FSKN from Interfax (Russia) 5 Dec 13

The global illegal drug trade is annually estimated at $800 billion, Federal Drug Control Service head Viktor Ivanov told a conference in Moscow.

US, NATO Warn Afghan Troop Plan Is In Peril from Washington Post 4 Dec 13

Time and patience are running out for countries planning to help support Afghanistan’s military after NATO-led troops depart, NATO and U.S.
officials warned Tuesday. 

NATO Seeks Afghan Accord As It Looks For New Role from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 13

NATO foreign ministers will press Afghanistan Tuesday to accept terms for a continued alliance role after withdrawal next year as they chart its
future following its biggest military operation yet. 

NATO says Karzai failure to sign pact would end Afghan mission from Reuters 3 Dec 13

NATO would have to pull all its troops out of Afghanistan by the end of 2014 if Afghan President Hamid Karzai does not sign a security pact with
the United States, alliance chief Anders Fogh Rasmussen said on Monday. 

NATO, CSTO need to pool efforts for Afghan settlement's sake - Grushko from Interfax (Russia) 2 Dec 13

Close cooperation between key regional players would be a major element of the Afghan settlement process, Russian Permanent Representative to
NATO Alexander Grushko said. 

Karzai Government Accuses U.S. Of Withholding Fuel From Afghan Forces from Washington Post 2 Dec 13

Afghan military and police commanders are accusing the U.S.-led coalition of withholding fuel and other support in an attempt to pressure
President Hamid Karzai into signing a security agreement with the United States. 

U.S. May Leave Karzai Out Of Afghanistan Security Pact from Los Angeles Times 27 Nov 13

U.S. officials seeking to close a deal by year’s end on the future of American troops in Afghanistan are exploring ways to bypass the country’s
mercurial president, Hamid Karzai, who negotiated the agreement but now refuses to sign it. 

Karzai’s Maneuvering Threatens Long-term Deal from USA Today 27 Nov 13

The brinkmanship of Afghan President Hamid Karzai threatens to derail a long-term security relationship with the United States, even though
such a commitment is in both countries’ interests, analysts say. 

Karzai Tells Susan Rice Of More Demands For Accord Extending U.S. Troop Presence from Washington Post 26 Nov 13

Efforts by the United States and Afghanistan to finalize a long-term security arrangement appeared on the brink of collapse Monday as Afghan
President Hamid Karzai made a new set of demands, and the Obama administration said it would be forced to begin planning for a complete
withdrawal of U.S. forces at the end of 2014. 



Afghan Leader Jeopardizes Security Pact from Wall Street Journal 22 Nov 13

Karzai, in Surprise Move, Calls for Delaying Deal to Keep U.S. Troops Beyond 2014 Until After Spring Presidential Vote

Karzai: Sign US-Afghan Security Pact Next Year from Associated Press 22 Nov 13

President Hamid Karzai urged tribal elders Thursday to approve a security pact with Washington that could keep thousands of U.S. troops in
Afghanistan until 2024, but he added a wrinkle that he prefers his successor sign the document after elections next April. 

Afghan President Tells Elders He Backs US Deal from Associated Press 21 Nov 13

Afghanistan’s president has told a gathering of elders that he supports signing a security deal with the United States if safety and security
conditions are met. 

Afghans Demand That U.S. Admit Military Errors from New York Times 20 Nov 13

Months of fraught negotiations and public posturing over how a long-term American military force could remain in Afghanistan have suddenly
come down to a demand for a single personal gesture: a display of contrition by President Obama for military mistakes that have hurt Afghans. 

Aides: US-Afghan deal offers concessions for each from Associated Press 19 Nov 13

The United States will maintain exclusive legal jurisdiction over American soldiers and contractors in Afghanistan after 2014 as part of a draft
U.S.-Afghan security pact, congressional aides said Monday, providing details of an agreement that entails key concessions for each side. 

Afghan Talks at Impasse Before Vote, Officials Say from New York Times 18 Nov 13

Despite recent optimism about talks over a future American military presence here, two senior Afghan officials said on Sunday that the
negotiations were at a profound impasse, days before an Afghan grand council is scheduled to meet to seek popular support for a deal. 

Afghanistan's air force on road to independence from USA Today 14 Nov 13

The ability to remove injured soldiers from the battlefield without U.S. assistance is a key test for the country's small air forces and a measure of
its independence.

Afghan Opium Cultivation and Production Seen Rising from New York Times 13 Nov 13

Despite years of international effort to reel back Afghanistan’s opium culture, cultivation and production hit record levels this year, and programs
to counteract them have floundered, according to a new United Nations study. 

US Trashes, Sells Its Unwanted Gear In Afghanistan from Associated Press 7 Nov 13

The withdrawing U.S. military is destroying most of the equipment it is leaving behind in Afghanistan after 13 years of war, selling the scrap for
millions of dollars to those willing to buy it. 

As U.S. Withdraws From Afghanistan, Poppy Trade It Spent Billions Fighting Still Flourishes from Washington Post 4 Nov 13

The United States is withdrawing troops from Afghanistan having lost its battle against the country’s narcotics industry, marking one of the
starkest failures of the 2009 strategy the Obama administration pursued in an effort to turn around the war. 

As U.S. withdraws from Afghanistan, poppy trade it spent billions fighting still flourishes from Washington Post 3 Nov 13

The United States is withdrawing troops from Afghanistan having lost its battle against the country’s narcotics industry, marking one of the
starkest failures of the 2009 strategy the Obama administration pursued in an effort to turn around the war. 

Kabul to Be Given Access to Ex-Taliban Deputy Seen Key to Peace Talks from Wall Street Journal 30 Oct 13

Move Is Seen as a Potential Advance in Stalled Peace Talks

Afghans tried to court Pakistani militant seized by U.S. from 30 Oct 13

The U.S. apprehension of a Pakistani Taliban commander last month came during a failed attempt by Afghan officials to form an alliance with his
militant group, a Western official said on Tuesday, confirming some details in a New York Times report. 



U.S. Disrupts Afghans’ Tack On Militants from New York Times 29 Oct 13

A bungled attempt by the Afghan government to cultivate a shadowy alliance with Islamist militants escalated into the latest flash point in the
troubled relationship between Afghanistan and the United States, according to new accounts by officials from both countries. 

US, Afghans confident troop agreement will pass from Associated Press 23 Oct 13

U.S and Afghanistan officials said Tuesday that they are confident tribal elders and the Afghan population will agree to keep U.S. and coalition
troops in the country after 2014, even as a senior U.S. military official warned of high profile attacks and assassinations leading up to
Afghanistan's presidential elections next year. 

Afghanistan says differences remain on U.S. security pact from Reuters 22 Oct 13

Afghanistan and the United States have not yet agreed on several issues in a bilateral security pact, a senior Afghan spokesman said, raising the
prospect that Washington could pull out all its troops from the war-ravaged nation next year if the differences could not be ironed out. 

Troops In Afghanistan Must Be Under US Purview: Kerry from Agence France-Presse 18 Oct 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry insisted Thursday that any American troops left in Afghanistan after international combat forces withdraw in
2014 will remain under Washington’s jurisdiction. 

Afghans Say Taliban Take District HQ In North from Associated Press 29 Sep 13

Taliban fighters on Sunday overran a district headquarters in a remote and mountainous region of northern Afghanistan, their latest offensive in an
insurgent campaign to regain territory as foreign troops withdraw from the country, according to officials. 

Interview With Afghan Foreign Minister from CNN Newsroom 26 Sep 13

WOLF BLITZER: There are still tens of thousands of American troops on the ground right now in Afghanistan. And Afghanistan's foreign
minister tells me he likes it that way. He wants thousands of American troops to stay well after the end of next year when they're all supposed to
be out of there. My exclusive interview with the foreign minister of Afghanistan when we come back.

Afghan troops blunt Taliban offensive but at high price from USA Today 25 Sep 13

In their first fighting season leading combat operations, Afghan security forces blunted a planned Taliban offensive and held their ground, but the
initial success has come at a heavy price in casualties, highlighting the need to improve the fighting effectiveness of Afghan government forces. 

Afghanistan: Gunmen Assassinate Intel Official from Associated Press 23 Sep 13

An Afghan provincial official says gunmen have assassinated a district intelligence chief as he was riding his motorcycle to work. 

Afghans Flock To Colleges, Even As Taliban Loom from Associated Press 19 Sep 13

Ten years ago, Roeen Rahmani and some friends spent $300 on an overhead projector and a rented room to teach a business course to Afghans
emerging from civil war and Taliban rule. Nobody showed up for the first class. 

Taliban Kill Afghan Election Official, Then Brag On Twitter from New York Times 19 Sep 13

The Taliban killed a senior Afghan election official on Wednesday and then boasted about it on Twitter, in what officials said was the first attack
by the insurgents on an official of the Independent Election Commission in recent years. 

US Still Hopes For Taliban Talks: Envoy from Agence France-Presse 16 Sep 13

A US envoy said Monday that Washington still hoped to talk directly with the Taliban to support an Afghan peace deal but that the militants
seemed unwilling to do so. 

With Pullout Looming, NATO Forces Now Disassembling Larger Bases In Afghanistan from McClatchy 12 Sep 13

Sometime in the next few weeks, local workers will rip out the fancy cooking equipment in the gleaming, $20 million armored dining hall on the
German-run military base at Kunduz, Afghanistan, and replace it with crude wood-burning stoves built on what is now a loading dock. 

Woman Who Wrote About Life Under The Taliban Is Killed from New York Times 6 Sep 13



The author of a popular memoir of life under the Taliban that was made into a major Bollywood movie was shot dead early Thursday morning, 18
years after militant leaders sentenced her to death after she refused to wear a burqa in public. 

General: 'Conditions Are Set' To Win Afghan War from Associated Press 5 Sep 13

The No. 2 American commander in Afghanistan said Wednesday he believes the stage has been set for winning the war, but hard fighting lies
ahead for Afghan forces now suffering heavy casualties. 

Karzai to visit Pakistan in quest for Taliban peace from France 24 International News 26 Aug 13

Afghan President Hamid Karzai is to hold key talks with Pakistan's newly elected government on Monday, searching for direct communication
with Taliban insurgents to end 12 years of war. 

Dispute Hits U.S. Pullout Efforts from Washington Post 18 Jul 13

Afghanistan seeks $70 million in fines 

Afghan officials skeptical as U.S. mulls complete withdrawal from Rueters 10 Jul 13

The United States is considering pulling out all its troops from Afghanistan next year but is far from making a decision, White House and
Pentagon officials said on Tuesday, but Afghan officials expressed skepticism that President Barack Obama would back a complete withdrawal. 

U.S. Deaths In Afghanistan At 5-Year Low from McClatchy 1 Jul 13

American combat deaths have plummeted as U.S. troops hand off more duties to Afghan forces, but Afghan military casualties have risen sharply.

Afghanistan/Pakistan
Talks With Taliban Called Off from Miami Herald 24 Sep 13

Following the assassination of a general and the suicide bombing of a church, the prime minister has canceled peace talks with the Taliban. 

Africa
In Africa, Where Many Leaders Cling To Power, Obama’s Joke About A Third Term Had An Edge from Los Angeles Times 29 Jul 15

When President Obama joked to African Union leaders Tuesday about his theoretical ability to win a third-term if not for the U.S. Constitution, he
was speaking to a group of men notorious for clinging to power. 

Africa market of future for illegal drugs: UN official from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 15

Africa is the market of the future for illegal drugs, a top UN narcotics official said Tuesday, predicting the continent would go from transport hub
to major consumer. 

African nations urged to strengthen regulatory infrastructures for nuclear security from Xinhua (China) 24 Mar 15

African nations on Tuesday were urged to strengthen their national regulatory infrastructures for the nuclear energy to benefit the continent and its
people. 

U.S. Push For Abstinence In Africa Is Seen As Failure Against H.I.V. from New York Times 27 Feb 15

The $1.3 billion that the United States government has spent since 2005 encouraging Africans to avoid AIDS by practicing abstinence and fidelity
did not measurably change sexual behavior and was largely wasted, according to a study presented on the last day of an AIDS conference here. 

Obama: US Military To Provide Equipment, Resources To Battle Ebola Epidemic In Africa from Washington Post 8 Sep 14

President Obama said Sunday that the U.S. military will begin aiding what has been a chaotic and ineffective response to the Ebola epidemic in
West Africa, arguing that it represents a serious national security concern. 

An Ebola-Infected Africa Summit from Washington Post 7 Aug 14

Ebola was not supposed to have a prominent place on the agenda for this week’s Africa summit. But it keeps infecting the discussion. 

Bush Urges Renewed Fight Against Deadly Diseases In Africa from New York Times 7 Aug 14



Former President George W. Bush made a rare return to the nation’s capital on Wednesday to rally world leaders behind a public health campaign
to conquer killer diseases in Africa and to forecast what he called “the beginning of the end of AIDS.” 

UN Evacuates Staff, Aid Workers In South Sudan from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 14

UN peacekeepers evacuated 220 staff and aid workers from northeast South Sudan after militias killed at least six relief workers, a UN spokesman
said. 

Expert Panel To Consult On Ebola from New York Times 7 Aug 14

Scrambling to catch up with the worst outbreak of the deadly Ebola virus, the World Health Organization announced Wednesday that it was
considering the declaration of an international public health emergency and would convene a panel of experts in coming days to explore the use of
experimental treatments for the incurable disease. 

Joe Biden Urges African Nations To Tackle Corruption from Washington Times 5 Aug 14

Vice President Joseph R. Biden on Monday lectured dozens of visiting African leaders on the need to clean up the “cancer” of corruption in their
governments, but some analysts say the U.S. can do very little to solve the problem and in some cases has contributed to corruption by funneling
monetary aid to unstable governments or dictators. 

First African Summit In D.C. To Be Largest Ever; Economic Growth On Agenda from McClatchy 4 Aug 14

President Barack Obama will welcome the leaders of nearly all Africa’s nations to Washington Monday as part of a first-of-its-kind summit
designed to boost economic ties between the United States and Africa. 

Nations Intensify Efforts To Suppress Ebola Outbreak In West Africa from New York Times 1 Aug 14

West African leaders quickened the pace of emergency efforts on Thursday in response to a mounting tally of fatalities from the worst known
outbreak of the deadly Ebola virus, canceling travel plans and authorizing measures to combat the disease including house-to-house searches and
the deployment of the army and the police. 

Development Of Ebola Vaccine Placed On Fast Track Amid West African Outbreak from Washington Post 1 Aug 14

Federal officials are working to fast-track the development of an Ebola vaccine and hope to begin human trials in September, said a top National
Institutes of Health official Thursday, as the outbreak of the deadly disease worsened in West Africa. 

White House says Ebola outbreak won't alter U.S.-Africa summit from Reuters 31 Jul 14

An outbreak of the Ebola virus in Africa will not change a summit in Washington next week that about 50 African leaders are expected to attend,
a White House spokesman said on Wednesday. 

Obama: World needs 'prosperous and self-reliant Africa' from Agence France-Presse 29 Jul 14

US President Barack Obama kicked up a major outreach to Africa on Monday by urging youth leaders to build a "prosperous and self-reliant"
future for the continent built on civil rights and the rule of law. 

African Gays In US And Abroad Seek Legal Help Amid Spate Of Harsh Criminal Penalties from Washington Post 11 Mar 14

For years now, a gay man from Liberia named Bill has been living quietly in suburban Maryland, working at various hotels. He never worried
seriously about what would happen if his long-term visa expired and he had to return. Until now. 

African National Congress
ANC welcomes release of remaining Cuban Five by U.S. from Xinhua (China) 18 Dec 14

South Africa's ruling African National Congress (ANC) on Thursday welcomed the decision of U.S. President Barack Obama to release the
remaining three of the Cuban Five. 

Aghanistan
Taliban Gains Pull U.S. Units Back Into Fight In Afghanistan from New York Times 30 Apr 15

Months after President Obama formally declared that the United States’ long war against the Taliban was over in Afghanistan, the American



military is regularly conducting airstrikes against low-level insurgent forces and sending Special Operations troops directly into harm’s way under
the guise of “training and advising.” 

Obama Intervention Fails To Break Political Deadlock In Afghanistan from Washington Post 9 Sep 14

Afghanistan’s political crisis deepened Monday as one of the presidential challengers insisted he was the rightful winner and pledged to block his
rival from taking power through “fraudulent results.” 

Pact May Extend U.S. Troops’ Stay in Afghanistan from New York Times 21 Nov 13

Secretary of State John Kerry announced on Wednesday that the United States and Afghanistan had finalized the wording of a bilateral security
agreement that would allow for a lasting American troop presence through 2024 and set the stage for billions of dollars of international assistance
to keep flowing to the government in Kabul. 

AIDS
AIDS crisis brewing in Crimea and east Ukraine says UN from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 15

A lethal health crisis is brewing in Russian-annexed Crimea and war-torn eastern Ukraine, where injecting drug users have lost access to therapy
to wean them off heroin, the UN's AIDS envoy said Wednesday. 

Air Asia Flight 8501
Divers recover AirAsia cockpit voice recorder from Agence France-Presse 13 Jan 15

Indonesian divers on Tuesday retrieved the cockpit voice recorder from the wreckage of an AirAsia plane that crashed into the Java Sea as the
airline's boss vowed to overcome the "toughest times" he has known. 

Indonesia seeks U.S. help to find missing plane: U.S. State Department from Reuters 30 Dec 14

Indonesia has formally asked the United States for help in locating the AirAsia jet carrying 162 people that went missing on Sunday, the U.S.
State Department said on Monday. 

Indonesia: Bodies Found Near Site Where Plane Disappeared (AP) from Associated Press 30 Dec 14

Indonesian officials on Tuesday spotted six bodies from the AirAsia flight that disappeared two days earlier, and recovered three of them, in a
painful end to the aviation mystery off the coast of Borneo island. 

Search Resumes For Missing AirAsia Jet from USA Today 29 Dec 14

Southeast Asia was mourning its third airline catastrophe of the year Sunday after an AirAsia jet with 162 people aboard vanished over an
Indonesian sea in violent weather. 

In Shadow Of New Search, A Long Aviation Mystery Remains Unsolved from New York Times 29 Dec 14

The sudden disappearance of AirAsia Flight 8501 and the search in the waters of Southeast Asia have brought to mind one of the greatest aviation
mysteries of modern times: the vanishing of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 on March 8 with 239 passengers and crew aboard. 

Air India Crash 8501
Divers Find Both Black Boxes In AirAsia Crash from Associated Press 12 Jan 15

Divers have found the second black box from the AirAsia plane that crashed more than two weeks ago, but they have not yet been able to free it
from debris on the floor of the Java Sea. 

Al Qaeda
Message Believed To Be From Qaeda Leader Pledges Support For Taliban from New York Times 14 Aug 15

The leader of Al Qaeda, Ayman al-Zawahri, broke nearly a year of radio silence on Thursday to pledge allegiance to the new leader of the Taliban,
but his audio message made no mention of the Taliban’s two-year delay in acknowledging that their former leader was dead. 

Qaeda Branch’s Twitter Posts Appear To Show U.S. Hostage Before His Death from New York Times 19 Jun 15

A branch of Al Qaeda has posted a series of photographs on Twitter that appear to show Warren Weinstein, an American aid worker, in the months



before he was killed in a United States drone strike while being held hostage in northwestern Pakistan. 

Data From Seized Computer Fuels A Surge In U.S. Raids On Al Qaeda from New York Times 13 Feb 15

As an October chill fell on the mountain passes that separate the militant havens in Afghanistan and Pakistan, a small team of Afghan intelligence
commandos and American Special Operations forces descended on a village where they believed a leader of Al Qaeda was hiding. 

Al-Qaeda
As U.S. takes on the Islamic State, al-Qaeda remains degraded but not defeated from Washington Post 26 Sep 14

As the United States mobilized against new Islamist enemies this month, the voice of an aging adversary echoed in the distance. 

Al-Qaida Decentralized, But Not Necessarily Weaker from Associated Press 2 Jun 14

Al-Qaida has decentralized, yet it’s unclear whether the terrorist network is weaker and less likely to launch a Sept. 11-style attack against the
United States, as President Barack Obama says, or remains potent despite the deaths of several leaders. 

Video Shows Brazen Outdoor Meeting Of Al-Qaeda Fighters from Washington Post 16 Apr 14

A video that recently surfaced on Islamist militant Web sites shows a large group of al-Qaeda fighters — including the terrorist network’s second
in command — taking part in a brazen open-air gathering, apparently unconcerned about the prospect of being struck by a U.S. drone. 

Qaeda Militants Seek Syria Base, U.S. Officials Say from New York Times 26 Mar 14

Dozens of seasoned militant fighters, including some midlevel planners, have traveled to Syria from Pakistan in recent months in what American
intelligence and counterterrorism officials fear is an effort to lay the foundation for future strikes against Europe and the United States. 

The Three Versions Of Al Qaeda: A Primer from Foreign Policy Research Institute 26 Dec 13

Al Qaeda today only slightly resembles the al Qaeda of yesteryear. 

Kidnapped American Asks U.S. To Negotiate With Al-Qaeda For His Release from Washington Post 26 Dec 13

A U.S. government contractor kidnapped by al-Qaeda militants in Pakistan in 2011 has recorded a video message calling on the Obama
administration to negotiate with his captors and saying he feels “totally abandoned and forgotten.” 

Morocco says it has dismantled 'terrorist cell' from Agence France-Presse 26 Dec 13

Moroccan authorities said Thursday they had dismantled a "terrorist cell" operating in several cities that included people trained in the use of
firearms and explosives. 

Al-Qaeda calls for attacks inside US from Reuters 13 Sep 13

In audio message, Zawahri says small-scale attacks 'by one brother or a few of the brothers' would hurt American economy by triggering big
spending on security 

U.S. Documents Detail Al-Qaeda’s Efforts To Fight Back Against Drones from Washington Post 4 Sep 13

Al-Qaeda’s leadership has assigned cells of engineers to find ways to shoot down, jam or remotely hijack U.S. drones, hoping to exploit the
technological vulnerabilities of a weapons system that has inflicted huge losses against the terrorist network, according to top-secret U.S.
intelligence documents. 

Al-Qaeda In Yemen Denies US Claims On Attack Plots from Agence France-Presse 27 Aug 13

Al-Qaeda in Yemen has denied US allegations it is plotting massive attacks that prompted the closure of Western missions in the country this
month, in a statement posted online. 

Albania
Eight arrested over Albania 'cannabis kingdom' shootout from Agence France-Presse 28 Jun 15

Police arrested eight people overnight Saturday in connection with a deadly shootout in an Albanian village known as a "cannabis kingdom" for
its industrial-scale production of the drug. 



Albanian policeman shot dead in cannabis-growing village from Associated Press 24 Jun 15

Albanian police say one officer has been killed and two others injured from shots coming from suspected criminal gangs operating in the southern
village of Lazarat, the target of a massive raid last year to crack down on major cannabis production. 

Millions reported stolen from Albania central bank from Associated Press 30 Jul 14

Albania's central bank says 713 million leke (5 million euros; $6.75 million) has been stolen from its reserve storage building. 

Tonnes of drugs seized in Europe's besieged 'cannabis capital' from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 14

More than 10 tonnes of marijuana have been seized or destroyed in an Albanian village known as Europe's cannabis capital, where gun battles
between police and traffickers continued for a third day on Wednesday. 

EU commissioner calls for continued efforts on Albania to fight crimes from Xinhua (China) 4 Jun 14

EU Commissioner for Enlargement and European Neighborhood Policy, Stefan Fule on Wednesday said in Tirana that Albania needed to show
continued political commitment to fight corruption and organized crime, according to Albanian Telegraphic Agency. 

Algeria
Algerian parliament approves anti-terrorism funding bill from Xinhua (China) 29 Jan 15

Algerian parliament on Thursday approved a bill regarding anti-money laundering and counter measures against funding for terrorism. The
approved bill "reinforces the position of Algeria and reaffirms its commitment concerning the fight against terrorism and choking off terror-
funding," Minister of Justice Tayeb Louh told reporters after the bill was approved by the lower house of parliament. 

Algeria calls for OPEC to cut production from Associated Press 29 Dec 14

Algeria's oil minister on Sunday called on OPEC to cut production and raise the price of oil, which has plunged dramatically in the last six
months. 

Algerian soldiers kill militant leader behind Frenchman's murder from Reuters 23 Dec 14

Algerian soldiers killed the leader of the militant group responsible for kidnapping and beheading French tourist Herve Gourdel in September, a
security source and a television station close to the government said on Tuesday. 

Algerian troops track down militants on border with Libya, Niger from Xinhua (China) 21 Dec 14

As many as 4,000 Algerian troops launched on Sunday a wide scale military operation to track down extremist groups along the borderline with
Libya and Niger, a security source revealed to Xinhua on condition of anonymity. 

French Hostage In Algeria Is Beheaded In Video Released By Militants from New York Times 25 Sep 14

In a sign of the growing influence of the extremist group known as the Islamic State, fighters aligned with the organization beheaded a French
tourist in Algeria and released a video on Wednesday documenting the brutal killing, according to the SITE Intelligence Group. 

Group Backing Islamic State Vows To Kill French Citizen from New York Times 23 Sep 14

A jihadist group in North Africa aligned with the Islamic State claimed responsibility for the kidnapping of a Frenchman in a mountainous region
of Algeria, hours after the Islamic State called for attacks on Westerners. In the video released Monday, the little-known group Jund al-Khilafah
said France had 24 hours to halt attacks on the Islamic State, also known as ISIS, or see its citizen executed. 

Amsterdam
Amsterdam warns of dangerous drugs after 3 deaths from Associated Press 27 Nov 14

Health authorities in Amsterdam are warning of dangerous drugs being sold to tourists after three British men died in the last month after snorting
heroin they may have believed was cocaine. 

Andorra
Andorra takes over bank accused by US of money laundering from Associated Press 10 Mar 15



Andorra's government announced Tuesday that the tiny European country is taking over management of one of its five banks after the United
States accused the bank's top managers of helping launder money for criminal groups from China, Russia and Venezuela. 

Angola
Kerry Hails Angola’s Regional Peace Role from Agence France-Presse 5 May 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry on Sunday praised oil-rich Angola’s leadership role in efforts to solve long-drawn conflicts on the African
continent. 

Anguilla
Opposition wins Anguilla elections from EFE (Spain) 23 Apr 15

The main opposition Anguilla United Front won six of the seven parliamentary seats that were up for grabs in the British Overseas Territory's
general elections, electoral officials confirmed. 

Voting in Anguilla continues without major incidents from EFE (Spain) 22 Apr 15

No major incidents were reported Wednesday as the people of Anguilla went to the polls to vote in the British Overseas Territory's first-ever
elections with international observers. 

Animal Conservation
Experts In Crisis Talks To Save Rare Rhino From Extinction from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 15

Conservationists and scientists met in Kenya this week to come up with a last ditch plan to save the northern white rhinoceros from extinction. 

AQAP
Yemen's AQAP calls on Islamists to target America after Iraq air strikes from Reuters 15 Aug 14

Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, one of the group's deadliest franchises, called on Islamists to target the United States, after Washington
launched air strikes in Iraq against Islamist militants who operate as the Islamic State. 

Islamic State Working To Establish Cells Outside Middle East, U.S. Says from Washington Post 15 Aug 14

The radical Islamist State terrorist group has pushed to establish cells outside Iraq and Syria, including in Europe, as it expands its campaign
beyond the Middle East, U.S. intelligence officials said Thursday. 

Arab League
Arab Top Brass To Set Up Panel On Preparing Regional Force from Agence France-Presse 23 Apr 15

Arab League military chiefs decided Wednesday to form a panel to examine all aspects of building a region-wide military force aimed at
combatting jihadists, including the Islamic State (IS) group. 

Asia
Kerry Seeks To Ease Tensions In Asia from Associated Press 13 Feb 14

Secretary of State John Kerry was heading to Asia on Wednesday on a mission aimed largely at easing tensions between China and its smaller
neighbors over territorial disputes and exploring ways to restart long-stalled talks on ridding North Korea of nuclear weapons. 

Outrage At Alleged U.S. Spying Efforts Gathers Steam In Asian Capitals from Washington Post 1 Nov 13

Allegations in an Australian newspaper that the United States and its allies use embassies in Asian capitals as hubs for electronic data collection
triggered a new wave of outrage at Washington on Thursday. 

Asia Pivot
As Obama's Asia 'Pivot' Falters, China Steps Into The Gap from Reuters 6 Oct 13

When then U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton declared two years ago "We are back to stay" as a power in Asia, the most dramatic symbol of
the policy shift was the planned deployment of 2,500 U.S. Marines in northern Australia, primed to respond to any regional conflict.

Asia/Pacific



Abe Vows To Boost Japan Defence Amid 'Provocations' from Agence France-Presse 12 Sep 13

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on Thursday vowed to beef up his country's defence capability amid a blistering row with China, saying he
would deal firmly with any "provocations". 

Associated Press
Israeli Leader Predicts “Cold Peace” In Mideast from Associate Press 9 Dec 13

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Sunday that any agreement to emerge from newly restarted talks with the Palestinians will likely
initially result in a “cold peace,” and therefore Israel must insist on “iron-clad security arrangements” to protect itself in case the accord collapses.

Australia
Indonesian captain describes alleged Australian boat payment from Agence France-Presse 17 Jun 15

The captain of a migrant boat has described how Australian authorities allegedly paid US$31,000 to turn the asylum-seekers back to Indonesia,
claiming the crew and migrants were sent on their way in "unseaworthy" vessels. 

Abbott brushes off Indonesia people-smuggling bribery claims from Agence France-Presse 16 Jun 15

Australian authorities work within the law to stop asylum-seeker boats, Prime Minister Tony Abbott insisted Tuesday after reports officials have
made cash payments to members of people-smuggling rings for years. 

Australia is hostile and contemptuous to asylum seekers, says UN rights chief from The Guardian (UK) 15 Jun 15

The United Nations high commissioner for human rights has lashed out at Australia over the “poor benchmark” it is setting in asylum seeker
policies, describing its approach as hostile and contemptuous. 

Aussie officials pay people smugglers to return asylum seeker boats to Indonesia: report from Xinhua (China) 10 Jun 15

Australian customs officials paid people smugglers to turn asylum seeker boats back to Indonesia, a police chief has told the Australian media. 

Australia backs boat turnarounds in Asian migrant crisis from Agence France-Presse 18 May 15

Australia reiterated its backing Tuesday for its regional neighbours' efforts to stem a surge in boatpeople in Southeast Asia by turning back vessels
-- a controversial strategy to deter people-smuggling also used by Canberra. 

Record number of drug-related arrests made in Australia from Xinhua (China) 14 May 15

A record number of drugs were seized in Australia in 2013-14, resulting in a record number of arrests, the Australian Crime Commission (ACC)
announced Friday. 

Australia calls for regional fight against drug trade after executions from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 15

Australian Foreign Minister Julie Bishop called Thursday for a regional approach to tackle drug trafficking, saying the death penalty would not
halt the illegal trade after Indonesia executed seven foreigners sparking international anger. 

Ice epidemic could "bring Australia to its knees": commissioner from Xinhua (China) 31 Mar 15

New South Wales police commissioner Andrew Scipione has warned the ice epidemic could ruin Australia. Use of ice more than doubled from
2010 to 2013 in Australia. 

Report reveals devastating affect of "ice" on Australian communities from Xinhua (China) 25 Mar 15

The devastating drug, methylamphetamine, or "ice", now posed the greatest risk to the Australian community of all illicit drugs, a new report from
the Australian Crime Commission (ACC) has revealed. 

UPDATE: Australia says executing Bali Nine pair will be 'grave injustice' from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 15

Australia stepped up pressure on Indonesia Thursday to spare the lives of two drug smugglers facing the firing squad, with Foreign Minister Julie
Bishop warning their execution would be a grave injustice. 

Australia asks Indonesia for mercy for 2 death row prisoners from Associated Press 12 Feb 15



Australia's foreign minister has called on the Indonesian government to show the same mercy to two Australian drug traffickers on death row as
Indonesia seeks from other countries where Indonesian citizens face execution. 

Australia’s Abbott Survives Leadership Challenge from USA Today 9 Feb 15

Australia’s Prime Minister Tony Abbott has survived a challenge to his leadership. Australian lawmakers had gathered in the national capital on
Monday to decide whether to oust the beleaguered Abbott after only 16 months in power in the face of dismal opinion polling and a voter revolt. 

Before The Sydney Siege, Alleged Gunman Man Haron Monis Faced Sexual Assault, Murder Conspiracy Charges from
Washington Post 16 Dec 14

The Iranian refugee identified as the man who held 17 people hostage in a Sydney cafe during a nearly 16-hour standoff was no stranger to
Australian authorities. Before he allegedly turned to public violence on Monday, in a siege that ended when police stormed the cafe and killed 50-
year-old Man Haron Monis, the self-styled Islamic cleric and “spiritual healer” already had a long criminal history, according to the Sydney
Morning Herald. 

Sydney Hostage Siege Ends With Gunman and 2 Captives Dead as Police Storm Cafe from New York Times 16 Dec 14

Heavily armed police officers ended a hostage siege in Sydney early Tuesday, storming a downtown cafe where an armed man had held
employees and customers for more than 16 hours.

‘Very Disturbing’ Hostage Siege In Sydney from USA Today 15 Dec 14

Sydney, Australia was gripped with terror Monday when police responded to a reported hostage-taking siege at a cafe in the central business
district. There were conflicting reports of the number of people being held hostage. 

Black Flag Is Hoisted as an Armed Person Takes Hostages in a Sydney Cafe from New York Times 14 Dec 14

Helicopters hovered over central Sydney, and Prime Minister Tony Abbott convened a meeting with his security advisers on Monday after an
armed individual took hostages in a Sydney cafe and displayed a black flag with Arabic script in white in the window. 

Australia Defends US Security Deal As Talks Open from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 14

The United States stressed Tuesday it welcomes the rise of China and wants to work constructively with Beijing as it signed a deal to deploy
2,500 Marines to Australia as part of its “rebalance” to Asia. 

Australia PM defends treatment of migrants held on boat from Agence France-Presse 26 Jul 14

Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott Saturday said his government's treatment of a boatload of 157 asylum-seekers who have been kept at sea
for weeks would underline its resolve to stop people-smuggling. 

Australia's illicit drugs trade hits all-time high from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 14

Australia's illicit drugs trade, led by cannabis and crystal meth, is at an all-time high with nearly 20 tonnes of narcotics seized last year and a
record number of arrests, a government report said on Tuesday. 

Australia mulls extradition of alleged Silk Road moderator from Reuters 22 Mar 14

The Australian government said it is deciding whether to extradite to the United States an alleged moderator of Silk Road, a website where people
buy illegal drugs like heroin and cocaine using digital currency bitcoin. 

Austria
Austria prepares to extradite Ukraine oligarch to US from Agence France-Presse 14 Mar 14

Austrian authorities said Friday that Ukrainian oligarch Dmytro Firtash had been placed in "extradition custody", the first step towards a possible
extradition to the United States. 

Autralia
Australian study finds use of "ice" drug directly linked to violence from Xinhua (China) 7 May 14

Australian researchers have found a six-fold increase in violent behavior among chronic users of the drug methamphetamine, commonly known as



"ice", the Australian National University (ANU) reported on Wednesday. 

Azerbaijan
Azerbaijan Warns U.S. Will Lose Eurasia Influence Without Clear Strategy from Washington Times 4 Feb 15

EPA official suspected of serial sexual harassment retires unpunishedTop military brass classifies amount of U.S. tax dollars spent on Afghan
securityGay marriage plays funded by taxpayers regardless of political viewsSecurityA 

Bahamas
Bahamian authorities detain 143 undocumented Haitians from EFE (Spain) 10 Aug 15

Bahamian authorities announced on Monday the detention of 143 undocumented Haitians aboard a vessel near Ragged Island. In a short
statement, the Royal Bahamas Defense Force said a patrol vessel intercepted a sloop west of Ragged Island on Saturday evening carrying 117
men, 23 women and three children. 

Bahamas repatriates 420 migrants from EFE (Spain) 25 Jun 15

More than 420 undocumented migrants, the majority of them Haitian nationals, have been deported from the Bahamas during the first three weeks
of this month, Immigration Minister Frederick Mitchell said Thursday. 

Bahamas Court Agrees To Review New Immigration Rules from Associated Press 1 May 15

A judge agreed on Thursday to review new immigration rules at the request of a Bahamian-born woman of Haitian descent. Supreme Court
Justice Rhonda Bain granted the review after hearing an application filed by 21-year-old Widlyne Melidor, who asserts the island chain denied her
medical care while she was pregnant with her fourth child.

Bahamas denounces "sophisticated" scheme to smuggle migrants from EFE (Spain) 25 Mar 15

The Bahamian minister of foreign affairs and immigration said Wednesday that a "sophisticated criminal enterprise" is behind the latest arrivals of
undocumented immigrants in the archipelago. 

Bahamas detains 48 undocumented migrants from EFE (Spain) 19 Mar 15

The Bahamas Department of Immigration said Thursday that authorities detained 48 of the 60 undocumented immigrants who arrived last week in
the northern island of Abaco. 

UPDATE: Bahamas bristles at OAS criticism over treatment of migrants from EFE (Spain) 20 Feb 15

The Bahamas reacted negatively on Friday to criticism from the Organization of American States of the treatment of undocumented immigrants at
a Bahamian detention center. 

Bahamas Told to Improve Conditions at Center Housing Haitian Immigrants from New York Times 20 Feb 15

An international human rights commission has told the Bahamas that it must take measures to protect people housed at the country’s detention
center for immigrants, where a “serious and urgent situation” places migrants’ “lives and physical integrity at risk.” 

Chinese premier meets Bahamas counterpart from Xinhua (China) 8 Jan 15

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang met with his Bahamian counterpart Perry Christie here on Thursday. The meeting was on the sidelines of the first
ministerial meeting of the China-CELAC (Community of Latin American and Caribbean States) forum. 

China, Bahamas pledge to boost cooperation from Xinhua (China) 7 Jan 15

Chinese President Xi Jinping and Bahamas Prime Minister Perry Christie pledged to boost cooperation between the two countries as they met on
Wednesday at the Great Hall of the People. 

Bahamas Fends Off Critics Over New Migrant Rules from Associated Press 28 Nov 14

On the first day new immigration rules took effect this month in the Bahamas, officers in green fatigues swept through poor sections of the capital
filling two yellow school buses with dozens of people who couldn’t document their right to be in the island chain. 



Bahamas rejects Amnesty International's criticism of new immigration law from EFE (Spain) 18 Nov 14

The Bahamian government on Tuesday rejected Amnesty International's criticism of the country's new immigration law, describing the rights
group as "badly mistaken" about the measure. 

New Bahamas Immigration Policy Detains Children from Miami Herald 4 Nov 14

A new policy aimed at curbing illegal immigration in the Bahamas is leading to the detention of dozens of children, say Haitian activists who are
calling the policy inhumane and disruptive to families. 

Bahamas imposes new immigration restrictions from Associated Press 17 Sep 14

The Bahamas' government announced a measure Wednesday aimed at making it harder for migrants to work in the island chain and said it was
considering additional restrictions as part of a plan that appeared mostly aimed at the large numbers of Haitians who have settled in the country in
recent years. 

Bahamas authorities detain 53 migrants from EFE (Spain) 26 May 14

Bahamian authorities say they detained 53 undocumented immigrants from Haiti and Jamaica over the weekend. 

Bahamas police seize drugs worth $1.3 million from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

Police in the Bahamas have arrested two boaters whom officers say were carrying bales of marijuana worth an estimated $1.3 million. 

Lawyer: Death Of US Man In Bahamas Was Accident from Associated Press 20 Mar 14

Two U.S. men charged in the death of another American citizen on the island of Bimini were expected to leave the Bahamas on Wednesday after
posting bail, their attorney said, portraying the incident as a tragic accident. 

Bahamas rescues 172 migrants off coast from Xinhua (China) 27 Feb 14

Bahamanian authorities said Wednesday they had rescued a group of 170 Haitian and two Dominican migrants after their boat capsized in
territorial waters. 

Bahrain
Bahrain: 2 Police Officers Killed, 6 Wounded In Bomb Attack from Associated Press 28 Jul 15

Bahraini authorities say two policemen have been killed and six injured in a bomb attack south of the capital. The Interior Ministry said on its
Twitter feed on Tuesday that the officers were killed in a “terror blast” in the largely Shiite community of Sitra. 

US resuming aid to Bahrain military, ally against IS from Associated Press 30 Jun 15

The State Department says it is resuming aid to the military in Bahrain, which has been withheld since Bahrain cracked down on demonstrations
in 2011. 

New Bahrain-Based Channel Suspends Service After Opposition Leader Gets Airtime from New York Times 3 Feb 15

The television network Al Arab appeared well equipped to muscle its way into the Middle East’s crowded market of satellite news channels: top
talent, backing from a fabulously rich Saudi prince and permission to broadcast from the island kingdom of Bahrain. 

US Diplomat Says Bahrain Expulsion ‘Not About Me’ from Associated Press 9 Jul 14

A senior U.S. diplomat who was ordered to leave the Middle Eastern nation of Bahrain after meeting with a leading Shiite opposition group said
Tuesday that the American ally’s move appears aimed at undermining reconciliation efforts between the government and the opposition. 

Bahrain Orders Senior U.S. Diplomat To Leave from Washington Post 8 Jul 14

The Bahraini government declared a visiting senior U.S. diplomat persona non grata Monday after he met with representatives of a Shiite
opposition party, and it took the highly unusual step of demanding his immediate departure from the tiny Persian Gulf kingdom. 

Bali
Bali Nine lawyers prepare last-ditch plea as Joko Widodo says 'no compromise' from The Guardian (UK) 27 Jan 15



Lawyers for the Bali Nine drug smugglers Myuran Sukumaran and Andrew Chan will arrive in Bali on Wednesday to make an 11th-hour appeal
to spare their lives. 

Baltics
Plan for U.S. weapons in Baltic 'in early stages' from USA Today 16 Jun 15

A plan to send heavy weapons to three NATO countries bordering Russia is still in the early stages, the White House said Monday, but is
consistent with U.S. treaty obligations to protect European allies. 

U.S. plans to store heavy arms in Baltic, Eastern Europe - Source from Reuters 15 Jun 15

The United States plans to store heavy military equipment in the Baltics and Eastern European nations to reassure allies unnerved by Russia's
intervention in Ukraine and to deter further aggression, U.S. officials said. 

Russian Aggression Prompts Baltic Nations To Seek NATO Force from Washington Times 15 May 15

Reflecting growing nervousness about recent aggressive moves from Russia, NATO’s three Baltic members — Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania —
said Thursday that they will ask the alliance to permanently deploy thousands of ground troops to their nations, prompting a quick and sharp
condemnation from Moscow. 

Bangladesh
Bangladesh rejects Myanmar 'proposal' to link migrant return to freeing guard from Reuters 23 Jun 15

Bangladesh's border guard said on Monday it turned down a proposal it said Myanmar had made to return a captured officer if Dhaka also took in
some 600 illegal migrants from a people trafficking ship intercepted by the Myanmar navy. 

Bangladesh customs seizes 325 gold bars weighing 38 kg from Xinhua (China) 12 May 15

Customs officials in Bangladesh's second largest airport in the seaport city Chittagong Tuesday morning seized 325 gold bars weighing 38
kilograms, an official said. 

Al Qaeda Branch Claims Responsibility For Bangladeshi Blogger’s Killing from New York Times 4 May 15

The leader of Al Qaeda’s branch in the Indian subcontinent has published a video claiming responsibility for the killing of Avijit Roy, an atheist
Bangladeshi-American blogger who was killed by a group of men with machetes on Feb. 26 as he was leaving a book fair in Dhaka, Bangladesh. 

Bangladesh says South-South cooperation critical for security, development from Xinhua (China) 22 Apr 15

Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina of Bangladesh on Wednesday urged the South countries to tighten relations as the cooperation among them is
critical for harvesting sustainable development and securing stability. 

Bangladesh central bank governor says banks to be investigated for militant financing from Reuters 28 Mar 15

The Bangladesh central bank governor said on Saturday all commercial banks would be investigated for links to Islamist militants and warned
lenders would be shut down if found to be involved in funding such organizations. 

Bangladesh leaders vie for power after marred vote from Associated Press 7 Jan 14

For two decades, the "Battling Begums" have been at the forefront of this South Asian nation's politics, vying for power and trading insults in a
poisonous rivalry. 

Bangladesh ruling party wins after boycotted vote from Associated Press 6 Jan 14

Bangladesh's ruling party on Monday won one of the most violent elections in the country's history, marred by street fighting, low turnout and a
boycott by the opposition that made the results a foregone conclusion. 

Bangladesh Opposition Leader Under ‘Virtual House Arrest’ from Agence France-Presse 27 Dec 13

Bangladesh’s opposition accused authorities of placing their leader under virtual house arrest Thursday, as tens of thousands of troops were
deployed across the country ahead of general elections next month. 



152 soldiers sentenced to die for mutiny in Bangladesh from CNN 5 Nov 13

More than 150 soldiers in Bangladesh were sentenced to death Tuesday for murder, rape and arson during a 2009 mutiny. 

Belgium
Belgium: drug dealers increasingly caught on trains from Xinhua (China) 11 Jun 15

More and more drug dealers in Belgium are caught on trains transporting narcotics, Belgian radio station VRT reported on Thursday. 

Belgium Offers Partial IDs of 2 Killed in Police Raid from New York Times 22 Jan 15

The Belgian authorities on Wednesday partly identified two men believed to be Islamic militants who died last week in a police raid, releasing the
first names and nationalities — one Belgian, one Belgian-Moroccan — of the pair, who were suspected of belonging to a terrorist network and
plotting an imminent attack. 

After Paris Attacks, E.U. Leaders Call For More Sharing Of Information, Intelligence from Washington Post 20 Jan 15

In the wake of this month’s terrorist attacks in Paris, European leaders are calling for significant changes to what has long been a paradox of their
borderless continent: Their citizens can move freely, but information about them does not. 

Belgian Security Forces Kill 2 Terrorist Suspects In Shootout from Washington Post 16 Jan 15

Belgian counterterrorism police raided sites across the country Thursday, killing two suspected terrorists who allegedly had been planning an
imminent attack, as European nations stepped up security in the wake of last week’s violence in Paris. 

Belgian Security Forces Kill 2 Terrorist Suspects In Shootout from Washington Post 16 Jan 15

Belgian counterterrorism police raided sites across the country Thursday, killing two suspected terrorists who allegedly had been planning an
imminent attack, as European nations stepped up security in the wake of last week’s violence in Paris. 

French suspect held in Belgian Jewish museum shootings spent a recent year in Syria, prosecutor says from Associated Press 2 Jun 14

A suspected French jihadist who spent time in Syria is in custody over the shooting deaths of three people at a Belgian Jewish museum,
prosecutors said Sunday, crystallizing fears that European radicals will parlay their experiences in Syria into terrorism back home. 

Benghazi
Boehner Reappoints Trey Gowdy To Lead Benghazi Probe from Washington Times 25 Nov 14

Saying there are still “far too many questions” unanswered, House Speaker John A. Boehner reappointed Rep. Trey Gowdy Monday to lead his
chamber’s inquiry into the Benghazi terrorist attacks just a few days after a House committee cleared the CIA of most wrongdoing, in a move that
signaled the GOP is not satisfied with those conclusions.

What the military did while Benghazi post burned from 12 Jul 14

Together their 30 hours of testimony to congressional investigators gives the fullest account yet of the military's response to the surprise attacks ...
The nine officers shed light on the nature of the attacks; speculation that the military was ordered to "stand down" from helping Americans;
suggestions that the U.S. should have rushed jets or a special operations team to Benghazi; and early misperceptions that the attack began as a
protest over an anti-Islam video.

Republicans Slam Obama Over Benghazi Attack Spin from Agence France-Presse 2 May 14

Republican lawmakers compared Barack Obama’s White House to the secretive Nixon administration on Thursday, denouncing its response to the
2012 attack on a US mission in Benghazi, Libya. 

Susan Rice: ‘Not 100 Percent Correct’ On Benghazi, But No Regrets from Washington Times 24 Feb 14

National Security Advisor Susan Rice insisted Sunday she used “the best information we had at the time” when she described the deadly
Benghazi attack as a spontaneous protest in 2012 — but Sen. John McCain wasn’t buying it. 

Clinton Calls Benghazi Her “Biggest Regret” As Secretary from New York Times 28 Jan 14

Hillary Rodham Clinton on Monday called the deadly attack on the United States mission in Benghazi, Libya, in 2012 her “biggest regret” in the



four years she served as secretary of state. 

Benghazi Attack Called Avoidable In Senate Report from New York Times 16 Jan 14

A stinging report by the Senate Intelligence Committee released Wednesday concluded that the attack 16 months ago that killed four Americans in
Benghazi, Libya, could have been prevented, singling out the State Department for criticism for its failure to bolster security in response to
intelligence warnings about a growing security crisis around the city.

“Core” Al-Qaeda Not Behind Benghazi Attack: US from Agence France-Presse 31 Dec 13

The United States is still investigating last year’s attack on its diplomatic mission in Benghazi but has no evidence that “core Al-Qaeda” leaders
directed the assault in which four Americans died, a US official said Monday. 

WEST: Benghazi lies unravel as Obama, Clinton & Rice still deceive America from Washington Times 31 Dec 13

The story of what happened that night when Americans were abandoned in Benghazi to die will not go away. Despite the appearance of Susan
Rice on 60 Minutes two weeks ago, and a New York Times article yesterday reviving the fable that a video was to blame, disturbing questions
remain. 

Gunmen Kill American Teacher In Benghazi from New York Times 6 Dec 13

Unidentified men gunned down an American chemistry teacher here on Thursday morning as he went for a jog outside his home, according to
Libyan security officials and the director of the teacher’s school. 

U.S. Efforts Stall In Capturing Suspects In 2012 Benghazi Attacks, Officials Say from Washington Post 6 Dec 13

U.S. officials say efforts have stalled to capture about a dozen people secretly charged in the 2012 attack on the American compound in Benghazi
that claimed the lives of U.S. Ambassador J. Christopher Stevens and three other Americans. 

New Photos Of Benghazi Attack, Aftermath Show Widespread Destruction, Graffiti from Washington Times 21 Nov 13

Never-before published photos of the aftermath of the Sept. 11, 2012, attacks on the U.S. diplomatic mission and CIA annex in Benghazi, Libya,
show ransacked offices, cars and buildings on fire and Arabic graffiti — all wreaked by well-armed terrorists who killed the U.S. ambassador and
three other Americans in an hours-long assault. 

‘60 Minutes’ Is Reviewing Discredited Benghazi Report from New York Times 14 Nov 13

“60 Minutes” announced on Wednesday that it was conducting an internal review of its now discredited report on the terrorist attacks in Benghazi,
Libya. 

Paul: Benghazi Should Disqualify Clinton From Holding Higher Office Again from Washington Times 13 Nov 13

Sen. Rand Paul, Kentucky Republican, said Tuesday that former U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton’s decisions surrounding the Sept.
11, 2012, terrorist attacks on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya, “should preclude” her from holding higher office again. 

CBS News And Reporter Lara Logan Face Brutal Criticism On Flawed Benghazi Report from Washington Post 12 Nov 13

Lara Logan, CBS News’ hard-charging chief foreign correspondent, has repeatedly risked her life in pursuit of the story. She’s been shot at,
arrested, blindfolded by militiamen, and physically assaulted by a mob while reporting from some of the most troubled places on earth. 

Loopholes In Lindsey Graham’s Benghazi Filibuster Threat from Washington Post 12 Nov 13

Think Sen. Lindsey Graham’s continued threat to hold up all of the White House’s nominees means the Senate won’t be voting on any of
President Obama’s picks? It might not be so simple.

Benghazi 
Accounts Differ To F.B.I. And CBS On from New York Times 8 Nov 13

Dylan Davies, a security officer hired to help protect the United States Special Mission in Benghazi, Libya, told the F.B.I. he did not go there the
night terrorists attacked it on Sept. 11, 2012, an account that contradicts a version of events he gave in a recently published book and in an
interview to the CBS News program “60 Minutes.” 



Benghazi
CBS News Defends Its ‘60 Minutes’ Benghazi Report from New York Times 6 Nov 13

CBS News, under fire from critics who dispute details in a “60 Minutes” report on the Benghazi attacks last year that was broadcast on Oct. 27,
aggressively defended the report’s accuracy on Tuesday and the account of its main interview subject. 

‘60 Minutes’ Broadcast Helps Propel New Round Of Back-And-Forth On Benghazi from Washington Post 1 Nov 13

In an explosive report on CBS’s “60 Minutes” on Sunday, the British supervisor of local security guards protecting the U.S. diplomatic mission in
Benghazi, Libya, on the night of Sept. 11, 2012, provided a harrowing account of the extremist attack that killed four Americans. 

Poll Finds Strong Support For Deeper Benghazi Probe from Washington Times 25 Oct 13

A new bipartisan poll finds that most Americans support creation of a special congressional committee to investigate events surrounding the Sept.
11, 2012, terrorist attacks on U.S. facilities in Benghazi, Libya. 

Audit Finds Benghazi Review Wasn't Biased from Washington Post 26 Sep 13

GOP lawmakers insist State Department probe lacked independence 

House GOP Grills Pickering, Mullen On Benghazi from Associated Press 20 Sep 13

House Republicans investigating last year’s deadly attack in Benghazi, Libya, badgered a former U.N. ambassador and former Joint Chiefs of
Staff chairman Thursday over their review of the Obama administration’s handling of the matter. 

TIMMERMAN: The real questions about Benghazi from Washington Times 19 Sep 13

Secrets about how the tragedy happened still remain hidden 

Republicans Say State Dept. Meted Out No Discipline Over Benghazi Attack from New York Times 19 Sep 13

Senior House Republicans on Wednesday accused the State Department of failing to hold senior department officials accountable for security
failures that contributed to the attack on the American diplomatic mission in Benghazi, Libya, last year in which four Americans were killed. 

House Committee To Renew Focus On Benghazi from Washington Post 15 Sep 13

House Republicans will begin their promised fall assault on the Obama administration’s conduct before, during and after the Sept. 11, 2012,
terrorist attack in Benghazi, Libya, with the publication Monday of a report updating their investigation of the incident and a hearing Wednesday
with testimony from a high-ranking State Department official. 

Extremist Groups Took Part In Benghazi Attack, U.S. Officials Say from Washington Post 11 Sep 13

U.S. counterterrorism officials have determined that several extremist groups, including Ansar al-Sharia, took part in the attack in Benghazi,
Libya, that killed the U.S. ambassador there and three other officials.

Kerry Clears Officials To Return From Benghazi Suspension from Bloomberg News 20 Aug 13

Secretary of State John Kerry is reassigning four officials put on leave after criticism of their conduct in connection with the deadly attack on a
U.S. facility in Libya almost a year ago, according to Marie Harf, a State Department spokeswoman. 

FEATURE: Emails Reveal How Accuracy Was Scrubbed Out Of Benghazi “Talking Points” from Washington Times 17 Jul 13

As the hour grew late on the night of Sept. 14, the White House wanted to make one thing clear to the State Department and the CIA as the three
collaborated on what would come to be known as the Benghazi “talking points,” designed to be used by Congress and administration officials to
explain what had happened three days earlier at the U.S. diplomatic mission in Benghazi, Libya. 

Republicans Back On Benghazi Attack 10 Months On from Agence France-Presse 12 Jul 13

Ten months to the day after four Americans, including an ambassador, died in an attack on a US mission in Libya, Republican lawmakers voiced
anger that no-one was charged. 



Bermuda
Official: Norwegian cruise ship runs aground in Bermuda from Associated Press 19 May 15

A Norwegian cruise ship that departed Boston ran aground Tuesday in Bermuda, officials said. An official with Bermuda's Rescue Coordination
Center says the Norwegian Dawn ship hit the reef near Bermuda's North Channel. The official was not authorized to speak to the media. 

Bermuda Gets New Premier Amid Campaign Controversy from Associated Press 21 May 14

The premier of Bermuda has abruptly resigned his post and been replaced by his deputy amid a campaign finance controversy in the wealthy
British island territory. 

BITCOIN
Florida bitcoin case tests money laundering limits from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

Florida has become the first U.S. state to bring criminal money laundering charges in a case involving the virtual currency bitcoin. It's a case that
could test whether current law can adapt to new digital forms of payment. 

Boko Haram
Boko Haram, hit by 3-nation offensive, rampage in Cameroon from Associated Press 6 Feb 15

Hundreds of Boko Haram fighters took revenge Thursday on villagers in Cameroon, shooting and burning scores to death and razing mosques and
churches after warning Nigeria's neighbors not to join the battle against the Islamic insurgent group. 

Nigerian Schoolgirls ‘A Heinous Example Of Sexual Violence’ from Agence France-Presse 13 Jun 14

Boko Haram’s abduction of hundreds of schoolgirls is a “heinous example of the scourge of sexual violence”, Nigeria and its neighbours said
Thursday as they reaffirmed their commitment to defeating the militant group. 

Botswana
Botswana conference heightens alarm over illegal wildlife trade from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 15

Conservation experts meeting in Botswana on Wednesday issued dire warnings over the booming illegal wildlife trade that threatens the survival
of elephants, rhinos, tigers and other endangered species. 

Botswana talks to end illegal wildlife trade from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 15

Experts are gathering in Botswana on Wednesday to try to end the illegal wildlife trade that is decimating populations of elephants, rhinos and
other threatened species. 

BRICS 
Emerging Nations Bloc To Open Development Bank from New York Times 16 Jul 14

At a meeting in Brazil, the leaders of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa announced on Tuesday that they were establishing a
development bank to challenge the influence of venerable institutions like the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund.

BRICS Nations Agree To Create Own Development Bank from Associated Press 16 Jul 14

The first president of the New Development Bank will be from India and the position will rotate every five years among Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa — the so-called BRICS nations, a joint statement from the leaders said.

BRICS Create Development Bank, ‘Mini-IMF’ from AFP 16 Jul 14

The BRICS group of emerging powers created a Shanghai-based development bank and a reserve fund seen as alternatives to Western-led
institutions. The leaders of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa agreed to launch the institutions to finance infrastructure projects and
head off future economic crises.

Emerging Nations Plan Their Own World Bank, IMF from Associated Press 15 Jul 14

Fed up with U.S. dominance of the global financial system, five emerging market powers this week will launch their own versions of the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund. Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa —the so-called BRICS countries — are seeking
“alternatives to the existing world order,” said Harold Trinkunas, director of the Latin America Initiative at the Brookings Institution.



Isolated Russia Has Friends At Multipolar-pushing BRICS from AFP 15 Jul 14

The summit of the BRICS group of emerging economies this week defies the Western push to isolate Russia, the latest sign of the increasingly
multipolar world order the bloc demands. When the leaders of the group’s member countries – Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa – get
together Tuesday and Wednesday in Brazil, it will mark the first time Russian President Vladimir Putin has participated in an international summit
since being kicked out of the G8 group

Brazil's Trade Minister Confident Trade Pact Will Be Ratified; Despite India's Concerns, Mauro Borges Sees Ratification of
Bali Agreement from 14 Jul 14

Brazilian Trade Minister Mauro Borges said Monday he is confident the trade agreement hammered out by trade ministers in Bali, Indonesia, last
December will be ratified. Mr. Borges was speaking after a meeting of trade ministers from the so-called Brics countries of Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa. 

Britain
Man Charged With Plotting To Kill U.S. Serviceman In Britain from New York Times 22 Jul 15

A 24-year-old man was charged Tuesday with plotting to run over an American serviceman stationed in Britain and then kill him with a knife in
an attack echoing the daylight slaughter of a British soldier on a London street two years ago. 

Britain’s Cameron Outlines Strategy To Fight Islamist Extremism from Washington Post 21 Jul 15

British Prime Minister David Cameron on Monday unveiled a five-year strategy to combat Islamist extremism, including a measure that would
empower parents to cancel the passports of children at risk of radicalization and a push to “deglamorize” militant groups such the Islamic State. 

Britain steps up border checks after Calais disruption from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 15

Britain will increase screening of arrivals at Dover and create a task force to tackle people smugglers, officials said on Wednesday, as growing
numbers of migrants step up efforts to cross the Channel. 

Britain Joins E.U. To Criticize Russia For Its ‘Stop List’ Of 89 European Officials from Washington Post 1 Jun 15

Britain on Sunday joined the European Union in lashing out at Russia for blacklisting 89 Europeans, including senior politicians, who are banned
from traveling to Russia in what appears to be a tit-for-tat response to sanctions imposed by the E.U. 

Cameron Presses E.U. For ‘Better Deal For Britain’ from New York Times 29 May 15

David Cameron, with a majority mandate from the British people, is off on a whirlwind tour of European Union capitals to seek “a better deal for
Britain,” warning that otherwise Britain will leave the bloc. Not so very long ago, Alexis Tsipras, with a fresh mandate from the Greek people,
tried the same, with the threat of an exit. 

Extradition of former mafia boss from Britain dropped from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 15

A Sicilian former mafia boss who faced extradition to Italy after living in Britain for more than two decades has had his sentence dropped, his
lawyer said on Wednesday. 

UK Government to Help Former IS Jihadists With 'Good Intentions' from RIA Novosti 3 Nov 14

The British government has softened its tone regarding former Islamic State terrorists returning home to the UK from the conflict zone. 

British MPs To Hold Vote On Recognising Palestine from Agence France-Presse 10 Oct 14

British lawmakers will on Monday take part in a non-binding vote on recognising the Palestinian state that is being closely watched in the region
for signs of shifting attitudes. 

UPDATE: Drugs and sex industry boost British economy from Agence France-Presse 30 Sep 14

Drug trafficking and prostitution contributed £8.5 billion (10.9 billion euros, $13.8 billion) to the British economy last year, Britain's Office for
National Statistics said on Tuesday. 



Britain reports rise in human trafficking victims from Agence France-Presse 30 Sep 14

Britain's National Crime Agency on Tuesday reported a sharp 22-percent rise in suspected human trafficking cases in 2013 from the previous year,
including hundreds of children. 

Britain bans 'herbal high' khat from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 14

Britain on Tuesday became the latest nation to formally outlaw the herbal stimulant khat, the bushy leaf chewed by many Somalis, Yemenis,
Kenyans and Ethiopians. 

British Virgin Islands
Voting under way in British Virgin Islands from EFE (Spain) 8 Jun 15

Skies were clear in the British Virgin Islands on Monday as voters went to the polls to choose among 42 candidates vying for the 13 seats in the
House of Assembly. Most of the 22 polling stations opened on time to accommodate the territory's 13,585 registered voters. 

US agents kill suspected smuggler off British Virgin Islands from Associated Press 18 May 15

Officials say a suspected drug smuggler has been shot and killed by U.S. agents during a chase off the British Virgin Islands. 

Brunei
Brunei’s Harsh New Legal Code At Odds With US Goals from Boston Globe 9 May 14

John Kerry has gone to great lengths since becoming secretary of state to court the sultan of Brunei, the leader of a small but strategically
important nation in Southeast Asia. Kerry has traveled twice to Brunei and lauded the “Abode of Peace,” a reference to the country’s name. 

Bulgaria
Bulgaria Steps Up Efforts Against Drug Trafficking Across Its Borders from National Public Radio 24 Jun 15

As heroin addiction grows in the United States, the U.S. is focusing on the global supply chain, and officials believe one crucial link in it moves
through Bulgaria, delivering most of the heroin that enters Europe — and some of what winds up on American streets. 

Bulgaria Puts Up A New Wall, But This One Keeps People Out from New York Times 6 Apr 15

Less than two decades after the painstaking removal of a massive border fence designed to keep people in, Bulgarian authorities are just as
painstakingly building a new fence along the rugged Turkish border, this time to keep people out. 

Bulgaria incinerates 100 mn euros of narcotics from Agence France-Presse 23 Mar 15

Bulgarian customs agency said it had incinerated nearly a tonne of illegal drugs on Monday, including heroin and ecstasy, with an estimated black
market value of 100 million euros ($110 million). 

Bulgarian institutions should join hands to tackle drug addiction: official from Xinhua (China) 29 Jan 15

Bulgarian institutions should join hands and implement comprehensive measures to tackle drug addiction, Kalin Kamenov, Deputy Minister of
Youth and Sports said here on Thursday. 

U.S. To Help Bulgaria Lean Less On Russia from New York Times 16 Jan 15

Secretary of State John Kerry said on Thursday that the United States would help Bulgaria reduce its dependence on Russia for energy supplies. 

Burkina Faso
Burkina Faso: Transitional President Inaugurated from Associated Press 19 Nov 14

A former U.N. ambassador was sworn in as Burkina Faso’s transitional president Tuesday, tasked with organizing elections after the military
briefly took power when the country’s leader of nearly three decades was forced into exile. 

Burkina Faso talks agree on plan for return to civilian rule from Reuters 10 Nov 14

Opposition parties, civil society groups and religious leaders adopted a plan on Sunday for a transitional authority to guide Burkina Faso to
elections, after a popular uprising forced longtime president Blaise Compaore from power. 



Burkina Faso Leaders Meet To Discuss Transition from Associated Press 7 Nov 14

Opposition leaders and members of civil society met Thursday in Burkina Faso to establish ground rules for a transitional government and what
they expect from its leader. 

African Union Envoy Meets Burkina Faso Opposition from Associated Press 5 Nov 14

International envoys tried on Tuesday to resolve Burkina Faso’s political crisis, with the specter of a power vacuum looming after the country’s
longtime president fled last week. 

African Union Gives Burkina Faso Two Weeks To Return To Civilian Rule from Agence France-Presse 4 Nov 14

The African Union on Monday gave Burkina Faso’s army two weeks to return the west African state to civilian rule and threatened sanctions if it
failed to comply. 

Burkina Army Vows Unity Govt As Protesters Denounce Power Grab from Agence France-Presse 3 Nov 14

Burkina Faso’s military vowed to install a unity government after tightening its control over the west African nation on Sunday, firing tear gas and
shots in the air to disperse protesters denouncing an army power grab. 

In Burkina Faso, President Declares State Of Emergency After Protests from New York Times 31 Oct 14

President Blaise Compaoré of Burkina Faso declared a state of emergency and dissolved the government on Thursday, but also offered
negotiations with his adversaries after a day of fiery protests against plans to add a further term to his 27 years in office. 

Burma
Patrushev, Burmese VP discuss fight against terrorism, drug trafficking from Interfax (Russia) 17 Jun 15

Russian Security Council (SC) Secretary Nikolai Patrushev met with Burmese Vice President Nyan Tun in Moscow on Wednesday to discuss
international security. 

In Burma, Obama Revisits Goal Of Keeping Democratic Path Open from Washington Post 14 Nov 14

President Obama on Thursday reaffirmed the United States’ commitment to assisting Burma through its fitful transition toward democracy, hoping
his second visit to the country in three years will add renewed urgency to the effort. 

Obama’s Next Asian Challenge: Rights Groups Criticize U.S. Priorities In Burma from Washington Post 13 Nov 14

Before President Obama left for Asia this week, his top advisers met privately in Washington with human rights activists to discuss concerns over
crackdowns in Burma and Hong Kong, hoping to head off criticism of the president’s visit. 

New Concerns Rise Over Burmese Treatment Of Rohingya Muslims from Washington Post 12 Nov 14

Earlier this summer, uniformed immigration workers descended on a squalid refugee camp in one of the remotest parts of Burma, a township
called Myebon that is best accessible by boat. Once majority Buddhists and minority Rohingya Muslims lived peacefully together here, but the
Rohingya have been closed off in a refugee camp for more than two years after a wave of religious violence swept the country, leaving thousands
displaced. 

Burma rebel leader urges U.S. role in peace talks from Associated Press 22 Apr 14

A leader of ethnic Kachin rebels fighting Burmese government forces is urging U.S. involvement in peace talks to quell decades of conflict in the
country's lawless border regions. 

Burundi
Burundi: President Says Third Term Would Be His Last from Reuters 7 May 15

Burundi’s president, confronted by protests that have left a dozen people reported dead and driven thousands to flee the country, said Wednesday
that if he is re-elected next month, he will not run for office again. 

97 People Killed In Burundi Fighting Between Troops, Rebels from Associated Press 6 Jan 15

Days of fighting between Burundi troops and rebels who entered the Central African country killed 97 people, mostly rebels, Burundi’s



government said Monday. 

Cambodia
Cambodia busts 1,184 drug suspects in 4 months: police from Xinhua (China) 5 May 15

Cambodian Interior Ministry's anti-drug police department has arrested 1,184 suspects in 603 drug-related cases in the first four months of 2015,
the National Police said on its website on Tuesday. 

Cambodia Steps Up Crackdown On Dissent With Ban On Assembly from New York Times 6 Jan 14

Seeking to quash one of the most serious challenges to the nearly 30-year rule of the country’s authoritarian leader, the Cambodian authorities
have banned all public gatherings and summoned two opposition leaders for police questioning. 

Cameroon
Boko Haram militants stage attacks in northern Cameroon from Reuters 28 Dec 14

Some 1,000 suspected Boko Haram fighters from Nigeria attacked five towns in northern Cameroon over the weekend and briefly occupied a
military camp on Sunday before being removed by the air force, an army spokesman said. 

Three Kidnapped Missionaries Are Freed In Cameroon from New York Times 2 Jun 14

Two Italian priests and a Canadian nun, kidnapped nearly two months ago near Cameroon’s border with Nigeria in a region rife with Boko Haram
militants, have been freed, Cameroon’s communications minister said on Sunday. 

Seven Die In Cameroon Clash Between Army And C.Africa Gunmen from Agence France-Presse 3 Jan 14

Seven people, including two Cameroonian soldiers, have been killed in an attack on eastern Cameroon by an armed group from the Central
African Republic, a security official said on Thursday. 

Canada
Canadian consul's teen son killed in Miami shoot-out from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 15

The 17-year-old son of the Canadian consul general in Miami was shot dead in a dispute with drug dealers, police said Wednesday. 

Deal Near To Deport Detained Al-Jazeera Journalist: Canada from Agence France-Presse 7 Jan 15

Ottawa’s top diplomat said Tuesday he is close to reaching a deal with Egypt on deporting to Canada one of three imprisoned Al-Jazeera
journalists. 

Canada Police: 9 Dead In 3 Crime Scenes from Associated Press 31 Dec 14

Nine people, including seven adults and two young children, were found dead at three separate crime scenes in what Edmonton’s police chief on
Tuesday called the city’s worst mass murder. 

Harper, Kerry To Mark Death Of Soldier Killed In Ottawa from Bloomberg News 29 Oct 14

Prime Minister Stephen Harper and U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry honored the soldier shot dead as he stood guard last week at a Canadian
war memorial. 

Canadian Police Say Ottawa Attack Was Work Of Lone Gunman from New York Times 24 Oct 14

The gunman who terrorized Ottawa with a deadly ambush on a military guard and a shooting inside Parliament acted alone, the Canadian police
said on Thursday, but there were new indications that he had hinted of his intentions and may have had collaborators. 

Canadian soldier killed, Parliament targeted in possible terror attack from Los Angeles Times 23 Oct 14

Authorities lifted a lockdown on the core of Canada’s capital city late Wednesday, hours after a gunman shot and killed a soldier standing guard at
a war memorial and gunfire erupted in the Parliament building within yards of the prime minister. Authorities said a suspect, who had been on a
government watch list, was shot and killed.. 

Canadian Soldier Dead After Attack Near Parliament In Ottawa from New York Times 23 Oct 14



The heart of the Canadian capital was traumatized and placed in emergency police lockdown on Wednesday after a gunman fatally wounded a
soldier guarding the National War Memorial, entered the nearby Parliament building and fired multiple times before he was shot and killed. 

Parliament Shooting Shocks Canada from Washington Post 23 Oct 14

A sudden spasm of violence jolted the government center of Canada’s capital on Wednesday morning, as a gunman killed an honor guard soldier
at a war memorial and then opened fire inside the nearby Parliament building, triggering a lockdown and hours of confusion in Ottawa. 

Deadly Rampage Rattles Canada from Washington Times 23 Oct 14

U.S. security personnel remained on high alert Wednesday after a shooter killed a soldier in Canada’s capitol. But officials said they had no
indication that a similar attack was imminent against the U.S. 

Dozens of foreign diplomats seek asylum in Canada: media from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 14

Dozens of foreign diplomats have requested asylum in Canada, the daily French-language newspaper La Presse reported Friday, citing secret
government documents. 

Canadians Rally To Legalize Marijuana from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 14

Several thousand people came out in Canada’s biggest cities to call for the legalization of marijuana – a yearly protest that happens internationally
on April 20. 

Canada PM open to softening pot laws: attorney general from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 14

Canada's prime minister, who once decried what he called a Beatles-era drug culture, is open to softening laws against recreational marijuana use,
the attorney general said Wednesday. 

Canada To Stop Delivering Mail To City Homes Over 5 Years from New York Times 12 Dec 13

Canada’s postal service said Wednesday that it would cease home delivery over the next five years, and substantially increase postal rates. 

Ontario Man Accused Of Plot To Sell Secrets from New York Times 2 Dec 13

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police said on Sunday that an Ontario man had been arrested for allegedly trying to sell secrets about Canada’s new
naval shipbuilding program to China. 

Caribbean
Cayman Opposition Will Lead Coalition Gov't from Associated Press 24 May 13

Election officials in the Cayman Islands say the opposition party has won nine of 18 seats, one short of a majority needed to control the British
territory's legislature. 

Catalonia
Catalonia Vows To Vote Sunday, Defying Spain from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 14

Catalonia’s leader vowed Wednesday that a symbolic independence vote banned by the Spanish government will go ahead on November 9, setting
up a constitutional conflict unprecedented in post-Franco Spain. 

Defying Court Ruling, Catalonia To Press Ahead With Independence Straw Poll from New York Times 5 Nov 14

The regional government of Catalonia said Tuesday that it would go ahead with a straw poll on independence, scheduled for this Sunday, in
seeming defiance of an order from Spain’s Constitutional Court to suspend the ballot. 

Cayman Islands
US Honeymooner Caught With Bullets In Cayman from Associated Press 18 Jun 14

A U.S. man beginning his Cayman Islands honeymoon was arrested after customs officers allegedly found 50 rounds of ammunition in his
luggage, officials said Tuesday. 

Southern Cone



Chile
Cayman residents find cocaine haul washed up on beach from Associated Press 14 Apr 15

Police say nearly two dozen packages of cocaine have washed up on a beach in the Cayman Islands. The Royal Cayman Islands Police Service
said Tuesday that a bag containing 23 packages of cocaine was spotted by residents along the southeast coast of Grand Cayman island. 

Central Africa
Central African leaders talk strategy against Boko Haram from Agence France-Presse 17 Feb 15

Central African leaders met in Cameroon's capital Yaounde on Monday to discuss a joint strategy to tackle the Nigeria-based Boko Haram group,
which has widened its attacks into neighbouring nations. 

Central Africa Republic
U.N. Details Sexual Abuse Claims Against Troops from New York Times 21 Aug 15

The United Nations disclosed new details on Thursday about a series of sexual abuse allegations against its peacekeepers in the Central African
Republic, saying that nine of the 13 cases reported in the past year involved children as young as 11 and that no one had yet been convicted. 

Central African Republic
U.N. Official Resigns Amid Accusations Of Sex Abuse By Peacekeepers from New York Times 13 Aug 15

In a rare move, Secretary General Ban Ki-moon said Wednesday that he had told his top official in the Central African Republic to step down,
after repeated accusations that peacekeepers there committed sexual abuse against civilians, including children. 

Armed Groups in CAfrican Republic Sign Disarmament Deal from New York Times 11 May 15

Rival armed groups in Central African Republic signed a deal Sunday to lay down their arms and end a conflict that has killed thousands, the
United Nations said. 

Residents: French soldiers raped African children in camp from Associated Press 1 May 15

Residents of a squalid refugee camp said Thursday that French soldiers tasked with protecting civilians had sexually abused boys as young as 9
years old, luring the children with army rations and small change when their families had nothing to feed them. 

US Forces Holding Man Claiming To Be Top-level Kony Defector from Associated Press 7 Jan 15

U.S. forces in Africa have taken into custody a man claiming to be a top member of Lord’s Resistance Army, the Obama administration said
Tuesday, saying the defection could be a “historic blow” to Joseph Kony’s nearly three-decade rebellion. 

US Reopens Embassy In Central African Republic from Associated Press 16 Sep 14

The State Department says it’s reopening The U.S. embassy in the Central African Republic. 

C. Africa Requests ICC Investigation Into Violence from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 14

The Central African government announced on Wednesday that it had requested the International Criminal Court to investigate the most serious
crimes committed during more than a year of violent unrest. 

Central African Republic 
Obama Imposes Sanctions On Former CAR Leaders from Agence France-Presse 14 May 14

US President Barack Obama on Tuesday imposed sanctions against the former Central African Republic leaders Francois Bozize and Michel
Djotodia and three other officials, the White House said. 

UN Official: We “Failed” Central African Republic from Associated Press 2 May 14

The international community has “so far failed the people” of Central African Republic amid ethnic cleansing and thousands of deaths, the
director of U.N. humanitarian operations declared Thursday, saying it hasn’t sent enough security forces or funding to turn the situation around. 

Central African Republic
1,300 Muslims Leave C. African Republic Capital from Associated Press 28 Apr 14



Heavily armed peacekeepers escorted some of the last remaining Muslims out of Central African Republic’s volatile capital on Sunday, trucking
more than 1,300 people who for months had been trapped by violent Christian militants. 

Exclusive: Russia, China block Central African Republic blacklist at U.N. from Reuters 24 Apr 14

Russia and China have blocked a proposal by the United States and France to impose U.N. sanctions on Central African Republic's former
President Francois Bozize and two other people linked to the conflict there, diplomats told Reuters on Wednesday. 

UN Chief Urges Action On Central African Republic from Associated Press 3 Apr 14

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon urged European and African nations on Wednesday to step up their efforts to end the desperate plight of the
people of Central African Republic. 

EU Launches Central Africa Military Operation from Agence France-Presse 2 Apr 14

The European Union officially launched its delayed military mission to the Central African Republic on Tuesday, seeking to bolster French and
African forces that have failed to end months of Christian-Muslim violence. 

U.N. chief warns against aiding Central African Republic militias from Reuters 1 Apr 14

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon warned on Monday against any support or facilitation of violence by armed groups in Central African
Republic after Chadian troops were accused of opening fire on civilians and killing at least 10 people at the weekend. 

U.N. Warns Of Anti-Muslim Violence In Central African Republic from New York Times 21 Mar 14

Thousands of Muslims in the Central African Republic remain in danger of being slaughtered despite the presence of international peacekeepers,
Navi Pillay, the United Nations human rights chief, warned on Thursday, criticizing the international community for a slow and inadequate
response to the country’s humanitarian catastrophe. 

UN Starts Central African Republic Investigation from Associated Press 11 Mar 14

Leaders of a U.N. investigation of human rights abuses in Central African Republic said they will look into “reports of genocide” as they
launched the probe Monday. 

United Nations To Consider Large Peacekeeping Force For Central African Republic from New York Times 7 Mar 14

The violence in the Central African Republic jolted the United Nations Security Council into rare accord on Thursday, with France announcing
that it would soon propose a resolution to establish a large and robust United Nations peacekeeping force and the United States expressing full-
throated support. 

France Prolongs Troop Stay In C. African Republic from Associated Press 26 Feb 14

French lawmakers voted on Tuesday to continue their country’s military operation in Central African Republic, but President Francois Hollande
was accused of failing to foresee how difficult it would be. 

UN chief wants 3,000 more troops for Central African Republic from Reuters 20 Feb 14

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon on Thursday appealed to the international community to urgently send another 3,000 troops and police to
Central African Republic in an effort to stop violence between Christians and Muslims that threatens to spiral into genocide. 

C.Africa President Asks France To Stay Till Polls from Agence France-Presse 18 Feb 14

The leader of the strife-torn Central African Republic asked French troops Monday to stay until polls due in early 2015, as unabated sectarian
violence wrecked Paris’ hope of a quick exit. 

Town In The Central African Republic Braces For War Between Christians And Muslims from Washington Post 13 Feb 14

Heavily armed Muslim soldiers from the former Seleka rebel movement control this town, patrolling and manning checkpoints. On the outskirts,
Christian militias have set up camp, determined to seize power. 

UN Chief Warns Of ‘Partition’ In C.Africa from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 14



UN chief Ban Ki-moon warned Tuesday that the strife-torn Central African Republic could split into two as he urged the global community to do
more to prevent further atrocities there. 

FEATURE: Lynching Of Christian Man By Muslims Is Sign Of Chaos In Central African Republic from Washington Post 10 Feb 14

At least nine other people were killed Sunday in and around the area where Pumandele died, according to human rights activists and aid agencies.
Christians killed Muslims. Muslims killed Christians. Shops were burned down. Houses were looted. Bodies were burned in streets, in front of
African peacekeepers.

US urges C. Africa to end 'cycle of violence' after lynching from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 14

Bangui (Central African Republic) (AFP) - The United States called for an end to the "cycle of violence" in the Central African Republic after
soldiers publicly lynched a suspected ex-rebel following a military ceremony.

UN Sanctions Expected Against People Behind Violence In CAR from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 14

The United Nations was expected on Tuesday to adopt a resolution imposing sanctions against those who foment violence in the crisis-wracked
Central African Republic, a French official said Monday. 

U.S. threatens sanctions to curb Central African Republic conflict from Reuters 27 Jan 14

The United States is deeply concerned with the escalation in clashes in Central African Republic and is prepared to impose targeted sanctions
against those responsible for the religious-based violence, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry warned on Sunday. 

At least 16 killed as Central African Republic swears in new leader from Reuters 24 Jan 14

At least 16 people died in clashes in Central African Republic on Thursday as new interim president Catherine Samba-Panza took office with a
plea for militia to lay down their arms to halt the escalating inter-religious violence. 

Woman Chosen To Lead Central African Republic Out Of Mayhem from New York Times 21 Jan 14

Cheers broke out in the National Assembly building here on Monday as representatives chose the mayor of this beleaguered capital to serve as the
interim president of the Central African Republic, a country in the grip of a sectarian civil war. 

Central African Republic Violence Ebbs, But U.N. Warns Of Flare-Up from New York Times 15 Jan 14

As a measure of calm returned to the capital of the Central African Republic on Tuesday after weeks of bloody turmoil, the United Nations human
rights office warned that the violence could quickly reignite and released a report implicating Chadian members of the African peacekeeping
mission in attacks on civilians. 

C. African Republic Leader Says Chaos “Over” from Associated Press 14 Jan 14

The interim leader of Central African Republic vowed Monday that the era of anarchy in the tumultuous country was now over, a bold declaration
made only days after the man who had seized power in a coup last year stepped down under international pressure. 

Regional Leaders To Meet On Future Of C.Africa President from Agence France-Presse 9 Jan 14

African leaders are to meet in Chad Thursday to discuss the future of Central African Republic President Michel Djotodia, in a bid to end the
sectarian violence ripping the country apart. 

FEATURE: 6 Peacekeepers Killed In C. African Republic from Associated Press 27 Dec 13

A total of six Chadian soldiers from the African Union peacekeeping force were killed on Christmas Day in the Gobongo neighborhood of the
capital. Their destroyed car, with at least one body still inside, had not been removed a day later, underscoring how dangerous this chaotic country
has become, even for the international forces tasked with pacifying it, said African Union spokesman Eloi Yao. 

Muslims Protest French Operations In C. Africa from Agence France-Presse 23 Dec 13

Several thousand Muslim supporters of the Central African Republic’s former rebel group Seleka protested Sunday against French troops
conducting a disarmament operation. 



U.N. Ambassador, in Central Africa, Vows Aid and Hears of a Unity Shattered from New York Times 20 Dec 13

Samantha Power, the American ambassador to the United Nations, came to this tinderbox of a city on Thursday to pledge American support to
end the sectarian strife that has engulfed the country, saying that the international efforts to stem the violence have been essential but not sufficient
to restore calm. 

U.S. Ambassador Visits Central African Republic Amid Bloodshed from New York Times 19 Dec 13

The American ambassador to the United Nations, Samantha Power, landed in this besieged capital early on Thursday with what she called a blunt
and simple message: The United States is watching. 

France To Ask European Partners For More Help In C.Africa from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 13

France’s foreign minister will ask his European counterparts Monday for more help in the Central African Republic, where a French-backed
military force is trying to quell deadly sectarian violence. 

French Intervention In CAR Dangerous But Vital: Hollande from Agence France-Presse 11 Dec 13

President Francois Hollande said France’s intervention in the Central African Republic is dangerous but vital to avoid a bloodbath, during a visit
to shore up morale after two elite French soldiers were killed. 

Stopping Bloodshed in the Central African Republic Amid Ghosts of Genocide from New York Times 10 Dec 13

The word genocide sends shivers down the spines of United Nations diplomats, resurrecting the memory of the world body’s failure to stem
massacres in Rwanda nearly 20 years ago and, before that, in Bosnia. 

U.N. Measure Would Send Forces To Aid Central African Republic from New York Times 4 Dec 13

France formally circulated a Security Council resolution on Tuesday night that would authorize thousands of African troops, aided by hundreds of
French soldiers, to restore order in the Central African Republic, a mineral-rich country that has plunged into deadly anarchy and threatens to
destabilize the region. 

France Adds Troops In Central African Republic from New York Times 27 Nov 13

In a bid to stem deepening chaos in the Central African Republic, where brutal government-affiliated militia groups have been pillaging and
burning villages, the French defense minister announced on Tuesday that France would increase its deployment of troops there to about 1,000. 

C. African Republic: Kony Wants To Surrender from Associated Press 22 Nov 13

Central African Republic’s government said Thursday that Joseph Kony, an accused war criminal hunted by African troops and U.S. advisers, is
believed to be in the country’s remote southeast and has been talking with the president. 

Ban Says Up To 9,000 Troops Needed For Central Africa from Agence France-Presse 19 Nov 13

UN leader Ban Ki-moon warned Monday that anarchy in Central African Republic risks spiralling further out of control and could need up to
9,000 peacekeepers. 

Central America
Drug trafficking ravages Central American forests from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 14

Drug trafficking in Central America is emerging as a major threat to forests, as smugglers cut trees for secret roads, landing strips and fake farms
to launder money, researchers said Thursday. 

Central Asia
Military build-up unnecessary in Central Asia - CSTO secretary-general from Itar-Tass (Russia) 22 Apr 14

The Collective Security Treaty Organisation (CSTO) sees no need for building up military presence in Central Asia after the NATO-led coalition
leaves Afghanistan, the organisation's secretary-general said. 

Chad
Suicide Bombers Strike Chad’s Capital from New York Times 16 Jun 15



Suicide bombers struck for the first time in the capital of Chad on Monday morning, apparently in retaliation for the leading role the country has
played in a regional war against the Nigerian terrorist group Boko Haram, officials said. 

Chechnya
Islamic Militants Wage Fierce Attack On Grozny, Chechnya’s Capital from New York Times 5 Dec 14

A fierce gun battle between Islamist militants and government security forces paralyzed the center of the Chechen capital, Grozny, overnight
Thursday, leaving some 19 people dead and embarrassing President Vladimir V. Putin just hours before he delivered his state-of-the-nation speech
in Moscow. 

Child Labor
US sees progress in global fight against child labor from Agence France-Presse 30 Sep 13

The United States hailed "significant advancement" in 10 countries, mostly in Latin America and Asia, in combating the worst forms of child
labor, in a report published Monday. 

Child Mortality
Most Dangerous Day Of Life Is Birth As Million Babies Die from Bloomberg News 18 Aug 14

Birth remains a stubbornly deadly affair in the former Portuguese colony and 74 other developing nations, eroding their human capital and
keeping billions of people entrapped in a cycle of poverty that a new United Nations-backed plan says can be reversed with spending just over $1
a person more on health. 

China
China Dismisses Warning About Agents Operating Secretly In US from New York Times 18 Aug 15

China on Monday dismissed a warning issued by the Obama administration about Chinese government agents operating secretly in the United
States and accused Washington of undermining Beijing’s crackdown on corruption, according to the state news media. 

Yuan Market Calms After Historic Currency Regime Shift from Bloomberg 17 Aug 15

China’s foreign-exchange market is stabilizing after a historical week that saw the biggest selloff in two decades and a move to a more market-
driven currency regime. Here’s a look at where things stand after the volatile trading days. 

China Seeks to Calm Markets as It Devalues Currency for 3rd Consecutive Day from New York Times 14 Aug 15

China on Thursday sought to calm fears that the country’s depreciating currency had set off, as authorities defended the devaluation decision. The
country’s central bank has pushed the value of the currency lower for three consecutive days. Since Tuesday, the currency, the renminbi, has fallen
4.4 percent, the biggest drop in decades.

Devaluation Hints At China’s Rising Distress Over Economy from New York Times 13 Aug 15

Whenever China’s economy swooned in recent downturns, its currency never buckled. It held steady, or strengthened, even as China’s neighbors
or trading partners scrambled to cut the value of their own currencies to deal with the fallout. 

Currency Move By China Clouds Its Policy Goals from New York Times 12 Aug 15

As President Xi Jinping of China prepares for a state visit to Washington next month to smooth over troubled relations, his government has just
turned the spotlight back on a recurring issue: the value of his country’s currency. 

China devalues yuan after weak trade data from USA Today 11 Aug 15

China took action Tuesday that resulted in the biggest one-day drop in the value of its currency in a decade, with the apparent goal of
reinvigorating a slowing economy. 

China's Been Hacking The Emails Of U.S. Officials Since 2010: Report from Reuters 11 Aug 15

The targeted officials were not publicly identified.

China’s Island-Building Faces Scrutiny At Asia Security Talks from AFP 3 Aug 15



Beijing faces pressure over its island-building in the South China Sea during high-level Asian security meetings this week that will include the top
US and Chinese diplomats. 

China Blames U.S. Military Actions For Tensions In The South China Sea from New York Times 31 Jul 15

A top Chinese official said Thursday that American military drills and surveillance flights in the South China Sea were threatening regional
stability, a harsh assessment that seemed likely to heighten tensions between the two countries before several crucial meetings. 

UPDATE: China calls for joint efforts to promote development of small island developing states from Xinhua (China) 30 Jul 15

The international community should help small island developing states (SIDS) pursue comprehensive development and better address non-
traditional security challenges, said a Chinese envoy here Thursday. 

For Chinese Investors, A Crisis Of Faith from Washington Post 29 Jul 15

Chinese stocks sank again Tuesday, with the Shanghai Composite dropping 1.7 percent, on top of Monday’s 8.5 percent tumble, and the Shenzhen
Composite losing 2.2 percent. The volatility ended three weeks of relative stability after authorities stepped in to shore up the market, and it calls
into question their ability to control a stock boom gone bust.

Chinese Shares Tumble Again from New York Times 28 Jul 15

After several weeks of relative calm, tumult returned to China’s stock markets on Monday, casting doubt on the government’s measures to support
share prices. 

U.S. decides against publicly blaming China for data hack from Washington Post 21 Jul 15

Months after the discovery of a massive breach of U.S. government personnel records, the Obama administration has decided against publicly
blaming China for the intrusion in part out of reluctance to reveal the evidence that American investigators have assembled, U.S. officials said. 

Stock Sell-Off Is Unabated In China from New York Times 9 Jul 15

Stock prices in mainland China fell sharply again on Wednesday, despite another series of government measures meant to restore confidence and
stabilize a market that has grown increasingly turbulent in the last month. 

China’s Market Rout Is A Double Threat from New York Times 6 Jul 15

For nearly three years, President Xi Jinping of China has crushed opposition by silencing and often locking up anyone who dares defy the
government. But that aura of invincibility has been shaken by stock market speculators who have made a mockery of efforts to halt a steep slide in
share prices. 

China Approves Sweeping Security Law, Bolstering Communist Rule from New York Times 2 Jul 15

The Chinese government announced Wednesday that it had enacted a new national security law, one that amounts to a sweeping command from
President Xi Jinping to maintain the primacy of Communist Party rule across all aspects of society. The law is expected to bolster the power of the
domestic security apparatus and the military. 

Xi Hosts 56 Nations At Founding Of Asian Infrastructure Bank from New York Times 30 Jun 15

At a ceremony imbued with quiet triumph at the Great Hall of the People, China’s president, Xi Jinping, hosted 56 member countries on Monday
for the founding of a China-led infrastructure bank for Asia, including major American allies from Asia and Europe that Washington had
counseled not to join the bank. 

Online drug network busted in SW China from Xinhua (China) 28 Jun 15

Chinese police have busted a drug trafficking network in Liuzhou city in southwest China's Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, arresting 13
suspects. 

UPDATE: Supreme court vows crackdown amid soaring drug crimes from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 15

China's Supreme People's Court (SPC) on Wednesday promised "precise and effective" management of drug cases and closer cooperation with
law enforcement organs. 



US, China Hold ‘Frank’ Talks On Hacking, Maritime Row from Agence France-Presse 23 Jun 15

Top US and Chinese officials were set to join “candid” talks Tuesday on the “complicated but consequential” ties between the world’s two leading
economies, with maritime disputes and cyber hacking high on the agenda. 

In China, Illegal Drugs Are Sold Online in an Unbridled Market from New York Times 21 Jun 15

Ordering illegal drugs from China is as easy as typing on a keyboard. On guidechem.com, more than 150 Chinese companies sell alpha-PVP, also
known as flakka, a dangerous stimulant that is illegal in the United States but not in China, and was blamed for 18 recent deaths in one Florida
county. 

Chinese police dismantle online gun sales ring from Xinhua (China) 11 Jun 15

Police in east China's Jiangsu Province have caught more than 20 suspects involved in an online gun sales network, authorities said Wednesday. 

Beijing police destroy over 600kg of confiscated drugs from Xinhua (China) 9 Jun 15

The Beijing Police on Tuesday destroyed more than 630 kilograms of narcotics ahead of International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit
Trafficking, which is on June 26. 

China seizes frozen meat worth 490 mln USD from Xinhua (China) 3 Jun 15

The General Administration of Customs (GAC) said it had confiscated frozen meat with an estimated value of more than 3 billion yuan (490
million U.S. dollars) in a nationwide anti-smuggling campaign. 

China Says It Could Set Up Air Defense Zone In South China Sea from New York Times 1 Jun 15

A Chinese admiral said Sunday that Beijing could set up an air defense zone above disputed areas of the South China Sea if it thought it was
facing a large enough threat, according to Chinese news media. 

China to Hold Live-Fire Military Drill Near Myanmar Border from Bloomberg 1 Jun 15

China’s military will begin live-fire ammunition drills Tuesday on its Myanmar frontier, the same area where China recently complained of shells
drifting over the border and injuring residents. 

U.S. Surveillance On Island Reveals Chinese Arms from Wall Street Journal 29 May 15

Finding supports American suspicions that Beijing is building up reefs in South China Sea for military purposes 

Arrest Opens Window on China’s Role in Designer Drug Market from New York Times 28 May 15

Scores of travelers streamed through Los Angeles International Airport in March, just off a flight from China. But one passenger, a 33-year-old
Chinese chemist, never reached baggage claim. 

China's top court stresses death penalty for drug crimes from Xinhua (China) 27 May 15

The Supreme People's Court (SPC) on Wednesday published a circular emphasizing that death penalty should be used to punish drug crime. 

China Unveils Plans For Greater Naval Role Beyond Its Coasts from Bloomberg News 26 May 15

China set out its ambitions for a bigger naval presence far from its coasts, amid wariness among its neighbors over whether the country’s fleet will
be used to back up its territorial claims. 

Chinese Warnings To U.S. Plane Hint Of Rising Stakes Over Disputed Islands from Washington Post 22 May 15

The Chinese navy repeatedly warned a U.S. surveillance plane to leave airspace around disputed islands in the South China Sea, a sign that
Beijing may seek to create a military exclusion zone in a move that could heighten regional tensions. 

US-China Relations “Stable” Despite Islands Dispute from USA Today 18 May 15

Chinese President Xi Jinping insisted Sunday that relations with the United States remain “stable” despite a standoff over China’s territorial
claims in the disputed South China Sea. 



Kerry To Confront China Over Island-building In South China Sea from USA Today 15 May 15

U.S.-Chinese tensions over the South China Sea will ratchet up another notch this weekend, when Secretary of State John Kerry plans to confront
top officials in Beijing to protest China’s growing territorial claims in the strategic waters. 

Obama’s Quiet Nuclear Deal With China Raises Proliferation Concerns from Washington Post 11 May 15

Not so typical was something that didn’t appear that day on the president’s public schedule: notification to Congress that he intends to renew a
nuclear cooperation agreement with China. The deal would allow Beijing to buy more U.S.-designed reactors and pursue a facility or the
technology to reprocess plutonium from spent fuel.

China Rebukes U.S. Over Criticism Of Civil Rights Lawyer’s Detention from New York Times 8 May 15

After criticism from the United States over the detention of a civil rights lawyer in China, the Chinese Foreign Ministry said on Thursday that
Washington should address human rights problems at home and stop trying to be the “world’s policeman or judge.” 

U.S. Keeps Watchful Eye As China Builds ‘Great Wall Of Sand’ from USA Today 4 May 15

The crew of Pelican One keeps a watchful eye as the U.S. Navy patrol plane swoops low to identify a ship operating near waters off southwestern
Japan that China now claims as its territory. 

China moves to fight against online narcotics crime from Xinhua (China) 29 Apr 15

China's central authorities have issued guidelines on fighting against online narcotics crime. The guidelines, made public Wednesday, were jointly
mapped out by nine departments, including the Ministry of Public Security and the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology. 

Chinese pilots told to keep away from drugs from Xinhua (China) 29 Apr 15

The civil aviation authority has launched a nationwide anti-narcotics campaign after a pilot almost died after taking drugs. 

Images Show China Building Aircraft Runway In Disputed Spratly Islands from New York Times 17 Apr 15

China is building a concrete runway on an island in the South China Sea’s contested waters that will be capable of handling military aircraft when
finished, satellite images released Thursday show. 

China seizes 6,000 tonnes of smuggled frozen meat from Xinhua (China) 15 Apr 15

More than 6,000 tonnes of smuggled frozen meat worth 345 million yuan (55.6 million U.S. dollars) was seized in Shenzhen City in the southern
province of Guangdong, local authorities announced on Wednesday. 

Chinese anti-drug operation ends with arrest of 133,000 from Xinhua (China) 15 Apr 15

Chinese police arrested more than 133,000 suspects for drug-related crimes in a five-month operation that led to the seizure of 43.3 tons of
narcotics, police authorities announced Wednesday. 

China Releases Five Women’s Rights Activists After Global Uproar from Washington Post 14 Apr 15

In a surprise move, Chinese authorities on Monday released on bail five women’s rights activists whose detention had caused an international
uproar. 

Piling Sand In A Disputed Sea, China Literally Gains Ground from New York Times 9 Apr 15

The clusters of Chinese vessels busily dredge white sand and pump it onto partly submerged coral, aptly named Mischief Reef, transforming it
into an island. 

China Appears To Attack GitHub By Diverting Web Traffic from New York Times 31 Mar 15

The Chinese government has long used a sophisticated set of Internet filters known as the Great Firewall as a barrier to prevent its citizens from
obtaining access to foreign websites with information it deems threatening. 

China’s Tensions With Dalai Lama Spill Into The Afterlife from New York Times 12 Mar 15



Chinese Communist Party leaders are deathly afraid that the Dalai Lama will not have an afterlife. Worried enough that this week, officials
repeatedly warned that he must reincarnate, and on their terms. 

SCO poses no military threat to anyone: secretary general from Xinhua (China) 11 Mar 15

The Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) will never pose military threat to anyone, its secretary-general said Wednesday. 

China Is Obama’s Trump Card In Push For Pacific Rim Trade Pact from Los Angeles Times 9 Mar 15

As the White House looks to wrap up years of negotiations on a highly contested Pacific Rim trade pact, administration officials are increasingly
casting the agreement as vital to helping the U.S. face its most daunting economic rival: China. 

China’s New Terrorism Law Provokes Anger In U.S., Concern At Home from Washington Post 6 Mar 15

A new draft counterterrorism law here is provoking unusually strong condemnation, from multinational companies trying to do business in China
to domestic dissidents trying to stay out of jail and from global human rights groups to foreign health workers. 

China Lowers Official Economic Growth Target from New York Times 4 Mar 15

China on Thursday lowered its economic growth target for this year to “approxmately 7 percent,” a significant if widely anticipated development
that signals the Communist Party’s determination to shift to more sustainable development. 

UPDATE: China says detained ship involved in 'normal trade cooperation' from Reuters 4 Mar 15

China's foreign ministry said on Wednesday that a ship detained in Colombia for illegally transporting arms and operated by China's largest
shipping group was involved in "normal trade cooperation". 

Twin Historical Traumas Shape Xi Jinping’s China Presidency from Washington Post 3 Mar 15

Xi told villagers that he had left his heart in Liangjiahe, but it was clear that the experience has stayed with him in ways both spoken and
unspoken, and has helped shape the sort of president he has become — possibly the strongest Chinese leader since Mao. 

Under Xi, China's defense budget seen defying economic slowdown from Reuters 17 Feb 15

President Xi Jinping is expected to authorize robust defense spending for this year despite China's slowing economy, determined to strengthen the
country's armed capabilities amid growing unease in Beijing at Washington's renewed focus on Asia. 

U.S. sends China millions in foreign aid despite $1.3 trillion debt from Washington Times 13 Feb 15

China has become one of the world’s largest two economies, and is wealthy enough to buy up at least $1.3 trillion of the U.S. debt. But that hasn’t
stopped Uncle Sam from continuing to send foreign aid to Beijing. 

White House to File Case Against China at W.T.O. Over Subsidies for Exports from New York Times 12 Feb 15

The Obama administration accused China on Wednesday of providing illegal export subsidies to critical industries, flexing its muscle on trade as
it presses Congress to expand President Obama’s authority to secure major trade accords. 

U.S., China to discuss repatriation of Chinese fugitives from Reuters 10 Feb 15

Senior U.S. officials will meet in August with their Chinese counterparts to discuss the possibility of repatriating Chinese officials who have fled
to America with billions of dollars of allegedly stolen government assets, according to a State Department official. 

President Xi Of China To Make State Visit To Washington from New York Times 9 Feb 15

President Xi Jinping of China is set to make a state visit to the United States later this year, his first since becoming the top leader of Asia’s
biggest economy. 

Dalai Lama Visit Sets Off Another Round Of The Awkward Washington-Beijing Two-step from Washington Post 5 Feb 15

Two weeks after the White House was blindsided by Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s planned visit to Washington, another world
figure who creates awkward politics for President Obama is coming to town Thursday. 



China Builds Second Aircraft Carrier, But Deletes News Reports Announcing It from Washington Post 3 Feb 15

News that China is building a second aircraft carrier has been leaked by an over-enthusiastic local government, but reports were subsequently
deleted from Web sites and social media here, a development that will do little to calm nerves among neighboring countries about Beijing’s
growing maritime power. 

China tells U.S. it's against Obama meeting Dalai Lama from Reuters 2 Feb 15

China warned the United States on Monday that it was opposed to any country meeting the Dalai Lama "in any manner" after the White House
said U.S. President Barack Obama would attend an event with the exiled Tibetan spiritual leader whom Beijing brands a separatist. 

Communist Officials In Tibetan Region Punished For Separatism, China Says from New York Times 29 Jan 15

Fifteen Communist Party officials in central Tibet who were accused of taking part in separatist activities last year have been punished for
violating party discipline, the Chinese news media reported on Wednesday. 

As Growth Slows, China Pins Hopes on Consumer Spending from New York Times 19 Jan 15

As demand for exports slips and the real estate sector cools, China has been looking to consumers to help pick up the slack. But the country’s
slowing growth will complicate those plans. 

China, Responding To Crime, Is Said To Organize Civilian Militias Along North Korean Border from New York Times 16 Jan 15

A jump in violent crime in Chinese towns near the border with North Korea has prompted the authorities in China to organize civilian militias to
help secure the largely unprotected border, a state-run publication has reported. 

Flag-raising By Taiwan In Washington Riles China from Associated Press 6 Jan 15

The U.S. State Department said Monday it was not given advance notice about a New Year’s flag-raising ceremony at the residence of Taiwan’s
representative to Washington that has angered China. 

Beijing looks at U.S. deal to recover dirty assets: China Daily from Reuters 30 Dec 14

China is looking at signing an agreement with the United States to target assets illegally taken out of China by corrupt officials, a state-run
newspaper said on Monday, as the government tightens the screws in its anti-graft battle. 

Chinese president appoints eight new ambassadors from Xinhua (China) 18 Dec 14

Chinese President Xi Jinping has appointed eight new ambassadors, according to a statement issued by the Standing Committee of the National
People's Congress (NPC) on Thursday. 

China Growth Could Slow to 7.1%, PBOC Researchers Say from Wall Street Journal 15 Dec 14

Researchers at China’s Central Bank Say China’s Growth Could Slow Next Year 

US: Chinese Economy Should Wean From Cheap Labor Model from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 14

The United States on Wednesday said China needs to move away from its cheap labor and export-focused economy to maintain growth in the
years ahead. 

Leader Asserts China’s Growing Importance on Global Stage from New York Times 1 Dec 14

Sounding confident after a burst of high-profile diplomacy, President Xi Jinping told Communist Party officials in a major address here over the
weekend that China would be nice to its neighbors in Asia but that he would run an active foreign policy and be relentless in promoting China’s
rejuvenation onto the global stage. 

Special Report: How China's shadowy agency is working to absorb Taiwan from Reuters 28 Nov 14

Ever since a civil war split the two sides more than 60 years ago, China has viewed Taiwan as a renegade province that needs to be absorbed into
the mainland. To that end, the legion of Taiwanese businessmen working in China is a beachhead. 

China asks US for help in hunting down fugitives from Associated Press 26 Nov 14



A senior Chinese diplomat is calling on the U.S. and other Western countries to put aside their wariness of China's justice system and work with
Beijing to send back officials who have absconded overseas with ill-gained loot. 

U.S. and China Reach Climate Deal After Months of Talks from New York Times 12 Nov 14

China and the United States made common cause on Wednesday against the threat of climate change, staking out an ambitious joint plan to curb
carbon emissions as a way to spur nations around the world to make their own cuts in greenhouse gases. 

China to boost IPR protection from Xinhua (China) 5 Nov 14

The Chinese government on Wednesday vowed to boost intellectual property rights (IPR) protection in upgrading the country's economy. 

Sinosphere: Chinese President’s Delegation Tied to Illegal Ivory Purchases During Africa Visit from New York Times 5 Nov 14

...according to a new report by the Environmental Investigation Agency, a nongovernmental organization based in London, members of the
delegation used Mr. Xi’s visit as an opportunity to procure so much illegal ivory that local prices doubled to $70,000 per kilogram, or about
$31,800 per pound. 

World Internet leaders come to China in Nov. from Xinhua (China) 30 Oct 14

China will host an significant Internet conference next month, bringing together more than 1,000 representatives from tech firms and regulators,
said China's top Internet regulator Lu Wei on Thursday. 

China says it's hard to resume cyber security talks with U.S. from Reuters 20 Oct 14

Resuming cyber security cooperation between China and the United States would be difficult because of "mistaken U.S. practices", China's top
diplomat told U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry. 

China, Nepal vow to fight against cross-border crime from Xinhua (China) 17 Oct 14

Chinese security chief Meng Jianzhu on Friday vowed to crack down on transnational crimes with neighboring Nepal as he met with Nepal's
Deputy Prime Minister and Home Minister Bam Dev Gautam. 

US Report Criticizes China’s Currency Policy from Associated Press 16 Oct 14

The Obama administration said Wednesday that China’s currency remains “significantly undervalued,” but it stopped short of citing China or any
other country for unfairly manipulating its currency to gain trade advantages. 

China bans songs, films of performers involved in drug use from EFE (Spain) 9 Oct 14

Chinese censors banned television and other media from airing songs, movies and other artistic productions by performers involved in drug or
prostitution-related cases, China's newsmedia reported on Thursday. 

China cyber-war costing US billions: FBI chief from Agence France-Presse 6 Oct 14

China is waging an aggressive cyber-war against the United States that costs American business billions of dollars every year, Federal Bureau of
Investigation director James Comey said. 

Chinese Leader Visits Sri Lanka, Chipping Away At India’s Sway from New York Times 17 Sep 14

President Xi Jinping of China arrived in Sri Lanka on Tuesday for a 23-hour trip to this island nation to sign a raft of agreements as China chips
away at India’s traditional dominance in the region. 

China Asks US To End Close-Up Military Surveillance from New York Times 10 Sep 14

The United States should halt its “close-in” aerial and naval surveillance of China, a senior Chinese military officer told Susan E. Rice, President
Obama’s national security adviser, on Tuesday. 

BLOG: China spots huge marijuana field — then makes it vanish from World Views (Washington Post) 26 Aug 14

Now you see it, now you don't. China's National Space Administration proudly announced this week that a high-definition satellite had spotted a
huge marijuana field straddling two provinces in the north of the country.



Least 10 Injured After Police Fire On Tibetan Protesters from New York Times 15 Aug 14

Chinese police officers opened fire on Tibetan protesters this week in a Tibetan area of southwest China, injuring at least 10 people, according to
reports late Wednesday by the International Campaign for Tibet, an advocacy group, and Radio Free Asia, which is financed by the United States
government. 

U.S. Seeking Calmer Relationship With China, Kerry Says from Washington Post 14 Aug 14

The United States is not looking for a fight with China over resources, ideology or territory, Secretary of State John F. Kerry insisted Wednesday,
despite the growing list of maritime conflicts that pit U.S. allies against an increasingly assertive China. 

Beijing Hits Out At US South China Sea Proposal from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 14

Beijing accused the US of deliberately stoking tensions in the South China Sea as it rejected Washington’s proposal for a freeze on provocative
actions in the region, the foreign ministry said Monday. 

US, China Tussle Over Sea Claims from Washington Post 11 Aug 14

The Obama administration insists it isn’t having a contest with China for influence and leadership in Southeast Asia, but both sides were clearly
keeping score at a weekend meeting of regional foreign ministers here. 

Prominent Rights Lawyer Is Freed From Chinese Prison, His Relatives Say from New York Times 8 Aug 14

One of China’s most famous dissident lawyers, Gao Zhisheng, was released from prison on Thursday, his wife and brother said. But it remained
unclear how much freedom Mr. Gao would enjoy and whether he would be able to reunite with his exiled wife and children eight years after he
disappeared into a shroud of repeated detention and, he has said, torture. 

Chinese FM raises five-point proposal on boosting SCO cooperation from Xinhua (China) 31 Jul 14

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi put forward a five-point proposal at a ministerial meeting of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO)
here on Thursday, as part of the efforts to promote the group's influence and healthy development. 

President Xi Jinping’s Solo Decision-Making Presents Challenges from New York Times 9 Jul 14

As Secretary of State John Kerry and Treasury Secretary Jacob J. Lew, joined by a large group of American officials, meet with senior Chinese
leaders here this week, they will face an American-Chinese relationship riven by a strategic rivalry not seen before, a situation that neither side
appears in the mood to improve. 

China’s Rise And Asian Tensions Send U.S. Relations Into Downward Spiral from Washington Post 8 Jul 14

Hundreds of rocky islands, islets, sandbanks, reefs and cays lie scattered across Asia’s eastern waters, unimportant-looking to the naked eye but
significant enough to spark what may be the most worrying deterioration in U.S.-China relations in decades. 

U.S. Scholar Who Supported Uighur Colleague Is Denied Entry To China from New York Times 8 Jul 14

When Elliot Sperling, an American professor, landed in Beijing after a 12-hour flight from the New York area last weekend, he found himself
dragged by border officers into a back room in the airport for an interrogation. They then marched him back to the same United Airlines jet that he
had flown in on, despite the fact he had arrived with a valid one-year tourist visa. 

Lew Urges Yuan Gains, Sees No Global Risk From China Real Estate from Bloomberg News 2 Jul 14

Treasury Secretary Jacob J. Lew urged China to let its currency appreciate further and expressed confidence the world’s second-largest economy
has the tools to manage a frothy real-estate market. 

Thousands Gather For Hong Kong Pro-Democracy March from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 14

Carrying banners and chanting slogans, thousands of protesters gathered Tuesday for a pro-democracy rally in Hong Kong that organisers say
could be the largest since the city was handed back to China. 

China’s Antigraft Push Snares An Ex-General from New York Times 1 Jul 14



In the most far-reaching public move so far in President Xi Jinping’s drive against corruption in China, the Communist Party on Monday expelled
a retired military commander, Xu Caihou, and handed him over for an investigation into accusations that he took huge bribes in return for military
promotions.

China Plans To Send Second Oil Rig To Waters Near Vietnam from New York Times 20 Jun 14

The day after tough talks between Vietnam and China that made no progress over a Chinese oil rig in the South China Sea, Beijing said Thursday
it was sending a second rig to waters close to Vietnam. 

China, Trying To Bolster Its Claims, Plants Islands In Disputed Waters from New York Times 17 Jun 14

The islands have all that one could ask of a tropical resort destination: white sand, turquoise waters and sea winds. 

China Takes Dispute With Vietnam To UN from Associated Press 10 Jun 14

China took its dispute with Vietnam over its deployment of an oil rig in contested waters to the United Nations on Monday, accusing Hanoi of
infringing on its sovereignty and illegally disrupting a Chinese company’s drilling operation. 

US: China military capability grows amid tensions from Associated Press 6 Jun 14

China shows growing capability to project military power beyond its shores, the Defense Department said Thursday. 

White House Hails Tiananmen Square Protesters from Associated Press 4 Jun 14

The White House is paying tribute to pro-democracy protesters who stood up against the Chinese government in Beijing’s Tiananmen Square 25
years ago, and calling on Chinese authorities to account for those who were killed, detained or went missing during and after the protests. 

China Trades Barbs With US, Japan On Islands At Forum from Bloomberg News 2 Jun 14

Rebuffing criticism from the U.S. and Japan, China sent a clear message at an international security meeting that it will press ahead with territorial
claims that have caused friction with Japan and smaller neighbors. 

US Warns China To Avoid Tensions In Airspace from Agence France-Presse 30 May 14

The United States warned China Thursday against sparking tensions in international airspace after Japan accused Beijing of “dangerous
maneuvers” above disputed seas. 

Terror Attack In Xinjiang Kills 31 And Injures 94 from New York Times 22 May 14

Explosions at a crowded market killed 31 people and injured 94 more Thursday morning in Urumqi, the capital of the restive Xinjiang region of
China, in what officials called a “violent terrorist attack.” It was the deadliest burst of violence this year, highlighting a growing challenge to
Chinese rule in a region that is home to the mostly Muslim, Uighur ethnic group. 

China: US Must Be Objective About Asia Tensions from Associated Press 16 May 14

China’s top military leader blamed the Obama administration’s new focus on Asia on Thursday for various disputes in the East and South China
seas, saying “some neighboring countries” are using it as a chance to provoke problems. 

U.S., China spar again on South China Seas dispute from Reuters 14 May 14

China hit back at the United States over the disputed South China Sea on Tuesday, after U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said recent Chinese
moves in the waters were "provocative". 

Kerry: US Concern Over China “Aggression” At Sea from Associated Press 13 May 14

The U.S. and other nations are deeply concerned about “aggressive” Chinese action in the South China Sea, Secretary of State John Kerry said
Monday. 

China seizes 956 smuggled pangolin carcasses from Xinhua (China) 13 May 14

Border police in south China's Guangdong Province have seized hundreds of dead pangolins while busting a wildlife trafficking case, local
authorities said on Tuesday. 



Confrontations Raise Stakes In South China Sea from Wall Street Journal 8 May 14

Vietnam Clashes With China Over Oil Rig; Philippines Detains Chinese Fishing Boat and Crew

U.S. criticizes Chinese oil rig move amid Vietnam protests from Reuters 7 May 14

The United States on Tuesday sharply criticized the movement of a huge Chinese oil rig that Vietnam says has entered its waters, the latest show
of Beijing's growing assertiveness to raise alarm among smaller countries in the region. 

Assailants Attack Train Station In Restive Western China from New York Times 1 May 14

Assailants with explosives and knives killed three people and wounded at least 79 Wednesday evening outside a railroad station in Urumqi, the
capital of western China’s restive Xinjiang region, where President Xi Jinping had just concluded a visit, state news media reported, calling it a
brazen terrorist assault. 

Philippines And China In Dispute Over Reef from New York Times 1 Apr 14

China accused the Philippines on Monday of illegally occupying Chinese territory after a Philippine vessel outmaneuvered the Chinese Coast
Guard and resupplied a ship that has been stranded for 15 years on the Second Thomas Shoal, a tiny reef in the South China Sea. 

China Demands US Explanation About Reports Of NSA Hacking Into Huawei (Wan, WP) from Washington Post 25 Mar 14

China demanded a U.S. explanation Monday about reports that the National Security Agency infiltrated Chinese telecommunications giant
Huawei Technologies to see whether it was spying for Beijing and to turn its equipment against other countries, such as Iran. 

Hong Kong fails to protect human trafficking victims: report from Agence France-Presse 24 Mar 14

Hong Kong is failing to protect victims of human trafficking for forced labour, a report said Monday, calling for new legislation to prevent
"modern-day slavery" in a city which relies heavily on migrant workers. 

New Ambassador To China Vows To Focus On Business, Human Rights from Washington Post 19 Mar 14

New U.S. Ambassador to China Max Baucus said one of his top goals will be ensuring a “level playing field for American businesses.” 

China: US, Beijing Should Stress Mutual Interests from Associated Press 13 Mar 14

Common interests between China and the United States far outweigh the countries’ differences, Chinese Premier Li Keqiang said Thursday,
sounding a cordial note following a minor spat over President Barack Obama’s recent meeting with the Dalai Lama. 

China Announces 12.2% Increase In Military Budget from New York Times 6 Mar 14

China announced on Wednesday that it would increase its military budget for 2014 to almost $132 billion, a 12.2 percent rise over last year.

China Blames Xinjiang Separatists For Stabbing Rampage At Train Station from New York Times 3 Mar 14

The group of about 10 attackers, dressed in black and wearing cloth masks, arrived in front of Kunming Railway Station in southwest China on
Saturday night and began slashing at employees and commuters, sometimes repeatedly plunging their long knives and daggers into people too
stunned or slow to flee. 

U.S. envoy tells China, Japan to lower temperature in sea row from Reuters 27 Feb 14

China and Japan must ease tension in the disputed East China Sea to avoid severe "unintended consequences", U.S. Ambassador to China Gary
Locke said on Thursday, days before he steps down as Washington's first Chinese-American envoy in Beijing. 

China urges Obama to cancel meeting with Dalai Lama from Reuters 21 Feb 14

China urged the United States on Friday to scrap plans for U.S. President Barack Obama to meet exiled Tibetan spiritual leader the Dalai Lama
later in the day, warning that the planned meeting would "seriously damage" ties between the countries. 

Obama To Meet With Dalai Lama On Friday At White House from USA Today 21 Feb 14

President Obama will meet with the Dalai Lama at the White House on Friday, the Obama administration announced Thursday night. 



China Faults Report Blaming North Korean Leader For Atrocities from New York Times 19 Feb 14

Chinese officials on Tuesday criticized a United Nations report that served notice to Kim Jong-un, the North Korean leader, that he might be
personally held liable in court for crimes against humanity committed by state institutions and officials under his direct control. 

Kerry Worried About Asia’s Sea Disputes, Citing Moves By China from Washington Post 18 Feb 14

Asia’s territorial disputes could provoke military conflict unless countries in the region adopt new maritime codes of conduct and an increasingly
assertive China agrees to base its claims on international law and resolve them peacefully, Secretary of State John F. Kerry warned Monday. 

In 96-0 Vote, Senate Confirms Baucus As China Ambassador from McClatchy 7 Feb 14

The Senate Thursday confirmed Sen. Max Baucus as Ambassador to China in a 96 to 0 vote 

US Vents Criticism Of Chinese Maritime Claims from Associated Press 6 Feb 14

The U.S. voiced concern Wednesday that China is gradually asserting control in the disputed South China Sea on the basis of vague territorial
claims unsupported by international law. 

Clapper: Sense of ‘manifest destiny’ drives China aggression from Washington Times 5 Feb 14

The chief of U.S. intelligence says China’s aggressive pursuit of territorial claims in the seas of East Asia is driven by a sense of historical destiny
and is causing great concern among countries in the region. 

China Accuses Hackers For Internet Disruption; Experts Suspect Censors from Washington Post 23 Jan 14

A mysterious glitch in China led to one of the biggest-ever Internet blackouts on Tuesday, forcing massive volumes of Chinese Web traffic to U.S.
servers belonging to a firm with a long history of protesting the government in Beijing and evading its censors. 

China Presses Corruption Inquiry Of Powerful Former Security Official from New York Times 16 Dec 13

Sending tremors across China’s political landscape, President Xi Jinping and other party leaders have authorized a corruption inquiry against the
powerful former head of the domestic security apparatus, Zhou Yongkang, according to five sources with elite political ties. 

China Paper Says US Ship Harassed China Fleet from Associated Press 16 Dec 13

An official Chinese newspaper on Monday accused the U.S. Navy of harassing a Chinese squadron earlier this month, shortly before a near
collision that marked the two nations’ most serious sea confrontation in years. 

Chinese Don’t See United States As An Enemy, Study Finds, But They Distrust Its Government from Washington Post 11 Dec 13

While China’s anti-U.S. rhetoric gets a lot of attention, the country’s elites and public are in reality less antagonistic toward the United States,
according to a study to be released Thursday. 

US Warns China Against Escalating Air Zone Tensions from Agence France-Presse 6 Dec 13

US Vice President Joe Biden warned China on Thursday against escalating a dispute over an East China Sea air zone, adding that regional peace
and stability were in Beijing’s interests. 

China Offers Japan Talks On Air Zone As Biden Meets Xi from Bloomberg BusinessWeek 5 Dec 13

China offered Japan talks on the safety of aircraft in overlapping air defense zones after U.S. Vice President Joseph Biden urged Asia’s top two
economies to set up channels for resolving their disputes. 

Biden Opens Visit To China Aimed At Easing Tensions In Northeast Asia from Washington Post 5 Dec 13

Vice President Biden opened his high-stakes visit to China on Wednesday by meeting with President Xi Jinping for 5 1/2 hours, as the two men
engaged in the first direct, high-level talks between the countries aimed at tamping down rising tensions in Northeast Asia. 

In Tokyo, Biden Blames China For Raising Tensions In Northeast Asia from Washington Post 4 Dec 13

Vice President Biden on Tuesday said the United States is “deeply concerned” about China’s establishment of an air defense zone over disputed



islands in the East China Sea, a message aimed at reassuring U.S. allies while leaving negotiating room as Biden heads to Beijing. 

In The East China Sea, A Far Bigger Test Of Power Looms from New York Times 2 Dec 13

In an era when the Obama administration has been focused on new forms of conflict — as countries use cyberweapons and drones to extend their
power — the dangerous contest suddenly erupting over a pile of rocks in the East China Sea seems almost a throwback to the Cold War. 

China Sends Warplanes Into Air Defense Zone from Associated Press 29 Nov 13

China said it sent warplanes into its newly declared maritime air defense zone Thursday, days after the U.S., South Korea and Japan all sent flights
through the airspace in defiance of rules Beijing says it has imposed in the East China Sea. 

China Sends Warplanes To New Air Defense Zone After U.S., Japan, S. Korea Incursions from Washington Post 29 Nov 13

China said Thursday that it had sent warplanes to patrol its newly declared maritime air defense identification zone, ratcheting up a dispute over
an island chain that has turned into a dangerous standoff in the region. 

U.S. Defies China, Sends Bombers Into Disputed East China Sea Zone from Los Angeles Times 27 Nov 13

The U.S. dispatched a pair of bombers to fly over a disputed island chain in the East China Sea, challenging a new claim by China that it controls
an air defense zone over the area. 

UPDATE: China demands clarity on Spanish Jiang Zemin arrest order from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 13

China is demanding a "clarification" from Madrid after a Spanish court issued an international arrest warrant for former Chinese president Jiang
Zemin over alleged genocide in Tibet, Beijing said Wednesday. 

China Internet firms sue Baidu in piracy battle from Agence France-Presse 13 Nov 13

Two major Chinese Internet firms -- backed by Hollywood -- are suing the Asian giant's leading search engine Baidu over copyright violations,
they said Wednesday, in a rare internal challenge to the country's rampant piracy. 

One Killed in Explosion in China's Shanxi Province from Wall Street Journal 7 Nov 13

Investigators attributed a series of blasts outside a Communist Party building in central China to homemade bombs, state media reported, in an
incident that comes just a week after a suicide attack in the heart of Beijing. 

China Strips Army Official of Position After Attack from New York Times 4 Nov 13

A senior military commander in China’s restive far west has been stripped of his position on a powerful Communist Party governing body after an
attack in the nation’s capital last week that claimed five lives and deeply unnerved the Chinese leadership. 

Beijing: Muslim family led Tiananmen suicide attack from USA Today 30 Oct 13

A deadly terror attack not far from Mao's tomb shows that China may not be prepared for terror attacks that Western nations have been trying to
counter for years. 

China Focuses on an Ethnic Minority in a Car Explosion from New York Times 30 Oct 13

The Chinese authorities investigating a deadly episode near Tiananmen Square appeared Tuesday to focus on suspects from Xinjiang, the region
in China’s far west that has been the scene of increasingly violent resistance to Beijing’s hard-line policies. 

China’s Arms Industry Makes Global Inroads from New York Times 21 Oct 13

From the moment Turkey announced plans two years ago to acquire a long-range missile defense system, the multibillion-dollar contract from a
key NATO member appeared to be an American company’s to lose. 

Chinese Ships In Disputed Waters On National Day: Japan from Agence France-Presse 30 Sep 13

Chinese ships sailed into Tokyo-controlled waters on Tuesday as Beijing celebrated its National Day and as Japan and the United States prepare
for talks on their defence pact. 



China Navy Chief Says Operational Aircraft Carrier A Few Years Away from Reuters 12 Sep 13

Admiral Wu says first carrier mainly for training; Carrier commander Zhang says 36 planes operate from ship 

US, China To Take Up Hacking, Business Rows from Agence France-Presse 10 Jul 13

The United States and China will on Wednesday try to find common ground on rows ranging from hacking to trade access, with few expectations
of breakthroughs. 

China/North Korea
China Ban On Items For Nuclear Use To North Korea May Stall Arms Bid from New York Times 30 Sep 13

The publication of the 236-page list of banned items came as a surprise to many who follow North Korea and China, given China’s longstanding
reluctance to do anything that might destabilize the North and allow the United States any more power on the Korean Peninsula. 

China/Phillipines
China's World: Philippines Looks to Revive U.S. Naval Base from Wall Street Journal 17 Sep 13

Manila Looks to Subic Bay to Counter Chinese Moves in Region....the Philippines wants American forces back in Subic to counter Chinese
moves off the Philippine coast. Just west of Subic, Chinese ships have fenced off the Scarborough Shoal, one of the world's richest fishing
grounds, which falls within the Philippines's 200-nautical-mile exclusive economic zone. 

Citizenship
Ethnicity Or Birthplace: Rules Of Citizenship Vary from Associated Press 21 Feb 14

Israel is not the only country to struggle with the question of what defines nationality — place of birth, loyalty or ethnicity? Any child born in the
United States becomes American at birth, regardless of its parents’ origins. But that’s by no means the global standard. 

Civil-Military Affairs
A Framework for NGO-Military Collaboration from Small Wars Journal 10 Jul 14

Drawing from scholarly literature, case studies, and practitioner interviews, I theorize that the efficacy of NGO-military collaboration varies with
the type of NGO (international NGO (INGO) or local NGO (LNGO)) and the type of operation. 

Climate
Kerry Prods Diplomats As Climate Talks Appear To Falter from Washington Post 12 Dec 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry gave a rhetorical shove to diplomats struggling to negotiate an international climate treaty Thursday, saying far
greater urgency is needed in tackling a problem that could soon affect everyone on the planet. 

Strange Climate Event: Warmth Toward U.S. For Its More Assertive Role from New York Times 12 Dec 14

When it comes to global warming, the United States has long been viewed as one of the world’s worst actors. American officials have been booed
and hissed during international climate talks, bestowed with mock “Fossil of the Day” awards for resisting treaties, and widely condemned for
demanding that other nations cut their fossil fuel emissions while refusing, year after year, to take action at home. 

Climate Study Puts Diplomatic Pressure On Obama from New York Times 1 Apr 14

A sweeping new study on the effects of climate change — which the report says is already disrupting the lives and livelihoods of the poorest
people across the planet — creates a diplomatic challenge for President Obama, who hopes to make action on both climate change and economic
inequality hallmarks of his legacy. 

Climate Change
Obama, UN Leader Discuss Climate Change, Other Issues from Associated Press 5 Aug 15

President Barack Obama says the world “has to step up” to help combat climate change and adds that the United Nations will continue to press
other countries to take action. 

Scientists Say Arctic Sea Ice Just Set A Disturbing New Record from Washington Post 20 Mar 15

Two weeks ago, we noted here that the Arctic was on the verge of a scary new record — an unprecedented “lowest winter maximum” for sea ice



extent. What that would mean is that during the season of the year when there is the most ice covering the seas of the Arctic, the peak extent of
that ice was nonetheless smaller than in any year – at least since satellite measurements began in the late 1970s. 

FEATURE: Behind The Scenes, Kerry Makes A Pact On Climate A Priority from New York Times 3 Jan 14

Whether the secretary of state can have that kind of influence remains an open question, and Mr. Kerry, despite two decades of attention to climate
policy, has few concrete accomplishments on the issue. The climate bills he sponsored as a United States senator failed.

Congo
U.S. diplomat arrested with pro-democracy activists in Congo from Reuters 16 Mar 15

Security forces in Democratic Republic of Congo arrested a U.S. diplomat along with pro-democracy activists, journalists and musicians on
Sunday following a news conference in the capital Kinshasa, a government spokesman and witnesses said. 

UN Sends More Troops To DR Congo’s Troubled Katanga Region from Agence France-Presse 26 Feb 14

The UN said Tuesday it has deployed around 100 Egyptian special forces to the restive Katanga region of the Democratic Republic of Congo,
where a surge in violence has caused what it called a humanitarian “catastrophe”. 

UN Warns Will Thwart Any M23 Rebel Return In DR Congo from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 14

The United Nations mission in the Democratic Republic of Congo will not “tolerate” a resurgence of the M23 rebel group, the top UN official
there said Monday. 

DR Congo Security Forces Repel Attacks, Kill At Least 70 from Agence France-Presse 31 Dec 13

Congolese security forces repelled a wave of coordinated attacks in the capital Kinshasa and other cities on Monday, in fierce gun battles that left
more than 70 assailants and three troops dead, the government said. 

Uganda says M23 rebel commander not under arrest from Associated Press 12 Nov 13

A Ugandan government spokesman says the military commander of Congo's M23 rebels "is not a prisoner" in Uganda and may only be handed
over to Congolese authorities after a final peace accord has been signed. 

Congo Rebels, After Giving Up Struggle, Are Disarmed from New York Times 8 Nov 13

The Ugandan military has begun the process of disarming large numbers of rebels from the neighboring Democratic Republic of Congo, a
military spokesman said Thursday. 

M23 fighters in eastern Congo say ending rebellion from Associated Press 6 Nov 13

The M23 rebel group blamed for killing scores of civilians in eastern Congo over the last year and a half announced Tuesday it was ending its
rebellion as an emboldened Congolese military seized the last two hills that had remained under rebel control. 

Congolese army gains in east could see defeat of M23 rebels from Los Angeles Times 30 Oct 13

Congolese troops backed by a U.N. force on Wednesday drove insurgents from the M23 group from the eastern border town of Bunagana, the
rebels' headquarters and last stronghold. 

FEATURE: Kony 2013: US Quietly Intensifies Effort To Help African Troops Capture Infamous Warlord from Washington Post 29

Oct 13

Senior U.S. officials say the Pentagon has asked the White House for permission to further widen the mission by temporarily basing sophisticated
Air Force CV-22 Osprey aircraft in Uganda, allowing American and African troops to move across a broader area and more quickly assault
Kony’s camps. 

UN Council To Hold Emergency DR Congo Talksas Troops Fight Rebels from Agence France-Presse 28 Oct 13

The UN Security Council will hold emergency talks Monday on a new surge in fighting in eastern DR Congo in which a UN peacekeeper was
killed, diplomats said as government troops cleared rebels from strategic positions in the country’s restive east. 



Congress
From Cybersecurity To Trade Deal, Bills Are Expected To Start Moving from New York Times 14 Apr 15

After a lengthy stretch of legislative somnolence, interrupted occasionally by frenetic action to prevent the government from shutting down,
Congress is now pivoting to policy. 

Obama To Seek Congressional Authorization To Fight Islamic State from Washington Post 11 Feb 15

For the first time since taking office, and six months after beginning airstrikes against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, President Obama plans
to ask Congress on Wednesday to approve U.S. military action. 

Paris Attack Has U.S. Lawmakers Questioning Visa Waivers from McClatchy 15 Jan 15

In the wake of last week’s Paris terrorist attack, some top U.S. lawmakers want to review a visa program that they worry could enable similar
attacks on American soil. 

An Obama Ally Parts With Him on War Powers from New York Times 6 Oct 14

In June, after he had written a scorching opinion article seeking to constrain the president’s unilateral power to make war, Senator Tim Kaine of
Virginia, one of Barack Obama’s earliest supporters, buttonholed the commander in chief at the White House for what he called “a spirited
discussion.” 

Public Has At Least “Some” Confidence In Feds After 2013 Government Shutdown from Washington Post 8 Sep 14

Last year’s 16-day partial government shutdown was a difficult time in many ways, but it appears to have generated some lasting good will for
federal employees. 

Sen. Lindsey Graham says a new 9/11 is ‘inevitable’ from Washington Times 16 Jun 14

Sen. Lindsey Graham said Sunday that the decision to withdraw U.S. forces from Iraq has made the chances for another 9/11-like attack on
American soil “inevitable.” 

House Panel To Investigate Prisoner Swap from Associated Press 10 Jun 14

The House Armed Services Committee will investigate the Obama administration’s swap of an American prisoner held for five years for five
Taliban leaders that caused a political firestorm over the lack of congressional notification and fears the high-level Taliban could return to the
Afghanistan battlefield. 

Graham Says Will Hold Up All Nominees Over Benghazi from McClatchy 31 Oct 13

Sen. Lindsey Graham isn’t running for president – as far as anyone knows, at least – but the South Republican has joined presumed 2016 hopefuls
Rand Paul and Ted Cruz in blocking nominees of President Barack Obama. 

Cote d'Ivoire
Cote d'Ivoire urged to tighten control on small arms from Xinhua (China) 9 Dec 14

The West African Action Network on Small Arms (WAANSA) has urged Cote d'Ivoire to reinforce its control on small and light arms. 

Counter-Illicit Trafficking
Indonesian president rules out clemency for death-row drug convicts from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 2 Dec 14

Indonesian President Joko Widodo ruled out granting clemency to convicted drug traffickers sentenced to death, a senior minister said Tuesday. 

Libya seizes major cocaine haul from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 17 Apr 14

Libyan authorities have seized 44 kilograms of cocaine in the capital Tripoli, Libyan broadcaster al-Nabaa reported Thursday. 

Modern-day Slavery Persists The World Over from Los Angeles Times 18 Oct 13

A report released Thursday by Australia’s Walk Free Foundation suggests that Savita’s story is a common one, not just in India but worldwide.
The 162-nation survey estimated that there are 29.8 million modern-day slaves, and that bondage in some form exists in most countries, including
the United States, Canada, Japan and Western European nations. 



Counterterror
Heeding New Counterterror Guidelines, U.S. Forces Backed Off In Somalia Raid from Washington Post 8 Oct 13

When Navy SEALs were met with gunfire as they attempted a raid on a seaside militant compound in southern Somalia early Saturday, the
commander of the operation had the authority to call in a U.S. airstrike. Instead, he opted to retreat.

Did Obama Swap 'Black' Detention Sites For Ships? from Associated Press 8 Oct 13

Instead of sending suspected terrorists to Guantanamo Bay or secret CIA "black" sites for interrogation, the Obama administration is questioning
terrorists for as long as it takes aboard U.S. naval vessels.

Crimea
Obama Concedes Russia Unlikely To Leave Crimea (Pace, AP) from Associated Press 26 Mar 14

President Barack Obama acknowledged for the first time Tuesday that Russia is unlikely to surrender control of the strategically important
peninsula it annexed from Ukraine, conceding that Western condemnations have had little effect on Vladimir Putin. 

Cuba
US, Cuba To Broach Human Rights Tuesday from AFP 27 Mar 15

Cuba said it will hold talks Tuesday with the United States on human rights, one of the most delicate issues pending in their historic
rapprochement, insisting that both sides’ records should be scrutinized. 

US-Cuba talks on human rights Tuesday in Washington: Havana from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 15

The United States and Cuba will hold talks on human rights, one of the most delicate issues pending in their historic rapprochement, on Tuesday
in Washington, Havana said. 

Cultural & Societal Issues 
Southern Cone

Brazil
Pope’s Trip To Brazil Seen As “Strong Start” In Revitalizing Church from New York Times 29 Jul 13

By various measures, Francis’s first international trip since he was named pope this year was a success. The 76-year-old Argentine, a Jesuit who is
the first pope from the Americas, was greeted like a rock star by attendees to a conference of Catholic youth.

Cultural and Societal Issues
Southern Cone

Brazil
State Dept. Seeks To Broaden Religious Reach from Washington Post 27 Jul 13

The State Department said the new office “will focus on engagement with faith-based organizations and religious institutions around the world to
strengthen U.S. development and diplomacy and advance America’s interests and values.”

Curacao
Curacao Searches For Attackers In Airport Shooting from Associated Press 17 Jul 14

Police in Curacao scoured the arid Dutch Caribbean island Wednesday hunting for gunmen who sprayed bullets at the arrivals area of the
international airport, killing two people and wounding six. 

Cyber Crime
Cybercrime part of sophisticated online economy: study from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 14

The dark world of cybercrime has evolved from one of rogue individuals to a functioning market-based economy with its ups and downs, code of
conduct and "innovation." 

Cyber-Security
U.S. Investigating Hacking Of Federal Worker Databases from Bloomberg News 11 Jul 14



The U.S. is investigating a hacking attack on databases containing sensitive information on federal workers, according to a Department of
Homeland Security official. Federal investigators in March discovered an intrusion into the computer networks of the Office of Personal
Management, which among other things stores information about federal workers with top-secret security clearances.

Chinese Hackers Pursue Key Data on U.S. Workers; Officials cite breach; target seen as agency's files on security clearances
from New York Times 10 Jul 14

Chinese hackers in March broke into the computer networks of the United States government agency that houses the personal information of all
federal employees, according to senior American officials. They appeared to be targeting the files on tens of thousands of employees who have
applied for top-secret security clearances.

Cyprus
Cyprus President Suspends Peace Talks from Associated Press 8 Oct 14

Cyprus’ president on Tuesday suspended talks on reunifying the ethnically divided island in response to Turkish plans to search for oil and gas in
waters where the Cypriot government has already licensed companies to drill. 

US Vice President: Cyprus Peace Deal Possible from Associated Press 22 May 14

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden on Wednesday hailed Washington’s newly minted “strategic partnership” with Cyprus and expressed hope that a
long elusive reunification accord could turn the east Mediterranean island into a source of stability in a tumultuous region. 

Kerry Eyes Role In Cyprus Peace Process from Agence France-Presse 14 May 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry is planning to dip his toes into yet another of the world’s intractable conflicts, announcing Tuesday he will visit
Cyprus in the coming weeks. 

US Welcomes Moves To End Division Of Cyprus from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 14

The United States Tuesday welcomed the relaunch of peace talks between Greek- and Turkish Cypriot leaders, and vowed to work to with both
sides to try to reach an accord. 

Czech Republic
Czech court permits extradition of suspected terrorist aides to United States from Xinhua (China) 15 Apr 15

The Prague City Court on Wednesday granted to the United States extradition of three suspected terrorist aides. According to the United States,
the suspected terrorist aides wanted to sell weapons and cocaine to U.S. agents who passed themselves off as members of the Colombian FARC
terrorist organization. 

Czechoslovakia
Czech parliament OKs extra powers for spy agencies from Associated Press 12 Aug 15

The Czech Parliament's upper house has approved a plan to give extra powers to the country's spy services in an effort to tackle terrorism threats
and organized crime. 

Czech president bans U.S. ambassador from Prague Castle from Reuters 6 Apr 15

President Milos Zeman has "closed the door" of Prague Castle to the U.S. ambassador following comments perceived as critical of the Czech's
decision to attend a World War Two commemoration in Moscow, according to local media reports on Sunday. 

Dakar
Malian Jihadist Stages Deadly Rocket Attack On UN Camp: MINUSMA from 8 Oct 14

A Senegalese peacekeeper was killed Tuesday as a UN camp in northern Mali came under rocket fire in an attack blamed on a jihadist leader
driven from the country by French troops. 

Democratic Republic of Congo
President Joseph Kabila promotes general accused of selling arms to rebels from Reuters 20 Sep 14

President Joseph Kabila has named to a top army post a general accused by U.N. experts of selling weapons to rebel groups responsible for



massacring civilians in Democratic Republic of Congo's violence-plagued east. 

Democratic Republic of Congo 
U.S. Urges Congo Leader Not To Run For Third Term from New York Times 5 May 14

Secretary of State John Kerry on Sunday publicly urged the president of the Democratic Republic of Congo to respect his nation’s Constitution
and not run for another term in 2016. 

Democratic Republic of Congo
DR Congo Rapes, Child Soldiers In Focus At UN Rights Review from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 14

The Democratic Republic of Congo should do more to stop sexual violence and ensure children are not recruited as soldiers, diplomats said
Tuesday during a UN review of the country’s rights record. 

Dengue Fever
Results Are Promising In Clinical Trial Of Dengue Fever Vaccine from New York Times 29 Apr 14

The French pharmaceutical company Sanofi said on Monday that its experimental vaccine for dengue fever had succeeded in its first late-stage
clinical trial. The results could help pave the way for the introduction of the first vaccine to prevent a disease that afflicts an estimated 50 million
to 100 million people a year. 

Denmark
Anger of Suspect in Danish Killings Is Seen as Only Loosely Tied to Islam from New York Times 17 Feb 15

When Aydin Soei, a sociologist in Denmark, met members of an inner-city gang in 2008, one teenage tough stood out as more intelligent than his
peers, and more mercurial. He showed little interest in Islam, but a deep loathing for Denmark, the country where he was born and spent his entire
life. 

Domestic
New Jersey mall gunman found dead hours after shooting from CNN 5 Nov 13

The gunman who opened fire at a New Jersey mall Monday night is dead after holing up in a back room at the mall and shooting himself in the
head, a local prosecutor said. 

U.S. Bank owes 2.7 million people for overdrafts from Star Tribune 27 Sep 13

Number of people who are part of deal is higher than first thought. 

Shutdown Standoff Shows No Sign Of Easing from Washington Post 23 Sep 13

Conservatives firm on Obamacare, but Coburn says strategy won't work 

What The Next Eight Days Could Bring from Washington Post 23 Sep 13

On Friday, the House passed a measure that would keep the government running through mid-December. But it came with what Democrats
consider a poison pill: It defunds President Obama’s signature health-care law, known as Obamacare. 

Keystone XL Debate Resurfaces, Gets Entangled In Debt-Ceiling Battle from Washington Times 20 Sep 13

The Keystone XL pipeline has been knocked out of the headlines in recent weeks, but debate over the project found new life on Capitol Hill this
week. 

Rampage At Navy Yard from Washington Post 17 Sep 13

The victims: 12 killed, 8 hurt in gun attack at Southeast D.C. military base; The suspect: Alleged shooter dies in gun battle, is ID'd as contractor,
ex-reservist; The scene: Chaso on base is followed by hours of caution, fear in surrounding area 

Gunman And 12 Victims Killed In Shooting At D.C. Navy Yard from New York Times 17 Sep 13

A former Navy reservist killed at least 12 people on Monday in a mass shooting at a secure military facility that led the authorities to lock down
part of the nation’s capital — even after the gunman was killed — in a hunt for two other armed men spotted by video cameras, officials said. 



Navy Family To Rally After 'Horrific Blow,' Secretary Vows from Washington Times 17 Sep 13

Saying the service had suffered a “horrific blow,” Navy Secretary Ray Mabus on Monday vowed Navy personnel would rally as a family from the
attack at one of the Navy’s oldest and most storied bases. 

Signs Of Trouble, But Motive A Mystery from USA Today 17 Sep 13

Incidents in 2004, 2010 involved guns 

At Military Installations, A Struggle Between Access And Safety from Washington Post 17 Sep 13

Every day, hundreds of employees who work at the Navy Yard stream onto the base in their cars or on foot after flashing a badge and swiping it
through a scanner. There are no metal detectors, pat-downs or bag searches for staffers. 

Ohio man who held women captive commits suicide from Associated Press 4 Sep 13

The man who held three women captive in his home for nearly a decade before one escaped and alerted authorities has been found dead and is
believed to have committed suicide, a prison official said. 

Canadian Documents Suggest Shift on Pipeline from New York Times 26 Aug 13

Ever since President Obama said in June that a litmus test for the proposed Keystone XL oil pipeline from Canada was whether it would
“significantly” worsen global warming, Canadian government officials have insisted it would not. 

California Seeks Court Permission To Force-Feed Inmates from Associated Press 20 Aug 13

State and federal prison officials on Monday sought a judge's permission to force-feed inmates if necessary as a statewide hunger strike entered its
seventh week. 

Hard Lesson For Deported Veterans from Washington Post 13 Aug 13

A little-known group of green-card holders served in the U.S. military -- and were then sent away for committing crimes 

Suspect parcel leaves two ill at JFK airport from Agence France-Presse 11 Aug 13

Two customs inspectors at New York's John F. Kennedy airport fell ill Sunday after handling a parcel in a mail center that apparently contained a
toxic chemical, local media reported. 

Obama, Before A Military Audience, Vows To End Across-The-Board Cuts from New York Times 8 Aug 13

President Obama stood at this desert base on Wednesday before nearly 3,000 Marines, sailors and their families — and a captive audience of two
Republican adversaries from Congress — and vowed that he would fight to end across-the-board budget cuts that have shaken the military. 

House Issues Subpoenas To Get Benghazi Documents From State Department from Washington Times 2 Aug 13

As they prepared to head home for summer vacation, House Republicans fired off three subpoenas Thursday seeking more information from the
State Department on the terrorist attack last year in Benghazi, Libya, and on the science the Environmental Protection Agency used to impose new
clean air regulations. 

Manning Acquitted Of Aiding Enemy from Washington Post 31 Jul 13

Guilty verdict on Espionage Act; WikiLeaks case likely to shape secrecy debate 

Civil Liberties Groups Predict Assange Will Also Be Prosecuted from Washington Post 31 Jul 13

The conviction of Army private Bradley Manning on espionage charges Tuesday makes it increasingly likely that the United States will prosecute
WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange as a co-conspirator, according to his attorney and civil liberties groups. 

Administration To Reveal Order On Phone Records Ahead Of Hill Hearing from Washington Post 31 Jul 13

The Obama administration has declassified a secret order directing Verizon Communications to turn over a vast number of Americans' phone
records, and it plans to disclose the document Wednesday morning in time for a Senate hearing, according to senior U.S. officials. 



Benghazi Hero David Ubben Still Recovering At Walter Reed from Washington Times 26 Jul 13

Diplomatic Security agent David Ubben, who risked his life to help save his fellow Americans in last year’s terror attack in Benghazi, is still
recovering at Walter Reed medical center. 

In Closing Argument, Prosecutor Casts Soldier as ‘Anarchist’ for Leaking Archives from New York Times 26 Jul 13

A military prosecutor portrayed Pfc. Bradley Manning on Thursday as an “anarchist” who, seeking to “make a splash,” betrayed the United States’
trust when he leaked vast archives of secret documents to WikiLeaks, lifting a veil on American diplomatic and military activities. 

Spy Agencies Under Heaviest Scrutiny Since Abuse Scandal Of The '70s from New York Times 26 Jul 13

American intelligence agencies, which experienced a boom in financing and public support in the decade after the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, have
entered a period of broad public scrutiny and skepticism with few precedents since the exposure of spying secrets and abuses led to the historic
investigation by the Senate’s Church Committee nearly four decades ago. 

National Guard Captain Pleads Guilty To $181K Recruiting Scam from San Antonio Express-News 26 Jul 13

A Schertz-based Army National Guard captain pleaded guilty Thursday to swindling the government out of $181,000 during a seven-year
recruiting bonus scam. 

Unions Rally Federal Workers To Appeal Furloughs from Washington Post 23 Jul 13

Review board overwhelmed; Leaders hope to sawy Congress for a fix 

U.S. authorities bust opium poppy farm in Washington state from Rueters 12 Jul 13

Federal agents raided a large opium poppy-growing operation in Washington state that was cultivating the plants across 40 acres, authorities said
on Thursday. 

Battle Rages Over Obama’s Climate Standards For Keystone XL Pipeline from Washington Post 11 Jul 13

Two weeks after President Obama said he would support the proposed Keystone XL pipeline only if it “does not significantly exacerbate”
greenhouse-gas emissions, the political battle over how to define that is still raging. 

Ex-Troops Bring Their Leadership, Experience To The Classroom from McClatchy Newspapers 2 Jul 13

One trained soldiers to use Stinger missiles to shoot down enemy jets and helicopters. Another sailed silently beneath the seas in a submarine
during the Cold War. A third piloted Black Hawk helicopters in Iraq. 

Environmentalists seek new review of Keystone pipeline plan from Washington Post 28 Jun 13

Six advocacy groups have asked the State Department to prepare a new environmental review of the proposed Keystone XL oil pipeline, saying
that evidence has emerged showing it will hurt the environment. 

Obama Links Keystone Approval To Carbon Emissions from Associated Press 26 Jun 13

President Barack Obama said Tuesday that the proposed Keystone XL pipeline project from Canada to Texas should only be approved if it doesn't
worsen carbon pollution. 

Clean Air Act, Reinterpreted, Would Focus On Flexibility And State-Level Efforts from New York Times 26 Jun 13

With no chance of Congressional support, President Obama is staking part of his legacy on a big risk: that he can substantially reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by stretching the intent of a law decades old and not written with climate change in mind. 

Barack Obama’s Crisis-Driven Second Term from Time 26 Jun 13

From roughly March 6 on the White House has been whiplashed from one foreign policy and national security crisis to another. 

Barack Obama’s Crisis-Driven Second Term from Time 26 Jun 13

From roughly March 6 on the White House has been whiplashed from one foreign policy and national security crisis to another. 



Senate Backs Proposal For Extra Security At U.S. Borders from New York Times 25 Jun 13

The bipartisan push to overhaul the nation's immigration laws took a major step forward Monday evening when the Senate endorsed a proposal to
substantially bolster security along the nation's southern borders as part of measure that would provide a path to citizenship for 11 million
undocumented immigrants already in the country. 

Border Security Amendment Clears Hurdle, Bolstering Chances For Immigration Bill In Senate from Washington Post 25 Jun 13

The effort to reform the nation's immigration laws took another important step forward Monday when a Republican proposal to bolster security
along the U.S.-Mexico border cleared a key procedural hurdle by a margin that bodes well for its eventual approval in the Senate. 

Leahy Introduces Bill Seeking Expanded Oversight Of Surveillance Programs from Washington Post 25 Jun 13

The chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee on Monday renewed long-frustrated efforts to expand congressional oversight of government
surveillance programs following disclosures about the intelligence community's collection of phone and Internet records. 

Domestice
Snowden's Father Offers Firm Defense Of His Son from Washington Post 31 Jul 13

The FBI tried to enlist the father of National Security Agency leaker Edward Snowden to fly to Moscow to try to persuade his son to return to the
United States, but the effort collapsed when agents could not establish a way for the two to speak once he arrived, Snowden's father said Tuesday. 

DR Congo
65 pct of animals in DR Congo's Garamba Park disappear from Xinhua (China) 18 Mar 14

The Garamba National Park in the northeastern region of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo) has lost about 65 percent of protected
animal species in the last three decades, according to the Congolese Institute for Conservation of Nature (ICCN). 

Drug Use
Drug use falling but 2 new legal highs found each week: EU from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 15

The use of traditional drugs such as heroin is falling, but new and potentially highly toxic "legal highs" are appearing at a record rate of two per
week, according to a new EU report released Wednesday. A total of 101 new psychoactive substances were detected in the European Union last
year, up from 81 in 2013. 

Dutch Caribbean
Dutch King And Queen On Royal Tour Of Southern Caribbean from Associated Press 1 May 15

The islands of the Dutch Caribbean are getting a royal visit. Dutch King Willem-Alexander and his Argentine-born wife, Queen Maxima, are
touring the islands of Bonaire and Aruba as part of the two-year bicentennial celebration of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. 

E. Guinea
E.Guinea leader's son charged in France with money laundering: lawyer from Agence France-Presse 19 Mar 14

France has charged the son of Equatorial Guinea's President Teodoro Obiang Nguema with money laundering, his lawyer and a judicial official
said Wednesday. 

East Timor
American tourist leaves E. Timor after six-month ordeal from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 15

An American tourist has returned to the United States after six months trapped in East Timor over the discovery of drugs in a taxi that she was
sharing. 

Ebola
New Ebola Cases Decline, But W.H.O. Advises Caution from New York Times 30 Jul 15

Seven new cases of Ebola were reported in Guinea and Sierra Leone last week, the lowest weekly total in more than a year, the World Health
Organization said Wednesday. But it is too soon to tell whether the decline will last, the agency said, noting that during the previous two months,
20 to 30 new cases a week were reported in the two countries. 



West African Ebola Vaccine Trials To Start Soon from USA Today 23 Jan 15

U.S. scientists will begin the first large-scale tests of Ebola vaccine on people in West Africa within a few weeks, officials announced Thursday. 

Sierra Leone Area To Hold 2-week Ebola ‘Lockdown’ from Associated Press 11 Dec 14

Health workers sent to Sierra Leone to investigate an alarming spike in deaths from Ebola have uncovered a grim scene: piles of bodies,
overwhelmed medical personnel and exhausted burial teams. 

U.S. Buys Up Ebola Gear, Leaving Little for Africa from 25 Nov 14

Manufacturers Strain to Meet Demand Amid Rising Anxiety 

Liberia Free Of Ebola By Christmas, Says President from Associated Press 25 Nov 14

Liberia’s president on Monday urged her countrymen to double their efforts to reach the government’s goal of having zero new Ebola cases by
Dec. 25, a target some experts have described as highly ambitious. 

Ebola Outbreak
Ebola Could Devastate West African Economies, World Bank Says from New York Times 18 Sep 14

The three West African countries most affected by Ebola could experience a “potentially catastrophic blow” to their economies because of the
epidemic, the World Bank Group warned Wednesday. 

Obama Urges World Powers To Bolster Ebola Response from New York Times 17 Sep 14

President Obama on Tuesday challenged world powers to ramp up the global response to the Ebola outbreak that is ravaging three West African
countries, warning that unless health care workers, medical equipment and treatment centers are deployed quickly, the disease could take
hundreds of thousands of lives. 

Ebola Virus
Guinea Declares Ebola A ‘National Health Emergency’ from Agence France-Presse 14 Aug 14

Guinean President Alpha Conde on Wednesday declared a deadly Ebola outbreak that has killed 377 in the west African nation a “health
emergency”. 

Economic Growth
Growth weakening in major emerging economies: OECD from Agence France-Presse 13 May 14

Growth is weakening in major emerging economies, the OECD said on Tuesday, while the recovery in the eurozone remains on track despite
some signs of a slowdown in Germany. 

Economics and Governance
China's princelings storing riches in Caribbean offshore haven from 22 Jan 14

More than a dozen family members of China's top political and military leaders are making use of offshore companies based in the British Virgin
Islands, leaked financial documents reveal...The documents also disclose the central role of major Western banks and accountancy firms, including
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Credit Suisse and UBS in the offshore world, acting as middlemen in the establishing of companies.

Economy
Dark Side Of Declining Oil Prices Is Economic Pain For Some Countries from Los Angeles Times 8 Jan 15

Soaring demand from China kept oil prices above $100 a barrel for most of the last five years, but as growth slows there and elsewhere, the world
is now awash in oil and its price has plummeted to less than $50 a barrel. 

Egypt
ISIS Affiliate Claims Responsibility For Cairo Bombing from New York Times 21 Aug 15

An Islamic State affiliate claimed responsibility for the bombing of a local branch of the Egyptian security agency in Cairo on Thursday, the third
major attack by militants in the capital this summer. 



Car Bomb Explodes Near A Security Building In Cairo from New York Times 20 Aug 15

A car bomb detonated with a thunderous explosion in front of a security building in Cairo early Thursday morning, the authorities said. 

Egypt Widens Government Power With New Anti-Terrorism Law from New York Times 18 Aug 15

President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi of Egypt has issued a counterterrorism law that gives state security officers wider immunity from prosecution,
expands the government’s surveillance powers and penalizes journalists for contradicting official accounts of militant attacks. 

Egypt Adopts Anti-terror Law Critics Say May Muzzle Media from AFP 17 Aug 15

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi on Sunday ratified an anti-terrorism law which stipulates exorbitant fines, and possible suspension from
employment, for “false” reporting on militant attacks. 

ISIS Affiliate In Egypt Says It Has Beheaded A Croatian Man from New York Times 13 Aug 15

The Egyptian affiliate of the Islamic State said on Wednesday that it had beheaded Tomislav Salopek, a 30-year-old Croatian expatriate worker
who was taken from his car on the outskirts of Cairo last month. 

In Egypt, ‘New Suez Canal’ Promises Economic Hope, But Some Just See Hype from New York Times 7 Aug 15

Television newscasters repeat the slogans “Egypt’s gift to the world” and “Egypt rejoices.” Some networks are broadcasting a soaring music video
produced by the military that is full of heroic images of President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi and compares Egypt to a sailing ship. 

Islamic State Group In Egypt Threatens To Kill Croat Hostage from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

An Islamic State affiliate released a video Wednesday threatening to kill a Croatian hostage if Egyptian authorities do not release “Muslim
women” held in prison within 48 hours, a day before the country plans to unveil a highly promoted new extension of the Suez Canal. 

Kerry, In Egypt, Discusses Balancing Human Rights And Terror Fight from New York Times 3 Aug 15

Secretary of State John Kerry told the Egyptian authorities on Sunday that they would not be able to defeat terrorism at home unless they showed
greater respect for human rights. 

Egypt Court Postpones Verdict In Al-Jazeera Trial from AFP 30 Jul 15

An Egyptian court postponed on Thursday its verdict in the retrial of three Al-Jazeera journalists, lawyers said, dashing their hopes for an end to a
legal ordeal that sparked a global outcry. 

Egypt’s Timid Press Lashes Out At Harsh Measures Aimed At Media, Journalists from Washington Post 29 Jul 15

Egypt’s official press union successfully lobbied the cabinet to amend a counterterrorism bill that would have established the jail terms. It was a
rare act of public dissent in a country whose rulers have grown increasingly repressive since the coup. Some reporters say they hope the gesture
will inspire a broader movement for a free press in Egypt, as the government steps up its persecution of journalists. 

Egypt anti-terror bill speeds trials, tightens hand on media from Associated Press 7 Jul 15

After a series of stunning militant attacks, Egypt's government is pushing through a controversial new anti-terrorism draft bill that would set up
special terrorism courts, shorten the appeals process, give police greater powers of arrest and imprison journalists who report information on
attacks that differs from the official government line. 

Egypt Warns Journalists Over Coverage Of Militant Attacks from New York Times 6 Jul 15

To the list of urgent threats facing Egypt, including militants behind assassinations and car bombings, Egyptian officials have warned of another
danger in recent days: journalism, or at least the kind of reporting that strays from the government line. 

Egyptian Militants Linked To ISIS Launch Attack In Northern Sinai from New York Times 2 Jul 15

Militants affiliated with the Islamic State besieged a town in Egypt’s northern Sinai Peninsula on Wednesday in a coordinated assault that turned
the area into a war zone, caught the Egyptian authorities by surprise and underscored their inability to contain a growing insurgency. 



More than 100 dead as militants, Egyptian army clash in North Sinai from Reuters 2 Jul 15

Egypt's army said on Wednesday more than 100 militants and 17 soldiers were killed after simultaneous assaults on military checkpoints in North
Sinai, in the deadliest fighting in years in the restive province. 

Militants attack Egyptian army checkpoints in Sinai, kill 30 from Associated Press 1 Jul 15

Islamic militants on Wednesday unleashed a wave of simultaneous attacks, including a suicide car bombing, on Egyptian army checkpoints in the
restive north of the Sinai Peninsula, killing at least 30 soldiers, security and military officials said. 

Cairo Blast Kills Top Prosecutor, Raising Fears About Militant Reach In Egypt from Washington Post 30 Jun 15

A powerful car bomb killed Egypt’s top prosecutor Monday in a high-profile assassination that underscored the apparently expanding reach of
militants and their ability to mount a sophisticated strike against a well-protected senior official. 

Egypt, US To Hold ‘Strategic Dialogue’ In July from AFP 26 Jun 15

Egypt and the United States will hold a “strategic dialogue” in July, the presidency announced Thursday, amid a growing rapprochement in ties
strained after the army ousted president Mohamed Morsi two years ago. 

Swiss drop part of case over Mubarak's still-frozen funds from Associated Press 23 Jun 15

Switzerland is dropping part of a prosecution case against Egypt's longtime autocrat Hosni Mubarak, his close aids and family members,
involving hundreds of millions of Swiss francs frozen in Swiss banks. 

Egypt Names New Ambassador To Israel from AFP 22 Jun 15

Egypt on Sunday appointed a new ambassador to Israel to fill a post that had been vacant since ousted Islamist president Mohamed Morsi recalled
the previous envoy in 2012. 

Egyptian Court Confirms Death Sentence For Ousted President Morsi from New York Times 17 Jun 15

An Egyptian judge on Tuesday confirmed a death sentence against the deposed president Mohamed Morsi, condemning his rule as a “black night”
and his Islamist movement as “satanic” and “diabolical.” 

Special Report: Egypt deploys scholars to teach moderate Islam, but skepticism abounds from Reuters 1 Jun 15

In his battle against militant Islam, Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi is relying not just on bomber planes and soldiers but on white-
turbaned clerics from Al-Azhar, Egypt's 1,000-year-old center for Islamic learning. He wants clerics to counter radicalism in the classroom. 

Egypt Allows Gazans To Return Home Through Border Crossing from Associated Press 26 May 15

Egypt has opened its border with the Gaza Strip to allow stranded Palestinians to return home. 

Court Sentences Ousted Egypt President To 20 Years In Prison from Associated Press 21 Apr 15

An Egyptian criminal court on Tuesday sentenced ousted Islamist President Mohammed Morsi to 20 years in prison over the killing of protesters
in 2012, the first verdict to be issued against the country’s first freely elected leader. 

Sinai Group Kills Officers In Bombings from New York Times 13 Apr 15

At least 12 people were killed on Sunday when militants linked to the Islamic State carried out three separate attacks on Egyptian security forces
in the northern Sinai Peninsula, including bombing a police station, according to officials from the ministries of Interior and Health. 

Militants attack church and police in Egypt, one policeman dead from Reuters 6 Apr 15

Islamist militants hit Egypt's two largest cities on Sunday with a bombing in Cairo and an attack on a church in Alexandria, leaving one
policeman dead and seven people wounded, security sources said. 

US Restores Military Aid To Egypt from McClatchy 1 Apr 15

The White House is restoring some of the military aid to Egypt that it had cut off in 2013 following a lethal crackdown on supporters of the
country’s deposed president. 



Egypt Says It May Send Troops To Yemen To Fight Houthis from New York Times 27 Mar 15

Egypt said Thursday that it was prepared to send troops into Yemen as part of a Saudi-led campaign to drive back the Iranian-backed Houthi
advance, signaling the growing likelihood of a protracted ground war on the tip of the Arabian Peninsula. 

Egyptian Medical Examiner’s Spokesman Blames Shaimaa El-Sabbagh’s Death On Her Thinness from New York Times 23 Mar 15

A poet and activist hit with a blast of birdshot from a police shotgun during a march to lay flowers in Tahrir Square in Cairo died because she was
too thin, a spokesman for Egypt’s medical examiner said late Saturday. 

Egypt Condemns To Death Brotherhood Chief, 21 Others from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 15

Egyptian courts on Monday condemned to death Muslim Brotherhood leader Mohamed Badie and 21 other members of the banned movement in
two separate cases over incitement to violence. 

Kerry Heads To Egypt, Before New Iran Nuclear Talks from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 15

US Secretary of State John Kerry left Thursday for a key economic conference in Egypt, before a new round of talks in Switzerland on Iran’s
suspect nuclear program. Kerry is due to arrive Friday in the Egyptian Red Sea resort of Sharm al-Sheikh to attend an international economic
conference, set to burnish President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi’s global credentials. 

On Eve Of Conference, Egypt President Passes Investment Laws from Associated Press 13 Mar 15

Egypt’s president approved a package of amendments to investment laws on Thursday, aimed at enticing foreign investors on the eve of a major
economic conference that will bring together hundreds of business executives and foreign leaders. 

Egyptian president pushes U.S. for military aid in Fox News interview from Reuters 10 Mar 15

Egypt's president called for increased U.S. military aid and creation of a regional coalition to fight Islamic State in an interview with Fox News
that aired on Monday, just days before the United States sends its top diplomat to the country. 

Egypt Dismisses Interior Minister Overseeing Crackdown On Dissent from New York Times 6 Mar 15

Egypt’s interior minister, who has helped lead a far-reaching and ruthless crackdown on political dissent, was removed from his post on Thursday
in a cabinet shake-up announced by the president’s office. 

Egyptian Court Suspends Coming Parliamentary Elections from Associated Press 4 Mar 15

An Egyptian court suspended the country’s coming parliamentary elections on Tuesday, after the Supreme Constitutional Court declared the law
defining voting districts unconstitutional. 

Recordings Suggest Emirates And Egyptian Military Pushed Ousting Of Morsi from New York Times 2 Mar 15

Audio recordings of senior Egyptian officials that were leaked Sunday suggest that when Mohamed Morsi was president, the United Arab
Emirates gave the Egyptian Defense Ministry money for a protest campaign against him. 

Egypt's Sisi issues decree widening scope of security crackdown from Reuters 24 Feb 15

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi has signed off on an anti-terrorism law that gives authorities more sweeping powers to ban groups on
charges ranging from harming national unity to disrupting public order. 

Obama Admin. Pressured To Ignore Egypt’s Human Rights Abuses As Islamic State Threat Grows from Washington Times 22 Feb 15

With Islamic State violence spreading rapidly into Libya, the Obama administration finds itself under increasing pressure to downplay human
rights abuses carried out by the Egyptian government in favor of trumpeting Cairo as the next major Sunni Muslim Arab partner willing to take
aggressive military stand against the extremists. 

Obama Admin. Pressured To Ignore Egypt’s Human Rights Abuses As Islamic State Threat Grows from Washington Times 22 Feb 15

With Islamic State violence spreading rapidly into Libya, the Obama administration finds itself under increasing pressure to downplay human
rights abuses carried out by the Egyptian government in favor of trumpeting Cairo as the next major Sunni Muslim Arab partner willing to take



aggressive military stand against the extremists. 

Egypt's Sisi tours border with Libya after bombing IS targets from Reuters 18 Feb 15

President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi warned Egypt would strike back at any militant threats to its security as he toured the border area with Libya on
Wednesday, two days after Cairo bombed Islamic State targets there. 

Egypt Launches Airstrikes On Islamic State In Libya After Video Of Mass Killing from Associated Press 17 Feb 15

Egypt bombed Islamic State militants in neighboring Libya on Monday and called on the United States and Europe to join an international
military intervention in the chaotic North African state after extremists beheaded a group of Egyptian Christians. 

Egypt Bombs Islamic State Targets In Libya After Beheading Video from Washington Post 17 Feb 15

Egypt said it bombed Islamic State targets in Libya on Monday in retaliation for the extremist group’s mass beheading of Egyptian Christians on a
Libyan beach, gruesome killings that threatened to ensnare Egypt into a regional conflict with the jihadists. 

Egypt To Purchase Fighter Jets And A Warship From France from New York Times 13 Feb 15

President François Hollande of France on Thursday announced the sale of nearly $6 billion worth of military hardware to Egypt, including two
dozen Rafale fighter jets and a naval frigate. 

Egypt Leader On Defensive Over Claims He Mocked Gulf Allies from Associated Press 11 Feb 15

In a reflection of Egypt’s massive dependence on Gulf largesse, its president telephoned an array of oil-rich monarchs to control the damage after
allegedly being caught on tape discussing how to milk them for cash. 

Russian President Vladimir Putin In Egypt To Meet Leader from Associated Press 10 Feb 15

Russian President Vladimir Putin arrived in Cairo on Monday to meet his Egyptian counterpart, with both sides eager to strengthen ties and show
both have options outside of the West to pursue their goals. 

Hamas Claims Egypt Fired At Gaza Security Outposts from Agence France-Presse 4 Feb 15

Hamas accused Egypt’s army of firing at Palestinian security outposts in the Gaza Strip Tuesday, just days after Cairo declared the Islamist
movement’s military wing a terrorist group. 

Deaths Occurred During Nationwide Protests Over Crackdown on Muslim Brotherhood from Wall Street Journal 3 Feb 15

An Egyptian court on Monday upheld death sentences against 183 supporters of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood who were found guilty of
killing 11 police officers and two civilians during nationwide protests in 2013. 

Egypt Court Upholds Death Sentences For 183 Convicted Of Killing Police from Wall Street Journal 3 Feb 15

a

Egypt Deports Australian Journalist Jailed With 2 Al Jazeera Colleagues from New York Times 2 Feb 15

The Egyptian authorities have deported an Australian television journalist jailed for more than a year on politicized charges about the content of
his work. 

Bombings Of Security Facilities In Sinai Kill At Least 26 from New York Times 30 Jan 15

A series of simultaneous bombings targeting security facilities in the Sinai killed at least 26 people Thursday night, suggesting that the Egyptian
government’s sweeping campaign of home demolitions, nighttime curfews and geographic isolation has failed to head off the budding insurgency
there. 

Egyptian Court Rejects Appeal Of 3 Activists Facing More Prison Time from Los Angeles Times 28 Jan 15

An Egyptian court on Tuesday turned down an appeal by three well-known activists facing three years in prison after being convicted of
organizing an unauthorized protest and assaulting security personnel. 



Hosni Mubarak’s sons freed from Egyptian prison, officials say from Associated Press 27 Jan 15

The two sons of ousted Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak were released from prison Monday, nearly four years after they were first arrested
along with their father, authorities said. 

Clashes Over Arab Spring Anniversary Leave 18 Dead In Egypt from Los Angeles Times 26 Jan 15

Demonstrations marking the anniversary of Egypt’s 2011 uprising were marred by bombings and clashes with authorities that saw at least 18
people killed and 50 injured, most of them in northern sections of Cairo. 

Egypt's president says Islam needs a reboot from Associated Press 23 Jan 15

Islam needs a reboot as Egypt and France battle the same enemy by waging war against Islamic extremism and terrorism, Egypt's President
Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi said Thursday. 

Court In Egypt Orders Release Of Mubarak’s Sons Pending Corruption Retrial from New York Times 23 Jan 15

An Egyptian court has ordered the release of the imprisoned sons of Hosni Mubarak, Egypt’s deposed president, pending their retrial on
corruption charges, according to Al-Ahram, a state newspaper. 

Photos Show American Held in Egypt Badly Bruised and Ill from New York Times 21 Jan 15

Photographs of an American holding a hunger strike in Cairo to protest his imprisonment without charges show him badly bruised and gravely ill,
raising alarms about his deteriorating health and possible abuse. 

Mubarak’s Wife Says Husband Has Been Vindicated from New York Times 20 Jan 15

Nearly four years after the popular uprising that forced President Hosni Mubarak from power in disgrace, his wife, Suzanne Mubarak, is
celebrating his vindication, she told a Kuwaiti journalist in an interview published online over the weekend. 

Egyptian Court Overturns Mubarak’s Graft Conviction And Orders Retrial from New York Times 14 Jan 15

An appeals court on Tuesday overturned the conviction of former President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt on charges of corruption, removing the last
legal judgment against him and ordering a retrial. 

Egypt's high court overturns last conviction against Mubarak from Reuters 13 Jan 15

Egypt's high court on Tuesday overturned the only remaining conviction against former president Hosni Mubarak, opening the way for his
possible release four years after the revolution that toppled him. 

Egypt Releases Morsi Adviser from New York Times 12 Jan 15

Egyptian authorities on Sunday released, for the first time, one of the advisers to ousted President Mohamed Morsi who were detained with him at
the time of the military takeover on July 3, 2013. 

Egyptian Court Orders Retrial For 3 Al Jazeera Journalists from New York Times 2 Jan 15

Egypt’s highest appeals court on Thursday ordered a retrial for three imprisoned journalists from Al Jazeera’s English-language service,
acknowledging critical procedural flaws in a case that focused international criticism on the government. 

Egypt to try 15 students in military courts over violence from Reuters 28 Dec 14

An Egyptian prosecutor referred 15 alleged members of the banned Muslim Brotherhood to a military court on Sunday on violence-related
charges, the state news agency reported. 

Obama Tells Sisi Of US Concern Over Egypt Mass Trials from Agence France-Presse 19 Dec 14

US President Barack Obama spoke to his Egyptian counterpart Abdel Fattah al-Sisi on Thursday and expressed concern over mass trials and the
continued detention of journalists and peaceful activists. 

Abbas Backs Egypt Crackdown On Gaza Tunnels from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 14

Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas said he supported Egypt’s crackdown on tunnels linking the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip to the Sinai



Peninsula and any other action the country took to protect itself from militants, according to a media report Thursday. 

UK embassy in Cairo closes to the public over security concerns from Reuters 8 Dec 14

The British Embassy in Cairo closed to the public on Sunday due to security concerns, an embassy spokesperson said. 

Egypt's Sisi calls on West to support Libya to avoid new Syria, Iraq from Reuters 21 Nov 14

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi urged the United States and Europe on Thursday to help the Libyan army in its fight against Islamist
militants now to save the country from requiring intervention on the scale of Iraq and Syria. 

Egypt Sees ‘New Era’ In Arab Ties After Qatar Thaw from AFP 20 Nov 14

Egypt on Wednesday hailed a “new era” in Arab solidarity after Gulf states agreed to welcome Qatar back to the fold following a row over its
support for Islamists. 

Egypt Will Expand Its Security Zone Near Gaza Strip from New York Times 17 Nov 14

Egypt’s military said on Monday that it intended to double the size of a secured buffer zone in a town bordering the Gaza Strip after discovering
smuggling tunnels across the frontier that were longer than expected, according to state news media. 

Decree By Sisi Could Lead Egypt To Free Journalist from New York Times 13 Nov 14

President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi issued a law on Wednesday allowing him to deport non-Egyptians convicted of crimes to their home countries, a
move that could lead to the release of at least one of three journalists from the Al Jazeera English news channel who have been imprisoned for
almost a year. 

Egypt’s Sisi Gives Military Broader Power To Put Civilians On Trial from Los Angeles Times 28 Oct 14

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah Sisi moved Monday to expand the scope of military trials for civilians – tribunals of a type that were a hot-button
issue during the uprising that toppled dictator Hosni Mubarak more than three years ago. 

Egyptian Court Jails 23 Activists For Protesting from Associated Press 27 Oct 14

An Egyptian court on Sunday convicted 23 activists of staging an illegal demonstration, sentencing them each to three years in jail in the latest
crackdown by authorities on the secular pro-democracy movement behind the 2011 uprising against longtime ruler Hosni Mubarak. 

Egyptian Media To Limit Criticism Of Government from New York Times 27 Oct 14

A group of Egyptian newspaper editors pledged Sunday to limit their criticism of state institutions, a day after Egypt’s president, Abdel Fattah el-
Sisi, warned of a “conspiracy” behind a militant attack last week that killed at least 31 soldiers. 

Egypt Warplanes Hit Libya Militias, Officials Say from Associated Press 16 Oct 14

Egypt deepened its involvement in the fight against Islamist militias who have taken over key parts of Libya on Wednesday, with officials saying
Egyptian warplanes have bombed their positions in the eastern city of Benghazi. 

Kerry Broaches Rights In Meeting With Sisi from Agence France-Presse 14 Oct 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry broached human rights in a meeting with Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi on Monday as Cairo presses a
crackdown on opposition. 

US-Egyptian Detainee Moved To Cairo Hospital from Associated Press 9 Oct 14

The London-based rights group Amnesty International says an Egyptian-American prisoner on hunger strike for more than eight months has been
transferred to an intensive care unit after his health deteriorated dramatically. 

As Egyptians Grasp For Stability, Sisi Fortifies His Presidency from New York Times 8 Oct 14

With President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi back from his first visit to the United Nations, the Egyptian news media is hailing his performance there as a
transformational moment, for the Egyptian president and even for the General Assembly. 



Egypt Seizes Newspapers To Censor An Article from New York Times 2 Oct 14

The Egyptian authorities on Wednesday confiscated all the copies of one of the country’s largest private newspapers in order to censor an article,
just days after President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi vowed in an American television interview that there was “no limitation on freedom of expression in
Egypt.” 

Egypt Charts A Path Toward Growth And Fiscal Discipline from Washington Times 25 Sep 14

When millions of Egyptians took to the streets last summer and in 2011 to demand change, they were seeking effective and accountable
governance and a fresh economic direction for the country. 

Cairo Courtroom Erupts In Celebration At Dissidents’ Release from New York Times 16 Sep 14

After a series of verdicts that have disheartened democracy activists in Egypt, there were rare images of celebration in a Cairo courtroom on
Monday when a judge ordered the release on bail of three prominent dissidents imprisoned for attending a protest last year. 

Egypt’s Sisi In Saudi Ahead Of Russia Trip from Agence France-Presse 11 Aug 14

Egypt’s President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi was in Saudi Arabia Sunday and will visit Russia Tuesday, in his first trips to both countries since winning
a landslide election victory in May. 

In Gaza War, Egypt Taking Hard Line Over Border (Keath, Michael, AP) from Associated Press 25 Jul 14

In the Gaza war now in its third bloody week, Hamas’ battle isn’t only with Israel, even though that’s the country it is firing rockets at. The
militant group that rules Gaza is demanding Egypt open its border with the tiny, blockaded strip of territory. 

Blasts Kill 2 Senior Policemen Near Egypt Palace from Associated Press 1 Jul 14

Three homemade bombs went off near Egypt’s presidential palace on Monday, killing two senior police officers and injuring 10 other people on
the anniversary of mass protests that led to the ouster of Islamist President Mohammed Morsi. 

Cairo Explosions End Postelection Peace from New York Times 26 Jun 14

Five small bombs exploded around Egypt’s capital within two hours on Wednesday, injuring six people in the first such attacks since the election
of President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi this month. 

Egypt’s Leader Says He Won’t Intervene In Case Of Jailed Journalists from New York Times 25 Jun 14

Brushing aside protests from the governments of Western countries, including the United States, President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi of Egypt said
Tuesday that he would not interfere in the case of three journalists from Al Jazeera’s English-language service who have each been sentenced to at
least seven years in prison. 

Egyptian Court Convicts 3 Al Jazeera Journalists from New York Times 24 Jun 14

A judge on Monday convicted three journalists of conspiring with the Muslim Brotherhood to broadcast false reports of civil strife in Egypt. 

Kerry Says U.S. Is Ready To Renew Ties With Egypt from New York Times 23 Jun 14

Secretary of State John Kerry signaled Sunday that the Obama administration was ready to return to business as usual with Egypt under President
Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, the former general who led last year’s military takeover. 

Egyptian Police Confiscate Newsletter, Arrest Sign Holders And Close Grocery Stores from New York Times 16 Jun 14

The Egyptian police over the weekend confiscated a human rights group’s newsletter, arrested two activists for a paper sign criticizing the police
and shut down two Cairo grocery store chains that the police said had ties to the Muslim Brotherhood. 

Egyptian Leader Apologizes To Victim Of Sexual Assault In Tahrir Square (Kirkpatrick, NYT) from New York Times 12 Jun 14

President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi of Egypt apologized on Wednesday to the victim of a mass sexual assault that took place in a crowd celebrating his
election, declaring in a televised visit to her hospital bed that he urged every soldier, police officer and “chivalrous man” to eradicate such abuse. 

At Swearing-In, Sisi Vows To Lead An “Inclusive” Egypt from New York Times 9 Jun 14



Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, the former general who led the military takeover here nearly one year ago, was sworn in as president on Sunday, testing the
bet that a new strongman can overcome the economic dysfunction and political polarization that bedeviled Egypt’s three-year experiment with
open democracy. 

President-elect to Egyptians: 'Time to work' from Associated Press 4 Jun 14

Egypt's president-elect, the former army chief Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi, told Egyptians it is now "time to work" to rebuild the economy after he was
officially declared the landslide winner of last week's election, restoring a career military man to the country's top office. 

Egypt: Smugglers kill 6 soldiers in gunbattle from Associated Press 1 Jun 14

Egyptian security officials say smugglers have killed six army border guards, including an officer, in a gunbattle in the remote southwest of the
country. 

International Observers Find Egypt’s Presidential Election Fell Short of Standards from New York Times 29 May 14

Egypt’s presidential election fell short of international standards of democracy, two teams of foreign observers said Thursday, a day after the
former military officer who led last summer’s military takeover won a landslide victory with more than 95 percent of the vote. 

Turnout Rises In Egypt, But The Vote Raises Doubts from New York Times 29 May 14

Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, the former army field marshal who led last summer’s military takeover, won election as president with more than 90 percent
of the vote, according to preliminary tallies Wednesday night. But it was the reported turnout that caught some by surprise. 

Lagging Turnout Threatens To Make Election Win In Egypt Bittersweet from Los Angeles Times 28 May 14

For months, Egypt’s military-backed interim government has systematically worked to silence political opponents. That silence, it seemed, took
an eloquent turn Tuesday. 

Voting Opens In Egyptian Election Lacking Suspense from New York Times 27 May 14

Rasha Hazem has brought her two daughters to 10 national votes in the last three years, letting the girls ink their own fingers each time to practice
at democracy. 

Sisi says Egypt will not allow threats to security from Libya from Reuters 24 May 14

Egypt will not allow armed turmoil in neighboring Libya to threaten its national security, presidential frontrunner Abdel Fattah al-Sisi said in an
interview with the pan-Arab daily Asharq al-Awsat published on Saturday. 

Poll Finds Only Narrow Majority Supports Egypt’s Expected Big Winner from New York Times 23 May 14

The former general who is universally expected to win a landslide victory in next week’s presidential election has the support of only a narrow
majority of Egyptians, according to a poll released Thursday by the Pew Research Center. 

Mubarak Gets 3 Years For Embezzlement, And His Sons Get 4 from New York Times 22 May 14

A criminal court here convicted former President Hosni Mubarak on Wednesday of embezzling millions of dollars of public money for his
personal use in private homes and palaces, in a case that rights advocates say could now implicate the current prime minister and spy chief. 

Egypt's el-Sissi promises progress in 2 years from Associated Press 11 May 14

Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi, Egypt's former military chief who is poised to win the presidency in elections later this month, said he has plans to make
improvements in people's living conditions within two years but will step down if they rise up against him - without waiting for the army to
remove him.

Egypt’s El-Sissi Tells Media Not To Push Freedoms from Associated Press 9 May 14

Egypt’s top presidential candidate, the former military chief, warned newspaper editors not to press issues of freedoms of speech and other rights
or campaign for democratic reforms, saying demands and protests jeopardize national security and that full democracy is an “idealistic” goal that
could take 25 years to reach. 



US Sought Delay Of Morsi’s Ouster, Egyptian Leader Says from New York Times 7 May 14

Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, the former general who is poised to be elected Egypt’s president in next month’s elections, said in an interview broadcast
Tuesday night that the American ambassador had asked him to hold off “for a day or two” before ousting the freely elected president, Mohamed
Morsi of the Muslim Brotherhood, last July. 

Egypt bans Mubarak party officials from elections from Associated Press 6 May 14

An Egyptian court has banned officials from the country's former ruling party under ousted President Hosni Mubarak from running in elections. 

Looming Energy Crisis Again Confronts Egypt’s Leaders from New York Times 1 May 14

A growing energy shortage that helped inflame the protests against President Mohamed Morsi before his ouster last year is returning to vex
Egypt’s new military-led government. 

Poppy fields in the Sinai region of Egypt produce more opium from United Press International 1 May 14

The Sinai peninsula in Egypt is seeing a boom in opium trade as tourism decreases due to civil unrest in the area. 

Kerry: US Wants Egypt To Succeed As A Democracy from Associated Press 30 Apr 14

Secretary of State John Kerry said Tuesday that Egypt has made progress in its democratic transition but must address “disturbing” developments
if its government is to have the confidence of the Egyptian people and others. The comments came as a key lawmaker said he wouldn’t allow the
release of any U.S. aid to Egypt until the government proves it is committed to the rule of law. 

Egypt Sentences 683 To Death In Mass Trial from Associated Press 28 Apr 14

Defense lawyers say an Egyptian judge has sentenced to death more than 680 alleged supporters of the country’s ousted Islamist president over
acts of violence and the murder of policemen in the latest mass trial in Egypt that included the Muslim Brotherhood’s spiritual leader. 

Sisi urges big vote in Egyptian election; Islamists urge boycott from Reuters 28 Apr 14

Former Egyptian army chief Abdel Fattah al-Sisi on Sunday called for a big turnout in a presidential election he is expected to win easily,
countering a call for a boycott by allies of deposed Islamist president Mohamed Mursi. 

U.S. Supplying Egypt With Attack Copters Easing Aid Halt from Bloomberg News 24 Apr 14

The U.S. is resuming delivery of Apache attack helicopters to Egypt and releasing half of the $1.3 billion a year in military aid that was halted last
year. 

U.S. To Partially Resume Military Aid To Egypt from Washington Post 23 Apr 14

The United States has decided to resume delivery of Apache helicopters to Egypt, the Pentagon announced late Tuesday, backtracking on a
decision officials made last summer following the country’s military coup and its violent aftermath. 

Egypt: Ex-army Chief, Leftist To Run For President from Associated Press 21 Apr 14

Egypt’s election commission said Sunday only two presidential hopefuls, one of them the powerful former military chief who nine months ago
ousted the country’s first democratically elected leader, have submitted their papers to run in next month’s polls. 

Egypt Court Bans Brotherhood Members From Polls from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 14

An Egyptian court on Tuesday banned members of ousted president Mohamed Morsi’s Muslim Brotherhood from running in upcoming elections,
a lawyer and state media said. 

State Department Slaps Terror Designation On Militants In Egypt from McClatchy 10 Apr 14

The State Department today labeled an Islamist militant group operating in the Sinai region of Egypt as a foreign terrorist organization. 

Egypt Arrests A Top Aide To Al-Qaida Chief from Associated Press 8 Apr 14

Egyptian authorities arrested a top aide to al-Qaida chief Ayman al-Zawahri in a Nile Delta city on Monday and are interrogating him in an
undisclosed location, officials said. 



Blasts Near Cairo University Kill Egyptian Police Official, Injure Five from Washington Post 3 Apr 14

Triple blasts outside a university campus in central Cairo on Wednesday killed a senior police officer and injured at least five people, officials
said, the latest in a series of attacks by militants that threaten to plunge Egypt into renewed violence ahead of presidential elections next month. 

Egyptian court sentences 33 Morsi supporters from Associated Press 31 Mar 14

Egyptian officials say a court in Alexandria has sentenced 33 supporters of ousted Islamist President Mohammed Morsi to six years in prison each
over clashes with opponents last December. 

Top General Abdel Fatah Al-Sissi To Run For President In Egypt from Washington Post 27 Mar 14

Egypt’s powerful military commander, Abdel Fatah al-Sissi, formally announced his plan to run for president, declaring his candidacy in a widely
anticipated address to the nation broadcast on state television Wednesday night. 

529 Morsi Supporters Sentenced To Death In Egypt from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 14

A court sentenced 529 supporters of deposed Islamist president Mohamed Morsi to death on Monday after just two hearings, in the largest mass
death sentencing in Egypt’s modern history. 

Egypt dissident released on bail in possible sign government is easing crackdown from McClatchy 24 Mar 14

An Egyptian criminal court on Sunday released on bail a leading liberal activist charged with holding unauthorized protests in a ruling some here
saw as an effort by authorities to cool political tensions ahead of an expected presidential election. 

2 Military Officers Killed By Militants, Egypt Says from New York Times 20 Mar 14

Islamist militants killed an Egyptian brigadier general and a colonel in an early-morning gun battle in the Nile Delta province of Qalyubeya, the
Interior Ministry said Wednesday. 

Egypt’s Military Expands Its Control Of The Country’s Economy from Washington Post 17 Mar 14

In the shadows of a harsh political crackdown, the military that overthrew Egypt’s first democratically elected president last summer is positioning
itself to become the country’s uncontested economic power. 

Former Egyptian General Calls Promise Of Free Elections A ‘Farce’ from New York Times 14 Mar 14

Critics of the military takeover here often say the generals’ promise of free elections is little more than a bad joke. Now a prominent former
military man who cheered the takeover seems to agree: Ahmed Shafik, a former general and prime minister and the runner-up in the last
presidential election, has called it a “farce.”

Kerry says will decide shortly on resuming aid to Egypt from Reuters 13 Mar 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said on Wednesday he will decide "in the days ahead" whether to resume U.S. aid to Egypt after suspending
the funds last year over the ouster of President Mohamed Mursi and a crackdown against protesters. 

Egypt Pulls Ambassador From Qatar from New York Times 7 Mar 14

Egypt on Thursday became the fourth Arab state in two days to pull its ambassador from Qatar over its support for Islamists around the region,
including the deposed Egyptian president Mohamed Morsi and his supporters in the Muslim Brotherhood. 

Egypt slams US human rights report from AHARQ AL-AWSAT 2 Mar 14

Foreign Ministry says a US State Department report critical of Egypt’s human rights record is ‘not balanced’ 

Egypt Appoints Prime Minister With Ties To Hosni Mubarak Regime from Washington Post 26 Feb 14

Egypt has appointed a man with close ties to longtime autocrat Hosni Mubarak to become the country’s new prime minister. 

Egypt Names Industrialist And Minister As Premier from New York Times 26 Feb 14

An industrialist who rose to prominence during the Mubarak era was named as Egypt’s new prime minister on Tuesday, a day after his



predecessor abruptly announced the resignation of the military-backed government that had managed the country since July. 

Egyptian Housing Minister Ibrahim Mahlab Asked to Form Cabinet from Bloomberg 25 Feb 14

Former Housing Minister Ibrahim Mahlab said he had been asked to form a new government, a day after the military-backed interim cabinet quit
in a move seen as a precursor to a presidential bid by Defense Minister Abdel-Fattah al-Seesi. 

Egypt Extends Its Crackdown To Journalists from New York Times 21 Feb 14

The three men, wearing white prison scrubs in metal cages reserved for criminal suspects, listened to the list of explosive charges accusing them
of aiding a plot to undermine Egypt’s national security. 

Amid US-Egypt Chill, Sisi Seeks Military Assistance From Russia from Los Angeles Times 14 Feb 14

De facto Egyptian leader Field Marshal Abdel Fattah Sisi on Thursday got an endorsement from Russian President Vladimir Putin for his as-yet
undeclared candidacy for president, but there was no immediate indication that a previously discussed $2-billion arms deal has been completed. 

US Embassy Staffer Arrested In Cairo from Washington Post 13 Feb 14

Egyptian police have arrested and detained a local employee of the U.S. Embassy in Cairo, an embassy spokesperson confirmed Wednesday, in a
move that could complicate already tense relations between the two allies. 

Egypt Accuses Islamist Group Of Having Armed Wing from Associated Press 10 Feb 14

Egyptian authorities on Sunday accused the ousted president’s Muslim Brotherhood of forming a “military wing” to stage attacks on security
forces in a southern province, as months-long street rallies by the group’s supporters wane but low-level violence steadily rises. 

Egyptian Army Denies Report Of Sisi Running For President from Los Angeles Times 7 Feb 14

Egypt’s army on Thursday denied that Field Marshal Abdel Fattah Sisi had told a Kuwaiti newspaper that he was running for president, saying
any declaration of his candidacy would be made directly and unequivocally to “the great Egyptian people.” 

Jihadist Return Is Said to Drive Attacks in Egypt from New York Times 6 Feb 14

In just the last two weeks, Islamist militants have detonated a car bomb at the gates of the capital’s security headquarters, gunned down a senior
Interior Ministry official in broad daylight and shot down a military helicopter over Sinai with a portable surface-to-air missile. 

White House urges Egypt to release detained journalists, academics from Reuters 5 Feb 14

The White House said on Tuesday that it is deeply concerned about a recent crackdown by the Egyptian government on journalists and academics.

Egypt Tries To Reassure Journalists From Abroad from New York Times 31 Jan 14

The government on Thursday tried to reassure foreign correspondents that they are free to report in Egypt after prosecutors filed criminal charges
accusing 20 journalists for Al Jazeera television of conspiring with the Muslim Brotherhood. 

The United States Wednesday welcomed the release of seven rebel detainees by South Sudan, but urged Juba to release the last
four still held, to help boost political reconciliation. from McClatchy 30 Jan 14

Egyptian authorities on Wednesday charged 20 journalists who work for the Al Jazeera satellite news channel, including five who hold foreign
citizenship, with being agents of the Muslim Brotherhood and accused them of plotting to defame Egypt and of running a terrorist cell out of a
luxurious Cairo hotel. 

Aide To Egypt’s Interior Minister Killed; Ousted President Morsi Appears In Court from Washington Post 29 Jan 14

Gunmen shot and killed a senior police official outside his home in a suburb of Egypt’s capital Tuesday in the latest insurgent attack on a law
enforcement target. 

Egypt’s Ruler Eyes Riskier Role: The Presidency from New York Times 28 Jan 14

When Egypt’s first freely elected president, Mohamed Morsi, named Gen. Abdul-Fattah el-Sisi defense minister, the officer pledged to keep the
military out of politics and make way for civilian democracy. 



Egypt Announces Early Election A Day After Carnage from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 14

Egypt Sunday announced early presidential elections likely to anoint the general who overthrew Islamist president Mohamed Morsi, as jihadists
claimed they downed a military helicopter over a bloody weekend that killed dozens nationwide. 

Bombings rock Egyptian capital, killing 5 people from Associated Press 24 Jan 14

A string of bombings hit police around Cairo on Friday, including a suicide car blast that ripped through the city's main police headquarters and
wrecked a nearby museum of Islamic artifacts. Five people were killed in the most significant attack yet in the Egyptian capital at a time of
mounting confrontation between Islamists and the military-backed government. 

Renowned Scholar In Egypt Charged With Espionage from New York Times 23 Jan 14

An internationally respected Egyptian political scientist said Wednesday that prosecutors had filed espionage charges against him, making him the
second such scholar targeted this month in a widening crackdown on dissent against last summer’s military takeover. 

Official Accuses Muslim Brotherhood Of Trying “To Cripple” Egypt from McClatchy 22 Jan 14

Egyptian officials on Tuesday sought to counter growing concerns that their crackdown on dissidents marks a return to the authoritarian rule of
Hosni Mubarak, accusing the Muslim Brotherhood as trying to cripple Egypt’s future and calling the brief tenure of President Mohammed Morsi
the “worst year in Egypt’s history.” 

Egyptian General Faces Political Risks from Wall Street Journal 20 Jan 14

If Sisi Becomes President, His Power Would Be Diminished Under New Constitution 

Egyptians Approve New Constitution, According To Unofficial Referendum Results from Washington Post 17 Jan 14

Voters in Egypt have overwhelmingly approved a new, military-backed constitution in two days of polling, according to unofficial results released
Thursday by individual election committees across the country. 

Egyptians vote on 2nd day of ballot for charter from Associated Press 16 Jan 14

Violent Clashes on First Day of Egypt Vote

Egyptians Vote on New Constitution in Referendum from New York Times 15 Jan 14

Egyptians trundled to the polls on Tuesday for the third referendum in three years to approve a new constitution, this time to validate the military
ouster of their first fairly elected president, Mohamed Morsi of the Muslim Brotherhood. 

Egypt Holds Key Vote On Country’s New Charter from Associated Press 14 Jan 14

Egyptians were voting Tuesday on a draft constitution that represents a key milestone in a military-backed roadmap put in place after the nation’s
Islamist president was overthrown in a popularly backed coup last July. 

Egypt Votes This Week On New Constitution, With Result Already Known from McClatchy 13 Jan 14

For the first time since the 2011 uprising that toppled Hosni Mubarak, Egyptians go to the polls this week fairly certain about the vote’s outcome,
even before the first ballot has been cast. And that, for many here, is precisely is the problem. 

Egypt arrests American on charges of attacking police stations from Reuters 10 Jan 14

Egyptian airport authorities have arrested an Egyptian-born American who belongs to the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood on charges of taking part
in violence against the state, security sources said on Thursday. 

Egypt: El-Sissi Seeks Mandate From Vote On Charter from Associated Press 9 Jan 14

Egypt’s military chief is looking for a strong turnout in next week’s constitutional referendum as a mandate to run for president. But the popular
general who ousted President Mohammed Morsi and ordered a crackdown on the Muslim Brotherhood could be disappointed: His Islamist foes
have promised a boycott and mass demonstrations aimed at keeping voters at home. 



Egypt's army chief Sisi seen edging closer to presidential bid from Reuters 7 Jan 14

In Egypt, it no longer appears to be a question of if, but when army chief Abdel Fattah al-Sisi will declare his candidacy for president. For the
second time in three days, local media reported on Monday that Sisi had finally made up his mind. 

FEATURE: The Muslim Brotherhood, Back In A Fight To Survive from New York Times 6 Jan 14

The leaders of the Muslim Brotherhood, now outlawed, have adjusted to life underground, even while hundreds of their fellow members have
been arrested in this city since the military deposed President Mohamed Morsi, a Brotherhood leader, and the Egyptian government branded the
group a terrorist movement. 

Egypt Airs What It Claims Is Terror Confession from Associated Press 3 Jan 14

Egyptian authorities produced on Thursday what they said was a confession by the son of a senior member of the Muslim Brotherhood, trying to
bolster accusations that the Islamist group has links to al-Qaida-inspired militants. 

Two Die In Egypt Clashes Between Police And Pro-Morsi Students from Agence France-Presse 2 Jan 14

Two people died on Wednesday in clashes between Egyptian police and student supporters of ousted president Mohamed Morsi protesting against
the new military-installed authorities, security officials said. 

Egypt Sentences 139 Pro-Morsi Protesters from Associated Press 31 Dec 13

An Egyptian court has convicted 139 supporters of ousted Islamist President Mohammed Morsi on charges ranging from rioting to sabotage, and
sentenced each to two-year prison terms. 

Bomb Near Egypt Intel Building Wounds Four Soldiers from Agence France-Presse 30 Dec 13

A bomb near an army intelligence building wounded four soldiers Sunday, the third such blast within a week after the Muslim Brotherhood’s
designation as a terrorist organisation further polarised Egypt. 

Egypt hikes assault on Muslim Brotherhood from Associated Press 27 Dec 13

Egypt's security authorities launched a sweep of arrests of Muslim Brotherhood members on Thursday and warned that holding a leadership post
in the group could now be grounds for the death penalty after it was officially declared a terrorist organization, stepping up the government's
confrontation with its top political nemesis. 

Egypt’s Military-backed Government Declares Muslim Brotherhood A Terrorist Organization from Washington Post 26 Dec 13

Egypt’s military-backed government announced Wednesday that it had formally designated the Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist organization,
criminalizing the activities and finances of a movement that rose to power in national elections last year but has been crippled by a government
crackdown since a coup in July. 

Egypt: Strong Explosion Rocks Police Station from Associated Press 24 Dec 13

A powerful explosion believed to be caused by a car bomb rocked a police headquarters in a Nile Delta city north of Cairo early Tuesday, killing
at least 14 people and injuring scores, according to the state news agency and a security official. 

Egypt Jails Secular Activists Under New Law Restricting Protests from Wall Street Journal 23 Dec 13

Lawyer Says Sentence of Three Years in Jail is Exceptionally Harsh

Egypt’s Mohamed Morsi Accused Of Espionage, Plotting Islamist Takeover from Washington Post 19 Dec 13

Deposed Egyptian president Mohamed Morsi and 35 others will be tried on charges of espionage and aiding acts of terrorism, state prosecutors
said Wednesday in the latest blow dealt by military-backed authorities to the former leader and his associates in the Muslim Brotherhood after a
coup in the summer . 

Morsi Supporters To Boycott Egypt Constitution Vote from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 13

The Islamist supporters of deposed Egyptian president Mohamed Morsi will boycott a referendum on a new constitution next month and organise
a campaign against the vote, a spokesman said Monday. 



AP Interview: Egypt's Moussa defends draft charter from Associated Press 11 Dec 13

The chairman of a panel that wrote Egypt's draft constitution defended the document Tuesday as guaranteeing democracy and freedoms, but he
offered cautious criticism of a recent law restricting street protests. 

Egypt to hold mid-January constitutional referendum: minister from Reuters 10 Dec 13

Egypt will hold a referendum on a new constitution in the middle of January, a government minister said on Monday. 

New Egypt Draft Charter Sets Powers For Military from Associated Press 3 Dec 13

Extensive amendments of the constitution adopted under Egypt’s ousted Islamist president give the military more privileges, enshrining its place
as the nation’s most powerful institution and the source of real power, while removing parts that liberals feared set the stage for the creation of an
Islamic state. 

Egypt Police Clear Protesters; Constitution Agreed from Associated Press 2 Dec 13

Police fired tear gas to drive hundreds of supporters of Egypt’s ousted Islamist president from Cairo’s famed Tahrir Square on Sunday, as a panel
tasked with amending the constitution adopted during his time in office agreed on changes to the text. 

Egypt Cracks Down on Protesters from Wall Street Journal 27 Nov 13

Egyptian police violently dispersed three separate demonstrations on Tuesday. 

Egypt PM: Constitutional Referendum In January from Associated Press 26 Nov 13

A referendum on Egypt’s amended constitution is likely to take place in second half of January, a key first step in the country’s political transition
after the July ouster of President Mohammed Morsi, the interim prime minister said Monday. 

Muslim Brotherhood “Stole” Egypt Revolution from Associated Press 21 Nov 13

Secretary of State John Kerry on Wednesday accused Egypt’s well-organized Muslim Brotherhood of having “stolen” the revolution that toppled
longtime autocrat Hosni Mubarak in 2011. 

Small Protest In Tahrir Square Restores Dissent To Cairo’s Heart from New York Times 20 Nov 13

The protesters’ numbers were small, compared with the millions who have marched through Egypt’s streets in recent months. And at one point, a
soccer game on television seemed more urgent than the chants. 

Egypt Hosts Top Russian Officials, A Sign It Is Turning Further Away From Alliance With US from Washington Post 15 Nov 13

Egypt edged further away from its traditional place within the U.S. sphere of influence Thursday, hosting Russia’s foreign and defense ministers
in the highest-level talks between the two countries in years. 

In Statement From Prison, Morsi Accuses Egypt’s Military Leaders Of Treason from New York Times 14 Nov 13

In a statement he dictated from prison and made public through his lawyers on Wednesday, Mohamed Morsi, the former Islamist president of
Egypt, accused his opponents in the military-backed government of treason and warned that Egypt would “not recover” from its crisis until the
“coup” that removed him from power was reversed. 

Morsi: No stability in Egypt unless coup reversed from Associated Press 13 Nov 13

Egypt's ousted President Mohammed Morsi has accused the military chief who deposed him of treason and says in a message read by lawyers that
the country cannot return to stability until the coup is reversed and those behind it are tried. 

Egypt: Official Indicates Curfew To End Thursday from Associated Press 12 Nov 13

Egypt’s interior minister indicated that a curfew and state of emergency in place for the past three months will expire Thursday as scheduled,
saying security reinforcements will be deployed as a preventive measure in the face of protests by the supporters of the ousted president. 

Muted Egypt Protests Reflect Dwindling Islamist Power from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 13



The failure of ousted Egyptian president Mohamed Morsi’s supporters to stage large protests at his trial reflects the dwindling power of his
Muslim Brotherhood following a deadly military crackdown. 

Morsi Calls Trial In Egypt ‘Illegitimate,’ And Case Is Delayed from New York Times 5 Nov 13

As Egypt’s new military-led government consolidates its power, Mohamed Morsi, the deposed president, went on trial on Monday, facing charges
of inciting the murder of protesters, but he rejected the court’s authority and proclaimed himself to be the country’s legitimate ruler. 

Egyptians Following Right Path, Kerry Says from New York Times 4 Nov 13

In the highest-level American visit here since the Egyptian military removed the country’s first democratically elected president from power,
Secretary of State John Kerry pressed Egyptian leaders on Sunday to stick to their “road map” for restoring democracy. 

Kerry In Cairo: Egypt Aid Suspension ‘Not A Punishment’ from Washington Post 4 Nov 13

Secretary of State John F. Kerry said here Sunday that the suspension of some U.S. assistance to Egypt “is not a punishment” and that aid was “a
very small issue between us” compared with the many interests the two countries share. 

Prominent Muslim Brotherhood Leader Is Seized in Egypt from New York Times 31 Oct 13

Egyptian security forces on Wednesday captured Essam el-Erian, one of the last few prominent leaders of the Muslim Brotherhood still at large
after a crackdown that began with the ouster of President Mohamed Morsi, another of the group’s leaders. 

On Egypt Aid, White House Wants Congress To Figure Way To Keep Pipeline Flowing from Washington Post 30 Oct 13

The Obama administration asked Congress on Tuesday to find a legislative work-around that would keep Washington’s aid to Egypt flowing,
calling the assistance crucial to U.S. interests in the region. 

Kerry says he may travel to Egypt in coming weeks from Reuters 29 Oct 13

Secretary of State John Kerry said on Monday he may visit Egypt in the coming weeks in what would be his first trip since the army toppled the
country's democratically elected president on July 3. 

Egypt Considers Law That Could Sharply Limit Protests, Months After Coup Against Morsi from Washington Post 24 Oct 13

A draft law that would strictly regulate street protests in Egypt is drawing fierce criticism from rights groups and exposing fresh cracks in the
broad coalition that backed the military coup against President Mohamed Morsi in July. 

In Egypt, Jihadist Group Bayt Al-Maqdis Claims Responsibility For Bombing from Washington Post 22 Oct 13

A shadowy jihadist group based in Egypt’s restive Sinai Peninsula claimed responsibility Monday for a weekend car bombing in a major Suez
Canal city, underscoring the growing threat posed by Islamist extremists in Egypt nearly four months after a coup. 

Egyptian PM condemns deadly attack on Copts from Associated Press 21 Oct 13

Egypt's interim prime minister on Monday condemned an attack outside a Coptic Christian church the night before that killed four people,
including an 8-year-old girl, and pledged that police would find and bring the perpetrators to justice. 

FEATURE: Westerners’ Smuggled Letters Offer Glimpse of Egyptian Prisons from New York Times 1 Oct 13

...Such stories are unexceptional for Egyptian prisoners awaiting trial. But these were told by North Americans: a doctor and a filmmaker from
Canada, Tarek Loubani and John Greyson, and a United States citizen, Mohamed Soltan, whose Egyptian father belongs to the Muslim
Brotherhood.

Egypt border guards seize 5 tons of marijuana from Agence France-Presse 29 Sep 13

Egyptian border guards have seized a five-ton shipment of marijuana off the coast of a Red Sea resort, the military said on Sunday. 

Muslim Brotherhood Down, Not Out, In Egypt from USA Today 26 Sep 13

Their meetings are often held in unassuming places: a lawyer’s office, a medical clinic or comrade’s house. They stay only for an hour or two
before dispersing. 



Egyptian Court Shuts Down The Muslim Brotherhood And Seizes Its Assets from New York Times 24 Sep 13

An Egyptian court on Monday issued an injunction dissolving the Muslim Brotherhood and confiscating its assets, escalating a broad crackdown
on the group less than three months since the military ousted its ally, President Mohamed Morsi. 

Egypt Troops Move Against Islamist Stronghold from Associated Press 20 Sep 13

Egyptian security forces backed by combat vehicles and helicopters stormed a town near the Pyramids, famed among tourists for its traditional
rugs and dresses, aiming to drive out Islamist militants who held sway there for over a month, brandishing their weapons as they roamed its
streets. 

New Repression Worse Than In Mubarak Times from Miami Herald 19 Sep 13

Thousands of supporters of Egypt’s latest ousted president have been rounded up and detained. Some say they were tortured while awaiting
charges. 

Pentagon Chief Holds Talks With Egyptian Army Chief from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 13

US Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel urged Egypt’s interim authorities to “advance the political roadmap” in a phone call with the country’s army
chief on Tuesday, a Pentagon spokesman said. 

New Egyptian petition: Run, General, run from Associated Press 17 Sep 13

A group of professionals and former army officers launched Monday a petition urging Egypt's military chief, who ousted the country's first freely
elected leader, to run for president, highlighting the yearning for a strongman to take charge after nearly three years of turmoil. 

Car Bombs Hit Military Sites In Egypt’s Volatile Sinai Peninsula from Washington Post 12 Sep 13

Suicide bombers rammed two explosives-packed cars into an Egyptian military intelligence building and an army checkpoint in the volatile Sinai
Peninsula on Wednesday, killing 11 people, including six army officers, according to state media reports and a statement from the military. 

Egypt Continues Sinai Raids from Los Angeles Times 10 Sep 13

The crackdown on militants intensified after an assassination bid against an official. 

Egypt Clamors For Military Leadership from Wall Street Journal 10 Sep 13

A movement to nominate Gen. Abdel Fattah Al Sisi as Egypt's next president is gaining pace, reflecting the strengthening public appetite to revive
another military-backed authoritarian government. 

Visiting Republicans Laud Egypt's Force from New York Times 9 Sep 13

Two months after the military ousted Egypt’s first elected president and began a bloody crackdown on his supporters, a delegation of House
Republicans visited Cairo over the weekend to tell the new government to keep up the good work. 

Egypt’s 50-member Constitutional Panel Convenes from Associated Press 8 Sep 13

A 50-member panel tasked with amending Egypt’s Islamist-backed 2012 constitution convened for the first time on Sunday to look into key
revisions of disputed articles — the third time in less than three years that the charter is being changed. 

Hagel Calls Egyptian Counterpart To Discuss Security Situation from Press Trust of India 6 Sep 13

The US Defence Secretary Chuck Hagel has called his Egyptian counterpart to discuss the current security situation in the country and progress
on the political roadmap, said Pentagon Press Secretary, George Little. 

Egypt's Interior Minister Survives Assassination Attempt from New York Times 6 Sep 13

A powerful bomb blasted through a convoy of cars carrying the interior minister along a residential street on Thursday, raising fears of a widely
predicted turn toward terrorist violence by opponents of the military ouster of President Mohamed Morsi. 

Obama Weighs Egypt Aid Suspension from Associated Press 5 Sep 13



President Barack Obama's top national security aides have recommended that the U.S. suspend hundreds of millions of dollars in military and
economic assistance to Egypt in response to the Egyptian military's ouster of the country's first democratically elected leader, U.S. officials said
Wednesday. 

U.S. Faces Substantial Losses If Egypt Aid Halted: Official from Reuters 5 Sep 13

The U.S. government faces billions of dollars in potential costs if it decides to cancel foreign military aid to Egypt, a senior Pentagon official told
Reuters on Wednesday. 

Egypt's Mansour says committed to election timetable from Agence France-Presse 4 Sep 13

Egypt's interim president Adly Mansour on Tuesday vowed his government will stick to a timetable for elections next year and hoped to lift a
state of emergency in mid-September. 

Judges Urge Breakup Of The Brotherhood from Washington Post 3 Sep 13

A panel of Egyptian judges recommended Monday that the Muslim Brotherhood be dissolved, adding momentum to a push by authorities to ban
ousted Islamist president Mohamed Morsi's main backers. 

Egypt Islamists Vow Further Protests Amid Crackdown from Agence France-Presse 30 Aug 13

Supporters of Egypt’s deposed president Mohamed Morsi vowed more rallies and called for marches on Friday as police arrested another senior
Islamist in an ongoing crackdown on Morsi loyalists. 

Egypt: Dozens Tied To Brotherhood Are Detained In Under 24 Hours from New York Times 29 Aug 13

Egyptian authorities detained more than 60 people associated with the Muslim Brotherhood in less than 24 hours, including relatives of the
group’s leaders, officials said Wednesday. 

Egypt Brotherhood Leader Denies ‘Terrorism’ Claim from Associated Press 28 Aug 13

A fugitive leader of Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood has denied accusations his group is committing acts of “terrorism” following the coup that
toppled the country’s president. 

In Egypt’s Sinai, Rising Militancy Threatens Peacekeeping Force from Washington Post 28 Aug 13

A dramatic rise in militancy and violence in the vast Sinai desert is increasingly threatening a peacekeeping force there that includes nearly 700
U.S. troops acting as guarantors of a peace treaty between Egypt and Israel, according to Western military officials. 

Official Denies Inquiry Into Egyptian Activists from New York Times 27 Aug 13

A spokesman for Egypt’s Foreign Ministry on Monday denied reports in the state news media over the weekend about an investigation into two
prominent activists, Asmaa Mahfouz and Esraa Abdel Fattah, who are sometimes associated with the left-leaning April 6 group. 

As Egyptians Ignore Curfew, Talk of a U.S.-Brotherhood Conspiracy from 25 Aug 13

The sounds made lately by curfew violators here are mostly not shouts or gunshots, but the clacking of dice on wooden backgammon boards, the
clicking of dominoes on cafe tables crowded with hookahs and grumbling fueled by years of upheaval. 

In Egpyt, Tide Turns In Favor Of Military from Washington Post 23 Aug 13

Reversal in public opinion appears rooted in Morsi's inability to live up to Arab Spring aspirations 

Mubarak To Be Moved To House Arrest, Adding Volatile Facet To Egypt’s Crisis from New York Times 22 Aug 13

Egypt’s military-appointed government ordered former President Hosni Mubarak transferred from prison to house arrest late Wednesday after a
court said he could no longer legally be held behind bars. 

US weighs pros, cons of cutting some aid to Egypt from Associated Press 21 Aug 13

The Obama administration, undertaking a major review of U.S. relations with Egypt, edged closer to a decision Tuesday about curtailing some of
America's $1.5 billion in annual aid after the Egyptian military's crackdown on supporters of ousted President Mohammed Morsi. 



Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood Rules Out Armed Response To Leader’s Arrest from Washington Post 20 Aug 13

The Muslim Brotherhood vowed Tuesday that it would not take up arms in response to the arrest of the group’s spiritual leader, as it reeled from a
crackdown that threatens to paralyze Egypt’s most prominent Islamist organization. 

Egyptian court could free Mubarak as crisis deepens from Rueters 20 Aug 13

Former Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak could be freed from jail after a court reviews his case on Wednesday, potentially stirring more unrest
in a country where army-backed authorities are hunting down his Muslim Brotherhood foes. 

Attacks Rise Against Egypt’s Christians from New York Times 20 Aug 13

The call for revenge raced through this village southwest of the capital and echoed from the loudspeakers of mosques last week as the military
invaded two protest camps in Cairo, killing hundreds of supporters of the deposed president, Mohamed Morsi. 

Egypt Names New Premier Amid Disarray from Wall Street Journal 10 Jul 13

Ex-Finance Minister Is Chosen to Lead Interim Government as Arab Nations Pledge Billions, While Divisions Widen

New Egyptian Coalition Splits Over Granting Interim President Broad Powers from McClatchy 10 Jul 13

The broad political coalition that backed last week’s military takeover in Egypt began to fracture Tuesday over a military-approved timetable for
the return to democratic rule, with two factions calling the newly announced constitutional declaration “dictatorial” and demanding a more
representative transitional government. 

In Egypt, Gripes About US Government Are A Common Theme from Washington Post 10 Jul 13

There is little that the angry supporters of the Muslim Brotherhood have in common with the secular, liberal revelers in Tahrir Square these days
— except for one thing. 

Electronic Waste
90 per cent of electronic waste handled illegally from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 May 15

Nearly all of the world's discarded electronics are processed illegally, as criminals have made it their business to handle up to 18.5 billion dollars
of such material each year, the UN Environment Programme (UNEP) said Tuesday. 

England
Uncertainty: The Only Sure Thing In Britain’s Too-close-to-call Election from Washington Post 7 May 15

After a bitter, bruising and unusually fragmented six-week election campaign, British voters prepared to vote Thursday knowing just one thing
with near certainty: Nobody is going to win. 

British Leader Proposes Seizing Passports Of Returning Jihadists from New York Times 2 Sep 14

Prime Minister David Cameron, trying to show toughness in the face of young British Muslims’ going off to fight in Syria and Iraq, proposed
legislation on Monday that would give the police the power to seize the passports of Britons suspected of having traveled abroad to fight with
militant groups. 

Eritrea
Eritrea's military is trafficking the nation's children, report says from The Guardian (UK) 3 Dec 13

Eritrean youths are being kidnapped by senior military officers, smuggled into Sudan and held to ransom, according to a report by Dutch and
Swedish researchers.

Estonia
Tensions Surge In Estonia Amid A Russian Replay Of Cold War Tactics from New York Times 6 Oct 14

With thick smoke rising from the nearby border with Russia, a helicopter clattering over her summer cottage and her village’s narrow country
lanes swarming with emergency vehicles, Leide Heliste, a 67-year-old Estonian pensioner, feared the worst. 



Ethiopia
Obama Visit Highlights Ethiopia’s Role In Fighting Islamic Terrorists from USA Today 27 Jul 15

President Obama became the first sitting U.S. president to visit Ethiopia on Sunday, highlighting the East African country’s increasingly crucial
value in combating Islamic extremism despite a poor human rights record. 

Ethiopia Condemns Purported Executions In Libya Of Christians from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 15

Ethiopia condemned Sunday the reported killing of Ethiopian Christians captured in Libya, and vowed to continue its fight against Islamist
extremists. 

Kerry raises detained Ethiopian bloggers with PM from Reuters 2 May 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said he had raised concerns about Ethiopia's detention of six bloggers and three journalists during a meeting
with the country's prime minister on Thursday. 

Co-pilot who allegedly hijacked Ethio pian Airlines flight to seek asylum surrenders from Washington Post 17 Feb 14

A co-pilot who allegedly hijacked an Ethiopian Airlines flight to seek asylum in Switzerland surrendered Monday to police at an airport in Geneva
after jumping out of a cockpit window and scrambling down an emergency rope. 

EU
EU starts putting conditions in place to reformat energy relations with Russia from Interfax (Russia) 20 Jul 15

The EU Foreign Affairs Council on Monday adopted Conclusions on Energy Diplomacy with a view to diversifying energy sources, suppliers and
routes. 

EU official: Terrorists could cross Mediterranean to Europe from Associated Press 6 Jul 15

The European Union's top prosecutor says she has been told that smugglers' boats bringing migrants across the Mediterranean to Europe also are
carrying terrorist fighters from the Islamic State group. 

EU's broken asylum system allows free movement for migrants from Associated Press 26 Jun 15

The Associated Press has spent months tracking a group of West Africans as they migrated illegally across Europe, confronting officialdom many
times along the way but never effectively stopped, only delayed. The group's members have reached France and Germany just as they wanted. 

EU Should Welcome One Million Refugees: UN Rights Chief from Agence France-Presse 16 Jun 15

The UN rights chief on Monday called for the European Union to take bolder steps to address its swelling migrant crisis, insisting the bloc could
easily take in one million refugees. 

EU bans four drugs used for «legal highs» from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 25 Sep 14

The European Union agreed Thursday to ban four psychoactive drugs that have led to more than 100 deaths in the bloc in the past years. 

EU approves a maritime security strategy from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 14

The Council of European Union (EU) on Tuesday endorsed an EU maritime security strategy as a framework for effectively and comprehensively
addressing the EU's maritime security challenges. 

Cannabis-like herbs are not medicinal products from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Jun 14

High-inducing aromatic herbs that are used as an alternative to cannabis should not be considered medicinal products, an advisor to the European
Union's top court recommended Thursday. 

Euro
Delight or Dread as Euro Falls from New York Times 12 Mar 15

Millions of businesspeople on both sides of the Atlantic, as well as tourists planning trips in one direction or the other, are now watching with
delight or dread as Europe’s main currency drops ever closer to parity with the dollar. 



Europe
US Calls On Europe To Wean Itself From Russian Gas from Associated Press 3 Apr 14

The United States on Wednesday called on Europe to wean itself from a dangerous dependency on Russian gas, saying it was time to stand
together and bring an end to the Kremlin’s use of energy supplies as political leverage. 

Europe Migration Crisis
Macedonia Declares Emergency, Joining Nations Overwhelmed By Migrants from New York Times 21 Aug 15

Europe’s migration crisis took on new dimensions Thursday as at least three countries announced added security measures to address the biggest
movement of refugees and migrants seen here since the aftermath of World War II. 

Migrants In Kos Inspire Both Hospitality And Anger In Greeks from New York Times 21 Aug 15

Dealing with the onslaught of migrants has forced the Greeks, who could be excused for being consumed with their own country’s never-ending
economic crisis, into a strange kind of double-think. On the one hand, their fundamental hospitality comes out, and they want to help. On the
other, they see the flood of migrants as detrimental to tourism and their own economic interests. In public they express compassion; in private,
they are very often angry and resentful. 

European Commission
EU's Barroso to visit Colombia, Panama from Xinhua (China) 10 Dec 13

The President of the European Commission (EC) Jose Manuel Barroso will begin a visit to Colombia and Panama on Thursday, it was announced
Monday. 

European Migrants
UPDATE: France, Britain to build Calais migrant crisis command and control centre from Agence France-Presse 20 Aug 15

Britain and France were to announce a new "command and control centre" for tackling smuggling gangs in Calais, where thousands of migrants
desperate to cross the Channel are living in slum-like conditions. 

European Union
Support For The European Union Is Rising, Survey Suggests from New York Times 3 Jun 15

Faith in the European Union is reviving in Europe, even as parties that are skeptical of the bloc threaten to divide and polarize the Continent,
according to a new survey by the Pew Research Center. 

Falling Euro Fans Fears of a Regional Slowdown from New York Times 6 Jan 15

The value of the euro fell to its lowest level in years on Monday, prompting sharp declines in European stocks and creating uneasiness about
whether the region is on the verge of a new economic and financial crisis. 

Vote Denotes The Growing Disunity Of The European Union from Washington Post 27 May 14

From France and Britain to Denmark and Greece, voters may have just put the brakes on the Golden Age of European integration. 

EU aids Cambodia in combating illicit trafficking, use of nuclear, radiological materials from Xinhua (China) 6 Nov 13

The European Union (EU) signs Wednesday to provide Cambodia with equipment to detect illicit trafficking and criminal use of nuclear and
radiological materials.

EUROPOL
European Police To Target Social Media Accounts Of Islamist Radicals from New York Times 2 Jul 15

Europol, the European police agency based in The Hague, will create a new unit next month to discover and dismantle social media accounts used
by Islamist radicals to spread their message and recruit foreigners, the agency announced on Wednesday. 

EUROZONE
Euro Zone Economy Stalls As Germany And France Backtrack from New York Times 15 Nov 13

The euro zone economy marked time in the third quarter of the year, growing just 0.1 percent from the second quarter, a report on Thursday



showed, disappointing hopes that a full-fledged recovery was finally taking hold after five years of recession and stagnation. 

FBiH and Croatia
Croatia, FBiH sign agreement over human organ transplantation from Xinhua (China) 9 Dec 13

The Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBiH), an entity of BiH, on Monday signed a protocol with Croatia over cooperation in acquisition
and transplantation of human organs, local media reported. 

Ferguson
Ferguson burning after grand jury announcement from USA Today 25 Nov 14

The streets were quiet but fires continued to burn Tuesday following a night of violence triggered by a grand jury's decision not to indict white
police officer Darren Wilson for the August shooting death of unarmed, black teen Michael Brown. 

FIFA Investigation
Russia and Qatar may lose World Cups 'if bribery found' from Agence France-Presse 7 Jun 15

Russia and Qatar could lose the right to host the 2018 and 2022 World Cups if evidence is found of corruption in the bidding process, a FIFA
official was quoted as saying on Sunday. 

Finland
Finland Unnerved by Trial of Police Detective on Drug Charges from New York Times 2 Aug 15

Members of Finland’s National Bureau of Investigation were working to crack a drug smuggling ring, when they intercepted phone calls and text
messages between a suspected supplier and buyer emanating from Pasila, a district of Helsinki. 

Finland Fires On Suspected Russian Submarine In Waters Off Helsinki from Washington Times 29 Apr 15

Six months after a Russian sub lurking off the coast of Stockholm triggered Sweden’s biggest naval mobilization since the Cold War, officials in
Finland said Tuesday that the country’s military had fired underwater depth charges at a suspicious vessel in waters near Helsinki. 

Finland Feeling Vulnerable Amid Russian Provocations from Washington Post 24 Nov 14

Wedged hard against Russia’s northwestern border, peaceable Finland has long gone out of its way to avoid prodding the nuclear-armed bear next
door. 

Foreign Investment
U.S. ramps up efforts to lure foreign investment from Reuters 1 Nov 13

President Barack Obama on Thursday pledged an aggressive expansion of U.S. efforts to draw foreign investment by clearing away red tape and
having U.S. diplomats court investors who want to break into the market. 

France
French Police Escort Suspect In Beheading To His Home from Associated Press 29 Jun 15

Police investigators wearing masks escorted a man accused of a beheading to his home in southeastern France on Sunday, searching for a possible
international link to the killing after he sent a photo of the victim to a contact in Syria, a security official said. 

Man decapitated in suspected 'Islamist attack' at French factory from USA Today 26 Jun 15

At least one person has died and several people were hurt after an attack on a gas factory near Grenoble, central France, on Friday. 

France Denounces Revelations Of Spying By N.S.A. from New York Times 25 Jun 15

The French government on Wednesday reacted angrily to revelations about extensive eavesdropping by the United States government on the
private conversations of senior French leaders, including three presidents and dozens of senior government figures. 

France Says Troops Killed Qaeda Commander In Mali from New York Times 21 May 15

On Nov. 2, 2013, two French journalists were grabbed in the troubled northern Malian town of Kidal. Hours later, their bodies were found on a
dirt track, lying near their kidnapper’s car, which had a broken steering wheel. 



Through the haze, Paris protesters call for fresh cannabis laws from Agence France-Presse 9 May 15

Sporting T-shirts and caps printed with marijuana leaves and with joints hanging from their lips, hundreds of people demonstrated in Paris on
Saturday as part of a world march calling for the legalisation of cannabis. 

France Opens Criminal Inquiry Into Charges Of Abuse By Peacekeepers In Africa from New York Times 8 May 15

Judges in France will formally investigate allegations that French troops sexually abused children during peacekeeping operations in the Central
African Republic, the Paris prosecutor’s office said on Thursday. 

Familiar Swing To Security Over Privacy After Attacks In France from New York Times 7 May 15

In the wake of the terrorist attacks in Paris in January, the French have begun what has become almost a rite of passage for Western nations since
the Sept. 11 attacks in the United States: handing the government vastly expanded powers to protect, and spy on, its citizens. 

French Investigators Seek Possible Accomplices In Plot To Attack Church from New York Times 24 Apr 15

Investigators are searching for potential accomplices of an Algerian man who is suspected of planning to attack at least one church and is thought
to have been involved in the killing of a woman near Paris, the French authorities said on Thursday. 

French network's broadcasts hacked by group claiming IS ties from Associated Press 10 Apr 15

Hackers claiming allegiance to the Islamic State group simultaneously blacked out 11 channels of a French global TV network and took over its
website and social media accounts on Thursday, in what appeared to be the most ambitious media attack so far by the extremist group. 

French Commando Raid In Mali Frees Dutch Captive from New York Times 7 Apr 15

A Dutch citizen held captive in the Sahara for more than three years by the North African branch of Al Qaeda was freed on Monday by French
special forces, who mounted a rescue operation without knowing whom they were trying to save. 

French prime minister praises far-right defeat at local vote from Associated Press 23 Mar 15

French Prime Minister Manuel Valls has hailed the defeat of the far- right National Front in first-round local elections, while minimizing the
significance of the third-place finish of his own Socialist party. 

France scrutinizes cash economy for terror financing from Associated Press 18 Mar 15

France is limiting cash payments to 1,000 euros ($1,063) and requiring reporting for bank deposits of more than 10,000 euros ($10,635) in an
effort to combat the financing of terrorism. 

Three Arrested In Inquiry Of Mysterious Drone Sightings In Paris from Los Angeles Times 26 Feb 15

French authorities on Wednesday arrested a three-man Al Jazeera news crew accused of flying a drone from a Paris park without a license. But
they appear to be no closer to solving the months-long mystery of who has been deploying unmanned aircraft over landmarks and sensitive
security sites at night. 

France's National Front seen leading local elections: poll from Reuters 23 Feb 15

France's far-right National Front party is still expected to lead first-round voting in departmental elections next month, despite a recent recovery in
Socialist President Francois Hollande's ratings, an Ifop poll for Le Figaro newspaper showed. 

French Government Survives Confidence Vote In Battle Over Economic Measures from New York Times 20 Feb 15

France’s Socialist government survived a confidence vote in the National Assembly on Thursday, two days after it forced through a contentious
package of economic measures without a ballot. 

France detains 6 suspected in jihadi network from Associated Press 9 Feb 15

Police detained six suspected extremists in southwest France on Sunday in the second such sweep in five days, part of an effort aimed at snuffing
out networks of Muslim radicals sending fighters abroad - stepped up since January attacks in Paris. 



Knifeman Attacks French Soldiers Outside Jewish Centre from Agence France-Presse 4 Feb 15

A knife-wielding man attacked three soldiers guarding a Jewish community centre on the French Riviera on Tuesday. The attack took place in
broad daylight in Nice as the troops were patrolling outside the centre as part of reinforced security measures introduced following last month’s
jihadist attacks in Paris that left 17 dead. 

Wife Of Paris Attacker Now France’s ‘Most Wanted’ Woman from Washington Post 3 Feb 15

France’s most-wanted woman once loved the warm waves of the Dominican Republic, posing in a black bikini with her future husband, a petty
thief. As her faith deepened, she exchanged the bathing suits for headscarfs and new destinations: mosques in Malaysia, a pilgrimage to Mecca,
and now, authorities say, the jihadist cauldron of Syria. 

French Prisons, Long Hotbeds Of Radical Islam, Get New Scrutiny After Paris Attacks from Washington Post 29 Jan 15

The man was sent to France’s largest prison for armed robbery. He emerged a toughened radical who would go on to take part in the bloodiest
terrorist attacks on French soil in decades. 

Paris Announces Plan To Promote Secular Values from New York Times 23 Jan 15

Officials in France announced new measures on Thursday aimed at reinforcing secular values at French schools, after the terrorist attacks in and
around Paris exposed serious cultural rifts between children in heavily immigrant communities and others in classrooms throughout the country. 

French Premier Announces ‘Exceptional’ Measures Against Terrorism from New York Times 22 Jan 15

Two weeks after one of the deadliest attacks ever to hit France, Prime Minister Manuel Valls announced “exceptional” measures on Wednesday to
fight terrorism, including creating thousands of new counterterrorism jobs to intensify the monitoring of nearly 3,000 people the police consider
surveillance targets. 

Kerry Visits Paris To Give It A ‘big Hug’ In Aftermath Of Terrorist Attacks from Washington Post 16 Jan 15

Secretary of State John F. Kerry, a Francophile to the bone, loves Paris. Never was his affinity for the City of Light more poignant than it was
Thursday night, as he landed in Paris and spoke in highly personal terms about why he extended an overseas trip to pay his respects at two sites
where 16 people died in terrorist attacks last week. 

Robust Demand And Renewed Criticism As Charlie Hebdo Quickly Returns from New York Times 15 Jan 15

With a defiant cartoon of the Prophet Muhammad on its cover, the new issue of the weekly newspaper Charlie Hebdo quickly sold out across Paris
and elsewhere on Wednesday, while the French authorities denounced support for terrorism, racism or anti-Semitism and promised response to
inflammatory acts or rhetoric.

Charlie Hebdo’s New Muhammad Cartoon Sparks Fears Of More Violence In France from Washington Post 14 Jan 15

The deadly controversy over a French satiricalnewspaper’s decision to publish images of the prophet Muhammad entered a volatile new phase on
Tuesday, with Islamic authorities condemning the newest cartoon and the paper’s surviving staff offering a passionate defense of work completed
in the shadow of a massacre. 

Police: As Many As 6 Paris Terror Suspects May Be At Large from Associated Press 13 Jan 15

As many as six members of a terrorist cell involved in the Paris attacks may still be at large, including a man who was seen driving a car
registered to the widow of one of the gunmen, police officials said Monday. 

As World Leaders March In Paris, US Represented By Ambassador from Agence France-Presse 12 Jan 15

Sunday’s massive march in Paris against terrorism drew dozens of world leaders in a show of unity – except from the United States, which was
represented by its ambassador. 

Massive Crowds Join March For Solidarity In Paris from Washington Post 12 Jan 15

An extraordinary chain of 1.5 million people, led by a group of world leaders linking arms, marched down the Boulevard Voltaire in a show of
force Sunday meant to illustrate the power of unity and freedom of expression over the sting of fanaticism and terror. 



Holder: Not Known Which Group Responsible For Paris Attacks from Associated Press 12 Jan 15

Attorney General Eric Holder says investigators at this point don’t have “any credible information” to determine which terrorist group was
responsible for the attacks in Paris. 

Video Shows Paris Gunman Pledging Allegiance To Islamic State from New York Times 12 Jan 15

Amedy Coulibaly, one of the three gunmen responsible for the terrorist attacks in France last week, produced a video that appeared online on
Sunday, two days after his death, showing him sitting below the flag of the Islamic State militant group and pledging allegiance to Abu Bakr al-
Baghdadi, the organization’s leader. 

Police race to capture Paris attack suspects, at least one hostage reported taken from FOX News 9 Jan 15

French security forces rushed to a small town northeast of Paris Friday morning as part of an operation to capture the two Islamist gunmen who
murdered 12 people in an attack on the offices of a satirical weekly magazine Wednesday. 

Obama Says U.S. Will Aid France in Hunting Down Terrorists from Bloomberg News 7 Jan 15

French law enforcement is searching for the gunmen involved in today’s shooting at French satirical newspaper Charlie Hebdo that left 12 dead,
including four cartoonists and the paper’s chief editor. Bloomberg’s Rudy Ruitenberg updates the latest details on “In The Loop.” 

French Police Pursue Gunmen Who Killed 12 At Paris Journal from Los Angeles Times 7 Jan 15

Shouting “God is great” in Arabic, masked gunmen stormed the offices of a French satirical magazine Wednesday, killing 12 people including the
magazine’s editor, his bodyguard and a prominent cartoonist. 

Driver Ploughs Into Crowd In France’s Second ‘Allahu Akbar’ Attack from Agence France-Presse 22 Dec 14

A driver shouting “Allahu Akbar” (“God is greatest”) ploughed into pedestrians in eastern France Sunday, injuring 11 of them, just a day after a
man yelling the same words was killed in an attack on police officers. 

French Hostage, Abducted By Islamic Militants In North Africa In 2011, Is Freed from New York Times 10 Dec 14

A 50-year-old Frenchman who was snatched from his hotel room in Mali by Al Qaeda’s affiliate in North Africa and held captive for more than
three years was released, President François Hollande of France announced on Tuesday. 

French Prime Minister Wins Parliamentary Vote Of Confidence from New York Times 17 Sep 14

France’s embattled Socialist government survived a parliamentary vote of confidence Tuesday aimed at shoring up support for tough economic
policy changes at a time when the economy is flat and President François Hollande’s popularity is the lowest of any French president in decades. 

“No Time To Lose” In Global Push Against Militants from Associated Press 15 Sep 14

Reconnaissance planes at the ready, France’s president said there was “no time to lose” in the global push to combat extremists from the Islamic
State group, minus the two countries who share most of Iraq’s borders. 

Calais mayor might close port to stop migrants from Associated Press 2 Sep 14

The mayor of Calais is considering closing the French city's lucrative port if Britain doesn't make a "strong gesture" to control a growing tide of
migrants trying to sneak across the English Channel. 

France’s BNP Paribas To Pay $8.9 Billion To U.S. For Sanctions Violations from Washington Post 1 Jul 14

France’s BNP Paribas pleaded guilty Monday to concealing billions of dollars in transactions for clients in Sudan, Iran and Cuba in violation of
U.S. sanctions and agreed to pay $8.9 billion in fines, according to the Justice Department. 

France keeps illegal drugs, prostitution out of economic output data from Reuters 18 Jun 14

France will not implement new European Union rules allowing member countries to adjust their national economic output figures to include
illegal drugs and prostitution, its national statistics office said on Wednesday. 

France Hosts Dueling Dinners For Obama, Putin from Associated Press 3 Jun 14



French President Francois Hollande certainly won’t go hungry this Thursday night. He’s dining twice — first with U.S. President Barack Obama,
then with Russian President Vladimir Putin. 

Obama Joins Hollande In Vowing New Era Of US-French Ties from Bloomberg News 12 Feb 14

Presidents Barack Obama and Francois Hollande said the U.S. and France are embarking on a new, elevated level of cooperation as they confront
global security threats in Syria and Iran, deal with climate change and seek more economic growth. 

France And The U.S. Enjoy A Renewed Alliance from Washington Post 10 Feb 14

Today, American and French diplomats are preparing for talks with Iran that build on the agreement that has halted progress on and rolled back
key elements of the Iranian nuclear program.

France To Up Africa Military Presence from Associated Press 22 Jan 14

France will broaden its military presence in Africa’s turbulent Sahel region with specialized new outposts to better fight the terror threat from
extremist groups such as al-Qaida, the defense minister said Tuesday. 

France Voices Doubt on Iran Nuclear Deal from Wall Street Journal 19 Dec 13

Foreign Minister Fabius Concerned Tehran Won't Drop Ability to Build a Bomb

France Is Latest US Ally Angered By NSA Snooping from Associated Press 23 Oct 13

The sweep and scope of National Security Agency snooping abroad forced President Barack Obama once again to hear complaints from a U.S.
ally angry about the surveillance net that has sparked an international debate over the limits of American spying. 

US Seeking To Soothe France Over NSA Snooping from Associated Press 22 Oct 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry says America is working to find the right balance between protecting peoples’ security and privacy rights. 

French Condemn Surveillance by N.S.A. from New York Times 22 Oct 13

The French government castigated the United States on Monday for carrying out extensive electronic eavesdropping within France, the latest
diplomatic backlash against the National Security Agency’s wide surveillance net and another example of how disclosures about the program
have strained relations — at least temporarily — with even the closest of Washington’s allies. 

70.3M Records, 30 Days: NSA Report Draws Paris Ire from Associated Press 21 Oct 13

The U.S. National Security Agency swept up 70.3 million French telephone records in a 30-day period, according to a newspaper report that
offered new details of the massive scope of a surveillance operation that has angered some of the country's closest allies.

Freedom of Press
Press freedom at lowest level in over a decade from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 30 Apr 14

Global press freedom has fallen to its lowest level in over a decade, driven in part by major regression in the Mideast, according to a Freedom
House report released Thursday. 

G-20
G-20 Backs Accommodative Policy As Target Set For Higher GDP from Bloomberg News 24 Feb 14

The Group of 20 nations said monetary policy should remain accommodative for now in many advanced economies and pledged a coordinated
push to boost growth by more than $2 trillion over the next five years. 

G20
G20 summit 2014: Tighter controls to curb funding of terror groups from Sydney Morning Herald 16 Nov 14

G20 governments have backed a plan to stop terrorist groups such as Islamic State getting finance, by introducing tougher standards that reveal
the identities of individuals and/or companies channelling illegal funds to them. 

G7



Ukraine Crisis And Advance Of ISIS Dominate Agenda For Group Of 7 from New York Times 9 Jun 15

President Obama would have preferred to spend the summit meeting of the leaders of the seven leading industrial nations fully focused on big
issues that he hopes will define his legacy, including confronting climate change and expanding global trade. 

G-7 leaders vow action on climate, terrorism and Russia from USA Today 9 Jun 15

Leaders of the world's seven major industrial democracies wrapped up their two-day summit Monday with a pledge to take decisive action on
global problems ranging from climate change and financial market volatility to terrorism and the conflict in Ukraine. 

Russia Sanctions Only Lifted When Truce Respected: G7 from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 15

Russia can expect international sanctions against it to be lifted only when it complies with the terms of a ceasefire with Ukraine, foreign ministers
from the Group of Seven said on Wednesday. 

G7 Foreign Ministers Look To Progress On Ukraine, Iran from AFP 15 Apr 15

G7 foreign ministers met in Germany on Tuesday looking to build on recent progress on the Ukraine crisis and Iran’s nuclear programme, host
Frank-Walter Steinmeier said. 

Gambia
How A Reviled African Ruler Survived A Coup Hatched In The United States from Washington Post 1 Jun 15

Every other Saturday evening, the coup-plotters excused themselves from their wives and kids to join a conference call. The half-dozen dissidents
– all middle-aged men, most with military experience – dialed in from their suburban homes scattered across the South and Midwest. 

US Charges Two Over Failed Gambia Coup from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 15

US prosecutors on Monday charged two men with conspiring to overthrow the government of Gambia in a failed coup ostensibly aimed at
restoring democracy to the small west African nation. 

‘Dozens Arrested’ After Failed Gambia Coup from Agence France-Presse 1 Jan 15

Several dozen military personnel and civilians were arrested, and a large cache of weapons and explosives were found following a reported coup
attempt in The Gambia, an intelligence source said Thursday. 

United States Embassy In Gambia Confirms Coup Attempt from New York Times 31 Dec 14

Gunfire erupted overnight in Banjul, the capital of the West African nation of Gambia, and residents awoke Tuesday to find government buildings
and the main bridge into town sealed off by fidgety soldiers. 

Gate's Book
McCain, Rubio: Gates Should Have Waited To Publish Book from Washington Times 13 Jan 14

A pair of Republican senators said Sunday that former Defense Secretary Robert Gates should’ve waited to publish his bombshell book that
contains scathing critiques of President Obama, Vice President Joseph R. Biden and others within the administration.

Gaza
Palestinian Prime Minister Holds First Cabinet Meeting In Gaza from New York Times 10 Oct 14

The Palestinian prime minister, Rami Hamdallah, convened the first meeting of his cabinet in Gaza on Thursday in a move meant to signal more
involvement of the West Bank-based Palestinian Authority in running this enclave after seven years of exclusive control by the Islamic militant
group Hamas. 

In Gaza’s Rubble, Shelter Arrives For The Destitute from New York Times 7 Oct 14

Since the end of this summer’s war in Gaza, Rasmi Najjar, 65, has mostly spent his days in a makeshift tent at the site of his destroyed three-story
house here near the border with Israel. 

Gaza Strip
Gaza’s Hamas Government Says Ready To Step Aside from Associated Press 28 May 14



The government installed by the Islamic militant group Hamas after its takeover of the Gaza Strip seven years ago said it held its last meeting
Tuesday and is ready to hand “full responsibility” to a Palestinian unity government. 

GCPEA
Schools and universities increasingly subjected to violence, study finds from The Guardian (UK) 27 Feb 14

Schools and universities have been subjected to increasing violence in recent years, an international study has found. The survey of conflicts in 70
countries between 2009-13 – published on Thursday by the US-based Global Coalition to Protect Education from Attack (GCPEA) – reveals that
violent assaults on educational establishments are far more widespread than previously reported. 

Georgia
Georgian prime minister opposed to decriminalizing marijuana from Interfax (Russia) 4 Jun 15

Georgian Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili has opposed the decriminalization of the use of marijuana and called for the promotion of a healthy
lifestyle. 

U.S. And Georgia Start Military Exercise Criticized By Russia from New York Times 12 May 15

Hundreds of American and Georgian service members stood at attention on this former Soviet airfield on Monday, as the two countries began
joint military exercises to bolster cooperation between Georgian forces and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

Political Feud Weakens Coalition in Georgia from New York Times 6 Nov 14

The Free Democrats, a pro-Western political party, abandoned Georgia’s governing coalition on Wednesday, deepening a political crisis in the
former Soviet republic that critics fear may slow the country’s path toward integration with the West. 

US To Help Georgia Boost Its Defenses from Associated Press 8 Sep 14

In the face of growing aggression by Russia, the United States and Georgia moved Sunday to expand their defense relationship – including the
possible sale of U.S. Black Hawk helicopters to the former Soviet bloc nation at the crossroads of eastern Europe and Asia. 

Georgia will not legalize marijuana - PM Garibashvili from Interfax (Russia) 4 Jun 14

The Georgian government will not allow free circulation of marijuana in the country, Georgian Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili said. 

Georgia may decriminalize marijuana from Interfax (Russia) 3 Jun 14

Georgian authorities are set to review the strict marijuana policy. 

Young protesters demand marijuana decriminalization in Tbilisi from Interfax (Russia) 2 Jun 14

Several hundreds of young people, mostly students, staged a protest action in front of the old building of the Georgian parliament in Tbilisi on
Saturday to demand decriminalization of marijuana. 

Georgia's border police detain two men keeping radioactive Radium-226 from Itar-Tass (Russia) 14 Dec 13

Georgia's border police have detained two Georgians, who kept a plumbic container with radioactive Radium-226, the country's Interior Ministry
reported on Saturday. 

German
German court allows patients to grow medical marijuana from Agence France-Presse 22 Jul 14

A German court ruled for the first time Tuesday that seriously ill patients may grow their own marijuana for medical purposes in certain cases. 

Germany
Merkel Seeks to Head Off Opposition to Greek Bailout from New York Times 17 Aug 15

Chancellor Angela Merkel said on Sunday that she expected the International Monetary Fund to take part in the new bailout for Greece, as she
sought to head off opposition to the aid package in the German Parliament. 

Police arrest Syrian in Germany for runaway migrant freighter from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 15



Police arrested a Syrian in Germany on Wednesday suspected of helping to set a freighter packed with migrants on a collision course with the
Italian coastline. 

Germany To Pull Back On Helping U.S. Gather Intelligence from New York Times 8 May 15

The German government has moved to restrict its cooperation with the United States on intelligence gathering after revelations of spying on
German businesses and other Europeans. 

Pressure Mounts On Merkel To Explain German Role In U.S. Espionage from New York Times 7 May 15

Chancellor Angela Merkel came under growing pressure on Wednesday to explain Germany’s role in American espionage in Europe, with a
leading opposition lawmaker accusing one of her closest allies of lying to Parliament about the matter last year. 

Second huge Berlin cocaine stash found in Aldi bananas from Agence France-Presse 4 May 15

More than 15 million euros worth of cocaine turned up Monday in boxes of bananas delivered to Aldi supermarkets in and around Berlin, police
said. 

Cocaine found packed with bananas at German supermarkets from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 4 May 15

Employees for the German supermarket discount chain Aldi discovered cocaine packed in crates of bananas at stores in Berlin and the
neighbouring eastern state of Brandenburg, police said Monday. 

Germans take to the streets to demand decriminalization of marijuana from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 May 15

Hundreds of people took to the streets of 27 cities across Germany at the weekend to call for the decriminalization of marijuana, the possession,
cultivation and sale of which are all illegal. 

Germany Is Accused Of Helping N.S.A. Spy On European Allies from New York Times 1 May 15

Chancellor Angela Merkel’s government is fending off allegations that the German secret service helped the United States to spy on European
partners and companies, nearly a year after Ms. Merkel expelled the top American spy in a rare display of anger over revelations of widespread
United States intelligence operations in Germany.

UPDATE: Merkel: To do everything to prevent further victims in Mediterranean from Xinhua (China) 20 Apr 15

German Chancellor Angela Merkel said Monday that everything would be done to prevent more migrants dying in the Mediterranean Sea in the
wake of the latest tragedy in which hundreds of people are feared dead in the region. 

Big German Police Presence Cuts Attendance At Anti-Islam Rally from McClatchy 22 Jan 15

Thousands of police and opponents from across Germany descended on Leipzig on Wednesday in an effort to block thousands of anti-Islamization
protesters from reaching a rally in the city known for beginning the movement that led to the collapse of the East German government decades
ago. 

Anti-Immigration Rallies in Germany Defy Calls to Desist from New York Times 6 Jan 15

Defying appeals from an array of German institutions to stay away from anti-immigration rallies, some 18,000 people took part in a protest here
on Monday, parading against what they call the Islamization of Europe and putting pressure on the authorities to defuse social tensions. 

Welcome refugees and reject racism, Merkel says after rallies from Reuters 31 Dec 14

Chancellor Angela Merkel urged Germans to turn their backs on a growing grass-roots movement of anti-Muslim protesters, calling them racists
full of hatred, and said Europe's biggest economy must welcome people fleeing conflict and war. 

Germany spies on Albania to monitor 'organised crime': report from Agence France-Presse 23 Aug 14

Germany's secret service has been spying on Albania for years to keep tabs on "organised crime", Der Spiegel claimed on Saturday, days after it
was revealed that Berlin had been eavesdropping on Turkey. 

A Year After U.S. Spying Revelations, German Officials Say Questions Remain Unanswered from Washington Post 24 Jul 14



German Chancellor Angela Merkel is President Obama’s “go-to partner” when it comes to world crises from negotiations with Iran to persuading
Europe to adopt harsher sanctions against Russia, according to a senior administration official. 

Obama Sends Aide To Soothe German Allies from New York Times 23 Jul 14

In a sign of just how much German-American relations have frayed, President Obama sent his chief of staff to Berlin to try to smooth over the
rupture caused by recent revelations of American spying on its ally, the White House said Tuesday. 

A Spying Scandal Travels With Merkel To China from New York Times 8 Jul 14

The visit to China by Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany was supposed to focus on business, but financial matters were overshadowed
Monday by a spy scandal at home — reportedly involving the United States — and China’s wartime history with Japan. 

U.S. And Germany Fail To Reach A Deal On Spying from New York Times 2 May 14

The effort to remake the intelligence relationship between the United States and Germany after it was disclosed last year that the National
Security Agency was tapping Chancellor Angela Merkel’s cellphone has collapsed, according to German officials, who say there will be no broad
intelligence sharing or “no-spy” agreement between the two countries when Ms. Merkel arrives at the White House on Friday. 

German Leader Criticizes U.S. Over Pervasive Surveillance from New York Times 30 Jan 14

Chancellor Angela Merkel took perhaps her sharpest swipe yet at pervasive American intelligence surveillance, saying on Wednesday that
Washington had endangered its standing by violating the freedom of the individual, a value for which it is admired abroad. 

Merkel elected to third term in parliament vote from Reuters 17 Dec 13

Angela Merkel was elected to a third term as chancellor in a vote in the German lower house of parliament on Tuesday, paving the way for her
new "grand coalition" government to be sworn in and formally take power later in the day. 

Spying tests trust between Obama, Merkel from Associated Press 31 Oct 13

When President Barack Obama visited Berlin in June, German Chancellor Angela Merkel made a point of showing him a balcony in her office
overlooking train tracks that crossed the border of her once-divided country - a symbol of her upbringing on the east side of the divide, where
eavesdropping by secret police was rampant during the Cold War. 

Data Suggests Push To Spy On Merkel Dates To ‘02 from New York Times 28 Oct 13

New details about the monitoring of Chancellor Angela Merkel’s cellphone by the National Security Agency further stoked the German
government’s anger on Sunday and raised two questions: Why did the United States target her as early as 2002, and why did it take five years for
the Obama administration to put a halt to the surveillance? 

Ghana
Ghana to bring in 177 Cuban doctors as strike bites from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 15

Ghana has said it will bring in 177 new doctors from Cuba to help limit the damage from a crippling strike by medics over pay and training. Some
2,800 public sector doctors began withdrawing services to out-patient departments early this month before extending the strike to emergency
wards. 

UN raps Ghana's failure to stamp out slavery of virgin girls from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 15

UN rights experts on Wednesday said Ghana had failed miserably to stamp out a centuries-old tradition in which virgin girls are offered as slaves
to local priests for a lifetime. 

Ghana opposition demands probe into cocaine scandal from Agence France-Presse 27 Nov 14

Ghana's opposition has demanded an investigation into how a woman allegedly brought 13 kilos (28 pounds) of cocaine into an executive lounge
at Accra airport before boarding a flight to London. 

Global
Kerry Says Summit Will Seek Global Action To Protect Oceans from Washington Post 12 Jun 14



Secretary of State John F. Kerry said Wednesday that he will “try to coalesce global action around the oceans” next week by hosting an
international summit aimed at curbing overfishing, pollution and chemical changes spurred by rising carbon dioxide emissions worldwide. 

IMF Says Dynamics Of Global Growth Shifting from Associated Press 5 Sep 13

The International Monetary Fund said Wednesday that it sees the dynamics of global growth shifting, with the major economies strengthening
while developing countries slow. 

IMF Sees Acute Market Pressure For Some Emerging Economies from Bloomberg News 5 Sep 13

Developed economies are turning into global growth engines as some of their emerging-market counterparts decelerate amid “acute” market
pressures, the International Monetary Fund said. 

Global Economy
Oil price may boost growth by 15-20%: World Bank from CNBC 22 Jan 15

Tumbling oil prices may increase world economic growth by 15-20 percent this year, but several countries will still lose out, the head of the World
Bank told CNBC on Thursday. 

IMF Slashes 2015-2016 World Growth Forecast from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 15

The International Monetary Fund on Tuesday sharply cut its 2015-2016 world growth forecast of only six months ago, saying lower oil prices did
not offset pervasive weaknesses around the globe. 

O.E.C.D. Calls for Fiscal and Monetary Measures to Spur E.U. Growth from New York Times 26 Nov 14

Top officials at the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development warned on Tuesday that weakness in the eurozone was a threat to
the global economy and called on leaders of the European Union to carry out fiscal and monetary measures, in addition to structural reforms, to
restore growth. 

IMF Raises Global Outlook As Advanced Nations Accelerate from Bloomberg News 22 Jan 14

The International Monetary Fund raised its forecast for global growth this year as expansions in the U.S. and U.K. accelerate, and urged advanced
economies to maintain monetary accommodation to strengthen the recovery. 

Survey Finds CEOs More Confident On Global Economy from Associated Press 22 Jan 14

With the worst of the global financial crisis behind them, CEOs are ready to move on from the fight for survival their businesses have been in for
the past few years, a survey found Tuesday. 

TPP ministerial talks "likely" in Feb.: USTR official from Kyodo (Japan) 22 Jan 14

A senior U.S. trade official said Wednesday the next round of ministerial talks on the Trans-Pacific Partnership free trade pact is "likely" to be
held in February. 

World’s Richest 85 People Have As Much As Half Of Globe’s Population, Oxfam Reports from McClatchy 21 Jan 14

The world’s richest 85 people control the same amount of wealth as half the world’s population, according to a report issued Monday by the
British-based anti-poverty charity Oxfam. 

Global Impunity Index Study
Impunity from justice at its worst in the Philippines, Mexico and Colombia from EFE (Spain) 21 Apr 15

The Philippines, Mexico and Colombia are the three countries which scored highest in the 2015 Global Impunity Index prepared by the University
of the Americas in Puebla, Mexico. 

Global Issues
A Fight As U.S. Girls Face Genital Cutting Abroad from New York Times 11 Jun 14

“Vacation cutting,” as the practice is deemed by those who oppose it, has existed in immigrant enclaves around the world for decades. Federal law
has banned genital cutting in the United States since 1996, and last year it became illegal to transport girls for that purpose. 



Global Warming
The U.S. Has Caused More Global Warming Than Any Other Country. Here’s How The Earth Will Get Its Revenge. from
Washington Post 23 Jan 15

Last year, we learned what is probably the worst global warming news yet — that we may have irrevocably destabilized the massive ice sheet of
West Antarctica, which contains the equivalent of nearly 11 feet of sea level rise. The rate of West Antarctic ice loss has been ominously
increasing, and there are fears that if too much goes, the slow and long-term process of ice sheet disintegration could accelerate. 

Research Casts Alarming Light On Decline Of West Antarctic Glaciers from Washington Post 5 Dec 14

For two decades, scientists have kept a close watch on a vast, icebound corner of West Antarctica that is undergoing a historic thaw. Climate
experts have predicted that, centuries from now, the region’s mile-thick ice sheet could collapse and raise sea levels as much as 11 feet. 

U.N. Panel Issues Its Starkest Warning Yet On Global Warming from New York Times 3 Nov 14

The gathering risks of climate change are so profound that they could stall or even reverse generations of progress against poverty and hunger if
greenhouse emissions continue at a runaway pace, according to a major new United Nations report. 

Latest State Of The Climate: Yup, Still Getting Hotter from Bloomberg News 18 Jul 14

The annual State of the Climate is in, and for readers looking forward to cracking a beer and diving into the 275-page report, read no further.
Spoiler Alert: The planet is still getting hotter. 

Climate Panel: Warming “Extremely Likely” Man-Made from Associated Press 27 Sep 13

Scientists can now say with extreme confidence that human activity is the dominant cause of the global warming observed since the 1950s, a new
report by an international scientific group said Friday. 

Climate change report will point a finger at humans from USA Today 25 Sep 13

The world's top climate scientists will emphasize that man-made global warming is real.

Golan Heights
New Reality For Israelis On Golan Heights: Islamists Now Control The Other Side from McClatchy 16 Sep 14

The green and white flag fluttering above a border checkpoint not far from the Ein Zivan kibbutz on a recent afternoon symbolized the new reality
that has taken hold for Israelis who live on the Golan Heights: Islamist rebels now control areas of Syria on the very doorstep of Israeli-controlled
land. 

Al Qaida’s Nusra releases Fijian troops captured in Golan Heights from McClatchy 12 Sep 14

A group of 45 United Nations peacekeepers from Fiji seized by al Qaida-linked militants in Syria was released on Thursday after being held
captive for two weeks. 

Fiji Government Says Its Golan Peacekeepers Will Be Released Soon from New York Times 10 Sep 14

Fiji said Wednesday that its 45-member United Nations peacekeeping contingent in the Golan Heights, seized by the Syrian branch of Al Qaeda
nearly two weeks ago, would be released soon. 

United Nations Peacekeepers Captured In Golan Heights from New York Times 29 Aug 14

Forty-three United Nations peacekeepers, all of them members of a Fijian contingent, were captured by “an armed group” on Thursday near the
demarcation line between Syria and the Israeli-occupied Golan Heights, the United Nations said on Thursday. 

Great Britain
Cameron Announces Response Plan To Beheading Of British Aid Worker from New York Times 15 Sep 14

Following an emergency meeting on Sunday with Britain’s top security and military officials to form a response to the beheading of a British aid
worker by the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, Prime Minister David Cameron laid out a plan to support American military action in those two
countries but made no commitment to a more vigorous military role. 



Greece
Tsipras Calls Early Greek Elections To Strengthen Grip On Power from Bloomberg News 21 Aug 15

Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras announced he will step down with an eye to snap elections, a move the embattled leader will likely use to
shut out dissenters and return to power with a more manageable coalition. 

Germany, Less Defiant, Clearing Path For 3rd Greek Bailout from New York Times 13 Aug 15

Germany softened its resistance to a third bailout package for Greece on Wednesday, raising the chances for speedy approval of the draft plan in
time for the country to make a crucial debt payment next week. 

Tentative Greek Debt Accord Might Do Little To Revive Economy from New York Times 12 Aug 15

The Greek government on Tuesday appeared to be on the verge of clinching a deal for a new international bailout worth as much as $95 billion in
exchange for accepting harsh austerity terms and making sweeping changes to the way the country does business. 

Greece Secures Bailout Deal After All-Night Talks in Athens from Bloomberg Business 11 Aug 15

Greece reached an accord with creditors on the terms of a third bailout, paving the way for national parliaments to vote on the deal before an Aug.
20 payment falls due to the European Central Bank. 

Greece Seeks Resolution To Aid Deal As Creditor Talks Progress from Bloomberg News 10 Aug 15

The Greek government is seeking to conclude talks on a rescue program by Tuesday, leaving enough time for national parliaments to assess the
deal so funds can be disbursed for an Aug. 20 payment to the European Central Bank. 

U.N. urges Greece to end 'total chaos' on islands where migrants land from Reuters 7 Aug 15

The United Nations refugee agency called on Greece on Friday to take control of the "total chaos" on Mediterranean islands where thousands of
migrants have landed. 

Greek Creditors Report Progress In Talks For New Bailout from Associated Press 7 Aug 15

Greece’s talks with its creditors on a vital third bailout are making “satisfactory progress,” the European Union executive said Thursday in its
most upbeat assessment so far, as Athens stocks rebounded three days after their worst plunge in decades. 

Greece Says It’s In “Final Stage” Of Bailout Talks from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

Greece’s prime minister said his country was in the “final stage” of talks for a new bailout, as his left-wing government on Wednesday rejected the
idea of extending the negotiations beyond this month. 

Stocks Plunge In Greece As Athens Exchange Reopens from New York Times 4 Aug 15

Investors issued a vote of no confidence in Greece’s economy on Monday, dumping Greek stocks as trading on the Athens stock exchange
resumed for the first time in five weeks. 

Bailout Money Goes to Greece, Only to Flow Out Again from New York Times 30 Jul 15

“I know it’s not patriotic,” said the cash-toting Greek businessman, who spoke on the condition of anonymity to protect his reputation. But the
money, about €14,000, represented the life savings of his retired parents, he said, and it was no longer safe in the local bank.

Tsipras Seeks To Avert Party Split As Greece’s Creditors Arrive For Talks from New York Times 30 Jul 15

As representatives of Greece’s international creditors started arriving on Wednesday in the Greek capital for a new round of tough negotiations,
Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras said the country would get relief from its huge debt burden as early as November. 

Greece Launches Bailout Talks As Plan B Details Revealed from Associated Press 28 Jul 15

Greece’s government on Monday launched complex bailout negotiations with creditors, but faced rebuke following revelations that former finance
minister, Yanis Varoufakis, formed a secret committee to plan for the possible conversion of euros into drachmas “at a drop of a hat.” 



Greek Leaders Approve Second Set Of Changes Sought By Creditors from New York Times 23 Jul 15

Under the threat of yet another deadline, the Greek Parliament approved a second package of policy changes early Thursday that the country’s
creditors had said must be in place before the detailed negotiations for an 86-billion-euro bailout could begin. 

Alexis Tsipras Transforms Himself As He Sells Greek Bailout Terms from New York Times 22 Jul 15

On the eve of his election in January, Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras of Greece talked with pride about how his leftist Syriza party rejected “the
mentality of establishment parties” and provided space for the diverse views of its members. 

Banks In Greece Reopen With Long Lines from USA Today 21 Jul 15

Greek banks re-opened Monday for the first time in more than three weeks, prompting long lines of confused customers still limited in their
withdrawals and uncertain about their country’s financial future. 

Greece Gets Last-Minute Help From France On Bailout Proposal from New York Times 10 Jul 15

As Greece engaged in a last-minute scramble on Thursday to formulate a bailout proposal that could determine whether it remains in the euro,
France, its most sympathetic ally among Europe’s big powers, stepped in to give a helping hand. 

Greece Submits New Loan Request As Tsipras Takes Defiant Stance from New York Times 9 Jul 15

Greece, running out of money and under a tight deadline from European leaders, requested a three-year loan on Wednesday from the eurozone’s
bailout fund as the country and its creditors began what could be a last effort to avert a historic rupture. 

Greece Delays Offering New Plan On Debt from New York Times 8 Jul 15

Greece’s prospects for staying in Europe’s currency union darkened on Tuesday after the new Greek finance minister showed up for an emergency
meeting in Brussels without a specific new proposal, leaving European finance ministers aghast and unable to judge whether a deal for another
bailout package was possible. 

Obama Speaks To Greek PM About Debt Crisis from USA Today 8 Jul 15

President Obama urged the leaders of Greece and Germany to strike a deal on the Greek debt crisis that can benefit the global economy as a
whole, officials said Tuesday. 

For Greeks, A Culmination After Years Of Pain from Washington Post 7 Jul 15

Greek voters’ decisive rejection of Europe’s plan to bail out their country cast them closer than ever to doomsday scenarios: A collapse of the
banks. An exit from the euro zone. A return to the drachma. But it is a price that 42-year-old Georgia Imsiritou said she is ready to pay. 

Angela Merkel Faces Monumental Test Of Leadership After Greek Vote from New York Times 7 Jul 15

As chancellor of Germany, Angela Merkel leads a nation that prizes fiscal rectitude and adherence to the rules, and, after pledging tens of billions
in bailout programs for five years, has expressed scant sympathy for Greece’s demand for more financial help. 

Greeks Reject Bailout Terms In Rebuff To European Leaders from New York Times 6 Jul 15

Greeks delivered a shocking rebuff to Europe’s leaders on Sunday, decisively rejecting a deal offered by the country’s creditors in a historic vote
that could redefine Greece’s place in Europe and shake the Continent’s financial stability. 

Greek Conservative Opposition Chief Samaras Resigns from Agence France-Presse 6 Jul 15

Greece’s conservative opposition chief Antonis Samaras on Sunday announced his resignation after the country was on course to soundly reject
further austerity cuts in a referendum. 

Greece Sticks With Bailout Referendum With Fiscal Lifeline Talks In The Balance from Washington Post 2 Jul 15

Greece’s prime minister vowed Wednesday to stick with plans for a referendum on the cuts demanded to receive a financial rescue, even as
powerful lenders led by Germany insisted that all talks are frozen until the outcome of the vote. 

Tsipras Signals Greece May Accept Bailout Terms from New York Times 2 Jul 15



An unexpected new effort by Greece to compromise with its creditors on a bailout package prompted a cool response from most of the rest of
Europe on Wednesday as the financial pressures on Athens intensified and efforts to find a way out of the crisis remained chaotic. 

Obama Tries To Soften European Creditors’ Stance To Salvage A Deal from New York Times 1 Jul 15

President Obama said Tuesday that he was trying to prod European leaders to salvage a deal to keep Greece in the eurozone, even as his
government was bracing for the possible consequences of a once unimaginable divorce. 

Greeks Line Up For Money And Stock Up On Goods As Cash Rationing Starts from New York Times 30 Jun 15

On Monday, the first day of official cash rationing throughout Greece, Maria Delaporta, a concierge in a modest apartment building not far from
the Athens Hilton, rushed to the supermarket. After spending 18 euros on staples — milk, sugar and rice — she found herself with 50 euros, or
about $55.90, in her pocket. 

Greece Will Close Banks To Stem Flood Of Withdrawals from New York Times 29 Jun 15

Greece will keep its banks closed on Monday and place restrictions on the withdrawal and transfer of money, Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras said
in a televised address on Sunday night, as Athens tries to avert a financial collapse. 

Greek Debt Blueprint Gets A Cold Reception In Athens from New York Times 24 Jun 15

Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras faced anger and resistance on Tuesday from members of his own radical left political party, complicating his efforts
to strike a deal this week with Greece’s creditors, as some lawmakers and party officials criticized concessions by the Greek side and expressed
doubts about voting for a deal in Parliament. 

Greek Central Bank Warns Of Financial Collapse If Debt Talks Fail from New York Times 18 Jun 15

The central bank of Greece warned on Wednesday that failure to reach a deal in the country’s long-running debt crisis would result in a default on
its bailout loans and economic turmoil. 

Tsipras Attacks Greece’s Creditors As Pressure Grows On Debts from New York Times 17 Jun 15

Greece’s prime minister, Alexis Tsipras, on Tuesday blasted his country’s creditors for austerity measures that he said were humiliating and
strangling his people as pressure mounted on Athens to present reforms in exchange for bailout funding. 

E.U. Urged To Plan For Greece To Default from New York Times 16 Jun 15

A chorus of voices on Monday called on European Union authorities to plan for Greece to default on its huge pile of debt after bailout talks
between Athens and its creditors deteriorated over the weekend. 

IMF, EU Pour Cold Water On Greek Debt Deal Hopes from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 15

Greece’s creditors piled pressure on cash-strapped Athens on Thursday as the IMF pulled its team out of talks and the EU warned Athens to stop
gambling with the possibility of default and a messy exit from the eurozone. 

Pensions In Greece Feel The Pinch Of Debt Negotiations from New York Times 9 Jun 15

...Greece’s big creditors — other eurozone countries, the International Monetary Fund and the European Central Bank — have done little to solve
the problem. Instead, they have imposed deep cutbacks on pensions, as much as 48 percent in some cases, and further weakened the pension funds
by, among other measures, pressing them to accept huge losses as part of the country’s debt write-down. 

E.C.B. President Hints At Concession For Greece from New York Times 4 Jun 15

The message to Greece from European Central Bank headquarters in Frankfurt on Wednesday was, on the surface, much the same as it has always
been: Stick to the program. 

Greece scrambles to avoid default as deadline nears from USA Today 3 Jun 15

Months-long talks to resolve Greece's financial crisis are inching closer to a climax, with both the beleaguered nation and its creditors finalizing
proposals aimed at averting a default that could ripple across the globe. 



European Leaders Assemble For Urgent Meeting On Greek Crisis from New York Times 2 Jun 15

As the Greek government faces a looming debt payment, top European leaders met in Berlin on Monday night to reach a consensus over what to
do about Greece, signaling the urgent need to unlock emergency financing for the cash-starved country and avoid a devastating default. 

Greece Pins Hopes on Merkel as Talks Yield Little Progress from Bloomberg News 1 Jun 15

Greece’s hopes of sealing an accord with its creditors by the end of May dimmed on Sunday, as disagreements between the two sides on budget
targets persisted, a person familiar with the matter said. 

The U.S. Suddenly Sounds An Alarm On Greece from Bloomberg News 29 May 15

U.S. officials are mindful that European leaders, who have chastised Americans for meddling in the past, consider Greece’s debt an internal
matter. They also recognize that the continent is better situated to resolve the dispute than is the U.S., after Europe’s experience weathering a
succession of sovereign debt crises at the end of the last decade. 

With Money Drying Up, Greece Is All but Bankrupt from New York Times 26 May 15

A nearly bankrupt Greece is taking desperate measures to preserve cash. Absent a last-minute deal with its creditors, the nation will run out of
money early next month. 

Greece Readies for Another Week of Deadlines from Bloomberg 11 May 15

Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras’s anti-austerity government heads for another confrontation with an increasingly testy German-led bloc of
creditors as warnings of an accidental default loom over his debt-swamped nation. 

Varoufakis Says Greece Ready To Take EU Impasse Down To The Wire from Bloomberg News 8 May 15

Greek Finance Minister Yanis Varoufakis said his government is prepared to go “down to the wire” in talks with its creditors as policy makers
signal they’re losing patience with the country after months of brinkmanship. 

E.C.B. Doubts Add to Uncertainties on Greek Debt Lifeline from New York Times 7 May 15

As Greece mounts an 11th-hour diplomatic offensive across Europe to secure financial aid that it desperately needs to avoid a default, patience
with Athens is wearing thin at the European Central Bank. 

Greece cites progress in talks with EU/IMF lenders, aims for May deal from Reuters 3 May 15

Negotiations between Greece and its international lenders over reforms to unlock remaining bailout aid have made headway and an agreement
could be closer this month, a government official said on Sunday. 

Greece’s Day Of Reckoning Inches Closer As Debt Payments Loom from Bloomberg News 27 Apr 15

Greece will look for ways to assemble enough cash to pay its pensioners and employees this week, after euro area finance ministers on Friday said
they won’t disburse more aid until bailout terms are met. 

Greek finance minister tells magazine: Grexit no bluff if more austerity imposed from Reuters 24 Apr 15

The risk that Greece would have to leave the euro if it has to accept more austerity is no bluff, Greek Finance Minister Yanis Varoufakis told a
French magazine, saying that no one could predict what the consequences of such an exit would be. 

US Blacklists Two Greek ‘Terrorists’ In Row Over New Law from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 15

The United States blacklisted two Greek extremists Tuesday amid anger over a new law which could see a bombmaker from a radical group
accused of killing Americans released early from prison. 

U.S. fears new Greek law may ease guerrilla's jail terms from Reuters 21 Apr 15

The United States expressed concern on Monday over a government-backed bill that paves the way for a member of Greece's most lethal guerrilla
group to be released from jail. 

Greece Flashes Warning Signals About Its Debt from New York Times 20 Apr 15



By the standards of his frenzied schedule here last week, the meeting on Friday between Yanis Varoufakis, the Greek finance minister, and Lee C.
Buchheit, the dean of international debt lawyers, was a quiet one. 

IMF's Lagarde: No payment delay for Greece from USA Today 17 Apr 15

The head of the International Monetary Fund said Thursday the group will not allow Greece to delay payments it's scheduled make next month as
part of its massive bailout. 

Lew Urges Greece To Reach Deal With Creditors To Avoid Euro Exit from Bloomberg News 16 Apr 15

U.S. Treasury Secretary Jacob J. Lew urged Greece and its international creditors to reach an agreement on steps that need to be taken to avoid the
nation’s exit from the euro and any resulting crisis. 

Greece denies report that it is preparing for debt default from Reuters 14 Apr 15

Greece denied on Monday a report by the Financial Times that it was preparing for a debt default if it did not reach a deal with its creditors by the
end of the month and said the negotiations were proceeding "swiftly" towards a solution. 

Putin Meets With Alexis Tsipras Of Greece, Raising Eyebrows In Europe from New York Times 9 Apr 15

Welcoming the Greek prime minister, Alexis Tsipras, to Moscow at a time of badly strained relations between Russia and Europe, President
Vladimir V. Putin on Wednesday declared that the visit “could not have come at a better time.” 

Greece And I.M.F. Hold Talks On A Crucial Debt Payment from New York Times 6 Apr 15

As a crucial date approaches for Greece to make a major debt payment, the markets are yet again weighing the possibility that the country could
actually default on its loans. 

Greek Bailout Proposals Lack Necessary Detail, Officials Say from Wall Street Journal 30 Mar 15

Eurozone finance ministers unlikely to meet before mid-April to give Athens more cash By Matthew Dalton Updated March 29, 2015 4:47 p.m.
ET BRUSSELS—Greek proposals for a revised bailout program don’t have enough detail to satisfy the government’s international creditors,
eurozone officials said, making it more likely that Athens will need to go several more weeks without a new infusion of desperately needed cash. 

Greece Says It’ll Present E.U. With Planned Overhauls By Monday from New York Times 25 Mar 15

Greece will present a detailed list of proposed overhauls to its eurozone partners by Monday, a government spokesman said, as Prime Minister
Alexis Tsipras met supporters and leading government ministers on his first official visit to Europe’s economic powerhouse, Germany. 

Time Short, German And Greek Leaders Confer On Debt Deal from New York Times 24 Mar 15

With time running ever shorter for an accord to ease Greece’s debt crisis and reported cash crunch, Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras and Chancellor
Angela Merkel of Germany on Monday sought at least to take the sting out of venomous exchanges between Athens and Berlin in recent weeks. 

In Greece, Syriza Struggles To Deliver Promises As Money Runs Out from New York Times 23 Mar 15

Glowering with disdain, Evangelos Venizelos stepped into the well of the Greek Parliament and ridiculed members of the country’s new leftist
government. They had vowed to roll back unpopular austerity measures that Mr. Venizelos and the prior government had pushed through. They
had promised that Greece would stop kneeling to European creditors. 

Greece rejects 'blackmail', seeks meeting with top EU leaders from Reuters 18 Mar 15

Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras wants to meet top European leaders at this week's EU summit, a Greek official said on Tuesday, as Athens
insisted it would not be 'blackmailed' over its debt crisis. 

Warnings Raised of a Greek Exit From the Euro from New York Times 18 Mar 15

Just a few weeks ago, fears that Greece might exit the euro union subsided when Europe extended its financial bailout. But as a new war of words
escalates between Athens and its creditors, talk of a “Grexit” is heating up. 

Greece Complains About Schaeuble In Deepening Conflict from Bloomberg News 13 Mar 15



Greece’s war of words with Germany deepened as Greece renewed demands for war reparations and formally complained about Finance Minister
Wolfgang Schaeuble. 

Greek Debt Talks Are Tested by Fraying Ties With Germany from New York Times 12 Mar 15

Growing Greek antagonism toward Germany is coming at a bad time for Athens as it seeks a better debt deal with its European partners. A
demand on Tuesday night by the Greek prime minister, Alexis Tsipras, for wartime reparations from Germany cast a pall over negotiations for
more rescue money for Athens that began in Brussels on Wednesday. 

Greece says Germany owes it compensation for WWII occupation from Associated Press 11 Mar 15

The radical left-led Greek government insisted Tuesday that the debt-ridden country has never been fully compensated by Germany for its brutal
World War II Nazi occupation, linking the issue with Greece's fraught bailout negotiations. 

Greece’s Debt Talks Will Move To More Technical Level from New York Times 10 Mar 15

Greece’s debt negotiations with its international creditors will proceed to the next, more technical level later this week, as a result of an agreement
hashed out on Monday by eurozone finance ministers. 

Greece Mulls Referendum As No Deal With Lenders In Sight from Bloomberg News 9 Mar 15

Greece’s anti-austerity coalition is considering calling a referendum on government policy as euro-area finance ministers are set to withhold
further aid payments at a meeting in Brussels tomorrow. 

Spanish PM hits back at Greek accusation of anti-Athens 'axis' from Reuters 2 Mar 15

Spain's centre-right Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy hit back on Sunday against accusations from Greece's leftist premier that Spain and Portugal
had led a conservative conspiracy to topple his anti-austerity government. 

German MPs Set To Unblock Greek Aid In Parliament Vote from Agence France-Presse 27 Feb 15

Despite scepticism, German lawmakers were expected Friday to approve Greece’s hard-won bailout extension in a parliament vote, removing the
last hurdle for keeping crucial international aid flowing to Athens. 

Greek Energy Official Opposes Privatization from New York Times 26 Feb 15

Greece’s new plan to revamp its economy to satisfy eurozone creditors hit its first political snag on Wednesday, when the country’s energy
minister publicly opposed efforts to sell off state assets as part of that program. 

After Bailout Plan Approval, Greece Faces A Balancing Act from New York Times 25 Feb 15

Eurozone finance ministers on Tuesday approved Greece’s plan meant to ease the hardships created by its international bailout, extending that
loan program by four more months. 

Greece Delays Sending Vital Reforms List from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 15

Greece’s new anti-austerity government late Monday said it would miss a midnight (2300 GMT) deadline to provide a list of reforms to its
international lenders aimed at obtaining a four-month extension of its bailout. 

Greece's Tsipras Is on a High Wire from Bloomberg 23 Feb 15

Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras walks another high wire over the next 24 hours as he tries to come up with financial measures that satisfy
both the demands of euro-region creditors and his anti-austerity party. 

Germany Leaves Door Open To Deal Based On Greek Proposal from Bloomberg News 20 Feb 15

Germany is leaving the door open to an agreement on Greece’s bailout funding as officials prepare their negotiating positions going into a meeting
of finance ministers in Brussels Friday. 

Power Broker In Greek Debt Crisis Could Be The E.C.B. from New York Times 19 Feb 15

As Athens and Brussels engage in a showdown over Greek debt, the ultimate power broker may reside in neither of those European capitals.



Instead, the outcome may largely be determined in Frankfurt, where Mario Draghi presides over the European Central Bank. 

Greece Said Poised To Request Six-Month Bailout Extension from Bloomberg News 18 Feb 15

Greece may request an extension of its loan agreement for six months, according to a person familiar with the matter, a step that could ease a
standoff with creditors over the country’s future financing. 

Greece to Seek $11.3 Billion in Financing to Avoid Funding Crunch from Bloomberg 10 Feb 15

Greece will seek about 10 billion euros ($11.3 billion) in short-term financing as it tries to stave off a funding crunch while buying time to push its
creditors to ease austerity demands. 

Greek Prime Minister Won’t Seek To Extend Bailout from New York Times 9 Feb 15

As pressure grows on Greece to reach a deal with its international creditors and avert fears that it will default on its huge debt, Prime Minister
Alexis Tsipras said on Sunday that his government would not seek an extension of a stringent bailout program and would carry out its campaign
pledges to roll back austerity, but gradually. 

Greek Debt Diplomacy Doesn’t Sell Well In Germany from New York Times 6 Feb 15

An attempt by the Greek finance minister to shift the country’s debt narrative from austerity to forbearance ran into a wall of inflexibility during a
two-day trip to Germany. 

ECB Shuts Off Direct Funds To Greece from Bloomberg News 5 Feb 15

The European Central Bank heaped pressure on Greece’s new government by restricting access to its direct liquidity lines, citing concerns about
the country’s commitment to existing bailout pledges. 

Greece outlines debt 'menu' in bid to win over skeptical euro zone from Reuters 3 Feb 15

Greece's new government dropped calls for a write-off of its foreign debt and proposed ending a standoff with its official creditors by swapping
the debt for growth-linked bonds on Monday, a week after its election on an anti-austerity platform. 

Greek forced to surrender 500,000 euros at Cyprus customs from Reuters 3 Feb 15

Authorities in Cyprus have confiscated 500,000 euros ($571,450) from a Greek businessman who tried to fly home with the cash after banks on
the island refused to let him deposit it. 

Greece Asks ECB To Keep Banks Afloat As Debt Deal Sought from Bloomberg News 2 Feb 15

Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras began the hunt for allies against German demands for austerity as his week-old government appealed to the
European Central Bank not to shut off the money tap. 

Greece Steps Back Into Line With European Union Policy On Russia Sanctions from New York Times 30 Jan 15

Gathering in Brussels, European foreign ministers scrambled on Thursday to hold a united front against Russia over Ukraine, calming worries that
the election of a far-left government in Greece hostile to sanctions could upend Europe’s policy toward Moscow. 

Tsipras’s Debt Plan Sends Athens Stock Market Sliding from New York Times 29 Jan 15

Investors made clear on Wednesday the depth of their concerns about Greece’s new leftist-led government, driving up its borrowing costs,
pushing down stock prices and highlighting the risks in the country’s banking system. 

New Leader In Greece Now Faces Creditors from New York Times 27 Jan 15

As the new Greek prime minister turns to fulfilling his campaign pledge of renegotiating his country’s bailout loans and reducing its staggering
debt burden, he may find that Greece’s international creditors will be harder to persuade than the country’s voters. 

Anti-Austerity Party Wins Decisive Victory In Greece from New York Times 26 Jan 15

Greece rejected the punishing economics of austerity on Sunday and sent a warning signal to the rest of Europe as the left-wing Syriza party won
a decisive victory in national elections, positioning its tough-talking leader, Alexis Tsipras, to become the next prime minister. 



In Greek Tragedy, Entrepreneurs Triumph from Washington Times 6 Jan 15

In these disastrous economic times, opening a store on tony Voukourestiou Street next to global luxury brands such as Dior and Prada is a goal
many Greek fashion designers can only dream about. 

Greece Heading To Early Elections After Presidential Vote Fails from New York Times 30 Dec 14

Governments and investors across Europe braced for renewed economic upheaval on Monday after the Parliament in Greece failed to avert an
early general election, reviving the toxic debate over austerity as the way to cure the continent’s economic woes. 

Italy, Greek Rescue Teams Struggle To Evacuate Ferry from Bloomberg News 29 Dec 14

Italian and Greek rescue teams, battling high winds and rough seas, struggled to evacuate passengers aboard a ferry that caught fire off the Greek
island of Corfu early today. 

Greek Parliament Fails to Back Prime Minister’s Presidential Candidate in Second Vote from 24 Dec 14

Final Round of Voting Scheduled for Dec. 29 

Greeks rally against austerity, mark 40 years since student revolt from Buenos Aires Herald 17 Nov 13

Thousands of Greeks protesting against austerity marched through the streets of Athens to mark the 40th anniversary of a bloody student uprising
against the then-ruling military junta. 

Greeks rally against austerity, mark 40 years since student revolt from Buenos Aires Herald 17 Nov 13

Thousands of Greeks protesting against austerity marched through the streets of Athens to mark the 40th anniversary of a bloody student uprising
against the then-ruling military junta. 

Anti-fascist protests across Greece turn violent from Associated Press 19 Sep 13

Violent clashes broke out in several Greek cities Wednesday after a musician described as an anti-fascist activist was stabbed to death by a man
who said he belonged to the far-right Golden Dawn party. More than 75 people were detained. 

Greek
Greek Parliament Passes Bailout Deal, But Support For Alexis Tsipras Is Slipping from New York Times 14 Aug 15

The Greek Parliament approved an international loan deal early Friday that the government needs to avoid defaulting on a debt payment next
week. But the all-night debate and a growing rebellion within Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras’s leftist Syriza party seemed to have pushed his
coalition government closer to spinning apart. 

Greek Talks With Euro-Area Finance Ministers Break Up from Bloomberg 17 Feb 15

The risk of Greece exiting the euro was raised to 50 percent by Commerzbank AG after European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker’s
effort to strike a deal was thwarted by euro-area finance ministers who sought to extend an austerity program in exchange for financial support. 

Neither Greek Officials Nor Lenders Appear To Budge In Talks from Washington Post 12 Feb 15

Despite European patience wearing thin and Greek cash running low, neither side appeared ready to blink Wednesday in a standoff that both agree
could have disastrous consequences if not resolved in the coming days. 

Guinea
Four Ebola Cases Confirmed In Guinea’s Capital from Agence France-Presse 28 Mar 14

An Ebola epidemic which has killed dozens of people in Guinea’s southern forests has spread to the capital Conakry, health sources said on
Thursday, confirming four new cases.

Guinea-Bissau
Guinea-Bissau suspects government involvement in migrant scandal from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 18 Dec 13

Guinea-Bissau's acting President Manuel Serifo Nhamadjo is to look into possible government involvement in the illegal transport of 74 migrants



to Portugal, a source in the presidency in Bissau told the Portuguese news agency Lusa on Wednesday. 

Gulf Cooperation Council 
UPDATE: Gulf Arab states to create regional police, navy from Associated Press 9 Dec 14

The six-member Gulf Cooperation Council said on Tuesday that it will create a regional police force based out of the United Arab Emirates'
capital of Abu Dhabi, and a joint naval force based out of Bahrain. 

Gulf of Aden
Iranian Navy Thwarts Pirate Attack from Prensa Latina 13 Jan 14

Iranian Navy thwarted this week a pirate boarding attempt on a merchant ship in the Gulf of Aden, said today a senior official. 

Gulf of Oman
How Floating Armories Help Guard Cargo Ships From Pirates on High Seas from Wall Street Journal 3 Feb 15

On Board the Arsenals That Ferry Guns and Guards to Passing Vessels on the Edge of the Indian Ocean

Haiti
Orphanage Founder Returns To Haiti After US Jury Ruling from Associated Press 30 Jul 15

A U.S. citizen who founded a Haiti orphanage for boys returned to the Caribbean country Wednesday after a U.S. jury ordered an activist to pay
$14.5 million in damages for falsely accusing him of sexually abusing children in his care. 

Hong Kong
Pro-democracy Protesters Return To Hong Kong Streets from USA Today 2 Feb 15

Thousands of pro-democracy protesters returned to the streets of Hong Kong on Sunday, in the first major rally since mass protests last year. 

Hong Kong’s Leader Says Concessions To Protesters Could Lead To Anarchy from New York Times 15 Jan 15

The embattled leader of Hong Kong’s government warned on Wednesday that concessions to pro-democracy demonstrators could invite anarchy,
as he laid out measures to defuse public anger over housing and inequality that resounded with the protesters who seized streets for 11 weeks last
year. 

US: World Is Watching How China Handles Hong Kong from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

The world is watching how China deals with Hong Kong and its commitments to preserve freedoms there amid continuing tensions over
prodemocracy protests, the United States’ top diplomat for East Asia said Wednesday. 

Hong Kong Court Grants Injunction After Clashes Between Protesters And Police from Washington Post 2 Dec 14

After a fresh outbreak of violence between Hong Kong police and pro-democracy demonstrators, a Hong Kong court granted an injunction
Monday that could set in motion a bid by authorities to clear parts of the main protest site. 

Hong Kong Protesters Surround City Leader’s Office In Renewed Confrontation from New York Times 1 Dec 14

Protesters and the police clashed in the political heart of Hong Kong on Sunday night, when thousands of pro-democracy demonstrators surged
around the city leader’s office, seeking to blockade it and other government offices, and officers used pepper spray to repel them. The
confrontation ended weeks of relative calm at the protesters’ main street camp. 

Court Orders Hong Kong Protest Leader To Stay Away From Cleared Camp from New York Times 28 Nov 14

Joshua Wong, a student who is the best-known face of Hong Kong’s pro-democracy protest movement, was ordered by a court on Thursday to
stay away from the area where he and other demonstrators were arrested when the police cleared away their street camp. Mr. Wong said he had
been hit by police officers during the tense sweep. 

Hong Kong Police, Protesters Clash; 86 People Arrested from Washington Post 26 Nov 14

Police arrested at least 86 pro-democracy protesters here on Tuesday, after an attempt to clear occupied streets descended into scuffles,
confrontation and chaos. 



Hong Kong Begins Clearing Protest Site from Associated Press 25 Nov 14

Hong Kong authorities on Tuesday began clearing away some barricades from part of a pro-democracy protest site in Mong Kok district, scene of
previous violent confrontations with police and angry mobs. 

Hong Kong Protesters Try To Storm Legislative Building, Police Use Pepper Spray from Washington Post 19 Nov 14

After one group of protesters offered little resistance to authorities clearing out a section of their long-running encampment Tuesday morning,
others — apparently frustrated that the movement has stalled — arrived in the evening and used barricades to break the glass facade of the
government’s legislative council building. 

Hong Kong Protesters’ Dilemma: The Longer They Stay, The Harder It Is To Keep Support from Washington Post 12 Nov 14

When law professor Benny Tai first came up with the idea of a sit-down protest in Hong Kong to press for democracy, he never dreamed it would
snowball into a mass movement that would dominate global headlines. 

U.N. Urges China To Allow Free Elections In Hong Kong from New York Times 24 Oct 14

The United Nations Human Rights Committee urged China on Thursday to allow elections in Hong Kong without restrictions on who can run as a
candidate. The move appeared likely to draw strong criticism from Beijing, where officials decided in August to set strict guidelines for the 2017
election of the city’s next leader, prompting mass sit-in protests. 

After Weeks Of Clashes, Hong Kong Takes Time Out To Debate Political Showdown from Washington Post 22 Oct 14

From the start, one of Hong Kong’s most closely watched political debates in nearly a generation took on a unique, bizarre quality. 

Hong Kong Police Charge Leaves Protesters Injured from Agence France-Presse 20 Oct 14

Hong Kong police charged protesters gathered at a barricade early Sunday, leaving many requiring medical treatment just hours after the
government confirmed talks aimed at ending three weeks of pro-democracy rallies. 

Hong Kong police clear smaller protest zone from Associated Press 17 Oct 14

Riot police cleared an offshoot Hong Kong pro-democracy protest zone in a dawn raid on Friday, taking down barricades, tents and canopies that
have blocked key streets for more than two weeks, but leaving the city's main thoroughfare still in the hands of the activists. 

Hong Kong Opens Probe Into ‘vicious’ Video Showing Police Kicking Protester from Washington Post 16 Oct 14

Authorities in Hong Kong launched an investigation on Wednesday into a television news video that appeared to show police officers leading a
pro-democracy activist around a dark corner, forcing the handcuffed man to the ground and repeatedly kicking him as he curled into a ball. 

Hong Kong Police Clear Barricades, Open Roads Around Protest Site from Washington Post 15 Oct 14

Hong Kong police clashed with students, using pepper spray and making 45 arrests as they continued to clear barricades around protest sites early
on Wednesday, appearing to gain the upper hand in the standoff for the first time since pro-democracy protests began last month. 

Hong Kong Police Take Chainsaws To Democracy Protesters’ Barricades from Los Angeles Times 14 Oct 14

Hundreds of police used chainsaws and other power tools early Tuesday to remove barricades set up by Hong Kong protesters, continuing the
government’s slow squeeze on the democracy demonstrations that that have blocked some streets for more than two weeks. 

New wrinkle in Hong Kong: Leader was paid millions by Australian firm from McClatchy 9 Oct 14

The loyalties of Hong Kong’s besieged chief executive are coming under question again after it was disclosed Wednesday he’d received $6.4
million from an Australian engineering and development firm with interests in Hong Kong and Chinese real estate. 

Hong Kong Student Leaders Agree To Talks But Say Government ‘insincere’ from Washington Post 8 Oct 14

Pro-democracy student leaders will sit down for their first formal talks with government officials in Hong Kong on Friday, yet they have almost
no hope of finding a solution to end the protests that have both inspired a generation to fight for political change and divided opinion in the city
where they live. 



Hong Kong Demonstrators Divided On Whether To End Protest from Washington Post 6 Oct 14

Pro-democracy demonstrators were split Sunday night on whether to continue their week-long occupation of multiple sites in Hong Kong in the
face of a government warning to clear the streets by Monday morning. 

Beijing Warns Of ‘Chaos’ If Hong Kong Protests Persist from New York Times 3 Oct 14

The Chinese Communist Party on Thursday condemned the street protests that have engulfed parts of Hong Kong and gave its firm endorsement
to the city’s beleaguered leader. In a high-level commentary, People’s Daily, the main newspaper of the Chinese Communist Party, accused pro-
democracy groups of threatening to drag Hong Kong into “chaos.” 

Hong Kong Strategy: Both Sides Eye End Game from Washington Post 2 Oct 14

As thousands of protesters continued Wednesday to paralyze large parts of Hong Kong, leaders on both sides of the conflict have begun
strategizing with an eye toward the end game. 

Hong Kong’s Leader Calls For Protests To End ‘Immediately’ from New York Times 1 Oct 14

Hong Kong’s Beijing-selected leader on Tuesday called for the pro-democracy demonstrators who have blocked major roads in the city to return
home “immediately,” and he gave no sign that he was prepared to compromise on their demands for more open elections to choose his successor.
Protest leaders responded with defiance, threatening to expand the demonstrations and to occupy government buildings. 

Tens Of Thousands Join Hong Kong Protests, Roiling Financial Markets from McClatchy 30 Sep 14

Spurred by the decision Sunday to use tear gas and pepper spray on pro-democracy protesters, tens of thousands of people joined sit-ins across
Hong Kong on Monday in an outpouring of discontent that’s likely to disrupt this former British colony for days, if not longer, and force a
confrontation with Beijing over how it will be ruled. 

Crackdown On Protests By Hong Kong Police Draws More To The Streets from New York Times 29 Sep 14

Downtown Hong Kong turned into a battlefield of tear gas and seething crowds on Sunday after the police moved against a student democracy
protest, inciting public fury that brought tens of thousands of people onto the streets of a city long known as a stable financial center. 

Human Rights
Most migrants to EU from four countries: HRW from Agence France-Presse 19 Jun 15

Most migrants who have reached the EU so far this year come from Afghanistan, Eritrea, Somalia and Syria, among the world's worst affected by
rights abuses and conflict, a global rights watchdog said Friday. 

Obama Says “There’s More Work To Be Done” On Human Rights In Malaysia from Washington Post 28 Apr 14

President Obama celebrated America’s closer ties with the Muslim-majority nation of Malaysia Sunday, even as he suggested “there’s more work
to be done” here on the issue of human rights. 

Hungary
Hungary doubles migrant estimate, 300,000 expected in 2015 from Associated Press 23 Jul 15

The Hungarian government says it expects up to 300,000 migrants to reach the country this year, around twice its earlier estimate. 

Hungary says FBI chief insensitive, superficial on Holocaust from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

Hungary has joined Poland in denouncing remarks by FBI director James Comey which seemed to equate Poland's and Hungary's roles in the
Holocaust with that of Germany. 

Maverick Hungarian PM Orban Suffers By-election Blow from Agence France-Presse 23 Feb 15

Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban lost his two-thirds majority in parliament in a key by-election on Sunday that could trigger a further slide
in the maverick premier’s popularity. 

Hungary taking aim at NGOs and, critics say, democracy from Washington Post 23 Feb 15



From France to Finland, right-wing nationalists are gaining at the polls, with a radical new coalition of the far left and far right taking over in
Greece last month. Across the continent, it is raising a disquieting question: How might European nations change under this rising club of new
nationalists? 

Hungary Expresses Displeasure With McCain, State Weighs In from Washington Post 4 Dec 14

Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.) accused the Hungarian prime minister Tuesday of being a “neo-fascist dictator” buddying up with Russian strongman
Vladimir Putin, which not surprisingly did not sit well with the Hungarian government. 

Hungry
U.S. Denial Of Visas For 6 In Hungary Strains Ties from New York Times 21 Oct 14

A move by the United States government to declare six unnamed Hungarian public officials suspected of corruption ineligible for visas has
blossomed into a diplomatic incident that has transfixed Hungarian political circles and provided fresh evidence of growing tension between the
two nations. 

ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION
More than 1,800 immigrants released from jail last year have been RE-ARRESTED after authorities refused to deport them
from Daily Mail 15 Jul 15

More than 1,800 arrested immigrants that were spared deportation and released from jail last year have been rearrested for various crimes, a
government report reveals.

IMF
IMF’s Lagarde: World Economy Fragile, Faces Downside Risks from Associated Press 30 Jul 15

International Monetary Fund chief Christine Lagarde says the world economy is recovering but fragile and “faces some downside risks.” 

IMF Cuts U.S. Growth Outlook, Sees More Scope For Zero Rates from Bloomberg News 17 Jun 14

The International Monetary Fund cut its growth forecast for the U.S. economy this year and said the Federal Reserve may have scope to keep
interest rates at zero for longer than investors expect. 

IMF Eyes ‘Plan B’ For Reforming Itself Without U.S. from Washington Times 11 Apr 14

The International Monetary Fund has a “Plan B” for proceeding with reforms giving greater powers to developing countries even though the U.S.
Congress hasn’t approved them, but it is not ready to take that route yet, IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde said Thursday. 

Russia, China Leading Efforts To Bypass U.S. As IMF Reforms Stall On Capitol Hill from Washington Times 7 Apr 14

Russia, China and other major developing countries — angry about the stalemate on Capitol Hill that has blocked approval of a reform plan that
would give them a bigger voting share at the International Monetary Fund — are pushing to go ahead with the reforms without waiting for the
United States. 

IMF Leader Calls For Bold Policies To Aid Recovery from Associated Press 3 Apr 14

The head of the International Monetary Fund warned Wednesday that leading nations need to embrace bold policy steps to accelerate a still-
modest and fragile global economic recovery. 

IMF warns Latin America of more market turmoil from EFE (Spain) 30 Jan 14

The International Monetary Fund said Thursday it expected Latin America would grow 3 percent in 2014, up from 2.6 percent last year, although
it warned of more "turbulence" in the region in the coming months. 

Immigration
With Congress Adjourned, New Options Sought For Border from Washington Times 4 Aug 14

With Congress gone for August, the duty of trying to stop the illegal immigrant surge on the southern border now belongs to President Obama and
border governors — chiefly Texas Gov. Rick Perry, who said Sunday he will move ahead with plans to deploy 1,000 National Guard troops on the
border. 



Obama mulls large-scale move on immigration from Associated Press 29 Jul 14

Even as they grapple with an immigration crisis at the border, White House officials are making plans to act before November's mid-term
elections to grant work permits to potentially millions of immigrants who are in this country illegally, allowing them to stay in the United States
without threat of deportation, according to advocates and lawmakers in touch with the administration. 

India
Top Tibetan monk faces India money-laundering charges from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 15

A top Tibetan monk who is seen as a potential successor to the Dalai Lama is to be prosecuted for money-laundering after an Indian court
overturned a decision to drop charges, police said Thursday. 

India police break up adoption racket of stolen babies from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 15

Police in the Indian capital said Wednesday they have broken up an illegal adoption racket in which newborn babies were stolen from hospitals
and sold to couples. 

Indian 'crime lord' Dawood Ibrahim's whereabouts 'unknown' from BBC 5 May 15

India's government has told the parliament that it has no idea about the whereabouts of former Mumbai underworld don Dawood Ibrahim. 

Protests shut India city after killings of alleged smugglers from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

A southern Indian city was shut down by protests Wednesday after police killed 20 suspected sandalwood smugglers in the forests of Andhra
Pradesh state. 

India’s Ruling Hindu Party Forms Coalition Government In Kashmir from New York Times 2 Mar 15

After months of negotiations, India’s ruling Hindu nationalist party joined a regional party dominated by Muslims to create a state government in
the disputed Kashmir region, the first time the Hindu party has ever held a leadership role here. 

U.S. To Monitor Air Quality In India And Other Countries from New York Times 19 Feb 15

The United States says it will expand air-quality monitoring at some overseas diplomatic missions, following several years of reporting pollution
data in China. 

India Signs Nuclear Energy Pact With Sri Lanka, Countering China’s Sway from Bloomberg 17 Feb 15

Sri Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena signed a deal with India to receive training for his country’s civilian nuclear program, a sign of
improving ties as he looks to reduce the island nation’s dependence on China. 

Narendra Modi Replaces India’s Foreign Secretary With Envoy To U.S. from New York Times 30 Jan 15

After a visit from President Obama that was widely seen as a success, India has abruptly removed its highest-ranking diplomat and replaced her
with its ambassador to the United States. 

UPDATE: Obama Ends Visit With Challenge to India on Climate Change from New York Times 27 Jan 15

President Obama concluded his three-day trip here Tuesday with a tough-love message to his hosts as he vowed to be “India’s best partner” in
taking its place in the ranks of the world’s great powers but urged it to do more to protect human rights and fight climate change. 

Obama Makes History At India’s Republic Day Festivities from USA Today 27 Jan 15

President Obama became the first American leader to be honored as chief guest at India’s annual Republic Day festivities Monday, taking in a
grand display of military parades and elaborately-dressed camels under an overcast sky. 

Obama, India’s Prime Minister Face Cold Rain In Effort To Warm Relations from Los Angeles Times 27 Jan 15

President Obama joined Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi for a lengthy celebration of India’s Republic Day on Monday in a symbolic series
of events summarized by a long parade in cold rain. 



Obama Makes the Most of India’s Republic Day Parade from New York Times 26 Jan 15

On one level, of course, it was just a parade. But as President Obama watched marching military units pass by at India’s annual Republic Day
celebration on Monday, it served as a fitting geopolitical metaphor as well. 

Modi Shifts On Climate Change With India Renewables Goal from Bloomberg News 25 Jan 15

Prime Minister Narendra Modi said India is ready to expand its use of renewable energy as a way to reduce greenhouse gas pollution, a signal that
his government is moving toward joining an international deal on global warming. 

White House lays out Obama’s India itinerary from Washington Post 22 Jan 15

President Obama and First Lady Michelle Obama are going to India this weekend to attend Tuesday's Republic Day parade in New Delhi -- the
first time an American president will be a guest at the event, which celebrates India's democracy and its constitution. 

John Kerry Arrives In India To Talk Trade And Prepare For Obama’s Visit from New York Times 12 Jan 15

Secretary of State John Kerry met with Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Sunday to promote economic ties with India and set the stage for
President Obama’s visit later this month. 

Kashmir shelling, spat over Pakistan aid mar run-up to Kerry trip from Reuters 7 Jan 15

Reports of a $500-million Washington aid package to Pakistan and a period of intense border shelling in Kashmir have overshadowed the run-up
to U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry's visit to India in the next few days.

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi Takes Heat Over “Trick” Hindu Conversions from Washington Times 2 Jan 15

When a group of men approached Abdul Rahman Gazi in early December and offered him help in securing government benefits, including state-
subsidized housing, to attend a Hindu religious ceremony in Agra, the Muslim ragpicker was happy to oblige. 

India Separatists Blamed For Killing 52 Tribesmen from Associated Press 24 Dec 14

Long-simmering land and ethnic disputes erupted in bloodshed in northeastern India when rebels launched coordinated attacks on tribal settlers in
Assam state, killing at least 52 people, officials said Wednesday. 

Ten Indian soldiers, police dead in attack on camp in Kashmir from Reuters 5 Dec 14

Militants sneaked into an Indian military camp in Kashmir on Friday, killing 10 soldiers and police in their bunkers, the worst losses for security
forces in more than a year in the Himalayan territory claimed by Pakistan. 

India's Modi vows to bring back 'black money' from Agence France-Presse 2 Nov 14

Prime Minister Narendra Modi vowed Sunday to bring back billions of dollars believed to be illegally stashed in banks abroad by Indians to avoid
paying tax, amid a furore over "black money". 

India Warns Pakistan Of Heavy Response If Clashes Persist from Bloomberg News 9 Oct 14

Indian Defense Minister Arun Jaitley warned Pakistan that it will face a heavy military response if it continues attacks along the disputed border
of the nuclear-armed powers. 

For Obama And Indian Leader, A Friendly Stroll If Not A Full Embrace from New York Times 1 Oct 14

In a get-to-know-you visit fraught with awkward undertones, President Obama and Prime Minister Narendra Modi of India sought to repair a
strained relationship between their nations on Tuesday, emerging with expressions of good will but little in the way of concrete deals. 

Modi’s Visit A Chance For Obama To Improve Relationship, Enlist India In His Asia Policy from Washington Post 30 Sep 14

President Obama welcomed Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi to the White House on Monday for their first face-to-face meeting as the
administration seeks to revive the stagnant relationship between the nations and enlist Asia’s largest democracy in its broader regional strategy. 

New Indian Leader Draws Cheers, Criticism From Diaspora As He Arrives In The US from Washington Post 29 Sep 14

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi will arrive in Washington on Monday a hero to a majority of the region’s large and successful Indian



American community. But he will also face protests from some Indian minority groups that call him a Hindu extremist and say that he failed to
control deadly religious riots a decade ago. 

Why India’s Narendra Modi May Not Eat At The White House Dinner from Washington Post 23 Sep 14

Ronald Reagan famously said once: “All great change in America begins at the dinner table.” What if the dinner plate of the guest of honor is
empty? 

Modi Pushes Xi To Resolve Border Issue In Kashmir from New York Times 19 Sep 14

Smiles rarely left the faces of the top leaders of India and China here on Thursday, but India’s new prime minister sent a tough message to his
Chinese guest by pressing him for a resolution to a border dispute that escalated abruptly. 

Al Qaeda announces India wing, renews loyalty to Taliban chief from Reuters 4 Sep 14

Al Qaeda leader Ayman al Zawahri on Wednesday announced the formation of an Indian branch of his militant group he said would spread
Islamic rule and "raise the flag of jihad" across the subcontinent. 

Indian Leader Says Pakistan Is Waging ‘Proxy War’ from Associated Press 13 Aug 14

India’s prime minister on Tuesday accused Pakistan of waging a proxy, terrorist war because it was too weak to fight a conventional one, a day
after India accused its traditional rival of violating cease-fire agreements in the disputed Himalayan region of Kashmir. 

Hagel Visits India Seeking To Sell Weapons from Bloomberg News 8 Aug 14

U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel arrived today in New Delhi seeking to remove barriers to the sale of American weaponry to India, the
world’s largest arms buyer. 

In India To Meet New Leader, Kerry Seeks Better Relations from New York Times 1 Aug 14

In the first high-level American visit to India since the election of Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Secretary of State John Kerry said Thursday
that the Obama administration was seeking a “new relationship” with India. 

Kerry presses India on global trade deal as deadline looms from Reuters 31 Jul 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry, who arrived in India on Wednesday for an official visit, has pressed New Delhi to drop its opposition to global
trade reforms, saying it was a test of the country's commitment to advance economic liberalization. 

FEATURE: India's meth addiction grows as criminals tap chemical hub from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 14

The teenager sits quietly in a Mumbai rehab clinic, a victim of India's emerging fad for the drug crystal meth, which experts say is spurred by
loopholes in the country's giant chemical industry. 

After A Long Freeze-out, U.S. Reaches Out To India’s New Prime Minister from Washington Post 28 May 14

What a difference a landslide victory makes. 

Hindu Nationalist Narendra Modi Sworn In As India’s Prime Minister from Washington Post 27 May 14

Narendra Modi became India’s prime minister Monday, a little more than a week after his party scored a decisive victory at the polls. 

India’s Muslims Worried About Controversial Hindu Leader As National Elections Begin from Washington Post 15 Apr 14

As priests chanted and smeared vermilion on Narendra Modi’s forehead, the opposition leader prayed that India would make him its next prime
minister. 

Wish For Change Animates Voters In India Election from New York Times 8 Apr 14

Over the last several years, as the yearning for a strong leader began to deepen and swell in the Indian electorate, one politician was systematically
preparing himself to be the answer to that demand. 

As Charges Against Devyani Khobragade Are Dropped, Relief And Lingering Doubts In India from Washington Post 14 Mar 14



At a time when the United States and India are trying to move beyond a rift over an Indian diplomat’s arrest in a domestic worker case, news that
charges against her had been dismissed — for now — was greeted with a mix of skepticism and relief Thursday. 

Indian Police Clash with Civilians in Kashmir from TIME 25 Feb 14

After police killed seven they thought were rebels 

US Envoy Meets Controversial Indian Leader from Washington Post 14 Feb 14

The U.S. government’s envoy in India ended a nine-year diplomatic standoff on Thursday by meeting with Narendra Modi, a controversial Hindu
politician who could be India’s next prime minister if his party wins in the national election this year. 

U.S. ambassador to meet India's Modi, ending isolation from Reuters 12 Feb 14

The U.S. ambassador to New Delhi is to meet the Hindu nationalist who could be India's next prime minister, softening Washington's stance
towards a man denied a U.S. visa nearly a decade ago. 

U.S. to announce trade enforcement action linked to India from Reuters 10 Feb 14

The U.S. trade representative on Monday will announce a trade enforcement action tied to India, his office said, a move that could further rile
relations after an incident last year involving the arrest and strip-search of an Indian consul. 

Indian School Ensnared In U.S. Diplomatic Row from New York Times 16 Jan 14

A handout for new teachers at this city’s exclusive American Embassy School, an academic oasis for children of American diplomats and other
expatriates, offers some unusual guidance to female teachers whose husbands will also be teaching at the school. 

Indian Diplomat’s Father Vows To Reclaim Her Honor from Washington Post 13 Jan 14

Since arriving back in New Delhi, Devyani Khobragade has gotten the full paparazzi-style treatment. But all she wants to do is talk with her
children and stay out of the limelight. 

India Takes Aim At Privileges Held By US Diplomats from Associated Press 9 Jan 14

India chipped away at America’s diplomatic perks Wednesday, ordering the envoys to obey local traffic laws and warning that a popular U.S.
Embassy club violates diplomatic law because it is open to outsiders. 

Visa Fraud Case Of Devyani Khobragade Roils U.S.-India Relations, Sparks New Legal Dispute from Washington Post 8 Jan 14

The case of an Indian consular official accused of visa fraud appeared headed toward a new crisis Tuesday as her attorney and the Manhattan
prosecutor handling the case filed dueling federal court petitions, each charging the other side with negotiating in bad faith to resolve the issue. 

US Outlines Efforts To Reach Plea With Indian Diplomat from New York Times 7 Jan 14

The office of Preet Bharara, the United States attorney in Manhattan, said in court papers Monday night that prosecutors had engaged in “hours of
discussion in the hope of negotiating a plea” with the Indian diplomat whose recent arrest in New York led to an outcry in India. 

Some In India Urge Calm In Strip-search Controversy from USA Today 20 Dec 13

The furor in India over the arrest and strip-search of an Indian diplomat in New York City continued to heat up Thursday, but some cautionary
voices also were being heard. 

Fury In India Over Diplomat’s Arrest In New York from New York Times 20 Dec 13

Public flag burnings. The removal of security barriers around the United States Embassy in New Delhi. Diplomatic overtures amid talks of
sanctions. 

US ‘Regrets’ Diplomat Treatment As India Seethes from Agence France-Presse 19 Dec 13

The United States has voiced regret to India over the treatment of a diplomat whose account of being stripped and cavity-searched triggered
outrage. 



India Says It Will Transfer Deputy Consul At Center Of Crisis Over Strip-search Arrest from Washington Post 19 Dec 13

Indian officials said Wednesday they are transferring the deputy consul general who is at the center of a diplomatic fight between this country and
the United States, putting her in a new post with full diplomatic immunity. 

Arrest Of Indian Diplomat In New York Sparks US-India Tensions from Washington Post 18 Dec 13

The Indian government, furious about the rough treatment of a female diplomat arrested in New York last week, moved Tuesday to sharply rein in
privileges of U.S. diplomats working in India, escalating a rare dispute between two normally friendly nations. 

US Working On Giving India Access To Defence Technology: Carter from Press Trust of India 17 Sep 13

The United States is working on giving India the same status as some of its "very closest allies" in the area of techonology and export controls by
getting the bureaucratic hurdles out of the way, says a top Pentagon official. 

India/Pakistan
India And Pakistan Talk, But Tensions Are High from New York Times 30 Sep 13

The leaders of Pakistan and India held their first official meeting in New York on Sunday, leaving with renewed promises of mutual restraint in
Kashmir but little real hope for a fresh start in relations. 

India, Pakistan Renew Border Fight from Washington Post 13 Sep 13

Many fear U.S. pullout from Afghanistan will encourage militants 

Indian
Indian Diplomat Indicted In Employment Case from New York Times 10 Jan 14

The legal battle over an Indian diplomat whose recent arrest in New York caused an uproar in India took an unusual turn on Thursday when she
was indicted by a federal grand jury in Manhattan but was then allowed to leave the United States. 

Indonesia
Searchers Spot Wreckage Of Missing Indonesia Passenger Plane from Associated Press 17 Aug 15

A search plane has spotted the wreckage of an Indonesian passenger plane that went missing with 54 people onboard, rescue officials said
Monday. There was no immediate word if there were any survivors from the crash, which happened in bad weather on Sunday in Indonesia’s
mountainous easternmost province of Papua. 

«No mercy» for drug traffickers as Frenchman awaits fate in Indonesia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 26 Jun 15

Indonesian President Joko Widodo Friday pledged not to show mercy to drug traffickers, as France increased the political pressure over one of its
nationals on death row. 

Bangladeshi migrants deported from Indonesia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 24 Jun 15

More than 50 Bangladeshi migrants who were stranded in Indonesia's Aceh province were repatriated to their home country on Wednesday, local
television reported. 

Australia stoops to 'new low' if boat payment confirmed: Indonesia from Reuters 13 Jun 15

Australia would have stooped to a "new low" if reports that its navy paid people-smugglers bound for Australia thousands of dollars to turn back
their boat are true, an Indonesian government official said on Saturday. 

Indonesia sinks 41 foreign boats to warn against poaching from Associated Press 20 May 15

Indonesian authorities have bombed and sank 41 foreign fishing vessels as a warning against poaching in the country's waters. The vessels from a
variety of countries were blown up in several seaports across the vast archipelago, which has some of the world's richest fishing grounds. 

Indonesian president plays down Australia's aid budget cut from Xinhua (China) 13 May 15

Indonesian President Joko Widodo played down Australia's move to cut down its development assistance program for Indonesia following the
execution against two of its nationals charged with drug cases. 



UPDATE: Indonesia denies turning away refugee boats from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 13 May 15

Indonesia denied having a policy of turning away refugee boats Wednesday, after its navy towed a vessel carrying hundreds of people believed to
be persecuted Rohingyas from Myanmar back out to sea. 

Political pressure spurring Indonesian leader's execution drive: analysts from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 15

Indonesia's president invoked a national drugs crisis to justify this week's execution of seven foreign traffickers, but analysts say it was more
about a weakened leader acting under intense political pressure. 

Celebrities urge Australia PM to do more to save execution pair from Agence France-Presse 28 Apr 15

Celebrities including Oscar winner Geoffrey Rush released a video Tuesday urging Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott to fly to Indonesia to
help save two citizens facing execution, forcing the government to defend its tactics. 

Nine drug convicts to be executed this week in Indonesia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 28 Apr 15

The execution of nine drug convicts, including eight foreigners, will be carried out this week, Indonesia's Attorney General's office said Tuesday. 

Indonesia executes 8 convicts, Filipina spared: local media from Agence France-Presse 28 Apr 15

Indonesia early Wednesday executed eight drug convicts including two Australians but a Filipina was spared at the 11th hour, local media
reported. 

Indonesia’s Looming Executions Trigger International Anger from Bloomberg 27 Apr 15

Indonesia is facing an international backlash as it prepares to execute 10 convicted drug smugglers by firing squad as early as Tuesday, with
Australia issuing a last-ditch appeal for clemency for two of its citizens. 

UN chief urges Indonesia to spare drug convicts from execution from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 15

United Nations chief Ban Ki-moon appealed to Indonesia on Saturday to spare from impending execution a group of 10 death-row drug convicts,
most of them foreigners. 

UPDATE: Indonesia hopes to announce execution date for 10 drug convicts 'soon' from Reuters 23 Apr 15

Indonesian authorities said on Thursday they hoped to announce soon the date of the execution of a group of drug convicts after the highest court
rejected the final appeals of all but one. 

Indonesian police probing death of witness in slavery cases from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

Indonesian police are investigating the death of a local official in the Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs to see if it is linked to a slavery
probe in the remote, eastern island village of Benjina, a government official said Wednesday. 

US Files Case Against Indonesia For Barriers To Farm Imports from Associated Press 19 Mar 15

The United States is escalating a food fight with Indonesia, charging that the Southeast Asian country violates world trade rules by blocking
imports of fruit, produce and meat. 

Indonesia's 'Alcatraz' highlights death penalty divide from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 15

Last week the two Australian ringleaders of the so-called "Bali Nine" heroin smuggling group, Andrew Chan and Myuran Sukumaran, were
transferred to the island and will soon face the firing squad despite a wave of international criticism. 

Rows over executions spark nationalistic feelings in Indonesia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 25 Feb 15

Diplomatic rows triggered by the planned executions of foreigners convicted of drug trafficking in Indonesia have sparked a wave of nationalistic
fervour in the country. 

Indonesia Pushes Back on Foreign Execution Pressure from Voice of America 24 Feb 15

Indonesian President Joko Widodo is pushing back at foreign pressure over the execution of drug dealers, including Brazil's delay in welcoming a



new ambassador from Jakarta. 

U.N. chief appeals to Indonesia to stop death row executions from Reuters 13 Feb 15

United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon appealed to Indonesia on Friday not to execute prisoners on death row for drug crimes, including
citizens of Australia, Brazil, France, Ghana, Indonesia, Nigeria and the Philippines. 

Wife fears execution near for Frenchman on Indonesia death row from Agence France-Presse 11 Feb 15

The wife of a Frenchman on death row in Indonesia for drug offences said on Wednesday she will continue to fight for his release despite fears he
might be executed soon. 

Families of Australians on Indonesia death row in emotional appeal from Agence France-Presse 9 Feb 15

The mothers of two Australian drug smugglers on death row in Indonesia tearfully begged authorities on Monday to "spare our sons' lives", as
their lawyer revealed plans for a last-gasp legal bid. 

Rights groups criticize resumption of executions in Indonesia from ALJAZEERA AMERICA 2 Feb 15

Eleven more men are scheduled for execution, with the majority of those on death row there on drug charges

Indonesia Takes Aim At Australia Over Spying On Talks from New York Times 18 Feb 14

Indonesia’s foreign minister said Monday that it was a “bit mind-boggling” that the Australian intelligence agency had spied on his nation’s trade
deliberations with American officials. 

Information Operations
Pentagon Decries New Bergdahl Photo As Propaganda from USA Today 11 Jul 14

The photo of a smiling Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl posted to a Twitter account by a Taliban sympathizer is being dismissed by the Pentagon as “100%
propaganda.” ... NBC News reported that a Taliban official said the photo was released by a Twitter account belonging to a Taliban sympathizer.

Information Security
Court Rulings Blur The Line Between A Spy And A Leaker from New York Times 3 Aug 13

The federal government is prosecuting leakers at a brisk clip and on novel theories. It is collecting information from and about journalists, calling
one a criminal and threatening another with jail.

Secret Programs Keep Us Safe from USA Today 2 Aug 13

According to an Associated Press report in June, terrorists are trying to change their communication methods, based on what they’ve heard about
the surveillance programs. In the debate over security and privacy, we should not abandon the common sense of our Founding Fathers.

Intelligence
White House: Review will address global NSA concerns from USA Today 29 Oct 13

A key senator criticized the National Security Agency on Monday for spying on friendly foreign leaders and questioned President Obama over
apparently not knowing about it for years. 

Besieged White House Defends Snooping Programs from Washington Times 29 Oct 13

With European outrage over American surveillance reaching the boiling point, the White House on Monday recast the U.S. as the defender of not
only its own security interests but also those of other nations across the globe. 

Officials Alert Foreign Services That Snowden Has Documents On Their Cooperation With U.S. from Washington Post 25 Oct 13

U.S. officials are alerting some foreign intelligence services that documents detailing their secret cooperation with the United States have been
obtained by former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden, according to government officials. 

NSA monitored calls of 35 world leaders after US official handed over contacts from The Guardian (UK) 25 Oct 13

• Agency given more than 200 numbers by government official • NSA encourages departments to share their 'Rolodexes' • Surveillance produced



'little intelligence', memo acknowledges 

Anger Growing Among Allies On U.S. Spying from New York Times 24 Oct 13

The diplomatic fallout from the documents harvested by the former N.S.A. contractor Edward J. Snowden intensified on Wednesday, with one of
the United States’ closest allies, Germany, announcing that its leader had angrily called President Obama seeking reassurance that her cellphone
was not the target of an American intelligence tap. 

International
Obama’s Evolving Doctrine from New York Times 25 Sep 13

For five years, President Obama has publicly struggled with the question of when America is willing to act as the world’s policeman, and when he
will insist that others take the lead, or at least share the risks, costs and resentments it engenders. 

49% In Poll Fault Obama On Policies Outside U.S. from New York Times 25 Sep 13

About half of Americans disapprove of the way President Obama is handling foreign policy, a new high as he confronts a diplomatic opening with
Iran and efforts to remove chemical arms in Syria, according to the latest New York Times/CBS News poll. 

US Boosts Regional Military Footprint from The Australian 23 Aug 13

THE US plans to establish a special naval task force to support marines in Darwin, in a powerful statement of Washington's commitment to an
ongoing military presence in Australia and the Pacific region. 

China Dispatches 3 Warships For Isle Drills And Meetings from Honolulu Star-Advertiser 23 Aug 13

The fleet with 700 crew members will also stop in Australia and New Zealand 

US, Israeli Defense Chiefs Talk Egypt, Syria from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 13

US defense chief Chuck Hagel spoke with his Israeli counterpart Moshe Yaalon on Wednesday about Egypt, Iran and the ongoing violence in
Syria, including claims of a chemical weapons attack. 

Prime Minister Of Pakistan Open To Talks With Taliban from New York Times 20 Aug 13

In his first televised policy speech to the country since assuming office in June, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Monday hinted at his
government’s inclination to hold talks with Taliban militants even while maintaining the option of military action against them. 

NKorea Criticizes SKorea-US Drills In Milder Tone from Associated Press 20 Aug 13

North Korea on Tuesday criticized South Korea-U.S. military drills with milder-than-usual language that's seen as a sign of its interest in keeping
up diplomacy. 

Syrian Kurds battle al-Qaida-linked rebel faction from Associated Press 20 Aug 13

Kurdish militias fought al-Qaida-linked rebel groups in northeastern Syria on Tuesday in heavy fighting that has helped fuel a mass exodus of
civilians from the region into neighboring Iraq, activists said. 

AP Interview: Top Iran adviser reaches out to West from Associated Press 20 Aug 13

A top adviser to Iran's supreme leader says the election of centrist Hasan Rouhani as the country's president gives an opportunity to world powers
to reach a deal with Iran over its nuclear program - but that Tehran will never again suspend its nuclear activities. 

U.S. Sees Improving China Military Ties from Wall Street Journal 20 Aug 13

American officials meeting with top Chinese defense officials at the Pentagon on Monday hailed Beijing's new willingness to expand military
engagements. 

Allies Thwart America In Egypt from Wall Street Journal 20 Aug 13

Israel, Saudis and U.A.E. Support Military Moves 



Egypt In Tumult As Court Orders Mubarak Freed from New York Times 20 Aug 13

A court on Monday ordered the release of former President Hosni Mubarak, and for the first time it was conceivable he might go free — a
measure of how far the tumult now shaking Egypt has rolled back the sweeping changes and soaring hopes that followed his exit two and a half
years ago. 

US Helping Jordan Deal With Possible Syria Chemical Threat: PM from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 13

The United States is providing Amman with technical assistance against any possible chemical threat from neighbouring Syria, Jordan's prime
minister said on Monday. 

Egypt, U.S. On Collision Course from Wall Street Journal 19 Aug 13

Military-Led Government Says It is 'Reviewing' Relationship With U.S. Amid Criticism 

Israel Escalating Efforts To Shape Allies' Strategy from New York Times 19 Aug 13

Israel plans this week to intensify its diplomatic campaign urging Europe and the United States to support the military-backed government in
Egypt despite its deadly crackdown on Islamist protesters, according to a senior Israeli official involved in the effort. 

Congress Split On Cutting Off Aid To Egypt from Associated Press 19 Aug 13

Members of Congress are split over whether the U.S. should cut off military aid to Egypt, highlighting the difficult choices facing the Obama
administration amid spiraling violence on the streets of an important Middle East ally. 

U.N. Team Arrives In Syria To Assess Possible Chemical Arms Use from New York Times 19 Aug 13

A United Nations team arrived in Damascus on Sunday to begin a long-awaited investigation into the alleged use of chemical weapons in the civil
war in Syria. 

Obama Caught Between Polarized Allies In Egypt Crisis from Bloomberg News 18 Aug 13

U.S. regional allies such as Saudi Arabia and Turkey are backing opposite sides in the violent power struggle in Egypt, complicating U.S.
diplomacy as the most populous Arab nation is torn by conflict. 

North, South Korea Debate Reunions from Wall Street Journal 18 Aug 13

Fresh off a breakthrough over restarting their shared industrial park, South and North Korea are jockeying over the issue of holding the first
reunion since 2010 of families separated by the Korean War.

Old Economies Rise As Emerging Markets’ Growth Falters from New York Times 15 Aug 13

The gross domestic product of the 17-nation euro zone grew at an annualized rate of about 1.2 percent in the second quarter. It is certainly not
clear, based on only three months of data, that Europe’s recession has ended. But it is further evidence that the older engines of growth are revving
into gear as the most recent sources of growth have been slowing down. 

US Re-Evaluating Egypt Assistance In Wake Of Violence from Bloomberg News 15 Aug 13

The Obama administration is considering canceling planned military exercises with Egypt and is re-evaluating other aid following the violent
crackdown on protesters by the country’s military-backed government, according to a U.S. official. 

U.S. Condemns Crackdown But Announces No Policy Shift from New York Times 15 Aug 13

The Obama administration on Wednesday condemned the Egyptian military’s bloody crackdown on Muslim Brotherhood protesters, but showed
no signs of taking any tough steps, like suspending American aid, in response. 

U.S. Condemns Crackdown But Announces No Policy Shift from New York Times 15 Aug 13

The Obama administration on Wednesday condemned the Egyptian military’s bloody crackdown on Muslim Brotherhood protesters, but showed
no signs of taking any tough steps, like suspending American aid, in response. 

Mideast Talks Start After Rocket Fire And Airstrikes from New York Times 15 Aug 13



Shortly before Israelis and Palestinians sat down Wednesday for the first direct negotiations here in five years, Israeli war planes struck two sites
in Gaza in response to rockets fired from the Palestinian enclave. 

Jordan Asks For Assistance In Securing Syrian Border from New York Times 15 Aug 13

With no end in sight to the violence in Syria, which has already sent a half-million refugees into Jordan, authorities here appealed to the United
States on Wednesday for surveillance airplanes and intelligence help to secure a border that is favored by arms smugglers. 

Afghanistan's future depends on foreign soldiers: U.S. commander from Rueters 15 Aug 13

Afghanistan's security will remain dependent on international troops for many years after most foreign combat forces leave by the end of 2014,
the U.S. commander of the NATO-led force in the South Asian country said. 

Koreas Agree To Reopen Factory Park In North from New York Times 15 Aug 13

North and South Korea agreed on Wednesday to reopen a joint industrial complex in a sign that the two sides are inching toward a thaw after
months of high tension earlier this year. 

Secret blogger explains al-Qaida's new strategy from SunSentinel Foreign Policy 15 Aug 13

At a time when the risk of a major terrorist attack by AQAP has succeeded in disrupting U.S. diplomatic work in roughly 20 countries, from
Mauritania to Afghanistan, al-Shihri's writings provide a unique glimpse into the thinking of the organization's leadership.

Mexico says will appeal ruling that freed drug lord from Agence France-Presse 14 Aug 13

Mexico's attorney general said Tuesday the government would appeal the court ruling that set free Rafael Caro Quintero, a drug lord convicted of
killing a US drug agent in 1985. 

Kerry Says He Expects Mideast Talks To Proceed Despite Latest Tensions from Washington Post 14 Aug 13

Secretary of State John F. Kerry indicated Tuesday that new West Bank construction plans announced by Israel this week do not violate
agreements made before the launch of Israeli-Palestinian peace talks and said he expects the two sides to meet Wednesday as scheduled. 

Israel Strikes 2 Gaza Sites Hours Before Start Of Talks from New York Times 14 Aug 13

In the hours before Israeli-Palestinian peace talks were to start here on Wednesday, Israeli warplanes struck two sites in Gaza in response to rocket
fire from the Palestinian coastal territory against southern Israel the night before, according to the Israeli military. 

Oil Reforms By Mexico May Upend Markets from New York Times 14 Aug 13

A sweeping reform suggested for Mexico’s energy laws has the potential not only to return the country to its early-1980s heyday of energetic oil
drilling, when it was one of the world’s most promising producers, but also to reduce further the United States’ dependence on OPEC producers,
according to oil experts. 

Abbas Committed To Pursuing Talks With Israel: Kerry from Agence France-Presse 14 Aug 13

Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas is committed to pursuing peace talks with Israel despite the unresolved issue of Israeli settlement building,
US Secretary of State John Kerry said here Tuesday. 

Safety Concerns Delay U.N. Chemical Arms Inquiry In Syria from New York Times 14 Aug 13

Nearly two weeks after Syria said it would allow United Nations experts to investigate three sites where chemical weapons may have been used in
that country’s civil war, their visit has been further delayed because an agreement has yet to be reached with Syria on measures to ensure their
safety, Secretary General Ban Ki-moon’s office reported on Tuesday. 

Cambodia Suspends Military Programs With US from Associated Press 13 Aug 13

Cambodia has suspended international military cooperation programs with the United States and others following that country’s recent, disputed
election, the State Department said Monday. 

Greek Economy Shrinks For 20th Straight Quarter from New York Times 13 Aug 13



The Greek economy posted its 20th consecutive quarterly decline in the three months through June, government data showed on Monday, but a
slower pace of contraction provided a glimmer of hope for beleaguered Greeks. 

Al-Qaeda's Iraq Affiliate Expands Presence In Syria from Washington Post 13 Aug 13

Harsh tactics put it at odds with other rebel factions 

Arms Shipments Seen From Sudan To Syria Rebels from New York Times 13 Aug 13

Syrian rebels, frustrated by the West’s reluctance to provide arms, have found a supplier in an unlikely source: Sudan, a country that has been
under international arms embargoes and maintains close ties with a stalwart backer of the Syrian government, Iran. 

Egypt Delays Plans To Clear Morsi Backers From Camps from New York Times 13 Aug 13

Egypt’s military-appointed government on Monday again postponed its latest threats to forcibly clear two camps here of tens of thousands of
supporters of Mohamed Morsi, the ousted president, raising new questions about when and how the authorities might seek to end the six-week-old
standoff. 

Iranian Defense Minister Nominee Allegedly Behind 1983 Beirut Bombing Of US Marine Barracks from Jerusalem Post 13 Aug 13

Brig.-Gen. Hossein Dehghan, nominated to be defense minister by Iran’s President Hassan Rouhani, was a commander in Lebanon overseeing
Hezbollah operations during the time of the 1983 bombing of the US Marine barracks in Beirut, Lebanon. 

Embassies Open, But Yemen Stays On Terror Watch from New York Times 12 Aug 13

Drone strikes widened; U.S. faces threats from a Qaeda grown far less centralized 

12 Militants Killed In Sinai, Egypt's Military Officials Say from Associated Press 12 Aug 13

Military helicopters fired on a meeting of suspected militants in Egypt's Sinai Peninsula, officials said Sunday, killing at least 12 people as
authorities stepped up their attacks after an Israeli drone strike in the region. 

Syrian Rebels On The Offensive In Eastern City from Associated Press 12 Aug 13

Syrian rebels launched an offensive Sunday in an eastern city near the border with Iraq in an attempt to extend their advances in the north and
west of the country, activists said. 

New Israeli Housing Bids Raise Tensions Before Peace Talks from New York Times 12 Aug 13

Israel published bids on Sunday for the construction of more than 1,000 housing units in contested East Jerusalem and several large West Bank
settlements. Hours later, the government announced the names of 26 Palestinian prisoners to be released this week as part of a deal for the
resumption of Israeli-Palestinian peace talks here on Wednesday. 

As Foreign Fighters Flood Syria, Fears Of A New Extremist Haven from New York Times 9 Aug 13

As foreign fighters pour into Syria at an increasing clip, extremist groups are carving out pockets of territory that are becoming havens for Islamist
militants, posing what United States and Western intelligence officials say may be developing into one of the biggest terrorist threats in the world
today. 

Al Qaeda Yemen Branch Plan Prompted U.S. Terror Alert from Wall Street Journal 9 Aug 13

The terror plot that has temporarily shut down 19 U.S. diplomatic posts wasn't ordered by al Qaeda's leader Ayman al Zawahiri, but proposed by
al Qaeda's Yemeni branch and approved by the global Qaeda chief, a senior U.S. official said Thursday in a more specific description of the plot's
origin. 

Al Qaeda Drives Iraq Toward Chaos from Washington Times 9 Aug 13

U.S. withdrawal left door open to sectarian battle for power 

Anti-U.S. Hostility Ramps Up In Egypt from Wall Street Journal 9 Aug 13

Media Outlets Blast American Policies, Further Straining Ties 



Launching Site In Iran Raises Missile Worries from New York Times 9 Aug 13

Iran has built a previously undisclosed launching site and space center near the northeastern city of Shahrud that could theoretically be used for
testing ballistic missiles, according to satellite imagery reported on Thursday by IHS Jane’s, an authoritative weapons research publication based
in London. 

Yemen Steps Back From Plot Claims from Wall Street Journal 8 Aug 13

Yemeni officials said Wednesday that the country's security forces had broken up several plots by al Qaeda militants but the government distanced
itself from those reports later in the day, illustrating Washington's challenges as it tries to work with Yemen's government to combat al Qaeda's
branch there. 

Talks To Resolve Stalemate Have Ended, Egypt Says from Washington Post 8 Aug 13

Renewed clashes feared as officials vow to soon clear pro-Morsi sit-ins 

Syrian Troops Attack Rebels, Killing Scores from New York Times 8 Aug 13

The Syrian Army attacked a large group of insurgents near the capital, Damascus, on Wednesday, killing more than 60, according to monitors and
state media. 

Iran's Leader Reduces Posts Of Military Elite from Wall Street Journal 8 Aug 13

Iran's new president, Hasan Rouhani, moved to significantly reduce the presence of the country's elite military unit, the Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps, in Tehran's next government -- a trend U.S. and European officials cautiously take as a hopeful sign for international efforts to
contain Iran's nuclear program. 

Iran Accelerating Quest To Build Nuclear Bomb, Netanyahu Says from Washington Post 8 Aug 13

Israeli leader cautions U.S., calls Rouhani 'wolf in sheep's clothing' 

Study Suggests North Korea Is Doubling Area Devoted To Uranium Enrichment from New York Times 8 Aug 13

North Korea appears to have doubled the size of the area used to enrich uranium at its Yongbyon reactor complex in recent months, a proliferation
monitoring group reported Wednesday, raising new concerns that the country could increase production of weapons-grade fuel — even as it says
it wants to relax tensions with South Korea and the United States. 

Obama pledges $195M more in Syria aid from Associated Press 8 Aug 13

President Barack Obama says the U.S. is providing an additional $195 million in humanitarian and food aid to Syria. 

Obama Cancels Putin Summit from Washington Post 8 Aug 13

Hopes fade for 'reset' in U.S.-Russian relationship 

Pope steps up financial controls at Vatican from Agence France-Presse 8 Aug 13

Pope Francis intensified the fight against corruption in the Vatican on Thursday, strengthening the law to counter "money laundering, the financing
of terrorism and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction." 

Libyan suspect in US consulate attack that killed ambassador, 3 others denies charges from Associated Press 7 Aug 13

A former Libyan militia commander on Wednesday denied charges filed in U.S. federal court accusing him of being involved in an attack that
killed a U.S. ambassador and three other Americans. 

Obama Administration Authorized Series Of Recent Drone Strikes In Yemen from Washington Post 7 Aug 13

The Obama administration authorized a series of drone strikes in Yemen over the past 10 days as part of an effort to disrupt an al-Qaeda terrorism
plot that has forced the closure of American embassies around the world, U.S. officials said. 

Yemen Criticizes Foreign Embassy Evacuations from Associated Press 7 Aug 13



The Yemeni government has criticized the decisions by the U.S. and British embassies to evacuate staff from the Arab nation. 

First Likely Case Of H7N9 Bird Flu Spread By Humans Reported from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 13

Chinese scientists on Wednesday reported the first likely case of direct person-to-person transmission of the H7N9 bird flu virus that has killed
over 40 people since March. 

In Egypt Visit, McCain And Graham Urge Reconciliation Between Military, Islamists from Washington Post 7 Aug 13

Sens. John McCain and Lindsey O. Graham urged Egypt’s military and Islamists on Tuesday to reconcile and avoid further bloodshed or risk
dragging Egypt toward civil war. 

Iran’s New President Calls For Nuclear Talks Without Rejecting Direct U.S. Role from New York Times 7 Aug 13

Iran’s new president, Hassan Rouhani, on Tuesday used his first news conference to call for serious negotiations to solve the decade-long dispute
over the country’s nuclear program, and he repeatedly suggested openness to direct talks with the United States, an idea that until recently had
been unthinkable for many years. 

U.S. Charges Libyan Militia Leader in Benghazi Attack from New York Times 7 Aug 13

Federal law enforcement authorities have filed murder charges against Ahmed Abu Khattala, a prominent militia leader in Benghazi, Libya, in
connection with the attacks on a diplomatic mission there last Sept. 11 that killed the United States ambassador and three other Americans,
according to senior law enforcement and United States officials. 

Leader Says Taliban Will Sit Out 2014 Afghan Election from New York Times 7 Aug 13

Despite efforts to broker a peace deal between the Afghan government and the Taliban, the insurgent group will not participate in the presidential
election next year, its leader said in a statement Tuesday. 

Most Israelis object to withdrawing to pre-1967 borders: poll from Rueters 7 Aug 13

Most Israelis would oppose any peace deal with the Palestinians that involved withdrawing to pre-1967 ceasefire lines, even if land swaps were
agreed to accommodate Jewish settlements, a poll showed on Tuesday. 

Tens of thousands rally to oust Tunisian government from Rueters 6 Aug 13

Tens of thousands of Tunisians crowded the streets of downtown Tunis on Tuesday to demand the transitional government's ouster, in the largest
opposition protest since the country's political crisis began two weeks ago. 

Al-Qaeda Leader Zawahiri Is Said To Have Ordered Terrorist Attack from Washington Post 6 Aug 13

Al-Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri ordered the head of the terrorist group’s Yemen affiliate to carry out an attack, according to intercepted
communications that have led to the closure of U.S. embassies and a global travel alert, said a person briefed on the case. 

Qaeda Leader’s Edict to Yemen Affiliate Is Said to Prompt Alert from New York Times 6 Aug 13

The Obama administration’s decision last week to close nearly two dozen diplomatic missions and issue a worldwide travel alert came after the
United States intercepted electronic communications in which the head of Al Qaeda ordered the leader of the group’s affiliate in Yemen to carry
out an attack as early as this past Sunday, according to American officials. 

Envoys Meet With Jailed Brotherhood Leader In Egypt from New York Times 6 Aug 13

Foreign diplomats met with a jailed leader of the Muslim Brotherhood on Monday as part of an intensifying international effort to end the political
crisis that began after Egypt’s security services deposed President Mohamed Morsi last month. 

Rebels Gain Control Of Government Air Base In Syria from New York Times 6 Aug 13

Rebel fighters on Monday swept into a sprawling government air base in northern Syria where isolated government troops had fought off their
attacks for nearly a year, and by early Tuesday controlled almost all the base, seizing several tanks and other munitions and taking soldiers
prisoner, rebel and opposition groups said. 



US Senators Urge Obama To Toughen Iran Sanctions from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 13

Seventy-six US senators have urged President Barack Obama to impose tougher sanctions on Iran, saying Washington must stress its military
option even as new President Hassan Rowhani urges dialogue. 

Despite Snowden fracas, U.S. to hold high-level Russia talks Friday from Rueters 6 Aug 13

The United States will hold talks with Russia's defense and foreign ministers in Washington on Friday despite Moscow's decision to grant asylum
to former U.S. spy agency contractor Edward Snowden, U.S. officials said on Tuesday. 

Sen. Saxby Chambliss Says: Al Qaeda Terror Threat “Most Serious” He’s Seen In Years from Washington Times 5 Aug 13

Members of both parties in Congress said on Sunday the threat that prompted the weekend shuttering of more than 20 U.S. embassies and
consulates in the Muslim world is credible and real, with one senator calling it the “most serious threat I’ve seen in a number of years.”

US Posts In Muslim World Will Remain Closed from Associated Press 4 Aug 13

U.S. diplomatic posts in 19 cities in the Muslim world will be closed at least through the end of this week, the State Department said Sunday,
citing “an abundance of caution.” State Department spokeswoman Jen Psaki said the decision to keep the embassies and consulates closed is “not
an indication of a new threat.”

Terror Threat Prompts U.S. To Close Diplomatic Missions from New York Times 2 Aug 13

A terrorism threat has prompted the United States to close dozens of American diplomatic missions in the Middle East, North Africa and
elsewhere through the weekend, American officials said Thursday. 

Defiant Russia Grants Snowden Year's Asylum from New York Times 2 Aug 13

Brushing aside pleas and warnings from President Obama and other senior Americans, Russia granted Edward J. Snowden temporary asylum and
allowed him to walk free out of a Moscow airport transit zone on Thursday despite the risk of a breach in relations with the United States. 

Egypt Orders End To Sit-Ins from Washington Post 2 Aug 13

Kerry indicates no objections to military's removal of Morsi 

Afghan Troops Still Can't Go It Alone from USA Today 2 Aug 13

Need backup from U.S. on ground, in air 

In Iraq, A Deadly Month from Associated Press 2 Aug 13

More than 1,000 people were killed in Iraq in July, the highest monthly death toll in five years, the United Nations said Thursday, a grim figure
that shows rapidly deteriorating security as sectarian tensions soar nearly two years after U.S. troops withdrew from the country. 

U.S., Pakistan Agree To Resume High-Level Talks from Washington Post 2 Aug 13

Pakistan and the United States agreed Thursday to resume broad partnership talks that were suspended two years ago amid widespread anger here
over American drone attacks and other perceived slights to Pakistani sovereignty. 

Iran: Proposed New US Sanctions Blow To Nuke Talks from Associated Press 1 Aug 13

Iran’s foreign ministry says possible new U.S. sanctions will not change Tehran’s nuclear policy, but could complicate talks with world powers. 

Jordan: Large arms cache seized near Syrian border from Associated Press 1 Aug 13

An army spokesman in Jordan says border police have arrested smugglers trying to sneak in a large cache of arms from neighboring Syria. 

U.S. Near Deal On Post-2014 Presence from USA Today 1 Aug 13

Karzai still has to approve agreement on American role 

Karzai Backers Push To Postpone Election from Washington Post 1 Aug 13

Delay in presidential vote could complicate U.S. pullout, aid 



Sending Message To Iran, House Approves Tougher Sanctions from New York Times 1 Aug 13

The House overwhelmingly approved legislation on Wednesday that would impose the toughest sanctions yet on Iran, calling the measure a
critical step to cripple the country’s disputed nuclear program and brushing aside calls for restraint by critics who said the Iranian president-elect
should first be given a chance to negotiate. 

U.S. To Go Ahead With Joint Military Exercise In Egypt from Reuters 31 Jul 13

The United States still plans to hold a major military exercise called Bright Star in Egypt in mid-September, U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel
said on Wednesday, even after the Egyptian military's toppling of the president and the violence that has ensued. 

Pakistan Chooses Next President After Jailbreak Underscores Threats from New York Times 31 Jul 13

The troubling gap between politics and governance in Pakistan came into stark relief on Tuesday, when lawmakers elected the country’s 12th
president just hours after Taliban militants shot their way into a major jail, freeing about 250 prisoners. 

Top E.U. Diplomat Meets With Morsi from Washington Post 31 Jul 13

Visit is deposed Egyptian leader’s first contact with outside world since coup 

Syria's Kurds Rally To Fight Rebels Tied To Al-Qaeda from Associated Press 31 Jul 13

Mobilization comes after car bomb kills a leader of the ethnic minority 

Kerry Says Goal Is Mideast Peace Deal Within 9 Months from New York Times 31 Jul 13

Secretary of State John Kerry said Tuesday that Israeli and Palestinian negotiators would convene again in the Middle East within two weeks and
that their goal would be to work out a comprehensive peace agreement within nine months that would lead to an independent Palestinian state. 

Turkish troops fire tear gas on fuel smugglers at Syrian border from Reuters 30 Jul 13

Turkish soldiers shot into the air and fired tear gas to disperse a crowd of around 1,000 fuel smugglers trying to cross into Turkey from Syria, the
Turkish military said. 

Despite Gains, Leader Of U.S. Forces In Afghanistan Says Troops Must Stay from New York Times 30 Jul 13

Afghan forces are now leading the fight here. They managed an air assault last week, for example, and they may be winning the respect of the
Afghan people. But the bottom line for Gen. Joseph F. Dunford Jr. is simple: Afghanistan still needs the United States and will for years to come. 

Military Continues Crackdown In Egypt from New York Times 30 Jul 13

The Egyptian authorities pressed their crackdown on the Muslim Brotherhood and its allies on Monday, arresting two more senior Islamist leaders
and hinting at possibly declaring a state of emergency, even as the European Union’s top diplomat was visiting Cairo and talking to both sides in
an attempt to mediate an easing of the crisis.

Syrian Forces Take Over Key Rebel District from Washington Post 30 Jul 13

Syrian government forces seized control of a key neighborhood of Homs on Monday, activists and state media said, delivering a blow to besieged
opposition fighters in the city once dubbed "the capital of the revolution." 

Six Decades Later, A Second Rescue Attempt from New York Times 30 Jul 13

As more than 100,000 Chinese soldiers swarmed far fewer American Marines and soldiers in subzero temperatures on treacherous terrain in one
of the fiercest battles of the Korean War, two United States Navy pilots took off from an aircraft carrier to provide cover for their comrades on the
ground. 

Liechtenstein bank pays millions to settle US tax dispute from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 13

Liechtenstein's oldest bank said Tuesday it would pay nearly $25 million to settle a dispute with US tax authorities over its suspected role in
helping clients dodge US taxes. 



Aggressive Chinese Territorial Claims Bring Risks: U.S. General from Reuters.com 29 Jul 13

Aggressive moves by China to assert territorial claims run the risk of "miscalculations" but are also helping Washington strengthen ties with other
countries in the region, the general who oversees U.S. air forces in the Pacific said Monday. 

U.S. strongly condemns assassination of Tunisian politician from Reuters 26 Jul 13

The United States on Thursday strongly condemned the assassination of Tunisian opposition politician Mohamed Brahmi and called for a
thorough investigation to bring those responsible before the courts. 

2 Koreas Fail To Agree On Terms To Reopen Factory Complex from New York Times 26 Jul 13

South and North Korea threatened to terminate their last remaining joint economic project on Thursday after they failed to narrow differences
over reopening the project, a jointly operated industrial complex at Kaesong just north of the border the countries share. 

Israeli, Palestinian Officials Say Preliminary Peace Talks To Begin In Washington Next Week from Associated Press 26 Jul 13

An Israeli and a Palestinian official say preliminary peace talks agreed to after a shuttle mission by U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry are to begin
in Washington on Tuesday. 

UK terror suspect Mahdi Hashi fights citizenship ruling from BBC News 26 Jul 13

A British terror suspect is challenging a government decision to strip him of his UK citizenship as a "flagrant deprivation" of his human rights. 

In Debate Over Military Aid To Egypt, Contracts Pose A Complication from Washington Post 26 Jul 13

As U.S. lawmakers weigh measures to restrict aid to Egypt, one crucial consideration is being largely overlooked: Shutting off the defense
materiel pipeline to Cairo would take several years and ensnare the United States in an unprecedented contractual quandary. 

U.S. General Says Al Qaeda Just Surviving In Afghanistan from Reuters 26 Jul 13

Pockets of al Qaeda militants will endure in Afghanistan beyond next year's departure of most Western combat forces, but they have lost the
ability to mount serious attacks of the kind that triggered the Afghan war, a senior U.S. commander said.

Aid To Egypt Can Keep Flowing, Despite Overthrow, White House Decides from New York Times 26 Jul 13

The Obama administration has concluded it is not legally required to determine whether the Egyptian military engineered a coup d’état in ousting
President Mohamed Morsi, a senior administration official said Thursday, a finding that will allow it to continue to funnel $1.5 billion in
American aid to Egypt each year. 

Germany Lobbies For UN Online Privacy Charter from Associated Press 25 Jul 13

Senior German officials are seeking European support for a new global charter safeguarding personal privacy online, as the country’s data
protection watchdogs called Wednesday for the suspension of a key agreement with the United States over revelations about U.S. intelligence-
gathering on the Internet. 

On Voice Votes, House Sets Limits On U.S. Military Involvement In Syria, Egypt from McClatchy 25 Jul 13

With little argument, the House of Representatives approved measures Wednesday that would prevent the Obama administration from spending
money on U.S. military operations in Syria without consulting Congress and would forbid funding U.S. military or paramilitary operations in
Egypt. 

60-Foot Petition Demanding Benghazi Answers Is Unfurled On Capitol Hill from Washington Times 25 Jul 13

A group called Special Operations Veterans, the mission of which is to uncover the truths about the Benghazi, Libya, terror attack that left four
Americans dead, took its demands to Capitol Hill on Tuesday via a petition that spans 60 feet in length. 

Egypt General Stokes Protest from Wall Street Journal 25 Jul 13

U.S. Suspends Planned F-16 Delivery as Military Chief Calls for Anti-Morsi Rallies 

Chinese Help Plan For Huge War Game Near Isles from Honolulu Star-Advertiser 25 Jul 13



Beijing is one of 19 capitals that sent representatives to a meeting on next year's big naval exercise 

Kerry Holds Syria Crisis Aid Talks from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 13

Fresh from visiting a huge refugee camp, US Secretary of State John Kerry on Tuesday met with UN and aid organization leaders to discuss ways
to help millions caught in Syria’s crossfire. 

Syria's opposition leaders lobby Paris for advanced weapons from Rueters 24 Jul 13

Syria's opposition coalition said on Tuesday it still did not have enough sophisticated weapons to turn the tide against forces loyal to President
Bashar al-Assad and would try to convince Paris to provide more military help. 

US Urges Rwanda To Drop Support For DR Congo Rebels from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 13

The United States Tuesday toughened its tone against Rwanda, demanding it withdraw troops from the eastern Democratic Republic of Congo
and end support to M23 rebels accused of atrocities there. 

12 Die In Clashes In Egypt As New Leaders Find Security Elusive from New York Times 24 Jul 13

A long night of political bloodshed in Egypt left at least 12 people dead on Tuesday, wounded 86 and seemed to dispel any notion that the
military’s ouster of President Mohamed Morsi nearly three weeks ago would quickly provide the security that Egypt’s generals covet.

Israel beefs up rocket defenses on Egypt border from Rueters 24 Jul 13

Israel has boosted its rocket defenses near its southern border with Egypt to counter possible attacks from Islamist militants fighting security
forces in Egypt's Sinai peninsula, Israeli officials said on Tuesday. 

Israel’s Rulers Push New Peace Referendum Bill from Associated Press 24 Jul 13

A spokeswoman for Israel’s ruling Likud Party says parliament could vote as early as next week on a bill requiring a national referendum on any
peace deal with the Palestinians. 

US Ambassador: “Zero Option” Not In US-Afghan Interest from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 13

The US ambassador in Kabul said Tuesday that withdrawing from Afghanistan after 2014 and leaving behind no American troops was not in the
interests of either country. 

Brazen Attacks at Prisons Raise Worries of Al Qaeda’s Strength in Iraq from New York Times 24 Jul 13

The brazen assaults on two prisons in Iraq this week were significant not only for the hundreds of prisoners who were freed but also for what they
indicate about the growing capabilities of Al Qaeda’s Iraq affiliate, American officials and experts outside government said Tuesday. 

Biden Meets India’s Leaders To Promote Closer Ties from New York Times 24 Jul 13

Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. held a parade of meetings on Tuesday with India’s top political leaders, but the most important part of his trip
to India will begin Wednesday, when he is expected to discuss with India’s business elite in Mumbai the growing concerns about India’s economy.

Putin To Visit Iran For Nuclear Talks from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 13

President Vladimir Putin is to visit Iran in August to try and restart talks on Tehran’s controversial nuclear programme, Russia’s Kommersant
daily reported on Wednesday. 

Chinese Vice President To Visit North Korea from Associated Press 24 Jul 13

China’s vice president will visit North Korea this week for Korean War commemorations following a period of strained relations between the
communist neighbors. 

Pentagon, Outlining Options To Congress, Suggests Syria Campaign Would Be Costly from New York Times 23 Jul 13

The Pentagon has provided Congress with its first detailed list of military options to stem the bloody civil war in Syria, suggesting that a
campaign to tilt the balance from President Bashar al-Assad to the opposition would be a vast undertaking, costing billions of dollars, and could
backfire on the United States. 



Military Chief Outlines Options On Syria from Los Angeles Times 23 Jul 13

Gen. Martin Dempsey tells senators five actions U.S. armed forces could take, and the risks of each. 

US Surveillance, Syria At Issue On Defense Bill from Associated Press 23 Jul 13

Limits on secret U.S. surveillance programs and President Barack Obama's push to help Syrian rebels were in dispute as the House weighed
legislation to fund the nation's military. 

Iraqi Prison Breaks Signal Escalating Al Qaeda Violence from Los Angeles Times 23 Jul 13

Iraqi security forces on Tuesday set up dragnets at airports and along highways leading out of the country in a hunt for hundreds of Al Qaeda-
allied militants broken out of jail by a massive, coordinated assault on two prisons near Baghdad, Arab media reported. 

Hopes Of Restarting Israeli-Palestinian Peace Talks Plummet from Los Angeles Times 19 Jul 13

Despite heavy U.S. pressure, Palestinian leaders declined Thursday to endorse the latest proposal by U.S. Secretary of State John F. Kerry to
restart peace talks with Israel. 

Angry Syrian Refugees Plead With John Kerry For U.S. Action from Los Angeles Times 19 Jul 13

A group of angry Syrian refugees lectured Secretary of State John F. Kerry on Thursday about world powers’ failure to halt the bloodshed in their
homeland and demanded that the United States intervene as soon as possible to end the 2-year-old civil war. 

Obama’s Moscow Visit To Meet Putin Is In Limbo Because Of Snowden Standoff from Washington Post 19 Jul 13

President Obama’s scheduled trip to Moscow to meet with Russian President Vladimir Putin in September is in limbo because of uncertainty
surrounding National Security Agency leaker Edward Snowden, who fled to Russia and is seeking asylum there. 

Weeks After An Ouster, Egypt’s Military And Islamists Are Far From A Deal from New York Times 19 Jul 13

More than two weeks after the military removed President Mohamed Morsi from power, intense efforts to bring the generals and the ex-
president’s Islamists supporters to an agreement have so far come up empty, deepening Egypt’s political crisis. 

Obama's unlikely climate change partner: China from Associated Press 19 Jul 13

President Barack Obama has stumbled on an unusual partner in his quest to combat climate change: China. 

Trade chief says Pacific trade pact deal not easy from Associated Press 18 Jul 13

The Obama administration's top trade official said Thursday the goal of concluding a major trade agreement with Pacific Rim countries by the end
of this year is difficult but "doable." 

Saeed Al-Shihri Dead: Al Qaeda Branch Number 2 Confirmed As Killed In Drone Strike from Huffington Post 18 Jul 13

The Yemen-based branch of al-Qaida confirmed on Wednesday that the group's No. 2 figure, a former Guantanamo Bay prisoner, was killed in a
U.S. drone strike.

Putin Says War Games Show Russia's Military Power from Associated Press 18 Jul 13

President Vladimir Putin said Wednesday that Russia can be proud of its military, which has shown a "high degree" of combat readiness during
the nation's biggest war games in more than two decades. 

FEATURE: Momentum Shifts In Syria, Bolstering Assad’s Position from New York Times 18 Jul 13

Hold on big cities is sustained by superior weapons and rebel infighting 

US And China To Discuss Investment Treaty, But Cybersecurity Is A Concern from New York Times 12 Jul 13

The United States and China will start negotiating a sweeping bilateral investment treaty, which could open vast sectors of their economies to
investments from the other side, officials announced Thursday. 



Paul Brings Bill To Halt US Aid To Egypt Post-Coup from Associated Press 12 Jul 13

A Republican lawmaker introduced a bill Thursday to halt the $1.5 billion in annual U.S. aid to Egypt, the first such legislation since last week’s
military overthrow of the government. 

US Slams Syria Bid For UN Human Rights Council from Associated Press 12 Jul 13

The United States on Thursday slammed Syria and Iran for seeking seats on the U.N.’s Human Rights Council, saying their own rights violations
are under U.N. investigation. 

US Envoy Confident On Deal With Afghans On Troops from Associated Press 12 Jul 13

Facing sharp criticism from a Senate panel, a senior Obama administration official expressed optimism Thursday that the U.S. will reach an
agreement with the Afghan government allowing American troops to remain in the country beyond 2014. 

Global Powers To Discuss Iran Nuclear Drive Next Week from Agence France-Presse 12 Jul 13

European Union foreign policy chief Catherine Ashton will hold talks in Brussels next week on Iran’s contested nuclear drive with senior officials
from six global powers, the first since Tehran elected a new president. 

NKorea Withdraws Offer To Discuss Reunions, Tours from Associated Press 12 Jul 13

North Korea on Thursday withdrew offers for talks with South Korea on reunions of separated families and resuming tours to a mountain resort,
Seoul said. 

Israel Must Build 10,000 New W. Bank Homes: Minister from Agence France-Presse 12 Jul 13

Israel is ready to “immediately” build 10,000 homes in the West Bank and east Jerusalem to lower housing costs, Housing Minister Uri Ariel was
quoted as saying on Thursday. 

Vatican freezes funds of cleric accused over cash transfers from Reuters 12 Jul 13

The Vatican has frozen funds belonging to the senior cleric at the center of a suspected money laundering operation as part of an investigation into
the case and could extend the inquiry to other individuals, the city state said on Friday. 

China And Russia, In A Display Of Unity, Hold Naval Exercises from New York Times 11 Jul 13

An armada of Chinese and Russian warships sailed in ceremonial formation in the Sea of Japan, off the port of Vladivostok, on Wednesday in
what was the high point of joint naval exercises intended to show the growing unity between two countries with a historically uneasy relationship.

North Korea says could resume nuclear talks if U.S. ends hostility from Reuters 11 Jul 13

North Korea said on Wednesday that it would not give up its nuclear deterrent until the United States ends its "hostile policy" towards Pyongyang,
but that it was ready to revive international talks on its nuclear program frozen since 2008. 

Money, guns flowing from Kuwait to Syria's most radical rebel factions from FOX News 11 Jul 13

Syrian rebels have a new source of weapons and cash from inside Kuwait, and their benefactors in the oil-rich state are sending the aid to the most
militant and anti-West factions involved in the fight to topple Bashar al-Assad. 

U.S. Plan To Arm Syrian Rebels Stalls Amid Congressional Disagreements from Washington Post 11 Jul 13

The Obama administration’s month-old plan to arm opposition fighters in Syria has stalled as a result of congressional disagreements over
whether and how to aid the rebels seeking to oust President Bashar al-Assad. 

US Says *It’s Clear Egyptians Have Spoken* from Agence France-Presse 11 Jul 13

Seven days after the Egyptian military deposed the democratically elected president Mohamed Morsi, the United States has still not decided
whether to call his ouster a “coup.” 

Differences On Cybertheft Complicate China Talks from New York Times 11 Jul 13

Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. opened annual strategic talks with senior Chinese leaders here on Wednesday by repeating the United States’



accusation that the electronic theft of American intellectual property could undermine the relationship between the world’s two largest economies.

Many Muslims Start Ramadan Fast Amid Turmoil from Associated Press 11 Jul 13

Muslims began observing the dawn-to-dusk fast for the month of Ramadan across the Middle East on Wednesday, even as the region is shaken by
the crisis in Egypt and the U.N. food agency warned that Syria’s civil war has left 7 million people in need of food aid. 

Merkel defends NSA cooperation before minister flies to U.S. from Reuters 11 Jul 13

Chancellor Angela Merkel has defended Germany's cooperation with U.S. intelligence, dismissing comparisons of its techniques to those used in
communist East Germany in an attempt to ease tensions a day before talks on the thorny issue in Washington. 

Drones in Niger Reflect New U.S. Tack on Terrorism from New York Times 10 Jul 13

Nearly every day, and sometimes twice daily, an unarmed American drone soars skyward from a secluded military airfield here, starting a
surveillance mission of 10 hours or more to track fighters affiliated with Al Qaeda and other militants in neighboring Mali. 

In Talking About Egypt, Obama Officials Won’t Even Mention The Word *Coup* from McClatchy 9 Jul 13

U.S. officials went to great lengths Monday to avoid calling Egypt’s abrupt regime change a coup, a label that could force a suspension of aid to
the stalwart Arab ally at a time when the U.S. appears to be losing leverage in conflicts across the Middle East. 

Obama Administration Disinclined To Suspend Military Aid To Egypt from Washington Post 9 Jul 13

Hours after Egyptian soldiers killed dozens of supporters of the Muslim Brotherhood in Cairo, the Obama administration on Monday called on the
military to exercise “maximum restraint responding to protesters” but said it was disinclined to suspend military aid to the Arab world’s most
populous country. 

Egypt Descends Into Chaos from Wall Street Journal 9 Jul 13

Dozens Killed in Clash Between Military, Morsi Supporters; Elections Planned

US Official: Taliban Ignoring Talks Overtures from Associated Press 5 Jul 13

The Taliban won't join talks with the United States and Afghanistan because of a dispute over the name of its representative office in Qatar, a
senior U.S. official said Wednesday. 

Egypt's Military Cracks Down On Islamist Leaders from Washington Post 5 Jul 13

Arrests of Morsi associates ordered; Brotherhood allies call for ‘day of resistance’ 

A Coup? Or Something Else? $1.5 Billion In U.S. Aid Is On The Line from New York Times 5 Jul 13

By all accounts, the generals removed the democratically elected president, put him in detention, arrested his allies and suspended the
Constitution. Army vehicles and soldiers in riot gear roamed the streets, while jet fighters roared overhead. But was it a military coup d’état? For
the White House and the new Egyptian government, that is the $1.5 billion question. 

Obama Avoids Calling Morsi's Ouster A Coup from Los Angeles Times 4 Jul 13

Such a move would trigger cuts in U.S. aid to Egypt. He also does not condemn military. 

Palestinian Leader Optimistic About Kerry Efforts from Associated Press 3 Jul 13

The Palestinian president said Tuesday he is optimistic that U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry will succeed in restarting Israeli-Palestinian peace
talks, a rare upbeat assessment about American mediation efforts. 

Kerry To Chair UN Meeting On Congo Peace Deal from Associated Press 3 Jul 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry will preside over a ministerial meeting of the U.N. Security Council this month to push for implementation of a
peace accord signed by 11 African nations to end years of fighting in eastern Congo. 

Morsi Defies Egypt Army's Ultimatum To Bend To Protest from New York Times 2 Jul 13



With his political isolation deepening in a spiraling crisis, President Mohamed Morsi of Egypt demanded late Tuesday that the military rescind its
ultimatum against him and insisted that he was the country's legitimate leader. 

Morsi Needs To Listen To Voices Of Egyptian People: US from Agence France-Presse 2 Jul 13

Egyptian President Mohamed Morsi must listen to the voices of the people to resolve a damaging political crisis which could lead to military
intervention, a US official said Tuesday.

Snowden Drops Russia Asylum Request from USA Today 2 Jul 13

U.S. intelligence leaker Edward Snowden has abandoned his request for asylum in Russia, according to reports, after President Putin said the
former National Security Agency contractor must stop his anti-American activity. 

Obama ends trip in Bush’s shadow from The Hill 2 Jul 13

President Obama’s eight-day trip to Africa came to a fitting end on Tuesday as he stood side by side with the man whose legacy seemed to trail
him all across the continent. 

China To Join Russia In Beijing’s Largest-Ever Joint Naval Exercise With Foreign Partner from Associated Press 2 Jul 13

China says it will join Russia later this week for its largest-ever naval drills with a foreign partner. 

Kerry Presses North Korea Over Nuke Disarmament from Associated Press 2 Jul 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry stepped up pressure Monday on North Korea to give up its atomic weapons program, saying key regional
powers, including North Korean ally China, are all "absolutely united" in demanding nuclear disarmament. 

Mideast Chaos Grows As U.S. Focuses On Israel from New York Times 2 Jul 13

...with so much of the Middle East still convulsing from the effects of the Arab Spring, Mr. Kerry's efforts raise questions about the Obama
administration's priorities at a time of renewed regional unrest. 

Obama Declares A New Era Of US-Africa Relations from Associated Press 2 Jul 13

Basking in an exuberant welcome from streets teeming with well-wishers, President Barack Obama on Monday declared a new era in U.S.
relations with Africa based on partnership as opposed to charitable aid. 

U.S. Arms Aid Could Help Put Iran In Israel's Reach from USA Today 2 Jul 13

The United States plans to give Israel weapons that would enable it to send ground forces against Iranian nuclear facilities that it can't penetrate
from the air.

Kerry Says U.S. and Russia Working Toward Syria Talks from New York Times 2 Jul 13

Secretary of State John Kerry said on Tuesday that the United States and Russia were still working toward holding an international peace
conference on Syria and agreed that it should take place “sooner rather than later.” 

Egypt On The Edge After Mursi Rebuffs Army Ultimatum from Reuters 2 Jul 13

President Mohamed Mursi rebuffed an army ultimatum to force a resolution to Egypt's political crisis, saying on Tuesday that he had not been
consulted and would pursue his own plans for national reconciliation. 

Snowden Threatens New U.S. Leaks, Asks Numerous Countries For Asylum from Reuters 2 Jul 13

Former U.S. spy agency contractor Edward Snowden broke his silence on Monday for the first time since fleeing to Moscow over a week ago,
blasting the Obama administration and saying he remained free to make new disclosures about U.S. spying activity. 

U.S. Push For Talks In Mideast Focuses On Israel's Security from Washington Post 1 Jul 13

Top adviser's mission is to remove potential deal-breakers

China Agrees To S.China Sea Talks Amid New Row With Manila from Reuters 1 Jul 13



China agreed to hold formal talks with Southeast Asian nations on a plan to ease maritime tensions on Sunday as the Philippines accused it of
causing "increasing militarization" of the South China Sea, one of Asia's naval flashpoints. 

Obama Says US Military Presence In Africa Is Focused On Supporting African-Led Efforts from Associated Press 1 Jul 13

President Barack Obama says the United States makes no apology for supporting efforts to stand up for human dignity in Africa. 

Arms ship seized by Yemen may have been Somalia-bound - U.N. from Reuters 1 Jul 13

An Iranian ship laden with arms seized by Yemeni authorities in January may also have been bound for Somalia, according to a confidential U.N.
report seen by Reuters on Monday. 

Director and deputy of scandal-hit Vatican bank resign from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 13

The director and deputy director of the Vatican bank have resigned amid a sweeping probe of the scandal-hit institution, the Vatican said on
Monday. 

Kerry Sees Progress In Effort To Revive Mideast Talks from New York Times 1 Jul 13

Secretary of State John Kerry wound up his most intensive push yet for a revival of Middle East peace talks on Sunday without achieving a
breakthrough, but he said that his four days of marathon meetings with Israeli and Palestinian leaders had yielded "real progress" and that a
resumption of substantive negotiations could be "within reach." He said he would return to the region soon. 

Report Of US Spying Angers European Allies from New York Times 1 Jul 13

European officials reacted angrily on Sunday to a report that the United States had been spying on its European Union allies, saying the claims
could threaten talks with Washington on an important trade agreement. 

Julian Assange: Edward Snowden Is *Marooned In Russia* from Washington Post 1 Jul 13

Edward Snowden -- the fugitive former US intelligence contractor -- appears to be stuck in Moscow, unable to leave without a valid American
passport, according to interviews Sunday with two men who had sought to aid him: WikiLeaks' Julian Assange and Ecuadoran President Rafael
Correa. 

Egypt's Mohamed Morsi remains defiant as fears of civil war grow from The Guardian (UK) 1 Jul 13

In exclusive interview with the Guardian, Morsi defiantly rejects call for elections, setting stage for trial of strength on the streets 

Israeli Leader Signals Readiness To Compromise from Associated Press 28 Jun 13

Israel's prime minister, known for his rigid negotiating positions, has been sending signals that he is ready for significant compromises in a peace
deal with the Palestinians - and that he accepts the narrative increasingly favored by his opponents that says ending the West Bank occupation is
essential for Israel itself. 

Extremist Militia Regroups In Benghazi from McClatchy 28 Jun 13

Ansar al-Shariah, blamed for raid on consulate, now a social entity 

Obama Begins Africa Tour In Senegal from New York Times 28 Jun 13

President Obama plunged into a visit to Africa on Thursday likely to highlight the continent's strivings for democracy and well-being, but the trip
is expected to be overshadowed by the fate of Nelson Mandela in South Africa. 

Iran's Top Leader: Nuclear Solution *Easy* from Associated Press 28 Jun 13

Iran's supreme leader said a solution to the nuclear impasse with the West would be "easy" if the United States and its allies are serious about
seeking a deal, Iranian media reported Thursday. 

U.S. sanctions North Korea bank as it targets weapons program from Reuters 28 Jun 13

The Obama administration said on Thursday it was sanctioning North Korea's Daedong Credit Bank for its role in supporting Pyongyang's
weapons of mass destruction program.



Egypt's Opposition Criticizes President's Speech from Associated Press 28 Jun 13

Egypt's main opposition coalition on Thursday rejected the Islamist president's offer for dialogue on reconciliation and said it insists on holding
early elections, ratcheting up pressure on Mohammed Morsi just days ahead of planned mass protests seeking his ouster. 

Iran Influence In Latin America Waning, U.S. Report Says from Bloomberg News 27 Jun 13

Iran isn't actively supporting terrorist cells in Latin America and its influence is waning in the region after almost a decade of promises to increase
investment, according to a State Department report. 

Russia Refuses To Extradite Snowden To U.S. from USA Today 26 Jun 13

The United States appeared no closer Tuesday to getting back fugitive Edward Snowden, the former government contractor who remains in
Russia while trying to win third-country political asylum and protection from a U.S. extradition request on espionage charges. 

Al-Qaida Said To Be Changing Its Ways After Leaks from Associated Press 26 Jun 13

U.S. intelligence agencies are scrambling to salvage their surveillance of al-Qaida and other terrorists who are working frantically to change how
they communicate after a National Security Agency contractor leaked details of two NSA spying programs.

Snowden Not On Flight To Cuba, Whereabouts Unclear from Associated Press 25 Jun 13

Confusion over the whereabouts of National Security Agency leaker Edward Snowden grew on Monday after a plane took off from Moscow for
Cuba with an empty seat booked in his name. 

Syria: Arming Rebels Is *Dangerous* US Decision from Associated Press 25 Jun 13

The decision by the United States and its allies to arm rebel groups in Syria is "very dangerous" and will prolong the violence and killing, Syria's
foreign minister said Monday. 

Egypt's Presidency: Military Won't Step In from Associated Press 25 Jun 13

An Egyptian presidential spokesman on Monday dismissed an apparent threat by the military to both Egypt's president and opposition that it
would step in if political fighting descends into chaos, as president's allies prepare for another mass rally in few days to counter June 30
opposition-led demonstrations. 

Americans have formal right to intercept plane carrying Snowden, but plane may bypass U.S. territory - source from Interfax
(Russia) 24 Jun 13

U.S. air traffic controllers can forcibly land the plane carrying former CIA agent Edward Snowden from Moscow to Cuba when it flies over U.S.
waters if they have good grounds for this, a source in the air traffic control services of Moscow's Sheremetyevo airport told Interfax. 

International Criminal Court
Trial of 'Terminator' warlord will open in Hague, not DR Congo from Agence France-Presse 15 Jun 15

The trial of former warlord Bosco Ntaganda, nicknamed "The Terminator", will open in The Hague rather than the Democratic Republic of Congo
due to concerns over witnesses' safety, the International Criminal Court announced Monday. 

International Relations
A Test Of Drug War Teamwork from Wall Street Journal 2 Apr 13

U.S. Awaits Mexican Response to Request for Extradition of Major Cartel Suspect

IOM
IOM calls for border security plans over migration from Africa from Xinhua (China) 31 Oct 13

The International Organization for Migration (IOM) has warned migration from Africa into the Middle East, Europe and the U.S. cannot be
stopped but can be managed effectively. 

Iran



What the secret agreement between Iran and the UN says from Associated Press 21 Aug 15

An AP report has revealed that the U.N. International Atomic Energy Agency has agreed with Iran that Iranian experts and equipment will be
used to inspect Iran's Parchin military site, located not far from Tehran, where Iran is suspected of conducting covert nuclear weapons activity
more than a decade ago. 

On nuclear deal, not all Israelis are with Netanyahu from Associated Press 20 Aug 15

At first glance, one might think Israelis are solidly behind Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's all-out diplomatic war against the U.S.-led
nuclear deal with Iran. But look closer and deep fissures appear: There is angst over what some see as a reckless diplomatic adventure that pits
Israel against its indispensable backer. 

Wall Street Journal Criticizes Iranian Media Accounts Maligning Its Reporter from New York Times 20 Aug 15

The Wall Street Journal on Wednesday criticized what it described as false Iranian state media reports that accused the newspaper and one of its
veteran correspondents of conspiring against Iran’s government. 

AP Exclusive: UN to let Iran inspect alleged nuke work site from AP 19 Aug 15

Iran will be allowed to use its own inspectors to investigate a site it has been accused of using to develop nuclear arms, operating under a secret
agreement with the U.N. agency that normally carries out such work, according to a document seen by The Associated Press. 

After 13 months in Iranian jail, Post reporter ‘steeling himself’ for verdict from Washington Post 19 Aug 15

Tuesday is visitors’ day for Jason Rezaian, the day that Iranian authorities permit the imprisoned Washington Post journalist to see his mother and
his wife. 

Ayatollah Khamenei Says Talk Of U.S. Influences In Iran Is “Hollow Fantasy” from New York Times 18 Aug 15

Iran’s highest leader lashed out at the United States on Monday, saying that talk about American influences’ pouring into the country on a wave of
positive feelings over the nuclear deal is nothing more than a “hollow fantasy.” 

Off the Coast of Iran, a High-Stakes Version of Spy Versus Spy from New York Times 18 Aug 15

The commander of the Navy’s Fifth Fleet was in his office on the afternoon of July 25 when he got the phone call: An Iranian Navy frigate in the
Gulf of Aden had approached a ship where an American military helicopter had just landed. 

Lawyer: Iran Court Holds Final Hearing For Detained Post Journalist from Washington Post 11 Aug 15

An Iranian court on Monday held its final hearing in the trial of a Washington Post journalist charged with espionage and other crimes, and a
decision could come within the week, his attorney said. 

Iran Nuclear Site Shows Crates, Trucks, Construction Ahead Of U.N. Inspection from Washington Times 7 Aug 15

New satellite images of an Iranian site thought to be used for work on a nuclear weapon show crates, trucks and construction that may indicate a
renewed attempt to clean up the facility before an inspection by the U.N., a nonproliferation watchdog said Thursday. 

Kerry Assures Allies Iran Deal Makes Mideast ‘Safer’ from AFP 3 Aug 15

US Secretary of State John Kerry sought to assure Middle East allies Sunday that the Iran nuclear deal would make them safer, as he began a
regional tour. 

Obama Works Overtime To Sell Iran Deal from USA Today 30 Jul 15

It’s going to be hard for congressional opponents to derail the Iran nuclear agreement, but President Obama and aides are mounting an aggressive
campaign for it anyway. 

Lew Defends Obama’s Iran Deal ... And Treasury’s Overhaul Of $10 Bill from Christian Science Monitor 30 Jul 15

Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew defended the Obama administration’s controversial deal designed to contain Iran’s nuclear-arms potential, saying
it’s a “myth” that Iran will reap an economic windfall and that the deal will not tie America’s hands in sanctioning Iran over nonnuclear issues. 



Criticism, But No Fireworks As Kerry Pushes Iran Deal In House from McClatchy 29 Jul 15

Republicans and some Democrats expressed deep reservations Tuesday about the Iran nuclear deal as Secretary of State John Kerry and two
Cabinet colleagues detailed the Obama administration’s case for the agreement to the House of Representatives for the first time.

Iran’s Zarif Has “No Concern” About Nuclear Deal from AFP 29 Jul 15

Iran’s foreign minister moved Tuesday to dismiss speculation that his country’s nuclear deal with major powers could hit difficulties, saying he
had “no concern or worry” about its implementation. 

Obama: Huckabee’s ‘Oven’ Comment Shows Pattern Of GOP’s ‘Outrageous Attacks’ from Los Angeles Times 28 Jul 15

President Obama inserted himself deeply into the election season from this remote locale on Monday, blasting the political rhetoric of Republican
presidential candidates and what he called a culture of “outrageous attacks” tolerated by the GOP.

Democratic senator leaning toward supporting Iran deal from Associated Press 27 Jul 15

Democratic Sen. Joe Manchin of West Virginia said Sunday he is leaning toward supporting the Iranian nuclear deal because the alternative would
be war. 

Iran Accuses Bahrain Of Stoking Gulf Tensions from AFP 27 Jul 15

Iran on Sunday accused Sunni-ruled Bahrain of stoking tensions in the Gulf by making unfounded allegations against it, the official IRNA news
agency reported. 

‘Fleeced, Bamboozled’ Kerry Defends Iran Deal from AFP 24 Jul 15

US Secretary of State John Kerry faced accusations Thursday that he had been “fleeced” and “bamboozled” by Tehran as he defended the Iran
nuclear deal publicly for the first time on Capitol Hill. 

Iran’s President Defends Nuclear Deal In Blunt Remarks from New York Times 24 Jul 15

Pushing back against domestic critics of Iran’s nuclear deal, President Hassan Rouhani suggested on Thursday that the alternative was an
economic “Stone Age” and that the accord was the precise reason he was elected two years ago. 

Campaign For Congressional Backing Of Iran Nuclear Deal Begins from New York Times 23 Jul 15

President Obama formally began his lobbying campaign in Congress on Wednesday to secure the Iran nuclear deal, deploying three cabinet
secretaries to the Capitol for classified briefings. 

Provision In Iran Accord Is Challenged By Some Nuclear Experts from New York Times 23 Jul 15

The Obama administration’s claim that the Iran nuclear accord provides for airtight verification procedures is coming under challenge from
nuclear experts with long experience in monitoring Tehran’s program. 

Obama Compares Critics Of Iran Deal To Iraq War Hawks from New York Times 22 Jul 15

President Obama said Tuesday that opponents of the nuclear deal with Iran were behaving like those who pushed for war with Iraq more than a
decade ago, and said the United States should choose diplomacy instead of another rush to armed conflict. 

Obama Pokes Fun At Critics Of Iran Deal On ‘The Daily Show’ from New York Times 22 Jul 15

President Obama is used to playing the straight man when facing Jon Stewart’s sarcastic humor on Comedy Central’s “The Daily Show.” 

UN Resolution “Clear Message” Iran Deal Is Path Forward: Obama from AFP 21 Jul 15

US President Barack Obama on Monday hailed the passage of a UN Security Council resolution backing his nuclear deal with Iran, saying he
expected a skeptical Congress to take note. 

Kerry says Iran vow to defy U.S. is 'very disturbing' from Reuters 21 Jul 15

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said a speech by Iranian Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei on Saturday vowing to defy American policies in the
region despite a deal with world powers over Tehran's nuclear program was "very disturbing".



U.S. ‘Will Not Be Rushed’ In Iran Talks, Kerry Says from Los Angeles Times 10 Jul 15

Secretary of State John F. Kerry dampened hopes for a quick conclusion of nuclear talks with Iran on Thursday, saying negotiators would not be
hurried by a looming congressional deadline. 

Iran Nuclear Talks Extended Again; Friday New Deadline from Los Angeles Times 8 Jul 15

Six leading world powers and Iran acknowledged that they would miss a midnight Tuesday deadline for wrapping up a comprehensive nuclear
deal, forcing them to extend talks for the fifth time in the last year. 

The U.S. Response To Iran’s Cheating Is A Worrying Omen from Washington Post 7 Jul 15

IF IT is reached in the coming days, a nuclear deal with Iran will be, at best, an unsatisfying and risky compromise. Iran’s emergence as a
threshold nuclear power, with the ability to produce a weapon quickly, will not be prevented; it will be postponed, by 10 to 15 years. In exchange,
Tehran will reap hundreds of billions of dollars in sanctions relief it can use to revive its economy and fund the wars it is waging around the
Middle East. 

Deadline In Doubt In Iran Talks Final Act (Sturdee, Ghazi, AFP) from Agence France-Presse 7 Jul 15

Marathon talks towards a historic nuclear deal between Iran and major powers went late into the night Monday with both sides saying on the eve
of a deadline that yet more time might be needed. 

Sparse Schedule For Obama As He Awaits News On Iran Talks from New York Times 7 Jul 15

Take a glance at President Obama’s public schedule for the next few days, and it may appear the leader of the free world is indulging in a week of
summer vacation. 

As Iran Nuclear Deadline Nears, Analysts Ask If Better U.S. Relations Will Follow from McClatchy 7 Jul 15

Seated on a dais above thousands of cheering loyalists and the country’s elite, Iranian Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei restated a key tenet of his
late predecessor and the leader of the 1979 Islamic Revolution: relentless, uncompromising opposition to “America and its political and
intelligence system.” 

Kerry Says Iran Nuclear Talks ‘Can Go Either Way’ from Washington Post 6 Jul 15

Secretary of State John F. Kerry on Sunday tamped down growing optimism that agreement is near over a nuclear deal with Iran, saying that
negotiations “can go either way” as a Tuesday deadline approached. 

Reckoning Of Iran’s Nuclear Activity And Sites Remain Major Hurdles In Deal from New York Times 2 Jul 15

When the chief of the International Atomic Energy Agency, Yukiya Amano, lands in Tehran on Thursday for a hastily scheduled meeting with
President Hassan Rouhani and Iran’s top national security officials, it will be part of a behind-the-scenes effort to resolve two of the biggest
obstacles to a nuclear deal: Whether to force Iran to reveal any evidence about suspected design work on nuclear weapons, and how to assure that
inspectors can get inside the country’s most secret nuclear sites. 

New Nuclear Talks Deadline Not Ours, Iran Foreign Minister Says from McClatchy 2 Jul 15

One day after U.S. officials announced a weeklong extension of the deadline for reaching a deal on Iran’s nuclear program, the Iranian foreign
minister on Wednesday noted rather cryptically that his nation wasn’t working on any deadline. 

Iran’s President To Meet With Top U.N. Nuclear Official from New York Times 2 Jul 15

President Hassan Rouhani of Iran will meet with the head of the International Atomic Energy Agency on Thursday in an effort to resolve
differences over the inspection of military sites, the Iranian news media reported. 

Obama Says He’ll Walk Away From Iran Talks If Terms Can’t Be Met from Bloomberg 1 Jul 15

As negotiations with Iran enter the closing phase, President Barack Obama said he’s still prepared to walk away from the talks if the Islamic
Republic can’t meet the terms set out by the U.S. and its partners. 



Kerry Says ‘Too Early’ To Tell If Iran Deal Sealed from Agence France-Presse 30 Jun 15

US Secretary of State John Kerry warned Monday it was too soon to tell if a nuclear deal with Iran is possible as he awaited the return of Iran’s
foreign minister from consultations in Tehran. 

US Says Iran Nuclear Deal Deadline May “Slip” from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 15

High-stakes talks to nail down a historic deal with Iran to curtail its nuclear programme may “slip” past a June 30 deadline, a top US official
admitted Thursday ahead of crunch weekend negotiations in Vienna. 

How To Lift — And Reimpose — Sanctions Key To Iran Nuclear Deal from Washington Post 25 Jun 15

The Obama administration is trying to fashion a nuclear deal with Iran that would give the United States the flexibility to reimpose limited
sanctions without scuttling the entire deal, according to people who attended White House meetings on the matter last week. 

Iran Sets Strict Conditions For Nuclear Deal from Washington Post 25 Jun 15

Just days before Secretary of State John F. Kerry heads to Vienna to join nuclear talks with Iran, the country’s supreme leader is staking out what
he considers the “major red lines,” any one of which could sink a deal. 

Iran’s Supreme Leader Stiffens His Position On Nuclear Talks from New York Times 24 Jun 15

Iran’s supreme leader appeared to stiffen his hard line Tuesday on concessions in any nuclear agreement with foreign powers, one week before the
deadline for completing an accord. 

White House Pressed To Extend Iran Nuclear Talks Deadline from Washington Times 23 Jun 15

State Department spokesman John Kirby said Monday that the “date is not more important than the deal” but stressed that administration officials
“continue to be focused on June 30th as the goal and the objective.” 

EU Ministers To Meet Iran’s Zarif Monday: European Source from AFP 22 Jun 15

Iranian Foreign Minister Mohamed Javad Zarif will meet several of his EU counterparts on Monday, a European source said, ahead of a June 30
deadline for an international accord on Tehran’s nuclear programme. 

Iran will need to show more flexibility to reach nuclear deal: UK from Reuters 22 Jun 15

Iran will need to show more flexibility to reach a nuclear deal with the six powers it is negotiating with, British Foreign Secretary Philip
Hammond said on Monday, suggesting the talks might go on beyond a June 30 deadline. 

Key Senator Says To Forget The Deadline On Iran Talks For A Better Deal from Washington Post 18 Jun 15

The chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on Wednesday said he had urged Secretary of State John F. Kerry to ignore a looming
deadline for nuclear negotiations with Iran if that’s what it takes to secure a more ironclad deal. 

U.S. Could Lift Sanctions Before Iran Accounting from New York Times 17 Jun 15

Secretary of State John Kerry signaled for the first time on Tuesday that the United States was prepared to ease economic sanctions on Iran
without fully resolving evidence suggesting that Iran’s scientists have been involved in secret work on nuclear weapons. 

Samantha Power, U.N. Ambassador, Grilled On Iran Sanctions Violations from Washington Times 17 Jun 15

Facing an at-times intense grilling from lawmakers, U.S. United Nations Ambassador Samantha Power Tuesday denied reports that the Obama
administration and its allies were ignoring Iranian violations of international sanctions in a bid to keep a nuclear deal with Tehran from derailing. 

Corker warns of 'breathtaking' concessions on Iran deal from USA Today 16 Jun 15

The U.S. should abandon nuclear talks with Iran if Tehran's negotiators try to cross key "red lines," Sen. Bob Corker wrote to President Obama on
Monday. 

Iran’s Economy Poised For Growth Spurt With Or Without Sanctions Over Nukes from Washington Times 15 Jun 15

Critics of the nuclear negotiations with Tehran have been warning for months of the dire consequences of lifting economic sanctions, but many



predict that Iran’s economy is poised for a significant growth spurt no matter what the outcome of the talks. 

Khamenei Regime Legitimized By Obama Nuclear Talks, Iranian Dissidents Say from Washington Times 12 Jun 15

Days before a major Iranian dissident rally in France, the head of the host organization says the “circumstances are ripe for regime change” in
Tehran, but Washington and other Western governments are standing in the way by legitimizing the regime of Supreme Leader Sayyid Ali
Khamenei through the pursuit of a nuclear deal. 

As An Iran Deal Nears, The Lobbying, Pro And Con, Intensifies from Washington Post 12 Jun 15

Speaking at a retirement service for his childhood rabbi last weekend, Steven Fulop, mayor of Jersey City, N.J., surprised the congregation by
devoting much of his remarks to ongoing negotiations over a nuclear deal with Iran. 

U.N. Report Accuses U.S. Of Hiding Iran Violations from Washington Times 10 Jun 15

A newly revealed United Nations report accuses Iranian leaders of regularly violating international sanctions and asserts that several Western
powers — including the United States — ignored the infractions to protect ongoing nuclear talks with the Islamic republic. 

Saudi Arabia And Israel Share A Common Opposition from New York Times 5 Jun 15

A new merging of strategic interests between Saudi Arabia and Israel was on display on Thursday as two former officials from those countries
appeared on the same stage to discuss their concerns about Iran’s actions across the Middle East. 

Israel military says Iran nuclear threat may wane with deal from Reuters 5 Jun 15

The Israeli military sees potential security benefits in an expected international deal curbing Iran's nuclear program, a senior officer was quoted as
saying on Thursday in an unexpected analysis of the issue. 

Iran Nuclear Talks Resume In Vienna from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 15

Top US officials gathered Wednesday in Vienna to resume nuclear talks with Iran as the Austrian capital hunkered down to host the negotiations
ahead of a June 30 deadline. 

Trial In Iran Of Washington Post Reporter Jason Rezaian To Resume Monday from New York Times 4 Jun 15

The adjourned espionage trial of Jason Rezaian, the Washington Post correspondent incarcerated in Tehran since last July, will resume on
Monday, Mr. Rezaian’s brother said Wednesday. 

Iran wants OPEC members to make space for its oil after nuclear deal from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Jun 15

Oil Minister Bijan Namdar Zangeneh on Wednesday appealed to fellow members of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) to let his country regain market shares once it closes a nuclear deal that will end an embargo on Iran's oil. 

John Kerry Injury Casts Pall Over Iran Nuke Negotiations from Washington Times 2 Jun 15

Secretary of State John F. Kerry’s broken leg in a cycling accident raised questions Monday about the fate of nuclear talks with Iran, with White
House officials acknowledging that Mr. Kerry won’t be able to keep up his usual demanding schedule as negotiators race an end-of-the-month
deadline. 

Obama: No Military Solution To Iran’s Nuclear Program from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 15

U.S President Barack Obama reached out to a skeptical Israeli public in an interview aired Monday saying that only an agreement, not military
action, can prevent Iran from obtaining nuclear weapons. 

Exclusive: Six powers agree way to restore U.N. sanctions in push for Iran deal - sources from Reuters 1 Jun 15

Six world powers have agreed on a way to restore U.N. sanctions on Iran if the country breaks the terms of a future nuclear deal, clearing a major
obstacle to an accord ahead of a June 30 deadline, Western officials told Reuters. 

Iran Warns Against ‘Excessive Demands’ In Nuclear Talks from Agence France-Presse 29 May 15

Iran on Thursday warned global powers against making “excessive demands” in talks aimed at sealing a ground-breaking nuclear deal, after



France demanded access to its military installations. 

Iran Defends Spy Trial Of US Journalist from Agence France-Presse 29 May 15

Iran hit back Thursday at US claims that the trial of Washington Post journalist Jason Rezaian on spying charges lacked transparency, insisting its
judiciary is independent. 

France Rejects Iran Leader’s Ban On Unlimited Nuclear Inspections from New York Times 28 May 15

France challenged Iran’s supreme leader on Wednesday over a disputed element of the Iranian nuclear talks, asserting that it would not sign any
pact unless Iran allowed all its nuclear installations, including military sites, to be inspected. 

U.S. Allies Not Waiting For Iran’s Sanctions To Come Down from Washington Times 28 May 15

The Obama administration repeatedly cautions that tough bargaining remains ahead of a June 30 deal deadline to curb Iran’s nuclear programs,
but already a number of countries — including some of the U.S.’s key allies in the talks — are lining up partners and announcing deals for the day
when economic and financial sanctions against Tehran are lifted. 

Iran Nuke Deal Likely To Miss June Deadline: French Envoy from Washington Times 27 May 15

An international agreement to rein in Iran’s nuclear program will most likely miss another key deadline, France’s ambassador to the U.S. said
Tuesday in Washington. 

Post Reporter’s Trial In Iran Will Be Closed To The Public from Washington Post 26 May 15

Washington Post reporter Jason Rezaian will go on trial Tuesday on espionage charges in a Tehran courtroom that will be closed to the public,
including his family. 

Iran Slams U.S. Over Comments On Iraqi Troops Fighting Islamic State from Los Angeles Times 26 May 15

The war of words between Iran and the United States is getting testier as the two nations’ common enemy, Islamic State militants, advance in Iraq
and Syria. 

Obama on Iran Deal: 'Personal Interest in Locking This Down' from NBC News 22 May 15

President Barack Obama spoke to concerns about a delicate accord aimed at keeping Iran from developing nuclear weapons in an interview with
The Atlantic which published on Thursday. 

Iran Warns Israel Of Hezbollah Rockets If Attacked from Agence France-Presse 22 May 15

A senior Iranian military official warned on Thursday that any Israeli attack would unleash a firestorm of missiles on its cities fired by the Islamic
republic’s Hezbollah allies in Lebanon. 

Iranian Exiles Respond In Unexpected Ways To Idea Of U.S.-Iran Nuclear Talks from Washington Post 22 May 15

By all rights, Amy Zarafshar should be deeply suspicious of any nuclear deal with Iran’s Islamic regime. She vividly recalls being forced to leave
her homeland as a sixth-grader, with each family member allowed to take only $500 and a suitcase, after the 1979 Shiite revolution swept out
Iran’s pro-American monarchy and much of its middle class fled into exile. 

Iran’s Supreme Leader Rules Out Broad Nuclear Inspections from New York Times 21 May 15

Iran’s supreme leader on Wednesday ruled out allowing international inspectors to interview Iranian nuclear scientists as part of any potential deal
on its nuclear program, and reiterated that the country would not allow the inspection of military sites. 

Iran Warships Escort Cargo Vessel Toward Yemen from Associated Press 20 May 15

U.S. and allied officials are debating how they should handle an Iranian cargo ship that is flanked by two warships and heading toward a Yemen
port, reportedly carrying humanitarian supplies for the war-wracked nation. 

Iran, 6 World Powers Launch New Round Of Nuclear Talks from Associated Press 20 May 15

Experts from Iran and six world powers are launching a new round of negotiations focused on reaching a deal that curbs Iran’s nuclear program. 



Former Marine Held In Iranian Prison Ends Hunger Strike At Family’s Request from New York Times 15 May 15

Amir Hekmati, the Marine veteran who is the longest-held American prisoner in Iran, reluctantly ended his second hunger strike this past
weekend after relatives — particularly his terminally ill father — beseeched him to stop, Mr. Hekmati’s sister said Thursday. 

U.S. Will Remain Tough On Iran, Obama Tells Arab Newspaper from New York Times 13 May 15

Ahead of a two-day meeting with senior officials from a half-dozen Persian Gulf countries, President Obama on Tuesday defended his efforts to
reach a nuclear deal with Iran, but promised that the United States would not stop trying to prevent Iranian aggression against other nations in the
region. 

Iranian Cargo Ship Heads Toward Yemen And Saudi Blockade from New York Times 13 May 15

An Iranian cargo ship was headed toward Yemen on Tuesday, setting up a potential confrontation with Saudi Arabia as a halt in the Saudi-led
bombing campaign against Yemen’s Houthi rebels took effect. 

US Team Heads To New Round Of Iran Nuclear Talks Wednesday from Agence France-Presse 12 May 15

Undersecretary of State Wendy Sherman will lead a US delegation to Vienna May 13 to join the next round of negotiations on finalizing an Iran
nuclear accord, the State Department said Monday. 

Iran Releases Seized Maersk Vessel from Associated Press 7 May 15

The Iranian government released a Marshal Islands-flagged cargo ship today, Iran’s official IRNA news agency reported. 

Iran Seizure Of Maersk Container Ship Tied To Old Cargo Dispute from New York Times 1 May 15

Iran’s seizure of a container ship this week stems from a decade-long dispute over 10 shipping containers, officials at Maersk, the Danish shipping
giant, said on Thursday. 

Iran Arming Yemen’s Huthi Rebels Since 2009: UN Report from Agence France-Presse 1 May 15

Iran has been shipping weapons to Yemen’s Huthi rebels since at least 2009, according to a confidential UN report, indicating that Tehran’s
support dates back to the early years of the Shiite militia’s insurgency. 

E.U. Envisions Role For Iran In Peace Talks from New York Times 29 Apr 15

The European Union’s top diplomat said Tuesday evening that she hoped a final nuclear deal with Iran would clear the way for Tehran to play a
“major but positive role” in the conflicts roiling the Middle East, particularly in Syria. 

U.S. Sends Destroyer After Iran Detains Ship from New York Times 29 Apr 15

The United States Navy sent a destroyer toward the Persian Gulf on Tuesday after Iran took control of a Marshall Islands-flagged cargo ship it
accused of trespassing in territorial waters, American military officials said. 

Kerry, Iran FM Hold Nuke Talks In NY As Senate Weighs Move from Associated Press 28 Apr 15

The Obama administration moved on two fronts Monday to advance its nuclear diplomacy with Iran, with talks between top U.S. and Iranian
diplomats and an aggressive effort to sell the emerging deal to skeptical American lawmakers and constituencies. 

New Amendments Imperil Measure On Iran In Congress from New York Times 27 Apr 15

A bill to give Congress a voice in the nuclear deal with Iran is now endangered by Republican amendments that would peel away bipartisan
support for a measure begrudgingly accepted by the White House this month. 

Diplomats press on in Vienna for final Iran nuclear deal from Reuters 24 Apr 15

U.S. Under Secretary Wendy Sherman and Tehran's Deputy Foreign Minister Abbas Araqchi met in Vienna on Thursday in the latest push to
secure a final nuclear deal by a June 30 deadline, Iranian media said. 

Iran Nuclear Talks Go Into End Phase Ahead Of June Deadline from Associated Press 23 Apr 15



Negotiators are meeting in Vienna in attempts to reach a deal that curbs Iran’s nuclear program in exchange for sanctions relief. 

In Atomic Labs Across U.S., a Race to Stop Iran from New York Times 22 Apr 15

When diplomats at the Iran talks in Switzerland pummeled Department of Energy scientists with difficult technical questions — like how to keep
Iran’s nuclear plants open but ensure that the country was still a year away from building a bomb — the scientists at times turned to a secret
replica of Iran’s nuclear facilities built deep in the forests of Tennessee. 

Post Reporter Jailed In Iran Faces 4 Charges Including Espionage from Washington Post 21 Apr 15

Iranian authorities are charging The Washington Post’s Tehran bureau chief, Jason Rezaian, with espionage and three other serious crimes,
including “collaborating with hostile governments” and “propaganda against the establishment,” according to his attorney in Tehran. 

Warning Iran, US Sends Two More Ships To Yemen from New York Times 21 Apr 15

The aircraft carrier Theodore Roosevelt and a guided missile cruiser were headed to the waters off Yemen on Monday to join 10 other American
warships as a warning to Iran about its shipments of weapons to rebels there, American officials said. 

Inspectors Need Full Access In Iran Nuclear Deal, Moniz Says from Bloomberg News 21 Apr 15

Nuclear inspectors will need unfettered access in Iran as part of a deal to lift economic sanctions, Energy Secretary Ernest Moniz said a day after
an Iranian general said military sites must be off limits. 

Khamenei says Iran nuclear weapons are U.S. 'myth' from Reuters 20 Apr 15

Iran's Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei told military commanders on Sunday the United States had created the "myth" of nuclear weapons
to portray Iran as a threat, hardening his rhetoric before nuclear negotiations resume this week. 

Iran Official: Foreign Inspectors Can’t See Military Sites from USA Today 20 Apr 15

A senior military commander in Iran said Sunday that foreign inspectors would be barred from military sites in the country under any nuclear
agreement with world powers, the Associated Press reported. 

Billboards In Iran Say ‘Death To America,’ But Officials Say ‘Let’s Make A Deal’ from New York Times 20 Apr 15

Wearing business suits set off with sneakers, the American executives trailed a young guide along the narrow sidewalks of the capital of Iran,
once branded by the United States as part of the “Axis of Evil.” 

Next Round Of Nuclear Talks With Iran Set For Next Week from New York Times 17 Apr 15

The next round of nuclear talks between world powers and Iran is scheduled for next week in Vienna, as the two sides begin to address the issues
they left unresolved earlier this month in Lausanne, Switzerland, and try to conclude a comprehensive agreement by the end of June. 

Iran Leader: We Are In Talks With “The Major Powers”’ Not The US Congress from Washington Post 16 Apr 15

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said Wednesday that Tehran was negotiating a comprehensive nuclear deal with world powers, not the U.S.
Congress, and called a Senate committee’s vote to give Congress the power to review any potential deal an American domestic matter. 

Tehran Talks Fail To Resolve UN Nuclear Watchdog Questions from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 15

The UN atomic agency failed during talks in Tehran Wednesday to resolve long-standing questions over Iran’s alleged past efforts to develop
nuclear weapons, an Iranian official said. 

Iran Vows “Irreversible Steps” On Nuclear Programme If Matched By West from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 15

Iran will resume talks with world powers on a final nuclear agreement on April 21 and is ready to take “irreversible steps” if the West does the
same, Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said Tuesday in Spain. 

UN Nuclear Inspectors In Iran To Try To Probe Suspect Site from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

U.N. nuclear inspectors are in Iran on a long stalled visit meant to investigate suspicions that Tehran worked on nuclear weapons, a charge the
Islamic Republic denies. 



Senate Leaders And White House Make Their Cases On Iran Deal Legislation from New York Times 14 Apr 15

Leaders of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee negotiated into the night on Monday to soften language and possibly shorten a congressional
review period in legislation that would give Congress influence over the shape of President Obama’s nuclear accord with Iran. 

New Report On Washington Post Writer Seen As Prelude To Espionage Trial from New York Times 14 Apr 15

An Iranian news report that suggests that an imprisoned Washington Post correspondent is a spy who furnished economic and industrial data to
the Central Intelligence Agency was viewed by friends on Monday as a sign that a trial might be held soon. 

Seeking Voice In Iran Deal, Lawmakers Are Set To Act from New York Times 13 Apr 15

After months of delicate negotiations with the Iranian regime, President Obama this week will face a high-stakes confrontation with defiant
lawmakers — including members of his own party — who are intent on influencing diplomacy over the future of Iran’s nuclear program. 

Iran’s Supreme Leader Voices Pessimism On Nuclear Deal from Washington Post 10 Apr 15

Iran’s supreme leader expressed pessimism Thursday about a deal reached last week with six world powers to restrict the country’s nuclear
program, saying he neither supports nor opposes the accord and demanding that all economic sanctions be lifted immediately upon any final
agreement. 

Iran will only sign nuclear deal if sanctions lifted 'same day': Rouhani from Reuters 9 Apr 15

Iran will only sign a final nuclear accord with six world powers if all sanctions imposed over its disputed atomic work are lifted on the same day,
President Hassan Rouhani said in a televised speech on Thursday. 

Iran Creating Suicide Drones, U.S. Army Report Warns from Washington Times 9 Apr 15

Iran has placed an “explosive emphasis” in putting military surveillance and attack drones into the sky, including “suicide” aircraft that increase
risks for Israel and for U.S. ships in the Persian Gulf, according to a new U.S. Army analysis. 

Obama Compares Iran Deal To A House Under Contract, Awaiting Appraisal from NPR 8 Apr 15

President Obama offered an analogy yesterday for just how close the United States really is to a final nuclear deal with Iran. 

Iran’s Establishment Closes Ranks In Support Of Nuclear Accord from New York Times 8 Apr 15

Since the Islamic Revolution in 1979, Iranian hard-liners have been free to take to the streets and object to any form of compromise with the West,
and particularly the United States. 

Obama: 'Misjudgment' To Make Iran Deal Contingent On Recognizing Israel from NPR 7 Apr 15

President Obama says it would be a "fundamental misjudgment" to condition a nuclear deal with Iran on the country's recognition of Israel.
Obama made the comments Monday during an interview with Morning Edition's Steve Inskeep. 

President Obama Calls Preliminary Iran Nuclear Deal ‘Our Best Bet’ from New York Times 6 Apr 15

President Obama strongly defended last week’s preliminary agreement with Iran as a “once in a lifetime opportunity” to curb the spread of nuclear
weapons in a dangerous region while reassuring critics that he would keep all options available if Tehran ultimately cheated. 

Iran Agrees To Framework Of Nuclear Deal from New York Times 3 Apr 15

Iran and European nations said here tonight that they had reached a surprisingly specific and comprehensive general understanding about next
steps in limiting Tehran’s nuclear program, but officials said that some important issues needed to be resolved before a final agreement in June
that would allow the Obama administration to assert it has cut off all of Iran’s pathways to a nuclear weapon. 

Detained Post Reporter Jason Rezaian’s Family Responds To Iran Nuclear Deal from Washington Post 3 Apr 15

As Iran, the United States and other world powers announced the parameters of a nuclear deal, the family of detained Washington Post Tehran
bureau chief Jason Rezaian called on Iranian officials to end the judicial delay that has left him in prison for eight months. 



Kerry Renews Effort To Reach Preliminary Nuclear Deal With Iran from New York Times 2 Apr 15

Secretary of State John Kerry renewed his push on Wednesday to secure a preliminary accord that would limit Iran’s nuclear program, a day after
negotiators extended the March 31 deadline. 

Negotiators Prepared To Start Drafting Preliminary Agreement On Iran Talks from Washington Post 1 Apr 15

Negotiators scrambling to chart Iran’s nuclear future are prepared to start drafting a preliminary agreement when talks resume Wednesday,
officials said. 

As Nuclear Talks Drag On, U.S. and Iran Find It Harder to Hear Each Other from New York Times 1 Apr 15

As the nuclear negotiations dragged into overtime here on Tuesday, some uniquely American and Iranian political sensitivities were permeating
the marathon negotiating sessions, leading many to wonder whether two countries that have barely spoken for 35 years are just not ready to
overcome old suspicions. 

Iran nuclear talks go down to wire from USA Today 31 Mar 15

Negotiators for world powers and Iran were working through the night Monday in an effort to reach a nuclear deal by the end of Tuesday that
would set the stage for a new era in U.S.-Iranian relations. 

U.S. Says Shipping Uranium Out Of Iran Is Still Part Of Possible Nuclear Deal from New York Times 31 Mar 15

American officials said on Monday that they were still negotiating with their Iranian counterparts on one of the main issues remaining in their
efforts to reach a deal on Iran’s nuclear program — how to dispose of Iran’s big nuclear stockpile — and that shipping the atomic fuel out of the
country was still a possibility. 

Negotiators Race Deadline In Iran Talks from Washington Post 30 Mar 15

Negotiations over Iran’s nuclear program are focused on the pace at which sanctions and restrictions will be eased, diplomats said Sunday as
Israel’s prime minister predicted that the emerging agreement would help Tehran “conquer” the Middle East. 

UN Sanctions Main Obstacle To Iran Nuclear Deal Hitting Deadline from Bloomberg News 30 Mar 15

Iran’s insistence on an immediate lifting of United Nations sanctions is a main obstacle to securing a framework agreement on its disputed nuclear
program by March 31, five European and U.S. diplomats said. 

Arab Leaders Agree On Combined Military Force from New York Times 30 Mar 15

The Arab states said on Sunday that they had agreed to form a combined military force to counter both Iranian influence and Islamist extremism, a
gesture many analysts attributed in large part to their drive for more independence from Washington. 

Final Make-or-break Moment For Iran Nuclear Talks from Washington Post 27 Mar 15

The United States and Iran proceeded on Thursday with a final round of talks on Iran’s nuclear future, even as they backed opposing sides in a
war for control of Yemen. 

What would the 2016 Republican hopefuls do with an Iran deal? from McClatchy 27 Mar 15

On Wednesday, Scott Walker became the latest potential Republican presidential candidate to say he would reject a nuclear deal between the U.S.
and Iran if it's not approved by Congress. Speaking on Hugh Hewitt's radio show, the Wisconsin governor said he would "absolutely" reverse
course on a deal on "day one" of his presidency, even if it were signed by President Barack Obama. 

US Can ‘See Path’ To Iran Nuclear Deal By Tuesday from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 15

US officials said that a nuclear deal with Iran was in sight by a March 31 deadline, as top US diplomat John Kerry arrived in Switzerland for
down-to-the-wire talks. 

In Nuclear Talks, U.S. Wants Clear Deal, While Iran Favors General One from New York Times 25 Mar 15

If an agreement to limit Iran’s nuclear capability is reached by deadline in the next seven days, one thing may be missing: an actual written
accord, signed by the Iranians. 



Israel Spied On Iran Nuke Negotiations from USA Today 24 Mar 15

Negotiations with Iran to curtail its nuclear program were just getting underway when senior White House officials learned Israeli spies were
eavesdropping on the closed-door talks as part of an effort by the Netanyahu government to build opposition to the leaked details of the budding
deal, The Wall Street Journal reports. 

Iran’s Hard-Liners Show Restraint On Nuclear Talks With U.S. from New York Times 24 Mar 15

A coterie of Iran’s hard-line Shiite Muslim clerics and Revolutionary Guards commanders is usually vocal on the subject of the Iranian nuclear
program, loudly proclaiming the country’s right to pursue its interests and angrily denouncing the United States. 

Iran’s Foreign Minister Says No Nuclear Pact This Week from Washington Post 19 Mar 15

Iran’s chief negotiator in nuclear talks on Wednesday played down the likelihood of an agreement this week, saying the discussions have not
progressed to a point where the presence of all involved parties was needed to formalize a deal. 

Iran And U.S. Differ On Optimism About Nuclear Talks from New York Times 18 Mar 15

Iran and the United States issued contrasting assessments Tuesday on their progress toward an agreement to limit Iran’s nuclear program as
Energy Secretary Ernest J. Moniz met here with his Iranian counterpart. 

Iranian Officials Ask Kerry About Republicans’ Letter from New York Times 17 Mar 15

Iranian officials questioned Secretary of State John Kerry about a letter that Tom Cotton of Arkansas and 46 other Republican senators issued last
week arguing that a potential nuclear accord would not be binding unless it was approved by Congress. 

‘Rollercoaster’ Iran Nuclear Talks In The Balance from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 15

Iran nuclear talks hung in the balance Monday with a senior US official saying it remained unclear whether the outlines of a deal could be agreed
by a March 31 deadline. After a five-hour meeting between US Secretary of State John Kerry and his Iranian counterpart, the official said Iran still
had “very tough choices” to make. 

U.N. Monitor Says Iran Is Worsening On Rights, Despite Pledges from New York Times 17 Mar 15

Iran’s use of the death penalty is rising and its repression of political critics is worsening despite promises by President Hassan Rouhani of a less
restrictive society, a United Nations human rights monitor said on Monday. 

Iran Nuclear Talks Set To Resume from Washington Post 16 Mar 15

Down-to-the-wire negotiations to restrict Iran’s nuclear program and ease sanctions are ready to kick off under the pressure of a self-imposed
deadline only two weeks away. 

Iran’s Supreme Leader Warns Against ‘Deceitful’ West from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 15

Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei on Thursday warned against “deceitful” world powers and branded a letter from Republican
lawmakers as a sign of America’s internal collapse just days before new nuclear talks. 

Ayatollah, German Foreign Minister Slam GOP Letter On Iran from USA Today 13 Mar 15

Germanys’ foreign minister said Thursday in Washington that a letter by signed by 47 GOP senators warning that the next U.S. president could
scrap any nuclear deal with Tehran was “not very helpful” as negotiations with Iran enter a “delicate phase.” 

Kerry Criticizes Republican Letter To Iranian Leaders On Nuclear Talks from New York Times 12 Mar 15

Secretary of State John Kerry sharply criticized a letter from Republican lawmakers to the leaders of Iran in testimony before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee on Wednesday, calling it misleading and irresponsible. 

Iran’s Zarif Dismisses US Senators’ Nuclear Deal Warning from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 15

Iran’s Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif on Monday dismissed as of “no legal value” a letter from 47 US senators warning that any
nuclear deal will require Congressional approval. 



Obama Says Nuclear Deal Offered To Iran Is *Extraordinarily Reasonable* from New York Times 9 Mar 15

President Obama said that he and other world leaders have offered Iran an “extraordinarily reasonable deal” that will test whether the leadership
of the Islamic nation is serious about at last resolving the dispute over its nuclear program. 

Obama Will Walk Away From Iran Talks If No Inspections from USA Today 9 Mar 15

President Obama said Sunday that his administration will walk away from negotiations with Iran over its nuclear program unless the United States
can verify that Iran is not developing nuclear weapons. 

Iran, IAEA officials meet ahead of March nuclear deadline: ISNA from Reuters 9 Mar 15

Iran and the U.N. nuclear watchdog hold talks in Tehran on Monday, the Iranian Students News Agency (ISNA) reported, ahead of a March
deadline for a framework agreement on Iran's nuclear program between Tehran and six major powers. 

Kerry Pushes Back On Israeli Criticism Of Iran Nuke Talks from Associated Press 5 Mar 15

U.S. officials sought Wednesday to tamp down expectations of a substantial preliminary nuclear deal with Iran by the March deadline while
working to move past the political dust kicked up by Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s criticism of an emerging agreement’s contours.

Iranian president says Israel 'greatest danger' from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 15

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani on Wednesday said Israel creates the "greatest danger" in the region, after Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu warned against a nuclear deal with the Islamic republic. 

Claim of 'dirty money' in politics provokes uproar in Iran from Associated Press 4 Mar 15

Iran's interior minister has claimed that politics in the Islamic Republic are tainted by "dirty money" from the smuggling of goods and drugs,
provoking uproar ahead of crucial parliamentary elections planned for early next year. 

Iran Denounces Netanyahu ‘Lie-spreading’ In US Speech from Agence France-Presse 4 Mar 15

Iran denounced as “lie-spreading” a speech Tuesday in which Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu warned the US Congress a nuclear deal
being negotiated with Tehran would threaten the world. 

Iran calls Obama's 10-year nuclear demand 'unacceptable' from Reuters 4 Mar 15

Iran rejected on Tuesday as "unacceptable" U.S. President Barack Obama's demand that it freeze sensitive nuclear activities for at least 10 years
but said it would continue talks on a deal, Iran's semi-official Fars news agency reported. 

Iran Allows Lawyer For Post Reporter, But Not His Choice from Washington Post 2 Mar 15

A Washington Post reporter imprisoned in Iran has been granted access to an attorney — but not the one of his choosing. 

Kerry Heading To Switzerland For Next Round Of Nuclear Talks from Associated Press 27 Feb 15

Secretary of State John Kerry will travel to Switzerland next week for a meeting with his Russian counterpart and to resume nuclear talks with
Iran’s foreign minister. 

U.S. Casts Doubt On Secret Iran Nuke Facility from USA Today 27 Feb 15

The State Department on Thursday cast doubt on claims by an Iranian dissident group that it has discovered a secret underground Iranian nuclear
facility. 

In Mock Attack, Iranian Navy Blasts Away At Replica U.S. Aircraft Carrier from New York Times 26 Feb 15

Iran’s navy might pale in comparison to that of the United States, but on Wednesday it inflicted serious damage on an American aircraft carrier —
a mock-up of one, to be exact. 

Kerry Cautions Critics Of Nuclear Talks With Iran from New York Times 25 Feb 15

Secretary of State John Kerry sought Tuesday to rebut critics of a potential nuclear deal with Iran, making his case on Capitol Hill just a week



before Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel is scheduled to deliver his broadside against the emerging accord in an address to Congress. 

Talks End With Proposal To Limit Iran’s Nuclear Production For At Least 10 Years from New York Times 24 Feb 15

Iranian and American officials ended a round of high-level nuclear talks here on Monday considering a proposal that would strictly limit for at
least 10 years Iran’s ability to produce nuclear material, but gradually ease restrictions on Tehran in the final years of a deal. 

World Powers ‘United’, Kerry Says Ahead Of New Iran Nuclear Talks from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 15

The world powers negotiating with Iran over its nuclear programme stand united, US Secretary of State John Kerry said Saturday, a day before
resuming talks with his Iranian counterpart. 

U.N. Says Iran Still Evades Queries On Possible Nuclear Work from New York Times 20 Feb 15

With negotiations intensifying over Iran’s disputed nuclear activities, the country still has not answered longstanding questions over its possible
atomic weapons work, according to a report released Thursday by the nuclear monitoring arm of the United Nations. 

Iran’s Ayatollah Threatens To Withhold Gas Unless Sanctions Lifted from Los Angeles Times 19 Feb 15

Iran’s supreme leader warned Wednesday that Western sanctions are unlikely to be lifted even in the event of a nuclear deal with six foreign
powers because the West opposes the fundamental principles of the country’s Islamic revolution. 

New Iran-US Nuclear Talks To Be Held In Geneva from Agence France-Presse 19 Feb 15

US negotiators will meet in the coming days in Geneva with their Iranian counterparts for a new round of talks on reining in Iran’s nuclear
program, American officials said Wednesday. 

Khamenei vows firm Iranian nuclear stand, warns on gas exports from Reuters 18 Feb 15

DUBAI (Reuters) - Iran's supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei vowed on Wednesday that his country would resist global sanctions imposed
over its disputed nuclear program, saying that Iran might respond to international pressure by cutting back gas exports. 

Iran denies that Khamenei replied to Obama letter on Islamic State from Reuters 17 Feb 15

Iran has denied a Wall Street Journal report that Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei recently responded to a letter sent in October by U.S.
President Barack Obama suggesting cooperation with Iran in fighting Islamic State in Iraq and Syria. 

No End To Middle East Strife Without Iran: Rouhani from Agence France-Presse 12 Feb 15

Iran’s president said Wednesday that the world needs its help to stabilise a troubled Middle East, in remarks pointing to the wider ramifications of
a deal over Tehran’s disputed nuclear programme. 

Obama Says He Doesn’t Expect More Extensions In Talks With Iran from New York Times 10 Feb 15

President Obama on Monday said he did not envision any more extensions in continuing negotiations with Iran to prevent the nation from
obtaining nuclear weapons, and he pleaded for more time to allow those talks to play out before imposing new sanctions that he said could “sour”
the potential for a deal. 

Kerry Rules Out Extension On Iran Nuclear Talks from Washington Post 9 Feb 15

Secretary of State John F. Kerry said in an interview broadcast Sunday that it would be “impossible” to extend nuclear negotiations with Iran if an
agreement on fundamental principles is not reached in upcoming weeks. 

Lindsey Graham: Obama about to make ‘the mistake of a lifetime’ with Iran from Washington Times 6 Feb 15

Sen. Lindsey Graham, South Carolina Republican, said President Obama’s handling of negotiations over Iran’s nuclear program runs the risk of
creating an arms race in the region, saying the president is “about to unleash hell” on the Middle East. 

Iran’s Leader Accuses West Of Distorting Atomic Plans from New York Times 5 Feb 15

Portraying himself to be as tough as his domestic critics, President Hassan Rouhani of Iran criticized nuclear-armed powers on Wednesday,
singling out the United States and Israel for what he described as false and hypocritical warnings about Iranian atomic ambitions. 



AP Exclusive: US, Iran discussing nuclear talks compromise from Associated Press 4 Feb 15

With time for negotiations running short, the U.S and Iran are discussing a compromise that would let Iran keep much of its uranium-enriching
technology but reduce its potential to make nuclear weapons, two diplomats tell The Associated Press. 

Ex-President Ahmadinejad Launches Website Ahead Of Iran Polls from Agence France-Presse 2 Feb 15

Iran’s hardline former president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad on Sunday launched his official website, in a possible return to the political scene a year
before legislative elections. 

Iran says nuclear talks with Europeans 'promising' but no progress from 30 Jan 15

Iran said talks with France, Germany and Britain on Thursday on its nuclear program were "promising" but more work was needed to settle the
12-year standoff, the official IRNA news agency reported. 

Iran, Europe Negotiators To Meet Thursday In Istanbul from Agence France-Presse 29 Jan 15

Iranian officials will meet with European members of the P5+1 group in Istanbul on Thursday under the ongoing diplomatic effort to secure a deal
over Tehran’s disputed nuclear programme. 

Iran's foreign minister summoned to parliament over walk with Kerry from Reuters 26 Jan 15

Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif is to appear before parliament following controversy over a promenade with his American
counterpart during intense nuclear negotiations in Geneva, state media reported on Sunday. 

U.S., Iran to hold nuclear talks in Switzerland on Friday, Saturday from Reuters 22 Jan 15

U.S. and Iranian negotiators will hold talks about Iran's nuclear program in Switzerland on Friday and Saturday, the U.S. State Department said. 

Iranian Commander Threatens ‘Thunderbolt’ Against Israel After General’s Death In Airstrike from New York Times 21 Jan 15

Iran’s highest Revolutionary Guards commander issued a threat against Israel after the death of an Iranian general in an Israeli helicopter strike
along the border with Syria, saying that “destructive thunderbolts” await. 

Opening Round Iran Sanctions Fight Kicks Off In Senate from Associated Press 21 Jan 15

Congress and President Barack Obama are on a fast track toward confrontation over sanctions on Iran. A bipartisan group of senators is pushing a
new round of penalties despite the president’s warning that they would scuttle delicate talks underway to prevent Tehran from being able to
develop a nuclear weapon. 

Iran Says High-ranking Commander Killed In Israeli Airstrike In Syria from Los Angeles Times 20 Jan 15

Iran confirmed Monday that a high-ranking commander was among those killed in an Israeli airstrike in Syria, as the pro-Tehran Lebanese group
Hezbollah held funerals for fighters lost in the attack. 

Kerry: U.S. Remains “Focused” On Americans Held In Iran, Including Post Journalist from Washington Post 16 Jan 15

Secretary of State John F. Kerry said Thursday that U.S. diplomats remain “very much focused” on efforts to release Americans held in Iran,
including a Washington Post journalist whose case is now in the hands of a top court. 

Iran Nuclear Talks ‘In Decisive Phase’: Germany from Agence France-Presse 16 Jan 15

Germany’s foreign minister said Thursday no more deadlines must be missed in the Iran nuclear negotiations which had entered “a decisive
phase.” 

US, Iran Hold “Substantive” Talks To Hasten Nuclear Deal from Agence France-Presse 15 Jan 15

Top diplomats from Iran and the United States held “substantive” talks Wednesday aimed at speeding up negotiations for a nuclear deal, with US
Secretary of State John Kerry heading back for a surprise new round. 

Iranian Foreign Minister Voices Concern About Anti-Muslim Protests In Europe from Washington Post 15 Jan 15



Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif expressed concern Wednesday about “extremely dangerous” anti-Muslim demonstrations in
Europe and called for people’s beliefs to be respected in the wake of last week’s massacre at the offices of a Paris newspaper. 

Report: Iran Court Studies Case Of Detained Washington Post Bureau Chief from Washington Post 15 Jan 15

Iranian judiciary authorities have referred the case of a detained Washington Post journalist to Tehran’s Revolutionary Court, a news agency
reported Wednesday, in a move that appears to set the stage for a review before a possible trial. 

Ex-Marine Says Iranians Want A Swap To Free Him from New York Times 14 Jan 15

The Michigan family of a former Marine incarcerated for more than three years in Iran has been receiving telephone calls and emails from that
country proposing prisoner swaps for Iranians held in the United States, he said in a letter to Iran’s president made public by his relatives on
Tuesday. 

Foreign Policy Cooperation With Congress Has Limit: Iran from Associated Press 13 Jan 15

President Barack Obama’s U.N. ambassador strongly objected Monday to any new U.S. sanctions push on Iran, saying the administration
wouldn’t compromise with the Republican-led Congress. 

Iran says to explore with U.S. ways to speed up nuclear talks from Reuters 12 Jan 15

Iran and the United States will explore ways to give impetus to nuclear talks when their chief diplomats meet in Geneva on Wednesday, Iranian
Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said on Sunday. 

Iran’s Supreme Leader Is Skeptical Of Nuclear Talks With U.S. from New York Times 8 Jan 15

Iran’s supreme leader said on Wednesday that his country should find internal solutions for dealing with economic sanctions and that the United
States could not be trusted to lift sanctions in the event that a nuclear agreement is reached. 

Iran nuclear talks with six powers to resume Jan. 18 in Geneva: IRNA from Reuters 7 Jan 15

The next round of nuclear talks between Iran and six world powers will begin on January 18 in Geneva, Tehran's chief negotiator was quoted by
the official news agency IRNA on Tuesday as saying. 

Iran’s President Calls For End To Isolation, Urges Nuclear Deal from Los Angeles Times 5 Jan 15

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani called international nuclear negotiations a matter of “heart” on Sunday, and said Iran needed to end its political
isolation to allow its economy to grow. 

U.S. calls for release of Americans in Iran, denies swap deal from Reuters 31 Dec 14

The United States called on Tuesday for the release of U.S. citizens held in Iran, but denied a report that Washington had proposed a prisoner
exchange for a former U.S. Marine. 

US Treasury Enforces Iranian Sanctions from Associated Press 31 Dec 14

The U.S. Treasury Department on Tuesday imposed economic penalties on six people and three companies accused of helping Iran’s government
obtain hundreds of millions in U.S. currency or evade existing sanctions. 

Ex-Marine Held In Iranian Prison Suspends Hunger Strike from New York Times 24 Dec 14

A former Marine imprisoned in Iran who began a hunger strike last week has suspended it after receiving assurances from Iranian penal officials
that his case will be revisited, his family in the United States reported on Tuesday. 

Oil Price Drop, Nuclear Deal Delay Unsettle Iran’s Economy from Wall Street Journal 23 Dec 14

President Rouhani Oversaw Fragile Recovery Plummeting oil prices and the failure so far to conclude a nuclear agreement are dealing a double
blow to Iran’s economy just as it was starting to recover. 

Iran hails US-Cuba thaw as proof sanctions don't work from Agence France-Presse 21 Dec 14

Iran has seized on Washington's historic rapprochement with Cuba after five decades of Cold War standoff as proof that big power sanctions do



not work. 

At U.N., Iran urged to show more flexibility in nuclear talks from Reuters 19 Dec 14

Iran has not demonstrated sufficient flexibility in nuclear talks with six world powers aimed at ending a 12-year standoff with the Islamic
Republic over its atomic ambitions, France and Britain said on Thursday. 

Family Of Former Marine Held In Iran Issues Plea For Obama Not To Forget Him from New York Times 17 Dec 14

Relatives of a former Marine imprisoned in Iran for more than three years said Tuesday that he had begun a hunger strike, and they released an
open letter he had written to President Obama urging him “not to forget me” as the United States intensifies negotiations with the Iranians on their
disputed nuclear program. 

Iran Criticized for Executing Drug Offenders from New York Times 17 Dec 14

Six international human rights groups have petitioned the United Nations to freeze its counternarcotics aid to Iran until that country abolishes the
death penalty for drug offenses. 

Iran’s President Pledges to Face Down Forces Opposing a Nuclear Deal from New York Times 16 Dec 14

Risking his political standing, Iran’s president stressed on Monday that he was determined to cinch a nuclear deal and prepared to take on the
conservative forces who would prefer not to see an agreement with the West, even if that means continued economic sanctions on Iran. 

Iran Says Nuclear Talks To Resume In Geneva Wednesday from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 14

Iran will resume negotiations with world powers in Geneva next week aimed at reaching a deal over Tehran’s controversial nuclear programme,
its deputy foreign minister said Thursday. 

Detention Taking ‘Devastating Toll’ On Post Reporter Detained In Iran from Washington Post 11 Dec 14

The prison cell that has been Jason Rezaian’s home for most of the past 141 days has no mattress. He has slept on blankets on the hard floor and
awakened each morning with back pain, for which he has received no treatment. 

Kerry Predicts Iran Nuclear Talks Will Be Settled Long Before June Deadline from Washington Post 8 Dec 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry predicted Sunday that a deal to limit Iran’s nuclear capacity could be reached in three or four months, or even
sooner. 

Kerry ‘Dismayed’ That Post Reporter Jason Rezaian Has Been Charged In Iran from Washington Post 8 Dec 14

U.S. Secretary of State John F. Kerry said he was “deeply disappointed and concerned” that charges have been brought against The Washington
Post’s bureau chief in Tehran more than four months after he was detained. 

IAEA Needs Millions More For Iran Monitoring from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

The U.N. nuclear agency says it will need an extra 4.6 million euros ($5.7 million) from members to fund extended intensive monitoring of Iran’s
nuclear program. 

Iran Extends Imprisonment Of Washington Post Reporter from New York Times 4 Dec 14

The judicial authorities in Iran have extended by at least two months the detention of Jason Rezaian, The Washington Post’s Tehran
correspondent, his brother said on Wednesday, confirming a report by Human Rights Watch. Mr. Rezaian has been imprisoned without
explanation since July 22, kept in solitary confinement and denied access to a lawyer. 

US: Iran Launches Airstrikes In Iraq Against IS from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

Iranian jets have carried out airstrikes against Islamic State militants in Iraq in recent days, Pentagon officials and independent analysts say,
underscoring the strange alliances generated by the war against the extremist group that has beheaded Americans and killed and terrorized Iraqi
civilians. 

US: Iran Launches Airstrikes Into Eastern Iraq from Associated Press 3 Dec 14



The Pentagon says that Iran has launched airstrikes against Islamic State militants in eastern Iraq. Rear Adm. John Kirby says the U.S. believes
this may be the first time Tehran has launched manned aircraft from inside Iran to strike targets in Iraq. 

Iranian Jets Carried Out Anti-IS Air Raids In Iraq: US from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 14

Iranian fighter jets bombed Islamic State jihadists in eastern Iraq in recent days, but the strikes were not coordinated with US forces, the Pentagon
said Tuesday. 

Iran to turn uranium into reactor fuel under extended deal: source from Reuters 2 Dec 14

Iran will convert more of its higher-grade enriched uranium into reactor fuel under an extended nuclear deal with world powers, making the
material less suitable for building atomic bombs, a diplomatic source and a U.S. think-tank said on Monday. 

Khamenei tells Iran armed forces to build up 'irrespective' of diplomacy from Reuters 1 Dec 14

Iran's supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said on Sunday the armed forces should increase their combat capability regardless of political
considerations, in an apparent allusion to continuing nuclear talks with the West aimed at easing tension in the Middle East. 

Iran’s Supreme Leader Backs Extension Of Nuclear Talks from New York Times 28 Nov 14

Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, expressed support on Thursday for the extension of talks with Western powers on the country’s
nuclear program. 

Iran’s Supreme Leader Dismisses Western Pressure On Nuclear Issue from New York Times 26 Nov 14

The day after a deadline for concluding a nuclear agreement was extended for seven months, Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,
delivered his first remarks on the negotiations, saying that the West had failed to bring Iran “to its knees.” 

For Former Embassy Hostages, A Special Interest In Iran Talks from New York Times 26 Nov 14

When the United States agreed on Monday to extend the nuclear negotiations with Iran for another seven months, it was met with immediate
protest from Republicans and some Democrats in Congress, as well as from hard-liners in Iran’s Parliament. 

Iran nuclear talks stumble, extended until July from Associated Press 25 Nov 14

A yearlong effort to seal a nuclear deal with Iran fizzled Monday, leaving the U.S. and its allies little choice but to declare a seven-month
extension in hopes that a new deadline will be enough to achieve what a decade of negotiations have failed to do - limit Tehran's ability to make a
nuclear weapon. 

U.S. And Allies Extend Iran Nuclear Talks By 7 Months from New York Times 25 Nov 14

A yearlong effort to reach an enduring accord with Iran to dismantle large parts of its nuclear infrastructure fell short on Monday, forcing the
United States and its allies to declare a seven-month extension, but with no clear indication of why they think they can ultimately overcome the
political obstacles that have so far blocked a deal. 

US Tells Iran To Consider Nuclear Talks Extension from Associated Press 24 Nov 14

The U.S. told Iran Sunday that it’s time to consider extending nuclear talks, in the first formal recognition by Washington that frenzied last-minute
diplomacy may not be enough to seal a deal by a rapidly approaching deadline. 

Iran Nuclear Negotiators, Facing Deadline And Differences, Weigh Extending Talks from New York Times 24 Nov 14

With a deadline for an agreement to curb Iran’s nuclear program just a day away, Western and Iranian officials on Sunday finally acknowledged
that they might be too far apart on the most contentious disputes and began to wrestle with the issue of how to find terms for extending the talks a
second time. 

Muslim Clerics Meet In Iran To Counter Extremists from Associated Press 24 Nov 14

Shiite and Sunni clerics from about 80 countries gathered in Iran’s holy city of Qom on Sunday to develop a strategy to combat extremists,
including the Islamic State group that has captured large parts of Iraq and Syria. 



Kerry Meets French Counterpart Ahead Of Iran Nuclear Talks In Vienna from New York Times 21 Nov 14

Secretary of State John Kerry met with his French counterpart here on Thursday as he sought to close ranks with a key negotiating partner before
heading to Vienna for a crucial round of negotiations over Iran’s nuclear program. 

Kerry: Iran Nuclear Talks Seek Agreements Not Extension In Upcoming Deadline from Washington Post 21 Nov 14

Secretary of State John Kerry said Thursday that negotiators engaged in talks with Iran over its nuclear program are still pushing for a deal by
Monday’s deadline, though partners in the negotiations have signaled more time may be needed. 

Beyond Iran Nuclear Talks, Real Hurdles May Be In Tehran from New York Times 21 Nov 14

Far from the flashing cameras and microphones in Vienna, where Secretary of State John Kerry is going to join Iranian and United States
diplomats in a final push to reach a compromise on Tehran’s nuclear program, another political drama unfolded this week in a prominent
auditorium in the Iranian capital. 

Kerry in diplomatic overdrive on Iran nuclear deal from Associated Press 20 Nov 14

With a deadline for Iranian nuclear deal fast approaching, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry embarked Wednesday on a frenzy of high-stakes
diplomacy in a last-minute push to secure an agreement - or at least prevent the process from collapsing. 

Iran to resist 'excessive' demands in push for nuclear deal from Reuters 19 Nov 14

Iran said it would resist Western pressure to make what it considered to be excessive concessions in nuclear talks that started on Tuesday,
highlighting obstacles that could prevent a historic deal being reached by a Nov. 24 deadline. 

Iran Talks: Taking Stock A Week Before Deadline from Associated Press 18 Nov 14

Iran and six world powers are closer than ever to a deal that would crimp Tehran’s ability to make nuclear arms – a status that would lead to an
end to sanctions on the Islamic republic and ease tensions that could boil over into a new Middle East war. 

Final deal in Iran nuclear talks unlikely by deadline: sources from Reuters 13 Nov 14

Despite nearly a year of negotiations, Iran and six major powers are unlikely to meet a Nov. 24 deadline to reach a final deal to lift international
sanctions on Tehran in exchange for curbs on its nuclear program, officials say. 

US, Iran Seek Nuclear Breakthrough Amid Domestic Pressures from Agence France-Presse 12 Nov 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry arrived in Oman early Sunday to seek a breakthrough in nuclear talks with Iran, with domestic pressures
weighing heavily on hopes for a deal. 

Iran Signs Deal With Russia For 2 New Nuclear Reactors from AFP 12 Nov 14

Russia on Tuesday signed a deal with Iran to build two new nuclear reactors and agreed to expand the total number of Russian reactors in the
country to eight, the state nuclear agency Rosatom said. 

Obama Warns Of ‘Big Gap’ As US, Iran Seek Nuclear Deal from Agence France-Presse 10 Nov 14

The United States and Iran held high-level talks in Oman Sunday ahead of a looming deadline for a nuclear deal, but President Barack Obama
warned that a “big gap” remained. 

In Oman, U.S. And Iranian Negotiators Talk Late Into Night About Nuclear Deal from Washington Post 10 Nov 14

The urgent quest for a breakthrough in talks to rein in Iran’s nuclear capacity led negotiators to meet into the night Sunday with a deadline
looming over their heads. 

Iran, Russia To Sign Nuclear Plants Deal Tuesday: Media from Agence France-Presse 10 Nov 14

The head of Iran’s atomic energy agency will travel to Russia Tuesday to sign a construction deal for two nuclear power plants on Iran’s southern
Gulf shores, media reported. 

Report: Obama Wrote Secret Letter To Iran On Islamic State from USA Today 7 Nov 14



President Obama secretly wrote a letter last month to Iran’s supreme leader Ali Khamenei that sought to link cooperation in the fight against the
Islamic State in Iraq and Syria to a nuclear deal, The Wall Street Journal reported Thursday. 

Obama Said to Send Letter to Khamenei on Islamic State from Bloomberg 7 Nov 14

President Barack Obama sent a secret letter in October to Iran’s Ayatollah Ali Khamenei asking for support in fighting Islamic State, said two
U.S. officials who spoke on condition of anonymity. 

Iran general said to mastermind Iraq ground war from QASSIM ABDUL-ZAHRA and VIVIAN SALAMA 6 Nov 14

When Islamic State militants retreated from the embattled town of Jurf al-Sakher last week, the Iraqi military was quick to flaunt a rare victory.
State television showed tanks and Humvees parading through the town and soldiers touring government buildings that the Sunni extremist group
had occupied since August. 

Kerry On Iran Nuclear Talks: ‘I Want To Get This Done’ from Washington Post 6 Nov 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry on Wednesday said it would be more difficult to reach a deal with Iran curbing its ability to build nuclear
weapons if negotiations extend beyond a Nov. 24 deadline. 

GOP likely to fall short of votes to reject potential Iran nuclear deal from Washington Times 6 Nov 14

Republicans controlling both houses of Congress will have new license to pressure the Obama administration on foreign and national security
policy, but congressional sources and analysts say it remains unlikely the GOP will have the power to play spoiler if the White House decides to
accept an Iranian nuclear deal that allows Tehran to continue enriching uranium. 

Iranian Website Reports U.S. Giving Ground On Nuclear Centrifuges from Los Angeles Times 5 Nov 14

The Obama administration has agreed to allow Iran to operate 6,000 centrifuges to enrich uranium, up from a proposed ceiling of 4,000 reported
two weeks ago, as part of negotiations for a nuclear deal, according to a website approved by the Iranian government. 

World Powers To Meet With Iran On Nuclear Talks In Oman from Bloomberg News 3 Nov 14

Iran will meet with the U.S. and other world powers next week in Oman in advance of a Nov. 24 deadline for a deal that would curtail Tehran’s
nuclear program. 

Role for Russia Gives Iran Talks a Possible Boost from New York Times 3 Nov 14

Iran has tentatively agreed to ship much of its huge stockpile of uranium to Russia if it reaches a broader nuclear deal with the West, according to
officials and diplomats involved in the negotiations, potentially a major breakthrough in talks that have until now been deadlocked. 

Iran Wants Sanctions Lifted Before Nuclear Deal from Agence France-Presse 30 Oct 14

Iran wants all Western sanctions to be lifted before striking a deal on its contested nuclear programme by a November deadline, a top official said
Wednesday. 

Iran Denies Claim Nuclear Deal Is ‘Finalised’ from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 14

Iran’s government was forced to deny Tuesday it had already struck a nuclear deal with the West, after a lawmaker accused its negotiators of
secretly selling the country short. 

Slim Chances Of Iran Nuclear Deal By Deadline: Diplomat from Agence France-Presse 28 Oct 14

A deal on Iran’s contested nuclear programme before a November 24 deadline is highly unlikely, a Western diplomat close to negotiations said on
Monday. 

Human Rights In Iran Have Worsened, U.N. Investigator Says from New York Times 28 Oct 14

Executions have surged in Iran and oppressive conditions for women have worsened, a United Nations investigator said on Monday, drawing
attention to rights abuses just as Iran’s president is pushing for a diplomatic breakthrough with the West. 

Thousands In Iran Protest Acid Attacks On Women from New York Times 23 Oct 14



Thousands of Iranians took to the streets of the historic city of Isfahan on Wednesday to protest several acid attacks on women. The attacks had
coincided with the passage of a law designed to protect those who correct people deemed to be acting in an “un-Islamic” way. 

Khamenei Says Iraq Can Beat IS Without Foreigners from Agence France-Presse 22 Oct 14

Iran’s supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei on Tuesday told Iraq’s visiting premier that the Baghdad government is capable of defeating
Islamic State jihadists without foreign troops being deployed. 

Obama Sees an Iran Deal That Could Avoid Congress from New York Time 21 Oct 14

No one knows if the Obama administration will manage in the next five weeks to strike what many in the White House consider the most
important foreign policy deal of his presidency: an accord with Iran that would forestall its ability to make a nuclear weapon.

Obama Sees An Iran Deal That Could Avoid Congress from New York Times 20 Oct 14

No one knows if the Obama administration will manage in the next five weeks to strike what many in the White House consider the most
important foreign policy deal of his presidency: an accord with Iran that would forestall its ability to make a nuclear weapon. 

Iran, U.S. say some headway made in 'difficult' nuclear talks from Reuters 17 Oct 14

Iran and the United States said they made some progress in high-level nuclear talks but much work remained to clinch a breakthrough deal by a
late-November deadline. 

US, EU Talk With Iran About Its Nuclear Program from Washington Post 16 Oct 14

With a deadline looming for an agreement that would limit Iran’s nuclear aspirations, U.S. Secretary of State John F. Kerry and Iran’s foreign
minister started talks Wednesday afternoon about bridging significant gaps between the West’s demands and what Iran is willing to give up. 

US, Iran Seek Magic Formula In Nuclear Talks from Agence France-Presse 16 Oct 14

Ensconced for hours in a Vienna hotel room, US Secretary of State John Kerry and his Iranian counterpart tried Wednesday to resuscitate troubled
talks about limiting Tehran’s nuclear programme. 

US, Iran Keep Pushing For Elusive Nuclear Deal from Agence France-Presse 15 Oct 14

Iran’s foreign minister warned Tuesday of “numerous” gaps in troubled nuclear talks with world powers but both he and US counterpart John
Kerry, due in Vienna Wednesday, insisted a deal remains possible by a November 24 deadline. 

Iran’s Rouhani: Nuke Deal Possible Before Deadline from Associated Press 14 Oct 14

Iran’s president said on Monday that Tehran and world powers may still be able to reach a final deal on the country’s controversial nuclear
program before the Nov. 24 deadline. 

Pakistani Sunni Insurgents Step Up Attacks In Iran from New York Times 10 Oct 14

Sunni insurgents in Pakistan increased attacks on Iranian border posts in the southeast of the country this week, employing methods similar to
those used by Islamic State militants in Syria and Iraq. 

Iran Hails ‘Constructive’ Talks With UN Nuclear Agency from Agence France-Presse 9 Oct 14

Iran said Thursday it held “constructive” talks with a visiting delegation of the UN nuclear watchdog seeking to resolve outstanding issues in
Tehran’s disputed atomic programme. 

Pressure rising in Kerry nuclear talks with Iran from Associated Press 9 Oct 14

America's top diplomat is plunging back into Iranian nuclear talks, keeping one eye on the longtime U.S. adversary and the other on political
developments at home, as pressure rises in Washington for a deal ensuring the Islamic republic cannot become a nuclear state. 

Iran’s President Says West’s ‘Blunders’ Aided Rise Of Islamic State from New York Times 26 Sep 14

President Hassan Rouhani of Iran delivered a searing indictment of Western and Arab states on Thursday in his annual speech to the United
Nations, blaming them for sowing the seeds of extremism in the Middle East with “strategic blunders” that have given rise to the Islamic State



and other violent jihadist groups. 

Iranian President Praises Cooperation In New York from New York Times 25 Sep 14

In two days of back-to-back interviews, speeches and meetings in New York this week, President Hassan Rouhani of Iran has gone to some
lengths to sound much like President Obama in describing the need to defeat Islamic radicals and to seize what may well be a last opportunity
over the next two months to reach an accord with the West over Iran’s nuclear program. 

UK-Iran Meeting First Since 1979 Revolution from Associated Press 25 Sep 14

British Prime Minister David Cameron and Iranian President Hassan Rouhani met Wednesday on the sidelines of the United Nations General
Assembly, the first such meeting since the Iranian revolution in 1979. 

US Secretary Of State Kerry Meets Iran’s Zarif from Associated Press 22 Sep 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry emerged from talks Sunday with Iranian Foreign Minister Mohamad Javad Zarif, saying Washington was
intent on advancing negotiations focused on reducing Iran’s atomic activities in exchange for an end to nuclear-related sanctions. 

Iranian Conservatives, Reformists Unreceptive To U.S. Nuclear Proposal from Los Angeles Times 22 Sep 14

A U.S. proposal aimed at resolving a central dispute in nuclear talks with Iran is meeting skepticism in the Iranian capital from conservatives and
observers of other political stripes. 

President Obama Is Open To Talking With Iran President, Official Says from Los Angeles Times 19 Sep 14

President Obama would be open to a repeat of last year’s historic conversation with Iranian President Hassan Rouhani at next week’s United
Nations General Assembly session, a senior administration official said Thursday. 

US ‘Obsessed’ With Sanctions Against Tehran: Iran FM from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 14

Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif on Wednesday accused the United States of being “obsessed” with sanctions against his country,
on the eve of new bilateral talks on a nuclear deal. 

Iran’s Current Uranium Enrichment Not Acceptable Says US from Agence France-Presse 17 Sep 14

Iran cannot convince the world that its current ability to enrich uranium is acceptable, the top US negotiator said ahead of new nuclear talks with
global powers. 

Iran nuclear bomb probe will not be 'endless': IAEA from Reuters 16 Sep 14

A U.N. nuclear agency investigation into suspected atomic bomb research by Iran will not be an "endless process", its chief said on Monday,
pressuring Tehran to step up cooperation with the long-stalled probe. 

Kerry Says U.S. Is Still Open To Talking To Iran About ISIS Threat from New York Times 16 Sep 14

Secretary of State John Kerry said on Monday that the Obama administration would keep the door open to confidential communications with Iran
on the security crisis in Iraq, despite sarcastic criticism from Iran’s supreme leader, who said the American plan for bombing Islamic militants,
their common enemy, was absurd. 

Iran Won’t Join U.S. In Islamic State Fight from Washington Post 16 Sep 14

Iran on Monday spurned an American request for cooperation in the fight against Islamic State militants, but the United States said the door
remains open to a rare opportunity to make common cause with its principal adversary in the Middle East. 

ISIS Fight Raises Fears That Efforts To Curb Iran Will Take A Back Seat from New York Times 12 Sep 14

President Obama’s decision to engage in a lengthy battle to defeat the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria reorders the global priorities of his final
years in office. The mystery is whether it will deprive him of the legacy he had once hoped would define his second term, or enhance it instead. 

Iran’s Talks With Russia May Strike At Sanctions from New York Times 10 Sep 14

Iran sent new signals on Tuesday that it was seeking to subvert the Western sanctions on its contentious nuclear energy program, adding



uncertainties in advance of another round of negotiations next week in New York before the United Nations General Assembly. 

Iran’s Supreme Leader Undergoes Prostate Surgery from Associated Press 8 Sep 14

Iran’s supreme leader underwent prostate surgery on Monday and was recovering at a government hospital in Tehran, state media said in a rare
report on the state of health of the country’s top cleric. 

IAEA report expected to show little headway in Iran nuclear investigation from Reuters 4 Sep 14

The United Nations nuclear watchdog is expected to issue a report this week showing little progress is being made in its long-running
investigation into suspected atomic bomb research by Iran, diplomats said on Wednesday. 

Iran Has ‘Ideas’ On How To Reach Nuclear Deal from Agence France-Presse 3 Sep 14

Iran has plenty of ideas on how to reach a nuclear deal with world powers before a November 24 deadline, Tehran’s lead negotiator said Tuesday
during a visit to France. 

Iran Altering Reactor In Bid For Nuclear Deal from New York Times 28 Aug 14

Atomic power engineers in Iran have started redesigning a partly constructed reactor in the northwest city of Arak to limit the amount of
plutonium it produces, the country’s top nuclear official said Wednesday, expressing hope that the change would help alleviate Western objections
that the plutonium could be used in weapons. 

Iran says 'completing' nuclear steps agreed with IAEA from Reuters 26 Aug 14

Iran is "in the process" of completing measures on transparency in its nuclear research that were agreed with the U.N. atomic agency, a senior
Iranian official was quoted as saying, suggesting Tehran had at least partly met a Monday deadline for cooperation. 

Iran Says It Downs Israeli Drone Near Nuclear Site from Associated Press 25 Aug 14

Iran’s elite Revolutionary Guards said Sunday its forces shot down an Israeli drone as it approached an Iranian nuclear site, recovering major parts
of what it described as an advanced aircraft. Israeli officials could not be immediately reached for comment. 

UN Agency: Iran Abiding With Terms Of Nuke Deal from Associated Press 21 Aug 14

The U.N. nuclear agency says that Iran is keeping commitments it agreed to with six world powers in a pact that temporarily caps its nuclear
activities and eliminates material that could be most easily used to make nuclear weapons. 

Iran Won’t Sign Nuclear Deal “At Any Price” from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 14

Iran is committed to securing a nuclear agreement with world powers but will not sign one “at any price”, its negotiators said Monday, as a key
deadline for Tehran nears. 

UN: Iran Ready To Cooperate On Nuclear Probe from Associated Press 18 Aug 14

Iran’s president has promised to back a United Nations probe into suspicions that the country secretly worked on nuclear arms, the U.N.’s chief
nuclear inspector said Sunday after talks in Tehran. 

Iran's supreme leader dismisses direct US talks from Associated Press 14 Aug 14

Iran's supreme leader on Wednesday dismissed the value of direct talks with the U.S., his first comments touching on meetings that officials from
the Islamic Republic had with Americans dating back to secret talks that began in 2012. 

With Gas Byproduct, Iran Sidesteps Sanctions from New York Times 13 Aug 14

Iran is finding a way around Western sanctions to export increasing amounts of an ultralight oil to China and other Asian markets, expanding the
value of its trade by potentially billions of dollars a year. 

Iran’s President Lashes Out At Nuke Deal Critics from Associated Press 12 Aug 14

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani offered his harshest criticism yet Monday of hard-liners opposed to making a deal over its contested nuclear
program with world powers, saying they should go “to hell.” 



US, Iran Negotiators Resume Nuclear Talks from Wall Street Journal 8 Aug 14

Geneva Talks Come Amid a Growing Range of Disputes Between the Two Sides

Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister: Jailing Of Post Reporter Is An Internal Matter from Washington Post 7 Aug 14

The detention of Washington Post reporter Jason Rezaian and two other journalists in Iran is an internal matter in which the United States has no
say, a senior Iranian official has told a prominent conservative newspaper. 

U.S. Has No Information On Jailed Post Reporter from Washington Post 6 Aug 14

The State Department has no new information on the whereabouts or welfare of Washington Post reporter Jason Rezaian, detained two weeks ago
in Iran, spokeswoman Jen Psaki said Tuesday. 

U.S. Has No Information On Jailed Post Reporter from Washington Post 6 Aug 14

The State Department has no new information on the whereabouts or welfare of Washington Post reporter Jason Rezaian, detained two weeks ago
in Iran, spokeswoman Jen Psaki said Tuesday. 

Iran nuclear talks likely on fringes of U.N. General Assembly: IRNA from Reuters 6 Aug 14

Iran and six world powers will probably discuss a potential deal on Tehran's nuclear program on the sidelines of the annual U.N. General
Assembly (UNGA) in September, the state news agency IRNA quoted a senior Iranian negotiator as saying. 

Lawmakers Voice Skepticism on Iran Nuclear Deal from New York Times 30 Jul 14

The Obama administration officials engaged in nuclear negotiations with Iran ran into a wall of skepticism at two congressional hearings on
Tuesday, with members of both parties insisting on a vote on any final agreement with the Tehran government and administration officials
strongly hinting that they have little intention of complying. 

State Department Urges Iran To Release Washington Post Correspondent from Washington Post 29 Jul 14

The State Department on Monday called for the release of The Washington Post’s Iran correspondent, Jason Rezaian, who was detained last week
in Tehran along with his wife and two others for undetermined reasons. 

Post Reporter, Other Journalists Appear To Have Been Detained In Iran (Londoño, WP) from Washington Post 25 Jul 14

Three American citizens, including The Washington Post’s correspondent in Iran, appear to have been detained this week in Tehran, U.S. officials
and the newspaper said Thursday. 

IAEA worried about slow progress in Iran nuclear probe: sources from Reuters 23 Jul 14

The U.N. nuclear watchdog is concerned about Iran's current lack of engagement with an investigation into its suspected atomic bomb research,
ahead of a deadline next month for Tehran to step up cooperation, diplomatic sources said on Tuesday. 

Iran eliminates sensitive stockpile under interim nuclear deal: IAEA from Reuters 21 Jul 14

Iran has moved to eliminate its most sensitive stockpile of enriched uranium gas under an interim nuclear deal reached with six world powers last
year, according to a monthly update by the U.N. nuclear watchdog obtained by Reuters on Sunday. 

Iranian President Backs Extension Of Nuclear Talks from Associated Press 18 Jul 14

Iran’s president on Thursday backed an extension of his country’s nuclear negotiations with world powers underway in Vienna, saying it would be
in the “interest of all” if the talks went on past their planned July 20 deadline. 

Obama Likely To Seek Additional Time For Nuclear Negotiations With Iran from New York Times 17 Jul 14

President Obama said on Wednesday that he believed the United States had “a credible way forward” in its nuclear negotiations with Iran, and
strongly suggested that after consultations with Congress, which has been threatening additional sanctions, he would seek an extension of the talks
beyond Sunday’s deadline. 



Kerry, ministers may join struggling Iran nuclear talks: diplomats from Reuters 9 Jul 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and other foreign ministers from the six powers negotiating with Iran on its nuclear program may travel to
Vienna soon to join the talks, which have failed so far to produce a deal, diplomats said on Tuesday. 

Diplomats: Iran Nuke Talks Make Little Progress from Associated Press 8 Jul 14

Talks over Iran’s nuclear program are making little headway, with Tehran resisting U.S.-led efforts to crimp activities that could be turned toward
making weapons, diplomats said Monday. 

Iran Leader Rejects Pressures At Nuclear Talks from Associated Press 8 Jul 14

Iran’s top leader has rejected pressure by the U.S. and its allies at ongoing nuclear talks in Vienna to force Iran into making concessions, saying
the West seeks to greatly restrict his country’s uranium enrichment program. 

Iranian Nuclear Deal Still Is Possible, But Time Is Running Out from Washington Post 1 Jul 14

July 20, the deadline to negotiate a comprehensive agreement on Iran’s nuclear program, is fast approaching. 

World Powers Determined To Reach Iran Nuclear Deal from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 14

World powers reaffirmed their commitment Thursday to reaching agreement with Iran on its contested nuclear programme by a July 20 deadline,
after Tehran lashed out at “excessive demands” made by them. 

Iran Secretly Sending Drones And Supplies Into Iraq, US Officials Say from New York Times 26 Jun 14

Iran is directing surveillance drones over Iraq from an airfield in Baghdad and is supplying Iraqi forces with tons of military equipment and other
supplies, according to American officials. 

Long Absent, Nuclear Expert Still Has Hold On Iran Talks from New York Times 25 Jun 14

As a team of Iranian negotiators parried with the West last week in increasingly heated negotiations over where the country will be forced to
dismantle many of its nuclear facilities, one mysterious figure was conspicuously missing. 

Iran’s Leader Says Tehran And Washington Not Aligned On Iraq from Washington Post 23 Jun 14

Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, made remarks Sunday that lessened any remaining possibility of military cooperation between the
Islamic republic and the United States in securing Iraq against an onslaught from al-Qaeda-inspired militants. 

Huge US-Iran gap on nukes as target date nears from Associated Press 18 Jun 14

Any thaw in relations between Iran and the United States under the pressure of Iraq's turmoil is unlikely to hasten progress in difficult negotiations
seeking limits on Tehran's nuclear program. 

U.S. Is Exploring Talks With Iran On Crisis In Iraq from New York Times 17 Jun 14

A senior American diplomat met with his Iranian counterpart in Vienna on Monday to explore whether the United States and Iran could work
together to create a more stable Iraqi government and ease the threat from Sunni militants. 

No. 2 U.S. Diplomat To Join Iran Nuclear Talks from Los Angeles Times 16 Jun 14

The Obama administration is sending both its second- and third-ranking diplomats to international negotiations on Iran’s nuclear program this
week, in a sign of the mounting urgency of the talks. 

Iran would resume enrichment if nuclear talks fail: minister from Reuters 13 Jun 14

Failure to reach a deal on Iran's nuclear program would force Tehran to resume uranium enrichment activities, Iran's Deputy Foreign Minister
Abbas Araqchi was quoted as saying on Thursday. 

US, Iranian Negotiators Fail To Break Impasse; Nuclear Deal Looks Unlikely By July 20 Deadline from Washington Post 12 Jun 14

Five weeks before a deadline to broker limits on Iran’s nuclear program, Iranian and American negotiators are far apart on crucial issues and
digging in their heels. 



Iran questions nuclear deal deadline as talks 'hit wall' from Reuters 11 Jun 14

Iran, after talks with senior U.S. officials, questioned whether a July deadline for a nuclear deal with world powers will be met, fueling doubts on
the outcome as France spoke out, saying talks on curbing Tehran's uranium enrichment had "hit a wall". 

US, Iran Hold Direct Nuclear Talks In Geneva from Associated Press 10 Jun 14

Negotiators from the United States and Iran have held face-to-face talks in Geneva in hopes of pushing forward efforts to reach a comprehensive
deal on Tehran’s nuclear program. 

U.S., EU Hold Talks With Iran To Curb Nuclear Program from Bloomberg News 10 Jun 14

U.S. and Iranian officials are holding an extra round of meetings to revive momentum in the push for an accord on the Islamic Republic’s nuclear
program. 

Iran, US Hold Direct Talks In Geneva For Nuclear Deal from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 14

Representatives from Iran and the United States meet in Geneva Monday for their first full-scale official talks in decades aimed at bridging the
gaps in negotiations for a deal on Tehran’s disputed nuclear programme. 

Iran’s President Vows To Defend Nuclear Rights from Associated Press 4 Jun 14

On the eve of talks, Iran’s moderate president said Tuesday that his administration will defend the Islamic Republic’s nuclear rights and work to
end international sanctions that have devastated its economy. 

UN Probe Of Iran Nuke Program May Slow Iran Talks from Associated Press 3 Jun 14

The head of the U.N. nuclear agency suggested Monday that a probe of suspected atomic arms work by Iran may stretch into next year — which
would push Tehran’s overall nuclear agreement with world powers long past the July 20 target date. 

Iran’s Zarif Reports Progress In EU Nuclear Talks from Agence France-Presse 29 May 14

Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said Wednesday progress has been made in his talks with EU diplomatic chief Catherine Ashton
over his country’s disputed nuclear programme. 

Prison Terms In Iran Hint Of New Reins On Internet from New York Times 28 May 14

Escalating their assault on Internet access, the judicial authorities in Iran have sentenced eight Facebook users to prison terms as long as 20 years
and have ordered Mark Zuckerberg, the multibillionaire American founder of Facebook, to testify in a lawsuit that contends the company’s social
media applications violate privacy, Iranian news sites reported on Tuesday. 

Kerry Calls For American Held In Iran To Be Freed from Agence France-Presse 27 May 14

Secretary of State John Kerry called on Iran on Monday to release a former US Marine “unjustly” held for nearly three years. 

West Says Rifts Remain Over Iran Nuke Pact from Associated Press 23 May 14

Western diplomats cast doubt Thursday on an optimistic assessment by Iran’s president, who said his country will likely meet a July target date
for a nuclear deal with six world powers. 

Iran’s President: Nuclear Deal By July “Likely” from Associated Press 22 May 14

Iran’s president says an agreement on curbing its nuclear program is “very likely” by July despite a snag in talks last week, but said negotiations
might also be extended. 

UN Nuclear Watchdog, Iran Agree New Transparency Measures from Agence France-Presse 22 May 14

The UN atomic watchdog said Wednesday it has agreed with Iran five new transparency measures, including two concerning a long-stalled probe
into Tehran’s alleged past efforts to develop atomic weapons. 

As U.S. Looks To Nuclear Deal, Book Faults Handling Of Iranian Defector from New York Times 19 May 14



To those who lost loved ones in the suicide bombing of the American Embassy in Beirut, Lebanon, in April 1983, it is often called “the forgotten
bombing” — overshadowed by an even deadlier attack on a Marine barracks at the Beirut airport six months later. 

Six powers, Iran start work on drafting long-term nuclear deal from Reuters 15 May 14

Six world powers and Iran launched a decisive phase of diplomacy on Wednesday to draft a lasting accord that would curb Tehran's contested
nuclear activity in exchange for a phased end to sanctions that have hobbled the Iranian economy. 

Iran, US Warn Of Hard Slog In Nuclear Talks from Agence France-Presse 14 May 14

Iranian and US officials in Vienna for a fourth round of nuclear talks cautioned Tuesday that there was still hard work to be done before a final
deal can be reached. 

Iran, UN Atomic Watchdog Tight-Lipped After Talks from Agence France-Presse 13 May 14

Iran and the UN atomic watchdog IAEA were tight-lipped on Monday after talks aimed at improving transparency and clearing up long-standing
allegations of past efforts by Tehran to develop nuclear weapons. 

Iranian minister sees major trade boost with Pakistan from Xinhua (China) 12 May 14

Iranian Minister of Economic Affairs and Finance Ali Tayyeb-Nia said on Monday the volume of trade exchange between Iran and Pakistan is set
to reach 5 billion U.S. dollars in the future, up from nearly 1 billion dollars in recent years, Press TV reported. 

Iran President Says Tehran “Transparent” In Talks from Associated Press 12 May 14

Iran’s president said Sunday his country would not surrender what it considers its right to nuclear development in upcoming talks with world
powers, but that it would be “transparent” in negotiations over the contested program. 

Iran, six powers hold 'useful' nuclear talks; agreement elusive from Reuters 8 May 14

Iran and six world powers held more "useful" talks on Tehran's nuclear program, both sides said, although a Western diplomat said they were still
struggling to overcome deep disagreements on the future of Iranian atomic capabilities. 

Experts From Iran And 6 Powers Start Nuclear Talks from Associated Press 7 May 14

Nuclear experts from Iran and six world powers are meeting in New York ahead of high-level political talks next week aimed at reaching an
agreement to limit Iran’s ability to produce nuclear weapons before a July 20 deadline. 

Hassan Rouhani Clashes With Iranian Conservatives Over Nuclear Talks from Los Angeles Times 6 May 14

The war of words between Iranian President Hassan Rouhani and his conservative critics is escalating as nuclear talks between Tehran and world
powers are set to enter a potentially decisive phase next week. 

Report: Nuclear Inspectors To Visit Iranian Sites from Associated Press 5 May 14

International nuclear inspectors will visit two sites in Iran in the coming days, the country’s official news agency reported Sunday, as an official
said that would fulfill a series of demands made by the United Nations nuclear watchdog. 

Russia Hopeful On Iran Nuclear Agreement from Associated Press 1 May 14

Iran’s unprecedented cooperation with the U.N.’s nuclear watchdog and six world powers raises hope that an agreement can be reached to limit
Iran’s ability to build nuclear arms by the before the July 20 deadline, a senior Russian Foreign Ministry official said ahead of a new round of
talks next week. 

Rouhani Defends Plan For Nuclear Deal With West from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 14

President Hassan Rouhani defended a potential nuclear deal with the West on Tuesday, insisting that an agreement would benefit the majority of
Iranians, while encountering resistance. 

Iran dismisses U.S. criticism of its election to U.N. NGO committee from Reuters 25 Apr 14

Iran on Thursday rejected U.S. criticism of its election to the United Nations' committee on non-governmental organizations (NGOs), saying



Washington's rebuke came from "baseless accusations" and violated the spirit of cooperation needed at the world body. 

U.S. sharply criticizes Iran's election to U.N. committee from Reuters 24 Apr 14

The United States on Wednesday sharply criticized the election of Iran to the United Nations' committee on non-governmental organizations,
saying it was a "troubling outcome." 

UN Committee Takes No Action On Iran Envoy Dispute from Associated Press 23 Apr 14

A U.N. committee took no action Tuesday on the U.S. refusal to grant a visa to Iran’s chosen ambassador to the United Nations after hearing from
both sides.

Iran Disputes Reports Of Violent Crackdown In Prison’s Political Detainee Block from New York Times 22 Apr 14

Iran’s penal authorities sought on Monday to discredit reports of a violent clash last week inside the political detainee block in Tehran’s Evin
Prison, calling them fabrications fomented by enemies of the government. 

Iran, world powers to start work on nuclear drafts next month from Reuters 21 Apr 14

Iran and world powers will begin work drafting a long-term settlement of Iran's disputed nuclear program at expert-level talks in New York next
month, the official state news agency IRNA reported on Sunday. 

IAEA Chief: Iran Complying With Nuclear Scale-down Commitments from Los Angeles Times 17 Apr 14

Iran is fulfilling its commitments under a November agreement with six foreign powers to convert or dilute its stockpile of medium-enriched
uranium, International Atomic Energy Agency officials reported Wednesday. 

Iran Meeting With U.N. Officials Over Envoy Dispute from New York Times 16 Apr 14

Iran raised the pressure at the United Nations on Tuesday over Washington’s refusal to grant a visa to the new Iranian ambassador, scheduling
urgent meetings to formally complain to Secretary General Ban Ki-moon’s legal counsel and to a special General Assembly committee that
handles complaints about the host nation, the United States. 

AP NewsBreak: Iran Cuts Nuke Weapons Ability from Associated Press 16 Apr 14

The United Nations will release a report this week certifying that Iran’s ability to make a nuclear bomb has been greatly reduced because it has
diluted half of its material that can be turned most quickly into weapons-grade uranium, diplomats said Tuesday. 

Sanctions Are Eased; Iran Sees Little Relief from New York Times 14 Apr 14

Halfway through a six-month nuclear deal between Iran and major world powers that was meant to allow time to reach a comprehensive
agreement, the Iranians have seen little in the way of a boost from the sanctions relief they had been expecting, trade lawyers and diplomatic
analysts say. 

Kerry Offers Sober Assessment Of Iran Nuke Talks from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

Secretary of State John Kerry is offering a sober assessment of the new round of nuclear talks between Iran and six world powers. 

Iran’s Choice Of Envoy “Not Viable,” U.S. Says from New York Times 9 Apr 14

The Obama administration intensified its objections on Tuesday to Iran’s nomination for United Nations ambassador, a former translator whose
role in the 1979-81 Tehran hostage crisis has touched American political nerves, asserting that the choice was “not viable” in what seemed as
close as possible to ruling it out. 

Spain smashes Iran missile material export plan from Associated Press 7 Apr 14

Spanish police say they have arrested four people who allegedly planned to send to Iran industrial machinery that could be used to make missiles. 

Senators Urge US To Deny Visa To Iran Ambassador from Associated Press 4 Apr 14

Twenty-nine Republican senators have written to President Barack Obama urging him to deny a visa to a former hostage-taker who is Iran’s
choice for ambassador to the United Nations. 



Iran’s Choice For U.N. Post Fuels Tension With U.S. from New York Times 3 Apr 14

Six months after President Obama made a groundbreaking telephone call to his Iranian counterpart, Hassan Rouhani, the administration has made
clear that expectations of a complete thaw in relations between Iran and the United States are premature. 

Obama Urges Iran To Seize Opportunity Of Nuclear Talks from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 14

US President Barack Obama urged the “entire” Iranian government Thursday to seize on nuclear talks with world powers to end Tehran’s
economic isolation. 

Russia: Iran nuke talks may suffer over Ukraine from Associated Press 20 Mar 14

U.S.-Russian tensions over Ukraine spilled over into nuclear talks with Iran Wednesday, with Moscow's chief envoy at the negotiations warning
that his country may take "retaliatory measures" that could hurt attempts to persuade Tehran to cut back on programs that could make atomic
arms. 

Hillary Clinton Says She Is ‘personally Skeptical’ About An Iran Nuclear Deal from Washington Post 20 Mar 14

Hillary Rodham Clinton cast doubt on the interim nuclear agreement with Iran, saying in a muscular policy speech here Wednesday night that she
is “personally skeptical” that Iran’s leaders will follow through on a comprehensive agreement to end their march toward nuclear weapons. 

West Sees Unity On Iran Despite Crisis In Ukraine from New York Times 19 Mar 14

Talks on a permanent nuclear agreement with Iran resumed in Vienna on Tuesday, heavily shadowed by the Ukraine crisis between the West and
Russia. But European and American officials said their differences with the Kremlin had no effect on the unified position they all take aimed at
ensuring the Iranians can never make atomic bombs. 

US Congress to Obama: Stand tough on Iran from Agence France-Presse 19 Mar 14

An overwhelming majority of US lawmakers Tuesday demanded President Barack Obama hold the line on Iran, as a permanent agreement
regarding the Islamic republic's contested nuclear program is under negotiation in Vienna. 

Iran Negotiator Cancels Dinner With EU’s Ashton from Associated Press 18 Mar 14

Iran’s foreign minister cancelled a planned dinner meeting with the European Union’s foreign policy chief on Monday over meetings she had with
opposition activists during a visit to Iran earlier this month, Semiofficial Fars news agency reported. 

Iran’s Zarif Sees No Nuclear Deal This Week from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 14

Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said on Sunday talks with world powers this week are unlikely to result in a comprehensive accord on
Iran’s controversial nuclear drive. 

Iran Faces “Tough Decisions” At Nuclear Talks: Kerry from Agence France-Presse 14 Mar 14

Iran has to take some “tough decisions” as world powers seek to hammer out a nuclear deal, US Secretary of State John Kerry said Thursday with
negotiations due to resume next week. 

Rouhani has not increased freedoms in Iran, U.N. chief says from Reuters 12 Mar 14

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani has failed to fulfil campaign promises to allow greater freedom of expression and there has been a sharp rise in
executions since his election, U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said on Tuesday. 

U.N. anti-drugs chief praises Iran fight despite executions from Reuters 11 Mar 14

The U.N. anti-drugs chief has praised Iran's fight against narcotics trafficking despite what human rights groups describe as a surge in executions
in the country, many of people convicted of drug-related offences. 

US Marks Seven Years For American “Held” In Iran from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry on Sunday marked seven years since the disappearance in Iran of American Robert Levinson and urged Tehran
to work with Washington to ensure his safe return. 



Iran Should Face More Pressure To Dismantle Nuclear Program, Netanyahu Tells AIPAC from Washington Post 5 Mar 14

Iran should face more intense pressure during international negotiations — and not be given further respite from sanctions — to force it to
completely dismantle its nuclear program, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Tuesday. 

UN: Iran Cuts Higher-Enriched Uranium Stock from Associated Press 4 Mar 14

Iran is cutting its stock of uranium that is closest to atomic weapons-grade as mandated in a deal with six world powers, the head of the U.N.
nuclear agency said Monday. 

UN Finds No Evidence Iran Seeks Nuclear Arms: Rouhani from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 14

President Hassan Rouhani said Sunday that despite “thousands of hours” of inspection, the UN’s atomic watchdog has found no evidence of
military objectives in Iran’s nuclear drive. 

Kerry: U.S. must pursue Iran talks before considering going to war from Reuters 27 Feb 14

The United States has an obligation to pursue nuclear negotiations with Iran before it considers going to war with Tehran to force it to give up its
nuclear activities, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said on Wednesday. 

U.S. lawmakers seek to revive stalled Iran sanctions bill from Reuters 26 Feb 14

Republican U.S. senators sought to revive a bill on Tuesday that would impose new sanctions on Iran despite President Barack Obama's insistence
that the measure would endanger delicate negotiations seeking to curb Tehran's nuclear program. 

Iran and 6 Powers Agree on Terms for Nuclear Talks from New York Times 20 Feb 14

In what officials described as a serious, workmanlike and conversational atmosphere, Iran and six world powers have agreed on a timetable and
framework for negotiating a comprehensive agreement to end the confrontation over Iran’s nuclear program, the European Union’s foreign policy
chief and Iran’s foreign minister said Thursday.

Iran Nuclear Talks Make Tentative Progress from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 14

Nuclear talks towards a lasting agreement between Iran and six powers appeared to make modest progress on a second day Wednesday, with
Washington saying the negotiations were “constructive and useful”. 

Negotiators Begin Search For Solution To Iranian Nuclear Issue from New York Times 19 Feb 14

The effort to negotiate a comprehensive solution to the Iranian nuclear issue began in earnest on Tuesday, with Iranian negotiators meeting one on
one with officials of the United States and other major world powers. 

Little Optimism As Iran Nuclear Talks Resume from New York Times 18 Feb 14

Talks with Iran over a permanent agreement on its nuclear program begin on Tuesday in Vienna, but there is little immediate optimism over a
negotiation that is expected to last up to a year. 

Sales Of Iranian Crude Oil Rose In January from New York Times 14 Feb 14

Sales of Iranian crude oil rose by 100,000 barrels a day in January, to 1.32 million, the International Energy Agency reported on Thursday in its
monthly survey, offering what appeared to be a glimpse at the initial impact of the temporary nuclear agreement that eased some of the Western
sanctions against Iran. 

IMF Says Iran Economy Needs Reform To Build On Sanctions Relief from Bloomberg News 13 Feb 14

The International Monetary Fund said Iran’s economy needs fundamental reforms to recover from “large shocks and weak macroeconomic
management” over the past several years. 

Obama Greets France’s Leader, But Warns Against Doing Business With Iran from New York Times 12 Feb 14

With the French president looking on, President Obama vowed on Tuesday to come down on companies that evade sanctions against Iran “like a
ton of bricks.” He spoke a week after a delegation of French corporate executives traveled to Tehran looking for business opportunities amid



diplomatic efforts to reach a nuclear deal. 

Rouhani Calls For National Unity, Healing; Says Iran Will Not Relinquish Defense Capability from Washington Post 12 Feb 14

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani marked the anniversary of the founding of the Islamic republic on Tuesday with a mix of defiance and
moderation, telling a huge crowd of Iranians that “no single political faction can rule the country, and all political groups must have a share in
running the country.” 

Iran Agrees To Provide Data On Its Detonators from New York Times 10 Feb 14

Iran’s government committed to providing information on detonators for the first time on Sunday as part of a new series of confidence-building
measures it agreed to with the United Nations’ nuclear watchdog. 

U.S. Issues Penalties Over Violations Of Iran Sanctions from New York Times 7 Feb 14

The Obama administration penalized nearly three dozen companies and individuals in eight countries on Thursday, accusing them of evading
Iranian sanctions.

French Minister Hits Back At US On Iran Business Ties from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 14

A visit to Iran by a 116-strong delegation of French business figures is “a bet” on the future and not “business as usual”, France’s finance minister
said Wednesday, brushing off US criticism of the trip. 

US Officials: Iran Is Not Open For Business _ Yet from Associated Press 5 Feb 14

U.S. officials said Tuesday that an interim deal with Iran that curbs its nuclear program in exchange for some relief from economic sanctions that
have crippled its economy does not mean that Tehran is open for business. 

Final Nuclear Deal Possible Within Six Months: Iran from Agence France-Presse 4 Feb 14

Iran’s foreign minister said Monday that he believed a final deal with world powers over Tehran’s contested nuclear programme was possible
within six months. 

Kerry And Iran Minister Confer On Nuclear Issue from New York Times 3 Feb 14

Iran’s foreign minister, Mohammad Javad Zarif, met for an hour on Sunday with Secretary of State John Kerry, another sign of serious efforts to
solve the crisis around Iran’s nuclear program. 

Its Great Lake Shriveled, Iran Confronts Crisis Of Water Supply from New York Times 31 Jan 14

After driving for 15 minutes over the bottom of what was once Iran’s largest lake, a local environmental official stepped out of his truck, pushed
his hands deep into his pockets and silently wandered into the great dry plain, as if searching for water he knew he would never find. 

Iran Nuclear Talks To Resume February In New York from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 14

Iran and world powers will resume talks next month in New York on reaching a long-term nuclear deal, a senior US official said Monday. 

On charm offensive, Iran leader sets lofty goals from Associated Press 24 Jan 14

In a charm offensive to the global political and business elite, Iranian President Hassan Rouhani set lofty ambitions for his country, including
becoming one of the world's top 10 economies. 

U.S. and Iran Offer Clashing Accounts of the Civil War in Syria from New York Times 24 Jan 14

Secretary of State John Kerry and President Hassan Rouhani of Iran offered clashing accounts on Thursday of the civil war in Syria, and the role
that Tehran is playing in the conflict. 

New Push Is Made To Free An American While Iran Is At The Negotiating Table from New York Times 23 Jan 14

Advocates for a former Marine imprisoned in Tehran more than two years ago are seeking to use a diplomatic window created by the temporary
nuclear agreement with Iran to gain his release. 



Temporary Nuclear Deal With Iran Takes Effect from New York Times 21 Jan 14

The first orchestrated rollback in Western antinuclear economic sanctions against Iran took effect on Monday under Tehran’s temporary agreement
with world powers, as all sides reported that the steps initially promised had been fulfilled. 

IAEA Board To Discuss Iran Nuclear Freeze Jan 24 from Agence France-Presse 16 Jan 14

The head of the UN atomic watchdog said Wednesday he has called an extraordinary meeting of the agency’s board on January 24 to discuss how
to verify Iran’s upcoming nuclear freeze. 

Dems Signal Willingness To Wait On Iran Sanctions from Associated Press 15 Jan 14

Senate Democrats who favor a new batch of sanctions on Iran have signaled a willingness to hold off on levying penalties to give diplomatic
negotiations a chance. They’ve been getting pressure from the Obama administration 

Obama Urges Congress To Give Iran Diplomacy A Chance from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 14

President Barack Obama urged the US Congress to give peace with Iran a chance Monday, as lawmakers lined up behind new sanctions despite
warnings they could doom an interim nuclear deal. 

Iranian Nuclear Accord Advances from Wall Street Journal 12 Jan 14

Obama Threatens Veto of Sanctions 

As Iran Nuclear Talks Resume, Ayatollah Criticizes U.S. from New York Times 10 Jan 14

Iran’s supreme leader harshly denounced the United States on Thursday as negotiations to conclude an interim agreement in the Iranian nuclear
dispute resumed, saying those talks illustrated what he called the hostility of Americans toward Iran and the Muslim world. 

Iran’s Zarif Optimistic On Eve Of Nuclear Deal Talks from Agence France-Presse 9 Jan 14

Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said Wednesday he was optimistic about a landmark nuclear agreement with world powers,
saying negotiations were progressing amid “strong political will”. 

Iran Nuclear Talks To Resume Thursday In Geneva from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 14

Iran and world powers will meet in Geneva from Thursday to iron out remaining obstacles in implementing a historic nuclear deal struck in
November, Iranian and EU officials said. 

U.S. and Iran Face Common Enemies in Mideast Strife from New York Times 6 Jan 14

Even as the United States and Iran pursue negotiations on Tehran’s nuclear program, they find themselves on the same side of a range of regional
issues surrounding an insurgency raging across the Middle East. 

Date ‘Set’ To Apply Iran Nuclear Deal: Report from Agence France-Presse 2 Jan 14

Experts from Iran and the P5+1 group of world powers have chosen January 20 to begin implementing the Geneva deal on Tehran’s nuclear
programme, IRNA news agency said Wednesday. 

In Iran, Hard-liners Strike Back from Washington Post 31 Dec 13

Conservatives in Iran are enjoying their first major return to the spotlight since the surprise victory of Hassan Rouhani in the June presidential
election, highlighting lingering divisions within the Islamic republic’s political establishment. 

Report: Iran Keeping New Centrifuges Offline from Associated Press 30 Dec 13

Iran’s nuclear chief says the Islamic Republic has not begun using a new generation of centrifuges for enriching uranium after striking a deal to
ease sanctions with world powers, state television reported Sunday. 

Iran MPs Want Higher Enrichment In Case Of New Sanctions from Agence France-Presse 26 Dec 13

Iranian lawmakers presented a bill to the parliament’s presiding board which could oblige the government to enrich uranium to 60 percent if new
sanctions are imposed, media reported Wednesday. 



U.S. will seek triggers to reimpose sanctions on Iran: Rice from Rueters 23 Dec 13

The United States and its allies will have ways to reimpose sanctions on Iran if the Islamic Republic is caught making bombs after striking a deal
to freeze its nuclear program, national security adviser Susan Rice said on Sunday. 

World powers and Iran pause nuclear talks for Christmas from Rueters 22 Dec 13

Six world powers and Iran have suspended their expert-level talks on implementing a landmark nuclear deal until after Christmas, a spokeswoman
for European Union foreign policy chief Catherine Ashton said on Sunday. 

Iran Nuclear Talks To Resume In Geneva Thursday from Agence France-Presse 19 Dec 13

Talks between Iran and world powers on implementing last month’s nuclear deal will resume Thursday in Geneva, a spokesman for EU foreign
policy chief Catherine Ashton, and Tehran, said Wednesday. 

Iran Official: Final Nuclear Deal Is Possible from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

A top adviser to Iran’s supreme leader says Tehran is ready for a final nuclear deal with the world powers over its disputed atomic program. 

Who To Believe On Iran? Maybe Both from McClatchy 17 Dec 13

While flying on a visit to Vietnam, Secretary of State John Kerry talked by telephone with Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javed Zarif, the
first discussion between the pair since the conclusion in Geneva of the Nov. 24 interim deal on the Iranian nuclear dispute. 

Family: Make Iran Talks Contingent On Levinson Aid from Associated Press 17 Dec 13

The Obama administration should make any diplomatic agreement with Iran contingent on Tehran’s help finding missing CIA contractor Robert
Levinson, a lawyer for his family said Monday. 

White House adviser consulted Israeli officials on Iran deal from Reuters 16 Dec 13

President Barack Obama's national security adviser Susan Rice played host to a series of meetings with Israeli officials last week to try to gain
their support for an interim deal with Iran aimed at containing Tehran's nuclear program. 

US Hits Firms Over Iran; Sanctions Debate Goes On from Associated Press 13 Dec 13

The United States targeted more than a dozen companies and people on Thursday for allegedly evading sanctions against Iran, an effort by the
Obama administration to show it will enforce existing law even as it presses Congress to hold off on additional measures while world powers
pursue a comprehensive nuclear deal with Tehran. 

Congress To Hold Off On Iran Sanctions For Now from Associated Press 12 Dec 13

Possible House action this week against Iran could fall short of new penalties that might derail a short-term nuclear agreement and Senate steps
seem further off, legislatives aides said Wednesday, as the Obama administration appealed for patience. 

Obama Administration Tries To Prevent New Sanctions On Iran During Talks from New York Times 11 Dec 13

With Iran threatening that any new sanctions would scuttle its interim nuclear deal with the West, the Obama administration is fighting a fierce
battle to convince skeptical Senate Democrats not to pass any new measures against Tehran. 

No Start Date For Iran Nuclear Freeze Expected From Vienna Talks from Agence France-Presse 11 Dec 13

Experts from Iran, world powers and the UN atomic watchdog discussing how to implement November’s nuclear deal are set to fall short of
agreeing a start date for Tehran’s six-month nuclear freeze, diplomats said. 

Netanyahu says military option 'necessary' on Iran from France 24 9 Dec 13

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu heads the weekly cabinet meeting in his offices in Jerusalem on December 8, 2013Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu heads the weekly cabinet meeting in his offices in Jerusalem on December 8, 2013 AFP - Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu said Sunday that a "military option" was "necessary" for the success of negotiations aimed at reining in Iran's disputed
nuclear program. 



Exclusive: Iran’s Foreign Minister Says Sanctions Would Kill Nuclear Deal from TIME 9 Dec 13

In a wide-ranging interview with TIME in Tehran on Dec. 7, Iran’s Foreign Minister Mohammed Javad Zarif spoke to writer and Iran expert
Robin Wright about how the Geneva nuclear deal came together, how the government has to appeal to Iran’s own parliament not to undermine the
interim pact, and how any new sanctions passed by the United States Congress would kill the deal.

U.N. inspectors visit Iranian site linked to nuclear program from Reuters 8 Dec 13

U.N. inspectors visited an Iranian plant on Sunday linked to a planned heavy-water reactor that could yield nuclear bomb fuel, taking up an initial
offer by Tehran to open its disputed nuclear program to greater scrutiny. 

Iran’s Top Diplomat Reaches Out To Gulf States from Associated Press 5 Dec 13

With the ink barely dry on a nuclear deal that paves the way for warmer relations with the West, Iran’s new leadership is making a push to patch
up tensions with U.S. allies closer to home too. 

Talks on Implementing Iran Nuclear Deal to Be Held Next Week from Wall Street Journal 4 Dec 13

Issues Will Include When Deal Can Come Into Force

As Senators Work On Iran Sanctions Bill, White House Lobbies Lawmakers Not To Act from Washington Post 2 Dec 13

As much as any other foreign policy issue during President Obama’s five years in office, the question of Iran sanctions now finds him at odds with
a hefty portion of his own party’s lawmakers, as well as most Republicans. 

Senators Say They’ll Press Iran Sanctions As ‘Insurance’ from Los Angeles Times 2 Dec 13

Key lawmakers said Sunday they expect to press forward with an Iran sanctions package that can be imposed quickly if the interim accord to
freeze Tehran’s nuclear program fails to lead to a long-term deal. 

U.N. Nuclear Inspectors Invited to Iranian Facility from New York Times 29 Nov 13

Days after Iran struck a landmark accord with world powers on its nuclear program, the International Atomic Energy Agency announced on
Thursday that Tehran had invited its inspectors to visit a heavy-water production plant linked to the deal — the first tangible step since the
agreement was concluded. 

Rouhani Says ‘Long’ Way To Final Iran Nuclear Deal from Agence France-Presse 27 Nov 13

Iran’s President Hassan Rouhani on Tuesday hailed a landmark interim nuclear deal reached with world powers this week as the right step in a
“long” journey to a comprehensive accord. 

Obama, Other Administration Officials Reject Criticism Over Interim Iran Deal from Washington Post 26 Nov 13

President Obama on Monday derided what he called “tough talk and bluster” against the new nuclear deal with Iran, saying that such comments
might be “the easy thing to do politically, but it’s not the right thing for our security.” 

Anatomy Of Iranian Nuclear Deal from Associated Press 25 Nov 13

In a potentially history-shaping choice of diplomacy over confrontation, the U.S. and other world powers agreed Sunday to give Iran six months
to open its nuclear sites to possible daily inspections in exchange for allowing Tehran to maintain the central elements of its uranium program, in a
multi-layered deal to test Iran’s claim that it does not seek atomic weapons.

What's in the Iran Deal from Wall Street Journal 23 Nov 13

The historic deal struck between Iran and world powers is an interim agreement that gives each side a small portion of their demands. Western
officials said the deal will halt the growth of Iran's nuclear program; roll back key parts of the nuclear complex; step up monitoring; and expand
the time it will take Iran to "break out" and produce weapons-grade fuel. 

Iran Talks “Substantial,” But Yield No Accord from New York Times 22 Nov 13

The foreign policy chief of the European Union spent much of Thursday in detailed negotiations with Iranian officials over an agreement to



temporarily freeze Tehran’s nuclear program. 

Nuclear Deal With Iran Hangs In Balance As Talks Drag On from Washington Post 22 Nov 13

Prospects for a historic nuclear deal with Iran appeared uncertain Thursday as Iranian diplomats insisted that Western governments formally
recognize the country’s right to enrich uranium. 

Kerry Steadfast On Iran Talks Despite Khamenei’s Harsh Words For Israel from Washington Post 21 Nov 13

The Obama administration brushed off harsh criticism of Israel from Iran’s supreme leader Wednesday and insisted a proposed deal to curb Iran’s
disputed nuclear program is not the trap Israel fears. 

UNHCR Urges Governments To Offer Iranian Exiles Haven from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 13

The UN refugee agency Tuesday urged the international community to give a haven to several thousand Iranian opposition members whose camps
in Iraq have come under repeated attack. 

New Iran Sanctions Not Likely While Nuclear Talks Still In Progress, Key Senators Say from Washington Post 20 Nov 13

Lawmakers acknowledged Tuesday that they were unlikely to impose new economic sanctions on Iran while sensitive nuclear talks are underway,
removing a potential obstacle to a diplomatic settlement that U.S. officials say could come within days. 

Iran Eyes Nuclear Deal But Accuses Israel Of Sabotage from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 13

Iran voiced optimism on a nuclear deal ahead of talks in Geneva but accused Israel of trying to sabotage them, and of stoking Mideast tensions,
following bomb attacks on its embassy in Beirut. 

Kerry: Netanyahu Has Right To Oppose Iran Deal from Associated Press 19 Nov 13

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has “every right” to voice his opposition to a potential nuclear deal with Iran but his fear that a deal
would leave Israel vulnerable is unfounded, Secretary of State John Kerry said Monday. 

Kerry presses Iran to prove its nuclear program peaceful from Reuters 19 Nov 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry on Monday pressed Iran to finalize an agreement that can prove to the world its nuclear program is peaceful,
but said he has "no specific expectations" for talks in Geneva this week between major powers and Iran. 

Israelis Embrace French President For Iran Position from New York Times 19 Nov 13

President François Hollande’s trip to Israel and the Palestinian territories, like all state visits, was planned months ago. 

Iran: No Need For West To Declare Uranium “Right” from Associated Press 18 Nov 13

Iran sees no need for world powers to publicly acknowledge its “right” to uranium enrichment, its foreign minister said Sunday, offering a
potential way to sidestep another sticking point on a possible nuclear deal when talks resume later this week. 

France assures Israel it will stand firm on Iran from Buenos Aires Herald 17 Nov 13

President Francois Hollande has assured Israel that France would continue to oppose an easing of economic sanctions against Iran until it was
convinced Tehran had given up any pursuit of nuclear weapons. 

Obama fights to sell Iran deal to skeptical Congress and allies from Washington Examiner 15 Nov 13

President Obama’s push to broker a deal with Iran over its nuclear program is rattling the international community and Capitol Hill, presenting the
White House with its latest foreign policy challenge. 

U.N. Officials Say Iran Has Slowed Work On Atomic Facilities from Washington Post 15 Nov 13

Iran appears to have dramatically slowed work on its atomic energy program since the summer, U.N. officials said Thursday. The report could add
momentum to diplomatic efforts to resolve a decade-old dispute over Iranian nuclear activities. 

IAEA: Iran Slows Nuclear Activities Ahead Of Talks from Associated Press 15 Nov 13



Iran has significantly slowed work on nuclear projects that could be used to make weapons, the U.N. atomic agency said Thursday in a report that
comes as six world powers and Iran report new momentum in their nuclear talks. 

Kerry And Biden Ask For Room To Reach A Nuclear Deal With Iran from New York Times 14 Nov 13

Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. pressed senators on Wednesday to give the Obama administration some
breathing room to reach an accord with Iran to freeze its nuclear programs, warning that a new round of sanctions could mean war instead of
diplomacy. 

Kerry: New Iran Sanctions Could Scuttle Diplomacy from Associated Press 14 Nov 13

Secretary of State John Kerry warned Congress Wednesday against scuttling a historic opportunity for a nuclear pact with Iran by pressing ahead
with new sanctions while international negotiators seek to prevent Tehran from being able to assemble an atomic weapons arsenal. 

Kerry: Senate Should Not OK New Iranian Sanctions from Associated Press 13 Nov 13

Secretary of State John Kerry doesn’t want Congress to approve any new sanctions on Iran while negotiations continue with Tehran about its
nuclear program, which the U.S. and its allies worry could eventually produce nuclear weapons. 

Kerry To Join Iran Nuclear Talks from Associated Press 8 Nov 13

Officials say U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry will fly to Geneva on Friday to participate in nuclear negotiations with Iran and other major
powers. 

U.S. Signals Flexibility As Iran Nuclear Talks Resume from New York Times 8 Nov 13

Negotiators from Iran and six world powers convened in Geneva on Thursday as American officials signaled that the United States was prepared
to offer Iran limited relief from economic sanctions if it agreed to halt its nuclear development program and reverse part of it. 

Netanyahu Calls U.S. Strategy At Iran Nuclear Talks A Mistake from Los Angeles Times 8 Nov 13

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Thursday condemned the Obama administration’s strategy in ongoing nuclear talks with Iran,
saying any deal based on the approach would be a “mistake of historic proportions.” 

U.S., Iran Hope To Reach Deal By Friday On Nuclear Program from McClatchy 7 Nov 13

On the eve of crucial negotiations over Iran’s controversial nuclear program, U.S. and Iranian diplomats expressed hope Wednesday that they’ll be
able reach an initial understanding leading to a comprehensive accord by Friday. 

West Close To Temporary Nuclear Deal With Iran, Official Says from New York Times 7 Nov 13

On the eve of a new round of talks between world powers and Iran, a senior Obama administration official said Wednesday that the United States
was prepared to offer Iran limited relief from economic sanctions if Tehran agreed to halt its nuclear program and reversed part of it. 

Iranian Minister Says Nuclear Deal Is Possible This Week from New York Times 6 Nov 13

Two days before negotiations resume in Geneva between Iran and the United States and other Western powers aimed at ending a fight over the
disputed Iranian nuclear program, the country’s foreign minister sounded an optimistic note on Tuesday, saying a deal was possible as soon as this
week. 

Tehran Rally Shakes Fist At America And Outreach from Associated Press 5 Nov 13

In Tehran’s largest anti-U.S. rally in years, tens of thousands of demonstrators joined Monday in chants of “death to America” as hard-liners
directed a major show of resolve against President Hassan Rouhani’s outreach to Washington more than a generation after crowds on the same
streets stormed and occupied the U.S. Embassy. 

Iran sticks to 'Death to America? on embassy takeover day from Agence France-Presse 3 Nov 13

Iran on Monday marks the anniversary of the 1979 US embassy takeover with its customary "Death to America" chants despite a taboo-breaking
telephone call between their presidents. 



Biden urges U.S. lawmakers to hold off on any new Iran sanctions from Reuters 1 Nov 13

Vice President Joe Biden led a high-powered delegation to Capitol Hill on Thursday to try to persuade U.S. lawmakers to hold off on any more
sanctions against Iran and let delicate diplomatic talks over Tehran's nuclear program unfold. 

Iran Denies Halt to 20 Percent Uranium Enrichment from New York Times 31 Oct 13

Iran has never stopped 20 percent uranium enrichment, Iran’s top nuclear official said on Wednesday, contradicting an influential lawmaker who
last week said the country had voluntarily halted its production. 

White House faces tough sell in Congress on delay of Iran sanctions from Rueters 30 Oct 13

Top Obama administration officials have been pushing U.S. lawmakers hard to hold off on new sanctions over Iran's nuclear program, but some
key lawmakers said on Wednesday they had not yet been convinced to support a delay. 

U.N. Agency And Iran Cite Progress In Settling Questions On Nuclear Program from New York Times 30 Oct 13

Iran and the International Atomic Energy Agency said Tuesday that they had held a “very productive” two-day meeting in Vienna aimed at
resolving questions on the disputed Iranian nuclear program and would reconvene their discussions on Nov. 11 in Tehran. 

Iran Pledges “New Approaches” With UN Nuke Agency from Associated Press 29 Oct 13

A senior Iranian negotiator was upbeat Monday about the chances of progress in the latest round of talks about a proposed U.N. investigation of
his country’s nuclear program, promising “new approaches” meant to end nearly two years of deadlock. 

Tehran Removes Anti-U.S. Billboards, Sparking More Debate Over Rouhani’s Foreign Policy from Washington Post 28 Oct 13

Supporters of hard-line conservative policies faced a rare public rebuke this week as authorities ordered that anti-American billboards be removed
just days after they went up, sparking a fresh round of debate over relations between Tehran and Washington. 

Report: Iran May Be Month From A Bomb from USA Today 24 Oct 13

Iran could produce enough weapons-grade uranium to build a nuclear bomb in as little as a month, according to a new estimate by one of the
USA’s top nuclear experts. 

Rift Widens On Iranian Nuclear Deal As Israel, Arabs Warn Against Allowing Enrichment from Washington Post 24 Oct 13

The Obama administration on Wednesday acknowledged a widening gulf with key Middle Eastern allies over nuclear talks with Iran, as Israeli
and Gulf Arab leaders pressed for drastic cuts to Iran’s atomic infrastructure that Tehran has insisted it will never accept. 

Iran Urges UN Reform from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 13

Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister Abbas Araqchi called on the United Nations on Tuesday to undertake reforms to reflect the “growing role of
developing countries”.

Iran warns Malaysia against hanging Iranian women from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 13

Iran's foreign ministry warned Malaysia Wednesday against executing two Iranian women convicted of trafficking methamphetamine into the
Southeast Asian country. 

White House Weighs Easing Sanctions On Iran With Tapered Release Of Assets from New York Times 18 Oct 13

The Obama administration, in the wake of a promising first round of nuclear diplomacy with Iran, is weighing a proposal to ease sanctions on
Tehran by offering it access to billions of dollars in frozen funds if the Iranian government takes specific steps to curb its nuclear program, a
senior administration official said on Thursday. 

Iran Staggers As Sanctions Hit Economy from New York Times 1 Oct 13

The owner of a bus manufacturing company here admits that he is a man who likes his routines, and so every day he continues to commute to his
downtown office. There he orders cups of tea, barks orders to his factory foremen over the phone and signs a steady flow of papers his employees
put on his desk. 



Discussing Iran, Obama And Netanyahu Display Unity from New York Times 1 Oct 13

Neither President Obama nor Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel mentioned Hassan Rouhani after their meeting at the White House on
Monday morning. 

Dueling Narratives In Iran Over U.S. Relations from New York Times 30 Sep 13

Iran’s foreign minister said on Sunday that there was a “real chance” to reach an agreement with the United States over his country’s nuclear
program, as long as Washington was prepared to end sanctions and recognize Tehran’s right to peaceful nuclear enrichment. 

Iran Nuclear Question Key In U.S. Talks from Los Angeles Times 26 Sep 13

The nations may have used back-channel negotiations to consider a route to a deal, analysts say. 

Obama And Rouhani Miss Each Other, Diplomatically, At U.N. from New York Times 25 Sep 13

It was the handshake that never happened. 

Obama, Iranian President Open Door To Better Relations from Washington Post 25 Sep 13

President Obama said Tuesday that he will use the remainder of his term to pursue better relations with Iran in the hope of resolving the
controversy surrounding its nuclear program, pledging an activist U.S. agenda in the Middle East and beyond despite growing isolationist pressure
at home. 

Iran Said To Seek A Nuclear Accord To End Sanctions from New York Times 20 Sep 13

Iran’s leaders, seizing on perceived flexibility in a private letter from President Obama, have decided to gamble on forging a swift agreement over
their nuclear program with the goal of ending crippling sanctions, a prominent adviser to the Iranian leadership said Thursday. 

Iran’s President Says Obama Sent Positive Letter from Associated Press 19 Sep 13

Iranian President Hasan Rouhani received a “positive and constructive” letter from President Barack Obama congratulating him on his election,
Rouhani told NBC News in an interview Wednesday. 

Iran’s Leaders Are Signaling A New Thaw from New York Times 19 Sep 13

A series of good-will gestures and hints of new diplomatic flexibility from Iran’s ruling establishment was capped on Wednesday by the highest-
level statement yet that the country’s new leaders are pushing for a compromise in negotiations over their disputed nuclear program. 

Obama Pledges To Test Iran’s Willingness For Dialogue from Agence France-Presse 18 Sep 13

US President Barack Obama pledged Tuesday to test the sincerity of signs that new Iranian President Hassan Rowhani may be ready for a newly
productive nuclear dialogue with the West. 

Iran Moves To Mend Ties With West from New York Times 18 Sep 13

Iran’s supreme leader seemed to put his authority behind Iran’s moderate new president on Tuesday, calling for “heroic leniency” in navigating the
country’s diplomatic dispute with the West. 

U.N. Envoy Asked To Help Free American Held In Iran from New York Times 18 Sep 13

Relatives of Amir Hekmati, a former Marine imprisoned in Iran for more than two years on spying charges, asked the United States ambassador to
the United Nations on Tuesday to press for his release when Iran’s presidential delegation visits the General Assembly next week. 

Iran Seesawing On Social Media, Nuclear Policy May Reflect Infighting from Los Angeles Times 18 Sep 13

One day Facebook is a handy way for Iranian government ministers to confer with the people. The next day it can be denounced as “a Zionist
tool.” 

Iran: It’s More Ready Than Before For Nuke Deal from Associated Press 17 Sep 13

A senior Iranian official suggested Monday that Iran’s old government was not committed enough to reaching an agreement with the world
powers who are seeking curbs on its nuclear program. 



President's Speech And Online Army Video Point To Iran's Dueling Interests In Syria from New York Times 17 Sep 13

Iran’s new president, Hassan Rouhani, told Revolutionary Guards commanders on Monday that Iran would support whomever Syrians want as
their leader even if it is not the country’s staunch ally, President Bashar al-Assad of Syria. 

Iranian Leader Responds To Syria Weapons Deal from Washington Post 17 Sep 13

President Rouhani says he is satisfied but calls U.S. an 'uninvited guest' 

A War's Legacy Shapes Iran Stance On Syria from Washington Post 13 Sep 13

Tehran voices revulsion at chemical weapons' use but blames rebels 

U.S. And Iran Are Edging Toward Direct Talks from Los Angeles Times 12 Sep 13

Signaling a possible thaw in long-frozen relations, the Obama administration and the new leadership in Iran are communicating about Syria and
are moving behind the scenes toward direct talks that both governments hope can ease the escalating confrontation over Tehran’s nuclear program.

American Held In Iran Sends A Letter To Kerry from New York Times 12 Sep 13

A former Marine incarcerated in Iran for more than two years on espionage charges has smuggled a letter out of prison addressed to Secretary of
State John Kerry, asserting that he has been falsely accused, mistreated and denied his legal rights, his family said Wednesday. 

Iran's Rouhani Says 'Win-Win' Nuke Deal Possible from Associated Press 11 Sep 13

Iran's president said Tuesday that the Islamic Republic can strike a "win-win" deal with world powers over its nuclear program, but that time is
limited to reach an agreement. 

IAEA Head Reaches Out To New Iran Government from Agence France-Presse 10 Sep 13

The head of the UN atomic agency reached out Monday to Iran’s new government but said Tehran must urgently do more to remove suspicions it
wants nuclear weapons. 

Iranian Leaders' Tweets Suggest Break With Past from Washington Post 6 Sep 13

Some see hope in posts on Rosh Hashanah, nuclear diplomacy 

Iran Plots Revenge, U.S. Says from Wall Street Journal 6 Sep 13

Officials Say Intercepted Message to Militants Orders Reprisals in Iraq if Syria Hit 

Iran Softens Tone As Anti-Assad Strikes Loom from Washington Post 5 Sep 13

As the Obama administration builds its case for military strikes on Syria, Iran's new president and his foreign policy team are steering clear of a
confrontational tone even as they express support for Tehran's longtime allies in Damascus. 

Drawing A Line On Syria, U.S. Eyes Iran Talks from New York Times 3 Sep 13

As the Obama administration makes a case for punitive airstrikes on the Syrian government, its strongest card in the view of some supporters of a
military response may be the need to send a message to another country: Iran. 

US Calls For Release Of Americans Imprisoned In Iran from Agence France-Presse 29 Aug 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry on Wednesday called for the release of two American dual citizens jailed in Iran, saying Washington was
“deeply concerned” about their fate. 

Iran Slows Its Gathering Of Uranium, Report Says from New York Times 29 Aug 13

In their first report since a new Iranian president took office, international nuclear inspectors said Wednesday that Iran was slowing its
accumulation of uranium that could be quickly turned into fuel for an atomic bomb. 

Iran Names Envoy To UN Nuclear Watchdog from Agence France-Presse 28 Aug 13



Iran appointed career diplomat Reza Najafi as its new ambassador to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on Tuesday, the official
IRNA news agency reported. 

Strike On Syria Would Cause One On Israel, Iran Declares from New York Times 28 Aug 13

Iranian lawmakers and commanders issued stark warnings to the United States and its allies on Tuesday, saying any military strike on Syria would
lead to a retaliatory attack on Israel fanned by “the flames of outrage.” 

Iran adds to atom capacity, holds down stockpile growth: diplomats from Reuters 27 Aug 13

A report by the U.N. nuclear watchdog is expected to show that Iran is pressing ahead with its nuclear program by further increasing its capacity
to enrich uranium, diplomats said on Monday. 

Iran Hints Nuclear Talks Could Include New Official from New York Times 20 Aug 13

Iran sent strong signals on Tuesday that its new foreign minister, an American-educated diplomat with a deep understanding of the United States,
would assume the additional role of leading the Iranian delegation in talks with the major powers over Iran’s disputed nuclear program. 

Russia, China block U.N. condemnation of Iran missile tests from Reuters 16 Jul 13

A U.N. Security Council committee is split over whether Iran's missile tests last year violated U.N. sanctions imposed on Tehran because of its
nuclear and ballistic missile programs, Australia's U.N. envoy said on Monday. 

Iran Deal
Value Of Iran Sanctions Relief Is Hard To Measure from New York Times 6 Aug 15

A principal argument opponents raise against the nuclear agreement with Iran is that it would release at least $100 billion in impounded funds that
Tehran could then use for attacks against the West and others.

Netanyahu Appeals To American Jews To Oppose Iran Nuclear Deal from New York Times 5 Aug 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel intensified his campaign against the nuclear agreement between Iran and six world powers on
Tuesday, denouncing it as a fatally flawed and dangerous accord and charging that proponents are trying to muzzle criticism of it with deceitful
claims. 

Congress Sets Dramatic September Votes On Iran Nuclear Deal from Washington Times 5 Aug 15

GOP leaders in the House and Senate both said Tuesday they will hold votes in September on resolutions to disapprove of President Obama’s Iran
nuclear program deal, setting up a dramatic showdown that will test the White House’s ability to keep its allies on board in the face of stiff
political pressure. 

Iraq
Iraq's Maliki rejects blame for fall of Mosul from Reuters 19 Aug 15

Iraq's former prime minister, Nuri al-Maliki, on Tuesday denounced as worthless a parliamentary report which blamed him and others for the fall
of Mosul to Islamic State last year and called for them to be referred to the judiciary. 

Iraq: Monitoring Group To Investigate Possible Chemical Weapons Use By ISIS from New York Times 18 Aug 15

The group responsible for monitoring adherence to the global ban on chemical weapons said Monday that it had contacted Iraq over reports of the
possible use of such munitions there. 

Blast In Busy Baghdad Market Kills At Least 60 from Washington Post 14 Aug 15

The deadliest blast to strike Baghdad in nearly two years tore through a busy market Thursday, killing at least 60 people in an attack claimed by
the Islamic State as efforts to turn back the militants on the battlefield stagnate. 

Iraq PM sacks cabinet officials, says reform drive under threat from Reuters 13 Aug 15

Iraq's prime minister dismissed his cabinet secretary on Wednesday as part of an ambitious reform drive he said was under threat from corrupt
politicians and Shi'ite militia leaders who use their armed followers for political ends. 



Coalition Says Iraqis Close To Taking Ramadi from USA Today 12 Aug 15

Iraq forces have surrounded the city of Ramadi and are preparing for a final assault in what will be the first significant test of American-trained
forces against the Islamic State, according a senior official with the U.S.-led coalition that is supporting the mission. 

Iraq's Deputy PM Resigns, Faces Corruption Investigation from Reuters 11 Aug 15

Prime Minister Abadi has vowed to tackle corruption. 

Iraqi Leader Announces Measures Aimed At Fighting Graft, Dysfunction from Washington Post 10 Aug 15

Iraq’s prime minister announced drastic anti-corruption and other measures on Sunday as he sought to calm weeks of protests over poor
government services that are posing a major challenge to his rule. 

U.S. Troop Withdrawal Let Islamic State Enter Iraq, Military Leaders Say from Washington Times 27 Jul 15

A number of former and current military leaders who were in power when all U.S. troops left Iraq are saying today that the complete exit left the
door open for the Islamic State’s land grab. 

In Baghdad, U.S. Defense Secretary To Size Up Iraqi Forces’ Will To Fight from Washington Post 24 Jul 15

Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter touched down in Baghdad on Thursday as Iraqi forces prepare to launch an offensive for the city of Ramadi, a
key test for the Obama administration’s strategy for defeating the Islamic State. 

Risk Of Civilian Casualties In Ramadi Poses Major Test For Iraq’s Army from USA Today 23 Jul 15

The fear of causing numerous civilian casualties and getting drawn into a bloody urban fight in Ramadi is pushing Iraqi forces to wage a slow
offensive to retake the city from the Islamic State despite an overwhelming advantage in number of fighters. 

This Town Has Resisted Islamic State For 18 Months. But Food Is Running Low. from Washington Post 22 Jul 15

One by one, the cities around this Iraqi town have fallen. Fallujah. Ramadi. The walled community of Hit. Islamic State fighters have slaughtered
thousands of people as they have tightened their grip on Iraq’s western province of Anbar. But Haditha has remained an outpost of resistance. 

Iraqi Fighters Battle ISIS Near Falluja from Reuters 6 Jul 15

Iraqi Shi'ite fighters and army troops made gains north of Falluja on Sunday but their efforts to seal off Islamic State militants in the city met
heavy resistance, including suicide bomb attacks, army sources and militia fighters said. 

Iraqi Families Return To Fragile Stability In Tikrit After Liberation From ISIS from New York Times 23 Jun 15

More than two months ago, the Islamic State was driven from Tikrit, the hometown of Saddam Hussein and the largest city the terrorist group has
lost in either Iraq or Syria. It was defeated by a combination of American airstrikes, Iraqi forces and Shiite militias, some led by Iran. 

Obama Eyes Plan To Send Hundreds More U.S. Advisors To Iraq from Los Angeles Times 10 Jun 15

President Obama is considering a Pentagon plan to establish a new training base and send about 500 additional U.S. troops to advise Iraqi security
forces in the battle against Islamic State militants, according to U.S. officials. 

Iraqi leader decries ‘failure’ of world to confront Islamic State gains from Washington Post 3 Jun 15

After a string of victories by Islamic State militants, Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi appealed Tuesday for more international military
support, saying Iraq’s ground forces were largely going it alone despite promises of help. 

Iraqi PM To Outline Plan For Retaking Ramadi: US Official from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 15

Iraq’s plan to recapture the western city of Ramadi from Islamic State jihadists will dominate a meeting Tuesday in Paris of foreign ministers from
the international coalition fighting the group, a senior US official said. 

Museums draw up 'red list' to help spot stolen Iraqi antiquities from Agence France-Presse 1 Jun 15

Museum experts from around the world on Monday issued an "emergency red list" to help authorities identify Iraqi antiquities at risk of being



looted and illegally exported as the country battles a surge in jihadist violence. 

Pentagon exploring options to boost support for Sunni tribes after Ramadi from USA Today 29 May 15

The Pentagon said Thursday it is exploring ways to boost support for Sunni tribes in Iraq after the debacle in Ramadi, where Islamic State
militants routed government forces and seized control of the key city this month. 

Islamic State Planting IEDs, Improving Defenses In Ramadi Ahead Of Counter Attack from Washington Times 28 May 15

Islamic State fighters are planting improvised explosive devices around Ramadi as Iraqi forces on the city limits prepare for a counter attack to
retake the city, the Pentagon said Wednesday. 

Iraqis Rename Offensive In Sunni Area; Original Title Honored Shiite from Los Angeles Times 28 May 15

Iraqi officials Wednesday hastily rebranded a just-launched government offensive to retake Anbar province, responding to fears that the
operation’s original title might inflame sectarian tensions. 

Iraq Launches New Operation Against Islamic State from USA Today 27 May 15

Iraq on Tuesday said it was renewing its efforts drive the Islamic State extremists out of western Anbar province, Iraqi state TV reported. Without
providing details, authorities said a new operation was being launched in which Iraq’s troops would be supported by Shiite and Sunni paramilitary
forces. 

Iraq Launches New Operation Against Islamic State from USA Today 26 May 15

Iraq on Tuesday said it was renewing its efforts drive the Islamic State extremists out of western Anbar province, Iraqi state TV reported. Without
providing details, authorities said a new operation was being launched in which Iraq’s troops would be supported by Shiite and Sunni paramilitary
forces. 

Joe Biden Tries To Buck Up Iraqis, Promises Training And Equipment from Los Angeles Times 26 May 15

Vice President Joe Biden called Iraq’s prime minister Monday to try to smooth over a rough exchange of words between the two governments
following the fall of important cities to Islamic State militants in recent days. 

Iraqis Fleeing Ramadi Assumed Sandstorm Precluded US Strikes: Official from Agence France-Presse 22 May 15

Iraqi forces retreated from Ramadi in the face of an assault by Islamic State group fighters partly because they assumed – incorrectly – that a
sandstorm prevented US-led aircraft from coming to their aid with bombing raids, the Pentagon said Thursday. 

After The Fall Of Ramadi, The Obama Administration Weighs Its Options from Washington Post 21 May 15

As Shiite militia and Iraqi security forces gathered outside Ramadi, Iraq, for a counterattack against the Islamic State, which took over the city last
weekend, the Obama administration debated what it could do to improve their chances of retaking the city. 

Iraqi forces say thwart Islamist attack near Ramadi from Reuters 21 May 15

Iraqi forces said they fought off an overnight attack by Islamic State militants near the city of Ramadi, which the insurgents overran at the
weekend in the most significant setback for the government in a year. 

Fall Of Ramadi Raises New Questions About US Strategy In Iraq from Washington Post 20 May 15

The fall of Ramadi to the Islamic State has raised new questions about the Obama administration’s Iraq strategy, including its efforts to resurrect
Iraqi security forces and the focus of U.S. and Iraqi attention on retaking the city of Mosul by the end of this year. 

Iraq’s Sunni Strategy Collapses In Ramadi Rout from New York Times 20 May 15

More than a thousand Iraqi Sunni fighters stood at attention, dressed in camouflage but holding no weapons, as the tribal leader began exhorting
them to fiercely battle the militants of the Islamic State, taking up rhetoric tinged with Arab notions of vengeance. 

Key Iraqi City Falls To ISIS As Last Of Security Forces Flee from New York Times 18 May 15

The last Iraqi security forces fled the provincial capital of Ramadi on Sunday, as the city fell completely to the militants of the Islamic State, who



ransacked the provincial military headquarters, seizing a large store of weapons, and carried out executions of people loyal to the government,
according to security officials and tribal leaders. 

Iraqi Sunnis Flee Anbar Only To Find New Dangers In Baghdad from Washington Post 18 May 15

More than 100,000 people left their homes after intense fighting between government troops and Islamic State militants in Sunni-dominated
Anbar in April, rushing to Baghdad and the Shiite-dominated provinces of the south. Thousands more are seeking to flee Anbar after intense
fighting in recent days in the city of Ramadi.

2 Sunni Leaders Denounce Lack Of Role In Iraqi Government from New York Times 12 May 15

One month after Iraq’s prime minister assured American officials here that his Shiite-dominated government was striving to build a multisectarian
state, two leading Sunni politicians said Monday that Sunnis were being squeezed out of the country’s political system. 

Iraq’s Foreign Minister Addresses Ties With Both U.S. And Iran from Los Angeles Times 11 May 15

As Iraq’s government attempts to reclaim territory seized by the extremist group Islamic State, it has accepted military aid from two rival powers,
the United States and Iran. It is a difficult balancing act. 

Iraq’s Largest Oil Refinery Under Threat From IS: US from AFP 7 May 15

Iraq’s largest oil refinery is under growing threat from Islamic State jihadists, who have advanced inside the perimeter of the facility, the US
military said Wednesday. 

Obama Administration Seeks To Alter Bill That Has Caused Furor In Iraq from Washington Post 7 May 15

The Obama administration has launched a campaign on Capitol Hill aimed at scrapping a legislative measure that has outraged the Iraqi
government and led a senior Shiite cleric to threaten the mobilization of a powerful militia that could threaten U.S. troops. 

Proposal To Arm Sunnis Adds To Iraqi Suspicions Of The U.S. from New York Times 1 May 15

Despite stepped-up military assistance to Iraq to fight Islamic State militants, and President Obama’s public commitment to keeping Iraq unified,
Iraqis have long suspected a nefarious plot by the Americans to break up their country. 

Iraqi Kurds Arrest Alleged IS Cell Behind US Mission Attack from Associated Press 29 Apr 15

Kurdish authorities announced Tuesday the arrest of an alleged Islamic State group cell that they said was responsible for the deadly bomb attack
two weeks ago next to the U.S. consulate in northern Iraq. 

U.S. Weighs Training Iraqis To Call In American Airstrikes In ISIS Fight from New York Times 24 Apr 15

A senior Obama administration official said Thursday that the United States was looking for ways to speed up United States bombing attacks on
Islamic State militants, including a plan to train Iraqi troops to spot targets for American airstrikes. 

Flee Or Return: Ramadi Residents Face A Tough Choice from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

In the two weeks since militants from the Islamic State group overran central Ramadi, thousands of people have streamed out of the city, fleeing
the brutal clashes between the extremists and Iraqi security forces. 

Oil refinery at Baiji secured, but Iraq fighting still rages at Ramadi from McClatchy 20 Apr 15

Iraqi security forces backed by heavy air support from the American-led coalition have secured Iraq’s largest oil refinery from a determined
Islamic State offensive. But they continued to struggle to fend off Islamic State fighters trying to capture the capital of the country’s largest
province. 

Islamic State Proves Resilient, Presses Attack In Iraq’s Ramadi, Baiji from McClatchy 17 Apr 15

Iraq deployed elite troops to the besieged provincial capital of Ramadi on Thursday in hopes of stemming an Islamic State offensive but the city
remained surrounded, with Islamic State forces in control of many, if not most, districts, according to witnesses and government officials. 

Iraq PM Vows To End Sectarian Divisions At End Of US Visit from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 15



Iraq’s Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi wrapped up his inaugural visit to the US on Thursday, winning pledges that long-delayed F-16 fighter jets
will soon be delivered and vowing to calm the sectarian tensions dividing his country. 

Iraqi Prime Minister Fears Yemen Conflict Could Spark Wider Sectarian War from Washington Post 16 Apr 15

Iraq and Saudi Arabia, two countries where the United States has strong ties and significant investment, are not the closest of friends. But the
Obama administration has long tried to bring them together on the basis of a shared concern over terrorism and an interest in Middle East stability.

Iraqi Leader: Campaign Focusing Next On Anbar, Beiji from Associated Press 16 Apr 15

Iraqi forces supported by U.S. airpower will follow their victory in Tikrit with campaigns aimed at defeating the Islamic State group in the oil
town of Beiji and the western province of Anbar, Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi said Wednesday. 

Obama Gives Visiting Iraqi Premier Aid And An Endorsement from New York Times 15 Apr 15

President Obama gave Haider al-Abadi, the prime minister of Iraq, a full-throated endorsement and $200 million in humanitarian aid on Tuesday,
but the visiting leader left the White House still in need of billions more dollars to cope with plunging oil prices and a yawning budget deficit. 

Pentagon: ISIL Pushed Out Of 25% Of Its Territory from USA Today 14 Apr 15

Iraqi forces have pushed the Islamic State out of about 25% of the territory seized during the militants’ lightning advance last year, according to a
Pentagon assessment released Monday. 

Iraqi forces launch counter-attack against Islamic State in Anbar from Reuters 14 Apr 15

Iraqi security forces launched a counter-attack on Islamic State in the western province of Anbar on Monday, seeking to reverse an early setback
in a new campaign to recapture the country's Sunni heartland. 

Iraqi Leader Will Seek Continued U.S. Help In ISIL Fight from USA Today 13 Apr 15

In his first visit as prime minister, Iraq’s Haider al-Abadi arrives in Washington this week seeking more help from the United States to battle the
Islamic State, which has seized nearly one-third of his country. 

Iraq May Follow Marines’ Blueprint To Defeat Islamic State In Anbar from Washington Times 13 Apr 15

Baghdad’s Shiite-run government has begun its second major counteroffensive against the Islamic State, this time choosing western Anbar
province, where the U.S. Marine Corps years ago showed that the path to victory requires an alliance with Sunni tribal chiefs. 

Iraq Starts Drive Against ISIS, But Reports On Scale Differ from New York Times 9 Apr 15

The Iraqi Army and militia forces carried out an attack against the Islamic State outside the city of Ramadi on Wednesday, with some local
officials claiming it was the beginning of a major offensive in western Anbar Province, though others said that was premature. 

Biden Cites Progress In Iraq’s War With ISIS from New York Times 9 Apr 15

Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. offered an upbeat assessment of the battle against Islamic extremists in Iraq on Thursday, saying the
government in that country was making “significant and growing” progress with help from the United States and its allies in the region. 

After Beating ISIS In Tikrit, Iraq And U.S. Seek Fighters For Next Front from New York Times 8 Apr 15

Emboldened as they mop up the last Islamic State forces in the city of Tikrit, Iraqi military leaders are already vowing to follow up that operation
with a much more ambitious one: marching into the vast Sunni heartland in western Iraq to root out some of the most significant militant
strongholds. 

After Tikrit victory, Iraq's new challenge: Win over Sunnis from Associated Press 6 Apr 15

Iraq won the battle to retake the city of Tikrit from the Islamic State group, backed by a coalition of the unlikely in Iranian advisers, Shiite
militias, and U.S.-led airstrikes, but the country now faces what could be its most important battle: Winning the support of the Sunnis. 

Iraq Forces, Pushing ISIS Out Of Tikrit, Give Few Thanks For U.S. Airstrikes from New York Times 3 Apr 15

One week after the start of intensive American airstrikes against Islamic State hide-outs, most of the key parts of central Tikrit had finally fallen to



the government’s forces – although significant pockets still remained contested on Thursday. 

After U.S. Airstrikes, Iraqi Troops Seize Key Points In Tikrit from McClatchy 1 Apr 15

Iraqi security forces backed by Sunni and Shiite Muslim militias cautiously pushed Tuesday into the center of the besieged city of Tikrit, taking
control of key government buildings on the southeastern edge of the town from Islamic State militants who’ve controlled the city for nearly a
year. 

US Drone ‘Killed Two Iranian Troops In Iraq’ from Agence France-Presse 31 Mar 15

Two Iranian Revolutionary Guardsmen were killed by a US drone in the Iraqi city of Tikrit, Iranian state media said Monday, in a report that was
denied by the Pentagon. 

Iran says US drone kills 2 advisers in Iraq; US denies claim from Associated Press 31 Mar 15

Iran's Revolutionary Guard says a U.S. drone strike killed two of its advisers near the Iraqi city of Tikrit, where a major offensive is underway
against the Islamic State group, but the U.S. said Monday its coalition conducted no airstrikes in the area during the time of the incident. 

Iraqi Army Weighs Cost Of U.S.-led Strikes In Tikrit As Militiamen Leave from Washington Post 30 Mar 15

In the makeshift Iraqi army command headquarters for the operation to clear Tikrit, Brig. Gen. Mohammed Ibrahim reads out the coordinates for
targets that planes from the U.S.-led coalition are to strike: the local council building, the teacher’s institute, a local mall. 

Iraqi Shiite Militias Balk At Offensive If U.S. Airstrikes Are Involved from Washington Post 27 Mar 15

Iraqi militia forces that have led the fight against Islamic State militants in Tikrit balked at U.S. intervention Thursday, saying that although most
would remain in their positions, they will refuse to proceed with an offensive on the city. 

Opening New Iraq Front, U.S. Strikes ISIS in Tikrit from New York Times 26 Mar 15

American warplanes began airstrikes against Islamic State positions in Tikrit late Wednesday, finally joining a stalled offensive to retake the Iraqi
city as American officials sought to seize the initiative from Iran, which had taken a major role in directing the operation. 

U.S. Now Providing Support In Tikrit Despite Iran’s Role from USA Today 25 Mar 15

The United States has begun providing critical surveillance and reconnaissance intelligence to Iraqi forces fighting Islamic State militants in
Tikrit, according to a defense official. 

Iraq Opts For Consolidation Over Advance In Battle Against ISIS from New York Times 25 Mar 15

As a small force of Islamic State militants holds out in parts of Tikrit for a fourth week, Iraqi forces have been forced to shift tactics, officials say:
Rather than storming in to clear the city at any cost, the security forces are trying to seal off the area and begin preparing for even more
challenging battles to the west and north. 

Haider Al-Abadi, Iraqi Prime Minister, To Visit Washington from Washington Times 24 Mar 15

Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi will travel to Washington on April 14 and meet with President Obama at the White House, administration
officials said Monday. 

CIA director: Iran general 'destabilizing' efforts in Iraq from Associated Press 23 Mar 15

The leader of Iran's elite Quds Force is contributing to instability in Iraq and complicating the U.S. mission against terrorism with his command of
some of the Iraqi forces battling Islamic State militants, the director of the Central Intelligence Agency said. 

Iraqi Forces And Militias Looted Sunni Villages, Rights Group Says from New York Times 19 Mar 15

Iraqi militias and security forces destroyed and looted the property of displaced Sunni civilians after reclaiming the town of Amerli from Islamic
State militants last year, according to a Human Rights Watch report issued Wednesday. 

Iraq Drops More Than A Million Leaflets On Mosul Promising Liberation from Washington Post 19 Mar 15

Iraqi planes dropped hundreds of thousands of leaflets over Mosul overnight Wednesday urging civilians to collaborate against the Islamic State



ahead of a military push, the Defense Ministry said. 

Report Says Iraq Forces Turned On Nearby Villages After Military Victory from Washington Post 18 Mar 15

Shiite militias and Iraqi government forces burned and looted dozens of villages, abducting at least 11 local residents, in the wake of a U.S.-
supported operation against the Islamic State last year, a human rights group has charged in a new report. 

Iraqi Offensive For Tikrit Stalls As Casualties Mount from Washington Post 17 Mar 15

The Iraqi forces’ operation to retake the city of Tikrit has stalled as troops suffer heavy casualties at the hands of Islamic State militants, raising
concerns over whether the pro-government fighters are ready for major offensives. 

Iran Sent Arms To Iraq To Fight ISIS, US Says from New York Times 17 Mar 15

Iran has deployed advanced rockets and missiles to Iraq to help fight the Islamic State in Tikrit, a significant escalation of firepower and another
sign of Iran’s growing influence in Iraq. 

Iraq Army Says Coalition Raids Needed In Tikrit Battle from Agence France-Presse 16 Mar 15

Iraqi forces need support from coalition air strikes in Tikrit, where die-hard jihadists are defending their last redoubt with trenches, sandbags and
roadside bombs, a top officer said on Sunday. 

Expected Shiite Victory In Tikrit Seen As Cementing Iran’s Influence In Iraq from McClatchy 13 Mar 15

Iraqi security forces and Iranian-backed Shiite Muslim militias appeared Thursday to be on the verge of victory in a two-week effort to recapture
Saddam Hussein’s hometown from the Islamic State, which has held the symbolically important city since June. 

Iraqi Forces Claim Western Areas Of Tikrit From ISIS from New York Times 13 Mar 15

Iraqi government forces and allied militias took control of the western neighborhoods of Tikrit on Thursday, military officials said, leaving only
one area, including a palace complex once used by Saddam Hussein, in the hands of Islamic State militants. 

Iraqi Forces Battle Islamic State In Streets Of Strategic Tikrit from Washington Post 12 Mar 15

The fight for Tikrit moved into the streets Wednesday as Iraqi forces pushed past bomb-laced cordons in attempts to oust Islamic State militants
from the strategic gateway city. 

Dempsey: US worries about Iran-backed militias in Iraq from Associated Press 11 Mar 15

Iran is playing a helpful role against Islamic State militants in Iraq now, but once the extremists are vanquished, Tehran-backed militias could
undermine efforts to unify the country, the top U.S. military officer said Wednesday. 

U.S. Urges Iraq To Ensure Coalition Aid Is Effective Against Islamic State from Washington Post 10 Mar 15

The top U.S. military officer urged Iraqi leaders on Monday to take steps to ensure the effectiveness of U.S. and allied security aid, calling for
additional reforms to military leadership, improvements to pay and equipping systems, and stepped-up recruitment of troops whose fighting power
is desperately needed against the Islamic State. 

Iraqi Forces Make Advances Against Islamic State In Key Areas Near Tikrit from Washington Post 9 Mar 15

Iraqi forces and pro-government militias have routed Islamic State fighters from two key areas near the city of Tikrit, officials said Sunday, one
week after embarking on an ambitious offensive to retake one of the militants’ key strongholds. 

U.S. Strategy In Iraq Increasingly Relies On Iran from New York Times 6 Mar 15

At a time when President Obama is under political pressure from congressional Republicans over negotiations to rein in Tehran’s nuclear
ambitions, a startling paradox has emerged: Mr. Obama is becoming increasingly dependent on Iranian fighters as he tries to contain the Islamic
State militant group in Iraq and Syria without committing American ground troops. 

Islamic State torches oil field near Tikrit as militia advance from Reuters 6 Mar 15

Islamic State militants have set fire to oil wells northeast of the city of Tikrit to obstruct an assault by Shi'ite militiamen and Iraqi soldiers trying to



drive them from the Sunni Muslim city and surrounding towns, a witness said. 

Iraqis Want Lead Role In Driving ISIS From Mosul from New York Times 5 Mar 15

Underscoring the Iraqi government’s determination to control the timetable and tactics in the battle against the Islamic State, the country’s defense
minister declared on Wednesday that the most challenging operation, driving the militants from Mosul, Iraq’s second-largest city, would be
“planned, timed and executed by Iraqis.” 

U.S. Vice President Biden, Iraq's Abadi Discuss Tikrit Fight from Reuters 4 Mar 15

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden spoke with Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi on Wednesday about the fight against Islamic State militants
including the Iraqi-led operations in Tikrit, the White House said. 

Iraqi troops face protracted battle with militants in key Sunni city, analysts say from Washington Post 4 Mar 15

Iraqi forces face a prolonged fight to reclaim the northern city of Tikrit from the Islamic State, military experts and analysts said, as pro-
government forces continued a large-scale offensive to oust the militant group from one of its major urban strongholds. 

U.S. won’t provide airstrikes for Iraqi offensive against Islamic State: Pentagon from Washington Times 2 Mar 15

The U.S. is not providing airstrikes to help the Iraqi government’s new counteroffensive to again try to take back the Sunni Muslim stronghold of
Tikrit from the Islamic State terrorist army. 

Iraq says launches offensive on Islamic State north of Baghdad from Reuters 2 Mar 15

Iraq's army and Shi'ite militia have launched a long-awaited offensive against Islamic State in Salahuddin province, a stronghold of the radical
Islamist fighters north of Baghdad, Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi said on Sunday. 

U.S. arms flow to Iraq ahead of planned Mosul offensive from Reuters 25 Feb 15

Some 10,000 U.S. M-16 rifles and other military supplies worth about $17.9 million arrived in Iraq this week as U.S. troops pushed ahead with
training and supplying Iraqi security forces battling Islamic State fighters, the Pentagon said on Tuesday. 

At Kurdish front-line outpost, skepticism abounds about assault on Mosul from McClatchy 23 Feb 15

Major Deliar Shouki, the commander of a string of Kurdish fire bases less than 20 miles from Mosul, admitted he was skeptical when he’d heard
the news last week that a U.S. official had told Pentagon reporters that 25,000 Iraqi troops would attack the Islamic State-held city perhaps as
soon as April. 

Battle To Retake Iraqi City Looms As Test Of Obama’s ISIS Strategy from New York Times 22 Feb 15

American intelligence agencies and the Pentagon are struggling to determine how difficult it will be to retake Mosul, the Islamic State’s de facto
capital in Iraq, as planning intensifies for a battle that is becoming a major test of the Obama administration’s strategy to stop the spread of the
terrorist group in the Middle East. 

U.S. Plans Large-scale Operation To Take Mosul From Islamic State from Washington Times 20 Feb 15

The U.S. is planning to join a large-scale air-and-ground coalition offensive to free Mosul, Iraq, from the clutches of Islamic State militants in
coming weeks, but experts fear the effort will lack the resources to succeed — most notably U.S. boots on the ground. 

Islamic State Advances Near Iraq Base Where U.S. Advisers Are Stationed from Washington Post 13 Feb 15

Islamic State militants seized parts of a town in Iraq’s western province of Anbar on Thursday, sparking fierce fighting within miles of a military
base where hundreds of U.S. advisers are stationed. 

Ambassador: Iraq Will Retake Cities From ISIL This Year from USA Today 13 Feb 15

U.S.-backed Iraqi forces will be able to retake cities under Islamic State control this year, Iraq’s ambassador to the United States said Thursday. 

U.S.-backed Iraqi Forces Face Risky Urban Warfare In Battle Against Islamic State from Washington Post 9 Feb 15

The Obama administration has touted the modest successes in recent months of Iraqi forces and paramilitary fighters, backed by U.S. airpower, as



they have fought to wrest towns, villages and parts of Iraq’s rugged countryside from the Islamic State. 

U.N.: Islamic State guilty of ‘beheadings, crucifixions of children’ in Iraq from Washington Times 5 Feb 15

The United Nations put out a new report saying terrorists with the Islamic State have been seen killing, torturing and raping children and women
in Iraq, and that local forces need to step up their game and start protecting their citizens. 

Iraq reconciliation would help counter Islamic State - U.S. military from Reuters 4 Feb 15

The U.S.-led air war against Islamic State militants has frozen the immediate threat from that group, and now is the time for Iraq's Shi'ite-
dominated government to mend its rift with disenfranchised Sunnis, U.S. military officials said on Tuesday. 

Kurdish Fighters In Iraq Struggle To Hold Gains Against IS from Associated Press 3 Feb 15

Only stray dogs and a dozen armed fighters walk the streets of Snuny, a ghost town at the base of Mount Sinjar where rapid military changes of
fortune are written on the walls. 

Islamic State Faces Growing Opposition In Mosul from USA Today 27 Jan 15

Islamic State militants controlling Mosul, Iraq’s second-largest city, face increasing opposition from residents chafing under the harsh laws being
imposed there, Iraqi officials say. 

A Visit To The Front: Iraq’s Kurds Bolster Defense Outside Kirkuk from McClatchy 16 Jan 15

The bridge not far from the village of Khrabarut doesn’t look like much – a single concrete track over a drainage canal about 100 yards long – but
it’s turned into a pivotal landmark in the fight between Kurdish forces and the Islamic State southwest of the oil-rich city of Kirkuk. 

Iraq says U.S.-led coalition not doing enough against Islamic State from Reuters 15 Jan 15

Iraq has told President Barack Obama's envoy that the U.S.-led coalition battling Islamic State needs to do more to help Iraq defeat the jihadists
controlling large areas of the north and west of the country. 

U.S. troops training Iraqi military at bases in Anbar, Taji from Reuters 6 Jan 15

U.S. troops have started training Iraqi military forces at two bases in Iraq as they work to build a force that can take the offensive against Islamic
State militants who overran part of the country last year, the Pentagon said on Monday. 

Iraq PM Calls For ‘Tribal Revolution’ Against IS from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 15

Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi called Monday for a “tribal revolution” against the Islamic State group, in a sign of the importance Baghdad
places on tribal resistance against the jihadists. 

U.S. Advisers In Iraq Stay Out Of Combat But See Fight Edge Nearer from Washington Post 2 Jan 15

In Iraq’s western Anbar province, more than 300 U.S. troops are posted at a base in the thick of a pitched battle between Iraqi forces, backed by
tribal fighters, and well-armed Islamic State militants. 

Iraq Violence Killed 15,000 In 2014, Worst In Seven Years: Govt from Agence France-Presse 2 Jan 15

Violence in Iraq killed more than 15,000 civilians and security personnel in 2014, government figures showed Thursday, making it one of the
deadliest years since the 2003 US-led invasion. 

Sen. Roberts Returns From Iraq Newly Confident In U.S. Mission: “This Strategy Is Working” from McClatchy 23 Dec 14

Republican Sen. Pat Roberts returned Monday from a clandestine trip to Iraq to visit Kansas soldiers, bringing with him a new-found support for a
U.S. military mission that he previously criticized for being “much too vague” and dependent on foreign partners. 

Pentagon sending 250 MRAPs to Iraq at no charge for Islamic State fight from Washington Times 16 Dec 14

Iraq will receive roughly 250 Mine Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) vehicles from the U.S. in 2015 — for free — to deal with roadside
bombs set by the Islamic State group. 



Iraq’s Premier Has Narrowed Nation’s Divide from New York Times 16 Dec 14

When an Iraqi court sentenced a prominent Sunni politician to death recently, it seemed like an unmitigated disaster for the country’s new prime
minister, Haider al-Abadi. 

Iraq presses Hagel for greater U.S. military support against Islamic State from Washington Post 10 Dec 14

The Iraqi government appealed to U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Tuesday for additional air power and heavy weapons as Iraq struggles
to expel the well-armed Islamic State militants who are dug in across a vast area of the country. 

Iraqi Officials Push To Take Fight To ISIS In Mosul As U.S. Urges Restraint from New York Times 9 Dec 14

Allied warplanes and Iraqi ground troops are increasingly isolating Islamic State militants in the captured city of Mosul, prompting Iraqi officials
to push for a winter offensive to wrest control of the area months ahead of the previous schedule — and over American warnings. 

AP Interview: US Troops Have Immunity In Iraq from Associated Press 5 Dec 14

Washington has an agreement with Baghdad on privileges and immunities for the growing number of troops based in Iraq who are helping in the
fight against the Islamic State group, the new U.S. ambassador said Thursday. 

Iraqi army retakes chemical weapons site from Islamic State from Reuters 2 Dec 14

The Iraqi army has retaken from Islamist insurgents a sprawling complex where aging remnants of late President Saddam Hussein's chemical
weapons program are stored in bunkers, the country's deputy foreign minister said on Monday. 

Investigation Finds 50,000 ‘Ghost’ Soldiers In Iraqi Army, Prime Minister Says from Washington Post 1 Dec 14

The Iraqi army has been paying salaries to at least 50,000 soldiers who don’t exist, Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi said Sunday, an
indication of the level of corruption that permeates an institution that the United States has spent billions on equipping and arming. 

U.S. Seeks To Build Lean Iraqi Force To Fight The Islamic State from Washington Post 28 Nov 14

After learning hard lessons rebuilding foreign militaries over the past dozen years, the U.S. military is shifting strategy against the Islamic State,
choosing to train a smaller number of Iraqi soldiers rather than trying to stand up an entire army anew. 

Iraqi troops retake 2 towns in eastern province from Associated Press 24 Nov 14

Iraqi troops backed by Shiite militiamen and Kurdish security forces recaptured two towns seized previously by militants in an eastern province,
said Iraqi officials on Monday, a new victory for Iraqi security forces in their attempt to regain areas lost to the militants. 

U.S. to send new troops to Iraq even before Congress OKs funds from Reuters 21 Nov 14

Some of the 1,500 new U.S. troops authorized to advise and train Iraqi forces in their fight against Islamic State militants will deploy to the
country in the next few weeks without waiting for Congress to fund the mission, the Pentagon said on Thursday. 

Top U.S. General Says He’s Open To Using Ground Troops To Take Mosul from New York Times 14 Nov 14

President Obama’s top military adviser said Thursday that he would consider deploying a limited number of United States forces to fight
alongside Iraqi troops moving to retake Mosul and other areas under the control of Sunni militants, opening the door to a riskier, more expansive
American combat role in Iraq than President Obama has publicly outlined. 

Iraqi Troops Struggle To Secure Key Oil Hub Amid Continued Islamic State Resistance from Washington Post 13 Nov 14

Troops in Iraq have claimed victory over Islamic State militants in a key oil hub in the country’s north, but a deadly suicide bombing targeting
government forces and continued clashes with the extremists have underscored the fragility of such gains. 

Obama Calls Additional Troops In Iraq ‘New Phase’ In Fight Against Islamic State from McClatchy 10 Nov 14

The doubling of troops in Iraq signals a “new phase” in the fight against the Islamic State, President Barack Obama said Sunday, even as he
pledged that no U.S. troops will serve in combat roles. 

In Iraq, Islamic State Fighters Seize Sunni Tribesmen For Resisting Rule from Washington Post 7 Nov 14



The Islamic State has seized hundreds of tribesmen from a central Iraqi town after accusing tribal leaders there of plotting a rebellion against the
militant group, residents and officials said, raising fears that it plans to kill the hostages as punishment. 

More Than 600 Reported Chemical Exposure In Iraq, Pentagon Acknowledges from New York Times 7 Nov 14

More than 600 American service members since 2003 have reported to military medical staff members that they believe they were exposed to
chemical warfare agents in Iraq, but the Pentagon failed to recognize the scope of the reported cases or offer adequate tracking and treatment to
those who may have been injured, defense officials say. 

Iraq Doesn’t Want Foreign Fighters Against IS from Associated Press 6 Nov 14

Iraq’s foreign minister says Baghdad doesn’t want foreign military personnel on Iraqi soil to combat Islamic State group extremists, but would
accept training from abroad for its soldiers. 

Britain To Send Troops To Train Iraqi Forces: Report from Agence France-Presse 5 Nov 14

Britain is preparing to send troops to Iraq to help train local forces to fight Islamic State militants, The Times newspaper reported on Wednesday. 

Iran General Said To Mastermind Iraq Ground War from Associated Press 5 Nov 14

When Islamic State militants retreated from the embattled town of Jurf al-Sakher last week, the Iraqi military was quick to flaunt a rare victory
against the extremist group, with state television showing tanks and Humvees parading through the town and soldiers touring government
buildings that had been occupied by the militants since August. 

AP Interview: Iraqi Kurds In Kobani ‘Temporarily’ from Associated Press 3 Nov 14

Iraqi Kurdish forces will only stay in Syria “temporarily” to help reinforce fellow Kurds fighting to defend the town of Kobani from militants with
the Islamic State group, an Iraqi Kurdish politician said Sunday, adding that coalition airstrikes alone will not defeat the militant threat. 

Iraqis Prepare ISIS Offensive, With U.S. Help from New York Times 3 Nov 14

Iraqi security forces, backed by American-led air power and hundreds of advisers, are planning to mount a major spring offensive against Islamic
State fighters who have poured into the country from Syria, a campaign that is likely to face an array of logistical and political challenges. 

Iraqi Kurd Scout Unit Heads Into Kobani; Larger Group To Follow With Heavy Weapons from McClatchy 31 Oct 14

A small unit of Iraqi Kurdish fighters entered the besieged Syrian town of Kobani on Thursday to meet with Syrian Kurds battling militants from
the Islamic State and to make preparations for the arrival of a larger Iraqi Kurd force, according to Kurdish officials in Iraq and witnesses on the
ground near Kobani. 

Iraqi Army Unable To Protect An Uprising Against Islamic State, U.S. General Says from Washington Post 31 Oct 14

Iraqi forces remain on the defensive against the Islamic State in western Iraq, unable to protect the tribesmen who U.S. and Iraqi officials are
betting will throw their weight behind the fight against the militant group, U.S. military leaders said Thursday. 

US Airdrops Aid For Sunnis In Western Iraq: Pentagon from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 14

US cargo planes have parachuted aid to a beleaguered Sunni tribe in western Iraq, the Pentagon said Tuesday, in a sign Iraqi government forces
remain in a tenuous position against Islamic State jihadists in Anbar province. 

Suicide Car Bomber Strikes Iraqi Town After Battles To Drive Back Islamic State from Washington Post 28 Oct 14

A suicide attacker driving an apparently looted Humvee triggered a blast Monday outside an Iraqi town where government forces recently drove
back Islamic State militants, reports said. At least 24 people were killed and dozens injured. 

Car Bombings In Iraq Kill At Least 38 People from Associated Press 28 Oct 14

Two car bombings in Iraq, including one where a suicide attacker drove a Humvee into a checkpoint manned by Iraqi troops and pro-government
Shiite militiamen, killed at least 38 people Monday, authorities said. 

US, Iraq Planning Offensive By Iraqi Forces To Reclaim Territory From Islamic State from Washington Post 22 Oct 14



The United States and Iraq are drawing up a campaign plan for offensive operations by Iraqi ground forces to gradually reclaim towns and cities
that have been occupied by the Islamic State, according to a senior administration official. 

Iraq PM Rules Out Foreign Boots On The Ground from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

Iraqi Prime Minister Haidar al-Abadi on Monday ruled out any foreign ground intervention to assist government forces in retaking territory lost to
jihadists and urged Sunnis to give up such hopes. 

Islamic State Seizes Two Yazidi Villages As It Advances On Mount Sinjar from Washington Post 21 Oct 14

Islamic State militants advanced on Mount Sinjar on Monday, seizing two villages and blocking roads as besieged fighters from the minority
Yazidi sect pleaded for U.S.-led airstrikes to save them. 

U.S. Steps Up Airstrikes in Iraq’s Anbar Province from Wall Street Journal 20 Oct 14

Ten Targets Hit in Iraq; 13 Strikes Conducted in Syria, Military Says

The Secret Casualties Of Iraq’s Abandoned Chemical Weapons from New York Times 15 Oct 14

The soldiers at the blast crater sensed something was wrong. From 2004 to 2011, American and Iraqi troops repeatedly encountered, and at times
were wounded by, chemical weapons that were hidden or abandoned years earlier. 

At Terror’s Border, Iraqis Make a Daily Commute from Wall Street Journal 15 Oct 14

MAKTAB KHALED, Iraq—Attalaf al Nour, a farmer who lives in Iraq’s Sunni heartland, long enjoyed a simple life that revolved around
livestock, crops and trips to the city to sell his grain. 

Militants Take Iraq Army Camp As Bombs Hit Baghdad from Associated Press 14 Oct 14

Militants with the Islamic State group on Monday captured a military training camp in western Iraq, inching closer to full control of the restive
Anbar province, as a spate of deadly bombings shook Baghdad, hitting mostly Shiite neighborhoods and leaving at least 30 dead. 

Kurdish And Iraqi Forces Widen Offensive Against ISIS In Northern Iraq from New York Times 1 Oct 14

Kurdish fighters opened offensives against Islamic State militants in several parts of northern Iraq on Tuesday, seizing control of a border crossing
with Syria that has been a major conduit for the insurgents, officials said. 

Iraq Army Woos Deserters Back To War On ISIS from New York Times 29 Sep 14

The Iraqi military command has launched a campaign to re-enlist soldiers and officers who abandoned their units, a crucial step in its effort to
rebuild an army that has been routed in battle after battle by Islamic State jihadists. 

Pentagon Deploys Headquarters Unit To Iraq In Sign Mission Is Expanding from McClatchy 26 Sep 14

In an escalation of American re-engagement in Iraq, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Thursday deployed the first division headquarters unit to
the war-torn country since the U.S. withdrawal in 2011. 

Obama Hails ‘Vision’ Of Iraqi PM At First Meeting from Agence France-Presse 25 Sep 14

US President Barack Obama on Wednesday hailed the “political vision” and inclusive nature of new Iraqi Prime Minister Haidar al-Abadi as the
two leaders met for the first time. 

Islamic State militants kill 40 Iraqi troops from Associated Press 23 Sep 14

Islamic State militants disguised in Iraqi army uniforms and driving stolen Humvees killed at least 40 Iraqi soldiers and captured 68 others in
western Anbar province, breaking through a deteriorating Iraqi military offensive in an area where the United States recently broadened its
airstrike campaign. 

Obama Insists U.S. Will Not Get Drawn Into Ground War In Iraq from New York Times 18 Sep 14

President Obama on Wednesday repeated his vow to destroy Islamist terrorists in Syria and Iraq, but he insisted that the United States would not
go it alone and promised a military audience that he would not send them back into direct combat. 



Iraq’s Progress Overshadowed By War With Islamic State from Bloomberg News 17 Sep 14

While world attention remains fixed on battles with Islamic State in the deserts of western Iraq, the war against the jihadists may be won or lost in
Baghdad. 

AP Sources: First US Strike In Expanded Iraq Fight from Associated Press 16 Sep 14

U.S. officials say the United States took the first step in the planned expanded fight against Islamic State militants Monday, going to the aid of
Iraqi security forces south of Baghdad who were being attacked by enemy fighters. 

Obama’s Plan To Counter Islamic State Broadly Welcomed In Iraq from Washington Post 12 Sep 14

President Obama’s plan to expand the fight against the Islamic State was broadly welcomed in Iraq on Thursday, though some complained that
Washington should have acted faster to confront the threat posed by the militants. 

U.S. Plan To Fight Islamic State Depends On New Iraq Leadership, Kerry Says During Visit from Washington Post 11 Sep 14

Iraq’s new broad-based government will be the “engine” of the Obama administration’s plan to turn back the rapid advances of Islamic State
militants, Secretary of State John F. Kerry said Wednesday. But lined with familiar faces, the much-vaunted governing coalition faces huge
challenges in playing that role. 

US Urges China To Help With Islamic State In Iraq from Washington Post 10 Sep 14

President Obama’s national security adviser urged China to help respond to the growing threat of the radical Islamic State in Iraq while meeting
this week with top Chinese officials. 

Tough Road Ahead For Iraq Leader After Govt Formed from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

Iraq’s new prime minister, Haider al-Abadi, has a daunting task ahead of him: With the world watching, the Shiite politician must unify a deeply
divided country against Sunni militants who have seized much of its territory. 

Tough Road Ahead For Iraq Leader After Govt Formed from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

Iraq’s new prime minister, Haider al-Abadi, has a daunting task ahead of him: With the world watching, the Shiite politician must unify a deeply
divided country against Sunni militants who have seized much of its territory. 

New Iraqi Government Named; Parliament Postpones Vote On Defense, Interior Ministers from McClatchy 9 Sep 14

Iraq’s parliament on Monday approved a new government headed by Prime Minister Haider al Abadi, but put off until next week a vote on who
will head two of the country’s most powerful institutions, the ministries of interior, which controls Iraq’s police forces, and defense, which
oversees the military. 

Iraq Approves New Government, Opens Way For Expanded US Role from Washington Post 9 Sep 14

Under huge international and domestic pressure, Iraq swore in a new government on Monday, opening the way for an expansion of U.S. military
support to fight Islamic extremists in the country. 

As U.S. Seeks Commitments In Fight Against Islamic State, Its Focus Is Tightly On Iraq from Washington Post 5 Sep 14

President Obama and his top national security officials are fanning out across the globe this week and next, seeking commitments to help the Iraqi
government in its fight against Islamic State militants. 

Iraq Crisis Prompts Obama, Cameron To Revisit U.S.-Britain Ties from Los Angeles Times 5 Sep 14

President Obama and British Prime Minister David Cameron began Thursday by making a joint call to action in a newspaper piece against
“barbaric” terrorists in Iraq. They also visited an elementary school in the morning before attending the NATO summit, where they were
seatmates, to discuss the crisis in Ukraine. 

Obama Sends Another 350 Troops To Iraq from Washington Times 3 Sep 14

On the same day Islamist militants apparently beheaded an American journalist, President Obama on Tuesday ordered another 350 troops to Iraq



as the U.S. continues its fight against the terrorist group known as the Islamic State. 

Relatives Of Missing Iraq Soldiers Storm Parliament from Agence France-Presse 3 Sep 14

Angry relatives of missing Iraqi soldiers stormed the parliament building in Baghdad on Tuesday, attacked MPs and staged a sit-in for several
hours in its main chamber, an official said. 

Obama Notifies Congress On New Round Of Iraq Airstrikes from McClatchy 2 Sep 14

The White House said Monday that its latest airstrikes in Iraq are “consistent” with prior military missions the White House has authorized to date
in Iraq – “to protect U.S. personnel and facilities and to address the humanitarian situation on the ground.” 

Iraqi Prime Minister Pledges To Root Out Militants from Associated Press 2 Sep 14

Tarnishing a Reputation as Storied Warriors from New York Times 1 Sep 14

For decades, the pesh merga have enjoyed a fearsome reputation as unconquered mountain warriors, a storied band of guerrilla fighters who
became the official guardians of the Kurdish enclave in northern Iraq. But when fighters from the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria rolled into
Kurdistan in August, the pesh merga fled the front line, just a half-hour’s drive from the territorial capital, Erbil. 

Sources: US Considering New Relief Mission In Iraq from Associated Press 28 Aug 14

The Obama administration is considering a humanitarian relief operation for Shiite Turkmen in northern Iraq who have been under siege for
weeks by Islamic State militants, U.S. defense officials said Wednesday. 

Iraqi Effort To Recapture Tikrit Said To Stall from Washington Post 20 Aug 14

An Iraqi offensive aimed recapturing the city of Tikrit stalled Tuesday, a day after Iraqi and Kurdish forces backed by U.S. airstrikes recaptured
the country’s largest dam from radical Islamist militants who have rampaged across northern Iraq. 

Troops In Iraq Rout Sunni Militants From A Key Dam from New York Times 19 Aug 14

Iraqi and Kurdish ground troops overran Sunni militants and reclaimed Iraq’s largest dam on Monday, President Obama said, as American
warplanes unleashed a barrage of bombs in an expansion of the limited goals laid out by the president in authorizing the military campaign in
Iraq. 

U.S. Expands Campaign Against Islamic State from Washington Times 19 Aug 14

The U.S. military has significantly ramped up its bombing campaign in northern Iraq in recent days, sending fighter jets and armed drones to
support Kurdish and Iraqi forces who reclaimed control of the Mosul Dam from Islamic State fighters early Monday. 

Pope Calls For UN Rather Than US Action In Iraq from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 14

Pope Francis called Monday for collective action through the United Nations to “stop unjust aggression” in Iraq, in an implicit criticism of
unilateral US air strikes there. 

White House broadens Iraq air mission from Associated Press 18 Aug 14

The U.S. has expanded its air campaign in Iraq with attacks aimed at helping Iraqi forces regain control of the strategic Mosul dam. 

Kurds Move To Retake Dam As U.S. Bombs Weaken ISIS from New York Times 18 Aug 14

Seizing on the momentum of focused American airstrikes in recent days, Kurdish forces moved to retake the strategic Mosul Dam on Sunday
night, in their most significant challenge yet to the Sunni militants’ advance in northern Iraq. 

Despite Rescue, Iraq Airstrikes Will Continue, Obama Says from New York Times 15 Aug 14

President Obama on Thursday claimed victory in the effort to rescue Yazidi refugees from a mountaintop in Iraq, but said that airstrikes in that
country would continue in order to protect Americans and offer assistance to other Iraqis threatened by Sunni militants. 



Aid officials warn it’s too soon to declare Yazidi mission accomplished from McClatchy 15 Aug 14

Humanitarian aid workers warned Thursday that it was too soon to declare the U.S. mission to aid Yazidi refugees in northern Iraq a success,
noting that at least 100,000 residents who fled the Islamic State’s capture of Sinjar now crowd cities and refugee camps and will need
humanitarian assistance for months to come. 

Maliki Agrees To Step Aside, Easing Iraq’s Political Crisis from Washington Post 15 Aug 14

Embattled Iraqi leader Nouri al-Maliki has agreed to make way for a new prime minister, a member of his political bloc said Thursday, conceding
defeat after a tense political standoff. 

U.S. Declares Yazidi Intervention A Success, Says Rescue Mission Unneeded from McClatchy 14 Aug 14

The United States military has concluded that there are too few Yazidi refugees still trapped in the mountains of northern Iraq to warrant mounting
a potentially risky rescue, the Pentagon said late Wednesday. 

U.S. Breaks Siege On Iraqi Mountain, Defense Officials Say from New York Times 14 Aug 14

Defense Department officials said late Wednesday that United States airstrikes and Kurdish fighters had broken the siege on Mount Sinjar,
allowing thousands of the Yazidis trapped there to escape. 

Maliki Insists He’ll Press Leadership Claim In Iraqi Courts from New York Times 14 Aug 14

Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki said Wednesday that he would press ahead in the Iraqi courts with his increasingly unlikely bid to retain
power, and would not turn to the army. 

US sends 130 more troops to Iraq from Associated Press 13 Aug 14

Another 130 U.S. troops arrived in Iraq on Tuesday on what the Pentagon described as a temporary mission to assess the scope of the
humanitarian crisis facing thousands of displaced Iraqi civilians trapped on Sinjar Mountain and evaluate options for getting them out to safety. 

Syrian Kurdish Fighters Rescue Stranded Yazidis from Associated Press 13 Aug 14

In a dusty camp here, Iraqi refugees have new heroes: Syrian Kurdish fighters who battled militants to carve out an escape route for tens of
thousands trapped on a mountaintop. 

Europe Pledges Help To Northern Iraq from Associated Press 13 Aug 14

Europe stepped up support Tuesday for thousands of people fleeing advancing Islamic militant forces in northern Iraq, pledging more air drops,
aid money and non-lethal equipment to ease suffering and bolster fighters battling the Sunni insurgency. 

Maliki’s Bid To Keep Power In Iraq Seems To Collapse from New York Times 13 Aug 14

Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki’s defiant fight to retain power in Iraq appeared to collapse on Tuesday after his former backers in Iran, the
military and his own party all signaled that he could no longer expect their support. 

Iraq security forces must not intervene in politics: Ban from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 14

UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon on Tuesday warned that Iraqi security forces must not intervene in a political crisis sparked by the
appointment of a new prime minister. 

Obama Pledges Support For A New Iraqi Leader from New York Times 12 Aug 14

President Obama said Monday that Iraq had taken a “promising step forward” in forming a more inclusive government even as Prime Minister
Nuri Kamal al-Maliki appeared to resist efforts to replace him as the country’s leader. 

Iraqis Nominate Maliki Successor, Causing Standoff from New York Times 12 Aug 14

Under heavy pressure from the United States, Iraqi lawmakers took a significant step on Monday by choosing a replacement for Prime Minister
Nuri Kamal al-Maliki, widely blamed for their country’s polarized politics. But Mr. Maliki angrily rejected the move, vowing to fight in the courts
and perhaps by use of force, throwing the country into new uncertainty even as it fights an onslaught by Sunni militants. 



Pentagon: Airstrikes Haven’t Slowed Islamic State’s Goals In Iraq from Washington Times 12 Aug 14

The Pentagon acknowledged Monday that its limited airstrikes in northern Iraq have done nothing to slow the overall operational goals of the al
Qaeda spinoff group, the Islamic State. 

U.S. To Give Long-range Weapons To Kurdish Fighters from Los Angeles Times 12 Aug 14

The Obama administration and U.S. allies are preparing to rush antitank weapons and other arms to Kurdish fighters in northern Iraq who are
battling Islamic militants near Irbil, officials said. 

Capitalizing On U.S. Bombing, Kurds Retake Iraqi Towns from New York Times 11 Aug 14

With American strikes beginning to show clear effects on the battlefield, Kurdish forces counterattacked Sunni militants in northern Iraq on
Sunday, regaining control of two strategic towns with aid from the air. 

Iraq’s Political Situation Appears Dire As Prime Minister Fiercely Digs In from Washington Post 11 Aug 14

Special forces teams and army tanks surrounded the Green Zone housing Iraq’s government as Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki fiercely clung to
power Sunday, taking the stability of the country to the brink at a moment when it is already facing a lethal challenge from radical Islamist
fighters. 

White House Weighing Air Support For Iraq from USA Today 8 Aug 14

President Obama is considering options to assist trapped minorities in Iraq, including possible airstrikes, a government official said. 

Obama Allows Limited Airstrikes On ISIS from New York Times 8 Aug 14

President Obama on Thursday announced that he had authorized targeted American airstrikes against Islamic militants in Iraq, scrambling to avert
the fall of the Kurdish capital, Erbil, and returning the United States to a significant battlefield role in Iraq for the first time since the last American
soldier left the country at the end of 2011. 

U.S. Launches Effort To Drop Humanitarian Aid In Iraq from Los Angeles Times 7 Aug 14

U.S. cargo planes escorted by fighter jets have begun an effort to drop supplies to tens of thousands of Iraqis who fled advancing Sunni militant
fighters and are stranded on a barren mountain in danger of starvation, U.S. officials said Thursday. 

Kurds Unite To Oust Iraq Jihadists, Rescue Stranded Civilians from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 14

Kurds from Iraq, Syria and Turkey joined forces in north Iraq Wednesday to try to reclaim areas lost to jihadists and rescue thousands of civilians
stranded in mountains without food or water. 

U.S. Backs Sunni Plan To Fight Islamic State Jihadists In Iraq from Wall Street Journal 6 Aug 14

The U.S. is holding talks with Sunni Muslim officials in Iraq who have requested help in organizing grass-roots fighting forces to counter an
extremist militant group seizing territory across the country. 

Iraq Agrees To Help Kurds Battling Sunni Extremists from New York Times 5 Aug 14

Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki on Monday ordered Iraq’s air force to support Kurdish forces fighting Sunni extremists in the north, a move
that represented a thaw, out of military necessity, in the fraught relations between the central government and Kurdish leaders. 

How The U.S. Got Mixed Up In A Fight Over Kurdish Oil from Washington Post 5 Aug 14

Sixty miles off the coast of Texas sits a crude-oil tanker fully loaded with years of antagonism between the Kurdish region of Iraq and the central
government in Baghdad.

Dubai, European Airlines Divert Flights Over Iraq from Associated Press 31 Jul 14

European airlines and a Dubai-based carrier are rerouting flights over Iraqi airspace as a security precaution amid fears that militants with the
Islamic State group have weapons capable of shooting down planes, despite Iraq saying its skies are safe. 

US Plans Largest Ever Sale Of Hellfire Missiles To Iraq from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 14



The United States plans to sell 5,000 Hellfire missiles to Iraq in a $700 million deal, officials said Tuesday, as Washington tries to help Baghdad
retake ground captured by Sunni militants. 

Iraq is already splitting into three states from USA Today 28 Jul 14

Ever since U.S. forces invaded Iraq and toppled Saddam Hussein in 2003, the U.S. government has worried that Iraq would splinter into three
states — each representing the feuding religious and ethnic factions the dictator held together through his iron rule. 

Maliki’s Bloc Says It Is Willing To Consider Other Candidates For His Position from Washington Post 28 Jul 14

Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki’s days in the top job appeared to be numbered, after his political bloc wrote to the country’s top Shiite
religious authority to say it is ready to replace him if necessary. 

In Iraq's Mosul, radicals unleash their vision from Associated Press 28 Jul 14

Residents of Mosul have watched helplessly as extremists ruling the northern Iraqi city blew up some of their most beloved landmarks and shrines
to impose a stark vision of Islam. Next up for destruction, they feared: the Crooked Minaret, a more than 840-year-old tower that leans like Italy's
Tower of Pisa. 

Iraqi Leaders Elect Former Foe Of Hussein As President from New York Times 25 Jul 14

Iraq’s leaders selected Fouad Massoum, a longtime Kurdish politician and former guerrilla fighter who took up arms against Saddam Hussein’s
regime, on Thursday as the country’s new president, an important step in forming a new government that the international community and Iraq’s
religious authorities have called for and described as crucial to confronting a growing Sunni insurgency. 

Kurds Agree On Fuad Masum For Iraq President: Officials from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 14

Veteran Iraqi politician Fuad Masum was almost guaranteed to become Iraq’s next president after the main Kurdish blocs in parliament agreed on
his candidacy Thursday. 

Iraq Defence Minister Heads To Moscow With Wish List from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 14

Iraq’s defence minister flew to Moscow on Wednesday to ask his counterpart for military equipment, as his forces struggle to hold off a jihadist-
led Sunni militant offensive, a spokesman said. 

Baghdad Suicide Car Bomb Kills 23 from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 14

A suicide car bomb explosion ripped through a police checkpoint in Baghdad Tuesday, killing 23 people and wounding more than 40, police and
medical sources said. 

Mortar fire south of Baghdad kills nine, police, hospital sources say from Reuters 21 Jul 14

Nine people were killed in a mainly Shi'ite town south of Baghdad late on Sunday by mortar fire that hit near a Shi'ite religious site, police and
hospital sources said. 

For Iraq, Debacle In Tikrit As Forces Walk Into Trap Set By Militants from New York Times 17 Jul 14

Iraqi troops and their militia and volunteer allies were on the verge of declaring victory over Sunni militants holding the strategic town of Tikrit
and were about to hoist the Iraqi flag over key government buildings, when, a survivor recalled Wednesday, “the doors of hell opened.” 

Under Pressure To Form New Government, Iraq Parliament To Convene Sunday from Washington Post 9 Jul 14

Iraq’s parliament has announced that it will convene on Sunday, amid mounting pressure to form a new government that can deal with a litany of
challenges that threaten to tear this country apart. 

Iraqi Parliament Wobbles Over Forming Government from New York Times 8 Jul 14

Iraq’s political process appeared near collapse for several hours on Monday after the Parliament said it would be at least five weeks before
members would even try to elect a speaker, the first step in the process of forming a government. 

Iraqi Parliament Wobbles Over Forming Government from New York Times 8 Jul 14



Iraq’s political process appeared near collapse for several hours on Monday after the Parliament said it would be at least five weeks before
members would even try to elect a speaker, the first step in the process of forming a government. 

Iraq’s feuding politicians storm out of Parliament’s first session from McClatchy 2 Jul 14

Hopes that Iraqi politicians would rapidly form a new government to help counter the advance of Islamist gunmen and win U.S. help were dashed
on Tuesday after Sunni Muslim and Kurdish members of the Iraqi Parliament walked out of what was to have been their first session since
elections in April. 

Iraq’s Parliament Fails To Agree On Formation Of New Government from Washington Post 2 Jul 14

Iraq’s inaugural session of parliament ended Tuesday without agreement on the formation of a new government, damping hopes that the country’s
fractious politicians would rise to the challenge presented by an insurgency that is tearing their nation apart. 

Obama Sends More Troops To Baghdad For Embassy Protection from Washington Times 1 Jul 14

With violence threatening the stability of Iraq, President Obama on Monday ordered another 200 U.S. troops to Baghdad to guard the U.S.
Embassy. 

Unrest In Iraq Could Delay Delivery Of US F-16s from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 14

Violence in Iraq could delay the delivery of American F-16 fighter jets to the Baghdad government after contractors had to be evacuated from a
key air base, the Pentagon said Monday. 

For Iraq, Potential Leader With A Tarnished Past from New York Times 1 Jul 14

He took millions of dollars from the C.I.A., founded and was accused of defrauding the second-biggest bank in Jordan and sold the Bush
administration a bill of goods on weapons of mass destruction in Iraq. 

In Mosul, Early Support For Militants Gives Way To Unease from Washington Post 1 Jul 14

When Sunni extremists swept into the northern Iraqi city of Mosul, many residents welcomed them, claiming that the masked gunmen had
liberated them from oppression by Baghdad. But three weeks on, discontent is surfacing. 

Kerry Presses Persian Gulf Nations To Rally Behind Iraq from Washington Post 27 Jun 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry is leading an increasingly public U.S. effort to persuade Persian Gulf nations to help pull Iraq back from the brink
of civil war, leaning on them to use their influence with Iraq’s Sunni tribes and suggesting that open hostility to Shiite Prime Minister Nouri al-
Maliki will only backfire. 

Iraq Shiite Leaders Hold Talks On Premier, As Support For Maliki Slips from New York Times 27 Jun 14

As the first armed American drones began flying over Iraq on Thursday, Shiite political leaders were locked in meetings to try to decide who
should be the country’s next prime minister. For the first time, some of Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki’s own party members expressed
doubt that he would be a viable candidate. 

As Clashes Rage In Iraq, Maliki Seeks To Shore Up Fractured Base from Washington Post 27 Jun 14

Iraq’s leading Shiite politicians met Thursday to discuss their nomination for prime minister, divided over who should steer the country as an al-
Qaeda-linked insurgency threatens the future of the state. 

More U.S. forces arrive in Baghdad, two-star general leads effort from Reuters 27 Jun 14

Another 50 U.S. special operations forces have arrived in Baghdad under the newly appointed command of a two-star general as the U.S. military
steadily ramps up an advisory mission aimed at helping Iraq battle back Sunni militants, the Pentagon said on Thursday. 

Al-Maliki defiant: Iraqi Prime Minister rejects calls to form unity government from Associated Press 26 Jun 14

A defiant Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki on Wednesday rejected calls for an interim “national salvation government” in his first public
statement since President Barack Obama challenged him last week to create a more inclusive leadership or risk a sectarian civil war. 



US Shrugs Off Maliki Blast On ‘National Salvation’ Govt from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 14

The United States on Wednesday shrugged off a warning by Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki that he would not accept a national emergency
government, following US calls for an inclusive coalition to outride the current crisis. 

Officials say Iraq pullout hurt US spying from Associated Press 26 Jun 14

When John Maguire was a CIA officer in Beirut in the late 1980s during that country's bloody civil war, he spent weeks living in safe houses far
from the U.S. Embassy, dodging militants who wanted to kidnap and kill Americans. 

Kerry Urges Kurdish Leaders To Stick With Iraq As Insurgent Offensive Continues from Washington Post 25 Jun 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry urged Kurdish leaders Tuesday to remain part of Iraq, as fighters from local Sunni tribes wrested control of at
least part of Iraq’s largest oil refinery after battling for days with government troops over the key facility. 

Islamist Fighters Reportedly Attempting To Encircle Baghdad from McClatchy 25 Jun 14

Iraq’s dire situation has gone from bad dream to nightmare in two weeks of fighting that have seen Sunni Muslim gunmen assert control over a
growing area, including, Kurdish officials said Tuesday, at least two towns that lie on a crucial supply route linking Baghdad, the capital, with the
mostly Shiite Muslim south. 

US forces flow into Baghdad to assess Iraq troops from Associated Press 25 Jun 14

Nearly half of the roughly 300 U.S. military advisers and special operations forces expected to go to Iraq are now in Baghdad and have begun to
assess Iraqi forces in the fight against Sunni militants, the Defense Department said Tuesday as the U.S. ramped up aid to the besieged country. 

ISIS Claims Victory At Baiji Refinery, Iraqi Forces Deny Reports Of Surrender from McClatchy 25 Jun 14

Radical Sunni militants claimed victory on Tuesday in the battle for control of Iraq’s largest oil refinery, but Iraqi and Kurdish officials denied the
facility had fallen totally into rebel hands. 

Syrian Aircraft Bomb Sunni Militant Targets Inside Iraq from Washington Post 25 Jun 14

Syrian government aircraft bombed Sunni militant targets inside Iraq Tuesday, further broadening the Middle Eastern crisis just a day after Israeli
warplanes and rockets struck targets inside Syria. 

Kerry In Baghdad Says Obama Gathering Data For Strikes from Bloomberg News 24 Jun 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said in Baghdad today that President Barack Obama is gathering the information he’d need if he decides to
order airstrikes to counter the advance of Sunni militants in Iraq. 

Pentagon Won’t Use I-word In Saying Military Advisers In Iraq Will Be Protected Against Prosecution from McClatchy 24 Jun 14

The Defense Department said Monday that the U.S. military advisers headed to Iraq to try to shore up the embattled central government there will
be protected against potential criminal prosecution for their actions in the war-torn country. 

ISIS Fighters Control Much Of Iraq’s Western Border After Seizing Three More Towns from Washington Post 23 Jun 14

Al-Qaeda-inspired rebels captured three more towns in the western Iraqi province of Anbar on Sunday, expanding their onslaught against
crumbling Iraqi security forces deeper into the heart of the Middle East. 

Relief Over U.S. Exit From Iraq Fades As Reality Overtakes Hope from New York Times 23 Jun 14

Standing in Al Faw palace in Baghdad, surrounded by an artificial lake and the ragged remnants of eight years of war, Vice President Joseph R.
Biden Jr. felt a surge of emotion on that day in December 2011. 

Kerry Hints That U.S. Would Support New Leader For Iraq from New York Times 23 Jun 14

Secretary of State John Kerry, visiting Cairo on the first leg of a trip to try to rally Arab support on the Iraq crisis, said on Sunday that it was
important for Iraqis to “find leadership” that could bridge the deep sectarian divides in the country, apparently sending a subtle signal that the
United States was open to the selection of a new prime minister there. 



Obama Announces He Is Sending Up To 300 Troops Back To Iraq As Advisers from Washington Post 20 Jun 14

President Obama announced Thursday that he is sending up to 300 U.S. troops to Iraq to help Iraqi military forces deal with an onslaught by
radical Islamist fighters inspired by al-Qaeda. 

Obama Sends Advisers to Baghdad; Aides Say US Could Strike Inside Syria from Defense News 19 Jun 14

President Obama announced Thursday that he plans to send about 300 US military advisers to Iraq to assist the government in its fight against
extremists from the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), who have taken over vast swaths of the country’s Sunni-dominated west and
north. 

Humiliation at rout hits Iraqi military hard from 18 Jun 14

The Iraqi soldiers tell of how they can hardly live with the shame of their rout under the onslaught of the Islamic militants. Their commanders
disappeared. Pleas for more ammunition went unanswered. Troops ran from post to post only to find them already taken by gunmen, forcing them
to flee. 

Obama Is Said to Consider Selective Airstrikes on Sunni Militants from New York Times 18 Jun 14

President Obama is considering a targeted, highly selective campaign of airstrikes against Sunni militants in Iraq similar to counterterrorism
operations in Yemen, rather than the widespread bombardment of an air war, a senior administration official said on Tuesday. 

Fears Of Sectarian Killings Rise In Baghdad After Sunni Imam, Two Aides Found Dead from Washington Post 18 Jun 14

Fears of a revival of sectarian killings in Baghdad soared Tuesday after the bodies of a Sunni Muslim prayer leader and two of his assistants were
found in a morgue, four days after they were allegedly kidnapped by Shiite militiamen. 

Key Iraqi oil refinery shuts down as Islamists press to seize it from McClatchy 18 Jun 14

The oil refinery in the town of Baiji supplies at least 40 percent of Iraq’s gasoline production, making it one of the most crucial facilities in a
country that, despite its oil wealth, must import gasoline to feed the foreign-made automobiles that have flooded Iraq since U.S.-led forces toppled
Saddam Hussein in 2003. 

U.S. Is Exploring Talks With Iran On Crisis In Iraq from New York Times 17 Jun 14

A senior American diplomat met with his Iranian counterpart in Vienna on Monday to explore whether the United States and Iran could work
together to create a more stable Iraqi government and ease the threat from Sunni militants. 

Fighting northeast of Baghdad kills 44 detainees from Associated Press 17 Jun 14

Sunni insurgents pushed further into a province northeast of Baghdad, laid siege to a police station and battled pro-government Shiite militiamen
in overnight clashes that left at least 44 detainees dead, Iraqi officials said Tuesday. 

Obama ordering 275 military personnel to Iraq; may send special ops from Los Angeles Times 17 Jun 14

In a sign of the growing danger in Iraq, President Obama notified Congress on Monday that he was sending up to 275 U.S. military personnel “to
provide support and security for U.S. personnel and the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad.” 

Kurdish Taxis Shuttling to Baghdad Report Abuse by Shiite Militias, Iraq Army from RUDAW 16 Jun 14

Kurdish taxi drivers shuttling between the Kurdistan Region and Baghdad report abuse and beatings by Shiite militias and the Iraqi military
because of their ethnicity, amid turmoil in Iraq as Sunni Islamic militants nearing Baghdad vow to topple the government. 

U.S. Plans to Evacuate Many Embassy Workers from New York Times 16 Jun 14

The American Embassy in Baghdad plans to evacuate a substantial number of its personnel this week in the face of a militant advance that rapidly
swept from the north toward the capital, the State Department announced on Sunday. 

US Starts Removing Embassy Staff From Baghdad As ISIS Grabs Iraqi Town Of Tal Afar from Washington Post 16 Jun 14

Al-Qaeda renegades captured another major town in northern Iraq on Sunday, forcing hundreds of families to flee into the surrounding desert as
their country descended into a new round of bloodletting. 



US Scrambles To Help Iraq Fight Off Militants As Baghdad Is Threatened from New York Times 13 Jun 14

The White House, confronted by an unexpected crisis on a battlefield it thought it had left behind, scrambled Thursday to reassure Iraq that it
would help its beleaguered army fend off militants who have overrun much of the country and now threaten Baghdad. 

Iraqi Kurds Take Oil City As Militants Push Forward from New York Times 13 Jun 14

Kurdish forces exploited the mayhem convulsing Iraq on Thursday to seize complete control of the strategic northern oil city of Kirkuk as
government troops fled in the face of advancing Sunni militants.

Obama Weighs Direct Action Against Insurgents In Iraq from Los Angeles Times 12 Jun 14

Facing the threat of sectarian conflict engulfing the Middle East, President Obama indicated Thursday that he may order direct military action in
Iraq, a step he has ruled out since the U.S. ended its long war there. 

Insurgents In Northern Iraq Seize Key Cities, Advance Toward Baghdad from Washington Post 12 Jun 14

Insurgents inspired by al-Qaeda rapidly pressed towards Baghdad on Wednesday, confronting little resistance from Iraq’s collapsing security
forces and expanding an arc of control that now includes a wide swath of the country. 

US Vows To Back Iraq In Fight Against Jihadist Threat from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 14

The United States vowed Wednesday to boost aid to Iraq amid fears the US-backed Iraqi army is increasingly powerless against emboldened
militants more than two years after American forces withdrew. 

Militants Storm Turkish Consulate In Iraqi City, Taking 49 People As Hostages from New York Times 12 Jun 14

The Turkish government reacted with alarm on Wednesday to the seizure of the country’s consul general and his staff by militants in Mosul, Iraq,
vowing to retaliate if any of its citizens are wounded. 

Sunni Militants Drive Iraqi Army Out Of Mosul from New York Times 11 Jun 14

Sunni militants spilling over the border from Syria on Tuesday seized control of the northern city of Mosul, Iraq’s second largest, in the most
stunning success yet in a rapidly widening insurgency that threatens to drag the region into war. 

Insurgents Seize Iraqi City Of Mosul As Security Forces Flee from Washington Post 11 Jun 14

Insurgents seized control of most of the northern Iraqi city of Mosul on Tuesday in a powerful demonstration of the threat posed by a rapidly
expanding extremist army to the fragile stability of Iraq and the wider region. 

Arms Windfall For Insurgents As Iraq City Falls from New York Times 11 Jun 14

The insurgent fighters who routed the Iraqi army out of Mosul on Tuesday did not just capture much of Iraq’s second-largest city. They also
gained a windfall of arms, munitions and equipment abandoned by the soldiers as they fled — arms that were supplied by the United States and
intended to give the troops an edge over the insurgents. 

Iraq prime minister calls for state of emergency from Associated Press 10 Jun 14

Iraq's prime minister has asked parliament to declare a state of emergency over a militant attack in Mosul. 

Killings In Iraq, At 799, Reach A Monthly High from Associated Press 2 Jun 14

Violence claimed the lives of 799 Iraqis in May, the highest monthly death toll so far this year, the United Nations said Sunday, underlining the
daunting challenges the Iraqi government faces as it struggles to contain a surge in sectarian violence. 

Maliki’s Bloc Leads In Iraq Election from Washington Post 20 May 14

The bloc led by Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki is heading for a commanding lead in nationwide elections held last month, putting him in a
strong position to secure a third term in office, according to preliminary results released Monday. 

Iraq: Al-Maliki Says Vote “Slap” To Terrorism from Associated Press 2 May 14



Iraq’s prime minister on Thursday hailed a high turnout in nationwide elections as a “slap in the face of terrorism” as the United Nations
announced that 750 Iraqis were killed in violence in April, the highest monthly death toll this year. 

Iraqis Go To Polls Amid Conflict, Threats, Floods from Washington Post 1 May 14

Iraqis voted Wednesday in the first elections since the withdrawal of U.S. troops, braving terrorists’ bomb threats to polling stations as parts of the
country remained engulfed in conflict. 

Sectarian Strife Rises As Iraq Election Approaches from Los Angeles Times 30 Apr 14

Iraq’s worst surge in sectarian violence since 2008, fueled by protracted political disputes, makes the first parliamentary election since the U.S.-
led occupation anything but promising. 

Fledgling Iraqi Military Is Outmatched on Battlefield from Wall Street Journal 28 Apr 14

On Eve of Elections, Demoralized Army Is Losing Fight Against Islamist Militants

Iraq Oil Output Exceeds Hussein Era from Wall Street Journal 22 Apr 14

But Bureaucracy, Corruption, Violence Make Exports Difficult 

Iraq Clashes Prevent Voting In Parts Of Province from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

Iraq’s electoral commission said on Tuesday that there will be no balloting in parts of the Sunni-dominated Anbar province engulfed in clashes
between security forces and al-Qaida-inspired militants. 

Iraqi Envoy Calls On U.S. To Strengthen Relationship from New York Times 4 Apr 14

Iraq’s ambassador to the United States gently chided his host on Thursday, asserting that American fatigue with war — a consequence of the
prolonged conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan — had left his country’s security more vulnerable and was contributing to Mideast instability. 

Suicide bombing in Iraq kills 5 army recruits from Associated Press 2 Apr 14

An Iraqi police official says a suicide bombing near a military base in the country's north has killed five army recruits. 

Kurds Offer To Export 100,000 Bpd Of Oil In Iraq Row from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 14

Iraq’s autonomous Kurdish region pledged Thursday to export 100,000 barrels of oil per day through central government-controlled pipelines in a
bid to resolve an impasse with Baghdad ahead of elections. 

Iraqi Ambassador To Run Boston Marathon from Washington Post 20 Mar 14

Iraqi Ambassador Lukman Faily at the Tokyo marathon (Embassy of the Republic of Iraq in Washington, D.C.) 

US Delivers Missiles, Ammunition To Iraq from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 14

The United States delivered nearly 100 Hellfire missiles, M4 rifles and hundreds of thousands of rounds of ammunition to Iraq this month, the US
embassy in Baghdad said Sunday. 

Iraq’s Sunni Tribal Leaders Say Fight For Fallujah Is Part Of A Revolution from Washington Post 13 Mar 14

In offices above busy commercial streets here in the Jordanian capital, Iraqi tribal and religious leaders are plotting a revolution in their own
country. 

Bombings, clashes in Iraq kill at least 42 from Associated Press 6 Mar 14

Bombings targeting shoppers across central Iraq and clashes near the militant-held city of Fallujah killed at least 42 people Thursday, authorities
said. 

UN Concerned Over Situation In Iraq’s Fallujah from Associated Press 14 Feb 14

The United Nations said Thursday it is concerned over the plight of civilians caught up in fighting in Iraq’s besieged city of Fallujah, occupied by
al-Qaida-linked militants and other Sunni insurgent groups since late December. 



Shiite Militias In Iraq Begin To Remobilize from Washington Post 10 Feb 14

Scores of bodies have been dumped in Iraq’s canals and palm groves in recent months, reminding terrified residents of the worst days of the
country’s sectarian conflict and fueling fears that the stage is being set for another civil war. 

Iraqi security forces accused of raping, torturing women in detention from Los Angeles Times 7 Feb 14

The woman held at an Iraqi death row facility arrived for a meeting with a human rights group last year on crutches, the result, she said, of nine
days of beatings and electric shocks. 

Hearing on Iraq shows extremists strong, Maliki problematic from McClatchy 6 Feb 14

One of the Obama administration's top Iraq strategists testified today before the House Foreign Affairs Committee on the resurgence of al Qaida
in Iraq and what the branch's recent split from the terror group's command means for U.S. interests. 

Iraqi army bombards Falluja in preparation for ground assault from Reuters 3 Feb 14

The Iraqi army intensified its shelling of Falluja on Sunday in preparation for a ground assault to regain control of the city, which has been under
the control of militants for a month. 

To Retake Cities, Iraq Turns To Sunni Tribes from Washington Post 31 Jan 14

In his battle against an al-Qaeda-led insurgency in western Iraq, Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki’s is providing arms and funds to unnatural
bedfellows – Sunni tribesmen who complain of being neglected by his Shiite-dominated government. 

Pentagon Plan To Sell, Lease Attack Helicopters To Iraq Advances from Washington Post 28 Jan 14

The Pentagon formally notified Congress on Monday that it intends to sell and lease attack helicopters to Iraq, deals worth more than $6 billion
that had been snarled by concerns U.S. lawmakers raised about potential misuse of the aircraft. 

Militants “Capture Soldiers” As Iraq Unrest Kills 13 from Agence France-Presse 27 Jan 14

Militants appeared to have captured five Iraqi soldiers near Fallujah, according to witnesses and online videos, while anti-government fighters
took control of more territory in Anbar province on Sunday. 

Nation On Course For Syria-style Civil War from Washington Times 24 Jan 14

The highest-ranking elected Sunni leader in Iraq painted a bleak picture of his nation’s future Thursday, telling an audience in Washington that
without serious and quick reconciliation between sectarian political parties, the country could be swallowed by a war comparable to the one now
raging in Syria.

Iraq PM Calls For ‘Stand’ Against Anbar Militants from Agence France-Presse 23 Jan 14

Iraq’s prime minister called Wednesday for residents of restive Anbar province to “take a stand” against anti-government fighters, as air strikes
were said to have killed 50 militants. 

Failed Talks With Militants Prompt Many To Flee In Iraq from New York Times 21 Jan 14

Thousands of residents have fled Falluja in recent days, fearing worsening violence after the failure of negotiations between local leaders and
jihadist militants to end a standoff that has lasted weeks, leaders from the city said Monday. 

Iraq warns militants possess major firepower from Associated Press 21 Jan 14

Islamic militants controlling a mainly Sunni area west of Baghdad are so well-armed that they could occupy the capital, a top Iraqi official warned
Monday, a frank and bleak assessment of the challenge posed in routing the insurgents as a new wave of bombings killed at least 31 people. 

Iraq’s Maliki Says He Has Asked For Weapons From US, Will Also Seek Training For Troops from Washington Post 17 Jan 14

Iraq has asked the United States for new arms to beat back the dramatic resurgence of al-Qaeda-linked militants in a western province and would
like U.S. troops to train its counterterrorism forces, Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki said in an interview Thursday. 



Al-Qaida asks Iraqis in embattled city for support from Associated Press 16 Jan 14

Members of al-Qaida's local franchise handed out pamphlets urging residents in the western city of Fallujah to take up arms and back the militants
in their weeks-long fight against Iraqi troops as clashes raged on around the city, residents said Thursday. 

Iraqi Deputy Premier Says U.S. Has A ‘responsibility’ To Remain Engaged In Iraq from Washington Post 15 Jan 14

Iraq’s Sunni deputy prime minister on Tuesday called on the United States to remain engaged in his embattled country, arguing that it had a “legal
and moral responsibility” to help it overcome the latest escalation of violence and instability. 

Tribal Chiefs Press for End to Siege in Iraq from Wall Street Journal 14 Jan 14

Sheiks Try to Persuade al Qaeda-Linked Militants to Leave City of Fallujah and Avert an Assault by Government Troops 

McCain: Send Petraeus back to Iraq from CNN 13 Jan 14

President Barack Obama should send David Petraeus, a retired four-star general who ran the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, back to Iraq to help
deal with the growing unrest in the country, Sen. John McCain said Sunday on CNN’s “State of the Union.” 

At Least 18 Dead, 45 Wounded in New Wave of Violence in Iraq from Latin American Herald Tribune 13 Jan 14

At least 18 people died and 45 others were wounded Sunday in a defensive action by the Iraqi army, several bomb blasts and attacks by armed
groups staged in cities around the country, a security official told Efe. 

Official: Iraqi troops, militants clash in west from Associated Press 10 Jan 14

An official says fierce clashes have erupted between Iraqi special forces and al-Qaida-linked militants in a village in western Anbar province. 

22 Dead in Attack on Iraq Military Complex from Latin American Herald Tribune 10 Jan 14

At least 22 people died and 25 others were wounded Thursday in a suicide attack on a military complex in downtown Baghdad, an Iraqi military
spokesman said. 

13,000 Families Flee Fallujah Amid Iraq Standoff from Agence France-Presse 9 Jan 14

More than 13,000 families have fled Fallujah, NGOs said Wednesday, warning of a dire humanitarian situation in Iraq, as masked gunmen held
the city, locked in a days-long standoff with the army. 

Iraqi prime minister says victory certain as Falluja assault looms from Reuters 9 Jan 14

Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki vowed to eradicate al Qaeda in Iraq and predicted victory as his army prepared to launch a major assault
against the Sunni Islamist militants who have taken over parts of the city of Falluja. 

Fighters urged to go as supplies run short from Associated Press 9 Jan 14

Tribal leaders in the besieged city of Fallujah warned al-Qaida-linked fighters to leave to avoid a military showdown, echoing a call by Iraq's
prime minister yesterday that they give up their fight as the government pushes to regain control of mainly Sunni areas west of Baghdad. 

GOP rep.: US should aid Iraq with air power from The Hill 7 Jan 14

The United States should assist the Iraqi government with limited air power and intelligence operations in its fight against al Qaeda, a Republican
lawmaker and Iraq War veteran said Monday. 

In Iraq, A Sunni Revolt Raises Specter Of New War from Washington Post 7 Jan 14

An eruption of violence in Iraq is threatening to undo much of what U.S. troops appeared to have accomplished before they withdrew, putting the
country’s stability on the line and raising the specter of a new civil war in a region already buckling under the strain of the conflict in Syria. 

US steps up military deliveries to Iraq to help fight al Qaeda from Buenos Aires Herald 6 Jan 14

The White House said on Monday that the United States is accelerating its deliveries of military equipment to Iraq to help the country fight al
Qaeda-linked militants, part of a strategy to isolate the insurgent groups. 



Kerry Says U.S. Will Help Iraq Against Al-Qaeda But Won’t Send Troops Back In from Washington Post 6 Jan 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry said Sunday that the United States is ready to help Iraq in any way possible as that country began a major
offensive to wrest control of two cities from al-Qaeda-linked militants. But he made it clear that no American troops would be sent in. 

Qaeda-Aligned Militants Threaten Key Iraqi Cities from New York Times 3 Jan 14

Radical Sunni militants aligned with Al Qaeda threatened Thursday to seize control of Falluja and Ramadi, two of the most important cities in
Iraq, setting fire to police stations, freeing prisoners from jail and occupying mosques, as the government rushed troop reinforcements to the areas.

Iraq PM To Deploy More Troops To Combat Anbar Unrest from Agence France-Presse 2 Jan 14

Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki on Wednesday reversed a decision to withdraw soldiers from Anbar cities and ordered reinforcements to the
mainly Sunni Arab province to tackle attacks by militants. 

Iraqi police dismantle Sunni protest in west from Associated Press 31 Dec 13

Iraqi police took down tents and cleared a Sunni sit-in in a flashpoint western city after protesters there agreed to end their months-long
demonstration following talks with the Shiite-led government, an official said Monday. 

U.S. Sends Arms To Aid Iraq Fight With Extremists from New York Times 26 Dec 13

The United States is quietly rushing dozens of Hellfire missiles and low-tech surveillance drones to Iraq to help government forces combat an
explosion of violence by a Qaeda-backed insurgency that is gaining territory in both western Iraq and neighboring Syria. 

Nearly 4 Dozen People Killed In Iraq Attacks from New York Times 17 Dec 13

Dozens of people were killed in a string of attacks across Iraq on Monday, including a group of Shiites who were pulled out of a bus and shot
dead on the roadside while they were traveling to the capital to begin an annual religious pilgrimage, the police said. 

Bombings near homes of Iraqi officials kill 3 from Associated Press 2 Dec 13

Iraqi authorities say bombings near the homes of government employees have killed three people in a Sunni suburb west of Baghdad. 

In Iraq, A Day Of Religious Observance, And Of Blood from New York Times 15 Nov 13

A wave of attacks against Shiite Muslims in Iraq killed at least 47 people and wounded dozens on Thursday, security officials said, as they were
marking the holy day of Ashura, which commemorates the killing of Imam Hussein, a grandson of the Prophet Muhammad, 1,300 years ago. 

Iraqi Leader Calls On U.S. To Help Fight Terrorist Threat from New York Times 1 Nov 13

Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki said on Thursday that Iraq once again faces a terrorist threat and that additional American weapons
and intelligence are needed to roll it back. 

Iraqi PM: US aid needed to battle al-Qaida from Associated Press 31 Oct 13

A bloody resurgence of al-Qaida in Iraq is prompting Baghdad to ask the U.S. for more weapons, training and manpower, two years after pushing
American troops out of the country. 

Senators Warn Obama That Maliki May Be Leading Iraq Back Toward Civil War from Washington Post 30 Oct 13

A bipartisan group of foreign policy leaders in the Senate warned in unusually blunt terms Tuesday that Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki may
be pulling his country back toward civil war. 

Car Bombs Kill Scores In Baghdad, In Sign Of Crisis In Iraq from Washington Post 28 Oct 13

Nearly two years after the U.S. troop withdrawal, Iraq is in the midst of a deepening security crisis as an al-Qaeda affiliate wages a relentless
campaign of attacks, sending the death toll soaring to its highest level since 2008. 

US Offers Funds To Move Iranian Exiles Out Of Iraq from Agence France-Presse 25 Oct 13

The United States on Thursday offered $1 million to help resettle Iranian opposition exiles currently in Iraq, contributing to a UN appeal in the
wake of violence. 



Iraq PM Warns Of “War Of Genocide” As Attacks Kill 49 from Agence France-Presse 24 Oct 13

Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki warned on Wednesday that the country is facing a “war of genocide,” as officials said militants killed 49
people in two days of attacks. 

Interpreters Wait For Promise Of Life In USA from USA Today 23 Oct 13

Iraqi interpreter Bassam Hashem was having lunch with colleagues at the Loyalty Camp in Baghdad, a U.S. military base, when an Iraqi colonel
in the federal police force turned toward them from the next table. 

Dozens Killed By Bombers At Baghdad Cafe from New York Times 21 Oct 13

A suicide bomber blew himself up inside a crowded cafe on Sunday, and moments later, as bystanders rushed to help the wounded, another
suicide attacker detonated a car bomb at the scene, the Iraqi police said. Together, the explosions killed 54 people and wounded more than 70. 

Iraq: Wave of car, suicide blasts kill at least 61 from Associated Press 18 Oct 13

A barrage of car bomb and suicide bomb blasts rocked Baghdad and two northern Iraqi communities Thursday, killing at least 61 people during a
major holiday period and extending a relentless wave of bloodshed gripping the country. 

Wave Of Bombs Across Baghdad Kills 55 from Associated Press 30 Sep 13

A new wave of bombs tore through Baghdad on Monday, officials said, killing at least 55 people. Most of the blasts were car bombs detonated in
Shiite neighborhoods, the latest of a series of well-coordinated attacks blamed on hard-line Sunni insurgents determined to rekindle large-scale
sectarian conflict. 

Once-Calm Area Of Iraq Is Shaken By Bombings from New York Times 30 Sep 13

Several explosions, some of them from suicide bombers, struck the heart of Iraq’s northern Kurdish region on Sunday, setting off chaos and
gunfights in the streets of the capital, Erbil. 

Centcom Advised To Update Iraq Plan from Tampa Tribune 23 Sep 13

Top official issues blunt statement on Twitter 

Al Qaeda Pushing Iraq Toward Civil War, Ambassador Says from Washington Times 19 Sep 13

A resurgent al Qaeda is trying to push Iraq toward a civil war, Iraq’s ambassador to the United States said on Wednesday. 

FEATURE: Exploding violence threatens to renew civil war in Iraq from USA Today 18 Sep 13

Iraq has exploded with violence this year. On Tuesday, a new wave of car bombs rocked commercial streets in the Iraqi capital, part of a series of
attacks across the country that left 31 dead. 

At Least 52 Iranian Exiles Executed In Iraqi Camp, U.N. Says from Washington Post 4 Sep 13

At least 52 members of an Iranian opposition group exiled in Iraq were executed over the weekend, the United Nations said Tuesday, drawing
loud condemnations from supporters in Washington, who have called on the United States to find a safe haven for the group’s members. 

Ireland
Irish police arrest 60 people in drug dealing probe from Xinhua (China) 10 Jun 15

Irish police said on Wednesday they had arrested 60 people in Dublin, Cork and Wexford cities as part of a probe into drug dealing. 

Ireland closes drug legalisation loophole from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 15

Ireland rushed emergency laws through parliament on Wednesday to close a loophole that made the possession of ecstasy, crystal meth, magic
mushrooms and other drugs temporarily legal. 

Ireland accidentally legalized a bunch of drugs, but only until Thursday from Washington Post 10 Mar 15

Book your plane tickets now: Ecstasy, ketamine and a ton of other drugs are now legal to possess in Ireland, but only until 12 a.m. on Thursday,



reports the Irish Times. 

ISIL
U.S. Should Embed Military Advisers To Fight Islamic State, Think Tank Says from Washington Times 7 Aug 15

The U.S. should embed military advisers at the battalion level in Iraq and begin directly arming the nation’s Kurdish militias and Sunni tribal
fighters, according a policy brief issued Thursday by an influential Washington think tank that asserts the Obama administration’s current efforts
to counter the Islamic State are “not adequate to the task.” 

ISIL/ISIS
Islamic State Militants Advance In Northern Syria from Los Angeles Times 14 Aug 14

Militants with the Islamic State group seized control of several towns in Syria’s northern Aleppo province early Wednesday, dealing a blow to
rival rebel factions who were forced to withdraw from areas they took this year, according to fighters reached near the front line. 

ISIS
ISIS’ Ammunition Is Shown to Have Origins in U.S. and China from New York Times 5 Oct 14

In its campaign across northern Syria and Iraq, the jihadist group Islamic State has been using ammunition from the United States and other
countries that have been supporting the regional security forces fighting the group, according to new field data gathered by a private arms-tracking
organization. 

Will ISIS plan a 9/11-style terror plot against the U.S.? from CBS News 16 Jun 14

Republicans are sounding the warning that the next 9/11-like terror plot could emerge from the regions of Iraq and Syria that are currently
dominated by an extremist group bearing down on Baghdad. 

From Iraq To Syria, Splinter Groups Now Larger Worry Than Al-Qaeda from Washington Post 11 Jun 14

The takeover of the Iraqi city of Mosul on Tuesday illustrated an increasingly disconcerting reality for the United States: From Iraq to Syria and
beyond, radical offshoots of al-Qaeda are expanding their ambitions and directly threatening American national security interests. 

ISIS/ISIL
U.S. General To Seek Combat Troops If Airstrikes Can’t Stop ISIS from New York Times 17 Sep 14

Gen. Martin E. Dempsey, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told Congress on Tuesday that he would recommend deploying United States
combat forces against Islamic extremists in specific operations if the current strategy of airstrikes was not successful, offering a more expansive
view of the American role in the ground war than that of President Obama. 

Dempsey Raises Possibility Of Involving U.S. Combat Troops In Fight Against Islamic State from Washington Post 17 Sep 14

The chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff raised the possibility Tuesday that U.S. troops could become involved in ground attacks against the
Islamic State, despite repeated pledges to the contrary from President Obama. 

Islamic State Issues Video Challenge To Obama from New York Times 17 Sep 14

In one of the Islamic State’s first responses to President Obama’s declaration that he would “degrade and ultimately destroy” it, the group released
a short video late Tuesday in which it appeared to say that its militants would kill American ground forces should President Obama deploy them. 

Kerry Downplays Talk Of “War” Against IS from Agence France-Presse 12 Sep 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry warned against “war fever” on Thursday and said the new American campaign against the so-called “Islamic
State” should be understood as a counter-terrorism mission. 

Arab Nations Vow Help To Fight ISIS “As Appropriate” from New York Times 12 Sep 14

Arab nations vowed on Thursday to “do their share” to confront and ultimately destroy the Sunni extremist group known as the Islamic State in
Iraq and Syria. The promise came after the nations’ foreign ministers met here behind closed doors with Secretary of State John Kerry. 

Kerry, In Saudi Visit, Wins Expanded Arab Support For Fight Against Islamic State from Washington Post 12 Sep 14



U.S. and Arab diplomats agreed Thursday to boost military and financial efforts against Islamic State militants in Iraq and Syria, as President
Obama’s call to arms against the extremists received mixed reviews in the Middle East and elsewhere. 

Obama Announces “Broad Coalition” To Fight Islamic State Extremist Group from Washington Post 11 Sep 14

President Obama outlined an open-ended campaign Wednesday night to combat the threat posed by the Islamic State, significantly expanding the
counter-terrorisim strategy that has been a hallmark of his presidency. 

Officials Say The Islamic State Is Not An Immediate Threat To The United States from Washington Post 11 Sep 14

As President Obama prepared to explain his reasons for taking military action against the terrorist group known as the Islamic State, top U.S.
intelligence officials told Congress on Wednesday that the organization does not pose an immediate threat to the country. 

Obama To Call For ‘Steady, Relentless’ Effort Against Islamic State from Los Angeles Times 11 Sep 14

President Obama on Wednesday was due to outline a “steady, relentless” strategy to combat Islamic State fighters “wherever they exist,” signaling
he will target the militant group in Iraq and neighboring Syria where the fighters have captured large swaths of territory. 

Extending A Legacy Of War from New York Times 11 Sep 14

In ordering a sustained military campaign against Islamic extremists in Syria and Iraq, President Obama on Wednesday night effectively set a new
course for the remainder of his presidency and may have ensured that he would pass his successor a volatile and incomplete war, much as his
predecessor had left one for him. 

Obama, In Speech On ISIS, Outlines Significant Expansion Of Fight from New York Times 11 Sep 14

President Obama said Wednesday night that he was ordering a significantly expanded military campaign against Sunni militants in the Middle
East that includes American airstrikes in Syria and the deployment of nearly 500 more military advisers to Iraq. But he sought to dispel fears that
the United States was embarking on a repeat of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

The emergence of arm-and-train approach one measure of Islamic State’s rapid rise from Washington Post 11 Sep 14

For more than two years, President Obama and his top aides argued that providing U.S. arms and equipment to the moderate Syrian rebels was an
undesirable, high-risk approach with the potential to further destabilize an already chaotic region. 

Obama Said To Seek Billions Extra For Islamic State Fight from Bloomberg News 10 Sep 14

President Barack Obama is preparing to ask Congress to pay for a multibillion-dollar plan to expand the military campaign against Islamic State
militants, according to an administration official. 

Obama Ready to Authorize Airstrikes on ISIS in Syria from New York Times 9 Sep 14

President Obama is prepared to authorize airstrikes in Syria, a senior administration official said on Tuesday, taking the military campaign against
the Sunni militant group, the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, into new and unpredictable terrain.

Destroying ISIS May Take Years, U.S. Officials Say from New York Times 8 Sep 14

The Obama administration is preparing to carry out a campaign against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria that may take three years to complete,
requiring a sustained effort that could last until after President Obama has left office, according to senior administration officials. 

Obama: Syrians, Iraqis — Not U.S. — Need To Lead Fight Against Islamic State from Washington Times 8 Sep 14

President Obama said that while the Islamic State can’t be defeated without boots on the ground, those boots will not be members of the American
military. 

Obama To Speak Wednesday On Islamic State Strategy from Stephen Collinson 8 Sep 14

US President Barack Obama says he will make a speech Wednesday to lay out his “game plan” to deal with and ultimately defeat Islamic State
militants, but warned he was not going to wage another ground war in Iraq. 

U.S. Launches New Airstrikes On ISIS To Protect Dam In Iraq from New York Times 8 Sep 14



The United States launched a new series of airstrikes against Sunni fighters in Iraq late Saturday in what Defense Department officials described
as a mission to stop militants from seizing an important dam on the Euphrates River and prevent the possibility of floodwaters being unleashed
toward the capital, Baghdad. 

U.S. Attempts To Combat Islamic State Propaganda from Washington Post 8 Sep 14

The stunning rise of the Islamic State militant group as both a battlefield force and an Internet juggernaut over the summer has given new urgency
to a State Department effort to counter online militant propaganda with a U.S. messaging campaign. 

Massachusetts Man Wanted For Terrorism May Be Supporting Terror Group ISIS In Syria from Boston Globe 5 Sep 14

The spotlight that has been cast on the Islamic State terror group in Syria has also put a new focus on a Massachusetts man wanted for terrorism,
who is believed to be living in that country and possibly supporting ISIS. 

After Beheading Of Steven Sotloff, Obama Pledges To Punish ISIS from New York Times 4 Sep 14

President Obama vowed on Wednesday to punish the Sunni militants whose videotaped beheadings of two American journalists he said had
“repulsed” the world, saying the United States would lead a regional and international coalition to beat back the terrorists. 

Obama Vows To “Destroy” Islamic State, Critics Still Don’t See Strategy from McClatchy 4 Sep 14

President Barack Obama vowed Wednesday to destroy the Islamic State, staking out a more aggressive stand than ever before even as skeptics
suggested he still doesn’t have a strategy to carry it out and he himself appeared to narrow the commitment later. 

Biden: We’ll Follow Terrorists To ‘Gates Of Hell’ from Associated Press 4 Sep 14

Vice President Joe Biden on Wednesday said America will follow the terrorists who posted videos showing the beheading of two journalists “to
the gates of hell.” 

Kerry Building Coalition To Fight Islamic Militants from Agence France-Presse 4 Sep 14

Top US diplomat John Kerry revealed Wednesday he was working to forge a global coalition to fight the “medieval savagery” of Islamic militants
terrorizing a swathe of Syria and Iraq and blamed for killing two journalists. 

Hagel: More than 100 Americans fighting with ISIS from McClatchy 4 Sep 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said Wednesday that more than 100 Americans are fighting with Islamic State militants, the first time the
Pentagon chief has put a number on U.S. citizens aiding the terrorists. 

Video depicts beheading of second American journalist from McClatchy 3 Sep 14

Ignoring his mother’s plea for mercy, the Islamic State posted a video Tuesday showing the beheading of Steven Joel Sotloff, the second
American journalist executed in two weeks by the radical extremist group in reprisal for U.S. airstrikes against its fighters in northern Iraq. 

ISIS Says It Killed Steven Sotloff After US Strikes In Northern Iraq from New York Times 3 Sep 14

An Islamic militant group released a video on Tuesday showing the second beheading of an American hostage in two weeks and blamed President
Obama for the killing. The video raised the pressure on the president to order military strikes on the group in its sanctuary in Syria. 

Islamic State Beheading Of Second U.S. Journalist Accelerates Calls For War from Washington Times 3 Sep 14

Islamist militants on Tuesday released a video purportedly showing the gruesome beheading of a U.S. journalist — the second such execution of
an American in less than a month and one that has accelerated bipartisan calls for President Obama to declare war on the terrorist group known as
the Islamic State. 

U.N. Rights Council To Investigate ISIS Abuses In Iraq from New York Times 2 Sep 14

The United Nations Human Rights Council decided Monday to send a fact-finding team to Iraq to investigate possible war crimes by Islamic
extremists after hearing senior human rights officials detail mass killings and other atrocities committed “on an unimaginable scale.” 

Videos And Images Purport To Show Killings Of Captive Syrian Soldiers from Los Angeles Times 29 Aug 14



Fighters from an extremist Islamist faction killed more than 160 government soldiers captured over the last month in the eastern Syria province of
Raqqa, according to both the group’s supporters and opposition activists. 

Obama: U.S. doesn’t ‘have a strategy yet’ to comprehensively respond to Islamic State from Washington Post 29 Aug 14

Amid conflicting congressional demands, impatient Arab allies, and public concern that he will do too much or too little, President Obama made
bluntly clear Thursday why he has not yet implemented a comprehensive U.S. response to the Islamist insurgency that is rapidly spreading across
the Middle East. 

Asking Congress To Back ISIS Strikes Is Tricky For Obama from New York Times 29 Aug 14

When President Obama summoned his closest advisers to the Oval Office a year ago this week to tell them he was holding off on a missile strike
against Syria, one of his arguments was that if he acted without Congress, he might not get congressional backing for military intervention the
next time he needed it. 

Lawmakers Want Congress To Decide On Military Action Against ISIS from New York Times 28 Aug 14

A bipartisan group of lawmakers on Wednesday called for Congress to debate and vote on whether to authorize President Obama to take military
action against Sunni militants in Iraq and Syria. 

US Checking Report Of 2nd American Killed In Syria from Associated Press 28 Aug 14

The U.S. is trying to determine if a second American fighting with the Islamic State group has been killed in Syria. 

U.S. Captive’s Mother Issues Plea To ISIS from New York Times 28 Aug 14

The mother of an American hostage being held by the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria released an emotional video appeal to his captors on
Wednesday. Shirley Sotloff, the mother of the 31-year-old freelance journalist Steven J. Sotloff, addressed her plea directly to Abu Bakr al-
Baghdadi, the leader of ISIS and the self-declared caliph of the Muslim world. 

Possible Airstrikes In Syria Raise More Questions from Associated Press 27 Aug 14

The intelligence gathered by U.S. military surveillance flights over Syria could support a broad bombing campaign against the Islamic State
militant group, but current and former U.S. officials differ on whether air power would significantly degrade what some have called a “terrorist
army.” 

US Rules Out Coordinating With Assad On Airstrikes Against Islamists In Syria from Washington Post 27 Aug 14

The Obama administration has ruled out the possibility of coordinating any U.S. airstrikes in Syria with President Bashar al-Assad’s government,
forcing U.S. officials to either design a campaign that would evade Syrian air defenses or coordinate it with Assad through a third party. 

U.S. Relies On Persian Gulf Bases For Airstrikes In Iraq from Washington Post 27 Aug 14

The U.S. military is relying on bases in the Persian Gulf and elsewhere in the Middle East to carry out airstrikes in Iraq, but is masking the
locations and other details about the units and aircraft involved to avoid embarrassing partners in the region. 

American Fighting For ISIS Is Killed In Syria from New York Times 27 Aug 14

Like many teenage boys who grew up in the Midwest in the 1990s, Douglas McAuthur McCain was a fan of Michael Jordan’s Chicago Bulls and
loved to play basketball. 

Obama now weighing airstrikes in Syria to combat IS from USA TODAY 26 Aug 14

President Obama spent his first day back from August vacation Monday weighing his options against Islamic State militants — options that now
include airstrikes in Syria. 

Obama Approves Air Surveillance Of ISIS In Syria (Landler, Cooper, NYT) from New York Times 26 Aug 14

President Obama has authorized surveillance flights over Syria, a precursor to potential airstrikes there, but a mounting concern for the White
House is how to target the Sunni extremists without helping President Bashar al-Assad. 



Islamic State Employs Brutality, Threats In Effort To Entrench Caliphate Without Interference from Washington Times 25 Aug 14

The Islamic State terrorist army’s brutality and threats against America on Aug. 19 are signs it’s focusing on entrenching its so-called Muslim
caliphate — without interference. 

Despite ISIS Horror, Congress Is Wary Of U.S. Military Expansion from New York Times 22 Aug 14

For weeks, Capitol Hill has tried to keep America’s military engagement in Iraq at arm’s length: Democrats and Republicans warily backed
President Obama’s limited airstrikes against Sunni militants, but nobody — aside from Senator John McCain and a few fellow hawks —
demonstrated an appetite for deeper involvement. 

U.S. General Says Raiding Syria Is Key To Halting ISIS from New York Times 22 Aug 14

The Islamic State in Iraq and Syria cannot be defeated unless the United States or its partners take on the Sunni militants in Syria, the chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff said Thursday. 

Beheading spurs new attacks on Islamic militants from Associated Press 21 Aug 14

The United States launched a new barrage of airstrikes Wednesday against the Islamic State extremist group that beheaded American journalist
James Foley and that has seized a swath of territory across Iraq and Syria. President Barack Obama vowed relentless pursuit of the terrorists and
the White House revealed that the U.S. had launched a secret rescue mission inside Syria earlier this summer that failed to rescue Foley and other
Americans still being held hostage. 

Leaders Express Outrage As Britain Tries To Identify Beheaded Journalist’s Killer from New York Times 21 Aug 14

A video released online of the beheading of an American journalist, James Foley, by a masked, English-speaking militant caused outrage on
Wednesday, with Prime Minister David Cameron of Britain breaking off a vacation and President Obama vowing to protect Americans
everywhere. 

Obama Warns Of Jihadist ‘Cancer’ As US Reveals Failed Rescue from Agence France-Presse 21 Aug 14

US President Barack Obama demanded Wednesday the world take action against the “cancer” of jihadist extremism in Iraq, as Washington
revealed it had failed in an operation to free US hostages in neighboring Syria. 

In Raid To Save Foley And Other Hostages, U.S. Found None from New York Times 21 Aug 14

A secret nighttime military mission authorized by President Obama to rescue Americans held captive in Syria failed early this summer when a
team of two dozen Delta Force commandos raided an oil refinery in the northern part of the country but found after a firefight with Islamic
militants that there were no hostages to be saved, administration officials said Wednesday. 

ISIS Demanded Ransom From U.S. Before Killing Reporter from New York Times 21 Aug 14

Kneeling in the dirt in a desert somewhere in the Middle East, James Foley lost his life this week at the hands of the Islamic State in Iraq and
Syria. Before pulling out the knife used to decapitate him, his masked executioner explained that he was killing the 40-year-old American
journalist in retaliation for the recent United States’ airstrikes against the terror group in Iraq. 

U.S. military announces 14 airstrikes in Iraq following James Foley execution from Washington Post 20 Aug 14

Militants who executed American journalist James Foley in a video released Tuesday implied they would do the same to another war
correspondent, Steven Sotloff, if President Obama does not stop U.S. airstrikes in Iraq. That doesn’t appear to have dissuaded the president or
senior defense officials: The U.S. military announced 14 more airstrikes in northern Iraq on Wednesday, saying it had hit a variety of militant
targets. 

ISIS Video Purports To Show Beheading Of James Foley from New York Times 20 Aug 14

The Islamic State in Iraq and Syria posted a video on Tuesday that it said showed the beheading of James Foley, an American journalist who was
kidnapped in Syria nearly two years ago, according to a transcript released by the SITE Intelligence Group. 

Islamic State Posts Video Of Beheading Of U.S. Journalist, Warns Obama To Halt Strikes from McClatchy 20 Aug 14

In a savage response to U.S. strikes on its fighters in northern Iraq, the Islamic State posted a video Wednesday showing the beheading of an



American photojournalist, and it threatened to execute a second U.S. captive if President Barack Obama didn’t halt the attacks. 

Rebels Capture Iraq’s Largest Dam from New York Times 8 Aug 14

Sunni militants captured the Mosul dam, the largest in Iraq, on Thursday as their advances in the country’s north created an onslaught of refugees
and set off fearful rumors in Erbil, the Kurdish regional capital. 

In A Syrian City, ISIS Puts Its Vision Into Practice from New York Times 24 Jul 14

When his factory was bombed in the northern Syrian city of Aleppo, the businessman considered two bleak options: to remain at home and risk
dying in the next airstrike or flee like hundreds of thousands of others to a refugee camp in Turkey. 

What if Iraqi Military Can't Defeat ISIL? from Defense News 9 Jul 14

...it would be the worst-case scenario: Iraq’s ethnic groups are unable — or unwilling — to form a unity government, and the country’s military is
deemed irreparable. Yet, a senior US senator tells CongressWatch most officials are “excluding” that possible outcome. Experts, however, suggest
it could happen.

Hagel: ISIS poses an 'imminent' threat to US from 9 Jul 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said Wednesday the Sunni fundamentalist group the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) poses a threat not just
to the government in Baghdad, but to the United States as well. "This country should not make any mistake on this, nor anyone in Congress —
this is a threat to our country," 

1000 Syrian Rebels Defect To Islamic State In Sign It’s Still Strengthening from McClatchy 9 Jul 14

A Syrian rebel brigade defected to the Islamic State this week, a sign that the extremist group continues to build strength after seizing vast
territories in western Iraq and eastern Syria, anti-government activists said Tuesday. 

Militant urges Muslims to build Islamic state from Associated Press 2 Jul 14

The leader of the extremist group that has overrun parts of Iraq and Syria has called on Muslims around the world to flock to territories under his
control to fight and build an Islamic state. 

ISIS Threatens Al Qaeda As Flagship Movement Of Extremists from New York Times 1 Jul 14

As Syria’s civil war raged, a Kuwaiti Islamist, Ghanim al-Mteiri, funneled cash from wealthy donors in the Persian Gulf to Syria’s affiliate of Al
Qaeda in hopes that it would overthrow the government and lay the foundations of an Islamic state. 

Iraq Jihadists “Selling Oil To Assad,” Says France from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 14

French Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius said Monday that jihadists spearheading a militant offensive in Iraq have sold oil from captured areas to
the regime of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. 

Obama warns of risks posed by Syrian militants with Western passports from Los Angeles Times 30 Jun 14

President Obama acknowledged Sunday that militants fighting in Syria and Iraq pose a direct threat to the United States because many of them
have Western passports that enable them to easily enter the country without a visa.. 

Militants Making Headway In Iraq And Syria Declare Advent Of Formal Islamic State from Washington Post 30 Jun 14

The extremist group battling its way through swaths of territory in Iraq and Syria declared the creation of a formal Islamic state on Sunday,
stirring up the global jihadist movement and laying down an ambitious challenge to al-Qaeda’s established leadership. 

Let ISIS Play Out Its Role In History: Column from USA Today 26 Jun 14

Iraq is at the beginning of the endgame of its existence that began more than a century ago, and there is little the United States can do about it.
Joining the fight, as we seem ever closer to doing, will only ensure we are defeated by the overwhelming forces of history. Yet left to evolve, these
same forces will also defeat our intended enemy, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria. 

Kerry Issues Warning After Syria Bombs Iraq from Associated Press 26 Jun 14



Syrian warplanes bombed Sunni militants’ positions inside Iraq, military officials confirmed Wednesday, deepening the concerns that the extremist
insurgency that spans the two neighboring countries could morph into an even wider regional conflict. U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry warned
against the threat and said other nations should stay out. 

Insurgents In Iraq Seize Main Border Crossing With Jordan As Kerry Arrives For Talks from Washington Post 24 Jun 14

Al-Qaeda renegades seized control of Iraq’s main border crossing with Jordan late Sunday, sustaining their onslaught against crumbling Iraqi
security forces as Secretary of State John F. Kerry arrived in Baghdad. 

Kerry Says ISIS Threat Could Hasten Military Action from New York Times 24 Jun 14

Winding up a day of crisis talks with Iraqi leaders, Secretary of State John Kerry said on Monday that the Sunni militants seizing territory in Iraq
had become such a threat that the United States might not wait for Iraqi politicians to form a new government before taking military action. 

Islamic State
ISIS Beheads Syrian Antiquities Scholar In Palmyra from New York Times 20 Aug 15

After detaining him for weeks, the jihadists dragged him on Tuesday to a public square where a masked swordsman cut off his head, according to
the Syrian government and Mr. Asaad’s relatives. His blood-soaked body was then suspended with red twine by its wrists from a traffic light, his
head resting on the ground between his feet, his glasses still on, according to a photo distributed on social media by supporters of the Islamic
State, also known as ISIS or ISIL. 

IS group accused of using chemical weapons on Iraqi Kurds from Associated Press 14 Aug 15

The German Defense Ministry and Kurdish fighters say the Islamic State group may have used chemical weapons in an attack in northern Iraq. 

ISIS Enshrines A Theology Of Rape from New York Times 14 Aug 15

In the moments before he raped the 12-year-old girl, the Islamic State fighter took the time to explain that what he was about to do was not a sin.
Because the preteen girl practiced a religion other than Islam, the Quran not only gave him the right to rape her — it condoned and encouraged it,
he insisted. 

ISIS Leader Takes Steps To Ensure Group’s Survival from New York Times 21 Jul 15

The Islamic State’s reclusive leader has empowered his inner circle of deputies as well as regional commanders in Syria and Iraq with wide-
ranging authority, a plan to ensure that if he or other top figures are killed, the organization will quickly adapt and continue fighting, American and
Iraqi intelligence officials say. 

McCain Suggests US ‘Losing’ Against IS from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 15

US Senator John McCain blasted the military strategy against the Islamic State group Tuesday, suggesting the United States was “losing” the fight
and criticizing the pace of training for Syrian rebels. 

Report: British Teens Marry Islamic State Loyalists from USA Today 6 Jul 15

Two London teens who made an international splash and horrified their parents by fleeing to Syria have married men approved by the Islamic
State, The Guardian reported. 

Attacks underscore ISIL's reach year after declaring caliphate from USA Today 2 Jul 15

A series of deadly terrorist attacks in the past week across Europe, Africa and the Middle East underscore the Islamic State's increasing ability to
spread fear, change societies and impact economies since declaring a caliphate a year ago. 

ISIS Allies Target Hamas And Energize Gaza Extremists from New York Times 1 Jul 15

One bomb hit a Hamas security checkpoint in northern Gaza. A few days later, another exploded in a trash can. Another blew up next to a Gaza
City high-rise, and a small one targeted a chicken store owned by a Hamas intelligence official, Saber Siyam. 

Islamic State Uses Downloadable Apps To Hide Attack Plans, Recruit Followers from Washington Times 30 Jun 15

The Islamic State terrorist army is snatching up the latest off-the-shelf encrypted applications to hide their military planning, with fighters publicly



thanking former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden for tipping them on U.S. spying tactics. 

IS Executes Over 3,000 In Syria In Year-long ‘Caliphate’: Monitor from Agence France-Presse 29 Jun 15

The Islamic State group has executed more than 3,000 people in Syria, including hundreds of civilians, in the year since it declared its self-
described “caliphate,” a monitor said on Sunday. 

Isis Execution Video: Islamic State Beheads 12 Syrian Rebels in Damascus from International Business Times 26 Jun 15

Just days after Isis released one of its most gruesome execution videos that showed prisoners being drowned in a cage and killed in other barbaric
ways, the Islamic State has now released a video showing the beheading of 12 men in Damascus region in Syria. 

Islamic State Opens Multi-pronged Offensive In Northern Syria from Los Angeles Times 26 Jun 15

Islamic State fighters on Thursday attacked Kobani, the Syrian town on the Turkish border they besieged for months before being repulsed in
January by Kurdish militias assisted by punishing airstrikes from a U.S.-led coalition. 

ISIS Appears To Destroy 2 Palmyra Tombs, Flaunting Wreckage In Photos from New York Times 25 Jun 15

The Islamic State group has blown up two historic tombs near Palmyra, in central Syria, according to photographs released online and a Syrian
government official, the first major sites in the city that the jihadists claimed to have destroyed. 

IS sells 42 Yazidi women to fighters in Syria: monitor from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 15

The Islamic State group on Thursday sold 42 Iraqi women it had abducted from the Yazidi religious minority to its fighters in eastern Syria, a
monitor said. 

U.S. Says Airstrike Killed Islamic State Fighter Sought In Benghazi Attack from Los Angeles Times 23 Jun 15

A U.S. airstrike in Iraq killed an Islamic State fighter suspected of involvement in the 2012 attack on the U.S. diplomatic mission in Benghazi,
Libya, that resulted in the deaths of Ambassador J. Christopher Stevens and three other Americans, the Pentagon said late Monday. 

U.S., allies target Islamic State with 18 air strikes in Iraq from Reuters 22 Jun 15

U.S. and coalition forces launched 18 air strikes against Islamic State targets in Iraq on Saturday, with four each in Tal Afar and Mosul, the U.S.
military said in a statement. 

Fears After Islamic State Group Mines Syria’s Palmyra from AFP 22 Jun 15

Islamic State group jihadists have mined the spectacular ancient ruins in Syria’s Palmyra, an antiquities official and monitor said Sunday,
prompting fears for the UNESCO World Heritage site. 

Offering Services, ISIS Digs In Deeper In Seized Territories from New York Times 17 Jun 15

In northern Syria, the jihadists of the Islamic State have fixed power lines, dug sewage systems and painted sidewalks. In Raqqa, they search
markets and slaughterhouses for expired food and sick animals. Farther south, in Deir al-Zour, they have imposed taxes on farmers and
shopkeepers and fined men for wearing short beards. 

Islamic State Routed From Stronghold from Washington Post 16 Jun 15

The Islamic State was routed Monday from one of its key strongholds on Syria’s border with Turkey after its defenses crumbled and its fighters
either defected or fled, raising new questions about the group’s vaunted military capabilities. 

ISIS Stages Attacks in Iraq and Libya, Despite U.S. Airstrikes from New York Times 10 Jun 15

Islamic State militants staged attacks near Baghdad and the Libyan city of Surt on Tuesday, underscoring the group’s persistent strength on both
fronts despite a monthslong American-led air campaign against it in Syria and Iraq. 

U.S. Raid in Syria Uncovers Details on ISIS Leadership and Finances from New York Times 8 Jun 15

American intelligence agencies have extracted valuable information about the Islamic State’s leadership structure, financial operations and
security measures by analyzing materials seized during a Delta Force commando raid last month that killed a leader of the terrorist group in



eastern Syria, according to United States officials. 

Islamic State isn’t just destroying ancient artifacts — it’s selling them from Washington Post 8 Jun 15

Islamic State militants have provoked a global outcry by attacking ancient monuments with jackhammers and bulldozers. But they also have been
quietly selling off smaller antiquities from Iraq and Syria, earning millions of dollars in an increasingly organized pillaging of national treasures,
according to officials and experts. 

Jihadists' slave markets sell girls at any price: UN envoy from Agence France-Presse 8 Jun 15

Teenage girls abducted by Islamic State fighters in Iraq and Syria are being sold in slave markets "for as little as a pack of cigarettes," the UN
envoy on sexual violence said Monday. Zainab Bangura visited Iraq and Syria in April, and has since been working on an action plan to address
the horrific sexual violence being waged by IS fighters. 

ISIS boasts of smuggling nuke from Pakistan through 'porous border' with Mexico from Washington Examiner 5 Jun 15

The Islamic State's propaganda magazine says the terrorist group could purchase a nuclear weapon in Pakistan and smuggle it through Latin
American trafficking networks and into the United States through its "porous border," the same way "'illegal' aliens in America" arrive. 

More Than 10,000 Jihadists Killed Since Coalition Raids: US from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 15

More than 10,000 jihadists have been killed in air strikes against the Islamic State group over a nine-month coalition campaign, US Deputy
Secretary of State Antony Blinken said on Wednesday. 

ISIS Making Political Gains from New York Times 4 Jun 15

The Islamic State, also known as ISIS or ISIL, has managed to advance in the face of American-led airstrikes by employing a mix of persuasion
and violence. That has allowed it to present itself as the sole guardian of Sunni interests in a vast territory cutting across Iraq and Syria. 

ISIS Making Political Gains from New York Times 4 Jun 15

The Islamic State, also known as ISIS or ISIL, has managed to advance in the face of American-led airstrikes by employing a mix of persuasion
and violence. That has allowed it to present itself as the sole guardian of Sunni interests in a vast territory cutting across Iraq and Syria. 

ISIS Gains Syrian Area Near Border from Reuters 1 Jun 15

The Islamic State advanced against rival insurgents in northern Syria on Sunday, capturing areas close to a border crossing with Turkey and
threatening their supply route to the city of Aleppo, fighters and a group monitoring the war said. 

Western Officials Alarmed As Islamic State Expands Territory In Libya from New York Times 1 Jun 15

The branch of the Islamic State that controls the city of Surt has expanded its territory and pushed back the militia from the neighboring city of
Misurata, militia leaders acknowledged Sunday. 

No exit: For female jihadis, Syria is one-way journey from Associated Press 29 May 15

When three British schoolgirls trundled across the Syrian border; when a pregnant 14-year-old ran away from her Alpine home for the second
time; when a sheltered girl from the south of France booked her first trip abroad - they were going to a place of no return. 

Drug trafficking is Islamic State resource base - Federal Drug Control Service head from Tass (Russia) 26 May 15

Drug trafficking in Afghanistan involved in a terrorist organization Islamic State, head of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN)
Viktor Ivanov said in Dushanbe on Tuesday at a meeting of the Coordination Council of the competent authorities to combat drug trafficking of
the Collective Security Treaty Organisation (CSTO) member states. 

Obama Defends Approach To ISIS Fight But Says More Is Needed from New York Times 22 May 15

President Obama denied that the United States and its allies were losing the fight against Islamic State forces in the Middle East, but he
acknowledged in an interview posted online on Thursday that more should be done to help Iraqis recapture lost territory. 

Islamic State seizes Syria's last border crossing with Iraq from Reuters 22 May 15



The Islamic State militant group has seized the last border crossing between Syria and Iraq controlled by the Syrian government after security
forces withdrew, the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights monitoring group said on Thursday. 

ISIS Fighters Seize Control Of Syrian City Of Palmyra, And Ancient Ruins from New York Times 21 May 15

Islamic State militants swept into the historic desert city of Palmyra in central Syria on Wednesday, and by evening were in control of it, residents
and the Syrian state news media said, a victory that gives them another strategically important prize five days after the group seized the Iraqi city
of Ramadi. 

Syrian official warns of "barbaric" IS attack on Palmyra's ruins from Xinhua (China) 15 May 15

A Syrian official called on the international community to work on finding solutions to stop the "barbaric" attack by the Islamic State (IS)
militants against the ancient city of Palmyra, warning of a catastrophe if the terror group succeeded in grabbing it. 

Islamic State Leader Purportedly Urges Muslims To Launch Attacks from Washington Post 15 May 15

Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi appears to have resurfaced weeks after he was reported incapacitated in an attack, with an audio message Thursday in
which the leader of the Islamic State purportedly urges Muslims worldwide to fight on behalf of his extremist group. 

Ancient Ruins At Palmyra Are Endangered By ISIS Advance In Syria from New York Times 15 May 15

Islamic State militants advanced to the outskirts of the Syrian town of Palmyra on Thursday, putting the extremist group within striking distance
of some of the world’s most magnificent antiquities. 

Islamic State, Iran Fill Obama’s Agenda With Anxious Gulf Allies from Bloomberg News 14 May 15

President Barack Obama will spend the next 36 hours trying to reassure apprehensive Persian Gulf allies that his strategy to disarm Iran and
defuse myriad regional conflicts won’t leave them vulnerable. 

UN, Arab officials seek to counter jihadist threat to monuments from Agence France-Presse 13 May 15

UN and Arab officials began a two-day conference on Wednesday to seek ways to combat the "unprecedented" destruction of heritage sites by
jihadist groups in the Middle East. 

U.S., allies conduct 18 air strikes against Islamic State militants: military from Reuters 12 May 15

U.S.-led forces targeted Islamic State militants in Syria with nine air strikes from Sunday morning through Monday morning and conducted
another nine strikes against the group in Iraq, the U.S. military said on Wednesday. 

Focus on Islamic State and Libya as NATO foreign ministers meet from Reuters 12 May 15

Preoccupied for more than a year by the Ukraine crisis, NATO foreign ministers meeting in Turkey this week will focus on instability on the
alliance’s southern flank, ranging from Islamic State in Iraq and Syria to turmoil in Libya. 

Islamic State Militants Seize Villages Near Ramadi In Iraq from Associated Press 16 Apr 15

The Islamic State extremist group launched an offensive Wednesday in Iraq’s western Anbar province, capturing three villages near the provincial
capital of Ramadi in what was the most significant threat to the city by the Sunni militants to date. 

UNESCO condemns 'mad' destruction of Iraq's Nimrud from Agence France-Presse 13 Apr 15

The UN's cultural agency issued a fresh condemnation Monday of jihadists' destruction of Iraq's Nimrud, once the jewel of Assyria and home to a
treasure considered one of the 20th century's main archaeological finds. 

Islamic State group beheads 8 Shiites in Syria's Hama from Associated Press 30 Mar 15

A new video released by the Islamic State group on Sunday shows its fighters cutting off the heads of eight men said to be Shiite Muslims. The
video posted on social media said the men were beheaded in the central Syrian province of Hama. 

Islamic State Claims It Carried Out Tunisia Museum Attack; 9 Arrested from Los Angeles Times 20 Mar 15

The extremist group Islamic State claimed responsibility Thursday for an attack on a major museum in Tunisia’s capital that killed 23 people and



injured dozens of others, including many foreign tourists. 

Central bank governor denies presence of IS money in Lebanon from Xinhua (China) 19 Mar 15

The governor of Lebanon's central bank on Thursday denied any involvement of the country's banks in the flow of money to the Islamic State (IS)
extremist group. 

Create UN military unit to protect ancient sites from Isis, says Italy from The Guardian (UK) 19 Mar 15

Italy’s culture minister has called for the creation of a UN peacekeeping force to protect the world’s heritage sites, following the destruction of
ancient cities in Iraq by Islamic State (Isis) militants. 

More Than 7,000 Tunisians Said To Have Joined Islamic State from McClatchy 18 Mar 15

A growing number of Tunisians who’ve joined the ranks of the Islamic State, including 4,000 believed fighting in Libya and another 3,000
fighting with the group in Syria and Iraq, pose a threat to their home country and as many as 15 nations in sub-Saharan and North Africa,
according to security experts and United Nations officials. 

In Coalition Of Many, US Air Power Does The Heavy Lifting from Associated Press 13 Mar 15

American refueling planes rumble into the air from this desert air base around the clock to top up coalition aircraft bombing Islamic State
militants, whether they’re Arab fighters flying out of regional bases or French warplanes catapulted off an aircraft carrier in the Persian Gulf. 

Islamic State leader accepts allegiance of Nigeria's Boko Haram from Reuters 13 Mar 15

The leader of the Islamic State militant group that controls tracts of Syria and Iraq has accepted a pledge of allegiance from Nigerian Islamists
Boko Haram, his spokesman said, calling on supporters to fight in Africa. 

ISIS Attacks Ramadi As Iraqi Army Takes Ground In Tikrit from New York Times 12 Mar 15

Militant fighters of the Islamic State mounted one of their fiercest assaults in months on Wednesday, setting off 21 car bombs in the city of
Ramadi, even as the group lost ground in an Iraqi government offensive in Tikrit, security officials said. 

IS militants launch attack on Syrian Kurdish border town from Associated Press 11 Mar 15

Islamic State militants have launched an offensive against a predominantly Kurdish town on the Syrian-Turkish frontier, a Kurdish official and an
activist group said Wednesday. 

IS Syria-Iraq Communication Lines Smashed: Coalition from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 15

Forces fighting the Islamic State group have cut critical communication and supply lines used by the extremists between Syria and Iraq after a
two-week operation, the US-led coalition said. 

ISIS Seizes Opportunity In Libya’s Turmoil from New York Times 11 Mar 15

The Islamic State has established more than a foothold in this Mediterranean port. Its fighters dominate the city center so thoroughly that a Libyan
brigade sent to dislodge the group remains camped on the outskirts, visibly afraid to enter and allowing the extremists to come and go as they
please. 

The Islamic State Appears To Fray From Within from Washington Post 9 Mar 15

The Islamic State appears to be starting to fray from within, as dissent, defections and setbacks on the battlefield sap the group’s strength and
erode its aura of invincibility among those living under its despotic rule. 

ANALYSIS: Race in Iraq and Syria to Record and Shield Art Falling to ISIS from New York Times 8 Mar 15

In those areas of Iraq and Syria controlled by the Islamic State, residents are furtively recording on their cellphonesdamage done to antiquities by
the extremist group. In northern Syria, museum curators have covered precious mosaics with sealant and sandbags. 

Islamic State makes up to $1 billion on drug traffic through its territory - Russian drug control service head from Tass (Russia) 6

Mar 15



The terrorist group Islamic State makes up to $1 billion on drug traffic through its territory, head of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service
(FSKN) Viktor Ivanov said on Friday. 

AP Essay: ‘Jihadi John’ Won’t Have The Same Impact Unmasked from Associated Press 2 Mar 15

As “Jihadi John,” he was a terrifying figure, his identity concealed by a black mask, his threatening tone backed up by his oversize, serrated knife
and his willingness to use it in the name of Islamic State and its self-declared caliphate. 

*Jihadi John* Reportedly Identified As Mohammed Emwazi from Huffington Post 27 Feb 15

Investigators believe that the masked killer known as "Jihadi John," who fronted Islamic State beheading videos, is a British man named
Mohammed Emwazi, two U.S. government sources said on Thursday. 

‘Jihadi John’: Islamic State Killer Is Identified As Londoner Mohammed Emwazi from Washington Post 27 Feb 15

The world knows him as “Jihadi John,” the masked man with a British accent who has beheaded several hostages held by the Islamic State and
who taunts audiences in videos circulated widely online. 

Mission To Retake Mosul From Islamic State Doomed, General from Washington Times 26 Feb 15

The Army general who oversaw training of Iraqi troops says the rushed mission to retake Mosul from the Islamic State this spring is doomed.
Retired Lt. Gen. Michael Barbero said Mosul is booby-trapped with explosives and controlled by thousands of suicidal fighters. Evicting them
will take a coordinated ground and air campaign with precise intelligence on enemy locations. 

Jen Psaki on Islamic State abduction of 150 Christians: It’s ‘evil,’ but most terror victims Muslims from Washington Times 25 Feb 15

The U.S. Department of State slammed the reported Islamic State siege of several Syrian villages and subsequent abduction of 150 Christian men,
women and children, calling it an act of “evil” and insisting such violence needs to stop — but that most terror victims have been Muslims. 

Islamic State said to abduct at least 70 Christians in Syria from Washington Post 25 Feb 15

The Islamic State has captured at least 70 Assyrian Christians in eastern Syria — including many women and children — in one of the militant
group’s largest abductions targeting religious minorities, watchdog groups said Tuesday. 

Islamic State is selling looted Syrian art in London to their fund activities from Washington Post 25 Feb 15

Almost 100 items of Syrian art and antiquities looted by the extremist Islamic State group have been smuggled into Britain and sold for money to
fund the group’s activities, art crime and archeologists have warned, according to the British press. 

Islamic State militants likely using bitcoin for funds from Kyodo (Japan) 25 Feb 15

Islamic State is likely using the bitcoin virtual online currency as a tool to secretly raise funds and settle transactions, a diplomatic source said
Tuesday, quoting officials in the U.S.-led coalition against the group. 

Obama Announces Initiatives To Curb Recruitment Of Terrorist Groups from Washington Post 19 Feb 15

President Obama argued Wednesday that America must “discredit violent ideologies” if it wants to counter recruiting efforts by the Islamic State
and al-Qaeda here at home.

US-Led Coalition Against Islamic State Meets In Saudi Arabia from Associated Press 19 Feb 15

Military chiefs from 26 nations involved in the U.S.-led coalition battling the Islamic State group began a two-day meeting in Saudi Arabia on
Wednesday, the Saudi Press Agency reported. 

Libya, Egypt ask U.N. to lift arms embargo to fight Islamic State from Reuters 19 Feb 15

Libya and Egypt asked the United Nations Security Council on Wednesday to lift an arms embargo on Libya, impose a naval blockade on areas
not under government control and help build the country's army to tackle Islamic State and other militants. 

Obama Says Terrorists Seek Legitimacy by Using Religious Tie from Bloomberg 18 Feb 15

President Barack Obama said the U.S. and its allies must strip away any legitimacy that Islamic State and al-Qaeda claim by portraying



themselves as religious movements. 

Despite Grisly Executions, Expanded Campaign Against Islamic State Seems Unlikely from McClatchy 18 Feb 15

In the space of two weeks, two grotesque executions by the Islamic State, the first the immolation of a Jordanian pilot held in Syria and the second
the beheading earlier this week of 21 Egyptian guest workers in Libya, have dragged America’s two most militarily competent Arab allies into
what appears to be an expanding regional campaign against the self-proclaimed caliphate. 

Iraqi Shiite Cleric Recalls Militiamen From Fight Against Islamic State from Washington Post 18 Feb 15

Iraqi Shiite cleric Moqtada al-Sadr said Tuesday that he would freeze the activities of his militias, potentially pulling back thousands of fighters
from the battle against Islamic State militants. 

Sweden detains four over Islamic State funding: report from Agence France-Presse 17 Feb 15

Swedish police detained four people Tuesday on suspicion of having used six companies to help fund the Islamic State group, the Dagens Nyheter
daily reported. 

Islamic State Expands Despite U.S.-led Air Campaign from USA Today 17 Feb 15

Since exploding onto the world stage as a conquering force in Iraq a year ago, the Islamic State has expanded its reach across the Middle East
despite a U.S.-led bombing campaign that has killed thousands of militants and destroyed tons of their equipment. 

The Back Story: Details emerge on Kayla Mueller’s capture, captivity at ISIS hands from FOX News 11 Feb 15

The nightmare started in the summer of 2013, when Kayla Mueller and her boyfriend were forced off the road and kidnapped by the Islamic State.

Call for UK to take tougher action to save antiquities from Isis from The Independent (UK) 11 Feb 15

Collectors in the Gulf states are fuelling a multimillion-pound trade in precious relics and artefacts looted by Isis from historic sites, mosques,
museums and libraries in Syria and Iraq. 

U.S. welcomes UAE decision to base fighter jets in Jordan from Reuters 10 Feb 15

The United States welcomes a decision by the United Arab Emirates to base its F-16 fighter jets in Jordan for operations against Islamic State
militants in Iraq and Syria, a U.S. State Department spokeswoman said on Monday. 

Kerry Notes Successes Against Islamic State, Says More Time Is Needed from Washington Times 9 Feb 15

Secretary of State John F. Kerry on Sunday painted a rosier picture of the fight against Islamic State fighters than Kurdish allies have,
underscoring the challenges that face the U.S.-led coalition taking on Islamic terrorists in Iraq and Syria. 

Islamic State US Hostage’s Family Still Hopeful She Is Alive from Associated Press 9 Feb 15

The parents of a 26-year-old American who has been held hostage for more than a year by Islamic State extremists are clinging to hope that their
daughter is alive, having yet to receive information confirming otherwise. 

Jordan Matson, Wisconsin Veteran, Fights Islamic State With ‘Christ Is Lord’ Tactical Vest from Washington Times 5 Feb 15

Kurdish fighters in northwestern Iraq are charging into battle with a U.S. Army veteran from Wisconsin named Jordan Matson.

Former Members Of France’s Military Have Joined Islamic State from McClatchy 5 Feb 15

At least 12 former members of the French military are among the estimated 1,000 French citizens who’ve joined the Islamic State, including one
highly trained special forces commando who was radicalized while working as a security contractor in the Persian Gulf, according to French
officials and analysts as well as Arab security services. 

Russia pushes UN to cut off Islamic State funds from Agence France-Presse 4 Feb 15

Russia is making a push at the United Nations for a new resolution to choke off funding from oil sales, the antiquities trade and ransom payments
to the Islamic State group, diplomats said Wednesday. 



Obama condemns Islamic State 'barbarity' from USA Today 3 Feb 15

President Obama condemned the Islamic State Tuesday for reportedly burning a Jordanian hostage to death, telling reporters that "it's just one
more indication of the viciousness and barbarity of this organization." 

ISIS Tactics Questioned As Hostages Dwindle from New York Times 2 Feb 15

The extremists of the Islamic State managed to parlay their Japanese and Jordanian hostages into 12 days of worldwide publicity. But other than
depleting their supply of foreign hostages, did they really accomplish anything? 

Islamic State hostage deadline passes as confusion reigns over swap terms from McClatchy 30 Jan 15

The most recent deadline for Jordan to release an Islamist prisoner before the Islamic State executed a captured Jordanian pilot passed at sundown
Thursday with no indication that an agreement was near on a deal to swap the two people. 

Amid Ruins Of Kobani, Kurds Relish Victory Over Islamic State from Los Angeles Times 29 Jan 15

Men and women picked through the rubble of Kobani on Wednesday, taking stock of the cost of war after Kurdish fighters finally drove Islamic
State militants out of the shattered Syrian city this week. 

ISIS Issues New Threat Against Hostages from New York Times 28 Jan 15

The Islamic State appeared to issue a new ultimatum Tuesday through an audio message giving the Jordanian government 24 hours or less to
release a female terrorist, or else the militants would kill not only a Japanese hostage but also a captured Jordanian pilot. 

U.S. Seeks To Capitalize On Defeat Of Islamic State In Kobane from Washington Post 28 Jan 15

The Obama administration hopes to capitalize on the defeat of Islamic State fighters in the Syrian town of Kobane as parts of its uphill effort to
counter the group’s appeal to foreign fighters from around the world. 

Islamic State flees Kobani in Syria; Kurds in Turkey, Iraq dance in the streets from McClatchy 26 Jan 15

Kurdish fighters in Syria claimed Tuesday to have lifted the Islamic State’s four-month siege of the Syrian Kurdish town of Kobani and said the
last Islamic State attackers were on the run. 

US officials detail Islamic State kills, but hard part ahead from Associated Press 23 Jan 15

The U.S. and its allies sought to put a good face on the coalition's deliberate campaign to roll back the Islamic State group in Iraq and Syria on
Thursday, boasting of having killed thousands of militants while acknowledging that ousting the group from key cities remains a distant
aspiration. 

Disenchanted militants in South Asia eye Islamic State with envy from Reuters 22 Jan 15

Splits within the Taliban, and doubts over whether its elusive leader is even alive, are driving a growing number of militant commanders in
Afghanistan and Pakistan towards Islamic State (IS) for inspiration. 

Islamic State Demands $200 Million For Japanese Hostages from McClatchy 21 Jan 15

One is a famous freelance journalist who thought his Japanese nationality would protect him when he traveled to Syria two months after the video
execution of American freelancer James Foley. 

New ISIS Video Purportedly Shows Two Japanese Hostages from NBC News 19 Jan 15

ISIS militants released a video purporting to show two Japanese hostages on Tuesday and demanded a $200-million ransom. Global security firm
and NBC News counterterrorism consultant Flashpoint Intelligence said the video appeared to be authentic. It features two handcuffed men in
orange garb similar to the jumpsuits worn by Guantanamo Bay detainees kneeling next to a masked jihadi who brandishes a knife. 

Video Shows Young Boy Executing Alleged Spies from USA Today 14 Jan 15

The Islamic State released a video purporting to show a child executing two men accused of being Russian spies who tried to infiltrate the militant
organization in Syria. 



U.S., allies carry out 19 air strikes in Syria and Iraq from Reuters 12 Jan 15

American-led forces launched 19 air strikes against Islamic State militants in Syria and Iraq, the U.S. military said on Sunday. 

Congress Waits For Obama’s Rules For War Against Islamic State from Washington Times 9 Jan 15

Republicans said Thursday that they expect the White House to write a set of rules governing the war on terrorism and share it with Congress in
the near future, kicking off a debate about redefining the war to go after the Islamic State. 

U.S.-led air strikes have hit 3,222 Islamic State targets: Pentagon from Reuters 8 Jan 15

U.S.-led air strikes against Islamic State militants in Iraq and Syria have damaged or destroyed 3,222 targets since August, including 58 tanks, 184
Humvees, 673 fighting positions and 980 buildings or barracks, the Pentagon said on Wednesday. 

US probing 2 airstrikes alleged to have killed civilians from Associated Press 7 Jan 15

The U.S. military disclosed Tuesday that it is investigating alleged civilian casualties from two airstrikes in Syria and Iraq last year, and that it has
dismissed 13 other allegations of civilian casualties from airstrikes. 

Reports Of Civilian Deaths Prompt Inquiry Into Strikes Against ISIS from New York Times 7 Jan 15

The United States military is investigating reports of civilian casualties that may have occurred as part of the American-led fight against the Sunni
militancy known as the Islamic State, a senior Pentagon official said Tuesday. 

Rebels: Obama Administration Ignored Early Plan To Stop Islamic State from McClatchy 2 Jan 15

Two months before Mosul and other cities in northern Iraq fell to the Islamic State last June, representatives of a Syrian rebel group called on the
new U.S. special envoy for Syria with an outline of a plan to stop the extremists. 

IS Releases Interview With Captive Jordanian Pilot from Associated Press 30 Dec 14

The Islamic State group published on Monday an interview with the Jordanian pilot captured last week after his plane crashed in northern Syria. 

U.S.-led forces launch 13 air strikes in Syria, Iraq from Reuters 29 Dec 14

U.S.-led forces on Sunday conducted eight air strikes against Islamic State militants in Syria and five strikes on IS targets in Iraq, the U.S. military
said in a statement. 

In Battle to Defang ISIS, U.S. Targets Its Psychology from New York Times 28 Dec 14

Maj. Gen. Michael K. Nagata, commander of American Special Operations forces in the Middle East, sought help this summer in solving an
urgent problem for the American military: What makes the Islamic State so dangerous? 

U.S. Strikes In Syria Ease Islamic State Pressure On Moderate Rebels from McClatchy 24 Dec 14

Assisted by intelligence from moderate rebel fighters on the ground, the U.S. carried out remarkably accurate airstrikes against Islamic State
targets north of Aleppo over the weekend that destroyed bases hidden in farm buildings and killed dozens of militants, rebel officials and local
activists said Tuesday. 

Islamic State’s Garden State Jihadi: Journalist Finds ‘guy From Jersey’ In Terror Ranks from Washington Times 24 Dec 14

The Islamic State has successfully recruited from the Garden State. 

U.S.-led forces launch 13 air strikes in Iraq, three in Syria from Reuters 22 Dec 14

U.S.-led forces attacked Islamic State targets on Sunday with 13 air strikes in Iraq and three in Syria, using fighter, bomber and other aircraft, the
U.S. military said. 

20 Jihadists Killed In Failed East Syria Airport Attack from Agence France-Presse 22 Dec 14

At least 20 Islamist State (IS) group members were killed in the second failed jihadist bid in a month to take over an air base in eastern Syria, a
monitoring group said Sunday. 



Three top Islamic State leaders killed in air strikes: U.S. officials from Reuters 19 Dec 14

U.S.-led air strikes against Islamic State in Iraq have killed three of the militant group's top leaders but not senior commander Abu Bakr al-
Baghdadi, U.S. officials said on Thursday. 

U.S. backed talks with ISIS over American hostage: newspaper from Reuters 19 Dec 14

U.S. counter-terrorism officials backed negotiations with two prominent jihadi clerics in a failed attempt to save the life of an American hostage
who was later beheaded by Islamic State militants, the Guardian newspaper reported on Friday. 

Islamic State recruits broadly, not just fighters from Associated Press 17 Dec 14

As it looks to expand its territorial base across broad swaths of Iraq and Syria, the Islamic State group is recruiting for more than just fighters.

Obama Defends Progress Against Extremists from New York Times 16 Dec 14

President Obama on Monday said that after several months of fighting, the United States and its partners had undercut the momentum of Islamic
extremists in Iraq and Syria, making clear to them that Americans will not back down and in the end, “we will get you.” 

UN warns of Sahel spillover from Libya turmoil from Agence France-Presse 11 Dec 14

The chaos in Libya, where Islamic State fighters are said to be gaining a foothold, threatens to engulf countries in the Sahel and must be quickly
brought under control, a UN envoy warned Thursday. 

Obama Administration Asks For Expansive War Against Islamic State from Washington Times 10 Dec 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry told Congress Tuesday that President Obama wants expansive war powers to pursue Islamic State terrorists
wherever and however the president deems necessary, asking for a new authorization that would even allow the Pentagon to commit American
combat troops to fight. 

Kerry Warns Senate Against Curbs On Fighting ISIS from New York Times 10 Dec 14

Secretary of State John Kerry asked Congress on Tuesday not to “bind the hands” of President Obama as lawmakers considered setting limits on
the nature and extent of the military campaign against the Islamic State. 

U.S. Aims For Allied Force Of 1,500 In Iraq To Aid Fight Against Islamic State from Washington Post 9 Dec 14

U.S. allies are expected to send as many as 1,500 soldiers to Iraq to complement a growing American military force that will train and advise Iraqi
troops in their battle against the Islamic State, a senior U.S. commander said Monday. 

General: Islamic State fighters on their heels from Associated Press 9 Dec 14

Islamic State fighters have lost the initiative in Iraq and are now "on defense" with far less ability to generate the kind of ground maneuvers that
enabled the extremists to capture large chunks of Iraq earlier this year, a senior U.S. general said Monday. 

Global Coalition Stepping Up Against Islamic State from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

Islamic State militants invaded Iraq’s west almost a year ago and overran the nation’s second-largest city in June, threatening death and torture to
opponents in their way. But the world has been slow to respond, coming together Wednesday for the first high-level meeting of scores of nations
now devoted to destroying the rampant insurgency. 

US-Led Coalition Halting Islamic State’s Advances, Officials Say (Morello, WP) from Washington Post 4 Dec 14

The military campaign against Islamist extremists in Syria and Iraq is inflicting heavy damage, said officials from a coalition working to uproot
the militants from their self-declared caliphate. 

Lebanon detains wife of Islamic State leader from Reuters 2 Dec 14

The Lebanese army detained a wife and daughter of Islamic State leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi as they crossed from Syria nine days ago, security
officials said on Tuesday, in a setback to the group as it comes under increased military pressure. 

FSKN: Terrorists, including ISIL, make money on Afghan drug trafficking from Interfax (Russia) 1 Dec 14



The terrorist group Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) is making money from the production and distribution of Afghan heroin, Federal
Drug Control Service Director Viktor Ivanov said. 

More U.S.-led strikes hit Islamic State in Syria, Iraq, U.S. says from Reuters 1 Dec 14

The United States led 55 air strikes against Islamic State militants in Iraq and Syria since Friday, according to U.S. Central Command. 

Islamic State Spreading Into Northern Africa, Alarming U.S. from Washington Times 28 Nov 14

In its war to create a caliphate across Syria and Iraq, the Islamic State is opening a front in North Africa, where affiliated militants are wreaking
havoc in eastern Libya and Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula — presenting a complex challenge for Washington and its allies in the region. 

With Incentives And Brute Force, IS Subdues Tribes from Associated Press 27 Nov 14

The Islamic State group is employing multiple tactics to subdue the Sunni Muslim tribes in Syria and Iraq under its rule, wooing some with gifts
— everything from cars to feed for their animals — while brutally suppressing those that resist with mass killings. 

No settlement in Middle East, Central Asia without Afghan drug-making curbed from Itar-Tass (Russia) 26 Nov 14

Terrorist grouping Islamic State delivers half of all heroin in Europe, chief of Federal Service for Control over Drugs Circulation Viktor Ivanov
said at a meeting of the co-ordinating council of drug control chiefs in member states of the Collective Security Treaty Organisation (CSTO) in
the Russian capital on Wednesday. 

Islamic State pocketed as much as $45 million in ransoms in past year from Washington Times 26 Nov 14

The Islamic State has raked in $35 million to $45 million in ransom payments over the past year, according to a U.N. counterterrorism official
who says the terrorists’ kidnapping operation “continues to grow.” 

Islamic State Imposes A Reign Of Fear In Iraqi Hospitals from Washington Post 26 Nov 14

After storming the Iraqi city of Mosul in June, the brutal Islamic State quickly solidified its control. Gunmen enforced its laws, and supportive
imams preached at the mosques. 

Islamic State group recruits, exploits children from Associated Press 24 Nov 14

Teenagers carrying weapons stand at checkpoints and busy intersections in Iraq's second-largest city, Mosul. Patched onto the left arms of their
black uniforms are the logos of the Islamic Police. 

Briton And Frenchman Tentatively Identified In Islamic State Execution Video from New York Times 18 Nov 14

A Briton and a Frenchman were tentatively identified on Monday among a group of executioners seen in video clips released a day earlier by the
Islamic State militant group that announced the beheading of an American aid worker. 

Frenchman Maxime Hauchard Identified As Extremist In ISIS Video from Associated Press 18 Nov 14

The cold-eyed militants lined up behind their victims in the latest Islamic State video appear to come from outside the Middle East, including one
from France and possibly two from Britain, as the extremist group tries to show a global reach. 

Abdul-Rahman Kassig: From Soldier to Peace-Loving ISIS Victim from NBC News 17 Nov 14

Abdul-Rahman Kassig, a U.S. medic whom ISIS claimed Sunday to have beheaded after holding him hostage for a year, was a former Army
Ranger turned humanitarian who found his calling in helping everyday people fleeing conflicts in the Middle East. 

Islamic State Seeks Influence Beyond Mideast; Group’s Emissaries Visited Pakistan from Washington Times 13 Nov 14

Fresh evidence of the Islamic State movements attempts to garner influence beyond the in the Middle East emerged Wednesday when a Pakistani
militant group said it had met with visiting emissaries from the terrorist group. 

Trouble Pinning Down ISIS Targets Impedes Airstrikes from New York Times 10 Nov 14

More than three months into the American-led air campaign in Iraq and Syria, commanders are challenged by spotty intelligence, poor weather
and an Iraqi Army that is only now starting to go on the offensive against the Islamic State, meaning that warplanes are mostly limited to hitting



pop-up targets of opportunity. 

Fate Of Islamic State Chief Unclear Following U.S. Strikes On Group’s Leadership In Iraq from Washington Post 10 Nov 14

Islamic State leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi was injured in a strike in Iraq’s western Anbar province on Saturday, Iraqi security officials told The
Associated Press. 

Obama To Seek Congressional Authorization For Fight Against Islamic State from Washington Post 6 Nov 14

President Obama said Wednesday he is prepared to ask Congress for new authority to combat the Islamic State, replacing the administration’s
reliance on laws passed more than a decade ago to justify its current military operations against the militants in Syria and Iraq. 

ISIS Wave Of Might Is Turning Into Ripple from New York Times 6 Nov 14

The extremists of the Islamic State appeared unstoppable after their sudden blitz through Iraq this summer, with its battle-hardened fighters
continually raising their black flag over newly conquered areas. 

Rights Group: Child Captives Faced ‘torture And Abuse’ By Islamic State from Washington Post 5 Nov 14

Kurdish children from the besieged Syrian town of Kobane were beaten with electrical cables and forced to watch beheading videos while held in
captivity by Islamic State militants, an international rights group said Tuesday. 

Egypt, Gulf Arab allies eye anti-militant alliance from Associated Press 4 Nov 14

Egypt, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and Kuwait are discussing the creation of a military pact to take on Islamic militants, with the
possibility of a joint force to intervene around the Middle East, The Associated Press has learned. 

Islamic State Publicly Kills At Least 46 Sunni Opponents In Captured Iraqi City from Washington Post 30 Oct 14

Islamic State gunmen on Wednesday publicly killed dozens of men belonging to a resistant Sunni tribe, witnesses said, in another chilling
message to authorities seeking to galvanize opposition to the militants. 

Pesh Merga Forces Join Fight Against ISIS For Kobani from New York Times 29 Oct 14

For the first time, pesh merga forces from Iraqi Kurdistan have moved to join the fighting against Islamic State militants besieging the Syrian
Kurdish city of Kobani, taking advantage of Turkey’s decision to open its borders to reinforcements. 

In Bizarre New Video, Islamic State Hostage Gives Tour Of Kobane from Washington Post 28 Oct 14

In a remarkable new video released by the Islamic State militants, British hostage John Cantlie gives a tour of the Syrian city of Kobane and
denounces Western coverage of the fighting in the city. 

U.S. unveils coalition to fight Islamic state in cyberspace from Reuters 28 Oct 14

The United States on Monday unveiled what it called an information coalition with Muslim and Western nations to combat efforts by Islamic
State to recruit online and stoke sectarian hatred through a "cult of violence". 

Missiles Of ISIS May Pose Peril For Aircrews from New York Times 27 Oct 14

From the battlefield near Baiji, an Islamic State jihadist fired a heat-seeking missile and blew an Iraqi Army Mi-35M attack helicopter out of the
sky this month, killing its two crew members. 

Islamic State Militants Allegedly Used Chlorine Gas Against Iraqi Security Forces from Washington Post 24 Oct 14

Dizzy, vomiting and struggling to breathe, 11 Iraqi police officers were rushed to a government hospital 50 miles north of the capital last month.
The diagnosis: poisoning by chlorine gas. The perpetrators, according to the officers: Islamic State extremists. 

Islamic State Making Millions Despite U.S. Bid To Halt Money Flow from Los Angeles Times 24 Oct 14

Islamic State still generates tens of millions of dollars a month in illicit income despite a U.S.-led effort to cut the financing streams that have
helped turn the once-obscure militant group into a terrorist organization unlike any previously seen, a senior U.S. counter-terrorism official said
Thursday. 



Syrian Town Of Kobane No Longer On Brink from Agence France-Presse 24 Oct 14

A bid by Islamic State jihadists to seize the Syrian border town of Kobane has stalled and Kurdish fighters likely will be able to hold out
indefinitely with the help of American warplanes, US officials said Thursday. 

As Islamists Seek To Fill Ranks, More Western Women Answer Their Call from New York Times 24 Oct 14

The young Western Muslims trying to join radical Islamist groups in Syria and Iraq now include increasing numbers of young women who are
seeking to fight or to become the wives of fighters. It is a new twist on a recruitment effort that has led to several thousand men from Europe and
beyond flocking to the battlefield. 

Robust Reponse to ISIS Appears Far Off for Iraqis from New York Times 24 Oct 14

Despite increasing assistance from the United States, Iraq’s ability to mount a sustained counteroffensive to retake territory seized by the Islamic
State is still months away, American military and defense officials here said on Thursday. 

FBI Warns News Outlets That Group Affiliated With Islamic State Is Targeting Journalists from Washington Post 24 Oct 14

The FBI on Thursday warned news organizations that it had recently obtained “credible information” indicating that members of an Islamic State-
affiliated group have been “tasked with kidnapping journalists” in the region and taking them to Syria. 

UPDATE: U.S. Strikes Cut Into ISIS Oil Revenues, Treasury Official Says from New York Times 23 Oct 14

The American military campaign against the Islamic State has begun to cut into the Sunni militant group’s substantial oil revenues, the top
counterterrorism official at the Treasury Department said on Thursday, but starving its cash flow will be a slow process. 

US: IS earns $1M a month in black market oil sales from Associated Press 23 Oct 14

Islamic State militants are amassing wealth at an unprecedented pace, earning about $1 million a month from black market oil sales alone, a U.S.
Treasury Department official said Thursday. 

Details Emerge Of Colorado Girls’ Possible Bid To Aid Islamic Radicals from Los Angeles Times 23 Oct 14

The three girls were apparently en route to Turkey and eventually to Syria where they were possibly seeking to aid the radical Muslim group
Islamic State, according to a U.S. official interviewed by the Associated Press. Officials said they are continuing to investigate the circumstances
of the runaways. 

Pentagon: 1 Weapons Bundle Seized By Militants from Associated Press 23 Oct 14

The Pentagon is confirming that Islamic State group militants were able to seize one of the 28 bundles of weapons and medical supplies dropped
to Kurdish forces on Monday. 

IS Fighters Seize Weapons Cache Meant For Kurds from Associated Press 22 Oct 14

Islamic State group fighters seized at least one cache of weapons airdropped by U.S.-led coalition forces that were meant to supply Kurdish
militiamen battling the extremist group in a border town, activists said Tuesday. 

New Freedoms In Tunisia Drive Support For ISIS from New York Times 22 Oct 14

Nearly four years after the Arab Spring revolt, Tunisia remains its lone success as chaos engulfs much of the region. But that is not its only
distinction: Tunisia has also contributed more foreign fighters than any other country to the extremist group that calls itself the Islamic State, in
Iraq and Syria. 

Kerry Urges Asia To Boost Anti-Islamic State Push from Associated Press 21 Oct 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry appealed Monday for Asian nations to step up their efforts to combat Islamic State extremists and the deadly
Ebola virus. 

Kerry: ‘Irresponsible’ Not To Aid Kurds Against IS from Associated Press 21 Oct 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said Monday the Obama administration decided to airdrop weapons and ammunitions to “valiant” Kurds



fighting Islamic State extremists in the Syrian border town of Kobani because it would be “irresponsible” and “morally very difficult” not to
support them. 

Jihadists Take Heavy Losses In Battle For Syria’s Kobane from Agence France-Presse 20 Oct 14

The Islamic State group took heavy losses Sunday in the Syrian battleground of Kobane as Iraqi forces fought the jihadists buoyed by US backing
for top government security appointments. 

U.S. Airdrops Weapons And Supplies To Kurds Fighting In Kobani from New York Times 20 Oct 14

Escalating its assistance to Kurdish fighters battling the Islamic State in the Syrian town of Kobani, American military aircraft on Sunday dropped
ammunition, small arms and medical supplies to resupply the combatants, officials said. 

On Outskirts Of Baghdad, Islamic State’s Advances Raise Tensions from Washington Post 17 Oct 14

About 14 miles from Baghdad International Airport, a mortar shell landed with a thud. A second followed, closer, and then a third struck across
the Iraqi army’s lines, as the Islamic State militants zeroed in on their target. 

Kurds’ Refusal To Quit In Kobani Proves Decisive from USA Today 17 Oct 14

The small Kurdish force defending Kobani along the Syrian-Turkish border is accomplishing what no ground force in the region has been able to
do: hold the line against an Islamic State siege. 

Finally, A Name For ISIS Strikes from New York Times 16 Oct 14

The Defense Department has come up with a name for the American military strikes against the Islamic State: Operation Inherent Resolve. 

U.S. Pounds Islamic State In Kobane, Seeking A Propaganda And A Military Win from Washington Post 16 Oct 14

For the moment, at least, the once-obscure Syrian town of Kobane, along the Turkish border, has become the epicenter of the overall U.S. and
coalition fight to degrade and demoralize Islamic State militants. 

U.S. Steps Up Strikes On Embattled Syrian Town, Aided By Data From Kurds from New York Times 16 Oct 14

The United States has sharply increased the number of airstrikes against Islamic State militants in the besieged Syrian city of Kobani — aided by
information provided by Kurdish fighters, American officials said Wednesday. 

IS Group Has Made ‘Substantial Gains’ In Iraq: US from Agence France-Presse 16 Oct 14

Islamic State jihadists have made important advances in Iraq despite US-led air strikes, Washington’s envoy to the US-led coalition fighting the
group warned Wednesday. 

At War Against ISIS, Iraqi Premier Is Facing Battles Closer To Home from New York Times 16 Oct 14

As his country’s security forces struggle to push back the jihadist insurgents of the Islamic State, Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi of Iraq, only a
month in office, has been battling foes even closer to home: critics within his own party and the Shiite bloc it leads. 

Kerry Slams ‘Abhorrent’ Yazidi Slavery By IS Militants from Agence France-Presse 15 Oct 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry slammed the Islamic State group for “abhorrent” abuses after the jihadists boasted of selling captured women
and girls as slaves. 

Obama Acknowledges Setbacks Against Islamic State from USA Today 15 Oct 14

President Obama acknowledged recent gains by the Islamic State in Syria and Iraq, saying Tuesday that the U.S.-led coalition combating the
militants with airstrikes will face progress and “periods of setback.” 

“We Are Succeeding” In Fight Against Islamic State: White House from Washington Times 15 Oct 14

The Obama administration claimed Tuesday that the U.S is succeeding in the fight against the Islamic State even as the militant Islamist group
continues to make key gains in both Iraq and Syria. 



Serious Disagreements Remain In US-Led Coalition Battling The Islamic State from Washington Post 15 Oct 14

Two months after the start of its campaign against the Islamic State, the U.S.-led coalition conducting operations in Iraq and Syria has expanded
significantly but remains beset by lingering strategic differences that threaten to undermine the fight. 

U.S. And Russia Agree To Share More Intelligence On ISIS from New York Times 15 Oct 14

Secretary of State John Kerry said on Tuesday that the United States and Russia had agreed to share more intelligence on the Islamic State, as he
sought to lay the basis for improved cooperation with Moscow. 

Obama To Rally Allies As Doubt Grow On Islamic State Plan from Bloomberg News 14 Oct 14

President Barack Obama will try to shore up a coalition against Islamic State forces today as airstrikes have failed to stop the extremist Sunni
group from gaining territory in Iraq and Syria. 

Turkey Denies Reports Of Deal For Use Of Its Bases In Fight Against Islamic State from New York Times 14 Oct 14

A day after American officials said Turkey had agreed to allow its air bases to be used for operations against the Islamic State, which they
described as a deal that represented a breakthrough in tense negotiations, Turkish officials said on Monday that there was no deal yet, and that
talks were still underway. 

Islamic State Fighters Are Threatening To Overrun Iraq’s Anbar Province from Washington Post 10 Oct 14

Islamic State militants are threatening to overrun a key province in western Iraq in what would be a major victory for the jihadists and an
embarrassing setback for the U.S.-led coalition targeting the group. 

White House Grapples With Limits Of Air Campaign In Iraq And Syria from Los Angeles Times 9 Oct 14

As warplanes from the U.S. and the United Arab Emirates pounded Islamic State fighters near the Syrian city of Kobani for a third day, the U.S.-
led military campaign began running up against the limits of what air power can accomplish. 

Obama Says Islamic State’s Barbarism Must Be Confronted from Bloomberg 9 Oct 14

President Barack Obama, after meeting with military advisers at the Pentagon, said the U.S. and its allies will follow through with the “difficult
mission” to turn back Islamic extremists in Iraq and Syria. 

ISIS Advances In Syrian Border Town Of Kobani Despite Airstrikes from New York Times 9 Oct 14

Gun battles and explosions echoed from the embattled Syrian Kurdish town of Kobani on Wednesday, as Islamic State militants detonated a car
bomb and new American-led airstrikes hit the northern edge of the town, close to the Turkish border. 

U.S., Allies ‘examining’ Syrian Buffer Zone As Islamic State Fight Deepens from Washington Post 9 Oct 14

A proposal to create a protected buffer zone in Syria is worth study, the United States and two European allies said Wednesday as American-led
airstrikes appeared to push back Islamic State fighters trying to overrun a border town. 

Pentagon sees Baghdad at risk of Islamic State takeover, expects Kobani to fall from Washington Times 9 Oct 14

Calls increase for U.S. ground troops in Iraq, Syria as airstrikes fail to stop terrorists 

Is It A ‘war’? An ‘armed Conflict’? Why Words Matter In The U.S. Fight Vs. The Islamic State. from Washington Post 8 Oct 14

When is a war not a war? Does it matter, when a bomb is dropped or a missile launched, whether it’s called “counterterrorism,” or “armed
conflict,” or “hostilities”? 

Airstrikes Try To Stop ISIL March On Key Syrian Town from USA Today 8 Oct 14

Coalition aircraft pummeled militant targets near a strategic town on the Turkish-Syrian border where Kurdish forces were desperately attempting
to hold out against an Islamic State offensive. 

AP ANALYSIS: US-led Airstrikes Produce Few Gains from Associated Press 8 Oct 14

After two months, the U.S.-led aerial campaign in Iraq has hardly dented the core of the Islamic State group’s territory. The extremist fighters



have melted into urban areas when needed to elude the threat, and they have even succeeded in taking new territory from an Iraqi army that still
buckles in the face of militants. 

Islamic State Flag Hoisted Outside Strategic Syrian Town Within Sight Of Turkish Border from Washington Post 7 Oct 14

The Islamic State’s black flag flew Monday near one of the gateways to the strategic Syrian town of Kobane, suggesting that the militants have
broken through more defensive lines after weeks of intense fighting within sight of the Turkish border. 

Islamic State Drives Toward Besieged Cities In Iraq, Syria; Defenders Call For Airstrikes from Washington Post 3 Oct 14

Islamic State fighters waged battles near the gates of besieged cities in Syria and Iraq on Thursday as defenders on both fronts prepared for
possible street-by-street battles and appealed for intensified U.S.-led airstrikes, reports and witnesses said. 

Islamic State Militants Attack Small Iraq Town from Associated Press 3 Oct 14

Islamic State group militants launched an assault Thursday on a small town in western Iraq, a military spokesman said, as the United Nations
warned that 10 months of violence in the country has taken a heavy toll on civilians. 

In New Front Against Islamic State, Dictionary Becomes A Weapon from New York Times 3 Oct 14

After the French mountaineering guide Hervé Gourdel was beheaded by an Algerian jihadist group aligned with the Islamic State last month,
hundreds of Muslims gathered outside the Great Mosque of Paris to express their revulsion over the brutality of a group whose name and
ideology, they said, was an insult to Muslims everywhere. 

ISIS Fighters Overrun Kurdish Village In Syria from New York Times 2 Oct 14

Islamic State militants swept into a Kurdish village in Syria on Wednesday just across the border from this Turkish hamlet, as farther south, in the
central Syrian city of Homs, twin car bombs killed at least 45 people, including 41 children, according to the Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights, an antigovernment monitoring group. 

Islamic State Influence Spreads Beyond Iraq And Syria from USA Today 2 Oct 14

In Pakistan, some are slapping pro-Islamic State bumper stickers on their cars and writing chalk graffiti on walls exhorting young people to join
the terrorist group. 

Fault Is Shared In Misjudging Of ISIS Threat from New York Times 30 Sep 14

By late last year, classified American intelligence reports painted an increasingly ominous picture of a growing threat from Sunni extremists in
Syria, according to senior intelligence and military officials. Just as worrisome, they said, were reports of deteriorating readiness and morale
among troops next door in Iraq. 

IS pillaging Iraqi artefacts, UNESCO warns from Agence France-Presse 29 Sep 14

Islamic State jihadists occupying parts of Iraq are destroying age-old heritage sites and looting others to sell valued artefacts on the black market,
experts gathered at UNESCO's Paris headquarters warned Monday. 

Boehner: US may need ground troops vs. militants from Associated Press 29 Sep 14

House Speaker John Boehner says the United States may have "no choice" but to send American troops to fight Islamic State group militants if
President Barack Obama's strategy fails to destroy the extremist group. 

Islamic State Continues Siege Of Syrian Border Town from Washington Post 29 Sep 14

Islamic State militants pounded the Syrian border town of Kobane with artillery shells Sunday, residents said, as the jihadists continued their
attack on the strategic city despite U.S.-led airstrikes on Islamic State positions there Saturday. 

Obama Acknowledges U.S. Erred In Assessing ISIS from New York Times 29 Sep 14

President Obama acknowledged in an interview broadcast on Sunday that the United States had underestimated the rise of the Islamic State
militant group, which has seized control of a broad swath of territory in the Middle East, and had placed too much trust in the Iraqi military,
allowing the region to become “ground zero for jihadists around the world.” 



Obama: ‘I Recognize The Contradiction’ Of Policy Toward Syria, Islamic State from Washington Times 29 Sep 14

One year after nearly ordering airstrikes against the forces of Syrian President Bashar Assad, President Obama said Sunday he’s aware U.S. policy
now is somewhat contradictory, as the American air campaign against the Islamic State in Syria will directly benefit an Assad regime that
continues to murder its own people in a bloody civil war. 

CIA-vetted Syrian Rebels Battling Islamic State Say Airstrikes Haven’t Helped from McClatchy 26 Sep 14

In the skies over Syria, U.S. and Arab combat aircraft have bombed Islamic State targets 20 times since Tuesday. But on the ground, commanders
for rebel groups that are part of a CIA-run program say they’ve pleaded in vain for arms, ammunition and even field rations so they can fight the
same extremists. 

Warplanes Blast Militants’ Refineries In Syria, Targeting A Source Of Cash from New York Times 26 Sep 14

Warplanes from the United States, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates on Thursday attacked what military officials believe were the
majority of the Islamic State’s oil refineries in Syria as part of the continuing effort to target sources of the terrorist group’s financing, Pentagon
officials said. 

Arab Allies Took Lead Role In Airstrikes On Oil Refineries from Los Angeles Times 26 Sep 14

Arab allies were responsible for the majority of airstrikes against the Islamic State militant group’s oil refineries on Wednesday, flying more
warplanes and dropping more bombs than U.S. aircraft, a Pentagon official said. 

U.S. Airstrikes On Islamic State And Khorasan Group Insufficient, Critics Say from Washington Times 25 Sep 14

President Obama is playing too nice in the air war against the Islamic State and the Khorasan Group, critics say, pointing to a spared bombing
target in Syria as an example. 

In U.N. Speech, Obama Vows To Fight ISIS “Network Of Death” from New York Times 25 Sep 14

President Obama on Wednesday charted a muscular new course for the United States in a turbulent world, telling the United Nations General
Assembly in a bluntly worded speech that the American military would work with allies to dismantle the Islamic State’s “network of death” and
warning Russia that it would pay for its bullying of Ukraine. 

U.S. Enlists Arab Allies for First Airstrikes in Syria from Bloomberg 24 Sep 14

The U.S. and Arab allies launched airstrikes in Syria targeting Islamic State and an al-Qaeda-linked group in what President Barack Obama called
a “powerful message to the world” that America will do whatever is necessary to eliminate terrorist havens. 

U.S. won Arab support for airstrikes, but challenges remain from Los Angeles Times 24 Sep 14

It was a telling contrast: a high-profile shout-out Tuesday from President Obama to Arab allies who joined in U.S.-led airstrikes against Sunni
Muslim militants in Syria – coupled with cautious, distancing and sometimes belated statements from the Arab states involved.. 

U.S. Is Carrying Out Vast Majority Of Strikes On ISIS, Military Officials Say from New York Times 24 Sep 14

The vast majority of airstrikes launched against Sunni militant targets in Syria have been carried out by American war planes and ship-based
Tomahawk cruise missiles, military officials said Tuesday, in what they described as the successful beginning of a long campaign to degrade and
destroy the Islamic State. 

As U.S. Bombs Fall, British Hostage of ISIS Warns of Another Vietnam from New York Times 23 Sep 14

As American airstrikes began raining down on the de facto capital of the Islamic State in Syria on Monday night, the militant group issued a new
installment in its “lecture series” delivered by a British hostage, John Cantlie. 

U.S. begins airstrikes against Islamic State in Syria from Washington Post 23 Sep 14

The U.S. military expanded its war against the Islamic State late Monday by sending waves of warplanes and launching Tomahawk cruise
missiles into Syria to attack an array of targets in an aggressive and risk-laden operation that marks a new phase in the conflict. 



U.S. And Allies Hit ISIS Targets In Syria from New York Times 23 Sep 14

The United States and allies launched airstrikes against Sunni militants in Syria early Tuesday, unleashing a torrent of cruise missiles and
precision-guided bombs from the air and sea on the militants’ de facto capital of Raqqa, Syria, and along the porous Iraq border. 

Though Adversaries On The Surface, U.S. And Hezbollah Share A Goal from New York Times 22 Sep 14

They are sworn enemies who insist they will never work together, but in practice, Hezbollah and the United States are already working —
separately — on a common goal: to stop the extremist Islamic State from moving into Lebanon, where Hezbollah is the most powerful military
and political player and currently shares with Washington an interest in stability. 

Rift Widens Between Obama, U.S. Military Over Strategy To Fight Islamic State from Washington Post 19 Sep 14

Flashes of disagreement over how to fight the Islamic State are mounting between President Obama and U.S. military leaders, the latest sign of
strain in what often has been an awkward and uneasy relationship. 

US: Syrian rebel training may take 12 months from Associated Press 19 Sep 14

Moderate Syrian rebels, once they are made battle-ready by a U.S.-led coalition, may be asked to help restore the border between Syria and Iraq
that Islamic State group militants have effectively wiped out, the top American military official said Thursday. 

New Islamic State Video Shows British Hostage John Cantlie from Washington Post 19 Sep 14

Islamic State militants released a new video Thursday, showing captive British journalist John Cantlie speaking directly to the camera about the
mission of the extremist group that’s holding him hostage. 

Airstrike Kills 40 Islamic State Fighters from USA Today 19 Sep 14

A U.S. air strike near Mosul on Thursday killed 40 Islamic State militants near a terrorist training camp, according to a senior Defense
Department official. 

Senators Assail Obama Plans To Fight Islamic State In Syria And Iraq from McClatchy 18 Sep 14

U.S. lawmakers on Wednesday tore apart the Obama administration’s strategy to fight the Islamic State, expressing skepticism about the scope,
duration and partners involved in what Secretary of State John Kerry acknowledged would be a “multi-year effort.” 

Islamic State group's war chest is growing daily from Associated Press 15 Sep 14

Islamic State militants, who once relied on wealthy Persian Gulf donors for money, have become a self-sustaining financial juggernaut, earning
more than $3 million a day from oil smuggling, human trafficking, theft and extortion, according to U.S. intelligence officials and private experts. 

‘All Bases Covered’ In Coalition Bid To Crush IS from Agence France-Presse 15 Sep 14

“All bases are covered” in a US-led multinational coalition against the Islamic State, John Kerry said, as Washington rallies diplomatic and public
support to smash the jihadists. 

Iraqi Leader: No Need For Arab Powers To Strike IS from Associated Press 15 Sep 14

Iraq’s president says Arab powers Egypt, the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia do not need to join airstrikes against the Islamic State group.

White House Still Seeking Coalition In Mideast War from Associated Press 15 Sep 14

The White House said Sunday it will find countries willing to send combat troops to fight Islamic extremists in Syria and Iraq, but it’s too early to
identify them. 

Islamic State group's war chest is growing daily from Associated Press 14 Sep 14

Islamic State militants, who once relied on wealthy Persian Gulf donors for money, have become a self-sustaining financial juggernaut, earning
more than $3 million a day from oil smuggling, human trafficking, theft and extortion, according to U.S. intelligence officials and private experts. 

WH: Obama making 'fundamental decisions' on IS from USA Today 9 Sep 14

President Obama will focus on counterterrorism in a speech Wednesday that will include "fundamental decisions" on how to battle the jihadist



group Islamic State, his spokesman said Monday. 

Poll: Public Supports Strikes In Iraq, Syria; Obama’s Ratings Hover Near His All-Time Lows from Washington Post 9 Sep 14

Americans overwhelmingly view Islamic State terrorists as a serious threat to vital U.S. interests and, in a significant shift, widely support
airstrikes in Iraq and Syria, according to a new Washington Post-ABC News poll. 

Israel
Israel launches strikes into Syria after rocket attack from Reuters 20 Aug 15

Rockets hit an Israeli village near the Lebanese border on Thursday and Israel struck back in the Syrian Golan Heights, saying the rare salvo had
been launched there by an Iranian-backed Palestinian militant group. 

Israel court hears plea to free Palestinian hunger-striker from Associated Press 19 Aug 15

Israel's Supreme Court is hearing a petition to immediately release a high-profile Palestinian detainee who has been on a hunger strike for 65 days.

Palestinian Man Fatally Shot In Confrontation With Israeli Police from New York Times 18 Aug 15

A Palestinian man wearing jeans, a black shirt and sneakers approached two heavily armed Israeli police officers at a West Bank checkpoint in
Nablus on Monday, claiming he was sick and needed medical assistance. It was a ruse, according to an Israeli police spokeswoman, who said the
man tried to stab the border officers before they shot him dead. 

Nine Suspected Jewish Extremists Arrested In Wake Of Firebombing from Washington Post 10 Aug 15

U.S. Says Israel Rebuffing Talks To Beef Up Security Cooperation from McClatchy 7 Aug 15

Israel has repeatedly rebuffed offers by the United States to discuss boosting security cooperation in the wake of the Iran nuclear deal, Obama
administration officials said Thursday. 

Israel To Hold Jewish Extremist For 6 Months Without Trial from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

Israel has jailed a Jewish extremist for six months without charges or trial, expanding a crackdown against militant Jews and deploying a
contentious measure typically used for Palestinians suspected of planning attacks. 

US Ready To Discuss Enhanced Security For Israel from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

Undersecretary of State Wendy Sherman says that in the wake of the Iran nuclear deal, the U.S. stands ready to talk about enhanced security for
Israel. 

Israeli Court Orders Man Accused Of Leading Extremists To Be Held from New York Times 5 Aug 15

Amid politicians’ promises to crack down on Jewish terrorism suspects after the fatal firebombing of a Palestinian home on Friday, an Israeli court
on Tuesday ordered held for five days a young man who the authorities contend heads a dangerous network of extremists. 

Israeli President Flooded With Death Threats For Condemning ‘Jewish Terror’ from USA Today 4 Aug 15

Israeli police launched an investigation Monday into incitement charges after a wave of social media users threatened President Reuven Rivlin,
calling him a “traitor” and “Arab terrorist” after he condemned two attacks by Jewish Israelis that roiled the country. 

Israeli Law To Force-feed Prisoners Labeled ‘torture’ By Doctors from McClatchy 31 Jul 15

Israel’s parliament passed a controversial law Thursday authorizing the force-feeding of hunger-striking Palestinian prisoners, drawing swift
condemnation from the country’s medical association, which called the practice torture. 

Man Attacks Gay Pride Marchers In Jerusalem For Second Time, Police Say from New York Times 31 Jul 15

An ultra-Orthodox Jewish man who had recently been released from prison after serving 10 years for stabbing participants in the annual Gay
Pride Parade here in 2005 struck again on Thursday, stabbing and wounding six marchers in this year’s parade, according to the police. 



As Homes In West Bank Settlement Are Demolished, Netanyahu Approves More from New York Times 30 Jul 15

After an Israeli court ruled on Wednesday that two apartment blocks in a West Bank settlement had been built illegally and ordered them
demolished, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu authorized the immediate construction of 300 more housing units in the same settlement. 

Netanyahu “Looking Forward” To US Release Of Spy Pollard from AFP 29 Jul 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Tuesday welcomed news of the impending release of Israeli spy Jonathan Pollard after 30 years in
a US prison. 

Palestinian, 18, Dies While Trying To Evade Israeli Security from New York Times 28 Jul 15

A Palestinian man died after he was shot and appeared to fall from a rooftop in the West Bank while trying to evade arrest by the Israeli security
forces on Monday, a police spokesman said. It was the fourth shooting by Israeli forces in the territory this month. 

Israel Wants U.S. To Release Its Spy But Not As Compensation For Iran Deal from Washington Post 27 Jul 15

Israel reacted with cautious optimism Sunday to the news that their spy Jonathan Pollard might be released on parole from a U.S. prison in
November after serving 30 years of a life sentence. But Israeli leaders stressed that Pollard’s freedom would not derail their plans to vigorously
oppose the Iran nuclear deal. 

Israeli Troops Kill Palestinian During West Bank Clash from New York Times 23 Jul 15

A young Palestinian man was shot and killed by Israeli troops during an operation in a West Bank town early Wednesday, the Israeli military said. 

Defense Secretary Meets With Israel’s Netanyahu from Washington Post 22 Jul 15

Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter met with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Tuesday in the first high-level U.S. encounter with
the Israeli leader since world powers struck a nuclear agreement with Iran, which Israel warns is a dangerous mistake. 

US, Israel Seek Common Ground On Proxies Amid Divisions Over Iran Deal from Washington Post 21 Jul 15

From this military outpost overlooking southern Lebanon, top U.S. and Israeli officials stood together Monday as they sought to play down
divisions over last week’s nuclear deal with Tehran and get on with efforts to counter Iranian influence and other threats along Israel’s borders. 

Israel Seeks Release Of 2 Held In Gaza By Hamas from McClatchy 10 Jul 15

Israel’s decision to publicize the detention by Hamas of two Israeli citizens who crossed separately into the Gaza Strip in the past year is likely a
step toward negotiating their release. 

Pro-Palestinian Flotilla Nears Gaza Strip — And Likely Israeli Interception from Los Angeles Times 29 Jun 15

Five years after the fatal interception of a Gaza-bound flotilla, a new group of pro-Palestinian activists sailing for the Gaza Strip on Sunday urged
Israel to allow them to arrive peacefully. 

Palestinians Press International Criminal Court To Charge Israel from Washington Post 26 Jun 15

The Palestinian Foreign Ministry presented documents on Thursday to the International Criminal Court in The Hague asserting that Israel should
be investigated for war crimes in last summer’s fighting in the Gaza Strip and for continued construction of Israeli settlements in the occupied
West Bank. 

Palestinians To Seek War Crimes Charges Against Israel At Hague Court from New York Times 25 Jun 15

Palestinians on Wednesday prepared to submit to the International Criminal Court what they called evidence of Israeli war crimes, a move that
will saddle the beleaguered, overstretched court with a new and potentially long-running headache. 

Gaza militants fire rocket into Israel: army from Reuters 24 Jun 15

Militants in the Gaza Strip launched a rocket at Israel on Tuesday which landed in open ground near a community close to the Palestinian enclave
and Israel hit back at the launching site, the Israeli army said. 

U.N. Report On Gaza Finds Evidence Of War Crimes By Israel And By Palestinian Militants from New York Times 23 Jun 15



A United Nations Commission of Inquiry on last summer’s war in the Gaza Strip — taking pains to be evenhanded — found that both Israel and
Palestinian militants were responsible for violations of international law that could amount to war crimes. But each side interpreted the
commission’s long-awaited report according to its own version of the Middle East conflict. 

Netanyahu Rejects ‘International Diktat’ On Israeli-Palestinian Peace Deal from New York Times 22 Jun 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel on Sunday rebuffed the French idea of restarting the Israeli-Palestinian peace process with
international support and the backing of a United Nations Security Council resolution. 

Arsonists Attack Church In Israel; Hate Crime Suspected from Washington Post 19 Jun 15

Vandals set fire Thursday to a church marking the site where worshipers believe Jesus performed his bread-and-fish miracle, in an attack that
police are investigating as a possible hate crime. 

Israeli Government Cartoon Mocks Foreign Coverage Of Gaza from New York Times 16 Jun 15

As part of Israel’s intensifying effort to undermine potential criticism from the United Nations of its military assault on Gaza last summer, the
country’s Foreign Ministry released an animated YouTube video on Monday mocking coverage of the conflict by Western reporters as absurdly
inaccurate. 

Palestinian Rocket Falls Short Of Israeli Border: Army from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 15

Palestinians in the Gaza Strip fired a rocket toward southern Israel Thursday night but it landed inside the Palestinian territory, the army said.

Israeli Report Backs Tactics By Military In Gaza War from New York Times 12 Jun 15

With a United Nations commission expected to soon release its report on last summer’s war between Israel and Palestinian militants in the Gaza
Strip, the Israeli military late Thursday issued an update on its internal inquiries, saying neither Israeli nor international laws were broken in
several attacks that led to civilian deaths. 

EU Moves Ahead On Labeling Of Israeli Settlement Products from Associated Press 10 Jun 15

Israel would be required to label products that are made in West Bank settlements and exported to Europe, according to guidelines being prepared
by the European Union. 

Israel And Hamas Are Kept Off A Grim List from New York Times 9 Jun 15

Under unusual pressure from Israel and the United States, the United Nations secretary general, Ban Ki-moon, opted not to include either Israel or
Hamas on a list of armies and guerrilla groups that kill and maim children in conflicts worldwide, despite the recommendations of one of his
senior envoys, diplomats say. 

Israeli warplanes bomb Gaza after rocket attack from enclave from Los Angeles Times 4 Jun 15

Israeli warplanes struck three training facilities in the Gaza Strip early Thursday after rockets were fired into Israel from the coastal enclave,
witnesses and security officials said. 

Obama: Israel’s Commitment To Palestinian State In Doubt from Associated Press 3 Jun 15

President Barack Obama said in remarks broadcast Tuesday that Israel’s prime minister had reinforced a belief by the international community
that Israel is not committed to peace when he said there would be no Palestinian state on his watch. 

Netanyahu Lashes Out At Criticism Of Israel from New York Times 1 Jun 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel said on Sunday that his country faces “an international campaign to blacken its name” based not on
his policies toward the Palestinians but “connected to our very existence,” likening the mounting boycott movement to anti-Semitic “libels” of
earlier eras. 

U.S. defense aid to Israel to rise over Iran deal fears: sources from Reuters 29 May 15

U.S. defense aid to Israel is likely to increase after 2017, sources on both sides said on Thursday, seeing a possible link to Washington's efforts to
assuage its ally's fears over nuclear diplomacy with Iran. 



Amnesty International: Hamas Guilty Of Torture, Summary Executions from Washington Post 28 May 15

The human rights group Amnesty International charged Wednesday that Hamas, the Palestinian Islamist militant organization that controls the
Gaza Strip, used the cover of last summer’s war with Israel to abduct, torture and carry out extrajudicial executions with impunity. 

Netanyahu Names New Director Of Israeli Foreign Ministry from New York Times 26 May 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel on Monday named a longtime confidant who is hawkish on Iran and the Palestinian issue to run the
foreign ministry, the latest in a series of moves that consolidate Mr. Netanyahu’s conservative grip on his new government. 

US Presses Israel On Talks For Middle East Nuclear-free Zone from Associated Press 22 May 15

The United States has sent a top official to Israel in an effort to revive talks on a Middle East zone free of nuclear weapons, a central issue of a
nuclear treaty review conference that some fear will end Friday without progress on global disarmament. 

Obama Takes Step To Mend Relations With Speech At Adas Israel Synagogue from Washington Post 22 May 15

For weeks, President Obama has wrestled with his frayed relationship with key members of the American Jewish community. On Friday he will
make his most public effort yet to repair the breach by doing something only three presidents have ever done: He will speak before an audience at
a U.S. synagogue. 

Israel Announces — Then Scraps — Plan For Separate Buses For Palestinians from Washington Post 21 May 15

A government plan to force Palestinians and Israelis to use separate bus lines in the West Bank was suspended within hours of being announced
Wednesday after critics likened the program to apartheid. 

Netanyahu says not too late to stop Iran nuclear deal from Agence France-Presse 18 May 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said on Sunday there was still time to stop an Iranian agreement with world powers that he says
would give Tehran nuclear arms. 

Israeli Ambassador Warns Washington Against Iran Nuclear Deal Risks from Washington Times 15 May 15

Ron Dermer isn’t backing down. The high-profile Israeli ambassador to Washington, who has angered top officials in the Obama administration
while energetically defending his boss, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, still thinks President Obama’s proposed nuclear deal with
Iran is a bad idea. 

Netanyahu Forms New Cabinet In Israel from Washington Post 15 May 15

After his big win at the polls two months ago, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu may not have imagined how hard he would have to scramble
to form his new coalition government, which he finally presented at a stormy parliament session late Thursday, to sustained heckling from newly
ascendent Arab Israeli politicians and a fierce opposition. 

Israeli Premier, Seeking To Broaden Coalition, Reserves Crucial Post For Rival from New York Times 8 May 15

When Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel called early elections five months ago, he aimed to strengthen his 68-member governing
coalition, which was riven over West Bank settlement building and how to balance Israel’s democracy and Jewish character.

Netanyahu Forms an Israeli Government, With Minutes to Spare from New York Times 6 May 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel barely met the legal deadline to form a new government on Wednesday night and will start his
fourth term with the slimmest of parliamentary majorities, made up of right-leaning and religious parties. 

Israeli Foreign Minister Says He Won’t Join Netanyahu’s New Government from New York Times 5 May 15

Avigdor Lieberman, Israel’s foreign minister, stunned the political establishment Monday by announcing he would not join the next government,
leaving Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu with two fraught options: A conservative coalition whose razor-thin majority would be inherently
unstable, or a unity government riven over how to deal with the state’s critical challenges. 

Ethiopian-Israelis Protest In Tel Aviv Over Police Treatment from New York Times 4 May 15



Uri Muallem, 30, had been drinking when he stepped out of a family gathering at a wedding hall in 2010 to relieve himself on the sidewalk. That
was when his encounter with the police began. 

John Kerry Tries To Pacify Israeli Worries Over Iran Deal from Associated Press 4 May 15

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry sought to pacify Israeli worries over an emerging nuclear deal with Iran in an interview aired Sunday,
dismissing some concerns as brought on by “hysteria” over the possible agreement. 

Israeli Officials: Hamas Military Leader Still Alive from Associated Press 1 May 15

Israeli defense officials say they have concluded that Hamas’ shadowy military chief is still alive — after an attempted Israeli assassination during
last year’s war in Gaza. 

Netanyahu Signs Up First Two Partners For Coalition Government from Agence France-Presse 30 Apr 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu made strides toward forming a new government on Wednesday, signing coalition deals with two
parties, a week before the deadline to present a cabinet. 

Tensions Rise On Israel-Syria Border After Infiltration Attempt, Airstrikes from Washington Post 28 Apr 15

Israeli forces were on heightened alert on Monday along their country’s northern border with Syria after the military reported thwarting a militant
attack with airstrikes. 

U.N. Says Israeli Military Actions Killed 44 Civilians In Schools In Gaza War from New York Times 28 Apr 15

Israeli military actions killed 44 Palestinian civilians who had sought refuge in seven United Nations schools during last summer’s conflict in
Gaza, the United Nations said Monday in releasing findings of an internal inquiry. 

Eyeing Arab ties, Israel to observe nuclear pact meeting from Reuters 27 Apr 15

Israel will take part as an observer in a major nuclear non-proliferation conference that opens at the United Nations on Monday, ending a 20-year
absence in hope of fostering dialogue with Arab states, a senior Israeli official said. 

Israel Army Kills Four Men On Syria Border: Security Source from Agence France-Presse 27 Apr 15

Israeli armed forces on Sunday killed four people when they tried to plant bombs near the Golan Heights on the country’s border with war-torn
Syria, a security source said. 

White House Seeks to Publicly Mend Fences With Netanyahu, but Issues Remain from New York Times 23 Apr 15

As President Obama sat with Jewish leaders at the White House last week, trying to reassure them of his deep commitment to Israel, some wanted
to know whether he would soon invite Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu for an in-person visit. 

Israel Frees Impounded Palestinian Funds from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 15

Israel on Monday unblocked close to half a billion dollars it confiscated from Palestinian tax revenues since the beginning of the year, the
Palestinian Authority said. 

Israeli Leader Gets 2-week Extension To Form Coalition from Associated Press 20 Apr 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has received a two-week extension to form a new governing coalition following his election victory
last month. 

Israel Premier Likens Iran To Nazis At Holocaust Remembrance from Associated Press 16 Apr 15

As Israel marked its Holocaust memorial day, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu compared Iran to the Nazis on Wednesday and warned the
Islamic Republic must be prevented from obtaining nuclear weapons. 

Palestinian Doctors Can Drive Own Vehicles Into Israel, Agency Says from New York Times 15 Apr 15

Dozens of Palestinian doctors who work in Israel will be allowed to drive their own vehicles into the country from the West Bank, the Israeli
agency dealing with Palestinian civilian affairs said on Tuesday. The decision, exempting the doctors from a blanket ban in force for 15 years, is



the latest in a series of recent steps to relax constraints on Palestinians entering Israel. 

Israeli Leader Expresses Dismay Over Russian Sale Of Missiles To Iran from New York Times 15 Apr 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu spoke with President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia on Tuesday and expressed Israel’s “grave concerns”
regarding Russia’s decision to deliver a sophisticated air-defense missile system to Iran, according to a statement from Mr. Netanyahu’s office. 

NGOs Condemn Donors Over Slow Gaza Reconstruction from AFP 13 Apr 15

Six months after donors pledged billions of dollars (euros) for devastated Gaza, most of the money remains blocked, and reconstruction efforts are
painfully slow, a coalition of aid groups said Monday. 

Israeli Fire Killed Spanish Peacekeeper In January, Israeli Official Confirms from New York Times 8 Apr 15

The death in January of a Spanish member of the United Nations peacekeeping force in southern Lebanon was caused by Israeli fire during a
clash, an Israeli security official confirmed Tuesday. 

Skeptical of Iran Nuclear Deal, Israel Calls for Changes from New York Times 7 Apr 15

Clearly unsatisfied with assurances from President Obama about the provisions of the Iran nuclear deal, Israel on Monday listed specific
requirements that it declared were necessary in any final agreement. 

Israel’s Military Faces Delicate Balance In West Bank from New York Times 7 Apr 15

For Israel’s military, maintaining control of the occupied West Bank has been fraught with contradictions in recent months, creating a tension that
senior military officials say does not bode well for stability. 

Abbas rejects Israel's partial transfer of Palestinian tax revenue from Reuters 6 Apr 15

Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas said on Sunday Israel had released frozen tax revenue to the Authority but that he had ordered
the funds to be returned because money had been deducted to cover debts to Israeli utility companies. 

Israeli Leaders React To Iran Nuclear Deal With Demands, Warnings from Los Angeles Times 3 Apr 15

Israeli leaders lashed out at Thursday’s announcement of a framework agreement to curb Iran’s nuclear development with demands that the
foreign powers negotiating the deal further roll back Tehran’s programs and warnings of possible military strikes on Iran if they don’t. 

Netanyahu’s ‘No-Palestinian-state’ Vow Raises Questions About Security Coordination from McClatchy 31 Mar 15

Netanyahu’s recent actions and policies have caused the Palestinian Authority to review the last 20 years of negotiations with the Israelis,” said
Akram Rajoub, a former head of security in Ramallah, where the Palestinian Authority is headquartered, and the current governor of Nablus. “Is it
worth it to continue with security coordination if we do not arrive at a state?” 

Clinton Wants To Improve Ties With Israel from New York Times 30 Mar 15

Former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton told a representative of a group of prominent Jewish leaders on Sunday that she wanted to put
the relationship between the United States and Israel back on “constructive footing,” the representative said. 

U.N. Middle East Peace Envoy Urges Security Council To Revive Talks from New York Times 27 Mar 15

The departing United Nations envoy for the Middle East peace process said Thursday that Israel’s policy of building settlements in the Palestinian
territories “may kill” any chance of peace, as he nudged the Security Council to step in and revive talks that were halted last year. 

Rebukes From White House Risk Buoying Netanyahu from New York Times 25 Mar 15

Giora Eiland, a former Israeli national security adviser, is hardly an advocate for Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. 

Israeli President To Name PM-designate Wednesday from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is expected to be tasked on Wednesday with forming the next coalition government as official results
of the March 17 election are published. 



Netanyahu Apologizes For Comments About Israeli Arabs from New York Times 24 Mar 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel apologized Monday for warning last week that Arab citizens were voting in “droves,” comments
that have been denounced by President Obama, other world leaders, American Jewish leaders and many Israelis as anti-democratic, race-baiting
and fear-mongering. 

Israeli Officials Talk With French To Try To Influence Iran Nuclear Deal from New York Times 24 Mar 15

Fearing that the Obama administration may not take what they consider to be a tough enough stand in the next round of negotiations on a nuclear
deal with Iran, senior Israeli officials held talks in Paris on Monday with senior members of the French government and will go to London on
Tuesday in an attempt to influence the final terms of any agreement. 

Obama Details His Disappointment With Netanyahu In First Post-Election Comments from Huffington Post 23 Mar 15

President Barack Obama is operating under the assumption that Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu does not support the creation of a Palestinian
state, despite the Israeli leader's post-election efforts to recast himself as amenable to a two-state solution. 

Israel Launches Bid To Influence Iran Nuclear Deal (YAHOO) from Agence France-Presse 23 Mar 15

Israeli Intelligence Minister Yuval Steinitz flew to France on Sunday to try to sway the next round of talks on a deal over Iran’s nuclear
programme, his spokesman said. 

Netanyahu Tries To Backtrack From Controversial Campaign Remarks from Los Angeles Times 20 Mar 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu began Thursday to try to gloss over the harsh campaign rhetoric that helped him win reelection but
marred his relations with President Obama, who made it clear he isn’t ready to move on. 

Netanyahu Victory Leaves Damage In Wake from Associated Press 19 Mar 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s strong showing in national elections this week has come with a price: He has managed to antagonize
friends and foes alike with hard-line rhetoric on the campaign trail. 

U.S. Support For Israel At The U.N. Is In Jeopardy, White House Says from Los Angeles Times 19 Mar 15

The White House on Wednesday pointedly criticized Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s successful reelection campaign and suggested
his newly declared opposition to a Palestinian state could jeopardize America’s unwavering support for Israel at the United Nations. 

Netanyahu Win Points To Two More Years Of Strained U.S.-Israel Ties from Washington Post 19 Mar 15

President Obama told the U.N. General Assembly 18 months ago that he would seek “real breakthroughs on these two issues — Iran’s nuclear
program and Israeli-Palestinian peace.” But Benjamin Netanyahu’s triumph in Tuesday’s Israeli elections keeps in place an Israeli prime minister
who has declared his intention to resist Obama on both of these fronts, guaranteeing two more years of difficult diplomacy between leaders who
barely conceal their personal distaste for each other. 

Palestinian Leaders See Validation Of Their Statehood Effort from New York Times 19 Mar 15

Under most circumstances, an Israeli leader’s frank admission that he would never agree to a Palestinian state would be a disaster for the
Palestinian leadership. But when Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said precisely that in the heat of the recent election campaign it seemed to
have the opposite effect, validating the unilateral approach the Palestinians have decided to follow. 

Voters In Nazareth Cheer Gains By Arab Alliance from New York Times 18 Mar 15

Choruses of beeping horns echoed through this Arab city in northern Israel as word spread that an alliance of Arab parties had received 13 seats in
the next Parliament, making it the third-largest bloc. 

Netanyahu claims victory in Israel election after hard right shift from Reuters 18 Mar 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu claimed victory in Israel's election after exit polls showed he had erased his center-left rivals' lead with a
hard rightward shift in which he abandoned a commitment to negotiate a Palestinian state. 

Israel’s Benjamin Netanyahu Rules Out A Palestinian State On His Watch from Los Angeles Times 17 Mar 15



Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, in an apparent election-eve bid to woo far-right voters, on Monday ruled out the establishment of a
Palestinian state while he remained in office. 

Even if Likud loses, Netanyahu could become prime minister from McClatchy 17 Mar 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, his party trailing in polls leading up to Tuesday’s vote, entered the final two days of his campaign
Sunday with one card still unplayed: Israel’s complicated electoral system, which doesn’t guarantee that the party with the most seats in
Parliament forms the government. 

Israel PM Makes Last Shot For Rightwing Vote At Rally from Agence France-Presse 16 Mar 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu made a last-ditch effort Sunday to garner support at a mass rightwing rally in Tel Aviv where he
pledged he would never make territorial concessions. 

Netanyahu plays security card as rivals lead poll from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu warned Thursday that Israeli security would be at risk if the centre-left opposition won next week's election,
vowing he would not join a national unity government. 

Benjamin Netanyahu, In Campaign Remarks, Speaks Of ‘Worldwide’ Effort To Defeat Him from New York Times 11 Mar 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel told supporters that there is “a tremendous effort, worldwide, to topple” him as Israelis head to the
polls next week, according to an audiotape broadcast Tuesday on Army Radio. 

Netanyahu Says Israel Will Not Cede Land To Palestinians from Associated Press 9 Mar 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Sunday that Israel will not cede any territory due to the current climate in the Middle East, appearing to
rule out the establishment of a Palestinian state. 

PLO Body Decides To End Security Cooperation With Israel from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 15

The Palestinian Liberation Organisation’s central council decided Thursday to end security cooperation with Israel, in a potentially explosive
move after the Jewish state cut off a key source of funds. 

Netanyahu Tells Aipac He Intends No Disrespect To Obama from New York Times 3 Mar 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Monday opened his high-profile visit to the American capital by playing down any personal dispute with
President Obama, but he said that he had a “moral obligation” to warn against the dangers of an American-brokered nuclear deal with Iran. 

Hamas Commander Says Group Rebuilding Rocket Arsenal from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 15

A senior Hamas military official said Monday his Palestinian Islamist group which controls Gaza is rebuilding its heavily depleted rocket arsenal
in case of fresh conflict with Israel. 

Obama Aide Calls Netanyahu’s Planned Visit ‘Destructive’ to U.S.-Israel Ties from New York Times 26 Feb 15

Susan E. Rice, President Obama’s national security adviser, sharply criticized Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel on Tuesday over his
plans to address a joint meeting of Congress next week, saying his actions had hurt his nation’s relationship with the United States. 

New Palestinian City Has Condos, A Mall And A Sports Club — But No Water from Washington Post 26 Feb 15

The billion-dollar, five-year gamble to build a new middle-class Palestinian city on a West Bank mountaintop was just about to welcome its first
residents when the Israeli government decided this month to withhold a basic necessity: running water. 

New tensions erupt between the White House and Netanyahu from Washington Post 25 Feb 15

Tensions between the White House and Benjamin Netanyahu escalated Wednesday as top administration officials condemned the Israeli prime
minister’s plan to address Congress next week and Netanyahu accused six world powers, including the United States, of “giving up on their
commitment” to prevent Iran from obtaining a nuclear weapon. 

Palestinians vow to appeal U.S. ruling blaming PLO for terrorist attacks from Washington Post 25 Feb 15



Palestinian leaders vowed Tuesday to appeal a U.S. federal court decision that held the Palestine Liberation Organization and the Palestinian
Authority liable for six terrorist attacks in Israel that killed and wounded Americans more than a decade ago. 

With Debt Owed Rising, Israeli Utility Briefly Reduces Power On West Bank from New York Times 24 Feb 15

Israel’s state-owned electricity company briefly reduced the power supply to two Palestinian districts in the northern West Bank on Monday
because of a ballooning debt, according to company officials, in a measure that also reflected the growing political disconnect between the Israeli
and Palestinian sides. 

Israeli Views On Iran Diverged, Reports Say from New York Times 24 Feb 15

Shortly after Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel’s dire warning at the United Nations in 2012 that Iran was a mere months away from
being able to develop a nuclear bomb, Israel’s Mossad intelligence agency presented a more sober assessment that did not support Mr.
Netanyahu’s timetable. 

Iran Forming ‘Third Front’ Against Israel On Golan: Netanyahu from Agence France-Presse 23 Feb 15

Iran is seeking to open a “third front” against Israel using Hezbollah fighters on the Syrian Golan Heights, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
said on Sunday. 

US Fears Palestinian Authority Collapse Without More Cash from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 15

The U.S. fears that without a cash injection, the Palestinian Authority could collapse, entailing serious security implications for Palestinians and
Israelis. 

Israel’s Netanyahu: ‘What Is There To Hide’ In Iran Deal from Associated Press 20 Feb 15

Israel’s prime minister said Thursday that he knows the details of the deal being forged with Iran over its nuclear program and asked “what is
there to hide” after the U.S. said it was withholding some information on the talks. 

Netanyahu’s U.S. Speech Drives A Wedge Between Democrats, Israel from Los Angeles Times 13 Feb 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s planned address to Congress next month is driving an uncomfortable and rarely seen wedge between
congressional Democrats and Israel — and that may have been exactly what House Speaker John A. Boehner and other Republicans intended. 

Netanyahu’s Speech To Congress Now Dominates Israeli Elections from Washington Post 12 Feb 15

Whether the Israeli prime minister and congressional Republicans meant to or not, Benjamin Netanyahu’s planned speech before a joint session of
Congress on March 3, just two weeks before Israeli elections, has seized center stage as the dominant issue in the campaign. 

Hamas Leader Calls For Lebanon, Syria Branches To Attack Israel from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 15

A senior Hamas leader called Wednesday for the formation of Palestinian militant groups loyal to his Gaza-based Islamist movement in refugee
camps in Lebanon and Syria for attacks on Israel. 

Israeli medical marijuana creates buzz but no high— will it go global? from Washington Post 1 Feb 15

In a greenhouse in the mountains of the Galilee, a technician in a lab coat is coddling a marijuana seedling that is coveted for life-saving medical
benefits for epileptic children, doctors say — without the high. 

Tensions Fade On Border, But The Hunt For Hezbollah Tunnels Goes On from New York Times 30 Jan 15

It is quiet most nights in this small, hilltop community in northern Israel on the border with Lebanon, and these days quite tense. So when
residents began reporting strange sounds coming from underground recently, military engineers came running. 

2 Israeli Soldiers Dead As Fighting Flares Along Israel-Lebanon Border from McClatchy 29 Jan 15

Hezbollah militants in Lebanon fired anti-tank missiles Wednesday at a pair of Israeli army vehicles on the edge of the Israeli-held Golan Heights,
killing two soldiers in retaliation for an Israeli strike in Syria that killed six Hezbollah operatives and an Iranian general. 

White House’s Dismay Over Netanyahu Visit Extends To Ambassador from New York Times 29 Jan 15



The Obama administration, after days of mounting tension, signaled on Wednesday how angry it is with Israel that Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu accepted Republican leaders’ invitation to address Congress on Iran without consulting the White House. 

Two Rockets Fired From Syria Hit Israeli-Controlled Part Of Golan Heights from New York Times 28 Jan 15

At least two rockets fired from Syria struck the Israeli-controlled portion of the Golan Heights on Tuesday and Israel responded with artillery
toward the suspected launching sites in Syria, according to the Israeli military. The exchange added to already heightened tensions along a once-
quiet frontier that has been increasingly destabilized by the Syrian civil war. 

U.N. Suspends Aid To Help Rebuild Gaza, Citing Lack Of Funding from Los Angeles Times 28 Jan 15

A United Nations agency said Tuesday that conditions in the Gaza Strip are growing more desperate following its decision to suspend aid to repair
homes damaged in last summer’s conflict between Israel and Hamas. 

Netanyahu’s Contempt For President Obama from Washington Post 27 Jan 15

It would not surprise me if, at the next Republican National Convention, Benjamin Netanyahu took a seat in the delegates-from-abroad section.
The Israeli leader has both allied and associated himself with congressional Republicans who differ with President Obama over whether to impose
additional sanctions on Iran and who also — let’s not beat around the bush — hate his guts. Their foreign policy is actually a domestic one: to
destroy the president. 

Netanyahu defends planned Congress speech as anti-Iran strategy from Reuters 26 Jan 15

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu defended on Sunday a planned speech to the U.S. Congress about Iran, saying he had a moral obligation to
speak out on an issue that poses a mortal threat to Israel. 

Israel’s Spy Agency Denies Opposing New Iran Sanctions from Los Angeles Times 23 Jan 15

The controversy over Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s planned address to the U.S. Congress continued to grow Thursday, dragging
into the fray Israel’s spy agency, the Mossad. 

Palestinian Man Stabs Israelis On Bus In Tel Aviv, Police Say from New York Times 22 Jan 15

A Palestinian man stabbed and wounded up to a dozen Israelis on Wednesday as he rampaged through a bus in central Tel Aviv during the
morning rush, the police said. He then fled on foot, but was shot and wounded by security forces. 

Israeli Official Investigating Gaza Strip War Conduct from New York Times 21 Jan 15

Israel’s government watchdog, the state comptroller, said on Tuesday that he had initiated an investigation into decisions made by military and
political leaders during last summer’s 50-day war with the Hamas militant group in Gaza. 

For Jews From France, A Sociable Landing Spot In Israel from New York Times 16 Jan 15

When Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu invited all French Jewry to come to Israel, a nation of immigrants, declaring they would be welcomed
with “open arms,” he stirred a reprisal from critics who said he was exploiting the situation and would do better to call for tighter security for the
roughly 500,000 Jews in France. 

Rival Palestinian Checkpoints In Gaza Show Cracks In Reconciliation Pact from New York Times 15 Jan 15

A potent symbol of the schism between the Palestinian Authority and Hamas, the Islamist group that dominates Gaza, has been visible at the
border crossing here for years: The two maintain separate checkpoints a half-mile apart, and travelers crossing to or from Israel have to pass
through both. 

Abbas seeks to re-submit statehood bid to U.N. Security Council from Reuters 5 Jan 15

Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas said on Sunday he was discussing with Jordan plans to resubmit to the United Nations Security Council a
resolution calling for the establishment of a Palestinian state that failed to win enough votes last week. 

Israel says arrests Islamic State-linked Palestinians in West Bank from Reuters 5 Jan 15

Israeli forces have detained three Islamic State-inspired militants in the occupied West Bank, the first known Palestinian cell linked to the Syria-



and Iraq-based insurgent group, the Shin Bet internal security service said on Sunday.

Palestinians Pushing For UN Vote On Israeli Withdrawal from Associated Press 29 Dec 14

The Palestinians are pressing for a U.N. Security Council vote this week on a resolution that would call for an end to Israel’s occupation within
three years. 

Israel raps Palestinian U.N. draft as 'gimmick' from Reuters 19 Dec 14

Israel's foreign minister on Thursday described as a gimmick a Palestinian-proposed U.N. Security Council draft resolution that calls for a peace
deal within a year and an end to the occupation of Palestinian territories by the end of 2017. 

Palestinians Set Deadline For Israeli Occupation from Associated Press 18 Dec 14

Israel suffered back-to-back diplomatic setbacks in Europe on Wednesday, while the Palestinians at the United Nations set a deadline for an Israeli
withdrawal from lands captured nearly 50 years ago by the end of 2017. 

Ten Israelis Arrested For Anti-Arab Activities from New York Times 17 Dec 14

Ten members of a far-right Jewish organization were arrested Tuesday on suspicion of incitement and calls for acts of violence motivated by
racism, the police said. The arrests came against a background of heightened Jewish-Arab tensions in Israel and Israeli-Palestinian hostility. 

Kerry Says U.S. Seeks To ‘Lower The Temperature’ Between Israelis And Palestinians from New York Times 17 Dec 14

Calling the status quo “unsustainable for both parties and for the region,” Secretary of State John Kerry said here on Tuesday that the United
States was working “to lower the temperature” between Israelis and Palestinians, amid Palestinian and European efforts for United Nations
Security Council resolutions that would pressure Israel on the timing and shape of peace talks. 

U.S. Weighing Response To Palestinian Statehood Bid At U.N., Kerry Says from Washington Post 17 Dec 14

The Obama administration has not yet decided how to respond to a Palestinian-led effort, supported by much of Europe, to advance a U.N.
resolution that would demand an end to the Israeli occupation of Palestinian territory in less than two years, Secretary of State John F. Kerry said
Tuesday. 

Europe’s Impatience With Israel On Peace Talks Tests U.S. Diplomacy from New York Times 16 Dec 14

The United States finds itself caught between growing European pressure to do more to advance Middle East peace and Washington’s traditional
support for Israel, which is in a heated election campaign and reluctant to make unilateral concessions. 

Netanyahu years continue surge in settlements from Associated Press 16 Dec 14

The population of Jewish settlers in the occupied West Bank has continued to surge during Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's years in office,
growing at more than twice the pace of Israel's overall population, according to newly obtained official figures. 

Hamas Stages Military Rally To Mark Anniversary from Associated Press 15 Dec 14

The Islamic militant group Hamas displayed rockets and other heavy weapons Sunday during a rally marking the 27th anniversary of its founding.

Dispute Emerges Over Cause Of Prominent Palestinian Official Ziad Abu Ein’s Death from Washington Post 12 Dec 14

What happens next on the streets of East Jerusalem and the West Bank may rest on one question: What killed a prominent Palestinian cabinet
minister during a clash Wednesday with Israeli soldiers? 

Palestinian Minister Dies After West Bank Protest from USA Today 10 Dec 14

Palestinian cabinet member Ziad Abu Ain died Wednesday after a West Bank protest, according to reports. Bloomberg reported that Abu Ain’s
spokesman said the death happened after a confrontation with Israeli soldiers. 

Texas Man Charged in Israel May Have Sought to Attack Holy Sites from New York Times 10 Dec 14

An American man has been charged in an Israeli court with illegal possession of weapons after he admitted under questioning that he had
considered carrying out terrorist attacks, including against Islamic holy sites, Israeli officials said Tuesday. 



Israel Debates Its Religious And Democratic Identity from New York Times 9 Dec 14

When Israel was founded nearly seven decades ago, its Declaration of Independence clearly defined the new nation as a Jewish state. But the
document also enshrined democracy as a core principle, ensuring “complete equality of social and political equality to all its inhabitants.” Now
Israelis and Jews abroad are roiled by debate over whether Israel can continue to be both a Jewish homeland and the lone democracy in a region
torn apart by ethnic and religious strife. 

Israeli parliament dissolves itself, sets election from Associated Press 9 Dec 14

Israeli lawmakers unanimously voted Monday to dissolve parliament, officially ending the legislature's term two years ahead of schedule and
kicking off the country's election campaign ahead of a March 17 nationwide vote. 

Suspected Israeli War Jets Strike Near Damascus Airport from McClatchy 8 Dec 14

Suspected Israeli aircraft bombed a military complex on the outskirts of Damascus’ international airport Sunday in what Syrian state television
said was an attack on warehouses housing an advance Russian-made anti-aircraft system. 

Israel Orders More Probes Of Suspected Crimes By Its Forces In Gaza from Los Angeles Times 8 Dec 14

Israel has ordered criminal investigations of eight incidents of suspected violations of international law or military commands during the Gaza war
this summer, Israel’s military announced. 

Israeli Peace Agenda Is No Vote Winner For Netanyahu Rivals from Bloomberg News 5 Dec 14

Candidates who preach visions of peace will probably lose again in the coming Israeli election as renewed conflict with the Palestinians leaves
voters anxious about their personal safety, analysts say. 

Israeli Lawmakers Begin Winding Down Parliament from New York Times 4 Dec 14

A bill to dissolve Parliament passed its first reading on Wednesday as Israeli lawmakers began preparations for early elections now scheduled for
March 17. 

Netanyahu Fires 2 Centrist Israeli Cabinet Ministers, Setting Stage For Early Elections from Washington Post 3 Dec 14

After weeks of increasingly vociferous public sparring, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Tuesday fired the two top centrists from his
cabinet, setting the stage for the dissolution of parliament and the holding of early elections, probably in March. 

Early Elections Looming In Israel from New York Times 2 Dec 14

Israel edged closer on Monday to early elections as a brewing government crisis brought Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s coalition to the
brink of collapse. 

Israel Edges Closer To Early Election from Associated Press 1 Dec 14

Israel’s fractious coalition government seems headed for a breakup that could spark new elections against a backdrop of security turmoil inside
the country, disputes over nationalist legislation and a deep freeze in peace efforts with the Palestinians. 

Large-scale Attacks By Hamas Foiled, Israeli Security Agency Says from Los Angeles Times 27 Nov 14

Israel uncovered a West Bank network of Hamas militants planning a series of large-scale attacks against Israelis in Jerusalem and other locations,
the country’s domestic security agency said Thursday. 

U.S. government working to renew oil agreement with Israel from Reuters 26 Nov 14

The United States is in the midst of renewing its 35-year-old commitment to supply Israel with oil in emergency situations after the pact expired
on Tuesday, a U.S. State Department official said. 

Three Arabs Are Arrested in Stabbings in Jerusalem from New York Times 25 Nov 14

Three Arab men were arrested on suspicion of stabbing two Israeli Jews in the Old City on Monday, an Israeli police spokesman said, extending a
spate of violence that has roiled Jerusalem for a month. 



Israeli Cabinet Backs Controversial Nationality Bill from New York Times 24 Nov 14

The Israeli cabinet on Sunday approved contentious draft legislation that emphasizes Israel’s Jewish character above its democratic nature in a
move that critics said could undermine the fragile relationship with the country’s Arab minority at a time of heightened tensions. 

Israeli Mayor Suspends Arab Workers After Synagogue Attack, Sparking Uproar from Washington Post 21 Nov 14

Following a bloody attack in which two Palestinian Arabs killed five Israelis in a synagogue in West Jerusalem, an Israeli mayor has caused an
uproar here by suspending the employment of some Arabs working in his city. 

Israeli Forces Demolish Home Of Palestinian Who Used A Car To Kill 2 from New York Times 20 Nov 14

As Israelis and Palestinians grappled on Wednesday with the new-old reality of spiraling violence, Israeli security forces revived a controversial
antiterrorism policy, demolishing the East Jerusalem home of a Palestinian man who plowed his car into pedestrians last month, killing a baby and
a young woman. 

In Jerusalem’s ‘War Of Neighbors,’ The Differences Are Not Negotiable from New York Times 19 Nov 14

Amid the condemnations from all corners of Tuesday’s deadly attack at a Jerusalem synagogue, there were also disturbing signs of celebration. 

Palestinian Attackers Storm Jerusalem Synagogue, Killing 3 Americans, 1 Briton from Washington Post 18 Nov 14

Two Palestinians armed with knives, axes and a gun stormed a synagogue in an Orthodox Jewish neighborhood on Tuesday, killing three
Americans — including a prominent rabbi — and a British worshiper in one of the deadliest attacks in years in Jerusalem. 

Four Killed In Jerusalem Synagogue Complex from New York Times 18 Nov 14

Two assailants armed with a gun, knives and axes stormed a synagogue complex in an ultra-Orthodox Jewish neighborhood of West Jerusalem on
Tuesday morning, killing at least four worshipers during morning prayers, according to the police. The attack was one of the deadliest in the city
in the past several years. 

Political Infighting Fuels Rumors Of Early Elections In Israel from Washington Post 18 Nov 14

It’s been less than two years since the Israeli government, a coalition of centrist and right-wing parties, was sworn into office. But for the past few
weeks, talk of the country heading once again to the polls has filled the air — and the airwaves. 

Israel to Step up Demolition of Palestinian Homes from Associated Press 17 Nov 14

Israel said Monday it has sent notices to the families of several Palestinians in the West Bank implicated in attacks against Israelis to vacate their
homes ahead of their impending demolitions. 

Kerry Is Optimistic After Meeting Over Holy Site In Jerusalem from New York Times 14 Nov 14

Secretary of State John Kerry said on Thursday that Jordan, Israel and the Palestinians were committed to taking “concrete steps” to ease strife
over a volatile holy site in the Old City of Jerusalem. 

Israel Approves 200 New Homes In East Jerusalem (Federman, AP) from Associated Press 13 Nov 14

Israeli authorities gave preliminary approval Wednesday for construction of 200 new homes in a Jewish area of east Jerusalem, a move likely to
ratchet up already heightened tensions in the city. 

Israel denies interfering with Colombian minister's Palestinian visit from EFE (Spain) 13 Nov 14

Israeli officials denied on Thursday that Colombian Foreign Minister Maria Angela Holguin was prevented from entering Palestinian territory,
insisting that it was Holguin who called off the visit. 

Israeli Forces Kill Palestinian Man In West Bank Clash from New York Times 12 Nov 14

Israeli forces fatally shot a Palestinian man during a demonstration in the occupied West Bank on Tuesday, a day after a pair of knife attacks by
Palestinians left an Israeli soldier and a female settler dead. 



Israeli Arabs Protest Fatal Police Shooting from New York Times 10 Nov 14

Israel’s Arab minority observed a one-day general strike on Sunday to protest the fatal police shooting of a young Arab man over the weekend, an
event that raised tensions here and prompted charges that the Israeli police resort to force rashly when dealing with Arab citizens. 

Netanyahu Seeks To Reassure Jordan On Holy Site from New York Times 7 Nov 14

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel sought to reassure King Abdullah II of Jordan in a phone call on Thursday that Israel was
committed to maintaining the status quo at a contested holy site in East Jerusalem, and that Israel would make every effort to restore calm there
after weeks of escalating tensions, according to statements from both sides. 

Few See New Palestinian Intifada In Jerusalem Unrest from New York Times 7 Nov 14

One cartoon circulating on social networks on Thursday depicted a car as the barrel of an automatic weapon, captioned in Arabic, “Revolt and
resist, even by your car.” 

Palestinian Attacker Rams Van Into Jerusalem Rail Line; 1 Dead from Washington Post 6 Nov 14

A Palestinian with apparent links to the Islamist militant group Hamas rammed a minivan into a Jerusalem train platform Wednesday and then
assaulted people with a tire iron, killing one person before being shot dead by police, authorities said. 

Palestinian Rams Crowd Amid Spiraling Jerusalem Violence from Bloomberg News 6 Nov 14

Palestinians targeted Israeli security forces in two hit-and-run car attacks amid escalating violence that’s focused in the contested city of
Jerusalem. 

Clashes Rock Flashpoint Jerusalem Mosque Compound from Agence France-Presse 5 Nov 14

Israeli police clashed with stone-throwing Palestinians inside Jerusalem’s flashpoint Al-Aqsa mosque compound on Wednesday after far-right
Jewish groups announced plans to visit the site despite weeks of soaring tensions. 

Amnesty International Says Israel Showed ‘Callous Indifference’ To Civilians from New York Times 5 Nov 14

Amnesty International published a report early Wednesday accusing Israel of war crimes in its 50-day war with Hamas in the Gaza Strip this
summer, saying its military showed “callous indifference” to civilians in airstrikes on homes that felled entire families. 

For A Packed Part Of Jerusalem, Expansion Plans Have Built Mostly Outrage from New York Times 4 Nov 14

Residents jokingly refer to “Lower Ramat Shlomo”: In the parking area beneath apartments, instead of cars, wood-veneer doors mark homes
fashioned illegally to accommodate a bursting population. 

Amid Tensions, Israeli Lawmakers Push For More Jewish Access To Sacred Site from New York Times 3 Nov 14

A hard-line Israeli lawmaker from Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s Likud Party toured this city’s most contested holy site with a police
escort on Sunday, and a far-right minister reiterated a contentious call for Jews to be allowed to pray there, despite Mr. Netanyahu’s plea for
politicians to show responsibility and restraint. 

Israel Blocks Jerusalem Holy Site Amid Rising Tensions After Activist Shot from Washington Post 31 Oct 14

Israeli security forces temporarily sealed off one of Islam’s holiest sites Thursday in a rare move that reflected soaring tensions after a suspected
Palestinian gunman tried to assassinate an American-Israeli activist who advocates greater Jewish access to the contested religious ground. 

Insults Against Israel PM “Disgraceful, Damaging”: Kerry from Agence France-Presse 31 Oct 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry hit out Thursday at reported insults by an American official leveled against the Israeli prime minister, saying it
was “disgraceful, unacceptable and damaging.” 

Activist In Israel Is Wounded In Shooting from New York Times 30 Oct 14

An Israeli-American agitator who has pushed for more Jewish access and rights at a hotly contested religious site in Jerusalem was shot and
seriously wounded Wednesday night by an unidentified assailant in an apparent assassination attempt. 



Israel Expects U.S. Peace Push After Election: Official from Bloomberg News 29 Oct 14

Israel expects U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry to renew efforts at brokering a peace agreement with the Palestinians after next week’s midterm
elections, Deputy Foreign Minister Tzahi Hanegbi said. 

Israel Announces Plans For New Construction On Disputed Land from Los Angeles Times 28 Oct 14

After breaking for a turbulent summer, Israel’s parliament reconvened Monday for what looks to be a stormy autumn session against the backdrop
of tensions with the United States and Palestinians, exacerbated by new plans for construction on disputed land. 

Netanyahu Expedites Plan For More Than 1,000 New Apartments In East Jerusalem from New York Times 28 Oct 14

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu announced Monday that Israel would fast-track planning for more 1,060 new apartments in populous Jewish
neighborhoods of East Jerusalem, a move that appears calibrated to appeal to the maximum number of Israelis while causing the minimum
damage to Israel internationally, according to Israeli analysts. 

Jerusalem Adding Police Amid Fears Of Violence from New York Times 27 Oct 14

A young Ecuadorean woman critically injured when a Palestinian driver plowed into a group of pedestrians at a light-rail station here last week
died on Sunday, hours after Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel announced a major increase in Jerusalem’s police force to quell
violence.

Baby Killed In Jerusalem Attack Was US Citizen from Agence France-Presse 24 Oct 14

A three-month-old baby girl killed when a Palestinian rammed his car into a group of pedestrians in Jerusalem was an American citizen, a US
official confirmed Thursday. 

Palestinian Driver In East Jerusalem Kills Baby, Wounds 8 In Train Station Attack from Washington Post 23 Oct 14

A Palestinian resident of East Jerusalem drove his car into a crowded light-rail station Wednesday, killing a 3-month-old baby and wounding eight
people, two of them seriously, according to Israeli police. 

Israeli Minister Airs Iran Nuclear Concerns At Pentagon from Agence France-Presse 22 Oct 14

Israeli Defence Minister Moshe Yaalon said Tuesday he shared with his US counterpart his country’s concerns about the direction of talks
between world powers and Iran on its nuclear programme. 

Gaza Ceasefire Talks To Restart Next Week: Hamas from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

Israeli and Palestinian negotiators are to resume talks on a durable Gaza ceasefire next week in Cairo, a senior official of the Islamist movement
Hamas which rules the territory said Monday. 

A House-by-House Struggle for Control of a Jerusalem Neighborhood from New York Times 16 Oct 14

In the dark of night, under the protection of Israeli security forces, Jewish settlers took possession of some 25 housing units in six locations
around the Silwan neighborhood of East Jerusalem late last month, sending out shock waves that were felt in Washington and still reverberate in
the neighborhood.

Viewing Gaza Damage, U.N. Chief Implores Israel, Hamas To Avoid Another War from Washington Post 15 Oct 14

The first truckload of cement to rebuild the Gaza Strip arrived Tuesday as U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon toured bombed-out
neighborhoods nearly two months after the end of a punishing war. 

UN Chief Chastises Netanyahu On Settlements from Associated Press 14 Oct 14

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon chastised Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Monday over the issue of Jewish settlements and
challenged him to show “leadership” and make compromises for peace. 

White House Fires Back At Netanyahu Over New Israeli Settlements from Washington Times 7 Oct 14

The White House fired back at Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu Monday over his country’s settlement construction, saying Mr.
Netanyahu’s criticism of the administration over the weekend “seemed to ignore our concerns.” 



Israel Chides Swedish PM Over Palestinian State from Agence France-Presse 6 Oct 14

Israel hit out on Sunday at Sweden’s newly elected prime minister Stefan Loefven over his decision to recognise a Palestinian state. 

Israeli Leader: White House Criticism Un-American from Associated Press 6 Oct 14

Israel’s prime minister dismissed a recent White House rebuke of Israeli settlement construction, saying in comments broadcast on Sunday that
the criticism goes “against American values.” 

Obama Said To Bring Up Settlements In Netanyahu Meeting from New York Times 2 Oct 14

President Obama met with Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel at the White House on Wednesday, against the backdrop of a radically
altered landscape in the Middle East that Mr. Netanyahu said he believed could help revive the moribund peace process with the Palestinians. 

Netanyahu to Arabs: Work with us against militant Islam from USA Today 30 Sep 14

Israel and Arab states face a common threat from Islamist extremists, and teaming up to defeat them and other enemies could lead to better
relations and peace with the Palestinians, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Monday. 

Israel’s Netanyahu Says Will Refute Gaza “Lies” from Associated Press 29 Sep 14

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu left Israel on Sunday en route to the United Nations in New York, saying he will refute “all of the lies
directed at us” with regard to Israel’s recently concluded war with Hamas in the Gaza Strip. 

Israel Shoots Down Syrian Warplane Over Golan Heights from Washington Post 24 Sep 14

Israel’s military said it shot down a Syrian fighter jet Tuesday after the aircraft strayed less than a mile into airspace that Israel controls over the
Golan Heights. 

Israeli Forces Kill Two Hamas Members Suspected In Kidnapping, Killing Of 3 Teens from Washington Post 24 Sep 14

Israeli forces on Tuesday shot and killed two Hamas operatives suspected of kidnapping and killing three Israeli teenagers in June. 

Israel Investigating Possible Gaza War Misconduct from New York Times 11 Sep 14

Israel’s Military Advocate General Corps has ordered criminal investigations into five incidents of possible misconduct on the part of Israeli
forces in the 50-day Gaza war, a senior Israeli military official said on Wednesday. 

Israel police bust 'messianic' sex trade ring from Agence France-Presse 8 Sep 14

Israeli police say they have broken a prostitution ring where Jewish women were brainwashed into having sex with non-Jewish men as a path to
religious redemption. 

Palestinian Leader Assails Hamas, Calling Unity Pact Into Question from New York Times 8 Sep 14

President Mahmoud Abbas of the Palestinian Authority lambasted his faction’s longtime rival, Hamas, at a meeting of the Arab League over the
weekend, deepening doubts about the durability of their reconciliation pact and potentially complicating reconstruction of the Gaza Strip. 

New Light On Hamas Role In Killings Of Teenagers That Fueled Gaza War from New York Times 5 Sep 14

The abduction and killing of three Israeli teenagers in the occupied West Bank in June, which helped fuel the biggest escalation in Palestinian-
Israeli tensions in years, was set in motion by Hamas operatives from a local Palestinian clan and was financed with about $60,000, mostly
obtained through a relative who worked for a Hamas association in Gaza, according to official Israeli documents released on Thursday. 

Hamas Emerges Buoyant Despite Bloodshed And Devastation In Gaza from New York Times 4 Sep 14

Ismail Haniya, the top Hamas leader in Gaza, worked the crowd in what used to be the Boura neighborhood of this battered northern border town,
kissing the cheeks of elders and the foreheads of masked fighters. He waved at the women standing in front of makeshift huts next to the homes
flattened in Israeli attacks, as children watched from atop concrete piles where green Hamas flags were planted as though on conquered lands. 

US Urges Israel To Reverse Palestinian Land-Grab Plan from Agence France-Presse 2 Sep 14



Israel faced increasing pressure Monday, including from the United States, after saying it plans to expropriate 400 hectares (988 acres) of
Palestinian land in the Bethlehem area in the south of the occupied West Bank. 

After Gaza Cease-fire, Netanyahu In Tough Spot At Home from Washington Post 29 Aug 14

In Israel, after Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu held a televised news conference alongside his defense minister and army chief to claim a
win, he was slammed by the media, the public, the opposition and even by members of his own party and coalition. 

As Truce Holds, Dazed Gazans Get Down To Business from New York Times 28 Aug 14

The banks reopened, the markets were crowded, workers began repairing downed electric lines and bulldozers cleared rubble blocking roads in
the Gaza Strip on Wednesday as an open-ended cease-fire between Israel and Palestinian militants took hold. 

Israel, Hamas Reach Cease-Fire Deal Brokered By Egypt from Washington Post 27 Aug 14

Palestinians in the Gaza Strip poured into the streets Tuesday to celebrate the announcement that Hamas and Israel had agreed to an open-ended
cease-fire after 50 days of warfare that has killed more than 2,200 people. 

Israel In Deadly Gaza Air Raids, Egypt In New Truce Plan from Agence France-Presse 26 Aug 14

Israeli fire killed 10 Palestinians across Gaza on Monday, while Egypt proposed a new ceasefire that would open key crossings into the blockaded
territory. 

Former New York Judge On U.N. Gaza Panel from New York Times 26 Aug 14

The president of the United Nations Human Rights Council on Monday named a former New York judge to be the third member of a three-person
panel established to investigate possible international law violations by Israel and Hamas in the Gaza conflict. 

Israel Says Missile Strike Killed Hamas Official Handling ‘Terror Funds’ from New York Times 25 Aug 14

An Israeli missile strike that killed a man riding in a car in Gaza City on Sunday afternoon ripped open the vehicle, revealing bags of American
dollars inside and scattering currency on the street, some burned by the blast, according to a witness. 

Israeli Airstrikes Kill 3 Top Hamas Commanders In Gaza Strip from Washington Post 22 Aug 14

Israeli airstrikes killed three top commanders of Hamas’s armed wing in Gaza on Thursday, dealing the most significant blow to the group’s
military leadership in six weeks of fighting. 

Hamas Admits Kidnapping Israeli Teens from Associated Press 22 Aug 14

A senior Hamas leader has said the group carried out the kidnapping and killing of three Israeli teens in the West Bank in June – the first time
anyone from the Islamic militant group has said it was behind an attack that helped spark the current war in the Gaza Strip. 

After Strike On Family, Fate Of Hamas Commander Is Unknown from New York Times 21 Aug 14

The fate of Muhammad Deif, the commander in chief of Hamas’s military wing, remained a mystery on Wednesday, like much of his life spent in
the shadows.

US Blames Hamas For Gaza Truce Collapse from Agence France-Presse 20 Aug 14

The United States blamed rocket fire from Gaza for a breakdown in indirect talks between Israel and Palestinian authorities on a durable ceasefire
Tuesday, and said Hamas bore responsibility. 

Israelis and Palestinians Agree to Lengthen Cease-Fire from New York Times 19 Aug 14

Israeli and Palestinian officials agreed late Monday to extend a five-day cease-fire for Gaza that expired at midnight for 24 hours, reflecting the
difficulty of reaching more durable agreements after two weeks of Egyptian-brokered talks but also an apparent lack of appetite on either side to
resume the conflict. 

Gaza Negotiators Not Budging Ahead Of Midnight Deadline from Bloomberg News 18 Aug 14

Israeli and Palestinian negotiators showed little movement from long-held positions ahead of a midnight deadline to extend talks that have kept



the Gaza Strip free from military conflict for a week. 

Gaza Truce Holds Amid Disclosures Of Frayed Israel-U.S. Ties from Bloomberg News 15 Aug 14

Israel and Gaza Strip militants started a five-day cease-fire amid disclosures that ties between Israeli and U.S. leaders had been strained by Israeli
conduct during the monthlong conflict. 

Israel Braces For War Crimes Inquiries On Gaza from New York Times 15 Aug 14

The fighting is barely over in the latest Gaza war, with a five-day cease-fire taking hold on Thursday, but attention has already shifted to the legal
battlefield as Israel gears up to defend itself against international allegations of possible war crimes in the monthlong conflict. 

Hamas And Israel Extend Cease-fire By Five Days from Los Angeles Times 14 Aug 14

Warring parties in the Gaza Strip agreed to extend their cease-fire by five more days, negotiators announced late Wednesday, moments before a
previous truce was due to expire. But the brinkmanship — and a brief flare-up of hostilities — suggested that reaching a durable accord could be a
difficult task. 

UN Rights Body Legitimises ‘Terror Groups’: Israel PM from Agence France-Presse 14 Aug 14

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu lashed out Wednesday at the UN Human Rights Council, accusing it of granting “legitimacy to terror
organisations” by investigating Israel for alleged war crimes in Gaza. 

Italian Journalist Among Five Dead In Gaza Bomb-Disposal Accident from New York Times 14 Aug 14

The bombs had stopped falling on the Gaza Strip, so a crew from The Associated Press set out Wednesday morning to do a story on the people
who pick them up. Two of the journalists, an Italian videographer and a local Palestinian helping him with arrangements and translation, were
killed along with three members of Gaza’s unexploded-ordnance squad as they were attempting to defuse what officials described as an Israeli
bomb that detonated. 

Israel Says No Gaza Talks Progress As Hamas Warns On Truce from Bloomberg News 13 Aug 14

Wide gaps remain between Israel and the Palestinians in reaching a long-term deal on the Gaza Strip, an Israeli official said, as Hamas warned
there would be no more truces beyond the one due to end midnight tomorrow. 

Role In Gaza Talks Signals A Comeback For Abbas from New York Times 13 Aug 14

For months Israel called on President Mahmoud Abbas of the Palestinian Authority to break with Hamas, the Islamic group that controls Gaza,
and to dismantle the new government that resulted from the reconciliation agreement. 

As War With Israel Shatters Lives, More Gazans Question Hamas Decisions from Washington Post 13 Aug 14

Ziad Abu Halool says he is tired of seeing his neighborhood destroyed. He’s tired of having no running water for 10 days, no electricity for even
longer. He’s tired of watching Hamas and other Palestinian militants fire rockets into Israel from his neighborhood — and then praying Israeli
retaliation won’t obliterate his house. 

Palestinians Revive Dream Of A Gaza Seaport from New York Times 12 Aug 14

An unmarked dirt lot about the size of a football field, on a cliff above the crashing waves of the Mediterranean, could be a crucial element in
ending the monthlong battle between Israel and Palestinian militants in the Gaza Strip. 

Gaza War Cease-fire Holds As Negotiators Gather from Associated Press 12 Aug 14

An Egyptian-brokered cease-fire halting the Gaza war held into Monday morning, allowing Palestinians to leave homes and shelters as negotiators
agreed to resume talks in Cairo. 

Agreeing To More Talks In Egypt, Israelis And Palestinians Begin Latest Cease-Fire from New York Times 11 Aug 14

Israeli and Palestinian negotiators on Sunday accepted Egypt’s proposal for a new 72-hour cease-fire in the Gaza fighting, which began one
minute after midnight on Monday, and agreed to resume Egyptian-mediated negotiations toward a more durable solution. 



Israel Resumes Gaza Strikes In Response To Rockets from Associated Press 8 Aug 14

The Israeli military says it has resumed strikes on targets “across Gaza” in response to rocket fire from the territory that was aimed at Israel. 

Gaza Rockets Hit Israel As Truce Deadline Looms from Agence France-Presse 8 Aug 14

Two rockets fired by Gaza militants slammed into southern Israel before dawn on Friday, heightening fears that a 72-hour truce nearing its end
would not be renewed. 

Obama Urges Enduring Cease-fire For Gaza Strip from Associated Press 7 Aug 14

An enduring stability between Israel and Palestinians is not in the near future, and will require leaders on both sides of the generations-long
dispute to take political risks for the sake of peace and prosperity, President Barack Obama said Wednesday. 

Israeli Premier Voices Regret For Civilian Casualties, But Blames Hamas from New York Times 7 Aug 14

Facing withering international criticism of the Palestinian death toll in Gaza, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Wednesday that Israel
deeply regretted every civilian casualty of its monthlong military campaign but that Hamas must be held accountable for the loss of life. 

With Gaza cease-fire in place, attention turns to truce talks from McClatchy 6 Aug 14

A 72-hour cease-fire between Israel and Hamas began Tuesday as Israeli forces completed their withdrawal from the Gaza Strip and both sides
prepared for indirect talks in Egypt on a longer truce to end a nearly monthlong war. 

Israel Exits Gaza As Truce Begins from New York Times 6 Aug 14

As a 72-hour cease-fire mediated by Egypt took hold on Tuesday, Gazans emerged to view a shattered landscape with Hamas still in power, while
Israel began to debate the politics, costs and accomplishments of the monthlong war. 

U.N. Reports Dire Impact On Children In Gaza Strip from New York Times 6 Aug 14

As a 72-hour cease-fire took hold in the Gaza Strip, a United Nations official said Tuesday that Israel’s nearly monthlong offensive against
Hamas, the militant Islamist organization that runs Gaza, had had a “catastrophic and tragic impact” on children in the territory and that
reconstruction would require many hundreds of millions of dollars. 

Israel Moves To Wrap Up Gaza Military Operation from New York Times 5 Aug 14

Claiming it had achieved most of its objectives and pressured by Western allies to stop causing civilian casualties in Gaza, Israel moved to wind
down its operations there on Monday — either unilaterally or through a new Egyptian-brokered cease-fire announced late in the day. 

Israel And Hamas Agree To 72-hour Ceasefire As Fighting In Gaza Ebbs from Washington Post 5 Aug 14

Israel said Tuesday it was withdrawing all ground forces from the Gaza Strip at the start of an Egyptian-brokered 72-hour ceasefire intended to
bring to a halt the nearly month-long war after multiple broken truces. 

Airstrike Near U.N. School Kills 10 As Israel Shifts Troops In Gaza from New York Times 4 Aug 14

As Israel began to redeploy significant numbers of its troops away from populated areas of Gaza on Sunday, an Israeli Air Force missile struck
near the entrance of a United Nations school sheltering displaced Palestinians in Rafah, killing 10 people and wounding 35 others and drawing a
new round of international condemnation. 

Israel ‘Spied On Kerry During Peace Talks’ from Agence France-Presse 4 Aug 14

Israel eavesdropped on US Secretary of State John Kerry during doomed peace talks with the Palestinians last year, German news weekly Der
Spiegel reported Sunday. 

72-Hour Cease-Fire Announced In Gaza from New York Times 1 Aug 14

The United States and the United Nations announced a 72-hour humanitarian cease-fire in the Gaza conflict early Friday, a diplomatic bolt-from-
the-blue that will suspend the bloody 24-day military campaign and set the stage for arduous negotiations between Israel and Hamas over a more
lasting truce. 



Kerry Announces 72-hour Ceasefire In Gaza from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 14

Israel and Hamas have agreed to a 72-hour ceasefire in the Gaza conflict, US Secretary of State John Kerry and the United Nations announced
early Friday. 

Israeli Criticism Of Kerry ‘Offensive, Absurd’: US from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 14

Israeli attacks against US Secretary of State John Kerry accusing him being of a supporter of Islamic militants are “offensive and absurd,” a senior
US diplomat said Wednesday. 

Israel Presses Attack; 20 Killed At UN School from Washington Post 31 Jul 14

Israeli artillery shells slammed into a U.N.-run school sheltering evacuees from the Gaza conflict early Wednesday, killing at least 20 people and
wounding dozens as they slept, according to Palestinian health officials and the U.N. agency in charge of the school. 

Gaza Truce Offers Fly, But So Do Shells from Adel Zaanoun 30 Jul 14

The Palestine Liberation Organisation expressed readiness for a Gaza truce and Washington said Israel had sought help Tuesday in calming a 22-
day conflict that has killed nearly 1,200 in the enclave. 

Israel Steps Up Bombardment Of Gaza; Territory’s Only Power Plant Struck from Washington Post 30 Jul 14

Israel targeted the home of the top Hamas leader in the Gaza Strip on Tuesday in some of the heaviest bombardment of the ongoing conflict after
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu warned his country to be prepared for a prolonged campaign. 

White House Hustles To Defend Kerry’s Failure To Broker Middle East Cease-fire from Washington Times 29 Jul 14

The White House Monday defended its unsuccessful efforts to reach a cease-fire between Israel and Hamas, saying Secretary of State John F.
Kerry has been “tireless” in his diplomacy. 

Kerry Truce Bid Assailed, Defended from Boston Globe 29 Jul 14

Secretary of State John Kerry’s allies on Monday mounted a vigorous defense of his efforts to achieve a cease-fire between Israel and Hamas,
responding to withering and increasingly personal attacks from the Israeli political and media establishment. 

Israeli Leader Sees No Quick End To Gaza War from New York Times 29 Jul 14

An informal lull between Israel and Hamas timed for the start of a Muslim holiday collapsed into deadly violence on Monday and Israel’s prime
minister signaled no quick end to the three-week-old Gaza war, advising Israelis that “patience and determination” were needed. 

Israel Intensifies Anti-Tunnel Campaign, Rejects Truce Calls from Defense News 28 Jul 14

Israel is expanding its anti-tunnel ground campaign in Gaza along with standoff air, sea and land attacks in a high-intensity bid to bolster the
operational conditions to drive an eventual diplomatic truce with Hamas. 

New Fighting Breaks Out In Gaza Despite Obama’s Appeal For A Cease-Fire from Washington Post 28 Jul 14

The conflict in Gaza raged on Sunday, even as both Israel and Hamas offered brief truces and President Obama pressed Israel for an “immediate,
unconditional humanitarian ceasefire,” reflecting growing concern over the rising death toll. 

Israel Acknowledges Mortar Shell Hit UN School from Associated Press 28 Jul 14

Israel acknowledged Sunday that troops fired a mortar shell that hit the courtyard of a U.N. school in Gaza last week, but said aerial footage
shows the yard was empty at the time and that the shell could not have killed anyone. 

Shells Hit U.N.-Run School Sheltering Evacuees In Gaza Strip from Washington Post 25 Jul 14

A U.N.-run school crowded with Palestinian evacuees in the northern part of the Gaza Strip came under shelling on Thursday, leaving at least 15
people dead and as many as 200 wounded, Palestinian officials said. 

Kerry Proposes Weeklong Halt To Fighting In Gaza Strip from New York Times 25 Jul 14

Secretary of State John Kerry has proposed a two-stage plan to halt the fighting in the Gaza Strip that would first impose a weeklong truce starting



Sunday, an official involved in the negotiations said on Friday. 

Kerry In Israel To Push For Gaza Cease-fire from Washington Post 24 Jul 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry claimed some progress Wednesday toward halting the Israeli-Palestinian bloodshed in Gaza, now in its third
week, as Israel held a funeral for one of two Americans killed fighting for the Jewish state. 

Israel Faces Pressure To Halt Gaza War from New York Times 24 Jul 14

Israel faced new political and economic pressures on Wednesday to negotiate a halt to the 16-day-old Gaza war, with its rising toll of death and
destruction, as cease-fire talks ground forward and the Israeli tourism industry was upended as major foreign airlines extended their suspension of
flights over fears of Palestinian rocket fire. 

Hamas Rejects Gaza Truce Unless Blockade Lifted from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 14

Hamas Wednesday rejected a ceasefire to end 16 days of deadly fighting with Israel unless the blockade on the Gaza Strip is lifted, its chief
Khaled Meshaal said in Doha. 

Kerry Says U.S. Would Address Hamas Demands After Cease-Fire from New York Times 23 Jul 14

Secretary of State John Kerry on Tuesday said that the United States was prepared to address the reconstruction of the Gaza Strip and the political
demands of the Palestinians living there, but that a cease-fire first needed to be carried out. 

Kerry Heads To Mideast In Bid To End Gaza Fighting from Washington Post 22 Jul 14

The Obama administration took a direct role Monday in trying to end nearly two weeks of fighting between Israel and Hamas, dispatching
Secretary of State John F. Kerry to help revive a stalled Egyptian cease-fire effort and increase pressure on ally Israel to limit escalating civilian
casualties. 

Hamas, Israel signal unwillingness to compromise from Washington Post 22 Jul 14

The Islamist militant organization Hamas said Monday that it would not agree to a cease-fire with Israel until its demands were met, as Israel
warned that its incursion into the Gaza Strip could continue for days or even weeks. 

Neighborhood Ravaged On Deadliest Day So Far For Both Sides In Gaza from New York Times 21 Jul 14

The mayhem began in the early hours of Sunday morning in Shejaiya, an eastern neighborhood of Gaza City, where Israeli forces battled with
Hamas militants. Terrified civilians fled, sometimes past the bodies of those struck down in earlier artillery barrages. By dusk it was clear that
Sunday was the deadliest single day for the Palestinians in the latest conflict and the deadliest for the Israeli military in years. 

Obama Raises Concerns On Growing Casualties In Call With Netanyahu from Huffington Post 20 Jul 14

President Barack Obama and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu spoke Sunday about Israel's ground operation in Gaza, the White House
said in a statement. 

Israel Orders Ground Offensive In Gaza Strip; Tanks Roll from Los Angeles Times 18 Jul 14

After 10 days of artillery exchanges with Palestinian militants, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu ordered ground troops into the Gaza Strip on
Thursday night, escalating a conflict that has claimed more than 220 lives, all but one of them Palestinian. 

Israel Launches Ground Invasion Of Gaza from Washington Post 18 Jul 14

Israeli forces backed by artillery barrages and airstrikes launched a major ground offensive into Gaza late Thursday, marking a dramatic escalation
of the 10-day-old conflict with the Palestinian militant group Hamas. 

Israeli Invasion Of Gaza Is Likely, Official Says; Brief Cease-Fire Is Set from New York Times 17 Jul 14

Even as Israel and Hamas agreed to suspend hostilities briefly on Thursday at the request of the United Nations, a senior Israeli military official
said that his government was increasingly likely to order a ground invasion of the Gaza Strip that it had hoped to avoid. 

Israel, Hamas Begin Humanitarian Cease-fire from Associated Press 17 Jul 14



Israel and Hamas have begun observing a five-hour humanitarian cease-fire, as fighting extended into a 10th day. 

Israel and Hamas Trade Attacks as Tension Rises from New York Times 9 Jul 14

Israel and Hamas escalated their military confrontation on Tuesday, with Israel carrying out extensive air attacks in response to heavy rocket fire
and authorizing a major call-up of army reserves for an extended campaign against militants in Gaza. 

Israel Steps Up Offensive Against Hamas In Gaza from New York Times 8 Jul 14

Israel intensified its aerial offensive in Gaza early Tuesday, bombing about 50 targets, including four homes the military said belonged to
militants, after about 80 rockets were fired out of Gaza on Monday, some of them reaching deep into Israel. Military officials said additional
reservists were being called up in anticipation of a possible ground assault. 

Muslims And Jews In Jerusalem Fear More Abductions, As Rockets From Hamas Fly from Washington Post 8 Jul 14

Jewish and Muslim parents here kept their children indoors Monday, as anxious residents formed neighborhood watch groups and monitored
social media, alert for revenge attacks following the recent abductions and killings of three Israelis and a Palestinian, all teenagers. 

Israel Pounds Dozens Of Targets In Gaza from Washington Post 2 Jul 14

Israeli aircraft pounded dozens of targets in the Gaza Strip on Tuesday after Israel vowed to exact revenge on the Palestinian militant group
Hamas, which it accuses of killing three Israeli teenagers. 

Israeli Army Says Three Kidnapped Teenagers Found Dead from Washington Post 1 Jul 14

The Israeli army confirmed Monday evening that search teams found the bodies of three kidnapped Israeli teenagers, and Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu vowed that the Islamist militant group Hamas, which it accuses of the abductions, will pay a heavy price. 

Israel’s Search For 3 Teenagers Ends In Grief from New York Times 1 Jul 14

Israel’s intense 18-day search for three abducted teenagers ended Monday when their bodies were found buried under a pile of rocks in an open
field about 15 miles from where the youths were last seen in the occupied West Bank. 

Netanyahu Says Security Control Is Vital In Any Accord from New York Times 30 Jun 14

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu declared Sunday in a hard-hitting policy speech here that under any future peace agreement with the
Palestinians, Israel would insist on maintaining security control of the West Bank “for a very long time.” 

Israel Identifies Suspects In Alleged Kidnapping from Associated Press 27 Jun 14

Israel on Thursday identified two well-known Hamas operatives in the West Bank as the central suspects in the recent disappearance of three
Israeli teenagers, in the first sign of progress in a frantic two-week search for the missing youths. 

Peres Meets Obama On Farewell Trip To Washington from Agence France-Presse 26 Jun 14

Israeli President Shimon Peres told US President Barack Obama on Wednesday he was unsure Iraq could be kept together as sectarian violence
threatens to tear the country apart. 

Israel Warns Assad Forces Behind Deadly Cross-Border Attack from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 14

Israel’s Foreign Minister Avigdor Lieberman said on Tuesday that military forces loyal to the regime of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad were
behind a cross-border attack that killed an Israeli teenager. 

Mother Seeks UN’s Help To Return Israeli Youths from New York Times 25 Jun 14

Nearly two weeks after three Israeli teenagers were abducted as they tried to hitchhike home from the West Bank, the mother of one of them
appeared before the United Nations Human Rights Council here to ask for more international efforts to secure their release. 

Israel Arrests 37 In West Bank As Manhunt Drags On from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 14

Israeli troops detained 37 Palestinians in the West Bank during the night as its arrest campaign entered its 11th day on Monday, with no sign of
three teenagers thought kidnapped by Hamas.



Israel Strikes Syria After Youth Is Killed from New York Times 23 Jun 14

The Israeli military said Monday that it had struck Syrian Army targets in response to an attack in the Golan Heights the day before that killed an
Arab-Israeli teenager and wounded two others. 

Fate Of 3 Kidnapped Israelis Raises Tensions On Many Fronts from New York Times 23 Jun 14

Three Israeli teenagers kidnapped from the West Bank have been missing for more than 10 days now, their names — Naftali, Gilad, Eyal —
becoming staples of synagogue prayers and cafe chatter across this tiny country. Four Palestinians, one of them 15, have been killed by Israeli
troops, their photos hoisted at mass funerals as martyrs in the liberation struggle. 

30 New Arrests As Israel Presses West Bank Hunt For Teens from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 14

Israeli troops have arrested some 30 Palestinians in the West Bank as they ramped up a search for three teenagers believed kidnapped by Hamas,
the army said on Thursday. 

Witness To Fatal Shooting Of Palestinians Reports Threats From Israeli Soldiers from New York Times 20 Jun 14

A Palestinian carpenter whose security cameras recorded the fatal shooting of two Palestinian teenagers at a protest in the West Bank last month
told Human Rights Watch that he was threatened by Israeli soldiers this week during an hourlong interrogation. 

Israelis Start #BringBackOurBoys Campaign – NYTimes.com from New York Times 18 Jun 14

Inspired by the success of Nigerian activists who used a simple hashtag to trigger a global outpouring of sympathy for schoolgirls kidnapped by
Islamist militants, a group of Israelis trained to promote their country online started a #BringBackOurBoys campaign last week after three
teenagers disappeared on their way home from religious schools in the occupied West Bank. 

Israel Demands Palestinian Leader’s Help After Abductions from New York Times 17 Jun 14

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel told President Mahmoud Abbas of the Palestinian Authority on Monday that he expected his help in
finding three kidnapped Israeli teenagers and capturing their abductors. The telephone conversation, initiated by Mr. Abbas, came after Israeli
troops killed a Palestinian man overnight as they continued an aggressive campaign across the West Bank, arresting a total of 150 people, most of
them leaders of the militant Islamic movement Hamas. 

Netanyahu Says Three Were Taken By Hamas from New York Times 16 Jun 14

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said on Sunday that Israel knew “for a fact” that the kidnapping of three Israeli teenagers was the work of
the militant Islamic movement Hamas but held the Palestinian Authority responsible, arguing that the abduction proved that the world was wrong
to accept the Palestinian government formed this month with Hamas’s consent. 

Israeli Airstrike In Gaza Strip Kills Palestinian from New York Times 12 Jun 14

An Israeli airstrike late Wednesday killed a Palestinian, who was believed to be a militant, as he rode a motorcycle in the northern Gaza Strip and
seriously wounded a man accompanying him and a 7-year-old boy who was passing by, according to health officials in Gaza. 

After Failed Peace Talks, Israel Divided from Associated Press 10 Jun 14

The collapse of Israeli-Palestinian peace talks has laid bare deep divisions in Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s coalition that John Kerry’s
determined but ill-fated diplomacy had allowed to be papered over. 

New Israeli Settlement Plans Draw Swift Condemnation from New York Times 6 Jun 14

Israel Condemns Plan In Washington To Work With New Palestinian Alliance from New York Times 4 Jun 14

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said on Tuesday that he was “deeply troubled” by the Obama administration’s decision to work with the new
Palestinian government, signaling new strains in the often rocky relationship between Israel and the United States, two close and critical allies. 

Israel Warns Against Embracing Newly Reconciled Palestinian Government from New York Times 2 Jun 14



Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel called on the international community on Sunday “not to run to recognize” the new Palestinian
government scheduled to be sworn in Monday, saying it “rests on Hamas,” the militant Islamic faction that Israel and much of the West deem a
terrorist organization. 

Pope Lays Wreath at Tomb of Zionism’s Founder from New York Times 27 May 14

A conflict largely defined by dueling narratives became a battle of competing imagery during Pope Francis’ sojourn through the Holy Land, with
Palestinians and Israelis both seizing on the pontiff’s strong symbolic gestures to promote their perspectives. 

Kerry Apologizes For Remark That Israel Risks Apartheid from New York Times 29 Apr 14

Secretary of State John Kerry issued an unusual statement Monday evening expressing his support for Israel after a controversy erupted over a
politically charged phrase he used in a private appearance. 

Israeli crime boss found shot dead: report from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 14

Prominent Israeli crime boss Charlie Abutbul was found dead on Thursday at his home near Tel Aviv, apparently from a self-inflicted gunshot
wound, public radio said. 

Israel Minister Warns Kerry Over ‘Surrender’ To Iran from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 14

Israel’s intelligence minister Monday slammed as unacceptable comments by US Secretary of State John Kerry on negotiations with Iran over its
nuclear programme which he said indicated a “surrender” to Tehran. 

Israel irked by diplomat's tacit Nazi remark from Associated Press 14 Apr 14

Israel's U.N. ambassador on Monday denounced a U.N. agency head for tacitly comparing the Jewish state to Nazi Germany and has demanded
her suspension. 

Converging Interests May Lead To Cooperation Between Israel And Gulf States from New York Times 1 Apr 14

Looking for a potential bright spot in the roiling upheaval of the Middle East, American and Israeli officials meeting in Jerusalem on Monday held
out the hope of growing security cooperation between Israel and its Arab neighbors in the Persian Gulf. 

U.N. rights chief hits Israel over settlements from Reuters 25 Mar 14

The building of Israeli settlements and attacks by settlers on Palestinians are a major source of much abuse of rights in the occupied territories, the
United Nations' top human rights official said on Monday. 

Kerry Angered By Israeli Minister’s Sharp Criticism from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 14

In a rare move, Secretary of State John Kerry protested Wednesday to Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu about strong criticism of US
foreign policy by his outspoken defense minister. 

Israel’s Killing Of Judge Spurs Anger In Jordan from Washington Post 14 Mar 14

The shooting death of a Jordanian judge by Israeli border guards this week has triggered an outpouring of anger in this kingdom, shaking ties
between the two countries at a time when the United States is counting on Jordan’s help in brokering a Middle East peace deal. 

Heavy Barrage Of Rockets From Gaza Hits Southern Israel from New York Times 13 Mar 14

More than 30 rockets fired from the Gaza Strip rained down across southern Israel on Wednesday afternoon, sending thousands of Israelis
scrambling into bomb shelters, in an attack that came a day after an Israeli airstrike killed three Palestinian militants in Gaza who had fired at
Israeli soldiers. 

Israel Displays Weapons Seized In Red Sea Raid As Proof That Iran Is An “Exporter Of Terror” from Washington Post 11 Mar 14

Israel put on display here Monday a cache of long-range rockets and other artillery it seized last week from a shipment making its way up the Red
Sea, allegedly destined for militant groups in the Gaza Strip. 

Arab Envoys Say No To Israel As Jewish State from Associated Press 10 Mar 14



Arab foreign ministers on Sunday rejected Israel’s demands that the Palestinians recognize it as a Jewish state, saying such a move would
undermine the rights of Palestinian refugees. 

Israel Says It Seized Iranian Shipment of Rockets Headed for Gaza from New York Times 6 Mar 14

Israeli naval commandos intercepted and boarded a civilian ship in the southern Red Sea early Wednesday, preventing an attempt to smuggle an
Iranian shipment of advanced rockets to Gaza, according to senior Israeli officials. 

Netanyahu Urges Pressure On Iran On Nuclear Issue from Associated Press 5 Mar 14

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Tuesday that reassuring words from Iranian officials about not wanting nuclear weapons do not
square with Tehran’s actions — and that the international community needs to exert more pressure to deny Iran the capability of making nuclear
arms. 

Israeli Police Enter Holy Site To Disperse Clash from Associated Press 26 Feb 14

Israeli police stormed a sensitive Jerusalem holy site Tuesday to disperse a violent protest there, hours before the Israeli parliament debated a
nationalist lawmaker’s motion to extend control over it. 

Israeli PM Deflects Report on Lebanon Airstrikes from ABC News 25 Feb 14

Israel's prime minister is refusing to say whether his country carried out an airstrike against an alleged weapons shipment from Syria into
Lebanon. 

Prisoner tortured to death in Israeli jail from gulfnews.com 25 Feb 14

Jihad Al Taweel was serving a three-month prison

Israel Orders Airstrike Against Gaza Militant from New York times 9 Feb 14

The Israeli military said that it carried out an airstrike early Sunday against a Palestinian militant in Gaza responsible for firing rockets into Israel.
Medical officials in Gaza reported that the target of the strike, who was riding a motorcycle, was critically wounded and a bystander was hurt. 

FEATURE: Blowup Over Scarlett Johansson’s Super Bowl Ad Highlights Israel Boycott Movement from McClatchy 5 Feb 14

Criticized by the humanitarian organization Oxfam for promoting a company that does business in what many believe is an illegal settlement on
Palestinian land, Johansson resigned as the group’s international ambassador. Her ad for SodaStream aired during Sunday’s Super Bowl. 

Israel Says It Foiled Al-Qaida Plot On U.S. Embassy from Associated Press 23 Jan 14

Israel on Wednesday said it had foiled an “advanced” al-Qaida plan to carry out a suicide bombing on the U.S. Embassy in Tel Aviv and bomb
other targets, in what analysts said was the first time the global terror network’s leadership has been directly involved in plotting an attack inside
Israel. 

Israel PM Threatens To Teach Hamas A Lesson ‘Very Soon’ from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 14

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu threatened Tuesday to teach Gaza’s ruling Hamas movement a lesson “very soon” following a surge
in militant rocket attacks on the Jewish state. 

Israeli PM Meets Jordan King, Insists On Border Security from Agence France-Presse 17 Jan 14

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu laid down demands for security arrangements between a future Palestinian state and Jordan, in a rare
visit Thursday to Amman. 

Israeli Minister’s Reported Comments Deriding Peace Effort Draw U.S. Rebuke from New York Times 15 Jan 14

A State Department spokeswoman expressed outrage on Tuesday over a news report in which Israel’s defense minister was said to have dismissed
Secretary of State John Kerry’s Middle East peace push as naïve and messianic. 

Ariel Sharon, former Israeli prime minister, dies at 85 from Miami Herald 13 Jan 14

Pariah and wary peacemaker, warrior and wily politician, Israeli leader Ariel Sharon’s life story straddled his nation’s half-century struggle to



forge a foothold in the modern Middle East. 

Leader who epitomized country’s warrior past from Washington Post 12 Jan 14

Sharon fought or commanded forces in every one of Israel’s military conflicts 

Israeli Strike Wounds Two Militants In Gaza from Agence France-Presse 10 Jan 14

An Israeli air strike wounded two Palestinian militants in the southern Gaza Strip Thursday, medical and security sources said. 

Israel Fires Artillery Shells Into Lebanon After Rockets Fall from Washington Post 30 Dec 13

Israeli Ambassador Talks In Miami About Iran, Spying Allegations, Peace Talks, More from Miami Herald 24 Dec 13

In his first visit to South Florida as Israel’s top diplomat in the United States, Ron Dermer downplayed a developing controversy over alleged U.S.
spying on former Israeli leaders and denied that his country “turned its back” on a Weston family whose son was killed in a terrorist attack in Tel
Aviv. 

Israeli Ministers Demand End To US Spying from Associated Press 23 Dec 13

Senior Israeli officials on Sunday demanded an end to U.S. spying on Israel, following revelations that the National Security Agency intercepted
emails from the offices of the country’s top former leaders. 

In Israel, Officials Use U.S. Spying Revelation To Bring New Focus To Pollard Case from Washington Post 23 Dec 13

Revelations that U.S. and British spy agencies intercepted e-mails and tapped the phone lines of an Israeli prime minister and other top officials
caused a stir here Sunday, with some legislators using the disclosures to draw attention to the case of a Jewish American who has been held in a
U.S. prison for more than 26 years, convicted of spying on the United States for Israel. 

EU Warns Israel Over Settlement Construction from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

The European Union said Tuesday it has asked Israel not to announce any new West Bank settlement construction following an expected
Palestinian prisoner release, warning that it would be held responsible for any resulting failure in Mideast peace talks. 

Kerry Lobbies Netanyahu To Give Interim Nuclear Deal With Iran Some Breathing Room from Washington Post 6 Dec 13

The Obama administration set up a choice for Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Thursday: He can allow the United States and other
world powers some breathing room to achieve a satisfactory final deal with Iran, or he can dig in his heels against it. 

Kerry Arrives In Israel For Talks On Iran, Peace Process from Agence France-Presse 5 Dec 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry arrived in Israel on Wednesday for the first time since world powers struck a nuclear deal with Iran that angered
the Jewish state, and amid renewed efforts to broker an Israeli-Palestinian peace deal. 

Israel: EU deal does not 'punish' Israeli groups from Associated Press 27 Nov 13

Israel's deputy foreign minister says Israeli groups operating in the occupied territories will not be "punished" under an agreement with the
European Union over a funding ban. 

Kerry To Visit Israel On Friday: Netanyahu from Agence France-Presse 18 Nov 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry is to visit Israel on Friday to discuss the Iranian nuclear talks and peace with the Palestinians, Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu said. 

Israel PM Cancels Plan To Build 20,000 Settler Homes In W.Bank from Agence France-Presse 13 Nov 13

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu late Tuesday cancelled plans to build 20,000 new settler homes in the West Bank, hours after their
announcement sparked US and Palestinian criticism. 

Israel issues 1,859 settlement tenders ahead of Kerry visit from Agence France-Presse 4 Nov 13



Israel issued tenders to build 1,859 settler homes Sunday, angering Palestinians ahead of a visit by US Secretary of State John Kerry aimed at
pushing the peace process forward. 

Obama, Netanyahu discuss Iran, Mideast peace talks from Associated Press 29 Oct 13

President Barack Obama has spoken with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu (neh-ten-YAH'-hoo) about Iran's nuclear program, Israeli-
Palestinian peace negotiations and other Mideast issues. 

Israel says new settlement building coming soon from Associated Press 25 Oct 13

A senior Israeli official said Thursday that his country will announce new plans for West Bank settlement construction in the coming months, a
day after Israel's leader held lengthy talks with U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry. 

Netanyahu To Prod Kerry On Iran After Vatican Visit Scrapped from Bloomberg News 23 Oct 13

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, mistrustful of warming ties between world powers and Iran, flies to Rome today to discuss Iranian
nuclear talks and Middle East peace efforts with Secretary of State John Kerry. 

Signs of rift between Israel and US over Iran from Associated Press 20 Oct 13

Just days after the first round of global nuclear talks with Iran, a rift appears to be emerging between Israel and its closest ally, the United States. 

Israeli Watchdog Reports Spike In Settlements from Associated Press 18 Oct 13

An Israeli anti-settlement watchdog group says there has been a dramatic spike in West Bank settlement construction this year. 

Netanyahu Urges U.S. To Boost Iran Curbs from Wall Street Journal 1 Oct 13

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu pressed the U.S. for stronger sanctions on Iran even as it pursues nuclear talks, in an emerging conflict
between the two allies amid a thaw between Washington and Tehran. 

Netanyahu’s tough talk on Iran may find a less receptive audience from McClatchy 30 Sep 13

A year ago, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu captured international attention when he drew a red line on a cartoon likeness of a bomb
during a speech at the United Nations on Iran’s nuclear program. 

Israel President, In Shift, Backs U.S. Approach On Iran, Syria from Wall Street Journal 26 Sep 13

Israeli President Shimon Peres offered a robust endorsement of President Barack Obama's overtures to Iran and handling of the Syria crisis, at a
time when many Israelis have accused the American leader of showing uncertain leadership in the region. 

Netanyahu Is Said To View Iran Deal As A Possible Trap from New York Times 23 Sep 13

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel, stepping up his effort to blunt a diplomatic offensive by Iran, plans to warn the United Nations next
week that a nuclear deal with the Iranian government could be a trap similar to one set by North Korea eight years ago, according to an Israeli
official involved in drafting the speech. 

Israel to allow more building materials into Gaza from Rueters 18 Sep 13

Israel plans to allow building materials meant for private projects into the Palestinian Gaza Strip for the first time in six years, an Israeli defense
official said on Tuesday.

Netanyahu To Focus On Iranian Nuclear Threat At U.N. from New York Times 18 Sep 13

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel said Tuesday that he would focus on halting Iran’s nuclear program in a meeting with President
Obama in Washington at the end of the month and in his annual speech before the United Nations General Assembly, using the Syria situation to
increase pressure for a “credible military threat.” 

Tally Of Israel's Nuclear Arms from Los Angeles Times 17 Sep 13

The country has 80 warheads and enough fissile material for an additional 115 to 190, a report says. 



Israel Split Over Next Step In Crisis from Washington Post 13 Sep 13

Israel's diplomatic and defense establishment appears to be divided over the best course of action to take on Syria, security analysts and former
military commanders here said Thursday. 

NSA shares raw intelligence including Americans' data with Israel from The Guardian (UK) 12 Sep 13

The National Security Agency routinely shares raw intelligence data with Israel without first sifting it to remove information about US citizens, a
top-secret document provided to the Guardian by whistleblower Edward Snowden reveals. 

Israel Missile-Defense Test Sends Signal, Rattles Markets from Bloomberg News 3 Sep 13

Israel signaled its ability to defend itself with a missile-defense test over the Mediterranean Sea today that briefly rattled stock and oil markets on
edge over prospects for a U.S. attack on Syria. 

Israel Takes Defensive Steps As Attack On Syria Looms from New York Times 29 Aug 13

The Israeli military said on Wednesday that it was taking defensive measures to safeguard the country, preparing for the possibility that Israel
becomes the target of retaliation for a Western attack on Syria, and the government authorized the calling-up of a limited number of reservists. 

Israelis Kill Three Palestinians In Refugee Camp Clash from Los Angeles Times 26 Aug 13

In one of the most violent clashes in years between Israelis and Palestinians in the West Bank, Israeli security forces killed three Palestinians early
Monday during a raid at the Qalandia refugee camp near Jerusalem. 

Israeli Warplanes Strike Target In Beirut from USAToday.com 23 Aug 13

Israeli warplanes struck a terror site between Beirut and Sidon, the Israeli military said. 

Israel and Hamas
Israeli Premier, Hamas Declare Victory In Gaza War from Associated Press 28 Aug 14

Both Israel’s prime minister and Hamas declared victory Wednesday in the Gaza war, though their competing claims left questions over future
terms of their uneasy peace still lingering. 

Israel and Palestine
US Mediators Try To Rescue Mideast Peace Talks from Associated Press 31 Mar 14

American mediators held urgent contacts with Israeli and Palestinian officials Sunday in hopes of salvaging troubled Mideast peace talks —
searching for a formula to bring the sides back together and extend the negotiations beyond a current late-April deadline. 

Palestinians, Worried That Peace Talks Will Fail, Plan For “Day After” from Washington Post 31 Mar 14

Worried that U.S.-brokered peace talks might collapse in coming days, Palestinians are weighing their options, which they say range from urging
international boycotts against Israel to holding mass protests to unilaterally seeking more recognition at the United Nations. 

Kerry Flies To Jordan In Effort To Salvage Mideast Peace Talks from Washington Post 27 Mar 14

Facing the possible collapse of his signature Middle East peace effort, Secretary of State John F. Kerry interrupted a European diplomatic trip to
meet face to face Wednesday with a Palestinian leader who has threatened to walk out of the negotiations. 

Kerry, In Bid To Keep Mideast Peace Talks Alive, Will Meet With Abbas In Jordan from Washington Post 26 Mar 14

Days before Israel is supposed to release a final group of Palestinian prisoners — a key test of faith in U.S.-backed peace negotiations —
Secretary of State John F. Kerry will travel to the region to try to keep the talks alive. 

Standoff Over Prisoner Release Threatens Mideast Talks from New York Times 24 Mar 14

The Israeli-Palestinian peace talks revived by Washington last summer are scheduled to continue until April 29, but a showdown — and possible
breakdown — is likely this week over the anticipated release of a fourth batch of Palestinian prisoners. 

A Divide Among Palestinians On A Two-State Solution from New York Times 19 Mar 14



When President Mahmoud Abbas of the Palestinian Authority visited the White House this week, he again heard dire warnings that the current
moment could be the last chance for a two-state solution through negotiations with Israel. 

Obama urges Abbas to accept guidelines for peace talks from USA Today 18 Mar 14

President Obama urged Palestinian Authority leader Mahmoud Abbas on Monday to accept guidelines for new talks with Israel ahead of a key
deadline, while acknowledging the difficulties of reaching a deal. 

Kerry urges Abbas to make 'tough decisions' on peace from Reuters 17 Mar 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry urged Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas on Sunday "to make the tough decisions that will be necessary"
before an April 29 deadline for a peace deal with Israel, a U.S. official said. 

Spat Over “Jewish” State Threatens To Derail Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 14

Israel’s insistence on Palestinian recognition of its Jewish character and the Palestinian refusal to comply is threatening bring about the collapse of
US-led peace talks. 

Abbas Aide: Extension Of Mideast Talks Unlikely from Associated Press 7 Mar 14

Gaps between Israeli and Palestinian negotiators only have widened in seven months and an extension of talks appears unlikely after what is
bound to be a missed April 29 deadline for a framework deal, an aide to Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas said Thursday. 

With Netanyahu, Obama Plays Bad Cop To Kerry’s Good Cop from New York Times 7 Mar 14

An icy snowstorm was blowing in when Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel landed here on Sunday night for a meeting with President
Obama. But the weather was mild compared with the wintry welcome he got from the White House. 

Obama: Tough Choices Nearing In Mideast Talks from Associated Press 4 Mar 14

Seeking to salvage an elusive Middle East peace plan, President Barack Obama pressed Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu Monday to
make the “tough decisions” needed to move forward on talks with the Palestinians. 

Obama To Israel – Time Is Running Out from Bloomberg News 3 Mar 14

When Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu visits the White House tomorrow, President Barack Obama will tell him that his country could
face a bleak future – one of international isolation and demographic disaster – if he refuses to endorse a U.S.-drafted framework agreement for
peace with the Palestinians. 

Shrugging Off Past Setbacks, Obama Plans Personal Role In Middle East Peace Bid from New York Times 27 Feb 14

President Obama, after avoiding a hands-on role in Middle East peacemaking since the setbacks of his first term, plans to plunge back into the
effort, his advisers said this week, starting with an urgent appeal to Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel. 

Obama to take stock of peace talks with Netanyahu, Abbas from Reuters 27 Feb 14

President Barack Obama will take stock of peace negotiations in upcoming Oval Office meetings with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
on Monday and Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas on March 17, the White House said on Thursday. 

German FM Calls On Israel To Make Tough Decisions from Associated Press 24 Feb 14

A day before German chancellor Angela Merkel and nearly her entire Cabinet arrive in Israel, her foreign minister published an op-ed in an Israeli
newspaper Sunday encouraging Israel to take the “difficult but necessary decisions” to allow U.S.-led peace efforts to succeed. 

Kerry Holds New Paris Talks With Abbas from Agence France-Presse 21 Feb 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry held “constructive” talks in Paris with Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas meeting twice in less than 24 hours,
a US official said Thursday. 

Kerry Discusses Middle East Peace In Paris Talks from Agence France-Presse 20 Feb 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry met Wednesday with Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas as he seeks progress in his quest for a Middle East



peace deal. 

Abbas: Core Peace Issues Must Be In Line With Intl Law from Agence France-Presse 19 Feb 14

Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas said Tuesday that all issues in the US-led peace negotiations with Israel, notably the refugee question, must
be solved in line with international law. 

Kerry, Abbas To Meet Wednesday In Paris from Agence France-Presse 18 Feb 14

Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas will meet US Secretary of State John Kerry in Paris Wednesday to discuss peace talks with Israel, US and
Palestinian officials said Monday. 

Israeli Critics Of Peace Deal Take Aim At John Kerry from Los Angeles Times 7 Feb 14

Emerging from a black limousine, the tall man in the bushy gray wig lectures a small crowd of Israelis on how their holy city of Jerusalem
belongs to followers of all religions — “Jews, Christians, Muslims, Buddhists, Klingons and Hobbits.” 

Israel Approves 550 Jerusalem Settler Homes from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 14

Israel expedited Wednesday plans for more than 550 new settler homes in east Jerusalem, in a move exacerbating tensions between Israel and the
Palestinians as they hold US-backed peace talks. 

Israel: Peace Deal Requires Recognition Of Jewish State from USA Today 4 Feb 14

Palestinians’ refusal to recognize Israel as a Jewish state and to allow a long-term Israeli security presence in the Jordan Valley goes against core
elements of any peace deal that would be acceptable to Israel, Israel’s ambassador to Washington told USA TODAY. 

Israeli Premier Rejects Kerry’s Boycott Warning from Associated Press 3 Feb 14

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Sunday rejected U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry’s warning against a growing boycott
movement against the Jewish state should peace talks with the Palestinians fail, saying the stance undermined Israel’s legitimacy and the chances
of reaching a peace agreement. 

‘Framework’ For Talks On Mideast In Progress from New York Times 31 Jan 14

Seeking to jump-start peace talks between Israelis and Palestinians, the Obama administration hopes to complete a “framework” accord within a
few weeks, which would set the terms for a final negotiation, a senior State Department official said in a conference call with Jewish leaders on
Thursday.

Israeli Leaders Engage In War Of Words Amid Worries About What Peace Might Bring from Washington Post 30 Jan 14

A nasty little war of words this week between Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and a senior minister in his government exposed the
deep anxiety permeating Israeli politics over the prospect of peace with the Palestinians — and for a few hours on Wednesday threatened to break
up Netanyahu’s ruling coalition. 

Palestinian Leader Says He Can Accept Israeli Military in West Bank for 3 Years from New York Times 28 Jan 14

President Mahmoud Abbas of the Palestinian Authority said in an interview shown Tuesday that he could accept an Israeli military presence in the
West Bank for a three-year transition period as part of a peace deal. But Mr. Abbas said “whoever proposes 10 or 15 years for a transition” was
not serious about an agreement. 

Netanyahu Settlement Stand Draws Fire From All Sides from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 14

Comments by Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu at the World Economic Forum make it clear he is against the establishment of a
Palestinian state, chief Palestinian negotiator Saeb Erakat has said. 

Israeli Official: Palestine Should Allow Settlers from Associated Press 27 Jan 14

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu believes that all Jewish settlers should have the right to remain in their homes in a future Palestine, an
official in his office said Sunday, offering a novel approach to one of the stickiest issues in Mideast peace talks albeit one that was immediately
rejected by the Palestinians and settlers themselves. 



Palestinians Dismiss Israeli Al-Qaida Plot Claim from Associated Press 24 Jan 14

Palestinian security officials on Thursday cast doubt on Israel’s claim that it broke up an al-Qaida plot to bomb the U.S. Embassy in Tel Aviv,
alleging Israel concocted the story to bolster its position in peace talks. 

Israel’s Peres Opposes Netanyahu Peace Demand from Agence France-Presse 23 Jan 14

Israeli President Shimon Peres privately opposes Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s insistence that Palestinians recognise Israel as a Jewish
state, saying it obstructs peace talks, local newspaper Israel Hayom said Wednesday. 

Kerry’s ‘Obsession’ With Palestinian Peace Talks Worries Israeli Right from McClatchy 21 Jan 14

Faced with a dogged effort by Secretary of State John Kerry to promote an Israeli-Palestinian peace accord, Israeli officials are showing
increasing impatience with his determination to push forward an enterprise that they believe is doomed to failure. 

Kerry Plays Down Spat With Israeli Defense Chief from Associated Press 16 Jan 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry on Wednesday played down criticism by Israel’s defense minister of American efforts to broker peace in the
Middle East, saying he wouldn’t let “one set of comments” undermine his work. 

Kerry Visits Papal Diplomat To Talk Mideast Peace from Associated Press 15 Jan 14

Intrigued by signals of an invigorated papal diplomacy, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry enlisted a new ally Tuesday in his push for Mideast
peace in what he described as a “common enterprise” between America and the Holy See. 

Seize The Moment For Peace, Biden Tells Israel from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 14

US Vice President Joe Biden on Monday urged Israel to seize this moment in history to make peace with the Palestinians in talks with President
Shimon Peres. 

Jordan King, Abbas Discuss Mideast Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 9 Jan 14

Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas briefed Jordanian King Abdullah II Wednesday on Middle East peace negotiations, after US Secretary of
State John Kerry failed to find a framework deal for final talks. 

Peace Talks Deadline May Be Extended: Israel Minister from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 14

Middle East peace talks could be extended beyond their April deadline, Israel’s defence minister said Tuesday, insisting current negotiations were
aimed solely at providing a framework for final talks. 

Kerry Ends Mideast Trip Without Framework Deal from Agence France-Presse 7 Jan 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry headed home from the Middle East on Monday, insisting progress had been made despite failing to reach a
framework to guide Israeli-Palestinian peace talks. 

Kerry Urges Hard Compromises In Mideast from Washington Post 6 Jan 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry said Sunday that five months of intensive U.S.-brokered peace talks have made progress toward resolving the
hardest issues dividing Israel and the Palestinians but that a deal could slip through his hands. 

Kerry In Israel For New Round Of Mideast Talks from Associated Press 3 Jan 14

Secretary of State John Kerry said Thursday that finding peace between Israel and the Palestinians is not “mission impossible,” but Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu slammed the Palestinian leader as someone who embraces terrorists “as heroes.” 

Kerry: Mideast Peace Still Possible Despite Rifts from Associated Press 3 Jan 14

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu blasted his Palestinian partner in peace-making efforts on Thursday, accusing him of embracing
terrorists “as heroes,” harsh words that clouded the start of Secretary of State John Kerry’s tenth trip to the region to negotiate a peace deal he
claims is “not mission impossible.” 



Israel, Palestinians Talk Tough Ahead Of Kerry Visit from Agence France-Presse 2 Jan 14

Israel and the Palestinians sharpened their rhetoric as US Secretary of State John Kerry headed to the region Wednesday hoping to nudge the two
sides towards a peace framework. 

Poll: Israelis, Palestinians Back Two-state Deal from Associated Press 2 Jan 14

A poll suggests majorities of both Israelis and Palestinians support the establishment of a Palestinian state alongside Israel, but remain suspicious
of the other side. 

Kerry To Offer Outline Of Mideast Peace Deal from Associated Press 31 Dec 13

Secretary of State John Kerry will present Israel and the Palestinians the broad outlines of what a final Mideast peace agreement could look like
when he travels to the region this week, the State Department said on Monday. 

Israel Releases More Palestinian Prisoners from Washington Post 31 Dec 13

The Israeli government Monday night released another 26 Palestinian prisoners serving long sentences for killing Israeli citizens, part of a deal
struck between Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and U.S. Secretary of State John F. Kerry to bring Palestinian leaders back to peace
negotiations. 

Israel Set For New Prisoner Release As Kerry Heads Back To Region from Agence France-Presse 30 Dec 13

Israel prepared Sunday to free 26 Palestinian prisoners under peace talks brokered by US Secretary of State John Kerry, who is returning to the
region to boost the faltering negotiations. 

String of Palestinian attacks has Israel jittery from Associated Press 27 Dec 13

A spate of violent Palestinian attacks on Israeli targets in recent weeks is raising concerns in Israel that it may be on the verge of a new type of
Palestinian uprising. 

Israel Settlement Construction Likely To Be Announced Next Week, Says Official from Associated Press 26 Dec 13

Israel likely will announce new plans for construction in Jewish settlements next week, an official said Wednesday, a move that is likely to trigger
an international uproar and threaten peace talks with the Palestinians. 

Palestinians Rule Out Extending Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 24 Dec 13

Palestinian leaders have ruled out the possibility of extending peace talks with Israel beyond their nine-month timeframe, chief negotiator Saeb
Erakat said on Monday. 

Palestinians Ready To Extend Talks With Israel from Associated Press 19 Dec 13

The Palestinians are ready to extend current peace talks with Israel beyond an April deadline if a detailed framework agreement is in place by
then, the chief Palestinian negotiator said Wednesday. 

EU Promises “Unprecedented” Aid For Mideast Peace from Associated Press 17 Dec 13

European Union foreign ministers on Monday pledged “unprecedented” political, financial and security support for Israel and the Palestinians if
they reach a peace agreement. 

Kerry Back To Mideast To Push Peace Talks from Associated Press 13 Dec 13

Continuing a furious pace of shuttle diplomacy aimed at securing an elusive Israeli-Palestinian peace deal by spring, U.S. Secretary of State John
Kerry arrives in the Middle East on Thursday on his ninth trip of the year. 

Kerry In Middle East To Talk Jordan Valley Security Proposals With Israelis, Palestinians from Washington Post 13 Dec 13

The Obama administration is struggling to convince Israel and the Palestinian Authority to accept a security arrangement that could leave Israeli
troops stationed inside a future Palestinian state, on that state’s border with Jordan. 

AP INTERVIEW: Israel PM An Enigma, Opposition Says from Associated Press 12 Dec 13



Israel’s new opposition chief said Wednesday that Benjamin Netanyahu’s views on a peace deal with the Palestinians remain an enigma, and that
he’s not sure the Israeli prime minister has the “mental willingness” to do what is needed. 

Shifting Landscape Marks Mideast Talks from Wall Street Journal 12 Dec 13

Secretary of State John Kerry on Thursday will hold another round of talks on Israeli security demands after the establishment of a Palestinian
state. 

Kerry Jetting Back To Israel, West Bank from Agence France-Presse 10 Dec 13

Secretary of State John Kerry will return to Israel and the West Bank this week just days after his last visit, a US official said Monday, denying he
was only focused on an interim Israeli-Palestinian peace deal. 

EU Strikes Optimistic Note On Mideast Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 13

The EU envoy to Israel expressed optimism Tuesday about US efforts to broker an Israeli-Palestinian peace deal and insisted the West had taken a
tough line on Israeli settlement construction. 

Israel’s New Opposition Chief Meets With Abbas from Associated Press 2 Dec 13

Israel’s new opposition leader told the Palestinian president Sunday that most Israelis support a peace deal with the Palestinians and that his Labor
Party will back any future agreement. 

Israel's Herzog calls for 'brave' steps in peace talks from 1 Dec 13

Israeli opposition leader Isaac Herzog said Sunday he would push the government to take "brave" steps in US-brokered peace negotiations, after
holding talks with Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas. 

UN Agency Says 19 Of 20 Gaza Projects Halted By Israel from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 13

The UN agency for Palestinian refugees said Tuesday that 19 of its 20 construction projects in Gaza had ground to a halt because of an Israeli
block on building materials. 

Palestinians Committed To 9 Months Of Peace Talks from Associated Press 19 Nov 13

The Palestinians will stay in peace talks with Israel for the planned nine months despite their fierce opposition to Israel’s settlement building, the
Palestinian president said Monday. 

Abbas to AFP: peace talks to continue for full 9 months from France 24 17 Nov 13

Peace talks with Israel will continue for the full nine months as agreed with Washington "regardless of what happens on the ground", Palestinian
president Mahmud Abbas told AFP on Sunday. 

Palestinian Peace Negotiators Resign Over Settlements from Agence France-Presse 14 Nov 13

The Middle East peace process suffered a fresh blow after the entire Palestinian negotiating team resigned in protest against continued Israeli
settlement building.

Settlers torch Palestinian home after Israeli soldier killed from Reuters 14 Nov 13

Israeli settlers set fire to a Palestinian house on Thursday, leaving behind a message saying they were avenging the death of an Israeli soldier
killed by a Palestinian the previous day, residents said. 

Palestinian peace talks delegation resigns, Abbas says from Rueters 13 Nov 13

Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas said on Wednesday his delegation of peace negotiators has resigned over the lack of progress in U.S.-
brokered statehood talks with Israel that have been clouded by Jewish settlement building. 

Kerry Sees Some Clarity From Mideast Peace Talks from Associated Press 8 Nov 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said Thursday he was “pleased” with his discussions among Israeli and Palestinian leaders this week as he
scrambled to salvage faltering peace talks in a furious round of shuttle diplomacy. 



Kerry Warns Of Violence If Israeli-Palestinian Peace Talks Fail from Los Angeles Times 8 Nov 13

On a mission to keep the troubled Israeli-Palestinian peace talks on track, Secretary of State John F. Kerry continued his round of meetings with
Israeli, Palestinian and Jordanian leaders Thursday. 

Kerry Works To Keep Israeli-Palestinian Peace Talks On Track from Washington Post 7 Nov 13

Secretary of State John F. Kerry tried Wednesday to steady wavering peace talks between Israel and the Palestinians, amid visible cracks in the
three-month-old negotiations. 

Kerry Faces Mounting Obstacles In Israeli-Palestinian Talks from New York Times 7 Nov 13

Secretary of State John Kerry’s uphill path to a peace accord between Israel and the Palestinians seemed ever steeper Wednesday, as the two sides
clashed bitterly over Jewish settlements in the West Bank, while the exoneration of a right-wing Israeli politician threatened to inject a volatile
element into the talks. 

Kerry Scrambles To Save Israeli, Palestinian Talks from Associated Press 7 Nov 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry scrambled Wednesday to salvage his signature foreign policy goal as he shuttled between Israel and Palestinian
leaders, trying to keep faltering peace talks from collapse. 

Kerry To Stay Extra Day In Mideast, Meet Netanyahu from Associated Press 7 Nov 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry has decided to stay an extra day in the Mideast on his latest trip to salvage Israeli-Palestinian peace talks. 

Kerry seeks movement in Israeli, Palestinian talks from Associated Press 6 Nov 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry waded again into the nitty-gritty of faltering Israeli-Palestinian peace talks on Wednesday, saying he was
optimistic that tensions and difficulties could be overcome, even as Israel's leader bashed the Palestinians for the poor state of negotiations. 

Palestinians: No Talks With Israel While Settlement Grows from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 13

The Palestinians cannot continue peace talks with Israel if Jewish settlement on the occupied West Bank keeps expanding, a senior Palestinian
official told AFP Tuesday.

Kerry Meets Israeli PM In Bid To Rescue Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry was meeting with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Wednesday just hours after the Palestinians
threatened to bolt the peace talks over settlement building. 

Palestinian Leader Abbas: Peace Talks So Far ‘Without Results’ from Los Angeles Times 4 Nov 13

For the first time since the start of the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations three months ago, Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas has
publicly declared that the negotiations have not yet produced any results. 

U.S. Feels Pressure To Show Progress In Peace Talks Between Israelis And Palestinians from Washington Post 1 Nov 13

Six months before an unofficial deadline for a final peace deal between Israel and the Palestinians, the Obama administration is feeling pressure to
show progress in U.S.-sponsored peace talks that both sides say have not made much headway. 

1,500 Units To Be Added In Settlement, Israel Says from New York Times 31 Oct 13

The Israeli government announced Wednesday that it had given final approval for 1,500 new apartments in a particularly contentious Jewish
settlement in East Jerusalem and moved forward on plans for a controversial park and tourism center here, prompting Palestinian accusations that
it is not taking the Washington-brokered peace talks seriously. 

Israel announces east Jerusalem construction from Associated Press 30 Oct 13

Israel on Wednesday announced new construction in east Jerusalem - an area the Palestinians demand for their future state - just hours after it
freed a group of Palestinian prisoners as part of a deal to set in motion peace talks. 



Israel, Palestinians hold third round of peace talks from Rueters 21 Aug 13

Israelis and Palestinians held a third round of negotiations on Tuesday, and Israel's chief representative at the talks predicted the U.S.-brokered
peace process would lead to dramatic Israeli decisions. 

Israel/Palestine
Palestinians in Peace Talks With Israel Offer Resignations from New York Times 1 Nov 13

The Palestinian negotiators engaged in peace talks with Israel offered their resignations on Thursday in protest over the continuing construction of
Israeli settlements and what Palestinians say is a lack of strong American action on this issue, according to an official involved in the process. 

As Part Of Israeli-Palestinian Peace Talks, More Prisoners Who Killed Israelis To Be Freed from Washington Post 29 Oct 13

Israel announced Monday that it will free 26 more Palestinian prisoners convicted of killing Israelis, saying it was fulfilling its commitment to
U.S. diplomats as part of ongoing peace negotiations, despite intense opposition within Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s cabinet. 

Israel: 2 rockets fired from Gaza Strip from Associated Press 28 Oct 13

Militants in the Gaza Strip fired two rockets toward Israel on Monday, one of which was shot down by the country's powerful missile defense
system, the military said.

Israeli, Palestinian Talks Intensifying: Kerry from Agence France-Presse 22 Oct 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry said on Monday that talks between Israel and the Palestinians were intensifying and that all issues were on the
table. 

Palestinian envoy blasts Israel claim in West Bank from Associated Press 20 Sep 13

Israel's demand to keep control of the West Bank's Jordan Valley for 40 more years in the event of a peace deal is driven by economic interests,
not security concerns, the chief Palestinian negotiator said Thursday.

Peace Talks Held In Jerusalem: Palestinian Officials from Agence France-Presse 17 Sep 13

Negotiators were holding peace talks in Jerusalem on Monday, Palestinian officials told AFP, although Israeli sources refused to confirm the
meetings. 

1967 Border Is A Source Of Strain In The Israeli-Palestinian Talks from New York Times 10 Sep 13

Signs of strain emerged Monday around the nascent Israeli-Palestinian peace talks, as a senior Palestinian official said Secretary of State John
Kerry had “guaranteed us in writing” that negotiations would start from the 1967 lines, and American officials suggested he was not telling the
truth. 

Israel, Palestinians “Remain Steadfast” On Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 9 Sep 13

US Secretary of State John Kerry met Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas in London on Sunday, having earlier insisted that Israelis and
Palestinians were determined to pursue direct peace talks. 

AP EXCLUSIVE: Israeli proposal detailed in talks from Associated Press 5 Sep 13

Israel has proposed leaving intact dozens of Jewish settlements and military bases in the West Bank as part of a package to establish a Palestinian
state in provisional borders, a Palestinian official told The Associated Press on Wednesday, in the first detailed glimpse at recently relaunched
peace talks. 

Israel/Palestine Peace Talks
Fatal West Bank Clash Threatens Peace Talks, Palestinians Say from Washington Post 27 Aug 13

Palestinian leaders said peace negotiations are under threat after Israeli security forces fatally shot three Palestinian men during an early-morning
clash Monday in the Qalandiya refugee camp here.

Israel/Syria Border
Syrian Rebels Seize Border Crossing Into Israel-held Golan Heights from Los Angeles Times 28 Aug 14



Fighting in Syria’s civil war reached Israel’s doorstep on Wednesday, with rebels seizing the Syrian side of a crossing into the Israeli-held portion
of the Golan Heights and the Israeli army reporting that stray gunfire wounded one of its officers. 

Israeli
Israeli election chief puts curbs on Netanyahu speech to Congress from Reuters 17 Feb 15

The head of Israel's election commission acted on Monday to limit any pre-election boost Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu may get from a
March 3 speech to the U.S. Congress, in which he will warn of the threat from Iran's nuclear programme. 

Israeli Spying On US At “Alarming Level” from Agence France-Presse 8 May 14

Israel spies on the United States more than any other ally does and these activities have reached an alarming level, Newsweek magazine reported
on Tuesday. 

Isreal
Israel, Palestinians Agree To New Cease-fire from Washington Post 11 Aug 14

Israel and the Palestinians agreed Sunday to a new cease-fire in Gaza, opening the door for indirect talks to continue in Cairo on Monday. 

Italy
New arrests as Italy probes mafia links to Rome officials from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 15

Italian police on Tuesday arrested six people, including a senior culture official, in a probe running parallel to a major investigation into a mafia
network suspected of operating out of Rome city hall. 

UN slams 'despicable' exploitation of migrants by mafia from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 15

The UN's refugee agency on Friday slammed as "despicable" and "extremely worrying" the infiltration of a criminal network in Italy's system for
housing asylum seekers and recently arrived migrants. 

Italy arrests 44 tied to Rome's mafia garbage king from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 15

Italian police arrested 44 people Thursday accused of dealings with a powerful one-eyed mobster whose gang thrived on rigging Rome public
contracts on everything from garbage disposal to park maintenance. 

Italian PM says 800 victims of trawler will be given burial from Agence France-Presse 30 May 15

Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi on Saturday repeated his commitment to refloat the wreck of the trawler which sank in April with the deaths
of around 800 migrants and lay to rest the victims. 

39 arrested in Italy's major anti-mafia operations from Xinhua (China) 26 May 15

Italian police arrested 39 people and seized assets worth some 10 million euros (10.8 million U.S. dollars) in two major anti-mafia operations on
Tuesday, local reports said. 

President Mattarella pledges to rid Italy of the Mafia from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 23 May 15

Speaking on the 23rd anniversary of the murder of top anti-Mafia prosecutor Giovanni Falcone, Italian President Sergio Mattarella said Saturday
that his country would finally prevail over organized crime. 

Italy arrests suspected bin Laden bodyguards, Peshawar bombers from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 15

Italian police said Friday they had dismantled a network of Islamist radicals that included two former bodyguards of Osama bin Laden and the
suspected authors of one of Pakistan's deadliest terror attacks. 

Italy arrests Tunisian suspected of trying to fight in Syria from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

Italian police say they have detained a 27-year-old Tunisian resident suspected of preparing to join the Islamic State group in Syria. 

UPDATE: Crowds welcome Pope in mafia country from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 15

Hundreds of thousands of people waving Vatican flags on Saturday greeted Pope Francis as he headed deep into mafia territory, visiting jailbirds



and the poor in Naples amid heightened security. 

Resignation Of President Will Test Italy’s Premier from New York Times 15 Jan 15

President Giorgio Napolitano resigned on Wednesday, and the intense political maneuvering to choose his successor may become a minefield for
Prime Minister Matteo Renzi. 

22 businessmen, public officials arrested for corruption in Rome from Xinhua (China) 8 Jan 15

A total of 22 businessmen and public officials were arrested in Italy's capital Rome on Thursday for alleged corruption and bribery, local reports
said. 

Immigrant hospitality boosts Sicily economy, Mafia 'cash in' from Agence France-Presse 19 Nov 14

Asylum seekers washing up by the thousands in recession-hit Sicily are boosting the local economy as hotels transform into immigrant centres,
with help from state subsidies said to have caught the Mafia's eye. 

Italy president to be heard as witness in high-profile Mafia trial from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 25 Sep 14

Italian President Giorgio Napolitano will be heard as a witness in a trial about an alleged "non-aggression pact" between senior politicians, police
chiefs and Mafia bosses, judges in Palermo ruled on Thursday. 

Almost a quarter of Italian students smoke cannabis: parliamentary report from Xinhua (China) 15 Sep 14

A parliamentary report on drug dependency released on Monday showed that almost a quarter of Italian students aged between 15 and 18 have
smoked cannabis cigarettes. 

Roundup: Italy continues struggle with migrants issue from Xinhua (China) 22 Jul 14

Italian police on Tuesday detained five alleged human traffickers on charges of having killed dozens of migrants in the recent deadly crossing to
Italy on Saturday. 

New waves of African migrants pose major problems for Italy from Xinhua (China) 7 Jul 14

Around 100 African migrants landed in Italy's Sicily Island last night and another 500 were on their way to arrive in the Mediterranean country,
local reports said on Monday. 

Venice mayor resigns amid corruption scandal from Associated Press 13 Jun 14

Venice's mayor has resigned amid a corruption scandal a day after being released from house arrest under a plea deal. 

Italy detains 2 smugglers among sinking survivors from Associated Press 14 May 14

Italian authorities have detained two Tunisians suspected of smuggling migrants aboard a boat that sank this week just outside Libyan waters,
killing at least 17 people. 

Italy’s Prime Minister Announces Resignation Amid Party Revolt from New York Times 14 Feb 14

Prime Minister Enrico Letta of Italy, whose weak coalition government has come under increasing criticism, announced his resignation on
Thursday night after his own Democratic Party staged a dramatic insurrection and voted to replace him with the party’s new leader, Matteo Renzi.

Ivory Coast
UN set to lift Ivory Coast diamond embargo from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 14

The UN Security Council is set to lift a nearly decade-old embargo on Ivory Coast's international diamond trade and plans to relax its arms
embargo there, diplomats said Friday. 

Ivory Coast ex-rebel profiting from banned diamond trade: U.N. experts from Reuters 22 Apr 14

A senior Ivory Coast army officer is breaking a diamond embargo and may be using profits to buy arms, U.N. experts have found, dealing a
potentially embarrassing blow to government efforts to have the ban lifted. 



Japan
Japan anxious at lull, U.S. 'giving up', in pan-Pacific trade talks from Reuters 11 Aug 15

Japan has expressed concern about a loss of momentum in talks on a pan-Pacific trade pact after participants failed to agree to meet again this
month to try to clinch a deal that would cover 40 percent of the global economy. 

US Tries To Reassure Japan After Documents Reveal Spying from Associated Press 5 Aug 15

Working to prevent tension with a treaty ally, Vice President Joe Biden reassured Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on Tuesday that the U.S.
limits its surveillance of friendly nations, after leaked documents showed U.S. spying on Japanese officials and companies. 

Japan’s Cabinet Approves Bills To Loosen Post-war Military Restrictions from Washington Post 15 May 15

Japan’s prime minister declared Thursday that his country would “never become entangled in a war being fought by the United States” as his
cabinet approved legislation to loosen restrictions on Japan’s self-defense forces. 

Lew Urged Japan to Use 'All Tools' to Help Recovery: U.S. Official from Reuters 17 Apr 15

U.S. Treasury Secretary Jack Lew urged Japan on Thursday to use all policy tools to support its economic recovery, including structural reforms
to enhance domestic demand, a U.S. Treasury official said. 

Revised Defense Rules Would Give Japan New Powers To Aid U.S. Military from Washington Post 9 Apr 15

The United States and Japan are close to concluding a set of bilateral defense rules that if finalized would give Japan’s military new powers to act
when U.S. forces are threatened by a third country, U.S. officials said Wednesday. 

Abe Is Said To Have Plans To Revise Pacifist Charter from New York Times 6 Feb 15

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has said that he wants to start the process of revising Japan’s Constitution as early as next year, a senior lawmaker in
his party said Thursday, giving the clearest indication yet that the Japanese leader will seek to change a document that has undergirded the
country’s postwar pacifism. 

Islamic State Beheadings Frame A New Debate About Japan’s Military Restraints from New York Times 4 Feb 15

As the shock from the beheadings of two Japanese hostages by the Islamic State faded Tuesday, a battle to gain political advantage from their
deaths began. 

Departing From Country’s Pacifism, Japanese Premier Vows Revenge For Killings from New York Times 2 Feb 15

When Islamic State militants posted a video over the weekend showing the grisly killing of a Japanese journalist, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
reacted with outrage, promising “to make the terrorists pay the price.” 

Japan agonizes over ways to free Islamic State hostages from Associated Press 22 Jan 15

Lacking strong clout and diplomatic reach in the Middle East, Japan scrambled Thursday for ways to secure the release of two hostages held by
the Islamic State group, as two people with contacts there offered to try to negotiate. 

Japan Prepares To Reappoint Abe As Prime Minister from Associated Press 24 Dec 14

Japan was preparing Wednesday to name Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to his next term in office following his victory in a Dec. 14 snap election
that could give him another four years to pursue his agenda of restoring Japan’s economic and security stature. 

Faced With Few Options, Japan Gives Prime Minister Abe More Time To Fix The Economy from Washington Post 15 Dec 14

With a new electoral mandate and the real prospect of four more years in power, Japan’s Shinzo Abe on Sunday laid out an ambitious agenda for
his government, encompassing economic revival and a more active role on the global stage. 

Japan’s Abe Calls Snap Election Over Consumption Tax Rise from Washington Post 19 Nov 14

Faced with a tanking economy and plummeting ratings, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe dissolved Japan’s House of Representatives on Tuesday and
called a snap election in an attempt to revive his faltering leadership. 



New bill to extend sale suspension of quasi-legal drugs nationwide from Kyodo (Japan) 1 Nov 14

The ruling Liberal Democratic Party and its coalition partner have drawn up a draft amendment to the pharmaceutical affairs law that would
extend the suspension of sales of quasi-legal drugs nationwide when a retailer is ordered to suspend sales of such drugs, sources close to the
coalition said Saturday. 

Japan 'strongly protests' Russia maneuvers on disputed isles from Reuters 14 Aug 14

Japan "strongly protested" on Wednesday exercises by the Russian military on Pacific islands that it also claims and which have been at the root
of strained relations between the two countries since the end of World War Two. 

Japan Poised To Impose Sanctions On Russia Over Ukraine from Washington Post 1 Aug 14

When Vladimir Putin was preparing for another shot at the Russian presidency a little over two years ago, he said he would give a command to
Russian and Japanese officials: “hajime.” 

Japan Moves To Permit Greater Use Of Its Military from New York Times 2 Jul 14

In a dramatic change that could position Japan’s military to play a more active role in Asia, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe announced a
reinterpretation of the country’s pacifist Constitution to allow Japanese armed forces to aid friendly nations under attack. 

Obama Suffers Setbacks In Japan And The Mideast from New York Times 25 Apr 14

President Obama encountered setbacks to two of his most cherished foreign-policy projects on Thursday, as he failed to achieve a trade deal that
undergirds his strategic pivot to Asia and the Middle East peace process suffered a potentially irreparable breakdown. 

Obama Seeks To Use Japan Trip To Unlock Broader Asia-Pacific Trade Deal from Washington Post 23 Apr 14

President Obama and Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe will tackle a number of issues during Obama’s state visit to Japan, but one issue rises
above the rest: whether the two countries can resolve enough of their economic differences to help unlock a broader trade deal across the entire
Asia-Pacific region. 

Japan Lets US Assume Control Of A Nuclear Cache from New York Times 25 Mar 14

Japan announced on Monday that it would turn over to Washington a large cache of weapons-grade plutonium and highly enriched uranium, a
decades-old research stockpile that is large enough to build dozens of nuclear weapons, according to American and Japanese officials. 

Japan To Let U.S. Assume Control Of Nuclear Cache from New York Times 24 Mar 14

Japan will announce Monday that it will turn over to Washington more than 700 pounds of weapons-grade plutonium and a large quantity of
highly enriched uranium, a decades-old research stockpile that is large enough to build dozens of nuclear weapons, according to American and
Japanese officials. 

Japan’s PM Says No Change To Comfort Women Apology from Associated Press 14 Mar 14

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe says his government is not considering a revision of the country’s 1993 apology for forcing South Korean
and other women to have sex with Japanese soldiers during World War II. 

Japan's Abe seeks trilateral summit with Korea, U.S. from Reuters 12 Mar 14

Japan is trying to arrange a trilateral summit with South Korea and the United States for this month, a government official said on Wednesday, in a
bid to thaw Tokyo's frozen relations with Seoul. 

Insight: Japan unease over U.S. alliance adds fuel to Abe's security shift from Reuters 5 Feb 14

In public, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's government lists a more assertive China and a volatile North Korea as its top security concerns. 

Japan aims to register 280 remote islands as national assets from Reuters 9 Jan 14

Japan is set to clarify the ownership of 280 remote islands in its territorial waters and register them as national assets, a move that could rile China
and South Korea, which are engaged in territorial disputes with Tokyo. 



Secrecy Bill Could Distance Japan From Its Postwar Pacifism from New York Times 29 Nov 13

Brushing past angry street protests and apocalyptic editorials in leading newspapers, Japan’s conservative prime minister, Shinzo Abe, appears set
to achieve one of the first items on his legislative agenda to roll back his nation’s postwar pacifism: passing a national secrets law. 

Japan Answers China’s Warnings Over Islands’ Airspace from New York Times 26 Nov 13

Matching China’s stern language with warnings of his own, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe of Japan vowed on Monday to defend his nation’s
airspace after China declared an air defense zone over a disputed group of islands in the East China Sea. 

Fukushima Cleanup to Test Japan Government from Wall Street Journal 4 Sep 13

Question Is How Far Tokyo Will Go in Efforts to Contain Mess at Plant.

Japan and China
No Meeting With Leader Of Japan, Chinese Say from New York Times 31 Dec 13

China’s Foreign Ministry said Monday that Chinese leaders, angered over a visit last week by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe of Japan to a
contentious war shrine in Tokyo, would not meet with Mr. Abe. 

Jordan
Obama: No U.S. Drones For Ally Jordan from Washington Times 20 Aug 15

The Obama administration has told a congressman it cannot ship Predator or Reaper remotely piloted vehicles to Jordan because of restrictions
under the Missile Technology Control Regime. 

US House Approves Closer Military Ties With Jordan from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 15

US lawmakers on Tuesday approved legislation that would ramp up military cooperation with Jordan, including accelerated arms sales to a
Middle East ally contending with growing threats from Islamist extremism. 

Peace Corps Temporarily Suspends Its Program In Jordan from Associated Press 9 Mar 15

The U.S. Peace Corps said it is temporarily suspending its program in Jordan because of the “regional environment,” highlighting growing
security concerns among some foreigners after Jordan raised its profile in the battle against Islamic State militants. 

Jordan Pounds IS As Air War Begins To Bite from Agence France-Presse 9 Feb 15

Jordan announced Sunday it conducted dozens of air strikes on the Islamic State group that murdered one of its pilots, as part of an international
assault Washington says is beginning to bite. 

Jordan Hits Islamic State With Airstrikes As King Visits Family Of Pilot Burned Alive from Washington Post 6 Feb 15

After Jordanian warplanes carried out airstrikes Thursday against the Islamic State in Syria, the fighter jets returned to perform a teeth-rattling
“victory lap” above this farm town that has been cloaked in grief. 

Jordan Frees Ex-mentor Of Killed Iraq Qaeda Chief from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 15

Jordan on Thursday released from jail a key Salafist figure and former Al-Qaeda mentor arrested in October for allegedly propagating “terrorist”
ideas, a judicial source said. 

Muslim Outrage Grows Against Islamic State But Questions Linger Over Next Steps In Fight from Washington Post 5 Feb 15

Declarations of outrage swept the Middle East on Wednesday as a region already steeled to the brutality of the Islamic State expressed horror at
the group’s killing of a Jordanian pilot by setting him on fire. 

Lawmakers Support More Military Aid To Jordan Fight IS from Associated Press 5 Feb 15

Republicans and Democrats pressed senior Obama administration officials on Wednesday to move swiftly to provide aircraft parts, night-vision
equipment and other weapons to Jordan following a video purporting to show Islamic State militants burning a captured Jordanian air force pilot
to death. 



Jordan Vows Vengeance As Pilot Reportedly Burned Alive By Islamic State from Los Angeles Times 4 Feb 15

Islamic State militants released a video Tuesday appearing to show the gruesome execution of a captive Jordanian pilot. 

Jordan Returns Ambassador To Israel As Tensions Ease At Holy Site from New York Times 3 Feb 15

Jordan said on Monday that it was sending its ambassador back to Israel, three months after he was recalled in protest of what the Jordanians
called Israeli violations at a contested holy site in East Jerusalem. Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel welcomed the decision. 

Jordan Renews Prisoner Swap Offer After ISIL Beheading from USA Today 2 Feb 15

Jordan renewed its offer Sunday to exchange an al-Qaeda prisoner for a fighter pilot held hostage by the Islamic State, as outrage and grief
gripped Japan after the militant group released a video that purports to show the beheading of hostage Kenji Goto. 

Jordan Lets ISIS Deadline Pass For Hostage-Militant Exchange from New York Times 30 Jan 15

Jordan refused to release an imprisoned female militant on Thursday to meet a deadline set by the Islamic State, demanding that it first needed
proof that a captured Jordanian pilot was still alive. 

Jordan Hangs 11 Men After Ending Moratorium On Executions from New York Times 22 Dec 14

Jordan ended an eight-year moratorium on executions on Sunday when 11 men were hanged at dawn. The men had been convicted of murder
charges from 2002 to 2004, according to a statement released by the Interior Ministry. 

Brotherhood Leader’s Arrest In Jordan Is Seen As Warning From Monarchy from New York Times 8 Dec 14

Zaki Bani Rushaid, the provocative deputy head of the Muslim Brotherhood in Jordan, has never been shy with his opinions....as he railed —
often on nationwide television — against Jordan’s “meager” political reforms and what he sees as continued attempts to cozy up to the United
States....Within days, he was behind bars, accused under a recently strengthened antiterrorism law for “acts harmful to the country’s relations with
foreign countries.”

Jordan’s Open Door Is Now Only Cracked, Leaving Syrians Stranded from New York Times 20 Nov 14

Thousands of Syrians, mostly women and children, have been stranded for weeks on Jordan’s border, according to international aid agencies who
say Jordan appears to be increasingly turning away Syrians fleeing war at home. 

Jordan Wary Of Israel-Palestinian Peace Plan from Washington Post 14 Feb 14

This is a country ruled by a monarch who serves as the overextended host for guests who never seem to leave, his kingdom crowded with stateless
people and war refugees — 200,000 Iraqis, 600,000 Syrians and more than 2 million Palestinians. 

Jordan Treads Carefully To Avoid Violent Backlash from Financial Times 10 Sep 13

Jordan is bolstering its military defences and its government is choosing its words carefully amid fears of a possible backlash from Damascus in
the event of a US-led attack on Bashar al-Assad’s Syria. 

Journalism
66 Journalists Killed In Past Year As Attacks Grow More Barbaric from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 14

Attacks on journalists have grown more barbaric and kidnappings have soared, Reporters Without Borders said Tuesday, after a year when
violence against the media took centre stage and 66 reporters were killed. 

Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan welcomes new EU strategy on Central Asia - Foreign Ministry from Interfax (Russia) 30 Jun 15

Kazakhstan considers relations with the European Union to be of strategic importance and seeks to enhance them further, Kazakh Foreign
Minister Yerlan Idrisov said on Tuesday during a meeting with EU Special Representative for Central Asia Peter Burian, the Kazakh Foreign
Ministry press office said in a statement. 

Kazakhstan 
Kazakhstan border service chief accused of forming organised criminal group from Tass (Russia) 30 Oct 14



Director of the border service of Kazakhstan's National Security Committee Nurlan Dzhulamanov is accused of taking a bribe and forming an
organised criminal group, the press service of a military court in northern Kazakhstan's Akmolinsky garrison said on Thursday. 

Kenya
Obama Baby Boom Seen Now In Kenya from USA Today 27 Jul 15

President Obama is leaving a lasting legacy in this East African country: a bumper crop of babies bearing his name. 

Kenyans Have Sky-high Hopes For Obama’s Visit To His Father’s Homeland from Los Angeles Times 24 Jul 15

On a roadside, women bent double planting new grass, just a few blades at a time, into newly dumped red earth. With President Obama due in
Kenya’s capital on Friday, feverish last-minute preparations were underway — and expectations were soaring. 

Kenyan court frees suspected ivory kingpin on bond from Xinhua (China) 17 Jun 15

A Kenyan court on Wednesday released suspected ivory kingpin on 10,300-U.S.-dollar bond to allow him seek treatment. Mombasa High Court
Judge Justice Martin Muya released Abdulrahman Sheikh, who is linked to nearly seven tons of elephant ivory that was seized in Singapore and
Thailand since the end of April. 

As Supplies Dwindle, World Food Program Cutting Rations To Refugees In Kenya from New York Times 12 Jun 15

The World Food Program, the anti-hunger agency of the United Nations, said Thursday that it was temporarily cutting rations to a half-million
refugees in Kenya by nearly a third, an emergency move to conserve dwindling supplies and funds. 

UPDATE: Kenya investigates smuggled ivory seized in Singapore from Xinhua (China) 20 May 15

The Kenyan authorities have launched a manhunt for directors of an export company in connection with the ivory and other animal parts worth
about 6 million U.S. dollars that were seized in Singapore on Tuesday. 

Interpol joins Kenya in ivory probe from Xinhua (China) 11 May 15

The Kenya government on Monday said they have involved Interpol in the probe of three tonnes of ivory smuggled through the port of Mombasa
that was seized in Thailand. 

Kenya Steps Back From Threat To Expel Somali Refugees from New York Times 7 May 15

President Uhuru Kenyatta of Kenya on Wednesday softened a threat to expel hundreds of thousands of Somali refugees within three months,
saying there would be no forced repatriations. 

On Kerry’s Visit To Kenya, U.S. Pledges Extra $45 Million To Help With Refugees from Washington Post 5 May 15

The United States will provide an extra $45 million for the United Nations to help an overwhelmed Kenya cope with 600,000 refugees fleeing
civil unrest, terrorism and violence in Somalia and South Sudan, Secretary of State John F. Kerry said Monday. 

Kerry In Kenya To Discuss Terrorism, Refugees, Obama Visit from Bloomberg News 4 May 15

Secretary of State John Kerry arrived in Kenya today for talks on terrorism, economic ties and President Barack Obama’s visit to the country in
July. 

Kenya Envisions A Border Wall That Keeps Shabab Violence Out from New York Times 22 Apr 15

As the border gate opened early in the morning, minibuses dropped off passengers, donkey-led carts trotted through and pedestrians began to
cross freely on foot, heading in both directions. 

Kenya's wildlife officials to seek strategic partnerships on China visit from Xinhua (China) 21 Apr 15

A high powered delegation of Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) will visit China from April 21 to 30 to explore strategic partnership in diverse fields
like wildlife protection, tourism and infrastructure development. 

Kenya Struggles Over Best Response To University Attack from New York Times 9 Apr 15

Opposition leaders demanded Wednesday that Kenya pull its troops out of Somalia as soon as possible and accused the president of trying to



emasculate the judiciary, one of Kenya’s few public institutions that are not considered hopelessly corrupt, in the wake of a terrorist attack last
week that killed 142 students. 

Kenyans angry over delayed police response to deadly attack from Associated Press 8 Apr 15

Public anger spilled into the streets of the Kenyan capital Tuesday, a fury stirred by the seven-hour delay between the time authorities learned of a
deadly attack by gunmen on a college and when police commandoes finally arrived at the scene. 

Kenya, Avenging College Massacre, Bombs Al-Shabab Camps In Somalia from Washington Post 7 Apr 15

Kenya is retaliating against the extremist group al-Shabab for last week’s massacre of students at a Kenyan university, sending warplanes to bomb
the militants’ camps in neighboring Somalia, officials said Monday. 

Kenyan official’s son identified as one of the gunmen in last week’s massacre from Washington Post 6 Apr 15

Authorities have identified one of the al-Shabab gunmen responsible for the massacre last week at a Kenyan university that killed 148 students as
the son of a Kenyan official. 

Al-Shabab attacks Kenyan university, killing at least 147 from Washington Post 3 Apr 15

Masked al-Shabab militants stormed dormitories at a university in eastern Kenya early Thursday, killing at least 147 people in the worst terror
attack on Kenyan soil in nearly two decades, officials said. 

Kenya rejects bail bid by 'ivory kingpin' from Agence France-Presse 30 Mar 15

An alleged Kenyan ivory smuggler was refused bail by a Mombasa court Monday in a reversal of an earlier decision granting his release on
medical grounds. 

Kenya backs global arms treaty to foster peace from Xinhua (China) 19 Mar 15

Kenya has expressed its commitment to the global Arms Trade Treaty which has the potential to stop the flow of weapons to countries where they
would most likely be used to criminal acts and human rights abuses. 

Alleged 'ivory kingpin' gets bail in landmark Kenya case from Agence France-Presse 18 Mar 15

A court in Kenya on Wednesday granted bail to the suspected ringleader of an ivory smuggling gang on medical grounds, prompting immediate
protests from wildlife activists. 

As Tourism Sags On Kenyan Coast, Terrorists Could Lure The Unemployed from New York Times 24 Feb 15

Every morning at the Tides Inn, a waiter trudges down from the restaurant to the beach with a huge blackboard advertising the daily specials —
deep-fried fish and masala prawns, pepper steak and pizza, all listed in chalk and illustrated with cute drawings. 

Kenya Investigates Use Of Tear Gas On Schoolchildren from New York Times 21 Jan 15

Kenyan officials said Tuesday that they had opened a major internal investigation into the conduct of police officers who tear-gassed elementary
schoolchildren during a protest over a playground, an episode that drew widespread condemnation. 

Alleged Kenya poaching boss a 'flight risk', court told from Agence France-Presse 30 Dec 14

A suspected ivory trafficking ringleader appeared in court in Kenya on Tuesday to appeal to be let out on bail, but with the prosecutor arguing he
remained a serious flight risk. 

Kenya to extradite suspected drug kingpins to US from Associated Press 13 Nov 14

A Kenyan court ordered police Thursday to process the extradition of four suspected drug traffickers to the United States, amid concerns of east
Africa's growing importance as a smuggling hub. 

UPDATE: Kenya anti-terror police detains two Iranians on suspicion of planning attacks from Reuters 20 Sep 14

Kenyan anti-terror police have detained two Iranian men using forged Israeli passports to enter the East African country, on suspicion that they
may have been involved in a plan to carry out an attack there, officials said on Friday. 



2 Iranians arrested in Kenya with forged passports from Associated Press 19 Sep 14

A Kenyan official says two Iranians carrying forged Israeli passports have been arrested in Nairobi. 

UPDATE: Lawyers criticise President Uhuru Kenyatta for order to destroy drugs ship from Daily Nation 6 Sep 14

Lawyers have criticised President Uhuru Kenyatta for disregarding the law after he led an operation to destroy a ship packed with heroin valued at
Sh1.3 billion. 

African police chiefs to meet in Kenya over rising security threats from Xinhua (China) 24 Aug 14

African police chiefs are due to meet in Kenya's coastal city of Mombasa from Monday to share vital information on terrorists, drug dealers and
poachers. 

US pulls Peace Corps volunteers from Kenya from Associated Press 25 Jul 14

The Peace Corps is suspending its programs in Kenya because of security concerns and is pulling more than 50 volunteers out of the country until
threat levels decrease, the Peace Corps and State Department said Thursday. 

Coast Town Is Attacked In Kenya; Dozens Die from New York Times 17 Jun 14

At least 48 people were killed when dozens of militants attacked a Kenyan coastal town overnight, targeting a police station and two hotels,
officials said Monday. 

Somali Militants Attack Kenyan Town from Associated Press 16 Jun 14

At Least 48 Dead in Town of Mpeketoni, Near Lamu

Kenya drone ban hits anti-poaching efforts from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 14

One of Kenya's largest game reserves has been forced to halt plans to use drones to monitor its endangered rhinos because of a government ban,
park officials said Wednesday. 

Kenya deploys elite security to ensure tourists' safety from Xinhua (China) 9 May 14

The Kenya Wildlife Services (KWS) on Friday urged tourists to continue visiting national parks, saying the government has deployed elite
security units in all parks to ensure visitors' safety. 

Kenya Govt Accuses US As Tear Gas Breaks Up Rally from Associated Press 14 Feb 14

A top Kenyan official on Thursday accused the United States of trying to overthrow Kenya’s government by supporting activists even as baton-
wielding police used tear gas to break up an anti-government protest in downtown Nairobi. 

Kenyan minister calls for intensified cooperation to fight terrorism from Xinhua (China) 17 Nov 13

Kenyan Foreign Affairs and International Trade Minister Amina Mohamed said here Saturday that the Commonwealth member states can
enhance cooperation in fighting terrorism by strengthening training and intelligence sharing. 

FEATURE: Before Kenya Attack, A Warning On Terrorism from Wall Street Journal 30 Sep 13

Intelligence Report Cautioned Over Assault on Mall, Where Signals of Impending Event Were Missed 

A Shaken Kenya Is Hit Again In 2 Deadly Attacks By Militants from New York Times 27 Sep 13

Only days after heavily armed assailants stormed a crowded mall and killed scores of people in the capital, militants killed three people near the
border with Somalia, Kenyan officials said Thursday, putting this country even further on edge. 

U.S. Sees Direct Threat In Attack At Kenya Mall from New York Times 26 Sep 13

Viewing the deadly siege at a shopping mall in Kenya as a direct threat to its security, the United States is deploying dozens of F.B.I. agents to
investigate the wreckage, hoping to glean every piece of information possible to help prevent such a devastating attack from happening again,
possibly even on American soil. 



Behind Mall Attack, A Driven Islamist from Washington Post 26 Sep 13

Nairobi rampage reveals global ambitions 

Al-Shabab: Foreigners In Kenya 'Legitimate Target' from Associated Press 26 Sep 13

Terrorist group says jihadis made sure Muslims unharmed 

Kenyan Officials Say Nairobi Mall Siege Is Over; Attack May Bolster Al-Shabab In Jihadists’ Eyes from Washington Post 25 Sep 13

The bloody siege of an upscale mall by Islamist militants ended Tuesday with five of the attackers dead and 11 taken into custody, amid fears that
the death toll of more than 60 civilians could substantially rise when authorities begin searching through the wreckage. 

Siege at Nairobi Mall Ends After Four Days from Wall Street Journal 25 Sep 13

Parts of Building Collapse as Security Forces Defeat Militants; Kenyan President Raises Questions on Attackers' Nationalities

Kenya Says It’s Captured 11 Of Alleged Al Shabab Shopping Mall Terrorists from McClatchy 25 Sep 13

With speculation rampant about the nationalities of the gunmen who seized control of a Nairobi shopping mall Saturday and executed scores of
shoppers, Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta declared Tuesday that the bloody siege was finally over, with five terrorists killed and 11 suspects
taken prisoner. 

Gunfire, Blast As Kenya Forces Battle Militants from Associated Press 24 Sep 13

Sporadic gunfire rang out early Tuesday from inside a Nairobi mall as Kenyan security forces battled al-Qaida-linked terrorists into a fourth day
in what they said was a final push to rescue the last few hostages in a siege that has left more than 60 people dead. 

Many Gunmen In Kenya Siege Said To Be Foreigners from Washington Post 24 Sep 13

Most of the extremists reportedly spoke English, were from different traditions 

Gunmen Kill Dozens In Terror Attack At Kenyan Mall from New York Times 23 Sep 13

Masked gunmen stormed into a fancy, crowded mall in Nairobi on Saturday and shot dead at least 39 people and wounded more than 150 in one
of the most chilling terrorist attacks in East Africa since Al Qaeda blew up two American embassies in 1998.

Kenya Mall Crisis: Hostages Not Yet Released from Associated Press 23 Sep 13

Hostages being held by al-Qaida-linked terrorists in a Nairobi mall have not been released despite an earlier statement from the military that
"most" had been rescued, a person connected to the situation told The Associated Press on Monday. 

Carnage In Mall Shows Resilience Of Terror Group from New York Times 23 Sep 13

Somali force rebounds; On the ropes at home, Shabab hit Kenya and raise fears 

Keystone Pipeline
EPA's McCarthy: Keystone alone wouldn't be climate disaster from Politico 31 Mar 15

The EPA chief says no single project will cause a catastrophe for the climate. 

Keystone Pipeline’s Southern Leg To Begin Transporting Oil To U.S. Gulf Coast from Washington Post 22 Jan 14

TransCanada will start shipping crude oil through the southern leg of the Keystone pipeline Wednesday, easing the bottleneck at the sprawling
storage-tank farms in Cushing, Okla., and feeding refineries on the Texas Gulf Coast. 

Khorasan
U.S. Jets Strike At Khorasan Militant Group In Syria from New York Times 7 Nov 14

American fighter jets carried out a series of airstrikes in northwestern Syria on Thursday that sought to kill leaders of a Qaeda-linked militant cell
that is plotting attacks on the West, American officials said. 



In Airstrikes, U.S. Targets Cell Said To Plot An Attack from New York Times 24 Sep 14

American forces took advantage of the airstrikes against the Islamic State extremist group in Syria to try to simultaneously wipe out the leadership
of an unrelated cell of veterans of Al Qaeda that the White House said Tuesday was plotting an “imminent” attack against the United States or
Europe. 

Khorasan Group
Officials: Strikes on terror cell don't stop plots from Associated Press 10 Oct 14

The barrage of U.S. cruise missiles aimed at a cell of al-Qaida militants in Syria last month failed to stop ongoing terror plots to blow up airplanes
over Europe and the United States, American intelligence officials say. 

Khorasan Group 
A Terror Cell That Avoided The Spotlight from New York Times 25 Sep 14

Some time last year, a Kuwaiti man in his early 30s who had spent more than a decade hiding from the American government arrived in northwest
Syria, where he met up with other members of Al Qaeda who had begun putting down roots in a country torn by two years of death and chaos. 

Koreas
North And South Korea Exchange Artillery Fire from Washington Post 21 Aug 15

Tensions on the Korean peninsula escalated sharply Thursday when North and South exchanged fire across the demilitarized zone that separates
the estranged Koreas.

Gunfire Exchanged On Korean Boundary from New York Times 20 Oct 14

South and North Korean troops exchanged gunfire across their tense border on Sunday, even as the South reaffirmed its desire to hold high-level
talks with the North. 

North And South Korea Hold High-Level Military Talks from New York Times 16 Oct 14

Top military generals from South and North Korea met on their border on Wednesday but failed to narrow their differences during a rare meeting
that followed exchanges of fire recently between troops of both sides, a South Korean spokesman said. 

Exclusive: South Korea's Park says door open for talks with North from Reuters 17 Sep 14

South Korean President Park Geun-hye, thwarted so far in ambitious plans to begin the process of reunifying the Korean peninsula, said the door
is open for talks with the North during the upcoming U.N. General Assembly. 

South Korea Begins Naval Drills With The US from New York Times 17 Jul 14

Fighter jets roared off an American aircraft carrier into a gray sky on Wednesday as the United States kicked off a joint naval exercise off the west
coast of the Korean Peninsula, with the South Korean president, Park Geun-hye, calling for strong punishment if North Korea initiated a military
provocation. 

Koreas Trade Artillery Fire Across A Line In The Water from New York Times 23 May 14

Naval vessels from North and South Korea exchanged artillery fire on Thursday, raising tensions along a disputed maritime boundary. Neither hit
the other. 

North Korea Rejects Plans For More Family Reunions from New York Times 7 Mar 14

North Korea on Thursday rejected South Korea’s proposal to hold Red Cross talks to discuss arranging more family reunions families separated
by the Korean War to meet long-lost relatives members for the first time in six decades. 

Reunions raise hopes for better inter-Korean ties from The Korea Times 25 Feb 14

Elderly South Koreans returned home Tuesday wrapping up six-day inter-Korean family reunions that took place at a time when cross-border
relations are experiencing a turnaround after years of tension. 

US, SKorea Warn NKorea Against Aggression (Lee, AP) from Associated Press 14 Feb 14



U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and his South Korean counterpart warned North Korea on Thursday against any possible aggression as the
North sent mixed signals over whether it would return to denuclearization talks and improve ties with the South. 

Seoul: Rival Koreas Hold Senior-Level Meeting from Associated Press 12 Feb 14

Senior officials from the rival Koreas met Wednesday at a border village, their highest-level talks in years and a potential signal that Pyongyang
wants better ties and the resumption of lucrative cooperative projects. 

North And South Korea Set Dates For Family Reunions from New York Times 6 Feb 14

North and South Korea agreed on Wednesday to hold family reunions later this month in which hundreds of elderly relatives separated by the
Korean War would meet for the first time in six decades. 

South Korea Pledges Aid To The North from New York Times 2 Sep 13

South Korea promised $8.4 million worth of aid to North Korea on Monday, a conciliatory gesture that followed recent steps toward easing inter-
Korean tensions and reviving economic and humanitarian cooperation. 

FEATURE: North Korean Defectors Tell U.N. Panel of Prison Camp Abuses from New York Times 21 Aug 13

Shin Dong-hyuk said his earliest memory of life in a North Korean prison camp was the public execution that inmates were forced to watch when
he was 5 years old. 

Two Koreas Start Fresh Talks On Joint Industrial Site from Agence France-Presse 10 Jul 13

North and South Korea started talks Wednesday on reopening a jointly run industrial zone, Seoul’s Unification Ministry said, with the complex
seen as the last remaining symbol of cross-border reconciliation. 

Two Koreas Start Fresh Talks On Joint Industrial Site from Agence France-Presse 10 Jul 13

North and South Korea started talks Wednesday on reopening a jointly run industrial zone, Seoul’s Unification Ministry said, with the complex
seen as the last remaining symbol of cross-border reconciliation. 

Kosovo
Kosovo’s Youths Flee In Search Of Jobs, Opportunity Amid Political, Economic Crisis from Washington Times 11 May 15

Mentor Hajrizi was saying goodbye to six of his relatives at the city bus station as they departed for the Serbian-Hungarian border, where they
planned to illegally cross into the European Union. 

Kosovo PM Thaci’s Party Claims Victory In Polls from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 14

The Democratic Party of Kosovo (PDK) of Prime Minister Hashim Thaci claimed victory Sunday in snap legislative elections, saying its count
showed the party gained “a convincing and solid majority.” 

Kuwait
Kuwait Issues Gag Order After Raid On Suspected Terror Cell from Associated Press 17 Aug 15

Kuwait’s public prosecutor has issued a gag order to media on information related to a police raid that uncovered a large cache of arms,
ammunition and explosives hidden deep underground at a farm. 

Kuwait Identifies Suicide Bomber In Mosque Attack from New York Times 29 Jun 15

Kuwait has identified the bomber who carried out a deadly suicide attack in a Shiite mosque as a citizen of Saudi Arabia who arrived in the small
Persian Gulf nation just hours before blowing himself up, the Kuwaiti Interior Ministry said on Sunday. 

Kuwait’s Emir Makes Landmark Visit To Iran from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 14

Kuwait’s Emir Sheikh Sabah al-Ahmad Al-Sabah on Sunday started a landmark visit to Tehran focused on mending fences between Shiite Iran
and the Sunni-ruled monarchies in the Gulf. 

Kyrgyzstan



Regional situation forces Kyrgyzstan to build up combat potential from Interfax (Russia) 18 Apr 14

Bishkek will continue to strengthen regional security after the U.S. Transit Center leaves Kyrgyzstan, Kyrgyz Foreign Minister Erlan Abdyldaev
said. "The Transit Center pullout from the Kyrgyz territory does not stop international and our efforts to deter the threats and challenges coming
from Afghanistan," Abdyldaev said in an interview with newspaper Vecherny Bishkek on Friday. 

Landmine Treaty
US Still Won’t Back Ban On Landmines from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 14

The United States is still not ready to commit to an international treaty banning landmines which has been signed by more than 160 countries, a
US official said on Monday. 

Laos
Laos concerned as more laborers look to amphetamine boost from Xinhua (China) 14 Nov 14

Authorities in Laos are increasingly concerned with the use of amphetamine class drugs in the country's booming construction sector, the state-run
Vientiane Times reported Friday. 

Latin America
IMF chief says Latin America must curb violent crime from EFE (Spain) 5 Dec 14

Latin America's biggest challenges are to stem violence, improve infrastructure and revitalize regional trade integration, International Monetary
Fund chief Christine Lagarde said here Friday. 

Latin America minorities face discrimination: UN from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 13

Despite a decade of economic growth across most of Latin America, people of African descent throughout the region still face discrimination and
earn less, a UN agency said Tuesday. 

Latvia
10,000 petition for cannabis legalisation in Latvia from Tass (Russia) 25 Mar 15

More than 10,000 Latvian nationals have signed a petition to legalise marijuana in the Baltic country, reaching the threshold for submitting an
appeal to parliament. 

Lebanan
Lebanon’s Parliament Votes To Extend Members’ Terms In Office from New York Times 6 Nov 14

Members of Lebanon’s Parliament voted by a large margin on Wednesday to extend their own terms in office by more than two and a half years,
asserting that the country’s tenuous security situation made it too difficult to hold elections. 

Lebannon
Lebanese, Israeli officers meet to restore border calm after shooting from Buenos Aires Herald 16 Dec 13

Senior Israeli, Lebanese and United Nations military officers met today to defuse tension a day after a "rogue" Lebanese soldier shot dead an
Israeli soldier on the border. 

Lebanese, Israeli officers meet to restore border calm after shooting from Buenos Aires Herald 16 Dec 13

Senior Israeli, Lebanese and United Nations military officers met today to defuse tension a day after a "rogue" Lebanese soldier shot dead an
Israeli soldier on the border. 

Lebanon
Lebanon's Hezbollah says it killed 20 Syrian al Qaeda militants from Reuters 11 May 15

The Lebanese Shi'ite group Hezbollah said on Sunday it had killed over 20 fighters from Syria's al Qaeda wing and destroyed several hideouts and
training camps the fighters had set up to launch attacks in Lebanon across the rugged border with Syria. 

Lebanon says detained woman was Baghdadi wife for three months from Reuters 4 Dec 14

Lebanon's interior minister said on Wednesday that a women detained by security forces was the wife of Islamic State leader Abu Bakr al-



Baghdadi for three months, the first Lebanese government official to speak publicly on the arrest. 

Lebanon Detains Relatives Of Islamic State Leader, One Of Them His Daughter from New York Times 3 Dec 14

The Lebanese authorities have detained a daughter of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the leader of the Islamic State extremist group, as well as the child’s
mother, American officials said Tuesday, possibly granting Lebanon leverage in its efforts to free Lebanese captives held by the group. 

Drug ring smashed in Lebanon from Xinhua (China) 25 Nov 14

Anti-drug body of the Lebanese Internal Security Forces (ISF) said Tuesday it smashed a dangerous Captagon ring that had global connections,
and arrested a number of suspects. 

Lebanon Army In Control After Deadly Tripoli Clashes from Agence France-Presse 28 Oct 14

Lebanese soldiers were in control Monday of a Tripoli neighbourhood once a base for Islamist militants after three days of fierce fighting that
killed at least 16 and forced thousands to flee. 

Fighting In Lebanon Rages For 3rd Day Between Military, Sunni Militants from Washington Post 27 Oct 14

Clashes in northern Lebanon raged for a third day Sunday as the military deployed tanks and carried out helicopter-borne attacks against militants
with ties to extremists fighting in Syria’s civil war. 

Hezbollah Attack Wounds 2 Israeli Soldiers On Lebanon Border from New York Times 8 Oct 14

Hezbollah, the Lebanese Shiite militant group, claimed responsibility for an explosion on Tuesday in a disputed area along the border with Israel
that wounded two Israeli soldiers. The attack ended months of relative quiet on the border, where a cease-fire has largely held since Israel fought a
monthlong war against Hezbollah in 2006. 

Lebanon Seeks Arms Supplies As It Battles Jihadists from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 14

Lebanon’s army chief on Tuesday urged France to speed up promised weapons supplies to help his troops as they battle jihadists on the Syrian
border. 

New Border Fighting Between ISIS And Lebanon’s Army from New York Times 5 Aug 14

A deadly confrontation worsened on Monday between Lebanon’s armed forces and Islamist insurgents from Syria who seized the border town of
Arsal over the weekend in what appeared to be the most serious spillover of the Syrian civil war into Lebanese territory since the conflict began
more than three years ago. 

Fighters From Syria Kill 10 Lebanese Soldiers In Battle Over Border Town from New York Times 4 Aug 14

Islamist fighters from Syria killed 10 Lebanese soldiers and appeared to have captured more than a dozen others in an armed offensive that left
them in a tense battle for control of a Lebanese border town, Lebanon’s army chief said Sunday. 

US Condemns Lebanon Bombings As Kerry Meets Ex-premier from Agence France-Presse 27 Jun 14

The United States on Thursday condemned a suicide bombing at a Beirut hotel and voiced hopes that it did not signal a return to spiralling
violence in Lebanon. 

Kerry: US Troubled By Lack Of Lebanese President from Associated Press 5 Jun 14

The political stalemate that has left Lebanon without a president at a turbulent time in the region is “deeply troubling,” U.S. Secretary of State
John Kerry said Wednesday. He also announced new aid to cope with the Syrian refugee crisis that has spilled over into its besieged neighbor. 

Lebanon Braces For More Violence As Anti-Assad Rebels Flee Key Syrian Town from McClatchy 18 Mar 14

The collapse of a rebel bastion inside Syria showed its effects inside Lebanon on Monday as rival communities rocketed one another, snipers
opened fire along a critical highway near the Syrian border and at least two car bombs targeted Shiite Muslim villages in the Bekaa Valley. 

Lebanon Struck By Bombing After Syrian Government Forces Seize Rebel-Held Town from Washington Post 17 Mar 14

Lebanon was struck by a retaliatory car bombing on Sunday, just hours after its Hezbollah militants helped Syrian army troops seize a key town



across the border, highlighting the increasing security risk to Syria’s smaller neighbor. 

Leaders Meet In Paris To Win Help For Lebanon from Associated Press 6 Mar 14

An international support group for Lebanon appealed Wednesday for nations to extend pledges of financial help for the fragile country, which is
coping with an influx of Syrian refugees, terror attacks and a struggling economy. 

Hezbollah Vows Retaliation Against Israel For Airstrike Against Site In Lebanon from Washington Post 27 Feb 14

Lebanon’s Shiite Hezbollah movement threatened Wednesday to retaliate against Israel for carrying out an airstrike against one of its positions in
Lebanon for the first time in eight years, raising the stakes in Syria’s steadily expanding war. 

Diplomats Ponder Aid To Lebanon In Syria’s Wake from Associated Press 26 Feb 14

A senior U.S. official says a coalition of international diplomats and bankers will meet over a political and humanitarian crisis looming in
Lebanon as it struggles with spillover from the war in neighboring Syria. 

Beirut suicide blasts cause panic, bitterness from Associated Press 19 Feb 14

Two suicide bombers blew up their cars near an Iranian cultural center in Beirut on Wednesday, killing at least four people and wounding scores,
including children in an orphanage, in the latest attack targeting Shiite areas in Lebanon. 

Trial Starts Of Suspects In Hariri Assassination from Associated Press 17 Jan 14

Nearly nine years after a truck bomb killed former Lebanese Prime Minister Rafik Hariri and 22 others, the trial started Thursday for four
Hezbollah suspects accused of plotting the assassination that turned a Beirut seaside street into a “man-made hell.” 

Hezbollah Upgrades Missile Threat to Israel from Wall Street Journal 2 Jan 14

Components Said to Have Already Been Moved to Lebanon from Syria 

Powerful Explosion Rocks Downtown Beirut from Washington Post 27 Dec 13

A powerful explosion sent a thunderous shock through downtown Beirut on Friday, shattering windows and killing at least five people. Lebanon’s
LBC television reported that a senior aide to former Prime Minister Saad Hariri was killed in the blast. It identified him as Muhammed Chatah,
who served as Hariri’s finance minister and was Lebanon’s ambassador to the U.S. from 1997 to 2000. 

Car Bomb Targets Hezbollah Post In Lebanon from New York Times 18 Dec 13

A vehicle packed with explosives detonated at a military post of the Lebanese Shiite militia Hezbollah in the Bekaa Valley early on Tuesday,
causing casualties among Hezbollah members, according to Lebanon’s National News Agency. 

Nasrallah Says Saudi Behind Blasts At Iran’s Beirut Embassy from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 13

Hezbollah chief Hassan Nasrallah on Tuesday blamed Saudi Arabia for a twin suicide attack on the Iranian embassy in Beirut that killed 25
people last month. 

FEATURE: Lebanon cannabis trade thrives in shadow of Syrian war from Agence France-Presse 26 Nov 13

Lebanese marijuana grower Abu Sami is practically rubbing his hands together with glee: the Syrian conflict has paralysed authorities at home
and left the nearby border virtually uncontrolled. 

Hezbollah Actions In Syria Endanger Lebanon: President from Agence France-Presse 22 Nov 13

Lebanese President Michel Sleiman warned Thursday that groups involved in the conflict in neighbouring Syria are endangering the peace and
unity of his country, in a clear reference to Hezbollah. 

Lebanon blasts expose Iran and Qaeda face-off over Syria from France 24 21 Nov 13

Twin bombings against Iran's embassy in Hezbollah's Beirut stronghold point to a confrontation between Tehran and Al-Qaeda in Lebanon, which
is paying a heavy price for the Syrian war, analysts said. 



Liberia
2nd Ebola Case Declared In Liberia As Health Workers Protest from USA Today 2 Jul 15

Health workers stormed the Ministry of Health on Wednesday, demanding benefits as Liberia confirmed its second case of Ebola, seven weeks
after the country was declared free of the virus. 

Liberia Ready To Declare Itself Free Of Ebola from USA Today 8 May 15

This once-stricken nation plans to declare it is officially free of Ebola on Saturday, barring the unexpected discovery of a new case before then. 

Liberia Closes US-built Ebola Unit from Agence France-Presse 1 May 15

The United States decommissioned its treatment unit Thursday for Liberian healthcare workers infected with Ebola, with the country set to be
declared free of the virus within two weeks. 

Liberia sees resurgence in drug smuggling as Ebola wanes from Agence France-Presse 3 Apr 15

On a sultry March afternoon at Liberia's newly-opened northwestern border, drug enforcement agent Octavius Manning scrutinises cars as they
roll across the bridge from Sierra Leone. 

Trickle Of Liberian Children Returning To School Reflects Lingering Ebola Fears from New York Times 5 Mar 15

A couple of dozen students sat quietly inside the C.D.B. King Elementary School’s dim and dusty auditorium on their first morning back. Despite
the stuffy heat, many of the children wore long sleeves and trousers that covered as much skin as possible. 

Liberia reschedules senate vote for December 20 despite Ebola from Reuters 15 Dec 14

Liberia will hold delayed senatorial elections on Dec. 20, the National Election Commission said on Sunday, a day after the Supreme Court ruled
the vote should go ahead despite the Ebola outbreak in the West African country. 

Ebola Response In Liberia Is Hampered By Infighting from New York Times 20 Nov 14

The global response to the Ebola virus in Liberia is being hampered by poor coordination and serious disagreements between Liberian officials
and the donors and health agencies fighting the epidemic, according to minutes of top-level meetings and interviews with participants. 

As Ebola Declines In Liberia, Health Officials Reassess Response Plans from Washington Post 4 Nov 14

The rate of new Ebola infections here has declined so sharply in recent weeks that even some of the busiest treatment facilities are now only half-
full and officials are reassessing the scale of the response needed to quell the epidemic. 

Wish To Do More In Ebola Fight Meets Reality In Liberia from New York Times 28 Oct 14

Garmai Sayon endured more than anyone should have to bear. First, her husband died at the Ebola treatment center here, falling ill after rushing to
help a stranger who had collapsed in their village. Five days later, their child — a 1-year-old boy whose two older siblings had been lost earlier to
illness and accident — died in her arms while she was delirious from the disease. 

Police, Residents Clash In Liberian Slum Under Ebola Quarantine from Washington Post 21 Aug 14

Violent clashes between authorities and residents of an Ebola-stricken neighborhood erupted in the Liberian city of Monrovia on Wednesday as
the death toll from the disease continued to climb. 

Growing Unrest Sets Back Liberia’s Ebola Fight from Associated Press 19 Aug 14

Authorities in Liberia urgently searched on Monday for 17 people who fled an Ebola medical center over the weekend when it was attacked by
looters who stole blood-stained sheets and mattresses and took them into an enormous slum. 

Liberia: Ebola Fears Rise As Clinic Is Looted from Associated Press 18 Aug 14

Liberian officials fear Ebola could soon spread through the capital’s largest slum after residents raided a quarantine center for suspected patients
and took items including bloody sheets and mattresses. 

US Embassy Workers’ Relatives To Leave Monrovia from Associated Press 8 Aug 14



The State Department is ordering all eligible family members of U.S. personnel to leave the American Embassy in Liberia’s capital city because
of the Ebola outbreak. 

Libya
Arab League agrees to use military force against ISIS in Libya, unsure on airstrikes from Washington Times 18 Aug 15

Arab powers made a collective call to militarily confront the Islamic State in Libya on Tuesday, but stopped short of agreeing to conduct airstrikes
against the extremists in the North African nation and offered few specifics on what the strategy will entail. 

Islamic State Takes Hold In Libya; Arab League Weighs Airstrikes In Emergency Meeting from Washington Times 18 Aug 15

While the American-led campaign against the Islamic State has focused on Syria and Iraq, the terror group’s burgeoning spread into North Africa
is prompting increased unease among European and Arab powers wary of the extremists’ growing hold on territory in the political vacuum in
Libya. 

Libya risks becoming «another Somalia, Italy foreign minister says from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 17 Aug 15

Libya will become a failed state like Somalia unless its warring militias quickly agree to a power-sharing agreement, Italy's Foreign Minister
Paolo Gentiloni said in a Monday interview. 

Libyan Prime Minister Announces Resignation Live On TV from AFP 12 Aug 15

The prime minister of Libya’s internationally recognised government, Abdullah al-Thani, announced his resignation during a live television
interview late on Tuesday. 

U.N. to host Libya talks on Monday in push for unity government from Reuters 7 Aug 15

The United Nations will convene a new round of Libya talks on Monday in Geneva in a push to persuade warring parties to agree on a unity
government and end the violence gripping the oil producer, the U.N. said on Thursday.

Libyan Force Was Lesson In Limits Of U.S. Power from Washington Post 6 Aug 15

It was Ali Zeidan’s first official visit to Washington, and the then-Libyan prime minister had an urgent request: help us build a new military force,
he implored American officials, that can solidify a fledgling government’s legitimacy, and buy us time to put our country on track. 

Libya’s UN Envoy To Discuss Peace Plan With Rival Lawmakers from AFP 31 Jul 15

UN envoy Bernardino Leon was to hold talks with members of the General National Congress parliament which boycotted a UN peace deal for
the conflict-hit country, both sides said Thursday. 

Libya Court Sentences Gadhafi Son To Death For 2011 Killings from Associated Press 29 Jul 15

Moammar Gadhafi’s son and onetime heir apparent was convicted and sentenced to death on Tuesday by a court in the Libyan capital, Tripoli, on
charges of murder and inciting genocide during the country’s 2011 uprising. 

Tripoli Parliament Rejects Libya Peace Plan, Wants More Talks from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 15

The parliament in Tripoli rejected Tuesday a UN proposal to resolve Libya’s political crisis but said it wanted to press on with talks toward
reaching an accord with its rival in the east of the country. 

Libya’s Internationally Accepted PM ‘Aspires’ To Peace Deal from Associated Press 2 Jul 15

The internationally recognized prime minister of Libya says he is “aspiring” to sign a peace agreement with representatives of the rival Islamist-
led Tripoli government in Morocco on Thursday. 

One dead, one injured as migrant boat comes under fire off Libya from Agence France-Presse 22 Jun 15

One person was killed and another seriously injured when a rubber dinghy carrying migrants headed for Italy came under fire off the Libyan coast
on Monday, Italian media reported. 

Al Qaeda Denies U.S. Strike Killed Key Jihadist In Libya from New York Times 19 Jun 15



Al Qaeda’s branch in North Africa, in a stinging statement issued Thursday, denied that the jihadist leader Mokhtar Belmokhtar had been killed in
an American airstrike in Libya this week. 

Al-Qaida leader not listed among dead from US Libya strike from Associated Press 16 Jun 15

Al-Qaida and other militants in Libya on Tuesday released a list of names of those they say were killed in a U.S. airstrike over the weekend that
does not include the raid's main target, al-Qaida-linked commander Mokhtar Belmokhtar. 

U.S. Airstrike Targets Qaeda Operative In Libya from New York Times 15 Jun 15

In a significant escalation of American counterterrorism operations, the United States carried out an airstrike against a midlevel operative of Al
Qaeda in Libya early Sunday, American officials said. 

Al-Qaida militants in Libya attack IS after leader killed from Associated Press 10 Jun 15

Al-Qaida-linked militants in eastern Libya declared a holy war on a local Islamic State affiliate Wednesday after one of their senior leaders was
shot dead by masked gunmen, setting off clashes between the rival jihadist groups that left 11 people dead on both sides. 

U.N. hands Libya's warring factions unity government proposal from Reuters 9 Jun 15

United Nations negotiators on Monday handed Libya's warring factions a draft proposal for forming a unity government in an attempt to end a
conflict that threatens to push the North African country into becoming a failed state. 

Libyans arrest 545 Europe-bound illegal migrants from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 15

More than 500 illegal migrants who had hoped to set off at dawn on Thursday for a new life in Europe were arrested in the Libyan capital,
officials said. Acting on a tip-off, authorities stormed a hideout where the migrants were waiting for people smugglers to take them to boats,
migration officials said. 

Libya Tribal Chiefs Meet In Cairo Peace Initiative from Agence France-Presse 26 May 15

A four-day meeting of Libyan tribal leaders opened Monday in Egypt which is exploring ways to unite warring parties and bring peace to its oil-
rich neighbour. 

Libya's official government bans Bangladeshi workers from entry from Reuters 16 May 15

Libya's official government has banned Bangladeshi workers from entering the country because many were trying to travel on illegally by boat to
Europe, a government spokesman said on Saturday. 

UPDATE: Libya coastguard intercepts 500 illegal immigrants from Agence France-Presse 3 May 15

Libya's coastguard on Sunday intercepted five boats carrying around 500 illegal migrants who were trying to reach Europe, an official said. 

Libya Envoy Eyes New Peace Deal After Latest Setback from AFP 1 May 15

The United Nations envoy to Libya is eyeing a new draft peace deal between warring parties after they expressed major doubts about his latest
offering, he said on Thursday. 

UN Libya Envoy Says 'Difficult to Be Optimistic' About Peace Deal from Reuters 30 Apr 15

The United Nations Libya mediator said on Wednesday it was "difficult to be optimistic" a peace deal could be reached, but the aim was to try and
broker agreement on a unity government before the Muslim fasting month of Ramadan starts in mid-June. 

In Libya's anarchy, migrant smuggling a booming trade from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

Libya's chaos has turned it into a lucrative magnet attracting migrants desperate to make the dangerous sea voyage to Europe. With no central
authority to stop it, business is booming, with smugglers charging ever more as demand goes up, then using the profits to buy larger boats and
heavier weapons to ensure no one dare touch them. 

Islamic State Infiltrates Libya Amid Mass Executions Of Christians: Pentagon from Washington Times 21 Apr 15

The Pentagon acknowledged Monday that the Islamic State has gained a “toehold” in Libya, suggesting that the terrorist group is spreading from



the Middle East into North Africa. 

ISIS Video Purports To Show Killing Of Ethiopian Christians from New York Times 20 Apr 15

The Islamic State released a video on Sunday that appears to show fighters from its branches in southern and eastern Libya executing dozens of
Ethiopian Christians, some by beheading and others by shooting. 

Air strikes near Tripoli as U.N. peace talks on Libya resume from Reuters 16 Apr 15

Forces loyal to Libya's internationally recognized government carried out air strikes on Wednesday near the capital Tripoli, which is controlled by
its rivals, officials said, as United Nations-brokered peace talks resumed in Morocco. 

AP Interview: Libya Army Chief Bets On Military Solution from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

The military chief of Libya’s internationally recognized government expressed skepticism Tuesday about U.N.-backed talks aimed at ending the
country’s political split and said in an interview that he is “betting on a military solution” if a deal remains elusive. 

As Libya Crumbles, Calls Grow For Feuding Factions To Meet Halfway from New York Times 14 Apr 15

Feuding factions have consistently reached for guns instead of compromises in their battle to fill the vacuum left by the fall of Col. Muammar el-
Qaddafi, ultimately breaking the country into two warring coalitions of militias and city-states. Leaders on both sides vowed that Libya’s only
hope was their own military victory. 

World Powers Call For ‘Unconditional’ Libya Ceasefire from AFP 13 Apr 15

European powers and the United States pressed Libya’s rival factions Sunday to set an “unconditional” ceasefire at talks on forming a unity
government to halt the country’s conflict. 

One Of Libya’s Rival Governments Moves To Control Oil Revenue from New York Times 6 Apr 15

One of the two factions battling for control of Libya took steps on Sunday to divert incoming oil revenue away from the central bank and into its
own new account, a steep escalation in the contest over the country’s vast wealth. 

Provisional Government In Libyan Capital Forces Out Its Own Prime Minister from New York Times 1 Apr 15

The provisional government set up by the militias controlling the Libyan capital fired its prime minister on Tuesday. His departure removed a
potential obstacle to unity talks organized by the United Nations to try to end the fighting that has divided the country. 

Libyan Militias’ Conundrum: Fight Islamic State Or One Another? from McClatchy 31 Mar 15

More than two weeks ago, Libya’s powerful Misrata militia was gathering forces outside the city of Sirte for what its fighters said would soon be
an offensive to eject a few hundred Islamic State militants from late Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi’s hometown. 

Islamic State Affiliate Claims Libya Bombings That Killed 12 from Associated Press 25 Mar 15

The Islamic State group’s affiliate in Libya has claimed responsibility for a series of car bombings that killed 12 people in the country’s eastern
city of Benghazi. 

Libya Draft Deal Could Be Ready In 2 Days: UN Envoy from Agence France-Presse 23 Mar 15

The UN’s Libya envoy said Sunday documents to pave the way for a unity government for the “fragmented” country have been delayed but could
still be ready within two days. 

Brigade Takes On ISIS Allies In Libya from New York Times 18 Mar 15

Fighters aligned with the Islamic State who control the Libyan city of Surt have begun clashing with a brigade from the neighboring city of
Misurata that is trying to drive them out, according to news reports on Tuesday, and a leading Tunisian militant was killed in the battle. 

Families flee Libya's Sirte as clashes with Islamic State escalate from Reuters 17 Mar 15

Dozens of families fled Libya's coastal city of Sirte on Monday after two days of clashes between Islamic State militants and fighters loyal to a
government based in Tripoli, with violence likely to escalate 



Libyan factions hold peace talks in Morocco from Reuters 6 Mar 15

Libya's warring factions held United Nations-backed talks on Thursday in an effort to end a conflict between two rival governments that threatens
to drive the country into full-blown civil war. 

Libya makes urgent appeal to UN to lift embargo on weapons from Associated Press 5 Mar 15

Libya made an urgent appeal Wednesday to the U.N. Security Council to either lift an arms embargo completely or allow exemptions so that its
army can fight the rising threat of the Islamic State and other militant groups. Diplomats said Libya has made a sizeable request in the past few
days for dozens of fighter jets, tanks, helicopters and grenade launchers. 

Libyan General’s Promotion Could Hinder United Nations Peace Talks from New York Times 3 Mar 15

The speaker of Libya’s internationally recognized Parliament named Gen. Khalifa Hifter on Monday to the recently created position of
commander in chief of the army, potentially hindering United Nations-sponsored talks to end the country’s internal strife. 

Libyan PM criticizes U.S., UK and EU for failing to supply weapons from Reuters 25 Feb 15

Libya's official Prime Minister Abdullah al-Thinni on Tuesday criticized the United States, Britain and European Union for failing to supply arms
to his forces as they battle those of a rival government. 

Libya parliament 'suspends' participation in talks from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 15

Libya's internationally recognised parliament on Monday suspended its participation in UN-brokered talks on the future of the war-wracked North
African state, officials said. 

Pro-Islamic State militants seize Libyan university: residents from Reuters 20 Feb 15

Militants claiming loyalty to Islamic State have seized the university in the central Libyan city of Sirte, residents said on Thursday, days after a
video showed them staging a convoy parade. 

US And Britain: Libya Needs Government Before Weapons from Associated Press 20 Feb 15

Two of the most powerful members of the U.N. Security Council are rejecting Libya’s call to lift a U.N. arms embargo so it can defend itself
against the Islamic State group, saying Thursday that the chaotic country needs a national unity government first. 

Libyan factions hold U.N.-backed peace talks from Reuters 12 Feb 15

U.N. negotiators resumed talks on Wednesday with delegates from Libya's warring factions, holding separate meetings with rival parties in the
latest attempt to end the OPEC oil producer's political crisis and broker a ceasefire. 

Libya Islamists Seen Capturing Oil Field In Funds Quest from Bloomberg News 5 Feb 15

The hardline Islamist militia that captured an oil field in central Libya yesterday is seeking an independent source of funds, said Mahmoud Jibril,
leader of one of the North African nation’s biggest political parties. 

Obama, U.S. Blind To Islamic State Libya Threat, Top Official Warns from Washington Times 4 Feb 15

A top adviser to Libya’s prime minister warned Tuesday that the Obama administration and the U.S. intelligence community have dramatically
underestimated the Islamic State’s expansion into his nation — a development that could have been avoided had Washington led a more
aggressive counterterrorism strategy after Moammar Gadhafi’s ouster in 2011. 

U.N. says peace talks to start in Libya within next few days from Reuters 3 Feb 15

Peace talks between Libya's warring factions and the two governments they back will start within days, a U.N. special envoy said on Monday,
after efforts to bring together senior representatives from both sides in Geneva failed last month. 

Hillary Clinton Libya War Push Armed Benghazi Rebels With Suspected Al Qaeda Ties from Washington Times 2 Feb 15

Libyan officials were deeply concerned in 2011, as Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton was trying to remove Moammar Gadhafi from
power, that weapons were being funneled to NATO-backed rebels with ties to al Qaeda, fearing that well-armed insurgents could create a safe



haven for terrorists, according to secret intelligence reports obtained by The Washington Times. 

Libya latest Arab Spring disappointment as unrest creates terrorist safe haven from Washington Times 27 Jan 15

U.S. vexed by chaotic security landscape four years after backing Moammar Gadhafi ouster 

American among victims of attack on hotel in Libyan capital from Washington Post 27 Jan 15

Gunmen stormed a hotel popular with foreigners in Libya’s capital Tuesday and killed at least 10 people, including an American security
contractor, before a standoff ended when two assailants set off a grenade that left them both dead, news agencies reported. 

U.N. to hold new Libya talks, gunmen kidnap deputy foreign minister from Reuters 26 Jan 15

A new round of talks between rival Libyan factions will take place in Geneva on Monday, the United Nations said, even as gunmen kidnapped the
deputy foreign minister of the recognised government. 

Libyan rival parliament suspends U.N.-sponsored peace talks from Reuters 22 Jan 15

A parliament set up in Libya to rival the elected assembly has suspended U.N.-sponsored peace talks because of what it called fresh violence from
the country's recognized government, a spokesman said on Wednesday. 

U.N. presses for Libya ceasefire to hold from Reuters 21 Jan 15

The United Nations on Tuesday called on Libya's warring factions to maintain a ceasefire agreed as part of U.N.-backed negotiations, amid
reports of continued fighting in parts of the North African country. 

Fearing ‘Total Chaos’ In Libya, U.N. Plans New Peace Talks from New York Times 15 Jan 15

The United Nations said Wednesday that it was starting a new round of talks here aimed at ending the chaos and violence in Libya, as
international concern grows over the widening influence of Muslim extremists there. 

UN Postpones Libya Peace Talks Again from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 15

The United Nations postponed peace talks between Libya’s warring factions which had been scheduled for Monday and no new date has been set
for the meetings. 

Hollande Rules Out French Intervention In Libya from Agence France-Presse 5 Jan 15

President Francois Hollande said Monday that France would not intervene unilaterally in Libya and urged the international community to take
action to stem the deepening crisis in the country. 

Fire at Libyan oil port destroys up to 1.8 million barrels of crude from Reuters 31 Dec 14

A fire raging for almost a week at Libya's biggest oil port of Es Sider has destroyed up to 1.8 million barrels of crude and damaged seven storage
tanks, causing total damage of $213 million, a top oil official said on Tuesday. 

New Libya Peace Talks Planned For January 5: UN Envoy from Agence France-Presse 24 Dec 14

A new round of peace talks aiming to end the fighting in Libya will be held on January 5 after the warring factions appear to have agreed a path
forward, UN diplomats said Tuesday. 

Fighting in Libya's Benghazi kills 25 in eight days: medics from Reuters 19 Dec 14

At least 25 people have been killed and 103 wounded in the past eight days of fighting between pro-government forces and Islamist groups in
Libya's second city Benghazi, medics said on Thursday. 

Libya rivals clash over oil ports as EU considers sanctions from Reuters 17 Dec 14

Forces allied to Libya's conflict parties clashed with heavy weapons on Tuesday over control of the country's biggest oil ports in the east as the
European Union was considering sanctions on people obstructing U.N.-brokered peace talks. 

Libyan rivals clash over eastern oil ports and Tunisia crossing from Reuters 15 Dec 14



Armed factions allied to Libya's two rival governments fought over eastern oil ports and the main border crossing to Tunisia on Sunday, forcing
closure of the two biggest oil export terminals, officials said. 

UN Warns Of Sahel Spillover From Libya Turmoil from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 14

The chaos in Libya, where Islamic State fighters are said to be gaining a foothold, threatens to engulf Sahel countries and must be quickly brought
under control, a UN envoy warned Thursday. 

Libya peace talks may be doomed by meddling powers: U.S. from Reuters 9 Dec 14

The United States has little faith in U.N.-backed peace talks in Libya because Middle Eastern countries are defying requests to end their war by
proxy in the oil-rich North African nation, senior U.S. officials said. 

US commander: IS has training camps in Libya from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

The Islamic State group has set up training camps in eastern Libya, and although they are not yet well developed, the U.S. is watching them
closely, a senior U.S. general said Wednesday. 

UN Impose Sanctions On Libya’s Ansar Al-Sharia from Associated Press 20 Nov 14

The U.N. Security Council is imposing sanctions on two branches of the Libyan Islamist militant group Ansar al-Sharia for their ties to al-Qaida
and other terrorist groups. 

Islamic State Takes Libyan City; 100K Under Terror Group’s Control As Chaos Spreads from Washington Times 19 Nov 14

The Libyan city of Derna has a population of 100,000, and it’s now under the Islamic State group’s control. 

Explosions End Meeting Of UN Envoy, Libyan Premier from Associated Press 10 Nov 14

A series of nearby explosions prematurely ended a meeting between Libya’s prime minister and the United Nations top envoy to the country,
though no one was wounded. 

Libyan Supreme Court Rules Parliament Invalid from New York Times 7 Nov 14

Libya’s Supreme Court ruled on Thursday that the country’s recently elected Parliament was seated unconstitutionally, throwing fresh fuel on the
country’s increasingly violent and divisive civil conflict. 

Death Toll Tops 200 In Battle For Libya’s Benghazi from Agence France-Presse 30 Oct 14

At least 10 people were killed in fighting for Libya’s second city Benghazi Wednesday, taking the death toll from a two-week-old government-
backed counter-offensive against Islamist militia to 201. 

More heavy fighting in Libya's Benghazi, death toll rises to 130 from Reuters 27 Oct 14

Heavy fighting flared on Sunday between Libya's army and Islamist militias apparently trying retake one of their largest camps in the eastern city
of Benghazi, military officials said. 

AP Interview: Libya FM Wants Tripoli Negotiations from Associated Press 24 Oct 14

Libya’s newly appointed foreign minister said Thursday that he hopes to see a negotiated solution to the standoff in the capital, Tripoli, where
Islamist-allied militias have taken over the city and forced out the elected lawmakers. 

Egypt, Sudan To Coordinate On Libya Unrest from Associated Press 20 Oct 14

Egyptian President Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi said Sunday his country will work with Sudan to support Libya’s military against Islamic militants in a
bid to restore stability to the two countries’ war-torn neighbor. 

Islamists Resist Assault On Libya’s Benghazi from Agence France-Presse 17 Oct 14

Islamist militias held their ground Thursday in the face of an assault by an ex-general backed by army units aimed at retaking Libya’s second city
of Benghazi, military sources said. 



Libyan General’s Forces Make Major Push To Oust Islamist Militants From Benghazi from Washington Post 17 Oct 14

A rogue Libyan general waging a months-long campaign against Libya’s Islamists launched a full-blown assault on the restive city of Benghazi
this week, touching off clashes with the militants dominating the landscape there. 

General Escalates Libya Attack from New York Times 16 Oct 14

A Libyan general who has led a six-month campaign to rid the country of Islamists sharply escalated his attacks on Benghazi on Wednesday, with
a concerted ground assault and airstrikes — pledging to give up command if he succeeds. 

Tripoli Is So Dangerous That Even Libya’s Parliament Has Moved Out from Washington Post 6 Oct 14

Being a parliamentarian in Libya is a death-defying act. 

UN Brokers ‘Positive’ Libya Reconciliation Talks from Agence France-Presse 30 Sep 14

Opposing factions in Libya’s parliament held what the United Nations hailed as “positive” talks Monday on ending a split which has left the
violence-plagued country with rival governments. 

Under Militia Power, Libya Closer To Failed State from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

After three years of chaos since Moammar Gadhafi’s fall, Libya is further crumbling into a failed state after Islamist-allied militias took over the
capital Tripoli and other cities and set up their own government, driving out a parliament that was elected over the summer. 

Militias Seize Control Of Libyan Capital from New York Times 2 Sep 14

The government of Libya said Monday that it had lost control of its ministries to a coalition of militias that had taken over the capital, Tripoli, in
another milestone in the disintegration of the state. 

Libya's government resigns to allow parliament to form new cabinet from Reuters 29 Aug 14

Prime Minister Abdullah al-Thinni and his cabinet resigned on Thursday to pave the way to forming a new government after parliamentary
elections in June, a government statement said.

U.N. Security Council Takes Aim At Libyan Warlords from Los Angeles Times 28 Aug 14

The United Nations Security Council on Wednesday took the first step toward punishing Libyan warlords or militias for their role in the country’s
3-year-old conflict. 

U.S., Europe Weigh Sanctions, Armed Force For Libya from Los Angeles Times 27 Aug 14

The Obama administration and its European allies are weighing their options for greater involvement in Libya, including sanctions against
warlords and an armed international force to help stabilize the North African country, diplomats said Tuesday. 

Arab Nations Strike In Libya, Surprising U.S. from New York Times 26 Aug 14

Twice in the last seven days, Egypt and the United Arab Emirates have secretly launched airstrikes against Islamist-allied militias battling for
control of Tripoli, Libya, four senior American officials said, in a major escalation of a regional power struggle set off by Arab Spring revolts. 

Strife In Libya Could Presage Long Civil War from New York Times 25 Aug 14

“The fire is inside the airport!” a militiaman cried, as he fired an antiaircraft cannon on the back of a pickup truck toward the runway of Libya’s
main international airport. “God is great, the flames are rising!” 

Airstrikes Over Tripoli Kill Six; Source of Bombing Is Unknown from New York Times 19 Aug 14

Unidentified warplanes on Monday bombed a small arms depot and other locations in the Libyan capital, Tripoli, that are controlled by Islamist-
aligned militias, suggesting that a foreign state had intervened in the escalating battle for control of the city. 

Libyan Assembly Asks UN Help, Dissolves Militias from Associated Press 14 Aug 14

Libya’s newly elected parliament asked the United Nations for an “international intervention” and voted Wednesday to dismantle the militias
responsible for violence raging across the country for weeks. 



Libya’s Extremists Tighten Grip Over Benghazi from Associated Press 7 Aug 14

An umbrella group for eastern Libya’s extremist militias announced Wednesday that it had overrun three more army bases in the eastern city of
Benghazi and seized large amounts of heavy weapons, including armored vehicles, as they tightened their grip on the country’s second city. 

In Libya, Parliament Convenes Amid Battles from New York Times 5 Aug 14

Libyan leaders, struggling to keep their country from spinning further out of control, convened a newly elected Parliament for its first session on
Monday. 

Libya exodus gathers pace as Tripoli clashes kill 22 from Agence France-Presse 4 Aug 14

The exodus of foreigners from Libya gathered pace Sunday as the government said at least 22 people were killed in clashes in Tripoli and warned
of a "worsening humanitarian situation". 

Libya Islamic Militias Declare Control Of Benghazi from Associated Press 1 Aug 14

Islamic hard-line militias, including the group accused by the United States in a 2012 attack that killed the ambassador and three other Americans,
claimed control of Libya’s second largest city, Benghazi, after overrunning army barracks and seizing heavy weapons. 

Fighting In Libya Threatens Western Efforts To Help Its Democracy from Washington Post 31 Jul 14

Three years after Western powers helped Libyan rebels overthrow dictator Moammar Gaddafi, they have at least temporarily abandoned efforts on
the ground to bolster Libya’s foundering democracy. 

Libyan militants overrun Benghazi special forces base as chaos deepens from Reuters 30 Jul 14

Militant fighters overran a Libyan special forces base in the eastern city of Benghazi on Tuesday after a battle involving rockets and warplanes
that killed at least 30 people. 

Federal Judge Confirms Libya Is Paying Legal Fees For Embassy Bombing Suspect from Washington Post 29 Jul 14

A federal judge in New York disclosed Monday that the Libyan government is paying the legal fees for a suspected al-Qaeda terrorist accused of
involvement in the bombing of two U.S. embassies in East Africa in 1998. 

Fuel Depot Fire Endangers Civilians in Libya from New York Times 28 Jul 14

Officials warned Monday of growing dangers to civilians from a large and spreading fire in a fuel depot near this city’s international airport,
which was sparked by fighting in the area between militias armed with heavy weapons. 

Still Torn By Factional Fighting, Post-Revolt Libya Is Coming Undone from New York Times 28 Jul 14

For weeks, rival Libyan militias had been pounding one another’s positions with artillery, mortar rounds and rockets in a desperate fight to control
the international airport in the capital, Tripoli. Then suddenly, early Saturday morning, the fighting just stopped. 

Clashes Between Rival Militias in Libya Kill 47 from Associated Press 22 Jul 14

Clashes between rival Libyan militias fighting for control of the capital's international airport killed 47 people over the last week, Libya's Health
Ministry said, as violence in an eastern city killed five. 

Battle For Libya Airport Leaves At Least 47 Dead from Agence France-Presse 21 Jul 14

Islamist-led militiamen have stepped up their assault on Libya’s main airport, controlled by rival fighters, which the health ministry said Monday
had left at least 47 dead in a week. 

New Clashes In Libya’s Benghazi Kill At Least Eight from Agence France-Presse 16 Jun 14

Forces loyal to rogue Libyan general Khalifa Haftar clashed Sunday with Islamist militias in the eastern city of Benghazi, killing eight people and
wounding 15, military and medical sources said. 

Libya’s Top Court Rejects Appointment Of New PM from Associated Press 10 Jun 14



Libya’s top court on Monday rejected the Islamist-led parliament’s appointment of a new prime minister in a contested vote, ending one power
struggle as a renegade general’s offensive against Islamist militias in the east rages on. 

Libya’s Top Court To Rule On New Government’s Legality from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 14

Libya’s supreme court is to issue a ruling next week on the legality of Ahmed Miitig’s controversial election last month as interim prime minister,
a court official said Thursday. 

Libya Ex-PM ‘Ready’ To Hand Over Power from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 14

Libya’s outgoing premier said Tuesday he would hand power to his rival and successor in “a week or two,” after deadly fighting between a rogue
ex-general and Islamists in their Benghazi stronghold. 

Libya’s New Government Takes Office, Says Official Statement from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 14

Libya’s new government, headed by Ahmed Miitig announced on Monday evening that it had taken office, despite the refusal of Abdullah al-
Thani’s cabinet to leave power. 

Jet Bombs Islamists’ Base In Libya’s Benghazi from Associated Press 2 Jun 14

A Libyan air force jet bombed positions held by Islamic militants Sunday in the eastern city of Benghazi, a senior military official said, apparently
as part of an ongoing offensive by a renegade general. 

U.S. Dispatches 1,000 Marines To Libya’s Coast As Fighting from McClatchy 29 May 14

The U.S. military has ordered the amphibious assault ship USS Bataan, with 1,000 Marines on board, to move toward the Libyan coast, the
Pentagon confirmed Wednesday, a day after American officials urged citizens to leave the restive country immediately. 

US citizens urged to leave Libya immediately due to security concerns from Associated Press 28 May 14

The State Department recommended Tuesday that Americans leave Libya immediately and warned U.S. citizens against any travel to the North
African country.

In Libya, Fears Of All-Out War As Islamist Militias Allied With Parliament Deploy In Capital from Washington Post 23 May 14

Powerful militias aligned with the Islamist-dominated parliament deployed in the Libyan capital Thursday, raising the specter of an all-out war
with forces loyal to a renegade former general who wants the legislative body disbanded. 

Kerry Warns That US Should Do More To Help Libya from Boston Globe 22 May 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry is warning that the United States and its allies should be doing more to stabilize Libya, saying that security
remains a challenge in a country where nearly two years ago the US mission in Benghazi was attacked and four Americans were killed. 

US Distances Itself From Renegade Libyan General from Agence France-Presse 21 May 14

The United States on Tuesday distanced itself from a renegade general who has vowed to rid Libya of jihadists and said it was watching events in
the country closely. 

US Mulling Whether To Close Libya Embassy from Agence France-Presse 20 May 14

Washington is closely monitoring an upsurge of violence in Libya, but has not decided yet whether to order the closure of its embassy in Tripoli, a
US official said Monday. 

Ex-General Claims Responsibility For Libyan Parliament Attack from New York Times 19 May 14

A retired Libyan general claimed responsibility for an attack on the Parliament building here on Sunday, two days after his irregular force
launched an attack aimed at eradicating powerful Islamist militias from the eastern city of Benghazi. 

US Marines Deploy To Italy Due To Libya Threat from Agence France-Presse 15 May 14

The US military has moved a team of marines from Spain to southern Italy as a precautionary step in case the US embassy in Libya comes under
threat, officials said Wednesday. 



ICC Says Libya Must Hand Over Gadhafi’s Son from Associated Press 14 May 14

The Libyan government must surrender the son and onetime heir-apparent of slain dictator Moammar Gadhafi to the International Criminal Court
despite its appeal of the handover and legal proceedings under way in Libya, the court’s prosecutor said Tuesday. 

Libyan minister appeals for EU help on migrants from Associated Press 11 May 14

A Libyan Cabinet minister has threatened to help illegal migrants reach Europe if the European Union does not do more to help his country deal
with a flood of migrants using Libya as a transit point. 

Libyan Parliament Picks New PM After Disputed Vote from Associated Press 5 May 14

Libya’s parliament swore in an Islamist-backed businessman as the country’s new interim prime minister Sunday after a disputed vote and a
walkout by secular lawmakers, the latest political turmoil in a country where powerful militias hold sway years after its civil war. 

Gunmen Abduct Jordanian Ambassador In Libya from Associated Press 16 Apr 14

Masked gunmen abducted the Jordanian ambassador in the Libyan capital early Tuesday, officials said, the latest in a wave of abductions in the
North African nation still plagued by lawlessness more than two years after the ouster of dictator Moammar Gaddafi. 

Libya’s Interim Premier Hands Resignation to Parliament from Reuters 14 Apr 14

Libya's interim prime minister handed his resignation to parliament on Sunday, just one month into the job, saying gunmen had tried to attack his
family. 

East Libyan rebels to end oil port blockage within days: senior leader from Reuters 2 Apr 14

A rebel group in eastern Libya has agreed with the government to end its seizure of vital oil ports within days, a senior leader told Reuters on
Tuesday, raising hopes for an end to an eight-month stalemate that has dried up state income and fuelled chaos. 

Libyan parliament passes law to organize new elections from Reuters 31 Mar 14

Libyan lawmakers approved a new election law on Sunday, paving the way to call general elections later this year. 

AP source: Army team to begin Libyan training prep from Associated Press 20 Mar 14

A small team of soldiers will go into Libya in the coming weeks to begin preparations for a larger U.S. mission to train Libyan troops in Bulgaria,
a senior Army official said Wednesday. 

US Seals Take Control Of Rogue Libya Oil Ship, Pentagon Says from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 14

US Navy Seals have boarded and taken control of a North Korea-flagged tanker that had loaded crude oil at a port held by rebels in eastern Libya,
the Pentagon said Monday. 

Libya drifts after ousting prime minister over oil ship’s escape from McClatchy 13 Mar 14

The Libyan parliamentary decision to oust Prime Minister Ali Zeidan this week not only marks the demise of his government after 16 months but
also renews questions among some Libyans about whether democracy is the best form of government for their nation. 

Libya Leader Orders Rebels To End Oil Terminal Blockade from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 14

The president of Libya’s highest political authority suspended Wednesday plans to assault rebels blockading oil terminals, giving them a two-
week ultimatum to stand down or again face the prospect of military action. 

Libyan Prime Minister Ousted by Parliament from Wall Street Journal 12 Mar 14

Vote Removes First Democratically Chosen Leader After 15 Months of Power Struggles

Libya intercepts tanker loaded with rebel oil from Agence France Presse 11 Mar 14

Libyan authorities said they intercepted a North Korean-flagged tanker Monday which had loaded crude from a rebel-held eastern port, as the
conflict over the country's key petroleum revenues escalated. 



Libya halts N.Korea flagged tanker: military source from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 14

Libyan authorities said Monday they had stopped a North Korean-flagged tanker as it tried to leave with an "illegal" shipment of crude oil from a
rebel-held port. 

Libya Says Its Forces Now Near Oil Tanker from Associated Press 10 Mar 14

Libyan government forces and loyal militia fighters besieged a North Korea-flagged tanker Sunday that a rival militia hoped to use to export oil in
defiance of central authorities, officials said. 

World Diplomats Seek To Stabilize Libya from Associated Press 7 Mar 14

World diplomats worked Thursday to help Libya create a stable government and more secure environment amid the violence and growing
political tensions that have festered since Moammar Gadhafi’s regime crumbled in 2011. 

Frustrated With The Pace Of Change, Rioters Storm Parliament Building In Libya (Kirkpatrick, NYT) from New York Times 3 Mar

14

Dozens of armed rioters stormed into the Libyan Parliament in Tripoli on Sunday, setting fire to the grounds, looting furniture and wounding a
prominent lawmaker in a spasm of anger at the clotted and chaotic transition after the ouster of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi. 

Libyan militias threaten parliament, deploy forces in Tripoli from Reuters 18 Feb 14

Two heavily armed Libyan militias demanded on Tuesday the country's parliament hand over power immediately in what the head of the
assembly dismissed as an attempted coup that would be contested by the army if necessary. 

Libya says all chemical weapons destroyed from Associated Press 5 Feb 14

Libya's Foreign Ministry said Tuesday the country's caches of chemical weapons, including bombs and artillery shells filled with mustard gas,
have been completely destroyed. 

Libya’s Cache Of Toxic Arms All Destroyed from New York Times 3 Feb 14

Even as the international effort to destroy Syria’s vast chemical weapons stockpile lags behind schedule, a similar American-backed campaign
carried out under a cloak of secrecy ended successfully last week in another strife-torn country, Libya. 

Senior Libyan Official Assassinated, First Since Qaddafi Era from New York Times 13 Jan 14

A Libyan deputy cabinet minister was killed by gunmen on Saturday evening in the first assassination of a senior government figure here since the
ouster of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi more than two years ago. 

U.S. To List Libyan Groups And Militant Tied To Benghazi Attack As Terrorists from New York Times 9 Jan 14

The State Department is moving to apply the terrorist designation to two Libyan organizations and one militant believed to have played a role in
the deadly attack on the American diplomatic mission in Benghazi in September 2012, senior United States officials said on Wednesday. 

Briton, New Zealander killed in western Libya: security source from Reuters 3 Jan 14

A Briton and a New Zealander, both with gunshot wounds, were found dead in western Libya on Thursday, while two Americans were arrested in
the eastern city of Benghazi, Libyan security sources said.

Libya coastguard enthusiastic, but ill-equipped, for daunting mission from Reuters 17 Dec 13

When Libyan coastguard officer Ashraf El-Badri needs to dispatch a boat to stop illegal migrants heading for Europe, his options are limited - ask
the oil ministry for a tug, use an ageing fishing boat or board an inflatable. 

Libyan Prime Minister Ali Zeidan: “We Have To Stand On Our Own Two Legs” from Washington Post 9 Dec 13

Since the fall of Moammar Gaddafi, Libya has been ruled by chaos. Only a month ago Libyan Prime Minister Ali Zeidan was briefly kidnapped.
Zeidan spoke with The Post’s Lally Weymouth on Saturday in Paris. Excerpts:



U.S. Plan For New, Western-trained Libyan Force Faces Obstacles from Washington Post 2 Dec 13

Deepening divisions among Libya’s myriad armed groups are increasingly stirring conflict in the North African state. Now the United States and
its allies are prepared to add a new force to the toxic mix. 

More than 40 killed in depot blast in Libya, more clashes in east from Reuters 29 Nov 13

More than 40 people were killed on Thursday in an explosion at an army depot in southern Libya after locals had tried to steal ammunition and
four soldiers died in other violence in the restive east, officials said. 

New clashes between army, Islamists in Libya's Benghazi from Reuters 27 Nov 13

New clashes between the Libyan army and Islamists erupted in the eastern city of Benghazi early on Wednesday, wounding several people,
security sources and residents said. 

Libya Unveils Plan To Remove Militias From Tripoli from Agence France-Presse 20 Nov 13

Libya’s government announced Tuesday plans to remove militias from the capital and eventually integrate them into the security forces, after a
weekend of deadly clashes between militiamen and residents. 

Libyan Army Deploys In Capital Against Militias from Associated Press 19 Nov 13

Libya’s military swept into the capital Monday with dozens of pickup trucks mounted with anti-aircraft guns in an operation to drive out
militiamen, met by a warm welcome from Libyans seething with anger against the numerous armed groups running rampant in the country. 

U.S. Military Considers a Mission to Train Libyan Security Forces from New York Times 18 Nov 13

The United States military is considering a mission to train Libyan security personnel with the goal of creating a force of 5,000 to 7,000
conventional soldiers and a separate, smaller unit for specialized counterterrorism missions, according to the top officer at the United States
Special Operations Command. 

Libya Warns Against Buying Oil From Militias from Associated Press 7 Nov 13

Libya’s government on Wednesday warned oil companies not to buy from export terminals seized by militias in the east of the country. 

Libya security chief boasts he 'arrested' PM from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 13

A Libyan security chief accused of involvement in Prime Minister Ali Zeidan's abduction 10 days ago said Sunday he was behind the "arrest" and
that he was "proud" of it. 

NATO to advise Libya on strengthening security forces from Reuters 21 Oct 13

NATO agreed on Monday to a Libyan request to advise it on strengthening its security forces, lending support to a country where powerful
militias have stoked fears of a slide into anarchy. 

Bomb hits Libya's Benghazi on attack anniversary from Associated Press 12 Sep 13

A car bomb tore through a Libyan Foreign Ministry building in the eastern city of Benghazi on Wednesday, a powerful reminder of lawlessness in
the North African nation on the anniversary of a deadly attack on the U.S. consulate there as well as the 2001 terror attacks in the United States. 

Libya Thwarts Arrests In Benghazi Attack from New York Times 10 Sep 13

A year after the attacks in Benghazi that killed the United States ambassador to Libya and three other Americans, the Justice Department has
indicted suspects. Intelligence officials have a general idea of where they are hiding. And the military has a contingency plan to snatch them if that
becomes necessary. 

Libyan
Libyan rebels reject talks with PM, keep oil ports shut from Reuters 7 May 14

Rebels occupying major oil ports in eastern Libya said on Wednesday they would boycott Prime Minister Ahmed Maiteeq and keep two major
export terminals shut for now, a blow to efforts to restore vital oil exports. 



Lithuania
8 dead in Lithuania due to highly concentrated heroin from Xinhua (China) 30 Jul 15

Eight people have died in the past two weeks here due to an overdose of highly concentrated drugs, police officials said Thursday. According to
Vilnius police, all the victims bought the heroin at a Roma settlement in the outskirts of Vilnius. 

Local
Bateman: from cufflinks to handcuffs from Miami Herald 29 Aug 13

On any other day, Homestead Mayor Steve Bateman could be found in City Hall, wearing a well-fitted suit and tie, his jet-black dyed hair
perfectly parted and combed. But on Wednesday, he wore an orange jumpsuit, his hands cuffed behind his back. His puffy-eyed wife stood beside
a bail bondsman. 

Macedonia
NATO, EU Urge ‘Restraint’ As Macedonia Clashes Leave 22 Dead from Agence France-Presse 11 May 15

NATO and the EU called for a return to calm in Macedonia Sunday after clashes between police and an armed group left at least 22 people dead,
raising concerns about presumed ethnic-Albanian unrest in the Balkan region. 

Malaysia
Kerry: Malaysia Trafficking Upgrade Not Due To Trade Talks from Associated Press 7 Aug 15

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said Thursday that Malaysia was upgraded from the lowest ranking in a U.S. human trafficking report because
it made significant improvements, not to ensure its continued participation in talks for a U.S.-backed regional trade pact. 

Malaysian premier urges ASEAN to deepen regional integration from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Aug 15

Malaysia's prime minister urged the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) to deepen regional integration to be able to respond
quickly to regional conflicts Tuesday. 

Task force to probe alleged Malaysia PM money trail from Agence France-Presse 6 Jul 15

A task force is investigating allegations that a probe into a Malaysian state-controlled investment fund found hundreds of millions of dollars were
transferred to the prime minister's personal bank accounts, the attorney general has said. 

Malaysia govt missed clues on trafficking, villagers say from Agence France-Presse 27 May 15

Malaysia's government has expressed shock at finding human-trafficking camps and graves near the Thai border, but for local villagers like Sani
Hashim the human clues were right there in plain sight. 

Malaysia seeks Myanmar help on migrant 'catastrophe' from Agence France-Presse 16 May 15

Malaysia's prime minister said on Saturday he would seek help from Myanmar to address the unfolding "humanitarian catastrophe" involving a
wave of people fleeing on boats to Southeast Asia, thousands of whom are ethnic Rohingya escaping oppression in the mainly Buddhist country. 

Newly Detected Objects Draw Searchers for Malaysian Plane from New York Times 20 Mar 14

The Australian prime minister, Tony Abbott, announced on Thursday that satellite imagery had detected objects that might be connected to the
missing Malaysia Airlines jet that vanished on a flight from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing on March 8. 

Malaysian Authorities Cede Some Control In Search For Missing Plane from Washington Post 19 Mar 14

Malaysian officials, faced with mounting frustration over the progress of their investigation of an airliner that disappeared 10 days ago, made an
international appeal Tuesday for help in finding it. 

Conflict Over Search For Missing Malaysia Airlines Plane Reflects Regional Tensions from Washington Post 17 Mar 14

The international hunt for the vanished Malaysia Airlines jet has been marked by mounting criticism about the pace of the investigation, whether
information is being shared and whether Malaysian officials are reaching out to enough experts. 

Search For Missing Jet Shifts To Indian Ocean Amid Confusion Over Radar from New York Times 14 Mar 14



The focus of the search for a missing Malaysia Airlines jetliner shifted westward on Thursday, toward the vastness of the Indian Ocean, as
Malaysian authorities denied a variety of reports related to the jet’s disappearance, and experts pored over military radar data that seemed to
indicate the flight had turned west and remained airborne long after its last contact with ground controllers. 

Malaysia: No engine data after plane went missing from Associated Press 13 Mar 14

Officials dismissed reports Thursday that the missing Malaysian airliner's engines continued sending data for hours after its last contact, but said it
was possible the plane continued flying and that they would widen their search farther to the west. 

Stolen Passports on Plane Not Seen as Terror Link from New York Times 12 Mar 14

Two Iranians known to have used stolen passports to board the Malaysia Airlines jet that disappeared on Saturday were unlikely to be linked to
terrorist groups, international police authorities said, echoing an assessment by the Malaysian police that one of them was a 19-year-old who
wanted to migrate to Germany. 

Malaysia, China and Vietnam point fingers amid search for missing Malaysian plane from Washington Post 12 Mar 14

As frustrations mount, the sniping has begun in the search for the vanished Malaysia Airlines jet. China has criticized the Malaysia-led
investigation for not searching hard or fast enough.

UPDATE: Iranian people-smuggling link as Malaysia jet search widens from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 14

Malaysian police said Tuesday one of two suspect passengers who flew on a missing passenger jet was an Iranian illegal immigrant, as relatives of
some of the 239 people on board said their hopes for a miracle were ebbing away. 

Man With Stolen Passport On Jet Is Asylum Seeker from Associated Press 11 Mar 14

One of the two men traveling on a missing Malaysia Airlines jetliner with a stolen passport was a 19-year-old Iranian man believed to be trying to
migrate to Germany, and had no terror links, police said Tuesday. 

Use Of Stolen Passports On Missing Malaysian Airliner Highlights Air Security Flaw from New York Times 11 Mar 14

As an armada of ships, planes and helicopters combed the waters south of Vietnam on Monday for any sign of a missing Malaysian airliner,
aviation safety experts said the discovery that two passengers aboard the plane were traveling on stolen passports has revealed a major gap in
airline security procedures developed since the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001. 

Debris May Be From Missing Malaysia Airlines Flight from Washington Post 10 Mar 14

The two-day, multination search for a vanished Malaysia Airlines passenger jet has turned up unconfirmed debris but delivered few other clues
about one of the most confounding aviation disasters in recent memory. 

Malaysia Airliner
Submersible’s First Scan For Jet Wreckage Is Cut Short from New York Times 16 Apr 14

The search for Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 has moved to the dark depths of the Indian Ocean with the first deployment of an unmanned
submersible to scan the seabed for signs of wreckage, officials said Tuesday. 

Malaysian jet search resumes, U.S. sends second Poseidon plane from Reuters 28 Mar 14

An air search of the remote southern Indian Ocean resumed on Friday, seeking to confirm if hundreds of objects spotted by satellites are debris
from a Malaysian jetliner presumed to have crashed almost three weeks ago with the loss of all on board. 

Satellite Photos Send Jet Hunt To Remote Part Of Indian Ocean from New York Times 21 Mar 14

Satellite cameras spotted objects floating in the southern Indian Ocean that might be parts of the Malaysia Airlines jet that vanished on March 8,
the Australian prime minister, Tony Abbott, said on Thursday. 

Missing Airliner Complicates Obama’s Plans To Visit And Increase Ties With Malaysia from Washington Post 21 Mar 14

Barack Obama is set to become the first sitting U.S. president in nearly 50 years to visit Malaysia next month, but the plans are now complicated
by the international uproar over the nation’s uneven response to the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370. 



Malaysia Flight 370
US Official: Debris In Indian Ocean Belongs To Boeing 777 from Associated Press 30 Jul 15

Air safety investigators have a “high degree of confidence” that aircraft debris found in the Indian Ocean is of a wing component unique to the
Boeing 777, the same model as the Malaysia Airlines plane that disappeared last year, a U.S. official said Wednesday. 

Mali
French troops kill around a dozen Islamist militants in Mali from 3 Feb 15

French forces in northern Mali have killed around a dozen Islamist militants in the region of the Adrar des Ifoghas mountains, France's defense
ministry said on Monday. 

Mali leader warns north could become criminal hub from Agence France-Presse 7 Aug 14

Mali's leader warned Thursday that a lack of air surveillance in his country's troubled north could pose risks for the world by allowing criminals to
use it as a base. 

Mali Government, Rebels Ink Accord On Ending Hostilities from Agence France Presse 25 Jul 14

The Malian government and six rebel groups signed an accord on an end to hostilities as part of ongoing peace talks that opened in Algiers last
week. 

UN Delegation Meets With Armed Groups In Mali from Associated Prress 4 Feb 14

The U.N. Security Council met Monday with representatives of armed Tuareg groups active in northern Mali as part of an effort to accelerate
peace talks with the government, though participants said disagreements on conditions for the talks had not been resolved. 

Marijuana Legalization
Lib Dems: legalise medicinal cannabis and possession of drugs for personal use from The Guardian (UK) 23 Jun 15

Liberal Democrat peers have called on the government to decriminalise the possession of drugs for personal use and legalise medical cannabis. 

Canada top court rules marijuana cookies, teas legal from Agence France-Presse 11 Jun 15

Canada's Supreme Court on Thursday expanded the definition of medical marijuana to allow users to bake it into cookies or brew pot leaves for
tea instead of only smoking it. 

Marijuana legalization effort begins in California from Associated Press 24 Sep 14

A national marijuana advocacy group took steps Wednesday to begin raising money for a campaign to legalize recreational pot use in California in
2016, a move with potential to add a dose of extra excitement to the presidential election year. 

The World in 2014 from The Economist 27 Jan 14

...the American state of Colorado opened 40 state-licensed pot shops on January 1st. Sales exceeded $1m on the first day alone, and four-hour
long queues were reported in Denver. Such scenes contrast starkly with past figures on pot penalties (750,000 people are arrested in America for
possessing marijuana) but not public opinion: most Americans now favour legalisation.

Mediterraneal Migration
More Than 1,000 More Migrants Rescued In Mediterranean from AFP 10 Aug 15

More than 1,000 migrants were rescued trying to cross the Mediterranean over the weekend, Italy’s coastguard said Sunday, with further tragedies
narrowly averted. 

Mediterranean
Chinese and Russian Navies to Hold Joint Drills in Mediterranean from New York Times 1 May 15

The Chinese Navy will hold joint exercises with Russia in the Mediterranean in May, China’s Defense Ministry said Thursday, a further indication
of the closer ties between the two countries and of the navy’s increasing ambitions. 



Med nations to boost cooperation against Islamist radicalism from Agence France-Presse 11 Dec 14

Ten Mediterranean nations -- including France, Italy, Algeria and Libya -- on Thursday pledged greater cooperation in the fight against Islamic
radicalism and illegal immigration during talks in Spain. 

Mediterranean Migration
Migrants Mass In Turkey To Take Shortest Route To Europe from Associated Press 17 Aug 15

The city of Bodrum, a magnet for wealthy tourists from Turkey and around the world, is these days drawing plenty of other visitors- migrants
fleeing conflicts in the Middle East and Africa and seeking a better life in Europe, a continent so close they can almost reach out and touch it from
the Bodrum peninsula’s many beaches. At its closest point, Kos is only 4 kilometers (2.5 miles) from Turkey. 

Italian navy rescues migrants, survivors say up to 50 feared missing from Reuters 12 Aug 15

The Italian navy rescued a boat carrying migrants off the coast of Libya on Tuesday and Italian reports said survivors spoke of as many as 50
others who had been on board but were feared missing.

Mediterranean migrant deaths in 2015 pass 2,000: IOM from Agence France-Presse 4 Aug 15

More than 2,000 people have died so far this year trying to make the perilous journey across the Mediterranean to Europe, the International
Organization for Migration said Tuesday. 

Greece arrests three suspected migrant boat raiders from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 15

Greece's coastguard on Saturday said it had arrested three men suspected of preying on migrants seeking to cross over from neighbouring Turkey,
following several complaints made to a rights group. 

Europe responsible for refugees "drowning in the sea": Erdogan from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 15

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan accused Europe on Friday of not doing enough to help refugees fleeing conflict in Syria and Iraq,
suggesting it was responsible for people "drowning in the sea". 

Bulgaria to join EU operation against human smugglers in Mediterranean from Xinhua (China) 29 Jul 15

Bulgarian government decided on Wednesday to join the European Union (EU) naval operation against human smugglers and traffickers in the
Mediterranean "EUNAVFOR Med" that was launched in June, officials said. 

Rescuers find 13 dead migrants on packed boat off Libyan coast from Reuters 28 Jul 15

Rescuers found 13 dead migrants on a boat off the coast of Libya with more than 500 others aboard, an Italian coast guard spokesman said on
Tuesday, giving no details about how they had died. 

35-40 migrants drown off Libya, Save the Children reports from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 15

As many as 40 would-be refugees, including at least seven children, have died while trying to reach Italy from Libya in the latest Mediterranean
migrant tragedy, Save the Children reported Thursday. 

Nearly 2,000 migrants rescued by Italy in Mediterranean in past hours from EFE (Spain) 23 Jul 15

The Italian authorities had coordinated the rescue of almost 2,000 migrants in the Mediterranean and overseen eight rescue operations with ships
from various countries, according to Italian Coast Guard's statement on Thursday. 

Amnesty urges EU to focus on rescuing migrants from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 15

Amnesty International on Thursday warned European leaders against re-deploying warships used to rescue migrants to instead take on people-
smuggling gangs, saying thousands of lives had been saved in the past months. 

Record 137,000 refugees, migrants crossed Mediterranean this year: UN from Agence France-Presse 1 Jul 15

A record 137,000 people made the perilous journey across the Mediterranean to Europe in the first half of 2015, most of them fleeing war, conflict
and persecution, the United Nations said Wednesday. 



Swedish vessel rescues 500 migrants in Mediterranean waters from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 15

The Swedish Coast Guard rescued hundreds of refugees on Mediterranean waters Wednesday before heading back toward Italian shores. 

Over 2,700 migrants rescued in Mediterranean: Italy coast guard from Reuters 23 Jun 15

Ships patrolling the Mediterranean plucked more than 2,700 migrants from overcrowded and unsafe boats on Monday and rescue operations are
continuing, Italy's coast guard said on Tuesday. 

Protect migrants in Mediterranean military crackdown, UN warns EU from Agence France-Presse 23 Jun 15

The United Nations refugee chief Tuesday warned the European Union over its planned military operation to target people smugglers in the
Mediterranean, saying migrants attempting the risky sea crossing must be protected. 

EU launches navy operation against migrant traffickers from Associated Press 22 Jun 15

The European Union has launched a naval operation to try to stop human traffickers from bringing migrants across the Mediterranean to Europe in
unseaworthy boats. 

EU military operation to stop illegal migration not solution; Africa needs investment - Ethiopian Foreign Ministry from Interfax
(Russia) 22 Jun 15

A military operation the European Union is planning in the Mediterranean Sea to stem the flow of illegal migrants from Africa to the EU countries
will not resolve the migration issue, Ethiopian State Minister for Foreign Affairs Berhanu Gebre-Christos said in an interview with Interfax during
his Moscow visit. 

EU to launch limited naval operation against migrant-smugglers from Reuters 18 Jun 15

The EU is set to launch a naval mission on Monday against gangs smuggling migrants from Libya but it will be limited to intelligence-gathering
for now because of a lack of U.N. authority or Libyan consent. 

EU border agency launches 'hotspot' to tackle migrant crisis from Agence France-Presse 17 Jun 15

EU border agency Frontex on Wednesday launched its first so-called "hotspot" in Sicily designed to bring together European and international
actors to help Italy tackle the Mediterranean migrant crisis. 

More than 100,000 migrants arrive in Europe in 2015 from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 9 Jun 15

Europe has so far seen 102,000 migrants reach its shores after crossing Mediterranean Sea this year, a migration aid agency said Tuesday. 

More than 2,000 migrants rescued in Mediterranean, operations ongoing from Reuters 6 Jun 15

More than 2,000 migrants were rescued from five wooden boats in the Mediterranean on Saturday and as many as seven other vessels have been
reported at sea, the privately funded Migrant Offshore Aid Station (MOAS) and Italy's coastguard said. 

UPDATE: EU, Libya hold talks on naval force to fight people smugglers from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 15

The EU's foreign policy chief held "constructive" talks Wednesday with Libya's foreign minister, focused on a European naval force that would
fight people smuggling gangs organising Mediterranean migrant crossings but so far opposed by Tripoli. 

UN Effort To Allow EU Migrant Plan ‘Paused’ Without Libya OK from Associated Press 4 Jun 15

A U.N. Security Council effort to authorize a European Union plan to combat a startling surge of migrant smuggling in the Mediterranean has
“paused” as efforts continue in Brussels to secure Libya’s crucial consent, two council diplomats said Wednesday. 

Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey join hands to fight migration from Agence France-Presse 25 May 15

Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey agreed on Monday to set up a common border police and customs centre to combat a surge in illegal migration. 

NATO: Extremists may be among Mediterranean migrants from Associated Press 21 May 15

NATO's supreme commander says he's worried that boats attempting to carry migrants across the Mediterranean to southern Europe may also be
ferrying criminals and potential terrorists. 



Experts: EU plan to tackle migrant trafficking is dangerous from Associated Press 19 May 15

Experts say the European Union's plan to disrupt the business of human traffickers and destroy their boats in the Mediterranean is a short-term,
dissuasive measure that is likely to be dangerous, costly, and tough to implement. 

Norway to send vessel for Mediterranean patrol, rescue operations from Xinhua (China) 15 May 15

Norway said Friday that it will send a vessel to participate in EU-led patrol and rescue operations in the Mediterranean to alleviate deteriorating
migration crisis in the region. 

IOM welcomes EU proposals on Mediterranean migration from Xinhua (China) 14 May 15

The International Organization for Migration (IOM) Thursday welcomed a number of key recommendations by the European Union on migrants
issue in the Mediterranean, including saving lives and sharing responsibility for asylum seekers across all member states. 

Mediterranean migrants should be turned back: UK from Agence France-Presse 13 May 15

Economic migrants who attempt to reach the European Union by crossing the Mediterranean should be turned back, Britain said on Wednesday,
even as the Royal Navy rescued 445 people packed into inflatable boats. 

UN chief to visit Brussels amid EU migrant crisis from Agence France-Presse 11 May 15

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon will travel to Brussels later this month to address the European parliament, as Europe seeks international
cooperation to cope with the Mediterranean migrant crisis. 

UPDATE: Home secretary hardens refusal to accept EU resettlement programme from The Guardian (UK) 11 May 15

The home secretary, Theresa May, has hardened Britain’s refusal to accept a mandatory European Union refugee quota system being put forward
in Brussels this week in response to the Mediterranean migrant boat crisis. 

Doctors Group Recounts Migrant Rescue As E.U. Plans Crackdown On Smuggling Rings from New York Times 11 May 15

Loaded with life jackets, medics and search-and-rescue teams, the ship sailed from port in Malta early last Thursday morning in search of
migrants stranded at sea. 

Migrants will not be sent back against will: EU top diplomat from Associated Press 11 May 15

The European Union's top diplomat has assured the U.N. Security Council that under a proposed EU maritime operation against the growing wave
of migrant smuggling, "no refugee or migrant intercepted at sea will be sent back against their will." 

European ministers hold talks on stemming tide of migrants from Agence France-Presse 10 May 15

Defence ministers from five EU countries will meet Sunday for talks on a military campaign to stop human trafficking and reinforce the region's
defences against the flow of migrants from North Africa. 

EU to board unflagged vessels in migrant push from Agence France-Presse 6 May 15

EU nations will get powers to board unflagged boats in the Mediterranean in order to stop people traffickers following the worst migrant
shipwreck in years, diplomats said Wednesday. 

Italy again calls for EU help after more migrant deaths from Agence France-Presse 5 May 15

Around 40 migrants died when their inflatable boat sank off the coast of Italy, which Tuesday renewed an appeal to the EU for help in managing a
relentless wave of arrivals. 

UN Security Council to meet Monday on Med migrant crisis from Agence France-Presse 5 May 15

The UN Security Council will hold a special meeting next week to discuss ways to address the crisis sparked by a relentless wave of thousands of
Mediterranean boat migrants, diplomats said Tuesday. 

UPDATE: Up to 7,000 migrants held in Libya, says official from Agence France-Presse 4 May 15



Thousands of illegal migrants who have tried to reach Europe from conflict-plagued Libya are being held in detention centres in the North African
country, an official said on Monday. 

UPDATE: More than 4,200 migrants rescued in Mediterranean from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 May 15

More than 4,200 migrants were rescued by European ships in several operations in the Mediterranean, the Italian and Greek coastguards reported
Sunday. 

France's Le Pen: Send migrants back across Mediterranean from Associated Press 3 May 15

Far right National Front leader Marine Le Pen says France should send migrants back across the Mediterranean Sea to stop them from taking
dangerous boats to European shores. 

UPDATE: EU has 'responsibility' to face migrant crisis: Mogherini from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 15

The European Union has a duty to confront the flood of migrants reaching its shores, the EU's foreign policy chief said Wednesday as she met top
US officials seeking ways to deal with the exodus. 

Europe seeks to reassure Libya over plans to stem migrant flow from Reuters 28 Apr 15

The European Union sought to reassure Libya on Tuesday that any action being considered by the 28-nation bloc to stem the deadly flow of
migrants across the Mediterranean should not be perceived as an attack against the Libyan people. 

Diplomats: UN backing in migration crisis is far from ready from Associated Press 28 Apr 15

Diplomats are warning that United Nations backing for any European Union plan to address the growing Mediterranean migration crisis could
take longer than anyone wants. 

UN chief, Italy PM, EU's Mogherini visit navy ship in 'sea of misery' from Agence France-Presse 27 Apr 15

UN chief Ban Ki-moon said the Mediterranean had become "a sea of tears" as he joined Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi and EU foreign
policy chief Federica Mogherini aboard a navy ship Monday to highlight the plight of migrants risking their lives to reach Europe. 

Turkey detains 350 migrants en route to Europe: report from Agence France-Presse 26 Apr 15

The Turkish coastguard has rounded up 350 mainly Syrian migrants in an operation against a ship planning to take them to Europe, the official
Anatolia news agency said Sunday. 

UN chief, Italy PM and EU's Mogherini in Mediterranean sea trip Monday from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 15

UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon, Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi and EU foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini will on Monday board
a vessel in the Mediterranean Sea to show their "solidarity" after a series of boat migrant tragedies, the EU said. 

For Italy, No End To Flood Of Migrants Desperate For Shelter from Washington Post 24 Apr 15

The tragic scenes unfolding here have become depressingly familiar. Hundreds of bedraggled migrants shuffling ashore yet again at a port in
southern Italy. Desperate asylum seekers fleeing chaos, poverty and Islamist militants in their countries. Overcrowded, rickety boats that Italian
maritime authorities often barely reach in time — if the boats do not capsize and drown their passengers first.

UPDATE: African Union calls for "urgent action" to stop migration tragedies from EFE (Spain) 22 Apr 15

The African Union called for "urgent regional and global action" to stop the incessant loss of African lives in their desperate to reach European
soil. 

Mediterranean Sea
Hundreds Feared Dead After Boat Filled With Migrants Capsizes In Mediterranean from New York Times 20 Apr 15

Hundreds of people were feared dead on Sunday after a ship overcrowded with migrants capsized in the Mediterranean, as the authorities
described a grisly scene of bodies floating and sinking in the warm waters, with the majority of the dead apparently trapped in the ship at the
bottom of the sea. 



Meds Yeghern
Obama’s Statement On Armenia Avoids ‘genocide’ from Washington Post 24 Apr 15

In a statement issued by the White House on the eve of the 100th anniversary of what he called the Meds Yeghern, Armenian for “great calamity,”
Obama referred to it as a “massacre,” a “terrible carnage,” “horrific violence” and a “dark chapter of history.” 

MERS
US Health Officials: No Other MERS Cases Reported from Associated Press 5 May 14

Health officials in the U.S. say no other cases of a mysterious virus that has sickened hundreds in the Middle East and has hospitalized a man in
Indiana have been reported. 

Mexico
Mexico finds opium poppy plantation near capital from Associated Press 18 Aug 15

Mexico's navy says it found and destroyed a 6-acre (2.4 hectare) opium poppy plantation near the nation's capital. The field was found in the State
of Mexico, in an area about 80 kilometers (50 miles) from Mexico City. 

Mexican security forces dismantle 5 antennas used by drug traffickers from EFE (Spain) 17 Aug 15

Security forces members dismantled five antennas erected by drug traffickers on highways in border cities in the northeastern Mexican state of
Tamaulipas, officials said. 

Journalist, cartel leader among six dead in western Mexican bar shooting from Xinhua (China) 13 Aug 15

Six people were killed, including a journalist and a leader of the infamous drug cartel Los Zetas, in a shooting rampage Thursday in the city of
Orizaba in Veracruz, western Mexico, local authority said. 

As Mexico Arrests Kingpins, Cartels Splinter and Violence Spikes from New York Times 12 Aug 15

For nearly a week, gun-toting masked men loyal to a local drug gang overran this small city along a key smuggling route. Police officers and
soldiers stood by as the gunmen patrolled the streets, searching for rivals and hauling off at least 14 men who have not been seen since. 

Sinaloa cartel boss smuggled drugs from Mexico into U.S. using various means from EFE (Spain) 11 Aug 15

Fugitive Sinaloa cartel boss Joaquin "El Chapo" (Shorty) Guzman used planes, submarines, trains, sailboats and tunnels to smuggle narcotics
from Mexico into the United States, court filings show. 

Court confirms halt to Mexico drug lord's extradition order from Agence France-Presse 11 Aug 15

A Mexican court upheld a ruling suspending the arrest warrant to extradite escaped drug trafficker Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman to the United
States, in a setback for government lawyers. 

Mexico: Sinaloa cartel grew more powerful during Chapo's prison stay from EFE (Spain) 8 Aug 15

The Sinaloa drug cartel became more powerful during kingpin Joaquin "El Chapo" (Shorty) Guzman's most recent 17-month prison stay, Mexico
City daily El Universal reported, citing information obtained from the Mexican Attorney General's Office. 

Arrest In Case Of Slain Mexican Journalist, 4 Women from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

Mexico City’s prosecutor says one person has been detained in the case of a photojournalist found slain along with 4 women. Rodolfo Rios Garza
says the person was identified by a fingerprint found in the apartment and that it registered to someone with a criminal record. 

Manhunters who caught Escobar are put on the scent of 'El Chapo' from The Independent (UK) 1 Aug 15

The Mexican government has turned to Colombia for help in its hunt for Joaquín "El Chapo" Guzmán, the drugs lord who escaped last month
from a high-security prison for the second time. 

Five bodies with hands bound found in Mexico from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 15

Five bodies with their hands bound and some with apparent signs of torture were found in a home in Mexico City, police said Saturday. 



UPDATE: Mexican court OKs appeal seeking to protect druglord from extradition to U.S. from Xinhua (China) 31 Jul 15

A Mexican court said on Friday that it has authorized a protection appeal which was made to prevent the fugitive druglord Joaquin "El Chapo"
Guzman Loera from being extradited to the United States. 

US extradition order issued for fugitive Mexico kingpin from Agence France-Presse 30 Jul 15

A Mexican judge has issued an order to extradite fugitive drug lord Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman to the United States -- if he is recaptured
following his jailbreak, authorities said Thursday. 

Police discover greenhouse of "genetically modified" marijuana in Mexico from EFE (Spain) 27 Jul 15

Mexican Federal Police discovered an air-conditioned farm for cultivation of genetically modified marijuana in Tlajomulco de Zuñiga
municipality, in the western state of Jalisco. 

Mexico rescues 68 Central American migrants abandoned in 2 trucks from EFE (Spain) 25 Jul 15

A total of 68 undocumented Central American migrants were rescued from two trucks in the Mexican Gulf coast state of Veracruz, immigration
officials and police said. 

Mexican prison workers remanded in custody on suspicion of helping drug lord escape from Xinhua (China) 25 Jul 15

A Mexican judge has remanded three prison workers in custody for allegedly helping drug lord Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman Loera escape from a
maximum security prison on July 11, the Federal Judicial Council (CJF) said on Friday. 

UPDATE: Seven 'tortured' bodies found in southern Mexico from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 15

Seven corpses, including some with signs of torture and a decapitated body, were discovered in the violence-plagued southern Mexican state of
Guerrero, authorities said Thursday. 

Gunmen stage attack in southern Mexico, killing 7 people from Associated Press 23 Jul 15

Mexican officials say seven people have been killed in an ambush in a restive southern state. A statement from Guerrero state prosecutors says 10
to 15 armed men attacked a group of civilians Wednesday night in the town of Zitlala, near the city of Chilapa. 

Mexican authorities destroy 25 tons of narcotics from Agence France-Presse 21 Jul 15

More than 25 tons of narcotics and 41 tons of clothing were incinerated at a facility in Tamaulipas, a state in northeastern Mexico, the Attorney
General's Office said Tuesday. 

Mexican authorities arrest father-in-law of former Zetas cartel boss from EFE (Spain) 19 Jul 15

The presumed father-in-law of former Zetas cartel boss Omar Treviño was arrested by Attorney General's Office agents in Mexico City, officials
said. 

Mexico marines uncover cartel's vast underground arsenal from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 15

Troops have discovered an underground weapons cache used by a drug cartel in northern Mexico to hide 33 assault rifles, three submachine guns
and three grenade launchers, authorities said Wednesday. 

Mexican navy rescues 12 Cuban migrants off Yucatan from EFE (Spain) 7 Jul 15

The navy rescued 12 Cuban migrants who were on a raft that was foundering some 119 nautical miles northeast of Progreso, a port in the
southeastern state of Yucatan, Mexican officials said. 

Visa-carrying truck hijacked in northern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 24 Jun 15

A truck carrying U.S. visas for Mexican citizens was hijacked earlier this month in the border city of Matamoros, the U.S. Consulate in Monterrey
said. 

UPDATE: Ten dead after attack linked to gangs in northern Mexico from Reuters 19 Jun 15

Ten people were killed in an attack on a beer distribution center near Monterrey, Mexico, on Friday, in what authorities said was part of a dispute



between gang members. 

21 Gang members arrested in northeastern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 18 Jun 15

Mexican Federal Police officers and Tamaulipas state police arrested 21 gang members in Rio Bravo, a town near the U.S. border, the Tamaulipas
Coordination Group said. 

Cartel gunmen kill 7 in western Mexico from EFE (Spain) 16 Jun 15

Suspected drug cartel henchman armed with assault rifles and a grenade-launcher killed two police and five civilians in an attack in the western
state of Michoacan, Mexican authorities said Tuesday. 

Spike in meth seen from Mexico as US production low from Associated Press 16 Jun 15

Seizures of methamphetamine in Arizona so far this fiscal year have already surpassed last year's total, continuing an upward trend for the drug
that officials say is much easier and cheaper to manufacture in Mexico. 

Politician kidnapped, murdered in northern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 14 Jun 15

A Party of the Democratic Revolution, or PRD, official in Santa Isabel, a city in the northern Mexican state of Chihuahua, was kidnapped and
murdered, party representatives said. 

Mexico busts pot farm with over 72 metric tons of plants from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 15

Mexican authorities say federal police have destroyed a marijuana plantation containing more than 72 metric tons of plants. The National Security
Commission says in a statement that the plantation covered a little over 3 acres (about 13,500 square meters). 

Mexico's deportations of Central Americans rise sharply from Associated Press 11 Jun 15

Mexico has deported 79 percent more people from Central America's northern triangle in the first four months of 2015 than it did during the same
period a year earlier. 

Mexico teachers seek to block vote in opium poppy area from Agence France-Presse 6 Jun 15

Sitting around a table in a dimly lit room, teachers and activists plot how to disrupt Sunday's midterm elections in an impoverished southern
Mexico town fed up with corrupt politicians. The town of Tlapa is home to some of the fiercest protests held by radical teachers who have vowed
to block the elections for federal Congress, governor and mayors in the state of Guerrero in anger at the authorities. 

Murders blight Mexico elections as government fails on security from Reuters 4 Jun 15

Violence in the run-up to Mexico's mid-term elections this weekend has killed at least seven candidates and forced another 20 out of the race,
battering the government's record on law and order. 

Suspected cartel money man arrested in southern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 4 Jun 15

Federal police apprehended the financial chief of a drug trafficking organization in the southern state of Guerrero, Mexico's National Security
Commission said Thursday. 

23 Victims of sexual exploitation rescued in Mexico from EFE (Spain) 3 Jun 15

Twenty-three victims of sexual exploitation, including two minors, were rescued and five suspects arrested in San Luis Potosi state by authorities,
the Mexican Attorney General's Office said. 

Vigilantes working with traffickers, Mexican mayor says from EFE (Spain) 1 Jun 15

The armed civilians who took over the southern Mexican city of Chilapa from May 9 to May 14 were working with drug traffickers, the city's
mayor, Francisco Garcia, said Monday. 

Mexico nabs New Generation cartel honcho from Agence France-Presse 28 May 15

Mexican authorities have detained a senior operative of a drug cartel that has clashed with security forces in the western state of Jalisco in recent
weeks, officials said Thursday. 



Three bodies with skinned faces found in Mexico from Agence France-Presse 21 May 15

Three bodies were found with their facial skin peeled off Thursday near a southern Mexico city where at least 10 people were allegedly kidnapped
by an armed group last week. 

Former mayor gunned down in eastern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 21 May 15

The former mayor of the eastern Mexican town of Cuitlahuac was fatally shot while dining out with his mother, the Veracruz state Attorney
General's Office said Thursday. 

A Mexican Town Under Siege, As Police And Army Stand By from Los Angeles Times 21 May 15

They arrived carrying rifles, machetes and sticks, their faces covered with ski masks and scarves. About 300 armed civilians poured into the small
town of Chilapa, in the troubled state of Guerrero, on the afternoon of May 9, a Saturday, hitting people and breaking into their houses in a
seemingly systematic rampage. 

UPDATE: 10 Die in shootout in southern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 20 May 15

Ten people were killed and 20 others wounded in a clash between rival criminal organizations in the southern Mexican state of Guerrero,
authorities said Wednesday. 

Mexico picks up 23 Cuban migrants at sea from Agence France-Presse 18 May 15

Mexico's navy picked up 23 Cuban migrants Sunday after they became adrift at sea while trying to reach its shores, and authorities said the boat-
people would be repatriated back to the Communist island nation. 

Mexico disarms cops in 2 towns near site of copter attack from Associated Press 16 May 15

Authorities in the Mexican state of Jalisco have disarmed police in two towns in the area where a military helicopter was shot down during an
operation against the Jalisco New Generation drug cartel. Eight people on the aircraft died. 

Police rescue 21 migrants kidnapped in north-western Mexico from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 14 May 15

Police rescued 21 migrants who were kidnapped by a gang as they attempted to cross the border into the United States, the authorities said
Thursday. 

Drug-smuggling plane's wreckage, body found in northern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 13 May 15

A body was found inside the wreckage of a small plane that was carrying more than 45 kilos of marijuana and crashed in the northern Mexican
state of Chihuahua, the federal Attorney General's Office said. 

Mexico probes border shooting of famed ex-police chief from Associated Press 10 May 15

Authorities in the Mexican border state of Chihuahua say they're probing a shooting that seriously wounded a former police chief who had been
targeted by drug cartels while cutting crime in violence-wracked Tijuana and Ciudad Juarez. 

Mexico police seize $2.9 million in purported drug gang cash from Associated Press 8 May 15

Police in northern Mexico have seized nearly $2.9 million in cash that was apparently in transit to a criminal gang. 

ANALYSIS: A deadly new enemy in Mexico’s drugs war from Financial Times 8 May 15

Mexico’s government has a new nemesis in its drugs war: a cartel flush with cash and weapons from trafficking methamphetamines to Europe and
heady with power after it downed an army helicopter. 

Mexico charges three with 'terrorism' after cartel violence from Agence France-Presse 7 May 15

A Mexican judge has charged three people with terrorism over their roles in a day of violence launched by a drug cartel in Jalisco state last week,
authorities said Thursday. 

Death toll from Mexico chopper attack rises to eight from Agence France-Presse 7 May 15



The death toll from a Mexican drug cartel's rocket-propelled grenade attack on an army helicopter rose to eight Thursday after a police woman
and a soldier succumbed to their wounds. 

3 Dismembered bodies found in street in Mexican Gulf state from EFE (Spain) 6 May 15

Trash bags containing the body parts of three people were left in a street in the Mexican Gulf state of Veracruz, officials said. At least 13 people
have died since the weekend in a wave of drug-related violence in the state. 

Mexico blames drug gangs for string of killings near border from Associated Press 6 May 15

Authorities in the northern Mexican state of Sonora say drug cartel groups are behind a string of murders in a disputed corridor along the U.S.
border. 

Rocket-Propelled Grenade Forced Down Mexican Helicopter from Associated Press 5 May 15

A drug cartel that unleashed a wave of attacks in the western Mexican state of Jalisco used a rocket-propelled grenade to force down a military
helicopter, a security official said Monday. 

10 Die in wave of drug-related violence in Mexican Gulf state from EFE (Spain) 5 May 15

At least 10 people died in a wave of drug-related violence over the weekend in the Mexican Gulf state of Veracruz, officials said Monday. 

Cartel infiltrated police force in western Mexico, officers say from EFE (Spain) 4 May 15

High-level commanders in the police force of the western Mexican state of Jalisco, where a wave of violence left seven people dead and 19 others
wounded over the weekend, are working with drug traffickers, officers said Monday. 

UPDATE: Mexico seeks missing soldiers after chopper downed from Agence France-Presse 2 May 15

Mexican authorities searched for three missing soldiers on Saturday after their helicopter was forced down by gunmen during an anti-drug cartel
operation in Jalisco state. 

UPDATE: Gunmen hit army chopper in Mexico, three troops dead from Agence France-Presse 1 May 15

Gunmen fired on a military helicopter in western Mexico on Friday, killing three troops as the aircraft made an emergency landing in a day of
violence across drug crime-plagued Jalisco state. 

After Years Of Drug Wars, Murders Decline In Mexico from USAToday 30 Apr 15

Murders in Mexico fell for a third straight year in 2014 — the most pronounced declines occurring along the U.S. border — a sign the country is
slowly stabilizing after gruesome drug wars. 

Fugitive Sex Offender Recaptured In Mexico from Associated Press 29 Apr 15

A fugitive sex offender was recaptured in Mexico six years after he escaped from a Phoenix holding cell in 2009, authorities announced Tuesday. 

Moderate Earthquake Rattles Southern Mexico from Associated Press 29 Apr 15

A moderate earthquake shook the southern Mexican state of Oaxaca on Tuesday, but there were no immediate reports of damage or injuries. 

Gunmen block candidate's tour of violent Mexican state from Associated Press 26 Apr 15

The former mayor of Acapulco says he will continue his campaign for the governorship of Guerrero state despite being threatened by gunmen
who blocked his tour of a region troubled by drug violence. 

Mexican state of Jalisco rocked by wave of drug-gang violence from EFE (Spain) 24 Apr 15

A wave of drug-gang violence in recent weeks has swept the western Mexican state of Jalisco, where security forces and officials have been the
target of attacks. 

Mexico to mount campaign against executions of Mexicans in Malaysia from EFE (Spain) 23 Apr 15

The government of Mexico said Thursday it will seek to rally support from death penalty opponents around the world to dissuade Malaysia from



executing three Mexican brothers convicted on drug charges. 

Mexican drug lord's nephew arrested on kidnapping charges from EFE (Spain) 22 Apr 15

A nephew of late Juarez cartel leader Amado Carrillo Fuentes was arrested during an anti-kidnapping operation in northwestern Mexico that left
the victim and two suspected kidnappers dead, Sinaloa state Attorney General Marco Antonio Higuera said. 

Gunfights erupt again after Mexican drug lord arrested from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 15

A drug lord's capture triggered firefights in Mexico's troubled northern state of Tamaulipas on Wednesday, as his henchmen tried to rescue him in
the second such incident in days. 

Mexico officials report capture of alleged cartel leader from Associated Press 19 Apr 15

Mexican security officials say they've captured the man accused of running the Juarez drug cartel following last year's arrest of Vicente Carrillo
Fuentes. 

Arrest of Gulf Cartel chief sparks Mexico border gunfights from Associated Press 18 Apr 15

Authorities say the arrest of the man who headed the once powerful Gulf Cartel sparked the gunfights and blockades of burning vehicles that left
at least three people dead near Mexico's border with the United States. 

Police arrest 21 members of criminal organization in northeast Mexico from EFE (Spain) 16 Apr 15

Federal and state authorities arrested 21 suspected members of a criminal organization that operated in Valle Hermoso, a city in the northeastern
Mexican state of Tamaulipas, the Tamaulipas Coordination Group said. 

Mexican police catch 129 migrants in truck bound for U.S from Reuters 15 Apr 15

Mexican police detained 129 Central American migrants packed into a freight truck who were planning to cross illegally into the United States, a
security official said on Wednesday. 

Mexico's Supreme Court upholds lengthy pre-trial detention without charges from EFE (Spain) 15 Apr 15

Mexico's Supreme Court has narrowly upheld the constitutionality of a legal proceeding known as "arraigo," under which individuals suspected of
serious crimes may be held in pre-trial detention for up to 80 days without charges. 

Acapulco fumigates against chikungunya from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 15

Authorities in Mexico's Pacific resort of Acapulco are fumigating streets and homes to combat an outbreak of the mosquito-borne chikungunya
virus, but some crime-weary residents refuse to open their doors. 

Mexican authorities ask public to ignore cartel banners from Associated Press 14 Apr 15

Prosecutors in the western Mexican state of Jalisco are asking the public to ignore banners hung around the city that are purported to be from the
cartel that killed 15 state police officers in an ambush last week. 

BLOG: Is the New Generation becoming the most powerful cartel in Mexico? from Washington Post 9 Apr 15

There's a new name to worry about in Mexico's ever-churning drug war. They call themselves the New Generation of Jalisco, and they just pulled
off one of the most audacious attacks against Mexican authorities in years. 

Zetas cartel boss arrested in northern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 9 Apr 15

The suspected boss of the Zetas drug cartel in Monclova, a city in the northern Mexican state of Coahuila, was arrested, state prosecutors said. 

U.S. Legalization of Marijuana Has Hit Mexican Cartels’ Cross-Border Trade from TIME 9 Apr 15

The cartels are still smuggling harder drugs but advocates point out the success of legalization in cutting illegal trade 

Mexico: Gunmen Kill 15 Police Officers from New York Times 8 Apr 15

Gunmen ambushed a Jalisco State police convoy, killing 15 officers in one of the deadliest attacks on security forces in eight years of the drug



war, state officials said Tuesday.

Zetas cartel boss captured in northeastern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 6 Apr 15

The suspected regional boss of the Zetas drug cartel in the northeastern state of Tamaulipas was captured by federal security forces, Mexican
officials said. 

Lacking faith in government, Mexican parents approach cartel from Associated Press 1 Apr 15

Families of 43 college students missing in southern Mexico since September say desperation and a lack of confidence in the government has
driven them to appeal to the leader of a drug gang for help in locating their sons. 

Mexico arrests man wanted in massacre of 72 migrants from Associated Press 31 Mar 15

Mexico's federal police say they have arrested one of the men suspected in the 2010 slaying of 72 migrants by a drug cartel. Investigators said the
migrants were killed for refusing to join the Zetas drug cartel and their bodies were dumped on a ranch in the town of San Fernando in the border
state of Tamaulipas. 

Why Auto Makers Are Building New Factories In Mexico, Not The U.S. from Wall Street Journal 18 Mar 15

Array of Free-Trade Pacts Favors Mexico Over U.S. South as Site for North American Assembly Plants

Mexican mayoral candidate killed in troubled state from Agence France-Presse 11 Mar 15

A woman running for mayor in Mexico's troubled southern state of Guerrero was found murdered, a year after her husband suffered the same fate,
authorities said Wednesday. 

Mexico arrests Acapulco gang chief from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 15

Mexican authorities have arrested the suspected leaders of the Independent Cartel of Acapulco, one of the drug gangs responsible for the Pacific
resort's deadly violence, officials said Tuesday. 

Mexico official: 14 police arrested for kidnap, extortion from Associated Press 7 Mar 15

A Mexican official says troops have detained 15 federal police officers for allegedly kidnapping the owner of a construction company in the
northern border city of Matamoros and demanding a $2 million (31 million peso) ransom. 

Mexico plans diplomatic note over purported papal letter from Associated Press 23 Feb 15

Mexico says it will send a note to the Vatican to protest purported comments by Pope Francis worrying about a possible "Mexicanization" of his
native Argentina amid rising drug trafficking there. 

Mexican authorities detain 54 migrants from EFE (Spain) 22 Feb 15

Authorities detained 54 migrants from Central America, Cuba and Sri Lanka who were being transported in poor conditions in a cargo truck, the
Mexican National Migration Institute, or INM, said. 

Mexican authorities detain 54 migrants from EFE (Spain) 22 Feb 15

Authorities detained 54 migrants from Central America, Cuba and Sri Lanka who were being transported in poor conditions in a cargo truck, the
Mexican National Migration Institute, or INM, said. 

Amid wave of thefts, Mexico won't ship gasoline in pipelines from Associated Press 17 Feb 15

Slammed by a 70 percent increase in illegal pipeline taps in one year, Mexico's state oil company announced Tuesday that it will no longer ship
finished, usable gasoline or diesel through its network of ducts. 

Immigration officers detain 29 migrants in southern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 15 Feb 15

Immigration officers detained 32 Guatemalan migrants who were traveling in a truck in the southeastern state of Chiapas, the Mexican National
Migration Institute, or INM, said. 



Mexican Towns Galvanized By Tragedy from New York Times 13 Feb 15

A former cattle trader juggles two cellphones to direct truckloads of armed volunteers who have replaced the meager police forces across a swath
of small towns. 

Mexico arrests relatives, officials of former governor from Associated Press 10 Feb 15

Mexican federal prosecutors have announced the arrest of the brother of former Guerrero state Gov. Angel Aguirre in a corruption case. 

Cartel leader's brother arrested in Mexico from EFE (Spain) 10 Feb 15

A brother of Los Rojos drug cartel boss Santiago Mazari has been arrested, officials said. Ruben Alejandro Aguilar was arrested in an operation
conducted by federal security forces, Morelos Gov. Graco Ramirez said in a Twitter post. 

Is Mexico Mishandling Investigation Into Disappearance Of 43 Students? from Washington Post 9 Feb 15

On top of a hill at the edge of a trash dump, the drug cartel assassins shot dozens of Mexican students and tossed them down the ravine, where
their bodies were then burned in a great conflagration until only the smallest charred fragments remained. 

Mexico judge frees drug 'Queen of the Pacific' from Agence France-Presse 8 Feb 15

A Mexican woman whose links to drug traffickers earned her the nickname "Queen of the Pacific" and inspired a soap opera was released from
prison Saturday after winning an appeal. 

Mexican authorities detain 21 CentAm migrants from EFE (Spain) 5 Feb 15

A total of 21 Central American migrants traveling on a bus in the Mexican border state of Tamaulipas were detained, the Tamaulipas Coordination
Group said. 

Mexico: Captured drug lord 'Chapo' Guzman to stay put from Associated Press 27 Jan 15

Captured Sinaloa drug cartel leader Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman will not be extradited to the United States anytime soon, Mexico's top prosecutor
said Tuesday. 

Thousands demonstrate in Mexico in remembrance of 43 missing students from EFE (Spain) 26 Jan 15

Shouting "Ayotzinapa lives," thousands of people demonstrated on Monday in this capital to mark the four-month anniversary of the
disappearance of 43 teaching students in the southern state of Guerrero and to demand that they be found alive. 

Mexican official says kidnapping investigations drop 18 pct from Associated Press 21 Jan 15

Mexico's national chief of anti-kidnapping efforts says investigations of abductions declined 18 percent last year, a development he credited to
better state and federal coordination. 

Mexican president offers Obama help with amnesty documents from Washington Times 7 Jan 15

Mexico’s president told President Obama Tuesday that his government will supply the documents necessary for millions of illegal Mexican
immigrants to prove they’ve been living in the U.S. prior to 2010, a move that will help them qualify for Mr. Obama’s recently announced
deportation amnesty. 

Mexico missing students: Iguala mayor's wife charged from BBC 5 Jan 15

The wife of the former mayor of the Mexican city where 43 students went missing has been charged with organised crime and money laundering.
Maria de los Angeles Pineda was transferred to a high security prison to await trial. 

Obama: US offers Mexico help on missing students from Associated Press 9 Dec 14

President Barack Obama said Tuesday that the U.S. has offered to help Mexico figure out what happened to 43 college students who have been
missing since September, but he stopped short of saying that aid to the U.S. ally and neighbor should be reconsidered on the basis of the country's
human rights record. 

Gang boss arrested in western Mexico from EFE (Spain) 8 Dec 14



The suspected leader of a gang involved in kidnappings, drug trafficking and extortion rackets was arrested by the Federal Police in western
Mexico, the Government Secretariat said. 

Mexico police arrest drug kingpin's uncle from Agence France-Presse 6 Dec 14

Mexican authorities arrested the uncle of one of the countries most notorious and most wanted drug lords, the head of the Knights Templar cartel,
officials said Friday. 

Mexican Leader, Facing Protests, Promises To Overhaul Policing from New York Times 28 Nov 14

Facing waves of anger and frustration after local officials and the police were implicated in the disappearance and presumed murder of 43 college
students, President Enrique Peña Nieto on Thursday proposed a broad plan to revamp local policing, stamp out corruption and establish the rule of
law nationwide. 

Mexico extradites alleged drug lord to US from Agence France-Presse 17 Nov 14

Suspected Mexican drug lord Alfredo Beltran Leyva was extradited to the United States over the weekend, the US Justice Department said
Monday. 

Parents Of Missing Mexican Students Cling To Hope from Associated Press 14 Nov 14

For the government of President Enrique Pena Nieto, the account, delivered by the attorney general and based on the confessions of detained gang
members, begins to solve the mystery of the missing students.

Families of missing students told of new remains from Associated Press 7 Nov 14

Relatives of missing college students say Mexican authorities tell of finding six bags of unidentified human remains in the southern state of
Guerrero near where their 43 sons disappeared Sept. 26. 

Mexican cartel boss says he prefers death to surrender from EFE (Spain) 28 Oct 14

The leader of Mexico's Caballeros Templarios drug cartel has no plans to surrender or seek some kind of deal with authorities, according to an
audio tape posted Tuesday on the Internet. 

Mexico children increasingly recruited, abducted, killed from Agence France-Presse 21 Oct 14

The number of Mexican children abducted, recruited by organized crime, mutilated and murdered has surged alarmingly, the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights said Monday. 

Mexico catches chief of gang in missing students case from Agence France-Presse 18 Oct 14

Mexican authorities have captured the suspected leader of the Guerreros Unidos gang, which was allegedly involved with corrupt police in the
disappearance of 43 students, officials said Friday. 

Missing students were burned alive, Mexican activist says from EFE (Spain) 17 Oct 14

One eyewitness to the Sept. 26 abduction of 43 students in the southern Mexican state of Guerrero has recounted that at least some of the youths
were burned alive, a prominent priest and human rights activist said Friday. 

5 Arrested in Mexico with military guns, grenades from EFE (Spain) 16 Oct 14

Federal Police arrested five men in possession of drugs and military-grade weapons in the western state of Michoacan, Mexico's National Security
Commission said Thursday. 

Mexico arrests Juarez drug cartel leader from Agence France-Presse 9 Oct 14

Mexican police have captured suspected Juarez drug cartel leader Vicente Carrillo Fuentes, whose gang engaged in turf wars that have left
thousands of people dead, authorities said Thursday. 

Mexico mayor partied instead of protecting students: prosecutor from Agence France-Presse 9 Oct 14

The mayor of the Mexican city where an attack by gang-linked police left six people dead and 43 students missing faces negligence charges for



attending a party during the violence, authorities said Thursday. 

Is Marine Veteran Andrew Tahmooressi Close To Being Let Out Of A Mexican Jail, Or Not? from Washington Post 7 Oct 14

The 911 call recording is filled with confusion. Andrew P. Tahmooressi, a Marine Corps veteran who had recently left active duty after two
deployments to Afghanistan, had been pulled over near the Mexican-American border by Mexican authorities. He had taken a wrong turn while
carrying guns and ammunition registered in the United States, and was unsure what to do next. 

Mexican court orders "formal arrest" of alleged drug lord Hector Beltran from EFE (Spain) 7 Oct 14

A Mexican court has ordered the "formal arrest" of alledged drug kingpin Hector Beltran Levya, marking the start of criminal proceedings against
him for the illegal possession of a firearm, judicial sources said. 

Mass grave found near Mexico town hit by violence from Associated Press 5 Oct 14

Mexican officials say they have found a clandestine grave holding an undetermined number of bodies outside a town where violence last weekend
resulted in six deaths and the disappearance of 43 students. 

Mother Says Jailed US Marine In Mexico Suffering from Associated Press 2 Oct 14

A Marine jailed in Mexico on charges of bringing weapons into the country tried to kill himself after receiving threats of rape, torture and
execution, his tearful mother told a House panel Wednesday. She said her son was suffering an ordeal worse than his two combat tours in
Afghanistan. 

UPDATE: Mexico arrests Beltran Leyva cartel chief from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 14

The suspected heir of Mexico's family-run Beltran Leyva drug cartel was swept up by soldiers as he ate at a seafood restaurant in a colonial town
popular with American retirees. 

Mexico: Alleged drug boss Beltran Leyva captured from Associated Press 1 Oct 14

Alleged cartel capo Hector Beltran Leyva is believed to have been captured, two Mexican federal officials said Wednesday, which would be the
latest in a string of high-profile drug arrests in the country. 

Mexico must probe 'possible' army executions: UN expert from Agence France-Presse 29 Sep 14

A UN expert urged Mexico on Monday to conduct an independent investigation into the killing of 22 drug gang suspects by soldiers, saying the
deaths may have been summary executions. 

Mexican drug lord releases photos showing meeting with mayor from EFE (Spain) 28 Sep 14

Servando Gomez Martinez, Mexico's most-wanted drug trafficker, has released photos of himself meeting with yet another mayor in the western
state of Michoacan, media reports said. 

Night of violence in Mexico town leaves 6 dead from Associated Press 27 Sep 14

Mexican officials say six people were killed in a series of violent incidents in a town in Guerrero, a southwestern state known for social unrest and
drug violence. 

Mexican cartels steal billions from oil industry from Associated Press 25 Sep 14

Mexico has overcome 75 years of nationalist pride to reform its flagging, state-owned oil industry. But as it prepares to develop rich shale fields
along the Gulf Coast, and attract foreign investors, another challenge awaits: taming the brutal drug cartels that rule the region and are stealing
billions of dollars' worth of oil from pipelines. 

Mexico frees drug lord's nephew Martin Beltran Coronel from BBC 25 Sep 14

A Mexican court has ordered the release of Martin Beltran Coronel, who had been charged with organised crime. 

Mexico army detains 8 soldiers in killing of 22 gang suspects, alleges breach of duty from Associated Press 25 Sep 14

Mexico army detains 8 soldiers in killing of 22 gang suspects, alleges breach of duty. 



Mexican lawmaker feared dead after burned bodies found in truck from Reuters 23 Sep 14

A Mexican lawmaker kidnapped on Monday with an aide is feared dead after the remains of two charred bodies were found in his pick-up truck
on Tuesday, state prosecutors said. 

Mexico to free Cubans found at sea, give them residency: official from Reuters 22 Sep 14

Mexico will free 14 Cuban migrants rescued by its navy this month and will give them permanent residency, a Mexican immigration official said
on Monday. 

Zetas cartel boss arrested in northern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 22 Sep 14

The suspected boss of the Zetas drug cartel in the northern Mexican city of Saltillo was arrested along with seven associates by federal security
forces over the weekend, state officials said Monday. 

Mexico looks to quadruple number of migrants in U.S. basic education programs from EFE (Spain) 20 Sep 14

Mexican government representatives have launched a literacy drive that aims to quadruple the number of adult migrants participating in a
Mexican-developed basic education program in the United States. 

Mexican authorities say mine still leaking acid from Agence France-Presse 20 Sep 14

A Mexican copper mine which spewed millions of gallons of acid into a river last month is still causing pollution and the facility's owners are
blocking the work of investigators probing the accident, authorities said. 

Unusual coca plantation found in Mexico from Agence France-Presse 10 Sep 14

Authorities have discovered a coca plantation in southern Mexico, surprising officials because the shrub usually grows in the Andes and drug
cartels normally import cocaine from South America. 

Christie, Mexico To Partner On Higher Education from Associated Press 5 Sep 14

New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie seems to have left his usual bravado at home, packing instead a more humble tone for his trade mission to
Mexico. 

Torture "out of control" in Mexico from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 4 Sep 14

Torture and other forms of ill-treatment are "out of control" in Mexico, according to rights group Amnesty International. 

Mexico leader touts reforms amid falling popularity from Agence France-Presse 2 Sep 14

Facing sagging popularity, Mexican President Enrique Pena Nieto used his second state of the nation speech Tuesday to tout a drop in drug-
related violence and defend his economic reforms. 

Mexico rescues 15 Cubans adrift deep in Gulf from Associated Press 1 Sep 14

The Mexican Navy says it has rescued 13 badly dehydrated Cubans who were drifting in a makeshift boat far offshore in the Gulf of Mexico. 

Mexico to monitor satellite images of 'La Bestia' trains used by migrants from Reuters 25 Aug 14

Mexico said on Monday it would use satellite imagery to monitor key railway lines running toward the U.S. border to ensure the safety of the
tracks and to help stem the flow of illegal immigrants heading north for the United States. 

Mexico launches new police force to fight drug gangs from Agence France-Presse 22 Aug 14

Mexico launched a new 5,000-member national police force Friday tasked with protecting key sectors of the economy from drug gangs and other
organized crime. 

Mexico: 14 Police On Trial For US SUV Shooting from Associated Press 21 Aug 14

Fourteen former federal police officers have gone on trial on charges of using excessive force in a 2012 shooting attack that wounded two CIA
agents, Mexico’s national security commissioner said Wednesday. 



Suspect in 18 homicides arrested in central Mexico from EFE (Spain) 16 Aug 14

Police have arrested a man suspected of involvement in at least 18 homicides, the top prosecutor in the central state of Mexico said. 

20 Central American migrants rescued in Mexico from EFE (Spain) 8 Aug 14

Police in the Mexican capital rescued 20 Central American migrants found suffering from hunger and dehydration, the municipal Public Safety
Office said. 

Mexico trumpets arrest of high-ranking crime boss from EFE (Spain) 7 Aug 14

One of the 14 most wanted organized crime figures in the northeastern Mexican state of Tamaulipas was apprehended earlier this week, officials
said Thursday. 

Group seeks protection for Mexican journalist after son's murder from EFE (Spain) 5 Aug 14

Reporters Without Borders sought protection Tuesday for a Mexican journalist whose 12-year-old son was fatally shot outside the family's home
in the central state of Mexico. 

70 kidnapped migrants rescued in northern Mexico from Associated Press 4 Aug 14

Authorities in northern Mexico say security forces have rescued 70 migrants who had been kidnapped and were being held at a house inside a
gated community in the coastal city of Madero. 

Mexico detains ex-governor's son seen with drug lord from Agence France-Presse 4 Aug 14

Mexican authorities have detained a former governor's son on charges of withholding evidence after he refused to testify over a video showing
him sharing a beer with a drug lord. 

Violent Mexican state restricts crime reporting from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 14

Journalists in a northwestern Mexican state plagued by drug violence denounced on Friday a new law that will impose strict limits on how they
can cover crime. 

Five Questions with Texas Gov. Rick Perry: U.S.-Mexico Border from Military Times 28 Jul 14

Texas Gov. Rick Perry has accused the federal government of failing to provide enough resources on the U.S.-Mexico border to stop the flow of
undocumented immigrants, including more than 57,000 children who have illegally crossed into the U.S. from Central America since October. 

Politician gunned down in western Mexico from EFE (Spain) 27 Jul 14

The leader of the governing Institutional Revolutionary Party, or PRI, in Nuevo Urecho, a city in the western Mexican state of Michoacan, was
gunned down by hitmen suspected of being on the payroll of a drug cartel, state prosecutors said. 

Mexican federal forces arrest high-priority suspect in Tamaulipas from EFE (Spain) 26 Jul 14

Mexican forces arrested one of the 14 high-priority suspects identified as part of a federal security strategy for the northeastern state of
Tamaulipas, authorities said. 

Mexico Says Body Found Is That Of US Motorcyclist from Associated Press 18 Jul 14

Mexican authorities say genetic testing has confirmed that a body found near a Pacific Coast beach town is that of a New York man who vanished
while riding his motorcycle to Brazil for the World Cup. 

Mexico vigilante leader Jose Manuel Mireles arrested from BBC 27 Jun 14

One of Mexico's main vigilante leaders has been arrested for carrying unauthorised weapons, officials say. 

Mexican Political Parties At Impasse Over Key Reforms from Los Angeles Times 20 Jun 14

An opposition political party is threatening to pull its support for Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto’s landmark oil industry reforms. 



Aid, recovery workers targeted in southern Mexico from Associated Press 11 Jun 14

Prosecutors in Mexico's southern Guerrero state say drug gang members were responsible for the killing of three government aid workers whose
beaten bodies were found in a clandestine burial site. 

Six killed in Mexico City attack from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 14

Armed assailants killed six people, including two teenagers, in a densely populated neighborhood in northern Mexico City, authorities said
Tuesday. 

15 bodies found in northwest Mexico from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 14

Police in northwestern Mexico found 12 bullet-riddled bodies in a pickup truck Monday, as well as three men who had been shot dead in a
separate case, authorities said. 

Mexican army to expand presence on border of Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas states from EFE (Spain) 4 Jun 14

The Mexican army plans to expand its presence on the border between the states of Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas as part of the new security
strategy for the region, the Nuevo Leon state government said. 

5 Die in drug-related violence in western Mexico from EFE (Spain) 3 Jun 14

Gunmen murdered three men in a cantina, while Federal Police officers killed two suspected drug traffickers in separate incidents in the western
Mexican state of Michoacan, state prosecutors said. 

Three linked to Mexican drug lord tunnel out of prison from Agence France-Presse 30 May 14

Three prisoners linked to jailed Mexican drug lord Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman escaped from prison through a tunnel, officials said Thursday. 

Gunmen kill soldier in northwest Mexico from EFE (Spain) 29 May 14

A soldier was killed and two others wounded in an ambush staged by gunmen in Guasave, a city in the northwestern Mexican state of Sinaloa,
officials said. 

Rights group asks Mexico why it lowered missing-persons stat from Agence France-Presse 28 May 14

Amnesty International wants Mexico's government to explain how it came up with a drastically lower number of people missing nationwide after
the figure was slashed from 26,000 to 8,000. 

Mexico recalculates number of missing: 21,000 from Associated Press 23 May 14

Mexico has recalculated the number of people who have gone missing since the start of the country's drug war in 2006, lowering estimates to
21,000 from around 28,000. 

Gov't deploys security forces in northeastern Mexican state from EFE (Spain) 14 May 14

The federal government is deploying more security forces units in the northeastern state of Tamaulipas and will "completely" purge the state's law
enforcement agencies in an effort to stop a spike in drug-related violence, Mexican Government Secretary Miguel Angel Osorio Chong said. 

Marines detain 155 people posing as vigilantes in Mexico from EFE (Spain) 11 May 14

Marines have arrested at least 155 people who were posing as vigilantes in the western Mexican state of Michoacan, state prosecutors said. 

New violence grips Mexican state from Agence France-Presse 7 May 14

Dark days of violence have returned to Mexico's northeastern state of Tamaulipas, prompting authorities to deploy more soldiers after nearly 80
people died in drug cartel gunfights in one month. 

Argentine experts confirm identities of victims in Mexico City case from EFE (Spain) 4 May 14

Argentine specialists have confirmed that the bodies found last August in a mass grave were those of the 13 young people kidnapped from the
Heaven bar in Mexico City's upscale Zona Rosa district, prosecutors said. 



As Mexico battles drug war, soldiers may face civilian trials for abuse from Christian Science Monitor 1 May 14

Mexico's lower house unanimously voted to change a military code that gave the military courts jurisdiction over any crimes committed by on-
duty soldiers. A Mexican congressional decision this week that allows members of its armed forces to be tried in civilian courts for crimes against
civilians is a long-awaited win for Mexico’s human rights, advocates say. 

5 Die in shootout between vigilantes and gunmen in western Mexico from EFE (Spain) 28 Apr 14

At least five people were killed and two others wounded in a shootout between vigilantes and gunmen in the western Mexican state of Michoacan
over the weekend, media reports said. 

Mexican army begins disarming vigilantes in Michoacan from BBC 28 Apr 14

The Mexican army has begun registering the weapons carried by vigilantes in the western state of Michoacan. 

Mexican vigilantes search caves for cartel leader from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

Members of a self-defense group in western Mexico are searching an extensive cave system in the hunt for the last fugitive leader of the Knights
Templar drug cartel. 

UPDATE: Mexico arrests 110 posing as vigilantes from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 14

Mexican authorities have detained more than 110 people posing as vigilantes battling a drug cartel in the western state of Michoacan in the last
two weeks, an official said Tuesday. 

Mexican army captures 44 Caballeros Templarios cartel members from EFE (Spain) 22 Apr 14

Army troops captured 44 suspected members of the Caballeros Templarios drug cartel following a shootout between the criminals and vigilantes
in the western Mexican state of Michoacan, federal officials said. 

Police kill 4 gunmen in shootouts in eastern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 15 Apr 14

At least four suspected criminals died in separate shootouts with police in the port city of Veracruz, Mexican officials said Tuesday. State police
launched several operations on Monday night to find and arrest members of criminal organizations, setting off the shootouts, Veracruz state
officials told Efe. 

Security chief for Mexican drug kingpin found dead from Agence France-Presse 11 Apr 14

The security chief of Mexico's jailed top drug cartel chief Joaquin "Chapo" Guzman has been found dead with three other people in the
northwestern state of Sinaloa, officials said on Thursday. 

UPDATE: Drug cartel internal feud leaves 28 dead in Mexico from Agence France-Presse 10 Apr 14

An internal power struggle within the once-powerful Gulf drug cartel has left 28 people dead in gunfights on Mexico's northeastern coast this
week, authorities said Thursday. 

Mexican prosecutors question top state official from Associated Press 5 Apr 14

Mexican federal prosecutors said Friday that the No. 2 official in the embattled state of Michoacan is being questioned by investigators. 

Mexican Marines Kill Templar Cartel’s Leader from Associated Press 1 Apr 14

Mexican officials say a leader of the Knights Templar drug cartel has been killed. 

Another Mexican vigilante leader accused of murder from Associated Press 31 Mar 14

Authorities announced Monday they have arrested another leader of the vigilante "self-defense" forces in western Mexico and accused him of
participating in the killing of a rival, the second such arrest in less than a month. 

2 migrants die after being pushed off train from Associated Press 27 Mar 14

Authorities in the Mexican state of Veracruz say that two Central American migrants died after being thrown off the train they were traveling on. 



Vast Web Hides Mexican Drug Profits in Plain Sight, U.S. Authorities Say from New York Times 26 Mar 14

The United States calls Hugo Cuéllar Hurtado a longtime trafficker of the cocaine coming from South America, working with one of the men
believed to command Mexico's biggest drug cartel now that its leader, Joaquín Guzmán Loera, has been captured. 

Gunmen shoot dead Mexican mayor in troubled state from Agence France-Presse 22 Mar 14

Gunmen killed the mayor of a town in the troubled Mexican state of Michoacan on Saturday, more than a year after he had survived a previous
assassination attempt, officials said. 

Senior Mexican anti-drug official resigns from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 14

Mexico's national security commissioner, one of the most senior officials in charge of the country's war on drugs, has resigned, a top government
official said Sunday. 

Mexico uncovers tunnel for smuggling migrants into US from Agence France-Presse 14 Mar 14

Mexican authorities in the border city of Tijuana found a tunnel designed to smuggle people without documentation into the United States, the
government said Thursday. 

Cartel boss used reports of his death as cover to operate in Mexico from EFE (Spain) 10 Mar 14

Caballeros Templarios drug cartel boss Nazario Moreno Gonzalez, who died in a shootout with soldiers over the weekend, used erroneous reports
of his death in 2010 to continue operating freely for some time, officials said Monday. 

Mexico confirms killing of drug capo previously thought dead from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 14

Mexican drug capo Nazario Moreno, said to have been killed more than three years ago, was shot dead in a clash with authorities Sunday, officials
said. 

Mexican court says drug lord can't avoid US extradition from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 14

A Mexican court rejected an appeal Wednesday by drug kingpin Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman to avoid extradition to the United States in the
absence of any formal request. 

Mexico Targets Gang That Infiltrated the Mining Industry from New York Times 5 Mar 14

Mexico has stepped up its effort to crack down on one of the most powerful and feared criminal organizations in the country, with arrests and
seizures this week aimed not at drug trafficking or extortion but at the gang’s lucrative infiltration of mining and smuggling iron ore to China. 

Commanders of Mexico's new police force being trained in France and Colombia from EFE (Spain) 4 Mar 14

The 390 commanders of Mexico's new Gendarmerie, which will begin operating in July with 5,000 officers, are receiving law enforcement
training in France and Colombia, the National Security Commission said. 

Commanders of Mexico's new police force being trained in France and Colombia from EFE (Spain) 4 Mar 14

The 390 commanders of Mexico's new Gendarmerie, which will begin operating in July with 5,000 officers, are receiving law enforcement
training in France and Colombia, the National Security Commission said. 

Vigilantes demand that Mexican mayor resign from EFE (Spain) 4 Mar 14

Vigilantes entered city hall in Apatzingan, located in the western Mexican state of Michoacan, and demanded that Mayor Uriel Chavez Mendoza
resign, media reports said. 

Mexican authorities investigate pro-drug lord rally from Agence France-Presse 28 Feb 14

Red-faced authorities in Mexico are investigating a rally held in support of captured drug kingpin Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman in his
northwestern home state. 

Mexican army rescues 61 migrants from EFE (Spain) 27 Feb 14

The Mexican army freed 61 migrants discovered inside a safe house in the northern border city of Reynosa, the government said Thursday. 



Mexico Makes Clear It Will Hold On To ‘El Chapo’ from Associated Press 26 Feb 14

Mexico made clear Tuesday it is determined to keep Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman in its highest-security prison for the foreseeable future, putting
off U.S. extradition in a move that could bolster President Enrique Pena Nieto’s nationalist credentials but also shine a spotlight on the country’s
woeful judicial system. 

FEATURE: Vigilantes, Once Welcome, Frighten Many in Mexico from New York Times 25 Feb 14

They have been hailed as saviors, vigilantes marching into town with military-style rifles and submachine guns, wearing no uniforms and
threatening to whip miscreants as they bring order to this lawless Mexican region known as Tierra Caliente, or hot lands. 

Obama In Mexico For ‘Three Amigos’ Trade Talks from USA Today 20 Feb 14

President Obama arrived in this industrial city today to talk trade with his North American counterparts, reflecting a shift in focus from security,
which dominated the agendas of past “Three Amigos” summits. 

Mexico registering anti-drug vigilantes to give them official status from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 14

Mexico has started registering vigilantes fighting a drug cartel in the western state of Michoacan to classify them as official rural defense groups,
an official said Thursday. 

Mexico leftists to propose raising marijuana allowance in capital from Reuters 30 Jan 14

The opposition party governing Mexico City said on Thursday it would propose raising the amount of marijuana residents of the capital can
possess to seven times the current limit to help speed up drug liberalization in Mexico. 

Mexican Vigilante Legalization Plan Carries Risks from Associated Press 29 Jan 14

After months of tacit cooperation with rural vigilantes trying to drive out a cult-like drug cartel, the Mexican government is seeking to
permanently solve one of its toughest security problems with a plan to legalize the growing movement and bring it under the army’s control. 

Mexico says it nabbed cartel leader in Michoacan from Associated Press 19 Jan 14

A Mexican government official says federal forces have detained three members of the Knight Templar drug cartel, including one he describes as
a leader who was behind a lot of the bloodshed in the state. 

Trading violins for guns. Mexican vigilantes take on cartel from Agence France-Presse 17 Jan 14

Mariachi musician Efrain has traded his violin for a rifle. He wants to fight a drug cartel that killed two of his nephews. 

Mexico anti-drug militias return land to villagers from Agence France-Presse 17 Jan 14

Mexican vigilante militias battling drug-traffickers in the restive state of Michoacan said Thursday they had returned several hundred acres of land
seized from villagers by the notorious Knights Templar cartel. 

Mexico gov't warns vigilantes could copy cartel from Associated Press 16 Jan 14

Vigilantes in violent Michoacan state insist they won't lay down their guns until top leaders of a powerful drug cartel are arrested, defying
government orders as federal forces try to regain control in a lawless region plagued by armed groups. 

Treasury designates Sinaloa cartel lieutenant for sanctions from United Press International 16 Jan 14

A lieutenant in the Mexican Sinaloa drug cartel is targeted for sanctions for his role in drug-trafficking activities, the U.S. State Department said
Thursday. 

Vigilantes Pose Public Relations Problems For Mexico from Los Angeles Times 15 Jan 14

Mexican troops and federal police poured into the state of Michoacan on Tuesday in an attempt to restore order after clashes with the rural “self-
defense” groups that at times have been their allies against the Knights Templar drug cartel. 

Mexican Vigilantes Occupy Another City In Michoacan from Los Angeles Times 13 Jan 14



Tensions continued to rise over the weekend in the Mexican state of Michoacan, where vigilante “self-help” groups reportedly rode into the latest
of a string of cities that they have occupied in recent days — part of their effort to wrest control of a region known as the Tierra Caliente from the
vicious Knights Templar drug cartel. 

Mexican Vigilante Leader Injured In Plane Crash from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 14

A small plane crash-landed in western Mexico, killing one person and injuring four others, including the leader of a vigilante group fighting drug
cartels, officials said Sunday. 

Mexico Violence Kills 10, Including Five Teens At Bus Stop from Los Angeles Times 19 Dec 13

Five high school students waiting for a bus were killed Wednesday when a pickup truck being chased by Mexican army forces careened out of
control and plowed into them in the violent northern border city of Reynosa, authorities said. 

Turkey, Mexico sign 11 agreements to enhance cooperation from Xinhua (China) 17 Dec 13

Presidents of Turkey and Mexico on Tuesday signed eleven agreements to enhance bilateral cooperation in various areas in Turkey's capital city
of Ankara. 

Mexico rights body warns of growth in vigilantes from Associated Press 17 Dec 13

Mexico's human rights body said Tuesday that the government shouldn't be allowing the formation of vigilante groups in areas where people are
increasingly confronting drug gangs. 

Mexico’s Pride, Its Oil, May Reopen To Big Multinationals from New York Times 13 Dec 13

The legislation, which won final congressional approval Thursday afternoon, declares that Mexico still owns its oil. But it allows private
businesses to drill for oil and natural gas in partnership with the state monopoly, called Pemex, or on their own, returning international oil
companies to territory they were kicked out of 75 years ago. 

Gunmen kill 4 in western Mexico from EFE (Spain) 12 Dec 13

An attack in the western Mexican municipality of Concordia left four men dead and two others badly wounded, sources in the Sinaloa state
Attorney General's Office told EFE. 

FEATURE: For Mexican Town, Fears Linger Over Theft Of Radioactive Cobalt-60 from McClatchy 12 Dec 13

The latest incident showed that weaknesses remain in the transport and disposal of radioactive waste in Mexico. The truck carrying the material
from Tijuana did not have a functioning GPS system, and the truck was stolen from a driver who was roused at a gas station while taking a nap in
the 2.5-ton truck’s cab. 

4 People gunned down in central Mexico from EFE (Spain) 11 Dec 13

Four bodies were found by police Wednesday in Nezahaulcoyotl, a city in Mexico state, which surrounds the Federal District and forms part of
the Mexico City metropolitan area, officials said. 

Five Held In Mexico Radioactive Material Theft from Agence France-Presse 10 Dec 13

Mexican authorities have formally arrested five men suspected of stealing a truck carrying highly radioactive material in a theft that caused
international alarm, an official said. 

Police arrest 3 men wanted for over 200 murders in Mexico from EFE (Spain) 10 Dec 13

Three members of a criminal organization were arrested by the Federal Police in the western state of Jalisco in connection with more than 200
murders, as well as kidnappings and extortion, the Mexican National Security Commission said Tuesday. 

White House: Stolen Colbalt-60 Posed No US Threat from Associated Press 6 Dec 13

The White House says the Obama administration has no reason to believe that a stolen shipment of highly radioactive cobalt-60 recovered in
central Mexico posed a threat to the United States. 



Mexican Family Under Medical Watch Over Radioactive Waste from Agence France-Presse 6 Dec 13

Mexican authorities sought Thursday to safely dispose of radioactive waste that was abandoned on a field and potentially contaminated a family. 

Stolen Cobalt-60 Found In Mexico; Curious Thieves Likely Doomed from Washington Post 5 Dec 13

The carjackers who set off international alarm bells by absconding with a truckload of highly radioactive material most likely had no idea what
they were stealing and will probably die soon from exposure, Mexican authorities said at the end of a brief national scare. 

Mexico Senate Approves Major Political Reforms from Associated Press 5 Dec 13

Mexico’s Senate has passed the most dramatic political reform attempt in decades that would allow re-election of federal legislators, create new
election oversight and make the Attorney General’s office independent from the executive. 

Family of 4 slain in southern Mexico from EFE (Spain) 5 Dec 13

A Guatemalan couple and their two children were found fatally shot in a rural area of the southern Mexican state of Chiapas, relatives said. 

Mexico Drug Lord Accused In 1985 DEA Murder Says U.S. Targets His Family from McClatchy 4 Dec 13

Rafael Caro Quintero, a fugitive drug lord whom U.S. authorities hold responsible for the 1985 kidnapping and murder of DEA agent Enrique
Camarena, has appealed in a personal letter to Mexico’s president for help getting U.S. drug agents off his back because they are causing an
“infernal nightmare” for his loved ones. 

UPDATE: MUPDATE: Mexico finds stolen radioactive material outside boxexico finds stolen radioactive material outside box
from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 13

Authorities found stolen radioactive material outside the truck that was carrying it north of Mexico City on Wednesday and the life of anybody
who touched it is in danger, officials told AFP. 

UPDATE: Mexico: Stolen radioactive cobalt box found empty from Associated Press 4 Dec 13

A cargo truck hauling extremely dangerous radioactive material from used medical equipment was stolen from a gas station in central Mexico,
and authorities sent out an alert in six central states and the capital to find it, Mexican officials said Wednesday. 

UPDATE: 'Extremely dangerous' radioactive material stolen in Mexico: IAEA from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 13

Thieves in Mexico have stolen a truck containing potentially "extremely dangerous" radioactive material used in medical treatment, the UN
atomic watchdog said Wednesday. 

Truck with radioactive material stolen in Mexico: IAEA from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 13

A truck carrying potentially "extremely dangerous" radioactive material intended for medical use has been stolen in Mexico, the UN atomic
watchdog said Wednesday. 

U.S. Accuses Ex-Governor Of Mexico’s Tamaulipas State Of Laundering Cartel Cash from McClatchy 3 Dec 13

The former governor of Mexico’s Tamaulipas state invested millions of dollars in drug sale proceeds in real estate across southern and central
Texas, the U.S. government charged in an indictment unsealed Monday. 

Drug lord sent Mexican president a letter, gov't says from EFE (Spain) 3 Dec 13

Drug lord Rafael Caro Quintero sent President Enrique Peña Nieto a letter asking for a "fair trial" and urging the head of state to not yield to
pressure from the United States, where he is wanted on federal charges, Attorney General Jesus Murillo said Tuesday. 

40,000 Protest Mexico Leader On Inauguration Anniversary from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 13

Some 40,000 teachers, union members and anarchist activists took to Mexico City’s streets Sunday in a demonstration on the first anniversary of
President Enrique Pena Nieto’s inauguration. 

After President’s First Year, Mexico Still A Mess By Many Measures from Los Angeles Times 2 Dec 13

To President Enrique Peña Nieto’s supporters, his first year in office has been a time of bold promises kept as he pursues an ambitious agenda of



reforms designed, in the long term, to bring peace and economic growth to Mexico. 

US charges Mexican ex-governor with helping drug cartel from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 13

US prosecutors unveiled criminal charges Monday against a former Mexican governor accused of helping drug smugglers operate freely in his
state in exchange for millions of dollars in bribes. 

Mexican church leaders fend off assassination threats from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 13

Leaders of Mexico's Roman Catholic church fended off death threats last month phoned in by purported members of a drug cartel demanding
extortion payments, a church spokesman confirmed Monday. 

Mexican drug cartels now make money exporting ore from Associated Press 29 Nov 13

Mexican drug cartels looking to diversify their businesses long ago moved into oil theft, pirated goods, extortion and kidnapping, consuming an
ever larger swath of the country's economy.

Mexico leader's anti-crime pledge tested in first year from Agence France-Presse 28 Nov 13

Gruesome mass graves, relentless drug cartels and emerging vigilantes have put Mexican President Enrique Pena Nieto's pledge to reduce
violence to the test in his first year in power. 

Mass border crossing effort used methods from almost 20 yrs ago from EFE (Spain) 27 Nov 13

The mass border crossing effort by undocumented migrants between San Diego and Tijuana, Mexico, on the weekend resurrected strategies not
used for some 20 years and points up the foreigners' desperation to enter the United States. 

Mexican drug lord's son to face trial in San Diego from EFE (Spain) 27 Nov 13

Serafin Zambada Ortiz, the son of Mexican drug lord Ismael "El Mayo" Zambada, will be extradited from Arizona to California so he can face
trial in San Diego, officials said. 

Teen Who Beheaded 4 For Cartel Released From Mexico Jail, Flies To San Antonio from McClatchy 27 Nov 13

Mexican prison authorities on Tuesday released a teenage U.S. citizen who admitted to decapitating four people on behalf of a drug cartel and
escorted him to the Mexico City airport, where he boarded a flight for San Antonio, Texas. 

Mexico releases former teenage hitman from Agence France-Presse 26 Nov 13

Mexican authorities Tuesday released a US-born teenager who was convicted at age 14 for working as a hitman in a case that highlighted the
recruitment of children by drug cartels. 

Priests Give Mexican Vigilantes Their Blessings from USA Today 22 Nov 13

Rival drug gangs have made life intolerable for the law-abiding citizens in Tierra Caliente, or Hot Earth, a rugged region 300 miles west of
Mexico City. But now they are taking the law into their own hands and are being joined in their armed insurgency by Catholic priests. 

Son of Mexican cartel leader arrested at US border from Associated Press 22 Nov 13

The son of one of the world's most wanted drug lords was arrested at an Arizona border crossing to face drug trafficking charges in the United
States, authorities said Friday. 

Loyalties In Mexican State Divided Between Drug Cartel, Vigilantes from Los Angeles Times 19 Nov 13

In this city in western Mexico, sympathy runs strong for the Knights Templar, a cult-like drug cartel that has used extortion and intimidation to
control much of the local economy and undermine government. 

Mexico Says Former US Soldier Led Kidnap Gang from Agence France-Presse 12 Nov 13

Authorities have detained a former US soldier accused of leading a gang of kidnappers in northern Mexico, officials said Monday. 

FEATURE: Vigilantes, Weary Of Crime Gangs, Seize Control Of Towns In Mexico’s Michoacan from McClatchy 12 Nov 13



Tepalcatepec is in a “liberated” region of Michoacan state, where an armed uprising of civilians has succeeded in lifting a yoke imposed by a
crime group with a feudal-sounding name, the Knights Templar, which keeps a searing and heavy hand on the majority of Michoacan’s 113
municipalities. 

61 people freed in northern Mexico after months in captivity from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 8 Nov 13

Mexican police have freed 61 people from their captors in the north of the country, a government official said Friday. 

Citizens take fight to Mexican cartel, and win from Associated Press 8 Nov 13

In Mexico they call it "the drop that makes the glass overflow," and it came at different points for the people living for years under the brutal
Knights Templar in the western Valley of Apatzingan, an emerald green tapestry of orchards bordered by blue-gray peaks. 

Mexico top court overturns drug kingpin's release from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 13

Mexico's Supreme Court overturned Wednesday a lower court decision to free drug kingpin Rafael Caro Quintero, whose sentence for the killing
of a US agent was cut short in August. 

Mexico imposes military control over seaport from Associated Press 4 Nov 13

Mexico's military has taken effective control of one of the nation's biggest seaports as part of an effort to bring drug-cartel activity under control
in the western state of Michoacan.

US Unearths New Drug ‘Supertunnel’ Under Mexican Border from Agence France-Presse 1 Nov 13

US and Mexican authorities have unearthed another sophisticated “supertunnel” used to smuggle drugs beneath their common border, the third
since 2011, officials said Thursday. 

Border Tunnel: 3 Arrested; 8 Tons Of Pot, 325 Lbs. Of Cocaine Seized from Los Angeles Times 1 Nov 13

U.S. authorities said Thursday they have shut down a major cross-border drug tunnel that traffickers had recently completed and equipped with an
electric rail and cart system capable of ferrying tons of drugs from Tijuana to San Diego. 

Mexican Diplomat Says Obama Promises NSA Probe from Associated Press 23 Oct 13

President Barack Obama has promised an investigation into spying the U.S. reportedly did on Mexico’s presidential email system, Mexico’s top
diplomat told reporters Tuesday. The White House said Mexico’s concerns would be addressed as part of a broader examination of U.S.
intelligence gathering. 

Mexico calls alleged U.S. spying on Calderon 'unacceptable' from Reuters 20 Oct 13

Mexico scolded the United States on Sunday over new allegations of spying after a German magazine reported that the U.S. National Security
Agency (NSA) had hacked Felipe Calderon's public email account while he was president. 

State assemblyman hacked to death in Mexico from Associated Press 12 Sep 13

Four men hacked a state legislator to death with machetes and wounded a journalist who was apparently talking to him on the side of a highway
Wednesday in the western Mexico state of Michoacan. 

Mexico offers rewards for drug war missing from Associated Press 27 Aug 13

The Mexican government is offering rewards of up to 2 million pesos ($150,000) for information on 14 people who have vanished during the
country's drug war. 

Mexican Drug Cartel Activity In US Said To Be Exaggerated In Widely Cited Federal Report from Washington Post 26 Aug 13

When Sen. John McCain spoke during an Armed Services Committee hearing last year on security issues in the Western Hemisphere, he relayed a
stark warning about the spread of Mexican drug cartels in the United States. 

Police arrest Zetas cartel boss in Mexico from EFE (Spain) 26 Aug 13

One of the suspected bosses of the Los Zetas drug cartel in the northeastern Mexican state of Tamaulipas was arrested over the weekend, the state



government said. 

Moderately Strong Quake Shakes Mexico from Associated Press 22 Aug 13

A moderately strong earthquake struck near Mexico’s Pacific coast resort of Acapulco on Wednesday, causing cracks in some buildings and
knocking bricks and plaster off other structures. 

White House Seeks Justice In US For Agent’s Murder from Associated Press 12 Aug 13

The White House says it’s seeking justice for the 1985 murder of a U.S. federal agent now that a Mexican drug lord’s conviction has been
overturned. 

Middle East
French Minister Suggests Group To Push Middle East Talks from New York Times 30 Jun 15

France floated the idea on Monday of a new international group to spur negotiations between the Israelis and Palestinians. In so doing, the French
seemed to dial back from an earlier proposal to get the United Nations Security Council involved in the gnarled and stuck Middle East peace
talks. 

Analysis: Formation of pan-Arab military force could backfire from Los Angeles Times 31 Mar 15

The last time an Arab-led force marshaled armies from across the region against a common enemy –- Israel -- the result was a resounding defeat
that would shape the Mideast for decades to come. 

US Weighs Cutting Aid To Palestinians Over Court Move from Associated Press 6 Jan 15

The Obama administration said Monday it was reviewing its annual $440 million aid package to the Palestinians because of their effort to join the
International Criminal Court to pursue war-crimes charges against Israel. 

Palestinians Seen Gaining Momentum In Quest For Statehood from New York Times 6 Jan 15

When the Palestinians sought statehood at the United Nations in 2011, it was widely dismissed as a symbolic gambit to skirt negotiations with
Israel and Washington’s influence over the long-running conflict. But the Palestinians have begun to translate a series of such symbolic steps,
culminating in last week’s move to join the International Criminal Court, into a strategy that has begun to create pressure on Israel. 

Conflicting Policies On Syria And Islamic State Erode U.S. Standing In Mideast from New York Times 28 Nov 14

American and Syrian warplanes screamed over the Syrian city of Raqqa in separate raids this week, ostensibly against the same target, the Islamic
State militants in control there. 

Arab Bank Liable For Supporting Terrorist Efforts, Jury Finds from New York Times 23 Sep 14

A federal jury on Monday found that Arab Bank was liable for knowingly supporting terrorist efforts that were connected to 24 attacks in the
Middle East. 

Arab Leaders Silent, Viewing Hamas As Worse Than Israel from New York Times 31 Jul 14

Battling Palestinian militants in Gaza two years ago, Israel found itself pressed from all sides by unfriendly Arab neighbors to end the fighting. 

Kerry’s Diplomacy Takes On Difficult Problem from Associated Press 5 Feb 14

John Kerry has spent nearly half of his first year as U.S. secretary of state jumping on and off airplanes and diving headlong into some of the
world’s most difficult problems. 

Former NATO commander warns of wider war in Middle East from Stars and Stripes 21 Jan 14

NATO’s former top military commander has warned that the widening sectarian conflict in Syria and Iraq could engulf a broader region in the
Middle East, just as the religious wars in Europe did in the 16th and 17th centuries. 

Beirut Bombs Strike At Iran As Assad’s Ally from New York Times 20 Nov 13

A double bombing struck the Iranian Embassy compound in Beirut on Tuesday, in the deadliest assault on Iran’s interests since it emerged as the



most forceful backer of the Syrian government against an armed insurgency. The frontal attack struck a symbol of the country’s powerful
influence in Lebanon and neighboring Syria. 

Blasts At Iranian Embassy Kill 23, Send Wave Of Fear Through Beirut from McClatchy 20 Nov 13

A double suicide bombing of Iran’s embassy in Lebanon that killed at least 23 people and wounded hundreds of others sent shockwaves of fear
across this capital city Tuesday that Syria’s civil war would trigger violence not seen since this country’s own civil war two decades ago. 

Syrians on trial in Jordan over bid to smuggle detonators from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 13

Three Syrians went on trial in Jordan on Tuesday for allegedly trying to smuggle 36 remote control detonators into their country to help anti-
government rebels, a court official said.

Criticism Of United States’ Mideast Policy Increasingly Comes From Allies from New York Times 24 Oct 13

As the United States grapples with some of the most intractable problems in the Middle East, it has run into a buzz saw of criticism, not from
traditional enemies but from two of its strongest allies. 

Middle East Peace Talks Go On, Under The Radar from New York Times 24 Oct 13

A recent Israeli editorial cartoon depicted the lead Israeli and Palestinian peace negotiators beleaguered on treadmills, with Secretary of State John
Kerry between them. Hands on the controls, Mr. Kerry was shown saying, “I’m upping the tempo a bit more.” 

Mysterious Website Seeks Names, Phone Numbers Of Alleged Hezbollah Agents from McClatchy 24 Oct 13

A mysterious website offering financial rewards for information about alleged members of Hezbollah’s international operations wing has become
a major topic of conversation in intelligence circles around the Middle East, with operatives wondering who is behind the effort. 

Kerry Plans Talks In Europe On Topics From Iran To Syria from Bloomberg News 18 Oct 13

Secretary of State John Kerry is going to Europe next week to talk with allies, including Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, about Iran,
Syria and Israeli-Palestinian peace talks. 

Across Mideast, Rising Fears Of Bioweapons Use from Washington Post 5 Sep 13

Last month's alleged chemical attack near Damascus has refocused attention on Syria's 30-year-old biological weapons research and raised
concerns about whether the government there could activate an effort to make a weapon. 

Middleast Peace
Kerry, Preparing To Meet With Palestinian Leader Holds Out Hope For Middle East Peace from Boston Globe 14 May 14

Secretary of State John Kerry said Tuesday that he holds out hope that peace talks can be revived between the Israelis and Palestinians as he
prepares to meet on Thursday with Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas. 

Mideast
Obama Plans A Royal Weekend, King Or No King from New York Times 13 Feb 14

King Abdullah II of Jordan is visiting Washington this week, making the rounds at the State Department, the Pentagon and on Capitol Hill.
President Obama is in town, too, playing host to the French president, signing an executive order on wages and getting briefed on a snowstorm
bearing down on the East Coast. 

MIDEAST
Kerry Meets With Netanyahu, Affirms Resolve On Iran from Washington Post 16 Sep 13

Obama says Tehran's nuclear program is a 'far larger issue for us' 

U.S.-Gulf Ties Are At Risk As Russia Plan Is Mulled from Washington Post 12 Sep 13

The United States risks damaging relations with Persian Gulf states as it warily embraces a Russian initiative for Syria to relinquish its chemical
arsenal, analysts say, with Sunni monarchies fearful that the U.S. pullback from military strikes will bolster President Bashar al-Assad and the
influence in the region of his ally Iran. 



Mideast Peace
EU Seeks New Format To Help Revive Mideast Peace Process from Associated Press 21 Jul 15

The European Union’s top diplomat is looking for a fresh formula to revive the now moribund peace talks between Israel and the Palestinians. 

UN To Explore New Mideast Peace Effort With Israel from Agence France-Presse 20 May 15

The United Nations will explore options with Israel’s new government for a return to negotiations on creating a Palestinian state within a
reasonable timeframe, the new envoy said Tuesday. 

Abbas says talks with Israel still on table from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 15

Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas said Wednesday talks with Israel are still on the table, despite moves against the Jewish state at the UN and
numerous failed rounds of negotiations. 

Mideast Quartet Calls For Speedy Resumption Of Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 9 Feb 15

The Middle East Quartet powers called Sunday for a speedy resumption of Israeli-Palestinian peace talks, urging both sides to avoid any action
that could undermine efforts to settle the conflict. 

U.N. chief names Bulgarian as new Mideast peace coordinator from Reuters 6 Feb 15

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has appointed Nickolay Mladenov of Bulgaria to replace Robert Serry as his special coordinator for the
Middle East peace process, a U.N. spokesman said on Thursday. 

Palestinian Sentenced In Killing Of Kidnapped Israeli Teenagers from New York Times 7 Jan 15

An Israeli military court on Tuesday sentenced a Palestinian man to 75 years in prison for his role as logistics commander in the abduction and
murder of three Israeli teenagers in the occupied West Bank in June, a crucial chapter in last year’s deterioration of Israeli-Palestinian relations. 

Palestinians Face New Diplomatic Battle Over ICC Move from Agence France-Presse 2 Jan 15

The Palestinians faced a fresh diplomatic battle Thursday after taking steps to join the International Criminal Court in a move strongly condemned
by both Washington and Israel. 

Palestinian-backed Resolution Fails At U.N. Security Council from Washington Post 31 Dec 14

The U.N. Security Council on Tuesday rejected a resolution that would have called for Israelis and Palestinians to strike a peace deal within a year
and for Israel to withdraw to its 1967 borders within three years — a blow to Palestinians seeking to increase pressure on the government of
Benjamin Netanyahu. 

Palestinians To Ask U.N. For Recognition Of Statehood And Demand End To Occupation from Washington Post 30 Dec 14

Arab nations on Monday endorsed a Palestinian proposal for the U.N. Security Council to set a 2017 deadline for Israeli withdrawal from the
West Bank, a return to the borders before the 1967 Arab-Israeli war and recognition of a Palestinian state, according to Jordanian and Palestinian
officials. 

Kerry, Israel's Netanyahu to meet in Rome for Middle East talks from Reuters 10 Dec 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry will travel to Rome on Sunday for talks with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on developments in
Israel and the West Bank, the State Department said on Wednesday. 

A Leaderless Palestinian Revolt Proves More Difficult To Curb from New York Times 12 Nov 14

Sawsan Abu Hashieh said she packed a bag of clothing on Sunday for her 18-year-old son, Nur al-Din, who told her he planned to sneak into
Israel to work for two weeks. Instead, he was arrested in Monday’s fatal stabbing of a soldier near a crowded Tel Aviv train station. 

Palestinians To Submit UN Resolution ‘This Month’ from Agence France-Presse 5 Nov 14

The Palestinian leadership will submit a draft resolution to the UN Security Council this month calling for an end date for Israeli occupation, a
senior official said on Tuesday. 



Palestinians Urge UN To Demand Israel End Settlements from Agence France-Presse 30 Oct 14

The Palestinians urged the UN Security Council on Wednesday to demand that Israel immediately reverse plans to build more Jewish settlements,
at an emergency meeting called to address tensions in east Jerusalem. 

UN Tells Israel, Palestinians To Stop Unilateral Actions from Agence France-Presse 22 Oct 14

UN chief Ban Ki-moon urged Israel and the Palestinians on Tuesday to move away from unilateral actions stoking tensions and make the “tough
compromises” needed to end their decades-old conflict. 

Abbas’s Speech Might Be A Watershed Moment In Israeli-Palestinian Conflict from Washington Post 25 Sep 14

The aging, frustrated, isolated president of the Palestinian Authority, Mahmoud Abbas, will address the United Nations General Assembly on
Friday. It could be the signal speech of his career — and a sign of what is to come. 

Wednesday Talks Propel Kerry Back Into Mideast Tumult from Agence France-Presse 3 Sep 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry wades back into the tumult of the Israel-Palestinian peace process Wednesday, meeting Palestinian negotiators
for the first time since the 50-day war in Gaza ended. 

Mideast Peace Effort Pauses To Let Failure Sink In from New York Times 16 May 14

On May 2, a week after peace talks between Israel and the Palestinians fell apart, senior American diplomats gave an interview to a prominent
Israeli journalist in which they said Israel’s aggressive pursuit of new Jewish settlements had sabotaged the negotiations. 

Kerry Meets Abbas For First Time Since Collapse Of Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 15 May 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry met late Wednesday in London with Palestinian leader Mahmud Abbas for their first face-to-face talks since the
peace process collapsed last month, US officials said. 

Kerry To Meet Palestinian Leader In First Exchange Since Peace Talks from New York Times 13 May 14

Secretary of State John Kerry plans to meet in London on Thursday with Mahmoud Abbas, the president of the Palestinian Authority, the State
Department announced Monday. 

Israel’s Peres Says Netanyahu Blocked 2011 Peace Deal from Agence France-Presse 7 May 14

Israeli President Shimon Peres said Tuesday that Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu blocked a 2011 peace agreement he had secretly negotiated
with Palestinian leader Mahmud Abbas. 

After Failed Peace Talks, Pushing To Label Israel As Occupier Of Palestine from New York Times 5 May 14

More than a year after Palestine was upgraded to become a nonmember observer state of the United Nations, the attributes of statehood exist
mainly on official Palestinian letterhead. 

Mideast Peace Talks Were Not In Vain, Kerry Says from Washington Post 2 May 14

Speaking publicly for the first time about the collapse of U.S.-brokered peace talks between Israel and the Palestinians, Secretary of State John F.
Kerry said Thursday that the United States will take a “hard look” at what to do next. 

Kerry’s Nine-Month Quest For Middle East Peace Ends In Failure from Washington Post 30 Apr 14

Nine months after it began, the Obama administration’s marquee diplomatic effort to broker a peace deal between Israel and the Palestinians
ended Tuesday with neither a whimper nor much of a bang. 

Palestinian President Condemns Holocaust As The “Most Heinous Crime” In The Modern Era from Washington Post 28 Apr 14

Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas took the unusual step Sunday of publicly denouncing the Holocaust as “the most heinous crime to have
occurred against humanity in the modern era.” 

Peace Talks Suspended Over Possibility Hamas Will Join Palestinian Government from McClatchy 25 Apr 14



Responding to a unity accord among Palestinian factions, the Israeli government said Thursday that it was suspending negotiations with the
Palestinians, breaking off nine months of talks brokered by Secretary of State John Kerry. 

Rival Palestinian Groups Strike Deal from Washington Times 24 Apr 14

Rival Palestinian factions Fatah and Hamas reached an agreement Wednesday to reconcile, a development that could bring divided Palestinian
territories under unified leadership for the first time in nearly a decade — but pose a threat to the already-tottering Israeli-Palestinian peace talks. 

Palestinian Rivals Announce Unity Pact, Drawing U.S. And Israeli Rebuke from New York Times 24 Apr 14

The faltering Middle East peace process was thrown into further jeopardy on Wednesday, with Israel and the United States harshly condemning a
new deal announced by feuding Palestinian factions, including the militant group Hamas, to repair their seven-year rift. 

Israelis, Palestinians Struggle For Way Forward As Deadline Nears from Los Angeles Times 23 Apr 14

With Israeli-Palestinian peace negotiations still deadlocked a week before their current round expires, negotiating teams met Tuesday with U.S.
envoy Martin Indyk in Jerusalem to discuss extending the troubled talks. 

Rockets Fired From Gaza Draw Airstrikes From Israel from New York Times 22 Apr 14

Seven rockets fired from the Gaza Strip landed in southern Israel on Monday morning, prompting Israeli airstrikes that hit at least one training site
of Hamas, the militant Palestinian faction that rules Gaza. 

Palestinians Mull Handing Territory “Keys” Back To Israel from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 14

Palestinian negotiators have warned they may pass responsiblity for their territory back to occupying power Israel if peace talks remain stalled, a
senior Palestinian official said on Sunday. 

Israel, Palestinians Hold Peace Talks With US Envoy from Agence France-Presse 18 Apr 14

Israeli and Palestinian negotiators met Thursday with US envoy Martin Indyk to try to find a way to extend faltering peace talks, with one
Palestinian source calling the discussion “difficult”. 

Palestinian Leader Abbas Meets With Israeli Legislators, Considers Extension Of Peace Talks from Washington Post 17 Apr 14

In a closed meeting Wednesday with Israeli legislators, Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas said he would agree to extend U.S.-
brokered peace negotiations beyond the April 29 end date, but only if Israel releases a final batch of 26 Palestinian prisoners and freezes all
additional building of Israeli settlements in the West Bank. 

Israelis, Palestinians Seeking To Extend Peace Talks: US from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 14

Israeli and Palestinian negotiators are hammering out a way to extend their faltering peace talks beyond an April 29 deadline, a US official said
Tuesday, refuting calls from a leading daily to call it quits. 

UN’s Ban Presses Netanyahu, Abbas Over Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 14

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has spoken separately with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Palestinian president Mahmud
Abbas to encourage them to keep alive the faltering peace process. 

Israeli, Palestinian Negotiators Meet On Crisis-hit Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 14 Apr 14

Israeli and Palestinian negotiators met on Sunday in a fresh bid to save their teetering US-brokered peace talks, a Palestinian official said. 

Israel Says It Is “Deeply Disappointed” By Kerry’s Remarks On Peace Talks (Kershner, NYT) from New York Times 10 Apr 14

In an unusually pointed rebuke of an ally, Israel said on Wednesday that it was “deeply disappointed” by Secretary of State John Kerry’s remarks
a day earlier that appeared to lay primary blame on Israel for the crisis in the American-brokered Middle East peace talks. 

Kerry Raps Israel In Faltering Mideast Peace from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

U.S. efforts to broker a Mideast peace agreement faltered after Israel refused to release prisoners as demanded by Palestinian leaders, then moved
forward with plans to build new settlement housing in Jerusalem, America’s top diplomat said Tuesday. But he still held out hope that



negotiations would continue. 

Israelis and Palestinians Ask U.S. Envoy for New Meeting from New York Times 8 Apr 14

Israeli and Palestinian negotiators planned to meet with an American mediator on Monday for the second straight day in an effort to salvage the
Middle East peace talks, which were pushed to the brink of breakdown last week. 

Israel Warns Palestinians but Stays Open to Talks from New York Times 7 Apr 14

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu threatened Sunday that Israel would take its own “unilateral steps” in response to the Palestinians’ move last
week to join international conventions and reiterated that a Palestinian state could be created “only through direct negotiations, not through empty
statements and not by unilateral moves.” 

With Israeli-Palestinian Peace Talks Faltering, Kerry Must Decide How To Proceed from Washington Post 4 Apr 14

When his aides get discouraged about the prospects for Middle East peace, Secretary of State John F. Kerry often bucks them up with a phrase:
“Don’t be afraid to be caught trying.” 

Palestinians Make A Surprise Move, And Mideast Talks Falter from New York Times 3 Apr 14

Surprising the United States and Israel, the Palestinian leadership formally submitted applications on Wednesday to join 15 international agencies,
leaving the troubled Middle East talks brokered by Secretary of State John Kerry on the verge of breakdown. 

Israelis, Palestinians Begin To Assign Blame For Possible Collapse Of Peace Talks from Washington Post 3 Apr 14

Israelis and Palestinians began to jostle Wednesday over who should be blamed for the possible collapse of peace talks, even as their
representatives met with U.S. officials late into the night to try to keep the negotiations alive. 

Kerry-Abbas Visit Canceled As Mideast Talks Falter from New York Times 2 Apr 14

The fraught Mideast peace talks were thrown into confusion on Tuesday as a meeting between Secretary of State John Kerry and President
Mahmoud Abbas of the Palestinian Authority was canceled after Mr. Abbas moved to join 15 international agencies, a move vigorously opposed
by Israel and the United States. 

Pollard Waives Parole Hearing As Middle East Peace Talks Stumble from Washington Post 2 Apr 14

Jonathan Pollard, imprisoned for the past 28 years as an Israeli spy, made clear Tuesday that he has no intention of serving as a pawn in the
floundering diplomatic chess match being played among the United States, Israel and the Palestinians. 

Military Affairs
Counterinsurgency expert: We need to rethink how we fight from Tampa Tribune 19 Feb 14

Another element examined was how jihadi groups fund their operations... crime is big business. About $9.5 billion is raised through human
trafficking, $2 to $10 billion through weapons sales, $400 billion to $1 trillion on illegal drug sales, and untold fortunes in the sales of
commodities like oil, conflict diamonds and cigarettes.

Minor Migration
Criticism Arises After Children Are Rushed To See Immigration Judges from Los Angeles Times 29 Jul 14

Unaccompanied immigrant children apprehended at the border are being placed first in line to go before U.S. immigration judges under a new
federal policy, prompting criticism from attorneys who say some immigrants have been given less than 48 hours to appear in court in states far
from where they live. 

Body Found In Texas Near Border Was Guatemalan Boy from Associated Press 1 Jul 14

South Texas sheriff’s officials say a body found this month in brush near the border apparently was an 11-year-old unaccompanied immigrant
from Guatemala. 

Moldova
Moldova Puts Borders On Alert Amid Ukraine Unrest from Associated Press 6 May 14



Moldova’s government placed the landlocked country’s borders on alert Monday, citing concerns about a deteriorating security situation and
escalating violence in neighboring Ukraine. 

U.S. assures Ukraine neighbor Moldova of support from Reuters 4 Mar 14

The United States on Monday assured Moldova of its continued support as it pursues a pro-European policy in the face of turmoil in its eastern
neighbor Ukraine. 

Morocco
Morocco vows more migrant sweeps near Spain enclave from Agence France-Presse 11 Feb 15

Morocco on Wednesday vowed further crackdowns on illegal migrants after rounding up hundreds of foreigners close to the Spanish enclave of
Melilla, in a move criticised by local rights groups. 

Morocco mulls legal pot growing, breaking taboo from Associated Press 7 Oct 14

In the rugged Rif mountains, Abdelkhalek Benabdallah strode among towering marijuana plants, checking the buds for the telltale spots of white
that indicate they are ready for harvest. 

Morocco seizes 226 kg of cocaine worth 27 mln USD from Xinhua (China) 5 Sep 14

The Moroccan authorities seized 226 kg of cocaine worth 27 million U.S. dollars and arrested six drug traffickers in the central city of Marrakech,
the official news agency MAP reported on Friday . 

Morocco MPs to study benefits of looser cannabis laws from Agence France-Presse 2 Dec 13

Moroccan lawmakers will examine cannabis consumption for medical and industrial purposes for the first time on Wednesday, at the request of
politicians campaigning for its partial legalisation, a campaigner said. 

In Middle East Mess, Morocco Tries To Catch Obama’s Eye from USA Today 22 Nov 13

As President Obama faces increased skepticism from Arab world allies over his administration’s talks with Iran, Morocco’s King Mohammed
VI’s White House visit on Friday comes at a particularly opportune time for the longtime, if not particularly powerful, American ally. 

Morroco
Moroccon authorities seize 3 tons of cannabis drugs from Xinhua (China) 11 Feb 15

Moroccan authorities have seized a car carrying three tons of cannabis en route to Mali in the southern city of Dakhla, official news agency MAP
reported on Wednesday. 

Mozambique
Poachers kill half Mozambique's elephants in 5 years: survey from Agence France-Presse 26 May 15

Poachers have killed nearly half of Mozambique's elephants for their ivory in the past five years, the US based Wildlife Conservation Society said
Tuesday. 

Two foreign journalists held in Mozambique while investigating rhino poaching from Agence France-Presse 17 Feb 15

Two journalists, a German and a Swede, were held briefly by police on Monday while investigating rhino poaching in southern Mozambique, one
of them said Tuesday. 

Mozambique 
Kidnapped Mozambican businessman released from Associated Press 20 Dec 14

Authorities in Mozambique say a wealthy businessman, who was kidnapped last month, has been released. 

Mozambique
Mozambique 'drug baron' kidnapped from Agence France-Presse 13 Nov 14

A wealthy Mozambican businessman branded a "drug baron" by the US government has been kidnapped at gunpoint, prompting a large police
operation Thursday. 



Myanmar
Myanmar repatriates 155 rescued Bangladeshi migrants from Agence France-Presse 22 Jul 15

Myanmar sent 155 migrants back to Bangladesh on Wednesday, more than a month after rescuing them from a boat stranded at sea. 

Profits From Illicit Drug Trade at Root of Myanmar’s Boom from New York Times 5 Jun 15

Visitors flying into this buzzing tropical metropolis step into a modern glass-and-steel airport that symbolizes both Myanmar’s aspirations to
rejoin the wider world after years of isolation and the country’s troubled past. 

Migrant boat still being held off Myanmar coast: government from Reuters 1 Jun 15

More than 700 migrants found packed aboard an overcrowded boat in the Andaman Sea were still being held offshore by Myanmar's navy on
Monday, more than three days after the converted fishing vessel was intercepted off the country's coast. 

Myanmar refutes unbalanced, negative comments over "boat people" issue from Xinhua (China) 31 May 15

Myanmar has rejected unbalanced and negative comments on the issue of "boat people" made by some speakers of Tuesday's Oslo Conference,
saying that their comments were counterproductive. 

UPDATE: Myanmar says it's not to blame for migrant crisis from Associated Press 16 May 15

Myanmar refused to shoulder the blame for an escalating humanitarian crisis on Saturday, and cast doubts on whether it will attend a meeting to
be hosted by Thailand later this month aimed at easing an emergency that has left boatloads of refugees stranded at sea. 

US Lifts Sanctions On Prominent Myanmar Businessman from Associated Press 24 Apr 15

The Treasury on Thursday removed a prominent Myanmar businessman from a blacklist that had barred him from doing business in the United
States. 

Dozens of Myanmar migrants arrested on train to Thai south from Agence France-Presse 30 Mar 15

Thai police said Monday they had charged 70 migrants from Myanmar and six Rohingya Muslims with illegal entry after they were arrested on a
train bound for a southern province bordering Malaysia. 

Myanmar Shows Signs Of Democratic Reversal, U.N. Official Says from New York Times 19 Mar 15

Myanmar is reversing democratic reforms at an accelerating rate in an election year that will define its future, a United Nations investigator
monitoring developments in the country said on Wednesday. 

US: Anti-Muslim Attackers In Myanmar Unpunished from Associated Press 13 Jan 15

President Barack Obama’s U.N. ambassador said Monday the humanitarian situation in Myanmar’s Rakhine state continues to deteriorate and
virtually no one has been held to account for attacks on minority Muslims. 

Myanmar Returns to What Sells: Heroin from New York Times 3 Jan 15

A decade ago, Myanmar seemed on course to wipe out the opium fields and heroin jungle labs along its eastern border, the notorious Golden
Triangle. 

As Myanmar Advances Resettlement Plan, Rohingya Flee from New York Times 7 Nov 14

The Myanmar government has given the estimated one million Rohingya people in this coastal region of the country a dispiriting choice: Prove
your family has lived here for more than 60 years and qualify for second-class citizenship, or be placed in camps and face deportation. 

US Lawmakers: Myanmar Vote Unfair Without Suu Kyi from Associated Press 6 Nov 14

A group of U.S. lawmakers is telling President Barack Obama to pressure Myanmar’s government to allow opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi
to run for president. 

US Urges Myanmar To Free All Political Prisoners from Agence France-Presse 8 Oct 14



The United States on Tuesday called on Myanmar to release all remaining political prisoners, while welcoming reports that a large-scale amnesty
was underway in the Southeast Asian nation. 

Myanmar president calls for continued reform efforts from Xinhua (China) 23 Aug 14

Myanmar President U Thein Sein has called for the continued efforts on reform process, underlining that three years of the 5-year term of the
union government have elapsed and that with only over a year of the tenure left, state- run Myanma Alinn Daily reported Saturday. 

Crime threatens Myanmar stability: UN from Agence France-Presse 18 Aug 14

The UN on Monday warned that widespread criminal activity in Myanmar was undermining stability and development, as it hailed a new
partnership with the government to tackle "significant" crime and drug problems in the impoverished country. 

Kerry, Citing Bumps, Urges Myanmar To Stay On Path To Democracy from New York Times 11 Aug 14

Secretary of State John Kerry called on Myanmar’s leaders on Sunday to move ahead with fundamental reforms amid concerns that the nation has
begun to stumble on the road to democracy. 

U.S. Aid Chief Says Myanmar Can't Stall on Reforms from Wall Street Journal 3 Mar 14

Sectarian Violence in Rakhine of Particular Concern

US: Use Of ‘Myanmar’ Doesn’t Mean Policy Change from Associated Press 7 Jan 14

The State Department says its use of the name “Myanmar” in a message marking the Southeast Asian nation’s independence day doesn’t reflect a
change in U.S. policy. 

US Blacklists Myanmar Firms For NKorea Arms Trade from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

The United States imposed sanctions Tuesday on a Myanmar military officer and three companies it accuses of involvement in the continuing,
illicit arms trade with North Korea. 

Myanmar's opium cultivation up 13 per cent, UN says from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 17 Dec 13

The area of Myanmar under opium poppy cultivation increased 13 per cent this year compared to 2012 to reach 57,800 hectares, the United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) said Wednesday. 

Namibia 
Namibia caught in net of elephant, rhino poaching from Agence France-Presse 13 May 14

The rising tide of elephant and rhino poaching in Africa is spreading to the sparsely-populated vastness of Namibia in the southeast of the
continent, latest official figures show. 

NATO
NATO Plans More Visible Presence In Eastern Europe from New York Times 28 Aug 14

Caught off guard by the crisis in Ukraine, NATO plans to create a “spearhead” rapid deployment force and a “more visible” presence in Eastern
Europe to assuage concerns about Russian intentions, Anders Fogh Rasmussen, the alliance’s secretary general, was quoted as saying on
Wednesday. 

NATO Orders End To “Practical And Military Cooperation” With Russia from New York Times 2 Apr 14

NATO’s foreign ministers vowed on Tuesday to strengthen the alliance’s military presence on the territory of its Eastern European members
because of Russia’s military intervention in Ukraine. 

Navy Yard Shooting
Navy Yard Shooter Driven By Delusions from Washington Post 26 Sep 13

Alexis believed he was being controlled by radio waves 

Officials Question Whether Contractors Should Do Background Checks from FederalTimes.com 25 Sep 13



A White House review triggered by last week’s Washington Navy Yard shootings will examine whether security clearance investigations should
continue to be left to contractors or handled directly by the government, Deputy Defense Secretary Ashton Carter said Wednesday. 

Navy Seeks New Policy In Reviews Of Security from New York Times 24 Sep 13

The secretary of the Navy has recommended that future security reviews include any available police reports, even if they did not result in charges
or convictions, after the shooting deaths of 12 Navy personnel by a gunman who had an honorable discharge, a Secret-level clearance and at least
two firearms incidents in law enforcement files. 

Obama Urges Public To Speak Out On Guns from Washington Post 23 Sep 13

At Navy Yard memorial, president calls for 'common sense' balance 

How can red flags be missed like Navy shooter's? from Associated Press 20 Sep 13

The government's sprawling system of background checks and security clearances is so unreliable it's virtually impossible to adequately
investigate the nearly 5 million Americans who have them and make sure they can be trusted with access to military and sensitive civilian
buildings, an Associated Press review found. 

Workplace Dispute Is Investigated In Navy Yard Killings from Washington Post 20 Sep 13

Officials say shooter began rampage by heading to his work area 

Signs Of Distress Multiplied On Killer's Path To Navy Yard from New York Times 20 Sep 13

In the days before Aaron Alexis called the police in Newport, R.I., to complain that he was hearing voices sent by a “microwave machine,”
employees at the Residence Inn in nearby Middletown were struggling to cope with his behavior. 

FEATURE: 'I Felt Him Breathe': Escape From The Navy Yard from Associated Press 20 Sep 13

Lavern's account is the most detailed yet by someone who was inside the Navy Yard when former Navy reservist Aaron Alexis, a contractor who
had worked at the Navy Yard for less than a month, shot and killed 12 civilians on Monday before being killed by police. 

In Wake of Washington Navy Yard Shooting, Questions About Security Steps That Should Be Taken at South Florida Military
Installations from NBC News Miami 19 Sep 13

Commanders at local facilities have procedures that allow those who possess the proper badge into secure locations

Mental-Health Warnings About Alexis Ignored from Washington Post 19 Sep 13

Agencies rely on self-reporting; Security clearance system to be reviewed 

Shooter Had Told VA Doctors He Wasn't Planning To Hurt Anyone from Washington Post 19 Sep 13

Navy Yard gunman Aaron Alexis had sought treatment for insomnia in the emergency rooms of two Veterans Affairs hospitals in the past month,
but he told doctors he was not depressed and was not thinking of harming others, federal officials said Wednesday. 

Navy Provides Counseling, Other Support For Workers from Washington Post 19 Sep 13

The Washington Navy Yard has cleared most of its roughly 16,000 workers to return to their jobs Thursday, but many are dealing with fresh
emotional trauma as they prepare to revisit the places they fled in fear during Monday’s shooting rampage that left 13 people dead — including
the gunman — and scores more injured. 

Navy Yard Shootings
Navy Orders Investigation Into Shootings from Associated Press 27 Sep 13

The Navy on Thursday ordered an in-depth investigation into the Washington Navy Yard shooting and the events that led up to it, including a
detailed look at the shooter, his mental health background and whether any adverse information was ever reported to the service about him. 

Nelson Mandela
High-powered traveling companions on Air Force One from Associated Press 9 Dec 13



As Air Force One made its way from Washington to Johannesburg Monday, a president, a former president and a possible future president were
all traveling aboard. 

Nepal
Dozens Killed As Another Major Quake Hits Nepal Weeks After Deadly Tragedy from Washington Post 13 May 15

Seconds after a 7.3 magnitude aftershock shook Nepal on Tuesday, Nepalis again rushed into the streets, crying, screaming, searching desperately
for open ground — and their loved ones. Politicians in parliament fled from their seats. In remote villages, houses that were already wobbling
collapsed for good this time. Mountains cracked and slid. 

Nepal Asks Foreign Rescuers To Leave As Hopes Fade from New York Times 5 May 15

The government of Nepal is asking foreign search-and-rescue teams to leave now that the likelihood of finding survivors buried by last month’s
earthquake has largely passed, and a top Nepali tourism official said Monday that no more climbers were likely to ascend Mount Everest this
season. 

Nepal’s Bureaucracy Is Blamed As Quake Relief Supplies Pile Up from New York Times 4 May 15

Relief supplies for earthquake victims have been piling up at the airport and in warehouses here because of bureaucratic interference by Nepali
authorities who insist that standard customs inspections and other procedures be followed, even in an emergency, Western government and aid
organization officials said on Sunday. 

Nepali Government’s Delays Frustrate International Aid Workers from Washington Post 30 Apr 15

Dozens of international health-care professionals and emergency medical aid workers crammed into a small coordination office in Kathmandu on
Wednesday looking for direction on how to assist in relief efforts after last weekend’s devastating earthquake. 

Man pulled from earthquake rubble in Nepal after being trapped for 80 hours from CNN 29 Apr 15

Rescuers in Nepal have pulled a man from the wreckage of a building where he was stuck for a staggering 80 hours after the devastating
earthquake that hit the country Saturday. 

Villages Near Nepal Earthquake’s Epicenter Are Desperate As Death Toll Tops 4,000 from New York Times 28 Apr 15

Five hours by car from Katmandu, then by foot for several miles past the spot where the road is blocked by boulders and mud, people from the
villages near the epicenter of Nepal’s powerful earthquake are burying their dead, despairing of help arriving anytime soon. 

Nepal Terrorized By Aftershocks, Hampering Relief Efforts from New York Times 27 Apr 15

A growing sense of despair spread through Katmandu on Sunday as the devastated Nepali capital was convulsed by aftershocks that sent residents
screaming into the streets, where they were pelted by heavy rain. 

Nevis
Nevis aims to become "greenest island on Earth" by 2018 from EFE (Spain) 27 Jan 15

Nevis is preparing to become "the greenest island on Earth" by 2018, when the government expects to meet its energy needs entirely from
renewable resources, the CEO of the island's tourism authority said here Tuesday. 

Niger
French army seizes drugs, weapons after gunfight with militants in Niger from United Press International 19 May 15

The French military says it seized over a ton of drugs and a cache of weapons in northeastern Niger following a firefight with militants at a
checkpoint. 

Niger says will repatriate its illegal migrants from Algeria from Reuters 9 Jun 14

Niger will repatriate its citizens living as illegal migrants in neighboring Algeria, the justice minister announced on Sunday, as the government
steps up efforts to combat trafficking networks. 

Nigeria



Boko Haram Leader Shekau Says He Is “Still In Charge” from AFP 17 Aug 15

The leader of Nigeria’s Boko Haram denied he had been killed or ousted as chief of the jihadist group in an audio recording released Sunday
attributed to him by security experts. 

Bomb at Nigerian Market Kills 24, Extremists Attack Cameroon from Associated Press 11 Aug 15

A bomb blast killed at least 24 people in northeastern Nigeria and hundreds of fighters invaded a town across the border in Cameroon in attacks
Tuesday that witnesses and officials blame on Boko Haram Islamic extremists. 

Nigeria 'blocks recruitment' by Islamic State militants from BBC 11 Aug 15

About 24,000 people were stopped from leaving Nigeria in the 15 months to March because of suspicion they could become involved in militant
Islam, prostitution or slavery, the country's immigration agency has said. 

Nigeria Air Strikes Kill ‘Large Number’ Of Boko Haram from AFP 3 Aug 15

Nigeria said Sunday it had carried out air strikes in the northeast of the country to repel an attack by Boko Haram and had killed a “large number”
of the Islamist extremists. 

50+ Dead In Cameroon, Nigeria As Buhari Warns US Over Boko Haram from AFP 23 Jul 15

Suspected Boko Haram attacks left more than 50 people dead on Wednesday, after Nigeria’s president warned the United States that its policy was
hitting the fight against Boko Haram. 

Nigerian leader: Forces ready soon to take on Boko Haram from Associated Press 22 Jul 15

Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari said Tuesday a multinational African force will be in place within 10 days to take the fight to the Islamic
extremist group Boko Haram that has killed thousands and was behind the abduction of hundreds of schoolgirls. 

Boko Haram offers to swap kidnapped girls for detainees from Associated Press 9 Jul 15

Nigeria's Boko Haram extremists are offering to free more than 200 young women and girls kidnapped from a boarding school in the town of
Chibok in exchange for the release of militant leaders held by the government, a human rights activist has told The Associated Press. 

Bombs At Mosque, Restaurant In Central Nigerian City Kill 15 from Associated Press 6 Jul 15

Two bombs exploded at a crowded mosque and an elite Muslim restaurant in Nigeria’s central city of Jos, killing at least 15 people, witnesses
said. There was no immediate official word on the Sunday night blasts or any claim of responsibility. But people blamed Boko Haram, the
Nigerian Islamic extremist group that has exploded bombs in the past that killed hundreds in Jos. 

Nigeria’s Buhari Draws Red Line For Regional Anti-Boko Haram Force from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 15

A new regional fighting force against Boko Haram will be headed by a Nigerian commander, the five-nation coalition agreed on Thursday, after
talks on military strategy against the militants. 

Abuses By Nigeria’s Military Found To Be Rampant In War Against Boko Haram from New York Times 4 Jun 15

Documented reports of large-scale human rights abuses by the Nigerian military have shadowed the country for years, often straining relations
with international partners, including the United States, in the fight against Boko Haram. 

Boko Haram Steps Up Attacks In Northeast Nigeria, Killing Scores from New York Times 3 Jun 15

Less than a week after Muhammadu Buhari, a former army general, took over as Nigeria’s new president and vowed to crush Boko Haram, the
group has intensified its attacks in the country’s northeast, killing scores in a series of assaults and suicide bombings. 

U.S. Seeks Improved Nigeria Ties With Inauguration Of President from Bloomberg News 29 May 15

The U.S. sees the inauguration of Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari as a potential springboard to improving security and economic ties long
hindered by military abuses and endemic corruption. 

Fight against Boko Haram requires regional might: U.N. from Reuters 29 May 15



Nigerian President-elect Muhammadu Buhari's promised campaign to defeat Boko Haram could drive more militants over the country's borders,
raising the need for cooperation between governments across the region, senior U.N. officials said on Thursday. 

UPDATE: Wanted Nigerian politician no-show at US drug trafficking extradition hearing from Agence France-Presse 25 May 15

A Nigerian politician wanted in the United States on drug trafficking charges failed to appear in court on Monday, the country's anti-narcotics
body said. 

Freed Nigerian women tell of horror of Boko Haram captivity from Reuters 4 May 15

Boko Haram fighters killed older boys and men in front of their families before taking women and children into the forest where many died of
hunger and disease, freed captives said on Sunday after they were brought to a government refugee camp. 

Nigeria Claims Rescue Of Nearly 300 Women, Girls From Boko Haram Stronghold from AFP 29 Apr 15

Nigeria’s military on Tuesday claimed the rescue of 200 girls and 93 women from a notorious Boko Haram stronghold, but said there was no
confirmation the hostages were those kidnapped from Chibok a year ago. 

Reports: Rescued Nigeria Girls Not Abducted From Chibok from USA Today 29 Apr 15

An army spokesman told the Associated Press and Reuters that the 200 girls and 93 women rescued Tuesday by Nigeria’s Armed Forces did not
include any of the schoolgirls kidnapped by Boko Haram militants last year. 

Dozens of soldiers, civilians killed in fresh Boko Haram violence from Agence France-Presse 28 Apr 15

Boko Haram gunmen killed dozens of soldiers and massacred civilians in a weekend attack on an island on Lake Chad, after 21 people were shot
dead in northeastern Nigeria. 

Nigerian Military Focus On Area Abducted Girls Believed Held from Associated Press 16 Apr 15

Nigerian military operations against Boko Haram are focusing on a northeastern forest where officials believe more than 200 schoolgirls
kidnapped a year ago are being held, the government’s counter-insurgency spokesman said Wednesday. 

Nigeria Opposition Candidate Wins Presidency In Historic Race from Washington Post 1 Apr 15

In a historic moment for Africa’s most populous country, former military dictator Muhammadu Buhari won Nigeria’s presidential election, the
first time in 16 years of democracy that an opposition candidate has defeated a sitting president. 

Boko Haram Advance On Northern City As Nigerians Vote from Huffington Post 30 Mar 15

Boko Haram fighters attacked poll stations in northeast Nigeria and a governor demanded elections be canceled in an oil-rich southern state
Sunday as the count started for a presidential election too close to call. 

Official: Boko Haram abducts hundreds of Nigerian civilians from Associated Press 26 Mar 15

Hundreds of civilians, including many children, have been abducted and are being used as human shields by Boko Haram extremists, a top
Nigerian official confirmed Wednesday. 

U.S. top diplomat for Africa to lead observation mission for Nigeria vote from Reuters 26 Mar 15

The top U.S. diplomat for Africa will travel to Nigeria for Saturday's elections, the State Department said on Thursday, amid concerns over the
possibility of violence. 

Boko Haram Reportedly Kidnapped More Than 400 Women And Children In Damasak from Reuters 25 Mar 15

Boko Haram militants have kidnapped more than 400 women and children from the northern Nigerian town of Damasak that was freed this month
by troops from Niger and Chad, residents said on Tuesday. 

Biden Urges Nonviolence Ahead Of Nigeria’s Elections from Associated Press 19 Mar 15

Vice President Joe Biden is raising concerns about violence in Nigeria ahead of that country’s March 28 elections. Biden spoke separately
Wednesday with Nigerian President Goodluck Jonathan and his opponent, former military dictator Gen. Muhammadu Buhari. 



Troops from Chad, Niger retake Nigerian town from Boko Haram from Associated Press 19 Mar 15

Waving a captured black and white militant flag, soldiers from Niger and Chad on Wednesday celebrated their liberation of a Nigerian town from
Boko Haram extremists. 

Nigeria says has pushed Boko Haram out of all but three areas from Reuters 18 Mar 15

The Nigerian army said on Tuesday it had repelled Boko Haram from all but three local government districts in the northeast, claiming victory for
its offensive against the Islamist insurgents less than two weeks before a presidential election. 

Nigerian, Cameroon Troops Oust Boko Haram From Town, Village from Associated Press 17 Mar 15

Nigerian troops have ousted Boko Haram from a northeastern town while Cameroon soldiers killed several of the extremists in an attack on a
Nigerian village, military officials reported Monday of the latest successes in a multinational bid to curb the Islamic uprising in northeast Nigeria. 

Nigeria’s Fight Against Boko Haram Gets Help From South African Mercenaries from New York Times 13 Mar 15

Hundreds of South African mercenaries and hired fighters of other nationalities are playing a decisive role in Nigeria’s military campaign against
Boko Haram, operating attack helicopters, armored personnel carriers and fighting to retake towns and villages captured by the Islamist militant
group, according to senior officials in the region. 

Teenage Girl Suspected As Dozens Die In Nigeria Suicide Attack from Associated Press 11 Mar 15

A teenage girl carried out a suicide bombing Tuesday at a crowded market in the northeastern Nigerian city of Maiduguri, killing at least 34
people, witnesses said. 

Neighbors Of Nigeria Take On Boko Haram from New York Times 10 Mar 15

Troops from Chad and Niger launched an offensive against Boko Haram militants in neighboring Nigeria, military officials from both countries
said Monday, two days after the Islamist terrorist group killed scores in bombings in northeastern Nigeria. 

Nigeria summons Indonesian envoy over execution of drug-related Nigerians from Xinhua (China) 9 Mar 15

The Nigerian government has summoned the Indonesian Ambassador Harry Purwato over Indonesia's planned execution of three Nigerians for
drug-related offenses. 

Boko Haram Bid To Join IS Offers Propaganda Boost To Both from Associated Press 9 Mar 15

Boko Haram’s bid to forge an alliance with the Islamic State group in sub-Saharan Africa will provide only a propaganda boost for now, but in the
long term it could internationalize a conflict restricted to Nigeria for nearly six years, analysts say. 

Boko Haram Kills Scores In NE Nigeria, Militants Amass In Gwoza from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 15

Boko Haram fighters killed 68 people, many of them children, in northeast Nigeria, as militants began amassing in the strategic town of Gwoza
against a possible fight-back by military forces. 

Hundreds Killed As Chad Forces Seize Northeast Nigerian Town from Associated Press 4 Mar 15

Chadian troops have seized a strategically located northeast Nigerian town from Boko Haram, but not before the defeated Islamic extremists
killed hundreds of civilians, Chad’s military said. 

New Boko Haram Video Appears To Show Two Captives Beheaded from Associated Press 3 Mar 15

The latest video from Nigeria’s Boko Haram Islamic extremist group shows the bodies of two beheaded men accused of spying, and copies some
of the hallmarks of propaganda from the Islamic State group. 

Kidnappers Of American Missionary In Nigeria Demand Ransom from Associated Press 26 Feb 15

The armed men who abducted an American missionary earlier this week in southern Nigeria have demanded a ransom of nearly $300,000, police
said Wednesday. 



Mystery surrounds kidnapping of American missionary in Nigeria from Washington Post 25 Feb 15

An American missionary working at a school in central Nigeria was kidnapped by masked gunmen Monday night, according to a statement from
the Free Methodist Church and a spokesman for the state police, who said her kidnappers have not been identified. 

French FM In Africa To Show Support For Boko Haram Fight from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 15

French Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius began a tour of west African countries on Saturday to show France’s support for their battle against the
Islamist extremist group Boko Haram. 

Nigerian Military Claims Recapture Of Baga From Boko Haram from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 15

Nigeria’s military on Saturday claimed to have recaptured the town of Baga from Boko Haram, more than a month after it was overrun in what is
feared to be the worst massacre of its six-year insurgency. 

In Nigeria, Boko Haram Loses Ground To Chadians from New York Times 19 Feb 15

Chad’s army has made its deepest push yet into Nigeria in a three-front regional war against Boko Haram, entering a town 50 miles from a
beleaguered Nigerian state capital that has been surrounded for months by the militant group, Nigerian security officials said Wednesday. 

Nigerian Vote Delay Prompts Suspicion Of Election Rigging, Worries Of Violence from Washington Post 18 Feb 15

For weeks, Africa’s most populous nation appeared to be barreling toward its most fiercely competitive election since it returned to civilian rule in
1999, a race between President Goodluck Jonathan and Muhammadu Buhari, a former military dictator....Except that then it all came to a grinding
stop. 

Boko Haram kidnaps hundreds, tells stories of Chibok girls from Associated Press 12 Feb 15

When Islamic extremists snatched more than 270 girls from the Chibok boarding school in Nigeria in the dead of night, protests broke out
worldwide. The U.S. pledged to help find them, and the (hash)BringBackOurGirls hashtag was born. 

Nigeria Under Fire Over Vote Delay from Agence France-Presse 9 Feb 15

Nigerian authorities came under fire on Sunday over the decision to postpone national elections in the face of relentless Boko Haram violence,
with the opposition branding the move a “major setback for democracy”. 

Boko Haram Pushed From Nigerian Town By Chad Military from New York Times 5 Feb 15

Chad’s government said this week that its military had retaken a border town in Nigeria from the Islamist militant group Boko Haram, suggesting
that momentum in the nearly six-year war against the group may finally be shifting. 

UN urges stepped up regional operations against Boko Haram from Associated Press 4 Feb 15

The U.N. Security Council on Tuesday urged immediate stepped up regional military coordination and operations to more effectively combat the
Boko Haram terrorist group in Nigeria and neighboring countries. 

Nigerian troops fight back against Boko Haram’s big-city attack on Maiduguri from Washington Post 2 Feb 15

Nigerian troops on Sunday repelled Islamic extremists who attacked from four fronts on Maiduguri, the biggest city in northeast Nigeria, with
several civilians killed by aerial bombs, grenades and mortar shells. 

Extremists rampage in northeast Nigeria, no troops fighting from Associated Press 29 Jan 15

Islamic extremists are rampaging through villages in northeastern Nigeria, killing, burning and looting with no troops protecting civilians, fleeing
villagers said Wednesday. 

International Force Mulled To Fight Boko Haram In Nigeria from Associated Press 16 Jan 15

As Islamic militants from Boko Haram step up attacks in Nigeria that have led to the slaughter of more civilians, there is increasing talk that
international military action, possibly including a multinational force, may be needed to help crush the insurgency in Africa’s most populous
country. 



Groups Document Boko Haram’s Swath Of Destruction In Nigeria from New York Times 16 Jan 15

Thousands of buildings were burned, damaged or destroyed in northern Nigerian towns in recent days when Boko Haram militants stormed
through, using scorched-earth tactics against civilians, according to a new analysis of satellite images by human rights groups. 

Boko Haram Increases Attacks As Nigeria Elections Loom from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

Boko Haram, Nigeria’s homegrown Islamic extremist group, is increasing the ferocity and tempo of its attacks, destabilizing Africa’s most
populous nation as it prepares for elections. 

‘Vicious’ Boko Haram Attacks Send Over 11,000 Fleeing To Chad from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 15

The United Nations on Tuesday said that the latest wave of Boko Haram’s “vicious, ruthless attacks” in northeastern Nigeria had sent 11,320
people fleeing into Chad in a matter of days. 

Nigeria's military says 150 killed in Boko Haram clashes in Baga from Reuters 13 Jan 15

Nigeria's military said on Monday that at least 150 people had been killed in clashes with Islamists in the northeastern town of Baga, giving a rare
official death toll a few weeks before presidential elections in which security is a big issue. 

Twin Blasts At Market In Potiskum, NE Nigeria: Residents from Agence France-Presse 12 Jan 15

Four people were killed in the northeast Nigerian city of Potiskum on Sunday, when two female suicide bombers, one of them aged about 15,
blew themselves up in a crowded market. 

Boko Haram crisis: Niger 'will not help retake' town of Baga from BBC 9 Jan 15

Niger has said it will not be involved in any attempt to retake the key north-east Nigerian town of Baga from the militant Islamist group, Boko
Haram. 

Boko Haram seizes army base in northeast Nigeria from Reuters 5 Jan 15

Islamist militants have overrun an army base in the remote northeast Nigerian town of Baga, two security sources said on Sunday. 

Suicide bomber hits church in Nigeria's Gombe, wounding eight from Reuters 2 Jan 15

A suicide bomber blew himself up at the gates of a church in Nigeria's northeastern city of Gombe during a New Year service, wounding eight
people, an official for Nigeria's Red Cross told Reuters on Thursday. 

Bombs blamed on extremists kill 26 in northeast Nigeria from Associated Press 23 Dec 14

Two explosions in two northeast Nigerian states on Monday killed at least 26 people and injured 79, rescue and health officials said. 

Nigerian Islamic Uprising Poses Regional Threat from Associated Press 22 Dec 14

Thousands of members of Nigeria’s home-grown Islamic extremist Boko Haram group strike across the border in Cameroon, with coordinated
attacks on border towns, a troop convoy and a major barracks. 

Suspected Islamic extremists kidnap 185 in Nigeria from Associated Press 19 Dec 14

Islamic extremists killed 35 people and kidnapped at least 185 in an attack near the town where nearly 300 schoolgirls were taken hostage in
April, witnesses said Thursday. 

Nigeria sentences 54 soldiers to death by firing squad from Associated Press 18 Dec 14

A defense attorney says a court-martial that sentenced 54 soldiers to death will try another 43 soldiers and officers also accused of refusing to fight
Islamic extremists in Nigeria. 

Double Bombing Rocks Nigeria, 13-year-old With Suicide Vest Held from Agence France-Presse 12 Dec 14

At least 31 people were killed in a double bombing in the Nigerian city of Jos on Thursday, while a 13-year-old girl in an explosives vest was
arrested in the northern city of Kano. 



Boko Haram Attacks With Ease, Causing Death And Mayhem In Nigeria’s Capitals from New York Times 2 Dec 14

A wave of attacks across northern Nigeria, including two on Monday — a suicide bombing at a market and an assault on security facilities —
showed that the Islamist terrorist group Boko Haram remained able to strike at will in the region, especially against civilian targets. 

Northeast Nigeria bus station blast kills 40 people: sources from Reuters 28 Nov 14

A roadside bomb tore through a bus station near a busy junction in northeast Nigeria on Thursday, killing 40 people including five soldiers,
witnesses and a security source on the scene said. 

Nigerian Ambassador Blasts US Refusal To Sell Arms from Associated Press 12 Nov 14

Nigeria’s ambassador to the United States has castigated Washington for refusing to sell “lethal weapons” to fight his country’s Islamic uprising,
saying the extremists otherwise would have been defeated long ago. 

Boko Haram Abducts More Women, Despite Claims Of Nigeria Cease-Fire from New York Times 24 Oct 14

Scores of young women have been kidnapped in new abductions by Islamist militants in Nigeria, according to local journalists, a Roman Catholic
bishop and news reports, indicating that Boko Haram’s campaign of violence is continuing despite official reports of a cease-fire with the group. 

US plans major border security program in Nigeria from Associated Press 5 Sep 14

The United States is preparing to launch a "major" border security program to help Nigeria and its neighbors combat the increasing number and
scope of attacks by Islamic extremists, a senior U.S. official for Africa said Thursday. 

Nigeria acknowledges slow response in Ebola case from Associated Press 6 Aug 14

Nigerian health authorities acknowledged Tuesday that they did not immediately quarantine a sick airline passenger who later died of Ebola,
announcing that eight health workers who had direct contact with him were now in isolation with symptoms of the disease. 

42 dead in Nigeria attacks targeting ex-dictator, cleric from Agence France-Presse 24 Jul 14

Officials ordered everyone off the streets and imposed an around-the-clock curfew to restore order in the targeted city of Kaduna, as rescue
workers raced to care for the dozens of wounded. 

Nigeria Boko Haram attack causes over 15,000 to flee from Reuters 22 Jul 14

More than 15,000 people have fled an area around the northeast Nigerian town of Damboa after a spate of lethal assaults by Islamist Boko Haram
fighters during the weekend, the emergency services said on Monday. 

Nigeria Islamists kill more than 40 in northeast from Reuters 21 Jul 14

Suspected Islamists raided the remote northeast Nigerian town of Damboa over the weekend, shooting dead more than 40 residents and burning
down houses in a familiar pattern of killing that has forced tens of thousands to flee their homes this year. 

Nigeria seeks to borrow $1 billion for military from Associated Press 17 Jul 14

Nigeria's president says he wants to borrow $1 billion from abroad for equipment and training for the military fighting an Islamic insurgency. 

63 Abducted Females Escape Extremists In Nigeria from Associated Press 8 Jul 14

More than 60 Nigerian girls and women abducted two weeks ago by Islamic extremists have managed to escape, officials said Monday, though
more than 200 girls kidnapped in April still remain missing. 

Civilian Group: 56 Dead In Nigeria Market Blast from Associated Press 2 Jul 14

A car bomb in a marketplace in Maiduguri, the northeast Nigerian city that is the birthplace of Boko Haram extremism, killed at least 56 people
on Tuesday, the leader of a civilian group that recovered the bodies said. 

Boko Haram Suspected Of New Kidnappings In Nigeria from New York Times 25 Jun 14

Militants are suspected of having abducted dozens more girls and women in northeastern Nigeria, news reports said on Tuesday, reviving
concerns about hundreds of schoolgirls who were kidnapped in the same region in April and have yet to be rescued. 



Nigerian Gunmen Kidnap 20 Women In Northeast from Associated Press 10 Jun 14

Suspected Boko Haram gunmen have reportedly kidnapped 20 women from a nomadic settlement in northeast Nigeria near the town of Chibok,
where the Islamic militants abducted more than 300 schoolgirls and young women on April 15. 

Nigerian Sect Kills Villagers Along Border from New York Times 6 Jun 14

The Boko Haram men, disguised in army uniforms, gathered the villagers together and promised them protection. 

Despite Joint Search For Missing Girls, Nigeria And United States Are Wary Partners from Washington Post 30 May 14

When Secretary of State John F. Kerry announced early this month that the Obama administration was rushing a team of experts to help Nigerian
officials rescue 276 abducted schoolgirls, the hope in Washington was that Nigerians would react with gratitude and energetic cooperation. 

US Skeptical On Nigeria Claim That Schoolgirls Located from Agence France-Presse 28 May 14

The United States expressed skepticism Tuesday that more than 200 schoolgirls held by Boko Haram militants had been located by Nigeria,
stating that it had no “independent information” on the matter. 

Nigerians Appear More Confident About Rescuing Missing Girls from Washington Post 28 May 14

A Nigerian military official’s terse assertion Monday that the armed forces know the whereabouts of 276 abducted schoolgirls drew surprisingly
little public reaction in the capital Tuesday, but it added a mysterious twist to a string of contradictory official narratives about efforts to find the
missing girls. 

Nigeria Says It Has Found Missing Girls from Washington Post 27 May 14

A top Nigerian military official said Monday that the government knows the whereabouts of several hundred kidnapped girls but cannot reveal
their location and cannot use force to rescue them, according to the Web site of the Ogun state television service. 

US Alone In Helping Nigeria Find Kidnapped Girls Says Kerry from Agence France-Presse 23 May 14

The United States is alone in helping Nigeria locate more than 200 schoolgirls kidnapped by Islamists, Secretary of State John Kerry said, despite
help on the ground from Britain, France and Israel. 

U.S. Doesn’t See Sending Troops To Rescue Nigerian Girls from Bloomberg News 23 May 14

The Obama administration isn’t asking the Pentagon to develop options for a mission to free Nigerian schoolgirls taken hostage by the Boko
Haram terrorist group, said two U.S. officials familiar with the discussions. 

U.S. deploys 80 troops to Chad to help find kidnapped Nigerian schoolgirls from Washington Post 22 May 14

The United States has deployed 80 troops to Chad to augment efforts to find the Nigerian schoolgirls recently taken hostage, the White House
announced Wednesday, a significant escalation of Washington’s contribution to a crisis that has created global consternation. 

U.S. Sends Troops To Chad To Aid Hunt For Nigerian Schoolgirls from New York Times 22 May 14

The United States has sent 80 troops to Chad in Central Africa to support a growing international effort in neighboring Nigeria to help find and
rescue the schoolgirls who were abducted by an Islamist extremist group last month, the White House said on Wednesday. 

Nigerian extremists strike villages, 48 dead from Associated Press 22 May 14

Islamic militants killed 48 villagers in northeastern Nigeria near the town where they kidnapped 300 schoolgirls, and the U.S. said Wednesday it
was sending in 80 military personnel to expand the drone search for the captives. 

Bombings Sow Fear And Reveal Boko Haram’s Increasing Reach Across Nigeria from Washington Post 21 May 14

While world attention remains riveted on the drama of 276 schoolgirls missing since their abduction by a violent Islamist sect in mid-April,
scattered bombings in the month since — including twin car blasts Tuesday that killed at least 118 people in the city of Jos — have spread alarm
across the country and raised new concerns about tensions between Christians and Muslims in this diverse nation of 175 million. 



Jihadist’s Face Taunts Nigeria From Shadows from New York Times 19 May 14

He was the quiet one who walked silently to meet fellow disciples in a house by the railroad tracks, declining to greet other men on the street. But
when he became agitated — over taking up arms against the government, or about his hatred of Christians and Jews — it was no use arguing with
Abubakar Shekau. 

US Eager To Help Nigerian Search For Girls But Cautious In Sharing Intelligence from Washington Post 16 May 14

Nigerian soldiers charged with countering the “exceptionally brutal” Boko Haram insurgency are outgunned and fearful, and the Pentagon has
been reluctant to share intelligence with the Nigerian military because of its own record of brutality, a senior Pentagon official said Thursday. 

US Military Drones Being Used Over Nigeria from Associated Press 15 May 14

The Pentagon says the U.S. is using surveillance drones to aid in the search for the kidnapped Nigerian girls, and almost 300 Marines have been
moved to a naval air station in Sicily in response to the growing unrest in Africa. 

US Opposes Paying Ransom For Kidnapped Nigerian Schoolgirls, White House Says from Washington Post 14 May 14

The Obama administration on Tuesday underscored its opposition to any offer of ransom or other concessions to retrieve more than 250
schoolgirls abducted by the terrorist group Boko Haram, even as the United States widened its participation in the international effort to locate and
free the girls. 

Nigeria Opens Door For Talks With Kidnappers from Associated Press 14 May 14

U.S. reconnaissance aircraft flew over Nigeria in search of the nearly 300 kidnapped schoolgirls Tuesday, a day after the Boko Haram militant
group released the first evidence that at least some of them are still alive and demanded that jailed fighters be swapped for their freedom. 

Nigerian Girls Seen In Video From Militants from New York Times 13 May 14

The fears have been mounting for weeks: that the girls have been sold, married off, spirited across international borders, and perhaps even killed.
Their fate has become the focus of intense international concern, with Michelle Obama holding up a placard appealing for their safe return and
governments across the globe pledging to help track them down. 

Nigerian kidnapping, other crises underscore limits of U.S. power in Africa from Washington Post 12 May 14

There is little doubt that America is increasingly concerned about the security climate in Africa. Two decades after Osama bin Laden left Sudan,
ethnic conflicts and security vacuums are multiplying in the region. Insurrections in Mali, Libya, Algeria and the Central African Republic, among
other places, have sown worry that al-Qaeda affiliates or others bent on harm to Americans will be able to use Africa as a base. 

In Town Of Missing Girls, Sorrow, But Little Progress from New York Times 12 May 14

There are widespread fears that the girls are being forcibly married off, exacerbated by a video released last week in which the group’s apparent
leader called them slaves and threatened to “sell them in the market” and “marry them out” rather than let them get educations. 

Nigeria president optimistic over finding abducted schoolgirls from Reuters 12 May 14

Nigerian President Goodluck Jonathan said on Sunday international military and intelligence assistance made him optimistic about finding 200
schoolgirls abducted last month by Islamic militants in an attack condemned globally. 

US: Nigeria Abductions Sharpen Focus On Boko Haram from Associated Press 9 May 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry is pledging to do everything possible to help return to their families more than 300 Nigerian girls who were
kidnapped from their boarding school last month by the militant group Boko Haram. 

Fatal Error: U.S. First Sought PR War As Boko Haram Gained Brutal Power from Washington Times 9 May 14

U.S. officials have told The Washington Times that by mid-2012, a debate was raging behind the scenes at the State Department about how to
publicly define the Boko Haram threat and how what exactly Washington should be doing to respond to the mounting violence in Africa’s top oil-
producing nation. 

U.S. Team To Assist Nigeria In Locating Kidnapped School Girls from NPR 9 May 14



Steve Inskeep talks to retired Gen. Carter Ham about U.S. assistance to Nigeria to help locate and rescue kidnapped school girls. Ham was the
commander of the U.S. African Command from 2011 to 2013.

In Hunt For Hostages, Countries Offer Intel To Nigeria from Agence France-Presse 8 May 14

An urgent international effort to help Nigeria find more than 200 girls kidnapped by Islamist militants is focused on providing intelligence as
experts try to locate the hostages. 

Islamist Militants Kill Hundreds Of Civilians In Northeastern Nigeria from New York Times 8 May 14

Islamist insurgents have killed hundreds in a town in Nigeria’s northeast this week, the area’s senator, a resident and the Nigerian news media
reported on Wednesday, as more than 200 schoolgirls abducted by the militants, known as Boko Haram, remained missing. 

White House To Send Specialists To Help Recover Abducted Nigerian Schoolgirls from Washington Post 7 May 14

An international uproar mounted Tuesday over the fate of hundreds of Nigerian schoolgirls abducted by Islamist militants in mid-April, with the
Obama administration preparing to send a team of specialists to Nigeria to help recover the missing girls and U.N. officials warning that the
kidnappers could face arrest, prosecution and prison under international law. 

New Kidnapping Reported In Nigeria As U.S. Offers Help from New York Times 7 May 14

A second kidnapping of schoolgirls in Nigeria’s northeast by Islamist militants put new pressure on the country’s troubled government, which had
been hoping to showcase its emergence as Africa’s largest economy this week but instead has been forced to confront its failure to contain a
growing insurgency in its north. 

Protester: 1st Lady orders arrests from Associated Press 5 May 14

A leader of a protest march for 276 missing schoolgirls said that Nigeria's First Lady ordered her and another protest leader arrested Monday,
expressed doubts there was any kidnapping and accused them of belonging to the Islamic insurgent group blamed for the abductions. 

Reports: Abducted girls married to Nigerian rebels from Associated Press 1 May 14

Scores of girls and young women kidnapped from a school in Nigeria are being forced to marry their Islamic extremist abductors, a civic
organization reported Wednesday. 

Nigerian Militants Abduct Dozens Of Schoolgirls from Los Angeles Times 16 Apr 14

Dozens of Nigerian schoolgirls were loaded into vehicles by armed militants and driven off in the middle of the night, according to Nigerian
officials. 

Violence surges from Islamic uprising in Nigeria from Associated Press 14 Apr 14

Suspected Muslim extremists kidnapped about 100 girls Tuesday from a school in northeastern Nigeria, less than a day after militants bombed a
bus station and killed 75 people in the capital — a surge of violence that raised new doubts about the military's ability to contain an Islamic
uprising. 

Blast at bus station in Nigerian capital kills 72 from Associated Press 14 Apr 14

Suspected Islamic militants struck in the heart of Nigeria on Monday with a massive rush-hour bomb blast at a bus station that killed at least 72
people and wounded 164 in the deadliest attack ever on the nation’s capital. 

Deadly Attacks Tied To Islamist Militants Shake Nigeria from New York Times 3 Mar 14

Dozens were killed, including many children watching a soccer match, in a series of deadly bomb blasts in the northern Nigerian city of
Maiduguri on Saturday, officials said. The Islamist group Boko Haram was blamed for the attacks, which were the deadliest in months in the
sect’s birthplace. 

29 Children Killed in Attack on Nigerian Boarding School from Time 25 Feb 14

Boko Haram militants set fire to a school just as President Goodluck Jonathan promised to step up efforts to combat extremists 



Nigerian farmers abandon food crops for cannabis: agency from Agence France-Presse 7 Dec 13

Most Nigerian farmers now abandon growing food and economic crops for cannabis in a bid to become instant millionaires , the country's anti-
narcotics agency said Saturday. 

Islamic militants attack Nigerian air force base from Associated Press 3 Dec 13

Hundreds of Islamic militants in trucks and a stolen armored personnel carrier attacked an air force base and international airport on the outskirts
of a Nigerian city before dawn Monday, officials and witnesses said, possibly leaving scores of people dead in one of the insurgent group's most
daring attacks. 

Pirates kidnap Americans from commercial ship from Associated Press 25 Oct 13

Pirates kidnapped two Americans working on a commercial ship near the coast of Nigeria, U.S. officials said Thursday. And the Nigerian navy
ordered its forces to mount a rescue operation. 

FEATURE: Vigilantes Defeat Boko Haram in Its Nigerian Base from New York Times 20 Oct 13

The men from Boko Haram came tearing through this rural town, setting fire to houses, looting, shooting and yelling, “God is great!” residents
and officials said. The gunmen shot motorists point-blank on the road, dragged young men out of homes for execution and ordered citizens to lie
down for a fatal bullet. 

Dozens Of Students Killed At Nigerian College from New York Times 30 Sep 13

Dozens of gunmen attacked an agricultural college in northeastern Nigeria late Saturday and early Sunday, killing more than 40 students, local
officials said. The attackers were thought to belong to the extremist group Boko Haram. 

North Africa
Kerry Arrives In Algiers At Start Of North Africa Tour from Agence France-Presse 3 Apr 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry arrived in Algiers on Wednesday evening at the start of a North African tour expected to be dominated by the
threat posed by Al-Qaeda. 

North Korea
Seoul: N. Korea Resumes Loudspeaker Broadcasts Amid Tension from Associated Press 18 Aug 15

The rival Koreas have resumed cross-border propaganda warfare as North Korea matched South Korea’s loudspeaker campaign with broadcasts
of its own that reportedly included criticism of Seoul and praises for Pyongyang. 

Satellite images suggest North Korea expanding uranium capacity: report from Reuters 13 Aug 15

North Korea appears to be expanding its capacity to produce uranium, which could be used to increase its stockpile of nuclear weapons, a U.S.
nuclear expert said on Wednesday. 

For North Korea, Iran-style nuke deal not an option from Associated Press 30 Jul 15

If any hopes have been raised that the progress between the United States and Iran to halt Tehran’s development of nuclear weapons could bring
change in Pyongyang, North Korea has gone out of its way to thwart them. 

US Institute: NKorea Launch Site Upgrade Complete from Associated Press 29 Jul 15

Construction to upgrade North Korea’s main rocket launch site now appears complete amid expectations in rival South Korea that a launch could
take place in October, a U.S. research institute said Tuesday. 

U.S. would show flexibility in nuclear talks with North Korea: envoy from Reuters 27 Jul 15

The recent nuclear deal with Iran showed that the United States can be flexible with a willing counterpart, including North Korea if it decides it
wants talks on its nuclear program, a U.S. envoy said on Monday.

US slaps sanctions on N.Korea-linked shipping company from Agence France-Presse 23 Jul 15

The United States imposed sanctions Thursday on a Singapore-based shipping firm and its president, alleging they are supporting illicit arms



imports into North Korea. 

North Korea says not interested in Iran-like nuclear talks with U.S. from Reuters 21 Jul 15

North Korea is not interested in an Iran-like dialogue with the United States to give up its nuclear capabilities, the isolated country's foreign
ministry said in a statement on Tuesday. 

North Korea raises alarm over violent crime from United Press International 30 Jun 15

Highway robbery, crimes of passion and rampant drug use are so serious in North Korea, Pyongyang has issued a report, according to an activist
group in Seoul. 

North Korea Sentences 2 From South To Life Over Spying from New York Times 24 Jun 15

North Korea sentenced two men from the South to hard labor for life on espionage charges on Tuesday, as the United Nations opened an office in
Seoul to investigate human rights in the North. 

North Korean Drought Is Hobbling The Power Supply, And The Economy With It from Washington Post 22 Jun 15

Light showers are forecast for Pyongyang over the next few days, but the torrential downpours that drench northeast Asia this time each year have
not yet reached North Korea. And even when the rains arrive, they will almost certainly not be enough to fill the reservoirs in the hydro power-
dependent country, which is suffering from severe electricity shortages. 

UPDATE: North Korea accuses US of targeting it with live anthrax from Associated Press 13 Jun 15

North Korea is accusing the United States of targeting it with anthrax and wants the U.N. Security Council to look into they called America's
"biological warfare schemes." 

North Korea requests U.N. probe into U.S. shipments of anthrax from Japan Economic Newswire 12 Jun 15

A North Korean envoy to the United Nations has asked the global body to look into recent revelations about U.S. accidental shipments of anthrax
to a number of countries, calling them "biological warfare schemes." 

North Korea Provides Angola With Military Aid In Violation Of U.N. Sanctions from Washington Times 12 Jun 15

North Korea is providing military goods and training to the African nation of Angola in apparent violation of United Nations sanctions, according
to Asian diplomatic sources. 

Major Construction At NKorea Rocket Site, US Institute Says from Associated Press 29 May 15

A U.S. research institute says satellite imagery shows significant new construction at North Korea’s main rocket launch site. That’s a sign of
leader Kim Jong Un’s determination to pursue a space program despite international censure. 

North Korea Leader Hails ‘Miracle’ Missile Test from Agence France-Presse 26 May 15

North Korean leader Kim Jong-Un has hailed the recent test of a submarine-launched ballistic missile (SLBM) – which was viewed with wary
scepticism outside the reclusive state – as a miraculous leap forward. 

N.Korea Says It Has Miniaturised Nuclear Weapons from AFP 20 May 15

North Korea said Wednesday it has succeeded in miniaturising its nuclear weapons, a development that could allow them to be delivered by
missile. 

With U.S. Eyes On Iran, North Korea’s Nuclear Arsenal Expanded from New York Times 8 May 15

While the Obama administration spent the past two years getting within striking distance of a deal to delay Iran’s race for a nuclear bomb, North
Korea went on an atomic spending spree: an expansion officials here fear Washington has little hope of stopping. 

North Korean diplomats cause chaos at UN event on rights from Associated Press 1 May 15

A U.S.-organized event on North Korea's human rights briefly turned into chaos at the U.N. on Thursday as North Korean diplomats insisted on
reading a statement of protest, amid shouts from defectors, and then stormed out. 



Images show North Korea nuclear reactor may be operating again: experts from Reuters 30 Apr 15

Satellite images taken between January and this month show a North Korean nuclear reactor that can yield material for atomic bombs may be
operating again at low power or intermittently, U.S. experts said on Wednesday. 

North Korea expands nuclear arsenal, Chinese experts say from USA TODAY 24 Apr 15

Nuclear experts in China have revealed that North Korea may already have 20 nuclear warheads and could double that arsenal by next year, the
Wall Street Journal reported Wednesday. The total exceeds current U.S. assessments of the secretive state's nuclear weapons. 

US: Japan-SKorea Tensions Distract From NKorea Threat from Associated Press 15 Apr 15

Tensions between American allies Japan and South Korea are a distraction in dealing with common threats like North Korea’s nuclear weapons, a
top U.S. diplomat said Tuesday. 

North Korea Blames U.S. For Blocking Release Of Ship Held By Mexico from Associated Press 9 Apr 15

North Korea said Wednesday that Mexico had “forcibly detained” one of its ships for months after the vessel ran aground in the Gulf of Mexico,
and the North blamed the United States for blocking the ship’s release. 

North Korea test-fires seven surface-to-air missiles: South Korea from Reuters 13 Mar 15

North Korea test-fired seven surface-to-air missiles off its east coast on Thursday and its leader Kim Jong Un appeared to have been an observer,
South Korea's military said on Friday. 

Secret North Korea Talks? from Washington Times 12 Mar 15

A U.S. government source tells Inside the Ring there are signs the Obama administration is quietly working to open secret talks with North Korea
as part of a plan to eventually normalize relations with the communist regime in Pyongyang. The discussions or plans for them are said to be
similar to the secret diplomacy that led to the December 2014 announced initiative to normalize relations with Cuba.

North Korea: Knife Attack On U.S. Ambassador Was ‘Deserved Punishment’ from Washington Post 6 Mar 15

North Korea hailed a slashing attack against the U.S. ambassador in Seoul as “deserved punishment” for U.S. participation in military exercises
on the Korean Peninsula, adding possible new tensions Thursday amid the political fallout after the assault. 

North Korea’s Ebola Quarantine — What’s It Really About? from Washington Post 2 Mar 15

When it comes to North Korea, there is no end to the conspiracy theories. The world had barely finished speculating about Kim Jong Un’s
prolonged absence from the public eye last summer — Was it gout? Too much cheese? Broken ankles? A coup d’etat? — before Pyongyang
provided more fodder for speculation by dramatically closing its borders in response to the Ebola outbreak last fall. 

North Korea fires 2 missiles into sea as U.S.-South Korea military drills begin from Associated Press 2 Mar 15

North Korea on Monday fired two short-range ballistic missiles into the sea and warned of “merciless strikes” against its enemies as allies Seoul
and Washington launched annual military drills Pyongyang claims are preparation for a northward invasion. 

U.S. 'deeply concerned' by North Korean nuclear advances from Reuters 25 Feb 15

The United States is "deeply concerned" about North Korea's nuclear advances, a senior U.S. official said on Tuesday after a U.S. research
institute predicted Pyongyang could possess as many as 100 nuclear weapons within five years. 

UN Commission Leader Ready To Talk To NKorea from Associated Press 18 Feb 15

The leader of a U.N. commission of inquiry that found North Korea committed crimes against humanity said Tuesday that members of the panel
are ready to go anywhere to talk to the North’s government – but it refuses to engage. 

North Korea threatens strong response to DC rights meeting from Associated Press 17 Feb 15

North Korea says it will respond "very strongly" to a conference in Washington on Tuesday about its widespread human rights abuses and says the
United States ignored Pyongyang's offer to attend and defend itself. Puzzled conference organizers said the event was open to the public. 



Are Kim Jong Un and Vladimir Putin becoming BFFs? from USA Today 11 Feb 15

Is the sun setting on the brotherly bond between North Korea and its biggest patron, China? North Koreans often compare the indefatigable
relationship to "lips and teeth." 

U.S. lawmakers begin push for more sanctions on North Korea from Reuters 6 Feb 15

U.S. lawmakers introduced legislation on Thursday to broaden sanctions against North Korea by imposing stiffer punishments on foreign
companies doing business with Pyongyang, a measure that could impact mostly on Chinese firms. 

North Korea To UN: Human Rights Resolution Is Illegal from Associated Press 5 Feb 15

North Korea’s foreign minister is demanding that the U.N. secretary-general tell member states that a resolution targeting the country’s bleak
human rights record is illegal and based on lies. 

North Korea Strikes Down US Talks, Vows ‘Final Doom’ from Agence France-Presse 4 Feb 15

North Korea on Wednesday appeared to rule out any resumption of dialogue with the United States, threatening to react to any US “war of
aggression” with nuclear strikes and cyber warfare. 

U.S. And North Korea Have Been Secretly Discussing Having ‘talks About Talks’ from Washington Post 3 Feb 15

The United States and North Korea have been actively discussing the possibility of returning to denuclearization talks, raising the prospect of a
new round of diplomacy even as Washington takes a tougher line against Pyongyang. 

China Wary As Violence Spills From North Korea from New York Times 30 Jan 15

On a cold, clear winter day last month, a North Korean soldier packed a pistol and slipped across the frozen Tumen River into northeastern China.
He trekked about a mile to the tiny village of Jidi Tun. Then at dusk he opened fire on two older couples, killing all four people. 

North Korea may be restarting nuke plant: US institute from Associated Press 29 Jan 15

North Korea may be attempting to restart its main nuclear bomb fuel reactor after a five-month shutdown, a U.S. research institute said Thursday. 

North Korean Leader May Visit Moscow, Russia Says from New York Times 22 Jan 15

The leader of North Korea, Kim Jong-un, may visit Moscow in May on what would be his first trip abroad since taking control of his country in
late 2011, the Russian government said on Wednesday. 

North Korea Uses Defector’s Partial Retraction To Lash Out At Washington from New York Times 21 Jan 15

North Korea on Tuesday demanded that Washington stop pressuring it over human rights, citing a prominent North Korean defector’s partial
recanting of his story as evidence that an unprecedented United Nations report on its rights violations could not be trusted. 

North Korea calls U.S.-South Korea exercises 'open challenge' from Reuters 16 Jan 15

Joint military exercises by South Korea and the United States this week are "an open challenge" to North Korea's demand to ease tension on the
divided peninsula, a Pyongyang envoy said on Thursday. 

US: Russia Still Supportive On NKorea Denuclearization from Associated Press 14 Jan 15

The Obama administration said Tuesday that Russia remains committed to the U.S.-backed goal of denuclearization on the Korean Peninsula,
despite its deepening ties with North Korea and invitation for leader Kim Jong Un to visit Moscow this year. 

North Korea Offers Direct Talks With US from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 15

North Korea on Tuesday offered to hold direct talks with the United States on its proposal to suspend nuclear tests, and suggested dialogue could
pave the way to changes on the Korean peninsula. 

North Korea Has Made ‘Significant’ Advances In Nuclear Arms Program, South Says from New York Times 7 Jan 15

The Defense Ministry of South Korea said Tuesday that North Korea appeared to have made a “significant” advance toward making a nuclear



warhead small enough to fit onto a long-range missile capable of reaching the West Coast of the United States. 

N. Korea Blasts US For Sanctions Over Sony Attack from Associated Press 5 Jan 15

North Korea on Sunday criticized the United States for slapping sanctions on Pyongyang officials and organizations for a cyberattack on Sony
Pictures – the latest fallout from a Hollywood movie depicting the fictional assassination of North Korean leader Kim Jong Un. 

US slaps more sanctions on North Korea after Sony hack from Reuters 3 Jan 15

North Korea was hit with more sanctions on Friday designed to impede access to the US financial system in the wake of a cyberattack on Sony
Pictures Entertainment, which the Obama Administration has said was supported by the reclusive country. 

North Korea's Kim Jong Un Offers Talks With South In New Year's Message from World Post 1 Jan 15

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un said in a New Year's speech Thursday that he is open to more talks or even a summit with his South Korean
counterpart, a statement welcomed by Seoul, which in turn urged the North to take concrete steps toward normalization of relations. 

Japan And South Korea Vow To Share Intelligence About North Via The US from New York Times 30 Dec 14

Japan and South Korea on Monday pledged for the first time to share military intelligence about North Korean weapons programs, in a three-way
pact with the United States that Washington hopes will improve cooperation between its mutually estranged Asian allies. 

Who Pulled The Plug On North Korea’s Internet? from Agence France-Presse 24 Dec 14

North Korea’s Internet was on the fritz for a second day Tuesday. But the US is staying silent on whether it launched a cyber attack as payback for
the hacking of Sony Pictures. 

China Reluctant To Join U.S. In Punishing North Korea Over Cyberattacks from Washington Post 24 Dec 14

China said Tuesday that there was no proof that North Korea was behind a cyberattack on Sony Pictures Entertainment, signaling Beijing’s
reluctance to side with the United States over the incident, while also rejecting speculation that it cut off Pyongyang’s Internet access as
punishment. 

North Korean Web Goes Dark Days After Obama Pledges Response To Sony Hack from Washington Post 23 Dec 14

North Korea’s fledgling Internet went dark Monday, days after President Obama promised a “proportional response” to the nation’s alleged hack
of Sony Pictures Entertainment. The question of who pulled the plug immediately became the stuff of a global cyber-mystery. 

North Korea Loses Its Link To The Internet from New York Times 23 Dec 14

A strange thing happened to North Korea’s already tenuous link to the Internet on Monday: It stopped. While perhaps a coincidence, the failure of
the country’s computer connections began only hours after President Obama declared Friday that the United States would launch a “proportional
response” to what he termed an act of “cybervandalism” against Sony Pictures. 

North Korea Says U.S. Government ‘Deeply Involved’ In Sony Film from Los Angeles Times 22 Dec 14

North Korea’s defense department asserted Sunday that the U.S. government was “deeply involved” in the making of the Sony Pictures comedy
“The Interview” and threatened to “blow up” the White House, the Pentagon and other U.S. targets if Washington launched an assault to retaliate
for the cyberattack on the studio. 

U.S. gov't urged to designate N. Korea as terror sponsor again from Kyodo (Japan) 20 Dec 14

An influential U.S. lawmaker urged President Barack Obama's administration on Friday to designate North Korea as a state sponsor of terrorism
again, after Washington said the country was behind the hacking of Sony Pictures Entertainment Inc.'s computers. 

North Korea Behind Sony Hack from USA Today 18 Dec 14

U.S. authorities determined that North Korea is behind the recent cyber-attack on Sony Pictures, a federal law enforcement official said
Wednesday. 

More US cinemas cancel North Korea parody film from Agence France-Presse 17 Dec 14



More major US cinema chains canceled Wednesday plans to screen the comedy film that has offended North Korean dictator Kim Jong-Un, after
mysterious computer hackers threatened attacks on theaters showing the movie, reports said. 

North Korea Parades An American Who Denounces The U.S. System (Fifield, WP) from Washington Post 15 Dec 14

Just weeks after three Americans detained in North Korea were released, a U.S. citizen has shown up in the repressive state, appearing on
television to denounce his home country as a “mafia enterprise” and call American democracy “an illusion.” 

North Korean Document Alleges Kim Role In Kidnapping Program To Create Spies from Washington Times 11 Dec 14

A secret North Korean document obtained by Western intelligence states that dictator Kim Jong-il conceived and directed a program to kidnap
foreigners and bring them to his communist country to force them to become spies against their homelands, The Washington Times has learned. 

North Korea Denies Direct Role in Hacking Sony Pictures from Wall Street Journal 8 Dec 14

But Pyongyang Says Attack May Have Been Carried Out by Sympathizers 

North Korean Leader Assails American ‘Aggressors’ from New York Times 26 Nov 14

North Korea’s leader, Kim Jong-un, condemned American “aggressors” as cannibals on Tuesday, as his government orchestrated a huge outdoor
rally in Pyongyang to protest an American-supported move at the United Nations to refer the North’s leaders to an international court for human
rights abuses.

North Korea, Angry Over Human Rights Pressures, Threatens Another Nuclear Test from Washington Post 21 Nov 14

With its trademark belligerence, North Korea threatened Thursday to conduct another nuclear test in response to the “grave political provocation”
of international efforts to charge the country’s leader with crimes against humanity. 

North Korea Threatens To Conduct Nuclear Test from New York Times 20 Nov 14

North Korea said on Thursday that the country had no option but to consider another nuclear test after the recent “political provocation” by the
United Nations to try to indict the North’s leaders for crimes against humanity. 

United Nations Urges North Korea Prosecutions from New York Times 19 Nov 14

United Nations members voted decisively on Tuesday for a groundbreaking resolution that condemns North Korea for human rights abuses and
for the first time recommends the prosecution of its leaders for crimes against humanity at the International Criminal Court. 

Obama Tempers Expectations For Thaw With NKorea from Associated Press 10 Nov 14

President Barack Obama is tempering expectations for a thaw in relations between the United States and North Korea, saying the secret talks to
free two American prisoners were not the precursor to nuclear negotiations. 

U.S. Gives North Korea The Silent Treatment from New York Times 10 Nov 14

President Obama took the unusual step of sending the nation’s top spy, instead of a senior diplomat, to win the release of two American prisoners
in North Korea, administration officials said Sunday, specifically to signal that he would not reward the North with sanctions relief or a new round
of negotiations in return for the freedom of the latest Americans to be locked up during visits to the isolated nation. 

UN Investigator, North Korea Meet Again On Visit from Associated Press 30 Oct 14

A U.N. human rights investigator met for a second time Wednesday with a North Korean official on a possible groundbreaking visit and the
North’s demand that a U.N. effort to refer the country’s situation to the International Criminal Court be dropped. 

U.N. Rights Investigator Says North Korea May Allow A Visit from New York Times 29 Oct 14

A special United Nations human rights investigator said Tuesday that diplomats from North Korea, in what he described as an abrupt and
“interesting turn of events,” were now prepared to invite him to visit their isolated nuclear-armed country for the first time — but only if a
growing effort aimed at prosecuting North Korea’s leader and other officials for crimes against humanity was dropped. 

N. Korea, UN Investigator Meet On Possible Visit from Associated Press 28 Oct 14



North Korean officials said Monday they met for the first time with a United Nations special investigator on human rights and “envisage” him
visiting their country. A U.N. official confirmed the meeting. 

The Latest North Korean Mystery: A Diplomatic Charm Offensive from New York Times 24 Oct 14

For weeks, American intelligence agencies puzzled over the mysterious disappearance of Kim Jong-un, the North Korean dictator. Now Mr. Kim
is back on the public stage — a walking stick in his left hand — and it is the State Department’s turn to puzzle. 

Kim Jong-un Gave Order To Free American, North Korea Says from New York Times 23 Oct 14

North Korea said Wednesday that its leader, Kim Jong-un, had personally ordered the release of Jeffrey E. Fowle, an American, after considering
requests from President Obama. 

NKorea’s Release Of US Man Surprised Negotiator from Associated Press 23 Oct 14

North Korea’s release of an Ohio man this week was a surprise to a retired American ambassador who negotiated with Pyongyang for Jeffrey
Fowle’s freedom.

North Korea Frees US Man; 2 More Still Detained from Associated Press 22 Oct 14

North Korea’s reclusive government abruptly freed an American man Tuesday, nearly six months after he was arrested on charges of leaving a
Bible in a nightclub, but Pyongyang refused to hand over two other U.S. citizens who are still being held. 

Kim Reappears In Public, North’s Media Reports from New York Times 14 Oct 14

The North Korean leader Kim Jong-un, whose prolonged absence from public view generated speculation about his health and grip on power, has
visited a housing project and was seen walking with a cane, the North’s official news agency reported Tuesday. 

N.Korean Leader Apparent No-show At Major Event from Associated Press 10 Oct 14

For the first time in three years, North Korean leader Kim Jong Un wasn’t on a list of dignitaries at a celebration of the anniversary of the
founding of the ruling Workers’ Party. The apparent no-show will add to mounting speculation that something is amiss with the authoritarian
leader, who hasn’t been seen publicly in more than a month. 

US Sees No NKorean Action On Prison Camps from Associated Press 9 Oct 14

The United States says North Korea is acknowledging it runs prison labor camps but there’s no sign it’s going to shut them down. 

Out or gout? Suspicion behind missing North Korean dictator from Washington Post 9 Oct 14

While some in Washington’s national security community believe North Korean leader Kim Jong-un has been pushed aside by a secret coup, the
leading theory among intelligence officials is that the young dictator has disappeared from public view because he is bedridden with a bad case of
gout brought on by heavy smoking and too much caviar. 

North Korea Acknowledges Labor Camps For 1st Time from Associated Press 8 Oct 14

North Korea publicly acknowledged the existence of its labor camps for the first time Tuesday, an admission that appeared to come in response to
a highly critical U.N. human rights report earlier this year. 

Is North Korean Leader Kim Jong Un Ill, Deposed Or Taking A Break? from Los Angeles Times 7 Oct 14

If North Korean leader Kim Jong Un isn’t sick, he must be dead – at least politically. That’s the thinking behind a rash of rumors that the portly
31-year-old scion of the Hermit Kingdom’s founding communists has been toppled from power. 

U.S. envoy says North Korea rejects talks on prisoners from Reuters 30 Sep 14

North Korea has rejected U.S. efforts to discuss the detention of three Americans, a U.S. diplomat said on Monday, adding the secretive state was
missing a chance to build relations with Washington. 

US Calls For NKorea To Shut ‘Evil’ Prison Camps from Associated Press 24 Sep 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry called Tuesday for North Korea to shut down its “evil system” of prison camps. 



NKorea Rejects US Offer To Send High-level Envoy from Associated Press 18 Sep 14

North Korea is not accepting American offers to send a high-level envoy to seek the release of three detained Americans, a senior U.S. official
said Wednesday. 

US Man In North Korea Given 6 Years Of Hard Labor from Associated Press 15 Sep 14

North Korea’s Supreme Court on Sunday convicted a 24-year-old American man of entering the country illegally to commit espionage and
sentenced him to six years of hard labor. 

Americans detained in North Korea call for US help from Associated Press 2 Sep 14

North Korea gave foreign media access on Monday to three detained Americans who said they have been able to contact their families and —
watched by officials as they spoke — called for Washington to send a high-ranking representative to negotiate for their freedom. 

NKorea launch pad expansion 'nearing completion' from Associated Press 22 Aug 14

Construction to upgrade North Korea's main rocket launch pad should be complete by this fall, allowing Pyongyang to conduct a launch by year's
end if it decides to do so, a U.S. research institute said Thursday. 

US Blacklists North Korean Shipping Companies from Associated Press 31 Jul 14

The U.S. Treasury Department has blacklisted two North Korean shipping companies that operated a ship seized by Panama last year for carrying
undeclared military equipment from Cuba. 

UN Condemns North Korea Missile Launches from Associated Press 18 Jul 14

The U.N. Security Council is condemning North Korea’s recent series of ballistic missile launches as violations of U.N. sanctions resolutions and
urges a halt. 

North Korea Again Fires Projectiles Into Sea from Associated Press 9 Jul 14

North Korea launched two projectiles Wednesday morning into the sea off its east coast, in an apparent continuation of a recent series of missile
and artillery test launches, a South Korean defense official said. 

Report: N. Korea Fires 2 Short-range Projectiles from Associated Press 2 Jul 14

A news report says that North Korea has fired two short-range projectiles into waters off its east coast. 

U.S. asks North Korea to release two detained Americans from 1 Jul 14

The U.S. State Department, citing "humanitarian concerns," asked North Korea on Monday to release two Americans who North Korean official
media said would be put on trial for committing crimes against the state. 

North Korea Plans to Indict Two Americans; Defies U.N. by Firing Ballistic Missiles from New York Times 30 Jun 14

North Korea said Monday that it planned to indict and try two Americans it has held on charges of committing “hostile acts” against the country,
just a day after it fired two ballistic missiles off its east coast, flouting a United Nations ban on the country’s testing of such missiles. 

Kim Jong-un Declares “War” On “The Interview” from New York Times 26 Jun 14

For years, one of the best kept secrets in North Korea was that the despotic and often virulently anti-American leader at the time, Kim Jong-il,
appeared to be a closet fan of Hollywood blockbusters, especially James Bond films. His son, the nation’s current leader, may have picked up the
bug, allowing the “Rocky” theme to be played at a special state concert. 

Lawyer: Detained American Was Touring North Korea from Associated Press 10 Jun 14

An Ohio man being detained in North Korea was on vacation as part of a tour and “loves the adventure of experiencing different cultures and
seeing new places,” a family spokesman said Monday. 

North Korea says detains U.S. tourist, three now in custody from Reuters 6 Jun 14



North Korea said on Friday it had detained an American tourist for violating its laws after entering the secretive state in April, bringing the
number of U.S. citizens held by Pyongyang to three. 

North Korea says U.S., South Korea smear it to hide own rights abuses from Reuters 4 Jun 14

South Korea and the United States are waging a smear campaign against North Korea to distract from their own records of human rights abuses,
Pyongyang has complained to the United Nations, warning that "curses, like chickens, come home to roost." 

North Korea Will Investigate Fate Of Abducted Japanese from New York Times 30 May 14

North Korea has agreed to open a new investigation into the fate of Japanese citizens abducted by its agents during the Cold War, the two
countries said Thursday, signaling a possible diplomatic breakthrough in an emotional issue that has divided Japan and the North. 

US Renews Warning Against Visiting North Korea from Agence France-Presse 22 May 14

Washington on Wednesday renewed a stern warning to all American citizens not to travel to North Korea, saying that even joining a tour would
fail to protect them from arbitrary arrest. 

North Korean Performer, Reported Executed, Appears On Television from New York Times 20 May 14

Hyon Song-wol, a well-known female performer in North Korea, made headlines last summer in one of the most sensational yet unconfirmed
news reports about the reclusive country. 

North Korea Threatens To Attack South Korea from Associated Press 14 May 14

North Korea threatened Tuesday to “wipe out” South Korea’s government in a furious response a day after a Seoul official said the North “must
disappear soon,” in an escalation of rhetoric between the rivals. 

N.K. defector indicted for illegal money transfers to North Korea from Yonhap (South Korea) 11 May 14

A North Korean defector who was acquitted of espionage charges was indicted again, this time for allegedly helping other defectors in South
Korea send money to their homeland, according to prosecutors on Sunday. 

U.S. Criticizes Racist North Korean Screed Against Obama from Washington Post 9 May 14

In a recently published and lengthy racist screed, North Korea calls President Obama a “clown,” a “dirty fellow” and somebody who “does not
even have the basic appearances of a human being.” 

Seoul: North Korea Preparing For 4th Nuclear Test from Associated Press 8 May 14

North Korea is making final preparations to conduct its fourth nuclear test but may not do so, South Korea’s defense minister said Thursday. 

N. Korea Number Two Replaced As Army Political Chief from Agence France-Presse 2 May 14

North Korea signalled a key leadership change with the announcement Friday that the man seen as supreme leader Kim Jong-Un’s number two
had been replaced as political chief of the military. 

North Korea Detains Second U.S. Tourist in Six Months from Wall Street Journal 28 Apr 14

A 24-year-old American who has been detained in North Korea declared he wasn't a tourist and tore up his visa upon arriving in the country, the
U.S.-based agency that organized the trip said it was told by guides who accompanied him. 

U.S. Confronts Consequences Of Underestimating North Korean Leader from New York Times 25 Apr 14

Almost everything American intelligence agencies and North Korea-watchers thought they understood two years ago about Kim Jong-un, the
North’s young leader, turns out to have been wrong. 

Increased Activity at North Korean Nuclear Site Raises Suspicions from New York Times 23 Apr 14

Just days before President Obama is to arrive in South Korea, North Korea has increased activities at its main nuclear test site, raising suspicions
in Seoul and Washington that the country may be preparing to conduct a new underground nuclear test, the South Korean Defense Ministry said
Tuesday. 



U.S., China in 'productive' talks after North Korea test threat from Reuters 16 Apr 14

The United States and China have held "productive" talks on North Korea, the U.S. State Department said on Tuesday, part of stepped up
international diplomacy after Pyongyang warned of plans to conduct a new type of nuclear test. 

N.Korea privatizing illicit economic activity: US group from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 14

A growing black market economy in North Korea is increasingly allowing private citizens to engage in illicit activity that funnels hard currency to
the regime, a US-based group said Tuesday. 

US, Allies Warn North Korea Amid Reactor Fears from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 14

The United States and its allies warned North Korea against provocations as researchers reported potential radiation risks due to problems at the
regime’s main nuclear complex. 

N. Korea Leader Warns Of ‘Very Grave’ Situation from Agence France-Presse 2 Apr 14

North Korean leader Kim Jong-Un has warned of a “very grave” situation on the Korean peninsula, where a surge in military tensions has seen the
two Koreas trade artillery fire and Pyongyang threaten a new nuclear test. 

North, South Korea trade artillery rounds into the sea: Seoul from Reuters 1 Apr 14

North Korea fired more than 100 artillery rounds into South Korean waters as part of a drill on Monday, prompting the South to fire back, officials
in Seoul said, but the exercise appeared to be more saber-rattling from Pyongyang rather than the start of a military standoff. 

North Korea Vows to Use ‘New Form’ of Nuclear Test from New York Times 31 Mar 14

North Korea threatened on Sunday to carry out a “new form” of nuclear test, a year after its third nuclear test raised military tensions on the
divided Korean Peninsula and prompted the United Nations to tighten sanctions against the North. 

U.N. Security Council members condemn North Korea missile launch from Reuters 28 Mar 14

Members of the U.N. Security Council on Thursday condemned North Korea's recent ballistic missile launch as a violation of U.N. resolutions
and will continue discussions on an "appropriate response", the council president said. 

North Korea Test-launches 2 Medium-range Missiles from Los Angeles Times 27 Mar 14

North Korea test-launched two medium-range ballistic missiles early Wednesday in violation of U.N. Security Council resolutions, officials said. 

NKorea Accuses US Of Hurting Relations With South from Associated Press 25 Mar 14

North Korea accused the United States Monday of undermining the prospect of improved relations with South Korea and the revival of six-party
talks on its nuclear program by escalating “hostile” military activity and policies. 

Seoul: NKorea Test-fires 25 Short-Range Rockets from Associated Press 17 Mar 14

North Korea fired 25 short-range rockets into the sea off its east coast Sunday, South Korean officials said, in an apparent continuation of protests
against ongoing U.S.-South Korean military drills. 

N.Korea using sophisticated means to avoid U.N. sanctions - U.N. report from Reuters 11 Mar 14

North Korea has developed sophisticated techniques to circumvent U.N. sanctions, including the suspected use of its embassies to facilitate an
illegal trade in weapons, a United Nations report said. 

N. Korean Leader Enjoys 100% ‘Poll’ Win from Agence France-Presse 10 Mar 14

North Korea’s state media confirmed Monday what was never in doubt – a 100 percent, no-abstention poll victory for leader Kim Jong-Un in the
country’s stage-managed parliamentary election. 

U.S. asks U.N. to act against N. Korea for missile tests from Washington Times 6 Mar 14

The United States is asking the U.N. Security Council to take action against North Korea for firing two rounds of ballistic missiles in the past



week in “clear and calculated violations” of U.N. sanctions. 

U.N. mulls more sanctions on N. Korea for arms deal ship from Yonhap (South Korea) 5 Mar 14

The United Nations Security Council is expected to impose additional sanctions on North Korea for the attempted shipment of arms from Cuba to
the peninsula last July, a diplomatic source here said Wednesday. 

US: NKorea Missile Launches Violate UN Resolutions from Associated Press 4 Mar 14

The United States says Scud missile launches Monday by North Korea are a violation of U.N. Security Council resolutions. 

North Korea Fires Two Ballistic Missiles Amid U.S. Drills from Bloomberg News 3 Mar 14

North Korea fired two short-range ballistic missiles after it launched four into the sea off its eastern coast last week, escalating tensions as the U.S.
and South Korea entered the second week of joint military drills. 

North Korea Arrests Christian Missionary From Australia from New York Times 20 Feb 14

North Korea has arrested a Christian missionary from Australia, his family said on Wednesday, taking him into captivity even as it continues to
face pressure to release an American missionary it has held for more than a year. 

Four Things To Know About The U.N.’s Report On North Korea’s Human Rights Abuses from Washington Post 18 Feb 14

The United Nations on Monday released an authoritative report on North Korea that said the country is committing human rights violations
“without any parallel in the contemporary world.” 

North Korea Balks Again At Bid To Free American from New York Times 10 Feb 14

For a second time, North Korea has rescinded an invitation for a special American envoy to visit Pyongyang, the capital, to seek the release of
Kenneth Bae, a Korean-American Christian missionary held in the country for over a year, the State Department said on Sunday. 

North Korea Agrees To Talks On Reunions from New York Times 4 Feb 14

North Korea agreed on Monday to hold border talks with South Korea this week to discuss arranging reunions where relatives separated by the
Korean War would meet for the first time in six decades, officials here said. 

US Official: North Korea Nuclear Reactor Restarted from Associated Press 30 Jan 14

North Korea has followed through on its threat to advance its nuclear weapons program, the top U.S. intelligence official said Wednesday, while a
research institute pointed to signs the communist country is preparing to launch bigger rockets. 

Kerry Meets Family Of American Held By NKorea from Associated Press 29 Jan 14

Secretary of State John Kerry met Tuesday with relatives of an American held by North Korea and is calling for him to be pardoned and
immediately freed. 

Report: N. Korean Leader Kills Uncle’s Kin from USA Today 28 Jan 14

After executing his powerful uncle last month, North Korean dictator Kim Jong Un took his purge to an extreme degree by putting to death almost
all the uncle’s direct relatives, including children, said an unconfirmed report by the South Korean news agency Yonhap. 

North Korea makes methamphetamine for export, researchers say from United Press International 27 Jan 14

While North Korea's government has gone out of the drug business, individuals make methamphetamine and sell it beyond the nation's borders, a
researcher says. 

Jailed American Appears Before Reporters In NKorea from Associated Press 21 Jan 14

An American missionary who has been jailed in North Korea for more than a year appeared before reporters Monday and appealed to the U.S.
government to do its best to secure his release. 

North Korea proposes halt in hostile actions from USA Today 16 Jan 14



North Korea offers conciliatory approach in outreach to South Korea, urging an end to mutual vilification 

North Korea Rejects South Korea’s Proposal For Family Reunions from Washington Post 10 Jan 14

North Korea on Thursday rejected a South Korean proposal to resume holding reunions for elderly family members divided since the Korean War,
a humanitarian program that has been on hold for more than three years. 

Rodman Apologizes For Remarks On Detained American from New York Times 9 Jan 14

The former basketball star Dennis Rodman apologized Thursday for comments he made suggesting that an American detained in North Korea had
deserved his fate, saying he had been drinking when he made the remarks to CNN. 

Dennis Rodman Returns To N. Korea With Ex-NBA Players from USA Today 6 Jan 14

He’s been mocked in the USA as the propaganda plaything of North Korea’s young dictator. His corporate sponsor pulled its name last month.
And he’s admitted to difficulty persuading other ex-NBA stars to visit one of the world’s most repressive regimes. 

Korea Execution Is Tied to Clash Over Businesses from New York Times 24 Dec 13

The execution of the uncle of Kim Jong-un, North Korea’s leader, had its roots in a firefight between forces loyal to Mr. Kim and those supporting
the man who was supposed to be his regent, according to accounts that are being pieced together by South Korean and American officials.

Rodman Back From N. Korea Without Meeting ‘Awesome’ Kim from Agence France-Presse 23 Dec 13

Former NBA star Dennis Rodman returned from North Korea on Monday, saying he did not meet “awesome” Kim Jong-Un on his third visit to
the reclusive state but was unfazed by the lack of contact. 

Kerry says North Korea's leader reckless, ruthless from Reuters 16 Dec 13

The execution of Jan Song Thaek, considered the second most powerful man in the secretive country, showed why China, United States and other
countries must work together to limit North Korea's nuclear weapons development, Kerry said in the interview on ABC's "This Week" program
aired on Sunday. 

North Korea Executes Leader’s Uncle As A Traitor from Associated Press 13 Dec 13

North Korea said Friday that it had executed Kim Jong Un’s uncle as a traitor for trying to seize supreme power, a stunning end for the leader’s
former mentor, long considered the country’s No. 2 official. 

North Korea Confirms Purge Of Kim Jong Un’s Uncle, Describes “Anti-State” Crimes from Washington Post 9 Dec 13

North Korea on Monday confirmed its purge of Jang Song Thaek, the uncle of supreme leader Kim Jong Un, saying that he abused drugs,
disobeyed orders and worked in secret to build up his base of power. 

Kim Jong-Un’s Uncle Ousted, Associates Executed: South from Agence France-Presse 3 Dec 13

North Korean leader Kim Jong-Un’s uncle, seen as his nephew’s political regent and one of the most powerful men in the country, has been ousted
and several of his associates executed, South Korean officials said Tuesday. 

Steam, water may show North Korea trying to restart reactor: IAEA from Reuters 28 Nov 13

The U.N. nuclear agency said on Thursday it had seen releases of steam and water indicating that North Korea may be seeking to restart a reactor
that experts say would be capable of making plutonium for atomic bombs. 

US Warns Against Travel To North Korea, Citing Risk Of “Arbitrary Arrest And Detention” from Washington Post 22 Nov 13

A blunt warning from the State Department this week, telling Americans not to travel to North Korea for any reason, was the first clue that
something in the perpetually difficult U.S. relationship with North Korea had suddenly gotten worse. 

Captive Korean War Veteran Wanted To See North Again from New York Times 22 Nov 13

Merrill Newman is 85 and suffers from a heart ailment, but that did not deter him from fulfilling his wish to return to North Korea where he
fought as a young man, his family and friends say. 



N. Korea Upgrading Main Launch Site: US Think-Tank from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 13

North Korea has undertaken major construction work at its main missile launch site, possibly to cater to larger and more mobile weapons, a US
think-tank said Tuesday. 

Increase In Activity Reported At North Korean Nuclear Test Site from New York Times 25 Oct 13

North Korea has increased activity at its main underground nuclear test site, digging new tunnel entrances in what could be preparations for
another nuclear test, a Washington-based research institute reported Thursday. 

Images Show New Work At NKorea’s Nuclear Test Site from Associated Press 24 Oct 13

Satellite imagery shows North Korea has made new tunnel entrances at its nuclear test site in a sign it is preparing to conduct more underground
explosions there in the future, a U.S. research institute said Wednesday. 

North Korea Road-Mobile Missile A Concern For U.S., Thurman Says from Bloomberg News 1 Oct 13

North Korea’s new road-mobile intercontinental ballistic missile is of concern to the U.S. in part because it may be difficult to detect, according to
the departing commander of U.S. Forces Korea. 

North Korea Learning To Make Crucial Nuclear Parts, Study Finds from New York Times 24 Sep 13

North Korean scientists have learned to produce crucial components of gas centrifuges inside their isolated country, undermining years of export
controls and sanctions intended to stop the country’s enrichment of uranium for nuclear weapons, according to an analysis by two American arms
control experts made available on Monday. 

NKorea Urges Nuclear Talks “Without Preconditions” from Associated Press 18 Sep 13

North Korea’s senior nuclear strategist on Wednesday called for a new round of six-nation denuclearization talks without preconditions, a
proposal unlikely to gain traction in Washington. 

Obama renews sanctions on N. Korea for human trafficking from Yonhap (South Korea) 17 Sep 13

The Barack Obama administration announced Tuesday that it is extending sanctions on North Korea and several other nations notorious for
trafficking in persons. 

Report: N. Korea may be restarting plutonium reactor from USA Today 12 Sep 13

Satellite image shows steam coming from plant shut down in 2007.

Pentagon 'Very Concerned' About N. Korea's Nuclear Activity from Yonhap News Agency 12 Sep 13

The Barack Obama administration voiced strong concern Thursday over North Korea's nuclear activity, narrowly exposed to the outside world
mainly through satellites, following reports that the secretive communist nation seems to have restarted its reactor in Yongbyon. 

U.S. And South Korea Stand Firm On North Korea Talks from New York Times 11 Sep 13

Despite the recent easing of tensions on the Korean Peninsula, top American and South Korean nuclear negotiators reaffirmed on Tuesday that
there would be no formal negotiations with North Korea until it showed that it was willing to dismantle its nuclear weapons programs. 

US Warns Of North Korean Chemical Weapons Threat from New York Times 10 Sep 13

The United States is trying to enlist Beijing's support for military action against Syria by arguing that it would help deter North Korea from using
chemical weapons and threatening security in China's neighborhood, a U.S. official said Tuesday. 

Dennis Rodman’s North Korea Visit Puts Spotlight On Jailed American from Los Angeles Times 4 Sep 13

Basketball Hall of Famer Dennis Rodman arrived in North Korea on Tuesday to visit communist leader Kim Jong Un, spurring hopes that a jailed
American tour operator might be freed as a gesture of friendship between the two eccentrics. 

North Korea Could Free American Missionary Soon, U.S. Officials Say from Washington Post 28 Aug 13



An American Christian missionary imprisoned in North Korea last year could be freed within days on humanitarian grounds, the Obama
administration said Tuesday. 

U.N. Investigators Press North Koreans To Allow A Visit from New York Times 28 Aug 13

The first United Nations panel of experts assigned to investigate North Korean human rights abuses urged the government in Pyongyang on
Tuesday to allow them to visit, even as the North called their work slanderous. 

North Korean
Admiral: World Getting ‘Numb’ To NKorean Missiles from Associated Press 30 Jul 14

Amid concerns about its development and testing of nuclear weapons, North Korea may be lulling the world into largely accepting its advances in
missile technology, the admiral in charge of American forces in Asia and the Pacific said Tuesday. 

Northern Ireland
Agreement In Northern Ireland Averts Collapse Of Power-Sharing Government from New York Times 24 Dec 14

Rival parties in Northern Ireland reached an agreement on Tuesday over an austerity budget dispute with Britain and legacy issues from decades
of Catholic-Protestant strife. The agreement averted a collapse of the power-sharing government established 16 years ago. 

Norway
After Copenhagen Shootings, Norway’s Muslims And Jews Link Up from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 15

Norwegian Muslims organised a peace vigil in Oslo Saturday in a show of solidarity with Jews a week after fatal shootings in Denmark targeted a
synagogue and free speech seminar. 

After Copenhagen Shootings, Norway’s Muslims And Jews Link Up from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 15

Norwegian Muslims organised a peace vigil in Oslo Saturday in a show of solidarity with Jews a week after fatal shootings in Denmark targeted a
synagogue and free speech seminar. 

Norway says terror threat, attack 'likely' from Associated Press 6 Nov 14

Norwegian intelligence authorities say the Scandinavian country "likely" will be threatened or an act of terror will be attempted in Norway within
the next 12 months. 

OECD
U.S, UK, China economies weakening further, OECD says from Reuters 8 Jul 15

The U.S, UK and Chinese economies are showing fresh signs of weakening while activity in the euro zone as a whole is firming up, the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development said on Wednesday. 

Olympics
Obama, Putin Discuss Sochi Olympics Security from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 14

Presidents Barack Obama and Vladimir Putin discussed security at the Sochi Winter Olympics Tuesday, amid rising fears in Washington for the
safety of US athletes following terror threats against the Games. 

U.S. and Russia Discuss Olympic Security from New York Times 22 Jan 14

Even as Russia imposes the most intensive security apparatus in Olympic history, the top military officers from the United States and Russia have
opened discussions about using sophisticated American electronic equipment in a new effort to help secure the Winter Games in Sochi next
month. 

OPEC
OPEC keeps oil output target on hold, predicts low prices from Associated Press 5 Jun 15

OPEC decided to keep its oil output target on hold Friday and predicted prices would remain low for the foreseeable future — good news for both
for oil-hungry international industries and consumers at the gas pump. 



UAE Energy Minister: No Change In OPEC Policy Amid Oil Slide from Associated Press 14 Jan 15

The energy minister for the United Arab Emirates said Tuesday there are no plans for OPEC to curb production to shore up falling crude prices,
and instead put the onus on shale oil drillers for oversupplying the market. Oil prices have lost well over half their value since late June, with
benchmark U.S. crude trading below $45 a barrel. 

Oil Prices Plummet Worldwide As OPEC Infighting Intensifies from Washington Times 11 Dec 14

As the infighting among the world’s oil producers heats up, the global price of oil is heading down. Open sniping between leading members of
OPEC put new downward pressure on oil prices, with the price of benchmark U.S. crude falling another 5 percent, or $3.07, to $60.75 a barrel in
trading Wednesday. Oil prices, which topped $107 this summer, have now fallen more than 40 percent since June. 

OPEC Fails to Take Action to Ease Glut as Crude Plunges from Bloomberg News 27 Nov 14

OPEC took no action to ease a global oil-supply glut, resisting calls from Venezuela that the group needs to stem the rout in prices. Futures
slumped the most in more than three years. 

Its Grip On Oil Weakening, OPEC Will Meet On Prices from New York Times 26 Nov 14

As oil prices continue to plummet, the once-dominant international cartel of producers is losing its sway over the global energy markets. 

OPEC’s Clout On Line As Decisive Meeting Looms from USA Today 24 Nov 14

Demona Regallado happily filled the gas tank of her minivan Friday morning with $2.51-a-gallon regular unleaded. It was the lowest she
remembered paying for gas in years. 

Oil resumes slide after OPEC shrugs off glut worries from Agence France-Presse 13 Oct 14

Oil prices slid lower Monday, with Brent hitting a four-year low, on oversupply worries heightened by OPEC signals that producers have no
intention of cutting output. 

OPEC ministers opt against output hike despite calls for more oil from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 11 Jun 14

Oil ministers of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) decided Wednesday in Vienna not to raise the cartel's production
ceiling, despite calls to respond to growing oil demand. 

OPEC Rift Emerging Over Iraq Output, Possible Return of Iran from Wall Street Journal 29 Nov 13

A fresh rift is emerging among OPEC members over trimming the cartel's oil output in the coming months, amid surging U.S. production, a
resurgence in Iraqi exports and the possible return of more Iranian crude to world markets. 

Operation Atalanta
Lessons for Mediterranean? Euro force hunting Somali pirates from Agence France-Presse 19 May 15

Atalanta has four warships and two aircraft, rotating between 10 nations, and has patrolled off the Horn of Africa since 2008, tasked with
protecting merchant ships including the cargo vessel carrying aid for the war-torn region. 

Pacific Rim
Pacific Rim Deal Could Reduce Chance Of Unintended Conflict In Contested Seas from New York Times 24 Apr 14

A naval code of conduct approved by more than 20 nations around the Pacific, including China, Japan and the United States, could reduce the risk
of accidental encounters’ spiraling into conflict, experts said.

Pakistan
In Pakistan, Worries That U.S. Could Cut Military Aid Over Counterterror Efforts from Washington Post 21 Aug 15

The Pentagon could withhold hundreds of millions of dollars from Pakistan’s military over concerns that it is not doing enough to combat
insurgent groups that launch attacks from its soil on neighboring Afghanistan, according to officials in the Pakistani Foreign Ministry. 

Provincial Minister In Pakistan Is Killed In Suicide Bombing from New York Times 17 Aug 15

A senior provincial minister in Pakistan who was at the forefront of the country’s fight against militants and banned sectarian groups was killed in



a suicide bomb attack on Sunday, officials said. At least 10 other people were also said to have been killed in the bombing, and several were
reported wounded. 

Taliban Leader Omar’s Tale Reflects Clashing Agendas from Washington Post 31 Jul 15

In early 2011, then-CIA Director Leon Panetta confronted the president of Pakistan with a disturbing piece of intelligence. The spy agency had
learned that Mohammad Omar, the Taliban leader who had become one of the world’s most wanted fugitives after the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, was
being treated at a hospital in southern Pakistan. 

Foreign Office faces claims aid to Pakistan could be supporting death penalty from The Telegraph (UK) 27 Jul 15

The Foreign Office is engaged in a court battle to defend the secrets of the foreign aid budget, amid claims that British money could be supporting
the use of the death penalty in Pakistan. 

One Year After It Went To War, Pakistan Is Safer But Doubts Persist from Washington Post 18 Jun 15

One year after Pakistan’s army launched its offensive in the country’s northwestern tribal belt, Pakistani deaths from terrorist attacks are at an
eight-year low, but U.S. officials say that more work is needed before the country can reverse its reputation as a top incubator of Islamist
militancy. 

Fake Diplomas, Real Cash: Pakistani Company Axact Reaps Millions from New York Times 17 May 15

That company, Axact, operates from the port city of Karachi, where it employs over 2,000 people and calls itself Pakistan’s largest software
exporter, with Silicon Valley-style employee perks like a swimming pool and yacht. Axact does sell some software applications. But according to
former insiders, company records and a detailed analysis of its websites, Axact’s main business has been to take the centuries-old scam of selling
fake academic degrees and turn it into an Internet-era scheme on a global scale.

Gunmen Storm Crowded Bus In Karachi, Killing More Than 40 from Washington Post 14 May 15

Gunmen stormed a crowded bus in Pakistan’s largest city Wednesday, killing more than 40 Shiite Muslims in an attack that raises wider concerns
about the reach of Islamist militants aligned with the Islamic State group. 

After Years Of Tension, Anti-American Sentiment Ebbs In Pakistan from Washington Post 4 May 15

During a dozen visits here since the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, Montana resident Doug Chabot sometimes stuck a Canadian maple leaf on his bag.
Even then, he dreaded the inevitable lectures from Pakistanis angered by U.S. foreign policy. 

American Wounded In Pakistan In Apparent Terrorist Shooting, Police Say from Washington Post 17 Apr 15

An American teacher was critically wounded Thursday in Karachi after being shot in the head in an apparent terrorist attack that raised the
possibility of links to the Islamic State, police said. 

Pakistani Court Orders Ex-C.I.A. Officials Charged Over 2009 Drone Strike from New York Times 8 Apr 15

A Pakistani court on Tuesday ordered criminal charges to be filed against a former C.I.A. station chief and a former C.I.A. lawyer over a 2009
drone strike that killed two people. 

Pakistan Steps Up Executions Of Convicts, But One Gets Reprieve from New York Times 19 Mar 15

Pakistan hanged nine prisoners on Wednesday as part of a broader acceleration of executions that has drawn loud protests from human rights
groups. 

Obama Nominates Career Diplomat As Ambassador To Pakistan from Associated Press 11 Mar 15

President Barack Obama has nominated the U.S. ambassador to Lebanon to become the new envoy to Pakistan. Obama nominated David Hale, a
career diplomat and longtime Middle East expert, to the Islamabad post Tuesday. The nomination requires Senate confirmation. 

Outcry And Fear As Pakistan Builds New Nuclear Reactors In Dangerous Karachi from Washington Post 6 Mar 15

World leaders have fretted for years that terrorists may try to steal one of Pakistan’s nuclear bombs and detonate it in a foreign country. But some
Karachi residents say the real nuclear nightmare is unfolding here in Pakistan’s largest and most volatile city. 



Pakistan Says The Taliban Is Willing To Enter Afghanistan Peace Talks from Washington Post 20 Feb 15

Pakistani, Afghan and Western officials said Thursday that Afghanistan’s Taliban movement is ready to engage in peace talks with the Afghan
government, which could open the door to a diplomatic solution to end the Islamist insurgency that has gripped the nation for more than 13 years. 

Pakistan Credits Afghanistan In Arrest Of Militants In Peshawar Attack from New York Times 13 Feb 15

In a sign of closer cooperation between often hostile neighbors, Pakistan’s military on Thursday credited Afghanistan with helping to capture the
Taliban militants who orchestrated the attack on a Peshawar school in December that killed 150 people. 

Jalil Abbas Jilani, Pakistan Ambassador, Seeks Increased U.S. Pressure On India from Washington Times 9 Feb 15

The top Pakistani diplomat in Washington says he is optimistic about prospects for peace in Afghanistan after the U.S. troop pullout, but asserts
that the Obama administration could and should be doing more to foster peace in South Asia by pressuring India to embrace economic and
counterterrorism overtures from Islamabad. 

As Obama Visits India, Pakistan Looks To Russia For Military, Economic Assistance from Washington Post 29 Jan 15

As the United States forges closer ties to India, neighboring Pakistan is looking for some new friends. Officials hope they have found one in
Russia — a budding partnership that could eventually shift historic alliances in South Asia. 

Kerry Praises Pakistan’s Military Operation from Associated Press 14 Jan 15

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry on Tuesday praised the Pakistani military’s operation against militants in the country’s northwest, saying the
results are “significant.” 

Kerry Arrives In Pakistan For Security Talks from New York Times 13 Jan 15

Secretary of State John Kerry arrived here on Monday for wide-ranging security and economic talks, almost one month after the Pakistani Taliban
carried out a devastating attack on a crowded school in Peshawar. 

U.S. government on sidelines of talks over aid worker’s kidnapping from McClatchy 9 Jan 15

More than a year after his al Qaida kidnappers provided proof that American hostage Warren Weinstein was still alive, the case of the 73-year-old
aid contractor rests in the hands of three Pakistani intermediaries who are negotiating for his release, people privy to the negotiations say. 

Pakistan can’t bend the law and fight terrorism from Arab News 9 Jan 15

The recent carnage in Pakistan targeting innocent children at an army school in Peshawar shocked and shook one to the core. Indeed, ‘shock and
anger’ are inadequate words to capture the universal outrage and revulsion expressed over the Taleban horror show. Understandably, everyone, in
and outside Pakistan, wants swift and effective response to terror. 

Pakistani Lawmakers Vote For New Military Courts To Try Terror Suspects from Washington Post 7 Jan 15

Lawmakers here voted Tuesday to try terrorism suspects in new military courts, approving a key component of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif’s
plan to crush Pakistani Taliban and other Islamist militant groups. 

Suspect In 2008 Mumbai Attacks Is Held In Pakistan On New Charge from New York Times 31 Dec 14

The Islamabad police on Tuesday rearrested a militant commander accused of masterminding the 2008 Mumbai terrorist attacks, just a day after a
high court said he could post bail in that case. 

Pakistani Court Says Detained Militant Should Be Allowed To Post Bail from New York Times 30 Dec 14

The Islamabad High Court said on Monday that the militant commander accused of masterminding the 2008 Mumbai terrorist attacks should be
allowed to post bail and win his release, despite government efforts to continue holding him. 

Pakistan Fast Tracks Execution Of Militants from New York Times 23 Dec 14

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif directed his top legal officer on Monday to fast-track the execution of militants on Pakistan’s death row, amid a
continuing public clamor for a tough response to last week’s Taliban attack on a school in Peshawar. 



Four militants hanged in Pakistan as execution campaign widens from Reuters 22 Dec 14

Pakistan hanged four Islamist militants on Sunday in the second set of executions since the government lifted a moratorium after the Taliban
massacred 132 children and nine others at a school last week. 

Pakistan’s Gallows Await 3,000 Convicted Terrorists; First Will Hang ‘Within Days’ from McClatchy 19 Dec 14

Pakistan’s government fast-tracked warrants of execution for convicted terrorists Thursday, moving swiftly on its promise to crack down on
militants after a Taliban massacre of 132 schoolchildren Tuesday in the northern city of Peshawar. 

Pakistan To Pursue Terrorists Even Outside Its Borders from Washington Post 18 Dec 14

Pakistan’s prime minister vowed Wednesday to pursue terrorists even outside the country’s borders and lift a moratorium on the death penalty as
mass funerals were held for at least 148 people, mostly schoolchildren, killed the day before in a Taliban siege at an army high school. 

In revenge, Pakistani Taliban strike school, killing at least 141 from McClatchy 17 Dec 14

Pakistan suffered the worst terrorist attack of a seven-year Taliban insurgency Tuesday when militants rampaged through an army-run high school
in the northern city of Peshawar, killing at least 141 people, mostly students, in what the militants described as revenge for months of airstrikes on
their tribal-area strongholds by Pakistan warplanes and CIA drones. 

Pakistani Taliban Attack On Peshawar School Leaves 145 Dead from New York Times 17 Dec 14

Pakistani Taliban gunmen stormed into a military-run school in northwestern Pakistan on Tuesday, killing scores of teachers and schoolchildren
and fighting an eight-hour gun battle with the security forces, officials said. 

Taliban gunmen attack military-run school in northwest Pakistan from Reuters 16 Dec 14

At least 126 people, most of them children, were killed on Tuesday when Taliban gunmen stormed a school in the Pakistani city of Peshawar,
taking hundreds of students hostage in the bloodiest insurgent attack in the country in years. 

Political Strife Flares In Central Pakistan from New York Times 9 Dec 14

Political violence erupted in central Pakistan on Monday when opposition supporters clashed with riot police in Faisalabad, leaving one man dead
and several wounded. 

U.S. drone strike kills six suspected militants in northwest Pakistan: officials from Reuters 21 Nov 14

A U.S. drone strike killed six suspected militants in northwestern Pakistan, security officials said on Friday, as al Qaeda said two members of the
group had been killed in a previous strike. 

American Drone Strike Kills 6 In Pakistani Tribal Areas from New York Times 31 Oct 14

An American drone strike killed at least six militants early Thursday in the South Waziristan tribal region of Pakistan, a senior Pakistani security
official said. 

Pakistan court acquits key accused in Daniel Pearl murder case from Pakistan Tribune 27 Oct 14

A court in Pakistan acquitted a co-accused in the 2002 kidnapping and murder case of US journalist Daniel Pearl for lack of evidence. 

Pakistani Christian Woman’s Appeal Of Death Sentence Is Rejected from New York Times 17 Oct 14

The Lahore High Court of Appeals on Thursday upheld the death sentence of a Pakistani Christian woman in a high-profile blasphemy case and
dismissed her appeal for acquittal. 

Pakistan, US Appear Once Again To Be Cooperating On Drone Strikes from McClatchy 15 Oct 14

A series of CIA drone strikes launched last week against Taliban insurgents in Pakistan’s northwest tribal areas provide the clearest demonstration
yet that the U.S. intelligence agency and Pakistani security forces are once again cooperating on defeating the insurgents. 

Suspected US Drone Strikes Kill 10 In Pakistan from Associated Press 8 Oct 14



Two suspected U.S. drone strikes on Taliban compounds in a Pakistani tribal region bordering Afghanistan on Tuesday killed at least 10 militants,
officials said. 

Pakistani Military Names New Spy Agency Chief from New York Times 23 Sep 14

The Pakistani military chief, Gen. Raheel Sharif, on Monday appointed a close ally as head of the powerful Inter-Services Intelligence spy agency,
consolidating his power at a time of sharp tension with the country’s civilian leaders and fluctuating policy toward the Taliban. 

Pakistan Is Eyeing Sea-based And Short-range Nuclear Weapons, Analysts Say from Washington Post 22 Sep 14

In one of the world’s most volatile regions, Pakistan is advancing toward a sea-based missile capability and expanding its interest in tactical
nuclear warheads, according to Pakistani and Western analysts. 

Al Qaeda Militants Tried To Seize Pakistan Navy Frigate from Wall Street Journal 17 Sep 14

Al Qaeda Raid Foiled After Firefight Involving Rogue Naval Officers

Islamic State makes inroads in South Asia from Kuwait Times 7 Sep 14

Islamic State pamphlets and flags have appeared in parts of Pakistan and India, alongside signs that the ultra-radical group is inspiring militants
even in the strongholds of the Taleban and Al-Qaeda.

Negotiators Meet In Pakistan Over Mass Rallies from Associated Press 4 Sep 14

Negotiators for thousands of protesters demonstrating outside of Pakistan’s parliament met Wednesday with politicians trying to end the crisis, but
key challenges appear to remain – including their demand that the prime minster resign. 

Pakistan Lawmakers Rally Around Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif Against Protesters from Washington Post 3 Sep 14

Lawmakers in Pakistan rallied around embattled Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Tuesday, and his government said it was prepared to confront
the “terrorists” who are trying to oust him from power. 

Pakistan’s Sharif Clings To Power As Protesters Step Up Assault from Washington Post 2 Sep 14

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif was clinging to power Monday as protesters stepped up their assault on government buildings while the capital was
gripped with fear and confusion about whether the country’s powerful military will step in to defuse the tension. 

Leader Calls on Military to End Crisis in Pakistan from New York Times 28 Aug 14

The Pakistani Army stepped into the country’s two-week-old political crisis on Thursday when Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif requested that the
army chief, Gen. Raheel Sharif, help defuse a standoff that has crippled the government. 

Hard-Line Splinter Group, Galvanized By ISIS, Emerges From Pakistani Taliban from New York Times 27 Aug 14

The Pakistani Taliban has suffered its second major split in three months, with militant leaders this week confirming the emergence of a hard-line
splinter group inspired by the success of the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria. 

Pakistan Parliament Rejects Calls For PM To Quit from Associated Press 22 Aug 14

Pakistan’s parliament on Thursday rejected calls for Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif’s resignation as unconstitutional despite massive anti-
government protests just outside the assembly in the capital Islamabad. 

As Pakistan’s Political Crisis Deepens, Military Leaders Urge Negotiated Settlement from Washington Post 21 Aug 14

Military leaders in Pakistan appear to be growing increasingly anxious about the standoff between Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and two key
opposition figures seeking his resignation, adding further volatility to the country’s political crisis. 

Protesters March Toward Pakistan’s Parliament In Sign Of Deepening Crisis from Washington Post 20 Aug 14

Tens of thousands of anti-government protesters marched on Pakistan’s Parliament on Tuesday night, even as Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif
mobilized the military to help secure the heart of the capital. 



Pakistan Politician Calls For Civil Disobedience from Associated Press 18 Aug 14

A Pakistani cricketer-turned-politician on Sunday called on thousands of anti-government protesters to stop paying taxes and practice civil
disobedience until Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif steps down, raising fears of instability in the nuclear-armed U.S. ally. 

U.S. Drone Strike Kills 6 In Pakistani Tribal Area from New York Times 7 Aug 14

An American drone strike against a compound in the North Waziristan tribal district on Wednesday killed at least six people, Pakistani officials
and local residents said. It was the latest in a series of strikes by C.I.A.-operated drone aircraft to coincide with a major offensive by the Pakistani
military in the area, which is notorious as a sanctuary for militants. 

Pakistani Airstrikes Target Haven For Qaeda And Taliban Fighters from New York Times 17 Jul 14

Pakistani fighter jets killed at least 35 people in attacks on militant bases in a remote part of the North Waziristan tribal district, the military said
Wednesday, hours after local residents reported that an American drone strike in the same area had killed 20 people. 

Pakistani Army Begins Ground Offensive Against Taliban from Washington Post 1 Jul 14

Pakistan’s military launched a major ground offensive in the northwestern part of the country Monday, beginning what army commanders say will
be a “house-to-house search” for terrorist leaders and other militants. 

As Pakistan Wages An Offensive Against Militants, Tensions With Afghanistan Rise from Washington Post 27 Jun 14

Pakistan has evacuated more than 450,000 civilians from a terrorist-plagued district in the northwestern part of the country, but its offensive
against the militants there is complicated by fresh tension with neighboring Afghanistan. 

Pakistani Military Advances Against Taliban Positions; Militants Warn Of Retaliation from Washington Post 17 Jun 14

Pakistan’s military continued its advance into North Waziristan on Monday as Taliban leaders warned that the offensive will result in deadly
retaliation in major population centers. 

Pakistan Military Says 105 Killed In Airstrikes On Taliban And Other Militants’ Hideouts from Washington Post 16 Jun 14

Pakistan launched a major military offensive Sunday in the restive tribal region that borders Afghanistan, targeting radical Islamist fighters
affiliated with the Pakistani Taliban and other militant groups. 

U.S. Drone Hits Pakistan For 2nd Time In 12 Hours from New York Times 13 Jun 14

An American drone struck a militant compound in Pakistan’s tribal belt for the second time in 12 hours on Thursday, killing at least 10 suspected
members of the Haqqani network in a suddenly intense resurgence of the C.I.A. offensive in Pakistan. 

Pakistan Court Allows Ex-president Musharraf To Leave Country: Lawyer from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 14

A court in Pakistan’s southern city of Karachi on Thursday ordered the government to remove former military ruler Pervez Musharraf’s name
from a no-fly list in 15 days’ time, his lawyer said. 

Taliban Hit Airport Again After Pakistani Airstrikes from New York Times 11 Jun 14

Retaliating against a new wave of military airstrikes, Pakistani Taliban gunmen on Tuesday attacked security forces at Karachi’s international
airport for the second time in two days, underscoring their capacity to create mayhem in the country’s largest city. 

Assault Signals Taliban’s Reach And Resilience from New York Times 10 Jun 14

Only a week ago, the Pakistani Taliban appeared to be on the ropes. Violent rivalries had split the insurgency in two. Peace talks with the
government had collapsed. Military jets had pounded militant hide-outs in the tribal belt. 

Pakistani airport academy in Karachi under fire from Reuters 10 Jun 14

An academy run by the Pakistani airport security force, a unit tasked with protecting Karachi airport, came under fire on Tuesday, Pakistani news
channels and a security source said. 

Militants kill five in attack on Pakistan's Karachi airport from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 14



Heavily armed militants attacked Pakistan's busiest airport in the southern city of Karachi Sunday night, killing at least five people as flights were
suspended and the army was called in, officials said. 

Terrorists Attack Airport in Pakistan, Killing 13 from New York Times 9 Jun 14

In a ferocious terrorist assault that stretched into Monday morning, suspected Islamist militants infiltrated Pakistan’s largest international airport in
Karachi, waging an extended firefight against security forces that resulted in 23 deaths and shook the country’s already fragile sense of security.

Pakistani Taliban Splits Into Two Amid Infighting from Washington Post 29 May 14

The Pakistani Taliban, riven by infighting, splintered into two major groups Wednesday as the leader of its dominant faction announced that it was
severing ties with chief Taliban commander Maulana Fazlullah. 

Before Taking Office In India, Modi Sends An Invitation To Pakistan from New York Times 22 May 14

India’s incoming prime minister, Narendra Modi, on Wednesday invited his Pakistani counterpart, Nawaz Sharif, to attend his swearing-in
ceremony next week, an unusual gesture that has inspired hopes that the change in government will lead to improved relations between the two
countries. 

Pakistani Military Says It Killed 60 Militants In Raids from New York Times 22 May 14

The Pakistani military said it killed at least 60 militants, and injured at least 30, in aerial raids on terrorist hide-outs across the North Waziristan
tribal region near the Afghan border early Wednesday. Local residents, however, said the dead also included women and children. 

Pakistan frees FBI agent on bail from Associated Press 9 May 14

Pakistan freed an FBI agent on nearly $10,000 bail three days after he was detained carrying knives and ammunition in his bag, officials said, a
relatively quick release that was likely to prevent the situation from escalating into a diplomatic spat. 

Pakistan, Ending Its Observance Of Cease-Fire, Launches Airstrikes Against Taliban from New York Times 25 Apr 14

Putting an abrupt end to the Pakistani government’s adherence to a cease-fire with the Taliban on Thursday, military jets launched heavy airstrikes
against militants in the Khyber tribal region bordering Afghanistan, officials said. 

Fractured State Of Pakistani Taliban Calls Peace Deal Into Question from New York Times 21 Apr 14

When the Pakistani Taliban said they were willing to make peace, many Pakistanis were skeptical that the militants had truly abandoned their
dream of transforming the country into an Islamic caliphate. 

Pakistani Taliban End Cease-Fire With Government from New York Times 17 Apr 14

The Pakistani Taliban said Wednesday that they were ending a six-week-old ceasefire but would continue peace talks with the Pakistani
government. 

Deadly Blast At Fruit Market Shatters Calm In Pakistan’s Capital from New York Times 10 Apr 14

In the deadliest attack on the Pakistani capital in more than five years, a powerful explosion ripped through a crowded market in Islamabad on
Wednesday, killing at least 22 people and suggesting that, after a long stretch of relative calm, the city was back in the firing line of the country’s
militants. 

Pakistan Taliban suspend month-long ceasefire but still want talks from Reuters 3 Apr 14

The Pakistani Taliban have not extended a month-long ceasefire but are still open to pursuing peace talks with the Islamabad government, a
spokesman for the insurgent movement said Wednesday. 

Pakistanis Said To Meet With Taliban To Lay Groundwork For More Talks from New York Times 27 Mar 14

A Pakistani government delegation met face-to-face on Wednesday with representatives of the Pakistani Taliban for the first time since efforts to
open talks were derailed in February, officials said. 

Pakistan Eyes U.S. Military Equipment In Afghanistan from Washington Post 17 Mar 14



The U.S. military may have another option for disposing of $7 billion worth of armored vehicles and other equipment it’s struggling to get rid of
now that war in Afghanistan is ending. 

Taliban Move Brings Halt to Airstrikes in Pakistan from New York Times 2 Mar 14

The Pakistani government on Sunday suspended its airstrike campaign against militants in the country’s northwestern tribal regions in response to
a Taliban cease-fire, raising the prospect that peace talks between the two sides will be revived. 

Pakistan won’t target militants who fight in Afghanistan from McClatchy 27 Feb 14

Pakistan announced Wednesday that it was ending its 7-month-old policy of trying to reconcile with its Taliban insurgents and vowing to answer
each terrorist attack with military strikes on the militants’ strongholds in northwest tribal areas bordering Afghanistan. 

Pakistan Suspends Taliban Peace Talks Over Killings from New York Times 18 Feb 14

Peace talks between the Pakistani government and the Taliban were suspended in acrimony on Monday, as a government committee refused to
meet with Taliban representatives in the aftermath of the reported killing of 23 paramilitary soldiers in militant captivity. 

Pakistan, Taliban Begin Peace Talks from Washington Post 7 Feb 14

The Pakistani government entered into formal talks with Taliban insurgents Thursday, exchanging possible ground rules for how best to try reach
a negotiated peace agreement. 

U.S. Said To Curtail Drone Strikes In Pakistan As Officials There Seek Peace Talks With Taliban from Washington Post 5 Feb 14

The Obama administration has sharply curtailed drone strikes in Pakistan after a request from the government there for restraint as it pursues
peace talks with the Pakistani Taliban, according to U.S. officials. 

Pakistani Government To Open Preliminary Talks With The Pakistani Taliban from Washington Post 4 Feb 14

In its most ambitious step yet to address Pakistan’s most potent domestic threat, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif’s government plans to hold
preliminary talks Tuesday with representatives of the Pakistani Taliban. 

Afghanistan Instability Weighing On Pakistan from Associated Press 28 Jan 14

Pakistan’s national security adviser warned U.S. officials on Monday that his country “will have to face the brunt of any instability that may
engulf Afghanistan” as the 12-year war there winds down at the end of the year. 

Pakistan Goes After Militants In Northwest from New York Times 22 Jan 14

Pakistani jets pounded suspected militant hide-outs in North Waziristan on Monday night for the first time in years, signaling that the government
was prepared to take the fight to the center of the insurgency that has racked Pakistan. There were at least 40 casualties in the airstrikes. 

Pakistan: Musharraf advised to move to U.S. hospital from Associated Press 17 Jan 14

A doctor in the United States has treated Musharraf in the past Musharraf has had recent heart problems, according to his lawyer Some say he's
trying to leave country under guise of seeking medical treatment

Pakistan: Musharraf Advised To Move To US Hospital from Associated Press 16 Jan 14

A lawyer for Pakistan’s former president Pervez Musharraf who is on trial for high treason says his client has been advised to go to the U.S. for
medical treatment. 

Pakistani Court Panel Weighs If Musharraf Is Fit For Trial from New York Times 8 Jan 14

A special court panel was shown on Tuesday a medical report on the former Pakistani military ruler Pervez Musharraf and began to determine
whether he could be excused from attending treason proceedings against him. He was rushed to a military hospital for what was described as a
sudden heart problem five days ago. 

Musharraf Is Taken From Court To Pakistani Military Hospital from New York Times 3 Jan 14

Pervez Musharraf, Pakistan’s former military ruler, was taken to a military hospital on Thursday while he was being transported to a court hearing



to face accusations of treason, lawyers and police officials said. 

Facing Treason Charges, Musharraf Is Defiant from Washington Post 30 Dec 13

Former Pakistani president Pervez Musharraf, scheduled to face charges of high treason this week before a special tribunal, on Sunday adamantly
defended his decision to suspend the constitution in 2007, an act that has led to the spectacle of a onetime military ruler being brought before
civilian courts in a country long dominated by the army. 

American Abducted In Pakistan Calls For US Help from Associated Press 27 Dec 13

A 72-year-old American development worker who was kidnapped in Pakistan by al-Qaida more than two years ago appealed to President Obama
in a video released Thursday to negotiate his release, saying he feels “totally abandoned and forgotten.” 

Pakistani army launches offensive near Afghan border from Rueters 23 Dec 13

Residents of Pakistan's ethnic Pashtun region of North Waziristan accused government troops on Monday of killing dozens of civilians during a
military operation against Taliban insurgents. 

FEATURE: Pakistan drug trade blights 'Land of the Pure' from Agence France-Presse 15 Dec 13

Pakistan has an estimated one million heroin users, half of whom use needles. 

Hagel Urges Pakistan to Reopen Afghan Supply Route from Wall Street Journal 10 Dec 13

U.S. Defense Secretary Meets With Sharif on Reopening Critical Border Checkpoint 

Hagel Warns Pakistan Leaders Over Border Protests from Associated Press 10 Dec 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel warned Pakistani leaders Monday that if they don’t resolve protests stalling some military shipments across the
border with Afghanistan, it could be difficult to maintain political support in Washington for an aid program that has sent billions of dollars to
Islamabad, defense officials said. 

US Drone Strike Kills Senior Haqqani Leader In Pakistan from Agence France-Presse 22 Nov 13

A US drone killed six people in northwest Pakistan on Thursday, including a senior leader of the ruthless Haqqani network, officials said, in only
the second such strike outside the country’s lawless tribal districts. 

Warnings of New Turmoil as Pakistan Pursues a Treason Case for Musharraf from New York Times 17 Nov 13

Pakistan’s government said Sunday that it was initiating a treason prosecution of the country’s former ruler, Gen. Pervez Musharraf, in what
would be a groundbreaking, if politically charged, assertion of civilian supremacy over the powerful Pakistani military. 

Militant Leader Is Killed in Pakistan from New York Times 12 Nov 13

A senior leader of the feared Haqqani militant network was shot dead on the outskirts of the Pakistani capital, officials said Monday, in a new
blow to the close-knit cluster of militant groups that shelter in northwestern Pakistan. 

Pakistani Taliban’s new chief was behind attempt to kill Malala from Washington Post 8 Nov 13

The Pakistani Taliban appointed as its new chief Thursday a hard-line commander responsible for some of the country’s worst violence, including
the recent assassination of a Pakistani general and the attempted killing of schoolgirl Malala Yousafzai last year. 

Ex-Leader Of Pakistan Is Released On Bail from New York Times 8 Nov 13

Pakistan’s former military ruler, Pervez Musharraf, was freed on bail Thursday after six months under house arrest. 

After militant's killing, Kerry says sensitive to Pakistan concerns from Reuters 4 Nov 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry suggested on Monday an attack that killed the Pakistani Taliban leader was justifiable but added Washington
was sensitive to Pakistan's concerns, after Islamabad denounced the raid as a blow to peace talks. 

Militant's death brings little joy in Pakistan from Associated Press 4 Nov 13



The Pakistani Taliban leader killed in a recent U.S. drone strike was behind hotel bombings, assaults on political rallies, beheadings of policemen
and suicide attacks on soldiers. But his death elicited little joy in the country where he wreaked most of his havoc and instead stirred widespread
anger and suspicion. 

In a Surprise, Pakistan Says Fewer Civilians Died by Drones from New York Times 31 Oct 13

In a surprise move, Pakistan’s government on Wednesday sharply revised downward its official estimate of civilian casualties caused by American
drone strikes in the tribal belt, highlighting again the contentious nature of statistics about the covert C.I.A. campaign. 

Pakistan’s Gilani Acknowledges Possibility Of Contact With U.S. Over Planned Drone Strikes from Washington Post 25 Oct 13

A former Pakistani prime minister strongly denied Thursday that he had quietly authorized U.S. drone strikes inside his country, but he didn’t rule
out secret deals made without his knowledge. 

White House Defends Drone Operations from Wall Street Journal 23 Oct 13

The White House on Tuesday rebuffed suggestions from two human-rights groups that the administration doesn’t adhere to its own standards
when it carries out drone strikes. 

Obama Has Tough Task Of Soothing Ties With Pakistan from USA Today 22 Oct 13

With Pakistan’s Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif set to visit the White House on Wednesday, President Obama is hoping to make progress on
rebuilding a rocky relationship between the two countries. 

Kerry Lauds Pakistan As Important US Partner from Associated Press 21 Oct 13

America’s top diplomat says the U.S. relationship with Pakistan “could not be more important” as the Islamic republic grapples with economic
and security woes and regional stability. 

Pakistan's Iran Pipeline To Proceed from Wall Street Journal 27 Sep 13

Sharif Says His Government Will Press On With Infrastructure Project, Which the U.S. Opposes 

75 Killed In Church Attack In Pakistan from Washington Post 23 Sep 13

Christian minority says it is facing increasing threat from militants 

Taliban Claim Killing Of Pakistani General from Wall Street Journal 16 Sep 13

Roadside Bombing May Threaten Proposed Peace Talks 

Pakistani Insurgents Draft Demands For Talks from Wall Street Journal 13 Sep 13

Senior Militant Leaders Set High Bar for Agreement 

Pakistan May Release Taliban Commander from New York Times 11 Sep 13

Pakistan is “ready to release Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar, an imprisoned senior Taliban commander, in a bid to bolster the faltering peace process
in Afghanistan, officials in Islamabad said Tuesday. 

Pakistan Takes Step Toward Talks With The Taliban from NYTimes.com 10 Sep 13

A conference of Pakistan’s political and military leadership on Monday agreed to clear the way for peace talks with the Pakistani Taliban, calling
it the best strategy to end a decade of militant-driven bloodshed. 

Pakistan Says Nuclear Controls Are Firmly In Place from Washington Post 4 Sep 13

Pakistan on Tuesday described its nuclear policy as one of “restraint and responsibility” and declared that it has a well-established regimen of
controls to “ensure the safety and security” of its nuclear facilities. 

Pakistani Court Indicts Musharraf in 2007 Assassination of Bhutto from New York Times 21 Aug 13

In a sudden erosion of military privilege and impunity, a Pakistani court indicted the former ruler Pervez Musharraf on Tuesday in connection



with the 2007 assassination of former Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto — the first time that such a senior general has faced criminal charges. 

Pakistani
Pakistani officials report the first U.S. drone strikes in six months from Washington Post 12 Jun 14

Local officials said two suspected U.S. drone strikes in a troubled northwest tribal district of Pakistan killed 16 people Wednesday and early
Thursday. If confirmed, these would be the first U.S. drone strikes in the country in six months. 

Palestine
Palestinians Risking US Aid Over UN Bid: Abbas from Agence France-Presse 2 Oct 14

The Palestinians are under heavy pressure to drop plans to seek a UN Security Council resolution to end Israel’s occupation, risking $700 million
a year in US aid, president Mahmud Abbas has said. 

Abbas To Push For UN As Peace Broker Instead Of Kerry, Aide Says from Bloomberg News 10 Sep 14

Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas will urge the United Nations to take over from the U.S. as the Middle East’s peace broker when he
addresses the world body this month, a senior aide said. 

Palestinian Premier Says New Government Lacks Power In Gaza from New York Times 13 Jun 14

The Palestinian Authority has had a new government for 10 days now, but the prime minister, Rami Hamdallah, acknowledged on Thursday that
he still lacked any authority in the Hamas-dominated Gaza Strip and that nothing had yet changed on the ground. 

Abbas Swears In A New Palestinian Government from New York Times 3 Jun 14

Declaring that a “black page in history has been turned forever,” President Mahmoud Abbas of the Palestinian Authority swore in a new
government on Monday intended to reunite the West Bank and Gaza Strip after seven years of harsh political and social division, though disputes
over the cabinet’s composition played out publicly until the last minute. 

Abbas Seeks A New Government That Would Seal Alliance With Hamas from New York Times 30 May 14

President Mahmoud Abbas of the Palestinian Authority asked Rami Hamdallah, the prime minister, on Thursday to form a “government of
national consensus” that would unite warring Palestinian factions for the first time in seven years and could send Israeli-Palestinian relations into
a tailspin.

Palestinians Hope Pope Francis’ Visit Will Be Catalyst For Statehood from Los Angeles Times 23 May 14

Although Pope Francis has insisted that his upcoming visit to the Holy Land is “strictly religious,” many Palestinians are hoping the visit will
have political ramifications, drawing attention to their plight and speeding up efforts to establish an independent state in the West Bank and Gaza. 

Fatah Official’s Gaza Visit Postponed Indefinitely from Agence France-Presse 22 May 14

A visit set for Wednesday by a senior Fatah official to the Hamas-run Gaza Strip to put the finishing touches on a Palestinian unity government
has been postponed indefinitely, a Palestinian official said. 

Rival Palestinian Leaders Discuss Reconciliation from Associated Press 6 May 14

Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas and Hamas leader Khaled Mashaal held a rare meeting Monday in the Gulf nation of Qatar and agreed to
move forward with a reconciliation deal between their rival political movements. 

Palestinian Urges Boycott Of Israeli Settlements from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

The Palestinian U.N. envoy urged the world Tuesday to boycott products from “illegal” Israeli settlements as part of a stepped up campaign to
help Palestine become independent. 

Abbas Demands Release Of Key Palestinian Prisoners from Agence France-Presse 21 Mar 14

Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas demanded in talks with US President Barack Obama that Israel free key Palestinian prisoners, including
Marwan Barghuti, a Palestinian official said Thursday. 



Swiss Report Supports Theory Arafat Was Poisoned from New York Times 7 Nov 13

Nine years of mystery and intrigue surrounding the death of Yasir Arafat, the symbol of the Palestinian national struggle, took a contentious turn
on Wednesday with the publication of a forensics report by Swiss scientists that lends support to the theory that Mr. Arafat died of poisoning with
radioactive polonium-210. 

Palestinian Authority
Huge Jury Award Against Palestinian Groups In Terrorism Case from New York Times 24 Feb 15

The Palestinian Authority and the Palestine Liberation Organization were found liable on Monday by a jury in Manhattan for their role in
knowingly supporting six terrorist attacks in Israel between 2002 and 2004 in which Americans were killed and injured. 

Paris
French World Bank Employee Is Kidnapped In Yemen from New York Times 25 Feb 15

A Frenchwoman who works for the World Bank was kidnapped on Tuesday in front of a ministry office in Sana, the Yemeni capital, according to
security officials there and President François Hollande of France, who took the rare step of speaking publicly about the abduction. 

Persian Gulf
Obama Works To Assure Gulf Leaders About U.S. Alliance In Region from Washington Post 15 May 15

President Obama brought together top officials from six Persian Gulf states to his presidential retreat in the Catoctin Mountains on Thursday,
hoping to reassure them that ongoing nuclear talks with Iran have not fundamentally altered the United States’ alliance in the region. 

Persian Gulf
Persian Gulf Breach With U.S. Creates Opportunities For France from New York Times 14 May 15

The French have been ideally positioned to take advantage of the growing rift in recent weeks between the Arab monarchies of the Persian Gulf
and the United States. Representatives of those monarchies met with President Obama on Wednesday to discuss their differences and especially
their worries over a proposed nuclear deal with Iran. 

Persian Gulf Allies Confront Crisis Of Confidence In U.S. from New York Times 12 May 15

Persian Gulf leaders, led by King Salman of Saudi Arabia, are making their growing displeasure with the Obama administration known ahead of
meetings this week at Camp David. 

Pfc. Manning
Judge Expected To Decide On Charge Of Aiding Enemy from New York Times 18 Jul 13

The military judge in the trial of Pfc. Bradley Manning is expected to decide Thursday whether to drop a charge accusing Private Manning of
“aiding the enemy” that could put him in prison for life. 

Philippines
Philippines campaign against drug mules after Indonesia executions from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 30 Apr 15

The Philippine government on Thursday vowed to step up efforts to educate Filipinos looking for work abroad about illegal drug syndicates to
protect them from being becoming drug mules. 

Philippines confiscates 340,000 USD worth of smuggled rice from Thailand from Xinhua (China) 25 Mar 15

Philippine authorities have seized 15-million-Pesos (340,900 U.S. dollars) worth of illegally imported rice from Thailand, a senior government
official said Wednesday. 

Eight militants dead in Philippines clash from Agence France-Presse 7 Feb 15

Eight members of an Al-Qaeda-linked group of Philippine militants have been killed in clashes with security forces in the country's south, the
military said Saturday. 

FOCUS: Worst forms of child labor persist in Philippines from Kyodo (Japan) 28 Jan 15

Millions of children in the Philippines continue to engage in the worst forms of labor despite a massive awareness of the problem and efforts to



address it because root causes such as poverty remain unaddressed, various groups said Wednesday. 

Strip bars and drugs uncovered in Philippine jail raid from Agence France-Presse 15 Dec 14

A raid on the Philippines' biggest jail on Monday uncovered drug lords "living like kings" in secret luxury cells with strip bars, sex dolls, a jacuzzi
and methamphetamines, the justice secretary said. 

Philippine gov't destroys 50.13 mln USD worth of dangerous drugs from Xinhua (China) 11 Nov 14

Philippine anti-narcotics agency on Tuesday destroyed 2.25 billion pesos (50.13 million U.S. dollars) worth of dangerous drugs, a senior
government official said. 

Marine Accused In Philippine Killing Tests US Ties from Associated Press 20 Oct 14

The killing of Jennifer Laude, a 26-year-old transgender whose former name was Jeffrey, has sparked public anger in the Philippines and revived
a debate over the U.S. military presence in a country seen by Washington as a major ally in Southeast Asia.

Philippines Concerned About China, Leader Says from New York Times 24 Sep 14

The president of the Philippines expressed concern on Tuesday about what he called the “hot to cold” messages from China in the protracted
territorial disputes with his country — and others in the region — over areas of the South China Sea. 

Philippines launches nationwide drug-testing system from Xinhua (China) 23 Aug 14

The Philippines has build a nationwide system of forensic laboratories on illegal drugs in all the country's 17 regions, a senior government official
said Saturday. 

Philippines Reports Chinese Ship Movement Around Disputed Reefs from New York Times 6 Jun 14

China is moving ships around disputed reefs in the South China Sea that could be used to reclaim land and build structures, President Benigno S.
Aquino III of the Philippines said on Thursday. 

Philippines Protests Chinese Water Cannon Attack from VOA 25 Feb 14

The Philippines is demanding an explanation from Beijing, after the Chinese coast guard allegedly fired a water cannon at Filipinos fishing in a
disputed area of the South China Sea. 

China Accused Of Using Water Cannon On Filipinos from Associated Press 24 Feb 14

The Philippine military chief says Filipino fishermen have reported that a Chinese coast guard vessel used a water cannon to drive them away
from a disputed shoal. 

US Would “Help” Philippines In South China Sea: Navy Chief from Agence France-Presse 14 Feb 14

The United States will “help” the Philippines in the event that China occupies disputed islands in the South China Sea, the US Chief of Naval
Operations said Thursday. 

Philippines on alert against possible narco-politics: official from Xinhua (China) 16 Jan 14

The Philippine authorities are closely monitoring activities of alleged illegal drug groups in the country to prevent narco-politics, a senior
government official said Thursday. 

U.S. Forging Closer Military Ties With Philippines from New York Times 18 Dec 13

ecretary of State John F. Kerry said here on Tuesday that the United States would give the Philippines $40 million in maritime security assistance
and was negotiating with Manila to rotate more American military forces through the country, the latest signs of the Obama administration’s
concerns about mounting pressure from China on its neighbors. 

17 hostages still under terrorists' detention in Philippines from Xinhua (China) 8 Dec 13

Seventeen hostages, including foreigners, are still being held in southern Philippine province of Sulu by Al Qaeda-linked terrorist group Abu
Sayyaf, after Jordanian journalist Baker Atyani escaped following an 18-month captivity, a military official said Sunday. 



Five fishermen slain in Philippine sea attack from Agence France-Presse 7 Dec 13

Gunmen aboard a speedboat shot dead five members of a fishing crew in a mysterious attack in the seas of the southern Philippines, the coast
guard said Saturday. 

U.S. role in typhoon relief boosts new military deal with Manila from Reuters 26 Nov 13

Emergency relief provided by U.S. troops in areas devastated by typhoon Haiyan in the central Philippines makes a strong case for the two allies
to clinch a new military accord, Manila's foreign minister said on Monday. 

Typhoon Revives Debate On U.S. Food Aid Methods from New York Times 22 Nov 13

When Typhoon Haiyan slammed into the Philippines, the United States Agency for International Development swung into action: A ship filled
with rice positioned in Sri Lanka was sent powering toward the devastated island nation as 55 tons of high-energy biscuits were airlifted from
Miami.

Aid Groups Get Strong Response To Philippines Appeals from New York Times 21 Nov 13

The United Nations relief agency has elicited a strong response so far to an emergency financing appeal for overcoming the Philippines typhoon
disaster, receiving nearly half the amount requested in the week since the effort was begun, a humanitarian aid database reported in an update on
Wednesday. 

FEATURE: Typhoon Response Highlights Weaknesses In Philippine Military from New York Times 20 Nov 13

In an acknowledgment of the army’s lack of sophisticated equipment, a spokesman said on Monday, “The courier system is our means of
communications.” 

Challenge For The Philippines: 4 Million Displaced from New York Times 19 Nov 13

When Typhoon Haiyan hit this coastal town, residents ran for Saint Michael the Archangel Church. Now, 10 days later, more than 100 of them
remain. 

FEATURE: Access To Medical Care Improves In Storm-Ravaged Philippines from New York Times 18 Nov 13

Rosalina Doyola, a cheerful 22-year-old with an accounting degree and an air of youthful confidence, woke up on Monday morning in a field
hospital tent, lucky to have kept both her legs. 

Inland, No Aid For Survivors Of Typhoon from New York Times 18 Nov 13

Even as a major international aid effort has begun to take hold around the coastal city of Tacloban, the situation grimly differs just a few miles
inland, where large numbers of injured or sick people in interior villages shattered by Typhoon Haiyan more than a week ago have received no
assistance. 

Philippine Typhoon Survivors Camp Out as Aid Bottlenecked from Bloomberg 15 Nov 13

Emergency supplies began to trickle into areas in the central Philippines devastated a week ago by Typhoon Haiyan, as officials worked to clear a
logjam that has left some survivors without food or medical aid. 

Ravaged By Typhoon, Philippines Faces Threat Of Serious Diseases from New York Times 15 Nov 13

The aftermath of the Philippines typhoon is now threatening the country with outbreaks of debilitating and potentially fatal diseases, including
some thought to have been nearly eradicated, because of a collapse in sanitation, shortages of fresh water and the inability of emergency health
teams to respond quickly in the week since the storm struck, doctors and medical officials said Thursday. 

China Increases Aid to Philippines from New York Times 15 Nov 13

China has announced that it is increasing its humanitarian assistance to typhoon victims in the Philippines, after international groups and a
Chinese newspaper criticized an initial government donation of $100,000 as too meager. 

Donations pouring in for Philippines may not be enough from USA Today 14 Nov 13



American households could contribute $1 billion to relief efforts, making Typhoon Haiyan donations the third highest for an overseas disaster.

Philippine Typhoon Survivors Worry About Security As Looting Erupts from Washington Post 14 Nov 13

Even as the Philippines reopened two airstrips to help speed up the flow of aid Wednesday, parts of the typhoon-hit central region plunged deeper
into distress, with gunfire cracking to ward off looters and survivors worrying that they would die before they received help. 

Philippines’ President Faces Growing Anger from New York Times 14 Nov 13

Five days after a devastating typhoon swept through the midsection of this impoverished island nation, Filipinos are losing patience with the slow
relief effort, increasingly angry with their president, Benigno S. Aquino III, a popular figure who has until now navigated multiple crises during
his three years in office. 

In Philippines, Typhoon Survivors Desperate For Food; Aid Workers Say Progress Is Slow from Washington Post 13 Nov 13

As authorities in this typhoon-ravaged nation struggled Tuesday with a mammoth relief effort, survivors were becoming increasingly desperate,
short on food and supplies and terrified about waiting longer for help. 

Relief Is Slow To Reach Victims Of Philippine Typhoon; Looters Steal Medical Supplies from Washington Post 12 Nov 13

A massive relief effort after one of the deadliest storms in a century was hampered early Tuesday by the widespread wreckage in the central
Philippines, where the super-typhoon left trees splintered on the streets, bodies festering in open view, and desperate towns short of food and
water. 

Scale of Destruction Slows Relief Efforts in Philippines from New York Times 12 Nov 13

The scale of the devastation and the desperation wrought by one of the most powerful storms ever to buffet the Philippines came into much
clearer view on Monday, three days after it hopscotched across the country’s midsection whipping up monstrous walls of seawater. 

U.N. Relief Official to Help Coordinate Aid Efforts from New York Times 12 Nov 13

The top United Nations relief official flew to the Philippines on Monday to help lead the global response to the powerful typhoon that killed
thousands and upended the lives of nearly 10 million people in the country’s midsection.

Grim Toll Rises Amid Ruin and Chaos from Wall Street Journal 12 Nov 13

Death Toll Above 1,700 Is Likely Much Higher

Philippines 
Philippines, US Disagree In Troop Deployment Talks from Associated Press 6 Nov 13

The Philippine defense chief said Tuesday that disagreements between U.S. and Filipino negotiators are prolonging talks on an accord allowing an
increase in American military presence in the country. 

PKO
Top UN Official Supporting Peacekeepers Resigns from Associated Press 16 Jul 14

Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon says Ameerah Haq is stepping down as the U.N. undersecretary-general in charge of providing logistics and
support for the more than 100,000 U.N. peacekeepers deployed around the world... Ban did not name a replacement, and neither he nor his U.N.
spokesman gave a reason for Haq’s sudden departure.

Poland
Polish President Suffers Shock Reverse in First Round Vote-Exit Poll from New York Times 11 May 15

Polish President Bronislaw Komorowski came in a surprise second behind his conservative opponent in the first round of a presidential election
on Sunday and must now face him in a run-off, an exit poll showed. 

Poland’s World War II Ceremonies Lose Some Edge As Tensions With Russia Ebb from New York Times 8 May 15

Advisers to President Bronislaw Komorowski of Poland were privately assuring journalists in late January that the events at this medieval Baltic
port where the war began were designed to “give European leaders an excuse not to go to Moscow,” Roman Imielski, the managing editor of



Poland’s leading newspaper, Gazeta Wyborcza, wrote at the time. 

Poland To Build Missile Defense With US from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

Poland’s President Bronislaw Komorowski said Tuesday that the defense minister will travel to the U.S. in May to negotiate cooperation on a
state-of-the-art missile defense system that Poland wants to build. 

Poland Demands Apology Over F.B.I. Director’s Holocaust Remarks from New York Times 21 Apr 15

Polish political leaders have been taking turns angrily denouncing James B. Comey, the director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, over
comments he made last week that suggested to them that he blamed Poles for being Nazi accomplices during the Holocaust. 

Poland summons U.S. ambassador over FBI head's Holocaust remarks from Reuters 20 Apr 15

(Reuters) - Poland has summoned the United States' ambassador in Warsaw over an article written by a top U.S. intelligence official on Poland's
alleged responsibility for the Holocaust during World War Two, a foreign ministry spokesman said on Sunday. 

Poland’s Prime Minister Says He Won’t Dismiss Officials Caught On Leaked Tapes from New York Times 24 Jun 14

Prime Minister Donald Tusk of Poland said Monday that he would not dismiss any of the ministers whose bluntly political and occasionally
profane conversations were caught on tape in the back rooms of expensive Warsaw restaurants, unless they are caught engaging in illegal
behavior. 

Obama Vows To Defend Freedom In Europe, Support Democratic Movements Worldwide from Washington Post 5 Jun 14

Surrounded by throngs celebrating Poland’s 25 years of democracy, President Obama on Wednesday pledged to uphold the United States’
longtime commitment to the defense of Eastern Europe against new threats, using the opportunity to deliver a resounding endorsement of
democratic movements across the world. 

Kerry Visits Poland, Discusses NSA Spying, Plus Military And Economic Collaboration from Washington Post 6 Nov 13

The United States welcomes conversations with allies to alleviate their concerns about National Security Agency spying, Secretary of State John
F. Kerry said here Tuesday. 

Kerry visits Poland to discuss security, business from Associated Press 5 Nov 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry arrived in Poland on Monday to discuss issues ranging from international security and the situation in the
Middle East to economic cooperation. 

Polish
Tapes Said To Reveal Polish Minister Disparaging U.S. Ties from New York Times 23 Jun 14

In a new excerpt released on Sunday from secretly recorded conversations involving some of Poland’s highest officials, Foreign Minister
Radoslaw Sikorski is quoted as describing his country’s security relationship with the United States as “worth nothing.” 

Pope Francis
Huge turnout as pope urges Filipinos to reject corruption from Associated Press 16 Jan 15

Pope Francis called Friday for authorities to reject the corruption that has plagued this Asian nation for decades and urged them to instead work to
end its "scandalous" poverty as he brought his message of social justice to Filipinos who cheered him wildly at every turn. 

Portugal
11 detained in Portugal corruption investigation from Associated Press 13 Nov 14

Portuguese media say police have detained the head of the country's immigration service and several other senior officials in a corruption
investigation centered on the granting of residence permits to investors from outside the European Union. 

Post
Kerry To Defend Israel Before U.N. Panel from Washington Post 2 Mar 15

Secretary of State John F. Kerry will defend Israel on Monday before a United Nations body often considered hostile to it, State Department



officials said Sunday. 

Public Comment
Readers Speak Out On The TSA, Civil Servants And Security Clearances from Washington Post 22 Nov 13

The Federal Diary gets lots of reader reaction via e-mail, snail mail and online posts. Some of it is fit to print. Occasionally, we give readers a
chance to speak out by publishing their remarks, edited for clarity and length. Unfortunately, those who post comments online often don’t use
their real or full names. 

Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico to receive $10M to fight drugs, boost security from Associated Press 8 Aug 15

Puerto Rico's representative in Congress says the U.S. territory is slated to receive $10 million in federal funds to help fight drug trafficking, boost
security and respond to natural disasters. 

Puerto Rico misses loan payment, prompting rating downgrade from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 3 Aug 15

The Government Development Bank for Puerto Rico said Monday it had made only a partial payment on a debt due in August, prompting one
ratings agency to declare the Caribbean island in default. 

359 Puerto Rico schools will not serve breakfast due to water rationing from EFE (Spain) 3 Aug 15

A total of 359 public schools in Puerto Rico will not serve breakfast during the next academic year on days where water is rationed due to the
ongoing drought. 

Drought spreads in Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 30 Jul 15

Puerto Rico's months-long drought is now affecting 83 percent of the island and 2.5 million of its 3.5 million inhabitants, according to the latest
report from the U.S. Drought Monitor, released Thursday. 

Water rationing expanded in Puerto Rico, affecting 425K residents from EFE (Spain) 2 Jul 15

The Aqueduct and Sewer Authority, or PRASA, announced Thursday the expansion of water rationing in Puerto Rico due to the drought, a move
that now affects more than 425,000 people. 

Puerto Rico governor says island can't pay its public debt from Associated Press 29 Jun 15

The governor is warning that Puerto Rico can't pay its $72 billion public debt, delivering another jolt to the recession-gripped U.S. island as well
as a world financial system already worrying over Greece's collapsing finances. 

Director of troubled Puerto Rico public power company quits from Associated Press 23 Jun 15

The executive director of Puerto Rico's heavily indebted public power company has stepped down. Juan Alicea Flores resigned Tuesday after
spending two years overseeing the Electric Energy Authority. 

Puerto Rico expands cultivation of pineapple from EFE (Spain) 4 Jun 15

Puerto Rico plans to plant an additional 230 hectares (568 acres) with pineapple over the next few years as part of a program to reduce the island's
dependence on imports for 80 percent of its food. 

Final section of modern, regional undersea cable comes ashore in Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 26 May 15

Divers and technicians on Saturday completed the deployment of the most advanced undersea fiber-optic cable in the Caribbean and Central
America, bringing ashore the final section and laying it in a trench dug in the sand at one of Puerto Rico's most popular tourist beaches. 

Puerto Rico eyes production of medicinal marijuana from EFE (Spain) 5 May 15

Puerto Rico is eyeing the production of medicinal marijuana after Gov. Alejandro Garcia Padilla, who is looking for ways to jump-start an
economy mired in an eight-year recession, ordered health officials to draft regulations for the legal use of cannabis derivatives. 

Puerto Rico rejects smoking marijuana for medicinal purposes from Associated Press 5 May 15



Smoking marijuana for medicinal purposes will not be allowed in Puerto Rico, but cannabis derivatives could be consumed in other ways,
government officials said Tuesday as they provided more details on the governor's weekend executive order on cannabis use. 

U.S. provides $225 mn for conservation in Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 5 May 15

The U.S. government has appropriated move than $225 million for conservation of natural resources in Puerto Rico, the head of the island's
Federal Affairs Administration said Tuesday. 

P.R. governor blasts lawmakers for derailing tax overhaul from EFE (Spain) 30 Apr 15

Puerto Rico Gov. Alejandro Garcia Padilla had harsh words for the legislature on Thursday after lawmakers - including six from his own party -
killed a bill to overhaul the U.S. commonwealth's notoriously ineffective tax system as part of efforts to tackle the massive public debt. 

Puerto Rico gets its 1st independent candidate for governor from EFE (Spain) 17 Mar 15

Starting Tuesday, Puerto Rico has its first-ever independent candidate for governor - a young, highly educated attorney and businesswoman who
rejects the island's traditional political duopoly and personifies the values and demands of Spain's "indignados" and the Occupy movement in the
United States. 

Puerto Rico Utility Sued For Alleged Overcharges, Kickbacks from Associated Press 25 Feb 15

Puerto Rico’s heavily indebted power company was slapped Tuesday with a federal class-action lawsuit alleging the agency joined several
international oil companies in overcharging customers in the U.S. territory by more than $1 billion. 

Puerto Rico prepares to debate value-added tax proposal from Associated Press 11 Feb 15

Puerto Rico's governor is introducing legislation Wednesday calling for a new 16 percent value-added tax as part of a tax overhaul intended to
boost government revenue in the U.S. territory mired in a deep economic recession. 

"Puerto Rico is broke," island's largest daily says from EFE (Spain) 3 Feb 15

Puerto Rico's leading media group openly demanded Tuesday, in an unusual step bordering on the historic, the restructuring of a public debt that it
says is really twice the official figure. 

Puerto Rico reports more than 4,000 Chikungunya cases from EFE (Spain) 31 Dec 14

Puerto Rico has logged more than 4,000 confirmed cases of infection with the Chikungunya virus this year, the Health Department said
Wednesday. 

Puerto Rico reduces murders by 26 pct. from EFE (Spain) 6 Nov 14

Two months before the end of the year, Puerto Rico has managed to reduce the number of murders on the island by 26 percent compared with the
same period last year, a decline that the island's police chief attributed to his anti-crime plan in an interview with Efe. 

32 Haitian Migrants Detained Near Puerto Rico from Associated Press 17 Oct 14

Agents with U.S. Customs and Border Protection have detained 32 Haitian migrants found on a tiny island between Puerto Rico and the
Dominican Republic. 

Puerto Rico aims to be the "bridge" to the U.S. for LatAm companies from EFE (Spain) 30 Sep 14

Puerto Rico aims to be the "bridge" for companies in Latin America and Spain looking to enter the U.S. market, and that is the goal of a high-
level delegation currently visiting Madrid for the 25th Plenary Assembly of the Business Council of Latin America, or CEAL, which starts on
Wednesday. 

Chikungunya kills 3 in Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 25 Sep 14

Three people in Puerto Rico have died after being infected with the Chikungunya virus, Health Department chief epidemiologist Brenda Rivera
Garcia said. 

Puerto Rico police officer arrested in drug raid from Associated Press 25 Sep 14



Authorities in Puerto Rico say they have arrested 75 people including a state police officer during an island-wide drug raid. 

Agriculture experts warn of lack of food security in Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 24 Sep 14

Puerto Rico is far from achieving food security because it imports between 85 percent and 87 percent of its daily food consumption, partly due to
neglect of the island's farm sector as well as to increased urban development in recent decades, several experts told Efe. 

Sixteen Puerto Rico ex-police plead guilty to drug trafficking from Agence France-Presse 25 Aug 14

Sixteen former police officers in Puerto Rico have pleaded guilty to running a criminal network that included robbery, extortion and drug
trafficking. 

Puerto Rico to use old traffic network to lay fiber-optic cables from EFE (Spain) 20 Aug 14

Puerto Rico's government plans to use an old traffic-signal network in San Juan to lay fiber-optic cables in Santurce, a district being developed as
the island's tech center and an engine for job creation, officials said. 

$5.4 Mn earmarked for crime victims in Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 5 Aug 14

The U.S. Department of Justice has allocated $5.4 million for services needed by crime victims in Puerto Rico. 

NY Fed: Puerto Rico should seek economic reforms from Associated Press 31 Jul 14

New York's Federal Reserve Bank is warning that Puerto Rico needs to improve its financial health soon or face what it called a "painful
adjustment." 

Puerto Rico gov pledges new plebiscite on status from Associated Press 16 Jul 14

Puerto Rico Gov. Alejandro Garcia Padilla said Wednesday that he will hold a new plebiscite by 2016 to decide the future of the island's political
status. 

Puerto Rico police protest pay, benefit cuts from EFE (Spain) 1 Jul 14

Several hundred Puerto Rican police officers demonstrated on Tuesday on the streets of this capital to protest cuts to their pay and benefits. 

In Puerto Rico, Cocaine Gains Access to U.S. from New York Times 30 May 14

The sharp increase in the drug trade here is a sign of shifting patterns by traffickers in Colombia and Venezuela who are looking for new ways to
import cocaine into the United States. 

3 Slain in Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 7 May 14

Three men were murdered in the central Puerto Rican town of Cayey in what is the fourth multiple murder on the Caribbean island so far this
year, police said Wednesday. 

Drug trade takes a toll on Puerto Rico, police chief says from EFE (Spain) 2 May 14

Eighteen percent of the drugs that pass through the Caribbean stay in Puerto Rico, the new top cop of this U.S. commonwealth told Efe Friday. 

Families in Puerto Rico's capital plagued by food insecurity from EFE (Spain) 1 May 14

Anywhere from 40 percent to 64 percent of families in San Juan struggle to put food on the table, a lawmaker with Puerto Rico's governing PPD
says. 

Puerto Rico police seize cocaine near Culebra from Associated Press 25 Apr 14

Puerto Rico police have seized 209 pounds (95 kilograms) of cocaine found on an abandoned boat near the popular tourist island of Culebra. 

Police capture fugitive in Puerto Rico from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

Police in Puerto Rico have captured a fugitive who was wanted in connection with a quadruple homicide. 

Puerto Rico police reform left without supervisor from Associated Press 22 Feb 14



Officials in Puerto Rico are looking to replace a U.S. marshal who stepped down after being appointed to oversee a federally mandated reform of
the U.S. territory's police department. 

USGS: 6.5 Magnitude Earthquake - 56km N of Hatillo, Puerto Rico from USGS 12 Jan 14

USGS: 6.5 Magnitude Earthquake - 56km N of Hatillo, Puerto Rico 

Puerto Rico justice secretary resigns amid scandal from EFE (Spain) 11 Dec 13

Puerto Rico Justice Secretary Luis Sanchez Betances resigned on Wednesday amid a scandal sparked when he visited a police station where a
friend of his was being held in jail for driving while intoxicated. 

More than 300 arrested in Puerto Rico, U.S. for serious crimes from EFE (Spain) 27 Nov 13

More than 300 people were arrested over the past month in Puerto Rico and on the U.S. mainland in a joint operation by local and federal security
forces for assorted crimes including murder, attempted murder, drug trafficking and weapons violations. 

Washington to send economic advisers to Puerto Rico from EFE (Spain) 20 Nov 13

The White House will send a team of experts to Puerto Rico in December to help the local government manage the U.S. commonwealth's years-
long budget and economic crisis. 

Puerto Rico police chief to resign amid reform from Associated Press 31 Oct 13

Puerto Rico's police chief has submitted his resignation as the U.S. territory prepares to reform an agency that federal prosecutors have accused of
corruption, illegal killings and civil rights violations. 

56 Haitian migrants found on Puerto Rican island from Associated Press 3 Sep 13

Authorities say 56 Haitian migrants were found stranded on a tiny island off Puerto Rico's west coast. 

Qatar
Qatar extends travel ban on ex-Gitmo inmates; talks continue from Associated Press 1 Jun 15

Qatar has agreed to temporarily extend travel bans on five senior Taliban leaders released last year from the prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, in
exchange for Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, a senior U.S. official said on Sunday. 

US Embassy Guard In Qatar Assaulted, Attacker In Custody from Associated Press 10 Apr 15

The U.S. State Department says an embassy guard in Qatar has been lightly wounded in an assault. In a statement it says that the guard received
“superficial injuries” from the assault on Thursday and that the attacker has been taken into custody by Qatari authorities. 

Qatar assures U.S. it is committed to fighting Islamic State from Reuters 25 Feb 15

Qatar is committed to defeating the Islamic State, its emir, Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad al-Thani, assured U.S. President Barack Obama on Tuesday
in his first official visit to the White House. 

Qatar Recalls Ambassador From Egypt Over Libya Strikes from Agence France-Presse 19 Feb 15

Qatar recalled its ambassador to Egypt Thursday “for consultation” following a row over Cairo’s air strikes on jihadist targets in Libya, Qatari
state media said. 

US Couple Cleared In Daughter’s Death Leaves Qatar from Associated Press 4 Dec 14

An American couple left the Gulf nation of Qatar on Wednesday after being cleared of charges in their adopted 8-year-old daughter’s death,
ending a nearly two-year legal saga they contend was rooted in confusion over cross-cultural adoption. 

Red Tape May Be Blocking US Couple’s Qatar Exit from Associated Press 2 Dec 14

An American couple cleared by a Qatari appeals court of wrongdoing in the death of their 8-year-old adopted daughter but blocked from leaving
the country held out hope Monday that they would soon be allowed to leave the tiny Gulf nation. A family representative, meanwhile, blasted the
continued travel ban against the two as “institutional kidnapping.” 



U.S. Couple Stuck In Qatar After Acquittal On Charges Linked To Daughter’s Death from Washington Post 1 Dec 14

A California couple who spent nearly year in a Qatar jail on child-endangerment charges remained in limbo Sunday after Qatari officials blocked
their departure from the country, hours after their acquittal in the 2013 death of their adopted daughter. 

Airstrikes In Syria Against Islamic State Bring Together Persian Gulf Nations At Odds from Washington Post 24 Sep 14

The four Persian Gulf nations whose warplanes flew in concert with U.S. jets over Syria this week have spent the past few years acting with far
less harmony, riven by divergent approaches to address the growth of Islamist political movements in the Arab world. 

Qatar’s Support Of Extremists Alienates Allies Near And Far from New York Times 8 Sep 14

Standing at the front of a conference hall in Doha, the visiting sheikh told his audience of wealthy Qataris that to help the battered residents of
Syria, they should not bother with donations to humanitarian programs or the Western-backed Free Syrian Army. 

U.S. Says It Told Qatar Not To Pay A Ransom from New York Times 26 Aug 14

The Obama administration said Monday that it brought the family of the American hostage Peter Theo Curtis together with the government of
Qatar in an effort to secure his release, but insisted that it told the Qataris not to pay a ransom for the captured journalist. 

U.S. Seeks Release Of Couple In Qatar, Creating Tensions With A Crucial Arab Ally from New York Times 1 Aug 14

The United States on Thursday called on Qatar, the tiny gulf emirate and important Arab ally, to lift a travel ban on an American couple held there
for more than 19 months on a criminal prosecution over the death of their adopted African daughter, a case that critics contend is riddled with
irregularities, racial prejudice and cultural misunderstandings. 

3 Gulf Countries Pull Ambassadors From Qatar Over Its Support of Islamists from New York Times 6 Mar 14

Tensions between Qatar and neighboring Persian Gulf monarchies broke out Wednesday when Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and
Bahrain withdrew their ambassadors from the country over its support of the Muslim Brotherhood and allied Islamists around the region. 

Qatar Signs Defense Accord With U.S. from Rueters 11 Dec 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel met with the Qatari emir, Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad, and Defense Minister Hamad bin Ali al-Attiyah on the last
day of a visit to the region to reassure gulf Arab allies of continuing United States support, despite disagreements over Washington’s policy
toward Syria and its diplomatic overtures to Iran.

Qatar Loses Clout Amid Fading Arab Spring from Washington Post 14 Nov 13

Qatar has been dreaming big for years. The gas-rich Persian Gulf state, which is slightly smaller than Connecticut, wanted to host world-class
sporting events; to build a network of top-tier universities and museums; and to push, tweak and manipulate regional politics to reshape the Arab
world to its liking.

Qatari Court Orders Temporary Release Of American Couple from New York Times 7 Nov 13

A court in the wealthy Persian Gulf emirate of Qatar on Wednesday ordered the temporary release of Matthew and Grace Huang, an American
couple accused of starving their 8-year-old daughter to death, a family member said after the hearing. 

Americans Jailed for Months in Qatar After Daughter’s Death from New York Times 5 Nov 13

Matthew and Grace Huang, an American couple with three adopted children from Africa, lived as a family in the affluent Persian Gulf kingdom
of Qatar starting in July 2012. For most of the time since then, the parents have been imprisoned there, accused of starving their 8-year-old
daughter to death with the intent of selling her organs. 

Quatar
Qatar Suspends News Channel Critical Of Egyptian Government from New York Times 23 Dec 14

Bowing to pressure from its neighbors, Qatar is suspending its broadcast of a satellite news channel sharply critical of Egypt’s military-led
government. 



Religion
Global Population Of Muslims Projected To Match Christians By 2070 from New York Times 3 Apr 15

Christianity has long been the world’s largest religion by far, but the population of Muslims is growing so fast that they will match Christians by
the year 2070 and outnumber them by the end of the century, according to a report released Thursday that projects the global religious future. 

Republic of Congo
Congo destroys illegal ivory as wildlife summit begins from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 15

Two African leaders torched five tonnes of seized ivory on Wednesday as an international conference on tackling illegal exploitation of wildlife
opened in the Republic of Congo. 

Romania
Romania: Ex-minister detained on corruption charges from Associated Press 10 Feb 15

Prosecutors have detained a former Romanian tourism minister and presidential candidate on charges of money laundering and influence
peddling. 

Russia
Russians Feel Ruble’s Fall, But Putin Remains Mostly Unscathed from New York Times 19 Aug 15

Russians are experiencing the first sustained decline in living standards in the 15 years since President Vladimir V. Putin came to power. The ruble
has fallen by half against the dollar, driven by the plunging price of oil, the lifeblood of Russia’s economy. As a result, prices of imported goods
have shot up, making tea, instant coffee, children’s clothes and back-to-school backpacks suddenly, jarringly expensive. 

Russian police smash illegal $30 million cheesemaking ring from Agence France-Presse 18 Aug 15

Russian police said Tuesday they had detained an "international criminal gang" that produced contraband cheese worth some $30 million using
banned Western ingredients. 

Russia Names US Foundation First “Undesirable” Foreign Group from AFP 29 Jul 15

Russian prosecutors Tuesday declared the US Congress-funded National Endowment for Democracy the first “undesirable” foreign group under a
controversial new law to ban overseas organisations deemed a threat. 

Putin calls for criminal punishment for spreading drug information in Internet from Tass (Russia) 22 Jul 15

Russian President Vladimir Putin has ordered the government to finalize a bill on criminal punishment for persons who illegally spread
information on the purchase, storage, transportation, production and processing of drugs and psychotropic substances in the territory of Russia via
the Internet. The bill, which was published on the Kremlin website on Wednesday, is to be submitted to the Russian State Duma soon. 

EU Prolongs Russian Economic Sanctions For Six Months from Agence France-Presse 23 Jun 15

EU foreign ministers formally agreed Monday to prolong to January 2016 damaging economic sanctions against Russia to ensure it fully
implements Ukraine peace accords, officials said. 

Russia Assails Extension Of E.U. Sanctions In Ukraine Crisis from New York Times 23 Jun 15

Kremlin officials reacted furiously Monday to the European Union’s extension of sanctions on Russia through January, calling the measure self-
defeating and accusing the West of crass anti-Russian bias by timing the decision to the nation’s commemoration of the Soviet victims of World
War II. 

Senior U.S. diplomat: Russia missile plan has 'rattling effect', reality less dramatic from Reuters 19 Jun 15

A senior U.S. State Department official played down on Thursday an announcement by Russia that it will add more than 40 new intercontinental
ballistic missiles to its nuclear arsenal this year. 

UPDATE: Russia harbors no aspirations to become superpower: Putin from Xinhua (China) 19 Jun 15

Russia is not striving to become a superpower and only seeks to develop equal relations with other countries, President Vladimir Putin said
Friday. 



Russia To Increase Nuclear Arsenal As US Plans More Firepower In Europe from Washington Post 17 Jun 15

Russia announced Tuesday that it will expand its nuclear arsenal, sparking concerns about a renewed arms race as old Cold War rivals Moscow
and Washington plan to increase their military capacity amid rising tensions over Ukraine. 

If U.S. proposes resumption of military contacts, Russia to respond to it - Lavrov from Interfax (Russia) 29 May 15

Moscow believes any channels of information exchange, including military ones, should be maintained between Russia and the U.S., but it is for
Washington to decide on this, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov has said. 

Heroin, cocaine account for more than half of profits from drug business, says authority from Tass (Russia) 28 May 15

Production of heroin and cocaine yields more than 50 percent of profits from drug business in the world, the director of the Russian Federal Drug
Control Service told an international conference on anti-drug cooperation in the Tajik capital Dushanbe on Thursday. 

Russia And Western Nations Staging Rival Air Combat Exercises from Los Angeles Times 26 May 15

Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered four days of air combat readiness testing on Monday, the third major military exercise staged by the
Kremlin in as many months. 

Russia And U.S. Find Common Cause In Arctic Pact from New York Times 20 May 15

The recent diplomatic thaw between Russia and the United States over the crisis in Ukraine has had little impact there, but it is being felt
somewhere else — in the Arctic Ocean, near the North Pole. 

Kerry Arrives In Russia For Talks With Vladimir Putin On Cooperation from New York Times 13 May 15

Secretary of State John Kerry held more than four hours of talks on Tuesday with President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia, in what both sides
depicted as a frank and cordial meeting aimed at reaching a common strategy to end the Syria war and defuse the Ukraine crisis. 

Putin, Kerry to discuss Ukraine, Syria, Iran, U.S. says from Reuters 12 May 15

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry will meet Russian President Vladimir Putin in Sochi, Russia, on Tuesday to discuss Ukraine and other issues,
the United States said on Monday in a statement that made no mention of their deep disagreements. 

Russia Tests Distant Waters, Resurfacing Cold War Fears from New York Times 11 May 15

An 80-ton trawler that normally catches prawn in its nets, the Karen this time seemed to have ensnared a submarine. And, with the British Navy
and NATO both denying involvement, suspicion has fallen on Russia, which since the conflict in Ukraine has been testing the response times of
the alliance in the air and at sea. 

Those convicted of drug crimes not included in Victory Day amnesty - FSKN director from Interfax (Russia) 29 Apr 15

The upcoming amnesty declared by the State Duma due to the 70th anniversary of the Victory will not apply to people convicted of drug
trafficking, Viktor Ivanov, the director of the Federal Drug Control Service, said. 

Russia Removes Navalny-led Opposition Party From Approved List from Agence France Presse 29 Apr 15

Russia has withdrawn the opposition Progress Party led by arch Putin foe Alexei Navalny from the list of authorised parties, the justice ministry
announced on Tuesday. 

War Haunts Russia’s Southern Fringe, Putting Pipelines At Risk from Bloomberg News 27 Apr 15

Russia’s southern periphery is closer to open war than at any time since the 1990s. Hostilities between Azerbaijan and Armenia are mounting 21
years after a cease-fire froze a conflict that flared in the dying days of the Soviet Union. During the relative calm, companies including BP Plc
poured billions of dollars into producing oil and gas in Azerbaijan and building pipelines to link the country with Turkey, Italy and the rest of
Europe. 

Russian Premier Says Annexation Of Crimea Was Worth Sanctions Fallout from New York Times 22 Apr 15

Prime Minister Dmitri A. Medvedev said on Tuesday that sanctions imposed on Russia over its annexation of the Crimean Peninsula had done



“meaningful” harm to the economy, but that it was a price worth paying. 

A Chill Is Already In The Air Ahead Of The Next Meeting Of The Arctic Council from Washington Post 22 Apr 15

Not all of the heat emanating from the Arctic Circle this week will be due to climate change. On Friday, diplomats from eight nations will meet in
the Baffin Island town of Iqaluit, located in Canada’s far north, as the United States takes the reins of a body known as the Arctic Council. 

Russia grateful to Cuba for its stance on Crimea, Ukraine, says deputy PM from Tass (Russia) 22 Apr 15

Russian Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Rogozin said on Wednesday Russia was grateful to Cuba for its official stance on the crisis in Ukraine and
the situation around Crimea. 

Putin: Russian Economy Can Rebound Stronger From Western Sanctions from Washington Post 17 Apr 15

In a measure of Russia’s grinding economic difficulties, President Vladimir Putin on Thursday devoted the bulk of an annual call-in program to
assuring his nation that life would soon improve after a year of confrontation with the West. 

Russia Lifts Block On Missile System Shipment To Iran from Washington Post 14 Apr 15

Russia revived a deal Monday to send an advanced air-defense system to Iran, bucking U.S. objections and potentially altering the strategic
balance in the Middle East. 

U.S. Protests Russian Jet Move On Air Force Plane from USA Today 13 Apr 15

The Pentagon says a Russian fighter jet intercepted a U.S. reconnaissance plane over the Baltic Sea last week in an aggressive, unsafe maneuver
that recalls Cold War tensions. 

Using Cash And Charm, Putin Targets Europe’s Weakest Links from New York Times 7 Apr 15

When Cyprus seized hundreds of millions of dollars from bank depositors, many of them Russians, as part of an internationally brokered deal two
years ago to rescue its collapsing financial system, the Russian leader, Vladimir V. Putin, denounced the move as “dangerous” and “unfair,”
warning of a sharp chill in relations. 

First-ever criminal case over circulation of fake drugs opened in Russia from Tass (Russia) 1 Apr 15

Russia's first-ever criminal case over the circulation of fake drugs has been instituted in the Moscow region, Vladimir Markin, the official
spokesman for the Investigation Committee said on Wednesday. 

UDPATE: Russia's top drugs official calls for property forfeiture as punishment for drug crimes from Tass (Russia) 30 Mar 15

Government seizure of property linked to illegal activity should become the main form of punishment in the state's war on drugs, Russia's top
enforcement official said on Monday. 

Russian Bombers Spark NATO Scramble, Protest In Baltic from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 15

NATO jets were scrambled Tuesday to escort Russian fighters and nuclear-capable bombers flying near the Baltic states and Sweden with their
transponders switched off, sparking protests over the danger they posed to civil aviation. 

Russia Threatens To Aim Nuclear Missiles At Denmark Ships If It Joins NATO Shield from Reuters 23 Mar 15

Russia threatened to aim nuclear missiles at Danish warships if Denmark joins NATO's missile defense system, in comments Copenhagen called
unacceptable and NATO said would not contribute to peace. 

Russia has 'more right' to Crimea than UK to Falklands, says Moscow from Agence France-Presse 22 Mar 15

Russia has more claim to Crimea than Britain has to the Falkland Islands, a senior Russian lawmaker insisted Sunday as London again denounced
Moscow's "illegal annexation" of the peninsula. 

Russia to send new missiles to Baltic exclave on maneuvers from Associated Press 18 Mar 15

Russia plans to station state-of-the art missiles in its westernmost Baltic exclave and deploy nuclear-capable bombers to Crimea as part of massive
war games to showcase its resurgent military power amid bitter tensions with the West over Ukraine. 



Putin Returns After Curious Absence And Shrugs Off Rumors from New York Times 17 Mar 15

President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia reappeared in public on Monday after a curious absence of more than a week, commenting wryly that things
“would be boring without gossip.” 

Russia Was Ready For Crimea Nuclear Standoff, Putin Says from Bloomberg News 16 Mar 15

Russian President Vladimir Putin said he was ready to put his country’s nuclear forces on alert when he annexed Ukraine’s Crimean peninsula last
year in case of intervention by the U.S. and its allies. 

Kremlin says Ukraine moving too slowly to fulfill peace deal from Associated Press 13 Mar 15

Russia accused Ukraine Thursday of dragging its feet on implementing last month's peace deal, citing a wide range of areas in which Kiev is
allegedly failing to meet its obligations. 

Suspect In Nemtsov Killing Was Most Likely Forced To Confess, Rights Activist Says from New York Times 12 Mar 15

A member of the Kremlin’s advisory council on human rights said on Wednesday that the main suspect in the shooting death of a high-profile
opposition figure was most likely forced to confess under duress, and that his two cousins in detention had been tortured. 

Putin Contradicts Claims on Annexation of Crimea from New York Times 10 Mar 15

President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia has publicly indicated for the first time that the planning to reclaim Crimea from Ukraine started weeks
before the Crimean referendum on the issue, which he had cited repeatedly as the main reason for Russia’s annexation. 

Putin Describes Secret Operation To Seize Crimea from Agence France-Presse 9 Mar 15

President Vladimir Putin has revealed the moment he says he gave the secret order for Russia’s annexation of Crimea and described how Russian
troops were ready to fight to rescue Ukraine’s deposed, pro-Moscow president. 

U.S., Europe weighing potential deeper Russia sanctions: Nuland from Reuters 5 Mar 15

A U.S. sanctions team is in Europe this week discussing possible deeper sectoral penalties against Russia if a ceasefire deal with Ukraine is further
violated, a senior State Department official said on Wednesday. 

Tens Of Thousands March In Moscow To Honor Putin Critic from New York Times 2 Mar 15

They carried carnations and roses in even-numbered bouquets, which is how Russians mourn. They held placards praising a fallen hero, and
waved the Russian tricolor flag. 

Kerry: Russia Has Lied About Its Activities In Ukraine from Associated Press 25 Feb 15

Secretary of State John Kerry said Tuesday that Russia has repeatedly lied to him about its activities in Ukraine where pro-Russian rebels are
fighting national forces. 

Russia Accuses US Of Bringing ‘Chaos’ To Middle East from Agence France-Presse 24 Feb 15

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov accused the United States on Monday of plunging the Middle East into chaos and fueling the rise of
extremists because of its drive to dominate the world. 

Putin visits Egypt in bid to expand influence from Reuters 9 Feb 15

Russian President Vladimir Putin visits Egypt on Monday as Moscow looks to expand its reach in the Arab world's most populous country at a
time when Cairo-Washington ties remain frayed. 

Chechens March To Protest Religious Caricatures from New York Times 20 Jan 15

Tens of thousands of people marched on Monday through Grozny, the capital of the mainly Muslim Chechnya region of Russia, in a conservative
retort to the mass demonstrations in France this month expressing solidarity with the victims of the terror attacks in Paris. 

Despite Pressure, EU’s Sanctions Against Russia Could Last from Associated Press 7 Jan 15



EU sanctions against Russia over the crisis in Ukraine are cutting both ways: hurting Russia as well as pinching some big European companies.
But economic relief isn’t likely any time soon, diplomats and analysts say, since EU divisions make the sanctions tough to overturn. 

François Hollande Says Destabilizing Sanctions On Russia ‘Must Stop Now’ from New York Times 6 Jan 15

Western nations should stop threatening Russia with new sanctions and instead offer to ease off on existing restrictions in exchange for progress in
the peace process in Ukraine, President François Hollande of France said in an interview on Monday. 

Putin Foe Among Hundreds Detained At Moscow Rally from USA Today 31 Dec 14

Only hours after he was convicted of fraud and given a suspended sentence, Alexei Navalny, the anti-corruption campaigner who is a leading foe
of Russian President Vladimir Putin, was detained for evading house arrest Tuesday to join thousands of supporters at an unsanctioned protest
near the Kremlin. 

Putin Sends New Year’s Message To Obama from Associated Press 31 Dec 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin has said in a New Year’s message to U.S. President Barack Obama that Moscow is looking for equality in
bilateral relations next year. 

Russians See Costlier Food As No Crisis from New York Times 30 Dec 14

In the early days of 1992, prices here exploded by an average of 350 percent as post-Communist Russia crash-landed into a free market economy.
Six years later, in August 1998, prices again gyrated wildly after the Russian government devalued the ruble and defaulted on its debts. 

Putin’s Eurasian Economic Union Starts In 2015 With Curtailed Ambitions from Washington Post 24 Dec 14

It was to have been Russian President Vladimir Putin’s top foreign policy triumph: a grand alliance to rival to the European Union, stretching
from Ukraine to the Pacific. 

Obama: Putin Hasn’t ‘rolled Me,’ Economic Sanctions On Russia Have Worked from Washington Times 22 Dec 14

President Obama doesn’t believe that he’s been “rolled” by Vladimir Putin, rejecting the idea that the Russian president has outmaneuvered the
U.S. in a geopolitical chess match. 

Russia's register of forbidden info counts 45,700 Web sites from Tass (Russia) 22 Dec 14

Russia's single register of forbidden information contains more than 45,700 addresses of Web sites in the Internet, the Federal Service for
Supervision of Communications, Information Technology, and Mass Media said Monday in a statement. 

Obama Signs Russia Sanctions Bill With No Plans For More from Bloomberg News 19 Dec 14

President Barack Obama signed a bill authorizing stricter sanctions against Russia, saying he has no intention to immediately use the authority it
grants. 

Putin says Russia's economic troubles could last for two years 2 hours ago from Reuters 18 Dec 14

President Vladimir Putin said on Thursday that Russia's current economic difficulties could last for the next two years but the situation could
improve faster. 

Russia Introduces Measures To Calm Economic Jitters from New York Times 18 Dec 14

Seeking to calm growing fears of an economic meltdown, the Russian government on Wednesday introduced a package of measures to reduce
pressures on banks and urged the public to stay calm. 

White House says Obama will sign a bill widening sanctions on Russia from Washington Post 17 Dec 14

The White House said Tuesday that President Obama would sign a bill widening sanctions on Russia even though last week he had urged
Congress against passage of the “counterproductive” measure. 

New Russia Sanctions Bill Will Be Signed By Obama, White House Says from New York Times 17 Dec 14

President Obama has decided to sign legislation imposing further sanctions on Russia and authorizing additional aid to Ukraine, despite concerns



that it will complicate his efforts to maintain a unified front with European allies, the White House said on Tuesday. 

Russia's ruble in free fall amid panic from USA Today 17 Dec 14

Russia's ruble resumed its free fall Tuesday as oil prices — the country's main source of revenue — continued to slide and an extraordinary move
by the Russian Central Bank failed to halt the currency's steady fall. 

Pentagon To Press Russia On Arms Pact Violation from New York Times 11 Dec 14

The Pentagon has developed a range of military options to pressure Russia to correct its violation of a landmark arms control agreement, a senior
Defense Department official told Congress on Wednesday.

U.S. sanctions aimed at changing power, Russian envoy says from Reuters 9 Dec 14

A senior Russian diplomat accused the United States on Monday of trying to bring down President Vladimir Putin with the sanctions it has
imposed on Moscow over the crisis in Ukraine. 

Kerry: Russia Isolating Itself Over Ukraine Policies from Washington Post 5 Dec 14

Secretary of State John Kerry said Thursday that Moscow had only itself to blame for the misery caused by sanctions imposed for its intervention
in Ukraine. 

Falling Oil Prices Hit Russia Much Harder Than Western Sanctions from Washington Post 3 Dec 14

Plummeting oil prices are doing to the Kremlin what sanctions could not: forcing a grim rethinking of Russia’s economic future. 

In Diplomatic Defeat, Putin Diverts Pipeline To Turkey from New York Times 2 Dec 14

President Vladimir V. Putin said Monday that he would scrap Russia’s South Stream gas pipeline, a grandiose project that was once intended to
establish the country’s dominance in southeastern Europe but instead fell victim to Russia’s increasingly toxic relationship with the West. 

Drug addicts cost Russian economy $82 billion a year - drug control service chief from Itar-Tass (Russia) 1 Dec 14

Russia's top drug control official has described drug abuse as a menace directly undermining the country's economy. 

Eight Months After Russia Annexed Crimea From Ukraine, A Complicated Transition from Washington Post 28 Nov 14

Eight months into the Russian annexation of the Black Sea resort region of Crimea, traces of Ukraine’s 60-year rule here are rapidly being wiped
away. Now Ukrainians themselves worry that they are next. 

Pact Tightens Russian Ties With Abkhazia from New York Times 25 Nov 14

President Vladimir V. Putin signed a treaty on Monday to expand Russia’s authority over Abkhazia, a breakaway region of Georgia, effectively
giving the Kremlin a dominant role in military and economic policy and making it easier for residents of Abkhazia to obtain Russian citizenship. 

Putin Says His Crimea Annexation Was Strategic And Russia Won’t Be Isolated from Washington Post 24 Nov 14

Russia’s annexation of the Crimean Peninsula was a “strategic decision,” Russian President Vladimir Putin said in an interview published Sunday,
brushing aside a suggestion that tough retaliatory sanctions may have come as a surprise. 

Merkel Of Germany Issues Rebuke To Russia, Setting Caution Aside from New York Times 18 Nov 14

Tit-for-tat expulsions of diplomats. Russian naval ships showing up as world leaders meet in Australia. Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany
telling Russia sternly to play by 21st-century rules — and President Vladimir V. Putin practically spitting fury over Western reaction to his
annexation of Crimea. 

Why Putin Might Blame the U.S. for Russia’s Drugs Problem from Bloomberg News 14 Nov 14

Another record poppy crop in Afghanistan, already the source of 90 percent of the world’s heroin, threatens to exacerbate the drug problem in
Russia and stoke tensions between President Vladimir Putin and the U.S. 

Russian bomber patrols to reach Gulf of Mexico from Associated Press 12 Nov 14



Russia's defense minister says the military will conduct regular long-range bomber patrols, ranging from the Arctic Ocean to the Caribbean and
the Gulf of Mexico. 

West Confronts Putin At Asia-Pacific Summit from AFP 12 Nov 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin on Tuesday had a close-up brush with Western anger over the Ukraine crisis and the downing of Flight MH17,
as the White House warned that his sanctions-hit government was staring at “isolation”. 

Russia explains why it would snub nuclear summit from Associated Press 6 Nov 14

Russia said Wednesday it has decided not to engage in preparations for a nuclear summit in Washington, arguing that it serves little purpose and
gives too much weight to the U.S. 

Russia seizes banned EU meat disguised as chewing gum from Agence France-Presse 24 Oct 14

Russian customs officers are struggling to digest a new smuggling scam after some 600 tonnes of banned meat from Europe were discovered
disguised as other items such as chewing gum. 

Moscow says U.S. working on military 'scenarios' at Russia's borders from Reuters 17 Oct 14

Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu accused the United States on Thursday of working on military "scenarios" near Russia's borders that he
said were a source of grave concern. 

Russia Seeks Sanctions Tit for Tat from New York Times 9 Oct 14

The Russian Parliament on Wednesday took the first major step to authorize the Kremlin to seize foreign assets and use them to compensate
individuals and businesses being hurt by Western sanctions over the Ukraine crisis. 

Russian Prosecutor General's Office orders measures to stop illegal turnover of smoking blends from Tass (Russia) 9 Oct 14

The Russian Prosecutor General's Office has ordered measures to stop the illegal turnover of smoking blends and substances - "spices," the Office
press service told TASS on Thursday. 

Spread of smoking mixtures over 700 poisoned with stopped in Russia from Tass (Russia) 6 Oct 14

An epidemic of spreading smoking mixtures more than 700 got poisoned in Russia is stopped, Russian drug control chief Viktor Ivanov said on
Monday at a meeting of the state anti-drug committee on Monday. 

Russia frees billionaire Yevtushenkov from house arrest: company source from Agence France-Presse 19 Sep 14

Russian billionaire businessman Vladimir Yevtushenkov was freed from house arrest on Friday following his detention earlier this week in a
money laundering probe, a source in his Sistema conglomerate said. 

Putin Says Russia Will Keep Building Military Power from New York Times 11 Sep 14

Russia will continue to build up its military might with large-scale weapons purchases in order to meet any threat, particularly from the United
States and NATO, President Vladimir V. Putin said on Wednesday. 

Obama bans US drug police from talking to Russian partners from Itar-Tass (Russia) 19 Aug 14

Results of drug police operations in the United States and Russia became much less effective than before the U.S. imposed sanctions on Moscow
and put the chief of the Russian drug watchdog on the sanction list, Russian drug control chief Viktor Ivanov said. 

A Russian Convoy Carrying Aid To Ukraine Is Dogged By Suspicion from New York Times 13 Aug 14

A gift horse or a Trojan horse? That about summed up the latest, almost farcical encounter between Moscow and Kiev, as a mammoth convoy of
some 260 trucks thundered across Russia on Tuesday bearing thousands of tons of humanitarian aid for the people of the besieged Ukrainian city
of Luhansk. 

280 Russian Aid Trucks Depart For Ukraine’s Eastern Conflict Zones from Washington Post 13 Aug 14

Ukraine and Russia appeared headed for a major border confrontation Tuesday, after Ukrainian authorities said a vast Russian column of trucks



rumbling toward rebel-held eastern Ukraine had not been approved as humanitarian aid. 

Russia Responds To Western Sanctions With Its Own from New York Times 8 Aug 14

Russia retaliated on Thursday for Western sanctions against Moscow, announcing that it was banning imports of a wide range of food and
agricultural products from Europe and the United States, among others, raising the level of confrontation over Ukraine with measures that seemed
likely to affect Russian consumers at least as much as European farming. 

NATO Official Warns Of More Sanctions If Russia Does Not “Step Back From The Brink” from Washington Post 8 Aug 14

The head of the NATO alliance on Thursday urged Russia to “step back from the brink” by withdrawing its troops massed on the Ukrainian
border or face greater isolation and debilitating sanctions. 

Russian nuclear-capable bombers 'tested' US air defences 16 times in last 10 days from RT News 7 Aug 14

Russian strategic nuclear bombers and other military aircraft entered US air defense identification zones (ADIZs) at least 16 times over the past
ten days, American defense officials confirmed on Thursday. 

Russia Bans Some Foods From U.S., E.U. from Washington Post 7 Aug 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin on Wednesday ordered one-year limitations on food and agricultural imports from countries that have issued
sanctions against Russia over its actions in Ukraine, a step that could clear supermarket shelves of French cheese, Australian beef and U.S.
chicken in this import-heavy country. 

Obama: US Sanctions Are Straining Russian Economy from Associated Press 7 Aug 14

President Barack Obama said Wednesday that U.S. sanctions levied against Russia over its actions in Ukraine are working but that Washington
would face a much different set of questions about how to respond if Moscow invaded eastern Ukraine. 

Putin Says Sanctions Coming Against West; New Calls For Ukraine Intervention, Mission from Washington Post 6 Aug 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin on Tuesday ordered that retaliatory measures be taken in response to Western sanctions against his country, as a
top deputy announced an oil deal with Iran that may weaken international efforts to halt the development of that nation’s nuclear program. 

Japan Imposes New Sanctions on Russia but Keeps a Diplomatic Door Open from New York Times 5 Aug 14

Torn between maintaining solidarity with Washington and keeping a diplomatic door open with Moscow, Japan imposed new sanctions on Russia
on Tuesday but kept them more limited than those recently ordered by the United States. 

Russia waging massive war games as Ukraine recovers more territory from Los Angeles Times 5 Aug 14

Russia launched massive air-force exercises in territory along its border with Ukraine on Monday that will include air-to-ground firing practices
and missile tests, the Defense Ministry announced in Moscow.. 

Buildup Makes Russia Battle-Ready For Ukraine from New York Times 5 Aug 14

Russia has roughly doubled the number of its battalions near the Ukrainian border, Western officials said Monday, and could respond to the Kiev
government’s gains there by launching a cross-border incursion with little or no warning. 

European Sanctions Force Russian Carrier To Suspend Flights from New York Times 4 Aug 14

A low-cost subsidiary of the Russian state carrier Aeroflot announced on Sunday that it would suspend all flights as a result of sanctions imposed
on Russia by the European Union. 

Russia's top general says Moscow committed to nuclear missile treaty from Reuters 1 Aug 14

Russia's top general, Valery Gerasimov, told the chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff on Thursday that Moscow was committed to adhering
to the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Treaty after Washington accused Russia of violating the agreement. 

Moscow proposes turning SCO anti-terror structure into new challenges response center from Interfax (Russia) 31 Jul 14

Moscow has not ruled out that instability may flare up in Afghanistan after the International Security Assistance Force leaves the country in 2014



and has proposed reorganizing the Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization into a center to respond to new
challenges. 

Russia says U.S. accusations over nuclear treaty 'unfounded' from Reuters 31 Jul 14

Russia on Wednesday dismissed Washington's accusations that it has violated the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Treaty as "unfounded", and said it
had its own complaints against the United States over the treaty. 

G-7 Leaders Say More Russia Sanctions Possible from Associated Press 31 Jul 14

The United States and European leaders say they are prepared to intensify sanctions against Russia unless it moves to de-escalate the crisis in
Ukraine. 

Obama Announces Expanded Sanctions Against Russia As E.U. Aligns from Washington Post 30 Jul 14

The European Union on Tuesday overcame months of misgivings to impose a wave of tough new economic sanctions on Russia, including an
arms embargo and limits on access to European capital markets for Russian state-owned banks. 

U.S. And Europe Set To Toughen Russia Sanctions from New York Times 29 Jul 14

The United States and Europe put aside their differences and agreed Monday to sharply escalate economic sanctions against Russia amid worries
that Moscow is stepping up its intervention in Ukraine and may be setting the stage for an outright invasion. 

Significant New European Sanctions On Russia Expected, U.S. Says from Washington Post 29 Jul 14

The Obama administration expects Europe to adopt significant new sanctions against Russia this week, including against key economic sectors
that the Europeans have resisted targeting in the past, the White House said Monday. 

As Fighting Continues In East Ukraine, US Releases Images Said To Implicate Russia from Washington Post 28 Jul 14

Rebels and government troops fired on each other’s positions in a strategically important city in eastern Ukraine on Sunday, sending residents into
bomb shelters, as Washington released satellite images that it said proved Russia is shooting across the border into Ukraine to support separatists. 

Russia sees economic ties with Asia-Pacific as priority: PM from Xinhua (China) 23 Jul 14

Russia should push for a breakthrough in economic relations with the Asia-Pacific region amid worsening ties with the West, Prime Minister
Dmitry Medvedev said Wednesday. 

In Court Of Public Opinion, Putin Goes On Trial from Washington Post 21 Jul 14

Investigators are still far from an official judgment of what brought down a Malaysia Airlines flight in eastern Ukraine, killing all 298 passengers
and crew onboard. But the global court of public opinion, the verdict appears to be rendered. 

Raising Stakes On Russia, US Adds Sanctions from New York Times 17 Jul 14

President Obama imposed a new round of sanctions against Russia on Wednesday, targeting some of the crown jewels of the country’s financial,
energy and defense industries in what officials described as the most punishing measures taken to date by the United States in retaliation for
Moscow’s intervention in Ukraine. 

Moscow accuses Washington of 'abducting Russian MP's son' from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 14

Moscow on Tuesday accused Washington of abducting the son of a Russian lawmaker who was arrested in the Maldives on suspicion of being
one of the world's most prolific traffickers of stolen credit card details. 

Kerry Warns Russia That Additional US, EU Economic Sanctions Are Possible from Washington Post 26 Jun 14

Russia’s move to rescind authority to invade Ukraine is welcome but is not enough to head off possible new European and U.S. economic
sanctions, Secretary of State John F. Kerry said Wednesday. 

Doubting Putin, Obama Prepares To Add Pressure from New York Times 25 Jun 14

The Obama administration has drawn up plans to escalate sanctions against Russia by targeting its financial, energy and defense industries but



faces resistance from European allies hoping to avoid a broader economic clash with Moscow that would hurt their own businesses. 

Russia’s Putin Calls For Compromise In Ukraine from Associated Press 23 Jun 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin publicly expressed support Sunday for Ukraine’s declaration of a cease-fire in its battle against pro-Russian
separatists and called on both sides to negotiate a compromise. 

Kiev, NATO Allege New Russian Troop Buildup Just Across The Ukrainian Border from Washington Post 20 Jun 14

Ukrainian and NATO officials said Thursday that Russia is continuing to deploy more troops and equipment closer to the Ukrainian border. 

US Warns Russia Of ‘Costs’ Over Ukraine from Agence France-Presse 17 Jun 14

The United States said Monday that it had closed ranks with European allies to impose further sanctions on Russia if Moscow continues to
destabilize eastern Ukraine. 

Russia Wants UN Action To Stop Violence In Ukraine from Associated Press 13 Jun 14

Russia introduced a U.N. Security Council resolution Thursday that strongly urges an immediate end to all violence in Ukraine and the launching
of a national dialogue involving all political forces and regions. 

Russia acknowledges sending aid to eastern Ukraine; separatist leader visits Moscow from Washington Post 12 Jun 14

Russia’s top diplomat on Wednesday acknowledged for the first time an official relationship with pro-Russian separatists in eastern Ukraine, the
same day that one of their top leaders made a surprise appearance in Moscow to whip up support for his cause. 

Obama, Other Group Of Seven Leaders Offer Olive Branch To Putin from Washington Post 6 Jun 14

Russia was pointedly disinvited from a gathering Thursday of the exclusive Group of Seven nations, but it was clear that the international big chill
imposed on Moscow over its actions in Ukraine is starting to thaw. 

Russia’s Putin Dominates G-7 Summit In Absentia from Associated Press 5 Jun 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin was kept out of Wednesday’s summit of world leaders but dominated the meeting as President Barack Obama
and his counterparts from the G-7 group of major economies sought the Kremlin chief’s renewed cooperation to end the Ukraine crisis. 

Obama To Urge Europe To Keep Up Pressure On Russia from Associated Press 2 Jun 14

President Barack Obama will press European leaders this week to keep up pressure on Russia over its threatening moves in Ukraine, while
seeking to assuage fears from Poland and other NATO allies that the West could slip back into a business-as-usual relationship with Moscow. 

Russia Troops Pulling Back, But “Danger” Remains, Says Kerry from Agence France-Presse 30 May 14

Russian troops massed on Ukraine’s borders are moving back toward Moscow, but there are still “danger signs,” US Secretary of State John Kerry
said late Thursday. 

U.S. Applies Sanctions Against 10 More Russians In Magnitsky Case from Washington Post 21 May 14

The Obama administration on Tuesday accused Russian doctors, prison officials and others of complicity in the death of a lawyer whose case has
come to symbolize human rights abuses in Russia, reversing course after earlier declining to apply new sanctions for fear of angering the Kremlin.

US, Allies Preparing For “Wider” Sanctions Against Russia, Britain’s Hague Says from Washington Post 16 May 14

British Foreign Secretary William Hague called this week’s national-dialogue meeting in Kiev “clearly successful” but said the United States and
Europe are continuing preparations for “wider economic and trade sanctions” against Russia if it interferes in Ukraine’s May 25 nationwide
elections. 

Russia aims to exit ISS project in 2020 from Associated Press 14 May 14

Russian Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Rogozin said Tuesday his country doesn't intend to use the International Space Station past the year 2020
and that this would effectively exclude the United States from using the orbiting laboratory. 



Russia Bans Rocket Engine Sales To U.S. Military from Bloomberg News 14 May 14

Russia said it will no longer export rocket engines to the U.S. to launch military satellites, adding to a dispute in Washington that already pits the
two biggest U.S. defense contractors against billionaire Elon Musk. 

Obama Aides Tell Executives To Skip Forum from New York Times 6 May 14

The White House has pressured the chief executives of some of America’s largest energy, financial and industrial corporations into canceling
plans to attend an international economic forum in Russia to be hosted by President Vladimir V. Putin this month, the latest effort to isolate
Moscow in retaliation for its intervention in Ukraine. 

NATO Official: Russia Now An Adversary from Associated Press 2 May 14

After two decades of trying to build a partnership with Russia, NATO now feels compelled to start treating Moscow as an adversary, the alliance’s
second-ranking official said Thursday. 

US Anti-Drug Official Baffled by Sanctions on Russian Counterpart from RIA Novosti (Russia) 30 Apr 14

US Gen. John Kelly, who is in charge of cooperation with Latin American on anti-drug and crime matters, told RIA Novosti Wednesday he was
surprised by Washington’s decision to impose sanctions on his Russian counterpart, Viktor Ivanov. 

US Imposes New Sanctions On Russia from Washington Post 29 Apr 14

The Obama administration on Monday ratcheted up its punishment of Russia for what it called continuing provocations in Ukraine, even as it
acknowledged that a new round of economic sanctions is unlikely to bring an immediate change in Russian behavior. 

U.S. Weighs Harder Line on Russia Than European Allies from New York Times 27 Apr 14

As President Obama and his national security team struggle to increase pressure on Russia over its intervention in Ukraine, they have become
entangled in a tense debate over how much emphasis to put on unity with European allies more reluctant to take stronger economic actions against
Moscow. 

Russia closely watches situation in Afghanistan - Security Council secretary from Itar-Tass (Russia) 17 Apr 14

Russia is concerned over the negative scenario in Afghanistan after the NATO-led coalition leaves the country, Russian Security Council
Secretary Nikolai Patrushev has said. 

In Crimea, Russia Showcases A Rebooted Army from New York Times 3 Apr 14

The soldiers guarding the entrances to the surrounded Ukrainian military base here just south of the capital, Simferopol, had little in common with
their predecessors from past Russian military actions. 

Vote By U.N. General Assembly Isolates Russia from New York Times 28 Mar 14

In the first barometer of global condemnation of Russia’s annexation of Crimea, Ukraine and its Western backers persuaded a large majority of
countries in the United Nations General Assembly on Thursday to dismiss the annexation as illegal, even as Russia sought to rally world support
for the idea of self-determination. 

UN Rejects Russian Annexation Of Crimea from Agence France-Presse 28 Mar 14

The UN General Assembly on Thursday adopted a Western-backed resolution declaring Crimea’s breakaway referendum illegitimate and refusing
to recognize Russia’s annexation of the peninsula. 

Obama Deplores Russia’s “Brute Force” In Ukraine from New York Times 27 Mar 14

President Obama offered a sustained and forceful rejoinder against Russia on Wednesday, denouncing the “brute force” he said it has used to
intimidate neighbors like Ukraine and vowing that the United States “will never waver” in standing up for its NATO allies against aggression by
Moscow. 

Analysis: Russia Deeply Linked To Obama Priorities from Associated Press 27 Mar 14

Even as he criticizes Vladimir Putin and imposes sanctions on Russia, President Barack Obama is struggling with the consequences of his own



earlier quest for a fresh start between Washington and Moscow. 

Russian anti-drug chief urges elimination of global drug production centers from Itar-Tass (Russia) 25 Mar 14

Viktor Ivanov, the chief of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service, proposed on Tuesday putting the issue of the elimination of global drug
production centers on the separate agenda of the UN Security Council and make this issue a priority for the international society. 

Obama And Allies Seek Firm, United Response As Russia Grips Crimea from New York Times 24 Mar 14

As Russia consolidated its hold on Crimea, raising its flag over seized military bases and detaining ousted Ukrainian commanders on Sunday,
President Obama and his international allies prepared to meet here in an effort to develop a strong, united response despite their diverging
interests in dealing with the Kremlin. 

Obama Expands U.S. Sanctions Against Russian Officials from Bloomberg 21 Mar 14

President Barack Obama expanded U.S. financial sanctions to 20 more Russian officials, businessmen and a bank and authorized potential future
penalties that would directly target sectors of the Russian economy. 

Russian Parliament Moves To Ratify Crimea Takeover; Obama Announces New Sanctions from Washington Post 21 Mar 14

Responding to Russia’s latest moves to formalize its annexation of Crimea, President Obama on Thursday announced new sanctions against
Moscow and authorized possible future penalties against “key sectors of the Russian economy.” 

In Eastern Europe, Biden Finds Allies Anxious About Russia, Uncertain Of US Commitment from Washington Post 20 Mar 14

Vice President Biden’s we’re-all-in-this-together tour of Eastern Europe, a two-country stop that concluded here Wednesday, highlighted not only
the growing regional anxieties over Russia’s designs on Ukraine — but also how much work the Obama administration has to do to convince
allies of its support. 

North Caucasus Rebel Leader Umarov Dead, Replaced: Website from Reuters 19 Mar 14

Russia's most wanted man, Doku Umarov, is dead and has been replaced as the leader of an Islamist insurgency in the North Caucasus, a website
that sympathizes with the militants said on Tuesday. 

Kremlin Says Crimea Is Now Officially Part Of Russia After Treaty Signing, Putin Speech from Washington Post 19 Mar 14

Invoking the suffering of the Russian people and a narrative of constant betrayals by the West, President Vladimir Putin declared Tuesday that
Russia was within its rights to reclaim Crimea, then signed a treaty that did just that. 

Putin Reclaims Crimea For Russia And Bitterly Denounces The West from New York Times 19 Mar 14

President Vladimir V. Putin reclaimed Crimea as a part of Russia on Tuesday, reversing what he described as a historic injustice inflicted by the
Soviet Union 60 years ago and brushing aside international condemnation that could leave Russia isolated for years to come. 

Putin's move on Crimea bolsters popularity back home from USA Today 19 Mar 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin's annexation of Ukraine's breakaway republic of Crimea has stunned the international community, but support
for his actions in Russia suggest there is certain logic to what he is doing that no amount of sanctions or threats of isolation will overturn:
bolstering popularity back home. 

Reset? What Reset? U.S.-Russia Ties At Worst Since Cold War from Washington Times 12 Mar 14

Five years ago, Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton playfully presented Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov with a red “reset button,”
a symbol of the Obama administration’s intention to improve ties that had hit a low point during the George W. Bush administration. 

Obama: Putin Has Syrian Blood On His Hands from Washington Times 12 Feb 14

President Obama and his French counterpart Tuesday had harsh words for Russia, saying Moscow is partly to blame for the deteriorating
humanitarian situation in Syria. 

US Bans Carry-on Liquids On Russia Flights from Associated Press 7 Feb 14



The Homeland Security Department is banning all liquids from carry-on luggage for nonstop flights from the U.S. to Russia. 

USOC CEO Scott Blackmun Voices Full Confidence In Russian Security from Washington Post 7 Feb 14

.S. Olympic Committee chief executive Scott Blackmun declined Thursday to address reports that the U.S. State Department has warned airlines
bound for Russia about potential bomb-making materials being smuggled aboard in toothpaste tubes, saying he didn’t want to undermine an
effective security response. 

US warns of explosives in toothpaste tubes from Associated Press 6 Feb 14

The U.S. Homeland Security Department is warning airlines flying to Russia that terrorists may try to smuggle explosives on board hidden in
toothpaste tubes. 

McFaul To Quit As U.S. Ambassador To Russia After Conclusion Of Sochi Olympic Games from Washington Post 5 Feb 14

U.S. Ambassador Michael McFaul, the architect of President Obama’s effort to reset American relations with Russia, said Tuesday that he will
leave his post at the conclusion of the Olympics to return to Stanford University. 

U.S. Says Russia Tested Missile, Despite Treaty from New York Times 30 Jan 14

The United States informed its NATO allies this month that Russia had tested a new ground-launched cruise missile, raising concerns about
Moscow’s compliance with a landmark arms control accord. 

Kerry Seeks To Bridge US-Russia Gap With Potatoes from Agence France-Presse 14 Jan 14

After months of tension between the United States and Russia over issues ranging from Edward Snowden’s intelligence leaks to the Syrian
conflict, US Secretary of State John Kerry sought to bridge the diplomatic gap Monday by giving his Russian counterpart an unusual gift of
potatoes. 

US Correspondent Barred From Entering Russia from Associated Press 14 Jan 14

Russia has denied a visa to a journalist for the U.S-funded Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, saying his presence in the country is “undesirable.” 

Discovery of Bombs and Corpses Rattles Tense Caucasus Region from New York Times 10 Jan 14

The discovery of several improvised explosive devices and the bodies of six men shot dead put security forces on higher alert in the North
Caucasus region of Russia on Thursday and added new concerns about violence ahead of the Olympic Games planned for the nearby resort city of
Sochi next month. 

Bombings Jolt Russia, Raising Olympic Fears from New York Times 30 Dec 13

A deadly suicide bombing at a crowded railroad station in southern Russia on Sunday, followed by a blast in a trolley bus on Monday in the same
city, raised the specter of a new wave of terrorism just six weeks before the Winter Olympics in Sochi. 

Khodorkovsky Says He Will Work To Release Other Political Prisoners from Washington Post 23 Dec 13

Mikhail Khodorkovsky has yet to decide how he will spend the rest of his life, but one thing is clear: The former Russian oil tycoon, who
castigated the Kremlin throughout the decade he spent in prison, is not going into politics.

Vladimir Putin Says He’ll Free Longtime Foe Mikhail Khodorkovsky from Los Angeles Times 20 Dec 13

He was once Russia’s richest man and, by some measures, President Vladimir Putin’s most potent foe. By Thursday, when Putin said he was
likely to grant clemency to Mikhail Khodorkovsky, that was all long in the past. Both Khodorkovsky’s power and the source of his wealth have
been lost over the course of a decade in prison, and Putin’s position as Russia’s leader is more secure than ever. 

Moscow: Missiles In Western Russia Legitimate from Associated Press 17 Dec 13

The deployment of short-range missiles in western Russia doesn’t violate any international agreements, the Defense Ministry said Monday. 

US-Russia Uranium Deal Sends Its Last Shipment from Washington Post 15 Nov 13

On Thursday evening, under thick, wintry clouds, the M.V. Atlantic Navigator prepared to leave the dockyards here, closing out a 20-year



program between the United States and Russia that safely defused 500 metric tons of weapons-grade uranium, known as HEU. 

Lavrov calls for reforming OSCE to make organisation more effective from Itar-Tass (Russia) 8 Nov 13

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) reform was indispensable to make
its activity more effective. 

Putin: Russia wants to broaden contacts with Latin American organizations from Interfax (Russia) 29 Oct 13

Broader contacts with regional organizations in Latin America would be in Russia's interests, said President Vladimir Putin. 

Russia Vying For Influence In Mideast from Washington Post 1 Oct 13

Traditional U.S. allies being wooed in echo of Cold War maneuvering 

Putin says he may seek 4th presidential term from Associated Press 20 Sep 13

President Vladimir Putin said Thursday he may run for a fourth presidential term in 2018, confirming the expectations of most Russians and
frustrating those now working to restore free elections in Russia. 

Rwanda
Apology for UN refusal to stop Rwanda genocide from Associated Press 17 Apr 14

The diplomat who was president of the U.N. Security Council in April 1994 apologized Wednesday for the council's refusal to recognize that
genocide was taking place in Rwanda and for doing nothing to halt the slaughter of more than one million people. 

Saudi Arabia
Deadly Suicide Blast Strikes Saudi Security Forces At Mosque Near Yemen from Washington Post 7 Aug 15

A suicide bomber struck Thursday at a Saudi mosque used by security forces near the border with war-battered Yemen, officials said, killing more
than a dozen people. 

Saudi-Led Coalition Plans Ground Attacks In Yemen After Taking Key City from Washington Post 30 Jul 15

After four months of setbacks, fighters backed by Saudi Arabia have seized the offensive in Yemen’s war, taking control of a major city and
pressing to expand ground operations against rebel forces. 

Saudi FM Tells EU Of ‘Aggressive’ Iran Comments from AFP 28 Jul 15

Saudi Arabia’s foreign minister on Monday denounced “aggressive statements” by Iran, intensifying the verbal sparring between the regional
rivals after a global deal on Tehran’s nuclear programme. 

Prince Saud Al-Faisal, Longtime Saudi Foreign Minister, Dies At 75 from New York Times 10 Jul 15

Prince Saud al-Faisal, the urbane diplomat who used quiet diplomacy to elevate Saudi Arabia’s influence though many international crises during
his four decades as foreign minister, died on Thursday, according to a close associate and Saudi-owned news media. He was 75. 

Saudi Arabia to Invest up to $10 Billion in Russia from Wall Street Journal 7 Jul 15

Faced with sanctions from the West, Russia is turning eastward for investment 

US Urges Saudis Not To Lash Blogger from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 15

The United States has joined the EU and France in urging ally Saudi Arabia to rescind a sentence of 1,000 lashes for a renowned human rights
activist and blogger. 

How Saudi Arabia’s 79-year-old King Salman Is Shaking Up The Middle East from Washington Post 3 Jun 15

When King Salman became Saudi Arabia’s ruler this year, few people expected much change. He was 79 and reputedly in ill health. The longtime
governor of Riyadh province, Salman was known as a capable administrator and skilled mediator, not as a man who challenged the status quo. 

Prices Are Down, but Saudis Keep Oil Flowing from New York Times 1 Jun 15



The international cartel of oil producers has long followed the same basic strategy. When the market was soft, the group slashed production to
raise prices. But Saudi Arabia, the heavyweight of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries, has a new agenda. It is now less
concerned about the price of crude oil in the global markets and more concerned about delivering fuel to its growing economy. 

Saudi Arabia Promises To Match Iran In Nuclear Capability from New York Times 14 May 15

When President Obama began making the case for a deal with Iran that would delay its ability to assemble an atomic weapon, his first argument
was that a nuclear-armed Iran would set off a “free-for-all” of proliferation in the Arab world. “It is almost certain that other players in the region
would feel it necessary to get their own nuclear weapons,” he said in 2012. 

A Saudi Royal Shake-Up With A Goal Of Stability from New York Times 30 Apr 15

In a series of predawn appointments on Wednesday, King Salman of Saudi Arabia eased the potentially treacherous issue of royal succession by
placing a new generation of security-focused leaders first in the line of succession. The far-reaching changes carry the potential to reshape not
only the kingdom and its place in the region, but its relations with its most important ally, the United States. 

Saudi Arabia Accuses 93 Of Terrorist Links, Including To ISIS from New York Times 29 Apr 15

Saudi Arabia has arrested 93 people accused of plotting terrorist attacks since December, including a group described as having sought to strike
the United States Embassy with a car bomb, the Saudi Interior Ministry said on Tuesday. 

Saudi Arabia says there is no evidence its agents helped 9/11 hijackers from Washington Post 12 Apr 15

Attorneys for Saudi Arabia say a judge should reject claims by families of victims of the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks that new evidence —
including an interview with the man who became known as the “20th hijacker” — shows that agents of the kingdom “directly and knowingly”
helped the hijackers. 

Saudi Shiites Worry About Backlash From Yemen War from Washington Post 9 Apr 15

Rights activist Waleed Sulais keeps close watch on the two-week-old Saudi-led offensive in neighboring Yemen. He is also following what he
calls a war within the war. 

Saudis Seek Pakistani Troops For Yemen Campaign, Official Says from New York Times 7 Apr 15

Pakistan’s defense minister told Parliament on Monday that Saudi Arabia had asked Pakistan for aircraft, warships and soldiers to join its
offensive against the Houthis in Yemen, possibly signaling Saudi plans to expand its war there. 

US officer: US helping Saudis monitor Yemen border from Associated Press 3 Apr 15

The U.S. is helping Saudi Arabia defend its border with Yemen by providing intelligence from aerial surveillance while Saudi warplanes bomb
rebels who have thrown Yemen into chaos, a senior U.S. military officer said Thursday. 

As U.S. And Iran Seek Nuclear Deal, Saudi Arabia Makes Its Own Moves from New York Times 31 Mar 15

As America talks to Iran, Saudi Arabia is lashing out against it. The kingdom, Iran’s chief regional rival, is leading airstrikes against an Iranian-
backed faction in Yemen; backing a blitz in Idlib, Syria, by jihadists fighting the Iranian-backed Assad regime; and warning Washington not to
allow the Iranian-backed militia to capture too much of Iraq during the fight to roll back the Islamic State, according to Arab diplomats familiar
with the talks. 

Saudi Arabia Bombs Yemen As Fears Grow Of A Land Invasion from Washington Post 27 Mar 15

Saudi Arabia launched intense airstrikes on neighboring Yemen on Thursday, as part of a bold Arab-led offensive against Shiite rebels that
threatened to expand into a war involving ground troops. 

US Resumes Consular Services In Saudi from Agence France-Presse 23 Mar 15

US consular services in Saudi Arabia resumed on Sunday following a week-long closure over unspecified “heightened security concerns”. 

Saudi Recalls Envoy To Sweden In Row Over Human Rights from Agence France-Presse 12 Mar 15

Saudi Arabia has recalled its ambassador to Sweden, accusing it of flagrant interference in its internal affairs as the rift between the two countries



deepens in the wake of Stockholm cutting military ties. 

Netanyahu’s Iran Speech Gains Tacit Support In Saudi Arabia from Associated Press 6 Mar 15

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s fiery speech this week before the U.S. Congress, in which he argued against an emerging nuclear
deal with Iran, has received tacit support from an unlikely quarter – Saudi Arabia. 

Kerry Seeks To Address Arab Concerns Over Possible Iran Nuclear Deal from Washington Post 6 Mar 15

Secretary of State John F. Kerry assured Arab allies on Thursday that Washington will work with them to counter Iranian influence in the region
even if a deal is struck over Tehran’s nuclear program. 

Saudi Top Diplomat Urges Allies To Face IS ‘On The Ground’ from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 15

Saudi Arabia’s foreign minister on Thursday urged the US-led coalition conducting air strikes against the Islamic State group in Syria and Iraq to
wage a ground war against the jihadists. 

Saudi executions set 'unprecedented' pace from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 15

Saudi Arabia has beheaded dozens of convicts, including foreign drug traffickers, since the start of the year in what Amnesty International calls an
unprecedented pace of executions. 

A Rare Look Inside A Saudi Prison That Showers Terrorists With Perks from Washington Post 2 Mar 15

Except for the machine guns and guard towers, the al-Hair high-security prison looks remarkably like a hotel — especially the conjugal-visit
wing. 

9/11 Plotter Says Saudi Royals Backed Al-Qaeda from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 15

The only Al-Qaeda plotter convicted over the 9/11 attacks has told American lawyers that members of the Saudi royal family donated millions to
the terror group in the 1990s. 

Saudi Oil Seen As Lever To Pry Russia Away From Syria’s Assad from New York Times 4 Feb 15

Saudi Arabia has been trying to pressure President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia to abandon his support for President Bashar al-Assad of Syria,
using its dominance of the global oil markets at a time when the Russian government is reeling from the effects of plummeting oil prices. 

Obama Leading A High-Powered Delegation To Saudi Arabia from New York Times 27 Jan 15

President Obama will take a bipartisan delegation of prominent current and former officials with him when he flies to Saudi Arabia on Tuesday to
offer his condolences on the death of King Abdullah, the White House announced. 

Saudi Succession Hints At Shift In Foreign Role from New York Times 27 Jan 15

Prince Mohammed bin Nayef, the interior minister of Saudi Arabia, arrived at a meeting of security chiefs from across the Arab world in
Marrakesh, Morocco, last March to deliver a call to arms: It was time, he declared, for a concerted effort to eradicate the Muslim Brotherhood,
according to two Arab officials briefed on the meeting. 

Obama Leading A High-Powered Delegation To Saudi Arabia from New York Times 27 Jan 15

President Obama will take a bipartisan delegation of prominent current and former officials with him when he flies to Saudi Arabia on Tuesday to
offer his condolences on the death of King Abdullah, the White House announced. 

New Saudi King Ascends To The Throne As Terrorism Threat Grows from Washington Post 26 Jan 15

At 3 a.m. on a cold desert night earlier this month, four Islamic State militants carrying guns, grenades and cash slipped into Saudi Arabia here
through a hole in the new heavy fencing that separates this country from Iraq. 

King Abdullah, Who Nudged Saudi Arabia Forward, Dies At 90 from New York Times 23 Jan 15

King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia, who came to the throne in old age and earned a reputation as a cautious reformer even as the Arab Spring revolts
toppled heads of state and Islamic State militants threatened the Muslim establishment that he represented, died, Saudi officials said Friday. He



was 90. 

Saudi King Salman resolves succession by appointing nephew from Reuters 23 Jan 15

Saudi Arabia's new King Salman on Friday moved to resolve the kingdom's long term succession by appointing his nephew Mohammed bin
Nayef as deputy crown prince, meaning he will be the first of that generation to rule the kingdom one day. 

Saudi Arabia's rights crackdown linked to war on terror from Associated Press 21 Jan 15

A man is given 50 lashes in a public square for "insulting Islam" on a liberal blog. Another is arrested for filming and uploading a woman's public
beheading. Two females are imprisoned and put on trial for writing on Twitter in support of women driving. 

Saudi Arabia building 600-mile ‘Great Wall’ to keep out Islamic State from Washington Times 14 Jan 15

Saudi Arabia is taking a page out of Chinese history and building a “Great Wall” to keep out invaders. 

Saudi Arabia Takes Action After Shiites Are Attacked from New York Times 5 Nov 14

Saudi Arabian security officials moved aggressively on Tuesday to crush an outbreak of anti-Shiite violence, arresting 15 people in six cities and
killing two others in connection with what the Interior Ministry called a terrorist ambush on mosque worshipers in a minority Shiite community. 

Gunmen Kill 5 In Attack In Eastern Saudi Arabia from Associated Press 4 Nov 14

Masked gunmen opened fire on a group of people in the east of Saudi Arabia, killing five and wounding nine others in an apparent sectarian attack
directed at the kingdom’s Shiite minority, the state news agency and witnesses said Tuesday. 

Saudi Top Diplomat Criticizes Iran Over Conflicts from Associated Press 14 Oct 14

Saudi Arabia’s foreign minister on Monday lashed out at regional rival Iran, accusing the Shiite powerhouse of having forces inside Syria, Iraq
and Yemen, and insisting that Iran is “part of the problem” in trying to defuse the myriad Mideast crises. 

Deal With Saudis Paved Way for Syrian Airstrikes from Wall Street Journal 25 Sep 14

Talks With Saudi Arabia Were Linchpin in U.S. Efforts to Get Arab States Into Fight Against Islamic State 

Gunmen attack Saudi prince's motorcade in Paris, rob 250,000 euros: police from Agence France-Presse 18 Aug 14

Kalashnikov-wielding robbers have attacked the motorcade of a Saudi prince in Paris, making off with 250,000 euros in cash and reportedly
stealing "sensitive" documents, French police said Monday. 

UPDATE: Gunmen attack Saudi prince's convoy in Paris: euros 250,000 and 'sensitive documents' stolen in raid Robbers were
expert and well-informed, say police from The Guardian (UK) 18 Aug 14

French detectives are investigating whether a group of heavily armed gunmen who attacked a convoy of vehicles carrying a Saudi prince and his
entourage in the north of Paris wanted money or important diplomatic documents. 

Saudis Give $100 Million To U.N. Fight On Terrorism from New York Times 14 Aug 14

Increasingly worried about the spread of Islamist militant extremism reaching its own doorstep, Saudi Arabia donated $100 million to a fledgling
United Nations counterterrorism agency on Wednesday and expressed hope that such an infusion — 10 times what the Saudis gave to help create
the agency three years ago — would strengthen its abilities and set an example for other donor countries. 

Obama Seeks to Calm Saudis as Paths Split from New York Times 28 Mar 14

Over seven decades, the United States and Saudi Arabia forged a strategic alliance that became a linchpin of the regional order: a liberal
democracy and an ultraconservative monarchy united by shared interests in the stability of the Middle East and the continued flow of oil. 

Obama planning trip to Saudi Arabia next month from Associated Press 3 Feb 14

President Barack Obama has planned a trip to Saudi Arabia next month amid tension with the important U.S. ally over disputes in the region, the
White House announced Monday. 



Feeling US Snub, Saudis Strengthen Ties Elsewhere from Associated Press 30 Dec 13

Increasingly vocal in its frustration over U.S. policies in the Mideast, Saudi Arabia is strengthening ties elsewhere, seeking out an alignment that
will bolster its position after it was pushed to the sidelines this year. 

Saudi Royal Blasts US’s Mideast Policy from Wall Street Journal 15 Dec 13

A leading Saudi prince demanded a place for his country at talks with Iran, assailing the Obama administration for working behind Riyadh's back
and panning other recent U.S. steps in the Middle East. 

Saudi Arabia’s Prince Turki: ‘American Policy Has Been Wrong’ from Washington Post 5 Nov 13

The Post’s Lally Weymouth spoke this week with Saudi Arabia’s Prince Turki, former chief of intelligence and brother of the foreign minister.
Excerpts: 

Kerry Meets Saudi King To Smooth Relations from New York Times 5 Nov 13

Secretary of State John Kerry met with King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia on Monday in an effort to ease deepening tensions with the Saudis,
longstanding allies over American policy in the Middle East. 

Kerry, Saudis Say No Major Rift Despite Policy Differences On Syria, Egypt, Iran from Washington Post 4 Nov 13

Secretary of State John F. Kerry and his Saudi counterpart, Foreign Minister Saud al-Faisal, strongly denied any significant breach of the U.S.-
Saudi relationship Monday, while acknowledging differences on tactics, particularly over Syria. 

Kerry aims to bridge gaps with Saudis from Associated Press 4 Nov 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry moved Sunday to reassure America's Arab friends that the United States will not allow them to be attacked
"from outside," in an apparent warning to Iran. 

Saudi Arabia warns of shift away from U.S. over Syria, Iran from Rueters 23 Oct 13

Upset at President Barack Obama's policies on Iran and Syria, members of Saudi Arabia's ruling family are threatening a rift with the United
States that could take the alliance between Washington and the kingdom to its lowest point in years. 

Saudia Arabia
U.S. tries to calm Saudi anger over Syria, Iran from Reuters 21 Oct 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry sought on Monday to calm rising tensions with Saudi Arabia, which has spurned a U.N. Security Council seat
in fury at inaction over the crisis in Syria. 

Scotland
Scotland Opts To Stay With Britain from Los Angeles Times 19 Sep 14

Voters in Scotland have rejected independence from Britain, opting to preserve a more than 300-year-old union in a referendum Thursday that sent
shock waves through Europe and opened the door to continuing political tumult in Britain. 

With Scottish Referendum Just Hours Away, Thousands Still Undecided from Washington Post 18 Sep 14

Kelly Anne Howe is absolutely 100 percent sure that she will vote Thursday in Scotland’s referendum on independence. She’s just not sure which
way she’ll go. 

Scottish Referendum Could Hinge On The Undecided from New York Times 17 Sep 14

Public opinion polls show Scotland’s independence referendum is too close to call ahead of the Sept. 18 vote, which could come down to those
still undecided — at least 6 percent of potential voters have not made up their mind. 

“Painful” Split Would Follow A Yes Vote, Scots Are Told from New York Times 16 Sep 14

With Scotland’s independence referendum apparently too close to call, Prime Minister David Cameron on Monday used his final speech to Scots
before Thursday’s vote to warn that there would be no turning back from a “painful divorce” from Britain. 



Cameron Under Pressure As Scotland Vote Nears from New York Times 15 Sep 14

With opinion polls on Thursday’s Scottish independence vote too close to call, Prime Minister David Cameron of Britain faces the risk this week
of becoming the leader who presided over the breakup of the United Kingdom. And that is only one of his immediate problems. 

SECURITY ISSUES
How Much Damage Can the OPM Hackers Do With a Million Fingerprints? from National Journal 15 Jul 15

The theft of 1.1 million fingerprints is “probably the biggest counterintelligence threat in my lifetime,” one former NSA official said.

Sequester
Pentagon chief can't offer hope in budget cuts from The Associated Press 22 Jul 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel delivered the news that furloughs, which have forced a 20 percent pay cut on most of the military's civilian
workforce, probably will continue next year, and it might get worse. "Those are the facts of life," Hagel told about 300 Defense Department
employees ... last week at an Air Force reception hall on a military base in Charleston. 

Sierra Leone
S. Leone Marks Low-key Independence Day With Post-Ebola Plan from Agence France-Presse 28 Apr 15

Sierra Leone marked the 54th anniversary of its independence on Monday by setting out a four-point “post-Ebola plan” to put the devastated
country on the road to recovery from the deadly epidemic. 

Ebola-hit Sierra Leone Arrests 13 At Unsafe Burial from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 15

Police in Ebola-hit Sierra Leone raided a funeral and arrested 13 people suspected of organising an unsafe burial, risking spreading the disease,
officers said on Tuesday. 

US Says Seeking To End Sierra Leone VP Standoff from Agence France-Presse 16 Mar 15

US officials are in touch with Sierra Leone authorities to try to resolve a political standoff around Vice President Samuel Sam-Sumana, the State
Department said Sunday. 

Sierre Leone
Sierra Leone Deploys Troops In Ebola Crisis from New York Times 6 Aug 14

Faced with a widening crisis over the spread of the deadly Ebola virus, Sierra Leone’s government said Tuesday that it would deploy hundreds of
troops and police officers to ensure that patients and family members who may be infected remain isolated. 

Singapore
Human trafficking has to be dealt with upstream: Singapore PM from Xinhua (China) 5 Jun 15

Human trafficking and refugees are issues that must be dealt in the source countries of these migrants, Singapore's Prime Minister Lee Hsien
Loong said during an interview with 17 visiting journalists from the nine ASEAN countries, local media reported on Friday. 

Singapore says men shot, caught near summit were alleged drug dealers from Agence France-Presse 1 Jun 15

Two Singaporeans arrested after a deadly encounter with police outside a hotel where Pentagon chief Ashton Carter was staying were alleged
heroin traffickers, officials said Monday. 

Singapore’s First Prime Minister, Lee Kuan Yew, Dies At 91 from USA Today 23 Mar 15

Lee Kuan Yew, the founding father of modern Singapore who guided its development into a modern, stable nation as well as one of the world’s
richest, has died, the government announced. 

Snowden
Snowden Nominated For Nobel Peace Prize from McClatchy 30 Jan 14

Two Norwegian parliamentarians Wednesday nominated NSA leaker Edward Snowden for the Nobel Peace Prize. 

Guardian editor defends publication of Snowden files from Washington Post 4 Dec 13



Guardian editor Alan Rusbridger on Tuesday vigorously defended his decision to publish a series of articles based on the secret files leaked by
former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden, telling a parliamentary committee that the right to continue pursuing the story goes
to the heart of press freedoms and democracy in Britain. 

British Intelligence Chiefs Say Leaks By Snowden Hurt Security from New York Times 8 Nov 13

Britain’s intelligence chiefs, in unprecedented public testimony before Parliament, said on Thursday that the published leaks of secret documents
stolen by Edward J. Snowden, the former American intelligence analyst, had damaged their ability to keep Britain safe. 

Germany Rules Out Asylum for Snowden Amid Spy Inquiry from Bloomberg 7 Nov 13

The German government ruled out granting asylum to Edward Snowden as a top aide to Chancellor Angela Merkel expressed optimism that
Germany and the U.S. can rebuild trust after a fallout over spying. 

Germany Considers Having Snowden Testify to Inquiry from New York Times 6 Nov 13

The German government will examine how the former National Security Agency contractor Edward J. Snowden could testify to a parliamentary
inquiry into American intelligence activities in Germany, the interior minister said Wednesday, amid rising demands not only to thank Mr.
Snowden for his disclosures but also to grant him full political asylum. 

German Politician Meets With Snowden from New York Times 1 Nov 13

Edward J. Snowden, the former National Security Agency contractor, met for almost three hours in Moscow on Thursday with Hans-Christian
Ströbele, the longest serving member of the parliamentary committee that oversees German intelligence. 

Snowden’s Lawyer Says He Has A New Job In Russia from New York Times 31 Oct 13

Edward J. Snowden, the former National Security Agency contractor living in asylum in Russia, now has a job at one of the country’s major
Internet companies, a lawyer who has represented him since he arrived here as a fugitive from American prosecution four months ago said
Thursday. 

Lawyer For NSA Leaker Edward Snowden Hopes He Will Leave Moscow Airport In Days from Washington Post 18 Jul 13

A lawyer for Edward Snowden, who gave journalists secret documents describing the National Security Agency’s surveillance operations, said
Wednesday that the former contractor could soon leave the Moscow airport where he has been living for weeks: 

Putin Says US Trapped Snowden In Russia from New York Times 16 Jul 13

President Vladimir V. Putin told an audience of students on Monday that the United States had effectively trapped Edward J. Snowden, the
fugitive former intelligence contractor, on Russian territory by frightening countries that otherwise might have accepted him.

Putin Hopes Snowden Will Leave Russia Soon from USA Today 16 Jul 13

Russian President Vladimir Putin said Monday that NSA leaker Edward Snowden would leave the country at the “earliest opportunity,” the
Russian news site RT.com reported.

Snowden’s Ecuador Flirtation Sinks Into Trade Feud from Bloomberg News 16 Jul 13

Ecuador’s spat with the U.S. over the fugitive whistleblower Edward Snowden cost exporters special access to the world’s biggest economy and
may make the country’s planned bond sale more expensive. 

Snowden Affair Chills US-Latin American Ties from Associated Press 14 Jul 13

America is pivoting to Asia, focused on the Mideast, yet the “backyard,” as Secretary of State John Kerry once referred to Latin America, is
sprouting angry weeds as the scandal involving intelligence leaker Edward Snowden lays bare already thorny U.S. relations with Latin America.

S. American Leaders Back Asylum Amid Snowden Row from AFP 13 Jul 13

South American leaders defended their right to offer asylum, venting anger at claims of US spying in the region while intelligence leaker Edward
Snowden’s fate hangs in the balance.



Venezuela Says Snowden Yet To Reply To Asylum Offer from AFP 12 Jul 13

US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden has yet to reply to Venezuela’s offer of asylum and there has been no contact with the fugitive,
Venezuelan foreign Minister Elias Jaua told AFP on Thursday. “Not yet,” Jaua said on the sidelines of a meeting of the Mercosur trade bloc 

US, Russia Play Waiting Game Over Snowden: Report from Agence France-Presse 12 Jul 13

US authorities have stopped pushing Russia to extradite US leaker Edward Snowden, who has been holed up in a Moscow airport for almost three
weeks, with the two sides now playing a waiting game, the Interfax news agency reported Thursday. 

U.S. Is Pressing Latin Americans To Reject Snowden from New York Times 12 Jul 13

The United States is conducting a diplomatic full-court press to try to block Edward J. Snowden, the fugitive American intelligence contractor,
from finding refuge in Latin America, where three left-leaning governments that make defying Washington a hallmark of their foreign policies
have publicly vowed to take him in. 

For NSA leaker Snowden, Venezuela or elsewhere? from Los Angeles Times 10 Jul 13

But faced with the prospect of bringing former NSA contractor Snowden to justice and putting an end to the embarrassing disclosures of U.S.
government surveillance, President Obama could make the political calculus that delivering Posada to Caracas would be a fair exchange.

For Western Allies, A Long History Of Swapping Intelligence from New York Times 10 Jul 13

In an interview released this week Mr. Snowden said that Germany’s intelligence services are “in bed” with the National Security Agency, “the
same as with most other Western countries.” 

Confusion On Snowden Acceptance Of Venezuela Offer from Associated Press 10 Jul 13

The WikiLeaks secret-spilling site on Tuesday said NSA leaker Edward Snowden has not yet formally accepted asylum in Venezuela, trying to put
to rest growing confusion over whether he had taken up the country’s offer. 

Social Media
Latin American leaders crazy about Twitter from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 13

They make serious statements, blasting US spying or claiming disputed territory. But they get personal too, musing about things like flowers.
Among Latin American leaders, Twitter is red-hot. 

Somalia
Roadside Bomb In Somalia Kills 4 Unicef Workers from New York Times 21 Apr 15

At least four Unicef staff members were killed and four others were severely wounded in northeastern Somalia on Monday when a roadside bomb
exploded near their minibus, a United Nations statement said. 

Officials: US drone strike in Somalia kills Westgate planner from Associated Press 13 Mar 15

A U.S. drone strike in Somalia on Thursday is believed to have killed a senior member of the al-Shabab extremist group who allegedly helped
plan the 2013 Westgate Mall attack in Nairobi, officials said. 

Somali Deaths Climb To 25 In Hotel Attack from New York Times 22 Feb 15

The death toll in an attack by suicide bombers at a hotel compound in Mogadishu on Friday rose to 25 people, with more than 40 people
wounded, Somali officials said Saturday. 

Senior Shabab Leader Killed In U.S. Drone Strike, Pentagon Says from Los Angeles Times 4 Feb 15

A U.S. drone strike has killed a senior Shabab leader near Mogadishu, the Somalia capital, according to Pentagon officials, the third U.S. attack
against the Al Qaeda-linked militia since last fall. 

Car bomb targeting Somali security forces kills four civilians from Reuters 5 Jan 15

A car bomb targeting security officials killed four civilians in the Somali capital Mogadishu on Sunday, a government official said. 



U.S. Military Bombs Senior Leader Of Al-Shabab Terrorist Group In Somalia from Washington Times 30 Dec 14

A U.S. military drone dropped bombs on a senior leader of al-Shabab in Somalia Monday, striking another blow against the Islamic terrorist
network. 

Troops ready to end Somali Shebab's lucrative charcoal trade: UN from Agence France-Presse 22 Aug 14

Somali and African Union troops are preparing for a fresh assault on Islamist-held ports to end a multi-million dollar charcoal trade funding
militant attacks, the UN envoy said on Friday. 

Somali warlord quits Shebab extremists: government from Agence France-Presse 7 Jun 14

A notorious Somali warlord allied to the Islamist Shebab and on UN sanction lists has agreed to quit the extremists, the information ministry said
Saturday.

Somali Islamists claim Mogadishu hotel bombing from Reuters 3 Jan 14

Islamist militants in Somalia said on Thursday that they carried out the triple bombing on a Mogadishu hotel that killed at least 11 people. 

Police: 6 Killed By Car Bombs In Somali Capital from Associate Press 2 Jan 14

Two car bombs exploded on Wednesday night outside a hotel in Somalia’s capital that often is used by foreigners and government officials, killing
at least six people and wounding eight, police said.

Smuggling cartels, militants hinder revival of Somali port from Reuters 4 Dec 13

Al Qaeda-linked militants, drug smugglers and shadowy criminal networks stand in the way of the Somali federal government's hopes of hiring a
foreign firm to manage the lucrative but run-down southern port of Kismayu. 

Somolia
Bomb Blast On UN Bus Kills At Least Six In Somalia: Police from Agence France-Presse 20 Apr 15

At least six UN workers were killed in Somalia on Monday when a huge bomb placed by Shebab militants destroyed a bus in the northeastern
town of Garowe, police said. 

Airstrike In Somalia By U.S. Forces Targets Shabab Leader from New York Times 3 Sep 14

For nearly a decade, the United States has been trying to fight the Somali Islamist group known as the Shabab, using everything from its African
allies and economic sanctions to American missile strikes and commando raids. 

U.S. Carries Out Counterterrorism Strike In Somalia from Washington Post 2 Sep 14

The U.S. military carried out a counterterrorism strike Monday against leaders of the militant group al-Shabab in Somalia, Pentagon officials said,
although it was unclear whether the operation was successful. 

UN staff shot in Somalia were experts in cash transfers, piracy from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 14

The two UN workers shot dead in central Somalia were working on the links between money transfer systems and piracy, the UN anti-drugs and
crime agency said Wednesday. 

Al Shabaab car bomb hits U.N. convoy, killing seven Somalis from Reuters 14 Feb 14

At least seven Somalis were killed when a remote-controlled bomb aimed at a United Nations convoy tore through cars and tea shops just outside
the capital's international airport on Thursday. 

Slain Shabab member was in group's intel unit from Associated Press 27 Jan 14

Masked al-Shabab fighters came in the dead of night to pick up bits of flesh from a burned-out car that had been hit by a U.S. missile and in which
a member of the armed Islamic group's intelligence unit died, a commander in the group said Monday. 

U.S. has deployed military advisers to Somalia, officials say from Washington Post 13 Jan 14

The U.S. military secretly deployed a small number of trainers and advisers to Somalia in October, the first time regular troops have been



stationed in the war-ravaged country since 1993, when two helicopters were shot down and 18 Americans killed in the “Black Hawk Down”
disaster. 

Somalia’s Al-Shabab Militia Bans Internet from Washington Post 10 Jan 14

In recent years, Somalia’s al-Shabab militia has banned smoking, playing soccer, watching movies, wearing bras, anything it deemed Western.
Now, the al-Qaeda-linked group has targeted something else common in most of the rest of the world: the Internet. 

Banned Somali charcoal still finds ways into Gulf from Associated Press 17 Dec 13

The United Nations is pressing Gulf nations to take greater action to stop the continuing trade in charcoal from Somalia, which was banned by the
Security Council because it rakes in millions of dollars for the al-Qaida-linked al-Shabab militia. 

Parliament In Somalia Votes To Remove Prime Minister from New York Times 3 Dec 13

Somalia’s Parliament voted the prime minister out of office on Monday in a no-confidence motion, with 184 of 249 lawmakers in favor, after what
was termed a “constitutional dispute” between the president and the prime minister, Somali officials said. 

Police Station Is Attacked By The Shabab In Somalia from New York Times 20 Nov 13

Attackers from the Shabab militant group assaulted a police station in a Somali town north of Mogadishu on Tuesday, leaving at least 28 people
dead and scores more wounded. 

Pentagon Says Shabab Bomb Specialist Is Killed In Missile Strike In Somalia from New York Times 29 Oct 13

The United States military carried out a missile strike against a top Shabab operative in Somalia on Monday, according to Defense Department
officials, three weeks after a Navy SEAL raid in another part of the country failed to capture a senior leader of the Somali Islamic militant group. 

South Africa
S. Africa faces dilemma over marijuana from Xinhua (China) 18 May 15

To legalize or not to legalize marijuana is a question for South Africans. Amid a heated debate on the issue, Head of the Cannabis Working Group,
Andre du Plessis made headlines last week when lighting up dagga joint live on air while discussing the legalization of cannabis on a TV program
run by the South African Broadcasting Corporation. 

S.Africa rhino poaching at new record levels from Agence France-Presse 10 May 15

The South African government said Sunday that more rhinos had been poached in 2015 than in the previous year, as the number of poached
rhinos in the country balloons to record levels. 

US Condemns Wave Of S. Africa Anti-Foreigner Attacks from Agence France-Presse 21 Apr 15

The United States on Monday condemned a wave of xenophobic violence in South Africa, calling on all the country’s leaders to take a stand
against it. 

South Africa To Investigate Spy Allegations from Associated Press 6 Mar 15

The South African government said Thursday that it is investigating allegations, posted on a website, that the head of the state watchdog agency
and opposition figures spied for the U.S. 

US Says It Was Unaware Of S. African Hostage Talks from Associated Press 8 Dec 14

The United States did not know about talks on the reportedly imminent release of a South African hostage who died in a U.S. raid on al-Qaida
militants in Yemen, the U.S. ambassador in South Africa said Monday. 

Poachers threaten new slaughter of S.Africa elephants from Agence France-Presse 29 Jul 14

Rangers in South Africa's Kruger national park, already struggling to cope with well-armed rhino poachers, said Tuesday they were preparing to
face a new onslaught against the park's elephants. 

S.Africa park sees first ivory poaching in over decade from Agence France-Presse 16 May 14



South Africa's Kruger National Park which is battling a high number of rhino killings has recorded its first case of elephant poaching in over a
decade, a spokesman said Friday. 

South Africa Ruling Party Leads In Election Tally from Associated Press 8 May 14

South Africa’s ruling party led its rivals in early election results on Thursday after a campaign in which the opposition had tried to woo voters
unhappy with alleged corruption and a lack of opportunities for the poor. 

UPDATE: ANC gets 'overwhelming mandate' from South African voters from Agence France-Presse 8 May 14

South Africans have voted resoundingly to extend the ANC's 20-year rule, ignoring leadership scandals and economic malaise in a wholesale
display of loyalty to the party once led by Nelson Mandela. 

Mandela’s Death Leaves South Africa Without Its Moral Center from New York Times 6 Dec 13

Nelson Mandela, South Africa’s first black president and an enduring icon of the struggle against racial oppression, died on Thursday, the
government announced, leaving the nation without its moral center at a time of growing dissatisfaction with the country’s leaders. 

S. Africa regards illegal fishing as "act of terrorism": Parliament committee from Xinhua (China) 25 Nov 13

All illegal fishing activities by strong coalition of both local and foreign fishers are equated to "an act of terrorism," the South African Parliament's
Portfolio Committee on Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries said on Monday. 

South China Sea
Asean Is “Seriously Concerned” About South China Sea Reclamation from Bloomberg News 7 Aug 15

Foreign ministers from the Association of Southeast Asian Nations said they were “seriously concerned” about land reclamation in the South
China Sea, where several member states are locked in territorial disputes with China. 

Kerry Urges Beijing To Halt “Problematic Actions” In South China Sea from New York Times 6 Aug 15

With tensions mounting over China’s land reclamation projects in disputed South China Sea waters, Secretary of State John Kerry urged his
Chinese counterpart on Wednesday to halt “problematic actions” in the area to provide an opportunity for diplomacy, a senior State Department
official said. 

Kerry Urges Peaceful Resolutions To South China Sea Disputes from Associated Press 5 Aug 15

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry on Wednesday urged China to end provocative land reclamation projects in the South China Sea and work out
effective resolutions to territorial disputes with its smaller neighbors that have ratcheted up tensions in some of the world’s busiest commercial sea
lanes.

South China Sea, "boat people" on agenda for ASEAN meeting from Kyodo (Japan) 4 Aug 15

Territorial disputes in the South China Sea and the influx of ethnic Rohingya migrants from Myanmar are among a host of issues on the plate as
foreign ministers from 10 members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations began their annual meeting Tuesday. In the spotlight is China's
massive land reclamation works on a reef in the Spratly Islands in the South China Sea, including the construction of an airstrip. The region is
subject to a number of conflicting territorial claims. 

US Proposes South China Sea Provocation Freeze from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 14

A US official proposed Wednesday that China and Southeast Asian nations call a moratorium on actions seen as provocative in a bid to cool
tensions in the South China Sea. 

Tensions Rise Between China And Vietnam Over Disputed Waters from New York Times 9 May 14

China demanded that Vietnam withdraw ships from disputed waters around a Chinese drilling rig Thursday — the latest volley in a standoff that
has quickly escalated into one of the most serious in years in the contested South China Sea. 

South Korea
South Korea Accuses The North After Land Mines Maim Two Soldiers In DMZ from New York Times 11 Aug 15



North Korean soldiers sneaked across the heavily guarded border with South Korea and planted land mines near one of the South’s military guard
posts, and two southern soldiers were maimed after stepping on them, the South Korean Defense Ministry said Monday. 

South Korea says its deadly MERS outbreak may have peaked from Associated Press 9 Jun 15

South Korea believes its MERS virus outbreak may have peaked, and experts say the next several days will be critical to determining whether the
government's belated efforts have successfully stymied a disease that has killed seven people and infected nearly 100 in the country. 

South Korean MERS Outbreak Likely To Spread, Health Officials Say from USA Today 3 Jun 15

A MERS outbreak in South Korea — the largest outside Saudi Arabia, where the disease first emerged in 2012 — is likely to grow, the World
Health Organization said Tuesday. 

Kerry Arrives In Seoul Amid Rising Fears Over North Korea from Washington Post 18 May 15

Secretary of State John F. Kerry arrived in South Korea on Sunday armed with messages directed north of the 38th parallel at North Korea, which
has sowed concerns with its recent actions at sea and in cyberspace. 

U.S. And South Korea Reach Revised Nuclear Deal from New York Times 23 Apr 15

After four and a half years of low-key yet highly sensitive negotiations, the United States and South Korea announced a revised treaty on
Wednesday that continues to deny — but not permanently rule out — South Korea the right to enrich uranium or reprocess spent nuclear fuel,
even for peaceful purposes. 

Deployment Of US Missile Defense Considered For South Korea from Associated Press 17 Apr 15

China should not be concerned if the U.S. deploys an advanced missile defense system in South Korea to counter the threat from a nuclear North
Korea, a U.S. military commander said Thursday. 

US Ambassador To SKorea Slashed On Face And Wrist In Attack from Associated Press 5 Mar 15

U.S. Ambassador Mark Lippert was slashed on the face and wrist by a man wielding a weapon with a 10-inch blade and screaming that the rival
Koreas should be unified, South Korean police said Thursday. 

South Korean president voices wish to meet with North’s Kim Jong Un from Washington Post 13 Jan 15

South Korean President Park Geun-hye held out something of an olive branch to North Korea on Monday, saying she was prepared to hold talks
without preconditions with Kim Jong Un. 

S.Korean President Welcomes N.Korea’s Dialogue Offer from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 15

South Korean President Park Geun-Hye on Tuesday welcomed North Korean leader Kim Jong-Un’s statement that he was open to the “highest-
level” talks, urging the North to implement its commitment to dialogue. 

S. Korea Offers Talks With N. Korea Over Unification from Associated Press 29 Dec 14

South Korea on Monday proposed talks with North Korea to discuss what it calls a range of issues needed to prepare for the unification of the
divided countries. 

South Korea Tempers Expectations on Ties With North from Wall Street Journal 6 Oct 14

Seoul Moves to Moderate Expectations of Sudden Breakthrough in Relations After Weekend Talks

Washington Considers Missile-Defense System In South Korea from Wall Street Journal 28 May 14

The U.S. is weighing a plan to deploy an advanced missile-defense system in South Korea, as the Pentagon begins a new push this week to
expand cooperation in Asia to counter the threat of North Korean missiles, defense officials said. 

South Korea Warns North Korea Over New Nuke Test from Associated Press 7 May 14

South Korea’s foreign minister warned North Korea on Tuesday that the cost of keeping and testing nuclear weapons will be so high that it could
threaten the survival of Kim Jong Un’s regime. 



South Korea Says 295 Missing In Ferry Disaster from Associated Press 16 Apr 14

Nearly 300 people were still missing Wednesday several hours after a ferry carrying 477, most of them high school students, sank in cold waters
off South Korea’s southern coast, killing at least two and injuring seven, officials said. 

South Korea Proposes Resuming Reunions Of War-Divided Families from New York Times 7 Jan 14

South Korea’s president proposed Monday that the two Koreas improve their tense relations by resuming the reunions of families separated since
the Korean War, a humanitarian program that seemed close to being renewed last year but was scuttled as negotiations soured. 

South Korean Leader Warns Of Possible ‘Provocations’ From North from New York Times 17 Dec 13

President Park Geun-hye ordered the South Korean military and police on Monday to increase vigilance, especially along the disputed western sea
border with North Korea. 

South Korea Will Expand Its Air Defense Zone, Defense Ministry Says from Washington Post 9 Dec 13

South Korea on Sunday announced the expansion of its air defense identification zone, extending it farther south into an area that overlaps with
similar zones maintained by Japan and China. 

South Korea Puts On Show New Missiles Designed To Hit North from Reuters 1 Oct 13

South Korea showed off on Tuesday new missiles designed to target North Korea's artillery and long-range missiles and vowed to boost
deterrence against its unpredictable neighbour. 

S. Korea, U.S. Defense Chiefs To Hold Dialogue In Seoul from Yonhap News Agency 27 Sep 13

Defense chiefs of South Korea and the United States will meet next week in Seoul to discuss security issues on the Korean Peninsula and boost
bilateral military ties as part of their annual dialogue, the government here said Friday. 

South Korea Wants To Delay Military Transfer Deal With U.S., News Report Says from Washington Post 18 Jul 13

Seoul asks to postpone change that would give it command of its troops 

South Sudan
South Sudan’s President Says He Will Sign Peace Accord from AFP 20 Aug 15

The president of South Sudan has told US Secretary of State John Kerry that he intends to sign a peace accord meant to end the civil war in that
country, the State Department said Wednesday. 

S.Sudan Leader Arrives For Peace Talks As Deadline Looms from AFP 17 Aug 15

South Sudanese President Salva Kiir arrived in Ethiopia Sunday for peace talks aimed at brokering an end to civil war, reversing an earlier
decision as international threats of possible sanctions mount. 

Peace Eludes South Sudan As Rivals Hold Talks from New York Times 30 Jun 15

Even as South Sudan’s president, Salva Kiir, and his longtime rival, the rebel leader Riek Machar, met here at the behest of Kenya’s president to
end South Sudan’s civil war, Mr. Machar’s forces captured the strategic city of Malakal. 

South Sudan lawmakers extend president's term by 3 years from Associated Press 25 Mar 15

Lawmakers in South Sudan on Tuesday voted to extend the tenure of President Salva Kiir by three years, a move the government had said was
necessary for stability amid an ongoing rebellion led by a former deputy president. 

South Sudan Talks In Stalemate, Deadline For Deal Extended from Agence France-Presse 6 Mar 15

South Sudan’s president and a rebel leader on Thursday failed to agree on ending their 15-month civil war, although mediators said talks would
continue and a deadline for a deal would be extended. 

U.N. Moves Closer To Sanctions In South Sudan Conflict from New York Times 4 Mar 15



The United Nations Security Council on Tuesday unanimously adopted a resolution to impose sanctions on those who disrupt efforts to restore
peace in South Sudan, but it stopped short of barring the warring factions from buying more arms. 

For The U.S. And China, A Test Of Diplomacy On South Sudan from New York Times 3 Mar 15

The United States may have midwifed the birth of South Sudan, the world’s youngest nation. But China has quickly become among its most
important patrons, building its roads and pumping its oil. 

UNICEF: 89 Boys Abducted By South Sudan Armed Group from Associated Press 22 Feb 15

An armed group in South Sudan has abducted at least 89 boys in a northern state, the U.N. children’s agency said Saturday. The boys, some as
young as 13, were abducted near Malakal, the capital of Upper Nile state, according to a UNICEF statement. 

South Sudan's warring sides sign another ceasefire deal from Reuters 2 Feb 15

South Sudanese President Salva Kiir and rebel commander Riek Machar signed another ceasefire agreement on Monday, edging them closer to a
final deal to end a 15-month conflict that has ravaged the world's newest country, mediators said. 

S.Sudan Rivals In Khartoum For China-led Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 13 Jan 15

Warring South Sudanese rivals met for Chinese-mediated talks in Khartoum on Monday, agreeing to “immediately work to stop hostilities,”
Sudan’s foreign minister said. 

South Sudan’s Leaders Need To Set Aside Their Dispute from Washington Post 16 Dec 14

In 2011, the world’s newest nation was born amid joyous celebrations. The international community welcomed South Sudan not just with cheers
but also with promises of help. The hope and promise of that day are now at grave risk of being squandered if the nation’s leaders don’t at long
last provide leadership.

South Sudan Faces Famine And Apathy Amid Clashes from Associated Press 15 Dec 14

One year after mass violence broke out in South Sudan, battles between government forces and rebels continued, and aid officials said that
international assistance was needed to help residents stave off mass hunger. 

US, UN Condemn Renewed Violence In South Sudan from Associated Press 31 Oct 14

The United States and United Nations on Thursday condemned a recent outbreak of violence around an oil-rich town in South Sudan, as experts
predicted a return to mass violence in the coming weeks. 

U.S. sanctions military officers on both sides of South Sudan conflict from Reuters 18 Sep 14

The United States imposed sanctions on two military officers on opposite sides of the ethnic violence in South Sudan on Thursday in a
demonstration of U.S. frustration that fighting has continued despite two ceasefires. 

UN Warns Of S.Sudan Famine After Aid Helicopter Downed from Agence France-Presse 29 Aug 14

War-torn South Sudan faces possible famine early next year, the UN chief in the country warned Thursday, as aid workers said the shooting down
of a UN helicopter threatened efforts to save lives. 

U.S. threatens sanctions on those blocking peace deal in South Sudan from Reuters 14 Aug 14

The United States is considering sanctions on anyone impeding attempts to reach a peace agreement in South Sudan and, in particular, anyone
committing human rights abuses, State Department spokeswoman Marie Harf said on Wednesday. 

US To Provide South Sudan With $180M In Food Aid from Associated Press 13 Aug 14

The United States is providing $180 million in emergency aid to address a food crisis in South Sudan. 

Kerry Slams ‘Outrage’ Of Failed S.Sudan Peace Deal from Agence France-Presse 12 Aug 14

The United States lambasted South Sudan’s warring factions on Monday after they missed a key deadline to forge a unity government. 



International Community Moving Toward SSudan Ultimatum: Kerry from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 14

The international community is moving toward issuing an ultimatum to the parties in South Sudan’s civil war raging since 2013, Secretary of
State John Kerry warned Tuesday. 

S.Sudan Leaders Told To Talk As Famine Looms from Agence France-Presse 8 Jul 14

South Sudan’s warring leaders must resume stalled peace talks in earnest before the months-long bloody conflict is written off as an international
lost cause, a senior AU official warned on Monday. 

South Sudan Peace Talks Halt With No Progress Made from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 14

Peace talks between South Sudan rebels and the government adjourned on Monday with no progress made on forming an interim government or
implementing a ceasefire. 

S.Sudan Leader Set To Meet Rebel Chief For Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 14

South Sudan President Salva Kiir and rebel chief Riek Machar are set to meet Tuesday in a fresh push to end nearly six months of civil war,
sources said Monday. 

U.N. peacekeepers to focus on protecting South Sudan civilians from United Nations 28 May 14

The U.N. Security Council on Tuesday authorized peacekeepers in South Sudan to focus on protecting civilians instead of state-building
activities, backing the use of force by U.N. troops amid worsening violence in the world's newest nation. 

Troops Needed To Shore Up Shaky South Sudan Peace: US from Agence France-Presse 15 May 14

The United States called Wednesday for an immediate deployment of African troops to safeguard a fragile peace deal reached last week by
warring sides in South Sudan.

South Sudan's president says 2015 election to be delayed from Reuters 13 May 14

South Sudan will postpone the 2015 presidential election to give warring factions time to reconcile, President Salva Kiir said on Monday, but his
rival in a conflict that is threatening to tear apart the world's newest nation said the vote should go ahead. 

South Sudan 
U.N. Report Documents Atrocities by Both Sides in South Sudan War from New York Times 9 May 14

Two weeks after a massacre here, the stench of dead bodies clung to the walls of the Kali-Ballee mosque. Bloodstains marked the ground; shirts,
pants and sandals were still scattered about; and torn pages from the Quran were strewn all over the place. 

South Sudan
U.S. Imposes First Sanctions In South Sudan Conflict from New York Times 7 May 14

In its first use of economic sanctions against combatants in the bloody fighting in South Sudan, the Obama administration on Tuesday ordered
asset freezes and travel bans on two individuals, one on each side of the conflict. 

Kerry Promotes South Sudan Peace Talks As New Fighting Erupts from Washington Post 6 May 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry said Monday that peace talks between the government and rebels in South Sudan are the only way to resolve
rising violence there, even as renewed warfare broke out. 

South Sudan Captures Stronghold Of Rebels from New York Times 5 May 14

Government troops in South Sudan launched a counteroffensive against rebel forces on Sunday to retake two important northern towns just days
after South Sudan’s president told the United States that he would hold talks with his rebel opponent. 

Kerry In South Sudan To Seek An End To Fighting from New York Times 2 May 14

Secretary of State John Kerry arrived here Friday morning in an urgent effort to persuade the president of South Sudan and his rebel opponent to
halt the fighting that has killed thousands and is ripping the nation apart. 



South Sudan’s Warring Leaders Draw Rebuke From U.N. Rights Chief from New York Times 1 May 14

Navi Pillay, the United Nations human rights chief, sharply rebuked South Sudan’s warring leaders on Wednesday, saying they had to stop
“blindly dragging their people down the path of self-destruction” and warning that they would face investigation for possible war crimes and
crimes against humanity. 

France, US Back Sanctions Against S.Sudan from Agence France-Presse 24 Apr 14

France and the United States called for the UN Security Council to consider sanctions against South Sudan over spiraling violence in the country’s
civil war, diplomats said. 

‘Piles and piles’ of bodies in S. Sudan slaughter from Washington Post 23 Apr 14

The townsfolk believed the mosque was safe. They crammed inside as rebel forces in South Sudan took control of the town from government
troops. But it wasn’t safe. Robbers grabbed their cash and mobile phones. Then gunmen came and opened fire on everyone, young and old. 

Attackers Said To Single Out South Sudanese By Background from New York Times 22 Apr 14

Hundreds of civilians were killed when South Sudanese rebels took control of a strategic oil-producing town last week, the United Nations
confirmed on Monday. 

South Sudan Rebel Chief Vows To Take Key Oil Fields, Capital from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 14

The leader of South Sudan’s rebels has vowed to attack the capital Juba and target crucial oil fields, warning in an exclusive interview with AFP
that the civil war will not end until the country’s president is removed from power. 

South Sudan Troops Block U.N. Shipments from Wall Street Journal 14 Mar 14

Nearly all United Nations road and air shipments have been halted in South Sudan, officials said Thursday, after South Sudanese forces
discovered mislabeled weapons sent to rebel-held parts of the country. 

South Sudan’s Forces Clash With Rebels Near U.N. Base from New York Times 19 Feb 14

A fierce battle erupted between government and rebel forces in an oil-rich part of South Sudan on Tuesday, in the most significant violation of the
cease-fire that was supposed to help bring peace to the fractured young nation. 

S. Sudan Rebels Launch Major Attack On Key Oil Town from Agence France-Presse 18 Feb 14

Rebel forces in South Sudan launched a major assault early Tuesday against the key town of Malakal, the government-controlled capital of the
oil-rich Upper Nile state, witnesses told AFP. 

Reports Of South Sudan Fighting, Despite Pact, Prompt Worry And Warnings from New York Times 13 Feb 14

The ranks of displaced people have swelled to nearly 900,000, close to a tenth of the entire population. Humanitarian groups warn that millions
could go hungry if fields remain unplowed before the coming rainy season. Aid workers themselves are on the run, hiding ever deeper in the bush
to escape attack. 

U.S. urges South Sudan to honor ceasefire, free political prisoners from Reuters 4 Feb 14

The United States urged South Sudan's leaders on Monday to implement a January 23 ceasefire between the government and rebels as an advance
team of regional monitors arrived in the country. 

US urges S. Sudan to free four last rebel detainees from Agence France-Presse 30 Jan 14

The United States Wednesday welcomed the release of seven rebel detainees by South Sudan, but urged Juba to release the last four still held, to
help boost political reconciliation. 

South Sudan rebel leader should face treason charge: minister from Reuters 29 Jan 14

South Sudanese rebel leader Riek Machar and six others should be tried for treason for their role in weeks of bloodshed, the justice minister said
on Tuesday, threatening to heighten tensions in already troubled peace talks. 



South Sudan Cease-Fire Signed After More Than a Month of Fighting from New York Times 24 Jan 14

The government of South Sudan and rebels loyal to the country’s ousted former vice president signed a cease-fire agreement on Thursday, holding
out the prospect of peace after more than a month of fighting that has torn the new nation apart. 

With Oil At Stake, South Sudan’s Crisis Matters To Its Customers from Washington Post 21 Jan 14

When South Sudan won independence from Sudan in 2011, oil was seen as a potential spark that could reignite tensions and cripple the new
nation. But today, oil is motivating efforts to save it. 

U.S. lawmakers, frustrated by South Sudan violence, question aid from Reuters 16 Jan 14

U.S. lawmakers expressed deep frustration on Wednesday over the wave of violence in South Sudan, questioning whether it made sense for
Washington to continue sending hundreds of millions of dollars in aid to the fledgling democracy. 

FEATURE: Scores Die In Ferry Accident As They Flee Violence In South Sudan from New York Times 15 Jan 14

fter a month of fighting in South Sudan, nearly half a million people have fled their homes and thousands have been killed. 

US scrambles to avert civil war in South Sudan from Associated Press 10 Jan 14

Three years after midwifing South Sudan's birth, the United States is desperately trying to prevent the world's youngest nation from falling apart. 

South Sudan Battles Rage As Peace Talks Stumble from Agence France-Presse 9 Jan 14

South Sudan’s government and rebels were locked in fierce battles across the country on Wednesday, as peace talks in neighbouring Ethiopia
appeared to flounder. 

Sudan’s Leader Flies To South For Crisis Talks from New York Times 7 Jan 14

President Omar Hassan al-Bashir of Sudan flew to South Sudan on Monday to discuss the crisis unfolding there with President Salva Kiir after the
start of peace talks in Ethiopia failed to bring a halt to fighting. 

S.Sudan Rivals In Fresh Battles, Struggle To Start Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 6 Jan 14

Government forces and rebels fought fresh battles across South Sudan on Sunday, vowing to step up their offensives as regional peace brokers
struggled to get ceasefire talks off the ground. 

Military: South Sudan Rebels Set Eyes On Capital from Associated Press 3 Jan 14

Rebels in South Sudan are forcibly recruiting civilians to march on the capital, the military said, even as representatives of the warring factions
gathered in neighboring Ethiopia on Thursday for the start of peace talks. 

South Sudan Peace Talks To Open In Ethiopia from Associated Press 2 Jan 14

Negotiators from South Sudan’s two warring sides arrived Wednesday in Ethiopia for peace talks, and a U.N. official urged both forces to bring
the world’s newest country “back from the brink.” 

Uganda Warns South Sudan Rebel Leader from Associated Press 31 Dec 13

Uganda’s president on Monday warned South Sudan’s rebel leader against rejecting the government’s offer of a cease-fire, saying regional leaders
would unite to “defeat” the former vice president who is accused of mounting a failed coup in the world’s newest country. 

South Sudan Must Resolve Ethnic Conflicts To Be A Nation At Peace from Washington Post 30 Dec 13

There is an opportunity to halt South Sudan’s slide into war and state failure, but it must be seized within days or it will be lost.

US To Cut S. Sudan Aid If Government Toppled from Agence France-Presse 27 Dec 13

The United States on Thursday reaffirmed its vow to cut aid to violence-wracked South Sudan if the government of President Salva Kiir is
overthrown in a coup. 

African Leaders Press for Peace in South Sudan from New York Times 27 Dec 13



As clashes between government troops and rebels continued in South Sudan on Thursday, diplomats moved swiftly to drag the warring sides to
the negotiating table but announced none of the breakthroughs they had hoped for. 

Southeast Asia Migration
A Rohingya Migrant Mother’s Anguished Choice To Save Her Family from New York Times 6 Jul 15

Since 2012, tens of thousands of Rohingya have fled Myanmar, where they are officially considered intruders. The exodus exploded into a
regional crisis in May after smugglers abandoned thousands of them at sea, leaving them adrift with little food or water and no country willing to
take them in. Amid a global outcry, Malaysia and Indonesia eventually agreed to accept the migrants, temporarily. 

Myanmar to repatriate boat people after verification from Xinhua (China) 20 Jun 15

Myanmar authorities will send back the remaining batch of "boat people" to their country of origin after completion of the verification process, a
press release of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs said on Saturday. 

Boat migrant numbers fall in wake of South-East Asia crisis from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 10 Jun 15

The numbers of migrants from Myanmar and Bangladesh trying to reach other South-East Asian countries by boat has reduced significantly since
the beginning of a regional crisis last month, a monitoring group said Wednesday. 

UPDATE: Myanmar says majority of 700 migrants found on boat are Bangladeshi from Agence France-Presse 4 Jun 15

Myanmar officials on Thursday said most of the 700 migrants found adrift on a boat in its waters a week ago identified themselves as
Bangladeshi, after they were driven to a camp near the border. 

Myanmar, Bangladesh in pact for return of 200 rescued from boat: paper from Reuters 26 May 15

Myanmar said on Tuesday it had reached an agreement with neighboring Bangladesh to repatriate 200 Bangladeshis rescued from a boat off the
Myanmar coast last week. 

Exclusive: Before Myanmar seized migrant boat, Rohingya whisked away from Reuters 26 May 15

When the Myanmar navy seized a boat used by people smugglers last week, it announced that the 200 people found aboard were mostly
Bangladeshis seeking better economic prospects in Southeast Asia. 

Thai PM deploys carrier to act as migrant processing centre from 25 May 15

Thailand has deployed a helicopter carrier in its waters to serve as a temporary medical and processing centre for migrants found adrift, its prime
minister said Monday. 

UPDATE: Malaysia PM calls for global support over migrant crisis from Agence France-Presse 25 May 15

Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak on Monday urged Japan and others in the global community to help tackle Southeast Asia's migrant crisis,
saying it requires "an international solution". 

Thailand says not to push back stranded migrants at sea from Xinhua (China) 20 May 15

Thailand attaches great importance to humanitarian assistance and will not push back migrants stranded in the Thai territorial water, the Foreign
Ministry said on Wednesday. 

Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand to meet on boatpeople crisis from Agence France-Presse 19 May 15

Malaysia's foreign minister was to host his Indonesian and Thai counterparts on Wednesday for urgent talks on Southeast Asia's boatpeople crisis,
with pressure mounting on them to help thousands of starving migrants. 

Southeast Asia Refugees
Thailand, Malaysia may set up camps for influx of boatpeople from Reuters 12 May 15

Thailand and Malaysia may set up camps and detention centers to shelter hundreds of refugees arriving on their shores, officials said on Tuesday,
as a leading inter-governmental agency said about 7,000 boatpeople were still adrift in the Bay of Bengal. 



Spain
Spanish police arrest 3, seize cocaine hidden in pineapples from Associated Press 31 May 15

Spanish police say they have arrested three suspects and seized 200 kilograms (441 pounds) of cocaine that had been concealed within a shipment
of pineapples that arrived at the southwestern port of Algeciras in containers sent from Central America. 

Spain police bust gang trafficking Afghans to Europe from Agence France-Presse 27 May 15

Police arrested 24 people in Spain and Britain in raids on a gang that made $4.25 million in six months from trafficking Afghan migrants to
Europe, the Spanish government said Wednesday. 

King Felipe VI emphatic about commitment to democracy, free press from EFE (Spain) 7 May 15

Spanish King Felipe VI expressed on Thursday his pride in the rigor and vitality in contemporary journalism, and stressed the importance of
commitment to democracy and "free press," a critical component to building a "community that every day gets more just and democratic." 

Spain's Juan Carlos urges advancement of freedom, human rights in LatAm from EFE (Spain) 14 Apr 15

Spain's Juan Carlos I has called for the spread throughout Latin America of "respect for freedom, human rights and peace between nations,"
values that unite Spain and the Americas and which are fundamental to trans-Atlantic dialogue and cooperation. 

In Spain, Rapid Rise Of Leftists Has A Familiar Ring from New York Times 11 Mar 15

He has promised to restructure the debt. He has said it is time to change laws “that allow the rich to keep stealing from us.” He has vowed that
Brussels “cannot threaten us” and that “we don’t want any more heads of government who obey and don’t negotiate.” If it sounds familiar, no, this
is not in Greece. It is in Spain. 

Spain's King Felipe VI hails Colombian peace process from EFE (Spain) 2 Mar 15

Spain's King Felipe VI on Monday assured Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos that he can rely on "the full support of Spain" in the "noble
proposition" of achieving peace in the South American country. 

Spain to deport 34 members of violent Latin street gangs from Associated Press 26 Feb 15

Spain says it plans to deport 34 top members of violent Latin American street gangs operating in the Spanish capital. 

250 Spanish businesses are financing jihadists from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 1 Feb 15

A network of 250 businesses in Spain is financing Islamist terrorists, according to a report in Sunday's El Pais newspaper citing sources in the
police and secret service. 

Hashish-filled helicopter crashes in Spain killing pilots from Agence France-Presse 28 Jan 15

A helicopter loaded with hashish crashed in southern Spain after hitting an electricity pylon, killing its two pilots, police said Wednesday. 

Spain's Catalonia to hold regional vote September 27 amid independence drive from Reuters 15 Jan 15

The wealthy Spanish region of Catalonia will hold an election for its regional parliament on September 27, a vote the main parties want to use as a
proxy for a referendum on independence opposed by Madrid. 

"I like democracy": says Spanish prime minister refering to Venezuela from EFE (Spain) 9 Dec 14

Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy said on Monday that he wants the best possible relations with Venezuela and the country's president,
Nicolas Maduro, but added: "I like democracy." 

Spanish beachgoers face arrest trying to nab shipwrecked hash stash from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 7 Dec 14

A stash of hash thought lost to the high seas has been washing up on Spanish shores for a few days now and leading quite a few people to consider
a life of crime, local media reported Sunday. 

Spanish police bust 'Colombian-style' cocaine lab from Agence France-Presse 5 Dec 14

Police in Spain said Friday they had for the first time dismantled a cocaine laboratory similar to those found in Colombia and smashed a



smuggling ring with the arrest of 12 people. 

Catalans Vote In Straw Poll On Independence From Spain from New York Times 10 Nov 14

Defying legal and political objections from Madrid, some two million Catalans took part on Sunday in a straw poll on independence that the
region’s governing politicians have presented as a prelude to breaking away from the rest of Spain. 

Spanish police bust bullring pot farm, detain three Britons from Agence France-Presse 26 Aug 14

Spanish police arrested seven people, including three Britons, after raiding a giant marijuana farm built into a bullring, the interior ministry said
Tuesday. 

Barcelona weeds out 49 cannabis clubs from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 14

Authorities ordered the closure of 49 cannabis clubs in Barcelona on Wednesday, the latest move to curb a practice that has given the city a
reputation as a smoker's paradise. 

Rajoy calls for "democratic regeneration" in Spain from EFE (Spain) 1 Jul 14

"Democratic regeneration" is a priority for Spain, Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy said here Tuesday. Rajoy, who traveled to Panama for
the inauguration of new President Juan Carlos Varela, called for "an effort by all to correct what is wrong with the way our institutions work" and
expressed interest in reaching agreements with the main opposition Socialists. 

Spain to count drugs, prostitution when measuring GDP from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 14

Spain will include revenues from prostitution, drug trafficking, tobacco smuggling and other illegal activities when calculating its economic
output, its statistics office Thursday. 

Spanish police arrests 109 gang members providing fake work permits from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 12 Jun 14

Police have arrested 109 members of a gang which provided fake work permits to migrants on the Spanish holiday island of Ibiza, Spanish
prosecutors said Thursday. 

Spain cracks down on South American criminal gangs from Agence France-Presse 25 Mar 14

Spain Tuesday arrested 35 people from a violent street gang born in San Salvador as part of a major police crackdown on the growing threat from
Latin American crime groups. 

Spanish
Sex, drug trades add billions to Spanish output: data from Agence France-Presse 25 Sep 14

The sex and drug trades were among illegal activities that boosted Spain's economic output by nearly 10 billion euros ($12 billion), new official
data revealed on Thursday. 

Spying
US, Britain 'spying on virtual world': report from Agence France-Presse 9 Dec 13

US and British intelligence have been spying on the global online gaming world because they fear terrorists could use the hugely popular platform
to plot attacks, a report said Monday. 

Kerry: Obama Didn’t Order All NSA Spying from Associated Press 12 Nov 13

Secretary of State John Kerry says his counterparts in other nations know President Barack Obama didn’t order up all the snooping that the
National Security Agency conducted abroad. 

Spying Scandal Alters U.S. Ties With Allies and Raises Talk of Policy Shift from New York Times 11 Nov 13

Just as European and American negotiators resumed work on a groundbreaking trade accord meant to tie their two continents closer together,
René Obermann, the chief executive of Deutsche Telekom, the German telecommunications giant, told a cybersecurity conference in Germany on
Monday that his company was working to keep electronic message traffic from “unnecessarily” crossing the Atlantic, where it could fall into the
hands of the National Security Agency. 



Indonesia Says Reported US, Australian Spying Damaged Trust from Agence France-Presse 7 Nov 13

Indonesia said Wednesday that reported spying by the Australian and the US embassies had “hurt our trust” and it would review how it shares
information with both countries. 

Sri Lanka
Comeback Hopes Dim for Sri Lanka’s Ex-President Ahead of Parliamentary Elections from New York Times 16 Aug 15

At his final campaign rally on Friday, former President Mahinda Rajapaksa did his best to project supreme confidence that he would be swept
back into power when Sri Lankans elect a new Parliament on Monday. “Let’s unite and win for the sake of our motherland,” he told thousands of
supporters, his voice deepening into a thunderous growl. 

Sri Lankan president warns politicians over involvement in drug trade from Xinhua (China) 9 Jul 15

Sri Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena on Thursday warned that his government will take legal action against any politician involved in illegal
drug rackets in the country. 

With Change In Sri Lanka, US Eyes Deeper Ties from Associated Press 2 Feb 15

The surprise defeat of Sri Lanka’s authoritarian leader and the new government’s early steps to end repression have stirred U.S. hopes that the
South Asian island nation can revive ties with Washington and distance itself to some degree from Beijing. 

Sri Lanka opens investigations into former president's activities from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 18 Jan 15

Sri Lanka has opened a string of investigations into the activities of former President Mahinda Rajapaksa, who was defeated in the January 8
elections, officials said Sunday. 

Pope Travels To War-torn North Sri Lanka, Urges Forgiveness from Associated Press 15 Jan 15

Pope Francis traveled to the jungles of war-torn northern Sri Lanka on Wednesday for a deeply symbolic show of solidarity with the victims of the
country’s 25-year civil war and to urge Sri Lankans as a whole to forgive one another “for all the evil which this land has known.” 

Sri Lankan Poll Upset a Blow to China’s Indian Ocean Plans from Bloomberg 9 Jan 15

Life just got tougher for China’s diplomats in Sri Lanka. 

Reports Of Army Deployment In Sri Lanka Investigated Ahead Of Election from New York Times 8 Jan 15

The Sri Lankan election authorities are investigating reports that the military has troops standing by, ready to deploy during the presidential
election Thursday, the country’s election commissioner said on Wednesday. 

U.S. condemns Sri Lanka violence, says minorities must be protected from Reuters 17 Jun 14

The United States on Tuesday condemned religious violence in Sri Lanka and called on the government to fulfill its obligations to protect
religious minorities. 

U.N. Approves Investigation of Civil War in Sri Lanka from New York Times 28 Mar 14

Overriding fierce objections from Sri Lanka, the United Nations Human Rights Council voted on Thursday to open an international investigation
into possible war crimes by both the Sri Lankan government and the Tamil Tiger rebels in the final stages of a 26-year civil war that ended in
2009. 

U.S. embassy photo, tweet about civil war anger Sri Lanka military from Reuters 10 Jan 14

The U.S. embassy in Colombo posted a photograph on Twitter on Thursday which it said showed a site where the Sri Lankan army killed
hundreds of families towards the end of the civil war in 2009, prompting an angry response from the military. 

US: Patience With Sri Lanka Could “Wear Thin” from Associated Press 4 Dec 13

International patience could wear thin with Sri Lanka unless it takes action to address allegations of atrocities during the island nation’s civil war,
the top U.S. diplomat for South Asia said Tuesday. 



St. Kitts and Nevis 
St. Kitts and Nevis commemorates independence from EFE (Spain) 19 Sep 14

The island nation of St. Kitts and Nevis celebrated on Friday the 31st anniversary of independence from Britain. 

St. Maarten
US demands extradition of two British accused in tourist death from Agence France-Presse 23 Jun 15

The United States has requested the extradition from St Maarten of two Britons accused over the drowning death of an American tourist when
their vessel capsized in the Florida Keys in 2011. 

St. Martin
Scientists: Mosquito virus spreads to Americas from Associated Press 17 Dec 13

Scientists say a viral disease first detected in Africa that is spread to people by infected mosquitoes is being locally transmitted in the Americas for
the first time. 

Sudan
Sudanese Leader Flees South Africa In Private Jet, Avoiding Arrest from Washington Post 16 Jun 15

Sudan’s leader slipped out of South Africa on Monday in defiance of a court-ordered travel ban while judges reviewed an arrest order from the
International Criminal Court. 

Voting Ends In Sudan With A Small Turnout from New York Times 17 Apr 15

Voting ended Thursday in Sudan’s elections, with a low turnout despite a one-day extension. 

Voting Opens In Sudan, But Many Are Resigned To Bashir’s Re-election from New York Times 14 Apr 15

Amid widespread public apathy and calls for a boycott from opposition groups, polling stations in Sudan opened on Monday for an election that
many believe is guaranteed to give President Omar Hassan al-Bashir another five years in office. 

International Criminal Court Seeks U.N. Action On Sudan from New York Times 10 Mar 15

Flustered over Sudan’s longstanding refusal to extradite its leader for trial on charges of genocide and other crimes in the Darfur conflict, the
International Criminal Court on Monday asked the United Nations Security Council to take “necessary measures” to enforce compliance. 

Soldiers From Sudan Raped Hundreds In Darfur, Human Rights Group Finds from New York Times 12 Feb 15

Sudanese soldiers raped more than 200 women and girls in Darfur last fall, Human Rights Watch concluded in a report issued Wednesday,
confirming allegations that the large United Nations peacekeeping mission in the area could not. 

Sudan Leader Says He Has Been Wrongly Maligned Over Darfur Conflict from Washington Post 24 Dec 14

From his office overlooking this sprawling capital, Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir watched as his country seemed to fall off the world’s radar.
For the only head of state with an outstanding arrest warrant from the International Criminal Court, it was welcome news — a sign that his
accusers had moved on. 

Britain, France, US Seek Action Over UN Failings In Darfur from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 14

Britain, France and the United States are demanding that action be taken against senior officials from the UN mission in Sudan’s Darfur who
failed to report crimes by Sudanese forces, diplomats said Wednesday. 

Sudanese Christian woman freed again from Associated Press 27 Jun 14

A Sudanese Christian woman whose death sentence for apostasy was overturned was freed again on Thursday after being detained on accusations
of forging travel documents. 

Sudan Said To Revive Notorious Militias from New York Times 25 Jun 14

The Sudanese government has reconstituted the janjaweed, notorious militias that terrorized the restive Darfur region for years, making them an



official, uniformed force that has recently burned down huts and attacked civilians, according to a new report prepared by the Enough Project, an
activist group that aims to prevent genocide. 

Sudan Frees Woman On Death Row For Apostasy from Associated Press 24 Jun 14

A Sudanese woman sentenced to death for apostasy was freed Monday by a Khartoum court, and has rejoined her Christian husband with their
two young children, her lawyer and state media said. 

Peacekeeper Freed After 54 Days’ Capture In Sudan’s Darfur from Agence France-Presse 2 May 14

A peacekeeper in Sudan’s Darfur region has been freed safely after almost two months in captivity, the African Union-UN mission (UNAMID)
there said Thursday. 

US says Sudan effort 'not negative' on South from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 14

The United States offered a rare upbeat assessment Tuesday of Sudan's President Omar al-Bashir, saying the indicted leader has not played a
"negative role" in efforts to end South Sudan's violence. 

On Christmas, Fighting Rages In South Sudan from Washington Post 26 Dec 13

South Sudanese President Salva Kiir on Wednesday called for an end to ethnically based attacks on civilians, even as fighting raged in a key oil-
producing region and a fast-spreading humanitarian crisis worsened. 

Political Fight In South Sudan Targets Civilians from New York Times 26 Dec 13

The security forces went house to house, rounding up civilians by the dozens and binding the wrists of some with wire, survivors said. Some were
summarily shot in the street, they said, while others were hauled off to crowded cells. 

Marines In Position To Aid In Possible S. Sudan Evacuation from Washington Post 24 Dec 13

About 150 Marines, along with transport and refueling aircraft, arrived Monday in Djibouti on the Horn of Africa to aid in possible evacuation
and protection missions in strife-torn South Sudan, the Pentagon said. 

S. Sudan’s Kiir Ready For Talks With Machar ‘Without Preconditions’ from Agence France-Presse 24 Dec 13

South Sudan’s President Salva Kiir has said he is ready for talks with rival Riek Machar “without preconditions” to end the violence there, the US
special envoy to the country said Monday. 

U.N. Chief Urges Steps to Calm South Sudan’s Growing Conflict from New York Times 23 Dec 13

The new nation of South Sudan, created in an enormous international effort to end decades of conflict, moved closer to civil war on Monday, as
the government vowed to storm cities under rebel control and the United Nations secretary general urged a major increase in peacekeepers to help
protect tens of thousands of civilians. 

U.S. Military Aircraft Hit in South Sudan from Wall Street Journal 23 Dec 13

Four Are Wounded on Mission to Evacuate Americans 

Obama: In South Sudan, U.S. May Take More Steps To Aid Americans from Associated Press 23 Dec 13

President Barack Obama told Congress Sunday that he may take further military action to protect Americans in violence-plagued South Sudan. 

US ups pressure in S. Sudan, but no military role likely from Agence France-Presse 23 Dec 13

The United States -- a key backer of South Sudan's 2011 independence -- is increasing diplomatic pressure amid an intensifying conflict there but
will not consider military intervention, experts said. 

Fatal Assault And Fears Of War As Turmoil Builds In South Sudan from New York Times 20 Dec 13

A political crisis in South Sudan, the world’s youngest country, worsened significantly on Thursday, as a deadly assault hit a United Nations
peacekeeping base, the number of civilians seeking refuge in the organization’s other facilities there exceeded 30,000 and diplomats expressed
fears about the potential for a civil war. 



UN Sends Helicopters to Evacuate Staff From South Sudan Base from Bloomberg News 20 Dec 13

The United Nations sent four helicopters to evacuate staff from one of its bases in South Sudan’s Jonglei state where three Indian peacekeepers
were killed yesterday in violence gripping the world’s newest nation. 

Fighting Between Rival Military Forces Spreads In South Sudan from Washington Post 19 Dec 13

Clashes spread beyond South Sudan’s capital Wednesday as soldiers battled in a remote region of Africa’s newest nation and the U.S. Embassy
evacuated all nonessential American staff because of the continuing political unrest. 

US Orders Staff Out Of South Sudan Amid Unrest from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

The State Department is ordering non-emergency U.S. personnel to leave South Sudan and is suspending normal operations at its embassy due to
political and social unrest. 

South Sudan On Edge As Army Hunts Coup Plotters from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

Gunfire continued to ring out in South Sudan’s capital, Juba, Tuesday as the military “cleared out remnants” of soldiers accused of mounting a
coup attempt, the foreign minister said, while more than 13,000 people sought refuge at United Nations facilities. 

Attempted Coup In South Sudan, President Says from New York Times 17 Dec 13

Soldiers loyal to the former vice president of South Sudan attempted to overthrow the government, President Salva Kiir said Monday, continuing
the political tension that has hung over the fledgling country for months. 

Sweden
Swedish Wreck Divers Claim ‘Russian Mini Sub’ Discovery from AFP 28 Jul 15

Swedish wreck divers said Monday they had found the wreck of a Russian mini-submarine in Swedish territorial waters, nine months after a high-
profile hunt in Sweden for a mystery submarine. 

Sweden jails ex migration official over fake passports, permits from Agence France-Presse 20 May 15

A Swedish court sentenced a former migration official to three years in prison for issuing fake work permits and bogus Bulgarian passports. The
fake papers were used by asylum seekers facing deportation to obtain residency permits. 

Swedish Appeals Court Upholds Assange Detention from Associated Press 21 Nov 14

A Swedish appeals court upheld the detention order on Julian Assange on Thursday, dismissing a challenge by the WikiLeaks founder who is
wanted by prosecutors in an investigation of alleged sex crimes. 

Sweden heads for minority left government, far right surges from Reuters 14 Sep 14

Sweden's centre-left Social Democrat leader Stefan Lofven emerged as victor in Sunday's general election after a voter backlash against tax cuts
and trimmed welfare by a centre-right government, but he fell short of a parliamentary majority. 

Switzerland
Swiss slammed for closing DR Congo 'dirty gold' case from Agence France-Presse 2 Jun 15

Activists on Tuesday accused Swiss authorities of encouraging impunity, after prosecutors shut a case against a company suspected of laundering
gold pillaged by armed groups in Democratic Republic of Congo. 

Geneva floats dream of legal Swiss marijuana from Agence France-Presse 7 Jan 15

It's enough to set cuckoo clocks bonging... Growing and selling marijuana may soon become legal in once staid Geneva, a year after Switzerland
decriminalised possessing the drug. Authorities are considering a radical liberalisation of drug laws in the Swiss canton in a bid to undermine the
black market in cannabis. 

Swiss Voters Narrowly Approve Curbs on Immigration from New York Times 10 Feb 14

A narrow majority of voters in Switzerland approved proposals on Sunday that would reintroduce restrictions on the number of foreigners who are



allowed to live and work in the country, a move that could have far-reaching implications for Switzerland’s relations with the European Union. 

Syra
ISIS Tightens Its Grip With Seizure of Air Base in Syria from New York Times 24 Aug 14

Extremist fighters from the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria seized a military base in northern Syria on Sunday from forces loyal to President
Bashar al-Assad, further solidifying control inside their self-declared Islamic state spanning the Syria-Iraq border. 

Syria
Syria’s Attack On Douma A War Crime, UN Political Chief Says from Associated Press 20 Aug 15

The U.N. political chief is saying the Syrian government committed a war crime with its airstrikes on the Damascus suburb of Douma that killed
some 100 people. 

UN Security Council Backs New Syria Peace Initiative from AFP 18 Aug 15

The United Nations Security Council on Monday backed a new push for peace talks in Syria in a measure adopted by Damascus ally Russia and
the other 14 member states. 

Humanitarian Conditions Worsen In Syria As More Civilians Killed from Washington Post 18 Aug 15

The top United Nations humanitarian official, making his first trip to Syria, said in Damascus on Monday that he was “absolutely horrified” at
conditions there and “by the total disregard for civilian life by all parties.” 

Airstrikes By Syrian Government Kill As Many As 100 In Damascus Suburb from Washington Post 17 Aug 15

Government airstrikes killed as many as 100 people in a Damascus suburb Sunday, activists said, in one of the deadliest attacks of Syria’s four-
year-old conflict. 

After setbacks, U.S. military looks for ways to recalibrate new Syrian force from Washington Post 13 Aug 15

It was a dismal debut for an initiative already beset with problems: Shortly after their arrival at an outpost in northern Syria, dozens of U.S.-
trained fighters were hit by a surprise assault by 50 al-Qaeda militants. A few days later, five of them were abducted by Islamists. Within weeks of
the start of their mission, the new force had disbanded. 

Russia On Diplomatic Offensive To Defeat Islamic State, End Syrian War from Los Angeles Times 12 Aug 15

Russia pressed its diplomatic offensive Tuesday in the Syrian crisis by hosting the Saudi foreign minister for talks that derailed over whether
Syrian President Bashar Assad should have a role in the embattled country’s postwar future. 

Safe Zones And Moderate Rebels: Obama’s Syria Plan Doubted On All Sides from Washington Times 11 Aug 15

The Obama administration’s move to partner with Turkey to carve out a “safe zone” in northern Syria is drawing increasing criticism from
national security insiders on both the left and right who see a gaping hole in the plan: There aren’t enough U.S.-friendly rebels on the ground to
secure and hold the territory. 

U.S. And Russia To Back U.N. Resolution To Identify Who Used Chemical Weapons In Syria from New York Times 7 Aug 15

The United States and Russia will support a United Nations Security Council resolution to identify the perpetrators of attacks using chlorine and
other chemical agents in Syria, Secretary of State John Kerry said on Thursday. 

Syria Qaeda Captures Five More US-Trained Rebels: Monitor from AFP 5 Aug 15

Al-Qaeda’s Syria affiliate captured at least five more US-trained rebel fighters in overnight raids on a village in northwestern Syria, a monitoring
group said on Tuesday. 

Obama Pledges To Protect US-Trained Fighters In Syria from McClatchy 4 Aug 15

The White House has expanded its bombing campaign in Syria to help defend a small Pentagon-backed force against other armed insurgent
groups or government security forces, officials said Monday. 



Syria Govt Forces Battle Rebels Near Regime Bastion: Monitor from 3 Aug 15

Syrian troops backed by Hezbollah fighters on Sunday pressed a counteroffensive against rebels near President Bashar al-Assad’s coastal
heartland, a monitoring group said. 

U.S.-Trained Anti-ISIS Commander Kidnapped In Syria from New York Times 31 Jul 15

The commander of a group of Syrian fighters trained by the United States has been kidnapped by Al Qaeda’s affiliate in Syria, his group said in a
statement Thursday. 

U.N. Envoy For Syria Seeks To Resume Peace Talks from New York Times 30 Jul 15

The United Nations special envoy for Syria said Wednesday that he had invited a range of Syrians to participate in what he described as
preparatory, separate discussions on how to restart peace talks after more than four years of war. 

Turkey and U.S. Plan to Create Syria ‘Safe Zone’ Free of ISIS from New York Times 28 Jul 15

Turkey and the United States have agreed in general terms on a plan that envisions American warplanes, Syrian insurgents and Turkish forces
working together to sweep Islamic State militants from a 60-mile-long strip of northern Syria along the Turkish border, American and Turkish
officials say. 

Syria’s Embattled Leader Publicly Acknowledges Battlefield Setbacks from Washington Post 27 Jul 15

In a rare acknowledgment, Syrian President Bashar al-Assad said Sunday that his forces have lost some territory to rebels because of “manpower”
problems. 

3 Spanish Journalists Missing In Syria And Feared Abducted from New York Times 23 Jul 15

Three Spanish journalists have been missing for several days in northern Syria, according to a Spanish journalism organization, amid growing
fears that they may have been abducted. 

Leader Of Qaeda Cell In Syria, Muhsin Al-Fadhli, Is Killed In Airstrike, U.S. Says from New York Times 22 Jul 15

The Pentagon said on Tuesday that the leader of the Khorasan Group, a shadowy militant cell in Syria, was killed in an airstrike in Syria this
month. 

US-led Air Strikes Kill Seven Al-Nusra Members In Syria: Monitor from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 15

Seven militants from Syria’s Al-Qaeda-affiliated Al-Nusra Front, including commanders, were killed in US-led air strikes Wednesday in the
northwest of the conflict-riven country, a Britain-based monitoring group said. 

Syria Army Enters Last Rebel Bastion By Lebanon Border from Agence France-Presse 6 Jul 15

Syrian government forces backed by fighters from Lebanon’s Hezbollah entered the town of Zabadani on Sunday in a bid to take the last rebel-
held bastion along the Lebanese border. 

Child Labor Rises Sharply in Syria, Upended by War and Mayhem from New York Times 1 Jul 15

Before Syria was plunged into war more than four years ago, nearly all children went to school. Now, according to a new report on child labor,
many of them — some as young as 6 — are working to supplement family incomes. 

U.S. Moves Its Syrian Air Campaign To The West from McClatchy 1 Jul 15

The United States has opened a new front in northern Syria, bombing Islamic State targets in two locations near the Turkish border – away from
Kobani, the Kurdish enclave that has been the main focus of U.S. airstrikes the past nine months. 

Russian, Iranian Loyalty To Bashar Assad Tested As Syria Approaches ‘tipping Point’ from Washington Times 30 Jun 15

The regime of longtime Syrian strongman Bashar Assad is struggling at levels unseen during the nation’s 4-year-old civil war, ramping up
pressure on allies Iran and Russia to either abandon or double down on their support for the Syrian leader, U.S. intelligence officials say. 

Syrian Kurds victory over ISIL could stir up problems from USA Today 24 Jun 15



Abu Salah Mohammad Isam, 22, grins as he strokes his freshly trimmed goatee, enjoying his newfound freedom to shave after Islamic State
militants were driven out of his hometown. 

U.N. Condemns Both Sides In Syria For Attacking Civilians from New York Times 24 Jun 15

United Nations investigators condemned Syria’s government and armed opposition groups on Tuesday for deliberately targeting civilians with
bombing and artillery attacks that were causing “unspeakable suffering.” 

Syrian Kurdish Fighters Chase IS From Key Base North Of Raqa: NGO from Agence France-Presse 23 Jun 15

Syrian Kurdish fighters have chased Islamic State militants from a key base north of the jihadists’ stronghold city of Raqa, according to a
monitoring group. 

Syria women prisoners a 'weapon of war': rights groups from Agence France-Presse 22 Jun 15

Women prisoners in Syrian government jails are used as a "weapon of war", a network of rights groups said in a report Monday, documenting
sexual abuse and torture of detainees. 

U.S. training for Syrian rebels moving slower than expected: Pentagon from Reuters 19 Jun 15

The U.S. effort to build a moderate Syrian opposition force that can stand up to Islamic State rebels is moving more slowly than expected due to
complications vetting volunteers and bringing them out of Syria for training, the Pentagon said on Thursday. 

ISIS-Imposed Fuel Embargo Threatens Syria’s Medical Centers from New York Times 19 Jun 15

Islamic State fighters are preventing fuel shipments from reaching rebel-held parts of northern Syria, causing severe shortages that are paralyzing
ambulances, stopping medical centers from providing care and shutting down bakeries, according to antigovernment activists and aid workers. 

U.S. weighs near-term Assad military retrenchment in Syria from Reuters 18 Jun 15

The United States and its allies are weighing the possibility that Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, under growing military pressure, may soon
narrow his focus on defense of more limited areas of the country, the top U.S. general said on Wednesday. 

Kerry says 'patience wearing thin' on Syria's Assad from 17 Jun 15

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said on Tuesday he had discussed Syria's use of chemical weapons with Russia and the international
community's patience with Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's behavior was wearing thin. 

ISIS Loses Control Of Crucial Syrian Border Town from New York Times 17 Jun 15

Kurdish militias and rebel fighters on Tuesday took full control of the strategic Syrian town of Tal Abyad on Turkey’s border, striking a blow
against the Islamic State and expanding their realm of control. 

Thousands of Syrians flee into Turkey amid intense fighting from Associated Press 15 Jun 15

Thousands of Syrians cut through a border fence and crossed over into Turkey on Sunday, fleeing intense fighting in northern Syria between
Kurdish fighters and jihadis. 

Syrian Al-Qaeda Branch Accused Of Massacring Minority Druze from Washington Post 12 Jun 15

Militants linked to al-Qaeda have shot dead at least 20 members of Syria’s minority Druze community during a standoff at a village in a
northwestern province, according to monitoring and opposition groups. 

Moderate Rebels Take Key Southern Base In Syria, Dealing Blow To Assad from Washington Post 10 Jun 15

Rebels announced the capture of a strategic army base in southern Syria on Tuesday, the latest of several sweeping offensives by forces  battling
President Bashar al-Assad. 

Report: Syria Using Chemical Weapons In Growing Number Of Attacks from Washington Post 4 Jun 15

A prominent human rights group accused the Syrian government Wednesday of using toxic chemicals during a recent surge in attacks involving
barrel bombs on rebel-held areas in northern Syria. 



New Battles Rage Near Aleppo Between Syrian Insurgents And ISIS from New York Times 3 Jun 15

Syrian insurgents rushed reinforcements into combat on Tuesday against rival Islamic State militants who have seized crucial territory near the
northern city of Aleppo in recent days, building on the momentum the group has achieved in other battlefield successes in Syria and Iraq. 

ISIS Alternates Stick And Carrot To Control Palmyra from New York Times 29 May 15

Hours after they swept into the Syrian city of Palmyra last week, Islamic State militants carried out scores of summary executions, leaving the
bodies of victims — including dozens of government soldiers — in the streets. 

Al Qaeda’s Branch In Syria Denies Planning Attacks Abroad from New York Times 28 May 15

The leadership of Al Qaeda has ordered its Syrian branch, the Nusra Front, to not attack targets abroad because that could disrupt its goal of
toppling President Bashar al-Assad, the head of the Nusra Front said in a television interview broadcast Wednesday. 

Frantic Message as Palmyra, Syria, Fell: ‘We’re Finished’ from New York Times 22 May 15

The Syrian Army soldier had long served in Palmyra, but he was on leave when he heard that Islamic State militants had attacked a village
northeast of the desert city, killing dozens of his comrades. He sent frantic text messages, trying to reach them. No one answered. 

EU fears 'war crimes' after Syria's Palmyra falls to IS from Agence France-Presse 21 May 15

EU foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini on Thursday warned of potential war crimes in the UNESCO World Heritage site of Palmyra after
Islamic State fighters seized the ancient Syrian city. 

Insurgents Continue Advance In Syria, Keeping Pressure On Government Forces from New York Times 20 May 15

Insurgents continued to advance in the Syrian province of Idlib on Tuesday, fighters and antigovernment activists said, keeping up pressure on
government forces despite President Bashar al-Assad’s vow to force them out of territory they have seized in recent weeks. 

Mother Of Missing US Journalist: “Every Reason To Believe” He’s Alive In Syria from Washington Post 20 May 15

The mother of an American journalist who has been missing in Syria for nearly three years appealed Tuesday for information about his condition
but said she has “every reason to think” he is alive. 

Traces Of Chemicals In Syria Add To Pressure On Obama To Enforce A “Red Line” from New York Times 14 May 15

The discovery of traces of ricin and sarin in Syria, combined with the use of chlorine as a makeshift weapon in the country’s grinding civil war,
undercut what Mr. Obama had viewed as a signal triumph of his foreign policy, the destruction of President Bashar al-Assad’s chemical arsenal. 

The Price Of Freedom: Syrians Smuggle Yazidis From IS, At A Cost from Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty 12 May 15

Sunni Arab smugglers in Syria are helping to rescue Yazidi women and girls abducted from northern Iraq by Islamic State (IS) militants, but often
charge large sums of money for their services, Yazidi activists say. 

Syria Opposition Coalition Turns Down Talks With UN Envoy from Agence France-Presse 12 May 15

Syria’s key opposition National Coalition will not take part in talks with the UN’s peace envoy, instead delivering him a letter stating their
position, a member told AFP on Monday. 

Syria State Media Slams Turkey PM Cross-border Tomb Trip from Agence France-Presse 11 May 15

Syria’s official news agency SANA on Sunday denounced Turkey’s prime minister for making a cross-border trip to a historic tomb inside Syrian
territory, calling the visit a “clear aggression”. 

Syria reclaims 6,000 looted antiquities from Xinhua (China) 8 May 15

The Syrian authorities have confiscated and reclaimed as many as 6,000 antiquities looted by militant groups and smuggled outside Syria into
Lebanon, the state news agency SANA reported Friday. 

Syrian Rebel Training Has Started In Jordan from Associated Press 8 May 15



After months of delays and vetting, the training of moderate Syrian rebels has started in Jordan as part of a broader effort to build a force capable
of fighting Islamic State extremists, U.S. and Jordanian officials said Thursday. 

US Idea To Lay Blame In Syria Chlorine Attacks Gets Support from Associated Press 8 May 15

A “large majority” of U.N. Security Council members support a U.S. effort to create a way to attribute blame for chlorine attacks in Syria and are
ready to move quickly in the next few days, the council president said Thursday. But Syria ally Russia worries whether it will be objective, with
the Russian ambassador saying, “They’ve done their attribution of blame already.” 

Syria Is Using Chemical Weapons Again, Rescue Workers Say from New York Times 7 May 15

Two years after President Bashar al-Assad agreed to dismantle Syria’s chemical weapons stockpile, there is mounting evidence that his
government is flouting international law to drop cheap, jerry-built chlorine bombs on insurgent-held areas. 

Iran Nuclear Talks Open A Tangled Path To Ending Syria’s War from New York Times 4 May 15

Wearing pinstripes and a pince-nez, Staffan de Mistura, the United Nations envoy for Syria, arrived at the Security Council one Tuesday afternoon
in February and announced that President Bashar al-Assad had agreed to halt airstrikes over Aleppo. Would the rebels, Mr. de Mistura suggested,
agree to halt their shelling? 

Syria Rebels Urge US To Help Create Safe Havens from AFP 1 May 15

The head of the Syrian opposition National Coalition called on the United States Thursday to help set up safe havens inside Syria in areas under
rebel control. 

Al Qaida’s Nusra Advances In Northern Syria, Capturing Another Government Base from McClatchy 28 Apr 15

Islamist rebels led by al Qaida’s affiliate, the Nusra Front, widened their hold Monday on Syria’s Idlib province, capturing another government
base and pressing an offensive near Ariha, a town of 70,000 that has been primarily in government hands since the uprising against President
Bashar Assad began in 2011. 

Assad’s Hold On Power Looks Shakier Than Ever As Rebels Advance In Syria from Washington Post 27 Apr 15

A surge of rebel gains in Syria is overturning long-held assumptions about the durability of President Bashar al-Assad’s regime, which now
appears in greater peril than at any time in the past three years. 

Rebels Launch New Offensive In Northwestern Syria from Associated Press 23 Apr 15

Several hard-line rebel groups have launched a new offensive in northwestern Syria, less than a month after seizing control of the provincial
capital. 

UN Envoy To Hold Talks On Syria, Iran Involvement Uncertain from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 15

UN mediator Staffan de Mistura wants his next consultations on the conflict in Syria to include “all those with influence,” but has yet to complete
a list of participants, a UN spokesman said Tuesday. 

Syria Kurds Gain Ground In IS Bastion: Monitor from AFP 13 Apr 15

Kurdish militia made headway on Sunday into Syria’s northern Raqa province, where the extremist Islamic State group has set up its de facto
capital, Kurdish officials and a monitor said. 

Agreement Opens Door To Syrian Army Operation In Yarmouk from Associated Press 10 Apr 15

Palestinian groups agreed to join forces with the Syrian government to expel Islamic State militants from an embattled Palestinian refugee camp
in Damascus, opening the door to a potentially destructive military campaign in a district already devastated by many rounds of fighting. 

Syria Offers Palestinians Its Firepower In Yarmuk Battle from Agence France-Presse 8 Apr 15

Syria said Tuesday it is ready to offer Palestinians its firepower to support their battle with the Islamic State group in a refugee camp devastated
by clashes and aerial attacks. 



Crisis In Palestinian Camp In Syria Has Worsened Since ISIS Invasion, U.N. Says from New York Times 7 Apr 15

Relief officials at the United Nations expressed growing alarm on Monday about a deepening humanitarian disaster in Syria’s Yarmouk
Palestinian refugee camp, which was invaded last week by Islamic State militants and their allies. 

Syrian Regime Reels From Setbacks As Rebels Score Key Wins from AFP 3 Apr 15

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s regime was reeling Thursday from a series of setbacks after rebels seized a major provincial capital and a key
border post in less than a week. 

An Anxious Wait In Syrian City Held By Insurgents from New York Times 31 Mar 15

Residents of the northern Syrian provincial capital of Idlib are waiting anxiously to learn who will govern them, and how, after Islamist insurgent
groups hoisted their flags over the city last weekend. 

Syria's Assad says West wants to weaken Russia from Reuters 27 Mar 15

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad has accused the West of trying to weaken Russia by turning Ukraine into a puppet state, a tactic he said had also
been used against his own country. 

Qaeda’s Syria Wing Battles To Enter Regime-held Idlib from AFP 26 Mar 15

Fierce clashes raged at the eastern entrance to the Syrian city of Idlib as regime forces battled a coalition of rebels led by Al-Qaeda’s local branch
on Wednesday, a monitor said.

Syrian Activists Say Chlorine Gas Attack Kills 6 In Idlib Province from New York Times 18 Mar 15

Anti-government activists in Syria said Tuesday that a chlorine bomb attack by government forces on a northwestern village overnight had killed
six people and filled clinics with choking victims. 

UN Investigators To Share Names Of Syria War Crimes Suspects from Agence France-Presse 18 Mar 15

UN investigators offered Tuesday to share information from secret lists of alleged Syria war criminals with prosecutors, to help bring perpetrators
to justice. 

Kerry’s Comments On Assad Create Uproar In The Middle East from Washington Post 17 Mar 15

Secretary of State John F. Kerry’s remarks suggesting a willingness to negotiate with Bashar al-Assad to end Syria’s civil war ignited a storm of
speculation over whether the United States has softened its opposition to the Syrian president. 

US Unsure Whether Bombing Has Hurt Al-Qaida Group In Syria from Associated Press 16 Mar 15

The U.S. military has hit as many as 17 separate targets connected to a shadowy al-Qaida cell in Syria known as the Khorasan group, U.S.
officials say, as part of a little-discussed air campaign aimed at disrupting the group’s capacity to plot attacks against Western aviation. 

Kerry Suggests There Is A Place For Assad In Syria Talks from New York Times 16 Mar 15

Secretary of State John Kerry said in an interview broadcast Sunday that he still believed it was important to achieve a diplomatic solution for the
conflict in Syria and that the negotiations should involve President Bashar al-Assad. 

U.S. Nowhere In Fielding Rebel Force In Syria from USA Today 13 Mar 15

As Syria enters a fifth year of civil war, a U.S. plan to build a force of “moderate” rebels to overthrow President Bashar Assad’s regime is still far
from the field. 

UN Report: War Plunged 80 Percent Of Syrians Into Poverty from Associated Press 12 Mar 15

The war in Syria has plunged 80 percent of its people into poverty, reduced life expectancy by 20 years, and led to massive economic losses
estimated at over $200 billion since the conflict began in 2010, according to a U.N.-backed report circulated Wednesday. 

Pentagon leaves door open to strikes against Syrian regime from Washington Post 12 Mar 15

Top Pentagon leaders on Wednesday left the door open to the possibility of American military strikes against Syrian forces to protect U.S.-trained



rebels, but cautioned that no decisions have been made. 

Activists: US-led Coalition Bombs Al-Qaida’s Syria Branch from Associated Press 9 Mar 15

U.S.-led coalition warplanes targeted the local headquarters of al-Qaida-linked militants in northwestern Syria near the Turkish border on Sunday,
killing at least nine people, activists said. 

Blast in Syria kills top al Qaeda commander, three others from Reuters 6 Mar 15

Al Qaeda's official Syrian wing, the Nusra Front, announced on Thursday the death of its top military commander, who insurgent sources said fell
victim to a blast targeting a high-level militant meeting. 

Syria’s Assad Insists He Has “Public Support” from Agence France-Presse 5 Mar 15

President Bashar al-Assad insisted Wednesday he continues to enjoy the support of the Syrian people despite nearly four years of war and
international pressure on his regime. 

Syrian Opposition To Post Dead Detainees’ Photos from New York Times 5 Mar 15

The Syrian opposition on Wednesday began posting about 4,000 photographs of detainees who have died in President Bashar al-Assad’s prisons
so that family members can try to identify the victims and potentially serve as plaintiffs in war crimes cases that could be filed in courts in Europe
and possibly the United States. 

Activists Say Islamic State Releases 19 Syrian Christians from Associated Press 2 Mar 15

The Islamic State group released at least 19 Christians on Sunday who were among the more than 220 people the militants took captive in
northeastern Syria last week, activists and a local leader said. 

Syrian Fighter Group That Got U.S. Missiles Dissolves After Major Defeat from Washington Post 2 Mar 15

The first Syrian rebel group to be given U.S. weapons collapsed Sunday after losing control of its headquarters to Syria’s main al-Qaeda affiliate,
further complicating American-led efforts to counter the rise of extremism in Syria. 

Turkish Military Enters Syria To Evacuate Soldiers Guarding Tomb, Reports Say from New York Times 22 Feb 15

The Turkish Army launched a military operation into Syria late Saturday to evacuate the Tomb of Suleyman Shah, which has been besieged by
Islamic State militants since last year, Turkish news media reported. 

Syria Forces Execute 10 Children Of Rebels: Monitor from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 15

Ten children were among at least 48 people killed in a Syrian village this week when regime forces executed six families of rebel fighters, a
monitoring group said on Saturday. 

Syria Forces Execute 10 Children Of Rebels: Monitor from Agence France-Presse 22 Feb 15

Ten children were among at least 48 people killed in a Syrian village this week when regime forces executed six families of rebel fighters, a
monitoring group said on Saturday. 

Rebels capture 32 Syrian troops and allied gunmen in Aleppo from Associated Press 19 Feb 15

Activists say rebels in Syria have captured 32 soldiers and pro-government gunmen near the northern city of Aleppo, where fighting is raging as
the two sides try to expand territory under their control. 

US has screened 1,200 moderate Syrian rebels for training from Associated Press 18 Feb 15

The U.S. has screened about 1,200 moderate Syrian rebels who could participate in a new training program so they eventually can return to the
fight against Islamic State insurgents who have taken control of large portions of Syria, the Pentagon said Wednesday. 

Official: Over 20,000 Foreign Fighters Lured By Militant Factions In Syria from Washington Post 12 Feb 15

More than 20,000 foreigners from 90 countries, including thousands from the West, have joined militant factions in Syria such as the Islamic
State, a top counterterrorism official told U.S. lawmakers Wednesday. 



Assad: We Get Messages From US-led Coalition Battling IS from Associated Press 10 Feb 15

Syria’s President Bashar Assad said in comments published Tuesday that his government has been receiving general messages from the American
military about airstrikes targeting the Islamic State group inside Syria but that there is no direct cooperation. 

Syria Air Strikes Kill 44 from Agence France=Presse 3 Feb 15

Syrian government air strikes on opposition-held towns across the country killed at least 44 people on Monday and wounded more than 100, a
monitoring group said. 

In Liberated Kobani, Kurds Take Pride Despite The Devastation from New York Times 2 Feb 15

Lasheen Abdulla steered her white minivan through the streets of her hometown, past the charred husks of bombed cars, the shattered storefronts,
the unexploded mortar shells. Across the gray of destruction were streaks of color: the purple sheets hung to hide the Kurdish snipers who, for
months, defended this city from the extremists of the Islamic State. 

A Small Victory In Syria Is No Reason To Celebrate As The Islamic State Gets Stronger from Washington Post 28 Jan 15

U.S. OFFICIALS are celebrating a modest victory in the war against the Islamic State in Syria — the apparently successful defense of the
Kurdish town of Kobane, on the border with Turkey. Under siege since early October, Kobane has little strategic value but came to be seen as a
test of whether the United States and its allies could stop the expansion of the Islamic State and the humanitarian crimes that accompany it. 

U.S. Support For Syria Peace Plans Demonstrates Shift In Priorities from New York Times 20 Jan 15

American support for a pair of diplomatic initiatives in Syria underscores the shifting views of how to end the civil war there and the West’s quiet
retreat from its demand that the country’s president, Bashar al-Assad, step down immediately. 

U.N. To Resume Peace Talks With Syria from New York Times 16 Jan 15

The United Nations will resume talks with the Syrian government next week in the hope of achieving a cease-fire around Aleppo, the largest city
in the north, the world body’s special envoy for Syria said on Thursday. But the specifics remained hazy. 

Hezbollah Chief Threatens Israel Over Syria Strikes from Agence France-Presse 16 Jan 15

Hezbollah chief Hassan Nasrallah threatened in an interview Thursday to retaliate against Israel for repeated strikes on Syria and said he has
missiles that can hit the Jewish state. 

Germany arrests suspected Islamic State fighter after return from Syria from Reuters 16 Jan 15

German police arrested a suspected supporter of the insurgent group Islamic State (IS) who was recently in Syria and raided his apartment in the
state of Lower Saxony, federal prosecutors said on Thursday. 

Kerry Backs Syrian Peace Talks In Russia from New York Times 15 Jan 15

Secretary of State John Kerry voiced support for Russia’s decision to convene a meeting in Moscow between representatives of the Syrian
government and opposition, even though some leading moderate figures have said they do not plan to attend. 

Syria Peace Talk Hopes Fade from New York Times 14 Jan 15

As the world focused last week on the attacks by Islamist extremists in Paris, hopes were fading for the latest effort to wind down the war in
Syria, a conflict seen as driving radicalization among Muslims worldwide. 

Damascus Denies Nuclear Plant Report from Agence France-Presse 13 Jan 15

Syria on Monday denied a report that President Bashar al-Assad’s regime is building a secret underground plant with the aim of developing
nuclear weapons, state news agency SANA said. 

Bashar Assad’s forces boosted with special suicide bomber team from Washington Times 9 Jan 15

Syrian President Bashar Assad reportedly has a new weapon at his disposal: a platoon of loyal soldiers with the special mission of suicide
bombing. 



Islamist group seizes Damascus suburb from rivals: monitor from Reuters 5 Jan 15

Islamist fighters seized a suburb east of Damascus on Sunday after driving out a smaller rival insurgent group in deadly clashes, a monitoring
group said, the latest example of rebel infighting in Syria's nearly four-year conflict. 

Activists: 76,000 Killed In Syria Conflict In 2014 from USA Today 2 Jan 15

More than 76,000 people were killed in fighting in Syria last year, making 2014 the deadliest year in the four-year-old civil war, according to the
UK-based activist group Syrian Observatory for Human Rights. 

U.N. envoy to be represented at Jan. 26-29 Syria talks in Moscow from Reuters 31 Dec 14

U.N. Syria envoy Staffan de Mistura will be represented at talks about Syria in Moscow next month, his spokeswoman said on Tuesday. 

Exclusive: As easy targets thin, Syria air strikes by U.S. allies plunge from Reuters 17 Dec 14

As U.S. fighter jets pound Islamic State targets in Syria, Washington's coalition allies appear increasingly absent from the air war. 

EU Looks To Iran, Russia To Help End Syria War from Wall Street Journal 16 Dec 14

Fissures Emerge Over Fears U.N. Initiative Could Play into Hands of Assad Regime

2 Military Bases in Syria Fall to Rebels from New York Times 16 Dec 14

Two important Syrian military bases in Idlib Province, under rebel siege for two years, fell on Monday to insurgents led by the Nusra Front, the
Islamist militant group aligned with Al Qaeda, fighters and activist groups monitoring the conflict reported. 

Rebels Advance On 2 Bases In Northwestern Syria from Associated Press 15 Dec 14

Rebels and al-Qaida militants took over at least three government checkpoints Sunday around a pair of military bases in northwestern Syria,
activists said. 

U.S. launches 20 airstrikes against Islamic State in Syria, Iraq from Reuters 11 Dec 14

The United States launched 20 airstrikes against Islamic State militants in recent days, military officials said in a statement on Wednesday. 

U.S. presses for destruction of Syrian chemical weapons facilities from Reuters 4 Dec 14

The United States on Wednesday called for closer monitoring of the long-delayed destruction of a dozen chemical weapons production facilities
in Syria, which is several months behind schedule. 

U.S. expects some familiar faces among Syria rebel recruits from Reuters 3 Dec 14

The United States is creating a vigorous vetting process to weed out undesirables among the Syrian rebels it will train to fight Islamic State, but
some of the new recruits will be familiar faces requiring far more limited screening. 

U.S. Considers Opening New Front Against Islamic State To Create A Safe Zone In Syria from Washington Post 2 Dec 14

The Obama administration is weighing the opening of a new front in the air war against the Islamic State in Syria, part of an offensive to push
back militants along the western part of Syria’s border with Turkey and create a relatively safe zone for U.S.-backed Syrian rebel forces to move
in. 

Thirty U.S.-led strikes hit Islamic State in Syria's Raqqa: monitoring group from Reuters 1 Dec 14

A U.S.-led coalition carried out at least 30 air strikes in Syria against Islamic State militants in the northern province of Raqqa on Saturday, a
monitoring group said. 

Activists raise Raqqa strikes death toll to 95 from Associated Press 26 Nov 14

The death toll from a series of Syrian government airstrikes on the Islamic State group's stronghold in northeastern Syria has risen to at least 95,
making it one of the deadliest attacks on the city of Raqqa in the past three years. 



UN pushes for targeted Syrian cease-fires in hopes of delivering aid from Christian Science Monitor 26 Nov 14

The UN is suggesting Aleppo as a starting point to provide much-needed relief to areas hardest hit by the Syrian civil war. But it's a hard sell with
warring parties. 

Kurds seize Islamic State arms, buildings in besieged town: monitor from Reuters 19 Nov 14

Kurdish fighters captured six buildings from Islamic State militants besieging the Syrian town of Kobani on Tuesday and seized a large haul of
their weapons and ammunition, a group monitoring the war said. 

U.S., allies conduct 23 air strikes in Syria, Iraq: military from Reuters 13 Nov 14

U.S.-led forces conducted 16 air strikes in Syria, most of them around Kobani near the Turkish border, and seven in the oil-producing northern
region of Iraq since Monday, the U.S. Central Command said. 

Some Alawites Are Beginning To Question Their Support For Syria’s Assad from Washington Post 13 Nov 14

The Alawite backbone of President Bashar al-Assad’s regime shows signs of wobbling under the strain of Syria’s civil war. 

Syrian Opposition Leader Criticises ‘Confused’ US-led Policy from AFP 12 Nov 14

The leader of the moderate Syrian opposition accused the US-led coalition in an interview Tuesday of having a “confused” strategy in Iraq and
Syria that targeted jihadists but turned “a blind eye” to crimes by Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. 

Syria Says 11,000 Freed In Prisoner Amnesty from AFP 12 Nov 14

Syria has freed around 11,000 detainees since President Bashar al-Assad declared a general amnesty in June, the country’s National
Reconciliation Minister Ali Haidar said. 

Syria’s Remaining Chemical Facilities To Be Destroyed: UN from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 14

Work on destroying Syria’s last remaining chemical weapons production facilities will begin this month and should be completed next year, the
UN Security Council heard Wednesday. 

Syrian Rebel Infighting Grows As Qaeda-Backed Group Makes Gains from New York Times 5 Nov 14

The Nusra Front, a Syrian rebel group affiliated with Al Qaeda, has been expanding its control in the northern province of Idlib, seizing territory
from two Western-supported rebel organizations and potentially threatening a critical border crossing with Turkey, according to rebels and
monitoring groups. 

Al-Qaeda-linked group threatens key Syrian border post held by U.S.-backed rebels from Washington Post 4 Nov 14

Fighters linked to al-Qaeda massed near a key Turkish border crossing Monday as they closed in on U.S.-backed rebels who were routed from
their main bases in northern Syria over the weekend, in a major setback for Washington’s Syria strategy. 

U.S.-backed Syria Rebels Routed By Fighters Linked To Al-Qaeda from Washington Post 3 Nov 14

The Obama administration’s Syria strategy suffered a major setback Sunday after fighters linked to al-Qaeda routed U.S.-backed rebels from their
main northern strongholds, capturing significant quantities of weaponry, triggering widespread defections and ending hopes that Washington will
readily find Syrian partners in its war against the Islamic State. 

UN Envoy Proposes Zones To ‘Freeze’ Syria Fighting from Agence France-Presse 31 Oct 14

UN peace envoy Staffan de Mistura presented an “action plan” for Syria on Thursday, proposing to “freeze” fighting in local areas to allow for aid
deliveries and to lay the groundwork for talks. 

Hagel: Assad Benefiting From U.S. Airstrikes Against Islamic State from Washington Times 31 Oct 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel admitted outright Thursday that Syrian President Bashar Assad, whom the Obama administration has for years
called for the removal of, is now benefiting from the administration’s strategy of bombing Islamic State targets inside Syria. 

International Donors Vow More Robust Help For Syrian Refugees from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 14



An international conference on the Syrian refugee crisis vowed Tuesday to extend longterm financial aid to countries struggling with what the UN
calls the world’s “most dramatic humanitarian crisis”, but did not commit to an overall figure. 

Syria Rebels Attack Last Regime-Held Northwest City: Monitor from Agence France-Presse 28 Oct 14

Syrian rebels led by Al-Qaeda loyalists launched a major assault on the government-held city of Idlib Monday in a bid to consolidate their control
over the northwest, a monitoring group said. 

Syrian Rebels Clash With Government Troops, 35 Die from Associated Press 28 Oct 14

Members of the al-Qaida-linked Nusra Front and other Syrian rebel factions launched simultaneous attacks on army checkpoints, police
headquarters, and the governor’s office in northwestern Syria on Monday, triggering hours-long clashes that left 35 troops and rebels dead. 

Syria Activists Say Kobani Death Toll Passes 800 from Associated Press 27 Oct 14

A Syrian activist group said Sunday that the death toll in 40 days of fighting in and around the northern Syrian border town of Kobani has reached
815, as Kurdish fighters battled Muslim militants for a hill west of the town. 

Syrians To Be Trained To Defend Territory, Not Take Ground From Jihadists, Officials Say from Washington Post 23 Oct 14

The Syrian opposition force to be recruited by the U.S. military and its coalition partners will be trained to defend territory, rather than to seize it
back from the Islamic State, according to senior U.S. and allied officials, some of whom are concerned that the approach is flawed. 

As U.S. Attacks Islamic State, Syria Steps Up Assaults On Moderate Rebels from Washington Post 23 Oct 14

Syrian government forces have dramatically intensified air and ground assaults on areas held by moderate rebels, attempting to deliver crippling
blows as world attention shifts to airstrikes by a U.S.-led coalition against Islamic State militants in Iraq and Syria. 

Assad Pursues Withering Campaign Against Rebels from Associated Press 22 Oct 14

Syrian President Bashar Assad is taking advantage of the U.S.-led coalition’s war against the Islamic State group to pursue a withering air and
ground campaign against more mainstream rebels elsewhere in the country, trying to recapture areas considered more crucial to the survival of his
government. 

Syria Tribal Revolt Against Islamic State Ignored, Fueling Resentment from Washington Post 21 Oct 14

The cost of turning against the Islamic State was made brutally apparent in the streets of a dusty backwater town in eastern Syria in early August.
Over a three-day period, vengeful fighters shelled, beheaded, crucified and shot hundreds of members of the Shaitat tribe after they dared to rise
up against the extremists. 

US still searching for credible allies in Syria from Associated Press 17 Oct 14

Despite years of diplomacy and a CIA operation to vet and train moderate rebels, the U.S. finds itself without a credible partner on the ground in
Syria as it bombs the Islamic State group. That's a potentially serious flaw in its strategy to ultimately defeat the militants. 

Investigators In Syria Seek Paper Trails That Could Prove War Crimes from New York Times 8 Oct 14

Behind the blitz of airstrikes and land battles in Syria, an unseen army is hunting for special spoils of war: pieces of paper, including military
orders, meeting minutes, prison records and any other documents that could help build cases for future prosecutions. 

Hagel, French Minister Talk About Syria Strikes from Associated Press 3 Oct 14

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said he spoke with the French defense minister Thursday about the possibility of France participating in airstrikes
against Islamic State militants in Syria, something the French have so far declined to do. 

Opposition in Syria Is Skeptical of U.S. Airstrikes on ISIS from New York Times 30 Sep 14

Across insurgent-held Syria over the past week, images have proliferated of protesters burning American flags, calling President Obama “the
enemy of God,” and declaring that the American-led airstrikes against the Islamic State extremist group are helping the government of President
Bashar al-Assad. 



Residents Of Kobane, Syria, Flee To Turkish Border After Islamic State Attacks from Washington Post 30 Sep 14

Supplies of medicine and other goods are drying up in Kobane, a Syrian border city under siege by militants from the Islamic State. 

Air strikes said to hit Islamic State oil refineries in Syria from Reuters 29 Sep 14

Air raids believed to have been carried out by U.S.-led forces hit three makeshift oil refineries in northern Syria on Sunday as part of a campaign
against Islamic State, a human rights group said. 

Syria’s Islamic Rebels Fear US Could Hit Them from Associated Press 26 Sep 14

When the United States opened its aerial campaign against the Islamic State group in Syria this week, its first salvo also hit an al-Qaida cell it says
was planning terror attacks – a move that has injected more chaos into the conflict and could help President Bashar Assad. 

In Syria, Obama Stretches Legal And Policy Constraints He Created For Counterterrorism from Washington Post 24 Sep 14

After spending nearly six years of his presidency installing a series of constraints on U.S. counterterrorism operations, President Obama has
launched a broad military offensive against Islamist groups in Syria that stretches the limits of those legal and policy enclosures. 

Syrian Opposition Leader Calls on U.S. to Strike Militants From Air from New York Times 23 Sep 14

The leader of the moderate Syrian opposition appealed Monday for American airstrikes to halt the fierce attacks by militants from the Islamic
State against Kurdish communities in northern Syria, just hours before the United States and allies began a campaign against the terrorist group. 

US Concerned By Chlorine Gas Attacks In Syria: Kerry from Agence France-Presse 22 Sep 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry reaffirmed US concern Sunday over the use of chlorine gas against civilians in Syria and warned President
Bashar al-Assad’s regime that it would be held to account. 

Syria’s Assad Broke Chemical Arms Pact With Chlorine Gas: US from Agence France-Presse 19 Sep 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry on Thursday accused Syrian President Bashar al-Assad of breaking the terms of a global pact on chemical
weapons by unleashing chlorine gas this year. 

Syrian Plane Shot Down As Attacks By Groups Intensify from New York Times 17 Sep 14

The warring parties in Syria have launched newly assertive attacks on several fronts in recent days, seeking to gain ground and psychological
advantage ahead of an intensified United States campaign against extremist Islamic State militants that could include the first American airstrikes
inside Syria. 

House Readies Resolution To Arm Syrian Fighters from USA Today 16 Sep 14

The U.S. House is preparing a resolution to authorize President Obama’s plan to arm and train Syrian rebels to fight the rise of the Islamic State in
Iraq and Syria. 

Syrian Leaders See Opportunities And Risks In U.S. Strikes Against ISIS On Its Soil from New York Times 15 Sep 14

The fortunes of President Bashar al-Assad have suffered over the past two months, with battlefield setbacks and new signs of doubt emerging
within his political base, as the civil war in Syria drags on with no end in sight. 

U.S. Pins Hope On Syrian Rebels With Loyalties All Over The Map from New York Times 12 Sep 14

President Obama’s determination to train Syrian rebels to serve as ground troops against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria leaves the United
States dependent on a diverse group riven by infighting, with no shared leadership and with hard-line Islamists as its most effective fighters. 

Chlorine Used As Weapon In Syria War, Group Says from New York Times 11 Sep 14

A toxic chemical, probably chlorine, was used as a weapon to attack Syrian villages in April, an international watchdog agency confirmed on
Wednesday. 

Bombing Kills Head, Leaders Of Syrian Rebel Group from Associated Press 10 Sep 14

The leader of an ultraconservative Islamic rebel group in Syria was killed Tuesday in a suicide bombing along with other of its top officials, its



allies said, weakening the ranks of the country’s already shaky armed opposition. 

UN Syria Envoy To Make First Visit To Damascus from Agence France Presse 9 Sep 14

UN envoy for Syria Staffan de Mistura will begin his first visit to Damascus on Tuesday to try to kick-start peace talks that have twice foundered
under the United Nations. 

Syria May Have Hidden Chemical Arms, U.S. Says from New York Times 5 Sep 14

The United States expressed concern on Thursday that Syria’s government might be harboring undeclared chemical weapons, hidden from the
internationally led operation to purge them over the past year, and that Islamist militant extremists now ensconced in that country could possibly
seize control of them. 

Syrian rebels, government clash in Golan Heights from Associated Press 2 Sep 14

Syrian rebels clashed with government troops on Monday in the Golan Heights, where al-Qaida-linked insurgents abducted U.N. peacekeepers
last week, activists said. 

Damascus Likely Used Chemical Weapon Eight Times In April from Agence France-Presse 28 Aug 14

UN-mandated human rights investigators said Wednesday they believed the Syrian government dropped the chemical agent chlorine on civilian
areas on eight different occasions in April. 

Beheadings In Syria Now Routine, UN Panel Says from New York Times 28 Aug 14

Public executions, often beheadings, are becoming a “common spectacle” in parts of Syria controlled by Islamic militants, and government forces
there continue to massacre and torture civilians, a United Nations panel said in a report released on Wednesday. 

Monitor Reports Heavy Cluster Bomb Use In Syria from New York Times 28 Aug 14

Cluster bombs, outlawed munitions that kill and maim indiscriminately, have caused more casualties in the Syrian civil war than in the 2006
Lebanon conflict, when Israel’s heavy use of the weapons hastened the treaty banning them two years later, a monitoring group said Wednesday. 

Syria Opposition: Deadly Chemical Attack Forgotten from Associated Press 22 Aug 14

The year since a chemical attack that killed hundreds near Damascus has been a strikingly good one for President Bashar Assad. His deadly
stockpile has been destroyed, but he has stayed in power, bought time and gotten world powers to engage him. Along the way, global disapproval
has shifted away from Assad and toward the Islamic extremists who are fighting him and spreading destruction across Syria and Iraq. 

Destroying Syria’s Chemical Weapons Still Leaves Questions Unresolved from McClatchy 21 Aug 14

Looking back a year, to the early hours of Aug. 21, 2013, when a series of missiles with poison gas payloads landed in suburban Damascus,
experts can’t help but note that the results of an international reaction to use of the lethal chemicals can be seen as both success and failure. 

Syria’s Chemical Arsenal Fully Destroyed, U.S. Says from New York Times 19 Aug 14

The United States said Monday that it had completed the destruction of the deadliest chemical weapons in Syria’s arsenal, a rare foreign policy
achievement for President Obama at a time when the Middle East is embroiled in violence and political turmoil. 

Obama To Chair UN Meeting On Syria, Iraq Foreign Fighters from Agence France-Presse 19 Aug 14

US President Barack Obama will chair a special meeting of the UN Security Council next month on tackling the surge of foreign fighters in Iraq
and Syria, US officials said Monday. 

Rebels Caught In North Syria Two-Pronged Onslaught from Agence France-Presse 18 Aug 14

Western-backed rebels in northern Syria are fighting to survive in the face of advances on their strongholds both by jihadists and government
forces, analysts and regime opponents say. 

Syria Troops Retake Key Town Outside Damascus: Military Source from Agence France-Presse 15 Aug 14

Syrian government forces on Thursday retook a key town on the outskirts of the capital Damascus after a months-long battle against rebels, a



military source and state television said. 

Syrian Forces Advance on Aleppo, Rebels Fear Another Siege from Wall Street Journal 13 Aug 14

Fall of Largest Rebel-Held City Could Benefit Islamic Jihadists Along With Regime

Pentagon Cites Progress Destroying Syria Chemical Arms from Agence France-Presse 13 Aug 14

The Pentagon said Tuesday it had made progress in destroying Syrian chemical weapons, saying specialists on a US military ship had neutralized
“100 percent” of a precursor used to make lethal Sarin gas. 

Syria Militants Leave Lebanese Border Town from Associated Press 8 Aug 14

Militants from Syria who overran a Lebanese border town mostly withdrew back across the rugged hills separating the two countries as a cease-
fire appeared to hold Thursday, allowing Lebanese troops to free seven fellow soldiers and ambulances to evacuate dozens of casualties. 

US Neutralizes 60 Percent Of Toxic Syria Chemicals from Associated Press 6 Aug 14

Syria Defector Shows War ‘Torture’ Photos To US Lawmakers from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 14

US lawmakers saw graphic images of the brutal conflict in Syria Thursday as an army defector gave an eyewitness account of the horrors he was
forced to photograph. 

Syrian Defector’s Photos Could Trigger War-Crimes Charges from Wall Street Journal 1 Aug 14

U.S., Allies Reviewing Material Provided by Man Code-Named Caesar; Lawmakers Stunned at Hearing The Obama administration is fashioning
a new strategy to prosecute Syrian war crimes based on a trove of photos smuggled out of the country by the defector code-named Caesar, U.S.
officials said. 

US Unveils $378 Mn In New Humanitarian Aid For Syria from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 14

The United States on Wednesday unveiled $378 million in new humanitarian aid for the Syrian people, denouncing “appalling ‘starve or
surrender’ tactics” by the regime of President Bashar al-Assad. 

New U.S. Help Arrives For Syrian Rebels As Government, Extremists Gain from Washington Post 28 Jul 14

A U.S.-backed effort to arm the moderate Syrian opposition is finally ramping up along the Turkey-Syria border, but it may come too late to save
the rebels from defeats on two fronts, by President Bashar al-Assad’s government and by the extremists seeking to carve out an Islamic state. 

UN: 9 Aid Trucks Enter Syria Without Government OK from Associated Press 24 Jul 14

Nine trucks carrying food and other supplies crossed into Syria through a Turkish checkpoint Thursday — the first to do so under a U.N.
resolution authorizing cross-border aid deliveries without Syrian government approval. 

Crises Cascade And Converge, Testing Obama from New York Times 23 Jul 14

Not long after a passenger jet exploded in midair and plummeted to the ground in Ukraine last week, escalating a volatile crisis pitting the United
States and Europe against Russia, President Obama’s thoughts turned to Syria. 

Assad Begins A Third Term In Syria, Vowing To Look After Its People from New York Times 17 Jul 14

Feted by supporters, whom he hailed as the victors of his country’s brutal civil war, a triumphant President Bashar al-Assad was sworn in on
Wednesday for a third seven-year term after an election that was widely seen as a gesture of calculated defiance toward the United States and
others in the West and in the Arab world seeking his ouster. 

Holder: Threat From Syria Endangers Europe, US from Associated Press 9 Jul 14

Attorney General Eric Holder called on European nations Tuesday to deal more aggressively with the threat posed by the thousands of Westerners
who have traveled to Syria to join the fighting there. 



US Starts Destruction Of Syria Chemical Weapons from Associated Press 8 Jul 14

The Pentagon says the destruction of Syrian chemical weapons on board the U.S. cargo vessel MV Cape Ray began Monday. 

Syrian Army Tries To Choke Off Rebels In Aleppo from Associated Press 8 Jul 14

Syrian troops advanced in and around the northern city of Aleppo on Monday, in what appears to be an attempt to lay siege to opposition-held
parts of the country’s largest city, activists said. 

U.N. Security Council seeks compromise to boost aid access to Syria from Reuters 2 Jul 14

(Reuters) - With nearly 11 million Syrians in need of humanitarian help, U.N. Security Council members are pushing Russia and China to support
a compromise draft resolution to boost cross-border access and threaten sanctions on those that stand in the way. 

Removal Of Syrian Chemical Arsenal Was Result Of Unprecedented Collaboration from Washington Post 30 Jun 14

At some point on Wednesday, a Danish cargo vessel, carrying tons of the world’s deadliest chemical weapons, will sail into an Italian port and
carefully begin transferring its lethal cargo onto an aging American merchant ship. 

Obama Asks For Authorization To Provide Direct Military Training To Syrian Rebels from Washington Post 27 Jun 14

The Obama administration asked Congress Thursday to authorize $500 million in direct U.S. military training and equipment for Syrian
opposition fighters, a move that could significantly escalate U.S. involvement in Syria’s civil war. 

Obama Seeks $500 Million To Train And Equip Syrian Opposition from New York Times 27 Jun 14

President Obama on Thursday requested $500 million from Congress to train and equip what the White House is calling “appropriately vetted”
members of the Syrian opposition. The request comes as the administration is trying to put some form to the president’s surprise announcement
last month of plans for a $5 billion counterterrorism fund to provide training for operations in vulnerable countries in the Middle East. 

Losses To ISIS In Iraq Spur U.S. To Rethink Syria from Wall Street Journal 25 Jun 14

The Sunni militant advance in Iraq has reignited a debate in the Obama administration over its policy toward Syria, increasing pressure on the
president to act more aggressively against a growing regional threat, according to current and former government officials. 

Last Of Syria’s Chemical Weapons Handed Over For Destruction, International Body Says from Washington Post 24 Jun 14

International weapons inspectors announced Monday that Syria has handed over the last of its declared chemical weapons stockpile for removal
and destruction, even as U.S. officials voiced concern about the Damascus government’s use of other toxic substances. 

Chlorine gas-like chemicals likely used in Syrian conflict: watchdog from Reuters 18 Jun 14

Chemical weapons inspectors who came under attack while investigating claims of chlorine gas attacks in Syria last month found information
suggesting that similar chemicals had indeed been used, the global chemical weapons watchdog said on Tuesday. 

Syrian Government Making Aid Delivery More Difficult, U.N. Official Says from New York Times 17 Jun 14

The government of President Bashar al-Assad is making it harder to deliver humanitarian aid to millions of war-battered civilians in Syria, the
United Nations chief aid coordinator, Valerie Amos, said on Monday. 

Syria Govt Retakes Strategic Town On Turkey Border from Agence France-Presse 16 Jun 14

Syria’s army said Sunday it had recaptured the strategic town of Kasab and the only border crossing with Turkey in Latakia province, after it fell
to rebels almost three months ago. 

Key Lawmakers Open To Giving Some Antiaircraft Weapons To Syrian Rebels from Wall Street Journal 13 Jun 14

Could Support Arming Small Group of Rebels with Limited Number of Manpads 

Assad Issues A Post-election Amnesty To Syrian Prisoners, Though To Whom Isn’t Clear from Washington Post 10 Jun 14

President Bashar al-Assad followed his triumph in last week’s election by announcing a general amnesty Monday for at least some prisoners,
though it was unclear whether the thousands of people jailed for opposing his rule would be included. 



Syria Red Crescent, ICRC Deliver Rare Aid In Rebel Aleppo from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 14

The International Committee of the Red Cross and Syria’s Red Crescent have made rare aid deliveries in rebel-held territory in northern Aleppo
province with government consent, a spokesman said Monday. 

Former UN Envoy Warns Syria Becoming “Another Somalia” from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 14

Former UN envoy for Syria Lakhdar Brahimi has warned that the war-torn country was heading toward becoming “another Somalia” ruled by
warlords, in an interview published in a German weekly this weekend. 

Kerry Calls Syria Election A “Great Big Zero” from Washington Post 5 Jun 14

Fireworks and celebratory gunfire erupted in parts of Syria and Lebanon on Wednesday in response to the news that President Bashar al-Assad
had won reelection in Syria with 88.7 percent of the vote. 

Jihadist Groups' Threat To U.S. Grows, Report Says from Wall Street Journal 4 Jun 14

Report Names Civil War in Syria Largest Driver of Growth of Jihadist Activity 

Syrians vote in election everyone knows Assad will win from McClatchy 4 Jun 14

The Syrian government carried off its anointment of President Bashar Assad to another seven years in office on Tuesday pretty much as everyone
had expected it would _ with a huge celebratory turnout in government-controlled areas, angry denunciations from the United States that the
exercise was illegitimate, and a surprising lack of rebel efforts to disrupt the balloting. 

Iran Claims Victory With Assad’s Anticipated Win In Syrian from Washington Post 3 Jun 14

With Syrian President Bashar al-Assad poised to win a third term in office in elections denounced as a sham by the West, his chief ally, Iran, is
trumpeting his anticipated victory as its own. 

American Suicide Bomber In Syria Raises Fears For US from Washington Post 3 Jun 14

As Moner Mohammad Abusalha packed explosives into a truck last month to embark on a suicide attack, his family in Florida was apparently
unaware that he had even wandered into Syria’s civil war. 

Amid War, Syria Prepares For An Election Assad Is Sure To Win from Washington Post 30 May 14

Much of the world has written off Syria’s upcoming presidential election as a parody. But the government is steaming toward the vote with
defiance, portraying it as a cornerstone of a Syrian solution for a war it thinks has swung decisively in its favor.

Syria to Miss Deadline On Weapons, Official Says from New York Times 29 May 14

The United Nations secretary general has for the first time acknowledged that the eradication of Syria’s chemical arms stockpile will not be
completed by June 30, the deadline imposed by a diplomatic agreement last September in which President Bashar al-Assad renounced the
weapons and avoided a threatened American military strike. 

Syrians In Lebanon Throng Embassy To Vote In Presidential Election from Washington Post 29 May 14

Syrians thronged their embassy in Lebanon on Wednesday to cast ballots for President Bashar al-Assad, offering a forceful affirmation of his
tightening grip on power after three years of conflict. 

Obama To Authorize Training Of Syrian Rebels from Agence France-Presse 28 May 14

US President Barack Obama will authorize US troops to train selected Syrian rebels, in order to counter the rising power of al-Qaeda-linked
extremists, a US newspaper reported Tuesday. 

US-Saudi Relations Still Strained By Syria from Washington Post 28 May 14

The worst rupture in 40 years in U.S.-Saudi relations has been eased — but not healed — by a series of measures aimed at restoring damaged
trust. 



Syrian Rebels Describe US-Backed Training In Qatar In New Documentary from McClatchy 27 May 14

With reports indicating that forces loyal to Syrian President Bashar Assad are gaining ground in that country’s brutal civil war, moderate Syrian
rebels have told a visiting journalist that the United States is arranging their training in Qatar. 

China And Russia Block Referral Of Syria To Court from New York Times 23 May 14

Beheadings, torture, aerial bombardments of schools and hospitals: The war in Syria, raging for more than three years with no sign of relief,
represents the very excesses of war that the International Criminal Court was designed to take on. 

U.N. Will Weigh Asking Court To Investigate War Crimes In Syria from New York Times 22 May 14

The Security Council is scheduled to vote Thursday on a resolution that would ask the International Criminal Court to investigate war crimes in
Syria. 

Russia Would Veto UN Council Vote On Syria from Agence France-Presse 21 May 14

Russia would veto a draft United Nations Security Council calling for Syria to be hauled before the International Criminal Court, deputy foreign
minister Gennady Gatilov said Tuesday. 

UN Group Of 58 Urge Council Over Syria from Agence France-Presse 20 May 14

A group of 58 countries led by Switzerland on Monday expressed “strong support” for a French proposal to drag Syria before the International
Criminal Court, a move expected to be nixed by Russia and China. 

Official: Head Of Syrian Air Defense Killed from Associated Press 19 May 14

The head of Syria’s air defenses was killed in clashes near the capital, Damascus, a government official and activists said Sunday, one of a few
high-ranking military officers to be killed in the country’s 3-year-old civil war. 

U.S. Seeks To Bypass Assad So More Aid Can Reach Syrian Civilians from New York Times 16 May 14

Increasingly flustered with the inability of the United Nations to deliver aid to war victims in Syria, Secretary of State John Kerry said on
Thursday that the United States was considering ways to increase the delivery of aid without the consent of President Bashar al-Assad’s
government. 

U.S. Projects Tough Stance To Both Sides Of Syria War from New York Times 15 May 14

With Syria peace prospects in a basic state of collapse, the United States sought to project a toughened posture on Wednesday, conducting military
exercises with neighboring Jordan and designating two leaders of Syrian jihadist groups as “global terrorists” — a warning that they should be
ostracized by other members of the Western-backed insurgency fighting President Bashar al-Assad. 

U.N. Mediator on Syria Quits; French Envoy Says Chemicals Were Used from New York Times 14 May 14

International efforts to end the war in Syria faltered further on Tuesday as the United Nations mediator quit, citing frustrations over the moribund
political negotiations, and France’s top diplomat said there was evidence the Syrian government used chemical weapons more than a dozen times
after it signed the treaty banning them. 

UN Syria Envoy Resigns After Nearly 3 Years Of Political Impasse from McClatchy 13 May 14

Calling the international community “hopelessly divided” on a political resolution to the bloody civil war in Syria, U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki
Moon today announced the resignation of special envoy Lakhdar Brahimi. 

France Asks UN To Refer Syrian War To ICC from Associated Press 13 May 14

France has asked the U.N. Security Council to refer the war in Syria to the International Criminal Court for investigation of possible crimes
against humanity and war crimes. 

Syria opens presidential campaign as war rages on from Associated Press 11 May 14

On billboards and in posters taped to car windows, new portraits of President Bashar Assad filled the streets of Damascus on Sunday as Syria
officially opened its presidential campaign despite a crippling civil war that has devastated the country and left large chunks of territory outside of



government control.

Syrian Opposition Chief Opens High-level Talks In US from Agence France-Presse 9 May 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry Thursday stood side-by-side with Syrian opposition chief Ahmad Jarba in a public show of support, but made
no mention of the rebels’ plea for heavy weapons to help end the war. 

U.N. Says 16 Containers Of Chemical Toxins Still At Inaccessible Site In Syria from New York Times 9 May 14

The final 8 percent of Syria’s chemical weapons stockpile that has yet to be exported — about 100 tons — remains inaccessible because it is
stored near an area held by insurgents, the United Nations official overseeing the arsenal’s destruction said on Thursday. 

An Explosion and a Blockade, and a Syrian Pact Is in Limbo from New York Times 9 May 14

A deal to evacuate insurgents from the Old City of Homs in central Syria hit a snag on Thursday when rebels in Aleppo Province refused to allow
all of a humanitarian convoy to enter two villages they had blockaded, as called for under a pact between the government and the rebels,
opposition activists and a pro-government television channel reported. 

Susan Rice Reassures Israel On Iran Nuclear Ambitions from Agence France-Presse 9 May 14

US National Security Adviser Susan Rice assured Israel at high-level talks on Thursday that Washington remained determined to stop Iran
developing nuclear arms, the White House said. 

Obama To Meet With Syrian Opposition Leader from Associated Press 7 May 14

President Barack Obama is expected to meet with the head of Syria’s opposition council in the coming days, as the U.S. weighs the possibility of
more economic sanctions aimed at changing Syrian President Bashar Assad’s calculus ahead of June elections. 

Syrian Opposition Coalition Offices In US Given “Foreign Mission” Status from Washington Post 6 May 14

The Obama administration has designated the offices of the Syrian Opposition Coalition a “foreign mission” in this country, a category that gives
the group a symbolic boost in status but that falls well short of diplomatic recognition as a government. 

Activists: Rebel Infighting In East Syria Kills 62 from Associated Press 5 May 14

Heavy fighting between rival Islamic rebel groups in eastern Syria has killed 62 fighters and forced tens of thousands to flee their homes over
several days of violence, activists said Sunday. 

Dozens Are Killed In Airstrike At A Bustling Market In Syria from New York Times 2 May 14

A bustling outdoor market area in Syria’s battleground city of Aleppo was turned into a mass of bloody rubble and body parts on Thursday by
missiles and improvised barrel bombs that killed at least 33 people and wounded many others. Antigovernment activists described it as another
deliberate attack on civilians by President Bashar al-Assad’s military aircraft. 

U.S. Officials Say Syria Is Using Remaining Chemical Weapons Stockpile As Leverage from Washington Post 1 May 14

The months-long effort to dismantle Syria’s chemical weapons program has ground to a halt because Syria is holding on to 27 tons of sarin
precursor chemicals as leverage in a dispute with the international community over the future of facilities used to store the deadly agents,
according to U.S. officials. 

Claims Of Syrian Chemical Attacks To Be Investigated By International Watchdog from Washington Post 30 Apr 14

The international chemical weapons watchdog said Tuesday that it plans to send a fact-finding mission to Syria to investigate allegations that the
government used chlorine gas in attacks against civilians in recent weeks. 

Syrian Rebels Who Received First US Missiles Of War See Shipment As “An Important First Step” from Washington Post 28 Apr 14

Under the leadership of a young, battle-hardened rebel commander, the men entrusted with the first American missiles to be delivered to the
Syrian war are engaged in an ambitious effort to forge a new, professional army. 

Syria Chemical Handover Nearly Complete from Agence France-Presse 25 Apr 14



Syria has nearly completed surrendering its chemical weapons stockpile, a joint task force in charge of the operation said Thursday, as UN
Security Council members called for a fresh probe into alleged gas attacks. 

UN seeks probe of alleged chlorine gas in Syria from Associated Press 24 Apr 14

The U.N. Security Council called for an investigation Wednesday into reports of alleged chlorine gas use in some Syrian towns, causing deaths
and injuries. 

Claims of Chlorine-Filled Bombs Overshadow Progress by Syria on Chemical Weapons from New York Times 23 Apr 14

Nearly 90 percent of the chemicals in Syria’s arsenal have now been exported and only a few shipments remain, international monitors reported
Tuesday, but the progress was overshadowed by growing concerns that the Syrian military may be dropping bombs filled with chlorine, a common
industrial compound not on the list of prohibited poisons. 

US Cites “Indications” Toxic Chemical Was Used In Syria Attack from Washington Post 22 Apr 14

The State Department said Monday that it is investigating allegations that the Syrian government used a toxic chemical in an attack on a rebel-
controlled area, raising questions about whether President Bashar al-Assad is violating an international agreement to destroy his most lethal
chemical stockpiles. 

US: “Indications” Of New Chemical Weapons Use In Syria from Agence France-Presse 22 Apr 14

The United States said Monday that chemical attacks were likely launched in Syria this month, possibly by the regime, weeks before an
announced presidential election set for June 3. 

Syrian Government Sets Date For Elections; Opposition Calls It “Parody Of Democracy” from Washington Post 22 Apr 14

Syria set a date Monday for a presidential election widely expected to cement President Bashar al-Assad’s increasingly confident position at the
helm of the war-torn nation. 

Ahead Of Vote, Syria’s Assad Visits Seized Village from Associated Press 21 Apr 14

Syria’s embattled president marked Easter with a tour Sunday of an ancient Christian village recently recaptured by his forces, an important
symbolic prize for his government ahead of coming presidential elections he appears poised to contest. 

Al-Nusra Chief Killed By Rivals In Syria from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 14

Jihadist militants of the Islamist State of Iraq and the Levant have killed the head of the Al-Nusra Front and his family in northern Syria, a
monitoring group said Wednesday. 

As Syrian Army Steps Up Homs Offensive, Rebels Look For Exit Or Prepare For Final Fight from Washington Post 17 Apr 14

As the Syrian army steps up its bombardment on the last rebel-held areas of Homs, those holed up inside say they fear the city, once dubbed the
capital of the revolution, is close to slipping completely from their grip. 

‘Syria Rebels Get US-made Missiles’ from Agence France-Presse 16 Apr 14

Syrian rebels fighting to topple President Bashar al-Assad for the first time received at least 20 US-made TOW anti-tank missiles from a “Western
source,” a rebel official told AFP Tuesday. 

Syrian Forces Try Seize Rebel-held Areas Of Homs from Associated Press 16 Apr 14

Syrian forces tried to seize rebel-held areas of Homs on Tuesday, with fighters weakened by defections and cut supply lines, in some of the
fiercest fighting in the central city for months, activists said. 

U.N. Official Condemns Use of Torture in Syrian War from New York Times 15 Apr 14

The United Nations human rights chief, Navi Pillay, condemned the rampant and routine use of torture by the Syrian authorities in a paper
released by her office on Monday, which also records torture by some armed opposition groups and serious allegations of torture and the ill-
treatment of children. 



U.S. Looks Into New Syria Chemical Weapons Attack Claims from Washington Post 14 Apr 14

The United States said Sunday that it was looking into claims of a new chemical weapons attack in Syria, after rebels and the government traded
accusations over the use of chlorine gas in a central village. 

Pair of car bombs explode in Syrian city of Homs from LA Times 10 Apr 14

A pair of car bombs exploded Wednesday in a busy residential district in the central Syrian city of Homs, killing at least 25 civilians and
wounding more than 100, Syria’s official media reported. 

Kerry: US Strike In Syria Wouldn’t Be Devastating from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

A threatened, but averted, American missile strike to punish Syria’s government for a chemical weapons attack last summer would not have been
powerful enough to change the course in the Syrian civil war, Secretary of State John Kerry said Tuesday, in an attempt to deflect criticism that
the U.S. hasn’t done enough to stem the violence there. 

John Kerry, U.S. Military Clash on Approach to Syria's Rebels from Wall Street Journal 8 Apr 14

John Kerry, U.S. Military Clash on Approach to Syria's Rebels

Surge Of Violence Across Syria Kills Over Two Dozen from New York Times 7 Apr 14

Violence flared across Syria on Sunday, as an explosion killed more than two dozen antigovernment fighters in the central city of Homs and shells
struck areas of Damascus, the capital, killing at least two people. On Saturday, a man died after a riot broke out in the crowded Zaatari refugee
camp in Jordan.

Deadline Risk Over Syria Weapons Delay: Official from Agence France Presse 4 Apr 14

Syria can still meet a June deadline for getting rid of its chemical weapons, but to do so must resume stalled weapons transfers now, an
international coordinator told the UN Security Council Thursday. 

Syria accuses rebels of planning gas attack near Damascus from Reuters 3 Apr 14

Syria is charging in a letter to the United Nations that opposition groups are planning a toxic gas attack in a rebel-held area near Damascus so they
can then blame it on government security forces. 

New Syria Death Toll Shows Civilians Make Up One-Third Of Casualties from McClatchy 2 Apr 14

The Syrian civil war has claimed the lives of at least 150,344 people, most of them rebel or government fighters, as it enters its fourth year, the
Syrian Observatory for Human Rights announced Tuesday. 

Arms For Syria War Dominate Arab Summit Debate from Agence France-Presse 26 Mar 14

Syria’s opposition called for “sophisticated” arms at an Arab summit in Kuwait Tuesday while Saudi Arabia said the military balance needed to
change to “end the impasse” in Syria’s civil war. 

Syria may miss final deadline for chemical weapon destruction from Reuters 25 Mar 14

The head of the organization overseeing the destruction of Syria's chemical weapons stockpile said he still hoped Damascus could meet a final
deadline of June 30 but it might miss that target. 

Syria Delivers Another Shipment Of Chemical Weapons For Disposal from New York Times 21 Mar 14

Syria delivered another consignment of deadly chemical weapons to the port of Latakia on Thursday, the third delivery in a week to be shipped
abroad for destruction and further evidence that it has stepped up the pace of shipments after coming under international pressure over earlier
delays. 

Gains Reported in Removing Syrian Chemical Supplies from New York Times 20 Mar 14

Nearly half of Syria’s chemical stockpile for weapons use has now been removed from the war-ravaged country, the organization helping to
oversee the elimination of the deadly arsenal reported on Wednesday. 



U.S. Orders Syrian Embassy And Consulates To Suspend Operations from New York Times 19 Mar 14

The United States formally notified the Syrian government on Tuesday that it must suspend operations at its embassy here and at its consulates in
Michigan and Texas, the State Department said. 

Both Sides In Syria Are Targeting Civilians, UN Report Says from New York Times 19 Mar 14

Both those fighting for and against the Syrian government are terrorizing the country’s civilian population in defiance of a recent Security Council
resolution, a panel of investigators told the United Nations Human Rights Council on Tuesday. 

New U.S. Envoy For Syria Pledges Support To Opposition Forces As Rebels Lose Ground from Washington Post 18 Mar 14

The new U.S. chief envoy for Syria on Monday pledged continued American backing for political opponents of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad
as the country’s conflict moves into a fourth year. 

Syrian Government Forces Seize Town in a Deep Blow to Opposition from New York Times 17 Mar 14

When Syrian government forces on Sunday swept into Yabrud, a town long held by rebels near the Lebanese border, it was a symbolic turning
point for insurgents and government supporters alike in a conflict now heading into its fourth year. 

Mediator Warns Syria Election Could Torpedo Talks from Associated Press 14 Mar 14

The U.N-Arab League mediator for Syria warned Thursday that if the Syrian government goes ahead with presidential elections, the opposition
will probably refuse to participate in a new round of peace talks. 

Assad visits displaced Syrians outside Damascus: TV from Reuters 13 Mar 14

President Bashar al-Assad visited displaced Syrians in the town of Adra on Wednesday, state media said, in a rare public appearance outside the
heart of Damascus. 

Syria's Assad visits refugees near Damascus from Associated Press 12 Mar 14

Syria's state TV is reporting that President Bashar Assad has made a rare public appearance, visiting people displaced by the war in a Damascus
suburb. 

U.N. Denies That Syria Image Was Faked from New York Times 12 Mar 14

A United Nations photograph showing a sea of hungry Palestinians awaiting emergency food amid the detritus of their bomb-ravaged
neighborhood near Damascus has been retweeted more than eight million times in the past few weeks, becoming such an arresting image of the
Syrian civil war that some blogosphere skeptics have suggested that it was digitally faked. 

Syria says it freed 25 in exchange for nuns from Associated Press 11 Mar 14

The Syrian government says it freed only 25 prisoners in exchange for 13 Greek Orthodox nuns who had been held by al-Qaida-linked rebels -
and not 150 as was reported earlier. 

Report Cites ‘Devastating Toll’ On Health Of Syria’s Children from New York Times 10 Mar 14

The Syrian civil war’s impact on the health of Syria’s children is far more insidious than has been widely understood, a leading children’s
advocacy group reported Sunday, with large numbers dying or at risk from chronic and preventable diseases that have flourished because the
country’s public health system has basically collapsed. 

Exclusive: Syria to miss deadline to destroy 12 chemical arms sites-sources at OPCW from Reuters 7 Mar 14

Syria will miss a major deadline next week in the program to destroy its chemical weapons production facilities, sources at the Organisation for
the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons said on Thursday. 

World powers responsible for failing to stop Syria war crimes: U.N. from Reuters 6 Mar 14

All sides in Syria's civil war are using shelling and siege tactics to punish and starve civilians and big powers bear responsibility for allowing such
war crimes to persist, U.N. human rights investigators said on Wednesday. 



U.S. Urges Vigilance Over Syria's Chemical Disarmament from Wall Street Journal 6 Mar 14

Warning Comes as Syria Nears Removal of 23% of its Chemical Stockpile

Syria Speeds Its Deliveries Of Chemicals For Disposal from New York Times 5 Mar 14

The Syrian government, which missed its original Dec. 31 deadline for shipping its most toxic chemical weapons overseas for destruction, has
sped up deliveries recently and has proposed finishing the job by the end of April, the international group monitoring the process reported on
Tuesday. 

Pentagon: Syria should hand over chemicals faster from Associated Press 28 Feb 14

The Pentagon is urging Syria to move faster on its promise to hand over its chemical weapons. 

Syrian Army ‘Readies Ground Assault On Yabrud’ from Agence France-Presse 28 Feb 14

Syria’s army is preparing an assault on a key rebel bastion near Damascus, a pro-regime newspaper said Thursday, as the opposition reported a
“massacre” of civilians near Damascus. 

Syria militants claim Christians agreed to pay tax from Associated Press 28 Feb 14

Militant fighters should not impose an Islamic tax on Christians in Syria, a radical Jordanian preacher facing terrorism charges said Thursday,
days after an al-Qaida breakaway group in Syria claimed Christian leaders under its control agreed to pay the tax in return for protection. 

Syrian Forces Claim Major Blow Against Rebels from New York Times 27 Feb 14

Syrian forces killed scores of rebel fighters in an ambush east of the capital, Damascus, on Wednesday, opposition activists and the government
said, dealing a major blow to efforts by rebels to open a supply line to a besieged area. 

Syrian Troops Ambush, Kill At Least 150 Rebels from Washington Post 27 Feb 14

Syrian troops ambushed and killed at least 150 rebels east of Damascus on Wednesday in one of the deadliest single attacks against opposition
fighters, according to state media, opposition groups and human rights activists. 

Leader of al-Qaida-linked Syrian militants gives extremist rivals ultimatum to seek mediation from Associated Press 25 Feb 14

The leader of a powerful al-Qaida-linked group in Syria gave a rival breakaway group a five-day ultimatum to accept arbitration by leading clerics
to end infighting or be expelled from the region. 

Top Military Body Against Syria’s Assad Is in Chaos, Undermining Fight from New York Times 24 Feb 14

It appeared to be a huge step forward for the scattered rebel groups fighting to topple President Bashar al-Assad of Syria: the creation of a central
body of top insurgent commanders who would coordinate military campaigns, direct foreign support and serve as a unifying force for their diverse
movement. 

Division grows in U.S.-backed anti-Assad coalition as key group is expelled from McClatchy 21 Feb 14

The Syrian opposition, already divided deeply over a shakeup of its top military staff, formally has split with one of its most important political
components, the Syrian National Council, adding to a growing leadership crisis in the group that has been the Obama administration’s primary
Syrian ally. 

Syria Rebel Commanders Reject Leadership Shakeup from Associated Press 20 Feb 14

The former leader of the Western-backed Syrian opposition’s military wing on Wednesday rejected his recent dismissal, and along with more than
a dozen senior insurgent commanders severed ties with the political opposition-in-exile, further fragmenting the notoriously divided rebel
movement. 

Syrian Rebel Command Appears Split By Ouster Of Senior Military Leader from Washington Post 20 Feb 14

Several Syrian rebel commanders rallied behind the recently ousted leader of the military opposition Wednesday, throwing a leadership shake-up
into further confusion as the United States and Arab nations consider additional arms deliveries to the opposition. 



Syria Rebels Reorganize, Push For Arms from Washington Post 19 Feb 14

Syria’s rebels are launching a new push to persuade the Obama administration to provide them with advanced weapons, citing the intransigence
shown by President Bashar al-Assad’s government at stalled peace talks in Geneva as evidence that more military pressure is needed on his
regime. 

UN Chief Will Push Ahead With Syrian Peace Talks from Associated Press 19 Feb 14

Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon is determined to push ahead with peace talks between the Syrian government and opposition despite the lack of
progress during two rounds of negotiations that ended Saturday. 

U.S. Steps Up Criticism Of Russian Role In Syrian War from New York Times 18 Feb 14

Secretary of State John Kerry on Monday sharpened the Obama administration’s mounting criticism of Russia’s role in the escalating violence in
Syria, asserting that the Kremlin was undermining the prospects of a negotiated solution by “contributing so many more weapons” and political
support to President Bashar al-Assad. 

Syria Strikes Kill 400 So Far This Month In Aleppo from Associated Press 14 Feb 14

The United States and Russia promised to try to break the stalemate in Syria peace talks, a U.N. mediator said Thursday, as Syrian activists said
government shelling and airstrikes with makeshift barrel bombs killed about 400 people in Syria’s largest city so far this month. 

Syria Regime Refuses To Discuss Opposition Plan from Agence France-Presse 13 Feb 14

Syria’s opposition laid out a transition plan for the war-ravaged nation at Geneva peace talks Wednesday, including chasing out foreign fighters
and a path to elections, but the regime refused to discuss it. 

Diplomacy Is Failing In Syria, Obama Acknowledges from Washington Post 12 Feb 14

The Obama administration acknowledged Tuesday that diplomacy, the main pillar of its Syria policy, is failing even as civil war is destroying the
country, leaving open the question of what the United States will or can do to stop the slaughter. 

Despite Homs Truce, No Evacuations, No Food Entry from Associated Press 12 Feb 14

Aid workers failed to evacuate anyone from blockaded rebel-held neighborhoods in the central Syrian city of Homs on Tuesday or deliver any
food, increasing pressure on them to complete the ambitious humanitarian operation before a fragile truce expires, activists and Syrian Red
Crescent officials said.

In Syria, Aid Workers Brave Mortar Shells, Gunfire To Deliver Food To Homs from Washington Post 10 Feb 14

Humanitarian workers braved mortar shells and gunfire Sunday as they pushed forward with their mission to deliver aid into besieged parts of the
Syrian city of Homs and evacuate citizens, a day ahead of peace talks between the two sides. 

Hundreds in Besieged City of Homs, Syria, Saved Under Fire from Wall Street Journal 10 Feb 14

Peace Talks Set to Resume Monday in Geneva

Syrian Regime, Rebels Reach Deal To Aid Besieged Homs from Washington Post 7 Feb 14

The United Nations brokered a deal Thursday between the Syrian government and rebels in the city of Homs that will allow aid to reach hungry
citizens, offering a first small sign that peace talks in Geneva are yielding results. 

Syria’s Assad Making Gains, Kerry Admits from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry admitted Wednesday that Syrian President Bashar al-Assad was making gains on the ground, but denied US
policy in Syria was failing. 

Syrian Forces Hit Mosque With Crude Bomb, Kill 11 from Associated Press 5 Feb 14

Men pull a girl from the rubble and haul her onto a dirty sheet of plastic, while another child, coated in white dust save for a red streak of blood
from his nose, lies with his crushed leg dangling off a gurney — the grisly aftermath from the dropping of a crude “barrel bomb” by Syrian forces
on the city of Aleppo. 



Al-Qaida breaks ties with group in Syria from Associated Press 3 Feb 14

Al-Qaida broke off ties with one of its purported branches in Syria and distanced itself from the rebel infighting in that country's civil war,
according to a statement Monday. 

Nearly 1,900 killed in Syria during peace talks from Associated Press 31 Jan 14

Activists say that fighting on the ground in Syria has killed nearly 1,900 people, including at least 430 civilians, during the week of U.N.-hosted
peace talks in Switzerland. 

Movement Seen in Talks Over Syria, Despite Gap from New York Times 29 Jan 14

After five days of deadlock and dispute in the Syrian peace talks, opposition negotiators on Wednesday seized on hints of government willingness
to discuss political transition as evidence of progress. 

U.N. Cancels Round Of Syria Peace Talks, Plans To Resume Wednesday from Los Angeles Times 29 Jan 14

The United Nations canceled a scheduled afternoon round of Syria peace talks Tuesday after a second consecutive day of apparent stalemate and
angry exchanges between government officials and representatives of the U.S.-backed opposition bloc. 

Syria Talks Fail To Yield Pact To Lift Aid Blockade from New York Times 28 Jan 14

The Syrian government on Monday failed to authorize an international aid convoy to enter blockaded areas in the city of Homs, as the
opposition’s Western backers declared that if the delivery was not allowed by next week they would be likely to challenge the government in the
United Nations Security Council. 

Syria Agrees To Allow Women, Children To Leave Homs, But Peace Talks Yield Slow Progress from Washington Post 27 Jan 14

Syrian peace talks produced a small sign of progress Sunday, with an apparent agreement from Syria’s government to allow women and children
to leave the besieged heart of the central city of Homs. 

Syrian Peace Talks Yield Hard Stances, Slight Hope from Associated Press 24 Jan 14

Syria’s government said stopping terrorism — not talking peace — was its priority, while the Western-backed opposition said “the road to
negotiations” had begun, offering a glimmer of hope Thursday for a way to halt the violence that has killed more than 130,000 people. 

Syria Talks Begin In Rancor; Foreign Minister Lashes Out At Kerry, UN Chief Ban Ki-moon from Washington Post 23 Jan 14

Peace talks to end Syria’s civil war got off to a shaky start Wednesday, with finger-pointing by the government and its political opponents, and
disagreement about what the goal of the negotiations should be. 

As Syria Peace Conference Begins, Rifts Over Iran Point To Deep Divisions from Washington Post 22 Jan 14

Rifts exposed by a dispute over whether to include Iran in an international peace conference on Syria threatened to overshadow the long-awaited
event as world leaders began arriving Tuesday in this pretty Swiss town. 

Talks Over Syria Are Set To Begin, But Iran Is Not Invited from New York Times 21 Jan 14

American and other Western diplomats on Monday managed to salvage the long-awaited peace conference on Syria, which had seemed on the
verge of unraveling before it even began when Ban Ki-moon, the United Nations secretary general, issued an unexpected invitation to Iran to
attend. 

Kerry Offers Assurances As Syria Talks Draw Near from New York Times 17 Jan 14

As the Syrian opposition neared a decision on whether to attend an international peace conference next week, Secretary of State John Kerry
offered a public assurance on Thursday that the Obama administration had not pulled back from its goal of establishing a transitional government
that would not include President Bashar al-Assad. 

Kerry To Lead US Team To Syria Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 16 Jan 14

Secretary of State John Kerry will lead the US delegation to key talks next week aimed at bringing together the Syrian regime and the opposition



for the first time since the war erupted, a US official said Wednesday. 

U.S. Presses Syrian Opposition To Join Talks from New York Times 15 Jan 14

Secretary of State John Kerry told the Syrian opposition that support for the group could be reduced if it decides not to attend the upcoming peace
conference in Switzerland, Western officials said on Tuesday. 

US, Russia Call For Trust-Building Ahead Of Syria Talks, Spar Over Whether To Invite Iran from Washington Post 14 Jan 14

The top U.S. and Russian diplomats sparred publicly here Monday over whether Iran should be invited to attend Syria peace negotiations, while
the special U.N. envoy hosting the talks again agreed with Russia that Iran should be included. 

To End Syrian Civil War, Rebels Must Help Form Transition Government, Kerry, Others Warn from Washington Post 13 Jan 14

International backers of Syria’s fractious opposition warned rebel political leaders Sunday that upcoming negotiations for a transition government
to replace President Bashar al-Assad may be their last, best hope to bring their country’s civil war to an end. 

U.S. Considers Resuming Nonlethal Aid To Syrian Opposition from New York Times 10 Jan 14

The Obama administration is considering the resumption of nonlethal military aid to Syria’s moderate opposition, senior administration officials
said on Thursday, even if some of it ends up going to the Islamist groups that are allied with the moderates. 

Syrian Rebels Said To Oust Qaeda-Linked Group From Its Aleppo Headquarters from New York Times 9 Jan 14

Syrian rebels ejected a Qaeda-linked militant group from its headquarters in the city of Aleppo on Wednesday, according to an opposition group
that monitors the war from Britain.

Kerry Seeking Cease-fire, Aid For Syria from Associated Press 9 Jan 14

Secretary of State John Kerry is heading abroad to rally international support for ending the three-year civil war in Syria and help its victims. 

Syrian Opposition Undecided On Geneva Peace Talks from Associated Press 8 Jan 14

Members of the main Western-backed Syrian opposition group say they have postponed a vote on whether or not to attend a peace conference in
Switzerland this month. 

Iran Dismisses Sideline Role In Syria Talks from Agence France-Presse 7 Jan 14

Iran on Monday brushed aside a US offer of a sideline role in upcoming peace talks on Syria, saying Tehran would only accept offers that respect
its “honour”. 

Kerry Opens Door To Iran’s Participation In Syrian Peace Talks from New York Times 6 Jan 14

Secretary of State John Kerry suggested on Sunday that Iran might play a role at the peace talks on Syria that are scheduled to take place this
month. 

Syrian Troops Battle ‘Infiltrators’ From Lebanon from Associated Press 3 Jan 14

Syria’s state news agency says government forces have “wiped out” a group of gunmen who were trying to infiltrate from Lebanon. 

Syria Opposition Says Jihadists ‘Serve Regime Interests’ from Agence France-Presse 2 Jan 14

Syria’s opposition National Coalition on Wednesday accused an Al-Qaeda-linked group in the country of ties to the Syrian regime, saying it was
serving the government’s interests. 

Syria Blamed For Missed Deadline On Chemical Arsenal from Washington Post 31 Dec 13

The Obama administration Monday called on Syria to honor promises to surrender its chemical weapons stockpile, a day after international
experts acknowledged delays in removing some of the most lethal toxins from the country. 

108 Journalists Killed In 2013, Syria Deadliest: IFJ from Agence France-Presse 31 Dec 13

Some 108 journalists and media professionals were killed around the world doing their jobs this year, with conflict-torn Syria the deadliest



country ahead of Iraq, the International Federation of Journalists said Tuesday. 

Syria Committed To Iran Attending Peace Talks from Agence France-Presse 30 Dec 13

Syria is committed to its key regional ally Iran attending a planned peace conference next month to which it has yet to be invited, Foreign
Minister Walid Muallem said Sunday. 

Truce Near Damascus Broken As Warplanes Bomb Aleppo from Agence France-Presse 27 Dec 13

A day-old truce in a besieged rebel-held town near Damascus broke down Thursday as Syrian warplanes bombed the divided northern city of
Aleppo for a 12th straight day, activists said. 

Air Blitz Death Toll In Syria’s Aleppo Passes 400 from Agence France-Presse 26 Dec 13

The death toll from a 10-day Syrian regime air offensive on Aleppo rebels passed 400 Wednesday, as Pope Francis called on Christmas Day for
aid access to the war-torn country. 

UN To Issue Invites To Syria Talks By End Of Year from Agence France-Presse 24 Dec 13

United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-moon said Monday invitations to the next round of Syria peace talks would be sent by the end of year
as he launched a fresh appeal for Iran to participate. 

Syrian Regime’s Bombardment Of Aleppo Kills Hundreds In A Week from Wall Street Journal 24 Dec 13

Intensified Syrian air raids on Aleppo over the past week have killed more than 400 people, according to activists, undermining already shaky
efforts to convene a peace conference next month in Geneva.

Russia Sends Vehicles To Syrian Port To Aid In Removal Of Chemical Weapons Stockpile from New York Times 24 Dec 13

The Russian defense minister, Sergei K. Shoigu, said Monday that 50 trucks and 25 armored vehicles had been delivered to the Syrian port of
Latakia in recent days to help with the removal of the country’s chemical weapons stockpile, the latest sign of progress in that effort despite the
grinding civil war. 

U.N. Panel Cites ‘Terror’ Campaign Against Syrian Civilians from New York Times 20 Dec 13

The Syrian government has waged “a campaign of terror” against civilians through a policy of forced disappearances that amounts to a crime
against humanity, United Nations investigators said in a report released Thursday. 

Leader of al Qaida-linked Nusra Front predicts victory over Syria’s Assad from McClatchy 19 Dec 13

The leader of one the most feared and effective Syrian rebel groups told Al Jazeera news service Thursday that the nearly 3-year-old conflict was
close to an end and that his forces – considered to be among the most radical – held the upper hand over both the Syrian regime and secular rebel
groups. 

Syrian Rebel Group Rejects Talks With U.S. from McClatchy 19 Dec 13

The most powerful coalition of Syrian rebels, the newly formed Islamic Front, has rejected talks with U.S. officials just days after seizing control
of warehouses apparently filled with American military equipment destined for more secular rival rebel groups. 

Plan To Destroy Syrian Toxins Advances, Despite Setbacks from Washington Post 19 Dec 13

The organization overseeing the destruction of Syria’s chemical weapons said Wednesday that it is on track to remove the most dangerous toxins
from Syrian soil early in the new year, despite struggles in finding countries willing to accept them. 

Kerry says meeting with Syrian rebel group possible from Rueters 18 Dec 13

The United States has not met representatives of Syria's Islamic Front but a meeting is possible to broaden the representation of moderate
opposition groups in talks to end the Syrian war, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said on Tuesday. 

Syria Peace Conference To Open Jan. 22 In Montreux from Associated Press 18 Dec 13

The United Nations plans to precede its internationally brokered peace talks between Syria’s warring sides next month with a one-day meeting of



foreign ministers in the Swiss city of Montreux, officials said Tuesday. 

More Than 100 Dead In Aleppo Airstrikes; United Nations Warns Of “Terrifying Situation” from Washington Post 18 Dec 13

An unusually intense wave of government airstrikes has killed more than 100 people in rebel-held neighborhoods in the northern Syrian city of
Aleppo, part of a pattern of intensifying violence taking shape ahead of peace talks next month, activists and doctors said Monday. 

Russia: Aug. 21 Syria Chemical Attack Was “Staged” from Associated Press 17 Dec 13

Russia on Monday lashed out at the U.S. and its allies on the U.N. Security Council over who is to blame for chemical weapons attacks in Syria
this year. 

Syria Activists Say Dozens Killed In Aleppo Air Assault from New York Times 17 Dec 13

Syrian antigovernment activist groups on Monday reported what appeared to be a major escalation of the military’s prolonged siege of Aleppo,
with video and witness accounts of a helicopter gunship attack in which crews dropped explosive barrels filled with TNT and shrapnel on more
than 13 rebel-held neighborhoods. 

Syrian Rebel Spokesman Decries US, UK Aid Decision from Associated Press 13 Dec 13

A U.S.-British decision to suspend nonlethal aid to opposition fighters in northern Syria was taken impulsively and in haste, a spokesman for
Syria’s main Western-backed rebel group said Thursday, adding that he hoped it would soon be reversed. 

U.S. Suspends Nonlethal Aid To Syria Rebels from New York Times 12 Dec 13

Just a month before a peace conference that will seek an end to the grinding civil war in Syria, the Obama administration’s decision to suspend the
delivery of nonlethal aid to the moderate opposition demonstrated again the frustrations of trying to cultivate a viable alternative to President
Bashar al-Assad. 

News outlets urge Syria rebels to halt abductions from Associated Press 12 Dec 13

Major international news organizations sent a letter to the leadership of the armed opposition in Syria Wednesday, calling for urgent action against
rebel groups increasingly targeting journalists for kidnappings. 

Croatia Mulls Syrian Chemical Weapons Destruction from Associated Press 11 Dec 13

Croatia is considering taking part in the destruction of Syria’s chemical weapons, but only if there is no opposition from the public, the Adriatic
country’s prime minister said Tuesday. 

Delay Foreseen In Removing Syrian Chemicals from New York Times 10 Dec 13

The leader of the global monitoring group that is helping oversee the eradication of Syria’s chemical weapons arsenal raised the strong possibility
on Monday of a delay in the timetable, saying it would be “quite difficult” to meet a deadline three weeks from now for transporting the most
dangerous materials out of the country by sea. 

U.S. Outfitting Ship To Destroy Syria Chemical Weapons Agents At Sea from Los Angeles Times 6 Dec 13

The Pentagon is outfitting a 647-foot cargo ship with high-tech equipment in an effort to safely destroy hundreds of tons of lethal chemical
weapons agents that were collected in Syria after a deadly gas attack this summer sparked an international outcry. 

U.N. Official Details Plans For Removing Syria’s Chemical Arms from New York Times 5 Dec 13

The United Nations official in charge of coordinating the disposal of Syria’s chemical weapons arsenal provided new details on Wednesday about
the plan to eliminate them, saying the most dangerous materials would be sealed by trained Syrians and sent overland to the country’s
Mediterranean port of Latakia, where ships would take them to a second, unspecified foreign port. 

US, Allies Reach Out To Syria’s Islamist Rebels from Wall Street Journal 4 Dec 13

Talks Aim to Undercut al Qaeda While Acknowledging Battlefield Gains of Religious Fighters 

Top U.N. Rights Official Links Assad To Crimes In Syria from New York Times 3 Dec 13



The top United Nations human rights official linked President Bashar al-Assad of Syria to war crimes and crimes against humanity for the first
time on Monday, citing evidence collected by her panel of investigators over the course of the 33-month-old conflict in that country. 

Syria’s Bashar Assad Implicated In War Crimes, U.N. Rights Chief Says from Los Angeles Times 3 Dec 13

Syrian President Bashar Assad is implicated in war crimes and crimes against humanity in the country’s ongoing civil war, the United Nations’
human rights chief said Monday. 

U.S. to Destroy Syria Arms At Sea, as Other Nations Balk from Wall Street Journal 2 Dec 13

The U.S. agreed to destroy Syria's most lethal chemical weapons on a ship in international waters, an unprecedented operation, after Washington
was unable to enlist other countries to undertake the task on their own soil.

Syrian Army Takes Town, And Upper Hand from Agence France-Presse 29 Nov 13

Syrian troops recaptured the strategic town of Deir Attiyeh Thursday, less than a week after losing it, taking the advantage in its bid to crush
rebels just north of Damascus. 

Syrian Forces Press Rebels With Gains from New York Times 29 Nov 13

Syrian government forces battling alongside fighters from the Lebanon-based Hezbollah have nearly broken the rebels’ hold on a strategic region
north of the capital, Damascus, Syrian state news media and opposition activists said Thursday. 

AP Sources: Plan Calls For Ship To Destroy Weapons from Associated Press 28 Nov 13

Destroying Syria’s deadliest chemical weapons on land would come with vexing diplomatic and security problems as well as environmental
issues. To avoid those potential troubles, U.S. officials say, the Obama administration is exploring the use of a government-owned ship to carry
out the disposal in international waters.

Syrian Rebel Group Skeptical of Talks from New York Times 27 Nov 13

A planned international peace conference aimed at ending the civil war in Syria faced its first hurdles on Tuesday, as the head of the main
opposition coalition said the group had not yet decided whether it would attend and the leader of the group’s military arm said his forces would
keep fighting regardless. 

Talks On Ending Syria’s Civil War To Begin In January from New York Times 26 Nov 13

After months of delay, the United Nations said Monday that Syria’s government and the opposition would hold their first negotiations aimed at
ending that country’s civil war in Geneva on Jan. 22. But the precise agenda for the negotiations, as well as a complete list of participants,
remained unresolved. 

Companies May Help Destroy Syria Arms from Associated Press 22 Nov 13

The global chemical weapons watchdog is inviting private companies to bid to get involved in destroying Syria’s stockpile of toxic agents and
precursor chemicals. 

Options Narrowed, U.S. Is Said to Weigh Destroying Syrian Chemicals at Sea from New York Times 20 Nov 13

Unable to find a country willing to dispose of Syria’s chemical weapons, the United States is considering plans to place the chemical components
of the weapons on a barge where they would be dissolved or incinerated, according to senior American officials. 

Destruction Of Syrian Chemical Stockpile Is ‘on Schedule,’ Kerry Says from Washington Post 19 Nov 13

Secretary of State John F. Kerry said Monday that the effort to eliminate Syria’s chemical weapons is “on target,” even though no nation has yet
agreed to host the destruction. 

Syria Fighting In Qalamoun Triggers New Exodus Of Refugees To Lebanon from Washington Post 18 Nov 13

A new Syrian offensive in the mountainous terrain bordering Lebanon has triggered a fresh exodus of thousands of Syrians into a country already
burdened by the largest number of refugees in the region, U.N. officials said Sunday. 



West Faces Challenge in Moving Syrian Chemical Arms Through Battlefields from New York Times 17 Nov 13

A plan announced over the weekend for getting the bulk of Syria’s chemical weapons out of the country in coming weeks has raised major
concerns in Washington, because it involves transporting the weapons over roads that are battlegrounds in the country’s civil war and loading
them onto a ship that has no place to go. 

“Geneva II” Syria Peace Talks Set For Dec 12 from Agence France-Presse 15 Nov 13

A long-delayed peace conference on Syria’s bloody conflict will be held on December 12, a Syrian newspaper said Thursday, as mortar shells and
two blasts killed three in Damascus. 

Syrian Forces Recapture Damascus Suburb From Rebels from New York Times 14 Nov 13

Syrian government forces recaptured a suburb south of Damascus on Wednesday and continued battles to push insurgents out of long-held
territory outside the northern city of Aleppo, in what appeared to be a major push to gain ground ahead of proposed internationally sponsored
peace talks. 

Syria Kurds Announce Transitional Autonomous Authority from Agence France-Presse 13 Nov 13

Syrian Kurds in the country’s northeast announced the formation of a transitional autonomous administration on Tuesday after making key
territorial gains against jihadists in recent weeks. 

Leading Syrian Opposition Group, Yielding To Pressure, Votes To Join Peace Talks from New York Times 12 Nov 13

During the fractious weekend debates that ended with the main Syrian exile opposition coalition yielding to international pressure by dropping its
refusal to hold peace talks with President Bashar al-Assad’s government, tensions ran so high that one prominent coalition member slapped
another in the face, participants in the gathering said. 

Syria Opposition Says Would Attend Peace Talks With Conditions from Agence France-Presse 12 Nov 13

Syria’s main opposition grouping said Monday it will attend peace talks on the condition that President Bashar al-Assad transfers power and is
excluded from any transition process. 

FEATURE: AP Exclusive: Syria rebels recruit at refugee camp from Associated Press 12 Nov 13

Rebels in the camp freely acknowledge recruiting fighters in the camp in a drive that has increased since the summer, trying to bolster rebel ranks
in the face of stepped up offensives by Assad's forces just across the border in southern Syria. 

Inspectors Verify Destruction Of Another Chemical Site In Syria from New York Times 8 Nov 13

International inspectors said Thursday that they had verified the destruction of all but one of 23 chemical weapons sites declared by Syrian
authorities under a deal brokered by Russia and the United States, determining that one of the two sites they had been unable to reach earlier had
been “dismantled and long abandoned.” 

US Looks To Allies To Destroy Syrian Chemical Arms from Agence France-Presse 8 Nov 13

Washington has contacted several of its allies, including Belgium and France, for possible help in destroying Syria’s chemical arsenal, a Belgian
foreign ministry spokesman said Thursday. 

Russians Meet With An Uncle Of Assad In An Effort To Jump-Start Peace Talks from New York Times 7 Nov 13

As American diplomacy on the war in Syria flounders, unable to deliver the main exile opposition group to proposed peace talks, Russian officials
on Wednesday stepped up their efforts to promote alternate opposition figures, meeting in Geneva with Rifaat al-Assad, an uncle of President
Bashar al-Assad who was forced out of the country in 1984 after attempting to lead a coup. 

Syria peace talks postponed in blow to Obama from USA Today 7 Nov 13

U.S. and Russian negotiators failed Tuesday to agree on the role of Syrian dictator Bashar Assad, Iran and various opposition forces.

In Geneva, Diplomats Try To Push Syria Peace Conference from New York Times 6 Nov 13

Senior United States, Russian and United Nations diplomats met in Geneva on Tuesday at the start of a series of meetings aimed at building



momentum for a second Syria peace conference despite bitter rifts within Syrian opposition groups and other states in the region. 

Destroying Chemical Arms Outside Syria ‘Most Viable Option’ from Agence France-Presse 6 Nov 13

Destroying Syria’s chemical weapons arsenal outside of the country is “the most viable option” given the ongoing war there, the head of the
world’s chemical watchdog said Tuesday.

U.N.: More Than 9 Million Syrians In Dire Need As Winter Approaches from Los Angeles Times 6 Nov 13

The humanitarian crisis inside Syria is escalating rapidly with more than 9 million people — about 40% of the population — in dire need as
winter approaches and agencies find it increasingly difficult to deliver aid inside the war-ravaged nation, the United Nations warns. 

Syrian Government Forces Advance Against Rebels from Los Angeles Times 5 Nov 13

Syrian forces loyal to President Bashar Assad have made significant advances in recent weeks, as the opposition continues to fragment and finds
itself increasingly on the defensive, according to activists and government officials. 

Syrian regime says not going to Geneva talks to hand over power from Agence France-Presse 4 Nov 13

The Syrian regime will not attend a proposed Geneva peace conference if the aim is for President Bashar al-Assad to hand over power, the
country's information minister said Monday. 

Elusive Al-Qaida leader in Syria stays in shadows from Associated Press 4 Nov 13

Before he became head of an al-Qaida-linked group that is one of the most feared bands of radicals fighting the Syrian regime, he was a teacher of
classical Arabic who fought American troops in Iraq and quickly rose through the ranks of the global terrorist network. 

Rebels lose ground to Assad forces in Syria war; Free Syrian Army official Akaidi resigns from Washington Post 4 Nov 13

Forces loyal to Syria’s government are taking advantage of deepening rifts among the country’s rebels to advance into rebel-held territory in
northern Syria, overturning some long-held assumptions about the war. 

U.S. Diplomat Defends Syria Policy, As Senators Deride Paltry Aid To Rebels from Washington Times 1 Nov 13

The top U.S. diplomat on Syria defended Thursday the Obama administration’s aid to moderate Syrian rebels trying to topple President Bashar
Assad, as senators criticized the assistance as an embarrassment that has made the United States look weak. 

Chemical Arms Inspectors Say Syria Has Destroyed All Declared Sites from New York Times 1 Nov 13

The international chemical weapons watchdog said on Thursday that Syria had met an important deadline for the “functional destruction” of all
the chemical weapons production and mixing facilities it declared to inspectors, rendering them inoperable, under a deal brokered by Russia and
the United States. 

Israel Strikes Russian Weapons Shipment In Syria from Associated Press 1 Nov 13

Israeli warplanes attacked a shipment of Russian missiles inside a Syrian government stronghold, officials said Thursday, a development that
threatened to add another volatile layer to regional tensions from the Syrian civil war. 

Exclusive: Syria peace talks face delay as big powers split from Rueters 31 Oct 13

International powers are unlikely to meet their goal of convening peace talks on Syria in Geneva next month as differences emerge between
Washington and Moscow over opposition representation, Arab and Western officials said. 

Foreign Support For Syrian Rebels Is Hindering Deal, Assad Says from New York Times 31 Oct 13

President Bashar al-Assad of Syria told the United Nations special envoy, Lakhdar Brahimi, on Wednesday that no political solution could be
reached in Syria without an end to international support for the fighters battling his government, underscoring how far apart the sides remain as
global powers try to arrange peace talks next month. 

Syria Fires Minister Who Met With The West from New York Times 30 Oct 13

The Syrian government on Tuesday fired a deputy prime minister who has lately been its most outspoken voice in favor of reform and who



recently held meetings with American and Russian officials about peace talks that world leaders are trying to arrange to end Syria’s civil war. 

UN officials confirm polio outbreak in north Syria from Associated Press 30 Oct 13

The U.N. confirmed an outbreak of polio in Syria for the first time in over a decade on Tuesday, warning the disease threatens to spread among an
estimated half-million children who have never been immunized because of the civil war. 

Chemical Weapons Inspectors In Syria Miss Deadline from Associated Press 29 Oct 13

International inspectors overseeing the destruction of Syria’s chemical weapons stockpile have missed an early deadline in a brutally tight
schedule after security concerns prevented them from visiting two sites linked to Damascus’ chemical program. 

Peace Envoy Says Assad Could Contribute To ‘New’ Syria from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 13

UN-Arab League envoy Lakhdar Brahimi, who arrived in Damascus Monday, believes President Bashar al-Assad could contribute to the
transition to a “new” Syria, but not as the country’s leader. 

Syrian Rebels To Boycott Talks Unless Goal Is End Of Regime from USA Today 29 Oct 13

A Syrian opposition group fighting to overthrow the regime of Bashar Assad said Monday that peace will not happen unless the focus of the talks
shifts to ending Assad’s rule and trying him for war crimes. 

Syria’s Breaking Bad: Are Amphetamines Funding the War? from TIME 28 Oct 13

A spike in the trafficking of the illegal drug Captagon, popular in the Middle East, is connected to Syria's brutal civil war

Syria Meets Deadline for Submitting Destruction Plan for Chemical Weapons from New York Times 28 Oct 13

Syria submitted a formal declaration of its chemical weapons program and its plans for destroying its arsenal three days ahead of the deadline, the
international chemical weapons watchdog said Sunday. 

Syria nears completion of chemical weapons plan from USA Today 25 Oct 13

Syria's proposal on removing chemical weapons is due Sunday.

US Envoy Meeting Syria Rebels On Peace Talks Plans from Agence France-Presse 24 Oct 13

US officials were working hard behind the scenes Wednesday to try to persuade the Syrian opposition to agree to join peace talks mooted for next
month. 

Syria Chemical Disarmament On Track But Peace Talks In Doubt from Agence France-Presse 24 Oct 13

Syria is set to hand over a detailed plan for the destruction of its chemical arsenal by Thursday, days ahead of a UN deadline, the international
watchdog said. 

Kerry, At Syria Talks In London, Says Peace Through Negotiations Is Still Possible from Washington Post 23 Oct 13

Secretary of State John F. Kerry acknowledged Tuesday that leaders of Syria’s U.S.-backed, moderate opposition have not committed to negotiate
with the government of President Bashar al-Assad, a blow to efforts to settle the stalemated civil war at a peace table. 

U.S. and 10 Other Nations Back Peace Talks, but Syrian Moderates Are Uncertain from New York Times 23 Oct 13

The United States and 10 Arab and European nations expressed support on Tuesday for the convening of a peace conference next month in
Geneva to begin negotiations on a political settlement to end the bloody civil war in Syria. 

Syrian President Casts Doubt On Peace Conference from Associated Press 22 Oct 13

Syria’s president cast doubt Monday on the chances of holding a long-delayed international peace conference to end the country’s civil war,
saying the factors that would help such talks succeed do not currently exist. 

Arab League Chief Announces Date For Syrian Peace Talks from Washington Post 21 Oct 13

The chief of the Arab League announced on Sunday a date for an attempt at Syrian peace talks, raising a glimmer of hope for a political solution



to the ongoing civil war more than a year after an initial round of talks collapsed. 

Kerry Says He Hopes Syria’s Chemical Weapons Are Shipped Out Of Region from NPR 18 Oct 13

Syria’s chemical weapons could be consolidated and moved out of the country, Secretary of State John Kerry suggested in an interview with NPR.

Invoking Sept. 11, Syrian Accuses U.S. Of Hypocrisy from New York Times 1 Oct 13

Seeking to rebut Syria’s political opposition and its outside supporters, the Syrian foreign minister on Monday equated his country’s brutal
conflict to the Sept. 11 attacks and accused the United States of hypocrisy. 

Chemical Weapons Officials Cite 'Efficient' Coordination With Syrian Regime from Washington Post 30 Sep 13

Syria’s government has been “businesslike and efficient” ahead of meetings this week to lay the groundwork for the destruction of the country’s
chemical weapons, officials charged with overseeing the effort said Sunday. 

Key Nations At U.N. Reach Agreement On Syria Weapons from New York Times 27 Sep 13

The five permanent members of the United Nations Security Council have agreed on a resolution that will require Syria to give up its chemical
weapons, but there will be no automatic penalties if the Syrians fail to comply, officials said Thursday. 

Timeline Expedited On Syrian Stockpile from Washington Post 27 Sep 13

Officials say destruction easier as chemicals are largely 'unweaponized' 

Russia Expects Syria Resolution In Next 2 Days from Associated Press 26 Sep 13

The U.N. Security Council, long paralyzed by deep divisions over how to deal with the Syrian conflict, is about two days away from agreeing on a
resolution to require Damascus to dismantle its chemical weapons stockpiles, Russia’s deputy foreign minister said Wednesday. 

On Second Thought…Assad Can Stay from Washington Times 26 Sep 13

The recent U.S.-Russia deal to rid Syria of its chemical weapons found the White House toning down its previous calls for Syrian President
Bashar Assad to resign, but the State Department now says the Obama administration still believes Mr. Assad will have to be removed before
peace can be achieved in the Mideast nation. 

West Says U.N. Nears Syria Resolution from New York Times 26 Sep 13

After months of crippling deadlock, members of the United Nations Security Council have inched closer to the details of a binding resolution on
Syria, Western diplomats said Wednesday, though Russia, one of Syria’s strongest allies, denied that a consensus had been reached. 

Foreign Weapons Sent To Rebels In Syria Worry Iraq from Associated Press 26 Sep 13

Iraq's top diplomat warned outside nations Wednesday not to send military aid to Syria's rebellion for fear they could assist jihadist groups that he
said might have a role in a future government in Damascus. 

Russia Says Ready To Help Guard Syria Chemical Weapons Sites: Agencies from Reuters 26 Sep 13

Russia is ready to help guard Syria's chemical weapons sites when President Bashar al-Assad's chemical arms stockpiles and factories are
destroyed, Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov was quoted as saying on Thursday by news agencies. 

US, Russia Swap Accusations Over Syria from Washington Post 25 Sep 13

The United States and Russia traded accusations Tuesday about who was to blame for the nerve gas massacre in Syria last month and about who
is now to blame for a diplomatic impasse at the United Nations. 

U.N. chemical weapons investigators to return to Syria Wednesday from Washington Post 25 Sep 13

A U.N. team is returning to Syria on Wednesday to look more deeply into the use of chemical weapons there. 

Stance on Peace Talks Suggests Syria and West Differ on Tactics from New York Times 25 Sep 13

Syria’s deputy foreign minister, Fayssal Mekdad, said Tuesday that his government aimed to negotiate an end to the country’s civil war by talking



with a broad range of Syrians, from religious and community leaders to peaceful opposition groups, dismissing the main Western-backed exile
opposition as having little influence on the ground. 

France Sets Conditions For Including Iran, An Assad Ally, In Syria Peace Talks from New York Times 24 Sep 13

In a softening of the Western stance on Iran, France’s foreign minister said on Monday that Iran could be included, under certain conditions, in a
Geneva conference that would seek to negotiate an end to Syria’s bloody civil war. 

US Faces Tough Challenges To Deliver Aid In Syria from Associated Press 23 Sep 13

As the Syrian crisis rages and debate heats up over Syria's chemical weapons, U.S. officials are fighting a quieter battle: The delivery of nearly
$1.3 billion in assistance in a war zone so chaotic that ambulances are used for target practice and aid is halted by armed men at random
checkpoints. 

Syria's Assad Criticises U.S. On Threat Of Strikes: China TV from Reuters 23 Sep 13

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad criticised the United States for threatening to attack Syria over its chemical weapons programme, saying it was
finding "excuses for war", China's state television said on Monday. 

Assad To Call For Syria Ceasefire from The Guardian (UK) 20 Sep 13

Civil war unwinnable, deputy PM says 

Kerry Presses Security Council To Act On Syrian Arsenal from New York Times 20 Sep 13

Putting down a marker before his coming trip to the United Nations, Secretary of State John Kerry said Thursday that it was essential for the
United Nations Security Council to pass a resolution next week to eliminate Syria’s chemical arsenal. 

Military Option On Syria Must Remain Open: NATO Chief from Reuters 19 Sep 13

The option of carrying out a military strike or similar operation in Syria must be kept open as a way of dealing with the crisis, the secretary-
general of the NATO military alliance said on Thursday. 

Assad Insists Rebels Used Arms from Washington Post 19 Sep 13

As he agrees to abide by deal, U.S. and Russia are split over particulars 

Former Defense Secretaries Criticize Obama On Syria from New York Times 19 Sep 13

President Obama’s first two defense secretaries publicly questioned the administration’s handling of the Syrian crisis on Tuesday night and
expressed skepticism about whether Russia can broker a deal to remove Syria’s chemical weapons. 

Rebel-On-Rebel Violence Seizes Syria from Wall Street Journal 19 Sep 13

An al Qaeda spinoff operating near Aleppo, Syria's largest city, last week began a new battle campaign it dubbed "Expunging Filth." 

Groundwork On Syria Deal Began Months Ago from Washington Post 19 Sep 13

U.S. and Russian technical experts were doing preparatory work for ending Syria’s chemical-weapons capability for months before the two
nations’ Geneva meetings began Friday. 

Defiant Assad: 'We didn't use any chemical weapons' from NBC News 19 Sep 13

Syrian President Bashar Assad once again denied his military forces were responsible for deploying sarin gas in an horrific attack that sparked
threats of a U.S. strike and was this week confirmed by the United Nations. 

Peaceful resolution of Syrian conflict in sight from Guyana Chronicle 19 Sep 13

THE world can now breathe a sigh of relief as the Syrian chemicals weapons issue appears to be headed for a peaceful resolution with the
proposed military strike advanced by the U.S. and its western allies being averted, thereby preventing another military adventure and tragedy. 

U.N. Report On Syria Gas Attack Fuels Calls For Assad’s Prosecution from Los Angeles Times 18 Sep 13



A day after United Nations inspectors confirmed a nerve gas attack in Syria, the European Union’s foreign policy chief joined many of America’s
closest allies in demanding that Syria’s leaders be brought to justice for what U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon called a war crime. 

U.N. Data On Gas Attack Points To Assad’s Top Forces from New York Times 18 Sep 13

Details buried in the United Nations report on the Syrian chemical weapons attack point directly at elite military formations loyal to President
Bashar al-Assad, some of the strongest findings to date that suggest the government gassed its own people. 

Kerry urges 'strong' U.N. resolution on Syria from Rueters 18 Sep 13

Secretary of State John Kerry insisted on Tuesday that the U.S.-Russian agreement for Syria to hand over its chemical weapons must be backed
by a U.N. resolution with the teeth to force compliance from President Bashar al-Assad. 

Obama Seeks Congress’ Support For Syria Plan from Associated Press 18 Sep 13

Secretary of State John Kerry told Congress on Tuesday that the United States will closely monitor every step of the plan for eliminating Syria’s
chemical weapons while maintaining a credible military threat against Bashar Assad’s government. 

U.S. Faults Russia For Backing Assad’s Chemical Denials from Bloomberg News 18 Sep 13

Russia echoed Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s denial that his forces used chemical weapons a day after United Nations inspectors presented
evidence that Western governments and human-rights advocates said pointed to the regime in Damascus. 

In Syria, UN Inspectors Find “Clear And Convincing” Evidence Of Chemical Attack from Washington Post 17 Sep 13

U.N. inspectors found “clear and convincing evidence” that large quantities of the nerve gas sarin were used last month in Syria, the first
confirmation by an internationally recognized team of experts that a chemical weapons attack took place. 

Forensic Details In U.N. Report Point To Assad's Use Of Gas from New York Times 17 Sep 13

A United Nations report released on Monday confirmed that a deadly chemical arms attack caused a mass killing in Syria last month and for the
first time provided extensive forensic details of the weapons used, which strongly implicated the Syrian government. 

Poll Finds Strong Backing For Deal On Chemical Arms from Washington Post 17 Sep 13

Obama's handling of Syria situation earns weak ratings 

Democrats Praise Syria Deal; GOP Criticizes Diplomacy Behind It from Washington Post 16 Sep 13

Lawmakers react to U.S.-Russia agreement on chemical weapons 

Obama Defends Actions On Syria from Los Angeles Times 16 Sep 13

The chemical arms deal could help end the Mideast nation's civil war, he says. 

US military forces still in position for possible Syria strikes from Buenos Aires Herald 14 Sep 13

The Pentagon said that US military forces were still positioned for possible military strikes on Syria, at least for now, even after a US-Russia
agreement on destroying Syria's chemical weapons arsenal. 

US-Russia reach agreement on Syria weapons from Associated Press 14 Sep 13

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov said Saturday they have reached an agreement on a framework
for Syria to destroy all of its chemical weapons, and would seek a U.N. Security Council resolution that could authorize sanctions — short of
military action — if President Bashar Assad's government fails to comply. 

Syria state news agency under hacker attack from Agence France-Presse 13 Sep 13

State news agency SANA said on Friday it and other government websites in conflict-plagued Syria have come under attack by hackers,
complicating access to their sites. 

U.S.-Russia Talks On Syria Are Off To A Tense Start from Washington Post 13 Sep 13



Push for eliminating chemical arsenal; Kerry warns Assad regime against stalling 

Elite Syrian Unit Scatters Chemical Arms Stockpile from Wall Street Journal 13 Sep 13

Assad Regime Has Moved Weapons to as Many as 50 Sites 

U.S. Urges Syria To Provide Access To Nuclear Sites from Washington Post 13 Sep 13

3 facilities supported a reactor that Israel destroyed in 2007 

Experts' Report To U.N. On Syrian Mass Killing Is Expected Within A Few Days from New York Times 13 Sep 13

The secretary general of the United Nations could receive a widely awaited report on Monday, or possibly earlier, on last month’s mass killing in
Syria that is believed to have involved chemical weapons, diplomats said Thursday. Some said they expected the findings would point
unambiguously to Syrian government culpability. 

Putin Wrong To Blame Syria Rebels For Chemical Attack: Pentagon from Reuters.com 13 Sep 13

President Vladimir Putin and Russia are "isolated and alone" in asserting that Syrian rebels were likely responsible for the Aug. 21 chemical
weapons attack on civilians near Damascus that prompted a U.S. threat of military action, the Pentagon said on Thursday. 

Pentagon: 4 Destroyers, Aircraft Carrier To Remain Near Syria from Washington Times 13 Sep 13

The Navy will keep four destroyers in the eastern Mediterranean and an aircraft carrier strike group in the Red Sea to maintain a “strong military
posture” for a potential strike on Syria, the Pentagon said Thursday. 

Diplomats Move On 2 Fronts On Syria Weapons from Associated Press 12 Sep 13

Key international players were moving on two diplomatic fronts Wednesday to try to put Syria’s chemical weapons under international control,
and a fresh effort appeared to be underway to get the government and opposition to peace talks. 

U.S. And Russia Far Apart On Eve Of Talks Over Syria from New York Times 12 Sep 13

Secretary of State John Kerry headed late Wednesday to Geneva with a team of arms control experts for intensive talks with his Russian
counterpart, Sergey V. Lavrov, to try to reach agreement on how to secure and ultimately destroy Syria’s chemical weapons. 

UN Security Council Powers Hold Syria Resolution Talks from Agence France-Presse 12 Sep 13

UN Security Council envoys from Britain, China, France, Russia and the United States held talks Wednesday on the Syrian chemical weapons
crisis, but no agreement was reached. 

US Weapons Reaching Syrian Rebels from Washington Post 12 Sep 13

The CIA has begun delivering weapons to rebels in Syria, ending months of delay in lethal aid that had been promised by the Obama
administration, according to U.S. officials and Syrian figures. 

A Rare Public View Of Obama’s Pivots On Policy In Syria Confrontation from New York Times 12 Sep 13

When President Obama strode into the Rose Garden last month after a week of increasing tension over Syria’s use of chemical weapons, many
assumed it was to announce that the attack that had been broadly hinted at by his own aides had begun. 

Obama Takes Syria Case To The Public In White House Address from Washington Post 11 Sep 13

President Obama said Tuesday he would seize one last diplomatic opening to avoid military strikes on Syria but made a forceful case for why the
United States must retaliate for its alleged use of chemical weapons if the effort fails. 

In Shift, Syrian Official Admits Government Has Chemical Arms from New York Times 11 Sep 13

Nearly buried in the diplomatic din over Syria, the country’s foreign minister acknowledged for the first time on Tuesday that the Syrian
government possessed chemical arms, something it had never admitted before, and declared that the country aimed to become a signatory to the
international convention banning the weapons. 



Syria Welcomes Russian Plan To Avert U.S. Strike from Washington Post 10 Sep 13

Call to give up chemical arsenal; Obama cautious but sees potential 'breakthrough' 

Obama Backs Idea For Syria To Cede Control Of Arms from New York Times 10 Sep 13

President Obama on Monday tentatively embraced a Russian diplomatic proposal to avert a United States military strike on Syria by having
international monitors take control of the Syrian government’s chemical weapons.

More Americans Against Airstrike, Survey Finds from Washington Post 10 Sep 13

A new Washington Post-ABC News poll finds Americans moving away from President Obama's position as he tries to build public support for a
military strike against the Syrian government. 

Al-Jazeera Footage Shows Iranian Troops Inside Syria from London Times 10 Sep 13

The first film of Iranian troops in action in Syria emerged last night, shedding light on Tehran's backing for President Assad. 

Kerry Says Saudi Arabia Has Agreed To Support Military Strike Against Syria from Washington Post 9 Sep 13

Secretary of State John F. Kerry said Sunday that Saudi Arabia has agreed to support a U.S.-led military “strike” in Syria, and that other Arab
governments are prepared to sign a statement denouncing the use of chemical weapons in Syria and blaming it on President Bashar al-Assad.

Assad Denies Gas Attack; White House Presses A Strike from New York Times 9 Sep 13

The White House chief of staff, Denis R. McDonough, said Sunday that the American people’s skepticism about the prospect of military action in
Syria was “understandable” after a decade of war in Iraq and Afghanistan, but that such a strike would be far different from those wars. 

Iraq Joins Iran In Opposing US-Led Military Strike In Syria from Washington Post 9 Sep 13

Iran won Iraqi support for its efforts to oppose a U.S.-led military strike on Syria during a visit to Baghdad on Sunday by the new Iranian foreign
minister, highlighting how close the two countries have grown since U.S. forces withdrew in 2011. 

Al Qaida Fighters Among Rebels Who Seize Christian Village In Syria from McClatchy 9 Sep 13

A coalition of Syrian rebel groups that includes members of al Qaida took control of one of the oldest Christian villages in the world on Sunday,
raising concern about the potential destruction of ancient shrines and churches. 

Only Few Say 'Yes' On Syria So Far from USA Today 9 Sep 13

Attacking Syria? 44 Lawmakers in favor, 149 Lawmakers opposed, 340 Undecided or unknown 

Members Of U.S. Congress Question White House Approach On Syria from Reuters 8 Sep 13

The White House pressed its case on Sunday for military action in Syria but faced an uphill fight in Congress, where several prominent lawmakers
said they have not been persuaded to approve strikes against Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's forces. 

Obama Lobbies Hard On Syria from Washington Post 6 Sep 13

Intense outreach while overseas; Hill, global allies urged 

Cost Of A U.S. Strike Against Syria Could Top Hagel's Estimate from Reuters 6 Sep 13

U.S. often opens attacks with barrage of million-dollar missiles; B-2 bombers cost about $60,000 per flight hour; Analyst says cost cold be
between $500 million and $1 billion 

Russian Report Blames Rebels For A Sarin Attack from Miami Herald 6 Sep 13

Russia said it gave a detailed scientific report to the U.N. concluding that Syrian rebels staged a March sarin attack that killed 26 near Aleppo. 

Pentagon Suspects NK-Syria Ties On Chemical Weapons from Yonhap News Agency 6 Sep 13

The Pentagon said Thursday it believes North Korea and Syria may have cooperated on the chemical weapons front as well as nuclear program. 



Pentagon Is Ordered To Expand Potential Targets In Syria With A Focus On Forces from New York Times 6 Sep 13

President Obama has directed the Pentagon to develop an expanded list of potential targets in Syria in response to intelligence suggesting that the
government of President Bashar al-Assad has been moving troops and equipment used to employ chemical weapons while Congress debates
whether to authorize military action. 

France Won't Act Alone, Prime Minister Says from Washington Post 5 Sep 13

France will not launch a military assault against Syria by itself, Prime Minister Jean-Marc Ayrault said Wednesday, amid calls by French
opposition leaders to put any action to a U.N. Security Council vote. 

In Stockholm, Obama Presses His Case On Syria from Washington Post 5 Sep 13

World 'cannot be silent,' he says 

Rebel Brutality In Syria Posing Dilemma In West from New York Times 5 Sep 13

As the United States debates whether to support the Obama administration’s proposal that Syrian forces should be attacked for using chemical
weapons against civilians, this video, shot in April, joins a growing body of evidence of an increasingly criminal environment populated by gangs
of highwaymen, kidnappers and killers.

Head Of Rebel Army Says Any U.S. Strike Must Be 'Powerful' from Washington Post 5 Sep 13

The chief of the rebel Free Syrian Army said Wednesday that he hoped any U.S. attack against Syria would be "powerful and effective" enough
not only to prevent further chemical weapons attacks but also to end the Syrian airstrikes and ballistic missile raids that continue to target areas
under rebel control. 

Senators Prod Kerry to Rule Out Sending Troops to Syria from Bloomberg News 4 Sep 13

Democrats and Republicans pushed Secretary of State John Kerry to clarify whether U.S. troops could be sent to Syria, requiring him at one point
to backtrack on saying that the administration must preserve all options. 

Support Builds in Congress for U.S. Strike against Syria from Wall Street Journal 4 Sep 13

President Barack Obama's drive to build support for an attack against Syria gained significant momentum Tuesday as a range of congressional
leaders, including House Speaker John Boehner, urged wary rank-and-file lawmakers to back a resolution authorizing the use of military force. 

House Leaders Express Their Support for Syria Strike from New York Times 4 Sep 13

President Obama won the support on Tuesday of Republican and Democratic leaders in the House for an attack on Syria, giving him a foundation
to win broader approval for military action from a Congress that still harbors deep reservations. 

AP sources: Senators agree on Syria resolution from Associated Press 4 Sep 13

Congressional aides say the top lawmakers on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee have reached agreement on a resolution on using military
force against Syria. 

Tough sell: Obama heads to Russia summit looking for support of Syria strike from McClatchy 4 Sep 13

President Barack Obama heads this week to a global summit in Russia, hoping to rally international support for his bid to launch a military strike
against Syria.

Putin Warns West On Syria Action from Associated Press 4 Sep 13

President Vladimir Putin warned the West against taking one-sided action in Syria but also said Russia “doesn’t exclude” supporting a U.N.
resolution on punitive military strikes if it is proved that Damascus used poison gas on its own people. 

U.N. Chief Reaffirms Opposition to Force from New York Times 4 Sep 13

Ban Ki-moon, the United Nations secretary general, said Tuesday that he appreciated President Obama’s efforts to engage Congress and the
American people before deciding on possible armed strikes against Syria over chemical weapons use, but reaffirmed his opposition to any further
military action without Security Council approval. 



U.S. expected to launch cyber attacks against Syria as part of military action: report from Xinhua (China) 4 Sep 13

The United States is certain to launch cyber attacks on Syria if it goes ahead with its military action to punish Damascus for the alleged chemical
weapons use, a report said Wednesday. 

Syria's Assad warns against strike, says it could trigger regional war from CBS News 3 Sep 13

France released an intelligence report on Monday alleging chemical weapons use by Syria's regime that dovetailed with similar U.S. claims, as
President Bashar Assad warned that any military strike against his country would spark an uncontrollable regional war and spread "chaos and
extremism." 

Obama To Ramp Up Pressure On Syria Vote from Washington Post 3 Sep 13

As the Obama administration launched what it described as a "flood the zone" campaign to persuade Congress to authorize military action against
Syria, officials said Monday that they are willing to rewrite the proposed resolution to clarify that any operation would be limited in scope and
duration and would not include the use of ground troops. 

President Gains McCain’s Backing On Syria Attack from New York Times 3 Sep 13

The White House’s aggressive push for Congressional approval of an attack on Syria appeared to have won the tentative support of one of
President Obama’s most hawkish critics, Senator John McCain, who said Monday that he would back a limited strike if the president did more to
arm the Syrian rebels and the attack was punishing enough to weaken the Syrian military. 

Americans Show Sharp Divide On Intervention from Wall Street Journal 3 Sep 13

Lawmakers wrestling with how to vote on a potential U.S. military strike against Syria have another week to grapple with the discordant opinions
of their constituents, as views on the subject divide families and cut across partisan lines. 

In First Major Test, Obama Overrules New Team from Associated Press 3 Sep 13

For President Barack Obama's new foreign policy advisers, the first test of their willingness to undertake military action wound up being a stark
lesson in the president's ability to overrule them all. 

Obama Set For Limited Strike On Syria As British Vote No from New York Times 30 Aug 13

President Obama is prepared to move ahead with a limited military strike on Syria, administration officials said Thursday, despite a stinging
rejection of such action by America’s stalwart ally Britain and mounting questions from Congress. 

White House: Obama Can Go It Alone On Syria from Washington Post 30 Aug 13

More lawmakers clamor for vote; British cooperation in any strike seems unlikely 

Many Officers Concerned About Strategy, Impact from Washington Post 30 Aug 13

The Obama administration’s plan to launch a military strike against Syria is being received with serious reservations by many in the U.S. military,
which is coping with the scars of two lengthy wars and a rapidly contracting budget, according to current and former officers. 

U.N. Leader Urges Obama To Hold Off On A Strike from New York Times 30 Aug 13

Ban Ki-moon, the secretary general of the United Nations, cut short a European trip and rushed home on Thursday to prepare for a weekend
briefing by his team of chemical weapons inspectors on the ground in Syria. He implored President Obama to refrain from a threatened military
strike... 

MacDill To Shape Syria Plans from Tampa Tribune 30 Aug 13

Any U.S. offensive would be crafted by CentCom at base 

U.S. Attack Could Boost Hard-Liners from USA Today 29 Aug 13

Rebels fighting Bashar Assad's regime in Syria would almost certainly try to capitalize on a Western attack aimed at Assad's military, potentially
giving a boost to radical groups among the opposition, military analysts and rebel officials said. 



U.S. Facing Test On Data To Back Action On Syria from New York Times 29 Aug 13

Long Shadow of Iraq; Obama to cite source of a deadly gas attack amid skepticism 

In Foreign Policy, The Moral High Ground Is Only An Occasional Destination from McClatchy 28 Aug 13

From Iraq and Syria, to Rwanda and Armenia, morality as a motive in U.S. foreign policy is more contingent than absolute. 

Momentum Builds For Military Strike In Syria from New York Times 28 Aug 13

Prospects for a Western-led military strike on Syria increased on Tuesday as the American defense secretary said United States forces were ready
for any contingency, the British and French leaders spoke with an aggressive new tone and the Arab League joined in accusing the Syrian
government of a mass killing last week with a chemical munitions attack. 

Arab League Rejects Attack Against Syria from New York Times 28 Aug 13

The leaders of the Arab world on Tuesday blamed the Syrian government for a chemical weapons attack that killed hundreds of people last week,
but declined to back a retaliatory military strike, leaving President Obama without the broad regional support he had for his last military
intervention in the Middle East, in Libya in 2011. 

Russia Warns Of “Catastrophic Consequences” If Syria Hit from Associated Press 28 Aug 13

Russia on Tuesday warned a military intervention in Syria could have “catastrophic consequences” for the region and called on the international
community to show “prudence” over the crisis. 

Obama Weighs “Limited” Strikes Against Syrian Forces from New York Times 28 Aug 13

President Obama is considering military action against Syria that is intended to “deter and degrade” President Bashar al-Assad’s government’s
ability to launch chemical weapons, but is not aimed at ousting Mr. Assad from power or forcing him to the negotiating table, administration
officials said Tuesday. 

Pentagon's Plans for Syria Strikes Rely on Missiles from Wall Street Journal 28 Aug 13

Pentagon officials have firmed up plans for military strikes against Syria that would likely use cruise-missile strikes to "deter and degrade"
President Bashar al-Assad's security forces without dramatically altering the country's balance of power, senior defense officials said Tuesday.

Kerry Cites Clear Evidence Of Chemical Weapon Use from New York Times 27 Aug 13

Accuses Syria leaders of 'moral obscenity' amid signs of possible U.S. action 

Jordan Says Won't Be 'Launchpad' For Any Syria Strikes from Agence France-Presse 27 Aug 13

Jordan will not be a "launchpad" for military intervention in Syria, a senior government official said Tuesday, as Western and Muslim army chiefs
wrapped up a meeting on the conflict. 

Obama Weighing Limited Strike On Syria from Washington Post 27 Aug 13

Kerry says regime's culpability is 'undeniable'

Confident Syria Used Chemicals, U.S. Mulls Action from New York Times 26 Aug 13

Moving a step closer to possible American military action in Syria, a senior Obama administration official said Sunday that there was “very little
doubt” that President Bashar al-Assad’s military forces had used chemical weapons against civilians last week and that a Syrian promise to allow
United Nations inspectors access to the site was “too late to be credible.” 

Obama Officials Weigh Response To Syria Assault from New York Times 23 Aug 13

The day after a deadly assault in Syria that bore many of the hallmarks of a chemical weapons attack, a sharply divided Obama administration on
Thursday began weighing potential military responses to President Bashar al-Assad’s forces. 

U.S. Weighs Plans To Punish Assad from Wall Street Journal 23 Aug 13



Possible Military Responses Are Refined After Poison Gas Claims 

U.S., Allied Nations Push For Prompt Syria Probe from Washington Post 23 Aug 13

The United States and its allies, seeking to determine whether the Syrian government carried out a massive chemical attack this week in the
Damascus suburbs, put their collective weight Thursday behind a United Nations demand that President Bashar al-Assad allow an immediate
investigation. 

Chemical Agents Reflect Brutal Tactics In Syria from Wall Street Journal 23 Aug 13

Lethal Strikes Occur Amid International Community's Lack of Engagement 

Rebels Say Chemical Attack Kills Hundreds from USA Today 22 Aug 13

The United Nations is trying to confirm claims of a Syrian government gas attack that killed hundreds and brought horrifying images of screaming
children and desperate people trying to wash chemicals off their bodies. 

General Says Syrian Rebels Aren’t Ready To Take Power from New York Times 22 Aug 13

The nation’s top military officer, just back from the Middle East, has told Congress that the Pentagon could forcefully intervene in Syria to tip the
balance in the civil war, but that there were no moderate rebel groups now ready to fill any power vacuum there. 

Scores Killed In Syria, With Signs Of Chemical War from New York Times 22 Aug 13

Images of death, but no proof of cause

U.S. Suspects Syria Used Gas from Wall Street Journal 22 Aug 13

Rebels Say at Least 1,100 Killed by Chemical Weapons; U.N. Asks to Investigate 

Syrian Forces Bomb Area Of Alleged Chemical Attack from Associated Press 22 Aug 13

Syrian activists say President Bashar Assad's forces are pressing on with a military offensive in the rebel-held eastern Damascus suburbs where
the opposition says a chemical weapons attack killed over 100 people. 

Syrian Opposition Claims ‘Poisonous Gas’ Attack from Associated Press 21 Aug 13

Syrian regime forces fired intense artillery and rocket barrages Wednesday on the eastern suburbs of the capital Damascus, in what two pro-
opposition groups claimed was a “poisonous gas” attack that killed dozens of people. 

In Syria, Seized Weapons Caches Boost Rebels’ Hopes After Weeks Of Setbacks from Washington Post 20 Aug 13

Syrian rebels have received an unexpected windfall in the form of large weapons caches seized in fighting during the past three weeks, including
stocks of heavy arms that could help offset recent battlefield gains by government forces, U.S. and Middle East officials say. 

Some Syria Missiles Eluded Israeli Strike, Officials Say from New York Times 1 Aug 13

American intelligence analysts have concluded that a recent Israeli airstrike on a warehouse in Syria did not succeed in destroying all of the
Russian-made antiship cruise missiles that were its target, American officials said on Wednesday, and that further Israeli strikes are likely. 

U.S. lawmakers' doubts ease on arming Syrian rebels: official from Reuters 16 Jul 13

The Obama administration has made progress in overcoming lawmakers' objections to its plans to arm Syrian rebels, but some details remain
unresolved, a U.S. official said on Monday. 

West Demands Tougher Action Against Iran Arms To Syria from Agence France-Presse 16 Jul 13

The United States on Monday led western calls for tougher UN action on Iran’s arms supplies to Syria and its Lebanese ally Hezbollah. 

Syrians say they have given up on U.S. weapons promises from Rueters 10 Jul 13

Members of the Syrian opposition said on Tuesday that they had given up hope that the United States would deliver promised military aid to
rebels as war planes and artillery smashed the central city of Homs. 



Syrian
Another Syrian Group Charges That U.S. Airstrikes Killed Civilians from McClatchy 7 May 15

A new report from a Syrian human rights group Wednesday accused the United States of killing dozens of civilians in airstrikes last week in
northern Syria. 

Taiwan
Thousands in Taiwan protest China trade deal from Associated Press 31 Mar 14

Hundreds of thousands of demonstrators gathered in the streets around Taiwan's Parliament on Sunday to voice their opposition to a trade pact
with China, part of a nearly 2-week-old protest that is challenging the president's policy of moving the democratic island economically closer to
China. 

Tajikistan
Terror, extremism and drug trafficking 'destructive' for situation in CSTO states - Tajik leader from Interfax (Russia) 2 Apr 15

Tajik President Emomali Rahmon has described terrorism, extremism and drug trafficking as the main threats facing member countries of the
Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO).

Tajik president set to win another term from Associated Press 7 Nov 13

Tajikistan held a presidential election Wednesday that is all but certain to extend the nearly 21-year rule of the incumbent, who only faced token
competition in the race. 

Taliban
Prisoner Trade Yields Rare View Into The Taliban from New York Times 2 Jun 14

The freeing of five senior Taliban figures in exchange for the American soldier, Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, has offered both a rare insight into the
insurgent group’s inner workings and a diplomatic first in the long Afghan war: a negotiated agreement between the highest levels of the
American government and the pinnacle of the Taliban command. 

Bergdahl Release Raises Questions Over Security, Congressional Authority from Washington Times 2 Jun 14

As a prisoner of war in Afghanistan was transferred back to U.S. custody, Republicans challenged the Obama administration’s insistence it did not
negotiate with terrorists in securing the soldier’s release and say the move was illegal and could embolden terrorists around the globe. 

Tanzania
Corruption behind Tanzania's increasing wildlife poaching incidents: report from Xinhua (China) 9 Mar 15

A fresh report on the status of Tanzania's wildlife sector cited corruption as one of the reasons behind the increasing incidents of wildlife poaching
in the East African nation. 

Countries express support to Tanzania's anti-poaching drive from Xinhua (China) 10 May 14

Countries across the world, including China, Germany, Norway, Japan and the European Union, on Saturday pledged to support Tanzania in the
fight against poaching and illicit trade of wildlife. 

Thailand
Bangkok Bombing Not Likely To Be Tied To Foreign Terrorism, Thailand Says from New York Times 21 Aug 15

Thai authorities said on Thursday that although the suspects in the deadly bombing of a shrine in Bangkok this week were believed to be a foreign
man and at least 10 accomplices, the attack was not likely to be the work of international terrorists because foreign intelligence agencies had not
seen any movement on the terrorist networks they monitor. 

Thai Police Seek Suspect Seen On Video Before Bangkok Bombing from New York Times 19 Aug 15

The Thai authorities on Tuesday said they were pursuing a man captured on video before the bombing of a religious shrine in Bangkok the
previous night, an attack that killed at least 20 people, many of them tourists. 



Death Toll Rises In Bangkok Bomb Blast from USA Today 18 Aug 15

A deadly bomb blast Monday rocked a downtown shopping and tourism hub here during the evening rush hour, killing at least 18 people and
injuring scores more, authorities said. 

UPDATE: Thailand condemns US trafficking ranking from Agence France-Presse 27 Jul 15

Thailand hit out at its longtime ally the United States late Monday after a scathing report by Washington accused the kingdom of failing to take
sufficient action against human trafficking. 

US To Hold Major Military Exercise Again In Thailand from Associated Press 12 Jun 15

The U.S. plans to hold its annual Cobra Gold military exercise in Thailand again next year despite concern that a post-coup government is
slipping in its timetable for restoring democracy. 

Thailand scrambles to boost image on human trafficking from Associated Press 7 Jun 15

Thailand is eager to show its newfound toughness on human trafficking, taking reporters on patrols and tours of former camps, cooperating with
neighboring countries and the U.S., and arresting dozens of officials — including a high-ranking officer in the military that now controls the
country. The junta even had a "National Anti-Human Trafficking Day." 

ANALYSIS: Thai Trafficking Crackdown May Be Increasing Migrants’ Misery from Wall Street Journal 11 May 15

Thailand’s crackdown on gangs smuggling migrants from Myanmar and Bangladesh into Malaysia appears to be having a worrying side effect:
Officials say traffickers are now casting adrift boatloads of people to fend for themselves in the broiling waters of the Bay of Bengal. 

Thailand human trafficking death toll far greater than feared, claims rights group from The Guardian (UK) 6 May 15

Mass grave in Songkhla province may foreshadow more discoveries as survivors tell of hundreds of deaths among Rohingya people trafficked
from Burma Human trafficking may have taken place in Thailand on a far greater scale than previously suspected, with dozens of mass graves
containing the bodies of victims lying undiscovered throughout the country’s south, according to testimony gathered by a Bangkok-based human
rights group. 

U.S. calls for speedy inquiry into Thai mass grave from Reuters 4 May 15

The United States, which has censured Thailand for failing to act against human trafficking, called on Monday for a speedy and credible inquiry
into the discovery of a mass grave containing more than two dozen bodies thought to be of ethnic migrants. 

US 'troubled' by Thai leader's threat to execute journalists from Associated Press 27 Mar 15

The U.S. says it hopes that Thailand's leader, who took power in a military coup last year, wasn't serious when he made a threat to execute
journalists. 

Thailand accuses U.S. of meddling in its politics from Reuters 29 Jan 15

Thailand accused the United States on Wednesday of meddling in its political affairs, saying many Thais had been hurt by remarks of a visiting
U.S. envoy who criticized actions by the ruling military junta. 

U.S. Envoy Urges Thailand To Lift Martial Law from New York Times 27 Jan 15

The most senior United States diplomat to visit Thailand since the military seized power in May called on Monday for the lifting of martial law
and delivered harsh words to the junta. 

Thai junta launches raids in search of 'addicts' for rehab from Agence France-Presse 9 Sep 14

Thai authorities launched anti-drug raids across Bangkok Tuesday sending scores of "addicts" to rehabilitation centres after conducting door-to-
door urine tests, police said, in the latest junta crackdown on law and order. 

Thai court issues arrest warrant for anti-coup group spokesman from Agence France-Presse 29 Jun 14

Thailand's military court has issued an arrest warrant for the spokesman of an anti-coup group over alleged arms offences, an accusation firmly
rejected by the former minister. 



US Cuts More Thailand Aid, Considers Moving Exercises from Agence France-Presse 25 Jun 14

The United States said Tuesday it has suspended more assistance to Thailand in response to a military coup and was considering moving a major
regional exercise out of the kingdom. 

Fearing a Junta Crackdown, Cambodian Workers Stream Out of Thailand from New York Times 15 Jun 14

Tens of thousands of Cambodians working in Thailand have fled the country in a chaotic exodus that appears to be driven by fears of a crackdown
on illegal foreign laborers by the military junta that seized power in Thailand last month. 

Thai Protesters Come Out Again Despite Junta’s Ban from Associated Press 2 Jun 14

Thailand’s ruling junta deployed thousands of security forces on the streets of Bangkok on Sunday to thwart another round of small-scale protests
denouncing last month’s military coup. Hundreds of demonstrators came out and several were detained, but there was no violence. 

Thai junta airs propaganda to show detainees OK from Associated Press 28 May 14

Thailand's new military junta aired videos Wednesday on television stations nationwide showing some of the prominent political figures it has
detained as part of an effort to convince the public that detainees in army custody are being treated well. 

After Coup, General Vows To Create A “Genuine Democracy” In Thailand from New York Times 27 May 14

Thailand’s military junta said Monday that it would stay in power “indefinitely” and that its rule had been endorsed by King Bhumibol Adulyadej,
the monarch for nearly seven decades who has semi-divine status in the country. 

After Coup, General Vows To Create A “Genuine Democracy” In Thailand from New York Times 27 May 14

Thailand’s military junta said Monday that it would stay in power “indefinitely” and that its rule had been endorsed by King Bhumibol Adulyadej,
the monarch for nearly seven decades who has semi-divine status in the country. 

Journalists charged with defaming Thai navy to face court in March from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 26 May 14

Two journalists are to go on trial in March on charges of defaming the Thai Navy, for posting online an article on human trafficking, one of the
defendants said Monday. 

Thailand’s Military Stages Coup, Thwarting Populist Movement from New York Times 23 May 14

The Thai military seized control of the country on Thursday and detained at least 25 leading politicians in a culmination of months of
maneuvering by the Bangkok establishment to sideline a populist movement that has won every national election since 2001. 

Thai Military Tries To Break Political Deadlock As Opponents Meet from New York Times 22 May 14

A day after imposing martial law, the Thai military on Wednesday put leaders of the country’s polarized political camps in the same room in an
effort to end six months of political deadlock. 

Thailand's army declares martial law, denies coup from Associated Press 20 May 14

Thailand's powerful army declared martial law Tuesday and deployed troops into the heart of Bangkok in a dramatic move it said was aimed at
stabilizing the Southeast Asian country after six months of turbulent political unrest. The military insisted a coup d'etat was not underway. 

Police fire tear gas at Thai protesters; 4 hurt from Associated Press 9 May 14

Thai police fired tear gas and water cannons Friday to push back hundreds of protesters trying to force their way into a government compound, the
latest indication that ousting the premier will not solve the country's tense political crisis. 

US Urges New Elections In Thailand from Agence France-Presse 8 May 14

The United States on Wednesday called for a “peaceful” resolution to political tensions in Thailand and new elections after the country’s
constitutional court dismissed the prime minister and nine ministers for abuse of power. 

Thailand’s Court Rules Elections Invalid from Associated Press 21 Mar 14



Thailand’s Constitutional Court has ruled general elections held in February invalid in a fresh blow to the embattled prime minister. 

UPDATE: Thailand sentences suspected Uighur asylum seekers from Agence France-Presse 15 Mar 14

Thailand on Saturday sentenced dozens of asylum seekers thought to be from China's Uighur minority for illegal entry, an official said, despite a
US appeal for their protection. 

Fatal Violence Strikes Antigovernment Rallies In Thailand from New York Times 24 Feb 14

Four people were killed, including three children, and more than 50 injured at antigovernment protests in Thailand over the weekend as the
country’s protracted power struggle gave rise to more violence. 

Court In Thailand Limits Crackdown On Protesters from New York Times 20 Feb 14

Describing the movement to overthrow the Thai government as peaceful, a Bangkok civil court on Wednesday sharply curtailed the powers of the
authorities and barred them from dispersing protesters, a decision that a prominent legal analyst described as “one step closer to a full-scale
judicial coup.” 

Thai Police Clash With Protesters, Leaving 4 Dead from Associated Press 19 Feb 14

Gunbattles broke out Tuesday as hundreds of riot police made their strongest attempt to clear anti-government protest sites around Thailand’s
capital, leaving at least four people dead and 64 others injured. 

Thai Police Clash With Protesters, Leaving 3 Dead from Associated Press 18 Feb 14

Clashes between police and anti-government demonstrators in Bangkok left three people dead and 57 others injured Tuesday as riot police
attempted to clear out protest camps around the Thai capital. 

Treading softly, Thai riot police move to reclaim protest sites from Reuters 14 Feb 14

Thousands of Thai riot police were deployed on Friday to seize back protest sites around government buildings in Bangkok that have been
occupied for months by demonstrators seeking to topple Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra. 

Thai Protesters Defiant As US Warns Against Coup from Agence France-Presse 4 Feb 14

The United States warned Monday against moves to stage a military coup in Thailand as anti-government protesters vowed to press on with their
fight after a disrupted weekend election. 

Thailand Polls Close But Results Uncertain from USA Today 3 Feb 14

Voting in Thailand’s general election Sunday was disrupted by anti-government protesters who barricaded roads and blocked access to polling
stations at several locations in Bangkok and southern provinces. 

Thai Protesters Disrupt Early Voting In South from New York Times 27 Jan 14

Hundreds of thousands of people were blocked from voting on Sunday as antigovernment demonstrators obstructed polling places in Bangkok
and southern Thailand in a campaign to suspend democracy and replace Parliament with an unelected “people’s council.” 

Member Of Thai Election Commission Seeks Postponement Of February Vote from New York Times 23 Jan 14

Like the protesters trying to overthrow the Thai government, Somchai Srisutthiyakorn says he is against holding elections next month and does
not think they will help resolve the country’s increasingly violent political turmoil. 

Thai Leaders Declare State Of Emergency In Bangkok from New York Times 22 Jan 14

The embattled government of Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra declared the imposition of emergency rule in Bangkok and surrounding areas
on Tuesday, suggesting a more aggressive posture toward protesters who have occupied parts of the city during the past two months and are
seeking to overthrow the government. 

Thai Leader Vows To Keep Job Amid Protests from New York Times 15 Jan 14

As antigovernment protesters continued their occupation of crucial parts of Bangkok’s main commercial and business districts, Prime Minister



Yingluck Shinawatra on Tuesday said she was “protecting democracy” and would not resign. 

Protesters, Angry At Premier, Fill Bangkok’s Central Business District from New York Times 14 Jan 14

Thousands of protesters who had spent the night on the streets of Bangkok’s central commercial district marched to government offices early
Tuesday as part of a so-called shutdown of the city, a largely peaceful demonstration aimed at removing the government of Prime Minister
Yingluck Shinawatra. 

Thai Army Chief Urges Public To Ignore Rumors Of A Coup from Bloomberg News 8 Jan 14

Thailand’s army chief urged the public not to believe rumors of a possible coup, saying the movement of military hardware into Bangkok was for
an annual parade and not to oust Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra. 

Thai Army Chief Urges Calm In Political Dispute from Associated Press 27 Dec 13

Thailand’s army chief urged both sides in the country’s bitter political dispute to show restraint on Friday, but for the first time since the crisis
began last month did not rule out the possibility of a coup. 

Thai Opposition Protesters Rally To Heap Pressure On PM from Agence France-Presse 23 Dec 13

Tens of thousands of Thai protesters rallied Sunday in their latest attempt to oust the prime minister, paralysing central Bangkok and vowing to
block parties from registering for hotly disputed polls. 

Thai protesters march in bid to oust PM, take aim at U.S. from Reuters 19 Dec 13

Anti-government protesters marched in Bangkok on Thursday in a bid to force Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra from office but their numbers
appeared far smaller than earlier in the month, when she called a snap election to try to defuse the crisis. 

Trial Of An Ex-Premier Raises Tensions In Thailand Further from New York Times 13 Dec 13

Abhisit Vejjajiva, a former prime minister, was charged Thursday in a Bangkok criminal court with premeditated murder in a case connected to a
military crackdown on protesters in 2010. 

Thai Premier Rejects Demands That She Quit from New York Times 11 Dec 13

Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra on Tuesday rejected demands by antigovernment protesters that she step aside before elections she called in
response to weeks of demonstrations. 

Thai protests ease as police lift key barricades from Associated Press 3 Dec 13

Anti-government protesters swarmed into the Thai prime minister's office compound Tuesday as police stood by and watched, allowing them to
claim a symbolic victory after three days of bitter clashes.

Thai Protests Turn Volatile As At Least 3 Are Shot Dead from New York Times 2 Dec 13

The week-old campaign of antigovernment protests in Thailand entered a dangerous new phase on Sunday after shootings involving rival political
camps left at least three people dead and more than 110 wounded in Bangkok. 

Thai Leader Invokes Security Law Amid Protests from Associated Press 26 Nov 13

Thailand’s prime minister invoked an emergency law on Monday after demonstrators seeking to remove her from office occupied parts of the
finance and foreign ministries. 

The Netherlands
Dutch police roll up cannabis 'crime family' from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 15

Dutch police have arrested six family members accused of exporting large amounts of cannabis to France, police said on Tuesday. 

Dutch police detain motorcycle gang members in raids from Associated Press 27 May 15

Dutch police say they have detained 19 people, most of them members of the Bandidos motorcycle gang, in coordinated raids that spread into
neighboring Belgium and Germany. 



Dutch justice minister quits over deal with drug trafficker from Associated Press 9 Mar 15

The two leaders of the Dutch Security and Justice Ministry quit Monday amid a scandal over a deal made 15 years ago in which a convicted drug
trafficker was paid millions of guilders by prosecutors who were actually trying to strip him of his criminal profits. 

Dutch court refuses to punish illegal cannabis growers from Agence France-Presse 16 Oct 14

A Dutch court on Thursday refused to punish two cannabis growers, criticising a government policy that criminalises the drug's production while
allowing its sale in coffee shops. 

Secret hash plantation discovered in the Netherlands from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 26 Aug 14

Dutch police discovered a plantation with more than 18,000 hashish plants in a forest near the German border, a police spokesman said Tuesday. 

It's official: drugs, prostitution boost Dutch economy from Reuters 25 Jun 14

The Netherlands' famous red light districts and "coffee" shops selling sex and drugs contribute 2.5 billion euros a year to the national economy, or
slightly more than the country's consumption of cheese, Dutch authorities said. 

Trade
ANALYSIS: Panama, Suez, Nicaragua canal schemes miss trade boat from Agence France-Presse 7 Sep 14

Vast projects to expand the Suez and Panama canals are being talked up as the biggest upheaval for decades in global maritime traffic, but experts
say they could be outflanked by a trade shift towards Asia. 

Trans Pacific Partnership
12-country talks on Pacific trade pact finish without breakthrough from Kyodo (Japan) 26 Apr 15

Chief negotiators from 12 countries aiming to sign a Pacific free trade initiative finished their four-day talks Sunday, a Japanese official said,
apparently without major progress on sticking points. 

Transnational Crime
US Offers Full Support To Mexico To Capture Drug Lord from Associated Press 14 Jul 15

WASHINGTON (AP) — The United States is pledging assistance to Mexico’s government in bringing escaped drug kingpin Joaquin “El Chapo”
Guzman to justice.

BNP chief seeks to trim US criminal penalties: source from Agence France-Presse 12 May 14

The head of French bank BNP Paribas met with top US officials last week seeking lower penalties for violating US sanctions laws, a person
familiar with the matter said Monday. 

Police Block ‘Contract Killer Hire’ Website in Russia from RIA Novosti 6 Dec 13

Police in Russia have blocked access to a website that offered contract murder services to potential clients, a Russian senator said Friday. 

Russia disappointed with NATO reaction to the Afghan drug threat - Churkin from Itar-Tass (Russia) 20 Mar 13

Russian Ambassador to the United Nations Vitaly Churkin said on Tuesday that Russia was disappointed with the weak reaction of NATO and the
United Nations to the growing drug threat coming from Afghanistan. 

S. Korean TV networks, banks report cyber attack: police from Agence France-Presse 20 Mar 13

South Korean police said Wednesday they were investigating reports from several major broadcasters and banks that their computer networks had
come under a concerted cyber attack. 

Police agency: 3,600 crime gangs active in EU from Associated Press 19 Mar 13

The European Union's law enforcement agency Europol says 3,600 organized crime gangs are operating throughout the continent and a new breed
of criminal is cashing in on the ongoing economic crisis and the increasingly interconnected world. 



Afghan gov't launches poppy eradication campaign in Kandahar from Xinhua (China) 19 Mar 13

The government of Afghanistan launched poppy eradication campaign in Taliban former stronghold Kandahar 450 km south of Kabul and have
destroyed 2,800 acres of poppy fields, spokesman for provincial administration Jawed Faisal said Tuesday. 

Transnational Organized Crime
Myanmar's illegal drugs are now a threat at home as well as abroad from Kyodo (Japan) 14 Apr 14

Myanmar has long been home to some of the world's most prolific opium poppy growers and some of its most notorious drug warlords. 

Tropical Weather
Tropical Storm Andrea forms, likely to be hurricane: NHC from Agence France-Presse 5 Jun 13

Tropical Storm Andrea, the first of the Atlantic storm season, formed in the Gulf of Mexico on Wednesday and was expected to become a
hurricane within 48 hours, the US National Hurricane Center said. 

Tunisia
Change In Militant Tactics Puts Tunisians On Edge from New York Times 10 Aug 15

A dozen police officers, one with an assault rifle across his knees, guard the presidential mausoleum in this sleepy seaside resort, easily
outnumbering the foreign visitors on a recent morning. 

12 People Detained In Hotel Attack Probe from Associated Press 2 Jul 15

A Tunisian official says that about 12 people have been detained in the investigation into a massacre at a beach resort that killed 38 people, mostly
British tourists. 

Gunman At Tunisian Beach Hotel Trained With Museum Attackers from New York Times 1 Jul 15

The gunman who massacred 38 foreign tourists at a beachside hotel on Friday trained with a militant group in Libya earlier this year alongside
two Tunisians who later killed 22 people at the national museum, security officials confirmed on Tuesday. 

David Cameron Vows A “Full” Response To Tunisia Attack from New York Times 30 Jun 15

Shocked by the deadliest terrorist attack on Britons in a decade, Prime Minister David Cameron promised a “full spectrum” response on Monday
to the assault, which killed 39 tourists at a resort in Sousse, Tunisia, on Friday. At least 18 of the victims, and possibly as many as 30, were
British. 

Shaken Tourists Flee Tunisia After Seaside Massacre from Agence France-Presse 29 Jun 15

Planeloads of shocked foreign tourists flew home from Tunisia Saturday after a beachside massacre claimed by the Islamic State jihadist group
killed 38 people and prompted a major security clampdown. 

Obama Upgrades Tunisia’s Status as a U.S. Ally from New York Times 22 May 15

President Obama announced Thursday that he would designate Tunisia a major American ally as he encourages the North African country in its
progress toward a more democratic form of government since the Arab Spring uprisings of 2011. 

Leading Suspect in Tunisia Museum Attack Is Said to Be Killed from New York Times 30 Mar 15

Tunisian security forces decimated the leadership of a Tunisian jihadi group linked to al-Qaida's North African branch, including the man
identified as the "operational chief" of the attack this month on the National Bardo Museum that killed 22 people, mostly foreign tourists, the
interior minister said Sunday.

Police Seek Third Gunman In Deadly Attack At Tunisian National Museum from New York Times 23 Mar 15

Tunisian security forces are looking for a third man suspected in Wednesday’s attack at the National Bardo Museum, in which 20 foreign tourists,
a Tunisian police officer and two gunmen were killed. 

Tunisia: Gunman known to intelligence ahead of attack from Associated Press 19 Mar 15

One of the two gunmen who killed 19 tourists and others at a prominent Tunisian museum was known to intelligence services, Tunisia's prime



minister said Thursday. But no formal links to a particular terrorist group have been established in an attack that threatens the country's fledgling
democracy and struggling tourism industry. 

Tunisia Vows ‘Merciless War Against Terrorism’ After Museum Attack from Agence France-Presse 19 Mar 15

Tunisia’s president promised to wage a “merciless war against terrorism” after gunmen killed 17 foreign tourists and two Tunisians in a daylight
attack in the birthplace of the Arab Spring. 

Former interior minister nominated as new Tunisia premier from Reuters 5 Jan 15

A former Tunisian interior minister has been nominated as prime minister to form a new government after an agreement among political parties in
the newly elected parliament, congress speaker Mohamed Nacer said on Monday. 

Tunisia Polls Give Ex-regime Figure The Edge from Associated Press 24 Nov 14

A veteran politician from the previous regime that ran on a platform of restoring the prestige of the state took the lead in Tunisia’s first free and
fair presidential election Sunday, according to exit polls. But there will still likely be a runoff next month. 

Preliminary Counts Show Secular Party Leading In Tunisian Parliamentary Vote from New York Times 28 Oct 14

The secular party Nidaa Tounes has won the largest number of seats in Tunisia’s parliamentary election, defeating its main rival, the Islamist party
Ennahda, according to two analyses of results across the country. 

Voter Turnout Bolsters Tunisian Hopes For Post-Revolution Stability from New York Times 27 Oct 14

Tunisians filled polling stations on Sunday to elect a new Parliament, expressing a strong desire and some trepidation that, after months of
political turmoil, the country would turn a corner nearly four years after the revolution. 

US Giving Extra $60M In Military Aid To Tunisia from Associated Press 27 Aug 14

The U.S. has announced it will be giving Tunisia another $60 million in military aid next year. 

Tunisia Asks US For 12 Helicopters To Fight “Terrorism” from Agence France-Presse 6 Aug 14

Tunisia has asked the United States for a dozen American-made Sikorsky Black Hawk helicopters so its forces can “fight terrorism,” the country’s
president said Tuesday. 

Tunisia ends state of emergency after 3 years from Associated Press 7 Mar 14

Tunisia's president on Thursday lifted the state of emergency that has been in place since the outbreak of a popular revolution three years ago, and
a top military chief said soldiers stationed in some of the country's most sensitive areas will return to their barracks. 

Kerry Makes Surprise Stop In Tunisia from New York Times 19 Feb 14

Secretary of State John Kerry made a surprise visit to Tunisia on Tuesday in a gesture of support for its struggle to establish a democratic system. 

Three Years After Uprising, Tunisia Approves Constitution from New York Times 27 Jan 14

Members of Tunisia’s National Constituent Assembly voted overwhelmingly to approve the country’s new Constitution on Sunday night, finally
completing a two-year drafting process and opening the way to a new democratic era three years after the uprising that set off the Arab Spring. 

Tunisian Constitution, Praised For Balance, Nears Passage from New York Times 15 Jan 14

Tunisia’s National Constituent Assembly is close to passing a new Constitution that legislators across the political spectrum, human rights
organizations and constitutional experts are hailing as a triumph of consensus politics. 

Tunisia’s Premier Resigns, Formally Ending His Party’s Rule from New York Times 10 Jan 14

Tunisia’s Islamist prime minister resigned Thursday, ending the two-year-old rule of his party, which has dominated the political scene since the
popular uprising here that initiated the Arab Spring. 

Tunisia Has Until Jan 14 To ‘Adopt Constitution, Form Govt’ from Agence France-Presse 24 Dec 13



Tunisia’s politicians have until January 14 to adopt a constitution and form a new government to replace the one headed by Islamist party
Ennahda, mediators said Monday. 

Turkey
Pentagon chief urges Turks to 'do more' against IS from Associated Press 21 Aug 15

Turkey needs to "do more" to assist the U.S.-led international coalition fighting the Islamic State in Syria and Iraq, Defense Secretary Ash Carter
said Thursday, urging America's sometimes reluctant NATO partner to take steps to participate in airstrikes and better control its border. 

Elections Seem Likely in Turkey as ISIS Threat Rises from New York Times 19 Aug 15

Prospects for a period of instability in Turkey increased on Tuesday after attempts by the dominant party to form a new coalition government
officially ended in failure. 

After Delicate Negotiations, U.S. Says It Will Pull Patriot Missiles From Turkey from New York Times 17 Aug 15

The United States said Sunday that it would withdraw two Patriot missile-defense batteries from southern Turkey this fall, a sign that the
Pentagon believes the risk of Syrian Army missile attacks has eased since the Patriots were deployed in 2013. Officials said the antimissile
systems would be needed elsewhere to defend against threats from Iran and North Korea. 

Gun Battle Erupts Outside U.S. Consulate In Istanbul from New York Times 11 Aug 15

Attackers opened fire outside the United States Consulate here on Monday morning, setting off a brief gun battle with the police as violence in
Turkey continued to escalate nearly two weeks after the government began what it called a major counterterrorism effort, including increased
cooperation with the United States in the fight against the Islamic State. 

6 US F-16 Jets Arrive In Turkey To Fight IS from Associated Press 10 Aug 15

Six U.S. F-16 fighter jets arrived at an air base in southern Turkey on Sunday to join the U.S.-led coalition fight against Islamic State militants, the
U.S. military said. 

Assailants fire shots at US Consulate in Istanbul from LEFTERIS PITARAKIS and SUZAN FRASER 10 Aug 15

Two assailants opened fire at the heavily-protected U.S. Consulate building in Istanbul on Monday, touching off a gunfight with police before
fleeing the scene, Turkish media reports said. 

U.S. Conducts First Islamic State Strike Launched From Turkish Soil from Washington Post 6 Aug 15

The United States has begun conducting air strikes over Syria from a base in southern Turkey, the Pentagon said Wednesday, opening a new front
in the Obama administration’s air war against the Islamic State.

Report: Turkish Jets Attack PKK Targets In Southeast Turkey from Associated Press 5 Aug 15

Turkish warplanes pounded suspected Kurdish rebel targets in southeast Turkey on Tuesday in retaliation to a rebel mortar attack at a military
base which wounded a 6-year-old girl, the state-run Anadolu Agency reported. 

Turkish Prime Minister: We Will Stop At Nothing To Defeat Terrorism from Washington Post 31 Jul 15

Viewed as a snapshot, the situation in Syria and Iraq may lead one to hopelessness and despair. But as a professor of history, diplomat and
politician, I know that history flows in consequential frames that make sense only once they can be seen as a whole. 

Turkey’s Focus On Crushing Kurd Extremists Complicates ISIS Efforts from New York Times 29 Jul 15

In the days after reaching an agreement with the United States to combat mayhem in Syria and Iraq, Turkey said it had vaulted itself into the battle
against extremists menacing Turkish security. 

Heightened Tensions In Turkey After Strikes On Kurdish Militants In Iraq from New York Times 27 Jul 15

As Turkish fighter jets pounded Kurdish militia targets in northern Iraq late Friday, the implications of the attack weighed heavily on Turks and
Kurds across the border in Turkey, as they faced the prospect of being drawn back into a bloody civil conflict after years of relative peace. 



Turkey To Allow Use Of Key Air Bases For U.S. Warplanes To Bomb ISIS from New York Times 24 Jul 15

The United States and Turkey have reached an agreement for manned and unmanned American warplanes to carry out aerial attacks on the
Islamic State from two Turkish air bases, Obama administration officials said Thursday. 

Islamic State Blamed as Bomb Kills 31 Near Turkey’s Syria Border from Bloomberg News 21 Jul 15

Turkish authorities said Islamic State is the obvious suspect for a bomb attack in the country’s south that killed and injured dozens, as the conflict
in neighboring Syria spills across the border.

Turkey, Month After Election, Awaits A Governing Coalition from New York Times 9 Jul 15

After Turkey’s ruling party lost its majority in Parliament in the June 7 elections, President Recep Tayyip Erdogan urged the country’s lawmakers
to swiftly form a new coalition government. 

Why Isn’t U.S. Tougher On Turkey’s Hesitance To Fight Islamic State? from McClatchy 2 Jul 15

Last fall, when faced with questions about why NATO partner and regional ally Turkey wasn’t pulling its weight in the fight against the Islamic
State, Secretary of State John Kerry insisted that there was “no discrepancy” between U.S. and Turkish policy on the extremists and said Ankara
would define its role on its own timetable. 

Erdogan Urges Cooperation In Forming New Turkish Government from New York Times 12 Jun 15

For Turkey’s ubiquitous president, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, it was a long time between television appearances: three days, 22 hours, one minute
and 45 seconds. 

Turkey’s Election Wounds President And Opens Political Uncertainty from Washington Post 9 Jun 15

Turkey’s president and his political allies began the difficult process of damage assessment Monday after being upended by a dramatic election
shift that wiped away their hold on parliament. 

Turkey And The Islamic State: Clash Of Interests Feeds Suspicions from McClatchy 28 May 15

Governments throughout the Middle East and well beyond look with suspicion on Turkey’s role in the war against the Islamic State. “Turkey’s
policy is either a double or triple game,” a senior official in Jerusalem said recently, speaking, like most officials in this story, on condition of
anonymity because of the sensitive diplomatic and intelligence matters involved. 

Turkish police raids Kurdish party leader's home 'by mistake' from Agence France-Presse 12 May 15

Turkish police hunting an alleged drug smuggler "mistakenly" raided the home of the leader of the pro-Kurdish People's Democratic Party (HDP),
Selahattin Demirtas, local media reported Tuesday. 

Syrian Fighters To Begin Training In Turkey Despite Divide Over Mission from Washington Post 21 Apr 15

About 200 Syrian opposition fighters will begin military training next month in Turkey, despite ongoing Turkish disagreement with the Obama
administration over the enemy they will combat when they finish the six-week course. 

Turkey Angry At Pope After ‘Genocide’ Remarks from USA Today 13 Apr 15

Pope Francis on Sunday called the slaughter of up to 1.5 million Armenians the “first genocide of the 20th century,” prompting Turkey to recall its
ambassador to the Vatican. 

Erdogan Says Iran Visit Still On Despite ‘Domination’ Row from Agence France-Presse 31 Mar 15

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Monday insisted he was still planning to visit Iran next week, despite a war-of-words with the Islamic
republic triggered by the Yemen crisis and his accusations Tehran was seeking domination of the region. 

Turkey Moves To Close All Gates At Border With Syria from New York Times 30 Mar 15

After maintaining an open-door policy throughout the four-year conflict in neighboring Syria, Turkey has moved this month to close the two
remaining border gates between the countries, shutting out displaced Syrian refugees amid fears of a potential terrorist attack. 



Turkey Detains Spy For Helping British Girls Join IS from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 15

Turkey on Thursday said it had detained an intelligence agent working for one of the nations in the US-led coalition fighting Islamic State (IS) for
helping three British teenage girls cross into Syria to join the jihadists. 

Turkey seeks EU help to stop migrant 'ghost ships' from Associated Press 4 Mar 15

Turkey is appealing to the European Union to help it combat the phenomenon of ghost ships used by smugglers to send hundreds of migrants at a
time toward European shores. 

Turkish Troops Enter Syria To Relocate Historic Tomb from Agence France-Presse 23 Feb 15

Almost 600 Turkish troops pushed deep into Syria in an unprecedented incursion Sunday, relocating a historic tomb and evacuating the soldiers
guarding the monument after it was surrounded by Islamic State (IS) jihadists. 

Turkey, US Sign Deal To Train, Arm Syrian Rebels: US Embassy from Associated Press 20 Feb 15

Turkey and the United States signed an agreement Thursday to train and arm Syrian rebels fighting the Islamic State group, said the U.S. Embassy
in Ankara.

Suicide Bomber Attacks Istanbul Police Station from New York Times 7 Jan 15

A female suicide bomber wearing a large coat that concealed her explosives attacked a police station in the heart of Istanbul’s most tourist-filled
district on Tuesday, killing herself and wounding two police officers, one fatally. 

Erdogan Says Turkey’s Supporters Of Contraception Are Traitors from New York Times 23 Dec 14

He has called women unequal to men. He has required some high school students to learn an Ottoman-era script scrapped nearly a century ago.
Now, he has described birth control as treasonous. 

Erdogan Tells EU To ‘Mind Own Business’ Over Turkey Arrests from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 14

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan Monday told the European Union to “mind its own business”, in a blistering attack against the bloc over
criticism by EU officials of police raids against opposition media. 

Turkey Arrests 27 In Swoop On Anti-Erdogan Media from Agence France-Presse 15 Dec 14

Turkish police on Sunday arrested the editor of Turkey’s biggest-selling newspaper and 26 others in lightning raids on supporters of a US-based
cleric who has become President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s top foe. 

Turkey-US Moving Closer On Syria No-fly Zone: Ankara from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 14

NATO allies Turkey and the United States are narrowing their differences over plans to create a no-fly zone along the Syrian border, the Turkish
foreign minister said on Wednesday. 

U.S. embassy warns of potential attack in southeast Turkey from Reuters 4 Dec 14

The U.S. Embassy in Ankara said on Wednesday it had received reports that "extremist groups" may be planning an attack against a Syrian
opposition group in the southeastern Turkish city of Gaziantep. 

Pope, In Turkey, Issues Call To Protect Middle Eastern Christians from New York Times 1 Dec 14

Pope Francis and his counterpart in the Orthodox Church on Sunday vowed to work together to prevent an exodus of Christians from the Middle
East, and they called for “constructive dialogue” with Muslims to resolve conflicts in the embattled region and around the world. 

In New Video, U.S. Sailors Attacked In Istanbul By Turkish Mob from Washington Post 13 Nov 14

Three U.S. sailors were attacked in Istanbul by an angry mob on Wednesday, as a group of about 20 nationalists hurled objects at them, chased
them and briefly threw a bag over one of their heads. 

Peshmerga troops start entering Syrian border town from Associated Press 30 Oct 14

Activists say 10 Iraqi peshmerga fighters have entered a northern Syrian border town, the first from among a group of 150 Kurdish troops on their



way into the embattled Kobani. 

Turkish Leader Says U.S. Airdrop Aided ISIS Militants from New York Times 22 Oct 14

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan of Turkey criticized on Wednesday an American airdrop of supplies and weapons near the Syrian town of
Kobani, saying the United States had mistakenly aided the militants besieging the town instead of the Kurdish fighters defending it. 

Turkey Says It Will Aid Kurdish Forces In Fight For Kobani from New York Times 21 Oct 14

Turkey will allow Iraqi Kurdish forces, known as pesh merga, to cross its border with Syria to help fight militants from the group called the
Islamic State who have besieged the Syrian town of Kobani for more than a month, the Turkish foreign minister announced Monday. 

Turkey Clears Way For Iraqi Kurdish Troops To Battle Islamic State In Kobane, Syria from Washington Post 21 Oct 14

Turkey said Monday that it would allow Iraqi Kurdish fighters to cross its border into the besieged Syrian town of Kobane, where Syrian Kurds
are battling Islamic State militants. 

Turkey’s Erdogan Rejects Arming Syrian Kurdish Group from Agence France-Presse 20 Oct 14

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Sunday rejected calls for Turkey to arm the main Kurdish party in Syria, describing the group as a terrorist
organisation. 

Kurds Stuck Between Foes Once Again from New York Times 17 Oct 14

Almost four decades ago, a reporter voyaged to a remote village on the Turkish frontier to glean what little news there was to be had on the
collapse of a Kurdish revolt. 

Turkish Airstrike Hits Kurds, Complicating Fight Against Islamic State from New York Times 15 Oct 14

In the face of increasing international pressure, Turkey took decisive military action on Monday — not against the Islamic State militants that
Turkey’s Western allies have urged it to fight, but rather against the Kurdish militant group that has been battling the Islamic State. 

Turkish Attack On Kurdish Rebels Threatens Peace Talks from USA Today 15 Oct 14

Hopes for peace talks between the Turkish government and separatist Kurdish rebels appeared dashed Tuesday after the Turkish military’s attack
on rebel bases. 

Turkey Denies Reports Of Deal For Use Of Its Bases In Fight Against Islamic State from New York Times 14 Oct 14

A day after American officials said Turkey had agreed to allow its air bases to be used for operations against the Islamic State, which they
described as a deal that represented a breakthrough in tense negotiations, Turkish officials said on Monday that there was no deal yet, and that
talks were still underway. 

Turkish Support Of Coalition Fighting ISIS Centers On Border Buffer Zone from New York Times 10 Oct 14

With the United States continuing to pressure Turkey to do more in the fight against the Islamic State, Turkey’s position has hardened around an
idea it has pushed for years as a strategy to confront the chaos of the Syrian civil war: a buffer zone along its frontier with Syria. 

Turkey’s Erdogan Says Islamic State Close To Taking Control Of Syrian Border Town from Washington Post 8 Oct 14

Turkey’s president conceded Tuesday that Islamic State fighters were close to taking control of a strategic Syrian border town and suggested that
airstrikes alone were not enough to stop further advances by the militants. 

Kurds Battle For Key Syria Town, Woman Suicide Bomber Hits IS from Agence France-Presse 6 Oct 14

Kurdish fighters backed by US-led air strikes battled the Islamic State group for a key Syrian town Sunday, with one woman defender blowing
herself up using the jihadists’ own tactic. 

FEATURE: Turkey crackdown on oil smugglers feeding IS group from Associated Press 6 Oct 14

Turkish authorities say they have beefed up border controls, arrested dozens of smugglers and have gone after consumers with an extensive stop-
and-search operation on Turkish highways where fuel tanks are tested for smuggled oil.



Turkish Parliament Authorizes Military Action In Syria, Iraq from Washington Post 3 Oct 14

Turkey’s parliament on Thursday overwhelmingly endorsed a measure authorizing Turkish and foreign troops to take military action in Iraq and
Syria, potentially setting the stage for a deeper level of Turkish involvement in the expanding international war against the radical Islamic State
group. 

Turkey Makes Bid To Expand Military Role from New York Times 1 Oct 14

The Turkish government sought a mandate from Parliament on Tuesday to expand cross-border military operations into Iraq and Syria, signaling
that it will play a more active role in a United States-led international military campaign to combat Islamic State militants. 

Turkey ‘Can’t Stay Out’ Of Anti-IS Fight: Erdogan from Agence France-Presse 29 Sep 14

Turkey cannot stay out of the international coalition fighting Islamic State (IS) jihadists, President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said Sunday, as Ankara
prepares in the coming week to define its military involvement. 

Turkey, Still Coy, Joins Fight Against Militants from Associated Press 26 Sep 14

Moving from reluctance to refusal and finally to acceptance, Turkey is joining its NATO allies and fellow Sunni Muslim nations in a coalition to
destroy the Islamic State militant group. But the world is still waiting for details of any new, specific aid and is warily watching to make sure
Ankara keeps its commitments. 

US Issues Terror Warning To Citizens In Turkey from Associated Press 25 Sep 14

The U.S. Embassy in Turkey has issued a security warning, urging U.S. citizens to be vigilant against possible terrorist attacks in retaliation for
U.S. airstrikes against the Islamic State group. 

Some 130,000 Syrians reach Turkey, fleeing IS from Associated Press 22 Sep 14

The number of Syrian refugees who have reached Turkey in the past four days after fleeing the advance of Islamic State militants now totals
130,000, Turkey's deputy prime minister said Monday. 

Turkey breaks up crowds at Syrian frontier protesting Islamic State, border closings from Washington Post 22 Sep 14

Turkish troops fired tear gas and water cannons Monday to disperse crowds near Suruc, Turkey, on the Syrian border, where Turkish and Syrian
Kurds have been demonstrating against border closings and the Islamic State’s latest advances in Syria. 

Erdogan Is Sworn In As President Of Turkey from New York Times 29 Aug 14

Turkey’s former prime minister, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, was sworn in Thursday as the country’s first directly elected president, a position from
which he is expected to continue to exercise power for at least another five years. 

Turkey’s Premier Is Proclaimed Winner Of Presidential Election from New York Times 11 Aug 14

Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan, who has led Turkey for more than a decade, is set to become the country’s first popularly elected
president, cruising to what seemed to be an easy victory on Sunday that positioned him to be the dominant political figure here for at least five
more years. 

Turkey Court Orders Release Of 230 Military ‘Plotters’ from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 14

Magistrates in Istanbul on Thursday ordered the release of 230 military officers sentenced for plotting to overthrow the government, a day after
Turkey’s top court said the original trial was flawed. 

US Offers To Help Turkey Over Mine Disaster from Agence France-Presse 15 May 14

The United States on Wednesday offered to help its ally Turkey, which was reeling from a mine disaster which killed 245 workers. 

Turkish Protesters Defy May Day Ban; Dozens Detained from New York Times 2 May 14

Thousands of demonstrators took to the streets of Istanbul on Thursday in May Day rallies, confronting riot police officers to protest a
government mired in a corruption scandal and accused of imposing a creeping authoritarianism in Turkey. 



Turkey moves to block YouTube but attempt fails from Washington Post 28 Mar 14

Turkish authorities pressed Thursday to block access to YouTube following similar action against Twitter, a move sure to provoke further outrage
in a country where social media is widely used. 

Turkey Shoots Down Syrian Plane As Rebels, Assad Forces Battle; President’s Relative Is Killed from Washington Post 24 Mar 14

Turkey’s military shot down a Syrian jet Sunday after it allegedly strayed into Turkish airspace during fierce fighting between Syrian rebels and
government forces in which a relative of President Bashar al-Assad was killed. 

Across Turkey, New Unrest As Teenage Boy Is Buried from New York Times 13 Mar 14

An enormous outpouring of grief and antigovernment rage during the funeral procession for a teenage boy felled by a police tear-gas canister
turned into another mass confrontation with the Turkish authorities on Wednesday as mourners clashed with antiriot squads in Istanbul, Ankara
and Izmir.

New Protests As Turkey President Signs Judiciary Curbs from Agence France-Presse 27 Feb 14

Thousands of protesters took to the streets Wednesday in Turkey as the president signed a controversial bill tightening controls on the judiciary,
deepening opposition resentment toward a government already grappling with a corruption scandal. 

Turkey Approves Internet Restrictions from Associated Press 6 Feb 14

Turkey’s Parliament has approved legislation that would tighten government controls over the Internet. 

Turkish Police Purge Broadens In Corruption Inquiry from New York Times 9 Jan 14

The Turkish government removed police chiefs in 15 cities and the deputy head of the country’s police force in a decree published in the official
gazette early Wednesday, CNN Turk reported. 

Turkish Police Purge Broadens In Corruption Inquiry from New York Times 8 Jan 14

The Turkish government removed police chiefs in 15 cities and the deputy head of the country’s police force in a decree published in the official
gazette early Wednesday, CNN Turk reported. 

US Moves To Stop Airplane Engine Export To Iran from Associated Press 7 Jan 14

The United States Commerce Department has issued an emergency order using U.S. anti-terrorism export control laws against a Turkish company
in an attempt to stop it from exporting two Boeing airplane engines to Iran. 

Erdogan rallies Turks to thwart 'plot' against nation's success from Reuters 2 Jan 14

Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan urged Turks to rally around him in fighting what he termed a dirty plot by foreign-backed elements targeting "the
bread on your table, the money in your pocket, the sweat of your brow". 

Erdogan vows graft scandal in Turkey won’t topple him from Reuters 30 Dec 13

Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan vowed Sunday that he would survive a corruption crisis surrounding his cabinet, saying those
seeking his overthrow would fail just as mass anti-government protests did last summer. 

Prosecutor Overseeing Turkish Graft Inquiry Is Removed From Case from New York Times 27 Dec 13

An Istanbul prosecutor who had been overseeing a sprawling corruption investigation of the prime minister’s inner circle was removed from the
case on Thursday, in a new sign of a profound power struggle over Turkey’s judiciary and police forces. 

Corruption Scandal Is Edging Near Turkish Premier from New York Times 26 Dec 13

A corruption investigation that has encircled the Turkish government moved an ominous step closer to Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan on
Wednesday, as three top ministers whose sons have been implicated abruptly resigned — and one of them, on his way out the door, said Mr.
Erdogan should step down as well. 



Turkish Leader Slams Graft Probe As A Western Plot from Wall Street Journal 23 Dec 13

Thousands Protest Government as Prime Minister Blames International 'Interest-Rate Lobby' for a Corruption Investigation

Turkey, Its Allies Struggling, Tempers Ambitions To Lead Region from New York Times 22 Nov 13

As Egypt’s Islamist demonstrators faced an imminent confrontation with security forces in Cairo last summer, the advice they received from
Turkish officials was adamant: Stand your ground. 

U.S. to keep Patriot missiles in Turkey for up to another year from Reuters 19 Nov 13

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel told the Turkish foreign minister on Monday the United States would keep its two Patriot missile batteries in
Turkey for up to another year, the Pentagon said. 

Turkey Asks NATO To Extend Patriot Deployment Near Syria Border from Agence France-Presse 14 Nov 13

Turkey has asked NATO to extend for another year the deployment of surface-to-air Patriot missiles to protect its troubled border with Syria
because of a continuing “serious” threat, officials said on Wednesday. 

Syria becoming 'Mediterranean Afghanistan': Turkey president from Agence France-Presse 3 Nov 13

Syria could become a "Mediterranean Afghanistan" if the international community does not act to end its civil war, Turkish president Abdullah
Gul warned in an interview published by the Guardian on Sunday. 

Turkish Jets Confront Syrian Aircraft After Army Returns Fire from Bloomberg News 18 Oct 13

Turkish warplanes warned off a Syrian jet and a helicopter close to the border, a day after Turkish artillery batteries fired on Islamist rebels inside
Syria, the military said on its website. 

Turkey Says It Shot Down Syrian Military Helicopter Flying In Its Airspace from New York Times 17 Sep 13

The Turkish government said Monday that one of its fighter planes shot down a Syrian military helicopter that had flown into Turkish airspace, a
potentially significant escalation of tensions between the neighbors and former allies, now bitterly divided over Syria’s civil war. 

Turkish
Turkish Leader Calls Audio Recordings Fake Amid Corruption Scandal from TIME 25 Feb 14

Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan said Tuesday that voice recordings purportedly depicting him telling his son to dispose of large
sums of money amid a graft probe are fabricated. 

Turks and Caicos
Turks and Caicos detains 114 Haitian migrants from Associated Press 31 Mar 14

Authorities in the Turks and Caicos Islands have an intercepted a vessel with 114 Haitian migrants as it passed through the chain southeast of the
Bahamas. 

Ex-premier of Turks and Caicos extradited from Brazil from Agence France-Presse 7 Jan 14

The former premier of the British-ruled Turks and Caicos has been extradited back to the territory to face corruption charges, officials said
Tuesday. 

UPDATE: 18 die in capsizing off Turks and Caicos from Associated Press 25 Dec 13

Eighteen people believed to be migrants from Haiti died Wednesday when their overloaded sailboat overturned as their vessel was being escorted
to shore in the Turks and Caicos Islands, officials in the British territory said. 

UAE
Vice President Joe Biden apologizes to Turkey, UAE from CNN 6 Oct 14

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden has apologized to the United Arab Emirates and Turkey for comments he made last week that Middle Eastern allies
are partly to blame for the strengthening of ISIS. 



Uganda
Uganda anger at 'brain drain' as court allows medics to leave from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 15

A Ugandan court dismissed Wednesday an injunction sought by furious activists trying to prevent the controversial "export" of over 250 medics to
the Caribbean. 

Uganda government under fire over health workers 'brain-drain' from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 15

Uganda's government came in for fresh criticism Thursday over plans to send scores of qualified health workers to jobs in the Caribbean, with
activists saying the controversial scheme was also riddled with corruption. 

Senior Rebel From Uganda To Be Moved To The Hague from New York Times 14 Jan 15

A recently captured Ugandan rebel commander who is accused of helping plan massacres and kidnap countless children will be handed over to the
International Criminal Court, Ugandan and Western officials said on Tuesday. 

Suspected Shebab Bombers Planned Attacks In Uganda: Police from Agence France-Presse 15 Sep 14

Ugandan police said Sunday that 19 suspected Islamist Shebab insurgents arrested in weekend raids had planned to carry out bomb attacks, as the
US embassy said the immediate threat had been “countered”. 

Uganda Says US Sanctions Over Anti-Gay Law Hit Vulnerable from Agence France-Presse 24 Jun 14

Uganda warned on Monday that US sanctions slapped on the country over its tough anti-gay laws would harm the “most vulnerable” in the
country. 

US Slaps Sanctions On Uganda For ‘Vile’ Anti-gay Laws from Agence France-Presse 20 Jun 14

The United States Thursday slapped sanctions on Uganda – cancelling a military air exercise, imposing visa bans and freezing some aid – amid
deep US anger at “vile” Ugandan anti-gay laws. 

Uganda’s Anti-Gay Law Complicates U.S. Aid in Rebel Hunt from New York Times 25 Mar 14

On the February day that President Yoweri Museveni of Uganda signed a law making homosexuality a crime punishable by life in prison, the
White House sharply criticized the measure as “more than an affront” and warned that the administration would review the American relationship
with Uganda in light of the law. 

U.S. Sends Osprey Aircraft, More Special Forces To Uganda To Hunt Warlord Joseph Kony from Washington Post 24 Mar 14

President Obama has ordered a sharp increase in U.S. Special Forces deployed to Uganda and sent U.S. military aircraft there for the first time in
the ongoing effort to hunt down warlord Joseph Kony across a broad swath of central Africa. 

Uganda’s President To Sign Anti-Gay Bill from Associated Press 24 Feb 14

Uganda’s president is expected to sign a controversial anti-gay bill that allows harsh penalties for homosexual offenses. 

Close Uganda Ties May Limit What U.S. Does On Anti-gay Law from McClatchy 18 Feb 14

The Obama administration faces a crucial diplomatic test in Central Africa, where its strategic ally Uganda is drawing criticism for its military
presence in South Sudan and its official hostility toward gays and lesbians. 

UK
Cannabis farms uncovered in tower block in northwest England from Xinhua (China) 24 Jun 15

Cannabis farms have been found at a block of flats in northwestern Liverpool, local police said Wednesday. Merseyside Police said officers
received a report on Tuesday morning, saying a strong smell of cannabis coming from the property in Crete Tower, Everton, a district in
Liverpool. 

Ukraine
9 Dead As Shelling Increases In Eastern Ukraine from Associated Press 18 Aug 15

A night-long artillery exchange in eastern Ukraine between government troops and Russia-backed rebels claimed nine lives on Monday, casting



doubt on the already shaky cease-fire. 

US Warns Of Sharp Rise In Separatist Attacks In Ukraine from Associated Press 11 Aug 15

The United States says Ukrainian rebels launched more attacks over the last three days than any similar time period since February, in what may
be an escalating effort by Russian-backed militants to destabilize Ukraine’s Western-backed government. 

Ukraine: 4 OSCE Vehicles Destroyed In Apparent Arson from Associated Press 10 Aug 15

The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe’s mission in eastern Ukraine says four of its armored cars were destroyed in an apparent
arson attack. 

Ukraine Argues For US Weapons During Pelosi’s Visit To Kiev from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

Ukrainian security officials have renewed their request for U.S. weapons while meeting with a visiting congressional delegation headed by House
Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi. 

U.S. Names New Targets Of Sanctions Over Ukraine from New York Times 31 Jul 15

The Obama administration on Thursday identified 26 additional people and institutions that will be subject to economic sanctions as part of an
effort to maintain pressure on the Russian government over its support of insurgents fighting in Ukraine. 

IMF Could Release New Funds To Ukraine At End Of July from AFP 24 Jul 15

The International Monetary Fund signaled Thursday it could release $1.7 billion in bailout funds next week to Ukraine as the country reels from
civil war and seeks private-sector debt relief. 

Ukraine tackles graft with new US-style police force from Agence France-Presse 4 Jul 15

Some 2,000 young, athletic, US-trained Ukrainians on Saturday swore oaths to enforce the law -- and resist the temptation to take bribes -- at the
launch of a new police service in Kiev to replace a notoriously corrupt force. 

Ukraine Leader Lays Out Vision Of New War-time Constitution from Agence France-Presse 2 Jul 15

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko on Wednesday proposed constitutional changes designed to give sweeping new powers to the regions but
critically fails to address demands of pro-Russian fighters in the separatist east. 

Diplomats seek to calm Ukraine fighting, break stalemate from Associated Press 24 Jun 15

The foreign ministers of Russia, Ukraine, France and Germany tried Tuesday to revive high-end diplomatic efforts to end the conflict in eastern
Ukraine, amid escalating fighting that is throwing doubts on a shaky peace accord. 

Discontent In Eastern Ukraine Leads To Rare Public Protest from New York Times 16 Jun 15

Residents of two frequently shelled neighborhoods in Donetsk in eastern Ukraine staged a public antiwar protest on Monday, an exceedingly rare
event in rebel-held territory.

Washington Accuses Russia Of ‘Outright Lies’ On Ukraine from Agence France-Presse 12 Jun 15

Washington’s UN envoy accused Russia on Thursday of spinning “outright lies” on Ukraine designed to hide the Kremlin’s direct involvement in
a war it launched to thwart Kiev’s pro-Western drive. 

Escalating skirmishes in eastern Ukraine increase threat to cease-fire from Washington Post 4 Jun 15

Continued skirmishes between pro-Russian rebels and government forces in eastern Ukraine escalated Wednesday into the first major battle in
months, leaving at least 18 dead and further threatening a tenuous cease-fire agreement signed in February. 

Fighting In Ukraine Eases, But Abuses Continue On Both Sides, U.N. Says from New York Times 2 Jun 15

Fighting in eastern Ukraine has eased recently, but at least 6,417 people have died in the conflict and abuses that may amount to war crimes
continue to be committed by both sides, the United Nations said Monday. 



Putin Denies Russian Troops Are In Ukraine, Decrees Certain Deaths Secret from Washington Post 29 May 15

If there was one weak spot in Russian support for the Kremlin’s aims in Ukraine this year, it was the population’s strong aversion to sending in
Russian troops — something Russia denies doing, despite mounting international evidence to the contrary. 

Biden Cracks Door To Lethal Aid To Ukraine from USA Today 28 May 15

The debate over whether to provide lethal defensive aid, such as anti-tank missiles, to Ukraine is “worth having,” Vice President Biden said
Wednesday. Last week, the Pentagon scrambled to send anti-tank missiles to Iraqi security forces. The portable weapons can pierce armor on
vehicles and could presumably have a similar use in Ukraine. 

Ukraine Says It Wants A Missile Shield To Protect Against Russian Aggression from Washington Post 21 May 15

Ukraine wants a nuclear missile shield, according to the country’s security chief, something that would almost certainly provoke an aggressive
response from Russia. 

Kremlin Critic’s Posthumous Report Links Russian Soldiers To Ukraine from New York Times 13 May 15

Members of Russia’s political opposition published a posthumous report by the politician Boris Y. Nemtsov on Tuesday that documented the
deaths of 220 Russian soldiers in the fighting in southeastern Ukraine, even though the Kremlin denies being involved in the war there. 

Merkel Says ‘Still No Ceasefire’ In East Ukraine from Agence France-Presse 11 May 15

German Chancellor Angela Merkel on Sunday said there was still no genuine ceasefire in eastern Ukraine, as she paid a visit to Moscow to
commemorate millions of Soviet soldiers and civilians who died in WWII. 

Ukraine: Soldiers Die In Strife In The Separatist East from New York Times 7 May 15

Ukrainian military officials said Wednesday that five soldiers had been killed and 12 wounded in fighting in the separatist east, casting further
doubt on the prospects for a months-old cease-fire that has never fully taken hold. 

Kerry Urges Russia To Remove Forces From Ukraine from Associated Press 24 Apr 15

Secretary of State John Kerry has urged Russia to remove forces from eastern Ukraine and press Ukrainian separatists into observing a cease-fire. 

Putin Bolsters His Forces Near Ukraine, U.S. Says from New York Times 23 Apr 15

In a sign that the tense crisis in Ukraine could soon escalate, Russia has continued to deploy air defense systems in eastern Ukraine and has built
up its forces near the border, American officials said on Wednesday. 

U.S. Begins Training Ukrainian National Guard To Fight Russia from Washington Times 21 Apr 15

About 300 U.S. service members began training soldiers in the Ukraine national guard on Monday as Russia warned that the American
involvement could make the already dangerous region even less stable. 

300 US Troops In Ukraine To Train Ukrainian Forces: Army from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 15

About 300 US paratroopers arrived this week in Ukraine to train the Ukrainian National Guard which is fighting pro-Russian rebels in the east, the
US Army said in a statement. 

Rival Factions In Ukraine Are Urged To Withdraw Heavy Weapons from New York Times 15 Apr 15

Warring parties in Ukraine should withdraw heavy weapons — including tanks, armored vehicles, mortars and artillery — in order to comply with
the shaky cease-fire that has held in eastern Ukraine since late February, the German foreign minister said early Tuesday. 

‘Grave Concern’ About Ukraine Fighting At Four-way Talks from Agence France-Presse 14 Apr 15

The French, German, Russian and Ukranian foreign ministers expressed “grave concern” Tuesday about violations of a shaky ceasefire in
separatist-held east Ukraine but pledged to continue dialogue. 

Ukraine’s Parliament Moves To Shore Up Battered Economy from New York Times 10 Apr 15

In a blizzard of votes that highlighted Ukraine’s struggles, past and present, the Parliament adopted legislation on Thursday to ban all symbols and



“propaganda” of Communism and Nazism and to overhaul the country’s notoriously corrupt and mismanaged natural gas market. 

Four-way Talks On Ukraine To Be Held In Berlin Monday from Agence France-Presse 9 Apr 15

The French, German, Russian and Ukrainian foreign ministers will meet in Berlin Monday for a follow-up on the fragile ceasefire agreed in
February to end a year of bloody war in eastern Ukraine. 

Kiev ‘Failed’ To Probe Protest Violence: Council Of Europe from Agence France-Presse 1 Apr 15

The Council of Europe on Tuesday blasted Kiev for failing to properly investigate deadly violence against demonstrators in last year’s Maidan
protests that ended with pro-Russian president Viktor Yanukovych’s downfall. 

No One Sees Easy Way Out On Ukraine from New York Times 27 Mar 15

Hardly anyone expects Ukraine to get better before it gets worse, or for the latest set of commitments in last month’s cease-fire agreement to be
kept. 

Dnipropetrovsk administration lashes out at Kyiv from Interfax (Russia) 24 Mar 15

Deputy head of the Dnipropetrovsk state regional administration Hennadiy Korban has accused the Ukrainian Security Service of "sheltering"
smuggler groups in eastern Ukraine, and the Ukrainian leadership of failing to honor its pledges to the regions and silencing Ukrainian forces'
losses in Donbas.

Kremlin urges France, Germany to push Ukraine more on peace deal from Reuters 23 Mar 15

Russia accused Kiev on Monday of violating parts of the Minsk peace deal for east Ukraine and urged Germany and France, which helped
negotiate it, to do more to ensure Kiev sticks to the agreements that were reached. 

Biden, Ukraine's Poroshenko agree Russia sanctions must be tied to Minsk from Reuters 19 Mar 15

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden and Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko agreed in a telephone call on Wednesday that sanctions against Russia
must be tied to the full implementation of the Minsk peace plan, the White House said. 

U.S. warns Russia on sticking to Ukraine ceasefire accord from Reuters 17 Mar 15

The United States said on Monday it would be ready to "increase the costs" to Russia if it fails to comply with the terms of ceasefire agreements
with Ukraine, suggesting potential further economic sanctions on Moscow. 

Ukraine remains key supplier of drugs into Crimea - official from Tass (Russia) 13 Mar 15

Ukraine remains a key supplier of drugs in the territory of the Crimean Peninsula, head of the regional drug control authority (FSKN) Fakhrutdin
Gadzhiakhmedov said on Friday. 

U.S. To Give Ukraine’s Military An Additional $75 Million In Nonlethal Aid from New York Times 12 Mar 15

The Obama administration said Wednesday that it would provide another $75 million in nonlethal aid to Ukraine’s military. It also imposed
sanctions against a handful of pro-Russian separatists and others blamed for fomenting the civil war that has torn apart Ukraine’s eastern regions. 

Lawmakers Slam Obama On Delay In Arming Ukraine from Washington Times 11 Mar 15

Lawmakers from both parties on Tuesday slammed President Obama’s continuing refusal to approve lethal arms for Ukraine, saying Tuesday that
U.S. credibility is falling as Russian-backed rebels gain ground in their fight against the former Soviet republic’s government. 

Lawmakers Urge Obama To Approve Lethal Aid To Ukraine from USA Today 6 Mar 15

A bipartisan group of top House lawmakers is urging President Obama to authorize lethal aid to further assist Ukraine in the face of ongoing
Russian aggression in the region. 

Russia Denounces Arrival Of U.S. Military Trainers In Ukraine from Los Angeles Times 6 Mar 15

Russia’s Foreign Ministry on Thursday called the arrival of U.S. military trainers in western Ukraine a “provocation” and warned Ukrainians that
they should rethink the consequences of hosting Western forces. 



Obama, EU leaders agree to put more costs quickly on Russia if needed over Ukraine from Reuters 4 Mar 15

U.S. President Barack Obama and his European counterparts agreed on Tuesday to act quickly to impose additional costs on Russia if peace
agreements in the Ukraine conflict were not implemented. 

Top U.S. General Says It Is Time To Consider Arming Ukrainian Forces from Washington Post 4 Mar 15

The top U.S. military officer expressed openness Tuesday to providing U.S. weapons to Ukrainian forces, joining a growing number of senior
American officials who say greater U.S. involvement may be needed in Kiev’s fight against Russian-backed separatists. 

Russia And Ukraine Strike Gas Delivery Deal from Agence France-Presse 3 Mar 15

Russia and Ukraine reached a deal Monday to supply gas to Europe until the end of March after President Vladimir Putin and Western leaders
admitted there was still progress to be made in implementing a ceasefire. 

After year of conflict, Ukrainians believe they’re fighting for survival from McClatchy 2 Mar 15

Mykola Tokar stood at attention in his camouflaged fatigues at a news conference while a video recorded a year ago played of him standing at a
podium that’s marked, then as now, with the words “Ukrainian Crisis.” 

Kerry Meets Serbian FM On OSCE Role In Ukraine Crisis from Agence France-Presse 27 Feb 15

US Secretary of State John Kerry on Thursday welcomed his Serbian counterpart for talks on the conflict in Ukraine, and called for greater
transparency in trying to implement a fragile ceasefire. 

Ukraine Says It Will Pull Artillery From Separatist Territory from New York Times 27 Feb 15

Ukraine’s military announced on Thursday that it would begin withdrawing some heavy artillery from separatist-held territory in the country’s
southeast under a cease-fire agreement negotiated this month. 

NATO Commander Warns About Deteriorating Situation In Ukraine from Washington Post 26 Feb 15

The fighting in eastern Ukraine is “getting worse every day” and Western efforts to deter Russian intervention are having little effect, NATO’s top
military commander said Wednesday. 

Analysis: Ukraine Forces Outmanned, Outgunned By Rebels from USA Today 24 Feb 15

Ukraine’s recent losses to separatist forces underscore how much its military is outmanned and outgunned by an adversary backed by Russian
might and a willingness to commit troops and arms to the fight. 

Ukraine Rebels Celebrate Victory At Strategic City With A Festive Rally from New York Times 24 Feb 15

Pro-Russian rebels celebrated their recent victory at Debaltseve with a festive rally on Monday in Donetsk, the main city they control, where
soldiers received medals in Lenin Square and the crowd cheered and waved Soviet flags. 

Ukraine Rebels Say They’ve Started Pulling Back Weaponry From Front Lines from New York Times 23 Feb 15

The main Russian-backed rebel organization in eastern Ukraine said it would begin moving heavy weaponry away from the front lines on Sunday,
but the government said the group mounted a tank assault on a village near the Sea of Azov. 

U.S. Weighs More Sanctions Against Russia Over Violations In Ukraine from Washington Post 22 Feb 15

The Obama administration is weighing a new round of sanctions against Russia in response to its continued “land-grabbing” in eastern Ukraine
despite a cease-fire agreement, Secretary of State John F. Kerry said Saturday. 

Fighting Flares Near Ukraine Port As Cease-fire Hopes Dim from Washington Post 20 Feb 15

Ukraine’s stillborn cease-fire appeared to be deteriorating Thursday, as fighting spread again across the war-torn east a day after a stinging defeat
for government forces. 

Major Defeat As Ukrainian Troops Retreat From Rail Hub from Washington Post 19 Feb 15



Hundreds of exhausted Ukrainian forces staged a chaotic retreat Wednesday from a strategic town besieged by pro-Russian rebels, marking a
major defeat for the government and bringing uncertain consequences to efforts at ending the 10-month-old conflict. 

Major Defeat As Ukrainian Troops Retreat From Rail Hub from Washington Post 19 Feb 15

Hundreds of exhausted Ukrainian forces staged a chaotic retreat Wednesday from a strategic town besieged by pro-Russian rebels, marking a
major defeat for the government and bringing uncertain consequences to efforts at ending the 10-month-old conflict. 

Russian-Backed Rebels Claim To Capture Debaltseve, Key Ukrainian Town from Associated Press 18 Feb 15

Under a near-constant barrage of artillery fire, Ukrainian forces and separatist rebels fought fierce street battles Tuesday for control of the strategic
railway hub of Debaltseve, a battle impeding implementation of a peace plan. 

With Ukrainian Troops Trapped, Cease-Fire Grows More Fragile from New York Times 17 Feb 15

The plight of as many as 8,000 Ukrainian troops trapped in the vicinity of Debaltseve, as well as the prospects for an already fragile truce, look
decidedly dimmer on Monday after a Russian television correspondent strolled down what was supposed to be a hotly contested road. 

Ukraine Summit Said To Produce Draft Peace Agreement from Bloomberg News 12 Feb 15

Leaders of Russia, Ukraine, Germany and France have reached agreement in Belarus on a draft peace plan in the 10-month conflict between
Ukrainian government troops and separatist rebels. 

World Leaders Meet In Belarus To Negotiate Cease-Fire In Ukraine from New York Times 12 Feb 15

The leaders of Russia, Ukraine, France and Germany gathered here late Wednesday in a last-ditch effort to negotiate a peace agreement for
Ukraine and quiet an escalating, year-old conflict that threatens to destabilize the European continent. 

Obama, Merkel rally behind diplomacy in Ukraine conflict from Associated Press 10 Feb 15

President Barack Obama and German Chancellor Angela Merkel rallied behind efforts to reach a long-shot diplomatic resolution to the conflict
between Russia and Ukraine Monday, but they offered no clear path for how the West would proceed if talks this week fail. 

A Gamble On Peace In Ukraine from New York Times 10 Feb 15

President François Hollande of France is not known as a high-risk gambler, but even he admitted last week that his last-minute mission in search
of peace in Ukraine was something of a long shot. 

Crisis In Ukraine Underscores Opposing Lessons Of Cold War from New York Times 9 Feb 15

The Cold War is history, but its spirit this weekend stalked the security conference held here each winter for the past 51 years. 

4-way Summit On Ukraine Crisis Could Herald Breakthrough On Peace Deal from Washington Post 9 Feb 15

A peace proposal for Ukraine edged toward a possible breakthrough as the leaders of Germany, France, Russia and Ukraine agreed Sunday to a
joint summit alongside representatives of the pro-Moscow separatists who have waged a bloody campaign in the Ukrainian east. 

Kerry Urges Russia: End Aid To Ukraine Rebels And Join Effort To Halt ‘bloodshed’ from Washington Post 6 Feb 15

The leaders of Germany and France on Thursday announced a surprise diplomatic bid to end the conflict in Ukraine, working to forestall White
House deliberations about arming government forces amid fears that the war could quickly spiral out of control. 

Ukraine urges U.S. to make good on nukes-for-protection deal from Washington Times 6 Feb 15

Ukrainian leaders pleaded Thursday with the Obama administration to provide lethal weapons to defend against a Russian invasion, saying that
America promised more than two decades ago to protect the country when it gave up its stockpile of nuclear weapons. 

Kerry Heads For Kiev As US Mulls Providing Arms from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 15

Secretary of State John Kerry left Wednesday on a key trip to highlight US support for Ukraine as Washington mulls funneling heavy weapons to
Kiev to battle pro-Moscow rebels. 



On Front Lines In Ukraine, Rebels Are Upbeat And Eager To Advance from New York Times 3 Feb 15

The rebel commander casually led the way down a muddy trench, shoulder high with shaved walls of moist earth, his boots slapping at wooden
slabs sunk into the muck. Finally, he reached an earth-covered observation post. 

Obama weighs lethal military aid to embattled Ukraine from Washington Times 3 Feb 15

Germany’s Merkel: Crisis can’t be solved ‘militarily’ 

German Chancellor Rules Out Weapons Aid To Ukraine from New York Times 3 Feb 15

Chancellor Angela Merkel on Monday ruled out any German supply of weapons to Ukraine, but emphasized that Europe must stay united against
Russian aggression. 

U.S. Taking A Fresh Look At Arming Ukraine’s Forces, Officials Say from New York Times 2 Feb 15

With Russian-backed separatists pressing their attacks in Ukraine, NATO’s military commander, Gen. Philip M. Breedlove, now supports
providing defensive weapons and equipment to Kiev’s beleaguered forces, and an array of administration and military officials appear to be
edging toward that position, American officials said Sunday. 

U.S. provides more aid to Ukraine, threatens to step up sanctions on Russia from Reuters 29 Jan 15

The United States signed an agreement on Wednesday to provide $2 billion in loan guarantees to help war-torn Ukraine with "near-term social
spending" in 2015 and said it was prepared to step up economic sanctions against Russia if necessary. 

Obama, Merkel discuss increased violence in Ukraine from Associated Press 28 Jan 15

The White House says President Barack Obama and German Chancellor Angela Merkel have spoken about their concern over the "significant
increase in violence" in eastern Ukraine. 

Cease-Fire In Shreds, Ukraine Sees Heaviest Fighting In Months from New York Times 27 Jan 15

The shattered remains of a tank bearing a tattered Ukrainian flag sat beside the main highway to Mariupol on Monday afternoon, a remnant of
what pro-Russian rebel forces said was a failed attempt by Ukrainian forces to push into rebel-held territory a few days after a shelling attack left
30 dead in that port city. 

NATO Chief: Russia Is Behind Ukraine Rocket Attack from USA Today 27 Jan 15

NATO’s chief said Monday that a weekend rocket attack in the Ukrainian city of Mariupol came from areas controlled by separatists who are
receiving more equipment from Russia. 

Obama Ramps Up Pressure On Russia After Deadly Ukraine Blitz from Agence France-Presse 26 Jan 15

US President Barack Obama vowed Sunday to ramp up pressure on Russia after a rocket barrage blamed on Kremlin-backed Ukrainian rebels
killed 30 and threatened to open new front in the war. 

Pro-Moscow Rebels Force Ukraine Retreat In Battle For Key Airport Stronghold from Washington Post 23 Jan 15

The Ukrainian army retreated Thursday from key strongholds at the Donetsk airport, an epicenter of fighting in the country’s conflict-battered
eastern region, handing a symbolic gain to pro-Russian rebels amid a surge of violence that threatens to further unravel peace efforts. 

Russia's new peace proposal for Ukraine is 'occupation plan': U.S. from Reuters 22 Jan 15

Russian President Vladimir Putin's new peace proposal for Ukraine is little more than a blueprint for military occupation to secure territory seized
by Moscow-backed rebels, the U.S. envoy to the United Nations said on Wednesday. 

Ukraine Says More Russian Troops Crossed Border; Fighting Escalates from Los Angeles Times 22 Jan 15

Ukraine’s president on Wednesday accused Russia of moving additional troops and military hardware into his country, a charge the Moscow
quickly denied amid intense fighting in eastern Ukraine. 

‘Russian Forces’ Attack Ukraine Troops In Separatist East from Agence France-Presse 21 Jan 15



Ukraine on Tuesday accused Russian forces of attacking its soldiers fighting pro-Kremlin insurgents in the ex-Soviet republic’s separatist east. 

Ukraine Accuses Russia Of Sending More Troops And Artillery To Aid Rebels from New York Times 20 Jan 15

In as clear a sign as any of the unraveling peace process in eastern Ukraine, the authorities in Kiev accused Russia on Monday of again sending
regular army soldiers into Ukraine to prop up pro-Russian separatists who were losing a battle. 

Obama, Merkel express concern about Ukraine in call from Rueters 16 Jan 15

President Barack Obama and German Chancellor Angela Merkel discussed concerns over an increase in violence in Ukraine during a call on
Thursday, the White House said. 

Rebels Launch Ukraine Offensive After Bloody Bus Strike from Agence France-Presse 15 Jan 15

Pro-Kremlin insurgents unleashed a massive rocket assault in Ukraine Wednesday as Kiev and Moscow traded blame for a bus shelling that killed
12 in the war’s bloodiest incident since a September truce. 

US, EU Promise More Aid For Ukraine If Reforms Continue from Associated Press 14 Jan 15

The United States on Tuesday reinforced Western assistance for war-torn Ukraine by promising up to $2 billion in loan guarantees if that effort is
matched by economic and political reforms in Kiev. 

Foreign Ministers Gather In Berlin To Seek Ukraine Progress from Associated Press 13 Jan 15

Germany’s foreign minister sounded a cautious note as he headed into a meeting Monday evening with his counterparts from Russia, Ukraine and
France, saying he did not know whether the talks would produce the “needed progress” to calm the Ukrainian crisis. 

Merkel Urges Putin, Poroshenko To Implement Peace Plan from Associated Press 12 Jan 15

German Chancellor Angela Merkel told the leaders of Russia and Ukraine that she’s not ready to take part in a four-way summit over the Ukraine
conflict unless there’s a chance of real progress. 

Ukraine says rebels keep up attacks into New Year from Reuters 2 Jan 15

Ukrainian separatists carried out sporadic attacks on government forces as the New Year began, wounding three soldiers, the Kiev military said, as
President Petro Poroshenko told the nation to brace for a year that would "not be easy". 

Germany Urges Negotiations On Eastern Ukraine from Wall Street Journal 29 Dec 14

German Chancellor Expresses Regret That Planned Meeting Hasn’t Happened

Ukraine’s Poroshenko To Hold Peace Talks With Rebels ‘This Week’ from Agence France-Presse 23 Dec 14

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko said Monday a fresh round of peace talks with pro-Russian rebels would take place this week following an
international push to revive the stalled negotiations. 

France, Germany Discuss Ukraine Crisis With Poroshenko from Agence France-Presse 15 Dec 14

The leaders of France and Germany discussed a shaky ceasefire deal and economic reforms for Ukraine in a telephone call with President Petro
Poroshenko on Sunday. 

No Bluffing: Obama Says Putin Not Holding ‘Good Cards’ from Washington Times 12 Dec 14

President Obama said Thursday that Russian President Vladimir Putin “does not have good cards” in the high-stakes feud with the West over
Moscow’s aggression in Ukraine. 

Ukrainian Military And Separatists Observe ‘Silent Day’ from New York Times 10 Dec 14

Russian-backed rebels and Ukrainian government forces observed a cease-fire agreement on Tuesday to bring what officials called a “silent day,”
at least one, to the now six-month war in eastern Ukraine. 

Ukraine, Pro-Russia Rebels Announce December 9 Truce from Agence France-Presse 5 Dec 14



Ukraine and the pro-Russian rebels said Thursday they had agreed to halt fire on December 9 under the terms of a truce aimed at ending one of
Europe’s bloodiest conflicts in decades. 

Ukraine May Hold New Talks With Rebels As EU, NATO Press Russia from Bloomberg News 4 Dec 14

Ukraine may hold talks next week with separatist leaders as NATO and the European Union urged Russia to reverse course on the conflict raging
across its border. 

Poroshenko Pledges European Path For Ukraine As Russia Sends Aid from Bloomberg News 1 Dec 14

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko pledged his country won’t bow to outside pressure to determine its development as Russia considered
sending more aid to breakaway eastern regions. 

Ukraine puts on parliamentary show of unity in message to Russia from Reuters 28 Nov 14

Ukraine's parliament approved Arseny Yatseniuk for a new term as prime minister on Thursday in a ceremony that countered reports of high-level
disunity in a message to Russia over its backing of separatists in the country's east. 

Ukraine reports new arrivals of Russian supplies for eastern rebels from Reuters 26 Nov 14

Ukraine leveled fresh charges on Tuesday that Russia was sending support to pro-Russian separatists in the east, saying that five columns of heavy
equipment were seen crossing onto Ukrainian territory on Monday. 

France Postpones Warship Sale To Russia, Citing Ukraine Conflict from New York Times 26 Nov 14

France will postpone handing over a sophisticated French-built warship to the Russian Navy “until further notice,” President Fran?ois Hollande
said on Tuesday. 

Ukraine leader, under pressure from West, pledges new government soon from Reuters 24 Nov 14

Ukraine will take the first steps this week towards forming a new government, President Petro Poroshenko said on Monday, seeking to assuage
concern among his Western allies that the delay is holding up reform and imperiling Western assistance. 

Exclusive: U.S. increasing non-lethal military aid to Ukraine from Reuters 21 Nov 14

The United States plans to increase non-lethal military assistance to Ukraine, including deliveries of the first Humvee vehicles, having decided for
now not to provide weapons, U.S. officials said. 

Obama Aide: US Should Look At Ukraine Military Aid from Associated Press 20 Nov 14

A senior aide of President Barack Obama says he believes the U.S. should consider giving Ukraine lethal, defensive military assistance to get
Russia to think twice about its destabilizing behavior. 

NATO leader sees 'serious military buildup' in Ukraine from Reuters 19 Nov 14

NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg denounced on Tuesday what he called a serious Russian military buildup both inside Ukraine and on
the Russian side of the border and urged Moscow to pull back its troops. 

Tough stances from Putin, Merkel over Ukraine from Associated Press 18 Nov 14

The leaders of Russia and Germany squared off over Ukraine from opposite sides of the globe, with Vladimir Putin warning that Moscow will not
accept a defeat for the pro-Russian rebels and Angela Merkel accusing the Kremlin of undermining peace across Europe. 

Heavy shelling rocks rebel-held Donetsk in east Ukraine from Reuters 17 Nov 14

Fresh volleys of artillery fire were heard across many parts of the separatist stronghold of Donetsk in eastern Ukraine on Sunday, a Ukrainian
government statement said, after Kiev warned again of rebel preparations for a fresh offensive. 

NATO Says Russian Military Definitely Moving Into Ukraine from Washington Post 13 Nov 14

NATO accused Russia on Wednesday of sending troops and weapons into eastern Ukraine, as Ukrainian officials announced that they are bracing
for a return to hostilities in the eastern part of the country. 



In Ukraine, Shelling And Convoys Of Armed Trucks Threaten Cease-Fire from New York Times 10 Nov 14

A shaky cease-fire in eastern Ukraine looked ever more tenuous on Sunday as European monitors confirmed reports of unmarked military vehicles
driving through rebel-held territory while Donetsk, the region’s biggest city, endured a nightlong artillery battle. 

Putin discusses 'deterioration' in east Ukraine, Kiev denies fresh offensive from Reuters 7 Nov 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin held talks with top security chiefs on Thursday over a "deterioration of the situation" in eastern Ukraine after
pro-Russian rebels there accused Kiev of launching a new offensive in violation of a ceasefire. 

Ukraine To Freeze Payments In Separatist Areas from New York Times 6 Nov 14

Ukraine’s prime minister said Wednesday that the government would freeze payments it had been sending to parts of eastern Ukraine even after
the areas had fallen under the control of pro-Russian separatists. 

Ukraine Rearming In Case Of Rebel Offensive: Poroshenko from Agence France-Presse 5 Nov 14

Ukraine is rearming and deploying new units to the east of the country to counter any attempt by pro-Russian rebels to take over more territory,
President Petro Poroshenko said Tuesday. 

Russia Continues To Train And Equip Ukraine Rebels, NATO Official Says from New York Times 4 Nov 14

Hundreds of Russian troops are still training and equipping separatists in Ukraine, NATO’s top military commander said Monday, activities that
are heightening tensions with the West and Ukraine’s government that were aggravated by Sunday’s elections in the breakaway regions of eastern
Ukraine. 

Ukraine Pro-Russia Rebels Hold Elections In The East, Fueling Conflict from Washington Post 3 Nov 14

Residents of rebel-held eastern Ukraine voted for leaders on Sunday, taking another step toward establishing an independent enclave and
exacerbating tensions between Russia and the West. 

Ukraine Separatists’ Upcoming Election Unlawful: Kerry from Agence France-Presse 29 Oct 14

US Secretary of State John Kerry warned Tuesday that an election planned by separatists in eastern Ukraine would be unlawful, and that
Moscow’s recognition of the results violates international agreements. 

Ukraine Coalition Talks Start As Russia Weighs East Pleas from Bloomberg News 28 Oct 14

Ukrainian parties that advocate closer European ties began talks on forging a coalition as Russia said it’s considering requests for emergency aid
to the two easternmost regions torn by a separatist rebellion. 

Ukraine President Claims Win For Pro-West Parties from New York Times 27 Oct 14

Pro-Western parties won an overwhelming majority in Ukraine’s Parliament, President Petro O. Poroshenko declared on Sunday, citing exit polls. 

President’s Party Leads In Final Polls Before Ukraine Vote from Agence France-Presse 23 Oct 14

Ukraine’s President Petro Poroshenko’s party on Wednesday led the final polls before Sunday’s parliamentary vote held as the country faced an
unresolved Russian gas dispute and raging hostilities in the east. 

Putin’s Coup from Politico 19 Oct 14

How the Russian leader used the Ukraine crisis to consolidate his dictatorship. 

Putin To Focus On Ukraine During Trip To Milan from Associated Press 16 Oct 14

Trying to maneuver out of the worst Russia-West crisis since the Cold War, President Vladimir Putin is unleashing a diplomatic blitz involving a
series of meetings with Western leaders during his visit to Italy. 

Kerry Meets Lavrov As Russian Troops Leave Ukraine Border from Bloomberg News 14 Oct 14

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry will hold talks with his Russian counterpart Sergei Lavrov in Paris as President Vladimir Putin moves to avert



further sanctions over the conflict in Ukraine. 

Pro-Russia Separatists Target Key Assets In Eastern Ukraine from Los Angeles Times 8 Oct 14

Pro-Russia separatists and Ukrainian government forces have abandoned all pretense of adhering to a cease-fire agreed to a month ago as the
rebels have stepped up their assault on the Donetsk airport in hopes of gaining control of eastern Ukraine’s most important transport hub. 

Europe Sends In Drones To Save Ukraine Truce from Agence France-Presse 7 Oct 14

The first European drones landed Monday in Ukraine and a top US envoy visited Kiev in an urgent bid to bolster its crumbling truce with pro-
Russian fighters. 

Fighting Intensifies In Ukraine As Pro-Russian Rebels Move On Donetsk Airport from Washington Post 2 Oct 14

Fighting intensified in eastern Ukraine on Wednesday despite a fragile cease-fire, as pro-Russian rebels appeared to be close to capturing the
strategically important Donetsk airport. 

Ukraine Army Sees Worst Day Since Truce As Battles Flare from Bloomberg News 1 Oct 14

Fighting continued in Ukraine between government forces and separatists one day after the country’s military suffered its worst casualties since
signing a truce earlier this month. 

NATO Says Russia Pulled Some Troops From Ukraine from New York Times 25 Sep 14

Russia has withdrawn a large number of troops from Ukraine, but maintains a significant force near the border that could quickly re-enter the
country, NATO officials said Wednesday. 

Ukraine Rebels Plan Votes In Blow To Poroshenko Truce from Agence France-Presse 24 Sep 14

Pro-Russian rebels defiantly announced Tuesday they will stage their own elections in just six weeks, raising the stakes in a standoff with Kiev
despite both sides moving to end five months of deadly fighting. 

Ukraine Leader Urges Congress To Arm His Soldiers Against Russia from New York Times 19 Sep 14

President Petro O. Poroshenko of Ukraine on Thursday implored the United States Congress to provide Ukraine’s soldiers with heavy military
equipment as his country seeks to repel what he called an ongoing invasion by Russian forces. 

Council of Europe troubled by human trafficking situation in Ukraine from Interfax (Russia) 19 Sep 14

The Council of Europe's Group of Experts on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings (GRETA) published a report on Friday concerning the
situation in Ukraine as part of its assessment of compliance with the May 3, 2005 Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Human Beings. 

Ukrainian President Poroshenko Will Visit White House, Congress To Seek More Aid from Washington Post 18 Sep 14

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko will arrive in Washington on Thursday with a simple request: more economic and military aid for a nation
that is reeling from an insurgency in the east. 

Ukraine Ratifies Association With E.U., Grants Concessions To Rebels from Washington Post 17 Sep 14

The Ukrainian parliament ratified an agreement Tuesday to forge an economic and political association with the European Union and quietly
passed legislation to grant amnesty to pro-Russian rebels and greater autonomy to regions they control in eastern Ukraine. 

Ukrainian President Offers Rebels Major Concessions To End Uprising from Washington Post 16 Sep 14

President Petro Poroshenko on Monday proposed a series of major concessions to end the uprising by pro-Russian rebels in restive eastern
Ukraine, offering the separatists a broad amnesty and special self-governance status for territories they occupy. 

Fighting In Eastern Ukraine City Kills At Least 6 from New York Times 15 Sep 14

Heavy fighting broke out Sunday between Ukrainian and rebel forces on the north side of Donetsk, killing at least six people in one of the most
serious clashes since the 10-day-old cease-fire came into force. The airport, where Ukrainian troops are almost surrounded, was on fire, billowing



black smoke, and a house and a city market burned just off the main boulevard inside the city. 

E.U. Tightens Sanctions Against Russian Banks, Defense Companies And Individuals from Washington Post 12 Sep 14

The United States and the European Union announced stricter sanctions against Russia on Thursday, ratcheting up pressure against the country for
its involvement in the Ukraine crisis as government and separatist forces on the ground struggle to maintain a tenuous, Kremlin-endorsed cease-
fire. 

EU holds off with new Russia sanctions, to meet again on Thursday: diplomats from Reuters 11 Sep 14

Ambassadors of European Union countries did not reach a decision on Wednesday whether to implement new sanctions against Russia over its
military involvement in the war in Ukraine and will meet for talks on Thursday, EU diplomats said. 

EU To Assess Ukraine Cease-Fire As New Russian Sanctions Weighed from Bloomberg News 10 Sep 14

European Union governments tomorrow will reopen discussions about the viability of a cease-fire in Ukraine as the bloc weighs whether to pull
the trigger on tougher sanctions against Russia. 

Cease-fire In Ukraine Threatened As Fighting Breaks Out In East from Washington Post 8 Sep 14

Ukraine struggled to maintain a tenuous cease-fire with pro-Russian rebels after a series of repeated breaches Sunday, even as the government
here faced the equally daunting task of selling the peace plan to the nation. 

Many Ukrainians Remain Pessimistic Even As Peace Talks Loom from Washington Post 5 Sep 14

The day before envoys from Russia and Ukraine were set to sit down and chart a course to peace after five months of conflict, many Ukrainians
were deeply pessimistic about the future and divided as ever about the way forward for their young, fragile country. 

Obama To Baltic States: NATO, US Forces Bulwark Against Russia from Washington Post 4 Sep 14

Even as an apparent truce process took halting steps in Ukraine, President Obama said Wednesday the U.S. military would expand its profile in
the Western-looking Baltic states and promised NATO backing against any possible moves by Moscow in the former republics. 

NATO Leaders Gather Amid New Menace From Old Foe from Washington Post 4 Sep 14

When leaders of NATO’s 28 member nations gather at a resort in the lush hills of Wales on Thursday, they will set the course for a military
alliance that has long seemed adrift and archaic but has lately been given new vitality by an old foe: Russia. 

Kremlin: Putin And Ukraine’s Poroshenko Agree On Outlines Of A Peace Deal from Washington Post 4 Sep 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin on Wednesday announced a plan to end the conflict in eastern Ukraine that would entrench rebel gains there and
hand a significant defeat to Ukrainian leaders who have sought to regain full control of the territory of their nation. 

Federal Drug Control Service notes growth of drugs smuggling through Ukraine from Itar-Tass (Russia) 2 Sep 14

Drugs smuggling into Russia through Ukraine is growing, head of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN) Viktor Ivanov said on
Tuesday. 

Russian armored columns said to capture key Ukrainian towns from Washington Post 29 Aug 14

Russian soldiers, tanks and heavy artillery began rolling into southeastern Ukraine in earnest Thursday, the Ukrainian government said, as well-
armed detachments captured key towns, burned buildings and sent the underequipped Ukrainian forces into full retreat — a show of military force
that the United States now considers an invasion in all but name. 

Ukraine Reports Russian Invasion On A New Front from New York Times 28 Aug 14

Determined to preserve the pro-Russian revolt in eastern Ukraine, Russia reinforced what Western and Ukrainian officials described as a stealth
invasion on Wednesday, sending armored troops across the border as it expanded the conflict to a new section of Ukrainian territory. 

Clouding Talks, Ukraine Says It Captured Russian Troops from New York Times 27 Aug 14

Ukraine released video clips on Tuesday of what it said were captured Russian soldiers, raising tensions as President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia



met in Minsk, the capital of Belarus, with his Ukrainian counterpart, President Petro O. Poroshenko. 

Ukraine Says Russian Forces Cross Border In Tanks, Armored Vehicles from Washington Post 26 Aug 14

An apparent incursion of tanks and personnel carriers into southeastern Ukraine on Monday, one day before a high-stakes summit, demonstrated
just how difficult it will be for Ukraine to reestablish control over its own territory. 

Weapons Convoys Seen Rolling In Eastern Ukraine from Associated Press 26 Aug 14

For several evenings this month, convoys of military weaponry passed with clockwork-like regularity through Krasnodon, a rebel-held town in
eastern Ukraine near the porous border with Russia. 

As Ukraine Celebrates Independence Day, Rebels March Prisoners Of War from Washington Post 25 Aug 14

Ukrainians celebrated their first Independence Day since war broke out with dueling celebrations Sunday: patriotic songs and parades in the west
and a prisoner-of-war march in the rebel-controlled east. 

Russian Aid Convoy Drives Into Ukraine from Associated Press 22 Aug 14

The first trucks in a Russian aid convoy crossed into eastern Ukraine on Friday, seemingly without Kiev’s approval, after more than a week’s
delay amid suspicions the mission was being used as a cover for an invasion by Moscow. 

Ukrainian Troops Press Rebels In Their Eastern Strongholds from New York Times 21 Aug 14

With street fights and artillery barrages, the Ukrainian military pressed its advance on Wednesday on the two eastern provincial capitals held by
pro-Russian separatists in a day of violence that killed 52 civilians and Ukrainian soldiers and an unknown number of rebels. 

Ukrainian And Russian Leaders Will Meet As Rebels Continue To Falter from New York Times 20 Aug 14

Ukrainian forces pushed deeper into territory controlled by pro-Russian rebels on Tuesday, fighting street battles in the besieged city of Luhansk
and pressuring the outer defenses of Donetsk in a further blow to the separatists’ crumbling virtual state. 

Rebels Killed Dozens In Attack On Refugees, Ukraine Says from New York Times 19 Aug 14

Separatist rebels on Monday attacked a caravan of cars carrying refugees trying to flee war-ravaged eastern Ukraine, killing “dozens” of people in
a devastating barrage of artillery fire, Ukrainian military officials said, though rebel leaders denied there had been any attack at all. 

Ukraine Says Troops Entered Rebel-Held City from Associated Press 18 Aug 14

Army troops have penetrated deep inside a rebel-controlled city in eastern Ukraine in what could prove a breakthrough development in the four-
month-long conflict, the Ukrainian government said Sunday. 

Russian Aid Convoy Nears Ukrainian Border from USA Today 15 Aug 14

A massive Russian aid convoy bringing supplies to residents in a besieged rebel stronghold in eastern Ukraine idled 12 miles from the Ukrainian
border Thursday as the Ukrainian national government and Red Cross discussed what to do with it. 

Russian Aid Convoy For Ukraine Takes Turn For The Confrontational from Los Angeles Times 15 Aug 14

A Russian convoy carrying aid for civilians trapped in separatist-controlled Luhansk in eastern Ukraine diverted from its agreed route to the
Ukrainian border Thursday, drawing warnings from Kiev that it will be blocked “with all the forces available” unless its cargo is first inspected. 

Confusion And Alarm As Russian Aid Convoy Heads To Ukraine from New York Times 14 Aug 14

Confusion enveloped an enormous Russian aid convoy as it apparently halted Wednesday at a military base in the southern Russian city of
Voronezh, temporarily suspending its march toward southeastern Ukraine. 

Russia To Send Humanitarian Convoy Into Ukraine from Associated Press 12 Aug 14

Russia will send a humanitarian aid convoy into eastern Ukraine in cooperation with the International Red Cross, the Kremlin announced
Monday. The move came despite strong opposition from Ukraine and the West, who fear it’s a pretext for sending Russian troops into rebel-held
territory. 



Poroshenko Announces International Humanitarian Mission In Eastern Ukraine from Washington Post 12 Aug 14

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko announced Monday that an international humanitarian mission would be sent to the war-torn east of his
country, in a fragile move toward peace on a day in which fighting continued unabated. 

Ukraine rocket attack leads to mass jail breakout from Associated Press 11 Aug 14

Local authorities say more than 100 prisoners have fled from a high-security facility after it was hit by shelling in the rebel stronghold of Donetsk
in eastern Ukraine 

Ukraine's PM Yatsenyuk to present package of anti-Russia measures from Itar-Tass (Russia) 7 Aug 14

Prime Minister Arseny Yatsenyuk is expected to present a package of Ukrainian sanctions against Russia. An official in the Cabinet's press service
said Yatsenyuk would hold a special briefing on the subject at 15:00, Moscow time. 

Monitors Reach Flight 17 Crash Site In Ukraine After Days Of Delays from New York Times 1 Aug 14

International monitors finally reached the crash site of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 in eastern Ukraine on Thursday, after being blocked for days
by fighting in the area between Ukrainian troops and pro-Russian separatists. 

Ukraine Welcomes Sanctions, While Russia Belittles Them from New York Times 31 Jul 14

The day after the European Union and the United States announced expanded sanctions against Russia over the conflict in eastern Ukraine,
Moscow remained defiant, the Ukrainian Army remained on the offensive, and an international team remained unable to reach the crash site of a
Malaysian jetliner. 

Investigators Again Blocked From Plane Crash Site; Ukraine Blames Rebel Mines from Washington Post 31 Jul 14

An international team of investigators abandoned efforts to reach the crash site of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 in eastern Ukraine for a fourth day
Wednesday because of heavy fighting, and a Ukrainian official said approaches to the area have been mined. 

Officials Pull Back From Crash Site as the Army Puts Pressure on Rebels from New York Times 29 Jul 14

Fierce fighting gripped a dozen towns in eastern Ukraine on Monday, blocking an international police force from reaching the wreckage of
Malaysia Airlines Flight 17, which is now near, or even in the middle of, a battlefield. 

Ukraine’s Prime Minister Resigns As Coalition Falls Apart (Birnbaum, Morello, WP) from Washington Post 25 Jul 14

Arseniy Yatsenyuk resigned as Ukraine’s prime minister Thursday after the ruling coalition in parliament collapsed, accusing lawmakers of
imperiling the nation by putting politics above urgent needs during wartime. 

U.S. Officials Believe Attack Against Malaysian Plane Was Mistake from Los Angeles Times 23 Jul 14

American intelligence agencies believe Ukrainian separatists shot down a Malaysia Airlines passenger jet by mistake, possibly by misreading
fuzzy radar images on a sophisticated surface-to-air missile launcher provided by Russia, senior U.S. intelligence officials said Tuesday. 

U.S. Discloses Intelligence On Downing Of Malaysian Jet from Washington Post 23 Jul 14

The Obama administration, detailing what it called evidence of Russian complicity in the downing of a Malaysian airliner, on Tuesday released
satellite images and other sensitive intelligence that officials say show Moscow had trained and equipped rebels in Ukraine responsible for the
attack. 

Obama Denounces Russia And Separatists For Obstructing Crash Site from New York Times 22 Jul 14

President Obama on Monday sternly denounced Russia and the separatists it supports in Ukraine for blocking access to the site where Malaysia
Airlines Flight 17 was brought down last week, declaring that “time is of the essence” to recover bodies and evidence. 

Train Leaves Ukraine War Zone With Victims Of Malaysia Plane; Black Boxes Handed Over from Washington Post 22 Jul 14

After days of resistance, pro-Russian rebels on Monday yielded some ground in the crisis surrounding downed Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 —
handing over passengers’ bodies, relinquishing the plane’s black boxes and pledging broader access for investigators to the crash site. 



U.N. Security Council demands full access to Malaysia Airlines crash site from Washington Post 22 Jul 14

Four days after the shoot-down of a Malaysian airliner, the world remained uncertain and divided on how to respond while awaiting conclusive
evidence to go along with allegations that separatists in eastern Ukraine, and their Russian backers, were responsible. 

Separatists Said To Seize Control Of Crash Victims’ Remains from New York Times 21 Jul 14

Pro-Russian separatist militiamen have seized custody of the bodies of about 200 victims of the Malaysia Airlines passenger jet that was blown
out of the sky by a surface-to-air missile, Ukrainian officials said on Sunday, and rebels continued to limit access to the crash site in eastern
Ukraine, blocking the work of experts even as hundreds of untrained local volunteers were picking through the wreckage with sticks. 

Kerry Says Russia Trained Separatists To Use Antiaircraft Missiles from New York Times 21 Jul 14

In presenting the most detailed case yet alleging Russia’s involvement in the Ukraine crisis, Secretary of State John Kerry said on Sunday that
Russia had funneled large quantities of heavy weapons to Ukrainian separatists and trained them how to operate SA-11 antiaircraft missiles, the
type of system that is believed to have been used to shoot down the Malaysian airliner over eastern Ukraine. 

US Trying To Determine Why Jet Down In Ukraine from Associated Press 18 Jul 14

The Obama administration scrambled Thursday to determine who was responsible for shooting down a passenger jet in Ukraine and whether
Americans were killed in an incident that could worsen the already tense conflict near the Ukraine-Russia border. 

Obama: Malaysian Jet Crash In Ukraine “Terrible Tragedy” from Agence France-Presse 18 Jul 14

President Barack Obama said Thursday the crash of a Malaysian airliner in eastern Ukraine was a “terrible tragedy” and said US officials were
trying to establish if any Americans were on board. 

Jetliner Explodes Over Ukraine; Struck By Missile, Officials Say from New York Times 18 Jul 14

A Malaysia Airlines Boeing 777 with 298 people aboard exploded, crashed and burned on a flowered wheat field Thursday in a part of eastern
Ukraine controlled by pro-Russia separatists, blown out of the sky at 33,000 feet by what Ukrainian and American officials described as a
Russian-made antiaircraft missile. 

Tragedy On Top Of Crisis May Strengthen Stand Against Russia In US And Europe from New York Times 18 Jul 14

The downing of a commercial Boeing 777 in the Ukrainian war zone on Thursday inflamed an already volatile international crisis and may bolster
President Obama’s efforts to isolate Russia if evidence points to complicity by Moscow’s separatist allies. 

With Talks Uncertain, Ukrainian Rebels Cling To Hope In Strongholds from New York Times 9 Jul 14

They are blocking roads and erecting barricades. They are riding around town in columns of cars. They are lounging at bus stops and have taken
up residence in university dormitories. 

French, US Leaders Press For Ukraine Cease-fire from Associated Press 8 Jul 14

French President Francois Hollande and U.S. President Barack Obama are pressing for a meeting “as quickly as possible” to negotiate a bilateral
cease-fire in Ukraine. 

As Ukraine Cease-fire Expires, Violence Escalates from Washington Post 2 Jul 14

Violence in Ukraine escalated sharply Tuesday, as artillery shells and airstrikes pierced the relative calm of a 10-day cease-fire hours after
President Petro Poroshenko allowed it to expire. 

Heavy Fighting In Eastern Ukraine After Poroshenko Ends Cease-fire from Los Angeles Times 2 Jul 14

Ukrainian government forces targeted pro-Russia militants with artillery and air strikes on Tuesday after President Petro Poroshenko said he
wouldn’t renew a cease-fire that was repeatedly violated during its 10 days in force. 

Ukrainian President Ends Cease-Fire With Rebels from New York Times 1 Jul 14

President Petro O. Poroshenko of Ukraine said early Tuesday that he had ordered a resumption of military efforts to crush a pro-Russian separatist



rebellion in eastern Ukraine, formally ending a cease-fire after 10 days because, he said, rebels had refused to put down their weapons and had
persisted in attacking government troops. 

Ukraine President Confers With Putin And Other Leaders On Fighting In East from New York Times 30 Jun 14

The leaders of Russia, Ukraine, Germany and France spoke by telephone on Sunday about how to stop the fighting in eastern Ukraine, which has
continued despite a cease-fire called by the government that insurgent leaders said they would join. 

Kerry Turns Up Pressure On Russia Over Ukraine from New York Times 27 Jun 14

Amid a flurry of diplomatic consultations aimed at preserving a fragile cease-fire in eastern Ukraine, Secretary of State John Kerry said Thursday
that Russia faced the prospect of toughened sanctions unless it took steps over the coming “hours” to pressure armed separatists in eastern
Ukraine to give up the fight. 

Ukrainian Government, Rebels To Continue Talks As Kerry Steps Up Pressure On Russia from Washington Post 27 Jun 14

The warring sides in Ukraine’s conflict announced Thursday that they would continue talks Friday, when a shaky cease-fire is set to expire, while
Secretary of State John F. Kerry pushed Russia to call within “hours” for rebels in Ukraine to disarm. 

Ukraine Seeks EU Talks With Putin As Rebels Shatter Truce from Bloomberg News 25 Jun 14

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko called for immediate talks with leaders in Russia, Germany and France after pro-Russian rebels shot down
a government helicopter in violation of a cease-fire. 

Ukraine Separatists Say They Will Honor Government’s Cease-fire from Los Angeles Times 24 Jun 14

In a possible sign of progress, a leader of separatists in eastern Ukraine said Monday that the militants would honor a temporary cease-fire
declared by the nation’s president to help bring an end to fighting in which hundreds have been killed. 

Obama, Putin speak about Ukraine from USA Today 24 Jun 14

President Obama urged Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin to stop the flow of arms to separatists in eastern and southern Ukraine, or face the
prospect of additional sanctions, officials said after a Monday phone call between the two leaders. 

Putin, Poroshenko Discuss Ukraine Ceasefire As Two TV Crew Killed from Agence France-Presse 18 Jun 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin and his Ukrainian counterpart Petro Poroshenko held talks on Tuesday over a possible ceasefire in Ukraine, as
two members of a Russian television crew were killed in the ex-Soviet state’s separatist east. 

Ukrainian Diplomat Uses Swear Word For Putin, Delighting Protesters And Angering Moscow from Washington Post 16 Jun 14

Ukrainians have called Vladimir Putin many bad names, among them a Nazi, a dictator and just plain evil. But nothing has caused a firestorm
quite like a Ukrainian diplomat’s use of a schoolyard epithet to describe the Russian president during an unscripted moment Saturday night. 

Despite Clash In Ukraine, Cease-Fire Talks Advance from New York Times 11 Jun 14

The foreign ministers of Russia, Poland and Germany on Tuesday signaled progress toward a cease-fire in Ukraine, even as up to 40 separatists
were reported to have been killed in a fierce battle for control of an airport in the east of the country. 

US Hopes Ukraine Tensions Will Ease This Week from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 14

The United States is hopeful that after months of attacks and tensions “significant progress” could be made this week to end the fighting in eastern
Ukraine, a US official said. 

Ukrainian Leader Says Eastern Violence Must End This Week from Bloomberg News 9 Jun 14

Ukraine’s new leader, Petro Poroshenko, said the violence that’s rocked the former Soviet republic’s easternmost regions must end this week as
peace talks began involving an envoy of Russian President Vladimir Putin. 

Ukrainian Forces Seek To Take The Offensive With Assault On Rebel Bastion Of Slovyansk from Washington Post 4 Jun 14

After several days of setbacks, Ukrainian security forces sought to take the offensive Tuesday from pro-Russian insurgents in the country’s



southeast, launching a major assault on a rebel stronghold. 

US Says Russia Allows Fighters To Cross Into Ukraine from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 14

The United States said Monday that Russia is continuing to support the pro-Russian insurgency in Ukraine, despite US sanctions aimed at
punishing it for its alleged interference in its neighbor. 

With Ukraine Crisis Cooling, Obama Sets Off To Soothe European Friends from New York Times 2 Jun 14

President Obama leaves for Europe on Monday night cautiously optimistic that the crisis in Ukraine has turned a corner, but he will find himself
face to face with President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia for the first time since the two squared off in a Cold-War-style showdown in Eastern
Europe. 

Russia Urges “Emergency Steps” Over Ukraine After Rebel Losses from Bloomberg News 29 May 14

Russia called for unspecified “emergency” measures to halt the violence in eastern Ukraine after separatist militias suffered the heaviest casualties
of their insurgency. 

Obama to meet Poroshenko next week in Europe from Associated Press 28 May 14

President Barack Obama plans to meet next week with the candy tycoon elected over the weekend as Ukraine's new president. 

Ukraine’s Poroshenko Says He Wants Direct US Military Aid from Washington Post 28 May 14

Petro Poroshenko, the newly elected president of Ukraine, inherits a low-grade civil war against separatists backed by Russia, an economy rapidly
descending into recession and a fragmented political system in which most power lies with a lame-duck, unrepresentative parliament. But as he
sees it, he does have one thing going for him:...

Ukraine’s Military Retakes Airport Seized By Rebels In Donetsk from Washington Post 28 May 14

Ukraine’s military pounded rebels on Tuesday who had seized the nation’s second-largest airport and threatened to use precision-guided weaponry
to dislodge them from their headquarters, as leaders vowed to deal a decisive blow to the separatists in the eastern part of the country. 

Ukraine Forces Appear To Oust Rebels From Airport In East from New York Times 27 May 14

The new Ukrainian government struck the separatists in this eastern province with a major military offensive on Monday, battling them over an
important provincial airport in ground fighting that lasted for hours. 

FEATURE: Violence And Doubts About Credibility As A Troubled Ukraine Election Nears from New York Times 23 May 14

As Ukraine hurtles toward a presidential election on Sunday, the first national vote since an uprising toppled the elected government this year,
Ukraine’s troubled east has emerged as the most serious risk to the vote and the country’s future. 

Ukrainian Leaders Claim Progress; Russian Officials Make Conciliatory Gestures from Washington Post 22 May 14

Ukrainian leaders said Wednesday that their country was starting to stabilize, as the Kremlin repeated its assurances that it was pulling its military
back from the border and pro-Russian separatists in the east continued to be on the defensive. 

Ukraine Says Russian Troops Move Back From Border from Agence France-Presse 21 May 14

Ukraine said Tuesday that Russian troops had moved away from the border, just five days before the country’s make-or-break presidental poll, but
stopped short of confirming a full withdrawal as demanded by the West. 

Putin Says Troops On Ukraine Border Coming Home; Tycoon Calls Massive Rally from Washington Post 20 May 14

Ukraine began a tense countdown Monday to weekend elections as the country’s richest man called for a huge peace rally in the restive east and
Russian President Vladimir Putin said troops deployed near the border have been ordered home. 

Ukraine Crisis Pushing Putin Toward China from New York Times 20 May 14

President Vladimir V. Putin said Monday that he was withdrawing Russian troops from the border with Ukraine, the second time he has said that
in less than two weeks. He also praised the government in Kiev, which he had previously called an illegal, fascist junta, for its willingness to



negotiate structural changes. 

Front-Runner In Ukraine Election May Be Shifting Putin’s Stance from New York Times 19 May 14

On a Sunday in December when the Ukrainian uprising seemed about to tip into wide-scale violence, Petro Poroshenko, a pro-Western billionaire,
thrust himself between antigovernment protesters and riot police officers clashing outside the presidential headquarters, climbed on a bulldozer
that was threatening to plow through the crowd and grabbed an orange plastic megaphone. 

In Ukraine Talks, Finger-Pointing And Little Sign Of Progress from Washington Post 15 May 14

The first round of talks on Ukrainian national unity descended into grandstanding and accusations Wednesday, offering no sign of a diplomatic
breakthrough in the region’s tensest standoff since the Cold War. 

Separatists Ambush Ukrainian Troops; German Foreign Minister Seeks Talks In Kiev from Washington Post 14 May 14

Pro-Russian separatists ambushed a convoy of Ukrainian troops Tuesday in the troubled eastern part of the country, as Germany’s foreign minister
sought to jump-start talks between the Kiev government and the separatists as part of a European bid to resolve the crisis. 

U.S. releases satellite images of Russian forces near Ukraine from Reuters 14 May 14

The U.S. government released new satellite pictures on Tuesday which it said showed Russian forces were still near the Ukrainian border in
recent days, contradicting Russian assertions they had been withdrawn. 

As Ukrainian Separatists Claim Victory In Self-rule Vote, Fears Of All-Out Civil War Mount from Washington Post 13 May 14

Separatists in eastern Ukraine proclaimed the birth of two new “sovereign” republics Monday after asserting victory in controversial self-rule
referendums, and one of the regions promptly asked to join Russia. 

Ukraine Vote On Separation Held In Chaos from New York Times 12 May 14

Separatists in two provinces of eastern Ukraine conducted chaotic and sometimes violent plebiscites on Sunday that offered voters just one
question about self-rule, while raising many more about where events in the region were headed. 

Separatists Defy Kiev and Putin on Referendum from New York Times 9 May 14

Pro-Russian militants in eastern Ukraine vowed on Thursday to press ahead with a referendum seeking autonomy, a risky move that seemed to
defy their political patron, President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia, whose motives in urging a delay in the vote came under furious attack by
officials in Kiev. 

Putin: Troops Have Pulled Back From Ukraine Border from Associated Press 8 May 14

Russian President Vladimir Putin softened his tone in the confrontation with the West on Wednesday, declaring that Russia has pulled its troops
away from the Ukrainian border and calling for a delay of Sunday’s referendum on autonomy in Ukraine’s restive east. 

Putin Announces Pullback From Ukraine Border from New York Times 8 May 14

President Vladimir V. Putin, faced with rising violence in southeastern Ukraine that threatened to draw in the Russian Army at great cost and
prompt severe new Western economic sanctions, pressed pause on Wednesday in what had started to look like an inevitable march toward war. 

U.S. Presses Ukraine To Hold Vote As Russian Seeks Delay from Bloomberg News 7 May 14

The U.S. urged Ukraine to proceed with its May 25 presidential election, rejecting Russia’s calls to postpone the vote as the government in Kiev
waged an offensive against separatists in the country’s east and south. 

Russian-Backed Referendum In Ukraine’s East Would Trigger Fresh Sanctions, US Says from Washington Post 7 May 14

A Russian-backed referendum called for this weekend in eastern Ukraine could trigger new sanctions against Moscow, the Obama administration
said Tuesday. 

As Ukrainian Election Looms, Western Powers and Russia Campaign for Influence from New York Times 7 May 14

Russia and the West maneuvered on Tuesday ahead of a seemingly inevitable clash over Ukraine’s plan to hold a presidential election on May 25



that Western powers view as crucial to restoring stability and that the Kremlin says will be illegitimate, particularly if the government in Kiev
cannot first stabilize the country. 

Deadly Clashes Erupt In Ukraine As Troops Push Toward A Rebel-Held City from New York Times 6 May 14

Ukrainian security forces and antigovernment rebels clashed on the edges of this rebel-controlled city on Monday as the acting president,
Oleksandr V. Turchynov, said roadblocks were being set up around Ukraine’s capital, Kiev, because of fears of disturbances or violence during an
emotionally charged holiday later in the week. 

Pro-Russia Activists Attack Police Station In Odessa, Raising Stakes In Ukraine Crisis from Washington Post 5 May 14

Divisions deepened in Ukraine’s third-largest city Sunday as pro-Russian militants attacked a police station in Odessa and freed 67 of their allies,
while pro-Ukrainian activists gathered with sticks and clubs and vowed to defend the southern city from the kind of takeovers that have occurred
in the eastern part of the country. 

Putin Demands That Ukraine Pull Its Troops From Southeast from New York Times 2 May 14

President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia told Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany on Thursday that Ukraine must remove its military from the
southeastern region of the country to resolve the showdown there with pro-Russian militants who have seized several official buildings, the
Kremlin said. 

Kiev Concedes That Militants Won The East from New York Times 1 May 14

It is by now a well-established pattern. Armed, masked men in their 20s to 40s storm a public building of high symbolic value in a city
somewhere in eastern Ukraine, evict anyone still there, seize weapons and ammunition, throw up barricades, and proclaim themselves the rulers
of a “People’s Republic.” It is not clear who is in charge or how the militias are organized. 

Despite Trying To Present A United Front, US And Europe Still Diverge On Russia Policies from Washington Post 30 Apr 14

As the Obama administration and its European allies were toughening their sanctions against Russia this week, a somewhat different tone was
being set in St. Petersburg, where Russian President Vladimir Putin was seen wrapping former German chancellor Gerhard Schröder in a bearhug.

Pro-Russian Forces in Ukraine Free One of 8 Detainees from New York Times 28 Apr 14

The self-appointed mayor of this breakaway city in eastern Ukraine on Sunday displayed eight detained members of a European military observer
mission and later released one for health reasons, but otherwise refused to discuss conditions under which the others might go free beyond
mentioning a possible prisoner exchange. 

Clashes Spread Across Eastern Ukraine As Russia Begins Military Drills On Border from Washington Post 25 Apr 14

Russia on Thursday began military drills on its border with Ukraine as the government there mobilized against pro-Russian militants, killing “up
to five” people, according to Ukrainian officials. 

Ukraine’s Prime Minister: “You Have To Do Everything All At Once” from Washington Post 25 Apr 14

Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk sat down with The Post’s Lally Weymouth in Kiev. Excerpts: 

Ukrainian forces reclaim town taken by Russian separatists from Los Angeles Times 24 Apr 14

Ukraine government forces on Wednesday recaptured a southeastern town that had been held by separatist rebels, the Interior Ministry said. 

Russia Threatens Retaliation As Kiev Orders Military Moves In Eastern Ukraine from Washington Post 24 Apr 14

Russia warned Wednesday that it was prepared to retaliate against any attack on its citizens or interests in Ukraine, as the Kiev government
resumed military operations against pro-Russian militants in the eastern part of the country. 

U.S. Responds To Russian Aggression In Ukraine With Military Exercises In Eastern Europe from McClatchy 23 Apr 14

Six hundred U.S. troops are headed for Poland and the three Baltic countries for live-ammunition infantry exercises with armed forces from the
four former Soviet-bloc nations. 



Mourners Vent Rage At Ukrainian Leaders from New York Times 23 Apr 14

Hundreds of residents of this eastern Ukrainian city under the control of pro-Russian militants came to the Orthodox Church of the Holy Spirit on
Tuesday for the funerals of three men killed in a shootout at a roadblock on Easter Sunday. 

With Sharp Rebuke To Russia, Biden Offers Strong Support To Ukraine from New York Times 22 Apr 14

Vowing that the United States would never recognize Russia’s “illegal occupation” of Crimea last month, Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. on
Tuesday reiterated America’s support of Ukraine, declaring that “no nation has the right to simply grab land from another” and calling on Russia
to stop supporting masked gunmen who have seized government buildings across the east of the country. 

Pro-Russian Separatists Block Monitors From Buildings In East Ukraine, Diplomats Say from Washington Post 22 Apr 14

The United States and Russia traded charges Monday over implementation of last week’s agreement to defuse tensions in Ukraine, with Secretary
of State John F. Kerry urging Moscow to publicly call on armed pro-Russian separatists to vacate occupied government buildings in eastern
Ukrainian cities and to send a senior diplomat to tell them Russia wants them to leave. 

As Biden Lands, Russia Warns Kiev To Back Off from Washington Post 22 Apr 14

Russia warned Monday that Ukraine’s government is igniting a civil war in the eastern regions of the country, and it said Moscow is prepared to
step in if those efforts do not stop. 

Fatal Clash At Ukrainian Checkpoint Shreds Cease-Fire On Easter Sunday from Washington Post 21 Apr 14

Just hours after Ukraine’s government declared an Easter truce, a gunfight erupted early Sunday, leaving three people dead at a checkpoint
manned by a pro-Russia militia outside this restive city in eastern Ukraine. 

Shootout Underscores Fragile Truce In Ukraine from New York Times 21 Apr 14

A shootout at a checkpoint run by pro-Russian militants near the town of Slovyansk left at least three people dead on Sunday, highlighting the
fraying here in eastern Ukraine of a truce reached days earlier by diplomats in Geneva. 

4-star: Armed attackers in Ukraine are Russian troops in disguise from Military Times 18 Apr 14

The Russians aren’t fooling anyone. That’s the stark message from the Supreme Allied Commander Europe and four-star chief of U.S. European
Command, Air Force Gen. Philip Breedlove. 

Deal reached on calming Ukraine tensions _ for now from Associated Press 18 Apr 14

In a surprise accord, Ukraine and Russia agreed Thursday on tentative steps to halt violence and calm tensions along their shared border after
more than a month of Cold War-style military posturing triggered by Moscow's annexation of Crimea. 

Demands That Jews Register in Eastern Ukraine Are Denounced, and Denied from New York Times 18 Apr 14

Worshipers at the Bet Menakhem-Mendl synagogue in this eastern Ukrainian city confronted a horrifying scene as they left a Passover service this
week: masked men on a sidewalk handing out leaflets demanding that Jews register and pay a fine or leave the area, witnesses said. 

Russia, West Reach Surprise Deal On Ukraine Crisis from Agence France-Presse 18 Apr 14

Russia, Ukraine and the West reached a surprise deal Thursday to try to ease the Ukrainian crisis, in a glimmer of hope for the former Soviet
republic that risks splitting in two. 

McConnell Calls for US to Arm Ukraine, Blames Obama for Russian Invasion from Defense News 17 Apr 14

The US Senate’s top Republican on Thursday said America should send weapons to the Ukrainian military as that country teeters on the brink of
war with Russia. 

Separatists Step Up Takeovers In Eastern Ukraine; NATO To Bolster Its Presence from Washington Post 17 Apr 14

Tensions escalated in eastern Ukraine on Wednesday, with pro-Russian gunmen storming City Hall in the sprawling city of Donetsk and
commandeering half a dozen Ukrainian armored vehicles and their crews outside Slovyansk. 



U.S. Officials Have Low Expectations Ahead Of Meetings With Russia And Ukraine from Washington Post 17 Apr 14

The Obama administration signaled little optimism ahead of diplomatic meetings Thursday with Russia and Ukraine over the escalating conflict in
Eastern Europe and prepared to enact new economic sanctions designed to punish Moscow. 

Russia Economy Worsens Even Before Sanctions Hit from New York Times 17 Apr 14

Margarita R. Zobnina, a professor of marketing here, has been watching the Russian economy’s gathering woes with mounting alarm: friends who
have moved abroad with no plans to return; others who put off new business ventures because of rising uncertainty. Meanwhile, Ms. Zobnina and
her husband, Alexander, also a professor, have rented a safe deposit box to hold foreign cash as a hedge against the declining ruble. 

Russia Is Quick To Bend Truth About Ukraine from New York Times 16 Apr 14

The Facebook post Tuesday morning by Prime Minister Dmitri A. Medvedev of Russia was bleak and full of dread. 

Ukraine Says It Is Launching Counteroffensive; Troops Said To Surround Slovyansk from Washington Post 16 Apr 14

The Ukrainian government said its forces had repelled an assault by pro-Russian militiamen at a military airfield, hours after announcing the start
of a staged counteroffensive Tuesday to reclaim control of the eastern part of the country. 

Russia Condemns Ukrainian Troops’ Move To Oust Armed Separatists from Los Angeles Times 16 Apr 14

Ukraine’s interim government on Tuesday made good on threats to move against pro-Russia separatists occupying eastern cities, prompting
Russian President Vladimir Putin to demand U.N. condemnation of the use of force in the neighboring country. 

With Ukraine Tensions Mounting, U.S. Weighs New Sanctions Against Russia from New York Times 15 Apr 14

By President Obama warned President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia on Monday against further disruption of eastern Ukraine even as the United
States and Europe prepared to expand sanctions against leading Russian figures in the next few days. 

Putin To Obama: Russia Not Behind Ukraine Unrest from Washington Times 15 Apr 14

President Obama spoke with Russian President Vladimir Putin by phone Monday after a Russian fighter jet buzzed a U.S. warship in the Black
Sea and pro-Russian forces seized more government buildings in 10 cities in eastern Ukraine. 

Ukraine Forces Storm A Town, Defying Russia from New York Times 14 Apr 14

The Ukrainian government on Sunday for the first time sent its security services to confront armed pro-Russian militants in the country’s east,
defying warnings from Russia. 

US Admits Low Expectations For Four-Way Ukraine Meet from Agence France-Presse 10 Apr 14

The United States said it had only low expectations for a meeting next week with Russia, Europe and Ukraine on the crisis in the former Soviet
republic. 

AP Interview: US Troops May Be Sent To E Europe from Associated Press 10 Apr 14

NATO’s top military commander in Europe, drafting countermoves to the Russian military threat against Ukraine, said Wednesday they could
include deployment of American troops to alliance member states in Eastern Europe now feeling at risk. 

U.S. And NATO Warn Russia Against Further Intervention In Ukraine from New York Times 9 Apr 14

As the government in Kiev moved to reassert control over pro-Russian protesters across eastern Ukraine, the United States and NATO issued stern
warnings to Moscow about further intervention in the country’s affairs amid continuing fears of an eventual Russian incursion. 

Ukraine Tries To Quell Pro-Moscow Uprisings from Associated Press 9 Apr 14

Ukrainian authorities moved to quell pro-Moscow uprisings along the Russian border with mixed results Tuesday, retaking one occupied regional
headquarters and watching protesters consolidate their hold on another. 

In East Ukraine, Protesters Seek Russian Troops from New York Times 8 Apr 14

Under the attentive eye of Russian state television, several hundred pro-Russian demonstrators in the city of Donetsk, in eastern Ukraine, declared



on Monday that they were forming an independent republic and urged President Vladimir V. Putin to send troops to the region as a peacekeeping
force, even though there was no imminent threat to peace. 

Pro-Russia Protesters Seize Buildings In Eastern Ukraine from Los Angeles Times 7 Apr 14

Pro-Russia demonstrators on Sunday seized at least three government buildings in industrial cities of eastern Ukraine, which has been plagued by
demonstrations in favor of stronger ties to Moscow. 

NATO Commander Says He Sees Potent Threat From Russia from New York Times 3 Apr 14

NATO’s top commander said on Wednesday that the 40,000 troops Russia has within striking distance of Ukraine are poised to attack on 12 hours’
notice and could accomplish their military objectives within three to five days. 

Russia Tightens Pressure On Ukraine With Rise In Natural Gas Price from New York Times 2 Apr 14

Even as American and Russian diplomats groped toward a settlement that would halt further Russian military intervention in Ukraine, Gazprom,
the Russian energy company, stepped up the economic pressure on Tuesday by sharply raising the price it charges for natural gas. 

Russia Announces Withdrawal Of A Battalion From Ukrainian Border from Washington Post 1 Apr 14

The Russian Defense Ministry said Monday that a motorized infantry battalion is returning home after taking part in military exercises along the
Ukrainian border. 

Promises Of Diplomacy But No Advances In Ukraine Talks from New York Times 31 Mar 14

Secretary of State John Kerry and his Russian counterpart agreed on Sunday that a political solution was needed for Ukraine and said they
planned to continue discussing ways to de-escalate the crisis over the country’s future and Russia’s annexation of Crimea. But neither side
claimed a breakthrough, and Russia did not commit to pulling back the more than 40,000 troops the United States says are massed near Ukraine’s
border. 

Kerry, Russia’s Lavrov Fail To Reach Deal Over Ukraine, Say They Will Keep Talking from Washington Post 31 Mar 14

The United States and Russia reached no agreement Sunday on how to defuse the crisis over Russia’s annexation of a Ukrainian territory and its
massing of troops for possible further moves against the neighboring country, but they agreed to continue talking. 

Yushchenko, Hero Of Ukraine’s Orange Revolution Warns Europe That Putin Won’t Stop At Crimea from McClatchy 28 Mar 14

To Viktor Yushchenko, the man at the heart of Ukraine’s Orange Revolution a decade ago, March 2014 looks a lot like August 1939. Europe, once
again, is at war. But Europe is also, once again, refusing to realize it and react. 

Ukraine IMF Aid Announcement Near As Obama Warns Russia from Bloomberg News 27 Mar 14

Ukraine and the International Monetary Fund will probably make an announcement tomorrow on a bailout, the government said, as the U.S. and
Europe warned Russia it faces more sanctions if the Crimea crisis intensifies. 

Ukraine Fires Defense Minister Who Lost Crimea To Russia from Washington Post 26 Mar 14

Ukraine fired its defense minister Tuesday, a major test of a new government trying to recover from defeat at Russia’s hands in Crimea while
attempting to project enough self-confidence to win the people’s trust. 

West Seeks To Isolate Russia Over Ukraine Dispute (Pace, AP) from Associated Press 25 Mar 14

Seeking to isolate Russia, the U.S. and Western allies declared Monday they are indefinitely cutting Moscow out of a major international coalition
and warned they stand ready to order tougher economic penalties if Vladimir Putin presses further into Ukraine. 

World Leaders Will Exclude Putin From Summit Meeting from New York Times 25 Mar 14

President Obama and the leaders of the biggest Western economies agreed on Monday to exclude President Vladimir V. Putin from the Group of
8, suspending his government’s 15-year participation in the diplomatic forum and further isolating his country. 

Kiev Blamed for Blackout in Capital of Crimea from New York Times 25 Mar 14



A power failure plunged much of the Crimean capital, Simferopol, into darkness on Monday, the second partial blackout in two days, as the
Ukrainian government in Kiev appeared to retaliate against Russia’s occupation and annexation of the peninsula by sharply cutting electricity
supplied from the mainland. 

NATO Chief Calls Russia’s Actions Grave Threat To Europe’s Security from New York Times 20 Mar 14

The NATO secretary general, Anders Fogh Rasmussen, said on Wednesday that Russia’s military intervention was the “gravest threat” to
European security since the end of the Cold War. 

White House Tips Its Hand: Obama Not Actively Considering Military Force In Ukraine from Washington Times 20 Mar 14

The White House said Wednesday that President Obama is not actively considering military force as an option in the crisis in Ukraine. 

Putin Recognizes Crimea Secession, Defying The West from New York Times 18 Mar 14

President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia signed a decree on Monday formally recognizing Crimea as a “sovereign and independent state,” laying the
groundwork for annexation and defying the United States and Europe just hours after they imposed their first financial sanctions against Moscow
since the crisis in Ukraine began. 

Analysis: Ukraine Casts Pall Over Iran Nuke Talks from Associated Press 18 Mar 14

Tehran may have a new ally when Iran nuclear talks reconvene Tuesday — the Ukraine crisis. U.S.-Russian tensions over Ukraine could fray the
search for consensus on what Iran needs to do to ease fears it could make atomic arms. 

Lawmakers In Crimea Move Swiftly To Split From Ukraine from New York Times 18 Mar 14

In the face of stern international criticism a day after a disputed referendum, the Parliament of the breakaway republic of Crimea declared its
independence from Ukraine on Monday, formally asking Russia to annex it and moving swiftly to cement its rupture with the authorities in Kiev. 

Crimea Votes To Join Russia, West Mulls New Sanctions from Agence France-Presse 17 Mar 14

Crimeans voted overwhelmingly Sunday to join former political master Russia as tensions soared in the east of the splintered ex-Soviet nation, the
epicentre of the worst East-West crisis since the Cold War. 

Kerry Warns Of “Very Serious” Response To Crimea-Russia Alliance from Washington Times 14 Mar 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry on Thursday warned his Russian counterpart that “there will be costs” if Moscow continues to escalate the crisis
in Ukraine. 

Russian Troops Gathering At Ukraine Border For Exercises As Standoff Continues from Washington Post 14 Mar 14

Russia is gathering thousands of troops, artillery and other equipment at its border with Ukraine as part of military training exercises that also
serve as a blunt reminder of Russia’s ability to easily move deeper into the neighboring country. 

Kerry Plans 11th-Hour Meeting With Russians Over Crimea from New York Times 13 Mar 14

Secretary of State John Kerry will fly to London to meet with his Russian counterpart in a 11th-hour effort to persuade the Kremlin not to move
forward with the annexation of Crimea, American officials said on Wednesday. 

Obama Makes Diplomatic Push to Defuse Crisis in Ukraine from New York Times 13 Mar 14

President Obama and Ukraine’s interim prime minister opened the door on Wednesday to a political solution that could lead to more autonomy for
Crimea if Russian troops withdraw, as the United States embarked on a last-ditch diplomatic effort to defuse a crisis that reignited tensions
between East and West. 

Ukraine Accuses Russia Of Massing Troops from Washington Post 13 Mar 14

Ukraine accused Russia on Wednesday of massing troops near the border between the two countries and demanded that Moscow stop its
“unacceptable military intervention” ahead of what Kiev calls an illegal referendum in Crimea on joining the Russian Federation. 

Obama Team Debates How To Punish Russia from New York Times 12 Mar 14



As President Obama searches for a way to contain and ultimately reverse Russia’s invasion of southern Ukraine without using force, his team
finds itself torn over just how far to go using the economic weapons in America’s arsenal. 

West Pledges To Impose Sanctions On Moscow As Russia Tightens Hold On Crimea from Washington Post 12 Mar 14

As Crimea grew more militarized and isolated Tuesday and hopes for a diplomatic solution to the Ukraine crisis looked increasingly faint,
European nations said they were preparing to punish Russia with sanctions within days. 

US And Russia Hit Diplomatic Roadblock Trying To Start Crimea Talks from New York Times 11 Mar 14

The Obama administration’s effort to solicit Russia’s help to defuse the crisis in Ukraine appeared to hit a roadblock on Monday when Secretary
of State John Kerry delayed an anticipated trip to Russia and the two sides issued dueling accounts of their recent diplomacy. 

Kerry’s List Of Questions For Putin On Crimea Brings Next To No Response from Washington Post 11 Mar 14

Secretary of State John F. Kerry rejected an invitation last weekend to travel to Russia to discuss the Ukraine crisis with President Vladimir Putin,
saying the Russians needed first to stop their military advance in Crimea and open talks with the new Ukrainian government, administration
officials said. 

Hoping To Isolate Russia, US Woos China On Ukraine from Associated Press 11 Mar 14

The Obama administration is stepping up its attempts to court China’s support for isolating Russia over its military intervention in Ukraine. 

White House Invites Ukrainian Leader To Visit As Russian Forces Cement Grip On Crimea from Washington Post 10 Mar 14

The head of Ukraine’s new pro-Western government will meet with President Obama this week, the White House announced Sunday, as a defiant
Russia took further steps to consolidate its hold on the Crimean Peninsula. 

Pro-Russia Forces Occupy Ukraine As Separatist Vote Looms from Bloomberg News 10 Mar 14

Pro-Russian forces advanced in Ukraine’s Crimean peninsula, ignoring Western calls to halt a military takeover before the region’s separatist
referendum. 

Obama Says Referendum In Crimea Would Violate Law from New York Times 7 Mar 14

The pro-Russian authorities in Crimea pressed ahead on Thursday with measures to break away from Ukraine and become part of Russia,
ignoring new steps toward Western sanctions and a warning by President Obama that their plans for a referendum would “violate the Ukrainian
Constitution and violate international law.” 

Obama Orders Sanctions, Says Crimean Move To Join Russia Violates International Law from Washington Post 7 Mar 14

President Obama authorized the Treasury Department on Thursday to impose sanctions on “individuals and entities” responsible for Russia’s
military takeover in Crimea or for “stealing the assets of the Ukrainian people.” 

U.S. Effort To Broker Russia-Ukraine Diplomacy Fails from New York Times 6 Mar 14

An effort by the United States to broker the first face-to-face diplomatic meeting between Russia and Ukraine over the Crimea confrontation
failed on Wednesday, but both Secretary of State John Kerry and his Russian counterpart said there would be more discussions in the days ahead. 

Obama, Cameron Discuss Ukraine, Welcome Observers from Associated Press 6 Mar 14

The White House says President Barack Obama and British Prime Minister David Cameron agree that Russia’s military presence in Ukraine’s
Crimean Peninsula is unacceptable and welcome an observer mission in the region by the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe. 

Senior U.N. Envoy Threatened At Gunpoint In Crimea from New York Times 6 Mar 14

A senior United Nations diplomat who was sent to the Crimea region of southern Ukraine to assess the Russian military takeover there was
threatened by armed men at gunpoint on Wednesday, and aborted his visit a day after it had begun. 

American Intelligence Agencies Disagreed On Russia Threat In Ukraine from Los Angeles Times 5 Mar 14

U.S. intelligence agencies disagreed on whether Russian President Vladimir Putin would order military intervention last week in Ukraine, officials



said Tuesday, and the House Intelligence Committee is examining what caused the differing analyses. 

Ukraine hit by cyberattacks: head of Ukraine security service from Reuters 4 Mar 14

Ukraine's telecommunications system has come under attack, with equipment installed in Russian-controlled Crimea used to interfere with the
mobile phones of members of parliament, the head of Ukraine's SBU security service said on Tuesday. 

Obama Threatens Economic Sanctions Against Russia As Retaliation from Washington Times 4 Mar 14

President Obama said Monday the world is “largely united” against Russia’s military action in Ukraine, and he warned that the U.S. will retaliate
with economic and diplomatic sanctions. 

Def. Sec. Chuck Hagel: Russian invasion of Ukraine could lead to "dangerous situation" from Face The Nation 2 Mar 14

As Russian forces continue their infiltration of Ukraine's Crimean peninsula, raising fears of an all-out invasion of the former Soviet republic,
Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel warned on CBS News' "Face the Nation" that it would be folly for Russia to meddle too forcefully. 

Kerry Plans to Visit Ukraine in Show of Support and Warns Russia of Penalties from New York Times 2 Mar 14

As Western governments scrambled on Sunday to respond to the Russian military advance in Ukraine, Secretary of State John Kerry made plans
to visit Kiev on Tuesday in a gesture of support for the new Ukrainian government, a senior American official said. 

Armed Men Occupy Two Airports in Ukraine’s Crimea from Wall Street Journal 28 Feb 14

Interior Minister Arsen Avakov Calls Move 'Armed Invasion and Occupation' 

Ukraine Seeks IMF Rescue As Gunmen Storm Crimea Assembly from Bloomberg News 28 Feb 14

Ukraine’s new government started work on securing international financing to avert a default as separatist tensions flared in the southern Crimea
region. 

Growing Crisis in Its Backyard Snares Russia from New York Times 27 Feb 14

Despite repeated vows not to interfere or intervene, President Vladimir V. Putin’s Russia has now found itself more deeply ensnared than ever in
Ukraine’s worsening political crisis, facing appeals to support the country’s ethnic Russians, provide haven for its deposed president and perhaps
even undertake a military response. The question is whether he intended it that way. 

As Ukraine Crisis Rumbles, Georgia Leader Visits U.S. from New York Times 27 Feb 14

Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili of Georgia met with Secretary of State John Kerry on Wednesday to discuss ways to develop his nation’s
economy and reinforce its pro-Western path. But the tumultuous events in Ukraine, and Moscow’s decision to send a message by conducting a
surprise military exercise in western Russia, have cast a shadow on the Georgian leader’s visit here. 

US warns Russia against Ukraine intervention from Associated Press 27 Feb 14

The United States on Wednesday warned Russia against a military intervention in Ukraine, saying such a move would be a "grave mistake," as
troops in western Russia were placed on high alert for massive new war games in the area, including near the Russian-Ukrainian border. 

As Putin Orders Drills in Crimea, Protesters’ Clash Shows Region’s Divide from New York Times 26 Feb 14

With cries of “Allahu akbar,” Arabic for “God is great,” thousands of protesters in the capital of Ukraine’s Crimea region, a tinderbox of ethnic,
religious and political divisions, added an Islamic voice on Wednesday to the tumultuous struggle for Ukraine that last weekend drove the
president from power and that has pushed Russia and the West into a face-off reminiscent of the Cold War. 

US And Britain Reject East-West Divide In Ukraine from Associated Press 26 Feb 14

The United States and Britain on Tuesday rejected suggestions that the ouster of Ukraine’s pro-Russia president and the politics around it are
representative of a Cold War-era East-West divide. 

Infighting Poses Hurdle To Formation Of New Coalition In Ukraine from New York Times 26 Feb 14

Struggling to form a new majority coalition in Parliament, and under excruciating pressure because of a looming economic calamity, Ukrainian



lawmakers decided Tuesday to delay for two days the naming of an acting prime minister and a provisional government. 

Situation in Ukraine might trigger drug production and transit growth - RF anti-drug chief from Itar-Tass (Russia) 25 Feb 14

The situation in Ukraine might entail drug production growth and increased transit of drugs via that country, Russia's anti-drug chief Viktor
Ivanov said on Tuesday.

Situation in Ukraine might trigger drug production and transit growth - RF anti-drug chief from Itar-Tass (Russia) 25 Feb 14

The situation in Ukraine might entail drug production growth and increased transit of drugs via that country, Russia's anti-drug chief Viktor
Ivanov said on Tuesday. 

Ukraine puts off vote on new government despite E.U. pleas for quick action from Washington Post 25 Feb 14

Ukraine’s interim authorities balked at forming a new government Tuesday as horse-trading among parties in parliament continued, despite pleas
from the European Union to quickly pave the way for an emergency aid package. 

Susan Rice Says Russia Should Not Involve Troops In Ukraine from Washington Post 24 Feb 14

National security adviser Susan E. Rice said Sunday that Russian troop intervention in Ukraine would be a “grave mistake,” arguing that a return
to a Cold War posture would not reflect modern realities. 

Ukraine Rushes To Shift Power And Mend Rifts from New York Times 24 Feb 14

Ukrainian lawmakers moved swiftly on Sunday to assert control over the government, racing to restore calm after a week of upheaval and
bloodshed that ended in President Viktor F. Yanukovych’s flight and ouster on Saturday, and in sudden fears that the country might fall into civil
war. 

Ukraine Leader Says Tentative Accord Reached With Protesters from New York Times 21 Feb 14

The government of President Viktor F. Yanukovych announced a tentative resolution on Friday to a crisis that has brought days of bloodshed to
Ukraine.

State Department Bans 20 Ukrainians ‘In Chain Of Command’ From U.S. from Los Angeles Times 20 Feb 14

The State Department on Wednesday banned 20 Ukrainian civilians from obtaining U.S. visas in an effort to ramp up pressure on the Eastern
European country’s government to de-escalate the bloody confrontations between police and opposition protesters. 

U.S. Slaps Travel Restrictions On 20 Ukraine Officials Over Violence But Experts Expect Little Impact from McClatchy 20 Feb 14

The Obama administration slapped visa restrictions on 20 senior Ukrainian officials Wednesday to punish “the full chain of command” behind the
bloody crackdown on a protest camp in Kiev, where at least 25 people died in street violence this week. 

Kiev Protesters Set Square Ablaze To Thwart Police from New York Times 19 Feb 14

With hundreds of riot police officers advancing from all sides after a day of deadly mayhem here in the Ukrainian capital, antigovernment
protesters mounted a final desperate and seemingly doomed act of defiance late on Tuesday evening, establishing a protective ring of fire around
what remained of their all-but-conquered encampment on Independence Square. 

In Violent Turn, Ukraine Fighting Kills At Least 20 from Washington Post 19 Feb 14

Deadly clashes between protesters and police in Kiev on Tuesday led to a fire-lit nighttime assault by Interior Ministry troops on the main protest
encampment at Independence Square, in what may be a dramatic and irreversible turn in Ukraine’s months-long political crisis. 

Russia To Release Loan As Ukrainian Opposition Leaders Meet In Germany from New York Times 18 Feb 14

Russia said Monday that it would release the second payment of a promised $15 billion loan to Ukraine that had been frozen because of the
political disarray there. 

Shots Kill Ukraine Judge Who Sentenced Protesters from Wall Street Journal 13 Feb 14

Government Suggests Critics Were Behind Murder; Opposition Cites Smear Campaign 



Ukraine protesters, Russia increase pressure on Yanukovich from Reuters 10 Feb 14

Ukrainian protesters, now in their third month of action, kept up pressure on President Viktor Yanukovich on Sunday with a mass rally where
opposition leaders called for an end to his "dictatorial" powers. 

In Purported Recording Of U.S. Diplomat, Blunt Talk On Ukraine from Washington Post 7 Feb 14

When diplomats are overheard being undiplomatic, the result can be awkward. 

US Sees Russian Hand In Envoy’s Bugged Call from Associated Press 7 Feb 14

Two senior American diplomats, thinking their conversation about the Ukraine was secure and private, were caught disparaging the European
Union in a phone call that was apparently bugged, and U.S. officials say they strongly suspect Russia of leaking the conversation. 

Russia Warns Crisis-hit Ukraine Over Bailout from Agence France-Presse 6 Feb 14

Russia warned protest-hit Ukraine on Wednesday that its huge bailout was dependent on Kiev’s commitment to earlier promises made to Moscow,
ahead of key talks between President Vladimir Putin and his Ukrainian counterpart Viktor Yanukovych. 

Ukrainian opposition seeks to cut president's powers from Reuters 5 Feb 14

Ukraine's President Viktor Yanukovich, battling mass unrest against his rule, faced demands from the opposition on Tuesday for a constitutional
change that would seriously curtail his powers. 

U.S. and Europe Work on Aid Package for Ukraine from New York Times 4 Feb 14

Looking to defuse Ukraine’s crisis, the United States and Europe are trying to assemble a financial package that could ease the path for a new
government there to guide the country out of its current impasse between Europe and Russia, American and European officials say. 

Ukrainian Opposition Gets Boost As Focus Shifts To Western Aid from Bloomberg News 3 Feb 14

Ukraine’s opposition got a boost in its struggle wrest power from President Viktor Yanukovych as a report said the European Union and U.S. are
working on an aid package to rival assistance from Russia. 

US Secretary Of State Kerry To Meet Ukrainian Opposition Leaders from Agence France-Presse 31 Jan 14

In a major show of support for pro-democracy protesters in Ukraine, US Secretary of State John Kerry will meet top opposition leaders for the
first time this weekend, senior US officials said Thursday. 

Exclusive: U.S. readies financial sanctions against Ukraine: congressional aides from Reuters 30 Jan 14

The Obama administration is preparing financial sanctions that could be imposed on Ukrainian officials and protest leaders if violence escalates in
the political crisis gripping Ukraine, congressional aides said on Wednesday. 

Ukrainian Premier Resigns As Parliament Repeals Restrictive Laws from New York Times 29 Jan 14

Mykola Azarov, the prime minister of Ukraine, resigned on Tuesday, hours before a planned vote of no confidence by Parliament that could have
stripped him of his powers. 

Ukrainian Premier Submits Resignation from Associated Press 28 Jan 14

The prime minister of protest-torn Ukraine submitted his resignation on Tuesday, saying he hoped the move would help bring peaceful resolution
to the crisis that has gripped the country for two months. 

Claims Of Police Brutality In Ukraine Amid Talks To Quell Unrest from New York Times 24 Jan 14

As opposition leaders negotiated with President Viktor F. Yanukovich to defuse Ukraine’s violent civil uprising, new evidence emerged of
brutality by the authorities, including a video of a protester stripped naked except for boots by a group of officers from the feared Berkut riot
police. 

For The First Time, Ukraine Protests Lead To Deaths from New York Times 23 Jan 14



A deepening civil uprising in Ukraine turned deadly on Wednesday, and this embattled capital veered toward chaos, after at least three
demonstrators died during clashes with the police and the first direct negotiations between President Viktor F. Yanukovich and opposition leaders
yielded only threats and ultimatums. 

Ukraine PM Warns Force May Be Used Against Protests from Agence France-Presse 22 Jan 14

Ukraine’s Prime Minister Mykola Azarov warned on Tuesday that the security forces could use force to disperse protests after two nights of
clashes that left hundreds wounded. 

Ukraine Appears Headed For Showdown As Protesters Battle With Police from Washington Post 21 Jan 14

A war of nerves, stones, molotov cocktails and a full-size catapult, punctuated by stun grenades, reset the calculations of Ukrainian politicians
Monday and seemed to be moving the country closer to a final showdown. 

Attack on reporter restores passion to Ukraine demonstrations from Rueters 27 Dec 13

Protesters demanded Ukraine's interior minister resign on Thursday after an opposition journalist known for documenting the extravagance of the
country's political elite was chased down in her car and savagely beaten in a midnight attack. 

Journalist Is Beaten In Latest Attack On Ukrainian Opposition from New York Times 26 Dec 13

A crusading antigovernment journalist and activist in Ukraine who became famous last year after documenting the opulence of the heavily
guarded residential compound of President Viktor F. Yanukovich was savagely beaten early Wednesday. 

Kiev Anti-government Protest Draws 100,000 from Associated Press 23 Dec 13

About 100,000 people rallied in Ukraine’s capital Sunday to demand the ouster of the president and his Cabinet as mass anti-government protests
entered their second month. 

Buoyed By A Deal With Russia, Ukraine’s Leader Tries To Reassert His Authority from New York Times 20 Dec 13

President Viktor F. Yanukovich moved on several fronts on Thursday to reassert his domination in Ukraine, two days after receiving what
appeared to be an economic lifeline in the form of at least $15 billion in aid from Russia and a substantial reduction in the price of Russian natural
gas. 

Ukraine’s Prime Minister Hails Deal With Russia from New York Times 19 Dec 13

Ukrainian officials on Wednesday praised a financial aid package from Russia as the country’s only hope to prevent economic collapse, although
it was signed in defiance of a large and sustained protest in the capital. 

Russia Gives Ukraine A Financial Lift from Washington Post 18 Dec 13

Russian President Vladimir Putin gave Ukraine’s hard-pressed government a strong financial assist in the form of a $15 billion loan and a sharp
cut in the price of natural gas Tuesday, preempting European Union leaders. 

Ukraine Opposition Calls Mass Weekend Rally As Pressure Mounts from Agence France-Presse 13 Dec 13

Ukraine’s opposition called Thursday for a mass weekend rally, as pro-European demonstrators sought to increase the pressure on President
Viktor Yanukovych following a failed police raid. 

In Ukraine, police move to clear out encampment of protesters from Washington Post 11 Dec 13

Hundreds of heavily armored police officers swarmed past outer barricades into Independence Square here early Wednesday, dividing the
encampment of protesters who have defied President Viktor Yanukovych for more than two weeks. 

Ukraine’s Forces Move Against Protesters, Dimming Hopes For Talks from New York Times 10 Dec 13

Ominous new action by Ukraine’s security forces on Monday, including a raid on an opposition party’s headquarters, appeared to diminish
prospects for talks between the government and protest leaders, as Western officials grasped for a way to defuse the country’s intensifying
political crisis. 



U.S. Official Tells Ukraine’s Protest Leaders To Find A Solution from New York Times 6 Dec 13

A senior American official on Thursday urged all sides in the the Ukrainian crisis to work together to find a solution to the crisis that would “meet
the aspirations of its people” but do so through peaceful and lawful means. 

NATO Presses Afghanistan, Calls For Dialogue In Ukraine from Agence France-Presse 4 Dec 13

NATO foreign ministers pressed Afghanistan Tuesday to sign an accord on the alliance’s new role in Afghanistan and called for dialogue in
Ukraine after Kiev ditched an accord with the EU, sparking violent protests. 

Reversal of Europe Deal Jolts Ukraine from Wall Street Journal 2 Dec 13

Protesters Call for President's Ouster After Violent Dispersal of Demonstration

Facing Russian Threat, Ukraine Halts Plans for Deals with E.U. from New York Times 22 Nov 13

Under threat of crippling trade sanctions by Russia, Ukraine announced Thursday that it had suspended its plans to sign far-reaching political and
trade agreements with the European Union and said it would instead pursue new partnerships with a competing trade bloc of former Soviet states. 

Ukraine to seek return of $500 mln illegally taken abroad by ex-prime ministers Pavel Lazarenko and Yulia Timoshenko from
Itar-Tass (Russia) 19 Nov 13

Ukraine will take efforts to have state money in the amount of more than 500 million U.S. dollars illegally taken out of the country by former
Prime Minister Pavel Lazarenko and Yulia Timoshenko be returned back to the country, Ukrainian Prosecutor General Viktor Pshonka told
journalists on Tuesday. 

Ukriane
As Ukraine Officials Meet On Crisis, Rebel Claims Aid Of Russian Troops from New York Times 29 Aug 14

Asserting that Russian soldiers and armaments had crossed into Ukraine to support the separatists, President Petro O. Poroshenko of Ukraine
canceled a trip to Turkey on Thursday and warned his national security council that a panicked response would only further destabilize the
situation. 

Uktraine
European Union Suspends Talks With Ukraine Over Trade Deal from New York Times 16 Dec 13

The European Union on Sunday broke off talks with Ukraine on the far-reaching trade deal that protesters here have been demanding for weeks,
and a top official issued a stinging, angry statement all but accusing Ukraine’s president of dissembling. 

UN
18 countries ratify treaty regulating arms trade from Associated Press 2 Apr 14

Eighteen countries including five of the world's leading arms exporters have officially ratified the landmark treaty regulating the multibillion-
dollar global arms trade on the first anniversary of its adoption by the U.N. General Assembly. 

Rejected Seat On U.N. Panel Is Considered By Jordan from New York Times 8 Nov 13

Jordan is considering seeking the nonpermanent United Nations Security Council seat rejected last month by Saudi Arabia in a pique of anger at
the United States, diplomats said Thursday. 

UNHCR
UN weighs in on outcry over reports Australia paid people smugglers from The Guardian (UK) 13 Jun 15

The United Nations high commissioner for refugees (UNHCR) has weighed in on allegations that Australian authorities paid off people
smugglers, as Indonesia issues Australia with a “please explain” notice. 

Red Sea drownings of Yemen-bound migrants hit new high: UNHCR from Agence France-Presse 17 Oct 14

Scores have drowned in the Red Sea in recent weeks trying to cross to Yemen making this year's death toll the highest in years, the UN's refugee
agency said Friday. 



UNICEF
14 Million Children Pay Price For Syria, Iraq Conflicts: UNICEF from Agence France-Presse 13 Mar 15

The United Nations children’s fund said Thursday that 14 million children are paying the price for warfare in Syria and neighbouring Iraq, with
violence and hardship shaping their future. 

United Arab Emirates
Woman Arrested In U.S. Teacher’s Stabbing Death In Abu Dhabi from New York Times 5 Dec 14

Security forces in the United Arab Emirates have arrested a woman they said disguised herself in a black veiled gown, fatally stabbed an
American teacher and planted a bomb at an Egyptian-American doctor’s doorstep, the interior minister announced Thursday. 

American Woman Dies In Stabbing In Abu Dhabi from New York Times 4 Dec 14

An unidentified attacker cloaked in a black gown, gloves and face veil fatally stabbed an American teacher in a public restroom at a shopping mall
in Abu Dhabi, the capital of the United Arab Emirates, the city’s police said Wednesday. 

US Expects UAE To Free Citizen After YouTube Arrest from Agence France-Presse 8 Jan 14

The United Arab Emirates is expected shortly to free an American who was jailed with others over a YouTube video that mocked Dubai
teenagers. 

United Arab Emirates 
American Gets One-Year Sentence For Spoof Video In United Arab Emirates from New York Times 24 Dec 13

Video posted on YouTube by the creators of comedy videos on life in the United Arab Emirates. 

United Kingdom
UK Government Announces New Steps Against Illegal Immigrants from AFP 4 Aug 15

Britain’s government promised new measures Monday to crack down on illegal immigrants by making landlords evict them, as the Calais
migrants crisis continued to dominate the headlines. 

UK government announces new steps against illegal immigrants from Agence France-Presse 3 Aug 15

Britain's government promised new measures Monday to crack down on illegal immigrants by making landlords evict them, as the Calais
migrants crisis continued to dominate the headlines. 

A Chasm Divides David Cameron and Nicola Sturgeon, Leaders of a Kingdom Still United from New York Times 11 May 15

He just won an unexpected majority in Britain; she won a landslide in Scotland. He has promised a continuation of budgetary austerity; she wants
to put an end to welfare cuts. He wants to keep Britain’s family of nations together; she wants Scotland to break away. 

UK police arrest 7 in fraud linked to Syria extremists from Associated Press 6 May 15

British police say they have arrested seven men as part of an investigation into an alleged fraud linked to extremists in Syria. 

‘Hung’ Parliament Likely In Britain Amid Voter Dissatisfaction With Major Parties from Washington Times 27 Feb 15

Five years after the first general election to produce a “hung” Parliament in more than three decades, British voters appear poised to do it again,
denying the country’s major parties a clear mandate for the years ahead. 

Northern Ireland outlaws paying for sex, 1st in UK from Associated Press 9 Dec 14

Northern Ireland has become the first part of the United Kingdom to outlaw paying for sex, mirroring a move pioneered in Scandinavian
countries.

UK offers Nato security fence to help Calais tackle migrants from BBC 7 Sep 14

The UK is to offer France the security fences used at the Nato summit in Newport to help tackle migrants trying to get into the country illegally
from Calais, the immigration minister says. 



Protest March Bears Down on the Leader of Pakistan from New York Times 15 Aug 14

Thousands of Pakistanis rallied behind the former cricketer Imran Khan on Thursday as he led a motor cavalcade toward the capital, Islamabad,
for a protest to demand the resignation of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and fresh elections. 

United Nations
U.N. chief Ban names Spanish diplomat as new Libya envoy from Reuters 15 Aug 14

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon on Thursday named Spanish diplomat Bernardino Leon as the world body's special envoy to Libya, which
is experiencing the worst fighting between armed factions since the 2011 fall of Muammar Gaddafi.

Uruguay
Uruguay opens bidding for marijuana plots from Agence France-Presse 1 Aug 14

Uruguay, the first country to fully legalize the production, sale and distribution of marijuana, called for bids Friday from private growers who
want to farm cannabis in a public field. 

US Budget Deal
World Welcomes US Budget Deal But Fears Remain from Associated Press 18 Oct 13

The world’s disbelief at the political impasse in the U.S. turned to cautious relief Thursday as the country stepped back from the brink of default.
But fears remain about another possible shutdown – and, even worse, a possible default – early next year. 

USMC
Marines Probing Validity Of Online Iraq War Photos from Associated Press 16 Jan 14

The Marine Corps says it is attempting to determine the authenticity of photos published by TMZ.com that the entertainment website says show
Marines appearing to burn bodies of dead Iraqi insurgents in Fallujah in 2004. 

Vanuatu
Higher Death Toll Feared In Vanuatu In Wake Of Tropical Cyclone Pam from New York Times 16 Mar 15

Aid workers on the ground in the stricken South Pacific islands of Vanuatu said they feared the death toll would rise from eight after the tiny
nation’s remote southern islands bore the brunt of Tropical Cyclone Pam, which tore through the archipelago on Friday. 

Vatican
Pope Recalls Horror Of Atomic Bombs 70 Years Ago from Associated Press 10 Aug 15

Pope Francis says the detonation of atomic bombs at Hiroshima and Nagasaki 70 years ago remains “a permanent warning to humanity” to reject
war and ban weapons of mass destruction. 

How Pope Francis’s Not-yet-official Document On Climate Change Is Already Stirring Controversy from Washington Post 18 Jun 15

As translated bits of the draft of a major Vatican document on the environment seeped out Wednesday, figures from the Dalai Lama to Jeb Bush
were already debating whether and how to follow the pope’s call for humans to reframe their relationship with “our sister, Mother Earth.’” 

Vatican: Pope Francis did not intend to offend Mexico with his remarks from EFE (Spain) 24 Feb 15

The Holy See on Tuesday said that the words of Pope Francis regarding the risk of the "Mexicanization" of Argentina had no "stigmatizing intent
toward the people of Mexico" and acknowledged the effort being made by Mexico City in the fight against drug trafficking. 

Vatican finds hundreds of millions of euros off books from Agence France-Presse 5 Dec 14

The Vatican has found hundreds of millions of euros during an overhaul of the system aimed at transforming the once-murky institution into a
paradigm of transparency. 

Initial Report From Vatican On Families Is Criticized from New York Times 17 Oct 14

A preliminary Vatican report that offered words of welcome and understanding to gays and unmarried couples has come under heavy criticism
from some Roman Catholic bishops who want the final version to emphasize the church’s firm boundaries on acceptable family structures. 



Holy smoke: Vatican car seized with cocaine, cannabis from Agence France-Presse 16 Sep 14

The Vatican was left red-faced Tuesday after it emerged that a car bearing its diplomatic plates had been stopped in France with four kilogrammes
of cocaine on board. 

Pope Tells Reporter He’ll Visit Philadelphia from Associated Press 15 Aug 14

The pope has told a reporter he would be visiting Philadelphia, but the archdiocese says he has yet to confirm his plans. 

Pope excommunicates mafia, urges expulsion from clan heartland from Agence France-Presse 21 Jun 14

Pope Francis launched a scathing attack on organised crime during a trip to the heartland of a feared syndicate on Sunday, declaring all mafia
members "excommunicated" from the Catholic Church. 

At Vatican, Day Of Prayer With Focus On Uniting from New York Times 9 Jun 14

In a richly symbolic ceremony, Pope Francis oversaw a carefully orchestrated “prayer summit” with the Israeli and Palestinian presidents on
Sunday as Jews, Christians and Muslims offered invocations for peace in the Vatican gardens. 

Vatican leads fight against human trafficking 'scourge' from Agence France-Presse 10 Apr 14

Police chiefs and clergymen from over a dozen countries agreed Thursday to set up a global task group to fight human trafficking, a scourge Pope
Francis called a "crime against humanity". 

President Obama Meets With Pope Francis from New York Times 28 Mar 14

President Obama and Pope Francis on Thursday skirted social issues that have generated tension between some Roman Catholic leaders and the
American president, opting instead for a nearly hourlong discussion that touched on income inequality, the conflict raging in Syria, the
persecution of Christians around the world and the elusiveness of global peace. 

Catholics Outraged Over U.N. Report On Sex Abuse from Washington Times 6 Feb 14

Conservative Catholic groups expressed outrage Wednesday over a U.N. panel’s scathing report on the Vatican’s sex abuse scandal, saying the
oversight group overstepped its authority by calling for the Catholic Church to change some of its fundamental laws on homosexuality, birth
control and abortion. 

Visit With Pope In Rome Will Give Obama A Chance To Spotlight Economic Inequality from Washington Post 22 Jan 14

A decision to visit Pope Francis at the Vatican in late March provides President Obama with an opportunity to highlight the problem of economic
inequality, an issue he has placed at the forefront of his second-term agenda. 

Pope Sets Down Goals For An Inclusive Church, Reaching Out ‘on The Streets’ from New York Times 27 Nov 13

In his first nine months as leader of one billion Roman Catholics, Pope Francis has parceled out glimpses of his vision for remaking the church —
in homilies and news conferences, interviews and offhand remarks to visitors. 

Vatican not worried about mafia attacks on pope from United Press International 15 Nov 13

Pope Francis is not in danger of mafia attacks, despite fears of violence due to the pope's reforms in the Catholic Church, the Vatican says. 

Pope wants to step up fight against modern slavery from Agence France-Presse 4 Nov 13

Pope Francis wants action against modern forms of slavery including forced labour and prostitution, the Vatican said Monday after a meeting of
experts called by the pontiff to debate the problem. 

Pope Bluntly Faults Church’s Focus On Gays And Abortion from New York Times 20 Sep 13

Pope Francis, in the first extensive interview of his six-month-old papacy, said that the Roman Catholic Church had grown “obsessed” with
preaching about abortion, gay marriage and contraception, and that he has chosen not to speak of those issues despite recriminations from some
critics. 

Vietnam



War Veteran Kerry Hails ‘Remarkable Transformation’ Of US-Vietnam Ties from AFP 7 Aug 15

US Secretary of State John Kerry on Friday hailed the “remarkable transformation” of relations with Vietnam 20 years after ties were established,
but warned Hanoi’s poor rights record stood in the way of deeper bonds between the former wartime foes. 

POW-turned-Senator McCain Hosts Vietnam Party Chief from Agence France-Presse 9 Jul 15

Forty-seven years after getting shot down over Hanoi, where he would languish as a prisoner of war, John McCain shared images of his painful
past Wednesday with an unlikely visitor: Vietnam’s Communist Party boss. 

Obama: Vietnam 'a very constructive partner' from USA Today 8 Jul 15

President Obama said Tuesday that Vietnam has become "a very constructive partner" in the new global economy, but differences remain a half-
century after the U.S. military defeat in that country that still affects American policy. 

Obama Working To Make Vietnam An Ally In Dealing With China’s Rise from Washington Post 7 Jul 15

Forty years after the fall of Saigon, President Obama is seeking to reconfigure a historically difficult relationship with Vietnam into a strategic
partnership against China. 

War Veterans Lead The Way In Reconciling Former Enemies from New York Times 6 Jul 15

The American and Vietnamese war veterans, former enemies, sat together at wooden picnic tables eating hamburgers and chili while Creedence
Clearwater Revival played in the background. 

Drug use rises in Vietnam's biggest city from Xinhua (China) 10 Jun 15

The number of drug users in Vietnam's Ho Chi Minh City has doubled over the past five years to more than 19,200, local on-line newspaper
Thanh Nien (Young People) News reported Wednesday. 

Vietnam charges six in aid project bribery scandal from Deutsche Presse-Agentur 5 Jun 15

Vietnamese police filed charges against six officials from the state-owned rail firm, news reports said Friday, over bribes linked to a project funded
by Japanese development aid. 

Exclusive: U.S. asks Vietnam to stop helping Russian bomber flights from 12 Mar 15

The United States has asked Vietnam to stop letting Russia use a former U.S. base to refuel nuclear-capable bombers engaged in shows of strength
over the Asia-Pacific region, exposing strains in Washington's steadily warming relations with Hanoi. 

US Lifts 40-year Arms Ban To Boost Vietnam Sea Defense from Agence France-Presse 3 Oct 14

In a decision likely to anger China, the US is partly lifting a 40-year ban on arms sales to former foe Vietnam to help boost defenses in the tense
South China Sea. 

Envoy Nominee Open To Lifting Arms Ban To Vietnam from Associated Press 18 Jun 14

President Barack Obama’s nominee to become the next U.S. ambassador to Vietnam said Tuesday it may be time for Washington to consider
lifting a ban on the sale and transfer of lethal weapons to the former American enemy. 

Vietnam Accuses China Of Sinking Fishing Boat from Associated Press 27 May 14

Vietnam accused a Chinese vessel of ramming and sinking a Vietnamese fishing boat in the disputed South China Sea, sharpening already
dangerously high tensions between the two nations over their overlapping territorial claims in the waters. 

Vietnam Threatens Legal Action Against China from Associated Press 22 May 14

Vietnam’s prime minister said Thursday that his country was considering legal action against China, which deployed an oil rig earlier this month
to disputed waters, prompting anti-Chinese riots in Vietnam and a tense standoff between ships from both countries in the area. 

China Targeted By Vietnamese In Fiery Riots from New York Times 15 May 14

Dozens of foreign-owned factories near Ho Chi Minh City lay in charred ruins early Thursday after thousands of Vietnamese workers rampaged



over China’s latest efforts to control the South China Sea, this time off Vietnam’s coast. 

US Boosts Maritime Security Aid To Vietnam from Associated Press 17 Dec 13

The United States will boost maritime security assistance to China’s smaller neighbors amid rising tensions over disputed territories in the South
China Sea, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry announced on Monday during a visit to Vietnam, where he also pressed the communist government
on human rights and democratic and economic reforms. 

War in Afghanistan
UN Extends NATO Force in Afghanistan for Last Time from Virginian-Pilot 11 Oct 13

The U.N. Security Council voted unanimously Thursday to extend the mandate of the NATO-led force in Afghanistan for the last time before it
hands over total responsibility for security to Afghan forces at the end of 2014.

U.S. At Odds with Afghanistan Over the Post-Withdrawal Mission from Los Angeles Times 6 Oct 13

Closed-door negotiations to determine the American military mission in Afghanistan after 2014 have stalled over U.S. demands to conduct lethal
counter-terrorism operations and Afghan insistence that Washington guarantee support in event of cross-border attacks.

War on Drugs
Former World Leaders Call For An End To The War On Drugs from ThinkProgress 5 Nov 13

In an op-ed on Tuesday, Kofi Annan, former Secretary General of the United Nations and Fernando Henrique Cardoso, former president of Brazil,
condemned the global war on drugs and advocated for a new approach based around legalization and regulation. 

War on Terror
U.S. Asserts Terror Suspect Has Implicated Himself from New York Times 23 Oct 13

A federal prosecutor in Manhattan told a judge on Tuesday that a Libyan man brought to the United States for prosecution on conspiracy charges
after being held in military custody aboard a Navy ship made an incriminating statement to the authorities after being advised of his Miranda
rights. 

War vs. Al-Qaeda
U.S. Raids Terror Targets in Somalia, Libya from Wall Street Journal 7 Oct 13

In separate raids, U.S. Navy SEALs carried out a predawn strike in Somalia aimed at capturing a senior leader of the al-Shabaab militant group,
while a group of U.S. commandos in Libya seized a man suspected of taking part in the 1998 American Embassy bombings in east Africa.

West African
Travelers From West African Countries Will Face Stronger Ebola Screening At U.S. Airports from Washington Post 9 Oct 14

Enhanced screening measures aimed at finding travelers infected with Ebola are coming to five of the busiest international airports in the United
States, according to federal authorities. 

White House
Syria Debate Is Crowding Other Issues On Calendar from New York Times 5 Sep 13

The intensifying debate over military action in Syria is threatening to consume the limited amount of time that Congress had allocated this month
for dealing with a budget clash and the rest of President Obama’s domestic agenda. 

WHO
WHO: MERS Virus Isn’t An Emergency – Yet from Associated Press 15 May 14

The spread of a puzzling respiratory virus in the Middle East and beyond doesn’t yet constitute a global health emergency despite a recent spike in
cases, the World Health Organization said Wednesday. 

Planet Headed Toward ‘post-antibiotic Era’ When Treatments Don’t Work: WHO from Washington Post 1 May 14

The planet may be headed toward a “post-antibiotic era” when common infections once easily controlled by antimicrobial medicines may be
lethal, the World Health Organization reported Wednesday in its first look at antibiotic resistance that has developed in all parts of the world. 



WHO Starts Emergency Polio Talks from Agence France-Presse 29 Apr 14

The World Health Organization announced on Monday that it had convened emergency talks amid rising concern over polio after cases were
discovered in Afghanistan, Iraq and Equatorial Guinea. 

WikiLeaks
WikiLeaks releases documents related to controversial US trade pact from The Guardian (UK) 3 Jun 15

WikiLeaks on Wednesday released 17 different documents related to the Trade in Services Agreement (Tisa), a controversial pact currently being
hashed out between the US and 23 other countries – most of them in Europe and South America. 

Wildlife Poaching
UN adopts resolution to fight wildlife poaching from Agence France-Presse 31 Jul 15

The United Nations called on its member states Thursday to work harder in combatting poaching of endangered species such as elephants and
rhinoceroses. The General Assembly resolution was the first of its kind but not legally binding. Still, it reflects worldwide opposition to illegal
hunting. 

Winter Olympics
U.S. concerned about threats to Sochi Olympics, offers help from Reuters 31 Dec 13

The U.S. government is concerned Islamist militants may be preparing attacks aimed at disrupting the Winter Olympic games in Sochi in
February and is offering closer cooperation on security with Russia despite strains earlier this year. 

WMD
U.S. Combats Nexus of Illicit Networks, WMD Proliferation from American Forces Press Services 30 Jan 14

U.S. national security officials have long been worried about the nexus between terrorists and transnational criminal organizations. 

World Bank
World Bank Cuts 2015 Forecast For Global Economy from Associated Press 14 Jan 15

The World Bank, citing stagnation in Europe and Japan and a slowdown in China, downgraded its forecast for the global economy this year. It
also reported that world economic growth came in below expectations in 2014. 

World Cup
World Cup to be most tweeted global event ever from Reuters 10 Jun 14

The World Cup, which kicks off this week in Brazil, will be the most tweeted event ever, a Twitter Inc executive said on Tuesday. 

World Cup means big money for drug traffickers from Agence France-Presse 10 Jun 14

Drug cartels in Peru and Bolivia, two of the world's top producers of cocaine, are drooling over the bountiful market being served up next door by
the World Cup in Brazil. 

World Economic Forum
Davos Guest List Unites Li And Kerry With Ma And Sandberg from Bloomberg News 16 Jan 15

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang, German Chancellor Angela Merkel and U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry will be among the political heavyweights
attending next week’s annual meeting of the World Economic Forum. 

World Economic Forum Warns Over International Conflicts from Associated Press 16 Jan 15

Following a year marked by the conflict in Ukraine and the rise of the Islamic State, geopolitical issues are considered to be the biggest threat to
global stability over the coming decade, according to experts polled by the World Economic Forum. 

Gender equality at work more than 80 years off: report from Agence France-Presse 27 Oct 14

If you're waiting for gender equality in the workplace, be prepared to wait a long time. While women are rapidly closing the gender gap with men
in areas like health and education, inequality at work is not expected to be erased until 2095, according to a report published by the World



Economic Forum (WEF) Tuesday. 

Yemen
Deadly blasts hit Yemen's Aden and Hadramout, EU criticizes port attacks from Reuters 20 Aug 15

A bomb next to the governor's office in the Yemeni city of Aden killed four people on Thursday, witnesses said, and the European Union urged
parties to avoid hitting civilian infrastructure after Saudi-led air strikes on Hodeida port. 

In Parts Of Yemen, Rebels Have Lost Control. No One Else Has It Yet. from Washington Post 18 Aug 15

Even as the Saudi-led invasion of Yemen has started to make rapid gains against rebel forces, lawlessness is plaguing newly liberated areas, and
al-Qaeda militants are moving in to take advantage of the power vacuum, Yemeni residents and fighters say. 

Pro-Hadi Forces Advance In Yemen’s Third City from AFP 17 Aug 15

Pro-government forces supported by Gulf air strikes have made key gains against Shiite rebels in Yemen’s third city Taez, seen as a gateway to
the capital, military sources said Sunday. 

Suspected US Drone Strike Kills 5 Al-Qaida Members In Yemen from Associated Press 13 Aug 15

A suspected U.S. drone strike in Yemen on Wednesday killed five suspected al-Qaida militants traveling in a vehicle near an extremist-held
coastal city, military and security officials said. 

Yemen Loyalists Make More Gains In Southern Offensive from AFP 11 Aug 15

Saudi-backed forces loyal to Yemen’s exiled government announced Monday the recapture of Abyan province in a southern offensive that has
seen key gains against Shiite Huthi rebels. 

Yemen Loyalists Retake Southern Provincial Capital from AFP 10 Aug 15

Yemeni loyalist forces recaptured a southern provincial capital from Shiite rebels and their allies Sunday as well as a coastal town as they pressed
an advance from second city Aden. 

Al-Qaida Exploits Yemen Chaos To Seize 3 Towns from Associated Press 7 Aug 15

Yemen’s al-Qaida branch has exploited the chaos in this embattled country to capture three towns near the southern port city of Aden where pro-
government forces have been advancing against Shiite rebels in recent weeks, officials said Thursday. 

Officials: Pro-Government Troops Take Much Of Yemen Province from Associated Press 6 Aug 15

Yemen’s pro-government forces have retaken most of the strategic province of Lahj, once the main southern enclave of Shiite rebels who control
the country’s capital and much of the north, officials and witnesses said Wednesday. 

Yemen Pro-government Troops Retake Rebel-held Base In South from Associated Press 5 Aug 15

Yemen’s pro-government troops fought pockets of resistance outside a key military base in the country’s south Tuesday, a day after they seized it
from Shiite rebels, military officials said. 

Rebel-Held Yemen Base Targeted, Coalition Forces Enter Aden from AFP 4 Aug 15

Loyalist forces began a major offensive Monday aimed at retaking Yemen’s largest airbase which is held by rebels, as troops from the Saudi-led
coalition entered recaptured second city Aden. 

Yemeni forces seize Houthi positions on Aden outskirts: local officials from Reuters 31 Jul 15

Yemeni forces backed up by Saudi-led coalition air strikes have recaptured positions on the outskirts of Aden used by the Houthi group to fire
rockets into the southern port city, local officials said on Thursday. 

Warplanes attack air base near Yemen's Aden from Reuters 29 Jul 15

Warplanes attacked Houthi militia in control of Yemen's largest air base north of Aden on Tuesday, seeking to expand territorial gains made by
Saudi-led coalition forces since they captured the southern port city last week. 



Lack Of Pause In Yemen War Delays Aid from New York Times 28 Jul 15

A pledge by Saudi Arabia to halt its military operations in Yemen failed to stop ferocious fighting across the country on Monday as a humanitarian
aid group warned that more than six million people were facing starvation because of the war. 

Houthis, Saudi-led forces battle for Yemen's biggest air base from Reuters 27 Jul 15

Yemeni forces allied with a Saudi-led coalition fought Houthi militia for control of the country's largest air base north of Aden on Sunday, hours
before a humanitarian truce declared by the coalition was meant to start, residents said. 

U.N. Declares Agreement For Temporary Halt To Yemen Fighting from Washington Post 10 Jul 15

The United Nations announced Thursday that an “unconditional humanitarian pause” to fighting in Yemen would take effect Friday evening,
raising hopes of halting a conflict that has devastated the Arabian Peninsula country. 

Yemen government tells U.N. it agrees to conditional truce from Reuters 9 Jul 15

Yemen's government told the United Nations on Wednesday it would agree to a truce to end more than three months of fighting provided key
"guarantees" were met, a spokesman said. 

Deadly car bombs hit Yemen, day after almost 200 killed from Reuters 8 Jul 15

Two deadly car bombs hit the capital Sanaa and a southern city in Yemen on Tuesday, state news agency Saba reported, a day after air strike and
clashes killed almost 200 people nationwide. 

Toll Rises As Saudi Coalition Steps Up Airstrikes In Yemen from New York Times 7 Jul 15

About a hundred people have been killed by airstrikes across Yemen in the past three days as warring parties have haggled over the terms of a
humanitarian cease-fire, health workers and security officials said. 

Saudi-led strikes kill 30 in northern Yemen, Houthis say from Reuters 6 Jul 15

Air strikes by Saudi-led forces killed 30 civilians in an attack on a market in northern Yemen on Sunday, the Houthi-run news agency Saba said,
as U.N. mediators pushed for a humanitarian pause in fighting that has killed nearly 3,000 since March. 

UN Envoy Hopeful On Yemen Truce from Agence France-Presse 2 Jul 15

A UN envoy expressed optimism late Wednesday that a humanitarian pause in the fighting in Yemen can still be reached in the two remaining
weeks of Ramadan, to allow aid into war-ravaged country. 

Over 1,000 Prisoners Escape In Jailbreak During Yemen Fighting from Washington Post 1 Jul 15

Over 1,000 prisoners escaped from a jail on Tuesday as fighting raged in Yemen’s third-largest city between Houthi rebels and forces loyal to the
country’s ousted president, residents said. 

Car bomb in Yemeni capital hits mourners, dozens wounded from Reuters 30 Jun 15

A car bomb claimed by Islamic State exploded in the Yemeni capital Sanaa overnight, medics said, wounding at least 28 people gathered to mourn
another attack earlier this month. 

Drone Strikes Kills 9 ‘Qaeda Militants’ In Yemen from AFP 26 Jun 15

A drone strike killed five suspected Al-Qaeda militants in Yemen’s south on Thursday, bringing to nine the number of alleged jihadists killed by
unmanned aircraft in two days, officials said. 

Saudi Intervention Only Fans Yemen’s Flames from New York Times 25 Jun 15

For nearly three months, Saudi Arabia, along with its allies, has been bombing Yemen, its southern neighbor, hoping to force the retreat of Shiite
rebels who have seized major cities and to return the country’s president from the Saudi guest mansion where he lives to the presidential palace. 

Peace talks on Yemen bore little fruit, U.N. envoy likely to tell Ban from McClatchy 24 Jun 15



The U.N.’s special envoy for Yemen is expected to brief U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon on Wednesday on his efforts to find a way to end
Yemen’s brutal civil war. The report is likely to be downbeat. 

US Blasts Yemen For Terror Financier’s Role In Peace Talks from Associated Press 19 Jun 15

The U.S. is criticizing Yemen’s government for including an accused al-Qaida financier among its delegation to U.N.-brokered peace negotiations.
The State Department says American officials raised concerns with the U.N. 

CIA Didn’t Know Strike Would Hit Al-Qaeda Leader from Washington Post 18 Jun 15

The CIA did not know in advance that al-Qaeda’s leader in Yemen was among the suspected militants targeted in a lethal drone strike last week,
according to U.S. officials who said that the operation went forward under counterterrorism guidelines that were eased by the Obama
administration after the collapse of the U.S.-backed government in Yemen this year. 

ISIS Claims Responsibility For Deadly Bombings In Yemen from New York Times 18 Jun 15

A branch of the Islamic State in Yemen claimed responsibility for a series of car bombings here in the capital that killed at least 30 people on
Wednesday, adding a new layer of peril to a city terrorized for months by airstrikes as well as by antiaircraft fire that has fallen on civilian homes. 

No. 2 Qaeda Leader May Have Died In U.S. Airstrike In Yemen from New York Times 16 Jun 15

Yemeni officials and extremists reported on Monday that the leader of Al Qaeda’s Yemen affiliate and recently the second-ranking official of the
global terror network, Nasser al-Wuhayshi, had been killed in an American drone strike. American officials said they could not confirm the reports
but were investigating. 

Houthi Rebels In Yemen Seize A Capital from New York Times 15 Jun 15

Houthi rebel fighters seized the capital of a northwestern Yemeni province bordering Saudi Arabia early Sunday, tightening their control of the
country despite a monthslong, Saudi-led bombing campaign intended to force a retreat. 

Crunch time coming for Saudi campaign as options narrow in Yemen from Reuters 12 Jun 15

After 11 weeks of air strikes that have failed to change the balance of power in Yemen, Saudi Arabia is running out of options to restore President
Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi's exiled government to Sanaa. 

Airstrikes Target Yemen’s Rebel-Held Defense Ministry from Associated Press 10 Jun 15

A series of airstrikes by the Saudi-led military coalition on Tuesday struck Yemen’s Defense Ministry building, which is under control of Shiite
rebels who last year seized the capital, Sanaa, officials said. 

Yemen’s Hadi Says ‘No Negotiations’ With Rebels In Geneva from Agence France-Presse 9 Jun 15

Yemen’s exiled president took a hard line Monday ahead of weekend peace talks in Geneva, ruling out negotiations with Iran-backed rebels and
denouncing Tehran’s “dangerous” meddling in his country. 

Yemen Ambassador: UN-led Geneva Talks To Start June 14 from Associated Press 4 Jun 15

Yemen’s ambassador to the United Nations said Wednesday that U.N.-led talks aimed at ending the conflict in the Middle East’s poorest nation
will begin June 14 in Geneva. 

UN Pushes For Renewed Yemen Humanitarian Pause from Agence France-Presse 3 Jun 15

The UN Security Council on Tuesday backed a call by Secretary General Ban Ki-moon for a new humanitarian pause to fighting in Yemen, saying
peace talks should be held as soon as possible. 

American Journalist Is Freed By Yemen’s Houthi Rebels from New York Times 2 Jun 15

Houthi rebels in Yemen on Monday released an American freelance journalist who had been in their custody for about two weeks, the State
Department and the journalist’s family reported. 

U.S. Citizens Held In Yemen By Houthis from New York Times 1 Jun 15



Several American citizens are being detained in Yemen by the Houthis, a Shiite rebel group that controls the capital and parts of the country, a
United States official said Sunday. 

Yemeni-Americans, Thrust Into Limbo, Say U.S. Embassy Unfairly Revokes Passports from New York Times 28 May 15

For nearly five hours on Jan. 21, 2013, in a windowless room at the United States Embassy in Sana, Yemen, an American citizen and Brooklyn
grocery store owner held his crying infant daughter while insisting he was exactly who he said he was. 

Yemen's pro-government forces retake city from Shite rebels from Associated Press 26 May 15

Yemen's pro-government fighters have pushed out Shite rebels and their allies and retaken a southern city that's the gateway to the port of Aden in
their first significant advance since a Saudi-led coalition launched airstrikes on the rebel group, officials said Tuesday. 

Yemeni Rebel Leader Backs New UN Peace Talks In Geneva from Associated Press 21 May 15

Peace talks on Yemen will begin next week in Geneva, the U.N. announced Wednesday, as the international community tries to end weeks of
Saudi-led airstrikes against an Iran-supported rebel group and a growing humanitarian crisis that has left millions short of food and fuel. 

Three-day Yemen Talks Begin In Saudi Arabia from USA Today 18 May 15

Three days of talks on the future of crisis-hit Yemen began in Saudi Arabia on Sunday, without the Shiite Houthi rebels who control the capital
and much of the north of the country. 

Reports: Yemen Airstrike Kills 9 Amid Cease-fire from USA Today 15 May 15

There were signs of fresh violence in Yemen on Thursday, two days into a five-day humanitarian cease-fire. Nine people were killed after a
helicopter gunship belonging to a Saudi Arabia-led coalition launched a strike on a truck in Saada province, in the north, suspected of carrying
rebel weapons, the Associated Press reported. 

Qaeda bans qat sales in south Yemen city: official from Agence France-Presse 14 May 15

Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula on Thursday outlawed the mild narcotic qat widely consumed throughout Yemen, in a city under its control, a
local official said. 

Yemen’s Humanitarian Truce Barely Holds As Violence Resumes from Associated Press 14 May 15

Yemen’s humanitarian cease-fire came under significant strain in its first 24 hours Wednesday, disrupted by a Saudi-led coalition airstrike, fighting
between rival sides in a strategic province and shelling by coalition warships west of the port city of Aden. 

Temporary Cease-fire Announced In Yemen, But Situation Remains Tense from Washington Post 13 May 15

Saudi authorities on Tuesday night announced the start of a temporary humanitarian cease-fire in the war in Yemen, but tensions remained high
between the country’s Shiite rebels and the military alliance that has been battling them. 

Intense Clashes In Yemen Endanger Prospects Of Humanitarian Cease-fire from Washington Post 12 May 15

Clashes between Yemen’s Houthi rebels and a Saudi-led alliance intensified Monday ahead of a planned humanitarian cease-fire, with coalition air
raids pounding targets in Yemen’s capital and the Houthis claiming to have downed a Moroccan fighter jet in the north. 

Yemen Rebels Agree To Temporary Cease-fire from USA Today 11 May 15

Yemen’s Houthi rebels and their allies agreed Sunday to a five-day cease-fire offered by the Saudi-led coalition that has been conducting airstrikes
in the country, Yemen’s state news agency reported. 

Saudi Arabia Proposes Cease-Fire In Yemen from New York Times 8 May 15

Saudi Arabia has proposed a five-day halt to hostilities in Yemen to allow aid agencies to reach civilians suffering because of the country’s war,
the Saudi foreign minister said on Thursday. 

Kerry Pledges U.S. Aid As Refugee Crisis Grows In War-battered Yemen from Washington Post 7 May 15

Amid an escalating humanitarian crisis in Yemen, Secretary of State John F. Kerry said Wednesday the United States would donate $68 million to



international aid groups to help refugees and others displaced by the country’s civil war. 

Saudi Considering Bombing Pauses For Yemen Aid Delivery from AFP 5 May 15

Saudi Arabia is considering temporary halts in coalition air strikes against rebels in Yemen to allow for aid deliveries, Foreign Minister Adel al-
Jubeir said Monday. 

Yemeni Fighters Trained In Persian Gulf Are Said To Join Saudi-Led Mission from New York Times 4 May 15

Yemeni fighters who are believed to have received training and weapons in the Persian Gulf entered combat around the southern city of Aden on
Sunday, joining with militiamen who are battling Houthi rebels, according to local militia fighters in Aden. 

Saudis Hit A Yemeni Airport, Possibly Closing Aid Route from New York Times 29 Apr 15

A Saudi-led military coalition carried out at least seven airstrikes on the international airport here on Tuesday, possibly crippling the airport in
order to prevent an Iranian airplane from landing, according to Saudi and Yemeni officials. 

Yemen Crisis Looms As Kerry Meets With Iranian Counterpart On Nuclear Deal from New York Times 28 Apr 15

Secretary of State John Kerry held his first meeting with his Iranian counterpart on Monday since an initial nuclear accord was announced in
Lausanne, Switzerland, early this month. 

Saudi-Led Air Campaign Resumes In Yemeni Capital from New York Times 27 Apr 15

Warplanes of the Saudi-led military coalition bombed targets in the Yemeni capital on Sunday for the first time since Saudi officials said they were
shifting the focus of their campaign against a Yemeni rebel group toward political negotiations and humanitarian relief. 

Saudis Launch New Airstrikes As U.S. Concerns Grow About Yemen War from Washington Post 23 Apr 15

Saudi Arabia launched a new round of airstrikes in Yemen on Wednesday, amid U.S. concerns that the nearly four-week operation has outlived its
military usefulness and become counterproductive to a political settlement. 

US Says Ship’s Mission Off Yemen Is To Protect Navigation from Associated Press 22 Apr 15

The White House on Tuesday played down the role of the U.S. aircraft carrier that is steaming toward the waters off Yemen, saying the USS
Theodore Roosevelt will primarily be there to protect freedom of navigation. 

Saudis Announce Halt To Yemen Bombing Campaign from New York Times 22 Apr 15

Saudi Arabia said Tuesday that it was halting a nearly month-old bombing campaign against a rebel group in neighboring Yemen that has touched
off a devastating humanitarian crisis and threatened to ignite a broader regional conflict. 

Iranian Support For Yemen’s Houthis Goes Back Years from USA Today 21 Apr 15

Iran has long supported Houthi rebels in Yemen with arms, training and financing. Now, as a convoy of Iranian ships heads toward Yemen’s Gulf
of Aden, a U.S. carrier group is headed there as well to intercept any potential weapons transfers to the rebels, who have seized much of Yemen
territory and are fighting the U.S.-backed government there, according to the Pentagon. 

Dozens Reported Killed In Airstrike In Yemen Capital from Washington Post 21 Apr 15

An airstrike by a Saudi-led coalition reportedly killed more than two dozen people in Yemen’s capital Monday, a day after a rebel leader vowed to
press ahead with an offensive that has dragged the Arabian Peninsula country into a deepening civil war. 

Yemen Houthi Leader Is Defiant In Face Of Saudi Airstrikes from New York Times 20 Apr 15

More than three weeks after Saudi Arabia began a bombing campaign aimed at crippling his movement, the leader of Yemen’s Houthi rebels
responded with defiance on Sunday in a televised speech, saying that Saudi attempts to “humiliate” his country were doomed. 

Saudi-led Yemen Air War’s High Civilian Toll Unsettles U.S. Officials from Los Angeles Times 17 Apr 15

Concerned about reports of hundreds of civilian casualties, Obama administration officials are increasingly uneasy about the U.S. involvement in
the Saudi-led air war against rebel militias in Yemen, opening a potential rift between Washington and its ally in Riyadh. 



Al Qaeda’s Affiliate In Yemen Seizes Airport And Oil Terminal from New York Times 17 Apr 15

Al Qaeda’s branch in Yemen took control of a major airport and an oil export terminal in the southern part of the country on Thursday. The gains
were the latest signs of the resurgence of the group, which seized the nearby city of Al Mukalla in early April. 

U.N. Imposes Arms Embargo On Yemen’s Rebel Factions from Washington Post 15 Apr 15

The U.N. Security Council on Tuesday imposed an arms embargo on Yemen’s Houthi rebels and their supporters, in a move that further isolates
the insurgents but may have only a limited effect on the fighting in the impoverished country. 

US Citizens Fleeing Yemen On Ships Headed For Djibouti from Agence France-Presse 15 Apr 15

Hundreds of American citizens and their families have fled Yemen on foreign ships, joining an exodus of terrified people fleeing intense airstrikes
against Shiite rebels, a US official said Tuesday. 

U.N. vote on Tuesday on Yemen arms embargo; Russia stance unclear from Reuters 14 Apr 15

The U.N. Security Council is due to vote on Tuesday on a resolution to blacklist the son of Yemen's former president and a Houthi leader and
effectively impose an arms embargo on the rebels who rule most of the country, diplomats said. 

Human Rights Group Asks Saudi Arabia, U.S. To Protect Civilians In Yemen from McClatchy 14 Apr 15

An international human rights group on Monday expressed concern that some of the airstrikes conducted by a U.S-backed, Saudi-led coalition in
Yemen appeared to violate the laws of war and urged the United States and Saudi Arabia to take steps to minimize harm to civilians. 

Saudi Spurns Call By Iran To Draw Back From Yemen from New York Times 13 Apr 15

Saudi Arabia’s foreign minister accused Iran on Sunday of meddling in Yemen and pointedly dismissed Iranian appeals for the Saudis to end their
bombing campaign, in the latest sign of deepening tensions between the regional heavyweights. 

Saudi Air War Struggles To Make Gains As Yemen Fragments from Washington Post 10 Apr 15

Two weeks into a Saudi-led military campaign in Yemen, the airstrikes appear to have accelerated the country’s fragmentation into warring tribes
and militias and done little to accomplish the goal of returning the ousted Yemeni president to power, analysts and residents say. 

U.S. Defense Chief Warns Of Al Qaeda’s Gains In Yemen from New York Times 9 Apr 15

The new American defense secretary acknowledged Wednesday that Al Qaeda’s affiliate in Yemen had exploited the tumult partly created by the
Saudi-led airstrikes there to capture territory, in what has become a broad expansion by the Sunni extremist group. 

Red Cross Prepares Emergency Medical Airlift For Yemen from New York Times 8 Apr 15

The International Committee of the Red Cross said Tuesday it was scrambling to airlift medical supplies to Yemen to help hospitals struggling
with heavy casualties caused by fierce fighting, particularly in the southern city of Aden. 

Yemeni fighters attack Houthis as aid flights delayed from Reuters 7 Apr 15

Southern Yemeni militias backed by warplanes from a Saudi-led coalition attacked Houthi fighters across several provinces in south Yemen on
Monday, driving the Shi'ite rebel forces from some of their positions, witnesses and militia sources said. 

Al-Qaeda Franchise In Yemen Exploits Chaos To Rebuild, Officials Say from Washington Post 6 Apr 15

The CIA’s drone base in the rippled surface of the Saudi Arabian desert has undergone major renovations over the past few years. Satellite
imagery shows dozens of additions that appear to include living quarters, a new clamshell hangar for hiding aircraft and neat rows of freshly
planted palm trees. 

U.N. Warns Of ‘Total Collapse’ In Yemen As Houthis Continue Offensive from New York Times 1 Apr 15

The United Nations’ human rights chief, Zeid Ra’ad al-Hussein, warned on Tuesday that Yemen was on the brink of collapse, as his office said
heavy fighting in the southern port city of Aden had left scores dead and its hospitals overflowing with bodies. 



Chaos Grips Yemen President’s Former Refuge from Agence France-Presse 31 Mar 15

Water and power cuts, food shortages and a total lack of security – Yemeni President Abedrabbo Mansour Hadi’s former southern stronghold
Aden is descending into chaos. 

Yemen FM Rules Out Huthi Talks Until Surrender from AFP 30 Mar 15

Yemen’s foreign minister on Sunday ruled out any dialogue with Huthi rebels until President Abedrabbo Mansour Hadi’s government retakes full
control of the country. 

Saudis Launch Airstrikes As Yemen Rebels Advance from USA Today 26 Mar 15

Saudi Arabia launched airstrikes Wednesday against Houthi rebel positions in Yemen and pledged to protect its neighbor from Iran-backed Shiite
militants. 

Officials: Shiite rebels arrest Yemen's defense minister from Associated Press 25 Mar 15

Authorities say Shiite rebels have arrested Yemen's defense minister. 

Yemen’s Embattled Government Appeals For Regional Military Aid from Washington Post 24 Mar 15

Yemen’s foreign minister appealed Monday for Gulf Arab neighbors to launch military strikes against Shiite rebels threatening to overrun the last
stronghold of the Western-allied government as the country sinks further toward full civil war. 

Out Of Yemen, U.S. Is Hobbled In Terror Fight from New York Times 23 Mar 15

The evacuation of 125 United States Special Operations advisers from Yemen in the past two days is the latest blow to the Obama
administration’s counterterrorism campaign, which is already struggling with significant setbacks in Syria, Libya and elsewhere in the volatile
region, American officials said Sunday. 

Shiite Rebels Seize New Yemen Territory After A Call To Arms from Washington Post 23 Mar 15

Shiite rebels captured new territory in Yemen on Sunday in response to a call to arms from their leaders, pressing south toward the headquarters of
the country’s embattled president and seizing parts of the central town of Taiz. 

U.S. Pulls Out Of Yemen As Country Sinks Into Anarchy from McClatchy 22 Mar 15

The United States has withdrawn the last of its personnel from Yemen, the U.S. State Department announced late Saturday, the latest in a string of
reversals for American policy in the troubled Middle East. 

Dissident Journalist In Yemen Is Shot And Killed from New York Times 19 Mar 15

One of Yemen’s best-known dissident journalists, who survived beatings and imprisonment under the former authoritarian government, was shot
and killed on Wednesday by unidentified gunmen outside his home in the capital, Sana, according to witnesses and officials. 

Houthi Rebels Release Detained Yemeni Ministers from New York Times 17 Mar 15

Houthi rebels released Yemen’s former prime minister and members of his cabinet after nearly two months of house detention on Monday, in a
sign of some progress toward easing the country’s chaotic political crisis. 

U.S. Envoy To Yemen To Operate Out Of Saudi Arabia from Washington Post 4 Mar 15

The U.S. ambassador to Yemen will work out of the Saudi port city of Jeddah, more than 700 miles from the southern city of Aden where the
Yemeni president recognized by the United States is located. 

Yemen's Hadi says Saleh conspired with Iran to undermine power transfer deal from Reuters 2 Mar 15

President Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi accused his predecessor on Sunday of conspiring with Iran to scuttle a 2011 deal backed by Gulf states to
transfer power to him in cooperation with the Shi'ite Muslim Houthi group. 

Rebels Accuse Saudis Of Fueling Unrest To Divide Yemen from New York Times 27 Feb 15

The leader of the Houthi rebel group here, in an unusually combative speech Thursday that reflected frustration by the rebel movement at its



deepening isolation, accused Saudi Arabia, Yemen’s powerful neighbor, of financing armed opponents and trying to divide the country. 

Yemen’s Former Leader, Held By Rebels, Leaves Capital from New York Times 22 Feb 15

To hear the Houthi militants who control this capital describe it, the country’s former president escaped from house arrest on Saturday by dressing
as a woman, wearing a long black chador covering all but his eyes. 

Yemen’s Former Leader, Held By Rebels, Leaves Capital from New York Times 22 Feb 15

To hear the Houthi militants who control this capital describe it, the country’s former president escaped from house arrest on Saturday by dressing
as a woman, wearing a long black chador covering all but his eyes. 

Yemen parties agree on transitional council: U.N. from Reuters 20 Feb 15

Yemen's feuding parties have agreed on a "people's transitional council" to help govern the country and guide it out of a political crisis, U.N.
mediator Jamal Benomar announced on Friday. 

Houthi Rebels In Yemen Eye Oil-rich Province, Sparking Fears Of All-out Civil War from Washington Post 17 Feb 15

The Shiite insurgents who have toppled Yemen’s government are threatening to take over a key oil-producing province to the east of the capital,
triggering fears that the country could explode in all-out civil war. 

Embassy closure hurts counterterrorism in Yemen: U.S. officials from Reuters 13 Feb 15

The closure of the U.S. Embassy in Yemen has further degraded America's ability to conduct counterterrorism operations in the country, which is
teetering on the brink of civil war, U.S. officials said on Thursday. 

Britain, France Join U.S. In Shutting Embassies In Yemen Amid Strife from Washington Post 12 Feb 15

Britain and France announced Wednesday that they would shutter their embassies in Yemen, a day after the United States closed its mission and
withdrew its diplomats from the strife-torn Arabian Peninsula nation. 

Yemen Political Talks Resume But Quickly Stall Over Houthi Demands from New York Times 10 Feb 15

Feuding political parties resumed United Nations-mediated talks with the Houthi militants controlling Yemen’s capital on Monday, but two parties
withdrew within hours complaining of threats from the Houthis. 

Yemen rebels meet with rivals for first time since takeover from Associated Press 9 Feb 15

Yemen's Shiite rebels are meeting with political rivals for the first time since cementing their power grab last week by dissolving parliament and
making their top security body the de facto government. 

Yemen Parties Still Haggling As Shiite Deadline Passes from Agence France-Presse 5 Feb 15

Parties were still discussing a possible solution to Yemen’s political crisis on Wednesday afternoon as a deadline set by Shiite militia in control of
the capital was expiring, sources said. 

Houthis Reach Out As They Consolidate Power In Yemen from New York Times 30 Jan 15

Abu Raad strutted through the streets of the Yemeni capital as if he owned them. His obvious glee, at a time of crisis in the country, bordered on
naïveté. But he had his reasons to be happy. 

Houthis Blame Separatists In Yemen For Stalemate from New York Times 28 Jan 15

The Houthi rebel group that has seized control of Yemen’s capital said on Tuesday that separatist forces in the south were responsible for the
impasse preventing an end to the political crisis convulsing the country. 

U.S. Drone Kills 3 Qaeda Operatives In Yemen, Continuing Policy On Strikes from New York Times 27 Jan 15

A C.I.A. drone strike in Yemen, the first since the resignation of President Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi, killed three suspected Qaeda fighters on
Monday, American officials said, in a signal that the United States will continue its counterterrorism operations there despite the apparent
takeover by Houthi fighters. 



Obama: Counterterrorism operations in Yemen not affected from Associated Press 26 Jan 15

President Barack Obama defended his counterterrorism strategy in tumultuous Yemen Sunday, saying efforts to root out a dangerous al-Qaida
affiliate there would not be affected by the political vacuum in the country. 

With Yemen’s President Out, U.S. Ponders Its Campaign Against Al Qaida from McClatchy 23 Jan 15

Yemen, for years a showpiece of U.S. counterterrorism efforts against the world’s most active al Qaida branch, plunged into a dark and uncertain
period Thursday with the resignation of the president and his cabinet after a militant takeover. 

Yemen Reaches Deal With Rebels To End Violence from USA Today 22 Jan 15

Yemen’s embattled U.S.-backed president has reportedly reached an agreement with Shiite rebels to end a violent standoff in the capital, where
conflicting reports circulated he was being confined to his home by rebels. 

At Risk of Fragmenting, Yemen Poses Dangers to U.S. from New York Times 22 Jan 15

Only months ago, American officials were still referring to Yemen’s negotiated transition from autocracy to an elected president as a model for
post-revolutionary Arab states. 

Yemen Rebels Attack Presidential Compound In Escalating Attacks Seen As Coup Bid from Washington Post 21 Jan 15

Shiite insurgents stormed Yemen’s presidential palace Tuesday in a stunning blow to the Western-allied government that appeared pushed to the
brink after months of rebel gains. 

Rebels Capture Yemen Presidential Palace, Shell Residence from USA Today 21 Jan 15

Fragile efforts to bring stability to one of the poorest and most unstable countries in the Arab world appeared to be nearing collapse in Yemen on
Tuesday as rebels attacked the embattled president’s residence and swept into the presidential palace. 

Shiite Gunmen Surround Yemen PM After Deadly Clashes from Agence France-Presse 20 Jan 15

Shiite militiamen surrounded Yemen’s premier in his Sanaa residence after firing on his convoy during deadly clashes with the army on Monday
as pressure mounted on his embattled government. 

Al-Qaeda In Yemen Claims Responsibility For “Vengeance’”Attack On Paris Newspaper from Washington Post 15 Jan 15

Al-Qaeda’s branch in Yemen expanded Wednesday on its claim of responsibility for last week’s massacre at the satirical French newspaper
Charlie Hebdo, calling it a “blessed battle of Paris” carried out as revenge for publishing images of the prophet Muhammad. 

Yemeni Authorities Again Fail To Bring American Detainee To Court Appearance (Morello, WP) from Washington Post 8 Jan 15

Yemeni authorities failed to bring an American who has been held for nearly five years to a scheduled court appearance for the seventh successive
time on Wednesday, according to his lawyers. 

Yemen's al-Qaida thrives on Sunni backlash to Shiite rebels from Associated Press 6 Jan 15

Al-Qaida's branch in Yemen is surging in strength, finding new support and recruits among the country's Sunni tribesmen, in a backlash to drone
strikes and the rise to power of Shiite rebels who have taken over the capital and other parts of the country, tribal leaders and Yemeni officials
warn. 

Four fighters from Houthi-led militia die in bombing, army officer shot in Yemen from Reuters 5 Jan 15

A senior army officer was shot dead in southeastern Yemen and four fighters from a Houthi-led militia that controls much of Yemen died in a
bomb attack on a guest house south of the capital Sanaa on Sunday, state media reported. 

2 Bombers Kill 26 Including 16 Students In Yemen from Associated Press 17 Dec 14

Two suicide car bombers rammed their vehicles into a Shiite rebels’ checkpoint and a house south of the Yemeni capital Tuesday as a school bus
was traveling nearby, killing at least 26 people including at least 16 primary school students, according to the Yemeni government, rebels and
witnesses. 



Conflicting Accounts Rise In Failed Hostage Rescue from New York Times 11 Dec 14

As the raid got underway in his village, Mubarak al-Harad was woken first by barking dogs, then explosions. Instinctively, he grabbed his gun. 

Yemen al Qaeda leader criticizes IS beheadings as un-Islamic from Reuters 9 Dec 14

A senior leader of al Qaeda in Yemen has criticized beheadings by Islamic State (IS) fighters as un-Islamic, and said his own group had banned
such acts. 

Hostage, Nearly Released On Ransom, Dies During Raid from New York Times 8 Dec 14

For 18 months, a group of civilians in South Africa worked to accomplish what their government had been unable to do: negotiate the release of a
South African couple held by Al Qaeda in the lawless desert of southern Yemen. 

U.S. discloses failed attempt to rescue American in Yemen from Reuters 5 Dec 14

The United States on Thursday for the first time publicly disclosed a failed attempt last month to rescue a U.S. citizen held hostage by al Qaeda's
Yemen branch, and the group threatened to kill him in a new video posted on the Internet. 

Al-Qaeda Affiliate Threatens To Kill U.S. Hostage After Rescue Attempt In Yemen from Washington Post 4 Dec 14

Al-Qaeda’s affiliate in the Arabian Peninsula threatened to kill an American hostage in Yemen after U.S. commandos launched a rescue operation
to free him, according to a video obtained Wednesday by SITE Intelligence Group. 

U.S.-Led Raid Rescues Eight Held in Yemen from New York Times 26 Nov 14

In a predawn raid on Tuesday, United States Special Operations commandos and Yemeni troops rescued eight hostages being held in a cave in a
remote part of eastern Yemen by Al Qaeda’s affiliate there, officials from both countries said. 

Backers Of Yemen’s Ex-leader: US Told Him To Leave from Associated Press 6 Nov 14

Backers of Yemen’s deposed president on Wednesday accused the U.S. ambassador of threatening him with international sanctions if he didn’t
leave the country by Friday, an allegation American officials later denied. 

UN Poised To Slap Sanctions On Former Yemen Strongman from Agence France-Presse 5 Nov 14

The UN Security Council is poised to impose sanctions on Yemen’s former president Ali Abdullah Saleh and two Huthi rebel leaders for
obstructing peace in the country, diplomats said Tuesday. 

Army, ‘US Drone’ Hit Sunni-Held Positions In Yemen from Agence France-Presse 27 Oct 14

Yemeni troops and a US drone struck positions held by Al-Qaeda suspects and Sunni tribes on Sunday killing over a dozen insurgents who have
been battling Shiite rebels, tribal sources said. 

Al-Qaeda kills 30 Shi'ite rebels in central Yemen: tribal sources from Reuters 23 Oct 14

Sunni Al Qaeda militants and Shi'ite Muslim rebels have fought a bloody battle in central Yemen, tribal sources said on Wednesday, amid fears of
worsening sectarian tension in the impoverished Arabian country. 

At Least 29 Dead In Attacks, Clashes In Yemen from Associated Press 9 Oct 14

Suspected al-Qaida militants carried out simultaneous attacks Wednesday on a half-dozen Yemeni security and government offices in a province
south of the capital Sanaa, setting off clashes that left at least 29 people dead, security officials said. 

Yemen Rebels Reject Newly Named Prime Minister from Associated Press 8 Oct 14

Yemen’s Shiite rebels rejected President Abed Rabbo Mansour Hadi’s choice of a new prime minister on Tuesday, threatening to derail a U.N.-
brokered peace deal with the armed group that has controlled the capital for weeks. 

Gulf Arabs demand return of state authority in Yemen from Reuters 2 Oct 14

Gulf Arab states have demanded the restoration of government authority in Yemen, issuing a thinly veiled criticism of rebels with ties to Iran who



have taken control of the capital, Sanaa. 

Yemen president warns of civil war as factions collide from Reuters 25 Sep 14

President Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi has warned Yemenis their country is heading toward civil war after the takeover of the capital by Shi'ite
Muslim rebels, a move that has allowed the insurgents to dictate terms to a weakened, fractured government. 

Triumph Of Anti-American Rebels In Yemen Raises Questions About Obama Success Claims from McClatchy 23 Sep 14

For roughly two years, the Obama administration has hailed Yemen as a rare U.S. success story in the Middle East. The internationally brokered
transition from the longtime rule of President Ali Abdullah Saleh to the current government of President Abed Rabbo Mansour Hadi was cast as a
post-Arab Spring model. 

Peace Agreement Calls For Immediate Cease-fire In Yemen from Los Angeles Times 22 Sep 14

A peace agreement signed in Yemen on Sunday offered hope for a resolution to a spate of sectarian violence that has killed more than 140 people
and reportedly led to the resignation of the country’s prime minister. 

Yemeni Victims Of U.S. Military Drone Strike Get More Than $1 Million In Compensation from Washington Post 19 Aug 14

The Yemeni government paid the families of those killed or injured in a U.S. drone strike last year more than $1 million, according to documents
that provide new details on secret condolence payments seen as evidence that civilians with no ties to al-Qaeda were among the casualties. 

Yemen 
Yemen Goes On Alert Over Fears Of Militant Attacks from Associated Press 20 May 14

Yemen put its security forces on high alert Monday over fears of possible terrorist attacks in the capital, the Interior Ministry said. 

Yemen
US Temporarily Closes Embassy In Yemen To The Public from Agence France-Presse 8 May 14

The United States is temporarily closing its embassy in Yemen to the public amid a spate of attacks against foreign diplomats, a top US official
said Wednesday. 

U.S. launches drone strikes against Al Qaeda targets in Yemen from Los Angeles Times 22 Apr 14

Prompted in part by a recent video that showed Al Qaeda leaders in Yemen openly taunting the United States, the CIA launched lethal drone
strikes over the last three days that marked a sharp acceleration of the Obama administration’s shadow war against the terrorist group. 

Yemen Qaeda Chief Pledges To Fight ‘Crusaders’ Everywhere from Agence France-Presse 17 Apr 14

Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) chief Nasser al-Wuhayshi has pledged in a rare video appearance to pursue the war against the
Western “crusaders” everywhere possible. 

Drone Strike Kills Two Qaeda Suspects In Yemen from Agence France-Presse 4 Mar 14

A US drone strike in southern Yemen Monday killed two suspected Al-Qaeda members thought to have participated in an ambush earlier that day
that left seven soldiers dead, a local official said. 

U.N. authorizes sanctions regime for Yemen, leaves blacklist blank from Reuters 27 Feb 14

The U.N. Security Council on Wednesday authorized sanctions against anyone in Yemen who obstructs the country's political transition or
commits human rights violations but stopped short of blacklisting any specific individuals. 

Three explosions rock Yemeni capital Sanaa from Reuters 3 Feb 14

Three large explosions were heard in Yemen's capital Sanaa on Sunday, close to the defense ministry, the central bank and the former president's
home, locals told Reuters. 

Al Qaeda Branch in Yemen Regrets Hospital Attack from Associated Press 22 Dec 13

In a rare public apology, the leader of Al Qaeda’s branch in Yemen has said that one of his fighters disobeyed orders and attacked a hospital



attached to the Defense Ministry during a December assault that killed 52 people. 

Yemen Parliament Bans Drone Attacks from Agence France-Presse 16 Dec 13

Yemen’s parliament passed on Sunday a law banning drone strikes, Saba news agency said, days after one such attack reportedly hit a wedding
motorcade and killed civilians. 

Officials: US Drone Strike Kills 13 In Yemen from Associated Press 13 Dec 13

Missiles fired by a U.S. drone slammed into a convoy of vehicles traveling to a wedding party in central Yemen on Thursday, killing at least 13
people, Yemeni security officials said. 

Militants Stage Complex Attack On Yemen’s Defense Ministry, Killing At Least 52 from Washington Post 6 Dec 13

Militants carried out a multi-stage attack on Yemen’s Defense Ministry early Thursday and clashed with government forces in the fortified
compound throughout the day, leaving at least 52 people dead and scores injured, the government said. 

Yemen Airstrike Kills 3 Militants In Southeast from Associated Press 20 Nov 13

An airstrike Tuesday killed three alleged al-Qaida militants in the country’s southeast, Yemeni tribal leaders said Tuesday. 

Yemen UN Envoy: Transition Will Be Beyond 2 Years from Associated Press 19 Nov 13

The U.N. envoy to Yemen said Monday the country’s president is likely to stay in office beyond the envisioned two-year transition period because
he is facing obstruction from political opponents that is delaying progress. 

Yemen arrests 'dangerous' Al-Qaeda militant from France 24 30 Oct 13

Yemeni authorities arrested on Tuesday "one of the most dangerous" Al-Qaeda militants in the country's southeast, state news agency Saba
reported. 

Blast Heard Near Yemen US Embassy; Attack Denied from Associated Press 29 Oct 13

Yemeni security officials said that an explosion followed by what sounded like heavy gunfire had been heard near the U.S. Embassy in the capital
Sanaa late Monday, but government spokesmen later said that the blast was fireworks from a wedding procession. 

Yemen's Army Retakes Base Seized By Qaeda Militants from Reuters 1 Oct 13

Yemeni special forces retook an army base and freed several hostages hours after al Qaeda militants disguised as security personnel seized the site
in southeast Yemen, killing at least four soldiers, a military official said on Monday. 

Yemen military says al Qaeda attack on troops has left at least 38 dead from CBS News 20 Sep 13

A Yemeni military official says coordinated attacks by al Qaeda militants in a southern province have killed at least 38 soldiers and wounded
dozens. 

Yemen Receives First US Reconnaissance Aircraft from Associated Press 17 Sep 13

Yemen's defense minister says his country has received two U.S. reconnaissance airplanes, its first delivery of the aircraft as part of an aid
package to help fight terrorism. 

Zambia
Zambia’s New President, Edgar Lungu, Is Sworn In from New York Times 26 Jan 15

After weeks of political wrangling and tension, Edgar Lungu was sworn in on Sunday as Zambia’s new president, overcoming a close political
challenge and divisions within his own Patriotic Front party to secure a narrow majority in an election called after the death of his predecessor in
October. 

Zambian Government Says President Has Died from Associated Press 29 Oct 14

Zambian President Michael Sata has died after an illness, the Zambian government said Wednesday. The Cabinet held a meeting to discuss a
political transition in the southern African nation in the wake of the president’s death. 



Zimbabwe
UPDATE: Another US hunter suspected of illegal Zimbabwe lion kill from Agence France-Presse 2 Aug 15

Another US trophy hunter is suspected of killing a lion in Zimbabwe without a permit, authorities in Harare said Sunday, days after the killing of
Cecil the lion by an American dentist caused global outrage. 

Zimbabwe alleges 2nd American involved in illegal lion hunt from Associated Press 2 Aug 15

Authorities in Zimbabwe allege that a second American killed a lion in an illegal hunt with a bow and arrow several months ago, amid an
international outcry over a U.S. hunter accused of illegally killing a well-known lion named Cecil in early July. 

Zimbabwe vows to export elephants despite criticism from Agence France-Presse 6 May 15

Zimbabwe vowed on Wednesday to shrug off international pressure and forge ahead with the export of live elephants to raise funds for
conservation and curb the animals' population. 

Mugabe Said To Fire Vice President And 7 Ministers In Zimbabwe from New York Times 10 Dec 14

Moving ahead with a broad purge of his governing party, President Robert G. Mugabe of Zimbabwe on Tuesday dismissed his vice president,
once seen as his heir apparent, and ordered at least seven cabinet ministers to leave their posts, according to the country’s state news media. 


